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Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph marked
with a 6hi€ pencil, will please take
notice that their subservptions will

expire (U the end of the present month.

Such are marked thus on the
" Jan. 84."

We do

label,

not want to lose

any of our subscribers, and give this
notice so that all may get every
number of the Bee Journal without
any break, and no papers will be
missed. When the money for renewal
i3 received at this office, the date on
the label is changed to correspond,
and this change is your receipt. If
there is any mistake made, notify us
at once.

—
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THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

2

BOOKS!
The AMERICAN Bee Journal

is

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

the oldest Bee

Paper lu America, and has a large circulation In
every State. Territory and Province, among farmers, mecbanics, professional and business men,
and le. therefore, the best adv^tlalDg medium.

925

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO. ILU

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one klnd.weallow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
on larger quantities, given upon application.

rates,

HONEY CROP!
THIKTX
Our crop beinp very

larpe,

we

offer

TSOUSABiD POUNDS of extracted Uoney

FOR SALE
KB ASON ABLE

PRICES. We have both clover
honey. Samples sent on receipt of stamps
The honey can be delivered in
any shape to suit purchasers.
Bend ISc. for our 34-page Pamphlet on Harvesting, Handling and Marketing extracted honey.
at

and

fall

to pay postage.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
5AB

; .

HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL.

y

1

—

Qaeen-Reurlnff, by

Henry Alley.— A

full

and detailed account of TWENTV-THREE years'
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way to raise queens.
Never
before published. Price, Stl.OO
Bee-K-eeper's tialde or* Cook's Manna!
of the Apiary. —This Manual is elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
;

ai^O"V^Isr

1876.

Bee - Keeplne.—

0zlerzon*ii fiutlonal

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and 8.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, Ex-editoT of the "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee <;ulture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepach we are indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langatroth of Germany, it
can but tiud a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. 1. Root says of it: "Old father
Dzierzon
has probably made greater strides in
scientific apiculture than any (jne man.. .For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at ail inclined to scientific research, tu purchase a copy.
Cloth. 9tt3.

1882.

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without. Cloth, VI. 85 ; paper cover. »1,
Bees and Houey. or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various Improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." "Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains l6o pages, and is profusely illus-

The book

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

Price,

covers.

bound

in

cloth,

75c.;

in

has

It

35

be

engraving

horse information
Byice »5c. for either the
English or German editions.
Quinby's
Bee-Keeping, by L,. C. Boot—
T!>e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making all Its readers realize that Its
authoris masterof the 8ubject.~Mtl.50.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of tbe
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 6c.
Novice's
ofBee-Cnltnre, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, !S1.S85.
KlnK*« Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Sl.OO.
l<anffstroth on the Hive and Honey Be«.
—This is a standard scientific work. Price, 98.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc.

New

ABC

Foul Breod its origin, developmentand cure.
By Albert K. Kohnke. Price. «5c.
Extracted Honey Harrestlnv, Handl;

;

ing and Marketing.- A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted In their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.«epers, byChas.
F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Ch.

;

WORK

Aplnry Register, for SYSTEMATIC
The larger ones can be used
the APIARV.
for a few colonies, give room for an increase of
nunib'Ts. and still keep the record all together in
For jU colonies. JI.UO; for 100
one book. Prices
colonies, $1.50; for 200 colonies, $2.U0.
in

:

gtixtsclte ^xxtdxtVf

:

trated.

— No book could

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases In a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

nebct

»icncnaft<f|t.

©ICUCtt ^ultut,

paper

50c., postpaid.

obev erfolgreid^e

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas 58e[;aiibliiiig bcrSBienen, oon i§o§. ®.
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
^tefeS ^ampl;let entl^filt
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature, Dferoman.
i

quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
M arket Honey as food, giving recipes for making 23ele^rungcn u5er folgenbe 'Segeiiftanbe
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wlnes.etc;
Oertlii^ teit be6 Siencnftaitbe§
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is Intended for cmsumera, and should be scat©rjiel^uiig berSonigin
,0onig pflanjen
tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Bngllsh and German.
iSdjiDarmen
9tblcger
giittern
Price for either edition. 5c. per dozen. 50c.
Preparation ofHouey for the Market, i'erfctjen— 3i t a t i e n i ft r e n 3"fffe«r
Including the production and care of both comb Doii
Slugjiel^en
^oiiiginneii
Sienen

—
—

;

The best arranged HIVB for all purposes in
existence, look first premium at St. Louis Fair
la 1882 and 1883 over all competitors. Descriptive
Circular sent free to all on appMeation.
Address.
Prop'r. of the

EI^VIIV ARM!$TRONQ.
Crown Bee Hive Factory and Apiary,

DADANT'SrODNDATION
From James Heddon. July

I27th.

1883.

— Your

Foundation is certainly the nicest and best handled
of any I have seen on the market. It Is the only
foundation true to sample 1 have ever received.

From James Heddox, Auk. lotb, 1883-— I will
contract for 2,()00 pounds of foundation for next
season on tbe terms of your letter.
A. H. Newman, Auk. 24th, 1883.— Book
order for 5,000 pounds for sprinR delivery.

From

From

C. F.

my

Muth.

Dec. 12, 1883.— Book my order
of heavy; 1,000 lbs. of thin, and 500

for

2,rM^l lbs.

IbB.

of extra thin.

Dealers, send in your orders for next spring
while wax is cheaper, and save trouble and money.

CHAS.
SABly

DADANT &

co., 111.

—

—
—

i

and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This Is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.
Sivarnilng;.I>lvldln(r and Feeding Bees.
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
is a chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price, 5c.
Bee Pu»tturit^e n ATeeesslty, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advance.-' views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2fi engravings. This is a chap:

ter

from

*'

Bees and Honey."

Price.

lOc.

Bees In Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
Q. Newman, This Is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey."

Price,

5c.

Food Adulteriitlon What we eat and should

—

be^nnbeln uiib

bcrul)tgcii

;

roetter eittl^fiU

e§ ein ^apitet,ii)onii bie neuefie 2Jtet^obe
fiir

bie .^cxTidjtung be§ .^oiiig?

i^anbel befi^rcibcn

ift.

$rei§

40

fiirben
(SentS.

^onid aH yiafftutiQ
SRcdijin

—

Boii

IFjomaS

un'o

® .Sleroman.

3!)tefe§ cntticilt cine f tare barftcltitng iiber
SBiciiert

unb

S^onia, beg 3ntert{)um§

Scfd)affen[;eit, Quolitat,

;

bie

Quellcn unb

(

not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment jigainst adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

3u5creitung be§,5)0)iig§

.^aiibel

fiir bcii

nl§ Sfnl^rung^mittel,

J^oiiig

nngebenb

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
roie man ^ontgfuifiei!, gormfiid^eld^en,
adulterations offered as food. 300 pages 50c.
Scrlbner*H I..nniher and ItOg Book.— Most $ubbing§,©c^aumfoiifcct,2Bcine,u.f.n)
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks jubcrciteu tann;
fcrner .^oiiig ot§
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading boit tables, aJJebijin mit dicIcii Stcjepteit. 6§ ift fiir
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Htandard book throughout ben gonjiinicnten beftimmt, unb foilte
United States

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock

—

—

& Canada.

Price tt5 c. postpaid.

Flstaer*8 Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, intertiht; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Moore*s Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over t,(K>0,0(Xi Indusdustrlal Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trade Se;

oieltnufenbfnltig iiber baS ganje

$vei^

Dcrbrcitetiucvbcii.

(5

Sanb

6ent§.

;

MANUFACTORY
FOR HIVES, SECTIONS,
&c.

1 am now prepared to supply dealers and consumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping

Crates, etc.,
make a specialty of

all kinds. I
LANGSTROTH
AND MODEST UIVKS. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made

from Poplar. Address.

aEOKOE TATLOR,
4:iA4t&lCtf 12Btf

UUNDEE, Kane Co., ILL.

crets, l^egal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer afid Business
Man. Gives 20(t,iH>o items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists.

Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gliders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1,016 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight In gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or

Farmer.

Price, postage paid,

SS.50.

f ti
3) a §
*).M
.^ranrijcltcn— 93on

anD

(^

93h®.,

ent(;altcnb

fcine

S8.a;.J?enban,

ein

alp^abetifd^

georbnete§ 93er5eid)inf5 bcv ocvfc^iebenen
$ferbetranff)eiten, fanimt ben Stvfa^en,
©pmptomcn unb ber vic^tigeii Se^anb;

lung berfelbcn

;

fevner, eine

niert^ooller Sicjepte.

THOMAS
925

©ammlung

^rei§ 25 6ent§.

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILU

!
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

G. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
Editor and
Proprietor,

The Opening Year— 1884.
Twenty-four years ago to-day, our
worthy predecessor, Mr. Samuel Wag-

number of the
J5ee Journal upon the sea of the
journalism of the World. Up to that
time, no periodical devoted exclusively
to bee-culture had been published in
America, and the pursuit was indeed
in its infancy. Now, seven Monthlies
and one AVeekly are being regularly
published in the United States, numbering their subscribers in all, from
ner, launched the first

JANUARY

2,

1884.

No.

1.

and in all places, Planning for Next Season's Work.
under an honest
Brains tell everywhere, but nowhere
The object of the existence of bee do they play a more important part
papers is not only to record the news than in bee-keeping. It is said that
of matters and things transpiring in some one asked Opie by what wonderthe apicultural world, but to discuss ful process he mixed his magnificent
the newest ideas and inventions as colors. He replied, " I mix them with
they develop.
While giving the my brains, sir." Every one who would
strongest arguments, therefore, all excel in any undertaking must use his
should be careful not to use words brains; and by thought, plaiuiing,
that may wound the feelings of those contriving and inventing, overcome
whose views may difier with their the difficulties that stand in the way,
own. Aye, we should allendeavor to and thus develop the needed improve"spread liberally the cement of ment.
5. Sell

at all times,

an honest
name.
Published every Wednesday, by

ILL.,

article

—

brotherly-love and affection that ceIf "necessity is the mother of inment which unites us into a society of vention," we may well claim that a
friends and brothers "—having but Yankee is its father for Americans

—

one object, and
of the science

that, the furtherance

and

art of progressive

bee-culture.

are proverbially inventors. The best
labor-saving machinery in the world
emanate from the American continent, and it has revolutionized the

We hope our correspondents will
endeavor to be guided by the senti- labor of the civilized world. As ex40 to 50 thousand
Truly tliis shows ment just expressed, and thus help
to amples note the magnificent farm
progress in a quarter of a century
bring about a reform in the manner of machinery and the mammoth printing
!

what the next

this direction,

25 years

may

it is difficult

reveal in

ture.

These facts give a comprehensive
view of the mission before us, as well
as the exalted possibilities which
should inspire us to fresh zeal and
grander achievement. Behold, how
invention and improvement have followed our pursuit elevating it, in

—

fact, to the position it

Now,

in order that

now occupies
we may realize
!

the great possibilities before us, five
things are. above all others, essential;
1. We should encourage planting
bee-pasturage, that there may be,
every season, a crop of honey to gather,
in order to make apiculture a certain
occupation.
2. Foster district aud local societies
afford

to

mutual

instruction,

and

strengthen fraternization.
Institute large
honey and apiarian
3.

and

discussing questions as they develop.

to conjec-

attractive

the following notice in the
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Times, we learn
that Mr. Quinlan, of that enterprising city, is making an aggressive war
on adulterated table syrups. He has
" hit upon " just the right thing to
" tell " on the^denizens of that "burg."
His notice reads thus
" Just the thing to eat on your
buckwheat cakes some of Quinlan's
extracted honey."
He solicits orders by postal card,
and offers to deliver it to any part of
the city. That is the way to increase
the consumption of pure honey in
place of the vile table syrups which
entail both disease and death to the
users.
Honey, that life-preserving
and health-giving sweet should take
its place on the tables of all, no matter whether rich or poor. It is cheaper, sweeter, and better in every way.

—

presses.

Many complaints were made last
season because bee-keepers could not
get their supplies when they wanted
them.
This was the result of not
ordering them in time to have them
on hand when wanted. No thoughtful bee-keeper should wait until he
wants implements or supplies before
ordering. Think ahead plan for the
campaign, get what will be needed,
and be happy.

—

—

Do

not put off necessary work in
the apiary, but do it when it should
be done— never putting off until tomorrow what should be done to-day.
Sufficient for the day is the work
thereof.

We

might enlarge upon the

details,

but each can think them out for themselves.

1^" The new Catalogue of D. S.
& Co., Hoopeston, Ills., is on
desirableness of a superior product.
i^The Bee Journal is printed on our desk. It is nicely gotten up, and
4. Cultivate a discriminating domes- new type, which makes it very reada- has quite an array of certificates from
tic market, to encourage superiority ble, and its mechanical execution is those who are using the Given founand excellence.
something we feel proud of.
dation press.
exhibits at all
Fairs, to educate the community to the

Given

:

;

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

place 0/ Sf«f Kno.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
marks. But had be read a little farther on in the same page, he would
OPPICBOF AMKKICAN BKE JOrRNAL,
have seen that we gave the preferMonday, 10 a. m., Dec. 3u, 18^3.
ence to wide frames in the following
The following are the latest quotalanguage
tions for honey and beeswax received
" Wide Frames.— Frames two-inches up to this hour
wide to hold sections at the side of
CINCINNATI.
the brood-chamber, or in the second
HONRY-There is no excitement in the honey
(
J

Jan. 5.— MarshsU Co.. at Marshalltown, Iowa.
.1. W. Saodera. Sec, Le Grand, Iowa.
Jan. 6.— Nebraska State, at Lincoln, Neb.

M.

L. Trester, Sec.

:

Jan. 8.— De Moines Co., at Mlddleton, Iowa.
Jan. 8.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. V.
Bean, Sec, McGrawville. N. Y.
M.

C

Jan. 8-10.— Eastern

New

York, at Albany, N. Y.

Vruuman. Pres.

S.

Jan. 9.—Central

Illinois, at

Jan. 10.— Cbamplaln

Bloominpton, III.
Jaa. Poindexter, Sec.

Valley, at Mlddleburg. Vv
J. E. Crane, Pres.

16.— Ohio state, at Columbus. O.

Jan.

14, 15,

Jan.

15,

16.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis. Ind.
K. L. Dougherty, Sec.

Jan.

15,

16.-N. W.

C.

M. KinKsbury.

See.

story."

The demand for extracted honey is improving, bul supplies beinglarge. prices keepdown.
market.

We are

well aware that the glossa- It brings 7(iiliic on arrival. Arrivals of comb honey
and demand for It, are in fair proportion. A choice
ry there given is neither complete nor article In M lb. sections brings l'Oc per lb. from
store, and 16@l8c. on arrival.
perfect, and hence we are glad to
BEESWAX- Scarce; brings 28®32c on arrival.
CHAS. F. MCTH.
correspondent
One
have criticisms.
NEW YORK.
" I would
says in a private letter
HONEY— White clover and basswood in and 2
like to criticise your glossary, but as lb. sections. I7(it22c Dark and second quality,
l4@l.'>c; extracted white clover In kegs and barI am not well-acquainted with you, rels. 9C*i,^loc.; dark, H<*yc.
:

1

J.

Jan.

16,

& S. W. Wis., at Frecport.
Stewart, Sec, Kock City, 111.

Ills..

17.— N.E. Ohio, and N. W.Pa.. at Jefferson, O.
C. H. CooD, Sec, New Lyme, Ohio.

Jan. 22-24.— Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N. Y.

Jan 23.—S.

E. Mich., at Adrian, Mich.

H.

C.

Markham,

Sec.

Jan. 28.— Bee-Keepers' meeting at Monee. Ills.
A. Wlcherts, W.Cossens, B. Heyen. Com.
April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J.E. Pryor,
Oct. 11, 12.

F. A.

Dec,

10,

Sec

—Northern Mich.,

at Alma, Mich.
Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

11.— Micbiean State, at Lansinp.

U. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

|y" In order

to have this table complete. Secretaries arc requested to forward full particulars of

will forbear."

That

is

where he ens.

c

& F.B THURBEH i

CO,

think tha^ our friends will give
CHICAGO.
us credit for good-nature, and we
HONEY— Goes off slowly, and prices are lower on
sections that are imperfectly filled. The demand
quite enjoy criticisms, if they are seems
to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in apand in every way perlet-t sales are made
made in a friendly way. Our article pearance,
of lb. sections at l."i(<t2oc.: I'i'a'j lb. sections. I4@
dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
was only intended to introduce the 18c.:
Extracted
honey steady, but limited de12@13c.
subject, and we hope all will be free mand; prices range from 7{5j1Uc. per lb.
BEESWAX -Scarce, at 28S35C., according to
to suggest amendments, and thereby color and cleanliness. .
R. A. BUKNKTT. 161 South Water (<t.
settle upon correct phrases for our
KANSAS CITY, MO,
pursuit. One sentence in Mr. Root's
HONEY— No change to note since last report
It is this
criticism is consoling.
Prices and demand well sustained, and rrceipts
" We now invariably
say
Wide about equal to shipments. White cmb, land 2 lb.
1

Frames

sections. 17(a-]8c

Extracted.

8(ail''c.

Jerome Twichell.

in

;

hi4

Walnut

Street.

BAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY—There is a limited demand for comb of
superior quality, but all other descriptions are slow
of sale, and the market fur the same, weak. Sales
of candied at -'J'^c.. and very good quality, uncandled, ittGc. White to extr.a white comb, 15(a.20c.
dark to good. iKallc; extracted, choice to extra
white, 6Caj7h^c.; dark and candied, 5@—
BEESWAX- Wholesale, 27 H(3.:ioc.
STEARNS & Smith,

423

Front Street.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY— In fair demand. Comb 13tftl8c. per lbStrained and extracted 7(§;Hc. choice In cans more.
BEESWAX— Firmer, at 30(»31c
W. T. ANPERSON & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
:

CLEVELAND.

HONE

Y- Honey continues in excellent demand,
as reported last; every lot of choice white comb
is taken up as fast as it comes at 18c. in quantity
for 1 lb. sections, and an occasional sale at 19; in
a very few instances only, 21 ic. has been reached.
Broken lots and second quality is very slow sale.
For extracted there is no demand.
BEESWAX— Is eagerly inquired for at 2S(g30c..
but none to supply the demand.
A. C. KENDEL. ll.'i Ontario Street,

;

;

yellow.27(32a

H.K.

We

our price lists." That is
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
right, and we hope that all wlio will
soon be publishing price lists for 1884
will make a thorough revision and
Wide Frames for Holding Sections- "call things by their right names."
the nght
In Gleanings for Dec. lo we notice That will be a good step in
for in the price lists of
the following comments on our article direction
confoundon "Nomenclature of Bee Keeping,"' last year there were much
please take
published on pages 603 and 604 of the ing of terms. Will they
"
the hint, and compare their " copy
Bee Jourxal for 1883
before giving it to the printer with
The A. B. J. for Nov. has an excelarticle on pages 603 and 604 of the
lent article on calling things by their our
right names, and gives a list of the Weekly, or page 356 to 3o8 of the
terms ordinarily used in bee culture. Monthly Bee Journal for last year.
I would suggest one change, however.
Some further criticisms will be
and that is, on a frame for holding
" found in this and succeeding issues of
sections they call it " broad frame
which was the name I originally gave the Bee Jouhxal, as fast as we can
when we first commenced making find room for them.
them but finding it so often confounded with "brood frame," we
^" The American Agricidturist is
changed it to " wide frame," and now
valued exchanges. It
invariably say " wide frame " in our one of our most
price list. I'ou will notice that a has just entered upon the 4od year of
single letter would have to be de- its existence, with varied improvepended on to distinguish lietween ments, and more reading matter and
" broad frame " and "brood frame ;"
and an a is so often made like an o, engravings. It is invaluable to those
there is much danger of confusion. engaged in farming pursuits. We will
For instance, a customer orders "UK) send the Amfiican Agriculturist and
broad frames," and his a iniglit be
for one year to any
After studying over it, the Bee Jourxal
eitlier a or o.
we do the best we can. and send them address, on receipt of Three Dollars.
along and it soon transpires that he
The Surgeon's Daughter.— T. B.
is in a great strait for lack of something that he has not got, and lias a Peterson & Brothers. Philadelphia,
Now, publish tliis day, " The Surgeon's
lot of frames he did not want.
yon see if we name them "brood Daughter," being the ISixth Volume of
frames" and "wide frames," both their new and cheap edition of "The
short names, too. there is not much Waverly Novels," by Sir Walter Scott,
which will be completed in Twentydanger of confusion.
six Weekly A'olumes, each volume
We are glad at all times with criti- being a novel complete in itself, and
cisms in a friendly way, and will here one volume will be issued every Satpublicly thank .Mr. Koot for his re- urday until the whole are published.
:

BEESWAX-Prime

BOSTON.

HONE Y— Our market is very quiet on honey. We
quote l»;<g)18c for best 2 lb. sections— 18^2t>c. for
best white 1 lb., and loc for extracted.

BEESWAX— We have none
BLAKE & Ripley.

to quote.
57 Chatham Street.

Vick's Floral Guide.— Here

it

is

again, brighter and better than ever ;
the cover alone, with its delicate tinted background and its dish of gracefully arranged fiowers, would entitle
it to a permanent place in every home.

The book

contains

three

beautiful

of illustrations,
printed on tlie best of paper, and is
tilled with just such information as is
required by the gardiier, the farmer,
those growing plants, and every one
needing seeds or plants. The price,
only ten cents, can be deducted from
the first order sent for goods. 2\11
parties any way interested in this subject, should send at once to James
Vick, Rochester. N. Y., for the Floral

colored plates,

Guide,

is full
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of liigh

V2

at the door of

Monsieur dire Franco-derman war, and

afford-

the material aid he could, to
wounded and the last sad offices
for Mr. Layens' bees.
My mission explained, the good of religion to tlie dying. Alas this
Cure welcomed me in the most hospi- nolile man, whom to know was but to
table manuer ; the best in his house love and honor, had lost his health
was set before me, and bee talk ran and strength in trying to serve his
For the American Bee Journal.
This nobie brother bee
(ireat was the surprise to see brethren.
riot,
me come armed with a smoker, bee keeper had in him that day, the conBee - Idyl.
" consumption." As
veil, thermometer, etc., and each arti- suming fire of
cle was carefully examined by the he told me of his weakness I thought
MBDOKA CLARK.
visitors, for one" by one the whole of the packet of tiuinine in my pocket,
He lies in his hammock under the trees.
village seemed to learn that an Eng- and begging liim to use it, and cure
In the hush of summer hours.
lish bee keeper had arrived, and (acci- himself. I parted from one of nature's
And he hears the voice of plundering Ijees,
dentally of course) they called in to noble men. lie died in the arms of
bed
of
tlowers.
on
the
there
Down
see the Cure, and found me and my my friend Mr. Layens, and dying his
interesting exhibit. At 2 p. m. the thoughts went back to the Sunday in
The restful, mumurlng music of bees
good Cure, myself, and a few others the apiary, the quinine, etc., and he
In their buzzinK, monotonous note,
went to the apiary. It was then as charged Mr. Layens to present me
On memory's board of ivory iieys.
with his love, and good wishes. Good
Has 'wultened a muffled note.
now seen in the illustration.
true men are few, but in the
We opened hive after hive, taking and
And he tries to drown, in an Idle dream,
are to be
out frames (large and deep) loaded ranks of bee culture they
To-d ly with its livinj: prose.
And glide to that past, which will always seem
with honey. There, just behind that found.
A poem of gild and rose.
Mr. Layens being of independent
hive where stands Monsieur de Layhas been able to give his scienmeans
the
deargood€ure,
exhausted
ens
did
be
an
angel's
thought.
Though hours
as sweet as
by excitement and physical weakness tific researches full scope, without
And slcies wear a tender hue —
of
We yet dream of days whose heavens were wrought sink prone on the grass. We revived being hampered by any thoughts
him, and when rested we returned to the having to make liis apiary pay a
From a turquoise of finer blue.
Those among us who profit on the capital invested. He
the village.
An hour tlies by, oq the pinions of timewere of tlie old-school, having com- has taken up at times certain special
resting,
"Ah,
bless
those
bees!"
He's
pletely changed their minds, after the points in apiculture, and at great
le

Cure— who was temporarily

caring ing
the

all

!

He

rest^s

And

and dreams to their rythm and rhyme,

the stir of the

summer

breeze.

Now his slippered feet on the turf
He yawns and essays to rise.

A

are tlung;

smothered oath— a crushed white flower-" I'm
stung!

Confound those bees!" he

cries.

Madison, Wis.

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keeping in France.

ARTHUK TODD.
Some years ago, I made the acquaintance of Monsieur Georges De Layens,
of Paris, wlio then was earnestly advocating the merits of the movable
comb hive, and had put before the
French bee keepers a book replete
with scientific, practical knowledge.
afforded them personal cost and labor, set himself
Many pleasant and profitable hours ocular demonstration
the task of unfolding its hidden
have I spent in his company, and of the facility with which the honey
occasion he estabworked in his apiary, which is some might be taken, and no bee lose its mystei'ies. On one
lished apiaries at certain points on one
40 miles from Paris. My coming to life.
The Cure sung vespers while I of the Swiss Alps. Each apiary being
for some time put an
this country
higher level than the one immediend to the discussion of our favorite rested myself, and then the old horse at a
brought out. Seated ately beneath it. The deviation of
topic, but, appreciating his love of and chariot was
zone was carefulknowing all going on in bee culture in it, I found the Cure wished to speed honey yield in each chemical analysis
could, ly noted, and by
of a progressive nature, I sent him at me on my return journey all he
the constituents of the honey from
various times, journals, catalogues, and at the same time show me a sight
The
forgotten. He drove me each zone were looked into.
etc., which contained illustrations of never to be
moment of the departure of the first
bee appliances of a novel character. through a forest where the heather
of each day's
Finding my location, he has lately was in full bloom, and, in a secluded bee at the beginning
toil at each successive altitude was
sent me a copy of his new book on hidden spot, he showed me some half
inspection of the note
bee keeping entitled " Letters to a dozen large straw hives (certainly the taken, and an
results of these
Friend " and a photograph of his largest I have ever seen.) They were book recording the
studies" showed
interest crammed full of bees and honey. "before breakfast
;

apiary.

Thinking

it

may

to the Bee
for one
On the occaand all
sion of my first visit to this apiary,
Mr. Layens was not able to accompany
me. Armed with his introduction, "I
started at 5 a. m. on a Sunday morning from Paris, visiting the historic
town of Dreux on my way. Arriving
at the station, I found I had a country
walk of some 2 miles before me, but
this I soon covered, and presented
myself tired, and weary at the hour

some

to see

Journal

it,

I

send

as the surest
to have a peep.

it

means

Thousands of bees, idle for want
room, and around me such a mass

of
of

wealth as I think I have never
seen equalled. Those only who have
seen the heather in full bloom, in all
its glory, can appreciate the reasons
for tlie annual migrations of bees and
hives that take place in France and
(Jermany.
There, seated on a rock, the Cure
told how he had helped like a true
man, to do his duty to his country, by
following the French army in that
floral

me

the intense love of the science of
bee keeping that animates Mr. Layens.

The relation between the number
of bees fanning at the door and the
necessity for a greater or less evaporation of moisture was another of his
Foul brood has per force
studies.
been of late one of his studies, and I
propose to translate, and in a later
number of the Bee Journal give in
his own words his own method of
treating this dreadful disease.

THE AMERICAl^ BEE JOURNAL.
" My
In a recent letter he says
apiary has given me much work for
the last two years, although I have
but few colonies, the terrible disease
of foul brood reigning all over the
coimtry each sprnig, for two years
past, my apiary has been attacked.
This spring I only had IS colonies, but
of these 7 were attacked. I am now
up again to 28 colonies apparently
the disease is cured. I believe I have
solved the question of curing foul
brood, but the great difficulty consists
in preserving tlie apiary in the future
where one finds himself in the midst
of an infected region."
Mr. Layens is deeply interested in
the botanical questions affecting bee
keeping, and asks me for the names
of the plants, and the date of flowering, that yield the greatest amount of
honey in the various sections of this
vast republic. Any brother bee keeper that can favor me with such a list
especially noting the botanical features of his locality, will have my best
thanks, and be carefully mailed to
:

—

;

Mi. Layens.

Some of his botanical remarks in
recent letters to me may be interesting and I will quote
"I see by your
letter to the Bulletin de la Somme that
the Americans
gather prodigious
quantities of honey, and that these
large yields are due to the united influence of climate, flora, and soil,
(still new) of the United States, and
that it would be impossible to us here
in France to obtain such splendid results.
In America much is written
about the linden or basswood tree as
:

being veiy mellifluous.

Alas close
are .500 linden trees, and
never once in 7 years have my colonies
increased in weight at the time of
their flowering. Again, there are certain plants that yield honey well in
certain kinds of groimd, and none at
all in others.
I had some 19 acres
to

I

my apiary

planted with buckwheat all aromid
me, and the bees hardly touched a
plant yet in Brittany it is accounted
a good honey plant. One of my relatives, a first rate botanist, having observed in Xorway some plants accounted very mellifluous, brought
some seeds to our domain, and planted
them. Not one of my bees gets honey
therefrom. If I only liad lists of the
honey-bearing plants in the various
sections of the counti-y I could very
quickly make a comparison with the
honey-bearing plants I know.
It
would be very interesting to see what
are the plants giving so much honey
in your country, and" to compare the
honey-bearing" power of certain of
those plants which doubtless are found
here in France."
Thanks to tlie unselfish exertions of
such men as these I speak of. The
bar frame hive is making headway in
France, and now comb foundation is
purchased, not as it was from me 5
years ago as a curiosity, but as a
necessary adjunct to modern bee
keeping.
Well do I remember filling orders
for foundation by the half pound per

—

ters I minutelv taught him how to fix
foundation in liis frames, and how to
use it successfully. To-day he has a
Root 12-inch machine, and is doing the
largest trade in the article. There is
one other machine in France, a Dunham, I think, but I have no particulars of sales.
If time permits, I will offer some
further remarks on bee keeping in
France in a future niunber of the

Bee Journal.

the live ones were bright and
not a queen missing and the
air was soon full of bees, but diarrhoea
and brood were both lacking.
Mr. Cornell thinks they would have
died if left anv longer. Perhaps they
would, but they had been in from
November to April and showed nosigns of disease, and could he have
seen them fly that day he would not
have called them very sick.

bees

;

lively,

The

1.50 I

lost since, I left

out doors

without any protection.

Philadelphia, Pa.

well

I

For the American Bee JoumaL

Winter Eepository For

Bees.

remember the conversation

Mr. Heddon and I had that day. He
took out the frames of the first hive I
took out, while I was getting the
second he held up a frame and said :
•'
Mr. Balch your comb is all moldy.
I looked at it and said that it did not
;

A. C.

BALCH.

If I could choose my place. I should
choose one where a natural spring of
water flowed from the ground, from a
side hill, and then dig into the hill
and make the cellar over it, allowing
it to run out of the cellar constantly,
all open in the cellar.
The next best place would be, a cellar large enough to have a good cistern of water in it. Both tending to
keep the air moist. I have every
reason to believe that there are more
bees killed by having them kept too
dry than of having them too damp.
For facts. I, one fall, built a bee
bouse with a cellar under it, in which
to keep my bees through the winter.
I got it completed in November, and
put 60 or 70 colonies in it in less than
10 days from the time tlie house was
built.
The cellar was made of stone
below the ground, and brick above,
laid in lime mortar, so damp that I
was afraid I should lose them all. I
gave them no ventilation outside, but
a small wooden one up through the
floor to the room above, througli that
into a space under the roof, and then
stopped. After a few days I looked
in the cellar was about 10 by 16 ft.
insidCj and the hives were put in on
two sides and back end three hives

matter, as the bees would clean them
all up in short order
but, he said,
they are all damp and moldy. Well,
I said, yours are all drv and the bees
dead. He has acknowledged since in
one of our conventions that I had the
best of that argument. The first and
only time I have ever heard him do
so, to myself or anv other person.
How is that Mr. H. ? " Is it true ?
Kalamazoo. Mich., Dec. 17, 1883.
:

"

For the American Bee Journal.

Italian

W.

and German
Z.

Bees.

HUTCHLSSON.

page 6.5.5 of the Journal for
Mr. Demaree gives 13 points in
favor of the Italians, and 4 in favor
of the Germans, and then attempts to
explain away the good points of the
German, but neglects to do as much
for the Italians. The most of the
points given by him in favor of the
Italians he would probably have
found as difficult to explain away as

On

1883

for the condition. The cellar
walls, the joists and floor over head
all hung with water in drops
in fact
some of it had dropped off on to the
hives and ground. I closed the doors,
one opening outside and one inside,

he did those in favor of the Germans
while, with a few of them, he might
have succeeded even better.
He says: "The Italians adhere
with more tenacity to, and spread
more evenly over the combs when
manipulating them."
This spreading evenly over the
combs, and remaining quiet while being handled, is an advantage, but the
tenacity with which they cling to the

a lamp and examined them. They
were so quiet that at first I thought
they were all dead, but the cold air let
in by opening the doors, and the light,
soon animated them and they began

combs is a cU-^advantage.
"The Italians build their comba
more compact and squarely in the
brood nest." If true, this would be
no advantage in these days of comb

;

;

high.

Now

;

lit

;

to show themselves at the entrance as
lively as I could wish. I was satisfied that they were all right, put out
the light, closed them up. and left

foundation.
" Italians adhere better to location
when moved a short distance." If
true, this might be an advantage to
I the queen breeder, but to the practical

until the next April, when
took them out on a good, sunshiny honey produces is scarcely worth
day, in the presence of Mr. Heddon, counting.
" The Italians are constitutionally a
and to his great surprise all were
right and strong, as he had lost all of stronger race." Important if true."
his that winter.
Mr. Demaree admits that " the
My hives had no ventilation, except peddling Uttle black imps pile on an
the entrance contacted to
of one excess of wax in the process of capinch by 4 inches top closed tight, ping, and thereby impart to their
and sealed by the bees as tight as combs a dead, chalky appearance decidedly inferior, in his judgment, to
wood and propolis could make it.
maih and tlie amazement of myself
Some of the outside combs were the deUcate cream-tinted combs so
and family to get an order from a very moldy and moist all of the combs deftly finished by the Italians."
venturesome Frenchman for 30 ttjs. I were more or less moldy at the bot- Whether the "dead chalky whitenever saw that man, but in long let- toms but there were very few dead ness," as Mr. Demaree is pleased to

them

'

%

;

;

;

'

;:
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business 40 years. "" Now, wliich one
knows the niost of what he is talking
about y I do not wish Mr. Demaree
just beneath the cappinsr, we will not to think that in writing tluis I intend
I
liere discuss, but we would remark to be personal, nothing of the kind.
that it may be well enough for Mr. merely wish to shuw that, to have
Demaree to" talk about "the peddling value," experience must have breadth
little black imps." and the "dead and quality as well as length.
Air. Demaree has seen it mentioned
chalky appearance," and the "delicate cream-tinted comb so deftly in print, tliat " the Germans are bet'"
he has seen it so
filled by the Italians,"' but all this ter comb builders
rubbish" is swept away wlien the often that he does not know how
" dead chalk " comes into competition many times he /I'f.s seen it, yet it
"'
with the " cream-tinted." It might coimts for nothing against his " long
be mentioned that the truest, whitest experience.
That " the Germans build less, or
combs always carry oft' the prizes at
the fairs, but tliis is :iot so important more, drone comb " is immaterial now
as the difference in price when the that we have comb foundation.
That the German bees do not enter
Just turn to
honey is marketed.
some of the market reports, and such the surplus receptacles more readily,
Mr. Demaree attempts to prove by
expressions as these will be found
" New crop, prime one pound sections again putting his " long " experience
(pure white) have sold for 20 cts., " against the world. "" Oh yes, and he
when in fancy cases."' " 1 lb sections, also mentions that there lias always
well filled, 18 cts. Xone but white been complaints because they did not
being taken." "When in Chicago last enter the boxes. Of course there has
October, I visited the commission always been such complaints, and
merchants who handled honey, and there always will be, because many
was shown honey of different grades. bee-keepers do not understand the
The very whitest, "dead chalky," principles of comb-honey production,
honey was selling for 20 cts. honey but amon<j well-informed, experijust as good, but having the " cream- enced, como-honey producers, these
tint," brought only 18 cts. Now why complaints have been neither long nor
tryto "slide"' over this point by loud.
That German bees produce whiter
\is"iug such expressions as
"Peddling
little black imps," "dead chalky ap- combs, are better comb builders, enter
pearance "' and "delicate cream-tinted the surplus boxes more readily, are
combs so deftly finished " ? Why not less liable to upset the aparist"s plans
come out, like a man, and say ""Yes, by their swarming propensities, than
it is true that the German Itees fur- the Italians, has been so generally
nish the whitest combs, and though admitted, that, to me, it seems like a
my taste is in favor of the cream waste of time to attempt to prove the
colored," yet the public is in favor of contrary.
the " dead chalky ' at the rate of 2
I believe that we " hybrid " beecents a pound." V I believe that no keepers admit, (I know that I do)
one has asserted that the superior that, upon actual count, there are
whiteness of the combs adds to the more points in favor of the Italians
good qualities of the honey itself, but than there are in favor of any other
appearance always has" had, and pure variety, and that for the producalways tcill have, a market value; why tion of extracted lioiiey they are unignore it ?
excelled
and, of course, the "pure
" bee-keepers find no fault
That the Germans are not better Italian
this admission, but the moment
comb builders than the Italians, Mr. with
we reach out for the good qualiDemaree brmgs forward no proof ex- that
ties of the German race, and say that,
cept his own experience
but, alin the production of comb honey, we
though, he does not forget to inform
cannot afford to ignore the few good
us that that experience has been
qualities that they possess when we
drawn out to a great length. nearly try,
by crossing the two varieties, to
40 years— yet he forgets entirely to
a strain of bees possessing 1;he
mention its breadth.
man may be obtain
good qualities of 6o(A varieties ; then,
doctor, editor,
lawyer, clergyman,
as the "old school " physicians conprofessor, or merchant for 40 long
dermi the Eclectics because they are
years, and all this time may be " dabbling" with a few colonies of bees; progressive enough to use remedies
that they find good, even if not menanother man drops everything for beetioned in the books, so would some of
keeping, devotes his whole time,
the old school bee-keepers condemn us.
talent and energies to the business,
I have no desire to build up nor to
thinks of little else during his waking
reputation of any
hours, and even dreams of bees. He pull down the
reads almost evei7thing %ATitten upon variety or strain of bees, my only dethe subject, visits bee-keepers and at- sire is to an-ive at the truth and, if
there is a better bee for the productends conventions, and conducts extion of comb honey than a cross beperiments upon such a comprehensive
tween the dark leather-colored Italian
scale as to give weight to the concluand the large brown German not the
sions drawn therefrom. He continues
"little fidgety black imps'' no one
this course for 8 or 10 years, and bewould be more pleased to know it
comes, every inth, a thorough going,
than
myself.
well-informed, first-class bee-keeper
Rogersville, Mich.. Dec. 20, 1883.
but let him attempt to express his
views, and ten to one if some " professional dabbler does not exclaim
Letters for publication must be
"Oh you have had no experience written on a separate piece of paper
young man, while /have been in the from items of business.

For the American Bee

call it, is eauseil by the " peildliiis litpiUiig on more wax '" or
tle imps
by a space left unfilled witli honey

""

;

;

:

:

'

;

;

—

;

A

;

—
—

:
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Section

TUIINEK.

T. K.

comment

Tlie

page

.5.58,

on

JoumaL

Eack Comment.

of Mr.

Heddon, on

Bee Journal

of the

for

my

article on Section Racks,
deserves a little notice, " ere some of
the less experienced be led, what
seems to me, astray ;" and what I have
to say may serve, in part, as an answer
to J."C. Tliom, on page 548.
I do not claim to have tried as many
188;h,

devices for holding sections on the
top and sides of liives, as Mr. Ileddon,
but I claim to have tliorouglily tested
the rack he uses, except tlie ^3 inch
space between tiers, and I find it much
more impracticable tliaii the portablesided rack, in all the respects indicated in my former article. I fail to
see wherein the movable-sided rack
is " weak and incapable of enduring
some of the most important manipulations,"' from anything that has been
said against it by Mr. H., and I think
I have handled quite a few bees.
With respect to the variations in
the shrinking and swelling of wood in
sections, in the use of the movablesided rack, I have not experienced the
slightest inconvenience, from their
use for 4 years, and, perhaps, that is a
little longer experience than he has

had with them.
It may be that glass is objectionable
to bees, but with all my observations,
I do say that bees do not " sorely

combs that are next to
Bees do not always work as
quickly on the outside sections as they
do the centre ones, in any kind of a
rack, but that those without glass, are
neglect those

them."

perceptibly more acceptable to the
bees than those w-ith them, may be
The
considered an open question.
glass admits of the same examination
between the ranges of combs that
others do, and then one can see with
them, with sufficient accuracy for
practical purposes, wlien the sections
are full, without disturbing the bees
by taking off the honey-board, for
generally bees commence work in the
centre, and when the outside combs
are capped, all are ready to remove.
If glass is so objectionable to bees,
those who think so can have racks
without it, for, like separators, they
are no part of a movable-sided rack.
I have never tried separators on one
side of sections and glass on the other,
but from my use of separators, I
would lay the blame on them, rather
Though I regard
than the glass.
glass as a very convenient arrangement, yet the views and taste of tlie
individual must regulate that matter.
The expense of movable-sided racks is
but a trifle more than those with
stationery sides, especially if the

views

are" left off.

speak of the risk of breaking
the cappings in shoving one section
past another, for that is the danger
with his rack in removing single secFull sets, or even rows, cantions.
not always be removed, for the bees
I did

will not

may be

always

fill

a set

full,

and

it

desirable to leave those partially full on the hive, and take full
ones off, putting new ones in their

;
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place. It' one or two sections alone
are to be removed, and empty ones
put in their place, the movable-side
need not be taken out, but only the

keys loosened, and there is then no
re-adjusting except tightening tlie
keys by pushing them down with the

hand and only when a full set are to
be removed, are the sides taken off.
Nothing was said about the speed
of taking out one section at a time,
but the safety of the comb in the
;

movable-sided" rack is the point of
preference, but the speed, as well as
the safety, I think, would be in favor
of the movable-sided rack.
I make no pretentions to being a
large honey-producer, but on looking
over the report of the Northwestern
Convention, I find I am more than an
average in the amount of surplus
honey and the niunber of colonies,
and could report more than JSIr, Ileddon of an average per colony of surplus honey and increase, and I claim
the right to think that the time I gave
to my bees had to be used as actively
as his.

Some who reported at that convention are far ahead of him in the average per colony, and have a goodly
number of colonies too, that are using
the movable-sided racks, and would
have nothing else now, having thoroughly tested the stationery sided
racks, and discarded tliem.
If one finds a few bees in the way,
let him put tlie edge of the rack on
the back edge of the one already on,
and shove it gently from him until it
is in place on the other, without hiu'tinch space being any bees.
Irween the honey-board and sections
allows tlie bees to gum the sections
on the bottom and top too, in tiering
up, and this they invariably do, more
or less, for experience has proved it.
I tried 10 racks in 1SS2 without any
inch space
honey-board, and with a
over the Inood-combs under the sections, and the sections in these racks
were so gummed up that they had to
be cleaned off before they were lit to
case, while those on a "honey-board
were clean. My experience with them
was such that I decided never to use
any more racks witliout honey-boards
with slats on which to rest the sections, to keep the bees from spoiling

A %

%

them with wax.
The assertion that bees "

will squirt

between sections set on top of each
other more glue than they will put on
those witli % inch space from any
other surface," needs some proof
in

the experience of many is the
True, they would do that if
much space was left, but with the
sections we use, and such as are properly made, there is very little if any
space between the bottom and top of
With regard to
sections tiered up.
the spaces interfering with the work
in the surplus receptacles, I refer Mr.
Heddon and others to my former article on that point, which, seems to me,
remains unanswered.
too, " am
I,
willing to leave the matter to the
coming practice of honey producers,"
and willing or unwilling, there is

when

opposite.

where

it

must be

left.

Sussex, Wis., Nov.

17, 1883.

For the American Bee JuumaL

with blue mold, but with the bees perfectly healthy."
I ask those who have had experience
to decide wliether the moisture found
S. CORNEIL.
when we came to examine colonies
which have died, emenated from the
Although in Mr. Ileddon's article, bees while alive, or from " the damp
page 590 of the Bee Journal for carcasses of dead ones."
lSfS3, there are points on which much
Lindsay, Ont., Dec. 11, 1883.
might be said in reply, it is perhaps
better not to have too much of one
For the American Bee JoumaL
subject, so I shall not at present say a
word more about pollen, humidity or
Will all Pure Honey Granulate 1
dysentery. But another question is
raised on which we differ, and as it
J. w. margrave.
relates to a matter which has come
under the notice of most bee-keepers,
In Mr. Dadanfs book on "Extracted
I feel reluctant to let it go by default, Honey," etc., he takes the position
desubmitting
for
their
without
it
that pure honey will ahvays granulate
cision.
I sliall give Mr. Ileddon's in his latitude, and, of course, the
statement of the case in his own converse of tliis, i. e., that honey that
words. The italics are mine.
does not grauuhite in cold weather
On page 269 of the Bee .Journat- is impure, not ripened, or else
for 1881, he says: "In nearly every adulterated. The Toronto Convention
repository, or out-of-doors, as soon as came very near taking the same
a colony is dead, dampness accumulates ground.
in the hive, an effect, not a cause of the
I have great respect for Mr. Dadant,
death of the bees."
as also for the Toronto Convention,
On page 392 of the Bee .Journal and do not doubt the ability or candor
" I Iiave found that
for 1882, he says
of either, yet I citniiot indorse the
the honey soon gets thin after the warmth position.
I have handled honey in a
of living bees is exchanged for the damp limited way for the past 10 years, and
dead
ones.'^'
carcasses of
have not had a single pound of canIn his late article, page -590 of the died honey of my own. nor have I seen
Bee Journal for 1SS3, he says "In a specimen of it in this country since
regard to the excessive dampness 1 have been here some 20 years. I
found in colonies having died of dys- do not know why it is neither do I
entery, it will be found upon close ex- know why honey does, or does not
amination, together with more ex- granulate, and I do not want to be
tended observation, that the wet moldy placed under the ban of suspicion,
condition is the effect of the death, and either.
not the cause.
I as cordially despise the adulteraThat is, the water which we find tion of honey by glucose, or anything
condensed on the sealed honey and on else, as any one, and I have been in
the inside of the walls of the hive. and full sympathy with all that I have
sometimes running out of the flyhole, seen written against the adulteration
comes from dead bees.
of all foods. I think the man who is
On the contrary, I hold that this guilty of doing so for gain, is guilty of
water is produced by living bees, and a heinous crime, and sliould sutter
that when they die, its production the full penalty of a stringent law
ceases, and I tlunk it is not difficult but, as my honey thus far stubbornly
to understand how it is that a colony refuses to granulate. I must demur to
whose numbers are daily decreasing, being classed with adulterators.
should, in their. efforts to make up for
It may be said that my " lioney is
the loss of heat by the reduction of not well ripened." Well, I think that
their luuubers, consume more fuel, honey that weighs 12 lbs. to the galthus producing an increased quantity lon, is not very unripe; as I underof vapor which, if it be produced stand it, honey that is not ripe is in
faster tlian it escapes from the hive, danger of souring
my honey is so
soon accumulates, and is condensed, thick that in cold weather I can hold
causing the appearance of matters as 2 or 3 lbs. on a common case knife. It
we often find them after the bees have is so thick that it will not run out of a
died.
2 inch molasses gate in cold weather.
In support of the opinion that the Our lioney resources are almost ideninside of the hive is often dripping tically the same as those Mr. Dadant
with moisture while the bees are still mentions; heartsease largely predomialive, I do not see how I can do better nating.
than to give the observations of Mr.
Please do not put me on the list of
Heddon as stated by himself.
adulterators, nor call my honey gluOn page 392 of the Bee Journal cose ; I cannot stand ttiat.
for 1882, he says
"I saw Mr. Batch's
Hiawatha, Kans., Dec. 17, 1883.
bees come from a close unventilated
[The rule is that pure honey will
room, dripping with icate.r and combs
I granulate in cool weather, but there
all moldy, in excellent condition.
have seen the same on other oc- are exceptions ; and Mr. Margrave's
casions."
And on page 464 of the current vol- is one case of exception, evidently.—
" I am Ed.]
ume, we find him saying
somewhat at a loss to know wliy he
(Dr. Tinker) so carelessly passed by
i^" The annual meeting of the
the fact, that so many instances are Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Assorecarded, where bees came out of ciation will be held in Cortland, N.
special repositories perfectly drenched Y., on Tuesdav. Jan. 8, 1884.
M. C. Bean, Sec.
with dampness, and the combs covered

Cause of Moisture in Hives.

:

:

—

;

;

:

:
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Essentials of the

lloo .loiirnnl.

Coming Steam-

Engine.

WM. MUTII-KASMUSSEN.
I

have

felt a lively

interest in the

impn)^•emeIlt of steam-engines ever
since I liave handled them, which I
hesmi about i!0 years ago. There are
many natmal laws, that have an important bearing on steam-engine construction, but" inventors are apt to
give xuidne prominence to one or
more points, which are made much of,
to the neglect of others which are,
perliaps, of equal or even greater importance. Nearly all who have written on "thecomiiig engine," "a standard engine," etc., seem to take it for
granted that some one of the engines
or boilers now in common nse should
be adopted as such. T think that advanced engineers in the latter part of
the IHtli century should do tietter than
that
and look for an engine constructed on a new and scientific plan,
and a new system of manipulation
and management, that by its adaptation to the natural properties of steam
and the requirements of engineers,
;

commend itself to enlightened
minds, and not need the formal endorsement of conventions and socieThose who do not appreciate
ties.
applied science will, of course, be free
to use steam on Watt's, Corliss, or
shall

material.

It

must supply abundant over the

room

for surplus-steam as closely as
possible to the cylinder, with free
continuous passages.
It must be
eciually adapted to a vertical or horizontal" position, using either position
as may be reipiired, without change
or alteration of parts. It must be
easy to manipulate for all purposes,
with the least possible danger of hurting the engineer or making him mad.

'

The exhaust-steam

is

too valuable

to be neglected, and intermixed with
cold water, to be re-injected into the
boiler, is too useful to be rejected
until something better is provided.
Cushions or packing of wool, hair,

wood or other non-conductors of heat,
or confined air, may be used to economize fuel in cold seasons and climates,
and occupy space on top and on all
sides of tiie boiler, fre(iuently used
for surplus storage of dust and all
kinds of trash, except when the inspector comes round, or gained by
reducing the pressure of steam to correspond to the diminished amount of
work to be done at certain times of
the year.
I will here summarize some of the
essential points as follows It must
be perfectly adapted to either high or
low pressure, at all seasons and in all
climates. To secure this the boiler
must be deep and capable of any required amount of contraction or expansion, on all sides alike, by making
it of India-rubber or some similar
:

article

—

now under

notice.

" Apiarist. An expert bee-keeper."
Is not " exnert " redundant and incorrect V Would not " A bee-keeper "
be an all-sutlicient definition or syno-

nym

for

"apiarist?"

If

apiarist

means " an expert bee-keeper,

'

tlien

be hardly modest for any one
but such as Ijangstroth, Jones, Heddon, Doolittle, Root, Dadant, etc., to
say " I am an apiarist."
May not an
apiarist be either inexpert or expert ?
reconstruction,
Itmust he of simple
jecting all unnecessary parts and com- I will say here tliat I like bee-keeper,
plications, such as throttle-valve, pis- better than apiarist, though the latter
ton-rod, cross-head, governor, crank, term sometimes comes handy to avoid
balance-wheel, etc. There are several repetition. Of two words meaning
minor points that I will not stop to the same, commend me to the simpler
enumerate, but all are in harmony one.
" Apiary. A place where bees are
with the above.
" coming kept." Now is that so V Is not an
I am looking for the
steam engine," and shall continue to apiary the whole establishment, bees,
do so until it appears. To show that hives, extractor, smoker, veil, etc.
looking with me is not idle watcliing " Place " is rather the spot or locality
and waiting to see what otliers are where all this is rathered. It may be
doing, I may be allowed to state that a lawn, grove, Duilding or as with
But
I have at several times devised, con- Bro. Mutli, the roof of a store.
structed and tested steam-engines I think apiary is, strictly speaking,
that embodied my best ideas at the the entire institution over which the
time, and now have engines in use, " apiari.st " presides.
" Bee Moth.— A miller which preys
that seeem to be right intlieplan, and
only require to be perfected in details, upon the combs." I am not enough
so that any blind, deaf and dumb of an entomologist to know if " milidiot can run a steam-engine the first ler " is a scientifically correct word.
time he lays his hand on it.
I know it is a common one, but " inBy comparing the above with the sect " would be a more exact defini"
article
Essentials of the Coming tion in this case.
Hive," on page .57.5 of the Bee Jour"Cluster of Bees.— A festoon of
nal, it will be seen that the writer bees clinging to one another." It apdesired
the
and I agree perfectly in
pears to me that there is a diiference
requirements of our "coming hobby between a " cluster " and a " fesliorses."
toon." A cluster is a close, compact
Independence, Cal., Nov. 22, 1883.
body. A festoon is open and in ringform, usually oval rather than circular.
A festoon is a cluster, I suppose,
For the American Bee Journal.
but is a cluster necessarily a festoon ?
"
number of bees
I think not.
Correct Use ot Apicultural Terms.
clinging to one another," would be,
WM. F. CLAKIvE.
to my mind, a more accurate definiit will

—

any other plan they may choose. Of
the improvements of tlie past, sliding
valves nmst be retained, but of an
entirely different construction from
those liow in common use and should
be jlxtd. and reversible as well as
movable. Steam-power has become a
staple necessity, and its production
must be provided for.
Self-oilers are so convenient and
popular, that the best possible system
of using them should be adopted;
It was a good beginning in a needed
and l)eof a sufficient number of different sizes to meet the requirements line of improvement that was made by
of all— for home use and market— the editorial "of Bee Journal, No.
which should be of such proportion- 48, entitled Call Things by Their
ate dimensions as to be usable on the Right Names." Critics and reformsame engine without change or altera- ers, however, become shining marks,
and are very apt to have the proverb
tion of engines.
;

9 .

A

tion.

—

—A

building hav"House Apiary.
ing double-walls, in which to keep
several colonies of bees." Must such
a building necessarily have double
walls ?
" Manipulation.— The handling of
Manipulation is operating
bees."
" Physician heal thyself " shot at with the hands. This word by itself
of bees at all. Handis
not
suggestive
them. The editor of the Bee Journal
is one of tlie most genial of mortals, ling a shovel, or a horse is manipulaalways bubbling over with good- tion. "Bee-manipulation " is handnature, so I am certain he will take ling bees, and it is better to say so in
no offence at the tables being turned plain terms, instead of lugging in a
upon himself a little which is the word of five syllables which without
an accompanying adjective or other
object of the present article.
The vocabulary or encyclopEedia of explanatory "terms has no special
bee-keeping words and phrases, is for reference to bees.
similar criticism applies to the
the most part excellent, but is, I
think blemished by a few inaccura- word "robbing" which does not by
itself express the idea of robljery by
cies, which it will be well to correct
been a great deal of
in a future edition. For I do not bees. There has
doubt that this beginning will some robbing done round apiaries by thieves
fair
day grow to a size and importance destitute of wings, and not in a
however sweetly they
that will justify its publication in the way to get "any,
form of a pamyihlet or hand-book. may sing, I "want to be an angel."
" Spring Dwindling.
Decimation
Let every bee-keeper think the matter
over, and should any addition or cor- of a colony of iiees in spring." Deciof
destruction
rection suggest itself, it will be well mation is literally the
to ' make a note on't," and forward a tenth part, butunfortunately spring
Deit to the .Journal. Thus, in time, we dwindling does not stop at this.
may hope to have a complete and cor- crease or diminution would be a better word.
rect nomenclature of bee-keeping.
Is " pollen " always " the farina of
I subjoin a few criticisms whicli
have occurred to my mind in conning flowers V" In spring, it is frequently

—

A

—

,

—
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or other meal.
better to define
"queen," as "the mother bee," instead of " the mother of the colony,"
a phrase not applicable to a queen
just fertilized or newly-introduced.
" VVedding-flight " is not merely "an
excursion of a virgin queen to meet a

the

farina

Would

of

rye

not be

it

drone." Vain will be the meeting,
unless there be a mating.
There are a number of other words
that might properly be included in the
list under notice
e. g. " Bee-eater.
bird that devours bees." "Beeline.
The shortest line from one
"Bee-veil.
place to another."
protection for the face and head, condemned by thick-skinned bee-keepers,
but valued bv the sensitive, and those
:

A

—

—A

liable to swell."

—A

" Bee-journal.
periodical indispensible to successful bee-keeping."
But a vocabulary of this kind is a
work of time. It is not by jotting
down the few words that occur to
one's recollection on the spur of the
moment, but by recording them from
time to time iii a memorandum-book,
that a considerable collection can be
made. If bee-keepers will be at the
pains and trouble to pursue this

and send their lists, when as
complete as they can make them, to
the editor of the Journal, we shall
bye and bye have a reference-book
which will be very valuable and useful to bee-keepers generally.
Guelph, Ontario, Dec. 1, 1883.
course,

For the American Bee JourBaL

The Cause

of Bee Diarrhoea.

H. V.

TRAIN.

will

have

is. if I

am

The reason
his wish sure.
right, the breath of the bees

condense on the honey outside of
the cluster ; there is not sufficient cirthe capculation of air lo dry it off
the honey
pings crack, more or less
and water getting mixed will sour;
and, fermentation once commenced,
penetrates the whole mass ; and when
the bees eat the soured honey in confinement, they are effected.
But if the bees have well-ripened
stores
a brisk circulation of air
through the cellar; a large entrance
to the hives ; a Hill's device over the
frames ; with only a burlap over the
device and the cover on that (I use
straw matting obtained from tea
chests)
and then keep the temperature of the cellar from 45" to 50-, he
will have neither sour honey or its
will

;

:

;

;

effects.

This, at last,

is

my

settled convic-

experimenting

tion, after 20 years of

close observation. I do not feel
so sure as to all the conditions which
causes honey to sour out-of-doors, but
I do feel sure as to the conditions
which causes it to sour In cellars or

and

bee houses.
Let the above conditions be met.
and I would like to insure all the bees
in the United States against dysentery
for 10 cents a colony. And there is
another consideration it does not cost
half as much to prepare bees tor the
cellar, put them in and take them out,
as it does to make them half as safe
on the summer stands. And it does
not take more than half as much honey
to winter them in the cellar, under
these conditions, as it does to winter
:

The 15th annual convention of the
Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the City Hall at
Syracuse, N. Y., on the 22, 23 and 24
days of January 1884.
This will be "the largest and most
interesting convention'of bee-keepers
ever held in America. Many of the
most scientific apiarists in the country will take part in the discussions.
The progi-amme is completed, and
comprises all the interesting topics of
the day. The question box will be
opened each day, and the questions
answered. All are invited to send in
questions.

Implements and other articles of
exhibition will be received and properly arranged. It will
pay any bee-keeper to go a thousand
miles to listen to the discussions. By
hearing and seeing, you will obtain
much more knowledge than by reading. Five hundred bee-keepers will
be in attendance. Reduced rates of
board at hotels have been secured.
All are invited.
interest for

W.

E.

Geo. W. House,
Clark, Pres.

i®° A meeting of beekeepers will
be held at the residence of W.Cossens,
Monee, Will Co., Ills., on Monday.
Jan. 28, 1884. All friends of improved
management of the apiary, are invited to attend.

A. WiCHEKTS,
W. CossENS,
B.

Heybn,

)
> Conimittee.
)

1^ The Northwestern Illinois and
Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
word to the Southwestern
Association, will hold its annual meetwise is sufficient.
ing in Temperance Hall, Freeport, HI.,
Mauston, Wis., Dec. 17, 1883.
on Jan. 15 and 16, 1.S84.
them

out-of-doors.

A

There may be many

tirst causes
operating to produce the final cause,
but I believe the final cause always to
be sour honey. And I do not believe
that pollen ever has anything to do
with It, pro or con. Sugar syrup is
safe winter food if made thick, because it is not easily soured. Clover
honey is safe, because it is always
gathered early in the season, and gets
well ripened, and hence does not sour

See.

J.

Rock

Convention Notices.

1^ The Southeastern Michigan
Bee-Keepers' Convention will be held
at Adrian, Mich., in the Plymouth
Church Chapel, .Jan. 23, 1884 morning,
afternoon and evening session.
;

H. D. Cutting,
H.

C.

Markham,

Pres.

Sec.

City,

111.,

Sec.

30, 1883.

1^ The

5th annual Convention of
Northeastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania Bee -Keepers'
Association, will be held at Jefferson,
Ohio, Jan. 16 and 17, 1884. All are

the

cordially invited.

New Lyme,

easily.

Stewart,

Nov.

O.,

C. H. Coon,
Nov. 26, 1883.

Sec.

But what causes honey to sour?
1^ The Eastern New York Bee- 1^ Owing to the death of our SecThat is the question and when we
have solved that, in my opinion, the Keepers Union, will hold an annual retary, Mr. T. Brookins, please anwhole problem of wintering is solved. Convention in the Agricultural Hall nounce in the Bee Journal that the
For I never yet knew of a case of the at Albany. N. Y., on Tuesday, Wed- annual meeting of the ChamplainValnesday and Thursday, Jany. 8, 9 and ley Bee-Keepers' Association, will
disease, where I could not find sour
honey in the hive and I never found 10, 1884. We Invite exhibition of meet in the parlors of the Addison
;

;

sour honey in a hive in the spring, hives, extractors, implements for the
where there was no disease in that apiary, and all apiarian supplies. Time
will be given for exhibition and excolony.
A. E. Kohnke, on page 639 of the amination, and testimonials awarded.
will be speeches and essays on
Bee Journal for 1883, says " Now There
important topics from prominent
I wish Mr. D., and such other beekeepers as are interested in it, to ex- apiarists, and questions on interesting
periment as to how to produce the subjects will be discussed. A general
invitation is extended to all interested
disease at will, whenever they wish,"
in apiculture.
:

S.

etc.
I do

not wish, but I can produce the
disease in any colony he may have, if
he wishes or I can tell him how to do
it.
Let him put his bees into a cellar
without much circulation of air keep
the top of the hives tight, with a
small entrance, and keep the temperature of his cellar below 40°, and a
part of the time down to 30", and he
;

;

Vrooman,

Pres.

House, Middleburg, Vt., the second
Thursday in January, 1884.
J. E. Crane, Pres.
^g" The Bee-Keepers' Association
of Central Illinois, will

meet in Bloom-

ington, on Jan. 9, 1884. All are cordially invited to attend.
Jas. Poindexter, Sec.

1^ A meeting of the bee-keepers of
i®° The Marshall County Bee- Keep- Des Moines Co., Iowa, will be held on
ers' Association, will
meet at the the second Tuesday in January, at 10
Court House, in Marshalltown. Iowa, a. m., for the purpose of organizing a
on Saturday, Jan. 5, 1884. Subject for county bee-kepers' association, at Mid" Promotion of Bee- dleton, Iowa, in R. C. Crawford's
discussion
Keeping." All are invited.
Hall, John Nau Frank Melcher,
J. W. Sanders, See.
A. M. Baldwin, W. R. Glandon,
Le Grand, Iowa.
Cofmrnittee.
:

,
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WItat and
ANSWKRS By

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Best Hive for
Will

i\Ir.

Comb Honey.
please

Iletldoii

answer

best hive
Which is the
this y
for comb honey, 8 or 10 frame Langsstroth hives V If 8 frames is best, how
wide in the clear should tlie hive be V

H. M. Gates.
Shidler, Ind., Dec. 11, 1883.

Having tested both,
and use the 8-frame

I

much

prefer

use 11}^
inches in the clear, to 8 frames.

Transferring,

my

I examined the hives,
but could find nothing that would
solve the mystery. The combs and
hives were dry and bright. The inside of the hives were not spotted,
neither was the outside; the bees had
evidently fallen from the combs upon
the bottom of the hive, and had been
dragged out of the hives by their comrades. I saw the bees bringing dead
ones out, but saw none coming out as
is the case where they are affected by
dysentery. The sugar was sold to me
for pure sugar, and I send it to you to

of the hives.

Ijloxu,

hive.

I

My

is

etc.

first

swarm

first

I

sugar, in whole or any part, in confor 1883, gives my ideas of
the best method and time for trans- nection with bees, for I should expect
it to give them dysentery, if fed pure,
ferring bees.
There are a good many kinds of 2- for them to subsist upon during cold
story hives, with frames below, and and long confinement.
various numbers of boxes on top, and

Journal

it

would be

difficult to

give any

name

for a tenth part of them.

The works of Langstroth, Quinby,
Cook and Newman, are worth many

«^-^
'F&BUX^

times their cost to the beginner.

Rack for

My report for 1883 is as follows I
Please give a description of Heddon 's rack in the Bee Journal, to commenced the season with 44 colohold sections without glass. If it has nies ; increased to 105, and obtained
been described in the Journal, it is 2,000 lbs. of comb honey, and2,000Ibs.
in a volume that I have not got. I of extracted, mostly white clover.
Wm. Heald.
think it would oblige many others as
Mt. Sterling, Iowa, Dec. 20, 1883.
well as myself.
S. L. Vail.
Coal Creek, Iowa.
If the case or super we use for stor- Excellent Report.
:

ing honey

meant, I will say that a
description will occupy too much room
for this department, but in response
to Miss Vail and many others, I will
describe

it

Journal,

is

in the columns of the
as soon as I can get to

Bee
it.

Did the Sugar

kill the Bees ?
send you a package containing
some sugar and dead bees. The bees
have been fed upon the sugar all the
I

as they had no natural stores.
was attracted by a number of dead bees about the entrance

fall,

My attention

1

viz.:

Spring coinit 2, increased l)y swarming to 7, found 7 bee trees and bought
•5

colonies,

making

in all

li),

whicli

I

;

advertise

in

the

Bee Journal,

it

would no doubt pay them.

David

R. Phillips.

Fulton, Mo.

Hives in Use in the West.

What

now mostly in
say Cleveland
Has the
new Langstroth hive with movable
side, such as Mr. Newman had a model
of in Europe in 1879, been a success ?
Please answer in the Bee Journal.
Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Todd.
style of hive is

use west

of,

'i

[Langstroth hives are mostly in use
West, and some thousands with
the movable side, as mentioned above,
are also used.— Ed.]
in the

Black Bees as Honey-Gatherers.
I began, in the spring, with 30 colonies of bees ; .5 were very weak, and
25 fair colonies. I got 4,.500 pounds of
honey ; 1,400 pounds in the comb, and.
3,100 pounds of extracted honey ; 3,900

pounds of it was basswood honey, and
600 pounds was white clover. This
was the best year I ever saw for bass-

wood honey. My bees are

Well Done.

Sections.

An Amateur's Report.
My report for 883 is as follows,

reduced to 8 good strong colonies by
uniting. I have them in the cellar, in
simplicity
hives. If I succeed in
safely wintering them, I intend to
Cypnanize by introducing Cyprian
queens. I am an amateur atthe tjusiness but like it well, and if lean
make it a success, I intend to build
a respectable apiary. I handle my
examine it, for I fear it is glucose. I up
bees without smoke of gloves. I read
also send the bees, as I thought they
the Bee Journal with great interest.
would help solve the mystery.
Why do not the seedsmen or nurseSalem, Mo. James F. Johnson.
rymen not offer bee-keepers collecseeds,
I infer from your statements that tions, consisting of flower
there are no more bees dying in your which are frequented by bees, and
also slirubbery, tliat, in ornamenting
hive, than is usual at this time of the
our yards and gardens witli flowers,
year. If there are, I can account for are useful as well as ornamental ?
it in no way unless they may be starv- I shall want something of that sort
this coming spring, and if they would
ing. Are you sure there is plenty of

summer with bees.
hived myself, and,
having no hive, I put them in a box, sugar syrup in the hives, not crystalwith two pieces of lath across the in- ized, but in proper condition forfoodV
side, and they
have done nicely. The bees show no signs of disease.
Please to tell me how and when to
The sugar, if mixed at all with grape,
get them into a hive. I am using the
common two-story hive, having frames the mixture is too slight to injure the
below and four square boxes in the bees, and had they been fed entirely
top. What is the proper name for it i with grape sugar, there would
be no
Wnat book is best for a beginner to
such symptoms, especially at this time
have ?
F. II. Gleason.
of the year, in such a winter as we
Mankato, Minn., Nov. 29, 1883.
''
Modern transferring," which will have had, I do not think, though I
be found on page 367 of the Bee would not advise the use of grape
This

11

all blacks
they averaged 150 lbs. of honey per
hive, spring count. I think they havedone well for poor despised blacks. I
\.

have now 72 colonies of bees.

Wm. Coleman.
Devizes, Ont., Dec.

Wintered in a

As my

18, 1883.

Warm Cellar.

last report in

the

Journal,

with 3 colonies of bees last on June 3, predicted that swarming
spring increased to 13, and lost 2. was near at hand, so it proved, for
They gave me 150 lbs. of extracted swarming commenced on that day,
honey, and 2.50 lbs. of nice comb and from June 3 to June 28, 156 swarms
issued from 1.50 colonies, all there washoney. Did I do well or not ¥
in the yard. Will any man say that
P. E. V.
they were not well wintered V and yet
Jersey ville. 111., Dec. 22, 1883.
hundreds of bee-keepers will rai.se
their hands in horror when told that
[You did exceedingly well.— Ed. J
this lot of bees were wintered in a
temperature from 65° to 90^ of heat
Good Yield of Honey.
Bees in my other yard, wintered on
I had a good yield of honey during the same plan, commenced swarming:
tlie past season, and the bees are now on June 5, and were equally as good as
in splendid condition for winter.
the one that I worked. The whole
W. W. HiPOLlTE.
amount of comb honey was 22,000 lbs.
De Vails' Bluff, Ark., Dec. 19, 1883. (no extracted). I wish to say that I
I started
;

I

;
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do not agree with Mr. Heddon

in re-

gard to pollen and dysentery. Keep
the bees warm, and they can eat all
the pollen they care to, and unless
of them get to breeding, you will
see no signs of dysentery, and then it
will be on tlie outside of the hive, and
does no harm. It appears strange to
me that a man like Mr. Ileddon will
still persist in wintering bees in a cool
atmosphere. When I was wintering
in a cool room, I was having the same
trouble that so many are having now,
and that was before Mi. Ileddon and
scores of writers ever owned a bee.
Bees will winter on syrup made of
coffee
sugar, in a very cool room,
with no signs of dysentery, if kept in
for 6 months but I was never able to
find any brood in a colony that liad

some

My Report for

Italian

1883.

the

;

;

bees but the apiary that I work,
225 colonies, and they are in a cellar
17x19 feet. I expect some failures, as
aU were carried in that contained
bees, and some of them were queenless, on the last of September, when
cells were given them, and no further
notice taken of them,

Ira Bakbee.

DeKalb June, X.

Y., Dec. 21, 1SS3.

brood 4 times,

;

A

my

I divided her

43 colonies put

incessantly every day but two, during
the 16 days that basswood was in
bloom. After basswood ceased, there
was no more honey gathered. The 37
colonies increased to 60, and I took
700 lbs. of comb honey and 600 lbs. of
extracted honey. I sold 3 colonies and
•5 queens.
This is the poorest honey
season I have witnessed since I have
kept Ijees, which is for 4 years.
nothing but coffee A sugar syrup to
C. E. MiLLEK.
live on
and, as there were no young
Justus, Pa., Dec. 17, 1883.
bees to stir up the cluster, all were
quiet. If any one has failed to have
tneir bees winter well in a warm cel- Button-Bnsh Honey.
lar, I have yet to hear from him.
I
I have had a little experience during
find that bees will stand a high temperature in winter quarters and not the past season with button-bush
honey,
and I do not want it repeated
scatter and run, providing they do not
get a sniff of fresh air from the out- next August. Why did not some of
side, either hot or cold. I have sold our knowing ones tell us that the butall

;

and she gave 104 lbs. of honey. We
up the have had but very
little cold weather
previous fall,.37 survived. The weather
yet; on Nov. 4 it was 6° above
was wet and cold during the entire here
zero, the coldest day yet. Last night
season even in July, when bees were
working on basswood, they would fall it was freezing — to-day, clear and
beautiful. Much has been said about
by the thousands within a few rods of
fertile workers, and I find by experitheir hives, until the trees and fences
were covered with bees, still they ence, that the so called fertile is not
worked through the rain, for it rained only a pest in queenless hives, but are

From

just as apt to be in a hive wliere there
is a splendid queen, as in one that is
queenless, and I believe that many
choice strains of bees are run down to
worthless trash, by allowingthe working bees to rear drones of their own

weak and unnatural method.

I

have

experimented in regard

to these pests,
the so-called fertile workers. I will

my experience with them soon.
have moved into the city of Kane,
5 miles southwest of my apiary. I
have my apiary in the care of S. P.
Ranney, the tenant on the farm. I
go and visit my apiary every 3 weeks,
give
I

and I believe that all my bees know
me. I find a home market for all my
honey just this moment had an order
for 210 lbs. I will not have honey
enough to run till May I asked myself in September, what I would do
ton-bush honey was far inferior to
with all my honey, for some was rebuckwheat honey V It is very thick, porting
such large crops. I wish an
black, and stringy, and has a very
endless life to the Bee Journal, and
sickening taste. It began to bloom
will
immediately after basswood. I got may the time come when bee "men
flowing
all be blessed with a land
from 10 to 30 pounds per colony from
milk and honey,"' and hot biscuit
it.
Two swarms that issued on July with
and butter.
R. M. Osborn.
25, nearly filled their hives from it in
Kane, 111., Dec. 15, 18a3.
2 weeks. As we cannot sell this dark
comb honey, those of ns who have Prophesying About the Weathermore dark honey than we need for
;

;

I take great pleasure in reading
will have to extract the
dark and sell it at 6 or 7 cents per lb., about the new things relating to beewe
or put it away in combs for feeding in keeping, in the Bee Journal
spring. As the season was so very find many through the course of a
cold, we did not get over 10 lbs. of year. It takes too long to learn the
golden-rod honey. I got from .50 to 75 many things pertaining to bee-culture
pounds per colony of early honey, in with one's self, hence we must read.
There is a gleam of satisfaction in all
combs.
R. S. Bec'Ktell.
our hearts up in this country, about
Three Oaks, Mich., Dec. 19, 1883.
the past honey season. We all have
have been
some honey
it might
Honey Crop and Fertile Workers.
worse. The summer of 1883, here,
I commenced the season with 39 col- will not be remembered as a great
onies increased 15 by dividing
33 honey season, but almost the reverse.
colonies swarmed 114 times, but as I Early frost discontinued the gathering
had all my qneen's wings clipped, of honey till Iss4, and I am afraid a
every swarm was returned. I realized great many colonies will su.spend, ere
from 40 colonies 1,131 lbs. of extracted the beautiful flowers, easting their
honey, and 2,171 lbs. of comb honey, fragrance around, can invite the
in 2 lb. sections. I have 25 lbs. of honey bees to come and si]) the nectar
wax. I have sold 2,400 lbs. of honey at sweet, from early morn till the close
15 cts. per lb., and have 902 lbs. on of day. Early in November we nohand. My honey is all lirst-class. ticed that the thermometer indicated
The past season was a strange one zero, or thereabouts, for a whole week
there was bloom plenty, but not rich through, and that the wind was up in
with nectar. On Xov. 7, I weighed proportion. Since that time we have
my bees and prepared tliem for the had, generally, very line weather, with
coming winter on their summer remarkably red mornings and rosy
stands. Each hive contains 20 to 42 evenings.
To-day, the isth of Delbs. net, of ripe capped honey
the .54 cember, is very clear without any wind
colonies has 1,796 lbs.; 40 colonies to speak of, yet the thermometer regaveraged 82^^ lbs. each. Hive Xo. 22 isters zero at noon. Most every one
has a black queen, 3 years old I kept predicts that it will be a very mild
her drone brood out last year, iind, winter; just what they base their nostrange to say, she had no drones this tions upon, I am unable to tell. Some
year. I took 117 lbs. of honey from of these prophets also claim that we
her this year. No. 23 is a pure Ital- are to have an early spring. Others
ian I divided her brood 3 times this say "no snow this winter," yet snow
year, and she gave 116 lbs. of honey, fell to the depth of 3 inches last night;
and No. 37 is a pure Syrian I divided it may be they meant that it would not
JonN Morris.
her brood 3 times, and she gave 108 be 16 feet deep.
Mauston. Wis., Dec. 18, 1883.
lbs. of honey. No. 13 is a pure Syrian-

wintering,

My

Season's

Work With

Bees-

After losing some and selling more
than I really wanted to, I cominenced
with 6 strong and 10 very weak colonies, making 16, such as they were;
they increased to .51, which went into
winter quarters, strong in bees and
the most of them with a surplus of
honey .5 or 6 will have to be fed; this
I shall do in .January.
I took l,2(X)ttis.
of comb honey in 2 lb. sections and
2,400 lbs. of extracted no fall honey.
W. H. Balch.
Oran, N. Y., Dec. 20, 1883.
;

;

Eeport of a Beginner.
I send you my tirst report as a beeI commenced the spring of
1883 with lo colonies of black bees, in
fair condition. I sold 3 black colonies and bought 3 of Italians. By the
process of grafting the queen-cells, I
now have Ki Italian and 1-1 black colonies. I had about two weeks' good
flow of honey from white clover, and
very little from buckwheat or tall
flowers. I have taken 1,000 lbs. of
white clover honey, almost all in
boxes, and sold it all at 1-5 cents per

keeper.

pound, and could not nearly supply
the demand.
S. H. Wagoonek.
Godfrey, 111., Dec. 18, 18as.

The Cold Wet

Season.

commenced

the season with 36
colonies, increased to 75
and obtained of comb honey 500 lbs.
extracted 600 tt>s.
.John Herbst.
I

;

;

Reese, Mich., Dec.

19, 1883.

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:
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^p° The Oliio bee-keepers will hold
their annual convention in the parlors
of tlie Farmers' Hotel, at Columbus,
All inO., Jan. 14. I") and Ui, 1H.S4.
terested in bee-culture are invited.
The following subjects will l)e dis" How to winter bees succussed
cessfully." " Are the new races of
bees a success'?" " AVhat can we do
to prevent adulteration of honey V"
to create a home market for
honey." " How manv colonies can be
;

"How

kept "in one locality V^' "Can we do
without separators V" " AVliich are
best, deep or shallow frames V" "What
shall we do with second swarms V"
" How many brood frames are necessary in a hiv£ V" " Which is the most
salable section, one-half, one or two
pounds ?" " Is it advisable for all
bee-keepers to adopt a standard size
of frame ?" " What is the most desirable

width of sections V"

The above questions

will be discussed by eminent men, such as Rev.
L. L. Langstroth, Dr. Besse, S. D.
Riegel. C. F. Muth, A. 1. Root.'of Medina, and others, and in addition to
the above. Prof. Lizenby, of the Ohio
University, will deliver a lecture on
" Honey-producing plants :" also Mrs.
Jemiie Gulp will read an essay.

M. Kingsbury,

0.

^"

Kotice

Sec.

J»pccial polices.
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Our New

List of

Premiums^

Getting up Clubs for 1884.
Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
To increase the number of readers
paper; it indicates the end of the of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
month to which you have paid your aid progressive bee-culture and help

name on

Bee Journal.
when sending money

subscription on the

We,therefore,
the following premiums for
this oflice get either a post office or ex- getting up clubs
press money order, a bank draft on
subscription to the Bee.
New York or Chicago, or register the While nowill
Journal
be taken for less than
Postage stamps of any kind
letter.
the regular advertised prices (viz.
may be sent foramounts less than one
Weekly, $2.00; JSIouthly, $1.00),— any
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
one getting up a club of two copies,
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
or more, may select from " Our Book
American Express money orders for
List " anything therein named, to$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
amount of 1.5 cents for every dollar
We wish to impress upon every one the
they send direct to this office, to pay them
the necessity of being very specific,
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and carefully to state what they desire
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
for the money sent. Also, if they live
to any address desired.
near one post office, and get their mail
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
at another, be sure to give us the adand $6.00, we will make an additional
dress we already have on our books.
Subscription Cretlits.— We do not present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- in cloth, containing 320 pages.

For

safety,

to elevate the pursuit.

to

offer

hereby given that the tion

For a club of 5 Weekly or lOby letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
date to which your subscription is with $10, we will, in addition to the
paid. When you send us money, if 15 per cent, present a copy of the
the proper credit is not given you, American "Popular" Dictionary,
within two weeks thereafter, on your comprising every word in the English
label, notify us by postal card. Do language that enters into speech or
not wait for months or years, and writing it contains 32,000 words and
of the largest displays of apiarian then claim a mistake. The subscrip- phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
supplies ever gathered together in
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
the State. Each person attending, is tion is paid to the end of the month
requested to bring something to ex- indicated on the wrapper-label. This sent by mail, postpaid, to any addressliibit or show, to the edification of bee- gives a continual statement of account. desired.
is

Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association will meet in annual session at
Lincoln, Neb., Wednesday, Jan. 9,
1S84. at 2 p.m., in the Y.M.C.A. rooms
on Tenth street, between O. andP.,
just east of the Government Square.
We have the promise of some eminent apiarists from otlier States to be
with us, and also expect to have one

keepers and others. Past members
are earnestly requested to renew their
meml)ership, and all others are cordially invited to come in with us.
The ladies having been well represented at our past meetings, we certainly expect a larger attendance this
session than ever before. All those
not attending will surely miss a good
time, for we expect the largest gathering, and also the most enthusiastic
meeting of practical bee-keepers ever
held west of the ilississippi river.
We have succeeded in making very
satisfactory hotel arrangements. Two

;

For a club of

How to Create a Market for Honey.
We have now pviblished another

an equivalent

$-0, for 10 Weeklies, or
in Monthlies,

we

will

per cent, in
Italian queen, by mail,
as books, a tested
present, besides the
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"Honey
Food and Medicine," with more neo: postpaid.

edition of the pamphlet on

Recipes for Ilouey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

We

have put the price

still

lower,

to encourage bee-keepers to scatter

them

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the

same

as each year for a different person.

For a club of 100 Weekly (or its
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,

and wide.

Single copy 5 we will send a jNIagnifieent Organ
per dozen, 40 cents
worth $150. See description on page
All bee-keepers desiring to attend can per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent 614 of the Weekly for Xov. 28, 1S.S3.
obtain certificates entitling them to
postpaid for $10.00 ; or 1000 for
excursion rates over the B. & M. and
U. P. railroads by applying at any $15.00. On order.s of 100 or more,
^i"Do not let you numbers of the
time previous to Jan. 6, to M. L. we will print, if desired, on the
Trester, Secretary of Nebraska Bee- cover-page, "Presented by," etc., Bee Journal foi 1S83 be lost. The
Keepers' Association,
Greenwood.
best way to preserve them is to pro(giving the name and address of the
Please apply immediately.
cure a binder and put them in. They
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
M. L. Tkester, iSec.
are very valuable for reference.
T. L. Van Dorn, Pres.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
The annual meeting of the In- of his honey at home, at a good profit.
correspondent asks if any one
IS^
diana bee-keepers will oe held at
may select a Binder for the Bee
Try
and
will
it,
you
be
surprised.
Indianapolis, .Jan. 1.5 and 16, in the
Journal, among the books given as
Agricultural rooms corner of TennesPremiums tor getting subscribers we
see and market streets.
cordial inAdvertisements intended for the Bee reply, yes any book or binder we keep
vitation is extended to all.
Journal must reach this office by for sale, may be selected by those who
F. L. Dougherty, See.
Saturday of the previous week.
get up clubs.
dollar hotels

have offered $1

rates.

far

cents, postpaid

;

I

—

1^

A

A

;

!
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"

Her Second Love, "

Owen's

THE AMERICAN

Ashford
by

latest novel, just published

The Bee-Keepers' Ouide;

Or, MANITAL, OF THE APIAKY.
T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa., should take the reading
10,000
1876.
CONTAIN IKG
11th TheaHiinil (Just Oat!
public by storm, for a better or more
EVEBY USEFUL -WOED IN THE ENGLISH 10th Thoaaand Sold in Just Four Months
interesting love story is not to be
LANGUAGE,
More than r>u paces, and more than T^y dne illusfound in print. It handles a delicate
were added in the nth edition. 1 he whole
With Its Correct Spelling. Proper Pro- trations
work lias been thoroudhly revised, and contains the
subject in a masterly manner, and lays
nunciation, »nd True M eanlnff.
very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It la certainly
bare the inmost workings of a young
the fullest and most scieQiific work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, »1 »5. Liberal
girl's heart with a minuteness absodiscount to dealers and
clubs.

POPULAR DICTIONARY.

lutely unparalleled.

to

Its perusal will

A. J.

not hurt any one, old or young, and its
capacity to do good is simply enormous, it is published in a large square
duodecimo volume, in uniform style
with Mrs. Burnett's works, price 50
•cents in paper cover, or bound in morocco cloth, price

One

47DlOt

COOK. Author and

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
Hints and Ready Recipes.
the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information of the Utmost ImKortance to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
Is

^' As the reading season has come
it

is

just the time to read the various books

TWENTY-FIVE

It Costs only
CENTS.
and contains 28 pages. a.nd Is sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This is just

When

renewing
will be a good time
to get a supply of such literature. See
our club rate on Books with the Bee
JouBNAL, on the first page of this

the Book that every family should have.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

What to Eat,
A VAST AMOUNT OF

ALSO.

Parasites of the Skin,

How to Eat it.

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Perils of Summer,
ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY INFiRMATION How
to Breathe,
UPON

paper.

Overheating Houses,

®" We can

supply photographs of
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Berlepsch, or Dzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each.

^" For $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Jouknal one year, and
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers or in cloth for $3.00.
;

American History,
Constitutions, Laivs, Growth of Cities, Colleges,
Army and Nax*y, Rate of Mortality, Land
Titles, Insolvent and Assignment Laws, Debts, Rates
of LUerest, and other Useful Knowledge,

Science, Mythology, Jiioffraptiy,

BEING A PERFECT l.IBBAKT OF REFEKBNCB
IN ONE HANDV VOLUME.

518 paces

;

Cloth

;

Uilt

;

Illustrated.

This Dictionary is our Premium for a
Club of 5 subscribers to tlie Weekly (or its

equivalent to the Monthly), in addition to
Advertisers' Opinion.
The queen business is rushing, and other Books selected from our Catalogue to
we think the Bee Journal deserves the amount of 81..50 all by mail, postpaid.
much credit as an advertising medium.
;

E. A.

Thomas &

Coutaiqiing

1-120

pages, and over

23,000 Words, Rightly and Plainly Defined
•which are printed a large bee in gold,
To make the pronunciation ea>ily understood
•we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. every word is phonetit^aiiy re-epellen. and the syl-

We

carefully

mail

the

Bee

Journal, to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

lables and accents mjide perfectly plain, so that no
one who consults this book can miss the proper
word to use, and giving it proper pronunciation.

This Dictionary

is

our Premium for

a Club of 3 subscribers to the Weekly (or its
equivalent to the Monthly), in addition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
the amount of $1.00 all by mail, postpaid.
;

Sample Copies of the American Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.

BEE HIVES!

Exercise.

Occupation for Invalids.
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned,
Preventing Near-Sight-

Cure of Teeth,
A iter- Dinner Naps,
Headache, cause&cure.
Malarial Affections,

Croup— to Prevent.

edness.

IT

TELLS

HOW

TO CURE

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chillblalns, Cold Feet,
Corns, ("oughs. Cholera, Diarrhoea, Diphthera, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles. Headache, Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples, Sore Throat, Sunstroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

It will Save Doctor Bills!
Price only

85 Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

TUOMAS O.
925

A POCKET DIGTIONABY

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Ventilation.
Influence of Plants,

Co.

Coleraine, Mass., July 18, 1883.

I®"

Publisher,

LANSING. MICH.

18C7t

DR. FOOTE'S

Dollar.

"with the long winter evenings,

on Bee-keeping.
your subscriptions

SOLD SINCE

Trlends,

NE\%^M^N.

West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.
If

you are

In

any way interested in

BEES OR HONEY
We will with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Monthly 01e»nln|[s In Bee-Culture.
with a descriptive price-list nf tlie latest improvements in Hives, Honey Extractors, Comb
Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and Everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing PaUnted. Simply send your address toTxttcn yiainlVt to
Ctf
A.

I.

HEADQUARTERS

IN

ROOT, Medina,

O.

THE SOUTH

For tne manufacture of

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Dunham and Koot Fonndatlon a specialty.

Queens and Bees from March to November.
iy"Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
T4. VIAtiLON. Bayou Goula, La.

Italian
.=iCtf

PAUL

and Chaff Hives, Section
Boxes, Brood Frames, and Conib Foundation.
Send for Price List. The succesMorsof A. B. Miller
Simplicity, Lanestruth

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview, & Son.
by sending the names to this ofSce.
51D8t

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

MILLER BROS.,
NAPPANEE,

I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFA( TURERS" PRICES,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail- All the latest improvements,
including THE CONQUKBOR. and

Elkhart County, IND.

BE SURE

THE DOCTOR.
have
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.
Send for my 3J-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supissued a new pamphlet giving our
plies of every description.
views on this important subject, with To Bend a Postal Card for our Illustrated CataloKuo
ALFEED H. NEWMAN,
of APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasinKelse923 W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.
suggestions what to plant, and when where. It c<intHlns Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary
4 T>TPT> maybe found on tile
and how. It is illustrated with 26 en- at the lowt'st prieeB. Italian Queens and Bees. riiTxxo T> Ar^rjXi
at Geo. p. Rowell &
1 li iO X
Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots of 10
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to colonies or more, are invited to correspond.
Co. '8 Newspaper Advertising Bureau (lu Spruce
St.), where advertising contracts may be made far
anyaddress for ten cents.
YOKK..
itin
HAB'i'FbRD. WIS,
51Dl5t lB5t

—We

'

'

NEW

—

!
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STORY S CHMP,

BinghamSmoker.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

Plenae bear tn mtnd that our

in

bee
burn sound wood.

pfttents cover all tho bellows

smokers

that will

Bingham

Sc

PIANOS»'°ORGAN$

Hetherington,

ABROIVIA. MICH.

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Mathushek,
Simpson &. Co.,

Given'sFoundationPress.

Story

&.

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Camp.

Territory
g-iven.

Protection
guaranteed.

Agents Wanted.

Catalogues free to any address.

Write for our prices before buying:

else-

where.

STORY & CAMP,
188

& 190 State

203 N.

Street,

CHICAGO.

THE YOUNG SCIENTIST.
A Practical Journal for Amateurs.
Tells about wort of all kinds tor Boys and GirlsLathes, Scroll 8aws. Microscopes, Telescopes,
Boats, Athletic Hports. Experiments, Teta. Bees,
Poultry, etc., etc. Finely Ulustrated.

stralKht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

O. 8.

eiTEN

<fe

CO.,

HOOPKSTON,

lABtf

IIX.

matter as most of the books which sell

at $2.50 and

$5.00.

Practical Carpentry. By F. T. Hodgson.
Over;ii«t Illustrations. The beet bookonthe
$1.00

subject ever issued

Steel Square and ItmUses. ByF. T.
Hodtfson. Over7'> EntiravlnKs. Shows how
the Square may be used for Solving almost
every Problem in Carpentry
Hand Saws; Their Use. Care, and Abuse.
How to Select and Hnw to File Them lor all
kinds of Work. By F. T. Hodgson. Over 75

The
sweeping by, go and
dare before you die. something

J not. life is

mighty and sublime, leave behind to conquer time." ^t>f> a
week in your own town. $5 outNo risk. Everything
tit free.

REST!

We

Capital not required.
Many are making
as much as men, and boys
and girls make great pay. Reader, if you want
great pay all the
make
business at which you can
time, write for particulars to H. Hallett & Co
8Aly
Portland. Maine.

new.

will furnish

fortunes.

you everything.

make

Ladies

vnnONIC DISEASES CURED.
paths marked out by that
popular book on Medical,
and Sexual Science,

Home Talk and Medical
Common Benrf. Nearly 1000
pages and 2 00 illustrations,

l .Ch:)

l-OO

Engravings

Plaster and PlasterlnK Mortars and Cements. How to Make and How to Use Them.
With a Glossary of Terms. Numerous Engravings and 3 Fine Plates. ByF. T. Hodgson

1.00

and Es(lniator*H
Price Book. By F. T. Hodgson. The most
2.00
Complete Work of the Kind Published
Any of the above Mailed Free on Receipt of
Price. Send for Large Descriptive Catalogue.

The

Builder*!! Oulile

INDUSTRIAL PTTBLICATION
S94 Broad^vay, New

48A6t

CO.,

Tfork.

PLAfN

treating o£ the human body in
health and disease, by
E,

DH.
B. FOOTE, of New York
City;

Over
Price, $1.50.
of his books have been
'

500)000
sold in

Square Qlass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets.
Langstroth Bee Hivea, Honey Sections, etc.
C. F. MXJTH,
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.,CI»rCI»rS(AXI, O.

H M

ct^ancea
SB
I Bnir*^"^
m^ ^_ their earnings, and
JftM
^"''

VWf H

VH

years practice, writes: *'3'(?wr
is priceless in value, and calculated to regenerate society.'''' A
16-page contents table of Plain
Home Talic, a copy of Dr. Footers

DR. FOOTE'S HandBook of XlealtU Hints
and ReadyReceipts gives
128

pages of advice about daily
habits in all seisons, and recipes
for cure of common ailments
valuable reference book for
\x
By mail, St
very family.
ent^.
Liberal Discount to

Agents.
•

Murray Hill

129 East 28th

PublisSiIng: Co.,
Street. New ITork City.

those

;

who do

fails to

make money

You

rapidly.

can devote your whole time to the work, or only
your spare moments. Full information and all
that is needed, sent free. Address StinsonACo.,
8Aly
Portland, Maine.

*

Vandervort

TheBeeReepers'BandyBook
216 paues. bound in cloth, by mail, post-paid, for
JSl.OO per copy. Send for prospectus and our
special Circulars describing three new and useful
articles for the apiary.

47Atf

HENRY

Comb Fdn. Mills,
A Reduced Frlce-l.lst.

Send for Samples
32ABtf

J.

VANDERVOET,

Lacyville, Pa.

FLAT- BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
s^^^_^^. high

side-walls.

4

to 16 square feet tc

|j^^^^^^ the pound. Circular and samples free.
J- VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
l^^^^vS^
'^""'"''
Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Moat. Co^ N. ^,

AI.I-EX, WENHAM.MASS.

ISMBIHMdiliHSWiilEWiBl
v/:c r.e:i_h am
.

The American

Apiculturist.

A MONTHLY JOTTKNAL,

work

Health Monthly, and a lOLI-page
pamphlet of " Evidences" of the
cunibility of nil Chronic Diseases
of whatever part, sent for 3 centF.

wealthy

I
m improve theiropportunitles reD ^0 ^Hmain In poverty. We offer a

who engages

Germany and Australia. AnEdinfifty

^& ^^come

the look-

to Increase
in time be-

great chance to make money.
We want many men, women, boys and girls to
work for us right in their own localities. Any one
can do the work properly from the tlrst start. The
business will pay more than ten times ordinary
wages. Expensive outfit furnished free. No one

theUnited StatoB,England,

borough physician, retired after

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

B ^^ MM people are always on

;

New

Imot-t
SociAi.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

^"Send 100.

Specimens Free.

$1.00 per year.

PUBLIC SBNTIMKNT affirms that the PKE3S
The foUowine Books are New, Thorough,
Is SUPERIOR for mating Comb Foundation either
Reliable and Cheup- They contain as much
In Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures

Fifth street,

ST. LOUIS.

Bevoted

to Scientific

37Aly

and Practical

Bee-Keepers' Magazine.

BEE- KEE PING.
Edited by a practical bee-keeper, and published

in the broadest sense in the interests of the beekeeper. Its list of contributors consists of the
most practical, prominent and successful apiculturiats in America.
„
,.,
Our January number will contain a flue likeness

New Type, New Paper, New Cover
Subscription now only fl^l.OO 3 mos. 30c.
!

;

SAMPLE COPT FKEE

!!!

.

of the

REV.

L. L.

LANGSTROTH,

lAtf

and we will send that number tree to all who will
send their addresses plainly written on a Postal
Card.

Address,

SILAS M. LOCKE, Editor & Prop'r,
ct».: « mo*, 60
One year !SlOO.

Sent rar 3 mon. for 35
50A4t

cte,

14 rark Place, We^r

"Ifork.

Hive
The All-Purpose
Board— No Bee
Continuous passaBes-No Honey

space. Sample In the Flat— No Patent.
f'oundatlon, Sections, etc. Circulars free.

OEO.

F. IHril.I.IAMS,

Given

NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.

!
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ESTABLISHED 1845.

Du? Annual Catalogue,

Sweet Glover

mailed
January, contains

Prices :— 2.5 cents per lb., $325 per
peck, (1.5 lbs.,) and $12.00 per bushel,
(60 lbs.) When ordered by mall, add
18 cents per lb. for postage.

^

Special Discount of

20

free

on application, published

prices of Reliable Vegetable,

8l2&8l4N.4thSt.,

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

make a

per cent.

and

prices,

received during the

on

month

all

SECTIONS.

orders

We

of

Now is an

excellent time to

have again increased our capacity for makind

the"BOSS" ONE-1'IECE SECTION, and are now
ready to fill orders on short notice. We would advise our customers, and especially STJPPr*"W

JANUARY.

I>£Ar.£RS,

to

Stanley's Dollar Smoker.
On

we will send one of our large
Smoker, to any address: or If wanted
to pay po.-^tage. Tliis Smoker has
improvements over all others, having the most
perfect draft of any smoker made, and havint^ no
screens or slides to get out of order; will burn any
fuel used in other smokers.
Ask your supply
dealer for it, or send price to the manufacturers,
or club with your neiKhbi>rs, and get one dozen for
$9.(H). All communications answered by return
receipt of $1.00,

3 inch barrel

not

Wait

until

tJie

Bush Comes.

We will not manufacture Hives and Shtpping
Crates this season, us we have fixed over all our
machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.
J.

FORNCROOK &

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

49Ctf

1,

U.S. Standard Honeylxtractor
At 10 per cent,

the

do no harm

first

will

only

capacity

now

is

a

C

AR

- I-j

OAD

of gooda daily. Hives mnnufactured Irom soft
white pine, ;iiul M«cti<ins from white basswood.
Send fur our new lllustritted Price List for 1884. It
is very Importjim yuu should have ournew List
before orderinti, as pricea are urranwed differently

from

last seitaoii.

wis.

188-4:.
Warranted

(jueeus for $5.

Write for circular. J. T. WII.SON,
MORTONSVILLK, KY.
lAtf

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISER.
The BKlTisH Bee JorUN'Al. Is NOW published
SEMl-MONTlll.Y, at Seven ShllllnKs. per iinnum,
do it. Rev. H. K. PEEL.. Editor.
We send the Weekly American Bee JO0RNAL
and tlie iJritlsh BeeJoumaUhoth for $3.00 a year.
to

THE

FOUNDATION MACHINE

your whole time to the business. No other business will pay you nearly us well. No one can fall
to make enormous pav, by engaging at once.
Costly outfll and terms free. Money made faat,
Address True & Co.,
easily and honorably.
**Aly
Augusta, Maine.

THE DUNHAM
Patented Aug.

L^

^^r

work
You ran work

to

'

i:3d, 1881.

Your machines are undoubtedly the very best
existence for heavy foundation.

in

111.

'24tb, 1882.

And the following from the President of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Associution;
I am quite positive that your Foundation MIHb
are ahead of anythlnK yet Invented.
D. A. JONES, Beeton, Out., Canada.
Jan. 29th, 1883.
I send you samples of Foundation which I am
manufacturing on one of your machines, in sheets
9x18, which measure lii^i feet to the pound. 1
think it superior to any samples of thin foundaJ. G. Whittkn,
tion I have seen.
Genoa. N. Y.
Aug. 14th. 1882.
Send for description and testimonials to

FRANCES DITBfHAM,
DE PERE. WIS.

8Ctf

^^
VW

^1^

in

spare time, or give

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to
<tr II.I.IIVSKK,
lABly LockboxOys. Belleville, St. ClairLO-.IHs.

FLANAOAK

A NEW HIVE.
Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
comb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of movable brood
frames.

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.

and contains the best practical inlnrniatinn for
the lime beinj:, showing what to do, and when and

how

3

week made at home by the In^^ Adustrtous.
Best business now be^M fore the public, ('apital not needed
m ^0
W
We will start you. Men, women,
^^
girls wanted everywhere
M.\m m
W bovsand for
us. Now Is the time.

Nov.

watertown,

for

any address, on receipt of

Inventor and Sole Manutacturer of

FRANCES DUNHAM,

Charles Dauant & Son, Hamilton.

ibJa/

to

HOME,
THE RURAL
PHILADELPHIA, PA,

lAlt

!

Our

N. X.

H<»M E for one year. To any person
sending us a club of four :ii'c. subscription.a.wewill
send a sample of silver pUited ware premiums,
chitice of Sugar Shell. Salt Spoun, Mustard Spoon,
Butter Knife, Solid Gold t'ropelling Pencil, Gold
Thimble, etc. Or we will send, for four :iiic. subBcripti<ins. a copy of any of the Poets In IJtuo. volumes illustrated, and handsomely bound in cloth,
.so authors to choose fnini.ineluiiing Burns, Mil ton,
Shelley, Shakesp^-are. Pnpe. Tennyson, etc. Or to
the ladies, we will give a co'V of the "Ladies' Manual of Fiincv work," an illustrjited t:uide to all kinds
()f needle work, coutainint: over 41H.1 illustrations.
Theubove goods are warninted lirst'-class. and if
not fatiafactory. we will retund money.
Address,

AND

SHOP AND NEW MACHINERV
The Largest Manufaeturerof IJee Hives
Sectious, etc., in llie World !

BRO.,

cts. to help to pay postage, packing, etc.
:fn cts., stiver or stamps, we will mail

R.1JR Al'

Bee Hives
HEW

10

Or for

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
Weet Madison Street. Chicago, 111.

SECTIONS.

mall

months on timal,

waste places and commons.

923

&

fffOMINQ,

3We Months
THE RUKAL. HOME

It is excellent for

season.

W. STANLEY

0.
lAlt

grazed by cattle

if

Factory prices.

Address,

18S3.

;

will

off

other goods correspondingly low.

CO.

grain or grass six pounds to the acre.
It will do well in field or lane, on hillside or in valley, on uplands or soil
subject to overflow.
It is perfectly
hardy, standing drouth admirably,
and flourishing well during rainy seasons. The honey is the best. As it
does not bloom till the second season,
it

2.">c.

We shall also continue the sale of the

And

Sow it in the FALL, WINTER or
SPRINti— a great many sow it broadcast on the snow — alone, or with field

MO.

mall.

make

your purchases to advantage.

of every

ST. LOUIS.

by mail, add

from the above

first

Tree, Field

Address PLANT SEED COMPANY,

large quantity

of Sweet Clover Seed, I will

description

and Flower Seed, Seed Grain, Seed Com, Seed Potatoes, Onion Setg,
etc ;also Garden Drills, Cultivators, Fertilizers, etc., with full information
for growing and how to get our Seeds.

Nos.

Having purchased a

full

Send for our Illustrated Cataloaue and Price
boi

211;,

Ijist

Address, M. KICHARDSON
lD4t
Port Cuiburne, Out.

of Apiarian Supplies.

& SON,

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address,
44Atf

1.. TINKKK,
NEW PHILADELPHIA.

1>K. G.

O.

.

M^

.

Ot.OEST BEE PAPER

.VJ"

IN

ESTABLISHED iX'G)*

cr^^^^^&

AMERICA

IN I86i

Px.^ jIvT

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED
1861.

ITS

Chicago,

I
t

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OP

111,,

January

Topics Presented

in tliis

1884.

9,

VOL. XX.

No. 2.

Numbar.

27
Ancient Bee Lore
Are 6 frames enough for Winter?. 25

]3ee-Keeping in Wyoming.Ter

Bees Moved in Winter
Bees Packed on the Summer Stands
C.
Bees Quiet and in Good Condition.
KDITOR AVI) PHOPHIETOR.
925 WEST M;.DIS0N ST., CHICAGO, ILL. Clipping Queens' Wings, etc
Clubbing List for 1884
Weekly, «i3 a year Monthly, *1
Cold in New York
PREMIUM.— Any one Bending one newaubscrip- Cold Winter Weather
PTBUSHEl)

TiY

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

26
26
26

and Honey.'' bound

D^ The

in c!oth.

receipt for

money

sent us will be given

on the address label on every paper. If not given
tn two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

t3^ Any person sending a

club of »\x, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
de'iired.
Sample copies furnished free.

tW~ Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOKEION POSTAGK, EXTRA:

Come

over and help us

Coming Bee—Pure Mating,

etc

will

supply the

American Bee •Journal

one year, and any of the foltowlne Books, at the

26

first

19

postage prepaid.

prices quoted in the last

column of

The

figures.

column gives the regular price of both.

AH

Price of both. Club
22
The Weekly Bee Journal,
$2 06.
25
and Cook's Manual, 7th editlondn cloth) 3 35. 2 75
20, 28
Cook's Manual. (In paper covers)... 3 00.. 2 50
.

Convention Notices
Correspondence
Cow Pea for Bee Pasturage
Cyprian and Hybrid Bees
Dyphtheria Death Hygiene
Editorial Items
Fixed Frames
Getting Straight Combs

—

Glassing

Honey

21

27

23

—

23
19

22
25

BeesandUoney(T.G.Newm;*n)cloth2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for S'W colonies
Dzierzon's

New Bee Book

(cloth)

27

Harmless Adulteration
19
Heddon's NonSwarming Attach-

ment

21

;

27

75..

2 50

2 50.. 2 25
2 75..

2 50

4 00..

3 25

4 OQ..

Dzierzon's'Sew Book (paper covers) 3
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
3
Lang8troth'sStand.ard Work
4
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3
Alley's Queen Rearing
3
,

in Sections

To Europe-Weekly.
cents
Monthly. 1-2 cents.
Heddon's Section Case
To Au8traIia~Weekly.$l Monthly, i>4 cents.
-,i)

We

1884.

26
17

;

tion for the "Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besitlea their own subacription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of "Beea

CLUBBING LIST FOR

26

50.

3 00

.

2 75

50..

3 35

00.,

3 75

25.

.

3 00

00..

2 75

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book....
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food <tMedicine,100 Copies

2 35.. 2 25

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

2 75.. 2 50

2 40.

4 50..

2 25
4 26

6 00.

5 60

.

.

3 00.. 2 75

;

George Neighbour & Sons. London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

BnUred at

the Chicago P. O. as

Second Class Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20 cents
For

per line of space, eacb insertion.

either the

Wtekly or Monthly Editions.

Honey and Beeswax ISIarket
Honey as Food and Medicine

20 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
29 and Gleanings lnBce-Culture( A.I. Root)

Local Convention Directory

20

Lost none in Winter
26
Metal Rabbets for frames to rest on 28
Method to cure Foul Brood
22

My

Season's

Work

26
27

Obstructed Entrances
Old and New Way
Packed in Forest Leaves

26

A

line of this

type

will contain about 8 words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

lines will

Editorial Notices.

SO cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of apace, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
ot the contract, will be char^ied the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
»«5 West

G.

Madison

NEWMAN.

Street..

ChlrnKo. HI.

NewEng.

2 76

3 00..

2 75

2 50.. 2 35
3 00.. 2 75
3 00.. 2 75

Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2

Bee Journal
The 8 above-named papers

British

3 00..

75..

2 50

3 75.. 3 00

9 00. . 7 25

The Menthly Bee Journal and any of

the
above, Ji less than the^gures in the last column.

27

Premium
TWELVE

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Kecpera' Guide (A.G. Hill)
Kansas Bee- Keeper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) ..

List for getting up Clubs 29
Preparing Bees for Shipment
28
Preparing Bees for Winter
20

Prevention of Swarming
Rigging up Saws for making Hives
Selections from our Letter Box
Special Notices

21

26

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAl
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.
The IlKiTisii Bee JotTUNAi, Is NOW published
SEMI-MONTH1.V, al Seven Slllllines, per iinnum,

and contuins the best pnictiCHi tntdrmHtion for

the time beinpjahowing what to do, and when and
how to do it. Rev. H. K. PEEI., £dltor.
26
We send the Weelily American Bee Journal
29 and iheBritish BeeJoumal,
both for J3.00 a year.
Three Years of Bee-Keeping
27
Two Per cent, of Loss in Winter. 26
AdTertisements Intended for the Beb
Union Convention of Western Iowa 25
JouBNAii
must reach this oflSce by
What and How
27
Wintering on the Summer Stands. 26 Saturday of the previous week.
.

—

A
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BOOKS!

^ducvtiscincuts.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

Kendairs Horse Book. — No book
more useful

to horse owners.

could be
has 35 engravingB

It

and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
Ance 05c. for either the
horse information
illustrating positions of Hick horses,

German editions.
Qulnby*s New Bec-K.eeplnar, by 1,. C. Root—
TVe author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
English or

925

HONEY CROP!
THIRTY
Our crop being very

larpe,

we

FOR SALE
PRICES. We have both clover
and fall honey. Samples sent on receipt of stamps
to pay postage. The honey can be delivered in
any shape to suit purchasers.
Send I5c. for our'^4-paKe Pamphlet on HarvesttDg, HandliHg and Marketing extracted honey.

CHAS. DADANT & SOX,
HAMILTON. Uancock Co.. ILL.

OIElO'Vv^lsr

1876.

CHICAGO,

that
lots of

one kind.we allow

25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.

9zIerzon*8 Rittlonal Bee

1882.

Keeping:.—

of

Queen-RearlDK, by Henry Alley. ~A

full

and detailed account of TWENTV-THHEE years'
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published, rrlee, Sl.OO
Bee-K.eeper*a (dalde ; or, Cook*« Maneal
of the Apiary. —This Manual is elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thorougnly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without. Cloth. SI. »5 ; paper cover. #1.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Tliomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Ilnney."
etc. It contains n^i patres, and is profusely illus-

The book

:

Price,

trated.

bound

cloth,

in

it

cannot

Its style Is plain

fail to interest all.

forcible, making all its readers realize that its
authorls master of the subject.— SH.50.
The Hive 1 Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. DooUttle. Price, 5c.
of Bee-Cultnre, by A. I. Boot
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth. #1.85.
Kinff's Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. S^l .OO.

and

ABC

-

the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
8tutterd, and edited, with Botes, by Charles N.
Abbott, Ex-editor of (/u' "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzun is '»ne of the greatest living authorities on Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
Beriepsch we are indebted for much that Is
known of BCientidc bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Conk says: "As the work of one of
the great ma-ters, the Lang*troth of Germany, it
can buttlnd a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic" Mr. A. I. Knot says of it: "Old father
ha.s probably made greater strides in
Dzierzon
scientitic apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientitlc value. It would well rep:*y any beekeeper whose attention is at all Inclined to scienCloth. JSiS.
tific research, to purchase a copy.

Translati'Ti

REASONABLE

5AB17

Street.

On dosen or half-dozen

offer

THOUSAND POITNDS of extracted Honey
at

West Madison

ILL,

7oc.;

in

paper

covers, 50c., postpaid.

r.ansr«troth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
Price, 88.
is a standard scientific work.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.- A romance of
bee-keeping, full ot practical Information and
coniagtous enthusiasm. Cloth. '3'5c.

—This

Foul Brood; its origin, developmentand
By Albert K. Kohnke. Price. a5c.

cure.

Harvesting, Handl-

Extracted Honey
InKund Marketlnfir.- A
;

24-page pamphlet, by

& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chaa.
32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth
the management of bees. Price. lOc.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenCh.

;

principles of bee-culture, and turnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Aplarv Kefflster, for SYSTEMATIC "WORK
The larger ones can be used
In the APIARV.
for a few colonies, give room for an Increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
For 50 colonies, ?l.O0; for 100
one book. Prices
colonies. $I.50j for 200 colonies, t2.00.
tal

:

Deutsche ^xxcdxtXy

^

Mchtv

IBicncn

©lencttsfliftt.

^uUut, obcr erfolgreid^e

bcr Sicnen, Don 3:^o§. ®.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas Se^anblung
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the 9ceramaii.
^ampEjIet ent^alt
©icfeS
and Honey the nature,

G.

Ancient History of Bees
and preparation of Honey for the
,

best arranspd HIVK for all purposes in
exittence. Took first premium at Si, Louis Fair
iH 1882 and IWKi over all competitors. Descriptive
Circular sent f r^e t<> all on ni>plicati..n.

The

Address.

^

ProD'r. of the

AKMSTKOXG,

EI.VIX

Crown BeeHivpPiictory and Apiary,

JEKSEYVILI-E. ILL.

DADANT'S FOUNDATION

quality, sources,

as food, giving recipes for making
Hr-ney Cakes. Cookies. Puddings, Foam, Wines, etc;
anti Honey as Medicine with many useful Kecipea.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered bv thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in £nKllsh and 0«f rman.
Pcice for either edition. Set per dozen, 50e.
Preparation of Honey for the Market,
Including the production and care ot both comb
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. This is a ehapter from "Bees and
Price lOc.
Honey.

Market

;

Honey

'

From JAMES Heddon. July 27th, 1S83. — Your
Foundation iscertiiinly the nicest and best handled
of any I have seen on the market. It is the only
fotmdation true to sample I have ever received.

From JAMES Heddon, Aug. 10th. 1883.— I will
eoDtract for 2.0(Xi pounds of foundation for next
season on the terms of your letter.
From

A. H.

order for

Newman.

5,CXXJ

Aug. 24tb. 1883.— Book

my

pounds for spring delivery.

:

ter

from " Bees and Honey."

Dealers, send In your orders for next spring
wax is cheaper, and save trouble and money.

while

CHAS.
SABly

DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock cc.

111.

A POCKET DICTIONARY
Contaiaing 320 pages, and over
25,000 AVords, Kightly and Plainly Defined
To make the pronunciation easily understood

every word is phonetically re-spelled, and the syllables and accents made perfectly plain, so that no
one who consults this book can miss the proper
word to use, and giving it proper pronunciation.

This Dictiouarj' is our Premium for
a Club of 3 subscribers to the Weekly (or its
equivaleut to the Monthly), in addition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
'

amount

of Sl.OO

;

all

by mail, postpaid.

Price.

lOc.

Bees

In "W^lnter, -with instructions about
Chatf-Packing, Cellarsand Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and

Honey."

From C. F. Ml'TH. Dec. 12, 1883.— Book my order
for 2.000 lbs. of heavy; l,ooo lbs. of thin, and 500
lbs. of extra thin.

the

Sv^-armlngr, Dividing: and Feeding Been.—
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
Price, 5c.
is a chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Bee PasturuKe n Necessity, by Thomas G.
on
this imporviews
advanced
Newman— Giving
tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
aed when and how jb engravings. This is a chap-

Price,

5c.

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered us food. 200 pages 50c.
Scrl1)ner*fl Lamber and T^oic Book..— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planka
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

SBeIe()ningen fiber folgenbe 'Scgeiiftfinbe
eit

— C>ertlid)f be§ Siencnftanbe§
^onig ppanjen— erjie^ung bcr^onigin
— ®d)rodrmen —
—
3(6[eger

giitfern

Serfc^cn— 3

t

a

I i

c

n

i fi

r

e

n— gufe^er

Don j?6niginiicn— 9tu§5tef)cn— Sienen
6e^nnbe(n unb 6cru{)igen roeiter ent^alt
;

e§ ein j?apitel,n)onn bie neuefte 9JJet^obe

fur bie ^erriditung bc^ Jl-(onig§ fur ben
ift. ^srei5 40 6ent§.

.^anbct befc^reibeu

aWcMjin— DDnX^omn§@.9ten)man.
®icfe§ entdalt eine flare barftetliing
33icnen un'bJ^onig be§ 3ntcrt[}um§

fiber
;

bie

Ounlitnt, Ouelten unb
3ubereituiigbc6.5onig§ffirben.5''"5)el;
igionig a{% 9}a^rung§mitfel, angebenb
S3efd;affcnf)eit,

rote

man

Jpontgfudicn, gormtflc|etc^en,

ivubbing§,@^aumtonfcct,iE>etne,u.f.ro

fann; ferner ©onig a.\%
SKebijinmitDieUnSRejepten. e§iPfur
^onjumenten beftimmt, unb foHte
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout ben
United States & Canada. Price 85 c. postpaid.
Dieltoufenbfaltig fiber ba§ ganje Sanb
Farmers,
etc.
Flsher*s Grain Tables for
— lyii pages, pocket form full of useful tables for Dcrbreitetroerben. ^rei^ 6 G'entS.
juberettcn

;

casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tJibles, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.

2)a# «pfcti>

u\ix>

feine

jfftanfljCltCtt— i^on S.^.itenban,
nnd Com- 9K. ®., entfjattenb ein ntp^abetifd^

Hoere*s Universal Assistant,
plete Mechanic, contains over UiKHi.ixMP Indusdustrial Facta. Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives ^oo.inwt items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths. Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and 8team Fitters, Bronzers. Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
ThQ work contains i,oifi pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. SS.50.

georbneteg ajcrjetdinifs bcr nerfcfjiebenen
^ferbetranfficitcn, fammt ben STrfac^en,
©ijmptomen unb ber ric^tigen Se^anb;

lung berfetben

;

ferner, eine

roerttjuotler SRejepte.

THOMAS
925

©ammlung

$rei§ 25 gentS.

NEWMAN,

G.
West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILU

:

Journal
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

ILL.,

JANUARY

9,

1884.

No.

2.

with frightful rapidity until one partment has been dropped, and it
almost perpetual fear lest he be now confines its attention to the ineating or diinking some poisonous terests of honey producers. They will
compound instead of the healthful send a sample free to any address.
article which it counterfeits."
An exchange aptly remarks that it ^° The Sim, of Alfred Centre, N.
" would be better, for instance, that Y., says that Mr. Clark
Rogers has,
the courts should punisli bnrglars even "from 90 colonies, spring coimt,
to the verge of inquisitorial persecu- crated and sent off this season, 4,895
tion, and at the same time allow sneak pounds of honey, and has sold and on
thieves to go unprosecuted, than that hand for home market, 1,100 pounds,
they should, for the sake of ill-named 400 pounds of which was extracted to
justice, allow both of these rascally give the queens room. He has now
classes to go unscathed. Every case 1-59 colonies in winter quarters." Mr.
of adulteration punished is a victory Rogers is a progressive and successful
gained for honest trade in general, no apiarist, and one of the oldest submatter from what branch of business scribers to the Bee .Journal, and, of
the offenders may have been selected." course, was successful, even in a poor
Adulteration of all kinds should be season, as was the one just passed.
always strongly condemned by every
^" The Daii-y and Farm Jmcrnal of
honest person.
AVest Liberty, Iowa, remarks as fol1^ Those who have become ac- lows concerning the value of literature
quainted with our youngest daughter, to honey-producers
late

is in

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

Harmless Adulteration-

A correspondent has sent us the following from the Toledo Blade of Deo.
27, 1883

:

A writer

in the Scientific

American

demonstrates that while glucose is
found in almost all sugars and syrups,
no matter how pure they are declared
to be, the adulteration is yet a perfectly harmless one. People may partake of it all their lives and yet live
to a good old age. It is a pity that
the same could not be said of all adulterations.

We

saw the

article in question in the
Ame^-ican ; but we concluded
it was too absurd to merit any notice ;
(known to many as "Little Sunshine")
being evidently written in the interest will be interested in the
following,
of that fraud— glucose— by some igno- from the Chicago
Inter-Ocean of Sunramus.
day, Dec. 30, 1883
The Canner and Chvcer gives our
Wednesday evening at the residence
views on the subject exactly, in the of Mr. and Mrs. T. Q. Newman,
No.
" Adulteration 147 Western Avenue, a very pleasant
following language
affair
the
occurred,
occasion
being
the
tempting
is the thief of trade.
More
than Delilah, for it woos with prom- marriage of their daughter, Matie, to
Fred II. Chenoweth, the Rev. Luther
ises of golden gains
it finds numberPardee ofliciating. None but relatives
less lovers among those who deal in were present. After receiving conthe staple-food articles of commerce, gratulations the bride and groom led
and lures them on from bad to worse, the way to the dining-room where a
bountiful repast was spread.
The
until finally they become hopelessly house was tastefully decorated with
entangled in a net-work of dishonest evergreens, smilax, and flowers. The
practices. Under our at present im- bride was attired in cream- white grosgrain silk, with Spanish lace overperfect laws for protection against the
dress, the bridal veil being held in
sale of spurious goods, with but slight place by natural flowers. The presents
danger of detection, and with a cer- were both numerous and elegant.
tainty of large profit, many a dealer, Amid the good wishes of all present
Mr. and Mrs. Chenoweth left for a
finding his keener sense of honor
two w^eeks' trip south, and upon their
dulled by money greed, begins to adul- return will be at home to their friends
terate the commodities he keeps for at No. 147 Western Avenue.
sale, and thus enters into a career that
is more villainous and more dangerThe Bee- Keepers'' Magazine, pubous to the community tlian that of the lished by King & Aspinwall, at 14
old-time highwayman ; for through it Park Place, New York, has been rethe public are robbed not only of their duced in price to $1 a year, and is
coin, but of their health as well. This printed with new type, on nice paper,
infamous system has been growing of with a new cover. The Poultry deScientific

:

:

;

1^

The Bee Journal

is

almost indis-

pensible to the successful manipulation of the industrious and persevering little insects. It is true we have
often seen honey produced under the
management of parties who knew apparently little more on the subject
than that the bees gathered the honey
and deposit it in the hive but we
have never seen any sort of farm stock
managed extensively and in any sense
successfully, where the manager did
not avail himself of all the information, pertaining to his specialty, that
he could readily obtain and the Bee
Journal is worth many times the
subscription price to every person
owning an apiary, who readis it care;

;

fully.

^

Up to Dec. 1.5 the weather was
beautiful and mild, then it became
cold and snow appeared— but since the
new year dawned, the mercury has
been dancing about between 20° and
40^ below zero. It will be difficult to
find the men now who have, during
the fall, been prophesying that the
winter would be " open, mild and
snowless."
The predictions were
based upon the antics of the festive
wood chuck and the odorous musk
rats. It is cold enough now to satisfy
a Greenlander.
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this is

Local Convention Directory.
and

Tinif

1884.

place of Meeting.

Jan. 9.— Nebraska State, at Lincoln, Neb.

M. L. Trester, Sec.

Jan. a.— Do Moines Co.. at Middleton, Iowa.
.ran.

8.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.

M.

C.

Bean, Sec, McGrawville, N. Y.

Jan. 8-10.— Eastern
Jan. 9.—Central

New

York, at Albany, N. Y.
S. Vrooman, Pres.

Illinois, at

Blooministon, III.
Jas. Poinde-xter, Sec.

.Ian.

10.—Champlaln Valley, at Mlddleburg, Vt.
J.E. Crane, Pres.

Jan.

14, 15,

Jan.

15,

16.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.

Jan.

15,

16.— N. W.

16.—Ohio State, at Columbus, O.
C.

M. Kingsbury, Sec.

F. L. Dougherty. Sec.
Ills.,

J.

& S. W. Wis., at Freeport.

Stewart, Sec.

Kock

City,

111.

17.— N.K. Ohio, and N.W.Pa.. at Jefferson.O.
C. H. Coon, Sec. New Lyme, Ohio.

.Ian. 16,

Jan. 22-24. -Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec, Fayetteville, N. Y.

Jan 23.-8. E. Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
II. C. Markham, Sec.
Jan. 24.— Mahoning Valley, at Newton Falls.
E. W. Turner, Sec.

what

E. Michigan, atl-apeer, Micb.
Hutchinson. Sec, Rogersville, Mich.

A

;

up

hour

to this

Convention Notices.

Z.

April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winlerset, Iowa.
J. B. Pryor, Sec.
Oct. 11, 12.

F. A.
10,

at Alma. Micb.
Palmer, Sec. .McBride. Mich.

—Northern Mich.,

11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting. Sec. Clinton, Mich.

t^" In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

HONEY— There is no excitement in the honey
1^ The Southeastern Michigan market.
The demand for extracted honey is ImBee- Keepers' Convention will be held proving, bul supplies beinglarge. prices keep down.
It brings 7(1? luc on arrival. Arrivals of comb honey
at Adrian, Mich., in the Plymouth and demand tor it. are in fair proportion. A choice
lb. sections brings 2UC. per lb. from
Church Chapel, Jan, 23, 1884 m'oruiug, article in i^li^<3ll8c
on arrival.
store, ap'i
afternoon and evening session.
BEESWAX— Scarce; brings 28832c. on arrival.
COAS. F. MOTH.
H. D. Cutting, Pres.
;

H.

C.

Mabkham,

Sec.

NEW

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.
taries are requested to

I®" The annual meeting of the Indiana bee-keepers will be held at
Indianapolis, Jan. 15 and 16. in the
Preparing Bees for Winter.
Agricultural rooms corner of Tennescordial insee and market streets.
Mrs. L. Harrison thus describes the vitation is extended to all.

HONEY— White
lb.

sections,

14i<^l.'>c.;

F. L.

Dougherty,

Sec.

The 1.5th annual convention of the
Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the City Hall at
Syracuse, N. Y., on the 22, 23 and 24
days of January 1884.
This will be the largest and most
interesting convention of bee-keepers
ever held in America. Manv of the
Sub-earth ventilation was furnished most scientific apiarists in the counby means of six-mch tile, and upward try wll take part in the discussions.
ventilation through a -nindow hung The programme is completed, and
on hinges, to be opened and closed at comprises all the interesting topics of
pleasure. Many persons were proph- the day. The question box will be
esying a mild winter, and we began to opened each day, and the questions
think that we should have no use for answered. All are invited to send in
our bee-cellar, for when we contem- questions.
Implements and other articles of
plated storing them, the weather
would change niild and they would be interest for exhibition vfiW be reon the wing. Tliey flew on the 8th of ceived and properly arranged. It will
December, aud one-half of them were pay any bee-keeper to go a thousand
put in the cellar the l-5th. It was miles to listen to the discussions. By
then snowing and has continued at hearing and seeing, you will obtain
intervals since; and this morning much more knowledge than by read(17th) the thermometer was in the ing. Five liundred bee-keepers will
neighborhood of zero out of doors, be in attendance. Reduced rates of
board at hotels have been secured.
and 40 in the bees' apartment.
When the bees were removed from All are invited.
Geo. W. House, Sec.
the summer stands to the cellar the
W. E. Clark, Pres.
entrances to the hives were closed by
stufBng in cotton rags. These were
1^ The Northwestern Illinois and
left in the first night, and the cellar
window open, so that it would be cold, Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
causing them to cluster, when the Association, will hold its annual meetentrances were opened then the win- ing in Temperance Hall, Freeport, 111.,
dow was closed and darkened. We on Jan. 15 and 16, 1884.
J. Stewart, Sec.
shall aim to keep the temperature not
Rock City, HI., Nov. 30, 1883.
lower than 40, nor higher than 4-5°, as

We

have heretofore vi'interecl our
bees in the open air, but this fall we
thought we would tiy a part in the
cellar. With this end in view the cellar was renovated and white-washed,
and a partition put across one end,
making a nice apartment for bees.

;

YOUK.

clover and basswnod in

17(»22c.

Dark and second

1

and 2

quality.

extracted white clover in kegs and bar-

rels.9:i^ioc.; dark,8<<4yc.

BEESWAX—Prime yellow,27®29 c.
H.K.

A

preparation of her bees for winter, in
the Prairie Farmer :

:

CINCINNATI.

ri.— N.

W.

Dec

i^"The Mahoning Valley Bee-Keep-

recommended by those

prevent the bees coming up under the tion and sale of honey, are requested
muslin, a hot flat-iron was run around to be present. E. W. Turner, Sec.
the top of the hive to melt the propolis and stick it fast. When the
1^ meeting of bee-keepers will
bees were put in the cellar little com- be held at the residence of W.Cossens,
and
new
thin
muslin
of
forts made
Monee, Will Co., Ills., on Monday,
wadding were spread upon the muslin, Jan. 28, 1884. All friends of improved
and the hives were piled one upon mauagement of the apiary, are invianother, with sticks at each end for ted to attend.
the liive to rest upon, so as not to
A. Wicherts, )
crush down the devices. The upper
W. Cossens, > Committee.
tiers of hives have on chaff cushions.
B. Heyen,
)
The bees that are wintering upon
their summer stands have on Hilfs
devices and muslin, like those in the
Honey and Beeswax Market.
cellar, and chaff cushions in the caps
and the entrances open upward venOFFICE OP AMEKICAN BEE JOmNAL,
{
tilation is given above the cushions
Monday, 10 a. m., Jan. ", 1884. {
to keep them dry.
following are the latest quotaThe
Mrs. L. Harrison.
tions for honey and beeswax received

Jan. 28.— Bee-Keepers' meeting at Monee. Ills.
A. Wicherts, W.Cossens. B. Heyen, Com.

March

is

who have wintered their bees in cel- ers' Association, will be held in the
Town Hall at Newton Falls, on Thurslars manv consecutive winters.
The bees in the cellar have Hill's day, Jan. 24, 1884. As this is the
devices upon the frames, and then meeting to elect officers, every memcovered with unbleached muslin. To ber and all interested in the "produc-

& F.B THURBER & CO.

CHICAGO.

HONEY—

Goes off slowly, and prices are lower on
sections that are imperfectly tilled. The demand
seems to be chiefly tor lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way penect sales are made
of 1 lb. sectitms at !.'>('( 2uc.: li4';'2 lb. sections, 14<§»
18c: dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
12(§jl3c Extracted honey steady, but limited demand: prices range from 7yiloc per lb.
BE E>W AX -Scarce, at 2«ia3ac., according to
color and cl, anliness.
K. A. BouNKTT. 161 South Water St.

KANSAS

HONEY— No

CITY. MO.

change to note since

last reportPrices and demand well sustained, and rrceipts
about equal to shipments. White cumb, 1 and 2 lb.
sections, 17'" INC. Extracted, swl'ic
JEKOME TwicHELL. ^14 Walnut Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Offerings

are

mostly

extracted, for

and weak. Choice comb
White to extra white
comb, i.-i'u2'ic.: dutk to good, 9®nc.; extracted,
choice to extra white, 6fe7^c.; dark and candied,
which
is

in

ttie

market

very

light

18

dull

supply.

5®-

BBESWAX-Wholesale, 27H@30c.
STEARNS & SMITH. 42ij Front Street.
ST.

LOUIS.

HONEY — In fair demand. Comb,
strained and extracted,
BEESWAX- Firmer, at 30@31c

139180.;

~(.i.Sc.

W. T.

ANPEKSON &

Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.
demand,
HONEY— Honey continues in excellent
white comb

as reported last; every lot of choice
is taken up as fast as it comes at iHc. in quantity
for 1 lb. sections, and an occasional sale at 19; in
a very few instances only. iMic. has been reached.
Broken lots and second quality is very slow Bale.
For extracted there Is no demand.
Is eagerly inquired f or at 28®30o.,
but none to supply the demand.
A. c. KENDEL. 115 Ontario Street.

BEESWAX—

BOSTON.

HONEY— Our m.irket Is rather

dull, and supply
w> luld not advise
shipments to this markei. 2 lb. comb, lecaiisc; lib.
comb. is<r»20c.; extracted, H^lOc
BBESWAX-32(!s3.'ic.
^
„.
»
BI.AKE & KiPLET, 57 Chatham Street.

more than exceeds the demand

:
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side dimensions across the frames is
11}^ inches, let us imagine it 12 inches
perishing drones, clogging up and long, instead of 14 inches, and the
buzzing "at the entrance for escape.
left end (as you face it) also perfoSince the advent of comb founda- rated.* To adjust it to the hive we
tion and consequent control of drone lay the side V, on the alighting board,
production, this evil is almost entirely shove it up tightly to the hive, pushremoved, with all our colonies except ing the tube T into the entrance and
such as we use to rear the drones of under the bottom bar of the side
our choice.
frame.
Such guards are often advocated for
The perforations are thickly locatheir usefulness in prohibiting the ted ; in fact " the tin is most all holes."
flight of drones, from box or other relet us describe the actions of the
cently purchased hives. I have what bees, as we have watched them many
I think a better method of disposing an hour.
worker starts out to the
of this difficulty.
I transfer such field, he rushes to the entrance, looks
hives before time for the mating of at the new obstacle, accepts the inviqueens, shaking their bees (all except tation given him by the division
to
the queens and a few workers) into a pass to the right, goes down near the
box whose end is made of perforated corner, slips easily through the hole,
tin, with round holes large enough to takes a look at the new order of
pass the workers freely, but keep oack things, sees that he is in the right
the drones. The workers quickly re- church, that the ijew is only newly orturn to their queen, while the desert- namented, and strikes out for the
ed imprisoned drones are easily de- field.
Another, and another, and
stroyed.
another, follow in rapid succession,
I will now endeavor to describe an all passing out near the corner, inarrangement I invented some 10 or 12 duced by the position of the angling
years ago. and laid aside as imprac- partition A. The inner end of the
eral satisfaction of the workers, keeping up confusion among the thirsty
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Prevention of Swarming.

JAMES HEDDON.
After 15
specialist in

years'

experience

bee-lveepin<?, I

as

a

need not

tell you that I have tried very many
methods to prevent swarming among
them, various methods of artificial
;

increase.

have become

that no
method of artificial increase, is productive of as good result, as is natural
swarming, all things considered.
Bearing me out in this conclusion, is
of ^lessrs. Oatman,
the practice
Hutchinson, Miller and numerous
large
other
and practical honey producers.
I may also cite you to the fact that
we have no practically successful
method for the prevention of swarming, as no such method is in use
among our leading producers. Nor
do I wish to prevent natiiTal swarming,
but I would like to control it, there
being one condition of our affairs, and
perhaps only this one, wherein the
benefits would more than counterbalance the expense and trouble arising from the use of the necessary fixtures. The one referred to, is where
one has too few bees in a given locality, to afford to keep a hand to watch
them continually through the swarming period.
Haying begun bee keeping in connection with a careful perusal of
Father Langstroth's invaluable work,
(for which I am to-day very glad) my
attention was early called to the idea
of compelling bees to act differently
from their wont, by virtue of the difference in size of the three genders
inhabiting the hive. The book told
us of contracted passages, that would
exclude the queen and drones, while
the workers would pass through. My
experiments upon the principle, disappointed me from the fact that any passage-way contracted sufficiently to prevent the egress of the queen, acted as
a hindrance to the ingress of heavily
laden workers. More especially was
this a fact with workers laden with
both honey and pollen, and often
loads of pollen would be detached
from the legs of the bees, in their
Sassage through the contracted spaces.
Tow I have seen this pollen dislodgment take place in spaces that did
pass some of the smaller specimens
of unfecundated queens, and I once
purchased of Mr. Oatman one of tlie
most valuable fertile queens I ever
owned in my life valuable because
she produced a goodly number of
most excellent working bees, of above
average size, though she herself was
black and so small that she passed
the spaces mentioned above. Another objection to these spaces, or bee
guards, as they are sometimes called,
IS, that they seriously interfere with
the ventilation of the hive, and genI

satisfied

;

Now

A

A

Why impracticable ?

ticable.

Mainly tube T, being within the hive and
quite dark comparatively, only about
one worker in one hmidred, passes out
through it; besides it is constantly
in use, by those passing in.
By this time the "nectar-laden

because of the trouble with the drones
above mentioned, especially in hives
where they were more numerous.
Another point as I had but one
apiary at the time, (making bee keeping a specialty) and had not the
where-with to establish another, the
need of such an attachment was not
;

felt

by

me

Heddon^s

then.

Non-Swarming Attachment.

In viewing the above cut, imagine
yourself looking at a tin box, 14x6x4,
with both sides open. (In the cut,
one side is up, and the other down.)
You see an angling partition passing
from one corner of the tin box to
within two inches of the other. This
closes the opening through the box,
except the space 2x4. This space is
closed by a piece of tin 2x3^, and the
remaining opening, 2x% has a flat
tube T of the same dimensions and
about 214 inches long, open at each
end. The partition A, and all of that
part of the box above the partition,
and on the side towards you, is perforated with round holes made with a
punch, with the bur projecting on the
outside. The holes are made just
large enough to freely pass a worker
bee when empty, and as there is no
necessity for laden bees to pass these
holes, they can be somewhat smaller
than the ordinary contracted passages,
and too small to admit of the passage
of one unfertile queen out of one

A

thousand. This attachment I made
when I used the 10-frame Standard
Langstroth hive with portico.
To
adapt it to my present hive whose in-

bees" begin to return. Of course
they propose to enter at the point of
exit.
They look at the holes. Sometimes stick their heads into one. The
" grain " of this hole, you remember
runs the wrong way, besides it is so
small as to be poorly adapted to tlie
tired and swollen bodied laden worker, even if passed the other way. t
Once again the angling partition
invites the little visitor to the right,
which invitation he immediately accepts and passes through the tube
T. You will readily conceive that
this tube is large enough to admit of
the passage of the working force of
the strongest colony, because the current flows all one way. (I think we
used a tapering tube, it being only
about lJ-3 or IM inches wide at the inner end.) In two or three hours, the
bees seem to have perfectly learned
the attachment, and accept it cheerfully, almost the entire force passing out and in at the respective places
designed for egress and ingress.
I had 40 pounds of surplus comb
honey stored through this attachment,
and could discover no retarding influence connected with it. It was
laid aside as mentioned above, because
of the drone difficulty, making it

necessary to remove the dead drones
every few days, before they might decompose. But it is my opinion that

with this difficulty mainly removed,
this attachment may become practiI

cal.
*

am

quite certain that

Of course there

ia

it

stands

no necessity for that part of

the attachment, outside of the auKling partition,
A. It serves as a small portico, when the attach-

ment

ia

in use.

t When the hees swarmed through the attachment, there was a tut'Bing and squeezing of those
fullest of honey, and many of this class failed to
pass through— even their thorax seemed to be distended, when they were heavily loaded. The queen
Jumps and buzzes about in the attachment, tillahe
gets rilsgusted, and returns to the brood. If a
piece of tin be flipped between the attachmentand
hive, the former may then be removed with the
queen.
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to-day as the most perfect non-swarm- with it was the close fitting top. This
ing attachment yet known to the pub- renders a side opening hive necessary,
lic.
You will notice how I combined and I must be able to remove any
the close passage principle, with tlie frame at pleasure, without being
principle utilized by the use of Mr. obliged to remove some or all of the
Langstroth's entrance blocks, better others first. In order to have a set of
regulators than which never have frames fixed it becomes necessary to
been, and probably never will be de- have them spaced evenly, and all
vised.
apiarists of experience know that
I consider the inventions of this while this idea may be beautiful in
great man, inventions of over 20 years theory, it is absolutely impossible in
standing, yet ahead of the age, or of practice, without making a large
bee-keepers in general.
amount of labor necessary, at a time
Bowagiac, Mich., Dec. 24, ISas.
when it can illy be afforded. The
nearer we come to nature the nearer
we are to the right. Now I claim
For the American Bee JoumaL
that frames are not natural, and are a
disadvantage rather than an advanFixed Frames.
tage to the bees; we use them as an
J.

In the

E.

improvement for ourselves, and in
using them we should follow nature

POND, JR.

Bee Journal

for Xov. 14.
in an article by A.
AVebster, I find this sentence. " Of
the improvements of the past, movable comb fj-ames must be retained,
but of an entirely different construction from tliose now in common use
and should he fixed, and reversible, as
1883,

page

-STo,

;

well as movable."" I do not know Mr.
W. nor the amount of experience in
manipulation he has had during the
25 years he has kept bees, but I do certainly make issue with him on the

question of

construction of frames,

and particularly in the matter of so
constructing them as to make them
fixed.
The only frame that can be of
any real value to the apiarist, is a sectional, hanging, movable frame, that
is so far from being fixed, that, not-

as closely as possible.

Xow to

follow

to see the use of the bees in the operation—that I thought he or some other
man who didn't keep bees could put
the '-stuff " directly into the jellycups, if there was any money in the
business, and that the bee-keeper who
had to support the bees and do all the
useless labor of first giving the "stuff"

them and then taking it away
again could not compete with him.
He then handed down some liquid
honey and said that was the genuine
article that all his customers would
rather give 20c for, than 10c for the
other. It bore the label of a gentleman near the village containing a
" The pro"notice" to this efl'ect
ducer wants it distinctly understood
that this is drained honey and not extracted. Extracted honey is a cheap
article fed to bees in patent combs,
and afterward slung out by a patent
machine, when it soon becomes sour
and unfit for use."' Isn't that depravity for you V Well as soon as I recovered my equinimity, I labored long
and patiently with that man to convince him that extracted honey was a
much cleaner, and if properly ripened,
nicer article than drained honey, but
all to no effect.
He insisted that extracted honey and any honey that
woidd granulate would not sell. He
had tried it many times and always
with the same result. I'm discourto

:

nature closely, we must make our
frames of such form that the bees can
perambulate over, under, and around
them, and this we cannot do if we
have them fixed, without a loss to ourselves in some other important particular. But I need not follow out this
idea further. I have not written as I
have in a fault-finding or captious
spirit, but simply for the purpose of
drawing out fiom Mr. W. the whys
and the wherefores of his fixed frariie
idea. He may give reasons that will
commend themselves to us all. but aged. Send me Dadant or some of
till he does so, I shall claim that fixed your pamphlets— honey as food and
frames are a positive disadvantage. medicine.
On the " hint" of Mr. Shankland, I
Foiboro, Mass., Dec. 2-5, 1883.
will amend the report of the N. J.
and E. B. K. A., by adding that the
For the American Bee JoumaL
meeting was held in New "i ork New
you know is only the garden
Come Over tolMacedonia and Help Us. Jersey
patch" to the great city, and that the

withstanding the inequalities of surface in the face of the combs, either
in waviness or thickness, that it may
at any and all times be interchangeJ. HASBROUCK.
able with any otlier, and in every hive
in the apiary. By tliis plan alone can
Dear Journal.— You recommendwe be able to perform our labors ed to US a short time ago some misspeedily, and without injury to our sionary work in a dark corner of our
bees. One of the principle points in state and while I have been planning
favor of the Langstroth frames, [and how to undertake it, I have accidenby this I do not mean the standard tally found demand for all my efforts
Langstroth particularly, but any form nearer home. It happened on this
of Langstroth frame) is that they are wise. You must know that I have
interchangeable so much so, that no found out that it is best, in the home
matter what their position Ln the hive market, to select with care the grocers
relative to each other, they can be re- whom you allow to handle your honey.
placed after being removed without Well, in hunting for an additional
regard to the position thev originally man of the right kind the other day
occupied. To be enabled to do this at our country town. I went to see a
must be recognized as an immense ad- grocer who had been recommended to
vantage, and must allow the operator me as having a large trade in honey.
to perform much more work, and in I found that he had a stock, of which
equally as effective form, than he he handed me down some to look at,
could ppssibly do were he obliged to remarking tliat one lot granulated in
carefully replace each frame in the jelly-cups, although labelled ''honey,"
particular position from which he re- "with the name of an enterprising beemoved it. Again in order to have keeper of this county, was some
fixed frames, one of two things must " stuff '" fed to bees and" then "slung'"
happen; either the frames must be out by a ' patent machine.""
close fitting at tops or ends, or else
I concluded my opportunity for missome arrangement must be made by sion work had come and so Itold him,
which the frames can be held in one that we. who write for the bee papers,
particular position only. Either of had said over and over again that the
these plans it seems to me would granulating was the best test of puricause far more labor than is needed ty. The heathen told me, " that shows
with imflxed frames to say nothing of you don't know anything about it."'
the liability of killing bees with close
I told him that Mr. L. C. Root, who
topped or close ended frames, and the had made a book about bees and
liability or having the bees make them honey, had just been saying that
fixtures in reality by a free use of pro- there ^^•asnt anything— not even glupolis. I have used the
American cose which could be fed to bees with
frame, and the first objection I found any profit. I told him I was at a loss
;

—

—

president
ton,

N.

is Li.

W. Thompson,

J., and a
tell you.

of Stel-

great bee-man he is

When I visited him
too, I
last, about two years ago, he had 70
colonies not a hybrid colony among
them in the finest looking apiary I
ever saw, which is managed entirely
I believe by his accomplis'lied daughter, who beats us all in charming
those new races, and making them
Mr. Thompson is a
roll in the honey.
man, whose acquaintance, if once enjoyed, no bee-keeper, at this time,
especially if he is young and stirring
and good'looking, can afford to neglect.

—

—

Bound Brook, N.

J.,

Dec.

20, 1883.

Translated by Arthur Todd.

A Method

to

Cure Foul Brood.

GEORGES DE LAYENS.
In the spring of the year 1883, I
inspected several of the hives surrounding my apiary, in order to be
thoroughly aware "of the state my
neighboriiig colonies were in.
In an apiary of 5 colonies, aU in
frame hives, one had foul brood very
badly I transferred the bees into a
new"hive without any combs, and fed
them with a syrup mixed with acid,
and the colony appears to have been
perfectly cured.
In another apiary of 20 colonies all
in common straw skeps, 4 died this
spring of the disease.
third apiary of 2.5 colonies was
also attacked ; of which 4 were so bad
;

A
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that I advised tbe proprietor to utterly destroy bees, combs and hives.
Last autumn my apiary appeared to
be in good condition, after the destruction in the springtime of several colonies, and the complete cure of two
others to which I applied the above
mentioned method ot treatment. This
spring, these two colonies appeared to
be in good order, but 6 other colonies
were attacked. It is very difficult to
fix on the moment when a colony is
actually attacked with the disease,
and when the apiary is located in a
country where foul brood is raging, it
seems hardly possible to me to preserve it.
If it becomes necessary after a complete cure to commence again each
year and feed every colony with an
acidified syrup, either in spring or
autumn, tliis would be impracticable,
for. if we provoke egg laying too
early or too late in the season, it offers
many inconveniences and may even be
dangerous to the welfare of the colo-

23

Egg laying in spring is always very
regular because the queen Ihids plenty
of room free of honey one can then
progress at this
easily follow
its

and superseded many of my old
brown q\ieens. So by Cyprianizing
and hybridizing it is hard to tell just
what strain of bees I have. Hut I

period.

think 1 can tell a grand dilference in
the amount of honey 1 get. I work
almost entirely for extracted honey.
In June, the creek near my apiary
overflowed and all my bees were afloat:

;

In examining the combs of brood of
the 3 colonies to which I had given
no special treatment, I remarked at
first a large quantity of brood, on the
This comb was
first frame, diseased.
the one on which the queen commenced her spring laying. The two
other combs,to the right and left ot this
one, were also sadly diseased the 4th
and otli commence to be much less so;
in their centers many bees had come
out of the cells, liut there were still a

some 5 colonies washed away, and all
were damaged. This occurred Friday
night June ii, as near as I remember;
and by having plenty of help at hand,

we placed 30 colonies above the flood,
wherever we could find a convenient
place to put them. Next day 1 put
them on stands above high water
certain number of cells isolated tliat mark, and well, for on Sunday mornwere diseased. In the circle of brood ing the creek overflowed her banks
the portion again. Previous to this summer this
surrounding
(sealed)
empty of brood, I met with very little stream had overflowed its banks here
of tlie disease, and at last the combs, but once in 2(\ years. On Monday,
farthest out from the frame on which June 27, we had 30 colonies, many of
the queen commenced her spring lay- them very weak, by drowning. There
ing, did not appear to contain a single was no honey in tlie flowers till about
Aug. 1. I had to feed them till near
diseased cell.
The disease instead of going on in- the last of July. In August the honey
seek for other creasing, as is usual, had diminished harvest began from heartsease and

nies.

;

^Ve have then to
methods to prevent the disease, or to progressively. I took away all in- continued till frost, the 1st of October.
stop it as soon as there are any signs fected combs from these 3 hives, and We extracted 2,-500 lbs. of honey and
of germs having been introduced into commenced feeding them with acidu- increased to 57 colonies. I will need
the'hives.
lated syrup. Tlie three other colonies to feed most of my late swarms to get
We have then to set ourselves this transferred to new hives appeared in them through the"winter.
"
To give you an idea of the rapidity
problem
To find a method at once good condition. At moment of writing,
rapid and economical, by the aid of my apiary appears cured just by tins with which the Cyrian bees increase,
which the bees may intro"duce into the retrograde action of the disease, and I will relate what Mr. Win. L. Clark,
nourishment of the larvie, a minute I have every hope that it will continue of Vesta, Neb., has done from one
quantity of acid in order to constantly the same until autumn. I will con- colony which I sold him last spring.
Mr. Clark divided this colony in
neutralize the germs of the disease, tinue the " water cure " right up to
without however in any way disturb- the end of the season, and propose to July and then let them increase by
In the spring,
ing the natural order" or tlieir daily continue this treatment in the sur- natural swarming.
labors."
rounding country, until the disease when I let him have the bees, he said
The experiences of this year seem has disappeared from my neighbor- he aimed to run for increase, and I
think he has succeeded. I told him
conclusive, and make me hope for a hood.
the Cyprians were the bees, if he decomplete success in the future. To
sired increase. lie increased to 13
obtain this result I have kept the
Fur the American Bee JoumaL
colonies from 1. and says they are in
water reservoir where ray bees go to
good condition for winter, and he also
get their supply, charged with water
Cyprian and Hybrid Bees.
got 200 fbs. of surplus honey. He says
mixed with salicylic acid. I dissolved
he knows that two swarms at least
50 grammes of salicylic acid in 400
v. nOLLINGER.
absconded.
grammes of alcohol, and for each
This may be questioned by some,
liter of water I added 10 grammes of
both
pleasure
and
found
have
As
I
but I am well acquainted with Mr.
the above solution.
This dose is
profit from the weekly visits of your Clark and saw his apiary the other
about double that generally recomJournal, during the past day they are placed close together
mended to be used in syrup. The con- valuable
years, I am anxious still to have and protected from the north-west
sumption of water has been, on the two
company for another year. Its wind. I did not examine them, but
average, 3 to 4 liters. On certain days its
timely hints" and well written articles propose visiting him in the spring and
in cold weather, it seemed to me that
the many topics of practical and make a careful examination of his
the water had a gelatinous appear- on
theoretical apiculture, coming weekly bees. He has promised me the old
ance, but the bees sucked up the moisand thus in season, more than pays its queen back again, and if she has not
ture from the cloth coveringthe tank,
journal of equal
layed her queenship out, I aim to beand all seemed to go well. This treat- price above a monthly
respects. The old adgin early and feed if necessary and
ment lasted for 7 weeks, but in reality merit in other
stitch in time saVes nine,"
see just what can be done in one seathe greatest honey Jloiu will prevent the age "a
little
knowledge
in
and
a
son. I may have many queens just as
bees going to the reservoir for at least may be true,
thousands—
of
its
bees,
save
time may
profitable but this one is " a tested
10 days, and they return to it only
surely. Perhaps a few thoughts
most
queen."
when the flow of honey slackens.
of my own experience in beekeeping
Adams, Neb., Dec. 2S, 1883.
I had in the spring 6 colonies more may interest some of your many reador less affected. Three of these I ers.
treated by the first described method.
For the American Bee Joomal.
Most of my bees are Cyprians, or a
I left the other 3 for experiment's sake cross between the three races. I have
in the condition they were in.
Diphtheria— Death— Hygiene.
a few Italian queens which I received
After 7 weeks of this general "water last year from W. Z. Hutchinson,
ALLEN rraNGLE.
cure " I examined the colonies very Rogerville, Mich. Two years ago I
minutely, every frame of brood being purchased two Cyprian queens o^' E.
This is a strange medley of subjects
carried into a warm room, in the or- M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo. Nearder that they held in the hives.
ly all my bees at this time were the for a single article, and I make use of
The other colonies in the apiary German bees except one or two hybrid it to attract the reader's attention, for
were all examined frame by frame, colonies with black queens mated with I want every reader of the American
and none appeared attacked, the drones, the progeny of an Italian Bee Journal to read this, especially
disease having probably been killed fertile or laying worker.
those who have cliildren whom they
everywhere, immediately it showed
In the summer of 1882 I reared are liable to lose f(n-ever by that dread,
itself.
queens from my best Cyprian colony fatal disease, diphtheria.
:

;

:;
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I am pained at reading on page (ilO,
No. 49 of the Jouunal, Mr. Fredenburg's touctiing letter about tlie death
of his two dear little boys from diphtheria and the thought'at once forces
itself upon me, as it lias many times
before, is this fearful mortality from

on any subject are all-convincing

while to others the principles upon
which the experience and practice are
predicated must be presented and
established. The latter class of thinkers look below the surface at the foundations and fundamentals while the
this dread disease ntcessaiy ? is it in- former are content with superficial
evitable
I think not.' Indeed. I appearances and vrima facie evidence.
know it is not. Of course I know it The safe way. then, in all matters not
is inevitable under the fatal circum- palpable or axiomatic, is. that while
stances, but the circumstances can be mere experience may be adduced as an
changed, and hence the fatal results auxiliary for the "purpose named, to
changed from death to recovery. I put forward or postulate notliing that
unhesitatingly affirm (and I know will not bear the scrutiny of science
whereof I affirm) that nineteen out of and reason. To illustrate this point
every twenty of those children who The man who has used tobacco for oO
die of diphtheria could be saved by years and is now 70 or 80 adduces his
simple, common-sense, home treat- age and experience to prove that
ment without a doctor at all. The tobacco is wholesome. The man who
Allopathic or drug treatment of this has used whisky-and-water half a
disease is nearly always fatal. I am century as a beverage and is now an
not a physician by profession, but I octogenarian cites his age and experihave studied the whole of the popular ence to prove that whisky is whole(and unpopular) medical systems and some
while another octogenarian
understand the principles upon which who has used pure water his whole
they are based, especially the popular life without the whisky cites his age
Drug system and the, as yet, unpopu- and experience to prove that water
lar Hygienic system. I have no axes alone is the most wholesome beverage.
to grind one way or another. I have But does the fact that the one has
no interest in any of them except to used tobacco .oO years and is still
know the truth. I studied them and alive, and the other whisky -oO years
studied the science of health, as em- and is still alive, prove that tobacco is
braced in physiology and hygiene, for wholesome or that whisky is wholemy own physical preservation and the some y If it proves anything in the
physical good of those over whom I eye of the physiologist, it proves that
might have influence and those de- humanity is tough, and that some conpendent upon me. The consequence stitutions can stand a great deal of
IS that for 2-") years I have not taken a abuse.
On the other hand does the
particle of medicine of any kind and fact that the other octogenarian wlio
nave been quite free from sickness. used only water prove that water is
And this uniformly good health and wholesoriie. Xo. it does not, for we
exemption from sickness has not been must Vie fair on both sides. It will
due to an unusually strong and vigor- thus be seen that fxpeneiice alone withous constitution, which, unfortunate- out a rational or scientific interpretaly I never possessed. Indeed it was tion is by no means a sure guide.
just the reverse of this in youth, When the" tippler lives to be 80 and
coupled with certain predispositions avers that whisky is wholesome, and
to disease, that impelled me to look the teetotlar lives to be 80 and avers
into and study tlie subject of health that only water is wholesome, science
and master tlie conditions upon which must step in and decide the matter
it depends.
Xo medicines— patent or between them, liy inquiring what is
professional, quack or regular are whisky and what are its relations to
used in our family
no doctors are the living body of rrian and what is
employed to medicate with drugs. Our water and what are its relations to the
habits are simple and natural and we living system V
reap the reward in good health.
When, therefore. I affirm the followPhysically speaking, the real, natural ing propositions
(which I do most emneeds of human beings are few and phatically) I affirm what is supported
simple the artificial and imaginarv not
merely l)y experience and prima
ones are many and complicated. Chilfacie evidence, but what will stand
dren are not reared according to na- the scrutiny of
the highest intelliture, but according to the false and
gence and most advanced science of
unnatural conventionalities of society; to-day.
The propositions are these
and the consequence of this is physiFirst, All sickness, disease and precal infirmities and moral obliquities.
Our only child now about 10 years of mature death, as well as all condiage— has never tasted a single"drop of tions of health, are purely natural
medicine of any kind not even the sequences mostly within man's cognisimple remedies" in common domestic tion and control, instead of being
use and has always been free from eitherarbitrary "dispensations "or in
sickness with, of course, the excep- any manner fortuitous.
Second, As a natural corollary of
tion of the contagious diseases incident to childhood and youth, such as this, human beings have, barring unavoidable accidents and hereditary
whooping cough, mumps, etc.
diseases,— their life and health in
The reader will, I am sure, pardon their own hands.
me for so much personal allusion when
Third, Following also from the
lie considers that I am writing this above, nearly all the sickness, misery
with a motive to possibly benefit some and premature death with which the
who may need uistruction and admo- world is filled is caused by ignorance
nition of this kind. It is a well known and could be avoided by knowledge.
fact in human nature that to some
Fourth, As the preservation of
minds personal facts and experience health and life is or ought to be the

highest concern of life, our highest
and greatest duty is to study and
make ourselves acquainted with the
natural conditions upon which health
and life depend, so that we may preserve our own health and instruct our
children in this knowledge and save

;

;

them from premature death.
The masses, however, do not do this.
The most deplorable ignorance on

'?

these

subjects prevails, not only
the lower classes, but among
the upper and so-called educated
classes. I say " so called " because no
man or woman is educated who does
not know how to take care of his or
her bodv or save their little ones from
premature death from diseases which
could either have been avoided altogether or cured under proper hygienic
treatment. Through unphysiological
living, the breathing of foul air and
poisonous miasms, bad eating and
drinking, uncleanliness. etc.. sickness invades the household. Wholly
ignorant of the causes, the victims
are equally ignorant of the remedies.
The doctor is sent for. He gives his
poisons. Some, with good vitality,
recover in spite of them others die.

among

—

—

;

;

With reference

to the disease called
diphtheria, as already asserted, 19 out
of every 20 of those who die might be
saved were the parents properly en;

j

;

—

;

:

;

:

—

—

;

lightened on those subjects and the
simple, natural treatment applied. I
have never seen a single case prove
fatal under hygienic treatment; but
have seen at least five-sixths die under
the regular drug treatment.
In order to make this letter practically useful, and in the hope of saving
some of the little ones from premature and unnecessary death, I will
give here some instructions as to the
treatment of diphtheria, which I have
done before and which has not been

I

without good

Of course

results.

impossible to give a
detailed treatment to apply in all
cases, as the diathesis varies so much ;
hut a general plan may be indicated.
Cold applications to the throat, abstinence for a time from food, enemas to
free the bowels, cooling drinks of pure
bathing,
soft
water,
tepid
and
thorough ventilation and cleanliness
is

it is

the simple hygienic treatment of

this disease and "will save every child
it is applied in
and adult to

whom

time, except, perhaps, those with very
frail or scrofulousconstitutions, whom
no treatment could save.
small
piece of ice taken into the patient's
mouth and shallowed, or allowed to
melt in the mouth, and then replaced
by another, and so on. has been effectual, with good nursing, in many
cases, without any other special treatment. The rationale of tliis treatment is simply this The cold applications to the mouth and throat, by
reducing the violent heat and inflammation, arrest the fibrinous exudation,
thus preventing the formation of the
false membrane, which so often chokes
the patient to death. It is very important that the feet be kept warm,
and the excess of blood diverted from
the head to the extremities. Indeed,
a primary indication in all diseases is
to restore the balance of the circulation and this can be done in a simple,

A

:

;

—
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Probably Mr. Alley has the apiary required the use of an ex-

of water, heat, (>t('., to tlie different very few(if any) pure black bees around
parts instead i^f n^storins to the l)ar- hini, or he would not have considered
barous, Allopatliic practice of bleed- only one-half mile sudieient.
As I have blacks in my apiary, and
ing.
Let all parents, as a conscientious close around, no statement can be
duty, stiidy the laws and conditions made regarding tlie " natural " mating
The results from the
of health, so that tliey may not only of Italians.
preserve their own healtli bul tliat of black queens should be conclusive, as
their children and save them from I have always found the latter strongpremature and unnecessary death. er on the wing. They will lly and get
Tliis is by far tlio most important of mated, while Ligurian queens fail
all knowledse inasmuch as not only time after time.
This is an imporour own highest welfare is involved, tant matter. Wliereverlam rearing
but the future prospects of the human queens from black mothers, I am genrace.
erally certain they will be mated in
good time. Pure Italians, as honeySelby, Ontario.
gatherers, are certainly superior to
pure blacks, and it would be well if
For the American Bee Juurnal.
tliose comparing tlie two, would conThe Coming Bee— Pure Mating— etc. sider well that the bees they have are
really pure, which often is not the
case. I find however that nothing
SAMUEL S1M3IINS.
equals the maimer in which blacks
The past season has been better cap their honey, and I am certain that
than that of 1882, but under the aver- the bee of the future will have to be
age. "We have had, for two summers, bred in a direct line from the black
cold wnids and hazy skies, which side. I find hybrids from queens of
made it very unsuitaliie for the distil- the black race, not only gather honey
lation of honey. Probably this lias (in this country) whenthe pure Ligubeen the result of the very "mild win- rians are storing nothing, but it is a
positive fact that a certain number of
ters we have recently experienced
even up to now we "have had little such hybrids will do more work than
frost, and there is at present no sign three times their number of any other
of any. The bees exhaust themselves race or hybrids, and this is what is
flying many days during the winter, wanted— i/ie largest (anount of loork
and when spriu"- arrives it is a difli- from the least number of icorkers the
cult matter to get them strong by the laborers also producing their work in
time our first honey crop should be the best shape.
In conclusion, I will repeat that any
gathered, which occurs the second
week in May, sometimes earlier. Thus attempt m<ide to produce the " comwe get too much of a good thing, in ing bee," while ignoring the most desirable qualities of the black race,
the way of " winter flights."
How far will queens fly to meet a will prove a complete failure.

tractor.
(Question.

"How

can we get rid of

laying workers?"

Mr. Humphrey sprays with sweetened scented water, and drops a laying (pieen in on tlie brood frames.
Says a laying worker may he detected
by her retinue, the same as a queen.

The

secretary dissented from thia
The advisability of using porticos was discussed. Portico had no

view.

friends.

How

shall we prevent bees laying
All said extract closely.
\ few other topics were discussed.
Adjourned to meet in Dexter, on the

out

last

y

Saturday in March,

1884.

W. B. Kenyon,
Darby, Sec'y.

M. E.

Pres.

For tbe American Bee Journal,

Getting Straight Combs.
J. V.

CALDWELL.

In a late article Mr. Doolittle claims
that good worker combs can be had aa
cheaply without the use of comb foundation as with it ; in fact cheaper, aa
Mr. D. does not use the article in
question. To say that I was surprised does not express my feelingsI was simply astonished.
T'lie use oi
foundation in getting combs nice and
smooth, and all worker, I had supEosed to be an established fact among
ee-men. But here jSIr. Doolittle tells
us virtually that the discovery of
comb foundation is not only useless,
but a real damage to bee-keepers, as
they are spending their hard-earned
dollars for a worse than useless purRottingdean, Eng., Dec. 21, 1883.
pose. Mr. D. wishes us to try the experiment with two good natural
For the American Uee Journal.
swarms, one having full sheets of
comb foundation the other only a
Union Convention of "Western Iowa. wax guide on the frame to start
them.
In reply I w(iuld say that I could
meeting was held in the normal never get swarms, before using founschool building. Dexter, Iowa, for the dation, to fill 8 frames, Sxlfl in. solid,
organization of a bee-keepers' society, with comb and honey in less than from
on Dec. 29, 1883. Mr. J. E. Pryor, of 10 days to 2 weeks. But to favor Mr.
Arbor-hill was called to the chair.
D. as much as I can, I will say 10
constitution was presented and adopt- days. Now I have had swarms in the
ed after some discussion. The follow- last two or three seasons fill the same
ing ofticers were tlien elected
Pies., number of frames in just 'A days, and
W. B. Kenyon; Vice Pres., J. H. they were ready to work in the boxes.
Brainard Sec"y, M. E. Darby Treas., Mr. D. knows about what the foundaSilas Lightner. Article 4 of the con- tion would be worth, but we will say
stitution was amended and the fee re- at the highest figure about 75c. Now
duced from 50 cts. to 25 cts.
the time of a good swarm for 7 days
The roll was then called and mem- in the honey season is worth, accordbers responded, stating the number ing to Mr. Doolittle's own figures,
of colonies kept and the hive used. about $8. Give the comb foundation
255 colonies were represented 128 in credit with $7.75 on this deal.
Simplicity hives 121 in Langstroth,
Cambridge, HI.
;

drone ?
I have always had a great interest
in this matter, but I consider that G.
M. Doolittle has rather stretched the
point. I have no doubt that his black
queens did mate with drones having
yellow blood. But this admixture may
have traveled by successive stages
from one apiary to another, until it
was in the apiary nearest him. Because his black queens began to produce workers witli yellow bands, that
does not prove that they were mated
directly to those drones of the pure Ligurians, five miles off; though I admit
that once in a while such a case will

;

A

A

:

I can also give a few facts on the
subject. For three years I have kept
a number of pure Ligurians at this
place. Each autumn I " drive " the
bees for the cottagers all round. The
country is devoid of trees, and the results are as follows
village one
mile from my Ligurians has never yet
shown a sign of yellow blood. At 2
other homesteads 1}^ miles, no case of
crossing was found until this year,
and then with only 2 colonies. Another place, less than a mile from here,
has not the least sign of yellow bands.
And at places beyond, that are from 2
to 214 miles, I have yet to see the first
:

;

;

occur.

;

A

;

and

6 in

Vance hives.

Every member

reported some Langstrotli hives in
use, only 6 deep frame hives. (Our
members lost but few bees during the
severe winter of lSSO-1.— Secretary).
The relative merits of comb and extracted lioney were then discussed.
The president favored comb honey, as
requiring the least work per colony.
cross.
Mr. Humphrey thought the producWith an apiary of Ligurians, two tion of extracted honey more profitamiles from all other bees, I should, ble. Mr. Rose works for comb honey
(considering these facts) expect to in sections. Dr. Vance for comb in
mate 99 per cent. pure. And if only full sized frames. The president and
1 mile, clear, good results would be Mr. Andrews thought that success in
i

Are 6 Frames Enough

Bee .Journal,

in

Summer ?

page 026, Mr.
Doolittle says that during the past
season he worked some of his hives
with only 6 Gallup frames. Will Mr.
D. please tell us whether he used
more than 6 frames before the honey
harvest or in other words, can he
get a colony strong enough with 8
frames V
D. G. Parker.
St. Joseph, Mo., Dec. 22, 1883.
In the

;
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How about that egg worker of Prof.
Phin's ? It expresses to my mind an
idea that to me seems incredible, to
wit The egg does not produce the
worker but that the worker is actually, and the drone also, made of the
egg or out of the material which composes the egg, upon the same princisecond year's laying, as it is very easy ple that we would make an ax handle
to get plenty of fine, well-developed of oak or hickory He also says
"By
young queens in swarming time, the way, who ever heard ot' roQster
which are worth more than old queens. eggs ':"' I wonder if the Prof, ever
Wm. Lossing.
saw an egg rooster
I have seen tin
roosters, and they were tin themHokah, Minn., Dec. 29, 1883.
selves, not produced by tin. Just so
would it be with the egg drone and
Bees Quiet and in Good Condition.
larva,

or

eggs either, in the drone

comb, but there was plenty of worker
brood. She was three years old and
was good the balance of the season,
when I killed her, as I do all old
queens at the close of their third season's work. I think it would be still
better to kill all queens after tlieir
;

Cold in

New

York.

Yesterday morning at 7 o'clock the
mercury stood at 2(P below zero.
This morning at 30° above at 7
o'clock, making a change of 50° in
24 hours. We had the most severe
gale from the south from 9 to 12 last
night that we ever experienced. Haystacks were untopped, windows blown
in, etc.
Tlie snow was driven into
every crevice possible. Some of the
covers to my bee hives were blown
off and the hives filled with snow and
hail which accompanied the wind.
Upon getting out the snow the bees

!

:

'f

My

bees are all quiet along the line,
with the thermometer down to 22-"
below zero this morning. They are
packed in hay and chaff in Langstroth
hives on the summer stands. They
came out nicely last winter in that
Were found lively and in good condi- way, and if they could stand that, I
tion.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
think they will stand any otlier winter
Borodino, N. T., Dec. 24, 1883.
that will be likely to occur.

D. K. BOUTELLE.

My Season's Work.

:

Lake

City, Minn.,tDec. 19, 1S83.

I started the last spring with 4 colonies (1 very weak) increased to 7 by
natural swarming and 3 went to the
woods. Tliey gave 2-50 tbs. of honey,

egg bee.
Hindsboro,

P.M. Reeds.

111.,

Dec.

19, 1883.

Lost None in Winter.
I commenced the last season with 24
colonies of bees; increased to 91, and
took 1 ,400 pounds of comb honey. I
winter them in the cellar, where I
have always wintered my bees heretofore, and never lost a colony.
bees are a very satisfactory investment.
Peter P. Hartl.

My

Beaver Dam, Wis., Dec. 22, 1883.
The 01d:and New Way.
I am now in my 74th year, but I like Bees Moved in Winter.
to work among the bees. I started in
mostly in 1-pound sections. I bought the spring with 9 colonies and have
In December 1SS2 I bought 2 colo6 colonies, making 13 in all now, in
now
30 in good condition. I took 280 nies of Italian bees, at a public sale,
good condition. E. C. Tarquhar.
pounds of comb honey in sections, for §2 each, and moved them about 16
Carlos City,
2-5, 18,s3.
;

;

Ind., Dec.

and 700 pounds of extracted. My
neighbors work principally on the old
Wintering on the Summer Stands. plan, but one of them had, this fall,
colonies another 32, and another
The spring of 1883 found me with 09
34 colonies; 135 colonies in all. I have
13 colonies of bees some of them
taken more honey than all three of
Were very weak. They increased to them.
Wm. C. Wolcott.
85 this season. I obtained 1,400 lbs.
Eldorado iMills, Wis., Dec. 26, 1883.
of honey, mostly extracted. I sold
all my honey at home, at 15 cents per
pound for extracted, and 20c for comb. Bee-Keepiug in Wyoming Territory.
My best colony gave 250 tbs. of exI am the first and only man who
tracted honey and increased to 5 it
had a queen that I received from 3\Ir. ever tried the honey bee iii Wyoming.
Alley, the season before. Mv bees I have had them two seasons on my
are mostly Italians. I always winter ranche, and had surplus honey each
my bees on tlie summer stands, with year. I have demonstrated the fact
plenty of good sealed honey. I have that they can be wintered here as
always been more successful that way, easily as in any of the northern states,
and that they can store up beautiful
than in the cellar.
John Baxter.
white honey from nothing but the
Pickermg, Ont.
wild flowers" of these mountains and
;

;

;

G. G. Mead.
Kawlings, Wyo., Dec. 25, 1883.

prairies.

Clipping ftueen's Wings,

etc.

;

Rigging up Saws

for

Making

Hives.

;

;

;

;

one-pound sections. Basswood was
our best honey source, and at that
time my bees liad the swarming fever,
so for that reason I did not get much
honey, but I am well satisfied with
the increase. This winter I have my
bees in a shed packed in straw.
J. J.

Defiance, O.. Dec.

Bees Packed on the

My

bees went into quarters for winter in good condition, to all appearance 287 in all 20 in 5 frame hives
the balance in 9 and 10 frame liives.
They are packed in 4 cellars, made for
their use, and, up to date, are wintering finely. I see some object to the
Eractice of clipping queen's wings. I
ave practiced the above-named plan
for the last 3 years the result is that
I have not lost one swarm during that
time, by their flying away to '• parts
Unknown,"' and only lost two queens
by clipping their wings. Last spring,
having a very choice queen and wishing to encourage her, that I might get
early drones, 1 placed a card ot nice
new drone comb in the center of tlie
brood nest, and fed often ; iiirfact did
everything I could to stimulate them.
About the 15th or 20th of June, out
came the old lady with a large swarui
but no drones. On examining the
combs I could not find anv drone

miles; with one colony I had before,
thesemade three to winter. I wintered
them out doors with chaff cushions in
the upper story, and corn fodder
around the outside. One that I bought
at the sale starved the others came
tlirough alive but I had to feed them.
The spring was cold, and I was compelled to keep on feeding until about
the middle of May. They increased
by natural swarming to 8 colonies,
having plenty of stores for the winter.
Of honey I only got about 15 lbs., in

Thieroff.

26, 1883.

Summer

Stands.

had

in the fall of 1882, 17 colonies
I lost 4 in winter. In the spring of
1883 I bought 2 colonies, making 15 to
start with". They increased by natural swarming to 50 colonies, and I
I

:

I wish to rig a saw or saws to rim
by horse power, to cut my hive lumber, and also to cut section boxes and
frames. I have a threshing machine took about 900 ftis. of comb honey in
horse power and I want to use it to one-pound sections, all white. I had
run my saws, and would like to have no fall honey. I doubled up a few
some information in regard to at- and have now packed on the summer

tacliing them to it.
speed of saws and

The necessary
how to arrange

wheels and pulleys and size of same

stands 47 colonies in fair condition.

W. H. Miller.
Berrien Springs, Mich., Dec. 31, 1883.

to secure the necessary speed.

As I have never seen anything in Two per cent- of Loss in Winter.
the Bee Journal in regard to setting up and running circular saws for
In tlie fall of 1882, I had 47 colonies;
hive making, I thouglit, inasmuch as 46 survived the winter, but one was
increased to 96, and gave
the time was close at hand when queenless
many would want to be doing such 1,900 lbs. of comb honey, or about 41
work, it would not be amiss to have lbs. to the colony, spring count.
some general information on the Sub- bad no fall honey. Bees are wintering
I). R.xwhouser.
ject.
Who now will make the contri- finely now.
Columbus City. Iowa, Jan. 4, 1884.
bution y
;

We

a

:
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Cow Pea

for

Bee Pasturage.

Will some southern bee-keepers
please give their experience with the
cow pea as pasture for bees V Such information as 1 have been able to obtain concerning its value, is conflicting. It is said that, during the season, two crops of peas can be raised
in this latitiide. If so, and if the
bloom fumislies any considerable
quantity of honey, it seems to me that
tue cow" pea might me made very useful to tlie bee-keeper here in tiding
over the July dearth of flowers, to

small bees," an idea which has been
held by modern writers ever since the
most important function of the drone
has been fully discovered. He also
directs us to hang hives in the woods.
and tells us how to '• order "' them—
device which under the name of decoy
hives has been attributed to modern
bee-keepers. My suspicion that wolf's
bladder is another name for the puffball is supported by the etymology of
the scientific name" of the plant tycopenlmi. The first part is Greek for
wolf; the second is not translatable
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with honey, and only two frames with
of myfriends who had
Heddon's (lueens for business did not succeed much better than
I did. while with extracted honey he

One

brood.

one of

Jilr.

was quite
matter

What is the
the bees or the cases
W. F. Ware.

successful.

Is

'i

it

':•

DeWitt, Neb.
I

was not aware that

specifications

my

for the construction of

and

case,

honey-board, suflicient to work by, had
ever beenrgiven in the Journal. I
am anxious to have these improveto ears polite.
John Phin.
which we are subject.
Cedar Brae, Paterson, N. J., Dec. 25, ments enjoyed by bee-keepers, and for
\Y. C. Preston.
1883.
that reason I have declined publishRome, Georgia, Dec. 26, 1883.
ing manufacturing descriptions, feeling confident that a large majority
Packed in Forest Leaves.
who might thus be led to make them
I have 44 colonies in winter quarwithout a sample to work from, would
ters 12 in the cellar and the others
ANSWERS BY
make a failure, and thus condemn
on the summer stands, packed in
forest leaves all doing well.
James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich. mine, because they failed with their

Mlliitt

and

Hoxir*

;

;

Jacob Bishop.

Greenwood,

Ind., Dec. 27, 1S83.

Obstructed Entrances.

Three Years of Bee-Keeping.
I began bee-keeping in 1881 with 2
colonies, one German and one pure
Italian they increased to 4 from 4
to 11 in 1882; from 11. with one Alley
queen, to 40 in 1883. They are packed
on the summer stands, with one foot
of fine hay and a shock of corn fodder
over this. They were all alive on Dec.
24.
Some of m>; Syrian and Italian
crosses were flying on the 2.3d. We
had 2 nights of cold 28 and 24-^ below
zero. My pure Italians were from
Herman Bros. their's from Doolittle.
A. M. FlRJLA-N.
;

;

;

;

Quasqueton. Iowa, Dec.

27, 18S3.

Some bee-keepers say their colonies
covered with a snow drift, come
through the winter better than those
not so covered. AVhat is your opinion
Should the snow be swept off the
alighting board and dug from the enThis
trance as often as it gathers
is what I do, but it seems to disturb
instantly
when
know
the bees, as they
best succeed, I am forixd to the conthe hive is touched.
F. H. Dow.
the
clusion that the difference is
Corning, N. Y.
':*

'?

m

management.

We know- of numerous instances
where bees have wintered splendidly Glassing Honey in Sections.
when entirely buried in snow, most of
I am in a quandary aild look to the
the winter again, of cases where they " What and How " department for
have nearly, or quite, all died with light. My honey the past season {6,000
My lbs. was in 2 ft. sections, unglassed.
dysentery, while so buried.
I had some difficulty in finding a home
the main cause of our
;

Ancient Bee Lore.
Can any of the botanical readers in- opinion is, that
form me whether or not the term wolfs winter losses, is not to be found in
bladder is another name for the puffnor the want of them. I
ball ? Old Gervase Markham iu his snow drifts,
" Coimtrie Farm," now before me, do think, however, that the disturbgives directions for taking honey ance caused by even the most careful
from the hives or as he calls ft "geld- methods.of clearing away the snow,
ing the combs." He advises us to
use the " smoake of Neat's dung or of often result in damage, by aggravata Wolfe's bladder, or galbanum, or ing the difhcvilty. A portion of my
wild mallones and with the juice of hives set very near the ground. I
this herb must he be annoiuted which
have leaned a Ijoard up over the enshall gather the honey, to keep him
that he be not stung." And then he trances, which leaves a vacuiun when
goes on to describe a very good bee the snow covers them over.
dress.
Markham's work was pub;

.

Uslied in 1610, just 134 years before
the " Female Monarchy " of Rev. John

Heddon's Section Case.

Wishing to have some comb honey
years before Warder's
book "The True Amazons," and 24 this season, I had two cases and honey
years before the famous work of But- boards made according to the plan
in the Bee Jouenai,, and
ler, in his " Hive and Honey-Bee." given
Mr. Langstroth, probably following placed them on two of my strongest
Bagster, tells us at page 210 that colonies, at the time Mr. H. recomThorlev first suggested the use of the mended. When they began to build
pufE-ball, but if, as I suspect, wolf's comb between the frames and honey
bladder-was at that time the common board, I filled the sections with founname of tlie pull-ball, then the first dation and they never entered them
notice of it belongs to Markham, un- for work. I kept them on the hives,
less lie took it from some still earlier one for 2 weeks and the other for 4
writer. Many of my old books on weeks, while other colonies used for
bees escaped" the destruction of my extracting were giving me 12 to 1-5 fts.
library by fire in 1881, and it is very of extracted honey per week. In the
curious to see how the old bee-masters colonies having the cases I found
worked. Markham tells us not to kill every crack and crevice filled with bits
the drones because they '' hatch the of comb, and the brood chamber filled
Thorlev

;

1

16

own.
In reply to the question " What is
the matter,'' 1 must say I cannot tell.
If ilr. Ware, having made cases and
honey-boards like my own, in principle, and his friend having my strain
of bees, have both failed in the production of comb-honey, surrounded
by the same conditions with which I

)

market, because of that shipped in
from other points— honey in glass at
less cost than my price for the same
quality. I do not wish to order sections until I know what the prevailing demand is. Please answer the
following questions
1. Is it the prevailing practice, and
does the market demand that honey
in 2 ft. packages be glassed
2. In honey quotations, is reference
made to honey glassed or unglassed ?
3. To secure honey for glassing,
what width of section is best
4. Do parties who succeed without
the use of separators, secure honey in
condition to be glassed
5. In marketing, what difference in
price, if any, is made between honey
glassed and imglassed
E. W. Thosipson.
Hinesdale, N. Y.
"i*

':*

'r'

'i

1.

Eastern bee-keepers and eastern
tell us, that there is quite a

salesmen,

demand

for glassed sections, especial-

ly for the larger sizes, like yours.
2. WTierethe matter is not specified,
I

take

it

that the quotations

mean

either way. Some Chicago dealers tell
us that their retailing customers ask
them for glassed sections, during

warm

weather, in time of

flies.
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I

would not

alter

my

preferred sider cheapest and best. This crate
has a capacity well equal to 2 lbs. of
bees. We use it for 1 lb. also. For
100 lbs. we should prefer the use of 50
of them, to any thing larger.

width of sections, if I choose to glass
them. If the glass goes within the
wide pieces (resting on the narrow),
separators should be used while storing, and I would use \% in. scant, sections. If I glassed on the outside of
the wide pieces of the sections (using
paste-board cap, top and bottom, a la
Moore) no separators would be needed,
and I now think I would use 13>^ in.
sections, thougli those would be rather
thin, for so

fer

1 lb.

much

glass.

I

much

pre-

sections without separators,

and without glass.
4. Answered above.
5. In some markets none. In others,
more is paid for those unglassed.
Regarding the future practice of producers, ask yourself which you would
buy. You are wiser than the consumer. Something of what you know,
he has yet to learn.
"

For truth shall conquer at the
Afl round and round we run

last,

;

And
And

the right shall ever come uppermost,
justice shall be done."

Preparing Bees for Shipment.
Will Mr. J. Heddon in the " What
and How " column, please give ex-

metal rabbets. We rabbet down
below the desired point, and then tack
a }4 strip of tin flatly to the inside of
the end piece of the hive,
being
above, and
below the rabbet shoul-

%

%

%

der.
2. I wouldn't advise drugging the
Metal Rabbets for Frames to Rest On.
Will Mr. Heddon kindly give, food given to bees with as powerful
through " What and How " his objec- au antiseptic as salicylic acid merely

tion to metal rabbets for frames to
rest on, provided the frames are metal
cornered
1. When all-wood frames are used,
I can readily understand from my
own short experience, why metal
rabbets are worse than useless, as the
bees will glue the top bars to them,
rendering it necessary to pry them
loose sideways, and uiiless very carefully done, irritating the bees but
would not all trouble be avoided by
tlie use of metal corners, (tops at
least) and would not the advantage of
being so readily moved, more than
counter-balance the additional cost y
2. Would there be any advantage or
disadvantage in adding salicylic acid
to the syrup, when feeding, aa a preventive of foul brood ? '%k-3. At the proper time, will he please
give the details of his method of wintering bees without pollen V
'f

;

'

{

J.

W. Rasik.

as a preventive of foul brood, unless
The best
it had been in my apiary.
and surest preventive is in using
great caution in the purchase of bees,

queens,

etc.

The proper time to give details
of the method of wintering bees without pollen will be when we know to a
3.

certainty that it is the cause of dysentery. At present we only believe it
so,

and hope to know soon.

1^ The

5th annual Convention of
Xortheastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania Bee -Keepers'
Association, will be held at Jefferson,
Ohio, Jan. 16 and 17, 1884. All are
the

cordially invited.

New Lyme,

O.,

C. H. Coon,
Nov. 26, 1883.

Sec.

Jenkingtowu, fa.

I. For three years I used 25 hives
preparing bees for
with metal' rabbets, and metal corshipment, when sold by the pound, in
lots varying from 5 to 100 pounds ? nered frames. In 1871 I first used
How to inake the shipping cages, how metal rabbets with all wood top-bars,
much room to give them, kind of feed, and have used them ever since in exetc.
C. Weeks.
tracting supers. At the date menClifton, Tenn.
tioned, I used them in brood chamFor a cage for shipping bees by the, bers. In eitder place, I prefer all
pound, I use my shipping crate. The wood top-bars with metal rabbets, to
same which was described three or the use of metal corners ^\ath metal
four weeks ago, in this paper, by W. rabbets. My objections to metal corZ. Hutchinson. The crate is 12}4 in. ners are, they are disagreeable to
long, 8% wide, and 4% high, with 2x9 handle. Whenaheavycombis gripped
glass at the ends. Instead of the glass, sufficiently firm to shake off the bees,
we put in wire cloth. For a cover we they bend in the fingers, and someuse the same, and for the whole, we times their cutting tendency hurts
use one continuous strip. We use a the fingers. If you read my late artiproper sized wood pocket, on each in- cle on readily movable hives, you will
ner side of the crate, in the one we see how one working under our sysput wet rags, containing all the water tem, would be annoyed by metal corthey will hold and not drip. In the nered frames sliding about. In our
other, what is known, as the Viallon brood chambers we waut neither
or Good candy. We open one end of metal corners nor metal rabbets. In
the case, insert a large tin funnel " a extracting supers we want metal rabla Root," and shake the bees from the bets, but no metal corners any where.
combs into this funnel, when they
wood top-bar resting upon a tin
slip into the cage to stay.
Now tack rabbet does away with more than J|
fast the end, and set the crate down of the ordinary gluing-fast of the
flat.
I forgot to mention a wood bail frames. The bees cannot glue the top
which we make of thin flat barrel bars to them but very little, and this
hoops, which is tacked permanently little we desire; and in the brood-chamto the sides of the crate, which serves ber we desire still more gluing, in fact
as a handle, and prevents the top be- all that we find between our wood toping covered.
more lengthy account bars and wood rabbets.
of all the detail, would take too much
With the almost immovable chaff
room here. I have tried to give an hive, metal rabbets are more consistoutline of the principle I use and con- ent we fold no tin in constructing

plicit directions for

1^

The Ohio bee-keepers will hold
their annual convention in the parlors
of the Farmers' Hotel, at Columbus,
0.,Jan. 14,15 and 16,1884. All interested in bee-culture are invited.
The following subjects will be dis" How to winter bees succussed
cessfully." " Are the new races of
bees a success V" " Wiat can we do
to prevent adulteration of honey ?"
"
to create a home market for
honey." " Plow many colonies can be
kept in one locality?' "Can we do
without separators ?" " Which are
best, deep or shallow frames '?" "What
;

How

we do with second swarms ?"
" How many brood frames are necessary in a hive y" "Which is the most
salable section, one-half, one or two
pomids '?" " Is it advisable for all
bee-keepers to adopt a standard size
of frame y" " What is the most desirable width of sections ?"
The above questions will be discussed by eminent men, such as Rev.
L. L. Langstroth, Dr. Besse, S. D.
Riegel, C. F. Muth, A. I. Root.'of Medina, and others, and in addition to
the above. Prof. Lizeuby, of the Ohio
University, will deliver a lectiu:e on
" Honey-producing plants :" also Mrs.
Jeimie Gulp will read an essay.
shall

A

A

;

C.

M. KiNGSBUKY,

Sec.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

^" It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the
number of insertions
ment has bad.

his advertise-

:

:
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The Apiary Register.

Our New

J^pccial Jloticcs.

Premiums.

List of

All

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
$1 00
readers For 50 colonies (120 pages)

Getting up Clubs for 1884.

Examiue (he Date following your
the wrapper label of this
To increase the number of
paper; it indicates the end of the of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
month to which you have paid your aid progressive bee-culture and help

name on

Bee Journal.
when sending money

subscription on the

their

" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1

50

2 00

The larger ones can be used for a
We,therefore,
the following premiums for few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
this otlice get either a post office or ex- getting up clubs
press money order, a bank draft on
While no subscription to the Bee all together in one book, and are thereNew York or Chicago, or register the Journal will be taken for less than fore the most desirable ones.
For

safety,

to elevate the pursuit.

to

I'ostage stamps of any kind
be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2-5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
letter.

may

We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.

offer

the regular advertised prices {viz.
W'eekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 1.5 cents for every dollar

send direct to t/ifc office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
tliey

to

any address desired.

For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictioiiary, bound

Subscription Credits.— We do not in cloth, containing 320 pages.
acknowledge receipt of each subscripFor a club of .5 Weekly or 10
tion by letter. The label on your
Monthly,
(or a mixed club of both,)
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
we will, in addition to the
date to which your subscription is with $10,
present a copy of the
1.5 per cent,
When
you
send
us
money,
paid.
if
"Popular" Dictionary,
the proper credit is not given you, Ajierican

1^

When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
Dublication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

Emerson Binders

— made

especially
are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
the English will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your comprising every word in
language that enters into speech or the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50
label, notify us by postal card. Do
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
not wait for months or years, and writing it contains 32,000 words and
to Canada.
illustrations
and
512
pages;
phrases,670
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
carefully mail the Bee
indicated on the wrapper-label. This sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
Journal to every subscriber, but
gives a coiiiimial statement of accoimt. desired.
should any be lost in the mails we wiU
For a club of $20, for 10 Weeklies, or
cheerfully send another, if notified
equivalent in Monthlies, we will
an
Honey as Food and Medicine.
before all the edition is exhausted.
in
besides
the
15
per
cent,
present,
pamphlet of 16 pages giving books, a tested Italian queen, by mail,
for the

Bee Journal,

;

1^ We

A

Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put the price still lower,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
;

;

we

will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

postpaid.

Sample Copies of theAMERicAN Bee
to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to

will be sent free
Subscriptions for two or more years Journal
son.
Any one intending
for one person, will count the same

as each year for a different person.

For a club of

100

Weekly

(or its

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

equivalent in Monthlies), with S200,
we will send a Magnificent Organ
Bee Pastnrage a Necessity.— We have
worth $150. See description on page
issued a new pamphlet giving our
614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
Do not let your numbers of the and how. It is illustrated with 26 enBee Journal for 1883 be lost. The gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
best way to preserve them is to pro- anyaddress for ten cents.
cure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.
Preparation of Honey for the Mar-

(^

ket, including the production

1^ For

we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
$2.75

and care

of both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees

1^ We can supply photographs of
Bev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each. paper covers or in cloth for $3.00.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
;

—
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!

We have received the Price List

^ducrtisemmts.

for 1SS4 of Mr. G. B. Lewis, of Water-

town, Wis.

The America.v Bee Journal

^" All money

orders from foreign

countries, shonld be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.

®"

I

the oldest Bee
t*aper iu America, and haa a large cUculation in
3very Slate. Territory and Province, among farmers, mectianics, profeasional and business men.
aod is, theretore, tiie best advenising mediuoi.

KEGS

FnewM

PAILS

AND

FOR EXTRACTED HOSEY.

is

These KEGS are desiened to answer the popular
for honey In small packages, and when
compared with large barrels holding from :MMt to
5<Xi ibs. each, they are fully as cheap and often
cheap-^r. They need no waxing, but should simply

demand

be thoroughly scalded with boiiinc water before
The leakage so often nccurring in the large

used.

hard-wood barrels can be entirely prevented by

using this size of parkag^is. Cinisi'lering the cost
Our friends vpill find this the
and trouble of waxing, the loss of honey by leakage, and the ease with which these Kegs can be
season for securing subscriptions. We
handled and shipped, with an actual saving in
ArranKed for continuous combs and continuous
ofter the premiums and they can easily passaee-wavB. Will be found a pleasure to work oritiinul cost, it is apparent to all that they are the
best. Prices:
with, and can be easily and rapidiv managed. For
secure them.
40c
5 gallon Kegs.taoldtngatrifleover 50 lbs
comb honey it is without a rival, and as an inven*^
"
"
"
" iw lbs.... 600
lo
tion, is second only to that of movable brood
"
"

—

^" In reply to many correspondents
us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
Silver
including the 3 cent ones.
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
let

1^ A correspondent asks if any one
may

Binder

select a

for

the

Bee

Journal, among the books given as
Premiums for getting subscribers we
reply, yes any book or binder we keep
for sale, may be selected by those who
;

NEW

44At(

Constitutions and

By-Laws

BY B. J.

XREATI8E

A.
(rivlnff an index of digeases.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table tJivinp all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an eneravlng of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
;

;

925

l^" As the reading season has come
with the long winter evenings, it is
just the time to read the various books
When renewing
on Bee-keeping.
your subscriptions will be a good time
to get a supply of such literature. See
our club rate on Books with the Bee
Journal, on the first page of this

G.

West Madison

Street.

all

Apiar-

it.

1^ The i5th annual fair of the Linn
County Agricultural and Mechanical
will be held
on the fair
groxmds at Cedar Eapids, la., Sept.

Society

12th, 1884.

Greene,

Sec'y.

Advertisers' Opinion.
nishing,

Bee Journal

and

deserves

muchcreditas an advertising medium.
E. A. Thomas & Co.
Coleraine, Mass., July 18, 1883.

<& II>I.I1\8KI,

Belleville, St. Clair

o. ,111s.

DR. FOOTE'S

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
Hints and Ready Eecifes.
Is the title of a very valuable

book that gives a

amount uf information of the Utmost !mgortance tu Kverybody, concerning their daily

great

abits of Eating,

Drinlilng,

Dressing, Sleeping,

Bathing, Working, etc.

It Costs only T^VEXTY-FIVE CENTS,
and contains ^S pa^es, and In sent by mail,
post-paid, oil receipt or price. This i^ just
the

Book

TELLS ABOUT

IT

Parasites of the Skin,
Bathing— Besi way,
liungs is, Lung Diseases,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Perils of

How to

These PAILS have a full cover and areexceUent
honer in a home market, and after the

for selling

is candied, they can be shipped an vivhere.
All sizes, except the smallest, have a bail or handle,
and when emptied by the consumer will be found
useful in every housfhold.
As.-.orted samples of the four sizes put inside of
one another as a nest, price. rti> cts. by express.
The following are the prices in quantl les:
Per doz. Per 100.
»1.80... $12.00
Gallon, holdi glO bs. of honey...
*'
*'
9.00
5
... 1.50...
Half Gal ""
"
"
21^
... 1.20...
7.00
Quart,
'
"
"5...
4.00
.-.
Pint.
IM "

honey

ALFRED

that every family should have.

How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Summer,

Breathe,

as Food and Aledicine " to every one who Overheating Houses,
Ventilation,
buys a package of honey, will sell almost Influence
of Plants.

is

ILL.

For Bees, Queens,

How to Eat it.

^° To give away a copy of " Honey

think the

CHICAGO,

Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

What to Eat,

paper.

The queen business

receipt of price, by

These new kegs are designed and manufactured
with special re erence to njy experience and suggestions from those who have used the fish, lard
and syrup kegs of last season. The staves are
Norway Pine: the hearts are Oak; and the hoops
are Hickorv, and, as will be noticed by the accompanving illustriui<inw, ther are well bound. Ir the
heads are painted, I will guarantee these kegs not
to leak. It Is not essential to paint them, but I
believe it will pay to do so.

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

lABly Lockbo.t9ao.

C. G.

O.

M. D.

FJLANAQAN

Letters for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

and

When 25 or more kegs are ordered at one time, a
discount of lu per cent, given on the above prices.

THEKENDALL,
HORSE,

®"

9th, 10th, 11th

1901b8....80c

ian Implements, send for Circular to

blanks for 50 cents extra

any quantity of

"

ENGRAVINGS

for

local Associations S2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the

we

PHILADELPHIA.

Price 85 cents.— Sent on

get up clubs.

^'

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.
SEND'.FOE PKICE LIST AND CIRCULAE.
Address, DR. O. !>. TIN&EK.

"

"

18

frames.

Exercise.

Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned,
Preventing Near-Slght-

Care of Teeth.
After-Dinner Naps.
Headache, Ciiuse&cure,
Malarial Affections,

Croup— to Prevent.

edness.

IT

TELLS

HOW

TO CURE

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chillbtains. Cold Feet,
Corns, (Roughs. Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphthtra. Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Frt-ckle.s, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness, Itcliins, Intlamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, i'implea, Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore M»»uth. Sore
Nipples, Sore 1'hroat, Sunstroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache. Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

It will

Save Doctor Bills

Price only 2*; Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS Gt. KEVTMAX,
925

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

923

West Madison

H.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

PATENTS

MUNN &

CO., of the ScTEXTiFic AMEnicAN, continue to act as Solicitors for J^atents, Cavea.ts, Trade
Marks, Copyrights, for the United States. CanadaEngland, France. Germany, etc. Hand Book at>out
P;itents sent free. Thirtv-spvpn years* experience.
Putenrs obtained throuL'hMUNN & CO. are noticed
In the SCIENTIFIC A.MKRrcAV. the largest, best, and
most widely circulated scientific paper. $.1.20 a year.
Splendid engravln^rs and interesting inWeekly.
formation. Specimen copy of tlie Scieuiific AraerAddress
fc CO., Sci£NTIFIO
iciin spnt free.

MUNN

AMEiiiCAJJ

Office, 201

Broadway.

New

York.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
per square inch— no single cut sold for less

25 cents

than 50c.

THOVAS

9&& West

G.

NE'WMAN,

Madison Street Chicago.

Send

to Chicago,

111.,

for

III.

eample of

BEE J017RNAXi
BEES AMERICAN
»».
SI
Monthly,

a year.

Weekly,

—

1
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Bingham Smoker.

31

STORY S CHMP,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Pleiiao bear in mind thnt our
pHtents Cover all the bellows bee
smokers thnt will burn sound wood.

PIANOS^^^ORGANS

Bingham & Hetherington,

^KRONIA. MICH.

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
Mathushek,

Given'sFoundationPress.
Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insuresi
and perfect combs, when drawn out by
Send for Circular and samples.
CO.,
D. H. eiVEN
lABtf
HOOPESTON. II^L.

In

Territory
given.

BtraiRtat

the bees.

&

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ housQ
on the Continent.

Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

PUBLIC SENTIMENT afflrma that the PRESS
8DPER10K for maklngComb Foundation either

la

Estey,
Story
C amp.

A

Agents Wanted.

Catalogrues free to

Protection
gniaranteedt

any address.

Write for our prices before buying
where.

BIND TODE JOURNALS

else,

STORY & CAMP,

AND KEEP THEM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

88 & 190 State Street,

203 N.

CHICAGO.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I can sell the above Smokers at
by
mail or express, at wholesale or re-

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

Alltlie latest improvements.

tail.

includiTiK THE CONQUKHOK,
THE DOCTOR.

The Emerson Binder
IS

Send for my S2-pBge Illustrated
Catalnyue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

THE NEATEST AND CUEAPEST.

Abt one can use them.

ForMonthiy Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

925

West MadlBon

^L

Street,

Chicago.

No

free.

new.

111.

fortunes,

We

you everything.

make

l^adies

bound in clnth by mail, post-paid, for
!!^1.00 per copy. Send for prospectus and our
special Circulars describing three new and useful
articles for the apiary.
47Atf

HENRY

Home Talk and Mjdical
Common Eensk. Nearly 1000
I'LAiN

ilUKstrations,

treating of the human body in
health and disease, by DII. E«

B.FOOTEjOfXcwltork
City;

Price,

$1.50.

Over

500,000 of his books have been
sold in theTJnited SUtcs,Enpland,
Germany and Australia. AnEdinborouf^h physician, retireti after
fifiy years practice, writes: ^'Tour
toork ispricelensin value, andcal-

culatedioregeneraig nocidi/.''^ A
16-rage contents table cf Flain
Home Talfc^ a copy of Dr. Foote'a
Health Monthly, and ft lOU-page
pamphlet of "Evidcncfs" of the
cur;\bility of all Chronic Diseases
of whatever part, sent for 3 cent?.

per

lb. for

postage.

Having purchased a
of

Sweet Clover Seed,

large quantity

make a

I will

AI^LEY, WENHAM,MASS.

20

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.
Apply to
V. F.

received during the

per cent,

people are always on the lookut for chances to increase
their earnings, and in time become wealthy th{iBe who do
prove tiieiropporfiinlties re-

WISEI

main

^'

<^o«>

New York

City.

We

offer a

FLAT -BOTTOM
high side-walls, 4 to Ifi square feet tc
tho pound. Circular and samples frea
J,

VAN OEUSEN &

Now

.

-

==A

AM

vvr,o. R.E: L^H
y^V/L L r. /c>r

Af/i

......

37Aly

'PTTTC
1 n lO
Co. '3
St.).
it

in

NEW YORK.

orders

an excellent time

to

make

Sow it in the FALL, WINTER or
SPRING— a great many sow it broad-

—

cast on the snow alone, or with held
grain or grass ; six pounds to the acre.
It will do well in field or lane, on hillside or in valley, on uplands or soil
It is perfectly
subject to overilow.
hardy, standing droutli admirably,
and flourishing well during rainy seasous. The honey is the best. As it
does not bloom till the second season,
it

will

do no harm

season.
waste places and
the

lirst

if

grazed by cattle

It is excellent for

commons.

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H.

NEWMAN,

Street. Chicago, HI.

Bee-Keepers' Magazine.
New Type, New Paper, New Cover
Sub.crlptlon now only VI. OO; 3 moa. SOo,
1

O

""1' be found on Hie
X> A 1>U
/Vr Tj IV at Geo. P. Howell 4
Newspaper Advertising Bureau (lo Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

r

is

SONS.

LfJIHIUfiPaiKVm^

all

of

your purchases to advantage.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. Y,

I

AOENTS.

poverty.

COMB FOUNDATION,

128 p'lgesof advice about daily
habiis iu all sessonR, ami recipes
or cure of common a:Iments
-t
valuable reference Look for
'very family.
By mail, 2£
Tlt^.
LlI3l::itAL DiBCOUHT TO

Murray Hill Publishing:

;

in

great chance to make money.
We want many men, women, boys and girls to
work for us right in their own localities. Any one
can do the work properly from the first start. The
business will pay more than ten limes ordinary
wages. E.vpensive (puttlt furnished free. No one
who engages fails to make money rapidly. You
can devote your whole time to the work, or only
your spare moments. Full information and all
that is needed, sent free. Address STiNsoN & Co.,
Portland, Maine.
&Aly

month

JANUARY.

MVTH,

976 and 978 Central ATe..ClSrCIN»IATl, O.
^"Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

DR. FOOTE'S ITandUook of Ilcalili Hints
and KeadylSeccipts gives

-29 East ^8th Street,

$3.25 per

lb.,

and $12.00 per bushel,
When ordered. by mail, add

lbs.,)

Special Discount of

paths marked out by that
mo^t popular book on IIliical,
SocuvL and Sf.xual Sciencf,

!J00

—25 cents per

from the above prices, on

New

and

(60 lbs.)

2Ui pages,

IHRONIC DISEASES CUnED.

pages

ILL.

:

Everything

risk.

Capital not required.

Many are making
as much as men, and boys
and girls make great pay. Reader, If you want
bnsiness at which you can make great pav all the
time, write for particulars to H. Hallett & Co
Portland, Maine.
HAly

will furnish

CHICAUO,

18 cents

sublime, leave behind to conquer time." luii n
week in your own town. |;rinuttit

NEWMAN,

Prices
peck, (15

The Bee Keepers' Handy Book

life is fweeplng by, go and
Pi ^^ i^H not.
dure before you die. something
1 W^ mXk
niit^'hty and

^^
^J
^
^^
IBB^
%.m I
^H ^^

H.

923 \V. Madison,

SOc.
Toe.

THOMAS O. NEWMAX,

AddreBB,

ALFRED

Directions tn each Binder

Sweet Clover

and

SAMPLE COPY FREE
lAtf

14 ri»rk Pluce.

!!!

New XorU.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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THE AMERICAN

1S68.

BEES
HEDDON'S
DICTIONARY.
POPULAR
ooLTJn^nsr.

Management

CONTAINING

EVEEY USEFUL WORD IN THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE,
^V'Uh It! t!errect Spellluic, Proper Pronunclutlon, aud True Meaning.

HONEY,

and

of an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit ; by

and

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

OaS IVest MadUoa

Street. Chlcaffo, III.

It contains IGO profusely Illustrated pages, ta
"fully up with the times" in all the Improvements
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid In the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.

Appreciative Notices.

My New

Langstroth Hive.

''ThaukiiiK you tor past years' patronaae,
1 solicit wliat I may justly merit for tlie
1 am led to believe that
the yooils I offer, aud my ways of doinn
business, S've at least an average satisfaction, from tlie fact that my trade has moie
than doubled every year siuce I have dealt
in supiilies, and that nearly all of my former custonifr> art' custiiMiers still. True,
we have luid enuiplaiuts, but we have more
tliau 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.
Ibelieve my Hive is fjrowingin popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am nuw prepared to furnish these hives made up, aud
lu the flat, at very reasonable prices.
Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keeijers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and clioice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of tliat Foundation ex-

comiun season.

ALSO. A VAST

AMOUNT OP

ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY INFORMATION
UPON
Science^ Mythology, Biography, American History,
Constitutions, Laws, Growth of Cities, CoUeyes,
Army and Navy, Rait oj Mortality, Land
Titles, Insoh'ent and Assignnn^nt Laws, Debts, Rates

of Intfrest,

and

other Usefnl Knmulcdge,

BEING A PERFECT l.IBRAKV OP REFERENCE
IN ONE HANDY VOLUME.
SIS pa«es Clotb tiilt Illustrated.
;

:

;

A

have not been able tn
miike any contract fur any flr»t-cIft8sSectionp. and
I neittier use or »en anv (-ther.s. If I offer you any
for 1884, you will see notice liere. I liave about
10,000 5x6x2 to spare now.

WORTH

<

STUDENTS OF BEE-CULT0RE.
Those who may wish to spend six months in the
theory and practice of Apiculture, may do themselves a service by writin:i for terms lor ^^4.
out CIRCULAItS to those who solicit
I send
them, only, and when ordering, will you please be
euTe to state whether or not you have my Circular
of 1883. 1 believe we have uo patent on anything
we make, use, or sell, except Bingham smoker and
i

knife.

As in the past, we shall do our best to satisfy the
reasonable, and deal out exact justice to all. Address all orders and communications to

JAMES HKDDON.MICH.

DOWAGIAC.

Cass County,

OF

CHOICEST

SEEDS, FREE

We

LangRtroth and American Frames in the flat, a
complete line of Bingham Smokers and Honey
Knives, Excelfior Honey Extractor;-. "Wax Extractors, Plated Wire, for wiring frames, our new
style Nucleus Hives, both made up and in the flat.
Bee Veils, Sample Shippins Crates. Comb Koundation Fasteners. Surplus Honey Registers, ourthree
styles of Bee Feeders for which 1 have numerous
testimonials), and various parts of our Hive.

all

the newest discoveries

is

;

to this date, Jan. 1,1

now have in winter quarters, in flrst-clasg
condition, a-'iii colonies of bees, of our new strain,
and of pure Italian blood. As most of you are
aware, fur six years past 1 have taken pains t'»
breed my stock for niarkinns of characti^r, or qualities, rather than color, usinR as a base, the leather
colored Italian and brown German bees.
On reading my Circular, you will tlnd some testimonials fri'in practical bee-kc-epers (.a lew saved
from many received), that will give you an idea of
how well I have succeeded. Our hives and combs
are in goud comiition, and our bees have always
been free from foul brood. I shall endeavor to
send out a tlrst-class line nf Full Cnloniew, Queens,
Nuclei and Bees by the pound. Parties wishing to
Btart an ai)iarv, <ir imrchase on a large scale, as
well as those who wish the choicest of my stock to
breed from, may do well to correspond with me.
Among the goods we have to ofler, are Standard

Lebanon, Mo.
manual, containing

olist.

our Premium for a in the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Club of .5 subscribere to the Weekly (or its
Full of practical Instruction, that no one who
equivalent to the Monthly), in addition to contemplates keeping bees can do without. -Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
It comprises all that Is necessary for successful
the amount of $1.50 all by mail, postpaid. bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.

This Dictionary

celled bv luuie.

Up

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-boob of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times Its cost.— Citixen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
Valuable for all who are Interested In the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan. Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.- Farmer, Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared for beginners.— Farmers*
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged tn beeraising.— News. Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, l^ouisiana. Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indlanlan. Clinton. Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engraving?*. —Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful Information, in a cheap
form.— Dally Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

sendint; us SO cts. for one years
subscription to the Knral Home, we will send
theXeu PrtC'ketfcoi choice Vegetable and F'ower

Toanypert^on

seeds named below free. We make this offer to
induce you to become a regular subscriber to the
seeds
Sural Home, and to teat the vaiue of ourare
the
(Specially grown for our use). Following
seeds we offer: Oolden llwarr Celtrry.

>ew

Perpetuitl Letliic**, VicU'« Rarly Water-

Ked Olobe Giant Ouloii. American
>eiv Favorite
Wonder Pea, l-lvinK-ton'w
Tomato. Panslew. mixed. Mlgnont-tle.VerItenu Montana and l>ahlia. Fine mixed
melon.

Varieties. Will send all flower or all vegetable
Seeds as you prefer. Seeds warranted true to
name, of good quality, and of the growth of ISSii.
Full directions lor cultivating on each and every
package.

Address,

THE RURAL HOME,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

2AU

Vandervort

Comb

Send for .Samples
32ABtf

J.

«fe

Fdn. Miiis,
Kedneed Prlce-Hst.

VANDERVOKT,

Lacyville, Pa.

^L

week made at home by the in^^ Adustrious.
^^
Best business now he^g ^^
Wm
rn^ m ^M fore thepubllc. Capital notneeded

^k

n

^^
'

H

W

g

_

We

will start you. Men, women,
girls wanted everywhere
work for us. Now Is the time.
You can work In spare time, or give

boys and
to

your whole time to the business. No other business will pay you nearly as well. No one can fail
to make enormous pav. by engaging at once.
Coitly outfit and terms free. Money made fast,
Address True & Co.,
easily and honorably.
8A17
Augusta, Maine.

—Dally Republican, Utica, N. Y.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
Written In an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable Information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Home. N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can Interest the
beginner In bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm

and

Fireside, Spring-

field. O.

Embraces every Bubjectof Interest in theaplary,
giving very thorough details of the manngement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmonl, Colo.
It Is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know In their care and management.— Chicago
Ilerald.

Contains a vast fund of information In regard to
bee-culture. He who would beep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all Interested to get a copy of
this book.— Dally Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries In the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey Is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive sbape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
In the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market In the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and la the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

PRICE- Bound
covers.

50 centn,

In cloth, '75

cents

;

in

paper

postpaid.

THOMAS
925

O. NEW^MAX,
W. Madison St., ChloaffO, IIL

Uincount to D«al«rB by
A Liberal
the 1>ozenor Hundred.

'

.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
1S61.

Chicago,

>

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OP

SiS litem
PUBLISHED BT

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Editor and Pkoprietor,

925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

Weekly, ]$2 a year

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly, $1.

PREMIUM.— Any one sendinfr one neiysubecrlptionfor the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the "Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey,'' bound

ty The

in cloth.

receipt for

money

sent us will be Riven
on the address label on every paper. If not Riven
in two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for somethingmust be wrong about it.

jy Any person sending a club of

six, is entitled

to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies f urnishod free.

^^r Papers are stopped

at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOK£IQN POSTAGE, EXTKA

:

To Europe— Weekly,
cents
Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, ti Monthly. 24 cents.
'>ii

;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

111.,
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Topics Presented

in this

16, 1884.

43
44

Snow
]5ees Buried under Snow
lieginning with Frame Hives
Button Busli Honey
witli

Cause of Dysentery
Cause of Moisture in Hives,
Cold in Nebraslca
Convention Notices
Dysentery witliout Pollen
Editorial Items
Essentials in

43
44
37
43
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.
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43
40
35

O. as Second Class Matter.

Fliglits, etc
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^Market for

Comb Foundation Valuable
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42
43
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36
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Local Convention Directory
My Report for 1883
New Races of Bees

41

Xo Honey from Buckwheat
Nomenclature of Bee-Keeping
Out-Door Cellar
Packed in Clover, Chaff and Leaves
Packed on the Summer Stands
Pasturage Overstocked

44

43
38
43
44
42

20

first

Price of both. Club

3 75
2 35

.

New

Test for Purity in Honey

35 and
44

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
OSS

We«t Madison

Street..

Chleaoo,

III.

The Season's Work

Warm Cellars
What and How

43

Wintering Bees in Canada
Wintering in the Cellar

42
42

42

.

.

2 25

2 40..

2 25

4 50..

4 26

6 00.

.

5 50

2 75..

2 50

2 35.

3 00.. 2 75
3 00.

Eng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
British Bee Journal
3
The S above-named papers
9

42

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisements Inserted,

3 00

2 76

Six Years' Experience
Special Notices
Stings and their Poison
Syrian Bees

43

3 76

.

of space.

45
40

3 26

2 50..

36

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at «0 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.

25..

2 75

3 00.

Some Conundrums

ONE-INCH

.

3 00

3 00..

8 words;

occupy

3 25

2 7S

42

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Bdltorial Notices, SO cents per line.

2 50

.

3 00..

Brood Frames, etc
Selections from our Letter Box

42

.

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

Sections,

contain about

00

2 50
2 25

3 00.. 2 76

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke)

44

2 50

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food (tMedicine.lOO Copies

43

44

3 76

Langstroth'sStsiudard Work
4
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

44

.

3 00..

3 25.

.

For

will

$2 00.

Bees and Honey CT.G.Newman)cIoth 2 75.
2 50..
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
Binderfor Weeklv Bee Journal
2 75.
2(M.t
colonies
4 00.
Apiary Register for
Dzierzon'sNew Bee Book (cloth).... 4 09..
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50..
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
3.^..

cents per line of space, eacb insertion,

A line of this type
TWELVE lines will

column gives the regular price of both. All

The Weekly Bee Journal

43

Weeklv or Monthly Editions.

American See Journal

postage prepaid.

Prospects in California
Report for the Season
Satisfactory Results

either the

win supply the

one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The

44

Prefers the Cellar for AVintering.. 44
Premium List for Bees and Honey 39
Premiums at the Iowa State Fair. 44

Producing Dysentery

ADVERTISING RATES.

We

1884.

.

.

EnUred at the Chicago P.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Racks. 39
and Cook's Manual, 7th edltiondn cloth)
Cellar Wintering. 41
Cook's Manual, (In paper covers)

Honey
Honey and Beeswax Market
How far will bees go for Honey ?.
Is

.

36, 39, 41

Comb Honey

Experience witli
Foundation, Winter

Home

No. 3.

Number.

A Critic Critic-ised
Hanked up

VOL. XX.

.

2 76

75..

2 50

75..

3 50

00.

7 76

.

The Monthly Mee (Jenrnal and any of the
above, f 1 less than the figures in the last column.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEB'S ADVISES.
is NOW published

The British Bee Journal

SBMI-MONTHLY,

at Seven ShilllnRs, per annum,
and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. Rev. H. R. PEEL, JBdItor.

We send

the Weeltly American BEE JocjRNAi.
Bee Journal, both for $3.00 a year.

t\ie British

AdTertiseiiients intended for the

Journal must

reach this

Bvx

offlce

Saturday of the previous week.

by

—

—

A

.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

34

BOOKS!

gidxrcvtisemctits.

Bent by mail, on receipt of price, by

Kendaira Horae Book. — No

more useful

book could be

to horse owners. It has S5 engravings
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats at]
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and muct] valuable

horse information
Bnice S5c. for either the
English or German editions.
4|ulnby*a
Bec-Keeplnff, by L. C. Root—
T'*e author treats the subject of bee-keeping bo
925 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.,
that it cannot fall to interest all. Its style Is plain
On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind. we allow and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
authorls
master of the subject.— ISI. SO.
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
The Hive I Uae— Being a description of the
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Our crop beinj; very larpe, we offer
Novlce'a
of Bee-Cultnre, by A. I. Boot
of extracted Honey
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the cure
Dzlerzou's Rutlonal Bee - KeeplnK.—
Translatinn of the Masterpiece of that most of the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beginners and
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S. those more advanced. Cloth. 4fil.S5.
8tutterd. and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
KInK'n Uee-K.eepera' Text-Book, by A. J
Abbott. Ex-editoT of the "British Bee Journai.^^ King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
clover
PRK'ES.
bave
both
We
REASONABLE
at
l>r. Dzierzon is one of the createst living authorithe present time. Cloth. Sf>1.00.
and fall honey. Samples senton receipt of stamps ties on Bee Culture. To nim and the Baron of
I..anK8troth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
to pay postage. The honey can be delivered in
known of scientific bee culture. Concernins this —This is a standard scientific work. Price, !S38.
any shape to suit purchasers.
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work t>f one of
Bleased Bees* by John Allen.— A romance of
Send 15c. for ourti4-paKe Pamphlet on Harvest- the tireat masters, the LanKstr<ith of Germany, it bee-keeping, full of practical information and
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 7Sc.
ing. Handling and Marketing extracted honey.
Atlantic." Mr. A. 1. Uoot says of it: "Old father
Foul Brood; Its origin, development and cure.
Dzienon
has probably made greater strides in
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price, aSc.
SOX,
CHAS.
scientific apiculture than any one man.. .For real
Extracted Honey ; Harveatlngr* Handlscientific value, it would well repay any beeHAMILTON, Hancock Co.. ILL.
SABly
keeper whose attention is at all inclined to scien- Inic and Marketlnie.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Cloth. )1(>2.
('h. A: C. P. Uadant, giving in detail the methods
tific research, to purchase a copy.
Queen-RearliiKt by Henry Alley. ~A full and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
1882. and
1876.
Practical HIntK to Bee-Iteepera, by Chas.
account
of
TWENTY'-THREE
years'
detailed
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest, F. Muth :i2 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
easiewt and best way to raise queens.
Never the management of bees. Price, lOc.
before published. Price. 9S1.00
Ifzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenBee-&eeper*8 Uulde ; or, <^ook*s Alitnual tal principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
of the Apiary. —This Manual is elegantly facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
*'
"
illustrated and fully up with the times on every
Apiary ReirUter. for SYSTEMATIC
subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive, in the AI'IARV.
The larger ones can be used
but intensely interesting and thorMUgnly practical. for a few colonies, give room for an increase of
and
one that no numbers, and still keep the record all together in
The book is a masterly production,
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford one book. Prices
For 50 colonies. |l.O(j; for lOO
paper cover, Jlftl,
to do without, ('loth, W1.S5
colonies, |1.50; for 2O0 colonies, #2.00.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management

New

HONEY CROP!
THIRTY

ABf

THOUSAND POUNBS

FOR SALE
DADANT k

CI^O'VlT'Isr

;

WORK

:

;

gcutsthc
^ucclxexv
~^
nebet

:

of

Beesand Honey

etc.

It

contains

at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
pages, and is profusely illusIn cloth,
In paper

«8icncn$fl<ftt.

16(t

Toe;

bound

Price,

trated.

aSicnctt itultur, obcv

erfotgreic^e

SOc, postpaid.
Honey, a,n Food and Medicine, by Thomas Sefjanblung ber Siencn, doii i^o§. ®.
Newman.—
This pamphlet discourses upon the Sceitininn.
G.
ent^alt
!j)iefeg ^vnmp^let
covers,

The

best arrun>.[ed
existence. Took first
in I88;i

and

)H«;-f

over

Circular sent free to

for all purposes In
premium at St. Louis Fair

all
all

Ancient History of Bees and Honey .the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam.Wlnes.etc;
quality, sources,

HIVB

competitors.

Descriptive

on applicatinn.

ELVIN AKMSTKONe,

Address.
Prop'r. of the Crown Bee Hive Factory and Apiary,

«JER8£T'V1I.1.E, ILL.

Market

iBeteljrungen iibcr folgenbe 'Siegenftanbe

— O crtltd)fettbc0 93iencnftanbe§
pf[anjen — ©vjiei^ung btrSonigin
— Sdjtoanncn —
—
n — 3"lcl?sr
n
23erfc^cn— 3
—
con
— Siencn

;

as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

and Honey

everywhere. Published

in

t^oiiig

£DKllah and Oermun.

Price for either edition. Sc. t per dozen,

DADAIiT'S FOUNDATION
From James Heppon, July

— Your

27tb. 1883.

Foundation is certainly the nicest and best handled
of any 1 have seen on the market. It Is the only
foundation true to sample I have ever received.

From JAMES HEDDON, Aug. 10th, 1883.— I will
contract for "J.fH)" pounds of foundation for next
season on the terms of your letter.
From A. H. Newman. Aug. 24th, 1H83.— Book
order for s.ooo pounds for spring delivery.
From
for
lbs.

C. F.

Mt'TH. Dec.

V2,

of heavy; 1,000
of extra thin.

2.fMX) lbs.

my

t

1883.— Book my order
lbs. of thin, and 50(j

Dealers, send in your orders for next spring
wax is cheaper, and save trouble and money.

while

CHAS.

DADANT &

SABIy

SON,

Hamilton. Hancock

co.. 111.

for the Murbet,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and Instructions on tbe exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.

SwarmlnK.lklTldlnff and Feeding Beea.—

SRedijin

Contai'Hinf;

:-!20

pages, ami ciwr

25,000 Words, Rightly and Plainly Defined
To make tbe pronunciation ear^ily understood

every word is phonetically i-e-spelled, and tiie syllables and accents made perfectly plain, so that no
one who consults this hook can miss the proper
word to use, and giving it proper pronunciation.

This Dictionary

aClub

is

our Premium for

of 3 subscribers to the

Weekly

(or its

equivalent to the Monthly), in addition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
the amount of $1.00 all by mail, postpaid.
;

ift.

roeiter ent^SIt

fiir ben
^reig 40 6ent§.

dou 2;f)omn§

Sefd)affenf)eit, Ounlitcit,

® .9?eiumau.
;

bie

Ouellcu unb

3ubereitungbc§,5)onig§ fiir ben igianbel;
i^onig alS 9Ja(jrung6mitteI, angebenb
luie man Jjonigfudicn, gonnfnd)etc^cn,

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.
Scrlbiier'M I^amber and Loic Book.— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, eordwood

&

;

Sieiien un'bJponig bc§ ^lltert^umS

5c.

5pubbing§,'i5cf)aumfonfect,2Beine,u.f.iD
ferner ^cnig al§
jubcreiten faun;

©gift fur
ben (£onfumenfen beftimnit, unb follte
Dieltaufenbfaltig fiber ba§ ganje Sanb
^^rei§ 6 ©cntS.
Dcrbrcitctiuerbcn.
9,1tebi,5inmitBtelenDU'5cptcn.

Standard book throughout
Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.

Fldher's Grain Tables for Furmers, etc.
pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Itf oore*a V^nlvemat Aaalatnnt, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.iKto.ofto Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trade Se-

9tu§jiel^en

jDiefe§ enthalt eiue flare barfteltiing fiber

Food Adulteration { What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

United States

r e

i ft

fur bie ,!^enid)tung be§ ,!^oiiig§
,g)anbel befdjveibeu

:

— iit2

e

e§ ein ^apitel,n)orin bie neuefte 9JJct^obe

tables, interests, etc.

A POCKET DICTIONARY

I i

j?oiiiginnen

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
a chapterf rom " Bees and Honey." Price. 5c.
Bee Puaturnffe » XecesMlty, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this Important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2H engravings. This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price, lOc.
Bees In HV^Inter, with instructions about
Chaff- Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
Q. Newman. This Is a chapter from "Bees and
Price,

a

be^anbcln unb 6crul)igen

is

Honey."

9l51cger

giittcru

SOo.

PreparutloH of Honey

;

;

crete. Degal Items. Business Forms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2ik),(>i)o items for Gas. Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers. Machinists,

Millers, Black-

smiths. Founders. Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers. Gas and 8team Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1,016 pages, Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Us
weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or

Farmer.

Price, postage paid,

W8.50.

I

I

i

2irt# ftfcrl> uttl» fcine
.^ranffjcltcn— Son S.^.Jtenbaa,
gJL'J)., entijaitcnb cin alp^abetifd^
georbnete? 33er5eid)nifj ber oerfctjiebenen
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;
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^"Mr. O. O. Poppleton, of Wil- real value in furnishing such a bounliamstown, Iow;i. has sent us the fol- tiful yield of one of our sweetest and
lowing extract from the New Hampton purest productions of nature.
Courier, on the subject of bee pasturThe idea that its seeds are objecPublished every Wednesday, by
tionaljle to millers is a new one, and I
age:
Look out for the spread of alsike or am very much inclined to think that
G.
melilot clover in tiie grain fields. Brit- it is another blunder, the seeds of
Editor and Pbopkietou,
ish uiillers say its seed come to them another kind of clover being referred
in California wheat; they are highly
I judge this is so, from the fact
^- Mr. A. II. Holcomb, of Winne- objectionable fmm the odor, and it is to.
hard to sep.arate them from the wheat. that the seeds of both, the Alsike and
bago, has sold his apiary, as advertisetl We notice that this clover is becoming
melilot clover, are so small as to be
in Bee Journal, to Mr. C. M. IIol- a positive nuisance along the roadquite readily separated from wheat.
sides in some portions of northern Illlingsworth, of Iowa City, Iowa.
O. O. Poppleton.
inois.
We drove along roads this fall

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

where the alsike was so abundant and
received Vennor's so tall, that it was with difficulty two
Almanac for 1881, published by the teams could pass each other. It hid
American News Company of New the fences as effectually as snowbanks
ever did in winter, and extended comYork. Vennor is sadly " out " on his
pletely out to the line of travel. The
guesses about the weather for Janu- law about noxious weeds along the
ary, so far. He talks of " brightness roadsides, should be enforced against
and balminess," when the mercury is this pest.— Prairie Farmer.
dancing around the thirties below zero.
The above extract from the editorial

^" We

have

^" Just as last week's Bee

Jour-

nal was

ready for the press we received by mail a fine Christmas bouquet from Mr. J. D. Enas, of Napa,
California, which he cut on Christmas
day out of doors. It was a pleasant
contemplation when we were enjoying (V) the winter weather at 28° below zero, that in California— the flowers were
blooming out of doors,
spreading their fragrance all around.
Mr. Enas has our thanks for the fine
bouquet.

1^

It is now quite time to be making arrangements for all the hives,
sections, foundation, and other articles needed in the apiary which require time to make and get in readiness for the coming honey harvest. If
you fail to send your orders to some
responsible dealer in proper time, you
must not complain if these necessary
articles are not on hand in time to aid

in

augmenting your receipts of

1884.

The reason

for trying to impress this
upon the minds of all, is the fact that,
last year, there were many complants

because orders could not be filled as
soon as received by the dealers all
over the country.

i^ The

Price List for 1884 of Henry
is received.
Mr. Alley has inserted the following
offer, which our new subscribers may
desire to take advantage of
Alley,

The

"Wenham, Mass.,

American

(Weekly)

Bee Journal

published by Thomas G.
Newman, Chicago, Ills., at $2.00 per
columns of the Praiiie Fanner, is annum. To all new subscribers to the
about as stupid a blunder as is possi- above, we will send one of our best
queens on receipt of $1.00.
ble to make. It speaks of alsike clover
[Trifolium hybrida) as being identical
1^ Mr. J. M. Hicks, in the Grange
witli melilot clover (Melilotus alba).
while in fact, the two plants bear no Bulletin, gives the following opinions
more resemblance to each other, than about good tested queens and laying
does common clover and milkweed. workers
Alsike clover very much resembles
good prolific queen will always
common red clover, and on some soils lay her eggs in close, concentric circles,
makes more valuable forage than red and but one egg in a cell. You will
also find both sides of the combs
clover. Its seed is also very valuable, filled with eggs and brood
alike, which
bringing from $H to $12 per bushel in is sure evidence of a fertile queen,
the wholesale markets. It is utterly which has mated with a drone. Never
buy cheap queens, believing them to
impossible for it to become a roadside
be as good as the high-priced queens,
nuisance, as it rarely grows over 2 feet as there is as great a difference in the
real value of queens as in any other
high.
Melilot or sweet clover is, of course, stock.
One of the most troublesome things
the plant referreil to by the editor. It for the apiarist
to contend with, is
grows to the heiglit of 4 to 6 feet, and the pest, called a fertile worker, which
is valuable for the large amount of is frequently very annoying to queenbreeders, as well as to some who only
fine flavored honey which it yields.
keep a few colonies of bees. You can
Some of our liest bee-keepers are always know when a hive is posssessed
growing it on their farms quite largely, with a fertile worker, by the appearand the editor of the Prairie Farmer ance of the brood in the combs, which
is always drone-brood, and very uncould dome no greater service than by
even, with many of the cells containteaching me liow I can induce this ing from two to six eggs in each,
as
" imisance " to grow on my farm as well as several cells havnig none.
thriftly as he says it does in Northern
Illinois.
I
am afraid he thought I8^ We now club the British Bee
more of the little trouble it happened Journal and our "Weekly for $3.50. See
to make him personally, than of its •change in prices on first page.
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earth by showers do not die at once.
If the following day be warm and
fair the rays of the sun sometimes
conthese
sends
us
correspondent
N.
Buffalo,
Williams,
K.
Mr. W.
reanimate these storm-beaten creaY., asks us to give in the Bee .Jour- undrums for bee-keepers. They "will tures, and enable them to return to
nal a test for pure honey. We have pass in a crowd, if the crowd is large their hives."
ordiseveral times given tests, but it is enough," as is sometimes said of

Some Conundrums.

Test for Purity in Honey.

A

well to repeat them. The following is
the test in common use in chemical
laboratories for detecting glucose in
honey, as given by Prof. W. C. Preston, of the State University, Iowa
City, Iowa, who remarks as follows

nary jokes

Why

is

Honey and Beeswax Market.
a colony of bees like the

OFFICE OF AMEKICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Bible V Because there is so much in
m.. Jan. 14, 1884
Monday, 10
it that we should practice before we
latest quotathe
following
are
The
preach.
Why are bee-keepers' reports like a tions for honey and beeswax received
load of potatoes, hauled over a rough up to this hour
Having noticed in your excellent road y Because only the large ones
CINCINNATI.
top.
Bee Journal an inquiry for some work to the bee-keeper
like a congressHONEY-Thereisno excitement In the honey
W^hy is a
simple method of detecting glucose,
The demand for extracted honey is imby his market. hut
supplies beinglarKe. prices lieepdown.
allow me to give your readers the test man V Because lie gets his pay
fruvinp,
labor.
t brinna Ttoioc. i)n arrival. Arrivals of coinblmney
in common use in chemical labora- colonies'
and demand fur it, are in fair proportion. A choice
{
(

ft.

:

:

H

lb. sections brings
article in
store, and Hi@l.Sc. on arrival.

tories.

and
at the same time very delicate— and
that
plainly
may, I think, be stated so

The

test is suftlciently simple,

the non-professional reader will tind

no difficulty in its practical application. It is based on the fact that if to
a boiling alkaline solution of blue
vitriol, a solution containing glucose
be added, a red precipitate of cuprous

oxide be immediately thrown down
while cane sugar will give the red precipitate only after protracted boiling.
It will be necessary to prepare the
following solutions, which may lie
bottled up and kept for use as required
,.
,
1. One-half ounce blue vitriol diswater.
rain
of
solved in one pint
2. Three ounces caustic potassa dissolved in one pint of rain water.
Also procure a test tube about 6
inches long, such as may be found at
almost any drug store. Pour into tins
tube about a tablespoonful of the blue
vitriol solution, and add about an
eqiial amount of the solution of potassa
—a light blue precipitate will be
formed—now add a small quantity of
the sweet substance to be tested (it is
better to be in solution), and heat to
boiling. If even a trace of glucose is
present, it will be revealed by the reddish tmt immediately imparted to the
liquor, best seen bv looking down
through the tube lengthwise. If there
is much glucose, a red precipitate will
sink to the bottom of the tube.
It may be well to add that this test
does not enable us to detect the adul;

:

.

teration of honev by manufactured
glucose, inasmuch as all honey contains a large percentage of the same
saccharriue substance— but pure, as
formed in Nature's laboratory— the
nectaries of flowers.

^" We

have received "Landreth's
Companion for the Garden and Farm,"
which is the Seed Catalogue of D.

Landreth & Sons, Philadelphia, for
the one-hundiedth year. It is splen-

and
didly illustrated
printed. Price 10 cents.

handsomely

How Far will Bees Go for Honey 1
The London Journal

of Horticulture

answers the question thus

:

One Thousand and One

Riddles," by Kellie Greenway, is on our
desk. It is published by J. S. Ogilvie

&

"

Co., 31 Rose
Price 15 cents.

Street,

New

per

liuc.

lb.

from

on arrival.
CHAS. F. MUTH.

brings 28®32c.

NEW

rOUK.

HONEY— White

clover and basawood in 1 and •>
l7(&'22c. Dark and second quality,
lb. sections,
extracted white clover in kegs and bar146il.'ic.
rels, 9is'^ioc.; dark, 8(r^Eic.
Prime yellow,-27®29 c.
H.K. & F.B THURBER & Co.
;

a question that has been addressed to us by a gardner, who states
that bees find their way into his peach
house every year, and he knows of no
liives nearer than one and a half mile.
On this subject Mr. Pettigrew has a
short chapter in his " Handy Book of
" This quesBees," which we cite
tion we camiot answer with accuracy.
Our experience in this matter goes
dead against the wonderful stories
that are told in some books. We read
of bees flying -1, 7 and 12 miles for
food
Our bees will perish and die
for want of food within three miles of
good pasture. Our bees here never
find the hundreds of acres of Heather
wliich cover Carrington Moss within
three miles of them. In flue sunshiny
p'eatlier bees go farther from home
than they do in dark cloudy weather.
But even in the best and brightest of
weather in June and July, very few,
if any, find their way home to their
old stand if removed three miles off.
Moreover, the return of some bees
does not prove that they travel three
miles in search of food. It proves
that some of them go a little more
than one mile and alialf from home,
and finding themselves on Itnown pastures within one mile and a halt of
the old place, they return tliither,
fogetting, as it were, where they last
came from. I am, therefore, of opinion that very few bees go more than
two miles for food. It is very desirable to have bees near tlie pasture on
which they work. Short journeys are
not only a saving of labor to bees, Init
also a protection of their lives. When
compelled to fly far for honey they are
often caught by showers and destroyed. In warm genial weather,
with a superaliundance of honey in
flowers, bees will have it. They go
beyond the bounds of safety for it.
Gentle showers do not stop out-door
Black clouds often send
laborers.
them hurriedly home but they are
frequently caught, and die on the
altar of their industry. Hives containing 8 pounds and 10 pounds of
bees have lost two-thirds of their

This

is

:

!

;
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BBESWAX-Scarce;

York. ranks by sudden showers in warm
honey weather. Bees driven to the

BEESWAX—

CHICAGO.

HONKY-Goes otT slowly, and prices arelowerttn

sections that are imperfectly tilled. The demiind
to be chietly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are njiuie
of 1 lb. sections at i.">feaic.: l!-i(5i; lb. sections, Hiai
18c.; dark and mixed In color, very slow, at about
Extracted honey steady, but limited de12(g*l3c.
mand: prices ranee from 7(giluc. per lb.
BEESW\X-8carce, at i;8(»;»c., according to
color and cleanliness.
R. A. BURNETT, Ifil South Water Si.

seems

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

weather of the pnst
HONEY— The extreme coldmovements
of honey,

week h.is put a check on the
both in and out, and some slight concessions made
and lb. sections, !7t0
in prices. Extra choice,
l."<c; dark and irregular, 15@uic. Sales for the week
about :>.oi«i lbs; receipts :j,(itHj. Extracted slow;
sales about 2,:')0<i lbs., atsfeSHc; receipts light.
JEKO.ME TWICHELL, 514 Walnut Street.
1!

1

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Fancy

comb

is

scarce,

and

prices for

the same are Hrm, but offerings of other descriptions receive little or noattention. White to extra
white cumb, 13('<--0c: dark to good, 9(§illc; extracted, choice to extra white. Gifl.7>4c; dark and candied, .5(<^—

BEESWAX— Wholesale, 27HO30C.
STEARNS &
8T.

UONEY—

8.UITH,

i2'6

Front Street.

LOUIS.
demand.

Comb, 13®18e.;
In fair
strained and extracted, 7(<i8c.
BKESWA.X— Firmer, at 30(3j:ilc.
W. T. ANPEKSON i Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— Honey continues in excellent demand,
comb

as reported last; every lot of choice white
is taken up as fast as it comes at I8c. in quantity
for I lb. sections, and an occasional sale at ly; in
a very few instances only, 20c. has been reached.
Broken lots and second quality is very alow sale.

For extracted there

is

no demand.

BEESWAX— Is eagerly Inquired for at 28@3oc.,
but none to supply the demand.
A. C. KENUEL, 115 Ontario Street,
BOSTON.

HONEY— Our market is rather dull, and supply
more than exceeds the demand: would not advise
shipments to this market.
comb, I8(ii20c.; extracted,

2 lb.

comb, 16@18c.

;

1

lb.

8(j/J10c.

BBBSWAX-326135C.

BLAKE & RIPLET,

57

Chatham

Street.

A

1^ meeting of bee-keepers will
be held at the residence of W. Cossens,
Monee, Will Co., Ills., on Monday,
Jan. 28, 1884. All friends of improved
management of the apiary, are invited to attend.
A. WiCHBKTS,
W. Cossens,
B. He YEN,

I

>

Committee.
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moisture, I have reason to believe.
Let it be remembered that I am all
along referring to times wlien tlie
tem))erature is above the freezing
point— such times as we are examining our colonies.
:Mr. J5alch has given us facts reFor the American Bee JoumaL
garding the condition of his bees
wlien taken from the damp i-epository,
Cause of Moisture in Hives, etc.
facts to which I was an eye witness,
as I have been to others similar. We
JAMES HEDDON.
want to believe and know the truth,
Although I have enough writing on whatever it may be, and we appreapiculture without opening any con- ciate learned theorizing, especially if
force itself
troversy, yet when sucli is opened by correct, but it cannot
running conothers, and by misunderstanding or upon us as such while
Mr.
intent I am misunderstood or mis- trary to such facts as given by
represented, not to have an uncon- Balch. To reply to Mr. Halch's last
article,
I
will
valuable
desire to reply would be question in his
trolable
say, that before I kept bees I learned
something more than human.
Allow me to call attention to Mr. from observing others, that the best
Corneil's quotations from my articles. way to gain self-respect, as well as
After reading them can you see why the respect ot othera, was to frankly

Mr. Corneil should suppose that I own right up when knowingly beaten
thought that the dampness in hives in discussion. That open confession
was mainly due to an accumulation of was not only good for the soul, but
moisture caused by the absence of wholesome for the opinions of others.
heat after the death of the bees V It In recalling to memory all that I can
seems to me that I have said enough of my controversies with Mr. Balch,
in past articles,to give any reader wlio I call to mind no other occasion for
reads my articles as closely as Mr. sucli concession. If I remember corConieil must have done, to under- rectly, this occurred in the second
stand that I was aware that respira- year of my bee-keeping, and upon
tion and transpiration were the main that ground I ask Mr. Balch to excuse my weakness in supposing that
causes of dampness in bee hives.
In examining my colonies in the liis bright, healthy bees ought to
spring, when a portion were dead and have been all dead coming from such
a portion alive, on several occasions I a damp, moldy pit more especially
found much more dampness in the when this dampness was a common
dead colonies than in tlie live ones, dread, and even yet our scientific
when all were treated precisely alike. friend across tlie line believes it to be
Many colonies had a lesser and some the Gorgon of our honeyed hopes.
a greater portion of tlieir numbers
Let me say to Mr. Turner that my
dead, and in almost exact propotion case without tlie divisions (which he
to the numbers of living and dead so did not use) is not my case at all, nor
I found the moisture. This might is it worth the tenth part as much as
lead some, and undoubtedly would the one I use, in my estimation. With
lead Mr. Corneil to pronounce mois- our leading honey-producers, the tide
ture the cause of the mortality, but I has been steadily moving away from
pronounced it the effect, and will pre- the use of glass in surplus-storing
sent to you, what are to me. valid supers or cases, and when with this
reasons for such a decision. First, if class of bee-keepers the tide turns
moisture is the cause of dysentery, back upon itself, will be time enough
why does not the moisture folks ac- for nie to begin to think of going back
count for numerous such instances as over the old, old ground. Mr. Turner
given by Mr. ]3alch on page 6, cur- cites to my average yield of honey.
rent volume y Secondly, tliere is a No greater mistake has ever been
law by wliich it is an effect in such made than that of attaching imporcases as I have mentioned! During tance to the arguments of him whose
such temperature as we have at the name appears under "a big report,
season of the year mentioned, mois- simply because of such report. First,
ture seeks tiie colder substances and is tlie report true V Secondly, if so,
places, upon the same principle that are tlie conditions causing it necesthe pitcher of ice water placed upon sarily coupled with great wisdom V
the summer dinner table gathers Here, we have not had much over half
moisture upon its outer surface.
a crop of nectar secreted by the flora
Upon this principle you see, as long since I hist saw the name of Mr.
as there were live bees enough in a Turner, and, perhaps, since Jlr.
hive to keep the temperature above Turner lirst saw mine. I am not old
that surrounding it. no excess of enough to yet have reached my first
moisture would take place. As soon year of dotage.
as no life was left in the hive, and a
I believe I knew less about beerise in temperature left the combs, keeping, in all its branches, ten years
honey, etc., colder than the outside ago than at present. At that time I
air, condensation would take place in scored pro rata yields far in advance
the hive on the same principle that of that reported by Mr. Turner, and I
our cellars are damper in summer think equal to any thing I have seen
tlian in winter. Said" dampness does reported this side of the Rocky Mounnot come from the eartli. but from tains. If I should get another such
the warmer atmosphere outside, gov- yield the coming season, shall I reerned by the law above mentioned. write my article against the use of
That the bodies of the dead bees may movable- sided cases? Jlr. Balch's
contribute to this accumulation of article, seems to me. to be a concise
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answer to one in the same issue by
Mr. II. V. Train.
The report of Ira Barber, on page
more than a passing
12, deserves
thought.
young man reported
.V
similarly upon the same subject about
12 years ago at our Kalamazoo ('onvention. If bees kept in so higli a
temperature can crawl outside and
void and go back with safety, as inferred by JSIr. Barber, most assuredly
they can breed, and use all the pollen
they desire. But it seems from this
extensive experience that even in so
high a temperature, as a rule, there is
no breeding (see fourth line on page
12), and if such be the case, I should
not expect any consumption of pollen,
as a free and unrestricted choice of
food is left to the bees in such temperature. This is the fourth or hfth
time that my attention has been
called to this principle,

and though

has worked considerably upon my
mind each time, never more strongly
than now, for Mr. Barber is known to
it

us as a practical

man

of integrity

and

ability, and his report is uiion a scale
sufliciently large to make it more valuable. A\ bile this high temperature

may

bees, again the low
a cause of the
disease, because many are the apiaries
tliat come out of such cellars in excellent condition.

the

save

tempered

cellar is not

wish Mr. Barber would

I

tell

us

Tell us how long he
has wintered in this high temperature.
All about his successes and failures,

more about it.

and conditions accompanying them.
Where is Dr. Southard upon this winCome out Doctor
tering question V
and give us your experience, observaNo matter
tions and conclusions.
with whom they may run crosswise,
we cannot afford to do without them.
Dowagiac, Mich.
For the American Bee JoumaL

"

Button Bush Honey " Again.

REV.

SI.

MAniN,

D. D.

Bee .Jouknal

of Jan. 2,
writes about button bush honey, and says that it is far

In the

1884,

R..

S. Becktell

inferior to

buckwheat

lioney, tiiat it

has a very sickening taste, and that

it

black and stingy. I am very certain that he is mistaken in supposing
that the honey he describes was gathered from button bush, and that while
his bees were working on that shrub
they were getting large quantities of
honey from some other and unobserved source.
is

Button bush (cephalrmthus occidenused to abound in tills section,
tlie ponds were drained and
cleared up and in the earlier days of

ioKs)
until

;

bee-keeping my bees gathered a
good deal of honey from it.
I am sure that Mr. Becktell is mistaken, because wliile button bush
abounded in the locality of my apiary
I have never seen any sucli honey as
he describes, and his must have been
gathered from some plant that does
not grow in this vicinity. I have had
abundant opportunity to determine
tlie quality of button bush honey,
liaving repeatedly removed it with the

my

—
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almost as soon as

extractor

it

was manage these bees

so as to get the

gatliered.
In color it is as light and
clear as white clover honey or any
other I have ever seen. Its flavor is
mild and pleasant. But it has one disagreeable qualitj' it will begin to

workers ready for the harvest. And
this is a simple confession on the part
of Mr. Doolittle that he cannot accomplish what, to use his own words,
"is of more moment than any one

almost as soon as it is
stored. I have found little round pellets of sugar to abound in it, wlien
extracting it in the month of August.
But notwithstanding its propensity to
granidate, I will take all the button
bush honey I can get.
New Castle, Ind., Jan. 2, 1884.

other thing pertaining to honey-producing." "llow does tfiis agree with
his reported success in raising comb
honey
Why, if I should take an
apprentice in bee-culture, this would
be one of the first things I would
teach him and with no bees could it
be more easily accomplished than with
Eastern bees ?
" They
Mr. Doolittle further says
have another exceedingly bad feature,
which is, that before the young
queens are fertilized in the parent
hive which has cast a swarm, fertile
workers spring up, and the result is a
queenless colony." Not at all. If left
to themselves the young queens of
Eastern races are just as sure as
those of any other race to become

—

granulate

!

!

:

ror the Ajnerican Bee JuumaL

The New Eaces

of Bees.

FRANX BENTON.
Coming from a man whom I have
been accustomed to regard as pretty
generally correct in his conclusions in
regard to bee matters, and honest in
the statement of the same, the views
of Mr. G. M. Doolittle, as expressed
on page 500 of the Bee Journal for
Oct. 10, .surprised me exceedingly.
All my experience in bee-keeping has

fertile and commence laying, and if
fertile workers have commenced laying in the hives, they will almost in-

variably disappear without occasioning the least trouble.
Eastern bees
are more liable than other races to
have fertile workers. Palestine (Holy
Land) bees more so than Syrians.
But this " bad feature " is by no
means such a difficult thing to cure
with them as with other bees. I
usually give little heed to it; introduce queens, even virgin queens, put
in queen-cells, or give them brood
and let them rear a queen. This they
rarely fail to do, but carries with it
the objectionable feature of allowing
the fertile workers time to get nice
worker-combs tilled with drone brood,
and to waste honey in rearing these
useless fellows. These are, in my
opinion, by far the worst features of
the fertile worker tendencies of the
" new races."
Iij his closing paragraph, Mr. Doolittle gets back to the race of bees
with which he originally stated, the
'•
" HowHoly Lands.'" He says
ever, as in all respects, unless it is in
wintering, tliey are inferior to the

tended to make me value proliticness
in a queen above all other qualities
to regard it, in fact, as the basis of
success in honey-production. If
we have the workers in a hive when
the harvest opens, we are sure of
honey. This Mr. Doolittle will not
deny, nor can he say that the individual workers of the Eastern races are
not the best of honey-gatherers. But
lie admits, yes, even claims it as a
fault, that the queens of the " Holy
Land " bees, as he calls them, are extra prolilic.
Where, then, lies the
fault V What is the reason Mr. Doolittle finds these bees • practically
good for nothing for his locality; V"
He says " These bees seem to think
that a large flow of honey should
mean lots of brood, so at brood-rearing they go.''
(That is just what I
want them to do whenever the weather
will permit.)
Then follows the statement that, " when fall arrives, we
have a hive overflowing with bees."'
(That is what I want and can have,
not in the fall, alone, but from spring
until fall with these bees.)
Further on he says • All are aware
of my views regarding the secret of
honey-producing being to get the
bees just in the right time for the
honey harvest (neitlier too early nor
too late), that being of more moment
than any one other thing pertaining
all

:

:

warranted in doing
away with them entirely, and, today,
finds my yard without a Holy Land
bee in it." Now, if Mr. Doolittle
really means '' Holy Land " bees, that
is, bees from Palestine proper, and
not from Syria, and will throw in the
••
wintering " and leave out most of
Italians.

:

to honey-producing. Admitted. But
he gets his bees " when fall arrives !"
Oh, well, the next sentence sets that

'"That the Syrian bees
cannot be thus managed in this locality is the reason of my saying they
are practically good for nothing.''
Passing by, for the moment, the fact
that Mr. Doolittle starts out with
" Holy Land " bees and concludes
with a very different race, the ISyrian
bee, I would point out here that Mr.
Doolittle, after having admitted that
these Eastern bees are especially inclined to rear brood whenever food is
coming in, then says he fails to get
his hive Blled with bees until fall,
and follows by saying that he cannot
all

right

I

(V)

I

I felt

the ""fespects," I will agree that the
statement is correct. In other words,
the bees that come from south of the
mountain-range that extends from the
Sea of (xalilee to the Mediterranean,
terminating in Mt. Carmel, the true
Holy Land " or Palestine bees stand
in my list of good bees, fifth, or after
Cyprian, Syrian, Carniolan and Italian bees. They are inferiar to Italians in temper, in not clinging to the

Italians. They are the smallest bees
of the species Apis-melifica that I

have ever seen.

Their pointed abthree lemonyellow bands, but all are not equally
well marked, the variation in the
same hive often being quite striking.
Their bodies show a remarkable
elongation when filled, and such
workers, if well marked, are very
handsome. The thorax, the edge of
each abdominal ring, and the tip of
the abdomen are covered with very
dense gray fuzz giving them the appearance of having been dusted with
flour.
The drones, especially, have a
very thick coat of iron-gray fuzz on
both thorax
and abdomen. The
queens have rather elongated bodies,

domens usually show

often

in

that they are

beautiful

yellow

in color,

in the disposition of different colonies
of these bees. Tiiis, with their irregular markings, is a proof that the
race is not well established, that is, it
leans first toward one type, then to-

ward anolher.
In general, these bees are difficult
manage. They crawl from the
frames upon one"s hands, and quite
impudently creep under sleeves and
cuffs, biting the flesh, and then often
curving their bodies and stinging.
They crawl on the combs and drop off
much like black bees. In a cold
climate they die off in winter and
spring, somewhat as did the Egyptian
bees when brought to Europe and
America; in fact, after four years'
experience with the bees of Palestine,
I regard them as constituting an inconstant race, forming a connecting
link between the Syrian and the
resembling more
Egyptian bees,
nearly the Egyptians than any other
race, yet to be preferred rather than
the latter, although not equal to the
Such is the true "Holy
Syrians.
Land " bee.
to

Going northward on the mainland
lying acijacent to the Mediterranean
we find, after passing the mountain
range above mentioned, a very different bee the race of Syria proper.
These bees are larger and more golden
yellow than those of Palestine, very
uniform in general color and markings.
The queens are generally larger, a
greater number are yellow rather
than leather-colored, and they are
even more prolittc than the queens of
The drones, instead of
Palestine.
being such a complete gray in color,
are more or less mottled with yellow.
The workers do not run on the combs,
nor do they drop off at all. They can
be handled much more easily tiian the
bees of Palestine, and. even if aroused
are less vindictive. They are beautiful bees. The fuzz on tl'ieir bodies is
brown, with just a tinge of gray, and
the three golden-yellow bands are distinct and never lacking. The type is
all parts of the
well fixed, and
Lebanon only a distinctly golden
yellow, active, strong-winged race is
to be found, wtiich distinguishes itself

wintering qualities, and in
more e<asily pestered
with fertile workers, and, though
superior to Italians in beauty, in prolificness, in defending tlieir hives, in
strength and rapidity of flight, and in
diligence in collecting stores, still on
account of the grave faults just mentioned, I put them, aU in all, after for

combs,

a

though many of them are leathercolored.
Palestine bees are very
liable to fly into a passion upon slight
provocation, and when once aroused,
are not easily subdued In any way. I
have noticed a remarkable variation

—

m

its prolificness

and

its

good honey-

"
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In short, we see
a race far more closely related to
the "I'alestines,
than
to
the ("yprians
ami. like the Cyprians, they winter
better tlian do Italian bees; while,
with care, they can be manipulated
more rapidly than Italians. Such is
the Syrian race of l)ees, which, if introduced into America in its purity,
cannot fail to (ind favor with the mass
of intelligent apiarists.
recommended the "Holy
I never
I>and " bee further than the aljove
recommends it, and, though I have
better facilities for procuring these
bees than the Syrians, and can get
them at a somewhat less cost, yet I
must state my convi<'tion that, of the
two races, the Syrian is decidedly the
I have addressed
preferable one.
many queens of each race to Europe

For tho American Bro
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Premium

List for Bees

W.
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.Tournnl.

ers
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by page

(>43

for iss^ that

I

;

;

A

bounded on the North by Lebanon,
and on the South by the Desert of
Arabia. Syria comprises this whole
land, but runs North to Asia Minor,
and East to Persia. It might be said

honey from one colony and
increase; not but wliat kee-keepwould honestly report, but some
one who failed to get tlie i>remiums
might think differently, and there
might be hard feelings, criminations
iind re-criminations.
Let no premiums be offered upon ani/thina that
cannot be shown and proved hy the
exhibit. There are some things that
Mr. Clute has not mentiiuied upon
which I would offer a premium, but
the list that I append will show what
they are.
I am thankful, indeed, that Mr.
Clute has " stirred up " this matter,
and that too, in just the " nick 'o
time."
yield of
its

and Honey.

of the Bee Jouram called upon for
an article upon the above subject, and
that Mr. Clute also desires critici-sms
upon the list that he has offered. Before reading Air. Clute's list, I had
prepared one whicli I intended ottering to the committee on the revision
of the apiarian department of
our
state fair premium list, but after readinf; i\Ir. Clute's list I feel like making
a few slight changes. The premiums
offered in the poultry department of
our state fair premium list amount to
over S300, and, like Mr. Clute, I had
and America, and have never failed placed the amount of premiums in the
bee-keeping department at about S300.
to mark plainly on each box the name
In regard to offering premiums upon
of the locality from which its contents came, so that if, in the face of the different varieties of bees, I think
the
amount ottered should be the same
my remonstrances, some have persisted in mixing them together and upon each variety. As to which is
" Holy
the best variety, opinions ditter and
calling them
all
Land
queens, I am not to be blamed for the it does not seem right that the one
present jumbled up state of public who prepares the premium list should
opinion regarding Eastern bees. N^or decide which is the best variety, and
should the good bees of Syria forever then put the highest premiums upon
bear a bad name because somebody the kind that he considers best, and
cliose to make them associate with more upon the one that he considers
bad company. For my part I have the least desirable. Upon each breed
always called, and shall continue to of hens the premium is the same, and
call,
the bees from north of the the same is true of different breeds of
mountain range mentioned Syrian cattle and sheep, why should the bees
bees, and to restrict the term Pales- be made an exception 'i
tine bees to those from the south of
If we can have suitable buildings, I
that range, leaving the name " Holy too, should be in favor of public maLand " as applied to bees for such as nipulations with bees, but I am dehave a mortal dread of tieing too ex- cidedly opposed to allowing bees their
act in tlieir work and modes of ex- liberty on the fair grounds, at the
pression.
same time that visitors are present I
Munich, Germany, Nov. 3, 1883.
have seen too much trouble from this
[Mr. Benton makes a fine distinction source. .Just as soon as our bees become a nuisance at fairs, and annoy
between Syrian and Palestine bees.
the public, just so soon will we be
glance at the map of Asia will show obliged to " fold up our tents and steal
that Palestine is a portion of Syria silently away."
I also object to the putting of comb
I see

nal

First Second
Prem. Prem.

Best colouy Italian bees In observatory hives
110 00
5 00
Best colony Syrian bees in observatory hives
10 00
5 0(J
Best colony black bees in observato10 110
ry hives
5 00
Note -The observatory hives must have at least
two sides of Bias-. In awarding premiums purity
of race :tnd numerical strenKth must be considered. Bees must not be allowed to Hy while
visittjrs are present.
Best and larcest display of full colonies of diflTerent races of bees. ..$10 00
5 00
Larpeat collection of queen bees,
alive
8 00
5 00
LnrKest display of bees under Klass,
so arranKed as to be liandled by
visitors
10 00
5 00
Larifest and best display of comb
honey
20 00
10 00
Largest nnd best display of extract15 00
8 00
ed honey
Best specimen of comb honey, not
less than ten pounds, quality and
manner of puttinw up for market to be considered
10 00
5 00
Best specimen e.xtracted honey, not
less than ten pounds, quality
and manner of puttint; up for
4 00
the market to be considered
8 00
Best 1" pound beeswax
5 00
3 00
Largest and best col lection of honey
producing plants, pressed and
10 00
5 00
mounted, or in bloom
Larsest and best collection of aplcultural literature
10 00
5 00
5 00
Best bee hive, all things considered 10 00
Best honey extractor
8 fX)
4 00
in (10
5 00
Best comb foundation machine
Ofj
3
2 oo
Best specimen comb foundation
3 00
2 00
Best beesmoker
2 00
1*^0
Best honey knife for uncapping
3 00
2 00
Best wax extractor
2 00
100
Best section honey box
Lari:e8l and best cnl lection of apiar10 00
5 OO
ian implements
Largest, best, and most interesting
and instructive exhibit, all things
10 00
considered
5 00

—

honey on a par with extracted honey.
To bring comb honey to a fair, that
Then, friends, as Mr. Clute says,
is, enough to make a creditable dis- " I am quite willing that this list of
play, is a risky undertaking, much mine shall be knocked into splinters,
more than the bringing of extracted if from its ruins can be evolved the
and the man who talces the risk should perfect list;" but you must be lively
be suitably rewarded.
about it, for the time when these lists
The classification of honey into must be used is close at hand,
" white clover," " linden," and " fall
Rogersville, Mich,
honey," may be well enough in the
west, but I think it unnecessary here
For the American Bee Journal.
in Michigan, as we seldom fail of having some of all three kinds.
in
Comb-Honey Racks.
Essentials
;

with as much propriety that natives
of the United States. Canada, Mexico,
or any other Province or Country in
America, were not Americans! There
may possibly be a difference in the bees
of Northern Syria or Palestine, but
The offering of separate premiums
the bees of Palestine, or the " Holy
plants pressed
Land" (as some call them), are as upon honey-producing
and mounted, and those in bloom,
properly named Syrian, as the inhabi- seems to me undesirable, for the reatants of Mexico are called American, son that, at the time that fairs are
or the people of Scotland called Brit- held, only fall-blooming plants could
be exhibited in bloom, while flowers
ish.— Ed.]
can be pressed and mounted so nicely,
as to be almost nicer than when in

l®°The Mahoning Valley Bee-Keep- bloom.
ers' Association, will

be held in the

39

GEO.

F.

As

bee-keepers are waiting for the
in order to begin
active operations among the bees, it
seems to me that this is the very best
time for a discussion of section racks.
I think that a friendly discussion of
those racks in use, with suggestions
as to tlieir improvement, founded
both on fact and reason, will ultimately lead to the adoption of the best.
Some racks are adapted to individual
hives only, but to be the acme of perfection they should be suitable for any
hive, no matter how made, and to a

coming of spring

Neither do I like the plan of offering premiums upon so many different
points in bee hives, I would offer a
meeting to elect officers, every mem- premium for the best hive, all things
ber and all interested in the produc- considered.
tion iind sale of honey, are requested
There is just one more thing that I
to be present.
would " tear to pieces," and that is the
E. W. Turner, Sec.
offering of a premium, for the largest frame of anv size.

Town HallatNewton Falls, on Thurs-

day,

Jan.

24,

1884.

As

this is the

WILLIAMS.

—

—
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The following are the principle feaBy the use of a reversable rack we
tures which I think must be combined get "our combs built solidly against
in a perfect rack
both the top and bottom of the sec1. It should be made solid, having tions, which adds very much to the
no movable sides.
appearance of our honey as well as to
2. There should be no partitions.
its stability, which advantage can not
3. It should be
so made and ar- be over-rated when it is to be handled
ranged that tlie bees have direct or much, or shipped to a distant market.
I remember, when at the Cincinnati
continuous passage waj's from the
brood chamber into the sections there convention, over a year ago, D. A.
should be neither honey-board or bee- Jones held up a section of honey and
space between the brood chamber and told in his forcible manner, how to
sections, nor should there be a bee- get comb honey that would take the
space between the different tiers of premium every time. It was simply
to reverse the sections when partly
sections.
filled.
4. It should be reversible.
As racks are generally made, the
5. It should be so made as to serve
as a half-story on a single-walled hive, bees can not pass directly up from the
outside of the side comb into the secwithout an extra covernig.
6. It should be so aiTanged as to tions, but thev must go in toward the
permit the bees to ascend from the center of the hive until they come to
outside of outside combs directly into the passage between the first and
second rows of sectioius, liefore ascendthe outside of the side sections.
That this is a disadvantage any
As to the first, durability, if noth- ing.
for we wish to give
ing more, would be a sufficient argu- one can well see
ment in its favor; but tliere are our bees every advantage possible, beothers, convenience in handling, no cause upon so doing we add just so
UMcXi to our profits, be it ever so little.
falling apart, always in shape and
:

;

selves, and in so doing each one can
be secured by their wings.
2. Dr. Donhoff dissected
bees in
November, and did not find a particle
of pollen in their stomach, but found
pollen in their intestines in February
by bees which had brood, and by
those which had no brood (II, 274).
3. Prof. Leuckart,
another great
chemist, found by dissecting in November no pollen, but in the middle
of December; and was able, out of the
excrement of the plants, to tell wherefrom the pollen was gathered (II, 241).
4. In the stomach of the queen and
drones no pollen has been found (II,
242).

Tlius, it is proved that bees eat
pollen, but it is not proved that out
of the eating dysentery will follow,
for, in the experiment at No. 1, we
find dysentery without pollen.
Spencer Co., Ind., Jan. 1, 1884.

;

For tbe American Bee Journal.
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Stings and Their Poison.

improvement was made to
ready for use.
Xever in my experience as a bee- all racks, I think there would be less
keeper, could I conceive why any one complaint that tlie side sections were
wanted partitions in a section rack the last to be filled. It may be that
we are laying the blame of halfit not only costs time and money to
put them in, but, when they are in, finished side sections on the glass
they occupy space that ought to be sides of some crates, while the want
If this

;

filled

with sections.

On page

637 of

Bee Jottrnal Mr.
a cohmm

Heddon quotes more than
from the

R. J.

KENDALL.

I was much interested in reading
the report of the second day's Michigan state convention, and especially
that portion devoted to " Is Bee Keeping Healthful ?" The title struck me
of a direct passage way is just as as being novel for I thought the
much to blame.
healthfulness of bee keeping was one
New Philadelphia, O.
of the settled tilings of life, and that
the thing had definitely advanced
from theory to fact. But" from the exFor the ABiericoa Bee Juumal.
pressions given at the convention, my
ideas on this score are shown to be
Dysentery without Pollen.

specifications of the Langstroth patent, in order to demonstrate
his 4th principle upon which all hives
should be constructed, viz.: That "the
sections should never rest on each
other or on the brood frames."
W.M. F. KAXZLEK.
At the bottom of the middle column
on the above page we find this ''This
\Ve, the readers of the Bee Jourshallow chamber, while it greatly nal, are under very high obligations
facilitates the storage of honey in to Mr. W. Z. Hutcliinson, for he
large receptacles, is especially adapt- "brought before us Dr. Donhoff. a
ed to securing it in small ones", which very competent witness in our pollen
usually meet with the readiest sale." controversy, in Vol. XIX, page 641.
After-experience changed Mr. Laiig- Dr. Donhoff was a great chemist, and
stroth's views, which, had Mr. li. a close observer, and settled, microknown, he probably would not have scope in hand, many disputed quesquoted quite so much for on the very tions in bee-life. Please allow me to
next page he (Mr. L.) says " I see no add some more facts brought out by
reason why sections for comb honey Dr. Donhoff.
may not be set, to the best advantage,
1. Cold is the cause of dysentery.
directly on these sheets. Before giv- Dr. Donhoff brought well-filled bees,
ing up'my apiary. I found that small in two small boxes, and put one of
boxes were much more readily filled these boxes under his shirt on his
by Italian bees, when put directlv on breast for 24 hours, where tlie thertop of the frames and that, how- mometer showed 72}^° the other box
ever admirably the shallow chamber he placed in a room where the temanswered for black bees, the Italians perature was .50- to .59°. In opening
plainly wanted nothing to do with it." the boxes, after 24 hours, he found the
The" advantage of setting the rack first box as clean as before, but the
directly on the frames are
second box, kept in the colder room,
1. The bees will not fasten it so soiled with discharges.
After repeattightly as where the bee-space and ing this experiment several times,
honey-board are used. Every bee- and giving the same results, he conkeeper knows what an amount of cluded that bees, if they live in a
comb is generally built in the bee- temperature of from 50- to 5SP, will
space and conseqiiently of the effort contract dysentery {Apendix to F.
required to remove the rack. 2. Tlie Huberts xcork. Vol. II, page 244, by G.
building of these pieces of comb re- Kleine.)
quires time and material, hence we
Any one who will repeat this exarrive at our second reason, viz.: Less periment can get well- filled bees, if
work for the bees and no waste of wax. he follows the advice of Mr. Doolittle
8. The bees will go into the sections whose writings are an honor to our
much sooner.
valuable Journal and disturb a
4. ilore comb honey.
colony of bees, then they will rush
5. Easy and quick manipulation.
head foremost into cells and fill them:

;

:

;

;

:

—

mistaken utterly.

When bee keepers like James Heddon, Dr. Mason, Mr. Millard and poshundreds of others, whose experience I do not know, state that bee
sting poison renders them nearly
" helpless," it is indeed a revelation
to one like me who had got it firmly
fixed in mind that the poison from
stings merely had ill effects at the
start.
In fact I liad began to believe
that stings were like tobacco, only
made one sick for the first, but afterward became more desirable than
otherwise.
In a late Journal I read an article
that tended to prove that the acid bee
poison was really of great benefit to
the human system. This illusion is
sibly

—

dispelled.

;My own experience has been of such
a nature as to render me a little skeptical of the beneficial and delightful
results from bee stings. But in spite
of tliis experience when I read wliat
lioot, Quinly, Newman. Cook, and in
fact nearly all the writers say about
it, I thouglit I must lie mistaken, and
that I was not huit at all, in spite of
the convincing nature of a bee sting,
ill popular imagination.
I began keeping bees by getting one
colony said to be Italians, in the fall
of 1882. I got them in October and
they had plenty of winter stores.
During the few days of autumn and
the fine days of early winter, I used
to open the hive, takeout the frames
and look them over (to learn something.) I took off the roof and put
my face close to them. I had no cover
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mv

face or hands, and used very

little'snioke indeed. I never received
brother
a stins. Bv iMav 18SS,
had divided"lhis colony, getting .stung

my

pect ill effects from bee stings permanently, and think that to be helpless
almost, is paying a little too dear for
keeping Viees; and surely no one will
contend that it is not better to give
such clear warning rather than let
them buy tlieir experience by being
stung— and then getting so disgusted
as to throw it up.
Again to professional bee keepers,
being stung is no luxury and if stinging could be controlled "it would be to
them a boon. Smoke will not always
offering
control bees, neither will
them sweets. They would rather
sting than eat, sometimes. As to embrocations well, so far as I am concerned, they seem to do as much good
as if I spat on my lingers and snapped

a few times. In ilay got three more
••
Italian " bees, said
full colonies of
to be very gentle, and when the apirist from" whom I bought the three
looked at my others, he jnonounced
tliem Cyprians, and told me I would
have trouble in handling them.
When 1 had got them all together
and looked at them evenings, I oegan
with bare hands, arm.s and face. 1 he
bees soon taught me, if I wanted to
be presentable during the day at the
office, I must wear a veil over my face
any way. M\ hands got stung all the
same and all the bees seemed alike.
There was not a pin to choose be- them, and no more. What can be
tween them. Those stings felt like done then V I do nut know but I do
think, if we could have a few experithe prick of a pin and came usually so
much
unexpectedly tluit I had proven my- ences that we would arrive at so
of a solution as to get a pretty good
self not to be the " captain of the
Pinafore "" before I could recollect line towards it. In this nope I have
ventured to trouble you with mine.
that I had sworn otf swearing.
I

;

;

doubt, it was sweet enough when the
bees stored it.
Mr. Balch thinks more bees are
killed by having the rejiositories too
dry than too damp, but, judging from
the amount of frost that accumulates
in the ventilating i)ipe in ('old weather,
I should say the breath of the bees, or
the evaporation from them must keep
the air moist enough.
In 1880 I began with 1 colony of
bees in a box hive, which I transferred
to a frame hive. The next year*I
Italianized them, and this fall I had
increased my stock to 29 colonies, and
had a surplus of 3.50 pounds of comb
honey and 800 pounds of extracted,
this last summer.
Campbellford, Out., Jan. 5, 1884.

Local Convention Directory.

;

"

The

stings were followed by swelling, but the pain was no more than
that caused by a pin's smart. The
swollen parts felt water-soaked like
dropsy, and at first a slight dull ache

pressed them and they
then subsided with itching.
So things went on, the bees getting
worse instead of better. I might be
as gentle as a mother with her new
born babe and speak as kindly to them
as my tongue could frame words, but
it was of no use, they got to hate the
very sight of me, apparently, as much
as a debtor does a dun, and would
have no truce at all.
In the latter part of July, or early

was

Time and

1884.

pUice of Meeting.

Jan. 22-114.— Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
Geo. W. Hou»e. Sec, Fayetteville, N. Y.

Jan 23.— S. E. Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
n. C. Marltham, Sec.

Austin, Texas.

Jan. 24.— MahoninK Valley, at Newton Falls.
E. W. Turner, See.

For the American Bee Journal.

Jan. 28.— Bee-Keepers' meeting at Monee. Ills.
A. Wicherts, W.Cossens, B. Heyen, Com.

Experience with Cellar Wintering. March

.^.— N.

W.

felt if I

HENRIETTA

F.

BULLER.

Mar.

E. Michiiran, at L.ai>eer, Mich.

Z. Uutcliinson.

2fi.— Union

Sec, Rofjersville, Mich.

A sscciation,

at Dexter, Iowa.

M. E. Darby, Sec. Dexter, Iowa.
I have just beeureadingMr. Balch's
account of his success in wintering
bees in a cellar dripping with moisture, and his hives all sealed up tight
on top. He ought also to have told
the temperature of his cellar. Perhaps he will do so at some future

time.

April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J. K. Pryor,

Sec

Oct. 11. 12.—Northern Mich., at Alma. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

Dec.

10,

11.— Michiiran State, at LansinK.
II.

C^" In order

to

D. Cuttinii, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

have

this table complete, Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- El>.
taries are requested to

Mr. Ira Barber advocates a very
was handling them one high temperature, and says: "Keep
Convention Notices.
day and got two or three stings, one the bees warm, and they can eat all
near the heel. These stings instead the pollen they care to and, unless
of going on painlessly
swelling, some of them get to breeding, you
1^ The Southeastern Michigan
rankled, and hurt keenly for some will see no sign of dysentery." How Bee-Keepers' Convention will be held
half an hour, but they did not sicell at does he keep them from breeding in at Adrian, Mich., in the Plymouth
(dl.
I could not understand this. It such a high temperature
Church Chapel, Jan. 23, 1S)84 rriorning,
was new to me. During the latter
In 1881 I put o colonies in frame afternoon and evening session.
part of the summer, and through the hives and one in a box hive into a
H. D. Cutting, Pres.
autumn the bees kept on being savage, newly built bee-house, which was
H. C. Markham, Sec.
and
the
temperature
was
and I took to wearing gloves. Then I quite damp,
The 1.5th annual convention of the
never above 38-', and often down to
could handle them.
On Christmas day, 1883, I opened 34-. The frame hives had cushions Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Associamy hives and looked them over and filled with sawdust over the frames, tion will be held in the City Hall at
got one sting that neither hurt nor and bees were strong in the spring, Syracuse, N. Y., on the 22, 23 and 24
swelled beyond the preliminary prick. when I took them out; the combs days of January 1884.
This will be the largest and most
Here was another phase of the matter. were dry and the bees healthy, no
Perhaps it should be stated that the spring dwindling. The box hive with interesting convention of bee-keepers
year 1883 has been a failure, so far as a small hole in the top, got very damp, ever held in America. Many of tlie
a honey crop is concerned, and I liave and the bees all died before the winter most scieiitittc apiarists in the country will take part in the discussions.
not taken a pound of honey from the was lialf over.
bees, but on the contrary had to feed
In 1882 I put 8 colonies in frame The programme is completed, and
them. There my first year of experi- hives and one into a box hive into the comprises all the interesting topics of
ence with bee stings ends.
same house, which was then dry. the day. The question box will be
I have learned this, that-the effects They were provided with cushions as opened each day, and the questions
of the sting vary on my own person. before
the temperature about the answered. All are invited to send in
Is this caused by change in myself, or same, and the results tlie same. The questions.
Implements and other articles of
by the temper the bees happen to be bees in frame hives all did well those
in ? And, again, does the temper of in the box hive died. Before I put my interest for exhiliition w'ill be rethe bees result or be affected by the bees away I w;is advised to leave the ceived and properly arranged. It will
honey flow V
waxed quilts I used in summer over pay any bee-keeper to go a thousand
By
I think if this question of stings them, and put cliatt' cushions on, but I miles to listen to the discussions.
and results were investigated a little said, "no, thank you." The person hearing and seeing, you will obtain
more, it might have much result in who gave me the advice put 60 colo- much more knowledge than by readthe number of bee keeping beginners, nies away in a cellar under a barn I ing. Five hundred bee-keepers will
and might reduce the "Blasted Hopes" presume, though I am not sure, with be in attendance. Reduced rates of
list to a minimum.
Many inquirers the waxed quilts over them, and all board at hotels have been secured.
into the mysteries of keeping liees, but 12 of the 60 were dead in the All are invited.
Geo. W. House, Sec.
might possibly deem the game not; spring, and they even were very weak.
worth the candle, if they have to ex- He says the honey was sour, but, no
W. E. Clark, Pres.
in August, I

;

;

i*

;

;

;
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were the ''coming frame," and then
it was all still again, and we hear not
the foot-steps of their " coming."
Upon reading tlie claims of their adANSWERS BY
vocates, I made up my mind that any
Eeddon, Dowagiac, Mich. advantages in them would be more
than counter-balanced by disadvan-

'WItat and Boiu.
James

tages.

Sections, Brood Frames, etc

Please answer the questious, as below, in the Bee Journal
1. Wliich way should the sections
stand on tlie hives ? As the frames
run, or across the frames
flush
2. Should the frames come
with the top of the hive, or should
there be a quarter of an inch space between the top of frames and the bottom of the sections or rack V
3. How wide should the tops of the
brood frames be V I have used an
inch, and placed the frames one-half
inch apart, but I see Mr. Cook says,
ii inch apart.
4. What space should there be between the floor board and tlie frames,
and between the sides of the frames
and the hive V
:

6.

I think very

few use wired foun-

now wire their
frames and then press the foundation
on to the wires by hand, or with a
dation

nearly

;

all

'i

5.
6.

put

xVre reversible frames any good V
Do any of the bee supply men
wired foundations into frames ?

New

Jersey, Jan.

Answers.— 1.

I

2, 1884.

II.

much

prefer to

have the sections run parallel with
the brood frames for too many reasons to enumerate here, while I know
of no advantage of their running
crosswise.

press.

Wintering Bees in Canada.
Will

]\Ir.

Ileddon please answer in

Weekly IJke Journal y
1. Would you advise wintering out
doors in Prince Edward County, Ont..
the

this excitement will aggravate dysen-

A

tery

if it is present at the time.
wire cloth box adjusted over the
entrance, would confine the bees to
the hive and the box, and do no harm,
and perhaps accomfilish your purpose,
but would make quite a bill of expense, if used upon many hives.
3. It is not.
Often bees pass long
steady confinement from fall till
spring, and come through in splendid
condition, though frequent flights will
often prevent dysentery, when it
otherwise would have destroyed the
bees. If however, the disease reaches
a certain point in its development, a
flight sometimes proves immediately
destructive to tlie bees.

which. I tliink, is about 2^ north of
Cass County, Mich ?
2. Wliatkind of a cover would you
advise for a two-story hive, which appears to be the best for all purposes
after a good trial.

Clowes Xoxon.
North port, Ont.

—

Answers. 1. As both in-door and
out-door wintering, each in turn,
prove the best in both northern and
southern latitudes, and as the true
cause of loss in winter is not yet understood, I do not feel justifled at
present in saying other tlian try both
ways, and hold fast to that which
proves best. I have wintered both
ways nearly every winter, for 1-5
years, and have found out-doors, with
proper piotection, to give me the best

2. By all means allow a space above
the brood-frames of .516.
3. After consideralde experiment in
using different width top-bars to
brood -frames, I prefer a bar }s wide, results.

Wintering in the

My

Cellar.

honey crop amounted to about

1,0(X) ftis.

(]uality.

of

comb honey,

There was no

of very fine
fall

honey,

and some colonies are rather light. I
have 50 colonies in the cellar.
I. W. Rollins.
Elgin, Minn., Jan.

3, 1884.

Packed in Clover, Chaff and Leaves.

I started in the spring of 1883 with
23 colonies, having lost 3 in the previous winter. They increased to .59. I
sold 13 colonies and had taken away
board cover cleated that I had on shares, leaving me at
2.
use a
present 41 colonies, that are all packed
on either side, or more properly on in clover chaff and leaves, on the sumeach end, painted both sides, and I mer stands. I received 733 lbs. of comb
prefer it to any other tried this is honey in sections, nearly all basswood.
I use the " Mitchell (square frame)
for summer. For winter, we cover
hive," and have added a }4 story for

We
and place them about 1% apart, from
centre to centre, using 8 frames in a
hive, whose inside dimension, crosswise, is 113^ inches; thus we have 9
spaces between frames and sides of
the hive, each one being very nearly with burlap and shavings, leaves or surplus honey. Jly bees are iill Italchaff, and tliis cover overall. I agree ians or hvbrids of blacks and Italians.
inch.
II. F. SACiEE.
I hardly think Prof. Cook means to witli you in decidedly favoring twoNorth Bristol, O., Jan. 3, 1884.
allow only y iucli space between story liives.
frames perhaps it is a misprint.
Six Years' Experience.
4. Between bottoms of frames and Foundation, Winter Flights, etcIn 1878 I procured 15 Langstroth
1. Is foundation that has been made
bottom boards we allow % of an inch,
hives in the flat. After making and
drawn
out
as
readily
than
year,
more
a
calculating the day will come wiien
painting them, I traded one for 2
by tlie bees as tliat fresh made ?
colonies of black bees from a neighshrinkage will make it about
inch.
'2. Would it be advisable to place
bor, in the month of May. In SepIf there was no objection we would screens over the entrance of hives in
tember I took 28 pounds of surplus
use a space of one inch between the the cellar, to prevent the bees from comb lumey. The season of 1879 besides of the frame or ends of the Hying out V
ing a dry one, I got no surplus I
3. Is it absolutely necessary to give
bought aiiother colony and 3 Italian
frame (I suppose you mean) and hive. bees a flight in this northern climate
queens. In 1880 they increased to 7
But there is an objection the bees
M. B. Holmes.
colonies, and I extracted to 2.50 pounds
1883.
Delta,
Ont.,
Dec.
29,
will build comb in so large a space.
of white clover and basswood honey.
We can use a space as large as Js of 1. While it is quite true that other On account of a hard winter, my inexperience in wintering, and a twoan inch, provided the end-bars are
influences often have more to do with
legged depredator, I had to be^in the
inch thick by % inches wide, without the readiness with which bees draw season of 1884 with only 3 weak coloany danger from comb-building there. out comb foinidation than does its nies these increased to 5, and gave
The larger the space the greater age, yet I am well satisfied that fresh- me a small surplus. In 1882, my bees

%

;

%

—

%

;

'i

;

%

;

speed gained in handling combs.
ly-made foundation is tlie best.
5. I have never
used reversable
2. No
if the bees find they are imframes.
few have told us tliey prisoned, they become excited, and
;

A

gave

me

2

swarms, and 400 pounds of

An incident that
extracted honey.
transpired in 1882, is worthy of mention. As I was expecting to remove

—
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20 miles, which I did, and needing money, as I thought, al)out the
end of tlie honev season, I otTeied to
sell o colonies for $30, but found no
one who would give that price. On
openiufiT those 3 hives a short time
afterward, to mv amazement, I found
them full of hoilev (al)out loO pounds),
which 1 sold for !") and L'O ci-nts per

some

been much better, had I not sustained
a great loss both of honey and patience, by delay of sui)plies ordered
from a proniinent dealer, it being two
months from time of ordering until
1 received them.
I wish to give my
method of disposing of after-swarms.
Instead of hiving them in the usual
shake them into 3 or 4 empty
hives, and, of course, all will soon return to the parent colony, except the
division where the (jueen happens to
be
here I give them a frame of unsealed brood, and let them remain until the queen is laying, then I use her
when needed. This is often easier
than finding a virgin queen.
happy
way,

I

pound, realizing more money than I
for the " blessed bees " one
iii.iuth before.
In 1.SS3 1 began with
7 colonies; increased to 14; took 1,800
pounds of white clover honey and
bought (i colonies so I now have 20
colonies tucked up nicely on their
•suihnier stands, where I have always
Xew Year to the Journal and its
Geo. W. Morris.
kept them.
Editor.
\V. C. Steddom.
Salvisa, Ky., Jan. 1, 1884.
Oregonia, O., Jan. 1, 1884.

had asked

;

;

;

A

[You

;
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Prospects in California.

AVho would or can keep bees in this
age without one or more nee publications V My choice is the Weekly Bee
Journal. I have a copy of every
number which has been published

and for nine years 1 have been its constant reader, and from it I have derived both pleasure and profit. Long
may it continue on its useful mission.
The rainfall here of this winter, up to
date, has been about 5 inches. As far
as I can ascertain, bees are in good
their
condition, and the pulse of
keepers beats higher than it has for
many years, at this season.

Los Angeles,

J. E. Pleasants.
Cal., Jan. 1, 1884.

Home Market for Honey.

probably order earlier in
I commenced last spring with 28
I am pleased to see that the " pollen future and save a rupture of patience, colonies, and got 1,300 lbs. of honey,
question " has so much space given to and increase your honey crop.— Ed.]
mostly extracted. It was all sold in
it in the Bee Journal.
I have been
my home market at 9 and 10 cts. per
a firm believer that pollen was the Warm Cellars.
lb. for extracted, and 18 cts. per lb. for
chief cause of dysentery, for the last
Allow me to ask Mr. Ira Barber, of comb honey. I have 62 colonies in
8 years. When we assort the combs,
winter quarters all are in the cellar
putting those having considerable De KaU), IST. Y.. through the Bee except 5 double-walled hives, on the
pollen all together, with plenty of Journal, how he manages to keep summer stands. Each have from 25
honey, the bees have dysentery while his bees at such a high temperature to 35 lbs. of good honey. My cellar is
those not having pollen in the hive are as 6-5° to 90-' th-ough the winter ?
very dry, with temperature from 35^
Martin Emigh.
free, every time, from it.
I expect to
to 45°. They are very quiet, so far.
Ilolbrook,
Ont.,
Jan.
1884.
5,
be in Chicago at the October ConvenS. J. Church.
tion, and will try and tell the ConvenCedar Kapids, Iowa, Jan. 8, 1884.
tion something about bees.
A Critic Criticised.
W. A. Carmack.
In Mr. Clarke's letter {page 9) he Cold in Nebraska.
Marengo, 111., Jan. 7, 1881.
asks " Is pollen always the farina
Even since Dec. 27, the thermomeof fiowers '?" and suggests that the
Nomenclature of Bee-Keeping.
farina of rye or other meal may be ter has been below zero during the
nights, and once it was 19° below.
Mr. Editor :— In your " Xomen- pollen. The use of pollen as signify- There is plenty of snow, and it Is coning
meal
is
now
obsolete,
according
to
clature of Bee-Keeping," on pages 603
Wm. Stolley.
its use is tinually cloudy.
and 604, you say a "Bee-moth is a tlie best lexicographers
Grand Island, Neb., Jan. 8, 1884.
miller which preys upon the combs ;"' now confined solely to the fecundating
and Mr. W. F. Clarke says about the powder found on tlie anthers of flow[In Chicago the thermometer has
same, in his criticism. I always sup- ers. If bees feed on pollen say pol27- below zero, during
posed it was the larvfe instead "of the len if on meal, say meal. Since my been as low as
moth or miller that actually ate the note appeared in the Bee Journal, "I the weeks' blizzard. Ed.]
have received several letters urging
combs.
O. O. PoPPLETON.
me to publish my vocabulary, and I Pasturage for Bees Over-stocked.
Williamstown, Iowa, Jan. 2, 1884.
will probably do so as soon as I have
[The point is well taken.
Such time to revise it. It will contain
I have kept bees for over 25 years,
criticisms are just what is wanted. nearly 400 vocables, all relating strict- and have experienced its various ups
and downs, but as a general thing
John Phin.
Of course it was an oversight in ly to beekeeping.
more of the latter than the former,
Cedar Brae, Paterson, N. J.
writing.— Ed.]
still I eiijov, as well as ever, to care
for and study their industrious and
My Report for 1883.
wonderful habits. I have .50 colonies,
Experience with Syrian Bees.
I commenced the spring with 28 apparently wintering well.
Within
Last spring found me with 10 colo- colonies in fair condition increased a radius of 3 miles there are about 250
nies, two of which I divided into them to 62 colonies by natural swarm- colonies. The past season has been a
nuclei, for queen rearing
leaving 8, ing, and harvested 3,100 pounds of good one for honey, but not in this
which I ran for comb honey. I re- honey (2,100 pounds extracted and immediate vicinity, on account, in my
ceived 425 pounds in one and two- 1,000 pounds in one and two-pound opinion, of its being over-stocked, and
pound sections, and increased to SI sections). The largest amount taken of one side of our pasturage being cut
colonies all but 2 or 3 of which are in from any one hive was 330 pounds of off by the St. Lawrence river (IJ^
fine condition, and packed with saw- extracted honey the largest amount miles wide).
My product was only
dust on the summer stands. My best of comb honey was 84 pounds from about 800 pounds of comb honey from
colony was a Syrian, which, with in- one hive. I have sold 7 colonies at $6 30 colonies.
Robt. Henderson.
crease, gave over 100 pounds and in- each, and have sold about all of my
Ogdensburg, N. Y., Jan. 7, 1884.
creased to .5 good colonies. The first honey at home at an average of 15
swarm gave 40 pounds, and then cents per pound. I packed 55 colonies
threw out a very large swarm, leaving in sawdust on the summer stands on Bees Buried Under the Snow.
behind them 40 queen-cells (45 of Nov. 1, in fair condition, and they are
Since the second day of the new
which I destroyed); and gave 12 lbs. doing well, notwithstanding the ther- yeai, we are wrapped in a severe snow
of surplus. I find them as gentle as mometer indicated 243 below zero on storm. The mercury has been playing
my Italians, but making a very differ- Jan. 5. I use the standard Langstroth around zero all the time. To-day the
ent class of movements requiring 10-frame hive, and obtain increase by snow fell to the depth of about 10
.some knowledge of the race in order natural swarming.
Give me the inches on a level, and at this writing
to manipulate them with the best re- Italians and hybrids for general pur- (9 o'clock p. m.). it is coming down as
sults.
I am much pleased with them, poses, and the Bee Journal as my fast as ever.
Bees are buried in
••
and shall stock my apiary principally guide.
W>i. Bolling.
clamp snow."
.J. W. Sears.
with them. My report might have
Dunkirk, N. Y., Jan. 8, 1884.
Ilarrodsburg, Lnd., Jan. 9, 1884.

The Cause

of Dysentery.

will

;

;

'

'

'

:

'

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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No Honey from Buckwheat.
I started, last spring,

with 21 colo-

nies, all in fair condition ; increased
to 31 ; took 4,000 pounds of surplus
houey, all extracted except 100 pounds.
The first part of the honey season was

good, but after the basswood bloom,
stored scarcely no surplus.
There were acres of buckwheat within a radius of 2 miles, yet I extracted
only I}^ pounds of buckwheat honey.
Bees are now in good condition. "I
have wintered in a cellar for four successive winters without the loss of a

my bees

single colony.

I.

J.

Monona, Iowa, Jan.

"Wheeler.

taken 60 pounds, and from Xo. 3 I received 168 pounds, which puts me on
the list of those who would not do
without foundation in the broodchamber. This is not the only experiment I have tried, but manV otliers
that gave as good results. I use the
Langstroth frame, and use three wires
the long way of the frame, and the
eggs never fail to hatch on the wires,
and my combs are always straight.
So. before any one discards the use of
foundation for the brood-chamber, try
it yoijrself and see if I am not right.
Macomb, 111.
J. G. Xorton.
,

9, 1884.

Prefers the Cellar for Wintering.
AVe are having some very cold
weather here this winter. The thermometer ranges from 20-^ to 2.5- below
zero. I am wintering 1-5 colonies of
Italian bees in the cellar, all in good
condition. As yet, I think the cellar
wintering preferable, as it took only
from 5 to 8 lbs. of honey to a colony,
last winter, to get through.
R. C. Cressy.
Battleboro, Vt., Jan. 7, 1884.

Out-door Cellar for Wintering Bees.
In 1880 I had 7.5 colonies of bees, of

which
1881 I

I was proud.
had only one

In the spring of
but I have

left,

again increased to 22, this summer. I
have an outdoorcellarinwhich they did
well last winter. Mr. Sargent, who
has helped me along eonsiderablv, has
3-5

colonies in

My

my

neighbors

cellar this w'inter.

winter their bees

all

and are care-

out-doors, luiprotected,

average of 12}^ cts. per pound. I winter my bees on the summer stands, in
the same way as Mr. Dadant, of Ham111.
They are all right so far;
the weather has run below zero for a
week, and was 31- below zero on Jan.
5, 1884.
I have been reading the Bee
Journal for a year, and lay the most
of my success with my bees to it.

ilton,

Henry Erbrodt.
La Harpe,

Ills.,

7, 1884.

Bees Banked up with Snow.
I came liere on March 7, 1883, and
brought 8 colonies of bees from Iowa
County, Ind. Of course the bees were
short of honey, on account of being
moved. The spring was wet and cold,
but fruit bloom gave the bees a start;
clover was simply immense, but the
honey from it was thin there was not
much linden honey, but the proceeds
from the bees was S6 per colony, spring
count, and they increased to 24 colonies. They are on the summer stands,
and have plenty of honey and bees.
They are now banked up with snow.
;

about them.

less

Jan.

AVji. S.

Buchanan.

Elizaville, Ind.

.Jacob C. 'Wiiitisg.

Twin Lakes, Mich.
at the Iowa State Fair.
In reference to the Premium List
presented by O. Clute, allow me as an
Iowa bee-keeper to say that I think
Cyprian and Syrian bees should have

Premiums

Producing Dysentery.
dysentery, feed the bees Bees Packed on the Summer Stands.
with honey thai has been exposed in
I have all my bees in the cellar
the cold from 10- to 20^ below zero, they are as quiet as thej can be, after
when they cannot fly freely after- this cold weather, 30^ below zero.
wards, and dysentery will follow every 'We had tnindreds of dead bees on the
time ; at least it has witli me. pollen bottom boards two days before the
or no pollen. I think frozen honey cold you could not see a single bee. I
will
produce it. :My cellar is kept have them packed thus
I lay thi-ee
from 4,'5-J to .50- all the time.
sticks across the frames
then lay a
Mattison, Ills.
A. "W'icherts.
cloth over them, put on tlie second
story and fill it full of chatf. I have
sweet clover growing all around. It
Report for the Season.
will be in blossom next

To produce

;

the same premiums as Italians. All
races should have an equal chance for
the same premium. A\ Ji. Malone.
Oakley, Iowa, Dec. 29, 1883.

:

;

My

summer.

I commenced the season with 23
colonies ; increased to 41. It being a

busy season with me, I lost 6 swarms
that went to the woods. My vield is
000 pounds of extracted and 1,830
pounds of comb in two-pound sections. I sold my honey at 18 and 20
cents for comb, and 12J^ cents for extracted.

J. I.

Stanton, Mich., Jan.
Is

LtrcAs.

8, 1884.

Comb Foundation Valuable ?
On page 671 of A'ol. 19, Mr. Doolit-

tle says the use of foundation for
brood-chambers is an unnecessary expense, or words to that effect. From
actual experience I beg leave to differ
with him on that point. Although I
have not been
the business as manv
years as Mr. D.. I have given thorough
experiments, and have proven it to be

m

of untold value. I am inclined to believe that if a little foundation or wax
guide is good, that more is better,
whether it be in the brood-chamber or
sm-plus boxes. One of my experiments, last summer, consisted of hiving 3 swarms of equal size and value
at the same time on the following
plan:
Xo. 1 was placed in a hive
without any foundation Ko. 2 I gave
starters 3 inches wide, and Xo. 3 was
liived on full sheets of foundation.
Now. for the results At the close of

I

The Season's Work.
The past season was
one for bee-keepers

was

;

rather a poor
part of the time

and the latter part of
had about }4 acre of Alsike last sea- the summer and early fall were dry
son that is a great honey plant, but and besides that we had
a very hard
it is no field crop.
I hope there will
frost on Sept. 10, which killed most of
be an early spring, as some of mv the fall flowers. Last fall I had 8 colcolonies have only "about 10 pounds of
onies of bees, in pretty good ctindition
honey (all they gathered all summer, for winter, but I did not get them
as they were weak in the spring). I
packed in time, so I lost all but one
suppose they used it to rear brood.
I got no increase, but I had
HUGU Williams. colony.
80 pounds of honey from it, from June
Racine, Wis., Jan. 9, 1884.
8 to Sept. 10. On June 1.5 I purchased
6 three-frame nuclei, and put them
into Langstroth hives, and gave them
Beginning with Frame Hives.
frames of comb that I saved from
it

too wet,

;

I commenced the spring of 1883 with
7 colonies of bees, mostly blacks, and

some hybrids, in box hives. I transferred most of them to frame hives,
and also transferred some for my
neighbors, and they all liave done
well. I received 155 lbs. of honey from
one of them, and they have 40 poiuids
left to

winter on.

but they never

swarmed. I liave kept bees "for over
.5 years, and like to work
with them,
and have never been run off by any
bees

ever saw.

I

I

liave

never seen

any Syrian or t'ypriau bees

in this

bees that died the winter previous.
One of them swarmed on July 20 this
one also swarmed twice afterward, on
July 20 and Aug. 10
tlie last one
" left for parts unknown '' the next
day after being hived. I returned this
also several times, but on Sept, 4 it
came out, and I did not see them until they were ready to leave,
I think
this rather late swarming for this section of country.
I have a colony in a
chaff Electic "hive, which I think is
the best chaff hive I have seen, or
seen described.
J. S. Barb.
Bristolville, O., Dec. 6, 1883.
;

;

part of the country. I never used a
smoker until this season, and I found
it a great help to me.
I bought 5 colonies this fall, in box hives, which I Satisfactory Results.
will transfer in the spring, making 18
In the spring of 1883 I had 11 colostrong colonies. 3 weak ones and one nies of bees in'the fall they had innuclei (22 colonies), from 7, spring creased to 27 colonies. I obtained from
count besides 200 pounds of extrac- them 1.600 lbs. of honev.
the honey season I had taken 7 pounds ted and 425 pounds of comb honey,
C. W. Johnson.
of honey fromXo. 1 from Xo. 2 I had which was all sold at home at an
Xorwood, Mich., Jan. 8, 1884.
;

:

;

;

;

:

:
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The

Our New

Apioi-y Register.

List of Preiiiinnis.
All

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
Getting up Clubs for 1884.
copy and commence to use it.
Examine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
$1 00
To increase the number of readers For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
paper; it indicates the end of the of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
1 50
month to which you have paid your aid progressive bee-culture and help " 200 colonies (420 pages)
2 00
subscription ou the Bee Journal.
The larger ones can be used for a
to elevate the pursuit. W^e, therefore,
For safety, when sending money to offer the following premiums for few colonies, give room for an increase
this office get either a post office or ex- getting up clubs
of numbers, and still keep the record
press money order, a bank draft on
While no subscription to the Bee all together in one book, and are thereNew York or Chicago, or register the Journal will be taken for less than fore the most desirable ones.
their

Postage stamps of any kind
be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local cliecks are subject to a
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
letter.

the

regular advertised prices (viz.

may

Weekly, $2.00 Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
We wish to impress upon every one tliey send direct to this office, to pay them
the necessity of being very specific, for the trouble of getting up the club
and carefully to state what they desire and these books will be sent, postpaid,
for the money sent. Also, if they live to any address desired.
near one post office, and get their mail
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
at another, be sure to give us the adand $6.00, we will make an additional
dress we already have on our books.
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
Subscription Credits.— We do not in cloth, containing 320 pages.
acknowledge receipt of each subscripFor a club of 5 Weekly or 10
tion by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
date to which your subscription is with $10, we will, in addition to the
paid. When you send us money, if 15 per cent, present a copy of the
;

;

the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.

American "Popular" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English
language that enters into speech or

1^

When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The edi-

and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
Dublication it often causes confusion.
torial

They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

Emerson Binders
for the

— made

Bee Journal,

especially
are lettered in

gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
the Weekly or for the Monthly, 50
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
;

writing; it contains 32,000 words and
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; to Canada.
nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
it is

We

carefully

Journal

to every

mail the Bee
subscriber, but
For a club of $20, for 10 Weeklies, or should any be lost in the mails we will
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will cheerfully send another, if notified
Honey as Food and Medicine.
before all the edition is exhausted.
present, besides the 15 per cent, in
books,
Italian
a
tested
queen,
by
mail,
pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Sample Copies of theAMERicAN Bee
Eecipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds postpaid.
desired.

i^°

A

of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

We

have put the price

still

loiver,

Subscriptions for two or

more years Journal will be sent free
Any one intending
same son.

for one person, will count the

as each year for a different person.

to encourage bee-keepers to scatter

to

any perup a

to get

club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

For a club of 100 Weekly (or its
wide. Single copy 5
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,
per dozen, 40 cents
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent we will send a Magnificent Organ
Bee Pasturage a Necessity.
have
postpaid for $10.00 ;
or 1000 for worth $150. See description on page issued a new
pamphlet
giving
our
or more, 614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
$15.00. On orders of
then* far and

cents, postpaid

;

;

—We

100

we

will

print,

if

desired,

views on this important subject, with

on

the

cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

suggestions what to plant, and when
1^" Do not let your numbers of the and how. It is illustrated with 26 enBee Journal for 1883 be lost. The gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
best way to preserve them is to pro- anyaddress for ten cents.
cure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.
Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production

and care
extracted honey,
We can supply photographs of
instructions on the exhibition of bees
Kev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each. paper covers ; or in cloth for $3.00.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.

W

^" For

we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
$2.75

of

both

comb and

!
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All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as tlie " Madison Street Station

''

is

not an International

office.

^' Our friends will find this the
season for securing subscriptions. AVe
ofter the premiums and they can easily
secure them.

The American Bee Joctrsal

is

Sweet Glover

the oldest Bee

Paper in America, and has a large circulation In
every State. Territory and Province, among farmars, mechanics, professional and business men,
aod Is, therefore, the best advertising medium.

FlwlYL

Prices :— 2-5 cents per lb., $3.2.5 per
peck, (1.5 lbs.,) and S12.00 per bushel,

AVhen ordered by mail, add

(60 lbs.)

IS cents per lb. for postage.

^S" In reply to many correspondents Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
Having purchased a large quantity
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
let us say that we take any kind of with, and can be easily
wnd rapidly managed. For of Sweet Clover Seed, I will make a
comb honey it is without a rival, and as an invenpostage stamps at their face value- tion.
!8 second only to that of
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.

fW A correspondent asks if any one
may

for the Bee
the books given as
Premiutts for getting subscribers we
select a

Binder

Journal, among

reply, yes

for sale,

;

any book or binder we keep
be selected by those who

may

get up clubs.

movable brood

frames.

Special Discount of

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.
send;for price list and circular.
Address. BR. G. I.. TINliEK,
«Atf

NEW PHILABKLPHIA,

S£

!SXJR£
HAKTFOKD,

WIS.

CAITADZAITS,
igr Constitutions and By-Laws for Send
local Associations S2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the

blanks for 50 cents extra

for our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
of Apiarian Supplies. Address. M. KICUAHDSOX
& SOX. boi 212, Port Colburne, Ont.
iD4t

BEE HIVES!
Simplicity, Langstroth and Chaff Hivi-s, Section

^^

prices,

received during the

per cent.

on

all

month

orders

of

O.

TosPn<1:i l''istal('ardf.irourIllustratedrataloBue
of APIA HI A.N SU I'PLIES before purchasing elsewhere. It cr.ntains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary
at the low. -St prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots of 10
colonies or more, are invited to correspond
ft. C. S.%YLE8,

51D15tlB5t

from the above

20

JANUARY.
Now

is

an excellent time to

make

your purchases to advantage.

Sow it in the FALL, WINTER or
SPRING — a great many sow it broadcast on the snow— alone, or with field
six pounds to the acre.
in Held or lane, on hillside or in valley, on uplands or soil
subject to overflow.
It is perfectly

grain or grass

;

do well

It will

hardy,

standing drouth

admirably,

and flourishing well during rainy seasons. The honey is the best. As it
does not bloom till the second season,
it will do no harm if grazed hy cattle

Brood Frames, and Comb Foundation.
Letters for publication must be Bo.xes,
Send for Price List. The successors of A. B. Miller the first season. It is excellent for
written on a separate piece of paper &Son.
waste places and commons.
MILLER BROS.,
from items of business.
SIDSt
NAPPANEE,
Elkhart County, I.ND.

^^ As the reading season has come
with the long winter evenings, it is
just the time to read the various books
on Bee-keeping.
When renewing
your subscriptions will be a good time
to get a supply of such hterature. See
our club rate on Books with the Bee
Journal, on the first page of this

DR, FOOTE'S

Is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount <if information vt the Utmost ImKortaBce to Kverybodv, concerninj; their daily
abits of Kating, Drinking. DresBinir, Sleepine.
Bathing, Working, etc.

TWEKTY-FIVE

the Book that every family should have.

IT

TELLS ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,

Bathing-Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Clothing-what tn Wear.
How much to Wear,

Things to Avoid,
Perils of

Summer,

to Breathe.
1^" It must be understood that, How
Overheating Houses,
Contagious Diseases,
Ventilation,
How to Avoid them,
should an advertiser desire to cancel Influence of Plants.
Exercise,
for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
an unexpired contract, he can do so Occupation
Superfluous Hair.
After-Dinner Naps,
the Drowned, Headache, cause&cure.
only by paying regular rales for the Restoring
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections.

his advertise-

1^ To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to evei-y one who
buys a package of honey, wiU sell almost

any quantity of

T'TITC
1X1 lO
Co.'8
St.).

Itin

it.

X>
A T>Tn? maybe found on flle
±J\-JL rjlX at Geo. P. Rowell &

edness.

IT

THE APIAKX.

SOLD SINCE
TheuHnnd

11th

<Just

Out

(876.
!

10th Thousand Sold in Just Foar Months

More than f>fi pages, and more than 50 fine illustrations were added in the 8th edition. I'he whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientitlc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, SI 25. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A., J.
Author and Publisher,
47Dl0t 18C7t
LANSING. MICH.

COOK.

The All-Purpose Hive
Continuous passages— No Honey Board— No Bee
space. Sample in the Flat^No Patent. Given
Foundation, Sections, etc. Circulars free.

lD6m

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

e£0.

F. "WIT^I^IAMS.

NEW

PHILADBLPUIA, O.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,

M

Price only

1884-

Saye Doctor Bills!

«o Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS e. ATEWMAX,
West Madison

Street.

CBICAGO. ILL.

etc.
,

^"Send 10c. for Practical Uintfi to Bee-Keepers.

Sweating Feet, Toothache. Ulcers, Warts
\Vhooping Cough, Worms in Children.

It will

H

Apply to
C. P.
UT
976 and 978 Central ATe.,eiNCIVSf ATI, O.

Bites.

y25

MANTTAI. OF

10,000

Croup— to Prevent.

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns. Chillblains. Cold Feet,
Corns. (V.ughs. Cholera. Diarrhcea, Diphtheni, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives
Hoarsness. Itching, Inflamed Breasts. Ivv Poisoning. Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples. Sore Throat. Sunstroke. Stings and Insect

Newspaper Advertising Bureau do Spruce
where advertlsinn contracts may be made f«r

NS^V YORK.

Or,

Hints and Ready Recu'es.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, What to Eat,
to Eat it,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. How
Things to Do,

number of insertions
ment has had.

ALFRED H. NEWUAN,
West Madison Street. Chicago, III.

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH, The Bee-Keepers' Guide;

It Costs only
CEXXS,
and contains 28 pages, and tn ii«Dt by mail.
l>oiit-p;tld. oil receipt of price. This is just

paper.

923

()

Warranted

(jueeiis for $5.

Write for circular. J. T. 'WIL.SOX,
iBClSt
MORTONSVLLLB, KY.

—
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STORY S CHMP,

Bingham Smoker.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

Plenae bear In mind thnt our
patents cover nil the bellows bee

PIANOS^'^ORGANS

Bingham k Hetherington,

AKRONIA. MICH.

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Given'sFoundationPress.
nnd Insures
and perfect ci>«ibs. when drawn uul by
Send t-'F t'ircuhir und s:nui>I''s.
to..
U. 8. OITEN

In Wircil Kranies or fur SKC'I'IONS.

the bees.

The largest exclusively
Piano aiul Organ house
on the Continent.

Territory

llOOPESTON. ILL.

Protection
guaranteed.

Agents Wanted.

griven.

A

lABtf

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Mathushek,
Simpson &, Co.,
Story &. Camp.

SKNTIMKNT nttirtiis thiil the PUK:<S
either
le SUPKKIOK tor (iiiikirmC<iiiib Koiindiui.m
I'rm.K'

Btraiizht

in

burn soviml wood.

sttRfkers that will

CatalogTies free to

any address.

Write for our prices before buying

else-

where.

BIND YOUS JOURNALS

STORY & CAMP,

AND KKKP TIIBM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

188

&

203 N.

190 State Street,

CHICAGO.

^

il-'^-'

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

ESTABLISHED 184 5.

On? Annual CaMogne,
The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can

use them. Directions in each Binder

925

West Madison

^M H^^^ ^^
B^ Bi^
m^
BK ^
^^
I p
U Wm

^V

^^

Street,

^^'^- ^'^^ '^

ChlcuRo,

Nos.

111.

sweeping; by, go and

dare before you

die,

something

I mighty and sublime, leave behind to conquer time.'* t*^H a
I week in ymir own town. f.'>outfit

free.

Nn

Everything

risk.

new. Capital not required. We
you everythinj:. Many are making
make as much as men, and boys
g^reat
pay. Header, if you want
and
business at which you can make great pay all the
time, write for particulars to H. Hallett & Co

will furnish

fortunes.
girls

Ladies

make

Portland. Maine.

full

description

Address PLANT SEED COMPANY,

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

Address.

m

^

SOc.
75c.

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

mailed free on application, published first of every
and prices of Reliable Veg'etable, Tree, Field
and Flower Seed, Seed Oraiii, Seed Corn, Seed Potatoes, Onion Sets,
etc ;also Garden Drills, Cultivators, Fertilizers, etc., witli full information
for growing and how to get our Seeds.

January, contains

8t2&8l4N.4thSt.,

MO.

ST. LOUIS.

HOPE DEAF.
^^^

Peck's Patent Tiibulnr Cushioned Ear Drums cure Deafness in all stages. Recommended
Write U*t illustrated descriptive book and tt'stinmnialH iron\
Iiv srientttir im-n of Kurope and America.
iliicturs, ]udL'*>^. TiiiiiisttT.s and prominent men and women who have b^-t-n cured, and \\ ho take pleasure
pfiinanent
in recov\in4-n<lhm than. Tliev ar*' unneeii wliile in use. eomfortablt^ ti» wear, and Tnakc
(lite.
Addii^is,— \VEST& OO., 7 Murray St., New- York, Agents for South and West.
;i

>sAly

Stanley's
CHRONIC DISEASES CUHED. TheBeeReepers'HaiidyBook
bound
by mail, post-paid, for
New paths marked

out by that

most popular book on MEriCAL,

and

SociAi*

Sexual Science,

Home Talk nnd Medical
Common Sense. Nearly 1000
Plain
pages

and

200

health and disease, by

body in

DIZ. E.

B. FOOTE, of New York
Price,

pajres.

47Atf

$1.50.

.

Over

500,000 of his books have been
theUniteJ States,England,
Germany and Australia. AnEdinsold iu

borough, physicijin, retired after
fifty years practice, writes: "l'o7(r
work is priceless in value, and calculated to regenerate f^ociety.'"' A
16-pat^'e contents table of Plain
Hume Talk, a copy of Dr. Foote's
Health Monthly, and a ICU-paga
pamphlet of "Eviticnces" of the
curability of all Chronic DiseaEcs
of %Yhatever part, Ktnt for 3 cents.

DR. FOOTE'S Hand*
Book of IScaltU Hints
and ReadyReceipts gives
128

pngesof advice about daily
habits la all seasons, and recipes
or cure cjf common ailments
for
\ valuable reference book
By mail, 2£
i-very
fumilr.
ents.
Libera l Discount to

Agents.

s .Hurray Hill Pnblisbing: Co.,
129 East 28tl& Street, ^ew York Clt7«

RENRY

ALL.EY, WENHAM,MASS.

U. S.

standard Honey Extractors

Also all other Bee- Keepers' Goods furnished at reasonable prices. See advertisement in
the Weekly Bee Juuknal for Jan. 2. Address all

very low.

communications to

eS

ENGRAVINGS

HORSE,
THEKENDALL,
BY B. J.

M. D.

G. W.

STANLEYS

BRO.,
WYOMING, N.

3Atf

Y.

people are always on the lookMB HI
^^ wss
ir^out for chances
increase
Bl
L
to

their earnings, and in time bemJBa I ^^
I ^k ^" Come wealthy thcise who do
'"prove their opportunities reV V IH %J
m
^0 i^Hntain in p<.tverty. We tiffer a
;

A TREATISE

(TivinR an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table (fivinK all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an ent^raving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

;

and much valuable information.
Price SS5 centii.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THUMAS
925

Dollar Smoker.

in cittth.

itfil.OO per copy. Send for prospectus and our
special Circulars describing three new and useful
articles for the apiary.

illustrations,

treating of the human,

City;

•Jlrt

a.

West Madlsiin

price, by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO,

ureal chance to make money.
We want many men, women, boys and Kirls to
work f4)r us right in their own localities. Any one
can do the work properly from the drat start. The
business will pay more than ten times ordinary
wages. Expensive outfit furnished free. No one

who engages

fails to

make money

rapidly.

You

can devi.tte your whole time to the work, or only
your spare moments. Full information and all
that is needed, sent free. Address Stinson <t Co.,
bAlv
Portland. Maine.

ILL.

[MILLS. 10 JNCH

$15.00

FLAT BOTTOM
-

COMB FOUNDATION.
high side-walls, 4 to Ifi square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples fre&
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Mont. Co^ N, ?,

37Aly

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

Fl.A9rAGAN
lABly Lock box 995.

ac II.L.INSKI,

Belleville. St. Clair Co., Ills.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

HEDDON'S populaVdictionary. ^^^^ ""il'O'*^^'
GOi-,xjJvr3sr.

Management

COXTAIXIXG

THOMAS

LANGUAGE.
With Us Correct

Proper ProTrue MeunlnK.

Spelllntc.

nnnclatlon, and

of

and

EVEEY USEFUL WORD IN THE ENGLISH

an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by
;

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

925

llWent

MadtsoB Street. Chicago,

111.

It contains IGO profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the improvements
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid in the successful management of the Honey
Bee. and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.

.Appreciative Notlcei.

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
Valuable for all who are interested tn the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are tine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer, Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared for beginners.- Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.- News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this ex*
cellent work.—Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.- Democrat, Salem, ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.- Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

My New Langstroth Swe.
Thanking you for past years' patronage,
what I may justly merit for the
coming season. 1 am led to believe that
the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
I solicit

AI.SO. A VAST AMOrXT OF
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact tliat my trade has more
ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY INFORMATION
than doubled every year since I have dealt
UPON
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True, Science, MT/thology, Binffraphy, American History,
Constitxitions, Laws, Grmvth oj cities. Colleges,
we have had complaints, but we have more
Army and Xin'y, Rate 0/ MortaJity, Land
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
Titlts, Jnsfilvent and Assi^^ment L(uvs, Debts, Rates
to every one such complaint.
I believe my Hive is growing in popular0/ Interest, and o(?ifr Useful Knou'ledge,
ity, to a nnieli greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now pre- BEING A PERFECT MBRAKT OP REFERENCE
IN ONE HANDT VOLUME.
pared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable ]irices.
518 pajies Cloth «ilt Illustrated.
Given Comb Foundation, after having
olist, Lebanon, Mo.
been thoroughly tested by many of our
manual, containing all the newest discoveries
This Dictionary is our Premium forjja inAthe
maniigement of these little workers.- Plain
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands, Club of .5 subscribers to the Weekly (or its Dealer, St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand equivalent to the Monthly), in addition to
contemplates keeping bees can do without. -Fara large and choice stock of pure, domestic other
Boolcs selected from our Catalogue to mers' .Journal, Louisville, Ky.
wax, together with improved facilities for
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
making an article of that Foundation ex- the amount of 51.50 ; all by mail, postpaid. bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican, Utica. N. Y.
celled by none.
Up to this date, J.iti. 1, 1 have not been able to
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
make any contract for any tirst-CIassSections. and
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
I neither use or sell any others. If I offer ynu any
OF
for 1884, you will see notice here. I have about
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
10,000 osex-J to spare now.
and cnntains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Home, N. Y.
"We now bave in winter quarters, in flrst-class
It embraces every subject that can interest the
condition, 3on colonies of bees, of our newstraio.
beginner in bee-culture. 'I'he engravings perfectly
sendinL;
person
.»0
and of pure Italian blood. As most of you are To any
us
cts. f.ir one year's
aware, for six years past I have taken pains to subscription to the Rnral Home, we will send illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield. O.
breed my ptock lor markings of character, or qual- the Ten Packet* of ch'uceVefietable and Flower
Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
seeds named below free. We make this offer to
ities, rather than color, usin^ as a base, the leather
colored Itatian and brown German bees.
induce vou to become a regular subscriber to the giving very thorough details of the management
On reading my Circular, you will flnrt some testi- Rural Ilome, and to test the value of our seeds and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
monials from practical bee-keepers (a few saved (specially grown for our use). Following; are the a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
from many received), that will give you an idea of ?e€d3 we offer: Oolden Dwai-r Celery, >e\v
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
how well I have succeeded. Our hives and cumbs Perpetual Lettuce, Vlck'ti Earlv Water- a complete resume of the natural history
of the
are in eond condition, and our bees have always melon, Ked C^lobe Giant Onion, American little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
been free from foul brood. I shall endeavor to ^Vonder Pea, I..ivlns:'<ton'« Hiew Favorite know in their care and management.— Chicago
send out a Hrst-class line of Full Colonies, Queens. Tomato, Pitnsies, mixed. Mlffnoiiette, Ver- Herald.
Nuclei and Bees by the pound. Parties wishing to bena Montana and JIablla, Fine mixed
Contains a vast fund of Information in regard to
start an apiary, or purchase on a large scale, as Varletit-s. Will send all flower or all VeKetable
well as those who wish the choicest of my stock to Seeds as you prefer. 8eed8 warranted true to bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
breed fn.'m, may do well to correspond with me.
name, of good quality, and of the growth of 18S3. times must keep posted in allthe improvements in
Among the goods we have to offer, are Standard Full directions for culttvattng on each and every his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
Langstroth and American Frames in the Hat, a package. Address,
complete line rif Bingham Smokers and Honey
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
Knives, Excelsior Honey Extractors, "Wax Exby which the production of delicious and healthtractors, Plated Wire, for wirinu frames, our new
giving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
2Alt
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
style Nucleus Hives, both made up and in the flat,
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Bee Veils, Sample Shipping Crates, Comb FoundaSignal, Napoleon, O.
tion Fasteners, Surplus Honey Registers, ourthree
It embraces every subject that will interest the
styles of Bee Feeders for which I have numerous
Vandervort Com!) Fdn. Mills,
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
testimonials), and various parts of our Hive.
Send for Samples <fe ICednced Price-Llst. in the art by which the production of delicious and
STUDENTS OF BEE-CULTURE.
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as hew to
J. VANDERVORT, Lacyville, Pa.
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
Those who may wish to spend six months in the 32ABtf
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
theory and practice of Apiculture, may do themweek made at home by the in- and is the most perfect work of the kind, for tne
^|k
selves a service by writine for terms for 1x84.
^^ Adustrious.
Best business now be- price, that has ever come under our notice.— Far1 send out CIRCULARS to those who solicit
fore the public. Capital notneeded mer, Lancaster, Pa.
^L m
them, only, and when ordering, will you please be
^e will start you. Men. women,
sure to state whether or not you have my Circular
boys and girls wanted
of 1883. 1 believe we have no patent on anything mlM I
^_
PRICE— Bound in cloth, 75 cents t in paper
^" to work for us. Now everywhere
Is the time.
we make, use, or sell, except Bingham smoker and ^^
You can work in spare time, or give covers, 50 ceutu, postpaid.
knife.
yourwnole
time
to
the
business.
No
other
As in the past, we shall do our best to satisfy the
busiQ. NJCWMAX*
reasonable, and deal out exact justice to all. Ad- ness will pay you nearly as well. No one can fall
to make enormous par, by engaging at once
925 W. Madison St., Chicago, lU.
dress all orders and communications to
Costly outtit and terms free. Money made fast,
S£DD09r.
easily and honorably.
Address Tkue A Co.
I^lberal Dlaconnt to Detklers by
DOWAGIAC, Cass County, MICH.
Augusta, Maine.
8Alr
ttae Dozenor nvadred.
;

;

WORTH

$1 SEEDS,

;

CHOICEST

FBEEl

THE RURAL HOME,

i
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^

THOMAS

JAMES

A

.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTME AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
1S61.

Chicago,

'.

>

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OF

111.,

January

Topics Presented

in tliis

23, 1884.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Editor and Proprietor,

WEST MADISON

926

Weekly.

ST.,

$3 a year

CHICAOO, ILL.

Montbly, SI.

;

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscrtpfor ihe Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the VTeekly. will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey." bound in cloth.

Uon

^^ The

receipt for

money

sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

1^^ Any person sending a club

of six, is entitled
Vo an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

^* Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
paid for. unless requested to be continued.

Ume

FOB£IOX POSTAGE, EXTKA
To Europe-Weekly. 50

cents

.To Australia -Weekly. $1

George Neighbour

;

Monthly, 12 cents.
Monthly. 24 cents.
;

60

E.xtremely Cold
Foundation with Natural Cells
From the Buckhorn Apiary
HilFs Method of Wintering Bees.

59

58
51

60

.

Honey
Honey and Beeswax Market

52
60

Local Convention Directory
Lucas Co., Iowa, Convention
Mr. Shirley's Apiary

57

60

1883

Nebraska State Convention
No Winter Loss or Spring DwindObstinate Bees
State Convention.
Lists

59
53

.

.

59
61

Packed in Clover Chaff
Pollen and Brood Rearing
Poor Season
Prevention of Swarming

59
57

cents per line of space, eacb insartion,

Price Lists for 1884

51

For either the Weekly or Monthly Editiona.

Real Winter
Report of a Beginner
Selections from Our Letter Box.
Special Notices
Splendid AVinter for Bees
Sundry Questions
That Glucose Fraud
The "Cold Snap" in Kentucky
The Old Virginian and Glucose.
The Season in Arkansas
Toronto Convention Report

ADVERTISING RATES.

line of this

TWELVE

type will contain about

lines will

occupy

ONE-INCH

8 words;
of space.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices. 50 cents per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is Inserted.

THOMAS
•«S Wen

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,
Street.,

Chlcaice,

III.

1884.

PHceofboth. Olub

The Weekly Bee Journal,
and Cook's Manual, 7th

|2 00..

edittonCln cloth) 3 25.

58
60

.

.

Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers)
Quinby'B New Bee-Keeping
Langstroth's Standard Work
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley's Queen Rearing
Scrlbner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food <t Medicine.lOO Copies
Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

Kansas Bee-Keeper

The

2 76
2 50

2 50
2 25
2 50
3 25

4 00..

3 00

3 50.

.

2 75

3 50..

3 26

4 00.

.

3 75

3 25.

.

3 00

3 00.. 2 75
2 35.

.

2 25

2 40.

.

2 25

4 50..

4 25

6 00.

5 50

.

2 75.. 2 50
3 00.

.

2 75

3 00..

2 75

3 00.. 2 75
2 60.. 2 36

300.. 2 75

Apiculturist, (Silas

M. Locke)

New

.

.

Eng. Apiarian. (W.W.Merrill)..
British Bee Journal
The 8 above-named papers

3 00.

2 75

2 75..

2 50

3 75.. 3 50
y(X)..

7 75

The Monthly Bee tJeurnal and any of the
above. ?i less than the figures in the last column.

60

59
.

.

58
61
.59
.58

.52

59
..

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-EEEFEB'S ADVISES.
The British Bee Journal is NOW published
SBMI-MONTHl.Y, at Seven Shlllines, per annum,

and contains the best practical information for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. Rev. H. R. PEEI., Editor.

We send the Weekly American Bee Jouhn AX
and theBritlsh BetJoumal, both for 13.50 a year.

51

60
51

Advertisements intended for the

What and How

58

Journal must

Working

57

Saturday of the previous week.

in Supers

.

(In paper covers)
300..
Bees andHoney(T.Q.Newman)cloth2 75..
Bees and Huney (paper covers)
2 50.
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
275..
Apiary Register for 200 colonies
4 00.

Cook's Manusil,

60 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
57 and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.l. Root)

ling

Our Nebraska
Our Premium

59
58
59

Jilarket for

CLUBBING LIST FOR

We will supply the Amerlcun Bee tTournal
55 one year, and any of the following Bouks, at the
58 prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
56 first column gives the regular price of both. All
58 postage prepaid.

Diphtheria— Death— Hygene
Diseased Bees
Editorial Items

Jb

Entered at the Chicago P. O. tu Second Class Matter.

A

60

:

Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

20

60

Controlled?
Convention Notices
Dampness and Diarrhoea
Des Moines Co., Iowa, Convention

My Report for

No. 4.

59

60
Bee Story
Buckwheat for Honey
55
Can Fertilization and Swarming be

Home

XX.

Number.

Bees Alive and Well
Bees Buried in a Clamp
Bees Packed in Leaves
PUBLISHBD BY

VOL

reach this

Bee

office

by

—

A

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

50

BOOKS!

gitlwicrtisietujents.

West Madison

CHICAGO,

Street.

ILL.

HONEY CROP!
THIKTY
FOR SALE

Tianslatinn of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by U. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, Ex-editfir of Vic "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee Culture. Tu him and the Baron nf
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of acientiflc bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says; "As the work of one of
the great mayters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this aide of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot says of it: "Old father
has probably made preatw strides in
Dzierxon
scientific apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientific value, it would well repa,y any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth. 3f3.

Our crop being very

large,

we

offer

PRICES. We have both clover
fall honey. Samples senton receipt of stamps
honey can be delivered in
The
pay
postage.
to
any shape to suit purchasers.
Send 1 5c, for our 24-paKe Pamphlet on HarvestiDR, Handling and Marketing extracted honey.

at

REASONABLE

and

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.

SABly

GTlO^^T^lSr

1876.

On dozen

1882.

Dzlerzon's Katlonal Bee

has

It

be

35 enirravincB

Quinby's New Bee-Keeplng. by L. C. Root—
T>e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that

or half-dozen lots of one kind.we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.

THOUSAND POXIXUS of extracted Honey

to horse owners.

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats mil
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information
f^ce 25c. for either the
English or German editions.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

y25

KendalPs Horse Book. — No book could
more useful

it

cannot

Its style la plain

fail to interest all.

forcible, making alt its readers realize that !(
authoris master of the subject.— •1.50.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. DooUttie. Price. 6e.
orBee-Coltnre, by A. I. Root
Novlce*B
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the oare
of the honey-bee," and Is valuable to beirinners and
those more advanced. Cloth, SHI. S5.
Klngr's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.- This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, 9^1. OO.

and

ABC

Keeplnic.—

-

Langrstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee*
—This is a standard scientific work. Price, »«.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
Foul Brood; its origin, developmentand cnre.
By Albert K. Kohnke. Price. «5c.

Extracted Honey Harv^estlnip, HandlMarketln^.—A 2-1-page pamphlet, by
;

ing and

& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
management adopted in their apiary. 15c*
Qaeen'Rearlnff. by Henry Alley.— A full and
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chat.
and detailed account of TWENTY-THKEE yearsexperience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest, F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
Never the management of bees. Price. lOc.
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published. Price, Sl.OO
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
Mnnnal
enld«
Coob*s
or,
Bee-K.eeper*a
of the Aplury, — This Manual is elegantly facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
Aplarv KesfUler, for SYSTEMATIC WORK
subject of bee-culture. It \» not only instructive, In the APIARV.
The larger ones can be used
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical. for a few colonies, give room for an increase of
The book is a masterly production, and one that no numbers, and still keep the record all together in
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford one boob. Prices
colonies, |1.U0; for 100
For
Ch.

;

;

do without. Cloth. »l.S5i paper cover. IBl,
Bees and Heney, or Management of an

to

'tii

:

colonies. $1.50; for

2C>0

colonies.

*2.0i_).

by Thomas

Apiary for Pleasure and Profit,
Edition. "Fully up
limes," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
"
Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
are
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains ifio pages, and is profusely illusG.
with the

Newman.— Fourth

geittsclxc ^ucclxer^
Uebev

:

Price,

trated.

bound

in cloth,

75c.;

in

paper

fSienen

<Bienensfld)t.

^uUut, ober erfolgrttc^e

SOc, postpaid.
Sicnen, Don 3:f|o§. ®.
Honey, as Food and Uedlclne* by Thomas Scfjonblung bcr
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the ahroman.
S)iefe§ ^Pamp^kt ent^olt
Bees and Honey the nature,

covers,

G.

Ancient History of
and preparation of Honey for the
.

quality, sources,

Ifl

1HH-'

and

lft>*3

HIVK

for all purposes In
premium at St. Louis Fair
over all competitors. Descriptive

best arranBed
exiftence. Took flrst

The

*^^™A'SSr'irs^'Eivrii°"ATM8T'J?bNO.
PropT. Of the t;rown^B^ee^Hlv»f-««nrj_a^n_d Apiary,

DADANT'SFpDATION
From JAMES HEnnos. July 27th. is83.-Tour
Foundation is certainly the nicest and best handled
of any I have seen on the market. It is the only
foundation true to sample I have ever received.
lOth, 1883—1 will
pounds of foundation for next
season on the terms of your letter.

From James Heddox, Aub.

contract for

2,o(»o

From A. H. Newman, Auk. 24th, i883.-Book
order for 5,000 pounds for spring delivery.
From
for
lbs.

C. F.

Muth.

Book my order
thin, and 500

12, 1883.—
1,'XiO lbs. of

Dec.

of heavy;
of extra thin.

2,01X1 lbs.

my

Dealers, send in your orders for next spring
wax is cheaper, and save trouble and money.

while

CHAS.

DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock

5ABly

CO., 111.

A POCKET DICTIONARY
and
over

Containing 320 pages,

25,000 Words, Rightly and Plainly Defined
To make the pronunciation easily understood
every word is phnneticaliv re-spelled, and the syllable's ami accents made perfectly plain, so that no
one who consults this book can miss the proper
word to use, and giving It proper pronunciation.
.^^

'

Tliis Dictionary is

a Club of

Premium for
Weekly (or its

our

3 subscribers to the

equivalent to the Monthly), In addition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
the amouiit of $1.00 all by mail, postpaid.
;

Market

;

Honey

as food, giving recipes for

making

Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam,\Vine9,etc:
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published

in

Eavllsh and German.

Price for either edition. 5c. ; per dozen, 50«.
Preparation of Honey for the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instmctlonB on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a ehapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc,

Swarmlnsr.BIvldlnir and Feeding Bees.-

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
" Bees and Honey." Price. Sc.
is a chapter from
Bee Pastorale a NeeeaBlty, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this Important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2t^ engravings. This Is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price. lOc.
Bee* In "Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, byThomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
•
Honey." Price, 5c.
:

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
t
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.
Scrlbner'* Lnmber and IjOK Book. —Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United SUtes & Canada. Price aS c. postpaid.
Fifther** Grain Tables Tor Farmers, etc.
—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
;

;

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i.fxxi.ixt) Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc, of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2IKMXIO items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers. Gas and t^team Fitters, Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains !,ni6 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man. or
Fanner. Price, postage patd.8».50.
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We have received a copy of the
report of the Kansas State Board of
Agriculture for the quarter ending
In it we find a Table
showing the honey and wax product,
Dec.

31, 18S3.

and the number

JANUARY

23, 1884.

It will be remembered that we sent
a representative to the Toronto Convention, and that a Report of the
Convention, written by Mr. W. F.
Clarke, was pul)lished in the Weekly
Bee Journal for Sept. 26, the very
next week after the Convention, and
in the following number for Oct. 3,
we published the Reports of VicePresidents, President's address, and
the essay of Mr. Clarke. Now, in the
light of these facts, it is refreshing to
read tlie following letter

Mr. E. E. Jordan, of 'WTiite Sulphur
Springs, Va., has sent us the follow" I have
ing with this introduction
just clipped this from one of our best

:

:

A

;

@°

The

4.

The Old Virginian and Glucose.

of colonies of bees in
the State in 1882. The totals are as
By the way, Mr. Newman, why have
follows
Colonies of bees, 19,752.
you never given us a full report of the
Honey product, 312,421 lbs. Wax, 4,475 Toronto Convention V
motion was
offered by Dr. Brown, and supported
pounds.
by Judge Andrews, of Texas, to have
minutes published in pamphlet
^" We have a few photographs the
form and distributed to the members
(cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev. the motion carried, but the report does
L. L. Langstroth, which we can send not come, for some reason or other.
to those desiring them for 50 cts. each, From hints received at Flint, there is
a nigger in the fence somewhere.
postage prepaid.
Wm. Morhous.

i^" Mr. W. F. Clarlje has removed
from Guelph to Speedside, Ontario,
Canada.
His correspondents will
please take due notice.

No.

Toronto Convention Report.

^t^f'-^??^-^

THOMAS

ILL.,

:

and most popular papers, and hope
you

will think it

worth a place in the

Bee Journal :"
The Old Virginian.- And with
material progress let us put it
on record that the Virginian is still
the old Virginian: and let us be
thankful for that. He, with his solid

all this

notions of lionor, truth, piety, purity,
hospitality, is a good anchor to the
Nation. This old Virginian, under

and

whose

solid mahogony I have had
legs, is building a barn. Every timber
of this barn I have had to approve

my

and praise for its
nence. His head

solidity

and perma-

is blossoming near
but he stumps and
thumps every thing with his big oak

the

seventies,

stick to see that it is " solid
solid
solid sah !" He is building a stone
wall about his thousands of mountain
acres, and, although he well knows
he will never live to see it completed,
Dearborn, Mich., Jan. 5, 1884.
he lays the foundation deep in the
Of course the resolution to have earth— solid solid solid
And his
" the minutes published in pamphlet character, as well as those of his
neighbors, seems to be quite as subform " has nottiing to do with us, or statial. At
!

!

!

!

!

!

breakfast one morning a
honey, so called, was brought
table to be spread upon the
crisp and smoking corn cakes. Well,
this " honey " proved to be glucose.
This glucose had been poured in upon
a " honey-comb " which some Yankee
had made by machinery. The good
and gray old man had just finished
saying grace.
But he got up. He
struck his fist in the air, and I tell
you he fairly turned the atmosphere
blue. " In France, sah, that grocer's
store would be shut up, confiscated in
ten minutes, sah. He would be tried

Bee Journal. Why it has not bottle of
been done, we know not. Perhaps the upon the
the

for January is
Secretary can explain it satisfactorily
received ; it contains a full- page liketo our correspondent.
ness of Mr. Langstroth.
The mystery under cover of " hints
received at Flint," is rather interestEllwanger & Barry, of Rochester,
ing. If any one h.as anything to say,
N. Y., have sent us their Price List
it is more
dignified and honest to
of American Seedling Roses for the
speak it right out, than to hint and
season of 1883-4.
insinuate about " an African in the
wood pile." Will you please speak
Price Lists for 1884.— The followout, Mr. Morhous
ing are on our desk
" Speaking may relieve you !"
M. Richardson, PortColborne,Ont.,
16 pagfs— liives and apiarian supplies.
Who hinted? To whom did the
J. C. Mishler, Ligonier, Ind., 1 page
hints refer? What were they hint—Italian bees and queens.
ing about ?
J. T. Wilson, Mortonsville, Ky., 1
page— Italian queens.
A. H. Newman, Chicago, Ills., 36
The pamphlet on "Wintering
pages— bee- keepers' supplies.
Bees," containing the" Prize Essays "
I. R. Good, Tullahoma,
Tenn., 1
page— Syrian and Italian bees and on that subject read at the Centennial
Bee-Keepers' Association, is now "out
queens.
Jas. H. French, Elizabethtowu, Ky., of print." The edition is exhausted,
1 page— Combination bee hive.
and it will not be reprinted.
Apiculturist.

:

^"

for adultery, sah. It means tliat you
shall not adulterate sugar, or tea, or
coffee, or honey, or any of God's gifts
to man, sah
Honey Honey That's
not the work of bees. sah. Its glucose,
sticky, stinking glucose, sah !"
!

The above
chester, Va.,

!

!

copied from the WinTimes, and shows the

is

growth of popular indignation at the

work of adulteratiors. It
shows how that " scientific pleas-

nefarious
also

antry " (lie) of Prof. Wiley, is deceiving conscientious men in every portion
of the country.

:

!
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That Glucose Fraud, Again.

R. Fletcher, lecturer of chemistry in

Boston Universty and State Assayer
Mr. Henry Jones has sent us the of Massachusetts; by Prof. R. C.
Detroit Free Press of Jan. 14, with the Kedzie, of the Agricultural College
of Michigan, aud more recently by
following paragraph marked
Washington, Jan. 12.—The Na- Prof. Geo. A. Mariner and Dr. T. D.
tional Academy of Sciences, through AVilliams, of Chicago, as well as by
President O. C. Marsh, to-day made a hundreds of other highly competent
report on glucose to tlie Commissioner and credible analysis throughout the
of Internal Revenue. After stating
what starch sugar is, how manufac- country.
Prof. Fletcher, in a letter to Mr. G.
tured, and chiefly used, the report
The starch sugar industry in T. Angell, the distinguished humanisays
the United States gives employment tarian and reformer, of Boston, says
to 29 factories, liaving an estimated
" I have recently made three analyses
capital of $5,000,000, consuming 40,000 bushels of corn per day, and pro- of glucose and two of glucose syrup,
ducing grape sugar and glucose of the and have found quantities of the free
annual value of nearly $10,000,000. In
in every case."'
Germany in 1881-82 there were 39 fac- sulphuric acid
tories of this sort, consuming 70,000
Prof. Mariner, in a letter to the
tons of starch, producing 40,000 tons same gentleman, says
"I have ex:

:

:

of starcli sugar.

made essenA thorough
whole subject was made by members tially and entirely of glucose, and
of the academy, and as a result the found in them chlorides of tin,calcium,
That the
following facts appear
iron and magnesia, and in quantities
manufacture of sugar from starch is
a long-established industry, scientifi- which made very poisonous."
cally valuable and commercially imA family by the name of Doty, livportant that the processes it employs
ing at Hudson, Mich., recently pur-'
at the present time are unobjectionable in character, and leave the pro- chased some syrup of a grocer in that
that starch village. The members of the family
duct uncontaminated
sugar thus made and sent into com- ate freely of the syrup, and were all
merce, is exceptional in purity and
by its use. They beuniformity of composition, and con- made very sick
tains no injurious substance, and that, came alarmed and sent a can of the
though having at best only about two- syrup to the Michigan Agricultural
thirds of the sweetening power of College for analysis, supposing it to
cane sugar, yet starch sugar is in no
investigation of the amined several

syrups

:

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICB OF AMERICAN BEE JOtTHNAL,
Monday. 10 a. m., Jan. 21, 1884.

The following

way

inferior to cane sugar in regard

to healthfulness, there being no evidence before the committee that maize
starch sugar, either in its normal condition or fermented, has any deleterious effect upon the system, even when
taken in large quantities.

poison.
The result of the
analysis of this syrup induced Prof.
Kedzie, of the University, to examine

contain

a

number

of table syrups purchased

(

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received
up to this hour

tions for

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—There is no
in

demand

particular change to note
or price of extracted honey. Demand

seems gradually improving, but the market being
well supplied, and almost daily arrivals, keeps prices down. It brings TioiWc. The market ot comb
honey is as last reported. Choice In small sections
brings 16®20c. from store.
"A
In my last market report you make me say
choice article of comb honey in H lb. sections
brings," etc. I wish to have it stated that I have
and 2 lb. secsold a good deal of comb honey in
tions during this winter, and that I had nota sinsle
call fur H lb. sections. No doubt I should have sold
them if I had some, but I am certain that they
would have brought no better price than lb. sections, nor would they have sold faster. I doubt
whether they would have sold as well. I have,
therefore, no particular use for H lb. sections of
comb honey. I do not object to them, if the honey
On©
is choice: this is the best 1 can say of them.
time this winter we had 600 barrels or more of extracted honey on hand. We have now more than
400 barrels on hand yet. Margins and demand
have, so far, been very unsatisfactory. Reason:
"Slow business among manufacturers." But I
have not been lazy, working up uses for honey, and
if I do not report a very large demand for extracted honey in the very near future, then I have
made a mistake.
BEESWAX— Scarce; brings 28@32c. on arrival.
:

i

1

Chas.

;

;

[

NEW
HONEY— White

p.

M0TH.

YORK.
1 and 2
quality,

clover and basswood in

Dark and second

lb. sections, l7<i!,22c.
14ru,i:)c.: extracted white

clover in kegs and bar-

dark, 8®9c,

rels, 9®>^10c.;

BEESWAX— Prime yellow,27®29 c.
H.K.

&F.BTHnRBER&CO.

CHICAGO.

HONEY—

Goes ofT slowly, and prices areloweroD
sections that are imperfectly filled. The demand
seems to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are made
of 1 lb. sections at l.^(dt20c. lH<'i~ lb. sections, 140
18c.: dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
12(^13c. E.xtracted honey steady, but limited demand: prices range Irom Tt^mc. per lb.
BEESWAX-Scarce, at 28^350., according to
color and cleanliness.
R. A. B0BNETT, 161 South Water 8t.
:

grocery
from
the
KANSAS CITY, MO.
which he found poison.
HONEY—The extreme cold weather of the past
a careful week has put a check on the movements of honey,
Williams
has
made
Dr.
We are well aware that glucose ca« analysis for use of a number of sam- both in and out, and some slight concessions made
and 2 lb. sections, 17®
in prices. Extra choice,
be made without leaving sulphuric
IHc; dark and irregular, 15(§il6c. Sales for the week
ples of glucose syrup and of sugars about 2.u<H) lbs: receipts 3,000. Extracted slow;
acid and other poisons in it. b''t it is
adulterated with glucose, in every sales about 2,50<;i lbs., at .^i^8Hc: receipts light.
done only in the laboratories of chemJER01>)E TWICHELL. 514 Walnut Street.
case finding free sulphuric acid.
ists, where absolutely pure materials
SAN FRANCISCO.
The presence of all the impurities HONEY— Fancy comb scarce, and prices for
are used, and the greatest of care exfirm,
but offerings of other descripare
the
same
whom
we
have
ercised in its manufacture. But when found by the chemists
tions receive little or no attention. White to extra
whit<? comb, 15(.'t20c: dark to good, !H@Uc: extracaccounted
for.
If
readily
quoted
are
glucose
facin
the
made in quantities
ted, choice to extra white, 6[a7^c; dark and cand.5@—
tories, of materials which would have iron pipes are used for conveying the ied,
BEESWAX- Wholesale, 27^®30c.
Stearns & Smith, 423 Front Street.
been rejected by chemists, glucose steam for heating the contents of the
is just what we find it in the adulter- vat, the sulphuric acid will attack and
ST. LOUIS.
ated articles of commerce. The glu- dissolve some of the iron, and thus
HONEY — In fair demand. Comb, 13@18o.;

promiscuously
shops, in

all

of

l

strained and extracted, 7{^8c,
Firmer, at 30(8310.
W. T. ANDERSON i CO.. 104 N. 3d Street.

cose in common use and the glucose
of the laboratory are very far from
being identical, in so far as purity is
concerned.
To use the samples made in the laboratory, to aid in the sale and usfr of
the impure glucose of the factories is
but adding another fraud to the list
When made of pure materials, and

sulphate of iron (copperas) will appear. If too little chalk is used free
sulphuric acid will remain in the
syrup. The chalk being carbonate of
lime, its use will explain why lime is
sometimes f oimd in the syrup in large

with great care, it cannot be profitably
used for the purposes of adulteration,
and if not so used, it is of no value.
Analyses of glucose and glucose
syrup have been made by Prof. Charles

aration and manufacture of articles
BOSTON.
and supply
of food, is quite alarming, and deHONEY— Our market is rather dull,
than exceeds the demand would not advise
more
mands stringent laws against its en- shipments to this market. 2 lb. comb, 16®18c.; lib.
18^200. extracted, 8®10c.
croachments upon the health of the comb,
BEESWAX -.32(»35c.
Blake & Ripley, 57 Chatham Street.
general public.

quantities.

which

this spurious

—glucose —enters

into the prep-

The extent
sweet

to

BEESWAX—

CI,KV ELAND.

HONEY— Honey continues in excellent demand,
comb

as reported last; every lot of choice white
is taken up as fast as it comes at IHc. in quantity
lb. sections, and an occasional sale at 19; in
for
a very few Instances only, 20c. has been reached.
Broken lots and second quality is very slow sale.
For extracted there is no demand.
BEEriWAX— Is eagerly inquired for at 23@30c.,
but none to supply the demand.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
1

;

;

;

:
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hive, from the fact that the market is
liable to change, and in that case we
might want to change from extracted
to comb honey, and 1 do not think a
large one-story hive as suitable for

comb honey

as a small two-story one.
believe in having a hive that is the
most suitable for either kind of honey,
and I am of the opinion that the 8frame Langstroth comes nearest to
filling the bill.
I use a perforated
honey board to keep from the bridgI

For the Anierioun Bee Juurntil.

Nebraska State Convention.

Tlie Nebraska St.ate Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Lincoln, Neb.,
ing, Mr. Hawley speaks of, but do not
Jan. 9, 1.S.S4, and was called to order
think a queen-excluder can be made
by President Von Dorn at 2:,S0 p. m.
;

to

work

satisfactorily in all cases.
roll call more old members were
found present than ever before during During the past two years, if I had
used an excluder to keep the queen
the history of the association.
The minutes of the last annual from the second-story, she would have
meeting were read and approved. been kept from laying almost entirely,
The Treasurer's report was read and for want of space, because the lower
story was kept so full that the queen
referred to a committee on finance,
had scarcely anv place to lay. unless
consisting of Messrs. Hawley, Rose,
she went above. Of course 1 thought
and Muir
the committee reported
favorably, and it was approved. The the bees moved the honey above, in
President's address was then made the night, but then the lower story
was

upon

;

special order of business for 10 a. m.,

Jan.

10.

filled again before noon, and the
consequence was that I found nearly
as many queens above as below. The

The election of officers was made a
to two-story exspecial order of business for 2:80 p. greatest objection
m., Jan. 10, in order that all might be tracting hives is lifting a heavy second
story off and on. to get to ripe honey
present.
in the lower story.
vVlien extracting,
It was stated that foul brood had
made its appearance in our State, and I always leave some of the oldest
a resolution was luianimously adopted honey for winter.
E. A. Butterfteld, of York, made
to appoint a committee to thoroughly
investigate the statement and report seven fly holes in the second story,
to the association with such resolu- and only four of them were used.
tions and recommendations as to them
The President and F. E. Colwell
may seem proper. Messrs. Hawley, liked fly holes. Mr. Colwell's bees, in
Muir and Culbertson were appointed a honey flow, flew directly in the hole.

as such committee.
No other business being especially
in order, the association discussed the
following " What size of hive is the
best to extract from V"
Prof. H. Culbertson, of the State
Agricultural College, Lincoln, took
the ground that an 8-frame Langstroth was too small, even if twostory, but preferred a large one-story
hive, and was of the opinion that
where more than one-story was used,
that, during the honey flow, entrances
the upper story was beneficial,
from the fact that bees always used
any crack or opening that existed in
the upper story.
G. M. Hawley, of Lincoln, was of
the opinion that by using a perforated
honey board 8-frame Langsfroth hives
could be tiered up and extracted from,
with the best results. The board preventing the combs, in different stories,
from being bridged together.
R. V. Muir, of Brownville, uses 10frame Langstroths and thinks them as
good as any tiers up by raising the
full top and putting an empty one in
between. Out of 30 colonies, only one
queen went up to the second story
he thinks it an easy matter to put in
empty combs and keep her down.
The Secretary At present I run for
extracted honey, and use an 8-frame
Langstroth, but believe that a large
one-story hive is the best for extracted honey, from the fact that I
believe that the bees will store their
load in the empty cell that is the most
convenient, and such room can be
furnished convenient to the entrance
a large hive. I would not recommend any one to make such a large
:

m

;

:

m
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L. B. Boggs, of Tilly, had hived a
strong swarm on foundation, and in
ten days it was filled he took out two
uncapped combs of very green honey,
and in ten days it was ripe and good.
The Secretary being called for, believed that in the hive was the proper
place to cure honey, from the fact
that it was in bodies of very small
quantities, also the heat of the bees
was present, and the dampness in the
honey had to rise but a short distance
to come to the surface and be carried
off and evaporated.
Honey was au
absorbent of dampness, if exposed to
damp air. lie had noticed honey, exposed to damp air in wet weather become thin and watery on top, while
deeper down in the honey it was
thick. Honey put in damp cellars
should always be put in air-tight vessels as it will gather dampness and
sour and then, of course, the beekeeper was to blame, and really I do
not know but whatheis. for not educating his customers better, with
labels, etc.
I use oak barrels, which
I cannot keep from leaking even with
paraffine, and when I returned from
Chicago, last fall, it was uncommonly
wet and rainy, and the floor of my
honey room being partly covered with
honey, which leaked from the barrels,
it had absorbed the dampness until it
was almost as thin as water, and made
an excellent skating rink. My honey
;

;

from heart's-ease.
Mr. Hunt uses basswood barrels,
and a few years ago extracted basswood honey one day and shipped the
next, and the barrels were not unW. r. Tucker's bees did the same. corked for three months, when the
Mr. Hunt's bees used the fly hole honey was found to be all right.
when they wanted to get out and sting
President Von Dorn then announced
him.
that out of 30 reports gathered during
N. Pursen, of Florence The in- fall, showing 918 in the spring ana
stinct of bees we believe naturally in- 1,432 in the fall, 49,996 pounds of honey
clines them to use but one entrance, was taken.
and I think that is suflicient. I think
Adjourned until 7 p. m.
that young liees receive the honey
The meeting was called to order,
from the field bees and store it in the and an address of welcome delivered
cell.
In the latter part of the day, I by H. AV. Hardy, of Lincoln, and rehave seen brood covered with honey, plied to by T. L. Whitbeck, of Wahoo.
and in the morning uncovered I think These were excellent, but time and
a bee two days old will carry honey, space compel us to leave them out.
and do not change much in appear- Next in order was the reading of an
ance until they go to the field.
essay written by T. L. Von Doni, on
The President had seen bees come the old, old subject of wintering, dysfrom the field and go directly and entery, etc., and the entire evening
stick their head in a cell apparently was taken up in discussing it each
unloading. It was a very easy mat- one having his own styje and theory,
ter to watch a bee by dusting it with about as is usual when discussmg any
is all

:

;

—

subject.

flour.

Darrow, of Geneva, inquired
Jan. 10.— Met at 10 a. m., and the
would not be advisable to use the President addressed the Convention

C. B.
if it

lower story entirely for extracting, as follows
and keep the queen above, as the inAt the close of the 5th year of our
dications are that the bees store the Association, I congratulate you on the
most readily below.
advancement we have made, both in
Mr. Pursen said that the instinct of point of numbers and ability. From
the bee is against Mr. Darrow's ques- the small beginning made at Omaha,
tion. He thought they stored over our numbers have steadily increased
the brood-nest to encourage heat for until our membership is scattered
curing the honey. In 1882 his honey over quite an extent of the State, and
was not good for table use for four or embraces some of the very best of
five days after extracting, but in 1883 practical
and successful apiarists.
it was good at once as soon as ex- The proceedings of our sessions have
tracted. Bees enlarge the brood nest been of great interest to those beeequally in all directions, and put the keepers who have been unable to atpollen in the lower story.
tend them, as well as to those who
W. F. Tucker inquired if we could were present, and I would recommend
not cure honey as well after extract- that a more full and careful report be
ing as l)efore.
furnished for publication.
i

;

:
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In accordance with my own views, the Chicago Convention, mentioned growth, consisting of spores or partiand Witt) tlie confiiirrence of the other above, that unscrupulous parties were cles so small and light that they would

members

of the executive committee, disposing of bees known to be infected. float in the air, and that each'kind of
assumed the responsibility of I feel that our Association should take fungus growth had its own food to
calliiier the annual meeting on the sec- prompt action in the premises, and live and prey upon, and did no harm
ond Wednesday instead of the second ujature, if possible, some plan by in any other place. For instance, foul
Thursday, as provided in the constitu- wliich, if introduced, it may beatonce brood was a fungus growth, and lived
tion governing us. Tiie chief reason stamped out, and its further spread upon the larvaj of bees, and from what
for such action being the increased prevented.
he had read, did not affect the old
time, it would allow members to reThis address closes the third year bees or the eggs. Diphtheria was the
turn to their homes, liable as we are during which I have been honored by result of fungus growth, and found
to delaying storms at this time of the being your presiding officer. I would the place for it to take root and grow
year. 1 hope the action will meet with suggest the propriety of electing an- in the throat and vicinity of the
your approval, and that the change other, as tliere may be a commendable human family, the condition of childwill be made permanent by suitable desire in others for the honors, and rens' throats being more adapted to
action of this body.
in those who could add new vigor to its taking root and growing than in
Tlie exhibition at the State Fairwas our Association. We should not let the throats of adults. The smut of
by far the best ever had, both in bees any felling actuate us, but that of a corn is a fungus growth, also the rust
and honey; and it now seems desira- generous rivalry in advancing our on wheat
that Prof. Burrill had
ble tliat provision be made for in- mutual good. While fully apprecia- shown that the pear blight was a funcreased space for a proper display of ting your good wishes, and bearing gus growth, that we were indebted
our products. Objection was niade most cheerful testimony to the many to the German scientists for these
last year to allowing us the space al- kindnesses shown me, I am sincere in facts, as there was but few magnifyready granted, and as, so far as I the opinion that a change may be of ing glasses in the United States" powerful enough to be used satifactorily
know, there is no other suitable place advantage to us all.
T. L. VONDOKN.
upon the grounds, it seems probable
in their researches that one spore or
seed of fundus growth, when coming
that unless additional room is made,
The
above
address
was
referred
to a in contact with
we will be witliout a location in which committee
its natural food, would
consisting of J. R. Ballard, in
a short time produce millions and
to make an exhibit. I would advise
Chas. R. Thompson and Jas. W. millions of
that the matter be given careful conspores or seeds, which
Bishop, who, after a short absense, would, in
many cases, float in all disideration.
In this connection, I
made
the following report
rections, making destruction in its
would suggest that our exhibition be
"
regard to the President assum- course.
made of a more instructive character, ing In
the responsibility of calling the
and that, to that end, there be a daily
The committee on foul brood made
manipulation of one or more colonies, annual meeting one day earlier than their report, wbich was referred back,
is fixed by the constitution, we heartily
demonstrating practical apiculture. I
and
the committee directed to consult
would also suggest a consideration of approve of, and recommend that the with the Governor and Attorney-Gensecond
Wednesday
in January be
the rules to govern such exhibits.
permanently fixed as the time for the eral of the State, and recommend such
The exhibitors and bee-keepers at annual meeting, instead of the second action as to them seems proper.
large are under many obligations to Thursday. We would further recomThe Committee elected to confer
the Hon. B. E. B. Kennedy, Superin- mend that a committee be appointed with the State Board of Agriculture
tendent of Class 7, Bees and Honey, to confer with the State Board of Ag- were T. L. Von Dorn, G. M. Ilawley,
for the very able and courteous man- riculture, and do all in their power to and E. Shugart, Beatrice.
ner in which he supervised our exhib- secure ample room for the exhibition
Bee pasturage being brought up,
it.
His zeal in our chosen pursuit, his of our apiarian products. Your com- Mr. Ballard spoke very highly of dancourtesy and kindness to all, and his nnttee would still further approve of delion and alsike clover, stating that
earnest effort in our behalf, merit our our President's suggestion that a dele- he had seen 4 or 5 bees on one blossom
warmest thanks. The various officials fation of two or m'ore of our members ofdand^lion, and recommends alsike
of the Slate Fair have also sliown
e elected to attend the Northwestern clover, as it will take root on the praiI liave

;

;

their usual courtesy, leaving nothing Bee-Keepers' Association at Chicago
to be desired, except a suitable place during the fall of 1SS4."
to exhibit.
The rpjiort was adopted and the
Next to the production, one of the committee discharged.
most important subjects Is the marThe committee on Treasurer's and
keting of honey, and I am convinced Secretary's report, said they had exthat but few understand it well. I amined them and found tliem correct.
would suggest that the subject be
The report adopted and bill of $11.50
made a special order early in our ses- for stationery ordered paid.
sion.
The hour having arrived for the
Our Association was represented at election of officers, the following were
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' an- unanimouslv elected T. L. Von Dorn
nual meeting, at Chicago, 111., by our President S. L. Thomas Vice-PresiSecretary and President, and quite dent ; R. V. Muir Treasurer, and M.
full notes were taken of the proceed- L. Trester Secretary.
ings, which will be valuable for referThe President and Secretary were
ence in our debates. I would suggest then elected as delegates to tlie Norththat two of our number be delegated western Bee- Keepers' Society.
to attend these annual meetings, that
The foul brood question was then
we may have the full benetit to be taken up and discussed at great
derived therefrom. The railroads of length it being ascertained that the
our State, always ready to advance the disease existed at two points in the
genenl good, again laid us under ob- State one of them having been cerligations, the B.
M. furnishing tainly brought from Illinois, and the
transportation for your representative other appeared in bees brought from
upon this occasion.
Illinois, but it is not known whether
I would call your attention to the the disease was brought or not in the
fact tliat we are liable, unless great last case, but from the circumstances
care is taken, to have foul brood in- surrounding them, it is reasonable to
troduced into our State, which would believe thai they were diseased when
be a deplorable calamity. As we are received.
every year buying more or less largely
Prof. Culbertson then offered the
of bees and queens from points east of following remarks on fungus growth,
here, and as it was openly stated at which he stated was a vegetable
:

;

;

&

—

rie.

G. M. Cooper, Beatrice, gave

it

as

his opinion that white clover did not
secrete any honey last spring, on account of the cool weather.
P. M. Aldrich said that his bees
worked on rape long after frost.

No

one present had ever seen rape fail.
Mr. Colwell sowed the roadside
twice last year, and had a continuous
bloom all summer and late in the fall;
puts about one peck to the acre on the
roadside.

Mr. Hawley sows about 6 lbs. of rape
seed per acre.
Mr. Colwell's bees have a great feast
on box elder sap, early in spring.
Mr. Hawley had sown rape several
times, but the bees only gathered fast
enough to build up; he can tell when
his bees are gathering rape honey by
the odor.
C. C. Turney, Ceresco, had seen bees
work very extensively on the blackberry, both blossom and fruit, and also
on parsely.
Wm. Sutton, Elk Creek, saw his
bees on raspberry and alsike clover
they did a great deal to stimulate his
bees, although the quantity is limited
in his locality; they bloom about the
middle of June.
"Races of bees" being taken up,
several speakers thought that hybrids

THE AMERiCAJS
qualities superior to Ital-

had

niaiiy

iaus,

inasmuch as

lliey

were

ex<'ellent

comb

liuiUiers, and easy to induce into
the sections some (laiinins that tlie
Italians cauie out too early in the
spriusr. and thereby dwindled".
Mr. Ilauicy bad "over l(Ml colonies of
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the l>ee-kecptrs and citizens of Ijincoln. tor kind and generous treatment

received from them.

liesolvi'd. That we tender a vote of
thanks to the U. P., and 15. & .M. railroads, for reduced rates of transportation furnished to members of this Ast'yprians. Cyprians sociation while attending this meet-

;

or S
Italians and
were so cross that he
]l

tried to Italian-

ing.

liesolred. That we tender Mr. B. E.
them, but they wiuild not receive
the queen, and persecuted her, in one B. Kennedy a vote of thanks for his
case, until she (lew away. He was not aid in the apiarian department at the
last State fair, also to the Y. il. C. A.
at all pleased with tlieni.
Mr. Sutton said his Italians had of Lincoln, for the use of room for this
worked on red clover a great deal meeting.
A vote of thanks was also tendered
during the last season.
Mr. Butlerlield had watched his bees the Secretary, for work done in the
very closely, and found that last fall interests of the Association.
M. L. Tkesteb, Sec.
the red clover revived after frost, and

ize

the Italian bees stored surplus honey
it, which he believed was the
honey he ever tasted.
Darrow had 20 acres of red clover in isso. and bees would not touch
while in 1S!S2, they left early-sown
it
buckwheat at 9 a. m., and went to the
clover ; the honey they gathered from

from
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finest
^Ir.

Buckwheat

ALLKN

;

it

was excellent.

Iilr.
said he had 13 acres of red
and white clover, which he used as a
pasture, and his children, while going
for the cows, would often count the

bees on the clover, one counting white
clover workers, and the other red clover workers, coming out with various
results. He does not think they ever
mix the load with two kinds of honey.
G. M. Cooper, Beatrice, and others,
came to the conclusion from the discussions on bee pasturage, that it was
only necessary to plant or sow in Nebraska for the purpose of stimulation

for

Honey.

I'RINGLE.

In sowing buckwheat for honey, I
have found (unusual as it may appear)
that the best time is about the first of
August that is. when there is but
the one seeding during tlie season.
Of course if you have plenty of land
to devote to buckwheat, and sow several times during the summer, you
can commence in May and sow every
two weeks until the first of August.
;

But my experience is that bees will
not gather from buckwheat early in
the season, even when it is yieliiing

honey freely, unless they cannot get
it anywhere else.
Buc'kwheat sown
the first of August will bloom during
the first half of the month of Septemor increase.
Mr. Muir was of the opinion that ber, when honey from other sources
the disposition of a colony of bees de- is scarce, and the bees will then
pended, to a very great extent, on its gather from it freely. This, of course,
pre-supposes the absence of frost during that time. Last fall my bees had
nicely commenced the first week in
September to work on the first-ofAugust-sown buckwheat, when the
frost came ami incimptly stopped the
industrious ingathering.
But that
frost last September was exceptionally
early in this latitude. The fall before
regents of the State University, and (in 18S2) there was no frost during
urge upon them the importance to the September, as is usually the case here,
State of their directinjj Prof. Culbert- and the bees reaped an abundant fall
son to carry out the wishes of our As- harvest.
sociation. The committee consisted
To make the most of buckwheat for
of ilessrs.
Ilawley, Trester
and honey, the best policy the bee-keeper
Bishop.
can pursue, who has land to spare for
An expression was then taken by two seedings during the season, is
the Association, showing a preference this
Sow the first lot about two
for Lincoln as the place for holding weeks previous to the oi'dinary time
the next annual meeting.
your neighbors sow for a crop ; and
Mr. Muir then asked the question
then sow again about tlie first of Au"Will it pay to keep SO acres of land gust as already stated. You will then
on which there are about 1,600 bass- have a pretty continuous bloom (frosts
wood trees, 9 and 10 inches in diame- excepted) for over two months ; for
ter, exclusively for a bee pasture V"
the farmers in almost any given loAfter quite a general expression of cality vary from ten to twenty days in
opinion, the Association seemed to their time of sowing buckwheat for a
come to the conclusion that the owner crop some sowing as early as the
of such a piece of land, could figure first week in June, while others sow
with considerable certainty on $1,000 the last of June and the first of July.
worth of honey from it annually.
By supplying your neighbors with tlie
The committee on resolutions, con- seed gratis, they will generally sow at
sisting of N. Pursen, P. C. Backus, the time you may direct— that is,
Omaha, and C. S. Avery, Omaha, re- within the" bounds of a reasonable
seeding time, so as to raise a crop.
ported as follows
Besolved, That the thanks of this
Thus you can give seed to a neighAssociation are hereby tendered to bor on one side of you instructing
strength,

strong

colonies

generally

being more cross than weak ones.
At this stage of the meeting, the
foul brood question was again sprung,
and a motion made to appoint Prof.
Culbertson as State Inspector of that
disease. Also another motion was
carried, for the President to appoint a
committee of three toconsult with the

him to sow it a certain time, say two
weeks after you have sowed your own
first lot.
Then to another you can
give seed enjoining him to sow it, say
a week or ten days after the first.
Then if you can get somebody else to
sow a week after that, or even four or
five days, give him the seed and you
will lose nothing by it. Finally, you
can draw up with your own last sowing about the first of August, and
then your buckwheat " bow will not
''

have "two strings,'' but about
half a dozen. *
A few- years ago I hit upon a plan
by means of which I can have a given
field of buckwheat blooming continuously for three or four weeks. I
fancy I now see some old fogies and
young wise-acres smiling incredulously
onlj?

at this.
;

it is

a fact neverthe-

I

inch to seven or eight inches, that
near the surface coming up first and
the rest following at different times.
You will thus have a continuous and
protracted bloom for two or three
weeks or more. On heavy clay the
plan would probably not wo'rk 1 have
not tried it on such, but on liglit soils
it is an almost invariable success as I
have proved.
Selby, Out.
;
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Can Fertilization and Swarming be
Controlled

:

:

Well,

and as

have never thought of
taking out a patent on the secret, I will
tell all and sundry how the thing is
done. I do not say it can be done on
all kinds of soil, but it certainly can
on light soils, sandy or gravelly.
After first plowing and harrowing
the field to be sown, in order to get
the land well pulverized, I plow again
in deep and sliallow furrows alternately. The plow must be so adjusted
that it will be thrown well " to land,"
so that the earth turned up from every
furrow will fall just short of the next
one to it, and not fall into it. Having
got your plow so arranged that it will
run just far enough " to land '' to accomplish this without any extra exertion in holding it, you can plow every
alternate furrow shallow by properly
bearing upon the handles. This will
leave the land in alternate deep and
shallow furrows with cones, more or
less regular, between them. Now sow
your land thus prepared (lengthwise
of the furrows for ease in walking),
and harrow thoroughly across the furrows, and your work is done.
This process leaves the grain in the
soil at different depths from a half
less

:

—
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HENRY ALLEY.

We have many and perhaps nearly
the useful and valuable implements for managing the apiary, that
the bee-keeper demands. A device
and
controlling
fertilization
for
swarming has been about the only article not supplied. We now have that,
and I will give a brief description or
one that I have been at work upon for
all

a long time.
The first year I began bee-keeping,
I saw the need of some kind of an arrangement for destroying drones. I
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When

has bees that are more or less diseased,
but very frequently not having any
more dead bees on the bottom-Doard
than do those hives in which the bees
have wintered in perfect health. Of
perfectly straight edge, nailed across hive they are to occupy. The bees, if course, in these cases, it is not at all
the top of one end. A square of glass they have settled, discovering their probable the dampness could have
was then used to cover tlie box, and to queenless condition, commence to been caused by the few dead bees that
let the light in, as the drones would leave the cluster in search of her. were present.
Again, bees sometimes die from
not enter the trap unless the light at- They soon find her in the trap and at
tracted them there. The glass was once settle there. Before all the bees starvation in which case, so far as my
3-16
of an inch of the tin, or have clustered on the trap, the top observation goes, both the hives and
set within
including the bees
just room enough was left between slide should be opened to release the their contents,
the edges of the glass and tin for a queen, when the bees will enter their themselves, remain as bright, clean
worker bee to pass, while the drones new home, and hiving them is com- and dry as it is possible for hives and
wire-cloth tube was used pleted. The trap then can be placed bees to be thus showing conclusively
could not.
to connect the box and hive, for the in front of the new hive, and the that bees, even in large numbers, do
bees and drones to pass through from swarm cannot decamp to the woods, not always cause dampness.
There are a number of well authenthe brood nest. When the drones and as is the case sometimes.
There is another advantage in use- ticated instances where bees have
queen had once entered the trap, they
The bee-keeper is not wintered in perfect health, in very
could not return or escape, and hence ing a trap
were entrapped. Xow, while this con- obliged to run and hive his bees the damp cellars, notably the one mentrivance answered every purpose for moment the swarm has come off, as tioned by Mr. Balch "on page 6 of the
my own use, I never thought I could there is not the least danger of their Bee Journal. Again, several inso describe it that one could be made going away without the queen; neither stances are reported" where bees have
without a model to work from, neither is there any daugerof his bees swarm- wintered perfectly in cellars having
could I say that the traps, as I have ing while he is away from home gone spring water running through them,
made and used them, were as perfect to church, for instance, or away for in which cases the air was probably
as they should be in fact, I could not any purpose. Then again, not every quite moist all the time. Such facts
perfect them for want of proper ma- bee-keeper cares to climb from 10 to 30 as these have caused some writers to
terial.
But since the introduction of feet into a tree for a swarm of bees, jump to the conclusion that dampness
peiforated zinc, I have completed the especially if the thermometer indicates in no case causes disease.
apparatus, and can now pronounce it 90- or 100- in the shade.
I have had occasion a number of
Such things will be known only as times during the past few years to
a success.
in the past, and will be classed with test the temperature of water from
the old way of killing bees, to secure drive wells
the water from these
their honey. With the use of the trap, kind of wells being probably nearer
the work of managing and caring for like spring water than from any other
the apiary will be greatly lessened, kind of wells. I found the temperaand the proflts therefrom much larger. ture of water very constant during
A queen-and-drone trap should be the entire year, usually being about
classed with foundation machines, 1^ warmer in January "than in June,
honey extractor and movable frames, and in no instance did I find it lower
in point of utility and worth.
than 45"^ or liigher than 48°. Again,
Since the above was written, I have I now have a bored well, curbed with
read with some interest Mr. Heddon's 12-inch patent stone curbing.
The
description of his trap. Mine, it will water in this well having so little exbe seen, is unlike his, in all respects.
posure to the outside air, remains at
Weuham, Mass.
about the temperature as was that
I win give a few of its most valuathen devised one, the principle features of which I have used during my
experience with bees. It was simply
a box, 6 or 8 inches square, with a
piece of tin one inch wide, having a

bee

-

master.

a colony

swarmed, and while the bees are in
the air. the queen will be found in the
trap, which can be placed near the bees
on the ground, or a bench, or near the

;

A

;

:

—

;

;

'

ble features

It is a drone-excluder,
drone and queen trap combined. It is
merely a box 6 inches deep, 10 inches
long, and 2>^ inches wide. (They can
be made much larger if desirable).
The drone - trap proper is about 4
:

inches deep. The bees enter and leave
the hive through the bottom slide,
which is of perforated zinc (shown in
the cut partially drawn out). The
apartment in which tlie drones and
queens are entrapped, is above this.
The drones, when they attempt to fly,
cannot pass through the zinc, and are
compelled to go up through the wiretubes into the trap above, while the
workers pass out freely through the
perforations. Xow, if it is intended
to destroy the drones, they can remain
in the trap, or, if to be preserved, but
not permitted to fly for 2 or 3 days,
towards night the slides can be drawn,
when they will take an airing and enter the hive again.
By the use of these traps, queens
can be mated with the drones from
any colony in the yard, as no drones
can take wing from any hive where
the trap is placed.
But tlie most important feature
about the trap is in connection with
swarming. It will be found by a
brief trial that swarming is completely within the control of the

from drive wells (47° at present). We
have just been having a week of extreme cold weather, the thermometer
Is Dampness the Cause of Diarrhoea? not being above 10'-' below zero any
morning of the week, and below 300
and yet,
three of those mornings
O. O. POPPLETON.
frost has penetrated only about 2 feet
In an article on out-door wintering, on the inside of the stone curbing,
" Show and below that the entire inner surI once made the statement
me a practical method of keeping the f uace of the stone curbing is kept free
entire inside of my hives perfectly from frost by the warmth of the water
free from dampness, and I have no below. Now, is not this exactly what
further fears of unsuccessful winter- a stream of running spring water
ing.'"
Of course, holding that opin- through a cellar does, viz. keeps the
ion, which time and a farther com- air in the cellar at an even de^ee of
parison of the experiences of others temperature, about the same as is the
has only served to strengthen, I can- water that is, not far from 45°, which
not helis being very mucn interested seems to be about the nearest right
For the American Bee Journal.

;

:

:

;

in trying to learn what are the causes
of dampness in hives, and how to

prevent

it.

have had very little experience
with anything except out-door wintering, but so far as that is concerned,
have no doubt but dampness is the
I

temperature to secure safe wintering
Not only this, but the same
aperture out of which the water runs
to tlie open air must allow of a return
draft of pure air, this air being itself
tempered by its contact with the
water to about the desired temperature. Probably a large body of water
of bees.

cause of disease, instead of disease
being the cause of dampness. Reasons in a cellar acts somewhat similar to
for this opinion are that I frequently what spring water does, only not so
;

find hives in the early spring that are
quite damp inside, chaff, cushions,

effectually.

My opinions or theories, whichever
as well as the refuse or excreta they may be called, on this subject,
that is always found on the bottom- can be briefly sumarized as follows
is not a cause of
1. If dampness
board at that season of the year, such
hives almost invariably containing disease, it is almost always (always in
etc.,

:
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my experience)

present with disease.
Colonies that have died from
other causes tlian diarrlia>a, are usually in a dry condition.
whicli produce
causes
3. Those
dampness, whatever tliey are, are undoubtedly the ones that cause disease,
if dampness itself is not the prime
cause.
4. Hees seldom become damp or diseased in the winter, unless they are
exposed to long confinement in a
temperature lower than 45° or 50^
above zero, or are exposed in the open
air to a much lower temperature than
•2.

apiary,

on account of our sale of

ijueeiis ;
these queens being taken
trom full colonies. During tlie sum-
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At last, on the evening of that day,
found the dead body of the (|ueen
who had tried three times to follow
her swarm it had been dragged in the
yard by the bees, after she had succumbed, killed or exhausted by the
ill-treatment of her bees.
Of course I hastened to swarm both
the other colonies, and to take out all
I

their colonies were placed under
the second cause, that I have assigned
to natural swarming, and they, or at
least part of them, swarmed.
When a colony becomes queenless,
As soon as
it raises several queens.
the first is hatched she tries to kill the yards.

mer

Now,

;

certain that the ill-treatqueen by the bees, illgood, tlie bees oppose this killing, treatment that I was able to see since
and the young queen departs with a it had begun iu the open air, it is certain that the same ill-treatment will
swarm.
take place in the hives, where the
freezins;.
It is. in part, on account of the anrunning stream of spring water noyance of watcliing for the swarms, queen will he prevented from follow5.
ing
the swarms, whatever be the
through a cellar is probably the best and of hiving tliem, that we have conknown means of securing an even cluded to stop tlie rearing of any more means used by the bee-keeper. Quinby
yards
or perforated tin will produce
proper temperature for a long period queens for sale.
of time, as well as proper ventilation.
From our experience, in an apiary the same results.
Let me now advise my readers, if
6. Bees seem to possess the power exclusively intended to raise honey,
to keep themselves dry in a very damp if the hives are large, givuig to the they want to prevent swarming, to reatmosphere, provided the room in queens ample room to lay tiiree or sort to our large hives, and I dare to
which they are kept is properly venti- four thousand eggs per day, if the bee- predict them good returns for the inlated and "kept at a steady medium keeper has the care to provide his bees vestment for not only natural swarmtemperature.
in time with plenty of surplus combs, ing teases the bee-keeper, but the
Williamstown, Iowa.
or comb founation, the number of colony before swarmin^ lose time in

her sisters in their

summer, and

if

but

it

is

the honey harvest

is

cells

;

if

ment

it is

of the

A

;

natural swarms will rarely exceed 2
or 3 per cent, annually. This percentage would be reduced to naught
Prevention of Swarming.
but for the natural death of queens.
So small a number of natural swarms
CHAS. DADANT.
dispenses with the watching of the
bees
for. in supposing that every
As the question on the possibility swarm is lost, Ijy this lack of watchof praventing natural swarming is ing, the loss is small in proportion
discussed in the bee papers, I desire witli the value of the time expended
in watching the apiary for weeks, and
to have my say about it.
I am satisfied nay, our practice of even months.
about 1.5 years, has proved to us that
As to the means proposed to prevent
natural swarming is always caused natural swarming by retaining the
by a suffering, or by a need that bees queens in the hives by perforated tin
are unable to satisfy, or, at least, by or zinc, let me give my experience iu
an abn<irmal condition of the colony that direction.
which swarms.
About 12 or 14 years ago, our
The first main cause of natural lamented friend (Juinby had contrived
swarming is the lack of room.
a yard furnished with tin all around,
The second main cause is the rear- arid fixed in front of the hives, to preing of queens during the honey season. vent the queens from following their
There are several other causes swarms. The bees would fly from the
which force the bees to swarm out of yard, but the queens, who had one of
the regular season, but these deser- their wings clipped, were unable to
tions en masse are not what is called climb under the slippery tin, and comnatural swarming. We can control pelled to remain in the yard and to
the first cause by giving our bees return in the hives.
large hives and large combs, if we
I had fixed 14 of these yards in front
take care to enlarge the room before of as many hives, containing my best
the harvest time, not by giving empty queens. When the first swarm went
space onlv, but by giving empty combs out, I watched the queen. I saw her
or comb foundation.
make several unsuccessful attempts
We use large hives containing 10 or to climb out the yard but I noticed
11 Quinby frames, 18x11^4 inches; on also that the workers, who had not
these hives we place, before the honey followed the swarm, were very angry
season, a tier of 10 half combs. As against her, and treated her as they
soon as these surplus combs are about used to drones, when they want to get
half full, we put between them and rid of them.
the hive, a second tier, furnished also
Of course the swarm came back in
viith combs, or comb foundation, and
the hive.
sometimes a third tier, and even a
On the next day the same colony
fourth, if necessary.
to swarm again, with the
The result is that our prevention of attempted
of the queen with
swarming .succeeds so well that, in same ill-treatment
three
one of our large apiaries, numbering, this difference that two, or even
workers instead of one, were after her.
last year, 62 colonies, which gave
Two others of my colonies with
15,000 pounds of honey, we did not get
a single natural swarm. The same yards, tried to swarm also on the same
apiary, this year, increased to 87 by day, and both ill-used their queens, as
artificial swarming, gave 12,000 pounds the fljst one had done.
of honey, and only two natural
The three colonies tried again to
swarms.
swarm on the following day, and with
Of course all our aiiiaries did not the same increased anger against their
succeed so well, especially our home queens.
Tot the American Bee Jouixal-

remaining idle, and both the swarm
and the colony do not give as much
profit as a colony of the

For the American Bee JoumaL

;

;

;

;

same popula-

which have not swarmed.
Hamilton, 111.

tion

Working

in

Supers— Obstinate Bees.

WM.

H. BALCH.

After reading of Mr. Ware's trouble
mentioned on page 27 of the present
volume, in trying to get his bees to
in supers, I was reminded of the
trouble I formerly had with a colony
of my best workers. There seems to
be now and then a colony of bees that
are so opposed to the wishes of the
apiarist, that unless he puts them in
the right position {or, in other words,
hold some inducement out), they soon
determine to crowd the brood out of
the hive, when plenty of surplus receptacles are on, in readiness to
receive the surplus of the honey harvest. The best remedy that I ever
found, is the extractor. I never have
found a case but what I cured, by extracting about one-half of the honey ;
if the colony is very strong, extract a
Place the empty frames
little more.
in the center of the hive ; the queen
will fill them, and they having plenty
of brood to care for, seem to think
that a surplus of honey is needed. I
have often had such colonies make up
what they had lost, providing they
were not neglected too long.

work

Oran, N. Y.
For the American Bee JournaL

Lucas

Co.,

Iowa, ConTcntion.

A meeting of the bee-keepers of
Lucas county was held at the Court
House in Chariton, Iowa, on Dec. 29,
at 2 p. m., for the purpose of organiz-

ing a Bee-Keepers' Association.

The

meeting was called to order by Mr.
Wm. Malone, who stated the purpose
Mr. J. H. Sydeof the meeting.

botham was

called to the chair.

;
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Mr.

Wm.

the

call

Malone made a motion to
" The Lucas

Wilx'di

association

County Bee-Keepers' Association,"'
which, being adopted, they proceeded
to elect their officers, which resulted
as follows
J. H. Sydebotham, Presi-

and goxu.

ANSWERS BY

:

dent

;

W.

P. Davis, Vice-President

James Heddon, Dowaqiac, Mich.

W. L. ililler. Treasurer A. Reusch,
The meeting then proSecretary.
ceeded to adopt a constitution and bylaws, which was signed bv the following J. H. Sydebotham, W. L. Miller,
A. Reusch. Wm. Malone, E. Sater, A.
W. Troutman. W. P. Davis, D. C.
Rook, Isaiah Robinson, W. O. Parmenter, J. G. Stafford, J. O. Voris,
Mrs. Wm. Kent, Milton Good, Geo.
R. Riker and Evan Morgan.
Messrs. W. O. Parmenter, Wm. Malone. and Geo. W. Riker made some
remarks about wintering bees.
All interested in bee-keeping are
cordially invited to attend our next
meeting on the first Satm-day in
March, at the Court House in Chari;

:

ton, at

1 p.

A. Reusch,

m.

Sec.

believe he who advocates doing away
with this space, thus allowing receptacles of the upper and lower story to
rest upon each other, retards pregress
in apiculture, in just so far as his in-

fluence goes. I think it the duty of
the Journal to call forth the expression of our well-known leading
Diseased Bees.
In looking over my bees to-day, I practical producers upon this subject,
found them all right, except two colo- that beginners may know how to denies which stood side by side
they cide.
were dead. I found some decaved
3. I cannot believe that cold alone
brood in a few cells which emitted a
strong odor on opening the hive. Do can produce dysentery. It may caus&
you think there is any danger of it bees to gorge themselves with honey
being foul brood and "would you ad- or pollen, said honey or pollen provise destroying hives, combs, etc. ? If
you think it foul brood, please tell me ducing dysentery, but so general an
how to prevent it from spreading. I effect must have one general cause,
forgot to say there was both honey and and that surely is not cold, for bees
pollen in the hive.
often die with dysentery in its worst
J. D. Cunningham, Jk.
form in cellars whose temperature is
Orchard Hill, Ga., Jan. 9, 1884.
;

i*

never below

have had no experience with foul
brood whatever, but from studying it
I am rather of the opinion that you
have it in those two colonies. Were
it my case, and I considered it foul
brood, I should burn the both hives
complete at once. It is, however,
more than likely that the seeds of the
I
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Des Moines

Co.,

Iowa, Convention.

The bee-keepers of Des Moines
County, Iowa, met according to the
notice of the committee, and formed
an organization by appointing John
Nau as President pro tern, and Elijah
Beans as Secretary pro tern, and then
adjourned to 1 p. ni. In the afternoon
the first thing in order was to ballot
for officers tor the ensuing year, which
resulted in the election of Geo.
Bischoff, for President W. R. Glandon, for Vice-President; John Xau,
;

for Secretary,

and A. M. Baldwin for

4.

There

is

40°.

no doubt many persons

who may

receive into their blood the
virus of bee stings, and into their
lungs breathe the same poison, and
continually throw it off as fast as re-

ceived

;

but there are

many who

will

become chronic sufferers from the effects of this poison, and it is my opin-

disease are at present in other colo- ion that the number will astonish us
nies, which will develop into the same
that will be reported, after tlie busicondition as the two mentioned, this ness has undergone a score of years
coming spring. By that time these more of development in this country.
will have infected others, and soon it
is

liable to

go on

all

through your

apiary. Prevention is the vital point
Treasurer.
regular printed beekeepers' constitution and by-laws was to study.
,55?K -^^ C?^ ^fv^cM«&*s
laid before the meeting, which was
amended by changing the membership Sundry Questions.
fee to 25 cents, and then adopted.
1. Do you consider extra prolificness
There was some interesting dis- of queens a valuable characteristic V
cussions which lasted about two
2. Of what value is the bee space Packed in Clover Chaff.
hours, and then a committee, which above brood frames V
consisted of John Nau, Samuel Catlin
I commenced the honey season of
3.
Do you think that cold alone
and H. W. Cart%\Tight were appointed would produce dysentery ?
1883 with 2 colonies in Langstroth
to meet the officers of the AgriculOn May 23 I bought 2 more.
4. What is your opinion of the effects hives.
tiu:al Society and insist on them in
of being stung by bees for many I have 13 colonies wintermg well. I
giving
liberal
premiums on our years ?
run one for comb honey, and got from
B. F.
industry, at the next aimual fair in
and 2
it 60 lbs. in one-pound sections
during
the
past
1. Several times
10 for extracted honey. My young colDes Moines county.
It was agreed to meet in regular years I have stated through the Jour- onies gathered enough to winter on.
session on the fourth Tuesday in
nal, that I did not consider prolific- I received in all 500 lbs. I pack in
April, 1SS4, at 10 a. m., in R. C. Crawclover chaff, and rear my own queens.
ford's hall, in ^Sliddletown, Iowa. The ness in the queen, beyond normality,
John H. Shelt.
society is to be kno\\'n as the Des of any special value, because with it
Napoleon, O., Jan. 14, 1884.

A

Uf

1

;

Moines County Bee-Keepers' Association.

The number

sented was 217.

of colonies repre-

John Xau,

Middleto\^Ti, Iowa, Jan.

ib'ec.

8, 1884.

^" meeting: of bee-keepers will
be held at the residence of W. Cossens,
Monee, Will Co., Ills., on Monday,
Jan. 28, 1SS4. All friends of improved

A

management

of the apiary, are invi-

ted to attend.

A. WiCHERTS,
W. Cossens,
B.

^"

Heyen,

i
>

Committee.

)

Letters for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

is apt to go qualities of inferiorty, and
because so small a part of the capital
invested rests with the queen.
2. In my judgment, there is no
claim in the Langstroth patent (now
expired) of as great value. Mr. Langstroth's late statement that the Italian
bee seemed to object to the space,
must have arisen from the fact, that
when he used the space, he used an
objectionable and improperly constructed honey board, which Ithey objected to, rather than the space. Right
here and now I wish to state and have
it

remembered

in the future, that I

Hill's

Method of Wintering

Bees.

can safely say that all would be
much interested in reading a detailed
account of the metfiod of wintering,
practiced by Mr. J. S. Hill, of Mount
Healthy, O., as recommeded by Mr.
Langstroth. I, therefore, respectfully
suggest that Mr. Hill's plan be fully
I

an early issue of the
either bv Mr.
Langstroth or Mr. Hill himself. While
on this subject allow me to ask some
experienced bee-keeper whether paper
has ever been thoroughly tested as an

described in

Weekly Bee Journal,

i

absorbent over the bees in winter V I \
should hardly think it suitable tol
place directly next to the bees, but a
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the best, also small cans of extracted honey. My advice to all is,
attend to the borne market first, if you
have one if not, make one. Alihough
I have over 100 acres of good land, I
larger
some between blankets of the bed can make the bees pay a much anidomestic
during a cold night, or using as an per cent, than land or
the poorest
extra wi-ap under the overcoat in very mals. The ye r 1SS3 was
I ever saw.
cold weather, it would not surprise me, season for bees and honey
cure for dyspepsia is simply this
if weight for weight, newspapers are Mv
amongst the best non-conductors. as'vou finish each meal take a teaNow.the ipiestion is, will they absorb spoonful of extracted honey, as you
it is
moisture well enough to use as a leave the table. Try it 1 know
a cure. For years I could not eat
W- J- Rasin.
covering.
warm biscuit, 'fat meat, nor vegetaJenkintown, Pa., Jan. 7, 1884.

few thicknesses over a li^ht woolen

sell

nmch

of tlie
heat. Newspaper, for instance, is an
excellent non-conductor, as any one
can easily demonstrate by placing

blanket ou£rht to confine

;

:

;

increased by natural swarm; they
ing to 37, and I got 1,000 pounds of
comb and extracted honey. We have
had a splendid fall and wmter, so far.
It has been very cold for a few days,
and a little snow on the ground. My
bees are all in the cellar, dreaming of
what a happy time they are going to
have in " the sweet by-and-by."
20

G. W. Stark.
Holmesville, Neb., Jan. 9, 1884.

From

My

the Buckhorn Apiary.
bees are doing well— all are

cooked fruit, nor any quiet. Thermometer stands at 83°.
thing good or rich, but now this mis- From my own experience 1 feel satisPoor Season.
ery has given place to a good digestion fled that I have discovered the cause
Las spring I had 3 colonies of bees. by the use of honey as above slated.
and a cure for dysentery. I send you
which
I
Thev swarmed ten times, of
a New Year's present of a pail honey,
C. H. Chapman.
being
I
saved nine; one flew away,
gathered by what some call " the little
Cohoctah, Mich., Jan. 15, 1884.
were
they
In
June,
away from home.
black imps." What was this honey
gatliering honey rapidly, and there
gathered from V I have had 4,000 lbs.
seemed to be a large supply. I antici- Extremely Cold.
of the same during the past season.
pated a large amount of surplus honey
AVe have had unprecedented weather I put my bees in the cellar at differin the fall, but tlie season changed (in for several days. Saturday, Jan. 5, ent times.
F. A. Gibson.
Julv, I think), and became unfavor- was the coldest day we have had for
Racine, Wis., Jan. 12, 1884.
able, and but little honey was gath- several years
it moderated some on
[Thanks for the honey ; it has some
ered afterwards. From my best col- the 10th, but turned cold on the 11th,
ony (the first or second swarm) I took and it still liolds. I fear our pets will basswood in it, but it is mixed with
28 two-pound boxes. This was nearly suffer. On the 10th some flew out, other bloom; it is very nice and palataone-half of the whole amount taken but soon dropped on the snow to rise
ble.— Ed.]
Wm. Brundage.
off.
G. W. Ashby.
no more.
Lodi, X. Y., Jan. 7. 18s4.
Valley Station, Ky., Jan. 12, 1884.
Bees Buried in a Clamp.
Our Nebraska State Convention.
The " Cold Snap " in Kentucky.
On April 19, 1883, I moved from
Wis., 85 coloWe certainly had an excellent meet- The morning of Jan. 4 was the cold- Arcadia to Columbus,
of 200 miles ;
ing. I have attended one Xortli Amer- est weather we have had for 20 years. nies of bees ; a distance
increased
ican and two Northwestern meetings, The thermometer was 20^ below zero sold 11, and started with 74 ;
and am pleased to say tliere was more at 8 a. m. and V2P below at 8 a. m. on to 99 took off 5,500 lbs. of comb honey
lbs. half
ladies present at our late meeting Jan. 5. The weather has moderated, finished, all white clover; 450
than I ever saw present at a bee meet- and a big snow of 8 to 12 inches fell finished ; 150 lbs. of open combs, and
ing before. Having been present at yesterday ; then a heavy wind from 500 lbs. of extracted, making a total
meetings East, I think I am qualified the south, and the snow melted rap- of 6,600 lbs. Thirteen colonies weighwere
to say that, although Nebraska is one idly. Some few bees were out all my ing less than required on Nov. 1
among the baby states, she is taking bees answered to roll call they are on killed and their combs stored away.
long strides close behind, if not "neck the summer stands snug and dry, with I sold 2; put 84 into a clamp and
They are wintering
buried them.
and neck" with her old sisters, in the
the
bles, pastries,

;

;

:

;

;

upper storj?,
quilt and leaves in
enrolled 51 and each hive has a sheet of tin on
members, Ijut could not find time to the corner, painted, and they are
take a statistical report. You will also water proof. Peaches are all killed in
see that foul brood, that terrible de- the bud and I fear much danger is
stroyer, has encroached upon our ter- done by the low temperature to small
ritory, and that we are making an at- fruits. Prospects for clover are very
tempt to stamp it out with the power fine, and that is our main crop for
of a united effort.
N. P. Allen.
honey.

We

apicuitural pursuit.

;

M. L. Trester.
Lincoln, Neb., Jan.

Smith's Grove, Ky., Jan.

11, 1884.

the Muth sections, 514x51^ square, 1)4
inches thick, weight \}i lbs., which
gives larger surface face than ordinary
sections, and are more enticing to
E. A. Morgan.
customers.
Arcadia, Wis., Jan. 14, 1884.

14, 1884.

Home Market for Honey.

My Report for

1883.

Commencing with

12 colonies in the
spring, I increased to 21, and 2 went
away I received 20 queens and had
750 pounds of honey (500 lbs. in comb,
and 250 lbs. of extracted). I winter on
the summer stands, mostly in cliaff
hives, with brood chamber full of
honey. I sell my honey at home for

I have 184 colonies in the cellar, all
in fine conditiun at the present. Have
wintered the bees in the cellar for
several years, and have never lost a
colony that had stores enough to last
cellar is quite
the winter through.
dry ; keep the temperature as near 40^^
as possible. I can thus winter on 20 cts. per lb.
John Witschy.
about 10 lbs. of honey per colony from
Morrill, Kans., Jan. 14, 1884.
Nov. 1, to May 1, after which date
stores are consumed quite rapidly,
Splendid Winter for Bees.
thus requiring not less than 30 lbs. of
honey to carry a colony from autumn
I took my (iO colonies of bees out of
frost to clover bloom. I use the long the cellar about April 15. I have
shallow frame and work for comb called the roll, and they all answered
honey, which sells readily at 18 cts. but 4 colonies ; they had gone to their
per lb. I can now sell 100 lbs. as happy hunting ground. Forty of the
readily as I could 10 lbs. 5 years ago, rest were strong, and 16 weak. I sold
when I first offered honey for sale the 40 strong ones for SIO each ; kept
about here and this is the result of the 16 weak ones to commence the
working up a home market with a season's work. They built up nicely.
good article. I find the 1 lb. sections I had the first natural swarm on May
;

My

;

finely. I have sold one- half of my
honey at an average price of 18 cents.
1 have the balance on hand. I use

Report of a Beginner.
Last April I bought one colony of
bees for Italians, but I soon found
them to be hybrids. My brother gave
me two colonies of brown bees we
transferred them to frames in May. In
June I sent to two different places for
Italian queens ; I got half a pound of
bees with the one from Kansas City,
and let her build up, which she did in
the best of order. I did what I could
for them, wlien cold or rainy, by feeding them good sugar syrup. Early in
August we moved them from tlie 5
frame hive to 9 frames. As a piece of
comb was built to theside of the hive,
in which was eggs and small larva,
and so many bees wanted to stay, we
they built 8 queen cells
left them
from which we saved3queens, divided
the bees with them and let them do
the best they could, after giving them
some frames of sealed honey. I did
not get the queen from Georgia until
;

;

—

:
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the 12th day after she was started,
ieing delayed on account of the flood.
•On July 4, 1 put her with a few black
bees it did not seem much over a
month until the hive was full of beautiful Italians, and there were no blacks
to be seen. I love my bees, although
they sting me some. I obtained 77 lbs.
;

of honey in 1 lb. sections. I was late
starting with the bees, and there was

no

honey.

fall

I

have

13 colonies,

and

I think they are well

provided with
good honey. I left them on the summer stands, protected with straw and
chaff cushions. To-day the bees are
out some dropped on the snow, but
rose again, as there is no wind. This
is the first flight they have had since
Dec. 21.
Mrs. Kate Fisher.
StewartviUe, Mo., Jan. 12, ISvi.
;

Foundation with Natural

My 44 colonies

Cells.

Pollen and Brood Rearing.
In an article by G. M. Doolittle
(page 606 of the Bee Journal for
1883), it would appear that old bees
will not eat pollen when not rearing
brood. I think my experience proves
the opposite. One" colony starved tliis
winter which I neglected to give provision enough in the fall. The bees
appeared to be in good condition
otherwise, but not a particle of honey
or pollen could I find in the hive. I
found one cell in the centre of a comb
which was capped, tliis being the only
sign of brood. There were no pains
taken to exclude pollen from this hive
in the fall. I like to read the Bee
Journal very much, and camiot do
without it.
W. FisHBR.
Hamler, O., Jan. 16, 1SS4.

A

are all alive today,

I put 17 colonies in winter quarters
open air, having
pounds of flat- on Nov. 1, on summer stands, a la
bottom foimdation, last year, and if Heddon. They had a flight on Nov.
there was an old comb in the hive, 24 since that time we have had a
the queen would lay in the old comb winter. On Jan. 5 and 6 it was 20^
and not touch the t'oundation, unless below zero to-day my bees are flying
4.5°.
Ilooked at some colforced to use it. It appears that there some it is
onies, and they are all right yet. The
is no place for the eggs.
I found the
eggs at one side of tlie cell, not in the last two weeks have been the coldest
that I ever knew, in the last 20 years,
centre
in concave-bottom, the egg
would be in the centre of the cell, in this section of the State.
J, W. Sturw^old.
showing me it was not natural, and
Haymond, Ind., Jan. 14, 1884.
the queens did not like it.
I

used

finds but little demand, this season.
I caimot see why honey is so little

used as food when

it caii be bought at
121-^ to 20 cents per pound, when butter
brings from 25 to 35 cents per pound,
and adulterated syrups 85 cents per
gallon. Considering the advantages of
honey for food and medicine, it is by
far the cheapest sweet now sold in the
market.
H. S. Hackman.
Peru, 111., Jan. 13, 1884.

A "Bee

Story."

A

neighbor of mine, in the fall of
1882, put a colony of bees in his
kitchen chamber, to winter them, the
boards of the floor are loosely laid, and
consequently a high temperature was
maintained where the bees were.
considerable quantity of maple sugar
was stored in the chamber. The bees
worked on the sugar most of the winter, increased very fast, and on Feb.
22, a fine swarm came out which was
hived, and when the bees were moved
to the summer stand, in April, the
old colony was very strong, the swarm
had built a large quantity of comb,
and had about lo lbs. of honey. How
is that for " winter dairying V"

A

Real Winter.

takiiag a flight in the

a good time.

ing and the disposing of honey at fair
prices. It seems that extracted honey

7-5

;

;

;

H. H. McNett.

;

Carpenter, Pa., Jan.

14, 1884.

H. KiCHET.

The Dowagiac, Mich., Times, of Jan.
Bees Alive and Well.
9, contains this report of Mr. Shirley's
I am alive and well, and so are my
apiary
70 colonies of bees
they passed
Diphtheria—D eath— Hygiene.
W. H. Shirley, the Glenwood apiarthrough the blizzard all right, without
It was with no little pleasure that I
loss.
They had a grand flight on Sun- ist, has put into winter quaeters 167
read Mr. Pringle's letter under the
colonies of bees, all of which he thinks
day. Jan. Is.
James RoNiAN.
above caption on page 23 of the Bee
are in safe condition for wintering
Villisca, Iowa, Jan. 15, 1884.
Journal. Mr. Pringle stands square
successfully. His honey crop last year
on his feet, and on solid ground, as I
was a good one, as he has already sold
well know by experience in my own
No Winter Loss or Spring Dwindling 1,800 pounds of extracted honey, and
family. As many enquiring ones do
his comb honey aggregated 5,000 lbs.
Bees are wintering well mine took
not know where to look for aid in
Mr. Shirley is a close student of Mr.
their extremity, I would suggest that the first flight of 1884 yesterday, and Heddon's system of bee-keeping, and
look
bright
all
and
in
the
best
condiMr. P. make a list of books that he
his business ability and industry enwould recommend, and that our tion. They are left out-of-doors, ables him to carry it out successfully.
worthy editor keep these books for packed in chaff. I have packed them He is a gentleman with whom it is a
this way for four winters without the
sale to those who may need them.
pleasure to deal and he is destined to
loss of a single colony, and they never
E. M. Hayhurst.
take a front rank with the honey prospring dwindle.
J. G. Norton.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 14, 1884.
ducers of the State.
Macomb, El., Jan. 14, 18S4.
[We win do so, with pleasure. Ed.]
Local Convention Directory.
Bees Packed in Leaves.
The Season in Arkansas.
have
Sing Sing, N. Y., Jan.

14, 18.S4.

;

;

;

We

The season
dinary

of 1883 I will call an orgood one. Colonies in two-

twenty-frame Langstroth hives
have given from 75 to 100 lbs. of extracted honey those in box hives 2.5
storj'

;

to 30 lbs. The fall of 1883 was fair.
only had cold snaps on Xov. 17
and 18, but on Jan. 2 it turned cold,
and on the 6th and 7th we had snow
for three days at daybreak the thermometer was at zero. To-day, at daybreak, it was V2P\ at noon, 45-', with a
few bees flying. My bees are in one
and two-story Iiives, and in good condition. Those having upward ventilation are very quiet and dry
those
having no upward ventilation are a

We

;

;

frosty.

little

The honey market

is

poor business dull no trade cause,
the failure of the cotton crop and
drought.
Frank Thiaville.
Forrest Citv, Ark., Jan. 10, 1884.
:

;

;

just survived a very cold 1884.
Time and place of Meeting.
30'-^ to 37^ below zero;
Jan. 28.--Bee-Keepers' meeting at Monee, Ills.
but, to-day, was quite mild, so much
A Wicherta. W.CosBena, B. Heyen. Com.
so that the most of my bees were flyMarch — N. E. MichiKan, at Lapeer. Micb.
ing some, and but few were left on the
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.
snow.
bees are packed in leaves Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter, Iowa,
M. E. Darby. Sec, Dexter, Iowa.
on the summer stands, and really look
comfortable. The honey flow stopped, April 18.- -Iowa Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor. Sec
last season, about the last week in
July. I started with 105 colonies in April 22.- -Des Moines Co., at Middleton, Iowa.
John Nau, Sec.
the spring increased to 133, and got
about 300 gallons of extracted and Oct. 11, 1 2. —Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBrlde, Mich.
3,000 lbs. of comb honey, and 100 lbs.
State, at Lansing.
of wax for my season's crop. Not so Dec. 10, 1 1.— Michigan
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich,
bad for a side show. I have not had
^~ In order to have this table complete. Secretime to attend to the selling of honey,
as I have wished. I have now sold taries are requested to forward full particulars of
some over S300 worth, principally in time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
the stores in wholesale lots, but have
to sell from 12J-^ to 15 cents per pound.
now club the British Bee
I would promise you great results in
bee-keeping only for two obstacles in Journal and our Weekly for $3,50. Sec
the way, these are, successful winter- change in prices on first page.
spell of weather,

..

.5.

My

;

^" We

:

:
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The Apiary Register.

Special

gloticjcs.

Our

Nw

List of

Prminms.
All

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
$1 00
readers For 50 colonies (120 pages)

Getting up Clubs for 1884.

Examfne tbe Date following your
the wrapper label of this
To increase the number of
paper; it indicates the end of the of the Bee Jouknal, we believe, will
month to which you have paid your aid progressive bee-culture and help

name on

Bee Journal.
when sending money

subscription on the

their

" 100 colonies (220 pages)

1 50
2 OO

" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The larger ones can be used for a
We,therefore,
the following premiums for few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
this office get either a post office or ex- getting up clubs
press money order, a bank draft on
While no subscription to the Bee all together in one book, and are thereNew York or Chicago, or register the Journal will be taken for less than fore the most desirable ones.
For

safety,

to elevate the pursuit.

to

offer

Postage stamps of any kind
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
letter.

the

may be sent

Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
1^ When writing to this office oa
one getting up a club of two copies, business, our correspondents should
or more, may select from " Our Book not write anything for publication on
List " anything therein named, to the same sheet of paper, unless it can

We wish to impress

upon every one

the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.

regular advertised prices (viz.

amount

cents for every dollar be torn apart without interfering with
office, to pay them either portion of the letter.
The edifor the trouble of getting up the club ; torial and business departments are
and these books will be sent, postpaid, separate and distinct, and when the
to any address desired.
business is mixed up with items for
publication
it often causes confusion.
."
or
6
Monthly
For a club of Weekly
and $6.00, we will make an additional They may both be sent in one envelope
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound but on separate pieces of paper.
the

of

1.5

they send direct to this

Subscription Credits.— We do not in cloth, containing 320 pages.
acknowledge receipt of each subscripEmerson Binders made especially
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
tion by letter. The label on your
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
paper, or on the vrrapper, shows the Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
gold on the back, and make a very
date to which your subscription is with $10, we will, in addition to the
convenient way of preserving the Bee
paid. When you send us money, if 15 per cent, present a copy of the

—

the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card. Dt)
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.

AjnsRicAN "Popular" Dictionaby, Journal as

fast as received.

They

comprising every word in the English will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
language that enters into speech or the Weekly or for the Monthly, 50
They cannot be sent by maU
writing it contains 32,000 words and cents.
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; to Canada.
;

;

nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
desired.
it is

We

carefully

Journal

to every

i^"

maU

the

Bee

subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will

For a club of $20, for 10 Weeklies, or
cheerfully send another, if notified
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will
before all the edition is exhausted.
present, besides the 15 per cent, in
A pamphlet of 16 pages giving books, a tested Italian queen, by mail,
Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Beb
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds postpaid.
will be sent free to any perJournal
of cooking in which honey is used, and
Subscriptions for two or more years
son.
Any one intending to get up a
healthful and pleasant beverages.
for one person, will count the same
club can have sample copies sent to
We have put the price still lower, as each year for a different person.
the persons they desire to interview,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
For a club of 100 Weekly (or its by sending the names to this office.
them far and wide. Single copy 5
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent we will send a Magnificent Organ
Bee Pasturage a Necessity. We have
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for worth $150. See description on page issued a new pamphlet giving our
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more, 614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
views on this important subject, with
we will print, if desired, on the
suggestions what to plant, and when
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
il^Do not let your numbers of the and how. It is illustrated with 26 en(giving the name and address of the Bee Journal for 1883 be lost. The
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
bee-keeper who scatters them). This best way to preserve them is to pro- anyaddress for ten cents.
alone will pay him for all his trouble cure a binder and put them in. They
and expense— enabling him to dispose are very valuable for reference.
Preparation of Honey for the Mar*
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
including the production and care

Honey

as

Food and Medicine.

;

;

—

;

ket,

^" For

of both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
supply photographs of
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keepiug, in and honey at Fairs, etc.
This is a
Berlepscb, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each. paper covers or in cloth for $3.00.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.

^" We can

we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
$2.75

;

—

!
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^" All money orders

THE AMERICAN

from foreign

countries, sbould be made payable at
Chicago, as the "Madison Street Station " is not an International office.

^" Our

friends will find this the
season for securing subscriptions.
ofler the premiums and they can easily

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets.
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,
Apply to
C. F.

etc.

S7e and 978 Central Ave., CI1VCINNA.TI, O.
^"Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

We

secure them.

^" In reply to many correspondents
us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
Silver
including the 3 cent ones.
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
let

1^ A correspondent asks if any one
may

select a

Binder

for

the

Bee

POPULAR DICTIONARY.

MVTU,

CONTAINING

EVEKY TJSEFTJL WORD IN THE EKGLISH
LANGUAGE,
With

Correct Spelling. Proper Pro-

Its

True Meunlner.

uuuclutlon, und

A NEW HIV
Arranged for continunus combs and continuous
paesage-waj-s. Wil be found a pleasure to work
with, and ran be easily smd rapidly njanaged. For
C(tmb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of movable brood
frames.

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.

SEND FOE PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAK.
Address, UK. O.
TI.\H.EK.
JL..

NEW

44Atf

PHILADELPHIA,

To Flo-^er

O.

liovers!

"We will send, for .so eta., as a sample of our stock
to the patrons of the Bee Joitrnal, on mention of
the Fact. f§l worth of Plants— our selection, and
Illustrated Catalogue for 1JSH4.
F. £. BASSfc.TT <fe BRO., FlorUtA,
2B4t
ASHTABULA, OHIO.

Journal, among the books given as
Premiums for getting subscribers; we
ALSO. A VAST AMOUNT OP
reply, yes, any book or binder we keep
lbs. of extracted White Clover
for sale may be selected by those who WANTED-8,000
ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY INFORMATION
Honey, in lotsof i.Oofi lbs. and upwards. Parwill please send -amples of honey. State
qu«ntity and lowest price, delivered. Terms, "cash
on delivery." JAS. KUTHERFORD. 106 E. Ferry
St. Buffalo, N. Y.
4A2t

get up clubs.

1^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100.

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra

Titles, Insolvent

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
Hints and Ready Recipes.

in gold,

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Inttuence of Plants,

Croup— to Prevent.

number of insertions
ment has bad.

his

advertise-

1^" To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to every ojie wlw
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
any quantity of it.

IT

TELLS

It will

Save Doctor Bills

35 Cents.

Street.

Ar

1

always on the lookout for chances to increase
their earnings, and in time become wealthy those who do

4

at

itin

NEVf YORK.

ELECTROTYPES
Bnpravings used in the Bee Journal for Bale at
25 cents per square Inch— no single cut sold for less

;

thansoc.

THOafAS

9Z& West

G.

NEWMAX,

Madison Street Chlcaso,

111.

ifnprove theiropportunities reoffer a
in poverty.
great chance to make money.
men, women, boys and girls to

main

We

We want many
work for us right in their own localities. Any one
can do the work properly from the first start. The
business wilt pay more than ten times ordinary
wages. E-vpensive outfit furnished free. No one

who engages

fails to

Illustrated.

;

;

a week at home. tf>.()0 outfit free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital notrequired. Reader, if you want business at
which peraonsof either sex. young or old,

ran make great pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

particulars to H.

4Aiy

Comb

Vandervort
Send for

Sitniples A.
J.

Fdn. Mills,

Reduced

VANDERVORT,

Prlce-L<lst«
Lacyville, Pa.

A week made

at home by the industrious. Best business now before the public. Capital not needed
will start you. Men, women,

We

i;72iYou

boys and

to

work

girls

wanted everywhere

for us.

Now

is

the time.

can work in spare time, or give
your whole time to the business. No other business will pay you nearly as well. No one can fail
to muke enormous pav, by engacing at once.
Costly outfit and terms free. Money made fast,
e:isi!y and honorably.
Address True & Co.,
8Aly
Augusta, Maine.

Send f'ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of soudswhicli will help youto

XEIpVAXAX,
CHICAGO. ILL.

jieople are

rfiTTJC T> A "DT?!? maybe found on file
rl lO r
rjlV
Geo. p. Rowell

Gilt

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

West Madison

Co. '8 Newspaper A(1vertii*inK Bureau (10 Spruce
St.), where advertising contracts may be made for

;

equivalent to the Monthly), in addition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
the amount of $1.50 all by mail, postpaid.

HOW TO CURE

THOMAS O.
Ses

Cloth

This Dictionary is our Premium forga
Club of 5 subscribers to the Weekly (or its

s2ABtf

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chillblains. Cold Feet.
Corns, ('oughs. Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphthfra. Dysentery. Dandruff, Dyspepsia. llJar Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet. F'rfcbles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness, Itcbini:, Intiamed Brejists. Ivy Poisonini;, Moles. Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism, Uinu'worm.
Snoring, Stammenne, Sore Eyes, Son- Moiuh, Sure
P'JippIes. Sore Throat, Sunstrtike, Stinca and Insect
Bites. Sweating F^et, Toothache. Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough. Worms in Children.
Price only

;

E.xercise.

Occupation fur Invalids. Care of Teeth,
Superfluous Hair,
After-Dinner Napa.
Restoiing the Drowned, Headache, c^uyeAcure,
Preventing Near-Sight- Malaria' Affections,
edness.

^" It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the

BEING A PERFECT LIBRARY OF REFERBNCB
IN ONE HANDY VOLUME.

S\Z pages

Is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
1®" As the reading season has come great
amount of information of the Utmost ImK(»itance to Everybody, concerning their daily
winter
evenings,
it
is
with the long
abits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
just the time to read the various books Bathing. Working, etc.
It CobU only TWENTX-FIVE CENTS.
When renewing and
on Bee-keeping.
contains 28 pages, and In sent by mull,
your subscriptions will be a good time post-patld. on receipt of price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.
to get a supply of such literature. See
IT TELLS ABOUT
our club rate on Books with the BEfi What to Eat,
Parasites of the Skin,
How
to Eat it,
Bathing— Best way,
Journal, on the first page of this Things to Do,
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
1 hings to Avoid,
How
to Avoid them.
paper.
Ptirils of Summer,
Clothing— what to Wear.
»— 1^11
How to Breathe,
How much to Wear,
(.fverheating Houses,
Contagious Diseases,
Hnw to Avoid them,
Ribbou Badges, for bee-keepers, on Ventilation.

which are printed a large bee

Science. Mythology. Bioffraphy, American History,
Constitutions, Larvs. Growth of Cities. Colleges,

Ariny and Nai^y, Hate of Mortality, Land
and Assignment Laws, Debts, Ratei
of l7it€rest, and other Useful Knowledge,

DR. FOOTE'S

The

name of

we send

UPON

tie:*

make money

rapidly.

You

can devote your whole time to the work, or only
your spare moments. Full information and all
that Is needed, sent free. Address Stin'son 4: Co.,
SAly
Portland, Maine.

more money

PRIZEj

riglit

away than

anything else in this world. All
of either se.x,succeed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Trub

II

& Co.,

4Aly

Augusta, Maine.

W^OOD CUTS
Made

to order, of

any Subject,

exchange for i%plarlan Supplies. Reference.
editor of this paper. Address.
in

H. L.
4AU

PENFIELD,

HUNNEWK1.L,

Shelby Co. MO.

—
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STORY S CRMP,

Bingham Smoker.
Plena© bear In mind

tliHt

63

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

our

In

patent!! cover all tlif bollowH bee
smukersthut will burn suumi wood.

PIANOS^'^ORGANS

Bingliam & Hetherington,

ABRO.M.V. MICH.

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
Mathushek,

Given'sFoundationPress.

Estey,
Story & Camp.
The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Simpson & Co.,
&, Camp.

ITHI.IC 8KNTTMKNT affirms thut the PHKSS
td Sl'PKlilOK tor nmklnsCt'iut) KoiindHiion either
In Wired Kranies or for SKC'l'loNS. and insures
«trniEht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Sen<l for Circular and saiupWs.
CO..
D. H. eiVEN
HOOPESTON. ILL.
lABtf

Story

Territory
given.

A

Agents Wanted.

Protection
guaranteed.

Catalogues free to any address.

Write for our prices before buying

where.

BIND TODS JOURNALS

STORY & CAMP,

AND KEBP TUKM

NEAT AND CLEAN.

188

&

190 State Street,

203 N.

CHICAGO.

M'fV
'jp/a.

The Bee Keepers' Haudy Book

The Emerson Binder
use them. Directions In each Binder

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

West Madison

Street,

Chlcaso.

lbs.,)

(60 lbs.)

When
per

^L

postage.

Having purchased a
of

large quantity

Sweet Clover Seed,

I will

Special Discount of

you everythlntr. Many are making
Ladies make as Oiuch as men, and boys
»nd Blrls make great pay. Reader. If you want
business at which you can make great pav all the

from the above

time, write fur particulars to

received during the

20

make

a

per cent.

will furnish

H. Hallktt & Co

8Aly

Portland. Maine.

New paths marked out by that
most popular book on Medical,
and

on

all

month

orders

Now is

your purchases to advantage.

sold in theUnited States,England,
Germany and Australia. AnEdinphy6ici;\n, retired after
fifty years practice, writes: ^'^i'onr
ia priceUhS in value, and calcul'ttedio regeveraie sociftj/.^*
16-page contents table of Plaia

borough

wrk

Sow

in the

it

six pounds to the acre.
It will do well in field or lane, on hillside or in valley, on uplands or soil
subject to overflow.
It is perfectly

grain or grass

hardy,

standing drouth

Talk:, a copy of Dr. Foote's
Health Monthly, and a 100-paga

pamphlctof "Evidtncrs" of the

it

curability of all Chronic ri-=eases
of whatever part, sent for 3 cents,

the

FOOTE'S fland-

will

do no harm

first

season.

923

128

p'grsof advice about daily
habits in all sensons, and recipei

grazed by cattle

It is excellent for

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
West Madison Street. Chicago, 111.
wHTited for The Lives of all the
Presulents of tbe U. 8. The
hirse^t, handsomest best book
ever KO\d for less than twice

or cure of common a Iments
1 valmihla reference book for
very famllv.
By mail, 2C.
ents.
LiBEBAL Ijiscount to

i>ur price.
book in

Agents.

miirray Hill Pabllsfalns Co., ^*
129 East !%8th Street. New York Citr«

if

waste places and commons.

Book of Ilealfli Hints
and Ready IteceiptN gives

;

ENGRAVINGS

M. D.

TREATISE

A
giving an index of diseasefl.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable Information,

protlts to afjents.

The

fastest selline

America.

All intelligent people

Immense
want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terma
free. Uallett Book Co., Portland. Maine.
4AIy

;

Price 85 cents.— Sent on

THOMAS.tJ.
925

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

West Madison Street.'iCUICAGO, ILL.

FLAT -BOTTOM

admirably,

flourishing well during rainy seasons. Tlie honey is the best. As it
does not bloom till the second season,

I>K.

©5

;

A and

Home

4Aly

;

FALL, WINTER or
B.FOOTE^Of AcwiTork SPRINO— a great many sow it broadCity; rrice, $1.60, ? Over cast on the suow — alone, or with field
600,000 of his books have been

business,

;

200

and
iUustrations,
treating of tl-o human body in
health and disease, by Sll, E.
pages

That all who want work mav test the
we make this unparalleled offer; to all
are not well satisfled.we will send $i to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who Kive their whole timeto the work, (ireat
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co.. Portland. Maine.
evening.

B. J.

an excellent time to make

SrxrAL Science,

Homs Talk and Mfdicai,
Common Sensk. Nearly 1000
Pl.'.:.^

GOLOI

THE
HORSE,
BY
KENDALL,

of

JANUARY.

CHItONIC DISEASES CUBED.
SocTAii

prices,

tliat will put you in the way of making
iin.ire money in a few days, than you
ever thoutrht possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will stiirt you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
Is universally udapteil to both sexes, voang and
old. You can easily earn from r>ii centsto *.>everx

who

Jtifi

fortunes.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
tor postaKe, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample (roods

$12.00 per bushel,

ordered by mail, add

lb. for

HENRT Ar.I..EX, WENHAM.MASS.

$325 per

lb.,

111.

^m 0^ MMnot, life Is sweeping by, ko and
^^ BV
dare before you die. soDiethlng
I ralKhty tind nubllme. leave be^^
Bm
I hind to conquer time."
a
week
I l_
in your own town. $5out^^ I tit free. No risk. Everything
new. Capital not required. We

^ ^^

and

peck, (15

18 cents

TBOMAS O. NEIVMAX,

Address.
935

iiOct

tSc*

21R panes, bound in cloth, by mail, post-paid, for
Sl.OO per copy. Send for prospectus and our
special Circulars describing three new and useful
articles for the apiary.

47Atf

Prices :— 25 cents per

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Adt one can

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

•^\

Bl/^tRMff ERIOD/CALSV

iweet Glover
IS

else-

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls. 4 to Ifi square feet tc
Circular imd samples frea

,^^^^^_^
B^^^^^^
the pound.
fl'5%svAv,v:«i

j^

y^^j

DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. Co., N, K".

IILLS-IOiNCH $15.00,

- W.CR_E:UH

AM...|^

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

Fl.ANAeA.N
1AB17 Lock box 9iis.

<fe

II.L,IMSKI,

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.
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HEDDON'S
ooLTJivinsr.

As I do no
I buy and sell Honey for Cash only.
Cammission bualnt'ss. I will not accept shipments
without previous correspondence.

BEES and HONEY,
Management

of an Apiary for FleasTire

and

THOMAS

Profit

C.

;

by

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weehly Bee Jowmol.

925 W^est UadUon

N

Street. ChlcaffO, 111.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
"fully up with the times" in all the Improvemente
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid in the successful management of the Honejr
Bee, and at the same time produce the moat honey
in its best and most attractive condition.

Appreciative Notices.

A neat and

abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the bands of
every beginner with bees.- News, Keithsburg, 111.
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer. Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared f^r beginners.— Farmera'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In b06»
raising.- News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, l^ouisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with lOO
beautiful engravln/rs.- Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Maas.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

<
My New

Langstrotil Hive.

ThaukiiiR you for past years' patronage,
I solicit wliat I may justly merit for tlie

coming season.

I

am

CO

led to believe that

the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact that my trade has more
than doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.
I believe my Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, tlian is the
business of bee-keeping, I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
Given Comb Foundatiou, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experii'iiced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled by none.
to this date, Jan. 1, 1 have not been able to
contract for any tirst-classSections, and
I neither use or sell any others. If I offer you any
for 1884, you will sec notice here. I have about
10,000 5x6x2 to spare now.

Up

make any

- h

!zi
CO

H

olist.

the newest discoverieB
management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical Instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do wlthout.--Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican, Utica. N. Y.

n

Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome. N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Sprlng-

now have

in winter quarters, in flrst-class
colonies of bees, of our new strain,
ItiiUan blood. As most ct you are
aware, for six years psist I have taken pains to
breed my stock for marking's of character, or qualities, rather than color, using as a base, the leather
colored Italian and biown German bees.
On reading mv Circular, you will And some testimonials from practical bee-keepers {a few saved
from many received), that will give you an idea of
how well I have succeeded. Our hives and combs

"We

condition,

3.'ifi

and of pure

tield. O.

Embraces every subject of interest in the aptary,
giving very thorough details of the maniigement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeplnff
a success.— Farm. Lungmont, Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago

are in good conilition. and our bees have always
been free from foul brood. I shall endeavor to
send out a flrst-class line of Full Colonies. Queens,
Nuclei and Bees by the pound. Parties wishing to

Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the Improvements In
We advise all interested to get a copy of
his line
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries In the art,
bv which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all th*- newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and

pureliase on a large scale, as
well as those w1k> wish tlie choicest of my stock to
breed from, may do well to correspond with me.
Among the gouds we have to offer, are Standard
start

an apiary,

<.ir

Langstroth and American Frames in the flat, a
complete line of Bingham Smokers and Honey
Knives, Excelsior Honey Extractors, Wax Extractors, Plated AVire. for wiring frames, our new
style Nucleus Hives, both luade up and in the flat.
Bee Veils, Sample Shipping Crates. Comb Foundation Fasteners, Surplus lltjney Registers, our three
styles of Bee Feeders (for which 1 have numerous
testimonials), and varicius parts of our Hive.

health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It isembellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster. Pa.

STUDENTS OF BEE-CULTUKE.
Those who may wish to spend six months in the
theory and practice of Apiculture, may do themselves a service by writing for terms for 1884.
I send out CIRCULARS to those who solicit
them. only, and when ordering, will you please be
sure to state whether or not you have my Circular
of 1883. 1 believe we have no patent on anything
we make, use, or sell, except Bingham smoker and
knife.

As in the past, we shall do our best to satisfy the
reasonable, and deal out exact justice to all. Address all orders and communications to

DOWAGIAC.

Cass County,

MICH.

Lebanon, Mo.

A manual, containing all

in the

PRICE— Bound

BEESWAX.

covers.

I pay 36c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

SO centw.

West MadlBon

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILl^

TS cent*;

in

paper

postpaid.
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925
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923

in cloth,
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THE WEEKLY EDITION

NEWMAN,

Cold in

WEST MADISON
Weekly.

$3

ST.,

a year

PUEMITTM.— Any one sending one new subscripWeekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey,'' bound in cloth.
tion for the

C^ The receipt for

money

sent us will be niiven
on the address label on every paper. If not jiiven
In two weeks after sending the money, write ua a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

|y Any person sending a club of

six, is entitled

loan extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

fW Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
lime paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE, EXTKA

:
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BOOKS!

gitlucvtiscmcuts.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

— No

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to httrse owners.

book could be

has

It

35

engravings

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information
Baice aSc. for either the
English or German editions.
Quinby's
Bec-Keeplnff, by L. C. Root—
Tt-^e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fall to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
authoris master of the subject. —1*1.50.
The HiTe I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Novice's
of Bee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth. SI. S5.
KlnK*s Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Sl.OO.

New

ii25

HONEY CROP!
Our crop

beinj;

very iHrge.

we

offer

THIKTTT

THOUSAND POUNDS ot extracted Honey

FOR SALE

atKBASONABLE PRICES. We have both clover
and fall honey. Samples sent on receipt of stamps
delivered in
to pay postage. The honey can be
any shape to suit purchasers.
Send 15c. for our 34- page Pamphlet on Harvesting, Handling and MarketinK extracted honey.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co..

SABly

C:FlO"W^3Sr

1876.

ILL.

1882.

West Madison

CHICAGO,

Street.

ILIj.

or half-dozen lots of one kind.we allow
per cent, diacount. and prepay postage. Special
rates, on liirKer quantities, given upon application.

On dozen

125

Bee - Keeplna:.—

I>zlerzon*8 Rutlonal

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Btutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Ex-editoT of the "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Ozierzon is one of the greatest livina; authorities on Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
Beriepsch we are indebted for ruuch that is

known

<>f

scientiflc

bee culture. Concerning this

book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great maf*ters. the Langstruth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. 1. Hoot says of it: "Old father
Dzierzon
has probably made greater strides in
ecientitic apiculture than any one man. ..For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth. 883.

Queen-RearlnK, by Henry Alley.— A

full

and detailed account of TWKNTY-THitEE years'
in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published. Price, JHtl.OO
Bee-K.eeper*n (Julde ; or, Cooh*s Hfnuual
of the Apiary. — This Manual is elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
experience

subject of bee-culture. It is nut only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
todowithout. Cloth, !ftl. 25 ; paper cover. )S1.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Pidition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Piisturage a Necessity," " Management

ABC

l.ianffstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
is a standard scientific work.
Price, 8M9.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, '7'5c.

—This

Foal Brood;
By Albert

its origin,

Kohnke.

R.

developmentand

cure.

85c.

Price,

Extracted Honey HarvestlnK, HandlInir and Markettntc.— A :24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
;

and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Cbas.
32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
;

Dzierzon Theory ;— presents

the fundamen-

of bee-culture, and furnishes the
arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

tal principles

facta and

WORK

Apiary

Refirlsler. for SYSTEMATIC
The larger ones can housed
room for an increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
For 50 colonies. $1.00; for 100
one book. Prices
colonies, $1.50; for 2(K) colonies. $2.00.
in

the

APIARV.

for a few colonies, give
:

Deutsche

I3uccliei%

:

of Bees and
etc.

it

trated.
covers,

Honey

at Fairs,"

"Marketing Honey,"

contains wwi pages, and
Price,

bound

cloth,

In

is

profusely illus-

75c.;

in

paper

50c.. postpaid.

Houey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for maklnR
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings. Foam, Wines.etc;

©Icnen IJuUur,
SJeiumnn.

iB IfW-'

and

1>^h;^

over

HIVE

for all purposes in
at St. Louis ^alr

premium

competitors.

all

Descriptive

^'^™A'd%r'e\"s"KiTi'x''ATMSXRbNG.
Prop'r. of the ^'rown^Kee^Hi^e^-^c^tory .jnd A^i^ry,

;

ana Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It is intended f^jr consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in iEngrltsh and Oerman.
per dozen. 50«.
Tor the Market,
and
careot both comb
production
the
Including
and e.iftracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.
Price for either edition. 5c.

;

Preparation of Honey

DADAHTSFpDATION
From JAMES HEPPON. July

^7th.

Ifts;!.

— Your

Foundation is certain ly the nicest and best handled
of any I have seen on the market. It is the only
foundation true to sample I have ever received.

From James Heiidon, Aug.

loth, 1R83.— I will

pounds of foundation for next
season on the terms of your letter.
contract for

2.<»Hi

From A. H. NEWjlAN, Aug. 24th, 1883.— Book
order for 5,0(Xi pounds for spring delivery.

my

From C. F. MuTH. Dec. 12, lafS.— Book my order
for 2.00O lbs. of heavy; 1,000 lbs. of thin, and 500
lbs. of extra thin.
Dealers, send In your orders for next spring
wax is cheaper, and save trouble and money.

while

CHAS,
5ABly

DADANT &

:

ter

from

"

Bees and Honey."

Price.

lOc.

Bees In Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellarsand Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price. 5c.

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c,
its kind published. Gives measall kinds of lumber. logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

urement of
CO., HI.

Standard book throughout
United Stales & Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.
Fisher's drain Tables for Farmers, etc.
—nr2 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
tables. Interests, etc.

A POCKET DIGTIONAIIT
Containing 320 pages, and over

;

;

25,000 Words, Rightly and Plainly Dedned
To make the pronunciation easily understood
Moore's XTnlversal Assistant, and Comevery word is phonetically re-spelled, and the syllables and accents made perfectly plain, so that no plete Mechanic, contains over l.*»o.OOiJ Indusone who consults this book can miss the proper dustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Seword

to use,

and giving

it

proper pronunciation.

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives ^ixmh-o items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers. Black_„ ' This Dictionary is our Premium for smiths,
Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayera,
a Club of 3 subscribers to tlie Weekly (or its Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gild-

equivalent to the Montlily), in addition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
the amount of $1.00 all by mail, postpaid.
;

Wood Workers of

every kind.
Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Former. Price, postage paid, 8IS>50.
ers.

Metal and
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SwarniInK, Dividing: and Feeding Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
" Bees and Honey." Price, 5c.
is a chapter from
Bee Pawtiirage a Necessity, by Thomas G.
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Nomenclature of Bee-Keeping.

A

3.

ILL.,

JANUARY

30, 1884.

" colony "

should never be
"stock"; that term should

called a

only be used to designate the quantity
comprising one or more apiaries; or,
in a more general sense, the insects
tliemselves sucli as " improving the

—

meaning tlie roce. It has come
down to us, by a corruption of the
tierman word, "Bienenstocke," meaning a straw bee hive in which bees
stock,"

No.

5.

Convention at Davenport, Iowa.

The coming convention

at

Daven-

port, Iowa,

on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, Feb. 21, 22 and 2;!, promises
to be a very large gathering of the
bee-keepers of Eastern Iowa and
Western Illinois.
The Davenport
Democrat of Jan. 22, contains the following editorial remarks on tl:e

were formerly kept almost univer- " prospects :"
and even now, are quite generThe prospect is that the Bee-Keeplowing questions, based upon our late
ers' Convention which is to be held in
ally so kept in Europe.
article on the subject of " Calling
Davenport on the 2Ist, 22d and 23d
4. " Worker bees " are undeveloped
things b}- their right Xames." The
days of February next, will be the

A correspondent propounds

the

—

fol-

sally,

queries are as follows
1.

John Phin says

if

bees feed on

meal, say meal. Why not call it artiflcial bee-bread ?
2. Does not a swarm mean simply
the bees, while a colony means bees,
hives, combs, etc. ?
3.

Does a stock mean a colony, or a

whole apiary ?
4. Are
workers erroneously called
neuters if so, is there a gender other
than the two V
•5. Is the
white stick candy we get
at the store, equally as good as that
we make of sugar to give to bees
;

•

i*

X.H. F. M. Cheney.
In replying, we wiU do so by num5. Sutton,

bers, in tlie order the questions are

propounded to us.
1. The word ' artificial " is defined
to mean something iojnatural, fraudulent, or an imitation. We do decidedthe calling of meal artifibee bread. There is nothing artificial about it.
When " comb foundation " was first
made, some one called it '• artificial
comb," and that erroneous name
would, we verily believe, have been
what it would have been known by today, but for the vigorous protest we
gave in the Bee Journal some 5 or 6
years ago.
We have no use for the term artificial
in all the vocabulary of bee-keeping.
2. No, sir
a " swarm of bees " can
only be so called when in the act of
leaving the parent colony for the purpose of increase. When organized and
devoted to their work, they form a
"colony." To call such bees a "swarm"
is, at best, a misnomer.

ly object to

cial

;

females queens>ire females, but fully
developed
drones are males. A
" neuter " would be neither the one
nor the other— neither mule nor female—and to use such a term to designate bees, would make a "gender
other than the two " necessary. So
when worker bees are called neuters,
it is highly improper.
5. Having no experience in candymaking, we cannot say whether it is
;

:

;

largest gathering of persons interested
in the producing of honey ever held
in tlie State, if not in the West. President McCagg, of the Local Association under whose auspices the convention will be held, is in receipt of
letters from
Iowa City,

Independence, Fayette,
Des Moines, (Trinnell,
Muscatine, Ottumwa, Clinton, De
Witt, Monticello, Wilton, Marengo,
Dubuque, Marshalltown, Deltii and
Waterloo, stating that there will be
delegations present from Buchanan,
Fayette, Polk, Muscatine, Wapello.
as good or not. Mr. Heddon replies Clinton, Iowa,
Dubuque, Jones, Marthus
"I once worked at candy- shall, Delaware, Blackhawk, Powemaking in those days all our sugars shiek, Benton and Linn counties, in
were pure cane. If stick candy is used, Iowa, while there will be good dele:

;

gations from Rock Island, AVhiteside,
get that which is the softest and most Henry, Carroll, Stephenson
and other
creamy. I think there has been amis- counties in Illinois.
well
It is
known that the last year
take made, if you find it necessary
a disastrous one for bee-keepers,
now to feed candy you should have was
as only about a third of a crop of
fed them a proper amount of pure honey was produced in Iowa and
Northern Illinois, and -persons who
sugar syrup in the fall."
intend to continue in the business do
well to come together for consultation.
Mr. J. M. Hicks gives the fol- Among the prominent
men who will
lowing report of how the bees are be present is Mr. Thos. G. Newman,
wintering, in the Orange Bulletin: editor of the American Bee Jour" Bees in this vicinity are wintering nal, of Chicago, who will spend two
days in the convention, will deliver
well so far, and yet the thermometer an address each day, and
take part in
26°
registered
below zero Jan. 4, here the proceedings and discussions with
members. The veteran
at JJattle Ground, iHd., and at La- the other
;

1^

fayette, seven miles distant, it
30° below zero.

1^

was

Mr. Henry Alley has sent to

Langstroth

has been

invited,

and

writes that he will be present if the
shall prove favorable enough
to allow a man of his age to travel.

weather

We expect to

be present

according
Drone Excluto the above notice, and hope to meet
ders. It is a queen and drone trap,
a large number of the bee-keepers of
combined, and was described on page
the surrounding country.
56 by Mr. A. It is nicely made, and
recommends itself as an article, the
®- We now club the Bntish Bee
need of which has long been felt by Journal and our
Weekly

our

museum one

of his

every bee-keeper.

change

for $3.50. See

in prices

on

first

page.

—
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Mr. Geo. E. Hilton, of Fremont,
Mich., lias sent the following clipped
from the GokUn Days, and desires it
inserted in the

Nowhere

Bee Journal

in the

:

working of natural

lower order, do we see
more wonderful exhibitions of instinct, nearly approaching to intelligence, than in the common honey bee.
This little creature is truly "fearfully
and wonderfully made."
Take for instance, the feet of the
law. in

the tribe would not suflice to stti'
the coii^se, and the narrow door of
the hive would not allow it to pass.
Its putrid odors would, however, soon
infect the colony, and develop the
germ of some malady. How are they
to escape from this danger ? The litrepublicans take counsel, and
tle
come suddenly to just such a resolution as they would have done if they
had thorouglily known one of the arts
of ancient Egypt. As under the Pharaohs men embalmed the corpse of
animals— either with a religious view,
or to presence themselves from decay
so all the bees now set to work to
embalm the dead animal, the presence
of which is a menace to them. For
this purpose the workers scatter themselves about the country in order to
gather the resinous matter which
clings to the buds, for this is what
replaces the essences and aloes used
by the undertakers of the Nile. The
bees closely envelop the dead body
with this in the form of little fillets,
and deposit all around it a thick, solid
layer, which presarves it from putre-

tlie

bee. They exhibit
and the same time a basket, a
brush and a pair of pincers. One of
these articles, indeed, is a brush of
extreme fineness, the hairs of which,

common working
at one

arranged in symmetrical rows, are
only to be seen with the microscope.
With this brush of fairy delicacy,
the bee continually brushes its velvet
robe, to remove the pollen dust, with
which it becomes loaded while rifling
the flowers and sucking up their faction.
nectar.

Another

article,

^°

all

Intelligence in Bees.

.,.,•-„
j
is hollowed
Unveiling the Fraud.

designing, of course, to give glucose
" The National
another " boost :"
Academy of Sciences has reported to
the Commissioner of Internal Kevenue
that starch sugar contains no injurious ingredients." The above is taken
from the Norwalk. O., Chronicle, and
was sent us by Mr. H. E. Boardman,
who is firm friend of honest trade and
undulterated food products.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
)
OPFICK OF AMEKICAN BKB JOURNAL,
Monday, 10 «. m., Jan.21, 1884.1

The following
up

hour

to this

are the latest quota-

and beeswax received

tions for honey

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEV— There is no cbange

to note in the honcliange in the price of extracted
ey maritet.
honey, but there is an improvement in the demand. Comb honey is in large supply, and thehest
in 1 lb. sections brings no more than 16c. alb. from
store.

Extracted.

"(ailOc.

BEESWAX— Fair demand, and arrivals are

now come to the light. We
well knew there was some reason under cover why the glucose men were
It

has

by opening them one upon another,
by means of a hinge, those two pieces
become a pair of pincers, which render important service in the construc- working so persistently to prove that
tion of the combs, and it is with them their product was an honest one. Mr.
that the bee lavs hold of semi-circles

Items like the following are
found in nearly every paper,

to be

No

which

like a spoon, receives all the gleanings
which the insect carries to the hive.
It is a panier for provisions. Finally,

now

Henry Jones,

Chesaning. Mich.,
of wax below "its abdomen, and carof the Detroit
us
a
copy
has
sent
mouth.
his
ries them to
The mechanism of the sting is no Post and Tribune, with the following
less extraordinary. This weapon con- item marked
sits of a sheath, inclosing two needleThe decision of the National Acadshaped darts of exceeding fineness,
.emy of Sciences that glucose, as at
placed side by side.
is likely to
Toward the point they are armed present made, is healthful,
unexpected manner.
with minute teeth like those of a saw, bear fruit in an
a number of
whence it happens that the bee is It is understood that
sometimes unable to withdraw this glucose and starch manufacturers will
soon apply to the proper authorities to
little javelin from the enemy it has
surveyed at their
distilleries
pierced for so powerful is the impetus have
factories, in order that they may go
of the sting that it will pierce even
business of making distilled
the thick human skin the twelfth of into the
Distilleries
spirits from' glucose.
an inch deep.
AVhen the sting makes the wound, must, however, be on premises separfactories under the law.
the acrid poison is squeezed in from ate from
the Western distilleries are
the bag near its base, the structure Some of
have
already discovered this
and process being nearly identical with said to
competition,
those of the poison fangs of serpents. possible opening of anew
flght to
Only the females and the neuters of and they will make an earnestsome
reworking bees have these formidable induce "Congress to place
weapons, the males or di-ones being striction on the manufacture of spirof

from glucose. The applications
of the glucose men will be made first
to the internal revenue collectors of
the various districts, and will then go
to Commissioner Evans for final approval.

It

brings 28@32c. on arrival.

CHAS.

NEW

F.

fair.

MUTH.

YORK.

HONEY— White

clover and baaswood in 1 and 2
Darlt and second quality,
lb. sections, l.S(a)2lc.
1,5c.: extracted white clover in kegs and barrels,

9ffi

10c.

BBBSWAX-Prime yellow, 34®35c.
H.K. & F.B.Thubber & Co.
CHICAGO.

HONEY—

Goes off slowly, and prices are lower on
sections that are imperfectly tilled. The demand
seems to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are made
of 1 lb. sections at l.=.@2uc. l?-f(«2 lb. sections. 14@
18c.; dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
Extracted honey steady, but limited de12<&yM-'.
mand: prices range from 7@Ioc. per lb.
BE KSAV AX— Scarce, at 28^35c., according to
color and cleanliness.
R. A. Bdrnett, 161 Soutb Water St.
:

KANSAS CITY, MO.
HONEY.— Receipts liberal, and sales satisfactory.

17@I8c. I could
l and 2 lb. sections,
place several thousand pounds of dark, fall extracted honey, ats&tic. Who has any ? Do notall
speak at once.
JEROME TwiCHELL. 514 Walnut Street.

White comb,

BAN FRANCISCO.

A shipis quiet but steady.
1.073 cases was made this week per sailing
vessel to Ijiverpool. White to extra white comb,
l.'VailSc.; dark to good. y(§jllc. extracted, choice to
extra white, ii@7Hc. dark and candied, 5@—

HONEY— Market

ment of

:

:

BEESWAX- Wholesale, 27>^®3oc.
STEARNS & suiTH.

423

Front street.

its

defenseless.

Let us glance at some
bitions of wisdom sbown by these
little fellows which make such a buzzing through our gardens and hedges,
and stand among all the insects as
the nearest friends and familiars of
of the exhi-

ST. LODI8.

HONEY —
BEESWAX—

In fair demand. Comb, 13@18c.;
strained and extracted, ~<3,sc.
Firmer, at 318320.
W. T. ANTERSON & CO.. 104 N. 3d street,

CLEVELAND.
So they have discovered that they
excellent demand,
HONEY— Honey continues inchoice
the
diabolical
whisky
of
make
can
white comb
as reported last; every lot of
When an enemy little to be dreaded
quantity
is taken up as fast as it comes at 18c. in
is
to
accomsneaks into a hive of bees, the first stuff, and the '"boom"
fori lb. sections, and an occasional sale at 19; in
instances only, 20c. has been reached.
sentinels that see it pierce it with plish that object. We shall watch de- a very few
slow
sale.
Broken lots and second quality is very
their stings, and in the twinkling of velopments with interest.
For extracted there is no demand.
at
28@30c.,
inquired
for
eagerly
Is
BEESWAX—
The
an eye the corpse is tossed out.
but none to supply thejJemand.

man.

,

,

wort is not interrupted for a moment.
^^ We have a few photographs
But if the intruder is a big, strong
slug or worm, all the workers are (cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev.
thrown into agitation. They all rally L. L. Langstroth, which we can send
and pierce the enemy with a hundred to those desiring them for 50 cts. each,
stings. But what is to be done with
sucli a heavy body V The httle feet of postage prepaid.

A. C. KENDKL. 115 Ontario Street.

BOSTON.

HONEY.- Demand

honey 1882nc.;2

1b.

BEESWAX-35c.

light.

16®18c.

BLAKE & RIPLET,

1

lb.

sections

comb

Extracted, 9®llc,
57

Chatham

Street.

;

!
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set there, it will be seen that in 12
days the bro(xl should be all matured,

and as the queen rarely goes into these
spaces to deposit eggs.
We have
these combs empty of lirood,or nearly
so, when the llowers begin to secrete
honey. They can now be taken out
For the American Bee JoumaL and reserved for new swarms. If any
of the combs we wish to take out still
Those Six Frame Hives.
have brood in them, they can be used
in forming nuclei, or building up
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
those already formed. AVhen I have
decided that it is time to put on the
On page i^ of the Bee Journal, sections, I take out the six combs
Mr. I). G. Parker asks about those 6- which are in the side box apartment,
frame hives, I mentioned on page C26 and set in one tier of sections next to
of the 15ee Journal for 1883.
the division-board. (The 5-inch space
In order to make all plain, I will say accommodates two tiers of sections.)
that the hive which I use mostly is 24 I next take from the brood-chamber
inches long, 12 inches wide, and 12 two frames of imsealed brood, and
inches deep. As the frames are but place behind tlie one tier of sections
llj^xll>4; inches square, they must, of placing two frames
of the empty
course, go the short way of the hive. comlis, taken out of the 5-iuch spaces,
Five inches from either end of the in the brood-nest where the unsealed
hive is placed a slotted division-board brood was taken from. I now put
}4 of an incli thick, the slots being so sections on top and close the hive.
arranged as to form openings at the
By placing the frames of unsealed
right place for the bees to work to the
brood behind the tier of sectious, I
best advantage in the sections, which
are to be placed in each of these .5- virtually have the two tier of sections
inch spaces, which are partitioned off in the centre of the brood-nest, in
for said sections. This leaves a space which case the bees go to work in
12x12x13}^ inches for the brood-cham- them at once, if there is any honey to
be obtained. Such a course also has a
ber, in which is placed 9 Gallup
bees from
frames. The entrance to the hive is tendency to keep the
a Js-inch slot cut from the bottom of swarming. At the end of a week the
two
frames of brood are taken out
the hive the whole length of the brood
chamber (or I8I--3 inches long), and is from behind the sections and placed
in nuclei, or where we can use them to
regulated by entrance blocks. When
the bees are being prepared for win- the best advantage, and the tier of
partially filled sections pushed back
ter, the sections are taken out and a
strip of common cotton cloth spread so as to place an empty tier between
over the frames, and down each side them and the brood-chamber, when
over the slotted division-boards. The we have a complete number of sections
5-inch spaces are now filled with chaff, on the hive, and have done it in such
and a chatt or sawdust cushion placed a way that we have secured the greatover the frames. Thus the bees are est working force possible, and have
also enticed the bees into the sections
during the winter.
(Please bear in
mind that I do not manufacture hives at the proper time, and that -^vith but
for sale, nor keep for sale the pamphlet little disposition to swarm so far.
describing my hive.) When spring ar- Xow, as the sections begin to get
rives the bees in these hives packed filled, and the brood-chamljer remains
with chaff, etc., are stimulated by undisturbed, a part or all of the colospreading the brood, and by other nies will soon swarm (I should be
ways familiar to the apiarist, till the pleased if they would not do so).
Xow to secure the most honey for
9 frames are filled with brood.
As the weather is always changeable the rest of the season, we proceed as
When a swarm issues from
in the spring and early summer, the follows
chaff packing is a great help to the a hive, the old colony is moved to a
new
stand,
and the swarm hived on
bees, by the way of enabling them to
maintain an even temperature, and the old stand, which secures us nearly
thus our hives are filled with brood a all the working force from the parent
A part of the sections are
little earlier in the season than they colony.
taken from the old hive and taken to
otherwise would be.
As it is still too early for swarms the new hive. In this new hive is
to issue to the best advantage for the placed 6 Gallup frames {in some I have
production of honey, and desiring all used only 4, but do not like it as well
the bees possible at this season of the as 0), and next to these frames are
year (these bees are in reality our crop placed a tier of empty sections, while
of honey). I remove the chaif and back of this tier is placed a tier of
cotton cloth from one of the .5-inch those partly full, taken from the
spaces, and place three frames of parent colony. The top sections are
brood taken from the brood-chamber now put on. and the swarm is hived.
beyond the slotted division-board, The work done in the sections by a
placing empty combs in the brood- swarm thus treated for the next ten
nest in place of the removed frames days, is almost marvellous.
of brood. In a week the other end of
During the first week after moving,
the hive is served in the same way, the old colony will do but little work,
which gives me, -as will be seen, 15 but at the end of this time they begin
frames
a hive, thus securing a large to be populous again, and in a few
force of bees with no disposing to more days are in a flourishing condiswarm thus far. As the brood in the tion. As soon as the young queen beframes which are set over in the .5- gins to lay, 3 of the 9 "brood combs are
inch space, should be all sealed when taken out (thus leaving only 6), and
:

m
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the

up to these
are in the best possible condition to give a good yield of
comb honey as long as the harvest
lasts.
Wlieii I first started on this
plan, I thought that these 6 combs
would not contain honey enough at
the end of the season for the colony
to winter on, but I find by experience
that it has a tendency to reduce the
brood, and I have in September from
18 to 22 lbs. of honey in the frames
with a very small colony of bees for
wintering." If these small colonies of
bees will only winter as well as the
large ones, I shall fully accomplish
my object, which is to get the largest
number of bees possible in just the
right time for the honey harvest, and
rear as few at other times as is consistent with preparing for said harvest.
This getting the bees in the right
condition for the harvest may be
called my hobby. If so, " 'tis well,"
for I believe it one of the best hobbies
brought

sections

combs when

all

ever rode upon by any one producing
comb honey.
Borodino, N. Y.

For the American Bee Journal.

Some Stray Thoughts.
W. H. SHIRLEY.

While reading the excellent articles
upon Theory and Practice in the back
numbers of the Bee Journal, we
have often asked ourselves this question
"How many facts have there
been proved, without theory first
:

teaching the way ?"
It looks to me as though it is proved
beyond a doubt, that bees have wintered in all sorts of repositories, and
put in at all times and in all conditions, and have come out in good condition in the spring.
I am not well acquainted with Mr.
Humidity, neither am I vpith Mr.
Right - Temperature, nor am I in
" hand and glove " with Mr. Pollen

Theory.

But taking

my own

expe-

and adding
Mr. Pollen Theory to it, backed up by
Mr. Granulated Sugar, and then Mr.
Pollen Theory, it seems to me, has the
best of the argument on wintering.
I would like to ask bee-keepers has
any one lost, or heard of any one
rience and experiments,

:

losing a colony of bees with dysentery,
that was fed on granulated sugar ?
Speak out, and let us see if that
" fact " cannot be turned into theory
Some time ago, the plan of giving
the number of colonies kept by the
writer, at his signature, was practiced
by some writers, and it was favored
by the late convention at Toronto, I
think. I thought it was a good plan,
for it helped one to estimate the
" breadth " of the writer's experience.
(I am like Mr. Hutchinson in that respect). But please let me add something more
Xumber of colonies, aud
then the number of years that the bee
:

business has been

made a

That

to

is

what

I

want

specialty.

know.

I

have

not time to read long articles from
some novice with 3 or 4 colonies of
bees and a large apiary in his head,
though (lis head may be ever so large.
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Now, one word about bee-keeping
being in tlie hands of specialists.
How many beekeepers are there today, who are making the production
of lioiiey tiieir wliole business, and
Now. please do not
getting "rich y
head the list with A. Grimm, but let
us have another name, just once. The
bee-keeper who has a farm, a hennery,
"
a supply trade, or some " bee fixing
in connection with his bees, will in
lime get left behind by the specialist.
It is so in all oilier brandies of industry why not in the bee business ? I
propose to have bees, hives and fixtures, etc., so fixed in the near future,
to be able to sell honey to those who
make the bee business a side issue.
No. of colonies, 16.5. The production
;

They certainly do not want it cal views of things, what would the
They tell eccentric man be doing aD this time,
so understood themselves.
us here is a machine that will do or what would he be likely to do afterthe work, but we are aware that it wards y
L. We had better let the law alone.
can be improved upon, and it will be
for you to do it, even if it should be- I think if he was a man of reason, he
conie necessary to alter some of its would soon concur with us if not, we
fundamental principles. When we would dispatch a phrenologist to exstrive to do so, and then only do we amine the case.
Do you
0. Apropos, foul brood.
fully appreciate the value of their
work, and make it possible to derive think we shall ever be able to get this
the greatest benefit from it, for our- terrible calamity under our control '?
L. Yes sir
I am sanguine enough
selves and prosterity.
C. That will be for the bee papers to believe that before 2 years roll
around, we shall have it so under our
to attend to.
L. The papers are what the bee- control as to make us laugh at the
keepers make them. They are doing idea of having allowed ourselves to be
plete.

;

!

excellent work, but if we can in any
way aid them it will only be our duty
of honey a specialty for the past 6 to do so.
years. Average No. of colonies kept
C. By what means shall we able to
during that time, 100.
aid them ?
Gleuwood, ilich., Jan. 7, 1884.
will keep a record of our
L.
works and forward copies of the
same to Mr. Newman, and if bethinks
For the American Bee JuumaJ.
them worthy a place in the Bee
.Journal, he shall be at liberty to

We

Primary Conventions.

publish them.

C. They will only laugh at our silly
proceedings.
L. They may, though I think we
Neighbors. I have called you, to dis- should be" able to make them intellicuss with you, the practicability of gent enough to merit criticism. We
organizing ourselves as a precinct will lay no claim to any defined
society. I am tired of studying alone.
knowledge, but place ourselves before
I have discovered that I can make them as mere novices. There is one
better headway when I have some- thing about the papers which we
body with whom to discuss matters. would try to improve upon. Often
My energy is better concentrated on have I seen valuable hints given well
the subject under consideration, and, calculated to elicit inquiry into mat-

BY

"

THREE NOVICES."

it.

C. What do you think of the article
on foul brood in the Bee Journal,
by Mr. De Layens. He seems to have
partially succeeded in curing it.
L. There is a specimen for you. It
is the best article on the subject that
ever came to my notice. It knocks
their contagion theory all in the dust,
and it strengthens me in my belief
that we shall never have a reliable
cure, but what is better, a never failing preventative. He did not succeed
in partially curing as much as in partially " wearing " it out, though he
started on the everlasting cure, he
discovers a tolerably good preventive, and I hope he is now successcourse to the
fully pursuing his
When we set to
bottom of it.
work on this subject, which I think
we had better do the first thing, the
spring is the critical time when bees
begin to rear brood, then we will take

my thoughts to others, ters of importance, only to be passed
gives force and demonstration to
into oblivion without a single com- this article for

in conveying
it

frightened by

and dissect it
And, now,
probably because they were not in- vou liave heard my views on precinct
troduced by what you would call conventions. When you have made
We will up your mind about it, come over and
"recognized authority."
make a practice of scrutinizing those let me know. If you think favorably
points whether they spring from a of it, we will put the scheme into

my own ideas.
C. Do you not know

ment having been made upon them, from beginning

here is only us
three bee-keepers in the precinct V
And after the heavy winter losses we
have had of late, we are not likely to
be any more, very soon. What sort of
a convention do you suppose we would novice's fancy or a professor's store of
make up ?
knowledge. Our precinct meetings
are all of
first rate one
L.
should be the primaries of convenus of an inquiring turn of mind, and tions. Here the ground work should
take a somewhat different view of be done and materials gathered. Our
could not fail to make
matters.
monthly reports should be collected
it interesting and profitable for all.
for the county association, who should
K. I think we bad better try to or- meet twice a year to review and conganize a county association.
dense our work and forward copies to
C. With but few exceptions I do the
State association, which meet
not think the State associations have once a year to discuss matters of a
often
accomplished anything.
more general character; to see that
find that the most successful beethe honey resources of our State are
leave
the
stay
at
home
and
keepers
developed, and elect delegates to the
work to the novices, who spend most National convention. It would be
of their time in the recital of matters for this latter to perform work of a
that lias nothing to do with progres- higher order, and see to it that our
all, I
sive bee- culture take it all
industry was placed in its proper
do not think they are a success.
light before the commonwealth. Thus
L. Let me tell you why I think they you see, if our several conventions
are are not a success. It is as you say, were characterized by their special
the novices take up too much time in functions, they would be more sensitelling how their disorganized bees
tive to their duty, and more likely to
behave in one way and another. It accomplish it.
has nothing to do with a well-organC. Your plan tor the conventions
ized colony. They ought to learn this
suppose there
at home in oft-repeated practical and is good, I admit, but
theoretical lessons, such as we should was only one man in some precints, or
endeavor to make our precinct meet- some one should be found who would

A

!

We

We

We

;

ings.
C. I

am

m

with the classical
to us by recogI do not think we
nized authority.
can improve upon them.
L. It is only conservative men like
satisfied

works handed down

yourself

who

consider their

work com-

test,

to end.

practice.

Paradox Apiary, Jan.

1.5,

1884.

For the American Bee Journal.

Statistics of the
C. C.

MILLER,

Honey

Crop.

172—2.51.

I do not know that any one doubts
the desirability of obtaining reliable
statistics of bee-keeping, but how to
do so in a manner that shall inure to
the benefit of bee-keepers is as yet an
unsolved problem. In 1882, the North
American Society appointed a committee, of which I was chairman, to

collect statistics.
made in what was

The

effort

was

supposed to be the
best way, and I suppose few will imagine the many days' labor devoted to
the matter with no reward except being accused by some of sinister motives in the matter. Possibly no *uller
report was ever obtained, but for
practical purposes it was so meager as
to be of little if any value. The plan
pursued was the very simple one of
with
us,
he
might
have nothing to do
having each bee-keeper send his reapiary,
and
in
his
foster foul brood
port to one address, so they could be
we would know nothing of it until all tabulated together. But the mathe mischief was done.
jority did not send in reports. No acR. We would appeal to the law, and tion was taken by the National Sogo there and destroy his bees for him. ciety at its last meeting to do any
C. Now, you always take such radi- thing further in the matter but it
;

;

THE
certainly does seem to me a matter of
so much importance that it is at least
wortli tallviiig about.

Whilst
keeper iu

may not he a beeland who would^tloubt

tlierc
tlic

desirability of obtainius accurate
statistics, it niay not be amiss to consider will/ we want them, as also what
and when. Passing by all other reasons. I am free to say that as a producer of honey, my chief answer to
the (luestioii whij is.'that I may better
know how to sell my honey, my ichat
is the amount of lionev produced in
the various sections of the country,
tlie

and my when

is

in

summer

or

fall,

immediately after the crop is taken,
and before"! put my honey on tlie
1 know these tha"t I have
market.
mentioned are not by any means all
the things to be considered, but they
are the ones of the greatest importance, of the greatest money value.
Like all other things, the market
value of honey depends on supply
and demand, arid to know what price
to expect for my honey, I should
know something about the supply of
honey in tlie country. If this year's
crop is double that of last year, the
price must be lower, and rice versa.
But if we know nothing of the amount
produced, both buyer'and seller are
in the dark, and we may sell early at
a low price to find that we might
have done much better later, and

•

another year may suppose the crop
light, hold our hoiiey at a high figure
and refuse a fair price early in the
season only to sell for much less late
A few days ago I
in the season.
learned from a prominent dealer that
he had offered " 20 cents for a lot of
comb honey in December, which did
not bring more than 12 cents in the
latter part of February." Now. I do
not believe that either producer or
consumer is benefited by this state of
things, but until some plan is adopted
for securing imformation of the right
kind and at the right time, this uncertain state of things is sure to continue, resulting in an annual loss of
thousands of dollars.
Now the question comes, how are
we to obtain this information y I do
not know.
I
have thought much
about it. and have studied various
plans without being satisfied in full
with any. If all interested will do a
little thinking about it, and offer sug-
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ion that more would report to a man
in their own State than to any outside.
Another plan. Let inlUie'ntial parties in the dilVereut States secure the
passage of laws, such as exist in Illinois, and perliai)s other States, making it the duty of some officer of the
State to collect the desired statistics.
Very fully reports were thus obtained
in Illinois last year, but whether they
were early enough to be of much service is doubtful.
The fact that so many send individual reports to the difterent papers
eacli year for piiblication, suggests
the thought that if the names were to
be publislicd in full, many more would
report. This would be a matter of
considerable expense, which might be
kept down by limiting the reports to
those who luid not less than 5, 10 or 20
colonies.

Another plan would be

to have each
his report the

bee-keeper send with
trifle

of

or 10 cents, then let all the

.5

names be printed and a copy sent to
each one who sent in his pittance and
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having used them in seme of his
apiaries during the past season.
•'
Question
Will some strains of
bees of the same race prove more productive than others, or will some colonies of bees vvitti the same care, in
the same condition in spring, prove
ter

:

more productive than others V
Dr. Boyd thought the difference
owing to good crosses or the innate
good qualities of some strains of bees,
and that such good qualities should be
perpetuated by careful breeding.
Some of my colonies
Mr. Forbs
that were in equally good condition in
the spring, would vary greatly in productiveness. Others spoke to the same
:'

effect.

V. V. Blackmer asked
wintered best, the black
bees V Answered by E.
G. S. Brown, in favor of

which had
or Italian

Smith and
the black

bees.
II. B. Isham gave his experience
with the two races the past season.
His Italian colonies had given an
average of 32 lbs. more of honey, and
as many swarms as his black bees, to

report. In this case each name could
be printed, if only owning a single the colony.
colony, as he would bear his full share
R. II. Holmes inquired, in what reof the expense.
spect the black bees wintered bestV
Now, friends, do not let us drop so Answered that the Italians died while
important a matter as this without at the black bees lived. The Secretary's
the
least trying to get at something prac- experience had been different
tical.
I think I could well anord to Italian bees wintered best.
pay S'T or $10 annually for a full
Adjourned till 1.30 p. m.
knoweldge on this subject. I feel
At the opening of the afternoon sesconfident of the co-operation of the sion, a report from those present was
bee papers, and I know that the Bee called for by the President, and much
Journal, which has done so much in interesting information obtained,
this direction, will not go back on its which is condensed in the following
;

record.

Who can suggest a plan that will
work, or show the faults in what has
been done or suggested V
Marengo,

111.

For the American Bee Jovmal.

Champlain Valley Convention.

The Champlain Valley Bee-Keepers'
met at the Addison

Association,

House, Middleburg, Vt., Jan 10, 1884
called to order at 11 a. m., by President Crane.
On motion, V. V. Blackmer was

made secretary pro tern.
The Chair appointed a committee

A

commitof three on nominations.
tee was also appointed to select topics
The
committee
discussion.
on
for
gestions, we may arrive at something
nominations reported for President,
feasible.
Better than nothing would be to 11. L. Leonard Vice-President, E. P.
continue the plan tried already. Pos- Wolcott Secretary and Treasurer, J.
sibly, if all the bee papers urged it, a E. Crane and they were unanimously
fuller report might be obtained next elected.
time.
President Leonard, on taking the
Mr. O. O. Poppleton. vice-president chair, made a short speech, expressing
of Iowa, suggests a plan that I think his thanks for the honor, and his apis better.
lie suggests that each vice- preciation of the great usefulness of
resident of the National Society (I the Association in building up the inE
ope no Canadian friend will take dustry of beekeeping.
umbrage at my using the short and
The meeting now being open for
familiar name " National " instead of business, Mr. Isham asked, " Is it de" North American."
sirable
to exchange queens with other
are all one
nation of bee-keepers). Mr. P. sug- bee-keepers for the benefit of their
gests that each vice-president gather apiaries V"
statistics from his own State or terPresident Leonard thought it not
ritory, and forward them to the sec- desirable.
retary to be compiled by him. This
The secretary thought it might
plan is good if the vice-presidents can often be of great benefit. He had
secure the reports. I am of the opin- much more respect for black bees, af:

;

;

;

We

:

table

NAMES.
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The attendance was good, about 40 the power, by means of which it can
come acquainted with the honey producers of New England, and gave persons being present. Some Hue sec- be quickly put on or off. With a

many

interesting facts in regard to tions of iioney were on exhibition, also
the best methods of putting up honey samples of Given foundation and some
one-piece sections.
for market.
On motion of Dr. Bond, a hearty
J. E. Crane, Sec.
vote of thanks was given Mr. Ripley
for his pleasant and interesting paper.
For the American Bee JoumaL
He was also made an honorary member of the Association.
Circular Saws for Hive MakingVoted, to give those ladies present
who were interested in producing
TV. D. WRIGHT.
honey, the privilege of becoming
members of this Association without
In the Bee Journal, page 26, Xo.
paying the usual fee. Several ladies
Mr. F. M. Reed, of Hindsboro, 111.,
gave their names and became members. 2,
asks for information in regard to setThe topic, " The best way to build ting up and running circular saws.
up weak colonies," was taken up.
As I have had one in use for a numI have not been suc- ber of years, with which I have cut
G. S. Brown
cessful in doubling weak colonies in out several hundreds of hives, clamps,
spring. I liave found it better to take etc., perhaps a discription of my ara comb of brood from a strong colony rangement will be of benefit to him.
and give it to a weak one.
I have a one-horse railway or endH. B. Isham
I prefer to let the less chain
power, standing close
strong ones alone and take from the alongside of my shop, outside, with
weak ones.
the band wheel next to and parallel
Edson Smith
I take two medium with the building.
\% inch steel
colonies and feed them, and then take shaft 10 feet long is supported by
brood from these to help every weak three bearings, about one foot from
colony.
Other members seemed to the floor in shop, at right angles with,
prefer doubling weak colonies.
and with one end projecting through
Topic "How far apart should large the side of the building, at a suitable
apiaries be located V"
distance from the horse power, with a
J. D. Brooks said he had lined bees pully on the outer end to receive the
for 5 miles, yet he lost many of his belt from the power. On the other
bees in crossing Lake Ciiamplain his end of the shaft is a larger pully from
apiary being located on the east shore, which I run the belt to the saw. I
and the distance across being about Ji also have a 90 pound balance wheel on
of a mile.
this shaft, which serves to partly regPresident Leonard thought large ulate the speed.
apiaries should be located at least 4
My saw table stands near the cenmiles apart.
tre of the floor that I may have plenty
Topic
"Which is best, a hive with of room to work all around it, and cut
dead-air space, or one packed with up long stuff. The table is about 3
chaff i"'
feet wide by 4 feet long, with the top
Various views were expressed the hinged at the back, so that it can be
President thought the chaff-packed raised or lowered with a hand screw
hives best.
in front, for rabbeting, etc. For cut" What foundation machine
Topic
ting hand holes in hives or crates, set
is best for working up wax ?"
the saw wabbling, raise the table until
H. B. Isham thought the Given the saw cuts to the proper depth,
press was the best had used, the past then raise and lower the table with a
season, foundation made on Vander- lever.
vort, VanDeusen, and Dunham mills.
At the right of the saw as it runs
He governed the thickness of the towards you (and hinged to the side
foundation by dipping.
of the table), is a slitting gauge,
B. H. Holmes asked if the wax which is set with a single thumb
sheets were not thicker on one side screw. At the left of the saw, and -5
than the other, when dipped but once? or 6 inches from it, is a sliding parallel
E. L. Moody
I dip three times for bar 4 or 5 inches wide, let into the
heavy foundation.
table, flush with the top of the same.
Mr. Beech asked if the foundation Firmly fastened at exact right angles
was as good after it had been made to this bar, is a cross bar, against
some time V
which the lumber is placed for cutWhen honey is coming ting off. To prevent this cross- bar
J. I. Clarke
in fast, I think it makes no difference. from getting racked " out of true,"
H. B. Isham
The age of the wax fasten a strip across from the back
does not make as much difference as end of the parallel bar to the outer
the quality.
end of the cross-bar, making a figure
J. II. Mead asked what conditions 4- On this cross-bar I have an adwould injure comb foundation
justable stop (fastened at any point
Dr. Bond thought it should be kept by a thumb screw), which I use in
from the air. Others said it should cutting off' short stuff. T also have
be kept in a dry place.
another parallel bar, Sor 10 feet long,
The last topic taken up " "What with several spurs in the upper side,
advantage have the Cyprian race of which I use in place of the above for
bees over other races V
jointing the edges of long pieces.
Mr. Isham thought their strongest
My mandrel cost §7. .50, but the
points were their stings. This seemed same can now be purchased for 85.00.
to be tiie experience of all who tiad had It is
inches in diameter, and is
anything to do with them.
large enough for (j or Sinch saws.
The Association then adjourned till
Against the side of the shop, I have
the second Thursday in .Ian., 1S85.
a cord connecting with the break on
:

:

A

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

'i

:

%

horse that understands his business,
I can saw one-half day without looking to the horse at all. I also have a
break on the large pully on the shaft,
regulated by a treadle in front of the
saw table, with which I control the
power, when cutting off lumber,
which requires much less than ripping. I can also stop the power with
this break if desired.
I get my lumber dressed on both
sides. the thickness that I wish, at the
lumber yard. In cutting it up, to
make it more convenient to handle, I
cut a board in two or three pieces, of
proper length to cut a certain number
of short pieces. I then straighten
one edge of all of these pieces, by
pressing them down on the spurs in
the lon^ bar, so that the saw will just
nicely trim them. Xow we have a
straight edge to work from, they may
next be ripped to the right width, and
then cut up in lengths by placing
them against the stop on the crossbar, or they may be cut up first and
ripped to the proper width afterwards, which I usually do with wide
stuff.
In sawing stuff for brood
frames, I cut it all up in lengths first,
then rip up in slats.
I once tried to cut up a lot of 2-inch
plank for sections, but found the
power insufficient for ripping stuff of
No
that thickness to advantage.
doubt a two-horse power would answer the purpose, but as it requires
expensive machinery to manufacture
the best dovetailed sections, I prefer
to purchase them in the flat of some
reliable dealer.
After setting up your machinery to
suit you, if the saws run the wrong
way, cross one of the belts, which will

To do good
the motion.
work, good sharp tools must be employed, the saws must be well filed,
set and jointed. The Simons' saws
are the best with which I am achave never used the
quainted.
I
hollow ground saws for cross-cutting,
but think they would be best for that,
purpose, as they require no set, and
They also cut
cut very smoothly.
smoothly in ripping, but very slowly.
The saw that has given me the best
satisfaction for light ripping is 6
inches in diameter. No. 20 gauge, 2)^

reverse

points to the inch, and just enough
"set" to run freely. Ilowever.this saw
is too thin to joint the edges of boards,
as it will spring if crowded much.
Cross-cut saws for fine work should
liave 5 or 6 points to the inch, No. 17
or 18 gauge, or if beveled, No. 18
gauge at centre, and No. 15 or 16
gauge at circumference. If preferred
thiey may be made tliiner than this,
but are more apt to spring if crowded.
If new leather belting is used, it
should be well covered with castor oil,
and allowed 24 hours before using to
penetrate, else the greasiness will
cause it to slip. Thus treated it will
be much more etticient, last much
longer, always remain flexible, and
will not crack. Also if the grain side
is placed to the pully it will drive onethird more than the flesh side, because
it is less porous, thus admitting less
air between the surfaces.

—

:
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The proper speed

for circular

saws

given at 0.000 to 7.000 feet at periphery per luiiuite. JSIine make about
5 OIX) feet per minute, witti good reTlie diameter of liand wheel
sults.
on my power is 42 indies. PuUy on
outer end of shaft. 10 inches. Pully
at inner end of shaft, l(i inches, and
pnlly on saw mandrel. 2».j inches.
Knowersville. X. Y., Jan. 15, 1S»4.
is
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Calling Things by their right Names.

DK. G. L. TINKER.

will

do themselves honor by
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commem-

orating in this one size of frame, the
name of the Rev. L. L. Langstroth.
In regard to the use of the word
•'dysentery." 1 have always thought
The terms " bee
it to be improper.
dysentery," would imply on inflammatory condition, of which there is no
evidence. The words " bee diarrhoea"
are undoubtedly the most proper, and
if all bee-keepers would trv to remember them, we would soon hear no more
about bee " dysentery."
New Philadelphia, O.

For

valuable glossary of the modern terms
used in apiculture. It seems to me
that a glossary of terms should be
added as an appendix to every standard work on bee-keeping. It would
add much to their worth, and be a
ready means of refeience.
Many more terms could be added,
particularly those relating to the difterent sizes of movable frames, as the
Langstroth, Gallup, Simplicity, etc.
The description should give the exact
size, the length, width, and thickness
of the top-bars and the originator.
Then the simple mention of the Simplicity frame would mean a size ITSgx
S%, with a top-bar lOig inches long,
Ji wide, and 5-16 thick. The Langstroth frame would mean a size 17Jax9
}i, with a top- bar 19V^ inches long, 1
mch wide, and ^g thick. Now these
are very important matters with those
ordering hives from manufacturers.
In other words, there seems to be a
greater need of some standard in the
matter of exact measurement, than
there is of a standard frame. And if
all movable frames were properly described in our standard works, it
would save much confusion and
trouble.
The difference of size

between the
standard Langstroth and the Simplicity frame, is not very great, it is true;
but it is suflicient, in my estimation,
to require a hive especially constructed for each and hence, they differ as
much in this respect as the Langstroth from the Gallup frame.
;

For one, I shall hope that all beekeepers may hereafter agree to make
the distinction that justice demands,
by calling the size 17?8x9i-8, only after
its distinguished inventor, and every
other size of frame after tlie originator, or after the name of the hive in
which it is used.
Again, as the broad-frame system
of obtaining surplus seems to be quite
generally disliked by those bee-keepers who have had the most experience
in its use. we may conclude that the
time is not far distant when broad
section frames will cease to be used by
practical bee-keepers altogether.
Since there will be no occasion after
a time for a variation in the original
measurements given of the Langstroth frame, on account of the size of
a section, would it not be advisable
for all bee-keepers who like the long
shallow frame, to make in the future

only the standard Langstroth frame ?
It seems to me that all bee-keepers

American Bee Journal.

Essays at Conventions.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

1 have been opposed to the reading
of essays at conventions, and in regard to the prosy, exhaustive, halfhour-essays that are sometimes read,
but
I am of tlie same opinion still
after attending a few conventions, I
;

do think that essays can be made
beneficial.

In my opinion, their primary object
should be that of introducing topics,
and
not that of treating subjects exFor the American Bee Journal.
haustively
hence, they should be
?
short, sharp, concise, right to the
Is Bee-Culture Profitable
point, of a character that will arouse
discussions, and not more than ten
JOHN NEBEL.
minutes long— five would be better.
When a subject is announced for
I have translated the following from
discussion, many times no one wishes
Welt Bote, a German paper published
to be tlie first to speak, one waits for
in Allentown, Pa.
another, and the slow, spiritless manThis occasionally puzzles some per- ner in which the discussion starts off,
sons who live in a favorable locality. throws a gloomy, depressing feeling
They derive a nice profit from bees over the whole assembly, and it is
that they kept during a good season. some time before the enthusiasm
The rumor of it is spread far and with which the jireceding question
wide, and encourage many others to was dropped is again revived. Before
commence keeping bees. A few per- the discussion of each topic let there
sons in this country have succeeded be read a short, crispy, sparkling,
by their shrewdness to accumulate lively, spicy, pungent essay," written
Usually have by some "one who has made a hobby"
considerable wealth.
they adopted with honey raising the of the subject, and thus knows how
breeding and selling of imported bees, to handle it, and before the reader
and occasionally have sold a few hives has scarcely made his final bow, half
a dozen or more will be on their feet
and implements to bee-keepers.
" Mr. President," and
Experience teaches that most of exclaiming
these persons engaged in the business the discussion starts off with a
" boom," and with so much enthusilose time and money. The cause does
not likely lay in the business itself as asm that it is sometimes difficult to
much as it does in the men that man- stop it in time for the next topic.
I say, let us have essays at convenage it. Some are not satisfied with a
small profit they want to accumulate tions, provided that we can have them
wealth by it, the same as they have pithy, pertinent and brief— especially
read that others have done. Many brief.
Rogersville, Mich., Dec. 22, 1883.
commencing the business without any
knowledge and without learning from
[Mr. Hutchinson is quite right.
books or from experienced persons.
They have heard that bees are intelli- Such essays as he proposes are just
gent and industrious insects, and pre- what are wanted, but the long ones
suming also that they can with surety
are killing to the enthusiasm of a
live there alone, and gather honey and
take care of themselves, trusting to convention. Ed.]
the little creatures' ability and wisdom. When the weather is warm the
Maine Bee-Keepers' Convention.
hives are molested with moths, and
during winter the cold weather seriously injure the inhabitants of those
t^ The annual meeting of the
hives.
Maine Bee-Keepers' Association will
At the close of the first year they be held at Small City Hall, Lewiston,
have harvested a large amount of ex- Feb. 14 and 15, 1884. The meeting
perience, but is not salable. There
1 o'clock, Thursday p. m.
books written with will open at will
are plenty of
be devoted to the
afternoon
The
"blessed
bees,
from
the
sweet matter
President's address, reports of the
much
to
stimudone
have
and they
Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-Presidents
late the desire for practical experiof different counties, and all commitments. Those who want to save the
tees. A session will be held Thursday
costly learning of experience, will do
evening for essays and discussions.
better if they first carefully consider
Friday morning election of oflicers.
the advise of some practical beeFriday afternoon essays and discuskeeper, and then commence with
The Western Maine Beesions.
small experiments.
Keepers' Association will also meet
High Hill, Mo., Jan. 14, 1884.
The
at the same time and place.
Maine Central railroad will grant free
full
fare
to all paying
^" To give away a copy of " Honey return tickets
one way. Let there be a full attendas Food and Medicine " to every one who ance, and a good display of apiarian
buys a package of Imuy, will sell almost implements.
Wm. Hoyt, Sec.
any quantity of it.
;

On pages 003 and 604 of the Bee
JorRNAL for 1883, the editor gives a

tlie

:

;
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Wihnt and Boxv.
ANSWERS BY

Jamse Heddon, Bowagiac, Mich.

^

I wish to say to W. C., of K. H.,
that his questions regarding my hive,
etc., being relative to my own private
business, and not of general interest,

are out of place for this department.

temperature within is above that changed ft-om no wires to wires. None
without; but wlien below, dampness have reported a change the other way.
A girl or boy of 12 years will wire 100
will injure the honey at once.
It will take a
2. No, not after it had been exposed frames in 3 or 4 hours.
little longer and an older hand to put
to the air for a time.
in the sheets of foundation by hand.
We bore our frames with a special
Feeding Bees.
"Wtiatistlip best way to feed bees machine made for boring, and run by
in the fall and spring, so as to avoid steam power. The wire costs about }^
disturbance and drowning of bees ?
cent per frame, and now you can estiJohn Tye.
mate the whole cost— much depending
Toronto, Out., Jan. 16, 1884.
I use three different styles of feed-

upon

local circumstances.

I wish to impress it upon ers, with which I feed liquid food, diyour minds, that the questions are to luted honey or sugar syrup. One is Locating an Apiary.
Will iSIr. Heddon please give in the
made for feeding small quantities;
be sent to the editor, and not to me.
another large quantities another for Beb Journal an explanation, or
J. H.
something approaching one, of the
feeding in cold weather when it is dif- paragraps on page 177 (front page) of
about.
for
the
bees
to
move
ficult
the Kansas Bee- Keeper for December,
Honey Granulation.
principle, 1S83, relative to " How to locate and
Eeading an article on Granulated They all work on the same
control an apicultural field." Thanks
Honey, in the Bee .Journal, giving and are constructed so as to prevent for reply as to Italianizing also, some
reasons why pure honey granulates, robbing, daubing or drowning, leak- time, please make it a little more clear
I have a question to solve. We have ing, loss of heat from the hive, or the how you do to teach bee-keepers near
honey taken during the last honey
coming in contact with you " that two persons cannot sucseason, some in barrels and some in necessity of
cessfully produce honey in the same
5 gallon kegs. The honey has all been the bees, when filling or re-filling the field."
I always thought this dekept in the same room that in the feeder.
pended on the honey supply and
barrels has granulated, and is as clear
flowers in the locality. There are a
and beautiful as any I ever saw, while Wax and Comb.
dozen in and near Austin. AVhen I
that in the kegs has not granulated a
make bee-keeping my profession, and
1. In a given number of pounds of
particle, and seems as pure as can be.
empty comb, what amount of wax go out from political life, of course I

Once more,

;

;

;

Now why

this difference ?
Mrs. J. W. Knadler.
Sta., Ky., Jan. U, 1884.

Valley

could be obtained, the

from pollen

comb to be

tree

V

move into the country.
R. J. Kendall.
Austin, Texas Jan. 15, 1884.

shall

2. Will it pay to take straight combs
from the same which are dark and heavy and melt
This question suggests almost too
kind of blossoms, I can think of no them to make foundation V
3. By so doing how many sheets of long an answer for this department,
reason for the different action, unless foundation, suitable for brood-cham- but, as I think it is one of vital imthe wood of the kegs contained some ber, would comb of the same length portance to successful producers, I
W. Fisher.
powerful acids. Honey from different and width make V
will write an article on it for next
Ilamler,0., Jan. 16, 1884.
plants and trees differs much in its
week's Bee Journal.
1. I could not say.
I think that a
tendency to granulate.

If the

honey

is all

comb

will

make wax

enougli to

make

foundation enough to a little more
I
1. Will a house be frost-proof that than equal the size of the comb.
is covered inside and outside with have not
experimented with this
tarred paper, and boaded over on the point.

Frost-Proof House.

outside

?

if they are not ob2. By no means
tarred paper have any
on the honey ? I want some jectionable on account of having too
place to keep honey in, that will not much drone comb.
be too expensive.
G. Drew.
3. Answered above.
2.

Would

;

effect

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

place of Meeting.

Jan. 28.— Bee-Keepers' meeting .it Mnnee, Ills.
A. Wieherls. W.Cosscds, B. Heyen. Com.

Feb. 2.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at Le Grand.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.

Feb.

14,

15.— Maine State, at Ivewlston, Me.

Wm.

"

Bunker

Hill,

111.,

Jan.. 19, 1884.

1. Certainly not, if there is no heat Wires or no Wires in Fotmdation.
produced within. If the walls were 10
Which do you consider the most defeet thick, and alternated with saw- sirable way to use comb foundation,
dust, charcoal, chaff, and dead-air to get it wired, wire the frames or use
space walls, and closed tight at a tem- it without wire V I have never used
any wired have always had success
perature of "^100, and then the outer using it witliout wire, but if there is a
temperature reduced to zero, and lield better way, I want it. How long would
there, it would be only a question of it take to wire 100 frames and prepare
How would
time, when the temperature of the foundation into them V
you make the holes in the frames V
inner-room would also stand at zero. What is the comparative cost of difXo wall can be made perfectly non- ferent ways ?
John Crawford.
Pleasant, Ind.
conducting, and those that are made
;

made to retard the
I consider it best to wire the frame,
some heat continually and put the foundation on to the wires

partially so, are

radiation

of

produced within. A cellar receives
its heat from the warmer earth which
surrounds it. It is a good place to
keep honey (if clean), as long as the

Hoyt, Sec.

E. Michiean, at Lapeer, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec Rogersville, Mich.
Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.

March

.S.— N.

April 18.— Iowa Central, at Wintersel, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor. Sec.

April 22.— Des Moines
April 24, 25.— Texas

C<i.,

at Middleton, Iowa.

John Nau. Sec.

Slate, at

McKinney.
W.R. Howard, Sec.

Oct. 11, 12.— Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

Oct.

Dec.

15,

10,

16.— Northwestern. atChicaKO,

W.

Z.

III.

Hutchinson, Sec.

11.— MlchiKan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

I3P" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

afterward.
The " success " of one
l^° Our friends will find this the
bee-keeper would not be considered so season for securing subscriptions.
by another, and so the term conveys offer the premiums and they can easily
Many have secure them.
but little meaning.

We
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with large plain stencil, will insure
Steady Cold Weather.
almost absolute safety in shipping.
have
I
thermometers, and all My " Honey Depot " is becoming one
agree that the following were tlie de- of the institutions of this city.
grees below zero, from Jan. 2 to 11,
Jerome Twichell.
inclusive:
15. 22, 31, 33, 34, 1.5, 27, 4,
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 23, 1884.
,S

6. 26,

How

is

that for cold
C.

Extremely Cold in the South.

V

W. Dayton.

Olucose in Honey.
Bradford. Iowa, Jan, 15, 1884.
put into winter quarters dO coloDoes not Prof. Preston get things a
nies of bees in good coiuiition. Since
little mixed in his contribution on
Sweet
Home
Apiary.
January tlie weather has heeii very
page 36, about detecting glucose in
I commenced the season witli 27 honey V His method is tlie usual one
cold (or tliis latitude, in fact the
coldest ever known tlie tlierniome- colonies increased to 45, and 3 swarms for testing glucose in cane sugar but
ter reaching 'M)^ below zero on Jan. 5, went to tlie woods or somewliere else, I agree with him exactly in his closand this in -'Dixie's Land." Last I gave up the chase. My yield is 000 ing sentence, where he says " that
season the honey crop was short the lbs. of comb honey in one' and two- this test does not enable us to detect
season previous, we had an immense pound sections. I sold all my honey the adulteration of honey by manuThis has been factured glucose. I would add that
yield.
I have no trouble to dispose at 20 cents per pound.
of my honey crop at home at l.'i cents a poor season here. Too much rain tills last remark ought also to be apin the spring, and in the latter part of plied to the tests given by Prof. Marsh
per p'ound for extracted.
Lee Emrick.
the summer and early fall, too cold on page 377 of Vol. XIX. They might
and dry. There was no fall honey for answer for the glucose which he had
Lone Tree. Mo., Jan. IS, 1884.
the bee-keeper, and hardly enough for at that time, but the glucose offered
the bees to keep them until spring, I for sale in New York, as far as I can
Honey Production in Northern Wis. have been feeding
some late swarms. find, and largely used for adulterating
We have a splendid location for I use the Langstroth hive, winter on honey, contains no free sulphuric acid
honey production a good many un- the summer stands, and increase by nor calcic sulphate. The grocers in
occupied fields for the coming bee- natural swarming, I get my bees all all the larger towns in tins region
keepers. The market is the best in ready for winter by Oct, 1 pack them keep the spurious honey, which the
We have not produced over the frames with dry planer saw- polaroscope shows to be largely "manthis country.
honey enough to supply our local mar- dust, and leave the entrances all open ufactured glucose," but yet they
ket.
We are within easy shipping during the winter. This is the way I would "yield no sign" "to Prof.
distance (60 miles) of St." Paul and prepared them last winter, and I only Marsh's tests.
I believe the only
Minneapolis, and there the great lost one, and that one where the en- test availalile and useful to the public
prairie wheat raising country com- trance was frozen shut, and the bees generally, is the " candying " test.
mences,
and extends throughout smothered. I now bore a H inch hole Anything claiming to be honey, which
Minnesota and Dakota, in which bees over the entrance, so, in case the en- granulates, is, without much doubt,
cannot be kept profitably.
This re- trance freezes up, they may get air pure and that which will not granugion is becoming thickly settled with through the J^ inch hole above,
late, when exposed to cold and moismany large and prosperous towns
John Rey.
ture, is 99 times out of 100 adulterated.
that must draw their supplies of
East Saginaw, Mich,, Jan. 18, 1884.
J. Hasbrouck.
honey from the above-named cities.
Bound Brook, N. J.
What is needed is a little capital, and Cold in Alabama.
skilled bee-keepers to gather the tons
The weather for 8 days has been How I Prepare Bees for Winter.
of white clover and basswood honey
I began last season with lOS colothat go to waste annually, with a mar- cold here. It has been 4° below zero
ket tliat will take every pound that 800 or 900 feet below our apiary. We nies nicreased to 198 got 4,000 .lbs,
this of section box honey and 9,000 lbs. of
can be produced for years to come. have lost 15 colonies of bees
We are making a speciality of honey cold snap. The ice has been flowing extracted. So you can see I have not
production, and are doing well. I down the Tennessee river 3 or 4 days. been idle, to say nothing of my other
T, S, Hall,
business. We had a splendid crop of
will cheerfully
answer correspond- Bees are flying now,
Kirby's Creek, Ala,, Jan. 14, 1888.
white clover, but it was very wet and
ents among the readers of the Bee
Journal, who are in search of good
cold during the early part of the sealocations for bee-keeping,
son very little fall honey gathered.
Regular Blizzard.
We have had very cold weather the
A, A. Decker.
It was 22° below zero here on the mercury dancing around zero, and
Boyceville, Wis., Jan. 17, 1884.
morning of the 6th, and it is 18° this down to 28° below; 3° below this
morning. We have had a blizzard for morning. I have most of my bees
Feeding Bees in Winter.
W. H. Shirley.
a week.
stored in the bee house. I am winWe are having some cold weather, Glenwood, Mich., Jan. 7, 1884.
tering 75 colonies on the summer
36^ below zero on Jan, 4 and 5
26°
stands. They are in two-story hives
this morning.
Bees are generally
the upper story is full of empty combs.
Honey
Packing
Comb
for
Shipment.
housed through this section, and are
I took off the enameled cloth "and laid
all right, as far as heard from
except
Allow me to make another sugges- several thicknesses of newspapers
a few are reported light in stores, I tion with regard to packing sections over the frames, then the cloth over
raised the quilts and gave my colo- of comb honey in cases for shipment. all, pressing down the cover so as to
nies some sugar candy as directed in By placing a sheet of stiff manilla cut off all upward ventilation. I winthe book, " Bees and Honey," They paper between each row of sections, tered 20 colonies the same way last
take right hold of it, and I do not see so that if any comb should break wintes, and they came through in
why they will not do well on it. They loose from the frame, it cannot fall good condition. 1 think it is as good,
all seem in prime condition, except against the next comb nor get out of if not better, than to fill the upper
a little light in stores. I have the place. I discovered this in overhaul- story with chaff or other packing the
brood nest contracted with division- ing cases, which, on arrival, showed moisture that will rise from the clusboards, which I tind a great help. The some broken combs, and I found by ter will be absorbed by the paper, and
temperature of my cellar has been straightening them up and placing if frost should accumulate on the
from 34^ to 4(P, but it is dry and pure the paper between them, I was en- paper at the top of the hive, it will be
from this on. I shall try and keep it abled to save a great many that other- away from the bees. In preparing
from 40- to 450. I will report how my wise would have to be removed and bees in this way, it is essential that
candy feeding succeeds in the future. put in pails and sold as broken honey. the bees are clustered in the lower
I find the work. " Bees and Honey," a The adoption of this plan, and the story, as they could not get down to
library in itself, and very handy to use of the paper pan in the bottom of the stores in cold weather, I will reevery bee-keeper. J.W.Sanders.
the case, together with the marking port the result, J, M. Valentine.
Le Grand, Iowa, Jan. 24, 1884.
Carlinville, 111., Jan. 24, 1884.
of the cases," This side up with care,"
I

;

;

;

;
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"

accumulated moisture, ice, etc., than the bottom of the hive when they
No Loss in Wintering Bees."
the entrance was in front. By should be on the cellar bottom. 1
Many bee-keepers report " no loss where
setting swarms,
hived on empty tried the honey kegs, the past season,
in wiuterinff bees." On the first day
frames, by the side of those hived on and I think they are what we have
of March following the winter of 1880our bees flew from every hive and
gathered pollen. Did we not winter
our bees successfully? On the first
of May we had one very large colony,
and if all the remnants scattered here
and there through the apiary had
been put together, they would not
have made another. We all are prone
81,

frames partly or wholly

filled

with long needed

foundation, the results left no doubt
in my mind as to the value of foundation but when we have as many or
more bees than we need, I am not sure
but what we can utilize them in the
manufacture of wax better than in
any other way at least while wax is
so scarce, and getting scarcer. I shall
to report success, and dislike to retry it the next season by putting brood
port loss. It is so easy to write
chambers, containing empty frames,
"wintered successfully,'" but hard,
" lost all or nearly so during March under each full hive before swarming
time. If anything will prevent swarmand April."
Mus. L. Harrison.
ing, I believe this course will ; iind
Peoria, 111.
after the lower chamber is filled, or
nearly so, it will be easy to divide if
The Main Cause of Disease.
increase is desired; and if not, extract.
Wji. Camm.
In the article of 11. V. Train, page
Murrayville, 111., Jan. 19, 1884.
"I
10 of the current volume, lie says
do not believe tliat pollen has any
thing to do with bee dysentery pro or
Bees Buried under the Snow.
con;" and, again, "clover honey is
It is lonesome work to keep bees
safe stores because it is gathered early
in the season and gets well ripened." without the old Bee Journal. Please
The latter may be true, but 1 would put my name on the roll again. Our
ask him to explain the following
In honey season here was 3 weeks late
the summer of 187S we had a flood of the cold rains of spring and early
white clover honey, and none was summer, put it back ; it was good
taken from the brood-chambers, and when it did come. My bees (27 colothat was the stock of the following nies) are now buried in the snow. I
winter's supply, in which we lost 56 have been successful in wintering
out of 68 colonies, and nearly every bees this way gradually move 5 or 6
one by dysentery. I would further together cover deep with snow and
ask Mr. Train, "or any other bee- ventilate with a 6-inch stove pipe.
keeper who reads this, if he has ever
C. Smith, Jr.
Vandalia, Mich., Jan. 21, 1884.
known a case of malignant dysentery
in bees where there was no pollen in
the hive
I have not, and I believe
Report for 1883.
it to be the main cause of the disease. My
A. A. Fradenburg.
My bees came from the cellar, after
Port Washington, O., Jan. 21, 1884. their winter repose, in fair condition
but a snow storm with a cold spell of
8 or 10 days weakened them badly,
Sees on the Summer Standsleaving some colonies a mere handful.
had just
I have 19 colonies of Italian bees The soft maples, which
packed on the summer stands, in opened when the bees were first reAmerican and box hives of 3 differ- moved from the cellar, were frozen,
ent kinds. I have been looking over leaving the bees nothing to do of any
the various hives intending to transfer account until fruit bloom, which
them all to one kind of hive, and have yielded but very little honey on acbought a lot of Dr. Tinker, which, I count of the weather. The bees got
think, the best I have seen, both as to very little pollen, scarcely enough to
workmanship and ease of operation. keep up brood-rearing up to nearly the
I am always glad when Thursday time fruit bloom opened.
White
comes to get my Bee Journal.
weather
clover opened fairly, the
Chas. B. Wilson.
again being unfavorable, it proved to
Edmore, Mich., Jan. 20, 1884.
be the source of scarcely any surplus.
At this time I found that, out of 62
colonies, only .51 were fit for surplus
Value of Comb Foundation.
the remainder being weak, were used
I thought of trying to do without for queen-rearing and improvement of
the Journal one year, as I receive a stock.
Basswood yielded well, remonthly bee paper, and my labor with maining in bloom for the longest space
a correspondence for several weekly of time ever known by me; out when
newspapers takes up so much of my this closed, the honey' season for 1883
time; but one week it did not come, was at an end buckwheat yielding
and it was so missed that my sub- nothing. I have taken 6,200 lbs. of
scription is herewith enclosed for an- extracted honey, averaging about 12i;^2
other year. I put 60 colonies away lbs. per colony, spring count. I have
under fodder the last week'in Decem- increased to 118 colonies, which, exber, and left 36 on their summer cept 17 or IS, are all fed on sugar
stands, in double-walled hives. On syrup. The honey that was extracted
the 13th inst. they had a flight, and I to give place for the syrup is not inwas enabled to lift all hives with loose cluded in the above report. The celbottOQi-boards, and clean off the dead lar in which my bees are wintered is
bees and litter. I was struck with the too cold, it being at present 36^ last
fact that where the entrance was un- winter it went as low as 32^, and once
derneath, and througli the bottom- or twice, 30^ but they seem to winter
board there were fewer dead bees and fairly. The dead bees clogging in
;

;

:

:

;

;

;
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;

;

—

;

;

they are well made, do
not leak, require no waxing, and are
of very convenient size. Can any one
tell of a pure sugar that is free from
color of any kind V I have fed sugar
for several years have tried several
different brands of the best granulated
sugars, and have never yet found
any that would not, when melted with
water, produce a blue scum on top.
;

;

Last

skimmed most

of it this
friend suggests
confectioners' A, but this has the
bluing, or at least that kept here has.
A. A. E. Wilder.
Moravia, N. Y., Jan. 13, 1884.
fall I

fall I

have not.

A

;

Extracted Honey.
My hobby has always been comb
honey but last season I thought I
would see what I could do with extracted honey, and the first thing I
did was to get one of Mr. Dadant's
pamphlets on extracted honey.
I
sent for pint and quart Mason's fruit
cans and filled them with white
clover and basswood honey. Then I
labeled them, telling people that the
candying was a positive proof of its
;

purity. Now, for the result. Up to
this date, I have sold 1,800 lbs. of extracted honey, and the most of it was

In tact. I can now hardly
honey. I found that the
pint fruit cans sold about 3 to 1 of the
quart size another proof that small
packages are demanded by the people.
I know some who bought the
small cans just for the cans, to can
fruit in them, and in that way my
honey found its way where it would
not, if it liad been put up in packages
that were of no use when the honey
was used. I am looking for a large
trade next season, if I have the honey.
jSTumber of colonies, 167; 6 years a
candied.

sell liquid

;

W. H. Shirley.
Glenwood, Mich., Jan. 14, 1884.

specialist.

Some Honey Not Candied Yet.

My last

communication was about

the time when every prospect seemed
favorable for a heavy crop of honey.
These prospects were partly blasted

by continued cold and wet weather
during white clover and apart of blue
The honey obtained
thistle bloom.
was of fine quality. I have a few 2
quart jars and ^4 Pi'it tumblers of extracted honey which a zero freeze has
I know it is pure
winter here has, we
think, been severe, but not so regularly cold as to prevent the bees from

failed to granulate.

honey.

The

now and then. On Monday
they had a good flight, but since
then a blizzard struck us, sending the
mercury 10^ below zero, which is the
lowest point touched this winter. I
trust I shall be able to send you a
good report for the coming season.
So far every colony responds to the
tap. They "are not all packed with
chaff, but" have cliaff cushions on top
of the brood frames, with space between the cushions and the top of the
frames.
J. W. Carter.
Pleasant Dale, W. Va., Jan. 18,1884.

flying
last,

;

:

:
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The Apiary Register.

Oiir

^ew

List of

Premiums.
All

who intend

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it.
$1 00
readers For 50 colonies (120 pages)

Getting up Clubs for 1884.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
To increase the number of
paper; it indicates the end of the of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
month to which you have paid your aid progressive bee-culture and help

name on

Bee Journal.
when sending money

subscription on the

their

" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1

50

2 00

The larger ones can be used for a
We, therefore,
the following premiums for few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
this oftice get either a post office or ex- getting up clubs
press money order, a bank draft on
While no subscription to the Bee all together in one book, and are thereNew York or Chicago, or register the .Journal will be taken for less than fore the most desirable ones.
For

safety,

to elevate the pursuit.

to

Postage stamps of any kind
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
letter.

may be sent

TVe wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.

offer

the

regular advertised prices (viz.

Weekly, $2.00 Monthly, $1.00),— any
1^ When writing to this office on
one getting up a club of two copies, business, our correspondents should
or more, may select from " Our Book not write anything for publication on
List " anything therein named, to the same sheet of paper, unless it can
;

the

amount

of 1.5 cents for every dollar
send direct to tliis office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
tliey

be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The edi-

and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly publication it often causes confusion.
and $6.00, we will make an additional They may both be sent in one envelope
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound but on separate pieces of paper.
Subscription Credits. We do not in cloth, containing 320 pages.
acknowledge receipt of each subscripEmerson Binders made especially
For a club of .5 Weekly or 10
tion by letter. The label on your
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
gold on the back, and make a very
date to which your subscription is with $10, we will, in addition to the
convenient way of preserving the Bee
paid. When you send us money, if 1-5 per cent, present a copy of the
Journal as fast as received. They
American
"Popular"
Dictionary,
the proper credit is not given you,
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
within tv,o weeks thereafter, on your comprising every word in the English
the Weekly
or for the Monthly, 50
label, notify us by postal card. Do language that enters into speech or
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
writing
it
contains
32,000
words
and
not wait for months or years, and
to Canada.
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- phrases, 670 illustrations and 512 pages;
it
nicely
is
bound
in
cloth,
and
will
be
tion is paid to the end of the month
carefully mail the Bee
indicated on the wrapper-label. This sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
torial

—

—

;

;

(^ We

Journal

desired.

to every subscriber, but
should
any
be lost in the mails we will
For a club of $20, for 10 Weeklies, or
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will cheerfully send another, if notified
Hoaey as Food and Medicine.
before all the edition is exhausted.
present, besides the 15 per cent, in
A pamphlet of 16 pages giving books, a tested Italian queen, by mail,
Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Bee
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds postpaid.
of cooking in which honey is used, and
Subscriptions for two or more years Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
healthful and pleasant beverages.
for one person, will count the same
club can have sample copies sent to
We have put the price still lower, as each year for a different person.
the persons they desire to interview,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
For a club of 100 Weekly (or its by sending the names to this office.
them far and wide. Single copy 5
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
per hundred, 12.50. 500 will be sent we will send a Magnificent Organ
Bee Pastnrage a Necessity.
have
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for worth $150. See description on page issued a new pamphlet giving
our
for
614
of
the
Weekly
Nov.
1883.
28,
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
views on this important subject, with
we will print, if desired, on the
suggestions what to plant, and when
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
^' Do not let your numbers of the and how. It is illustrated with 26 en(giving the name and address of the Bee Journal for 1883 be lost. The
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
bee-keeper who scatters them). This best way to preserve them is to pro-»
anyaddress for ten cents.
alone will pay him for ail his trouble cure a binder and put them in. They
and expense— enabling him to dispose are very valuable for reference.
Preparation of Honey for the Marof his honey at home, at a good profit.
ket, including the production and care

gives a continual statement of account.

;

—We

;

1^ For $2.75 we will supply the of both comb and extracted honey,
supply photographs of Weekly Bee Journal one year, and instructions on the exhibition of bees
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in and honey at Fairs, etc.
This is a
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each. paper covers or in cloth for $3.00.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
&' We can

;

—
1
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1884— The

Price Lists for
ing are received

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
8 pages " Apiarian Implements and
Italian Bees and Queens."

—

Emil Kratz, Hochbeim-Erfurt. Germany 32 pages " Garden and Field

—

—

THE AMERICAN

follow-

Seeds "
Cole & Brothers, Pella, Iowa-40
pages—-' Flower and Garden Seeds."
U. E. Dodge, Fredonia, N. 1'.—
page "Bees, Queens and Bee-Keep-

—

ers' Supplies."

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets.
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,

etc.

MUTH,

Apply to
C. F.
976 and 978 Central Ave.,CIKCI5iarATI, O.
lySend 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

POPULAR DICTIONARY.
CONTAINIXO

EVEKY USEFUL WORD IN THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.
'With Its Correct Spelling. Proper FroQunclatlon, and True MeaoloK.

A NEW

HIVE.

Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
comb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of movable brood

^" The Marshall County BeeKeepers" Association will meet at the frames.
Conrt House in Marshalltown. Iowa,
Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.
on Saturday, Feb. 2, 1884, at 10:30 a.
'•
m. Subject for discussion
Pro- SEND FOE FKICE LIST AND CIRCtTLAK.
motion of Bee-Keeping." All are inAddress. DR. e. L,. TIA'KER,
vited.
Our meeting, which was to 44Atf
NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.
have been held on Jan. 6, owing to
lbs. of extracted White Clover
WANTBD-H.ono
the cold weather, failed. It was 36°
Honey, in lotsof l,0<Ki lbs. and upw.irds. Parto 40° below zero, and that is a little ties will please send ^ample8 of honey. State
quantity and lowest price, delivered. Teinis. "cash
too cold for a bee-keeper's meeting. on delivery." JAS. RUTHERKOKD. li« E.Ferry
4A2t
As we aim to have a meeting once in St., Buffalo. N. V.
three months, we will try it again on
ALSO, A VAST AMOfNT OF
we
who
Feb. 2, and
hope all,
may see
this notice living within our limits,
ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY INFORMATION
OF HEALTH,
will try it again, for we e.xpect to
UPON
have a good meeting.
Science, Mythology, Biriffrapfiy, American History,
Hints and Ready Recipes.
:

DR. FOOTE'S
HAND BOOK

J.

W. Sanders,

Sec.

Le Grand, Iowa.

Koitance to Everybody, concerning their daily

1^

The

sixth annual convention of

abits of Eating. Drinking. Dressing. Sleeping.
Bathing, Working, etc.
It Costs only
CEXTS,
and contains 38 pages, and is seat by mail,
post-psiid, on receipt of pric«. This id just
the Book that every family should have.

TWEXTY-FIVE

Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. Andrews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 2.5, 1884. A larger What to Eat.
number of leading bee masters than How to Eat it.

IT

TELLS ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,
Bathing- Best way,
liungsi Lung Diseases,

to Do,
ever assembled on a similar occasion Things
Things to Avoid,
in the South, is anticipated,
Purils of Summer,
How to Breathe,
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
Overheating Houses,
Kingston, Tex.. Jan. 16, 1SJ>4.
Ventilation,

How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much tn Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Influence of Plants.

SO MORE ORDERS WANTED.
wish to give notice to all bee-keepers
that I cannot accept any more orders for
I

Sections tliis season, as I already liave all
the orders on my book that I can till before
the honey season commences. I will here
say, that I am preparing to build "at once"
a larger factory, in winch I intend to use
steam-power, and expect by anotlier season
to be able to fill all orders prom]:)tl\". by the
aid of more and improved madiinery. I
sliall be able to turn off four times the
amoimt of work I ever have before.
Respectfully,
A. E. Manum.
Bristol, Vt., Jan. 21, 1884.

1^

^" In reply to many correspondents

Croup— to Prevent.

edness.

IT

TELLS

HOW

TO CURE

Black Eyes. Boils. Bums, Chill blains. Cold Feet,
Corns. Coughs, Cholera. Diarrhoea. Diphthera. Dysentery, D:indrufr, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet. Freckles. Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness. Itching. Inflamed Breasts, Ivv Poisoning, Moles, Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples. Sore Throat, Sunstroke. Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, toothache. Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough. Worms in Children.

It

win Save Doctor

Price only

3o Cents.

Bills!

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOAC^S
West Madison

G.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO.

!

ILL.

Grmvth o/

Army and Navy, Rate

Citifs, Colleges.

of Mortality,

of

BEING A PERFECT l.IBRART OF REFERENCE
IN ONE HANDV VOLUME.

SIS

pages

;

Cloth

;

Uilt

;

Illustrated.

This Dictionary is our Premium for a
Club of .5 subscribers to tlie Weel^ly (or its
equivalent to tlie Monthly), in aclaition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
the amount of SI. 50 all by mail, postpaid.
;

$5,000
We

want an agent

new and

prolitable.

REWARD!
in every town. SomethinK
Men. women, bovs. pirls send
We offer !!S506o worth of

stamp for outfit.
premiums to our agents. Address,
THE EURAL HOME, PhiladelpMa, Pa.
2c.

5A4t

PATENT.

Our patents have enabled us to make the BEST
for 5 years. They have yet IJ or more
years to run, and we expect to improve the smokers
ail the time.
They will be better this year (1884)

SMOKEKS

than ever before.

Bingham k

Hetheringtoii,

ABRONIA, MICH.
EE-KEEPEB liV ANTED. — ADDRESS.

5ABtf

people are always on the lookMb I ^^ HB
out for chances to increase B stating terms.
C. WEEKS,
beA4t
^^ L their earnings, and time
^k p come wealthy those who do
a week at home.
H
B Wm M improve theiropportunities
absolutely sure. No
^^ main poverty. We
V H
a

IKI
HH

Ciifton.

Tenn.

in

;

reoffer

in

We

Land

and Assi(fnment Laws, Debts, Rates
Interest, and other Useful Knowledge,

Titles. Insolvent

Exercise.

Occupation for invalids. Care of Teeth.
Superfluous Hair.
After- Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause & cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,

925

All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.

Coi}stitutions, Laivs,

Is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information of the Utmust Im-

great chance to

make money.

want many men, women, boys and girls to
work for us right in their own localities. Any one
can do the work properly from the tirst start. The
business will pay more than ten times ordinary
wages. Expensive outfit furnished free. No one

$5.0*.'

outflt tree.

Pay

risk. Capital not reReader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex. young or old,
can make great pay ail the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

quired.

4Aly

us say that we take any kind of who engages fails to make money rapidly. You
can devote your whole time to the work or only
postage stamps at their face value- your spare moments. Full information and all
Vandervort Comi) Fdn. Mills,
that is needed, sent free. Address Stixson A Co.,
Send for Samples A Redaced Price-l*lstincluding the 3 cent ones.
Silver Portland. Maine.
SAlv
32ABtf
J. VANDERVORT, Lacyville, Pa.
should never be sent by mail, as it enMILLS. 10 Inch $ IS.OOi W^
^^ MM
^^ A week made at home by the indangers the loss of the letter either
^^m ^^ dustruius. Best business now bem
^m
fore the public. Capital not needed
by thieves, or else breaks through the
^k
"We will -i^tart yuu. Men. women,
envelope and is lost in that way.
HlJ I y boys and girls wanted everywhere
37Aly
Now Is the time.
to work fnr
^19 I
let

W

S

u.-*.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 ets. each, or $8 per 100.

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation. Hives. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FI^ANAGAK
lABly Lock box H'jn.

A

ILt^INSKI,

Belleville. St. Clair cq.. Ills.

You canwork insparetime.orgive
your w.hole time to the business. No tither business will pay you nearly as well. No one can fail
to m:ike enormous pav. by engaging at once.
Costly outflt and terms free. Money made fast,
Address TarE & Co..
easily and honorably.
8Aly
Augusta, Maine.
'
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STORY S CRMP,

Sweet Clover
Prices :— 25 cents per

lb.,

S.>

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

2o per

lbs.,)

(60 lbs.)

'When ordered by mail, add

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

18 cents per lb. for postage.

Having purchased a
of

I will

20

Special Discount of

Estey,

^tory

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story

large quantity

Sweet Clover Seed,

make

In

PIANOS^^^ORGANS

and $12.00 per bushel,

peck, (15

79

&,

Territory
given.

a

& Camp.

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house

Camp.

on the Continent.

Agents Wanted.

Protection
guaranteed.

Catalograes free to any address.
otir prices before buying- else-

Write for

per cent,

where.

from the above

on

prices,

received during the

month

all

orders

STORY & CAMP,

of

JANUARY.
Now

is

188

&

CHICAGO.

an excelleut time to make

your purchases to advantage.

t

will

six

;

do well in

hardy,

OuJ Annual toogne,

pounds to the acre,
ou hillon uplands or soil

January, contains

It is perfectly

standing drouth

^

admirably,

ALFEED
923

H.

I

Nos.

wanted for The Lives of

JOUMALS

AND KEEP TUEM

the

'Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
I
lever sold for less than twice

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Address.
925

50c.
750.

THOMAS G. XEIVMAN,
West Madison

Street,

Chlcaso.

III.

ABRONIA, MICH.

The Bee Keepers' Haiuly Book
pases, bound in cloth, by mail, post-paid, for
!S>1.00 per copy. Send for prospectus and our
special Circulars describing three new and useful
articles for the apiary.

21f>

Wired Frames or for SEf.n'lONS, and insures
Btraight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

47Atf

HENRY ALL-ET", WENHAM.MASS.

in

D.

eiV£X

«(2

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

^

8.

ILL.

^m ^^ MM ^<3t< l^fs is sweepinK by, go and
^^
dare before you die. something
^J
mighty and sublime, leave be^L
BV ^" ^k I hind to C'inquer time." $fi6 a
I m %M I week in yuur own town. |5out^F
tit free.
No risk. Everything
new. Capital not required. We

^

Many

are making
fortunes. Ladies make as much as men. and boys
and eirls make great pay. Reader, if you want
business at which you can make great pay all the
will furnish

you everything.

time, write for particulars to

Portland, Maine.

H. Hallett

& Co

8AIy

K.

r..

SHOEMAKER,

Prop*r.

PRE!

anything else in this world. All
of either sex. succeed from first
to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oice address. True
4Aly
& Co., Aueusta, Maine.
hou#.

I
'

The broad road

ENGRAVINGS

Directions in each Binder

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journul

Bingham k Hetherington,

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for niabinEt'nnib Foundation either

Bee-Keepers.

Notice to

II

Bingham Smoker.

Is

of every

Send f-ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of poods which will help you to
more money ri^ht away than

4Aly

Given'sFoundationPress.

first

Tree, Field

ST. LOUIS. MO.

^A-2t

lour price. The fastest sellinK
book in America. Immense
proflts to agents. All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. HALLETT BOOK CO., Portland, Maine.

Please bear in mind that our
patents cover all the bellows bee
soiukersthat will burn sound wood.

prices of Reliable Vegetable,

Tlie Prue I.ists of the Champion Yif^e Hive manufactory. New Conierstown. Tuscarawas County,
Ohio, will be ready for distribution by the inth of
Februarv. They hiive the tinest lot of HIVES and
SECTIONS for sprinK trade that there is on the
market. Send for Prioe List.

NEAT AND CLEAN.

111.

all

and

8l2&8l4N.4thSt.,

BIND YODK

NEWMAN,

West Madison Street, Chicago,

description

and Flower Seed, Seed Grain, Seed Corn, Seed Potatoes, Onion Sets,
etc ; also Garden Drill,*, Cultivators, Fertilizers, etc., with full information
for growing and how to get our Seeds.

It is excellent for

commons.

full

Address PLANT S££D COMPANY,

and flourishing well during rainy seasons. The honey is the best. As it
does not bloom till the second season,
it will do no harm if grazed by cattle
the Brst season.
waste places and

ST. LOUIS.

mailed free on application, published

field or lane,

side or in valley,
subject to overflow.

Fifth Street,

ESTABLISHED 1845.

Sow it in the FALL, VVIJiTER or
SPRINli— a great many sow it broadcast on the snow — alone, or with Held
frain or grass

203 N.

190 State Street,

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A TREATISE

giving an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with tbe ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
;

;

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of tbe horse a valuable collection of re;

and much valuable information.
Price 85 centn.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

for the working class. Send 10 cents
r postage, and we will mail you free,
a r<iyal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
will start you. You can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from rtw cents to $5 every
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisHed, we will send $i to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

GOLDI

4Aiy

925

U.

price, by

NEWMAN,

West Madison Street.,CHICAGO, ILL.

We

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland. Maine.
tions, etc., sent free.

THOMAS

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,

M

high side-walls, 4 to Ifi square feet tc
tbe pound. Circalar and samples frea
J,

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co^ N. 7.
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HEDDON'S

BEESWAX.
I pay 33c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

^

O}

M
Q

m

C9
03
CO

n

l

i

My New Lanijstroth Hive.
Thanking you for past j'ears' patronage,
I solicit

wliat

1

coming season.

may justly merit for tlie
I am led to lielieve tliat

the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact that my trade has more
than doubled every year since I liave dealt
in supplies, aud that nearly all of my former customers are customers slill. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every oue sucli complaint.
I believe my Hjve is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to funiish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
Given Comb Foundation, after having
been tlioroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 nave on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled by none.
Up lo this date, Jan. 1,1 have not been able to

ml

make any contract forany flrsl-classSections, and
neither use or sel! any others. If I offer you any
for 1S84. you will see notice here. I have about
10,000 5x6x2 to spare now.
I

We

now have in winter quarters, in flrst-class
condition, 350 colonies of bees, of our newsftruiLi,
and of pure Italian blood. As most of you are
aware, for six years past I have taken pains to
breed my stocit inrraarkintis of character, or qualities, mtrer than color, using as abase, the leather
colored Italian and brown German bees.
On readintz my Circular, you will find some testimonials frdrii practical bee-keepers (u few saved
from many received), that will give you an idea of
how well I have succeeded. Our hives and combs
are in good condition, and our bees have always
been free from foul brood. I shall endeavor to
send out a first-class line of Full Colonies, (Queens,
Nuclei and Bees by the pound. Parties wishing' to
start an apiary, vt purchase on a large scale, as
well as those who wish the choicest of my stock to
breed from, may do well to correspond with me.
Among the goods we have to offer, ure Standard

<

Langstroth and American Frames in the tlitt, a
complete line of Bingham Smokers and Honey
Knives, Excelsior Honey Extracti.trs, Wax Extractors, Plated Wire, for wiring frames, our new
style Nucleus Hives, both made up and in the flat,
Bee Veils, Sample Shipping Crates. T'omb Foundation Fasteners. Surplus Honey Registers, ourthree
styles of Bee Feeders tor which I have numerous
testimonials', and various parts of our Hive.
i

STUDENTS OF BEE-CULTURE.
Those who may wish to spend six months in the
theory and practice of Apiculture, may do themselves a service by writine for terms for 1S84.
out CIRCULARS to those who solicit
1 send
them. only, and when ordering, will you please be
sure 1(1 state whether or not you have my Circular
of 18H3. 1 believe we have no patent on anything
we make, use, or sell, except Bingham smoker and
knife.

As in the past, we shall do our best to satisfy the
reasonable, and dCdl out exact justice to all. Address all orders and communicatinns to

•JAMES lI£DDOX.

DO WAG

I

AC. Cass County. MICH.

pq

.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

'.

>

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OF

prSLISHED BT

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

EniTOR ANn Proprietor.

925

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

ST.,

SS a year

;

CHICAGO,

Monthly, SI.

lion for the "Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
In cloth.

t^ The receipt for

money

sent us will be given

on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

^^r Any person sending a club

of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished Jree.
I^T" Papers are stopped at the expiration of the

time paid

for.

unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE. EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.
Entered at the Chicago P. O. aa Second Class Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20 cents per

line of

February

Topics Presented

space, eacb insertion,

For either the Weekly or Monthly Editions.

in this

Comb Honey

reported

JNIarket for

8 words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
TWELVE
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
line of this

type will contain about

lines will

Editorial Notices,

50 cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one,twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
•8S

G.

Went Madison

NEWMAN,
Street.,

ChlcftBO,

III.

90
90
91

Bi
88

88
89

Honey and Beeswax Market

92

How
How

89

to Wear a Bee Veil
Locating and Occupying aJField.
Michigan State Fair Premium List
for Bees and Honey
Middlesex, Ont., Honey Crop
Mild Winter in England
Moving Bees in Winter

91

My Critics
My Report for the past Season
Xo Signs of Dysentery Yet

87

.

.

86

$2 09.
cloth) 3 25.

.

paper covers)
300..
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 2 75.
2 50..
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
4 00.
Apiary Register for 3Kl colonies
(In

.

New Bee Book (cloth)
New Book (paper covers)
New Bee-Keeping

Diierzon's
Dzierzon'B

Lumber and Log Book

—

2 76
2 60
2 58

2 25

.

2 50

.

3 25

4 08..

3 00

3 50.

.

2 76

50..

3 25

00.

3 75

3
Quinby's
4
Langstroth's Standard Work
of
Bee
Culture
(cloth)
A
B
C
3
Boot's
3
Alley's Queen Bearing

Scribner's

far Bees'go forlloney

.

25..

3 00

00..

2 75

2 a^.

.

2 25

2 40.
2 25
Fisher's Grain Tables
4 50.
4 26
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food 4 Medicine.lOO Copies 6 00.. 5 60
.

.

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

2 75..

2 50

3 00..

2 76

3 00.

2 76

84 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
89
89
91

Preparing Bees for Winter

88
90
90

Profitable Increase
Register for the Apiary

92
90

Remedy for Dysentery
Report of the National Society
Section Racks and Bee Spaces

92

Special Notices
Test for Purity of

93

The Conventions
The Old Plague

Price of both. Club

The Weekly Bee Journal
Cook's Manuiil,

89

1884.

postage prepaid.

and Cook's Manual, 7th editiondn

92

Honey

No. 6.

We will supply the American Bee cJouraal
one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted In the last column of tlgrures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All

90

87

.

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Aplculturist, (Silas M. Locke)

.

3 00.. 2 75
2 60.. 2 36
3 00.. 2 75
.

2 75

New

75..

2 50

British

75.. 3 50

.

.

3 00.

Bng. Apiarian. (W.W.Merrill).. 2
Bee Journal
3
The 8 above-named papers
9

00.

.

7 75

The Menthly Bee Jeurnal and any of the
above, $i less than the figures in the last column.

Look

at

Your Wrapper-LabeL

83
87

Beeswax
New York

84
83

in

Thermometers, Straight Combs, etc
To Bee- Keepers of His. and;iowa.
Troubled with Moths
Who are the Xk-e Presidents?
Will County, 111. Convention
Wintering in Three Ways
.

A

90

as being

the'aid of bees.

VOL. XX.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Number.

Convention Notices
Dysentery
Eastern New York Convention
Elgin, Out.. Convention
Experience in AVintering

Home

1884.

6,

Bee-Keeping in Middle Texas
Bees Doing Nicely—No Dysentery
Bees Flying
Bees winter as safely as. Sheep
Comb Foundation

made without
ILL.

PKEMIUM.— Any one aendinp one neiysubscrtp-

and Uoney.'' bound

lU.,

X

Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph marked
with a

blice pencil, will please take
notice that their subscriptions will

90 expire at the end
of the present month.
91
Such are marked thus on the label,
89 "Feb. 84."
do not want to lose
92 any of our subscribers, and give this

We

S3

notice

90

nnmber

so that all may get every
of the Bee Journal without,

89 any break,

and no papers will bo
missed. When the money for renewal!
have a few photographs is received at this office, the date ort
(cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev. the label is changed to correspond,
L. L. Langstroth, which we can send and this change is your receipt. If
to those desiring them for 50 cts. each, there is any mistake made, notify us
at once.
postage prepaid.

1^ We

—

A
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BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

West Madison

925

attested l)y hundreils of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
accepted by
tlie cleanest,briglitest,quickest
color,
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in
that
is matle.
any
of
neatness
evenness and
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
is

tical

NEWMAN,

A. H.

Chicago,

111.,

MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
Mich.,
JAMES UEDDON, Dowagiac,
DOUGHERTY & McKEE, Indianapolis,
C. F.

•

;

^"c&AS. H. GREEN, Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. IIERTEL, Jr., Freeburg, 111.,
GEO. W. HOUSE, FayetteviUe, N. i

.,

and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
with
list of supplies, accompanied

ISO COMPI.IMENTAKY,

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
We guarantee every inch of our
Foiiudatioii equal te sample in every
respect.
SABly

CHAS. DADA&T & SON,

HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.

VAZi'O'ABZiS

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
TheOiIerinul

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL..

Kendall** Horse Book..
more useful to horse owners.

Dzlerzon*B Rational Bee

-

K-eeplngr.—

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and 8.
Stutterd. and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Ex-editoT of_ the "British Bee Jouriuil."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the neatest living authorities on Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that la
known of scientiflc bee culture. Concerning thia
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langslroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on thia side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot says of it: "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierion
scientiflc apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientihc value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scienCloth, 3S3.
tiflc research, to purchase a copy.

has

It

35

engravings

and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse information
J^uce 25c. for either the
English or German editions.

New Bee-Keeplnff. by h. C. Root—
treats the subject of bee-keeping so
cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.— »1. SO.
The Hive I Use- Being a description of the
hive used by Q. M. Doolittle. Price, 6c.
Novice's ABC'ofBee-Cnltare,by A. I.Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those moreadvanced. Cloth, ^1.9&.
K.lne;> Bee-Keepers' Text-Booh, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
Qulnby*8
Tke author
that

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind.we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postuKe. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.

— No book could be

illustrating positions of sick horses,

it

the present time.

Cloth. 9|il.OO.

I^antrstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
is a standard scientiflc work.
Price, »8.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. '3'5c.

—This

Foul Brood; its origin, developmentand CUT©.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price, S85c.
Extracted Honey Harvestlngr* Handling and Marketing:*— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Queen-Bearliiir, by Henry Alley.— A full
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, byChas.
and detailed account of TWENTIT-THHEE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest, F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
Never the management of bees. Price, lOc.
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published. Price, 9S>1.00
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenBee-Keeper*8 Onlde ; or, Coo1l*ii SdCnnual tal principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
of the Apiary. —This Manual is elegantly facts and arguments to demonstrate tbem. 15 c.
Illustrated and fully " up with the times " on every
Apiary Recisler. for SYSTEMATIC WORK
subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive, in the APIARV^.
The larger ones can be used
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical. for a few colonies, give room for an Increase of
and
une
that
no
production,
masterly
is
a
book
The
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford one book. Prices: For oO colonies, fl.uo; for 100
todowithout. Cloth, »1. 85 | paper cover. Wl.
colonies, $1.50; for 200 colonies. *2.00.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are
Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
;

;

geutscixe ^uedtcr^

'*

Uebet

:

of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains lOO pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, TSc; in paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.
Honey, am Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes f()rmakinp
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings. Foam, Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published In Enerllflh and Oerman.
Price for either edition, 5c. ( per dozen, SOe.
Preparation or Honey Tor the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc,

S^iencnjtidit.

5Bicncn ^tlUut,

ober erfotgretd^e

Scljaiiblung berStenen, con J^oS.

®ie[eg

Dieromnn.

5}}nmp^let

@.

ent^U

.

;

8warmlnK,I>lTldln8:and Feeding Bees.-

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
*'
Bees and Honey." Price, 5c.
is a chapter from
Bee PusturnKe a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 26engravingB. This is a chap:

of tbe Apiarv,
Prof Cook, in his valuable Manual
first to m)iirove
states tbat" Mr. Bintilmm was the
a direct
estal.lishrng
by
smoker
fhe old Quinby
effort has demondraft" Five years of persistent
has been able to
alrated that no one but Bingham
of Bingfmurove a Binsham smoker. Hundreds
in use Ave years, and are
Lam sioters Imve beenThey
burn lots ot blocks
?et in working order.
of smoke and
and "hfps and stun, and make lotsmatch-box
atcomfort and have no dampers or or fail to blow
tachinents, as they never ko out much or little.
srook^ iip or dowii or sideways,
any or all the
Iwift o" slow, just as you please,
bo;
time top up or down, they alwaysand
vexation by
Bee-keepers will save money

Bingham &
buying genuine Bingham smokers and
neither
HeVherington Uncapping-Kniveshrst.je
but ot these
make nor handle any other supplies;
and only legal
wo are the original inventors,
use trom one
makers, and have had over 45,00(1 inletter
of comUi live years, and receiving bat one

"

already
'wtti European and American ordersthat
1«m4
rece ved for over 3.mj. there is evidenceAlso that
with nf is not likely to be an idle one. advanced
the
sucli goods as we make have met
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Ku-

'^°For''mail rat™and testimonials,
sell again, send for dozen rates to

send card.

To

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABKOMA, MICH.

6A2Btf

laUHilllU!! $15.00J
WIT^VistWi

ter

from

'*

Bees and Honey." Price. lOc.

Bees

In "W^lnter, with Instructions about
Chaff- Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and

Honey."

Price,

5e.

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
i
This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.
Scrlbner's r.un»l»er and ItOfg Book.— Most
complete hook of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.
Fisher'** Oraln Xables for Farmers, etc.
-192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.

not eat.

;

Moore*s TTnlversal Asslxtant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over ],<MX).o(Xi Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2o*>,">o(i items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Filters. Bronzers, Gilder'* Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
The work contains l.oi6 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid.»».50.
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you ever hear of the woman that did which he will be able to clear up quite
iiot want to lend her tub
She said it easily— but at any rate give us the list
'i

I

was broke, leaked, and was
;

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Propribtor.

In reference to the " African in the
wood pile,'' about tliis Keport, mentioned on page .51, the following have
come to hand from Dr. Miller, the
present Secretary of that Society

:

Fkiend Newmak —On page
Jan. 23. of the Bee Journal, in
:

port,"'

the

on "Toronto Convention Re" Perhaps the Secreyon say
:

;

it.

A stenographer

was present

employ of Mr. McPhersou (a
nephew of 1). A. Jones), and I think
he took a full account of the whole
This stenographic reproceedings.
in the

;

:

.51,

tary can explain it satisfactorily to
As stated by
our correspondent."
Mr. Morhous, the motion was passed
to have the niinntes published in
pamphlet form, and, if I am correct,
the old officers elected in 1,S82 were
made a committee to get up the report at any rate I know that the matter was left in such shape that the
present Secretary has nothing to do

with

and wanted to use it herself. Now, I
did not have anything to do witli tlie
The Conventions of New York.
report, besides 1 told them when they
wanted to put me in as Secretary, that
We regret to learn tliat the two bee
I wouldn't make a good one
and,
since you mention it, I remember that conventions lately held in the State of
somebody else asked about this report, New York were not of the most paand I wrote to our good friend, 1). A. cific character.
Jones, in regard to it, and he told me
At the Albany convention of last
all how it was but I sent the letter to
the man who inquired, and now have year jSIr. Tennant led that body into
forgotten liis name. If I should un- egregious blunders, by his war upon
dertake to tell it from memory, I the Bee Journal and its editor,
as
migbt make so many blunders that
there would be a chance for more was sliown on page 125 of this Jourquarrels.
However, I will try
A nal for 1883. This year having failed
reporter was employed, and a right to control the convention, he resigned
smart man he was, because I sat be- his office and withdrew
in high dudside him.
Well, friend Jones said he
toitk the job for so much but after he geon, as will be noticed on page 8-5.
At Syracuse, an attack on Mr. A. I.
got done, he wanted about three times
as much as tlie agreed price before he Root and Oleanings was indulged in,
would give it up. As the trade was a and the daily
papers, thinking it a nice
personal one betweeiiMr. ItlcPherson
and the reporter, the former gentleman bit of sensational news, " dished it up
decided to let him keep the report, in good style."
The "newsboys'"
that he might enjoy it all alone by caught the " cue," and we are inhimself.
Now, if I liavn't told it formed
that they were heard calling
right, we will let friend Jones corout, as an inducement for bee men
rect it.
Friend Newsian :—You can pub- and others to buy the papers, that it
lish any or all of the above as you see contained
news about how " poor
fit.
I do not tliiuk there is aiiy danger of any " bitterness '" anywhere, do bee men were swindled out of thousands of dollars by a man in Ohio."
you V
A. I. Root.
;

Beport of the National Society.

article

full of

water besides all that, she hadn't any of Vice-Presidents.

liiii

;

port was, of course, the private propCertainly not. The Association did
erty of Mr. McPherson, but I think it
was the expectation that it would be not pay for any report, and have no
used in publishing the pamphlet, pay- claim on private parties for their's.
ing for the expense of the same or But here is another trouble, about the
otherwise. I am much mistaken in
my impression of Mr. MePherson, if list of Vice-Presidents for the differlie had anything but the most honor- ent States.
able motives in the matter.
WHO ARE THE VICE PRESIDENTS ?
It certainly seems to me we ought
Is it not about time to let us know
to have the report by this time, or who are the vice-presidents of the
hear why we do not have it. Here is North American Bee-Keepers' Soa chance for one of those tilings that ciety V
In the Bee Journal for
we all so much delight in— a personal 1.S83, page 475, lid column, 33d line
(luarrel so I
pitch into Secretary from below, I read
"
list of viceKoot, with all the venom I can com- presidents for the several States and
mand, and demand "Brother Root; Provinces was also made up." That
Where's that report ? Get up, quick, is all I have seen about the matter.
and explain."
C. C. Miller,
Gleanings did not give the list either.
Hec'y. N. A. B. K. tiocieiy.
Having lately had a letter calling on
The following is Mr. A. I. Root's me in my (former) capacity as vicepresident, t should like to know if I
explanation of tlie matter
was re-elected or not, and also who
Friend Miller :— I do not know the other vice-presidents are V
of any one in the world, tliat would
Wm. Muth-Rasjiussen.
afford me much more pleastire to have
Independence, Cal., Jan. 21, 1884.
a quarrel with than yourself but I do
The Secretary is invited to furtlier
not believe there is a very good chance
now, because, while I tl'iink of it, did explain. This is no doubt a matter

—

:

A

'

;

If these things are so, they are to
be deplored tliey bring discredit upon
bee-keeping and injure the pursuit.
;

How much
to create

better it would be to study
harmony rather than discord.

" Let brotherly love continue,"

is

good

advice.

1^" We have received a Catalogue
Percheron Horses, for 1884, imported and lired by M. ^\'. Dunham,
of

at the Oakland Farm, Wayne, 111. It
is elegantly illustrated, and contains

about 140 pages.
should send for it.

Those interested

1^ These new
ceived

:

Price Lists are reCripe, North ManG. F. AVilliams, New

Henry

chester, Ind.

;

Smith & Smith.
Columbus, Wis. Dr. G. W. Young,
Lexington, Mo. Ellwanger & Barry,
(seeds) Rochester, N. Y.

Philadelphia. O.

;

;

;
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be so glowingly described that many
parents would, perhaps, buy their first
package of honey. Any plan that
will

increase

the

honey should not be

Now

consumption

For the American Bee JoumaL

Test for Purity of Beeswax.

of

CHAS.

slighted.

DADANT

who complain

& SON.

of the
Fkiend Xewjian :—
have just
meager premiums offered in the apiarFor tbe Americas Bee JoomaL
ian department of their State Fair, go hit upon a very easy plan for testing
the
purity
of
wax.
and
wiU
give it to
Michigan State Fair Premium List to work and prepare such a list as they you
Dilute water and alcohol
a
think best, and then go in person
tor Bees and Honey.
vial about
water and
alcohol.
(this important) and ask the premium
list committee to adopt it.
The de- Then take a small piece of wax which
vr. Z. HXTTCHrNSON.
mands, or rather the requests, should you know to be pure (you or any beebe moderate and reasonable, and, even keeper can easily find such), put it
Jan. 1-1, 18S4, the Executive Board though refused, there should be no in the vial and add alcohol slowly
of the Michigan State Agriciiltnial
exhibition of "temper'' or even dis- until your mixture is of the sam"e
annual business
Society held its
appointment but the next fair should specific weight as the wax. Then the
meeting at the Kussell House in De- witness a fine display, premiimis or no wax will go to the bottom very slowly.
troit.
Mr. H. D. Cutting and myself premiums, and at the next meeting of Your testing apparatus is now ready.
as representatives of tlie Michigan
the premium-list committee let the If you have wax with tallow or paraState Bee-Keepers' Association, put
petition be again preserveringly but fflne, and put it in the mixture, it will
in an appearance at the same time
smilingly presented.
State "asso- remain at the top, its specific gravity
and place. From the mass of corres- ciation of bee-keepersThe
should send a being less than that of the mixture.
pondence and other premium lists in delegate
If it contains rosin, on the other hand,
to present the matter to the
our possession, we " evolved "' a list premium-list committee.
it will go to the bottom quickly, being
When
a
the aggregate
that we thought best
man comes as a representative of a heavier than the mixture.
amount of premiums being exactly State
In testing.you should take care that
Association, his requests are
S300.
usually treated with more considera- the sample contains no air, as this
There appears to be a disposition
than were they simply private would change its specific weight. In
upon the part of the fair managers to tion
requests. But all tliese things require testing foundation, therefore, the
cUscontinue offering premiums upon
time, patience and perseverance. It sample should be thoroughly melted
machinery and maimfactured goods.
taken several years of hard work before testing, so as to exclude all air
The manufacturers of this class of ex- has
from the inside of the sample.
to place Michigan's bee and honey
hibits bringing them to the
fair
This test is cheap and conclusive.
premium where it now is, and*now
simply for advertising purposes, and
that we have secured this liberal list, There may be a small difference from
the officers of the society consider
let the bee-keepers come forward and one sample of wax to another, but it
that, if they allow space for exhibits
make an exhibition next fall that will is not so as to exclude the clear disof this character, they are sufficiently
eclipse all
former bee and honey covery of parafflne or tallow.which are
generous without offering any prem- shows.
the worst enemies we have, for purity
But
I have chatted long
iums, and it was only by placing the
of wax.
have tested one or two
enough,
and
I know that you are all
"
amounts very low "upon
apiarian
samples which we suspected, and
anxious to see the list, so here it is
implements," and assuring the premthey floated in a manner that proved
1st
2d
ium list committee that, as a general
Prem. Prem. their impure origin clearly.
thing, the maiuifacturers of these im- Best colony Italian 'bees in movable
As this may bie of use to bee-keepcomb hive
$10 00 1$ 5 00
plements did not exhibit them, that Best
ers at large, we authorize you to pubcolony Syrian bees in movable
there
the
by
keepthey were brought
comb iiive
10 00
5 00 lish the above entirely in the columns
colony black bees in movable
ers "themselves for the purpose of en- Beat
of the Bee Journal, and will be glad
comb hive
10 00
5 00
lightening the public in regard to the Largesl and best display of full coloif it can be of service in preventing
10 00
5 00
improved methods now in use in scien- nies of different races of bees
the sale of adulterated, wax.
Note.— Purity of race and numerical strength
tific bee -culture, that they were not
Hamilton, 111.
shall constitute the competing points; and colostricken from the list.
nies must be exhibited in such shape as to be
The officers of the society were readily seen on at least two sides. Bees must not
much pleased witli a project proposed be allowed to fly when visitors are present.
Eastern
York Convention.
by Mr. Cutting, which was nothing Largest and best collection of queen
bees, alive
S 00
5 00
less than the gi\ing away to children, Largest and best display of comb
The seventh annual meeting of the
honey
20 00 10 ixi
upon "childreus" day." of 1,000 o-cent Largest
Eastern New York Association met
and best display of extracted
packages of extracted honey labeled
honey
12 00
6 00 in Agricultural Hall, Albany, N. Y..
" Compliments of the Beat specimen of comb honey, not less
as follows
on Jan. 8, 1884. Called to order at
than 211 lbs., quality and manner of
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Assoputtinp up for the market to be conPresident Vrooman, of
2:30 p. m.
10 00
5 00
ciation."
Mr. Cutting and myself sidered
Seward, N. Y., in the chair. John
Best specimen of extracted honey, not
devoted considerable time to the disless than 20 lbs., quality and manner
Aspinwall was elected Secretary, pro
of putting up for the market to be
cussion of this subject, but did not
considered
8 00 4 00 tern.
arrive at any definite conclusion as to Largest and best display of samples of
The President made some eulogisdifferent kinds of honey
10 00
5 00
how the matter should be managed. Best
tic remarks relative to the character
specimen of beeswax, not less
Although we did not feel like bearing thaniolbs
5 00
3 00 of
the late Secretary, ^Ir. Theo.
Uie whole expense, we were willing to Largest and best display of honey-proHouck, and appointed a committee
let

those

We

m

:

%

X

;

;

We

:

New

:

—

pay at least S5 each towards carrying
out the programme, and we thought
whole amount
that, perhaps, the
might be secured by voluntary con-

money

or "honey.
I mention this matter more for the
drawing
out
suggestions
pui"pose of
than for anything else. It would certainly be a" good advertisement for
Michigan State Fair (especially the
apiarian department) of her" BeeKeepers' Association, and of her
honey. It would get into the papers
and go. all over; other States might
adopt it, and the result would be that
thousands of children would in this
manner receive, perhaps, their first
taste of honey, and this taste would

tribution of either

ducing plants, pressed and mounted,
orin bloom
10 00
Largest and best collection of aplcultural literature
10 00
Best bee hive for all purposes
5 00
Best honey extractor
5 00
Best comb foundation machine
8 00
Best specimen of comb foundation
4 00
Best specimen of comb foundation
made on the grounds
5 00
Best bee smoker
2 00
Best wax extractor
3 00
Best honey knife
2 00
Best section bo.x for comb honey
2 00
Best queen cage for shipping queens.. 2 00
Best queen cage for introducing
queens
2 00
Beat bee feeder
2 00
Best machine for making boles in
2 00
frames for wiring
Largest and best display of apiarian
implements
10 00

5 00

Largest, best, and most attractive, interesting and instructive exhibit, al!
10 00
things considered

e 00

Rogers ville, Mich.

5 00
5 00
3 00

3 00
4 tK)

2 00
3 00

composed of Messrs. Tennant, Snyder
and the Secretary, to prepare suitable
resolutions respecting the death of
Mr. Houck, to lie presented to the association for approval on the afternoon of the 9th.

100
Twenty-six new members were
100 taken into the association.
i 00
Treasurer's report showed $20.98 in
100
the treasury.
100
The President then read his address.
100
The election of officers was deferred
100

2 00

the next day.
Tennant talked at some length
on different subjects. He advised
more unity in the different associations. That associations should comtill

JSIr.

;

;

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Mr. Urown presses his foundation
bine together more closely and endeavor to regulate the honey market in on wired frames.
Mr. Betsinger thinks it bad policy
to some extent, and he wanted to
know whether the association Ihonght to put wire in frames and press founhonev should be consigned or sold dation on it he thinks wires injurious
" out and out '"—also that our Board to brood. Adjourned.
of Trade should be impressed with
.SECOND D.VY.
the imiiortance of our business.
Called to order at 9:-45 a. m. PresiThe President announced the presence of Mr. Betsinger, and he was dent \'rooman in the chiiir.
A letter from Mr. Geo. W. House,
unanimously elected as honorary
Secretary of the Xortheastern Beemember.
ilr. Pierce reported a failure, due, Keepers' Association, was then read,
he thought, to wintering in Langs- condemning the discussion of adultroth frames, out of doors, without teration, because it gave it too much
;

85
They were

cepted by the association.
as follows

\VuERE.\s, We have lost, by death,
our late brother and secretary, Theo.

Houck.
Resolved. That we deeply regret this
and that, in his death, we lose a

loss,

pleasant companion, an energetic fellow-worker, and an efficient secretary.
Sesolved, That these resolutions be
forwarded to the family of the deceased with the deep sympathy, and
that these resolutions be sent to the
several bee papers for publication.

Carried.
publicity, and advising a consolidaThe next question was " Which is
tion of "this society and the North- the most profitable section ?"
eastern.
After long discussion it was agreed
discussion followed, and it was by almost a unanimous vote that the
decided that local associations were two-pound section was the best. The
most beneficial, and the Secretary was meeting then adjourned for supper.
appointed a delegate to the ]^orthpines.
Called to order at 7:15 by the PresiMr. Woodward reported, spring easteru Association.
The question " Which race of
JSIr. Aspinwall then gave an address dent.
count, 72 4,000 lbs. of comb honey in
bees are tlie best ?"' was then taken
one-pound sections, and 1,500 lbs. of on the adulteration of honey.
up this discussion was very interestextracted. Wintered part out doors,
The officers were all re-elected.
ing, and occupied a good deal of time.
and part in the cellar.
The
President appointed Messrs. Of the several races, Carniolans, ItalMr. Wright wintered 100 colonies, Pierce, Woodward and Green as a
and saved 7o. was disabled with a sore committee to report on exhibits. Ad- ians, Holy Lands, hybrids and albinos, the latter were conceeded to be
foot.
Bees swarmed when no honey journed for dinner.
either a sport, or simply pure Italians,
was coming in. He wanted to know
^Sleeting called to order at 1 p. m.
but not a different race. The only
what good an extractor was to con^Ir. W. ^V. Gary, who was present, one who had tried Carniolans was Mr.
trol swarming, when there was no
was made an honorai'y member.
Aspinwall, and he thought them the
honey to throw out.
"
The question
to prevent best. Quite a number had tried and
The President Spring count 66 adulteration,"
was
then then taken liked the albinos, as they were gentle
increased to 77
6,000 lbs. of comb
up.
and good workers. Hybrids also had
honey, and several pounds of extracted
^Ir. Tennant said, put all in comb.
been tried, and for business at both
honey.
Mr. Snyder said, to put extracted
Mr. Tennant did not believe in into pailsunder your own name, and ends, were thought unexcelled. Pure
Italians, which included albinos, were
stimulative feeding, but thought if
warrant it pure.
then noted by the association as the
bees were wintered well, they needed
Pierce
had
good
success
in
iSIr.
this best, in their "estimation.
no feeding.
Wintered 166 in one
way.
yard, and 120 in another; both lots
The following questions were then
Mr. Tennant said laws were enwere wintered in-doors.
and answered as
acted, but they did no good ; silver drawii from the box
The meeting elected Mr. E. W. gloss syrup was 25 per cent, glucose.
follows
Philo.Assistant Secretary pro tern, and
1. " "What degree of heat is best for
Mr. Betsinger said there were laws
adjourned till 7 p. m.
45° and
against thieving, but little good they cellar wintering?" Between
Called to order by the President. they did, unless efforts were made to .5.50.
2. " Can straight combs be produced
The question was drawn from the catch the thief that we must work
' question box " as follows:
separators ?" No.
together to stop middlemen from without
3. " Will it pay to make our ovni
to move bees a short distance, during tampering with honey.
?"
the working season, witli the least
Mr. Tennant believed we could not foundation, if we have 50 colonies
Think not.
loss '?'
get along without middlemen.
4. " Is it customary to put printed
Messrs. Browni, Garrett and TenMr. Betsinger said no middlemen
paper between sheets of foundation,
nant thought they should be moved a dared to adulterate his honey.
?" Thin
short distance at" a time, on a rainy
The fourth question " What can or simply thin manilla paper
day. and a board put over the front of we do to benefit our honey market V" manilla paper.
Adjourned.
the hive to cause the bees to mark was then taken up.
their new stand.
Mr. Tennant thought this a very
THIRD DAY.

packing.
Mr. Garrett reported that his bees
working in the early spring on the
pine trees, had a great deal of spring
dwindling, which, he thinks, was
caused by the bees working on the
chaft'

:

A

:

;

;

:

How

:

;

:

"How

—

:

The President would move the
strong colonies and leave the weak
ones to receive returning bees.
Mr. Brown would shake the bees up
well and get them confused.
Next question " What is the best
time and way to unite nuclei V" The
fall was the best time, and have several nuclei in a box, and remove division boards to unite them.
Xext question " What is the best
comb foundation '?'"
The President Prefers Van Deusen Xo. 3. Prefers it fresh milled.
Mr. Tennant thinks Van I)eusen"s
flat bottom Xo. 3
also uses Vandervort, and has used the Dunham.
Mr. Bro\\'n believes the Given the
best. He has used the Oatman, and
several other kinds.
Mr. (xreen said he has used all kinds
but the Given and Oatman, and foinid
fish bone in all of them except the
:

:

:

:

Van Deusen.

important question, and that we
should take active measures to make
higher prices. He also said that he
thought honey sliould be sold outright and not consigned, that commission men were working the price
that
lower and lower every year
these who bought outright, paid the
;

best price.
Mr. Pierce believed in a
ket ; he got quick sales.

home

fleeting called to order at 9:30
Vice-President Snyder, of Albany, in
the chair, the President having been
called home the night before.
As soon as the meeting opened jSIr.
Tennant rose and said that the market
question had not been settled to his
the day before, and
satisfaction
mar- moved it be reconsidered. The motion was seconded, and the matter

Mr. Lord thought supply and de- discussed.
Mr. Aspinwall said that the matter
mand regulated prices. After further
discussion it was decided to appoint had been fully considered yesterday,
a committee of three to confer with when there were more menibers than
the different honey houses to try and now.
Mr. Tennant said he had talked with
establish some regularity of prices,
and to report to the members of the a number, and there was a general
feeling for reconsideration, that a
association by next September.
The President said he would ap- committee to confer with the different
honey houses was not the thing, but
point the committee later.
The resolutions of regret at the that "we should appoint the heads of
death of the late Theo. Houck were the different honey houses to confer
presented by the committee and ac- among themselves.

:
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Mr. Betsiuger said they wovild not law of ' advantage, in specialty " imagree, in committee, any better than bues the mind ot the apiarist with a
cats and dogs.
desire to do more of the same busiAfter similar remarks by other ness. His experience tells him that
members, tlie motion was put and to do so necessitates a change of
lost, only Mr. Tennant voting in favor modits operandi.
One or more "' out
of reconsideration.
apiaries'' must be started horse and
Mr. Tennant said that he did not wagon, more fences and buildings,
believe the association was working and time spent getting from one
for its own good or his, and, therefore, place to anothei' are aU added,to come
tendered his resignation and with- out of the profits of these afterdrew, bidding the members farewell. apiaries.
Mr. Betsmeer said he regretted that
After all of these extra expenses,
a member should wthdraw from the these apiaries will not get the careful
association just because his opinion attention nor yield as great a profit as
did not happen to coincide with others. the " home apiary," more especially
;

The next question was " At what
age are queens most prolific ?" It
was generally thought that no definite
time could be given, as it depended
upon the queen but after three years,
a queen had better be removed.
The committee on the best manner
of obtaining statistics of the honey
crop for the next year, reported as
:

;

follows
The best plan is to have the Secretary confer with each member of the
association, requesting him to ascertain the crop in that vicinity, and that
members inform the Secretary at their
earliest convenience the result. The
total should be then at once published
in the several bee papers.

How

The question ''
shall we winter our bees successfully '?" was discussed at length. It was finally decided, by a vote, that from a financial
point of view, considering the honey
:

consumption when wintered in-doors
and out, that cellar wintering was the
best for this latitude.
After some routine work, such as
naming the second week of next January as the time for the next meeting,
and the appomting of the President,
Vice-President and Treasurer, as a
committee to obtain exhibits for the
next meetmg, the convention adjourned.
The above is a condensed copy of
the minutes of the seventh annual
meeting of the Eastern Xew York
Bee-Keepers" Asssciation.

JOHX ASPINWALL,

Sec.

For the American Bee Journal.

Locating and Occupying a Field.
JA3IES

HEDDON.

^\ e have foimd by experience, and
observing the actions of such apiarists as Adam Grimm, E. J. Oatman,
Capt. Hetherington, Chas. Dadant &
Son, and numerous other bee-keepers

whose success and intelligence com-

mand our respect, that there is such a
thing as over-stocking an apicultural
area. By that term I mean a floral
field of a diameter twice as long as
the common working range of our
honey gatherers. By over-stocking. I
mean having more bees in one field or
area than the flora of that area will
support in such a manner as to give
us tlie greatest aggregate amount of
surplus honey that can be realized
from the field" one year with another.
When we have one field well stocked, and the business therein carried
on is paying a satisfactory profit, the

did when it alone claimed
master's undivided attention.
Employes come next, and their main
object "is of necessity the wages rather
than the profits from the production
of the bees they attend, unless, perchance, they are working for a share
of the profits ; a plan I much prefer as
the best for both parties. But to sum
up: As it is a fact that as you enlarge
this business up to the complete occupancy of one field, the profits on
capital and labor increase, and after
that, on further enlargement, they
decrease, we see how important it
is that an apiarist should alone enjoy
at least one area, and the poverty or
riches of the field, change not the
principle. The richer the field, the
gi'eater the inducement to occupy it,
and fully as great the desire will be

as

it

the

to occupy it alone.

"Well, Mr. K.. I will give you
credit for thoroughly understanding
this business, but I know you will
forgive me if I tell you my honest
opinion, which is, that you are a little
matter.
selfisli in this
You think
that my few bees working in the same
field with yours will cut down your
priorate yield, somewhat at least, that
is what " .Joe,"' your hired may, says."
" Well, .Jones, I thank you for your
frankness and compliment to my
ability, and will take you at your
word at least regarding my possessing
a tliorough knowledge of the principles of one feature, over -stocking.
Xow, Jones, if I dread your 30 colonies, ought you not ought to dread my
200 to an extent that would at once
cause you to move yours off to an unoccupied field, the same as I did when
;

,"

came here V Xo, Jones, I feel as
sorry on your account as on my own,
for "while I must "get on" a little
more slowly, you must fail.
If Mr. Jones cannot see the point
sufficiently clear to cease further efforts at growing into successful opposition, he must be like the young
dandy who tried to get a No. 8 foot
into a " large 5 "" boot, and need not
be feared. Very soon he will propose
to sell all out to you, when you can
buy at a true cash value. Never pay
any more give no bonus ; offer no
premiums tor another similar wrong.
I

;

iSut

you

say,

suppose Jones won't

You
then'y Then this:
But liow to select and then control know that the more colonies kept in
an area. Use your best judgment in one area the less is the pro rata yield.
choosing a rich location a detail de- Instead of selling off or starting an
scription of which cannot be accurately out apiary (what is the use to start an
given to be a suitable guide to bee- out apiary and have the home field
This is only a gradual
keepers located in so many latitudes divided ?
and longitudes as this Journ.^l visits. moving out and relinquishing the
In this selection, as in all acts, field to a usurper), start out in the
" do not to others that which you spring with colonies enough to overwould not that they should do unto stock the field, and reduce the pro rata
you."' For the welfare of your pocket yield to that point that .Tones' apiary
and comfort of your conscience, never will not pay. This plan does not
locate in a field already occupied. harm you as much as .Jones. Let us
Show your brother bee-keepers that figure." Say you start with 100, and
any man that will do that is just that Jones with 30 colonies, and the pro
much nearer related to the knave or rata yield is .50 pounds per colony,
fool than you are. Let us clearly un- you have .5,000 pounds, Jones 1,500
Suppose you start with 2-50
I pounds.
derstand the term "occupied.""
consider a field occupied when it has colonies and Jones 30 colones, or 280
in its limits a located bee-keeper who in all, and the pro rata yield is 20
either is or intends as fast as possible pounds per colony, you have the same
surplus as before, and
to stock it to its capacity. This, and amount of
.Tones has only 600 pounds, or just twonothing short of it.
three-fifths
nearly all taken
fifths,
and
>f ow let us imagine that you have
sell,

what

;

Let us suppose that a from the net profits will kill any
the ranks or the mean business. You furnish a little more
or mistaken sliould begin operations capital and work a little harder. If
in your field. Yours by priority of this does not look on paper like a suclocation.
Yours alone, because there cess, take my word for it that it has
are plenty of other mioccupied areas. proven so with me, twice. I will not
Now, what shall you do ? Be honest, work against or chide a man for doin^
kind and cliaritable. " Do unto others that which I will do myself. I will
as ye would that they should do unto not do that which I will try to prevent
you," and use all just and reasonable others from doing.
Twelve years ago, when I tried to
means to make them do likewise. You
have but to tell and act the truth to awaken some of these ideas in the
minds of my brother bee-keepers,
accomplish your object.
" Good morning ideas that I felt sure would spring
You will say
into being as soon as bee-keeping
neighbor .lones, how goes the craft V" arose to the dignity of a business, a
''Good morning Mr. Kendall; oh! profession, I was laughed at, sneered
middling, middling."
at,and almost everything was done ex" Mr. .Tones I think you made a cept to answer my arguments. At
mistake in trying to produce honey in that day this article would have been
an already occupied field.""
a target, written under protest, forced

located a

field.

member from

:
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the inspiration of the point I raised, jind I for one shall
smothered faets. feel obliged by his doing so.
I am not so'sure
alxuit the correctNow it comes in response to (]uestions
from men who bid fair to rank among ness of Prof. I'hin's criticisms as to
It is not
tlie leaders of our business in the near 'pollen"' and •'farina.'"
future. I expect the A 15 (' class will mv good fortune to own " Webster-onwonder. The old producers will gen- a-bridge."' as Mrs. Partington called
erally sanction it. The froth of the it, but the dictionary I go by, gives
""Pollen,
profession, those whose interests lie the following definitions
the sale of such wares as only the the fecundating dust contained in the
beginner can be caught with, will anthers of llowers (inel)ran."' " Polscream the same old scream, " Put lenarious, consisting of meal." " Farhim out." But time has added won- ina, the pollen or Hue powder conderfully to the ranks of the experi- tained in the anthers of plants, and
enced. There are too many of us to which is supposed to fall on the stigma
'•
and fructify the plant; the flour of
put out ' now.
There may be some who are honest any species of corn or starchy root,
and sincere", who liave no other in- such as the potato, etc.
Let us not forget, in our aim to be
terest than that of the producer to
bias their judgment, who may wish to critical, that it is possible to be hyper"
take issue with me. With them it critical, which my dictionary explains
will be a pleasure to discuss until we to mean, " critical beyond iise or reaare put to rights, or they are, upon so son, excessively exact.'"
AVill my correspondents kindly noimportant asubject oiie whose importance and interests are growing so tice my present residence, and address
me accordingly
rapidly. With no other class do I
Speedside, Ont.
care to argue. I wish it to be remembered that at the time above referred
to, a time when this business was run
For the American Bee JoumaL
by gas to a far greater extent than it
is to-day, the
Bee ,T(iuunal was
Section Racks and Bee Spaces.
either conservative enough, or philo-

forward only by
neglected

truth,

:

m

;
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making the whole ^ of an inch.
The sample sent me was only % of
an inch.
make mine }i inch," '4 neeinch

;

I

takes oil the brood frames
better tlian one that is more stiff.
My Climb lioney goes on tlie market
in retail (I and 3'lbs.) packages. This
demands the use or sejiarators. I

space

it

;

have made some tritling changes in
the lieddon section case, to adapt itto the use of separators. To my mind
it is one of the best of separator-systems. I do not claim to have improved it, for Mr. Ileddon or any one

that can get along without separators.
I have no supply business, and no axe
to grind.

New

Almaden,

Cal., Jan.

2-5,

1884.
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Comb Honey Reported as being Made
Without Aid of the

Bees.

;

C. R. ISHAJl.

'f

sophical enough, or generous enough,
M. BRAY.
or more likely all combined, under the
management of its present editor, to
On page 514 of the Bee Journal
five us a hearing above the multi- for 1883, Mr. T. E. Turner says the
ude a gift that most of the other
racks should be no deeper than the
bee publications withheld.
shall
sections, 414 inches, and then one tier
be slow to forget the debt.
will set right on another, leaving no
Dowagiac, Mich., Jan. 24, 18&4.
space between tiers. I have had, and
used this system of 110 bee-space between and aliove the boxes. I did not
For the American Bee JuurDal.
like it, ahd will give some reasons for
Critics.
not liking it.
1. In tiering up, the killing of bees
WM. F. CLARKE.
With the rack of
is unavoidable.
empty sections in place, one may pick
Early in the Xew Year I received up the rack that is to be raised (it is
the
following
friendly
criticism, full of bees, and bees running thickly
which, as it contains also a couple of over the bottom), and attempt to
items of bee news, may, perhaps, fitly place it on the empty rack, no matter
find a place in the "Bee Journal in what way or how gently he may
along with an apology for not for- push, he is certain to kill a few bees.
warding it sooner. The apology will If he only catches the bee's foot and
be accepted, I know, when I "state keeps pushing, that bee is gone.
that I have been in the throes of mov2. The cover will be more or less
ing and settling down in a new home, glued to the boxes in taking it off,
hence, a variety of matters have been we break the glue, with a jar this
either overlooked or postponed
excites the bees, and they will soon
over the top of the boxes.
Mr. Wjt. F. Clarke :— In reading be running
your article in the last Bee Journal, I never coiild put the cover on without
crushing two or three bees these two
it occurred to me that the definition
bees, with a little bee glue,
to bee moth should be more explicit. or three
cover a little and the
As I understand it, the moth does not will raise the
warp some this will give a
eat wax at all, but the larvae does. cover will
The past year has been a very poor half a chance to the wax moth, and
one for honey, J4 ot a crop is all. Bees this seems to be all they want.
I find it more work to clean the
are wintering well, so far.
propolis from the boxes with no beeL. C. Whiting.
space. As well have no bee-space over
East Saginaw, Mich., Jan. 3, 1884.
the brood frames as over the section
To the same purport as the aliove is boxes.
Mr. Poppleton's criticism on page 43.
I am now using the Heddon case
As editorially remarked in a note at system, for comb honey, and get along
the close of ^Ir. P.'s communication, with but little killing" of bees, conse"the point is well taken," as to its quently do not get quite so many
being the larvae and not the moth stings the boxes come olf cleaner
which eats wax, though this was not than from any other system that I
the " point " that caught my eye, but have used.
rather whether " miller "' is "a strictly
The honey board is a necessity.
and scientifically correct term to use Mr. Turner, "on page .514 (18SS), makes
in an apicultural vocabulary. Prof. the depth of the Ileddon honey-board
Cook will, no doubt, be able to settle
;

We

My

;

;

:

;

;

;

since I was in the large
store of Chas. Salmon,
Esq., of Rochester, N. Y., talking up
the honey trade, its prospects, etc.,
when handing me a section with contents partly used, he inquired what
kind of honey do you call that? I at
once told him it was honey gathered
from Alsike clover blossoms. lie
then remarked a lady has just returned that box claiming it was not
honey, but a manufactured article. I
said there was no way of manufacturing honey and putting it in the comb
like that", all sealed over with beautiful white cappings and further explained that the lady had probably
purchased this section with the impression that it was either white
clover or basswood honey, which
would be light amber or light colored,
instead of the pale wine color characteristic to Alsike, and although of excellent quality, yet these should not be
classed together. He said it was pure

Not long

retail grocery

;

honey, but the lady had been reading
of the newspaper articles about
comlj manufactured and filled with
imitation honey, seared over as though
capped by the bees, and sold for a genuine article and she had formed the
impression that this was of the kind
she had been reading about.
Mr. Salmon then stated that this
newspaper talk about adulterated

some

;

was seriously affecting his
and unless something was done
to counteract its influence, the honey
trade would be badly injured that he
knew they were erroneous, but that

lioney
trade,

;

did not prevent a great many who
naturally would become consumers
from en'tirely discarding honey from
their tables as a vile, unhealthy article of food. He then related the following circumstance which took place
in his store shortly before this conversation
He had received a large consign:

of honey from Mr. C. J. Van
Eaton, of York, part of which was

ment

A

gentlepiled in his show window.
man of the highest integrity who represents the Kingsford Starch Co., observing tlie display, candidly put the
" Is that manufacinterrogatory
tured honey, or was it made by the
:

—

"
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Being assured that it was the
the bees, lie made the statement, that wliile visiting the ExposiChicago, this fall, he saw a
tion
large exhibit of comb honey made by
Thuibers. of New York, that bees had
never seen or touched, the whole
being manufactured without their aid

that this association be known as the
Elgin, Ont., Bee-Keepers' Association, after which suitable constitution
and by-laws were adopted, and that
this
association
believe that the

queen rearing that it was not strong
in the fall.
Notwithstanding this it
had a queen-cell with an egg in it on

capacity as is this gentleman, are so
grossly deceived and induced to believe such impossil)le statements, and
go repeating them in their travels
among grocerymen all over the country, how is their influence to be counteracted and the contradiction as extensively told as the story has been
circulated V While the Bek Journal
and Bee-Keepers' Magazine have taken
firm and decided jiositions against
food adulterations of all kinds, and
especially that of honey, declaring
war to the knife against glucose and
grape sugar, I regret to say that one
bee periodical, with a large circulation, tliough more passive on the subject, still recommends their use for
feeding purposes thus giving to the
outside public grave cause lor suspicion. Ilere comes the question for
serious consideration
Is it advisable
to buy grape sugar for feeding purposes, when a suspicious public are
so closely watching the honey raisers'

Last spring we had 64 colonies alive
out of 65 put into tlie cellar in the
For about
fall, one having starved.
seven or eight weeks the temperature
averaged about 8° lower than usual
for that season of the year. I sold
four, lost several queens, and united
weak colonies, so that on the 2d of
July, I had only 48 good, bad, and indifferent.
We ran 43 of these for extracted honey, and resei'ved 5 of the
weakest to be used as circumstances

blood.

bees ?"

woA of

m

the 25th of

May

last.

We did not

al-

low it to swarm, but changed places
honey interest of Ontario demands with a .3-frame nucleus. Six days
legislation to enable bee-keepers to after, the nucleus threw off a natural
successfully contend with foul brood, swarm on account of the crowd of
or assistance. lie was positive in his and that a director be appointed to bees obtained from the strong one.
statement, and could not be convinced act with the executive committee of In July last the queen was superseded
to the contrary. This gentleman, as the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association leaving a nice lot of queen-cells. I
before stated, "is head agent of the ill that behalf. Adjourned until the placed one in each eight combs, and
when they were nearly ready to hatch
Kingsford Starch Co., and resides in 29th inst.
I removed seven of these with sufliDetroit. His name and address can
cieiit bees to form a nucleus, to new
be obtained if desired.
Fur
Journal.
the
American
Bee
stands. After all these drafts on the
I promised Mr. S. to write you full
old colony, it gave us .308 lbs., of exparticulars as you resided in Chicago,
My Report for the Past Season.
tracted honey.
The largest yield
and probably would be cognizant
from one colony was 343 lbs. It was
of that exhiiiition of honey. When
S. COKNEIL.
a Syrian colony crossed with Italian
persons of such standing and business

;

:

every movement V
After reading reports of raising (to
them) of almost fabulous amounts of
honey, are they not likely to have a
doubt about its purity when they have
seen boxes and barrels of this great
adulterant of all sweets unloaded at
the bee-keeper's door V Will it not
be better for honey raisers to entirely
discard the use of' this vile adulterant
that the product of their apiaries may
not have even the taint of suspicion.
Peoria, X. Y.

[The Detroit man had been deceived
by Wiley's lie about the manufacture
of comb honey which he excused as
a " scientific pleasantry,'" too absurd
for any one to believe. There was no
such exhibit at the Chicago Exposition. It is nothing but fiction, for we
personally examined the exhibition,
and there was no large exhibit of
comb honey there. Ed.]

—
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standard according to the British Bee
Journal being 1.261, and in Germany

from

1.414 to

1.4.55.

Duncan, said
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Experience in Wintering.

We

We

We

J.

V.

CALDWELL.

Now

that our bees are in their wingood time to discuss
the problem of the saving of our bees,
until the mild and sunny days of
spring and summer are with us again.
read the experience of our brethren in the business, and, turning from
the facinating pages of our favorite
bee periodicals, we can repair to our
winter repository, and see how our little pets are prospering in their long
ter quarters, is a

We

winter sleep.
In this business, theory as against
practice makes but a poor showing. I
am willing men should theorize, and
am willing to read their theories but
this whole bee-business to some of us
at least, is getting to be one of the
;

interest, inasmuch as
are depending upon it for our daily
bread, and the support and education
of our families.
But to the question in hand, Mr.
Ileddon takes very kindly to the poldouble-walled hives.
I have a strain of bees which I be- len theory, and indeed, it maybe justlieve I might back against anything ly called a theory, at least so far as he
on the Continent for gatherinjj honey, has not proved hi raself to be a successand for getting into good condition in ful winter bee-keeper. I am glad Mr.
the fall for winter. I bought a dollar- Heddon is making experiments in this
queen from Mr. H. Alley in the sum- line, as it may lead to good results. I
mer of 1880. After a few weeks I am glad to notice that he thinks that
found she had either met with an ac- a safe and cheap mode of wintering,
cident or else she was superseded, be- will lead to placing them in good celcause I found in her place a nice, lars. I am in favor of cellar wintering,
yellow undipped queen, not yet fer- and always have been but granting
tile.
For two years in succession I that the cellar is the only safe way in
found this colony was so much stronger this latitude, another important quesand had so much more stores than the tion coraes up right here
Mr. A. puts tnem in early in the
others, that I decided to leave it on
the summer stand. In the summer winter, giving them plenty of both upof 1881, it was the best in the yard for ward and downward ventilation, while
honey gathering. In 1882 we had Mr. B puts them in late, and wants
hardly any honey, but I divided and them thoroughly chilled, so they will
subdivided this one so much for not breed until set upon their summer

most intense

we

We

;

Elgin.Ont., Bee-Keepers' Association.

The bee-keepers of Elgin met at St.
Thomas on Tuesday last, when ^Mr. S.
T. Pettit, of Belmont, was appointed
President of the convention; Wm. H.
Hill, of St. Thomas, Vice-President,

and John Yoder, of
retary-Treasurer.

Springfield, SecIt

was resolved

to

be the latest and best authority, gives
it at 1.333, pure water at 60= being 1.
Lindsay, Out., Dec. 17, 1883.

We

commenced to
extract on the 7th of July, and finished
on the 24th of August, with a yield of
8,.579 lbs., and an increase of .58 besides 1.54 lbs. of comb honey.
weighed the combs of each hive before and after extracting them. I
have never tried to determine accurately how much the honey loses in
weight by remaining in the solar
evaporator a week or ten days, but I
have an opinion that the loss is conhave sold the last of
siderable.
the crop, and have realized an average
price of 13 cents.
On the 10th of October we weighed
our bees and found it necessary to
weighed
feed 350 lbs. of loaf sugar.
them again on the 12th of November.
Those \vhich had not been fed lost
from 2 to 3 lbs. in that time. I sold 2
colonies, and my son purchased 11 on
his own account, making in all Ho.
Of these n4 are stowed away in a
small cellar, covered with quilts of
wool, but without bottom boards,
there being a clear open space of
from three to four inches under the
are
the frames of each hive.
wintering one outside in one of Jones'
might require.

I never saw the honey so thick as it
was this season. I tested some taken
from combs which had been emptied
just 48 hours before, and found the
specific gravity was 1.400, the English

:
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Keepers' Association, Davenport, will
be taken from the express office, removed to the Hall and cared for.
Also be ready to report results of
last season's work.
Invitation is hereby extended, not
another must have them onl>- to the members, but also to their
fectly dry
perfectlv" wet (I was going to say). friends.
We want you to just swarm.
My own experience has shown me that
.J. V.McCagg, Pres.
at'least. thev do not need to be kept
1. .J. Nagle, jScc.
that is, the room need not be a
dry
dry one. Mv bees 4 years ago were
kept iu a cave in a side hill, and were
For the American Bee Journal.
was finished, the
Ent in as soon as it
sides
the
and
Middlesex, Ont., Honey Crop.
ottom fresh, damp clay,
were new green boards. They were in
AV. H. WESTON.
about 100 days, and came out in the
best possible condition, as they did not
Just at this time of the year it is
spot their hives in the least, when
advisable to bring our industry as
taking their lirst flight.
The past winter of 1882-83, one of much as possible before the public,
the coldest we have ever had, my bees and as we have not formed a Beewere wintered in the same kind of a Keepers' Society for this county yet,
cellar, and came out in just as good I took it upon myself to address the
condition, except the ones that were Western Fair Association of this city
drowned, as the water got in while I on the advisability of increasing their
was away from home, and rose to the prize list for this year, and as the didepth of a foot or more ; these dead rectors have not met yet, I sent the
ones had quite a large amount of following letter to our daily paper,
brood, 7,000 to 8,000 bees in process of thinking' that if any of them should
hatching.
read it, perhaps it would impress
I cannot see how the pollen theory them favorably.
" If full statistics could be given of
can figure in such cases. It may be
possible that Mi'. Heddon's bees get it the honey crop of this county, the
in such excessive amounts that makes figures would be as interesting as they
During the last
it such a difficult job to bring his bees n-ould be surprising.
safely through a cold winter. But, few years quite a large number of
Mr. lleddon, I cannot resist the temp- farmers and mechanics have undertation to give you a piece of friendly taken the care and development of
advice. You must not persist in win- bees, with the result that thousands
tering your bees on the old fogy plan, of dollars' worth of rich and useful
so much in vogue with our ancestors honey has been gathered that would
centuries ago.
otherwise have dried up in the flowers
Who are the successful winter bee- under the summer sun. The smallkeepers? They who safely -ivinter ness of the capital required is the
them in both cold and warm winters. greater temptation to those who inDo they let them set out-doors in snow vest in bee-keeping. As an instance
and wind, and zero weather V Stand both of the profitable characters of
up, ye successful ones who do this. this industry and the extent to which
I have a vision, and behold, before me it is being developed in this district,
agi-eat multitude of bee-keepers, as the case may be given of Mr. Pettit,
He began last
it were, in a vast level plain, and I see living near Belmont.
a hill in the midst thereof, and he it is season with 72 colonies, and at the end
who does this very thing, and he keeps of the summer he sold $970.-53 worth
them safely but where are the ninety- of honey, and kept 22-5 lbs. for his own
and-nine who lose them all ? But I use, which would bring up the total
must bring this article to a close. value of his season's yield to $1,000.
Thousands of the most skillful bee- Now, on a fair estimate, $700 of that
There have
keepers are safely keeping their bees sum would be profit.
from year to year in warm cellars, and been many others besides who have
will I tliink continue to do so.
found the production of honey to be
Cambridge, 111.
so profitable that they have made
stands. Again, JSlr. C. places his bees
to the number of :200 or more colonies.
in a warm cellar with a temperature
or warmer, with no
at times of (;)
ventilation in tlie cellar, and but little
in the hive. One must have them per-

Si:i-ecT/0XSe>mpM
c- •^
"^dC'^*, —
r^s--

?opr

.

;

;

;

arrangements to largely increase their
bee accommodations for next year.
Kor the American Btfe Journal.
At the Western Fair, last year, there
To Bee-Keepers of Illinois and lo^wa. was about $10,000 worth of honey
shown, and many of the leading beeto
The regular annual meeting of the keepers were not on hand, owing
Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois the meagreness of the prize list and
There are
Bee-Keepers" Association will be held lack of accommodation.
facts in connection
at Moore's Hall, No. 110 East Third many interesting
that may be given at
street, on Thursday, Friday and Sat- with bee life
another time."
urday, Feb. 21, 22 and 2.S, 1884.
London, Ont., Jan. 28, 1884.
Mr. T. G. Newman, of Chicago,

Mild Winter in England.

We are experiencing a very mild
winter. I have not heard of much
mortalitv amongst bees, at present.
15ut, of course, it is too early to congratulate ourselves on this point.
Alfred NEronBOUR.
London, England, Jan.

1.5,

1884.

Home Market for Honey.
I commenced the season with 23
colonies, after selling some; increased
them to 48, and received 1,420 lbs. of

extracted honey, nearly

all

from Al-

sike clover. I raise no comb honey,
for I can sell 100 lbs. of extracted
honey better than I can sell 1 lb. of
comb honev. I sold at home, besides
my own crop, 1,.500 lbs. of extracted,
aiid 150 lbs. of comb honey. I used
quite a lot of the pamphlets, " Honey
as Food and Medicine," and it paid

me

well. I use the Langstroth hive
with the Simplicity top, at the home

E. S.

apiary.

IIildemann.

Ashippun, Wis., Jan.

29, 1884.

"Wintering in Three "Ways.
Yesterdav being a fine day, my bees
took occasion to air themselves a little.
I liave about 20 colonies on the
summer stands, without packing of

Some of them show dysenbut not bad, as yet. I have 12
packed in timothy chaff, which appear to be all right yet, with the
covering all dry and in good order.
All together things are in a much
better shape than 1 expected to find
them after such unusual cold weather.
I have 22 in my cellar that, to all appearance, are doing well. This wintering in, three ways, is just like a
disciple of G. M. Doolittle, is it not?

any kind.
tery,

Woodland,

111.,

T. N. Marquis.
Jan. 31, 1884.

Dysentery.
Will any of the bee-keepers of Iowa
bees in cellars, please notice the first signs of dysentery, and

who winter

and report in
the Bee Journal ? I have 140 colonies in one cellar, and to-day, Jan. 26,
they have been
I find them aU well
confined 44 days, temperature 38° to
40° since Jan. 1.; before, at 4.5-'.
L. L. TiiiEJi.
La Porte City, Iowa, .Jan. 26, 1884.
carefully note the date

;

How far Bees go for Honey.
This is a cpiestion which is very unnumber
satisfactorily answered.
of years ago, when the Italian bees
were first introduced in this part of
the country, a man noticed his bees

A

Weekly Bee Journal,
will be with us, and has been engaged
Sample Copies of the American Bee
to give two lectures on " Bee-KeepJournal will be sent free to any per- working very busily in the direction
ing"" on the 22d and 23d.
he followed them up and
It is hoped that the members of the son.
Any one intending to get up a of the river working
on the river botAssociation, and others will bring or club can have sample copies sent to found them
tom, six miles from his farm this
send honey, apiarian supplies, etc.
My own bees
Any shipment of these, sent to Mr. the persons they desire to interview, was on fall flowers.
have frequently worked on sweet
Israel Hall. Treasurer of the Bee- by sending the names to this office.
editor of the

;

;
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clover foiir miles from the apiary. In
the direction they worked the clover
was two miles distant, where it commenced it was along a roadside, so
they followed it up, and were storing
honey quite fast.
man in this
place claims that he had known bees
work
sweet
to
on
clover a distance of
not less than eight miles, but I can;

A

not vouch for it.
Peru, 111., Jan.

No

Hackman.

H. S.
24. 1884.

Signs of Dysentery Yet.

of the more advanced keepers.
Bees went into winter quarters generally with light supplies, and many
colonies will require feeding to bring
them out in the spring alive, and in
working condition. The winter, since
Christmas, has been almost continuously cold, and of more than average
severity. In the end this may work

some

in the "interest of bee-culture, for it
may so retard the business as to
force a better understaniling of it.
in aU its details, which is necessary
to success. If discouragements in the

commenced last spring's work with beginning, do not
74 colonies, many of them very light. enterprise,
they
I got 1.000 lbs. of comb honey in 1-lb. basis of succe.ss.
I

drive one from an
usually form the

Let us hope this
3,500 lbs. of extracted, will be the case with young bee-keepwhite clover; no basswood. ers under the unfavorable circumAbout 900 lbs. of it light fall crop, all stances and difficulties encountered
is now sold except about 600 lbs.
I the past season in this part of Texas.
have realized about SGOO. I use the With the experience thus gathered,
Golden bee hive, and think it an ex- and the hope of a better time ahead,
cellent hive for
this latitude
no let us use the coming year in over-comtrouble to get bees to work in the sec- ing the failures of the past, and place
tions with it. I put 104 in the cellar. bee-keeping furtlier on the road to
and have 3 colonies buried in the success than it has been before.
snow. The winter has been very cold;
W. P. Hancock.
no signs of dysentery yet.
Salado, Texas, Jan. 26, 1884.
B. F. Little.
Brush Creek, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1884.
Bees Wintering Well.
sections,

nearly

and

transact any business that may come
before the meeting. Fourteen names
were enrolled as members. The following subjects were discussed in a
" Who
very social, enthusiastic way
should keep bees V" " "\\ inter and
spring management ;"' " Early stimulative feeding ;" '• Cellar and out-door
;"
wintering ;'" " The best hive to use
•'
The best way of increasing ;' " How
to feed and what to feed." All went
home feeling that they had a pleasant
and profitable meeting. We wish to
extend a cordial invitation to all interested in modern bee-culture to attend the meeting in Mav.
Pniup P. JfELSoN, Sec.
Monee, 111., Jan. 28. 18s4.
:

all

;

Register for the Apiary.
I have received the Apiary Kegister, and feel well satisfied with it.
I
like the arrangement of the book first
rate.
S. D. Reigel.
Adelphi, O., -Jan. 31, 1884.

Bees Flying.
After about seven weeks in a snow
bank, and lots of cold weather, my 16
colonies of bees had a tly to-day, and
seemed to enjoy it 7 are in chaff
The bees are all lively up to this hives, and 9 packed in a low shed with
The Old Plague.
think
they
time. I
well wniter all
all around.
All are apparSome of our colonies begin to show right. I have my bees in a building shavings
ently doing nicely, so far.
signs of the old plague, dysentery or in a side hill, with a ventilator at the
C. W. YOTJNQ.
diarrhrea. "We are glad that we have top of the building. I feel disgusted
Hartford, Ont.. Feb. 1, 1884.
had winter enough to make our test at some who are so blind as not to
of some value. "We shall study closely take any bee papers. I know of some
the effects, as auxileries, that cold not far from me that have, this wini^° A bee-keepers" meeting will be
confinement, and humidity have to do ter, lost enough to have paid for the held at the Pember house, Janesville,
in connection with the main cause, Bee Journal several years. I ex- Wis., on the second Tuesday in Febwhen we are sure of this cause. We pect to give all my time^to the^care of ruary, at 10 a. m., for the purpose of
have seen colonies come through in bees after this season.
organizing a bee-keepers' association.
good condition, when cold had done
We hope the meeting will be well atW. A. Carmack.
Its worst, when continement had also,
tended by all that are interested in
Marengo, 111., Feb. 2, 1884.
and when humidity had drenched the
bees and honey.
combs, and we cannot think any or all
Mack & Fatzinger, Codi.
Bees
doing
Nicely—
Dysentery.
No
of these can be the main cause, because further, we have lost our coloThe snow is all gone, after a threeLocal Convention Directory.
nies by the majority when none of days' thaw, and to-day the thermomethese conditions were present. How ter stood at .54bees had a good
Time and place of Meeting.
they act as aggravations to the cause. flight, and all responded to roll call. 18S4.
we are carefully studying. I will re- Xo dysentery yet. They have plenty Feb. 12.—Meeting at JaDesville, Wis.
Macl( & KatziDger, Com.
port later.
of stores, and" had a good chance to
James Heddon.
Wis.
Dowagiac. Mich., Feb. 1, 1884.
change their position in the combs. Fet). 12, 13. —Conrention at Arcadia,
E. A. Morgan. Sec.
:

:

Some

Bees winter as Safely as Sheep.

My 300

colonies of bees are winterright in my bee cellar. 16x16
feet, inside measure, tiered up 4 tiers
high, with no upward ventilation in
the hives the hives rest on scantling
3 inches thick no tight bottom boards
for me. I have in this way wintered
my bees for the past 6 years, without
any loss to speak of. lean winter bees
as safely as 1 can sheep, with plenty of

ing

all

my

box- hive neighbors lost
Me.
and they want to Feb. 14. 15.— Maine State, at Lewiston,
Wm. Hoyt, Sec.
change to; frame hives in the spring,
Iowa,
&
W.
Illinois,
at
Davenport.la.
21-33.—
E.
Feb.
those that are left. If mine will piul
J. V. McCagg. Pres.
through the rest of the winter and Marcb 5.— N. E. Michigan, at Lapeer, Micb.
spring as well as they have done so
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersvilie, Micb.
far, I can be thankful.
March 20.— Southern Indiana, at Madison. Ind.

some

of
of

theirs,

J.

;

;

hay and oats.
A. Jennings.
Medusa. N. Y., Jan. 29. 1884.

Bee-Keeping in Middle Texas.
For the past year or two bee-keep-

Haymond,

W. Sturwold.

Ind., Jan. 31, 1884.

Will County,

111.,

Association.

H.

C. White, Sec.

Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, De.vter. Iowa.
April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset, lowa,
J. E. Pryor. Sec.

The meeting of bee-keepers at April 22.— Des Moines Co., at Middleton. Iowa.
John Nau, Sec.
Monee, Will Co., was not as well attended as expected, owing to the April 24.— Western, at Independence. Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
snow drifts that blocked the roads,
and made it impossible for farmers in April 24, 2o.— Texaa State, at McKinney.
W.R. Howard, Sec.
Howthe neighborhood to attend.
26.—Will County, at Monee. IM.
ever, there were quite a few bee-keep- May
P. P. NelsoH. Sec.
ers present. It was decided to orOct. 11, 12.—Northern Mich., at Alma, Mlcfa.
ganize a society to be called the Will
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.
County Bee-Keepers' Association. A. Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago, 111.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Wicherts, of Mattison. was chosen
President, and P. P. Nelson, of Man- Dec. 10, 11.—Michigan State, at Lansing.
D.
Cutting.
Sec. Clinton, Mich.
H.
teno. Secretary, to serve temporarily.
There will be a meeting at Monee on 1^" In order to have this table complete. Secre-

ing has received increased attention
hi the improved methods as well as
enlarMd apiaries
and additional
friends, in this part of Texas. The
past season was very unfavorable for
bees, in fact the most so of any in
quite a number of years, and has" had
a tendency to discourage beginners, Monday, May 26, to fully organize,
and, perhaps, abate the enthusiasm of adopt a constitution and by-laws and

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Kd.
taries are requested to

;

:
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ANSWKRS BY

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

2.

A single inch of foundation works

guide to straiglit
combs. When I used such a strip, I
found it best to put it the whole
length of the bar, but preferred to have
it in 3 pieces separated from each
this kept
other, about 1-5 of an inch
it from waving, which it sometimes
did, when in continuous strips. I would
prefer this to o-inch strips, for the one
point of getting straight combs, and
should choose it of the two. I believe
it pays more than twice over to use
full frames of foundation on wires,
both for the saving to the bees, and to
get rid of drone comb in colonies
whose blood you do not wish to persplendidly

as

a

;

How

to

Wear

a Bee Veil.

In response to several, I will saj'
that I consider a black all-bobbinet
bee veil the best face protector we
The meshes are roiuid, and
have.
the shape and color is best fitted to
clear vision. To make one requires

a yard of goods. 20 inches wide. AVhen
sewed up, the veil will be 20 inches
long, 3 feet in circumference, and one
foot in diameter. The usual way of petuate,

attaching this veil to the hat has
been to have a cord " run "" into the
edge of one end and drawn up to the
"When
size of the crown of the hat.
drawn over, the veil comes out over
the rim aud down over the face and
inside the coat, vest or shirt collar.
I have found that a much better way
is to procure a new white chip hat
(about 15 to 20 cents is the price), and
sew one end of the veil to the rim.
This can be done whether the rim is
just one foot in diameter or larger
for if larger it can be sewed to the
rim a short distance back from its
edge. The wide rim hat gives better
shade. "When so used, your hat and
veil are always to be found at once,
and the veil is practically about 6
inches longer than when used in the

way

first

mentioned.

Thermometers, Straight Combs, etc.
1. How are
thermometers tested V
Mine, when tested in salt and snow,
marks fp below zero, which is, I am
told, S^ wrong. Mine, in the cellar,
46^. Xow, if as tested above,

marks

too low, should not the real
temperature in the cellar be .54°, and
not 4C° as it shows ?
2. If bees in brood-chambers are
given starters, say if an inch, will they
it is 8-'

and

Moving Bees

On page

dear.
Springfield, Out.

1.

my

John Yoder.

This question is somewhat out of
I have always under-

latitude.

in Winter.

384 of the

Bee Journal

Heddon promised an
on moving bees, giving his

for 1883, Mr.
article

method, but so far I have not seen it.
I have 75 colonies to move 3 or 4 miles,
and would like to move them now on
the ice in the river. How shall I do
D. II. Lisle.
it V
"Waldron. HI., Jan. 27, 1884.

When

promising an

article

on

re-

moving bees, I had reference to moving them short distances, in such
manner as to prevent their returning
to the old stand. In moving 3 or 4
miles no such precaution is needed.
You can move them on a sleigh (use
"bobbs") by filling the box with
straw, or on a common wagon in the
same manner. Put in twice as much
straw as you think you need, and you
will have none too much. If I could
have but one, I would rather have
straw than springs. I should not move
the bees until the weather was such
that they could fly immediately after
reaching their new location.

Comb Foundation.

build straight comb ? or how would it
"Will Mr.
do to put in 3-inch strips ? I ask this
following
as foundation seems to be so scarce

and

excess of drone-comb

everywhere, especially when brood
foundation can be bought for 50 cents
per pound.

Heddon

please answer the

How

91

the sheets in hot water (of course not
leaving them there long enough to

This

melt).
softer

;

may make them appear
may loosen up the fiber

in fact,

a little, yet I think there has been an
evaporation, loss, or drying-down of
some of the oils that this method does
not re-place.
3. It cannot be pressed on to the

wires as smoothly and perfectly as if
done by the press, but it can be done
so well that after the bees get through
manipulating it, it is in every way as
perfect as if done by the machine.
4. When your frame material is out,
and before nailed up, punch holes
(centrally) through the top and bottom bars about 2 inches apart, and
have the outside holes not further
from the end bar than one-half or
three-fourths of an inch. Use No. 30
tinned wire. Now sew the frame, beginning in the middle and sewing
each way with each end. To fasten
the ends I use a small tack, or the
nails that nail the bottom-bar may be
left a little out. Be careful not to draw
the bottom-bar bowing by drawing the
wire too tight. Diagonal wires may
be put on, but I do not use them, as I
find no need for them. To use them,
fasten one end to the tack or nailhead, and then go down through the
first hole, and through the one nearest
the center of the other bar, then up
through the other center hole, and
fasten this end the same as the first.
Now the frame is wired. Next make
a lap-board larger each way than your
frame is the longest way. Now cut
from one-half inch lumber a board
that is one-fourth inch smaller each
way than the inside measure of your
frame. Nail this board securely to the
seven-eighths lap-board, and let the
grains run cross-ways of each other.
This will prevent warping. With a
sponge or rag, wet the thin board or
form. Have already-cut some sheets
of foundation one-eighth less in size
than your frame measures inside.
Turn up about 3-lG of one edge, and
(have the wax sheet warm) with a

long may foundation be
before it Is unfit for use V
knife, or chisel,
stiff, broad putty
2. Can old foundation be treated so
portion
to the topturned-up
the
mash
if
as
good
as
fresh
made
V
as to make it
3. Can foundation be pressed into bar (which should not be rough), so
wired frames by hand as good as if that the sheet will hang centrally in
done by a press V
the frame. We have a rest fixed for
4. How would you press it in by
the frame, on our work bench, to hold
Richard Grinsell.
hand V
Baden, Mo., Jan. 26, 1884.
Next lay
it while we do the mashing.
the frame and foundation (foundation
1. I think that the fresher foundation is, the better, though I have seen down) on the lap-board and over the
1.

made

stood that the point zero was the lowest point that could be made artificially with ice and salt.
It might be
best for you to compare your thermometer with others, then, even
though your test be correct, your thermometer may be all right, as compared that one year old well-handled by the
with thermometers in general, and it bees, but it seemed to be with more
is from these that we have taken our difficulty.
cue regarding proper temperature.
2. Mr. D. A. Jones suggests dipping

form, and while the sheet is plastic,
push the wires down into the base of
the cells. This can be done with an
eight-penny nail; some use a wheel
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with points upon it. I have had success with a straight piece with about
10 points, about one-fifth of an inch
apart, the points being about ig wide
and 1-64 thick, so adjusted that they
roll lengthwise of the wire, while each
point runs crosswise of the wire. Of
course they are not properly points.
This puts the wire in quite rapidly,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

chance to breed about your premises
outside of hives, and the bees will take
care of the rest.

Remedy

OFFICE OF AMKKICAN BKK JOUKNAL,
Monday, 10 a. m., Feb. 4, 1884.

The following

for Dysentery.

}

t

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received
this hour

tions for

Please give the best remedy for
up to
dysentery that you know of. I have
a few colonies that are affected with
CINCINNATI.
it
they are in tlie cellar, and they
HONE Y—There is no change to note in the honhave no brood and the hives are dry. ey market. No cbant:e in tiie price of extracted
honey, but there is an improvement in the deand is entirely satisfactorily.
I have one colony that has lots of mand. Comb honey is in large supply, and the best
young brood, and the hive is very wet. in lb. sections brings no more than 16c. alb. from
store. Extracted. 7(gil0c.
but no signs of disease.
X. Y. Z.
BEESWAX— Fair demand, and arrivals are fair.
Profitable Increase.
It brings 28^32c. on arrival.
Mom-oe, Wis., .Jan. 2-5, 1884.
CHAS. F. MDTH.
Will Mr. Heddon tell us which he
I know of no successful remedy for
thinks the better plan to increase an
NEW YORK.
apiary rapidly— the
nucleus plan dysentery among bees. I have tried
HONEY— White clover and basswood in 1 and 2
proper or the pound of bees ? In the several that I have^read of as success- lb. sections. l.=i@2lc. Dark and second quality,
1.5c.: extracted white clover in kegs and barformer, combs and brood are taken
rels, 9®l0c.
from strong colonies, and by the lat- ful, and some of my own originating,
BEESWAX— Prime yellow, S4@35c.
We are
ter, bees are shaken from the combs, but none can be relied upon.
H.K. & F.B THURBER & Co.
a queen given them, and a new hive, now working at prevention, and I beCHICAGO.
etc., given the miniature colony.
I lieve we are going to get it in a cheap
HONE Y— Goes off slowly, and prices are lower on
propose dividing my apiary, which is
sections that are imperfectly tilled. The demand
small, and establishing the new yard and practical manner.
seems to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are made
two miles away with mountain peaks
:

;

I

of

sections at I.5&20C.

sections,

14@

\}i^2
and ridges intervening, and change
i^° The annual meeting of the I8c. dark and mixed in color, very alow, at about
bees from yard to yard as new colo- Maine Bee Keepers' Association will 12@I3c. Extracted honey steady, but limited demand; prices range from T(&luc, per lb.
nies are formed.
E. E. Ewing.
BEESWAX— Scarce, at 28<ft3oc., according to
be held at Small City Hall, Lewiston, color
and cleanliness.
Highlands, X. C, .Jan. 22, 1884.
Feb. 14 and 1-5. 1884. The meeting
lb.

1

lb.

:

;

I have no choice to offer in the plans will open at

mentioned. I should never use either.
I should go for honey, and take that
increase came in the natural way, and
when this was not fast enough for me,
I should get my further increase by
purchasing of some one whose troubling problem was " how to prevent

o'clock, Thursday p. m.
will be devoted to the
address, reports of the

K. A.

BURNETT.

161

South Water

Bt.

1

The afternoon

President's
Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-Presidents
of different counties, and all committees.
session will be held Thursday
evening for essays and discussions.

A

KANSAS

CITY, MO.
HONE Y.— Receipts liberal, and sales satisfactory.
White comb, 1 and 2 lb. sections, 17®isc. I could
place several thousand pounds of dark, fall extracted honey, at 8{a9c. Who has any? Do not all
speak

at once.

Jerome Twichell.

514

Walnut

Street.

Friday morning election of otticers.
SAN FRANCISCO.
Friday afternoon essays and discusHONEY— Only in a small jobbing way is there
business.
Prices
favor buyers on all except
sions.
The Western Maine Bee- any
fancy qualities. AVhite to extra white
Keepers' Association will also meet strictly
further increase."
comb, 15(sl8c.; dark to good, ivcillc; extracted,
at the same time and place.
The choice to extra white, 6(i!,7^c.; dark and candied,
Maine Central railroad will grant free 5®BEBSW AX— Wholesale. 27>^®30c.
Troubled with Moths.
return tickets to all paying full fare
Stearns & Smith, 433 Front Street.
one
way.
Let
there
be
a
full attendI am told by a man who lives in
8T. LOUIS.
ance,
and
a
good
display
of
apiarian
this neighliorhood, how to prevent the
— In fair demand. Comb, 13®18c.
HONEY
implements.
moth troubling bees.
extracted. 7@8c.

He professes to
the little fellows,
and says, at the season of the year
when the fly comes, to build a Are in
the apiary every evening at sundo\\ii,
and keep it blazing until two hours
after dark. He says the flv will flv
into the fire and Inirn up. I'have but

Wm. Hott,

know much about

Sec.

;

in the South, is anticipated.

last year.
J.

Wm.

X. Sjioot, M. D.

Fulton, Ky., Jan.

2-5,

R.

Howakd,

Kingston, Tex., Jan.

1883.

better plan

is

which has a "

most

apiaries.

to take a tin

A

cake dish

tin hole in the center,"

put a lighted candle in the hole and
water under it in the dish let the
candle be short, to bring the blaze
near the water. What is better still
than this plan, is to keep your colonies normally strong compared to the
combs in their possession, and have
;

Independence, Mo.

i^° We intend to organize a beekeepers' association for Southern Indiana on March

20, 1884, to meet at
Merchants and ^Manufacturers'
Club Booms. Madison, Ind.. at 9:30 a.
Kentuckv bee-keepers are invited

the

to participate.

HONEY— The honey market has been dull with
us during the month of January, but the past week
it has been better, so that stock* are again reduced. Choice white 1 lb. in good order, sold at 18
cts.; the same quality when broken sold at l6c.: 2
lb. best white, lii(gil7c.; second quality, no sale.
Extracted as usual, not at all wanted in our market.
BEESWAX- In great demand, but no supply;
nominally 30c. per lb.
A. C. Kendel. lis Ontario Street.

Sec.

^

in

Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,

CLEVELAND.

16, 1884.

The plan your neighbor offers might
The Western Bee-Keepers' Ascatch some moths, while others might sociation will meet at Independence,
not be thus caught. Such a method Mo., Thursday, April 24, 1884.
C. M. Cbandall, Sec.
would be disagreeable, troublesome
and dangerous

BEESWAX- Firmer, at 3!a32c.
W. T. ANTERSON &

i^° The sixth annual convention of
Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. Andrews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 25, 1884. A larger
little faith in it will it do ?
I was number of leading bee masters than
troubled with moth in colonies very ever assembled on a similar occasion

much

strained and

H.

C.

White.

Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey,

lb. sections comb
HONEY.— Demand light.
lS(a.20c.; 2 1b. 16018c. Extracted, 9@llc.
BBBSWAX-35C.
BliAEB & RlPLET, 57 Chatham Street.
1

honey,

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— We have
new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for ten cents.
issued a

We

carefully

mail

Journal

to every

subscriber,

i®°

the

Bee
but

them possess a portion of Italian
should any be lost in the mails we wiU
instructions on the exhibition of bees
blood. Keep all pieces of comb out of and honey at Fairs, etc.
This is a cheerfully send another, if notified
the way of moths, giving them no new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
before all the edition is exhausted.

:

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
(JETTINU

^^jecial Jjloticc5.
To
Esaniiiie the Date

name on
paper;

month

it

to

the wrapper label of this
indicates the end of the

which you have paid your

subscription on the

For

following your

safety,

Bee Journal.

when sending money

to

this office get either a post office or ex-

money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the
press

Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
f 5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
Subscription Credits. VVe do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if
the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.
letter.

—

^" "We

UP CLUBS.

increase the

of the

number

Bke Journal, we

Honey

of readers
believe, will

aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,

the following premiums
getting up clubs
While no subscription to the
offer

Journal

93

for

Bee

taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, $2.00 Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
tJiey send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of Weekly or 6 Monthly
will be

;

;

as

Food and Medicine,

A pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put the price still knoer,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
;

;

r.

we

1^ A

make an additional
correspondent asks if any one
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound may select a Binder for the Bee
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
Journal, among the books given as
For a club of 5 AVeekly or 10 Premiums for getting subscribers; we
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,) reply, yes, any book or binder we keep
with $10, we will, in addition to the for sale may be selected by those who
15 per cent, present a copy of the get up clubs.
and

$6.00,

will

American "PoruLAR" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English
1^ In reply to many correspondents
language that enters into speech or let us say that we take any kind of
writing it contains 32,000 words and postage stamps at their face value;

phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
desired.

including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either

present, besides the 15 per cent, in
books, a tested Italian queen, by mail,
postpaid.

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

by thieves, or else breaks through the
For a club of $20, for 10 Weeklies, or envelope and is lost in that way.
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will

can supply photographs of
Subscriptions for two or more years
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
for one person, will count the same
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.
as each year for a different person.
For a club of 100 AVeekly (or its
Eniei-son Binders
made especially
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
we will send a Magnificent Organ
gold on the back, and make a very
worth
$150. See description on page
convenient way of preserving the Bee
614 of the W'eekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
Journal as fast as received.

—

They

I^T Constitutions and By-Laws for

The

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

TheBeeKeepers'HaiidyBook
216 pages, bound in cloth, by mail, post-paid, for

9S1.00 per copy. Send for prospectus and our
be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
Circulars describing three new and useful
l^For $2.75 we will supply the special
articles for the apiary.
the Weekly
or for the Monthly, 50
47Atf
HENRY
AI^CEY, WENI1AM,MASS.
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
Rational
Dzierzon's
Bee-Keepiug,
in
to Canada.
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
^" When writing to this office on Journal and the book for $1.75.
To send a Postal Card for our Illustrated Cataloftue
of APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasingelsebusiness, our correspondents should
where. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everythinR new and valuable needed in an apiary
must
be
understood
that,
It
1^
not write anything for publication on
at the iowfst prices. Italian Queens and Beea.
Parties
to purchase tleea in lots of 10
the same sheet of paper, unless it can should an advertiser desire to cancel colonies intendinfi
or more, are invited to correspond.
a.
c. sayi.es,
unexpired
contract,
he
an
can
do
so
be torn apart without interfering with
5lDl5t lB5t
HARTFORD, WIS.
either portion of the letter.
The edi- only by paying regular rates for the
Dadaiit'sFoiindation
Factory?
wholesale
torial and business departments are number of insertions his advertiseSee Advertisement in another column.
separate and distinct, and when the ment has had.
will

;

;

business is mixed up with items for
All money orders from foreign
publication it often causes confusion.
should be made payable at
They may both be sent in one envelope countries,
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Stabut on separate pieces of paper.
tion ""is not an International oflice.

1^

BE SURE
1884.

6 Warranted (jiiccns for $5.
Write for Circular. J. T. IVILSON,
IBCISt
MORTONSVILLE, KY.

!
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"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

The Bee-Keepers'

SECTIONS.

Or. MAJTTTAI.

1:=
\Ve have agiiin increased our capacity for making
"BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTION, and are now
ready to fill orders on abort notice. We would advise our customers, and eapecially SUPPl-T

B£ALEKS. to

not Wait until the

Bush Comes,

We will not manufacture Hives and Shipping
Crates this season, as we have fixed over all our
machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.

FORNCROOK &

J.

CO.,

Watertown. Wis., Dec.

49Ctf

1,

1883.

in

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. Itiscertainly
the fullest and most scieolitic work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, SH 25. Liberal
discount r,o dealers and to clubs.

47DlOt

FOR HIVES,

&c.

I am now prepared to supply dealers and conFumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping

COOK,

'I.

Simplicity. Lanestroth and Chaff Illves, Section
Boxes, Brood Frames, and Comb Foundatitm.
Send for Price List. The successors of A. B. Miller

&Son.

MILLER BROS.,
NAPPANEE,

Continuous passages— No Honey Btiard— No Bee
space. Sample in the Flat— No Patent. Given
Foundation. Sections, etc. Circulars free.

OEO.

lD6m

F. WIT..r.IA!MS,

NEW

DUNDEE, Kane Co., ILL.

The Kansas Bee-Keeper,
[ESTAWLISHED IN

One

IJ^SI.]

Dollar a Year.

jevcr sold for less than twice
lour price. The fastest selling

H.

SGOVELL, J. E. POND, Jr.,
Sample Copies free.

Editors.

Address,

Bee-Keepers' Publishing: Co.,
COLUMBUS, KANS.

6C3t

M M

people are always on the tookI ^^ ^B
^^out for chances to increase

HI
VjBI
|L their earnings, and in time beI ^^
^k ^^ come wealthy those who do
W
m improve their opportunities reI ^^ Imain
poverty. We
V
a

K

;

great chance to make money.
We want many men, women, boys and girls to
work for us right in their own localities. Any one
can do the work properly from the first start. The
business will pay more than ten times ordinary
wages. Expensive ()uttlt furnished free. No one
fails to

make money

You

rapidly.

can devote your whole time to the work, or only
your spare moments. Full information and all
that is needed, sent free. Address Stinson A Co.,
Portland, Maine.
8Aly

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
See Advertisement

in

another column.

Send for our

Illustrated Cataloeue and Price List
of Apiarian Supplies. Address, M. RICHARDSON

&SON, box 212, PortColburne,

t)nt.

lD4t

in

4Aly

IN

THE SOUTH

STANLEY & BRO.,
WYOMING,

N. Y.

Many are making
will furnish you everything.
fortunes. Ladies miike as much as men, and boys
and girls make great pay. Header, if you want
business at which you can make great pa.v all the
time, write for particulars to U. Hallett & Co
8AIy
Portland. Maine.

NO MORE ORDERS WANTED.
bee-keepers
!,'ivi' niitice to all
iMiiiiut accr))t any more orders for
Seetiiiiis tills seascjii, as"l already have all
the orders on
book that I can fill before
wisli to

that

I

my

honey season commences.

I will here
say, that I am preparing to build "at once"
a larger factory, in which I intend to use

the

steam-power, and expect by another season
to be able to fill all orders promptly, by the
aid of more and improved machinery. I
shall be able to turn off four times tlie
amount of work I ever h.ave before.

Manum.

A, E.

Respectfully,

Bristol, Vt., Jan. 31, 1884.

THAT STRIKES US!
AN1>

All Bee-Keepers wlio are in need of

Queens and Bees from March to November.

my

Friends,

if

you are

in

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We
the

SUPPLIES.

Illustrated Catalogue.

r AUr. I.. VIAI>r.OX, Bayou Goula, La,

.SCtf

will

For the benefit of those who will be disappointed
by Mr. Manum's refusal to receive any more orders
this season, we wish to state that we have just
completed an outfit of Perfected Machinery,
expressly tor making

with pleasure send you a sample copy of

Alonthly Gleaning;*

!>

White Poplar Dovetailed Sections,

Bee-Culture,

'with a descriptive price-list of the latest improveExtractorM,
ments in lliTet*,

has crowded Mr. Manum to his
Honey
Comb The fame of whichOur
Factory Is run by a i2t3-horse
Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all books utmost capacity.which
enables us to Snpply all
power engine,

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address ivrittcn plainly, to
Ctf
A. I. ROOT, Medina. O.

Orders Tor anythlnt; needed
Apiary. After March 1, our

WOOD CUTS

money refunded.

Made

to order, of any Subject,
in exchange for Apiarian Supplier. lieference,
editor or this paper.

4Ctf

Address,

H. L. PENFIELl), Engraver,
HUNNEWE1.L, Shelby Co. MO.

Dadant'sFoun(IationFactory,wliolesael
See Advertisement

B EE-KEEPER
tating terms.

in

another column.

WAKTED. — ADDRESS,
C.

WEEKS,

Ciifton,

Tenn.

mA
.5A4t

week made at home by the industrious. Best business now before the public. Capital not needed
will ytart you. Men, women,

We

boys and girls wanted everywhere
to work for us. Now Is the time.
You can work in spare time, or give
yourw.hole time to the business. N(.i other business will pay you nearly as well. No one can fail
to make en<irmous pay, by engaging at once.
Costly outfit and terms free. Money made fast,
easily and honorably.
Address True & Co.,
AuRUsta. Maine.
SAly

COMB FOUNDATION,

G. W.

P

I I
BH ^F

Frop'r.

sweeping by, ko and
dare before you die, something
mighty and sublime, leave behind to conquer time." fW a
week in your own town. ¥5outlit tree.
No risk. Everything
new. Capital not required. We
life is

BEE-ItEEPEKS* SXTPPluIES.
Dunham mid Root Foundutlon a specialty.

U. S, standard Honey Extractors

.SUtf

^_ ^L H
^k I

BK

SHOEIUAKER,

For the manufacture of

FLAT- BOTTOM

communications to

I..

^^Bnot,

_^_^

HEADQUARTERS

Stanley's Dollar Smoker.
very low. Also all other Bee- Keepers' Goods furnished at reasonable prices. See advertisement in
the Weekly Bee Joctknal for Jan. 2. Address all

R.

0A2t

^m ^^
^
W^
^1

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co.. Portland, Maine.

offer

in

who engages

America. Immense
All intelligent people want it.

book

l3?"Send for

Live Monthly Magazine, devoted exclusively
to Bee-Culture. Its regular Correspondents and
Assistant Editors are among the most practical
and progressive bee-keepers of the age. The well
known specialist. James lleddon. of Dowagiac,
Mich., will lurnisli a series of articles running
through the whole volume. J. E. Pond, Jr., Voxboro, Mass., will continue his "Hints to beginners."
The Question Drawer will be conducted by the
editors, whose aim will be to make it of especial
value to those yet in the A B C of bee-cniture.

the

The

handsomest best book

largest,

Italian

A

O.

all

Presidents of the U. S.

profits to agents.

OEOROE TATL.OR,

PHILADELI
HILADELPHIA,

wanted for The Lives of

Crates, etc.,

ICtf I2Btf

Elkhart County. IND.

Bee-Keepers.

Notice to

The Price Jjists of the Champion Bee Hive manufactory. New Comerstown, Tuscarawas County,
Ohio, will be ready for distribution by the 10th of
February. They have the tlnest lot of HIVES and
SECTIONS for sprint! trade that there is on the
market. Send for Price List.

I

The All-Purpose Hive

I

from Poplar, Address,

LANSING. MICH.

BEE HIVESl

makea specialtyot LANGSTROTH
AND MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made
all kinds.

Author and Publisher,

18C7t

another column.

MANUFACTORY
SECTIONS,

f876.
!

r,i)

Dadant'sFoHiidatioii Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement

Out

lOth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
dne illusMore than r>n pages, and more than
trations were added in the 8th edition. 'I'lie whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

A.

And

SOLD SINCE

10,000

1 1th I'hoiiNaiicl •Jiisl

the

Cliiide;

OF TH£ APIARY.

VAN DEUSEN &

I

sections per day.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

m

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

GAlt

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample Roods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
will start you. You can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from r»() cents to I.Severy
evening. That all who want work may test the
business.we make this unparalleled ofi'er; to all
who are not well satistted, we will send $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

We

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland. Maine.
tions, etc.. sent free.

4Aly

_^_^^_

SMITH & SMITH
Wants to give away r»."i<o of their lllnsira ted Catalogue and Price ListofBee-Keepers'Siipplies.
Special Attention given to the

Simplicity One-Plece Section,
Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation, etc.

high side-wells. 1 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free
J,

in a tirst-class
capacity will be

Befi^ire making purchases,
it will pay you to send two I'c. Stamps for our Circular and Samples. We guarantee good work or
10." M.«

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Co., N. ?.

SMITH & SMITH,
KENTON,

6D10t

Hardin

Alsike Glover Seed
S^lO.OO
nAlt

S. N.

Co.,

OHIO.

For Sale.

PER BUSHEL.

KEPLOULE,

Hagerstown, Ind.

!
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DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMOXIAJ.S.
Hamilton,

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madame:— We have made about

111.,

Dec.

in, ihh:j.

of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundation has given universal satisfaction; so much so, tbat several manufacturers liave stopped
manuriicturinu to supply their customers with our foundJitlon. We have also manufactured about
ni,(M_M) Ills, of thin foundation on the Vandervort macliine for surplus boxes, and it has been equally a
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
Yours.
CHAS.
& SON.
:i8,000 lbs.

DADANT

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madame;— I have made over l00,tH>i
not

now take double the

price

:Mhs. Frances Dunuam:
All prefer the foundation
I

have no

difficulty in rolling

I

I
it

paid for

lbs.

it.

Beeton, Ont.. Dec. lo, iH8;i,
of foundation on one of your machines, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Genoa. Cayuga Co., N. Y., Dec. V2, ish:!.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other macMne.
from in to 12 feet to the pound for sections.
Y'ours respectfully,

J.

G.

WHITTEN.

Kenton. Ohio, Dec. Sit. 18*^:1.
Mrs. Frances Dunham:
After using one of vour foundation mills for the past 3 years, we can't say too much In its favor.
Yours,
SMITH SMITH.
And for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.
<fc

The

best Hrrant-'ed

HHE

for all purposes in
premium nt St. Louis Fair

•exl&tence. Took tlrsit
iB 1882 and 1883 over all competitors. Descriptive
•Circular sent free to nil on nppMcation.

ARMSTRONG,

EI.VIN

Address.
Prop'r. of the

Crown Uee Hive Factory and Apiary,

Mrs. Frances DUNHAM:

Omaha, Neb., Jan.

Send for description and Price List to

Dadanl'sFoiindation Factory, ivliolesale
See Advertisement

in

another column.

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

affirms that the

STORY S CRMP,

PRESS

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

la SITPEKIOK for makingComb Foundation either
in Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
D. S. OITEAT <Ce CO.,

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

Comb

Vandervort

Send for SiimpleH
32ABtf

J.

VANDERVORT,

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
Mathushek,

Price-l.l«t.

g-iven.

Catalogues free to any address.
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Bee Hives
NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY

TlieLarg:estMaunfacturerof Bee Hives
Our

Sections, etc., in the
capacity
now is a

World

!

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.
XT Til,
C. F.
Apply to
976 and 97H Central ATe.,CI»rC'IN»f ATI, O.

M

^"Send IOC.

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

CAR-LOAI>
manufactured
soft

Gr.

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FLANAGAN

lABly Lockbox995.

«fe

II^LIAiSKI,

Send t-ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of Eoodswhich will help you to
more money right away than

flPRIZD

anythingclsein thisworld. All
of either sex, succeedfrom first
hour. The broad road to ff)rtune opens beforethe
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Tkue

& Co.,

Augusta. Maine.

4Aly

NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.
a week at home.
nbsntutely sure.

15.00 outfit free.

Pay

No risk. Capital not reHeader, if you wsint business at
wliuh persona of either sex, young or old,
ciin make great pay ail tlie time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
parttoulars to H. Hallett & Co.. Portland, Maine.
<iuireil.

I^ IbyesIm

I

(AFTER.)

(BEFORE.)

Bellevilte, St.ClairCo.,Ill8.

HIVE.

to Give Satisfaction,

44Atf

WIS.

For Bees, Queens,
Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

A NEW

Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
comb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, !8 second only to that of movable brood

Guaranteed

S. LIE^^T^IS,
WATERTOWN.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address, DR. O. I.. TINK.ER.

last season.

iBCtf

203 N.

Street,

frames.

of goods daily. Hives
from
white pine, and sections frum white basswood.
Send for our new Illustrated Price List for 18H4. It
is very Importsini y«iu should have our new List
before orderine, as prices are arranged differently

from

& 190 State

CHICAGO.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
!

else-

STORY & CAMP,

MICII.

SECTIONS.

Protection
guaranteed.

where.

Hetheringtoii,

ARROXIA,

Agents Wanted.

Write for our prices before buying

.:>

Biugham &

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Territory

Our patents have enabled us to make the BEST
for years. They have yet IJ or more
years to run, and we expect to improve the smokers
all the time.
They will be better this year (1H.S4)
than ever before.

oABtf

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

Lacyville, Pa.

PATENT.
SMOKERS

in

PIANOS^'^ORGANS

ILL.

Fdn. Mills,

Reduced

Ar

Pere, Wis.

2Btf 6D6t

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT

18, ir84.

I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg. Iowa, and L. C. Root A' Bro., of
Mohawk, N. Y. Messrs. Hoot & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me. and in a later communication say: "It{ourioundation)giive the best results of any tried." I write this that you may have fair
play, which is me always a jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T. L. VON DORN.

ELECTRO- VOLTAIC BELT and other ELECTRIC
APPLiANfES are sent on oO Days' Trial TO
MEN ONLY. YOUNG OR OJ T), who are .'^ufEerLost Vitautt,
from Nervous Debil.
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those disea.ses of a
Personal Nature, resulting from abuses and
Speedy relief and complete
Other Causks.
restoration to Hkalth, Vigor and Manhood
Send at once for Illustrated
GuAR.\NTEED.
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC REI.T CO., Wnrshall^Micb.
inff

,-,

4A]y

^

$5,000
We

___^_^_^^_^_^

REWARD!

want an agent in every town. Something
new and profitable. Men. women, boys, giris send
We ofl"er llfi^iOOO worth of
i^c. stamp for outfit.
premiums to our agents. Address,
THE RURAL HOME, Philadelphia, Pa.
5A4t
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HEDDON'S

BEESWAX.
I pay sae. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

BEES and HONEY,
Management

of

and

THOMAS
N

an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by
;

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

925 'West MadUoH

Street. Chicago, 111.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pagCB, 1b
" fully up with the times" in all the improvements

and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid in the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the moat honey
in its best

business, give at least an average satisfaction, from tlie fact that my trade lias more
tlian doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.
1 believe my Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flatj^ at very reasonable prices.

Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled by none.
Up to this date, Jan. 1, 1 have not been able to
make any contract for any first-class Sections, and
I

neither use or sell any tithers.
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"We now have in winter quarters, in flrst-class
condition, 350 colonies of bees, of our newstraia,
and of pure Italian blood. As most of you are
aware, for six years past I have taken pains to
breed my stock for markings of character, or qualities, rather than c»ilur, usinu as a base, the leather
colored Italian anil l>ruwn (ierman bees.
On reading my Circular, you will find some testimonials from practical bee-keepers (a few saved
from many received), that will give you an idea of
how well I have succeeded. Our hives and combs
are in good conilition, and our bees have always
been free from foul brood. I shall endeavor to
send out a tirst-ciass line of Full Colonies, Oueens,
Nuclei and Bees by the pound. Parties wishing to
start an apiary, or purchase on a large scale, as
well as those who wish the choicest of my stock to
breed from, may do well to correspond with rae.
Among the goods we have to offer, are Standard
Langstroth and American Frames in the tlat, a
complete line of Bingham Smokers and Honey
Knives, Excelsinr Honey Extractors, Wax Extractors, Plated Wire, for wiring frames, our new
style Nucleus Hives, both made up and in the flat.
Bee Veils, Sample Shipping Crates, Comb Foundation Fasteners. Surplus Hfjney Registers, ourthree
styles of Bee Feeders for which I have numerous
testimonials!, and various parts of our Hive.
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selves a service by writint: for terms for ihs4.

we shall do our best to satisfy the
reasonable, and deal out exact justice to all. Address all orders and communications to

DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

3

pq

Those who may wish to spend six munths in the
theory and practice of Apiculture, may do them-

knife.
As in the past,

A

Lebanon, Mo.
manual, containing

all the newest discoveries
management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practical instruction, that no one who

in

the

contemplates keeping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
It comprises all that Is necessary for succeasfa)
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.^
-Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
Written In an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for ail readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield. O.

STUDENTS OF BEE-CULTURE.
I send out CIRCULARS to those who solicit
them, only, and when ordering, will you please be
sure to state whether or not you have my Circular
of 1883. 1 believe we have no patent on anything
we make, use, or sell, except Bingham smoker and

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y,
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are flne. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer. Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared f^r beginners.— Farmers*
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.- News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, I^ouisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings. —Democrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist,

c
o

Q.

If I offer

for 1884, ynu will see notice here.
10,00*"! 5X1JX2 to spare now.

attractive condition.

Appreciative Notices.

<
My y'ew Langstroth Hive.
Thanking you for past years' patronage,
I solicit what 1 may justly merit for tlie
coming season. I am led to believe that
the goods I offer, and my ways of doing

and most

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prevailing scarcity of beeswax,
the price of comb foundation is now advanced 3
centH per pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for

and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Contains a vast fund of Information in regard to
bee-culture. He wh" would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in allthe improvements In
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that wilt interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for tne
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO.

75 cents;

in paper-

postpaid.

THOMCAS
923

A
ILL.

in cloth,

SO cents,

1884.

AX.FR£I» H. KETVM.A.X,
923

Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management

G. NEl^MAN,
W. Madison St., Chicago,

111.

I^lberal Discount to Dealers

the

Dozen or Hundred.

by

!

..
,.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

»

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OF

lU.,

February

13, 1884.

Artificial

THOMAS

IJV

NEWMAN,

C.

Editor and Puupkiktur.

926

WEST MADISON
Weekl7,

ST.,

sa ayear

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly. SI.

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
year, besides their own subscription for a year

one

for the Weekly, will be entitled to

and Honey,'* bound

13^ The

ii

copy of

"

Bees

in cloth.

receipt for

money sent

us will be given

on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

^^r Any person sending a club of six, la entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
dsaired.
Sample copies furnished /rfe.
1^^ Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

in this

:

To Europe— Weekly. 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, $1 Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe,
Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second Class Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20

cents per line of space, each insertion.
For

A

either the \Veeklv or

Monthly Editions.

line of this type will contain

TWELVE

about 8 words;

occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
lines will

Editorial Notices.

50 cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
tbe time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
•as

(Vent

G.

103

99

Queens

107

Bees Carrying in Pollen
Bees did not Suffer by the Cold..
Bees Fed on Sugar Syrup
Bees in Fine Condition
Bees Never Wintered Better
Bees " on the "Wing Again "
Bees Under the Snow
Button Bush Honey
Care of Bees on Sundays

Madison

Street..

Chlcnco,

III.

106
108

.

106

106
108
107

108
107
101

Controlling the Queens
Experience with Cellar Wintering
From the Cottonwood Apiary ....
Giving Away Honey at the Fairs.

103

107
106
108

We will Kupply the American Uee tlournal
one year, and any of the following Books, at tbe
prices quoted in the lastcolamn of tlfTures. The
first column Rives the rcKular price of both. All
poataKe prepaid.

PHce of both. Olub
The Weekly Bee Journal

12 oe.

and Cook's Manual. 7th editiondn cloth)
Cook's Manual,

—

—

New Bee Book (cloth)....
New Book (paper covers)
New Bee-Keeping

Dzierzon's
Dzierzon's

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant

—

?.

.

108

Light and Heavy Foundation
Local Convention Directory

105

Moving Bees

105

40

108

Yards

My Report for 1883
New Facts from Old

107

Theories
Ohio State Convention
Preparing Bees for Winter
Queen 1 1 Years Old
Queries from a Beginner
Rabbets for Hives, etc
Report of a Beginner
Sections, Cases. Dysentery, etc.
Selections from Our Letter Box.
Special Notices
Square Deal
Statistics and Essays
Successful Out-Door Wintering.
Sweet Home Bee Feeder
.

101

Will Syrians not Sting

3 00

3 50.

2 75

.

2.3.5..

2 25

2 40.

.

3 25

4 50..

4 25

2 76.. 2 50

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.l. Boot)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
Kansas Bee-Kecper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke)

. .

3 00..

2 75

3 OO.

2 76

3 00.. 2 75
2 50.

2 36

3 00..

2 76

3 00.

2 76

New

Eng. Apiarian. (W.W.Merrill).. 2 75.. 2 50
Bee Journal
3 75.. 3 60
The 8 above-named papers
900.. 7 76

British

The Monthly llee «Jearnal and any of tbe
above, $1 less than the figures in the last column.

Sample Copies of theAuERiCAN Bee
to any per105
to get up a
104 club can have sample copies sent to
107

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this ofSce.

.

106

.

106
109
107

100
.

102

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

107

Advertisements intended for the Bee
reach this office by
99 Saturday of the previous week.

102

Journal must

I®" Letters for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
108 from items of business.

105

105
?

3 25

.

Journal will be sent free
Any one intending
son.

108

.

2 50

00.

104

Y'oung Bees Flying Now
it Caused by Pollen
.

T.5..

4 08..

106

104

?

2 25

100

The Use of Comb Foundation
The Winter Problem
Time to Think and Review

Was

2 50

50..

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

108
106

.

6 00.. 5 60

How

Test Thermonneters

2 50

75.

Honey as Food 4 Medicine.lOO Copies

110 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

to

2 76

.

,

105

Irascible Cyprian Bees

.

OQ.

Quinby's
350.. 3 25
4 OQ
Langstroth's Standard Work
3 75
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25.. 3 00
3 00.. 2 75
Alley's Queen Rearing

Honey and Beeswax Market

99

3 25.

3
paper covers)
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newaian)cloth 2
2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
4
Apiary Register for 2t_io colonies

cln

Glucose
Granulation of Honey

What and How.

NEWMAN,

1884.

Number.

Is Alsike Clover a Field Plant

FOR£ieN POSTA6£, IIXTRA

No. 7.

CLUBBING LIST FOR
Topics Presented

Adulteration of Beeswax
Another Severe Attack
PrBLISHEIl

VOL. XX.

—

A
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gid\)cvtiscmcuts.

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

DADANlSm™
liy huiulreds o£ the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
accepted by
cleanest.brightest,quickest
the
bees, least ajit to sag, most regular in color,
eveiiiios anil neatness of any that is made.
It is ki'jit tor sale by Xfessre.
A. H. NEWMAN, "Chicajio, 111.,
is

attustod

tical

MUTH. Chicinnati. O.,
JAMES HEDDON, Dowagiac. Mich.,
DOUGHERTY & McKEE, Indianapolis,
C. F.

Ind^

CHAS. H. GREEX, Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. HEKTEL, .Ir., Freeburg, 111.,
GEO. W. HOUSE, Fayetteville, N. T.,

and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

— No book could be

Kendall's Horse Booh.
more useful to horse owners.

It

has 35 engravings

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information
Pnice S5c. for either the
English or German editions.
Quinby's
Bec-Keeplng, by L. C. RootrT^e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot tail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that it*
author is master of the subject.—»1.50.
The
1 Use- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price. So.
Xovlce's
ofBee-Caltare, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, .1fil.25.
King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Sf>1.00.

Xew

925

West Madison

CHICAGO.

Street,

ILL.

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.
Azlerzon*H Butlonal Bee

-

Keeping.—

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Ex-€ditf>T of the "British Bee Journal.'"
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee (Culture. To nim and the Baron I'f
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning this
book, Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great ma>*ters. the Langatroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot says of it: "Old father
Dzierzon
has probably made greater strides in
scientific apiculture than any one man... For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth, )S3.

HWe
ABC

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.

—This

is a standard scientific work.
Price. 8S6.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical infonnation and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 75c.

Foul Brood; its origin, development and cure.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price. «5c.
Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handl;

ing

and Marketing. — A

2-1-page pamphlet, by

& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
4tueen-KearlnK, by Henry Alley.— A full and management adi>pted in their apiary, lac.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS and detailed account of TWENTY-THKEE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest, F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
from as many bee-keepers m 1883.
Never the management of bees. Price, lOc.
easie.^it and best way to raise queens.
We guarantee every inch of our before published. Price, Sl.OO
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenf^ulde or, Cook*a Hanaal tal principles of bee-culture, and furnishes th«
Foundation equal to siimple in every ofBee-K.eeper*ii
the Aplury. — This Manual is elegantly facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
SON,
CHAS. DADAST &
respect.
Illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
Apiary Refrlster, for SYSTEMATIC WORK
subject of bee-culture. It Is not only instructive, in the APIARV.
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.
The larger ones can be used
iiAB T
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical. fi:ir a few colonies, give room for an increase of
The book is a masterly production, and one that no numbers, and still keep the record all together in
bee-keeper, however limited bis means can afl'ord one book. Prices: For .ou colonies, fl.lJO; for UK)

loO COMPLIMENTARY,

Ch.

;

;

I

VAI.'aABIiS:

todowithout. Cloth.

Sf>l.

Been and Honey,

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
Thf Original

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

85

;

paper cover,

JBll,

colonies. $1.50; for

2CiO

colonies. «2.00.

Management of an
by Thomas Q.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and
Newman.— Fourth Edition.

Profit,

"Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
" Management
"
Necessity,"
Bee Pasturage a
are
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. Itcontains i*^' pat^es, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, 75c.; in paper

Jlcixtschc I3uccher^
Uebit

:

«8icncnsfl<f)t.

SJiencn l¥uUu«,

ober erfolgreic^e

SOc, postpaid.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas 39tf)anblung ber 33ienen, Don I^oS. ®.
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the DJeromaii.
"S^tefeS ^ampf)Iet
ent^filt
covers,

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as f":>od. giving recipes for making
Hi^ney Cakes. Cnokles. Puddings, Foam,Wines,etc:
,

quality, sources,
;

Honey

as Medicine, with manyuseful Recipes.
It !;• 'ntended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand f(-r honey

anil

everywhere. Published

in

EnBllsh and Oerman.

per dozen, 50e.
Tor the Uarbet*
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Price lOc,
Honey.
Price for either edition. 5c.

;

Preparation ot'Honey

'

Sn-nrmlngr.Blvldlns; and Feeding Bees.—

Patented, 1878.

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
Price, 5c.
is a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advance;! views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how -jfi engravings. This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price. lOe.
:

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv.
stales that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by estai'lishinn a direct
draft." Five years of per>ij.tenteflfurthas demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little.
swift or slow, just as yoH please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!
Bee-beepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives Hrst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventars. and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,o*h) in use irom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over :i.iHM_i, there is evidence th:it i'^->4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the niist advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again, send for dozen rates to

BISGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABKO.\IA, MICH.

6A2Btf

-MILLS.IOiNCH $15.00j
W.C RELH AM
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Bees In l¥lnter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses. byThomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price. 5c.

Food AdalteratloB What we

and should
every family, and

;

eat

not eat. This book should be in
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.
8crlbner*8 Lnmber and Log Book.— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
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United States & Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.
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Fisher's Orain Tables for Farmers, etc.
—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables ^or Dcrbreitetnierben.
i)3rei§ 6 6ent§.
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casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
;

;

Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i,ooo,i>to Indusduslriiil Facts. Calculations, Processes. Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc.. of vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2ix',imn) items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners, Metallurgists. Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. Gliders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains I.olfi pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weigbt in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. 9S.50.
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Another Severe Attack.

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Propbibtob,

The many friends of the Rev. L. L.
Langstroth will be pained to learn
that he is again suffering from a return of his old malady, and unable to
do any mental work. The following
from his daughter, dated Feb. 6, 1SS4,
is

^" We can supply all new subscriband renewals with the numbers
from the beginning of the year, and
shall do so unless otherwise ordered
presuming that it is so desired.
ers

^'

" How to Become a Good Mechanic," is the title of a pamphlet of
4G pages, by an "Old Apprentice," and
published by the Industrial Publication

Company

of

New

York, at

just received

As my

father is suffering from a return of his old malady, and is unable
to attend to his correspondence, I
write to let you know why you do not
hear from him. The present attack
seems to be unusually severe, but I
trust it may be of short duration.

Yours

respectfully,

Anna
Oxford, O., Feb.

6,

L.

Cowan.

1884.

Glucose.

1.5

It is intended as a practical
guide to self-taught men telling what
to study, what books to use, how to
begin, what difficulties will be met,
how to overcome them. In a word,
how to carry on such a course of selfinstruction as will enable the young

cents.

;

Mr. Pringle, of Selby, Ont., writes
as follows

No.

7.

Time to Think and Review.
The Indiana Farmer gives the
lowing " good and tihiely " advice

fol:

As the spring advances it will be
well to review tlie past season's work,
and see wherein we have failed to try
and avoid like mistakes in the future.
The winter and early spring is a good
time to read upon the subject in hand,
then there will be less danger of failures in the time to come. Hives and
fixtures necessary for the season's
work should all be secured in time.
Do not wait until you are in urgent
need of all these things before ordering, but order early and thus avoid
not only the loss of time, but bees and
honey, for time with us is money, for
which we work. The writer knows
from experience of what he writes.
On the amount of surplus secured
depends the profit of the fipiary, and
for this end, it should be our aim. The
honey crop should consist of both
comb and extracted honey. For the
former, large sections are best for
home consumption or for a home
market, but for the general market
the one-pound sections are the favorite. But let the object sought be
;

The following appeared editorially
on Jan. 22, in the Toronto World. I
send it to you for the columns of the
Bee Journal, and will be pleased to what it may,
t)ie first and most imsee it followed by your own comments:
" The National Academy of Scien- portant part of it all is to be ready in
mechanic to rise from the bench to tists at Washington made a report on time, for in tliis may depend the englucose to the commissioner of inter- tire success of a season's work.
something higher.
nal revenue. It shows the manner of
1^" The following named catalogues
of grape sugar and glu^" " Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keep- manufacture
cose, and finds that the artificial is in for 1884 are received
ing,'' bound in cloth, are now all gone. no way inferior to cane sugar in
& Smith,Kenton,0.— Supplies
We have a large lot bound in paper healthfulness, and that maize starch- Smith
W. S. Cauthen, Pleasant Hill, S. C.
sugar, either in its normal condition
covers, which we are sending to any
Bees and Queens 4 pages.
or fermented, has no deleterious effect
D. B. Brown, Des Moines, Iowaone clubbed with the Weekly Bee upon the system even when taken in
:

—

Journal

for a year, for S2.7.5.

Any

one who has paid for the Bee Journal for 1884, may send 7.5 cents more
for the book, and we will send it by
return mail, postage paid. It is an
imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book

—

Italian Bees— 6 pages.
large quantities. The illustrious sciApiarian Supply Co., Wilton .luncentists aforesaid might have sooner
tion, Iowa— Bees and Apiarian Supreached this conclusion, which is a
plies 32 pages.
perfectly sound one, had they reflected
Miller Bros., Nappanee, Ind.— Hives
that honey is sugar in the state of
and Supplies— 8 pages.
glucose. Honey has been considered
J. W. Eckman, Richmond, Texasa healthy and desirable article of food
Bees 1 page.
since the days of Moses, and earlier.

—

—

& Morgan, Columbus, Wis.—
Further, the doctors say that every
Apiarian Supplies, Bees and Queens.
is $1..50.
grain of crystalized sugar taken into
Hiram Sibley & Co.'s Seed Catathe human stomach becomes glucose
logue, Rochester, N. Y.— 130 pages.
in the process of digestion. If glucose
Cox's Seed Annual, San Francisco,
^S" Several complaints have been or grape sugar were simply kept by
received about the American sub- itself and sold on its own merits, it Gal.- 64 pages.
scribers not getting the British Bee might soon come into very general
^" We have so many articles for
Journal for .lanuary. Evidently there use."
the Bee Journal in waiting, that we
has been some accident perhaps to
We have already commented on this give the preference, this week, to
the steamship bringing them across matter, on pages 19, .52 and 68. The short articles and letters, so as to acthe Atlantic for our number for Jan. whole thing was intended to give a commodate as many as possible. The
others will appear as soon as we can
1 only came to hand on Feb. 8, after "boost "to the manufactures of the
get to them. Our correspondents will
the one for Jan. 1.5 was received. This fraudulent stuff but the gauze was please have a little patience and "
all
may explain matters some.
will be well."
too thin.
Smith

—

—

;
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of the honey season, and, of course,
statistics can be obtained then.

For

tlie

Statistics
O. O.

American Bee Journal*

and Essays.

POPPLETON— 155.

I would like to say sometlimg on
these two subjects, which have been
suggested by articles in the Bee Jour-

nal

of Jan". 30.

There is no need of my repeating
any of the reasons given by Dr. Miller
(page 70) wliy and when we want
statistics of our honey crop, as he has
stated them fully and correctly. What
" How "" to
is wanted is to find the
obtain them in shape and time to be

of value.

Those obtained by assessors or
other state officers, are undoubtedly
more complete than can be obtained
by any other means, but cannot possibly be obtained in time to be of
value.

We

are, therefore,

thrown on

own resources.
While we cannot

our

get full and accurate statistics. -I am satisfied from
experience in trying to get them from
my own State the past two seasons,
that we can get them full enougli to
be of very great value in marlietuig
our honey. What we want to know
is, about what is the extent of the
crop in different parts of the country,
as regards an average crop, so we can
judge about what and where the best

market will be.
I have thought much on this matter, and now give suggestions of what
seems to be the best plan I can think
Let the executive committee of
of.
our Korth American Society decide
what information is wanted, prepare
a list of questions (as few as possible),
then publish in each of the bee papers,
at least one or two months previous
to the meeting of the society, a request to all bee-keepers to send to the
vice-presidents of their respective
States, answers to these questions on
a card, appending to this request a
Ust of the vice-presidents and their
addresses. These reports can be tabulated bv the vice-presidents, and
forwarded to the secretary, in time
for him to prepare a tabulated report
to the society. This will also have
the advantage of saving some two or
tliree hours of valuable time of the
convention, now taken up in listening
to individual reports from the States.
This plan was tried last year, but entirely failed, because it was only publisheJd in one paper, and even that one
omitted the addresses of the vicepresidents. These addresses are very
important, as I doubt whether one
bee-keeper in a hundred in Iowa
knows where to address a card to me,
if they were simply told that I was
the proper person to send their reports
to, and the same would be true in
some of tlie other States.

We

will probably have very little
trouble so far as Iowa is concerned,
as our State society is to meet at the
time of the State Fair, about the close

"

What shall we do

to prevent adul-

It was generteration of honey ?"
ally considered that we could do nothESSAYS^AT CONVENTIONS.
we
than
when
knew of any
ing more
I have attended several important person so engaged, that we publish
conventions, the proceedings of some them, and it they are members of this
they be expelled
of them consisting almost exclusively association, that
of essay reading, while others went to ther^rom.
" Will bees feed on glucose ?" It
the other extreme, and my opinions
are exactlv tlie same as those given was said by those that had tested it,
by Mr. Hutchinson on page 73. but he that they would not, if they could get
gives no suggestions or plan how those anything else to work on.
'•
opinions can be practically carried
How many colonies can be kept in
out, which is a very important part of one locality at a profit ?" It was genthe subject.
erally decided that by sowing pasturI have devoted some thought to age "on the highways, creeks, and
can
plan
I
the
best
and
this subject,
waste ground in a neighborhood, that
think of would be the appointment of there could not be liees enough put in
a committee to examine all essays any one locality to overstock it.
that may be handed in they to select
ilrs. Cochran asked if it was not the
such of "them for use by th"e conven- duty of bee-keepers to cultivate some
tion as are on topics of general in- honev-producing plants in order to
terest, and so WTitten as to be an ex- keep the bees rrom destroying their
cellent basis for the discussion of the neighbors" grapes V
topics they treat of. There are one
A. I. Root, of Medina, spoke of the
or two serious objections to this plan, main honey plants, also mentioned the
but it is the only one I can think of great western fireweed in this conthat will prevent the reading of long nection. Catnip, sweet clover, borage,
prosy essays on topics not or general etc.. was also added to the list.
interest, nor valuable as a basis for
" How to prevent second swarms V"
discussion.
The method thought to be the best
Anvthing that helps to make our was to look through the hive, after
conve"ntions more valuable, is well the first swarm had come off, cut out
worthy the careful consideration of all queen-cells and introduce a laying

—

all

persons

who may be charged with

their conduct.

Williamstown. lowa^Feb.

1. 1884.

queen.

A committee was appointed to wait
upon the members of the Legislature
get an approa to see if we could not

[Would it not be better to select
priation to be used in securing the
few topics, and appoint some person statistics, and to investigate the

causes of diseases among bees, etc.
S. D. Riegel. Dan'l Spear. Burgis
Helphrv, Dr. H. Besse, C. M. Kingsgestions, etc. V— Ed.]
bury, and J. T. Martin were appointed as the committee.
committee was appointed to conFor the American Bee Journal.
fer with tlie Ohio State Board of Agriculture in reference to an enlarged
Ohio State Convention.
premium list for the State Fair.
motion was then made to change
The Ohio State Bee-Keepers' Con
holding the annual convention was held in Columbus, O., the time of
from fall to winter, which was
Jan. 14-11). First subject ' How to vention
unanimously.
create a home market for honey." Dr. adopted
"Which are tlie best size of secBesse said that by care and careful
I will not occupy space to
tions
V""
management there is no trouble in
discussions, but will give
creating a home market. When he give the
the votes as thev were taken on the
first began, could only sell from one
diiferent sizes. The natural law of
to two pounds where he now sells
solve tliis problem
from five to ten pounds. By making convenience will
than we can do at conventions.
a good showing at County Fairs it better
Mrs. Cochran said that ladies prelieTps greatly tocreate a home market.
Mr. Benedict thinks we should im- ferred the one-pound sections, as they
press on the minds of the people that are the most convenient for table use.
One member favored half-pound 28
honey is healthy as well as a luxury,
and that it should he kept in every favored the one pound 3 favored the
lionse as a medicine for coughs, colds, 1% pounds ; and quite a number did
not vote.
and. in fact, for all lung diseases.
The vote in favor of the width of
Mr. Goodrich, of Columbus, had no
trouble in selling 2,800 lbs. of ex- sections was 17 favored 1}4 inches in
tracted honev at from 18 to 20 cents width 3 favored 1^^; 1 favored 1%,
per pound. He put it up in five and and one the 2-inch sections, and great
ten pound buckets thinks he can sell many did not vote, as they had no
more by using the ten pound buckets. preference. It was the unanimous
Mr. Cochran advises using two- expression of the convention to do
pound sections for comb honey in the without separators.
The subject of the size of frames
home market ; he thinks it is just as
easy to sell two pounds as one the for brood-chamliers was next disThe majority favored the
first thing to do is to get the confi- cussed.
dence of tlie people, so that they Langstroth; however, some favored
know that they are getting pure the \0}4\\()H otliers 12x12 and some
honey. Others engaged in the dis- 11x11, and all gave reasons why we
cussion, but generally agreed with should adopt their favorite sizes.
Mr. Fredenburgh says it is importhe above.

to prepare a short speech or essay to
introduce each subject, making sug-

A

A

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

—
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A committee was appointed to examine the honey and bee supplies,
and in their report Mr. Root says that
he has discovered that honey may be
keiit two years in as good condition as
as that of new honey the lioney was

Mr. Martin had an occasion to take
a frame from a hive in the middle of
winter, and oii doing so he found web
and moth worm in the middle of the
frame
how did it get tliere, in a
strong colony at that time of year ?

that of Mrs. Culp.
Mr. Riegel explained a surplus
honey box for containing sections of
young queen hatched in an Italian ditferent sizes, whicli was considered
colony before the old one had left.
to be quite an advantage to those that

motion was made and carried to
insert in our premium list a premium
for extracting honey. By some it is
thought better to go in winter quarters with old bees than young ones.
C. M. KiNCiSBUKY, Sec.

that we should look through a
colony after a swarui has pome out, as
Iliey will soiiH'tiiiu's swarm when there
is iiothine: iu
the hive but an egsj
from whioli to rear a (lueeu. causing
the bees to be idle from 14 to IG days
by sivinjr them a laying queen they
will at once go to woik.
Mr. Henediet
There never was a
taiit

;

;

:

You cannot adopt any work t(U' comb lioney.
A general discussion ensued on how
which we can always rely.
Mr. Eaton
The best way to get to winter bees successfully. Several
good queens is to give the larva plenty ways were given, of which I will give
of food. The young bees always rear two or three that was considered to
the queens, as "the old ones will not be the best. One is to build a house
Mr. Spear

:

;

A

rule on

For tbe American Bee JoumaJ.

:

with double walls about six inches
care for them.
• Introducing queens in new colo- apart, and Mil between the walls with
""
nies,
was next discussed. Various sawdust also on the floor and celling
plans was given, of which I will men- about the same thickness, and at one
tion a few, that was thought to be the end make an air tube from 10 to 12
inches square, allowing it to extend
best.
Mr. Benedict said his plan is to con- through the floor and within 3 feet of
quor his bees; first he gives them a the ceiling and at the other end of
little smoke, and after the old queen the building have a similar tube exis removed, he shakes the bees down tending from within 3 feet of the
in front of the hive and drops the new floor, up through the roof
have a
queen among them he repeats this valve in the first tube, so that it can
two or three times and lets them go. be opened and shut as the weather
In many instances
Another is to use a small wire cage, may change.
with corks fitting in either end loose, where the cellar is well ventilated and
attached to strings, the ends of which dry, they may be wintered very succome outside of the frames after the cessfully the" majority favored" winbees have become quiet, draw the tering on the summer stands. Care
corks out of the cage and let the should be taken not to try to be too
queen out it should be done quietly. kind to the bees, as the entrance
The Doolittle cage is thought to be as should be left wide open and some
porous material put on top of them,
good as any.
Mr. Root said that foundation is and let them remain quiet all winter.
now made that will take from 1-5 to 20 The bees want more ventilation iu the
feet to a pound, and that it has been winter than in the summer.
Mr. Martin thinks the cause of bees
greatly improved within the last year.
dying when they have plenty of stores,
J. T. Martin, of Tiffin, then delivered a lecture on " Encouraging bee- is that they exhaust themselves in
breathing so fast to inhale oxygen to
keeping among the people.''
The following lectures were deliv- keep lip heat.
Dr. Besse's theory is that they
ered during the convention
Mr.
Benedict read an excellent paper on starve to death with stores close to
" The management of l)ees for profit;"' them, which they are unable to reach.
The eommittee to confer with the
Dr. Besse on the subject of " Spring
Management;" Prof. Lazenby, of the members of the Legislature report
"
Ohio State University, on
The na- that they met the chairmen of the
ture, quality and usefulness of nectar, committee on agriculture
in both
for the purpose of plant fertilization ;" branches of the Legislature, and they
Mrs. .Jennie Culp reported her man- thought sometliing'ougbt to be done
agement of bees during the produc- in that direction, and would give the
bill a favorable consideration.
tion of over two tons of lioney.
" How to keep grass and weeds
Prof. Riegel then gave a very indown around the hives?" Sprinkle structive lecture on extracting Jio'ney.
salt around them ; others advised the
Mr. Shively asked how- to Italianize
keeping of sheep or rabbits in the an apiary with one pure Italian (jueen.
Apiary.
The Mce-President said the best way
" AVhich is the best and quickest was
to rear cells from the queen, and
way to get and keep shade over the place them in nuclei or full hives.
y"
hives
These young queens may, however,
The President and Mr. Root pre- meet with impure drones "which must
ferred grape vines.
be prevented, if possible, by not al" Are the new races of bees a suc- lowing
any black drones to be reared
cess ;'" They were not thought very in the vicinity of tlie apiary.
favorably of by the majority of those
Mr. Cole spoke of fertilizing queens
who had kept them, on account of late in the fall, when the bees had
their being so irritable, and on ac- generally destroyed the drones said
;
<;ount of their being too prolific in he had reared queens, last fall, quite
time of drouth. When bees are the late, and feared the queens were not
main object they are very profitable, fertilized as they laid no eggs. The
as they have been known to increase "\^ice-President "thought that if the
20 colonies in a single year.
queens were of proper age, they would
" Where a perforated honev board is likely be fertilized,
as drones would
used will it prevent tlie queen from be found about the apiary.
foingupinto the surplus chamber V"
Mr. Nntt, of Iowa, said that thev
t was generally conceded to be of no
have more bees die in April than any
use.
other month iu the vear.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Care of Bees on Sundays.

WM.

H. BALCII.

All animate creation develop, mature and decay regardless of any day,
it being only a matter of time.
Trees
bring forth fruit, fields yield their
harvest, flowers secrete nectar to be
taken up by insects, or " wasted on
the desert air." But man, formed in
the image of his Creator, a little lower
than the angels, requires more food,
raiment, and many other things with
the rest, wild and domestic animals,
all more or less, in different ways,
contribute to his happiness and support. With the latter there is a certain amount of care and labor to be
bestowed, in order that we may reap
the full benefit for them to ser've the
end for which they were created.
Who would think of leaving the faithful horse or the patient ox after their
week's toil, from Saturday night until
Monday morning without food or
water? VVliat would be the result if
;

;

dairymen should not milk tlieir cows
or feed them on Sunday ? It seems
needless to multiply words on the

when we consider the small
of necessary time required for
the care of our bees on Sunday, when
compared to that of other domestic
subject,

amount

animals.

Oran, N. Y.
[Discussions involving
religious
views, of which there are ^11 kinds
among bee-men, are out of order in
the Bee Journal. With this, therefore, let this subject rest, for, once
begun, it would be an endless dispute,
and no one would be benefitted. Ed.]
For the American Bee JoumaL

New

Facts from Old Theories.
li.

F.

CAKROLL.

;

i

Proposition IX, Dzierzon theory
" All eggs germinated in the ovary of
the queen develop as males, unless
impregnated by the male sperm while
passing tbe mouth of the seminal sac
or spermatheca, when descending the
oviduct. If they be thus impregnated
in their downward passage (which impregnation the queen can effect or
omit at pleasure,) they develop as
females."
When this theory was first promulgated by the venerable German beemaster, it seemed so ridiculous that it
could not be believed ; but time has
shown that this great master in api-
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was getting at the facts as
they really existed. There are a fewbee-keepers who yet doubt the truth
of a portion of the Uzierzon theory.
I would state the proposition thus
All eggs germinated in the ovary of
the queen, are coated over with a
thin mucous substance, which receives
the impregnating male sperm while
passing the mouth of the seminal sac
or spermatlieca wlien decending the
oviduct, and said male sperm can be
removed by the nurse bees after the
eggs are deposited in the worker cells,
and tlie sex of the egg changed.
Holy Closes do you intend to throw
aside all well-authenticated theories,
promulgated by such great lights as
culture

space of 3 inches by one inch, and put
both combs together in a strong queenless colony that had been especially
prepared for this experiment, and had
no laying queen for 2 weeks, having
taken out a virgin queen 3 days before
giving the frames with eggs and. to
be sure, I carefully examined the
other frames and saw no signs of laying workers. I examined these combs
every day initil the brood was all
capped.
.Vround the hole S queen
cells were drawn out, and all hatched
nice queens, and near these cells a
dozen or more cells were enlarged
and drawn out for drones, from which
I saw drones hatch, and this was the
sole cause of the experiment. On
Iluber, Eev. l)zierzon. Profs. A'on comb number 2. was not a single drone
and on the comb containing the
Siebold and Leuckart, Baron of Berl- cell
epsch. and a host of learned bee-mast- queen cells, the drone brood was on
ers of the old and new world V Xo. my the same side of the comb on which
friends, I do not doubt one syllable of were the queen cells, while the other
:

;

!

;

what these

learned,

scientific

bee-

showed

side

solid

worker brood.

I

masters set forth, but only wish to tried this experiment twice in ].s,S2.
carry tlieir researches a little further, and several times last year, and I in
if you please, making new discoveries variably found some drone brood near
in fields so rich witli the thoughts of queen cells.
These experiments were always in
so many learned men.
To say that bees can change the sex colonies where there were no dronesor
and to further test the
of eggs at pleasure, is saying a great drone brood
deal, but I think I can truthfully assert matter, I ))repared a comb as above
stated,
and
put
it in a queenless colsuch to be true, as much so as a drone
is the '• son of his mamma."'
Under- ony containing drone brood and
stand me a drone egg, that is, an un- drones, without getting any drones on
fertilized egg, will produce a drone my prepared comb, although I got a
always, and cannot be changed bv the nice lot of queen cells, which proved
nurse bees, it matters not how hard to my mind, that bees have the power
the little fellows may try their mathe- to change the sex of eggs when the
matical skill but, on the other hand, welfare of the colony demand it. It
it is a simple operation for them to was hardly possiblethat thebees reremove the male sperm from the moved the eggs of the worker bee and
worker egg just after the egg is laid, deposited one in its place, for there
was only 2 day's difference in the capor just before tlie egg hatches.
I claim, friend bee-keepers, that if ping of the worker and drone brood.
This thing has been surmised by
the egg is impregnated as it passes
the mouth of the seminal sac when several of your correspondents. Mr.
Editor,
but! do not know how far they
decending the oviduct, as the Eev.
Father Uzierzon asserts, the male cartied their experiments.
Xow in conclusion, let me introduce
sperm is compelled to lodge in the
mucus covering of the egg, and can be three propositions, and I invite all
removed by the bees when the welfare bee-keepers to watch closely and see
of the colony demands it
and this if I am not correct.
First proposition. Bees change the
seldom happens, unless a queen is
suddenly killed by some mishap, and sex of eggs (female to male only).
no drones left for mating with the whenever the economy of the colony
young queen. And further, I believe require it.
2. Laying
workers are found in
the entire outer coating or covering of
the egg is taken up in the develop- nearly all colonies, hence a colony with
ment of the young larvse or, in other a pure mismated queen may contain
words, is a part of the milky substance hybrid drones.
3. Queenless colonies containing layseen when the egg is changed to a
ing workers will gladly accept a fertile
minute grub or larv;e.
;

;

;

;

—

;

And now

for the facts in the case
I suspected this was the case in 187!),
but was not positive about it until this
and last yeiir. Tn test the matter
thoroughly, last August I took two
new worker brood combs, built out on
Given foundation in wired frames, and
inserted them in the center of my
Syrian colony containing one of 1). A.
:

Jones' best queens, and placed a Mason
filled with
yi, gallon fruit jar feeder,
syrup, immediately over these frames
to get the bees to cluster on them.
Four days after. I take them out. and
find them about half filled with eggs
equally, on each side. I cut a hole,
about one inch in diameter, near the
center of the eggs in one of the combs;
in the other, near the center, I scrape
the cells off to the foundation for a

place in which to pass the winter, paying little or no regard to its exposure
to a very low temperature. I observed
Hies issuing in the spring from iron
door-locks, in which they had successfully passed the severest of winters.
"
I have also seen many " bee-trees
cut, and I observed that the bees seldom built their brood nest at the very
top of the hollow, but almost always
left an open space or hollow at the
side or very nearly above their brood
nest.

These various hints set me to thinkand I came to the conclusion that
bees could stand almost any degree of
cold, if free from dampness. I made
many experiments, and the more I experimented the more I became coning,

firmed in

At

my

notion.

thought

I had solved or
very nearly solved the problem of successful out-door wintering. Accordingly, last fall I took off the surplus
sections from my bees, took out the
sections and replaced the empty section boxes turned upside down, to
give a dead-air space above the bees,
and covered with enameled cloth and
a thin woolen mat. One colony I left
exposed without any case or cap surrounding or covering the frames. Over
cach I placed a "shock" of corn stalks,
which I tied at the top.
The winter so far has been remarkably cold, the thermometer in January reaching as low as 20- below zero
in this locality for several days in succession, yet my bees are all right. On
the second day of February, I examined them and found them in the very
best condition, and the colony without
a ease or cap quite as good as the rest,
if not better. The bees were all bright,
dry and clean, and not over a handful
of dead bees could be found in any

last I

hive.
I have

no further fears of successful
out-door wintering. Keep away chaff
and everything that will draw or hold
moisture. Cover with corn stalks, set
on end. tied at the top, and I will
guarantee success.
Kingston, N. Y.

For the American Bee Journal-

The Winter Problem.

HENRY ALLEY.

I have read several of the articles
properly intro- on the above subject, that have appeared
in the Journal the past few
duced.
months, and it strikes me that there
Dresden. Texas.
is more or less theory in all of them.
Much has been written about pollen
being the cause of dysentery.
Loss
For tbe American Bee Joomal.
in wintering is not in my opinion
Successful Out-Door Wintering.
caused by the bees eating pollen. It
has not yet been made evident beyond
J. E. VAN ETTEN.
a doubt "that old bees eat it in' the
winter. The fact that bees will live
On page 56 Mr. O. O. Poppleton without any pollen rather proves to
'•
says
Show me a practical method me that thev use Viut little, if any,
of keeping the entire inside of my unless breeding is going on in the
hives perfectly free from dampness, hive. How is it that bees used to
and I have no' further fears of unsuc- winter well on summer stands before
cessful wintering."
patent hives and much other " scienAbout 2 years ago I reached the tific apparatus" were invented?
same conclusion. I observed that Why, I know of a bee man here in
wasps, hornets, flies and various- Essex county (one of ye olden kindV
winged insects invariably sought adr;/ who keeps 40 colonies,' and he uses all

queen or queen

:

cell, if
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kinds and styles of hives extant, except tlie movable frame. Ilis bees
are wintered on sunniier stands, and
no extra prei>aration for winter is
made. I lianlly thinl< lie goes near

them from fall initil spring. Certainly
he never knew anything abont bees
dying from eating "pollen during the
winter. He seldom, if ever, loses any
in wintering, and wlien he does it is
because they starve or lose tlieir
queen — a thing he knows luit little
about. Well, when I want some good
strong colonies of bees, in May or
June, I generally go to this man and
get them, and he always has Hrstclass colonies too. I usually tind his
hives full of bees, and well-stocked
with new honey.
Now, does any one suppose that
these bees do not have plenty of pollen in their hives V Ot course they
have it in abiuidance. as every hive
should if the bees are to do well the

devised, and some other things necessary to make this new idea a success have been experimented uiiou.
When it has been denionslralcd that
bees will winter in a temperature of
from l)(P to HO- then the winter problem will have been solved. 1 have
known for 2') years that liees can be
wintered on sugar syrup without a
particle of honey, but the plan 1 have
suggested is to winter Ihem on dry
sugar, that is. candy made by boiling
sugar in water until the moisture has
all

evaporated,

when

it

ion, is

owing more

to the late

honey than on account of pollen, or
If we are
all other causes combined.
to succeed in all cases i)i wintering
our bees, the fall honey must be removed, as is now being done by many
bee-keepers, unless known to be of a
fine quality, which is the case when
the weather is warm and dry during
the fall months.
Apiaries that are
worked for surplus honey, and more
particularly for extracted, have all the
best honey removed in caps, or by the
extractor," and when fall comes the
bees fill their combs with honey of an
inferior quality. Tliere is not generally time,
or the right kinrl of
weather to properly ripen it so late in
season.
the
Hencei long before spring,
the unripe honev will sour in the cells,
run out and daub tlie combs and bees.
Dysentery sets in, and before the
weather is warm enough for the bees
to fly, hundreds of colonies have perished. Bees will not do much work
inside the liive unless the weather is
sufficiently warm for them to fly and
for this reason the soiled combs are
not cleaned, and death to all is the
inevitable result.
;

When

l)ees are

just
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Controlling the Queens.

gathered

W.

K.

Andrews and vouched

for the statement, he having seen the
astonishing feat performed many times
by his father.
The executive committee of the
Texas Bee- Keepers' Association, fully

recognizing the wonderful statement,
and the riglit ot Mr. Archer to the realization of its value to our brethien.
the world over, hereby extends the

most cordial invitation

to

him

to at-

tend our next convention, when, if by
gentlemanly courtesy and a fair compensation, the proprietor of this great
secret can be induced to give it to the
public, we expect to secure it. Here
is the article
"Probably no insects have been more
:

carefully, intelligenfly and satisfactorily studied than the lioney bees.
Associations have'been formed to dis-

cuss them, and books without number
it would seem that there
;
are but few facts regarding them
which are not well understood; and
well have they repaid the study and
toil that have lieen given them.
man that permits himself to become
interested in this dei>artuient, soon
Hnds himself quite infatuated with
the study of these truly wonderful inThere are yet, however, many
sects.
facts regarding them that have not
been discovered, and some that have
Among
not been given to the public

managed on the plan written and

which has proved so successful in the
case of my friend above alluded to,
there can always be found in the hive
plenty of earlygathered honey; lience.
one of the reasons why this particular
lot of bees winter as well as they do.
And, again, perhaps flowers that yield
honey in the fall unfit for bees towinter upon, cannot be found in that particular vicinity, and the bees are not
compelled to "subsist six months on a
poor quality of honey.
.Something new will soon be developed regarding the winter problem.
I predict that in less than three years
a plan will be devised for wintering
liees on dry sugar candy.
Of course
there will have to be plenty of water
at hand, as the bees would soon starve
on the sugar alone.
The right kind of a feeder has been

we have never read

and certainly it is not
or heard of it
by the plan referred to. This was an
accidental discovery of the writer, and
by the simplest means imaginable."
;

For the American Bee JournaL

Adulteration of Beeswax.
S.

.7.

YOUNGMAJSr.

I see that the ilichigan State Convention brotight out consideralile discussion on file beeswax question. I
think it an importact one. as wax is
getting higher in price, and cainiot
always be readily found when wanted,
causing serious loss and inconvenience
to the bee-keeper at a critical time.
I think the idea of mixing poraffine
or any other substance with wax for
comb' foinidation should be discouraged, even if it should be successful.
It would soon raise the hue and cry of
adultuerated honey besides, it would
be the means o"f causing serious
trouble to the bee-keeper at the hands
of careless and dishonest supply dealThere is some wax that will
ers.
not stand anv adulteration, as it is alalready too soft, either of its own nature or from the effects of using paraAs I
fflne or other foreign substance.
had serious trouble the past season
with foundation purchased of regular
supply dealers, but I do not think for
a moment that they were guilty, even
if the wax was adulterated, as it would
be as much as any man's reputation
was worth to be proven guilty of such
an imposition. The foundation in
question was very nice to look at,
made of the nices't light wax not a
speck visible to the eye, and ran about
After leaving
6 feet to the pound.
from }>i to '^i of an inch space l)etween
the bottom bar and foundation, it
would stretch or sag. rendering it necessary for me to cut off from J2 to a
full inch after the combs were tilled
with brood and honey, causing a vexation of spirit whicli I do not care to
liave repeated again, and which all
bee-keepers should abstain from.
I think there will be great improvement in the production of wax in the
near future, and there is certainly a
great need and chance for it. as there
are great ([uantities wasted by the
bees for the want of an opportunity to
;

GRAHAM.

I send a slip from the Texas Pa(ro»,
published at Crockett, Tex., bv Rev.
P.W. Archer.of the Methodist Church,
whose son. the Pastor of the M. E.
Church, of (ireenville, Tex., gave this

slip to .Judge

lar feat, bill if so,

can be run

into cakes or frames to be placed in
the hives. I am certain that liees can
be wintered by this plan, and if I am
alive another vear will trv the experiment. But I "will not try it in a room
where the temperature stands at 90°.
I think .50- or 60- is as warm as will

be necessary. The room should be
warm "enough for the bees to
work the sugar and water. If my
may say
coming season. Hundreds of colonies time is not too much taken I
do not get an " early start "' in the more on this point by and by.
Wenham, Mass.
spring for want of pollen, and to this
fact should be attributed, to some extent, spring dwindling. I am no convert to the pollen theory. The cause
of loss of bees in winter, in my opin-

and distinctness,
that this writer can locate himself beside a colony of bees, and within live
minutes cause the (pieen bee to come
out and allow herself to be captured.
Others may be able to perform a simi-

repeat, for emphasis

A

them is this: It is possible to go to
any thriving colony of bees, and without touching the hive, or in any way
disturbing the colony by force, or the
foreign substance
injection of any
within a few minutes, to cause the
motlier or queen bee to come out upon
the resting-board and suffer herself to
be taken up and carried away. We

;

comb

it, especially
used. One has
onlv to notice the w-ax scales at the
entrance of a populous colony of bees.
I have often jiicked them up" with the
point of a pin. and thus soon get a
small chew of pure wax. The loss in
this wav, bv the scales dropping off
the bees during the honey season,
must be enormous, and if saved there
would not be sneh a dearth of wax as
now exists. I also think that l)ees
would often profitably build comb if
allowed to do so. especially in the
spring while stimulative breeding is
progressing. The bees secrete wax

store or liuild

where foumlation

is

of

—

;

"

;
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during a honey flow, whether they are ye.ars old when he purchased her. He
building comb or not, and if they are has now owned her eight years, and
not employed building comb, this wax- she fills her hive with young bees now
is most certainly lost.
just as well as she did eight years ago.
Although not having the experience He claims that there is no mistake as
that Mr. Dooliltle has, my own agrees to her idenity, for he knows her when
with his it is an undecided question he sees her just as certainly as he
as to whether it pays at the high price knows a horse or a cow which he has
of foundation, to use it exclusively. owned for that length of time. I saw
During the past season I had quite an him a short time ago, and he said
experience in the matter of comb ' The old queen went into winter
building— my supply of foundation quarters with as strong a colony as he
running out— and as I could not get had in his apiary."' He claims that
any tor about two weeks, I was the queen I purchased is from the old
obliged to use frames with only very queen at least nine years old when
narrow strips of foundation, from }^ she laid the egg from which my queen
to 1 inch in width, both in building up was reared. Is not this a little out of
nuclei, and in full colonies. I found the regular order of theories ?
that nuclei could be profitably emMankato, Kans.
;

leaves no cutting edge to cut one's
fingers and the chaff division-boards
where used (we use no other kind),
and it is much easier to put on, as the
folded edge serves for a rest until it is
nailed.
Is this not

something unusual ? On
July 2, colony No. 24 swarmed out, or
rather sent out a swarm, but before
the bees all clustered, they commenced
to go back, and soon all were home.
On July 9 I found a cluster under the
hive (our hives are all placed on
stakes) that appeared to lie working
on close examination we found three
combs the size of a man's hand, and
the centre one filled with eggs. This
must have been the old queen, as it
was the first swarm. We tried to
hive them, but the bees, when we ap[There surely is some mistake about plied the smoke, went into the hive
it.— Ed.]
and remained there. Every bee-keeper
should get an apiary register and see
how easily it is to keep rim of the
For the American Bee JoumaL
queens, etc.
Gorsuch, Pa., Jan. 29, 1884.
The Use of Comb Foundation.
:

;

and built nice straight worker
combs where they would have done

ployed,-

nothing

if left

With the

to themselves.
colonies comb

full
fast,

was

but was nearly all
drone comb, which I think of no value
to the bee-keeper onljf to melt into
built very

wax. Tlie building of an excess of
drone comb seems to be the only
F. M. TAINTOK.
drawback of getting nice straight
combs, and I think fully as cheap as
On page 612 of tlie Bee Journal
by the use of full sheets of founda- for 1883, Mr. James Heddon says "that
tion.
There seems to be a large bee-keepers are now the greatest conquantity of bees in the hive at all sumers of this, one of their own prohours; would they not be building duction, beeswax. In getting their
comb if comb was lieeded V Bees also wax to the foundation mills and back
build great quantities of comb at home, does it pay them to have the
night large sheets being built in a groc'er, peddler, commission merchant
single night by new colonies. I would and general dealer in wax, each take a
also like to say, while on this subject, margin of it V Just think the matter
that I tliink it unwise for bee-keepers over and form correct conclusions." I
to demand so flue a quality of founda- think Mr. Heddon just right in regard
tion, especially for brood frames, for to tlie peddler, commission merchant,
the dark is as good, and will be re- etc., each taking out a margin. I beceived and be built out by the bees as lieve, and would advise every one who
soon as the bleached, and is undoubt- has 20 colonies or more, to own a founedly tougher and less apt to be adul- dation machine, for I think that
terated, and it will be often noticed foundation fresh from the mill is
that when the bees build natural worth nearly double that which is 2 or
comb, it will often be far from wliite 3 months old, besides having it when
in color.
you want it. I believe that everybody
Cato, Mich., Jan. 4, 1884.
can afford to use foundation, even at
a dollar a pound, if it could not be ob;

tained for less.
There are several good machines
made, but I prefer the Vandervorl,
A ftueen Eleven Years Old.
although I think the Given press has
many good points. I was as much
S. II. IIAKEISON.
surprised as was Mr. Caldwell to know
I am a reader of the Bee Journal, that Mr. Doolittle did not use foundaand I must say that I have been many tion. I guess Mr. Doolittle will think
times repaid for time and money in- that I am extravagant, when I say
vested. I am an amateur in bee-cul- that as long as I can buy beeswax for
ture, and have no lengthy theories to a dollar a pound or less, I shall use
advance.
foundation.
In the spring of 1882, I had one
Elm Grove, Mass.
good colony of bees, which I had wintered in the cellar. In the fall I had
For the Ametican Bee JournaL
5 colonies. I put them in the cellar
to winter 1 colony proved to be withRabbets for Hives, etcout a queen, and perished soon after
placing on the summer stand, leaving
TUGS. GOKSUCH.
me 4 colonies, which were in good condition last spring.
They have inOn page 28, Mr. Heddon gives J. W.
creased to 10, which are now in the B. a very good way to put in metal
cellar in apparently excellent condi- rabbets," or rather strips of tin. I
tion. I got some surplus comb honey.
have tried Mr. H.'s plan, and I will
I purchased the first colony of J. T. tell you in what way I have improved
Godding, now residing in Washing- on it. In place of using a Ji strip of
ton County, Kans., \^-lio started his tin, I use a strip IJa wide, and fold or
apiary in A'ebraska, where he pur- turn down one edge
of an inch flat
chased an imported Italian queen then nail it on with the folded side
with both her wings clipped very next to the rabbet. The advantages
short, and said to have been three are, it makes the tin stronger, and
For the American Bee

JoumaL

;

%

To Bee-Keepers of Illinois and Iowa.

The regular annual meeting of the
Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at Moore's Hall, No. 110 East Thii-d
street, on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Feb. 21, 22 and 2.S, 1884.
Mr. T. G. Newman, of Chicago,
editor of the Weekly Bee .Journal,
will be with us, and has been engaged
to give two lectures on " Bee-Keepiiig '' on the 22d and 2.3d.
It is hoped that the members of the
Association, and others will bring or
send honey, apiarian supplies, etc'
Any shipment of these, sent to Mr.
Israel Hall, Treasurer of the BeeKeepers' Association, Davenport, will
be taken from the express office, removed to the Hall and cared for.
Also be ready to report results of
last season's work.
Invitation is liereby extended, not
only to tlie members, but also to their

friends.

We want you

to just swarra.
J.

I.

J.

Nagle,

V. McCagg, Pres.

iSec.

t^ Columbus Bean, of Cape Girardeau County, Mo., says about five
years ago a swarm of bees took up
their abode in a hollow tree that stood
a short distance from his door. They
have gathered honey from year to
year since that time without molestation.

The

other day,

when

the

snow

on the ground afforded a good chance
to cut the tree and save all the honey,
Mr. Bean rallied a party and soon had
the biggest lot of honey on hand that
a bee-tree ever afforded. There was a
deposit ot honey for 14 feet up the
hollow of the tree, the " take
amounted to about 17.5 pounds. Missouri Republican.

^- For $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers ; or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75.
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lis, Mich., carried about 25 colonies night. Clear away all land marks conthrough the winter, 3 years ago, when nected with the old yard scatter
others about him lost heavily. Nearly a few heaps of some old straw or corn
or quite all of his colonies showed stalks about the yard
get up in the
some signs of disease and depletion, morning before the bees do lean a
except two that got very wet because short board about a foot wide against
of a leaky roof. Have you already for- the hive, right in front of the engotten about Mr. Balch's splendid traiu'e. so that the bees will have to fly
success in the damp, moldy cellar, the out around it to get out. .Just before
same winter of our great failure in our they are ready to commence flying,
exceedingly dry one
smoke each colony, and drum on the
hive a little. Also set the heaps of
ftueries from a Beginner.
straw in the old yard on fire, just preI am a beginner in the bee business, vious to smoking the bees, and have a
and would like some advice. On Oct. grand smuge in the air during the
2, a neighbor gave me two late swarms.
next few hours. This plan will work,
I put them together in- a Simplicity
hive, and let them settle the queen even if the bees flew the day previous
business themselves.
I
suppose it to removal.
;

ANSWERS BY

;

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Light and Heavy FoundationWill Mr. llt'ddou please answer the
following qnestions V
1. In view of the advance in
foniulatidu,

would he

comb

and scaveity of beeswax,

i*

foundation, intended
to be put on wired frames, heavier
than ti or 7 feet to the pound V I believe the greater weight of foundation
made for brood frames was intended
more to prevent sagging than to supply the necessary aniount of wax to
tmish tlie cells.
2. I have, late last fall, used sheets
of foundation made on the Given
press, hand wired, and put in foundation ruiniing 7 feet to the pound, and
believe that the bees have added no
liave

wax.
3.

Would you advice

the dead bees

;

was a case of the " survival of the
They had no brood and no
honey. I fed them nearly 25 pounds The Granulating of Honey.
of granulated sugar
Please tell us through " What and
syrup.
They
fittest."

capped part of their

removed fiom the cellar floors,
where large numbers of colonies are day.
ting.
to be

stores.

I

put

I closed the hive with wire netI see, Mr. Heddon, you disapwintered in one cellar, say once or
prove
of this in cellars. Shall I open
twice during the winter ?
the hive V They are very uneasy in
L. L. Trieji.
moderate weather, but are strong and
La Porte City, Iowa.
healthy yet, for anything I can see.
1. We find by experiment that with
Shall I give them water ? At what
Given foundation, the bees usually time shall I begin feeding to start
rearing V
Please answer in
use to good advantage, all the wax brood
" What and IIow." I have some outthat we give them in sheets, Langs- doors packed in dry forest leaves.
troth size, that run about -5 sheets to They were humming a week ago. The
the pound. The base is thin, and the weather is very cold.
Martha A. Dobbin.
side walls soft and such a sheet will
Lake, N. Y.
;

draw

into

comb whose

cells will be
brooding-depth, without any addition
of wax from the bees, whatever.
2. I am not sure but what you are
correct in this statement.
2. While it may not do any good, it
certainly could do no harm to so remove the dead bees, provided you do
it so quietly that they are not aware
of your presence.

Was it

Caused by Pollen ?
To-day the thermometer stood at 51°
above zero, in the shade. I threw the
hay off the bees to let them have a fly,
as there

are

only

little

snow on the ground.

patches of

I found them
good condition but one colony,
this one the lid had been left off last
fall, the cap filled with sawdust, and
some hay thrown over it, so it was not
noticed but not enough to keep the
rain out. This colony had the dysentery badly, while the remaining 64
colonies showed no signs of it.
Was
it the dampness that caused it, or the
all in

:

eating of pollen ?
Palmyra, Iowa, Feb.
I

think

sive

it

H. Clark.
1,

1884.

was caused by an exces-

accumulation of fo-cal matter,
such as pollen, either solid, or floating
in the honey. I am not aware that any
such substance exists in water or
dampness. Mr. Reynolds, of Cassapo-

How":

them in the chamber over the kitchen,
1. Can white clover and basswood
where there is a coal fire night and honev be prevented from granulating
by sealing

must

it

it

up when extracted, or

be heated

'i

what degree ?
Will heating change the flavor ?
4. Can honey be properly ripened or
evaporated by keeping it in the open
air or sun, in unsealed cans
5. How can I tell when it is properly
evaporated V
6. Can you give me any testV
2.

If so. to

3.

'i*

Subscriber.

Sealing up honey does not prevent its granulating. Heating it will
bring it from the graiudated to the
I am not sure that the restlessness liquid state, but a continued low deof your colony, whether caused by gree of temperature will cause it to
high temperature or imprisonment, granulate again.
will injure it in the least, when their
2. Honey should never be heated to
food is pure white sugar syrup. I look a degree above the l)oiling ))oint of
upon anything that excites the bees water, and not held at that degree any
in winter, as having too deleterious longer than is necessary.
effects.
It will aggravate dysentery
3. Heating honey will change the
and increase consumption of food. I flavor,
and color also, damaging both
think there is no dysentery among
if heated to a high temperature.
your bees as you have removed the
4. Honey
sometimes improves in
cause, and the excitement cannot agconsistency by standing in small open
gravate what does not exist. If I devessles in a warm airy place, but
sired to stop the excitement, I would
while the warmth favors evaporation,
put them in a cool cellar.
it also favoi's bacterious development,
which gives the honey that disagreeMoving Bees 40 Yards.
ble twang. There seems to be no reWill ilr. Heddon please answer the
following question in the Weekly BiSE ceptacle for honey as good for the
purposes you mention as the capped
Journal V
At what time, and which would be wax and cells, and no place better to
the most successful way to move an
keep them than in the hives. Honey
apiary of 70 colonies about 40 yards,
to keep bees from returning to the old is properly evaporated when it is
stand and insure success ?
thick, rich and smooth. How thick ?
U. W. Sullivan.
Why, thick, heavy or dense enough to
White Cloud, Kans.
hold a rich, oily flavor. Instrumental
I should prefer such time as when tests are not necessary, nor as practithe bees had been confined for some cal to the producer as a little experitime before the removal, and when ence-knowledge.
We used tact inthey could fly immediately afterward. stead of talent in this case, because it
A good time to move them is in the can be so much more readily wielded.
1.

—
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foundation,

is

too high to leave a pos-

Bees have been flying to-day for the sibility of tlie spores surviving it.
6. My experience with this method
I have one
first time since last fall.
colony of bees packed in chaff on the of manipulation is. tliat brood and liee
summer stands, to see if they can bread are more apt to get into the secstand 38° below zero. So far they are
The capall right.
I see some signs of dysen- tions, with such a system.
tery in the cellar in four hives. My pings of the sections are more apt to be
cellar is too warm. 43°. It should be darkened by the bees, when they are
38° to keep the bees in tlie cluster.
My bees were put into the cellar Oct. filled and finished in close proximity
26; sixty-three colonies of bees nearly to dark brood combs. I can see no
They will not get a fly need forsueh manipulation. and think
all strong.
until the last of ^larch, if I can man- where such is needed, the rest of the
age to keep them in without loosing
system is very faulty.
too many.
,
7. No. we have no adequate scales
1. "Will fresh air make bees uneasy,
while in the cellar V
besides tliere would be great variance
2. Is there two kinds of dysentery ?
with members of the same family.
3. If 1 till your section case with
sections full "of foundation, and put We have many times weighed the agthem on the hive, will the bees enter gregate results of colonies of about
them at once, or do they want some equal numbers, and made our prefercomb y
ence in races and strains in that man-

and a small quantity of dark honey
mixed with the syrup. These 2 colonies showed an anxiety for a cleansing
flight, and as the temperature beran
to get nearly right, and a little before
stir,

were

in

they
a way
that indicated that they could not
much longer have continued healthy.
For open winters, or for climates admitting of frequent flights during the
winter, the cheaper foods will answer,
but where long confinements may be
looked for, the safety of the bees demand well-ripened honey or granulated sugar syrup.

4.

How many

of the 2S sections in

not capped over, on an ner.

is

5. Will
foul brood spread liy the
sale of queens and comb foundation V
6. If I fill wide frames with sections
and put them in the upper story and
raise a comlj of lirood from l)elbw at
the beginning of the honey harvest,
will the bees go to work in the sections and cap them in good shape for

flying

J.

Holliday's Cove,

;

your case
average V

made any
from their hives

the other colonies

A. Buchanan.

W.

Va.,Feb. 4,1884.

Irascible Cyprian Bees.
^Vre they vicious in the apiary if not
molested, or is it just when the hive
is opened ?
Do they go far from the
hive, when disturbed, to sting any
one y How long does it take them to
settle down after being disturbed ?
Columbus, O.
P. E. Blesch.

[It is reported by those who have
kept and abandoned them that they
will follow any one even in the house
when on the rampage also, that they
are not soon quieted, and they do not
wait for bemg disturbed before makBees in Fine Condition.
market V
ing the attack. We had an imported
7. Have you «r any one else weighed
I have 100 colonies in the cellar, and
bees that were filled with honey to see another lot packed in chaff; all seem Cyprian queen, and found her bees so
which kind of bees brought the largest to l>e in fine condition. A good many irascible that after a few months we
load of honey V
Fayette Lee.
colonies, in this vicinity, not pro- superseded
" her ugliness " by an
Cokato, Minn.. Feb. 1, 1884.
tected, have succumbed to the zero
amiable
Italian queen. Xo more CypL. Hubbard.
1. I have known a sudden influx of weather.
rians for us. Ed.1
Waldron. Mich., Jan. 30, 1884.
fresh air to arouse bees, and perhaps
sometimes to their detriment. Pure
Bees Carrying in Pollen.
From the Cottonwood Apiary.

fresh

air is

health, but

an essential to human

how much

so to the health

is yet an unsettled question.
think not.
3. My experience is that the bees
will enter them and draw the foundation (if it is a good article), as soon as
there is any flow of honey to store.
4. During the honey flow we usually
leave our cases on until all is finished,
without experiencing any loss or coloring of the honey by so doing. In some
instances, however, we see the need
of removing a case with 3 or 5 cases
unfinished. After removing enough of
such eases that the unfinished sections
amount to 28. we put them all in a case
together, and put them in a right
place to be finished together. In removing all at the end of the season, of
course we take them off in all stages
of development.
Undoubtedly foul brood has iieen
many times introduced with the introduction of queens from foul-broody
apiaries. My opinion is, and it is well
grounded and quite positive, that foul
brood is not carried in the traltic in
comb foundation the degree of heat
to which the wax is heated in making

of bees,
2.

I

;

;

My bees commenced to carry in
pollen on the 3d inst. from several
sources I think from red-bud, w'illow
;

and arbor

vitae.

I

have now

81 colo-

nies all in good condition. Some small
nuclei have, so far. wintered well outof-doors, with very little protection.
I usually have drones flying about
March 20. I will stimulate a few colonies by feeding, so as to have drones
a littleearlier this season. I will commence to rear queens early in March.
I am much encouraged in liee-keeping here, and think it can lie made
profitable to a moderate degree in almost any locality, I have known in the

O. F. Bledsoe.
Grenada, Miss., Feb. 6, 1884.

South.

"

and in
They have been flying for the last two days. They did
well last summer. I had half an acre
.My

liO

colonies are all alive

good condition.

which bloomed for
worked on it all
the time. I sow my melilot clover on
tlie first of May.
I" am going to sow

of melilot clover
six

weeks

;

the bees

several varieties of seeds, this season,
for my bees. I would not do without
the Bee Journal for twice the price
of it.
N. Davis.

Emporia. Kan., Jan.

30, 1884.

Preparing Bees for "Winter.

"

I
2<i

;

put
left

211

coU)iiies

in the cellar

Nov.

one colony on the summer

stand, in a Simplicity ten -frame hive

Bees Fed on Sugar Syrnp.
The mercury got down to 24° below
zero here, which is, perhaps, about 1-5^
colder than it has ever been in this
part of ^V'est A'irginia. We begin to
get anxious about our bees, which
were left on the summer stands, onehalf of them in single-walled hives,
but the last few days have been
warm enough for them to take outdoor exercise, and they are in fine
condition.
The queens have been
laying, and in some colonies sealed
brood is found. All the honey was
taken from 2 colonies last fall, and
then they were fed on syrnp made of
a rather "cheap grade of brown sugar.

;

took out two frames, the ones containing the most pollen, leaving the
bees on 8 frames. I use no packing,
only an enameled sheet over them.
They had a fly Jan. 13. and another
I examined them to-day;
to-day.
they are doing well
there are very
few dead bees outside, and no signs
of dysentery. For the liees in the
cellar, I use no packing except an
enameled sheet over some wooden
mats, and some without any cover on
the frames. I took 8 colonies out today for a flight; examined them and
found tliem all in good condition, not
a sign of dysentery all of them \\'ere
damp the water running out of some
of them in two of them the combs
I

;

;

:

;

;
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I use no my bees are cut olt from one of their
but it is best liclds. I can endorse what the
frost-liroof. unless on niiilits like Jan. Rev. ^I. .Mahin says of button linsh
white
4, when It innelied the leaves oil of honey, as witli me it was very
some Mowers. The thermometer then and of good llavor.
Downs.
RoBEUT
registered .'!- below zero on the mornNaugatuck, Conn., Jan. 28, 1S84.
It never goes above iS-.
ing of .Ian.
UKII.VUD (JUIXSELL.
Uaden, Mo., .Jan. 30, IfvS4.
Artificial Q,ueens.

were covered
ventilation

in

witli

my

mold.

time.

cellar,

I)urity.

•').

Eeport of a Beginner.
I bmight one colony of pure Italians
in the spring of 1882." It was dry during the sunnner, and they hardly

gathered honev enough to winter on.
In the Sluing 'tliey increased to H, and
gathered about liu lbs. of comb honey.
Tliey are now on the summer stands,
protected with chaff cushions. My
father takes the Bee .Journal for me
Ilikeitverv much.
to read.
F.

S.

Mt. Hope, Kans.. Feb.

.5,

Daily.

My
I

bees are

all

Italians in their

want

no leather-colored
are nothing more or

Italians, wliicli
less than hybrids.

If a man wants
such bees, let him purchase a 'pure
Italian queen, and he will get hybrid
bees enough without buying them. I
am much interested in the warm-cellar wintering of lices, as practiced by
^Ir. Ira Barber.
I hope Mr. Barber
I have 4.") colonies of bees on the will tell us more about it through the
summer stands, in excellent condition. I5ee Journal. E. W. Wales, 4.5.
Disco, Mich., Jan. 22,1884.
I could never get along without the
Bee Jouunal. On page 67, Mr. Edi"
we have no use for the A Square Deal.
tor, you say
word artificial, in all the vocabulary
Mr. Editor.— In your article in the
bee-keeping."
Well, let us see about
of
that
A year ago last summer a man December Bee Journal, on " Calling
stepped into my apiary to see me work Things by their Right Names," where
with the bees. I was dividing for in- yon criticize a writer who says his
crease at the time, and he had a great stands came out in bad shape, you
convey
many questions to ask. lie asked me seem surprised that he should
what I was looking for. I told him, the idea that the " stands " changed
he asked me whether I their shape, and ask, as an example,
the queen
If the pieces of wood
ever used any "artificial queens," this question
made out of wax. After I recovered were nailed in a rectangular form, did
from laughing, I told him no, I had they change of their own accord to a
never used any artificial queens as yet. square sliape V" Now, I would ask
If they went into winter quarWell, he said lie had heard of the like you
among some of tlie old-tashioned bee- ters in a rectangular form, might
keepers, and the bees did well. I pos- they not come out in the spring in a
itively was asked that question once square shape, without changing iu
before. Now, Mr. Editor, I will just any manner ? 1 think you will find
ask you whether yiui would not call that a square is always a rectangle,
though a rectangle may not always be
such queens artificial y
Alson Mead.
square.
S. F. Miller.
Sedley, Iiid.
North Manchester, Ind.,Feb.6,1884.
[Mr. Mead is correct. We used the
[Yes of course, such a fraud as " a
wax queen " would be entitled to be term in another sense. If we intend
"
One of Webster's to call things by the right names,"
called artificial.
let
us have them right. " Hew to the
definitions of the word would just fit
let the chips fall where they
line,
"
contrived
made
or
thus
that idea—
by art, or by human skill or labor, in may."— Ed.]
opposition to natural.'''' Next time we
My Eeport for 1883.
expect to hear of bees working on
On Nov. 15, 1882. I placed in the
artificial "wax flowers" as well as
cellar 36 colonies of bees, leaving 72
having an "artificial" wax queen
on the summer stands, in good condiWhat " bosh "!— Ed.]
tion.
I lost 1 in the cellar, and 3 on
the summer stands, by starvation, and
4 by spring dwindlin'g, leaving 100 to
Experience with Cellar-Wintering.
start with, in the spring of 1883.
In the fall of 1882, I put 12 colonies Though the season was only an ordiof Italian bees in the cellar, and nary one for honey, my bees gave me
packed 2(5 colonies on the summer a surplus of 4,000 lbs., one-half comb
stands, according to Mr. Heddon's and one-half extracted, and an inplan. They were packed in 5 inches crease of .50 colonies. On Nov. 15,
of sawdust, with the frames covered 1883, 1 placed iti the cellar 66, leaving
with burlap, and top stories filled with 81 on the summer stands, in good conwheat cliaft. Now, for results. The dition they are doing well so far, this
12 colonies wintered in the cellar were winter, though it has been very cold.
Daniel Whitmer.
taken out on April ti, strong in bees
and lieavy in stores, and did exceedSouth Bend, Ind., Jan. 26, 1884.
the 26 colonies
ingly well, while
packed in sawdust, all died with dys- Sweet Home Bee Feeder.
entery, except o. I have, at the presI send one of my bee feeders to the
ent time, 18 colonies packed in chaff,
.5 inches
on all sides, with the top Bee Journal museum, for the benestories on and filled with chaff. I also fit of bee-keepers. I have tried differhave 27 colonies stored in the cellar. ent kinds, but think this is the cheapThey all seem to be doing well now. est and handiest of any I ever saw. I
I use the Simplicity hive with Gallup take a common tomato can to a tinner
inch diameframes. My hive is 19i^ inches long and get a caji of about
by 14 wide and 12 inches deep. I use ter made to fit on a flange in tlie center
II Gallup frames to the hive, and a of the end, the top of the cap being
rack which holds 20 one-pound sec- made of perforated tin. When filled,
tions, with a movable side, which I invert the can on to a block of wood
consider an improvement on the tight about 4 inches square and IJa inches
rack, as they are more easy of mani- thick, having a ^U inch hole in it for
pulation. I tier them up, making 40 the projection w^th the perforated-cap
on a hive, which is enough at one to go into, and as this reaches only %
:

;

188-t.

•'

:

Bees " On the

Wing "

Again.

.My bees were all " on the

wing

"

:

yesterday ; it has been
in this county. It made

:-!.5

me

below zero
feel rather

silk to have ttie little fellows out in
the cold. 1 had ti weak colonies in the

U

colonies inCJallup
cellar. There are
liives with dry leaves over them, and
14
in Laugstroth hives without any

•

protection but the honey board. They
are all nice and dry. I think that it is
tlie main thing, to keep our bees dry
all the time.
I sometimes think tliat
chaff hives and cushions are of no use
ill
wintering bees, when they come
tlirough just as well without. An
American hive of black bees which I
snid in 1882,

came here

in

1877

from

Inwa, and never had any protection
that I know of. and this winter they
are still out-of-docu'S, 8 feet from the
tiriiund. I should think. Xow this same
old colony of bees gathered 7.5 lbs. of
surplus honey last year. My son took
it off.
.Jas. .J.\kdine.

Ashland, Xeb.,

.Ian. 14, 18S4.

Button Bush Honey.
I noticed R. S. Becktell's article in
reference to button bush honey, and
at the time intended to write out my
experience with that kind of honey,
but it slipped my mind, until I read
in the Bee Jouknal of .Jan. 10, what
the Rev. M. Mahin, D. D., said of it.
I could no longer delay for my experience with this honey agrees with Mr.
Mahin's to the letter, except the
granulation. I cannot say as to that,
for my honey was all in" the comb.
About one niile south from my place
is an old sawmill pond of about 2.5 or
30 acres in extent, in winch is a thick
growth of button bush, except a narrow channel through the centre; the
water is shallow, only from 2 to 4 feet
deep up to about foiu- years ago this
bush Ijlossomed very full, and my bees
had a very busy sweet time, for a
w eek or ten days and the way they
carried in the honey, and such honey
too, was enough to make any hcekeeperfeel good-natured. During the
:

;

winter of 187!t-S0 this shrub seemed to
have badly winter-killed, since which
time it has blossomed very little, and

;

:

I

;

m
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of the way through the block, by cutinch passage-way 2 iuclies
ting a
wide, it serves as an entrance for the
bees, when that cut- awa^f side is placed
against the entrance of the hive. The
fixing of this can only cost me 10 cts.,
and holds 3 lbs. of honey. You can
feed from 1 to "> lbs., or from 3 to MO
lbs., just as you like
all you have to
do is to put more cans on the hive. I
have fed 4 colonies that I secured late
in the fall from a farmer that was
killing them for the honey. I had the
bees late in October, and put them
into hives with empty combs, and
placed 10 of these tilled feeders over
the frames of each hive, and the bees
carried it all below in o days. If you
feed at the entrance, the robbers cannot get the honey, as only the bees
from the inside can get to the honey.
If the bees should leave it during a
cold night, the honey will not run out,
for if it is held level, it will hold water.
You can feed at any time of the year.
In winter, feed inside of the cap; turn
back the corner of the quilt, or if you
use a honey board, bore a hole in it to
fit the feeder.
.Juhn Rby.
East Saginaw. Mich., .Jan. 31, 18.S4.

%

;

Jan. 28, and are now
working very fast on elms. I have
young bees flying to-day. The honey
crop has been an entire failure in
Texas except in this and Brazoria

in pollen on

counties.

J.

Will Syrians not Sting

;

be some timothv seed mixed with the
clover seed to ~keep the clover from

W. Eckman.

Richmond, Texas, Feb.

in curing, as it does the red and Alsike
clovers it will not freeze out, like red
clover.
During the past season I
made about 7 tons of hay from S14
acres of Alsike clover. There should

5, 18S4.

?

In the Britif:h Bee Journal for Jan.
page 31. speaking of Syrian bees,
" If
John Hewitt, of Sheffield, says
1.5.

:

you get a single sting from them just
furnish an affidavit of the fact attested by two credible witnesses and
sworn before a commissioner duly ap-

pointed to administer oaths, or a justice of the peace, that it was a Syrian
which did it, or I shall not believe it V"
or truth V Can any
Is this " talk
American bee-keeper verify or disprove this Briton's statement V He
professes, in a column article, that
where smoke is not used to these bees,
they are the most docile of all docile
bees in fact, so peaceful that you
have to tread on one to make it stinjr
It
striking and jarring will not do it
seems to me that American bee-keepers have been mistaken, even to the
[This feeder is practically the same extent of fancying that Syrians stung
as several others, particularly the them. Great Scott, what next ?
R. J. Kendall.
Kretchmer, wliich has been in use for
Austin, Texas, Feb. 5, 1884.
nearly 20 years.— Ed.]
;

;

!

lodging. My clover was from 2J^ to
3 feet high, and every bee-keeper
should sow the Alsike clover, for he
would get two crops— a honey crop
and a hay crop, and stock like both
Alsike hay and pasture better than
any that Ihave tried yet.

E. J.
Ft. Seneca, Ohio.

How to test Thermometers.
It

bers.

I

is

easy to test a thermometer.
large enough to put the
in.
Surround and cover

Take a vessel
thermometer

instrument
entirely
with fine
chopped ice, lying or standing makes
no difference. Take the vessel in a
warm room or near a stove, and let it
the

stand

till

the ice melts.

The point the

thermometer shows is fi'eezing point,
or 32^ below zero or in other words,
dip the thermometer in melting ice, it
shows then freezing point.
Chas. Faust.
;

Hai-vard,

111.,

Feb.

8, 1884.

Local Convention Directory.

Bees Under the Snow.

Bees did not Suffer by the Cold.
I examined all of my 7.5 colonies of
tees in my home apiary to-day, and
all answered to roll call, although the
thermometer has indicated as low as
21° below zero, and the bees have had
no flight for about a month, yet I
never saw bees in a more healthy condition under similar circumstances.
My hives are doulile-walled. with air
space between the walls. I use a rack
with 2}4 inches of planing-miU shavings on the top of the brood-cham-

C.Tkoxell.

]\Iy bees in my new hives are doing
splendidly. The ventilators are all I
can ask for tliem ; my hives are on the
summer stands, with entrances tilled
with snow, and the bees are snug and

Time and place of Meeting,

1884.

Feb. 12.— Meeting at Janesville, Wis.

Muck &

Feb.

12,

Katzinger,

Com.

13.— ConTention at Arcadia, Wis.
E. A. Morgan, Sec.

Me.
While a colony in a double- Feb. 14. 15.— Maine State, at Lewlston.
Wm. Hoyt, See.
walled hive, by the side of them, has
Illinois,
at
Davenpnrt,la.
E.
Iowa.
&
W.
perished with the cold. I have at pres- Feb. 21-.33.—
J. V. McCagg, Pres.
ent 4-5 colonies in good condition, but
5.—N. E. Michigan, at Lapeer, Mich.
they have not had a flight since the MarcbW. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville. Mich.
latter part of October.
Southern Indiana, at Madison. Ind.

warm.

D. B.

Des Moines, Iowa, Feb.

Brown.

7, 1884.

want the absorbing material

so porous or open on my hives that
Giving away Honey at the Fair.
the bees can breathe through it, even
if the entrances to the hives are enI have just read tlie ^Michigan State
Fair Premium List, and in regard to
tirely shut up witli snow or ice.
vSAJIUEL I). RiEGEL.
the giving away on " Childrens' Day "
Adelphi, O., Jan. 23, 1884.
of 1,000 .5-cent packages, sliould like to

make

March 20.—

H.

C. White. Sec.

Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter, Iowa.
M. E. Darby. Sec, Dexter, Iowa.
April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winteraet, Iowa.
J. B. Pryor, Sec.

April 22.— Des Moines Co., at Middleton. Iowa.
John Nau, Sec.
April 24.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.

That Messrs. April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.
this guggestion
W.R. Howard, Sec.
Hutchinson and Cutting get as many
of the little cans and labels as in their May 26.— Will County, at Monee,P.n.
P. Nelson, Sec.
I am satisfied that bees never win- judgment will be called for, and let
Mich., at Alnia. Mich.
tered better than they have so far this any bee-keeper send for as many as Oct. 11, 12. —Northern
F. A. Palmer, Sec, .McBride, Mich.
winter. I have not lost a colony yet.
he would like to fill, with the privilege
16.— Northwestern, at Chicago. 111.
Oct.
C. yv. Sappenfield.
of inserting his name in a blank left
W, Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Crawfordsville. Ind., Feb. 5, 1884.
in the label for that purpose, and I Dec 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
have no doubt there will be plenty of
H. 1>. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.
honey forthcoming to supply all the
Young Bees Flying Now.
jy In order to have this table complete. Secrechildren.
Geo. E. Hilton.
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
My bees did well last season. I Fremont, Mich., Feb. 7, 1884.
time and place of future meetings.— Kd.
commenced, in the spring, with 120
:

Bees Never Wintered Better.

1.5.

increased 40, that is, I put
second swarms and a good Is Alsike Clover a Field Plant ?
many first swarms. I took 1.000 oueOn page 44, Mr. Hugh Williams
pouiid sections, and 10,000 lbs. of ex- claims Alsike clover as a great honey
tracted, and there is about 4,000 lbs. plant, but he said it was no field crop.
on the hives to take out in the spring, VVith his first sentence I agree, that it
that I could not take out on account is a great honey plant, but that it is
of a severe spell of malarial fever last no field crop I beg to dispute, for I
fall.
We had no winter up to Jan. 1. think that it is one of the best grasses
We had it pretty cold all through Jan- that we can raise for hay equal to
uary. Bees carried in pollen on Ctirist- timothy, if not better, as there is no
mas day, and I had drones flying on fuzz on stem or leaves like on red
Dec. 28. They commenced carrying clover, and rain does not hurt the hay
colonies

back

;

all

;

1^

At

a microscopic exhibition in

Boston lately the sting of a honey bee
was thrown upon the screen, the
point of whicii was so sharp as to be
hardly distinguishable. At the time
the finest of fine needles was shown,
under the same power of the microscope, and the end of the needle measured 5 inches across.— Exchange.

f
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

^:|jecial

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

name on

Bee Journal.
when sending money

subscription on the

For

safety,

Honey

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
premiums for
offer the following

Notices.

to

this office get either a post office or ex-

money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the
press

getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
Journal will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, ?2.00 Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
;

amount

of 15 cents for every dollar
send direct to ihh office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club
and these books will besent, postpaid,

the

tliey

;

Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very speciflc,
and carefully to state what they desire
letter.

money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
Subscription Credits.— We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. WTien you send us money, if
the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.
for the

1^

When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
The edieither portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the

business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

109
as

Food and Medicine.

A pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We have put the price still lower,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
per hundred, if!2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
postpaid tor $10.00
$1500. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good proflt.
;

;

—

any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
1^" A correspondent asks if any one
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound may select a Binder for the Bee
Journal, among the books given as
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10 Premiums forgetting subscribers; we
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,) reply, yes, any book or binder we keep
with $10, we will, in addition to the for sale may be selected by those who
15 per cent, present a copy of the get up clubs.
to

American "Popular" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English
language that enters into speech or
writing it contains 32,000 words and

The Apiary Register.

All who intend to be systematic in
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; their work in the apiary, should get a
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be copy and commence to use it.
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (220 pages
desired.
1 50
"
200
colonies
pages)
(420
2 00
For a club of $i20, for 10 Weeklies, or
;

an equivalent

in

we

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are theretwo or more years fore the most desirable ones.

Monthlies,

will

present, besides the 15 per cent, in
books, a tested Italian queen, by mail,

postpaid.
Subscriptions for
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
now club the British Bee
For a club of 100 Weekly (or its Journal and our Monthly for $2.50.
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,

^ We

send a Magnificent Organ
1^" Our friends will find this the
See description on page season for securing subscriptions. We
614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
ofier the premiums and they can easily
secure them.
i^ It must be understood that,
®" Do not let your numbers of the
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
only by paying regular rates for the best way to preserve them is to pronumber of insertions his advertise- cure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference
ment has had.

we

will

worth

$150.

1^

As the reading season has come
li^ All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at with the long winter evenings, it is
" Madison Street Sta- just the time to read the various books
let us say that we take any kind of Chicago, as the
When renewing
on Bee-keeping.
tion" is not an International office.
postage stamps at their face value
your subscriptions will be a good time
Silver
including the 3 cent ones.
Constitutions and By-Laws for to get a supply of such literature. See
should never be sent by mail, as it en-

^" In reply to many correspondents

gr

dangers the loss of the letter either local Associations $2.00 per 100. The our club rate on Books with the Bee
by thieves, or else breaks through the name of the Association printed in the Journal, on the first page of this
paper.
blanks for 50 cents extra
envelope and is lost in that way.

!!
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

The

sixth annual convention of

Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. AnOFFICE OF AMEKICAN BEK JOURNAL,
Monday, 1" ». m., Feb.I 1884.
drews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
April 24 and 2.5, 1884. A larger
The following are the latest quota- on
number of leading bee masters than
tions for honey and beeswax received ever assembled on a similar occasion
in the South, is anticipated.
up to this hour

HELLO! HELLO!

{

I,

:

R. Howard, Hec.
Kingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 1884.

Wm.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY— There is no change
ey marliet.

No change

to note in the honin the price of extracted

an improvement in the demand. Comb honey is in large supply, and the best
in 1 lb. sections brings no more than l(5c. a lb. from
honey, but there

is

Extracted.

store.

7(V(,]'ic.

BEESWAX— Fair demand,

and arrivals are

It brings 2S@32c. on arrival.

CHAS.

NEW
HONEY— White

F.

fair.

meet

24, 1884.

M. Crandall,

and

9®10c.

& F.B THURBER &

CO.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Goes off slowly,

and prices are lower on
sections that are imperfectly tilled. The demand
seems to be chiefly tor lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect salesare made
of I lb. sections at lo(&-2i>c.: l!4<&2 lb. sections, n<&
18c.: dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
12@13c. Extracted honey steady, but limited demand prices range from 7@I0c. per lb.
Scarce, at 28(^35c., according to
color and cleanliness.
B. A. Burnett, 16I South Water 8t.
:

BEEaWAX—

KANSAS

CITY, MO.
change to note. Demand
white honey keeps up well
sections
of
for 1 and 2 lb.
for this time of the year, and prices fairly maintained at 17@18c. Dark comb honey very slow and

HONEY—No material

not wanted. lam very low on nice 2 lb. sections,
and could make pretty quick returns on a few
choice lots. Demand for extracted fair at 8@9c.
for dark fall; receipts light. I attribute the continued good demand for comb huney in this marbet to the careful overhauling and handling that I
give it, thereby getting it to tbe country merchants
in good condition, which encourages them to buy.

JEROME TwiCHELL.

514

keepers' association for vSouthern In-

Walnut

Street.

SAN KKANC18CO.

HONEY— Strictly choice is inquired for In a
small way. and for such the market is moderately
For common qualities there is little or no
demand, and prices favor buyers. White to extra
white comb, I5(»l8c.: dark to good. Malic; extracted, choice to e.\tra white, 6Cy7^c. :dark and
candied. 5®-

firm.

BEBSWAX-Wholesale, 27H®30c.
Stearns & smith, 423 Front Street,

ST. LOUIS.
steady prices; comb
at 14@18c.. and strained and extracted at 7@8c.
Top rates f'ir fancy small packages.

1884, to

20,

meet

at

ilercliants and Manufacturers'
Club Rooms, Madison, Ind., at 9:30 a.
m. Kentuckv bee-keepers are invited

the

H.

to participate.

Emerson Binders

C.

— made

White.
especially

Bee Journal,

are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
for the

Journal

Specialty.

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp

for 3->page Catalogue and Samples.

They

as fast as received.

^B ^^ ^HB not, life sweeping by, go and
^^
dare before you die, something
^«
a»
Urn L ^ I mighty and sublime, leave behind to conquer time." $*>« a
^
HI l_
I week in your own town, f.nout,N<> risk. Everything
^H ^^
free.
required. We

r

is

K ^

tit

new. Capital not
Many are making
furnish you everything.
fortunes. Ladies make as much as men, and boys
and girls make great pay. Reader, if you want
business at which you can make great pay all the
time, write for particulars to H. Hallett & Co
*^Aly
Portland. Maine.
will

Dadaiit'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement

in

another column.

Palace Bee Hive
Bee-Keepers* Supplies. One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

And

H.

7Al3t

C,

"WHITE, MADISON.

be sent, post-paid, for 7.5 cents, for
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
They cannot be sent by mail
cents.
to Canada.
will

wMnted for The Lives of

IND.

iareest,

the

all

i'residents of the U. S.

;

The

handsomest best book

lever sold for less than twice
our price. The fastest selling

book
profits to agents.

Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey,

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION. IOWA.

7A6m

intend to organize a bee-

diana on JSIarch

yellow, 34®35c.

H.K.

^" We

A

WhitePoplar

APIARIAN SUPPLY

Independence, Mo.
2

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Sec.

YORK.
I

to Bi.»>k (.>rders for

Everything fully up with the times, and

at Independence,

Mo., Thursday, April

now ready

Dovetailed

The Western Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will

MCTH.

clover and basswood in

BEBSWAX-Prime

1^

C.

Dark and second quality,
lb. sections, \f>@'^lc.
15c.; extracted white clover in kegs and barrels,

AVe are

(

in

America.

All intelligent pe-tple

Immense
want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Muine.
4Aly

Ci:R0^7^1sr

1876.

1882.

instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.

T-"^?V- ElOKHMZ^A^ISr,
DEALER

IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens
For farther information, send for Circular.

HONEY— Selling quietly at

RICHMOND,

7Aly

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

BEESWAX— Firm at :i2(*3:ic. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON dt Co., 104 N. 3d
CLEVELAND.

Street,

Given'sFoundationPress.

HONEY— The honey market

has been dull with
us during the month of January, but the past week
it has been better, so that stocks are again reduced. Choice white lb. in good order, sold at 18
cts.; the same quajitv when broken sold at Hie; 2
lb. best white, u;(tijl7c.; second quality, no sale.
Extracted as usual, not at all wanted in our market.
BEESWAX— In great demand, but no supply;
nominally 3uc. per lb.
l

A. c.

Kendel,

IK'S

honey.

light.
18@2(lc.; 2 lb. 16(i$18c.

BEESWAX—35c.

BLAKE & Ripley,

lb.

1

sections

comb

Extracted,

9{gJllc.

Gbatbam

Street.

S7

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PHE8S
SUPERIOR for making Comb Foundation either
Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures

in

straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

eiVEX

D. S.

4Sz

CO..

HOOPESTON,

lABtf

@S

Ontario Street.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— Demand

l8

ILL.

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

givinff an Index of diseases,
A TREATISE
Bee Pasturage a Necessity. —We have and
symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
new pamphlet giving our tablethegiving
all the principal drugs used for the
the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
views on this important subject, with horse, with
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
suggestions what to plant, and when horae'ateeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the
horse a valuable collection of reage of
and how. It is illustrated with 26 en- the
cipes, and much valuable information.
gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
Price 25 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
anyaddress for ten cents.
;

;

;

^ We
Journal

THOMAS
carefully
to every

mail

the

Beb

925

(i.

West Madison

subscriber, but •"PTTTC; T)
A X>T7X>
will

should any be lost in the mails we
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

St.),
it

In

CHICAGO,

Ax

NE'W VOKK.

and

Address,
of the Crown Bee H ive Factory and Apiary.
M V II^I'E* il'l.j*
*)

E*rop'r.

ERSE

for the working class. Send 10 cents
fur p( IS time, and we will mail you/rec,
a royal, viiiuuble box of sample goods

that will put you in the way of making
ru'ire monev in a few days, than you
everthouglit po-<sibleatany business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work ail the time or in spare time only. 1 he work
sexes, voung and
is universally adapted to both
You can easily earn from -'lO cents to toevery
old
evening That all who want work may test ihe
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
for
who are not well satisfied, we will send fl to pay
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Kortunea will be made by
those who give their whole tunc to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Oont delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co.. Portland, Maine.

4Aiy

__^__

ILL.

Doay be found on tile
XliXt at Geo. P. Rowell &
Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

1 lliO X

Co.'s

NEWMAN,

Street.

is !««.:

ELVIX ARMSTRONG,

ENGRAVINGS

issued a

inVE for all purposes in
premium at St. Louis Fair
I8S3 over all competitors. Descriptive
Circular sent free to all on application.
The best arranged
existence. Took first

Pure

Italian
Send

Bees and Queens
for i'rice List tn

A. B. MII.1.EK, Wakarusa.
7Det

Elkbart Co.. Ind.

Ill
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Swarming

Controlled

STORY S CKMP,

!

Trap, and OruiiL'-Kxcluder

A Droneuud ^ueen

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

In

combined.

PIANOS^'^ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story

Territory-

Catalogrues free to

This Trap is the only perfect-worklnK DroneExcluder vet devised. A piece of perforated

STORY & CAMP,
188

OuJ Annual CaMogne,
mailed free on application, published

MASS.

January, contains

in

another column.
'

Comb

Vandervort

Send tor SatnpleM
J.

<1:

VANDERVORT,

and

description

prices of Reliable Vegetable,

first

of every

Tree, Field

Address PLANT SEED COMPANY,

Fdn. Mills,

KeduceU

full

and Flower Seed, Seed Grain, Seed Corn. Seed Potatoes, Onion Sets,
etc ;also Garden Drills, Cultivators, Fertilizers, etc., with full information
for growing and how to get our Seeds.

Dadant'sFoundatlon Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

ESTABLISHED 184 5.

HENRY ALLEY,

WEXHAM,

203 N.

190 State Street,

im

Illustrated Circular and Price
List of Queens and Supplies^ Kives a full
description of the Drone Trap, and directions for

32ABft

&

CHICAGO.

Our 22d Annual

Essex Co.

else-

where.

clude drones. It operates exactly the reverse, as,
by such an arrangement, the Drones can not escape,
and the entrance is clouiied hy Iheni during the
busy part of the day. This is not the case with the
Drone Trap, as it is so otmstructed that tlic drones
enter a chamber out of the way. and may be preserved or destroyed as desired. No Queen can
leave the hive at swarminf: time; and the new colony can be compelled to cluster where desired, so
that the bee-niaster will not have to climb into a
tall tree for his bees when tlie thermometer is from
*Ki to 1(.K> degrees in the shuae, as is often the case
during the swarming season.
Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt uf iSl.lO.
I^iberal discount by the quantity.

7A2t

any address.

Write for our prices before buying*

at the entrance of a hive does not ex-

using them.

Protection
guaranteed.

Agents Wanted.

given.

zinc placed

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

& Camp.

Prlce-l^lst*

Nos.

8l2&8l4N.4thSt..

ST. LOUIS. MO.

Lacyville, Pa.

Bend hix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goodswhich will help you to
more money right away than
anything elseinthisworld. All
II
of eithersex. succeed from flrst
hour. The broad road to fortune opens heforethe
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. Titt'E
jfc Co.. Augusta, Maine.
4Aly

PRIZE.!

For Bees, Queens,
Honey. Foundation, Hives, Sections, and

all

HOPE DEAF.
HK

Peck's Patent

bv scuntihr im n .d

Tiilnilar Ciishionr.l

l-.Miop..

and A mm.

a.

\\

iidLMs. iiiHMsirrs jui.l pruiniiu-nt m.-ii and woiiieu \\
iinstMii while in iisf, <-nii
in recoii'i int'iiilinti ffirm. TIhv
York,
St.,
CO., 7
uie A.l.i. ..

doeloi

s.

I

I

i

.

Apiar-

av

\V1>T &

ciuumentled

Dniiiis en.- D.afn.ss in .iU sta^. s^
rii»' lur dlnatratcd descriptive book an.l t

Ear

New-

Murray

aiitl

w

lal.sfrnni

till

niakr

i
Ajieutsfor S-oulb and

tahy pleasure
;i

jirvmaneut

.»est
W

.

ian Implements, send for Circular to

lABly Lockbox9i»5.

Belleville. St.CIair<'o.,Ill8.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement

mUB

VV

in

another column.

are always on the look^B people
^^
for chances to increase
V ^^out
their earnings, and in time

I ^^
^k

L
^* come

be-

wealthy

;

those

who do

Mutli's

Honey Extractor,

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.
C. P.
Apply to

MUTH,

976 and 978 Central Aye., CINCINNATI, O.
for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

tWSena 100.

m improve their opportunities reWm
^^ ^Bmain in poverty. We
a

A NEW

HIVE.

Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passage-ways. Will be found n pleasure to work
with, and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
comb honey It is without a rival, and as an invention is second only to that of movable brood
frames.

<»ffer

great chance to make money.
We want many men. women, boys and girls to
work for us right in their own localities. Any one
can do the work properly from the first start. The
business will pay more than ten times ordinary
wages. Expensive outfit furnished free. No one
who engages fails to make money rapidly. You

Guaranteed

DR.

IDYESlM
^
1^
REWARD!
f

Dadant's FoiindationFactory, wholesale
in

IDYE'Sl

another column.

(BEFORE.)

$5,000
We

want an agent in every town. Something
profitable. Men, women, boys, girls send
stamp for outfit. We offer ]tSi»000 worth of
premiums to our agents. Address.
THE RTTRAL HOME, Philadelphia, Pa.
5A4 t
a week at home. $5.00 outfit free. Pay
I

new and

20.

absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persona of eithersex. young or old,
lean make great pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. HALLETT & Co., Portland, Maine.
I
k

I

4Aly

NEW PHILADELPHIA,

44Atl

can devote your whole time to the work, or only
your spare moments. Full information and all
that is needed, sent free. Address Stinson A Co.,
Portland, Maine.
hAIv
See Advertisement

to Give Satisfaction.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.'
Address, DK. O. t. TINB.EK,

BELT
ELECTRO- VOLTAICsent
on
Arn.iANOKS are
MEN ONLY, YOUNG OR OT

,

^L

(AFTER^)

and other Electric

30 Days' Trial TO
D. who are suffer-

from Nervous Debili ., Lost VrTALiTT,
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from abuses and
speedy relief and complete
OTHER Causks.
restoration to Health. Vioor and IVIanhood
Send at once for Illustrated
Guaranteed.
Pamphlet free. Address

CO.. Marshall, Mich.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wlittlesale
See Advertisement

B EE-KEBPEK
stating terms.

.5A4t

in

another column.

WANTED. -ADDRESS,
Tenn.

C.

WEEKS,

Clifton,

*

^k

ing

VOLTAIC BEI/r

^^ ^^
^y
m
fore the public. Capital not needed
start you. Men. women,
wanted everywhere
mm m #W We
boys and
time.
work for us. Now
mm
&lm
•l"

I

O.

week made at home by the in^^ A
dustrious. Best business now bewill

girls

I

'

Is ttie

t'>

You can work

in spare time, or give

your whole thue to the business. No other business will pay you nearly as well. No one can fall
to make enormous pay, by engaging at once.
Costly outflt and terms free. Money made fast,
Address TRUE & Coeasily and honorably.
8Alr
Augusta, Maine.

FLAT BOTTOM
.

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-welts. 4 to 16 square feet tc
tho pound. Circalar and samples frea
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, c*^ N, Y*
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HEDDON'S
ooLXJT\d:isr.

BEESWAX.

BEES and HONEY,

I pay 33c. per pound deiiTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tue shipper's name
should always be on each package.

Management

of

and

an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit; by

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor of th€ Weekly Bee Journal.

935 TTest Hadlsoa

Street. Chlcaffo,

III.

contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, Ib
up with the limes" in all the improvements
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid in the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.
It

" fully

Appreciative Xotleea.

A neat and abundantly illustrated

hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, IlL
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer, Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared for beginners,— Farmers*
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal, Louisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 10&
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

<1
s

My -Vt L'
Thanking you for past years' patronage,
I solicit what 1 may justly merit for the
coming season. 1 am led to lielieve tliat
the goods I offer, ami my ways of doing

<»-

i(

le;ist an average satisfacfrom tlie fact tliat my trade has more
than doubled every year since I liave dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, butwe have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.
I believe my Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to funiish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
Given Comb Fonudation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands.
at least, second to none. 1 have (Hi hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled bv none.

e<o

business, give at
tion,

Up

1. 1 have not been able to
contract forany tirst-classSections, and

to this dale. Jan.

make any

I neither use or sell any ethers. If
for 1884, ynu will see notice here.
10,000 5X6X:: to spare now.

I

B

J?

olist,

the newest discoveriea
the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practice instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.- -Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
It comprises all that is necessary for successftiJ
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y*.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Rome, N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Spring-

p

you any
have about

offer
I

"We now have in winter quarters, in flrst-class
condition, :i5i colonies of bees, of our newstraia,
and of pure Italian blood. As most of you are
aware, for six vears past I have taken pains to
breed my stock furiuarkings of character, or qualities, ratber than color, using as a base, the leather
colored Italian and brown German bees.
I

On

reading

my

Circular,

ynu

will find

some

field. O.

Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management

'

i

!

'

I

'

I

'

'

<

STUDENTS OF BEE-CULTURE.

COMB FOUNDATION.

On account of the prevailing Btareityi if beeswax,
knife.
price of comb foundation is now aUvimced 3
As in the past, we shall do our best to satisfy the the
cents per pound above the price quoted in my
reasonable, and deal out exact justice to all. Address

all

orders and ctmmunications

to

Catalogue for

Cass County, MICH.

y23

Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy ol
thiabook.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
attractive shapeit for the market in the most
Signal. Napoleon, O.
will interest the
subject
that
It embraces every
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form It isembellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.—Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

in cloth,

50 cents,

TS cents;

in

papei

postpaid.

THOMAS
925

e. NE'WMAJJ,
W. Madison St., Chicago,

111.

1884.

A.I.FR£I> H.

«IAM£S SEDDON.

DOWAGIAC,

and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont. Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago

testi-

monials from practical bee-keepers (a few saved
from many received), that will give you an idea of
how well I have succeeded. Our hives and combs
^re in eo<id conaition, and our bees have always
been free from foul brood. 1 shall endeavor to
send out a tirst-ciass line of Full Colonies, Queens.
Nuclei and Bee.^ bv the pound. Parties wishing to
start an apiarv. or purchase on a large scale, as
well as tbf>se who wish the choicest of my stock to
breed fr<>m, may do well to correspond with me.
Among the goods we have to offer, are Standard
Langstroth and American Frames in tlie Hat, a
complete line of Bingham Smokers and Honey
Knives, E.\-celsior Honey Extractors. Wax Extractors. Plated Wire, for wiring frames, our new
style Nucleus Hives, both made up and in the flat.
Bee Veils, Sample Shipping Crates, Comb F<iundation Fasteners. Surplus Honey Retristers, our three
styles of Bee Feeders for which 1 have numerous
testimonials), and various parts of our Hive.

Those who may wish to spend six months in the
theory and practice of Apiculture, may do themselves a service bv writine for terms for ]sm.
out ClkCULARS to those who solicit
I send
them, only, and when ordering, will you please be
sure to state whether or not you have my Circular
of 1883. 1 believe we have m* patent on anything
we make, use, or sell, except Bingham smoker and

Lebanon, Mo.

A manual, containing all

in

West Madison

street,
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^" On account of the inclement
weather, only a few of the Rock county bee-keepers responded to the call
to meet at the Pember House, Janesville. Wis., on the second Tuesday in
February, to organize a bee-keepers'
association, so we will have another
meeting on the first Tuesday in March
next, at 1 p. m., at the same place.
All bee-keepers are courteously invited, and we hope there will be a
good attendance.
L. FATZfNGBR.
Janesville, \\'is., Feb. 13, 1884.

—

—
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Szierzou**) Rational

Bee - Keeping. —A

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by II. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, Ex.-e6/itor of the "British Bee Joiirmil."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Hoot says of it: "Old father
Dzierzon
has probably made greater strides in
acientitic apiculture than any one man... For real
Bcientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth, !»S.

Henry Allev.— A

Queen-Rearlnir, by

full

and detailed account of TWENT V-THKEE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published. Price, !$1.00

ISO COMPI-IMENTARX,

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-lceepers in 188:3.
Guide ; or. Cook's lllanaa.1
We guarantee every inch of our ofBee-K.eeper*«
the Apiary. — This Manual is elegantly
Foundation eijual to sample in every illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
respect.
SABly

;

CHAS. DAUANT & SON,
HAMILTON,

Hiincock Co.. ILL.

MILLS. 10 INCH $ 15.€0,
j:-^—-- w. c r_e: LH A M J
.

,

37Aly

subject of bee-culture. Ills not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afl'ord
to do without. Cloth, SI. So ; paper cover. Jtfl,
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth PMition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains 160 pages, and is profusely illus-

The book is a masterly

Kendairs Horse Book. — No book could

more useful to horse owners.

It

has

85

be
engravings

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information
B«ce S5c. for either the
Bnglish or German editions.
Qiilnby*e NeM^ Bec-Keeplnie, by L. C. Root—
TVe author treats the subject of bee-keeptng so
that it cannot fait to interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
authoria master of the subject.- Sil.50.
The Hive I Use- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 6c.
Novice's
of Bee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
—This em braces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, SI. 85.
BLlDK*" Bee-Keepers* Text-Beok, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Sf'l.OO.

ABC

l^angstroth on the Hive and Honey Be«.
—This is a standard scientific work. Price, 99.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm.

Cloth, '3'5c.

Foul Brood; its origin, developmentand
By Albert K. Kohnke. Price, «5c.

cure.

JBxtracted Honey
Harvestlnff, Handling; and Marketln(r<— A 2-1-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. ISc.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.eepers, by Chas.
32 pages. It gives Mr. Mulh's views on
'F. Muth
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
;

;

WORK
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Uoneyi as Food and Medicine, by Thomas Scfjanblung bcr SBienen, oon 5t^o§. ®.
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
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covers,

ORICINAL PATENTS.

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
and preparation of Honey for the

Oritflnnl
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quality, sources,
'i'lif

Honey as

food, friving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,Wine8,etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

Market

;

everywhere. Published

JBavllsh and Ot^rman.

In

Price for either edition. 5c.; per dozen, 50«.
Preparation of Honey for the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.
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Snrarmlns.BlvldInK and Feeding Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
a chapter from "Bees and Honey." Price, 5c.
Bee Pastaraflre a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and wlienand how 2HenKraving8. This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price. lOc.
is
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Qualitdt, OueUen unb
Food Adulteration t What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and 3u6ereitung bc§,5onig§ fiir ben .^anbel
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
Prof. Cook, in hiB valuable Manual of the Apiarv, food products, and demand a law to protect the .^onig qI§ 9Jn^vung§mittcl, ongebenb
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve consumer against the numerous health-destroying
the old Quinby smoker by estabhshing a direct adulterations offered as food. 200 pages. 50c.
roic man i^onigfuAeu, gormfiic|elc^en,
draft." Five years of peraistentefforthaa demon8crl1>ner*8 Lnmber and I^oir Book.— Most Rubbings, ®^aumfonfect,ilBeine,u.f. to
strated that no one but Bingham has been able to

improve a Binehnm smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use live years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots ol blocks
and chips and stufl". and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or stow, just as yoH please, any or all the
time; top up or di'wn, they always so!
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingliara smokers and Bingham &
lietheringlon Uncapping-Knives tirst. "We neither
make nor handle any oiher supplies; but «>f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.D,i)ofl in use Irom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

Witn European and American orders already
received for over :i.<X)0, there is evidence that 18-S4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Buchgiiods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the mist advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again,

send for dozen rates to

BINOHAM & HETHERIXGTON,
6A2Btf

A.BROKIA, MICH.
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—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
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plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Moore*s Universal Assistant, and Conf
plete Mechanic, containsover l,'Km.rwN» Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Se;

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2()o.O(mi items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists.

Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gliders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains l,ni6 nages. Is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
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Farmer. Price, postage paid. *e. SO.
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& New Methods of Bee-Keeping.

1^

8.

Quite a number of our readers,

see articles in the Bee
the Farmers' Institute of Brown .JouiiSAL from prominent bee-men,
County, Kansas, held last January, feel at liberty to write them, asking
}ilr. J. W. Margrave, of Hiawatha,
lots of questions.
Perhaps this is all
Kans., made the following remarks right, if they feel like giving their
as we notice in an exchange
time to the common cause ; but those

when they

At

rubliahed every Wednesday, by

THOMAS and
G. NEWMAN,
Editor

Proprietor,

:

W.

Margrave, to open the
subject, spoke of the old time methods
of obtaining surplus honey, viz from
a few log '• gums "' kept around under
the apple trees and among the weeds
in harvest time to get a little honey.
The bee-keepers would.with a hatchet,
break off the cover, tearing the honey
to pieces, cut out a plate full to set on
the table, thus drowning many of the
industrious workers and leaving the
hive in a very deplorable plight for

Mr.

J.

:

The Honey Bird

of Africa.

In the Kaleidoscope of February, we
notice the following concerning birds

and honey

in Africa

:

In the flower grown forests of Africa, there lives a curious little bird
called by the natives, the honey bird—
not because it gathers honey, but because it is so fond of eating it. This
bird is gifted with a peculiar instinct
that enables it to find the nests of
wild bees that are hidden in hollow
trees and little caves in the rock, and
many a battle it has with the enraged
bees before it can enjoy the banquet
of honey. When it sceiits a nest of
honey it utters a peculiar cry, which
the natives have learned to know
and the honey hunters (men who
make a profession of hunting wild
honey) find in the birds an invaluable
guide to the well hidden hives. All
the man has to do is to follow the cry
of the honey bird, and he is sure to
find a nest of clear, sweet honey.
pretty little poem written about these
honey birds contains this beautiful

A

moral
"We cannot aU make honey.
But some can find it out
And show the hive to others—
A gracious thing, no doubt,

And in the world of thieliets
And brambles, if you please.
One likes to know the birds

Who are neighbors to

the bees."

the bees to fix up as best they could—
which the little industrious workers
would at once proceed to do. Then,
in the fall season, the bee-keeper
would select a few " gums " to be
" brimstoned to death " by making a
hole in the earth large enough to set
a small pot in with burning sulphur ;
then snatching up one of the doomed
colonies, he would set' it over the pit,
and in two or three minutes all was
not a living bee within to try to
still
sting its merciless keeper. He then
spoke of the sickening mess of stulf
squeezed out, bee bread, young bees,
This
etc.. and called strained honey.
was contrasted with the clear, clean
extracted honey of to-day, free from
nothing but pure
all
impurities,
honey.
He spoke of the magnitude of the
industry ; that the statistics for 1882
showed the honey and beeswax trade
;

reached §32,000,000.
That Mrs. Sarah J.

who

write thus, should invariably
enclose a stamp, if they desire a reply.
Two or three stamps are nothing, of
course, but where a person has ten or
a dozen a day to answer, it amounts
to considerable in the course of a

month.

One

lately said,

of our correspondents
" I have taken 40 letters

from the mail

morning," and
replies, but
generally did not contain a stamp to
pay the postage on it. Therefore, we
would say to all, when you ask questions of wiiters for the Bee JoukN"al,
be sure to enclose a stamp for reply.
This is but fair and just.

many

of

this

them expected

Catalogues for 1884.— The following

new Catalogues and

Price Lists are

received
J.

y. Caldwell, Cambridge,

pages— Apiarian

Ills.,

4

Supplies.

Jos. D. Enas, Xapa, Cal., 6 pages
Queens and Bee-Keepers' Supphes.
Flanagan & Illinski, Belleville, Ills.,
16 pages — Queens and Apiarian Im-

plements.
Miller Brothers, Nappanee, Ind., 8

W. Axtell, of pages— Bee Hives and Bee Supplies.
marketed that same
M. C. Von Dorn, Omaha, Neb., 4
year from her apiaries 39,000 pounds
of honey in the Chicago market. That pages— Bee-Keepers Supplies.
Jerome Twitchell, of Kansas City, sold
G. B. Jones, Brantford, Ont. (now
in that market, last year, 7.5,000 pounds
called •• Ontario Bee- Keepers' Supply
of honey, and reports that he is not

Rosehill,

111.,

(^ Mr. II. Scovell, editor of the able to supply his trade this year.
Co.,)'' 44 pages— Supplies.
Kansas Bee-Keeper, Columbus, Kans.,
He stated that the annual product
R. L. Shoemaker, Xewcomerstown,
was married on Jan. 20 to Mrs. S. E. under old-time management did not O., 12 pages— Bee Hives and Supplies.
10 pounds per colMurphy, of Galena, Kans. The Bee average more than
W. C. R. Kemp, Orleans, Ind., 4
onj^ and under the improved methods
Journal extends congratulations. it was not uncommon to get from 50 pages Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
May the union be happy and pro- to 100 pounds.
E. P. Fassett & Bros., Ashtabula,
He then spoke of the diseases to Ohio Plant Catalogue, accompanied
longed.
which the honey bee is liable he also
spoke of the most prolific honey plants by a bunch of nice plants, put up so as

—

—

;

^° We

can supply all new subscrib

and renewals with the numbers
from the beginning of the year, and
ers

shall do so unless otherwise ordered

presuming that

it is

so desired.

of this region of country

to be safely sent by mail.

Edward Gillett's Perennial Plants,
Letters for publication must be etc., Southwick, Mass. 16 pages.
J. C. Vaughan's Corn and Potato
written on a separate piece of paper
Manual, Chicago, III.— 64 pages.
from items of business.

^"

—
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May

4. The workers control the colony
by enlarging or building queen-cells,
in preparation for and during the
swarming season, and workers can
and do remove eggs from one cell to
another whenever the economy of the
colony require it, and I have produced
queens, drones, and workers from
worker eggs. In the spring of 1882,
I had 4 queenless colonies, and in
order to keep them in good condition,
I gave them these combs of eggs from
I different colonies, and the workers
produced drones from worker eggs in

Flowers.

Pale winter waves

his chilly

wings

Above the white, wan world;
The spectral winds abroad he flings.

And
But

wrathful storms are hurled.

pallid winter's

When wake
That smile

And

in

sway must yield.

the gentler days
sunbeams o'er the

my

heart! thy winter's day

Can work the spring no wrong;
Its ice will melt when beams thy May.
Its

sorrows die in song.

—M.

Davenport. Iowa.

For the American Bee JournaL

Extra

Prolific ftueens.

;

field.

flood the world with praise.

Up, then,

three of them this led me to believe
that the queen laid only impregnated
eggs after meeting with the drone,
which eggs are metamorphosed into
drones and queens by the workers, as
the economy of the colony demand it,
and that the theory advanced by
prominent bee-keepers that the sex of
the eggs is determined by the size of
the cell by the abdominal pressure in
depositing the egg, is fully exploded,
as I have" seen eggs laid on foundation before the cells were complete,
and I believe the most advanced theory
is that the queen can and do lay eggs
intended for queens, drones and workers by simply controlling the eggs as
they leave the ovaries, and that the
workers have nothing to do with the
sex, but simply to nurse and feed them
This,
after the eggs are hatched.
also. I think, can be proven a myth.
I firmly believe that a queen never
laid an egg in any cell intending it to
be any other than a worker. Can it
be possible that a queen possessing

that nursed and cared for the larvae
but a few weeks ago, is now most
active in worrying, killing and driving
them away, such is the merciless law
of the worker when tlie good of the
colony demand it.
Yes, the much
maligned drone, though useful but a
short-lived career, is born to go down
" unwept, unhouored. and unsung."
Buffalo, N. Y.

L. H'.

For the American Bee Journal*

Do Workers Govern the Colony 1
J. RUTHERFORD.
AUo-w me to lay before the m.iny
readers of the Bee Journal a fev;
unpolished observations on the influence of the worker bee.
1. The workers control the colony
in the act of defending, cleaning, ventilating and preparing the brood nest.
2. The workers control the size of
the brood-nest by stimulating the
queen or mother bee to lay. This food
consists of an almost colorless liquid
produced profusely by the nurse bees,
and is of the same nature as royal
ielly in its original state, but on coming in contact with the air it thickens
and congeals into a milkhke mass,
hence we call it royal jelly. This most
wonderful stimulus is fed very sparingly during most of the year, and is

regulated acccordingly to the flow of
honey and the temperature outside
the hive.
3. The workers control the colony
by producing drone comb or preparing
In the
it for the reception of eggs.
spring of 1882. while endeavoring to
secure some early drones, I put a nice
frame of drone comb into the centre
of a strong colony, and in a few days

such jealousy, yea, such deadly hatred
against a rival, that the workers have
to guard the queen-cells in order to
prevent her from tearing them down
can it be possible tliat such a
queen would voluntarily deposit an
egg in a royal cell, knowing tliat in so
doing she "was endangering her own

—

in case of battle, or leave the
of birth and adoption to form a
colony of her own.
life

home

W.

J.

DAVIS.

I fully agree with ;Mr. Doolittle and
Mr. Heddon that extra prolific queens
are not desirable when surplus honey
is the object sought in keeping bees.
I would not take the time to write,

nor tax the space of the Bee Journal, nor the patience of your readers
did I not tliink that a large majority
of bee-keepers do not believe the
statement, and I will admit there are
some reasons for disbelief. The inexperienced would say, " If the laying
of the queen be desirable, why, the
more eggs the better.'" I used to
think so myself, but my experience
does not confirm that idea, and it has
occurred several times that the queens
I thought in the spring to be the very
best in my apiary, were the ones I
would kill first in the fall. Let us see
if we can assign a reason for this.
Every young bee reared in the
hive represents a certain amount of
outdoor labor by adult bees, and that
labor must be performed from 20 to 40
days in advance of the time when said
young Itee can engage in out-door
labor. It is not difficult to see that a
colony with 40,0(10 cells of brood must
do double the labor to simply " support the family " than a colony with
but 20,000 cells of brood. Yes, that is
plain, says one, but there are twice as
many bees to work. That may be,
but I would ask when V Not when
the bees are of the greatest value, viz.:
at the beginning of the honey harvest.
Again, in this locality, there are so
many days after breeding has begun
in earnest, that bees can secure nothing from the fields, and the internal
demand and external supply are sadly
out of proportion. But if smiling
earth and skies, or the timely aid of
the bee-keeper enables the " excessive
""
to pull through, they swarm
lareeder
at tlie beginning of the lioney harvest,
while the bees of the nomal breeder go

•5. The workers
control the colony
during the swarming impulse by sending ovit scouts to reconnoitre, select
and prepare a place for their future
abode, which is generally much inferior to the hive they are about
to leave although I have seen them
it was partially filled on both sides of
the comb, but after this short spell of select, clean aiid occupy an empty
-50 yards distant from where
fine spring-like weather, we had a cold hive not
snap for ten days, during which they the swarm issued.
6. The workers control the colony by
bad no fly, and quite a number of colonies showed signs of a disease com- superseding the queen in case of accidysentery,
cholera,
called
bee
dent
or old age. The workers know
monly
and now modern authority pronounce that the prosperity of the colony is
I was feeling anxious entirely due to the" faithfulness of the into the surplus department and work
it diarrhoea.
about tiie extended cold snap, as I had queen, and whenever they discover with a will. If the greatest number
96 colonies to prepare for the honey that they cannot stimulate her to lay of colonies and a great amount of
harvest, and a number of colonies to the requisite number of eggs, the feeding is the object sought, the case
prepare for queen -cells so the flrst workers turn her ruthlessly out of is diilerent.
I think there is not so much differwarm day I examined the colony men- the hive, and proceed to select, entioned, and you can imagine my sur- large and complete a number of qn^en ence in the amount of real labor perprise when 1 tell you that the same cells out of the worker eggs remaining formed by different colonies as some
comb was entirely empty. I took it in the hive, but occasionally we find might tliink. The labor of one may be
out of the brood-nest and put it be- mother and daughter living quietly directed to the production of brood,
hind the division-board in disgust. together in the same hive. They also bringing in larger quantities of pollen,
You will at once perceive that the control the colony in the act of de- consuming larger quantities of honey,
weather influenced the bees to such stroying tlie drones when the economy in the matiuring of a greater number
an extent that the workers did not of the colony demand it, and the same of bees to be of little value in the aubring the drone eggs to maturity, also restless activity that was displayed in tumn, while another will show a large
the workers stopped stimulating the rearing the brood and caring for it, is yield of surplus, and a medium sized
queen, and she, too, ceased to bring now turned to hatred, and I have not colony of bees when fall frosts come.
the least doubt but that the same bees The moth, with me, is a thing of the
her eggs to matm-ity.
;

;
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past, ami 10 cents per year would l>e a
liberal estimate tor all the ilaniage
they do to me. l)ut (lueen bees that are
too prolilie are things of the present.
AVhen writers, in recommending "new

menced making my machine, and was
st)mewhat

make

it,

bothered

and his

how

about

to

article is so plain that

almost like looking at the machine itself mine will be run by
races." sav the " queens are wondei"- steam power.
'While I am writing, I will report
fully proli'lic," 1 just think, score one
against them.
my last season's work. I commenced
In extra good honey localities very the season with ii5 colonies, half of
prolitic queens would" not he so ob- them very weak aud short of stores.
jectionable, but such localities are the I closed the seasim with ISO colonies
exception, not the common lot of bee- in good condition for wintering, and
keei)ers.
secured about .j.tiitO pounds of white
Youngsville. Pa.
clover honey, mostly in one and twoit is

—

pound
lor the American Bee Journal.

Reversible Frames.

sections.

I

made

all

my

hives,

117

and the
receive 28 without them
comlis will remain of the same weight
and thickness for the reason that there
is oulv one bee-space between any two
combs; and, as bees will fill with
honey the same amount of space in
about the same time, there is a gain
without separators.
of one-seventh
Again, many excellent apiarists have
of sepintroduction
asserted that the
arators divided up the surplus department into so many small compartments that the bees, not being able
to enter and work in a body, were
loth to commence work, and that the
amount of surplus was lessened by
;

myself, by hand, and I had not one
hour's help in the apiary the whole their use.
season, and my increase was mostly
The first step towards abandoning
by natural swarming too they would separators, is reducing the width of
swarm in spite of all theories and pre- the sections. One and one-half inches
ventives. I have sold nearly all my will probably secure the straightest
honey at 20cents perpound. " Is bee- combs but, by complying with cerkeeping profiable '?" I say, yes.
tain conditions, sections of greater
Eminence, Kv.
width can be satisfactorily employed.
I used, during the past season, sections
whose side bars were 1 11-16 inches
For the Amerlcan'Bee Journal.
of
wide with top and bottom bars
an inch narrower. By the way, havNortheastern Kansas Convention.
ing %-inch space between top bars
bars, instead of
According to previous notice, a and between bottom
of an inch, is a valuable
meet in '4 was held -in the Court House the usual }4
adjunct in securing cratable combs
in Hiawatha, on Nov. 26, to organize
without separators ; as it induces the
a bee-keepers" association. The folleave larger spaces between
J. W. bees to
lowing officers were elected
With me the dovetailed
Margrave, President ; "\V. S. Cooper, the combs.
sections are a favorite one reason be"V^ice-President ; L. C. Clark, Secreing that the spaces between the top
tary Mr. Henney, Treasurer. There
bars and between the bottom bars exwere 18 names piit on the roll. The
tend clear across, with no little proname given the new organization is jecting
shoulders as in the one-piece
"
Bee-Keepers'
AsNortheastern
the
gouge into adjoining
sections, to
sociation." Meeting adjourned until
combs. I have tried putting a
L. C. Clark, Sec.
Feb. 15.
" starter '' of foundation in each secHiawatha, Kans., Feb. 7, 1884.
tion, filling the sections half full of
foundation, and entirely filling them,
and I am decidedly in favor of filling
Read at the Michigan State Convention.
them full, with the exception of
Are Separators Necessary ?
space at the sides and }^ at the bottom. When a section is not filled full
W. Z. HUTCHlJSrSON.
the bees gradually
of foundation,
shorten the cells as they approach the
Why are not separators needed in sides, and often fasten the combs at
the brood department ? Because the the sides with brace combs only,
frames are of such a width, and placed when, if the section is filled full of
at such a distance apart that the bees foundation, they draw the cells out
can build their combs of a natural full length next the wood, and the
thickness. Had sections been made comb is thus evenly and securely
I prefer the
only IJ.j inches in width, had founda- fastened all around.
tion been in use when sections were Given foundation, and agree with Dr.
brought into use, and had the glassing Miller, .lames Heddon, E. J. Oatman,
of finished sections never been de- Geo. Grimm and many others that it
vised, separators would probably have is less liable to warp or curl in being
never been employed. That they are drawn out than foundation made
no longer necessary is proven by the upon a roller mill. Very thin foundafact that three-fourths of the mem- tion is more liable to curl and bend in
bers of the Northwestern Convention being drawn, than that that is heavier.
could dispense with them; and it Seven square feet to the pound is
should be remembered that Father about right. The surplus receptacles
Langstroth characterized that body as should always be filled 'with bees, in
one composed of the '' largest number order that both sides of the foundaof large, successful, practical bee- tion may be drawn out at the same
keepers " of any convention that he time. As combs are built perpendicularly, hives should stand level, at
had ever attended.
One objection to separators is their least in a direction at right angles
cost ; another is the space they occupy, with the combs. There are no better
or, to be more exact, the space they comb builders than the black or Gercompel the bees to leave upon each man bees. Their combs are straight,
When no separators white, regular and even, and bees of
side of them.
are emploj'ed there is one " bee-space" this variety, or Italians having a dash
between the combs when separators of German blood, are a very great
help in securing cratable combs withare introduced there are two.
"case" that will receive twenty-four out separators. I had, the past seapound sections with separators will son, a few colonies that were a cross
;

W.
It will

T.

.STEWART.

be remembered that I wrote

Coming
entitled "The
Hive," and gave a description of a
hive with reversible frames that
"eclipsed" any that had been described. I knew that if the theory of
reversing frames was practical, that I

an

article

had " struck oil," and would soon be
rich enough to start a free " school of
apiculture."'
This was three years
ago (1881). The season of 18S2 was a
very poor one for honey, aud when
honey was coming in slowly my frames
worked like a charm, and sure enough
I had a bonanza a bad case of " reversible frame fever." The season of
1883 rolled around, and it proved to be
an extra good one for honey, aud,
again, I was on hand ready to give
the reversible frame theory one more
test practically. I had a large apiary
in charge, but only, a few hives with
reversible frames, and watching the
results of those few cured the case of
fever on me. I could work them like
a charm, but I could not see anything
gained by reversing, when they were
either full of brood or honey, and
there was no room for any more. Of
course it proved that bee-keeping had
been reduced to a science, and that
combs could be turned upside down,
aud many things were proved to me
that I " already knew," and I am none
the wiser.or none better off financially.
I have only this to sa)'. after a trial
of them in one poor season, and one
good season, I have decided in my
mind that reversible frames will work
better in the head than they will in
the hive, and that they are better to
" sell " than they are to use in the
apiary, aud that for the average beekeeper to use them is a loss of time,
and time is money. In other words,
reversible frames are good in a poor
season, and poor frames in a good season. I acknowledge that I am badly
disappointed in the results financially,
yet I believe my hive is the best for
reversing the frames of any yet found,
and I shall use a few of them again,
but only for the sake of experimenting
with them in poor seasons.
I have been trjing for years to get
up a hive that was better than the
Standard Langstroth, but the more
different styles of hives I have tried,
the better the Langstroth suits me.
,

—

thank Mr. W. D. Wright
for his article on setting up and running circular saws. I liad just comI

want

to

;

%

:

;

;

%

;

A
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between the Italians and Germans,
and their combs were free from
" bulges," there was no indulgence
in " brace combs," and each and every
section was as square and true as a

hunters, and there is hardly a wild
colony but what has been located.
What effect has clippingon the ant?
Should it affect the progeny of the
queen bee any more ? The queen ant
brick.
has her wing severed where it joins
In recapitulation allow me to say the body am I right V
that, to dispense with separators use
Xapa, Cal.
:

.

narrower sections, fill them with
Given foundation, keep the hives
level, do not give the bees more room
than they can occupy, and either keep
German bees or those having a dash
of

German

blood.
Eogersville, Mich.

Far Bees will Fly.
J.

as to how far
also on as to the
clipping the wings of the queen, and
its effects upon the wing-power of her
I notice

many remarks
fly,

number of the Bee Journal, describes the hive he uses, also some of
his methods of manipulating, and, alAs Dr. C. C. ^Miller calls for sugges- though I indorse much that he says,
tions as to the best metliod to secure there are a few points on which I beg
full reports of bee-keepers, number of to differ.
In summing up the necessary princolonies, amount of honey crop in
each state and county, I will venture ciples in the construction of a hive, he
to make this suggestion.
Furnish says
1. "All hives should be easily and
each assessor in every town with
blanks to be filled out by him at the readily movable." I most assuredly
late

and

;

A

;

:

;

;

;

no swarms at that time. That was
several years after I had commenced
to clip the

shall see.

TONGUE.

time taxes are assessed and let him
report the same to the county clerks,
or to such person appointed to receive
such reports. I know of no better
progeny.
I live in the foot-hills where timber way whereby as full and complete reTliere are a
is not plenty, and bee trees, conse- ports can be obtained.
quently, very scarce. Early in the large number of bee-keepers who
nothing
of
know
the
wish
of those
spring, before the sage gets regularly
in bloom, bees have to fly a good part who are anxious for reports, from the
they
take
no
bee
fact
periodicals,
and
of the time' between the showers, eshence, they are not interested in makpecially until April.
I have practiced clipping wings for ing reports.
I know of some 35 bee-keepers withthe last 7 years, and see no reason why
in a radius of some 20 miles of my
I should cease to do so.
few years ago, one of my neigh- apiary, and I think I can safely say
bors (about S miles away, or about 7 that hot over 12 of the number take
in a bee line), when no one had Ital- bee periodicals. Some of them have as
ians but myself, in this vicinity, called high as 70 colonies one has 2.5 coloon me, and said that he got awfully nies, and so on dowii to 5 colonies. I
fooled on my bees. lie lives in the have talked with several of them,
Thermal belt, and had early bloom in urging the benefit they would derive
refusion. Xoticing bees at work on by taking some periodical devoted exE
loom, near his house, he saw that clusively to apiculture, but I am
" I do not want
they were pure, bright-banded Ital- met with this reply
ians, and looked very much like what to subscribe now I read an article in
he saw at my place. Knowing that I a paper that tells all about managing
lived (as he thought) too far away for bees." Such twaddle makes me feel
my bees to visit him, he tried to line like letting such people enjoy their
the truth is, they are
them, thinking to lind the bee tree or ignorance
their home in the rocks, and to secure afraid to pay a dollar for something
a swarm of pure Italians. My eleva- they cannot eat. If the above suggestion is 700 feet, and his about 2,000, tion will help mature a plan to bring
above the sea level. From his place out the full report so much desired by
to the nearest valley, in my direction, the honey-producers, I shall be glad.
He lined them 3 miles to I have 30 colonies in the cellar, apparis 3 miles.
the foot of his range of hills, when ently doing well and 10 others owned
they rose in the air and made a direct by Mr. Jameson. We have 40 in all,
line for my direction. I do not know from 10, spring count.
HiUsborough, AVis.
of any one in the county who had pure
Italians except myself, and I had lost
bees will

we

Mr. Heddon, in an able article in a

:

ENAS.

D.

fect, as

Getting the Statistics.
L. N.

For the American Bee Journal.

How

For the American Bee Journal.

hive another body is used. The bottom of every body being beveled so as
to fit the top of any other hive or
body perfectly. You" can thus have a
one, two or three story hive by simply
placing one body on top of another,
tiering up as high as you wish. The
cover and bottom board are the same,
being interchangable. But even this
hive I regard as far from being per-

For

tlic

American Bee Journal.

The Hives I Like!and Use.

queen's wing.

The same spring was very wet, with
sudden showers
bees would get
caught in the showers but, it being
very warm, would soon dry and finish

HOWARD

;

W. .\CKER5IAN.

;

their flight.
I do not imagine a slight clipping of
the tip of one wing, so as to make

I can easily say what hive I like the
best, although my saying so does not
add to the value of it in the least. It
is

the one

known

as the Simplicity,

them fly uneven, aflects their muscu- first made by A. I. Root. It is simply
development of wing power. I a Langstroth hive without portico or
learn that there is not a blackberry permanent bottom-board, and takes
patch within 5 or
miles of me, but 10 standard Langstroth frames. It is
what my bees visit, as there is some 2034 inches long, and 16 inches wide

lar

considerable difference in the time of
bloom, owing to their position and
surrounding influence. All wild bees
found here are blacks or hybrids none
pure as mine have been found by bee
;

Indorse that.

2. " The stories should move off and
on each other without the necessity

of the least upward or downwarn motion
that is, no telescoping principle."
not, I ask y Thetele.scoping principle more effectually protects
;

Why

hive and bees from the inclemency
any other device,
and if the hives are " easily and
"
readily movable
(as they certainly
should be), the • upward and down"
ward motion necessary to move the
supers on and off tlie hive should not
be very fatiguing, especially if they
have a capacity of only 25 pounds of
honey, as Mr. Heddon recommends.
be no dead-air
3. " There should
space or double covering over the surplus room." I differ here, and unless
I misunderstand the latter part of the
article (in which he quotes from the
specifications of the Langstroth patent), Mr. Langstroth did also.
4. " The sections should never rest
on each other or the brood frames." I
most heartily indorse that. That is
an objection I have to the Simplicity
hive as now made. The full height of
the upper story is all right if extracting only is to be done, but where we
run for comb honey in 4,yx4i4 sections, I should much prefer a story of
one-half the height to take 7 wide
frames of 414x17 inches, inside measurement, to hold 4 sections instead of
8 the number used in the present arsuper of this style
rangement.
would hold 28 one-pound sections, and
with a tin separator permanently
fastened to each wide frame would be
a very desirable arrangement indeed.
Another super of the same size could
be added whenever needed, tiering up
three and four high in the same manner that Mr. Heddon does with his
tlie

of the weather than

;

cases.

A

The

covering them

brood-chamber

cover

all.

Two of these shallow supers could
be readily tacked together, and by
substituting 10 regular Langstroth
brood frames, for the 14 wide frames,
we would have a single upper story for
extracting.
A super could also be
made of a suitable height to take 7
wide frames, each holding 3 prize

outside, with body mitered together
at the corners. The top is beveled, as boxes, or 21 two-pound sections in all.
is also the bottom of the cover, fitting These could, of course, be tiered up
over, telescope fashion, and making a in the same manner as the smaller
a perfect joint. To make a two-story ones, or a super of each could be
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placed on the hive, and thus secure
our honey in both of the popuhxr sections, and satisfy the most exacting
customer.
(Juite a number advocate only s
frames in the brood chamber. I much
prefer tlie regular 10-frauie hive for
this reason
With a division-board
we can contract the brood-chamber to
hold S frauies, or as many less as we
may desire and, if we wish, we can
put in one or two wide frames filled
with sections for side storing. With
only an s frame brood-chamber, lliis
E.xtra space for two
is not possible.
nnn-e frames adds but very little more
weight to the hive, and I consider any
hive liaving a brood-chamber of less
than 10-frame capacity (provided the
frames contain no more than 150
square inches of surface) to be " just
that much off."
X. Indianapolis, Ind.
:

;
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Topics of the Day.
.J.

A.

BUCHANAN.

There seems to be an inchnation on
the part of the beekeeping fraternity,
to take up certain questions pertaining to the art, and for a time, all conversation and correspondence hinge
on these points, until they eitlier become exhausted, or have been so
discussed as to have
thoroughly
brought out all that is known or has
been developed on the subject. This
since the experience and
is well,
knowledge of each one made known
to all, tends to a more generally information. Of the leading topics of
present interest, I have two or three
to be treated on in this article.

WINTERING.

JJEE

JOURNAL.

All things considered, I think it will
I deem it all folly to removing part
of the frames of comb, and use divis- hereafter be more profitable for the
ion boards. Tlie frames of comb pro- bee-keeper to turn the most of his
tect just as well as anything that may attention to the production of comb
be used. WliCTi you nave a good col- honey getting it up in the most atony of healthy bees, with plenty of tractive and convenient manner, and
hoiiey storetl around the bees in the placing it on the market in the best
natural way, you have not much possil)le shape. If it will not pay to
i\eeded preparation to make. I would do this well and truly, it will not pay
advise the use of some device placed to engage in this, or, indeed, in any
across the frames that the bees may other branch of business. So much
nain free access to all their stores, and honey has been put on the market in
that there be used to cover the frames that careless, indift'erent, don't-carea clean cloth of good thickness on liow-it-looks way, causing loss to both
which should be placed a cushion producer ad dealer, I have thought I
tilled with chaff or dry leaves, and would write an article on this very
that the whole hive be effectually pro- subject at another time.
Ilolliday's Cove, W. Va.
tected from wet by a perfect cover.
There is one more important point,
and that is the means of ventilation,
which, according to my experience, is To Bee-Keepers of Illinois and Iowa.
l)est secured by the use of a large enThe regular annual meeting of the
trance. This should be, if mice are
not troublesome, from
to ^i of an Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois
inch deep, and about tlie full width of 'Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
the hive, and kept open. If any have at Moore's Hall, No. 110 East Third
the entrances to tlieir hives narrowed street, on Thursday, Friday and Satdown, I say go right now and open urday, Feb. 21. 22 and 2S, 1884.
:Mr. T. G. Xewman, of Chicago,
them up, no matter how cold the
weather. The winter of 1880 was the editor of the Weekly Bee Journal,
most trying on bees of any we ever will be with us, and has been engaged
experienced here, and the only one to give two lectures on " Bee-Keepthat wintered all his bees was an old ing " on the 22d and 23d.
It is hoped that the members of the
farmer who had (i colonies, and they
were raised from the bottom-board by Association, and others will bring or
one-inch blocks placed under each send honev, apiarian supplies, etc.
corner of his hives. One colony, that Any shipment of these, sent to Mr.
winter, went through in splendid con- Israel Hall, Treasurer of the Beedition, and swarmed very early, which Keepers' Association, Davenport, will
had an entrance over two inches deep, be taken from the express office, removed to the Hall and cared for.
and the full width of the hive.
Also be ready to report results of
great many advise stimulating
the bees to breed late in the fall, that last season's work.
Invitation is hereby extended, not
the bees may be young to winter well.
I regard this as all nonsense, and a only to the members, but also to their
useless expenditure of time as well as friends.
want you to just swarm.
the vital forces of the queen. I have
J. V. McCagg, Pres.
had ample experience in this matter.

—

%

A

We

EXTRACTED HONEY.

This old question is not long at a
time " laid on the table." One terriA few words on the question of
ble cold winter is all it takes to freshen selling extracted honey, and I will
up the subject. Some bee-keepers close. There is no use to try to conthink they have solved the problem, ceal the fact that liquid honey is now
but by-and-by a severe winter, accom- and always will be a drug on the marpanied by an unfavorable spring, ket. It may be Ijoosted up for a time
catches them, and cleans ont their in some markets and sold for a while
bees as well as their conceit. Where at fair prices, by being placed on the
the conditions are favorable, and the markets in small packages, nicely
bee-keeper understands his business, labeled, but its everlasting tendency
cellar or in-door wintering may be to granulate in cool weather, just
but for the masses, I am pretty when it ought to be looking its best
best
sure the better way is to leave them and selling well, will always entitle it
on their summer stands, and it the to a back seat and a bad reputation.
conditions I shall, in this article set Its fate is sealed. It is not much lietforth be complied with strictly, I feel ter sale now than when first introsafe in saying your chances for safely duced. See the men who used to take
wintering your bees will be as good as all their honey in this way that have
any, if not a little better.
turned their attention and skill to the
I would give the double-walled hive production of comb honey in its most
the preference
not so much on ac- attractive form.
count of its better wintering qualities,
Visit the retail stores where honey
but for tlie more uniform tempeiature is handled, ask the proprietor about
it secures in the cool spring months that honey sitting around in jars,
when bees are weak in numbers, and looking for all the world just like
desire to rapidly extend their brood. bottles of prepared horse radish, and
Herein lies the principal advantage of see if he does not say every time,
" That's a fraud."
the double-walled hive. Since com- " Slow sale."
paratively the single- walled Kive is the " The stuff has all gone back to suone generally used, I will give a few gar." " Guess we won't want any
simple directions for its preparation, more."
Again, see quotations of
which apply equally well to the ar- honey in liquid form in almost all the
rangement of the chaff hive.
markets,"extracted dull, as usual. etc."
;

;
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The Successful Wintering

GEORGE

of Bees.

TAYLOR.

A.

There has been a great deal said in
regard to wintering bees successfully,
but still a great many are not very
successful. In this latitude I consider
a cellar very necessary. In my judgthe thini; most needed for success in wintering bees is a warm, even

ment

temperature.

Some

consider a wet

cellar preferable to a dry one. I

would

not take an extreme either way, but
would prefer a moderately-dry cellar
(not dusty), the temperature not going
below 40° or 50^. I believe, when bees
are wintered in this way, we need have
very little fear of dysentery. I quite
agree with Mr. Ira Barber in regard
to bees not eating enough pollen to
give them dysentery, if they are kept
in a warm temperature. Our cellar is
neither wet nor very dry. Our bees
usually store a large quantity of pollen, yet we have wintered bees 13 winters,' in this

cellar,

without loss from

dysentery. The temperature, so far
this winter, has stood from 40° to 52°,
and the bees, at present, are as small
and bright as when put into the cellar.
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We bave no more trouble iu wintering;
our bees tban we do in wintering
other stock. I firmly believe that just
as long as bee-keepers continue to
winter their bees out-of-doors, or in a
cool temperature, just so long we shall
hear of large losses in wintering bees.
Canton, X. Y., Feb. 11, 1SS4.

My colonies that

contain extra pro- wild bees, and found them to be idenvery rarely indeed tically the same as I have described.
Another variety which was quite
among my best honey gatherers, and
what Mr. Doolittle calls the "Secret common, if I remember correctly, and
of honey-producing," I would change are yet to be found in the rural dis" Lies in getting '' the tricts, would most likely
be called
so as to read
" as to their general color, by
light kind of '-hees just in the right •'brown
most people. Although they have
time for the honey harvest."
rings around the abdomen much like
Williamstown, Iowa.
the gray variety, but not so conspicuFor the American Bee JoumaL
ous. In form "they are thicker and
For the American Bee Juumal.
more bulky in appearance than the
Is Extra Prolificness a Desirable
gray variety.
The "German "Bees.
Quality in Queens.
Whether or not there is any material
difference in the working qualities of
O. O. POPPLETON.
G. W. DEMABEE.
these two varieties, if they are in fact
varieties, I have not tested the matter
large majority of writers on api- sufticiently to hazard an opinion. I
On page 30, current volume of the
lific

queens are

:

A

Bee Journal,

Mr. Frank Benton
suggests the above question, which it
may be well to have discussed, as it
lies at the foundation of successful
honey production.

A very large

majority of bee-keep-

makes honey laisinga speciality,
and those of us who do that care little
for the large numbers of bees a queen
ers

may

raise, unless those bees store a
amount of surplus
Eroportionate
oney. If the statement is true in
the sense used by Mr. Benton, that
" If we have the workers in a hive
when the harvest opens, we are sure
of honey. " then all colonies would
have to have equal powers and equal
disposition to store honey in proportion to their numbers, which. I think,
all observing bee-keepers will agree
with me in saying is not the case.
How very common it is to notice two
colonies in the same apiary, in the
same kind of hive, with about equal
numbers of bees and brood, and so
far as the bee-keeper can see in equal
condition every way, and yet while
the one gives a large amount of surplus lioney, the other gives little or
none. This is one of the most common experiences in bee-keeping, and
shows conclusively that while a good
queen is one of the essentials in successful honey production, it is far
from being the only one.
In my locality, nearly all our surplus honey is stored during a couple
of short flows of honey each year, each
flow lasting from 5 to 1.5 days, the
balance of the season varying trom
fetting just enough honey to keep the
ees breeding nicely, to a medium
flow, but at least four-tifths, if not
more of our surplus honey is usually
obtained during those sho"rt flows of
honey. It can be seen that we get
much better yields of honey from
those colonies, that during heavy
flows
make honey gathering their
first object, and brood-rearing a secondary one. The interval between
these flows gives ample chance for
them to raise all the bees needed in
time for the ne.xt flow when it comes,
these flows usually being from 4 to 6
weeks apart. The kind of bees I find
the most profitable, are those that
raise plenty of bees during the spring,
and whenever there are only medium
flows of honey, but whenever they
have an opportunity to do so, will
bend all their energies to gathering
honey, and not do as Mr. Doolittle
says: "Seem to think that a large
flow of honey should mean lots of
brood, so at brood rearing they go."'

cultural subjects,
the German race

when speaking

of have always fancied the slender gray
bees because of their clean, spritely

use the
word "black" interehangably with
" (Tcrman."
If we should conclude
that these writers speak accurately,
we would be forced to believe tliat the
so-called German is necessarily a black
of

bees,

bee.

While

I

admit the propriety of the

name " German," as generally applied
to this race of bees, the fact,"as it appears to me, that the Eastern bees,
in their make-up. carry more or less of
the blood of the (ierman, is conclusive
to my mind that the German race has
had a wide range in the world in the
past. But I cannot admit that they
are properly called '• black Viees." The
writer can remember when there were
large tracts of land covered with timber in nearly every community in central Kentucky aiid in those days it
was not a ditiicult thing to find "'wild
bees " in the timber, "in fact, they
are to be found in a wild State in many
localities yet. Of the German race
of bees, I have noticed in this and
other States at least three types of
bees, whose distinctive features are
sufficiently stamped to attract the attention of any close observer.
The most common of these in Central Kentucky, years ago, was the
beautiful slender gi'ay bee. This variety may be described as rather slenappearance, with
der in
general
pointed abdomen. Their true color is
a mixture of brown and gray. But
the fact that the gray consists of a
liberal sprinkling of light c;ray fuzz or
downy hairs over the wliole of the
l)ody,"accounts for their general gray
appearance. The workers have rings
of white fuzz or hairs around the postern section of the body similar to
the Albino variety of the'ltalian and
herein, perhaps, is a key to the origin
of the so-called Albino." The queens
of this variety are rather slender, and
quite pretty "for- dark queens.
The
drones are nearly black on the upper
parts of the body, but have a sprink
ling of light-colored hairs on the under
part of the thorax, and some other
parts of the l)ody. I have seen these
bees at several places in my travels.
In lSo.5, while traveling in the West,
I saw this variety of the German race
about l-T miles above St. .Joseph, on
the Kansas side of the Missouri river.
Some Indians " camped " in that vicinity, and while there cut several
bee trees which they found in a strip of
timber some three miles from the
river as you follow what was then the
old California road. I examined these
;

;

appearance.
The other variety, making up the
three, comes the nearest of meriting
the appelation " black" of any bees I
have seen still they are not true black
bees. I would describe them as dark,
pinched, hungry-looking little fellows.
Of course they look much improved
when engaged in gathering honey, at
which time tliey show slightly the
rings of fuzz around the abdomen.
They are the most ungovernable of
any "l^ees I ever tried to handle. Not
that they defend themselves more vigorously than some other varieties, but
rather" because they refuse to do anything like civilizedbees. I am a little
puzzled to know where these little
dusky imps come from, or how they
came" about. I have no memory of
seeing them prior to the importation
of the Italian.
I have thought it possible that they
might be the " tag end " of run out
hybrids.
After noticing, for years,
the proneness of all promiscuous
crosses to run down to the lowest
point of animal existence, I would expect just such a result. By the way,
while speaking of black bees, I call to
mind the fact that several years ago,
while discussing the subject of breeding bees, see Vols. XVll and XVIII
of the Bee .JotniNAL, I suggested that
the outcropping specimens of true
black bees and queens, wliich sometimes make their appearance when
breeding from the imported Italian, is
and that
a thoroughbred of nature
most probably there was to be found
somewhere on the earth a pure black
and a pure yellow race of bees.
Well, now Mr. A. W. Osburn, in his
letter from Cuba, page 642, ^'ol. XIX
of the Bee Jocknal, tells us that
" Tlie native bee of Cuba, is a simonpure black ; there is no German or
half-breed about them." Reasoning
from analogy, I have no doubts but
the pure yellow race of bees will be
discovered before a great while, if not
wholly absorbed by contact with other
races of bees. If the pure yellow race
is once discovered, what a field will be

—

;

opened to the scientific breeder. They
would furnish him the starting point
connected with other races for any

number

of crosses or thoroughbreds.
-Judging from the out-cropping specimens which I have seen while breeding from selected Italian and Cyprian
stock, I would expect the workers of
the original yellow race to be in color

;
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approachinsr :i clear yellow when
youiisj. fadin? to leather color when
Tliev should have large transold.
parent wiiigs, and a liberal covering
.of white fn/.z on the upper part of the
thorax. The queens sliould be of the
same color as the workers, except that
their wings sliould be slightly tinted
with purple, perhaps.
Christiansburg, Ky.

Some of tlie Pamphlets, " Honey
as Food and Medicine," wisely distributed, will create a market. The
children will take their medicine in
honey every time. The honey sold at
home undoubtedly brings the greater
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to the weakest first, as the same
condition of things may happen, as is
lialile to follow stimulative feeding.
In this wliole matter of strengthening

them

and

ecpializing colonies, tlicre is

an

opportunity for exercise of the great-

est care and judgment, and to know
profit.
If a man is producing honey by the how to do it j ust right every time, can
ton, of course he cannot dispose of all only be learned liy experience. Many
mistake of
of it in the small town he may happen are apt to make the
to live near, but he should not neglect strengthening colonies too early. By
the markets nearest home if he wishes so doing they lose a large amount of
stores in feeding useless consumers.
to occupy the territory.
For the AmerU-'an Bee .Tournal.
We want a large force of foragers
Forest City, Iowa.
when there is honey to be gathered,
Cultivate the Home Market.
and at no other time, and if we could
For She American Bee Joiuxal.
as easily arrange the matter through
KUGENE SECOR.
whole season, as we can in the
What shall we do with Weak Colo- tire
spring, our apiaries would lie far more
I believe it is safe to say that not
nies in the Spring?
productive.
one town in ten is supplied with honey
Each bee-keeper should know the
J. E. rOND.
the year around. Small bee-keepers,
honey flora of his locality, and knowwho produce onlv a little more than
ing that
will know just when he
enougli for family use. are too apt to
The above question has been asked will needhea force of foragers to gather
get excited if they happen to have 500 me several times of late, and I know
the nectar secreted by them. It is
or l.UOO pounds of honey for sale. of no better way of answering several
impossible to give particular rules to
They, perhaps, try to sell "it all at one inquiries at once (as all of them say
govern this matter; the rule that
time, or to one "man, in their own they subscribe for the Bee Journal),
would well apply to one section would
vicinity, and failing in this, ship it to and thus save precious time.
a failure in another, so eveij
the large cities, flooding the already
We have been advised in days past prove
apiarist must be a law unto himself,
over-stocked markets, and their home to unite all weak colonies this advice
with his
market is either without honey the which is good for fall management, is and work in accordance
if a belocality and surroundings
freater part of the year, or it is of no value in the spring, unless it ginner he must learn by experience,
rought in from the wliolesale centres. should so happen tliat queenless colodiscouraged if failure
The consumption of honey ought to nies are found, when, of course, union and not become efforts
if an expert,
and will increase from year to year, if is strength. My experience teaches follows his first
he will know what to do, and will do
it is properly kept before the public me that weak c<ilonies united will live
it, knowing full well thafif the season
in its pure "state by reputable pro- no longer than the same colonies would
proves favorable, he will obtain good
ducers.
have done had they been kept separThere is no better way to establish ate the reason being, that the bees results.
If any queenless colonies are found,
confidence in the product than to put are all old and can live but a short
upon the market only pure and fully time after liaving borne the hardships when it is too early to raise queens
ripened honey, with the guaranty of of winter confinement. It is hardly with any prospect of their mating in
the producer, who is known to be possible to imagine that all colonies time to 'be of any use, they must be
honest and trustworthy, ^'ot a pound will be alike weak, if such should be united with some colony that has a
this, I liave found can
of extracted honey should be offered the case, I should hardly know what good queen
for sale, that is iiot thoroughly rip- to advise for the bee-keeper wlio finds best be done by moving the hives close
ened. A label should be put on every his apiary in such a state, would together, giving both colonies a little
package showing what it is, and who hardly be "able to strengthen up colo- smoke, and when the bees are filled
with honey, removing the frames, bees
produced it. The suspicion of adul- nies successfully.
terated or manufactured honey is often
The object of an apiarist should be, and all fro"m the queenless hive, and
created by attempting to sell sweet- not to obtain the greatest possible alternating them with the frames in
ened water instead of the rich, heavy yield from a single colony, but to the other hive. This united colony
well-ripeued article that delights the e(iualize the whole apiary so that he should be closely watched, and if any
customer, as well as the seller. If the may obtain a large and an average fighting takes place, another blast of
bee-keeper is ashamed to put his gain from each coUmy. To this end smoke should be given them. If the
name and address upon it. he ought he should in early spring equalize his union is made in this manner on a
for his own future good, if not for the colonies in strength as nearly as pos- chilly day, no trouble need be anticigood name of the fraternity, to keep sible, and this can best be done by patei, aiid no pains need be taken in
Every pound of taking frames of brood from those regard to tlie queen. I have united
it out of the market.
good honey that is sold at a reasonale that are strong enough to bear the many colonies in this manner without
and find she is not
price, will help to sell another pound
loss, and give them to the weaker col- caging the queen,
and no advertising will pay better onies. If he has, as he should have, troubled at all, and that the bees
than to let the consumer know where average queens in all his hives, he unite peaceably, and are friendly at
to go to get more of the same kind. will be able by careful management once. The reason of this, I conclude,
If it is put up in attractive packages and judicious feeding to stimulate, to is that the mixing up caused by alterand k^pt in a conspicuous place in some bring all his colonies up to prime con- nation of frames':^ puts tliem in a conlive man's grocery, and sold at such dition, and have a large force of fora- dition such that they do not know
a price that people can afford to use gers ready to take advantage of the v.'hat is up, and so stand on their good
for fear of conseit the demand will greatly increase.
first flow of honey that is secreted by behavior, perhaps,
Whatever may be their
Many, however, are not quences.
I think if we were willing to sell our early flowers.
so
honey near home for the same price careful enough in this matter of stim- feelings the fact remains that they
We begin without unite peaceably, and that to the pracpaid by commission men, that we ulative feeding.
;

;

;

;

;

sell a great deal more of it, besides decreasing the number of those
who are so anx'irrus to engage in the
new aitd untried pursuit of apiculture. "When honey is sold at unreasonable high figures at home,, people
think there is a'bonanza in its production, and hence are more apt to make
the venture and if one new one succeeds, he divides the field and the
profits with the pioneer.

would

;

reference to the strength of the colony
to feed diluted syrups, and also spread
the brood, the consequence being that
a cold frosty night drives the bees into
a cluster, the brood is expt)sed, chilled,'
and dies, and the colony is either
ruined completely or so injured that
valueless for the whole
it becomes
season.
In giving frames of brood to weak
colonies, if is not advisable to give

man

is enough for present purhowever much he may wish to
know the whys and the wherefores.
Foxboro, Mass., Feb. 6, 1884.

tical

poses,

^"

The Western Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will

meet

at Independence,

Mo., Thursday, April
C.

24, 18,'^.

M. Crandall,

Independence, Mo.

Sec.
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hard pressed, I think. I have never
been able to detect that the thick
bases of otlier foundations that I have
experimented with, were ever tliinned
in process of working into combs by
bees. Such instances have been reported, and, no doubt, truthfully so,
but I think from the scarcity of such

Local Couvention Directory.
Time and

1884.

Feb. 21-33.— E. Iowa,

place of Meeting.

& "W. Illinois, at
J. V.

Davenport.Ia.

McOagg, Fres.

Mar. 4.— Meeting at Janesville, Wis.

Mack &

March 5.— N. E. Michigan,

Fatzinger,

Com.

at Lapeer, Mich.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.
March 20.— Southern Indiana, at Madison, Ind.
H. C. White. Sec.

-Des Moines

Co., at

Middleton. Iowa.

John Nau.

dation, that run about 8 square feet
per pound, that none could detect any
have
signs of foiuidation about.
also had combs that showed the foun-

Sec.

April 24.~We8tern, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall. Sec.

at

Monee,

Oct. 11. 12.—Northern Mich., at Alnia, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.
AV, Z.

Dec.

10,

1

lit.

Hutchinson, Sec.

1.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton. Mich.

B»" In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and pluce of future meetings.— Ed.
taries are requested to

t^Itat and Boxu.

The

period you give

is

rather indefi-

nite.

'i

ANSWERS BY

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Do Bees Thin Out Foundation?
Has

foundation been thoroughly
3 square feet to the
pound, with the base as thick as the
side walls V
it
has been tested,
If
who has found the base when drawn
out by the bees any thicker than natural comb V I have not
but have
found the side walls of the same, at
the base, seemingly untouched, which
tested

my

:

1^1.

P. P. NelsoB. Sec.

Oct. 15, 16 -Northwestern, at Chicngo.

of

Supposing it to be late in the
spring and warm, I would advise the
following
By the aid of your freight
dation plainly, when the same founagent,
select a springy, easy-riding,
dation as above referred to, was used.
well-ventilated freight car.
As the
In no case have I ever had one word
colonies will be quite strong and conof fault found with any of my comb
tain considerable brood, the frames
honev sold. It is all " salable."
should be securely fastened, and over
Separators.
each hive should be an empty case,
Will Mr. Ileddon give, through the from 2 to 6 inches high, securely fast" AVhat and IIow," his objections to ened to the hive, with nothing between
separators V
the brood frames and case, and the
the bees wax the
1. Would not
frames together so that you never tops of said case should be covered
could get them out of the hives
with wire cloth.
2. What is the best thing for a bee
If the hives are Langstroth's, with
sting, to keep the flesh from swelling ?
all-wood top-bars and wood rabbets, a
3. About what is the average age
" three-tine " nail in the end of each
of the honey bee V
i. What plants can I raise that will
top-bar will hold the frames securely.
produce honey in dry and hot weather,
If the rabbet or ends of the frames
and late in the summer V
are metal, or the hive is a deep one, I
Mt. Hope, Kans.
S. F. Daily.
would advise tacking strips on to the
1. My objections to separators are,
ends of the hive, and between the
that their cost and extra trouble in
frames. Place the hives in the car so
manipulating, are not balanced by any
the combs nm lengthwise. Place only
-usefulness they possess. If you work
one tier in the car, unless so arranged
would
without
them,
the
bees
properly
that the upper tier rest clear above
not glue the frames to each other
the lower one.
without separators, any more than
Go with the bees, and, with a whisk
they do to each other and to the sepabroom and basin of water, sprinkle
rators where they are used. Still, if
through the screen occasionally. If
I used anything so awkward as broad
the watering is neglected, the bees
frames, I would use tin separators
will be apt to eat up all the larviB.
with them (see page 315, Bee .JourFor hundreds of minor details, you
nal for 1883).
must depend upo.n your native tact.
llesh
not
swell
under
2. As my
does

We

April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.
W. R. Howard. Sec.

May 26.— Will Countv,

Moving Bees by Railroad.
I expect to move 1(10 colonies

and my own experience, that bees (about one-half of them) to
Michigan by railroad, in the spring.
they are quite rare.
to know how to prepare them
We liave had hundreds of combs Iforwant
this long journey.
R. B. Oldt.
built on full size pieces of Given founNew Berlin, Pa.

April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor, Sec.
22,

doubtful practical value.

reports,

Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.

April

between Italian and German colonies.
4. Try melilot clover (mow it in .June
if you wish it to blossom in September
and October), and others, of more

when made

;

would make comb honey unsalable.
Can it be possible that we have been
" asleep " on this point, and are thinning the base and heaping up wax on
the side walls, as we might suppose
to be helping the bees and are helping
them in the wrong place. I shall experiment further the coming season

wax in each
thin foundation. I never saw bee stings, I hardly know what to say.
honey that could not be detected, even I believe it is generally conceded in
10 square feet to the pound. Given not the medical world, that amonia is tlie
not excepted,
Bee-Keeper.
best known antidote for animal poiBees act very diiferently at differ- sons. There are a host of bee-keepers
ent times with the same comb foun- who are willing and ready to tell us
dation. My experience has been this
what they used when they got stung,
Bees will sometimes, but rarely, make and got along with it first-rate they
a thick base thin. They will some- are alive and enjoy fair health to-day.
times, but rarely, fail to draw out An antidote for the declining price in
thin, the side walls of the Given foun- honey, is what we most need at presdation, because they are soft, not ent.
having been pressed hard in the pro3. In the working season, K or 10
cess of making. I have never half weeks
out of that season, .5 to 7
pressed Given foundation to leave the months. Italian bees are longer-lived
base thick, to see what they would do than Germans
at least such has
in such a case. The base of that proved to be true with two experifoundation is very thin, and pretty ments I have made of changing queens
by placing small drops of

cell of

A

:

;

-

;

;

Convention Notices.

1^

The

sixth annual convention of

Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. Andrews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 25, 1SS4. A larger
number of leading bee masters than
ever assembled on a similar occasion
in the South, is anticipated,

Wm.

R.

Howard,

Kingston, Tex., Jan.

Sec.

16, 1884.

^' We

intend to organize a beekeepers' association for Southern InMarch
20, 1884, to meet at
diana on

Merchants and Manufacturers'
Club Rooms, Madison, Ind., at 9:30 a.
m. Kentuekv bee-keepers are invited

tlie

to participate.

H.

C.

White.

—

;;
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in justice to those, as well as all concerned. I am anxious to hear all about
this through the 1 Ike JouitNAL, as I
think many will be anxious to liave a
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memory, but I fully enjoyed ray work,
and consider that I was fairly successful,

taking

all

things into considera-

have now 8 colonies besides 1
If that pamphlet is that sought the woods, from the origifull explanation.
not yet published. [ would recommend nal three, and from 150 to 200 lbs. of
tluit the names of the vice-presidents honey above the full winter's supply.

My

rciKul for 1883 is not as i;'ood as
I commenced
wiis the year before.
spring "with 20 colonies increased
;

to oO, by natural swarminy:
;>

West.
ri;jtht

;

sold

(!,

took Greeley's advice and went
I now have 44 in the cellar, all
so far. I only obtained 1,4.')8

lbs. of comb tioney and 120 lbs. of exLevi Fatzinrer.
tracted.
Janesville, Wis., Feb. 13, 1883.

Bees Wintering WellOn Snnday the weather was warm
iiiid fine
every colony of mine was up
;

They cleaned out the
hives nicely, but respect for the day

and dressed.
prevented

tliat we may know who
IT. Besse,
tliey are.
Vice- President for Ohio.

for surplus
It was a poor season
honey, and considering all things, I
feel quite satislied with my first experience in bee-keeping. My bees are
[Do not be too severe. Doctor we wintering on summer stands, well
were not there, as you know ; but it protectee! with chaff cushions, etc.,
has been said tliat " business " was and seem to be all right.
Mrs. R. K. Eastman.
out of its element there, in such an
Webster City, Iowa, Feb. 11, 1884.
enthusiastic gathering, and, perhaps,
that explains it. Evidently there are Making Comb Foundation.
neither reports, names and addresses,
Would it be profitable to manufacnor badges forthcoming.— Ed.]
ture your own foundation for an
Does it
apiary of 25 to 50 colonies
require much practice or mechanical
Moth or Miller.
skill to manufacture a good article ?
In reply to Mr. W. F. Clarke, let me It is very expensive to purchase from
say that while miller is a proper term, a distance, as the freight or express
The lat- charges are quite an item. Please
it is not so elegant as moth.
ter is sanctioned by the best usage. answer through the Bee Journal
never
use the and oblige an interested beekeeper.
almost
Entomologists
word miller. The term moth-miller
Mrs. J. W. Knadler.
As well say a female
is a barbarism.
Valley Station, Ky., Feb. 11, 1884.
woman. Let me add, that if -John
[It requires considerable practice to
Phin shows the same wide culture
and wise discretion in all his book as make a good article, and we fear it
in a few pages sent to me, he will give would cost much more than the article
us a masterpiece. We may well re- already made and the cost of transjoice that a person of such wide information, and such admirable judg- portation for so few colonies, unless
ment, has undertaken this important you wanted to use it in wired frames
A. J. Cook.
work.
then the bulk would make it costly
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 8, 1884.
for expressage.— Ed.]

and where

tlie

iind

me from examining

into

;

'/

think they have
eaten up but little honey, judging from
the small amount of bee bread, cappings and other dfii-j's, owing, I suppose,
to continued cold weather. I found
but few dead bees 11 colonies showing about a pint only. Every colony
last fall covered 7 frames full, and I
packed them in various ways for experiment, and shall give the result
thereof by-and-by, when I ascertain
the exact condition in JIarch. I hope
to prove something in wintering, as I
believe I have fully solved the problem, barring accident.
J. E. Pond, Jr.
Bees Prospering.
Foxboro, Mass., Feb. 7, 1884.
their

I

bo inserted, so

Good Increase.
it

tion.

condition.

I

—

Toronto Convention Report.
Mk. Editor :— In regard to the
Toronto Convention report, in the
Bee Journal for Jan. 23, 1884, you
advise any one that has any thing to
say, to speak right out. I think this
is the proper thing to do, and I will,
therefore, ask Dr. Miller to " arise "
and explain as to the progress of publication of the pamphlet that was to
be sent to each member of the North

American Bee-Keepers' Association.
Dr. stiller was elected secretary, and
was acting as such vi'hen a motion
was offered by Dr. Biown, of Georgia,
I think, and supported by Judge An-

;

I put 50 colonies of bees in the cellar in December, in good condition,
and they all appear to be right yet
they are still, dry and clean. I see reports in some papers that the extreme weather is killing a great many
Ijees, but it is not so in Wisconsin

tion,

made

a slight mistake in his re-

where I asked the question
it pay to keep 80 acres of land,
on which there are 1,600 basswood
trees, 9 and 10 inches in diameter, exwhere they are properly housed they clusively for a bee pasture 'r"' It
L. M. Egberts.
are all right.
should have read 2,-500 trees, 1,000 of
Ft. Atkinson, Wis., Feb. 9, 1884.
them from 9 to 10 inches in diameter.
[Some of the daily papers have pub- Taking the whole lot, they run from
inches in diameter, and
lished such as " news," but they ob- 3 inches to 24
about the same
1,.500 more average
who
took
doubt,
of
those
it,
no
tained
within a radius of \}4 miles.
R. B. Mum.
no care of bees. Ed.]
Watson, Mo.

My Success as a Beginner.
drews, of Texas, to have the minutes
It is only one year ago that my atpublished in pamphlet form and dis- tention was first called to this industhrough an article entitled,
tributed to the members. At this try
juncture I made a motion that each " Ilealthful and Profitable Employmember's name with his post-office ment for Women." At that time Iwas
address be inserted in the same, and slowly recovering from a protracted
also that a snitable badge, similar to season of prostration, and open air exrecommended. I
those worn by the members of the ercise had l)een
Northeastern Society, be secured and caught at the word " healthful," while
"
"
pleased the ear. I beprofitable
sent with said pamphlet. This motion was supported by some member, gan to look into the subject, suband was unanimously carried, and scribed for the ]5ee Journal, proBC
after this, there were three or four cured Prof. Cook's JIanual and
In April I called
gentlemen sitting near me who said of Bee- Culture.
that they would now become members upon the Piev. O. Clute, of Iowa City,
as they wanted to secure one of those from whom I received valuable sugbeautiful badges
they immediately gestions, and invested in 3 colonies of
arose and subscribed tlieir names and Italian bees. These were pronounced
paid their fees, and the same took " beauties," and the only pure Italians
place from all parts of the hall, as it I know of. iSly experience was simiseemed to be a great inducement in lar to others I have read. Some lastgetting members. Now, Mr. Editor, ing impressions were made upon my

A

;

Bee Pasturage— A Correction.
Mr. M. L. Trester, Secretary of the
Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Associaport,

:

" Will

Packed in

Chaff.

In 1882-83, bees wintered nicely. I
had a few Cyprian swarms before the
snow storm of May 22. My bees did
well, considering the season. I had
colonies, spring count, and insold 37 colonies for
creased to 89
$310.50, and got 1,500 lbs. of comb
honey, which I sold at an average of
15 cents per pound, makin^j |225. I
now have .52 colonies, packed in clover
chaff, all alive; a few are a little scant
of stores, but I intend to feed them as
soon as it gets warm enough. I feed
corn meal, rye and buckwheat flour in
the spring before they can get natural
pollen. I have Cyprians, Italians and
Albinos, and I think the Cyprians tar
ahead of the others, both for honey
and increase. They are a little nervous, but if well managed are as easy
H. IIance.
to handle as any bees.
Bryan, O., Feb. 6, 1884.

28

;

1

;
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Was Not

;

Those

without banking up, freezing point nearly

all the time
indeed, and out of 35 colonies only 9 came out
better
my losses were from those that were alive ; nearly all of them "being weak.
nies
increaseJ
banked. After the cold, rainy weather That gave me enough of cold cellars
1,200 lbs. of comb hoiiev in one and
I had fed many of since then the cellar is kept warm. I
two-ponnd sections. I did not get had passed, and
ones, up to June \^), the have not lost one. I do not believe
stung 'once, last season. 1 do not the weakest
honey began to come in, and the)' be- pollen is the cause of dysentery. AU
claim to be an expert (I guess I am so
to swarm, and so continued to we want is a warm cellar. I prefer
awkward that my bees pity me). I gan
keep it up until Aug. 31, in spite of the hybrid bees and the standard
bave them all packed on the summer
all I could do to prevent it, increasing Langstroth hive for comb honey.
stands. Up to this time, all are in
11. T. Hartman.
good condition. I told a friend the from 20 to 58, and I got 1,.5U0 lbs. of
honey (1,200 lbs. being extracted), and
Freeport, 111., Feb. 10, 1884.
other day that if I only kept one bee,
let me say that! could have had
and that" a drone, I would have the here
lbs. more if I had not been short
Bee Journal so that I could keep it 500
The Northeastern Bee-Keepers'
of supplies. I now have 46 colonies
intelligently. lie said he could not
Association will hold its second anburied
in a clamp, and 12 on the sumsee the point. I told him to try beenual meeting on Wednesday, March
keeping without it, and he would see mer stands. I expect to leave those 5. at the Court House, in Lapeer.
in the clamp initil about April l,or
more points tlian he wanted to.
Hotel rates reduced to SI per day.
mitil pollen begins
I will

Stung Once, Last Season.

I stated in the
;

spring with 14 coloto 43, and received

I

left

came out very much

;

;

1^

E. J. Sawin.

Kirkwood,

111..

Feb.

9, 1884.

Well Done.

to

tering.

I
ily report for 1883 is as follows
commenced the season with 70 colonies, increased to 93, and obtained

come

in.

W.

report in the spring just how I succeed, and will possibly have to give
the " other side '' of successful winJ.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

W. Margrave.

Hiawatha, Kans., Feb.

Z.

7, 18S4.

:

OFFICE OF AMEKICAN BEE JOtTBNAI.,
Monday. 10 a. m., Feb. 18, 1884.
[Losing 500 pounds of honey by neglecting
to
get
supplies
in
proper
time,
The
following
are the latest quotafrom them 8,000 lbs. of honey 3,000
lbs. being comb honey, and .5,000 ex- is a heavy penalty. Let all take warn- tions for honey and beeswax received
Jaiies Corbit.
tracted.
ing by this and procure everything up to this hour
Palmyra, :Mo.. Feb. 9, 1884.
they need early in the season, and
CINCINNATI.
have it on hand long before it is
HONET—There is no change to note in the honchange
in the price of extracted
ey market. No
Testing Thermometers.
wanted.— Ed.I
honey, but there is an improvement in the dehoney
is in large supply, and the best
mand.
Comb
There are only two points at which
in
lb. sections brings no more than IGc. a lb. from
thermometers can be tested by nat- Prospects in California.
store. Extracted. 7(a.luc.
BEESWAX— Fair demand, and arrivals are fair.
ural standards the freezing and the
It has been raining for the past ten It brings 28(s32c. on arrival.
mixture
Ijoiling points of water.
Chas. F. Moth.
of snow or poiuided ice and salt may days over 15 inches in all tor this
NEW
VORK.
be had at different temperatures de- winter. Prospects are good for a
HONEY— White clover and basswood in and 2
pending upon tlie temperatures of the first rate honey season, as the soil has lb. sections, lri(g;2lc. Dark and second quality,
1.5c.: extracted white clover in kegs and barair, of the ice and of tlie salt.
Pure had a thorough soaking. Bee men rels,
9®inc.
water freezes at 32^ and boils at 212^'. and farmers are in good cheer over
BEESWAX— Prime yellow, a-K835c.
H.K. &F.BTHDRBEB&CO.
In the case of boiling water, we must the prospects. Old residents claim it
note the barometer also, because to be the heaviest rain we have had
CHICAGO.
water boils at different temperatures for a number of years. Vegetation is
HONEV— Goes off slowly, and prices are lower on
demand
depending upon the pressure of tlie finely advanced, and it is probable the sections that are imperfectly dlled. The
seems to be chiefly fur lots that are fancy in apseason
will
commence
early.
atmosphere.
I have
tested many
pearance, and in every way perfect salesaremade
M. n. IMendelson.
of lb. sections at loCLt-'ic. iH'^'- 'b. sections. 14®
thermometers for scientific purposes,
18c.; dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
San Buenaventura, Cal., Feb. 7, 1884. V2(3f\3c.
and these are the general jirinciples
Extracted honey steady, but limited demand; prices range from "(ailOc. per lb.
involved. To give long details would
BEESWAX— Scarce, at i;8®35c., according to
probably occujiy too miicli space. If
color and clf'anliness.
Wintering Well.
K. A. BDHNETT. 161 Sonth Water St.
Mr. Yoder's tliermometer shows 32-'
We have had a very hard winter on
in a bowl of pure ice in a melting
KANSAS CITY. MO.
state, but not melted, it is no doubt bees so far. The thermometer indiHONEY— Demand good and stocks very low.
correct enough for all ordinary work. cated 32^ below zero, on Jan. 5, and Little or no nice 2 lb. sections in this market, and
tew shipments would be readily taken at l7(^18c.
Thermometers change as much" as two 20^ below several times during the aExtracted
honey— in fair demand for dark fall at
or three degi-ees after being made, month. I hear some complaining of 8(«t9c.
None in this market.
BEESWAX—
unless the tubes are filled and kept their bees being dead, but I think, as
JEKOME TwicHELL. hii Walnut Street.
sometime before being graduated.
a whole, bees are wintering very well
SAN FRANCISCO.
in this county. I have 76 colonies,
Cedar Brae, X. .J.
.Iohn Phin.
HONEY—Market is quiet, and common qualities
packed with "chaff on the simimer difhcult
to place at anything like satisfactory figstands they seem to be all right yet.
ures. Fancy qualities are scarce. White to e.xtra
I

;

:

1

—

A

;

1

1

Bees Banked up with Snow.
I put into winter quarters,
fall of

;

in the

Rantoul,

111.,

Feb.

white comb, 15@18c; dark to good, !K*nc;,extrac
ted, choice to extra white. Gwi.7^ac. dark andeandied. 5(A—
BEESWAX— Wholesale, 27Hl330c.
STEARNS & SMITH, 423 Front Street.

J. A. Osborne.
11, 18ai.

;

1SS2, 31 fair colonies, in pretty

good condition, so far as stores were
concerned.

When

the

first

big snow

storm came, I took a shovel and banked up some 15 hives with snow and
dirt, half way to the top on three
sides, leaving the entrance side naked
the other 16 were left without any
protection except some cushions on
the top.
In ilarch, on one nice,
warm day, I opened the hives of
those that were covered up, and I
found frost and ice all arovmd on the
inside, one-half of the bees dead and
dying the result was, I had to change
them to other liives, and then they
had the dysentery, and in three weeks
I had only 20 colonies, and many of
those reduced to a mere handful.
;

:

A Warm

Cellar for Bees.

Bees are wintering finely in the cellar they keep very quiet, and there
are no signs of dysentery yet. My
bees were taken into the cellar oh
Nov. 13 the honey-boards were all
removed and a piece of rag carpet
spread over the frames (coffee sacks
;

;

the bee cellar is
very large, and has an open chimney
45^
it is kept at
to .50-. If it ge"ts
lower than 4.5^, I always raise it to 50'-';
if the bees have good honey they will
winter well. Tliere is not a gallon of
dead bees in the cellar at present,
from 51 colonies. In tlie cold winter
of 1880-81 my bee cellar was below the
are just as good)

;

;

ST. L,ODI8.
Dull and alow sale. Comb ]2@16c..and
strained and extracted 6'<t8c. per lb. Top rates f
fancy small packages.
Steady at 32®33c. for choice.
W. T. ANPEHSON <lt CO., 104 N. 3d Street,

HONEY—

BEESWAX—

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The honey market

has been dull with
us during the month of January, but the past week
it has been better, so that stocks are again reduced. Choice white I lb. in good order, sold at 18
cts.; the same quality when broken sold at 16c.: 2
lb. best white. 16@l7c.; second quality, no sale.
Extra cteil as usual, not at all wanted In our market.
BEESWAX— In great demand, but no supply;
nominally 30c. per lb.
A. C. KENDEL, 115 Ontario Street.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— Demand
honey. I8@20c.: 2

lb.

light.

I6^i8c.

BBBSWAX-35C.
BLAKE & BIPLET,

lb.

1

sections

comb

Extracted, 9@ilc.
57

Chatbam

street.

—

;

:
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UP CLUBS.

Honey as Food and Medicine.

A

Exainine the Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post office or express money order, a bank di'aft on
New York or Chicago, or register the

pamphlet of 16 pages giving
To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
aid progressive bee-culture and help of cooking in which honey is used, and
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
offer the following
premiums for
have put the price still Imoer,.

We

getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
Journal will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
letter.
Postage stamps of any kind one getting up a club of two copies,
may be sent for amounts less than one or more, may select from " Our Book
dollar. Local checks are subject to a List " anything therein named, to
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks. the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
American Express money orders for they send direct to this office, to pay them
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents. for the trouble of getting up the club
We wish to impress upon every one and these books will be sent, postpaid,
the necessity of being very specific, to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and carefully to state what they desire
:

;

money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
Subscription Credits. We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if
the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.
for the

—

^" When writing

to this office on

business, our correspondents should
n«t write anything for publication on

the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter. The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

encourage bee-keepers to scattet
far and wide. Single copy 5

to

them

cents, postpaid

per dozen, 40 cents
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00 ;
or 1000 for$1500. On orders of 100 or more,

we

will

;

print,

if

desired,

on

the

cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). Thisalone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his

honey at home, at a good

profit.

A

1^"
$6.00, we will make an additional
correspondent asks if any one
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound may select a Binder for the Bee:
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
Journal, among the books given as
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10 Premiums for getting subscribers; we
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,) reply, yes, any book or binder we keep
with $10, we will, in addition to the for sale may be selected by those who15 per cent, present a copy of the get up clubs.

and

Ajierican "Popular" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English
language that enters into speech or
writing it contains 32,000 words and

The Apiary Register.

All who intend to be systematic ivt
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; their work in the apiary, should get ait is nicely bound in cloth, and will be copy and commence to use it.
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address For ,50 colonies
$1 00(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
desired.
1 SO'
"
200 colonies (420 pages)
2 00
For a club of S20, for 10 Weeklies, or
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will
The larger ones can be used for a.
present, besides the 15 per cent, in few colonies, give room for an increase
books, a tested Italian queen, by mail, of numbers, and still keep the record
;

postpaid.
all together in one book, and are thereSubscriptions for two or more years fore the most desirable ones.
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
now club the British BeeFor a club of 100 Weekly (or its Journal and our Monthly for $2.50.
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,
we will send a Magnificent Organ
Our friends will find this theworth $150. See description on page season for securing subscriptions.
614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
offer the premiums and they can easily
secure them.

^" We
1^

We

1^ It must be understood that,
^°Do not let your numbers of theshould an advertiser desire to cancel
Journal for 1884 be lost. Thedo
Bee
contract,
he
can
so
unexpired
an
^" In reply to many correspondents
only by paying regular rates for the best way to preserve them is to prolet us say that we take any kind of
number of insertions his advertise- 3ure a binder and put them in. They
postage stamps at their face value
are very valuable for reference.
ment has had.
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it en^^ All money orders from foreign ^g" As the reading season has comedangers the loss of the letter either
payable at with the long winter evenings, it is
by thieves, or else breaks through the countries, should be made
" Madison Street Sta- just the time to read the various books
the
Chicago,
as
envelope and is lost in that way.
When renewing
on Bee-keeping.
tion " is not an International office.
your subscriptions will be a good time
$2.75 we will supply the
^- Constitutions and By-Laws for to get a supply of such literature. See
"Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
Dzierzon's Kational Bee-Keeping, in local Associations $2.00 per 100. The our club rate on Books with the Bee
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee name of the Association printed in the Journal, on the first page of this,
paper.
Journal and the book for $1.75.
blanks for 50 cents extra

^Tor

!
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BEES

SALE, CHEAP. The Bee-Keepers' Guide;

for

MANUAI, OF TBE APIAKX.
10,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
Or,

FOKTT COLONIES OF GOOD
IQQ'l
J.OO'i. Italians in Langatrotb bives For Sale

CB£AP.

11th ThoiiHiind Just Out

R. M. AKOO,
PAINT LICK, Garrard Co. KY.

Address,

3Blt

8D:it

! !

!

South

Florida

HELLO! HELLO!

At Tavares, Orange Co. Florida.

We are now booking orders for EARLY SPRING

A.

<1.

COOK,

be added:

for
orders
On
•*
•'
"

lO. ...lO per cent. oflT.
*•
"
50....20 '*
On all Northern and AVpstern orders, free delivery to New York City. Special attention will be

At Lowest Figures

LANSING, MICH.

Send stamp forSii-pageCatalogueandSamples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY
DKAI^ER IN

For Bees, Queens,

Pure Italian Bees and ((ueens

Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

F£.ANAOAN

For further information, send for Circular.

7Aly

RICHMOND,

Fort Bend Co.

BLAISDELL,

S.

TEXAS.

lABly Lockbox995.

CALDWELL,

V.

J.

Cambridge, Henry Co.
Manufacturer of

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for niakingComb Foundation either

I pay 3.3c.
Circular now ready. Send for it
cash for good yellow Beeswax, at the depot here.
!

8Dtf

:^,iK>Oof their Illustr:ited

logue and Price List of

Special Attention given

stating terms.

Da OiiwA
uG oUlC
MHIM
WM

WEEKS,

Ciifton,

to the

jj^,„,;grs, B.Ktractors,

HENRY
MANCHESTER, IND.

NORTH

8Alt

DR. FOOTE'S

etc.

KENTON, Hardin

6D10t

Foundation, &c., before Durcbasing your Supplies
OftlPE,
forl884. Address,

^?"State where you saw

See Advertisement in another column.
Co.,

STANLEY'S AUTOMATIC

OHIO.

BEE HIVES! HONEY
5lD8t

applied for."

•

Hints and Ready Recipes.
book that gives a
great amount of information of the Utmost ImEoitance to Kverybody, conierning their daily
Bathing, Working,

G. W.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

Parasites of the Skin,
Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,

How to Eat it.
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Perils of Sunimer,

How to Avoid them.
Clothing-what to Wear,
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

How

to Breathe,
Overheating Houses,

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,

Exercise.

Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause & cure,
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,

Croup— to Prevent.

edness,

IT TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes, Boils. Burns. Chillblalns. Cold Feet,
Corns, ('oughs. Cholera. Diarrhcea. Diphthera, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness. Itcbins, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisonine, Moles, Pimples. Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples. Sore Thrnat, Sunstroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

Save Doctor Bills

Price only 2*i Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

STANLEY & BRO,,
WYOMING,

8Alt

N. Y.

I

etc.

T'WENTY-FIVE CENTS,

What to Eat.

SCS

I

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you/ree,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making

GOLDImore money
We

and contains 28 pages, artd if4 sent by mull,
po8t-p»ld, on receipt of pricv. This is just
the Book that every family should have.

It will

I

We would solicit the patmnnee of those who
wish to buy FIKST-CLASS QI7E£^S. as we
sire agents for the celebrated J. T. Wilson stock.
Address,

Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,

abits of Eating,

It CoBtB only

pspnsii

and

Dadant's Foundation,

IND.

HAND B00( OF HEALTH,
19 the title of a very valuable

Als"

Stanley's Dollar Smoker,

MILLER BROS.,
NAPPANEE, Elkhart Cininty.

EXTRACTOR

Turns the combs witiiout the aid of tlie operator;
will do twice the work nf any other Extractor.
Send for descriptive Circular and prices. " Patent

and ChalT Hives, Section
Boxes, Brood Frames, and Comb Foundation.
Send for Price List. The successors of A. B. Miller
Simplicity, Lanestroth

&Son.

8A2t lOCtf

this.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale

SMITH & SMITH,

Tenn.

(a OAHfl For my Price List Of Langs10
oBnQ stroth Bee Hives, Sections,
tw w^uuM
Comb

WM. W. CARY & SON, Coleraine, Mass.

Simplicity One-Piece Section,

•WANTED. — ADDRESS,
C.

Address,

goods.

Cata-

Bee- K.eei»er«' Supplies.

Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation,

EE-KEEPER
B5A4t

which gave such excellent satisfaction the past
season. We also offer Comb FoundutiHu and
Send for our
general Apiarian Supplies.
Catalogue and read what our customers say of our

SMITH & SMITH
Wants to give away

Supplies for the Apiary.

and Albino Bees

We are now booking orders for Full Colonies,
Nuclei Colonies and Queennof our new strains,

III.,

dealer in

New

Italian

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
D. 8. eiTEN Ji CO..
HOOPBSTON, ILL.
lABtf
in

PURE HONEY-COMB FOUN-

DATION, and

IL.I^IN8KI,

A LARGE STOCK OF

18

1884.

A

Belleville, St. ClairCo., Ills.

Given'sFoundationPress.

TAVARES, FLORIDA.

1894.

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A6m

given to fitting out entire Apiaries in the South.
Orders may be sent to J. B. MEAD, Randolph, Vt.,

REV. W.

Specialty.

Everything fully up with the times, and

DELIVEUY. Orders should be accompanied with
the Cash. Queens by mail, from $i to $ii, bred

accurdint; to tbe most approved methods, ItalRuclel t'olonleti, containing each two
ians.
frames, l.'ixij inches— Brood, Bees and Honey, $2
each set. to which the above price of Queens is to

for

A

Dovetailed

Author and Publisher,

18C7t

Book Orders

to

WhitePoplar

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, 1*1 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

47DlOt

now ready

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

!

lOth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
More than .^0 pages, and more than .'/t fine illustrations were added in the 8th edition. 'I'be whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

Apiaries,

e are

A\

(AKTER.)

(before.)

LECTRO- VOLTAIC BELT and
on
E
who
MEN ONLY, YOUNG OR

other ELECTRIC

APPLIANCES are sent

OT

oU Days' Trial TO
are sufferD.

from Nervous Debili /, Lost Vitality,
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses and
Other Oausks.
Speedy relief and complete
restoration to Health, Viook and Manhood
Guaranteed.
Send at once for Illustrated
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BTSLT CO.. Marshall, Mich,
ing

6Dly

a few

dajtp,

than you

That all who want work may test the
we make this unparalleled offer; to all
are not well satisfied, we will send* to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co.. Portland, Maine.

evening.

business,

who

i

4Aly

Pure Italian Bees and Queens

The AU-Purpose Hive

Send for Price List

A. B.
7D6t

Continuous passages— No Honey Board— No Bee
Sample in the Flat— No I*atent. Given
Foundation. Sections, etc. Circulars free.

MILLER, Wakarusa,
^^__^_—_^

space.

lD6m

In

ever thouKht po^si ble at an y business.
will start you. You can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, young and
old.
You can easily earn from 5n cents to $5every

GEO.

WILLIAMS.
NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

BE SURE

of APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasing elsewhere. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary
at tbe lowest prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots of 10
colonies or more, are invited to correspond.
J. C. SAYLES.
5lDl5t lB5t
HARTFORD. WIS.

^

-^—

Send fix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goodswhich will help you to
more money right away than

F.

To send a PostalCard forourlllustrated Catalogue

to

Elkhart Co., Ind.

11
__

PRIZ[.ianvthingelseintbisworld. All

_
of either sex. succeed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi-ce address. True

&

Co., Augusta.

Maine.

^Aly

CASE,
HEDDON HONEY
»15.00. Hive.

Ready

to nail, per lOO,

N. E. D0.4NE,
cheap and Bood.
PIPESTONE, Berrien Co. MICH.
8Dtf

Dadant's FoundationFactorj', wholesale
See Advertisement in another column.
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Drone Excluder, Drone
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STORY S CRMP,

& Queen

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

PIANOS»'°ORGAN$
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
Story &..Camp.

Mathushek,
Simpson &, Co.,
Story Sl Camp.
Territory
given.
Sample, by mnil

Per

dozen
Drone Excluder,

Write for our prices before buying

;^oe.

Our book on Oueen

cloth, sent by mail for

chasers of

$l.(_Ki

Keariuj;.

per copy.

Handy Book, we

bound

To

all

STORY & CAMP,

in

pur-

send alter
June 1st. on receipt of $i.ihi more, a Tested Queen
of any race, such as we may rear. Send for ourJ3d
Annual Circular and Price List of Queens, Hives

and

tlie

else-

:2,00

A
and one that will •'run"
every Urone out of the hive, sent by mail
lor

guaraxiteed.

where.

3.on

4

Protection

Agents Wanted.

Catalogues free to any address.

$1.10

made

In the llat (per doz,) iDCludin^ tme trap
for model (by express only)

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

will

&

188

203 N.

190 State Street,

CHICAGO.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

Supplies.

HENRY ALLEY,
8D2t

WEXHAH,

Essex Co.

MASS.

Diidaiit'sFoundatioiiF.actory, wholesale

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.

See Advertisement in another column.

Bee

Fala.ce

SiTre

And

Bee-Keepers' Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

H.

7A13t

C.

WHJTE,

MADISON, IND.

The Lives of all the
"Presidents of the U. S. The
I wanted for

TESTIMONIALS.
Hamilton,

ever sold for less than twice
^our price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense

CHAS.

Yours,

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wl».
DearMadame:—! have made over 100,000

not now take double the price
All intelligent pei>ple want it.
Any one can become a successful atient. Terms
Mrs. Frances Dhnham:
free. Uallett Buok Co.. Portland, Maine.
All prefer the foundation

4Aly

I

OIR,OA^7-ISr

10, 1883.

We

1

profits to agents.

1876.

Dec.

38,000 lbs. of foundation on your mills this year, and the
foundation has giyen universal satisfaction: so much so, that several manufacturers have stopped
have also manufactured about
manufacturing to supply their customers with our foundation.
1(1.01)0 lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine for surplus bo.xes, and it has been equally a
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.

handsomest best book

ihirjiest,

111.,

Mrs. Frances DrNHAM. De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madame:— We h.ive made about

have no dlfBculty

I

in rolling it

1882.

paid for

DADANT&80N.

Beeton, Ont., Dae. lo, 1883.
of foundation on one of your macbint-s, and would
D. A. JONES.
Yours very truly,

lbs.

it.

Genoa. Cayuga Co., N. Y., Dec. 12, 1883.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machlDe,
from 10 to 12 feet to the pound for sections.
•
Yours respectfully,
J. G. WHITTBN.

Kenton, Ohio, Dec. 29, 1883.
dcnha ji
After using one of vour foundation mills for the past 3 years, we can't say too much in its favor.
Yours,
SMITH & SMITH.
for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

Mrs. Frances

:

And

Omaha, Neb., Jan. 18, 1884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the beat for that purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of B. Kretchmer, of Coburg, Iowa, and L. C. Root 4 Bro., of
Mohawk, N. Y. :\Iessrs. Koot & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say: "IKourloundationjgave the best results of any tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which is me always a jewel. You are at liberty lo publish this. Yours truly, T. L. VONDORN.

Mrs. Frances Dctnh am

.

:

Send for description and Price

List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

Pere, Wis.

2Btf 6Dr,t

REDUCED FRIGES!
All one-pieced Boxes and 4-pieced, 4Mx4U. per
And Hives
5Vjixi!'4. per l.(XX>, *4.7"j.
1,000, «4. 25.
proportionally ciieiip. Send o cents for sample and
special Price List.
tT.

The

best irnin^ed II1\ E I r all j urposea in
look tlrst premium at ^t L^uis Fair
existence
in 188J and 1RS3 over all competitors. Descriptive
Circular sent free to all on application.
Address,
Prop'r. of the Crown Bee Hive Factory and Apiary.

SLVIN ARMSTRONG,

<J£:RSEYT1L.1>£. iCl..

8Alt

P.

AIcOREGOR,

FREELAND. Saginaw Co. MICH.

TO SSCHAITGEI.
Five or 10 colonies of Italian or Hybrid Bees for
Wax. Foundation. Sections, etc. 13 frames in a
hive 13x11^. AUG. J. HINTZ.Lemont.CookcHl.

8AU

Dadani'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement in another column.

stamp for

premiums

outfit.

We

to our agents.

offer

9fi5000 worth of

Address,

THE EITEAL HOME,
I

I
^

weeb

at

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address, DK. O. I.. TINB.EK,

outflt free.

NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

FLAT - BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-wi-JIs,

n^^tbo pound.
'y

Philadelphia, Pa.

home, fs.oo

See Advertisement

Pay

absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, voungor old,

ran m:ike great pav all tiie time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to U. IIallett&Co.. Portland, Maine.

4Aly

frames.

976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
|9~SeDd 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Datlant'sFouiidiitionFactory, wholesale
a

in

CiilTiiZDZAlTS,
Address, M. HICHAKDSON
SON, box 212, Port Colburne, Ont.
IDtt

of Apiarian Supplies.

&

J.

^^v;:-:>v^'ii

another column.

Send for our Illustrated Cataloeue and Price List

HIVE.

Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
comb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of movable brood

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
want an agent in every town. Something Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.
C. F. MTJTH,
Apply to
new and profitable. Men, women, boys, girls send
2c.

NEW

44Atf

REWARD!

$5,000
We

A

32ABtf

VAN DEUSEN &

Comb

Siiinples

J.

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, MMit. c«^ N. Y.

Vandervort
Send lor

4 to IfJ square feet t<:
Circular and samples frea

<tr

Fdn. Mills,
Beduced Price-List.

VANDERVORT,

tacyville, Pa.
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HEDDON'S
coLXJAdinsr.

BEES and HONEY,

BEE-KEEPERS'

Management

SUPPLIES.

of

and

THOMAS

an Apiary
Profit by

for Pleasure

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor of the JVeekiy Bee Journal.

925 ^Went MadUon
Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 1884.

my Illustrated

BEESWAX.

Slreet. Chlcuco. 111.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, i»
"fully up with the times" in all the improvement*
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid in the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.

.Appreciative Notices.
pay 33c. per pound delirered here, for yellow

I

To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's

Beeswax.

name

should always be on each package.

My Xew

COMB FOUNDATION.

Lantjstroth Hive.

Thanking you

for i)ast years' patronage,
I solicit vvliat I may justly merit for the
coming season. I am led to believe that

the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact that my trade has more
than doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
tlian 50 test.imonials of best satisfaction,
to every one sucli complaint.

my Hive is growing in populara much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to funiish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
I believe

On account of the prevailing scarcity of beeswax,
comb foundation Is now advanced 3
cents per ponnd above the price quoted in my

the price of

Catalogue for

18S4.

NO. 30 TINNED WIRE

ity, to

Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled by none.

For Brood Frames.
spools, each, - 4 cents.
Postage. 2 cents extra.

per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents extra.

oz. spools,

One pound

spools, each,

40 cents.

Postage 18 cents extra.

One ponnd

will wire

about 175 frames.

SECTIONS,
have now made arrangements so that
I can again supply you with those nice
white Dovetailed Sections, il4xi^x7 to the
foot, and 8 to the foot, $7.00 per 1,000
from here. Will be ready to shii) on and

March

WIRE

NAILS,

On account of a decline

15th,

iSTails, I

of 15 per cent,

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

in

in the price

make

will

a discount

from the prices quoted

my Catalogue,

until further notice.

Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemjdate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,
may pay you to send for my

If
it

Vandervort Foiinrtation

CIRCULAR for 1884
SURE

be

have

my

to state whether or not
Circular for 1883.

von

Address,

JAMESIIHEDDOnr,
DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

And

duced onthesubjcctofbee-cuJture.— Anti-Monopolist. Lebanon, Mo.
A manual, containing all tlie newest discoveries

management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practice instruction, that no one who>
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal. Louisville, Ky.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested In the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Home, N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest thebeginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Spring-

Embraces everysubjectof interest in theapiary*
giving very thorough details of tbe management

of AVire

in

hand-book of

field. O.

I

after

illustrated

in the

One ounce
One

A neat and abundantly

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle. Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should De in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.- Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer, Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared fur beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beo*
raising.- News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast Importance to
bee-raisers.- Indianian. Clinton. Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engraving?.— Democrat. Salem, Ind,
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford. Mass.
'J'he most perfect work for the price ever yet pro-

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.- Farm. Longmont. Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contain»
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago

Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard tobee-culture. He who would keep abreast of thetimes must keep posted in all the improvements In
bis line. We advise all Interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the artv
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.Signal, Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveriesin the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful enjrravinga,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for theprice, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.
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THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
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is NOW published
at

The British Bee JouRNAi.

A

8 words;
occupy ONE-INCU of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
line of this

TWELVE

type will contain about

lines will

Editorial Notices,

SO cents

per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month. If so ordered, at *0 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be char;.-ed the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
aas

G.

Went M&dlaon

NEWMAN,
Street..

Chlcnco,

SEMI-MONTHLY,

^"

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Sample Copies of the American Beb
Journal will be sent free tc any person.
Any one intending to get up a

club can have sample copies sent to
AdTertisements intended forthe Bee
reach this office by the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this ofl5ce.
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

III.

Seven Shillins.i, per iinnum,
and contains the best pncticiil information for

Letters for publication must be the time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. Rev. H. K. PEEl., Editor.
written on a separate piece of paper
We send the Weekly American Bee Journal
from items of business.
and t\ie British Bee Joumal.hoth for 13.50 a year.

—
THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

BOOKS!

g^ducvtiscmjents.

Sent by mall, on receipt of price, by

DmNTMMTION

bv Inindreds (if tlie most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
by
the cleanest,brightest,quickest accepted
in color,
bees, least apt to sat;, most regular
evenness and neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messi-s.
A. H. NEWMAN, ChicaKO, 111.,
is

attested

tical

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

LLL,

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind.we allow
Special
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postaee.
application.
rates, on larger quantities. Riven upon

O.
WM. BALLANTINE, Sago,
ARMSTRONG, J ersey vUle, HI.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price

of supplies, accompanied with

Dzlerzon'a Katlonal Bee

-

that

Abbott, Ex-editnr of tht "IIHtlsh Bee Joxirnal.
authoriDr Dzierzon is one of the p-ealest livine Baron
of
ties on Bee <;ulture. To him and the
that is
much
for
indebted
are
Berlepsch we
this
known of scientiOc bee culture. ConcermnK
of
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one it
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany,
the
can but and a warm welcome on this side ot
father
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot says of it: "Old
Dzierzon. ...has probably made greater strides
real
BCientlflc apiculture than any one man., .b or
beescientiflc value. It would "ell repay any
scienkiseper whose attention is at all inclined to
Cloth, SSS.
tiflc research, to purchase a copy.

m

Henry Alley.— A full
TWBNTy-THKEB years

Oueen-KearliiB. by

COMPtlMENTAKX,

and deuiiled account of

I

CHAS. DADAST & SON,
iNCH

-

V/.C-RELH

Co.,

ILL.

$ 15.00,

AM

.

The

.;t

37Aly

ABC or Bee-Cultnre. by A.

I.

Boot

to the care
Keeplng.-A —This embraces "everything pertaining
beginners and

queen bees. 1 he cheapest,
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS experience in rearini!
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
from as many beekeepers in 18S3.
Price.
SI. 0»
published.
before
«nlde or, Coot'« Manaol
We guarantee every inch of our Bee-K.eeper'»
—
Manual is elegantly
Fouudatiou equal to sample Jn every or the Apiary. " Thiswith
the times " on every

HAMILTON. Uancoct

It

Bec-KeeplnK. by L. C. Root—
Qnlnby's
T''e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to Interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that lt»
author is master of the subject.— *1. SO,
Being a description of the
I Use
^-.imM.,w^ ^
M.u<= Hive
hlveusedby Q. M. Doollttle. Price, 5c.
Novice's

E. L.

respect.
SABly

book coald be

has

35 enirravingB
and treats flJl
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
Pr^ce «5e. for either the
horse Information
English or German editions.

most
Translation of the Masterpiece of
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and s.
N.
Charles
notes,
by
with
edited,
and
Stutterd,

CHAS. H". GREEN. Berlin, Wis., 111
CHAS. HERTEL, .h:, Freebmg, T.,
GEO. W. HOUSE, Fayetteville, N.

ISO

— No

illustrating positions of sick horses,

New

925

C. F. MUTH. Cincinnati, O.,
Mich.,
JAMES UEDDON, Uowagiac,
Doncherty & McKee, Indianapolis, Ind.,

list

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

Ulustrated and f ul ly up
subject of bee-culture. It Is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
and one that no
The book is a masterly production,
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
todo without. Cloth, Sl.SS ; paper cover. »1.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and ProHt, by Thomas G.
Newman.-f ourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times" Including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the "new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,
illusetc. It contains Ifio pages, and is profusely

and

valuable to
those more advanced. Cloth, :S1.35.
of the honey-bee,"

is

King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
is revised and brought down to
Cloth. #1.00.
I.anKstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.

King.— This edition
the present time.

Price. »».
is a standard scientiflc work.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical Information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
Foul Brood; its origin, developmentand cur©.
By Albert K. Kohnke. Price, 85c.

—This

Extracted Honey HarTestlng, Uandland Marketlng.-A iJ-page pamphlet, by
;

Inic

Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 16c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers. byChas.
on
F. Muth 3-2 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views
tlie management of bees. Price, loc.

Ch.

Ji

C. P.

1

Dzierzon Theory

|— presents the fundamen-

principles of bee-cniture, ana furnishes th»
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Apiary Keglsler. for SYSTEMATIC
The larger ones can be used
In the APIARV.
for a few colonies, give room for an increase 91
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
one book. Prices: For 50 colonies, $1.00; for 100
colonies. $1.50; for 200 colonies, $2.00.

tal

WOKK

:

VAIi'U'iiBIiS

Price,

trated.
covers,

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

bound

In

cloth.

750.

;

in

paper

ober erfolgrei^e

«Bicnen jRuItur,

50c., postpaid.
2;f)og. ®.
Thomas Sf^anblung berSienen, oon
Honey, as Food and Medicine. byupon
the
th€
js
G Newman.— This pamphlet discourses
gjemman. ®ic[c? <pampt)tet ent^lt
natiire,
the nature
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
tor tne
the
i^oney for
of Honey
preparation
ci,ai unou v,
and v,i
_ jurces, aiiu
auality, sources,
i.„.
u.^«a,. as
oQ food,
f.^.irf giving
(Hvinp recipes
reclnes for
tor making
Honey
STarket
Hcney Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam,Wlnes,etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
and should be scatIt Is Intended for consumers,
tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition. 5c. I per dozen. 50e.
,

The Original

.

.

:

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

aSele^rungen iiber folgenbe 'Segenftanbe
e r 1 1 i rf) t e t be^ SiencnftanbtS
.gionig pflanjen— erjief)ung ber^onigtn

—O
—

i

giittcrn

— ©djinarmeit —

3l6tegcr

e n Ti r e n— 3u|eljer
SSerfe^cn— 3 t n
Preparation or Honey ror the Market,
Siencn
9tu§5iel^en
jtoniginncn—
Including the production and care of both comb Don
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the exrociter ent^att
hibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc^ by T. G. 5ef)anbeln unb beru^igen

Newman.
Honey.'

This is a chapter from
Price lOe.

Bees and

a chapter from "Bees and Honey." Price, 5c.
by Thomas G.
Bee Pasturage a Necessity,
on this ImporNewman— Giving advanced views
tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2« engravings. This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price. lOc.
Bees In Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and BeeHouses, byThomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
:

Honey."

Prof Cook, In his v.aluable Manual

of the Aplarv,

states that " Mr. Bingham was the flrst to Improve
a direct
the old Quinby smoker by establishing
demondraft." Five years of perslhtent effort has
able to
strated that no one but Bingham has been Bingimprove a Bingham smoker. Hundreds ofand are
years,
Ave
use
in
been
ham smokers have
blocks
yet in working order. They burn lots ot
of smoke and
ind chips and stufl. and make lotsmatch-box
ator
dampers
have
no
and
comfort,
blow
tachments, as they never go out or fall to little,
or
smoke up or down or sideways, much
swifter slow, just asyoB please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always go!
, .„„ k„
;

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
«
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingbain
Hetheriugt.in Uncapping-Knives flrst «e neither
but "f these
make nor handle any other supplies;
only
legal
jrs. and
we are the original invent
makers, and have had over 45,i«ki in use irom one
to Ave years, and receiving but one loiter ot com-

Price,

6c.

Food Adolteratlon | What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
of
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numeroushealth-destroying

50c.
Scrlbner's Lamber and Log Book.— Most
Gives
measpublished.
its
kind
of
complete book
urement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
and
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

adulterations offered as food.

200

pages

—

;

e§ ein Sapitel,n)orin bie ncuefte aJJetl^obt

Swarming, Dividing and Feeding Bees.— fur
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. 1 his
is

i

I i

bie ,^emrf)tung be§

.^aiibct bcfc^reiben

.^onigS fiirben
40 6ent§.

ift. 'ipreig

^onifl al§ «al)tttn(j un^
3RcDi}tn Don t^omag ® .SJieroman.
©iefeS entbalt eine tlare barftellung ubn

—

SBienen unb J^ouig be§ 3lltertt;um§
33efc^affenl)eit, Oualitfit,

;

bie

QueUen unb

3ubereitungbe§,Oonig§|iivbenJE)anbel;
.^onig

at6 9Jal;rung6mittel,

angebenb

man

^ontgfudien, govmfi'ic^clcl^cn,
Rubbings, Sd)aumfonfect,JCeine,u.f.n>
roie

jubcreiten

faun;

ferncr

J^onig aU

SRebijin mit niclen 9tejtpten. 6^ ift fiir
ben gonjumenten bcftimmt, unb fottte
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 3.» c. postpaid.
Dieltaufenbfaltig iiber ba§ gnnje 8anb
Fisher's Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
— ia2 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for Dcrbreitetroerben. ^rci§ B (SeutS.
;

casting up grain, produce, hay: cost of pork. Interest- wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.

j9tanfl)citcn—Son

g3.3..$?c"i"i»,

ein alp^abetifd^
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com- Tl.Ti., enttjaltcnb
plete Mechanic, contains over l.iKKi.CKi" Indus- gcorbnete§ 33erjeid;nif5 ber oerfc^iebencn
Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade Seorders already dustrial
"tJ^h European and American
Items, Business Forms, etc.. of vast ^ferbefranf^eiten, fammt ben 9Irfa(^en,
iSta crets Legal
received for over 3,1.1110, there is evidence that
utility to every .vlechanic. Farmer and Business
that
Also
one.
idle
an
with us is not likely to be
Gives 200.I""! items for Gas, Steam. Civil ©pmptomen unb ber ric^tigen Sefjanb^
Man
advanced
Tuch goods as we make have met the
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blackwant? of the most advanced bee-keepers in Eu- smiths. Founders, .Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers. lung berfelben ; ferner, cine ©ammlung
_,
rope and America.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gild10
card.
send
^rei§ 25 gentS.
njert^DolIer Sfiejepte.
For mall rates and testimonials,
ers Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
a veritable
sell again, send for dozen rates to
The work contains 1.016 pages, is
and worth Its

BISGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

6A2Btl

ABKONIA, MICH.

Treasury of Useful Knowledge,
weight In gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 9S.50.
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of Cotton's

27, 1884.

Humbug.

THOMAS

Mrs. L. E. Cotton's circular
It is a little ahead of any I
have received, up to date. We would
like to have a controllable hive, for
then we would never fear dysentery
or any of the troubles which bees are
heir ta in wintering. If Lizzie had
known that I had read the Bee Journal for the last 12 years, she would
not have sent that circular to me.
Read it, Mr. Editor, it will do you
good
give your readers a few exI send
for 1884.

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Puoprietor,

^"

Queen Intioduciiig "

is
the
a small pamphlet of 24 pages,
by the Rev. George Ray nor, M. A.,
Rector of Ila/eleigh Jlaklon, Kent,
England. It is a paper read at a quar- tracts.
T. B. QUINLAN.
terly meeting of the British Bee-KeepCedar Rapids, Iowa, Feb. 4, 1884.
ers' Association, on "the Ligurian
Oh it is the same old story. If the
Queen Bee ; her introduction to Alien
orders are not filled, and the bees and
colonies, and the best means of pure
hives are not sent to customers, is it
propagation." We acknowledge the
not easy to prove that bees do not bereceipt of a copy of this pamphlet
come diseased in winter
and also
"with the author's compliments."
that there is no danger of any one
being stung V That is science for you
^"Speaking of "Honey Dew,'' The Kansas Bee-Keeper gives the folwhich is being extensively advertised lowing in its last issue
" for chapped hands, lips and face,"
" We notice that Lizzie Cotton, of
Mr. H. R. Boardman, of East Town- Gorham, Me., is still trying to gull the
send, O., writes thus: "How many public by her preposterous claims in
persons reading this fraud, think you, regard to her controllable, reversible,
double-back-action, self-hiving, and
Bro. Newman, have the most distant automatic drone - destroying
hive.
idea as to what Honey Dew is V Oh
This hive, from her description, will
if we could all learn to call things by do everything but talk, and we expect
Pure honey is next year to learn that she has educatheir right names.
ted it even up to that point. We adfor
chapped
hands
or for the vise our readers to let Lizzie and her
good
face, healing and softening the skin." wares severely alone."
And yet how many there are who are
We have received several of these
wholly ignorant of the many uses of circulars, but her bombastic falsehoods
pure honey.
about the bee-papers and associations
'•

title of

;

!

'?

!

!

are not worth noticing.

(^ We

have received from Home
and Farm a neat pamphlet containing
the letters of its Florida correspondent, Mrs. L. B. Robinson. These letters are valuable because they truthfully describe all the difficulties new
settlers in that State must expect to
encounter, and they give just the in-

9.

delicacy, the bee continually brushes
its velvet robe, to remove the pollen
dust, with which it becomes loaded
while rifling the flowers and sucking
up their nectar. Another article,

We have received the following,
which explains itself
Published every Wednesday, by

No.

which

is hollowed like a spoon, receives all the gleanings wiiich the insect carries to the hive. It is a panier
for provisions.
Finally, by opening
them one upon another, by means of
a hinge, those two pieces become a
pair of pincers, which render important service in the construction of the
combs, and it is with them that the
bee lays hold of semi-circles of wax
below its abdomen, and carries them
to its mouth.

Catalogues for 1884.— The following

new Catalogues and

Price Lists are

received

James B. Mason, Mechanic Falls,
Me., 60 pages— bees, queens and apiar:^.

ian supplies.

AVm. Ballantine & Son, Sago, O., 1
page bees, queens and apiarian sup-

—

plies.

A. I. Root, Medina, O., 40 pagesbees, queens, and everything needed
in an apiary, as well as usefid articles
for counter stores, of all kinds and
prices.
E. C.

Hubbard & Sons, Hamburg,
N. Y., 8 pages— small fruit plants. i
A. J. Noiris, Cedar Falls, Iowa, 6
pages— bees, seeds, roots, etc.
J. D. Goodrich, East Hard wick,Vt.,
6 pages—hives and bee-keepers' supplies.

Henry Drum, Adelphi,

O., 12 pages

— hives and apiarian supplies.
Samuel D. Riegel, Adelphi,
pages — bees and queens.

O., 4

E.Kretchmer,Coburg, Iowa, 24 pages
—bees, hives and apiarian supplies.
W. II. Proctor, Fairhaven, Vt., 4
pages— bees, queens and apiarian supplies.
S. Valentine

& Son, Hagerstown,
Md., 12 pages
Italian and Albino
queens and supplies for the apiary.
F. A. Snell, Milledgeville, 111", 20
Some one has sent us a newspaper
Paraphernalia of the Bee.

—

pages— bees, hives and apiarian supwhich gives the following description plies.
of the wonderful working tools of the
Chas. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O., 24
honey bee, with which it does its pages, bee-keepers' supplies.
Howe & Son, Council Bluffs, Iowa,
marvelous work in the hive
8 pages— bee-keepers' supplies.
formation about everyday life which
The feet of the common working
Joseph D. Enas. Napa, Cat., 6 pages
cannot be obtained from official re- bee exhibit at one and the same time — queens and bee-keepers'
supplies.
ports of pamphlets published by land a basket, a brush and a pair of pincers.
J. W. K. and A. G. Shaw, Loreauarticles,
One
of
these
indeed,
is
a
ville,
La.,
page—
1
bees,
queens,
etc.
agents.
Every one interested in
bi'ush of extreme fineness, the hairs
Rev. E. L. Briggs, Wilton Junction,
Florida, should send 2-^ cents for this
of which, arranged in symmetrical Iowa, 6 pages— bees and queens.
pamphlet. Address, Home and Farm, rows, are only to "be seen with the
A. E. Foster, Covington, Ky., 1 page
Louisville, Ky.
microscope. With this brush of fairy — bees and queens.
:

;
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More about those Eastern
G.

jr.

Bees.

DOOLITTLE.

On page 38 I fintl an article from the
the pen of Mr. Frank Benton, which
is as much of a surprise to me (if he
really means what he says) as the one
I wrote on page .500 of the Bee Journal for 1883 seems to be to him.

He

says

all

my

experience in bee-

from one of the greatest honey-pro- which Mr. Schrook possessed till he
ducers of the West. Mr. O. O. Popple- gave them combs (bees and brood)
ton, of Iowa, from page .50 of Glean- from another colony. He also there
"I get very much the states (which I also found to be true)
ings, for 'iSSi:
best results from my purest and that these laying workers so deposited
lightest Italians. The Italians seem their eggs that the apiarist would
to be much more disposed to partially suppose they had a laying queen (till
stop brood-rearing and bend all their the brood was capped over), as these
energies to honey-gathering whenever workers lay their eggs more nearly
there is a heavy flow of nectar, than like a queen than do those of the
any other kind of bees I have tried, Italians or blacks. Thus the apiarist
and this is a very great advantage." is " fooled " until all chance of getting
That the Syrian or Holy Land bees the colony in condition to produce
cannot be managed so as to get a large honey is passed.
amount of brood at any other time,
Once more, Mr. Benton says in his
save in a heavy flow of honey, is one closing paragraph, "Mr. Doolittle
of the greatest reasons for my discard- gets back to the race of bees with
which he originally started, the Holy
ing them.
Mr. Benton tries to so twist this Lands," and then "elsewhere takes me
sentence around as to make me con- and others to task for mixing the
fess that I cannot accomplish " what names of these Eastern bees. If the
is of more moment than any one other name Holy Land was not a correct

keeping has tended to make me value
prolitieness in a queen above all other
qualities. That he wants them to be thing
pertaining to honey-producing," name to apply to these bees, why did
so prolific that lots of brood will be and asks " how does this agree with D. A. Jones, the importer of them,
reared at all seasons of the year when his reported success in raising comb telegraph to tlie Northeastern ConvenThat he honey." Seeing Mr. B. wishes to tion, while in session in the city of
the weather will permit.
wants the hive overflowing with bees draw me out, I will say that 1 have Utica, N. Y., in 1881, "The Holy
year,
etc.
of
the
in the fall
never reported success with the Land bees are the best." If an imComing from a man who has once Syrian bees, for I have never had any porter was calling things wrong, how
lived in America, I again repeat, that to report. I had one colony of Syrian could those purchasing bees of him
such words are a surprise to me. If bees during the year 1883. and 3 till be expected to call them otherwise V I
he had modified his first statement so after the honey harvest of 1883 with see by the last Gleanings that A. I.
as to make it read that he valued the their increase, and from all I did not Root calls all bees coming from Syria,
prolificness of a queen above all other
get .50 pounds of honey, and had to Holy Land bees, and he an editor of a
qualities, when it could be so regufeed them each fall to "get them pre- bee paper. I used the words Syrian
lated that such prolitieness would be
and Holy Land indiscriminately, supfor winter, taking combs
of the greatest profit to the bee-keeper,
I would hold up both hands for it
but when he writes that he regards
the prolificness in a queen at all times
of the year above all other qualities,
I cannot help but think that the type
made him say what he did not mean
to say, or else that he is very much

.

mistaken.
Here, where we have but about six
weeks during the whole season in
which the bees make any gain in
honey, what we want is a queen that
can be coaxed to fill the hive to overflowing with brood during a few
weeks previous to this honey harvest,
and lay just as few eggs at all other
times as is consistent with accomSlishing of the above object. If Mr.
lenton had a piece of work which he
must accomplisli at a certain time if
he was to receive any profit therefrom, he would hire his help before
If he
tliat time expired or not at all.
wished " help "' at a certain time, and
they did not come until too late,
surely he would not keep and board
them six to eight months because it
was not convenient for them to come
sooner. Oh no, he would tell them
he did not want them, for it was too
late. So I say, that when he says
that he wants the hive overflowing
with bees in the fall, there must be
a mistake somewhere.
Why I prefer the Italian bees to all
others is for the reason that they are
more susceptible of being handled, so
as to get the hive overflowing with
bees at the right time, than are the
bees of any other race. Also, that as
soon as the honey harvest arrives the
queen will cease her prolificness, and
tlms we do not have a lot of " hungry
hands " to board when they are of no
use to the apiarist.
To show ISIr. B. that I am not alone
in this, I will quote the following
I

of
sealed honey from the Italians to do
the feeding with, while the same number of Italian colonies gave over .500
pounds during the same time, with
the same management I gave the
Syrians. These IJees would increase
but little till the honey harvest arl)ared

posing both meant the same. By Mr.
Benton's description, I now see that
the bees I had from one party were
what he describes as the Palestine
bees, and those from the two other
parties, were what he describes as the
Syrian. As I could not see a particle
rived, when they would crowd every of difference in them except in color,
available cell
with brood, which I do not feel disposed to try the
brood would use up nearly all the Syrians further, In the vain hope of
honey the few workers, reared before, finding something tolerably fair.
could gather while the honey harvest
In his fifth paragraph Mr. B. says of
lasted. On the contrary, when the the Piilestine bees, "they creep unhoney harvest opened, the Italians der sleeves and cutt's, biting the flesh,
would have a hive overflowing with and then curving their bodies and
bees and every comb filled with brood, stinging."
and this is a
Exactly
and this brood would gradually de- peculiarity of the "Syrians and Cypcrease till at the end of the harvest I rians as well. Mr. B. is the first one
had lots of lioney and but few mouths who has ever spoken of these bees
to feed. This is not mere fancy or biting, I believe. With me this is the
idle talk, but facts which must be most disagreeable of all the bad feaheeded if we would receive a good tures possessed by these Eastern bees.
profit from our bees.
During the past fall, after the snow
Next I notice Mr. B. admits tliat came, I feared I had been careless
these Eastern bees are liable to have with my colony of Texas Cyprians, so
laying workers every time a change I raised the quilt to ascertain if there
of queens occurs, but says this is not was plenty of sealed honey near the
a bad feature except as "the combs are top bars to the frames. Seeing but
filled with drones before the young little, I marked on the hive, " Give
queen gets to laying. Well, if this frames of sealed honey tlie first day
were so, the fillin"g of the combs with the bees can fly." The lOth day of
drones so that the young queens have December being warm and fine, I
little room to lay worker eggs, and the embraced
the opportunity to feed
feeding of so much honey t'o rear use- them. To procure room in the hive
less drones, is an admitted fact suffi- to place inside the two frames of
cient to uphold any apiarist in ban- sealed honey, I must take out two
ishing them from his apiary
but frames having little or no honey in
queens are not accepted by these bees, them. As Mr. Carroll wrote me that
with laying workers present, as easy I would have less difliculty in handas Mr. B. would have us think at ling the Cyprians if I used no smoke,
least such is not the case here in the I placed the smoker well filled and
United States, as my own experience lighted on top of the next hive, and
proves, and also that of others.
proceeded to carefully raise the quilt.
On page S2, present volume of I had not got it half off before two
Gleanings, will be found an account of dozen bees or more darted at me. I
how these Syrian laying workers baf- carefully backed off a dozen steps,
fled all the skill at introducing queens with these bees sticking to me, biting
;

,

;

;

"
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clothes and hands, and receiving
about one-half dozen stinss. I allowed two or three to stiiij; my hands
while I watched them. Some of them
would bite a half dozen times before
tliey woulil stin^.
Others would bite
several times, singing angry notes all

the while,

when

tliey

would

tly

off

two or three

feet and then dart back
again to sting me the moment they

my hands. I then found some
them had crawled into my clothes,
when presently " several points
made me heat a" hasty retreat for the
shop. Once in there I killed all that
still sang in my pockets and elsewhere.
When I went out I determined to try
the smoke for all it was worth. I
placed the nozzle of the smoker under
struck

of

the quilt and puffed furiously until
the smoke rolled out the entrance,
when I stripped off the quilt with one
jerk, keeping the smoke pouring on
them all the' while. AVith one hand I
smoked, a'ld managed to get out the
frames with the other. Next I moved
back one frame and placed in the full
combs in such a position that the
honey was in easy reach of the bees
then I closed the hive. The smoke
helped some, but in spite of it I received over 25 stings, and killed fully
that number of bees which had
crawled into my clothes while I was
at work, after I returned to the shop
the second time. I give the above as
an example of some of my trials during the past summer, in trying to see
what these new races of" bees are
worth. In one instance I received 16
;

stings

on

my

right liand

and arm,

while at the top oif a ladder trying to
get a second svi-arm of these bees
which had outwitted me in preventing
after swarms. As I could not get out
these stings till I reached the ground,
I had the most painful and swelled
arm I have had for the past ten years.
One more point and I will bring this
already lengthy article to a close. It
will be remembered that at the Northwestern Convention in Chicago, last
fall, Mr. J. A. Green reported the
Syrian bees as gentle, while all the
rest had found them cross. It now
appears that the bees kept by Mr.
Green were a cross between the Syrians
and Italians, as will be found by reading page 81 of Gleanings. Now my
experience agrees with Mr. Green's,
that a cross between the Cyprian or
Syrian bees and Italians, will give us
gentle bees and good workers. I also
find that any direct cross gives new
vigor to our bees, but I fail to find
that the crossing of these yellow bees
give any better results than does a
cross between the blacks and the
Italians.
The races of yellow bees
are so near alike as to color that it is
almost impossible to distinguish the
hybrid from the pure as to their markings hence, in a few generations it
would be impossible to know in what
direction we are breeding. As a cross
with the blacks give just as good results, and still allows us the knowledge necessary for knowing the direction we are going, through the markings of the bees I cannot see any reason for mixing these yellow races of
stinging, biting, laying workers, outof-season brood - producing race of
;
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bees with our already superior strains so as to see wliat is going on inside, I
use 1}^ inch strips on top and bottom
of Italians.
If Mr. J5enton sees any good reasons of sides, rabbitted for a strip of glass
why we should do so except the pur- to come just even inside (a board like
chasing of iiueens of him, will he Ileddon 's will do just as well), (ilass,
please' give them to us through the of cinirse, requires an outer ca|) for
the hive. Now tack on strips of tin
columns of the Bee Journal.
on the bottom edge on all four sides,
Borodino. N. Y.
so It will project Jg inches inside for
sections and section supports to rest
For the American Bee .Tourn:il.
on. These supports are made by taking
1}4 wide, and as long as your case is
Pollen or Farina.
wide inside. Have a square corner
made
lengthwise, so that two of these
JOHN riiiN.
pieces will make a
when soldered
Mr. Clarke, in his note, doubts the togetlier. These are for the sections
soundness of mv criticism on the to rest on, and are simply laid in the
words, " Pollen and Farina." Allow bottom of case, the ends' resting on
me to say that the criticism was made the projecting tin strips. The sizesof
only after careful study of not only cases must be gaged, by the size of
Webster, but Worcester, Agilvie, your sections and hives.
The advantages I claim are, that it
Richardson, and also of Balfour's
Botanical Lexicon, together with much saves the lumlier for partitions. It is
easily adjusted to a slight variation in
more that I need not name.
Pollen signilied originally tine flour, size of sections. If separators are to
and is so given by Bailey in his old be used, the T support makes an adEtymological Dictionary. In this sense mirable rest for separators. The supports allow ^he sections to come so
it still survives in the word pollard,
which signilies a mixture of bran and close together, that the two thickmeal. Originally (in the West), it nesses of tin between them cannot be
signilied fine dust, and the botanists noticed. That, of course, economises
adopted it to signify the fecundating the room occupied by the wooden pardust of flowers. At present, the use titions, and also the heat of tlie bees.
of pollen in the sense of flour or meal When the sections are tilled, the cases
them
is obsolete, and is so noted In all our are easily emptied by turning
great dictionaries. And on the ground up-side-down, and pushing out the
that it is always imfortunate when a sections, T supports and all.
I shall have this case on exhibition
word has two meanings, I trust that
no one will try to revive the old mean- at the coming Davenport convention ;
ing let pollen mean the fecundating also an entirely new shipping case,
which I will describe in the Bee
dusti of flowers and nothing else.
As regards farina about the same .Journal hereafter.
Milan, 111.
history belongs to this word, except
that it now means flour or meal, and
by an adoption from the French on the
For she American Bee Jourr'\l.
part of chemists. It also signifies pure
starch. Craig, in his dictionary, gives
Some Important Suggestions.
the meaning pollen^ but it has been
rarely used in this sense, which may
AMI CROSS.
be considered obsolete.
I have as great an abhorence as any
Though you may not all have heard
one of hyper-criticism, but surely it of me, I have dealt in supplies for
worth
"while
to
seek
to
attain
that
is
years, and had a large correspondence
accuracy and precision which will en- of all sorts in the bee-keeping line. I
able us to say what we mean without have experienced many trials with
circumlocution. I believe with Ilorne this correspondence, and take this
Tooke, that no word should have more opportunity of trying to correct some
than one meaning and although we of the mistakes of bee-keepers in the
cannot always attain this, yet, as my line of correspondence, etc.
good friend Prof. A. Cook says in a
I am thinking that it woidd save a
note just received from him, by avoid- good deal of trouble, loss, and nervous
ing these double-meanings, " we can exhaustion if a few little details were
hasten the expurgation of our litera- properly attended to, and a few little
ture."
alterations made in apicultural diploPatterson, N. J.
macy and etiquette.
Do write your name plainly. Always mention your county. In writFor tbe American Bee Journal.
ing to a business firm, or any person
An "Improved" Heddon Case.
of large correspondence, never take it
for granted that they know you, or
C. H. DIBBERN.
where you live, or your shipping address, even if you have written to
Always
After making up 80 cases after a them fifty times before.
pattern from Mr. Ileddon, I came to make everything clear and plain.
to you
conclusion
that
your
signature
looks
the
a cheaper and betWhile
ter case could be made. After making the plainest of any word you write,
several cases that were not entirely remember to others of all words it is
satisfactory, I hit upon the following, the most obscure. In making an orwhich I think even Jlr. Ileddon will der for goods, nevj;k write anything
regard as an improvement.
on the sheet except the order and
directions.
Use another
I make the outer rim just like the shipping
Ileddon, allowing
inch bee space sheet upon which to tell your dealer
over the sections. It glass Is wanted, all about what kind of bees you like

T

;

:

;

%

;
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How

many colonies you have
best.
in the cellar, and how many neiglibor
S. has out-doors, and what you expect
to do two years hence, etc., etc., etc.,
and then the poor over-taxed bookkeeper and secretary can throw that
part right into the waste basket ^vithout ever having to read it all over to
see if some directions for shipping is
contained therein, and go on witli the
next 39 letters of the morning mail.
In ordering a circular, make just as
few vs'ords as possible. If you give
your dealer brevity, he will repay you
with promptness, and likely throw in
considerable admiration. Each writer
naturally feels as though he was the
only or "main customer; as though his
deal was the most important one of
the season. It is to him, but as it is
not with the dealer, do not forget to
govern yourself accordingly. Do not
ask for credit no matter how financially responsible you may be. 1. Your
dealer does not know that, and 2, if
he did, as he is doing a cash business,
his system of book-keeping is such
that it makes him much more trouble
to run an additional credit system
than it does you to send cash witli the
order. If you do not kn,ow that a
dealer is responsible, do not send him
money till you liiid that out, but if
you do, and lose it, do not ask some
one else to pay it, nor attach blame to
anv person but yourself.
iTse only Full Government, high-cut
envelopes. If you use the others, your
letters will be glued fast to the inside
of them, and the annoyance is far
greater than tlie difference in cost.
The manufacture of low-cut envelopes should at once become a lost
art. No one of taste and experience
will use them.
In writing, study concentration and
;

brevity.
letters?
Sir."

Ilow
"JSIr.

Why

we head our
John Smith, Dear

sliall

that? •' Friend Jones."
use such a term as friend promiscuously V Does it savor of any
thing wise or good ? Why say "Yours
I^espectfully," or "Truly "in a business letter'? Let us leave oft all prefixes and affixes except the writer's
signature, or say merely as a prefix,
" Mr. Brown," and then go right to
business. If we are to make general
use of any term exclusive to the fraternity, I am in favor of Dr. Miller's
" Brother," written
favorite,
viz
'•Bro. Doolittle."
How does that

Why

Drones from Worker Eggs.
S. J.

YOUNOIIAN.

The views of C. Theilman, given on
page 594 of the Bek Journal, are so
like
mine, given at the jSIorthern
Michigan Bee-Keepers" Convention in
October, 1888, held at Sheridan, Mich.,
and also like a more recent article on
the same subject by B. F. Carroll.
This places me in a better postion before the bee-keeping fraternity, especially as you say in yoiu- editorial
criticism, "It will be very generally
disbelieved that bees can and will
rear drorics from worker eggs." I
think that the "old heads" will be
obliged to believe, and also admit,
that drones are often reared from
worker leggs, even if it does clash a
little with the teachings of some of
our veteran writers and scientific beekeepers. I also think that it will encourage some who are tmdoubtedly
sometimes afraid to give their views
to the public, especially those views

Sec. 5.— Upon complaint of any two
bee-keepers of said county in writing
and on oath, to said commissioner,
setting forth tliat said disease exists,
or that thej' have good reason to believe it exists witliin said county, designating the apiary or apiaries wherein they believe it to be, it shall become the duty of the commissioner,
to whom such complaint is delivered,
to proceed without unnecessary delay
to examine the bees so designated,
and if he shall become satisfied that
any colony or colonies of said bees are
diseased with foul brood, he shall
without further disturbance to said
bees, fix some distinguishing mark
upon each hive, wherein exists said
foul brood, and immediately notify
the person to whom said bees belong,
personally or by leaving a written

notice at his place of residence, if lie
be a resident of such county, and if
such owner be a non-resident of such
coimty, then by leaving the same with
the pe"rson in charge ot such bees, requiring said person, within five days,
Sundays excepted, from the date of
pertaining to new discoveries, for fear said notice, to effectually remove or
destroy said hives, together with their
of being held up to ridicule.
entire contents, by burying them or
Cato, Mich., Feb. 4, 1884.

by

The Michigan Law on Foul Brood.

fire.

—

Sec. 6. If any person neglects to
destroy, or cause to be destroyed said
hives and their contents in manner as
described in sectifui .>, after due notification, he shall be deemed guilty of

!Many are asking me about our law
I thought it might be
well for it to be published in the Bee a misdemeanor, and punished by a
Journal. I wrote it with much care, fine not to exceed $'A) for the first offense, and for each additional offense
and think it pretty good. A. J. Cook.
he shall be liable to a fine not to exTo prevent the spread of foul lirood ceed SlOO, at the discretion of the
among bees, and to extirpate the same. court and any justice of the peace of
Section l.—The People of the IState the township where said bees exist,
of Michigan enact. That it sliall be un- shall have jurisdiction thereof.
lawful for any person to keep in his
Sec. 7. The commissioner shall be
apiary any colony of bees affected allowed for services under this act, $2
with the contagious malady known as for each full day, and SI for each half
foul brood and it shall be the duty of day, the account to be audited by the
every bee-keeper, as soon as he be- board of supervisors.
comes aware of the existence of said
Sec. 8. In all suits and prosecutions
disease among his bees, to forthwith under this act, it shall be necessary to
destroy or cause to be destroyed all prove that said bees were actually
colonies thus affected.
diseased or infected with foul brood.
Sec. 2. In any county in this State,
in which foul brood exists, or in which
For Uie American B^e Journal.
there are good reasons to believe it
exists, it shall be lawful for any five
An Analogous Case.

on foul brood,

;

—

;

—

—

or

more actual bee-keepers

of' said

county to set forth such fact, belief or
o. L. eaklle.
apprehension in a petition addressed
On page 102 of the Bee Jouenal,
to the judge of probate, requiring
him to appoint a competent commis- Mr. B. F. Carroll claims that the male
sound ? It is a smooth and pretty sioner to prevent the spread of said sperm lodges in the mucus covering of
term, and is applicable to friend or disease, and to eradicate the same
the egg, and that it can be removed
enemy. We can then use the term which petition shall be filed with, and by the V)ees, thus changing the sex of
friend to those whom we have good
become a part of the records of the the egg when the welfare of the colony
and valid reasons to believe are our court where such application is made. demands it. The theory becomes more
friends, whether bee-keepers or not.
Sec. 3.— It shall be the duty of the reasonable if we can find a similar
Pshaw, are not "Dear Sir," "Yours judge of probate on the receipt of the case in nature. For instance, the feTruly," etc., all taken for granted ? petftion specified in section
2, of this male fish first lays her eggs, and is
Please give us your opinion and
act, to appoint within ten days there- closely followed by the male, who
send off, " Bro." JJewman.
after a well-known and competent sprays the fertilizing fluid over the
Jericho, Del.
bee-keeper of said county, as a com- eggs. Still greater success in their
[Our correspondent gives some very missioner, who shall hold his ofllce fertilization is made in the fish nurthe pleasure of said court and series by gently pressing the eggs from
good suggestions, which should be during
a record of such order of appointment, the female into a bowl, and then over
heeded by correspondents. We detest and revocation, when revoked, shall be them, with the milk from the male,
the indiscriminate use of the word filed as part of the records of said court. obtained in the same manner. To my
" friend," and very seldom use it, exSec. 4.— It shall be the duty of said mind, Mr. Carroll's proposition of the
commissioner, within ten days of his queen's eggs being fertilized on the
cept to those whom we have proved as
appointment as aforesaid, to file his outside of the eggs, lends additional
friends. It savors of " cant " to use it acceptance of the same with the court strength to the Dzlerzon theory.
Green Castle, Ind., Feb. 19, 1884.
from whom he received appointment.
in business correspondence.— Ed.]
:

;

—

:
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I think that apiarists will agree with the edges of two sections chance to
me. that comb honey can be more pro- mismatch.
titably built J'o inches thick than any
Mr. Hoot's suggestion to make them

Pur tbe Amerlcnn Bee JuurnaL

Wood

Separators.

ISHAM.

C. K.

A

tliickness, thereby

admitting of

glassing, whicli for neat

and improved

appearance,

I consider indispensible,
especially if we wish to put our honey
upon the market in tlie most attractive and salable shape, and avoid leak-

ing and mussing, with which both
dealer and consumer become more or
less disgusted.
We prefer wood separators cut 1-16 inch tnick, as they are
lighter, cheaper, warmer, and make a
wider entrance for the bees to get into
the sections, whicli is now considered
to be of great importance.
The (irst and principal objection to
their use, is that more honey can be

obtained without than with them.
How can we better judge as to correctness of these claims than by a

comparison of results? Taking the
report of Mr. .James Ileddon, a strong
anti-separator advocate, and comparing it with my neighbors, JNIessrs. J.
C. Newman & Sons, I liiid that for
several years from an average number
of colonies, they have obtained about
double the amount of surplus honey
I find that Messrs. Uean and Van
Eaton, of York, and also the Messrs.
Benedict, of Perry, can report a far
better average than I have seen in the
figures used by anti-separator advo;

cates.

One

report which I will make specmention of, is that of Mr. P. D.
Jones, near Mt. Morris, N. Y., who
has, from 90 colonies, spring count,
during the past season, obtained some
ial

12,0U0 lbs. of comb honey.
Were it
necessary, I could give several other
reports which have come under my
observation, as within what
we
term our ''bee circle," embraced
in the counties of Wyoming and
Livingston, there was last year produced a crop of some 100.000 lbs. of
section
comb honey. This large
amount was produced by a limited

number

of apiarists who mostly make
a specialty of the business, and nearly
all of whom, after years of careful experimenting, are now using wood sep-

arators.

Here is a query
When a colony of
bees are working at full capacity, and
so intent upon storing in sections,
that at the close of the yield they have
in some instances, as vfas the case this
fall, only from 2 to 6 lbs. of honey in
the brood chamber, with 100 or more
pounds stored in surplus arrangements
above, how in the name of reason
could more honey be obtained by dispensing with separators?
Here I
claim another point for wood separators
They can store in tiered sections to belter advantage, as they have
two bee spaces instead of one, and can
use the separator to travel over instead of passing, or crowding through
the bees at work upon the comb in the
:

—

:

lower

tier.

thinner, as only the same amount of
is required.
This narrowing
of the sections down to 1'4 inches in
width in order to do away with separators, and using J^lb. boxes, is bringing the whole business of producing
comb honey down to the same contracted proportions— micalled for by
dealer or consumer, and at best, only
a whim of some apiarists whose main
ambition seems to be to bring the
honey business down to dimensions
corresponding with the size of section
the advocates use. I think it an advantage to use separators, although
not wishing to glass the honey,
as by fastening strips across the separator for the edges of the sections to
rest against, they will be filled flush,
and are ready forcrating without danger of chating or, if desired, put info
paper boxes, which is now a popular
way to put it up for market.
Since writing the above, I see that
in February
number of Oleanings,
among the editorials on page 101, tliat
Mr. A. I. Root writes as follows under
the heading of Wooden Separators
" These seem to have lost favor.
Dr.
Besse mentioned at the convention
that although he made and sold a
great many of them, he had discarded
them. The principal objectio!i seemed
to be that they will warp. This might
be obviated by making them thicker;
but this would increase the expense,
and also occupy valuable room in the
brood apartmeiit. If separators must
be used, tin seems to be the best ma-

capping

Tew reasons why I prefer them,
also some of tlie objections to the use
of any separators, considered.
In a previous article in the Bee
JouKNAL, I claimed that with separators, the combs are built true and of
even
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;

thicker is unnecessary, and for economical atul successful using, impracticable, and evidences that he has
not had much, if any practical experience with them; besides, what do we
want of them in the brood chamber V
That they are affected l)y dampness,
is something I have never seen, although I have had them in use more
or less for the past 15 years. How can
dampness from the bees affect storing
attachments, when it is warm enough
for bees to store honey in sections ? I
leave the question for some novice in
bee-culture to answer.
After becoming convinced that wood
was more desirable, I laid aside (or
sold for half cost) some 2 or .3 thousand
tin separators, and could not be induced to return to their use if they
were furnished me gratuitously, and I
think most of my bee-keeping neighbors will bear me out in making this
assertion.
Peoria, N. Y.
[It should, perhaps, be stated that
while the Eastern markets require
glassed sections of honey, in the West
they are of very slow sale. Consequently this modifies the argument
concerning the use of separators. If
the honey is to be glassed, separators
cannot be dispensed with. Ed.]

Indiana State Convention.

terial to occupy little space without
The fifth annual meeting of the
being affected by the dampness of the State Bee-Keepers' Association conhive."
vened in Indianapolis, Jan. 1-'). The
There is more absurdity contained Indiana Farmer says
The meeting
in the above quotation, than in any was called to order promptly at 10:30
pertaining
to
intelthing I have read
Vice-President Johnson in the
a. m.
ligent bee-culture, for several years chair.
The reports of the several
past. From the reports I have given, otiicers showed the society to be in
does it look as though they had lost good condition and full of life. Dr.
favor y
J. H. Orear called attention to the
At the last annual February meet- work of the society, and what was exing of the Northeastern Bee-Keepers' pected would be gained by a close adAssociation, held in the City Hall at herence to the rules of the organizaSyracuse, N. Y., and which was prob- tion. The President said that memably as large an assemblage of bee- bers should pay strict attention to
keepers as often meet together— at business, work promptly, and above
times the whole seating capacity of all call things by their proper names,
the hall being filled, the subject of thereby helping all beginners to a fair
using separators was discussed, and understanding of just what was meant
no one spoke against them, and the during the discussion of the several
question was decided in their favor by subjects as they came before the
an unanimous vote. Does this look meeting.
like having lost favor with New York
Spring management was the first
and New England apiarists, whose question of general interest brought
record the past season as successful before the meeting.
Mr. Davis oehoney producers gives authority of the lieved that early feeding must be rehighest character to their expression sorted to for the best results.
upon the subject ?
Mr. Lane also practiced early feedTheir warping, as Dr. Besse is spo- ing to stimulate brood-rearing. He
his spring work first by
of
as
having
mentioned,
has
not
commenced
ken
been our experience, especially when giving all his hives a thorough cleansused in racks and brouglit together by ing of all dead bees, cappiugs, and the
following boards, which I consider far usual filth which accumulated in the
ahead of wide frames for top storing. hives during the time the bees were
When cut from properly-seasoned and confined. He preferred candy for
suitable
lumber,
and afterwards early spring feeding, as it was better
slightly steamed, then pressed and to supply the bees in the hives than to
dried (which is easily done), they are entice them out during high cold
almost as Hat as boards, and of 1-lfi winds.
inch in thickness do not check or split
Dr. Orear's plan was much like
to any amount, or do not sink when those already given feeding syrups.
:

—
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rye meal in lieu of pollen, and a judicious spreading oi^ the combs, as the
cluster increased.
The Secretary Care should betaken
in reference to spreading the brood
cluster, as much damage was often
caused by spreading too fast; wait
until the first five or six frames become well crowded, before giving
:

more room.
Hatching brood

The

following

was then passed

an appropriation

sufficiently liberal to

enable the University to conduct satMr. isfactory experiments in our favorite

led to the subject of

the best bees for all purposes.
Mason had seen some good workers
among hybrids, but believed none
were quite so good as the Italians.
Mr. Shaw said that the real dependence was more in the honey to be had,
than in the kind or quality of the

and open to all also that our constitution and by-laws prohibit the likelihood of anything of the kind and
;

Resolved, That the thanks of this association be, and are hereby tendered
to President J. II. Smart, of Purdue
University, for his interest in apiculture as indicated in his letter, and
that we hereby pledge that our individual and aggregate influence shall
be used upon our next legislature for

industry.

Mr. C. F. Muth then gave his plan

preparing bees for winter. He
thought it very essential that plenty
of room be allowed for the bees to
pass from one frame to the other, en
masse, and preferred passages through
bees.
Mr. Raab had tried all kinds of the combs near the centre. Direct
the hives he
bees, and was decidedly in favor of ventilation through
thought bad for the bees, but believed
the Italians.
of

;

that the society is fostered, in connection with the other societies, by the
State Board of Agriculture.
The afternoon session was opened
with the farther discussion of the best
plans and arrangements for work in
the apiary, and the time was fully
taken up until tlie arrival of Gov.
Porter, further debate being deferred
to hear the Governor's address. The
CTOvernor said that he bad proved by
examining the State statistics that for
the year ending April 1, 1S80, the production of honey was 1,097,634 pounds.
In 1881 the production declined to 690,141 pounds, and in 1882 it had declined
to 420,204. It further appeared from
the statistics for the year ending
April 1, 1882, that there was a loss of
38,357 colonies of bees. The decline
manifestly came chietly from destruction of bees, ow-ing to the insufficient
supply of food in certain parts of the

The President, in an address, re- it very necessary that provision be
marked that progress is the watch- made to allow the escape of moisture
w-ord of the bee-keeper, wherever which naturally arises from them durfound, and was the principle that or- ing the cold weather.
The Secretary's plan was but little year, ifrom unfavorable weather, and
ganized this association, and has kept
it alive and will maintain it.
The different from that of Mr. Muth, only from the destruction of bees in winter.
The chief attention of bee-keepers
idea of all associations of whatever that the latter used dry leaves in the
branch of industry, should be to extend the benefits "of that industry to
the masses, and not to hedge it in to
the selected few. We lose nothing in
any science or art that we may have
obtained by giving that knowledge to
oui- fellow "man that he may not only
benefit by our experience, but return
his ov^'n likewise.

We

need not fear the overstocking
of our State with bees in the near
future. AVe have but a small number
of colonies in this State comparatively.
The statistics of April 1, 1883, show
but 78,526 colonies, and that they
gathered 798,368 pounds of honey.
Mr. E. T. Sturtevant, of Cuyahoga
county, Ohio, an extensive bee raiser,
in an article published in 1857, says
that in his opinion, on an average,
200,000 pounds of honey go to waste
in each county annually for the want
of bees to gather it. Let us reduce
that one-half for Indiana and say that
the honey bearing trees and plants
produce 100,000 pounds per county annually, and we have 9,700,000 pounds
of honey. Of that amount we gathered in 1882, 798,368 pounds, leaving
8,901,632 pounds ungathered.
With
this estimate and these figures before

us we need not be alarmed about overstocking the State with bees.
This
ungathered honey, at the present retail price, would bring nearly $2,000,000, which now is a total loss to the
wealth of the State, and I have no
doubt that the honey yield can be
materially increased by the special
cultivation of the honey" bearing trees

and

plants.

A letter

was then read from Prof.
Smart, of the Purdue Universitv, on
establishing an apiary at the college.
" After consulting with
He said
Prof. Latta, we have concluded to
recommend to the board of trustees,
that the effort be made to encourage
that branch of economic industry. I
doubt not that the project will be approved provided the legislature makes
an appropriation sufliciently large to
enable us to carry on our present
work and to add what is suggested."
:

be directed to producing
plants for bees, with reference to
withstanding drouths and other unfavorable conditions, just as prudent
stock raisers cultivate a variety of
grasses so as to meet the conditions of
drouths and a loo great excess of

second story of the hives as an absorb- should

ent and protection from the severe
cold. He had noticed that the colder
the weather the greater the exudation
arising from the bees. He thought
that with plenty of stores from 2-5 to
30 pounds of honey, free passage for
the bees from frame to frame, and
for the escape for the dampness, with
good protection from outside dampness also, a good colony of bees had
the advantage of all that we really
know as to what is best for them in
winter.
Dr. Orear favored in-door wintering,
but this season was wintering on the
summer stands ; was not now able to
say how well his plans were succeed,

ing.

In the evening the election of

of-

was

held, and resulted as follows
Mrs. Irvin Bobbin, President
Mrs. E. Stout, Treasurer, and Frank
L. Dougherty, Secretary.
ficers

moisture, some grasses flourishing in
very dry seasons, and some flourishing particularly in wet ones.
An interesting discussion of the
Governor's remarks followed at the
close of the address. The association adjourned at 4 p.

For

tlie

m.
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Paste for Labels on Honey Pails.
ELLIS JtEAIiER.

Some days ago I

received a few eans
me in
an open sleigh. The paste used for
The session was then taken up in putting on the labels was so unfit for
discussion ; the subjects being " Clip- the work that two of the labels had
ping the queens' wings," " Feeding fallen off whole, and several more
bees in cold weather," and " The de- were more or less loose, and could be
sirability of producing comb or ex- easily removed without tearing, and
tracted honey."
on several cans the labels were conThe business of the second day was siderably torn by the handling or rubentered into promptly at 9 a. m. with bing against each other on the road.
the question as to the advisability of The otherwise neat appearance of the
having the proceedir.gs of the conven- goods was thus very materially hurt.
tion printed in pamphlet form and
Some years ago, a friend engaged in
sent to bee-keepers throughout 'the a drug store, noticed that the labels
State, and while it was considered im
on tin packages, which they received
possible to supply even a small part from one New York house, adhered
with
copies
of the number inthe State
very firmly, while those on the packin the present condition of our finan- ages from another house, were more
ces, the Secretary was instructed to easily removed or marred, although
send out as many as possible.
the tin had the appearance of having
or
otherwise
sand-papered
Reports were heard from the several been
county societies, and of the good the roughened in order to overcome the
secured
the
receipt
He
organization was doing throughout difficulty.
the State, and plans were discussed for making the paste used in the
for the continuance of the good work. first case, and as 1 have used it and
The Secretary was instructed to assist know it to be excellent, I herewith
as far as possible in the organization give it for the use of bee-keepers.
of county societies, and to sliow to the
Make a flour paste just as your wife
friends as far as possible that this does for papering walls, except rather
body was purely a State institution thinner. If your wife cannot make
not being run for a favored few, as a good paste, ask some other man's,
had been asserted by some, but free wife. When nearly done, add about
:

;

of extracted honey, brought to
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as much of the cheapest
Porte Rico molasses that can he sot.
and cook tor atxnit 10 minutes longer,
stirrinj; contiinially to prevent burnif tcH) thick t"o spread easily (as
injr.
will probably be the case), thin with
warm or hot water, mixing well before
nsina;.
If lumpy, squeeze through a
cheese clotli or a stout, loose-woven
linen towel. Do not use a molasses
that is adulterated. I get mine at a
grocery that has a large Irish trade.
oiie-eifrlitli

This paste,

if

and recommended the Jones hive as
being easy to handle, and simple in
its

operations.

Mr. Vanderburgli spoke in favor of
the tenement hive as being an easy
hive to handle, and an excellent one

which to winter.
Mr. Kitchen spoke in favor of a
hive of his own make, and thought
it was ahead of any in use.
The Secretary mentioned a tew
points which he considered essential,
well made of good and thought the .fones liive about filled
in

'

materials, will fasten i)aper or cloth the bill.
The account of E. C. Campbell, for
tirmly to metal, eartlienwiye or other
packages, and labels put on with it printing, $4.2-5, was ordered to be
will bear rough usage without mar- paid.
The next meeting will be held at
ring. 1 have lately had occasion to
think that perhaps" a good quality of Ilagersville, on the 30th of May, at
sugar might take the place of the mo- 10 a. m.
Subjects for next meeting: "Best
lasses, but do not know. If it woidd
answer, the advantage in using it race of bees ;"' Best way of putting
report of
would be the less difficulty in getting up extracted honey ;" "
losses during the winter and spring."
it.
to Mr.
vote
of
thanks
was
given
Owasco, N. Y.
Kitchen for his attendance at the
meeting, and for the information
given in his remarks on the subjects
Haldimand, Ontario, Association.
under discussion.
E. C. Campbell, Sec.
meeting of this associiition w.as
held at Jarvis, on Monday, Feb. 11,
pursuant to adjournment.
Minutes
For the American Bee JouraaL
of the previous meeting read and approved.
The membership fee was Below vs. Above, for Section Honey.
made 25 cents.
ALLEN ruINGLE.
The question of the best method of
wintering bees was then taken up.
Mr. Kindree winters his bees on the
I notice that Dr.
G. L. Tinker
summer stands, in chaff hives, with thinks it "impossible to get nicely
plenty of stores. He puts a division- capped, clean, white and beautiful
board in the front part of the hive, combs either ati the sides of or between
and tills the space with chafT, and has brood combs." Some other bee-keepers are of the same opinion, contendsuccess.
The President winters his bees in a ing that the upper stories are the
clamp, with a foot of chaff all around places par excellence for producing good
them, and a place of exit through the section box honey.
chaff. This is the first winter he had
I beg to say most respectfully that
tried it, and does not know how they these gentlemen are mistaken. I have
will succeed.
produced as beautiful section box
Mr. Armstrong winters his bees in honey in the lower story or brooda shed or clamp, with 10 inches of chamber as can be produced above.
chaff on the south side, and a foot on This is the way I do it
When the
the north side, and IS inches of saw- surplus honey season is in, having got
dust on top. They are doing well, the colonies intended for section
and he thinks they will come through honey well developed and sti'ong, oc-

A

A

A

:

all right.

Mr. Kitchen urged the importance
of having plenty of young brood late
in the fall, with plenty of stores, and
he would almost guarantee them to
come through all right.
The Secretary and Mr. Buckley
gave their experience on cellar wintering, and thought it a very good
plan.

How
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In putting in the frames of sections,
must of course be put
faciiKj the nearest l)roo<l frame, and
the next frame put with its tinned
side facing the open sid(^ of the lirst
one, and so on, placing divison-board
behind all if needed to Hll up. Sometimes the perforated zinc divisionboard is useful between the brood
frames and the section frames, but I
have never yet had occasion to use it,
though the perforated metal as prepared by D. A. Jones is very useful
for various purposes. I have never
been troubled with the queen in the
section boxes, nor with pollen. But
the brood fr: mes must be kept clear
for the quec n. Keep the extractor
going upon them whenever necessary.
jVnd if the honey flow is abundant,
you will have the satisfaction of taking out a full case of well-capped,
beautiful honey every two or three
days. The section frame nearest the
this tinned side

"

brood frames will be filled and finished first.
Upon removing it shift
the nearest one to it (which is perhaps half full) up in its place, and put
in an empty one behind all.
Upon
opening a hive to take out the full
section frame, should you find two or
three sections not fully capped over,
it is, I think, bad policy to put it back
again to wait for a full finish. Take
out two or three unfinished ones and
put them in your empty frame.
From my experience I am very
strongly in favor of the lower story for
section box honey, especially in a hive
like the Jones hive, where the frames
hang across the hive, and you can put
your section boxes in the rear instead
of at the sides. In such a hive I can
get far more section-box honey below
than above, and of a quality as good
as any.

When, therefore, I notice the incredulity of some leading bee-keepers
on this point, I feel amused as well as
surprised. Of course it requires attention and skillful manipulation, but
with those elements it can be made a
grand success.
I

am

not condemning other methods

of getting section box honey; fori
practice other methods myself in
cupying from 8 to 12 brood frames. I other styles of hive, but this is my
take from a given colony (that has, most successful one.
I am only resay 10 frames) 3 frames away, leaving futing the notion that it is impossible
all or nearly all of the bees behind.
to get first-class section honey in the
There will be now remaining in the brood-chamber.
hive 7 of the best brood frames with
Selby, Ont., Feb. 5, 1884.
an abundance of bees. I then dispose
these 7 frames in the front part of the
hive those having most brood in the
For tbe American Bee Journal*
fore front, and those having least (one

—

comb and honey)
Bees Flying in Winter.
furthest back from the entrance.
S. B. ATWATER.
The reader will bear in mind that
bee to fly out too early in the spring, the frames of this hive— the Jones
and becoming chilled they were un- hive hang parallel with the entrance.
Should bees be restrained from flyable to return. One great preventa- I now hang 2 or 8 frames of sections ing while the ground is covered with
tive was to devise some means of containing 9 each immediately behind snow V
keeping the bees in the hive until the the brood frames, thus filling up the
This is a question in the wintering
weather is warm enough for them to hive. The section frame used has 3 problem, which, at the present time,
iiy.
strips of tin something over 3 inches is of interest to me. My experience,
Mr. Kitchen kept his bees closed up wide tacked on one side of it directly so far, has been confined to wintering
as long as possible, and after allowing over the three rows or tiers of section bees on the summer stands. During
them a flight, he kept them closed up boxes which are aj2x434 inches in size the winter of 1880 and 1881,1 had a
for another month, or until the weaththe longest measure (4J4) crossing dozen colonies that were confined to
er was warm, and fed them until they the tin strips at right angles. This their hives from the middle of Nocommenced to swarm.
leaves a narrow entrance into the vember to the 2d day of March, and
The President gave some interest- section boxes at the top and bottom during the most of this time the hives
ing reminiscences of early bee hives, of each row.
were so covered with drifts of snow
to prevent spring dwindling ? perhaps with drone

The President thought the great cause
of spring dwindling was allowing the

—

;

—

;
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that no part of them could be seen. from .82° to 36° below zero, as measDuring all that time the weather was lued by different thermometers in
too cold to disturb them to ascertain this neighl)orhood.
Every day now
their condition.
that indicates a thaw, I am watching,
On the morning of March 2, the and if many bees fly out, I close the
sun shone bright and warm ; in the entrances of tlie hives either with
warmest part of the day, the ther- snow or little blocks.
I doing
mometer stood at 7(P in the shade. right y This is a question I would
The ground, at tliis time, was com- like to have some advice about it.
with snow, but it
pletely covered
If the entrances of the hives should
melted so fast that day that a flood be closed while the ground is covered
of water was sweeping down all the with snow, and the temperature is
ravines during the afternoon.
low, what is the best method of doing
About 9 o'clock in the forenoon I it y There are many readers of the
shoveled the snow away from the Bee Journal who have had more
hives, so as to open ttie entrances. years of experience in wintering bees
The bees came out for a general fly, on the summer stands than I have,
and seemed to enjoy themselves. Bees and if there is as much danger from
were observed to alight on the snow, loss by their imtimely flights as I
but the weather being so warm they apprehend, is not this a good queswere enabled to arise again. As the tion to discuss ?
Viola, 111., Dec. 27, 1883.
sun went down, and the bees finally
•returned to tlieir hives, a few dead
bees were to be seen on the snow, but
not enough to indicate that the colonies had met witli any great loss. Tlie
nex winter, being an open one, there
was no loss of bees in this locality on
account of snow.
In the winter of 1882 and 1883, I had
75 colonies on the summer stands Drones Flying.
that had no flight from the latter part
Here, bees winter on their summer
of November to the middle of February. During a great portion of this stands without packing of any kind;
time" the weather was extremely cold. tliey have wintered well, so far. I had
From the first to the 10th of February 78 colonies last fall, and now have 77
we had a good many days that the sun all in good condition. ISIy bees were
shone very bright, but the mercury all flying to-day. One colony had
in the thermoriieter was all the time drones witli a good young queen in the
below the freezing point. Yet, not- hive. I harvested 3,000 lbs. of honey
withstanding the coldness of the last year, and sold it at 9 and 15 cents
weather, at every hive which was not per pound. I use square frame, 11x12,
covered completely with a drift of and the top-bar is 14 inches long, and
snow, some bees would every day dart 10 to a hive. Sweet clover is of no use
out, drop and wallow a few seconds for us. I sowed a pound 2 years ago,
in the snow, but none lived to return and it bloomed the second' year, but
there was not a bee seen on the bloom.
to the hives.
Inglefield, Ind.
John Fekstel.
From the 10th to the 15th of February there were slight indications of
a thaw, and the bees were so anxious Request for Mr. Doolittle.
to fly that I shoveled snow against the
AVe have had the coldest weather
front of the hives, covering the en- this winter ever known in Kentucky.
trances. The moruing of the 16th of The mercury re<5istered as low as 30°
February was cioudy, and although below zero. AV e had snow on the
the temperature was above the freez- ground through the whole of Januing point, so long as it remained ary.
Notwithstanding the severe
cloudy, the bees were quiet.
But winter, our bees have wintered well
about noon the sun broke suddenly so far. I opened five hives on Jan. 14,
through the clouds, and in a miiuite and found sealed brood in two of
the air was full of bees. The ther- them the third one had a nice patch
mometer, at noon, stood at 45'-'. To- of eggs in one comb. Of course such
wards evening a cool breeze sprung queens would be condemned in Michiup. Bees would fall in the snow, gan, and probably get their heads
and it appeared to be too cold that day pinched, but they are just the kind
for a resting place.
Many would we Kentuckians expect the largest
spin around on their backs awhile, yields of honey from, and are rarely
but would get too much chilled to ever mistaken. I spent the most of
rise again. The next morning, the to-day witli my bees, putting in disnow for .30 or 40 rods in all directions vision-boards, and shaping the broodfrom my apiary was thickly peppered nests according to my notion, I
-with the bodies of dead bees.
found young bees hatching in most of
In the spring there were live bees my hives. I began last season with
in every hive, but many of the colo- 25 colonies of my own, andC on shares,
nies were greatly weakened by their making 31 in all. I took 4,225 lbs. of
February (light." This winter my bees honey from them about 100 lbs. in
have been confined since the middle the comb, the rest extracted. My best
of December.
I have 90 colonies, colony gave o()f)% lbs.
It was gathmostly in double-walled hives, on the ered in a little less than two days 31
summer stands. The ground is now, lbs. ; in seven day 102 lbs., all from
and has been for the past seven weeks, clover. We have no basswood. My
covered with snow. During this time 25 colonies last spring, count to-day
we have had some very cold weather 33. The 6 I had on shares now count
on the morning of the 5th inst. It was 9 ; all in good condition. I had only 4

Am
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swarms from the 31

colonies. I would
like to ask Mr. Doolittle to write an
article for the Bee Journal on the
habits of bees. What I mean about
habits of bees, is this
If we attend
to our business and get the queen in
:

the habit of sticking to the lower
story, will she not be likely to stick
to that habit
Also, if we get the
workers in the habit of storing their
first honey gathered in the spring of
the year up-stairs, or just where we
want them to, are they not likely to
keep to that habit? and wont they
teach theii- younger sisters the same
habit. I have sometimes thought the
reason that some could not get Italians to work in surplus boxes, was because they allowed too much room in
the brood-chamber for storing honey
in the spring, and when the broodchamber became full, they preferred
to swarm or hunt up another broodchamber rather than give up their old
habit and go up-stairs ; hence, it is
said by some, Italians will not work in
boxes, and are early swarmers. AVe
know Italian queens are prolific, and
must have room to spread themselves.
'i

A. C. Cunningham.
Salvisa, Ky., Feb. 5, 1884.
Stimulative Feeding Not Good.
My 122 colonies all answered to roll
call to-day, and are having a splendid

Not the sliglitest sign of dysentery in a single colony. For a number of years I have practiced feeding
unbolted rye-meal or flour, to stimulate early breeding, and it has done it
but I am satisfied it has done my bees
more harm than good. AV. J. Davis.
Youngsville, Pa., Feb. 19, 1884.
flight.

Sweet Clover.
Saturday, Feb. 2, was a pleasant
day with us, and the bees had a good
flight, and seemed to be in good condition. They spotted the snow some,
but no bees dropped on tlie snow like
The hives are
ttiey do sometimes.
dry, and there are no dead bees on the
bottom board. The prospect for successful wintering is good so far. I
have received several inquiries in regard to the qualities of sweet clover
as a forage or fodder plant for cattle.

To be honest about sweet clover, while
one of the best honey plants to
knowledge, I must own uji that as
a pasture plant for cattle, it is almost
worthless. AVith us they will not eat
it, if they can get anything else, and
as for hay, I would not suppose any
one could recommend it, for the
stems are coarse and hard, almost of
it is

my

woody nature, so utterly different
from all other clovers that I do not
see how any one could recommend it
There is, however, one
for fodder.
a

other use for sweet clover besides
lioney producing, and that is its fertilizing qualities. I believe that from

enormous growth and extremely
deep rooting nature, it can be classed
its

among

one,"if not the best for fertilizsoils.
I have known it

ing worn-out

two feet deep, and it generally
makes a growth of six feet high, and
to root

of the rankest kind

Peru,

on our poorest

II. S.

soils.
111.,

Feb.

6, 1883.

IlACKMAN.

:
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Bees in Excellent Condition.
Bees are having a grand jubilee tohow
to
91
pasje
on
asks
Mr. Voiier
The following day the first " flight " since Dec. 12.
test his thcrnionifter.
saw them so strong in numis from instructions sent from the I never
One
condition.
signal oUice at Washington to their bers, or in better
queenless colony was dead the other
oljsevvers at signal stations
" The acpuraev of all thermometers 56 have plenty of stores, and apparwhen they went
at each station will be tested on March ently as many bees as
quarters. I use a double31, June 30, Sept. 30, and Dec. 31 of into winter
walled hive of my own manufacture,
each year in the following manner
summer
Place the thermometers to be tested and, of course, winter on the
Geo. E. Hilton.
in the vessel provided for this purpose, stands.
Fremont, Mich., Feb. 19, 1884.
keep them in a vertical position, pack
linelv-pouuded ice around them to a
height a little above the freezing Bee-Keeping in Georgia.
point, and let them remain for one
The weather has been quite warm
hour, at the expiration of which time
days, with conread of the height of the mercury, here for the last ten
rain during the last four
witliout removing the thermometers siderable
well on
from the ice." I use a baking powder days. My bees have winteredany
prothe sumuier stands, without
case.
their first
Can Ur. AV. Z. Hutchinson tell ns tection, and are gatliering
any more about " feeding back " for pollen to-day. Xo conditions are
successful wintering,
lioney, than he has done on page G56, necessary to'
other than strong colonies with sufhWm. F. Ware.
volume of 18S3.
cient stores. I sell most of my honey
I)e Witt. Neb.
(extracted) in tlie Chattanooga market, in tin pails, at from 15 to 20 cents
Errata.
per pound, according to quality.
In the article on "How to Test There is no person in this county makwhere
Thermometers," on page 108
ing a specialty of bee-keeping, and
it says, "The point the thermometer but
few are pursuing intelligent
32-^
below
or
point,
shows is freezing
methods in the business as a side iszero.'' It should 32^ above zero.
sue. Why do not enterprising beeChas. Faust.
keepers at the North, who are seeking
Harvard, 111., Feb. 14, 1884.
a better field for their business, come
Northwest Georgia, and help us
[The writing was indistinct, and the to
develop our honey resources. Here
error was not noticed until it was too we have a great variety of honeylate to correct the type.— Ed.]
producing trees and plants, among
which poplar and sourwood are the
finest producers as to quality and
Honey Prospects in California.

How to Test a Thermometer.

;

;

:

them

;

queen

4 swarms came out and left no
in the hive ; in such cases I put

them back and give them unsealed
brood from another hive. They increased to 42 colonies. J^or a place to
winter in, 1 excavated in the side of a
2i.< feet deep by 12x14,
and built two vvalls of logs 6 feetlilgh,
with a 3 foot space between. This is
filled and covered with dirt, 18 inches
deep. I have 2 ventilators in the top
of the cave. 1 have 2 doors to the entrance, with a place at the bottom to
admit fresh air. My hives are all
numbered, both hive and cap. I take
off the cap and leave it on the stand,
and put the hive in the next hive I
set on the first, and so on, until they
are all in. Tliat makes the bottom
board cover the hive underneath. I
think each colony had 35 lbs. of sealed
basswood honey, when they were set
in for winter. All through December
and January they were very quiet;

beaver dam,

;

but within the
ting a

last

week they are

get-

little restless.

C. S.

Hawkins.

Sauk Rapids, Minn., Feb.

16, 1884.

Convention Notices.

;

f^

The

sixth annual convention of

Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. Andrews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 25, 1884. A larger

number

of leading bee masters than
ever assembled on a similar occasion
in the South, is anticipated.
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
Kingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 1884.

quantity. Land is cheap, the climate
Southern California has been blessed mild and healthy, good water plenty,
18^ We intend to organize a beewith a copious rain of 12 days dura- with an abundance of timber. This
keepers' association for Southern Intion, and raining 13 inches in that certainly is an inviting field to beediana on March 20, 1884, to meet at
time, which makes 19 inches up to
"

date, for the season.

thoroughly soaked.

The ground

is

L. K. Dickey.
keepers.
High Point, Ga., Feb. 9, 1884.

It is the best rain
1868.
It was an

we liave had since
Bees Flying.
old-fashion California rain. The mercury did not get below .50'^. As a matIt is very warm and cloudy, with
Bees
ter of course, the bee-keepers are re- rain and snow at intervals.
joicing at the prospect for a large crop were fiying yesterday. They spot the
of honey.
My bees are working snow some a few very late swarms
lively.
Bee-keepers will have a busy seem to be the worst. With those
time from now on.
having clover honey, it is not percepI shall have something
J. E. Pleasants.
tible as yet.
San Diego, Cal., Feb. 8, 1884.
new for the Bee Journal, from my
microscopic investigations concerning drones, dysentery, floral farina,
Carniolan Apiary.
early and late swarms, etc.
I cannot do without the Bee .JourA. M. Firman.
nal, even if offered a smoker for
Quasqueton, Iowa, Feb. 18, 1884.
doing so. My 206 colonies in the cellar appear to be in good condition. I
have met with success every season, Bees Getting a Little Restless.
when so wintered, but I find tlie chaff
I commenced, in 1881, with 3 box
hive a failure it is with me at any
they swarmed 3 times
hives of bees
rate. I will try the Carniolan bees
each, and the nine went into winter
this summer. 1 will start an apiary
quarters and came out all right; 3 died
of them about six miles from my Italin March, 1883. I bought 3 more the
ian apiary, from a queen received of
I transferred all from
Frank Benton, last fall. I will get same spring.
into standard Langstroth
some Italians imported from him box hivesput
24 into winter quarters
hives. I
again this spring.
A. .J. Norris.
and lost 3, so in the spring of 1883 I
Cedar Falls, Iowa, Feb. 16, 1884.
had 21. Last summer I had trouble.
I tried to keep them from swarming
Bees in Good Condition.
more than once when a swarm isMv bees flew to-day, for the first sued, I noted the date on tlie hive,
in 110 davs. My 50 colonies are all in when the young queen hatch. I deHenry Jones. stroyed all the queen cells but one. I
good condition.
lost 6 young queens and had to replace
Chesaning, Mich., Feb. 17, 1884.
;

;

;

Merchants and jSIanufaeturers'
Club Rooms, Madison, Ind., at 9:30 a.
m. Kentucky bee-keepers are invited
the

H.

to participate.

C.

White.

^" On account of the inclement
weather, only a few of the Rock county bee-keepers responded to the call
to meet at the Pember House, Janesville. Wis., on the second Tuesday in
February, to organize a bee-keepers'
association, so we will have another
meeting on the first Tuesday in March
nextj at 1 p. m., at the same place.
All bee-keepers are courteously invited, and we hope there will be a
L. Fatzingbk.
good attendance.
Janesville, Wis., Feb. 13, 1884.

1^

The Western Bee-Keepers' Asmeet

sociation will

at Independence,

Mo., Thursday, April

24, 1884.

M. Crandall,
Independence, Mo.
C.

Sec.

i^° The Northeastern Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its second annual meeting on Wednesday, March
5, at the Court House, in Lapeer.
Hotel rates reduced to SI per day.

W.

;

^" We

Z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

now club the British Bee
Journal and our Monthly for $2.50.
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Wihni

mill

Botu,

I

field.

think

I

hear you ask how

last,

its

was not lower

temperatiu-e

it
many V" I than 38° Fahr., but thenceforth
kept falling fast, and water flowed
reply, I do not know, and ask, who out of the entrance of most of the
does V The very important questions hives. AVhen it reached 33-, I put a
ANSWERS BY
of the profitalile length of the flight of stove in it and warmed it to 5-5^. I
They are
fire up every Saturday.
James Eeddon, Dowagiac, Mich. gathering bees, and that of overstock- nownow,
dry
but 4 of them show signs of
ing, have been much neglected, and dysentery by somewhat soiling their

Qneenlessness.

many

colonies are ' too

at the

same time, are

of

most

vital

hives onthe'outside.

If this

warming

importance to those who are, or ever up process, as above stated, is not the
My bees had a flight on Feb. 11, and expect to be specialists in bee-keep- right or safe way for my bees, be kind
enough to inform me of a better proI saw tliat one colony threw out a
cedure. I have 20 colonies in hives
dead queen. How can I save them ing.
11x14. which I shall transfer to the
at this time of the season, or get a
They have all
regular Langstroth.
queen V Please answer through the Fears Spring Dwindling.
nice straight combs, which I will nse
Williaji CuLr.
Bee Journal.
Snydertown, Pa.. Jan. 13, 1SS4.
I commenced the winter with S col- in extracting. Will it not do to bore
onies of bees, but during the month of holes in the bottom-board and set it
Is it not more likely that the dead
.January two of the weak colonies on a Langstroth brood-chamber V WiU
queen was a stranger from some other died
the rest are all doing well. not the bees with the cineen soon go
hive, either your own or your neigh- AVhat I now fear is robbing and spring down in that and leave this upper
story free of brood ?
bor's y and that the queen in the hive dwindling. Will you please instruct
JoiLX Trimberger.
me on this point. "I will furnish items
you refer to. is alive and all right V
Cross Plains, Wis.. Feb. lo, 1884.
for the Bee .JouRisrAL occasionally
:

from this localitv. Jacob Oswalt.
Spring Management.
Maximo. O.. Feb. 12. 1S84.
How do you prevent" spring dwind- If dysentery is among your bees, and
ling ?" Please give in the Bee JorRNAL vour system of management for the spring is cold and backward, you
may be troubled with spring dwindMarcb and April.
W. L. Gage.
Kane City. Pa., Feb. 14, 18»4.
ling. To prevent this, you must begin
The reply to Mr. Oswalt, will give the season before, and prevent dysenyou an idea of what I think of spring tery during the winter.
dwindling. We try to prevent it by
To prevent robbing, keep the endoing all we can to prevent the bees trances closely contracted, and see
that your bees are not allowed to get
having dysentery during the winter.
a taste of honey or other sweets, left
Mortality, Brood-Keariag, etc.
about carelessly.

The

writer has lost only one weak
colony, so far this winter, out of 30.
One neighbor 2 out of 20 another 1
out of 40 another o out of 60. xVlmost
all have commenced brood-rearing, so
far as examined or heard from. My
bees, for several days, have been carrving in rye meal very industriously.
\Vill they take up more than they can

Bees in a Vault.

:

commenced

I

;

the season of 18.S3
fair condiincreased by natural swarming
and obtained 2,000 lbs. of comb

with 29 colonies of bees in
tion
to 61,
;

honey in one and two-pound sections,
and about -500 lbs. of extracted.
Through queenlessness and other disbloom as asters they were reduced to -57 good
colonies by fall, of which I put .>i in

use to advantage y
2. Does
Alsike clover
early as white clover ?
3. If it blooms at the same time, a cellar, especially prepared for that
will it increase the vield of extracted purpose, and left 3 out doors, 2 in
chaff hives of my own pattern, in
honey ?
Geo. W. Mouitis.
which bees have wintered well for the
Salvisa. Ky.
last three years, and one in a gum.
1.
Under certain conditions, bees which I boiight last spring, and either
will store up more rye meal than they had no time to take it out. or was too
can use. As soon as natural pollen lazv to do so I hardly know which
:

can be gathered, they ignore the rye
flour, and dig out and throw away the
bread they made by its use. In this
location, they often store large quantities of natural pollen that they dig
out and throw away in the spring of
the following year, provided they live
to do so.
2. Here, alsike clover blossoms with
white clover, and is of no special use
to the bee-keeper where the latter is
abundant.

is

the truth in this case. The last
colony gave two large swarms,

named

and good workers they are. although
quite black. The young queen left in
the stump, most assuredly mated
with an Italian drone, for she pro-

striped hybrids occato this gum
is big enough to stick both fists in at
once, and higher up than the highest
space of the lioUow inside. The other
day. the temperature being 2^ above
freezing. I blew in, and the bees disturbed b^y my warm breath, began to
hum. ^'ow," is it not wonderful that
these bees, with so big an opening and
3. Certainly, it will increase the yield that almost at the top, to let out
of honey if your field is overstocked ; freely the warmth produced by the
but is it not better and cheaper to bees" are (at least apparently) "well.
cellar is a vault 14x36 feet, ventiprevent that condition of things, by lated by subterranean SO feet 6 inch
not keeping too many colonies in one tile. Up to the middle of January

duces yellow
sionally.

1

My

The entrance

You

will

remember

I

am

one of

those who believe that dysentery is
the main cause of mortality among
bees further, that dysentery is not
;

caused by cold, confinement or humidity. These things acting only as
assistants
or aggravations of the
cause.

not at

Looked
all

at in this light, it is

strange that your old

gum,

with all its upward ventilation, is in
good order. It is impossible for me
to tell, without being on the ground
closely observing, whether heating up the cellar makes matters better
or worse. I have no idea that it will
cure or stop the disease among the
bees. We have seen dysentery in its
worst form, in an exceedingly dry atmosphere.
Tour plan for transferring the
square hives is not practical. In most
cases the queen will not retire to the
Many times when
lower chamber.
we put an empty super over a com-

and

mon

hive, the queen persists in stay-

ing above. Would it not be better to
drive the queen with two-thirds of
the bees from the box hive, and run
them into the Langstroth. placing the
box or square hive down by its side,
wraping it with old carpet or something (covering it all up for a few
days until the bees mark well their
new location), and in about 21 days
drive the rest of the bees" out of the
square hive clean, when the brood
will all be out, and you can do what
you please with the square combs and

honey ? (See article on Modem
Transferring, page 367 of this Jourtheir

nal

for 1883.)

1^" The Lorain County Bee-Keepers" Association, will

O..

Wednesdav, April

O

J.

meet

at Elyria,

9, 1884.

Terrell,

North Ridgeville. O.

Sec.

—

;
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^:|jecial gtotices.

Honey

UP CLUBS.

Food and Medicine.

as

A

pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
EsAiiiiiie the Date following your aid progressive bee-culture and help of cooking in which honey is used, and
name on the wrapper label of this to elevate the pursuit. We,tlierefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your o&er the following premiums for
We have put the price still lower,
subscription on the Bee Journal.
getting up clubs:
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
While no subscription to the Bee cents, postpaid per dozen,
For safety, when sending money to
40 cents
this otlice get either a post office or ex- Journal will be taken for less than per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
press money order, a banli draft on the regular advertised prices (viz.: postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
New York or Chicago, or register the Weekly, $2.00; JNIonthly, $1.00),—any $1500. On orders of 100 or more,
Postage stamps of any kind one getting up a club of two copies, we will print, if desired, on the
letter.
may select from "Our Book
" Presented by," etc.,
may be sent for amounts less than one or more,
" anything therein named, to cover-page,
dollar. Local checks are subject to a List
(giving the name and address of the
dollar
for
every
amount
of
15
cents
the
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
American Express money orders for they send direct to this office, to pay them alone will pay him for all his trouble
the
club
trouble
getting
up
the
of
for
$.5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
and expense enabling him to dispose
and these books will be sent, postpaid, of his honey at home, at a good profit.
We wish to impress upon every one to any address desired.
the necessity of being very specific,
1^ To give away a copy of " Honey
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and carefully to state what they desire and $6.00, we will make an additional
as Food and Medicine " to every one who
for the money sent. Also, if they live
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound buys a package of honey, will sell almost
near one post office, and get their mail
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
at another, be sure to give us the adany quantity of it.
dress we already have on our books.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
^" When writing to this office on with $10, we will, in addition to the
Apiary Register— New Edition.
business, our correspondents should 15 per cent, present a copy of the
not write anything for publication on American "Popular" Dictionary,
All who intend to be systematic in
the same sheet of paper, unless it can comprising every word in the English
be torn apart without interfering with language that enters into speech or their work in the apiary, should get a
either portion of the letter. The edi- writing; it contains 32,000 words and copy and commence to use it. The
torial and business departments are phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
prices will hereafter be as follows
separate and distinct, and when the it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
business is mixed up with items for sent by mail, postpaid, to any address For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 (Mi
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
cublication it often causes confusion. desired.
1 25
They may both be sent in one envelope
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
10
Weeklies,
or
club
of
for
For
a
$20,
but on separate pieces of paper.
The larger ones can be used for a
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will
1^ It must be understood that, present, besides the 15 per cent, in few colonies, give room for an increase
should an advertiser desire to cancel books, a tested Italian queen, by mail, of numbers, and still keep the record
an unexpired contract, he can do so postpaid.
all together in one book, and are thereonly by paying regular rates for the
fore the most desirable ones.

To

increase the

of the

number

Bek Jouknal, we

of readers

believe, will

;

;

—

;

'

:

number of insertions
ment has had.

his advertise-

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

Emerson Binders— made especially
All money orders from foreign
For a club of 100 Weekly (or its for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
countries, should be made payable at equivalent in Monthlies), with $200, gold on the back, and make a very
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Sta- we will send a Magniticent Organ convenient way of preserving the Bee
tion " is not an International office..
worth $150. See description on page Journal as fast as received. They
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
In reply to many correspondents 614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
the Weekly or for the Monthly, 50
let us say that we take any kind of
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
postage stamps at their face value
We have a few photographs to Canada.
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it en- (cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev.
dangers the loss of the letter either L. L. Langstroth, which we can send
"Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keepby thieves, or else breaks through the to those desiring them for 50 cts. each,
ing," bound in cloth, are now all gone.
postage prepaid.
envelope and is lost in that way.
We have a large lot bound in paper
covers, which we are sending to any
We carefully mail the Bee
JouuNAL to every subscriber, but
For $2.75 WG will supply the one clubbed with the Weekly Bee
should any be lost in the mails we will AVeekly Bee Journal one year, and Journal for a year, for $2.75. Any
cheerfully send another, if notified Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in one who has paid for the Bee Jourbefore all the edition is exhausted.
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee nal for 1884, may send 75 cents more
for the book, and we will send it by
Journal and the book for $1.75.
return mail, postage paid. It is an
imported book, printed in the English
Subscription Credits. We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscripPreparation of Honey for the Mar- language, and the price of the book
tion by letter. The label on your ket, including the production and care is $1.-50.
paper, or on the wrapper, shows" the of both comb and extracted honey,
date to which your subscription is instructions on the exhibition of bees
i^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
This is a
paid. When you send us money, if and honey at Fairs, etc.
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
the proper credit is not given you, new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
name of the Association printed in the
within two weeks thereafter, on your
blanks for 50 cents extra
Jabei; notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
Do not let your numbers of the
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
can supply photographs of
tion is paid to the end of the month best way to preserve them is to proindicated on the wrapper-label. This cure a binder and put them in. They Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Berlepsch,orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.
gives a continual statement of account. are very valuable for reference.

1^

^"

;

1^

^"

t^

^"

—

^"

1^ We

!
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

OFFICE OP American bek Journal,
MoDday, 10 a. m., Feb. 25, 1884.

Time and

to this

hour

Mack &

J

and

arrivals are fair.

brings 28^320. on arrival.

CHAS.

NEW
HONEY— White

F.

MtJTH.

YORK.

clover and basswood in

and 2
Dark and second quality,
extracted white clover in kegs and bar-

sections,

March 20.— Southern Indiana,

at Madison.

1

l-^cS^ic.

15c.:
rels, 9®iiic.

BEESWAX-Prime

Infi.

April 9.- Lorain Co.. at Elvria, O.
O. J. Terrell Sec. North Ridgevllle. O.

Single

BERLIN, Union

9Alt

at

Monee,

PA.

Co.

Man Wanted.

tiioroughly understands the management
of an Apiary (125 clonics).
HAlt
G. C. SOBE.\, CANANDAiaUA. N. Y.

April 24.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.

May 26.— Will County,

sold before

OLUT,

One that

Italian

Oct. 11,

sections that are imperfectly tilled. The demand
to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are made
of 1 lb. sections at in(a,JOc.: 1M<&2 lb. sections, 14®
18c.; dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
I2(gri3c. Extracted honey steady, but limited demand prices range from 7@iuc. per lb.
Scarce, at 2S(Ji35c., according to
oolor and cleanliness.
R. A. BQKNETT. 161 South Water 8t.

seems

;

BEESWAX—

Bees, Queens,

Comb Foundation,

as the cheapest, and t:ood as the best.
for Circular to
"W. H.

PKOCTOK,

^ M pg

FAIRHAVEN,

Send

Rutland Co. VT.

(ESTABLISHED,

1864.)

III.

12.— Northern Mich., at Alma. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

Oct. 15. 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago.

W.
Dec.

10.

111.

Hutchinson, Sec.

Z.

II.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

t^^ In order

to

have

this table

send yiiu free, our
Address E.
9Alt

furnish

EVKRVTHINU

l^irse lilusirated

Catalogue.

KRETCUM£R. COBURG. IOWA.

Vandervort

Comb

Send for Samples

time and place of future meetings.- En.

32ABtf

J.

.&

Fdn. Mills,
Seduced Prlce-Llst.

VANDERVORT,

Lacyville, Pa.

THE AMERICAN

HONEY-

DEALER

present than 2 lbs. Dark comb very slow sale.
Stocks are low on dark extracted, and in fair supply for white. Prices range Sia luc
BEESWAX— None in this market.
There Is some inquiry for white clover seed, for
which in round lots, clean and pure, about Jin.oo
per bushel could be had. Send sample before ship-

POPULAR DICTIONARY.

ping.

With

EVEBY TJSEFTTL WORD IN THE ENGLISH

IX

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens

CONTAINING

For further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

7Aly

LANGUAGE,

Its

Csrrect

Sprlllner. Proper
Xrue BtleunlDHr.

Pro-

nanclatloD. i.Dd

Street.

We

needed in the apiary, of practical construction,
and at the lowest price. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Send your address on a Postal Card, and we will

complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

CITY, MO.

Same scarcity of choice white 2 lb. sections as reported last week, and a few thousand
pounds would be readily taken at 17 to iHc. One
pound sections in fair supply, and bring us more at

SAN FRANCISCO.

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
Is 8DPEKIOR for makingComb Foundation either
In Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and saraplea.
O. S. eiTElV JU <'0..

HONEY— Market is quiet, and common qualities
anything like satisfactory figqualities are scarce. While to extra
white comb, I5@l8c; dark to good, iKsl ic; extrac
ted, choice to extra white, 6(3.7!^c.; dark and candied. 5(ii)—
difldcult to place at

Fancy

ures.

NEW

9A2t

Cheap

April 24. 25.— Texas State, at McKinnev.
W. R. Howard. Sec.

Must be

R. B.

April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor. Sec.

CHICAGO.

Jerome Twichell. 514 Walnut

Bees For Sale

Italian

P. P. Nelson, Sec.

&F.BTHUKBER&CO.

HONEY— Goes oflF slowly, and prices are lower on

KANSAS

Pure

In the best possible condition.
the aoth of March.

April 22.~Des Moines Co., at Middleton, Iowa.
John Nau. Sec.

yellow. 3-k*35c.

H.K.

Sec.

at Dexter, Iowa.

M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter. Iowa.

7(.*i<ic.

BEESWAX— Fuir demand,

lb.

W.

H.C.White,

CINCINNATI.

It

Com.

Katzingor,

E. Michitran. atLaiieer, Micb.
Z. Hutchinson. Sec, Rogersville. Mich.

.s.— N.

Mar. 29.— Union Association,

to note in the honey market, Nochanjiein the price of extracted
honey, but there is an improvement in the demand. Comb honey is in large supply, and the best
In 1 lb. sections brmas no more than itJc. a lb. from

Extriicted.

March

:

HONEY—There is no change

store.

place of Meeting.

Mar. 4.— Meeting at Janesvllle, Wis.

(

The following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
up

100 COLONIES OF

Local Convention Directory.
1884.

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

BEESWAX-Wholesale, 27i^@30c.
8TBARN8 & SMITH. €i3 Front Street.
ST. L.ODI8.

lU,.

HELLO!
HELLO!
We

HONEY—

Plentiful and dull. Comb I2@l6c, and
strained and extracted 6(s8c per lb. Top rates for
fancy small packages.
Firm at 33@33Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANPEKSON A Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,

are

BEESWAX—

now ready

to

Boob Orders

for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

CLBVEL,AND.

HONEY— The honey market has been dull with
ns during the month of January, but the past week
it has been bettf r, so that stocks are again reduced. Choice white i lb. in good order, sold at 18
eta.; the same quality when broken sold at itic. 2
lb. best white. it><3)i7c.; second quality, no sale.
Extra<ted as usual, not at all wanted in our market.
BEESWAX— In great demand, but no supply;
nominally 3uc. per lb.
A. c. Kbkbel. 115 Ontario Street.

Dovetailed

honey. ls@2oc.;

2

lb.

BEKSWAX^35c.
Blake & Ripley,

l

lb.

comb

sections

Extracted, 9@llc.
5'

Chatham

Army and

Street.

Bees For Sale!
Thirty colonies at $5.(X) each, in lower Langstroth
hives, in order on cars.

WM.

M. ROGERS, Shelbyville, Ky.

COMBINATinN CRATE
CLARK'S
Honey Board and RacU. — Practical,

.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

Navij, Rate of ^fortalitv,

Sectional and Reversible! Neat, Cheap, and
all sizes of Hives
and sections.
Clark's Visitor Smoker ! Latest out. Tested
by apiarists where known, as hands are free to

adaptable to

manipulate bees, l^ieht, effective and durable
Send for my Supply Circulars and Smoker, 2u cts.
Or it you wish to manufacture
C. Crate, send

Land

and Assignment Laws, Debts, Ratet
and other Useful Knowledge,

BEING A PERFECT LIBRARY OF REFERE>XB
IN ONE UANDY VOLUME.
SIS paees Cloth Uilt Illustrated.
;

;

;

This Dictionary is our Premium for a
Club of 5 subscribers to tlie Weekly (or its
equivalent to the Monthly), in addition to
other Books selected from our Catalogue to
the amount of SI. 50 all by mail, postpaid.
;

!

C
sample, with Smokers,

$1.00 for classed
3
paid. J. W. CLARK, Moniteau, Men co.

postbox34.

all

Mo.

For Bees, Queens,
Honey. Foundation. Hives. Sections, and all Apiar-

ENGRAVINGS.

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
TKEATISE (rivinp an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

A

;

table glvinK all the principal drutrs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effecta and antidote
when a poison ; a table with an enKraving of the
horsc'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
;

Price 35 cents.— Sent on

ian Implements, send for Circular to

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
See Advertisement In another column.

FI^ABTAQAN
lABiy Lockbo3!935.

A I1.L.INSKI,

Belleyllle, St.ClairCo.,Ills.

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

Science, 3/vfho(0(w- Biftgraptiy, American History,
Covstitutions, Laid, Grtrwth of Cities, Colleges,

of Interest,

Dr.

Send stamp for 32-page Catalogue and Samples.

UPON

Titles, Insolvent

9D3t

At Lowest Figures

ALSO, A VAST AMOCTNTOP

ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY INFORMATION

BOSTON.
light,
"
18c.

Specialty.

Everything fully up with the times, and

:

HONEY.— Demand

A

WhitePoplar

receipt of prtee, by

THUMASG. JiEWMAN,
•

U25

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

!

i
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Drone Excluder, Queen

STORY S CAMP,

& Drone Trap

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

PIANOS^'^ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
dtory & Camp.

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.
Territory
given.

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Agents Wanted. ^'S's^ei

CataJogTies free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying else-

Sample, by mall, tvic; by express. 5nc. In theflat,
per doEen, including one made fur model (13 in all
ja.OO. Those who purchase by mail, cun get one
dozen in the flat bv remitting fi'. fin more, I>rone
Excluder triOiout Trap, bv mail. :-!<h-. by e.vpress,
20c.; in the fiat, not leas than one dozen. l">c. each.
Send for our Sid annual Circulur and Trice List of
Queens and four races of Rees.
Bee-Keepers' Handy Book, bound in cloth, by

where.

STORY & CAMP,

:

188

&

203 N.

190 State Street,

Fifth Street,

mail, fl.oo.

HENKY ALLEY,
TVEXHAM,

Essex Co.

MASS.

DR. FOOTE'S

Dadant'sFouiidationFactorj) wholesale
See Advertisement in another column.
I wanted for The Lives of

all

the

'Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
I
lever i*old f<ir less than twice
lour price. The fastest selling

book
profits to agents.

in

America.

All intelligent people

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

want

it.

4Aly

OI^O^^IAT-nST

1882.

the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, concerning their daily
habits of Eating. Drinking, Dre»sing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
Is

TWENTY-FIVE

CENTS.
It CosU only
and contains 28 pages, an*l In sent l»y mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This i3 just
the Book that every family should have.
IT TE1.1.S

liUngs & Lung Diseases,

How to Avoid them.
Clothlng-what to Wear.
How much to Wear,
Contaelous Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Ventilation.
Exercise.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause&cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.
•

The best arranged IIIVK lor all purposes in
exittence. Took first premium at St. Louie Fair
iB lftH-.i and 1B83 over all competitors. Descriptive
Circular sent free to all on application.
Address.
Prop'r. of the

ELVIN AKM8TROXG,

Crown Bee Hive Factory and Apiary,

JERSETVILl.E.

ILL..

See Advertisement

in

It will

another column.

|a weebat home. $5.00

outfit free,

TELLS HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes. Boils. Burns, Chlllblalns, Cold Feet,
Corns, (Roughs, Cholera, Diarrhoea, Diphthera. Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles', Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness, Itchins, Intianied Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Kheumatism.Kingworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples. Sore Throat, Sunstroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, loothache. Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
pay

Price only

absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not resquired. Header, if you want business at
vhich persons of either sex. youngornld,
an make great pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, wrlre for
particulars to H. HALLETT & Co., Portland, Maine.
I

925

Weat Madison

7Al3t

H.

C.

"WHITE. MADISON.

IND.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
ascents per square inch— no single cut sold for iesB
THOA- AS 6.
tban fsoc.
OS5 West Madison Street Cblcaffo. III.

NEWMAN,

rriTT

TO "DA

T)T? TJ may be found on tile
at Geo. P. Kowell 4
Co.'s Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
Bt.), wbere advertisinK contracts may be made for

llliO lALrjlX
itlnNETF

YORK.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW PHILADELPHIA,

44Atf

O.

COMB FOUNDATION,
f

„

,

high slde-WElIs.4 to 16 square feet t<r
the pound. Circular and samples fre&
J.

-..„

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Cto^ N. T,

Bs^^^U'ri

Dadant'sFonndatioiiFactory, wholesale
See Advertisement

another column.

In

for the working class. Send 10 cents*
for postage. and we will mall you/rec,,
a royal, valuable boxof sample goods
tbat wilt put you In the way of making
re money in a few days, than youi
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
la universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. Vou <-'an easily earn from ."jo cents to fTCvery
evening. That all who want work mav test the
husiness, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well saiistled.we will send $! to pa v for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Koriunes will be made hy
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success ab!*olutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Sti.nson & Co*, Portland, Maine.

GOLD!

4Aly

A I.ARGE STOCK OF
Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly bf>x
of goodswhich will help you to
more money right away than

Palace Bee ZZive
Bee-Keepers' Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS G. NETVMAX,

4Aiy

And

Save Doctor Bills

25 Cents.

to Give Satisfaction.

Guaranteed

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address, BK. O. I.. TINB.EK.

Bathing— Best way.

overheating Houses,

IT

frames.

FLAT - BOTTOM

Parasites of the Skin,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Ptrlls of Summer,
How to Breathe,

HIVE.

combs and continuGa»
Arranged
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily nnd rapidly managed. For
comb hi.ney it Is without a rival, and as an Invention, is second only to that of movable brood'

ABOUT

What to Eat,

How to Eat it.

A NEW
for continuous

Hints and Rkady Recipes.

Immense

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Maine.

1876.

ST. LOUIS.

CHICAGO.

PRIZU

an* thingelsein thisworld. All
ft
of eitlier sex. succeed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens heforethe
workers, absolutely sure. At oi-ce address, TiitrE

&

CO., Augusta,

Maine.

^

4Aly

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,
C. F.
Apply to

etc.

MUTH.

976 and 978 Central Ave.. CINCINNATI,

lySend

IOC.

O.

forPractlcalHlntstoBee-KeeperB.

Italian

and Albino Bees

We are now bonking orders for Full Colonies*
Nuvlvl ColonSeN and Queeiinof ournew t-trains,
which gave such e.vcellent satisfaction the past
season. We also filler Comb Foun<Iiitl"ii and
8*'nd for our
general Apliirlun S(K>pli«^Catalogue and read what our customers say of our
goods. Address,

^M. W. GARY k SON, Coleraine, Mass.
t^" State where you saw

this.

8A;^t lOCtf

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
Bee Advertisement

in

another column.
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HEDDON'S
ooLXJUvcisr.

BEES and HONEY,

BEE-KEEPERS'

Management

of

and

SUPPLIES.

an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by
;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

»2S IVeat Madlaoa
Send a postal tard for
Catalogue for 1884.

my Illustrated

Street, Chlcaso,

111.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
" fully up with the times" in all the Improvementa
and Inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
apiarist with everything that can
management of the Honey
Bee. and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.

and presents the

aid in the successful

BEESWAX.

AppreclutlTe Xottces.
I

pay 3Sc. per pound dellrered here, for yellow

Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's name
should always be on each package.

My

COMB FOUNDATION.

Neiv Langstroth Hive.

I

Thanking you for past years' patronage,
solicit what 1 may jnstly merit for the

On account

of the prevaillngscarcityof beeswax,

coining season. 1 am led to believe that the price of comb foundation 1b now adTnnced 3
the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average satisfac- centfi per pound above the price quoted In my
tion, from tlie fact tliat my trade has more Catalogue for 18^4.
than doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
than .50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.

my Hive is growing in populara much greater degree, tlian is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
tu the fiat, at very reasonable prices.
1 believe

NO. 30 TINNED WIRE
For Brood Frames.
One ounce

spools, each, - 4 cents.
Postage, 2 cents extra.

One

per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents extra.

oz. spools,

One pound

spools, each,

40 cents.

Postage 18 cents extra.

One pound

will wire

about 175 frames.

O.
Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management

WIRE
On
of

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

account of a decline in the price
Is'ails, 1 will make a discount
per cent, from the prices quoted

Wire

01 15

in

NAILS,

my

Catalogue, until further notice.

Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the purcliase of Bees
any shape, ti-sted or untested Queens,
may pay you to send for my

If

Vaiidervort Foiiiulatioii Mill.
G Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

CIRCULAR for 1884
SURE

And

be

have

my

to state whether or
Circular for 1883.

not you

Address,

JAMES H£DDON,
DOWAGIAC,

Caaa County,

manual, containing all the newest dlacoverleB
the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practica instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without. -Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good Judgment.
- Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a*
8ucce98.--Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested In the
care of bees.— Sentinel. Home, N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield,

I have now made arrangements so that
I can again supply you with those nice
white Dovetailed Sections, 4Hx4Jix7 to the
foot, and S to the foot, 87.00 per 1,000
from here. Will be ready to ship on and
after March 1.5th.

it

Lebanon, Mu.

A

in

SECTIONS,

in

hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey ie worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News. Keithsburg, III.
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer, Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared for beginners.- Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In beeraising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep beea to send for this excellent work.— Journal. J^ouisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat. Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information. In a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect workfor the price everyet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Antl-Monopoltst,

ity, to

Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
1 nave on hand
at least, second to none.
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with im]>roved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled by none.

A neat and abundantly illustrated

MICH.

makes the tlne»t extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

and manipulations necessary to make bee-keening
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little* busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information In regard to
bee-culture. He wh" would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all Interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aawell as how to prepare
it fur the market in the niust attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beemner. It describes all the newest dlacoveriea
In the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey i» obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. Itisembetlished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for tne
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

PRICE- Bound

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

9Sa W«at Madison

CHICAQO,

-

-

Street,

ILLINOIS.

covers.

In cloth,

50 cents,

THOMAS
925

A

t^ cents;

In

paper

postpaid.

NEWMAN.

G.
W. Madison

St..

Chicago, HI.

I^lberul DtNcoatit to Dealers

the

Dozen or Hundred.

by

..

.

'^ (5 OLDEST BEE PAPER
-

IN AMERICA

^

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

I

*

THE WEEKLY EDITION

111.,

March

Topics Presented

in this

1884.

5,

Number.

A Bit of Bee Surgery

loO

After-Swarms

156

Ants" Wings
PUBLISHED Br

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

154

Are Bees Taxable
Bee Diarrlioea

in

Michigan

?.

153
154
154

;

.

.

.

FOREieN POSTAGE, EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly. .50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly. II Monthly. 24 cents.
;

:

Sons, London. England, are
our aulhoriied agents for Europe.

George Neighbour

Jt

Home Market

for

Honey

Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Locusts

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

either the M'eekly or

A line of this type
TWELVE lines will

Monthlv Editions.

will contain

about

8 words;

occupy ONE-INXU of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices. SO cents per line.
Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line.
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement it inserted.

THOMAS
ass

(Vent

G.

MsdieoD

NEWMAN,
Street.,

Chlcaso,

III.

147
151

150
147

155
154

155
148
1.54

154

148

148
Local Convention Directory
1.55
Midwinter Report
X. E. 0.,& N. W. Pa. Convention 1.50
1.53
Old Foundation Freshened
Position of Frames in the Hive.
155
149
Priority of Location

Queenlessness
Report of the National Society
Small Honey Jars
Special Notices
Statistics of the Honey Crop
That " Improved " Case

Vocabulary of Bee-Keeping

Why Abuse

1884.

postaffe prepaid.

Price 0/ both. Club
12 09.

and Cook's Manual. 7th editiondn cloth)

—

3 25.

2 76

.

Cook's Manual, (In paper covers)
3 00.
Bees and Honey (T.O.Newman)cloth 2 75.
2 50..
Bees and Honey {paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75.
Apiary Register for 2CX) colonies .... 1 00.
DzierzoD's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 08..
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50.
Quinby'B New Bee-Keeping
3 50..
Langstroth's Standard Work
4 00
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25.
Alley's Queen Rearing
3 00..
.

.

2 60
2 50

2 25

.

2 60

.

3 26

.

3 00

2 75
3 25

.

3 75

.

3 00
2 75

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
2 35. . 2
Fisher's Grain Tables
2 40.
2
Universal
Assistant
4 50.. 4
Moore's
Honey as Food A Medicine.lOO Copies ti 00. 5
.

156

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

25
25
25

.

50

2 75..

2 50

300.. 2 76

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Gleanings lnBee-Culture(A.l. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.H11I)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apicuiturist, (Silas M. Locke)
. .

NewEng.

3 00.

2 76

3 00.

2 75

2 50.. 2 35
3 00.. 2 75
3 00.

Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2

Bee Journal
The S above-name^ papers

British

75..

2 75
2 50

3 75.. 3 50

900.. 7 75

The Monthly Uee tlenrnal and any of tbe
above, $1 less than the figures in the last column.

.

Pure Beeswax

ADVERTISING RATES.

15G

152

.

Entered at the Chicago P. O. aa Second Cltus Matter.

153

10.

We will Bupply the American Bee tlournal
one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of flgnres. The
flrst column Rives the regular price of both. All

154 The Weekly Bee Journal

Bees Confined 102 Days
Bees Doing Well
926 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Bee Space
Weekly, SS a year Monthly, $1.
Bees I'acked with Clover Chaff.
Bees Robbing
PREMIUM.— Any one sending one Tieiy subscrip- Catalogues for 1.S.S4
tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year Cedar Valley, Iowa, Convention..
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees Clipping Queen's Wings
and Honey."' bound in cloth.
Convention at Davenport, Iowa.
t^ The receipt for money sent us will be piven Diseased Bees
on the address label on every paper. If not Riven
Availed Hives
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a DoublePostal card, for something must be wrong about it. Economizing Wax
147,
tW Any person sending a club of six, is entitled Editorial Items
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address Educate the Customers
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
Floating Apiary
at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

CLUBBING LIST FOR
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Editor anh Phophietor.

1^^ Papers are stopped

VOL. XX. No.

Look

at

Your Wrapper-Label.
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1.55

...

147

Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph marked

157

X

149

expire at the end of the present month.

153

Such are marked thus on the label,
" Mar 84." We do not want to lose
any of our subscribers, and give this

153

153

with a bi«« pencil, will please take
notice that their subscriptions mil

Half- Pound Sections? 151
156 notice
Will Cold Kill Bees?

number

so

may get every
Bee Journal without

that all

of the

supply photographs of ar,y break, and no papers will be
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of missed. When the money for renewal
at this office, the date on
Berlepsch, or Dzierzon, at 25 cts. each. is received
the laBel is changed to correspond,

^" We can

and this change is your receipt.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, there is any mistake made, notify
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. at once.
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DADANlilSmON
attested by Immlreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the eleanest,briglitest,quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
evenness ana neatness of any that is made.
It is kept fur sale li\' Messrs.
is

tical

A. H.

NEWMAN,

ChioaKO,

111.,

MUTM. Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES IlEDI>t»N, Dowagiac, Mich.,
Dougherty & McKee, Indianapolis, Ind.,
CHA.S. H. GREEN, Berlin, VVis.,
CHAS. HEKTEL, .Ir., Freebmg, 111.,
C. F.

GEO. W. HOUSE.

Fayetteville, N. Y.,

WM. BALL.'VNTINE", Sago. O.
E. L. ARMSTRONG, .Jerseyville,
and nvmibers of other dealers.
SAMPLES FREE

Write for
list of supplies,

111.

and price

accompanied with

ISO COMPI.IMENTAKY.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in I8.s:3.
We guarantee every iiicli of our
Foundation equal t« sample in every
respect.
5ABly

(HAS. DADAiM' & SON,
HAMILTi

(yj^'

^u

WitMis

1

:

:

Jowrnal,

DEVOTKD TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

ILL.,

we could not

MARCH

5,

1884.

get along without it.
After a good deal of war-like correspondence, I determined, rather than
pay a premium for such unbusinesslike conduct, to let him have tlie labor
Published every Wednesday, by
he had been at, for his pay. Thus the
matter stands. I did not tliink that
G.
it was going to pay me to expend SlOO
Editor asd Proprietor,
for the manuscript (nearly $1.00 per
member) and tlien put it into shape,
print and bind the reports and get,
The Report of the National Society. perhaps, 2.5 cents each for my trouble.
Besides, I did not wish to encourage
Conceining this matter, we have the that style of doing business. I will
following from Mr. McPherson, who endeavor to get the names of the vicepresidents of each State for the assohas been mentioned before in connec- ciation.
Kindly excuse my having
tion witli the matter. He says
taken tip so much of your space.
\ ours very truly,
I see by late issues of the Bee

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

:

Journal

that numerous correspondents have asked about the report of
the Toronto Convention, and also Mr.
Root's and Dr. Miller's replies. Perhaps an explanation from myself
would not come amiss, but first I must
thank Dr. Miller for his kind words,
and assure liim that I shall endeavor
to sustain his impressions regarding
myself. Representing the World of

No. 10.

that the officers will strictly attend to
business, and not be led astray with
"emotional excitement." The National Society should, in its methodical management, be a pattern to all
other societies but we fear that, so
;

far as the last annual

cerned,

it

meeting

is

con-

will be hardly so considered

by any thoughtful or systematic person.

The Conventipn

As announced

at Davenport, Iowa.
previously,

we

at-

tended this meeting, and found quite
a number of the bee-keepers of Iowa
F. H" McPhekson.
and Illinois present. We have a porBeeton, Out., Feb. 22, 1884.
Dr. Miller sends us the following in tion of the proceeeings ready for pubexplanation of his connection with lication, but our columns are too
the affair

much crowded

this

week

to

admit

them.
While there, we were the
In reply to Dr. Basse's inquiry, I
can only repeat what has been already guest of the Rev. and Mrs'. M. L.
stated in the Bee Journal (which Williston and family. Mr. W. is the
Mr. Besse had probably not yet seen pastor of the Congregational Church
this place, I caused arrangements to when he made the inquiry), that, by
he made with one of Toronto's best vote of the society, the publication of at Davenport, is a reader of the Bee
reporters, to have him report the the minutes of the North American Journal, and is very much intermeeting, for the benefit of the World Bee-Keepers' Society was left in the ested in bee-culture.
Col. McCagg,
alone, and at a set figure. I had sup- hands of the old officers, so that the
posed there would have been other re- present secretary has nothing to do the president of the society, is a thorporters there representing other pa- with it more than any other member oughly wide-awake and progressive
pers, and that the regular minutes of the society.
bee-keeper and horticulturist, under
C. C. Miller.
would be taken by the secretary. I
Marengo, 111., Feb. 26, 1884.
whose guidance the society has grown
did not imagine that my reporter was
series of " blunders '' seem to from 2 or 3 to over .50 members, repto take the official report of the meeting, nor was I aware that he had been have made this whole matter very resenting 70,000 lbs. of honey producdoing so until after the convention unsatisfactory to all concerned.
As tion among whom are the Rev. O.
was over.
During the second day (I think) my it is pretty certain now that there will Clute, Rev. E. L. Briggs, J. V. Caldreporter came to me and said that at be no official report, it is quite useless well, J. B. Lindle, C. H. Dibbern,
the rate they were going, it would be to further agitate the matter. If the Capt. L. II. Scudder, and many others
be worth more than I was paying.
whose names are familiar to our readNot supposing for a moment that he list of vice-presidents can be obtained,
ers, as will be seen when the Report
''
some,
help
and
save
it
may
that
much
the
arrangeon
go back
would
ment first made, the matterstood, and from the wreck. The " Report " is is published—probably next week.
he finished reporting the meeting. too stale now to be of much value, and
The next day Mr. Jones informed me
Catalogues for 1884.— Tlie following
that a resolution had been passed to may not be worth the $100, but beehave the report publislied and a copy keepers generally will think that, new Catalogues and Price Lists are
sent to eaeli member, and then I even it had cost that sum, it should received
learned that mine was the official re- have been promptly published, as orE. L. Goold, Btantford, Out.— 44
port. I called at the office of the repages— Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
porter to learn how long he would be dered by the Society. There were
II. H. Brown, Light Street. Pa.— 20
in furnishing the report transcribed, funds enough in the Treasury, and
and was told tliat the job would be these should have been used to carry pages— Bees and Apiarian Supplies.
worth SlOO— four times the amount of
O. Clute. Iowa City, Iowa—2 pages
out the wishes of the members, as exthe first arrangement.
—Italian Bees and Queens, and Class
vote
at
the
meeting,
pressed
by
both
and
lie
called
I consulted ^ix. Jones,
ot Students.
twice to see what he could do. I threat- as regards pul)lishing tiie official reJ. P. Mcdregor, Freeland, Mich.—
reporter
The
legal
proceedings.
ened
port and procuring tlie badges.
page— Hives and Sections.
had the matter in liis own hands,
However, let the matter rest until
Hillside Fruit Farm. Palmyra, N.
however, and knew that he lield the
official report, and, I suppose, thought the next meeting, and then we hope Y.— 2 pages— Plants.

A

;

,
'
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Honey Locusts.
Mr. R. Codd, of Canada, asks about

Honey Locusts for honey production,
and wants to know if they will prosper
as far north as the Dominion, etc.
Perhaps the best way to reply to
the query about its adaptability to

Canada, will be to quote from a letter
from the Hon. L. Wallbridge, then of
Belleville, Ont.,

of Manitoba.

but now Chief Justice

He says

:

" Another tree of great value to the
beekeeper is tlie honey locust. This
tree

comes

in

bloom quite

early,

and

middle of the hedge, thus preventing
the inroads of unruly animals, and
that bane of the honest orchardist,
boys with thieving propensities. To
start at the commencement, honey
locust seeds should be collected in the
pods as they fall from the trees in
autumn, and placed in a cold exposed
position until hard freezing weather,
when they can readily be threshed
like beans. After cleaning the seeds
from the fragments of pods, etc.,
place in bags and preserve dry until
spring.
At planting time soak the
seeds in warm water until they show
signs of germination, when they
should be sown in drills like peas, in
good, thoroughly pulverized soil. Like
tlie larger portion of our native trees,
this species forms more root than top
the first year, consequently one-year

fencing material, any substitute
good fences will be eagerly sought
after by the thoughtful farmer. Osage
orange has been extensively tried and
experimented with, but it fails to fill
the bill, there being many very objectionable features about it, chief
among which are its inability to stand
excessive cold winters but the honey
of

for

;

from this objection. As
an attractive hedging nothing can excel it in appearance, and certainly
nothing is easier of cultivation. AVhen
locust

is

free

allowed to grow in tree-form it becomes a beautiful shade tree, and the
timber is among the most valuable.
For Jioney-producing it stands among
the best, and bee-keepers will do well
to alternate the honey locust with
linden and tulip tree or poplar, as it
conies into bloom before the linden,
and is a more certain producer, though

seedlings are usually rather small for
planting in the hedge-row, but they
should not be left to remain longer
than 2 years, else they will be on the
other extreme. The cause of so many
poor hedges, however, is neglect in
cultivation, and the honey locust of
all others will not thrive without care not so bountiful.
Bee-keepers should
and attention.
liberally ornament their grounds with

The Nebraska,i^cu-mer gives the fol- it, and try its virtues for hedging.
lowing valuable instructions regard- The seeds or plants can generally be
ing the planting and treatment of obtained of nurserymen.
honey locust for hedges

Honey
is

The secret in hedge-growing of any
kind, is well-directed care and attention during the first 3 or 4 years, and
if this be given to honey locust it will
make a hedge every time. The plants
must be good ones, vigorous and
thrifty— and should be about the same
size together, and not plant small and
large ones promiscuously. Before setting, make the ground along the line

Tacust Tree.

valuable on this account.

fi.— N.

place of Meetinff.

E. Michigan, at Lapeer, Mich.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec,
March 20.— Southern Indiana,

Rogersville, Micb.
at Madison. Ind.
H. C. White, Sec.

Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.
April 9.— Lorain Co.. at Blyrla, O.
O. J. Terrell Sec, North Ridgevllle, O.

April 22.— Des

Moines

Co., at Middleton, Iowa.

John Nau. Sec.
April 24.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
€. M. Crandall, Sec.

breeding

goes on at a rapid pace.
the very thing bee-keepers want. They want strong colonies
ready to gather honey when white

April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.
W. R. Howard, Sec.

is

and I know of no
clover comes
tree or plant which does so much to
strengthen the colony early as this
locust tree."
The New York Tribune says that in
the Northern sections of the United
States, where the Osage orange is
more or less injured by the winter,
the honey locust is luidoubtedly the
most valuable plant for liedging purposes. There is no special culture
necessary for it, more than is required
for other species, but it needs attention for the first 2 or 3 years to form a
thick base. The young hedge should
be frequently cultivated and kept
clear of grass and weeds all summer,
otherwise mice will harbor therein
and bark the young plants. In trimming, cut well back for the first 2 or 3
years, bearing in mind there is no difficulty in quickly obtaining the desired height, but it is far more trouble-

Time and

March

April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor, Sec.

The bees

visit it almost in swarms, and the
honey and pollen then brought in gets
up the excitement in the hive, and

Now this

Local Convention Directory.
1884.

May

26.— Will County, at Monee,

111.

P. P. NelsoB, See.

in,

Oct. II, 12.
Oct.!I.5,

—Northern Mich.,

at
F. A. Palmer, Sec,

10.

McBride, Mich.

16.— Northwestern, at Chicago,

W.

Dec.

Alma. Mich.

z.

ill.

Hutchinson, Sec.

II.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton. Mich.

t^~ In order

to

have

this table complete, Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.~ED.
taries are requested to

Honey Locust Limb

—pod and seed.

and mellow. After setting out
tlie row must be cultivated and kept
clean until the hedge is matured or
finished.
Let the plants grow the
first year undisturbed, and then cut
them down within 3 inches of the
ground the second year, 7 inches
from the ground third year, 12 inches;
rich

;

i^° The first edition of the " Apiary
Register " having been exhausted, we
have just issued a new edition, elegantly bound in Russia leather, with
a large worker bee and " Apiary Register " in gold on the side. It forms
not only a Register of both Queens

and Colonies, but has also an Acfourth year, 2-5 inches sixth year, 33
inches and the seventh year, height count Book at the back, in which to
desired for fence. This takes seven keep a record of all the receipts and
some to induce it to become dense and years, but the fence is good after the expenditures of the apiary, which will
twiggy.
fourth year.
be found exceedingly valuable.
The best results are obtained from
In view of the increasing destruc- have also reduced the prices, as will'
running one strand, or. better still,
two strands of barbed wire along the tion of our forests, and the great cost be seen on another page.
;

;

;

We

.

;

::
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advocate any such doctrine (if any
such there iire) honestly claim that

tTio

Atnerlcnn Boe

JoumaL

statistics of the Honey Crop.
iiriority sucli as indicated
above," in reality exists.
WJI. MUTH-UASMirSSEN.
I am surprised at times to see the
amount of scllishness that is shown
ITuder the above heading Dr. C. C.
by some of our able writers, when the ililler asks for suggestions on the best
con((uestion of honey yields is under
plan for collecting the statistics. I
sideration, and thiiik of tlie difference will give the plan, which, to my mind,
our
between
exists
in this regard lliat
seem's the only feasible one. It should
bee-keepers and those across tlie be done through county associations.
to
solely
seems
idea
Here
the
water.
In the first place the committee on
work for self, and to prevent every statistics should get printed a number
one else from engaging in the busi- of postal card blanks, giving the quesness ; there societies are being formed tions desirc'I to be answered, and also
whose sole object is to teach the best a like number of cards, reading about
methods to tlie poorer classes, in or- as follows
der tliat tliev may have to add a
(Date.)
small revenue from their bees to the
Dear Sir
stipend they receive for their daily
to call a
requested
You are hereby
Here the attempt is being special meeting of your county beelabor.
bee-culmade to discourage making
keepers' association on or about the
ture an auxiliary to other pursuits
if no regular meeting
day of
to
made
being
tliere the attempt is
occurs at or shortly previous to that
t
can,
possiljly
urge every one who
date, for the purpose of collecting
occupy his leisure moments wit
for the North American
statistics
apiary.
own
his
labor in
Bee-Keepers' Society, as indicated in

any right of

For tbe American Beo Journal.

Priority of Location.
J.

E.

POND, JR.

a delightful thing would it be
I'ellow, who owns a few
square rods of hand, if he could only
have the right of priority, to all the
honey secreted on the thousands of
acres' surrounding him. Wliat a most
delicious monopoly would be at once
created. All that needs to be done, if
I " catch on " to the idea, of at least
one apicultural writer to give such an
one a moral right at least to control
all the honey flora within bee range of
his apiary, is simply to be the first one
in a given locality to own a colony of

What

to

some poor

bees.

sure some one else might object, but no matter for that, he is the
first comer, and the honev yield is his
by virtue of priority. When he has
procured one hive, and by the exercise
of good judgment has selected a rich
location, and found that the business
will pay a satisfactory profit, the law
" of advantage in speciality " imbues
his mind with a desire at once to enlarge his apiary till he has completely
covered his diminutive tract of land
with hives, as thickly as it is safe to
stand them. As the season rolls on
and he finds each colony giving large
returns, he views his spoils by a large
degree of self-complacency, and says
to himself, " I've got a perfect bonanza." Ere long his neighbor, who owns
the adjacent territory, ascertains that
there is money to be made in keeping
bees, and procures a few colonies himself, thinking in the innocence of his
heart, that as the flowers are his, he
has at least the right to gather a portion of the nectar from them but he
is rudely awakened to the fact that he
has no such right (morally at least),
because no one has the riglit by reason of priority to all the honey yielded
within an area of five or six miles
from the apiary he has established.
2^0. 1 comes over to see No. 2 and
says to him, " My dear sir, why do
you keep bees and tlius spoil my
chance of getting rich in the business V Last season I got 200 pounds
of honey per colony; this season I

To be

;

One day we hear the cry of "overstocking," and the claim made tliat
ere long bees will be so thick that
they will starve unless sugar syrup is
supplied them for food. The next
day, farmers and professional men are
"pitched into" with great severity,
and they are accused of taking the
bread out of the poor specialist's
mouth. Then the agricultural colleges are " hauled over the coals " for
adding bee-culture to their curriculum,
and advertisements for students are
issued in the same paper by bee- keeping specialists.
Do these college students and professional men injure apiculture as a
science or not V Who, I ask, have
been the leaders in apicultural improvements V Has it been the spec-

.

.

.

Who

the
discovered and taught us the blank postal card, addressed to himtheory of parttienogenesis V Dzierzon, self, and one of the accompanying
another professional man. And so I cards tilled out, signed and addressed
might go on, l)ut tlie above examples in the proper places, both enclosed in
are sutRcient for the point I wisli to one of the stamped envelopes to each
present. I trust then, in the future, secretary, and to any other bee-keeper
if selfishness does exist among our designed for the work.
apiarists, that (if they must exercise
On return of the postal cards the
it) they will do so in some less harm- vice-president will make out a State
ful manner than in attempting to report and send it, in the printed endrive those away from our ranks who velope, to the chairman of the comreally desire to enter them.
mittee, keeping the county reports
Foxboro, Mass.
In
filed away for future reference.
eacli county where there is no associa1^" The Lorain County Bee-Keep- tion, the vice-president can probably
enterprising bee-keeper who
ers' Association, will meet at Elyria, find some
will take interest enough in the matO., Wednesday, April 9, 1881.
accurate staO J. Terrell, Sec. ter to collectanytolerably
rate the number of
at
tistics
North Ridgeville, O.

Who

But, says No. 2, " I own all the surrounding territory, and you own
scarcely land enough on which to set
your hives, why have I not a right to
gather nectar from my own flowers V"
" Why, mv dear sir." says No. 1,

that my right of
at least) prevents
you from having any rights to the
honey, that I am bound to respect V"
And so the conversation goes on, but
whether No. 2 is fully satisfied or not
remains to be seen.
Is there any sense in a discussion of
this kind, an'd will the persons who

possible statistics with which to fill
out the blank, or, if unable to do so
personally, to hand these papers to
some other bee-keeper in your county,
who may be willing to aid the com-

mittee in this important work.
whose time is wholly devoted
The State reports are desired to be
to caring for tlieir crops of honey or in the hands of the committee by the
the rearing of queens, or has it been
.of. ...
the professional men, who have had Committee on statistics, N. A. B. K. S.
the time and the desire to experiment
Chairman.
in order to determine the value of this
Vice-President for
and
ways
best
or that point, or the
means of procuring comb or extracted
As manv blanks and cards as there
was it that invented are counties in each State or Territory
honey ?
frame?
movable
the
introduced
and
should be forwarded to the respective
Mr. Quiiiby, one of the ablest and vice-presidents, also a corresponding
most pi-actical bee-keepers of the age, number of stamped envelopes, and one
might have dune this liad he tlie time stamped and printed envelope, bearto devote to it, but he did not, and tlie ing the name and address of the
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, one of these chairman of the committee.
same professional men, did have the
As soon as this outfit is received,
time and tlie inclination, and he did it.
vice-president should forward a

manor."

" don't you"

;

ialists

shall not average 100 pounds, and all
because you are poaching on my

priority

the accompanying blank, obtaining
from the members present as much as
possible information about those not
present, and about other bee-keepers
in your county, who are not members
of your association, also estimating
as near as you can such items as you
cannot learn definitely and to forward said blank, properly filled out,
to the Vice-President of your State,
as soon as possible.
If there is no bee-keepers' association in your county, you are respectfully requested to collect as full as

know

(morally

;

|
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colonies can be learned from the assessor. If not otherwise obtainable,
the vice-president may send a self-addressed postal card to the post-master
at each county-seat, requesting him to
return it with the name and address
of the most prominent bee-keeper in
his county.
Thus the principal expense for
Srinting and postage will fall upon the
rational Society, in whose belialf the
work IS to be done. If any of the outfit is not used up, it can "be kept for
next year's report, and turned over to
the vice-president's successor.
In regard to the failure in obtaining
statistics, I will say that I have taken
long trips on horseljack through the

country spending days in going in
different directions in order to visit
the bee-keepers at their homes, and
obtain
statistics
from their own
mouths. I did it at a time when I
had leisure, but should not care to repeat the trips every year, and others
probably feel the same way. At other
times I have sent self-addressed postal card blanks to 20 or 80 bee-keepers,
needing only a few plain figures which
might be jotted down with a lead
pencil right in the post-office, and the
card dropped without taking

it

home

and I had the .satisfaction (V)of
having at most half a dozen returned.
The fault lies partly in the apathy of
the multitude, each one thinking there
will be enough without his individual
at all

;

report, or forgetting, or not caring at
all about the matter; partly in putting too much work and expense on a
few, however willing they may be to
help.
Independence, Cal.

Kor She American Bee

A

JourE-ii.

Bit of Bee Surgery.

DANIEL WHITMEK.
Last September, in looking over a
of nuclei to ascertain whether
the queens had met the drones, I discovered they carried the drone appendage. In three or four days I again
opened the hives to know whether
they were laying, and found that all
were depositing eggs very nicely and
accurately but one, and she still retained the drone appendage. I closed

number

the hive until the following day, when
it was opened again and the queen examined, and found to be in the same
condition as before.
She was a very fine-looking queen,
and an exact duplicate of her mother,
whose Royal Highness I very much
admired, she being a queen purchased
of Dr. ^Yilson, of Iowa, and as I desired to save the daughter, I concluded to examine the queen two successive days, and, if tlie drone organ
was not yet voided, I would perform
a surgical operation, and extract it
from the queen.
The colony was again disturbed,
and the queen found to be in the same
condition. Two days later, the organ
was very hard and dry, adhering very
closely to the orifice of the queen. I
captured her, took her to the house
and inside of the screen door, by the
aid of my better half, the organ was

extracted

with

difiSculty,

with

a tained.

needle, and tlie queen was returned
to the hive uninjured; the next day,
to satisfy my
curiosity,
I
again
opened the hive to ascertain the true
condition of my patient, and she was
found depositing eggs symetrically.
Thus I saved the life of good queen,

which otherwise would

it

is

entirely

Columbia, South Canada.

have been

I lost one, once before, by letting her alone. I do not know whether

lost.

any one else ever tried the experiment
or not, but it can be successfully done.

My

With the bee

different.
The queen is born five
days earlier, and begins her life work
ten days earlier than tbe worker, and
yet the queen lives to be about three
years old, whilst a worker, if actively
at work, hardly lives sixty days.

147 colonies of bees are all right

as yet, save one which was queenless.
South Bend, Ind., Feb. 21, 188-1.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Clipping ftueens' Wings.
GEO. E. BOGGS.

Mr. W. H. Stewart, in a recent article on the above subject, requests beekeepers to answer certain questions.
Mr. S.'.s argument proves entirely
too much, for if any appreciable exercise of the queen's wings were requisite to not simply increase but even
perpetuate wing power in the workers, nature's plan would long since
have proved abortive, and the honeybee would ere this have become extinct.
If you contrast the few hours'
use of the wings of a queen during
her long life, with the constant use of
the wings of a worker during the
greater portion of its short life, tliey
bear no proportion whatever.
lii
comparison, it may be said the queen
does not use her wings.
Mr. S.'s argument not only proves
too much, but readies the reductio ad
absitrdum when he proposes to take
his queens out of the hives and toss
them into the air, and compel them to
use their wings more than nature designed.
In this he would contend
against nature, and would not simply
waste his time, but inevitably do
harm. All the energies of the queen
seem to be concentrated in her reproductive organs. If we carefully consider the great strain put on them, we
will not hastily divert them into other
channels. If we do so to any appreciable extent, we will have a deterioration not only of the wings but of all
the members of the workers.
Let Mr. S. apply his argument to
the mantlibles, the tongue and the
thighs of the queen, and he would
have us believe that we are in great

N. E. Ohio

&

N.

W.

Pa. Convention.

This association held its fifth annual
convention at Jefferson, O., on Jan.
l(j

and

17.

The meeting was
1

p.

m.

called to order at

Pres. E. F.

Mason being ab-

sent, C. T. Leonard, of Andover, was
called to the chair, and the usual annual address had to be dispersed with.
large number of bee-keepers was
present, 6 counties in Ohio and Penn-

A

sylvania being represented.
After routine business, the reports of
standing committees, etc., the members opened the discussion upon the
question, whether modern bee-culture
is a success financially.
II. W. Hacket believes it is a paying
business, if rightly managed.
He
makes his hives in winter, and gets
everything ready before the busy season comes, so he is enabled to give his
whole attention to the bees just when
they need it. He has a time for every
part of his work, and everything is
done in time, as time tide and bees

wait for no man.
D. Videto said that most of the beekeepers present were farmers like
himself, and can fairly estimate proHts from this branch of industry only
by comparing them with the profits
arising from other departments of labor. The speaker compared the amount
of money and labor invested in the
production of an acre of wheat and
other farm crops, with an equal investment in bees, and made a very
favorable case for the latter. It is easy

enough by division

to increase one
colony to ten, but among experienced
apiculturists, the real question of interest has been to keep all the bees in
a hive, and make them spend their
strength in the production of honey.
If a man really desires to increase the
number of his colonies, they will multiply as fast or faster than is good for

them, without any help.
The questiun of keeping bees in
connection with other business, drew
out some discussion, the general opinion being that it is not advisable to
have any other occupation on hand,
danger of soon having workers that; that will require your attention at any
will not be able or inclined to make time when the bees need it.
comb or gather honey and pollen.
JSI. E. Mason said a man who takes
I am a firm believer in the laws of care of 7o or 100 colonies, making his
heredity. I do not understand how own hives and foundation, and marlaws that we consider established in keting his honey, will have done a
regard to animal life are apparently good year's work, and will have no
violated in the economy of the bee, time to devote to any other business.
but it only shows that the Creator is
"The best method of increasing colnot limited in hismethodsof working. onies," was passed witli but little
As a further illustration, take being said, as most old bee-keepers
another fact regarding qiieen-bees. appeared to think that bees would inHow strange that the stimulating crease fast enough without any " best
food which shortens the period of ar- method," and that he who could sucriving at maturity should lengthen cessfully prevent increase, would prolife.
It seems to be an established duce the most honey, and conseqiienWy
law in animal life that the length of the most dollars.
life is in proportion to the period of
The evening session was opened by
time during wiiich maturity is at- an address by Mr. Videto," on bee-

"

;

:
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keeping in general. He talked for (\)on. Secretary, and N. T. Phelps,
M. E.
over an hour" in his usual easy and Treasurer. Vice Presidents
happy style, and was listened to with Mason, D- Mdeto. W. S. Stinson, J.
:Mc(;onnelI, S. H. Wheeler, J. P. Stermarked interest.
At the close of Mr. "\'ideto"s address, rett, H. W. Ilackct, J. llatton. E. M,
the President called ('apt. S. II. Cook Blanchard, 0. L. Payne, H. A. Eastto the stand, who, with a few approp- man, G. S. Harvey, 15. F. Jenkins, J.
riate remarks in behalf of tlie Assoc- S. Barb, H. H. llammon, II. F. Sager,
iation, presented to ^Ir. V. a beautiful E. H. Case.
The Association is in a flourishing
ebony cane with a solid silver head,
on winch was engraved, "Presented to condition, and this meeting was a
D. Videto, by tlie N. E. Ohio, and N. success in every sense of the word.
:

W.

Pa. Bee- Keepers' Association."
E. ilason had spent much time
in makins; experiments, and had given
swarming more study than any subject
connected with apiculture. The object in keeping bees is to get money,
and honey is the chief reliance for obtaining the desired reward. If bees
are permitted to exhaust their strength
in swarming, hives and foundation
are needed, which cost more money
than is received. We must have bees
in the hive ; we must keep our colonies
strong, or the business will be unsatis-

M.

factory.

He practiced the following plan to
He
prevent increase last season.
worked 20 colonies in this manner,
and is satisfied they gave him 1,000
lbs. more honey than if he had allowed
them to swarm, and hived them in the
usual way. He hives the first swarm
that comes out in the usual way, and
for convenience, he will call the hive
that this swarm issued from, No. 1
the next swarm, and the hive they issue from, Xo. 2, etc. When swarm
No. 2 comes out, he takes 2 frames of
brood from hive No. 1, and puts
empty combs or foundation in their
place, and destroys all queen cells on
the remaining combs, and then hives

swarm No.

2 in this hive. No. 1, and
gives them a case of empty sections.
When No. 3 swarms, hive No. 2 is
prepared in like manner to receive

them, and thus he continued
20 colonies had
increased one.

till

the

swarmed, and had only

Mr. McGonnell said he prevented
swarming in an apiary of a hundred
colonies by cutting out drone brood
and giving plenty of room. He had
an increase of only 7 colonies from
100, and that was caused through neglect.

Statistics taken from the members
showed 1.069 colonies put into winter
quarters in the fall of 1882 89ti of
them lived through the winter and
spring, and increased to 1,6-56 colonies
in the fall of 1883, and produced 22,3as
;

lbs. of

comb honey,

9,7.5.5

lbs.

of ex-

honey, and 140 lbs. of wax.
About 75 per cent, of them were
packed in chaff or other dry material,
or in chaff hives on the summer
stands 10 per cent, were put in cellars, and the rest were without anv
extra protection. Of those packed in
tracted

;

chafl. etc., and in chaff hives, about
16 per cent, were lost during the winter and spring ; 22 per cent, of those
in cellars died, while 86 per cent, of
those without any protection died.

The next annual meeting of the society will be held in Erie, Pa., the second Wednesday and Thursday in
January,

At

188-5.

the election of offlcerSj P. T.
Twitchel was made President, C. H.

C.

New Lyme,

II.

Coon,

.Sec.

Ohio.
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Why Abuse
W.

Hall-Pound Sections ?

Z.

HUTCHINSON.
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so forth,

some

of the

members were

enraptured they could see the
beauties of selling small packages of
extracted honey but half-pound sections
Oh that was a horse of a
fairly

;

;

—

1

different color.

I'erhaps extracted honey can be put
for sale in small packages more
cheaply than the same thing can be
done with comb honey, but if the public is willing to pay for the expense,
why this feeling and prejudice against
half-pound sections
One bee-keeper
" It just makes me mad
said to me
to hear folks even talk about halfpound sections," and, in saying this,
I fear that he expressed the sentiments of quite a number of beekeepers.

up

'i*

:

Now, I have no interest in halfhave never used
pound sections
them, and do not know as I ever shall,
"
but it makes me mad " to see people
so unreasonably abuse them without
even trying them and that, too, in the
face of the fact that some of our leading comb honey producers have dem;

Ever since half-pound sections were
invented they have been subjected to
a running lire of abuse. Everything
that could be tliought of has" been
said against them. Supply dealers
have been accused of " booming
them from selfish motives.
Beekeepers who did not luiderstand the
principles underlying the production
of comb honey, have written long
articles in which they attempted to
prove that not nearly so much honey
could be secured in small as in large
sections. Bee-keepers have been accused of being too progressive, too
restless, with not being satisfied in
" letting well enough alone," of creating a demand among consumers for
something that they would never have
thought of asking for if it had not
been brought to their notice, thus
compelling bee-keepers, who did not
wish to do so, to use small sections or
be left behind, when, if all bee-keepers would only place the seal of condenuiation upon the "one bite" sections, they would
be saved this

;

onstrated that, with proper appliances
and methods, just as much honey can
be obtained when using half-pound
as when using pound sections and the
only question is whether enough
larger pieces can be obtained to pay
for the extra manipulations.
Arguments against half-pound sections, or anytliing else for that matter, can be listened to with pleasure,
but simple abuse and unreasonable
prejudice are disgusting.
Rogersville, Mich.
;

rnr the American Bee JournaL

Cedar Valley, Iowa, Convention.

The bee-keepers of Cedar Valley,
Iowa, met at VVaterloo, Feb. 13 and 14,
organized
at the office of J. Moshen
by electing C. P. Hunt President, and
John Bird Secretary pro tern. It was
moved by O. O. Poppleton that a committee of three be appointed to draft
a constitution and by-laws. O. O.
Poppleton, II. O. McElhany, and D.
W. Thayer were appointed as the
They submitted the
committee.
usual printed constitution and bylaws with the following amendments
Sec. 2. Strike out all after the word
interests, and the following inserted
Shall discuss such quesin its place
tions as ha\'e a practical bearing on
bee-keeping.
Sec. 8 was all struck out, and the
following adopted instead
No member shall be entitled to the floor longer
than .5 minutes in discussion of any
question without the consent of the
;

trouble.
It has also been mentioned that
more sections and more foundation
would be needed, but why repeat all

that has been said against half-pound
sections. Of course all that has been
said has not been abuse, but many of
the arguments brought against them
have been so exceedingly transparent
that it required not avery penetrating
vision to see beneath them an inducement that flowed aliout as follows
" I am very much afraid that somebody is going to get the start of me."
At our late Michigan State Convention the subject was but lightly
touched upon, and when one dealer
reported that he could get no more
for them than for the pound sections,
and another man reported that a certain dealer could find no sale for them,
it was certainly interesting to witness
the satisfaction that beamed upon
many faces, and to listen to such exclamations of delight as, " Good,"
" I'm glad of it," and " That's all
right ;" in fact, the convention came
just about as near applauding and
cheering as it did when Mr. D. A.
Jones told how many thousands of
five cent packages of extracted honey
were sold at one Canadian fair. As
Mr. Jones went on and explained how
the sale of tliese small packages led to
the sale of larger ones, and so on and

•

:

:

society.

Sec. II. In the by-laws was changed
by striking out from the word ofhce,
the balance of article.
vote of the convention, the constitution and by-laws as amended
were adopted.
On motion it was moved that the
President -pro tern appoint a committee of three to nominate permanent
oflicers.
II.
O. McElhany. 1). W.
Thayer, and Geo. Beck were appointed,
and tlie following names were submitted
C. P. Hunt, of Waterloo, for
President, and Dr. Jesse Oren, of Ea

all

On

:

I

;
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Porte, for Vice-President, and O. O. Mr. J. M. Bennett would advise unitPoppleton as Secretary and Treasuier. ing all the light colonies in the fall.
All the above officers were duly
Adjourned till 7 p. m.
elected except O. O. Poppleton, who
Called to order at 7 p. m., and the
objected to serve on account of failing first question discussed was, " Which
ej-e sight. H. O. McElhany was elected is the most desirable method of winin his place.
tering—cellar or out-of-doors V"
It
The following persons became mem- was decided by the majority of the
bers
members that the cellar, with proper
H. O. McElhany, Brandon.
conditions, was preferable.
Iowa.
O. O.
0. O. Poppleton. Williamstown,
Poppleton gave his method of out"
D. W. Thaver, Vinton.
"
door
J. P. Snaldinir, CBarles City,
packing ; he uses double-walled
:

Geo. Beck. Waterloo.

James

Ralston. Vinton,

A. D. Bennett, Janesville,
John Brusb.
Waterloo,

*'

"
"

hives, packed with timothy chaff,
has success.

and

Question, " Does it take more honey
D. W. Jolls,
in the cellar than it does for out-ofJ. I. Carr.
C. P. Hunt.
doors
Answered, " Out-of-doors,
"
"
John M. Bennett,
"
"
always."
H. Van Baren,
"
J. Moshen,
" Wintering in deep vs. shallow
1. Ho.)d.
"
"
O. Harden,
frames." Messrs. Tracy, Poppleton
J. F. Messenger,
"
and Hunt were in favor of the deep
D. M. Diedorff,
"
It. L. Triem.
frames. Messrs. McElhany, Bennett,
La P.irte,
H. E. Hubbard,
Sr., Bennett, Jr., and Triem favored
"
Dr. Jesse Oren.
Thos. Tracv, Xashun.
shallow frames.
John Bird, Bradford.
" Is shade essential for bees ; if so.
B. K. Starks. Cedar Falls,
"
"
A. J. Norris.
what kind, artificial or natural V"
B. E. Newton.
Decided by all that it was, and the
"
Samuel Aunsst. Vinton.
J. K. Oren, Brandon.
natural was the most practical.
Should hives be raised from the
On motion of O. O. Poppleton, the
y" Yes; from 3 to I inches,
order of discussions should be in the ground
form of written questions handed in at the back, and 1 to 2 in front.
" The most desirable size of sections
by the members to the President and
for all purposes." Messrs. Spaulding.
read by him in rotation.
The" first question for discussion Triem, Oren and McElhany preferred
was " The most desirable width for one-pound sections. Messrs. Tracy,
sections." It was decided that 1>^ to Bennett, Jr., and Hunt used Harbison frames.
131 inches are the most desirable.
" What shall we do with our second
Adjourned till 9 a. m.
Called to order at 9 a. m., Feb. 14,
swarms y" Mr. Spaulding prefers to
and the first business was the selecprevent them from issuing.
Mr. Bennett, Jr. would let them tion of tlie time for the annual meetissue and take out all the queen-cells ing the first Wednesday and Thursfor future use, and return the swarms day in October, 18.s4, was designated,
and Waterloo was the place chosen.
to the old hive with a laying queen.
" Is it expedient to clip queen's
'"Can more than one yard be run
wings ?' Several of the members successfully V" Mr. Spaulding was
thought it would. L. L. Triem had the only one present who tiad worked
experienced some loss of some of the in this way. and was successful.
" How many bees can be kept in one
most valuable queens he had by the
practice. O. O. Poppleton's experi- locality without overstocking a locaence was the reverse from this, which tion?" Mr. Triem thought that almost
brought out considerable of a discus- any number could be kept and not be
sion botli pro and con. Messrs. Spauld- overstocked. Mr. Tracy thought from
ing, Bennett and others were not in 1 to 300 colonies, according to the seafavor of the practice.
son, with success.
" Best
"Best way to hive swarms." By
spring
management for
placing the hive where it is to perm- bees?" Mr. Bennett, Jr. would comanently stand, and carry the bees to it. mence the management as soon as the
" Which kind of honey to produce, bees were placed on the summer
extracted or comb '?"' Messrs. Tracv. stands. Bees should have plenty of
Spaulding, Bennett and Triem would honey, and he would spread tlie brood
raise comb honey. Messrs. Popple- gradually as the weather warms up
ton, McElhany aiid Morris preferred encourage the queens to fill the frames
to produce extracted honey on account with brood as fast as possible, by givof selling out to the wholesale dealers, ing them frames of honey or syrup,
and the safety of shipping in large and place tliem in the centre of the
packages.
brood-nest. Mr. Bird leftthe packing
Durmg the discussion of this ques- around the hives until late in the
tion, the President asked what ex- season.
tracted honey could l)e produced at, to
"The best bees for general use."
be made profitable V Those produc- Some thought hybrids were, but the
ing extracted honey thought they majority preferred pure Italians.
" What is the standard of purity,
could afford to raise lioneyin this way
at from S to 10 cents per pound, whole- for Italians V" Three distinct yellow
sale.
Mr. Bennett. .Jr. thinks bees bands for the workers.
• At what age should a queen be
will winter better ruuforcouib honey.
Mr. Poppleton thought they would superseded y" Mr. Stark said, when
not. Considerable discussion ensued. she showed signs of failing. Mr. Mc'•
What shall we do witli surplus Elhany would kill all the queens at
bees V" A. Bennett never has more the age of two years, when running for
than he wants. Mr. Spaulding kills extracted honey.
" Best foundatiiin for general use."
all the inferior ones, and keeps the
best. Mr. Poppleton does the same. Most of the members said tlie Given,

V

•*

*'

'•

about 6 to 7 square feet to the poimd.
" How to prevent natural swarming '?" Give the bees plenty of room
in raising comb honey. Those running for extracted honey are not bothered with this.
"Are any here troubled with foul
brood '?" None.
' Is a portico an advantage to a
hive V"
The members were about
equally divided on this subject.
A vote of thanks was given D. W.
Thayer for procining reduced rates
over the different railways also to
the B. C. E. & X. By., C.'N. W. Ry.,
and I. C. By., for such reduction also
to J. iloshen and the city of Waterloo for the use of rooms occupied by
the convention
also to the Logan
House for reduced rates.
Adjourned.
;

;

;

H. O. McElhant,

C P. Hunt, Pies.

Sec.
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Home Market
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:

;

D.

for

Honey.

WHITE.

There are some who have no trouble
honey they can

in disposing of all the

produce but many cannot sell their
honey, especially extracted. When I
produced only from 700 to 1,000 lbs. of
honey, I could scarcely find enough
customers to consume it; but now,
with but little exertion, I can dispose
of all the honey I can produce, which
was 8,000 lbs. in issi and 21,0001bs.in
1883. This was nearly all extracted
honey, and nearly all taken at my door
by customers, who came with crocks,
pails, jugs, and large milk cans in
which to carry it away. They come
every season in the same way, for I
have never sold them honey that will
get thin and sour, if kept in damp cellars nor tiave I ever sold them lioney
;

;

that was extracted and ripened after
extracting (as some tell about). I
never allow a pound to be taken away
that was not first-class in every respect. We are careful not to put a
pound of comb honey on the market
unless it is perfect, so far as ripeness
and being sealed up is concerned ; we
will not offer honey with the top-half
of comb sealed and the rest unsealed ;
it sliows for itself, deception cannot
be practiced with comb honey. When
a comb is extracted, like the section
I liave described.it is trying to deceive the customer who buys such
honey, and I admit he is deceived, but
in most cases not more than once or
twice, for a large majority of customers will say:
'It makes my throat
smart. I do not like it, and will not
buy any more." Some will say it is
adulterated. Xow such work as this
is uncalled for, and I believe any one
can build up an immense home trade
for extracted honey. All that is required is to have as good an article
out of the comb as is sold in the comb.
My price for extracted has always been
9 lbs. for a dollar, or 10 cts. a lb. for.50

more.
have UO colonies on the summer

lbs. or
1

stands, all in chaff hives, except 12 in
simplicity hives.
They have had
several good flights, and all answered

—

—

;
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to roll cull. I never saw them in better condition in chaff hives. I shall
lose 2 or ont of those in single-walled
hives. Ueports are coniinR in from
farmers around here, that tiiey are
losing their bees with hives full of
.'i

honey.

Xew

London, O.

^^ We

will organize a bee-keepers'
association at the Court House In
Franklin. Ind., at 10 a. m.. April 5,
1SS4.
All bee-keepers are invited to
attend and take part in the organization.
L. R. Jackson.

Urmeyville, Ind., Feb.

i:6,

1884.

We wish to use no
separators under any consideration.
We do not glass our honey, but if we
did, we could glass two- thirds of the
sections without the use of separators.
spiice above
We do not use
the sections, but scant Js- ^Ve have
had no trouble whatever with any
variation in the size of sections.
ditional expense.

%

Ja.mes IIeddon.

Dowagiac,

iNIich.

Small Honey Jars.
To-day's mail brings you my price
I send you also per express, prepaid, a sample of our dime
list for 1884.

1^ lb. honey jars, which I think,
will prove quite an acquisition to the
retail honey trade. The honey market

and

^^

The annual meeting

of the

Xew

Jersey and Eastern Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation, for the election of oHicers is still without life, and our terrible
and other bnsluess, will be held in the flood had not a bit of beneficial effect
city of New York at Room 24, Cooper on the market. I \\;as fortunate enough
Union, beginning Wednesday, March to be above the high water mark.
ClIAS. F. MUTH.
12, at 10 a. m., and continuing two

days.

J.

Hasbrouck,

Cincinnati, O., Feb. 20, 1884.

iSec.
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Vocabulary of Bee-Keeping.
If improper names and terms are
continually allowed to lind a place in
the bee papers, there will hardly be
any change for the better very soon.
Beginners and new subscribers naturally adopt such terms as they read,
and hand them down to coming generations through their communications to the papers. AVould it not be
best, that the editors of the respective
papers strike out every incorrect term
from any communication sent in for
publication, and substitute the proper
term intended by the writer, before it
goes to press V In this way beginners

would read nothing but what was
and the old hands would gradually forget the old and wrong terms.
2. I would like to ask, what is the
right,

proper

name

for the second story of

a

two story hive? Here we call it
"cap." If that is not correct, we
ought to have some similarly brief
for it, as " second story,"" upper
or " top-box " are too long for
every
day use, unless generally

name

hive,"'

[These small jars are quite attracWm. Muth-Rasmu.ssen.
have received a pamphlet tive. The illustration shows the "dime adopted.
Independence, Cal., Feb. 12, 1884.
of 118 pases, entitled " Tea and Cof- jar of honey," and is simply marked
fee Their Physical, Intellectual, and
[It would be well for the Bee Papers
Moral Effects on the Human System,"
to do as suggested
we have been tryby Dr. A. Alcott, with notes and additions by Nelson. Price 25 cents.
ing to do so, as much as possible, for
Fowler & Wells Publishers, 753 Broadsome years, but until a vocabulary is
way, New York.

1^"

We

:

;

settled upon,

it

will be

diflicult

to

make such corrections.
2. We know of no better term than
" second story ;" the other terms are
unappropriate and incorrect. Ed.]

Bees Packed with Clover Chaff.
I have passed through the log gum.
Are and brimstone period. I have always tried to keep about 100 colonies
over winter that number would keep
me busy in my young days, at swarm-

Bees Confined 102 Days.
My bees have been in the cellar 102
days.
The temperature was never
below 43-' or above 45-' after they be-

came

Feb. 4, diarrhoea appeared in one colony
to-day it is
alive, and as quiet as the others.
year ago saw 2 dead and 20 afflicted
with the same preparation tor winter,
and temperature from 32^ to 40^.

;

settled.

;

A

C.

W. Dayton— 61.

Bradford, Iowa, Feb.

22, 1884.

ing time.

" yi pound Pure Honey." If they are
We have tried almost exactly the not too expensive, they will add
same arrangement described by Mr. greatly to the retail trade in extracted
Dibbern on page 1,33. We made cases honey. Ed.]
in many ways, testing each thoroughly,
covering a period ot over two years,
before adopting the one we previously Old Foundation Freshened.
described in the Bee .Journal.
In answer to many inquiries, we
Much damage has been done by hast- wish to state that foundation from the
ily recommending untried fixtures. previous season, that has been kept
We are very sure that if Mr. D. will over winter and has become pale and
try 20 or 40 cases, just as we make brittle, can be readily freshened by
them, by the side of an equal number exposing it for a minute to the sun's
of his, he will discard his "improve- rays in warm weather, or better yet,
ments " the second year. There is no by passing it over steam from a tea
trouble in getting the sections out of kettle or "other boiler.
It then beour case. It is stronger, as we make comes as malleable and fresh looking
•it, than with his tin T,
and can be as when fresh-made. If it is already
made cheaper. The tins are objec- fastened in frames, it is superfluous
tionable on account of bending when to anneal it thus, as the bees do this
handling the cases empty, if they same work themselves by their natural
strike against anything. The glass is heat and moisture, as soon as they
also very objectionable.
The neces- take possession of it.
sitated outer case is more objectionCiiAS. Dadant & Son.
able than all else, besides adding adHamilton, 111.

That "Improved "Case.

I

am now

in

my

7oth year,

but I will not admit that I am an old
fogie. I take most of my honey in
one-pound sections extracting is too
much work for me. I increase my
bees now by dividing them. I winter
"Pure Honey." The half-pound jar about one-half of my bees in a house,
is of the same design, but is marked on Mr. Jones' plan, but I only make
;

the walls 20 inches thick, for this
the other half I winter on
latitude
the summer stands, with a box to
cover, allowing 2 inches of space between the boxes, which I pack with
clover chaff for an entrance for the
bees, I cut two pieces of 6-inch spouting and put between the boxes, to
keep up the packing from the entrance, which is }i of an inch wide
and 12 inches long then I bore 2 halfinch auger-holes, 2 inches above the
entrance, to give air, in case of ice.
This kind of entrance will give air
enough, and will keep out mice, which
are very destructive to bees in cold
weather. Our honey season ends with
the while clover, about .July 10. There
is an abundance of sweet clover on all
of our roadsides, for ten miles square,
and has been for the last 60 years
bees gather pollen from it, but no
honey. I have been a close observer
of bees, and know whereof I write.
;

;

;

James

New

Concord, O.

C.

Wilson.

:;

:
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honey bee, page

Floating Apiary.

127

:

" I examined,

last summer, the bees of a new swarm
what to do with a vi'hich had been suffocated
for want of
floating apiary was thrust upon me
air, and found their bodies distended
last week by the unprecedented flood
with a yellow and noisesome subin the Ohio river. I can recommend
stance justas though they had perished
the so-called " long idea" hive as the from dysentery. A few were still
best in the world tor floating. I had alive, and instead
of honey, tlieir
about a dozen of them afloat last year, bodies were filled with the same disand the bees kept above water, and gusting fluid, altliough the bees had
were uniniured. This year I saved not been shut up more than two

The problem

of

my

apiary by floating about 50 colonies on rafts, and confining about the
same number in a boom, where they
great many bees
floated four days.
have been lost in the Ohio Valley, by
the flood. I have picked up a number
of box hives and a few movable comb
hives, but the bees were all dead in
them. The water was 5 feet deep in
the lower rooms of my dwelling last
week. My buildings and fencings are

A

wrecked
my workshop oadly
damaged, and the machinery was under water for several days. Words
cannot picture the distress among the
poorer classes, caused l)y this flood.
The water was over 5 feet higher than
all

;

ever before

known

to be.

W.

C.

Pelham.

Maysville, Ky., Feb. 21, 1884.

is no
must also be a
and the only
objection that has been made to their

protection from cold (and there

doubt on

this point), it
protection from heat,

use that I have seen (save this of Mr.
Cheeney) is that they will not warm
up as readily in the spring; as a singlewalled hive. The object of a doublewall, is to secure evenness of temperature, and thus preserve quietness
inside the hive. I do not write this
for the purpose of starling a discussion, but to set Mr. C. right on a point
which he evidently raisaprehends.
J. E. Pond, Jk.
Foxboro. Mass., Feb. 22, 1883.

hours." Now, how ean this be explained on the pollen theory ? Is it
not best to be careful about endorsing
any set theory until we are in possession of a larger amount of facts than
we now possess
In the mean time
let every bee-keeper be on the look- Educate the Customers.
out to discover the true cause of this
"Why sell extracted for less than
fearful disease.
.J. M. Goodrich.
This is the inquiry I
South Frankfort.Mlch., Feb. 20, 1884. comb honey
am confronted with almost daily, and
one who put this same question, yesAre Bees Taxable in Michigan?
terday, said he always thought that
Prof. Cook :— As you are a brother there was some adulteration to cheapen
" It looks to me as
Said he
apiarist and scholar, I address you for it.
the purpose of gaining information. though pure honey out of the comb is
If you will tell us, through the Bee worth more than that in the comb it
.louRNAL, whether bees are taxable must be worth something to take it
in Michigan, and if so, is the whole out of the comb." When I explained
colony taxable or only queen and hive, it to him as best I could, he said: "Oh,
'i

V

:

;

and are any number of colonies exempt, you will not only oblige me, but
I nave kept
I think many others.
bees about five years, and have never
known any to be taxed, in this place,
until last year my 42 colonies in Doolittle hives were assessed $200.
1 am
tering as well as the stronger colo- a farmer and an apiarist on a small
nies.
Some colonies have stores of scale.
A. P. Cowan.
honey only some have sugar only,
Grattan. Mich.
but most of them have both, and the
pollen is generally left in. Some have
In reply to ]Mr. Cowan, I would state
brood. They have been in the cellar that all property not exempted by
signs
101 days without a flight, and no
special act, is liable to taxation. Bees
of diarrhffia. The cellar temperature are property, and hence taxable. Few
is from 40° to 52generally from 4B^ have bees, and many who do, keep so
to 50°. I do not like it lower than 46^. few bees, that they have escaped noThe hives have bottoms, but no tops tice, and so find no place on the asexcept single pieces of burlap, and sessor's blanks. Therefore, usage has
some of tliese have holes through omitted bees. The bee-keeper, howThe hives are the 8-frame ever, desires the protection of the
them.
Langstroth. They are so piled that law and all the privileges of citizenthere are about 3 inches between the ship; and so there is no reason in justops in one row and the bottoms in the tice why his special property should
row above. Occasionally we sweep not bear the burdens of taxation. The
the cellar, and, so far, have taken up omission in the past has resulted from
about a bushel of dead bees. Our an oversight. AH personal property
hives are dry no mold in the cellar, not exempted is taxable, and as bees
except among the dead bees on the are not
specially mentioned, they
cemented floor. The cellar has an un- would be, like all other property, taxed
derground ventilator of 6-inch tile, according to the valuation placed on
and a 6-inch stove-pipe reaching to them by the assessor.
A. J. Cook.

Bees Doing Well.
I have 96 colonies of bees in the
cellar under my dwelling house. Several of them are only 3 to 4 frame
nuclei. The nuclei seems to be win-

;

I see

within 20 inches of the cellar floor,
and connecting with the stove-pipe in
Double- Walled Hives.
the room above.
Ika Oevis 96.
Whitby, Ont., Feb. 21, 1884.
In the issue of Dec. 19, 1883, of the
Bee Journal, Mr. F. M. Cheeney, in
speaking of "double-walled hives"
Bee Diarrhoea.
"They are
for summer use, says:

—

There seems to be a sincere wish to too much

like

a person putting on an

we can the cause of dysen- overcoat in .July to keep out the heat.
among bees, especially is this the The dead-air space between the outer

find out if

tery

case as relates to wintering ; some endorse the pollen theory, but from my
limited experience I am inclined to
think that dysentery may be produced
by either of the following causes
Sour honey, breeding and eating pollen
in confinement, gorging themselves
with honey without chance for a
flight, and want of proper ventilation;
and in this connection I wish to quote
a few lines from Langstroth on the

and inner box

will be of a higher temthan the surrounding air,
etc." Now, either Mr. Cheeney is
mistaken in this matter, or else all the
ideas of scientific men in regard to
heat and ventilation are entirely
wrong. Dead-air is an almost perfect
non-conductor of
heat and cold.
AVere it not so, a d 'uble-walled house
or hive would be colder in winter than
a single. If a double-walled hive is a

perature

sold

I

him

23

pounds

;

'?

Neoga, m., Feb.

;

;

now;" and

extracted honey
but he said
" Nine-tenths of the people think the
same as I did." Why not get up a
circular to scatter among the people,
that will make this point clear to
them
Let us have something shoi-t,
but to the point. Then I, for one,
would invest and spread them in my
neighborhood, and see what would be
the result. Even if we use pails, cans,
jars, etc., and leave this prejudice in
the minds of people, extracted honey
will drag along and find slow sale.

of

[We

S.
27, 1884.

Smith.

suggested, get up some
on this point, and supply them
at .50 cents per 100, with the honeyproducers' name and address free,
when 200 or more are ordered at one
time, and send them to any address
by mail postpaid— all provided that
enough will be wanted to pay expenwill, as

leaflets

ses.

Who

will

take them

?— Ed.]

Ants' Wings.
J. D. Enas, on page 118, speaking of
the queen ant's vsings being clipped,
He is right
asks, "
I right V"
she does it herself. I have seen her
perform the operation more than once.
After, I suppose a successful flight to
meet the drone ant, I have seen the
queen ant alight, crawl a few inches,
stop, turn her head around, and with
her mandibles, like a pair of scissors,
clip one wing and the other close to
G. O. Grist.
her body.
Nortli Springfield, Mo.

Am

Bee Space.
1.33 of the Bee .Journal,
Allow
inch beeto say
space over the sections. This is " too
much of a good thing." I intended to
say 5-lP inch, and think J| inch not
C. H. Dibbern.
too small.

I

On page
am made

%

:

Milan,Ill.,Feb.

27. 1884.
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ISlhat and Jtoin.
ANSWERS BV

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Economizing Wax.
wired, Init notuealed. C'au I till them
with thiu foundation (made on Given
press) by the button hook and melted

wax

process, and be comparatively
of success if
the frames of
foundation are tirst put in the brood
apartment 1 or 2 at a time and allowed
to be drawn out there V In view of
the scarcity of wax, I wisli to use the
sheets as " light as possible, say 12
sheets to the pound.
A. A. E. 'Wn.BtJK.

sure

Moravia, N. Y., Feb.

Answer. — I

think you

make

a mis-

chamber; another mistake, by using
any melted wax to fasten the foundation to the top-bar
another, by inserting sheets of foundation, a few at
a time combs will not be built as
perfectly in that way. For my preferred method of using foundation in
the brood-chamber, 1 will refer you to
page 348 of last year, and page 91 of
this vear.
;

;

Q,aeenlessness.

What

is

best to be done with the

combs and bees of a queenless colony,
during February and March, in Central 'Ohio V
2. Is it a good plan to remove all
unoccupied combs as early in the

spring as possible

V

have 82 colonies now, having lost
2 by death, and one with plenty of
bees, but I found its queen in front of
I

the hive.

Burton

J.

R.

Roebuck.

City, O., Feb. 19, 1884.

Answers.— 1.

If I had such a colony
with plenty of bees, I would unite
some weak colony with a good queen
with them, if I had sucli an one; if not,
would try to get a queen elsewhere.
If there are but few bees in the hive,
I would shake them out and lay the
combs away.
2. Ido notremoveunoccupied combs,
in weak colonies, unless they are tilled
with honey, and the colony is too
weak to defend the entrance against
robber bees. Trouble from moths is
practically over here.
Finding a
queen in front of a hive, does nc^
prove that colony queenless.

Pure Beeswax.
Herewith I send you samples of

comb

'?

protection.

Please an-

swer the following question l)o beesneed upward ventilation to secure
best results when run for section
honey
Between last frame and side
Bee-Keei'er in New Zealand.
Roofs chatf liive there is a space of
Answer. On examination I be- of
^4 inch the whole width of the hive;
lieve the foundation to be of pure
ought this to be closed when bees are
wax. I forwarded a sample to Chas. working in the sections ?
Dadant & Son, who are not only good
M. I. Todd.
authority on beeswax, but bees withWakeman, O., Feb. 11, 1884.
out the wax, and they consider it
Answers. 1. To those who hf^ye
pure. I will give you my opinion of
seen dysentery among bees
First, there is a great dif- never
its faults.
ference in the pliability of pure l)ees- with conditions just opposite to those
wax. This foundation was likely surrounding the one colony you menmade from liard, brittle wax; and tion, and found just sucli neglected
secondly, it has now been made so colonies with seemingly enough up:

—

—

long that

has lost

it

much

of

the

ward-ventilation

to

freeze

them to

had when new. Be- death, the only ones in the apiary that
sides this, I consider it poor print, as was free from the disease, your exit has too thick a base, and small, perience would cause them to believe
that tlie open chamber above caused
hard-pressed sidewalls or lines.
their death. There are many, however, that must know that that was
Diseased Bees.
not the cause but I am forced to beWill Mr. Heddon tell through the lieve that in your apiary, this winter,,
Bee .Journal what is the cause of it was the aggravation to the cause of
my bees having the front of their dysentery. I see no other rational
hives daubed over V If they have any way to look at it.
disease, what shall I use to cure themy
2. I have never been able to discover
A Subscriber. any
advantage in giving upward venAnswer. The cause of your bees tilation during the honey flow. I find
daubing the front of your hive is, it advantageous to have but one
that the food of which they have been thickness of material between the inpartaking, has so loaded "them with side and outside of the supers, and
An outside cap
fecal matter that they can no longer that well shaded.
retain it not even until they can rise over all, I find not only expensive to
upon the wing. We know of no cure, make and manipulate, but a positive
but we are working at a preventive damage.
3. The space you speak of will do no
for this condition of things, which is
harm, provided the bees do not build
called bee dysentery.
comb in it, and that will depend upon
your system of management and locaMidwinter Report.
tion.
;

—

;

week

in January, 1883,
colonies, all on the Position of Frames in the Hive.
summer stands in A. I. Root's chaff
Will Mr. James Heddon please anThe brood frames of 50 of swer this question through the Bee
liives.
with
were
covered
one
thickness
these
Journal What benefit is there in
of old sail-cloth, and above these were having the frame to drop below the
clover-chaff' cushions, filling the upper level of the hive ?
story completely but loosely, admitFrederic Allemand.
ting free circulation. Forty-nine colEden, Out., Feb. 20, 1884.
onies were in splendid condition, havAnswer. I suppose a host of old
ing plenty of healthy bees and good
honey.
late swarm had perished, practical bee-keepers are smiling at
being queenless.
In preparing my this question, and wondering where I
colonies for winter, I had unacount- can begin and leave off, in answering
ably overlooked one, and this colony it. It is something like, why is health
had no covering whatever above the preferable to sickness? This I conbrood frames.
It was one of my sider the most valuable claim of the
strongest colonies, both in numbers now expired Langstroth patent. Mr.
and stores, when the section frames L. discovered that bees would glue
were removed late in the fall, now all pieces of wood together that were
there was only a handful of bees not far enough apart for them to pass
which showed any life, and they were between them readily. He found
inch,
partly covered by their dead compan- that in a space a little less than
ions, and there was present dysentery bees would build but little comb, and
Had it being sufficiently large for their
in its most malignant form.
this colony been prepared for winter passage, they would not glue it up.
like the others of my apiary, I can Now, in putting a flat cover on to a,
but conclude that they, to-day, would hive, if the frames did not drop beebe numbered among my best, and space below the top of the hive, the
like them would be free from that liability to crush bees in placing it,

In the

I

last

examined

.51

:

A

foundation. Will will kindly
give your opinion regarding them V
!
Are they pure wax V
2. If adulterated wax is used in the
making of them, what is the adulterating constituent
I am constrained to ask your opinion dreaded malady, dysentery.
All the
concerning this comb foundation, be- colonies I liave lost during the past ti
cause it is so different in appearance years by this disease, have perished
to some samples I have received, and under the same
conditions which
.

insufficient

little plasticity it

22, 1884.

take, and perhaps an unprohtable one
in using thin foundation in the brood-

1.

proved so fatal to this fine colony. I
convinced that there are various
causes which induce dysentery, and
the one most to be feared is a long
period of intensly cold weather with

am

'i

have about 2.000 Gallup frames

I

my mind that it is adulterated in some way. Many bee-keepers who liave been supplied with it.
lind that they <aiin()t work easily with
the thin foundation, on account of its
being so brittle. If this foundation is
made from pure wax, what is the reason of its appearance being so different
to that of the American '{
suggests to

155
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%

would "be greatly increased. After it
had remained in place sometime it
would be a very difficult job to remove
Some of the frames would stick
it.

;
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to it and come up with the cover, carries them into winter quarters. I
grinding the bees between the combs, had IVi tons of comb honey this fall
giving ilieni a Cyprianic disposition. increased too much for the poor fall
When tlie cover was replaced, the bits that followed. I have -16 with sloughof glue mismatching their former grass for wind lireak on the north, 17
position, tlie cover would be slightly packed in sawdust, S packed in chaff
raised above its former position, then all around and above, without caps,
a lot more glue is added, and so on and the entrance open, with a 2-inch
until there is a pound or less of this hole in the bottom-board covered with
interesting commodity about the top wire, and straw under all, as last year,
of the hive. This bee space can be which did as well as any in summer.
secured by a sink in the cover, made A dozen standing out, and 40, mostly
toy nailing ?s strips around its outer the weak ones, in the bee house
the
edge. If the frames come flusli with last named ones are very still at 42-',
the top of the hive, the surplus re- but easily distnrljed. Also 6, box hive
ceptacles would need to be arranged department, on a board south of the
in the same manner. It is preferable bee house, with holes in the bottomto have the sink in the hive, that is, board.
E. Pickup.
have the fraaies drop .5-16 below.
Limerick, 111.
Much the same trouble with glue is
Answer. AVe could give causes
experienced in the use of cloths for
the condition of things mentioned
summer use. We much object to their for
use at any time when the bees are above, but as there are perliaps several, we fear we may not hit the
gathering.
mark at such a long range. We do
not think bees kill their queen on the
account of a " poor fall for bees."'
After-Swarms.
On page -122, last year's .Jourxal, We think Mr. Pickup knows this.
Mr. Ileddon says, " No. sir, I do not
extract to give the queen room, nor "Will Cold Kill Bees?
cut queen-cells. I have learned better,
I have (if ten seen it stated that cold
than that. With proper fixtures and alone will not kill bees. My experimanagement, there is no necessity for ence, this winter, leads me to think
How does he prevent differently. I left 6 colonies of bees
so doing."
after-swarming, and what does he do out doors in double-walled chaff or
•with such, if there is any ?
sawdust hives, in order to test them
Levi Fatzinger.
as winter hives. The 6 colonies were
Janesville, Wis., Feb. 18, 1884.
as nearly eqiial as possible. One windy
in January the covers were
AxswER.—-All I do to prevent night
blown off of two of the hives. Upon
after swarming is to keep the hives
examination,
a few days ago, the bees
well shaded, giving them plenty of
room, the same as we do to discour- were dead, while the bees ni the other
age prime swarms. We have found 4 were all right. The dead colonies
had plenty of stores, and were perQiat as long as we can keep the desire
fectly dry. Xow. if the exposure to
for increase out of the minds of the
cold on that windy night did not kill
bees, we get our pay in surplus honey;
but when we undertake to physically those two colonies, what did ?
E. C. Campbell.
compel them to reniain together, we
Cayuga, Out., Feb. 19, 1884.
are losers by so doiiig, except by the
plan given on page 126 of the "Bee
Answer. The statement that cold
Journal for 188.S. While this method will not kill bees, of course means
-does not prevent after-swarms, it pre- when they are enclosed in a hive, and
vents increase of colonies for the properly clustered so that the inner

Honey and Beeswax Market.
0?FIC£ OF AMSKICAN BEI .lOURNAL,
(
Monday. 10 a. m., March 3, 1884. t

The

!

!

;

—

—

and outer members of the cluster
frequently change places with each
other. Of course when the exposure
becomes too great, a low temperature

season.

Bees Bobbing.
" Henry. my bees are robbing yours."' causes

instant death.
As we see
Early in the "morning Henry "finds his when they drop upon the snow, or lay
hive "rich in honey, but not a bee in out upon a board during a frosty
the liive. This was the condition of night. Our great enemy in wintering
bees last fall, more so than common, is dysentery that's all we care about.
not only colonies that gave swarms I presume "the 2 colonies, above reand then built up again, out first and ferred to, did not liave that. Practiafter swarms also. Can you give the cally, it makes but little difference
cause of the above unexpected defi- whether such exposure as you menciency in bees V One man said, as the tion kill your bees or not, none of us
fall \vas unusually poor for bees, they expect tolose a great many from such
billed their queen. Is that right "V casualti'es.
Bees worked lively on catnip this fall,
when it was so dry. I think bees
1^" We intend to organize a beewould be in much worse condition for
winter than they are, had it not been keepers' association for" Southern Infor catnip.
year ago bees went into diana on March 20, 1884, to meet at
winter quarters very strong in bees, the Merchants and Manufacturers"
and formed too much dampness ; the Club Rooms, Madison, Ind.. at !):30 a.
m. Kentucky bee-keepers are invited
strongest ones suffering
:

A

most

;

but

H.

this tall it is the other way, very
sliort in bees, some but
gallon of
bees, or even less. If they come out
all right in the spring, then we will

to participate.

cheer the Minnesota-man that dumps
one-half of the bees out, when he

Mo., Thursday, April

%

^"

C.

meet at Independence,
'C.

up to this hour

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—There is no change to note in the honey market. No change in the price of extracted
honey, but there is an improvement in the demand.. Comb honey is in large supply, and the best
lb. sections brings no more than 16c. alb. from
in
1

store.

E.\tracted. Tttsloc.

BEESWAX— Fair demand, and arrivals are

It

brings 28(s32e. on arrival.

Chab.

NEW
HONEY— White

fair.

Muth.

YORK.

1 and 2
Dark and second quality,
clover in kegs and bar-

clover and basswood in

lb. sections, l.s<s2lc.
1.5c.; extracted white

rels,

F.

9@loc.

BEESWAX-Prime

yellow, 34®3oc,

H.K.

& F.B THtTRBKB & CO.

CHICAGO.

HONEY—

Goes off slowly, and prices are lower on
sections that are imperfectly dlled. The demand
seems to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are made
of 1 lb. sections at i'ir^20c.; IM<«- lb. sections. 14<3
18c.; dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
I2@13c. Extracted honey steady, but limited de-

mand;

price.^

range from 7t*luc. per

BEESWAX—

lb.

Scarce, at 28(s3oc., according to
color and cleanliness.
R. A. BDK.s-KTT. 161 South Water St.

KANSAS

CITY. MO.

HONEY— Same scarcity of choice white 2 lb. sec-

week, and a few thousand
tions as reported
pounds would be readily taken at 17 to 18c. One
pound sections in fair supply, and bring us more at
present than 2 lbs. Dark comb very slow sale.
Stocks are low on dark extracted, and in fair supply for white. Prices ranee Si.tli'c.
BEESWAX— None in this market.
last

Jerome twichell. 514 Walnut Street.

BAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY—

Market is quiet, and common qualities
difBcult to place at anything like satisfactory figures. Fancy qualities are scarce. White to extra
white comb. 15@18c; dark to good, 9ifflllc; extrac
ted. choice to extra white, 6(^7Hc.:dark andeandied, 5@—
BBKSWAX-Wholesale, 27i^®3nc,
STEARNS & suiTH. 423 Front Street.
ST. L,ODI8.

HONEY—

Plentiful and dull. Comb 12®16c, and
strained and extracted 6@8c per lb. Top rates for
fanoy small packages.
Firm at 33®33>ic. for choice.
W. T. ANPEKSON & Co., 104 N, 3d Street,

BEESWAX—

CLEVELAND.

HONEY-The honey market

has been dull with
us during the month of January, but the past week
reit has been better, so that stocks are again
duced. Choice white 1 lb. in good order, sold at 18
cts.; the same quality when broken sold at 10c. 2
no
sale.
second
quality,
lb. best white, l(J@l7c.;
Extracted as usual, not at all wanted in our market,
BEESWAX— In great demand, but no supply;
nominally 30c. per lb.
A. C, Kendel, 115 Ontario Street,
:

BOSTON,
Ih. sections comb
HONEY.— Demand light,
Extracted, 9@llc,
lb, iwsi-sc.
BEKSWAX-SoC.
Blake & Riplet, 57 Gbattaam Street.
1

honey. is®2nc.;

1^

The

;

sixth annual convention of

Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. Andrews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 2-5. 18.84. A larger
number of leading Ijee masters than
ever assemljled on a similar occasion
in the South, is anticipated.
Wsi. R. Howard, Sec.
Kingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 18»4.

White.

The Western Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will

following are the latest quotahoney and beeswax received

tions for

24. 18.S4.

M. Cbandall,

Sec.

^T

Constitutions and

By-Laws for
The

local Associations S2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra

—

:

:
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as

Food and Medicine.

pamphlet of 16

pages

giving

number of readers
Recipes for Iloney Medicines, all kinds
the ]5ek Jouunal, we believe, will
of cooking in which honey is used, and
increase the

Examine the Date following your aid progressive bee-culture and help
healthful and pleasant beverages.
name. on the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
We have put the price still lower,
for
paid
your
the
following
premiums
have
offer
you
month to which
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
subscription on the Bee Journal.
getting up clubs
them far and wide. Single copy 5
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
For safety, when sending money to
AVhile no subscriittion to the Bee
this office get eitherapost office or ex- Journal will be taken for less than per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
postpaid for $10.00
press money order, a bank draft on the regular advertised prices (viz.
New York or Chicago, or register the Weekly, §2.00; :Moiithly, Sl.OO),—any $1500. On order-s of 100 or more,
Postage stamps of unv kind one getting up a club of two copies, we will print, if desired, on the
letter.
may be sent for amounts less than one or more, may select from " Our Book cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
dollar. Local checks are subject to a List " anythnig therein named, to (giving the name and address of the
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks. the amount of 15 cents for every dollar bee-keeper who scatters them). This
American Express money orders for iliey send direct to this office, to pay them alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense — enabling him to dispose
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents. for the trouble of getting up the club
and these books will besent, postpaid, of his honey at home, at a good profit.
We wish to impress upon every one to any address desired.
the necessity of being very specific,
For a club of H Weekly or 6 Monthly
1^ Attention is called to the Enand carefully to state what they desire and $6.00. we will make an additional graving of the Bee-Hive Factory at
for the money sent. Also, if they live present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound Newcomers! own, O., which may be
"^
near one post office, and get their mail in cloth, containing 320 pages.
found on another page of this issue
For a club of 5 W^eekly or 10 of the Journal.
at another, be sure to give us the adMonthly, {or a mixed club of both,)
dress we already have on our books.
;

;

;

^" When

writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
The edieither portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are
when
the
separate and distinct, and
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

^f It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the
number of insertions
ment has had.

his advertise-

^°

All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " iladison Street Station " is not an International office.

^" In reply to many correspondents

with $10, we will, in addition to the
1.5 per cent, present
a copy of the

Ajierican "Popul.vr" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English
language that enters into speech or
writing; it contains 32,000 words and
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
desired.
For a club of $20, for 10 Weeklies, or
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will
present, besides the 15 per cent, in
books, a tested Italian queen, by mail,
postpaid.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
For a club of 100 Weekly (or its
equivalent in Monthlies), with $200,
we will send a Magnificent Organ
worth $150. See description on page
614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.

say that

INSTKUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES. offer For Sale li»i colonies of Italian.
-.-I

Bees, in eood, new, well-painted Hives, Gallup
l^'rames, 12 frames to a hive: every comb straight
and good: most of the combe built on foundation.
One colony, $it.'Hi; lu or more colonies, y.s.oo each.
I breed Queens by the ben methods,
and from the best stock. Queens ready alter May
lioth.
Untested, f i.oo; tested, $::.(ki; selected test-

QUEENS.—

ed, f3.TO.

NUCI..EI, with untested Queen.

Apiary Register— New Edition.

we

:

^"

t^

$:l..'jn

;

witb

tested Queen, $i.60: with selected tested Queen,

ISSTKUCTION.-July

18S4. I shall

7,

begin

instructing a class in bee-heeping— claps for men
and women. Full course in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of intormation as to this class, and
Price List of Hives, Frames, Sections. Implements,.
O.
Books, etc., address,

OLUTE

IOWA CUT, IOWA.

lODtf

REDUCED PRICES!
Boxes and 4-nieced, 4]ix4}4, per
All one-pieced
"•
I.IMHI, $4.2,^: .'.^^x
per 1,CXHI, i4.-- And HIVES
proportionally cheap, Send 5 cents for sample and
special Price List,
.

.

take any kind of
All who intend to be systematic in
postage stamps at their face value
Silver their work in the apiary, should get a
including the 3 cent ones.
should never be sent by mail, as it en- copy and commence to use it. The
dangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the prices will hereafter be as^ follows
envelope and is lost in that way.
$1 00
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
1 2.5
We carefully mail the Bee "" 100 colonies (220 pages
1 50
200 colonies (420 pages)
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
The larger ones can be used tor a
cheerfully send another, if notified
few colonies, give room for an increase
before all the edition is exhausted.
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are thereSubscription Credits.— We do not fore the most desirable ones.
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
We have received the annual
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is Catalogue of vegetable, flower and
When you send us money, if grain seeds grown by James II. Gregpaid.
the proper credit is not given you,
Mass., which has
within two weeks thereafter, on your ory, Marblehead,
label, notify us by postal card. Do been annually advertised in the Bee
not wait for months or years, and Journal for the past 10 years. It is
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- an ellegantly-ilUistrated quarto of 60
tion is paid to the end of the month
sent free to all apindicated on the wrapper-label. This pages, and will be
gives a contwnal staleinent of account. plicants.

let us

Queens! Nuclei!

Bees!

MceREOOB,

J. P.

10D2t4Blt

FREELAND,

Saginaw Co. MICH.

RK'S COMBINATION CKATE
CI>AI
Hooney Bonrd and Knelt. —PraclicaU

and Reversible! Neat, Cheap, and
Sectional
Sec
adaptable to all sizes of Hives and sections.
t'Inrk's Visitor Smoker! Latest out. Used
byapiarists where known, as hands are free to
manipulate bees. Licht. effective and durable r
Send for my Supply Circulars and Smoker, 20 cts.
Or it you wish to manufacture V. t. Crute, send
Jl.oi for glassed sample, with 3 Snjokers, all postpaid. J. W, CLARK, Moniteau, Mon CO. Mo. box34-

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Send for Price

D. B.

BKOWN.

L.ist

to

DES MOJNES. IOWA.

10D7t

send your address on a Postal

By
the

Card to
A. FLORY. liyKiene^
Means c^
^olo., and Ket tree u copy of
HOME MIKROR, telling all abuut a famous
that everybody can raise
all

tj.

honey-producing Plant

loAlt

us easily as weeds.

Bee-Reepers, Look at This!
Just what you want to make bee-kpeping a pleasure
as well as a prudt. is the Acme Honey t'as^ oiCrate. The principle of this case can be easily
applied to any movable comb hive, so as to give tree
access to lower wide frames (if surplus brood trame&
without renioviniicase or top boxes. After 2 year's
b and extrial, I can say for convenience for co
tracted honey, it is without a r.vat. For full parTHOS. GOKSiUCH.
ticulars, addres(Jorsuch P. O Huntingdon Co. Pa.
i

|y Circulars tree.

loAit

!
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HELLO! HELLO!
e

"W

lire

now ready

to

Book Orders

The Kansas Bee-Keeper.
[ESTADLISHKn IN

tnr

One

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A
A

WhitePoplar
Dovetailed

Specialty.

EverythioK fully up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp

fur ;ii2-page Catalogue and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

tn Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and siimpl'js.
4'0..
I>. 8.
<fe

eiVEN

HOUPESTON.

lABtf

ILL.

100 COLONIES OF

R. B,

OLDT,

Address,

HEADQUARTERS
t.ie

4Aly

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.
Apply to
C. F.
976 and 978 Central ATe..CISrCINNATI, O.
lySend IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

MUTH,

BE SURE

To

send a Postal Card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of APIARIAN 8U PPLIES before purchasing else-'
where. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of every thing new and valuable needed in an apiary
at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots of 10
colonies or more, are Invited to correspond.

HARTFORD,

5lDl5t lB5t

In

Made to order, of any Subject,
exchange for A piurlan Supplies. Reference,

KENTON, Hardin

6D101

Co..

OHIO.

Continuous passages-No Honey Board— No Bee
space. Sample in the Flat— No Patent. Given
Foundation, Sections, etc. Circulars free.

lD6m

F. AVII„I^IA

NEW

MS.

PrtlLADELPH'A.

O.

BEE HIVES!
Simplicity, Lantistroth

Boxes,

Send

Brood Frames,

for Price List.

A Son.

and Chaff Hives, Section
and Comb Koundatiun.

The successors of A.

MILLER
olDSt

B. Miller

BROS.,

N.\PPANEE,Elkhiirt County.

am now

IN'D.

1, I88:i.

sumers with
Hives, Sectiona, Broad Framea, Shipping
Crates, etc.,
kinds.

1

make a specialty of I.ANGSTRO'I'H

AND MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made
from Poplar. Address.

eEORQE TATI.OR,
DUNDEE, Kane Co., ILL.

(|ueeiis for $5.

AND

SECTIONS.
MEW
m

SHOP
HEW MACHINEDY !
The Largest Mannfacturerof Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in the World !

Send for our Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
of Apiarian Supplies. Address, M. KICHARDSON
& SON, box 212, Port Colburne. Ont.
lD4t

Bees and Queens For Sale

Italian

Send 25 cents (one cent stamps) and get our Book
on BEE-KEEPING.
Addre.s
P.
DES MOINES.'IOWA.
10A8t 60X342,

^

WATERTOWN,

BAKER,

Bees For Sale!
Thirty colonies at $5.0<.> each, in lower Langstroth
hives, in order on cars.
9D3t
Dr. WM. M. ROGEKS, Shelbyyille. Ky.

ALFEED

H.

Dealer In

CAR-LOAD

Our capacity now is a
of goods daily. Hives manufactured Irom soft
white pine, and sections from white hasswood.
Send for our new Illustrated Price 1-lst for is.h4. it
is very Important you should have ournewhist
before ordering, as prices are arranged differently
from last season.

NEWMAN,

all

kinds of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
HOXEY AXD BEESWAX,
923 Weat Madiaon

WIS.

Street,

CHICAGO,

BEES

for

FpKTX

SALE, CHEAP. MY
('OI.ONIES

OF OOOD

Italians in Langstroth liives

R. M.

Address,
8D2t 3BIt

y.

For Sale

AUQO,
1884.

CALDWELL,

Cambridge, Henry Co.
Manufacturer of

II.I.1JSTRATED CATALOOCE
sent FREE upon application.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement In another column.

111.,

EARLY CHOICE QUEENS
TO BREED FROM,
From

April 20th to

cation.

June

Prices upon appliHRNRY
AI.1.ET.
1st.

WENHAM,

10A3t

PURE HONKY-rOMB FOUN-

DATION, and

Essex Co. MASS.

dealer in

Supplies for the Apiary.
New

ILL.

PAINT LICK. Garrard Co. KY.

1884.

J.

&c.

prepared to supply dealers and con-

ICtf 12Btf

Bee Hives

CHEAP.

The AU-Purpose Hive
G£0.

FOE HIVES, SECTIONS,
I

all

Write for Circular, a. T. WII.SOX,
IBCISt
MOKTONSVILLE, KY.

1 ftS4-

etc.

SMITH & SMITH,

CO.,

Watertown. TVi8.,Dec.

MANUFACTORY

1884.

Simplicity One-Piece Section,
Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation,

FORNCROOK &

J.
49Ct£

Address,

H. L. PESFIELD, Engraver,
4C3t
HUNNBWE1,L, Shelby Co. MO.

iBCtf

"Wants to give away c.ooo of thelrlllustrated Catalogue and Price List of Bee- H.eeperii*SupplleN.
Special AttenlloD given to the

Bush Cmnes.

We will not manufacture Hives and Shipping
Crates this season, as we have fixed over all our
machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.

WIS.

SMITH & SMITH

SiiRZiV,

not Wait until the

THE SOUTH

IN

ty

first

True

OKDSR
And

manufacture of

ItalianQueens and Bees from March to November.
Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
l*AlTr. L. VIAL.r.ON. Bayou Goula, La.

liour.

oi.ce address,

DEALERS, to

Pure Italian Bees and Queens
Send for Price List to
UEE-KE£1'£RS* SUFPI^IES.
B. MII^LER, Wakarusa, Elkhart Co., Ind.
Dunham und Root Foiindallon a specialty. A.7Df;t
For

I

At

We have again increased our caoacity for making
"BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTION, and are now
ready to All orders on short notice. We would advise our customers, and especially *SUPI*r.Y
the

Bee-Keepers' Publishing Co.,
COLUMBUS, KANS.

anvthingelseinthis world. All
PfilZ[jof
either sex. succeed from
6 Warranted
The broad road to fortune opens before the

•workers, absolutely sure.
Jlc Co., Augusta. Maine.

SECTIONS.

6C3t

editor ot this paper.

BERLIN, Union.Co. PA.

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you to
more immey right away than

II

Editors.

Bees For Sale AVOOD CUTS

Italian

NEW

J. E, POND, Jr.,
.««aniple Copies free.

."iCtt

In the best possible condition. Must be sold before
the 20th of March.

9A2t

SCOVELL

H.

PUBLIC SENTIMENT afflrma that the PRESS
ts SUPEKIOK for niakinnComb foundation either

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

Live Monthly Magazine, devoted exclusively

known specialist. James Heddon. of Dowagiac,
Mich., will lurnish a series of articles running
through the whrde volume. J. E. Pnnd. Jr., Foxboro, Mass., will continue his '"Hints to beginners."
The Question Dr:twer will be c<inducted by the
editors, whose aim will be to make it of especial
value to those yet in the A B C of bee-cniture.

CO.,

Given'sFoundationPress.

1881.]

Dollar a Year.

to Bee t'ulture. Ii!> resular (."orrespondents and
Asisistunt Fd tors are aanmg the moat practical
and proyres^ive Nee-keepers of the age. The well

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7Aem

Pure

!!

!

Bees, Bees! and Eggs, Eggs!

Circular now ready. Send fur it
I paj- ;i3c.
cash for good yel ow Beeswax, ut the depot here.

One

I

8Utf

HEDHOX HO>EY CASE,
Ready to iiiiil, per lOO, WIS.OO. Hives
cheap ami ^ood.
N. £. 1>4> v>'£,
8Det
PIPESTONE, Berrien Co. MICH.

to

200 Colonies of Italian Bees
For Sale.

each mor more, at $n.oo each.
Also Eggs for hatching from choice stock of tested
Queens, etc. White and Brown I^eghorne, at |<I..'»0
per set of 13 Eees. Sen.l Card for Price List and
LOSSINO,
reference. Address to
1

to 1", at

liti..')!)

:

WM.

loCn

HOE.AH, Houston

Co.

MINN.

!
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STORY S CBMP,

HEDDON'S

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

coLXjnvcisr.

PIANOS^^^ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
NIathushek,

Estey,
Story
Camp.

&

The larpest exclusively
Piano and Organ house

Simpson &
Story & Camp.

Co.

on the Continent.

Protection

Territory
given.

Agents Wanted.

gTiaranteed.

Catalogues free to any address.
for our prices before buying else-

Write
where.

STORY & CAMP,
188

&

203 N.

190 State Street,

My New

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

CHICAGO.
Langstroth Hive.

Thanking you for past years' patronage,
I solicit wliat 1 may justly merit fertile
coming season, i am led to believe that
the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average-satisfaction, from the fact tliat my trade lias more
than doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, ami that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every oue such complaint.
1 believe niy Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the

business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

Given Comb Foundation, after liaving
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation ex-

A NEW

1 have now made arrangements so that
I can again supply you with tliose nice
white Dovetailed Sections, 4Mx4>ix7to the
loot, and 8 to the foot, S7.00 per 1,000
lioni here. Will be ready to ship on and
after March 15th.

Thousand

!

lOth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
tine iliusMore than so pages, and more than
irations were added in the sth edition. Ihewhole
work haa been thoroughly revised, iind contains the

w

j

I

NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.

verylatestin respect to bee-keeping. Itiscertainly
the fullest and most scieotiflc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, )S1 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A.
47DlOt

*?.

COOK,

Author and Publisher,

LANSING. MICH.

I8C7t

wanted for The Lives of

all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice
our price. The fastest selling

FLAT BOTTOM
-

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-well8,4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free
J.

VAN DRUSKN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, r'n^ N. Y,

book
profits to agents.

in

America.

All intelligent people

Immense
want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Uallett Book Co., Portland, Maine.
4AIy

1876.

CI^O"V^lSr

1882.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail yt^a free,
riiyal, valuable bo.xof sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
will start you. Vou can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. T he work
and
is universally adapted to both se.\es, voung
old
Vou can easily earn from 'tu cents to to every
evening That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
for
who are not well .saiisfled,wewill8end |l to pay
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

We

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Ureal
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
tions, etc., sent free.

^^

A LAKGE STOCK OF

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

BEES and QUEENS.

THE APIAKT.

1876.
SOLD SINCE
Just Out

1 1th

Guaranteed to Give Satistaction.
SEND FOE PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address, DR. O. I.. TINK.EK,
44Atf

MANXIAL. OF

I

I

4Aly

AVUl receive terms for 1884 on application.

Or,

10,000

frames.

GOLD!

SECTIONS,

HIVE.

Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
comb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of movable brood

a

celledjby none.

The Bee-Keepers' Guide;

Italian
We are now

and Albino Bees
booking orders for Full Colonies,

The best arranged HIVE tor all purposes in
exittence. Took first premnini at 'M Louis Fair
Descriptive
in 1KH2 and 1sh:j over til competitors
Circular sent free to all on tfiphc ition..

ins.
Address. F.I.VIN AKMSTKOSTG,
Nuclei C'ftlonlew Hnd Queen, of our new >tn»past
PrOD'r. of the Crown Bee Hi v.- Factory and Apiary,
which save such excellent aiitisfaction the
you couteni))late tlie purcliase of Bees season
.lEBSETVlLI.E, itL..
also offer Comb Foundittl-n ana
We
in any shape, tested or untested Queens, general Apioriiin Supi>lle«. Send for our
Catalogue and read what our customers say of our Dadaiit'sFouiidatioiiFavtorj-, wholesale
it may pay you to send for my
goods. Address,

If

CIRCULAR for 1884
And
Jiave

be

SURE

my

to state whetlier or not you
Circular for 1883.

Address,

WM. W. GARY & SON,
"

state where you saw this.

Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and
ian Implements, send tor Circular to

FLANAOAK &

Cass Coupty,

MICH.

lABly

Lockbo.\9:).'>.

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

KALJt lOCtt

For Bees, Queens,

a^MKS HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC,

Coleraine, Mass.

all

Apiar-

II.I.I^SKI,

Belleville, St. Clair

0..III3.

DEALER

I\

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieeiis
For further information, send for Circular.
KlCIiMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly
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Hee-Keepors wanting'

All

will confer a fiivor by sending

HIYES OR SECTIONS t)f any kind, and in
for my Price List (Price List Free). Direct

any quantity,

CHAMPION BEE HIVE MANUFACTORY,
R. L.

SHOEMAKER,

Newcomerstown, Tuscarawas Co. Ohio.

Proprietor.

Drone Excluder, Queen

& Drone Trap

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMONIALS.
Hamilton,

MRP. Fkaxces Di'NHAM, De Pere. Wis.
Dear Madame;— We have made about

III.,

Dec.

10, 1883.

Sample, by mail, fine; by express, 50c. In theflat.
per dozen, includitig one made for model (i:i in aU)
J3.W. Those wh(j purchase by mail, can get one
dozen in the Hat by remittinK 'i.-'io more. l>rone
Excluder without Trap, by mail, HOC. by express,
2nc. in the fiat, nut less than one dnzen, ir.c. each.
Send for our J:id annual Circular and Price List of
Queens and four races of liees.
Bee-Keepers' Handy Book, bound in cloth, by

of foundation on vour mills this year, and thefoundation has given universal satisfaction; so much so, that several maruJacturers have stopped
have also manufactured about
manufacturing to supply their cuatcnters with our foundntion.
ni,()(Kt lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort njaclniie lor surplus boxes, and it has been equally a
success, but for brood chamber foundation, jours is still unexcelled.
CHAS. DADANT & SON.
Yours,

mail, $1.00.

nut now take double the price

;

;

HEXKY ALLEY,
'WENHAM,

9Atf

Essex Co.

MASS.

Dadant's FouiulationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

We

Mrs. FraVces Dunham, De ?ere. Wis.
Dear Madame:— I have made over loO.OOO

|abs4>lutely sure.

squired.

4Aly

I

Mrs. Frances Dtnham:
All prefer the foundation I
I

have no

difficulty in rolling it

See Advertisement In another column

a week at home.

$5.00 outot free. Pay
No risk. Capita! not reReader, if you want business at
I which persons of either sex, young or old,
lean make great pav all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, wri'e fur
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
k

38.00CI lbs.

paid for

lbs.

it.

Beeton. Ont.. Dec. to, i883.
of foundation on one of your macbim s, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Genoa, Cayuga Co., N. Y., Dec. 12,1883.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machine.
from 10 to 12 feel to tl^e pouna for sections.
J. G. WHITTBN.
Yours respectfully,

Kenton, Ohio, Dec. 29, 1883.
Mrs. Frances DrNBAM:
After using one of your foundation mills for the r»st 3 years, we can't f-ay too much in its favor.
Yours,
SMI'l H <t SMITH.
And for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

Mks. Frances Dtnham:

Omaha, Neb., Jan. 18, 1884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the be^t tor that purpose, and a»
further proof, instance the testimony of K. Kretchmer, of Coburg. Iowa, and L. ('. Root<t Bro.. of
Mohawk, N. Y. Messrs. KnotA Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say: *It(nur oundationj gave the best results of any tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which is me always a jewel. Y'ou are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T.L. VONDORN.
i

Palace Bee Sive

Send for description and Price List to

And

Bee-Keepers' Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

7Al3t

H.

pec
^.^^

^

C.

T¥HITE. MADISON,

-KEEPERS,

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

IND.

My
Seed

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

AinerUun CatAloeue^ Ik a larce part of It of my
own erowlne. Ah the orlulnuf Introduoer or
Kellpse Beet, BurbunL PoluloeM, Marblebcnd
Early Corn, the Hubbard KciuaHh, and neorcM or

new VejEetables, I Invite the patronae^ of the pubIn the cardeni* and on the fiirinn of those who p.ant
Bill be foiuid my best advertisement.^
AMES i. H. GREGORY, Seed Grower. Marblehead. Mass.

raHuMTs
ti3::h]

_, seed

"we^st

For Apiarian Suppllen of ©very description.
Send for 1884 Price i-ist before purchasing else-

BRIGHT BROTHERS,
IfCtf

Vejcetoble and Flower Seed Catal»iruc Tor

IH>S4, the result «f thirty j ears.' expeiieiiee u* ,i.
(liruwer, will be Kent free tu all who apply*
All my Seed Is wurmnted (obefreNli and true to
name, ho fur that should it prove otherwif*e,l agreito retill orderH gratis. My eollectlon of vt'K*^ln''le
>eed, one of the moftt extensive tu be found In any

before ordering your

for our laree Illustrated Cata%0 HI hiSend
logue, sent free to any address.
40A24t IS. KRETCHHER. Cobursr. Iowa.

iisr

Pere, Wis.

2Btf fiDRt

MAZEPPA.WabsshaCo. MINN.

Dadaiit'sFoniKliitioiiFaef (try, wholesale
aDd retail. Hee Advenisemenl io uhutber culumn.

WAX

Workei on Given Press by the lb.,

15c,

a lb.: for 4 tn r; ft. to lb., iHc. a lb.; for
6 to 8 ft. tr» lb., on shares for 2-^. l cent
for cleaning, lO per cent, off on ."SU lbs., 20 per
a
cent off on loolbs. or more; 83c. a lb. I pay for
clean yellow wax. In sending wax. prepay freight,
or express. Cas'i required when foundation is finished. A. J.
Cedar Fall*, Iowa.

I

I

NOKRIS,

luC3t

Vandervort

Gomb

Send Tor Samples

lb.

<Se

Fdn. Mills,
Reduced Price-Llst*

[

i

3L»ABtf

J.

VANDERVORT,

Lacyville, Pa.

j

Dadaiit'« Foundation Factory, wholesale
|

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.
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THOMAS

NEWMAN,
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Editor and Pkopkietoh.

925

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

ST.,

9S a year

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly, SI.

PKEMIUM.— Any one sending one new eiibsciiptlon for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the "Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees

and Honey,'' bound

|y

The

in cloth.

money

sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In Iwo weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
receipt for

t^ Any person sending a ciub of

six, is entitled

to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished /ree.

tW Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
lime paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSXAOE, EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly. 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fi Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

Qeorge Neighbour

&

Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

ErtUred at the Chicago P. O. as Second Class Matter.

20 cents per
For

A

line of

either the

space, each insertion,

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

will contain about 8 words;
occupy ONE-INCU of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

line of thte

TWELVE

type

lines will

Editorial Notices,

SO cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one,twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be cbar;<;ed the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
»S5 Went

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,
Street.,

ChlcBKo,

March

Topics Presented

Bees all Right Vet
Bees Gathering Honey
Bees Getting Uneasy
Bees Suffering by Fire and Flood.
Bee Sting Remedy
Bees "Wintered on Summer Stands
Catalogues for 1884
Cause & Prevention of Dysentery

171

Creating a Market for Honey
Curious Freak of Bees

166

Double-Walled Hives
Drones from.Worker Eggs
Editorial Items
Erroneous Conclusions

171

172
172

172

163
16.5

171

163

165

Feeding Bees in Winter
Foul Brood in the Mails
Foundation with High Side Walls
Given Foundation
Good Beginning
Honey and Beeswax Market
How to Make Bee Gloves, etc
Lifeless Bees
Lime to Prevent Dampness
Marketing Extracted Honey. ......
Marketing Honey in the South ...
My Management and Honey Crop
Planting Honey Trees
Poorest Honey. Crop in 10 Years.

Review

164

(^

172
171

Price of both. Club
12 08..

.

Langstroth's Standard "Work
4
Koofs A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3

00-

3 75

25.

300

3 00.

2 75

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant

2 35.

2 25

2 40.

2 25

4 SO.

4 25

Honey as Food <t Medicine, 100 Copies

6 00.

5 50

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

2

75.

2 SO

3 00,

2 76

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Gleanings InBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
260..
3 00..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturlst, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00.
.

172
168
170
170
164
168

New

Bng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
3
British Bee Journal
9
The 8 above-named papers

2 76
2 75
2 36
2 75

.

2 75

75..

2 50

73..

3 50

00.

7 75

. .

.

The Monthly Hee Journal and any of

the
above, II less than the figures in the last column.

166
171

1^ The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet for their spring
meeting Slay 3, 1884, at the apiary and
170 residence of J. B. Haines, Bedford,
171 Cuyhoga County. O. All interested
J. R. Reed, Sec.
are invited.

171

171

167
169

1^" The Union Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation of AVeatern Iowa, will meet
attheEmmett house, in Dexter, on
172 Saturday, March 29, at 10 a. m. sharp.
172 All who are interested in apicultnre.
163 are invited to attend.
168

172

The Mahoning Valley bee-keep-

W. Turner,

postage prepaid.

172

ers will hold their next meeting in the
Town Hall at Newton Falls, C, on
Thursday, April 10, 1884, at 10 a. m.

L. Carson, Pres.

American Bee Journal

and Cooit's Manual, 7th edition(in cloth) 3 25. 2 76
3 00.
2 50
Cook's Manual, (in paper covers)
Bees and Honey(T.G.Newman)cloth2 75. 2 50
2 50.
2 25
Bees and Unney (paper covers)
2 75.
2 50
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
4 00.
» 25
Apiary Register for 200 colonies
4 06
300
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50. 2 75
Quinby'B New Bee-Keeping
3 60.. 3 25

169
167

Thermometers
Two Queens in a Hive
Wintering Bees in England
Winter still with us

supply the

one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of fl^ures. The
first column Rives the reKular price of hoth. All

172

170

Management

will

1884.

The Weelily Bee Journal

Excessive Swarming

Straw Bee Hive
Temperature of Bee Cellars
The Last Number
The New Races of Bees
The Outlook for 1884

We

II

163

170

.
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CLUBBING LIST FOR

Number.
16S

E.
111.

in this
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At what Age do bees gather honey

Spring

ADVERTISmG RATES.

lU.,

Sec.

M. E. Darby,

W.

B.

Kenyon,

Sec,

Pres.

1^ The next meeting of the BeeKeepers' Association of Central Illinois, will be held in the office of the
County surveyor, in Bloomingtoh, on
Wednesday April 9.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.

—

A
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BOOKS!

gitlncvtiscmaxts.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

iSANTmDNDATION
is

attested

tical

the

anil

l>v

tlie nmst pracliee-kccpcrs tn be

humlreds of

(li'sintcrcsted

cleanest. l>ri!;litcst,(iiiioki'st a.rc-iiteil

by

must regular in culor,
evenness ami neatness of any that is made.
It is kept lor sale by Messrs.
A. a. NEWMAN, Chicaso, 111.,

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind.weallow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.

MUTII, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES IlEDDON, Uowagiac,
C. F.

Mich.,

& McKee, Indianapolis, Iiid.,
GREEN, Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. aEKTEL, .Ir., Freeburg, HI.,
GEO. W. HOUSE. FayetteviUe, N. Y.,
WM. BALL A NTINE, Sago, O.
E. L. ARMSTRONG, .lerseyville, 111.
and numbers of otlier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
Dougherty
CHAS. a.

of supplies, accoiapanied witli

ISO COMPI.IMENTAKY.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 18S3.
P We guarantee every inch of our
Foundation equal to sample in every
respect.
SABly

CHAS. DAUANT &

SON,

HAMILTON. Hancock Co..
iNCH

-

ILL.

$ 15.00.

W.CRELJH AM ...^

37Aly

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The

Oi-KKinjil

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by U. Dieck and S.
Btutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, B.r-fiJi(f>r of the "British Hee JournaL
Dr Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee <.ulture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientidc bee culture. Concernink' this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one ot
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can buttlnd a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. 1. Boot says of it; "Old father
Dzierzon.... has probably made greater strides in
scientidc apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekoeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientiflc research, to purchase a copy. Cloth. JUS.

Bee Smoker

«l.S5l paper cover. 1»1.
Been and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas Q.
Newman.- Fourth Kdition. "Fully up with the
todowithout. Cloth.

times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the "new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketmc Honey,
illusIt contains m;o pages, and is profusely
etc
trated. Price, bound in
covers. *>Oc., postpaid.

cloth.

7Sc.;

in

paper

Ancient History of Bees and
and preparation i.'f ll-mey tor the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes f.jr making
Hcney ('akes. Cookies. Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as .Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
should be scatIt Is intended for consumers, and
tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in English and German.
Price for either edition. Oc. ; per dozen, 50c.
Preparation of Honey for the Market,
Including the production and careol both comb
the exand extracted honey, and instructions on by
'1. O.
hibition of bees and honey at V airs, etc..
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Price lOc.
Honey.
SwarmlnicBlvldlngand Peedlnit Bee>.-

,

BISGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
jjA^Btf

ABKOMIA, MICH.

.

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This em braces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
more advanced. Cloth. S81.S5.
King's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
is revised and brought down to

tliose

King.— This edition

Cloth. 3S1.00.
L.angstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
—This is a standard scientific work. Price, »».
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, YSc.
Foul Brood; its origin, development and cure.
By Albert II. Kohnke. Price. «5c.

the present time.

Extracted Honey Harvesting, HandlMarketing.— A 24-p:ige pamphlet, by
;

ing and

Ch.

colonies, 1 1.25; for 200 colonies, I1.5U.

Deutsche ^xtcdtet%

^

Uebtt ©icncnjildjt.

^icncn ^uUur,

obcv erfotgreic^e
33c{)anblung ber Sienen, ooii ll^og. @.

®ie[c§

$amp()let

entljalt

,

quality, sources,

Honey." Price, 5c.

orders already
"'wan European and American
that I^M4
received for over :i.oiKi. there is evidence
one. A so that
With us is not likely to be an idle
met the advanced
Ilich goods as we make have
In Euwants of the m .st advanced bee-keepers
rope and America.
„„J „„,rt Tr,
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
Bell again, send for dozen rates to

New Bee-Keeping, by L. C. Root—

e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fall to interest all. Us style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.—*! SO.
The Hive I "Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, Sc.

T''

Honey, a« Pood and Medicine, by Thomas
upon the ateraman.
G Newman.— This pamphlet discourses
Honey the nature,

:

Binuham &
buying genuine Binaham smokers and
her
Hetherineton Uncappine-Knives tlrst, ^\ e"fne.these
but
make nor handle any other supplies;
invent jrs. and only let-'al
we are the oriilinal over
4.5.11110111 use trom one
makers, and have had
but one letter of comtTi five years, and receivinB

engravings

I

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. 1 his
" Bees and Honey." Price, 5c.
is a chapter from
by Thomas G.
Bee Panturage a JJeccMlty,
on this imporNewman— Giving advance-1 Tlews
tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how Ji; engravings. This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price, lOc.
Bees In Winter, with instructions about
Chaff-Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, byThomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and

Apiarv,
Prof Cook, in ilia valuable Manual Of theimprove
"
flrst-to
Btates that llr. Bint-hanj was the
direct
a
establishing
smoker
by
ihe old Ouinby
has demondraft " Five years of per^.i^tent effortbeen able to
strated that no one but Binaham has
BinnimuroveaBiPBham smoker. Hundreds oland
are
Ave years,
ha.ii smokers have been in use
ot blocks
Set in working order. They burn lots
of smoke and
andch.ps and stun, and make lotsmatch-box
atcomfort, and have no dampers or
to blow
tachments, as they never so out or tail or
litt e,
much
smoke up or down or sideways,
any or all the
swift or slow, ju.-i asyOH please,
eo!
time: top up or down, they alwaysand
vexation by
Bee-keepers will save money

35

;

'

Patented, 1878 t

has

& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Oueeu-Kearlng, l>y Henry Alley.— A full
Hints to Bee-Keepers, byChaa.
Practical
and detailed account of TWBNTy-THKBB years F Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest, the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenbefore published. Price, Sl.OO
principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
Bee-R.eeper's ««lde or. Cook** Manual tal
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
of the Apiary. —" This Manual is elegantly
Register, for SYSTEMATIC WORK
every
on
Aplarv
times"
with
the
fully
up
illustrated and
The larger ones can be used
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive, in tlie APIAIIV.
give room for an increase of
but Intensely interesting and thoroughly practical. for a few colonies,
still keep the record all together m
and
one
that
no
and
numbers,
production,
masterly
is
a
The book
.Xl colonies, *I.uu; forlOO
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford one book. Prices: For

;

BINGHAM

It

and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
Pr4ce 185c. for either the
horse information
English or German editions.
illustrating positions of sick horses,

ABC

Bee - KeepInB.—

Dzlerzon'a Rational

;

VA.L'O'ABI.E

— No book could be

Kendall's Horse Book,
more useful to horse owners.
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Food Adulteration ; What
This book should be in every family, and
not eat
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the Eumeroushealth-destroying

50c.
8orll>ner'» Lumber and I.OK Book.— Most
Gives
measpublished.
kind
its
of
complete book
urement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
adulterations offered as food.
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tables, interests, etc. Standard book
United States S Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.
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FUher'a Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
(JciitS.
—14" pages pocket form; full ot useful tables lor
castTng up grain, produce, bay; cost of pork, interreckoner.
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Plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
others
than any
and
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for
tables
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similar book ever published.
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tomtit, carefully but very dexterously
flrst extracts the sting before giving
the insect to its young or eating it
itself.
Thus the inild season which
furnishes food for the birds thins the
hive. Much food is also consumed
where bees get out often when they
should be clustering at rest.

Editor and Propbigtor,

Bees Suffering by Fire and Flood.

Wintering Bees in England.

The Los Angeles,
America we have marks as follows on

While in Nortli
had one of the cokiest winters on record—with the mercury dancing
around the thirties below zero, in the

ters to bees

locality

Cal.,

No. 11.

12, 1884.

Herald

re-

the recent disasin that

and bee-keepers

Catalogues for 1884.— The following

new Catalogues and

Purdy's Catalogue of small fruit,
Palmyra, N. Y. 34 pages.
Isaac F. Tillinghast, La Plume, Pa.
34 pages— Seed Catalogue.
N. E. Doane, Pipestone, Mich.—

—

—

pages— hives, cases and frames.
II. C. White, Madison, Ind.— 6 pages
— Palace bee hive and apiarian supplies.

McKallip, Margrave
4 pages

tha, Kans.

:

During the recent

m

rains, the

bee

Price Lists are

received

&

Co.,

Hiawa-

— apiarian

—

sup-

plies.

the canyons have suffered
i^ The " Northeastern Bee-KeepBee hives and honej; houses
have been swept away down into the ers' Association," of New York, have
valley and rendered nearly worthless.
sent a petition to the Legislature of
Frorn the Coldwater Canyon,where Mr.
Levering reported a waterspout, we that State, signed by over 160 beelearn that the water carried down all keepers, asking for the enactment of
the appliances of bee ranches and a law to protect them against the
strewed them over the plains below.
ravages of foul brood among bees.
The torrent was so great that it
swept the soil, sand, boulders, houses The law provides for the total deand corrals out of the canyons with struction of bees, hives, etc., where it
This current winter has been, per- such force as to tear down board exists, under a penalty of $.50 for the
haps, the most open for many years. fences miles away where no stream
Bees have consequently been more or was ever known to run before, and first offense, and SlOO for each addi-

neighborhood of Chicago, it is refreshing to have English papers record the
fact that they liave there had a 7nUd
winter for the bees. The London
Journal of Horticulture for Feb. 14 has
just come to hand, and in it we find
the following on the present winter
for bees in England, and the loss of
bees by destructive birds in the spring:

ranches

severely.

less on the move in all parts of the may not run again for a century. The
country not so much so in our own loss of property is very large among
apiary as with those whose hives stand the bee ranchers, and although the
Where bees rain will make an abundance of
in warm sunny places.
have been luuisually active the mor- flowers for the use of the bees, the
tality must have been very great in rain has made havoc among the bees
Bee-keepers, as a rule, are for this year. Hereafter more care
winter.
not careful enough to shade the en- must be exercised in our mountain
trances to hives, and do all they can canyons in protecting bees from fire
to keep the bees in. A flight now and and flood. Some of the large apiculthen during the winter "is most in- turists were burned out last fall in
duckve to health, and in most winters the mountain fires, and now others
opportunities for this occur after are washed out.
More caution is
some three or four weeks of captivity. needed hereafter in looking after this
But this season has given by far too great industry.
many of such opportunities, and the
consequence is that during sunny
ig^ The Grand Ledge Independent
weather bees have taken longer flights
than usual, and many have been out gives the following as a sure cure for
" One teaspoonful of bloodnever to return. During the winter croup
months birds are much more ready to root pulverized and steeped in two
snap up the wanderers less food of
ounces of sharp cider vinegar strain
other sort Is available. Tomtits are
especially voracious at this time of and add three ounces of extracted
the year, and we have watched them lioney. Dose, one-half teaspoonful as
keeping a good look-out before hives often as the case may seem to require;
for their prey. Sparrows do not seem
used as a preventive.
to seek for bees as food until nesting not to be

tional offense.

;

:

;

;

when

a pair of sparrows will,
according to a calculation we once
time,

^'

Tlie Keport of the Convention

made, atter carefvdly watched how at Davenport, Iowa, is exceedingly
often the old birds returned for a bee,
"long, and we shall be obliged to abtake a good-sized swarm during the
time they are feeding up a nest of breviate it, but cannot give
young ones. The sparrow, like the the next issue.

it

until

1^ A very large and beautifully
executed picture of Bartholdi's great
statue of " Liberty Enlightening the
AVorld," has been presented to us by
the Travelers' Ins. Co., of Hartford,
Conn., who have been among the most
liberal contributors to the

which

Fund. The

26x36 inches in size,
gives an excellent idea of the superb
work of art which is to adorn the
picture,

harbor of

New

is

York.

i^° Several more letters have been
received during the past week, containing money without giving the
writers' names. It is too bad to file
them away in a " pigeon hole '' to
another letter, perhaps calling
us hard names a "swindler" most
orders.
likely for not filling the
However, we cannot help it ; the only
remedy is to keep on advising every
one to be careful to give their names
and addresses on every letter they
avi'ait

—

—

write.

'

!
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tlie capital which produces our bees is
one dollar's worth of hive, two dollars'
worth of comb, five dollars' worth of
honey out of "our field," and two
cents' worth of (lueen (queens cost
merely nothing when not rearing and

—

Of course the super had no
outer covering over it. We do not
like it as well as our case, which uses
no wide frames nor separators. He
says with our .S-frame brood-chamber,
that it is not possible for us to insert
up plan.

holding them for shipment, the col- wide frames in said chamber. We
onies producing them only as they think that with 8 or 10 frame broodchambers that it cannot be " possible"
require them).
Journal
Feb.
20.
Bee
of
of
the
Review
Looked at in this light, of what that we shall ever use wide frames, or
honey in the
value is extra prolificness V Should it undertake to raise comb
JAMES HEDDON.
be found that such superior prolific- brood-chamber. With our system and
in arrangement there is no need of it,
The Bee Journal for Feb. 20 cou- ness in numbers should go handeach
and we are glad of it, because there
with inferior qualities of
tains more tban a usual amount of hand
proindividual bee (which is one of the are serious objections to such a
For the American Bee JoumaL

what seems

to

me most

vahialile

mat-

In these days, when there is so
much worthless apicultural literature
afloat, is not such a number truly refreshing ? I feel as though I could
not file away this number into tlie
Emerson binder without commenting
upon some valuable articles.
Bro. Rutherford's showing that the
mother bee is in no proper sense a
queen, but that the worker bees govern as one mind, is to the point, and
and will, no doubt, shed light to the
minds of many beginners.
Bro. Hutchinson's article on separators is very close to our own experiter.

ence, as many well know.
Bro. Secor's article on " Marketing
Honey," suits me first rate, and 1
think the point made about selling
cheaply about home, to keep your
field clear of otlier bee-keepers, is
well taken. I have done just this for
must expect, however,
years.
that as long as our agricultural papers
are so liberally contributed to by so
many writers who tell the farmer that
"bees work for nothing and board
themselves," that it costs merely nothing to raise two or three hundred
pounds of honey annually, that there
will be some dupes with whom to
whet an apetite for honey, is to start
into the bee business. I try to counteract this sentiment as far as possible by such essays as the one I wrote
for our Southern Michigan Farmers'
Institute, and which I have presented
to many brother bee-keepers for the

We

same

use.

Bro. Enas tells us
go for nectar. This

worth more
of the

to

how

far his bees
article alone is

me than the yearly price
How many miss it

Journal.

by dividing their colonies up into

dif-

ferent apiaries, only four miles apart
May it not prove ten miles more like
t lie right distance ?
We want to have
Bro. E., and as many others as can,
tell us what difference there is in the
accumulation of stores between the
long and short flights, under what
conditions bees will fly long distances
for nectar, and all about these important topics to the practical producers.
Next our old friend, W. J. Davis,
and Bro. Poppleton discussed the
question—" Is proliflcness desirable in
queens V" How dare you take such
a stand ¥ Eight or ten years ago, at
one of our Kalamazoo conventions, I
was ridiculed for taking the same posi-

We

want no more proliflcness
queen than her combs will accommodate. We do want as much.
My claim has always been that the
cheapest and best way to get is to use
smaller hives. It seems to me strange
that some bee-keepers do not see that
tion.

in

tlie

cedure.
JMust we use wide frames and division-boards and surplus honey in the
brood-chamber in order to best get
along with a 10 Langstroth frame
hive y If my hives were 14 inches
wide, I should put in division-boards
that would never come out, and when
I made new ones, I should nail the
Now
ends to the division-boards, saw off
the extra length of the end pieces, and
have an 8-frame hive and done with
it.
It was not without experiencing
10page 118). Of course the above is a the draw-backs connected with the
comparative term. The large chaff frame hive that I changed to the one
hive is " readily movable " as viewed of 8 frames.
Dowagiae, Mich.
by the building mover, but for the
ladies or men of light-muscle, or in
fact any man who wishes to do quick
For the American Bee Journal.
and sharp work, the Simplicity can
"
hardly be called readily movable."
Marketing Extracted Honey.
We think our hive is— now let us cominch sides;
W. H. S. GROUT.
pare. The Simplicity has
ours has ?^. It has J^ top and botinch,
tom, heavily cleated; ours has
I disagree with Mr. Buchanan in reI have had
lightly cleated. the bottom only using gard to extracted honey.
permanailed
front
cleat,
it
being
one
13 year's experience in the article, and
nently to the hive. I do not consider have produced no comb honey since
any hive " readily movable " with a the days of large boxes, and feel no
detached bottom-board, which forces inclination to do so.
one to take hold under it when lifting
The chief obstacle in selling extracthe hive. Bro. A. does not seem to ted honey, arises from taking it from
understand our objections to the the hive before it is sufficiently cured.
When the When I first began taking honey in
"telescoping principle."
stories are so arranged that you can this manner, it was extracted once in
place them less than bee-space from 3 days, and have gradually lengthened
each other (up and down), and enough the time until now. I let it remain
sidewise so that the right side and until the bees are through gathering
back end of tlie upper story is just off from basswood. The quality and body
from the right side and back end of has vastly improved, as also has the
the lower one, then you can move it home market, until I no longer need
side and endwise about an inch when to place it on sale in towns near me,
it comes to place without the possi- and, after selling 2,700 lbs. before it
rules of nature), thus it would follow
that it would be a serious damage. It
costs just as much, after once started,
to bring into beinginferior as superior
stock. I have entertained these views,
and have put them before the public
from time to time for more than 12
years.
let us see if Bro. Ackerman is
going astray on the hive question. I
do not like the Simplicity hive for I
"
do not consider it " readily movable
as Bro. A. does (See proposition No. 1,

%

%

crushing any bees except
where the edges of the four boards
crossed each other. This method of
adjusting stories, so far as I know,
never has been, and I think never will

bility of

had time to candy much

last year,

people came nearly every day for a
month or two for more ; I could eJisily

have sold 5,000 lbs. more if I had had
it, and the retail stores are anxious to
be excelled.
have it on hand now. The sales have
The telescoping principle prevents vastly improved, and it is taking its
this
movement. It seems strange place with comb honey, and costs the
that any person of experience should consumer less.
fear the " inclemency of the weather"
I use loinch hives, and am to no
through a joint made by placing one expense for fixtures, sections, foundastraight edge on top of another, with tion, etc., having extra combsulTicient
bees inside to hermetically seal it at for all my hives, if well spread. Allow
once. We have never experienced the me to say to Mr. Youngman, that
least injury by it. Mr. Langstroth much wax can be saved in this man-

had reference to the space above, be- ner. I use 18 combs to the hive, and,
low, and at the ends of the brood- when the honey is extracted, the hives
frames.
We have discovered from average 75 lbs. of honey each, and the
experience that bees suffer cappings fill a common milk pan,
much more by heat during the yielding about 1 lb. of nice wax each.
honey flow when their surplus recep- The proportion of honey strained from
actual

very

it.
cappings last year was 800 lbs., out of
season, just such wide a total product of 3,000 lbs.
It seems to me that the labor is
frame supers as Bro. A. mentions in
one-story on the tiering- much less in running an apiary in this
article 4, viz

tacles has another case outside of
I used, last

:

;
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working for comb.
market is well estaliand vexation is
lislied, the worry
saved, besides loss in putting up and
sending to some city. Each season is

manner Uian

in

AVliere a lionie

lookedl'orward to witli much eagerness by the apiarist, as well as his customers, being a mutual benelit to
both.

There is something said alnuit extracting often and ripening afterward
by artiiicirtl means ; but can the honey
be as perfectly ripened in this way? I
would be pleased to see an article from
L. C. Root on this subject.

Kennedy, N. Y.
For tbo American Bee Journal

Erroneous Conclusions.
Dll. G. L.

TINIvER.

Mr. lleddou has given us many
thoughts on a priori, or from cause to
effect reasoning. Being an expounder
of principles, tne inference would be
that the master himself ought to be
well-nigh infallible in his inductions,
deductions, and final conclusion. But
Let us see. He says on page
is he V
6.53 of the Bee Journal, " The reader
will clearly see thut m;/ theory can easily
be tested by simply preparing numerous
colonies in such manner that they can
]3artake only of that most oxygenized
food, sugar syrup, removing all other
The italics are mine. In
foods.''
other words, Mr. Heddon concludes
in a very positive manner that if bees
can be safely wintered on sugar syrup
alone, that the pollen theory is demonstrated y
The writer believes the above conclusion to be incorrectly drawn, and
But Mr. II.
altogether erroneous.
stakes his all upon the cane sugar
test, and adds, " ^Nothing can defeat
us from getting what will be to us a
perfectly satisfactory proof."
If the demonstration of the pollen
theory is to turn so easily upon this
test, why did not Mr. Heddon elaborate the idea and endeavor to establish
it in the mind of the readers in the
course of our late discussion, that the

sugar test would be crucial and final V
On page 440 of the Bee Journal was
given substantial proof that such conelusion would be erroneous, and Mr.
H. never so much as alluded to the
matter, and the inference was that the
stand taken upon this point was admitted. In the quotation above made,
he uses the phrase, " that most oxyf:enized food," meaning, as I take it,
hat cane sugar possesses a larger percentage of the hydro-carbonss or heat
producing elements than honey. If
this is his meaning, he can see that a
colony on cane sugar stores is able to
maintain a higher relative degree of
temperature in the hive than upon the
natural stores, and hence, that the
conditions upon which health depends
are greatly changed.
I have several times endeavored to
show that, practically, heat is life to a
colony of bees in winter, no matter
whether their stores be honey and
pollen or sugar syrup. I have assumed that it is the great antidote to
bee diaiThoea, and there has been none
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to dispute
that a proper degree of full. Protect the hive on the bottom
heat of the cluster and interior of the by setting it up from the gruuiid on a
hive was potent lo expel all dampness stand as descrilied on page •'iuij of the
and kee)) the hive and combs dry
Bke .Journal, and subseciueiitly venthat under most favorable conditions tilate and manage the colony as there
in winter conliru-ment, bees may and directed.
do eat iiollen with impunity, and that
Of course it would be impossible to
they void their feces in tl'ie hive, as say how far North such a test might
occasion may rc(|uire, in the form of be made in out-door wintering withthe so-called "dry powder.'. This I out unfavorable conditions arising,
have proved to niy full satisfaction but the test should be fair as far North
last winter by numerous tests and ob- as Grand Rapids, or the 43 parallel.
servations.
I have 3 colonies prepared as above
When bees are subject to very lui- except the combs contained a little
favorable conditions in winter, the sealed honey besides much pollen.
temperature of theclusterand interior From their comparative activity it is
of tlie hive falls below the point of plain to be seen that their diet is
health. The beginning of their ills is strongly stimulating or heat-produchere. The hive and combs become ing. N*o dead bees are to be seen
damp ; the temperature continues to about these hives as yet, while all the
;

the bees become disturbed, not
the indigestible particles of the pollen consumed as by a
yellowish watery fluid and diarrluea
is the result quite independently of the
effects of the pollen or honey.
When the excrement of the bees,
owing to the unfavorable conditions,
cannot be voided in the hive, except
fall

so

;

much with

;

in a thin, mushy or fluid state, they
have an instinct to retain It, but not

otherwise.
The idea prevails, that
naturally bees retain their excrement
in confinement, but I claim that they
do not until they get intoan unhealthy
condition, and of this fact there is

ample evidence.
But if heat is the agent upon which
so much depends to avert unhealthy
conditions, and sugar or syrup furnishes the most heat of any known
food that bees consume, how are we
to conclude that the sugar test in the
absence of pollen is going to demonstrate the pollen theory? Let Mr.
Heddon answer, if he can.
There is only one test that would be
fair and free from error, and it is here
given for Mr. Ileddon's benefit. If
he shall be able to produce bee diarrhoea by following these directions, I
will admit that pollen may be a cause
of the disorder. If, however, it cannot be so produced, then Mr. Heddon
max S®* ^"'-'^ ^'"^* " ^'"P " ^''^^ ''''^ 'i'^
lionbrable company and scuttle her.
The test is as follows About the
middle of September take from a
Langstroth
single-walled standard
hive containing a full colony upon
combs recently built, four brood
combs having much pollen. Extract
the honey and place them in the super
of another colony until all the honey
is licked up and the pollen alone reAfter the brood has all
mains.
emerged from the remaining combs of
the colony, take them out and return
the four prepared ones. Space them
inch apart,
in the centre of the hive
and place thin division-boards at the
sides. Do this at a date when nectar
ceases to come in in appreciable quantity.
Then feed rapidly a moderately
thick syrup of granulated sugar until
the combs are filled. Lay a few short
sticks across the frames and put a
case 8 inches deep,the same size as the
cover on the hive, and make both
On the first frnsty
tight
fitting.
morning, put a clean woolen cloth
over the frames, and fill into the hive
sifted timothy chaff until the case is
:

^

others have lost more or less.
But I must not close this article
without saying that Mr. Heddon's
earnest and honest efforts to solve the
mysteries involved in the causation
of bee diarrhiea are appreciated by
myself, and I believe by all other beekeepers. Surely, he can have " nothing to regret or to cause remorse ;" far
from it. But I have to regret that he
should have undertaken such extensive and cii.stly experiments in a manner to prove nothing for or against
the celebrated theory.
New Philadelphia, O.
For the American Bee

JoumaL

Cause and Prevention of Dysentery.

WM.

H. liALCII.

I am well aware that this is a deliI do not
cate subject to handle.
write to start a controversy, nor to
wound any one's feelings, but simply
to give facts that came under my observation from actual experiments,
with some truths that have been
brought to light by others that have
been experimenting and studying the
cause of the great mortality of bees
during the winter and spring.
I have often said that it is no
trouble to winter bees until about
March 1, or even to April, and then
before June to lose ^i or more.
The cause of dysentery in bees has
been discussed until it; would seem
that there was not a feature left that

had not been examined on

all sides,
in the light of science, theory, practice and experiment. To enumerate

my

experiments is unnecessary.
that I can gather, the cause
but indigestion is not
is indigestion
there are many
the primary cause
causes behind this, that lead to indigestion of the food. The one great
cause behind this is prostration, partially or wholly of the digestive organs or nervous system. What brings
on tills prostration in summer ?

all

From

all

;

;

Close up a liive of bees that are in
a normal condition for 3 or 4 days,
and leave them ex'posed to the sun
and light, although they may have
ventilation sufiicient, yet the excitement so prostrates their nervous system that many are found dead the
first day, while on the 3d or 4th day,
dysentery is sure to be developed.
One asks" " How is it that my bees
:

;;
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wintered well out-of-doors, packed in
straw, chaff, or whatever it may be,
and yet dwindled and died witli bodies
distended V" The bees were exposed
to changes of weather had to move
their stores at times into the broodnest. But, you may say, " They did
not rear brood until spring."' But the
handling of cold honey has the effect
the
to wear out the nervous system
load of food to keep up the required
warmth while thus engaged, and the
extra labor of preparing food for the
larvae,
and before it matures, the
parental bee has succumbed to the
plague. "We often find brood in all
;

ated from the old colony, and persist colony and these two sw'arms, I exup for themselves, I thought tracted 612 lbs., leaving the upper
So I stories still to be extracted, and these
I would experiment with them.

in setting

would have run it up to 700 pounds.
Reckoning the honey at 15 cts. per lb.,
and the two swarms at SO.OO each,
the net proceeds from one colony was
That colony has always
S103.80.
when proved to be extra good for honey-

partially tilled a full set of honeyboxes with comb and placed them on
the top of the empty frames of a
Langstroth hive, and then hived them.
Thebees filled the boxes and com-

in them first
honey season closed the boxes gathering. If it winters well, I shall
were tilled, but tlie hives had but little make good use of its queens next year.
comb and but little honey, and that The income from my 39 colonies is
mostly unsealed. I took oil the boxes SI. 21-5.00. Of course this looks well
of hoiiey and placed the hives in a on paper, but beginners had better go
warm repository. All came through slow, for it takes good muscle and
keen intellect to compete in bee-keepin fair condition.
stages, or. perhaps, three or more
These experiments with many ing.
Molesworth, Ont.
combs, and the hive depopulated.
others show me conclusively that if
But some say, it was old bees yes, bees are kept in a warm condition,
but how was it with A. C. Balch's without excitement, so that they will
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
They not wear themselves out with overbees, of Kalamazoo, Mich. V
were put into an underground reposi- eating or worry, it matters not so
Creating a Market for Honeytheretory 10 days after it was finished, it much about polien or honey
being laid up with stone mortar 10x16 fore, whenever we decide to winter,
H. D. EDWARDS.
feet, and 60 or 70 hives of bees in it, be sure that they are not only warm
liut
are
themselves,
that
their
stores
the entrances to the hives contracted
The question of the most importo Jsx4 inches
the cellar with only warm also. This is the reason that ance to the practical bee-keeper of tosolid
of
honey,
bees,
placed
on
frames
upward ventilation, and small at that;
day is, " How and where can I find
the ceiling over-head dripping with with their hives reduced to the size ready sale for my honey at remunej'awater, given off from the newly made of the colony with division-boards, tive prices." This question, it seems
walls
These bees were placed there and the hives well-packed by some to me, should interest bee keepers
in Xovember. and taken out in April, warm material, winter better than more than—" Which is the best race
in good condition, while his neigh- those without protection on the sum- of bees V" " The best hive," " How to
mer stands.
bor's bees were in very bad condition
winter successfuUy V" and many other
Oran, N. Y.
His hives had no upward ventilation,
questions of like nature, which are all
and but little below his cellar was
proper questions, and need discussion;
small with no lower ventilation there
but the disposition and sale of our
For the American Bee Journal.
was no draft the walls, being new,
honey after we have produced it, it
not only gave oft moisture, )jut heat
My Management and Honey Crop. seem"s to me, is a question that takes
the humidity of the atmosphere of
precedence of any of the others menthis bee repository " acting like the
CHARLES MITCHELL.
tioned. For, what will it avail us if
;

menced to work

;

the

;

:

;

;

!

!

;

;

:

clouds of a cold December night," although the thermometer may indicate
freezing, or even colder, without their
presence, yet let them cover the horizon and how soon the mercuiy rises,
although they are three miles above
our heads V This enabled the bees to
spread over their winter stores, to
keep them warm and dry during their
winter continement.
Being warm
they consumed less honey, and were
quieter ; neither their digestive organs

nor their nervous system having been
over-taxed, what could we expect but
health ? See Bee Journal tor 18S4,
page 6.
Hear what one of our best bee men
" From June 3 to
says on page 11
:

June

swarms issued from 150
all that was in the yard.

28, 1.56

colonies,

I commenced the honey season with
39 colonies, 3 being very weak. and. in

consequence, they gave very little
but I think it bad policy to in- us in producing it.
What we want now is a greater
jure good, strong colonies by "taking
brood from them to build iip weak consumption of honey. Where one
ones, so I left them as they were. I family uses it now we want ten and
applied all my labor and skill to my where ten families use glucose now
When we can
bees, so as to have them all producers we want only one.
instead of consumers of honey.
bring about such a state of affairs we
From the condition of my bees in will find a ready sale for our honey.
the spring, I expected to take 4.00U I have been observing, for sometime,
lbs. of extracted honey, and find now the consumption of glucose by the
They
I made a mistake, but this time on'the people in the shape of synips.
right side of the ledger. For a few come into the stores and buy it by the
weeks I got all the physical exercise, jug fidl, and by the five and ten galand a little more than was conducive lons at a time and seem to eat it with
to sound sleep. After everything was a relish, and claim they think it not
Sometimes we find a man
full, I had to get barrel after barrel, unhealthy.
and work, after night, scalding and that says he does not use glucose, but
waxing them, and putting foundation takes liis in >'ew Orleans molasses,
into frames. I do not recommend forgetting, or rather not knowing that
bee-keeping as an occupation for lazy all New Orleans syrups are largely
reople, or those incapacitated for hard adulterated with glucose.
work, when requested. I had 6,500
Some three years ago we were enlbs. of honey, and an increase of 42, gaged in the "grocery business, and
but I was still behind with my work. sent by a friend, wliowas going South
I could have taken 1,000 lbs" more, with stock, for several barrels of pure
many of the hives weighing from .58 Xew Orleans molasses. The gentleto 80 lbs. I wish to know the largest man we sent by traveled among the
yield from one colony, left just as it sugar plantations selling stock. After
came out in spring, no feeding, doubl- being there some time he wrote us he
ing or strengthening by brood from was unable to find a piu-e article,
other colonies.
either in Xew Orleans or in the counMy best colony swarmed on June 12, try. He said the planters bought the
and this threw off another in August. ghicose and hauled it out on their
1 hived this last swarm on old combs, plantations and mixed it with their
and in two days it gathered 57 lbs. molasses and he said the merchants
no guesswork about it. The honey told him that if a lot of pure molasses
was weighed, and there is plenty o"f came into the city it was adulterated

honey

Will any one say that they were not
well wintered V And yet hiuidreds of
bee-keepers will raise ' their hands in
horror when told that this lot of bees
were wintered in a temperature from
65° to 90- of heat." Further on he
" I do not agree with Mr. Iledsays
don in regard to pollen and dysentery.
Keep the bees warm, and they can eat
all the pollen they care to, and luiless
some of them get to breeding, you
will see no signs of dysentery, and
then it will be on the outside of the
hive, and does no harm."
I will give but one of the many instances that have come under my own
notice
During the summer of" 1S75,
4 second swarms persisted in coming
out after they were put back into tlie
old colony from whence they came
w-ell knowing it would be doubtful
about comb honey if they were separ- proof,
:

:

after we get the best bees, the best
hive, and have learned to winter successfully, if we are unable to dispose
of our honey at prices that will justify

;

;

;"

;

;

if it is

required.

From

the"

old

before

it

was

sent out.

He

said the

;
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boat he went

down on had on hoard

600 barrels of gUicose consigned to
New Orleans.
Look at the quotations of honey in
the different cities to day. '" Honey
dull and ot slow sale "" is what usually
greets our eye. While there are some
localities where the home market is
good, the Held is not yet fully occupied, and the (iroducer may expect
ere long to see others engaged in the
business, induced, no doubt, by the
ready sale of honey in their vicinity
and the reports of enormous yields of
honey published by some of our beekeepers. If some of our honey producers were as ready to report their
small yields as well as their exceptionally large ones, those about to engage in the business would have a
better idea of the profits they could
expect.
The home market is undoubtedly the best, and is the one to
cultivate. Every inducement should
be held out for tlie people to use honey
instead of glucose, as it is much
healthier, and, therefore, conduces to
their welfare, and at the same time
increases tlie sales of honey. Comb

honey should be put on the market
only in attractive packages, and kept
on sale tlie year round.
We should be very careful of our
extracted lioney, put nothing on the
market but what is fully ripened and
is first-class in
every respect put
nothing on the market which you are
ashamed to put your name on, for if
there is anything the matter with it
;

they will say at once it is adulterated
with glucose, for which they seem to
have a holy horror when mixed with
honey, but in syrups they eat it without even a protest.
Delhi,

111.

For

tlie

American Bee JournaL

The Last Number of the Bee Journal.

suspicion with which many people regard extracted honey, and his suggestions as to the advisability of i^eekeepers turning their attention to t\w
production of ctHul) honey, reminds
me that, perhaps, it would be well to
be a little more careful in " booming,"
tions in the first place V If reversible through the agricultural press, the
frames were a very desirable thing, I "feeding back" question. Let the
think a reversible hive would be still public be once led to believe that extracted honey can be " fed back " at a
more desirable.
In reference to Mr. Ackerman"s ar- profit, and comb honey will be viewed
'•
ticle on
The hive I like and use," as with as much suspicion as was ever
That "scientific
I have used both the Simplicity and extracted honey.
the Langstroth hives, I cannot resist pleasantry " of Wiley's only needs
"
the temptation to
say something."' some such corroborative testimony to
This beveling of the upper and lower be believed more universally than ever.
Rogersville, Mich.
edges of the hives (to which Mr. Hed-

Now, by using wired
frames the first desirable feature is
rendered ' null and void;" while in
regard to the second point, would it
not l)e nuich ninre desirable to employ
such a method of management that
the honey would be stored in the secsection boxes.

don objects, and of which

Jlr.

Acker-

man

approves) looks nice on paper,
ror the American Bee Journal.
but no one who has ever tried the
simple square joints by the side of
Foul
Brood
in the Mails.
the " telescopic " will ever think of
adopting the latter. The thin edges
W. H. STEWART.
of these beveled joints are easily
broken off this breaking often being
On page 524 of the Bee .Ioukn.vl
done in prying off the upper stories. for 1883,T'rof T. J. Burrill proposes
I believe that some one has told us
to make a thorough examination of
;

.

how

make

a sort of hinged lever
with which to pry off the upper story,
one end of the lever being inserted in
the " handle hole " in the upper story,
while the lower end of the support in
which the lever turns is inserted in
the " handle hole " of the lower story
but who wants to carry a " wagon
jack " around with him when opening
hives. Hives that go together with
'"telescopic" joints afford much better
facilities for the bees to use propolis
than those with plain, square joints.
Mr. Ackerman says that the telescopic joint more effectually protects
the hive and bees from tlie inclemency of the weather. How can this
be y The square joint certainly fits as
closely, and there is no colony strong
enough to require an upper story that
does not immediately proceed to stop
all cracks as soon as it is added.
to

Mr. Ackerman does "misunderstand " the latter part of Mr. Ileddon's
About once a week I feel like writ- article, in which he (Heddon) quotes
ing an article with the above heading. from the specifications of the LangThe .JocRN.VL of Feb. 20 was es- stroth patent. If Mr. Ackerman will
re-read thatquotation.and read it carepecially good.
When I asserted that, in my opin- fully, I think he will find there nothion, the almost abnormal prolificness ing even remotely touching upon a
of the Syrians was an undesirable " dead-air space or double covering
characteristic, especially when kept over the surplus room." Could I be
for honey- producing purposes, I be- induced to use wide frames, I should
lieved that I was making a truthful use them exactly as Mr. Ackerman
assertion but I expect that mv views recommends, only one tier of sections
would be strongly opposed, biit when higli.
Mr. Ackerman advocates 10 frame
I find such men as Messrs. Doolittle,
Heddon, Poppleton and Davis giving hives, and then division-boards to
testimony in support of my views, I make them smaller. AVhy not make
feel that, should there be any con- them the right size in the first place,
troversy upon the subject, I shall not and thus avoid the expense of divisionbe left to defend single-handed what boards V Had hives been made small
enough so that ordinary queens could
I believe to be the truth.
Another thing pleases me, and that keep tliem full of brood, reversible
is the frank and honest manner in frames would probably never have
which W. T. Stewart " owns up '" that been thought of. The only reason
reversible frames are not exactly wiiat that he gives for using 10 frames inthey have been "cracked up to be." stead of 8 is that " side storing " can
If I understand the matter, there are be indulged in. I wonder how much
two desirable features claimed for re- more writing and talking and "pound" nuist be done before bee-keepers
versible frames.
First, by reversal ing
the bees will fasten the combs to the will give up that expensive luxury, if
bottom bars, and if any honey is luxury it can lie called, side storing.
stored along underneath the top-bars
Mr. Jiuchanan's remarks in regard
the bees will remove the honey to the to the light in which, or rather the

W.

;

Z.

HUTCHINSON.
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the suliject of foul brood, its cause

and

cure, etc., asking for specimens and
information as to the nature and violence of the disease, to be sent to him
by mail. And on page 611 he says:
" That several packages have already
been received by him and one sent iu
a pasteboard box, shows indications
of being genuine foul brood."
I would most heartily thank Prof.
B. for offering to investigate the unfortunate matter of foul brood among
bees, and hope that he may be en;

couraged by all bee-keepers when the
matter is conducted in a proper manner, but I would most earnestly protest
against any specimens being sent him
by mail at any time. I have read
carefully what I could ^et on the subject of foul brood, and as yet I can
get no satisfactiory proof that those
who have had the most experience
with the disease know to a certainty
in how manv ways it may be conveyed
from one colony to another. It is the
opinion of some that it may be carried
by bees that carry honey from an infected hive to their own. If this be
so, then it would seem that the spores
are on the honey combs, scattered all
through the infected colony, and robber bees may get them on their feet
or tongues and unwittingly carry

them liome.
While these poison germs are so
small and easily carried about and
left on whatever tliey touch, is it not
reasonable to conclude that bees having them on their feet or other parts
would, on visiting flowers, leave the
contagion to be taken up by other
bees that visit the same flowers afterward V And in this way alone, bees
working on buckwheat, would soon
scatter it far and wide. This shows
how carefid we should be to give it no
possible chance to come to our apiaries.
Let us suppose that Mr. A. is putting up some foul brood for the mail
bags. He, of course, handles it with
his fingers, and it is reasonable to
suppose that many of the germs would
adhere to the fingers, and that more
or less of them would be left on the
outer surface of the box, and if an
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envelope were put over the box by the
same fingers, the effect would be the
same and, on being shipped in the
mail bags, those spores would be left
not only on letters and papers, but if
a queen-cage was in the bag with the
foul brood, the germs of fold brood
would be liable to be attached to the
cage, and there wait patiently for
some unsuspecting bee-keeper to take
the cage in his hands and introduce
his new queen to a nice colony, fasten
the cage on a comb, and leave the
seeds of death to bud and blossom.
Then, perhaps, he opens a hive or
two more, handles the coml)s, and
leaves a germ or two, and the work is
done, or soon will be. If no cpieencage is in the bag with the foul brood,
there are letters that may convey the
germs to tlie fingers of the bee-keeper
just as easily as would a queen-cage.
The pasteboard box that Prof. B.
received,
containing
the diseased
brood, might have been crushed, and
the comb left in small fragments all
over the inside of the bag and on all
its contents, and if a hive is misafe,
after containing foul brood until it
has been boiled or burned, how could
this mail bag ever be cleansed to safely
ship queens ni ?
Again, this pasteboard box was
marked "cobalt." Whoever put up
this package, felt conscious tliat it
was improper to put such a thing in
the mail, and, hence, used deception,
and marked it " cobalt." I hold that
every person mailing things of like
nature, should be required to label
the package correctly, and give his
;

name and

place of residence.

these will be filled ian queen, not a yellow bee could be
; 36 of
every week during the extracting sea- found in the hive. In fact, most of
son, the other 12 are left In the brood- my bees are of the common kind, and
tlie colony experimented with was eschamber.
We extract our honey as fast as pecially free from any yellow-banded
possible through the entire season, or hybrid bees.
which sometimes lasts from ^lay .5 to
This experiment was made during
September generally, however, things an abundant honey yield from bassare not in working order until -June wood. In such a " case undoubtedly
10, and everything closed up for the bees would work much younger than
winter by Aug. 25; The honey is run when the honey flow was less. In our
into Cyprus barrels directly from the spring management this question beextractor.
As there is a continual comes of some importance, as we
honey flow during the season, it is im- would like to know about when the
possible to separate the different young bees, which we have taken so
kinds of honey so in one barrel of 45 much pains to increase by spreading
gallons there iuay be a dozen different brood, etc., will be ready to go to
flavors, and as it" is in different stages W(5rk for us.
of ripeness (or rather greenness), one
Ellington, N. Y.
can easily see that it will not bring
very much in the market. Most of
For tlie American Bee Journal.
thehoney is shipped to St. Louis and
Cincinnati by boat and, in the hands
How to Make Bee Gloves, etc.
of commission merchants, bring from
(}% to 9 cents, according to the season.
3IISS H. F. IIULLER.
Some of the merchants know about as
much about honey as "the man in the
I promised some time ago to tell the
moon;" in point" of fact, one of our readers of the Bee .Journal the way
largest apiarists was creditaljly in- I preserve mine without going to th'e
formed tiy them tliat his honey was expense of having them bound. After
half cane juice this in the month of arranging each month in the proper
.July, when sugar cane is not large ordei I take a strong piece of brown
enough to yield one barrel of juice per paper for a cover and a strip of stout
acre. But does not every one know cotton about 2 inches wide which I
that should cane juice be mixed with fold over the back to prevent the
honey, the entire contents of the stitches tearing out ; then with a fine
barrel would turn to vinegar long be- awl pierce half a dozen holes through
fore it reached its destinatton.
all, and sew them firmly together.
I
Xew Roads, La.
then write the month and date on the
cover, so that I need lose no time in
hunting up the numbers I wish to reKtir
in one hive

;

;

:

;

,
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fer to.

I W'Ould

ask bee-keepers to give this At "What Age do Bees
For the benefit of my sister beeGather Honey?
matter serious consideration, and give
keepers, who, like myself, are so contheir conclusions through all the bee
stituted
that they
cannot work
N. M. CAKPENTEB.
papers. Is there a bee-keeper" who
amongst bees with "bare hands, I will
would like to take a queen cage from
Oil page 308 of "\'ol. 19 of the Bee tell how I make my gloves. I take a
the mail bag that he knew contained
piece of strong unbleached linen jean,
one or more packages of foul brood, Joi'KNAL, is an article under the which wears well, for the outside, and
and put that cage and queen with his above heading from G. M. Doolittle. for lining, use canton flannel with the
will be remembered that according
bees if they were in a healthv and It
his experiments a young bee does fluff next to the hand. Cut them after
prosperous condition y We caniiot af- to
gather honey until it is 16 days the pattern of the gloves used in Canford to be careless in regard to this not
old.
I was surprised at the results of ada for binding grain with thistles in
matter.
his experiments, as I had come to the it. Dipping the gloves in cold water
Orion, Wis.
conclusion, many years ago, that in keeps the hands cool, and the bees
about 30 days from tlie laying of the will not readily sting through tlie wet
I find that by havin^ the
egg, a young bee would be" gathering gloves.
For the American Bee Journal.
finger and thumb fit snugly, I can
honey, if there was a good yield.
Marketing Honey in the South.
As I received some very fine yellow work in tliem very well.
Campbellford, Out.
Italian queens from a breeder inMaiy31. T. HEWES.
land a few days after reading Mr.

Bees are kept in Langstroth, ^"an
Deusen, Simplicity and Dixie hives.
The Dixie is, I believe, only to be found
in Louisiana. It is like the Langstroth
hive, but is made of various sizes, so
that one often sees hives holding from
8 to 14 frames and all called Dixie.
The frames are of the Langstroth
size, but the top and bottom bars are
made an inch thick, which is an advantage as tliey never bend, no matter
how heavy a load of honev they are
called upon to siistain. They "hang
upon wooden rabljets, and are suspended by four-penny nails, one in
either end of the top-bar, instead of
having tlie top-bar lap over as in the

Langstroth frames. This is a great
disadvantage as the nails are continually coming out. "We pile on stories;! or
4higli; I liave frequently seen 48 frames

Doolittle's article, I thouglit I would
make some similar experiments, to
see what the results would be with

me.

For
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Consequently I introduced a fine
yellow queen into a colony of native
REV. L. JOHNSON.
bees. In about 48 hours afterwards,
the queen began to lay vigorously,
Although the past winter has been
and in 21 days thereafter, fhe little one of the severest ever experienced
"yellow boys" were hatching out of in Kentucky, yet our loss of bees, so
the cells in great numbers. In 5 days far, has been quite small. I attribute
moi'e some of these young yellow bees this to our excellent and abundant
brought little pellets of pollen and crop of honey last year. The fall was
when 7 days old, I found by crushing quite dry, and consequently but little
them as they dropped upon the alight- pollen was gathered in late. The
ing hoard, that (piite a proportion of spring pollen, mostly at the bottom of
them had their sacs filled with honey. cells, was covered Avith honey, and no
When y days old they were gathering molding and rotting of pollen took
honey as freely as any in the hive, and place to cause dysentery. I hold that
came' as well-laden as the older bees.
if pollen is pure and sound, even if
Th^re was no possibility of a mis- eaten by the bees in their long contake in the matter, for before the finement, it will do them no harm.
hatching of brood from the new Ital- But on the other hand, if either honey
;
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is impure, or in a decayin>j
state, tlicy will have a deleterious effect on bees in winter. Tliis, to nie,
is the whole theory of the dreaded
dvsenterv in bees. Bees are, therefore, biil'h strong in numbers and in
line condition, so far as have been as-

or pollen

certained.
As the ground was covered with
snow in tlie coldest weatlier. our
clovers have been but little injured.
"White clover looks thriftv and strong.

As we had but little fruit last year,
we will have an abundant bloom in

This fall I rescued 3 colonies from blood of the three races further. I do
"
brimstone jiit too late to feed not believe that " the coming bee
them sutVu'ieut svrup to winter on, so will be a luire one of any race. The
on the first of January I commenced best bees I have, except "the Syrians,
feeding tliem randy." I laid them are a cross between the Italians and
away prepared for tiiis feeding, and brown Germans.
I winter my bees on the summer
had "no trouble in doing so. I put the
candy on two sticks laid across the stands, and tlie Syrians are the quietframes, without disturbing them, and est during the winter, and are wintering well, though the thermometer has
trnsted to their linding it.
A few days ago I made another marked 2s - below zero.
Urmeyville, Ind.
supplv. and on opening the first hive
I found the cake eaten out and only a
the

inside this shell the bees
shell left
the spring, although peaches and the were feeding quietly, and took no
more tender varieties of cherries are notice of the light held over them. I
killed.
gave them a second cake and again
Altogether the outlook for the Ken- tucked them up comfortably. There
tucky bee-keepers is quite encourag- are no signs of dysentery, and they are
ing, "and those who will give ttieir perfectly quiet.
To 4
bees timely attention, will again reI make the candy as follows
Last pounds of granulated sugar add one
alize the happv results of isss.
fall, at the suggestion of Mr. J. T. of water, boil till thorouglv melted;
Connelly, of Walnut Lick, Ky., I while cooling, stir in enough sugar to
used corn silks for packing over the make a mush, pour into moulds and
bees, and after a fair trial, I pronounce let it harden, when it is ready for use.
them superior to any thing I have yet For a mould I take a section box. set
tried.
They are clean, sweet, and it in a pan, lay a paper in the bottom
remain perfectly dry at all times. As and pour in the partlv cooled candy
non-conductors they are far ahead of when it sets, I take ofl: the section box
chaff, and hereafter I shall use noth- and set awav the cake till it is wanted.
Be
ing else.
I warm it a little l)efore feeding.
Walton, Ky.
sure not to burn the sugar.
Falkenburg, Out.
;

:

;
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Feeding Bees in Winter.'
E. n.

The New Races

of Bees.

SMITH.

L. K. JACKSON.
and again I see in the Bee
been
a mystery to me why
Jouux.vL inquiries about feeding
It has
bees in winter. Of course it should some who I thought competent to
not have to be done, as a rule, but judge of the good and bad qualities of
sometimes circumstances compel us bees, differed in their opinion of the
to do that, or lose our bees. I saw a Syrian bees from what my experience
paragraph in a papfer lately where the has caused me to think of them.
writer said he would rather let his
Mr. Benton's article, on page HS of
bees die in peace than disturb them by the Bee Journal, gives new light on
feeding in the winter. That I cannot this subject, and is just what we
agree with.
needed. As Mr. Newman remarks,

Now

Last winter I purchased 3 colonies
one was strong, one
weak, and one very weak. The first
week in March I brought them home,
a distance of Hi miles, over a rough
road.
On examining them I found
in bo.x hives

No.

1

weak

;

had plenty of stores. No. 2 was
had little honey, No.

in bees aiid

had all but died of starvation. The
strong one I set into the cellar, out of
which it came in fine condition about
the end of April.
I removed the
bottom-board from No. 2, turned the
hive upside down and laid a cake of
candy on the cross sticks of the hive
(the combs were only built half way
down), laid the quiltand cushion over

3

them and

set them away, with little
hope of their living until spring.
"When I set them out, the last week in
April, I again examined them, and
found brood in all stages. They were
more advanced than some of the
strong colonies. No. 3 seemed a hopeless case, but I made a little hive ca-

pable of holding three section boxes,
transferred the few bees and queen
into that, fed them honey and candy,
and found them also alive at the eiid
of April. I set them out in the hot
sun they swarmed out and that was
the end of them.
;
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Convention Notices.

1^

AVe will organize a bee-keepers'
association at the Court House in
Franklin, Ind., at 10 a. m., April 5,
1884. All bee-keepers are invited to
attend and take part in the organization.
L. B. Jackson.
Urmeyville, Ind., Feb. 26, 1884.

1^

The AVestern Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will

meet at Independence,

Mo., Thursday, April
C.

24, 1884.

M. Crandall,

Sec.

1^ The sixth annual convention of
Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge Vf. H. Andrews at ISIcKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 2."), 1884. A larger
number of leading bee masters than
ever assembled on a similar occasion
in the South, is anticipated.
AVji. R. Howard, Sec.
Kingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 1884.

^^ The

Lorain County Bee-Keep-

Association, will meet at Elyria,
O., Wednesday, April 9, 1884.
O. J. Terrell, Sec.
North Ridgeville, O.
ers'

1^

"We intend to organize a beekeepers' association for Southern Inon
March 20, 1884, to meet at
diana
the Merchants and Manufacturers'

Club Rooms, Madison, Ind., at 9:30 a.
m. Kentuckv bee-keepers are invited
H. C. AVhite.
they are all Syrian bees, yet that does to participate.
not hinder there being a difference in
^" The fourth semi-annual meetthe bees south of the mountains, from
those on the north. If there is a dif- ing of the W^estern bee-keepers will
ference, we should know it, and who be held at Independence, Mo., April
This will be the most
is as well qualified to draw the line as 24 and 2-5, 1884.
Mr. Benton V If we know the bees interesting convention of bee-keepers
south of the mountain as Holy Land, ever held in the West. The associaand those north as Syrians, then we tion numbers among its members
know what we are buying. If we call some of the most successful bee-keepthem all Syrians, we know not what ers in the country, and many outside
the association, from abroad, will be
we buy until we test them.
discussions.
I have a few colonies of Syrian bees, here to take part in the
and I think they have more good qual- Let each one come prepared to take
ities and less bad ones than any bees I part in the discussions, and bring
have handled. They can be handled something to exhibit. The programmore easily than the Italians, and one me, when completed, will comprise
subjects of the day.
is not as liable to be stung with them all the interesting
as with the Italians. They are more The committee appointed at our last
" marketing honey," will
easily brushed from the comb and fly meeting on
about less than any bees I have report the first day, and it will be of
worked with. They gather a surplus great interest, for the committee
of honey and keep strong longer at the is composed of thorough men who
close of the honey harvest than any have given the subject a large amount
bees I have, and if any of the bees of attention since our last meeting.
have not lioney enough to winter on, Jerome Twichell, of Kansas City, has
the Syrians are the first I call on for kindly consented to address the convention on the subject of " Preparing
help.
I have crossed a few Syrian queens honey for market."
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
with Italian drones, and a few with
Independence. Mo.
the brown German drones, and will
test them this year, and still cross the 11. Scovell, Pres. Columbus, Kans.
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and put frames in the new
hive, on the old stand. I looked them
over carefully, let them fly back to
the other hive, but I found no queen.
It was a warm day, and I let them
ANSWERS BY
take their time to return. I had libJames Eeddon, Dowagiac, Mich. erated the queen in the new hive.
When the bees had nearly all gone to
their new home, I looked in, to see if
the queen was received or not. To
Excessive Swarmingmy utter surprise, I found her again
In the spring of 1883 I bought 2 col- balled. I released and caged her ; as
onies of black bees. When swarming she did not appear hurt in any way,
time came I found that I had my may it not be a friendly balling, to
hands full of business. I knew just keep her out of danger's way. Did
enough about bees to know how to get Mr. Ileddon tell us why she was
G. W. Ashby.
a swarm into a hive, but one colony balled ?
Valley Station, Ky.
seemed to have the swarming fever,
for it swarmed six times in the month
Answer. Your case acts like the
of June (three times in one week), and
different colotwice in one day. Now, where there clustering of bees from
antagouistic
is such
an effect, there must be a nies, when some bees are
to every queen in the cluster, even if
cause. What is it 'i
there be a dozen. It is seldom that
J. A. Kino.
they hold their malice so long a time.
Rochester, Minnesota.
I do not think the " bailers " had any
Answer.— Such excessive swarm- feelings of friendship toward the
ing usually happens under the follow- balled queen. She was, in my opin1. The old colony is
ing conditions
ion, all the time balled by hathig bees
very strong. 2.
part of its prime of no relation.
to
parent
colony.
swarm returns
the
3. The same thing takes place with
some of its second swarms. 4. The Lime to Prevent Dampness.
second swarms are not large. 5. Often
Has dampness in hives ever been
a swarm comes along, or from some prevented by the use of fresh-burnt
other hive in the apiary, and, un- lime t)eing stored in the bee cellar V
noticed, enters the old colony.
As it absorbs water from the atmosknow of no cause .which can produce phere, would it not also from the
the following effect: That one bushel hives V or would the resulting gases
of bees can be divided into six parts, prove deterious to the bees V
and each part will contain a bushel
S. KuFus Mason.
and a half of bees. Ex nihilo nihil fit.
Purple Cane, Neb., Feb. 25, 1884.
in the hive,

W:itat and Jioxu.

I purchased my queens from D.
A. Pike they are very prolific queens,
and the bees are good honey gatherers.
I have a strong colony of bees,
and they are well tucked up for winter.
We had on Nov. U to 16 cold
weather for the time of year, the mercury went down to 14^ above zero!; and,
on looking on the foreboard of this
hive, I saw several bees apparently
dead. After being brought in a warm
room, I found they came to life, so
that lead me to think something was
wrong, so I made an examination next
day (it being a little warm), and I
found the bottom-board covered with

—

:

A

We

A Curious Freak

of Bees.

One colony swarmed out on Nov.

6,

and

settled in two clusters near each
other. I was looking them over, to
find the queen, not thinking that there

were two. As they crawled back and
forth from each cluster, I saw they
had balled a queen. I threw the ball
into some water near by
when released I caged tlie queen, intending to
clip her wings and put her back, as
they had plenty of honey. I got my
swarming box," in which to gather the
bees, when I discovered that they had
another queen balled. I released her
in the same way, but they had wound;

ed her so that she soon died. I then
gathered the bees, looking all tlie time
for another queen, but I found none.
I put them l)ack where they came
from, with a caged queen over the
cluster or centre of the hive, and
spread a piece of carpet over them.
In three days I opened the cage
gently, let lier come out, and the bees
met her, and seemed satisfied. jVfter

a while more came around, and one
seized her and they commenced to
fight her. I caged her again with
.some bees still holding her. I smoked
them till they released her, and left
her in a cage for seven days. Then
let her out gently, on the top of the
frames slie started down, when some
unfriendly bees met her and seized
her, and 1 caged her again. I looked
them over three times for anotlier
queen, but found none. I then moved
the hive away and put another in its
place. I theii brushed the bees all off
;

year.

;

bees, not dead, but just able to crawl
all through the hive it
seems as if they had no life in them,
but after they were warmed up in the
sun they seemed to be all right, only
they, or some of them, would crawl
out and fall on the ground, and the
other bees would pull some out, in
the same condition. For 2 or 3 days,
the weather being warm. I found they
had plenty of good sealed honey within easy access at any time, and plenty
of bees for the space they occupy, but
I cannot account for this lifeless condition at the time mentioned. I found

about, also,

moisture in the hive they
honey-board over them, with a
thick pad over that, with a packing
of leaves over that. Please tell me
the cause of this condition, and
dwindling so early in the season.
Fallsington, Pa,
J. E.
a

little

;

liad a

Answer.— I can give no solution to
the above case, except that possibly
there might be some poisonous or
stupefying honey in the hive. It is
used
in
been
Answer.— Lime has
entirely unlike any thing I have ever
repositories for bees, both in and out seen.
of the liives, but it has not yet come
into general use, nor do I think it ever
Spring Management.
will. It is by no means settled, that
dampness has much to do with tlie loss
Bees brought in pollen on the 13th,
of bees in winter. Yon will find, how- but since that, it has been raining, or
ever, that repositories are much drier cloudy and cool, nearly every day but
than out-door air during the winter, to-day it promises to be clear and
even where streams of water pass pleasant, and already they are beginthrough them.
ning to fly at 8 a. m. Last season was
a failure in the honey crop here.
From 100 colonies, spring count, I only
Lifeless Bees.
got about 1 ,500 lbs. of comb honey.
There are only two apiaries of Ital- Increased to 155, and put into winter
ian bees in this'section of Pennsylva- quarters 152 (on summer stands); lost
nia (my own and a friend's), and we 2, leaving now 150 in fine condition.
have Italianized ours since June 1.5, If spring dwindling should not be too
1883.
My own only averages 10 lbs. bad, they will be strong at the openof comb honey per colony. The spring ing of spring. I desire to use oneopened cold and rainy, and I trans- pound sections this year. My hives
ferred mine from box hives to frames, are Langstroth 2-story
would it be
and gave them Italian queens, so they best to leave off the honey board when
have not had a chance, but I will state the one one-pound sections are used ?
that after all, that one of my colonies Will the use of these sections prevent
gave me over 30 lbs. of conib honey, swarming, if put on in time V
but none of my colonies stored any
Kenton, Tenn.
J. W. Howell.
it was so drv
surplus after Aug. 1
Answer. It would depend entirely
after that until frost killed all the
The buckwheat and fall upon the style of the honey board you
flowers.
use. If it is like our skeleton honey
flowers yielded but little honey.
neighbor of mine stated he has had an board, by all means we should leave it
average of 50 lbs. to the colony a on. If of the style of the old Langsgood yield for the season, but I tliink troth, we should be sure to take it oil.
the average for this section will not Plenty of comb-surplus-rooui has a
run over 15 lbs, per colony. My hives tendency to prevent swarming. Plenty
are all tucked up for winter in forest of extracting-surplus-room (that is,
leaves, and I hope, next year, to re- empty combs), exerts a still greater
port a better yield, as I shall use one tendency but in some localities in
and two pound sections instead of two certain seasons, bees will swarm exand five pound boxes, as I used last cessively for all of these.
;

;

—

;

A

;

;

1
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Double- Walled Hives,

A

swer

tliroiijili tliis

gard to

my

department

in

re-

opinion of donble-walled

liives f(n' protectint; tlie bees against
Ileal in the summer. In this I agree
Jourwitli Mr. Cheeney in the
of Dee. Ut, 1883. page tioS), and not
witli J. E. I'ond, as contained on page
If tlie sun was
1.54, present volume.

Bee

nal

allowed to strike a hive during the
heat of summer, the donl)le-vvall
wonld have a tendency to equalize the
heat between night and day, but

where hives are shaded, as
be, the thinest wall hive

is

and the sections are the nicest
ever saw, nearly as white as snow.
I think any pcrsoii having one colony
of bees ought to take the Weekly Bee
Journal ; it will pay them twice over
in the extra amoimt of honey that they
would get, by following its "teachings.
G. L. Pr.vy.
Petoskey, Mich., Feb. 29, 1884.
sepn,

etc-

friend asks privately for an an-

I

men

;

all sliould

cooler than

No

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

feet in rows. It made a perfect mat
weeks
of flowers •> feet wide, and for
(not rememl)ering about the dates)

the bees worked on it continually from
morning until night. The pollen is
red like^that of red clover! I think It
a profitable plant for bees in this
climate. This is a "blue grass " and
" white clover " region. Some linden;
and after these are gone, there are but
few honey plants hei'e in this section.
1. Would it be advisable for a middle aged man to set out 50 or 60 young
linden trees this spring, as the older
trees are getting scarce V The youn^

had without cost, except
time and labor, from thickets that are
being cleared up. Five miles south of
me there are none. I have only one
grown linden tree on my place a few
more near by, and you cannot pass
without noticing the swarms of bees
at work on them, while in full bloom.
2. Where can teasel seed be bought,
and at what price ? They could not
be obtained in Louisville in any seed
trees can be

;

store, in 1SS2.

Would

teasel be
in this

a profitable
climate, clay
ground, lime stone country.
Todd's Point, Ky. J. M. Pratt.
3.

honey plant

[1.

All things considered,

right yet.
The winter has been very cold here.
The mercury l-.aving been as low as
30° below zero a good many times,
and was this morning, Feb. 29. My
bees have been buried under the snow
all winter, packed in sawdust.
I examuied lately, and found them all
right yet. I hope for an early spring,
but every thing bids fair for jslenty of
cold weather yet. I have just received
a Heddon hive for comb and extracted
honey, and 1 think it is the easiest
hive to manipulate tliat I have yet
all

'

we think

would pay you to set out the
young lindens. In this climate we
have nothing better as a shade tree.
Betsinger, Mar2.
Probably N.
cellus, N. Y., can supply it. 3. We do
not know. Ask Mr. Betsinger.— Ed.]
it

jSI".

Poorest

Honey Crop in Ten Years.

Since Aug. 15 there has been no
honey for the bees to gather even
the buckwheat yielded none in consequence of drouth. The white clover
queen cells but drone and worker cells was excellent while it was in bloom,
also, but as I did not see them again which I should have taken advantage
The
after the queens hatched, I could not of, by means of an extractor.
say what hateiied from them. I also honey crop of last year was almost a
had another case, similar to the total failure 22 bee-keepers around
above, where I had placed a strip of here, with over 200 colonies of bees,
comb containing eggs between top- report less than 2,000 lbs. in all.
Wji. RonsoN.
bars of frames of a queen-rearing colRoUa, "Slo.
ony they were nearly all capped over
in
the
as
first
case,
but,
I
as drones,
Good Beginning.
did not watch the result. I will, howIn 1882 a stray swarm came to me,
ever, another season, try the experiment of rearing drones from worker and in a few days another came. I
eggs, if it can be done. We are now hived them and got a third one out of
having tlie coldest weather of the a tree. I wintered the three in the
season, it being .30" below zero at 6 cellar, and in the spring transferred
What the re- them to chaff hives. I now have 11
o'clock this nn)rning.
sult will be to our pels (the bees) none colonies in good condition.
John Hood.
dare conjecture. S. J. Youngjian.
Iron Hill, Iowa, Feb. 28, 1884.
Cato, Mich., Feb. 29, 1884.
;

;

Bees

have met

;

shaded. Jlr. Pond says
[The hive is placed in our museum.
tell us that " dead air
is an almost perfect non-conductor of It is made of straw tied with wire
heat and cold." True scientists never
the straw walls are on the ft)ur sides of
speak in this manner. There is no
such thing as cold. We mean only a the brood chamber the bottom and
condition indicating the absence of cap being like a regular Langstroth
heat hence, nothing is a conductor hive. The end walls of straw have
or non-conductor of cold.
If bees
were in a hive that was a perfect con- rabbets cut out for the ends of the
ductor of their lieat, and admitted of frames to rest on— the straws standing
no circulation of their heat outward, " up and down "' on their ends. Our
the combs wonld soon melt down,
advice in " preparing the bees for a
place the hive where you might.
When the outside temperature is cold winter," if left on the summer
cooler than that needed by the bees, stands, was " good and timely," and
the non-conducting wall is good for such should always be done
if it
them the same as before, it preserves proves to be a warm winter, there is
their heat, raising the temperature.
Another inquirer asks if foulTjrood no harm done, and if it should be a
would be propagated by the introduc- cold one, they are ready for it.— Ed.]
tion of queens from foul-broody colonies y As I have before said, I have
no experience with foul brood, liut I Temperature of Bee Cellarsthink if the accompanying workers
Will Mr. II. S. Ilartman please deand cage were burned or buried, and scribe through the Bee Journal,
the queen introduced in a cage in how he raises the temperature in his
w'hich she was kept for a few hours, bee cellar from 45^ to 50°, as mentioned
until the honey in her stomach was on page 124 ¥
Bee-Keeper.
all digested, that no foul brood would
Burgessville, Out., Feb. 28, 1884.
be disseminated. Whether I am correct or not, I would urge upon all, the
Drones from Worker Eggs.
expediency of this practice in these
In reply to an editorial note on
days of the alarming spread of foul
brood. I will reply to Bro. Pond's " Drones from worker larvje," Oct. 31,
article on page 149, as soon as time 1883, 1 would say that after removing
and space will permit.
all eggs and brood from a colony and
giving them a small piece of comb
containing eggs only for queen rearing, I, in due time, found not only
if

scientilic

know-

1880,
I

;

may be the outside temperature, the
presence of animal life Avill raise tliat

outside,"

Planting Honey Trees.
I began bee-keeping in
ing but little about it.

with many losses, yet I am encouraged to continue. 1 am a carpenter,
and make and use the Langstroth
hive, except one glass hive of my own
make, which has proven to be the best
for wintering and increase of bees.
That colony sent off 4 lai-ge swarms
Straw Bee Hive.
last season"; the first on .Nlay 21) the
Editor of Bee Journal.—I send other 3 within 12 days; the first swarm
maknigan increase
to the museum one of my square straw sent off 2 swarms
bee hives for Langstroth frames they of 6 from 1, in one season. In 18S2,
can be made for any frame that is in planted 2 rows of mignonette in my
plants \%
use. The walls of the hive can be fjarden rows 3 feet apart

matter what made of any thickness desired. You
were right when you said, "prepare
your bees for a cold winter, and if it
temperatnre if it can exist witliin it. is warm it will not harm them." Mine
Mr. Cheeney is also correct in saying are safe so far, by your advice.
that • the dead air space will contain
A. Hoke.
a higher temperature than the air
Union City, Ind., Feb. 29, 1884.

any double-wall.
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Winter

Bees Gathering Honey.

Still

with

Honey and Beeswax Market.

us.

Feb. 1 my bees commenced to
Bees are much weakened by the
bring in honey from the sott maples winter, and are dwindling some, losand elms, of "which there are many ing heavily. If it remains cold much
here. My bees wintered without loss, longer, at least half the bees will be
except 2 or 3 that were robbed. I got lost. Bees flew too late, shortening
a good crop last year. From 97 colo- the lives of the old befs, and there
nies in the spring, I got about 20,000 were no young ones to take their place.
lbs. (600 lbs. in the comb, the rest ex- Some have died from starvation, not
tracted), and they increased to 160 being able to leave the cluster to
^ood colonies. I like natural swarm- reach their stores. Some were short
ing for increase, but increase as little of stores, especially late swarms. The
as possible when honey is my object. fall season was very dry here.
Many are engaging in the bee busiW. Mason.
ness here, who expect to make it a
Fillmore, Ind., March 7, 1884.
specality, and they are going at it in a
way to make it asuccess. Thanks to
the indefatigably efforts of Dr. O. M. Bee-Sting Remedy.
Blanton, of Greenville, Miss., for
Tobacco wet and bound on, is the
much practical instruction and ad- best remedy with me, but the sting
vice. We aire all overflowed here, and should be removed as soon as reour bees are on scaffolds, etc. It will ceived, cutting it off with a pocket
be some time before we can overhaul knife, when it will be lifted out, and
our bees. I expect to see swarms very little or no swelling will occur.
come out before long.
F. M. Cheney.
AV. G. McLendon.
Sutton, N. H., March 3, 1884.
Lake Village, Ark., Feb. 27, 1S.S4.

On

Bees Wintered on Summer Stands.
I put into winter quarters, on the

Given Foundation.

Offick uf amekican bee .IOURNAL.
Monday, w a. m., March lO. 18A4.

I

{

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—There is no change to note in the honey market. No change in the price of extracted
honey, but there is an improvement in the demand. Comb honey is in large supply, and the t)eBt
lb. sections brings no more than 16c. a lb. from
in
1

Extracted. 7(*luc.

store.

BEESWAX— Fair demand,

and arrivals are

brings 28(g32c. on arrival.

It

CHAS.

NEW
HONE Y— White
lb.

F.

fair.

MDTH.

YORK.

and 2
Dark and second quality,
extracted white clover In kegs and bar-

sections,

clover and basswood in

1

17(&ihc.

15c.
rels, 9®liic.
:

BBBSWAX-Prime

yellow, 34(51350.

H.K.

i F.B THUBBEB &

CO.

CHICAGO.

HONEY—

Goes off slowly, ana prices are lower on
sections that are imperfectly tilled. The demand
seems to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are made
of I lb. sections at I5(s2()c.: 1U@2 lb. sections, I40
18c.: dark and mixed in color, very slow, at about
12@I3c. Extracted honey steady, but limited demand; prices range from 7®liic. per lb.
Scarce, at 28(S35c., according to
color and cleanliness.
R. A. BnRNETT. 161 South Water St.

BEESWAX—

Please give me through the Bee summer stands, 200 colonies, all in
KANSAS CITY, MO.
the address of some one in good condition except 4 late swarms,
HONEY—This market is now rather quiet, and
our State that I can get to make wax which had very little honey. I did fairly
well supplied with comb honey in all shapes.
are a little off, only the choicest white comb
into Given foundation.
not think it would pay to feed up for Prices
either or lb. sections bringing isc. Last week's
Geo. Brown.
report
made me say, lb. sections bring "us" more
winter ; so they died, and I was not
than lb. It should have read, lb. sections bring
Conesus Centre, X. Y., March 2,1884. disappointed.
I always winter my "no" more than Jib. Extracted in fair demand
fall products at .s@s>.jc: white at 9ts9!.^c.
[We do not know if there is any bees on the summer stands, and I forBEESWA.X—
None in this market.
never lost over 10 colonies out of 200,
JEKOME TwicHELL. 514 Walnut Street.
one doing so, they will probably adverwhen they were in good condition in
BAN FRANCISCO.
tise in the Bee .Journal soon.
Ed.] the fall. I close the front entralice to
HONEY— Not much choice honey offering, but
about 3 inches, leave the honey boards there
is an accumulation of off-lots, which are slow
on, open a few holes on top, spread of sale. Prices here are too high to admit of exFoundation with High Side Walls.
to other markets. The outlook for thecoming
over a cloth so that the dampness can ports
crop is very good. WhUeto extra white comb. 15
We send you some samples of the pass off, and never have any trouble @l-sc;dark
to good. 10(31130; extracted, choice to
white, 7<l8c; dark and candied, 5(gt-deepest foundation we have seen yet. with dysentery in my bees. Bees have extra
BEESWAX-Wholesale, 27!.5®30c.
It is made on a mill from J. Vander- beeji flying a little this month, and
STEARNS & SMITH. 423 Front Street.
vort, of Laceyville, Pa. It is three- gathering
some pollen from the
8T. LOUIS.
tixteenths of "an inch thick, and goes maples. I will feed about 12 bushels
HONEY— Plentiful and dull. Comb r2(5>lGc, and
i feet to the pound.
Such foundation of rye as soon as it gets warm enough. strained and extracted (3(ftfic per lb. Top rates for
fancy small packages.
evidently will not need any wiring 4
H. P. Deaul.
BEESWAX— Firm at 33(s33Xc. for choice.
sheets of it equal in depth .5 sheets of
Berryville, Va., March 4, 1884.
W. T. ANPEKSo.v & CO.. 104 N. 3d Street.

Journal

-2

l

I

li

1

;

•

;

Dunham.

Hamilton,

Chas.

111.,

Dadant &

March

Son.

CLEVELAND.

4, 1884.

Thermometers.
[It is well-made, and the cells are
Will Mr. John Phin, of Cedar Brae,
deep enough to satisfy any one.— Ed.] N. J., please answer the following

UONEY—The honey market has been dull with
us during the month of January, but the past week
it has been bettpr. so that stocks are again reduced. Choice white lb. in good order, sold at 18
cts.; the same quality when broken snld at 160.: 2
lb. best white, lt><5il7c.; second quality, no sale.
Extracted as usual, ni.tatall wanted in our market.
BEESWAX — in great demand, but no supply:
nominally 3i-ic. per lb.
A. C. KENDEl,. 15 Ontario Street.
1

questions through the Bee Journal:
1. Does extreme heat or cold cause
the mercury or spirit thermometers to
incorrectly register degrees of temBOSTON.
perature y
lb. sections comb
HONEY.— Demand light.
2. Will a thermometer that regishoney, l8(g,2oc.: 2 lb. l(i@18c. Extracted, 9@llc.
ters incorrectly by the ice test, run
BB1SSWAX-35C.
Blake & Riplet, 57 Chatham Street.
uniformly up and down the scale the

Two

ftueens in a Hive.
Five days ago Mr. Bryan, an apiarist from Nashville, Tenn., spent a
half day with me among the bees.
We found all in tine condition with
brood hatching rapidly. In ony hive
we found a great deal of brood and same number of dt'gi'ees thatit variesV
two fine-looking queens on frames
3. Will an old tested thermometer,
that were close together. We divided say ten years old, mark the degrees as
the colony, and to-day I examined perfectly as a newly tested one ?
them, and almost every empty cell
4. Which, in your opinion, is the
contained an egg, showing both" to be most perfect, spirit or mercury therprolific. There are no drones in the mometers V
^Iks. R. E. Knai'P.
country, and, of course, they wintered
Kane City, Pa., March 4, 1884.
J. M. Killough.
San Marcos, Texas, Feb. 28, 1884.

together.

C".

Theilmann.
4, 1884.

1

1^ The first edition of the" Apiary

Register " having been exhausted, we
have just issued a new edition, elegantly bound in Russia leather, with
a large worker bee and "Apiary Register'" in gold on the side. It forms
[Will Prof. Phin kindly reply to not only a Register of both Queens
these inquiries? Ed.]
and Colonies, but has also an Ac-

Bees Getting Uneasy.
It is 22- below zero this morning,
1^ We have a few photographs
with over 2 feet of snow on a level. (cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev.
Bees are getting uneasy in the bee
L. L. Langstroth, which we can send
house, but are healthy otherwise.
Theilmann, Miim., March

1

to those desiring

postage prepaid.

them

for 50 cts.

count Book at the back, in which to
keep a record of all the receipts and
expenditures of the apiary, which will
be found exceedingly valuable. We
each, have also reduced the prices, as will
be seen on another page.

—

:
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Honev

GETTING UP CLUBS.

Notices.

as

Food and Medicine.

A

pamphlet of 16 pages giving
To increase the number of readers
of the Bke JoritNAL, we believe, will Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
Esaniiiie the Date following your aid progressive bee-culture and help of cooking in which honey is used, and
name on the wrapper label of this to elevate the pursuit. We,tlierefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
paper; it indicates the end of the
have put the price still loioety
month to which you have paid your offer the following premiums for
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
subscription on the Bee Journal.
getting up clubs
them far and wide. Single copy 5
For safety, when sending money to
While no subscription to the Bee cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
or
exoffice
post
this office get either a
Journal will be taken for less than per hundred, ij!2.50. 500 will be sent
press money order, a bank draft on the regular. advertised prices (viz.: postpaid for $10.00 ;
or 1000 for
register
the
or
Chicago,
or
New York
Weekly, »2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any $15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
kind
of
any
stamps
copies,
two
Postage
getting
up
a
of
letter.
club
one
we will print, if desired, on the
may be sent for amounts less than one or more, may select from " Our Book cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
Local checks are subject to a List " anything therein named, to (giving the name and address of the
dollar.
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks. the amount of 1.5 cents for every dollar bee-keeper who scatters them). This
American Express money orders for tliey send direct to this office, to pay them alone will pay him for all his trouble
f .5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents. for the trouble of getting up the club
and expense— enabling him to dispose
and these books will be sent, postpaid, of his honey at home, at a good profit.
wish to impress upon every one to any address desired.
To give away a copy of " Honey
the necessity of being very specific,
For a club of .S Weekly or 6 Monthly
and carefully to state what they desire
we will make an additional as Food and Medicine " to every one who

We

,

;

;

We

1^

and

$6.00,

money sent. Also, if they live present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
near one post office, and get their mail in cloth, contaiuiug 320 pages.
at another, be sure to give us the adFor a club of 5 Weekly or 10
dress we already have on our books.
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
$10, we will, in addition to the
^° When writing to this office on with
present a copy of the
1.5 per cent,
business, our correspondents should American "Popular" Dictionary,
publication
on
not write anything for
comprising every word in the English
the same sheet of paper, unless it can language that enters into speech or
interfering
with
without
apart
be torn
writing; it contains 32,000 words and
for the

The edi- phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
and business departments are it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
separate and distinct, and when the sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
business is mixed up with items for desired.

either portion of the letter.
torial

publication it often causes confusion.
For a club of $20, for 10 Weeklies, or
They may both be sent in one envelope
an equivalent in Monthlies, we will
but on separate pieces of paper.
present, besides the 15 per cent, in
It must be understood' that, books, a tested Italian queen, by mail,
should an advertiser desire to cancel postpaid.
an unexpired contract, he can do so
Subscriptions for two or more years
only by paying regular rates for the for one person, will count the same
number of insertions his adverMse- as each year for a different person.
ment has had.
For a club of 100 Weekly (or its
in Monthlies), with $200,
All money orders from foreign equivalent
we will send a Magnificent Organ
countries, should be made payable at
$150. See description on page
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Sta- worth
614 of the Weekly for Nov. 28, 1883.
tion " is not an International office.

1^

1^

l^" In reply to many correspondents
Apiary Register— New Edition.
us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
Silver
including the 3 cent ones.
All who intend to be systematic in
should never be sent by mail, as it en- their work in the apiary, should get a
the
letter
either
dangers the loss of
copy and commence to use it. The
by thieves, or else breaks through the prices will hereafter be as follows
that
v^^ay.
and
is
lost
in
envelope

buys a package of honey, y/ill sell almost

any quantity of

it.

^"

Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as folThe Weekly for one year and
lows
the book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in
paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less,
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
$1.50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00:

when bound

in cloth.

Emerson Binders— made

especially

Bee Journal,

are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
for the

will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
They carmot be sent by mail
cents.
;

to Canada.

let

:

^" We

carefully

maO

the

Bee

Journal

to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified

before

all

the edition

is

Subscription Credits.

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

Preparation of Honey for the Marproduction and care
of both comb and extracted honey^
instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
ket, including the

$1 00
1

1

25
50

Sample Copies of the American Bee
Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
son.

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase club can have sample copies sent to
of numbers, and still keep the record the persons they desire to interview,
all together in one book, and are there- by sending the names to this office.
do not fore the most desirable ones.

exhausted.

— We

acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
^" Do not let your numbers of the
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
paid. When you send us money, if best way to preserve them is to prothe proper credit is not given you, cure a binder and put them in. They
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your are very valuable for reference.
label, notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
^- Constitutions and By-Laws for
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
indicated on the wrapper-label. This name of the Association printed in the
gives a continual statement of account.

blanks for 50 cents extra

Bee Pasturage a Necessity.— VV e have
new pamphlet giving our
views on this important subject, with
suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 engravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for ten cents.
issued a

AdTertisements intended for the Bek
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

I
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My Tceetnble and Flower Seed Cataloeiie for
1S»4, the result of thirty yenrn* expccUiict- un u
Seed tJruwer, will be Nt-iit free to uU who uppty.
All my Seed Is warranted to be fresh uiid true to
numc, MO far that should It prove otherwise,! ueree
to relili orders grutls. My collection of ve»:ct«Mc
Seed, one of the most extensive to be found in urty
Aniericnn CutulotEue. !* a larce part of It of my
own crowlnc. A-* the oriulnal Introduoer of

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place of Meeting.
1884.
March 20.- Southern Indiana, at Madison.

Ind.

H. C. Wliite, Sec.

Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.
9.— Ass'n of Central

.April

Ills.,

W.

KeHn»e

Bnrbank

Heet,

Marblehcad

Potatoes,

Early Corn, the Ilubburd Sqna^^h, and Kcores of
Vecetableft, I Invite the patronase of the pubtheeardenw and on the farms of those who plant
d will be fouud my beet advertisement.©
H. GREGORY, Seed Grower. Marblehead. Mass.

at Bloominston.
B. Lawrence, Sec.

new

April 9.— Lorain Co., at Elvria, O.

O. J. Terrell Sec, North UidRevllle, O.

April 10.— Mahoning Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
E.

W.Turner,

Sec.

18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
April
^
J. E. Pryor. Sec.

John Nau,

I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

Sec.

mail

by

express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,

()r

Western, at Independence, Mo.
April 24. 25.—
J
At^w--.,
C. M. Crandall, Sec.

including

April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.
W. R. Howard, Sec.

Send for my 32-page Illustrated
CatuloKue of Bee-Keepeis' Supplies of every description.

May 3. -Progressive, at Bedford, O.
J.

May

26.— Will County, at Monee,

tail.

THECONQUEROR,

THE DOCTOR.

ALFEED

B. Reed, Sec.

9J3
111.

H.

and

NEWMAN,

10,

I

address,

J.

_nA2t

W. HOWELL, Kenton, Tenn.
__^

Sample, by mail.

\% IdyesIm

ELECTRO- VOLTAIC BELT and oilier Electric
APPLIANCES are sent on ^u Days' Trial TO
MEN ONLY, YOUNG oR OT T). who are suffer-

MISSIXG,
From Kenner. La., Fred S. Currier, who was in
the employ of B. T. Flanagan at that place, in
miles from New Orleans. He left indications ot
mental derangement, and it is believed that he has

either perished, or is wandering among strangers.
He was one of Mr. Heddon's last year's students—
a bright young man, of then sound mind; about
feet H inches in height, rather slender built, weight
about 140, smooth face. nerv(jus sanguine temperament, eyes bluish gray, hair dark brown. A little
peculiarity in his walk was a hitch in the steps, as
if there was a stiffness across the small of the back,
though lie was strony and well, with no such weak
ness. He was well versed, and very enthusiastic
regarding bee-culture. Will any person who may
think they have ^ny clue to the whereabouts of
the above described person, please report the same
to James Heddon, or E. T. Flanagan, Kenner, La ?
.'J

AND ELM TREES, 2 ft.
BASSWOOD, MAPLE
Ino; 2 to K
ti> per liio; 6 to
ft.,

N. E.

IOC. each.

DOANE,

Pipestone, Mich.

UDtf

A mechanic
WANTED—
knowledge
Wages according

t" assist in apiculture.
of both in-

to

Reference e.\changed. Call at this ofor address R. J. AD.V.MS, Lakeport P. O..

dustries.

March

Chicot Co. Ark.

llA2t

1.-W4.

:i,

ttllEENS. DADANT POTJ.VITALIAN
daiion. and Supplien.— It will pay you to
B. F.

send for Circular.

SMITH, Smyrna,

I

(AFTER.)

(before.)

and under, $i per

N. Y.

from Nervous Ijebilj. /, Lost Vitality,
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses and
Speedy relief and complete
Other Causks.
restoration to Health. Vigor and Manhood
Guaranteed.
Send at once for Illustrated
Pamphlet fiL-e. Address
ing

VOLTAIC IJEKT

F.ir

CORN!

F.VSII. A«;K nr «;1M:KN Inililcr.

lO

I.J fr.iiii;li.

unusual. Sti.rt

bv

mail,

Separator.

t

.

(!Olonr<

'
i

r

:iir<- n

it

HENRY ALLEY,

WENHAM,

9Atf

M. D.

Essex Co.

MASS.

Dadaiil's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

1876.

OI^O"^A7nsr

1882.

workinK class. Send 10 cents
postat:e,»nd we will mail ynufr*'*,
yal, valuable box i>f sample u'"< ids
that will puL you in the way ot makintr
ni'tre nmney in a few days, than ynu
everthouglit possible at any business
Capital not required. We will start you. Yi'u can
work a'l the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 5o cents to f.^cvery
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satistied, we will send $i to pay tor
the trouble ot writinf< us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

GOLDI

4Aly

Dadanl'sFoiindat ion Factory, "liolesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

Vandervort

Comb
A

Fdn. Mills,

Send Tor SunttiieA
Reduced Price-l^lHt.
32ABtf
J. VANDERVORT, Lacyville, Pa.

-KE£P£R8,

The best arranged IIIVK for all purposes in
exiftence. Took flrst premium at St. Louis Fair
in IHSL' and imh3 over all competitors. Descriptive
Circular sent free to all on application.
Address,
Prop'r. of the

ELVIN AKMSTROXG,
JEKSEIVICLE, li.L..

Crown Bee Hive Kactttry and Apiary,
wanted for The Lives of

before orderina your

all

Presidents of the U. 8.

the

The

handsomest best book
sold for less than twice

Y.

HORSE,
THEKENDALL,
BY B. J.

mail, $1.00.

for the

.:if-tilk.;ni.l,ill.i-l.-;ni. S:n,[|il. an.
lti^t;ni*an*--.)iis Cri'iini

@S, ENGRAVINGS

(

6Dly

Dulr\' iso.nU

BURRELLiWHITMAN, Little Fain. N

by express, soc. In the flat,

Those who purchase by

DlarshalK Micb.

(<».,

llAtf

SIEED

;

made for model i:i in all)
mail, can get one
dozen in the flat bv remitting ^J. fin more. Drone
Excluder without Tmp, by mail. :iOc.; by express,
2nc.; in the flat, nnt less than one dozen, inc. each.
Send f<tr our:.'Sd annual Circular and Price List of
Vueens and four races of Bees.
Bne-Keepers' Handy Book, bound in cloth, by
3.00.

time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

ft.,

erjc.

& Drone Trap

per dozen, including one

11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. U. Cutting, Sec, CHnton, Mich.

jy

prior-

I

Improved

of good Poplar Lumber,
" |iH nted," lo ful frames each, in good condition.
Will sell in quantities to suit purchasers. Hives in
order on cars. For further particulars apply to or

Drone Excluder, Queen

at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

—Northern Mich.,

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

fice,

in Lan^stroth's

W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

Oct.;i5, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago, III.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

10

for Sale

One hundred Colonies
two-story Hives, made

P. P. Nelson, Sec.

Oct. 11, 12.

Dec.

Bees

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

April 22.— Des Moines Co., at Middleton. Iowa.

lartrest,

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
for our larse Illustrated Cata^B MlSend
logue, sent free to any address.
10A24t £. K-RETCHIUEK. Coburg, Iowa.

^
BEE

:ever
lour price.

book

in

TJie fastest selling

America.

Immense

All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
tree. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Maine.
proflts to agents.

4Aly

Italian Bees and Queens For Sale!
Send 2.T cenf* (one cent stamps) and get our Book

For Bees, Queens,

Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all ApiarBBB-KKBPING.
ian Implements, send for Circular to
Addreas E. P. BAKEK,
FLANAGAN «fc ILI^IKSKI.
lOASt Box 342,
DES MOINES. IOWA.

on

TREATISE

(flving an Index of diseases,
A.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table piving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enpravinR of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re:

;

and much valuable information.
Price SB5 cent*.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS
925

G.

price, by

NEWMAN,

West MadlBOD Street..CHIGAGO, ILlu

lABly Lockbox9H5.

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT afBrnis that the PKESS
l8 SUPEKIOK for makingComb Foundation either
Id Wired Frames or for SEd'lt>NS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

I>.

lABtf

S.

OIV£N

A

CO..

HOOPESTON.

ILL.

Belleville. St.Ciair' o..Ills.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings nsed in the Bee Journal for sale at
ascents per square inch— no single cut sold forless
G.
thanfsoc
985 West Madison Street Cblcairo. III.

THOHfAS

NEWMAN,

!

1-5
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All

Ree-Keepers

will confer a favor

flaiitins

by sending

HITES OR SECTIONS of any kind, and in
for my Price List (Price List Free). Direct

any qnantity,

CHAMPION BEE HIVE MANUFACTORY,
SHOEMAKER,

R. L.

Newcomerstown, Tuscarawas Co. Ohio.

Proprietor.

STORY S CHMP,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

iPIANOS^'^ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story

The largest exclusively

Agents Wanted.

Protection
guaranteed.

CatalogTies free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying: else-

where.

STORY & CAMP,
188

&

203 N.

190 State Street,

CHICAGO.

Guaranteed

to Give Satisfaction.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address, I>R. O. I... TIXU.ER.
44Atf
NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

hadant'sFouiuIntioiiFactorj^wliolesale
an'.l

retail.

See Advertisement

a week at home.
abs.ilutt'lT sure.

in

another culumn

*5.0<i outGt free.
Pay
risk. Capital not re--

No

Header, if you want business at
which pei^uns of either sex, youMKOrold,
lean make great pay all the time they
Work, with absolute certainty, wrire for
particulars to 11. H.allett&Cu., Portland, Maine.
.'.piired.

4Aly

FLAT -BOTTOM

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

HIVE.

Arranfred for continuous combs and continuous
pHssape-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
ccnib honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of muvable brood
frames.

Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

& Camp.

Territory
given.

A NEW

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-wrJIa. 4 to Iri square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples frea
J,

HELLO! HELLO!
W

e lire ni.iw

ready to

IJi> ik

<_)rders for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Pure Italian Bees and
UlCHMOND.

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

A

WhitePoplar
Dovetailed

Specialty.

EARLY CHOICE QUEENS

Everythinii fully up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures
Seud stamp for itii-page Catalogue and Samples.

APIARIAN SUI»PLY
7A6m

(lueeiis

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

and

retail.

Se^itdver^semeni

in

another column.

more money

flPRI/Lianything

right

away than

else in this world. .\ll
of either sex, succeed from tlrst
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi ee address. True

&

Co., Augusta, Maine.

4Aiy

TO BREED FROM,
From

Apiil

2iJtli

to

cation.

June

Prices upon appliHENRY
Al.I-KY.
Muth's Honey Extractor,
Esse.\ Co. MASS.
1st.

WENHAM,

lOASt

Palace Bee IZive
And Bee-Keeners'

Dadant's Foil iHliitiim Factory) wliolesale

SONS,

Send vix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help >ou to

For further inforiuation. send for Circular.

TAly

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, r-^^ N. Y,

1'f:aler in

Supplies. One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

7Ai3t

H.

C\

"WHITE, MADISON,

IND.

Square Ghiss Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
LangBtroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,
C. F. MITTH,
Apply to

etc.

CINCINNATI,

O.
976 and 978 Central Ave..
for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepera.

^~8end loc.
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HEDDON'S
GOX^TTIS/Ll^.

BEE-KEEPERS'

BEES

HONEY,

and

OR THE

SUPPLIES.
Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 1884.

Management

of an Apiary for Pleasure

and

THOMAS

Profit

C.

92S IVeat nfadUon
It

On account of the prevailing scarcity of beeswax,
comb foundation is now advanced 3
cents per pound above the price quoted in my
the price of

by

Editor 0/ the Weekly Bee Journal.

my Illustrated

COMB FOUNDATION.

;

NEWMAN.

Street. Chicago,

111.

contains 160 profusely illustrated pages,

l8

" fully

up with the times" in all the improvements
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can

management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.
aid in the successful

Appreciative Xotlces.

BEESWAX.
I

pay SSc. per pound delivered here, for yellow

Beeswax.

My New

To avoid

mistakes, the shipper's

name

should always be on each package.

Langstroth Hive.

Thanking yon for past years' patronage,
what I may justly merit for the
coming season. I am led to believe that
the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
I solicit

business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact that my trade has more
than doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every

The present

prices

a"re

White Clover,

$1.5.00

per bushel, §4.00
per pound.

per peck, or 30

as follows

:

cts.

Alsike CIOTCr, $12.00 per bushel, $3.25
per peck, or 2-5 cts. per pound.

one such complaint.

my

Hive is growing in popularI believe
ity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I
now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

Sweet Clover, $10.00 per bushel, $2.75
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.

am

Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation ex-

NO. 30 TINNED WIRE
For Brood Frames.
One ounce

spools, each,

-

4 cents.

Postage, 2 cents extra.

One

cellediby none.

oz. spools,

per dozen, 40 cents.

Postage, 13 cents extra.

One pound

spools, each,

40 cents.
Postage 18 cents extra.

SECTIONS.
I have now made arrangements so that
agam supply you with those nice
white Dovetailed Sections, 4Jix4;i4'x7 to the

One pound

will wire

about 175 frames.

I can
foot,

and 8

the foot, S7.00 per 1,000

to

from

here.

Will be ready to ship on and

after

March

15th,

WIRE

NAILS,

On

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

account of a decline in the price
of Wire Nails, I will make a discount
of 15 per cent, from the prices quoted
in

my

Catalogue, until further notice.

BEES and QUEENS.
you conteni]ilate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,
may pay you to send for my

If
in
it

Vaudervort Foundation

And be SU RE to
have my Circular

state whether or not
for 1883.

you

AtWress,

JAMES KEDD09r,
DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome. N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The enirravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Springfield.

O.

Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. Ue who would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

CIRCULAR for 1884

Mill.

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey Is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should oe in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, III.
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.- Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.- Farmer. Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared fnr beginners.- Farmers*
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged In be«raising.- News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for thla excellent work.— Journal, Louisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton. Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford, Mass.
The roost perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monopolist, IiCbanon, Mo.
A manual, containing all the newest discoveries
in the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practica instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.- -Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky,
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
-Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.- Col. Valley and Farm,

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

PRICE— Bound

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

983 'West Madlaon

CBICAOO,

-

.

covers,

SO cents,

t)btained, as well as

in cloth,

how

to

925

A

75 cental

In

paper

postpaid.

THOMAS

Street,

IL,I.INOI8.

is

prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for tne
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

6. JiE'WMAJi,
W. Madison St., Cbloago,

I1L

I^lberal Dlaconnt to Dealer*

the 1>ozen or Biindred.

by

.<»>.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
isei.

Chicago,

!
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU.,

Marcli 19, 1884.

Topics Presented

OF

in tliis

187

An

Important Point in Wintering
Bees all right yet
!i»s¥!«i %i
w'? 4J^ 'WJ'^wJ'
Bees Doing Well
PrBLISHED BT
Bees Eating Grapes
C.
Bees in Arkansas
KniTOK ANn Pkopkietor.
Bees in Georgia
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Bees Still Confined to the Hives.
Weekly, «8 a year Monthly. SI.
Building up a Home Trade
Catalogues for 1884
PKEMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscrip- Convention at Davenport, Iowa.
tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
Convention Notices
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees Cypriaii and Holy Land Bees
And Honey,'' bound In cloth.
Editorial Items
over the
I^T" The receipt for money sent us will be Riven Entrance
to Sections

182

on the address label on every

187

WW

NEWMAN,

.

;

.

paper. If not given
in two weeks after sending tbe money, write ua a
Postal card, for aomethingmust be wrong about it.

I^n Any person sending a club of

six, is entitled

to an extra copy like the club), sent to any address
desired. Sample copies furnished /rce.
(

|7* Papers

are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for. unless requested to.be continued.

Frames
Educate the Customers
How far will Bees go for Honey
Local Convention Directory
Middlesex, Out., Convention

To Europe— Weekly,

5(1

cents

To Australia -Weekly. $1

;

Monthly, 12 cents.
Monthly, 24 cents.
;

Sons, London. England, are
our authorized absents for Europe.

George Neighbour

&,

'?.

188

187
187

postage prepaid.

187

.

Apiary Register for 200 colonies

181

181

of the

183
189
186
182

Na-

—

New Bee Book (cloth)
New Book (paper covers)
Qulnby's New Bee-Keeplng
Langstroth's Standard Work
Dzlerzon's
Dzierzon's

A B C of Bee

the Chicago P. O. as

Second Class Matter.

20

cents per line ot space, eacb insartion,
For

A

either

tfte

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

8 words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
line of this

TWELVE

type will contain about

lines will

Editorial Notices.

SO cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at 30 cents per line,
of space, for each Insertion.
Advertisements witbdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
•8S

(Vest

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,
Street..

ChlcaKO,

111.

2 60

"5.

2 50

50.

2 26

T5.

2 60

3 50.

3 26

4 09.

300

3 50.

2 76

3 50.

3 35

4 00.

3 75

300

Alley's (jueen Hearing
Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food 4 Medlcine.lOO Copies

3 00.

2 7b

2 35.

2 25

2 40.

2

4 SO.

4 21

4 50.

4 25

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

2 lb..

2

3 00..

2 7f

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.l.Koot) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00..
2 50..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.UllI)
300..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The /Vpiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00.

2 76

Culture (cloth) 3

—

2,»

5i

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

.

2 75
2 36
2 76

.

2 76

tional Society

179

New

75..

2 50

What and How

187

British

75..

3 50

Why

187

00..

7 76

did they die?
Wintered Successfully for

ADVERTISING RATES

3 00

00.

25.

Root's

.

Entered at

06..
26.

—

187

Southern Wisconsin Convention..
Special Notices
Specimens of Foul Brood
Spring Dwindling

Price of both. Oluh

180 The Weekly Bee Journal,
$2
184 and Cook's Manual, last editiondn cloth) 3
3
Cook's Manual, (In paper covers)
186
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth2
182
2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
180
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal

182

.

1884.

We will supply the American Bee Jonrnikl
one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All

188

188

Peculiarity of Laying Workers.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

183

180

Not Progressive

The Vice-Presidents

187

188

Query

FOREION POSTAGE. EXTRA:

12.

Number.

Alsike Clover

THOMAS

VOL. XX. No.

11

Years

187

Bng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
3
Bee Journal
9
The 8 above-named papers

The lUenthly Uee .Jeurnal and any of

the
above. ¥1 less than the figures in the last column.

i^ The first edition of the " Apiary
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Register " having been exhausted, we
which are printed a large bee in gold,
have just issued a new edition, elewe send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
gantly bound in Russia leather, with
a large worker bee and " Apiary Reg®" Letters for publication must be ister "in gold on the side. It forms
written on a separate piece of paper not only a Register of both Queens
from items of business.
and Colonies, but has also an Account Book at the back, in which to
i^ The Mahoning Valley bee-keep- keep a record of all the receipts and
ers will hold their next meeting in the expenditures of the apiary, which will
Town Hall at Newton Falls, O., on be found exceedingly valuable. We
Thursday, April 10, 1884, at 10 a. m.
have also reduced the prices, as will
E. W. TuRNEit, Sec.
be seen on another page.
L. Causon, Pres.

—

A

;
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^ducrtisjemjeuts.

BOOKS!

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

DADANimDliATli
attested bv liundretls of tlie most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the eleanest,briglitest,quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
evenness ana neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
is

tical

A. H.

NEWMAN. Chicago,

O. K. Ml"

I'll,

CinmnnHti.

JAME-i HEDDOX.

III..

O..

D'lWHglilc, Mich..

DOrOHKRI'Y S McKEE, Indianapolis,
H. i;I;EEN, Benin. Wis..
CHAS. HEKTEL, Jr.. Fieeburs. III..

Ind.,

CH AS.

GEO. W. HiiUSE.

KiiTfttevilie, N. T..

TVM. BALL^.NTINE.SaE.i.O..
E. L.

ARMSTKONCi,

Jerspyville,

I

I.,

ARTHUR TODD. German town, Philadelphia,Pa.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

925

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO.

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind,we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
on larger quantities, given upon application.

CHA8.

HAMILTON. Hancock Co..

ILL.

ILLS. 10 INCH $15.00,

W.CRELJH AM.,;j<l

VAIiXTABI.E

HWe

AB€of Bee-CaltHre,byA.I. Root
—This embraces "everythini; pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee," and is vnluable to beirlnnersantl
those more advanced. Cloth, IBl. 85.

SzlerzoD*8 RiitlonxLl Bee - Keeploar*—
Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and 8.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Bx-tdxtcT of the "Britxsh Bee JounuiL"
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee <;ulture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are Indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culiure. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters. theLang8trothofGermany.it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. 1. Hoot says of It; "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierzon
scientific apiculture than any one man.. .For real
ecieniitlc value. It would well repsy any beekeeper whose attention is at all Inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth. IS>2.

and

fully

"up

Klnsr's Bee-Keepers* Text-Beok, by A.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down tc
.1

Vl.OO.
Lanestroth on the Hive and Honey Bee>

the present time.

is a standard scientific workPrice. 99.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance oj
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 75c.

Foal Brood; its origin, developmentand cure.
By Albert K. Kohnke. Price, «5c.
Extracted Honey Harvesting:, HandlIntc and Miirttetlng.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
;

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, byChas.
Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's viewa on
management of bees. Price, lOc.
Dzierzon Theory ;- presents the fundamen-

F.

;

the

of bee-culture, and furnishes th*
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 r.
Refclsler. for SYSTEMATIC VTOKK
in the APIAR*'.
The larger ones can be used
for a few colonies, give room for an increase of
numbers, and still kpep the record all together In
For
one book. Prices
c^^lonies, $1.00; for 100
tal principles

facts

Apiary

subject of bee-culture.
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without. Cloth, Hfkl.SS t paper cover. VI.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Ttiomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Uoney at Fairs." "Marketing llitney."
etc. It contains iH<t pages, and is profusely illuscloth,

75c.;

in

.".<i

:

colonies, $1.25; for 200 colonies, $1.50.

geutschc ^uechcxv

:

Price, bound in
covers, i>Oc., postpaid.

Cloth.

—This

with the times" on every
It is not only instructive,

trated.

ORIGINAL PATENTS,

engravlnge

Novice's

t

SABly

35

T'-

rates,

illustrated

SON.

has

It

QuInby'sNew Bee-KeeplnBT. by L. C. Root—
e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its st^le Is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Its
authorls master of the subject.— tt>1.50.
The
I Use- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doollltle. Price, 5c.

ILL.

laO COHPI.IIHENTAR'C',
Queen-Rearlnfc, by Henry Alley.— A full
detailed account of TWENTF-THHEE years
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS and
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
from as many beekeepers in 1SS3.
easiest and best way to raise queens.
Never
published. Price, 81. OO
We guarantee every inch of onr Fonn- before
Bee-&.eeper's (^utde or* CootE*a Mannal
datiun equal to sample in every respect. of the Aplury. — This Manual Is elegantly

DADANT ^2

— No book could be

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases In a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
hiirse Information
Price S5c. for either the
English or German editions.

Uc(>ev ©ifttcnjtldjt.

^uUur, ober erfolgreid^e

$Bicnen

paper

Honey, us Food and Medicine, by Thomas Se{)anblung ber Sienen, Don j^o§. ®.
G. Newman.- This pamphlet discourses upi>n the 9ccroman.
3)iefe§ ^amp^tet ent^Slt
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the S3elet)rungcn ubcr folgenbe 'Segc nftSnbf
Market Honey as fo(jd. giving recipes for making
Hi ney Cakes. Cookies. Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
Oertli^ teit bc^ SicncnftanbcS
,

The Originnl

—
,0onig pflaujen — (5r5ie^ung berjtontgin
— ©djroavmfii —
—
n—
2>erfe^en—3
n
Don koniginnen —
— 93ienen

;

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

anC Honey as Medicine with many useful Kecipes.
It Is intended forctjnsumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Enffllah and Oerman.
Price for either edition. 5c. t per dozen, 50c.
Preparation of Honey for the Marbft,
Including the production and care or both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey.' Price lOc.
HwarDtlnK.I^lTldlnar and Feeding Bees.—

t

European and American orders already
received for over 3.irk.>. there is evid^^nce that ihm
I

with us is not tikeiy to be an idle one. Also thiit
such goods as we make have met tne advanced
wants of the ra 'st advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
For mail rittt-s and testimonials, send card. To
sell again, send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERISGTON,
6A2Btf

ABKOXIA.

SIICH.

fi

^uff^f''

r e

reciter fnt{)Qll

;

fur bie J^ervii^tung be§ J^onigg
iginnbet befc^reiben

views on this Important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how ,'« engravings. This is a chap"
Bees and Honey." Price. lOc.
ter from
Bees In ^Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff- Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price. 5c.
Food Adalteratlon ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to uroieci the

£*ont(t

URcItipn

:

Wit

i

e§ ein j?apite(,rooTin bie neuefte ajJet^obt

Newman— Giving advance'!

plaint.

c

bc^anbeln unb beruljigen

Bee PuMtoruge a Necessity* by Thomas G.

improve a Bineham smoker. Hundreds of Binubaiii smokers have been in use tlve years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots (H block*!
and chips and stuff, and make lota of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box Httachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little.
Bw f t or s'ow, ju-t as yoH please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always eo!
Bee-keepers wi'l save moppy and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bineham i
Hetherinffton UncappinB-Knives Hrst. "We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original invent irs, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,im«> in u-e irom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

n [i

3Iu§jief)en

Hints to Betrinners. by Thomas G. Newman. This
Price, 5c.
Is a chapter from " Bees and Honey."

Prof. rook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv.
states that " Mr. Bineham was the first tu improve
the old Quinby stuitker by esta rishmg a direct
draft." Five year& of per-i^tcnteffnrthas demon
strated that no one but Bineham has been able t<i

9lblcger

giittern

Tiefeg

ift.

fiir ben
^reig 40 (JentS.

aH 9lat)run0 un9

— Don itjomn^ @.9JeiDman.

enttifitt

einc tlare barfteUiing iibei

Sienen unb,^onig bc§ ^Iltert^um^ bie
33c|'c^affenl)cU, Ounlitat, Quelten unb
;

^iibercitungbeeJponig^
!£")onig

consumer aaainst the numerous health-destrovinu
adulteration? offered as f<x)d. 200 paees 50cl
Scrlbner*H Lumber and Lok Boob.,— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical content* of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout

roie

fiir

ben ^lanbol

a[% 9inl)rung§mittet,

man

angebcnb

Jhonigfucben, gormfiic^clc^en,

Rubbings, iSc^aumfonfect, ©einc, u.f. ID
fcrner Jjonig ol^
5ubcreiten tann
;

mit oiclen 9ie5epten. gg ift fiir
ben goniumentcn bcftimmt, unb foUtc
Dieltaufenbfaitig iiber baS ganse Sanb
^rci§ 6 6cnt^.
DcrbreitetiDcrben.
fflfebijin

& Canada. Price 85 e. postpaid.
Flsher*s Orain Tables for Farmers, etc.
pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; waces tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
feinr
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any .ffran fijcitctt—i'on ©.^..^enbaa,
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com- 9Jf.®., ent()altcnb ein alp^abetifcb
plete Mechanic, contalnsover l.'KKi.iKio Indus-'
dusirial fc'acta. 'aiculations. Processes, Trade Se- gcorbnete? ^^erjcic^nif^ ber Derfc^iebencn
crets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
^Merbetranf^eitcn, fammt ben 9Irfac^cn,
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2o't.i>«>(i items for Gas, Steam, Civil >2t)mptomen unb ijcr rid)tigen SBe^anb^
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths. Founders. Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers. lung berfelben
feiner, etne Sammlung
;
Plumbers. Gas and steam Fitters, Bronzera. Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
toert^DoUer SRejcpte. 5prei§ 25 gents.
The work contains l,oi6 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
(i.
weight In gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
925 West Madison St. CHICAGO, IXI.
Farmer. Price, postage paid, JJCSO.
Qnited States

— IH'J
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;
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
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ILL.,

MARCH

19, 1884.

The following, from the Reporter the proceedings. I presumed that
who was censured for not furnishing you intended to make arrangements
the report, is due both to him and our with the committee by which Mr. McPlierson

's share of $2-5 would be accepted as part, and the association
Editor Bee Journal :— A friend would be asked for the balance. I,
has shown me your issue of March 5, therefore, went on with tlie work,
containing your article on the " Re- trusting you to make it all right. On
port of the National Society." I have, the morning of the first day, when the
no doubt, that your readers would be Rev. Mr. Clarke asked me for whom
interested in ?»(/ story, after reading I was reporting, I told liim you had
Mr. McPliersoii's reference to " war- engaged me. and he said, Mr. Jones
like correspondence," " unbusiness- IS good for it." That is the way I
like conduct," etc.
The following felt, and this is why I did not make a
letter sent by me to Mr. Jones will, I definite arrangement at the start. I
think, make the wljole matter clear. knew that the association would not
The Mr. Moore mentioned is the allow any member to pay out of his
friend to whom Mr. Jones first spoke, own pocket for work done for them as
and who in turn told me {on the a body. I trust that you will appremorning of the first day's session, ciate my proposition in this matteionly a few minutes before it com- in order to bring it to a conclusion. I
menced), that Mr. Jones wanted a re- am willing to forego the time already
spent on it, and hereby offer without
port of the convention.
prejudice to furnish a report of the
" Toronto, Oct. 16, 1883.
proceedings for $75.
D. A. Jones, Esq., Beeton, Ont.—
Yours truly,
Dear air: I regret very much that I
Thos. Bengough."
was not in the office when you called
I
submit
that
this letter answers all
on Saturday. :Mr. Moore has shown
me a letter to him in which it is charges preferred against me. It
I
That I never undertook to
stated tliat you could have got a re- shows
porter to report the convention for furnish a report for $2-5. 2. That at a
I have seen reason to regret that very early stage in the proceedings I
$25.
this reporter was not engaged, as I told Mr. McPherson what the report
consider three days and two nights of would cost, and that later on, and
my time are fully worth that amount, while the matter was being discussed
to say nothing of the time consumed in convention, I informed Mr. Jones
on the same point. S. That I never
in transcribing the notes.
" I spoke to IMr. McPlierson at the refused to transcribe my short-hand
convention when he attended I be- notes, but, on the contrary, I offered
lieve the first evening— and thus gave as early as October to do the work for
him timely notice of the probable cost 2.5 per cent, less than the price menof the report. He spoke as though tioned. 4. That I spoke to the Treasthe matter was in your hands, and, urer of the National Society with a
therefore, when you brought the mat- view to instructions. 5. That the
deliberately
decided to
ter beftu-e the "convention. I again convention
mentioned to you that at newspaper have the report published, and that I
rates the transcript would be woith am dot responsible for the failure, as
over SIOO. I afterwards spoke to Mr. I never reeeiveri an official requisition
iluth an,d yourself, hoping that an for tlie transcript.
arrangement might be made, before
The report is actually much longer
the officers of the convention dis- than I anticipated when I spoke to
persed, by which the whole business Mr. McPlieison, and at newspaper
would have been thoroughly under- rates would he worth at least SI 50,
stood and properly settled. Sir. Muth while at tariff rates for convention
said that a few officers could make up work, it would be worth nearly S200.
the amount if necessary, and as there I am willing, however, to take SIOO,
was to be a meeting in the honey the amount calculated on, and will
house that evening, I felt satisfied to guarantee a first-class report. In orleave the matter in the hands of the der to avoid further " unbusiness-like
committee.
conduct," I would suggest that a
" When the matter was mentioned check be deposited by the
Treasurer
to me at first, on the morning of the with some responsible person here,
first day, by Mr. Moore, I supposed with instructions not to pay it until I
that Mr. McPlierson was one of the have delivered the report into his
officers of your association, as it was hands.
1 will
then proceed at once
stated to me that he was willing to with the work, and will guarantee
contribute $25 towards the report of perfect satisfaction.

readers
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

EDITOR AND Proprietor,

The Vice-Presidents

of the National
Convention.

A

recent

from a Canadian

letter

gentleman, who was at the Toronto
Convention, throws some light on the
subject of the vice-presidents of the

North American Bee-Keepers' Convention.

He

says

:

Toward the close of the convention,
some one who managed to keep his
mind on business a little during the
general jollification, said that the
vice-presidents ought to be elected.
This was agreed to. and after some
talk it was decided to re-elect all the
old ones except where any objection
was made. The next thing was to
find out who the old ones were, which
was solved by the Rev. W. F. Clarke
pulling a small pamphlet out of his
bag and handing it to the chairman.
Tlie list was read, and some changes
were made, including appointments
for Manitoba (Hon. Mr. uallbridge),
and some States not before represented. After it was all done, it was
found that Mr. Clarke's list was not
for 1882-S3, but for a year or two before. However, it did not seem to
make much difference—sometiiing had
been done, and the gasmeter was rapidly tilling, and the stream of talk
was turned on again. As far as I can
remember no record of the vice-presidents was taken, except by Mr.

Bengougli, the short-hand reporter to

whom

Mr. McPherson refers in his
letter to the Bee Journal of the -^th
inst.
That is the plain, unvarnished
tale.
It is to be hoped that Dr. Miller
will be a more methodical secretary
than his predecessor, wtio did not take
a note during the proceedings.

seems rather a queer thing that
an important series of meetings no minutes were read or kept,
but everything left in the hands of an
outside party, and on account of some
disagreement between him and his
reporter that the bee world should be
It

at such

deprived of valuable information.

'

:

—

.

—

Allow me to add that
if,

1
1
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:

I shall be surafter reading the above, the

and members

of the National
officers
Society will be parties to a policy of
repudiation that involves a breach of
faith. The loss of my time and lobor,
though it occurred at a time of the
year when I could least afford it, is
nothing compared with the loss of
the Society's honor which repudiation
only fault has been
involves.
over-confidence in those who seemed
to me to speak as representing the
Society. I think it is too bad tliat I
should lose time and labor, and the
Society should lose its reputation and
its report, simply because " some one

My

i®"

We

book for

are now preparing a new
pocket, to be called "The

Local Convention Directory.

tlie

Bee-Keepers' Convention Assistant." isai.
copy of a model March

It will contain a

" Constitution and By-Laws " for the

formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers

—a

simplified

manual

of Parlia-

mentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of officers as well as
members, a blank form for making
reports for

statistical information

and much other useful matter

for

Time and

place of Meeting.

20.— Southern Indiana, at Madi-^on. Inii,
H. C. White, Sec.

Mar. 29.— Union Association, at Dexter. Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.
April 9.— Aes'n of Central

Ills.,

W.

at Bloominaton.
B. Lawrence. Sec.

April 9.— Lorain Co.. at Elvria, O.
O. J. Terrell sec, North RidgevlUc, O.

Newton Falls, O.
E. VV. Turner, Sec.

April 10.— Mahonins Valley, at

April J8.— Iowa Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor. Sec.

those who attend Conventions. One April 22, -Des Moines Co., at Middleton, Iowa.
John Nau. Sec.
of the latter will be a suitable Pro- April
24.— Western Michigan, at Berlin.
has blundered."
F. S. Covey, Sec.
How does the matter strike you gramme of questions for discussion at
Mo.
now, Mr. Editor V
such meetings, model Premium Lists April 24, 25.— Western, at Independence,
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
Thos. Bengough.
for Fairs which may be contracted or April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.
W. R. Howard, Sec.
It " strikes " us as being a very un- enlarged, and then recommended to
May 3. -Progressive, at Bedford, O.
business-like affair on all sides. If the managers of adjacent County or
J. R. Reed, Sec.
the convention desired a stenographic District Fairs a few blank leaves for May 6.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville.
J. T. Pomeroy. Sec.
report, it should have appointed a jotting down interesting facts, etc.
We shall aim to make it suitable for May 26.— Will County, at Mouee. 111.
;

committee clothed with

full

powers

On

the other hand, the
Reporter should have made an agree-

to procure

it.

P. P. Nelson, Sec.

any

locality,

mend

and a book that

itself to

will

com-

every bee-keeper in the

sum, either by English-speaking world. It will be
the folio or the job. As none of these of a size suitable for the pocket, nicely
things were done, bee-keepers in gen- bound in cloth, and the price will

ment

for

some

Oct. 11, 12.— Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec McBride, Mich.
Oct.'15,

16.— Northwestern, at Chicago.

W.

definite

Dec.

10,

Z.

111.

Hutchinson, Sec.

11.—Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton. Mich.

C^ In order to have this tahle complete, SecreSociety probably be 50 cents.
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
took no steps to procure the Report,
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
i^" The Dutch papers mention the
and are not responsible for the representations of those who were not even discovery of a "certain cure" for
Catalogues for 1884.-The following
peasant who was confined
gout.
its members.
new Catalogues and Price Lists are
attack
was
to
his
bed
by
a
sharp
Of course a "blunder" has been
received
made or, rather, many of them, by stung by a bee, and almost immeW. J. Ellison, Stateburg, S.
he
felt
better,
and
next
day
he
diately
the lack of a business-way of propage Italian Bees and Queens.
after
another
well.
short
time
cedure. The Society voted that its was
F. H. Chamberliu, Dexter, Iowa,
proceedings should be published in patient thought he would try the pages CTiven Comb Foundation.
John T. Smith, Bellevue, Mich.—
pamphlet form, but appointed no one same remedy, and, having induced a
page Comb Ilouey Rack.
part
affected,
on
the
bee
to
sting
him
the
"funds"
to do it and while it has
Rev. Wm. Ballantine, Sago, O.—
to procure it, no steps were taken to he also was cured.
page Queens and a New Bee Book.
Thos.Gorsuch, Gorsuch, Pa.— 1 page
do so hence there can be no just
The Hygiean Home Cook Book;
Acme Honey Case.
charge of repudiation.
or Healthful and Palatable Food
H. 11. Flick, Lavansville, Pa.—
Fine
and
Stock
If President Jones had ordered it without Condiments. Fifth edition. page— Apiarist
for the Society, he would have taken Price, paper 2o cents, cloth -50 cents. Breeder.
1 pages
Z. K. Jewett, Sparta, Wis.
Fowler & Wells, PubUshers, 7.53
and paid for it out of the Society's
eral are not to blame.

The

A

—

;

—

—

—

funds, at the proper time ; but now
is too late to be of value to any one.

—

We

;

—

New

York.

A

paid for the report published in
the Bee Journal, and no charge of
ronto, Ont., factory was recently sold
repudiation can be made against us^
because the " share-holders had lost
let that be considered the official re§135,000, which they had invested in
port and " let us have peace."
it."
It is not being operated now,
Having given both sides a chance to and the purchasers are losing Si-'O per
present their version of it, we cannot diem, on their investment. For this
spare room in the Bee Jouknal for reason they have petitioned the City
arguing, so now let the matter drop.
Council for exemption from taxation.
Would it not' be more honorable, as
ig®" We have received a pamphlet well as more profitable for them, to
giving tlie report of the Hants and turn the factory to some legitimate
Isle of Wight Society, in England.
and beneficial use ?

—

—

— Evergreen

and Deciduous Tree
Seedlings, Small Fruits, etc.
manual
of
new edition of this
Geo. Neighbour & Sons, 149 Regent
healthful cookery is on our desk. It Street, London, England— 8 pagesis not a work on the philosophy of Second-hand Bee Books.
James M. Hyne, Stewartsville, Ind.
food, but one giving recipes for its
pages— Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
8
healthful and palatable preparation.
Bees, Queens and Honey.
Paul L. Vialloii, Bayou Guula, La.
1^ The Glucose Factories seem to •S pages Apiarian Implements and
Italian Bees and Queens.
be in trouble everywhere. The ToHoward U. Ackerman, North IndiBroadway,

it

and we
pay for
the "notes" already taken, and let
the matter drop— the copying is the
costly part let that remain undone.
an unf ortuate affair
It
would suggest a compromise
is

—

C—

—
—
—
—

A

—

—

Ind.— i; pages— Poultry.
Reynolds Brotliers, Williamsburg,
Bee-Keepers' SupInd.— 10 pages
plies, Bees, Queens, etc.
anapolis,

—

i®° The Caledonian Apiarian Sogrand show of honey,
hives and bees, will be held at Edinburgh, Scotland, in connection with
the Highland and Agricultural Society's Show, on the 22, 23, 24, and 25
ciety's eleventh

of July, 1884.
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For the American Bee Journal,

How

Far will Bees Go
G. M.

Honey

for

1

DOOLITTLE.

On

page 3(1 1 notice an extract from
Pettigrew's " Handy Book of
Bees," in which tlie claim is made
that "bees will perish and die for
want of food within three miles of
good pasture." Mr. P. farther states
as his opinion " that very few bees go
more tluin two miles for food."
As this is a matter of interest to all,
I will give some facts -which have
come nnder my observation, going to
prove that Mr. P. is incorrect in his
conclnsions as applied to the United
States, however the case may be, regarding the fliglit of bees in the Old
ilr.

World.
If bees only went two miles in
search of food it would take bnt a
limited conception to see that a very
few colonies of bees would overstock
many localities where now large
apiaries are kept. This matter of
overstocking my location with bees
used to worry me quite a little when
I had from 20 to 40 colonies of bees,
but when I became convinced that
bees went from 3 to 4 miles from
choice for honey, I ceased to worry
about it, and I find that at the present
time bees do as well as ever with over
300 colonies within a distance of a

mile of me.

When

I

had been keeping bees about

two

years, and had some 18 to 20 colnies of black liees, I chanced to go
into the orchard near by to watch the
bees at work on the apple blossoms.
The spring before this, Italian bees
had been introduced into a town adjoining ours, and were increased to
some 30 colonies, the increase being
made wholly by division, so there
could liave been no stray swarms of
Italian bees in the woods. These bees
were fully three miles from me in a
straight line, and as I then believed
the same as does Mr. Pettigrew, you
can imagine my surprise when almost
the first bee I saw proved to be an
Italian.

Upon examination

I

found

that on an average one bee in five was

which were at work on tlie
apple bloom, and this with apple blossoms in profusion every where.
Still later, this same season, I was
cutting a Held of clover one mile from
home, or four miles from these same
Italians, when I saw bees at work on
the clover. As I had read, previous
to this, much about Italian bees workItalian,

ing on red clover, I stopped the horse,
got off the machine, and to my surprise
counted five Italians to two
blacks, and this with fields red with
clover every where. I was now convinced that there was little need of
fearing that I would not be able to
keep 100 colonies without overstocking
my pasturage, as that was the number
I then desired to attain. But so far
I had only proved that bees would go

at least four miles from home to work,
but could not say whether they could
work to advantiige that distance or
not.
In the latter part of August,
1874, 1 ascertained that the bees were
getting honey from buckwheat, by
the odor whidi greeted me from the
bee yard on damp evenings. As there
was not a field of buckwiieat in sight
of the apiary, I was curious to kiKiw
where the honey came from. At two
miles from home 1 found a small field
of about three acres, and a mile further
on was another field of about the
same size, while at a distance of al)out
five miles there was from 30 to .50 acres
all in full bloom.
The result of the
buckwheat season showed that from
about 60 colonies I sold 900 pounds of

buckwheat comb honey, and the bees
had at least 1..500 pounds of the same
kind to winter on, as the hives were
nearly destitute of honey before, and
at the end of buckwheat they had a
great abundance.
Again, the nearest teasel fields are
to 3 miles from my apiary,
while they extend from there on ten
more miles. A bee which works
on teasel gets her abdomen covered
with a whitish dust, so that she is as
readily distinguished as is one which
works on pumpkin or squash blossoms. As teasel commences to bloom
at about the same time the basswood
does, the bees must leave the basswood to work on the teasel, which
thing they do, for where both are secreting honey. I find about half of the
bees going into each hive covered
with teasel dust, and at times when
basswood yields but little, nearly all
the bees will be thus dusted. Besides
this reason for believing that the
bees work on teasel as above, I have
another
I attend church 2}^ miles

from 21^

or

:

from home,

in

the direction of these

and when the teasel is in
bloom 1 have seen them by tlie score
pass the church, going to and from
teasel fields,

the fields
favorable.

when

the

wind was un-

Once more
Seven miles to the
southeast is a hill which is the highest
point in our country, it being nearly
800 feet higher than my apiary. After
a distance of one mile, there is a gradual rise until the top of the hill is
reached. There are from 10 da vs to 2
weeks difference in time of the basswood bloom between that at the top
of this hill and the same near my
apiary. The past season, the bees
labored to just as good advantage, as
far as 1 could see, tor 7 days after the
basswood bloom was all gone 3 miles
distant, as they did when it was in
blossom nearer the apiary.
In this, my experience is different
from the author of Quinby "s New BeeKeeping (L. C. Root), who says
" During the large yield from basswood in 1S74, as the blossoms failed
in
the valley, the bees continued
bringing in the same quality of honey,
following the basswood dav by dav as
it opened on the hills, until the first
week in August, when they still came
in heavily loaded, but very tired from
a long flight. I drove to the heights,
miles distant, and found the basswood was there just coming into
bloom. I immediately moved 48 colo:

181

nies to this location,

and

in

the

fol-

lowing week these 48 colonies gave
nie one ton of surplus honey, while
the 71 colonies left at home did not
secure one-half that amount, yet they
continued working upon the same
ground during the entire period."
However, tliere is one thing Mr.
Boot failed to note, which is, that if
a continuous good yield is to be secured, it is necessary to have continued good weather, for if 2 or 3 days of
rainy weather should occur when the
bloom had receded 4 or miles (thus
allowing the bloom to fail for a dis.'5

tance of a mile or so beyond where
the bees had gathered honey), they
will never go to the hill-top, be the
honey ever so plenty there.
The solution seems to be that after
the rain they go to the trees where
they last procured honey, and finding
none, nor any near by, conclude that
the harvest is over without going over
the strip where the honey has failed
to that which is beyond. In the above
I believe I have given good proof that
bees do labor to advantage from 4 to 7
miles from home. If any are still
skeptical let them turn to page 181 of
Gleaninqs for the year 1882, where they
will find an article from the pen of
H. A. Marsh, which will convince all.
Borodino, N. Y.
For

tlie
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Peculiarity of Laying Workers.
B. M. OSBORN.

On June 1, 1883, 1 prepared 5 threeframe nuclei with bees and brood;
and No. 2, in a few days, had laying
workers, and for 27 days they would
not take care of a queen-cell, and I
put a virgin queen into this hive, and
they drove her out in two days, and
at the end of 27 days I believe tliey
had 1,000 laying workers, so at night I
killed them with sulphur, and cleaned
out the hive and refilled it with bees
and brood the other 4 nuclei were
full of bees for four months.
I kept
replenishing them from other hives,
and they were queenless all the four
months except while their queens
mated. I did not let them stay in
after about 10 to 100 eggs were laid. I
;

grafted in queen-cells as soon as the
queens were taken out. These four
nuclei have never had a laying worker
yet
they are yet on the summer
;

stands.

Colony No. 14 (pure Syrian) had 7
all solid with capped lirood on

combs

May

1,

1883.

About May

was

10 all

hatched, and the combs were all filled
with eggs in a few days, and some
cells had 6 to 8 eggs in each, and when
all was capped, it was a curiosity
the
7 combs were all worker cells containing about 20,000, and about 12,000 of
them were drones; the workers were
all regularly capped, and ttie drones
were regularly at intervals all over
those combs.
About June 24, at 2 p. m., I was
alarmed, and I rushed to the scene of
action, and it was a sight to see about
12,000 degraded drones swarming from
this hive, and worker bees guarding
the entrance, refusing the drones to
;
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return ; I closed the entrance, and
the drones that clustered on the hive,
I killed that night. In the morning 1
found all the rest of the drones clustered inside of the hive, near the en-

and I killed them all. I had
no queens to mate, and in a short
time they had the combs all filled in
the same style as before, and when
capped I shaved all thetwostory cells
down level with the capped worker
cells, and the laying workers were
trance,

quiet.

"

;

;

;

No. 32 (pure Italian) was infested in
the same manner, and about the same
lengih of time.
No. 30 (pure Italian) was queenless
from May until September. I kept
them replenished from other hives,
and never had any laying workers.
No. 48 (Syrian- Italian) was queenless three months, and replenished
from other hives, and never had a
laying worker.
No. 29 (pure Syrian) was queenless,
and had no laying workers.
I found drone cells in several other
hives ttirough the season, all through
the worker brood, and I removed the
queens to learn the cause, and afterwards returned the old queens. I
found more of those laying workers
in June and July. Those drones do
not make long trips from the hive
they are lazy and the bees do not let
;

;

them

been given. The matter is largely son of warm weather does not come
one of theory, and possibly a solution soon, the whole colony succumbs and
may never be found, still in matters dies.
The above is my answer in brief,
of true theory it does well to agitate,
for by agitation only can we arrive at and I shall stand by it till some one
truth that is, if no agitation is made, gives a better one. If I am correct,
and no discussion had, the matter the remedy is easy to ascertain, but,
may be allowed to slumber into for- perhaps, difficult to apply. It consists
getfuiness never to be awakened. in so ventilating the hive that a perSpring dwindling is characterized by fectly natural condition of things is
find constantly kept up during the whole
diarrhoea, misnamed dysentery
the cause and you prevent the dis- term of freezing weather. How this
ease discover a remedy and you can state can be brought about, I leave
cure it.
for others to determine.
I have
There is a remedy, but the great my own ideas on the subject, and at
trouble is, it cannot be applied. some future time may be tempted to
Cleansing flights will cure this diar- make them known. For the present
rhoea, for it is not a disease, but only I am content if I have started up a
an overloaded state of the bowel and little spark, which may, in the near
this overloaded state is found at just future, form a big blaze.
the time wlien tlie l)ees cannot safely
Foxboro, Mass.
fly, else there would have been no such
condition. It being impossible then
For the American Bee JoumaL
to apply a remedy, we must liend our
energies to seeking out the cause, for
Cyprian and Holy Land Bees.

long. The
bees are mv favorites.
live

Kane,

Syrian-Italian

111.

Middlesex, Ont., Convention.

A

meeting of prominent bee-keepers was held at Ailsa Craig last week,
for the purpose of forming an association to advance their mutual interests,
and discuss matters appertaining to
the keeping of bees. An organization
was effected with the following officers
President Mr. Campbell, of
:

Parkhill; Vice-President, Mr. Atkinson, of Ailsa Craig; Secretary, Mr.
Stewart, of Ailsa Craig.
profitable
and interesting discussion followed,
on " Bees and their Habits and Improvement," after whicli a deputation
consisting of Messrs. Aikes, Campbell

;

the only course now left us. As
causes almost as there are bees
in a cohmy, have already been given
us, none "of wliich, however, liave
proven to be correct and in my opinion their authors had little faith in
their correctness, when they presented them. The trouble is.' there
are many causes or a combination of
causes is needed to produce it. The
bee in its normal state can exist for
many months witliout the need of a
cleansing flight and during that confinement can partake of botli honey
and pollen without producing any disturbance of the bowel, all effete matters being carried off therefrom in a
dry state. If this is so, and I defy
proof to the contrary, we must tiieh
look for some poisonous condition of
the food, as the cause of this acute
inflammation which causes diarrhoea
for acute inflammation there must be,
to change the contents of the bowel
from a dry to a watery state. Now,

that

is

many

;

;

;

;

what

is it ?

D. D.

DANIIIER.

have had both kinds for 3 or 4
and would like to give my
opinion of them. I obtained Cyprians
for two breeders to see if they would
be alike. Their manner was alike,
but one was dark in color and the
other light. I think the dark ones
the hardiest, the best honey gatherers,
and they do not rob as much as the
others.
I have 8 or 10 colonies of
them, and am not sick of them. If
Mr. Doolittle wants to get rid of his,
I will take them, for I think they will
just suit me.
I have two Holy Land queens they
are very dark, and so are the bees,
but they are good workers, always
strong in numbers and stores. They
are always ready for defense. You
can leave home for a month and leave
the honey board off, and they wUl
I

years,

;

take care

"of

themselves.

have 28 colonies of bees buried
I propose to answer the question at they are mostly in deep frame hives,
A
the risk of calling down heaps of scorn but some are in straw hives, logs, and
and derision, from those wlio have al- box hives. Two are on the summer
ready spelled, but have not got to the stands, and all are wintering first
head. Unsealed honey may be. and rate.
at times is a cause of this complaint.
Madison, Wis., March 5, 1884.
and Atkinson, was appointed to inter- Confine a colony on a warm day, and
view the directors of the Western when you let them out, do they not
Kur the American Bee Journal.
Fair, with a view of securing better show symptoms of diarrhrea
And if
accommodation and inducements for the confinement lasts for several days,
An Important Point in Wintering.
bee-keepers wisliing to makeexliibits. they are very largely affected by it.'
The next meeting will be held in LonALLEN PRINGLE.
Again, sealed honey may contain
don, Ont.
enough moisture to cause it to ferIn a late issue of the Canadian
It
ment. Does any one deny this
so they can easily verify it. But the Farmer, a correspondent, in giving
For the American Bee JournaL
real cause is, no doubt, lack of proper his apiarian report, tells us how he
Spring Dwindling.
ventilation. This will cause moisture put 2-5 colonies into a cellar " built
""
in the fall
in excess the bees in their endeavor expressly for the purpose
J. E. POND, JR.
to get rid of the moisture, are forced of 1882, and when he came to take
to partake of food this food has be- them out in the spring, they were
March is the month of teiTor to bee- come soured, and ferments, and the " one mass of mold." He says they
keepers.
Few colonies die during consequence is, that the bowels are did not appear to have sufficient venwinter if any care at all is used in fall inflamed.
tilation that the entrances were compreparation, but spring dwindling,
Now if a warm pleasant day follows pletelv choked up and between dyswhich does not affect the colony till immediately, no trouble ensues, but if entery and mold were a terrible
the severity of winter is over, deci- it continues cold for a number of days, mess.
After the spring dwindling
mates more apiaries than all other food must still be partaken of, and was over, he found himself with only
causes combined.
What is spring tlie bowel constantly becomes more 4 colonies.
dwindling, and how can it be pre- and more distended, till at last poor
Now, this case furnishes a good
vented y
bee nature can stand it no longer, and text. It affords an excellent opporThese are serious questions, and as must discharge its offensive contents tunity to point out a radical defect in
yet no positively correct answer has in the hive or die, and if relief by rea- the construction of hives a defect
I

;

'i

'?

;

;

;

;

;
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have not luifreqnently noticed even
hives of leading apiarists and
supply men.
In every hive, no matter what the
style, there ought to be a ventilating
hole in the hack part 2 or 3 inches
above the l)ottom-board. This should
be covered with strong wire gau/.e inside, and a good button outside, so
that it can be opened and shut at
pleasure. In hot weather it can be
left open, and then serves as a good
ventilator.
In the spring and fall.
when a leading object is to keep the
bees warm, and there is a sutlicient
I

in the

ingress of fresh air at the entrance,
tliis hole can be (illed vvilh wool from
tlie outside, the button closed, and
the cold thus kept out.
But it is in wintering that this arrangement is imperatively needed and
becomes especially important. Indeed,
I regard it as quite inilispensable
whetTier the bees are wintered outside
or in. When wintered in a cellar or
in a bee house the button can be left
open and then, no matter how many
dead bees may be deposited on the
bottom-board, choking up the entrance, the air can still enter at this

I make, which be one in every hive in the front
; and a hive
quite different from both, and for about the same distance above tlie
which I have no name, and holding 14 lower entrance, or perhaps a little
frames below and 14 above, which I higher. As this is to serve someuse mostly for extracted honey. I times as an entrance, the wire gauze
have also one Langstroth hive a hive must of course be omitted but there
which has good features, but I do not must be a well-fitted button to cover
like the frames for extracting. The it when not wanted open. This front
bees I have wintering outside are in avenue has more than one use, the
two double-walled Jones hives two principal one of wliicli is to serve as
single - walled ditto; three Thomas an exit in winter and spring flights,
improved; and one of my own non- when the bottom entrance is closed
either with ice or dead bees, and bedescripts, making eight.
They are all, of course, provided fore the hive is overhauled in the
with the back hole ventilator, for I spring. At other times it can be kept
always try to practice what I preach. shut if desired, except in hot weather
One of the double-walled hives which when it can be left open for ventila-

improved

is

—

;

;

I had not made myself, was without
the hole, but I put it in during the
fall while the bees were in the hive.
Of course the double-walled hives,
filled in, require a tube in the hole to
keep the sawdust or other flUmg from
running out. In this last hive mentioned, the bees were crowded up in
the fall on about six frames; and behind the division-board was packed
with dry forest leaves with some dry
pine sawdust on top of them. (The
frames in the Jones hive run parallel
liole.
with the entrance instead of at right
And it is of equal value and impor- angles with it as is the case with most
tance in wintering outside. Lately I styles of hives.) Above all this was
have noticed in more than one of the spread the cloth and then the heavy
bee papers correspondents anxiously quilt packed with sawdust. As alinquiring about the safety of colonies ready stated, the hole behind in all
covered up in the snow drifts. And t!ie hives was tilled with wool and the
well they may, if they have not looked buttons closed in the fall. Upon exstrong colony of amining the entrances after the snow
after this matter.
bees under a snow bank, with other storm, I found some of them comwinter protection, will generate so pletely stopped up with ice. The bees,
much heat that even though the en- however, were all right, as the hives
trance may have been left wide open, clogged were the double -walled ones,
the snow surrounding it will be melted besides they had been but a very
from time to time until the entrance short time in that condition. I opened
becomes completely closed witli a the buttons behind, lookout the wool,
thick glade of ice. Then if there is placed a )>iece of woolen cloth, three or
no other medium of air ingress, good- four double, over each hole and filled
bye to the bees in a majority of cases. in again with snow, and covered them
Still, there is probably this exception
up as they were, leaving the front enIn the case of a doid)le-walled hive trances alone. Two or three heavy
filled in with sawdust, and "ship- snow storms since have covered them
lapped " like the Jones double-walled up still deeper but I nm content to
though ten feet of the
hive, I am inclined to think that bees risk them
would not smother even though all " beautiful " should rise above them.
the entrances were closed, that is, if Indeed, I would ratlier have the snow
the hive had not been so long occu- on them than not. especially when the
pied as to be hermetically sealed up mercury is dancing around below
inside the walls with wax. But these zero most of the time.
hives are not yet in general use, and
Such a winter as this, so far, they
even though they were, it would are better under the snow than over
hardly l)e safe to depend upon the it, and when it drifts off them. I shovel
ventilation through the it on iigain. Had I known that this
collateral
walls of the hive under a snow drift. winter was going to be so terribly
But it is quite impossible for the ven- severe as it has been so far here, I
tilating hole described above to be- doubt whether eight of my colonies
come tilled with ice and it will serve would have been left out to winter.
to ventilate when the entrance gets Of course they are " protected," but
either clogged up with bees or frozen when the mercury persists in remaining below zero for days at a time, no
up with ice.
This winter I am wintering 8 of the ordinary winter protection will keep
stronger colonies outside on the sum- frost oiit of the hives. The trntli is,
mer stands. Some 2 or 3 weeks ago, we are all disapiiointed in the winter.
soon after the first heavy snow storm, The weather prophets Vennor, Oats,
I went to examine thein, as some of et al. predicted a mild, open winter;
them were quite covered up with and as last winter was so exceptionally
snow. As I had stuffed the back ven- severe, we, too. thought it would not
a
tilating holes with wool in the fall, likely be immediately succeeded by "
and closed the buttons, I thought similar one. But the " weather clerk
they might need some attention. I has sold ns again, and our ont-door bees
have three or four styles of hives in must, I suppose, take their chances.
my apiary the Jones hive, doul)le In addition to the ventilating hole
and single-walled the Thomas hive already described, there ought also to
;

A

:

;

;

—

—

;
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Selby,Ont., Jan.

24, 1884.
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Southern Wisconsin Convention.

The bee-keepers met in Janesville,
Wis., on March 4, and organized a
permanent society, to be known as
the " Southern Wisconsin Bee-KeepThe following
Association."
ers'
named persons were elected oflicers
President, 0.
for the ensuing year
Vice-President, Levi
O. Shannon
Fatzinger ; Secretary, J. T. Pomeroy ;
Treasurer, W. S. Squire.
The regular sessions of the association will be held on the first Tuesday
of March in each year. Special meetings will also be held, the time and
place of which will be determined at
previous meeting.
The object of the association is to
promote scientific bee-culture and
form a bond of union among beekeepers. Any person may become a
member by signing the constitution
and paying a fee of 50 cents. The
next meeting vvill be held at the
Pember House in Jane-sville, on the
All
first Tuesday in May, at 10 a. m.
bee-keepers are cordially invited to
attend. The secretary, J. T. Pomeroy,
of Edgerton, Rock County, Wis., will
conduct the correspondence of the
association.
J. T. Pomeiioy, Sec.
:

;
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Bees Eating Grapes.

HENRY

ZEIS.

The following item is from the
Gardner's Monthh/, and I saw it in the
National Fanner. As I wish to give
my experience, I will quote tlie item
here
" It has been clearly demonstrated
by Australian experience, that the
:

honey bee can open flowers from out-

humble bee in this
country. We have never had any
doubt ourselves that they do manage
to cut open grapes somehow, and eat
them but as good entomologists declare that their tongues are not equal
to the task, it was not w'se to argue
the point too strongly. But now that
it has been clearly proved that they
cun cut open flowers to get the honey
easy, there is no reason why they cannot cut a delicate grape skin also.
now regard the question settled. Bees
do cut into and eat grapes, and to that
side as well as the

;

We
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an injury to the fruit
grower."
I have two acres of vines, of different liinds, close by my apiary of over
50 colonies, but I never saw a grape
punctured yet by a bee, though I laid
grapes in front of tlie liives. I know
that they will not touch a sound grape,
but if wasps injure them first, the bees
will suck up the juice.
extent are

We should make it

never had pure, candied, 'white clover
honey to spread on his hot cakes, has
lived in vain
Life has lacked for
him one of its chiefest charms! He
Extracted honey should said that he never understood the full

get a fancy price.

attractive, assort and label, keeping
Small crates
each kind separately.
sell the quickest, and are of the most

advantage.
be ripened and placed upon the retail
market in small packages, such as
cans, jelly cups, kegs, etc., and being
good for years, it has an advantage
Candied honey
over comb honey.
Pacitic, Mo.
could be carried in paper boxes. The
candying is a proof of purity, and all
honey should be labeled with the
For the American Bee JoumaL
keeper's name and address and that
Convention at Davenport, Iowa.
name should always be a synonym for
purity, so tliat when a person purThe second annual meeting of the chases this honey he may feel sure it
Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois is absolutely pure, and in that way
Bee-Keepers" Association was held at the producer could build up a local
Moore's Hall, Davenport, Iowa, begin- market that would last for years and
ning Feb. 21 and lasthig three days. increase constantly.
He closed by
Ir'resident I. A'. McCagg called the advocating large exhibits of honey at
meeting to order at 2 p. m. Secretary all the fairs, in order to educate the
J. J. Nagle being absent, Wm. Goo's people to the importance of the provi^as appointed secretary pro tern.
The duct, and to induce them to use honey
roll being called, most of the members both for food and medicine, and thus
were found to be present.
increase the demand.
The minutes of the last meeting
Mr. Briggs, of Wilton, spoke on the
were read and approved.
motion subject of freights, and said he could
to liave a committee prepare a pro- get better rates by express than by
gramme so that it could be published freight.
the daily papers, was carried. The
The Rev. O. Clute heartily endorsed
committee was as follows
C. H. the ideas of Mr. Newman, and dwelt
Dibbern, J. V. Caldwell, and J. B. particularly upon the advantages and
Lindley.
necessity of building up a home
The Treasurer's report was read market-^but then stated that more
and approved.
money could be made by keeping
letter of
invitation from the more bees, and producing more honey,
Academy of Sciences of Davenport, and shipping it off to the great central
was read by the secretary, and ac- markets than by fussing with the
cepted.
Mr. Clute reclittle home markets.
The report of the committee on Pro- ommended large packages 600 pound
gramme was made and adopted.
barrels it can be more easily handled
motion to hold evening sessions as freight, and the merchants prefer
was lost.
it, as more economical in room in the
The following were elected officers store houses besides, it sells more
for the ensuing year
I. V. McCagg, readily to the
large purchasers for
President Geo. L. Gast, Vice-Presi- manufacturing purposes.
Packages
dent; "\Vm. Goos, Secretary; Israel which hold 175 to 200 pounds may do
Hall, Treasurer; all of Davenport. for purchasers of small quantities,
An executive committee was ap- but 600 pound packages are the most
pointed as follows
J. V. Caldwell, protitable.
of Cambridge, 111.
J. B. Lindley, of
very laige part of the honey crop
Muscatine. Iowa; and C. H. Dibbern,
is now taken in the form of extracted
of Milan. 111.
After receiving the reports of mem- honey. Comb honey is good and
disadvantage
bers, the convention adjourned to 10 beautiful, but it has the
of the wax, which is indigestilile, and
a. m., Priday.
which nobody cares to eat. In the exPresident McCagg called tlie meet- tracted honey we have no wax, it is
ing to order at 10 o'clock, there being honey in its purest form. ^laiiy peoa much largei- attendance than on the ple associate extracted honey" with
first day.
strained honey they suppose that all
According to programme, Mr. T. G. honey out of the eomlj is strained
Newman then gave an address on honey, but tliis is great injustice to
" Marketing Honev."
He spoke of extracted hcmey. In getting strained
the importance of tlie subject, and honey all the combs froni a hive,
then of the antiquity of the business. combs containing capped brood, and
More than 2,500 years ago is the first growing larvie and pollen and honey,
record we have of commerce in honey, are mixed up together and then the
in Tyre, and since then it had been liquid squeezed out. In this way
marketed in various ways until we there is obtained some honey, but
have the excellent methods of to-day. there is also obtained the juice of the
The product of the world is estimated growing larvre of the young bees, and
at about S2.5,000,000, and of this 100,- of the pollen, so that the lioney has a
000,000 pounds is produced in Amer- rank flavor, a dark color, and associaica.
A mistake made in the market- tions by no means appetizing. But
ing of honey that reduces the price extracted honey is as different from
one cent per pound for the crop, would this strained honey as it is possible to
lose S1,OOU,000 for the producers, and be. In getting extracted lioney, we
to add one cent per pound would put get no pollen, no juices of bees or
that amount in the pockets of the pro- larvfe. We get simply the pure honey,
ducers.
Comb honey, being a fancv without any admixture whatever.
article, we must so manage it, as to He, who on a cold wintermorning has
;

A

m

:

A

—

A

;

;

:

;

:

;

A

;

!

meaning

of tlie scripture description
of " the land flowing with milk and
"'
honey until he went into the honey
business.
Take a dish of pure extracted honey, and pour cream from
your Jersey or Ayrshire cow over it,
and you have a dish fit for any god
or goddess that ever dwelt upon

Olympus.
Sir. Joshua Wadsworth, of Moline,
111., said that talking about 600 pound
packages for shipment was all well
enough, but he did not believe that
many there raised enough lioney to
fill even two packages of that kind in
a year. What is wanted is information as to the best method of disposing of honey in local markets. He
spoke of the importance of neat packages, avoidance of

market,

etc.,

overstocking the

and other matters of

terest to the bee-keeper.
recess for 15 minutes

A

was taken,

when new members were
and the membership fees

in-

received,

collected.

The executive ccmimittee reported
that they did not think it advisable
to hold more than one annual meeting, and recommended that the annual picnic be held on Blackhawk's
Watch Tower, four miles south of
Rock Island, on the second Tuesday
in August. That the Secretary be instructed to notify the members at
least two weeks previous to the holding of the picnic. They also recommended that the portion of the President's address relating to the members
being sociable with each other, be
adopted. That the invitation of Mr.
O. Clute, of Iowa City, to visit his
apiary, be accepted. The time to be
set by Mr. Clute sometime during
May. Also that the invitation of Mr.
E. L. Briggs, to visit his apiary at
Wilton sometime in September, be
accepted the time to be arranged by
Mr. Briggs.
It was voted to refer this back to
the committee to fix the dates for the
;

picnics.
Mr. J.

V. Caldwell, of Cambridge,
spoke of the difference in flavor
of extracted honey and comb honey.
People, as a rule, liked comb honey the
111.,

best.

It

was more

tasty.

Mr. Newman said that the difference in the pleasure experienced in
eating comb and extracted honey, was
In eating
probably i-xplainable thus
extracted honey, a spoonful! was taken
into the month on tlie tongue, backof
the lip. and was swallowed without
:

obtaining the full richness of taste,
while the comb lioney was taken by
the teeth, and the tip of the tongue
received the full flavor and deliciousness of the honey, permeating the organs of taste, and giving the whole
system a feeling of ecstasy that would
fill even a mythical god with delight.

Adjourned

till

2 p.

m.

The afternoon session was called to
order by Pres. McCagg at 2 p. m.,
when the bee and honey reports were
taken of those who were not present
in the mornfbg.

.
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The Rev. E.

L. Brings gave an addifferent varieties of
bees.
.Vfter dest'iiliing the large bees
of .lava, tlie little stmgless bees of
South .\nieriea, the native black and
brown bees of Xnrth .Vinerica, ttie
Carniolan, Egyptian, Italian, ('vi>riaii,
and Syrian bees, he said that he preferred the pure Italians, which were
both prolilic and hardy.
The liev. (). (Mute described his
method of wintering bees, and said
I am carefnl to see that they have
honey enough in the fall as a rule, 25
Keep the bees
lbs. is a large amount.
strong in the fall, but it is better for

on

dress

the

:

;

them not to have any brood when you
move them into the cellar, for all the
young bees ought to have a fly before
puttiugtheni into the

cellar. I

give no

upward ventilation. I have shallow
trays made that lit over the hive tlie
;

bottoms of the hives are covered witli
muslin, and the trays are tilled with
sawdust. They are wintering very
good better than usual. I carry them
into the cellar after cold weather has
set in, but not too early in the season.
I then pile them from 8 to i feet high,
and put the lower row some distance
from the bottom of the cellar. The
chimney goes to the bottom of my cellar, and the draught carries off all the
;

foul air.

dry

Iti

my

ground

cellar the

is

— the windows are covered to make

rays of the morning sun. The
ideal bee will dip into that tiny fountain, which distills the honey drop by
drop, and bear otf its honcy<'d treasure to its cells of virgin comb.
In developing the highest strain of
horses, not all tlieir offspring are
equal to the best careful selection of
those coming tlie nearest to the ideal
first

;

;

test of results.

;

;

;

made

in'

apiculture.

Adjourned

to 2 p.

m.

;

:

;

Mr. Nagle thinks it is best not to
to keep the hive full of bees, to gather disturb bees in the winter.
the honey harvest when it comes the
Mr. Gast thinks that feeding rock
bees must be industrious to let nothing candy is good.
escape their vigorous search while
Mr. Younkin says he feeds taffy
fathering tl;e sweet nectar they must made of honey stired in with powe docile to allow tlie apiarist to man- dered sugar pretty stiff, and put it on
ipulate them with ease and pleasure
the top of the frames.
they must be strong and hardy, to
The members then went in a- body
withstand the rapid changes in cli- to the Academy of Sciences, as per
mate and must be of singular beauty, invitation, when the little straw hive
to attiract the admiration of the fan- before memtioned, was presented to
cier of fine stock.
the Academy of Sciences by the asso"The bee of the future" will be ciation ; Mr. E. L. Briggs making the
present at the very moment when the presentation address. Mr. H. C. Fulslumbering fiower, under the pene- ton, President of the Academy, retrating dew, awakes to consciousness, plied in a few well-selected words of
and unfolds its buds to take in tlie welcome and thanks. Mr. T. G.
;

called on, made a few
appropriate
remarks.
Mr.
K. L.
Briggs said that he would present to
the Academy a model hive, with all
the modern imjirovenients, topiit with
the more-ancient straw hive, and
show by contrast the advancement

—

in the full one.

The queen must be prolific to be able

Newman, being

animal must always be chosen, from
The afternoon session was called to
wliich to breed, and the closest scrutiny is necessary wliile making that se- order at 2 p. m. by President Mc("agg.
The minutes of the former meetings
lection. The same is true of cattle,
were read and approved.
sheep,
and bees.
hogs,
poultry
Mr. Kimball said he thought some
" Sports " and " variations " continuof the most important things have
ally occur, producing inferior progeny;
been overlooked, such as introducing
but all careful breeders who have an
queens, fertile workers and foul
eye to the improvement of the race,
IJrood.
One of the members has foul
will reject those that do not come up
brood in his apiary. I would like to
to the " standard of excellence," sendknow the cure and preventive.
ing such animals and poultry to the
Mr. Goos said, burn the hive.
shambles so let us carefully select
Mr. Briggs said, it was probably
the best queens and drones to breed
brought about by introducing a queen
from, and remorselessly sacrifice all
or buying a nucleus, and unless someothers.
thing is done it will spread the only
Rev, O. Clute spoke of the effort
way to cure it is to burn the hives and
being made to get a good exhibit at
contents. It can be cured, but only
the State Fair and suitable premiums
with the greatest of care.
for honey exhibits. The present premMr. Kimball said that some one had
iums offered amount to about $175, shipped
bees here that had it.
obtained largely through his efforts,
Carpenter
Some persons told
and he had strong hopes of succeed- meMr.
not to say that we had foul brood.
ing in obtaining a still larger amount
We have our bees in a clamp, and they
as an inducement to bee men to imcannot get out if they have it, I shall
prove the quantity and quality of the
burn every one.
exhibits. He also thought that the
Pres. McCagg: Has your neighbor
bee-keeping industry could be made
the same opinion of foul brood that
of sufficient importance at the State
you have ?
Fair to cause the Fair managers to
Mr. Carpenter Yes, sir he says he
put up a separate building for that
will burn every one. Some bees were
department, when the Fair is made a
from" Illinois, four years ago,

dark but I have them so I can open
them, if I want to. 1 have a stove in
the cellar to keep the temperature between 40^ and 45°; they do not eat as
much honey at that temperature as
they would in a liigher one.
Mr. Mead asked if there was any ob- permanent institution.
Adjourned to Saturday, at 10 a. m.
jection to putting the bees in a cellar
where there are vegetables V
On Saturday morning President
Mr. Clute said if the vegetables are McCagg called the meeting to order
not decayed it will make no difference. at 9:30 o'clock. Several communicaI leave the button open when I put tions were read, and among them was
them into tlie cellar.
one from Mr. .Jerome Twitchell, of
Mr. T. G. Newman being called Kansas City, giving advice on shipon to give his views concerning the ping honey.
best bees, said that the Italians no
A model of a straw hive, made by a
doubt possessed many of the most val- Hollander, was presented to the Souable traits of character. What we ciety by the Apiarian Supply Company
need is to "breed up," all the time of Wilton, Iowa.
keeping our eye upon the characterisThose who had articles on exhibitics of " our ideal bee." To obtain tion were eacli given five minutes to
the best results, we must possess the describe them.
highest grade of bees that it is possiMr. Nagle then asked if bees are
ble to obtain. Our object being to el- short of stores at this time of the
evate the race, no deterioration should year, what is best to feed them ?
be countenanced, and the most thorMr. Wadsworth said he always kept
ough and rigid treatment must be em- a few full frames of honey for that
ployed, all looking to the building-up purpose, and when a warm day came,
of a strain of bees that will give the he took out an empty frame and put
it
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;

:

sent here
that had foul brood, but they were
cured

Mr. Briggs thought

it

was handed

down from them.
was

in Clinton 16 years
foul brood there, and it

Mr. Gast
saw
was spreading about Lyon, and even
I

:

ago, and

across the river, to Fulton. The cell
is somewhat sunken with a small hole
in the centre ; you can tell it by the
smell.
Mr. Nagle I would like to say that
our committee have been invited to
hold their meeting at the Academy of
Sciences, and if we send flowers or
birds they can be identified there.
It was "decided to hold all meetings
between now and the next annual
meeting at the Academy.
According to the programme, Mr.
:

T. G.

Newman

then gave alecturefor

for providing bee pasturage. He described the
advancement of the art of bee-keep-

an hour, on the necessity

ing from its earliest date, and said
that the unfolding of each invention
was the result of the necessity for its
existence. The woodman's axe had
felled the trees, and the march of civilization had destroyed the wild flowers, from which the bees formerly

gathered their stores— now it became
a necessity that bee-keepi^-s must supply the want, and provide pasturage
for the bees, if they would have the
best results. This subject was of immense importunce, because if we
failed to provide the bloom, the bees
could not gather the honey, and the
golden dollars would not glide into
the pockets of bee-keepers, by the sale
of that sweet article of commerce.
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Rev. E. L. Briggs If any one sets and careful, and as the matter is imout shade trees, let them set out bass- portant, all ought to agree with Mr.
wood or linden. Nature gives us a Stewart. Please do not send me any
succession of bloom first there is the more specimens in this way perhaps
willow, then the plum, peach, cherry, it is better not to send any more in
apple, gooseberry and raspberry, keep- any way. I have enough of the gening the bees always busy enough to ke#p uine stuff on hand now to start any
up breeding and have the hive full number of cultures.
Ttie main point to determine by a
of young bees in time for the great
honey flow in Jinie from white clover. large number of specimens is whether
Young bees never fly until they are 16 or not what bee-keepers call foul
days of age, and they will be ready brood is always the same thing, and,if
just in time for this great honey flow, not, to ascertain reliable characterislasting about four weeks then comes tics of the different diseases. Of the
tlie linden, after that a vacancy in the considerable nuniber of packages rehoney flow comes in the right time, as ceived, all save one were clearly of the
the brood has been pretty well crowd- same nature. Two said to be a mild
ed out, and now the queen will fill form of foul brood, contained the
every corner with brood for the young same microscopic organism found in
bees, for the fall flow of honey. Now malignant cases, and I have no doubt
comes the fall flow from heart's-ease, would upon inoculation of a healthy
smartweed, goldenrod and catnip. I colony produce the same effect. But
sliould sow seed, as Mr. Newman sug- this latter might not prove true, begests, but not depend upon it alone. cause it is now known that some of
1 just arose to supplement what Mr. these minute parasites or " disease
Newman said. Mr. Muth, of Cincin- germs" differ in their physiological
nati, has his apiary on his house-top, effects while the appearance remains
and depends on Nature for his supply without change. Their virulence is
in the midst of thatlarge city.
modified, somewhat as cultivation
The Statistical Report for ISS^ of changes the poisonous properties of
the members of the association, was certain flowering i)Uints.
This is a
announced as follows
1,703 colonies most proper subject for investigation,
in the spring
2,669 colonies in the yet it cannot be done without material
fall these produced 38,385 pounds of of all kinds and forms of the disease.
comb honey 29,-515 pounds of exAs spring approaches I find myself
tracted honey, and 546 pounds of wax; face to face with another serious im13 wintered their bees in cellars 7 in pediment to a complete study of this
bee houses, and 23 on tlie summer dreaded scourge of the apiary. ^laiiistands 32 reported the bees in good festly an investigation to be practicondition, 4 fair, and 2 poor.
cally valuable must include direct exMr. Moore Do chickens eat bees ? periments on the bees themselves,
Mr. Carpenter: Chickens eat drones; including, of course, the young from
they catch them on the fly.
the egg onward. Mr. Ileddon queries
Mr. Nagle
Do they never catch (on page 164) whether ten miles is not
other bees V
a proper distance apart for apiaries.
Mr. Carpenter
I have watched Suppose my experimental bees fly the
them, and have never seen them catch distance thus suggested, and suppose
worker bees.
the disease be distributed by ttie sucMr. Briggs If he has sucli chick- cessive visits to flowers, what a pretty
ens, I would like to buy some of them. " kettle of fish " I should soon have
Mr. Nagle and Rev. E. L. Briggs ex- pn hand
plained their methods of rearing
It is true that many think they
queens.
know that foul brood is not conveyed
On motion the time for holding the from colony to colony by such means,
next annual meeting was fixed for the but it seems certain that no one does
third Wednesday and Thursday in know.
To prove or disprove such
February, 1S85.
points is the object of an investigaMr. Newman suggested that the tion. I find it feasible to cultivate
fact that reduced fares may be ob- successfully the organism {Bacillus)
tained, be incorporated into the notice in meat broth in little glass flasks
for the next meeting.
stopped with sterilized cotton-wool.
On motion the convention adjourned From a minute speck of the material
till the third Wednesday in February, in a diseased comb any quantity can
1885.
Wm. Goos, ^'ec. be furnished by the aid of ttiese flasks,
and microscopical examination can be
made at any time, and as often as deFor the American Bee Journal.
sired without introducing other organisms from the air or otherwise.
Specimens of Foul Brood.
In this way tlie life history of the
" disease germ " can be made out— its
T. J. BURKILL.
method and rapidity of propagation,
temperatures, of
I notice Mr. Stewart's criticism on the effects of stated
page 167, upon sending specimens of disinfectants, etc. So far there is no
suspected comb tlirough the mails. trouble, but liow can we be sure that
The points are well taken, and should growth and development in meat
be well heeded. My requests were broth is the same as in the brood of
not sufficiently guarded— indeed, I did bees ? Is it feasible to keep a suffinot at the time tliink of the possible cient number of bees shut up with
infection of a healthy colony through brood comb to try results V

Convention Notices.

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

!

We

i^°
will organize a bee-keepers'
association at the Court House in
Franklin, Ind., at 10 a. m., April 5,
1884.
All beekeepers are invited to
attend and take part in tlie organization.
L. R. Jackson.
Urmeyville, Ind., Feb.

i6, 1884.

1^" The fourth semi-annual meeting of the Western liee-keepers will
be held at Independence, Mo., April
24 and 25, 1884. This will be the most
interesting convention of bee-keepers
ever held in the West. The associa-

numbers among its members
most successful bee-keepers in the country, and many outside
the association, from abroad, will be
tion

some

of the

here to take part in the discussions.

Let each one come prepared to take
part in the discussions, and bring
something to exhiiiit. The programme, when completed, will comprise
the interesting subjects of the day.
apjiointed at our last
meeting on " marketing honey," will
report the first day. and it will be of
great interest, for the committee
all

The committee

composed of thorough men who
have given the subject a large amount
IS

of attention since our last meeting.

Jerome Twichell, of Kansas City, has
kindly consented to address the convention on the subject of " Preparing
honey for market."
C.

M. Grand ALL,

Sec.

Independence. Mo.
H. ScovELL, Pres. Columbus, Kans.

1^" The sixth annual convention of

Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
" Bee Garden " of Judge W. II. Andrews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 25. 1884. A larger
of leading bee masters than
ever assembled on a similar occasion
in the Soutli, is anticipated.

number

Wji. R. Howard.
Kingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 1884.

Sec.

i^° The Lorain County Bee-KeepAssociation, will meet at Elyria,
Wednesday. April 9, 1884.
O. J. TjiRKELL, Sec.
North Eidgeville, O.

ers'

O.,

1^ The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet for their spring
meeting May 3, ]ss4, at the apiary and
residence of J. B. Haines, Bedford,
Cuyhoga County. O. All interested
J. R. Reed, Sec.
are invited.
^" The

Union Bee-Keepers' Asmeet

sociation of W^estern Iowa, will

attheEmmett

house, in Dexter, on
Saturday, March 29, at 10 a. m. sharp.
All who are interested in apiculture
are invited to attend.

M. E. Darby,

W.

1^

B.

Kenyon,

Sec.

Pres.

The next meeting of the BeeKeepers' Association of Central' IlliChampaign, 111.
the mails. While the cliance must be
nois, will be held in the ottiee of the
considered a remote one, and may be
County surveyor, in Blooiningtoh, on
altogether avoided by proper wrapnow club the British Bet Wednesday April 9.
ping, still men are not always prudent Journal and our Monthly for $2.50.
\V. B. Lawrence, Sec.

^" We

.
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l^hat and Ho\in
ANSWERS BY

James Heddon, Dowagiac^ Mich.

the joints between the sections, almost completely. This, however, is
not of so uiui-h moment, as nearly all
the brace combs are built between the
honey board ami brood frames, and
not between the honey board and sections.

Yes.
Last year we had some liives so
arranged that the spaces between the
"Why did they Die?
brood
frame
and honey board
I bought 15 colonies of bees in De- matched, and we were seriously troubcember, which are in a cellar where led with bits of comb between the
water will freeze, in cold weather 14 bottoms of the sections and honey
3.
4.

;

colonies are apparently in sjood condition
the 15th having died from

board.

187

and is an excellent fertilizer. Has
any one ever seen a case of dysentery
in the far Southern Slates ?
As to the
prolilicness of queens, what Mr. Uoolittle would cherish in his section, Mr.
Benton would discard in his. Tliere
is nothing strange in this.
Mr. Doolittlesays: •• Ilere we have but six
weeks during the whole season in
which the liees make any gain in
honey ;" and, of course, he wants
plenty of workers to gather honey
during that time.
Here we have
from May 10 (if the season is favorable) till" Aug. 1, and from the last of

5. You
will notice that with our August till
What kind of
frost.
some cause unknown to me. I send style of honey board, if we put the queen would Mr. Doolittle want for
cases
on the hive without any honey such a locality V We have an occasome dead bees and honey, also a
piece of the frame and emptv comb. board, proper bee spaces are still pre- sional failure in the fall, but Alsike
;

Please give

me

your opinion of tliem, served. For the past 2 years

and what to do with the rest, throng
the Weekly Bee Journal.
CH-^KLES GrARVEV
Hammondville, 2^. Y.

Answer. — Your

we

failed

diarrlioea,

drizzle

?

2. Does the entrance to the honey
boxes match the entrance in honeyhoard, or do they come directly over
the strips of honey-board
.3. Would the queen he
more liable
to find her way to the surplus boxes if
the entrance to them matched the
spaces between the honey-board and
frames below, than she would if otherwise V

This season

We

—

frames

yet.

make enougli

colony of bees is
is kiiown as bee
dysentery or cholera. We
think it is caused by eating improper
food. It is not contagious, and regarding 5'our other colonies, I know
of no advice to give,better than to say
set them out for a llight as soon as
the weather is suitable. The worst capped V
Subscriber.
time for realizing the havoc of this
Answer.
Because
it is held
in
disease is yet before you.
place by the law of capilary attraction.
Perhaps thin honey would not be as
Entrance to Sections over the Frames likely to run out as thick. It would
shake out more readily, or obey any
1. Will Mr. Heddon please tell us
in " What and How " whether the immediate command, but you know
strips in his honey-board come di- how a drop of water will hang to the
rectly over the top-har of the frames, underside of a board, and how a drop
laelow or over the spaces between the of honey would slowly but surely
afBicted with what

has never missed

boards, and so worked my bees will have 4(3 acres of Alsike,
about half of our colonies without and by early pasturing with cattle and
them.
experienced much more hogs, it will bloom till the last of Autrouble with brace comb, and daub- gust. My observation is, that what is
ing, but no more surplus honey, or good in one locality will be so only in
greater tendency to enter the sections sections where season, honey flow,
where the honey board is not used.
pasturage and climate are the same.
Let all give facts as existing in their
localities
this will
benefit many
A ftuery.
readers.
AVhy does not honey run out of the
C. W. Sappestfield.
cells when placed there by the bees,
Crawfordsviile, Ind.
being at the same time thin and not
to

down.

;

Wintered Successfully

for 11 Years.

My

bees have wintered safely. This
now makes 1 successive years without a loss of a single colony, except a
few from queenlessuess.
1

H. H. Flick.
Lavansville, Pa.,

March

7,

1884.

Bees in Georgia.

Our winter has been nnnsually cold,
though bees have wintered well and
are now busy working on pluui and
peach bloom, and building up radidly.
It is to be hoped that bee-keepers will
reap a bountiful honey crop this year.
J. P. H. Brown.
Augusta, Ga., March 11, 1884.
;

'?

«J^Mg^^aP«^

Bees

Still

Confined to the Hives,

Are the bees more liable to build Bees All Right Yet.
Bees are still confined to the hives.
hits of comb between the frames and
My bees are all right, as far as I There
has not been a day since last
honey-board, if the spaces match, know. They have been shut in by November that has lieen warm enough
the cold for the last 3 weeks. I lost for them to fiy. I tliink they are winthan they would if otherwise
5. Will the bees find their way to one from starvation. I presume it was
tering very well, thougli this I only
the honey boxes as soon if the en- robbed last fall. My brick hives seem guess at.
Henky Alley.
trances to them did not match the to do well this winter, and it was a
Wenham. .Mass., March 13, 1884.
hard one — last week 6'^ below zero
spaces below V
A. J. Fisher.
today the snow is 4inchesdeep —hard
East Liverpool. O., March 8, 1884.
4.

'?

'

;

bee weather. My bees were very heavy
the last fall. I have 24 colonies in the
honey board which are lx% inches, yard now.
Abe Hoke.
are so placed that their centers come
Union City, Ind., March 10, 1884.
directly over the spaces between the
top bars of the brood frames below,
while the center of the top bars of the Alsike Clover.
brood frames come directly under the
In answer to G. W. Morris' question
spaces between the slats of the honey in regard to Alsike clover, I would
board
say that I have cultivated it for many
2. There is no regularity regarding- years, and would advise Mr. Morris to
the matching or mismatching between sow it and furnish seed for his neighttie spaces in the honey board, and be- bors, if the.y will sow it.
I have
tween the bottoms of the sections. never knownit to fail in honey, when
This cannot well be, when using dif- the white furnished but little. I have
ferent widths of sections, nor with known my bees to get honey from
any width, unless as narrow as the Alsike when they never visited the
room occupied by each brood frame. white. Alsike makes the best of
I find, however, that with our \% and hay, is good for jiasturage, sweeter
1?^ sections, the honey board breaks and better than any of the clovers.

Answers.— r. The

slats

in

Building up a

Home

Trade.

Bees, so far, are wintering pretty
well considering the fact that we have
had a very steady cold winter. Mine
have only had two flights since Dec.
I have, up to this date, lost
1.5, 1883.
3 out of 44 on the summer stands. I
have had a good honey trade this winter, and I am doing all I can to build
up a home trade in extracted honey.
I have succeeded in getting our Fair
managers to enlarge their premium
W. Graves.
list f(n- next Fair.

H

Duncan,

111.,

March

7, 1884.

[Building up a home trade is the
most desirable thing to do. It not
only consumes more honey, but gives
the producer belter prices.— Ed.]
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Bees Doing Well.
On Feb. all the bees in Northern
Ohio had a splendid flight, and are in
the best condition possible. I have 21
colonies packed in buckwheat chafl
they have had no flight since Xov. 5
until Feb. 2. The weatlier is and has
been very cold often as low as 26below zero. I have made inquiries of
men who own an aggregate of 300 colonies, and have found but 4 dead colo-

do anything.

When

I

want

Honey and Beeswax Market.

to see

how

they are getting along, I get into
my skiff and rap on each, and it is
answered by their buz sometimes, if
I give a second rap, the guards will
;
come to the entrance to see what is
wanted They were wintered on the
summer stand's, and out of 12-5 colonies I have lost 4 or 5, and I think
they were robbed. I was away from
home one w-arm day, and on reliirning
late in the afternoon, the robljers
nies. Success to the Bee Journal;
voices were the first thing I heard.
hand
chock-full
news,
comes
to
of
it
On going to them, I found tliey had
and as regular as a clock.
cleaned out two weak colonies. The
W. S. Bair.
maples, elms and peach trees were in
Bollersville, O., March 7, IS.'il.
bloom some 2 or 3 weeks ago, but we
li

Office of The Americ.w Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., March 17. 1884.

J
S

;

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to tills liour

:

;

wet weather most of the
time, and the bees have had but little
to be regularly received everywhere, chance at them. We hope the water
for we never vary an hour in getting will go down in a few days, and then
all of them into the mails at 4 p. m., the bees can come out in full force.
Chas. H. Kincade.
every Tuesday. Ed.]

Bee -Iournal ought have had

[The Weekly

cold

Sterling, Ark., ilarch 7, 1884.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—There is no change to note in the honey market. No change in the price of extracted
honey, but there is an improvement in the demand. Comb honey is in large supply, and llie best
in 1 ib. sections brings no mure tban 16c. a lb. from
store.

E.vtracted. "(liioc.

BEESWAX— Fair demand, and arrivals are

It brings 28(ft32c.

on

Chas.

NEW
HONEY— White
lb.

sections,

l.=.c.

;

rels,

fair.

arrival.

F.

Mdth.

YORK.

clover and basswood in

n<ttil>ic.

Dark and second

1 and 2
quality,
bar-

extracted white clover in liegs and
9®inc.

BBESWAX-Prime

yellow, 34<5;35c.

H.K.

& F.B ThlrBKK &

CO.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Goes off slowly,

and prices are lower on

sections that are imperfectly

tilled.

The demand

seems to be chiefly for lots that are fancy in appearance, and in every way perfect sales are made
of 1 lb. sections at ir.(<tiioc.: ]^i<a2 Ib. secticms. 14@
18c. dark and mixed in color, very slow, iit about
12(§il3c. Extracted honey steady, but limited demand; prices range from Tio^mc. per Ib.

Not Progressive.

Educate the Customers.
I have had bees for thirty or more
Mr. S. Smith, on page 154. expresses
years. I n'ow have 70 odd colonies, my sentiments exactly. I have had
BEESWAX-Scarce, at 28(ft35c., according to
Excepting 2 or the same question asked me probably color
all in " King " hives.
and cleanliness.
3 years I have obtained annualjy from over 100 times.
When I would e.xR. A. BDBNKTT, 161 South Water 8t.
l,.50O to 2,000 lbs. of comb honey in plain it to a customer and show him
KANSAS CITY.
bcxes weighing, when full, 20 lbs. the extractor, how it worked, and all
HONEY— Receipts of comb honey quite liberal,
net. Last year I had some larger about it, I had no trouble to sell him and prices lower. Choice white
and 2 Ib. sec16Cq317c, with probability of still lower prices.
boxes holding 25 lbs. I have been in extracted honey but just so sure as tions.
Dark and irregular combs, Io'*12c, and slow sale
the habit of shipping to my commis- it is offered in a locality w'here it is atthat. Extracted dull at.sraidc.
BEESWAX— None in this market.
sion merchant in St. Louis, who gen- not known, they will raise the cry of
JEKOME TwiCHELL, 514 Walnut street.
erally obtained very fair prices, 12 and " adulteration,'' glucose-sugar,
etc.
SAN FRANCISCO.
18 cents per pound, with no loss, dam- The uninitiated think, of cotu'se, it
HONEY— Reports from the bee districts are to
age or trouble, for 2J^ per cent, com- should sell for more than comb honey;
the effect that the prospect isexcellentfor a heavy
mission, and returns made quickly. they do not know the why and wliere- yield, the only disCnuraging news being the loss of
in the botThis I considered doing pretty well, fore so we must teach them. You, a good many bees which were located
toms of canyons, and were washed away by the
as I never had any more trouble with Mr. Editor, offer to help us out, in freshets. Market is inactive. White to extra
extracbees than to put them in hives as they your foot note, and want to know who white comb, 15(3il8c; dark to good, 10(ail3c;candied,
choice to extra white, 7(3;8c: darkand
swarmed and two weeks afterward will take them ? I can make good use ted,
5@—
BEESWAX- Wholesale, 27(^®30c.
putting on bo.xes, and just before the of about 500, at the price you offer.
STBARN8 & SMITH. 4^ Front Street.
first box was finished, raising it up
E. J. SCOFIELD.
BT. LOUIS.
and placing an empty one at the botHanover, Wis., March 10, 1884,
HONEY— Steady: demand and supply both
tom.
I rarely get more tlian two
sufficient
small. Comb. 12@16c per lb., and strained and exbeen
[The
responses
have
Have lost
boxes from one colony.
tracted H'.<.f;4c.
BEESWAX— Firm at 33iii33Xc. for choice.
upon an average 3 to 4 colonies yearly for us to announce positively that the
w, T. ANPEKSoN & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,
from the moth never any froni out- Leaflet of two pages will be issued at
door wintering. .Judging from the
CLEVELAND.
once, so that orders may be sent in
resent weight of my hives, they now
HONEV—Thehoney market has been dull with
E
200
prices
will
be
at
time.
The
any
month
of January, but the past week
the
us during
ave stores sufficient to carry them
has been bett. r, so that stock* are again rethrough another winter. I never saw copies for a dollar 500 for S2.2.5 1,000 it
duced. Choice white Ib. in good order, sold at 18
2
more than three queens never gave a for $4.00. AMien 200 or more are or- cts.; the same quality when broken sold atnol(>c.:
sale.
lb. best white, 10(*l7c.; second quality,
new queen to a colony never knew of
will print the Extmcted as usual, not a tall wanted in our market.
:

1

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

1

;

;

a colony being queenless never tried
to prevent swarming and the wonderful stories I read of about manipulat;

;

ing bees and honey, confuse me.

cannot

tell

where or how to begin.
A. M. CUKL.

Waverly, Mo., March

11, 1884.

I

dered at one time, we
houey-producer"s name and address
free, at the bottom. Less than 200 will
have a blank in which the name and
adress can be written. All by mail,
post-paid, at the prices

Leaflet

Xo.

1 is

named.

entitled, "

Why

Eat

BEESVVAX-ln

nominally

great demand, but no supply;

3Uc, per lb.
A. C. KENDEL,

li.'j

BOSTON.
HONEY.— Demand light. 1
honey. lH@2nc.:

;

Ih.

ingiisc.

BBESWAX-35C.
Blake & Riplkt.

Ontario Street.

Ib.

sections

comb

Extracted, a®lio.

57

Chatham

Street.

®' The Western Bee-Keepers' AsHoney V" It describes what pure
Bees in Arkansas.
sociation will meet at Independence,
the
bees
place
explains
how
is—
honey
having
greatest
overWe are
the
Mo.. Thursday, April 24, 1884.
flow here since 18S4, so say some of the comb in the sections how pure
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
the old folks. I put my bees on a honey is extracted from the comb, and
ridge that I never saw under water
Western Midiigan bee keepwhy it can be sold at a less price than
since I have lived in this country
will hold their spring meeting at
(which is about 14 or 1-5 years), and comb honey — shows the difference be- ers,
now the water is 2 feet deep under tween "strained"' and "extracted" Berlin, on April 24.F. S. Covey, Sec.
some of the hives. As soon as the honey and explains the cause of
water began to come upon the ridge,
candying, and how to liquefy it, etc.
Bee Pastnrage a Net-essity.— W e have
I raised the hives between 2}4 and 3
feet, and so far I have lost only a few It is illustrated with a honey extractor, issued a new pamphlet giving our
that fell into the water. The bees a section of comb honey and a pail of views on this important subject, with
were working finely until a few days extracted honey. Samples are sent to suggestions what to plant, and when
and how. It is illustrated with 26 enago; the weather became cold, and
with it a heavy rain fell. For near two all who have responded to our query— gravings, and will be sent postpaid to
any address for ten cents.
weeks now they have not been able to " Who will take them V"— Ed.]

—

—

—

;

:
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WETTING UP CLUBS.

J>pccial 2J.oticcs.
To

increase the

as Food

and Medicine.

A pamphlet of 16 pages giving
number of readers
we believe, will Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds

of the ]5ee JotTiiNAL,

the Date I'oUowing your aid progressive bee-culture and help of cooking in which honey is used, and
the wrapper label of this
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
paper; it indicates llie end of the
premiums for
offer the following
paid
your
have
you
month to which
have put the price still Imuer,
subscription on the Bee Journal.
getting up clubs
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
For safety, when sending money to
While no subscription to the Bee cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
this otlice get either a post office or ex- .Journal will be taken for less than
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
press money order, a banii draft on the regular advertised prices (viz.: postpaid for
or 1000 for
;
New York or Chicago, or register the AVeekly, §2.00 Monthly, Sl.OO),—any $1500. On $10.00
orders of 100 or more,
Postage stamps of any kind one getting up a club of two copies, we will print, if desired, on the
letter.
may be sent foramounts less than one or more, may select from " Ouu Book cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
dollar. Local checks are subject to a List " anything therein named, to
(giving the name and address of the
discount of 2-5 cents at Chicago banks. the amount of 1.5 cents for every dollar bee-keeper who scatters them). This
American Express money orders for tliey send direct to this office, to pay them alone will pay him for all his trouble
$.5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents. for the trouble of getting up the club
and expense— enabling him to dispose
and these books will be sent, postpaid, of his honey at home, at a good protit.
desired.
one
address
any
upon
every
to
impress
wish to
the necessity of being very specific,
To give away a copy of " Honey
For a club of o Weekly or 6 Monthly
and carefully to state what they desire and $6.00, we will make an additional as Food and Medicine " to every cme luho
for the money sent. Also, if they live present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
one post office, and get their mail
320 pages.
Esaiiiiiu'

.

name on

We

;

;

;

We

1^

near

at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.

in cloth, containing

For a club of

5

Weekly

or

10

any quantity of

it.

Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
1^" Dzierzon's new work entitled
1^" When writing to this otHce on 15 per cent, present a copy of the
business, our correspondents should Ajierican "Popular" Dictionary, " Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
not write anything for publication on comprising every word in the English club with the Bee Journal as folthe same sheet of paper, unless it can language that enters into speech or
The Weekly for one year and
lows
be torn apart without interfering with writing; it contains 32,000 words and
or in
the book, bound in cloth, for
:

$3,
The edi- phrases,670 illustrations and .512 pages;
either portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are it
paper covers for 52.75. The Monthly
is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
separate and distinct, and when the sent by mail, postpaid, to any address Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
business is mixed up with items for desired.
than the above prices. It is an imuublication it often causes confusion.
Subscriptions for two or more years
They may both be sent in one envelope for one person, will count the same ported book, printed in the English
but on separate pieces of paper.
language, and the price of the book is
as each year for a different person.
$L.50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
It must be understood that,
when bound in cloth.
should an advertiser desire to cancel
Edition.
Apiary Register—
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the
All who intend to be systematic in
Emerson Binders made especially
number of insertions his advertise- their work
the apiary, should get a for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
ment has had.
it.
The
commence
to
use
copy and
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
All money orders from foreign prices will hereafter be as follows
They
countries, should be made payable at For 50 colonies (120 pages)
fl Od Journal as fast as received.
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
" 100 colonies (220 pages
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Sta1 2.5
5o
Monthly,
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
tion" is not an International office.
1 50 the Weekly; or for the
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
The larger ones can be used for a to Canada.
In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of few colonies, give room for an increase
postage stamps at their face value
of numbers, and still keep the record
Preparation of Honey for the MarSilver all together in one book, and are thereincluding the 3 cent ones.
ket, includingthe production and care
should never be sent by mail, as it en- fore the most desirable ones.
of both comb and extracted honey,
dangers the loss of the letter either
instructions on the exhibition of beesby thieves, or else breaks through the
the and honey at Fairs, etc.
numbers
of
your
let
not
Uo
This is a
envelope and is lost in that way.
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
We carefully mail the Bee best way to preserve them is to proJournal to every subscriber, but cure a binder and put them in. They
should any be lost in the mails we will are very valuable for reference.
cheerfully send another, if notiBed
Italian Bees and Queens For Sale.
before all the edition is exhausted.
Tested Queens, Mav, f:j.'K); June. $'2..'jO: after
Constitutions and By-Laws for July
1.*LM«ieiicli. Untesled. after June l.!H.(«i;fi
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The for *5.4ii. Full colonies in May. »7.fM); for$13.0(l;
$(lo.i.Hi.
Alter June I, fl.'Mi less eaeh colony.
10
for
printed in the Satisfaction
guaranteed. 1. S. CROWKOO
Subscription Credits.- We do not name of the Association
Hartford, Wis., April l, 1.S84.
12At!t
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- blanks for 50 cents extra

^'

New

—

m

1^

:

^"

gf

^"

®-

-2

I'.

tion by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if
the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.

ISample Copies of theAMERiCAN

Advertisenients intended forthe

Bee

reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must

HELP WANTED,

Bee

to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

Journal will be sent tree
Any one intending
son.

To handle Bees
etc..

K.

this season.

Address, with terras,

DRANG, EMINENCE, Henry Co. KY.

liiAJt

TTA1>IAN QUEENS,
i.

datioii,

DABANT
will

and Snpplle*.— It

send for Circular.

E. F.

pay yoii,to

SMITH, Smyrna,

N. T.

UAtf

w

A mechanic to assist in auiculture.
ANTED—
inaccordinK to knowledge of
Wages

dustries.

l.K»th

Reference exchanged.

or address R. J.
Chicot Co. Ark. March
fice,

ADAMS,
3, 1884.

Call at this ofP. O.-

Lakeport

1

1

A2t

!

!
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DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.

The Bee-Keepers' Guide;
BfANUAI^ OF

Or,

THE APIAKT.

SOLD SINCE

10,000

11th ThMUHUDd Just Out

TESTmOXIALS.

1876.

MRP. Frances Dunham. DePere. Wis.
Dear MadMme:-'\Ve h:tve made about

!

i

47Dl0t

I

Mrs. Fraxces Dunham, De Fere. TVi<.
Dear Madame:— I have made over litO.OOO
not now take double the price

Author and Publisher,

LANSING. MICH.

18C7t

wanted for The T^ives of

•Preeulenta of the U.
|lart:e^t,

all
S.

I

10. 1883.

I
it

The

DADANT & SON.

CHAS.

Beeton, Ont., Dec. 10, 1883.
of foundation on one ot your machin< s, stnd would
Yours very truly,
D. A.JONES.

lbs.

it.

Genoa. Cayuga Co., N. Y.. Dec. 12, 1H83.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machine
from 10 to 12 feet to the pouno for sections.
Yours respectfully.
J. G. "WHITTEN.

handsomest best book

Mrs- Frances Dunham:
After using one of your foundation mills for the pasts years, we
And for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

in

much

t».io

29, 18.S3.
in its tavor

SMITH & SMITH.

Yours,

Omaha. Neb., Jan. 18, 18S4.
mill, and that I believed it by far the bes-t for thai purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg. Iowa, and L. C. Root dt Bro.. of
Mohawk. N. Y. Jlessrs. Knot & Bro. have only used brood foundation ot me, and in a later communication say: 'ItC-iur lounda tion) gave the best results of any tried." 1 write this that vou may have fair
play, which is me always a jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T.L. VON DORN.

Dadant'sFoundatioii Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement

Kenton, Ohio. Dec.
can't eay

Mrs. Frances Dtnham:
I made ail brood (»n Dunham

4Aiy
retail.

All prefer the foundation
difficulty in rolling

have no

paid for

I

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

the

lever nold fnr less than twice
lour price. The fastent selling
b<iok in America.
Immense
profits to agents. All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a 8ucces.«ful agent. Terms
Portland,
Co.,
Maine.
Hallett
Book
free.

and

Dee.

We

Yours,

very latent in respect to bee-keepinR. Itiscert»inly
the fullest and most scientitlc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, SI :85. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

COOK,

111.,

3S.r;(X) lbs.
;

1

'I.

HamiltoD.

of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundati'-n has given univert^al satisfactiim so mu( h so. that several manulacturers have stopped
have alto manufactured about
manufacturing to supply their custiniers with our found; tion.
10,000 lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine lor purplus boxe*, and it has been t qually a
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.

10th Thousand Sold in Jnst Fonr Months
More than ni pages, and more than 50 fine tl lushe whnle
trations were added in the ^th e<liti'>n.
work has been thordUBhIyrevised.and contains the

A.

!

.

another column.

Send for description and Price List

DR. FOOTE'S

to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

Pere, Wis.

2Btf 6D'it

AH my

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

Seed is warranted to be fresh ai.A
true to name, so far that should it provu
otherwise, I agree to refill orders grratis.
A large part of the great collection of
Seed I offer is of my own STfov. in^. As the
original introdacer of EcMpse Beet, Burbank Potatoes, Marblehead £arly Corn,
the Hubbard Squash, and scores of other
new Vegetables. I invite the patrona^^e
f the public. In the gardens and on the farms
f those w^ho plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Catiilogues FREE to all.
AMES J. H. GREGORY. SEED GROWE R, MAR RLEHEAD, MASS.

Hints and Ready Recipes.
book that gives a
amount of information of the Utmust ImEoitancc to Kverybddv, concerning their daily
Is the title of a very valuable

great

abitd of Eating. Drinking, Orectsing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
It Cosln only TIIVENTY-PIVE CENTS.
and contains 28 paiies, and 1h sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This U just
the Book that every family should have.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

What to Eat,

How

Eat

to

Parasites of the Skin,

Bathing-Best way,

it.

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

IiungKJIt

Lung Diseases,

How to AVdid them.
Clothing-what to Wear,
Uow much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Ptrils of Summer.
to Breathe,

How

Overheating Houses,

Bees

Ventilation.
Exercise,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
After Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair.

TELLS

IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.
Bees bred both for
and BE\XTTV. Dunham and
Vandervnrl F«»lJN*»ATIO\ a specialty. If you
need Queens. Bees, Hives. Foundation or Supplies,
send for my Catalogue and Price Li>t. Address,
Nuclpi and full colonies.

BUSINESS

address.

HOW TO CURE

J.

Cold Feet.
Corns, ('oughs. Cholera, Diarrhoea, Diphlh«ra, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Kar Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles. Headache, Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness, Itching, Intlamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples. Pitt's, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples. Sore Throat, Sunstroke. Stings and Insect
Biles, Sweating Feet. Toothache. Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

Black Eyes.

Early Italian Queens

!

improved
One hundred
two-story iUves, made of gnod Poplar Lumber,
|»« nied," lu full frames each, in good cimdition.
Will sell in quantities to suitpurchjiaer". Hives in
order on cars. For further particulars apply to or
(^olonies in Laiigstr<ith's

Restoiing the Drowned, Headache, cause&cure.
Preventing Near-sight- Malaria AfTections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness,

IT

for Sale

W. HOWELL, Kenton, Tenn.

F.

J.

IlA2t

Boils, Burns, Chillblains.

131.

I2A8t 4B4t

BTlO-^ATISr,
AUGOSTA, GA.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, whiilesale
and retail. See AdTertisement In aautber column.

GIR,OT^]Sr

187G.

1882.

Drone Excluder, Qusen

00 isdiB I

•

& Drone Trap

isr lEx:)

|

It will

Sample, by mall, R5c.; by express, 5i)c. In the Am t.
per dozen, including one made for niodel (13 in all*
»3.oo. Send for our 2.jd annual Ci'-cular and Price
List of Oueens and f<mr races of Bees.
Bee-Keepers' Handy Book, bound in cloth, by
mail, tl.W-

Save Doctor Bills!
Sent by Mail post-paid, by

Price only 2.5 Cents.

THOMAS O. NEWMAN.

yes

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

HENRY ALLEY,

IVENHAH,

j

9Atf

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT afBrms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR tor makingC<imb F'oundation either

Is

Vandervort

Wired Frames or for SKCTloNS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

D. 8.

OITEN ^ rO

I
I

]

roval. valuable boxof samplegoods
Mt will put you in the way of making

ore money in a few duys, than you
ever thought po-si bleat any business.
Capital not required. We wih start yitu. You ciin
work al the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to b-ith se.ves, voung and
old. Tfou can easily earn from r>" centsto '> every
evening. That all who want work mav test the
business, we make ths unparalleled offpr; to all
who are not well saustled, we will send tl topav for
the trouble of writing us. FuM particulars, directions, etc., sent tree. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the wttrk. Great
success absolutely sure. Dont delay. Start now.
Address Stixson & Co., Portland. Maine.

4Aly

AND ELM TREES. 2 ft.
BASSWOOD, MAPLE
per RHi; 6 to
urn;
to
10

ft.,

IOC.

llDtf

$:i

each.

per
N. B.

-J

rt

DOANE,

$6
Pipestone, Mich.

ft.,

GDmb Fdn. Mills,
A Reduced Prlce-r.l*>t.

J.

VANDERVORT,

-KEEPKRS.

'

'

and under,

a-2ABtf

ILL.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail y^^u free,

gold;

MASS.

Send Tor Sutuples

.

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

Essex Co.

i

.

I

best arranged IIIVi5 for all purposes in
existence. Took tirst premium at Si. Louis Fair
Descriptive
in iH-^j and 18H3 over all competitors.
Circular sent free to all on application.
Address.
Prop'r. of the Crown Bee Hive Fitctorv and Apiary,

The

ELVIN ARMSTRONG,
«|ERSEYT11^I.£,

I

Lacyville, Pa.

before ordering your

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
^9
BEE
KKETIHMEK,

for our larize Illustrated Cata1^ ^aSend
logue, sent free to any address.

CoburfiT.

10A24t E.

Iowa.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

ir.1^.

Dadaiit'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

Having more Bees than I can well handle. I wish
to sell IfMM'oInnies imnrediately. I u^e L hive.
EMINENCE. Henry Co. Kf.
12A-t E.

URANE.

Italian

Bees and Queens For Sale

Send 25 cents fone cent stamps) and get our Book
on BEB-KEEPINi;.
Addreo E. P.

BAKER,

10A8t

Box 342,

DES MOINES, IOWA.

SE.VD yilUR

NAME AND ADDRESS FOR MY

2o-paKe Price List of Italian, Cyprian a' dH-ily
l>and Colonies. Nuclei. Vueens and Apiarian Supplies. H. H. BKOWN, Lmht Street, Col. Co. Pa.

12D4t 4Blt

!
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1884.

HEDDON'S
ooL."crnsd:i>T-

BEE-KEEPERS'

American Linden or Basswood

FOR BEES!
."i

SUPPLIES.
Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 1884.

my Illustrated

fi-so.
7.00.

.'".

For sale hy Z.
1-JAHt

JKWETT,

K.

SPAKTA, WIS.

4BL.'t

REDUCED PRICES!
All one-pieced lio.xea and 4-pieced. 4}^x4i,(. per
i.OHi, J4.12.T; r.Mxn'j. per i.f.KX-*, *4.7r,. And HIVES
proportionally cheap. Bend 5 cents forsampie and
special Price List.

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prevailinK scarcity of beeswax.
the price of comb foundation is now ailvunced 3
centd per pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for

:i

to in inches, per H.*o
to
feet, per nx)

i8.'-i4.

P.

*J.

MceREOOR.

FRKEL.AND. Saslnaw

10D2t4Blt

Bees!

Queens! Nuclei!

BEESWAX.
To avoid

One

mistakes, the shipper's

name

co'ony,

#;t.tMi; iii

or

more

colonies,

$>^.iiOeiicti.

QUEENS.— I breed Queens bv the be-t methods,
and from the best stock. Queens ready after May
2nth. Untested, f i.oo; tested. *lMXi; selected tested. $3.(Xt.

BiUCI-EI, with untested Queen.

should always be on each package.

My New

Hives, (iatiup

J-'rames, 12 frames to a hive; everv comb strait:ht
and good; most nt the combs built on foiindati"n.

pay 32v. per pound delirered here, for yellow

Beeswax.

MICH.

INSTRUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES.— I ofTer For Hale KH) colonies of Italian
Bees, in gond, new, well-painted

I

Co.

*m..5ii;

with

tested Queen, $1. .00; with selected tested Queen,

Langstroth Hive.

$5.50.

INSTRUCTION
Thatikiiifi you for past years' patronage,
I solicit what 1 may justly merit tor tlie
comiiiK season. 1 am led to Relieve that
the uoods I offer, and
ways ot doinsj
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact that
tra<le lias more
tlian doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and tliat nearly all of
for-

The

my

my

-July

1S84,

7.

I

sliall hetiin
f )r

men

instructing a 'lass in bee-keeping— class

pre.seiit prices

are as follows

and women. FulUourse in Theory and Practice,
For Circulars ()f inlormation as to this class, and
Price List of Hives. Frames, Sectinns. Implements,
:

Books, etc.. address,
lODtf

CLUTE,

O.

IOWA

White Clover, §15.00 per bushel, $4.00
per peck, or 30 cts. per pound.

CITV, IOWA.

Pure Italian Bees and Oueens
Send for I'rice List to
Alsike Clover, $12 00 per bushel, $3.25
A.
B. Mir.r.ER^ Wakarusa. Elkhart Co., Ind.
have more
per peck, or 25 cts. per pound.

my

mer customers

are customers

True,

still.

complaints, but we
than 50 testimonials ef best satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.

we have had

my

Hive is growing in popularI believe
ity, to a much greater degree, than is tlie
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful ami
most extensive l)ee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, togetlier with inipioved facilities for
making an article of tliat Foundation excelled by none.

Sweet Clover, $10.00 per bushel, $2.75
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.

NO. 30 TINNED

WIRE

For Brood Frames.
One ounce

spools, each, - 4 cents.
Postage, 2 cents extra.

One

oz. spools,

per dozen, 40 cents.

Postage, 13 cents extra.

One pound

SECTIONS,

spools, each,

lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4}^x4J^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, $6.50; 5x6.x3,
per 1,000, S8.00. All shipped from here.

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
will receive terms for 1884 on application.

will wire

about 175 frames.

And
have

be

SUKE

to state whether or
for 1883.

my Circular

not you

Address,

JA.MES HEDDOHr,
DOWAGIAC,

Cass County.

MICH.

C.

SAXLES,

HARTFORD,

WIS.

HED1)0^ HONEY CASE,
to nail,

cheap and

per lOO, «lo.OO.

ffood.

E. I>0

IV.

PIPESTONE.

t

lllTes

NE,

Berrien Co.

MICH.

SMITH & SMITH
5,ofKi

of theirlllustmted ('sta-

logueand Price Li^t of Bee- (veeper8*SiipplK-ii.

WIRE

NAILS,

Special Attentl(»ii given

account of a decline in the price
of Wire Nails, I will make a discount
of 15 per cent, from the prices quoted

my

Catalogue, until further notice.

Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation,

KENTON,

6DI0t

ALFRED
983

H.

IV^est

CBICAeO,

Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, jmd

OHIO.

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circulfir to
Loct^boxif.Jo.

az

II.LIASKI,

Belleville, St. Clair

o.,Ill(*.

ITALIAN UEES AND QU KENS.
». B.

for

NEWMAN,

Madlaon Street,
-

Ci...

Send for Price List to

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

Hardin

For Bees, Queens,
lABly

Mill.

etc.

SMITH & SMITH,

FI.ANAeAK

Vaiulenort Foundation

to the

Simplicity One-Piece Section,

On

It

CIRCULAR for 1884

*I.

5lDl5t lB5t

8Det

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the purchase of Bees
in any shape, tested or untested Queens,
it may pay you to send for my

Postal Card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of APIARIAN SUPPLIKE) betore purchasinteli-ewhere. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary
at the low st prices. Italian Queens and Bep.s.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in h.tsof U)
colonies or more, are invited to correspond.

Wants to give away

in

If

BE SURE

To send a

Ready
40 cents.

Postage 18 cents extra.

One pound

Bees For Sale!
Thirty colonies at *5.00 each, in lower Langstroth
hives, in order on cars.
9D3t
Dr. WM. M. ROGERS. ShelbyviHe, Ky.

ILLINOIS.

BROWar, DBS

MOINES, IOWA.

10D7t

BEE HIVES!
Simplicity, Lansstroth and Chaff Hrvt-s, Section
Boxes, Brnod Frames, and
oiiib Foundation.
for Price l^-ist. The suecessorsof A. B. Miller
(

Send

&Son.
5lD8t

MILLER BROS
NAPPANEE,

,

Elkhart County, IvD.

!
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wanting HIYES OK SEC'llO.NS of any kind, and in any quantity,
will confer a favor by sending for my Price List (Price List Free). Direct
All

IJee-Jicepers

CHAMPION BEE HIVE MA-NUFACTORY,
R. L.

SHOEMAKER,

Newcomerstown, Tuscarawas Co. Ohio.

Proprietor.

STORYSCHMP,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

Guaranteed

The largest exclusively

gnaranteed.

I

retail.

FLAT DOTTOM
.

Fifth Street,

COMB FOUNDATION,

ST. LOUIS.

highside-wpiis. 4 to 16 square feet tc
Circular and samples free

the pound.
1^^^^^^
''^" "-"'

Mre ntiw rewdy to

Bunk Orders

for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

J,

Pure Italian Bees audljiieeiis

Send MX cents for postage.

up with the times, and

At Lowest
Bend stamp

FigTires

for 3i^-page Catalogue and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY
7A6m

iin\thingclseinthisworld. All
oi Pit her sex. succeed from first
hour. The broad road t-i fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oice address, Trce

CO.,
WILTON JUNCTION. IOWA.

EARLY CHOICE QUEENS

Dadanl's F(>ii ndatinii Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement in another column.

& Co.,

Augusta. Maine.

4Aly

TO BREED FROM,
|

From

April 20th to

cation.

June

Ist.

Prices upon appii-

HP.NKY ALI^ET.

WBNHAM,

lUA3t

Essex Co. MASS.

Palace Bee XZive
And Bee-Keepers'

flnd retail.

flPRIZL

A

Everytliiiia fully

SONS.

anii receive free, a costly box
ocids which will help > onto
e money right away than

For further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

Specialty.

Dovetailed

VAN DEL'SEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprou*- Brook, Mont. <^a^ N. Y.

DE.AI.EK IX

7Aiy
WhitePoplar

another column

rs lo

^^^^^^.

HELLO!
HELLO!
We

in

can make great pay all the time thev
work, with absolute certainty, wrife for
H.Hallett&Co.. Portland. Maine.

STORY & CAMP,
CHICAGO.

See Advertisement

a week at home. fs.Oi outfit free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want businet-s at
w hich persons of either sex. young or old,

where.

203 N.

O.

Uadanl'sFouiulatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

CatalogTies free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying else-

& 190 State Street,

NEW PHILADELPHIA.

44Atf
'

188

to Give Satisfaction,

SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address. DK. G. t.. TIXKEB.

Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

A^BnTS W3ni60.

g^iven.

Arranged for continuous comb3 and continuous
passage-ways. Will belound a pleasure to work
and can be easily and rapidly managed. For
rumb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of movable brood
frames.

&

& Camp.

Story

,

Estey,
Story
C amp.

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,

HIVE

with,

PIANOS^'^ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

NEW

A

in

Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

7Al3t

H.

C,

'WHITS. MADISON.

IND.

i

I

Muth's Honey Extractor,

1

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,

etc.

e. F. MITT II,
Apply to
976 and a7s Central Ave.. CINCINNATI. O.
lysend inc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

...,

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

(
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU.,

Marcli 26, 1884.

Topics Presented

in tiiis

in Michigan.
Bee Diarrhoea its Cause
Bee-Keeping in Canada
Bees in Excellent Condition
Bees Wintering Fairly

.

.

—

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Ei>iTOR AXi) Proprietor,

926

WEST MADISON
Weekly.

S3

ST..

a year

:

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly, »1.

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey."' bound

BT" The

in cloth.

receipt for

money sent

us will be given

on the address label on every paper. If not given
in two weeks after sending the money, write ua a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

IV Any person sending a club of

six, is entitled

an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.
to

ly Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
lime paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE, EXTRA:
;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
onr authorized agents for Europe.

19.S

ADVERTISING RATES.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

203

1884.

203

We

supply the

American Bee

«Iourutt)

Caution to Beginners
Convention Notices

193
202

Cyprians, Syrians and Italians
Educate the Customers

203

one year, and any of the followinR Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column Rives the regular price of both.
All

204

postage prepaid.

Feeding in Winter
Four per cent, of Loss in AVinter.
Hard on Bees
Iloney and Beeswax Market

204 The Weekly Bee Journal,
$2
204 and Cook's Manual, last edition(ln cloth) 3
Cook's Manuitl, (in paper covers)... 3
204

Local Convention Directory
Marshall Co., Iowa, Convention.

203
.

202

My Feeder

203

Planting for Bee Pasturage
Preparing Bees for Winter
Single- Walled vs. Chaff Hives.

201

203
...

Brood Frames
Southeastern ^lich. Convention
Size of

wilt

Price 0/ both. Glut

204
How to Settle the Pollen Tlieory. 202
204
Iced Entrances

199
198

200

Bees and Iloney (T.G.Newman)cloth 2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weeklv Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register for 200 colonies
3
Dzierzon's
Dzierzon's

New Bee Book

(cloth)

OtJ.

25

3 00

00.

2 50

T5.

2 5U

50..

2 25

7fi.

2 50

50.

3 25

4 09..

3 00

New Book (paper covers) 3 50.
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
a 50.
Langstroth's Standard Work
4 00
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (clol h) 3 25.
Alley's Queen Rearing
3 00..
Scrlbner's Lumber and Log Book
2
Fisher's Grain Tables
2
Moore's Universal Assistant
4
Honey as Food <t Medicine, 100 Copies 4

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book

2 75
3 25
3 75
3 00

2 7&

35.

2 25

40..

2 2s

50..

4 26

50.

4 26

2 75..

2 50

3 00.

2 7S

Spring Management;of the Apiary 196 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Gleanings inBee-Culture( A. I. Root)
Successful Beginners
204
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).

3 00.

2 76

3 00.

2 75

Swarm

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

2 50.

2 35

Kansas Bee-Keeper

3 00.

2 75

.

.

20.5

Controller

Tiffin, O.,
Entered at the Chicago P. O. ae Second Class Matter.

200
200

Special Notices

To Europe—Weekly. 5ii cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly. $1 Monthly. 24 cents.

13.

Number.

Are Bees Taxable

PUBLISHED BT

VOL. XX. No.

201

Convention

Use Separators V Yes
White Clover not Winter Killed.
Why Eat Honey V

199

.

The

M. Locke)
3 00.
2 75
Eng. Apiarian, {W.W.Merrill).. 2 75.. 2 50
Bee Journal
3 75.
3 50
The 8 above-named papers
1)00.. 7 75
Apiculturist, (Silas

198

New

204
203

British

.

.

.

.

The Monthly Kee Jearnal and any
above. $1 less than the

fletires in

of the
the last column.

W

(^ Letters for publication must be
The first edition of the" Apiary
written on a separate piece of paper
Register ' having been exhausted, we
For either the Weekly or Monthly Editions.
from items of business.
have just issued a new edition, elegantly bound in Russia leather, with
A line of this type will contain about 8 wordB;
1^" For $2.7.5 we will supply the
TWELVE lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space. Weekly Bek .Journal one year, and a large worker bee and ''Apiary RegTransient Advertisements payable in advance.
Dzierzon's Eational Bee-Keening, in ister '' in gold on the side. It forms
Editorial Notices. oO cents per line.
liaper covers; or the Monthly Bke not only a Register of both Queens
Advertisements may be inserted one. two or four JouKNAL and the book for §1.75.
20 cents per

line of

space, eacb insertion,

times a month, if bo ordered, at
of space, for each insertion.

SO

cents per

line,

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be char;ied the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
•S5 We«t

a.

MadiaoD

NEWMAN,
Street..

ChlciMCO,

III.

and Colonies, but has also an Account Book at the back, in which to
1^ We have a few photographs keep a record of all the receipts and
(cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev. expenditures of the apiary, which will
L. L. Langstroth, which we can send be found exceedingly valuable. We
to those desiring them for 50 cts. each, have also reduced the prices, as will
postage prepaid.
be seen on another page.

—
;
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BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

DADANT'SFODNDATION
attested

by hundreds of the most prac-

and disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest,brightest,quickest accepted by
color,
bees, least apt to sag, most regular
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
Messrs.
by
it is kept for sale
tical

m

A. H.

NEWMAN, Chicago,

III.,

MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMBS HEDDON. D"waglac,
C. V.

Mich.,

DOUGHERTY & McKEE. Indianapolis,
CHAS.H.GI'.BEN. Berlin, Wis..
CH AS. HBRTEL, Jr.. Freeburg,
GEO. W. HOUSE,
TVM.
E. L.

Ind.,

111..

Fayetteyille, N. Y.,

BALLANTINB. Sago, O.,
ARMSTKONG, Jerseyville. I

and nimibers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

ISO COMPtlMENTAIlT,

925

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL.

On dozen

or half-dozen lots of one kind,we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.

Bee - Keeping.— A

9zlerzon*s Rutlonal

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, £ar-edif«r 0/ thz "British J3e« Joumoi."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest livinfi; authorities on Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are Indebted for much that is
known of BCientlflc bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langatroth of Germany, it
can but tlnd a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Root says of It; "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierzon
scientific apiculture than any one man... For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth, 818.

Queen-RearlnK, by Henry Alley,— A

full

deUiled account of TWENTT-THREE years
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS and
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
published. Price, 81. OO
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- before
Bee-K.eeper*a Oulde or. Cook's Manaal
dation equal to sample in every respect. of the A-plury. — This Mannal is elegantly
Illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
CHAS. DADAKT <I2 SON,
subject of bee-culture. It Is not only instructive,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
SAB ly
;

is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without. ('loth, ^1.25 \ paper cover, Wl,
Bees und KoDey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing lioney."
etc. It contains 160 pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound In cloth, 'VSc.; In paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.

The book

iisiAuflftuaINCH $
-

15.00

V/.C:.R.E!_H AM..;:

37Aly

engravings

35

German editions.

4|nlnby *s Ne^v^ Bee-Keeplns, by Li. C. Root—

.

I.,

ARTHUB TODD. German town, Philadelphia.Pa.

book could be

has

It

and treats all
diseases In a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
horse Information
Price S5c. for either the
English or

is

— No

Illustrating positions of sick horses,

TV.e author treats the subject of bee-keeping bo
that it cannot fall to Interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making atl its readers realize that Its
author Is master of the subject.— 811. 50.
Xhe Mlve I Use— Being a description of the
blve used by Q. M. Doollttle. Price. 5c.

ABC

Novice's
ofBee-Cnltnre, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee." and Is valuable to bapinners and
those more advanced. Cloth,

81.85.

K.lnK*s Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition Is revised and brought down to
the present time.

Ml.OO.

Cloth.

LanBTstroth on the Hive and Money Bee.
—This is a standard scientific work. Price, 88.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 75c.
Foal Brood; Its origin, development and cure.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price. a5c,
Extracted Honey Marrestlnsr, HandU
1

Inland Marketing.— A 24-pa«e
& C. P. Dadant, giving In detail

pamphlet, by

the methoda
and management adopted in their apiary. 15e.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, byChaa.
F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and fumishee the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Ch.

;

Apiary Reslster,

for

SYSTEMATIC WORK

APIARY. The larger ones can be used
few colonies, give room for an Increase of
numbers, and stitl keep the record all together in
For '*) colonies, $1.00; for 100
one book. Prices
In

tne

for a

:

colonies. $1.25; for

2(.x_)

colonies, $1.50.

getttschc %\\tt\ittj

:

VAZiT7,^BIiS

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

Slcn^tt

^uUut, ober erfolgreid^e

Honer, as Food and Medlclnet by Thomas 33e§anblung ber Sienen, Don i§o§. ®.
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the S^eroman.
entl^alt
jDiefe§ 5|Sampf)Iet
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the Selef)ningen iiber folgenbe fScgenflfinbe
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Hcney Cakes, Cuobles. Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
ertlid^teitbe§ 93iencnftanbe§
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
©rjie^ung ber^onigin
,5onig pflanjen
It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
,

Tlie Original

;

BINGHAU
Bee Smoker

everywhere. Published

EnBllsh and Oerman.

in

Price for either edition. Sc. ; per dozen,

40e.

PreparatloB ofHoney

for the Marktrt,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOo.

8ivariHlnK,I>lTldlnK and Feeding Bees.-

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
Price, 6c.
is a chapter from "Bees and Honey."

Bee Paetarane a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanceil views on this Important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 26 engravings. This is a chap:

from " Bees and Honey." Price. lOc.
Bees In \¥lnter, with Instructions about
Chaff- Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price, 5c.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.
ter

Prof. Cook.inhisTaluableManualof theAplarv.

states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to Improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishine: a direct
draft." Five years of perj^istentefforthaa demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yoH please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always 20!

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,000 In use trom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

plaint.

With Europeiin and American orders already
received for over :;,(>x>. there is evidence that ih,h4
with us is not likely to be »n idle one. Also that
such goods lis we muke have met the advanced
wants of the ni >st advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell Bgflin,

send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A2Btf

ARKOMIA, MICH.

Lumber and

Scrlbner'a

r.OK

all

tables, interests, etc.

United States

Standard book throughout

& Canada.
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,g)onigtudien, gorinfiidjelc^en,

Book,— Most ^subbing?, Sc^aumfonfect,3Beine,u.f.n)

its kind published. Gives measkinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, stares and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

complete book of

urement of

—O
—

c

.

postpaid.

Fisher's Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i,f»-W.(j(M) Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations. Processes, Trade Se;

crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives diXMtoo it«m9 for Gas. Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers. Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers,
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.

The work contains 1,016 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid. M«. SO.
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

ILL.,
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No.

26, 1884.

13.

create a demand for honey, among
the masses, for general consumption,
that is more than paramount to the
increased number of bee-keepers.
Bee-Eeeping in Canada.
These astonishing displays are wonit
The growth of the bee interests in derful educators of the people, and
should
be
bourn
in mind that it is to
Canada is quite remarkable. Two
the interest of bee keepers generally
things have been instrumental in its
to have them at every Fair, in every
rapid development. First, the energy'
Province in Amerand push of Mr. D. A. Jones, and his County, State and
the display at Fairs for 1884
ica.
Let
Frank
efforts, in connection with Mr.
be of such magnificence as to create a
Benton, to procure the Bees of the
market for honey ten times as great
America
them
to
and
bring
Orient,
as it ever lias before attained.
for development and improvement;
The committee having in charge
and secondly, the encouragement rematter of legislation against the
the
from the
ceived by bee - keepers
spread of "foul brood" in Canada,
Toronto Fair, and the large premiums
has had a " set back." They were
offered on bees and honey. The remet with a refusal to introduce the
sult of this was to " astonish the nabill into parliament.
which
was
tives" with an exhibit,

vice especially applies to this season
of the year."

Published every Wednesday, by

G. NEWMAN,
THOMAS and
PROPRrETOB,

Editor

Caution to Beginners.
Since Huber opened out the combs
of the hive "like the leaves of a
book," to the inspection of the beekeeper ; and since Langstroth placed
these combs into frames so that they
may be handled, and the vs^hole hive

may
end

be spread out tor inspection from
end and top to bottom, at any

to

moment

the operator

may

desire

;

since then progress and improvement
have followed each other and made perhaps the largest ever
rapid strides toward that perfection American soil.
to whicli

we

never attain.

are ever pressing on, but

These

facilities for in-

before beginners a
temptation to make a " toy " of the
upon every occasion to
hive, and
spection

place

"play "with and open it. We want
them with the idea not to

made on

No wonder, then, that a late number of the Free Press, published at
London, Out., should remark that
" there is a growing interest throughout Western Ontario in the matter of
bee culture, and if the directors of

Catalogues for 1884.— The following

new Catalogues and

Price Lists are

received

—

O. Clute, Iowa City 1 pages— Bees.
Honey, Bee-Keepers' Supplies, and
Class for Students of Apiculture.
Bright Bros., Mazeppa, Minn.—24
papes Apiarian Supplies.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.-20 pages— Italian Bees, (Queens, and
Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Nellis' Floral and Garden Instructor— .58 pages— Mohawk "Valley Seeds,
Canajoharie, N. Y.
Wm. C. Wilson, 45 West 14 Street,

—

and especially those of the
disturb the bees except when it is es- Western Fair, were to give greater
sential to do so. To be continually encouragement to exhibitors, the pubopening the hive in the spring often lic generally would lefirn more of the
exposes the brood to a "chill," and extent and value of the yearly honey
brings destruction to the colony, and yield."
New York— 116 pages- Plants and
does no good whatever. This "chilled
Then, as to the production of honey Seeds.
"A
brood " is sometimes the forerunner of in Canada, the Free Press adds
1^ We have received a copy of a
" foul brood " so much to be dreaded colony comprises from 20,000 to 40,000
entitled, "a Dictionary of
pamphlet
by every bee-keeper. We, therefore, bees, and, under proper management,
Baptismal Names for Children." It
produce
two
new
strongly advise caution in this particu- each of these should
contains 2,000 names with their meancolonies every season. The character
lar to all novices.
ing, and the countries from which
course,
a
good
has,
of
An exchange very wisely gives this of the season
they originated. It is published by
" Whether chilled brood will deal to do with this. As to the yield,
advice
John C. Stockwell, 25 Ann Street, N.

to impress

fairs,

:

:

may be roughly stated that each
Y., and the price is 2-5 cents.
colony should produce from 60 to 100
pounds of honey, according to the
1^ Cook's Manual in cloth and the
favorable character of the season
Weekly Bee Journai> for one year
and, at the present time, such a prowill be sent for S3. We have no more
duction would represent a vast profitof the old edition left, and, therefore,
fore, attempt to impress on all young able result to the owner.
the club price of that edition at $2.75,
bee-keepers the great care they should
It is very certain that a liberal
is withdrawn.
make it incumbent on themselves to Premium list draws together exhibits,
®" We now club the British Bee
take as to the manner and time of which, when aggregrted, make a magThese, in turn, Journal and our Monthly for $2.50.
overhauling their hives, and this ad- nificent display.

eventually bring about the fell disease, " foul brood," depends on various circumstances but whether or
not this be the case ultimately, a whole
neighborhood is endangered by a reckless owner of hives. We would, there;

it

—
;
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ence than myself. My own experience
with bees has covered, altogether,
about 20 years; yet I have much, no
doubt, to learn. "We all, perhaps, can
still learn, no matter how much experience we have had, or how many
books we have read. We have, it is
Read at Belleville, Ont., Convention.
true, our standard works. We have
Quinby, and Cook,
Spring Management of the Apiary. Langstroth. and
and Newman, and Dzierzon, and
others but I liave noticed one thing
ALLEN PRENGLE.
In a progressive
here, which is this
system like bee-culture, the best and
Hitlierto wintering has been conlatest books on the subject get kft be;

:

sidered the RieHtest obstacle in beekeeping. But the difficulties of successful wintering are being gradually
overcome so that the experienced
and intelligent bee-keeper,with proper
facilities, can count, with a fair degree of certainty, upon being able to
bring at least a large proportion of his
colonies safely through the winter.
But, owing to certain changes which
the seasons are undergoing, a comparatively new difficulty has lately
arisen, to supplement, as it were, the
wintering problem.
This difficulty is, after the bees
have been successfully wintered, to
get them safely through the spring to
the honey season, and have them
ready for the honey flow when it arrives. From some causes, planetary
or otherwise, the character of the
seasons is undoubtedly changing
and as we cannot alter the face of
:

hind, especially in practical details.
They may not be left behind in principles, so' far as they contain principles, for tirst principles never change.
But it sometime happens in bee literature, as in other departments, that
theories are adopted as principles before they are fully verified by facts
and experience. In such cases often-

times mere hypotheses have ultimately to yield to the stubborn facts of
practical experience.
In the spring management of an
apiary, tliere are some 2 or .3 paramount objects the bee-keeper ought
steadily to keep in view, and endeavor
to accomplish. The first is to preserve
his bees from what is called " spring
dwindling." The second is to get
them in good strong condition by the
time the first honey flow comes, so

that they can duly take advantage of
Nature, we must, as far as possible, it. And the third is to make such
adapt ourselves and our bees to Na- provision for early queens and good
drones as he may deem requisite.
ture's moods and variations.
Last spring, especially, was a very
As to the spring dwindling, it seems
exceptional one
indeed, the whole to be a fact that the bees wintered in
season through seemed to be quite cellars and bee houses are more liable
out of joint. The spring and forepart to it than those wintered outside,
of summer were so cold and wet that properly protected. And here a misthe poor little bees suffered much
take is, I think, often made in setting
and many of those not specially cared out the bees wintered inside too early.
tor and protected had to succumb. So A colony well wintered and strong is
far as I could learn, there was greater not apt to dwindle in the spring if it
mortality among the bees in Canada, gets anything like fair treatment. Do
last spring, after they were taken out not not set them out too early keep
of winter quarters than there was them thoroughly warm after they are
during the winter. For my own part set out; and feed judiciously of "both
I lost none at all in wintering but pollen and honey, and you will reduce
lost 3 or 4 colonies in the spring, in the spring dwindling to a minimum.
spite of the most assiduous attention The best time to set them out must,
to them. Only 2 of these, however, of course, much depends on circumsuccumbed to "spring dwindling"
stances, and the bee-keeper must use
the other 2 having lost their queens. his own judgment.
But so very unpropitious was the
I do not think it prudent to put
spring, and also up to the middle of them out for good much before the
June, in this district, that had I not first natural pollen appears, especially
given my bees extra attention and if the spring is cold and backward.
proper treatment, I am satisfied I If, however, they get restless in their
would have lost the most of them. quarters, and dysentery should apDoubtless some of you had a similar pear, they ought to be put out for a
experience.
flight the first day that is sufficiently
I have, therefore, thought that this warm and fine. They can then be
question of spring management is carried back again. But as pollen is
the most important one for our con- required for the rearing of brood, in
sideration at this meeting. Our bees some cases where there is little or no
are now fixed up in various ways for old pollen in the hive, the colony might
the winter. Whether the manner of do better out if well protected and
their disposal
winter quarters has managed for in such cases the artibeen wise or otherwise, it is past and ficial pollen for breeding can be more
our next proceedings with our little easily supplied them outside than in.
' will be in connection with
pets
the I would, therefore, other things being
spring management.
equal, put the colonies with least old
The question is, " 'What ought the pollen out first, and keep those with
;

;

;

"

m

;

;

management to be V"' In anto the question, I propose to give
my own views in the matter, subject,
of course, to the criticism of others of
spring

7nost pollen in

swer

can I know how much pollen they
may have in the spring before I put
them out, you ask
Note the fact in

you who may have had larger experi- the

the longest.

'?

fall.

But

how-

If bees are kept warm enough during the winter, and have plenty of
honey, they will not use pollen until
they begin to breed. If they are cold,
and have to move about and exercise
their wings to keep warm (for thev do
this), they will need nitrogenous food,
and will then eat pollen. But even in
view of this contingency, colonies
with no old pollen may, if "desired, be
left in the cellar after breeding has
commenced. The nitrogenous food,
to supply the albumen for the eggs
and the pollen for the brood, can be
fed inside the hives in the shape of
meal cakes soaked in honey ; but it is
better. I think, to feed the raw meal
outside in the open air when the
weather is fine. No definite or invariable rule can be given as to when
to set out colonies, or what colonies to
set out. The thinking and observant
apiarist must consider all the circumstances and judge for himself. A good
plan is, to have a strong colony out
pretty early, and when it begins to
carry in natural pollen the rest may
pretty safely be put out.
If, however, we cannot give the inexperienced bee-keeper very definite
instructions as to the exact tiope to
put his bees out in the spring, we can
give pretty explicit directions how to
manage them after they are out.
And the bee-keeper's season's crop of

honey

depend largely upon his

will

spring management of his bees. If
this part of his work is wisely and
skilfully conducted, his cliances for an
abundant return, other things being
equal, will be good; if poorly managed his chances are slim
for the
bee-keeper who does not know or care
to manage his bees right in the spring
will not know or care to manage them
properly duringthe honey season. To
be successful as a bee-keeper, his enthusiasm and care must reach beyond
the inspiring honey season, and extend through the wliole year.
Now, the very first thing to be done
with the bees after they are set out in
the spring, is to make them warm by
closing all ventilating and other holes
except a very small entrance putting
warm quilts on top and taking such
other measures as may be necessary
to prevent the undue "escape of heat
from the hive, always bearing in
mind that our protection does not
creo(f heat at all. but simply confines
the animal heat which is generated by
the bees. In the warm days when the
sun is strong, there is, of course, external heat but in cold windy days,
and especially when the atmosphere
is humid, the escape of the animal
heat from the hive, unless it be well
protected, is very rapid and very injurious to the bees. Every avenue
and crevice ought, therefore, to be
tightly closed except a very small entrance. In the spring, remember we
want no " upward ventilation," as
that matter will, in the open air, take
care of itself we want /teat, or rather
the bees and brood need it.
Having thus duly attended to this
first spring requisite, the next thing
to do, the first sufficiently warm day,
is to overhaul every colony and clean
out dead bees, etc. Also take away
all superfluous combs, and crowd the
;

;

;

;

—

.
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days of very bad weather in which
bees could not go out to forage without being, many of them, lost. In
such a dilemma the breeding colonies
and sometimes even one short of pollen must be supplied with
enongh at tirst for very weak it or a portion of the brood will perish;

bees up into as small a spact" aa necessary by means of division-boavils. If
the colony is weak, two or three of
the best frames are siitiicient to leave

with it
frame is

;

ones. I liave very little faith in smiting wenk colonies in the spring, especially at this early season. I never
unite in the spring except, perhaps,
to get rid of a poor queen. My experience is decidedly against the practice, that is, when the weak colonies
are properly handled. Having crowded the weak colonies up into small,
warm quarters upon one, two or three
frames, the stronger ones and strong
ones may, of course, be given more
room and frames, from three to a
dozen, depending upon their strength
and condition.

During this overhaul of the hives,
note should be made of two or three
important matters, and careful record
made of them, so that the hives need
not be opened any oftener during the
cold, spring weather than is absolutely necessary
for I regard frequent spring openings of the hives as
Besides the
a very bad practice.
danger of chilling the young brood,
there is another serious objection to
to this practice. At such a season,
especially in bad weather, it not infrequently happens that the disturbance caused by overhauling a hive,
causes the bees to "ball" and kill
their queen. I have known such instances. In the honey season, when
the bees are gathering freely, you can
knock them about almost with impunity with no bad results but at all
other times they ought to be handled
with the utmost care. The one necessary spring overhaul should, therefore, be done with great care, but
with dispatch, so as not to expose
them too long; though the first opening in the spring seems never to disturb the bees as much as subsequent
openings.
The two or three matters to be
noted and recorded at this time are
First, is the queen all right V Second,
how many bees V Third, how much
honey is left in the hive V Fourth, is
;

;

;

there any old pollen ? And finally is
there any young brood, or has the

queen commenced

to

lay V

These

points can be all noted in your apiai'ian register, or simply upon a piece
of paper left under the cover of each
hive. You can then tell at any time,
without opening the hive, what its
condition was at the time of examination.

To

importance of this
Suppose just after the nat-

illustrate the

matter

:

ural pollen season has commenced,
and the bees, some of them, are freely
breeding, a cold, rainy spell of weather comes on, lasting for a week or
longer, as sometimes occurs, and the
bees cannot get out with safety. The
colonies that are breeding and short
of pollen will undoubtedly suffer more
or less
and part of the brood will
perish unless the bees are fed the artificial pollen within the hives.
This
very thing happened last spring. At
a time when the bees were breeding
more or less, and natural pollen had
appeared, there came a week or ten
;

and the bees in their desperation will
go out in search of it and also perish.
Now, the hives cannot be opened
with safety in such weather to see
which need assistance but the afore;

said

memorandum can be

and

all

(consulted,

that are supposed to be short
of pollen can be supplied. I simply
take a cake made of barley or rye
meal, or linseed cake meal, and place
it over the bees on the frames under
the quilts. This can be done in a moment or two without chilling the brood
During the fine days of spring, just
after the bees are set out, and before
there is much natural pollen, nitrogenous food may be fed in the open
air near the hives. Of such food the
very best is cotton-seed meal, which
is richer in nitrogen than the other
kinds of meal. Next comes linseed
cake meal, and next bean meal. In
the absence of any of these, wheat,
rye, pea, or corn meal may be used.
Spread the flour or meal out on flat
dishes or grain bags, and expose it in
the warm sun near the bees, and you
will see the busy little fellows fairly
revel in it
If you put out different
kinds, as I have often done, you will
notice that they will literally swarm
upon the kinds richest in nitrogen.
One prominent American beekeeper has, I am aware, " gone back "
on the spring feeding, declaring it
useless, and that he will feed no more;
but it would take a much stronger
argument than that to induce me to
abandon the practice. Let us look
into the merits of the matter for a
moment.
Take, for instance, a
strong colony of bees wintered outside, and with little or no old pollen.
As soon as the warm days of April
come, and before the natural pollen
appears, the bees begin to fly out and
forage about in quest of nitrogenous
food for, bear in mind the queen, in
order to lay, must have albumen, and
the young brood must have pollen.
Now, unless the nitrogenous food be
supplied them, either inside the hive
or outside, the queen cannot lay
freely, the brood cannot be reared,
and the colony cS.n do little or nothing
until
the natural pollen appears.
Meanwhile the old bees are dying off
and this is " spring dwindling."
Before the young bees, so lately
started, are fit to carry on the operations of the hive, the old bees are
perhaps all gone, or nearly gone ; for
it is well-known that as soon as an
old bee begins to exercise freely on
the wing, in the spring, his " pilgrimage in this world " becomes very
short. And the worry of looking in
vain for pollen is not calculated to
delay the " shuffling off."
In such a
case, especially if the colony is not
strong, the old bees disappear before
there are young ones to take their
This, in my opinion, is one
places.
of the principal causes of the much
dreaded spring dwindling.
There are, it is true, under ordinary
circumstances, few colonies but have
!

;

;
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some

old pollen, more or less, in tlie
spring to go on with until the new
supply comes in. But if Mr. Ileddon's
theory that pollen in winter is the
prime ('ause of dy.sentery, has any
truth in it, and is practically acted
upon to any great extent, there will
be many colonies from which the
pollen has been removed in the fall,
and hence minus pollen in the spring.
All such, unless supplied with nitrogenous food in the early spring, could
do nothing but dwindle.
I, therefore, maintain from these
premises that spring feeding both of
sweets to stimulate the queen, and of
nitrogenous food to supply the albumen for the eggs and the pollen for
the brood, is beneficial, and, withal
strictly scientific rather than empirical.
At the same time I freely admit
that spring feeding and stimulation
are sometimes attended by at least
one evil and must, therefore, be done
with judgment and careful attention.
The evil is this
The daily feeding
of sweets and pollen in the early
spring sometimes has the effect of
misleading the bees in regard to the
season and weather. From this regular supply of the good things they
conclude for certain that the honey
season has commenced. Consequently
they are apt to sally forth to work in
bad, unseasonable weather, and many
may get lost in this way. It is well,
therefore, to shut them in on cold,
windy days, and give them a nibble of
cake and honey to keep them busy,
and to keep the queen at her post of
duty. The regular feeding should be
done in the evening. As the spring
advances and the weather gets warm,
with increase of young bees, each
colony must get more room and more
comb. Keep the queen busy by supplying her with a frame of comb
from time to time. Take a frame
with some honey at the top and empty
comb below (I speak here of the deep
frames), scrape the caps off, and place
it in the centre.
But in enlarging the
space of each colony, and supplying
additional frames of comb and honey,
we must be careful to " make haste
slowly." Do not go too fast. It is
very easy to make a mistake here,
especially if the weather is cool. Use
your best judgment. And in taking
out frames of brood from the strong
colonies to reinforce the weak, never
give much brood at once to a weak
colony. If you do you will feel the
pain and mortification of finding your
nice frame of brood lost. The handful of bees, not being able to protect
the brood, it perishes.
Years ago I made that mistake, but
have got over that as well as other
errors. Experience is the best scliool,
but the tuition is high, the expenses
sometimes heavy. ]5ut this plan of
building up the weak colonies in the
spring at the expense of the strong is
not, by any means, an unmixed good.
;

:

is this one evil about it which,
no doubt, some of you have experi-

There

enced.

It

sometimes happens that

in

i-obbing the best colonies to build up
the others so as to get them all strong
by the time the honey flow comes,
yon find when it does arrive that instead of having all of them fit for
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good work you have all in fair condition, but none at all in first-class order to take advantage of ilie How.
This is a great mistake, and entails
You might far better
great loss.
have a portion of your colonies strong
and in first-rate condition to work
when the flow comes, and tlie rest
"

simply able to go on nicely witliout
giving you any surplus, tlian to have
all in fair couditioii, but not able to
siuplus. Aiui a porgive you niuc
tion of them would be in first-class
order when needed, were they not
systematically and unscrupulously depleted to build up the others. No
watcliful bee keeper will be apt to
make this mistake more than once.
Here, again, experience is salutary
but dear. Of course in calculating
beforehand, in the spring, how long it
will be before your young workers
will be needed for action, it is hard to
hit the mark every time and we do
not care to have to feed a lot of idle
bees for two or tliree weeks before
the battle commences.
Knowing the time from the egg to
the perfect bee. and also the time
your young bee hangs around the
house and chores inside before it
goes to work outside, you may add
these times together and calculate (as
jou may think) with mathematical
i

;

just when to urge your
queens up in laying; and, after all,
Nature, in her freaks, may sell you
We
in the most ridiculous fashion
had a realizing illustration of this last
season. The fruit bloom was abundant, indeed super abundant, and rich
in the coveted nectar but when did
it come V
Wliy, about two weeks or
more after the usual time. So you see
the bee-keeper must keep his "weather eye "open in the spring on Dame
Nature as well as on liis queens, or he
will surely get "left," with all his
bee-lore.
In bee-keeping, as in almost every other avocation of life,

certainty

!

;

" eternal vigilance "
success.
Selby, Ont.

is

the price of

[The report of the Convention
appear in our next.— Ed.]

will

For tbe American Bee Journal.

As bees in of the Langstroth patent consisted of
this latitude must resist the cold for separate comb frames resting on rab7 months in the year, this considera- bets, with small space above, and at
ends of frames. I could not tolerate
tion should not be over-looked.
surplus comb any hive with close fitting top bars, or
2. As I secure my
honey above the brood nest (not at without the shallow space above the
In the matter of brood
the side), the bees are forced to enter frames.
the surplus boxes at the beginning of frames, I am in favor of every man
using sucli size as he pleases. In the
the honey harvest.
.3. As
every square inch of nice controversy between Mr. Demaree
worker brood comb represents that and Dr. Southwick, I think, for his
amount of capital in the hands of the latitude, the Doctor has the argument
bee-master, and the amount should on length of frame, and Mr. Demaree
not be greater in any one hive than on the depth, for any latitude.
Youngsville, Pa.
can be used to the very best advantage and any store comb or drone
the end of the frames.

;

comb above a very limited amount is
a positive damage in the brood nest.

will suffice for the present.
Some, I have no doubt, are ready to
say, such a hive is altogether too small

and bees would not secure a winter
With improved
supply of honey.
bee-culture it does not matter whether
they do or not, if they give a satisfactory amount of marketable honey.
But in point of fact and actual ex-

:

Use Separators ? Yes.
H. D.

BUKEELL.

For four years I have made a specihoney production, keeping an

ality of

average of aljout 100 colonies, spring

These have produced in that
time over 23,000 pounds of surplus
honey, mostly comb. Separators were
used with about half the amount;
hence, I have had ample opportunity
to judge which is the better way. The
small hives, quite as old argument (not often heard now),

perience, I find
likely as large ones, to contain sufficient stores for winter. Another,
probably may say such small hives
could not have a strong working force
by the time white clover blooms.
Let us see a colony of bees can better warm a small hive in early spring,
and, hence, can surely breed as fast as
in a large hive.
In this locality we have no need of
a strong working force before June
10, which is the time the white clover
begins to bloom. Let us suppose a
hive contains 8 combs of above size,
on Jilay 1, and each comb contains
98 square inches, or say 780 square
each
inches of comb in the hive
square inch contains 50 cells, or 39,000
Let us allow onecells in the hive.
half for pollen and honey for immediate use (^which is a very large estimate for the month of May, including a reasonable amount of drone
comb), and we still have room for the
production of 19,500 worker bees every
20 days, or nearly 1,000 per day. It
will readily be seen that a small hive
;

;

crowded with bees much
will be
earlier in the season than a large one.
W. J. DAVIS.
In accordance with a suggestion of
one of your correspondents (which, I
About two years ago I gave a de- think, a good one), I will say that I
scription (in the Bee Journal) of a have handled bees for over 35 years,
brood frame I was using by way of in the same locality, and with an
experiment, with a view of adoption average of about 100 colonies. Have
in case results proved satisfactory. I used the standard Langstroth frame
was not at the time aware of the fact for 23 years. Have used from 8 to 24
that so many bee-keepers were look- frames to the hive. Have 50 hives
ing for better returns from their bees that take 12 frames in the broodby the use of a shorter brood frame. chamber, and can add 12 to an upper
The size I chose was ll^x8>2, inside story of the same hive for extracting,
measure, with a 14-inch top-bar. I or in place thereof two sets of surplus
am so well pleased with their use, that frames. I have my bees now, about
all the hives I now make are for one-half of them in long (Langstroth),
frames of that style. Have tried and the balance in short (Langstroth)
from 8 to 12 frames per hive. For my frames.
I cannot agree with Dr. Tinker that
home apiary I prefer 8 frames.
The reasons fer my preference of all brood frames not of a certain
1. The length should be called by some other
short brood frames are these
better clustering of a colony for win- name than the Langstroth. If I unter ; that is, less unoccupied space at derstand it aright, the main features
Size of Brood Frames.

For the American Bee Joum&L

Greater ease in equalizing colonies in spring and summer, and equalizing stores in autumn. Other reasons might be given, but the above
4.

count.

" separators take off one-third the
honey crop," was long a stumbling
block with me. I labored long and
faithfully to persuade myself that I
could do without separators, but signally failed. Different locations, seaand
sons, races of bees, sections

methods of management all have an
influence, and must be considered in
examining the subject. I have experimented long and carefully, and on
a large scale, during eight years' experience with bees, to determine the
facts. Have used wide frames holding sections both one eini two tiers
deep, and cases and racks of many
patterns sections \H, 1%, \%, V/e. and
2 inches wide, holding from 12 ounces
to 1% pounds of honey.
This season I shall use no sections
;

without separators, although I have
quite a stock of one-pound sections on

hand 1% inches wide.
tors reduce the honey

That separayield at

all,

I

have been unable to discover. But I
have found that where separators are
used the honey cappings are whiter,
and not nearly so many combs are
soiled, many of the bees, I suppose,
walking on the separators instead or
on the honey.
The main objection to using separators, in

my

but this

is

opinion, is their first cost,
far outweighed by the

greater ease witii which separatored
sections can be manipulated, tlie projecting wood side pieces protecting
This is an important
the combs.
item where inexperienced and often
careless help has to be employed ; also
in the wholesale lioney house. Buyers
or salesmen usually draw sections for
examination from different parts of
the crates of honey on sale, and not
very carefully either. If combs are
bulged, broken cappings and leaking
lioney result, and those crates are not

wanted. Often I have watched this
tableaux in wholesale houses. Honey
stored between separators will meet
with fewer accidents, causing leakage.

:
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being straight the summer, and if suffered to remain
sections,
and regular, are easily placed in cases out-of-doors all the year, should be
AVliat :ui unsightly object a crate of and returned to the" bees. By this protected by an outer covering in winThis plan would seem also to
It is much more plan combs are seldom soiled by re- ter.
leaking honey is
convenient to retail sections of honey maining too long with the bees, and be agreeable to cheapness of contime,
struction,
at
a
and facility of handling in
by the piece, than to take time to fewer cases are in the hive
weigli each one, and tliey are sold thus concentrating the work of the the working season.
It would hence seem that the use
largely in that way. When separators bees and encoiunnizing the heat of the
are not used, the sections vary so much hive. By this plan, too, more sections of chaff hives should be avoided.
Henderson, Ky.
in weight it cannot be done. Then are finished, and fewer unfinished ones
the smooth, sy metrical snowy blocks are left at the close of the season. I
honey, which find that usually where cases are
of semi-transparent
For tlie American Bee Journal
fairly make the mouth water, look far tiered up more than two high, work
Tiffin,
0., Convention.
more attractive than the irregular, goes on very slowly above that point.
warty, bulged or hollowing ones, and Especially is this true during the cool
In response to the call a number of
meet a more ready sale. Alany a time nights of late simimer. More time is the bee-keepers met March 15, and
have visitors in my honey room pointed usually required to get the last half organized by calling Mr. Wm. C.
to these blocks in a pile of less even dozen sections in a case finished, than
Hamilton to the chair, and Mr. J. T.
sections, and exclaimed, " What a nice all the others.
Martin to act as Secretary.
!"
it
is
not
used,
"Where separators are
one that is
I think I have never
The first question discussed was
had .50 sections which could not be a vexatious, tedious task to return the " Shall we have a county bee-keepers'

and give better satisfaction to
and consumer.

retailer

unfinished

!

crated for shipment, but I can crate
the separatored ones twice as fast as
those not separatored.
The leading honey dealer of Chicago
told me he would far rather sell separatored honey. Buyers are constantly
becoming more discriminating, and I
predict that soon separatored honey
will sell quicker, even if it does not
bring more money quite an item in
cur overstocked markets. Even here
in the West, where the market does
not call for glassed sections, time will
tell that it pays to use separators.
I use a section case, and practice a
system similar to Bro. Heddon's wellknown and deservedly popular one.
Have used the Ileddon case largely
with individual tin separators for
each section. This necessitates much
labor and expense, but I should certainly follow that plan if there were
no better one. I will not use wide
frames. They are an abomination.
Last year I used about 1.50 cases similar to the Heddon case, but in which
the partitions are omitted and the sections held in place by narrow bandiron supporters across the bottom of
the case. This case allows the use of
separators, separators of wood 1-10
inch thick were used to give entire
satisfaction in these cases. I prefer
them to tin. The same separators
tacked to wide frames I do not like.
In the modified Heddon case they
are fastened to nothing permanently,
and when not in use are piled up out
of the way, and no warping or splitting occurs, though they are pared
from basswood logs in a berry box
factory. Not being tacked to a frame,
gropolis is easily scraped from them.
lees seemed no more inclined to attach comb to them than to tin separators. Indeed, I have been annoyed
more by bees building into and attaching combs to the sides of adjoining
narrow sections where no separators
were used. I carefully set all hives
with a level, too. (No cases or separators for sale.)
I have found the chief advantage of
separators in my method of using
surplus section cases. They are tiered
up in the usual way until %io%ot
the sections in the upper case are
finished. Then the case is quickly
and easily cleared of bees and carried
to the honey house. Here, away from
robbers and angry bees, the case can
be manipulated when convenient. The

—

unfinished sections to the bees. If
they are not perfectly matched, trouble
ensues. Those where the combs come
but a trifle too close, are bridged together, and cannot be separated without causing leakage. It but a trifle
too far apart, and the adjoining combs
are capped, new work is commenced
on top of the capping, making unsightly sections.
With me the use of separators avoids
more of the annoyances and petty
vexations of our calling than any
other improvement in bee-keeping.
I would willingly, if necessary, lose .5
per cent, of each honey crop rather
than dispense with them.

Bangor, Mich.
ror tbe American Bee JoumaL

Single-Walled
G.

SI.

vs.

Cha£f Hives.

ALVES.

Mr. Heddon makes some remarks

in

a recent number, that set forth a correct theory. Bee-keepers frequently
make the mistake of assuming the
habitations of bees as analogous to
their own, viz that walls for bees, as
well as those for man, should be at all
times as non-conducting as possible.
:

Now

a little reflection will show that
the same conditions do not obtain in
man's bodily heat has
both cases.
no appreciable effect on the temperature of his room, whereas with bees,
the heat of their hive is generated by

A

their bodies.

association y"
Several spoke of the necessity and
benefits that would be derived from
an association, holding meetings every
three months, or oftener if thought
best, when the motion was carried

unanimously.
On motion, the chairman appointed
Messrs. J. T. Martin, Marcus Holtz,
and Michael Bower a committee to
draft a constitution and by-laws and
report the same in the afternoon.

The merits of different forms of
hives, sections and frames were discussed, when the meeting adjourned
till 1 p.

At

m.

o'clock the chairman called the
meeting to order, and called for the
report of the committee on constitution and by-laws.
J. T. Martin read the report, which
was received and the committee dis1

charged. The report was taken up,
discussed, portions re-read, and with
a few slight changes was adopted.
Eighteen then signed the constitution, representing 260 colonies of bees.
The election of officers followed, resulting in the election of E. J. C.
Troxel as President; J. L. Fisher,
Vice-President; J. T. Martin, SecreWm. C. Hamilton, Treasurer,
tary
and M. Holtz, J. L. Fisher, and J. T.
Martin as executive committee.
The topic, " Early spring treatment," was discussed, different views
being advanced as to how bees should
be managed in the spring.
Quite an interesting discussion followed on the qualities of the different
breeds of bees.
Mr. Feasel gave his experience with
Italians, Cyprians, Albinos and Holy
;

In our dwellings the walls should be
good non conductors at at all times,
for the reason that " what will keep
out the cold, will also keep out the Land bees.

heat." The walls of hives should be
In connection with the different
good non conductors in cold weather varieties of bees, the merits of honev
certainly, but in very warm weather a producing plants were discussed with
hive, provided it is shaded, with con- much interest.
ducting walls, would be more comMarcus Holtz exhibited a couple of
fortable to the bees, for the reason his make of hives, having established
that the accumulated and excessive a factory near the city.
heat generated within, could pass off
Mr. Hamilton placed on the table a
more readily into the atmosphere.
glass jar of beautiful extracted honey.
In this respect, bee hives are not
Mr. II. H. Overmyer sentin a dozen
analogous to our dwellings, but to our jars of very nice extracted honey;
clothing; i. e., to be comfortable should being unable to be present himself, on
be fair conductors in summer, and account of a death in his family.
non-conductors in winter.
The meeting adjourned till the
The soundness of this theory is self- third Saturday of April, at which
evident, and should teach us to make time a much larger attendance and a
our hives of rather thin walls, which more interesting meeting is anticiJ. T. Martin, Sec.
should be well-shaded in the heat of pated.

:
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For the American Bee Journal.

E. B.

SOUTHWICK.

I notice Prof. Cook's answer to Mr.
I like to pick at
Prof. Cook, when I get a chance, for
One is, the chances
two reasons
are so rare that they are very valuable
on account of their scarcity the other
is that he is always so pleasant about

Cowan's question.
:

;

it.

He says: "All unexempted property
liable to taxation."
Kight. He

" Bees are property." Not
also says
in the sight of the law. When the
law recognizes property, it protects
the man in the holding of that property.
Not so with bees. The only
claim he has is the ability to induce
them to make his place their home
if the bees fly away from his hive and
fly over to his neighbor's, and his
neighbor puts them in a hive, they
are his bees until they change agaili
as before, without the knowledge of
:

;

the owner. They may change owners.
The law recognizes many ways that
property changes hands, but in no
way without the order of law or the
owner's consent; and as the bees
change hands frequently in this way,
and the law protects the parties in it,
it is plain that the law does not consider them property.
Bees, wild turkey, deer, and all'that
go-where-you-please kind of animals
or insects, cannot be considered property in law until dead. For instance,
a man has a tame deer; he gets out of
his enclosure, runs into his neighbor's
woods, the neighbor kills him, then
he becomes property in law, that is,
the property of the one who shot it.
This is the reason bees are not taxed
there are always some who understands the old law that has ruled for
hundreds of years. Bees certainly
are not taxable the only way to get
a revenue from them, is the way they
do with dogs, make a law charging
license to keep bees. All the property
about the apiary is taxable, but not
the bees. I do not believe there is an
administrator in Michigan,
unless
ignorant or officious, who will attempt
;

;

to assess bees.

Mendon, Mich., March

13, 1884.

For the American Bee Journal.

Southeastern Michigan Convention.

The Bee -Keepers' Association of
Southeastern Michigan met at Adrian,
on Wednesday, Jan. 23, 1884.
It being a cold and stormy day, the
bee-keepers were a little late. The
meeting was called to order by Pres
Cutting at 11 a. m.; the secretary not
being present, his report was deferred
till

the afternoon.

The meeting was opened by reading
a paper by Mr. Howes, on reversible
frames, with a description of a device
of his invention, by which the frames
can be suspended in the hive in a
hanging position, the same as an ordinary frame at the same time allowing the bee-keeper to reverse the
frame at will. The device serving
the double purpose of reversing the
frame'and a metal corner.
;

The following resolution was then
After some discussion, the convenadopted
tion adjourned.
Resolved, By the Southeastern MichIn the afternoon, the meeting was
called to order by the President, at igan Bee-Keepers' Association, in
1.30 p. m. The Secretary's report was Convention assembled at Adrian, Jan.
23, 1884,that this Association considers
read and adopted.
The Treasurer, Mr. G. J. Pease, of foul brood to be a very dangerous and
Ann Arbor, not being able to attend, extremely contagious disease, and that
the Secretary read his report, which we advise all to be careful in experimenting in regard to its cure. If but
was also accepted.
Dr. A. B. Mason, of Wagon Works, two or three colonies are athicted in
O., then read a paper on Foul Brood, any apiary, we earnestly advise total
which was discussed by Messrs. destruction of hives and contents, for
Howes, Edmiston, Gibson, and others. we consider the risk of trying to cure
paper on " I3ee-keeping ; past, two or three, greater than their value.
Individual reports are summarized
present and prospective," was then
as follows
read by Mr. D. G. Edmiston.
committee was appointed to con- Colonies in the spring: of 1883
534
"
6o2
fer with the executive committee of
fall
4245
Pounds
of
Extracted
Honey
in
the County Agricultural Society,
"
9847
Comb
regard to better accommodations for Average yield
per colony, spring count,
exhibits at the fair also to have the
pounds
36H
228
apiarian department of the premium Pounds of Beeswax
138
Queens sold
list revised.
The election of officers was then
vote of thanks was extended to
held with the following result
the Glee Club for their fine music;
also, to the committee of arrangePresideut, Mr. Frank W, GiUiert, of Adrian.
ments for making the meeting sucVICE-PRESIDENTS.
cessful and Interesting. After another
:

Are Bees Taxable in Michigan ?

is

:

A

A

;

A

Dr. C. F. .ishley, Yysilanti,

Washtenaw

Co.

Joseph Butler, Jackson, Jackson Co.
f'rank Ij. Wrij^ht, Phiinfield, Livinj^ston Co.
G. H. Denniiin, I'itfslord, HiUsdale Co.
Robert Fors\-th. Itlisstield, Lenawee Co.
M. H. Hnnt, Hell Branch, Wayne Co.
Mr. Scranton, Dundee, Monroe Co.

A. M. Gander, of .\drian, Secretary.
D. G. Edmiston, of Adrian, Treasurer.

was voted that the next annual
meeting be held on the first Wednesday of December, instead of January

song by the Glee Club, the meeting
adjourned.
Please excuse the delay in sending
this report, caused by circumstances

beyond

my

control.

A. M. Gander,

Sec.
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Bee Diarrhoea— Its Cause.

;

also that the next annual meeting be
held at Adrian.
Several interesting questions were

then

sliall

WHITLOW.

As I am somewhat interested, with
among them were many others, in trying to find out the
we winter our bees?" cause of bee diarrhoja, I will give

discussed

"How

H. C.

:

;

Dr. Mason

prefers a good cellar, some facts. I have 28 colonies on the
some damp, but the bees should have summer stands, well packed in dry
"Shall sawdust, all but two, which were kept
no pollen. The others were
we allow swarming, or divide?" without packing. Sometime ago they
"Which hive shall we use?" The had a flight, and the two that were
Langstroth frame was preferred by not protected showed signs of diarthe majority; a few preferred a deeper rhoea. The snow and covers of the
frame. Drone foundation for sections hives were spotted with brownish diswas quite generally disliked. Ad- charges. A friend of mine (Dr. Miller)
:

noticing the same, concluded to help
me find out something in -regard to
to order by Mr. Cutting; the Presi- the cause.
dent, Mr. Gilbert, being obliged to
The Doctor has w(irked with the
go home at the close of the afternoon microscope for several years, and the
session, had requested Mr. Cutting to facts that I shall give were developed
with that instrument. In the first
fill his place, when we were favored
bv a piece of music by the College place, bees that had been dead 24 or
48 hours were taken, and the yellow
Glee Club.
In reply to the question, "What are brown matter (the same that is disthe best plants for honey." Dr. Mason charged by the live bees before death)
said he preferred sweet clover would was mixed with matter to clearlfy it,
sow it on waste places, not by the and when submitted to examination
roadside, neither did he think it would under the microscope, a mass of pollen
pay to put it on land worth $100 per grains could be plainly seen. Most of
acre for agricultural purposes. When the pollen grains are so perfect that
both honey and forage were desired, the class of plants from which they
alsike clover was recommended.
came can be identified. The contents
The committee on exhibits reported of the bodies of many dead bees were
examined carefully, and in every inr
on the articles on exhibition.
After a piece of music by the Club, stance this yellowish-brown mass was
action was taken in regard to remov- pollen, and sometimes mingled with
ing the danger of loul brood in the honey.
The fact that all the bees were full
vicinity of Adrian, the President appointed Messrs. F. W. Gilbert, D. G. of this pollen, and that being in a
Edmiston. C. J. F. Howes. E. 8. state of partial decomposition and
Townsend and A. M. Gander, as a undigested, strongly points to the
committee to see the authorities in re- conclusion that pollen is the primary
cause of the disease. It is also very
gard to eradicating the evil.

journed

At

7 p. m., the

meeting was called

;
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singular that bees slioiilil eat a sub- Cuthbert, for late, and you will not
stance that will prove so destructive, only secure a fine lot of raspberry
especially when they are well-supplied honey, but plenty of fine berries. I
have'yet to see tlie man, woman or
with hoiiev.
child that do not love raspberries.
North Manchester, lud.
After raspberries, plant the blackberry ; the hardiest blackberry is tlie
For the American Bee Journal.
Snyder ; Taylor's prolific is fine, and
is some larger than the Snyder.
Planting for Bee-Pasturage, etc.
It is claimed that the box-elder and
catalpa are profuse bloomers, and
LEONIDAS CAKSON.
yield considerable honey. The cloall good
From the first of February to the vers all yield honey, andis are
melilot, and
evening of the 27th, we had tnie, open forage plants, unless it
clover,
spring weather, and bees that were on I have seen cattle eat melilot
great relish.
their summer stands could tly almost when it was young, with
Diamond, O., jNIarch 4, 1884.
every day. On the evening of Feb.
27, we were struck by the cold wave
that came down from the west, and
For the American Bee JoumaL
ever since we have had cold winter
Swarm Controller.
again, the ground being frozen and

covered with snow.
Bees, as far as I can learn, appear to
be in fine condition. I left 14 colonies
of my bees on their summer stands,
and lost two through the month of

JOHN LONGMATE.
In accordance with

my

promise

I
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traeted by the light at the large passage way", they pass out that way, and
do not li'nd tlie end of tlie tube and
if they should, the force of the incoming workers would turn them away
from it, and hey are compelled to
pass into the box.
;

t

This attachment can be made very
many ways, some of which I
will mention
\Vhen we wish to reduce the number of drones in a hive,
useful in

:

place the trap at the entrance, and
in the latter part of the day, when the
drones have attempted to tly out, we
find them in the trap, and can destroy
tliem. Or, if we wish to use them for
any purpose, we can easily catch them
in this manner.
When a swarm Issues, the workers
pass out, then quietly step to the hive
and be ready for their return, for it
will be only a few minutes before they
will be rushing back. Look into the
queen cage, to be sure that the queen
is there.
move the old hive to
a new stand, and place a new one on
the old stand, and when the swarm
returns, draw back the sliding floor

we

Now

give a description of my swarm
January the others are in fine condi- controller and queen and drone trap.
tion.
I set 67 colonies in my winter By reference to the engraving, the
depository. They appear to be in reader will see that it is a box about between the upper and lower rooms,
good condition up to this date, March 12 inches long, 6 wide, and 6 high, and cover the cage to darken it, and

now

;

4th.

On page 1.39 L. K. Dickey, of High
Point, Ga., enquires why enterprising
bee-keepers of the Korth, who are
seeking a better Held for their busido not go to Xorthwest Georgia
and help develop the honey resourcesV
The answer is plain. Enterprising men
ness,

of all occupations at the North, are
loth to settle in the Southern States
so long as lawlessness is excused and
goes unpunished. I have reference to
the trouble at Danville, Miss., last
I have long had my eye Southward. 1 have traveled over many of
your pleasant hills and vallies. You
are blest with the finest climate in the
world. Many of your States would be
fall.

the paradise of the bee-keeper.
I am pleased to see that bee keepers
are becoming awake on the subject of
foul brood. 1 do not know of any in
this county, but if bee-keepers continue to procure queens from abroad,
how long will it be until we have it
here too V Why do not the State Associations see that there are similar
laws enacted in every state in the
Union, to the one they have in Mich.V
It is to the interest of every bee-keeper in the land.
I am very much interested in pasturage for bees, and I would like to
impress on bee-keepers the necessity
of a continual honey flow all summer.
If we are not so situated, we should
not suffer another spring to pass without considerable effort on our part.
After fruit bloom, comes the w^ld
cherry with its abundance of bloom,
and if the weather is favorable, our
pets gather considerable fine honey
but if the weather is cold and wet,
bees can do nothing until white clover. I would admonish bee-keepers
to set out cuttings of the golden wilwillow and plant the black or common locust, plant basswood or linden.
Do not forget to set out a nice patch
of raspberries
for black caps, plant
the Tyler & Sonhegan for early, and
Gregg for late of the reds, plant Hansen, or crimson beauty, for early and
;

;

;

;

Swarm
A, Entrance.

B,

and Drones

Controller

and Drone and Queen Trap.

Perforated Zinc (or egress of Workers. C, Tube of Wire Cloth for Queen
upper room. D. Zinc cover slid back to show inside of Trap.

to pass into

having the front side open to within
inches of the top. From the lefthand front corner to within 2 inches
of the opposite corner, is a plate of
zinc perforated from the inside.
The back side of the box is open
along the bottom up to the second
floor, to let the bees pass freely from
the hive into the box. When the bees
pass into it, they are directed by the
angling side to the right, and the
workers pass out through the holes
near the corner and make their escape. The queen and drones cannot
pass these holes, and are attracted by
the light from above and pass up
througli a tube into the upper room,
and are there confined. Tlie workers
that find their way into the upper
room, pass out through the perforated
side. When the workers return from
the fields, they naturally alight at the
point of egress, and in their laden
and distended condition cannot pass
readily through the holes, having the
rough edges outward, and are directed
by the angling front to the right and
to the lower corner through a tube of
ample size for the heavy-laden workers
This
to pass readily into the hive.
tube reaches about 3 inches into the
hive, where it is comparatively dark,
and as the queen and drones are at\}>£

the queen pass back into the hive,
and the large swarm, perhaps with a
valuable queen that we were so fearful might go to the woods, are nicely
located in their new home. Let the
controller remain at the hive for a few
days, or until there is no danger of
let

the

swarm

re-issuing.

When we have

after-swarms, and

the controller is used, we can ascertain if there is more than one queen,
return the one of our choice and
utilize or destroy the others, and our
swarm is returned to the old hive with
no further trouble. If the division
floor is left out, and the swarm issues
in our absence, it and the queen are
returned to the old hive without any
attention.
It is not intended to prevent swarming, but to control it. I agree with
Mr. Chas. Dadant in his article on
57, that swarming can be prevented, or nearly so by proper management, but when we do not prevent it
by this previous management, either
by design or failure, then we should
control tlie swarms, and I am of the
opinion that it is best to hive the first
swarms in new hives, and if that had
been done, and they had not been returned, the " ill-treatment " of the
queens would not have occurred.

page

;
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Mating queens in confinement.
lieve,

®" The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet for their spring
", 18S4. at the apiary and
residence of J. B. Haines, Bedford,
The Marshall County, Iowa, Bee- Cuyhoga County. O. All interested
Keepers' Association, met at the Court are invited.
J. R. Reed, <Sec.
House, in Marslialltown, Feb. 2. Five
were
admitted.
members
new
^^ The next meeting of the BeeThe subject for discussion, " Promotion of Bee-Keeping," was taken Keepers' Association of Central Illiup, and well discussed by several nois, will be held in the office of the
members, and, we believe, benefitted County surveyor, in Bloomingtoh, on
Wednesday April 9.
all present.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
On the subject of ""Fair Exhibitions," all desired to have a chance to
make a better display of bees and
i^" The sixth annual convention of
honey products, and the Secretary was Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
appointed to confer with the officers of " Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. Anthe Marshall County Agricultural So- drews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
ciety, and see what arrangements on April 24 and 2-5. 1884.
larger
could be made for the fair of 1 884.
number of leading bee masters than
that
election
of
was decided
the
ever assembled on a similar occasion
oflicers for the coming year, should in the South, is anticipated.
take place at the next regular meetWii. R. Howard, Sec.
ing, April 5. Subjects for discussion
Kingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 1884.
at the next meeting: "Spring and
Summer Care," and " Profits of Bee^" The fourth semi-annual meetKeeping."
The Society then adjourned to meet ing of the Western bee-keepers wiU
Saturday, April 5, at 10.30 a. m., at be held at Independence, Mo., April
the Court House in Marshalltown, 24 and 2.5, 1884. This will be the most
Iowa. Bee-keepers of adjoining coun- interesting convention of bee-keepers
The associaties interested in bee keeping, are in- ever held in the West.
For tbe American Bee

I be-

has thus far been a failure, and

JoamaL

we must look in some other direction Marshall County, Iowa, Convention. meeting May
for a

means

ter.

When we

pure

fly

of controlling that matwish to improve the
blood of our flocks and herds, we confine the males that we do not wish to
mate, and let those of our choice run
with the females. With this attachment to our hives, we can confine the
impure drones and let those that are

with the queens.

This con

troller can be made of tin at any tin
shop at a small cost. 1 make them

Earlly of wood. I form a box of thin
oards 12x6x6 inches, letting the sides
project above the ends witli grooves
which to slide this cover. The
front is IJ^ inches wide ; the back 4
inches, with a groove 3 inches from
the top. Two inches from the right
hand corner, on the inside, tack a

m

perpendicular strip. From this strip
to the left hand front comer, slide in a
piece of zmc perforated from the inside, with holes 9 64 of an inch in
diameter. The left end should be in
two pieces, and put together with an
opening corresponding with the groove
in the back. Through this opening,
slide in a triangular piece of tin or
wood with a notch in the side next to
the perforated zinc 3x% inches, for
the queen to pass into the upper
room.
Over this opening, and attached to the zinc, form a wire cloth
tube reaching to within
of an inch
of the top, having the opening about
Slide in on the
34 of an inch wide.
top a piece of glass or perforated zinc
for a cover.
At the right hand corner form a tin
tube reaching into the entrance of
the hive about 3 inches, with the inside

l

A

H

J. ^y.

vited.

inches.
City, HI.

2x}-^

Farmer

For

tlie

American Bee JonmaL

How to Settle the Pollen Theory.
H. O. MORRIS.

Sec.

numbers among its members
most successful bee-keepers in the country, and many outside
the association, from abroad, will be
tion

some

%

opening

Sanders,

Convention Notices.

of the

here to take part in the discussions.

Let each one come prepared to take
The Wabash County bee-keep- part in the discussions, and bring
ers intend to organize a county asso- something to exhibit. The programciation on Friday, April 11, 1884, at 10 me, when completed, will comprise
a. m., at the Court House in Wabash, all the interesting subjects of the day.
Ind. All bee-keepers of this and ad- The committee appointed at our last
joining counties are requested to meet meeting on " marketing honey," will
H. Crife.
with us.
report the first day. and it will be of
great interest, tor the committee
IS composed of thorough men who
C^ There will be a meeting of the have given the subject a large amount
Kansas Central Bee-Keepers' Associa- of attention since our last meeting.
tion at the Grange Hall in Manhattan Jerome Twichell. of Kansas City, has
on April .5, 1884. The following papers kindly consented to address the con" Forage plants vention on the subject of " Preparing
have been secured
for bees," by Thomas Bassler,K. S. honey for market."
" Pleasures and dangers of
A. C.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
bee-keeping," by Robert Corbet, of
Independence, Mo.
Modern
and
Manhattan; "Ancient
H. ScovELL, Pres. Columbus, Kans.
beekeeping contrasted," by S. B.
Kokanour, of Manhattan, and a paper
®" We will organize a bee-keepers"
by Aug. L. Entsminger, of Silver association
the Court House in
at
Lake, Kans. There will be election of
m.. April

^

:

I have several times read that by
closing up a hive of bees so that they
could not escape, at the same time
giving them ventilation and sunlight,
the bees would have the dysentery in
three or four days, even in summer.
think I have" read of some other
I
ways of giving them this disease in a officers, etc.
If anybody knows of
short time.
Thojias Bassler, Sec.
other means that will surely bring it
about, I wish they would report.
The Union Bee-Keepers' AsMy proposition is this Take 4 colonies of bees in normal condition. sociation of Western Iowa, will meet
No. 1 to have plenty of honey and at the Emmett house, in Dexter, on
pollen, Xo. 2 to have honey and no Saturday, March 29, at 10 a. m. sharp.
pollen, Ko. 3 to have sugar syrup and All who are interested in apiculture
pollen, and Xo. 4 to have syrup and no are invited to attend.
M. E. Darby, Sec.
pollen.
Treat these all alike, with
W. B. Kenyon, Fres.
the conditions necessary to produce
dysentery.
If the colonies that are
provided with pollen have the dysenThe Western Bee-Keepers'f'Astery and the others do not, we will sociation will meet at Independence,
have evidence that is conclusive, Mo., Thursday. April 34, 1884.
much more so than the winter test
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
for in some seasons and in some places
bees are not affected with it at ail. I
^"The Western Michigan bee-keepwill make this test next summer and
report, and hope others will do the ers, will hold their spring meeting at
Berlin, on April 24.
same.
F. S. Covey, Sec.
Tiskilwa, HI.
;

:

^

^

5,
Franklin, Ind., at 10 a.
All beekeepers are invited to
1884.
attend and take part in the organizaL. R. Jackson.
tion.
Urmeyville, Ind., Feb. ^6, 1884.

^" The

Lorain County Bee-Keep-

ers' Association, will

O.,

Wednesday, April
O. J.

meet
9,

at Elyria,

1884.

Terrell,

Sec.

Xorth Ridgeville, O.

1^

The Mahoning Valley bee-keep-

ers will hold their next meeting in the
Town Hall at Newton Falls, O., on
Thursday, April 10. 1884. at 10 a. m.
:E.

W. Turner,

Sec.

L. Cakson, Fres.

^" We can supply photographs of
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baroo of
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.

;
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all.

Local Convention Directory.
Timtand

1884.

place oj Mreting.

.1.

W. Sanders,

Sec.

Manhattan.
Thooiaa IJassler. Sec.
Ill«.,
at BloomlnKton.
a—
Ass'n
of
Central
April
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
Co..
EWrla.
O.
at
April 9.— Lorain
O. J. Terrell Sec, North RIdKeyllle, O.
April lO.-Mahonlng Valley, at Nowton Falls, O.
E. \V. Turner, Sec.
April 12— Texas Central, at Wiico.
I. W. Grayton, Sec.
April 18,— Iowa Central, at Wlnterset. Iowa.
,'>.—

Kansas Central,

at

J. B. Pryor. Sec.
April 22.— Des Moines Co., at Middleton. Iowa.

John Nau.

Sec.

April 24. -"SVestern Michigan, at Berlin.
F. S. Covey, Sec.
April 24, 25.~Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.

April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.

W. R Uoward,

May 3. -Progressive, at

May 6.— Southern
May

Sec.

Bedford, O.
J. R.

Reed, Sec

Wisconsin, at Janesvllle.
J. T. Pomeroy. Sec.

26.— Will County, at Monee,

III.

P. P. Nelson, Sec.
Oct. 11. 12.— Northern Mich., at Alma. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich.
Oct.'l5, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago. III.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Dec. 10, 11.— Michican State, at Lansing.
H, D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton,-Mich.

^"

In order to have this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Kd.

dif-

We

Uar. 20.— Union AasoolRtton. at Dexter. Iowa.
M. K. Onrby. Sec, Dexter. Iowa.
AprlKS.— Marshall Co. Iowa, at Marshalltown.
April

The thermometers shows no

.

will try to make it all
ference.
clear to the Doctor. Our report may
be a frank admission of a big mistake;
we shall see, and report facts just as

they appear, and "let the chips fall
where they may." James IIkddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., March 19, 18&4.

Why Eat

Honey 1

De.vu Editor :— I Ihave received
the sample of Leaflet No. 1, entitled,
' Why Eat Honey ?" I think that
bee-keepers owe you a vote of thanks
and liberal patronage for j'our endeavors to create a market for honey. The
get-up of the Leaflet is good, and I
think they will do a great deal toward
correcting the ideas of consumers of
honey. In general they have no idea
of the perfection of methods of beeculture, and if they have any knowledge of the business whatever, it is

comb and

return

them

to the hive to

be tilled again, that they should ask
with evident distrust, how we are
going to put our combs back in the
hive and have them filled again V
Would it not be well to explain in the
Leaflets, that with the methods in
modern bee-culture we compel the bees

W. N. Howard.

etc.

I

commenced

the spring of 1883 with

This feeder

made right

;

if

is 'practicable, if

more than

% inch space

at the top is left, comb will be built
into it, but it must be left in the hive,
as it cannot be easily removed on account of the bees that are always in
it
but, if it must be removed, shake
the bees to one end ; then with a quick
downward motion, the bees will slide
out, each side of the upper comb
guide (which is better than a flat surface for them to strike against).
lot of lose feeders lying around are a
nuisance; these are always in the
hives, out of the way, and just where
you want them for use.
;

A

Medford, Minn.

.1.

E. Cady.

Cyprians, Syrians and Italians,

put into winter quarters 53 coloof Italians, Cyprians, Syrians,
Albinos and a few hybrids. I have
nearly all in double-walled chaff hives,
and a few are in single-walled hives.
of management with the old-fashion
protection by packway with box hives. In view of this, I give these some the
outside. I have
ing leaves around
it is not strange that when people are
one in the American double-walled
told that we can take honey from the

to build their combs straight in sectional frames, and that these sections
can be removed from the hive in an
instant, the bees brushed off, the
honey extracted, and the combs returned to the hive to be again filled,

Bees in Excellent Condition.

hive.

Derby, Vt., March
[Yes

;

we

19, 1884.

I

nies

It is a two-story hive in summer, and a double-walled hive in winter.
It has nine frames 12x12. It is
a good hive. The rest of my bees are
all on Simplicty frames, 91.^x175^, outside measure. For six years I have
wintered all my bees out-of-doors.
This winter I have yet lost none. I
find that Italians crossed by Cyprians
or Syrians are good honey gatherers.
Cyprians excel the
Syrians and
Italians for gathering honey, but they
are very cross. I prefer bees or queens
that are kept where the different races
are kept in one apiary. I think they
are worth nearly one-third more.

hive.

Otto Kleinow.

will elaborate a little

on

Detroit, Mich.,

March

20, 1884.

—

20 colonies of Italian and hybrid bees, that idea though we mentioned it
and took from them, during the sea- briefly in the Leaflet.— Ed.]
Preparing Bees for Winter.
son, over a ton of honey. I use the
As we have just wintered about 40
Langstroth hive exclusively. I use
Feeder.
colonies of bees on the summer stands,
comb foundation in the sections, and
single one,
I wish to describe the feeder I use, and without the loss of a
find it pays. I would have it, if it
in which
cost SI .50 per pound. I prefer that and think among the best. It is a we will explain the manner
which runs about 10 feet to the pound. common brood frame, from the top we prepared them. In the first place,
attention as to whether
I can see no difference in the flat or 3% inches down, is placed a second we pay little
natural bottom my bees take as well triangular comb guide, then on each the combs contain pollen or not, but
has 20 pounds of
to the one as to the other. I have now side is fastened pitcure-back material, see that each hive
of an inch of the honey, at the least, and if more, all
30 colonies, and hope to get at least reaching within
use the 10-frame
top triangular guide. This is fastened the better.
3,000 lbs. of honey. C. E, Canoles.
in paint, and Ijeeswax is run along Langstroth hive, and remove a frame
Hereford, Md., March 14, 1884.
each sitle of the lower comb guide. from each side, leaving eight in the
This makes a feeder 3 inches deep and place of the frames removed, divisionBees Wintering Fairly.
inches wide, and as long as the boards are inserted, and over the
Our bees seem to be in more than frame. Near one end, through the frames sticks are placed, in order to
average good condition for this date. top-bar, is made a half-inch hole this allow the bees to pass to all parts of
are anxiously looking forward to hole is placed at the back of the hive the hive for the same purpose a hole
the final result of our carefully pre- (put comb foundation in below the is cut through the centre of each comb
pared experiments with the winter- lower guide, or see that the bees build remaining in the hive. We now place
ing problem. I have already seen worker comb there), cover with a a coftee sack over the frames, and fill
enough in past years to convince me quilt of single thickness first, cut the remaining space in the upper
inch hole a story with corn shucks, which absorb
that Bro. Pond is clear off the track through this quilt into
on the cause of spring dwindling. I straignt slitK inch l^ng ; have a small the moisture, and give freer ventilawill give my views on that subject, funnel made that will go through this tion, keep the hives and combs dryer
and reply to Dr. Tinker's last article, hole into the feeder. I use an old tea- than anything we have yet tried. So
when giving in my wintering report pot to pour the feed into the funnel long as "our bees are dry, warm, and
for 1884. The Doctor seems as far and it will surprise one at the short; have plenty of good honey (or a syrup
astray as Bro. Pond. The Doctor's time it will take to feed 50 or 100 col- made from the best quality of sugar
effort to answer that report before it onies, and that, too, without seeing a will, perhaps, answer as well), we can
comes to light, is " taking time by the iDee. The holes will close up after the defy the severest winter. Our prosfront forelock."
Our test will be funnel is removed, keeping every bee pects here for a crop of honey is good,
clear of any sucli errors as the Doctor below. Keep this frame in the middle but it mainly depends upon the manmentions. "Bees do not keep warmer of the hive, especially in the fall, agement between now and the harvest.
A. E. Foster.
with sugar than with honey ; they winter and spring. In the summer it
Covington, Ky., March 20, 1884.
just eat considerable less of it, that is can be moved next to one side of the

My

;

%

We

;

%

;

We

;

H

;
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Educate the Customers.
Leaflet No. 1 is received, and I pronounce it very good. I think it will
be a great help to many, situated as I
am, among people totally ignorant of
the improved methods in bee-culture,
which includes about nine-tenths of
the country people. Why, I have those
who keep bees in the " go-as-youplease " way, come for me to go and
extract from box hives and log gums,
and when told that it is necessary to
have movable frame hives in order to
extract the honey, they look amazed,
and when shown comb foundation,
they look as if they would have the
lock-jaw.

Neoga,

S.
111.,

March

Smith.

20, 1884.

Four Per Cent, of Loss in Winter.
Last

fall

I

packed 100 colonies of

colonies, and expect to Italianize the beings sometimes do, but pitch into
intend to work the first thing that has any sweetness
rest in the spring.
for extracted honey in the future, and about it, aud work at it with a will
while it lasts, and then when the
build up a home market for it.
use a frame 9i^xlo3-^ inches, outside better does come, they can enjoy that
measurement, and prefer it to all all the more. The past winter has
others for our use it will work cross- been a very severe one, on bees that
wise in a Simplicity body we call it were left on the summer stands, but
Crosswise Langstroth frame. owing to the good quality and quanthe
Quite a number of bee-keepers in tity of well capped honey, and being
this part of the State use it, and like strong in numbers, and mostly all
young bees bred late in the fall,
it better than others.
they nave come through in good conH.D. Gates Son.
dition, with but very few losses, in
Gerry, N. T., March 18, 1884.
this section, although the thermometer stood away below zero most of the

We

We

;

;

&

Hard on

Bees.
time, and on .Ian. 5, it was 320'below.
colonies of bees wintered on The white clover has not been winterthe summer stands very well until the killed, and looks very promising up
E. Armstrong.
last blizzard, which caused the brood to date.
Jerseyville, 111., March 13, 1884.
to be almost entirely destroyed, which
will be a very heavy loss to all who
have bees in this section of Northern
Kentucky. Success to the Bee JourHoney and Beeswax Market.
nal. May it outlive all the adulterators of sweets, so that pure honey
Office of The amekican Bef. Johrnal. {
Monday, lu a. m.. March 17, 1884.
will be one of the staples of this
country.
Wm. G. Gosney.
The following are the latest quotaDe Mossville, Ky., March 14, 1884.
tions for honey and beeswax received

My

.57

bees on the summer stands, with
planer shavings and chaff. They flew
quite freely to-day, for the first time
since winter set in. They were confined to the hives 98 days, and some
of them were badly affected with
diarrhoea. The loss thus far is 4 per
Colonies on new combs are
cent.
wintering much the best, which I no- Feeding in Winter.
ticed was also the case last winter.
I have read quite a little about
The bees in my cellar are quiet.
feeding bees in cold weather, so last
W. D. WRIGHT.
fall I thought I would try and feed
Knowersville, N. Y., March 13, 1884. 2 colonies all winter. Late in October, I put all my bees in winter quarIced Entrances.
ters these 2 with the rest. The latter
had less than 3 lbs. of honey each. I
It is too early to report yet, but
feeder; it will hold
some in this section are losing bees put on a Nellis filled it once in Ocabout 2 quarts ; I
pretty lively. Diarrlicea appears to be
and have fed them every
the trouble also smothering, from ice tober,
are, to-day, in
accumulating in the hives. Mine are month since, and they
as tine condition as you could wish to
still in the cellar, and most of them
was granulated sugar,
appear to be doing finely, but more see. The food
thin honey. They
about them later, after I see just how about as thick as
have to leave the cluster and come
M. Bailey.
they come out.
up about 4 inches to get the food. I
Winterset, Iowa, March 12, 1884.
only feed them when it is warm
enough for them to fly ; then pour it
Successful Beginners.
The feeder is very
in quite hot.
To-day our bees are flying and easily made, and I like it better than
some are gathering sap from the sugar any I have had yet. I have kept bees
maple. We commenced, last spring 7 years have always wintered on the
with 6 colonies in box hives. AV e had summer stands never lost any until
never used frame hives, and, there- this winter, when I lost one with dysfore, nearly everything was new to entery. The rest are all right so far.
us.
Having the Bee Journal and I thought, perhaps, this might be a
Cook's Manual we made fast progress, help to some that would like to feed.
D. S. Bassett.
and after a bee-keeper had shown us
Farnumsville, Mass., March,18,1884.
how to transfer a colony, we transferred the rest without any trouble,
and also several for neighbors. We
White Clover Not Winter-Killed.
increased to 1.5, and got over 200 lbs.
The weather has been very fine here
of honey, most of it in one-pound sections the rest extracted. Nearly all for the past two days, and the bees
We are making good use of it, seeming
of our honey was from linden.
Our glad to get out once more, after their
got none from white clover.
comb honey sold for 22 cents per long confinement. Much to my surpound, and the extracted for 15 cents. prise they were carrying in pollen
Our colonies brought us about S20 quite freely this afternoon, but what
each, spring count, which, I think, is they gather it from is a puzzle to me.
We for there are no trees in bud or bloom
excellent for the first year.
planted a piece of mignonette about yet. I have a row of very large maples
30 feet square the bees worked on it on the east side of my place, and the
early and late, till frost. We intend severe freezing weather of the past
planting more extensively the coming winter has cracked them open pretty
year. 1 have seen remedies for bee badly; the sap is now oozing out
stings in the Bee Journal, and have freely, and running down the bodies
used many different ones, but the best of the trees. These places are literally
was common salt and water imme- covered with bees sipping the sap
diately applied to the wound. We the little fellows do not wait for somehave Italianized about half of our thing better to turn up— as human
;

;

;

S

up

to this

hour

NEW

clover and basswood in and 2
17@18c. Dark and second quality,
lb. sections,
ir>c.
extracted white clover in kegs and barrels, 9@inc.
yellow, 34(«3r)C.
Prime
le yell(
I

I

BEESWAX—

AF.B.THtJRBER &CO.

CHICAGO.

HONE i'— of late receipts of comb honey haa
been scattered amongst many firms, and as ail are
desirious of realizing on their receipts at as early
a day as possible, prices have been irregular ana
low. some lots being offered from 5c to 7c per lb.,
less than 3(.i days ago. I quote white comb I3@t6c:
fancy 18c. Extracted honey— demand light, at 7®
9c.

BEES W AX— 30@37c.
R. A.

BDHNKTT.

KANSAS

HONEV— Demand

for

stocks reduced quite low.

South Water

161

St.

CITY.

comb honey good, and
The recent cancessiona

in prices have brought orders in quite freely.
and - lb. sections. 16tiS17c. ExChoice white
tracted in better demand, at 8@l0c.
BEESW.\X— None in this market.
l

JBKOME TwicHELL.

Walnut

514

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY—Stocks are mostly of fair to medium
There is very little inquiry. Prices are
nominally unchanged, but the undertone of the
market is weak. Wiiite to extra white comb, 1.5@
iHc; dark to good, li.ii.(jl3c: e-xtracted, choice to extra white. 7C^6c: dark and candied, .'>@—
quality.

BEESWAX- Whole.?ale, 27(.4(3i3(ic.
Stearns a smith.

;

;

TOIiK.

HONEY— White

;

;

:

ClNl'INNATI.
HONEY—There is no life in the market. Extracted honey sells in its regular way and to its
wonted channels, without any speculative feeling
ahout it, and brings "(iiloc on arrival. Comb honey
sells sibw at I5tol6c a lb. from store for choice.
BEESWAX--IS in good demand; choice yellow
brings 35c a lb. on arrival.
Chas. F. Moth.

HONEY
small.
tracted

123

Front Street.

ST. LODI8.
-Steady: demand_ aod

Comb,

lilistiec

per

lb.

supply both
and strained and ex-

fi'-dH'..jC.

,

BEESWAX— Firm at 33@33Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON & CO..

104 N.

3d Street,

CLEVELAND.

HONE y— The honey market is improving a little:

are selling tlrst-class l lb. sections quite readily at
IMc. with an occasional sale at l9c; 2 lb. isnotqulte
Second quality is dull at 15c.
St. active, at 17c.
E.vtracted not wanted.
35c. but very sca-ce.
A. C. KENDEL. 1 15 Ontario street.

BEESWAX—

BOSTON.
lb. sections comb
HONBY.-Demand light.
Extracted, 9® no.
l8iffl2oc.;2 lb. 16®18c,
BEESWAX-35C.
Blake & Ripley, 57 Chatham Street.
1

honey.

—

—

:
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Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

name on

subscription on the

Bee Journal.

For safety, when sending money to
this olUce set either a post office or express money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the
Postage stamps of any kind
letter.
may be sent foramounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of i5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.

W

e wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully tostate what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.

1^

When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
The edieither portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

Honey

GETTING UP CLUBS.

Notices.

as

Food and Medicine.

A

pamphlet of 16 pages giving
To increase the number of readers
of the Bkk JouiiNAL, we believe, will Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
aid progressive bee-culture and lielp of cooking in which honey is used, and
We,tlierefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
to elevate the pursuit.
premiums for
offer the following
We have put the price still lowerr,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
getting up clubs
them far and wide. Single copy 5
While no subscription to the Bee cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
Journal will l)e taken for less than per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
the regular advertised prices (viz.: postpaid for $10.00
AVeekly, $2.00; Montlily, $1.00),— any $15-00. On orders of 100 or more,
one getting up a club of two copies, we will print, if desired, on the
or more, may select from " Our Book cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
List " anything therein named, to (giving the name and address of the
the amount of 15centsfor every dollar bee-keeper who scatters them). This
they send direct to this office, to pay them alone will pay him for all his trouble
for the trouble of getting up the club ; and expense— enabling him to dispose
and these books will be sent, postpaid, of his honey at home, at a good proflt.
to any address desired.
To give away a copy of " Honey
For a club of S Weekly or 6 Monthly
"
who
and $6.00, we will make an additional as Food and Medicine to every one
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound buys a package of honey, will sell almost
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
any quantity of it.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
^g"
are now preparing a new
with $10, we will, in addition to the
1.5 per cent,
present a copy of the book for the pocket, to be called "The
;

;

1^

We

American "Popular" Dictionary, Bee-Keepers' Convention Assistant."
comprising every word in the English It will contain a copy of a model
language that enters into speech or "
Constitution and By-Laws " for the
writing; it contains 32,000 words and
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; formation of Societies for Bee-Keep-

nicely bound in cloth, and will be ers— a simplified manual of Parliasent by mail, postpaid, to any address mentary Law and Rules of Order for
desired.
officers as well as
Subscriptions for two or more years the guidance of
for one person, will count the same members, a blank form for making
i^" It must be understood that, as each year for a different person.
reports for statistical information
should an advertiser desire to cancel
and much other useful matter for
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rales for the
Apiary Register—New Edition.
those who attend Conventions. One
number of insertions his advertiseof tlie latter will be a suitable Proment has had.
All who intend to be systematic in gramme of questions for discussion at
All money orders from foreign their work in the apiary, should get a
such meetings, model Premium Lists
countries, should be made payable at copy and commence to use it. The
for Fairs which may be contracted or
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Sta- prices will hereafter be as follows
tion " is not an International office.
enlarged, and then recommended to
$1 oi
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
or
In rejily to many correspondents
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 25 the managers of adjacent County
let us say that we take any kind of
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 5u District Fairs
a few blank leaves for
postage stamps at their face value
The larger ones can be used for a jotting down interesting facts, etc.
Silver
including tlie S cent ones.
should never be sent by mail, as it en- few colonies, give room for an increas^ We shall aim to make it suitable for
dangers the loss of the letter either of numbers, and still keep the record any locality, and a book that will comby thieves, or else breaks through the all together in one book, and are there- mend itself to every bee-keeper in the
fore the most desirable ones.
envelope and is lost in that way.
English-speaking world. It will be
We carefully mail the Bee
of a size suitable for the pocket, nicely
Journal to every subscriber, but
Dzierzon's new work entitled
should any be lost in the mails we will " Rational Bee-Keeping," we now bound in cloth, and the price will
cheerfully send, another, if notihed club with the Bkk Journal as fol- probably be .50 cents.
before all the edition is exhausted.
The Weekly for one year and
lows
AdTertisements intended for the Bee the book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in
not let your numbers of the
Journal must reach this office by paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
The
foi 1884 be lost.
Journal
Bee
• Saturday of the previous week.
less
book,
and
the
$1
Journal
I3ee
best way to preserve them is to prothan the above prices. It is an im- cure a binder and put them in. They
ported book, printed in the English
are very valuable for referenceSubscription Credits.— We do not language, and the price of the book is
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- $1.-50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
tion by letter. The label on your when bound in cloth.
Constitutions and By-Laws for
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
date to which your subscription is
name of the Association printed in the
Emerson Binders— made especially blanks for 50 cents extra
paid. When you send us money, if
lettered
in
are
Journal,
the proper credit is not given you, for the Bee
within tvo weeks thereafter, on your gold on the back, and make a very
Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Bee
label, notify us by postal card. Do convenient way of preserving the Bee
not wait for months or years, and Journal as fast as received. They Journal will be sent free to any perAny one intending to get up a
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for son.
copies sent to
tion is paid to the end of the month the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50 club can have sample
They cannot be sent by mail the persons they desire to interview,
indicated on the wrapper-label. This cents.
this otSce.
to
by sending the names
gives a continual statement of account. to Canada.
it is

i^

:

^°

;

^^

®°

:
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^^
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All my Seed is warranted to be fresh anft
true to name, so far that should it prove
otherwise, I aj^ree to refill orders gratis.
A largre part of the great collection of
Seed I offer isof my ow^n ero\»ing:. As the
original introducerof EclipseBeet, Bur*
bank Potatoes, Marblehead £arly Com,
the Hubbard Squash, and scores of other
new Vegetables, I invite the patronage
of the public. In the gardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Catalogues FREE to all.
ES J. H. GREGORY, SEED GROWER, MARBLEHEAO. MASS.

HONEY EXTRACTORS!
20 per cent, discount on all orders received
for tne next 30 days on Honey Extractors of
the most improved desig-ns. Bolihara Clover
Seed, 20 cts. per pound. Extracted Honey

Wanted.
13Alt

EDinUND

BERRY,

J.

BROME CORNERS, QUE, CANADA.

A young man of some expeWANTED—
rience in Bee-Keeping to work in the
apiary. Reference required. Address, stating
age. experience, and wages wanted,
D. WRIGHT. Knowersville.Alb. co, N. T.
13Alt

W.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

Bees, Bees! and Eggs, Eggs!

PLEASE SEND FOR MY PRICE LIST
Of Langstroth Hives, Sections and Supplies
in general, before buying your supplies for
1884.
HENRY CRIPE, N. Manchester, Ind.
13A2t

One
Having more Bees than
to sell

can well handle. I wish
100 Colonies immediately. I use L hive.

12A2t E.

too

They are in Langstroth hives, one or two
The Bees are Italian. Arkansas Brown.
Cyprian and Hybrids— the best honey-bees in
the world. Price S3 per colony, at the apiary.
story.

See Advertisement

retail.

Italian

KY.

In

another column.

Bees and Queens For Sale,

yOR
1884, ITALIAN and CTIPRIAN
^ Bees
and Queens For Sale
any shape
and quantity. Address,
OTTO

KliEINOtr, DETROIT.
Opposite Fort Wayne, Mich.
'

To handle Bees
E.
12A^t

etc.,

Address, with terms

this season.

DR^»I£, EMINENCE, Henry Co.

KT.

TTAl,IAN Q17EEN8, DADAJfT FOUNX dallon, and Suppllei.— It will pay you to
send for Circular.
lIAtf

E. F.

SMITH, Smyrna,

N. Y.

Prator's Quilting Attach-

ment"
any Machine
Everybody!^
and turns out a Bed Quilt

l-eBhorns, at f 1..S0 per set of 13 Eggs. Send

Card for Price List and reference. Address to

WM

LOS8INO,HOKAH. Houston Co. MINN.

10C3t

Vandervort

Comb

32ABtf

in

13Alt 4Blt

Tested Queens after June i, f 2.(X» each. AlsoERgs
for hatchinR. from choice stock of White and

Full colonies in May. 7.(xi: l' for ¥13.00;
10 for Ifi'i.iMi. Alter June 1, $l.n<) less each colony.
Satisfaction guaranteed. 1. S. CROWFOOT,
12A8t
Hartford, Wis.. April 1. 1884.
for|:.">.40.

HELP WANTED,

ARK.

200 Colonies of Italian Bees
For Sale.
$B.50each; in or more, at $6.00 each.

to

lit

Send for Samples

;

GEO. B. PETERS,
Lee Co.

Co.

to 10.

Tested Queens. May, $3.oo June. $2.50; after
July 1, fii.iK) each. Untested, after June U $1.00; 6

Safe arrival guaranteed.
P. O.,

Henry

Dadant's Foundation Factory, irht^Iesale

Bees For Sale
PETERS

I>KAN£, EMINENCE.

1

Brown

COLONIES OF

and

13Alt

I

J.

dk

Fdn. Mills,
Reduced Price-List.

VANDERVOET,

Lacyville, Pa.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEFES'S ADVISES.
Is NOW pabllshed

The British Bkk Jocknal

SEMI-MONTHLT,

at Seven Shillings, per annum,
and contains the best practical Information for
the time being shovving what to do, and when and,
bow to do it. Rev. H. R. PEEL., Editor.

We send the Weekly American Bee JouRNAi.
and the British BteJoumaU both for $3.50 a year.

fits

'

in less than ninety minutes.

C. R. miTCHEL.!.,
13Alt

Agents wanted.

HawkinsvlIIe, Ga.

"WANTED. -1

agent wanted

in

every

our new goods. Big pay. 40
place
HELP samplesonly
mc. Mapsfree. Cutthisout
Acme Novelty
tu sell

Co., Clintonville,

Conn.

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for makingComb Foundation either

THE HORSE,

eiTEW

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

in Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

D. 8.
lABtf

<tE

CO..

HOOPESTON.

ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

I

WANT TO SELL

and

retail.

See Advertisement In another column.

TREATISE

A.
(rivluR an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table Riving all the principal druRS used for the
horae, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enin-avinp of the
;

Beinp unable to keep my apiary in the city Italian Bees and Queens For Sale
for want of room, I offer the same For Sale
Send 25 cents (one cent stamps) and get our Book
Cheap. It consists of about 60 colonies of on BEE-KEEPING.
Address E. P. BAKES,
Italian Bees. Hives are mostly one-story
DES MOINES, IOWA.
chaff.with top for surplus. Lan^^stroth frames lOASt Box 342,
IT^^xit'i^.
All Combs built on heavy Foundation; 300 surplus Brood Combs, &c., &c.

JAJTtES irRE, EAST SAGINAW, MICH.

ENORA VlNdU

Given'sFoundationPress.
Is

Early Italian Queens

13Alt

;

horse'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the a«e of the horse a valuable collection of re;

cipes,

and much valuable Information.

Price 85 cent».— Sent on

THOMAS
d2S

G.

West Madison

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, VLL.

IMPORTED AND HOHE-BBED.
Bees bred both for
and
Dunham and
Vandervort
Especially. If you
need Queens, Bees. Hives, Foundation or Supplies,
send for my Catalogue and Price List. Address,
Nuclei and full coI"nies.

BEAUTY.
FOUNKATION

BUSINESS

r.

J",

1876.

CI^OAT^lsr

1882.

H.
AUGUSTA, GA.

I2A8t 4B4t

Drone Excluder, Queen

& Drone Trap

C03viBi3srE:iD.
Sample, by mail, n.^c; by express, 5(ic. In theflat,
per dozen, including one made for model (13 in all)
.'i.rxi.
Send for our 2:id annual Circular and Price
List of Queens and four races of Bees.
Bee-Keepers' Handy Book, bound in cloth, by
mail, $l.uo.

HENRY ALLEY,
TFENHAM,

9Atf
/.

-K.EEPEK8.

.^vX^x•.vbN^v»?svw8VlW»RWE^RV8vnn^^

TTTTC
LXllO
Co.'B
St.),

itlD

T> ilx
A T>T?T> maybe found on

X

J^jXiat Geo.

P.

file

Rowell

4

Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made f«r

KE^W TOREL.

BEE
10A24t E.

Essex Co.

MASS.

before orderingyour

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our laree Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

KRETCHMEK, Coburs. Iowa.

The best arranged IIIVK for all purposes in
exietence. Took first premium at St. Louis Fair
in 1882 and 1883 over all competitors. Descriptive
Circular sent free lo all on application.
Address,
Prop'r. of the

ELVIN AKMSTRONO,

Crown Bee Hive Factory and Apiary,

)
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American Linden or Basswood

FOR BEES!

SUPPLIES.

fi

to in Inches, per U)0

•1

to.'ifeet. per hkj

$l..'jO.

7.00.

K. JE-WETT, SPARTA, WIS.

For sale by Z.
_12At;t 4BJt

Dadaiit'sFoiindntion Factory, wholesale
and
vSend a postal card for

Catalogue for

On account of the prevailing scarcity of beeswax,
the price of comb foundation is now advanced 3
cents per pound above the price quoted In my
1S84.

BEESWAX.
I

To avoid

mistakes, the shipper's

I

am

led to believe that
the gooris I offer, and my ways of doing
an
average satisfacat
least
business, give
trade has more
tion, from the fact that
than doubled every year since I have dealt
all of
fornearly
in supplies, and that
mer customers are customers still. True,

coming season.

1

my

pre.'ient prices

are as follows

complaints, but we have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
complaint.
such
one
every
to

my

Hive is growing in popular1 believe
ity, to a much greater degree, than is the

business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled by none.

Alsike CloTcr, $12.00 per bushel, $3.25
per peck, or 25 cts. per pound.

Sweet Clover, $10.00 per bushel, $2.75
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.

lam now

For Brood Frames.
One ounce

spools, each,

4 cents.
Postage. 2 cents extra.

One

Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

-

you contemplate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,
may pay you to send for my

If
it

spools, each,

will wire

WIRE
On

40 cents.

about 175 frames.

NAILS,

account of a decline in the price

Nails, I will make a discount
of 15 per cent, from the prices quoted
in my Catalogue, until further notice.

of

Wire

And

be

SURE

to state whether or
1883.

not you

have my Circular for
Address,

JAMES HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC

Cass County.

MICH.

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

It nil!

Save Doctor Bills!
Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

Price only 2*% Cents.

West Miidison

G. NETVMABT,
CHICAGO. II L

Street.

pSPflKi
DR.

f

DYES
(before.)
'BEFORE.

(

AFTER.)

iCTRO-VOLTAIC BELT and other Electric
ELECTRO-VOLTi
APPLIANCES are
ai
sent on 30 Days* Trial TO
MEN ONLY. YOUNG OR OT D. who are suffer-

ing from Nervous Debili /, Lost Vrr.\.LiTT.
Wasting We.^knessks, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses and
Speedy relief and complete
Other Causks.
restoratiim to Hkalth, Vigor and Manhood
Stnd at once for Illustrated
Guaranteed.
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BKI.T CO., Marshall, IWicb^

6Dly
for the working class. Send 10 c< ta
for postage, and we will mail you J lef,
a royat, valuable boxot samplego. .ds
that will put you in the way of makng
re njciney in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required.
will start you.
You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexe.*, young and
old. You can easily earn from 50 cents to f^> every

GOLD!

We

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

CIRCULAR for 1884

IT

Black Byes, Boils, Burns, Chillblalns, Cold Feet,
Corns, (Roughs, Cholera. Dlarrhcea, Diphthera, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felona,
Fetid Feet, Freckles. Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarsness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples. Piles. Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples, Sore Thrriat, Sunstroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet. Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents extra.

BEES and QUEENS.
in

Exercise.

Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
Superfluous Hair.
After- Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, caused cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
edness,
Croup— to Prevent.

oz. spools,

One pound

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

Contagious Dlseaaea,
How to Avoid them.

WIRE

NO. 30 TINNED

all-

Dovetail Sections as follows: 4J^x43<x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, 56..50; .5x6x2,
per 1,000, S8.00. All shipped from here.

Ventilation.

Influence of Plants.

y25

Postage 18 cents extra.

ready to furnish white

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear.
How much to Wear,

THOJMAS

One pound

SECTIONS.

Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

Things to Do.
Thlnps to Avoid,

:

White Cloyer, $15.00 per bushel, $4.00
per peck, or 30 cts. per pound.

my

we have had

VE

It Costs only T^VENXY-FI
CENTS,
and contains SH pages, and Is sent by mall,
post-paid, fill receipt of price. This Is just
the Book that every family should have.
IT TELLS ABOUT

Overheating Houses,

CZiOVSH SSSSSI
The

very valuable boob that givea a
great amtiunt nf information of the Utmost Imptntance to Kveryijody. concerning their dally
nabits of Katinc Orinking. Dreysing. Sleeping.
Bathing. Workint.'. etc.

of Summer.
name Pbrils
How to Breathe.

y«u> Langstroth Hive,

Thanking you for past years' patronage,
solicit what 1 may justly merit for the

Hints and Ready Recipes.
la the title of a

How to Eat It,

should always be on each package.

Mv

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

What to

pay 38c. per pound dellrered here, for yellow

Beeswax.

^ee AdTertlsemeDt in another column.

DR. FOOTE'S

1884.

COMB FOUNDATION.
Catalogue for

retail,

my Illustrated

makes the finest extra thin FouDdation for
comb honey. For Sale by

evening.

That

all

who want work may

test the

business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send Jl to pay tor
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

983 We.t MadUon

CHICAGO.

-

-

Street,
Il,l,ISrOI8.

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

lABly Lockbos9y5.

Belleville, St. Clair

1

O..II18.

!
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Bee-Keepers wautiug HIVES OK SECTIONS of any kind, and in any quantity,
a'' favor
by sending for my Price List (Price List Free). Direct

will

confer

R. L.

SHOEMAKER,

CHAMPION BEE HIVE MANUFACTORY,
Newcomerstown, Tuscarawas Co. Ohio.

Proprietor.

STORYSCHMP,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

PIANOS^'^ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
Story
Camp.

&

iVIathushek,

The largest exclusively

Simpson & Co.,
& Camp.

Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Story

Territory
griven.

Agents Wanted.

^z'^l°^

Catalogrues free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying- else-

where.

STORY & CAMP,
188

& 190 State

Street,

203 N.

CHICAGO.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

ka

MFW
ImfclW

A

HIVE

|

'

Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passage-ways. Will be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easilv and rapidly managed. For
omb hnney it is without a rival, and as an Invenion, is second only to that of movable brood
frames.

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.

SEND FORPKICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address,

I<. TINRKR,
NEW PHILADELPHIA.

J>R. O.

44Atf

O.

Dadaiit'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
:in

1

retail.

See Advertisement In another column

week at home. $5.(X» outfit free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex. young or old,
can m:tke t:reat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
11

4Aly

FLAT- BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free^

HELLO! HELLO!
\Ve are

now ready

to

Bonk Orders

ft>r

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A

WhltePoplarl
Dovetailed

Specialty.

J.

DEALER IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieens
For further information, send for Circular.
7A1 y
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

Palace Bee Sive
And Bee-Keepers'

Everything fully up witb the times, and

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp

Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

7Al3t

H.

C.

all the
Presidents of the U. S. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice

APIARIAN SUPPLY
7A6in

CO.,
WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.
profits to agents.

Da(laiit'sFoHiulatioiiFactory,wliolesiile
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

our price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense
All intelligent people want it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
Hallett Book Co., Portland, Maine.

free.

4Aly

SONS,

Send ^ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goodswhieh will help you to
more money right away than
anythingelsein thisworld. All
(.if either sex. succeed from first
broad
road
The
to fortune opens before the
hour.

flPRIZLi

workers, absolutely sure.
& Co., Augusta, Maine.

At

oi.ce address,

True

4Aly

"WHITJE. MADISON, IND.
wanted for The Lives of

for SJ-page Catalogue and Samples.

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. <^^k, N. Y.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LangstTotli Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.

MT7TH,

C. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.. CINCINNATI, O.
|»"8end 100. for Practical Hint* to Bee-Keepers.

1

.

.<!>.

ESTABLISHED
IN 1861

eX'GV

^-^

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-(M1TURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED INI
18S1.

Chicago,

i

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU.,

April 2, 1884.

Topics Presented

OF

in this

.

SI® liliiAi
PrHLlSHED BV

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

ST.,

SS a year

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly, SI.

;

one sending one nfw subscripWeekly, or two for the Monthly, for

for money sent us will be Riven
on the address label on every paper. If not given
in two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
Is

entitled

an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Entered at

the

Chicago P. O. as Second Class Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20 cents per

line of '^pace,

each insertion,

For either the Weekly or Monthly EditiuTUi.

A line of this type will contain about 8 words;
TWELVE lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices.

SO cents

per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at 30 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expitlitlon
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the lime the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS

G.

S8i> iVcwt MadlBon

NEWMAN,
Street..

CblruKO,

III.

2 25

2 75..

2 60

Comb Honey

Swarm

211
216, 218

217
217

of the Season

217
217

218
217
218
217
220
218
217

do Bees Fly ?
Jefferson Co., Neb., Convention.
Keeping Moth out of Combs
Making Comb Foundation

:

;

2 5U

2 50..

How

Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
lime paid for, unless requested to be continued.
t^T*

FOREI6K POSTAGE, EXTK A

Price of both. Club

Counterfeit

Good Beginning
Hives, Frames and Bees
Home Markets for Honey
Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Dealers and Separators
Honey Granulated in the Fall

to

To Europe— Weekly, .^) cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly, 24 cents.

postage prepaid.

3 00

From Tennessee
From Wataguga Apiary

|3^ The receipt

of six.

We will supply the American Bee tJourDul
one year, and any of the following Books, ai the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
flrat column gives the regular price of both. All

.

First

one year, besides their own subscription tor a year
fur the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey,'* bound in cloth.

I^r Any person sending a club

1884.

Bees Wintered on Summer Stands 218 The Weekly Bee Journal
*2 06.
Better than Average
218 and Cook's Manual, histeditiondn cloth) 3 25.
Cook's Manual, (in paper covers)... 3 00..
California Honey Crop
211
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cIoth 2 75.
Convention Notices
214,
Experiments in Wintering
Feeding IJees Now

PKEMIUM.— Any
tion for the

14.

,

KniToR AND Proprietor.

925

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Numbpr.

Automatic Honey Extractor
212
Bay (if Quinte, Out., Convention 21.5
Bee- Keeping iu Indian Territory. 218
Bees all Right
217

VOL. XX. No.

I

far

217
.

214

219

220

New Price Lists
No Winter Loss

211

219

Premiums at London Fair
Prevention of Swarming
vShall I feed Sour Honey ?
Space Above Frames
Removing Bees from Cellars
Tests in Cellar AVintering
The Cause of Dysentery
Tuscola Co., Mich., Convention.
Virgin Queens in JNIarch

212
220

Bees and Honey (paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 20(_1 colonies
Dzierzon'a
Dzierzon's

Quinby'sNew Bee-Keeping
Langstroth's Standard Work
Root's A B
of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner'H Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

King's Text Book

212
219

3 00

3 50.

.

2 75

3 50..

3 26

4

00

3 25.

3 75
.

3 00

3 00..

2 76

2 35.

.

2 25

2 40.

.

2 25
25

50..

4

50.

4 25

75.

.

.

2 50
2 76

3 00.

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.LRoot) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A. J. King). 3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G. Hill)
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3
The Apicullurist, (Silas M. Locke) .. 3

New

Eng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
Bee Jourmil
3
The 8 above-named papers
9

British

above, ti less than the Ogures

in

2 76

00.

00.

.

2 75

50..

2

00.

2 76

00..

2 75

75..

2 .W

75..

3 50

00..

7 75

The Monthly Kee •lonrnal and any

;i5

of the

the last column.

Look at Your Wrapper-Label.

218
219

4 00..

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

21

.

Log Book

3 50.. 3 25

Moore's Universal As^<istant
4
Honey as Food A Medicine, 100 Copies 4
Blessed Bees
2

219
220

.

New Bee Book (cloth)
New Book (paper covers)

2 50

X

Subscribers whose papers reach
tliem with this paragraph marked
with a 6;f(€ pencil, will please take
notice tliat tlieir subscnptions mil

expire at the end of ilie present month.
212
Such are marked thus on the label,
215 ''
April 84." We do not want to lose
Wintered Well
217
any of our subscribers, and give this
Winter Severe, but no loss of Bees 217
notice so that all may get every

Weight of Sections
AVhen to Extract

number of the 13ee Journal without
i^" Letters for publication must be any break, and no papers will be
written on a separate piece of paper missed. AVheu the money for renewal
from items of business.
is received at this office, the date on
the label is changed to correspond,
^" We now club the British Bee and this change is your receipt. If
Journal and our Monthly for $2.50, or there is any mistake made, notify us
it

and the Weekly for

$3.50.

at once.

—

A

'

;
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BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of

DADANmODlimON
is attested l)y hundreds of the most jiracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the eleanest.brightest, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
evenness and neame!«R of any that is made,

tical

it is kept for sale i)y Messrs."
A. H. NEWMAN. Chicngo. III.,
C. F.

MU I'H. Cincinnati. O.,

JAMS'* HEDDON. D

'Wjiglac, Mich..

DOlUiUKR Y J: McKEE. Indianapolis.
CHAS. H. ia;KEN. Her. in. Wis..
CH AS. HEK'IKL. .Ir.. Freeburg, 111.,
I

WM.

E. L.

BAl.H.NTl.NE. Saso,

lod.,

O..

ARMSTKO.SG. Jerseyville.I

1..

AR'rHUH TODD.Gerniantown.Philadelphia.Pa.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with
l.>0

COMPI.IMKNTAKX,

925

West Madison

Street,

price,

has

'^o

engravings

horse information
Price Sac. for either the
English or German editions.
QuInby'sNew Bee-KeeplnfiT. by L. C. Root—
T'- e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that its
author is master of the subject.- W1.50.
The Hive I XJse— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, sc.
Novice's ABCofBee-Cultare, by A. I. Root
—This embraces '"everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is v;iluable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, ISl.So.
KlofC'n Bee-K.eepers* Text- Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 9f>1.0U.

LL-L.

On dozen

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.

Bee - Keeping.—

I>zSerzou*8 Kational

It

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

by

CHICAGO,

— No book could be

Kendall** Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, Ex-iditoT of the "Bntmh Bee Jinirnnl.'''
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee <,ulture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Root says of it: "Old father
Dzierzon
has probably mnde greater strides in
scientiHc apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientific value, it would well repny anv beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to' scientific research, to purchase a copy.
Cloth, »>2.

on the Hive and

I,.an(pstroth.

—This is a standard

scientific

Honey Bee.

work.

99.

Price.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.- A romance

of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. tSc,

—

Foul Brood;
By Albert

development and cure.

origin,

its

Kohnke.

R.

'i^c

Price,

Extracted Honey; HarTestlngr, HaadlInK and M:irketluir. — A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. & C. P. Uadant, giving in detail the methods

(|ueen-ReariiiK. by Henry Alley-— A full and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
and UNSOMCITED TESTI.MOXIALS and detailed account of TWENTV-THKEE years
Practical Hints to Bee-K.eepers, br Chas.
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest, F. Muth :i2 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
from as many bee keepers in I8.'<3.
easiest and best way to raise queens.
Never the management of bees. Price. lOc.
We giiariinlee every iiidi of our Foun- before published. Price, Sl.OO
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenBee-K-eeper's Uiilde or, Cook*B Manual tal principles of bee-culture, and turnishes the
dation e((ii.'il te sample in every respect.
ol" the Aplitry. —This
Manual is elegantly facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
CHAS. D.VI).1XT A- SOX.
Apiary Reeisler, for SYSTEMATIC WORK
of bee-culture. It is not oiily instructive, in the APIAR*.
The larger ones can be used
SABly
HAMILTON, Hancock Co.. ILL. subject
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
colonies, give rt)Om
;

;

for a tew
for an increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
one book. Prices
For 5o colonies. $1.00; lor loO

The book

15.00,
M ILL S.IOiNCH.$
REUtH AM ..J

^.ii— * W.e.

^\ MA yfsy/L L r. >rJr

^..^

is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-beeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without. Cloth. :t^l.2o ; paper cover. JSl.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Tliomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Kdition, "Fully up with the
times." including all the various impr«;ivenients
and inventions. Chief amrmg the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturaae a Necessity." "" Management

:

colonies. $1.25; for 200 colonies. $1.50.

Jcutschc Slucchciv

:

llcbct ©Icncnstidit.
^iencit .Wultur, obcv erfolgreic^e
i8ct)anblung bcv Sioneii, Doii itjo^. @.

Bees and Honey

at Fairs," ''Marketint: Honey,"
of
It contains ikh paues. and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, Toe; in paper
covers, iiOc, postpaid.

VA.t"CTA.BI,E

etc.

ORieiNAL PATENTS.

Houey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomab
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses uptm the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
G.

Jicfcs

Dieromait.

'iMimp[)let

eiittjalt

.

TheOi

Eglnal

S3elet)rungcii iibcr folgcnbe '5icgeu[tanbc

Market Honey as food, ctvini^ recipes for making
He ney Cakes. Cookies. Puddines. P'oam.Wines.etc;

—C
—

;

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

as Medicine with many useful Hecipes.
intended for Consumers, and should he scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Enffllfth and Of rman.
Price for either edition. 5c.i per dozen. 40«.

Honey

ani-"

Preparation of Honey

for

the Markft,

uon

from

Prof, rook.in his TJiIuable Manual of the Apiarv.
states that " Mr. Binyhtim was the first to improve
the old Quinby muuker by e^iab ishmg a direct
draft." Five years "f per-i>tfnt eir.irt has lienionstrated th:it no <'ne but Binaham lias been able to
improve a Bint;ham ^^n•ke^. Hundreds ol Bineham smokers havp been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. Thny burn lots ot blocks
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box »ttachments, as they never ko out or fuii to blow
emoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
sw'lt or s'ow. ju>c as yoH please, any or all the
lime; top up or down, they always so!

Bee-keepers wnl save oioiify and vpxnlion by
buying ;:enuine Bingham smokers and Bingham i
Hetherington Unoappintr-Knives tirst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but f these
we are the original invent »rs, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.^.<nhi in u-e trora one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of

com-

plaint.

Witi European and American orders nlready
received for over :i.im»o, there is evidence that l^s'<-l
witii us is Dot likely to be an idle one. Also that
eucii goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the m -st advanced bee-keepers in Europe ami America.
For mail r;it.'8 and testimonials, send card. To
Bell again, send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERIXGTOS,
6A2Btf

AUKO.MJk, MICH.

Price,

9lblegi'r

' fi '

'

Tiefe^

Fisher's Grain Tallies for Farmers, etc.

^iiftijer

e

iJ3iencn

inciter ciitt)alt

;

'l^veig

ift.

40

Cf ent§.

9lai)tuno

tili^

unl>

— uon i[)omn§®.9ieannnn.

eiitfinlt eiiie FUive

barfteUiiiig iibei
;

nls ^caljrungemittcl,

S^onia,
roie

man

cingebeiii)

Jpoiiigtudicn, j\ormtiid)cld)en,

-t>ubbiiig§,>£d)aiiinfonfect,i9ciiie,u.|.n)
'

jubereiteii

\evna

faun;

,0 o n

i

al§

g

i

9}Jcbi;iin

mit meleu

llte^eptcii.

(S'§ i[t fiir

bcftimnit,

unb foQte

j

|

— \v>-2 pages, pocket form full of useful tables lor
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest: wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 rents.

V

fi

^(u^'^tcfjcii

book throughout: ben (jonfi.nicnien
c. postpaid.

i

Sicneii iiiibJnonig bco 3Utertl)um§ bie
93efd)aftcu[)eit, Dunlitcit, Oiicllcn unb
^ubcreitung beefiouigo fiir ben J^nnbel

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
CL-nsumer at'ainst the numerous health-de>tr'.ying

S5

e

jtonigiinu'ii

SRcMjitl

Sc.

tables, interests, etc. Standard
L'nited States Jfe Canada. Price

(FT5ie[)utig be iKfinigin

— Sdjiiiarmui —
n
n—
—
—

—3

^<»oni(t

lOc.

adulterations offered as food. :iO(l paiiea *>Oc.
Scrll>nei-'«» I..nniber and I-og Book. — Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of ali kinds of lumber, loss, and planks
by Doyle's Kule, cubical contents of square and
round' timber, staves and headinii bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

bco :J3iciicnftanbcg

t

jTianbel befdjrei&en

Bees In Winter, with instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey."

i

—

eScin Jtapitcl,mortiibiciicueftt' 3Jfet^obe
fiir bic t^cvridjtiing bc§ ,Oonig€ fiir ben

:

ter

d) f c

bc[)aiibelii iiiib bcvuljigcn

8warnilnfr,I>!vld1nK and Feeding: Bees.—

Price.

1 1 i

iviittcrii

Hints to Beizinners. by Thomas G.Newman. This
Price. 5c.
is a chapterfrom " Bees and Honey."
Bee Pasturage a XeceBBlly, by Thtimas GNewman— Giving advance-' views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how Ji^ engravings. This is a chap-

Bees and Honey."

V

iHTfel^cn

including tlie production and careot both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey.' Price lOc,

••

c

ifionig pfliiir^cii

It is

j

iiber

tiieltaufcnbfiiltig

bn^

gntije

ianb

i

;

|

^>rei^

Dcvbveitct nu'vbeii,

(JeutS.

tj

:
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Comb Honey.

X. Clarke, Delavan, Wis.,

sends us the following

APRIL

2,

1884.

:

:

;

;

It is very

damaging

to have such
quoted by Mr. Clarke

api)ear in the agricultural

and

14.

Wiley " confessed was without foun- The European demand for California
dation, and gotten up by him as " a honey has also been limited, though
scientific pleasantry " just for the fun our honey is preferred there when
of telling a lie so large that it might prices here will permit of business."
make him notorious That has been
Nearly a million pounds for Caliexposed so often that it is, we may fornia in a poor season is not a very
reasonably hope, about " played out."
What tlie reporter was endeavoring
to describe was evidently the use of
comb foundation, and made the
blunders alluded to, by his ignorance
of the matter.
15ee-keepers, too. are very much at
fault in this matter, by presistently
calling it artificial comb, when speaking of comb foundation. This is done
at Conventions and in general talk
quite often.
prominent liee-keeper
of Ohio has cut out and sent to us an
advertisement of Mr. A. I. Root, also

In the Century Magazine for October, 1883, on page 816, 1 find the following paragraph in an article entitled, " Outdoor Industries in Southern California," by wliich, I think,
many of its readers may be mislead
A
• .\ still more tyrannical circumvention has been devised, to get extra rations of honey from bees false
combs, wonderful imitations of the enumerating '• artificial comb "'as one
real ones, are made of wax. Apparof the articles he keeps for sale. We
ently the bees know no difference at
any "rate, they fill the counterfeit full hope Mr. Root will see that his adverof "real honey. These artificial combs, tisements are all corrected, as he
carefidly handled, will last 10 or 12 promised in Gleanings some time since.
years in continued use."
This matter is becoming quite imporI think a contradiction or explanation of such paragraphs by bee papers tant on account of the public misrepof such standing as the xVmekican resentation in the press about " artiJJeh; .Journal may tend to lessen the
ficial combs being filled with glucose
ill-effects of such mistakes of reportignorant of and sold for comb honey." Let all be
ers, who
are mostly
modern bee-keeping, andj of course, careful to "call things by their right
make a botch of what is told them by names."
well-informed bee-keepers. S. X. C.
articles as tliat

No.

!

NEWMAN,

Editor and Pkopuietor,

Counterfeit

ILL.,

liter-

bad showing, after

all.

Removing the Bees from

Cellars.

Mrs. L. Harrison gives some good
advice about this matter in the Pmirie

Fanner, from which we condense the
following

:

Good judgment and

care must be
exercised in removing bees from the
cellar, or disastrous results will follow.
know of an apiary of over
100 colonies that was badly injured,
indeed, nearly mined, by all being
taken from the cellar all at once on a
fine, warm day.
The bees all poured
out of the hives for a play spell, like
children from school, and having been
confined so long together in one apartment, had acquired, in some measure,
the same scent, and soon things were
badly mixed. Some colonies swarmed,
others caught the fever, and piled up
together in a huge mass. If a few
hives are removed near the close of
the day and put in different parts of
the apiary, the danger from swarming
out is avoided, for the bees will become quiet before morning, and being
far apart will not mix up when they
have their play spell. The success of
bee-keeping depends upon the faithful
performance of infinite little items.
California Honey Crop.
The hives should be higher at the
have received the Annual Re- back, inclining to the front if the
view of California Crops for 188H, by height of two bricks are at the back,
one will answer for the front. This
Geo. W. Meade & Co., San Francisco, inclination to the front is an
imporCal. They have put the crop of honey tant matter; it facilitates tlie carryfor the past year at 960,000 pounds, ing out of dead bees and debris fi-ohi
Comb honey, 12.5,- the hive, the escape of moisture, etc.
and divided thus

We

We

;

ary papers and magazines, but we are
almost powerless to prevent it. The
reporters "dish up " such things with
much " gusto," all for sensational
effect, without any regard for truth,
just as they do items of scandal and 000 pounds ; extracted honey, 83.5,000
infamy in the daily press; and, just pounds. They make the following re" The
as long as the readers relish that kind marks about the honey crop
of trash, they will find it everywhere. product of California comb honey,
:

:

It is truly deploral)]e,

and, apparently

there is no potent remedy at
stop such misrepresentation.

hand

to

In the item referred to by Mr. Clarke
the reporter is not referring particularly to the " Wiley story " about
" paraffine combs filled with glucose,"
so often quoted in the papers, and
which the distinguished " Professor

Catalogues for 1884.— The following
Catalogues and Price Lists are

nev^'

received
very light, sciu-cely
Wm. Lossing, Hokah, Minn.
more than enovigh to supply the home pages Apiarian Suppbes.
demand, and prices generally ruled
P. Spoerke, Fond du Lac, Wis.—
high. Extracted tinned out far better pages— Comb FonndHtion Mills, with
sample of nice thin foundation.
than was anticipated, but owing to
J. II. Nellis. Canajnharie, N. Y.—
the large crop of domestic lioney East,
pages Apiarian Supplies.
been
dull
and
slow,
the sale here has
Traverse City,
II. K. Beecham,
and a considerable surplus will have Mich.— 4 pages— Bees and Apiarian
to be carried over into the new year. Supplies.
last

year,

was

—

—

—

;
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are 6 combs to the foot, making 7
spaces (of course the outside spaces
are counted) without separators, but
as 5 separators are used, we have 5
more spaces, making 12 spaces, or 4
more spaces than in the 1 5-7 inch
For the American Bee Journal.

Weight
C. C.

of Sections.

MILLEK, 172—S49.

Heretofore there has been some
surmizing as to what size a section
should be, to weigh a given amount.

had five different sizes of sections
the past season, and can now give tlie
average weight of each. Tliey were
all 4^x4)4, differing only in thickness.
The largest size were the common
one-pound sections, used with separators, measuring in thickness 1 15 16,
or 2 inches, but as the wide frames in
which they were used were 2 inches,
it virtually made the sections 2 inches.
All the others were used without separators. The weiglits for the different thicknesses were as follows
I

:

weighed

14.3 ounces.
13.8
"
11.75
"
10.5
9.6

this city for two nights, in which to
hold their convention, which they
the exact
will do during the Fair
date I will give at some future time.
The building to be used for the bee
sections. Deduct 2.6 ounces for each and honey show is in the best locality
of these 4 spaces, making 10.4 ounces on the grounds, and not placed in
from 96.6 ounces, leaves 86.2 for the some " out of the way " place, as it is
weight of six 2-inch sections, which at some shows.
All possible arrangements will be
is only 4-10 of an ounce more than the
actual fact. Following down the list made so that exhibitors from the
from the 1 5-7 inch sections each kind United States will be able to exhibit
has just one more space than the pre- without having to be at expense for
ceding kind, consequently the weight duty. I will forward the full prize
in eacn case should be 2.6" ounces less list at some future time. They also
than the preceding one. Instead of provide the lumber and a carpenter to
this we find, as the sections grow arrange tables and shelving to suit exsmaller and spaces increase, an actual hibitors, free of cost. So you see
increase or half an ounce, and then what enormous advantages we have
another increase of an ounce and a secured, and which, I think, will bring
lialf.
This looked so unreasonable to together the largest gathering of beeme that I tried to find some mistake, keepers ever held in this city.
London, Ont.
for surely any reasonable set of bees
ought toget less honey into a super if

"

"

"

However, finding no mistake, I give Tuscola County, Mich., Convention.
the facts as I found them. Perhaps
it is

:

;

m

;

94.5
1 1-5

The one and

96.

five-sevenths inch sections take 7 to the foot, and tlie IJ-^
inch take 8; so there is one more space
between the combs in the latter than
The difference in
in the former.
weight of a foot of each is 2.6 ounces,
and we may say the extra space takes
away 2.6 ounces of honey, and that for
every additional space in the foot
there will be 2.6 ounces less of hone^'.
Let us see if this holds good. In
the case of the 2-iuch sections there

For the American Bee JournaL

spaces.

We

94.

;

more room was taken up with empty

best not to theorize, but it is just
possible that the inconsistency of the
1%
bees may be explained somewhat after
"
"
11.^
It left to their own will
this fashion
"
"
1 1-5
tliey prefer to make their combs about
"inches from centre to centre, and
can, by no means, come to any U^
if compelled to build farther apart a
final conclusion from this, for " bees
larger space is left if forced to build
never do anything iuvarialjly," and
closer together a smaller space is left,
the same experiment at another time
by the attempt in each case to apmight not, and very likely would not proximate
their favorite thickness of
give exactly the same results. I
comb.
think likely these weights are all unMarengo, 111.
usually light, for heretofore the size
first ^"iven has always averaged 16
ounces or more, and this time only
For the AJnerican Bee Journal.
It we take 16 ounces as
14.3 ounces.
the ordinary weight of the section 2 Premiums at the London, Ont., Fair.
inches wide, and increase the weights
WJI. H. WESTON.
in the above table in proportion it
will make
Last year only S43 in prizes was
1 5-7 inches weigh 15 44 ounces.
given for bees and honey, but this
"
"
13.14
year the bee-keepers of this county
11.74
1^
have been very successful in getting
10.74
11-5
premiums in 'fact, have succeeded far
Referring back again to the actual beyond their expectations. A comweights, some interesting results may mittee composed of Mr. I). P. Campbe obtained. The sections were of bell, President; Mr. Frank Atkinson,
such thickness that when put into a Vice-President, and Mr. J. B. Aikes
Heddon super (all but the 2 inch ones representing the West Middlesex Beewere raised in lleddon supers) a foot Keepers' Association, also your humspace would be ej:actly filled by 6, 7, S, ble servant (by special request) met
9, and 10 of the different kinds re- with a committee of the Western fair
spectively. If we now fill a foot space board, in their rooms in this city, to
with the "different kinds successively, make every arrangement, and to form
we will find a foot of
a prize list for the coming exhibition
to be held in the month of September
2
Inch sections weighs 85.8 ounces.
succeeded in securing a
next.
"
"
'^
96.6
1 5-7
prize list amounting between $150 and
2 inches
"
1 5-7

use of the Board of Trade rooms in

As regards bee-keepers' associations,
Her
is the banner State.

Michigan

State organization is the oldest in the
country, while her local associations
out-number those of any other State.
The youngest of the local associations
is the Tuscola county, which was organized March l-i, at Vassar. The ofPresident, X.
ficers are as follows
A.
Vice-President,
Van Patten;
Haines Secretary, M. D. York
Treasurer, A. Haines. The afternoon
session was called to order at 1:30 p.
m., with President Van Patten in the
:

;

chair.

" Is
first topic discussed was
desirable to prevent increase in
'?"
raising comb honey, if so, how
President Van Patten If our apiary
is overstocked it may be desirable to
prevent increase, but I know of no
practical wav of preventing it.
W. Z. Hutchinson If I had too
many bees in the soring, so many
that my field was overstocked, I would
sell bees at some price rather than try
to prevent swarming.
The President I did not exactly
mean if the field was overstocked, but
if there was not room in the yard for

The

:

it

:

:

:

more

bees.
If
Z. Hutchinson
even
afford to furnish
room " for the increase of

W.

:

we cannot
"standing
an apiary,

bee-keeping must be a poor business
indeed. As the President remarked,
there is no practical method of preventing swarming when working for
We
comb, and I, for one. would not prevent it if I could. I would not begin
S200.
The gentlemen forming the com- the season with more than one-half
mittee have signified their intention the number of colonies that my local1 would
to do all in their power to make the ity would profitably support.
next show of bees and honey the best shade the hives, furnish them with
ever held in Canada. To that end they good large entrances, and give plenty
have set aside a building which will of room in the boxes. With this
be placed at the disposal of all persons treatment a few of the colonies will
wishing to show. The only charge cast no swarms, and none of them
will be SI for membership, for which will swarm until they are populous
members can enter as many articles and will furnish large swarms. When
as they please they also have four a swarm issues I would put it in a new
tickets given them to admit them to hive and place it upon the old stand
The committee have set the parent hive to one side, the
the grounds.
also granted the bee-keepers the free back end of the hive touching the
;

;
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back end of the new hive, but the
front turned to one side at an an^le of

The honey boxes remove
perhaps 4-5^
from the old to the new hive. Each
day slightly move the old hive until
at "the end of o or G days it would be
standing elose bv and paralli'l with
the new hive. At about the seventh
dav remove the old hive to a new location, when all the flying; bees would
return to the old location and enter
.

new hive thus
new colony, where

the

'••

;

booming " the

the section
boxes, and so reducing the numbers
time
when the
in the old hive at the
the queens are hatching, that all
thoughts of swarming would be re
linqiiished.
If the honey harvest contiiuied when the young queen began
to lay, I would put a case of sections
upon" the old hive. With this system
or management there is no opening of
hives, no hunting for and cutting out
of queen-cells, no fussing and bother
and, in my experience, only about one
colony in 25 has cast an after swarm.
practice putting a
D. York
I
swarm into a hive from which a
swarm has issued a day or more previous there is then spent that energy
that a new swarm always has in storing honey in the boxes.
W. Z. llutchinson Some who have
tried Mr. York's method say that the
bees swarm out again in a few days,
but if they do not, there is no Increase, and in my opinion increase is
desirable. "When we start out in the
spring with our apiary in such a condition that increase is undesirable, we
show a lack of business management
or ability. I secure more honey from
a colonyand its increase, that swarms,
than I do from a colony that does not
swarm, and I have the increase into
the bargain. Again, I say, why prevent increase ?
are

;

:

;

:

Question '• How to tell from which
hive a swarm has issued
Mrs. Wright: When we see a swarm
clustered, and do not know which hive
it came from, how can we ascertain V
President ^'an Patten
l>y noticing
""
that the bees are not "hanging out
at some hive, that there are but few
bees going out and in, and by looking
into the boxes and noting the absence
:

V

:

of bees.

After a swarm has been
D. York
hived, there are a few bees that will
" cluster
again, watch these ' stragglers "and see into which hive they
go ; that is the hive from which the
:

swarm came.

W. Z. Hutchinson We do not allow our bees to "hang out." neither
is there time in a large apiary to go
around and examine all the surplus
departments, nor to wait to see where
the " stragglers " go. I wish I knew
:

of

some quick,

reliable

method

of de-

termining from which hive a swarm
has issued. We usually have some
one in or near the apiary during
swarming hours, but occasionally a

swarm manages to hang itself up unobserved, and the best that we can do,
on short notice, is to note the absence
of bees going out and in at some hive,
look upon the ground in front of the
hive for young bees that are too young
to fly, but have attempted to go with
the swarm, then if the indications are
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favorable, take a " peep " into the cumstances, in another winter, they
honev boxes, liv opening the hive, have died before the winter is lialf
of co'urse all doubts can usually be set over. Hees have been wintered in
dry warm cellars, and in other winat rest.
" Arc old combs better ters they have died in the same cel(Question
They have lived and again they
lars.
than new ones for wintering bees ?"
have died in damp cellars. These
1 have given
AV. Z. Hutchinson
fonndationto colonies in the fall, fed statements aiipcar to be conllicting,
sugar and had tlie foundation drawn and also discouraging, but they are
out and lilted with the sngar, and the facts, why ignm-e them ? It is only
that I can .exbees wintered as well as those having upon one" hypothesis
these apparently conflicting
old combs. Old combs often contain plain
statements, and that is "that the priold stores, and when the bees winter
cause of the so called dysentery
better than upon new combs having mary
new stores, the success has been attri- is improper food.
Honey is not a chemically pure
buted to the age of the combs.
D. York 1 have hived swarms sweet. It is sometimes gathered from
upon old, empty combs, and allowed cracked or decaying fruit, from cider
other swarms " to build their own mills, from the" secretions of plant
combs, and the swarms having the lice, and is almost more or less composed of vegetable matter, floating
old combs wintered best.
" How to winter bees ?" grains of pollen, for instance. To
Question
sustain life and keep up the animal
Noble York
I have tried different
methods, but consider an equable tem- heat, bees eat food ; in time the inwith
testines become over-loaded
perature of great importance.
matter, and if the confinement
The President
My bees out-of- fecal
contents
doors have suffered this winter se- is continued long enough the
discharged in the
verely
the bees in the cellars, too, of the intestines are
matter
in
vegetable
have suffered. I have lost 30 colonies, hive. The less
mostlv from those out-of-doors. Last the honey the longer confinement the
bees can bear. Just so far, protection
fall I buried Ki colonies a few days
ago I feared that w-ater was getting lessens the consumption of food, just
Two colonies so much it prevents dysentery as the
in, and I dug them out.
were dead, but the remainder were in less food consumed the longer can
confinement be borne. Let us supflne condition.
pose that the honey of one season is
I have wintered bees
A. Haines
matter,
by burying them in clamps. I did not largely composed of vegetable
tilled with pollen,
take them out until soft maple was in and the combs well
follows is unbloom. They came through all right. and the winter that
in cellars and
Several years ago I usually severe. Bees
Geo. Gunnell
many will die
wintered a small colony by burying it clamps will snffer, and
from dysentery ; those out-of-doors
4 feet deep in the sand. I stood some
almost entirely swept away,
barrel staves up around the hive, put will be
verdict is in favor
straw around them, and then shoveled and the universal
of cellars. Let us suppose that the
on the earth.
"
"
Although the char- winter had been an open one, the
M. D. York
would bavesutfered
acter of the food may have much to bees in the cellars
while those
do with the success of wintering, I just the same as before,
enjoyed frequent
think that outside influences play an out-of-doors, having
important part. The breath of the flights, would have come through in a
condition. Let us suppose
bees, aided by the alternate freezing healthy
follow
and thawing," wet the combs and lead that a long, cold winter should
a season when the honey was of an
to dysentery.
in
What kills our excellent character. The bees
W. Z. Hutchinson
suffer but little if any
bees in winter ? Do they starve to doors would
those
out
ofwhile
death ? Not often. Do they smother V from dysentery,
extent.
Seldom, if ever. Do they freeze to doors might siiffer to some
had been warm,
death V It is possdjle that occasion- Now, if the winter
the bees in cellars would have winally a weak colony does, but it does
while those outnot occur very often. Is it not the so- tered just the same,
entirely
that causes nine- of-doors would have remained
called dysentery
tenths of the "losses '? If we could free from it.
Unfortunately we have no practical
prevent dysentery, what would the
other losses amount to V One man means of determining whether or not
thinks it cold that causes it, and he honey is fit for winter food, and the
builds a frost-proof cellar in which only "thing that remains for us to do is
to winter liis bees. All goes well for to remove the honey in the fall and
a few years, and then comes a spring substitute for it a food of whose fitwhen he carries from his cellar hive ness as a winter food we are assured.
after hive containing nothing except Such a food we have in cane sugar. It
dead bees and soiled, ill-smelUug is a better winter food than even the
combs. The cold theory is dropped. best of honey. Its heat producing
If this man has a neighbor vv-hose qualities are very much greater, while
hives were well ventilated, and whose the residue left, after digestion, is albees wintered well, even if they were most nothing. I have conducted exout-of-doors, he probably adopts and periments for several years with granadheres to the ventilation theory until ulated sugar for winter stores, and I
there comes a winter when his neigh- am convinced of its superiority. I
bor's bees die and his own live, when have had every colony out-of-doors
die of dvsentery excepttliosethat had
he drops it for something else.
Bees have passed the severest win- sugar stores, i have had two-thirds
ters unprotected and came through of the colonies in my cellars perish
the third that surperfectly healthy under similar cir- with dysentery
:

:

i

|

i

:

:

:

:

;

"

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;
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vived was mostly sugar-fed colonies.
They were clean, sweet, dry and
healthy, while colonies with natnral

To make everything secure, and

For the American Bee Journal.

Automatic Honey Extractor.

stores by their side were dead and
G. W. STANLEY & BllO.
fairly rotten with dysentery. I have
yet to have a colony with sugar stores
I would like to describe my honey
die of dysentery.
extractor, which not only takes the
"
"
bees
?
spring
our
How shall we
honey from four combs at once, but
" Spring management of bees," was also reverses or changes sides with
the -next question. W. Z. Hutchin- the combs, after oue side has been exIf they are wintered in perfect tracted
by reversing the
son
entirely,
health, Lhey will " spring " themselves. motion of the crank. The comb basThat is it. kets, or pockets to hold the combs, are
President Van Patten
Put down Ills answer, Mr. Secretary, made of wire cloth, large enough to
we do not need any more discussions contain the size of the comb used,
on this question.
with sufiicient space inside so that the
Question " When to remove bees combs may be conveniently placed in
from winter quarters V" W. Z. Hutch- the comb baskets, without injury to
I would not remove them un- the comb.
inson
As the machine stands at rest, the
til willows and soft maples were in
bloom. Last spring I removed the comb Ijaskets hanging from the outbees the middle of April. They seemed side of the reel, point directly toward
The top of the reel is
to prosper, and soon had brood in 3 the centre.
or 4 combs. The fore part of May the made by an iron cross, attached to a
thermometer showed the mercury at hoop that will just revolve inside the
Midway between where the
32°, and this temperature lasted a day can.
or two. The bees formed themselves
into a compact cluster in the centre of
the hive, and large quantities of brood
perislied. Not only this, but the extreme cold for the season seemed to
be, to the old bees, like "the last straw
that broke the camel's back," large
quantities of them dropping down
dead and small colonies soon dwindled away to nothing. Now, wovild it
not have been better if these colonies
had not been removed until after the
cold weatlier had passed ? When at
the convention at Lapeer, Byron
:

:

:

:

provide as follows: Take a strong
galvanized rod and fasten one end to
the hook at the top of the corner of
No. 1. and the other end to the bottom
of corner No. 2 now take another rod
and run from the top of corner No. 2
to the bottom of corner No. 1 fasten
securely at the ends, and at the centre
where the two rods cross. When all
sides are provided for in this way, the
reel is complete.
The comb baskets are made to slip
on to the hook at the top, and at the
bottom they have a double crotch that
fits the arch at the lower corner.
As the extractor stands at rest, the
comb baskets all point toward the
centre, and the crotches rest squarely
against the rods of the arch at the

;

Walker mentioned leaving a colony
shut up accidentally until the season
was well advanced, but it seemed to
be none the worse for its confinement,
and gave as good results as those that
had enjoyed their liberty from the
first.

On "Shade

for

Hives."

W.

:

I

;

:

K

:

;

M. D. York: I like to have the
hives so arranged that I can work at
the rear.
Comb foundation received considerable discussion, but nothing new was
elicited.

Vassar the
Adjourned to meet
second Wednesday in January, 1885.
Rogersville, Mich.
in

^"

The

Union

Kentucky

Beehold its
spring meeting at Eminence, Ky., on
April 24, 1884.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.

Keepers'

Association

will

;

;

bottom corner.

As

comb

tlie reel begins to turn, the
all thrown off the vertical

baskets are

centre, and all pass around in one direction, resting on one rod of the arch,
and take their place against the sides
of the reel.
As the comb baskets pass around to
the sides of the reel, the edge that
hung next to the centre will be carried

hence, as
soon as the motion stops, the weight
of the combs and baskets carried them
back again, pointing toward the cenBy reversing the motion the
tre.
comb baskets are carried around in
the opposite direction, and the honey
is thrown from the other side of the
combs. By applying the " brake " to
the pulley near the upper end of the
i«d, the motion is again stopped, and
the combs again swing back, pouiting
toward the centre, and the combs are

upward about one inch

;

removed.
In order to make the action of the
comb baskets more rapid, we attach

one end of a small

Z.

use a shade board
2x3 feet, made by nailing the butts of
shingles to a strip of inch board 4
inches wide and 2 feet long. One
edge of the board is placed even with
the north side of the hive the board
thus projects east, south and west
from the hive, and shades it in the
middle of the day, but not at night
and morning. The board is kept in
place by a stone.
Why not place the
Mrs. Coffeen
hives under apple trees ?
there were
Hutctiinson
W. Z.
only a few colonies, and the limbs
were not so low as to strike over head,
but with a large
it might answer
apiary, the hiyes would be too much

Hutchinson said

also

form the sides of the reel for the
comb baskets to swing against, we
to

coil

spring to the

bottom of the comb basket, and the
other end to ttie rod of the arch on
the same side. This holds the bottoms
of the comb baskets in place, and aids
arms of the cross are attached to the in bringing them back to the centre
hoop, are fastened four small metal more quickly, so that they will be
hooks, to support the four comb bas- ready to remove as soon as the motion
kets. The bottom of the reel is made stops. The extractor will work well
with a cross, like the top, with the without the springs, but time will be
exception of having a cross-piece at saved by using them.
the end of each arm. Two holes are
Wyoming, N. Y.
drilled through these cross-pieces near
through
the ends, 3 inches apart, and
For the American Bee Journal.
these holes are passed the two rods of
an arch, which rises 3 inches above
Neb., Convention.
County,
Jefferson
the cross-piece the arch is fastened in
the cross-piece by a nut above and below the cross-piece. A vertical rod
passes through the two crosses at the
centre. The pinion to connect with
the cog gear wheel at the top is placed
near the top of the rod with the end
of the rod running through the pinion
and into a bearing in the casting that
forms one of the bearings for the
crank shaft. The bottom of the vertical rod rests on a cross bearing at
the bottom of ttie Can. The lower
cross is fastened to the vertical shaft,
by means of a set screw ; after which
the upper cross is turned, so that the
hooks come directly above the centre
of the arches at the bottom of the
reel the top cross is now secured to
the vertical shaft by another set screw.
;

;

The Jefferson County Bee- Keepers'
Association met at Endicott, Neb.,
on Saturday, ]SIarch 15.
The President being absent, Mr.
Hincle was chosen President pro teni,
after which the constitution and bylaws were read and new members were
enrolled.

The first business was listening to a
report from members on the present
condition of bees, and the methods of
wintering.
Mr. Atkinson uses Langstroth hives
and wintered in the cellar. He reported all in fine condition.

Mr. Wing wintered on summer
stands confined his bees to 5 frames
used the Langstroth hives, division;

;
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boards, chaff cushions on sides and
top. and leporled all in prime condition.

,

,

.

Mr. Ilincle uses Lanp:str.)th hives,
his bees in the cellar. He
also reports the bees doing finely.
Mr. .Mver uses Jlitchell hives win-

and winters

;

ters his "bees

on the summer stands,

without any special preparation or
extra care, and all are healthy and in
prime condition.
The (|uestion of how to prevent
spring dwindling wasdiseussetl.
Mr. Hiiicle gives his lices a flight in
tlie spring; cleans their hives and re-

very
have practiced the above for ten not like foundation comb unless
and have yet to learn of one thin.
D. J. TIawley sold his honey at
lie very careful not to
complaint,
12'.,' to 15 cts.
for extracscorch it, for that will siioil it. If Trenton at
honey.
heal to near scalding, it will not candy ted, and 20 cts." for comb
Wm. Rose sold his comb honey in
very quickly. I sell most of my exBelleville market,
tracted honey after it is candied. My llednerville. or on
home trade iias grown so that I have at from 10 to 12 cts. per lb. Did not
orders for l-">0 iiounds from a single extract any.
2. " Putting up Honey for Market."
Perhaps,
farmer, for familv use.
W. C. Wells saiil small packages
sometime, I will tell you how I have
sold best 1 lb. glass jars and small
built up my home trade.
kegs. It was then
Oran, N. Y.
of this
I

years,

;

Bay

of ftuiute, Ont., Convention.

turns them to the cellar until there is
somelliing in the field for them to

Rcsolced, Tliat in the opinion
meeting, 10 U). tin and ghiss cans, and
kegs holding from 150 to 200 lbs., for
extracted honey, and 1 lb. sections,
and honey boxes from 5 to 10 lbs. for
comb honey, are preferable for mar-

This Association met at Belleville,
Out., Feb. li), at U a. m.. Pies. P. C.
chair. Subjects dis- keting.
Many other questions of interest Derasey in thefollows
cussed were as
3. "Preparing bees for winter."
were discussed.
"Marketing honey."
1.
On motion. Dr. Abbott was reL. W. Sarles put a rack on the top
was
honey
that
said
McClatchie
A.
(piested to prepare a30 minute address
of the hive after removing the cap,
below
far
market
on
the
forced
often
for tlie next meeting, whicli will be
2 inches of dry sawdust; gives
value, by persons who witli
held April 12, at 1 p. m., in Touzalin the market
plenty of good honey, and about tlie
its commercial
know
not
did
really
Fres.
S. IIincle,
Hall. Endicott.
middle of November, puts them into
value.
J.H. Tait, Sec.
winter quarters.
W. C. Wells said that the honey their
W. C. Wells gives each colony about
marketed was often injured by persons
6 sections of 3 or 4 lbs. each, of best
Kor the American Bee JournaL
not know'ing the quality or value of
sealed honey, and put them into the
long
of,
so
honey they had to dispose
When Shall we Extract ?
cellar not later than the middle of
buckand
basswood
as it was honey
November.
the
at
sold
frequently
wheat honey
WM. H. BALCH.
When the honey flow
C. W. Post:
same price, when in reality there was
is over, examines all his hives, and if
per
difference,
5
cts.
or
4
This is a question of importance, at least
he finds any weak colonies, he immeand one that I have been asked so pound. Chapman sold most of his diately feeds them, or gives them adA.
J.
many times that I ask a little space in
ditional frames of honey, and thus
honey at Port Hope, Cobourg and Bal- makes each strong before it is put into
the Bee Jouiinal to answer.
timore ; sold his extracted honey at 11
usually made
I am aware that many tell us that to 121^ cts. per lb., and comb honey, winter quarters and he
honey must be sealed and ripened on in 1 lb. sections, generally at from 15 a small tiole through each frame, so
from
the liives to give it the right flavor, to 20 cts. Had crates, nicely fitted up, that the bees can pass through
consetinently we have to tier up or holding 9 lbs. and 52 lbs. He thought one frame to another.
W. A. Roblin thought it would be
lose much honey. This is expensive, it advisable to make a good display of
befor it takes hives, combs and the cap- honey at our county fairs. He exhib- desirable to smoke the bees lightly
pings which are used, which the bees ited 800 lbs. of honey at the Industrial fore putting a hole through the
frames.
would use in building comb, if we Exliibition at Toronto last Sept.
a
A. McClatchie keeps his bees
left them an empty frame where it is
H. G. Stafford thought the honey cellar built especially for wintering
prudent to do so.
honey
peddlin^
by
ruined
market was
bees, at a uniform temperature of
All animals, cats, dogs, horses, around. He sold his extracted honey his
41° does not disturb them ; believes
cows, and slieep, have a scent peculiar at 10 cts. per lb., wholesale, and reit a mistake to meddle with bees after
Any one that has tailed it at 121^^ cts. per lb.
to themselves.
they are put into winter quarters
opened a nest where mice congregate
C. W. Post said he could produce
thinks that vegetables stored in the
in a mow of grain, during the cold honey better than he could sell it;
cellar are somewhat injurious to
winter montlis, will not quickly forget sold extracted honey from 10 to 123.< same
bees; keeps his hives at least 2 feet
its odor.
cts. per lb.
the ground and below the ceilWhat would be the result if butter
The President said we should edu- above
away from the walls,
was stored in the cow stable V Any cate the people, so that they could ing, and 2 feet
and always keeps liis cellar dark.
dairy maid will tell you it soon would readily tell poor from good honey. He
W. C. Wells keeps sawdust, about
partake of the odor to such an extent had seen honey selling in Toronto
that it would be spoiled for use. market at 15}.^ cts., while his sold at 2 inches thick, on the top of his hives,
Honey is just as sensitive to odor as 20 cts. per lb., simply because his and ventilates from the bottom of the
4butter, and my experiments have led honey was in good condition for mar- hive has his cellar ventilated by
bees are
me to tliink more so.
keting; he said that frequently one inch tile, and finds his
a proper distance from
Honey ripened on the hive has a cent per pound extra cost in putting healthier when
the bottom of the cellar.
flavor pecular to the bees ; while if honey in first-class condition for marA. B. 2ilallory leaves the quilts on
extracted as fast as gathered and keting, would command 4 or 5 cts.
of his hives puts chaff on the
ripened afterwards, it has a much more per pound on the market. Great the top
sides, and with proper ventiend
top
honey
taken
to
place
be
should
care
ripen
it
shall
we
?
How
finer flavor.
winter well thinks the
they
lation
condition.
tirst-class
in
market
the
on
home
my
the
results
of
I will tell you
April the most trying month
J. H. Ruttan sold his honey princi- month of
trade which satifies me that the honey
pally at Cobourg, at 20 cts. per lb. for in the year on bees.
is all right.
D. J. Ilawley said that a cellar may
If the honey is very thick, as it is in his comb honey.
damp ; reL. W. Sarles had been engaged in be too dry as well as too
a dry season, I leave it in the receptacently his bees were very much discles used for storing, with the covers bee-culture for s or 10 years, and sold
placed some water in a
Sometimes tlie top of the honey extracted honev at 11 cts. in cans. He turbed, and he
off.
small vessel in front of each hive, and
will have to be taken off and be thought the be.st way to put up honey
of the same day found
warmed a little. During the past was in kegs, holding from 100 to 150 in the evening
them all quiet.
season I did not heat any. If the pounds.
P. C. Dempsey would not disturb
Edmund Caverly had no trouble to
honey is thin and has a raw taste, I
bees ill winter; frequent handling
place it on the stove and heat it sell his extracted honey at 11 cts.
bees
A. McClatchie sold his honey prin- causes much uneasiness among
occasionally until
stirring
slowly,
liis cellar is perfectly dry,
winter
the
in
market
by
Montreal
in
the
cipally
occasionally
scalding hot, stirring
barrel at satisfactory prices ; he did and thoroughly ventilated.
while cooling.

work

on.

:

;

;

m

;

;

;

;

;
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"Spring jSIanagement."
the season, and ready to commence
H. Peck read the essay as pub- with the natural flow of honey.
J. A. Gilbert says his l)ees "will prolished on page 196 of last week's Bee
Journal, on spring management, iiy duce young brood at a temperature of
Allen Pringle, of Selby. Ont. The oO-\ He put 13 colonies in the cellar,
concluding paragraphs, riot there pub- and in the spring had about " 3 pecks
of dead bees." but he never had bees
lished, are as follows
I Lave said nothing about early come out stronger.
B. J. Ilawley realized about 20 per
queen reai-ing, or the protluction of
drones. Xor is it necessary for me to cent, more liy "jiroducing comb honey
do so, as almost every bee-keeper of than by extracting.
P. C. Dempsey could make more
any experience has a plan of his own
for queen rearing, which he considers money by selling liis comb honey at 18
the plan and the very best plan.
Of cents per pound tlian by extracting,
course, like all the "rest, I have my but it was more trouble to produce it.
T. A. Chapman said that extracted
plan too, but as I have never made
queen rearing a specialty having honey wovdd be the honey of the
simply raised for my own "use— I do future.
4. " Best method of removing bees."
not suppose I could instruct many of
Mr. Staft'ord had removed bees at
you ou this point. And my paper is
3.

J.

—

&"

The

jS'orthern

Ohio Bee-Keep-

Association will hold its annual
meeting in the Citv Council Chamber
at Norwalk, O., April 24. 1884, commencing at 10 a. m. A full attendance
is requested.
S. F. Newman, Sec.
ers'

1^" The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
County will meet in the Town Hall at
Port Washington, O., on Thursday,

May

1.5,

organize a bee-keepers
All are earnestly invited

1884, to

convention.
to attend.

A. A. Fradenburg.

1^" AVe will organize a bee-keepers"
the Court House iu
at
Franklin, Ind., at 10 a. m., April 5,
association

1884.
All bee-keepers are invited to
attend and take part in the organizaof
seasons
the
year,
but
did
not
already long enough, perhap.s too long.
tion.
L. R. Jackson.
Urmeyville, Ind., Feb. 26, 1884.
In conclusion I must express my like to remove themin winter.
J. A. (jilbert removed bees at all
gi'eat satisfaction at the present bright
seasons, and had always been successprospects of apiculture in this Provi^° The Mahoning Valley bee-keepful.
ince. We have now not only some
P. C. Dempsey had removed bees at ers will hold their next meeting in the
very able practical apiarists in Onall sea.sons of the year, but he had Town Hall at Newton Falls, O., on
tario, but we are getting a corps of
sustained
losses, Thursday, April 10. 1884, at 10 a. m.
good writers and exponents as well. sometimes had
E. W. Turner, jSec.
which, on investigation, was the reIn both respects we will, I hope, soon
L. Carson, Pres.
sult of mismanagement, but, on the
be able to hold our own very creditwhole, he had been successful.
ably with our American "brethren
How to prevent swarming."
5
across the Lake. D. A. Jones, our
The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
jMr. Stafford said plenty of room and
fellow countryman, as an enterprisAssociation will meet for their spring
lots of air would
ing, practical
and successful bee- swarming impulse to keep down the meeting May 3, 1884. at the apiary and
a large extent.
keeper, stands in the front rank, is
residence of" J. B. Haines, Bedford,
6. " Best hive for comb honey."
perhaps the greatest, in these respects,
Cuyhoga County. O. All interested
Mr.
Stafford .uses the two-story
in the world.
In Western Ontario
are invited.
J. R. Reed, Sec.
Lungstroth
hive, and never had a
the bee-keepers are, no doubt, ahead
section of honey to melt from excesof ns here in the East, that is, in the
sive heat.
i®° The next meeting of the Beeextent of the business.
That they
L. W. Sarles makes his hives and Keepers' Association of Central Illiknow any more about the science anci frames
all the same size.
thought
He
nois,
will be held in the office of the
art of apiculture tt)an we do, we will
the Langstroth hive the best.
County surveyor, in Bloomingtoh, on
just have the egotism to deny.
T. A. Chapin liad been troubled con- Wednesday April 9.
Bee-culture in this sectioir of Onsiderably by the use of different sized
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
tario lost a valuable representative
when the Hon. L. Walll)ridge, ex- liives and sections.
A. McClatchie kept only one size,
President of Ontario Bee-Keepers' As^° The sixth annual convention of
and preferred the Langstroth.
sociation, left
the Province.
The
After some routine business, the Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
science of apiculture ought, in the in" Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. AnConvention adjourned.
terests of its literature and cultured
drews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
exposition, to have among its devotees
on April 24 and 2.5, 1884.
larger
in any country a few learned and culnumber of leading bee masters than
Convention Notices.
tured men to creditablv represent the
ever assembled on a similar occasion
system in its scientific aspects. In
Tlie Wabash County bee keep- in the South, is anticipated.
this respect the learned Chief Justice
Wm. R. Howard, Sec.
of Manitoba is a .serious loss to us as ers intend to organize a county assoKingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 1884.
ciation on Friday. April 11. 1.S84, al 10
bee-keepers.
In conclusion be assured of mv best a. m., at the Court House in Wabash,
wishes for the success, and mv active Ind. All bee-keepers of this and adAll bee-keepers of Northern
co-operation in the work, of the Bay joining counties are requested to meet Kentucky, and persons wishing to enwith
us.
II.
Cru'e.
bee-culture, are requested to
Qitinte
gage
in
Bee-Keepers' Association.
of
riieet in the citv of Covington, on
A very hearty and unanimous vote
April 9, 1884, at 10 a. m., for the purThere will be a meeting of the pose of organizing a bee-keepers' asof thanks was tendered to Vice-PresiKansas
Bee-Keepers'
AssociaCentral
dent Pringle for his able and exhaussociation. The meeting will be held
tive paper on " Spring management of tion at the Grange Hall in Manhattan in Walker's Hall, southwest corner of
ou
following
April
18S-1.
The
papers
-5,
the apiary." After a brief discussion
Sixth and Madison streets. L. A.
on the paper, the association ad- have been secured: "Forage plants Armstrong, H. J. Aylor, Alex. Stith,
for bees," by Tliomas Bassler, K. S.
journed till 9 a. m.
" Pleasures and dangers of Peter Mc"^ane.
Feb. 20 the association resumed at A. C. ;
bee-keeping,"
by Robert Corlbet, of
10 a. m. The question of " Spring
"Ancient and Modern
The Marshall Co. Society will meet
Management "" was taken >ip. Mr. ilanhattan;
bee keeping contrasted," by S. B. Saturday, April 5, at 10.30 a. m., at
Sarles spoke on the advisability of
Kokanour.of Manhattan, and a paper tlie Court House in Marshalltown,
spring feeding of "weak colonies,"
by Aug. L. Entsminger, of Silver Iowa. Bee-keepers of adjoining counand Mr. Dempsey disapproved of that
Lake, Kans. There will be election of ties interested iu bee keeping, are insystem.
Thos. Bassler, iSec.
vited.
J. W. S.\NDERS, Sec.
Mr. Dempsey advocates heat under officers, etc.
the hive, by means of manure pits,
with a board placed over the manure,
i^" The Eastern Indiana Beei^° The Northwestern Illinois and
for the hives to rest on, therel)y re- Keepers' Association meets at Rich- Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
ceiving bottom heat, and by jufli"cious mond. Ind.. April 24, 1884.
Association, will lie held at Rockton,
feeding he had caused his weak coloWinnebago Co., Ills., on May 20, 1884.
C. X. Blount, Pres.
nies to become strong mucli earlier in
Jonathan Stewa'rt, Sec.
G. Reynolds, Sec.
all

^'

A

W

^"

^^

—

;
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count with them, which stands thus
Hives, foundation, sections, smoker,
.lounN.M.. and 2 colonies of bees, cost
400 ixMuids of honey at 15 cents,
S2').
brought ?iiO, hniving a balance besides
the bees, etc.. of S3). The result on
our market is our merchants return
:

s^h5mS^MSSK
ouM-'tEfSBp,
Home Market for Honey.
My lioney was all sold in

niy

home

market, and I would advise all beebeepers to adopt the same plan, at
least as far as possible.
W, Z. IIUTCniNSON.
Rogersville. Mich., March 20, 18«4.

Wintered Well.
Bees managed by improved methods
have wintered very well, but box hive
men and careless bee-keepers have
lost heavily in this section.

DWIGHT FURNESS.
FiirnessvUl§, Ind., March 21, lSS-1.
Winter Severe, but no Loss of Bees.
Our winter has been very severe,
bnt \ip to date my bees have wintered
well and withou'loss.

"Wm. Bitzer.

W,

Wheeling,
First

Swarm

March

Va.,

L'l,

1884.

of the Season.

hived my lirst swarm to-day. Elm,
maple, plum, peach and pear tiees are
in Uloom. It has been warm for about
two weeks; bees are booming, the
hives are full of young bees, and they
are working with vim.
I

Z.

A. Clark.

Arkadelphia, Ark., March

2.5,

1884.

Feeding Bees Now.

My .D(i colonies of bees never wintered better.
I have lost 7. all by
star\'ation. I never had them consume stores as they have this winter;
caused by not having any flights to
decimate their numbers, and very
in tlie hives. There was a
large "force to be fed all winter. I was
not aware of their condition. I am
feeding them heavily with confectioner's sugar, and think I shall lose
no more.
VVm. Morhous.
Dearborn, Mich., March 2-5, 1884.

few dying

A

Good Beginning.
The Bee Journal

with great

Bakersent

is

read weekly

satisfaction.
After Dr.
it to me, I thought I could

not do without

it,

nave a single bee

although

I

did not

of course, I
sent S2 for it. In the spring of 1883 I
bought 2 colonies, blacks, in box hives,
;

so,

with a few moths in, which I cleaned
up. sent for Langstroth hives, which
came in time for the swarms, which
were hived according to its instructions and were worth the whole year's
subscription but that is not all the
value received from it, for in addition
to the 7 swarms strange as it may
seem I have taken S9ii^ lbs. of comb
honey, mostly in two-pound sections,
which I have sold at from 2^ to .5
cents above the market for crushed
jar honey. I had to feed but little
sugar besides the unfinished sections
(which were not w^eighed) to 3 colonies. I have kept a strict book ac;

—

—

very reluctantly to their jars at 12'2
cents. Tlieir customers alsodoso,only
after inquiry tor "the little bo.xes.''
In canvassing for mv club to the Bee

Journal. I met oiie box-hive man
who had paid $10 for the right to make
a hive lor his own use, and nistructions how to feed his bees beef, and
they would make him honey all winter.
B. F. Hamilton, M. D.
Terre Haute.

111.
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asked to look, over some black bees
kept by a friend some i}4 miles north
from my apiary, and, after examining
them, was led by curiosity to see
W'bether any yellow bees were visiting

buckwheat in the vicinity.
surprise I found at least onehalf the bees in this buckwheat field
were Italians, that either came from
my own ajiiary or from that of my
friend
miles further oft'. The next
season, upon again examining these
same black bees, I found the old colonies were well mixed with yellow
bees, owing to the young queens meeting my yellow drones. I do not know
how far' bees do really fly. but in the
above case they went in" large numbers, at least 4"miles in a liee line.
a field of

To my

.')

J. E. Pond, Jr.
in the Fall.
Foxboro, Mass., March 20, 1884.
Spring opened beautifully, and l)ut
for the two or three freezing checks
Experiments in Wintering.
since.the bees would have swarmed by
All experiments and observations
the middle of this month as it is, it
will be deferred until about the first show that the bees that have been
of April. Mv crop, the past season. reared here for the greatest number
was 8,-500 poiuuls from 40 colonies, of years, and have consequently beAll corhe climatized, as it were, have" winspring count increased to 70.
honey quickly granulated last winter, tered best. Pure Italian stock, and
and even in full colonies, both capped bees reared from queens bred in the
and uncapped, honey granulated in South, have nearly all perished, where
the cells. Can you "tell me why it wintered on the summer stands.
should have done so ? Can it be re- Chaff packing has been of no advanmoved in any way, or will the bees tage, as used by the average apiarist
some losing all of their bees some
do it V
\V. T. Maddox.
having a few sickly colonies, which
Alexandria, La., March 17, 1884.
swarm out and leave the hive on
[The graiuilation was caused by warm days. Hybrid and native bees
some peculiarity of the atmosphere, no have come out ahead, and is another
the old-fogy bee man, who
doubt. The bees will take care of it, victory for "
black imps " in an unkeeps his
and use it all to advantage.— Ed.]
dressed box hive, and whom the modern and more intelligent apiarist will
be obliged to seek out and purchase
Bees all Right.
bees of again, to preserve his moldy
My 25 colonies of bees were put in combs,
and to continue his experiNov.
l,with
plenty
my cellar about
ments on the wintering problem
the
pollen
honey,
and
I
left
all
of
of
another season. I will give you the
or bee bread in the hives this winter,
result soon of experiments on winterand they have been shut up by the ing on the summer stands, packed in
cold ever since. Up to this date they
chaff; also, of cellar wintering and of
are all right, with no signs of dysenburying in the earth.
tery, and have plenty of capped brood,
S. J. YOUNGJIAN.
and brood in all stages. My cellar
Cato, Mich., March 26, 1884.
was prepared for them with tile, and
has a 2-inch tin jiipe connected with
Tennessee.
the stove pipe, and running within From
about 2 feet of the cellar bottom.
I have sold out here and intend
The thermometer has been all winter moving my apiary to Sparta, Tenn.,
from i-'P to oO'^, until the last cold next week, where I will have a much
snap, 2 or 3 weeks ago, when it went better place for an apiary than here.
down to 32^ but now it has got back Sparta is the county seat of White
to 40°, and seems to stay there. My County lies at the base of the Cumbees seem to keep very quiet, and berland Moimtain.
The bees will
every one answers to roll call.
have access to immence quantities of
E. L. Fredenburg.
whitewood. or poplar as it is called
Fentonville, Mich., March 21, 1884.
here, sourwood, basswood. cucumber,
soft and hard maple, white clover,
etc. I am receiving a great many
How Far do Bees Fly?
concerning thi's
letters of inquiry
Mr. Pettigrew is certainly very county, or this State, from Northern
much mistaken in his opinion "of the bee-keepers who think of coming
distance bees fiy for stores, else the South. I advise them not to be in a
bees in the United States are better hurry to leave homes in the North to
Moving costs money,
travelers than those in the old coun- come South.
try.
I take pleasiu'e in adding my and while you will find some things
you
will
like better than in
corroboration
that
of that of here
testimony in
Mr. Doolittle in regard to the matter the North, there will be many things
In 1SK.5-G6 I stocked my that you will not like as well. If you
as follows
apiary with Italian bees they being do come South, do not be in too much
the only ones within miles of me, ex- of a hurry to buy land. Stay out of
cept those of a friend sorue five miles the hands of land agents if you want
south. During the fall of I860. 1 was reliable information, go to some na-

Honey Granulated

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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tive that lias no land for sale. Stay
I know of
off of tlie barren lands.
some good localities for bees that are
general
rule
occupied,
but
as
a
not
the best places are a considerable distance from tlie railroad. It has been
a very wet. cold and disagreeable winter here the mercury was as low as
15° below zero.
Farmers say the
spring is a month later than usual.
;

I.

Tulliihoma, Tenn.,

From Wataguga

B.

March

Good.

22, 1S84.

Apiary.

My bees all wintered well tliey are
in the Delhi improved hives. I lost
none, and they are storing honey very
fast, for this season of the year.
I
saw one sheet of drone comb full of
eggs to day, and I think I will have a
swarm off" in less than three weeks.
This is my second year, and I am having splendid success.
H. C. Austin.
Austin's Springs, E. Tenn., Mar. 24.
;

Better than Average.

We

set in.

I

have made one other

test

similar to this in a cold cellar, and the
colonies having the thickest cushions
and enameled "cloth over the broodnest came out decidedly in the rear.
Dead bees do not accumulate on the
bottom boards, as I leave them on the
stands, and set the hives on inch
blocks. Wliile I am uncertain whether
diarrhoea is caused by the annoyance
of water getting into the brood-nest,
the sipping up of it after getting
there, its getting into the honey, or all
comljined, I am positive that water
is almost iuvarial)ly
present in or
nearly if not directly above the clusdiarrhetic
colonies,
ters of
and that it
can and does get there by an easy and
well understood method.
C. W. Dayton.

have had a very cold winter.
of the State. I expect to make beeat aud below zero
profitable, if it can be done in
27 times. We put 124 colonies in the culture
this portion of the State. I have nothcellar liefore they got frosty. To-day
but the native or German bees. In
we finished taking them out. All an- ing
swered to the roll, but one. They 1882 bees did well; every flower and
seem to be in more than average good shrub of the forest seemed to secrete
condition for this date. The cellar is an unusual amount of nectar, while
1883 was the reverse bees having to
dry, kept above the freezing point,
be fed almost the entire season to preand mostly at about 4.5'^.
vent them from starving. This seaS. L. Vail.
son bids fair for a good crop of honey.
Coal Creek. Iowa, March 27, 1884.
Bees winter well bere on the summer
stands, in box hives, without protecBees Wintered on Summer Stands.
tion.
My bees have built up very fast
Total number (iO loss 6 queenless, and seem to be storing honey. I had
to-day, 3 total decrease i) first pollen drones flying March 15. 1 say box
fathered ilarch 23 had hatching bees liives because frame hives are just
'eb. 1.
Bees flew less in February coming into use here.
1. What hive is the best for beginand March than any other months in
fact, they only flew 3 or 4 times in ners ?
2. Should the frame be placed parthis month. There was some dysentery in January, but good flights allel with tlie entrance V
3. How many distinguished races of
checked it. Would have lost heavily,
had they been confined all winter, but bees are now known in the United
States
?
as it is, I never had bees in better con4. Did not all the yellow banded
dition at this time of year.
bees descend from the Italian race
R. C. Aiken.
5. What race of bees have the most
Shambaugh, Iowa, March 27, 1884.
yellow bands V
L. B. Smith.
Cross Timbers, Tex., March 28, 1884.
Tests in Cellar Wintering.
When my bees were put in the cel- • [1. We prefer the Langstroth hive
lar, one dozen brood-chambers were for all jiurposes.
covered with enameled cloth, another
2. The ends of the frames should
dozen with thick cushions, and ail
others with thin cushions.
Every run towards the entrance.
3. The natives or blacks, Italians,
colony was supplied with the purest
of honey and pollen for stores. All Cyprians and Syrians all others have
were perfectly dry, and almost as still come from the above.
;

;

that renders it so ditticult to
out the purchaser's seeing

sell,

with

before
hand. Let sections, combs and cases
be uniform, and all will be benefitted.
it

Jeuome Twiciiell.
Kansas

City,

Mo.

Bee-Keeping in Indian Territory.
My 14 colonies in frame hives are in
splendid condition. Here honey is
worth 20 and 25 cents per pound.
There is no cultivated forage nearer
Bradford, Iowa, March 25, 1884.
than seven miles. My main source is
rattan vine and ague-root, though
Hives, Frames and Bees.
there are flowers for bees to work on
till
for several from the time cottonwood blooms
I have handled bees
frost.
I should like to hear from other
years, but I am not experienced in
territory,
if
there
apiculture, as I keep them chiefly for bee-keepers in this
pleasure. I am a farmer, and bees are any.
G. Priest Grinstead.
are not very profitable in this'portion

The mercury was

;

;

;

in which the combs were nice, wliite
and smooth, and cases not too large.
I believe I could average 10,000 pounds
of comb honey a month, the year
round, if it was uniform in all respects, so that one lot would be a fair
sample of all. It is the irregularity
of shape and condition of comb honey

;

Oakland, Indian Ter., Mar.

Local Convention Directory
Time and

1884.

place of Meeting.

April 5.— Marshall Co. Iowa, at Marshalltown.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
April 5.— Kansas Central, at Manhattan.
Thomas Bassler, Sec.
April S.^Ass'n of Central

—

Ills.,

W.

at
B.

Bloomington.
Lawrence, Sec.

Aprils.— Northern Kr., at Covington, Ky.
L. A. Armstrong and Others.
April 9.— Lorain Co., at Elvria, O.
O. J. Terrell Sec, North Ridgevllle, O.
April 10.— MahoninK Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
E. W. Turner, Sec.
April 12— Texas Central, at

;

'?

25. 1884.

April IH.— Iowa

April

"22.

Waco.
I. W. Qrayton, Sec.

Central, at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor. Sec.

—Des Moines Co., at Middleton,

Iowa.

John Nau, Sec.

April 24.— Union Ky., at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.

April 24.— Eastern Ind., at Richmond, Ind.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec.

AprU 24.— Northern Ohio,

at Norwalb, O.
S. F,

April 24.

Newman,

Sec.

-Western Michigan, at Berlin.
F. S. Covey, Sec.

April 24, 25.— Western, at Independence. Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.

April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.
W. R. Howard, See.

May 3. - Progressive, at

Bedford, O.

May 6.-Cattaragu8 Co.

N. Y.. at Randolph, N. Y.
W. A. Shewman.

J.

May 6.— Southern

R. Reed, Sec.

Wisconsin, at Janesvilie.

J. T. Pomeroy. Sec.
as death, until tliey commenced rear4. res.
May 15.— Tuscarawas Co. O., at Port Wushington.O.
ing brood. Then those with thick
A. A. Fradenhurg.
cushions showed uneasiness and signs
5. The Italians.— Ed.]
May 20. —N. W. Ills., andS. VV. Wis., at Rockton, III.
of diarrhoea. An examination found
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
them wet but more ventilation proMay 2t>.— Will County, at Monee, 111.
duced quietness, and the disagreeable Honey Dealers and Separators.
P. P. Nelson, Sec.
odor disappeared.
Those with thin
I heartily endorse H. D. HubbeFs
Oct. 11, 12.—Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
cushions have remained as quiet as article in the liEE .Journal of March
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.
possible.
Those with the enameled 26. on the advantages of the use of Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago, III.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
cloth are in fine condition, but make separators, from a commercial standa great hubbub when tliey see a light point, and wish that every one would Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
D.
Cutting,
Sec, Clinton, Mich.
H.
or small a little fresh or warm air, use them, m- something else to insure
while the otiiers keep perfectly quiet. a smooth and uniform comb. I occatW~ In order to have this table complete, SecreWith a few thick cushioned e.xcep- sionally have a complaint of tardy re- taries are requested to forward full particulars ©f
tions the bees appear as small as when turns, but it has never been on a lot time and place of future meetings.- ED.
;
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space of from 3 to G inches all around.
The front part of the box rests upon
the bridge, while the sides and back
end rest upon the ground, or if shalANSWERS BV
lower, up upon blocks or stones, as
shown
in the cut on page lfi9 of the
Mich.
Dowagiac,
James Eeddon,
15ee Joi'KNALfor 1882. By looking
at both CLits you will see how much
the sides and' back end reach below
Shall I Feed Sour Honey?
the bottom of the hive. If you pile
Ill the fall of 1882 I put 6 colonies
in chaff, leaves or sawdust, it runs out
of bees into the cellar in Langstroth on the ground until it piles up, when
hives, 8 I [liickeil with chaff, and the the inter-space can be filled. This
rest were not packed. I took them packing comes above the hive, piling
out in January they had a cleansing up to tlie dotted line around the case
I took D.
flight, and I replaced them.
Many of our boxes have sides and
them out again one year ago to-day, back ends enough deeper than the
and the\ had all died of diarrhcea. I front end that they rest on the ground.
had purchased lu chaff hives, and so All boxes go below the bottom of the
I started again with .S colonies in the hive because the hive is upon a stand
spring of lisS3; 2 blacks and 1 Italian. 6 inches high.
and had bad
I divided the hlack.s
luck in introducing queens, losing 5
in March.
queens.
The Italian colony gave a Virgin ftueens
I want to ask whether such a queen
swai
which went to the woods I
divided the Italians that were left, is profitable or not V I am aware there
and had 2 swarms from the blacks. I are no drones yet but the question
had 8 colonies to put into winter quar- arises here, whether such queens will
ters, eacli having 2-5 or 30 pounds of be as prolific as any other or not. The
honey. I took off 50 pounds of comb cause of this queen is, that a colt got
honey from 2 colonies. In October I among my hives and upset one of
packed them with leaves and chaff, tliem,"and'the next morning I found
with racks over the frames, and a the bees all on the ground. I gathered
"Simplicity'' filled with leaves, and up the bees and combs, put them in
chaff packed around the outside of it. the hive, and brought them in the
There is not a single sign of diarrhrea. house by the stove, and brought them
They have been flying for the last 2 or to life. I noticed they had brood in
3 days. Question
Will it do to feed all stages, consequently they built a
the honey that was taken from those queen-cell, and now they have a virgin
old combs last year ? It is slightly queen. I suppose the old queen perL. B. Mellatt.
sour, and is candied if so, when and ished.
Baker, Kans.. March 17, 1884.
how shall 1 feed it V O. J. Post, Jr.

Mlhat and gom;

;

;

m

;

;

:

;

Chagrin Falls, O., March

Answer.— I

17, j.S84.

should have no fears in
partially soured honey
you mention anytime durin.^ the next
three months. Bring it to the boiling
feeding

the

ANh;WER.— Queens seldom become
fertilized after they are 20
in which case they are of

days

old,

no value.

If, however, they become fertilized
before that age, I have no knowledge
point before feeding, and feed it right that they are in any way inferior.
away that it may be consumed before
the surplus season commences. Hriiig
Cause of Dysentery.
it to tlie boiling point as quickly as The

removing it from the Are
I will give my experience with it,
immediately after it boils. I would for we all want to find what is its
advise diluting it with pure water, to cause and cure. It is not a disease,
the consistency of nectar, just before but is the result of long confinement.
you put it over the fire. In this di- 1 have now kept bees for 7 or 8 years,
luted state it must be kept in a cool and, of course, I have made some obplace, and fed out as soon as possible servations. In the spring or fall, if
or it will sour again.
the bees are kept in a few days by
cold or wet weather, they will act the
same as they do when we set them out
No Winter Loss.
the spring not so much, but you
My bees are in the best condition I in
will see a few specks on the hives and
ever had them. Thev were wintered
Bees take a flight
boards around.
on the summer stands, and without
day most people call it playing,
any loss. I left jiollen and honey as every
but I do not. It is the young "bees
they gathered it from Spanish needles,
taking a flight to exude their feces.
a frame in each hive, and there are no
They do this every day w^hen it is
signs of dysentery. WillMr. Heddon
good weather, and if they are kept in
please give (1) the inside measure of
2 or 3 weeks, they will have dysentery.
the rough case for winter packing of
The young bees have tliese "flights in
the Langstroth hive ? (2.) What supthe fall. They do not have young
ports it, besides the front entrance ?
bees from October till January. Old
(3.) How high is it above the broodbees pass it off when flying after
chamber, wlien packed and set away
stores. Last spring a colony reared
for winter ? (4.) Does it go below the
a few drones in 'the winter they did
bottom of the hive ?
not allow them to live, but threw
D. C. McLeod.
them out at the entrance. In March
Pana, HI., March 21, 1884.
or April they tried to rear a young
Answer. The rough packing box queen after she was from 1 to 8 days
for the Langstroth hive may be made old, when I was watching the bees, I
from 6 to 12 inches larger each way saw her come in. She was not in
than the hive. This would leave a more than 2 or 3 minutes when she
possible,

;

;

;

—

;

came out

again.

There was no young

bees in the hive for 2-j or 30 days, and
them were drones.
one-fourth of
About the first ot June they reared
another queen, and I killed the old
one, whose wings were

in

all

strips

and broken. The young queen hatched
all right.
The old queen's bees were
one eighth black or Italian-hybrids.

The young

(|ueen's bees are all Italians.'aud arc as yellow as I ever saw.
Did they kill the old queen in the first
they kill the young
place, or did
oneV I think they killed the young
one and kept the old one, as the bees

looked alike. I had a colony that
had the dysentery last spring the hive
was clogged with rubbish and dead
bees, so that only a few bees could
come out at a time. I drew the nails,
and 2 or 3 frames fell down to the
bottom of the hive. A little knothole under the honey-board they made
all

;

black with their faces.

David Watterson.

Borcoe,Ill.

Answer.— As

it is

more convenient

to handle every thing by

its

proper

us first settle the question
Webster defines it
"disease."
of
" lack of ease uneasiness
distress ;
trouble trial derangement of any of
the vital functions, causing or threatening pain and weakness morbid or
If
disorder."
unhealthy condition
bees, possessing what bee-keepers call
diarrluea, dysentery and cholera, and
a something which Mr. Watterson
proposes to prevent and cure, is not
properly a disease, then what is it ?

name,

let

;

;

;

;

;

;

Whatever

it

may be would

it

be likely
and yet

to destroy the life of the bees

(See WebV
frankly admit the disease
is produced by too long containance
We know
of residue f roin food eaten.
that a short confinement in the spring
will be more productive of the disease
than one of much longer duration in
winter.
If confinement alone was the cause
of dysentery, there would be no such
difference in time. If cold or humidity were the cause, the facts would
reverse and accumulation of feces
would take place in a shorter time in
January and February than in April
or May. If the " pollen theory" be
correct, we should expect a much
more rapid loading of fecal matter
during the breeding season, and this
We cannot
is just what we realize.
see from what source your colony
could rear a queen, as we understand
the first young queen was never fertilized or "laid eggs. The only way out
young Italian
is to suppose that a
queen came to the hive of her own
accord and was accepted.

never become a disease
ster.

)

We

Keeping Moth Out of Combs.
tell me through the columns
Weekly Bee .Journal what
prevent moth from getting into

Please
of the
will

the combs, as I have lost several coloD. F. Palmer.
nies
'i*

Yorkville,

Ills.,

March

Answer.— Keep

16, 1884.

the bees strong in
numbers in proportion to the amount
of comb they have in your possession.
Keep bees \vith enough Italian blood
in them to make them excellent guards
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against the moth and other enemies.
Never leave anj' bits of comb where
moth can breed in them. Whatever
empty combs you may carry over the

bee space above the frames, with flat
cover and no cloth by the side of an
equal number of any other arrangement, I am very confident that you
winter (not in use) expose to a tem- will discard all others for that one.
Follow
perature of 14-' or below.
these rules and moths will be almost
Swarming.

Prevention of

an extinct species in your apiary.

Can

Making Comb Foundation.
Please answer in " What and How:"
In making Given foundation, is
necessary (or better) that the wax
sheets should lie a couple of days
after dipping, before they are pressed V
2.
manufacturer of a roller foundation machine recommends using
2 per cent, of resin in vvax, to cleanse
it.
Would it be objectionable V If
1.

it

A

so,

A Subscriber.

why V

Carthage, N. Y., March

me how

to prevent bees
from s\\arming only once V I have 1.5
colonies. I made "a house for them,
inches thick, with matched boards
on both sides, and filled in with saw}"ou tell

1^ A bee-keepers'

association is to

be organized in Western

New York

on Tuesday, May 0. 1884. at Randolph,
Cattaraugus County. In tliis southern-tier district there are a large number engaged in bee-keeping, and an
association of this kind has long been
needed.
general invitation is extended to all interested in bee-keeping.

A

W. A. Shewman.

I)

1^ The

Lorain County Bee-Keep-

are all raised from the ers' Associaticm, will meet at Elvria,
bottom board ^^ of an inch. They are O., Wednesday, April 9, 1884.
Tlie glass has been i-'P,
all right yet.
O J. Terrell, Sec.
jSTorth Ridgeville, O.
and as low as 28^. I have 2 colonies
on the summer stands raised ?4 "f 'I'l
inch from tlie bottom board. This is
dust.

They

my

Last winter
fifth year with bees.
I "lost all. and this spring I bought 7
they did
more blacks. I do not
very well ; they increased to 17. and

Honey and Beeswax Market.

thmk

10, 1884.

Ofpice of the amekican bee journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., March 31, 1884.
gave 200 pounds of honey. Whicli are
stick a little less after they are a few- the best bees to keep? I find black
The following are the latest quotadays or a week old.
bees a little too hot, for they will
2. I object to using resin or any- sting in mid-winter.
tions for honey and beeswax received
thing but pure wax in comb foundaB. E. Foster.
Utica, N. Y.
up to this hour
tion.
So far as I know, the bees have

Answers.—1. The

sheets

seem

I
(

to

:

objected to

foreign substances. I
have never tried or seen resin tried,
but it is bitter and hard, and I should
guess would make the foundation less
pliable. I do not believe it would
have any tendency to cleanse the wax.
and thiiik that the object in using it
has been to lessen the sticking of the
wax to the rollers.
all

Answer. —There

are many ways to
CINCINNATI.
prevent bees from casting first, second
HOXEV— There is no life in the markPt. Exor any swarms. I know of none wliich tracted
honey sells in Its reguliir way and to its
I consider practical, or as well for the wonted channels, without any speculative feeling
it, and brint's TCaK'C on arrival. Conjb honey
apiarist as to let them swarm, and about
sella slow Mt 15« I6C a lb. frooj store tor choice.
then prevent increase of colonies by
BKESWAX-Is in good demand; choice yellow
the Iplan I gave on page 126 -ot the brings 35c a lb. on arrival.
CHAS. F. MUTH.

Bee Journal

for 1883, Perhaps you
would be better pleased with Italian
bees than your Germans. It may be
that your "Germans are of the little

Space Above Frames.
black stinging
I thank Mr. Heddon for his reply
(on page

1.5-5)

to the question

which!

asked him as regards the dropping of
the frame below the level of the hive.
I tear he shows a lack of knowledge
when he says a host of experienced
bee-keepers are smiling at the question. He does not seem to know that
D. A. Jones, who exhibited the greatest amount of honey at the Toronto
exhibition, has his frame level with
the top of his hive. Xor yet that Mr.
Emeigh, who took first prize on comb
honey at Toronto, has his frame level
withthe top of his hive. Mr. McFarlane, Tilsonburg, Out., calls the liive
he tises (being the patron of Mr. Heddon's) the Langstroth improved by
Heddon. I have seen no flat cover
put on the frame without a cloth betw'een. In reference to killing the
bees, there is no danger by having a
cloth on top of the frame. "When you
put on the cloth, take it by two corners, then by throwing it a little beyond and drawing it gently to its
place if tliere are any bees, they will
be drawn between tlie frames. "I had
asked the question of some who i:)retend to have the same hive as Mr.
Heddon, and they all referred me to
him.
r. Allehand.
Eden, Ont., March 18, 1884.
;

—

[^

NEW
HONEY— White
sections,

lb.

l.'ic.

strain.

:

rels, 9(anic.

H.K,

meet

at Independence,
24, 18H4.

M. Crandall,

Sec.

i^The Western Michigan bee-keepers, will

Berlin,

hold their spring meeting at

on April

1 and 2
and second quality,
in kegs and bar-

BEESWAX— Prime yellow, 34(2350.

Mo., Thursday, April
C.

Darli

extracted white clover

The Western Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will

YORK.

clover and basswood in

I7(*lSc.

Co.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Of late receipts of comb honey has
been scattered amongst many tirms. and as all are
desirious of realizing on their receipts at as early
a day as possible, prices have been irregular and
low, som« lots being offered Irom 5c to 7c per lb.,
less than 3n days ago. I quote white comb 13® 16c;
fancy 18c. Extracted honey— demand light, at 7®
9c

BEESWAX-30®37c.

24.

R. A.

F. S. Covey, Sec.

i^° The fourth semi-annual meet-

& F.B Thukber i

BDRNETT.

KANSAS

161

South Water

HONEY— Demand for choice white comb
lb.

8t.

CITY.

sections continues good at

I6',«17c.

and2
Dark and
1

comb not wanted. Extracted in fair deing of the Western bee-keepers will irregular
mand at s^woc.
BEESWAX— None in this market.
be'held at Independence, ]\Io., April
Jerome twichell. 514 Walnut Street.
24 and 2.5, 1884. This will be the most
interesting convention of bee-keepers
SAN FRANCISCO.
ever held in the West. The associa-

numbers among its members
some of the most successful bee-keepers in the country, and many outside
the association, from abroad, will be
tion

HONEY—

Only in a jobbing way is there anything doing. St<JCks are n.-t heavy, but are larger
than holders care to h:ive them at this lime of the
year, especially as liberal receipts "f new are expected in a couple nt months. White to extra
white comb. 15(ijlHc; dark to good. HKaiac; extracted, choice to extra white, 7(it8c; dark and candied,

here to take part in the discussions. 5®—
BEESWAX-Wholesale, _'7H®30c.
Let each one come prepared to take
STEARNS S SMITH. 423 Front Street.
part in tlie discussions, and lu'ing

something to exliil)it. The programme, when completed, will comprise,
all the interesting subjects of the day.

The committee appointed

at our last
honey."' will
it will be of

ST. 1.0UI8.

HONEY — Steady;
small.
tracted

den»and and supply both
lb., and strained and ex-

Comb, 12(»16cper
ficltJUjC.

BEESWAX— Fu-m at 33(<!,33Xc. for choice.
meeting on " marketing
VV. T. ANi'EHsoN n. vu.. 104 N. 3d Street,
report the first day, and
C1.KVEI.AND.
great interest, for the committee
IS composed of ttiorough men -who
HONEY—The honey market isimprovingalittle:
lb. sections -juite readily at
selling
first-class
have given the subject a large amount are
l^c. wit an occasional sale at U'c: 2 lb. is ni-t quite
of attention since our last meeting. so active, at 17c. Second quality is dull at loc.
not wanted.
Jerome Twichell. of Kansas City, has Extracted
BEESWAX— 35c, bat very sca'-ce.
kindly consented to address the conA. C. K endel, 15 Ontario Street.
vention on the subject of " Preparing
BOSTON.
honey for market."
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
HONEY.— Demand light. 1 lb. sections comb

Answer. Many of our largest producers do not exhibit their honey at
all.
The practice of using a cloth over
the frames in summer, t cannot help
thinking has grown out of illy-constructed hives.
Without the cloth
th&re is no danger of killing bees, and
you can adjust the cover in one-fourth
Independence. Mo.
the time. If you will try a proper H. ScovELL, Pres. Columbus, Kans.

i

II

1

honey. I8@2'ic.;

2 lb. I6(i^l8c.

BEESWAX-33C.
Blake & Ripley,

Extracted, 9@llc,

57

Chatham

Street.

—
;
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INVENTION.

To

Exaiiiiiie

tlie

l>ate

following; your

name an

the wraiiper label of this
end of the
it indicates the
patter
montli to which you have paid your
subscription on tlie Bee Journal.
;

For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post ortice or ex-

money

order, a bank draft on
or Cliicago, or register tlie
letter.
Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less tliaii one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of i5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for .5 cents.

press

New York

\Ve wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post ofHce, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the
number of insertions his advertisement has had.
All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.
In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the

^°

(^

(^

®"

Patented Oct. 17, 1882.
increase the number of readers
Hccs luro'd to Iciu'c tlu-ir sui-phis lioticy
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
liolinv iciii()\ iiiK' it Irnni llic liivc. .Saves
aid progressive bee-culture and help valiiiilik' time 1111(1 liilHir; prevents i-oliliin<f
nnii llio liability of tjoiiif stung-. Tlie Bees
to elevate the i)ursuit.
We, therefore, lire thst cut otr from the hrooil
hive, by
offer the following
premiums for closinj.' the openings in a slut honey board;
the conductor is then placed in position,
getting up clubs:
which connects bees in surplus honey with
brood hive. They soon And that they are imWhile no subscription to the Bee prisoiied.
and being: an.\ious to
pass
Journal will be taken for less than out through the Conductor intoescape,
the brood
the regular advertised prices (viz.: hive. It also prevents their return.
Weekly, $2.00 ; Monthly, $1.00),— any Gonducfin- and Langstroth hive comPlete
j;e 00
one getting up a club of two copies, „
Conductor and Honey Board, any size,
or more, may select from " Ouu Book
and Sections to fill, which shows all
List " anything therein named, to
the improvements
i .50
the amount of 1.5 cents for every dollar Conductor, hy mail
,50
Send for Circular giving full particulars.
thsy send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club
JOHN W. SILCOTT,
and these books will beseut, postpaid,
l-*A4t
SNICK ERSVILLE, VA,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or Monthly
and $0.00. we will make an additional Albino and Italian (jneens,
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
BEES AND SUPPLIES FOR 1884.
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
Those who desire Cliolci- Queens shoul
For a club of .5 Weekly or 10
|

;

that we are Headriuarters for th
Monthly, (or a mixed club of botli,) remember
Alliino Queens, which gave such universa
with $10, we will, in addition to the satisfaction last year. We have completed
15 per cent, present a copy of the our New Shops, and furnish Hives SecComb Foundation, etc., on short notice
American "Popular" Dictionary, tions,
Send for Circular and Price Lists.
comprising every word in the English
We
traded for some Hybrid and
language that enters into speech or Black have
Bees which have fine Queens which
writing it contains 32,000 words and we will sell; Hybrid Queen, $1.00; black,
50c.
;

phrases,(i70 illustrations and 512 pages;
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
desired.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

m

:

.50

colonies (120 pages)

$1

SON,

Bees For Salel
Thirty colonies at $.5.00 each, in lower Lancstroth
n="o^u
hives, in order on cars.

D r. WM. M. HOGEKS,

iiDat

Shelbyville, Kj.

And Bee-Keepers'

All who intend to be systematic in
their vcork
the apiary, should get a
copy an<I commence to use it. The
prices will hereafter be a.t follows

" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

Sc

HAGEKSTOWN, MD

.5B^'t

Palace Bee Hive

Apiary Register— New Edition.

For

V.41.ENTINE

Address, S.

14Alt

(Mi

Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
hections. Smokers, etc. Send for Price List
7Ai;it
II. C.
ITE. MAOISON, IND.

-WH

Dadanl'sFoiiiidatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See AdYe rtiaement In another column,

BASSWOOD. MAP1,E and ELM TREES,
and under, ti; per
100; 2 to H

^'""''

1

2.5

1

6U

1

[li'tf""'

'^^

^-

ft.,

m per

The larger ones can be used for a Pure Italian Bees
few colonies, give room for an increase
Send for Price List to
^° We carefully mail the Bee of numbers, and still keep the record
*•"'''''-'*• Wakarusa, Elkhart
Journal to every subscriber, but all together in one book, and are there- ^7IMft
should any be lost in the mails we will fore the most desirable ones.
envelope and

is lost

in tliat

li«)-

2 ft.
6 tn

""'^NE, Pipestone, Mich

andteis!

way.

Co., Ind.

HEDDON iToJi^mTET

cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

Ready

to nnil. per lOO, KIS.OO. Hlveii
"•«=»
cheap and good.
»r. E. DO INE
8D6t_
PIPESTONE. Berrien Co.'mICH.
entitled

Advertisements intended for the Bee " (^ Dzierzon's new work
Rational Bee-Keeping, " we now
reach this office by
club with the Bee Journal as folSaturday of the previous week.
The Weekly for one year and
lows
the book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in
Subscription Credits.— We do not paper covers for $2.7.5. Tlie Monthly
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
tion by letter. The label on your than the above prices. It is an impaper, or on the wrapper, shows the ported book, printed in the English
date to which your subscription is language, and the price of the book is
paid. When you send us money, if $1..50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
the proper credit is not given you, when bound in cloth.
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card. Do
Emerson Binders made especially
not wait for montlis or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
tion is paid to the end of the month gold on the back, and make a very
indicated on the wrapper-label. This convenient way of preserving the Bee
They
gives a continual statement of account. Journal as fast as received.
wilt be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
I®" See M. Bailey's advertisement
They caiinot be sent by mail
cents.
he has Clover Seed for sale.
to Canada.

Journal must

:

—

;

SMITH & smith"

Wants to uive away o.ikio of theirlllustrnted Cato
h«ueand Price LijtofBee-Keeper.'supp'l?!*:
i-i"!";".
Special Atteiillon Riven to the

Simplicity One-Piece Section,
Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation etc

SMITH & SMITH,
K ENTON

gP'Ot

,

Hardin C o.. OHIO,

ITALIAN BEES AND (QUEENS.
Send for Price

lODTt'

List to

" ^^®'*^*' ^^^ MOINES. IOWA.

TTAI.IA1S' QJJEENS. ItADAIVT POUIVV
si;jj7-7;c?l'„"r-

^STk^-IT-H', Sii'y?nt l"\)''

THIS
l^VPERrSnix^»
Newspaper Advertising

Co.'s
?t in

Bureau!

In

Spruca

NE W VOKKf ~"'-''<^'» -""y be mXtll

!
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FOR SALE

!

Prices— S3, 30 each, with 10 combs tielow. S
above, without upper story, ¥4.50. Frames
ITUxf's. nice combs— little droue. Bees bred
with care from imiiurtecl and choice hfiniebred (lueeiis. Keasons for selling — have
other business. Must be sold b.v June 1st,
1884. Safe arrival b.v ex|U-ess guaranteed.
C.

DuPagc

Naper^-ille,

KEN DIG,

Mar.

Co.. Ills,

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

Bees

Colonies of Italian

100

22, 18S4.

—
kWAHTTED.
"

1

V,'e have apain increased ourcanacitv forniittine
the'-BOr^S" ONE-PlECb^ SKCTION. and are nnw
ready to flII orders on short notice. VVe would advise cur customers, and especially

SUPPLY

ORDBR
And

V-lHce

A.
47DlUt

ti)

sell

MKCnt wanted in every
OUT new eoodg. BiE piy. 40
1

13ASt

machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.

A LARGE STOCK OF

Bees and Queens For Sale.

Tested Queens, May. $3.""; June.
July 1.1^2.1"' eacb. Untested, alter June

J-i.oO;
1,

after

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

MANUFACTORY
SECTIONS,
FOR HIVES,
now prepared

&c.

and con-

to supply dealers

sumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping

LANGSTROTH
all kinds.
AND MOOKST HIVES. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections areall uiade
Add^e^s.

trora Poplar.

OEOROK TAXLOK,
UDNDKE. Kane Co., ILL.

ICtf 12Btf

Order

Early Spring!

niv Italian Queens.

To introduce

I

Now!

will

send one

of uiy Tested Queens. If ordered before April 20,
for »2.io. Send two dollarsand less, in common
letters, at

my

Box

E P.BAKER.
DES MOUNES, IOWA.

which gave such e.vcellenc satisfaction the past
We also offer Comb Fonndntinn and

retail.

See Advertisement In another coluujn.

WM. W. CARY & SON, Ooleraine, Mass.

American Linden or Basswood
F

to ininciies, per lot)
3to,5feet. perloo

K.

JEWETT,

SPARTA, WIS.

H[fiD-piflI[flS

YdUR NAME AND ADDRESS FOR MY
SEND
.io-paye Price List of Italian, fyprian and Holy
J^and Colonies. Nuclei. Queens and Apiarian Supplies.
II. H. BHOWN, LiKht Street, Col. Co. Pa.

For Apisiriun Nupt»lies nf every description.
Send for 1^84 Price List Defore purchasing elsewhere.

BKKnlllT I5R0THERS,
MAZEPPA, Wabasha Co. MINN.

loCtf

Oiven'sFoiindationPress. Uf A V
QA
PUBLIC 8ENTIMKNT

affirms that the PRESS
IS SUPEKIOK fur making ("i.mh P'oundation eitlier
ID Wired Frames or fur SI^C'l'P )NS. and insures
straight and perfect, combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

D.

S.

OITEBf

«

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

^Vt.rkel nn GivemPress by the lb. 15c,
alb.: for 4 to rt ft. to lb., i-'^c. a lb.; for
fi to S ft. to lb., on shares for 2-5. 1 cent
per cent, off on r>o lbs., 31 per
a lb. for cleaning,
cent off on HHtibs. or more; :i:Jc a lb. I pay for
clean yellow wax. In st^miing wax. prepay freight,
or express. Cas*! reqnireii when found ition is finCedar Fall-*. Iowa.
ished. A. J.

^•*»

m

NORRIS.

10C3t

ILL.

HEADQUARTERS
[ESTABLISHED IN

Drone Excluder, Queen

& Drone Trap

COIvIBIKrE: ID-

„

HENRY ALLEY,
'WEXHAM,

£a«ex Co.

One

MASS.

Assistant Edtors are among the mo-t practical
and progressive bee-keepers of the age. The well
known specialist. James Heddon. of D'^w.igiac,
Mich-, will lurnisli a series of articles running
through the whole volume. J. E. Pond. Jr., Koxboro, Mass.. will continue his*"Hints to beginners."
The Question Driwer will be conducted by the
editors,

whose aim

(0., Toledo, 0.,

SCOVELL

H.

be to make it i>t especial
the A B C of bee-cniture.

will
in

J.

E.

POND,

Rumple Copies

MANrFACXrilEKS OF
All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special
Send for Circular. 14A1
rates to Dealers.

Jr.,

For

Editors.

eokiim: J^nsr,
riEALER IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jueeiis
F^ir

7Aiy

-.Clf

for

HAITI,

Friends,

if

|w(inted for Tliel>ivef> of all the
Pfpsidents of the U. S. The
i;irtresl, handaitmest best Imok
lever !-old fnr less than twice
[iur price.
book in

The

fastest aellinu

America.

Immense

Bee Hives

will with pleasure send you a sample copy of
the Montlily OleaiiiiicfN in Uee-Cnlture.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest Imprtive-

ments in lliveH, Honey Extract<»r*, ('ikinb
Foundiit'ion, Section Honey lfi«>xes,all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee

GIVEN AWAY!

^^^

BEE
liiAiilt

E.

APIARIA^I SUPPLIES,
Send fiT our
I'tfiue.

larL-e Illustrated

'of

Jewelrj', \\

CIAL

of

gi>ods

daily.

Case

H.KETt'HMEK,

1>

Hives manufactured from soft

last season.

Each

i

Hunting
Address

size.

CO., CeiterlrooU, Conn.

Sinipliciti-, Lam;strolh
Boxes, Brixtd Fraiuea,

Send for Price

1VATEKT0WN, WIS.

thoroughly
time of ds.y lu

BEE HIVES!
&Son.

IBCtf

plate.

stami.saud we wil
will aljo^s^nd y.

in

We

Silver Nickel

Out one-third

BAECOCK &

Cata-

Iowa.

solid wed tiin? ring made

esa prfbent, the " Little AA'onder"

handsome

sent free to any adtiress.

Cobnrer.

111

SPE-

Offer: Send usS8o

Hit as shown in cut.
reliable teller of the

white pine, and sections from white basswood.
Send for our new Illustrated Price List for \f^H4. It
is very importani you should have our new I>ist
before ordering, as prices are arranged differently

from

a beauui

TINE KEEPER,
A

!

OA

is

Heavy Kollcd GoU

ring warranteil, Wew.-inl to inlroduceonr
new anil beautiful Catalogues of Clocks,
alclies, Silverware, Ac. at occe.

J

!

The Largest Maiiufactiirerof Hee Hives

cm

beforeorderineyour

Irbii

a

Sections, etc., in the >Vorld
Our c tpacity now is a C A R - I^

ha.

BEES OR HONEY

Flw££,

SECTIONS.
NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY

Bayou Goula,

We

send vnu this elerant ring.

At! intelligent pcple want it.
become a succes>tul agent. Terms
Any one
tree, hallett Hook Co.. P(.irtland, Maine.

KEEPRRS.

Illustrated Catalogue.

VIAL.LON,

you are in any way interested in

Bee-Keepers' Publishing Co.,
COLUMBUS, KANS.

proflts to agents.

4Aly

my

r..

Culture. N^nthing Patented. Simply send your address written pUtinly, to
A. I. RuOT, Medina, O.
Ctf

free.

Address,

further informalioii, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

THE SOUTH

IN

manufacture ot

SITI'PI.IES.
l>iinhani and Rnol FoMiidalion a specialty.
Bees
from
March to November.
Italian Queens and

6C3t

SAT.

tiie

BEE-KEEPJKKS'

^^Send

Live Monthly Magazine, devoted exclusively
to Bee-Culture. Its regular <'orrespondents and

vatue to those yet

LEWIS &

I8.H1.]

Dollar a Year.

A

Sample, by mail. 65c.; by express.SOc. Intheflat,
per dozen, including one made for model (13 in ad)
$3.00. Send for our 23d annual Ci'CUlar and Price
Ijist of Queens and four races of Bees.
B'-e-Keepers' Handy Book, bound in cloth, by

J".

8A2t lOCtf

this.

|l.50.
7.(».

.s

For sale by Z.
_l-.:Aut 4BJt

C^" Slate where you saw

DEES!

II

The Kansas Bee-Keeper.

gAtf

Send for uur
general Aplnriun Supplies.
Catalogue and read what our customers say of our
goods. Address,

Address

risk.

342.

tl.tX).

We are now booking orders for Full Colonies,
Nuclei Colonies and Queen* of nur new strains,

Dadant'sFouiidiil ion Factory, wholesale srason.
and

l2D4t 4Blt

Crates, etc,,
makeii specialty of

I

1883.

1.

*l.oM; n

for .5.411. Full colonies in M:iy. »7.iHi: 2 for .$i:i.n(i;
10 for fKii.oo. Atter.Iune 1, *l.o" less each colony.
Satisfaction guaranteed. 1. S. CROWFOOT,
Hartford. Wis., April 1, 1S.S4.
l-_>Awt

and Albino Bees

Italian

J.FORNCROOK&CO.,
IHBCtf

Italian

E. T.

COOK., Author and Publisher.
LANSING. MICH.

•!.

18CTt

Bush Comes.

not Wait until the

Acmd

mail,

wcjrk has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-kneping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scieitidc work treating of
bees in the World. I'rice. by mail, ."SI S5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

SiiKZiV,

will not manufacture Rives and Shipping
Crates this season, as we have tl.xed over ail our

s:iniplesi*nly inc. Miipsfree. Culthisout
Novelty Co., Clintonville, Conn.

loA-<t

11th l'h«*iiN:infl Just Out
10th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
More than .^o pages, and more than on line illushe wh(de
trations were added in the sth edition.

We

13A2t

aai

Or,

!

PLEASE SEND FOR MY PRICE LIST
Ot Langstroth Hives, Sections and Supplies
in general, before buving your supplies for
HEXRY CRIPB, N. Manchester, Ind.
18S4.

Bee-Keepers' (lUide;
MAKUAI. OF THE APIAKX.
ID, 000 SOLD SINCE 1876.

Tiie

SECTIONS.
DEALERS, to

14Alt 4Blt

1

!

51D8t

List.

iinii
;iii(l

Cliaff

Hvos. Section

Coiiib Kouinljitii.n.
B. Miller

The successi)rsof A.

_

MILLER BROS.,
NAPPANEE,

Elkli;irt

County, I\D.

!
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iinw ready to IJo'ik Onlers for

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIANOS^'^ORGANS

A

WhitePi.plnr

Specialty.

Dovetiillcd

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
Mathushek,

KTorytliinn fully up with the times. :ind

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp

APl-iUIAN SUI'PLY CO.,
WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

Story

Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

griven.

A^BIItS WBtlTBD. g-uaranteed.

Catalog-ues free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying- else-

FLAT- BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,

where.

bl^h 3ide-wens. 4 to Ifi square feet tc
tbe pound. Circular and samples free

STORY

VAN DKUPEX & SONS.

J.

The largest exclusively

Simpson & Co.,
& Camp.

fur ;iJ-pageriitnln;;ueaiui8iimpIes.

7AGm

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, r^^ N. Y,

188

&

camp,

6l

203 N.

190 State Street,

CHICAGO.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

I)ada!it'sFoiiii<lationFa('tory,wliolesale
an retail. See Advertisement in anttlher column.
1

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.

NEW

A

HIVE.

Arranged for continuous combs and continuous
passaKe-ways. Wil be found a pleasure to work
with, and can be easily nnd rapidly managed. For
Comb honey it is without a rival, and as an invention, is second only to that of mi^vuble brood
frames.

TESTIMONIALS.
Hamilton,

Mus. Fhaxces Dtnham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Mad:ime:-"We have made about

CHAS.

Vours.

NEW PHILADELPHIA.

44Atf

not

now take double

Mits.

O.

I

the price

paid for

I

lbs.

it.

Frances Dcnham:

DADANT & SON,

Genoa. Cayuga

All prefer the foundation
difficulty in rolling

have no

1
it

manufacture on one of your mills,
from lu to 12 feet to the pounn Jor

Co.. N. Y., Dec. I2.1fi83.
to that made on any other machine
sections.

Y'ours respectfully,
at home, f'l.nri ontHt iree. Pay
solutely sure. N(j risk. Capital not reIteader. if you want business at
i quired.
wlneh persons ofeit tier sex. yonnKoroId.
can make yreat pay alt the time they
'work, witli absolute certainty, write for
particulara to U. IIallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

4AIy

in, 1883.

Beeton. Oot.. Dec. lO. 1883.
of foundation on one of your machim s, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A.JONES.

J.

G.

week

a

I

Dec.

We

Mhs. Frances Dunham, De Pere. Wis.
Dear Madame:— I have made over loO.noo

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST AND CIRCULAR.
Address. DK. O. L. TIKIiEK,

111.,

38.000 lbs. of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundation has t-'iven universal satisfaction; so much so, that -everal manufacturers have stopped
nianufaclnrini: to supply their cuptriners- with our found; tion.
have also manufactured about
lo.onn lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandeivurt machine Jor surplus boxes, and it has been ( qually a
success, but lor brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.

Mils.

FHANCE.S

DUNHAM:

WHITTEN.

Kenton, Ohio. Dec.

-J;*.

1883.

After using one of your foundation mills for the past 3 years, we can't say too much in its favor
for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.
Yours,
SMITH & SMITH.

And

MuS-FitANCESDrxHAM:
made all br'iod on Dunham

Omaha, Neb.. Jan. 18. 1.S84.
1
mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretohmer, of Cohurg, Iowa, and L. C. Root <t Bro., of
Mohawk. N. Y. Messrs. Root & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me. and in a later communication say: It (our round ation igave the best results of any tried." I write this that vuu may have fair
play, which is me always a jewel. Tou are at liberty lo publish this. Yourstruly. T.L. VONDOKN.
'

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square

Gl:isH Huiiey

.Itirs. 'I'in

Send for description and Price List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

Buokets.

Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,

etc.

2Btf

All my Sr«>(l is wjiri aiir*(l to be Iresh ;u .A
true to name, so far that should it vvo\
otherwise, I agree to rt-lill orders ;:ratis.
A largre part of the great collection of
Seed I offer is of my own arro\. ins:. As the
original introducerof l^cIipseUeet, Burbank Potatoes, Marblehead Early Corn,
the Hubbard Squash, and scores of other
new Vegetables. I invite the patronage
of the public. In tlte gardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my"
best advertisement. Catalogues FKKE to all.
'JAMES J. H. G REGORY. SEED GRO W ER, MA RRLEHEAD, MASS.

M

ir T II ,
f. F.
Apply to
H7fi and 97K Central Ave..<"IK«^IN»lATI, O.

iaf"Send

inc. for

!

Fracticalllintsto Bee-Keepers.

Early Italian Queens

!

IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.
Nuclei and

full

BKSIXF.SS

col'mies.

IJpea

bred

b(jth

for

.ind BF,AI."rV.
Dunham and
VandervoTt FOUN' ''.\TIO\ a specialty. If you
nee Oueenp, Hcps, Illve^. r^-iindatron orSupplies,
send for my Cat ll"^'ue and i'lice I.i^t. Address,
1

J.

li.

;

BRO'WJsr,
AUGUSTA, GA.

12ASt 4B4t

Send

!-ix

cents for postage,

and receive free, a costly box
of crouds whicli will help vou to
more money right away than

flPR!/Ei
I

hour.

&

ant thing i"lsein thisworld. All
of either sex. succeed from first

The hroad road

wrkers. absolutely

to fortune opens beforethe
sure. Al oi ce address. Tri'E

4Aly

Co.. Augusta. Maine,

BE SURE

To send

PustaUard

See Advertisement

in

tur our

lustra ted ('atali.iL'ue
of APIARIAN SUPPLIES before piirctiasing elsewhere. It contains Illustrations and descripliona
r)f

a

every thing new and valuable needed in an apiary
low St pricep. Itiilian Queens and Itees.

Parties inteii'^ing to purchase Bees in hits of 10
colonies or niorH, a'e invited to correspond.

5lD^^t

iBr.t

C M YI-F.S.
HARTFORD, WIS.

another column.

For Bees, Queens,
Vandervort Coml) Fdn. Mills,
Seiiil

for Hamplen

^2ABtf

J.

«fe

Reduced

VANDERVORT,

Price-I*li»t.

Lacyville, Pa,

Honey.

Foiind:itii>n, Hives. Sections,

and

all

Apiar-

ian luipleraents, send for Circular to

Fr.AX.\GAA'
lABly Lock box

utJD.

A

Bees, Bees! and Eggs, Eggs!
One

11

at the

J.

DadanlNFouiidatioiiFaetory, wholesale
fi.nd retail.

Pere, Wis.

fiDiit

II>1,I\SE.I,

Belleville, St.ClairCo.,Ills.

to

200 Colonies of Italian Bees
For Sale,

to in, at j;i:.:V» each; in or more, at *(.;.oo each.
Tested Queens after June 1. »L».no each. Also Kegs
for hatciuiit;. from choice stock of White and
Brown LeuhornK. at $i.r.o per set of 13 Eggs. Send
Card tor Price l,ist and reference. Address to
I

WM

l>OSSIXU. HOKAH. Houston

l0C:it

Co.

MINN

1884.
Warranted
Write for Circular.
lBCl8t

•!.

for $5.
WILSON,

(|i]ceiis
T.

MORTONSVILLE, KY.
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STANLEY'S AUTOMATIC

BEE-KEEPERS'

HEDDON'S SUPPLIES.
ooLXJAdiisr.

Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 1884.

my Illustrated

COMB FOUNDATION
On account of the prevailing scarcity of beeswax
the price of comb tounclaiion is now iiii-viinct-d 3
cents per pound above the price quoted in luy
Catalogue for 1884.

BEESWAX.

My yew
Thanking you

for past years' patronage,

1

goods I otter, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact that my trade lias more
than doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of ijjy former customers are customers still. Tiue,

tlie

we have bad

:

cnniphiiiits,

Extractors, S7

For Brood Frames.
One

spools, each,

-

One pound

spools, each, 40 cents.
18 cents extra.

Postage

NAILS,

SECTIONS.
lam now

ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4>fx4Xx(i, T
and 8 to the foot, pi r 1,000, $6..50; .5x6.\3,
per 1,000, §8.00. All shipped from here.

Incli, Price,

ALFRED

you contemplate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,

If

send for

my

125.00.

makes the finest extra thiD Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.

H.

NEWMAN,

933 Wrat Miidixou
tIIIt!.4GO,

-

-

be SURE to state whether or not
have my Circular for 1883.
Addiess,

And

yt>u

JAMES HEDDOSr,
DOWAQIAC

CasB County,

MICH.

W.

14D:5t

$1..'>0

per

K. KEMP,
OKLEANS, IND.

t'..

LEWIS &

CO., Toledo, 0.,
MANUFACTUKEKS OP
All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special
14A1
rates to Dealers. Send for Circular.

E. T.

CLOVER SEED per 60 lbs.: delivered
SWEET
at depot in good shtppinK order by MOSK&
*ii

BAILEY,

Winterset, Madison Co. Iowa.

&

DOUGHERTY

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Manufacturers of and

Dealers in

BEE^-

KEEPEKS' SMPPLIKS and HOIVKY.
Lano-stnith

HIVES

a Specialty.

Dadanfs

Foundation, Bingham Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, Extractors anil Honey Jars. Send for
14A6m
our Price IaXsU

11,1-INOIS.

fnr ihe wfirkinp ctnss. Send lu cents
tatre.and we will mail y^u free,
I royal, valuable box of sample K"ods
that will put y HI in the way of making
uiire nionpy in a few duys, than you
ever thousfht possible at any buniness.
<'apital not required.
will start you. Y^u can
w<trk ail the time or in ppare time tmly. The work
is universally Hdapted tn both sexes*, vount: and
old. You i-'an easily earn from 5o cenisto *.,'n-tvery
evening. Tbut all who want work may test tlie
busineMs, we make thiy unparaHt*led offer; to all
I

GOLOI

I wish to sell ")0 to HO colonies of Bees cheap,
or will lease to a good man on shares. Can
be shipped by river, rail, or express from
Hen(l(Mx»n, Ky. I must dispose of them, as
I will giveI am not al)le to attend to thera.
a bargain foi- the whole lot. My bees are all
blacks, in movable frame hives.
J. J. QU1NIV,C0KVD0N, Henderson Co. Ky.
14Alt.

Street,

We

CIRCULAR for 1884

to $10. Cold
free.Sl.OO.

Vandervoi't Foiuidatioii Mill. 80 Colonies of Bees for Sale.
It

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

Kitting. Circular free.

4 cents.

Postage, 2 cents extra.
oz. spools, per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents e.xtra.

WIRE

to

N. Y.

Alsike Clover Seed— Early Ohio, Clark's No.
and Hall's Early Peachblow Potatoes,
1,

Smokers, mat:
NO. 30 TINNED WIRE I.X.L.' Blast
Ph mouth Hock Eggs,

One ounce

one such complaint.

may pay you

WYOMING,

14Dtf

Given Comb Foundation, after having
wire about 175 frames.
been thoroughly tested by many of our One' pound will
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on liand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
On account of a decline in the price
making an article of that Foundation exof Wire Nails, I will make a discount
celled by none.
ot 15 per cent, from the prices quoted
in my Catalogue, until further notice.

it

W. STANLiEY & BRO,

14Alt

COMB

but we have more

I believe my Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is tlie
business of bee-keeping. I am imw prepared to funiisli these liives made np, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

in

Address,

O.

Comb Foundation and Hees. Beeswax want$ir, 00 per bushel, $4.00 ed. Address, E. S. HILDEmANN,
14D.3t
ASHIPPUN, Dodge County, WIS.
per peck, or 30 cts. per pound.
Alsike Clover, S12 00 per bushel, $8.25
per peck, or L'.5 cts. per pound.
FOUNDATION MILLS.
Sweet Clover, $10.00 per bushel, $2.7.5
The "lic'St" and "Cheapest" in the market.
Send for Sanipli' and Priee T<ist free.
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.
PAl^L SPOKKKK, Fond du Lac, Wis.

than 50 testimonials of best salistat-tion,
to every

leufre any E.xtractor. taking' any number of
combs, to do ouo-balf the work ot our4-frame
Machine. Prices reasonable.
t®^ We want to employ good live Agents

White Clover,

LnnQstTiith Hive.

may jiisfly merit for tlie
coming season. 1 am led to believe tliat
I solicit wliat

pre.sent prices are as follows

(

everywdiere.

I pay 33i!. per ptmnd delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. 'I'o avoid mistitkes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

The

Reverses the combs without the aid of the
hynls; tlic re\"erse motion of the crank is all
that is required. No lime is lost, as we provide every n-aehine with a lirake to stop the
motion, and the combs are half reversed
when the motion stops, fan be used for"2 or
4 combs, as di^sired. No chance for com tjs
to fall or s'et injured. The Comb Baskets
always stop in the ii o^t convenient position
for removing: or putting: in combs. We use
XXXX Tin or Galvanized Iron forCans. The
Cylinder of Can is all in one piece. We chal-

Syrian

who

are not well satistled, we will send %\ t<»pav for
the trouble ol writint; us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who yive their whole time to tlie work. Great
success abt*olulely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address STINSon & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

&

Italian

Queens

Syrian Queens bred from Queens imported
from Mount Lebanon. Italians bred from
best imported and selected home-bred. 'I'ested Queens of either riue before .June, .?:),00
each; in .June, .«;--\r.o; after .hnie, S'J.OO. I'nor
tested before .lune, single Queen. $1.12.5;
more. $1.00 each; after .lune. single Queen,
Sl.OO; Ii for S.").50; VI for $10.00. or "Cook's
Manual of the Apiary," cloth only 90 cents
with oriler for Queens.
I.

14Dtf 4B.3t

R. GOOD,
SPARTA, TENN.

D.ad.int'sFoiiudation Factory, wholesale
nnd

retull.

See Advertisement in anotlier culumn.

.

DEVOTED TO SCIENTIFIC BEE-CULTURE AND HONEY PRODUCTION.
ESTABLISHED IN
1S61.

Chicago,

I
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OP

lis iwiiil
Pt'BLISHED BV

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

KDITOR AST) PROPBIETOR.

925

WEST MADISON
Weekly.

*a

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

a year; Monthly.

»1.

April

111.,

Topics Presented

1884.

9,

We

tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees

and Honey." bound

in cloth.

t^ The receipt for

money

sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write ua a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

tW Any person sending a club of

six, is entitled

to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies f urnished /re^

P^ Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
lime paid for. unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN P08TAe£, EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly. 5Ci cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, $1 Monthly, i;4 cents.
;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

EnUred

at the Chicago P. 0. a»

Second Class Matter.

cents per line of space, each insertion.
For either the Weekly or Monthly Editions.

A

line of this

TWELVE

type will contain about S words;

lines will

occupy

ONE-INCH

of space.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices, SO cents per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one.twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charnced the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
•SS WeKt

G.

MadlsoD

NEWMA>,
Street.,

Chlcano,

III.

1884,

American Bee Journal'

Bees in Utah
Call Things by their Right Names
Canse and Cure of Foul Brood
Convention at Davenport. Iowa..
Convention Notices
Editorial Items
Experiments with Bees
Feeding Bees, etc
Gathering Pollen
How My Bees are Doing

23-5

236

229
230
231

227

Dzierzon's

ABC

of Bee Culture (Cloth)

332

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

227

23.5

2,33
.

.

Root's

23.5

.

.

234

Pollen and Bee

.

and Cook's Manual, last editiondn cloth) 3 25.
Cook'sManual, (In papercovers)... 3 00..
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 2 75.
Bees and Ilnney (paper covers)
250..
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal. ... 2T5..
Apiary I^Kister fur 2r«) colonies .... 3 .50.
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 00..

228

23.5

)iarrlifpa

TheWeeklyBee.lournal

227

23.5

All

botti.

Prict 0/ both. Olui
1208..

New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping.
Ijangstroth's Standard Work

23.5

Preparing Bees for Wintering.
Preparing Honey for Market
Priority of Location
Queens, Dampness, etc
Bearing Queens

column Rives the regular price of

postage prepaid.

.

236

Not Lost a Colony
Open-A ir Wintering
1

Qrst

231

Xew Price Lists
No Bee Cholera
No Loss in Wintering

3 50.

3 25
3 00
2 75

3 26

4

00

.

3 25.

.

3 75

3 00

2 35..

2 25

2 40..

2 25

Moore's Universal Assistant

4 50..

4 25

Honey as Food A- Mediclne.lOO Copies

4

.

25

50.

.

4

75.

.

2 50
2 75

OO.

00.

.

00..

.

.

',»

2,34

2 50

3 00.. 3 75

Log Book

.

228

2 50

2 25

3 50..

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.Q.Hill)
2 50..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
300..
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00.
.New Eng. Apiarian. (W.W.Merrill).. 2 75..
British Bee Journal
3 75.
The S above-named papers
OO.

23-1

2 50

.

Blessed Bees
2
King's Text Book
3
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A. I. Root) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3

232

3 00

,

2 76

2 75
2 36
2 75

2 75
2 50

3 50
7 75

Reversible Frames

The Monthly Mee Jearnal and any of the
234 above,
1 less than the agures in the last column.
233

Special Notices

237

1

.Statistics of

the

Honey Crop

1^

The

sixth annual convention of

Texas bee-keepers -nill be lield at the
236 " Bee Garden " of Judge W. H. Andrews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
230
on April 24 and 2-5, 1&S4. A larger
229

23.5

number of leading bee masters tlian
ever assembled on a similar occasion
Unripe Honey
234 in the South, is anticipated.
Wm. R. Howard. Sec.
Warm Cellar for Wintering Bees. 236 Kingston, Tex..
Jan. 16, 1884.

LTuion Ass'n. of Western Iowa

20

supply the

229 one year, and any of the following Books, at the
227 prices quoted in the last column of flRures. The

Successful Wintering
Overstocking the Location
Too Many Bees in one Cellar

ADVERTISING KATES.

will

15.

Adulteration
Early Bee I'lant
Are Bees Property ?
Bee DiarrhcEa
Bees and Honey in Kentucky

An

.-

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one tww; subscrip-

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Number,

in this

VOL. XX. No.

.

.

.

233

Wax Comb Guides

230

White Clover Promises Well
Why Eat Honey?

236

Wintering Bees in Cellars
Wired Combs, etc
Young Bees A'enturing out

236 Port
234 May

Cold

l^°

We

236

in the

234

have

a

few photographs

(cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev.
L. L. Langstrotli. which we can send
to those desiring them, for 50ets.each
postage prepaid.

1^ The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
Countv will meet in the Town Hall at
Washington, O., on Thursday.
1.5,

1&S4, to organize a

convention.
to attend.

bee-keepers
All are earnestly invited

A. A. Fradenburo.

i^° The Nortlieni Ohio Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its annual
meeting in tlie City Council Cliambez
atNorwalk. (X.April 24. 1S.S4, commencing at 10 a. m. A full attendanc?
ers"

is

requested.

S. F.

Newman.

Sec.

—

A

!

;

.
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BOOKS!

giducvtiscmcuts.

Seni by mall, on receipt of price, by

iSriFoiMTioN
attested by hundreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest.liriKlitest.quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sate, most regular ni color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.
is

tical

A. H. NEWMAN, Chictigo. III.,
MUl'H, Cmcinniiti. O.,
JAMBS HEDDON, DowaglacMictl.,
Indianapolis, Ind..
C. F.

DOniiHKR rY & MolvEE,
CHAS. H. GKEEN, Berlin.

Wis.,

CHAS. HER'I'Eh, Jr..Freeburg, III.,
WM. BAl.LANTlNE,Saeo,0..
E. L. ARMSTKONIi, Jerseyville. PI.,
ARTHU K TODD, Germantown,Plliladelpma,Pa.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write fin- SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

ISO COMPI-IMENTAKT,

.125

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

of one klnd.weallow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, giren upon application.

On doxen or half-dozen

lots

;

DABAKT *

SOW,

HAMILTON, Hancock

."iABly

Co..

illustrated

ILL.

and

fully

"up with the times" on every

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited hts means can afford
to do without. Cloth, aSl. as t paper cover, »1,
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the "new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." Manasement
of Bees and Honey at Fairs." "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains in(i pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound In cloth, 'J'Sc; in paper
covers, 50c., postpaid.
Houey, aa Food and Medicine, by Thomas
G Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation nf Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies. Puddings. Foam. Wlnes.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published In EnKlUh and Qerman.
Price for either edition. 5c. | per dozen, ^Oc.
Preparation of Hooey for the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.
SwarmlnK. Dividing and Feedlnfi: Bees.—
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
" Bees and Honey." Price. 5c.
is a chapter from
by Thomas Q.
Bee Paoturafife a Necessity,
adT;ince-1 views on this imporGiving
Newman—
tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how JH engravings. This is a chap-

The book

ISiyjUBHIli!Inch $
-

15.00^

V/.CRELH AM.-vf
-^^^

MA YSV/L cer.jcyr
37Aly

Price »5c. for either the
horse information
English or German editions.
Qulnby's New Bee-K.eeplng. by L.. C. Root—
TVe author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that It cannot fall to interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Ita
authoris master of the subject.— 811. 50.
The Hive I Use- Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doollttle. Price. 5c.
of Bee-Caltare, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 91.S5; pnper, 81.
King's Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. J
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, ll^l.OO.

Langratroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
-This is a standard scientitlc work. Price, WS.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, tSc.
Foul Brood; its origin, development and cure.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price, «5c,

Extracted Honey

,

Thu Original

;

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

:

and Honey." Price. lOc.
ter
Bees In "Winter, with Instructions about
and Bee Houses, by Thomas
Cellars
Chaff-Packing.
G. Newman. This Is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price, 5c.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying

from

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the flrst to Improve
the old Qulnby smoker by establlshinK a direct
draft " Five years of per.'^istentefforthas demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
Improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingare
ham smokers have been in use live years,ofand
blocks
yet in working order. They burn lots
and chips and stuft, and make lots of smoke and

comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fall to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as you please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always go
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knivestlrst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but i>f these
only legal
irs, and
we are the original invent
makers, and have had over 45,c»«i In use trom one
to Ave years, and receiving but one letter of comi

Witii European and American orders already
received for over 3,000. there is evidence that ihk4
with us Is not likely to be an Idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers In Europe and America.
j
m
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again, send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A2Btf

A.BKOMIA. UICH.

" Beos

adulterations offered as food. 200 pages

50c.
Scrlbner's Lumber and Loa: Book.— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks

by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price »5 c. postpaid.
Fisher's Oraln Tables for Farmers, etc.
-192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Moore's Vnlversal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.uxi.OOU Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forma, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer asd Business
Man. Gives uoo.o*"' items for Gas. Steam, Civil
and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers, Black;

smiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gliders Metal and Wood Workers of every kind,
The work contains I,(ii6 pa+ies. Is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth lis
welRht In gold to any Mechanic, Business Meb, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, »a.50.

Harvestlns, Handl-

;

ing and Marketlnic.- A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving In detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.eepers, by Chas.
F. Muth 3i: pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, lOc.

Ch.

;

the fundamenof bee-culture, and furnishes the

Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents
tal principles

facts

and arguments

to

demonstrate them.

15 c.

WORK

for SYSTEMATIC
larger ones can be used
in the APIARV.
for a few colonies, give room for an increase of

Apiary Reelsler,

The

numbers, and still keep the record all together In
For 50 colonies, $1.00: for 100
one book. Prices
:

colonies, $1.25; for 2(X) colonies, $1.50.

geutschc ^xxtchtXf
Uehtt ^ieneni&dfi*

:

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

could b«

ABC

Bee - KeeplnR.—

I>zlerzoa*s Rational

Translation of the Masterpiece of that m08t
celebrated German authority, by U. Dieck and 8.
Btutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. EX'€diU>T of the "BritUh Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the ereatest HvinK authorities on Bee <;ulture. To nim and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientiBc bee culture. Concerning this
bonk, I'rof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the tJreat masters, theLang8trothofGerniany.lt
can butHnd a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot says of it: "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierron
scientitlc apiculture than any one man... For real
scientiMc value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scienCloth. 8SS.
titlc research, to purchase a copy.

Uueen'RearlnK. l>y Henry Alley.— A full
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS and detailed account of TWENTY-THKEE years
e.\perience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
published. Price, JSLOO
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- before
Onlde or, Cook*fl Afannal
dation equal to sample in every respect. ofBee-B.eeper*s
the Aplury. — This Manual is elegantly

CHAS.

Kendairs Horse Book. — No book

to horse owners. It has 35 engrav'ngB
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
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ing freezing weather, especially as
they are very juicy plants."

No.

15.

Catalogues for 1884.— The following

new Catalogues and

Price Lists are

received
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietoh.

The Convention

at Davenport, Iowa.

J.

I.

Parent,

Charlton,

pages— Bees and Apiarian
T.

N.

Y.—

Supplies.

S. Hall,

Kirby's Creek, Ala.— 24
The very large quantity of matter pages—
Bees, Queens, and Apiarian
on hand, awaiting a chance to appear Supplies.
in the Bee Journal, compelled us
J. W. Clark, Moniteau, Mo.— 8 pages
to omit President I. V. McCagg's ad- —Combination Crate, Honey-Board,
Section Rack, and Bee-Keepers' Supdress, when publishing the report of
plies.
of the above named Convention. As
Adin A. Smith, St. Johnsville, N.
1 .—1 page— Hives.
it is now taken from its connection it
M. Young, Three Groves, Neb.—
is not of as much interest.
We will, 6 J.
pages— Bees, Queens, and Apiarian
however, give the following as a brief Supplies.
synopsis of it
Geo. H. Knickerbocker, Pine Plains,
In ray first annual report, I shall en- N. Y.— 20 pages— Bees, Queens, and
deavor to give you a short sketch of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
B. r. Carroll, Dresden, Texas—
the past, desiring you, at this meetpages— Cyprian Bees.
ing, to adopt some new measures, by
G. W. Stanley & Bro., Wyoming, N.
which we may meet more frequently

^" We have received a Postal Card
dated at Bristol, O., <ind post-marked
at North Bristol, O., without signature. If this meets the eye of the
writer, perhaps he will be kind enough
to give us that very important part of
any letter— the name and correct address of the writer. We have quite a
number of letters, some containing
money for books and subscription,
without names or addresses of the
Y.—4 pages— Automatic Honey Expersons sending. Such careless work to discuss the science of bee-culture.
tractor, and Smoker.
.50 years ago, who would
Any
one,
is very annoying, and prevents any reWm. Connelly, Ogden, Iowa—
have foretold the progress and ad- pages— Poultry.

ply, as well as the filling of the orders.

An Early Bee Plant.

A

writer in a cotemporary journal
mentions Draba verna, or Whitlow
grass, as one of the earliest honey
flowers. " It is the most diminutive
plant of the Mustard family, C)*ucifercc, the first flower to delight the industrious honey bee, and his homely
face, no doubt, rubs against its minute white petals with particular
pleasure, as he steals from it both
honey and pollen, as the earliest
fruits from the first harvest. So slender is the scape with its bractless
raceme, that the bee has to lie on its
back while working upon it, as I have
often
witnessed.
The instant he
touches a flower it yields to his weight,
and the fragile scape will bend over
until the bee's back rests upon the

ground, and in this position he remains until each expanded flower of
the raceme has been visited and en-

The Draba delights in sandy
and springs up in the corn fields
after the last working, and quickly
covers the ground. It is wonderful
how they stand the intense cold, germinate, grow and expand flowers dur-

joyed.

vancement of this country, would
Lucio Paglia, Castel S. Pietro dell
have been deemed a fit subject for the Emilia,
Italy— Bees and Apiarian
Insane Asylum.
Eight years ago, Supplies.

when

I

commenced keeping

bees,

those already engaged in the busi1^ It will probably be welcome
ness were simply amateurs, not
adepts in bee-keeping. They had a news to Canadians to learn that E. L.
few colonies and a way of their own Goold & Co., Brantford, Out., keep a
for managing ttiem
yet thirsting for stock of Binders
for the Bee Jourknowledge, in order to become more
nal, on hand, which can be sent by
successful.
One year ago, believing that much mail to those who wish them. They
good would result from an association cannot be sent by mail across the
of this kind, I took the liberty of call- lines
from the United States.
ing a meeting. After repeated calls,
32 bee-keepers
responded, and we
1^" Scores of articles are in the
formed this association. Our first
meeting, held in Davenport, Iowa, drawers of our desk, waiting
for a
was well attended, and much enthusiasm manifested. Since then, quite chance to appear in the Bee Joura number of the members have passed nal, and our friends will have to
many enjoyable hours at private exercise patience. We have "congatherings, basket picnics, etc.
densed " quite a number, cutting them
I now urge you to fix a time in the
spring, and one in the fall, at which down so much as to leave only a small
times we shall meet and discuss the portion of what was orginally writbest methods of preparing bees for ten. We have decided to do this
wintering. It is, also my desire to rather than
keep them waiting any
have the members of this association
try to become better acquainted with longer. We have confined the editorial
each other. This can be accomplished, matter to one page for several weeks,
only by frequent gatherings or re- in order to give place to those who
unions.
want to have their articles appear.
;

soil,

^" Do not let your numbers of the i^° Now is the time to plant young
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
best way to preserve them is to pro- basswood trees, for future pasturage
You may see them
cure a binder and put them in. They for your bees.
are very valuable for reference.

advertised in this paper.
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That

in this exaggeration he has adRemitted the weakness of his case
cent repmts from some of our more
practical producers tend to show that
our bees go over six miles in each direction for nectar. We all know very
well that the little workers do a good
business when traveling four miles
from tlie hive to the flowers. As
above quoted, our ablest apiarists
agree that we can readily practically
An area of
overstock a location.
eight miles diameter would contain
over 20,000 acres of land.
As Bro. Pond's No. 2 gentleman has
hardly succeeded in honestly, and unselfishly earning more tban a onehundredth part of that area, and
should he embark in bee-keepi"ng,more
than nine-tenths of his honey must
come from flowers he does not " own.'"
will he have the cheek to talk to 'No.
1
about the ownership of nectar'?
Would it not have been better if Bro.
Pond had not mentioned the word
own," and does not the nectar, in a
legal and moral sense, class with the
air and sunshine, free to all
As there are so many unoccupied
fields where the nectar is never gathered. and as the second half of that
numberof colonies that one area will
support, can be managed in the same
field with less than one-half the expense, they can be equally well hand"
led in another, does not "the '• prior
occupant of a field have the '" moral
right " to that field
I still think, yes.
Bro. Pond cites us to the gush
'•
across the water."
Let us see,
there are two distinct classes. Past
arranged
it there
generations have so
that those who work most have least,
and those who work least have most.
The one class consumes the earnings
of the other. The consuming class
are the ones who are most interested
in educating the producers how to
produce more. Our own country is
not entirely exempt from this condi':f

For the American Bee Journal

Priority of Location.
lA.MES ilEDDOX.

heading and other pliiases
used by liix). Pond, on page 149. Iiave
previously been used by me only. I

As

Uiis

riglitfully infer that

to

me.

1

his article retets

would be far from charging

" selfishness "' as the
IJro. Pond with
basis of his widelv differing opinion,
though unlike myself, he would liardly
be able to clear the charge as I can because, if I am rightfully informed, he
is only an amateur, attaching a little
apiculture to a great deal of writing
and law practice. Laying aside the
self-interest in the matter, Bro. Pond's
position is not the best from whieli to
form a correct judgment in the matter under discussion, which Is one of
great interest to tiie near future:
Now. to Bro. Pond's arguments. It
seems to me he will have a hard time
to make the readers see that his Mr.
:

Xo. 1 is more selfish than No. 2. You
seldom find an enterprising man. rich
is less selfish than to say,
I can to monopolize
this business.'' Is a desire on the part

or poor, that
••

I will

do what

of the poor No. 1 to monopolize the
use of the surrounding flowers, that,
prior to his genius to make them pay,
liave lain adead waste for ages, more
selfish than the actual monopolizing of
iill the soil they grow upon,for all purposes.for " liini and his heirs forever':*''
Is it entirely unselfish for the one
who already has so much of this
world's goods that in consequence
thereof some one miii^t be poor and
needy, to hang around until he borrows, or thinks he has, from the skill
of the poor man. and then starts a
greedy and destructive opposition
But this avaricious No. 2 will fail. He
has no better natural or legal chances
than his poorer fellow worm. No, not
':'

'f

I

'?

tion of affairs in which respect it
growing no better from day to day.
;

is

The dabbler who takes one loaf of
• bread out of the specialist's mouth."
will take two out of his own: but this
The
does not pay either party.

" Gusher" who urges on this dabbling,
as good, as his mind will necessarily
mandy cling to his greater financial is the one who fills his sack. Every
problems. The case is worse, how- apicultural teacher shirks his most
ever, where both parties are poor, and solemn duty, if he fails to teach his
where the faihu-e scrimps tlie poor pupils these great truths. If he does
teach them, the more such-taught
wife and little ones.
Has it never struck Bro. Pond that apiarists lie sends into the field, the
better
for the pursuers of honey-protlie price of honev must necessarily
" Who has
be a figure intermediate between maxi- ducing. Bro. Pond asks
specand minimum cost of produc- given us our improvements— the ':*"
I
That he who produces a maxi- ialists or professional amateurs
tion
cost must fail. That only those answer, both. I would be glad to-day
w!io produce at a lesser cost can suc- if I had such a professional amateur
ceed
That where two apiarists each in my field with his 5 or 10 colonies.
ask for a share of one field, they must He could show me some entomologiproduce at maximum cost. The ac- cal truths, while I showed him what
tions of thelletheringtons, Oatmans. are the necessary methods and fixtures
Grimms, etc., prove this to be true. to make the production of honey a
Has he never been able, from his posi- successful speciality. The greatest
tion, to look at the apiculture of the blight on the fair fruit of apicultural
near future as a business with the literature has been the presumptuous
same dignitv, and surrounded with writings of professional amateurs.
euvironnrents, the same as other lines Specialists (since there have been any)
have done nearly all that has been
of business V
Does he not know that the figures done in devising practical methods of
he gives are not average yields, and. operation and procedure, as well as
consequentlv. figures of exaggeration';' improving and adapting the fixtures
:

mum
mum

invented by professionals tothe wholesale honey -production of to-dav.
By the way, is the rich Mr. No "2 about
to become a professionalisty Does
the large yield, taken by No. 1. excite
his unselfishness to spend his time devising improvements for the poor and
needy of the following generations ?
Why should we not expect good implements and methods of operation as
the outgrowth of the brain of him

who

trying to pile up the largest
of tons of honey, with the
"'
least cost and friction.
Necessity is
the motherof invention." And would
it be strange, if what is most needed
by the specialist should be invented
is

number

by him':' Does
wi.se ever evolve

nothing good and
from the brain of

him whom circumstances have forced
to mingle his physical labor with his
thoughts
Have not most of the best
thoughts given to the world come
from this source
Is not Bro. Pond
':'

'f

a little too aristocratically inclined?
About three years ago. an honest,
world-beaten young man, one w'ho
looked as though he might have been
an orphan at a fender age, came nearly
a hundred miles to see and talk with
me. He said he was poor never' had
lieeu helped by any person (no doubt
he had the reverse), and all he then
had was about MO colonies of bees, and
his health and strength, without skill
with which to support a good wife
and two young children. lie asked
:

me to advise him regarding the probabilities of his sinking or floating on
his apiarian plank.
watched his step

I

looked at him,

and manner of
speech, and made up my mind that
with a little help at the start, and
good advice, he could win. I have
tried to give him lioth. He is succeeding, I believe. Now, reader, you know
that this man loves his family as well
as you do. I well rememlier when I

was anxious when
;

it

was win with

bees or go hungry, and no one to shed
one feeble ray of "light.
You know "that our pursuit is not
all gold; that manv fail ; that another
bee-keeper in this man's field would
more than likely cause failure. How
do you feel when one of these
" gushers." from the most selfish
motives, or blind ignorance, steps np
to the neighbor of this young man
and says, "Why don't you keep bees '?"
"

There

is lots

of

money

"Why,

in it."

bees work for nothing, and board
Do you not feel like
themselves."
saying to this class just what they
used to say to me. • Put him out '?"
Dowagiac. Mich.. March 24, 1884.

'r*

':'

For the American Bee Journal.

Experiments with Bees.
l"KAY.

During the past six years
been experimenting with

I

have

five differ-

ent strains of bees. They were the
the imported
light-colored Italians
Italians; the (ierman or black bees,
aiuj a cross between the German
brown bee and the imported Italians.
I tried them both separately, and side
by side ; and for both extracted and
comb honey. I prefer the cross. I
;

:

;

-
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have

reasons for

five

my

preference,

viz.

When

put on

the sections, I
bees at work
there the next time I look at them.
2. Tliey are not lialf so apt to swarm
until after storing a fair crop of surplus honev.
3. Wlien I take off the sections,
they are always capped over, if there
has been any reasonable flow of honey.
1.

know

4.

I

find the

shail

I

They make whiter combs than

the pure Italians.
They are better honey gatherers
at least, to me, they have proven so.
In every respect tliey are just as easy
to manage as any race of bees.
My best colony of bees, this season, was from a Heddon tjueen she
was from the cross to which I have
already referred. I introduced her
into a "fair-sized colony of blacks, and
set them by the side of my best dark
.').

;

;

Italians,

and worked them for comb

honey.

When

I

took off the sections at the

close of the season. I had 40 pounds
more of comb honev from her colony
I also
than from the dark ones.
and
reared two nice queens besides
then had 2 strong colonies in good
condition for wintering, besides the
old one which had the body of the
hive full of capped honey, on which
to winter. The hive, in size, is the
same as the 8-frame Langstrotli.
;

Bees have done very
ing

well, consider-

the shortness of the season.

I

averaged about 100 pounds of comb
honey to the colony and one more
than doubled from spring count. All
went into winter quartera with the

as used for queen-rearing, which furnished no honey, and a number of
colonies of black bees in box hives
were reported as having but little
honey. We lind that Italian bees in
movable frame hives give a much
larger average.
One bee-keeper reported an average
of over 300 pounds to the colony, and
four others with 370 colonies, report
an average of 110 pounds i)er colony,
bringing an average of $16.30 per
colony. Thus showing the advantage
of Italian bees and movable-frame
hives, with the liberal use of comb
foundation and the honey extractor.
The committee contemplate publishing a pamphlet setting forth the advantages of Kentucky as a honey
producing State.
would be glad
if all bee-keepers in the State would
report, giving a sketch of their counties as to the advantages for honey
production.
also lind that nearly all have
Italians and hybrids, and Langstroth
hives ; and that white clover is the
great honey-producing plant, furnishing more honey than all others combined. We do not make this as a full
report; but hope yet to hear from

We

We

many more.
Smith's Grove, Ky.
Kor the American Bee Journal.
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make
is,

accurate reports, whose duty it
you surely cannot expect bee-keep-

ers in general to make reports, especially where they point out a failure
of the one reporting.
This plan, I am sure, will work in
this State, and I think in any State
where they take agricultural statistics.
For further information on
State statistics, I refer to Mr. S. B.

Atwater's article on page .')7. I should
not try to get statistics of so many
the past.
things, as we have in
Methods of increase, how wintered,

kind of hives, etc., although interesting in themselves, should be left out
of statistics.
What we want to know
is the number of
colonies and the
amount of honey produced. The plan
of giving papers to the assessors to
till out, will do but
little good, unless
they are compelled by law to see that
they are filled. The assessors in Illinois have these two blanks to fill, in
relation to bee-keeping: 1. Number
Amount in
2.
of colonies on hand
pounds, of the honey crop of the preceding year.
If we could have this added to the
assessor's blanks in all of the States,
where they take agricultural statistics, and laws were passed in such
other States as do not, by the aid of
;

con-espondents we might have our
object accomplished. What objection
is there to this plan, Dr. Miller ?

Grant Park

111.

For

M KINSTUY.

tlie

American Bee JoumaL

;

As Dr. ('. C. Miller asked for expressions on this subject, I take this
opportunity to give my opinion. He
remarks that the plan for each beekeeper to report to their vice-presidents is a good one, if they can secure
For the American Bee .Journal.
the report but bee-keepers will not
Bees and Honey in Kentucky.
report, excepting about one in twenty,
who are interested in gathering statisDR. N. P. ALLEN.
tics.
Nearly all of the plans suggested are made after the idea of inThe Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' dividual reports every fall, which
Association, at their last Convention, plan, I think, has been tried long
appointed a committee to collect in- enough to prove its failure. I think
formation in reference to Kentucky the only practical way to do it is by
Two the plan the Department of Agriculas a honey-producing State.
kinds of circulars were printed, and ture pursues in gathering agricultural
sent to some .300 or 400 beekeepers of statistics.
assessors gather the
1. Have the
the State. One circular requesting a
statistical report of the crop of honey, statistics of the preceding year, each
and one, asking for a spring, and report them to the Deetc., for I.SS3
sketch of the different counties, as to partment of Agriculture, as they do
their adaptability as an apicultural at present in the State of Illinois
While 99 bee-keepers responded
field.
2. Appoint from one to four crop
to the call for statistical reports of correspondents in each county to retheir bees and honey, last season, only port, first, about the middle of May,
a few sketches were received. The 99 how the bees have wintered, and give
reported 3,608 colonies of bees (in- the prospects for the honey crop; and,
cluding swarms;) and o7,108 pounds secondly, about the last of September,
of comb honey, which sold at an aver- report tlie results of the season as
age of 17^^ cents per pound, and 130,- compared to an average stating it in
302 pounds of extracted honey, which percentage, that is: if there is 10 per
sold at an average of 12^3 cents per cent, more honey than an average, repound. The total number of pounds port 110 per cent. if 10 per cent, less,
of hoaey were 187,400 which sold at report 90 per cent.
In this State we have nearly all we
an average of 15 cents per pound
can desire in complete statistics as to
making $28,110.
colony
.513^ the honey crop, excepting to get it in
We find the average per
pounds making returns of $7.76>4 time for use in disposing of the crop,
per colony. At least 3^ of the colo- which can be done lay the correspondnies reported were new ones, asd the ents reporting the state of the crop
freater part of them furnished no in the fall, as stated above and if we
oney. There were over 100 reported cannot get the correspondents to
hives full of comb honey, well capped.
Petoskey, Mich.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Adulteration.
E. A.

THOMAS,

D. D.

S.

" What is the world coming to ?" is
a frequent expression, and when I
think of the increasing adulteration
of food, sugars, etc., I feel like droping my hands and saying, " I don't

know."
Adulteration seems to be on the increase, and that to an alarming extent. I was told by two heavy wholesale dealers that their sales of oleo-

margarine had more than doubled
during the past year, and the amount
of their sales was simply astounding.
It has come to be a question whether
a man can sit down to a table in our
large cities and be sure of what he is
eating. A wholesale grocer in Philadelphia told me that he sold spurious
butter to some of the best retail dealers, and sold it as such.
It is almost an impossibility to get

any good old-fashioned West India
molasses now, so extensively is it

Why, I
adulterated with glucose.
have just heard of a farmer in \'ermont who has just bought seven barrels of white sugar, the latter being
very cheap, to mix with his maple
Another farmer I know of,
syrup.
mixed so much glucose with his syrup
that there was ho maple taste left.
The adulteration of honey has been
so fully discoursed upon that I will
say nothing upon that point, further
than to remind the reader of its magnitude, and the necessity for continued and united efforts for its suppression.
The point I wish to call attention
to, is the manufacture of fancy syrups.

;
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The reader may wonder how this can
concern tlie bee-keeper. Let us see
how it does. The fancy syrups which
are now put on the market, look nice,
and compare favorably with honey in
this respect. And as they can be sold
for a low price, they prevent the sale
of

enormous quantities- of extracted

honey. I am satisfied that were it not
for the abominable adulteration of
these syrups with glucose, the sale of
extracted honey would increase to such
an extent that the wliole resource of
the country would be taxed to supply
the market.
iSIow the question arises, what shall
we do to suppress this growing evil
The first thing to do, is to educate the
people to an appreciation of a pure
article.
It is their ignorance and desire to get one hundred and (ifty cents
for a dollar, that makes the adulterator's work easy, and builds him up a
trade that is as large as it is illegitimate. This question suggests anotlier.
How can we educate tlie people V I
know of no better way than for beekeepers to write short articles for
their county papers, and for city
papers, showing up the frauds that
are being practiced to such an alarming extent. Do not coufine your writings to the honey question, but searcli
out and expose every fraud. Remember the object is to excite the indignation of the people that done, they

in wide frames, two boxes in a frame,
in a half story on top of the broodchambers. 1 shall try to have all the
boxes sealed over, even if I do not get
quite as much honey as though they
were not. Let us test the comb foundation and wax guides, side bv side,
and see which is the cheapest. "If we

comb foundation, we want pure
wax regardless of its cost. I once
used some foundation, and, owing to
adulteration, the bees would not
touch it. Death to adulteration in
every form, is my principle.
Cokato, Minn."
For tbe AmerlcaD Bee Joamal.

Call

Things by their Right Names.
F. A.

MALTBY.

I see an article from Mr. Wm. P.
Clarke, on page 9, criticising" the

vocabulary of bee-keeping words and
phrases given by the editor of the
Bee Journal in No. 48 in which he
made some errors. In the first place
Apiary.—'^ A place where bees are
kept." That is true, just as much as
a tract of land laid out for farming
purposes is a farm
whether the
owner's stock or tools are there or not.
A man may have an apiary a mile
from home without a single article of
yet it is an
will act as their own detectives, and apiarian supplies there
search out the genuine, and only be apiary.
Bee Moth. " A miller which preys
satisQed when they tind it.
When this re-action comes, the bee- upon the combs."' " The bee-moth is
an
insect whose larvae prey upon the
keeper can push his pure extracted
;

:

;

;

;

—

combs."

There

are at fault.
They are perfect in two states. AVhile
the
miller,
or
what
would
naturally
drop, and diamond-drop, and all other
" drop " syrups, and advance the be called insect, does no harm about
health of the people, and the interests the hive, of itself yet it lays an egg
of bee-culture. Let us all go to work, that develops into -a worm liliat does
much harm. So that the first definithen, and see what we can
to the front,

and

will take
the place of the gold-drop, and silverit

botli

;

accomplish tion would
convey erroneous meaning.
Manipidalion.—" The handling of
bees." In criticising this, he stubbed
his toe badly. Finding such a word
as this, under the head of •' things
American Bee Journal.

during the present year.
Colerain, JSIass.

B"or the

"Wax Comb

Gtiides.

FAYETTE LEE.

;

seiLseless.

Bethlehem, Conn.

use

'(

honey

speak of " coral workers " or " ivory
workers," there is an idea of something being done to those things but
as eggs are not wrouglit or worked,
generally, that expression would be

pertaining to bees." is sufficient without " lugging " another long syllable

For the A nierlcan Bee JonmaL

Overstocking the Location.
E.

J.

SCOFIBLD.

In my opinion, it is not to the interest of the man who is making the production of honey his occupation and
support, to encourage others to engage
in apiculture, and settle down by his
side, thus dividing the field.
majority of such will prove a detriment, by

A

producing a few pounds of honey,
taking it to market, and selling it for
whatever is offered, thereby ruining
the market for the specialist. Where
is the merchant or tradesman who
who would instruct and encourage
another of his craft, to come and locate
under his nose, to sluire the Held and
divide the profits with him
"?

Mr.

I'ond, in his article on page 149,
alludes to No. 1 as owning a few
square rods of land, and No. 2 owning
all the surrounding territory.
What
honey is taken by the bees of No. 1
from' the territory of No. 2, certainly
leaves No. 2 none the worse off, for if
it was not thus gathered by the bees,
would go to waste, or, in other
it

words, "waste

its

sweetness on

tlie

desert air." Moreover, No. 2 owning
so much territory, should devote his
time and attention to farming and
stock-raising, and buy his lioney of
No. 1 and No. 1, in turn, should buy
his bread and meat of No. 2, and thus
each get along better.
;

Any

locality

can be overstocked

some much

easier than others, especially in poor seasohs. I am always
willing to aid and instruct parties in
the fraternity, but do not want them
to settle under my nose. The world
is wide ; there is "room for all
there
are many new fields, as good as the
;

and adding to the five already there.
No one would ever suppose it had any ones already
reference

handling a

to

horse or

lo produce extracted honey, use shovel. He is also in the same " fix "
wax guides, the same as Mr. Doolittle with "robbing." If it had occurred

recommends.

occupied.
Fully onehalf of those who rush into bee-keeping make a complete failure of it, and
leave it in disgust, poorer if not wiser.
Not over one in fifty, take them as
they come, will make successful beekeepers. If I find one, who bids fair
to make a success of it, I always encourage and instruct him all I can.
Mr. Pond says he is surprised to see
the amount of selfisluiess that is
shown by some. I am surprised to
see the self-interest manifested by
others who may be more interested in
some 7!e«) bee publication or supply
trade, than the welfare of the honeyproducer.

I
have always used under the reports,of the penitentiary,
such guides and, last year, nothing it would not express the idea of robelse.
In ten days from the time the bing by bees but under the head he
colony began to work, the hive was proposes to place it, its definition as
full of comb as straight as a board.
I given in No. 48, is sufficient.
Tbe
have not a crooked comb in my apiary shortest and most concise meaning
of over 60 colonies. One and one-half that can be given, is best to avoid all
pounds of wax will make guides for repetitions possible.
10 colonies. I do not want comb founrrof. John Phin made another error
dation in the brood-chamber. To keep of the same stamp as the above in No.
out the drone comb, divide your bees, •51 when he tried to take " strong exand give the old queen the old stand ceptions ' to the definition of "worker
and one brood comb, and vou will get eggs." To say "drone eggs" or
nice worker comb.
" worker eggs " are the only ways that
Hanover, Wis.
To produce comb honey, use comb the two sexes in the egg can "be exfoundation to fill the sections.to make pressed. It does not express what
The Western Bee-Keepers'^Asthe bees build comb all of one thick- kind of an insect lays them. It may
ness; and to get them to build in all be the ant, or some other insect. If sociation will meet at Independence,.
24, ISi^l.
at the same time.
When the honey is thekind of eggs are inquired after, we Mo.. Thursday, April
C. M. Ceandall, Sec.
ripe, they will cap it but they will must say they are" bee's eggs," the
come just as close to the next comb, if same as we say " hen's eggs," and that
it is 1 or 4 inches over.
gives an idea who or what produced
®°The Western Michigan bee-keepI want to produce some comb honey them. But " egg workers "' does not ers, will hold their spring meeting at
this year and I shall use boxes exe^j convey an idea of anything. If we Berlin, April 24. F. S. Covey, Sec.
:

;

;

^

;

;
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Bee Diarrhoea.
1.

K.

POND,

.IK.

Mr. H. O. Morris, on page 202 of

Bee Journal,
ment made

of

tlie

desires

the experifeeding a colony of

bees on sugar syrup alone, and then
closing it into a hive for a few days
to see if diarrhiea is caused thereby.
I will say to Mr. M. that the experiment has been tried, and the Dees
when released, would discharge the
bowels as freely as when released
after long confinement in the winter.
Wliether the eases are analogous or
not, 1 do not pretend to say positively,
but the facts are as above stated, and
any one can take his choice in the
matter.
My bees have all wintered well, and
every colony I had in the fall is now
strong and well stocked with brood.
They were confined from Nov. 17 to

JOURNAL.
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being held, but before the close of the
session, a comb with the malignant
disease was shown that was taken
from an apiary in the town where the
convention was in session. This is
not an exceptional case. Localities
supposed to be free from the disease,
are found to be badly infected, and
those suffering from its ravages are
not aware of the nature of the trouble
that is keeping their colonies weak.
I was much surprised, last season,
at receiving a sample of the disease
from this locality (Adrian, Mich) the
person sending it wishing to know if
it was foul brood, and stating that it
was taken from one of several box;

hives from which the honey had been
taken by a neighbor, and the hives
and combs left exposed so that the
bees from other colonies could clean
up and save the waste honey.
During the season of 1879, I had
charge of a neighbor's apiary, three
miles from home. The bees were all
and when in box-hives, and I transferred them

Feb. 19 without once flying,
they did come out, hardly a spot was to movable frames, and there was
seen on hives or snow. I put up 2 or where I flrst saw foul brood. With as
3 colonies, last fall, especially to test many as 150 colonies at one time, he
the pollen question.
I had seen had done well with them, but they
enough in past years to convince me had gradually dwindled down to 12.
I did not then know what was the
that excess of pollen has no more to
do in causing bee diarrhoea than does trouble, and did not think of foul
bacterium but in order to fullv test brood and for several days it did not
the matter for myself. I left a'large not occur to me that I was handling
auKiunt of pollen in each of three that whi(;h has ]Moved such a scourge
hives; so much, in fact, that a con- to many, and. unless checked, is
siderable portion of it was consumed, bound to spread through the length
but no bee diarrlio^a has followed. I and breadth of the land, and prove itstill think that the whole trouble is a self to he one of the items on the
simple inflammation of the bowels, " other (or dark) " side "of bee-keepcaused by eating incongruous food, ing that Mr. Hutchinson has recently
which acting as we know it does on been calling our attention to. It is ii
man, promotes excessive watery se- disease that was known and mencretions, which must be evacuated, tioned by ancient agricultural writers.
and which evacuation carries off the Its origin is said by some to be owexciting cause and thus produces a ing to the exposure of the brood to
cure. I may be wrong in my opin- cold, or cold and dampness by others,
ion, but can only draw my inferences to the lack of proper food and nourfrom analogy and analogy, as a rule, ishment and that, nnder certain conamounts to probability. If I am ditions, it will start from young brood
wrong, I certainly wish to be set right; whose heads have been cut otf with
but shall require something more the uncapping knife, and pulled out
than mere a.ssertions, or statements by the bees, and left to decay on the
of opinions with only a guess work bottom board of the hive.
basis, to cause me to change my views.
A writer on foul brood says ' a poor
Foxboro, Mass., March 27, 1884.
queen may be the cause the queen's
progeny being so weak as not to have
life enough to grow to maturity, but
Read at the S. B. MicbiKan Conyention.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Cause and Cure

ot

fungous or vegetable growth." Not
being a microscopist, I have not attempted to ascertain whether its cause
is of a vegetable or animal nature,
and in curing the disease, I do not
care which

it

is.

That it is contagious, and very
easily communicated by one colony
another colony, is well
who have had to deal
with the malignant variety. It may
also be communicated by the apiarist
or an infected hive or implement, or
any thing that has been in contact
with the infected colony.
At the Michigan State Convention
a member, whose name I did not
learn, was giving his experience with
(or bee)

to

known by

those

foul brood,

he thought

and stated in effect that
it
was produced by the

for he was in a
new country and the disease had never

chilling of the brood

been knowii

:

be in that region, and
he did not get it in buying bees or
queens. I asked him if he had ever
bought and used foundation. He said
he had. I then asked him if he had
tlie disease in his apiarj; before or
after getting the foundation, and he
said " after." Mr. D. A. Jones then
asked me if I did not know that the
heat necessary for melting wax and
making it into foundation killed the
disease. I said I did, but the foundation may h.ave been handled by some
one that had been handling the disto

ease.

There are many ways in which it
spread, and that innocently
too, as regards some of those that aid
in spreading it. For instance, I make
my own foundation, and some for my

may be

neighbors.

To make

that foundation

have to buy wax. Now, suppose
some one or more bee-keepers have
lost their bees by foul brood, as many
have. They melt tlie old combs and
sell the wax. and are not careful about
handling the wax and hives some of
the disease may be on the wax I buy.
I

;

The

last thing I do, perhaps, before
doing up some foundation, is to handle

that wax, and

you can readily see

what might be the result.
Some bee-keepers dread the disease
so much that when they purchase a
queen, they let her and the accom-

panying bees out of the shipping cage
and destroy all the bees, letting nona
die when they are five, six or "seven escape put the queen in a new cage,
days old." It is said by others that and burn or disinfect the old one.
none of these conditions will produce Much more might be said of the difthe disease.
ferent Ways of spreading the malady,
At the Northeastern Convention, in but it is not necessary to enumerate
;

Foul Brood.

DK. A. B. MASON.

The

subject of foul brood is one of
to every bee-keeper,
whether he be an amateur, keeping
only a few colonies for pleasure, or a
large number tor the sake of the
profit there nuiy be in the pursuit.

great

231

interest

With some, it is of all absorbing inMany, perhaps, have passed

terest.

over the articles on foni lirood in the
bee papers without reading them,
probably feeling that the subject was
of no interest to them when, in fact,
the disease was in their own apiary
in saying this. I am giving my own ex;

;

IHSl, Mr.
ing, •

Betsinger is reported as sayhoney, plenty of foul brood
plenty of honey, no foul brood.'' Such
has not been the case with me. The
season of 1S82 was the best honey
season I everhad, and 1883 the poorest,
but foul brood was no worse with me
in 1888 than in 1882.
It is said that l)acteria are the real
cause of the disease. If such is the
case, we have a very small specimen
of animal life to deal with, for it is
said they are about the nine-thousandth part of a)i inch across, allowing about 3,000.0(10 of them to be in
one layer on the bottom of a worker

No

perience as well as that of others.
At the recent meeting of the Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association, it was cell.
stated that there was no foul brood in
Prof. Cook, in his
the region where the convention was Apiary, says "it is

;

Manual
the

of the
result of

further.

A dwindling away of the affected
colony is sometimes given as the first
sign of the disease.
ence, a colony must

In

my

lie

very badly

experi-

diseased

before this occurs."
In a
foul bifiod by Mr. Kohnke. it
"
is said:
Hefore foul brood makes

work on

its

actual

appearance, certain signs

forestall the disease. The colony is
not as industrious as otliers of the
same mv.e and stamp ; the brood will
be found not to lie compact, but scattered.
On examining the colony,
after a few days, some cells will be
founil with small holes in the sealing,
which will also present a sunken

appearance.'" Such lias notbeen-my
experience. The flrst noticable dis-

;
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eased eomlition lias been a small seemed bound not to starve. One
putrid larva hi the liottoai of one or held out for nine days, and the otlier
more cells among bealtliy larvse. As for ten days, before sliowing any signs
the disease advances, larger larvaj be- of giving "up the struggle.
come putrid and settle in the lower
Tlie other method I call the Caliback corner of the cell, and still larger fornia-plan and it proved to be so
larviE extend farther upon tlie bot- much more troublesome, that I tried
tom of the cells, nearly, or ciuitc cov- but few colonies by it. In tlie evenering the bottom, and' extending out ing, cage the queen; the next evenon the lower side of the cells. VVben ing tie the queen cage to an empty
it first becomes putrid, the larva is of frame
place it in a clean hive and
a grayish color, and becomes darker shake all the bees into the same hive
with age.
leaviii" them so that they can fly for
My sense of smell has not been three days, and then shake them into
acute enough to detect any odor when a clean hive, and release the queen.
it first becomes putrid; but it soon
I prefer Mr. Muth's plan with salicylic
.gives quite a strong odor not unlike acid because the bees can be at work,
bad glue, and when the colony is drawing out foundation and gatherbadly diseased, the same odor may be ing honey, and the queen may deposit
readily noticed when standing near eggs.
the closed hive. If an attempt is
All infected honey should be boiled
made to remove the putrid mass, es- before feeding to the bees all combs
pecially the larger ones, it will adhere melted
and all hives boiled before
to the implement and to the bottom of being used again. Washing with the
the cell, and admit of being strung acid solution, I believe, will answer
out an inch or more, and will then let the same purpose as boiling, but is
go the implement and return to the more trouble for me. I have kept a
cell.
When the cell containing the bottle of the solution on hand with
foul mass is sealed over, the capping which to disinfect my hands, smoker,
will often, but not always, have a knife, etc., before going to any other
sunken appearance, and may. or may colony or work, after handling "a foulnot have a small hole in it. Some- broody one.
times the capping will be somewhat
Failure has been reported from all
convex, like the capping of a drone these methods but I believe somecell, and still others cannot be dis- thing has been omitted, or something
tinguished from healthy cells.
over-done where such failure has ocThere are different ways of tieating curred, and here is such a case
A
the disease. I have tried onl\ three parly trying the California method
of them.and have been successfid with reported it a failure, but they did not
each.
The first I tried was Mr. follow the instructions. Instead of
Muth's method, with salicylic acid. 1 putting the bees in an empty hive, he
took disinfected hives and put in put in ''some drone combs for the
frames filled with foundation, and set bees to cluster on." and the bees put
the hive near where the diseased col- the honey taken with them, in the
ony stood. I then shook and brushed empty cells, and so had a good start
all the bees into, or in front of the for foul brood.
new hive, (none of the bees should be
•I have a few combs free from honey
allowed to enter any other colony). 1 and pollen, taken from infected colothen removed the infected hive and nies last season, saved to experiment
combs to a place where no bees could with. I shall thoroughly saturate
find them, till I had time to extract them with the salicylic acid solution,
the foul honey, melt the combs, and and then use them,"iu colonies free
boil the hive." I then fed the colony from the disease, to ascertain if such
about a pint of boiled honey each day combs cannot be saved.
for a week. To this honey I added
Some parties in this county claim to
salicylic acid as directed by Mr. Muth. have a process (a secret with them)
His directions are 10 grains of salicylic for curing the disease and saving
acid, 16 grains of borax, and an ounce some of the infected combs. I have
of water, and put this amount in each been told that they fumigated with
quart of honey. I boil all infected salicylic acid, but as the disease does
honey before using it to feed bees. not seem to have left them as yet, the
Some have reported that this method efficacy of the process, whatever it
has proved a failure .with them, but may be, is yet to be demonstrated.
with myself and others in this locality,
Wagon Works, O.
it has been a perfect success.
It will
more than pay any one having foul
For the American Bee Journal.
brood, to send 10 cents for Mr. C. F.
Muth's " Hints to Bee-Keepers.'"
How My Bees are Doing.
Another method of curing the disp. F. TWITCHELL.
ease, is the starvation plan, and I was
as successful with this as with the
acid plan. I shook the bees into a
Saturday, March 22, was a warm
clean hive and confined them until spring day
perhaps the first really
they had consumed the honey taken toe day since October, although we
in tlieir honey-sacs, which was shown had some very comfortable days in the
by their beginning to fall from the early part of December. As I had
cluster.
more convenient way not "disturbed my bees since I packed
would have been to put wire cloth on them in October, I then gave them a
the top of a hive, or box, and place it tliorough examination.
on its side, so as to be able to see
I found some things that surprised
when the bees fall from the cluster. me for instance, the first hive that I
I then gave them clean
hives with opened contained quite a strong colfoundation.
I had 2 colonies that ony, which had apparently starved to
;

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

A

;

death, with at least S pounds of honey
in the hive there were two others in
the yard, with not a cell of honey to
be seen, and the bees apparently
healthy. I found an equal quantity
of bees in like condition, excepting
ill two points
they had from S to 12
pounds of honey, and quite a patch of
sealed brood on two Irames. I might
say here, that I found brood, eggs, or
both, ill all but two hives, excepting
the two without honey, where there
was neitlier.
3-fratne colony had
nearly as many bees as in October,
and plenty of honey, but no eggs or
brood.
In preparing the hives for winter.
I aim to give full colonies not less
than 2-5 pounds of honey, and smaller
ones in proportion, or a little more. I
pay no attention to pollen. The honey
was all gathered early, as I had no
other. The bees did hot make a living after basswood bloom.
I use the •' Simplicity " hive, with 3
to 9 frames left in the "hive according
but generally the
to the strength
bees were on from 6 to 7 frames, with
division-boards at the sides, packed
ill shells, with 3-iiich space all around;
and the bottom packed firmly with
clover chaff, and some in cushions on
top, except 8 that I did not have shells
;

;

A

;

These I set on a platform : made
for.
a bill around them, packed heavily
with dry forest leaves, and covered
with a shingle roof. These I found
in the worst condition 1 dead, 1 very
sick, and 3 light.
I prefer to have
them set well up from the ground.
ily bees are a mixture of Italian
and German
and are very good
honey-gatherers.
I packed 33 colonies "in the fall.
On March 22, I
found 1 was dead. 1 very sick, 6 light,
in fine condition. I am
•J fair, and 20
well satisfied. The bees were bringing in pollen then.
:

;

Andover, O., March

24, 188i.

For the American Bee
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Preparing Bees for Wiater.
EOliEUT CORBETT.
Tlie

first

thing I did

was

to

ex-

amine the colonies. I found them
minus young brood, which I have understood to be detrimental to successBesides this, there
ful wintering.
was more than two-thirds of the honey
uncapped, which is another detriment,
according to bee-ology. In the face
of all this, I proceeded to weigh them;
33 colonies averaged 33 9-10 pounds
not appearing to be much lighter in
the spring.
]SIy packing process is simply this
Lay scantling on blocks about 6 inches
high, and long enough to hold 12 colonies, with 4 inches space between
Also, another row setting
them.
back to back with this row packing
well between both, also beneath.
Then take three boards 4 or 5 inches
wide, running between the hives,
three places, extending 6 inches ; on
each side of the hives, place a board
6 inches wide at the outer edge of
these, drive stakes, and on the inside
set up boards wide enough to reach to
the top of the hive: tacking these to
:

;

m

;

;;;

;
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the stakes. Then pack well between
these and hives, and over the tops of
deep. In
I'l inches
tlie hives some
front of tlie entrances set up a board
w ide enoiii;h to lill the space between
the gromiil and llie paclcing above tlie
entrance. This can l>e laid back or
set np at pleasure; but during cold
weatlier you can pack over this any
thing suitable. When warm enough
for bees to tly. this board can be let
down, and closed a"aiu in the evening, when they are tlirongli flying.
In the spring my 114 colonies were
all in good condition, except one that
was qiieenless. I think it was queenless when put into winter quarters.
During early fruit bloom my bees became very strong, and beran to put
honey into surplus boxes; but before
late fruit bloom was over, there came
a cold wave, which lasted nearly a

month. The bloom was excellent, but
the weather was too cold for the bees
to utilize it. During the whole of
that cold period the bees worked only
two days, and then with so little vigor
that it "did not sustain the brood they
were rearing.
I think I may safely say that at
least one-third of the" bees in this
vicinity succumb during the months
of May and June. During the season
of 1882 I received 700 pounds of honey,
which brought i5 cents per pound for
comb, and 20 cents per pound for extracted honey. Besides what I have
used in my family, and about 100
pounds on hand, I have cleared $.51.5
during the last two seasons and now
I have 37 colonies on liand.
;

Manhattan, Kansas.
For tse American Bee Journal.

Reversible Frames.

W. n. SHIKLEY.

With some of the bee fraternity,
there seems to be a great mania for
reversible frames. When we have a
frame all fixed, so that it will reverse
when we say the word, of what advantage is it over the common Lang.stroth frame that will not reverse?
The first thing to do is to find a man
with a reversible strain of bees, to go
with the reversible frame. My bees
have a way of building comb with the
cells a little out of the horizontal
that is, the cell pitches down a little,
when the comb is held up plumb.
When the combs are full of sealed
brood, perhaps it might help the
young bees to gnaw out, if we reverse
the combs. Again, we have seen
honey so thin that to reverse the
frame would be sure to give the bees
a job of house-cleaning.
ilr. Baldridge described a good kind
of reversible frame, in Gleanings for
March. One thing I like about his
frame, is the depth, 7 inches. I had
i2.5 hives cut to order this winter, with

For
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Union Association of Western Iowa.

2X1

that pollen

the cause but I do not.
if not (piite as much
pollen in my healthy colonics as in
those that die but I "find it dilTerent
with the liouey.
Healthy colonies
I liiid

is

;

nearly,
;

The spring meeting of this Association, was held March 2-5, at Dexter, have their combs filled with summer
Iowa. The meeting was called to order honey, clovcr.raspberry and basswood;
by I'res. Kenyon. The roll was then the sick ones have boneset, aster and
called, and the Secretary's report was a number of other kinds of fall honey;
Is names were on the roll, and boneset being the principal part. As
read
23 new ones were added
S of whom it comes in bloom the first in the fall,
;

;

ladies. 4.S1 colonies of bees were it is stored in the hive for winter use
represented in the Association.
and, in my experience, it is the prinMr. Humphrey being called for, was cipal cause of the disease.
subjected to a running fire of questions
Dr, Tinker.onpage 16.5, says," When
on many subjects,
bees are subject to very unfavorable
" l^aying VVorkers '' was next dis- conditions in winter, the temperature
cussed. One member thought there of the cluster, and interior of the hive,
was usually but one in a colony but falls below the point of health the
this view was not accepted by others. beginning of their ills
is
here."
" Stimulative Feeding " was the Where he gets his proof, I do not
next subject, but was not very warmly know.
little further on he saj[3
endorsed : those who favored it, ad- " And diarrhtea is the result, quite
vised caution. Adjourned until 12:-t.5 independent of the effect of the pollen
or honey." That statement is correct.
p. m.
The afternoon session was called to Bees that are all wintered alike, would
order by Pres. Kenyon. The members come out alike in the spring ; but they
who had been assigned special sub- do not. in this part of Michigan.
jects, were called for.
Where Dr. Tinker lives, the principal
''Size of Sections and Surplus Ar- crop of honey may be clover and bassrangements." by M. E. Darby "Best wood if it is. Dr. T. does not know
Race of Bees," by W. ('. Humphrey, much about bee-diarrhoea and the
who favored dark Italians ; " Swarrii- signs that he does see, might be
ing, or Dividing," by E. V. Ilennon. caused as he says.
I find, where diarrhoea does so much
M. L. Thomson gave his method of
dividing. Mr. McGrew was the only damage, there is an abundance of fall
champion of '•swarming." "Spring honey, and a famine before it comManagement of Bees " was the sub- mences, which leaves the bees short
ject of an able essay by Pres. Kenyon. of winter stores, causingthem to store
" Clamp Wintering " was well handled fall honey for winter use.
by Thos, Chantry, who has been sucDr. Tinker believes that Mr. Heddon is far astray but I think Dr. Tincessful with this method.
A vote was taken on the time and ker is yet further astray. Mr. W. M.
place for the next meeting, resulting H. Batch is nearer right, when he says,
in the choice of Sept. 13, at Dexter, " the cause is indigestion." But indiIowa. Mr. Chantry spoke of the nec- gestion is not the primary cause
essity of uniform prices for honey, and there are many causes back of this.
manner of marketing.
schedule The one great cause is prostration.
was adopted. Adjourned to meet Sat- He makes tlie mistake of thinking
that excitement, or nervousness, is
urday, Sept. 13, 18S-1.
the cause of indigestion if it is, there
M. E. Darby, Sec.
is another cause for that, and that
W. B. Kenyon, Pres.
cause is in their food. I find that all
my sick bees are uneasy and nervous
Kor the American Bee JoumaL
that is an effect, not a cause. We must
get down to the first cause.
Pollen and Bee Diarrhoea.
In conclusion, I would say, let every
bee-keeper winter his bees on the best
THOS. H. SHEPHERD.
and earUest honey he gets and it
matters little whether wintered out,or
Sixteen years of experience in beeill cellars, so longasthey are protected
keeping, in Michigan, has taught me
from cold, and are in a quiet place.
this much about bee diarrhcca. Late
Ubly, Mich.
that come after

were

;

;

A

;

:

;

;

;

A

;

;

swarms

honey

fall

begins, always have the diarrhcea the
next spring, if they live that long;
but they never have it unless the winter is very open. I find that diarrhoea
commences soon after fall honey begins but, as the bees are flying every
day, it is not noticed by the beekeeper. They will have this disease
in the spring, till fresh honey comes,
then it will stop. Can winter be the
Winter only
cause y
Surely not.
shows us the effect from keeping ttie
frames just 7 inclies, inside measure. bees confined to their hives untiltheir
I have a great deal of faith in that bodies are distended beyond endursize of frame for all practical pur- ance. They then die in large quantiposes ; but in the reversible part, I ties on the bottom of the hives daubcan see no advantage. I will lay it to ing the hives and combs with their
my thick-headedness, and await de- excrement, which is generally well
velopments. I have 165 colonies.
mixed with small bits of pollen,
Olenwood, Mich.
which, no doubt, caused some to think
;

;

^' The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet for their spring
meeting May 3, 1884, at the apiary and
residence of" J. B. Haines, Bedford,
Cuyahoga County, O. All interested
are invited.
J. R. Reed, Sec.
^" The Eastern Indiana BeeKeepers' Association meets at Richmond, Ind., April 24, 1884.
C.

N. Blount,

Pres.

G. Reytjolds,

Sec.

^° The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association, will be held at Rockton,
Winnebago Co., Ills., on May 20, 1884.
Jonathan Stewart,

Sec.

.
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have seen these little
I
5. Yes
own course. I would not advise
pollen eaters and in this locality of
imprisoning the bees.
to
the food into excessive pollen, it is a good thing
2. I should make
removed sometimes.
syrup, and feed what was needed as have it
;

their

;

.

ANSWERS BY

rapidly as possible, from the top of
the hive, well protected from robbers

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich. and
8.

low temperature.
Yes.

Feeding Bees,

etc.

Last fall I packed my hives on the
inside, crowding the bees on four
frames and the other day I opened
the hives and they appeared to be
1

;

TJnripe Honey, etc.

Wired Combs, etc.
1. Will pure honey ferment below
you
1. What do
4(P Fahr. V
comb foundation Y
2. I had an Italian colony to leave
2. What meal is
hive and enter another, leaving

wired quite strong. As I am not quite sure
about the amount of honey they have,
to
the best to feed do you think it would be advisable
its
lift out one of the outside frames to
bees
V
brood
and
about i5 pounds of honey
be sure, or, as I liave some frames of
3. Is common catnip a houey-proand fresh -laid eggs. What was the ducing plant ?
honey, how would it do to lay a frame
C. W. Castle.
of
top
the
rise
to
cause ? Does water
on the top of the others, under the
111.
Prairie City,
unripe honey before it ferments V
quilt?
G. Priest Geinstead.
Answers.— 1 We do not believe in
2. Would it do to put an emameled
believe
We
Territory.
foundation.
Indian
comb
wiring
Oakland,
cloth over the frames, instead of cotwiring the frame and then pressing ton and cushions V I could then feed
Answers.— 1. Not a particle, if it in
the foundation upon the wires. Let above the bees.
damp
very
in
a
or
thin,
is not too
us not get these two systems mixed.
3. I use a deep hive, and have not
place. Water does not usually rise to
2. Among those most accessible are much time to spare with my bees.
ferments.
it
before
honey
top
of
the
rye and (Traham flour. 1 do not be- Would you advise me to put a second
2. There are many cases of spring
brood rearing story on top, to run for extracted
lieve in stimulating
desertion, that seem to violate all early especially in an early spring
honey V As I have a number of
rules and which are very difficult to like this, if bees get natural pollen in
empty frames, I think I could get
I think internal deaccount for.
ordinary season.
quite a large yield, but would like to
rangement with the individual bees
locations.
in almost all
3. Yes
get your opinion before I try it.
^
is the cause of such desertion.
A. B. Keeper.
Answers.— Certainly you should
Preparing Honey for Market, etc.
if they have sufficient honey.
ftueens, Dampness, etc.
know
entrances to the Heddon A frame of honey laid on the frames
1. The
their
supply
bees
of
colony
1. Will a
hives are % inch deep. Is it not best
feed them, in this locality,
own queens, or will I have to give to contract to % inch deep for winter, would
after this date. Why not put it into
queens
will
long
IIow
queens
V
them
to economize heat of hive, and to pre- the hive in place of an empty comb (
be good y
,
« ^,
vent mice from gnawing the combs V
I should prefer the enam2. Yes
2. Are there a certain part ot the
2. Do yon advise the use of supers,
cloth after this date. What I
bees who build comb,andpart seal the for extracted honey made to hold eled
prefer to either is a good board cover.
honey V
third
frames only % the depth of the Lang3. Yes; a second, and even
3. What is the cause of the dampstroth frame V
storv used on the tiering- up plan
ness above the frames, and the chaff
for
exsized packages
3. What
would save you much labor, tend to
A Beginner. tracted
cushions v
honey sell best in your home prevent swarming, and give you a
will
sumarket V
Answers.— 1. Your bees
surplus crop of nice honey.
4. Ill an article in the Bee Journal,
persede their own queens in proper
market,
home
the
bein
than
a
honev
selling
better
on
time, cheaper and
you spoke of furnishing the grocers Rearing ftueens.
ginner will be apt to do it.
that
bees
same
with stands to hold comb and exthe
1
I do not know whether I thor2. Probably
build comb.seal the honey. How bees tracted honey for retailing. Please oughly understand what is meant by
divide up the work among their num- describe the stands used by you, giving rearing queens under the swarming
impulse— will Mr. Heddon please exbers, depends much upon circum- best t\)rm and size, and cost of same
also, whether or not it pays to use plain it.
,
2. Is not the following as good a
3. If your covers do not leak, the them V
up an apiary
5. Have you ever seen or heard of a way as any to build
dampness comes from the respiration
parasite somewhat resembling a louse, Watch the few colonies one has, and
of the colony.
pollen
the
that feeds on and consumes
when they begin to build queen-cells,
exposed combs during warm preparatory to swarming, then make
of
Young Bees venturing out in the cold. weather ¥ I would like to hear from as many nuclei as one has queen-cells,
in regard to the above.
and let these build up ?
1. I have one colony of bees, where, others
Dodd.
Tommy ^
DWIGHT FURNESS.
on pleasent days, the young bees will
Ind.
Furnessville,
get
crawl out on the ground and
1. A queen reared unAnswers.—
chilled before they get back in the
Answers.— 1. A % inch entrance der the swarming impulse, is one
hive, and, of course, stay out all night. will not exclude mice, by any means. hatched from a cell that was built
the
around,
crawling
I found them
We object to using an entrance so with the old queen present in the
next day, when they got warmed up. narrow as to be mouse-proof. We hive, with evident designs of swarmout
¥
coming
from
them
prevent
Can I
think an open, airy entrance is the iiiRV.
Would it do to keep them shut in. by best for l>oth summer and winter.
2. I would not increase in any such
putting wire cloth box in front of the
2. No
I think them too shallow for way, though you could do so successhive, so that they can have a flight economy in coiislrnction and mani- fully, if you did the work properly.
in it ?
.
,
otherwise they would be Not one-half of the queen-cells, uspulation
2. In what way would you now feed good.
Nothing less tlian % Lang- ually built, would please me from
sugar to bees which have no stores V stroth depth would please me, and which to rear a lirst-class queen. I
Should it be made into syrup or candy, while I am about it. I prefer to go the would not increase my stock any
and fed fast or slaw, in order to pro- whole depth, and use the same style faster than they paid their way
duce the best results and most honey
of frames above and below.
surplus honey.
3. Will it induce robbing, to feed
3. One and two pounds in glass.
the
of
entrance
" stands " I used were reclinbees candy at the
4. The
^TTlieKentuckyBee-Keepers'Conhives that are outside.
ing shelves for jars of extracted honey,
Ky., durC. E. Boyer.
Ainger, O.
with a glass case on top, and a door to vention meets in Louisville,
the opening of the Exposition (day
Answers.— L I think all will come open at the back, for comb honey. ing
N. P. Allen, Sec.
not fixed).
out right, if you let the bees take They pay if properly managed.
think

of

,

,

.

;

;

;

-^

;

;

;

.

:

.

;

;

m

'i

;
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Local Conveation Directory.
Time ami place of MtHivg.
April l^-TexasCentnil.tttWHco.
I. W. Graytun, Sec
18H4.

April 17.-Central Itlino'«. at Uncoln.
I,.

Ills.

C. ScbwerdifcKus, Sec.

April IH.-Iowrt Central, at Wlntersel. Iowa.

J.K. Pry<.r, Sec.

Bees in Utah.
Our winter has been, so far, a light
one. Hees have had several (lights
since they were put into winter quarThe
ters, and are now rearing brood.
loss has been light.
I have lost only
one out of 23 colonies. I have wintered all but 4 ou the summer stands
the 4 were put into the cellar. As
yet, but few take any interest in beekeeping. People are so much engaged
in other business that they have not
the time to devote to make it a suc;

April a.*.— Des Moines Co.. at Middleton. Iowa.
John Nau. Sec.
April i4.— UnUm Ky., at Eminence, Ky.
G. ^\. Demaree. Sec.
April J4.-Kastcrn Ind.. at Richmond, Ind.
M. G. Reynuids. Sec.

Newman,

S. K.

Sec.

April L*4.-We8tern Michigan, at Berlin.
F. S.

Covey. Sec.

April 24. 25.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandail, Sec.

April 24, 25.— Texas State, ut

May 3.

McKinney.
W. R Howard,

the

around, visited. 1 also have what we
that is a
call the
bachelor-button
favorite of the bees all the season.
Last fall I visited a station on the
;

Sec.

- Progressive, at Bedford, O.

R. Reed. Sec.

J.

The bee pasturage is here in
willow,
wild flowers, plants,
clover, lucerne, and other things. I
was successful in raising a few Simpson plants, which the bees, for miles
cess.

April 'J4.-Nnrthern Ohio, at Nnrwalh, O.

May 6.— Cattaraugus

Co. N.Y.. at Handolph, N.Y.

May

20.—N.

andS. W. Wis., at Rockton. 111.
Jonathan Stewart. Sec.

May

26.— Will County, at Monee.

Utah

& Nevada

and

railroad,

saw

I

there some Rocky Mountain Bee Plant,
but not a bee was at work on them.
May 6.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville.
I am so much interested in bees that I
J. T. Pomeroy, Sec.
would keep a colony of tliem if 1 did
May 15.— Tuscarawas Co. 0., at Port Washincton.O. not get any returns from them.
A. A. Fnidenburg.
W.

HIb..

W. A. Shewman.

John Dunn.

Toole City, rtah, March

.5.

1884.
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A. King's Text
learned bow to
transfer bees .so I made a hive after
the Langstiotli pattern, and in apple
blossom 1 successfully transferred
them. That season, I got about 25
pounds of comb honey and a fine
swarm, which wintered (the following
winter) without anv special care, and
came out in line order in the spiing.
I have had considerable comb honey
and increase, every season since, until
at present I have 19 good strong colonies, mostly
Italians and hybrids.
The spring of 1HS3 found me with 14
good strong colonies, having wintered
without loss, prepared on James Heddon's plan in fact I have suffered
the loss of but one colony in wintering since I kept bees, and that was ou
account of the entrance to the hive
The
becoming choked with ice.
wintering problem, as it is called,
gives me but little thought or trouble.
I do not consider there is any trouble
at all ill wintering bees without loss,
in this latitude, provided they can get
one or two flights between the end of
January and the end of ^March, a
thing I have not known to fail since
provided alI became a bee-keeper
ways that the bees are ordinarily
cared for, and are in proper condition
Hence, with me, the
in the fall.
wintering problem is solved.
L. G. Reed.
Kent, O., April 1,1884.
Finally

I

Book, and

procured

that

in

II.
I

:

;

;

III.

P. P. NelsoB. Sec.

Alma, Mich.
Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

Oct. 11, 12.— Northern Mich., at
F. A.

Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago,

III.

W. Z. Hutchinson,
Dec.

10.

Sec.

11.— MichtKan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton. Mich.

tW

In order to have this table complt^te. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.
taries are requested to

sE:fS£W^MmM
WuffkM
i^sj^

Successful Wintering.

Too

Many Bees in One

Cellar.

being informed that my bees
were swarming out of the hives, in
the cellar, I hastened to them. The
hives were literally covered with bees,
and the air in the cellar was very hot.
I have wintered 193 colonies in the
same room with perfect success
while it appears that 22.'3 colonies are
too many. How the bees will divide
They are not on
off, I cannot say.
"the run," as one might suppose. I

On

will report

when

all

weather has been very

are
fine

oiit.

J.

Rock

Citv.

111.,

March

Gathering Pollen.
Bees gathered llie

is

preferable

The snow

is

in

when well understood,
the objection that bees, when left to
their " sweet will," fly too often or too.
Francis West.

much.

Lonsdale. Out., April

No Loss in Wintering.
My 19 colonies of bees

wintered

upon the summer stands, and came
lirst

;

;

;

:

bees

bees wintered in the open-air are more
is off the
vigorous and hardy, and resist the ingood condition.
fluences which cause spring dwindIr.\ Bariser.
better escaping those diseases
De Kalb Junction. N. Y., March .31. ling,
which are sometimes contracted by
long confinement. I wish those who
Not Lost a Colony.
can do so, and who have large apiaries,
series of observations
Bees appear to be wintering finely would make a
on a few colonies, during the next five
in this section of the country, and
I have improved and applied
there is a good prospect of aii early years.
wire cloth portico, the use of which,
spring. I have not lost a colony, and a
will obviate
past two weeks.
fields, and clover

pollen to- through without loss so far.
One
day. Last year the first pollen was weak colony put in the cellar under
gathered April 10 in 188:2, April 2 in my store the last of November, was
1881, April 20. I put into winter quar- put out a few days ago in good conditers 111 colonies; have 111 still, and tion. I have sustained no loss as yet,
the
all seem to be lively and energetic. and I have no fears of loss now
They have been working for a week or worst is over. Several commenced
more on water, and from the busi- carrying in pollen, March 23 upon exness-like air which some of them amining them, I found them very
manifest, I should not be surprised if strong in bees and breeding rapidly.
they find something even stronger. I commenced bee-keeping about 14
They probably recognize the trwth of years ago with one colony in an old
" It is an ill wind which rotten box hive, given me by my
the saying
blows nobody any good," while they father. I knew little about bee-keepappropriate the hoarded treasure of ing at that time. I kept the colony
their dead neighbors.
some three years, without obtaining
.Jajles McNeil.
any surplus honey or increase of bees.
Hudson, N. Y., March 29, 1881.
They did not issue, to my knowledge.
;

of

during the

Stewart.
2s, 1884.

air wintering

and more natural than any other
method; although the details of the
may not be perfectly underThe same
stood. It may be a fancy, but I think

I took my bees out of tlie cellar yesterday I put 99 colonies in the cellar,
and I took out 96 seemingly in pretty
good condition. I hope that no beekeeper will have a greater loss than
this. I consider it good wintering ; I
would have taken them out earlier, they all seem to be very strong.
E. A. Thomas.
but the snow was drifted badly on the
Colerain, Mass., March 31, 1884.
ground, where the bees have to stand.
;

Open- Air Wintering.
I have long believed that the open-

No Bee

1,

1884.

Cholera.

colonies into winter quarters; 30 in my cellar, and 23 out on
the summer stands. All are now in
I

put

.53

splendid condition, with the exception
of one or two. Sometime during thelast of April or first of May, when it
is warm enough so that the broodi
will not chill, I will give the weak
colonies a frame of brood. If given
too early, the brood is liable to chill
in the hive, because of a lack of bees
to keep up the warmth. I aim to
have plenty of bees by May 2.'), when
the white clover makes its appearance. Warmth can be economized in
weak colonies at this season by keeping the entrance of the hive as small
as possible, and still give sufficient

;
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also, by confining the bees to -I hives ; then darkened the room raised
or 5 frames by using an adjusting- the front end of the cap, and laid
board. I liave had bees for 4") years, pieces of carpet over the entrance
therand I liave never lost a colony from thus making it very dark.
the so-called bee cholera. ]5ee chol- mometer near, ranged from 50° to 90°
spring,
In the
era and spring dwindling can be pre- the whole winter.
vented by a proper preparation in the upon taking them out of their winter
that I could
the
dead
bees
(piarters,
all
Thomas Heaton.
fall.
find could have been put into a teaMoore's Hill. Ind., March 29, 18&i.
cup. I can endorse Mr. Barber's idea
of keeping bees warm. I think if
Are Bees Property ?
those bee-keepers would study as
Mr. Southwick, who, on page 200 of hard how to fix a warm place for their
the Bee Jouknal, says bees are not bees as they do to find out the cause
foul
brood, spring
property,has not " caught Prof. Cook'" of dysentery,
wrong this time as he, Mr. S., is dwindling, etc., there would be less
laboring mider a mistake in thinking loss in winter. Keep your bees as
that bees are what in law are termed warm as Mr. Barber or myself, keep
"/ern; 7iat!«-ce." They are not only ours, and you save all trouble.
A. Poi'E.
considered in law as property, while in
Forestvi'lle. N. Y.
hives; but, if a swarm leaves my
apiary and flies directly to my neighWintering Bees in Cellars.
bor's yard, and I can keep in sight
For over 8 years,40 of my neighbors
of them all the time, so as to be able
to positively identify them, I can re- have wintered their bees in cellars,
claim and hold them. This has been and have not lost one-tenth part as
the law for more than 300 years, and many as those who have tried it only
do not look
many cases can be cited iii proof of once, and given it up.
the same if it was necessary so to do. for bee-bread all we care for, is a
queen, and as much
I simply correct Mr. S. in order that good, prolific
no wrong impressions may be given as 20 pounds of honey. Neither is it
yet we hardly ever lose
all capped
as to the status of our pets.
one colony out of SO, unless the queen
J. E. Pond, Jr.
For 7
is "played out"' in the fall.
Foxboro, :Mass., March 28, 1884.
years I had not lost one colony, until
last year, when several colonies were
"Why Eat Honey ?
lost 6y starvation, which was an overSample of " l.,eaf- sight "of mine. If any one should
Bko. Xewman
is received.
You ask come here and say to "some of those
let No.
1 "
"Does it please you V" I answer, most 40 men, take this chaff hive and save
emphatically, yes.
You are always trouble, they would reply " As long
at the helm, ready to help us out; as Crowfoot Bros., near Hartford,
which, I hope, all enterprising bee- keep their 1.000 colonies in cellars, we
keepers will appreciate.
can ours."" Who of those men would
E. J. SCOKIELD.
take Doolittle's advice about foundaHanover. Wis., March 29, 1884.
tion being no profit in the brood-chambers.
If a man can make foundation
to hold 1.5 inches without wire, it
"White Clover Promises Well.
matters not whether he uses a washBees have wintered well here, for wringer or press. I told Mr. Given
so cold a winter. White clover prom- that [ could get along without wiring,
ises to be a good crop.
Some patent- after a little practice. By the use of
Tight bee-hive men got in some of 2}4 pound foundation and one Cyptheir work, in an adjoining county. rian queen, a woman extracted 3.50
about the middle of March claiming pounds of honey from one colony durthat then was the right time to trans- ing the past s'eason. The secret is
fer, and liave the bees to begin to make merely a quilt, not a honey board in
new comb and get ready for the honey tlie cellar, if put there in time.
harvest.
These men knew better.
John II. Guentiieh.
The frost was not out of the ground,
Theresa. Wis.
and not a bud liad started.
Isaac Sharp.
Wintered in Langstroth Hives.

room

:

;

A

;

We

;

;

:

—

:

:

;

Waveland,

Ind.,

March

29, 1884.

My

bees are flying freely have lots
brood, and are now 'in as good
'Warm Cellar for Wintering Bees.
condition as I ever saw them ; although they were wintered on the
I have kept bees during the past 20
outrageously
years, for pleasure only, and not for summer stands in that
profit; therefore, I did not take the poor hive (V), the Langstroth
J. E. Pond, Jk.
•care of them that I knew they reFoxboro, Mass., March 27, 1884.
quired. Two years ago last winter,
there being no cellar under the house
;

of

!

which I lived,
and 8 feet high.

in

I built one 14x24,
I enclosed it with

planks studdeii the width of sills, 8
inches, and sealed up the inside, making a 10-inch space, which I filled up
with sawdust.
I also lathed and
plastered the room, then divided it
into two nearly equal rooms one of
which we used for a kitchen, the other
as a store-house for vegetables, etc.
In this latter room I placed my f>
strong colonies of bees in Langstroth
;

;

Convention Notices.

^' The Des Moines County BeeKeepers' Association, will meet in R.
Middleton,
C. Crawford's Hall, in
Iowa, on Tuesday, April 22, 1884, at
All who are interested
10 a. m. sharp.
in apiculture are invited to attend.
will have a programme on various

We

subjects of interest to bee-keepers.

John Xau,

Sec.

^

The Central Illinois Bee- KeepAssociation, will meet at the
Court House, in Lincoln, Logan Co.,
111., on Thursday. April 17, at 2 p. m.
L. C. SCnWERDTFEGUS, Sec.

ers'

A

1^"
general meeting of the County
of Oxford. Out., Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in Woodstock,
Out., on Saturday, April 19, commencing at 10 a. m. Important subjects will be discussed, among which
will be. " Foul Brood," " Spring Management of Bees," " 13est Methods of
Increase," etc.
M. S. Schell, Sec.
J. B. Hall, Pres.

1^ The Union Kentucky BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
spring meeting at Eminence, Ky., on
April 24, 1884.
G. W. Demakee, Sec.

^° A

bee-keepers" association is to
be organized in \Vestern New York

on Tuesday, May (>, 1884, at Randolph,
Cattaraugus County. In this southern-tier district there are a large number engaged in bee-keeping, and an
association of this kind has long been
general invitation is exneeded.
tended to all interested in bee-keeping.

A

W. A. Shewman.

®"

The fourth semi-annual meeting of the Western bee-keepers will
be held at Independence, Mo., April
24 and 25, 1884. This will be the most
interesting convention of bee-keepers
ever held in the West. The associanumbers among its members
most successful bee-keepers in the country, and many outside
the association, from abroad, will be
tion

some

of the

here to take part in the discussions.
Let each one come prepared to take
part in the discussions, and bring

something to exhibit. The programme, when completed, will comprise
the interesting subjects of the day.
at our last
meeting on " marketing honey," will
report trie first day, and it will be of
great interest; for the committee

all

The committee appointed

composed of thorough men who
liave given the subject a large amount
of attention since' our last meeting,
.lerome Twitehell, of Kansas City, has
kindly consented to address the convention on the subject of " Preparing
honey for market."
C. M. Ckandall, Sec.
IS

Independence, Mo.
H. ScovELL, Pres. t'olumbus, Kans.

^^

The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its semi-annual meeting in the Court House at
Winterset, Iowa, on April 18, 1884, at
10 a. m. All are cordially invited.
All visitors from abroad will be hospitably cared for. Members are requested to bring their baskets well
hlled, and we will have a general good
time. Any one having new apiarian
implements, or any thing that will advance the interest of the association,
are requested to bring them for exhiJ. E. Pryou, Sec.
bition.
A. J. Adkison, Pres.
Maple Grove, Iowa.

—
;

:

—

:
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

J>pctiiil IJoticcs.

Honey

as

Food and Medicine.

A pamphlet of 16 i)ages giving
To increase the number of readers
Examine the Date following yo\ir of the Bee Journal, we believe, will Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
name on the wrapper label of this aid progressive bee-culture and help of cooking in which honey is used, and
paper; it indicates the end of the to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
month to which you have paid your
offer the following
premiums for
We have put the price still lower,
subscription on the Bee Journal.
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
For safety, when sending money to getting up clubs
them far and wide. Single copy 6
this office get either a post office or exW'hile no subscription to the Bke
press money order, a bank draft on Journal will be taken for less than cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
New York or Chicago, or register the the regular advertised prices (viz. per hundred, $2.60. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
letter.
I'ostage stamps of any kind Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any postpaid for $10.00
may be sent for amounts less than one one getting up a club of two copies, $15.00- On orders of 100 or more,
dollar. Local checks are subject to a or more, may select from "
Our Book we will print, if desired, on the
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks. Llst " anything therein named, to cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
American Express money orders for the amount of 15centsfor every dollar (giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents. tliey send direct to this
office, to pay them
alone will pay him for all his trouble
We wish to impress upon every one for the trouble of getting
up the club and expense — enabling him
to dispose
the necessity of being very specific, and these books will be sent, postpaid,
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
and carefully to state what they desire to any address desired.

•

;

;

;

;

money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^" When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
for the

either portion of the letter.

The

edi-

and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
torial

nublication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rales for the
number of insertions his advertisement has had.
i^° All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station" is not an International office.
^" In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.
Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

^°

t^

1^ To give away a copy of " Honey
For a club of 3 Weekly or Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional as Food and Medicine " to evei-y one who
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound buys a package of honey, will sell almost
(5

in cloth, containing 320 pages.

For a club

of

5

Weekly

any quantity of
or

it.

10

Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
^° We are now preparing a new
with $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copv of the book for the pocket, to be called "The
American "Popular" Dictionary, Bee-Keepers" Convention Assistant."
comprising every word in the English
It will contain a copy of a model
language that enters into speech or
'"
writing; it contains 32,000 words and " Constitution and By-Laws for the
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; formation of Societies for Bee-Keepit is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
ers— a simplified
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address

mentary

desired.

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

Apiary Register— New Edition.
All

who

Law and

the guidance of

members,

manual of Parlia-Rules of Order for
officers as well as

blank form for making
information
and much other usefiil matter for
those who attend Conventions. One
of tlie latter will be a suitable Proa

reports for

statistical

intend to be systematic in
of questions for discussion at
work in the apiary, should get u gramme
copy and commence to use it. The such meetings, model Premium Lists
their

for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
1 25 the managers of adjacent County or
1 50 District Fairs
a few blank leaves for
The larger ones can be used for a jotting down interesting facts, etc.
few colonies, give room for an increase W^e shall aim to make it suitable for
of numbers, and still keep the record
any locality, and a book that will comall together in one book, and are theremend itself to every bee-keeper in the
fore the most desirable ones.
English-speaking world. It will be
of a size suitable for the pocket, nicely
1^" Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational ]5ee-Keeping," we now bound in cloth, and the price will
prices will hereafter be as follows

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

:

$1 00

club with the ]5ee Journal as follows
The Weekly for one year and
the book, bomid in cloth, for S3, or in
Eiper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
EE Jou'RNAL and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
$1 ..50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00

;

be

.50

cents.

:

—

Subscription Credits.
We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid.
When you send us money, if

Advertisers' Opinion.

My

advertisement in the

Bee

Jouii-

NAL, has Inought me over 400 reDr. G. L. Tinker.
sponses.

New

Philadelphia, O.

The queen business is rushing, and
we think the Bee Journal deserves
much credit as an advertising medium.

the proper credit is not given you, when bound in cloth.
within tv.o weeks thereafter, on your
label, notify us by postal card.
Do
E. A. Thojias & Co.
Emerson Binders made especially
not wait for months or yeais, and
Coleraine, Mass., July 18, 1883.
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
tion is paid to the end of the month gold on the back, and make a very
Preparation of Honey for tlie Marindicated on the wrapper-label. This convenient way of preserving the Bee
They Iset, includingthe production and care
gives a continual statement of account. Journal as fast as received.
will be sent, post-paid, for 75cents, for of both comb and extracted honey,
or for the Monthly, -50 instructions on the exhibition of bees
the Weekly
See M. Bailey's advertisement
They cannot be sent by mail and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
cents.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
he has Clover Seed for sale.
to Canada.

—

^"

;
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TUAT nRONE TRAP'
DOUGHERTY

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OPriCE OF The American Beb Journal,
Monday, lu a. m., April 7, 1884.

The following

}

(

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received
up to this hour

t-ions for

"

Trap received. 1 tried it yesterday (March 27,)
and caught it full of drones."
L. C. Reed. New Or'eans, La.
Sample, by mail, n.'>c.; by express, 50c in the fiat,
per dozen, including one made for ModeHl3 in alO
;

$3.tX).

Illustrated Circular free.

HENRY ALLEY,

:

HONEY—

There is no life in the market. Extracted honey sells in Its regular way and to its
wonted channels, without any speculative feeling
about
sells

it,

and

slow at

Comb

honey
hrint's Vy^inc on arrival.
I5'ffii6ca lb. from store for choice.

BEE3VVAX--IB in good demand; choice yellow
brings 35c alb. on arrival.
Chas. f. Muth.

NEW

WENHAM. MASS.

15A:!t

CINCINNATI.

LEWIS &

the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImKoitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eating. Drinking. Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
CENTS.
It Cost*, only
and contains 28 pages, and Is sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This id just
the Book that every family should have.

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

TH E]

another column.

CO.

HONEY— Of late receipts of comb honey has
been scattered amongst many firms, and as all are
desirous of realizing on their receipts at as early
a day as possible, prices have been irregular and
low, some lots being offered from 5c to 7c per lb.,
less than 3U days ago. I quote white comb I3@lf:c;
fancy

I8c.

Extracted honey— demand

light, at

7<g»

PC.

BEESWAX— 30(g37c.

BURNETT.

R. A.

KANSAS

South Water

161

St.

HONEY— Demand for choice white comb

and2
I6®l7c. Dark and
I

lb. sections continues good at
irregular comb not wanted. Extracted in fair demand at s<s;'c.
None in this market.
Jerome TwrrCHELL. 5I4 Walnut Street.

BEESWAX—

BAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— There is not enough doing to enable us

to give much more than nominal quotations. The
demand is very light, and present stocks are of
small proportions. Holders are anxinus to close
out all offerings, before the new crop begins to
arrive. White to extra white comb, i.'jiu.isc; dark
to good, lo(gii3c,' e.xtracted. choice to extra white,

7@8c; dark and candied,

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY — Steady; demand
Comb,

l2S'l<3c

per

aod supply both
and strained and ex-

lb.,

tracted 6(%64c.

BEESWAX— Firm at 33@33Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANPERSON & CO..

104 N. 3d Street.

are selling tlrst-class 1 lb. sections quite readily at
IHc, witn an occasional sale at 19c; 2 lb. is not quite

Second quality
Extracted not wanted.

'SO active, at I7c.

is

dull at 15c.

BEESWAX-30C,

bat very sca-'ce.
A. C. Eendel. 1 IS Ontario Street.

BOSTON.
lb.

light.

1

16@l8c.

BEKSWAX-35C.
Blake & Ripley.

lb. sections comb
Extracted, 9@Uc.

57

Chatham

Street.

Constitutions and

By-Laws for
The

local Associations $2.00 per 100.

name of

the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra

It may be arranged for any form of the Langstroth Frame; has been fairly tested, and is the
Best Hive made for Comb lloney. Send for
new Circular.

I»R. G. L.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
are printed a large bee in gold,
send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Parasites of the Skin,

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear.
How much to Wear,

TIKK.EB.

INSTRUCTION. -The

undersigned having
studied Practical Bee keeping with Mr. L. C.
Root.thelHte 'I'heo. Houck.and other distinguished
bee-keepers, wishes to engage a^ special Instructor
in that difficult department. Practical Bee-KeepApplicants of good learning preferred. ADIM
A. SMITH, St. Johnsvi lie, Mont. Co. N. Y. Box20ti.
loAlt
ing.

1884, IT.\LIAN and r\PRIAN
FOR
BEKS aiul Ql'KENS. For Sale any
in

shaiu'

Summer,

Perils of

How

to Breathe.

Ventilation.
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids.
Superfluous Hair,

and quantity

Address,

OTTO KLKINOir,

DETROIT,

IT

And Choice Queens a Specialty.
Circulars and samples free. Send for them.
will
pay you to do so, before ordering: elseIt
where. Wax worked on the Given Press for
'20
10 to
cts. per lb., according to tha number
of tquare feet to the pound.

H.

KMCKERBOrKER,
PINE PLAINS,

N. Y.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any bnsinei's.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both se.\es, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 5n centsto $.^ every
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satislJed, we will send ti t»)pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Save Doctor Bills I
35 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

It will
Price only

THOMAS e. NETFMAN,
West Madison

i)25

GIVEN COHB FOUNDATION

Exercise.
Care of Teeth.

Black Eyes. Boils. Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corn8,Coughs, Cholera, Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons.
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives.
Hoarseness. Itching. Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Molew, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
NippIes.Sore Throat. Sun-stmke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough, Wo«ms in Children.

Opjtoslte Fort \Vayne, Mich.

ir>Alt .iBlt

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

After-Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned. Headache, cause&cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.

Street,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

THE BEST BEE BOOK
Prioe, by Mall, bound In
$1.00.

t'lotli,

" Handy Book received. Have read it and
re-read it. I must say it is the finest thinsr

on Bees lever saw." J.K. HAGBV,LaHclle,Mo.
AI.I.EY,

HENRY

WENHAM.

1.5A2t

MASS.

STANLEY'S AUTOMATIC

GOLD!

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole timeto the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aiy

Dadaiit'sFouiidation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

To introduce my

which

TELLS ABOUT

it.

Fractica.1 Maxxnerl

Early Spring!

we

Eat

Overheating Houses,

tions, etc., sent free.

^"

to

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

l.-ieow4t

HONEY— The honey market is improving a little;

honey. lR@'2oc.; 2

Uow

Operated upon a new principle by which the
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
frames; continuous passages being effected in a
Is

G.

CLEVELAND.

HONKY.— Demand

IT

What to Eat,

h^—

BEESWAX-Wholesale, 27!^@30c.
STEARNS & SuiTH. 423 Front Street.

email.

VICTOR HIVE

Address.
44Atf

CITY.

Hints and Ready Recuses,
is

TWENTY-FIVE

rels. 9(§)l0c.

& F.B Thurbkr &

Lang-stroth HIVE.S a Specialty. Dadant's
Foundation, Bing-hain Smokers,Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, Extractors and Honey Jars. .Send for
14A'26t
our Price l.i«it.

Dadaiit'sFnundation Factory, wholesale

HONEY—

H.K.

.

Dealers in BEE*
KEEPKRS' SUPPLiIES and HONE!'.

JIanufacturers of and

DR. FOOTE'S
HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

White clover and basswood in I and 2
lb. sections, I7@l8c. Dark and second quality,
15C.: extracted white clover in kegs and bar-

CHICAGO.

McKEE,

CO., Toledo, 0.,
MANCFACTtTREKS OF
All kinds of Apiarian Supplier. Special
rates to Dealers. Send for Circular. 14Atf

E. T.

YORK.

BEESWAX— Prime yellow, 34®35C.

&

Indianapolis, ind.,

Order

Italian Queens.

I

will

Now!
send one

of my Tested Queens, if ordered before April i;o,
for t'J.oo. Send two dollars and le.ss, in c<immon
letters, at my risk. Address E. P.

BAKEB,

10A8t

Bo.i34:i.

DES MOINES. IOWA.

Falace Bee Sive

[
Reverses the comhs without the aid of the
hanls; the reverse motion of the crank is all
that is required. No time is lost, as we provide every machine with a Ijrake to stop the
motion, and (he combs are half reversed
when the motion stops. Can be used fori or
4 combs, as desired. No chance for combs
to fall or get injured. The Comb Baskets
always stop in the most convenient position
for removing or putting in combs. We use
Iron for Cans. The
XXXX Tin or Galvanize!one
piece. We chalCylinder of Can is all in

le'ng-e any Extractor, taking- any number of
combs, to do one-half the work of our 4-f rame
Machine. Prices reasonable.
tW~ We want to employ good live Agents
everywhere. Address,
G. W. STANIjEY a BKO,
WYOMING, N. Y.
14itf

LEWIS &

CO., Toledo, 0.,
T.
supply the And Bee-Keepers' Supplies. One-Piece Dovetailed E.
MAXfFACTUBEKS OF
Sections. Smofeers, etc. Send for Price List.
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and 7A13t
H. C. WHITE. MADISON. IND.
All kinds of .4plarlaii Supplies. Special
Send for Circular. 14Att
rates to Dealers.
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
DAOANT
FOU.NQUEENS,
ITALIAN
»S) per 60 lbs.: delivered
SEED
CLOVER
dallnn, and Snppllen.—It will pay you to SWEET
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee
send f"r Circular.
E. K. SMITH. Smyrna, N. T.
at depot in good shipping order by MOSBB
Journal and tlie book for $1.75.
IIAtf
BAILE\ Winterset, Madison Co. Iowa.

^^ For

$2.75

we

will

.

!
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STORY S CHMP,

HELLO! HELLO!
A\

e

now

lire

re.itiy to

Hook Orders

239

for

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIANOS^'^ORGANS

A

WhItePoplarl
Dovetailed

Specialty.

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

ETerythitiK fully up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

for aJ-page Catalogue and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

Territory
given.

WILTON JONCTION, IOWA.

7A6m

4

to

Ifj

square feet

1^^^^^

any address.

STORY & CAMP,

tc

Sole Manufacturers,
Sl»OUt Brook, Mont, ^a^ N. 7.

88 & 190 State Street,

203 N.

CHICAGO.
See Advertisement

retail.

week

a

i

at

home.

another column.

in

All my St-ed is warranteU lo ue iresii aud
true to name, so far that should it prove
otherwise, I ag:ree to refill orders gratis.
lar^e part of the grreat collection of
Seed lofferisof my own {jro\>inff. As the
original introducerof£clipseBeet, Burbank Potatoes, Marblehead Early Corn,
the Hubbard Squash* and scores of other
new Veeretables, 1 invite the patronagre
of the public. In the erardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Catalogues FREE to all.
"JAMES J. H. GREGORY.SEED GROWER, MARRLEHEAD, MASS.

$5.0i> outtit free.
Pay
risk. Capital not reif you want business at

ubsolutely sure. No
quired. Reader,
which persons of either sex. young or old,
inn mnke «reat pay all the linie they
'wiirk. with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
I

j

A

4Aly

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,

Apply to
976 and

lysend

C.
i(7«

F.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

Dadani^sFoiindationFnctory? wholesale
and

else-

where.

|^^^^^7 the pound. Circalar and samples free
J- VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
l^^^Sl

^^^^S.

Protection
g-uarauteed.

Write for our prices before buying

COMB FOUNDATION,
-^^^^ hlgfa aide-wells,

The largest cxclusiTely
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Agents Wanted.

Catalog-ues free to

FLAT- BOTTOM
Ig

Estey,
3tory & Camp.

etc.

MUTH,

Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.

inc. for Practical

OPtO^STvT'nsr

187G.

1882.

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Early Italian Queens

!

IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.
Nuclei and

full colonies.
Bees bred both for
and BEATIXV. Dunham and
Vandervort
a specialty. If you
need Queens, Bees, Hives, Foundation or Supplies,
send for my Catalogue and Price List. Address,

BIT8INES8

FOUNUATION

J- I'. li.

BRO"W"ISr,

more money right away than
anythingelse in this world. All
of eithersex. succeed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. True
& Co., Augusta, Maine.
4Aly

I1PRIZ[J

Dadant'$FoiindationFactory,Tvhole$aIe
retail.

See Advertisement

Vandervort

Comb

Send for Samplea
32ABtf

J,

(EEFOHK.)

I

(AFTER.)

.

Send *-ix
and receive free, a costly box
of goodswhich will help you to

and

1^ IdyesIM

LfiCTRO- VO
VOLTAIC BELT and other Electrio
._
AUGUSTA, GA, ELECTROAppliances :ire sent on 130 Days' Trial TO
cents for postage, MEN ONLY, YOUNG OR OT 1), who are suffer-

12A8t 4B4t

«fe

in

another column.

Fdn. Mills,

from Nervous Debil.
Lost Vitality,
Wasting Wraknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from abuses and
Other Causks. Speedy relief and complete
restorati<ni to Health, Vioob and Manhood
Send at once for Illustrated
Guaranteed.
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BKKT CO., niarshall, Mich,
ing

.

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation,

ilives. Sections, and
ian Implements, send for Circular lo

FLANAGAN
lABly Lockbox995.

all

Apiar-

FOR BEES

!

For sale by Z.
12A6t

4B2t

K.

tl.,50.

7.00.

JEWETT,

SPARTA. WIS.

Is

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
8UPEHI0R for maklngComb Koundation either

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and Insures
stralRht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
». S. SIVEN
CO..
lABtf
HOOPESTON. ILL.

proflta to agents.

I.iive8 of all the
Presidents of the U. S. The
lartrest. handsomest, best book
ever pold for leas than twice
our price. The fastest sellini;
bouk in America. Immense
All intelligent people want it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Maine.
4Aly

BEE

In

A

Address,
Prop'r. of the

•& I1.L.IKSKI,

-KEEPERS,

Given'sFoundationPress.

and

EI^VIN

ARMSTROXO,

Crown Bee Hive Factory and Apiary,
*JFRSFf V1I.1>£, ir.1..

WANTED.—

Belleville, St. ClairCo.. Ills.

wanted for The

to 10 inches, per 100
3 to 5 feet, per lOO

in 18MJ

agent wanted

1

in

every

our new goods. Big pay, 40
place
HELP samplesonly
Nonefree. Cutthisout
Acme Novelty
to sell

American Linden or Basswood
.">

HIVE, for all purposes, in
premium at St. Louis Fair
iHHy over hM competitors. Descriptire
Circular sent free lo all on application.
The best arranged
ex^^tence. Took first

6Uly

Kediiced Prlce-L.lst.

YAHDERYDRT.Laceyville. Pa.

,

10A24t E.

before ordering your

retail,

Co., Clintonville,

1

Italian

Conn.

Bees and Queens For Sale.

Tested Queens. May. t3.(K) June, $2.50; after
July 1, *J.iHi each. Untested, after June I, $1,0"; 6
;

for $5,411. Full colonies in May. i;7.o'>; 2 for$l3.iHi;
10 for $Bo.(x>. After June 1, tl.Oft less each colony.
Satisfaction guaranteed. I. S. CROWFOOT,
I2ASt
Hartford. Wis., April I. 1884.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
DEALER

Send for our large Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

IN

KKETCUMER, Coburv, town. Pure Italian Bees and (jueens

Dadant's Foundation Factory, Tvholesale
and

lOc.

flee

Advertisement

In

another column.

For further information, send for Circular.

7Aly

RICHMOND,

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

.
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HEDDON'S
coLXJiN^nNr

BEE-KEEPERS'

BEES and HONEY,

SUPPLIES.
Send a postal card for
Catalogue for

my Illustrated

1884.

COMB FOUNDATION
On account of the prevailing scarcity nf beeswax
comb foundation is now advanced 3
cents per pound above the price quoted in my
the price ot

Catalogue for

Management

of

and

THOMAS

an Apiary
Profit by

for Pleasure

;

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weekly Bee

925 ^Vest MadlaoB

JoumaL

Street. Chicago.

111.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, 18
"fully up with the times" in all the improvement*
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that cao
aid in the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most honey
in its beat and most attractive condition.

)SS4.

Appreciative Xotlces.

A neat and

BEESWAX.
1 pay 33c. per pound deliyered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

Mv
TliaiikiiiK
1 solicit

.Veir Lnn(jstntth Hive.

you

for past years' patronage,

may justly merit for tlie
setisou.
I am led to lielieve that
what

I

comiiiK
the goods I ofler, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact tliat my trade lias more
than doubled every year since I have dealt
ill supplies, and that nearly all of
my former customers are customers still. Tiue,
we have had complaints, butweliaveinoi'e
than 50 testimonials of hest satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.

CZiOVBXl SEEDS.
The present
White Clover,

prices are as follows

$\oM

per peck, or

.SO

:

per Inisliel, $4.00
per pound.

cts.

Alsike Clover, $12 00 per bushel. f.S.-i")
per peck, or 25 cts. per pound.

Sweet Clover, $10.00 per bushel, $2.7.5
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.

my

Hive is growingin populargreater degree, tlian is the
business of bee-keeping, I am now prepared to furnisli these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
1 believe
ity, to a iiiucli

Given Comb Foundation, after having
been thorouglily tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keeperSj now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
making an article of that Foundation excelled by none.

olist,

SECTIONS.

NO. 30 TINNED

WJRE

For Brood Frames.
One ounce

spools, each, - 4 cents.
Postage. 2 cents extra.
^

One

per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents extra.

oz. spools,

One pound

One pound

ready to furnish white

spools, each,

40 cents.

will wire

about

frames.

17.5

all-

Dovetail Sections as follows: 43^x4)^x0, 7
to the foot, per 1,000, 86.50; 5.\6x3,
per 1.000, .$8.00. All shipped from here.

and 8

WIRE
On

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receixe terms for 1S84 on application.

NAILS,

account of a decline

in the price
Nails, I will make a discount
of 15 per cent, from the prices quoted
in my Catalogue, until further notice.

of

Wire

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the purchase of Bees

If

Vaiidervort Foundation Mill.

any shape, tested or untested Queens,
it may pay you to send for my

in

G Inch, Price, $2.5.00.
It

CIRCULAR for 1884
And be SURE
have

my

to state whether or not you
Circular for 1883.

makes the finest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

ALFRED

MICH.

IwPPritten in an interesting and attractive manner,
and^ontains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested In the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Kome, N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
Illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside. SpringHeld. O.
Embraces every subjectof interest In the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont, Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago

Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He wh<.i would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times. San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey Is obtained, aswell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravlngB,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

H.

NEWMAN,

covers.

CHICAGO.

ii.r.iNOis.

In cloth,

50 cent*,

925

A

7S cents

;

in

paper

postpaid.

THOMAS

Miidlaon Street.

JAMES HEDBON.
Cass County,

manual, containing all the newest discoveries
the management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence. N. Y.
Full of practica instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.-Farmers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
Mccess.— Col. Valley and Farm.

PRICE— Bound

Aihiress,

DOWAGIAC,

Lebanon, Mo.

A

in

Postage IS cents extra.

lam now

abundantly illustrated hand-book of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.- Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should oe In the hands of
every beginner with bees,- News, Keithsburg, 111.
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine, (iotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer. Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared tor beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie <;ity. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
'Ihe most perfect work for the price ever yet produced onthesubjectof bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

G. NJB\¥MAN,
W. Madison St., Chicago,

III.

Liberal Discount to Deatera by
the Vozen or Hundred

<».

(^ ^ OLDEST BEE PAPER
_

'

IN

AMERICA

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISITED IN

1861.

Chicago,

I
*

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OF

April 16, 1884.

111.,

Topics Presented

in this

Queens
Backward Spring

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

EDITOR ANr> Proprietor.

926

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

»«

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

a year; Monthly, HSl.

Bee-Keeping
Bee-Keeping

in

Cuba

in

New

251
la. City 250

246

Zealand

243

Bee-Motli
Bee Pasturage
Bees Attending a Wedding
Bees Gathering rollen

252

tlon for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees

and Honey,"' bound

in cloth.

tW The

receipt for money sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

pr

Any person sending a club of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
Sample copies furnished /ree.
desired.

ly Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOR£ieN POSTAQE. EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly. 5U cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Entered at

the Chicago

P. O. as Second Class Matter.

ADVEKTISING EATES.
cents per line of space, each insertion,

Bees
Michigan
Bees Wasting Wax
Cause of Dysentery in Bees
Convention Notices
Does Bee-Keeping Pay ?
Drones Flying
Drones from Worlier Eggs
Editorial Items
IIoney-Boards and Section Boxes.
Japan Plum Tree
My Bee Feeder
My Experience with Separators
My Experience with the Cyprians
Potatoes as Bee Food
Kemoving Bees from Cellars

250

.

A

eith&r the

line of this

TWELVE

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

type will contain about

8 words;

occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
lines will

Editorial Notices,

SO cents

per

Reversible Frames
Special Notices
Sweet Clover for Stock Pasture.
That Improved Ileddon Case
That "Priority of Location" Theory
The Cause of Bee-Diarrhoea
The Swiss Wax Extractor

—
.

of Queens
Those Half-Pound Sections
What was the Trouljle
Why Bees Swarra Out, etc
Willows and Maples Budding

ass

(Vent

Madison

251

245
250
248

ChlcnKo,

III.

2 50

.

2 50

50..

2 25

75..

2 60

75.

60.

.

3 25

09.

.

3 00

50.

.

2 75

50..

3 25

00.

.

3 75

25.

.

3 00

00..

2 75

2 35.

.

2 25

2 40.

.

2 2S

Moore's Universal Assistant

4 50..

4 25

Honey as Food JtMedicine,100 Copies

4 50.

4 35

.

Blessed Bees
2 75.
2 50
King's Text Book
3 00.. 2 75
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Gleanings inBee-Cu!ture(A.I. Root) 3 00. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A. Q. Hill)
250.. 2 36

244
2.52

.

250
2-50

.

Kansas Bee-Keeper
2.50

The

2.52

New

2-53

.

Bee Jounml
The 8 above-named papers

British

2.52

244

3 00.. 2 75

M. Locke)
Eng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill)..

Apiculturist, (Silas

.

3 OO.

.

2 75

2 75..

2 50

3 75.

.

3 50

9 00.

.

7 75

The Monthly Uee tTenrnal and any of

the
above, 91 less than the figures in the last column.

246
244

1^

The

sixth annual convention of

Texas bee-keepers will be held at the
248 " Bee Garden " of Judge W. II. An249 drews at McKinney, Collin Co., Tex.,
on April 24 and 25, 1884. A larger
246 number of leading bee masters
than
2.52 ever assembled on a similar occasion
248

in the vSouth,

is

anticipated.

Wji. R. Howard, Sec.
Kingston, Tex., Jan. 16, 1884.

2.50

251
.... 2.50

1^" The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
County will meet in the Town Hall at
Port Wasliington, O., on Thursday,

^"Do not let your numbers
for 1884 be lost.

of the

organize a bee-keepers
All are earnestly invited

15, 1884, to

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on association.
which are printed a large bee in gold, to attend.
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Bee Journal

Log Book

3 00

00..

.

Wintering,double- walled hives, &c 245

A. A. Fradenburg.

I®- The Northern Ohio Bee-Keep
will hold its annua!

ers' Association

The meeting

way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.
best

NEWMAN,
Street..

Scrlbner'8 Lumber and
Fisher's Grain 'rabies

May

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
(J.

.

245

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of space, for each Insertion.

THOMAS

.

347

243

3 25..

Cook's Manuitl, (in paper covers)... 3
Bees and Honey (T.O.NewmanJcloth 2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register for 200 colonies
3
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping. ._
3
Langstroth's Standard Work
4
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3
Alley's Queen Rearing
3

250

'f

For

Amerlcau Bee tlonrnal

and Cook's Manual, last edition(incJoth)

2-51

The Value
20

supply tbe

year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in tlie last column of Sgures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All
postage prepaid.
Price of both. Club
The Weekly Bee Journal
1208.

252

in Southern

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one neiysubacrtp-

will

1884.

252 one

of

Bee-Keepers' Excursion to
PCBLISHKD BY

No. 16.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Number,
We

Age

VOLXX.

in tlie City Council Chambei
Norwalk, O., April 24, 1884, commencing at 10 a, m. A full attendance
at
is

requested.

S. F.

Newman,

Sec.

—

A
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g^ducvtiscmjeixts.

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

by hiiiKlreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
accepted by
cleanest,brightest,qnickest
the
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made.
attested

tical

Messrs.

it is kept for sale
A. H. NEWMAN, Chicago,
l)y

III.,

MUTH. Cincinnati. O.,
JAMES HEDDON, Dowoglac,
C. F.

Mich..

DOUGHERTY & McKEE. Indianapolis,
CHAS. H.(iREKN. Berlin. Wis..
CH AS. HERTEl,. Jr.. Freeborg, III.,

Ind.,

WM. BALLANTINE, SaKo, O..

E. L. ARMSTKONi;. JerseyTille. I
ARTHUR TODD, Gerniantown.Philadelphia.Pa.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with
1.,

ISO COMPr.IMEBiTAKT,

925

West Madison

CHICAGO,

Street,

ILL.

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind.we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, ^ven upon application.

;

but

is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without, ('loth, Itfl. SB5 i paper cover. »1.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity," " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains 160 pages, and is profusely illus-

The bo<)k

/t::—

15.00,

W.CREILH AM.,-^

Price,

trated.
covers,

The Orlelnal
BINGHAII

Bee Smoker

baa

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee*
—This

bound

cloth,

in

'JSc;

in

is

a standard scientific work.

of practical information and
bee-keeping,
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
full

Fonl Brood its origin, development and cure.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price, «Sc,
Extracted Honey Harvesting, Handl;

;

ing and Marketing.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.eepers, by Chas.
F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Ch.

;

Dzlerzon Theory

;~preBent8 the fundamen-

of bee-culture, and furnlslaes the
and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

tal principles

facts

Apiary Register,

for

SYSTEMATIC WORK

The larger ones can be used
tne APIARY.
a few colonies, give room for an increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
For .v) colonies, $1.00; for 100
one book. Prices
in

ftir

:

colonies, $1.25; for

2(h.)

colonies, $1.50.

gctitschc "^utchtVf
nehtt menemuH^U
^ienen ^Ultut, ober erfoIgreicEie

paper

60c.,
SSienen, oon if)0§. ®.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas Sel^anblung ber
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the ateroman.
SDiefeS ^Pamp^let ent|alt
History of Bees and Honey .the nature,
postpaid.

G.

Ancient

and preparation of Honey for the Sele'^rungen iiber f olgenbe 'Segenftanbe
Honey as food, giving recipes for making
OertlicEjteit be§ SiencnftanbeS
Hcney Cakes, Cookies. Puddings. Foam.Wines.etc;
Medicine,
with many useful Recipes.
and Honey as
^onig pflanjcn— er5ie{;ung berSonigin
It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
SIbtcger
®d)ti)annen
giitteru
everywhere. Published in Ensllsh and German.
Price for either edition. 5c. per dozen, 40c.
^ufe^er
t a I i e n i fi r e
Preparation of Honey for the Market, 25erfe^en— .3
9tu§5ief)en
SBienen
Including the production and care of both comb Don
Sottiginnen
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G. bel^aiibeln unb bevu^igen ; roeitcr entl^alt
"
chapter
from
Bees
and
Newman. This is a
e§ein£apitet,E)oriubteneuefte30tetJ)obe
Honey." Price lOc.
Swarmlnff.DlTldlnarand Feeding Bees.— fiir bte .^eni(^tung be§ .g>oitig§ fiir ben
Hints to Beginners, by Thomas Q. Newman. This
" Bees and Honey." Price. 5c.
is a chapter from
.^anbel bef(i)iieben ift. $reig40 6ent§.
Bee Pasturuffe a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this impor(tl^
tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
oon IfjomaS ©.Jieroman.
and when and how 26 engravings. This Is a chap- SRcDijin
ter from " Bees and Honey." Price, lOc.
barfteltung iiber
Bees In 'Winter, with Instructions about !I)iefe§ ent^lt eine flare
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas SBieiten unb S'^oma, be§ 9ntertl)utn§ ; bte
from
"Bees
a
chapter
and
G. Newman. This is
Honey." Price, 5c.
SBefd^affen^eit, Qualitat, Quelten unb
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
ben i^anM ;
not eat. This book should be in every family, and ^ubereitung beSJ^ouigS fiir
quality, sources,

Market

—
—

;

—

—

n—

—

—

^oniQ

:

Patented, 1878 B/

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Helherington Uncapping-Knives tlrst. AVe neither
but -.f these
make nor handle any othersupphes;
and only legal
we are the original inventors, in
use from one
makers, and have had over 45,000
to five years, and receiving but one letter of comWttii

European and American orders already

received tor over 3,ooo. there is evidence that 1.S84
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
BuchgMods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
^
nFor mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again, send for

dozen rates

to

BINGHAM & HETHEBINGTON,
6A2Btf

ABKOJIIA, MICH.

Price, HI*.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of

i

Prof. Cook.inhiavaluable Manual Of the Apiarv.
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistentetforthas demonstrated that no tine but Bingham has been able to
imprtive a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stufl, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yoa plea.se, any or all the
ttme; top up or down, they always go!

35 engrav'jigs

horse Information
Price S5c. for either the
English or German editions.
4|ulnby*s
Bee-K.eeplnK, by L. C. Root—
TVe author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Ita st^le 1b plain
and forcible, making all Its readers realize that Its
author is master of the Bubject.—ttl.50.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. DooUttle. Price, 6c.
oCBee-Caltare, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, S1.S5; piiper, $1.
King's Bee-Keepers* Text-Book, by A. 3.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. Sfil.OO.

:

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

It

ABC

Bee - Keeplnir*—

Dzlerzon*8 Rational

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, Ex-editOT o,f the "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Root saye of it: "Old father
Dzlerzon
has probably made greater strides in
scientific apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scienCloth, 8SSS.
tific research, to purchase a copy.

Queen-RearlnK, by Henry Alley.— A full
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS and
detailed account of TWENTF-THKEE years
from as many bee-keepers in 188.3.
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
FounWe guarantee every inch ef our
before published. Price, Sl.OO
in
everj
respect.
Slannal
Bee-K.eeper*8 tiulde or. Cook's
dation equal to sample
or the Aplury. — This Manual is elegantly
CHAS. DASANT rfc SON,
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
subject
of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.
SABly
intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.

MILLS.IOiNCH $

— No book could be

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

New

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

Kendall** Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pajrea SOc.
Scrlbuer*8 Lnmber and Lost Book.— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 35 c. postpaid.
for Farmers, etc.
Tables
drain
Flsher*8
-192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
tables, interests, etc.

;
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Moore's XInlversal Assistant,
plete Mechanic, contains over l,(XRt,000 Indusdustrial Facts, (Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items, Business Forma, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2ikm»oo items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists. Millers. Black-

smiths. Founders, Miners, Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers, Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gliders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1,016 pages, is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage pald,»«.50.
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The following resolutions were
then passed
Tliat a Bee-Keeepers'
Association be formed ;
that the
luime be the Auckland Provincial
Bee Keepers' Association; that the
association be managed by an executive committee, comprising the presi-

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Kditob and Propkietor,

1^

will probably be welcome
Canadians to learn that E. L.
CtOoW & Co., Brantford, Out., keep a
stock of Binders for the Bee Journal, on hand, which can be sent by
mail to those who wish them. They
dent, vice-presidents, treasurer, seccannot
be sent by mail across the
retary, and three members of the
general committee that the subscrip- lines from the United States.
:

news

It

to

;

tion'be.5s per year

that J. C. Firth,
Esq., be requested to accept tlie office of Presulent
that the following
Vice-Presidents,
Zealand Herald of Feb. oflScers be elected

Bee-Seeping in

New

;

Zealand.

;

By the Xew
26, we learn that

convention
of bee-keepers in tl)at colony was held
on Feb. ii, at Pukekohe, Auckland.
The Herald gives the following as a
report of the meeting.
the

first

article

Captain Hamlin, M. II. R., Captain Out., Free Press, Mr.
Jackson, R. M., Messrs. Proude, Bag- remarks as follows

and Hopkins

Treasurer, Mr. J.
Secretary, Dr. Dalziel.
It was proposed that the following
constitute
the general committee,
with power to add to their number
It may be stated that the project Messrs. Allen, Beloe, Brown, Elliott,
and
Morgan,
Savage,
has been under consideration for some Jamieson,
time; many persons interested in bee- Sproul.
keeping having expressed a wish that
a society might be commenced. Achave received Vol. Ill of
cordingly, a short time since, Dr. Dalziel, an enthusiast in bees, sent out the "Proceedings of the Davenport
a number of circulars, calling a meet- Academy of Natural Sciences." This
ing for the express purpose or starting is a volume of over 100 pages, nicely
such an association. This meeting
was held last Saturday afternoon, the printed, illustrated, and bound, and
23d inst., in a large hall belonging to contiiins a lithograph of Prof. Joseph
Mr. Buchanan. Though the attend- D. Putnam, late President of the
ance was not very numerous, those
Academy, and an eminent contribupresent took up the matter with a good
deal of earnestness, and seemed fully tor to the progress of science. His
alive to the benetits which might arise untimely death wasan irreparable loss
by associating together with a view to to the Academy as well as to the world
promote the advance of the bee inof science.
dustry.
Mr. William Morgan was called
upon to take the chair, and in doing
The first two numbers of " The
so, expressed the pleasure he had in
Circle" now published in this
Family
presiding over such an assembly. He
The
called upon the convener of the meet- country, have been received.
ing to explain tlie particular object Family Circle is an attractive IG-page
for which they had been called to- weekly, liandsomely illustrated full
gether.
Dr. Dalziel stated that the object of interesting matter, and containing
nail

Collins

on the "Spring
in the

London,

1^ We

^'

;

meeting was to commence a
bee-keepers' association, of the advantages of which it was hardly necessary for him to speak. The principal advantage would be that a society
of the kind would give an impulse to
scientific bee-keeping, and at the same
time be the means of diffusing tlie
knowledge and information required
by those wlio were desirous of entering upon the industry. Between the
members of the association there
would be, of course, an interchange of

W. H. Weston

;

;

:

of the

1^ In a good

Management of Bees,"

:

no advertisements.

The first six num-

If April proves to be as cold this
year as it was last, there is almost
sure to be a serious loss of bees. The
warm sun of noon tempts the industrious bees to fiy out, and many are
caught in the cold winds that spring
up, and die. This is true in a sense
of human life in spring. The only
safeguard against this is to keep the
hive shaded from the sun, so that its
deceptive rays may not decoy tlie bees
out into the chilling air. In a few
more weeks this danger will be past.

1^ From the edition of Messrs. Geo.
P. Rowell

&

Co's

American News-

paper Directory, now

in press,

it

appears that the newspapers and periodicals of all kinds at present issued
In the United States and Canada,
reach a grand total of 13,402. This is
a net gain of precisely 1,600 during the
last 12 months, and exhibits an increase of 5,6is over the total number
published just 10 years since.

^'

We acknowledge, with thanks,
the receipt of a copy of the Report of
the Commissioner of Agriculture for
the year 1883, sent us by Commissioner
Loring.

bers will be sent fkee to all who have
"The Wife OF Monte-Cristo,"
not applied, by sending apostal card to just published by T. B Peterson &
Brothers, is a remarkable novel that
The Family Circle, Detroit, Mich.
will surely attain immense popularity,
and that immediately, for never has a
Our readers will find the hand- romance of greater interest or power
somely-illustrated Manual, published been published. It teems with excitement and adventure, absolutely bristby the American Manufacturing Co., les with thrilling incidents, and has
an
Waynesboro, Pa. on evaporating fruit, element of mystery that vastly augments its wonderful fascination. It
valuable and interesting, Sent free.
is a continuation of Alexander Dumas'
ideas, and so, by mutual communicaworld-renowiied creation, " The Count
tion of facts and experiences bearing
1^"
have received the Catalogue of Monte-Cristo," and is fully worthy
upon the subject of bee-keeping,
Germantown, Pa.
of being associated with that mastermight be made, at the same time, a of Arthur Todd,
work. Price, 75 cents.
pages— Bees and Apiarian Supplies.
source of profit and pleasure.

1^

1^

,

We

—

;
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become kinked or warped thus mak- the Cases are the same
;

ing one of the spaces so large that
comb is built in it. while the other
becomes so small that the zinc is
glued fast.
The majority of the fixtures, all
over the land, are adapted to the use
of the 414x414 sections. In fact, this
size is regarded
as the standard
hence, it would require a most excellent reason to induce me to change
from that size. I would advise sections 414x414x13^ to be used without

For the American Bee JournaL

Honey-Boards and Section Boxes.
W.
Mr. A.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

J. Hatiield, of

New

Carlisle,

the following questions,
which I will answer in the Bee Journal, as requested
" At the Michigan State Convention, yon mentioned using a queenexcluding honey -board, with spaces
5-32 of an inch wide. I would like to
inquire wliether you observed any
difference in the disposition of the
bees, in regard to the readiness with
which they entered the sections
through this small space, compared to
that usually given them to pass
through and, judging from your experience, you would recommend the
ail inch space, in making
•5-32 of
queen-excluding honey-boards.
••
I am thinking of changing the
size of my sections, which are i}ix4)^x2, to some size that can be used
without separators and I would like
your advice in regard to what size to
adopt. Dr. Tinker says that sections
Liid..

asks

:

separators. Of course, such sections
would contain but little, if any more
than *g of a pound; and it is possible
that such a section might eventually

be adopted as a compromise, by both
the defenders and the enemies of that
umovation, the half-pound section.
No sections are of such a size, nor
filled in such a manner, that they can
be sold for a pound each, without
weighing and it is better that a section weigh a few ounces less, than a
few ounces more, than a pound.
Rogersville, Mich.
:

;

;

when

weigh
on an average, 14 ounces. Mr. B.
weigh
18
says that ih^iJi^lH will
ounces. Now, would not a i^i^i^z^be
ounces,
aud
a
15
Ij^, weigh about
43,^x4^^x1}^,

filled,

will

nice size to use ?
'•
As others besides myself

would

probably like to know your opinion
upon these subjects, please answer
throogh the Bee Journal."
I haye used the Heddon slot or
skeleton honey-board, in which the
spaces are about .5-16 of an inch
across ; and I have used a honey-board
of similar construction, in which the
slots were % "f an inch wide, and
placed just the merest trifle less than
5-32 of an inch apart. I have also
used the perforated zinc, in which the
perforations are 5-32 of an inch in
width. The bees do not pass quite so
quickly through the wooden honeyboards with the narrow slots, as they
do through the regular Heddon honeyboard, or through the perforated zinc
but they pass through quickly enough
" upto be able to carry the honey
stairs " as fast as necessary at least
I have never noticed any difference in
the amount of honey stored over a
regular Heddon honey-board, one
with the narrow slots, or one of the
Although I have
perforated zinc.
crowded the brood next, until there
;

;

little in tlie brood combs, except brood yet I have never had a
queen pass through the perforated
although they have been rezinc
ported as doing so and, for this reason, I would have the spaces in queenexcluding boards a trifle less than 5-32
of an inch. Aside from their cheapness, I prefer the wooden boards, because they are always straight, and
the spaces above and below remain
equal, while the zinc is apt to sag, or

was but

;

;

;
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That Improved Heddon
C. H.

Case.

DIBBERN.

pleased to notice Mr. Hed-

I was
doii's criticisms

sizes,

and

per-

fectly interchangeable.

Also, should
the bee-keeper run out of either sized
sections,during the hurry of the honey
harvest, he can just

fill

them up with

the other size, without any fixing over
of cases, or vexatious waiting for sections to arrive, which may still be in
the original planks.
As my tin T"s lay perfectly loose in
the Cases, when einpty, I would take
them out entirely. I fail to see Mr.
Ileddon's objections about getting
them bent, when not in use. In regard to the T's not being strong
enough, Mr. H. is certainly mistaken.
If they are properly made, they are
like a piece of railroad iron, surprisingly strong and if sections fit properly, will hold them in place, preventing any warping. The bees do not
stick the sections very securely to the
tins.
I have used Cases with par:

titions, for years, and know tlie difiSculty of variations in size of sections.
For instance, your Case is made for a
414x414 scant," section. The next lot
of sections, perhaps, coming from a
different manufacturer,are a little full,
just enough so they will not go between the partitions". If there is anything more vexatious, it is when the
fire in your smoker goes out, and the

bees begin to feel well.
In regard to bee-space, I have always used a f4 space ; but I have noticed that this space, by warping of
boards and accumulation of propolis,
never becomes any less. I have been
surprised, when I thought I had a
inch space, to find, after a few years,
that I actually had }.i inch, or more.

on my improvements
on the so-called Heddon Case, on page
153.
I do not believe that Mr. Heddon, himself, is entirely satisfied with
%
the Case, as he makes it as he wrote
me that he had tried numerous imI do not
provements, but failed.
It may happen a,s Mr' H. thinks, that
claim that my Case is perfection but I will discard the
improvement, in a
I am certain it is an improvement. In
few years but I rather guess that I
Cam- will be knocking
this view, Mr. Caldwell, of
the partitions out of
bridge, 111., Mr. Hackman, of Peru, those made
after his model.
111., and others, fully agree with me.
Milan, 111., March 17, 1884.
I tiave neither patents nor Cases to
sell and my only interest in this matter is to give bee-keepers a better
For the American Bee Journal,
method than many now have.
Reversible Frames.
I do not use glass in the sides of
Cases, but many prefer it. I simply
;

;

;

;

described in my first article, how it
could be used. The principal points
of advantage in my Cases are as follows
1. The sections set on hives in as
compact a shape as possible to put
them thus saving the lumber and
space of the partitions. This saving
of space, on some hives, will allow of
:

;

an additional

tier of sections.
2. Many of us cannot dispense with
separators, and this Case is admirably
adapted with or without separators.
I have never yet been able to produce
one-pound, and larger sections of
honey, to my satisfaction, without
separators. I find many other bee
keepers in the same boat. What we
may be able to do, with half-pound,
or sections 1% inches wide, remains
to be seen.
3. The Case being instantly changeable to different sized sections. For
instance, it holds 5 tiers, 7 in a tier,
414x4^4x2 sections. It will, also, hold 7
tiers 414x3x1 9-16 scant, or 7 halfpound sections.
This will be found a great convenience where it is desired to produce
both one, and half-pound sections as
;

M. M. BAXDRrOGE.

My

attention has been called to an
on " Reversible Frames," on
page 117 of the Bee Journal, written
by a bee-keeper in Kentucky, from
which I quote as follows
" The season of 1882 was a very
article

:

poor one for honey and when honey
was coming in slowly, my reversible
frames worked like" a charm; aud
sure enough I had a bonanza. But
the season of 1883 proved to be an
extra good one for honey and, although I could work the reversible
frames like a charm, still I could see
nothing gained by reversing them
when tliey were full of brood or honey,
and no I'oom for any more. So, after
a trial of reversible frames in one
poor and one good season, I have decided that such frames work better in
the head than in the hive. In other
words, reversible frames are good in
a poor season, but poor in a good
;

;

season."

The above contains some food for
thought. I am glad, indeed, to learn
that " reversible frames are good in a
but the
poor season " for honey
;

—

;

;
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writer fails to tell why. If they are
good in poor honey seasons, then, perhaps, this will cover their extra expense, whioli is tlie only objection to
them, that I know of. That they
work " like a charm '' at all times, is

important but why reversible frames
in good lioney seasons are poor, is not
very apparent. This statement needs
an explanation. I see no reason why
a frame should be reversed when it is
full of brood, and " no room for any
more !'" .Vnd I do not see why any
one should reverse a frame when full
of honey, and "no room for any more."
Because frames are made reversible, I
do not see that we must reverse them
when nothini; is gained by so doing.
The object of making frames reversible, as I understand tlie matter, isto
enable tlie bee-keeper to reverse them
:

when

?icc«,<'saj7/.
The same is true
making the frames movable not
;

in
to

into the cellar.
much trouble.

no trouble, as
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Some thought it too feeding and good care, I managed to
One person thought it bring them safely through to fruit
By fall I had increased them
lie liad l)uildin"s on a bloom.

track, contaiiiiiig S() liives each. He to 45 strong colonies, which are in
took the brood-chamber, leaving tlie winter quarters, and at this writing,
hive on summer stands. This I could apparently in good condition. The
not understand at tirst but finally past season, my bees have produced
.500 pounds (if comb honey, for which
hit on the plan, and made one hive
it suited me
so I remodeled all my I received 1(> cents per pound making
hives
and 470 pounds of extracted
put my bees into them, and $80
have lost none since. Previously I honey, for which I received Vl\i cents
lost about two-thirds in each winter.
per pound; making $58.75 selUng all
Mr. Henry Alley thinks dry sugar of it in my liome market.
Besides tlie honey produced, I have
is the best food for bees if water be
also given. I no not agree with him. an increase of 28 colonies, valued at
Give them syrup made from granu- $5 each, making $140. Total gain,
lated sugar, if you can find it unadul- $278.75.
My expenses were $22..50.
terated.
I bought some sugar at a Consequently leaving me a net gain of
grocery st(U'e boiled it, and the scum $256.25, from 17 colonies; and that,
was of indigo hue ; wlien it became too, in a very bad season. I rather
cold, it was like flint.
think it think it pays. In the above figures, I
I
poison
for, several times, I think it have omitted the value of the honey
affected my stomach. Each barrel of used in the family, or given away,
this sugar contained an affidavit, and which must have exceeded 100 pounds.
Disco, Mich.
a written guarantee of its purity.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

compel ustolifttheframesoutand put
them back again simply, and thus
keep us busy and out of mischief, but
Mr. Editor, I send you a box conto enable us" to manipulate the combs taining the scum of the sugar reat will and for a sensible purpose.
ferred to above. What is it
St. Charles. 111.
Sing Sing, N. Y.

ror the American Bee Journal.
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Wintering.Double-walled Hives, etc.

HIRAM KICHEY.
Mr. O. O. Poppleton, on page
says

:

"

Show me

56,

a practical method

of keeping the entire inside of my
hives perfectly free from dampness,
and I have nofnrther fears of unsuccessful wintering." Mr. P. is correct.
Mr. P. E. Van Etten has the same
opinion but gives his plan of deadair spaces over the brood-chamber,
which is not correct. The dead-air
spaces should be around the entire
brood-chamber, not over it.

gests.

The

now

common

adulteration of sugars is
that it is very difficult
to obtain any pure. That sent us by
Mr. Richey has, no doubt, had too
strong a dose of adulteration. When
put on coals of fire, it burns blue and
smells very strong of sulphur. Ed.]
so

For the American Bee JournaL

;

Mr.

3.

A. Buchanan, on page

119,

" This old question is not long
says
at a time laid on the table." He gives
the double-walled hive the preference.
He deems it folly to remove a part of
the combs, and use division-boards.
I agree with him
and if bees have
plenty of stores, and two strips across
the frames for a passage way, there
:

Cause of Dysentery in Bees.

[The right name for the stuff is
" poison," as our correspondent sug-

Does Bee-Keeping Pay
E.

?

W. WALES.

have kept bees for the past 1.5
and from my limited experience, I should say that it pays with
I

years

;

THOS. H. SHEPHERD.

The cause

of bee-dysentery, I think,
the food the bee eats. Long confinement and cold show us only the
^ly bees often
effects, not the cause.
show signs of dysentery in the fall,
when driving them out of the sections,
as early as the middle of September,
while the flowers are yet in bloom. I
have noticed them on warm days, late
in the fall, while flying up, drop their
excrement, after being confined not
more than a week by cold weather.
Thus showing that they have the disease at such times. Now, if this is
true, the disease must result from
either the honey or pollen, or both.
That all honey or pollen is unlike is
true. Just the particular kind that
brings on the disease is what we wish
to discover. To reach this, we must
know when the bees begin to show
signs of dysentery.
In the spring or summer, bees always eat, and teed to the brood both
is in

the experienced, year after year, 100
percent.
The worst trouble with beginners is
in getting started in the business
hives, implements, bees, etc., costing
considerable. If a beginner who has honey and pollen, which is gathered
need be no fear. Another important only a few colonies, meets with loss in at that time. So, I think, it would be
point is ventilation.
Mr. B. states wintering, he is apt to become dis- an easy matter to find out what it is.
that a large entrance should be used. couraged too easily. I have found it by the kinds of flowers out that time.
I beg to differ. The entrance to my so in my experience.
\ et,tliere are so many kinds of honeyhive is %x3 inches. I do not rely on
After " stocking up " with a suit- plants out at that time, that, perhaps,
that for ventilation. The hive I pre- able number of colonies, hives, fix- it would be difticult to determine. The
fer has double- walls with dead -air tures, etc., even with great loss dur- disease here begins with,or after bonespace of
inch. I have used one of ing a severe winter, and cold spring, set is in bloom.
Then the asters
these for tliree years, and never have the hives remain, also a large amount bloom next. In this latitude there is
seen any dampness in it. No cold air of combs, implements, etc., witli a famine after clover bloom, which
can directly strike the bees, if the which again to commence. 15y pur- lasts until boneset comes in bloom
entrance is covered with snow. I pay chasing bees, the hives may be again thus leaving the brood-combs in shape
no attention to that, so long as the filled by the end of the season, and to hold the boneset honey and pollen,
ventilator is clear ; andthen I have no honey enough to net him 50 per cent, which is stored for winter use, and
fear of mice. For three years I have on the investment.
consumed early.
used this hive without loss. All that
I never have made bee-keeping a
There are quite a number of other
is necessary is, that the bees have specialty, having worked at farming plants, such as mint, golden-rod and
plenty of stores, and keep the inside in connection with it. In the fall of wild sun-flowers but boneset, asters,
ventilators open. The tirst warm day 1882, I put into winter q^narters 38 and fall
flowers are the principal
in the spring, lift the brood-chamber, colonies of Italian bees. Ot this num- honey-producing plants in this part of
and sweep the bottom board clean; ber I lost 21 leaving 17 with which Michigan but as for which one causput down the feeder and feed every again to build up. Of the 17, there ing dysentery, pollen or honey, I think
day until they can get food from other were only 3 strong colonies, 3 fair, and it honey. I have found in every case,
sources.
11 weak.
upon examination, that there were
About three years ago. was a disHere in Michigan, all know that the honey and pollen in the abdomen of
cussion about taking bees out of and spring was very late and cold but by the bee but a larger portion of the
;

M

;

;

;

;

;

;:

.
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liquid substance I believe to be lioiiey.
After all, it may be that pollen is the
cause. Bees are badly diseased in
this section. If bees could be wintered on clover, basswood or rasp-

I

am

forced to retract.

I

said

:

"I plant the

never expected to see honey flow in
Cuba as I had seen it flow in the
North, and in California." Now, I
am disposed to give Cuba credit for
berry honey, they would not be af- all that is justly her due, and in doing
fected withdysentery.
that, I am compelled to say that, in
Ubly, Mich.
my opinion, there is no country tliat
can equal this for bee-keeping. 1 have
been here a little over 3 months, and
the
American
For
Bee Journal.
it has been one continual honey flow,
and the end is not yet for there is no
Bee-Keeping in Cuba.
" let up " to the flowers, or to the
;

A.

amount

of honey coming in.
I assure you that when colonies
store their -30 pounds of honey a week,
continually, it is no mean country for

W. OSBURN.

On page 2-5, is a most worthy article
from the pen of Samuel Simmins, on
" The Coming Bee, Pure Mating, etc." beekeeping; and that is what our
While I agree with Mr. S. upon the strong colonies have been doing, and
are still doing. But we are rearing
sources that we are to look for, for
queens and dividing now, and from
the "coming bee:'' yet, I am obliged
this on, there will be an end to storing
to state how widely different has been
honey for surplus.
my experience, in relation to the
dis-

tance queens usually go, to mate. I
will give one year's experience as
evidence: In ISSl, while in California, we had 270 colonies of bees ; 27
pure Italians, 243 blacks and hybrids.
I reared, that summer, 243 Italian and
Syrian queens, and introduced one to
every hive, that had formerly had
black and hybrid queens.
About 2>2 miles from our apiary,

It is the intention to ran this Home
Apiary to 600, if not 1 ,000 colonies
and after the last three months experience, I cannot see how it is possible to exhaust the supply, even with
1,000 colonies in one yard. "We are

spot.
Yet. to keep a good
should be replanted every two
years. In fertile, or poor
prairie spots, I have seen tliis plant
reach the height of 12 feet from the
top to the ground.
Its branches
spread in every direction from the
main stem, shooting forth in the
same manner as the branches of the
cotton plant, tapering in pyramidal
form from the tip of the lower
branches to the top. At this age, or
before attaining its full growth, it
begins to blossom, and this is its beautiful feature, furnishing one of the
most fragrant odors. This is the
cause of the fondness stock have for
it.
At all times having a sweet odor,
and imparting a fine taste.
Again, during the honey season, the
busy bee seeks the cavities of its blossom, and from it extracts the sweets
which impart the most delicious taste
to honey. Early in the fall, the seed
begins to mature, and is ready to be
gathered about the first of September.
One other important point possessing only a tap root it penetrates deep
into the soil, and thereby is not af-

stand

or

it

three

:

fected by the dryest of summers. The
principal difficulty is the gathering of
its seed; they being so small.
Yet
they are gathered faster by the socalled art of stripping. At this writing it is five inches high, and giving
the sheep a send off. During the
hold 400 gallons each. The pioneers month of April, I will plant, and get
and owners of this great enterprise, a fine cutting of hay, or preserve it
are two brothers, J. and P. Casanova, for seed. Again in August I will
Americanized
Cubans, who have plant for my winter crop. At an
amassed large fortunes by their en- early date I shall begin to cut the hay
As a
ergy and integrity and with progres- for another winter s supply.
hay it ranks with the foremost, still
sive views as broad as their wealtii.
retaining after cut, its fragrant odor.
San Miguel, Cuba, Jan. 24, 1884.
Of course it should be cut during its
most tender age between the heights
For the American Bee Journal.
of 12 and 25 inches is considered the

making

calculations

that effect,

to

with one 4-frame extractor on hand
and the proprietors have ordered
another with capacity for 6 frames
were 280 colonies of all Italian bees. sheets, honey-house, and evaporating
Remember in onr own apiary there tank in the same proportion of the
was 243 black and hybrid colonies evaporating tanks, they have two that
;

;

against 27 Italians.
mating of our queens.
fall, the progeny of

Now,

for the
'When, in the

all

the

young

queens were old enough to fly. I took
pains to count all queens that produced bees that were not 3 banded
and iust 3 queens, only, had mated
with black drones 240 producing as
fine 3-banded bees as any one would
wish to see. Now, is it natural to
suppose that the 27 colonies of Italians
produced all the drones and ihat the
243 black and hybrid colonies produced
none at all
I think not if it proves
anything, it proves that queens, when
:

:

;

;

'?

conditions are favorable, that for
choice, they go away from their own
yard to mate.
In my opinion, the important condition to be considered, is the climate
in which the bees are located. As it
is conceded, by all close observers,
that bees are good judges ot what the
weather is to be for the next few
hours, with me. it is natural to suppose that " her majesty," wlien she
wishes to go on her bridal tour, has
not the slightest objection to traveling
a mile or so further, if, in her judgment, there is no danger of l)eing
caught in a thunder storm, before she
could return and in no country, that
I know of, could the last named conditions be more favorable than in Calall

;

For they seldom have any
rain there from April to November.

ifornia.

"Whether my suppositions, as to the
real cause of our queens going away
from home to mate, is correct or not.
the result was precisely as I have
stated

But

it.

is only one instance.
I
never have been located since then,
so I had not as good an opportunity
to test this question of queens mating, as I had that summer. In my

this

last article, I

made

a statement, that

;

;

Sweet Clover

for Stock Pasture.

best.

In conclusion, I will say, there is no
plant that can be employed to such an
advantage, and made toserve so many
purposes on tlie farm, as melilot.
Several miles from the city of MontMontgomery, Ala., March 31, 1884.
gomery, Ala., on what is known as
the " old Tarver Plantation," we find
the origin of this valuable plant in
Fur the American Bee Journal,
America. The seed being first imThe Swiss "Wax Extractor.
ported and deposited there, these in
turn producing their seed, and being
OSCAR F. BLEDSOE.
borne by the wind until traces of it
can be found in almost any portion of
the prairie belt of Alabama.
No work connected with the apiary,
Yet,
the interest which long since should is more important than the rendering
have been turned to it. is just now de- of wax ; and, as I have had some
veloping itself. Our farmers are be- practical experience in it, I will, for
ginning to realize the fact that large the benefit of others, give the same.
advances and no cotton, in return, is With the first supplies I purchased
unprofitable. Their attention is more for my apiary, I bought a Sw'iss "Waxdirected to diversified farming, and to Extractor the one commonly adverAfter repeated, and
all farmers— prairie farmers especially tised for sale.
this subject of melilot is one of im- vexatious trials, I found that the maportance. Early in the fall this plant chine did not serve its purpose permay be seen to be putting in its ap- fectly, for the following reasons
The comb basket is too small and
pearance for the winter, attaining to
1
the heiglit of several inches by Jan- as the the interstices through which
In this the wax flows, are also small, it beuary, Tf left unmolested.
climate it being the only green plant comes a very tedious process to get
to act as food for stock during our the wax from a large quantity of comb.
severe winters.
It is very troublesome to empty the
An enterprising farmer sees his comb basket often and streaks of
chance for an early spring hay cut- wax may almost always be found in
even after the refuse.
ting, and preserves it
once being cut at its best, the rem2. The receptacle in which the comb
nants are sufficient to volmitarily re- basket rests, prevents the direct apC. L.

GAY.

;

—

:

;

;

;

;
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plication of the lieat

and steam to

its

takes too long to
and. in
thoroiisihly melt the comb
most ciises.after the retnse is emptied,
and cools, remnants of wax will be
found remaining in it. The heat and
steam are also dissipated through the
spoilt, which is required to be always
kept open, and between the extractor
and the pan which holds boiling
water.
All
these facts make the
melting of comb in this extractor, especially if they are black and tough,
slow, tedious, and imperfect. Hence,
I discarded it, and resorted to various
devices, including the old-time bagprocess.
Xo plan, however, suited
me as being speedy, neat and per-

bottom.

Hence,

it

;

fectly effectual.

I have thus been minute in describing my plan and machine, as its use
has been a great convenience an<l comfort to me, and may benefit other beekeepers. Any one who lives near a
tin shop, can easily liave one made.
As wax is one of the most valuable
products of the apiary, every beekeeper should produce and save as

much

of

it

as possible.

Grenada, Miss.
For tho American Bee Journal.

Bees Wasting

in

which

to

place it, such a large proportion of the
bees devote themselves to wax secreting, that when this wax is produced,
there are not enough other bees to
take care of it as fast as it comes, and
part of it is wasted.
If, on the other hand, the bees have
plenty of empty combs, only a few of
will

produce wax, and

will

it

;

;

amount of wax produced

;

:

;

:

;

We

;

and have no empty combs

the greater part of
the bees depositing the honey in the
cells as fast as harvested
the small

I, at last, went back to the Swiss
extractor ; discarded the comb basket took out the receptacle in which
it rests, and had a bottom put in the
Can. I also had a rim soldered on the
inside of the Can, an inch above the
spout on this I placed a circular
piece of tin made strong by wire
around the rim, and full of perforations.
Wire cloth, as coarse as possible, provided only that the inter- cidentally. The next morning, after
stices are not so large that dead bees a swarm is located, the scales may be
will pass through, would be better found, and will continue to increase
than tin. I also had a second story as long as they are working it ; the
added to the Can, thus doubling its quantity often amounts to a handful
height and capacity. After the Can or more. It is the best test of comb
is full of comb, I pour in water till it making that I can give.
Clean off
flows from the spout. Care must be the board, and look the next morning;
taken not to allow the water to be so you will see the scales in proportion
high as to reach above the perforated to their progress. Some will be nearly
tin, as capillary attraction will retain round as at first ; others more or less
it, and prevent a free flow of the wax
worked up, and a part like tine sawfrom the combs. The spout is now dust."
closed. I use a wooden stopper; but
The above being the report of one
an iron faucet would be better. Ileat of the ablest, observing, and practical
is now applied to the Can until the bee-keepers of this century, it is cersteam thoroughly melts the contents. tainly worthy of attention. It proves
The stopper is then removed, and the tliat bees can, and do waste wax when
wax run oil into a vessel.
they are building combs, at times,
This plan suits me, as it cleans the and not especiallv when short of
combs perfectly, and any quantity of room for comb building. Now for the
them and twice rendering will.make explanation, or cause, which Quinby
very clean cakes of wax. My practice did not give.
is as follows
I keep my wax-extracBees do not willingly waste wax,
tor near my honey-extractor, and put and their saving and
industrious
in all the cappings. As the honey is liabits will convince all that someeasily run off through the spout, it thing must be wrong when they thus
serves an excellent purpose in this re- throw away the costly wax.
spect.
When I get the extractor full
The cause can be told in two words:
of combs, I set it in the sun. The in- cool nights. When bees harvest honey
tense heat of the sun kills any moth in largest quantities, the weather is
or larvfe, and causes the combs to often cool in the night, and very hot
sink, and the honey to drip from the in the day. The wax-producing bees
cappings. I then add more comb, and hang in clusters but in a cool night
pour in water. Late in the evening I those which are on the outside of the
build a small fagot-fire between two cluster feel the change of temperature,
sticks of wood, at my wood pile ; ad- and when the scales of wax come out
ding a few pieces of the refuse of the of the rings of their abdomen, if they
conib from a previous melting, to are not at once taken by other bees
make a hot fire. The extractor is and fastened to their place, they beplaced over the fire. I then leave it, come too hard for easy manipulation,
giving it no further attention until and are then allowed to drop to the
after, supper.
I then remove the stop- floor.
per, and let the wax and about half
saw a very clear instance of
the water flow into a vessel. The this, one day, in a small swarm (about
stopper is then replaced, and the ex- two handfuls) that had been hived
tractor placed over a few coals to late in September. On opening the
keep the contents hot, till every parti- hive, in which they had been given
cle of wax drips from the combs. The only narrow strips of foundation, we
next morning I remove the refuse found a couple of pieces of comb,3 or 4
from the extractor, by using a steel inches square, a lot of wax scales,
garden trowel to loosen it
and I white as snow, on the bottom-board
never find any particles of wax re- and about 3 dozen bees upon which
maining in the refuse.
the wax had cooled so promptly that
;

It is very probable, also, that when
bees harvest honey in large quantities

easily be cared for

Several persons have lately spoken
of bees wasting wax for want of room
for building combs and held that this
proved that bees could not help producing wax in a certain amount, even
if they have empty combs.
'•'
Mysteries of BeeIf we open the
Keeping,*' by ^I. tiuinby, page 2-51, we
"When conread the following
structing comb, bees are constantly
wasting wax, either voluntarily or ac-

;

the little white scales vv-ere still fastened in the rings of their abdomen.

them

Wax.

DADANT.

C. r.
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;

be used
and lengthening the short
cells, or filling up deficient places.
There are, however, some other occasions in which bees will unwillingly
waste wax. When the heat of the
will

in sealing

or lack of ventilation in hot
weather, causes one or more of the
combs to melt down, the bees have to
gorge themselves with the wasting
honey, and nearly all the bees in the
hive are forced to produce wax, so to
speak since they have no comb in
which to place it, and if the hive is
sun,

;

inhabited, in 24 hours, on account
of the damage and heat, they will deposit their wax in small lumps whereever they may happen to be.
In 1878 we had some 20 cases of this
kind, in an apiary, exposed to the 3
still

o'clock sun. The bees had stopped
the ventilation by clustering in front
of the entrance, and nearly all the
combs in each of the 20, broke down.
There is also a waste of wax when
the hive is completely full of both
comb and honey and in such case,
the vfaste is very easy to understand
but our many bee-keeping friends
around us, all agree that they have
never seen wax wasted in a hive containing plenty of empty combs.
Now for the cost of producing this
wax. All large honey-producers can
test this to their satisfaction, in 2 or 3
seasons. Select the best 20 colonies
of your apiary ; let them be of the
;

same

and all without drone
Divide them into two lots of
equal force, so that by treating them
alike you would stand a fair chance
of having a like result from each side.
Novy run 10 of them for comb honey,
giving them supers with only starters
enough to have straight combs and
run the other 10 for extracted honey,
with all the empty combs (not foundation) they can fill but not too many
size,

comb.

;

;

at a time.

Let each colony that swarms be discarded also a colony of equal strength
from the other side, and keep account
of all the net honey harvested, clear of
wood or glass. One year will not decide it, as it might be that a few
changes will take place in the condition of some colonies, that would
alter the result but try it for 3 years,
and tell us the result. The net cost
of the wax will be the difference in
the amount of the crop. Did we try
this ourselves V Yes but we will not
here tell it for fear of frightening our
comb-honey producers. Let them try
it for themselves.
;

;

;

Hamilton,

111.

:
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put up in penny packages if desired,
or even " two for a cent," as it does
not increase the labor during the busy
season, and is taken from the bees in
W. D. WRIGHT.
bulk. It can be put up in these small
packages at any time, and that by
Mr. "W. Z. Hutchinson, on page 151. cheap inexperienced lielp.
seems to be very solicitous for the
I suppose that Mr. II. will admit
welfare of the half-pound sections. that tliere are extremes to be avoided
He thinks they liave been sadly in either direction, in deciding the
abused, etc., etc. Well, from some size of sections that will be most adcause or other, perhaps over-abuse, or vantageous to both producer and conperhaps from the experiences of the sumer. At the present day, I believe
past season in their use, they appear the six-pound box would be tlie exto be on the decline. Bee-keepers in treme in one direction, and if the halfgeneral, appear to be more at rest on pound section is not the opposite exthis subject than they were last win- treme, it savors very strongly of it.
ter and spring, and I have noticed
Probably these half-pound sections
that these sections have not even been were profitable at the start, when
quoted in the market reports during monoplized by a few apiarists, as few
the past fall and winter. For what knew anything about them; but I bereason, I know not.
lieve them to be wholly impractical
I have also noticed that the col- for general adoption, especially by
umns of the different bee periodicals men who have hundreds of colonies
have not been over-crowded with re- to manipulate.
ports of the success of these halfKnowersville, N. Y.
pound sections. Cannot some one
For the American Bee JoumaL

Those Half-Found

Sections.

come to the rescue and give us a
booming report on them, Hnancially
and otherwise, in.suring their success
beyond all doubt
Mr. Heddon's re-

Like many of our commodities of
the present day, I believe the demand
(what little there is) for these halfpound sections, has been created by
the supply. Mr. Hutchinson says
" Bee-peepers, who did not understand tlie principles underlying the
production of comb honey, have written long articles in whicli they attempted to prove that not nearly so
much honey could be produced bv the
use of small, as bv the use of large
sections.'"

On page

XES of the Bee
C. Benedict gives
the conclusions arrived at after three
years' experience in the nse of these
sections. He also gives the opinions
of J. C. Xewraan
Son., and W. S.
Benedict ; all of whom were pioneers
in the use of half-pound sections.
They claim that not nearlv as much
honey can be obtained by their use as
with larger sections. They do not
now attempt to prove it, but have
8,

Vol.

Journal, Mr. F.

&

proved it by past experience, and
probably their experience is just as
valuable as the experiences of " some
of our leading comb-honey producers,"'
as Mr. H. states. But, perhaps, these
men do not " understand the principles imderlying the production of
comb honey," which, of course, would
account for their adverse experience.
" Perhaps exAgain, Mr. H. says
tracted honey can be put up for sale
in small packages more cheaply than
the same thing can be done with
comb honey." Just so it is not a
:

;

parallel case, at all, with comb honey
as extracted lioney is adapted to almost unlimited division. It can be
:

by way of food.
One thing is certain

make
what

Drones from Worker Eggs.
C.

TIIEILMANN.

B. F. Carroll, in his able article on
page 102, explains how bees can change
a worker egg, so as to produce therefrom a drone bee, by removing the
sperm of the egg which it receives in
passing the seminal sac of the queen
in the act of laying.

am

convinced by the experience of
I
last summer, that bees can, at their
will, rear drones as well as queens out
of worker eggs but I am not so sure
;

that bees change the sex by removing
the sperm from the egg. If this is
true, the egg, of course, would be with-

out male -sperm, and powerless to
generate after the drone is matured.
Is this reasonable in nature
If the
drone-eggs which are laid by a perfect queen are not impregnated by the
queen, where do the drones of such
eggs receive the sperm or power to
generate V Some will say they get it
in the food in their larval state. Is
this answer correct V If it is, then bees
produce queens by feeding them with
royal jelly
but does this prove that
the eggs from ^hich the bees rear
queens,
are impregnated
by the
mother V Or, does it prove that the
larva, or egg, which is fed on drone
jelly, is not impregnated, or the sperm
removed by the bees ? Has !Mr. Carroll any way to explain it V
O. L. Earlle. on page lo4, writes
' Tlie theory becomes more
tlius
reasonable, if we can find a similar
case in nature. For instance, the female fish first lays her eggs, and is
closely followed by the male, who
sprays the fertilizing fluid over the
eggs.'" It looks to me as though there
is as much difference in the fertilization of the eggs of fish and the eggs of
bees, as there is between the eggs of a
hen and of a fish. The fish is not impregnated before laying eggs, as bees
are, and is of another nature. I believe that all the eggs laid by a properly impregnated queen, are" fertiuzed
before they are deposited in the cells,
'^

:

;

:

:

if

bees can

worker or a queen from
supposed to be a worker-egg,

either a
is

impregnated, then the impregnation
of such an egg has, surely, nothing to
do with the sex and it must be all in
the food. This makes me believe that
the eggs only receive from their par;

ents the sperm to generate.
Why are drones produced by laying
workers, not able to generate
Because the worker bee possesses no
generating sperm, as she is not fertilized. It is also shown on the offspring
of the difCerent hybrids of black and
yellow bees, that drone-eggs are impregnated before laid by the queens,
and have received the sperm of the
cU-one to enable them to generate.
'?

Theilmanton, Minn.
For the American Bee Journal.

That "Priority

of Location" Theory.

.JOHN A.

For the American Bee JoumaL

'?

port on half-pound sections has just
come to light in the March number of
the Bee-Keepers' Magazine; and that
is not very re-assuring.
He acknowledges that they have been a damage
in his trade, and as far as he has used
them they liave also been detrimental.
Probably just what " those who
were frightened (V) at their advent"
expected.

and that the bees make the sex at will,

BUCHANAN.

^ly observation through 20 years of
experience, fully coincides with Mr.
.lames Ileddon's views on this question. I understand his proposition to
field that has been selected
be this
and occupied, either partly or wholly,
and sustaining, or in the new future
to sustain, all the bees that would be
profitable to keep in that floral field
it would be folly in the extreme for
others wishing to engage in the same
pursuit, to enter that field to pursue
the same calling, either as a specialty
or only as a side issue. True, the civil
law does not recognize any one as the
sole proprietor and controller of any
apicultural area; but, with Mr. H., I
do claim that the law of right, reason,
justice and common sense, will make
it plain that none have a right to enter
that field, more especially since it
would not be found difficult to enter
others unoccupied. If one has secured
a fair field \vhere he is able to make
the business fairly profitable, no need
of getting excited over a fortune at
the business any place, it would be a
great mistake, and an injustice to the
first occupant of that field, for others
to attempt to reap any part of the
harvest. And should the rights of
the first, especially the law of advantage, be ignored by others entering the same field regardless of consequences, the chances are that the first
occupant will be greatly crippled in
his business, and the transgressors on
:

A

;

his riglits will make an ignominious
failure, losing their bees and capital,
as well as credit. Many of us have
seen this truth verified.

There is scarcely a community
where, at some time, the bee-fever has
not run its course. The only medicine
that ever was discovered that would
allay this fever, was a dose of stuff
called by some, "overstocking syrup."
We have seen people grow very enthusiastic, using every effort to increase their bees to the greatest number of colonies. Did the field become
overstocked, or not V Does this state
of affairs make more or less bee-keepers
Is it wisdom on the part of bee":'

;
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masters, ever to encourage others to done ; and yet it seems to me that
enter a field already occupied V I have enough rubbish has been cleared
been ground through this same mill away, so that I can begin to undertwice but after the smoke of the bat- stau'd something of its true cause. I
tle had cleared away, and I took a sur- would not condemn any man for his
vey of the wreck and ruins, I was able theory on this matter, nor yet any
to "rejoice in a clear Held with no op- theory, in itself, unless it be that of
position; and while my interests were cold lir bacteria; if the latter is ever
seriously affected, the intruder's in- advanced as a cause of bet-diarrhiea.
terest was a total wreck. There are Cold, I am satisfied, when all else is
almost countless numbers of unoccu- right, acts as a preventive rather than
pied " bee-boxes"' laying about, rot- a cause but may tend to aggravate
ting, in almost every neighborhood. it, in connection with excessive dampLet this decide whether you will at- ness, when already set in. There are
tempt to enter another's "bee-ranch," left, then, three views of the cause of
whose it is by " priority of location." which I wish^to speak, viz (1.) ExcesMr. Pond would have us believe sive moisture, etc., as set forth in
that the " bell wether," leaders in ap- Mr. Cornell's recent article. (2.) The
icultural improvements, are profess- l)ollen theory as represented by Mr.
ional gentlemen. Well, I would agree II. and (3.)" Breeding out of season.
with him if he had said or meant—
I have no new theory to advance,
professors in the science and art of but wish to concentrate the light we
bee-keeping
but he did not mean already have. It seems to me tiiat the
that
he meant professors in other reason why there is so much differcallings. True, much credit is due erence of opinion, is not because our
some professional men for the great experiences differ, but because no
benefit they have rendered the bee- one of the theories advanced is broad
keeping world, but the specialist has enough to cover all of f)ur experience
had by far the best opportunities with with the disease. What is the cause
all his practical experience, and all his
I think Mr. II. is somewhere retime and attention bent in the direc- ported as saying, that "bees almost
tion of making the business financ- never have dysentery without broodially, a success
and it is to this class rearing." Would it not be the truth
of men who have made money in the to drop " almost," and say never ? As
business, and have shown others how that agrees with my experience, I will
to do the same, to whom we especially give a little of it. Last year I put 7
owe gratitude. As a rule, professional colonies into winter quarters they
men who study bee-culture, do so were well supplied with bees and
simply for recreation, and do get well- honey. Five out of the 7 died of
stocked with theory on the subject
diarrhcea, and were the only cases I
but the practical part we get, and all had out of 33 colonies. Three out of
vre need, from the specialist whose the 5 were known to me to be breedbread and butter is to be gotten out of ing all winter and when the other
his occupation.
hives were emptied, brood was found
ilr. Pond's citation to Kev. Langs- in all stages of development.
There
troth and
Dr.
Dzierzon,
proves was no reason to suppose that the .5
nothing. We are all familiar vvith the had more pollen than many others,
fact that while these gentlemen were nor that they suffered worse with
actively engaged in the pursuit of moisture, or cold. Now, what was it V
their respective callings, giving but
I also had 9 colonies wintering with
little time to bee-culture, they made
and everything off clean,
uo very rapid strides in apicultural honej'- boards
frames all opening
inch
improvements. It was only when their and the
into the caps, which were
almost undivided attention became wide up
large, and tight as a good workman
enlisted in this fascinating pursuit,
could make them and, although, one
that they succeeded, and brought out
of tlie 9 was queenless in the ifall, all
such wonderful improvements.
wintered well without disease and,
Holliday's Cove. W. Va.
moreover, they consumed but little
honey no one of them reaching the
top of a li!-inch frame, by 2 inches,
Kur the American Bee JoumaL
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;

:

;

;

;
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;

;

;

^

;

;

;

until

The Cause

of Bee-Diarrhoea.

was

warm weather came. Now, why

it

'?

The only protection given,
was a little hay packed

in either case,

W.

31.

WOODW^AKD.

loosely around the body of the hive
up to the cap, and a board leaned up

I believe Mr. Heddon was reported
as saying, at the Northwestern Convention, last October, that " all our
losses were nothing to those caused by
diarrhoea.'"
To this, I think, we
would all agree.
There is, therefore, no other subject
which so imperatively demands the
attention of the bee-keeper, and yet
it almost eludes human sagacity, to
discover either its cause or cure.
The subject has already been largely
discussed in the Bee Journal,
various theories have been formeil, and
stoutly opposed and defended
and
yet, while no conclusion has apparently been arrived at, I think there

I leave the
before the entrance.
reader to draw his own inferences
from these facts.
But what is tlie relation which the
several theories sustain tothediseaseV
Brood-rearing is almost, if not an invariable accompaniment of diarrhoea.
Is it secondary to the disease V In
other words, bees are at first in a
normal condition at the close of the
honey season and iri a fatally abnormal one shortly after dying with
Brood-rearing is also a
diarrhcea.
normal condition, in warm weather.
If
Is it abnormal in cold weather
so, why V Is it to l>e supposed that
the normal condition, i. e. health, besome good underbrushing gets the abnormal, direct? In other
;

has been

;

—

'?
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words, do bees pass directly from a
state of health to a living death and
is their disease the cause of their attempt at self- propagation y Do bees
raise brood because they are dying
with diarrluea
I think 'not.
;

'i*

What

causes brood-rearing in midwinter
What causes it any time of
the year V
It is true that a large
niunber of nurse-bees may begin the
work by over-feeding the queen, just
the same as we may by stimulative
feedinff.
It is also true that the presence of pollen may serve as a temptation. ]?ut is it the cause
The pollen theory has some truth in
it.
Its advocates are one step in the
right direction, by excluding it; not
because it causes diarrhoea, but because it is made use of to get up a
state which other means serve to
abort, I might say, and thus cause
disease.
I am satisfied that broodrearing is not, other things favorable,
a cause of disease neither is eating
of pollen a preventive of starvation.
V

';*

;

Confinement must now be considered in its relation to the disease. All
agree that, when in a healthy condition, bees can stand confinement for a
very long time. The difticulty arises
when other conditions are not favorable.
Bees are sometimes healthily
wintered without a flight for 3 or 4
months. Confinement is not, therefore, a cause of disease, except to
aggravate some abnormal process already set

But confinement and

in.

brood-rearin": cannot go on together
for any length of time,without disease.

No one single cause ever produces
diarrho'a, (not even sour honey) ; but
a chain of causes, each of whose links
constitute some one's theory of the
disease. I wall name the links of this
chain, viz brood-rearino; in confinement, in damp hives, and cold weathThese, when taken together, are
er.
:

abnormal and unhealthy.
Cold we must have, but why heat
up our hives inside, or suffer the bees
to do so, to generate steam to cover
combs and hives with frost and to
induce the rearing of " brood out of
season," which, I aver, is the first on
the list of causes of diarrluea. Probodies of the hives just
tect the
enough to keep frost from forming on
tliem but open thorough ventilation
into a large cap made to serve as a
movable condensing-chamber, and
when frost forms in it, and is in danger of melting, lift the cap and scrape
or brush it ovit replace the cap again,
cold or hot, and I know there will be
less complaint about dampness and
diarrhcea. The prime first-cause lies
in over- heating within the hive thus
causing brood-rearing when it is too
cold for a flight without. This causes
a state of matters in January which
should take place in April.
all

;

;

;

;

I believe that there are

avoid

two ways

winter-breeding, and

all

to
this

train of evils
(1.) By keeping them
cool enough to-be quiet, slightly numb
with dry cold air, which is easy
enough to get at any time or, (2.)
:

;

Winter by "high pressure," excluding pollen and dampness from the
hive thus making extensive brood;

rearing impossible.
Custer, 111.
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Cyprians in
old age.

years: and that died of

3

My 32 colones have produced

will see that the rim that holds the
wire cloth is loose, so that if we wish

pounds of extracted honey, and to clean out the feeder we can do so ;
pounds of comb honey in one and again, to ship the bees we take
season.
So much for the abused off the rim with the wire cloth, and
Cyprians. Give them the credit they pack all the troughs with moss then
deserve. I helieve that their being so return tlie rim. and wet the moss and
cross, is the result of the manner in invert over the frames, of course, on
another wire cloth, which covers the
which thev are handled.
whole hive. After used as a shipping
Medford, Minn.
J. E. Cady.
waterer, the moss can be removed,
and used as a feeder again. You see,
Drones Flyinpf.
with this feeder, the feed is right
My bees are in fine condition I lost where it is warmed by the bees, and
but one colony in wintering, out of 70. where a light stock will hive when,
I saw drones tlying on the last day of if awav down at the side, they would
March, from two different colonies.
starve." The feeder is large enough to
James Ronias.
feed up winter stores very ciuickly,
Villisca, Iowa. April .5, 1884.
and still feed as little as we wish. In
fact, it answers a variety of purposes
even as a passage way, and one
My Experience with Separators.
through which we can see the bees.
600
tinner
cut
Last spring I had a
In my mind it is very desirable. I
them
a
fair
and
I
gave
tin separators,
am testing it on some of my colonies ;
had
very
like
them.
I
not
do
trial.
I
and I am much pleased, as are all who
as
I
want.
I
straight
as
honey,
nice
have tried them. I think they are
could have glassed it, but there was well worth -50 cents and as I have no
not enough of it. I use the two- patents on any invention, I feel
pound sections, and one separator be- pleased to show it to the bee-keepers,
tween each putting the sections on with a feeling that I have done a
the top of the frames, the thickness of little good, at least. I have been
a lath between them and the sections. studying on this thing for a long time.

4,SCK)

1,9.50

;

;

Willows and Maples Budding.
Spring has just opened, and the

soft

maples and willows are beginning to
bloom. M5' bees are getting some
just six days sooner
pollen to-day
than last spring. We expect a good
summer for bees and honey. I will
:

start with 35 colonies this spring.

I

wintered 4-5 on the summer stands:
but lost 5, and sold .5. Bees are light
in honey. I had to feed some.

John Key.
East Saginaw. Mich., April

6, 1SS4.

Bee-Keepers' Excursion to Iowa City.
Bees, in this vicinity, as far as reported, are in much better condition
than last year at this time. Miss
Katie Case, out of 5 colonies, lost 1.
The loss of O. Clute, of Iowa City, is
nominal. G. B. Eugall's loss, out of
colonies, is 40. They were wintered in a house packed with sawdust,
1-56

My

:

;

;

:

;

own I use the "Simplicity'" hive.
I like everything connected with bees.
cent.
I shall send to all Cyprian colony produced 1.56 lbs. of
E. P. CnURCHILL.
the members of the Davenport Asso- comb lioney during the past season. I
Xorth Auburn, Me.
ciation for a full report, and endeavor had 3 stories in the hive the two upto have it at farthest by May 1-5. All per ones without separators, and the
[The feeder is placed in our Mubee-keepers who wish to join the ex- lower one with separators. They filled
seum.
It looks as if it might be a
cursion from Davenport to Iowa City. the upper ones, but the lower one was
practical one.— Ed.]
in the latter part or May, as fixed by not more than half filled.
did
resolution at our last annual meeting, the bees go through the first story,
will please report to me at once, by which had separators, to the upper
"What was the Trouble ?
mail ; and if we can raise a sufficient stories wliich had no separators V
Last June I removed an imported
number to hire a car. the fare will be Italian colony did likewise. I use the
much reduced, and the facilities for best thin comb foundation that I can queen from a large colony for the purwi'th a friend;
convenience and comfort much inthe honey pro- pose of exchanging
and the bees drew dampness.
loss

My

3 per

is'

:

Why

An

creased.

I.

V. McCagg.

Davenport, Iowa, April

7, 1884.

Bees Gathering Pollen.
My bees have wintered well, but
consumed more food than usual. Out
of 176 colonies. 14 have starved. The
remaining colonies are in fine condi-

On March 18. we had 2 feet of
snow and on the 31st bees were gath-

tion.

:

ering pollen from soft maple.
C.

Theilmann.

Theilmanton, Minn., April

My Experience with the

9, 1884.

Cyprians.

Ill the fall of I8SI, I procured some
bees from a neighbor. Among them
was a colony of Cyprians. They are
reported as being a very cross race of
bees. I set them in the cellar, along
with my other bees, not caring
whether they lived or not. Upon put
ting them out, in the spring, I was
astonished to find only about a dozen
dead bees ; but they were later in
commencing to fly" than any other
colony in the yard. They cared nothing for smoke, and I soon discovered
that I succeeded best "without it. I
am now handling my whole apiary
mostly without using the smoker.
My experience in handliHg Cyprians
has been of great value to me, and I
think, after one week, I can successfully handle the crossest bees, without
smoke. I have lost only one colony of

procure and I shipped
was kept queenless about
duced on that, without separators, to the colonv
days," and then a young queen was
Boston, and it went through all right. five
accepted, and began layFrom this time on I shall discard the introduced,
ing. In 4 or days after, I found this
use of separators or only use one to
queen balled, and she died the next
everv 3 sections.
day. I introduced another queen to
Casey, 111.
D. R. Rosebrough.
this colonv she was accepted, began
laying, and continued so to do for
My Bee Feeder.
some 6 or 7 davs, when, at night, I
her alive in front of the hive,
I have sent you one of my bee-feed- found
started. I introduced
ers.
I make" them to cover .5 or 6 and queen-cells
colony
frames, or enough to cover frames for this queen at once to another
now is, and
winter. You will see it can be set on by exchange, where she
with her was
the frames in the fall, and all the the queen exchanged
She
troughs used to quickly feed for win- introduced into the first colony.
and filled several combs,
ter and there let it remain until they began laving,
for her, and drove
are ready to applv sections. As tliey when the tees went
hive, and started more
are already on the frames, a very her out of the
This time I allowed the
little feed can be given in one trougli, queen-cells.
own course, and
for stimulative feed or water can be colony to take its
which was
given, and that, too, just where we rear "a queen for itself,
quiet since.
wish, as we caii see where the cluster done, and all has been
any one give a satisfactory reason
is, right through the screen. As there Can
J. E. Fond, Jr.
the above ?
is a passage way all over the frames, for
Foxboro, Mass., March 20, 1884.
the bees can reach all the feed either
;

.5

;

;

:

:

in the

combs

or feeder.

You

will see

the
one very great advantage, viz
cloth can be lifted, or rolled up from
over the feeder, and not enrage the
bees nor can they fly out. As it is
so low, there is ample room for cushions and any amount of warm packing, etc., so we can keep the bees just
as warm as if no feeder was used. To
apply the syrup, set a funnel over the

Bees in Southern Michigan.
Upon examination, a few days since,
I found my bees all well and in fair
condition. We hope for a good crop
of honey this season, in southern
Michigan and if our hopes are realized, it will be the first good season
for 4 years. Willow and soft maple
wire" cloth, or centre of a trough, and are in bloom but qo pollen is being
:

:

;

;

F. L. Dresser.
turn in the feed slowlv or it does gathered.
Hillsdale, Mich., April 8, 1884.
fairly well if no funnel is used. You
:

r
i
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Why Bees Swarm Out, etc.
Recently, a colony belonging to one
of my neighbois. swarmed out. He
inimediatelv endeavored to discover
the cause. "Combs all dry and clean,
and enough honev, were found in the
hive, but not a piirticle of pollen. If
others, wliose bees do likewise, should

he Western Michigan bee- keephere to take part in the discussions.
Let each one come prepared to take ers, will hold their spring meeting at
part in the discussions, and bring Berlin, April 24. F. S. Covey, Sec.

something to exhibit. The programme, when completed, will comprise
all

the interesting subjects of the day.

The committee appointed

at our last
meeting on " marketing honey," will
report tlie first day, ami it will be of
great interest; for the committee
IS composed of thorough men who
liave given the subject a large amount
of attention since our last meeting.
Jerome Twitehell. of Kansas City, has
kindly consented to address the conPreparing
vention on the subject of
honey for market."
C. M. Crandall. Sec.

Hnd like conditions in the hive, it may
prevent a swarming out by seeing
that the bees have a supply of pollen
as well as of honey. Two years ago,
I had the curiosity" to time the flight
of an Italian bee." She tilled herself
with honey, went home and unloaded,
and returned in -il-i minutes. The
hive being 2I4 miles from the place I
fed her. made her time 1 mile a minIndependence. Mo.
ute, including stops. AVhen honey is H. ScovELL, Pres. Columbus, Kans,
'''

^

The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet for their spring
meeting Mav •>, 1884. at the apiary and
residence of" J. B. Haines, Bedford,
Cuyahoga County, O. All interested
are invited.
J. B. Reed. Sec.

^" The Eastern Indiana BeeKeepers' Association meets at Richmond, Ind., April 24, 1884.
X. Blount,

C.

Pres.

G. Reynolds,

Sec.

1^ The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern AVisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association, will be held at Rockton,
long a time is required for a bee to go
i^° The Des Moines County Bee- Winnebago Co.. Ills., on May 20, 1884.
to a field, gather, load and return.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Keepers' Association, will meet in R.
Wm. Morhous.
C. Crawford's Hall, in Middleton,
Dearborn. Mich., April 9. 1S84.
Iowa, on Tuesday. April 22, 1884, at
The Kentucky Bee-Keepers'Con10 a. m. sharp. All who are interested
Bees Attending a Wedding.
vention meets in Louisville, Ky., durin apiculture are invited to attend.
Mr. J. C. Wilms, of Waupun, Wis., We will have a programme on various ing the opening of the Exposition (day
N. P. Allen, Sec.
not fixed).
concludes he would rather be to the subjects of interest to bee-keepers.
expense of swarm catchers than to be
John Nau, Sec.
obliged to climb church steeples. lie
1^ The Bee-Keepers of Tippecanoe
relates this anecdote
His daughter
and adjoining Counties, will hold their
i^ A general meeting of the County regular
was to be married July 10, 1883. at 8
quarterly meeting at room Xo.
About of Oxford, Ont., Bee-Keepers' As- .3, in Purdue College, in the city of
p. m.. in the church nearby.
Woodstock,
one week prior to this event, he had sociation, will be held in
Lafayette, Ind., on May 6, 1884. All
put 2 swarms into one hive. Later Ont., on Saturday, April 19, com- lovers of the honey bees are respectsubImportant
at
10
a.
ni.
mencing
developments proved they had gone
fully invited to be present and take
to house-keeping, on opposite sides of jects will be discussed, among which part in the discussions.
"
"
"
ManSpring
Foul
Brood
will
be,
the hive and when they happened to
Mrs. Jas. L. Havens, Sec.
" Best Methods of
get near enough to quarrel about the agement of Bees,"
Dr. L. Snyder, Pres.
Schell,
Sec.
etc.
M.
Increase."
S.
residence, one swarmed out at 7 p. m.,
J. B. Hall, Pres.
July 10. deciding to locate in the
Local Convention Directory.
cliurch steeple by entering just above
the belfry, and passing through a hole
^° The Union Kentucky Bee- 1884.
Time and place 0/ Meetivg.
in the ceiling over the bell. They are Keepers' Association will hold its
Iowa.
about 7.5 feet above the ground. The spring meeting at Eminence, Ky., on April 18.— Iowa Central, at Winterset.
J. E. Pryor. Sec.
coming

how

in freely, I will try to find

^

:

;

"

wood-work enclosing them is some 4 April
inches thick. Those bees were determined to. and did attend the wedding for it came off just one liour
;

after their arrival. This is one of the
peculiar freaks of bees. On Feb. 7,
1884, the bees were alive and upon

24, 1884.

G.

W. Demaree,

1^ A bee-keepers'

Sec.

association

is to

be organized in ^Veste^l Xew York
on Tuesday, May 0, 1884, at Randolph,
a few live ones drop- Cattaraugus County. In this south;

ringing the bell

ped down.
J. ^Y. Badlby.
Eipon, Wis., April 9, 1SS4.

Backward Spring.

ern-tier district there are a large number engaged in bee-keeping, and an
association of this kind has long been
general invitation is exneeded.
tended to all interested in bee-keepiug.

A

ily 44 colonies of bees wintered on
W. A. Shewman.
the summer stands without the loss of
one ; but the spring is backward, and
The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'
they will have no peach bloom this
year, for the cold winter nipped them Association will hold its semi-anmeeting in the Court House at
all in the bud, and killed the most of nual
the trees but I expect there will be Winterset, Iowa, on April 18, 1884, at
10 a. m. All are cordially invited.
plenty of apple blossoms.
All visitors from abroad will be hosJacob Copeland.
pitably cared for. Members are reAllendale, 111., AprU 9, 1884.
quested to bring their baskets well
filled, and we will have a general good
time. Any one having new apiarian
Convention Notices.
implements, or any thing that will adthe interest of the association,
^° The foiuth semi-annual meet- vance
are requested to bring them for exhiing of the Western bee-keepers will bition.
J. E. Pryok, Sec.
be held at Independence, Mo., April
A. J. Adkison, Pres.
the
1884.
This
will
be
most
24 and 2.5,
Maple Grove Iowa
interesting convention of bee-keepers
ever held in the West. The associa-

t^

April 22.— Des Moines Co., at Middleton. Iowa.
John Nau. See.
April 24.— Union Ky., at Eminence, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec.
April 24.— Eastern Ind., at Kichmond. Ind.
M, G. Reynolds. See.
April 24.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk. O.
S. V. Newman, Sec.
-24. -Western Michigan, at Berlin.
F. S. Coyey. Sec.
April 24, 25.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
Crandall. Sec.
M.
C.

April

April 24, 25.— Texas State, at McKinney.
W. R. Howard, See.
May 3.-ProgresBive, at Bedford, O.
J. K. Reed, Sec.
May 6.— Tippecanoe Co.. at Lafayette. Ind.
Mrs. Jas. 1.. Uavens, Sec.
May 6.— Cattaraugus Co. N.Y.. at Randolph, N.Y.
W. A. Shewman.
May 6.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville.
J. T. Homeroy. Sec.

May

O., at Port Washington.O.
A. A. Fradenburg.
andS. W.Wls.. atRockton. III.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
-26.- Will County, at Monee, I'.l.

Oct

11, 12.

May

;

15.— Tuscarawas Co.

jlay -xi.- N.

W.

Ills.,

P. P. Nelson, Sec.
at Alma, Mich.
A. Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.
Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago, III.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Dec. 10, u.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
Cutting.
Sec, Clinton, Mich.
H. U.

—Northern Mich.,
F.

ly

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinffs.- BD.
taries are requested to

^" Now is the time to plant young
^" The Western Bee-Keepers' As- basswood trees, for future pasturage
numbers among its members
some of the most successful bee-keep- sociation will meet at Independence,
You may see them
for your bees.
ers in the country, and many outside Mo., Thursday. April 24, 1884.
advertised in this paper.
"C. M. Cbandall, Sec.
the association, from abroad, will be

tion

;

;

:
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Not that I am sure
injures her, or her progeny;
but with my system of securing
swarms, I find less labor and trouble
when the queen's wing is not clipped.
•5.
After the disease has developed
to a certain point, an unloading of the
intestines is followed by immediate
death.
6. I could not say without witnessing the phenomenon.
7. As you will see by the answers
above, we depend mainly on the bees
to take care of the queens, which
they are sure to do in almost all cases.
I

4.

W&ihnX mxd glaiu;

that

ANSWERS Br

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

do not.

it

Potatoes as Bee Food.
We have found out, last winter and
this spring, that sweet potatoes baked
in tlie stove and well peeled, answer
very well for Ijee feed. They will
suck and eat a common sized potato
in little or no time. Perhaps this is
an old discovery but as we have
heard no comments about it yet, we Eemoving Bees from Cellars.
bring the subject out as new to us.
1. Is it advisable to remove bees
Marksville, La.
J. E. Didier.
from cellars, for a cleansing flight,
they seem to be doing well ?
ANf'WER.— I have many times heard while
2. If so, is it important to place
that bees would use nitrogenous food
them on summer stands, exactly as
in the way of bread, potatoes, etc. I
they were during the previous season?
have never had any occasion to experiment in that line but should
think that baked sweet potato might
Answers.— 1. No I think not.
be used by bees as a substitute for
2. Not if they have been in the cel-

The tree was itself

As
me

it

it

"swarm

a

of bees.''

blooms in December, it seems to
ought to be the best thing out,

as a life preserver for bees in winter.
The sweet scent of the bloom is that
of honey itself, and it blooms at such
a propitious time of the year. Would
it not be well to plant some of these
trees about the apiary 'i

Jules E. Didier.
Marksville, La.

Answer. — I

think

.should

so

though I am not at all posted in
gard to Southern honey flora.

re-

;

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of The anekican Bee Journal,
Monday, lu a. m., April 14, 1884.

!
!

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this hour

:

;

;

pollen.

lar

Bee-Moth

any considerable length of time.

.

Bee Pasturage.
Will Mr. Heddon please say whether
How many bees will a piece of land
there is any danger of moth injuring
the bees are north of
frames of comb foundation packed in support, where
a lake, with elm, cotton, ash, willow,
a honey-house
Hallett & .Son.
locust, and lots of vines in plenty V
Galena, 111.
There are about 10,000 acres in a halfAnswer.— Though I have handled circle of four miles. Would you adfoundation quite extensively from its vise keeping the bees all in one yard ?
Bee Dale, La.
Wm. J. Dawson.
first advent, I have never yet seen the
larvae of the bee-moth any where
Answer.—
I am so little acquainted
about it.
with Southern honey resources that I
would hardly venture a reply. I
The Value of Q,ueens.
could not say, in regard to keeping all
Will Mr. Heddon please answer the your bees in one apiary, as .you nowhere state how many colonies you
following
and have.
1. How long are queens prolific
how long should they be Kept V
2. Win a colony kill off its aged Age of Queens, etc.
queen and supply itself with another
Will Mr. Heddon please answer the
or must we kill her V What time of
the year is the best for supplying following
1. Can a person keep pure Italian
queens V
3.
Of what value, if any, are the stock in a field where otner races of
bees are kept
drones after the queen is mated ?
2. How old is the queen which issues
4. 1)0 you believe in clipping the
with the swarm
queen's wings ?
3. Do you use drone-traps to exclude
5. After having diarrhoea, if bees fly
the drones or is it just as easy for the
freely again, are they not all right
bees to kill them off when they see
6. I noticed my bees flying out of the
?
S. r. Daily.
entrance, directly into the grass in fit
'?

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—

There is no life in the market. Extracted honey sells in its resular way and to its
wonted channels, wltiiout any speculative feeling
about it, and brines 7(<&l'ic on arrival. Comb honey
sells slow at 15W16C a lb. from store for choice.
beeswax-Is in good demand; choice yellow
brings 35c a lb. on arrival.

Chas.

NEW

'?

'i

;

'?

What caused such

front of the hive.
actions
7. Will you give
through the Bek;
care of queens

Subscriber.

'?

Answers.— 1.

Queens

naturally
reared, or properly artificially reared,
are usually proliHc,and worthy for 3 or
4 years and will at once be superseded by the bees when they become
unprofitable, as thev will fail all at
once.
2. I believe that where other management is right, it is best to leave
the superseding of the queen to the
bees. If you attend to it, the proper
time is when you find the old queen is
worthless, and the bees fail to super;

sede
3.

am

lier.

The

Mt. Hope, Kans.

Answers. — 1. You cannot have all
some instructions, your queens purely mated in a field
Journal, on the where the drones from other races are

'{

old theory

clover and basswood in 1 and 2
17@18c. Dark and second quality,
white clover in kegs and bar-

sections,

15c.: extracted
rels, 9®inc.

BEESWAX— Prime yellow, 34(935c.
H.K.

is

swarms, the queen
hours to a few days old.

is

from a few

&F.B THORBER

Jt

Co.

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Of late receipts of comb noney has
been scattered amongst many tirms, and as all are
desirous of realizing on their receipts at as early
a day as possible, prices have been irregular and
low. some lots being offered trom 5c to 7c per lb.,
less than 30 days ago. I quote white comb l3@16c:
fancy 18c. Extracted honey— demand light, 7@9c.
BEESWAX-30@37c.
R. A.

Burnett.

KANSAS

161

South Water

8t.

CITY.

HONEY—

Demand for choice white comb 1 and2
sections continues pood at 16@17c. Dark and
irregular comb not wanted. Extracted in fair demand at R(§itc.
lb.

BEESWAX— None in this market.
Jerome twichell.

Walnut

514

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We again advise our shippers not to
put their extracted honey in old or second-hand
tins and cases. The wood of old oil cases is saturated with oil, the nails will not hold, and the cases
often arrive in a broken and dilapidated condition.
They smell of coal oil, look rouah, and are not as
salable as good, clean, new packages.
Have a partition in your cases between the cans,
thus making them strong enough to ship to Europe.
Comb honey in Harbison sections and frames is
the most salable on this market, and it is our experience of 18 years, if you want the top price for
comb honey, put in your cases only the wnite and
that which is straight, and will come out clean with
the sections. You will do better to extract the uneven and crooked combs.
White to extra white comb, 15® 18c; dark to good,
10@13c; extracted, choice to extra white, 7@8c;
dark and candied, 5@—
BEESWAX— Wholesale, 27^®:Mc.
Stkarns & SMITH.

423

Front Street.

ST. LOCI8.
HONEY Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12@16c per lb., and strained and extracted e(?6Hc.

—

BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.

W. T. ANDERSON & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
yet rather of the opinion
CLBVELAND.
that there is something impracticable
with
HONEY— The honey market is unchangedchoice
for
in trying to exclude, retain or separ- us. There is a continued steady demand
white lb. sections at 18c; 2 lbs. move more slowly
ate the different genders of bees, in a at lt>'^l7c: but for second quality there seems to
supplies of lb. are kept well
hive, by using different sized openings. be no demand. Our
down. Extracted does not sell at all at any price.
BEESWAX— Wanted at 3.')C.
A. C. Kendel. 15 Ontario Street.
Japan Plum Tree.
BOSTON.
3.

I

am

1

I

1

Having one of those trees in my HONEY.- Demand light. 1 lb. sections comb
I8@2nc. 2 lb. 16@18c. Extracted, 9@Uo.
yard, near my bees, I had occasion to honey,
BKBSWAX-35C.
correct. watch the actions of my bees on it.
Blake & Riplet, 57 Chatham Street.

is— no value; but

not sure that that theory

in the air in considerable numbers.
2. The queen that issues with the
first, or prime swarm, is, as a rule,
one or more years old. With all after-

Muth.

HONEY— White
lb.

:

;

F.

YORK.

I

;

—

;

—

:

:
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

J>pjetial glotitcs.

Honey

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
following
your
Exaniine the Date
name on the wrapper label of this aid progressive bee-culture and help
paper; it indicates the end of the to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
month to which you have paid your offer the following premiums for
subscription on the Bee Journal.
For safety, when sending money to getting up clubs
this office get either a post office or exmoney order, a bank draft on

press

New York

or Chicago, or register the

Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2-5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^" When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
letter.

While no subscription to the Bee
will be taken for less than

Journal
the

regular advertised prices (viz.

A

pamplilet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

We

have put the price still lower,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copj* 5
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents:
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00 ;
or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
;

in cloth, containing 320 pages.

For a club of 5 AVeekly or 10
^^ We are now preparing a new
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,) book for the pocket, to be called "The
with 510, we will, in addition to the Bee-Keepers' Convention Assistant."
15 per cent, present a copy of the It will contain a copy of a model

The edi- American "Popular" Dictionary,
and business departments are comprising every word in the English
separate and distinct, and when the language that enters into speech or
business is mixed up with items for writing it contains 32,000 words and
Dublication it often causes confusion. phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
They may both be sent in one envelope it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
but on separate pieces of paper.
O" It must be understood that, desired.
Subscriptions for two or more years
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so for one person, will count the same
;

^"

Food and Medicine.

;

torial

^f

as

Weekly, $2.00; ]Monthly, *1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
List " anything therein named, to (giving the name and address of the
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar bee-keeper who scatters them). This
tliey send direct to this office, to pay them alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
for the trouble of getting up the club
and these books will besent, postpaid, of his honey at home, at a good profit.
to any address desired.
1^ To give away a copy of " Honey
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly as Food and Medicine " to every one who
and $6.00, we will make an additional buys a package of honey, will sell almost
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound any quantity of it.

either portion of the letter.

only by paying regular rates for the
number of insertions his adverUsement has had.
1^ All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.
In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.
AdTertisenients intended for the Beb
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.
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as each year for a different person.

Apiary Register—New Edition.

who

All

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The
their

prices will hereafter be as follows

For 50 colonies
"
"

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages
200 colonies (420 pages)

:

|1 00
1 25
1 50

" Constitution and By-Laws " for the
formation of Societies for Bee-Keep-

ers— a simplified manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of

officers

as

reports for

statistical

the proper credit

is

not given you,

within tv.o weeks thereafter, on
label, notify us by postal card.

as

information

and much other useful matter

for

those who attend Conventions. One
of the latter will be a suitable Programme of questions for discussion at
such meetings, model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs a few blank leaves for
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
We shall aim to make it suitable for
any locality, and a book that will commend itself to every bee-keeper in the
English-speaking world. It will be
of a size suitable for the pocket, nicely
bound in cloth, and the price will
be 50 cents.
;

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
1^" We can supply photographs of
all together in one book, and are thereRev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
fore the most desirable ones.
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25

cts.

each.

i^° Dzierzon's new work entitled
Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as folThe Weekly for one year and
lows
1H»2.
liiiiiidiiio, N. Y., Aug-.
CypriaiiK Conquered— All summer longthe book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in
"
which
and
tother"
with
me
and
lias
been
it
Saper covers for S2.75. The Monthly the CyiH-ian colony of bees I have— but at
lEE Journal and the book, $1 less last
"
Conqueror
boss.
"
Bingham's
am
than the above prices. It is an im- Smoker did it. It you want lots of smoke
ported book, printed in the English just at the ritrht time, get a Conqueror SmoRespectfully.
language, and the price of the book is ker of Bingham.
G. M. DOOI.ITTLE.
$1.50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
post-paid.
Prices,
by
mail,
when bound in cloth.

BinghamSmoker

" Rational

1."),

:

Subscription Credits.— We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if

well

members, a blank form for making

I

Doctor smoker (wide shicldi

your

inch. .$3 00
" .. 17.5
" .. 1 .50
" .. 12.5
" ..100
2
" ..
65
l?i

..:i'5

('on(iiirr(n-snu>ki-r(widcshield)3
2',i
Large' smciki'i- iwidc shicldl
'Z
Extra siiinkcr (wide shield)

Do

Emersou Binders— made especially
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- for the Bee Journal, are lettered in Plain .smoker
tion is paid to the end of the month gold on the back, and make a very Little Wonder smoker
Uinfrluun & Hetherington Honey Knife,
indicated on the wrapper-label. This convenient way of preserving the Bee
115
Sinch
They
gives a continual statement of account. Journal as fast as received.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or halfwill be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
rates. Address,
or for the Monthly, 50 dozen T. F. BINfiHAM, P. M., or
the Weekly
^' See M. Bailey's advertisement cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
BINGHA.M & HETHERINGTON,
ABROMA, MICH.
he has Clover Seed for sale.
to Canada.
;

!!
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For Sale
Eleven hundred
J. C.

16A3t

lbs. of Beeswax.
CONVERSE,

Ravenna, Portage Co., Oblo.

UOII t r3ll to o6nd manufacturer of the
Baile} !>i\variii < alilier, for Circular and
Price List of Catchers and Bee Supplies.
16A4t J. "W. RAIIiEY, Rlpon, Wis.

THAT DRONE TRAP
" Trap received. I tried it yesterday (March
and caught it full of drones."
I*.

C.

27,)

Reed. New Orleans. La.

Sample, by mail, fi'>c.: by expreaa, 50c.; in the flat,
per dozen, ihcluding one made for Model (13 tn all)
93.00.

Illustrated Circular free.

HENRY ALLEV,
WENHAM. MASS.

15A2t

E. T.

LEWIS &

CO., Toledo, 0.,

MANCFACTURERS OP
All kinds of Apiarian Supplies.
rates to Dealers.

Special

Send for Circular. 14Atf

TH E

VICTOR HIVE
operated upon a new principle by which the
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
frames; continuous passages being effected in a
is

Practical Maxxxxer I
It may be arranged for any form of the Langstroth Frame; has been fairly tested, and ia the
Best Hive made for Comb Uoney. Send for
new Circular.

»K.

Address,
44Atf
I
]

NEW

PHILADELPHIA.

O.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you /rep,
nval, valuable b(».xof

sample goods

that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever IhouKlit possible at any business.
Capital not required. "We win start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. Vou can easily earn from .>o cents to ^.'> every
evening. That all who want work mav test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well saiisfled, we will send $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

GOLD;
I
I

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stin'SON & Co., Portland. Maine.
tions, etc., sent free.

4Aly

Palace Bee
And

ZZi've

Bee-Keepers' Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.
7Al3t
H. C. "WHITE. MADISON, IND.

HEDDON

!!

!

.
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HELLO! HELLO!
We

lire

now ready

Book

to
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(Orders for

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIANGS^'^ORGANS

A

WhltePoplar

Specialty.

Dovetailed

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

ETCrythlns fully up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

Send stamp for yj-page Catalogue and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

^I??^r

FLAT -BOTTOM

where.

high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples freo

VAN DEUSEN &

STORY & CAMP,

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Oa., N. 7.

188

&

Dadant's FoiindatiouFactory, wholesale
and

retail.
i

See Advertisement

a

week

at

in

Pay

free.

•

4Aly

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.
C. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central ATe.,CINCI»rsrATI, O.

MUTH,

inc. for Practical

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Early Italian Queens
IMPOKTED AND HOME-BRED.
Bees
full col'^nies.
an<i BE.4,17TY.

Nuclei and

bred both

BITSINESS

T=-

jr.

Xi.
AUGUSTA. GA.

12A8t 4B4t

Send f-ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goodswhich will help you to
more money right away than

PRIZ[j

anythingelseinthis world. All
I
of either sex, succeed from first
boar. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. True
4Aiy
& Co.. Augusta, Maine.

II

Dadant'sFoundationFaetory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send for Samples <fe Bednced Price-List*
32ABtf J. VANDERVOET,Laceyville, Pa.

American Linden or Basswood

FOR BEES
5 to 10 inches, per 100
3 to 5 feet, per 100

sale by Z.
12A6t 4B2t

For

K.

JEWETT,

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

SPAKTA, WIS.

of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEoitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eating. Drinking. Dressing. Sleeping.
Bathing, Workintr, etc.
_
^
It Costs onlv
and contains 28 pages, and is sent by mall,
is
just
post-paid, oil receipt of price. This
the Book that every family should have.

the

title

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,

What to

How

Eat,

to Eat it,
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Perils of

How to

Summer.

Breathe.
Overheating Houses.
Ventilation,
Influence of Plants.

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
Is SUPEKIOK for makingComb Foundation either
In Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
D. S. eiTEAT «fe CO.,
lABtf

HOOPESTON.

LLL.

Dadant's Fouudation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

E.xercise,

Occupation fnr Invalids, Cure of Teeth.
After-Dinner Naps,
Superflu«ju^ Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, TIeadache. cause&cure,
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

IT TELLS HOW TO CURE
Black Eyes. Boils, Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corn8,Coughs, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet. Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarseness, Itchini:, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poison-

another column.

Rheumatism. Ringworm,

Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples. Sore Throat. Sun-atntke, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet. Toothache, Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough. Worms in Children.

It will

85

Reverses

combs without the

to fall or get injured.

always stop
for

everywhere. Address,
O. \V. STANE.E\' A: BRO,
WYOMING, N. T.
14Atf

Dadaiit'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

E. T.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

See Advertisement

LEWIS &

West Madison

J-. ^^7^.

Street.

All
rates to Dealers.

For further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7A1 y

Special

Send for Circular.

1-iAtf

agent wanted in every
place to sell our new goods. Big pay. 40
samples only lOc. Nonefree. Cutthisout
Acme Novelty Co.. Clintonville, Conn.
1

l3A><t

wanted for The Lives of

all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest, best book
ever sold for less than twice

our price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense

-BZGJ^^I^/LjS^I^T,

Pure Italian Bees and (Jiieens

another column.

CO., Toledo, 0.,

k"WAKTED.—

CHICAGO. ILL.

DEALER IX

in

MANUFACTUREKS OP
kinds of Apiarian Supplies.

THOMAS O. XEWMAAT,
925

aid of the

motion of the crank is all
that is required. No time is lost, as we provide every machine with a brake to stop the
motion, and the combs are half reversed
when the motinn stops. Can be used forC or
4 combs, as desired. No chance for combs
hanils; the reverse

Save Doctor Bills!
Cents.

tlio

The Comb Baskets
In the most convenient position
in combs. We use
or
putting
removing
Parasites of the Skin,
The
XXXX Tin or Galvanized Iron for Cans.
Bathing— Best way.
one
piece. We chalis
all
in
of
Can
Diseases,
Cylinder
Lung
Lungs &
How to Avoid them.
lenge any E.xtractor, taking any number of
Clothing— what to Wear, combs, to do one-half the work of our 4-trame
How much to Wear,
Machine. Prices reasonable.
<'ontagious Diseases,
1^~ We want to employ good live Agents
How to Avoid them,

TELLS ABOUT

IT

Price only

Given'sFoundationPress.

E

Hints and Ready Recipes,
is

ing, Moles, Pimples, Piles,
.$1.50.
.
7.00.

..

STANLEY'S AUTOMATIC

DR. FOOTE'S

for

Dunham and
Vandervort FOL'NI>ATIO-\ a specialty. If you
need Queens. Bees, liives. Foundation or Supplies,
send for my Catalogue and Price List. Address.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

All my SrefJ Is warranted to be fresh anft
true to name, so far that should it prove
otherwise, I ajjree to refill orders gratis.
A largre part of the great collection of
Seed I ufTer is of my own k ro>. ing. As the
original introducerof KclipseBeet, Burbank Potatoes, Marblehead Early Corn,
the Hubbard Squash, and scores of other
new Vegetables. 1 invite the patronage
the public. In the gardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Catalogues FRKEto all.
MES J. H. GREGORY. SEED GROWER, MARRLEHEAD, MASS.

absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
I which persons of either sex. young or old,
an make yreat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to U. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
1

CT^Send

203 N.

190 State Street,

CHICAGO.

another column.

home. fS-Oo outHt

Agents Wanted. ^'^*s^°4

Catalogrues free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying else-

COMB FOUNDATION,
J,

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A6m

Estey,
Story &. Camp.

profits to agents.

All intelligent people

want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Maine.
4Aiy

CLOVER SEED $9 per lbs.: delivered
SWEET
at depot in good shipping order by MOSES
613

BAILEV,

Wintereet, Madison Co. Iowa.

14A3t
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HEDDON'S
COI-.TJ3v^3Sr.

BEE-KEEPERS'

BEES

HONEY,

and

OR THE

SUPPLIES.
Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 18S4.

Management

of

and

THOMAS

my Illustrated

an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by
;

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weekly Bee

995 ^Vest Madlaoa

JoumaL

Street, Cblcaso, 111.

contains 160 profusely illustrated pages, is
up with the times" in all the improvements
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid in the successful management of the Honey
Bee. and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.
It

COMB FOUNDATION.
Oo account of the prevailing scarcity of beeswax

comb foundation is now advanced 3
cents per pound above the price quoted in my
the price of

Catalogue for

1884.

BEESWAX.

.^appreciative Kotlees.

pay 32c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.
I

CZiOVSH SSSDS.
The present
My New

Langstroth Hive.

Tliaiikiiig you for past years' patronage,
I solicit what I may justly merit for the

coming season.

am

led to believe that
the goods I offer, and my ways of doing
business, give at least an average satisfaction, from the fact tliat my trade has more
than doubled every year since I have dealt
in supplies, and that nearly all of my former customers are customers still. True,
we have had complaints, but we have more
than 50 testimonials of best satisfaction,
to every one such complaint.
1

my

Hive is growing in popularI believe
a riiuch greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to funiish these hives made up, and
In the fiat, at very reasonable prices.

prices are as follovs's

:

White Clover, $lo.00 per bushel, S4.00
per peck, or 30 cts. per pound.
Alsike Clover, $12.00 per bushel, $3.25
per peck, or 25 cts. per pound.
Sweet Clover, SIO.OO per bushel, §2.75
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.

NO. 30 TINNED

WIRE

For Brood Frames.
One ounce

ity, to

One

spools, each, - 4 cents.
Postage. 2 cents extra.
oz. spools, per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents extra.

One pound spools, each, 40 cents.
Postage 18 cents extra.
Given Comb Foundation, after having
been tliorouglily tested by many of our One pound will wire about 17.5 frames.
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 nave on hand
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for
On account of a decline in the price
making an article of tliat Foundation excelled by none.
of Wire Xails, I will make a discount
of 15 per cent, from the prices quoted
in my Catalogue, until further notice.

WIRE

NAILS,

SECTIONS.

CHEAP FOUNDATION MILLS.
These Mills will make Foundation
of any desired thickness, for either
Section Boxes or Brood Frames.

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

PRICES

Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the piu-chase of Bees
in any sliape, tested or untested Queens,
it may pay you to send for my

:

4 inch Rolls
"
6 "
"
10 "
"
12 "
14

•'

§10.00.
15.00.
2.5.00.

40.00.

"

-50.00.

If

CIRCULAR for 1884
be

SURE

to state whether or not
Circular for 1883.

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of

—American

Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union City, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, IIL
Valuable for all who are interested In the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer, Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared f<-»r beginners.— Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in beeraising.— News, Prairie City, Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to

apiculture.

bee-raisers.- Indianian, Clinton. Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.
manual, containing

olist,

A

all the newest discoveries
management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practica instruction, that no one who
contemplates keeping bees can do without.— Farmers' Journal, LouisviUe, Ky.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good judgment.
—Daily Republican, Utica, N. Y.
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be nut directly interested in tbe
care of bees.— Sentinel, Rome, N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm and Fireside, Spring-

in the

field. O.

Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
giving very thorough details of the management

I am now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4)4x4Xx6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, S6.50; 5x6x2,
per 1,000, S8.00. All shipped from here.

And

" fully

you

have my
Address,

<TA.MES HEDSON,
DOWAGIAC, Cass County, MICH.

Vaudervort Foundation

Mill.

6 luch, Price, $25.00.
It

makes the Hnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

and manipulationsnecessary tomake bee-keeping
a success.— Farm. Longmont. Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago
Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He who would keep abreast of tbe
times must keep posted in all the Improvements in
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon, O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art bv which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engravinga,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

PRICE— Bound in cloth, 7S cents;
50 cents, postpaid.

in

paper

covers.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

983 Weet Madison
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-
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G, NEIVMAN,
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CLUBBL\G LIST FOR
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supply the

17.

1884.

Americun Bee tlournul

Bees Confined 149 Days
267 one year, and any of the following Books, at tfae
Bees in California
266 prices quoted in the last column of flares. Tbe
first column Rives the regular price of both. All
Bees in Missouri
266 postage prepaid.
Price of both. Olub
Bees in Nebraska
267
PrBLISHED BT
The WeeklyBee Journal
fZOe..
Bee-space above brood-frames, etc 260
and Cook's Manual, lasteditionCin cloth) 3 25. 3 00
C.
Capturing Queens
262
Cook's Manual, (In paper covers)
3 OQ.
2 60
Editor and Phopribtor.
Clipping the Queen's Wing
264
Bees and Honey (T.U.Newiman)cloth 2 76. 2 50
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAOO, ILL.
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 60..' 2 25
Convention Notices
268
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Weekly, SS a year Monthly, SI.
2 75.
2 50
Editorial Items
2.59
Apiary Register for 2(X) colonies
3 50.
3 25
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
Facts in Wintering Bees
261
4 09.. 3 00
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50. 2 75
PREMIUM.— Any one sendlnn one iwiu subscrip- Fruit Bloom is Backward
267
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
3 50.. 3 35
tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

.

.

.

.

;

one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey." bound in cloth.

money

sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not piven
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

t^' The

receipt for

^^T Any person sending a

club of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

t^ Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOKEIQN POSTAGE. EXTRA:

Honey and Beeswax ^Market
Honey Crop of Califorma
Honey Fermenting

Italianizing

268
259
262
268

.'

Losses of Bees in Winter
Moving Bees
Moving Bees on the Railroad

My

268
'.
.

Affliction, etc

267

Northeastern Ky. Convention.
Pollen and Fermented Honey

... 261

Pollen or Ventilation
Poor Honey a Cause of Disease.
Questions by a Beginner

267

262
.

.

To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents. Shade for Bee Hives
To Australia -Weekly, $1 Monthly. 24 cents.
Special Notices
George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are Spring Management of Bees
our authorized agents for Europe.
Still Cold in the Pineries
Stimulative Spring Feeding
Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second CUiss Matter.
Success in Wintering for 21 Years
Surplus Arrangements
ADVERTISING RATES.
The Improved Section Case
;

;

20

cents per line of space, eacb insertion,
For

A

either the

line of this

TWELVE

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

type will contain about 8 words;

lines will

occupy

ONE-INCH

of space.

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices. 50 cents per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one. two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at
cents per line,
of space, for each Insertion.

SO

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement t« inserted.

The Use of Comb Foundation
Tlie Weather and Bees
Valuable Instruction
What Causes Bee-Diarrhcea
Winter Losses Slight

•S5 Went

G.

Madison

NEWMAN,
Street..

Chlcaso,

III.

?

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant

00,
25.

00..

2 35.

3 75

3 00
2 75

2 25

2 40.. 2 25

HoneyasKooddrMedicine.lOOCopies
Blessed Bees
King's Text Book
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Qieanings inBee-Culture(A.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A. J. King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) ..

4 50..

4 25

4 50.

4 25

2 75.

2 50

3 00.

2 7S

3 00.

2 75

3 00.

2 75

2 60..

2 35

3 00..

2 75

3 00.

2 76

267

New

75..

2 50

268

British

75..

3 50

00.

7 75

266
269
265

267
263

Eng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
Bee Journal
3
The 8 above-named papers
9

The Hf onthly Uee (Teiirnal and any
above. II less than the figures in the

^

last

of the

column.

The Pike County Bee-Keepers'

Association will hold its semi-annual
264 meeting at Pittsfield, Illinois, Sat263 urday, May 3, 1884, at 10 a. m. All are
Any one having
265 cordially invited.
new apiarian implements, or any
264
thing that will advance the interest
267 of the meeting, are requested to bring
267 them for exhibition.
T. C. BuNivER, iSec.
261
W. T. F. Petty, Pres.
267

t^ The KentuckyBee-Keepers'ConRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on vention meets in Louisville, Ky., durwhich are printed a large bee in gold, ing the opening of the Exposition (day
N.P. Allen, ISec.
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. not fixed).
^" Do not let your numbers of the ^- For $2.75 we will supply the
Bee Journai. for 1884 be lost. The Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.
best

THOMAS

268
267

Langstroth's Standard Work
4
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3
Alley's (Jueen Rearing
3

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75.

—

A
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BOOKS!

gidwicrtisjcmjeuts.

8enl by mail, on receipt of price, by

Tii03vi-A-S

DADliTiFODiDEi

925

by lumdreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest. brialiti'st, quickest accepted by
bees, least ai>t tn sai;. most regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.
is

NEWMAN, Chicago.

LLI..

Bee - Keeping.—

Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd. and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, Ex-editOT of the "British Bee Journal.'"
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee (.'ulture. To nim and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot says of it: "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierzon
scientific apiculture than any one man.. .For real
Bcientitlc value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth. 8&S.

Ind.,

WM. BALLANTINB, Sago, O..
111.,
E L. ARMSTKONC Jerseyville,Philadelphia,
Pa.

ARTHUR TODD. Germantown,
Iowa.

E. KKETCllMER, Coburg.
and numbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

ISO

CHICAGO,

Street,

— No book could

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

It

be

has 35 engrav^ngB

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information
Price S5c. for either the
English or German editions.
Qulnby*s
Bec-K-eeplnar, by L. C. Koot—
TVe author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Ita
authoris master of the subject.— )B'1.50.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doollttle. Price, 5c.
of Bee-Caltare. by A. I. Boot
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining lo the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 91.25; paper, 81.
KInff's Bee-K.eepers' Text- Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 4tl.OO.

New

ABC

Mich..

DOUGHERTY & BIcKEE. Indianapolis,
CHAS. H. fiREEN. Berlin, Wis..
CHAS. HERTEL. Jr., Freeburg. 111.,

West Madison

I>zlerzon*s Butional

111.,

MUTH, Cincinnati. O..
JAMBS HBDDON, DnwaKliic,
C. F.

isr:E"S7^iva:-A.3sr,

C3--

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind,we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, Kiven upon application.

attested

tical

A. H.

;

COMPtlMENTAKT,

Queen-RearlDK. by Henry Alley.— A full
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS and detailed account of TWENTY-THREE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
from as many bee-keepers in 18.S.3.
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
published. Price. Sl.OO
We guarantee every inch ef onr Foun- before
Manna.1
6alde
or,
Cook.*a
Uee-K.eeper'a
respect.
in
every
datien eqnal te sample
of the Apiary. —This Manual is "elegantly
illustrated and fully " up with the times on every
CHAS. DADANT .fc SON,
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
SABly
;

a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
paper cover. »1,
to do without. Cloth. *1. as
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and* Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It contains i*3o pages, and is profusely illus-

The book is

;

37Aly

Lanffstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
-This is a standard scientific work. Price, ISS.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.- A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information aod
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
FonI Brood; its origin, developmentand core.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price, 25c.

Extracted Honey HarvestlnK, Handland Marketlnif.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
;

ing
Ch.

and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers. by Chaa.
F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
;

WORK

Aplurv Keglster, for SYSTEMATIC
The larger ones can be used
the APIARV.
for a few colonies, give room for an increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
For '-<> colonies, |l.(X); for 100
one book. Prices
colonies, $1.25; for 2tAi colonies, $1.50.
in

:

gcittschc ^ttccher^
nebcv ^ieneniudfi,

:

Price,

trated.
covers,

bound

cloth,

in

75c.;

in

paper

©iencn ^UltUt, ober erforgmd^e

50c.,
berSienen, oon S^oS. ®.
Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas Sefjanbluiig
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the Dteroman.
"DiefeS ^amp^let entl^alt
of Bees and Honey .the nature,

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

postpaid.

Ancient History

and preparation of Honey for the
Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings. Foam.Wines.etc;
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is Intended for coHSumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
quality, sources,

The Original

Market

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

;

everywhere. Published

Enifllsh and

in

German.

Price for either edition. 5c. ; per dozen. 4:Oc.
Preparation of Honey for the Market.
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.

Swarmlnff. Dividing; and Feedlngr Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas 6. Newman. This
Price, 5c.
la a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Bee Pasturase a STeceaslty. by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 26engravlngs. This is a chap;

ter from Bees and Honey." Price, lOc.
Bees In "Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This la a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price, 5c.
Food Adolteratlen t What we eat and ahonld
not eat. Thla book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying

23e[e[)rungcnu6er folgenbe 'Segenftfinbe
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Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarr.
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bintrham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fall to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yOB please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!

Bee-keepers will save monsy and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knlves tirst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but <if these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,ooo in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint,

o

With European and AmencaH orders already
received for over 3,ooo, there is evidence that 1884
with us ia not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the moat advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
^
,„
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
.

_,

_,

sell again,

send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABROWIA, MICH.
6A2Btf

'

adulterations offered as food.

200

pages

Serlbner's Liiinber and I-or

50c.

Book.— Most

kind published. Gives meascomplete book of
urement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
its

tables, interests, etc.

United States

Standard book throughout

& Canada.

Price

35

e. postpaid.

Fisher's Grain Tables Tor Farmers, etc.
—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l.OOo.OOO Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations. Processes. Trade Se;

;

crets, Legal Items. Business Forma, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2oo.<:xX-i items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Maohinista, Millers. Black-

smiths. Founders, Miners, Metallurgists, Assayers.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers. Gliders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains 1,016 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its

weight in gold to any Mechanic. Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, »».50.
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Tlie average weight of cases being

Now, as to the indications for the
()0 pounds.
present year, Messrs. Stearns & Smith
Receipts in barrels and kegs for past
give the following as their opinion
four years

about

:

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor,

Honey Crop
In

tlie

of California.

Bee .Journal

for April

Years.

Barrels.

1880.
ISSl.,
1882.
1883.,

1,156

Kegs.

126
84
23

456
291
3

Receipts from Jan.

1,

1884, to date,

370 cases.
2,

we remarked

as follows concerning
the honey crop of California for the
past year, and the prospects for the

Exports for the past six years by
sea and land from San Francisco, and
by rail from interior points have been
By sea from
By rail from
San Francisco. S.F.& Interior.

present season
Years.

We have

received the Annual Review of California Crops for 188.3, by
W.
Meade
Geo.
& Co., San Francisco,
Cal. They have put the crop of honey
for the past year at 960,000 pounds,
and divided thus
Comb honey, 12.5,000 pounds extracted honey, 835,000
pounds. They make the following re" Tlie
marks about the honey crop
Itroduct of California comb honey,
last year, was very light, scarcely
more than enough to supply the home
demand, and prices generally ruled
high. Extracted turned out far better
than was anticipated, but owing to
the large crop of domestic honey East,
tlie sale here has been dull and slow,
and a considerable surplus will have
to be carried over into the new year.
The European demand for California
honey has also been limited, though
our honey is preferred there when
prices here will permit of business."
:

;

:

Now we

1878
1879
1880
1881

1882
1883

Cases,

4,978

Lbs.
1.2-54,889

Lbs.

518,714

214,216
861,050
378,370

13,67.5

7,890
8,849
3,612
6,663

1.50,806

62,700

of

indications

are

the
coming yield will be large, and in excess of any crop since 1878. As the
local consumption will only absorb a
small proportion of a large yield, and
as the figures current here for some
time past have been too high to encourage lai-ge shipments to distant
points, it is probable, if the crop
proves as large as now anticipated,
that prices in 1884-85 will show a
lower range than they have in the
season nearly closed.

They

tliat

are of the opinion that the

consumption of honey is not on
the increase, and remark as follows on

local

that point

.527,680

266,400

Although the population of the
coast is steadily and rapidly increasing, the local consumption of honey
is not so large as it was some years
ago. Honey is now regarded more of
a luxury than a necessity, and as a
consequence, only strictly "choice is in
favor with local buyers. The decreased
local consumption is to a great extent
5,070 lbs.
due to the abundance and cheapness
Since the first of June last, receipts of fruits during late years, encouraghave been 12,684 cases, 2 barrels and 2 ing the more extensive use of the
kegs.
Allowing one-third of the latter by persons of ordinary means.
cases to liave been comb honey, we
have the following showing in pounds:
Instead of the crop of the past year
being
960,000 pounds as stated by
cases
Extracted— 8,4.50
1,014,720
Messrs. Geo. W. Mead & Co., it seems
Extracted barrels and kegs
1 ,000
2.53,480 that it was .50 per cent, more than
Comb—4,228 cases

Of

shipments overland,
90,720 lbs. were sent from San Francisco, 174,630 lbs. from Los Angeles,
and 1,0.50 lbs. from Sacramento.
Exports for 1884 to date, by sea,
cases from San Francisco by
1 ,9.53
rail, exclusive of March shipments,
last year's

;

—

.

have received the Annual Shipped by rail from interior 118,340
the crop by Stearns &
Total
1,387,.540
Smith, who supply us with the weekly
honey market report. They write us
The above total does not include
stocks cansumed, or still held in the
as follows
or shipments by sea from
'•
We believe our report to be as interior,
Southern Coast points. These are unnear correct as can be got at, and we knovi'n quantities, but if they could
produce our figures from the only he definitely arrived at, would, besources they can be obtained, and are yond doubt, materially increase the
facts.
As orders are coming in lively figures showing last year's product.
for empty packages for the new crop,
Assuming the unknown quantity
the present outlook is for a large one." the past season to be about the same

Review

Present

those figures, or

These

1,387,-540

pounds.

figures will be very interest-

ing to the many who are now anxious
to get statistics of the honey production of

America.

^- The Price List of Thomas L.
Thornton, Dividing Ridge, Ky., is on
our desk. Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Cure for Gravel.— Sweeten your tea
as it was in 1882, last year's yield ap220,000 lbs. less than in the pre- with equaly parts of honey and sugar.
pears
following
ceding season.
It never has been known to fail. If
Number of cases received in this
Throughout the season choice comb
possible secure honey from clover inmarket during past six years
and extra white extracted have found
Vears.
Tlie market stead of wild flowers and buckCases. custom at good figures.
1878
38,337 is now practically bare of what may wheat.
1879
8,4t3 be termed fancy qualities. There is
1880
26,782 considerable off grade honey still of1^"
have received the Price List
1881
10,6.58 fering, and prospects are not encour1882
U,489 aging for a clean-up of this stock, ex- of S. A. Dyke, Pomery, O.— 4 pages1883
Bees and Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
13,804 cept at very low figures.

From

their

Review we glean the

:

We

;;
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tions can be slid on the first rack if
desired, and the intermediate rack be
used in tiering up. By either of these
plans the objectionable shallow beebees must all be driven from the top space is overcome, and the sections
of the frames before the boxes were placed as near the brood as possible,
put on, as many would be crushed without danger of killing bees ; thus
and killed underneath them. At securing a greater yield of honey,
about this time I adopted the wide- which yield is what we are all after.
frame system, or case-and-separator If a greater yield of honey can be obsystem, as I prefer to call it, which tained by the above plan (which I
did away with the honey-board en- have been studying on for over 12
tirely ; so that I have not had a honey- years), and that with the same amount
board in my apiary for nearly 12 years. of labor or expense to the apiarist, I
"
To prevent the killing of bees, I cannot see how it can retard proinch space between gress."
gave a scant
Will Mr. Heddon please tell us what
the bottom of the cases and the tops
his reasons are for preferring the
of the frames. This worked so well
also his objections
that I have used it mainly till the shallow space and
present time, with the exception of to the above plans for doing away
some few hives where the cases rested with it, if he has any such objections 'i
I also notice on page 58, an allusion
on tacks to keep them }i of an inch
above the frames. These tacks got to Italian bees objecting to this shalexperience I
pulled out of a part of the hives, low space. In all my

as they were used on the box-hives.
This plan gave good satisfaction as to
the product of honey, but it was slow
work putting on the boxes, as the

For the American Bee Joiimai.

See-Space above Brood-Frames,
G. M.

etc.

DOOLITTLE.

On page .58, I see a desire manifested that tlie Bee Journal call
forth the expression of the honeyproducers of the world relative to the
bee-space above the brood-frames,
now used in most of the hives in the
country.
Years ago, when I first began to
keep bees, I used a few box hives for
two years, which had, as a top, a
board J^ inch thick. In this top were
slots cut, 1 inch wide by b}4. inches
long, running across the combs, for
entrances to the 6-pound boxes, which
were then used. The combs in the
brood-chamber were expected to be
built in a certain direction ; guides of
thin wood, brought to a sharp edge on
the under side, were used to secure
this object, and these slots in the top
were so spaced that three openings
between the combs below were to
come into the slot thus giving the
bee a passage way of about 3 inches
of
an inch from the broodby
chamber to the boxes. The boxes

y

;

let the cases down on the
frames, in which shape I have used
them with good results, except that
some bees would be killed in handling
them. The past season I used several
hives with only six brood-combs, as
has been explained elsewhere, in
which case it became necessary to set
the cases directly on top of the frames.
To prevent the killing of the bees,
was the question which now came up.
To accomplish this, all I had to do
was to raise the frames so that the
tops of them came even with the top of
the hive, when I could slide the cases
along on the top bars of the frames
thus pushing the bees out of the way
as the case was put on. In this way,
was master of the situation, and
I
had the difficulty solved, regarding
how I could use my sections to the
best advantage. It will be understood that on these hives my cases
and entrance to the sections go crosswise of the frames, and not parallel
with them, as do the sections in most
hives.
I expected that these cases
would be so glued down with propolis,
that it would be hard work to remove
them ; but in this I was mistaken, for

which

;

%

had slots in the bottom to correspond
with the slots in the top of the hive,
and were set directly on top of the
thin slotted board.
This gave a space of but fi of an
combs
inch, which separated the
in the hive from the boxes, as the
was
but
inch
the
box
bottom to
thick. At the same time I was using
the Langstroth hive, which had 5-16
inch bee-space between the frames
of an
and honey-board, which was
inch thick. Over the slots in the
honey-board were placed the boxes,
the bottoms of which were y^ of an
inch thick, which gave a space of a 3-16
of an inch through, which the bees
must pass before entering the boxes
when coming from the combs below.
As a consequence, the bees would
enter the boxes in the box-hives much
the quicker; the result of which was,
that all things being equal, I could
get the most surplus honey from the
box-hives. But as I could not keep
the bees equal as to numbers in the
box-hives with those in the others,
and for otlier reasons too numerous
to mention, which makes the movable
frame hive so much preferable, I decided to do away with the box-hives,
after which 1 began to study how I
could do away with the honey-board
and bee-space in the Langstroth hive
thus making the top similar to the
box-hive. At hrst I left the bottom
of the box entirely off except a thin
strip at each edge to hold the box in
shape, setting the boxes directly on
top of the frames ; but as the combs
in the tilled boxes would be attached
to the frames below, so as to nearly

mam

%

%

;

spoil
it

them by removing,

I

soon gave

up.

Next I set the boxes directly on the
frames, using them with full bottom.

can remove them much easier than
can those cases which have comb
and honey put between the bottom of
them and the frames of the hive and
also much easier than I could a honeyboard fastened in the same way, where
I
I

;

!

I

'

it is desirous to use sections IJ^ inches
in width, without separators rimning
parallel with the brood-frames.
Dr. Tinker's plan of continuous
passage ways, is an excellent one. In
this way a number of very thin slots,
a little wider than the top of the
frames, are so fastened together that
each slot comes over the top-bar of
each frame thus making a rack covering the top of the hive. This rack
is to be slid on top of the frames at
the beginning of the honey harvest
and so left till fall, unless tlie broodchamber is to be opened. Immediately on top of this is placed (by
sliding on)
an intermediate rack
which is very nearly like the first.
Upon this the rack of sections is
placed so that to remove the sections
or replace them, all there is to do is to
slide this intermediate rack back and
forth on the first or the rack of sec;

;

have failed to note any reluctance on
the part of Italian bees to enter the
sections, whether this shallow space
was used or not. I have often seen it
stated that the hybrids and black bees
would enter the sections much more
readily than the Italians ; but from
close watching since 1871, 1 could not
see but what colonies of different
strains of bees would enter the sections at about the same time providing that the brood-chamber was contracted so that little or no empty comb
was therein at the time the honey
harvest opened.
The greatest advantage, in my opinion,which the Italian bees possess over
other strains, is in their producing a
.

;

large amount of brood in May and
June thus getting plenty of workers
;

to gather the harvest.and then slackening up in brood-rearing during the

harvest

;

thus avoiding a needless con-

sumption of honey during the honey
harvest, and after it is passed.
That an Italian queen mated with
a black drone will produce workers of
the best type to produce comb honey,
for a direct cross
I am well aware
always produces vigor but how shall
workers
without the Italsuch
we get
ians to startwith ? I really hope none
are talking of breeding from hybrid
stock, for the purpose of being able
to sell all the queens they rear with
no fear that any one can have any
claims on them for purity.
;

;

To

the honey-producers of this connbee is an indispensa
and
ble thing as a starting point
those who ignore this point, are " off
the track," according to my views,
after an experience of 12 years with
both Italians and hybrids in my yard.
The result of trying to build up a
stock of bees by breeding from a hybrid mother, has proved in all cases,
which I have tried, that every generation grows poorer and poorer, instead
try, the Italian

;

of proving

any

better.

Borodino, N. Y.

^

The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
County will meet in the Town Hall at
Port Washington, O., on Thursday,

May

organize a bee-keepers'
All are earnestly invited

15, 1884,to

association.
to attend.

A. A. Fkadenburg.

;
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Although the
without loss.
winter of 1SS2 and 1883 was the coldest
for years, and the temperature for
weeks, in my cellar, being 12^ to iry^
below freezing, yet my bees wintered
without loss.
I have given as briefly as possible
my method of wintering bees, also
the result. I have no theories to advance on the subject, nor any pet hobbies to ride but I will just say that
my opinion is that our bees would
often give us very much more satisfactory results both during the honey
season and in wintering, if we would
onies

Facts in Wintering Bees.

COOLEY.

As 'the subject of wintering liees
successfully seems to be as far from
satisfactory solution as ever, I will
give my experience of 13 years.
I began with the box-hives, occasionally getting a few pounds of surplus houev. When putting them into
the cellar 'for the winter, I placed the
liives bottom up
the bottom being
I lost
left entirely open all winter.
only one colony in that condition, and
that dietl of starvation. 1 have used
a hive similar to the Langstrotli.
I prepare bees for wintering as follows
As soon as tlie clover and basswood season is over, examine every
colony
remove the supers from all
the colonies not having honey enough
to carry them through the winter
and if at the end of the season they
still have not stores sufticient for winter, feed immediately of good extracted clover honey. This is all the
preparation for winter that I ever
make. I never extract tlie honey and
feed sugar never make holes through
tlie coinbs for winter passage ways
never take out frames and put in
division-boards and never use cushions, chatf, or packing of any kind,
but simply let them remain "just as
tliey stood on the summer stands.
The tops of the frames come nearly
flush with the tops of the hives. I
spread a sheet of cotton cloth over the
top, upon which the board cover is
placed.
The cover is simply a Hat
board that tightly covers the top of
the hive. The bees soon wax the
cloth tightly to the tops of the frames,
leaving but little or no upward ventilation, and no chance for the bees to
pass over the tops of the frames at all.
If any one should ask how the bees
could pass from one frame to another
as their honey is consumed, I would
reply, by going around between the
outside of the frames and the inside
of the hive, which has an open space
of nearly
of ,ai) inch wide, which
makes just as convenient a passage
way as one would be over the top of
the frames.
The entrance to most of my hives is
of an inch wide, running the whole
width of the hive, and is left open in
winter the same as in summer. This
is all the ventilation they have.
The
cellar used for 11 years was 1.3x20, and
7 feet high,dugin dry ground. It never
froze, and had no ventilation, except
what was given by opening the door
occasionally. The temperature was
usually about 3.50. What was the re;

;

just let

them
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Causes Bee-Diarrhoea

?

;

;

;

;

%

%

I never have lost but one colV
ony of bees that did not starve to
death, and that had been queenless so

sult

long that half the colony died before
putting them into the cellar. The
average number of colonies I have
wintered for the past 11 years, was
about .")0. In the winter of 1879-80, I
wintered 103 colonies, and all came
out alive, and all but 3 were in good
condition. Two years ago I wintered
14 colonies in a cellar 10x12x6 feet
high, and lost none.
In the same
cellar, the year 1881, 1 wintered 32 col-

JAMES

the summer and early fall, to secure
stores for winter. In the fall, they
are all moved home and wintered in
the bee-cellar. 1 never heard of them
losing a colony until last winter. Then
they lost only'two. These were away
in a location where they gathered a
peculiar kind of honey.
I .saw the
hives in the spring; tliey were daub-

ed

with

excrement, while

mainder of

his apiary

was

the re-

free

from

could not have been from
moving them, as a large portion of his
colonies were moved at the same time.
I saw an apiary of over 100 colonies
disease.

It

in which aliout half were Italians,
and the rest blacks. The blacks wintered very well, while tlie Italians had

alone.

Eidgeway, Iowa.

What
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WOOD.

F.

This question yet remains unanswered. Many say that dampness is
the cause ; others claim that it is pollen eating.
I do not believe tliat
dampness, cold or conlinement causes
it
and as to the pollen theory, I cannot give any facts at all. I have always wintered my bees in the cellar,
without the loss of a single colony
;

the diarrhwa so as to seriously reduce
their numbers.
in a bee-house.

They were wintered
The Italians gath-

ered a superior article of honey ; and
hence, had white honey for winter,
while the blacks had black honey.
In view of these facts, it appears to
me as if the kind of honey the bees
have for winter, has something to do
with successful wintering. I do not
see how dampness had any thing to do
with ray colony, as the hives were dry ;
besides, they were diseased before
winter came. How can I apply the
" pollen theory " to these cases V

North Prescott, Mass.
until this winter. I believe the cause of bee-diarrhcea, in
many cases, is in the kind of honey
Northeastern Kentucky Convention.
that the bees have for winter stores.
In support of the above, I will first
£ive the condition of my own bees.
This convention was held at Cov,ast spring I removed one colony to a ington, Ky., for the purpose of organlocation about 5 miles from my home izing a i)ee-keepers' association. Quite
apiary, where bees gathered much a number of bee-keepers from surmore honey than in my location but rounding counties were in attendance.
usually the bees died with diarrhcea Mr. Peter McVean was chosen chairin its worst form, in early winter. As man, and Geo. W. Cree, secretary pro
I never had a colony suffer from the teni.
disease, I thought I could winter them
Upon taking the chair, Mr. MeVean
on this honey, if i prepared them as I stated that the object of the meeting
did the rest of my colonies. I moved was the organization of a bee-keepers'
this colony home in October, and to association, thebetter to secure a genmy surprise, before any of the colo- eral co-operation by which the indinies were put in the cellar, it and all vidual members would be able to seits increase had the diarrhcea, while cure readily the benefit of the general
lie was confident that
the others were free from the disease. experience.
I brought one of the afflicted colonies the interests of those engaged in beefrom the cellar a few days ago the culture in the northern part of Kenfrom disease,

;

;

bees had nearly all left the hive,andlay
dead in front of it. I shook what remained, from the combs, and on examination, found the combs perfectly
dry, and very little pollen in the cells.
What pollen there was, was all in the
outside comb, and the honey was removed from over it but it did not
;

tucky would be forwarded.
After the preliminary work of organization, the meeting adjourned till
1

o'clock.

re-assembling, the chairman
an expression of opinions,
and a number of members discussed
the best form of organization, and the
most suitable plan of operation. The
general drift seemed to be that the
association would be highly advantageous, and all were confident in the
assertion that its establishment would
be permanent and popular.
It was accordingly decided to make
a permanent organization, and the
balloting for officers resulted as folPresident, Peter McVean;
lows
Secretary, G. W. Cree; Vice Presidents, Rev. V'. .lohnson. Jacob White,
A. B. Hyraer, Alex. W. Stith. N. B.
Wilson, W.T. Gibson, John T. Conley, C. Riggs, W. C. Phillum, W. F.

On

called for

appear to have been removed. The
honey was very black, and tasted
much like cheap molasses.
Mr. Ileddon will attribute my loss
to pollen, but I sliall keep this honey
and give it to colonies that will not
have to be moved, and I shall be very
careful that it contains no pollen. I
shall also take more bees to this place
anotlier season, and remove the pollen
from some, and hope to get at the
truth of the matter another winter. I
do not think that moving bees in the
fall causes disease.
To illustrate this, take the experience of W. W. Cary & Son. They are Coffin.
situated in a poor location for honeyOn motion, Messrs. G. W. Cree,
producing move a great many colo- Alex. W. Stith and T. A.Crigler were
nies away during the latter part of appointed a committee for the purpose
:

;
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of drawing up a constitution and bylaws, to Be snbmitted at the next
meeting of the association.
In the choice of a suitable name, it
was decided that tlie association
should be called the Northeastern
Kentucky Bee-Keepers' Association,
and the membership fee 50 cents.

Two of my neighbors, the same
winter, had about the same number
of colonies— 25 or 30 each. No. 1 had
his packed in corn fodder. His hives
being part frame and part box, and
all one-story.
He lost all except 2
colonies.
No. 2 had all box-hives,
and every box raised an inch from the

may be

we do not carry her
with the other bees adbrood-comb.
Whether the plan that I propose is
the same as that practiced by Iilr.
Archer or not, we are indebted to him
for the idea of thus getting at the
queen.
We may, liowever, find by
Messrs. Colonel Adie O. Robert- bottom-board. Quite a number of his practice that any plan will end in disson, W. G. Gosney and T. L. Thorn- hives had openings in the top, from 3 aster. I have thought that, perhaps,
ton were chosen as the executive com- to 4 inches sqiiare. and were left open a queen thus enraged would be balled
mittee.
all winter.
Ills bees came through or killed upon returning to the colony
It was decided that one part of the all alive and bright. Take this for in that excited condition.
association's
programme at each what it is worth. The man who lost
Orion, Wis
meeting, should be the reading of all but 2 colonies, told me tlie above,
essays, and the vice-presidents were and I have no doubt but that it is
For the American Bee Journal.
appointed to prepare them for the true so what do we know about winnext meeting.
tering bees y
Honey
Fermenting.
The vice-presidents were also inPeru, Illinois.
trusted with the duty of calling upon
sure that

to the nuclei,
hering to the

;

the bee-keepers of "their respective
For the American Bee Joun:ni
counties for the purpose of securing
theirco-operation with the association.
Capturing Queens.
It was decided that the next regular meeting of the association should
W. H. STEWART.
be on the second Wednesday in August; but in order to secure a discusOn page 103, Rev. P. W. Archer
sion of points of special interest for
that time, it was voted that an inter- claims to be able, by locating himself
beside
a colony of bees, witliin a few
mediate meeting should be held in
minutes, to cause the queen to come
Covington, on May 7. Adjourned.
out and allow herself to be captured.
When I first read the statement, I
was inclined to doubt its truthfulness;
For the American Bee JoumaL
but after thinking the matter over, I
Pollen or Ventilation.
believe that I understand the manner,
or at least one way, in which it can be
H. S. HACKMAN.
performed.
Perhaps it may be done at any time
Has the truth been arrived at in during warm weather; but I doubt
regard to bee-diarrhcea V Is it the whether it could be successfully perpollen, or the want of proper ventila- formed at any time, except during
tion that causes the diarrhoea V
the swarming season.
It is well
My experience leads me to think it known to all close observing beeis the want of proper ventilation.
keepers, that when a plurality of
year ago last fall I vvintered 230 colo- queens is hatching in the hive," the
nies of bees, all fair and strong ones. queens will, at twilight, utter several
105 were in two-story hives ; 125 were monotonous sounds, very much like
in one-story hives
and all packed the sounds produced by the masonalike in leaves on the summer stands, wasps while building their mud nests.
facing the south. The two-story hives This noise made by the queens, is
had both entrances open. By two- believed by most bee-keepers to be a
story, I wish to be understood as be- challenee for the deadly combat that
ing two one-story hives setting on top often ends in the destruction of all
of each other.
Bees almost always the queens in the colony except one.
clustered in the upper story
If I am not badly mistaken, one
the
lower story, in many cases, had only could seat himself near the entrance
foundation starters, and sometimes of the hive containing a strong colwere full of comb.
ony, in this climate during the months
Of the 125 in the one-story hives, I of June and July, and (with the queenlost 100 by the middle of April while mocker that I to-day send you, to be
of those in the two-story liives, I placed in your museum) produce an
lost 5; but
from this date until imitation of the piping of the queen
June, 18 more in the two-story hives thus causing her to believe that a
were lost by spring dwindliug.'Nearly rival queen is near the entrance,
all of the one-story hives contained challenging her to combat.
I think
frost or ice during the cold weather. when she hears the cliallenge, she
This was proven oy the presence of would present herself at the entrance
broken comb, and "the water miming for the purpose of fighting
and
out of the entrances when it became while under the excitement, could be
w'arm enough to tliaw. The bees in captured.
tliese hives had diarrhoea.
If the queen-mocker can be made
The colonies in the two-story hives to work well, it will be very useful
were free fromdiarrhcea, ice, moisture, while moving brood-combs with adand broken comb, and the bees were hering bees, from strong colonies, for
as bright as could be. I paid no at- ttie purpose of using them to build up
tention to the pollen in these colonies, those that are weak or, in other
so there was not as much doubt in words, building up nuclei.
those of the one-story hives as in those
It is somecimes quite a task to hunt
of the two-story hives; and I, there- up a queen while doing this work, as
fore, conclude "that it was the air- the colony from which we wish to
space under the cluster, and the cir- take the brood-combs are very popuculation of the air through the open lous; and it is desirable to know just
entrances.
where the queen is, in order that we

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

K. B.

MUKPHY.

great deal in the Bee Jourthe pollen theory, the
humidity theory, the poor honey
"
tlieory, and a
great many other
theories to account for the loss of the
bees in winter.
My experience has been, if I could
keep the moisture out of the hives,
and had a good strong race that bred
young bees until late in the season,
and if the honey was all right, there
was not much trouble. I think one of
the greatest troubles, or, at least it
has been in this section, where otherwise cared for, has been in the honey,
and that, generally, in the early honey.
For tills section I v>ould rather chance
the late honey for wintering than the
clover and basswood honey ; for the
reason that the early honey in the
body of the hive, and occasionally the
surplus honey, if left in the hive too
long, seems "to ferment the same as
good yeast will. I have had a piece
as much as 3 inches square of the
caps of the cells, tear loose from the
cells in a body and raise up ig of an
inch or more in the centre from the
cells and the space beneath,on top of
the honey, full of small air bubbles;
and colonies with such honey in
variably wintered poorly, or died during the winter, according to the
amount of such honey in the hive.
I cannot give any reason for the
honey apparently fermenting (as it
does not sour). "Whether it is bacteria or fungi that causes it, or not
either, I am unable to say ; but I have
found that when I discovered any of
it in a colony, if I would extract it
and let them till up on late honey, they
were all right for the winter; and I
found by experimenting, that if the
old bees were fed on this honey in the
fall, after the honey season is over,
they would begin to die off and
dwindle the same as spring dwindling.
I have thought manv times that
sprnig dwindling was caused by this
kind of tioney, even when it had not
developed enough to show it to the
I see a

nal about

;

niiked eye.

There has been more or less of this
kind of honey in some of my hives
nearly every year since 1871 or 1872,
and it was thought by some of the
bee-keepers of Kentucky and Tennessee, about that time, that this kind
of honey was the cause of such heavy
losses in
1869.

If

those States from 1867 to
serves me right,

my memory
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there whs said to be whole apiaries
where the bees liad deserted their
hives and left ttiem full of honey.
Gen. Adair, of Kentucky, was the
first one I ever talked witli that called
my attention to tliis kind of honey as
beinir injurious to bees. I think it
was in tiie vear 1869 or 1S70, that I
met him, and we talked about the
losses of Kentucky bee-keepers and
he told me that whatever it was that
caused it. he had not been able to
control it. and that the malady was
travelini; northward gradually, and
that if it sot as far north as where I
lived, that with our long cold winters,
it would destrov our apiaries if it was
as bad as it was with tliem. He had
a sample of the honey with him,
showing how it looked and the next
week, when I reached home, I examined my colonies, but found nothing
of it then, and did not for three years
afterward.
It tirst shows itself by tlie caps of
the cells here and there being convex
instead of concave and as the disease, cir whatever it may be called,
progresses, there are more cells affected, and the cappingsof the first
ones begin to possess yellowish tinge ;
and honev that a few days before was
of a heavy body, is, after being affected, rather thin and watery. Immediately under the cappings are fine
air bubbles.
If none of the bee-keepers recognize
the diseaser, or whatever it may be, if
I find any of it this coming season, I
will send a sample to the editor of
the Bee Journal, if I do not forget
it.
I did not find any of it the past
season, and but little the year before ;
but the two seasons before that tliere
was plenty of it in my yard.
;

;

;

Garden "Plains.

111.
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Stimulative Spring Feeding.

W.

J.

DAVIS.

;

but
very contradictory
remembered that this
Journal is Continental in its character. "While in one part of its heritage, the bees are closely clustered
and packed in cellars and wintering
houses, or snugly tucked under warm
blankets, in other parts honey and
pollen are coming in rapidly, and
it

should be

;

That "is to say, the manof bees must vary to suit
the climate, or kind of weather that
prevails in anv locality. With this
introduction, I will proceed to give
an index of our spring weather, and
my experience in stimulative feeding.
respects.

agement

Our bees generally have a cleansing
about the middle of February.
are then re-housed for about 4
weeks. For several years I have supplied them with unbolted rye meal,
thoroughly cleaned and ground finely,
or wheat flour mixed with bran or
corn meal. This I fed by placing in
clean barrels in a warm, sheltered
place on the south side of a building,
placing from 2 to o pecks of meal in
each barrel, and inclined them toward
the sun at an angle that would not
allow the bees to blow out the bran
with their wings and as they would
work out the flour, roll the barrels
about .y over, and the bran would
slide down and give the bees a chance
to cull the finest parts, which they
readily work into nice pellets on their
thighs, and go home rejoicing.
If there is anything worker bees delight in, it is feeding their babies.
strong mark of their feminine character. AVe see in this the wisdom of
Him who created all things. Had the
workers been males, there would have
been more failures in tlie bee business than there is, provided the same
flight

They

;

being satisfactory. The first of June
found them the poorest colonies in

my

yard.
year ago I fed rye meal as
usual, and I oliserved 2 colonies that
worked witl greater zeal than any of
the others. I was pleased with their
conduct; but in Jlay there was a
greater mortality of old bees in those
two. thau in any of my other colonies;
and in their summer's work, they felB
below most of the others. In this
locality a large supply of pollen is
usually secured from the blossoms of
the soft maple, which bloom from the
I am going
20tli to the last of April.
to wait for natural pollen this year,
and if I make a mistake by so doing,
In
I will frankly acknowledge it.

One

higher northern latitudes, spring may
not throw out her promises so early,
but when it comes, it comes to stay.
The days lengthen with greater
rapidity and, hence, are not liable to
the backsets of this latitude. Therefore, stimulative feeding may be an
advantage in Mr. Pringle's locality ;
but to resist cold, bees must have
;

empty combs to cluster in, whether
be in December or April.

;

it

Our 122 colonies have wintered
without loss, and in fine condition.
"We are looking with all our old enthusiasm for a good honey season.
Youngsville, Pa.

A
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Surplus Arrangements.

WM.

M. BARNES.

A

great deal has been said on this
subject to the end that a standard
shall be fixed for hives and honeyNow
racks, for the easy and successful
have
as we expected and desired, and from manipulation of bees. We all
exthe middle to the last of April the our choice so far as what already
bees have about as much sealed brood ists in the line of inventions pertainallow. I
in their combs as they can cover when ing to the above subject will
the weather is mild; then a "cold will describe the surplus arrangement
wave" comes along the wind blows I use, so the more experienced honeypoint
cold, and it freezes. I have known it producers will have a chance to
so cold here in the middle of April, out my errors.
I take a board }4 of an inch thick,
that blue birds were frozen to death.
"Where are our bees Tlie cells within and just as large as the top of the
Across the ends nail cleats
the cluster are all occupied with brood. hive.
The vitality of the old bees is severely %xi inches then nail this board to
taxed in producing the brood. Not the top of the hive, so that the cleats
an empty cell in which an adult bee will be above the top. Draw a line
may enter to get warm. They are of lengthwise in the middle of the board;
necessity spread in thin layers be- then 3 inches on either side of this
tween the combs. By physical exer- line will be the centre of a row of slot
tion they do all they can to resist the holes cut crosswise of the board 2
of an inch wide,
cold. They strive to keep themselves inches long and
and their brood warm. But there is and measuring l?i inches from the
the cold centre, measuring lengthwise of the
a limit to their endurance
continues for about 8 days for 2 days board. This is then the bottom of
of which time the bees will be drop- the rack.
The separators I use are made of
ping to the bottom-board, half of the
old bees be dead, and a large amount basswood, tixl2i^x3-16 inches, with
of the brood chilled beyond recovery. insets J..^x2 inches cut in both edges
the same distance from the middle, so
How much have we gained V
Another item of my experience as to just match the holes in the board.
may not be without inte"rest. Several Then directly between these insets, I
years ago I read in the Bee Journal bore in each end one ?^ inch hole this
a suggestion of a British bee-keeper, completes the separators.
Mv sections are 0x6x1% inches, and
to stimulate breeding even before the
bees were able to fiy, by mixing flour the "same width all around. To set
and honey in the form of paste, and these up, I have glass cut just the size
pressing it into the combs. I tried it of the separators. I then put one
on 3 colonies. They did start a large glass on its edge against the cleats
brood, but the result was far from across the board then put on 2 sec-

number engaged

in it.
for the result. The taking in
of pollen stimulates to breeding, just

;

I have read with care and much
interest the able article on "Spring
Management of the Apiary," by Mr.
Allen Pringle, in No. 18,
He advocates the feeding of substitutes for natural pollen, in early
spring, and I have no doubt that for
his latitude he is right but for this
locality, I am forced by actual experience to consider the practice of doubtI have often thought that
ful utility.
there is no legitimate pursuit of man,
that demands the exercise of more
discretion and good common-sense,
than that of bee-keeping; nor is there
any class of men, to whom prescience
should be given, to say, "What will
the morrow be," more than to beekeepers.
To those of limited experience,
many of the articles in the Bee Jour-

nal appear

drones are on the wing. Hence, the
writer should be
localitv of each
carefully considered while tlie honeybee of low or higli northern latitudes
may be the same, and its iiuslincts
the" same, its management will of
necessity be very diflVreut in many

.

'f

;

%

;

;

;

;

;;
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tions against the glass, and then more
glass and mere sections, until full
wedging them tightly inside of the
last cleat. They can be tiered np if
desired.
I find by actual experiment, that my
sections of honey are freer of propolis with the use of this rack than they
are with any other. I can easily take
hold of them, as it is impossible for
the bees to touch the edge only where
the insets are in the separators and
the holes in the separators allow the
bees passage ways from one section
to another.
I do not see any detriment to the
appearance of the honey, arising from
these holes but it is the cause of
quite an ornament being built on the
surface of each comb in the shape of
a little mound. I have never had a
section of honey that could not be
placed by either side of any other section, and yet the honey not come in
contact.
;

;

no way detrimental to the well-being
For the American Bee Journal.
of the bees and it saves the loss of
Success
in
Wintering for 21 Years.
many a valuable swarm. Years ago,
I, too, was opposed to the plan, but
IRA BARBER.
now it is only a piece of carelessness
;

with me if I fail to clip a queen's
wing, after she is mated and has com-

menced

to lay.
As far as hybrids are concerned, if
they could be made a fixed type, they

might be improved

For the American Bee Journal.

Clipping the ftaeen's Wing.
S.

the methods except one, that

but as it is, I fear into winter quarters. That one was
send for pure by burying them in trenches in a
stock l.)ef ore long, as there are so many light gravelly soil, entirely below the
bees "bred for business." I prefer surface, and covering them about 10
inches deep with the same. In this
to keep my stock of Italians pure.
way, nearly all came out as strong as
Columbus, Neb.
when put in.
I tried
burying them in clamps
For the American Bee Journal.
above the ground, but sustained
The Use of Comb Foundation.
heavy losses. I built a house in which
to winter them, but this proved too
E. p. GIBBS.
cold for them, and was abandoned
after using it for two winters. In all
On page 25, Mr. J. V. Caldwell the cold rooms
in which I have wintakes up the subject discussed by Mr. tered
bees, diarrhoea appeared
the
Doolittle in regard to the necessity
worst case destroying
of all my
and profit of using comb foundation. apiary.
I am glad to see this question agiDuring all this time I had a good
tated f<u- 1 have been a heavy concellar, but
it was wet, and I was
sumer of foundation, and for the past afraid to risk my bees in it, for it was
two years, I have been of the opinion generally believed that bees would
be

will

it

difficult

;

to

;

;

that
I.

all

%

Boaz, Wisconsin.

DR.

By

I wintered bees, I could not bring 50
per cent, of them through the winter
in as good condition as when placed

SI'ALLISTER.

it

was made unnecessarily heavy not do

for use in the brood-chambers.

The

Mr. Stewart, on page 576 of the Bee

past season has caused some
doubts in my mind as to the utility of
using foundation in the brood-chamber for any other purpose than as a
starter in the frames. My observation is, that a great many of the thick
slieets of wax are not drawn out at

well in damp cellars. Having
130 colonies, I concluded to chance

them, thinking

tliey

could do but

little worse than heretofore.
for 1883, after leading the
About Nov. 15, 1 placed my bees in
reader along, wishes some bee-keeper
that cellar, keeping a close watch of
to answer his question and says that
their condition.
One-thfrd of the
all will agree with him, that a mother
hives were provided with chaff cushcannot transmit to her oH-spring that
which she does not possess. I do not all, but simply built upon; and I be- ions, and the rest were ventilated at
agree with him on this point, and lieve that the 10 sheets of foundation the top by raising the top board. In
would as soon have queens from the ordinarily put into a brood-chamber, the spring all were alive, but in only
one as the other (all things being weighs three times as much as ten fair condition. After three winters
equal) ; for I have been in the medical frames of new empty comb.
The of experimenting, I found that those
grofession for over 23 years, and have greater part of last season the price which were ventilated at the top
ad occasion to perform and witness of foundation was about 65 cents. of the hive were in much the best
many amputations of limbs, and never Now, nearly four sheets of common- condition I might say that they were
saw any offspring from said parents, weight foundation for Langstroth just as strong as w^hen put in for the

Journal

;

;

was minus any limb or, that
seemed at all affected thereby. I
have watched the progeny of queens,
whose wings have been clipped, and I
fail to see any difference from those
bees that their mother did not have
her wing clipped
and on several
occasions, I have clipped a wing so
close to the body, that the queen would
curl down close to the comb, and
that

;

;

show signs of pain for a moment
then go quietly about her business as
though nothing had happened.
Of course such close clipping was
an accident as there is no need of
clipping more than one-third of one
wing. I think the comparisons are
not parallel; for it is not supposed
that a queen has occasion even to
leave the hive, after she has once
mated, except in swarming and I
doubt very much whether it would
improve her generative powers, to
have her tossed up and compelled to
fly
though it would be likely to interrupt her laying ability, besides the
risk of otherwise injuring her.
;

;

;

They are apt to be altogether too
handy with their wings and it is no
;

pleasant

to have a valuable
queen and a large swarm of bees abscond, just for the simple neglect to
clip a wing. It has been proven by
years of practical experiments by
many able bee-keepers, that it is in

thing

By thus wintering them I
frames, make a pound. Hence, to fill
a 10-frame hive, it requires 2>^ pounds; have had no trouble since.
I do not think it is necessary to keep
and at 65 cents per pouud, would cost
$1,621^ instead of 75 cents, as Mr. C. the temperature in the cellars as high
says.
as 65^ to 90° above zero but I know
Mr. C. says we cannot get a hive that bees will stand that degree of
full of worker comb if we do not use heat and come out all right, with my
foundation. That is true.
Neither way of preparing them". My hiyes
can we if we do use it. He says are 12x19)^ inches, inside nieasure,
further, if we do not give them drone and 123^ inches high, with two enfoundation, how can they get drone trances, one at the bottom and the
comb V If they have no drone comb, other in the centre of the front end.
and want some, they will build drone Tor coverings, I use felt and burlap,
cells on the worker foundation.
In putting them on when I take off the
my earlier days of beekeeping, I used sections. I also use a top-board 1 inch
to cut out the drone-brood and throw thick ; the bees having all the fall to
it away
but the bees would just as glue them fast. I pile them up in the
often rebuild it. I finally came to the cellar in columns of 4 or 5 hi.gh, very
conclusion that it was wasting too closely together. The lower tier rests
much of their time to build drone on caps taken from the hives, and are
raised
inch from the bottom to precomb for me to throw away.
I do not wish to be understood that vent molding, and all are left with
i^
I prefer a brood-chamber with
or }£ entrances open.
For ventilating the cellar, I use a 3drone comb but they loill have some
any way. 1 have combs made on inch pipe 24 feet long, which enters
foundation that have not a worker the cellar window and extends up on
cell in them, but all drone cells.
I am the outside. My cellar is 17x19 feet,
not prepared to say that it is best to and 7 feet high, and contains 225 coloentirely discard
foundation in the nies, they furnishing all the heat. In
brood-chamber, but I am satisfied November the mercury stood 12°
that it is made twice as lieavy as need above zero on the outside, and 65°
In April it
be and that every consumer should above on the inside.
6OO outside, and 90'-^ inside.
insist on a much lighter weight per stood
Bees cannot be wintered in a very dry
foot, or make his own.
cellar at so high a temperature.
Lyndon, 111.
winter.

;

;

^

;

;

;

;
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The walls of the cellar are made of
stone and luortar, and are 2 feet thick.
I never open it from the outside from
the time the bees are put in until
taken out. I do not see tliat bees
breed any more in a warm, damp cellar than they do in a cool, dry one.
The old colony of bees I purchased of
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for bees in a clump, and 8 lengths (ill
common crate, l)y using a
inch

gathered, and do the evaporating myself, and put on caps if I wish.
In
stri]) at the e'uls.
On the lower edge many Ihuigs, it is good that we do not
of these 1 nail strips of tin just wide think alike
but we ought to agree
eimugh, so the ends of the boxes can that bees cainiot work in a \b inch
rest on them
thus doing away with space and do a fair job.
tlie wood rest the whole length" of the
Auburn, Maine.
boxes and also thekillingor so many
Mr. M. Quinby in ISfiS, is still alive, bees when removing and replacing
Itoiul at the <)lii(> ConvtMition.
and has been wintered all these years the boxes.
in a warm, damp cellar.
I allow
of an inch space between
Spring
Management of Bees.
I have never used a subsoil cooler, the bottom of the sections and the
but intend to put one in sometime, frame, because where they rest on the
DR. H. BESSE.
just to cool ofl: the bees when I set frames, they are gummed down, and
them out. I would not ask for bees with a
inch space, they are only
I use a one-story hive similar to the
to winter better than they have on waxed. I know it takes some wax;
the foregoing plan for 21 years, for I but it takes some lives of bees to set a Langstroth, and I use 9 Langstroth
find them uncomfortablv lively when crate right down on the frames.
The frames in each. Usually, about the
putting them out.
queen is more likely to enter the sec- first week in March, I put my bees on
De Kalb Junction, X. Y.
tions where there is no space but if the summer stands, after which I
one desires them to rest on the clean out all the dead bees and close
frames, he can leave off the rim or the entrances to within an inch, and
For tbe American Bee Journal.
edge of the case, and down they go. examine thoroughly as to stores, and
In fact, this crate can be made almost if such are about exhausted, I feed
The Improved Section Case.
any size and as there are partitions them at once by putting a comb of
between each tier of boxes, we can honey as near to the cluster as posE. p. CHURCHILL.
leave out one set, and cover their sible or, if I have no comb honey, I
places with cloths, etc., and the re- fill an empty comb with sugar syrup
The article by Mr. G. F. "Williams,
and give it to them. They should
on page 39, agrees with views that I maining boxes will stay in place. Of have enough feed at this time to last
course
the
strips are used at the outhave entertained for sometime. I was
until about April and after this all
side as with the wide sections, which
glad, indeed, to learn that others see
colonies, whether they have enough
some of the difficulties of rapid work offers a nice free passage way for the to carry them through to fruit bloom
bees, and right where they are most
of bees in the sections.
or not, should be fed a little every
needed.
I have always used Boot's Case,
day to stimulate the queen.
I am satisfied we all have lost by
and I think it combines many good
Early in May, every hive should be
allowing only this seemingly trifling
features; but as they are made, the
full of bees and brood, in order to get
outside sections are so near the glass thing to pass without a remedy and the best results both in honey and inI also believe we have more crooked
that the bees must pass up between
crease. If some colonies are yet weak,
them and the next tier of sections combs in the sections by allowing too I give them 2 or 3 frames of hatching
many
at
once,
than
from
any
other
and as there is only i^ bee-space at
brood; giving the strong colonies
cause. Why
Because where there
the outside, or next to the glass, the
are more sections than the bees can empty combs, or foundation in their
comb must be shortened just
beeplace.
space, and the bees must have holes fill plumb full, they take the centre
I am ready, as soon as the honey
first and where one side of the founthrough the combs in order to get
dation is drawn at a time, it is nearly flow commences, to put on honey-racks
through.
filled with one-pound sections or. if
This trouble has bothered me about always crooked but if we use just for extracted honey, upper stories.
what they can till and work out altoas much as it has the bees, I think
These I have full "of empty combs,
but after studying over the matter, I gether, we have a nice straight lot of which have been selected from colohave finally overcome the difficulty, comb, if the foundation was properly nies that have much drone comb and
set and left straight, from our own
to my satisfaction, as well as to the
old combs that are unfit for broodhands.
satisfaction of others.
rearing.
I also put one frame of
I shall use no more hives without a
As the Root Case is made to hold 28
firm strip of woolen cloth between brood in the upper story this causes
sections, IJs inches wide, there is a
the
work there at once.
bees
to
the two stories, tacked on the upper
little play between all of them, so as
For increase, I set apart about J^ of
one
with
a
heavy
coat
of
new
paint
to allow them to be closed up about
first
then they are all hasped to- my best colonies, and from these I
Yz inches. I tack strips up and down
gether,
and the bees will not leave select 2 or 3 for queen -rearing, and a
across the glass stays, so they rest
like number for drone rearing. This
the
outside
sections nearly so much as
against the edges of the sections.
I do about the middle of May, as I beotherwise.
when
And
we
lift a hive,
These strips are
of an inch thick,
lieve that nothing is gained by comand ;?8 of an inch wide. I place the it will not fall apart, nor will the up- mencing this too soon as colonies are
per
story
rise up when we press down
section rests so as to agree with the
weakened, brood chilled, and the
sections, and nail them there to re- a cushion.
young queens reared are more frail
I
make
the
cases
with
a
roof,
main.
and
I use no spaces
nor strips
and less prolific than those reared
across the rests to be glued down by pack with hay, and tack on burlap
after warm weather is fully estabthe bees. The Cases can be made one then these are hasped to the upper lished.
row of sections shorter, and I think story. I have a ventilator at each
The first step in rearing qneens, is
they would be advisable, as they can end of the case. I believe the pack- to select a last year's light-colored
be made as narrow and as short as ing cools in hot weather, and warms worker comb, and put it in the centre
in cold. It also presses the enameled of the colony that I wish to breed
one may desire.
I have always believed tliat the cloth down smoothly on the frames, from.
In 3 "or -1 days this ooinb is
boxes were too wide, so I have been when in the upper story, and, in short, usually filled with eggs the oldest of
it
is just complete.
making some only 1 inch for top and
which is beginning to hatch into
bottom, with ends about Yf, of an inch
As I have no patent- on this, I have larviB. Then remove the queen and
wider. I think, as they are so much no ax to grind but I am interested in the brood from some strong colony,
like natural comb as to thickness, the improvements in bee-keeping. I can shaking the bees from the broodbees will like them much better. Of get double the extracted honey that I combs back into the hive, and divide
course they will not weigh a pound, can of comb, but many will have box the brood among weak colonies the
but I have no fears but that they will honey.
It seems strange that any old queen can be given to a queenless
sell.
one chooses to let it remain in the hive colony, sold, or given to a nucleus,
I have gone a little farther and made till capped before extracting, because prepared on purpose for her.
This
sections of the same thickness, and it causes the bees just so much waste comb of larv;e, from the choice queen,
depth i}4x.o}4 inches long, to hold a to cap it to be cut off so soon. I is given to the queenless colony prepound. This size gives more room choose to extract it soon after it is pared for it. Some recommend trim-
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ming

off the lower edge of the comb with a plug at each end, a string tied
where the eggs are beginning to to each plug, and the ends of the
hatch, or cutting a few holes into it in string brouglit out from under the

Local Convention Directory.

to

different places, so as to give tbe bees
a better opportunity for building
queen-cells.
I mark the date upon a slate, which
I have hanging on each of my hives,
thus knowing when the cells are
ready for use. This date should also
be written in a memorandum book
kept for the purpose, and which

quilt

cover

;

then pull

the

strings

gently till something
separated."
This process, I tliink, would be the
safest, providing the cage is left under the quilt from 2-1 to 4s hours, and
then operated as described, afterdark.
The apiarist should watch the bees,
and give all necessary care at the
proper time. The successful apiarist
should be consulted each day. All will always have his apiary in a neat
hives should be numbered, and their condition", with " a place for everynumbers recorded, with any facts thing, and everything in its place."

about them you wish to remember.
By strictly following this rule, your
i)e forgotten and
neglected until one of the queens is
hatched and has destroyed all of the
queen-cells and unhatched queens.
From 9 to 10 days is the proper time
for removing cells thus prepared and
at the time marking it on the slate.
I usually leave in the hive one cell or
more if they cannot well be separated.
These cells should be handled with
care, so as not to injure them. After
removing the comb of eggs from the
selected queen, It shonld be replaced
by another comb, and in about three
days this will be tilled with eggs, and
can be given to another queenless
colony. We should not allow a colony
to build more than 1 or 2 lots of queencells ; after which it should be given
a laying queen.
day or two before I expect the
first lot of cells to hatch, I divide as
many colonies as there are cells, by
taking out about 8 or 4 combs with
brood, examining them carefully so as
not to get the the queen then I put
these into an empty hive, removing
the part containing "the queen into a
new place, and putting the new hive
on the old stand. This should be
done in the middle of the day, while
the bees are busy at work. In a day
or two I take out one of these combs
and engraft a queen-cell, which is
nearly ready to hatch then in 6 or 8
days I examine the new colony, and if
I find eggs, I know they are all right
if not, I give them a laying queen or
another queen-cell. This method does
not apply to those who rear queens to
sell they form smaller nuclei, or give
a mature queen-cell. It is very convenient to have (jueen-cells ready, or,
nuclei with laying queens.
About the time I make the first

Delaware,

Oliio.

queen-cells will not

Ftir tlie

American Bee Journal.

Shade for Bee Hives.
M. BRAY.

;

A

;

;

;

arrangements for starting queen-cells,
I select

1

or 2 of the best colonies for

drone rearing. Select a comb filled
with drone cells, remove one of the
outside frames, spread the combs
insert the new comb in the
centre of the cluster feeding these
colonies a little every day to stimulate
the queens, also feeding those colonies
which are to rear queen-cells.

apart,

and

;

Introducing queens is an important
item to those who buy them for a
good price. G. M. Doolittle says " I
always liberate a choice queeu,"as late
in the evening as I can see to do it.
A queen can be quietly dropped into
a prepared colony with but little danger, if put in so late that the bees cannot see to fly, and so quietly as not to
"I
arouse them.'" He further says
used to do it by a round wire cage.
:

:

When I said by having my bees well
shaded (page 441 of 1SS3), I did not
intend to convey the idea that the bees
of J. D. Enas had suffered from lack
of being properly shaded.
AVbat I
meant by being well shaded, was that
I was giving them more shade than
usual. I use Langstroth hives they
;

front to the east ; my shade-boards
are 2.\3 feet
I place them a little i;o
the front, and a little to the north
then set 3-foot stakes about 2 feet
from the hive, leaning against it along
the south side and across the west
end. This kept the sun off the hive
and ground near it. This extra shading saved my bees, but when the
mercury gets up to fever heat, as Mr.
Enas says, shade does but little good,
for the wind blows as hot as if it came
from a fire.
I use a double-walled hive, and think
it will prevent injury from heat.
It
produces a draft between the broodchamber and the outer case, taken
from an underground pipe made ot
lumber. I have" conductors made of
lumber one inch square, inside measuse, that connect with holes bored
through the box under ground, and
holes bored through the bottom-board
of the hive. I have two of these conductors to a hive, one at each corner
of the back part of the hive. The
space between the brood chamber and
outer case should be 2 inches at the
back, to give room for holes to connect with the pipe below. The cover
is made something I'ke the cover of a
trunk, with a U^ iic'i li^'le bored
through the front, and wire cloth
nailed on for ventilating.
I drive two pickets for the front of
the hive to rest on, which gives the
hive the appearance of resting on 4
short posts.
The head of the pipe
should be laid about level with the
top of the brood-chamber. This gives
a constant draft of cool air, and the
warmer the day the stronger the draft.
The brood-chamber and outer case
are not fastened to the bottom-board.
Nail small blocks to keep them in
place. I would not dare to trust to a
dead-air space, as this would confine
the heat generated in the brood-chamber.
Besides preventing over-heating, this hive is as near a robber-proof
hive as it can be made.
;

1884.

Time and

place of Meetivu.

April 24.— Union Ky., at Eminence. Ky.
G. W. Demaree, SecApril 24.— Eastern Ind., at Richmond. Ind.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec.
April 24.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk. O.
S. F. Newman, Sec.
April 24. -Western Michigan, at Berlin.
F. S. Covey. Se-.
April 24, 25.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
V. M. Crandal), Sec.
April 24, 25.—Teiaa State, at McKinney.
W. R. Howard, Sec.
May 3.-Pike Co., at PittsBeld, 111.
T. C. Bunker, Sec.
May 3. -Progressive, at Bedford. O.
J. R. Reed. Sec.
May 6.— Tippecanoe Co.. Ht Lafayette. Ind.
Mrs. Jaa. L. Uavens, Sec.
May G.-Cattaraugus Co. N.T., at Randolph, N.Y.
W. A. Sbewman.
May ().— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville.
J. T. Pomeroy, Sec.
May 15.— Tuscarawas Co. O., at Port Washinfrton.O^
A. A. Fradenburg.
May 20.—N. W. Ills., and S. VV. Wis., at Rockton, III.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
May 26.— Will County, at Monee. I'.l.
P. P. NelsoB, Sec.
Oct. 11, 12. -Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBrlde, Mich.
Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago, III.
W, Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- ED.

;

Xew

Almaden,

Cal.

m^^s^M^,
Bees in California,

My

apiary ot 200 colonies produced
pounds of honey during the last
season, principally from blue sage.
The coming season I intend locating
an apiary of 100 colonies in the north
part of San Diego county. I find a
great many small apiaries along the
coast range of mountains, badly managed. Some of the queens are from 3
to 5 years old. I tliink if the Bee
Journal could be placed in those
apiaries, they would soon present a
brighter aspect,
Joseph Sayler,
14,000

Pleito, California.

Bees in Missouri.

One month has passed since

I moved

my

bees from the cellar, to let them
have a cleansing flight, which they
needed very much. Some of them had
diarrha?a badly, and I was glad when

good weather came, so as to moye
them out of-doors. The weather has
continued fair up to this date. Out
20 had diarof (iO colonies, I lost 1
rliiea.
Those which were affected
with diarrha?a, were mostly of those
I had built up from nuclei, and had
only fall honey in their hives, and
;

plenty of pollen.

From

those that

had diarrhoea, I removed the honey
After taking them
last summer.
from the cellar. I found that one colony had nothing but pollen in the
combs, and not a drop of honey. I
removed the combs that were the
most besmeared, and gave them three
frames partly filled with honey, which
brought thein out all right, and they

-
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are now doiiis well. Of the other infected colonies, there has. ui> to this
time, () swarmed out ami joinetl other
Ifeartliall will lose sevcolonies.
eral more, as many are so weak and
dwindleil down, that they can hardly
hold out miicli longer, and soon will
have to give up tlie battle. I have
wintered 14 colonies out-ot'-doors on
the Slimmer stands; 9 packed in chaff,
and :! witlioiit any protection; they
all came throiia;h the winter in good
condition. Two colonies I had covered up with ground, only leaving the
front open, and they wintered the
best of all one of them had drones
E.xperience teaches
flying to-dav.
nie that coloiiies from which honey is
removed during the summer, will have
while those worked for
diarrhcea
comb honey show no signs whatever,
and are strong and healthy.
:

;

JoHX Xebel.
High

Hill, Mo., April 14, 1S84,

The Weather and Bees.
The weather has been cloudy and
cold for the past ten days. With only
a few exceptions, bees h ive been confined during that time. It is still
cloudy, and the indications are that
we w'ill have some snow. Bees are
getting short of stores,
C.

Theilmann.

Theilmanton, Minn,, April

My Affliction,

1.5,

are light in honey. I have never had
bees eat so much honey in the cellar
as was eaten dnruig the past winter.
One wintered out-of-doors came
through nicely
it was a Syrian C0I7
ouv, and the hive is full of bees.
Th'ey endured 4U- below zero. Syrians
are id ways on the alert, and a robberbee stands no show if it makes an appearance at the entrance of the hive.
When the .Syrians will not produce 7.5
pounds of honey per colony, spring
count, I will try some other race of
bees. Location has something to do
with the yield of honey it is not all
in the race of bees.
;

;

Cokato, Minn.

Fayette Lee.

'

is

caused by dampness in the hive and
that dampness is produced by the
breath of the bees and damp air collecting on the combs. What is found
in the intestines of the bee after
death by diarrhcea ? We find 14 part
pollen, and ?| parts water. I think if
the inside of the hive be kept dry,
there would be no bee-diarrhoea. The
bees become damp and cannot fly, and
death is the result. Was there ever a
colony lost by diarrho^i. when the
combs and hive were dry ? My bees
were put into the cellar Oct. 26, and
taken out March 2.5, being confined
;

149 days. I found 4 dead colonies
starved, having no honey but plenty
of pollen 3 that had diarrhcea were
;

1

;

wet and moldy. The hives had been
near the bottom of the cellar, and the
tightly.
Sixty colonies
in fine condition but they

fitted

;

I

Poor Honey a Cause of Disease.
Out of 66 colonies put up for the
11 died of diarrhcea.
poor honey vv'as the cause of

1

think

it.

They

winter,

year's swarms, and did not
work in the sections. Those that did
work in the sections are in fine condition have plenty of honey and bees.
Those that died had from 16 to 30 lbs.
of honey left about }-^ down from the
top was white clover honey ; the rest
was of a pinkish color. The bees that
stored the poor honey in the sections

were

last

;

;

are

while those that stored
to eat it
dead. On Oct. 7 a swarm

all living,

late

honey below and had

are all
black bees came to my yard. I
hived them in a box, captured the
queen, and put the rest of the bees
with a nucleus of Cyprians that had a
young queen. I fed these about 12
lbs. of ttie best white sugar, and now
the they are doing nicely; of those that

Bees Confined 149 Days.

came out

bees are in the cellar yet.

The winter loss is but slight,
to some years. I did not

compared

have been compelled to neglect lose a colony, and I am feeding but
correspondents on account of my one, whicli was left unpacked as a
suffering with an unfortunate eye, test. All were on the summer stands,
and linaTly submitting to the removal packed with chaff and dry leaves,
H, D, Cutting.
of the lens. The operation was painClinton, Mich., April 14, 1884.
ful but short, and my progress towards recovery is exceptionally good.
My coQtinement in a dark room for Still Cold in the Pineries.
almost two weeks was a greater torAfter 1.59 days confinement, I took
ture to me than the operation itself.
In a week from this date I hope to be my 108 colonies out of the cellar, and
Three had
myself once more. My bees seem to found 100 live ones.
have wintered better than usual. starved, 3 liad lost their queens, and 2
From reports, I judge that a larger in- died with diarrhcea. The ice has not
terest than ever will be manifested by yet thawed in the bay, and the ground
It looks pretty
is covered with snow.
bee-keepers the coming season.
Chas. r. MuTn.
gloomy for a specialist in bee-keeping
C. Case.
tljis far north.
Cincinnati. O., April 12, 1884.
Petoskey, Mich., April 17, 1884.

cap

Bees in Nebraska.

the grotuid when I arrived, that I
could not put them out. Ten colonies
starved the remainder are in good
Winter Losses Slight.
David Watterson.
condition.
Bees in this section are in good conI3enzette, Iowa, April 6, 1884.
dition.

bee-diarrhcea

;

;

1«84.

etc.

that

state of fermentation, is very little to
give the person the dysentery who uses
It
and is it not reasonable to suppose
that honey and pollen, in a state of
fermentation, would do the same
thing with lieesy This is no fancy
sketch, but facts as I saw them.
Fred C. Hathaway.
Portland, Mich., April IG, 1884.

My

I

believe

honey over pollen to keep the latter
moist, why would they leave Ja or ?^
of it uncapped ? If it preserves Jij ot
it, the bees surely ought to know that
We
it would also keep the other %.
all know the use of any liquor in a

Valuable Instruction.
think they have wintered all right,
The books, "Bees and Honey," and and are now beginning to wake up to
Prof. Cook's iManual, I have studied a sense of their duty. I will have to
very carefully, and find both of them set them out before long. We are
invaluable to bee-keepers. The Bee having a very wet, backward spring,
Journal is imlispensable to any en- but everything works for the best.
G. W. Stark.
terprising beekeeper. Every number
Holmesville, Neb., April 11, 1884.
contains one or more articles that are
worth as much, or more than the subscription price for one year. Leaflet Moving Bees on the Railroad.
No. 1, and '"Honey as Food and
I moved 29 colonies of bees March
Medicine," are just what is wanted.
The weath10, from Illinois to Iowa.
0. E. Cannaday.
er was so cold, and so much snow on
West Berne, N. Y., April 12, 1884.

my

I

26T

Pollen and Fermented Honey.
On opening one liive about
middle of January, I was struck by
the peculiar condition of one of the
frames. The (;aps were bursted off of
about one-lialf of the cells, and a yellowish substance protruding from
them. I removed the frame and carried it to a neighboring bee-beeper,

where we examined

it

together.

We

first,

of

died, 9

were

Italians

and

2 blacks.

I

wintered my bees on the summer
Simplicity - Langstroth
in
stands
hives. We had very cold weather the
winter, 30° belovi' zero at one
but the cold weather in March
was the most detrimental to the bees.
D. K. Rosebrough.
Casey, Ills,

past

time

;

and honey fermented; which, acting the same as Fruit Bloom is Backward.
anything else in the same condition,
The weather is cold and the spring
generated gas which probably bursted
Bees have dwindled
the caps off the cells, Now, why was is backward.
the honey and pollen in the same cell? badly. Loss, 2.5 per cent.; cause, dysfrom poor honey,
resulting
A bee-keeper tells me the honey was entery, mostly from
honey dew and
put over the pollen to keep it moist. I gathered
claim the bees were crowded for from yellow willow, late in the fall
space to store their honey, and so White clover looks promising fruit
placed it over the pollen and, conse- bloom is backward.
founcl

it

to be pollen

;

;

quently I am ridiculed, but still I
liold the same opinion. If bees placed

S.

Preston, O., April

COULTHARD.

1.5,

1884.
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^Txat and ^ovo.
ANSWERS BY

1880 V Bees did very poorly here last
1^ The Northwestern Illinois and
year; storing very little surplus honey. Southwestern AVisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association,
did
not
pay
season
will be held at Rockton,
They
expenses, the
being so wet and cold. Cold and dys- Winnebago Co., Ills., on May 20, 1884.
entery, I think, caused our losses.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
miss our little pets very much,

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich. We
and

I bought a colony of bees in Demoved tliem a mile in a
cember
lumber wagon. February 19. shipped
them on an emigrant train, and then
hauled them
miles, on a load of
goods, over rough roads. They have
been out all winter, and are in fine
condition
also, are at work every
favorable day. They are in a Langs;

.5

:

troth liive.

When

1.

is

the time to put on sec-

?

About what time, generally, do
bees swarm V
3. Can I do without a smoker V
4. How long after a swarm is hived,
2.

do you put on sections,

if

at all V

J.

Lincoln, Xeb., March

and retrieve our losses.
Wm. Shier.

Marlette, Mich.. April

Questions by a Beginner.

tions

shall try

N. Cast.

6, 1884.

—

Answers. 1. When the bees begin
to build bits of comb about the tops
of the frames.
2. Bees usually swarm from 1 to 3
weeks after the building of new bits
of comb.
3. If you have plenty of tact, you
can do without a smoker but it will
pay you better to purchase one, even
with one colony.
;

Answer. — You

10^ 1884.

your

keep

can

comb over another year by boxing
them absolutely moth-tight, provided

1^" The Bee-Keepers of Tippecanoe
and adjoining Counties, will hold their
regular quarterly meeting at room No.
3, in Purdue College, in the city of
Lafayette, Ind.. on May 6, 1884. All
lovers of the honey bees are respectfully invited to be present and take

they have been exposed to a temperature as low as 14° above zero if not, I part in the discussions.
Mrs. .J as. L. Havens, Sec.
would fumigate them with sulphur,
Dr. L. Snyder, Pres.
and hang them in a cool, airy room,
so as not to touch each other." I once
kept a lot in the cellar, hung between
Honey and Beeswax Market.
the joists overhead, about an inch
apart, and leaving the cellar windows
Office of The American Bee Journal,
out (screening the same) ; thus allowMonday, lu a. m., .'Vpril "Jl, 1884. (
ing a circulation of air which is most
The
following
are the latest quotadetrimental to the development of the
moth larvie. Protection in winter tions for honey and beeswax received
acts as a preventive to diarrhoea. Had
up to this hour
you protected your hives, the death
CINCINNATI.
rate would have been the same as
HONEY— Tbereis no life in the market. Exwith the chaff hives. We have tried tracted
honey sells in its regular way and to its
wonted channels, without any speculative feeling
the experiment several times.
about it, and biings 7(S lOc on arrival. Comb honey
:

/

:

sells

Moving

slow at I5al6c a

BEE3WAX--I8

Bees.

brings 35c a

the Bee
the following questions
1. I have my hives on a bench very
close together, and wish to put them
in better position; say, scatter them
over a flat of ground 1-5 yards square,

lb.

how can

:

remove them without

I

from store for choice.
demand; choice yellow

CHAS.

answer through

Please

Journal

lb.

in good
arrival.

on

NEW
HONE Y— While
lb.

sections,

F.

Moth.

YORK.

clover and basswood in

1

and

2

Dark and second quality.
white clover in kegs and bar-

17{»lt<c.

15c.; extracted
rels. 9®inc.

BEBSWAX-Prime

yellow. :i4<935c.

&F.BTHtrRBBR*CO.
CHICAGO.
H.K.

los-

They have been wintered HONEY— Of late receipts of comb noney has
full ing bees
scattered amongst many Arms, and as all are
the brood- on the summer stands, and need trans- been
desirous of realizine on their receipts at as early
a day as possible, prices have been irregular and
chamber, and is a large one, you can ferring also.
low, some tots being offered from 5c to 7c per lb.,
2. How can they be removed half a
put the sections on at the time of hivless than 3ij days ago. I quote white comb 13@16c;
fancy 18c. Extracted honey— demand light. 7@9c.
ing otherwise from .5 to 10 days after- mile without lossof beesV
4. If

swarm

tlie

sheets of

is

foundation

hived on

'?

in

;

do not refer tO' any back
your answers, for I have
not got them.
A. J. Brown.
Cockeysville, Md., April 9, 1884.
Please

ward.

numbers
Italianizing.

Will Mr. Heddon, in

'•

What and

How,"

please answer the following:
be his method of getting
Italian queens in colonies in box hives
which are to be transferred in fruit
bloom, so as to get all the benefit possible from the Italian colony this season ? I practice transferring without
drumming out.
W. d. Fish.
Ithaca, X, Y.

What would

BEES VVAX-30(3, 37c.
R. A.

in

Answer.— At
when they

the

first

period,

most

likely to be
shut in for a few days by cool weather.
When you move them,'or just when
they are about to fly from the new
stands, smoke and jar the hives, and
put boards before the entrances, so
that they will bump noses, or have to

will be

South Water

161

St.

HONEY— Demand

for

CITY.
comb honey good, with

lower prices: I5(gil0c for choice 1 andi2 lb. sections.
D«rk and broken or irregular comb, slow at 10®
liberal receipts of comb honey from
State have cast much Western honey in

The

I'JHc.

New York

the shade, and our Western producers will have to
look to their laurels. There have been thousands
cpt pounds of Eastern honey marketed here this
season, and almost every comb has been perfect in
every respect. It is hard to sell the unsightly stuff
that I am receiving daily from other sources, by
the side of this handsome honey from the East.
Extracted in fair demand, at 8(git>c. according to
quality and color.

BEESWAX- None in this market.

JEROME TwicHELL. 514 Walnut Street,
SAN FRANCISCO.

around it, and remove any fixtures from the old quarfly

Burnett.

KANSAS

out sidewise

We again advise our shippers not to
Answer.— My method would be to ters that may make them " look like HONEYput their extracted lioney in old or second-hand
purchase untested queens, and place home."
tins and cases. The wood of old oil cases is saturated with oil, the nails will not hold, and the cases
one at the liead of each colony, after
often arrive in a broken and dilapidated condition.
destroying the black queen, at the
They smell of coal oil. look rouuh, and are not as
sal.'ible as good, clean, new packages.
time Idid tlie transferring.
Convention Notices.
Losses of Bees in Winter.

The

past winter has been very hurtful to the bee interests in this section.
As far as I can learn every person in
this vicinity has lost all, or nearly all
of their bees.
Those wintering in
bee houses faring alike with those
wintering on the summer stands. Out
of 100 colonies on the summer stands,
I have only 9 remaining; 80 colonies
were in the Fisher chaff -hive, which
contained the remnant left alive; 20
colonies in the Heddon hive, all died.
As I cannot use all of my old hives

1^ A bee-keepers'

White to extra white comb, I5i*l8ci dark to good,
I0t§J13c: extracted, choice to extra white, 7@8c;
dark and candied. 5S)—

association

is

to

be organized in Western New York
on Tuesday, May 6, 1884, at Randolph,
Cattaraugus County. In this southern-tier district there are a large number engaged in bee-keeping, and an
association of this kind has long been
needed.
general invitation is extended to all interested in bee-keeping.

A

W. A. Shewslan.

i^" The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet for their spring
meeting May 3, 1884, at the apiary and
and combs, this summer, can I keep residence of J. B. Ilaines, Bedford,
them free from moths until another Cuyahoga County, O. All interested
'
year, the comb all being built since are invited.
J. E. Reed, Sec.

BEESWAX-Wholesale. 27H®30c.
8TBARNS & SMITH. 423 Front street.

ST. LOUIS.
and supply both
Comb, 12@16c per lb., and strained and exBaswc.
BEESWAX— Firm at 32'i32yic. for choice.

HONEY — Steady; demand
small.
tracted

W. T. ANDERSON & CO..

i(M N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The
us.

There

is

honey market

a continued steady

is

unchanged with

demand forchoice

sections at l^^c; i^ lbs. move more slowly
at li;'al7c: but f"r second quality there seems to
be no demand. Our supplies of 1 lb. are kept well
down. Extracted does not sell at all at any price.
Wanted at .35c.
A. C. KENDEL. 115 Ontario Street.

white

1

lb.

BEESWAX-

BOSTON.

HONEY.— Demand
honev. 18£a20c.;

2

lb.

light.

lt>@18c.

BEESWAX-35C.
Blake & Ripley,

lb.

1

sections

comb

Extracted, 9@llc.
57

Chatham

Street.

'

—
;

:
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Honey

To increase the number of readers
of
the IJke Journal, we believe, will
following
your
Examine the Date
name on the wrapper label of this aid progressive bee-culture and help
paper
it indicates the end of the to elevate the pursuit.
We,therefore,
month to which you have paid your offer the following premiums for
subscription on the Bee Journal.
getting up clubs

as

Food and Medicine.

A

pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

;

For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post office or" ex-

We

have put the price still lower,
encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
to

While no subscription to the Bee cents, postpaid

;

per dozen, 40 cents

money order, a bank draft on Journal will be taken for less than per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
New York or Chicago, or register the the regular advertised prices (viz.: postpaid for $10.00 or 1000 for
press

;

Posfcige stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
letter.

We

^" When

writing to this

office

on

business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

1^ It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the
number of insertions his advertisement has had.
1^ All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station "' is not an International office.
^r In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value—
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by tliieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
^" We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.
Subscription Credits.— We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper, shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if

Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the

amount

of 1.5 cents for every dollar
send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
tliey

and

$6.00,

we

will

make an

additional

On

orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
^g" To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to every oiw roha
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
any quantity of it.

$15-00.

present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
We are now preparing a new
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the book for the pocket, to be called "The
Bee-Keepers' Convention Assistant."
15 per cent, present a copy of the
will contain a copy of a model
American "Popular" Dictionary, It
" Constitution and By-Laws " for tlie
comprising every word in the English
formation of Societies for Bee-Keeplanguage that enters into speech or
ers— a simplified manual of Parliawriting it contains 32,000 words and
mentary Law and Rules of Order for
phrases, 670 illustrations and 512 pages;
the guidance of officers as well as
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
members, a blank form for making
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
reports for statistical information
desired.
and much other useful matter for
Subscriptions for two or more years
those who attend Conventions. One
for one person, will count the same
of the latter will be a suitable Proas each year for a different person.
gramme of questions for discussion at
such meetings, model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
Apiary Register— New Edition.
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
who
All
intend to be systematic in District Fairs a few blank leaves for
their work in the apiary, should get a jotting down interesting
facts, etc.
copy and commence to use it. The We shall aim to make it suitable for
prices will hereafter be as follows
any locality, and a book that will com-

^"

;

;

:

mend

itself to every bee-keeper in the
English-speaking world. It will be
1 50 of a size suitable for the pocket, nicely
bound in cloth, and the price will
The larger ones can be used for a be 50 cents.

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1

2.5

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
t^ We can supply photographs of
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.
Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as follows
The W^eekly for one year and
Eureka
Tool
the book, bound in" cloth, for $3, or in For pressing wire into Foundation. Price,
paper covers fur S2.75. The Monthly by mail, 50 oeiits. Don't fail to send for
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less Circulars. Foundation for sale.
l7AIt
C. M. R1JL.AND. Rockton, III.
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
$1.50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
li®"

The

:

the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.-o weeks thereafter, on your
when bound in cloth.
label, notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscripmade especially
Eoiersoii Binders
tion is paid to the end of the month for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
indicated on the wrapper-label. This gold on the back, and make a very
gives a continual statement of account. convenient way of preserving the Bee

—

Journal

Wiring

Dadant's

Comb Foundation

Correspotnirnce solicited.

WM. HAMILTON,
17A1 5B1

Address,

323 West Main

Street,

LOUISVILLE, KY.

APIARY FOR SALE CHEAP.

as fast as received.
They
A one-third interest in »n Apiary of 75 coloniea
Kood condlti(Hi, mi new Hives. 2 Extractors, and
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for in
Best location lor an
all necessary Implements.
the Weekly
or for the Monthly, 60 apiary in the IState; cheap for cash; possession
inimeciiately. For particulars address with
given
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail starup, 8. D. BATES, box 109, New Madrid. Mo.
to Canada.
17A2t
i'

Adrertisements intended for the Bed
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

& Muth's

HONEV EXTKAtTOR.

;

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Prite, by

AT BED ROCK PRICES.

Arter Jane

4.50
3.00

on Bees I ever saw.

CLIFTON, Wayne

17A-tt

Co.,

Clotli, $1.

2.00

on Bees.

1..50

1.~>A4

2.00
1.00

L. J.

Bagby. LaBelle, Mo.
the best work I have
Hartong, Indland, O.
is

HENRY AL.IiEY,Wenliani,inass.

For Bees, Queens,

off*.

Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and
ian Implements, send for Circular to

FLANAGAN
lABiy Lockbox9y5.

«fe

all

16A3t

Co., Olilo.

WANTED,
Oo.,

ITAlt

Ills.

PURE P1.YMOIITHROCK EGGS,
Per settinn of 1:1 each, f 1.00. Dry land Goose Eggs,
per setting of (i each, 7;) cents.
Carlos City, Ind.
17A2t E. C.

Belleville, St.ClairCo.,IIl9.

LEWIS &

CO., Toledo, 0.,

MANUFACTURERS OF
All kinds of Apiarian Supplies.
rates to Dealers.

How

O. ^V.

&: BRO,
WYOMING* N.

Y.

Special

f

operated upon a new principle by which the
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
frames; continuous passuKCs being effected in a

DR.

f

Manner
Comb Honey. Send

Address, I>R. G. L.
44Atf

NEW

I

TINKER,
O.

Iloroilino. N. Y., Aug-.

.!.'>,

mm

lSS-2.

long-

has been which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
Bingham's Conqueror
last T am "boss."
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the rig-ht time, get a Conqueror Smoker of Bing-ham. Kespectfully,

"

.

.

"
smoker (wide shield)
2',2
"
Extra smoker (wide shield)
3
*'
Plain smoker
3
..
"
Little Wonder smoker
1?^
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,

Largre

3 inch

TO SELL AGAIN,

.

.

.

.

G. H.

1

KNICKERBOCKER,

1.5eow4t

1 75
1

PINE PLAINS.

N. Y.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

50
25

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Bee JouRxVAT, is NOW published

ICtO

65

SEMI-MONTHLV,

at Seven Shillings, per annum,
and contains the be.it practical information for
the time being, showing what to do and when and,
bow to do it. Kev. II. S. PEEK, Kdltor.

115

apply for dozen or half-

rates. Address,
T. F. BINGHAM, P. M., or

We send the Weekly American Bee Joltrnai
and the Brif ts/i Bee Journal, both for $a.5n a year.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA, miCH.

*^ '°''^°*°'' """
BASSWOOD SLICED Sji.
WHITEWOODOR
uilll
nil to
III .APIIII
Fail
Send '"
maiuil;K- uicr ot* the
""" '•"'
"' OCIIU
T10N8, 4MX4M. A decided success. Can be Don't
*»»•'<>'
swarm
tini
a(cli»'r,
nviilar and
mi
per
used In Cnses or Frames: In.
Hives
-

I

I

.

,

,-,

.

..

'

i.ikh).

I

and Cases good and cheap. AddressN. B.DOANE,
Pipestone. Berrien Co., Mich.

l6Alt

NEWMAN,

&

McKEE,

i

'

of ami

BEEHONEY.

Dealers in

St:pPl,IKS and
HIVKS a Specialty.

Dadant's

Kouniiatiiin.ltin^hain Striukei-s, Wired frames
friiin the Given Press, Sections. E.\tractors and Honey Jars. Send for
l-tA26t
our Price 1.1st.

and Foundation

Order

Italian Queens,

I

will

Now!
send one

of my Tested Queens, if ordered before April '20,
for i^.ftt. Send two dollarsand less, in common
letters, at ray risk. Address E. P.

B.^KER.

KiASt

DES MOINES, IOWA.

BOX3-4-',

-KEEPERS,

BEE

beforeorderineyour

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our large Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

KRETC'HMER, Cobure. Iowa.
QUEENS, DADANT FOUNITALIANand
Supplies.— It will pay you to
10A24t E.

datlon,

COMB roui\DATioN

And Choice Queens a Specialty.
Circulars and samples free. Send for them.
It will pay you to do so, before ordering elsewhere. Wax worked on the Given Press for
10 to "20 cts. per lb., according to the number
of square feet to the pound.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield). .^'j inch.. §^2 00

Conquerorsmoker(wideshield);3

WarBhall, Mich.

6Uir

"

Lanu'sti-Dth

.',

VOLTAIC BKI.T CO^

BinghamSmoker
Cyprians Conquered— All summer

.

from Nervous Debili
Lost Vitality,
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses and
Other Caushs.
Speedy relief and complete
restoratiou to Health, Vigor and Manhood
Guaranteed.
Send at once for Illustrated
Pamphlet free. Address

j

PHILADELPHIA,

,

ing

for

.Mamifaetiirers

KEEPEKX'

To introduce my

ELECTRO- VOLTAIC BELT and other Electric
APPLIANCES are sent on 3U Days' Trial TO
MEN ONLY. YOUNG OR OT D, who are suffer-

I

be arranged for any form of the Langstroth Frame; has been fairly tested, and is the

dozen

DOUGHERTY

Early Spring!

IDYEISI
(before.)

may

for

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Indianapolis, Ind.,

is

it

to Breathe,

STANLEY

14Atf

wn^sm
VICTOR HIVE
Best Hive made
new Circular.

ii,

Summer,

Overheating Houses,

r-p ~CJ- "p^

It

Parasites of the Skin,

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,

it,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Send for Circular. 14Atf

Practical

TELLS ABOUT

Bat,

Eat

THOMAS

FARQITHAK,

E. T.

IT

How to

Keverses the combs without thr aid of the
IT TELLS HOW TO CURE
haals; the reverse motion of the crank is all
that is required. No time is lost, as we pro- Black Byes, Boils, Burns. Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, DysCorns,Coughs,
vide every machine with a brake to stop the entery. Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
motion, and Ihe combs are half reversed Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
when the motion stops. Can be used for^! or Hoarseness, Itchins, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poison4 combs, as dt^sired. No chance for combs ing, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Kheumatism. Ringworm,
to fall or get injured. The Comb Baskets Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
always stop in the most convenient position Nipples.Sore Throat.
Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
for removing or putting in combs. We use Bites,
XXXX Tin or Galvanized Iron for Cans. The Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.
Cylinder of Can is all in one piece. We chalIt will Save Doctor Bills!
lenge any Extnu-tor, taking any number of
Price only as Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid, by
combs.todoont'-liaif the workof our4-frame
e.
Machine. Prices reasonable.
!)25 West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL.
i^" We want to employ good live Agents
everywhere. Address,

single man who thoroughly understunds beekeeping, n position in some good apiary. Address,

VOL,LAND, Bloom, Cook

T^VENTY-FIVE

E.xercise.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause&cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

By a

HUGO

abits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing. Working, etc.
CENTS,
It CosU only
and contains 28 pages, and is sent by mall*
poHt-pald, on receipt of price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.

Ventilation,

lbs. of Beeswax.
CONVERSE,

Ravenna, Portage

Koitance to Everybody, concerning their daily

What to

II.I.IKSKI,

STANLEY'S AUTOMATIC

Eleven hundred
('.

is the title of a very valuable boot that gives a
great amount of intnrnjation, of the Utmost Im-

Apiar-

For Sale
J.

Hints and Ready Recipes,

Perils of

TENN.

BOOK OF HEALTH,

H-AND

J. R.

Your Handy Book

12.00
After .Tune 1, tested, per dozen
9.00
After June 1, untested, jier dozen
Reared from Imported or Selected homeFoul
Brood
known
bred Mothers. No
ever
C.
here. Address,

WEEKS,

bound in

ITIall,

Handy Book received. Have read it and
re-read it. I must say it is the finest thiner

COliONIES— S Langstroth Frames, in
lig-ht shipping: box
$
8 Thomas Frames, in lig-ht shippinfr box
NirCliEI— 3 or more.with tested qneen
2 or more, wit li untested queen
ailEENS—Tested, by mail
Untested, by mail
Ist, 3*1 \t^r cent.

DR. FOOTE'S

THE BEST BEE BOOK

ITALIAN BEES

(

Price List of Catchers ami lice Supplies.
16A4t J. W. BAIliEY, Hipoii, \»'is.

send for Circular.

E. F.

SMITH, Smyrna,

N. Y.

llAtf

Italian

Bees and Queens For Sale.

Tested Queens, May. f :!.no June. $^.50; after
July I, 2.00 each. Untested, after June 1, #i.no; fi
for *5.40. Full colonies m May. t7.(M>; 2 for $13.00;
10 for |if>n.(M), After June 1. f 1.00 less each colony
Satisfaction guaranteed. L S. CROWFOOT,
Hartfcird. Wis., April 1. is84.
12A8t
;

Dadaiii'sFoiiiidatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods

that will put you in the

GOLD!more money

way

of making

In a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required. AVe will start you. Yi)U can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, young and
old. You can easily earn from ;jo cents to f.'ievery
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well aatisfled, we will send $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co.. Portland, Maine.

4Aly

!!
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STORY S CAMP,

HELLO! HELLO!
\\>

now ready

!in'

to

Book
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(.>rders tor

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIAN0S^'°0RGANS

WhltePoplar
Dovetailed

ETerythinK

fully

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

Seud stump for ;ij-pnge Catalogue and Sumplea.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

g^iven.

to in inches, per lOO

3 to

per

feet,

.->

JKWETT,

&

188

^^__ _^_ btgh side-wp.lls.4 to 16 square feet tc
ij^^^^^^ the pound. Circular and samples free

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

week at home. So.Oi' outtlt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not resquired. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex. young or old,
can make ^:reat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett A-Oo., Portland, Maine.
k

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

All my S«'<"(1 is wairanle«l to he fresh ai,<\
true to name, so far that should it i»rovc
otlierwisc, I agree to reflll orders srratis.
A larse part of the great collection of
Seed I offer is of my own gro\. ing. As the
original introducerof KclipseBeet, Burhank Potatoes, Marhlehead Early Corn,
the Huhhard Sqiiash, and scores of other
new Vegotables. I invite the patronage
liuhlic. In the gardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Cat:ilogues FK EE to all.
GREGORY.SEEOGROWER, MARRLEHEAD, MASS.

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, c'a^ N. Y.

and

203 N.

190 State Street,

CHICAGO.

COMB FOUNDATION,
VAN DEUSEN &

else-

STORY & CAMP,

SPARTA, WIS.

FLAT - BOTTOM

J.

any address.

where.
$1.50.
7.00.

itio

K.

g-uaranteed.

Write for our prices before buying'

FOR BEES!
.i

Protection

Agents Wanted.

Catalog-ues free to

American Linden or Basswood

For sale by Z.
l:iA6t 4BJ t

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Territory

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A6m

Estey,
3tory & Camp.

a

I

4Aly

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langatroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMONIALS.

MXTTH,

Apply to
C. F.
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.

^"Send

10c. for Practical

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Early Italian Queens
IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.
Bees bred both for
Durham and
If you
need Queens. Bees, Hives. Foundation or Supplies.
send for my Catalogue and Price List. Address,
Nuclei and

full

BUSINESS

colonies.

and

BEATTTI'.

Vandervort FOUNDATION a specialty.

AUGUSTA, GA.

12A8t 4B4t

Vandervort

Comb

Send Tor Samples
32ABtf

J.

dtz

Fdn.

lyiiils,

VANDERVORT, Laceyville,

MRS. FRANCES DUNHAM, DePere, Wis.
Dear Madame:-I have made over 100,000
not now

talte

See Advertisement

in

another column.

I

All prefer the foundation

have no

I

difficulty in rolling it

paid for

lbs.

it.

Genoa. Cayuga Co., N. Y., Dec. 12, 1883.
to that made on any other machine
sections.
wnin-ntirN
J. G. WHITTBN.

Kenton, Ohio, Dec. 2ii, 1883.
its gvor
After using one of voiir foundation mills for the past 3 years, we can't say too tnuch inbMIl
bMll H 4
H.
Yours,
for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

Mrs Frances Dunham-

Omaha, Neb.. Jan. 18, 1884.
mill, and that I believed it by far the best lor that purpose, and as
Root A" Bro., of
further proof. Instance the testimony of B. Kretchmer, of Coburs. Iowa, and L.
of me. and in a later communiMohawls N V Messrs. Koot & Bro. have only used brood foundationwrite
this thiit vou may have fair
cation say: "It(our loundationlgave tbe best results of any tried." I
^.L.VO^D0KN.
play, which ismealwaysa jewel. You are at liberty to publish this, \our8truly,
Send for description and Price List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

Palace Bee Sive
DEALER

IN

Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

And Bee-Keepera'

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens

See Advertisement

All kinds ot Apiarian Supplies. Special
Send for Circular. 14Atf
rates to Dealers.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

k

E. T.

LEWIS &

in

C.

IND.

]

4'i
sell our
place
sampleaonly loc. None free. Cutthlsout
Acme Novelty Co., Clintonville, Conn.

13A«t

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest, best book
lever sold for less than twice
lour price. The fastest sellin;:

CO., Toledo, 0.,

manufacturers of

^VHITE, MADISON,

jigent wanted in everv
WANTED.—
to
new goods. Big pay.

another column.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale

retail.

H.

7A!3t

For further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly

and

A

Pere, Wis.

2Btf 6DRt

Wired B'rames or for SECTIONS, and insures
BtraiKht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
tbe bees. Send for Circular and samples.
CO..
D. 8. eiTEN
H0OPE8T0N, ILL.
lABtf

and

acDUlN.

manufacture on one of your mills,
from 10 to 12 feet to the pound for
Yours respectfully,

PUBLIC SENTIMENT afBrms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for mablngComb Koundation either Dadant'sFouiidation Factory, wholesale

In

retail.

.,

Beeton, Ont., Dec. 10, 1883.
of foundation on one of jour machinis, and would
D. A. JONtS.
Yours very truly,

4Aly

Augusta, Maine.

Given'sFoundationPress.
Is

double the price

Mrs Frances DrxuAM-

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
retail.

CHAb. UAUAiN i

Yours,

( ..

Pa.

anythingelse in this world. All
of either sex,succeed from flrst
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, True

and

10, 1883.

Frances Dunham:
Heduced Prlce-Llst. MRS.
I made all brood on Dunham

PRIZEj

& Co.,

Dec.

And

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goodswhich will help you to
more money right away than

II

111.,

.

I

F. li.

J.

Hamilton,

..
Mrs. Frances Dt'NH.^M, De Pere. Wis.
^^.
,.,
DearMadanie;-Wehavemadeabout3S,noolbs. of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
have stopped
foundation has Kiven universal satisfaction: so much so, that several manufacturers
manufactured
about
have
also
We
foundation.
with
our
manufacturinB to supply their customers
has been equally a
in iKio lbs of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine for surplus bo,xes, and it
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
„„ , „,„,„„,, cr.M

book
profits to agents.

in

America.

All Intelligent people

Immense
want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
4Aiy
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Me.
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BEE-KEEPERS'

HEDDON'S SUPPLIES.
GOLTJivrisr.

Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 1884.

my Illustrated

BEES and HONEY,
OR THE

Management

and

THOMAS

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prevailinK scarcity of beeswax
comb foundation Is now iirtv4tnefd Jf
cents per ponnd above the price quoted in my
the price of

1884.

It

"VFest

CZ.OVBII SSSDS.
prices are as follows

:

White Clover, $15.00 per bushel, $4.00
per peck, or 30 cts. per pound.
Alsike Clover, $12 00 per bushel, $3.25
per peck, or 25 cts. per pound.
growing
in
popularis
Sweet Clover, $10.00 per bushel, $2.75
greater degree, than is the
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.

I believe

LayiQStroth Hive.

Hive

ity, to a nuicli
business of bee-keeping, I am now prepared to funiisli these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

One Hive complete

for

comb honey

(The above will contain
plete with sections).

The above Hive complete

.

.$3.00

two cases comfor extrac-

ted honey

?3.00

The above Hive complete

for both in

one

One Hive

4.50
3.00
1.50

in the flat

Five or over, each

NO. 30 TINNED WIRE
For Brood Frames.
One ounce
One

spools, each,

-

4 cents.

Postage, 2 cents extra.
oz. spools, per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents extra.

One pound

spools, each,

40 cents.

Postage 18 cents extra.
One pound will wire about 175 frames.

No one should ever order these Hives
in the flat, without orderin« one made up
complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only For pressing Foundation into wired
frames. Sometliing entirely i>ew.
by those purchased from me.
mail. ; 40c. by express.
Given Comb Foundation, after having Price, 50c. by
been thoroughly tested by many of our
most experienced, most successful and
most extensive bee-keepers, now stands,
at least, second to none. 1 have on hand
On account of a decline in the price
a large and choice stock of pure, domestic
wax, together with improved facilities for of Wire Nails, I will make a discount
making an article of that Foundation ex- of 15 per cent, from the prices quoted
celled by none.
in my Catalogue, until further notice.

Enreka Wiring

Tool,

WIRE~1^AILS,

SECTIONS.
lam now

ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4J^x4)^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, $6.50; 5xa.\2,
per 1,000, ©8.00. All shipped from here.

CHEAP FOUNDATION MILLS.
These ^lills will make Foundation
any desired thickness, for either
Section Boxes or Brood Frames.
PRICES
$10.00.
4inch Rolls
of

:

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

6
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemjilate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,
may pay you to send for my

10
12
14

"
"
"

"

"
"
"
"

15.00.
25.00.
40.00.
50.00.

If

in
it

Vandenort Foundation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.

CIRCULAR for 1884
And be SURE to
have my Circular

state whether or not
for 1883.

you

Address,

JAMES HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC,

C«88 County,

MICH.

It

makes the tlnest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

H.

NEWMAN,

933 'Weat MadUon

CHICAOO,

•

•

JoumdL
MadlaoH Street, Chlcuvo,

III.

contains 160 profusely illustrated pages,

18

neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of

apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter en marketing honey is worth manytimes its cost.— Citizen, Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the Information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Kagle, Union City. Ind.
Just such a work as should be In the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Eeithsburg, 111.
Valuable for all who are interested In the care
and management of bees.— Dem.. Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are flne. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer. Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared ft-ir beginners.- Farmers'"
Cabinet, Amherst, N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged tn beeraising.— News. Prairie <Jily. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana, Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 10&
beautiful engravings.— Democrat, Salem, ind.
Much practical useful information. In a cheap^
form.— Dally Standard, New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-culture.— Anti-Monop-

Lebanon, Mo.
manual, containing

oUst.

A

all the newest discoveries
management of these little workers.- Plain
Dealer. St. Lawrence, N. Y.
Full of practica instruction, that no one who

in the

contemplates keeping bees can do without.- -Farmers' Journal, Louisville. Ky.
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
bee-culture, save experience and good Judgment.
-Daily Republican, Utica. N. Y,
Gives minute details for the management and
manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a
success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly Interested in the
care of bees.— Sentinel, Home, N. Y.
It embraces every subject that can interest the
beginner in bee-culture. Th^ngravings perfectly
illustrate the text.— Farm

Street,

IL,LINOIS.

and Fireside, Spring-

Held. O.

Em braces every subject of interest in the apiary,

giving very thorough details of the manngement
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
a complete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to
know in their care and management.— Chicago

Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
bee-culture. He whn would keep abreast of the
times must keep posted in all the improvements In
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of
this book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino, Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiTing honey is obtained, aawell as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal, Napoleon. O.
It embraces every subject that will Interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It isembelllshed with beautiful engravings,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer. Lancaster, Pa.
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BOOKS!
Sent by mall, on receipt of price, by

DADANimDNDm
is

attested

by hundreds of the most prac-

tical and disinterested bee keepers to be
the cleanest,ljrii;litfst,(|iiickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sau. most regidar in color,
evenness and iifntiicss of any that is made,

it is kept for sale by Messrs.
A. H. NEWMAN, ChlcoBO, 111.,

MUTH. Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDDO.N'. D.iwagliic. Mich.,
DOUGHERTY acMcKEE, Indianapolis. Ind.,
C. F.

CHAS. H. liKEKN, Berlin. Wis.,
CHAS. HERTKI,. Jr..Freeburg, III.,

WM.

BAI.l.ANl'l.VK.Sagd,

O..

E. L. AKMSTltd.Ni;, Jerseyville.

ARTHUR

I

1.,

TODD. Germantiiwn,Philadelpbia,Pa.

K. KRETIHMER. Coburg. Iowa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
C. F. DALE, MortonsTille. Ky.

and nnmbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

ISO

COMPI.IMENTAKY,

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONL\LS
from as many bee-keepers in 18.S3.

We guarantee every inch «f our Foundation equal to sample in every respect.

DADANT Jk SOX.
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.,

ILL.

lILLS.IOiNCH $ 15.00

W.C.PELH AM..,^

WlM-ASIVim
37Aly

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL.

On doxen or half-dozen lots of one klnd.weallow
25 per cent, dlacount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.
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"Marketing Honey,"

cloth.
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profusely illus-

75c.;

in

SOc, postpaid.
Honey, us Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the Dieroninn.
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,

BISGHAM & HETUERISGTOS,
c,..R,f

AUKOSIA, MICH.
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Puddings. Foam,\Vines,etc;

eit

and Honey as Medicine with many useful Kecipes.
It Is Intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published In Enirllah and Oerman.
Price for either edition, 5c. i per dozen. -lOe.
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In Winter, with Instructions about
Cbaff- Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price. 5c.
Food AdalteratloB ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.

Scrlbner's I..uniberand

(Srjietiuiig

giitteni

:

With European and American orders already
received for over 3.i_n«\ there is evidence that 18m4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the m>8t advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
j
j
,r,
testimonials, send card. To
r mail rates and

room

paper

Honey

contains l6o pages, and

Bees
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ter
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SYSTEMATIC WORK

Reerlsler, for

APIARV.

larger ones can be used
for an increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
one book. Prices : For .'^•o colonies. $1.00; for 100
colonies, $1.25; for 200 colonies, $1.50.

the

for a few colonies, give

Swarmlnff.BlTldf HK and Feeding Bees.—

plaint.

i

ing

Ch.

in

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
'"
Bees and Honey." Price, 5c.
is a chapter from
Bee PastarnBe a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how -iKengravings- This is a chap-

!

;

Apiary

subject of bee-culture. It ia not only instructive,
but Intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afl'ord
to do without, ('loth, )M>l.So ; paper cover, 91.
Bees uud Honey, or Maaajiement of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G.
Newman.— Fourth Edition. "Fully up with the
times." including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management

and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.

Bee-keepers will save monpy and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham .smokers and Binghitm &
Hetherington UncappinK-Knives tlrst. We neither
these
make nor handle any other supplies; but
legal
we are the original invent jrs. and only
makers, and have had over 4.5.(x>0 tn use irom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

LanBTstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
—This is a standard scientific work. Price, 98.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. YSc.
FonI Brood its origin, development and cure.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price. 85c.
Extracted Honey Harvestlngr* Handl-

up with the times" on every

'Preparation ot'Houey for the Market,
including the production and care of both comb

Prof. Coo^t, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bineham was the first to injprove
the did Quinbv smoker by estal'iishinL' a direct
draft." Five years of perj*istent effort has demonstrated that no one but Biniiham has been able to
improve a Bineham smoker. Hundreds ot Bingare
ham smokers have been in use Ave years, and
yet in working order. Tbev burn lots of blocks
andi-hips andstutt, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never ko out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow. jii!-c as yoa please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always ko!

horse Information
Price S5c. for either the
English or German editions.
Qalnby*s
Bec-Keeplns. by L. C. Root—
T'-e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fall to interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making all Its readers realize that Iti
authorts master of the subject.— Ml. 50.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of ttae
hive used by G. M. Doollttle. Price, &c.
Novice's
of Bee-Caltare, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and
those more advanced. Cloth, 91. S5; paper, 91.
KlufT** Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, 91. OO.

;

and fully

of Bees and

Bee Smoker

35 engrav'iig»

;

etc.

BINGHAM

book could h«

has

and Marketlujg.- A '24-page pamphlet, by
& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
management adopted in their apiary. 15c>
Queen-RearlnK. by Henry Alley. ~A full and
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
and detailed account of TWENTY-THREE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest, F. Muth 32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
easiest and best way to raise queens.
Never the management of bees. Price, lOc.
before published. Price. Sl.OO
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamenRee-&eeper*s (iulde or. Coob*s Munnul tal principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
of the Aplury. —This Manual is elegantly facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.

trated.
covers,

The OrlglDal

It

ABC

I>zlerzon*fl Rutlenal Bee ~ Keeping.—
Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Kx-eAxUrr of the "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest llvintr authorities on Bee Culture. To nlm and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are Indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee cntture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. 1. Koot says of it: "Old father
Dzierzon
has probably made greater strides in
scientific apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth. aS2.

:

ORi&INAL PATENTS.

— No

illustrating positions of sick horses, and trea'.s all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

New

925

Illustrated

CHAS.
iABly

Kendall's Horse Book,
more useful to horse owners.
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Log Book.— Most ^Mibbing§,iSc^aumfoiifect,iI3cine,u.f.n)

its kind published.
Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by l>oyIe'B Rule, cubical contents of square and
heading
bolt tables,
round timber, staves and
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood

complete book of

juberciten

urement of

taiin

f

;

©ontg

enter

alS

SJtebijinmitDtelenatejfptcn. (56 ift fiir
unb follte
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout ben (Sonjnmenten beftimmt,
United States & Canada. Price 35 e. postpaid.
Dicltaufenbfatfig iiber ba§ ganje Sanb
Fisher's Grain Tables for Farmers, etc.
— IH'J pages, pocket form full of useful tables f<ir oerbreitetiuerben. ^rci§ 6 6ent§.
;

casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.

Srt§ «Pfcr» un^
Altanf tjcitcn— ^^on
a)f.2).,

Moore*s Universal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over l,(xnf.ooo Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes, Trade Secrets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer asd Business
Man. Gives jco.ooo items for Gas, Steam, Civil
and Mining Kngineers. Machinists, Millers, Blacksmiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assavers.
Plumbers. Gue and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders, Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains l,oi6 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weinht in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or

Farmer.

Price, postage paid,
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There are many good reasons

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor.

Premiums on Bees and Honey.
The following is the Premium List
on Bees and Honey as secured by the
Executive Committee of the Iowa BeeKeepers' Association, as mentioned on

page 277 of

Journal.

this

premiums amount

to S17o.00,

These
and Iowa

bee-keepers should make a success of
the apiarian department, by arranging
such a display as will create astonishment. It can and should be done.
Let every bee-keeper in Iowa read
over the List, and then work for the
premiums there offered.
First Second
Best Italian bees in observatory hive.l 5.0J $ 2.rMi
Best Cyprian bess in observatory hive 5.uo
'2A0
Best Syrian (Holy Land) bees in ob-

servatory hive
5.00
2.0<J
Best blaclt (German) bees in observatory hive
5.00
2.00
Best and largest display of different
races of bees, in observatory hives 20.00 ]0.(X)
Best and largest number of Queencells on one frame of comb asactually built by the bees, shown with
bees in observatory hive
5.00
2.1X>
Note.— In awarding the premiums on the different entries of bees, the qualities of Oueens and
Bees will he ctmsidered. The Bees and the Queen«ells should all be shown in observatory hives with
glas.-s on both sides, so arranged that both sides of
the comb can easily be seen.
Be'^t comb honey, white clover or
linden, not less than 20 lbs
I 5.CK) I 2.00
Best comb honey, fall flowers, not less

than 2o Ib.s
Best and largestdisplayof combhoney
Best e.xtracted honey, white clover or
linden, not less than 20 lbs
Best extracted honey, fall flowers,
not less than 2o lbs
Best and largest display of extracted

honey
Best beeswax, not less than 10 lbs ...
Best display of honey plants, pressed,

mounted, and labeled

2.00

is.oo
25.ti0

lO.(X)

5.00

2.00

5.i.i0

2.00

25.00
4.00

10.00
2.00

4.iX)

2.80

Note.— In awarding the Premiums on all the different entries of honey, the couinjittee will give
«qual consideration to the quality of the honey,
and to the style of the packages in which it is exhibited, as regards beauty and desirableness for
pui poses of marketing.

Bees and Honey are the great atall the fairs which have
given prominence to this industry, and

traction at

are glad to note the increasing inyear after year in the matter,
as well as the increased size of the

i^'e

terest

Cash premiums offered by the wideawake managers of local, district and
State fairs.

18.

literally
swarmed.
One
hundred and two varieties of honeyproducing fiowers, formed a novel
but the chief one, perhaps, is that
and interesting feature of this exhithose who produce honey for the mar- bition. The decorations of white sage
ket, may be induced to present it in were tasteful and appropriate, and
the most marketable shape
for the the nectar itself, in jars arranged in
shape, clear as crystal, supnew methods and new ideas of practi- pyramidal
jjorted by frame after frame of comb
cal management must take the place honey, snowy and inviting, made a
picture which cannot be photographed
of the old and undesirable ones.
It should be our aim to'make honey except by the artist memory. There
were samples of excellent honey
a staple product. To this end, let all vinegar, almost colorless, and above
endeavor to popularize the consump- average in acidity several samples of
tion of honey by the masses, as well fruit preserved in honey with undeniable success, and three kinds of
as to raise the standard of production,
honey cake, which elicited the warmby applying correct principles and est praise from those who were fortuprogressive art to the management of nate enough to secure a sample.
Fruit cake made with honey is richer,
the apiary.
and retains moisture much longer
If there is one thing of more imthan that made of sugar."
portance than another to the honey

making magnificent honey

Published every Wednesday, by

No.

for

apiarists

exhibits,

;

;

producer,

it is

that of popularizing the

consumption of honey. These "shows"
are the best educators of the masses
that have yet been devised. In an article concerning the Toronto Bee and
Honey Show, Mr. Wm. F. Clarke says

1^" The Fremont, Mich., Indicator
of last week, has the following

:

George Hilton will attend the beekeepers' meeting at Berlin, 24th, and
also endeavor to have the next meeting of that association held here.

It

pay any one interested in that
Under the stimulus of the liberal would
line of business to come to Fremont
prize list, there was a magnificent arand look through George's apiary it
riiy of honey. The directors appropriis a very well regulated affair.
"

;

ated an entire building to the use of
bee-keepers, and for the first time at a
great exhibition on the American continent, " honey hall " advertised itself
side by side with horticultural ball,
dairy hall, etc. Honey w-as displaved
in every form, calculated to make the
mouths of spectators water. The tin
packages and cans were gorgeously
colored and labeled
the glass jars
were in various beautiful shapes, and
even the wooden boxes displayed a
wonderful diversity of taste. In the
center was a miniature church, ingeniously built of lioney-comb and wax,
with pinnacles and spire. A smashing
trade in honey was done at the exhibition. Thousands of people might be
seen with gay-looking tin cans dangling from tlieir lingers, or with pretty
glass jars in their hands, or nice boxes
under their arms. They bought and
carried tliem home very much as is
usually done with toys aiid trinkets on
such occasions. The success of this
show awakens great expectations as
to the future of bee-keeping in this
country.
;

Of the Honey Show

in

This

is

praise

How

worth having.

much
was

better than to say his apiary
a disgrace to the neighborhood.

Spider Plant.

how

asks

— Mr.

Daily

F.

S.

large the spider plant

grows

;

how

far apart the plants should be,
etc.?
Its botanical

and

it

It

soil.

name

is

Ckomepimgens,

thrives best in rich,

grows

Plant them about
each way.

feet.

damp

to the height of
,3

.5

clay

or 6

feet apart

commences

to bloom about June
can easily be propagated from
the seed, and is an excellent honeyproducer.
It

2.5th,

1^ Balmy
at last,

and

all

its rich

spring weather has come
and soon the flowers will bloom

nature will look gay, clad in
garb of lovliness.

San Fran-

cisco, Cal., the Semi-Tropic said

We liave received the Bee-Keepand ers' Price List for 1S84 of Thos. L.
Thornton,
Dividing Ridge, Ky.
centre
around which
honey formed a
"

The

:

attractive display of bees

1^

;

:
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the are full of comb (except to have 3 or
4 sections full of comb foundation, as
Mow, hive the swarm, and in 36 to a leader into the boxes), and place
48 hours see on which side of the sections filled with foundation in colbrood the bees have commenced to onies which are building comb. With
build comb the most largely ; for the one-pound and smaller sections,
there is where the queen will be ; take foundation seems to be a necessity
out the frames on the other side of for the bees seem averse to building
the brood from where the queen is, comb in so limited a space.
To show that I am not alone in this
and over the part having the frames
now left, place a set of sections wliich matter regarding the waste of wax, I
are filled with the thin foundation. wish to quote from two or three of
Leave them (frames and sections) our best apiarists the first is Prof.
thus, till the bees begin to be crowded Cook,and no one will say that he is not
for room, when you are to put two or good authority. He says, on page 103
three of the empty frames you re- of the latest edition of his Manual,
moved, in the brood-nest, placing them " But I find upon examination that
between those already built, so that the bees, even the most aged, while
each empty frame will come between gathering, in the honey season, yield
two full ones. At the same time up the wax scales the" same as those
raise up the partly filled sections, within the hive. During the active
putting another one, prepared the storing of tlie past season, especially
same as the first, under them; if you when comb-building was in rapid prouse the tiering-up plan, or place the gress, I found that nearly every bee
sections at the side if you use the side taken from the flowers, contained wax
scales of varying size, in the waxstoring plan.
By this plan I get combs built wliich pockets."'
This is my experience during " acare all straight worker combs just as
good as can be prepared when built tive storing," and the wax scales are
of foundation and also get the foun- to be found on the bees just the same
dation thinned and drawn out in the whether they are furnished with founsections while, if I hive the bees on dation or not and I can arrive at no
empty combs or foundation, they use other conclusion than that arrived at
their secretion of wax by placing it by Mr. S. J. Youngman, when he
" The bees secrete
upon the foundation in the sections ; says, on page 103
and thus we have the thick, hard, side wax during a honey flow, whether
walls of the foundation in our section they are building conib or not and if
honey, as I have repeatedly proven by they are not employed in building
scraping the honey off and washing comb, this wax ismost certainly lost.'"
the foundation, when I had a piece
Once more, on page 93, of the
that no one could tell from the Amei-ican Apiculturist, Mr. G. W.
original.
Demaree says: "Observation has
l)id Mr. Caldwell (see page 25) try convinced me that swarms leave the
the above plan in his experiment y or parent colony better prepared to build
did he hive the bees, giving them the comb than they ever are under other
If he gave them the full circumstances
full hive
and if they are not
hive, of course they would not go into allowed to utilize this accumulated
the sections till the hive was all filled force, by reason of having full sheets
below.
of foundation at hand to work out.
The idea is, that a swarm of bees there will necessarily be some loss
are going to build comb somewhere, and I think that when the matter is
or the wax secretion taking place at computed, to find the loss and gain,
the time, must go to waste and if the result will show that the foundayou give them comb foundation in tion really costs the apiarist double
the brood-chamber, they will use their what he actually pays for it in cash."
wax in the sections on the foundaOne more point and I will close. In
tion. If you give them only a part of
our locality there is very little white
the hive, as I have given above, they
clover, as this is mostly a grain raiswill use their wax in making ni(fe
ing district, so the land is plowed so
worker comb below, instead of wastoften that white clover cannot get a
ing it by adding it to the foundation
foot-hold. Thus our bees generally
given them, as I have described above.
get only enough honey during the
Again, at all times of a heavy yield month of June to keep up brood-rearbees secrete wax ing, while our swarming commences
of honey, the
whether any combs are to be built or from June 15 to 20.
not ; and if the sections are all supNow, I have often noticed, and esplied with foundation, and the hive pecially in looking back over the last
wax
is
wasted,
this
tilled with comb,
year, after reading Mr. Mitchell's
or else the foundation given is wasted; " Mistaken Economy," that swarms
have it which way you please.
hived in June would fill tlieir hives
The past season I had several hun- full of nice straight worker combs,
dred sections placed side by side on and the combs would be tilled with
brood during the first two weeks after
colonies hived on a full set of combs
one-half of which had a starter of hiving while a colony not casting a
other
half
the
filled
swarm would not make a gain of a
natural comb, and
with foundation, and all were ready single pound of honey nor would a
to come off together; thus proving swarm having a full set of combs
that in such times of plenty the foun- given them, or the frames filled with
dation was simply thrown away, when foundation, be a whit better off at the
a full hive of comb was used below. end of two weeks.
Mr. P. H. Elwood has noted the
To remedy this waste, I use the l}.,
and 2 pound sections containing only same thing thus proving that the
starters, upon colonies whose hives theory that it takes 20 pounds of
division-board in the centre of

hive.

:

For

tlie

Comb Foundation
G. M.

American Bee JoumaX

in Brood

Frames

DOOLITTLE.

;

page 672 of the Bee Journal
for 1883, I promised to discuss the
matter regarding the economy of
comb foundation, as Mr. Chas-. flitchell seems to think (page 362 of the

On

for 1883) that my plan
of getting the bees to build i or 5
nice combs before helped by empty
combs or foundation, to be " mistaken

Bee Journal

economy."'
I have reason to doubt Mr. Mitch
eirs following out the plan as I gave
it on page 80, of the Bee Journal
for 1883 for he does not even allude
to that wav of working, but tells us of
giving his bees frames half filled with
foundation, which was placing them
in just the condition I cautioned
a condition tending
against, viz.
toward the production of drone comb
in the brood frames. The object of
the plan I gave on page 80, was to
have this drone, or store comb, built
in the sections, if any such was built
;

:

at

all.

The majority of the bee-keepers of
the United States seem to have gone
crazy over the using of comb foundation in the brood frames; so it appears
to me. This is causing all, whether
rich or poor, to believe it necessary to
invest a large sum of money in comb
foundation, or mills to make it. To
those who have plenty of money to
use lavishly, I have nothing to say
for it is their privilege to use it as
they please ; but to those who must
deprive their families of the necessaries of life, in order to purchase
foundation for their bees, 1 say do
not do it for in my opinion natural
comb can be built just as cheaply as
we can bother with foundation.
I realize that this assertion will call
down manv hard thoughts, if not hard
words upon myself ; but I desire that
those who think otherwise, will follow my plan on one or two hives before they are too severe in their criticisms
The' plan I wish them to follow,
and the one which has led me to the
;

;

Wait till natis this
swarming has fully commenced,
when two swarms are to be hived on
the same day, each being as near
above opinion,

:

ural

equal as possible ; one is to be treated
to foundation the same as you formerly have done, and the other is to

have empty frames given them, each
frame having a nice starter of worker
comb, or a wax guide the whole
length of its top bar, or a strip of
foundation ^ of an inch wide ni place
of the comb or guide, as you prefer.
Place as many frames in tlie hive thus
prepared as it will contain except one;
and in place of this frame use a diof an
vision-board coming within
inch of the bottom-board, having this

H

;

;

;

:

;

I*

;

;

;

;

;
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to produce one pound of comb,
will not hold good in cases where bees
desire comb and have free access to
pollen.
As most of my comb is built at
this time, the reader will readily see
that the combs cost me but little, save
the looking after the colony once or

honey

and Mrs. Pluvbe
lin,

J. Kelly, of

Frank- room and committee room during the

Treasurer.

Mr. F. L. Dougherty, of Indianapolis, being called for, made a few remarks, and was subjected to a running fire of questions, for half an
hour, which he answered in an able
manner. Questions were then asked

twice while building comb, which is of others.
Mrs. Robbins urges all, and esfar cheaper than buying foundation,
pecially tlie ladies, to attend the State
or fussing with a foundation mill.
As I said in a former article, I have Association, and to take a more active
never used 10 pounds of foundation part in bee-keeping. She is a very
in the brood-chamber; yet, I have ex- enthusiastic bee-keeper, and encourperimented with it every year, and aged our lady bee-keepers very much.
The next meeting will be held at
those experiments have" led me to
consider it an expensive luxury com- Franklin, Ind., on Saturday, May 3,
pared with natural combs, where the at 1 p. m. at which time a much
larger, and a very enthusiastic meetabove plans are adopted.
In conclusion I will say that if this ing is anticipated.
Mrs. Ella Jackson will read an essay
article shall lead any reader to have
his combs built by the bees, thus sav- to encourage the ladies in bee-keep" Bee-keeping, a Profiting the loss of wax, which must arise ing. Topic
from using foundation in the swarm- able Business for Ladies."
L. R. Jack.son, Sec.
ing season, and also saving his hardPkof. C. H. Hall, Pres.
earned pennies, which he would pay
out for foimdation, and lay them out
for the comfort of his family, this
For tlie American Bee Journal.
article will not be in vain. As I said
at the outset, tliose having plenty of
To Iowa Bee-Keepers.
money to use, as they please, can pass
this by unheeded for, without doubt,
Your attention is called to the fact
they will enjoy the luxury of founda- that at the State Fair in Des Moines,
;

:

;

tion,

or

modern

transferring,

better

than to encourage and give the benefits of such economy to some poor
neighbor.
Borodino, X.

Y.

For ihe American Bee JouraaU

Convention at Franklin, Ind.
In response to tlie call, a number of
bee-keepers met at the Court House
in Franklin, on Aprilo, and organized
a bee-keepers' association. The meeting was called to order by Mr. L. K.
Jackson, and the object of the meeting stated.
Sir. H. H. Luyster, of Franklin,
was chosen temporary chairman, and
L. R. Jackson secretary ino tern. On
motion, the chairman appointed L.
It. Jackson, J. T. Ragsdale and Mrs.
Hannah Barlow as a committee to
draft a constitution and by-laws, and
to report at the afternoon session.
The meeting then adjourned.

members.

21

On motion of Mr. John Beard. Mrs.
Cass Robbins, President Mr. Frank
L. Dougherty, Secretary and Mrs,
;

;

Lizzie Stout, Treasurer, of the Indi-

ana State Bee-Keepers' Association,
and Mrs. Robt. A. Kelly and Mrs. H.
Delano, of Franklin, were made honorary members.
The following officers were then
elected
Prof. C. H. Hall, of Frank:

President; Mrs. Hannah Barlow,
of Rocklane, Vice-President ; Mr. L.
R. .Jackson, of Urmeyville, Secretary;
lin,

day.

them,

Men who
will

bring blankets with
a good place to

find it

sleep in.

The executive committee of the
State Agricultural Society dealt generously with Ijee-keepers in the premiums offered in
1883.
They are

our department in
more generous
the preseiit year, having increased
the aggregate of premiums offered
last year by about tiO per cent. This
year the premiums amount to $175.
If the bee-keepers of Iowa and the
West respond by coming out in force
and making a good show, we can, next
year, getanotheradvancein premiums.
It will be at once noticed that the
still

premiums,

this year, are confined to
and honey
bees, honey, beeswax
plants.
Nothing on hives or other

bee-keeping implements and materThis is done by the decision of
ials.
the executive committee of the State
Agricultural Society. They say that
in other departments, they give no
premiums on tools, implements, machines, etc. and, hence, it is not con;

sistent for tliem to offer

premiums on

these things in bee-keeping. Nevertheless, they liave large and profitable
exhibits of tools and machinery in all
departments, and they invite and exlast September, an " Iowa Bee-Keep- pect a large exhibit of the same from
'"
ers' Association
was formed to ad- Ijee-keepers.
In bees, honey, beeswax, and honey
vance the science of bee-keeping, and
to further the interests of bee-keep- plants, we believe that the premiums
ers.
It is very desirable that this are, on the whole, the best ever ofassociation have the friendship and fered in America. It is hoped that
co-operation of every bee-keeper in the bee-keepers from all parts of our
State will heartily respond to this
Iowa.
treatment by coming out in
It is proposed to have a large meet- generous
ing of bee-keepers on the Fair grounds large numbers, and. bringing their
in Des Moines next fall, Aug. 29 to articles for competition and exhibiSept 5. Bee-keepers are invited to tion. By co-operation among our beecome with their wives and families. keepers, we can have a very large,
Bring tents and other essentials for important, and instructive exhibit
out, and camp on the Fair next fall.
Will you not begin the season with
during the whole time of the
frounds
'air.
Many people do camp on the a determination to exhibit at the
grounds every year, and find it a Fair y Then manage your bees so as

camping

pleasant, interesting, and an inexpensive way of spending Fair week.. Xo
charge is made for the privilege of
camping on the ground.
It is proposed to have meetings of
bee-keepers on the Fairground, every
night during Fair week, for mutual
benefit. Experiences will be related,
and methods of management disAt 1:30 p. m.,the chairman called cussed. Short papers will be read by
the meeting to order, and asked for practical men and women on importhe report of the committee on con- tant points in connection with beestitution and by-laws. On motion of keeping. Perhaps some lectures may
Mr. Frank L. Dougherty, the secre- be given fully illustrated with matertary was instructed to read the report, ials and charts. Hives and other beeby sections, and the same to be dis- keeping materials will be brought to
cussed as read. After a few changes, the meetings and exhibited and disthe constitution and by-laws was cussed.
It
is believed
that these

adopted, and signed by
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to

have something good

to

show, and

so plan your work in the fall as to go
to the Fair for the whole week if pos-

and take your articles with you.
Every bee-keeper in Iowa is invited

sible,

to interest himself or herself in the
prosperity of the State Bee-Keepers'
Association. Join it yourselves, and

ask your neighbors to join. Attend
its meetings, and use your voice and
influence to make the meetings valuable. L. E. Garden, of Malcom, is
the secretary. Send him your names,
and the annual fee, one dollar, and be
enrolled as members. Get your friends
to do the same. The money so ob-

tained will be used, this year, for the
purchase of the tent, in which all
nightly meetings, during Fair week, members will have an equal share and
will be a source of much interest and right.
All bee-keepers are
The next annual meeting of the
profit to all.
urged to come with their families and State Bee-Keepers' Association will
friends, and encamp near each other beheld on the Fair grounds in Des
All
in a " bee-keepers' village," and so Moines during the next Fair.
members, men and women, have equal
have a real " school of bee-keeping."
In aid of these nightly meetings, it rights and privileges in these meetAt the next meeting, officers
is proposed to have a good tent bought ings.
and owned by tlie Bee- Keepers' Asso- will be chosen for the ensuing year,
ciation, and used as head-quarters for and the general work and policy of
all bee-keepers during the Fair week. the Association will be decided upon.
Such a tent would serve for these large
While tliis circular is addressed
evening meetings, and as a reading speciallv to tlie bee-keepers of Iowa,

;
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must be remembered that our As- was better than none at all, he was
sociation is open to all from every very sorry that he did not put them
State who come in and pay the small in right. I would like to give direcfee of one dollar. Our Iowa State tions for placing the wires, and, from
Fair is open to the world. All com- the engraving, I think it will be plain.
petitors from every State and Nation I have carefully investigated the matare heartily invited, and their exhibits ter^ and I believe the best authorities
welcomed to competition on equal will bear me out in it.
terms with those from Iowa.
First, bore 7 holes in each top and
It is very desirable that all parties, bottom bar, the first hole about one
intending to make an exMbit at the inch from the end of the frame, the
Fair, should send a correct list of their others about equal distances apart.
proposed entries to Hon. John E. Commence at one end and sew the
Shaffer, Secretary of the State Agri- wire through the holes, draw it tight,
cultural Society, Des Moines, some and fasten at each end with a tack
days before the opening of the Fair. driven into the frame with the wire
Their entry cards will then be made wound around it.
Draw the wire
out, and will be ready when they call tight enough to spring up the bottomThis greatly facilitates bar slightly, and spring in a stiff stick
for them.
the labor of all parties.
long enough to draw the bars straight,
and the wires will be as straight and
O. Clute, Fres., Iowa City.
L. E. Garden, Sec, Malcom.
tight as a fiddle string. After the
M. Sorriok, Treas., Des Moines.
wire is pressed into the foundation,
this stick can be removed and the
O. O. Poppleton, Williamstown,
Executive Com.
foundation will
hold
the wires
straight. I take no stock in top- bars
light
that
they
need
wires
so
diagonal
For tlie American Bee Journal
and a brace to hold them up. Make
the top-bar at least ^4 of an inch
Foundation in Wired Frames.
it

and it will never sag.
Over a board the size of the inside

tliick,
C.

M.

KULAND.

of the frame, place the foundation

One of the main things that is at- on this, place the wired frame and
tracting the attention of bee-keepers press in the wire. Here trouble often
occurs
for of all the things that
at the present time, is wired frames
and the fact that one dealer buys No. bother beekeepers in using wired
frames, pressing the wire into the wax
is the worst.
I tried the button-hook
process, a small wheel in a handle,
a clock-wheel, and numerous other
ways, but found them all slow, tedious, and unsatisfactory. They marred
the foundation by plowing through
it, and left the wire just stuck on, instead of embedded in the wax so I
was compelled to make a tool that
;

;

Mr. B. makes a poor comparison iu
comparing a bee-hive to a cow stable.
All who are acquainted with bees
know that there is nothing cleaner
than a healthy colony of bees in time
of the honey flow. The aroma of the
honey indicates the kind, even without opening the hive.
I think we should be satisfied if we
save the bees from building comb
without bothering about the capping
of

we considered

If

it.

the quality of

honey instead of the quantity, we
should soon find the prices increasing.
One who sells unripe honey is as dishonest as one who sells unripe fruit.
My highest endeavor is not to sell the
most honey, but the best. The reason
we hear ot so much candied honey, is
because it was extracted before being
ripe, thus
the aroma escapes and
leaves nothing but a sweet mass unworthy the name of honey. The presence of the aroma is required to preserve it in its natural state. For the
past 5 years, I have had no honey
granulated before spring.
People will be cheated ; for the butter and cheese must be yellow, and
the honey white, all contrary to nature but this is no reason why we
should use adulterations. We should
aim to keep everything as nearly in its
natural condition as possible. Take
no honey from the hive before it is
capped, and we shall soon have a good
demand for extracted honev.
Morrill, Kans., April 14, 1884.
;
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Italian vs.

Brown

n. V.

TRAIN.

Bees.

;

About 20 years ago I started with a
brown race of bees, found in great
that got
abundance in the woods along the
wet, and warped and split so I cast
Kickpoe river, some 2-1 miles southone of block tin, which has an advan- west of this place. I kept them
aptage, as it keeps bright, is very strong,
parently pure until 1878 or 1879. when
and will last forever.
yellow bands began to appear in some
This tool only touches the wire at
colonies
doubtless
from Italian
intervals of 14 an inch, and scarcely
drones two miles away. As so much
mars the wax at all. The wire cuts was said in favor of tlie Italian bees,
down to the centre of the foundation, and they looked so nice, I determined
and holds almost as strongly as if It to introduce more Italian blood, and I
were put in with a Given press.
13 dollar-queens and introThe engraving shows the shape of bought
duced them.
the tool, and the manner of using it.
At the time I introduced these
The directions are for the Langstroth queens,
I had 108 colonies
but when
frame, and can be moditied to suit
white clover bloomed, there were 24
any other. I hope that this will help colonies too weak to work in supers
;
the multitude of seekers for informaand among them 4 of the Italians. I
tion and if I have succeeded, I shall
doubled the 24 down to 12, and gave
be pleased indeed.
each of the 4 Italians another colony
Rockton, 111.
of bees and brood.
would work
I first

better.

made

it

of

wood but
;

;

Hov]

my

to tise

Wiring Tool.

;

30 tinned wire by the ton, to supply
his customers, and that another states
that his sales have increased ten-fold
each year, and the large quantities
sold by others, indicate the magnitude
of its use.
have yet to hear of the first
bee-keeper who has tried wired frames

We

and then abandoned them.

I

think

it is only a question of knowing
their advantages, when all will use
them. By their use you are sure of
straight combs right where you want
them; and, if the wire is properly
pressed into the foundation, it saves
fastening it to the top-bar if it is
left an inch below it, the bees will extend it the very first thing they do. If
a swarm is hived on sheets of foundation, there is no danger of the sheets
pulling loose from the top-bar, and
falling down, and then there is no
sagging.
There is great need of instruction
as to the proper manner of wiring
them. Only a day or two ago one of
my neighbors told me that not knowing the right way, he had put one
wire lengthwise of the frame, about
half way down
and, although, that

that

;

;

;

;
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Selling TJnripe Honey, etc.

JOITN WITSCHY.

I run all for comb honey, and the
result was as follows
Twelve colonies did not swarm ; 3 of these were
Italians and 9 natives. From 33 Italian colonies, I took from No. 1, 3o lbs.;
:

from No.

2, 3-5

From

lbs.

;

from No.

3,

37

9 native colonies, I
" When shall we extract honey
is took from No. 1, 42 lbs. ; from No. 2,
the subject of an article on page 21.5, in 7.5 lbs., and so on up to No. 9, 108 lbs.
which the writer says it is a question From the Italian colonies that did
of importance
but I think the an- swarm, I obtained no surplus honey ;
swer is still more important.
from the natives that swarmed, I got
All are aware of the low price paid some surplus from nearly all. and
for extracted honey and just as long from many over 40 lbs., and from one,
as bee-keepers practice Mr. Balch's 80 lbs. I had .58 young colonies beteachings, it will not be any higher. sides nuclei built up. Of these, 20

V

;

;

lbs.

the

—
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and only 5 of them ony but some of the more cautious
and the best only 14 ones concluded they would inquire of
lbs.
while nearly all the young na- some competent lawyer about it, and
many over the result was that "the assessing of
tives gave some surplus
40 lbs., and one (« lbs. But about bees was abandoned in that county.
one-half of those I call natives, had I noticed Mr. Pond's attempt to ridimore or less yellow bands, but native cule the idea of bee-keepers having
were pure
gave

Italians,

;

ativ surplus,

;

;

queens.
The native queens, which were put
into the nuclei, filled their hives of IS
frames, and one of them made 22 lbs.
of surplus, and another 10 lbs. I noWe could take
ticed another fact
the honey from 2 native colonies while
we were "taking the same amount per
colony from one Italian. But a friend
says Italians can reach deeper into
Perhaps
flowers than blacks can.
they can I have had no experience
more
are
some
liere
with blacks but
facts
Mv apiary, in September, was
about half and half brown and yellow
bees and about the lirst of September, being anxious to know where a
flow of honey was coming from, I
\'isited some red clover fields near by.
The first time, I went in the afternoon, the fields were buzzing with
bees, but they were nearly all brown

the right of priority in territory. I
think, if a man has discovered a good

bees.

improvements in all the implements
and devices used by man.
There have been so many worthless
devices patented and sold, that it
seems as if, on the whole, the patentsystem had been more of an injury

:

;

locality in

that

is

which

to

keep bees, and

unoccupied, and spends his

time and money to test and occupy it,
he has just as much right, in justice,
to it as though it had been some newfangled tooth -pick he had invented

and patented.
Sherman, Mich., April

15, 1884.

:

As

was anxious for facts, I counted, and proved that there were 12
brown bees to one yellow on the red
clover blossoms. I went again, and
found the same result. Afterwards I
went in the morning, and found three
brown bees to one yellow bee. These
I

injured, and no one but Mr. Funk is
benefitted and he only until the less
enlightened portion of the public can
understand that cheap prices mean
;

For tbe American Bee JoumaL

:

:

dealing has turned the whole volume
of trade Brown-ward. Very soon Mr.
Funk realizes this disagreeable fact,
and the next thrust, he cuts prices,
and then comes the inevitable cut in
the quality of the goods. It is then
that Mr. Funk takes a hand in manipulating the reputation of the "Brown
extractor." Soon the implement begins to lose reputation. Even Mr.
Brown does not make them as good
as he usfd to. He is trying to hold
his trade and keep the price as low as
that quoted by Mr. Funk, and degeneration in quality is the result. Mr.
Brown is ciamaged. The public are

Something About Patent-Rights.
.JAMES

HEDDON.

It is
What is a patent - right
simply an exclusive right given to any
inventor who will pay for the patenting expenses, as a reward of merit
offered for the purpose of stimulating
'?

cheap material and cheaper workman.ship.

I believe that a man has a moral
right to the exclusive manufacture
and sale of the fruits of his mental
industry, so long as he is engaged in
supplying the public with them of
good qualitv, at a reasonable price.
I do not believe in exorbitant prices.
I am, however, a stickler for good
goods, and detest shoddy wares, as
well as moral thievery.
Patent-law, as well as all other law,
is made to compel those to act honorably who will not do so of their own
free will then let us truthfully say
that we will act honorably, and do not
;

than a benefit. Just how much our
Nation owes its great advancement in need its restraint.
figures surprise me, but they represent "
Yankee invention " to our cheap
I think I have never sold any artifacts.
I am satisfied that all Italian
patent-system, we are hardly able to cle of another's invention while the
bees are not superior to some brown judge.
inventor was supplying it except as
bees.
Mr. A. I. Root is opposed to patents; I purchased of him. Our pursuit has
It cannot be that these Italians
at the same time he favors a reward been seriously damaged by the manufairly represent their race, orelse they
for meritorious inventions,as is proven facture
and sale of shoddy wares.
are compared with something more
by the money credits he often gives to
than an average of the German race. some who send him some improve- These goods were the necessary result of a cut-under in prices, which
With these facts in mind, I, for one, ments or new and useful devices.
was indulged in by some one who had
shall go slow in taking a bee merely
we
have
such
it
may,
that
as
I?e
no other means of getting any trade.
because it is vellow.
a government system created and
Mansion, "VVis.
By the wav, this brings me to a
sustained by the will of the majority,
point that I have often thought upon.
if we are good citizens, we are
and
[Had you purchased good tested
perfect
bound to obey and help sustain it. At present there seems to be a
queens, probably the result would There are some good things that grow mania fordealing in bee-keepers' suphave been different. Buying poor un- out of the patent-system, good for plies. I know there Is no bonanza in
the supply business. Are not most of
tested queens may have been the the patentee and public.
situated and
discovers a new way to those taking to it illy
Brown
Mr.
cause. Ed.I
known possessing so little enconstruct a honey extractor, so that little
thusiasm in the business of producing
it will accomplish much more with
honev, that they are led to the new
less labor and time than any of the
For the American Bee JoumaJ.
In other words, is the
past will do. No one knows so well departure
business so poor a one that
Bees as Property, etc.
as Mr. Brown just how good all the honey
else must be done, or had
parts must be made and adjusted to something
I firmly believe that
E. B. SOUTHWICK.
make his invention give that satis- better be done
making a mistake in enterfaction that is expected of it, and many are
trade at all. Let us see if the
Mr. Pond has corrected my state- which he claims for it. He gets a ing the
does or does not sustain me in
ment that " bees are not property un- patent on the machine. He begins future
opinion.
der the law ;" and for proof, cites a their manufacture and sale, and fixes this
But to return to the patent quescase where a man's bees came oiit of a price that will always allow him to
Perhaps no class of business
tion.
the hive, and he watched them until make a good article. By thus turnhave l)een more assiduously
they went into his neighbor's en- ing out an lionest job, he soon builds men
worked upon to prejudice them
closure, and there secured them, tak- up a reputation for his new extractor.
patents, than have bee-keeping them away, and the law bore him This advertises in a very extensive and against
this because our business
out in it. It "would be the same if he substantial manner. He thus makes ers and all
with worthless patents.
had a deer, wild turkey, bear, or any a paying business, and benefits every is surrounded
This is all wrong. When you defame
of that class of animals. If they had customer at the same time.
patentees indiscrimiNow, let us suppose that there is patents and are
escaped from his enclosure, and he
attacking without
you
had followed them, keeping insight no patent-system. Just as soon as nately,
provocation some of the
or
cause
out
valuafinds
that
the
required
in
Funk
case Peter
of them, as they are
grandest principles and grandest men
of the bees, and the animal goes into ble discoveries and genuine workmanhave ever existed.
his neighbor's barn, and he secures it ship of Mt. Brown lias gained a repu- that
In our own line, let us look at the
there, he has the same right to take it tation, out he comes with a little
away as he had the bees. I once knew cheap circular, making a specialty of Langstroth hive and its inventor.
But Was it a crime for ]Mr. Langstroth to
of a board of supervisors who voted " Brown's honey extractors."
that they would asSess bees S2 a col- Mr. Brown's good work and square patent his valuable discoveries'? Was
;

;

':'

:*

;

;
:
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wrongfor him to charge you SIO for here to inquire how bees develop their
what was worth to you mole han ten combs in a state of nature, or when
times that amount? Did nut your their natural working instincts and
SIO pay for an individual riglit.and habits have free and full play unconlielp Mr. L. to enlighten others to the trolled by confinement of any kind.
fact that he had hundreds of dollars
This is sometimes seen even at the
worth for them for only ten dollars.
Xorth, where bees have been known
to establish homes in the open air, or
" Some people, if they had their pleasure,
in buildings, attaching their combs to
Because silly bargains are made;

them that

was an impossibility to
comb honey but they
invariably replied that it must be

it

make

t

or

construction.

We

should respect the inventor who
patents his inventions.
We should
respect and help to protect him who
does not patent his inventions, as long
as he deserves it. The question is a
simple one ; there is nothing myster-

ious about

it.

Dowagiac, Mich., April

2, 1884.
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Fixed Frames.
A.

WEU.STER.

" The nearer we
One writer says
come to nature, the nearer we are to
:

right."
I

do not now propose to

how

to

make

any one

tell

how

bee-hives, or

to

construct frames, which, in advanced
bee-keeping, are considered the most
important feature of hives, but to
briefly discuss principles and seek the
teachings of nature which are right
for a guide in constructing the frames
and hives of the future.
The chief advantage of comb frames,
to the bee-keeper, is the facility they
manipulating in various
offer for
ways. This has been made much of,
while the relations of frames, to the
natural instincts and working habits
of the bees has been neglected.
Frames in their relations to the bees
may be considered as follows 1. As
lixtures to which to attach the combs
and hold them in place. 2. As bounds
to the separate cards or curtains of
:

comb
.size,

As

manufactured, for they had read of it
In some instances it
was impossible to convince them'
otherwise. As this false impression
in the papers.

prevails

all

over the

country,

it

is

a branch, log, ceiling,
;
The operation of comb-build- induce the press, generally, of the
country
ing is very interesting.
to correct the lie, the thought
Having located, clustered, and pro- is suggested that the only wa;^ to set
vided wax to begin with, one comb is the matter right, would be "for the
started and soon another beside it, bee-keepers of .Vmerica to bring suit
which are rapidly extended outwards against Prof. Wiley for libel. This
and downwards until two more are suit to be brought about by the North
needed, one on each side to fill the American Bee-Keepers' Association,
circle.
And so the work goes on to or in any other way that might be
the close of the season, or until as thought best ; and in any case supmany combs are provided as the col- ported by contributions from SI to $5,
ony can occupy with brood and stores. by bee-keepers. Although no damThe depth of the two central combs ages might be collected, the matter
will equal or exceed their length. The could thus be set right before the
I give this as a suggestion to
sifle combs gradually recede "in depth public.
those who are better posted than myand length in about "an equal ratio.
self,
If, now. a cylinder of suitable diamto think of.
New Carlisle, Ind.
eter, and of a length equal to its
diameter be placed around these
combs, and the bees allowed to fasten
For the American Bee Journal*
and complete them, we shall have a
hive well suited to the wants of the
Brown
Bees vs. Italians.
bees, but not of the best form for the
bee-keeper.
Trim these combs to a
GEORfiE B. PETERS.
square form ; place a square box of
suitable size around them, and we
"
In the Hive and Honey Bee" of
have a hive better adapted to the reour Nestor, will be found a compariquirements of the bee-keeper, and not
son of the different qualities of the
objectionable to the bees. Divide this
Italian and black bees.
box into diagonal sections correspondIn this climate we _have a native
ing to the curtains of comb, taking
bee, which has a well defined brown
out the bee-space between each, and
color when in cluster, and so different
you gain an idea of frames constructed in character from the " little black
on scientific principles, coming near
bee " described by authors, that I
to nature and near to right.
suppose the brown bee is as little like
S. Fix these frames to the bottomand, therefore, I asit as the Italian
board in a proper manner, and any sume the brown bee is as much a diseven number will form a complete tinct species as the black, Italian, or
skeleton hive, w hich may be enlarged
Cyprian bee.
or contracted at will " on all sides
Believing Mr. Langstroth has faithalike," by the addition or removal of
fully delineated the characteristics of
frames. "Is not this near to nature
the two races, I will mention the difand near to right V
ferent habitudes of the brown bee as
4. This skeleton hive may be covdistinguished from the Italian.
ered with sections or frames on top
bee,
1. Irascibility.— The brown
and on all sides, and thus "supplying when handled with the same care as
abundant room for surplus storage as
the Italian, is decidedly more docile
near as possible to the brood combs,
and harmless. I have kept bees for
with free continuous passages." Is .50 years, and as long as I had only
any svstem nearer nature, nearer brown bees, I never knew what a bee
riglit y
veil or gloves were never used smokThis is a great subject, a full dising wood, or any other defense until
cussion of which would require a volwithin the last 20 years, since I, in
ume, or a series of articles, and must
part, adopted the Italian bee. during
wait. If what I have written shall
wliich time I have found all of these
excite and direct thought and investiarticles of defense absolutely necesgation, it is all I have aimed at.
sary. I can truthfully assert that I
South Xorthfield, Yt.
have been more sorely punished in
jects.

Patent or no patent, we should avoid
buying worthless goods. Worthless
principle

;

working serious damage to the honey
or other ob- trade and as it seems impossible to

Would deem it a rational measure.
To lay an embargo on trade.'*

either in

it

artificial

determining their sliape and
both absolute and relative. 3.
a means of expanding or con;

structing the hive at the will of the
bee-keeper, to meet the requirements
of either large or small colonies at all
.seasons and in all climates. 4. Collectively, as a nucleus about which to
arrange surplus receptacles.
1. No one will (juestion that in a natural state bees always select fixed objects to which to attach their combs
or that when put into hives with loose
bars or frames, they w ill tix them in
the most thorough manner, which the
means at their command will admit
or that any jar or disturbance of their
combs, as a whole, or in their relations to each other, is distasteful to
the bees. Therefore, we say frames

should be fixed firmly in place, but
easily detached for necessary manipulation.
Safety and convenience
unite in requiring it. Thus, only can
we come near to nature and to rightwithout sacrificing the requirements

:

—

;

one day by ill-natured Italians than I
ever was in the .50 years of intercourse
with the brown bee, all put together.
2. Quietude in Handling.— The
brown bee is much more restless during work in the interior of the hive,
and will not adhere to the combs
by nearly so steadily as their Italian

For the American Bee Journal.

Artificial

A.

On

J.

Comb Honey.
HATFIELD.

reading an article, on page

87,

was reminded of sev- cousins, making it more difficult to
while attending the find a brown queen than an Italian
Northern Indiana Fair, last fall, and one, whose workers remain steadfast
on different occasions since, when in on the combs during the examination.
of art.
3. Absconding Propensity.
The
conversation with persons in regard
" How is brown bee is decidedly less disposed
2. As bounds to the cards or cur- to honey, of being asked
tains of comb, etc. It is pertinent artificial honey made V"
I assured to abscond than tfce Italian bee.
C. R. Isham, I
eral instances

—

:

i

;
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succeed so admirably when he hermetKor the American Bee JouruaL
The latter is restless during the]
up 2 colonies by pouring
swarming impulse, and continues so Northeastein Michigan Convention. ically sealed
water over the hives and allowing it
are hived;
for some' time after they
and their restless disposition causes
them to scout for a new home sometimes, even after they are liived and
placed on their stands. I have witnessed some facts which warrant ttiis

The Northeastern Michigan

]?ee-

to freeze V

Adjourned

until

1:.!0

p. in.

Keepers" Association held its second
The President called to order at
aiuiual meeting March 5, at Lapeer. 1:80 p.m. The Secretary read an esone,
interesting
The meeting was an
say by Dr. L. C. Whiting. Subject:
and for a local gathering, well at- " The Production of Comb Honey,"
conclusion.
members paid which will appear in the next Bee
Thirty-six
tended.
4. HoxEY (iATiiKRiNG.— The brown their annual dues.
The display of
bee is greatly superior to the Italian apiarian implements and products, Journal.
lilr. Walker
I shall, this season,
spring
the
during
as a honey gatherer
although not quite so large as that
on one side
and earlv summer; but after .July 1, shown at the first meeting of the so- use a case having glass
only, to determine if bees object to
combecome
thev
time,
about
'tliat
or
ciety, was very creditable.
working next to glass.
paratively indnlent; while the Italian
The convention was called to order
L. D. Gray
By sawing empty seccontinues her vocation with unabated at 10;30 a. m. by President Taylor.
pieces, and putting
energy, and stores perhaps more honey The Sec. and Treasurer's reports were tions into several
the bulged sections,
:i pieces between
in September than during any other read and
accepted. The President
month in the year, in this latitude. It then called upon members to give I can crate them without trouble.
For several years I
C. E. Rulison
is during September, with us, that the their experience in wintering bees.
separators a necessity, but
of bountiful
Italians, on account
August Keoppen: Have a good considered
stores, are apt to exhaust their hives warni hive, and the bees will winter the experiments of the last year or
two, have compelled me to admit that
bv over swarming and the vigilance all right.
they can be dispensed with.
of the bee-keeper is never more in deI am using some
Byron AValker
Mr. York
I have found, by exmand to prevent it. On the contrary, hives, this winter, that have a rethe brown bee rarely, if ever, swarms movable, protective, outer shell of a periment, that bees do not commence
after the first month of summer lias peculiar kind of building paper; but work so readily when separators are
passed
no late robbing, or taking I think that the character of their used. I used separators one year on
away of surplus sections, will induce winter stores has more to do with the part of my hives. Those without separators commenced work in the secthem to equal their spring work.
successful wintering of bees than any
tions, and the combs were partly comThe combs thing else.
5. Cosri! Building.
those with separators
built by tlie brown bees in the spring
Bees in box-hives pleted before
"\V.
F. Card
commenced work. I then gave
of the year, is much more abundant full of cracks and openings, often had
sections
and more regular than those built by winter better than those in well-made some of the partly-finished
to those having separators, yvhich
Italians and when filled with honey, and painted, movable comb hives.
those
work
but
For two winters started the bees to
is decidedly white and more beautiSec. ITutchinson
separators finished new secful
but in the fall months the tables I have successfully wintered bees by without
at the time of the
are turned, except as to regularity and burying them below the frost line. I tions given them
removal, sooner than the removed
beauty.
simply dig a trench on a sandy hilland partly filled sections were finished
0. Working in Supers.— Every side, fill it with dry straw, lay fence
I shall also disproducer of comb lioney knows liow posts across the trench, then boards between separators.
card the wide frames. The sections
difficult it sometimes is," to get Italian upon the posts, and place the hives in
of removal. An upper
bees to build in surplus sections. lie rows upon the boards. Straw is then are difficult
with wide frames is too
also knows that the brown bee will placed around the hives fence posts story filled
give at one time. The
begin work in them just as soon as the placed with their upper ends together, much room to
sections is filled, and benursery department can detail a force like the rafter in a building over the lower tier of
travel stained before the upper
sufficient to carry on the work. This hives, straw a foot deep is put over comes
completed. Of course if wide
quality alone, with the producer of the posts, and then eartti is shoveled tier is
tier of sections high
comb honey, makes the brown bee on to the depth of two feet. No open- frames only one
are used, this trouble is obviated but
pre-eminent, and unequalled by the ing is left for ventilation.
a course brings in too much comItalian or any other known race of
W. Wray I buried 2 cxjlonies one such
plication, and too much manipulation.
ventilabees.
little
them
a
year ago gave
The President had laid aside wide
The foregoing characteristic features tion, and they wintered well. Last
but, of frames for the same reason. He had
of the two races of bees are clearly fall I - buried 54 colonies
marked in this latitude, if in no other course, I cannot tell now how they tried different styles of cases, but
preferred the Ileddon case.
region and I doubt not that every are wintering.
Mr. Walker preferred a combined
bee-keeper of ordinary powers of obI once buried 6 colC. E. Rulison
servation, has witnessed these traits onies, and only 3 lived. There was case and shipping crate of his own
over and over again.
but little ventilation, and the combs make that could be used either in the
I have many grades of mixed blood were very moldy.
I have tried ex- middle of the brood-nest, at one side,
in my apiary, and I think the mis- tracting all the honey in the fall, or over it.
The Secretary preferred the Ileddon
named hybrid, having about 34 Italian from a few colonies, and feeding them
brown-bee-blood, makes the a syrup made from granulated sugar. hive, case, and system of manageand
best honey-producers that the new in- Three colonies were left unprotected. ment. He objected to jNIr. Walker's
dustry has yet developed.
The bees scarcely flew during the case upon the grounds that sections
could not be used
Some eminent apiculturist advo- winter, but came through in the best of different widths
that an outer case must be used over
cates the culture of the most energetic condition.
I am satisfied that it and that a cheaper shipping crate
M. D. York
and prolific queens and their progeny.
thought
That is a declaration that some queens bees in chaff hives can be shut up too could be furnished. He also
secure the highest
are indolent and worthless. Some close. Bees that were too warm, and that, in order to
scraped from
emblazon their favorites with "bloat- so uneasy that they hung out at the price, propolis should be
and honey should be
ed promises," but too soon these are entrance', I have quieted by simply the sections,
removed from the
followed by "lank performance." Our raising the chaff cushions over them. graded and unless
would be of
leading idea should be to investigate, I have one colony in the cellar that is crate, some of the honey
a mixed character. He saw no necesand adopt the truth in whatever habi- in good condition.
Ira Green: To one man, who once sity of ever placing sections inside of
liments we find it, and to improve
whole the brood-nest if the brood-nest was
his
and foster everything that promises successfully wintered
that the queen could
to advance the prosperity of apicul- apiary, while others met with heavy of such a size
and if it
losses, I paid S.'iOO to learn the secret keep it filled with brood
ture.
plenty was full of bees and brood when the
of his success. It was this
Peters, Ark.
honey harvest opened, and boxes were
of upward ventilation.
[Many confound the brown and black
If ventilation is so es- placed upon the hive, the honey would
Secretary
sential to success, how did Prof. Cook of necessity be stored in the boxes.
bees, calling them " natives."— Ed.]
:

:

:

;

:

:

;

—
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;
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;

;
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;

;
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" Cane sugar for winter stores," was
M. S. West In the statistical table
the title of an essay read by the Sec- published in l&Sl, in the Bee Jourretary, lie had experimented several nal, the bees in box-hives came out
years in substituting a syrup made far behind the movable comb hives.
from granulated sugar for natural
Mr. Wray
I think that moisture
stores. Some years the bees wintered
is often the cause of bee-diarrhcea,
all alike
in others there was a deiind lack of ventilation is the cause of
cided superiority in favor of the moisture.
sugar.
Mr. York
It is my belief that
K. L. Taylor:
Mr. D. A. Jones with our movable system
of managefeeds the syrup as early as he can in
"
ment, we
wear the bees out " more
order that it may be sealed before
than with box -hives.
cold weather. To. retain the heat in]M.
D. York read an essay on
side the hive as much as possible, he
"What varieties of bees shall we
keeps the entrances nearly closed durkeep y" which will be published next
ing the day, a'ul entirely closed durweek.
ing the night.
Mr. Rulison I prefer the pure ItalMr. Keoppen
What is the use of ians for
all purposes.
They are the
extracting the honey in the fall and
best honey gatherers they are peacfeeding sugar, when it is so difficult to
able, and "
sell the honey ?
The sugar costs as by using death on moths." lean,
much, if not more than the honey, swarming;thebutextractor, prevent their
I have never found
and is no better.
anything that would keep the Syrians
President
It is of no use to those
swarming. I have entirely diswho never lose any bees in wintering from
them but for those who do, and who carded the Cyprians they are too
cross for me.
can save them by so doing, it is a
Secretary
I agree with Mr. York,
:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

to keep the combs so full of brood
that, were it not for the projecting

ends, no ona could
the bottom-bars.

The committee on exhibits made
came the report of

the committee on statistics the report was as follows
Number of colonies spring of 1883, .577 ; fall count.
987. ^Tumber of pounds of extracted
honey, 9,58.5
number of pounds of
comb honey, 9,778 number of pounds
of wax, 260.
;

:

;

;

Adjourned until 7 p. m.
The meeting was called to order at
7 p.m., by the President.
Considerable time was spent in discussing foul
brood, but nothing new was brought
out.

Upon request, the Secretary described the method employed by Mr.
D. A. Jones in securing the building
of large numbers of queen-cells under
tlie swarming impulse.
Pres. Taylor
Are not the so-called
artificial queens just as good as those
reared under the swarming impidse,
inasmuch that were I obliged to provided the conditions are such that
choose any pure race for the produc- queen-cells are plentifully supplied
tion of comb honey, I should choose with royal jelly V
Mr. Rulison They are just as good,
the blacks but I cannot afford to dis"How to Prevent Swarming," was
card the industry and extra length of
tongue of the Italians. We had a the next topic of discussion
Mr.
dozen or more colonies of hybrids last Rulison V I prevent it by spreading
season, and when the Italians were the combs and using the extractor.
Secretary
swarming, they (the hybrids) were
Before discussing the
working away steadily, with a sort of question of how to prevent swarming,
quiet
determination, and storing there is another question I shoidd like
honey in combs built in the sections, to have settled, and tliat is: "Is it
without separators; but nearly as Desirable to Prevent Swarming V" I
true as so many bricks. My brother get more honey from a colony (and its
or myself could quickly distinguish a increase) that swarms, than from one
case of sections that had been filled that does not. If I could have my choice
I would have one swarm from each
by the hybrids.
The discussion on comb foundation colony, and by practicing the plan
was prefaced by the making of foun- given by Mr. Heddon, on page 126 of
dation by Pres. Taylor, upon a Given the Bee Jouknal for 188:i, I sucpress. Mr. Taylor preferred the press ceeded so well that I had only one
because of the' thinness of the base, after-swarm out of 2.5 swarms.
" Can the Crystallization
Question
and the softness of the walls of the
foundation made upon it also be- of Honey be Prevented by Heating to
cause the foundation could be made a High Degree V" Secretary
I saw
the above inquiry in the last number
directly on wired frames.
The President's address was excel- of the Country Gentleman, and would
lent and appropriate, being chiefly like the opinion of the convention.
Mr. Rulison
By heating honey
devoted to the subject of "How to
Begin Bee-Keeping." Only those who very hot, it can be prevented from
again
crystallizing
but the degree of
are energetic,
prompt, industrious
and persevering, and have a love for heat required, is so high that if the
the business, should engage in bee- honey is not burned, the essential oils
keeping.
location
not already are dispelled, and the flavor impaired.
stocked witli bees should be chosen, If the temperature is not raised above
and it should be one having an abund- that of the boiling degree, tlie honey
ance of those blossoms which fur- will not be injured. By applying a
nish the main
honey crops of the gentle heat for a long time, honey
country. He advised the Langstroth may be evaporated to about the conhive and frame, and for the produc- sistency of dried pitch it will remain
tion of comb honey, the Heddou case. in this state a long time, but will
Beginners, to have Italians, should eventually crystallize.
The election of officers resulted as
begin with 2 or 3 colonies, and, by
President, R. L. Taylor,
practice, aided by a bee-book and follows
Lapeer
Vice-President. M. D. York,
paper, learn the principles of beeMiilington;
Secretary, W. Z.Hutchculture.
Secretary With wired frames there inson, Rogersville Treasurer, Byron
is certainly no necessity of having the Walker, Capac.
Adjourned to meet at Vassar, the
combs fastened to the bottom bars
any more than the bees do fasten first Wednesday in February, 188.5.
:

:

profitable operation.

Mr. Rulison
I have extracted 100
pounds of fall honey, and sold it at
12;^ cents per pound bought granulated sugar at 9 cents per pound and
made 3 pounds of syrup from every 2
pounds of sugar, making a profit of
:

;

$6..50.

Mr. Wray
If it is improper food
that kills the bees, why is it that bees
in the same apiary with the same
stores, and the same treatment, stand
the winter so differently V
Secretary
How can we know that
all the colonies of one apiary have
the same kind of stores ?
Mr. Wray If the bees gather from
the same localities, why is not the
honey the same V
Secretary
It is seldom that all
the colonies of an apiary are of the
same age. Some of the older colonies
may have stores 2 or 3 years old, and,
consequently, of a different character.
Each colony of an apiary does
not always gather from exactly the
same source as the others. Italians
will gather from red clover, while,
perhaps, the blacks are working on
buckwheat. In some such manner as
:

:

:

:

this a slight diversity of stores

may

be accounted for.
Mr. Wray
Wliv is it that bees in
old box hives full of cracks, and left
with no protection, so often come
through all right while those in wellmade hives do not ?
Mr. Walker
These old box-hives
usually contain an abundance of old
stores. In movable comb hives the
best of the honey is often removed
each year.
Ira Green
As the spokes in a
wheel all point to one common centre,
so do the facts in wintering bees all
point to ventilation as the one thing
:

;

:

:

Mr.

Rulison
I think the facts
the food.
With movable
comb hives we take away the best
honey, and let the bees fill the combs
with fall honey for winter stores.
Mr. Taylor: Bees in box hives fill
up their hives with good honey, and
we cannot get it away from them.
:

to

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

A

;

:

;

;

:

needful.

point

the top from

their report, then

;

;

tell

them without

inverting.

Would

it

W.

X.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

R. L. Taylor, Pres.
not be better to make ttie brood-nest
of such a capacity that the queen
would keep it full of brood V And
1^ The Lucas Co. Ass'n. will meet
then the honey will of necessitv be on Saturday, May 3,at the Court house.
placed in the sections. It is notro"uble atChariton,Ia.,atlp. m. A. Reusch.

;
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Time and

May 3.-Plke

place ol Meeting.

Co.. at I'lttsfleld.

III.

T. C. Bunker. Sec.

Mbt 3.- Progressive, at

Bedford, O.
J. R.

Reed, See.

May 6.-Tlppecanoe Co., at Lafayette.
Mrs. Jas.

May

(i.-l'attaintigus Co. N.Y., at

May fi.- Southern

Ind.

Havens, Sec.

1,.

Randolph. N.Y.

W. A. Shewman.

Wisconsin, at Janesvllle.
J. T.

Pomeroy, Sec.

May

13.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
M. B. Darby, Sec.

May

15.— Tuscarawas Co. O., at Port Washlncton.O.
A. A. Kradenburg.

May

10.— N. E. Kansas, at Ulawatha. Kiins.
L. C. Clark. Sec.

May

ai.-N. W.

Ills.,

andS.W.Wls-.at Roekton, 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.

May 2B.— Will County,
Oct. 11,

12.

Oct.

Dec.

l.-i.

atMonee,Ill.
P. P. Nelson, Sec.

16.— Northwestern, at Chicngo.

W.

10,

1

Z.

Aged dueens.
On page 104,
a queen being

minds me

at Alma, Mich.
Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

—Northern Mich.,
F. A.

died had unsealed sour
honey. I think sonr honey is the
cause of all the trouhle about beediarrhcva ; and bees will eat it even
though they have plenty of capped
honev. Bees are doing very well, considering the cold, wet weather we
have been having. I tried feeding rye
and Graham Hour, but the bees would
not touch it. They gathered plenty
of pollen from elm trees during the
past few weeks. Fruit bloom opened
up on the isth, but it was too cold for
the bees to improve it, the temperature being as low as 4i2° above zero all
Richard Grinsell.
day.
Baden, Mo., April L'l, 1884.
wliile all that

Local ConTention Directory.
1884.

Hutchinson. Sec.

;

of each hive. The hives are tiered
up 4 high, with strips of wood between at each end for ventilation.

year ago we wintered our bees in
the same manner, without loss, though
a few old queens died after they were
taken out of the cellar April 10. Many
of our colonies had quite an amount
of unsealed honey in the hives when
put awav, (Hviiig to the cool weather
preventing the bees from evaporating
and sealing it after breeding but so
far no bad effects are apparent from
In preparing our bees for winterj
it.
combs with a very large proportion of
pollen were removed, and replaced by
others with little or none in them.

One

man in this counbees all his life, and
16 years old. While

of an old

Italian queen at our
County Fairs, in 1864 and 186.5, he
wanted to see the new kind of bees
and queen. I had heard of him be-

exhibiting an

1.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton. Mich.

ty

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars ?f
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

him to go to the observation hive and see if he could find
He did so, and soon
the queen.
found her. lie then told those standing around, that he had kept a queen
until she was 16 years old that he had
kept track of her from the time she
came off with a second swarm and
the 16th year she began to fail so
much that he killed the bees with
A Visitor from England.
brimstone, and hunted out the old
I hope to have the pleasure of a queen to see what she looked like
visit to ^Montreal, in August next, and he said that she was so old she
when the British Association meets was as black as his hat and that she
and after the work of the society is was the blackest queen he had ever
R. R. Murphy.
over, I should much enjoy a visit to seen.
some large apiaries. As I do not
Garden Plains, 111.
happen to know any one interested in
bees in America, might I ask some
Bees in Good Condition.
one to send me a list of apiaries which
:Mv 27 colonies of bees came out in
are worth seeing ; indeed, any information on this subject will be thank- good condition. Three are queenless,
but full of bees. I wintered 14 colofully accepted by
nies out-of-doors in chaff hives, and
C. P. Ogilvie, r. L. S.,
Size well House, Leiston, Suffolk, 13 colonies in the cellar. The 14 confore, so I told

;

%UJtl.£7r

;

;

;

30 to 40 pounds of honey

England.

sumed from

Wintering without

per colony and the 13 from 10 to
pounds per colony.
;

Loss.

On April 17, 1 took my 20 colonies
of bees out of the cellar, in excellent
condition, without a loss of more than
4 quarts of dead bees. Every colony
lived through the winter all right.
A. L. P. LooMis.
Rosendale, Wis., April

;

;

1 see a statement about
This re11 years old.

who has kept
who had a queen
ty

III.

Those outside had a flight Feb. 2.
Our cellar has ranged in temperature
from 34° to 3!P the bees are very
quiet, and but few dead ones are
found on the floor. The entrances
are open full width no cover except
quilts, and they are so arranged that
tfiere is 14 inch opening at the back

21, 1884.

Unsealed Sour Honey.
1 removed my bees from the cellar
during the latter part of March. Out
of 29 colonies put into it, I have left
20 strong ones, 4 weak, and 1 bushel
of dead bees. I wintered one on its
summer stand without any protection
save an enameled sheet over the
frames, and during the extreme cold
weather, shoveled snow over the hive.
This colony is the only one free from
diarrhoea. I removed as much pollen
as possible in the fall. There was no
signs of brood in any of those which
died, but there was some brood-rearing going on in those which came
through all right. Those having the
most capped honey fared the best,

C.

1-5

W. Johnson.

Norwood, Mich., April

17, 1884.

Wintering on Unsealed Honey.
Myself and son began 'the season of
1883 with 80 colonies in fair condition;
and by feeding honey in combs saved
from the previous season, they became very strong by the time of white
clover bloom, which was quite abundant but tlie weather was too cold for
the secretion of honey in quantity,
and as basswood was nearly a failure,
and fall flowers withered on account
of dry weather and early frosts, we
got but 2,.500 pounds of extracted
honey, .and 1,000 pounds of comb
honey having to feed back .500 pounds
for winter stores ; so that our average
per colony, spring count, was but
about .373^ pounds. In 1882, our average yield,"per colony, was 120 pounds,
spring count. Dec. 3, we put into the
cellar 133 colonies, and packed 9 in
sawdust on the summer stands outside; so far all are doing nicely.
;

;

A.

Xew

Carlisle, Ind.,

No Diarrhcea.
On April 16, after

J.

Hatfield.

Feb.

7,

1884.

a confinement of

days, I placed my bees on the
summer stands. All the colonies are
strong, and no signs of diarrhcea.
The spring bids fair to be an earlyone, and every thing is looking well
for this time of the year.
1.56

F.

Elm

M. Taintor.

Grove, Mass., April

17, 1884.

Testing Thermometers.

Thermometers are extensively used
to indicate the state of the temperature in bee-repositories, cellars, etc.

Are thermometers correct instruments
with which to test an element sochangeable as air ? When the weight
and measure inspector tests scales,
some draw quicker and sharper than
others, and do not weigh alike. I think
the thermometer, to a certain extent,
resembles the scales in correctness.
On Niagara Peninsula are vast variations in the temperature as shown by
different thermometers; so much so,
that at times it is difticult to ascertain
which one is correct. On Sept. 1.5 and
16, 1882, at one time, thermometers in104O
dicated all the way from 90'^ to
above zero. On .Jan. 22, 1884, within
a radius of 16 miles, thermometers indicated from 14- to 42° below zero.
Why this variation V Suppose a poultry-keeper hatching eggs in an incubator, wasdependiiig-on his thermometer
to indicate 103" above zero (the proper
temperature at which to hatch eggs),
and it happened to be 8° too low,
making the real temperature 111°
above zero, the eggs in the incubator
would be scalded, and thus worthless.
Will some one who thoroughly understands thermometers, explain how we
can know when they are correct ?
Joseph M. Wisjier.
Jordan Station, Out.

1^ For 12.7.5 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75.

.

;
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ANSWERS BT

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Questions about Foundation.
Will Mr. Heddon please answer the
following

:

How

is tlie lye, that adheres to
sheets when using the Given
press, best removed from the foundation V
2. Is it in any way detrimental to
1

the

not removed V
.3. What is the best method of lubricating the dies with concentrated lye?
4. Is the die-book less inclined to
stick to the foundation if kept bright V
.j.
Is it an easy matter to keep the
dies so thev will press all parts of the
sheet exactly alike, so that no difference in thickness of base can be seen V

the foundation

"if

1^ The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
Countv will meet in the Town Hall at
2. Would it do to leave her alone Port Washington, O., on Thursday.
until later in the season, and then May 1-5, 1884, to organize a bee-keepers'
supersede her? If not, what would association. All are earnestly invited
to attend.
you advise doing ?
A. A. Fradenburg.
3. About what do you consider an
average yield of honey in a fair locality, in about your latitude, for a colThe KentuckyBee-Keepers'Conony of bees iii a movable comb liive, veution meets in Louisville, Ky., durand receiving what attention they re- ing the opening of the Exposition (day
From reports, I find tliis not fixed).
quire ?
X. P. Allen, Sec.
rather a diflicut matter to ascertain.
A. E. HOSHAL.
Allan burgh, Ont.
Honey and Beeswax Market.
Answers. 1. To account for and
1.

What

is

the cause of this state

of affairs V

^

—

find first causes for

quite

difficult.

We

Office of The amekican Bee Journal,
Monday, lu a. m., April 28, 1884.

such actions is
have had such

queens afterwards to become
but none of such late years.

all right,

The following

\
(

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received
a while
up to this hour
tions for

2. I would advise trying lier
before superseding.
3. It is well-nigh impossible to give
CINCINNATI.
a sensible answer ; for there is so
HONEY—There 19 no life in the market. Exsells
in its regular way and to its
boner
much difference in seasons and colo- tracted
wonted channels, without any speculative feeling
I have obtained as much as about it. and brines 7@loc on arrival. Comb honey
nies.
Subscriher.
410 pounds of surplus honey from sells slow at israioc a lb. from store for choice.
BKE3WAX--I8 in EOOd demand; choice yellow
Pine Plains, N. Y., April 10, 1884.
one colony that did not swarm; 48 brings
35c a lb. on arrival.
Chas. F. MtJTH.
pounds of which was comb, and the
Answers.— 1. By passing the sheet balance extracted. I took 29 pounds
NEW
YORK.
through water.
13 ounces of extracted honey (not
IIONEY— White clover and basswood in and 2
2. If not removed, it will precipi- ripe) from one colony
all stored in lb. sections, 14^u5c. Dark and second quality,
will
that
powder
13@14c: extracted white clover in kegs and bartate, leaving a white
empty combs in 24 hours, or about 14 rels.
8(§ 9c.
lose all its strengtli in a few days, and working hours; all from basswood,
BEESWAX— Prime yellow, 34®35o.
THURBEK. WHYLAN'D & CO.
be quickly brushed off by the bees, and was mostly gathered 4 miles disdoing no harm whatever, except to tant. These, however, are only posCHICAGO.
frighten the inexperienced.
sibilities.
The proper question, how- HONEY— Of late receipts of comb honey has
so strong ever, is not " how much surplus honey been scattered amongst many Arms, and as all are
?,. We used to use the lye
of realizing on their receipts at as early
that it would very quickly eat up a per hive ;" but how much surplus per desirous
a day as possible, prices have been irregular and
per lb.,
brush, or other substance used to dis- field, or area and how much capital low, some lots being offered from .5c to 7c 13@16c;
than 3U days ago. I quote white comb
tribute it. We used to wish for a and labor to get it, the best number less
fancv 18C. Extracted honey-demand light, 7@9c.
BEES WAX- 30®37c.
very fine wire brush. We now use of colonies, etc.
R. A. BCRNETT. 161 South Water Bt.
sal-soda or lye so very weak that it
KANSAS CITY.
does not eat a common brush.
with
HONEY— Demand for comb honey good,
4. Yes, generally ; though I have
Notices.
Convention
I.5@16c
for choice 1 and'2 lb. sections.
lower
prices:
known the book to work quite nicely
Dark and broken or irregular comb, slow at 10®
from
comb
honey
when the dies were black.
12Hc. The liberal receipts of
honey in
bee-keepers' association is to New York State have cast much Western
.5.
Yes ; bv tacking on strips of tin
the shade, and our Western producers will have to
York
Xew
Western
organized
in
impression
be
where
the
look to their laurels. There have been thousands
over the places
of pounds of Eastern honey marketed here this
is dull till the impression all comes on Tuesday, ilay 6, 1884. at Randolph, season, and almost every comb has been perfect In
Cattaraugus County. In this south- every respect. It is hard to sell the unsightly stuff
alike.
sources, by
ern-tier district there are a large num- that I am receiving daily from other
the side of this handsome honey from the East.
ber engaged in bee-keeping, and an Extracted in fair demand, at 8(ijitc, according to
Abnormal Swarming.
color.
association of this kind has long been quality and
BEESWAX— None in this market.
general invitation is ex1. What causes bees to swarm out needed.
Jerome twichell. 6I4 Walnut Street.
tended to all interested in bee-keeping.
of the hive during this month ?
BAN FRANCISCO.
Crowell.
O.
W. A. Shewjian.
:

=

1

;

;

^° A

A

Hamlet, N. Y., April

1-5,

HONEY— Market is dull, offerings being small,
and the demand light. Not until there are free
arrivals of new is it likely that the market will
present any specially noteworthy features. White

1884.

Answer.— 1. Perhaps all the causes
i^" The Progressive Bee-Keepers' to extra white comb, l.',(ffllMc: dark to good, 10® 13c:
are not clearly understood by any one. Association will meet for their spring extracted, clioice to extra white, 7(58c; dark and
.5®—
Some have ascribed it to lack of pol- meeting Mav 3, 1884, at the apiary and candied,
BEESWAX-Wholesale, 274^8300.
len but our 45 colonies entirely des- residence of J. B. Haines, Bedford,
Stearns Sl smith. 433 Front Street.
titute of pollen, have oflered no such Cuyahoga County, O. All interested
ST. LOUIS.
but remain in their hives are invited.
antics
J. R. Reed, Sec.
HONEY— Steady: demand and supply both
clean and beautiful to look upon. I
small. Comb, 12®l4c per lb., and strained and extracted 6(^6Hc.
have found that any animal in trouble
Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
^^ The Northwestern Illinois and BEESWAX—
is liable to seek relief by a senseless
W.T. ANPERSO.v & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
change of base and my opinion is, Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
CLEVELAND.
that most of such cases result from Association, will be held at Rocktou,
HONEY— The honey market is unchanged with
intestinal inflammation. It is whole- Winnebago Co., Ills., on May 20, 1884. us. There is a continued steady demand forchoice
white lb. sections at !sc: 2 lbs. move more slowly
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
sale spring dwindling; in other words,
at 10'^17c: but for second quality there seems to
the milder form of bee-diarrha?a.
be no demand. Our supplies of lb. are kept well
down. Extracted does not sell at all at any price.
BEESWAX— Wanted at 35c.
Tippecanoe
of
Keepers
BeeThe
1^
A. C. KBNDEL. 115 Ontario Street.
Is that Queen Idiotic ?
and adjoining Counties, will hold their
at
room
Xo.
meeting
BOSTON.
quarterlv
regular
think.
Rev.
which,
I
queen
I have a
lb. sections comb
Mr. Langstroth would term " idiotic." 3, in Purdue College, in the city of
HONEY.— Demand light,
iK@20c.; 2 lb. I6@i8c. Extracted, 9311c.
She has the appearance, in depositing Lafayette, Ind., on May 6, 1884. AU honey,
BEBSWAX-35C.
her eggs, of a laying worker, viz de- lovers of the lioney bees are respectBLAKE & RiPLiT, 57 Chatham Street.
fully invited to be present and take
positing more than one in a cell
SAN FRANCISCO.
however, the cells seem to be uni- part in the discussions.
HONEY—We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
Mrs. Jas. L. Havens, Sec.
formly occupied and lier eggs, when
17®18c; extracted, 7>*g8>^c.
„.
Geo. W. MEAD 4 CO., 213 Market St.
Dr. L. Snyder, Pres.
hatched, produce worker larva?.
;

;

;

1

l

1

:

;

,.

.

—

—

:
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following your
the wrapper label of this
paper
it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
Esnniiiie the Uate

name on
;

For

when sending money

to
this office get either a post office or express money order, a bank draft on
York or Chicago, or register the
letter.
Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2-5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
safety,

GETTING UP CLUBS.

Notices.

New

AVe wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
The edieither portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may botli be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the

^^

^°

number of insertions his advertisement has had.
^" All money orders from foreign
coimtries, should be made payable at
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Honey as Food and Medicine.

A pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
aid progressive bee-culture and help of cooking in which honey is used, and
to elevate the pursuit. "We, therefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
offer the following
premiums for
We have put the price still loicer,
getting up clubs
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
"While no subscription to the Bee
postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
Journal will be taken for less than cents,
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
the regular advertised prices (viz.
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
AVeekly, S2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies, $15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
or more, may select from " Our Book
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
List " anything therein named, to
(giving the name and address of the
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
they send direct to this office, to pay them
alone will pay him for all his trouble
for the trouble of getting up the club
and these books will be sent, postpaid, and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
to any address desired.
®" To give away a copy of " HoneyFor a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional as Food and Medicine " to every one loho
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound buys a package
of honey, will sell almost
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
any quantity of it.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
I®" We are now preparing a new
15 per cent, present a copy of the book for the pocket, to be called "The
AsfERiCAN "Popular" Dictionary, Bee-Keepers' Convention Assistant."
comprising every word in the English It will contain a copy of a model
language that enters into speech or " Constitution and By-Laws " for the
writing it contains 32,000 words and formation of Societies for Bee-Keepphrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; ers— a simplified manual of Parliait is nicely bound in cloth, and will be mentary Law and Rules of Order for
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address the guidance of officers as well as
desired.
members, a blank form for making
Subscriptions for two or more years reports for statistical information
for one person, vpill count the same and much other useful matter for
as each year for a different person.
those who attend Conventions. One
of the latter will be a suitable ProTo increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will

:

;

;

;

;

Apiary Register— New Edition.

gramme

of questions for discussion at

such meetings, model Premium Lists
for Fairs whlcli may be contracted or
All who intend to be systematic in enlarged, and then recommended to
their work in the apiary, should get a the managers of adjacent County or
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Sta- copy and commence to use it. The District Fairs a few blank leaves for
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
tion " is not an International office.
prices will hereafter be as follows
We shall aim to make it suitable for
^" In reply to many correspondents For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00 any locality, and a book that will comlet us say that we take any kind of
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 25
mend itself to every bee-keeper in the
postage stamps at their face value
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50 English-speaking world.
It will be
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it enThe larger ones can be used for a of a size suitable for the pocket, nicely
dangers the loss of the letter either few colonies, give room for an increase bound in cloth, and the price will
by tliieves, or else breaks through the of numbers, and still keep the record be 50 cents.
envelope and is lost in that way.
all together in one book, and are there^" We carefully mail the Bee fore the most desirable ones.
1^ The first edition of the " Apiary
Journal to every subscriber, but
Register " having been exhausted, we
should any be lost in the mails we will
1^" Dzierzou's new work entitled have just issued a new edition, elecheerfully send another, if notified
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now gantly bound in Russia leather,
with
before all the edition is exhausted.
club with the Bee Journal as fola large worker bee and "Apiary RegThe Weekly for one year and
lows
Subscription Credits.— We do not the book, bound in" cloth, for $3, or in ister "in gold on the side. It forms
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- Saper covers for $2.75. The Monthly not only a Register of both Queens
tion by letter. The label on your
iEE Journal and the book, $1 less and Colonies, but has also an Acpaper, or on the wrapper shows the than the above prices. It is an imdate to which your subscription is ported book, printed in the English count Book at the back, in which to
paid. When you send us money, if language, and the price of the book is keep a record of all the receipts and
the proper credit is not given you, $1.50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00 expenditures of the apiary, which will
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your when bound in cloth.
be found exceedingly valuable. We
label notify us by postal card. Do
have also reduced the prices, as will
not wait for months or years, and
Emerson Binders made especially be seen on another page.
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
indicated on the wrapper-label. This gold on the back, and make a very
Preparation of Honey for the Margives a continual statement of account. convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They ket, including the production and care
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for of both comb and extracted honey,
AdTcrtisements intended for the Bee the Weekly
or for the Monthly, 50 iBStructions on the exhibition of bees
Journal must reach this office by cents. They cannot be sent by mail and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Saturday of the previous week.
to Canada.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
;

:

:

—

;

:

!!

.

!
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f^" Cook's Manual in
Weekly Bee Journal

cloth

be sent for §3.
Manual and
Monthly, $2.00. We have no more of

-will

the old edition

left,

DR. FOOTE'S

and the

for one year

Queens!

Italian

SECOND TO NONE

Nuclei.

ORDER NOW

!

H-AND BOOK OF HEALTH,

!

Hints and Ready Recipes,

I rear my QUEE^fS by the best methods ami
and, therefore, the from
the best stocks for business. I send
$2.7.5, is out no Queens that I would not keep in my
own apiary. To convince you, send me an

the title of a very valuable book that gives a
Kreat amount of information, of the Utmost Im*
Koitance to Everybody, concerning their dally
abits of Bating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing. Working, etc.
It Costs only
CENTS,
and contains 28 pages, mid Is sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price* This \a just
the Book that every family should have.

club price of that edition at

withdrawn.

I will please you.
Queens, untested in June,

is

order.

"

tested

$1..^0:

"

in

July

'2.50;

$1.2.-)

TWENTY-FIVE

2.00

**

Sample Copies of the American Beb Nuclei, 1 frame (large) June or July.
1.00
"
2
(large)
,.
2.00
Journal will be sent free to any per"
S
"
"
(large)
2.i50
..
Any one intending to get up a Price of Queen to be added to prices
son.
IT TELL S ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,
club can have sample copies sent to of Nuclei. Will give special rates to parties What to Eat,
Bathing— Best way,
who want two or three Nuclei with tested or How to Eat it,
Things to Do,
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
the persons they desire to interview. untested Queens. Address,
Things to Avoid,
How to Avoid them.
Jby sending the names to this otBce.
Perils of Summer.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How
to Breathe.
How much to Wear,
Washington Hollow, Dutchess Co., N. Y. Overheating Houses,
Contagious Diseases,
Ventilation.
How to Avoid them,
^" Letters for publication must be
Influence of Plants.
Exercise,
written on a separate piece of paper E. T. LEWIS & CO., Toledo, 0., Occupation for Invalids. Care of Teeth,
'•

from items

All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special
rates to Dealers. Send for Circular. 14Atf

t^ We have a few photographs Dadaiit'sFouiuIatioii Factory, wholesale
(cabinet size) just taken, of the Rev. and retail. See Advertisement in anotlier column.
li. L. Langstroth, which we can send
to those desiring them, for 50 cts. each
postage prepaid.
Kibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
•which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

WE CALL
the uttention of

wautin^

A

No. 1 liEES,
Italian, Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following:,
from one well-known to the readers of this
all

Paper
have never seen a case of foul brood;
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always
been so, and are O. K. in every respect."
Geo. B. Pkteks, M. B.
We can furnish any number of Colonies of
the above Bees, and will warrant safe delivery and satisfaction.
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us. for any
-consideration, from any apiary that has ever
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices
*' I

^nd

particulars, send to

FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,
Lock

liox

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.

9!)."),

18Al:it (iB3t

How
St'iid

to Prevent
for fmr

".''\\

aiiiiuiil

Swarming.
Circular for par-

HENRY ALIiEV, Wcuham, Mass.
STANLEY'S AUTO-HATIC

ISAtf

VICTOR HIVE

Reverses the combs without the aid of the
is; the reverse motion of the crank is all
that is required. No time is lost, as we provide every machine with a brake to stop the
motion, and Ihe combs are half reversed
when the motion stops. Can be used iovZ or
4 combs, as desired. No chance for combs
to fall or g-et injured. The Comb Baskets
always stop in the most convenient position
for removing: or putting- in combs. We use
XXXX Tin or Galvaaized Iron for Cans. The
Cylinder of Can is all in one piece. We chal-

han

Price ODiy

25

Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

Maimer

925

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

may

Best Hive made
new Circular.

Comb Honey. Send

for

I>R. O.

Address,
44Atf

I..

DOUGHERTY

for

TINKER.

retail.

NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

See Advertisement

in

Dealers in BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES and HONEIT.

Lanjrstroth HIVKS a Specialty. Dadant's
Foundation. BiiiKluiin Siiidkers, Wired frames
and Foundation from tlic Given Press, Sections. Extractors and Honey Jars. Send for

our Priee

Tool

C.

M. RUI^AND, Rockton.

^S

D.

A TREATISE

giving an Index of diseases,
and the symptonis cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
hurse. with the ordin:iry dose. efl"ect8and antidote
when a poison ai.-ible with un engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable cctl lection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price ses cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

THOMAS

0.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL,.

For^ale

K.RETCHUER. C'oburgr, Iowa.
TALI AX QUEENS, OADAXT FOUN-

I
'

dutlon. and Suppllen.— It

send for Circular.
llAtf

J. C.

lbs.

of Beeswax.

CONVERSE,

16A3t Raveiiua, Portage Co., Obio.

leng-e any Extractor, taking^ any number of Dadant'sFoiindatioiiFactory, wholesale
combs, to do one-half the work of our 4-f rame and retail. See Advertisement in ahuther column.
Machine. Prices reasonable.
We want to employ good live Agents 'rTTTC; T)* T)!?!) may be found on Hie
everywhere. Address,
rjIV at Geo. p. Kowell It
1 rl lO 1
Co. '8 Newspaper AdvertisinK Bureau (10 Spruce
O. Vff. STANLEY^ Sc
St.). where adyertlsinK contracts may be made for
14Atf
WYOMING. N. Y. it In
YOKK.

^"

Ax

BRO

NEW

E. K.

will

pay you to

SMITH. Smyrna,

N. Y.

I

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for post aj?e, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods

that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever til ought possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work atl the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 'yi cents to ^f.fcvery
evening. That all who want work may teat tbe
business, we make this unparalleled offer; tu all
who are not well satisfled, we will send $i to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success Hlisolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson &. Co.. Portland, Maine.

4AIy

Italian

Eleven hundred

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our hirue Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

IoA24t E.

THE HORSE,

92.T

BEE

111.

ENGBAVINGS

BY B. J. KENDALL, M.

14A'J(Jt

Li«^t.

KEEPERS, before orderingyour

For prvssiuiy- wire into Foiuitlation. Price,
by mail, 50 cents. Don't fail to send for
Circulars. Foundation for sale.
ITAtf

McKEE,

Manufacturers of and

another column.

The Eureka Wiring

&

Indianapolis, Ind.,

Dadant'sFouiulation Factory 9 wholesale
and

HOW TO CURE

THOMAS e. NETTHAN,

be arranged for any form of the Ijangstroth Frame; has been fairly tested, and is the
It

TELLS

It will Save Doctor Bills

operated upon a new principle by which the
aeclions are placed in vertical Hnea with the brood
frames; continuous passages being effected In a

;

HONEY EKTRflCTOR.

IT

Malarial AflTections,

Croup— to Prevent.

Black Byes. Boils. Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns,('ough3, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandrutr, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache. Felons,
Petid Feet, Freckles, Ileadache, Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness, Itchini;, Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

is

Practical

After- Dinner Naps.
Headache, cause&cure,

Superfluous Hair.
Restoring the Drowned,
Preventing Near-Sightedness.

MANUFACTUKERS OF

of business.

Bees and Queens For Sale.

Tested Queens, May, ^;j-t«i: June, $2.5fi: after
July I, J2.IMI each. Untested, after June 1, 1=l.no: 6
for ^5.4". Full colonies in May, 7.i«i; 2 for $13.00;
10 for |l6it.'H». Alter .lune I, $I.(mi less each colony
Satisfaction guaranteed. I. S. CROWFOOT,
Hartford, Wis.. April 1, 1884.
12A8t

NEW AND

i;SEFUl.

Articles for the Apiary
Send for our Iti-paire illustrated Circular.
18AU' HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

!
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HELLO!
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We
are

now ready

to

Book Orders
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for

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

In

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIANOS^'^ORGANS

A

Whlt«Poplar

Specialty.

DovetHlled

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

ETerythlriK fully up with the tlmeB. and

At Lowest Figures

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

Send stamp forSJ-pngeCataloKueandSamples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continunt.

Territory

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

TABm

Estey,
3tory & Camp.

Agents Wanted.

griven.

Protection
guaranteed.

Catalognes free to any address.

American Linden or Basswood

Write for our prices before buying:

FOR BEES!
to U> inches, per luo
3 to r. feet, per luo

.$1.50.
7.00.
.

."i

For sale bv Z.

K.

JEWETT.

STORY & CAMP,

SPARTA, WIS.

12A6t 4B2t

188

FLAT -BOTTOM

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. fv»„ N. Y.

Fifth street,

ST. LOUIS,

A

Dadaiit's Foiiudation Factory^ivholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.
week at home. $5.0fj outtlt free. Pay
absolutely Bure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
which persons of either sex. young or old,
I
m make trreat pay all the lime they
iirk, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland. Maine.
I
I

203 N.

All my Seed is warranted to be fresli and
true to name, so far that should it prove
otherwise, I afcree to refill orders grratis.
larsre part of the great collection of
Seed I offer is of my own };;ro\. ins:. As the
original introducer of Kclipse Beet, Burhank Fotatoe.s, Marhlchea<l Early Corn,
the Hubhard Squash, and scores of other
new Vegetables, 1 invite the patronage
of the public. In the gardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Catalosrnes FREE to all.
ES J. H. GREGORY.SEED GROWER. MARRLEHEAD, MASS.

hlgb slde-wcils. 4 to 16 square feet tc
Circular and samples fre&

^^^ the pound.

VAN DEUSEN &

& 190 State Street,
CHICAGO.

COMB FOUNDATION,
J,

else-

where.

a

L

4Aly

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Square GlHBS Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

Langatroth Bee Hiveg, Honey Sections,

Send

lOc. for Practical

liord.liiui,

etc.

MTJXH,

C. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.

tM

Bingham Smoker ITALIAN BEES

Hints to Bee-Eeepers.

Send f-ix cents for postajre,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help >ou to
more money right away than

IIPRIZEJ

anything elsein this world. All
I
of either sex.succeed from first
bour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, True
Jk Co., Augusta, Maine.
4Aly

N. Y., Aug-. 15, 1882.

has been "which and tother" with me and
the Cyitrian colony of bees I have— but at

am

" boss. "
Bingham's Conqueror
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
.iust at the right time, get a Conqueror Smolast f

ker of Bingham.

Respectfully,
(j. >I.

DOOLITTLE.

Prices, by mail, x>ost-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield).. 3^2 inch.. ^2 00
" .. 17.5
Conquerorsmoker{wideshield)3
1.50
..
Large smoker (wide shield)
V/z "
" ..12.5
Extra smoker (wide shield)
3
" ..100
Plain smoker
2
Little Wonder smoker
65
lU "
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
115
2inch
.

Vandervort
Send

I'ur

32ABtf

Comb

Samples

J.

Fdn.

lyiiiis,

AT BED KOCK PRICES.

Cyprians Coiitiiiered— All summer lon^

it

Reduced Prlce-l^Ist.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen
VANDERVORT,Laceyville, Pa.
dozen rates. Address.

COLONIES— 8

Langstroth Frames, in
shipping bo.\
S 4.50
in light shipping box 3.00
NUCLEI-3 or more.with tested queen 3.00
1.50
3 or more, with untested queen
3.00
Tested, by mail
1.00
Untested, by mail
After June lat. %S per cent. off.
13.00
After June 1, tested, per dozen
9.00
After June 1, untested, per dozen
Reared from Imported or Selected homebred Mothers. No Foul Brood ever known
C.
here. Address,
light

8

Thomas Frames,

aUEENS—

WEEKS,

«&

or half-

CLIFTON, Wayne

17A4t

J".

Co.,

TENN.

AAT- E;oK::^l:.A.l^T,
HEALER IX

BINGHAM, P. M., or
BINGHAM hetherington,

T. F.

,!l-

ABRONIA, ItllCH.

Given'sFoondationPress.
is

wiinted for

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for raaklngComb Foundation either

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
D. S. 61T£N
CO..
lABtf
HOOPESTON. ILL.

Dadaiit'sFoiiiidatioiiFaetory, wholesale
-and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

APl.iRY FOR SALE CHEAP.
one-third interest in an Apiarv of 7.5 colonies
good condition, Hm_) new Hives.:.' Extractors, and
necessary Implements. Best location for an
apiary in the State; cheap for cash; possession
given Immediately. For particulars address with
stamp, S. D. BATES, box iun, New Madrid. Mo.
A.

in

E. T.

the

The

handsoniest, beet book
I'VfT sold for less than twice

nar price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense

For further information, send for Circular.

RICHMOND,

7Aly

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

CXISAF! CHSiiF!

All intelligent people

Palace Bee Sive
And Bee-Keepers'

Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

7Al3t

WHITE, MADISON, IND.
WANTED.-l
agent wanted in every
1^
H.

C.

flfll
H ll I ,K place to sell our new goods. Big pay. 40
IIIJIJI samplesonly loc. Nonefree. Cutthisout

Acme

Novelty

Co.,

CUntonviUe, Conn.

18A8t

CO., Toledo, 0.,

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens

Full Colonics. Nuclei and Italian Queens.
want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms Send for PiMce List before buying elsewhere.
4Aly
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Me.
II.4N. WHITE, New London, Oliio.
profits to aeenls.

mtmmima^am

LEWIS &

all

I'rHMclents of the U. 8.

all

nA2t

of

lart.'e^t,

In

A

The Lives

PUKE

FI^YIflOl

MAXUPACTITRERS OF
Per setting of
All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special per
setting of
rates to Dealers. Send for Circular. 14Atf
17Ai.'t B.C.

THRO€K

each, fi.im. Dry land Goose Eggs,
each, 7.1 cents.
Carlos City. Ind.

i:i
f>

EGGS,

FAKQUHAK,

LSA.it

.'iBlt

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FI^ANAOAK
lABly Lockbox9L+.x

ac ir.I^IA'SK.1,

Belleville. St. Clair Co., Ills.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings
than5()c.

the Bee Journal for sale at
Inch— no single cut sold forl68B

useil in

25 cents per square

THOMAS Q.

985 West

NEAVAf AX,

Madison Street Chlcaeo,

III.
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BEE-KEEPERS'

HEDDON'S SUPPLIES. BEES

OR THE

Management

ooLXJiMinsr

of

and

Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 1884.

my Illustrated

HONEY,

and

THOMAS

an Apiary
Profit by

for FleaBore

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of theprevailinKacarcily of beeswax
the price of comb foundation iBnow advunced 3
cent* per pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for 1884.

BEESWAX.

9ZS "Weat MadlsoB

Street. Chlcaso, III.

It contains 160 profusely illustrated pages. 1b
"fnlly up with the times" in all the improvementa
and inventions in this rapidly developing pursuit,
and presents the apiarist with everything that can
aid in the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most honey
in its best and most attractive condition.

pay 33c. per pound deliTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.
I

The

pre.sent prices are as follows

:

White Clover, §15.00 per bushel, S4.00
per peck, or 30 ets. per pound.

My New

Alsike Clover, S12.00 per bushel. S3.2.5
per peck, or 25 cts. per pound.
growing in popular- Sweet Clover, SIO.OO per bushel, $2.75
ity, to a nuieli greater degree, than is the
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to funiish tliese hives made up, and
I believe

In the

flat,

One Hive

my

at

Langstroih Hive.

Hive

is

very Veasonable prices.

coiiiJ)lete for

comb honey.. S3.00

(Tlie above will contain
plete with sections).

The above Hive complete

For Brood Frames.

two cases com-

One ounce
for extrac-

ted honey

One

$3.00

The above Hive complete

for both in

one

One Hive

NO. 30 TINNED WIRE

4.50
2.00

in the flat

five or over, each

1..50

spools, each, - 4 cents.
Postage, 2 cents extra.
oz. spools, per dozen, 40 cents.
Postage, 13 cents extra.

One pound

spools, each,

40 cents>

Postage 18 cents extra.
One pound will wire about 175 frames.

.^.ppreclatWe Notice*.

A neat and abundantly illustrated hand-book of
apiculture.— American Agriculturist, N. Y.
Its chapter on marketing honey is worth many
times its cost.— Citizen. Pulaski, Tenn.
Contains all the information needed to make
bee-culture successful.— Eagle, Union^ity, Ind.
Just such a work as should be in the hands of
every beginner with bees.— News, Keithsburg, 111.
Valuable for all who are interested in the care
and management of bees.— Dem., Allegan, Mich.
Engravings are fine. Gotten up in the best style
and is cheap at the price.— Farmer, Cleveland, O.
Carefully prepared for beginners.- Farmers'
Cabinet, Amherst. N. H.
A very valuable work to those engaged in l>e«raising.— News, Prairie City. Iowa.
We advise all who keep bees to send for this excellent work.— Journal. Louisiana. Mo.
Carefully prepared, and of vast importance to
bee-raisers.— Indianian, Clinton, Ind.
New and valuable, and embellished with 109
beautiful engravings.- Democrat, Salem, Ind.
Much practical useful information, in a cheap
form.— Daily Standard. New Bedford, Mass.
The most perfect work for the price ever yet produced on the subject of bee-cu iture.— Anti-Monopolist,

Lebanon, Mu.

A manual, containing all
in the

the newest discoveries
little workers.- Plain

management of these

Dealer, St. Lawrence, N. Y.
one should ever order these Hives
Full of practica instruction, that no one who
in the flat, without ordering one made up
contemplates keeping bees can do without.--Farcomplete to work by. Parties are advermers' Journal, Louisville, Ky.
tising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
It comprises all that is necessary for successful
wise embrace my principles. Judge only For pressing Foundation into wired bee- culture, save e.Yperience and good judgment.
—Dally Republican. Utica, N. V.
by those purchased from me.
frames. Something entirely new.
Gives minute details for the management and
Price. oOc. by mail.
40c. by express. manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping a

No

Eureka Wiring

Tool,

;

COMB FOUNDATION.
I

of

now have on hand

a freshly-made lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

WIRE

NAILS,

success.— Col. Valley and Farm.
Written in an interesting and attractive manner,
and contains valuable information for all readers,
even though they be not directly interested in the
care of beea.— Sentinel. Rome. N. Y.

On account of a decline in the price It embraces every subject that can interest the
from strictly pure domestic wax, thorbeginner in bee-culture. The engravings perfectly
oughly cleansed from all impurities. of AVire Xails, I will make a discount illustrate the test,— Farm and Fireside, SpringSizes of brood and surplus, sj^xlCJ^, or or 15 per cent, from the prices quoted fleld, O.
Embraces every subject of interest in the apiary,
Langstroth size. I have also Dadant's in my Catalogue, until further notice.
giving very thorouKh details of the oianagemenl
best Brood Foundation of same size; also
and manipulations necessary to make bee-keeping
Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. My
a success.- Farm. Longmont, Colo.
Circular gives prices.

CHEAP FOUNDATION MILLS.

SECTIONS.
lam now

ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4J^x4Mx6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, 86.50; 5x6x3,
per 1,000, $8.00. All shipped from here.

:

4 inch Bolls
"
6 "
12

"
"

14

"

10

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

SIO.OO.
15.00.
25.00.
40.00.

•'

"
"

.50.00.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the purchase of Bees
in any shape, tested or untested Queens,
it may pay you to send for my
If

CIRCULAR for 1884
And be SURE

to state whether or not
Circular for 1883.

have mv
Address,

you

JAHES HSDBOW,

DOWAGIAC,

Cast CoQDty,

MICH.

It is a valuable and practical book, and contains
alcomplete resume of the natural history of the
little busy bee, as well as of all that one needs to

These Mills will make Foundation know in their care and management. —Chicago
of any desired thickness, for either Herald.
Contains a vast fund of information in regard to
Section Boxes or Brood Frames.
bee-culture. Ue who would keep abreast of the
must keep posted in allthe Improvements tn
times
PRICES
his line. We advise all interested to get a copy of

Vandervort Foundation
It

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
makes the finest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

book.— Daily Times, San Bernardino. Cal.
Describes all the newest discoveries in the art,
by which the production of delicious and healthgiving honey is obtained, as well as how to prepare
it for the market in the most attractive shape.—
Signal. Napoleon. O.
It embraces every subject that will interest the
beginner. It describes all the newest discoveries
in the art by which the production of delicious and
this

health-giving honey is obtained, as well as how to
prepare it for the market in the most attractive
form. It is embellished with beautiful engraringe,
and is the most perfect work of the kind, for the
price, that has ever come under our notice.— Farmer, Lancaster, Pa.

PRICE— Bound in cloth, 7S cents
50 cents, postpaid.

;

in

paper

covers.
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OLDEST BEE PAPER
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
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Chicago,
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Bee- House IJurned

292
300

Bees and Peaches
Bees Separated all Right
PrBLISHID BT
Cane Sugar for Winter Stores
Cold Spring
C.
Editor and Phopribtor.
Dearth of Honey in Cuba
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAOO, ILL. Dry Sugar for Bees
Weekly,

9S a year

;

Monthly, SI.

PKEMIUM.— Any one Bending one tmw subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees

and Honey," bound

^^ The

in cloth.

money

sent ua will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for somethingmust be wrong about it.
receipt for

Any person sending a

club of six* Is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished /ree.
lar"

292

^"

Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE. EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly. 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, |1 Monthly. 24 cents.
;

;

George Nelxhbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.
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the remilar price of both.

Cook's Manual,

(In paper covers)
3
Bees and Honey (T.Q.Newman)cloth2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register f or 2iJ0 colonies .... 3
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4

292
300

Honey and Beeswax Market

300

Dzierzon's

Begin Bee-Keeping
297
Improved Bees CombFoundation 299
Improved Foimdation Fastener
296
.

Italianizing, etc

(paper covers) 3

.300

Local Convention Directory
300
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food 4: Mediclne.lOO Copies
My Bees are Booming
292
Blessed Bees
New Races of Bees Fertile
King's Text Book
"Workers
294 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

—

Abundance
Production of Comb Honey

300
298

Special Notices

301

Students in Apiculture
Supers for Siuplus Comb Honey.
The Best Strain of Bees
"Wabash Co., Ind., Convention

297

Pollen in

.

'.

Western ^lichigan Association.
Wintered without Loss

.

.

.

.

and Gleanings lnBee-Culture(A.I.Koot)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.Q.Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Aplcuiturist, (Silas M. Locke)
. .

NewEng.
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British

299
299

of a

new

serial,
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3 00
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4 26
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3 00.
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2 36
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3 00.
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2 75..

2 50

3 75.. 3 50
9 00.
7 76

292

title

published by S. E.

Hopkins, 29 Warren
and by Sir Partridge

25.

The Monthly Bee tJenrnal and any of the
299 above, $1 less than the figures In the last column.

Look
is

Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill)..

Bee Journal

The 8 above-named*papers

08.

3 50.. 3 26

liangstroth's Standard Work
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley's Queen Rearing
Seribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables

—

.

New Book

Qulnby'sNew Bee-Keeping

to

1^ " Home Science "

All

Price of both. Olub

292 The Weekly Bee Journal..
$2
292 and Cook*8 Manual, last edition(in cloth) 3

EfUered at the Chicago P. O. as Secoiid Class Matter.
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supply the

1884.

postage prepaid.

Essentials in Queens
Foul Brood and the Nebraska Convention
291

How

will

19.

one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The

29.S

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

CLUBBLNU LIST FOR

Topics Presentedjn this Number.

Anti-Monopoly

VOLXX.-No.

New

York,
London,

X

at

Your Wrapper-Label.

Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph marked
with a

6Zi(€ pencil, will please take
notice that their subscn2)tions will
at 2.5 cents a number. The first numexpire at the end of the present month.
For either the Weekly or Monthly EditioTia.
ber is on our desk, and contains artiSuch are marked thus on the label,
cles from the pen of Eev. T. DeWitt "
May 84."
do not want to lose
A line of this type will contain about 8 words;
TWELVE lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space. Talmage, D. D. ; Rev. Robert Collyer, any of our subscribers, and give this
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
D. D. Prof. E. P. Thwing, Ph. D.
notice so that all may get every
Editorial Notices, 50 cents per line.
Dio Lewis, M. D., and others. It is number of the Bee
Journal without
Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
beautifully printed, well edited, well
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
any break, and no papers will be

20 cents per

line o1

space, each insertion,

&

Co.,

We

;

of space, for each Insertion.

worth the

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rale for
the time the advertisement is Inserted.

success.

THOMAS
0S5

Went Madison

G.

Cblcaso,

1^

111.

and we wish

it

much

missed. When the money for renewal
received at this office, the date on
the label is changed to correspond,

is

The Keystone Bee-Keepers' As- and this change is
your receipt. If
meet in Scranton, Pa.,
there is any mistake made, notify us
on Tuesday, Aprli 13, at 10 a. m.
Geo. C. Green, Sec.
at once.
sociation, will

NEWMAN,

Street..

price,

—

A
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BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

DSSiiroiDAS
is

by hundreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

On dozen or half-dozen lota of one klnd.weallow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, giyen upon application.

cleanest,lirit,'htcst, quickest accepted
ti. sas. m. ist regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any tliat is made.
j.t is kept for sale by Messrs.

bj-

the

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and ProBt, by Thomas G.
Newman.-Sixth Edition. "Fully up with the
times" Including all the various improvemenis
and inventions. Chief among the "new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,
illusetc. It contains 1:20 pages, and Is profusely
trated. Price, bound in cloth, Sl.OO; in paper
covers, T5c., postpaid.

ChlcaKO.
A H NEWMAN,
G F MUTH, Cincinnati,
Mich.,
JAMES HEDDON. DnwaBlac,
Indianapolis, Ind.,
DOUGHERTY & McKEK,
CHAS. H. CREEN, Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS HERTEL. Jr.,lTeeburg,
O..
WM. BAl.LANTlNE.SaKO,
Jerseyyille.
111.,

()..

:

111.,

III.,
ARMSTRONG,
E KBETCHMEU,
B. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
0. F. DALE, Mortonsvtlle, Ky.
and numbers of otlier dealers.

B.L.

ARTHUR TODD, Germanlown.Philadelpnla.i'a.
Coburg. Iowa.

Dzlerzoa'a Kutlonol

Abbott. Ex-editor 0} the "British

SAMPLES FREE and price
with
list of supplies, accompanied
ISO COMPI.IMENTAKX,
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS

Co..

is one of the greatest living authorion Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
is

Indebted for much that
this
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, It
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Root says of It: "Old father
Dzierzon. ...has probably made greater strides in
scientific apiculture than any one man... lor real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all Inclined to scienCloth. »3.
tific research, to purchase a copy.

Berlepsch we

SOST,

HAMILTON. Hancock

Bee Journal.

Dr. Dzierzon
ties

from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
We gnarantee every inch ef our Fonndatien equal te sample in every respect.
5ABly

Bee - Keeping.—

Translathm of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by U. Dieck and 8.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.

Write for

DADANT &

ILL.

are

of

TWENTY-THREE
The

cheapest,
Never
to raise queens.

experience in rearing queen bees.

and best way
Price. Sl.OO
Bee-BL.eeper'« Onlde I or. Cook'* Manual
or the Apiary. —This Manual is elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every

kAIIMUHillffJKiktililk
WC^RELJ-l AM..,t

easiest

subject of bee-culture. It is not onlj instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
that no
The book is a masterly production, and one
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
todowithout. Cloth,»1.85i paper cover. Wl.
Thomas
Honey, aa Food and Aledlclne, byupon
the
discourses
G Newman.— This pamphlet
nature,
the
Honey
and
Bees
of
History
Ancient
Quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the

Market

;

food, giving recipes tor

Honey as

making

Wines.etc;
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
and Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
should be scatIt Is Intended for consumers, and
tered by thousands, creating a demand for honey

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

everywhere. Published

in

English and German.

Price for either edition. 5c. i per dozen, 40e.
Preparation of Honey Tor the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
on the exand extracted honey, and Instructions
hibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G

Newman. This is a chapter from Bees and
Honey.' Price l©c.
Swarming, Blvldlnlt and Feeding Bee».-

Hints to Beginners, by Thoinas 6. Newman. 1 his
" Bees and Honey." Price. 5c.
is a chapter from
by Thomas G.
Bee Pasturage a Necewlty, on
this imporNewman— Giving advance*! views
tant subiect, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2B engravings. 1 his is a chap:

ter

from

" Bees

and Honey." Price. lOc.

Bees In IBVInter, with instructions about
Chaff-Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This Is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price, 6c.

we eat and should
Food Adulteration What
be in every family, and
1

This book should
of
ought to create a sentiment against adulterationthe
food products, and demand a law to protect
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.
Scrlbner'sl-umber and L.og Book.— Most
complete book of Its kind published. Gives measand planks
urement of all kinds of lumber, logs,
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round' timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
throughout
tables, interests, etc. Standard b^.ok
United States & Canada. Price ».> c postpaid.
Farmers,
etc.
for
Tables
Oraln
Fisher's
—142 pages, pocket form full of useful tables tor
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interready reckoner.
est; wages tables, wood measurer,
pToVVng tables and more miscellaneoue matter and
S^eful tables for f«^"^e" »°?««i^„7« ^^'^^ ""^
Bimiiar book ever published. 40 cents.
not eat.

hisTaluable Manual of the Apiarv
Prof Cook,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to Improye
direct
the old Quinby smoker by establishing ademondraft " Five years of persistentetforthas
strated that no one but Bingham has been able to
Bingof
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds and
are
ave ye.irs,
ham smokers have been in useburn
bl.icks
of
lots
They
order.
working
yet in
of smoke and
and chips and stufl-, and make lotsmatch-box
atcomfort, and have no dampers or
tachments, lis they never go out or fail to blow
in

or sideways, much or little,
smoke up or
swift or slow, just as yOH please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go! vexation by
Bee-keepers will save money and

.

down

Bingham &
buying genuine Bingham smokers and We
neither
nVtherrnliton Um^apprng-knive^
these
• — suppl.e3:^but..f
'•••j other
nan^ >^ any
m-'i handle
Sfke nor
make
-"'" legal
only
and
Inyentjrs.
original
we are the
one
makers, and have had over 4."i,ii'«i in use from
of comto ave years, and receiving but one letter
-

——

,

-

-•

1

—

'

orders already
"'wtn European and American
evidence that 1k«4

received for over .um. there is
that
.Sth us is not likely to be an idle one. Also
"uchg.iods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the m ist advanced bee-keepers in Eu'°For''miit"tel''and testimonials, send card.
sell again, send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6AoBtf

35

could be

en^aT*DRB

Lanffstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
—This Is a standard scientitic work. Price, )8S8.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
Cloth. tSic.

contagious enthusiasm.

Foul Brood;

Its origin,

By Albert R. Kohnke.
Ins

development and cure.

«5c.
Harrestlng* Handl-

Price,

Extracted H«ney

;

and Marketlne.— A

24-page pamphlet, by

& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 16c.
Practical Hints to Bee-K.eepers, by Chas.
F. Muth 32 pagea. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Bzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facta and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c

Ch.

;

WORK

Apiary Register,
in the

APIARV.

for SYSTEMATIC
larger ones can be used
room for an Increase or

The

for a few colonies, give
still

keep the record

all

together in

For .mi colonies, $1.00; for 100
colonies. $1.25; for 2i_HjcolonieB. $1.50.

one book. Prices

:

Deutsche ^xuthtVf
Xtebev «8lcncnjttd>t.

S^icncn ^ultut,

ober erforgreici^e

SBel^anblung ber Sienen, oon Xf)0§. ®.
ent^alt
3)iele§ 5;5anipt)(et
DJeroman.

,

TheOrlKlnnI

.-

has

before published.

VAIiViiBIiB
ORIGINAL PATENTS.

—

It

Price »5c. for either the
horse information
English or German editions.
Be c-K.ee ping, by L.. C. Root—
Qalntoy's
T'-e author treats the subject of bee-keeplnR ao
that it cannot fall to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Ita
authoris master of the subject.— »1.50.
The Hl-ve I Tr*e— BeiuK a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price. 5c.
of Bee-CoUnre, by A.I. Root
Novice's
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee." and is valuable to begrinoerBand
those more advanced. Cloth, tf 1.8&; p:iper, »1.
Kins:** Bee-K.eeper»* Text-Hoofe, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. 91 >00.

full
numbers, and
Oneen-KearlnB, by Henry Alley.— A
years

and detailed account

^-

to horse owners.

illustratinB positions of sick horses, and trea'sall
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

ABC

bees, least apt

CHAS.

Readair* Horse Book. — No book
more useful

New

925

attested

tical

;

To

ABKOM.^.MICH.

;

!

Moore*8 ITnlversal Assistant, and ComDlete Mechanic, contains over i.ooo.ijoo Indusdustrial Facts. Calculations, Processes, Trade Seof vast
crets, Legal Items. Business Forms, etc..
Buainesa
utility to every Mechanic. Farmer and
for Gaa. Steam Civil
Man Gives aixt.'xx* items
and Mining Engineers. Machinists. Millers. Black

smiths. Founders. Minors. Metallurgists, Assayera,
Plumbers, Uas and Steam fitters, Bronzers, Glidevery kind.
ers, Metal and Wood Workers of
The work contains 1,016 pages. Is a veritable
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, aad worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man. or

Farmer

Price, pnslage paid,

»8. SO.
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Mr. Trester's memorandum here shows that he
the leading dailies of the State, with
met
F. in Chic-ago, Oct. IH or 17, and almost F's
a request that the county papers tlrst Mr.
words were, " be cautious." as any injury to
please copy, and that copies be sent t. & I. would make them less able to pay. F. also
stated that he knew ttiat they had had foul brood
to the leading bee papers and periodi- in their apiary during the spring of i.8m;i, but
thought that they had eradicated it. F. told T. he
cals of the United States.
could prove nothing at law, whenT. told F. that he
(Signed.)
11. V. Mum,
would bring the men who worked for and helped
destroy the infected colonies, to prove that F.
G. M. Hawley,

knew the dreadful tendency
also told T. that he had come

H. CULBERTSON,

Editor and Pbopriktok.

Committee.
Lincoln, Neb., March 1, 188i.
E.xeeutive Committee of the Nebraska
State Bee-Keepers' Association, and all
other Apiarists.

To the

Foul Brood and the Keb. Convention.
the last meeting of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association, as

At

reported in tlie Bee Journal for
Jan. 23, a committee was appointed
to investigate the cause of the existence of foul brood in that State, and
to confer with the Authorities in regard to its suppression by legal measures.

The Committee,

after

much

deliberation and correspondence, have
made the following report, which has
been adopted by the State Association

To

:

the President and

members of the Ne-

braska Bee-Keepers' Association.

Lincoln, Jan.
"Whereas,

10, 1884.

The

disease of bees
known as foul brood, is regarded as
one of the most malignant of bee maladies, often destroying whole apiaries despite the efforts of the apiarists,

and
"Whereas, The disease

is

known

to

be in our state in at least three coun-

and
Wiiereah, Flanagan

ties,

&

Illinski, of

have shipped bees to
M. L. Trester, of our State, affected
with foul brood, and
Belleville.

111.,

Whereas, The

disease

is

known

to

be a fungus growth, and also contagious. Therefore, be it resolved by
tlie Nebraska State Bee- Keepers' Association

:

1. That the bee-keepers be earnestly
requested to examine their colonies
closely, whether they suspicion foul

broodor not.
2. That those who expect purchas-

the total destruction by

comb and
3.

tire

of bees,

hives.

That a copy of these resolutions,

together with a concise statement as
to what foul brood is, be published in

F.

,

in the

sociation to investigate the transactions in bees diseased with foul brood,
beg leave to make the following report, without malice to any one, but
in justice to all.
We find that foul brood has made
its appearance in the central part of
our State, but up to date, we have not
been able to discover its origin.
also find by the written records
and correspondence of M. L. Trester,
late of Greenwood, and now of Lincoln, Neb., that on July 20, 1883, he
received 20 nuclei of "Flanagan
Illinski, of Belleville, 111., which has
proven to have been diseased or infected with foul brood when shipped
from Belleville, as shown by tlie following facts:
Wlien the bees were received, each
nuclei was transferred, and a written
statement of tlie condition of each
sent to the shippers, and as shown by
the duplicate copy numbers 3, 7 and 11,
were marked as having rotten brood;
but not knowing foul brood at sight,
it was watched with
suspicion until
Sept. 17, when it began to develop,
showing it to be foul brood, when a
lengthy correspondence between the
receiver and the shipper was carried
on (which we abbreviate as much as
possible) as follows

We

&

:

same

place, notifying the public that

he

would

call the matter >ettled between them.
Second— T. offered to sell F. & I. every colony of
bees that may be alive April 15, ixfn, also supplies
on hand, value to be Oxed by arbitrators.
Third— T. offered to take any amount of damage
was was agreed Oy the arbitrators. Said arbltraU)rs in the above cases to be chosen as follows:
One by F. & 1.. one by T.. one by the president of
of the N. W. B. K. A.
Mr. F. then made a proposition that if F. & I.
accept one of T.'s propositions, T. was to bind
himself to keep the transactions a secret, which
T.'s memorandum shows he would not agree to.

M. L. T.
After due consideration, we have concluded to send you In a few days. In cash, the
amount we think is fair and right In regard to
beessent you last July.
F. & I
:

Belleville, Oct. 18. 1884.

F. & I.
At the time I bid adieu to Mr. F. In
Chicago, I was of the understanding that as soon
as he arrived at home, and you consulted together,
he would write and accept one of my propositions,
but all I have heard is a line saying you would
aeno me some money to pay damage. 1 write this
to remind you that 1 expect the $.500 In full before
the 'J'th of this month.
M. L. T
Greenwood, Dec, l:i, 1883.
M. L. T.
You are. no doubt, tired of waiting on
ua. Have a little more patience. We will send
you In a few days the amount we think fair and
:

:

right.
Belleville, Dec. 15.

M.

L. T.

We

will

F.

4

I.

send you

at the earliest opportunity the amount we believe to be fair and
right. If you can wait until we can do this, which,
we hope, will not exceed ten days, well and good.
If not, all right: do as you think best in regard to
:

the matter.

Belleville, Dec. 31.

&

F &

I

Vours of 31at inst. received. Let me
hear from you before our State meeting, which
convenes on Jan. o. I am ready to place this matter In the hHUda of arbitrators at any moment.
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 3, 1884.
M. L. T.
F.

I.

:

We send you to-day, per express, $95,
M. L. 'r.
which we tender you as In full of all demands to
date for damage if any) done you. Please sign
the enclosed receipt and return per express and
:

I

Flanagan & Illinski: The beea I bought of
you were infected with foul brood, and it has
spread in my apiary. I expect you to make the
dauiHKe good. Let me hear from you Immediately.
Greenwood, Sept. -'0. l»»3.
M. L. T.
M. L. TitESTER: Ynurs received, and is a great
surprise to us. Trust you are mistaken; but if not,
what is the damage and mode of reparation?

Belleville. Oct. 5, IXSi.

.S.
That we would recommend the
most rigorous method of destroying
the disease wherever found, even to

of the disease.

to Chicago on purpose to see him to keep from being exposed. F.
also stated that he had also sent foul brood bees
to Mr.
Mass., who knew thedlsease when
he saw it, and returned the beea.
T. 'a memorandum shows that the matter must
be made public, and insisted that F. remove his
advertisement from the bee-papers and insert one

The undersigned, a committee ap- would have no bees for sale for two years on acof foul brood. T. then made the following
pointed at the last annual meeting of count
propositions:
the Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' AsFirst-That if F. & I. would pay him $500 he

K. & I.
P. S.— We ought to say in self-defense, that we
ing either bees or queens, first satisfy
never saw a case of foul brood in our lives until
themselves that the party from whom tbis spring, and then it was instantly suppressed
F. & I.
tliey purchase has not the disease in by cremating every hive.

his apiary.

19.

;

our credit makes it less in our power to settle to
your and our own advantage. We want to see you
and talk the matter over and settle it in a friendly
way.
F. &I.
liw.i.

Vours of 5th received. I want $1,000
F. il.:
damages, and want to see one of you In Chicago on
the 17th or

18th Inst.

Greenwood, Oct.

—

F.

&

1.

Mr. Trester informs your committee
that he did not accept the money on
its arrival, on
account of the case
being placed in the hands of a committee, and in a short time F.
I.
telegraphed for it to be sent back to
tliem but that he is still ready and
willing to place the matter in the
hands of arbitrators to be chosen
similar to the mode proposed by him
in Chicago.

&

;

M. L. T.
One of us will try and meet you at the
bee-keepers' meeting in Chicago, on the 17th and
18th. Please act with caution, as any damage to

Belleville, Oct. 13,

oblige.
Belleville, Jan. 14, 1884.

M. L.

T.

Desiring to do exact justice in this
very unpleasant affair, we sent the
proof of the above to Flanagan &

;

:
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they had entire control and management of the
business, and if any are blame- worthy,
it on
send
anthing to say. If so, to
I make this statement withit is I.
and have it published in the same out the Doctor's knowledge, because
paper, so that our readers would not I deem it but just. I will also say
judgbe troubled with a prolonged personal that had I acted with ordinary
ment, I would have laid the whole
their
is
following
The
controversy.
matter before the Northwestern Asreply
sociation, held in Chicago last October, and I regret exceedingly tliat I
The best and most careful of us are did not do so. I have tried to act
liable to blunder, and do, uninten- fairly, and have nothing to take back
tionally, that which we would not ordeiiy.
E.T.Flanagan.
knowingly do for any consideration.
We can truthfully say that we never Having given both sides of this consaw (to our knowledge) a cell of foul troversy, we cannot consent to burbiood until last May. When the dis- den our columns with any arguments
covery was made, prompt and efticient
measures, as we then thought, were pro or con. The disease is much to be
taken to eradicate it. We were mis- dreaded, and the action of the Contaken, however, as events proved, vention in taking measures to " stamp
for as seen above, Mr. Trester claims
praise-worthy, and in the
Illinski,

and asked them

if

is
sent him 20 nuclei, some it out,"
having foul brood, and demanded the interest of the bee-keeping public.
modest sum of S1,000 damages. At a To do this, and still preserve friendly
iiersonal interview with him at Chi- feelings on all sides, is quite an uncago, in October, he moderated his
dertaking—perhaps an impossibility.
claim to §500. On asking him, if we
paid the sum demanded, whether that The only way to arrive at an amicable
would be the end of the matter, he adjustment, is for each one interested

that

we

answered, " That he would not forego
the pleasure of exposing us, if we
paid him S1,000." All this because,
by accident or oversight, we had unfortunately sent him a few (2 or 3
perhaps out of 20) nuclei (taking his
word for it) infected with foul brood.
After consulting some of the best
bee-keepers of our country, who had
been troubled by this disease, and had
been successful in getting rid of it,
and after carefully weighing the whole

matter, we deemed it fair and right
to return the purchase money, and
we sent him $95, the full amount received from him for 20 nuclei. This
money he refused to receive, but tried
to levy on, or attach it,so that he may
obtain it without giving us a receipt
in full of all damage but the money
was returned to us before he could
accomplish his design.
At the meeting, where the foregoing
resolutions were passed, his denunciations, etc., were so violent, that when
strangers to us, who did not like such
unfair treatment, tried to take our
" sat down
part, they were speedily
on " These facts are susceptible of
proof; and show, better than any
words of ours, the spirit which actuated him.
^,
^
Any man of business can see that,
to knowingly sell diseased bees would
be suicidal and would justly result in
utter ruin, financially and otherwise.
;

liave too many thousands of dollars invested in this business, and our
reputation is too dear to us, to be

We

We

certainly are
guilty of such folly.
as much interested in the suppression
of this pest as any one can be, and
perhaps more so, as our interests are
It is very unjust to report
larger.
that we are scattering it through the

land

;

Flanagan &

Belleville,

111.,

April

2.5,

Illinski.
1884.

P. S. I wish to add that if any one
has blundered, any mistake made, or
any one wronged, that I alone am to
blame for it, and that my partner, A.
X. Illinski, M. D., is not responsible
for my mistakes, as I have had the

Bees Separated all Right.
The bees which were so heated in
March, separated all right, and came
out without the loss of a colony, that
had a queen when put into the cellar.
I found
in the lot of 22-5 tliat did not
have a bee in their hives, and in each
case they had not had a queen since
Ira Barber.
last June.
DeKalb June, N. Y., April 26, 1884.
.5

Bee-House Burned.

On April 23, my bee-house containing some fixtures, was destroyed by
tire.
If the wind had been in the
south, my
bees would have been
burned, as they were within 10 feet of
the house. On tlie same evening they
were gathering pollen as if nothing
Box-elder is in full
H. Clark.
bloom.
Palmyra, Iowa, April 25, 1884.

had happened.

Dearth of Honey in Cuba.

We are having a slight dearth of
honey now, the first in six months,
and yet it is not what we used to ex-

would be done by perience in California for, now the
and when stipulating for that adjust- bees begin work in the morning just
ment, to " put himself in the other's as soon as there is a bit of light, and
work till about 8 a. m., then lay off
place."
till about 5 p.m., when honey flows
again, and continue until it is so
dark it would seem impossible for
them to find their hives. They work

to do exactly as he

;

with great ambition, so they are holding their own, and want does not stare
them in the face very badly yet. The

honey flow for the last six months
has excelled any thing I ever saw in
any country. I am not yet prepared
Dry Sugar for Bees.
to tell the readers of the Bee JourOn page 24-5, Mr. 11. Kichey has nal what we have done in the way of
credited me with a wrong statement. modern bee-keeping in Cuba but if
He quoted me thus " Mr. Henry Providence spares my healtli till the
;

:

Alley thinks dry sugar is the best
food for bees, if water also be given."
If Mr. R. will read my article again,
he will see that I made no such statement. ^Ir. R. recommends syrup
made from granulated sugar and
water, for wintering bees. Well, I
know that is good, and said so, certainly 20 vears ago, as Mr. R. will find
if he will'look over the Bee Journal
as far back as that time. If it were
not for sugar, I could not winter my
bees sometimes. That is all the food
they have had here for the past two

Henry Alley.

years.

Wenham,

Mass., April 23, 1884.

year is up, I will then tell to the
world, through the columns of the

Bee Journal, what

I

know about

bee-keeping in the West Indies. The
weekly visits of the Bee Journal are
refresliing to one so far removed from
home and friends, and the perusal of
its pages is a rare treat; and one
pleasing feature is, it never fails to
come when it is due.

A. W. OSBURN.
San Miguel. Cuba, April 16, 1884.

Cold Spring.
Spring

is

backward and

cold.

I

put

colonies into winter quarters, last
I have not yet set all of tliem
fall.
out, and so cannot say how they have
wintered, but I think the prospect is
4-50

My Bees

are Booming.

bees in this locality are doing
splendidly now. I put into the cellar,
last fall, o4 colonies, some of them
rather scant in stores. This spring I
took out -51 alive, and 3 of which were
quite weak. Of the 3 I lost, the rats
There
destroyed 1, and 2 starved.
was no diarrhrea, except a little in 2
colonies, which have done well since
they were set on the summer stands.
I have sold 8 colonies, leaving me 40
healthy condition, and which are
ill
now liooming. The prospects are
splendid for a general good time with
11. J. Scoles.
the pets this year.
Knoxville, Iowa, April 26, 1884.

The

good.

J.

R. TURNICLIFF.
Y., April 23.

Van Homers ville, N.

Wintered without Loss.
Our bees wintered without loss
also those we had taken out of trees
and transferred to movable comb
hives, wintered all right. One was
taken out and transferred as late as
Some of my neighbors
September.
have lost heavily, and some lost all.
AVe use chaff protection. Drones are

N. E. Cottrell.
flying to-day.
Burdick. Ind., April n, 1884.

:
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doing,

I consider that there is a legiti- illustration.
It proceeds on the asmate sphere for bee-keeping in a sumption that where one bee-keeper
small way, in the case of many iier- (professional) locates, according
to
soiis who are not professional apicul- the old Scotch
song, " There's iiae
turists.
The old British idea that room for twa." The same ground
bees are properly part of the live- might be taken as to village storestock of the farm, and that no farm keeping. It is a small place,
For thp Amoncnn Jloo Journnl.
and a
is completely stocked
unless it can merchant is already in the field. He
Anti - Monopoly.
boast a few hives, is, to a certain ex- is doing a good business.
Another
tent, correct. A mixed husban<lry is spies out the spot, and thinks
he too
WM. F. CLARKE.
the true theory of farming. There will open out there. "My friend,"
That it is possible to overstock an are cases in which a farmer may says number one. " I can do all the
wisely devote his attention to some trading needed here.
apicultural area is readily admitted
If you start
but liow many colonies "of bees are agricultural specialty, but they are business beside me, yon will seriously
sufficient to do it, is a point on which few and rare, comjiared with those in lessen my profits, and
make very
there is difference of opinion. I have which the true policy is to raise a va- small ones yourself. I calculate to
riety
of
products. As a rule, a farm enlarge my store if necessary, and to
an impression tliat :Mr. IIedd<in underrates the lioney-yieldint; capacity of should produce not only milk, but keep pace with the growth of this
honey.
well-managed bee-hive is village. I want to make a big thing
his own locality, and that, while there
as profitable as an average cow. Make of it, and if you commence, I will
is a substratum of truth in what he
says, he betrays the over-sensitive- allowance for the proportion of farm- undersell you, and drive you out of
ness of a professional specialist, and ers who have no natural aptitude for the field." "Sir," says number two,
is too much enamored with the charm bee-keeping, or will not qualify them- " I shall be satisfied i'f I can make a
of monopoly. But, be this as it may, selves for taking intelligent care of comfortable living, and save .someI like tills place, believe it will
I wish to submit to Mr. Ileddon and bees, and still there are a large num- what.
others of his way of thiukiui?, that ber left who might easily keep 10 or grow, and think there is enough lor
" locating and occupying a field " by 12 colonies of bees each, and find the two of us, if we are not over covetous
no means covers the whole ground of profit of so doing a helpful item in and ambitious."
It is not a case of " the survival of
this discussion. It also embraces the the yearly income. Usually, there is
important point of enlarging a field a member of the family whose duties the fittest," but a question whether
lie in the house, who could hive a iiumlier one shall permit another
to
by providing bee pasturage.
Mr. Ileddon's article assumes that swarm of bees or, at any rate, watch " share in his good fare." They go to
at
swarming
time,
and blow the horn work, each having his business wits
a field is to be estimated according to
its honey resources as developed by to call the farmer up from the field sharpened up to the keenest possible
when
there
is
hiving
to be done.
edge.
Both become shrewder meraccident. It does this by implication
iJesides the farmers who might keep chants because of the competition,
rather than by direct assertion. But,
both
are
more anxious to build up the
next to the question how much honey bees on a limited scale to advantage,
a locality will yield left to chance, there is the village shoemaker who place that each may do a better busithere arises the question what more would find it a pleasant change from ness, and after a little unfriendly
it may be made to yield by a judicious his bench to look after a few colonies. rivaling, both learn to " live and let
provision of plants that produce the The woman who takes in washing, live." Human nature likes to take
but it is
luscious nectar which bees love to the poorly-paid school-master or min- the cake and eat all of it
gather? This question has not es- ister, and a host of others. The pro- often unavoidable and always benevocaped Mr. Ileddon's attention. Few- fessional gardener does not argue that lent to let somebody else have part of
things do that have any bearing on because he has started a market it. That we should respect the rights
apicultural success. lie has bought a garden
in a neighborhood, others and interests of others, is most true,
tract of land out of the profits of bee- must keep out the business and peo- but it is not always easy to define
keeping, and is "rowing a variety of ple in general abstain from making those rights and fix those interests.
honey-yielding plants. lie has sown gardens. Even at horticultural shows, It would be a long time before a vilthe waste places around Dowagiac. there is a distinction recognized be- lage would have a second store, if the
even the gravel-pits with melilot, and tween the amateur and tlie profes- prior consent of merchant number one
shows visitors, with pride, the rap- sional, and the legitimacy of garden- must be had before starting it. The
idly-increasing breadth of this and ing on a small scale, and as a side- fact is, there are many positions in
life which can only be held by the
show, is admitted.
other bee forage.
This may be done to almost an unwoman, compelled by circum- personal ability of the occupant.
limited extent. There are districts in stances to wash for a living, could Rivalry and competition cannot be
Germany where bee-keeping is the make more money with less toil and prevented. We must accept the challeading industry, and where the farm- far more independence, by keeping lengeof RhoderickDhu toFitz James:
ing is carried on with a special eye 10 colonies of bees, provided she has, as
" For this is Coil-and-taiijrle-ford,
to providing for the bees. " God bless many women have, a natural aptiAnd thou iiiiist keep it with thy sword."
the bees " is a common petition in the tude for bee-keeping, with the addiThe village doctor, the village
public prayers of the pastors in those tion of the acquired knowledge and
localities, and as we should always experience, and much as I like a well- backsmith, the village hotel keeper,
try to answer our own prayers when ironed shirt, I should rather see her a and last, but not least, the village
we can, the people sow honey-produc- bee-keeper than a washer woman; clergyman, are in the same fix as Mr.
ing plants, by means of which both not because I think the latter calling Iledcion. If they are as competent as
the bees and the bee-keepers are blest. menial, but because the former is less he is in their several walks of life,
Bee-keeping is yet in its infancy in laborious, and gives more scope for they will hold their own as he has
many respects, in this matter of pro- intelligence and the indulgence of a done, or move to " fresh fields and
viding bee forage among the rest, and lady's tastes and instincts. Mr. Iled- pastures new," as he will doubtless
by-and-by we shall not only ask. Is don will, perhaps, reply that he had do, when another Heddon mightier
this a good field for honey-gathering, not these classes in view when he than he shall get a footing in Dowabut is it capable of beingmade one ? penned his article, but whether in- giac. There is too much of the white
Or, being already good, can it be tended or not, it seems to me that the feather about this " keep-away-from
I would
mside better V
whole tenor of bis argument is calcu- Dowagiac" proclamation.
Mr. Ileddon looks at this matter too lated to discourage the small bee- rather hear Mr. Heddon exclaim with
exclusively from the stand-point of keeper
and, looking at the matter Fitz James
bee-keeping as a specialty.
Now, from the broad standpoint of the api- " Come one, come all, this rock shall fly
while I believe it absurd to expect cultural interest at large, I do not
From its firm base, as soon as I !"
every man to be his own honey-pro- think it is good policy, or strict jusHeddon says " Never locate in
Mr.
ducer, and hold that none s"hould tice, to do this even undesignedly.
a field already occupied," and he exkeep bees but those who have natural
Well, then, to join issue fairly and plains " occupied " to mean that it has
and acquired qualifications for so '.squarely, let us look at the Kendall
already in its limits a bee-keeper who
;

A

;

;

A

;

:

;
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either has stocked it to its utmost
capacity, or intends doing so. " Let
us Hgure," as Mr. Heddou observes.
In a given locality there is a beekeeper who has 200 colonies, and considers that about enough for the field.
This, I think, is not far from the

average which Mr. H. thinks sufficient
for Dowagiac.
Another bee-keeper
comes along. For reasons cogent to
his own mind, he would like to settle
in that particular spot. He surveys
the field, and concludes that it is rich

taking themselves to bee-keeping in a
small way. I will also own that I
greatly prefer to have a large number
of those who keep about so many bees
as they can personally manage well,
rather than a comparatively few monopolists who have to depend largely
on hired help with the attendant dis-

advantages admitted by Mr. Heddon
in the article I anx criticising.
I prefer this for reasons similar to
those which lead me to prefer the
state of things on this continent,
where a large number of farmers each
owns his 10 acres or thereabouts, to
the state of things in Britain, where
a few own the entire public domain.
" The greatest good to the greatest

enough to give 500 colonies all the
work tliey can do. Certainly he is
not " mean," because he honestly
holds that ophiion, and if it turns out
correct, he is not " mistaken."
But
Mr. Heddon, in advance, assigns this number" is what
man a place in "the ranks of the
Speedside, Ont.
i

mean

like to settle there, talks

For tbe American Bee Journal.

New Races of Bees—Fertile WorkersJOHN HEWITT.

with

man, and finds that as fast as his
means allow, he intends to increase
this

the

number

of his colonies

until he

has fully stocked the field. Bee-keeper
No. 2 reasons "thusly :" This man is
making a comfortable living now. He
can double or treble his present colonies, and still leave me scope enough.
I can keep 100 or 150 colonies, quite
as many as I care to be bothered with,
and not interfere with him. Is he a
very near relative " to the knave or
fool " if he decides to locate there
So Mr. Heddon attirms. But I fail to
'?

see the justice of this opinion,

and

I

think thegreat mass of common-sense
bee-keepers will agree with me. Mr.
Heddon says, "there are plenty of
unoccupied areas." But there are
thousands of instances in which people want to live in a particular locality.
It matters nothing that " there
are plenty of unoccupied areas " elsewhere. " The world is all before us
where to choose," and if a man honestly believes that there is an opening
tor him in a place where he wants to
be. and that he can settle there without improperly trenching on tlie rights
and interests of his neighbor, is it
rigbt to hurl such epithets as "knave,"
"fool,"
"mistaken,"
"usurper,"
" mean," at his luckless head
ture to think it is not.
I

do not

'?

I ven-

know where Mr. Heddon

will rank me after he has read this
article, whether among " the froth of
tlie profession," the " self-interested,"

Mr. G. M. Doolittle,
for 1883, page

Journal

;

•

;

;

or mistaken."

Or, to suppose
another case. In a particular spot,
there is a bee-keeper with .50 colonies.
These give iiim a better living than
the mass of farmers get off 100 acres
of land. Another bee-keeper, who

would

I desiderate.

avoided." And so the error has spread
from teachers to pupils. The Syrian
bees are so much like Cyprians, in
fact, very much more so than Palestines, that I think it highly probable
that they have been taken for each
other, and so mixed up.
To describe and compare these bees
one with the other, in every particular, would make this article a very
long one but to give a few features,
will be advisable.
For instance, all 3 races are smaller
bees than either blacks or Italians
but when crossed with either kind of
drones, the offspring are of the same
size, and the Syrians show the 3 yellow bands though in the black cross
the shade is darker but still they are
all evenly marked like pure Syrians.
The (jueens of the 3 races seem duplicates of each other, and I cannot tell
one from another ; so I think if all 3
races were mixed and bred into each
other, the queens would still look like
pure ones of either race.
The Syrian drones carry an orangecolored band, but the Palestine bees
do not
in fact, if it were not for
the gray, fuzzy hair on them, they
would pass very well for black drones.
Then if you open a hive containing
Syrians, when the sun shines, you may
do so with impunity, without any protection, preparation, or attempt to
quiet them whatever, providing they
are not jarred, smoked or allowed to
smell it. This is a fact which smok-

Bee

in the

500, gives his

;

opinion regarding these bees, and
after reading his letter very carefully,
I came to the conclusion that he is
very much mixed about these bees,
and that the new races of bees he
has, are mixed also and as tliere are
many more people in America who
have mixed bees, and are entirely in
error regarding their true character,
I write this hoping that it may be of ists cannot
comprehend, thinking
some use in removing the errors and they must require some kind of " docputting these bees in their true posi- toring" to be able to manipulate
tion.
them but this is not so, for unlike
The Eastern bees, bred and sent out blacks or Italians, they are naturally
by Mr. Benton, consist of the Cyp- very tame, as may be proved by sitrian, Palestine and Syrian races. Mr. ting close to a hive entrance at any
D. speaks of Syrian and Palestine as time, to watch them while the Palidentically one ; but this is not so
estines must be smoked, and then the
there is more difference between manipulations must be quietly and
them than between hybrids and Ital- quickly performed, as they quickly
ians, both in color and disposition. empty their sacs of honey, and they
How these bees came to be considered cannot be made to regorge themas one, lam puzzled to find out but selves ; at least I never could make
the error applies not only to America, them do so.
but to some extent to England also.
I will now describe the Syrian bees,
In OleaningstoT 1883, page 169, II. as it is with these I have had the most
" VVe reared experience. They are the ones I like
B. Harrington says
quite a number of queens from Mr. A. the best, and they will yet make their
I. Root's Mount Lebanon queen, and mark.
They are the most peaceable
as we took great pains to secure bees I have ever seen, and I should
drones from our Bethlehem queen, we have no hesitation in placing 50 or 100
think im have as pure Holy Land bees as colonies around my house door witlican be found."
out the slightest fear of any one ever
Jfow, if it is remembered that Mt. being stung.
;

;

;

;

;

:

Lebanon is in Syria, where Mr. Benton rears his Syrian queens, and that
"
or the
honest and sincere," but I do Bethlehem is in Palestine, where he
know that I have written froni the also has an apiary, it is plain that Mr.
best of motives, and with no other H. reared only cross-breed queens.
wish than to benefit the interests of As to that part of his statement
bee-keeping and bee-keepers. While which I have italicized, I have no
I do not wish to blow a trumpet for doubt lie is quite correct
though I
the purpose of rallying a multitude of think he would have found that there
recruits, who, when gathered, will was a great difference, had he reared
only increase " the awkward squad" some Syrian drones as well but this
of unsuccessful bee-keepers,
I do he, no doubt, prevented in order to
want to see more general attention avoid the chance of in-and-in breeddirected to bee-keeping, not only for ing.
the sake of adding to the already
Prof. A. J. Cook, in the Bee-Keeplarge army of specialists, but in order ers^ Magazine for 1883, page 223, very
to increase the means, and add to the fairly describes the Syrians
but at
comforts of multitudes of people the end of his article, the " Ed." says:
whose incomes are scanty, and who " If the word Syrian is altered into
might easily supplement them by be- Holy Land,' all confusion will be
;

;

;

'

'

'

In opening them (which I always
do while the sun is shining), I draw
the quilt off diagonally, very gently,
when up comes some bees, trying to
feel the sky with their lances, and
stretching upwards as much as posThey are not
sible to accomplish it.
cross when in this condition, nor if
they take wing. I then commence
immediately to remove the combs
and if it is June or July, I find in a
full colony 28 square feet of combs
full of brood in one stage or another.
This brood is all in one compact mass,
completely filling the frames, which
are 14xl0?8 inches. The bees will be
quietly sitting on it, as if nothing
were going on, and being smaller

than blacks, and never gorging themselves with honey, they look like a

—

;

; ;
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host of beautiful little flies. Those
wliicli do take wing, just buzz about
witluHit any inclination to sting, and
if a comb is wanted out. all that is
needed is to give it a sliakc, and tlie
bees drop otT into the hive bottom,
and run up amongst the otlier combs.
The hive or combs must never be
jarred but if you want to see them
savage, just smoke them, and jar the
hive (like you would blacks or Italians), and I do not care how you are
dressed or protected, you will be well
stung.
Tliey are tlie most energetic workers I have seen, and this trait is improved when a Syrian queen is mated
with a black drone but the character of the Syrian is changed with the
cross, for tliey require a dose of very

when spring comes ? And does may think

nies

strike one to exchange tlie
queens of tliese, so that these savage
bees can be rephiced by Italians in
time for the lioney harvest (for he admits they winter well, and are very
strong in tlie spring), and let the savage lot build up another colony for
winter V I tliink the secret is, they
it

makes

In the third paragraph, he
I

am

afraid, he

dense smoke to (juiet them, but on no
account must they be jarred for
when roused they are worse than pure
Syrians at stinging, besides they sting

;

;

deeper, draw blood, and it is much
more painful. They rear and pack
brood just the same, and collect more

;

lioney.
I think this will reconcile some of
the very conflicting accounts of these
bees, and I should think some of the
bees which have been sent out for the

Cyprians and Syrians, have had a fair
share of Italian blood in them to
stand the smoking with whicli Mr. D.
doses them.
All my Eastern queens have been
obtained direct from Mr. Benton, and
every one came from her native land
so I speak with conHdence as to their

lie

crossed,

if tliey

tiie Eastern blood in them,
they will pay for keeping, at least
until an uiuiuestionably pure one can
be afforded, and when one can be got
from a source whicli can lie depended
upon for getting a genuine Simonpure, it would be as well to compare
the bees f loin her carefully with those
already in Ihe apiary, particularly as
to size and disposition to sting when
handling them
for peradveiiture
these you have may be pure ones, and
;

has never proven by actual fact, but
"Tliat
is reasoning from analogy, viz
fertile workers kill the young queens."
It is a fact that a large quantity of
fertile workers appear in the hives
after any attempt at queen-rearing, I
might say hosts of them for I have
had 8 square feet of comb, egged in
every cell, and some cells had upwards
of 6 eggs in them, within 24 hours,
with tliese workers but the only serious drawback is, that no queen-cell is
allowed to hatch out, being destroyed
when about 14 days old. I think by
reasoning on tills fact, he has gotten
wrong, or very likely missing the cells
and finding no (jueen, he thinks she
was killed as soon as hatched.
I find no difiiculty in introducing
queens to such, or uniting them with
otlier colonies.
I have never known
them to kill a queen, but this I have
proved they will live on peaceably
and lay tlieir eggs side by side with a
laying queen, as I have shown in the
British Bee Journal for 188.S, page 66.
What bee-keeper has not noticed a
number of drones in worker cells,
when a young queen commenced layThese have been laid
A\' hy y
ing
by fertile workers only. I may here
remark that some think a young
queen ought to begin laying before 10
days after hatching; but this is an
error, as the best queens I have had,
have been those which longest delayed laying.
I once had a black queen hatched in
.July, which did not lay until March
and last year I had a Syrian hatched
Aug. 9, which did not lay until the
end of February and both of these
were fertile. I have several times
found the cells filled with the production of fertile w-orkers before the
queens commenced to lay and, no
doubt, many a fine queen has been
condemned as a drone layer on this
account and many a queen has been
thought to have begun laying when
onlv the workers had begun.
I had hoped, during the past summer, to be able to encourage the use
workers
but the
of these fertile
weather spoiled my experiments.
If people will consider that every
time a queen of these races is reared
in tlieir native colonies, a lot of fer:

;

to advise getting

do not; for no mat-

have only

streiigtli.

an assertion, which,

mean

I

rid of them, but I
ter how tliey may

not

have not been allowed sutticient room
to breed in, so as to reach their full

;
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would be a loss to throw them away.
Palestines are better than Italians,
but do not come up to the Syrians;
while for profit in honey, give me a
Syrian queen mated with a black
drone
but never attempt to keep
these bees unless you are prepared to
sutticient breeding
let them have
space. They ought to have at least 16
Langstroth frames to breed in
though if the Langstroth is used, I
should prefer two rows of frames
placed over each other for a brood-

it

;

two stories
good locality, a
good season, and good management,
the Carroll record could be outdone in
most places, for I see nothing extra-

making

nest;

high

;

ordinary in
Sheflield,

really

it

then with

a

it with these bees.
England.

;

;

purity.

In the second part of Mr. D.'s lethe condemns their brood-rearing
powers, and says the secret of honey
getting is to have the bees just in the
niclie of time.
I think here he is
quite at sea as to their real best nature.
There have been proposals
enumerated to get two queens to lay
at one time in the same hive, so as to
get an enormous population and economize the heat. Here the problem is
practically solved ; for we have one
queen capable of laying double the
quantity of eggs of an ordinary good
one, or 26,000 per week.
;
Let us go a little farther. On page
69 of Oleanings for ISH3M writes, "Mr.
Beisinger says, and I agree with him,
that if we had the same number of
bees in a hive in apple-bloom that we
do in basswood bloom, the yield would
be as great. I once bad 8 pounds
stored in one day with not over onethird the bees I have in basswood
bloom." Is it not possible with these
bees to get a colony up to its full
strength in time for apple bloom V
78,000 unliatched bees, with more than
twice that number in the wing state
surely they would gather much honey.
Then there is the sycamore bloom
just after, which I consider the king tile workers are also reared, and that
honey-producing plants
the queens, whether virgin or mated,
of all in
after which they might be divided for are not destroyed by them ; or these
the clover, and divided again for the bees would have been extinct hunbasswood.
Some have 4 enormous dreds of years ago in fact, would be
colonies for that harvest, instead of in less than five years. It will be
plain that ]\Ir. Doolittle has made a
one.
Suppose, for argument, that they mistake in saying that they are.
are so savage as to be unmanageable
As I have hinted that many of the
have not bee-keepers who keep Ital- queens doing duty for tliese Eastern
ians always some rather weak colo- bees, may only be mongrels, and some
ter,

I

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Supers for Surplus
E. p.

Comb Honey.

CHURCHILL.

surprised to see how any one
inch space between
the top of the frames and the section
case, unless he has strips to rest on
the top-bars; for if there is nothing
but the rim to the case, the bees must
of a necessity go up only about the
edges. I prefer a case to rest at the
sides on a chamfered edge thin enough
so that the bees can pass from the
side of tlie hive, as they crawl up on
the inside combs, which is Sg of an
inch from the side of the hive and
unless the side of the case is beveled
down to at least }i of an incli, the
bees are obliged to leave a passage
from the outside comb.
I used them a long time before I discovered this fault. My case is a little
like Root's. I use glass only on one
inch wood on the
side, and a solid
other, and to stiflen the rests under
the boxes. I use a partition y inch
thick, and the bottom of the end* are
beveled from }4
\i inch thick, and are
inch at the bottom to 5-16 inch at the
top. so that two lengths of 4,14 boxes
just fit each side of the partition
thus I can have half a ease or a whole
one.
I rabbet 3-16 of an inch at the ends,
and J^ of an inch deep tor box rests
these'are 3-16 of an inch thick, and
are nailed to the partition, which
makes a stiff, good case, and leaves
very little surface to stick to the
At each end of the top of
frames.
the crate is a wedge to tighten the
boxes; there is a bee-space of 5-16 of
an inch, which is enough for a free
I

am

can advise a

%

;

%

;

;;

;
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bee-space, and they can reach the
sections anywhere on the frames.
I want no more cases the full width
of the hive, especially where 10-frame
hives are used but I do want a 10frame hive for many reasons. One
very important thing is to have no
air-space between the two stories, as
it is sure to drive the bees away from
One will say it is too
tlie sections.
expensive to make a hive air-tight
but it can be made so, simply by
painting the edge of the upper story
and tacking on firmly 1 or 2 thicknesses of woolen cloth. I want a narrow rim around the upper story to
inch over the lower
shut down
story; then, with the cloth, tlie bees
take to tlie outside boxes far more
readily. On the case, I prefer a cusliion made of leaves ; for I know by
experience that it is cooler on a hot
day and warmer on a cool night ; in
short, it is a very good regulator.
I find that where no cushion is used,
bees do double the gumming about
the sections, especially at the sides
and top next to the cloth; because
nature tells them it is too cold. The
hive should have not only heat but
moisture to a certain extent and a
cushion supplies both.
The best cover for a hive is rooUng
with ventilator at each end close to
the roof. Strips are tacked on the inside along under the roof, 1 inch or
or 6 inches wide.
more down, and
Burlap is tacked all around inside of
the cover, but in one end in which I
pack hay or excelsior finally fastening the open end. This gives a circulation of air. and affords shade
and when a cloth is spread on the
frames or cases, in the upper story,
neatly tucked down (with a cushion
below in winter), I have a perfect
bee-home, and on a hot day the bees
are far more comfortable.
The question of getting bees into
the boxes is one of much importance.
I have tried many ways, and will describe the one which I consider the
best. I aim at early breeding, so as
to have a good force about applebloom. I even up all colonies, so as to
have a strong force from all and it
can be done in no way but by early
;

^

;

.">

;

;

feeding and proper care.
I add frames as needed till 1 have
Langstroth size. These I spread so
as to fill the hive and let the bees
build and fill out the combs just as
mucli as possible and as there are 9

9

;

instead of 10 frames, there is room for
a lot of bees that are not really
needed, but yet are just what I want
at surplus time.

AVhen honey comes

in freely,

and

the frames are bulged and crowded, I
shake off the bees and shave the
honey off even with the frames, and
place" the ones with the least brood in
the centre of the hive. I set first one
of the
fs inch frame from the side
hive, and the others only }4 inch from
this, and so on to the ninth, which is
within
of the J^ inch division-board.
I now put on a case with the beveled
edge over the first frame close to the
side of the upper story. Tliis case is
one box narrower than the inside of
the hive, which covers the S) frames
but instead of a full case, 1 take out

%

;

and fill the space with
and set the case with the
boxes at the back part of the hive,
covered with enameled cloth and

half the boxes

cold weather, for a passage

way

if

for

nothing more. For shipping bees it
has no equal by opening it and packing the feed boxes with moss and inverting on the frames, the moss becushion.
I add twice as much water as honey ing wet, the bees have a perfect life
to the honey shavings, and mash all preserver.
North Auburn, Maine.
together and strain through a cloth
this I set on the section case in a
feeder, and apply the same covering.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
Xow, as the frames are closed up,
and as the honey is above the secImproved Foundation Fastener.
tions, the bees are encouraged to take
W. H. SHIRLEY.
to them. I reduce the hone>'' as it
obliges the bees to provide a place for
taken
As soon as the lioney is all
it.
After experimenting with several
down, remove the feeder, replace the methods of fastening foundation, I
are
boxes
the
and
when
packing,
find that the Parker foundation fastfairly started, one row is set forward, ener does the best work. On account
and a row of boxes with foundation of its sliding motion, I could rely
put in its place. I do not alternate upon doing a good job.
one of started and one of raw foundaAfter using it a while, and putting
tion for the started ones are almost tlie lubricants on the fastener with a
sure to be bulged into the new ones
knife, I decided that that was too
but with a whole row it is all the dauby and slow so I have improved
same.
it, as will be seen in tlie accompany^Ve have room for one more set of ing engravings, and have sent one to
boxes, which may, in time, be given
be placed in the Bee Journal muand as more bees are hatching, raise seum.
this case and set another with founThe improvement consists of a tin
dation, under following up and re- cup, made to put on the bottom piece
finished.
moving as fast as they are
of the fastener, which holds the lubriSome one may say, why use so few cants. To use it when the top piece
boxes. If he has measured a 28 one- is back, lift up on it, and that forces
pound case, he will see that to fill one the front end down into the cup, and
"Where is the col- you are ready to go ahead. To prevent
requires 16 quarts
ony to do this, which will rear a large the lubricants from running down the
number of workers and leave wax- underside of the top-piece, cut a little
workers and nurses in the hive V
notch in the underside of the topAdd the large crate to an open, airy piece, as seen in the engraving.
hive, and we may easily account for
poor box work. If they show signs
of swarming, take a frame of brood
and bees from a number of hives, and
give them a laying queen carry them
away 2 miles, and in a short time
there will be a good colony. Of course
I replace with a frame of comb or

cloth, etc.,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

foundation.

We

must keep in mind tliat shade
some sort is indispensable and
evergreens are good and last some

of

;

Ally one who desires to improve"
only set in a can of water the Parker fastener thus, can have
deep in the ground.
any tinsmith make one at a cost of
I believe much spring dwindling about 10 cents and when put on and
handling
the
bees
can be avoided by
used, it will save time and daubing,
V^hile we are and work like a charm.
at the proper time.
feeding in cold and chilly weather,
the bees will get excited, and it is
natural for a bee to load up and fiy
out, even if only a few feet from the
hive, and^ return. However, if we
manipulate, feed, etc., about dark,
much of the excitement is avoided,
both by the feed and handling. Clear
honey is the worst thing to excite
Bees sutfer for water, and
them.
Our plan, last year, was to cut a
after much thought, I have invented
cup into the bottom piece of the fasta feeder, waterer and passage way
ener. This necessitates the use of a larover the frames, all in one. I changed
ger size fastener than the sections. This
clean,
into
dry
a
Italians
colony
of
a
plan, I think, would pay any man who
hive, and they showed some uneasihad 500 sections to fill with foundaI put on the feeder (which
ness.
tion. It was too costly for those who
covers the length of the frames), and
already had the Parker fastener for
in one apartment I gave syrup, and
all know it is very difficult to make
the next close by I gave water with a
people see a good thing when it afbit of salt in it ; and immediately they
fects the pocket-book.
quieted down.
Glenwood, Mich.
This arrangement is so made that
the bees cannot get drowned or fly
[The fastener is placed in the
out yet we can see them, and it does
for the inspection of visiMuseum
can
and
It
not shut off ventilation.
should remain on the hive all through tors.— Ed.]
little

time

if

;

;

;

;
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6. It must be remembered that what
of buying, or of selling. (Colonies
upon frames, such as the purchaser I am saying is for those who have
desires to use, are wurth more to him never handled bees particularly when
by a large percentage, than are those I say that the bees to be procured
upon frames clitTerent in dimensions. should be the Italian, on account of
for this
Perhaps there is nothing about which their peaceable character

way

at the N. E. Miohisnn Conventioiv.

How to Begin Bee-Keeping.

;

K. L.

TAYLOK.

;

[The following

the Presideiifs the beginner is so likely to be careless quality will enable the beginner the
address, delivered at the Northeas- as in this matter of looking to the sooner to divest himself of all fear
Convention
at Lapeer, size of frames in
tern Michigan
the hive he procures; when handling bees; and the number

March

is

mentioned on page and for the amount invested in it,
there is nothing so important. The
1. The tir.st and one of the most imLangstroth frame so-called, which is
portant (piestions which one propos- Dig inches by ITJg inches is, I believe,
ing to enter upon the business of bee- in more general use than any other,
iiig is
Am 1 fitted for it by nature and I advise its selection alvvays. It
Unless one has a genuine love for the may not be better than any other, but
business, and can keep alive some de- all things considered, I think it is at
gree of enthusiasm, I doubt if he can least the equal of any. For one who
attain real success. Tliough the fear for any reason wishes a shorter,
of stings seems to the tyro a very for- deeper, and somewhat lighter frame,
midable difficulty, it is really the' least the American or the Gallup is the
of all
a taste for apiculture will alternative. AVhen once a frame is
speedily overcome it. If one has, in selected, adhere
to it unflinchingly.
addition to this quality, promptness,
T). The hive itself
should be a plain
industry and practical" energy in attention" to details, with a determina- box without top or bottom. In depth
tion to persistently labor to overcome ,^4 inch greater than the depth of the
One of the other
difticulties, and never to yield to dis- frame selected.
couragements, he may well hope for dimensions must be % inch greater
inside measure, than the length of
fair success.
and the remaining dimen2. The lirst thing to be observed in the frame
deciding upon the territory to be oc- sions must be graduated to accommocupied by an apiary, is that a country date the number of frames desired,
already stocked with bees must not allowing about 1 T-lfi inches for each
be entered. To do so means a blast- frame. There must be a rabbet cut
ing of the hope of success at the out- at the top of the ends, or of the sides,
set.
Then, the greatest care must be as the frame requires, upon which
taken to occupy a place well supplied the arms of the frame are to rest the
with all the honey plants necessary to rabbet must be just deep enough so
make as complete a succession as pos- that when the frame is put in posisible, from early spring to the frosts tion, the space above and the space
of autumn
and especially should I below the frame are just equal. Some
tin
ral)bets
insist upon an abundance of all those prefer
but I doubt
which are the source, generally, of whether their advantages balance the
the surplus crop, which are in this outlay. The cover should be a pl^n
part of the State raspberry, white board simply cleated at the ends. The
clover, basswood, and fall flowers.
bottom-board is to be 4 inches longer
3. The apiary should be placed upon than the hive, fastened to two pieces
a plat of ground which cannot by any about 2 inches square out of the
possibility be flooded at any time of upper side at the front end should be
the year, and which has sufficient nat- cut a triangular piece % inch thick.
•'>,

1884, as

282.— En.j

'i

:

;

;

of colonies should be no more than 2
or 3.
good work on apiculture, and
one or more of the bee-periodicals,
which shotild have been already obtained and well studied, should now
be kept in constant requisition.
These colonies, and largely the time
of the learner, should now "be given
to investigation, practice and experiment. The incense of the smoker,
which should of course be provided,
should seldom fail to arise on the incoming of every warm day.
The object the first year should be
to obtain practice, and a good degree
of familiarity with bees, and with the
various manipulations employed in
their
management. How to rear
qiieens V
How to divide colonies V
How to hive swarms 'i Can a colony
that has begun to prepare for swarming be induced to yield that disposition successfully
are only a few of
the many poiiits that should be

A

'?

studied

and experimented upon

;

;

;

;

;

ural drainage to enable it to absorb
quickly what little water remains
upon it after a rain. It should, I
think, be level, clean, smooth, and
covered
with a greensward kept
closely mown, except where the hives
are to stand, where some preparation
to wholly prevent the growth of vegetation would be well, particularly
about the entrance of the hive, which
should also be so fixed that heavily
laden and partially chilled bees that
fall to the ground before reaching the
entrance, can readily regain the hive
without again taking wing.
The
hives are to be so disposed as not to
hinder the work of the apiary, and so
as to aid the bees in distinguishing,
and so in finding their own honey. I
lirefer some shade, if it be not dense
tor no shade at all is better than such
as would create or retain dampness.
wind-break on the north and west
is desirable, and should be early provided.
4. Before obtaining bees, determine
satisfactorily to yourself the hive to
be used, and that depends largely
upon the size of the frame preferred.
It is very desirable to use a frame exactly of the same size, as that mostly
in use among those with whom you
are likely to have dealings, either by

A

re-

morselessly.
Let the beginner sacrifice his colonies, if need be, in order to become
thoroughly grounded by practical experience, in as many as possible of
the underlying principles of successful apiculture. I could not have gone
into details and thus filled out the outline I have drawn, without trespassing on your time nor can I take your
time to touch on other matters of interest and consequence, but will leave
the subject here, believing that the
above suggestions followed out with
a thoroughness which is begotten of
genuine interest, will fit the beginner
to care for an apiary of a moderate
Two of the angles of the triangular number
of colonies, with satisfaction
piece are at the front corners of the and success.
bottom-board, and the third angle
Lapeer, Mich.
should be about 5 inches back of the
middle of the front end of the board.
With a circular saw this can easily be
For the American Bee Journal.
taken out. When this is taken out,
Students in Apiculture.
the space left becomes the entrance
to the hive, and this entrance may be
DOBA HYDE.
enlarged or diminished, or entirely
closed by simply moving the hive
If bee-keeping is a science and to
forward or backward. The hive on
the outside, and the cover upon both be learned by an apprenticeship, it
sides, should, of course, be thoroughly seems to me there ought to be some
painted with two coats of the best uniform system agreed upon by the
white paint. I should have said, that teachers for the students. Now, there
after the sides and ends of the hive are as many " terms to students," as
are cut, each piece should have a there are bee-keepers who teach, or
hand-hole cut into it with a wabbled propose to teach bee-keeping.
understand an apicultural
saw, for convenience iu handling. For
a second story, if it were desired'to school somewhat on the plan of the
"
Business Colleges," was discussed
produce extractied honey, I should use
a body precisely like that of the by some of our leading bee-men last
lower story, with a flat honey-board summer ; but no terms could be
between the two preferring the use agreed upon. The exact nature of
of the honey-board to the disadvan- the school I did not learn, but I have
tage of having bodies of two styles. been informed that it was to have
For comb honey use the Heddon case. hiid a teacher or " professor," who
sufficient amount of foundation would give instructions in the theory
should be had for use in the building in general, and another, a practical
of all the comb, and that for brood"- honey-producer, who would furnish a
frames and extracting should be put few colonies, hives, sample fixtures,
etc., and give a short practical illus
upon wires.

We

;

A
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that the food was of an unsuitable
character and in so many instances
superiority of sugar stores
school was given up, because has the
been demonstrated, that, three years
its projectors now receives

tration of his method each day during
a term of five months.

The
one of

students and teaches them practically
in his shop and apiary, and in a manner which he considers far superior to
any school where theory alone is
taught.
I was lately talking with a gentleman who had spent several weeks
with each of four different parties,
who take annually from 4 to 20 students and his opinion was that some
of those who propose to teach the
business, seek in this way to get cheap
labor only, and give as little attention
as possible to the instruction of the
students ; giving some of tlie students
work in tlie apiary, and others work
in the shop, or, perhaps, even in the
office at matter entirely disconnected

;

Head

Michigan Convention.

at the N. E.

Production of
L. C.

Comb Honey.

WHITING.

I began to experiment by extracting the honey, in the fall, from the
The first point aimed at is to have
combs of a few colonies, and feeding the colonies strong in numbers and
the bees a syrup made from granu- in the right condition to spare the
lated sugar." Some of the sugar-fed
do their work. I have

ago

field-bees to

colonies were left out-of-doors, some
seen no plan that suits me better than
placed in the cellar, and others buried the one recommended by Mr. Doolitin a " clamp.''
tle, which can be found in the bee
The first winter all came through papers of last year.
alike. The honey of that season and
Have your racks and sections ready
locality was exactly as good for winto be put on as soon as the flow of
The
same
was
sugar.
ter stores as
honey commences. Have, if possible,
experiments were repeated the next a few sections in each rack that are
season with marked results in favor partly built out. These can be obof the sugar. The only colonies wintained by placing frames of sections
tered in the open-air that lived until filled with foundation in the broodthose having sugar
spring, were
nest of strong colonies when fruit
All of the colonies in the
stores.
trees are in bloom, removing them as
cellar, not having sugar for food, sufwith apiculture.
soon as they are well drawn out.
fered from dysentery, and fj of them
Place them in your honey racks to
As a matter of business, this may died while those having sugar stores
be ready for the main crop. Put the
be a good method but the other side
of dysentery,
symptoms
showed
no
sections over the brood -nest as soon
has rights which, in common justice,
were drv. sweet, and clean, even as you see a streak of white, new wax
we should consider. The moment we and
the bottom-boards not being covered being added to the top of the brood
accept the application of a student,
with dead bees. The bees in the
and he places himself under our in- "clamp" had wintered much the frames between the combs. Then
open the hive and reduce the size of
struction, it is our duty to him, to our
best 1.5 per cent, of those with nat- the brood-chambers with a divisionprofession, and to ourselves, that he
diarrhcea,
from
died
had
ural stores
board to the capacity of the colony,
is directed eacli day where to look for
and most of the remainder, except or enough to crowd the bees into the
If he is not already
instruction.
those with sugar stores, had suffered sections. If it is a small or weak
familiar with the operations of the
more or less by the same disease.
colony, put a frame of sections in the
apiary, and has not learned just what
Last fall I removed all the honey brood-chamber behind the main part
he needs to know, and where and
fed
them
of the brood, and keep one frame of
when to And it, he will be just as from about 20 colonies, and
About 50 colonies were each open brood behind the frame of secliable to spend the most important sugar.
of
sugar.
I
lo
pounds
5
to
tions, changing this frame to the cenpart of the season in the shop, " driv- fed from
The bees will tre of the brood-nest as soon as caping sections,'" as out in the apiary, theorized as follows
learning to handle swarms. The fact store the sugar in the empty cells in ped over never allowing the bees to
that he has placed himself under in- the centre of tlie hive, where they hatch out behind the sections, but
struction is evidence of his ignorance will be most likely to cluster in the keep this space filled with eggs or
of the business, and our accepting, winter; while the honey that is in the open brood.
Should the bees swarm from a
him as a student binds us as an upper part and corners of the combs
honest teacher to instruct him in all will not be consumed until spring, strong colony, place the swarm on
the blanches of the business, to the when frequent flights will prevent the old stand, and give the rack of
About 15 colonies were sections from the old hive. The
best of our ability. The selection of diarrhwa.
swarm should have at first as few
those who already know the most left with natural stores.
about the business to do the work in
If the 57 colonies in the clamp are frames as they will cluster upon, so
the apiary, and sending others who in the same condition as the 13 in the as to force a large portion of the bees
have sonie mechanical skill, to the cellar, they are in fair order. Fifteen into the sections, giving new frames
shop, is an injustice to both classes.
colonies were left out-of-doors; 10 of as fast as those in the hive are filled
believe that young men who them packed with chaff and sawdust with eggs.
Give the parent colony a frame or
can spare the time, and who wish to in large boxes, while 5 were left with
two of sections to draw out in the
engage in apiculture as a vocation, but slight protection.
I have about decided that bees re- brood-nest, and when the queen is
cannot do better than to spend a seagive them brood or bees
I hatched,
son with an experienced apiarist. 'We quire protection of some kind.
colony, or
would advise them, however, to be have, for several winters, left a few enough to make a good
with other colonies. Alsure they find one who will instruct colonies unprotected but in only one double up
crowded
them in" all the details of the V)usi- winter, and that was a warm one, wavs keep the brood-nest
bees, and you can have the
ness, at a fair price for such instruc- have they wintered so well as those with
honey stored when you want it.
tion, rather than to give their time that were i>rotected.
Every colony can be made to gather
So far this winter I have lost 2 coland labor for the crumbs that may
onies, and they were from among the its share of comb whether it is a
accidentally fall in their way.
Each had nucleus with one comb, or a large one
5 that were unprotected.
Cleveland, Ohio.
been fed about 12 pounds of sugar, with 8 or 10 frames.
The wide frame I use has no topand the remainder of their stores,
about S pounds each, was honey. One bar, which enables me to take out the
Read at the N. E. Micliig-an Com-ention.
of them starved to death. It was not partly filled sections and replace with
Cane Sugar for Winter Stores.
a very strong colony, and the con- empty ones with little labor.
All sections should be finished over
tinued, exceedingly cold weather prew. z. nuTCHDsrsox.
vented the bees from moving along the brood-chamber and removed as
in quest of food. There was not the soon as well sealed. If a colony is
In so many instances have bees slightest sign of diarrhoea ; but the strong enough to work in the sections
died under circumstances in which other colony died of it, and for awhile and does not, transfer a few sections,
the cause of their death could scarcely 1 was puzzled but, at length, I re- bees and all, from other colonies, and
be attributed to anything except the membered that this was the only col- uncap some of the honey in the cenimproper quality of their food diar- ony in which the bees had clustered tre of the brood-nest. Full combs of
rhoea has occurred under so many upon the upper part of the combs, honey can have the caps broken and
apparently conflicting conditions, and and, consequently, they had fed upon place"d in the centre of the brood-nest
one at a time, and if conditions are
these apparent contradictions could natural stores.
favorable, it will be mostly taken up
Rogersville, Mich.
only be explained upon the hypothesis
;

;

;

:

:

;

We

;

;

;

;
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into tlie sections. Reversible combs
should be tiuMcil over wlienever there
is too much lioney between the brood
and the sei'tions. and especially a fewdays before the close of a lioney How.
Always keep the brood-nest witliin
the capacity of the queen. Handle
tlie frames "often, as it induces the
bees to feed the queen, and she will
lay the more. All caps and racks
should be made strong, and so arranged that separators can be used or
not, at the pleasure of the operator.
Tlie most prolitable time to put in
separators is after the bees are well
at work in the sections and before the
combs are built out too far. Look
over the sections often in the early
part of tlie season, and put in place
any combs that are not straight, or as
you wish them. It will save much
disappointment when you harvest the
crop.
Use comb foundation for

and have at least

starters in all cases,

openings between the secXo more room should be given
in the sections than tlie bees can keep
warm, or they will waste much wax.
East Saginaw, Mich.
lialf-inch
tions.

Head

at the N. E.

Michigan Convention.

The Best Strain

of Bees.

M. D. YOEK.

The Italian bee is greatly magnified
by many
even people who know
nothing "about the honey bee, have
come to think that if one is keeping
;

Italians, he

is

sure of success.

After

studying their character
closely for the past five years, I find
that the queens are very prolific,
more so than the blacks, and produce
a larger amount of bees. This trait
is all right for some purposes.
I once
thought a large amount of bees in a
hive, and a prolific young Italian
queen meant lots of honey
but I
have found this to be a mistake. I
;

generally get the best results in comb
honey from those which are less prolific
and, consequently, less inclined
;

swarm.

to

I said this trait of prolificness is all
right for some purposes. It answers
well if one is working the business of
rearing bees to sell and also for the
one who is just commencing in the
business and calculates his success
by the number of swarms he can get
from one colony. This is all right, if
he could only stop when he wishes to,
or rather vi'hen he has all the bees he
wants, and desires to work for honey
;

;

very much disappointed to
find that they keep right on swarming, regardless of his wishes, and he
has to let them spend their swarming
energy in building brood-combs instead of storing surplus honey.

but he

is

Again,

it is all

right

if

we wish

to

work for extracted honey, for the extractor is, without doubt, the best
non-swarming

apparatus ever inbut I cannot yet believe that
extracted honey ever will take the
lead in our markets.
I can work the blacks with }4 more
bees in the hive, for comb honey,
than I can the Italians or hybrids,

vented

;

with far less danger of their swarm-

ing. This swarming miinia can be
controlled to a certain extent, we all
know but I would rather have one
colony to work for comb honey that
swariiis
naturally tlie forepart of
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Improved Bees— Comb Foundation.

;

.lAMES

HEDDON.

and then is satisfied, than two
In reply to ^Ir. Doolittle's question
that you have to keep taking brood
on page 260, top of third column, let
from," or swarm them artificially.
say that I have several times in
me
I was very much pleased to see how
.lune,

emphatically ]SIr. {lutchinson came
out in his "article in Gleanings, in
favor of natiual swarming; but I was
very much surprised when he also
came out in favor of the hybrids.
Although ^Ir. II. is one of our most

this JOURNAL, stated
to such complications

my

objections
as he, in that

and why I consider
the shallowchainber indispensalile. I
now refer him to page 687, for 1883, to
quotations from Mr. Langstroth.
Mr. D. 's attack upon the efforts to imsuccessful queen breeders, it is his
first year's work for comb honey
and prove bee stock is very well answered
article, describes

;

i

now Mr.

II.

should next season try by two articles on pages 278 and 280.
I wish
to present lust one among
for comb honey,
many refutations to bis article against

some pure blacks
and report.

to sum up the whole matter,
desired to produce comb honey,
the common black or brown bee is
the best, in my opinion. It is the
general verdict of those who have
produced both comb and extracted
honey, that the comb honey finds the
most ready sale. I claim that the
producer of comb honey from Italians, or their cros.ses, cannot compete
in the same market, at the same time,
with the one whose honey is produced
by blacks. The honey of the former
is not so nicely sealed, which gives it
a darker and rougher appearance. I
have never been able, as a rule, to
get them to fill out their combs so
nice and smooth next to the wood as
do the blacks.
It is my opinion that the bl.ick bee
will be much sought after in the near
future and I think there is nothing
gained in crossing them with the
Italians, unless making them more
cross and vicious to handle is an advantage.
Millington, Mich.

Now,

if it is

;

that greatest boon to scientific apiculture—comb foundation.
Formerly,

from 8 to 12 days of the best of the
honey harvest was granted to a colony to get the brood-chamber ready
surplus boxes.
Now, we give
just 48 hours to accomplish the
same, and they do it in very much
better shape. About 2 to 3 tons of
fine wire are now used annually and
actual experiment has led to this
wholesale use. Please let me be remembered as one who plead tor the
shallow-chamber between the brood
and surplus apartments, and full
sheets of comb foundation above and
below, with wax and honey at present
for

them

;

prices.

Owing to the backward spring, I
think it better to postpone my report
on wintering until about May 1-5. My
bees are not yet out of the winter
packing ; they are in excellent condition as a w'hole. My past winter's
loss is small for this county.
Dowagiac, Mich.
Kor the American Bee

For the American Bee Journal.

Wabash

JoumaL

"Western Michigan Association.

County, Ind., Convention.

According to appointment, the beekeepers of western Michigan met at
The bee-keepers of Wabash County Berlin, on April 24. In the absence
met at the Court House in Wabash, of the President, Vice-President
Ind., on April 11, for the purpose of Thos. M. Cobb, called the meeting to
organizing a bee-keepers' association. order.
The minutes of the previous meetMr. A. Singer was chosen chairman,
and Mr. H. Cripe, Secretary ;jro (em. of ing, and the Treasurer's report being
the meeting. The chairman then ex- called for, were read and adopted.
plained the object for which they had The election of officers then took
For
met ; after which a committee was ap- place, resulting as follows
pointed to prepare a constitution and President, Thos. M. Cobb, of Grand
by-laws. Adjourned till 1 p. m.
Rapids for Secretary and Treasurer,
At 1 p. m. the chairman called the Geo. E. Hilton, of Fremont Centre ;
meeting to order, and the committee for Vice-Presidents, Ottawa Co., Jno.
on constitution and by-laws reported, Slabbekoorn Kent Co., Lewis Woodwhich report was unanimously adopt- man Muskegon Co., G. C. Young.
It was decided to annex the couned, after changing the membership
their
fee from 50 cents to 2-5 cents. Eleven ties of Oceana and Newaygo
Vice-Presidents to be appointed by
names were then enrolled.
The election of officers was next in the Secretary. By request of the Secorder, and resulted as follows
Mr. retary, it was also decided to hold the
Aaron Singer, President ; Mr. J. C. annual meeting at Fremont, on the
:

;

;

;

;

:

Zimmerman,

^^ice-President Mr. II.
Cripe, Secretary, and Mr. G. D. Low;

last

Tuesday

in

November

next.

Topics relating to bee-culture were
then discussed by all the members.
man, Treasurer.
Two hundred fifty-six colonies of Colonies represented were, fall 480,
bees were represented by the mem- spring, 441. Only 58 colonies being
Although the
bers. After some discussion the con- wintered in cellars.
vention adjourned to meet at the meeting was small, much interest was
manifested by all. Adjourned.
same place Oct. 5, 1884.
F. S Covey, Sec.
H. Cripe, Sec.
Thos. M. Cohb, Pres.
Aaron Singer, Pres.

.
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Local GonTention Directory.
Time and place of Meeting.

1884.

May

13.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
M. E. Darby. Sec.

May

15.— Tuscarawas Co.

May

16.— N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
L. C- Clark. Sec.

May 20.— N. W.
May

Ilia.,

O..

atPortWashineton.O.
A. A. Fradenburg.

and S. W. Wis., at Rockton. 111.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.

26.— Will County, at Monee,

111.

P. P. Nelson, Sec.

Oct. 11,

12.— Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Piilmer. Sec, McBride. Mich.

Oct.

16.— Northwestern, at Chicapo,

Dec.

15,

III.

W. Z. Hutchinson.

10,

Sec.

11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.

H. D.

Cuttintr.

Sec. Clinton, Mich.

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and phice of future meetings.— Ed.

^

The Kentucky Bee- Keepers'Conand closed the entrance to all the
weakest colonies. I did not get con- vention meets in Louisville, Ky., during
the
opening of tlie Exposition (day
up
my
trol of them until I closed
N. P. Allen, ,Sec.
strong colony. Then they stopped in not fixed).
D.vve H. Lisle.
a few minutes.
Chebanse, 111.
^° The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
Answers.— 1. Tou must either give Countv will meet in the Town Hall at
them surplus room above, artiticially Port VVashington, O., on Thursday.
swarm them, or wait for natural May 15, 18.84, to organize a bee-keepers*
association. All are earnestly invited
swarms.
A\'orker comb has about b cells to to attend.
A. A. Fradenbueg.
store or drone comb about 4.
3. By the actions of the bees trying
to enter the hive, robbers appear in a
Tlie Cortland Union Bee-Keepsuspicious manner flying to-and-fro, ers' Association, will hold their spring
alighting cautiously, and often arising meeting May 13. 1.SS4, at Cortland,
"
instantly, re-alighting, repeating this N. Y.
M. G. Darby, Sec.
several times betoreentering the hive.
2.

the inch

^

robbed colony is protecting ityou will see the bees clinched

If the
self,

and
4.

Wltiit and Jtoxu.

;

fighting.

June and July

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE OF The Amekican Bee Journal,
Monday, In a. m.. May 3. 1*84.

usually.

The following

Bees and Peaches.

)

f

are the latest quota-

tions for honey and beeswax received
I live just across the road from a
up to this hour
peach orchard of about 20 acres, and
:

ANSWERS BV

many others near.
Would it be wise or otherwise

there are

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

1.

CINCINNATI.
to

my

2.

location V
Would the sour juice

about

from rotten

Essentials in Queens.
and broken peaches injure the honey,
On page 234, Mr. Heddon, in reply or cause the death of colonies in win" Not
" Tommy Dodd," says
one-half of the queen-cells usually
built, would please me from which to
rear a lirst-class queen.'"
1. What does Mr. H. call a first-class
queen-cell V
2. "What standard point does he require in a virgin queen to prove satisfactory y
3. After being fertilized, will she
always prove a regular layer, or deposit her eggs in proper order V
to

:

Joseph M. WisiiEU.
Jordan Station, Ont.

Answers.— 1. There

HONEY— There is

tering

sells

not know whether the
3. We do
bees would gather the juice or not;
but if they should, would it injure
the surplus honey V James Smith.
Willoughby, Ohio.

and brings

it,

slow at

brings 35c a

lb.

orchard

no objection.
had my whole apiary once store

will be
2.

I

large quantities of cider in eacli hive.
They wintered tip-top all the same.
3. I think you need have no fears of
any juice injuring the surplus honey.

'

;

;

2. How can I tell
from store combs ?
3.

to

How

is

What time

'?

Answers. — 1. You need have no
regarding clogging the combs
with pollen at this time of the year.
2. Yes.
fears

i^" The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association, will be held at Kockton,
worker combs Winnebago Co., Ills., on May 20, 18.S4.

Jonathan Stewart,

way
commencing ?

is

of the season is the
best to introduce young (not virgin)
queens to Italianize black bees V
I had a lively time with robbing
one day. I carried some into the
cellar covered others with blankets ;
;

pollen prove to be a nuisance filling
the combs so that brood cannot be
Bees are breeding finely
reared?
now, and have wintered well. 2. Can
the Langstrt)th hive be used without
houey-board, and not have the queen
bother by getting into the sections
Hillsdale, Mich. W. B. Dresser.

the surest and best

when robbing

tell
4.

on

on

Comb honey

arrival.

arrival.

Chas.

NEW
HONE Y— white

F.

Muth.

YORK.

clover and basswood in

1

and

2

sections, 14(iiIGc. Dark and second quality,
13(S()4c: extracted white clover in kega and barrels, 8®9c.
lb.

BBESWAX-Prime

yellow, 34<?35c.

Thukber. Whyland & Co.

HONEY.— Demand
honey. i»@2nc.;2

Sec.

will be a

meeting of the

Kansas Bee-Keepers'
Association, at Hiawatha, Brown Co.,

Northeastern

on

May

16, 18S4.
is

A general attendance

expected.
(;ranada,Kan. L. C. Clark, Sec.

of bee-keepers

lb.

1

sections

comb

Extracted, 9®1 10.

Chatham

57

Street.

CHICAGO.

HONEY- Of late receipts of comb honey has
been scattered amongst many firms, and as all are
desirous of realizing on their receipts at as early
a day as possible, prices have been irregular and
some lots being offered from oc to Tc per lb.,
than 30 days ago. I quote white comb 13(&16c;
fancy 18c. Extracted honey— demand light. 7@9c.
low,
less

BEESWAX— 30&37C.

BCKNETT.

B. A.

161

South Water

St.

SAN FRANCiaCO.

HONEY- Only in a small jobbing way is there
anything doing. Market is easy at the quotations,
holders being anxious to Close out stocKs. White
to extra white comb, l.'ttalsc; dark to good, 10<313c:
extracted, choice to extra white, ~&hq; dark and
candied.

.5(0.—

BEESWAX- Wholesale, 27H®30c.
STEARNS & SMITH.

KANSAS

Front Street.

423

CITY.

HONEY— Demand good for this time of the year.

Choice comb. :2 lb. sections. 15
sections, none in market: dark and irregular, l(X«l-Hc- Extracted, in better demand
for dark honey at 7(^sc; white dull aty^9c. I could
sell a few thousand pounds of dark honey very
readily at above ligures. Stocks are low.
Prices unchanged.

(iiltic; 1 lb.

BEESWAX— None in this market.
JEROME TWICHELL.

514

Walnut

Street.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb, IJ6ji4c per lb., and strained and extracted effifi^c.

BEESWAX— Firm at 32(S32>ic. for choice.
W. T.

AJJPEBSO.v

&

Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— Market
larly for choice

demand

is

continues very
sections,

lb.

1

atisc:::
the absence of
qu;tlity

1^ There

light.

I6i»i8c.

lb.

BEBSWAX-35C.
BI.AEE & BIPLET,

;

1
I have one colony of bees on a
box-hive that is very strong turn
the hive up when I will, warm or cold,
every inch of space in the hive seems
to be crowded with bees. The combs
a' e full of brood to the very bottom.
There are no queen-cells that I can
see,
but there are lots of drones
hatclied and flying. Will they throw
off a swarm soon, or what is the best
to do with them V I have set the hive
on top of a Langstroth hive, next to
the frames full of comb and honey.

7(«lt-tc

Io!Sil6c a lb. from store for choice.
in sood demand: choice yellow

BOSTON.

Answers.—1. The peach

no way to Pollen in Abundance.
decide regarding cells, that I can
We are having a perfect avalanche
readily describe here.
of pollen almhst half filling some of
2. Virgin queens are too young to
the hives, and still it is coming in
test for qualities.
rapidly from soft maples, and dande3. Xot always
but she will, as a
lions to come yet. 1. Will not so much
rule, if nothing unnatural happens to

Italianizing, etc.

the market. Ex-

life in

BKESWAX--I8

?

is

her.

no

tracted honey sells in Its regular way and to its
attempt bee-keeping as a specialty in wonted
cliannels, without any speculative feeling

lbs.

lbs.

l

fair,

which are

particuin

good

sell st» readily, but in
Second
it moves at 17c.

do not

very slow at 14@15c, and extracted not
all in any shape.

wanted at

scarce: would bring 35 cts. on
arrival for choice yellow.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.

BBESWA.V— Very

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb h mey in

'1

17g>18c: extracted. 7H(Ss^sc.

Geo. W.

Mead &

Co., 213

lb.

sections.

Market

St.

.

:
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GETTING UP CLUDS.

^^jjeciaX gloticjcs.

A

Food and Medicine.
16

pages

giving

number of readers Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
the Bee Journal, we believe, will of cooking in which honey is used, and

To
of

as

pamphlet of

increase the

healthful and pleasant beverages.

Examine the Hate following your aid progressive bee-culture and help
name on the wrapper label of tins to elevate the pursuit. We,therefore,
paper; it indicates the end of the
premiums for
month to which you have paid your offer the following
getting up clubs
subscription on the Bee Journal.
For safety, when sending money to
While no subscription to the Bee
or exthis office get either a post office
Journal will be taken for less than
on
draft
b:ink
a
press money order,
regular advertised prices (viz.

We

have put the price still Imcer,
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00 ; or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
the
W' eekly, $2.00 ; Monthly, $1.00),— any we will print, if desired, on the
one getting up a club of two copies, cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
or more, may select from " Our Book (giving the name and address of the
List " anything therein named, to bee-keeper who scatters them). This
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar alone will pay him for all his trouble
they send direct to this office, to pay them and expense— enabling him to dispose
for the trouble of getting up the club ; of his honey at home, at a good profit.
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
To give away a copy of " Honey
to any address desired.
as Food and Medicine " to every one who
Monthly
or
6
For a club of 3 Weekly
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
and $6.00, we will make an additional any quantity of it.
bound
Dictionary,
Pocket
present of a
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the
;

or Chicago, or register the
Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^" When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can American "Popular" Dictionary,
be torn apart without interfering with comprising every word in the English
The edi- language that enters into speech or
either portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are writing
it contains 32,000 words and

New York
letter.

^"

SOMETHING

=NEW!=
Send to

;

separate and distinct, and when the phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
business is mixed up with items for it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
publication it often causes confusion. sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
They may both be sent in one envelope desired.
but on separate pieces of paper.
Subscriptions for two or more years
It must be understood that, for one person, will count the same
should an advertiser desire to cancel as each year for a different person.

^^

an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rales for the

number of insertions his advertisement has had.
^" All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at

Apiary Register—New Edition.

:

^-

^- We

^-

paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if
the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.

m

:

CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Fcir

a sample of

FOUNDATION
that cannot saff or break down, with sidewalls of Pure Wax, from one-sixteenth to
one-fourth of an inch high.

Cheaper than any other make.

All who intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Sta- copy and commence to use it. Ihe
tion " is not an International office.
prices will hereafter be as follows
In reply to many correspondents
$1 0(i
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
let us say that we take any kind of
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 25
valueface
their
at
stamps
postage
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
Silver
ones.
3
cent
the
including
The larger ones can be used for a
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either few colonies, give room for an increase
by thieves, or else breaks through the of numbers, and still keep the record
envelope and is lost in that way.
all together in one book, and are therecarefully mail the Bee fore the most desirable ones.
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
Dzierzon's new work entitled
cheerfully send another, if notified
"Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
before all the edition is exhausted.
club with the Bee Journal as folThe Weekly for one year and
lows
do not the book, bouiul in cloth, for S3, or
Subscription Credits.—
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- paper covers fur $2.75. The Monthly
tion by letter. The label on your
Journal and the book, $1 less

We

E.B.WEEDJo.05W.2dSt.,

Bee

HERD-HUIIRTERS
iisr

the; "weist

For Apiarian Suppllea of every description.
Send for lti84 Price List before purchasinii else-

BRIGHT BROTHERS,

MAZEPPA. Wabasha Co. MINN.

lOCtf

imported^ltalian Queens.
made an arrangement to get them from the
best location in Italy, while we were there a few
months ago. Orders solicited.

We

19AL't

MrCCI * BRO, LE.XINGTON. KY.

MANUFACTORY
SECTIONS,
FOR HIVES,

I

am now

&c.

prepared to supply dealers and con-

prices. It is an im- sumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping
ported book, printed in the English
Crates, etc.,
language, and the price of the book is of all liinds. I maltea specialtyof LANGS'l'KOTH
or $2.00 AND MODEST HIVES. Correfpondente with
$1..50 bound in paper covers,
supply dealers solicited. My Sections areall made

than the above

when bound

in floth.

from Poplar. Address,

e£ORe£ TAYtOK,

Emerson Binders— made especially

Bee Journal,

ICtf 12Btf

DUNDEE, Kane Co., ILL.

are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
AND BEE-KEEPEK'S ADVISEE.
convenient way of preserving the Bee
The Bkitisii Bee JotTKMAL is Now published
Journal as fast as received. They SEMl-MONTllliV.
at Seven Shillings, per annum,
for
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for and contains the best practicaldoinformation
and when and,
shitwing what to
Advertisements intended for the Bee the Weekly
or for the Monthly, 50 the timedobeing,
kev. H.K. PEEI.. Kdltor.
It.
to
bow
Journal must reach this office by cents. They cannot be sent by mail We send the Weekly American Bee Joctknal
for the

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

;

Saturday of the previous week

to

Canada.

and

tlie

British Bee Journal, both for (3.50 a year.

!

!

!
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Bees! Queens!

Nuclei!

INSTRUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES.— I offer For Sale 100 colonies of Italian

good, new, well-painted Hives. Gallup
Bees,
Frames, 12 frames to a hive: every comb straight
and good: most of the combs built on foundatitm.
One colony, fit.im; U) or more colonies. I^.oo each.
QTT EENS.— I breed Queens by the best methods.
and from the best stock. Queens ready after May
•20th.
Untested. li.W; tested, $-2.w, selected tested. *3.ixi.
NUCLEI, with untested Queen, fi.f.so with
tested Queen, $1.50; with selected tested Queen,
in

:

t5.50.

INSTK'TtTION.-July

shall begin
nstructlng a <'lass in bee-keeping— class for men
and women. Full course in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of information as to this class, and
Price List of Hives, Frames, Sections. Implements,

CLCTE,

O.

Books, etc., address,
lODtf

7, 1884, I

IOWA

CITV, IOWA.

BEE HIVES!

and Chaff Hives, Section
Boxes, Brood Frames, and Comb Foundation.

NEW

INVENTION.

Patented

Oct. 17, 1882.

leave their surplus honey
beft>re removing: it from the hive. Saves
valuable time and labor; prevents robbing,
and the liability of being- stung-. The Bees
are first cut off from the brood hive, by
closing the openings In a slat honey board;
the conductor is then placed in position,
which connects bees in surplus honey with
brood hive. They soon find that they are imprisoned, and being an.\i<nis to escape, pass
out through the ('ninhictor into the brood
hive. It also prevents their return.
Conductor and Langstroth hive complete
$6 00
Bet'.'i

Bee Hives
AND

t(^rceil to

Conductor and Honey Board, any size,
and Sections to fill, which shows all
1 50
the improvements
50
Conductor, by mail
Send for Circular gi\"ing full particulars.

JOHN W. SILCOTT,
SNICKERSVILLE, VA.

14D4t

SECTIONS.
NEW

SHOP AND NEW MACHINEDY

!

The Largest Maiiufacturerof l$ee Hives
Sections, etc., in the World !

CAR-LOAD

Our capacity now is a
of goods daily. Hives manufactured from soft
white pine, and secticins from white basswood.
Send for our new Illustrated Price List for 1884. It
is very Inportani you should have our new List
before ordering, as prices are arranged differently

from

last season.

WATERTOWN,

IBCtf

WIS.

Dadant'sFouiidatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement in anottier column.

retail.

Simplicity, Lanestroth

Send

for Price List.

Son.

-St

The

successors of A. B. Miller

HEADQUARTERS
Ki»r tiie

MILLER BROS.,
NAPPANEE,

51D8t

BEE-KEEPERS* SITPPLIES.

Elkhart County, IND.

Dunham and Root Foundation
Italian

a specialty.

Queens

Italian

Syrian Queens bred from Queens imported
from Mount Lebanon. Italians bred from
best iniitortctl und sclrrterl home-bred. Tested t.tueens ot ritlu-r rat-e l>efore June, $:i.00
each; in June. $-..)U; after June, ?"->.00. Untested before June, sing-le Queen, $1.25; 6 or
more, $1.00 each; after June, siutfle Queen,
$1.00; 6 for $.')..50; 12 for $10.00, or "Cook's
Manual of the Apiary," cloth only 90 cents
with order for Queens.

R. GOOD,
SPARTA, TENN.

I.

14Dtf 4B3t

Extrai'tors, $7 to $10. CoM
Blast Smokers, mail free, ¥1.00.
Plvmoutli Rock Egg-s, $1..'>0 per
sitting. Circular free. IV. C. R. KEMP,
l-tDSt
ORLEANS, IND.

I.X.L'

.^Ctf

for my Illustrated Catalogue.
PAXJJ. L. VI Ar.I.ON, Bayou Goula.

Send

n. B.

The "Best" and '"Cheapest" in the market.
Send for Sample and Price Ijist free.
PAITL. SPOERKE, Fond du l.ac, AVis.
14Dtf

BROf^N, DES

PIPESTONE,

SDlit

DUANE,

Berrien Co.

MICH.

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS I'OR MV
SEND
20-page Price List of Italian, Cyprian and Holy
I^and Colonies, Nuclei, Queens and Apiarian Supplies. H. H. BROWN. Light Street. Col. Co. Pa.

I2D4t4Blt

The Bee- Keepers' Guide;
MANUAI. OF THE APIAKY.
ID. GOG SOLD SINCE 1876.
Or,

11th Thousand Just Out
10th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
!

ti> civi- iiway .'(.iMK) of their llUistrntert Catalogue and Price List ot"lletr-ii.eepei"B'Supplle»*.
given to the

Simplicity One-Piece Section,
Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation,

5ii

pages,

and more than 5U

flne illus-

he whole
added in the 8th edition.
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
'1

very late.'*t in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mail.JSl 25. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A. J. COOK, Author and Publisher,
LANSING. MICH.
47DlOt 18C7t

Pure

Italian

Co..

Bees and Queens

:?end for I'rice List tu

A..

B. MlliI^EB, WakarusR, Elkbart

Co., Ind.

7D6t

lAff

Worked on Given Press by
BW
A
^*»
tolb.,onsbares

B

theib., 15c,
>^ "^' ^or 4 to 6 ft. to lb., iHc. a lb.; for
.; to
for 2-5. i cent
ft.
a lb. for cleaning, lo per cent, off on 5U lbs., 20 per
cent, off on Kiolbs. or more; 33c. a lb. 1 pay for
clean yellow wax. In sending wax. prepay freight.
i-i

or express. Cash required
iahed. A., tl.

when foundation

NORRIS, Cedar

Fulltt,

1,

and

Comb

Hall's

Clark's No.
Peacliblow Potatoes,

Earl.v

Foundation and

you are

In

8A2t lOCtf

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY

We will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
Setnl-nionthly Oleanines In Bee-Culture.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

ments in Hives, Honey Exlriictors, Comb
Foundiitloti, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and everythinK pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
A.
Ctf

1.

ROOT, Medina.

O.

w^sm
(AFTER.)

(BEFORE.)

LECTRO-VOLTAIC BELT and
on
APPLIANCES
E
who
MEN ONLY. YOUNG OR OJ

V,'e have again increased our caoacity formatinR
the"B08S" ONE PIECE SBCTION, and are now
ready to fill orders on short notice. We would advise our customers, and especially

ORDER EARLY,
And

not

Wait imtil

the

C'0.«

Mnrshall, Micb.

6Diy

COMB FOUNDATION

And

Choice Queens a Specialty.

Circulars and samples free. Send for them.
It will pay you to do so, before ordering elsethe Given Press for
10 to 20 cts. per lb., according to the number
of square feet to the pound.

Bush Conies. where. Wax worked on

We will not manufacture Hives and Shipping
we have ti.\ed over all our
machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.

Crates this season, as

J.FORNCROOK&CO.,
49BCtf

Electbic

Days' Trial TO
are suffer-

from Nervous Debili /, Lost Vitautt,
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses and
Other Causks. Speedy relief and complete
restoratinn to Hkaxth, Vigor and Manhood
Send at once for Illustrated
Guaranteed.
Pamphlet free. Address

SUPPLY GIVEN

DEALERS, to

oU

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

i,

1883.

G.
ISeowit

H-

KNICKERBOCKER,
PINE PLAINS,

N. Y.

SLICED SECWHITEWOODOU BASSWOOD
A decided success. C»n be
TIONS,

4hix4^4.

used in Oiises or Frames; i2.(»> per l.o<x>. Hives
and Cases good and cheap. Address N. E. DOANE,
I6D4t
Pipestone. Berrien Co., Micb.

ohiii,

liecs.

Hi 'iswa.v

HIL.DEMANN,

ed.
Address, E. S.
14 D3t
ASHIPPUN,

if

ing

SECTIONS.

1884-

FOB. SAZ.S!

SON, Colerain, Mass.

D.

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

is tln-

Iowa.

10C3t

Alsike Clover Seed— Karly

Friends,

VOLTAIC BELT

OHIO.

li

f^ State where you saw this.

otlier

etc.

KENTON, Hardin

Address,

are sent

SMITH & SMITH,
6D10t

good?.

Bees For Sale!
Thirty colonies at f 5.(Xt each, in lower Langstroth
hives. In order on cars.
yD:a
Dr. WM. M. ROGERS. Shelbyville.
y.

SMITH & SMITH
Want
Speclul Attention

which gave such excellent satisfaction the past
We also offer Comb Foundutl«*n and
Apiarian Supplies. Send for our
Catalogue and read what our customers say of our
season.
genera]

WM. W. CAEY

Hives

lOO, KIS.OO.
N. E.

aucl tffood.

MOINES, lOtVA.

We are now booking orders for Full Colonies*
Kuclel Colonien and Queenaof our new strains,

10D7t

HO>EY CASE,

HEDD N
Ready to nail, per

cheap

for Price List to

trations were

MILLS.

La.

ITALIAN 15EES AND QUEENS.

More than

COMB FOUNDATION

and Albino Bees

Italian

Queens and Bees from March to November.

lySend

&

Syrian

A LARGE STOCK OF

THE SOUTH

IN

manufacture of

want-

Dodge County, WIS.

6 Warranted
Write for Circular.
IBClSt

manu'tacturerof the
(jueeiis for $5. Don t r3il to oGIld
Bailey Swarm <"atclier, for Circular and
W1I.SOX,
Price List of Catchers and Bee Supplies.
lt)D4t
J. W. BAILEV, Rlpon, Wis.
MOBTONSVILLE, KY.

J. T.

!

!

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

HELLO! HELLO!
W

c lire

now ready

to

Book Orders

f<)r

uttontion of

all

wantinj^

Paper
"I have never seen

A
Specialty.

Dovetailed

a case of foul Itrood;
healthy, a»tl have always
been so, and are O. K. in every respect."

my bees are entirelj

Geo. B.

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp for 3J-p«ge Catalogue and Sumples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

FLAT- BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls. 4 to If. square feet tc
tbe pound. Circular and samples free
J.

and particulars, send

How

See Advertisement

In

another column.

a week at home. $5.00 outHl free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
either sex. young or old,
I which persoDSof
lean make great pay all the time thev
'work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to U. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
I

J

-.'id

Swarming.

annual Circular for par-

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

LEWIS &

CO., Toledo, 0.,

MANUFACTUBEBS OF
kinds of .4piariau Sapplies.

All
rates to Dealers.

Special

Send for Circular.

TH

14Atf

e;-

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections,

MXJXn,

C. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central ATe.,CINCI»rSJATI, O.

^~Send 100. for Practical Hinuto

Bee-Keepers.

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you to
more money right away than

mi

anythingclseintliis world. All
of either sex,9ucceed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, True
4Aly
& Co.. Augusta. Maine.

ft

ALFEED

H.

Dealer

VICTOR HIVE
operated upon a new principle by which the
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
frames; continuous passages being effected in a

Practical

Manner

may

be arrantied for any form of the Langstroth Frame; has been fairly tested, and is the
It

Uest Hive made
new Circular.
Address,
44Atf

for

DR.

Comb Honey. Send

G. L.

for

TINKER,

NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.

NEWMAN,

Italian

STANLEY'S AUTOMATIC

ILL.

sent

FREE upon application.

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send for Samples <<£ Reduced Prlce-L.lst.
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

July

$1.2.%

in

.

Address,

Washington Hollow, Dutchess

Co., N.

Y.

Dadant'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for pdstane, and we will mail yo\x free,
a royitt, valuable box of sample Koods
that will put you in the way of makinu
more money in a few days, than you
ever thouirht possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 50 cents to $5 every
evening. That all who want work may lest the
business, we make this unparalleled niter; to all
who are not well satistled, we will send f tt»pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

GOLD!

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

&

DOUGHERTY

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
iManufacturei's of and Dealers in

KEEPER8'

SIIPPI.IES and

HIVES

BEEHONEY.

a Specialty. Dadant's
FouiHlaticn. Bingham Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, E.xtractors and Honey Jars. Send for
I.antrstroth

our Price

14A26t

Lilst.

before orderinEyovu'

BEE
10A24t E.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our large Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

KREXCHHER. Coburs, Iowa.

Early Italian Queens
Bees bred both for

BUSINESS iind BEATJTIT. Dunham and
Vandervort FO UK DAT ION a specialty. If you

[

CHICAGO,

$1..">0;

"
"
2.00
'^.'*0x
Nuclei, 1 frame darse) June or July.
1.00
.,
..
••
••
"
(larj^e)
2.00
"
'•
"
2.r>0
"
"
3
..
(larffc)
Price of Queen to be added to prices
of Nuclei. Will t^ive special rates to parties
who want two or three Nuclei with tested or
testeil

IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.

Street,

II.I.irSTRATi:D CATAI.OQ1TE

Queens, untested in June,

Nuclei and full colonies.

HOSEY AND BEESWAX,

MY

in>'

Bees and Queens For Sale.

Tested Queens. May. i^.iO; June, $.'.5(1; after
July 1. $iJ.iKt each. I'n tested, after June l, J1."U: 6

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
983 West Madison

rear

KEEPERS,
for f.'.. 411. Full coloniesm May. 17.011; 2 forfl3.(«i;
111 for $t:(t.l.H>.
Alter June I, $1.00 less each colony
Satisfaction guaranteed. I. S. CROWFOOT,
Hartford, Wis., April 1, 1884.
12ASt

in all kinds of

!

Ql'KKXS by the

best methods ami
from tlie best stoek.s for business. I send
out no Queens that I would not keep in my
own aiiiary. To convince you, send me an
order. I will please you.
1

I

is

etc.

Nuclei.

ORDER NOW

!

tions, etc.. sent free.

4Aly

Muth's Honey Extractor,

SECOND TO XOSE

18A7t

to Prevent

k

Queens!

Italian

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.

00.-),

ticulars.

ISAtf

303

untested Queens.

18Ai:it GB:«

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale E. T.
retail.

to

FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,

Send for our

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, rto^ N. 7.

and

M. D.

the above Bees, and will warrant safe delivery and satisfaction.
N. n."No Bees will be sold by us, for any
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices

Lock box

VAN DEUSEN &

Peteii.s.

We can furnish any number of Colonies of

ErerythinK fully up with the times, and

7A6m

A

No. 1 ItEES.
Italiiin,<_'yprian or Hybrids, to Ihc following",
from one well-known to the readers of this

th.-

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
WhttePopIar

WE CALL

!

.

Reverses the combs without the aid of the
hanils; the reverse motion of the crank is all
that is required. No time is lost, as w-e provide every machine with a brake to stop the
motion, and the combs are half reversed
when the motion stops. Can be used for 2 or
4 combs, as desired. No chance for combs
to fall or get injured. The Comb Baskets
always stop in the most convenient position
for removinjr or imtting' in coml)S. We use
XXXX Tin or (ialvanized Iron forCans. The
Cylinder of Can is all in one piece. We challe'n^^e any Extractor, taking any number of
combs.todoone-half the workof our4-frame
Machine. Prices reasonable.

need Queens, Bees. Hives, Foundation or Supplies,
send for my Catalogue and Price List. Address,
13:. BR,ovirrT,
J".
AUOnSTA, PA.
12D8t 4BJt

F.

TTALIAN QUEENS, DADANT FOUNJ.

dation, and Supplles.— lt

send for Circular.

E. F.

will

pay you to

SMITH. Smyrna,

N. Y.

UAtf
Dadaiit'sFouiulation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

BE SURE

Stanley's Dollar Smoker, $1.25 by To send a PostaU'ard for our Illustrated Catalogue
mail. Address,
of APIARIAN SUI'PLIES before purchasingelsewhere. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
O. W. STANLEY & BRO,
PKESS
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT

affirms that the

ijsSUPEHIOK for making Comb Foundation either
In Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees.

Send for Circular and samples.

D. 8.
lABtf

OITEN

dk

ILL.

LEWIS &

N. Y.

Dadant'sFoiHidatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

CO..

UOOPESTON.

WYOMING,

14Atf

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

For Bees, Queens,

CO., Toledo, 0., Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to
MAXUFACTUKKRS OF
FLANAGAN dk IL1.I>SKI,
All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special

E. T.

rates to Dealers.

Send for Circular. 14Atf

lABly Lock box 9>'5.

Belleville. St. Clair Co., lUa.

at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots of 10
colonies or more, are invited to correspond.

a. c.

sAYr.Es.
HARTFORD,

AND

I'SKFl'L

5lDl5t :B5t

NE\%^

WIS.

Articles for the Apiary
Send for our lii-paffe illustrated Circular.
ISAtf HENKV .\I.LEV, Wenham, Mass.
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STORY S CHMP,

HEDDON'S

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

In

coLXJivriisr-

PIANOS»'°ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
3t ory
Camp.

&

NIathushek,

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house

Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.
Territory
given.

on the Continent.

Protection
guaranteed.

Agents Wanted.

Catalogues free to any address.
for our prices before buying else-

Write
where.

STORY & CAMP,
lI8S

& 190 State Street,

203 N.

CHICAGO.
My Kew

All my Seed is warranted to be fresh aiift
true to name, so far that should it prove
otherwise, I agree to refill orders gratis.
A large part of the great collection of
Seed I offer is of my own gro\*ing. As the
original introducerof£cl ipse Beet, Burbank Fotatoes, Marblehead Early Corn,
the Hubbard Squash, and scores of other
new Vegetables, 1 invite the patronage
of the public. In the gardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Catalogues FBKK to all.
AMES J. H. GREGORY. SEED GROWER, MARRLEHEAO, MASS.

my

much

One Hive complete

for

comb honey.. $.3.00

(Tlie above will contain
plete with sections).

The above Hive complete

two cases comfor extrac-

ted honey

The above

$3.00

Ilive complete for both in

one
One Hive in the flat
Five or over, each

4..50

2.00
1..50

No one

BinghamSmoker ITALIAN BEES

should ever order these Hives
Borodino, N. Y., Aiijf. 1"'. 1882.
in ttie flat, without ordering one made up
Cyprians Conquered— All summer long
complete to work by. Parties are adver"
tising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no it has been which and tother" with me and
Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
wise embrace my principles. Judge only the
Bingham's Conqueror
last T am "boss."
by those purchased from me.
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
Just at the risrht time, get a Conqueror Smoker of Bingham. Respectfully,
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

COMB FOUNDATION.

Prices, by mail, post-paidI now have on hand a freshly-made lot
Doctor smoker (wide shield )..3V! inch. .S3 00
of GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made Couquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
" .. 17.5
from strictly pure domestic wax, thor- Large smoker (wide shield)
" ..150
2'/2
oughly cleansed from all impurities. E.\tra smoker (wide shield)
" .. 12.5
2
" ..100
2
Sizes of brood and surplus, SJ^xlBJ^;, or Plain smoker
" ..
65
1?^
Langstroth sl/.e. I liave also Dadant's Little Wonder smoker
Knife,
Hetherington
Honey
best Brood Foundation of same size; also Bingham &
115
3iuch
Dadant's ilxll for American frames. My
Circular gives prices.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or haltdozen rates. Address,

SECTIONS.

T. F.

BINGHAM.

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the purchase of Bees
in any sliape, tested or untested Queens,
it may pay you to send for my
If

CIRCULAR for 1884
SURE to state ^\ilether or not you
have my Circular for 1883.
be

Address,

JAMES nEDDosr.

DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

AT BED ROCK PRICES.
COLONIES— 8
8

Langstroth Frames, In

light shipping bo.\in light

Thomas Frames,

$ 4.90

shipping bo.\

NUCLEI—2 or more.with tested queen
or more.with untested queen
Tested, by mail
Untested, by mail

2

QUEENS—

After Jnue
After .June
After June

1,

Ist,

ZS per

tested, jier

3.00
2.00
1.50
a.00
1.00

cent.

off*.

dozen

12.00

untested, per dozen
9.00
Reared from Imported or Selected home1,

bred Mothers. No Foul Brood ever known
C.
here. Address,
CLIFTON, Wayne Co., TENN.
irA4t

WEEKS,

J. ^TsT. EGK:i!vd:.A.3sr,
DEALER

IN

P. M., or

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTON,

ABROMA, 7IICII.

lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4)^x4J^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, S6.50; 5x6x2,
per 1,000, .?8.00. All shipped from liere.

And

ST. LOUIS.

LangstTOth Hive.

Hive is growing in populargreater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In tlie flat, at very reasonable prices.
I believe
ity, to a

Fifth Street,

Pure Italian Bees and (Jiieens
For further information, send for Circular.

for The Livea of all the
Presidents of the U. S. The

wanted

handsomest, best book
ever sold f'lr less than twice
our price. The fastest selling
Immense
boolt in America.
All intelligent people want it.
largest,

profits to agents.

RICHMOND.

-Aly

Early Spring

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms common
Hallett Book Co.. Portland. Me. 4Aly
lOAllt

"WANTED.—

1

agent wanted

in

every

to sell

idc.

Acme

Novelty

Co., ClintoQville,

13A8t

!

Order

TEXAS.

Now

!

To introduce my Italian Queens. 1 will send one
of ray Tested Queens, if ordered before May 20th,
for Jl'. '^^'arranted Queens, $1. Send $2 iind less, in
letters, at luy risk.

80X342,

free.

place
our new goods. Bi^ pay. 40
HELP samplesonly
Nonefree. Cutthisout
Conn.

Fort Bend Co.

E- P.

BAK.EK.

DES MOINES, IOWA.

CIZsXf! CZZSAF!
and

Italian Queens.
Full Colonies. Nuclei
Send for Price List before buying elsewhere.

DAN. ^VHITE, TSew London, Ohio.

Bees.Hlves.Extractors. Smoker H.Dndant
FdundHtion, and other Supplies.

TODD, Germanlown,

AKTHUR

18A.5t

5Blt

Philadelphia, Pa.

]HA5t

Palace Bee ZXive
And Bee-Keepers'

Supplies, One-Piece Dovetailed
Sections, Smokers, etc. Send for Price List.

7Al3t

U.

C.

WHITE,

MADISON, IND.

The Eureka Wiring Tool
For pressing wire into Foundation. Price,
by mail, 50 cents. Don't fail to send for
Circulars. Foundation for sale.
ITAtf

C. BI.

R1TLAND, Kocklon,

III.

.

^^^^M^^W

(fT (^ OLDEST BEE PAPER
-^^
IN AMERICA

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

i
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OF

lU.,

Topics Presented

PrSLISHED BY

NEWMAN,

WEST MADISON
Weekly.

»«

ST.,

a year

:

CHICAGO, ILL.

Union Wanted.

.

309

.

t^ Any person sending a club of

six,

is

entitled

an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address

Sample copies furnished

free,

i^" Papers are stopped

at the expiration of the
time paid for. unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE, EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

&

Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Entered at the Chicago P. O. cu Second Class Matter,

ADVERTISING RATES.

308
316
308
313

312
307
31.5

315

Heavy Losses of Bees
Honey and Beeswax Market

315
316

Improved Section Case
Introducing Queens

309
310

.Juneberry

315

Local Convention Directory
Mahoning Valley, O., Convention
Moving Bees I'OO Miles
My Report on Wintering
Priority of Location
Review of Unsettled Points
Selections from our Letter Box.
Seneca Co., Ohio, Convention
Small Loss in Wintering
Smart- Weed Honey
Special Notices
Surplus Cases— Bee Diarrhoea
The Honey Crop of California
Wax,Queens,Out-doorFeeding,etc
What and How
White Clover Looks Promising.
Wintered Well

316

Winter Stores, Pollen, etc
Woodstock, Ont., Convention

310

.

.

20

cents per line of space, each insdrtion,

For

either the \VeekJy or

Monthly Editions.

.

.

A

will contain about T words;
occupy ONE-INCU of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

line of this

TWELVE

type

lines will

Editorial Notices,

SO cents

per

line.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be char&;ed the full rate for
the time the advertisement i« Inserted.

THOMAS
(Vent

MadlsoD

G.

NEWMAN,

Street..

ChlcnKo,

.

.

.

(paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 'JtK) colonies

2 50.. 2 25

New Bee Book (cloth)
New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
Langstrolb's Standard Work
Dzierzon's
Dzierzon's

Root's

A B C of Bee

Culture (clotb)

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and

Log Book

Fisher'sGrain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food & Medicine.lOO Copies
Blessed Bees
King's Te.\t Book
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and01eanlng8inBee-Culture(A.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HU1)

Kansas Bee-Keeper

2 75..

2 50

3 50.

.

3 25

4 09..

3 00

3 50.

2 75

3 50.. 3 25
4

3 00
2 75

2 35..

2 25

2 40.

.

2 2S

4 50.

.

4 50.

3 00.

2 75

.

2 76

.

2 75

2 60..

2 35

3 00..

2 75

3 00.

.

2 75

75..

2 50

75..

3 50

Kng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
Bee Journal
3

314

4 25

3 00.

British

311

4 25

3 00.

New

The 8 above-named papers

.

2 75.. 2 30

315

312

3 75

3 00..

Apiculturist, (Silas

.

.

.

The

.

00

3 35.

311

M. Locke)

.

9 00.. 7 75

The Monthly Uee .learnal and any of the
above, $1 less than tbe figures in tbe last column.

315
314 Best Advertising

315
315
317

310
307

316
316
315
315

313

Medium.
Having advertised in the Ameri-

can Bee Journal

quite extensively
two years, I would say
(without solicitation) that it has sold
more iiueens for me than any other
three periodicals I have ever tried.
My bees are in tine condition this
spring. I have lost but 4 out of 182
The outlook is fine for a
cohmies.
good season.
L. J. Diehl.
for the past

Butler, Ind.,

1^

May

7,

1884.

The Lucas County Bee-Keep-

Association will meet at A.
Rensch's apiary on Saturday, May 17,
1^ We can supply photographs of at 10 a. m. Bee-keepers are cordially
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of invited. Bring your dinners, and have
Berlepscb, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each. a basket picnic among the bees.
ers'

Advertisements may be inserted one. two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
of space, for each Insertion.

•SS

1884.

win supply the American Bee Jonrnat
one year, and any of the following Books, at tbe
prices quoted in the last colnmn of figures. Tbe

.

Controlling a Field
Convention Xotiees

Monthly. *1.

on the address label on every paper. If not Riven
in two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

George Neighbour

20.

is

PKBMIITM.— Any one sending one ?ww subscrip- Description of my Hive
tion for the 'Weelily, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year Diarrbcea— Marlieting Honey
for the Weeltly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees Editorial Items
and lloney." bound in cloth.
Fruit in Bloom, but no Nectar
^^T The receipt for money sent us will be given Good Hicrease

desired.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Number.

Correspondence

to

XX.-No.

.

Editor and Phopbiktor.

925

VOL.

Lovely with my Bees
31.5 first column gives
the regular price of both. All
Assorting and Grading the Honey 308 postage prepaid.
Price of both. Olub
Bees Confined Kil Days
315 The Weekly Bee Journal
|2 06.
31.5 and Cook's Manual, last ediliondn clotb) 3 25.
Bees Gathering Honey
3 00
Cook's ManuMl, (In paper covers) ... 3 00. 2 50
Bees Starving in Jnne
31.t
Bees and lloney (T.G.Newman)cloth 2 75.. 2 50
Bees Swarming
31.5
Bees and lloney
All

C.

in this

14, 1884.

We

A Bee-Keepers'

THOMAS

May

III.

A. Reusch,

1^ We now

Sec.

club the British Bee
^g" Letters for publication must be
Journal and our Monthly for $2.50, or written on a separate piece of
paper
it and the Weekly for $3..50.
from items of business.

—

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

306

BOOKS!

giduevtisciujents.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

DADANrifoDim
Is

attested

by luuidreds of the most prac-

and disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest,brightest, quickest accepted by
color,
bees, least apt to sag, most regular
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
Messrs.
it is kept for sale by
tical

m

A

H.

C

F.

NEWMAN,
ML'

Chicago,

I'M. Cinfiinati, O.,

Mich.,

DOt'GnKR rV A MeKEE. Intliacapolis.
CUAS. lI.<ii;EEN, Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. HEUTEI,. Jr., Freeburg, 111.,
W.M, BAM, A NT INK, SaK", O.,

Ind,,

E. L, A KMSTHilNci, Jersey ville,I'l.,
ARI'HL'R rciD I), Germantnwn, Philadelphia. Pa.

E. KKETCHMEK, I'oburB, Iiiwa,
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
C. F. D.iI.E, Mortonsville, Ky,

and numbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and
list of supplies, accompanied with

ISO

jirice

COMPI.IMENXAKT,

and UNSOLICITED TESTIM0N1.\LS
from as many bee-keepers in 1SS.3,
We guarantee every inch ef <mr Fonndation equal tc sample in every respect.
CHJlS. DAD.IST & SOX,
UAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.
SABly

MILLS.IOiNCH $15,001
::—

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, giyen upon application.

Sees and Houey, or Management of an
Apiary fur Pleasure and Prndt, by Tuomas G.
Kdition. "Fully up with the
times," inciuJing all the variuus improvemenis
and inventions. Chief amonu the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturaue a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Iluney at Fairs," "Marketing lluney,"
etc. It contains 2J0 pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, Sl.OO; in paper
Newman. -Sixth

III.,

JAME-i HEDOl-iN". D"waslac.

925

On dozen

W.C RELH AM

.

.J\

;

covers, Toe,

Dzierzou's Katlonal Bee - K.eeplii(c.— A
Translation of the Masterpiece of that moat
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Ex-ediXoT of the "British Bee Jourfuil."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee (.ulture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known uf scientiBc bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great mat-tera. the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but tlnd a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot saya of it: "Old father
UzierEon.... has probably made greater strides in
scieniitlc apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientihc value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth. as2.

Queen-RearfnK. by HeDry Alley.— A

full

and detailed account of TWENTV-TIIHEE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published. Price, Sl.OO

Bee-K.eeper'8 OnIde or. Cook's Manaal
of the Apiary. —This Manual is elegantly
;

illustrated

37Aly

postpaid.

and

fully "

up with the times" on every

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
dee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without. Cloth. »1. as ;

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The Original

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

Honey, as Food and Hedlcloe, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, givine recipes for making
Hcuey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings. Foam.Wines.etc;
anu Honey as Medicine with many ueelul Recipes.
It Is intended for cuhsumers. and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in EnslUh and <i«-rman.
Price for either edition. 5c. t per dozen, 40e.
G.

— No book could be

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful

ta horse owners.

has

It

Jin

engrav-ngs

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treaisall
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

Price S5c. for either the
horse information
English or German editions.
t|ulnby'sNew B**c-K.eeplBg, by L.. C. Root—
T'. e auth<ir treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that it»
authoris masterof the subject.— VI. 50.
I Use— Being a descrijjtlon of the
The
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price. »c.
Novice's ABtN>f Bee-Cnltore. by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
ol the honey-bee." and" is valuable to beeinnors and
those more advanced. Cloth. !t^l.35; p ^per, SI.
King'* Bee-Keepers' Text- Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth. #1.00.

HWe

l^anestroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
—This is a standard scientitlc work. Price. »«.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth. 75c.
Foul Brood; its origin, developmentand cure.
By Albert H. Kohnke. Price, 5£5c.
Extracted Hoiiev Harvesting, Handling and Marketing.- A 2-1-page pamphleU by
Ch. & C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. l.>c.
Pr-actleal Hints to Bee-Keepers, byChaa.
;

F.

Muth 32 pages.
management of

It L'ives

;

tlie

bees.

Mr. Math's views on

Price.

lOc.

;— presents the fundamen-^
principles of bee-culture, ena turnishesjth*

Dzierzon Theory
tal

facts

and arguments to demonstrate them.

15

c.

Apiiiry Register, for SYSTEMATIC AVORK
The larger ones can be used
the APIARV.
for a lew colonies, give room for an increase of
in

numbers, and still knep the record all together in
For -io ohtnies, $l.iAi; for u«>
one book. Prices
:

colonies. fl.2o: for 2iX» colonies. *l.5<».

Deutsche ^ucchcv,

^

Uebev 23icncttjttd)t.
©icnc n .Guitar, obev erforgveic^e

33(f)nnbluiig bcr SBtcncit, dou 1i)o§. @.
cntfjali
S)icfe§ ^nimpl)let
gjeroman.

,

;

SSckljrungeniiber folgenbe <S5cgen|"tanbe
t be§ Sicnonftanbc§—
e r 1 1 i (^ t c

—O
—

i

pflnnjen— (?r),tc(}ung bertouigin
3[5leger
©djiuarmf n
giittevn
3 t a I e n Tiv e ii— Bufetct
Preparation of Honey for the Market* 58evfetjen—
Including the production and careot both comb DOU
koniginncn ^tuSjiefjen Sicnen
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exmcift-r entl)till
hibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. fey T. G. bc^nnbeln unb beru£)igcn
"
.^lonig

—

—

i

i

—

—

;

Newman.

This

is

a

Bees and

chapter from

Honey.' Price lOc.
Swarmlngr.Blvldlnfif and Feeding Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, bv Thomas G. Newman. This
" Bees and Honey." Price, 5c.
is a chapter from
by Thomas G.
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, on
this imporNewman— Giving advance^ views
tant subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how: _'« engravings. This is a chapter

from "Bees and Honey."

Price.

lOc.

"dl-

Prof Cooli, in his raluable Manual of the .\piarT,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft" Five years of perMistentefforlhas demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bingham sm«iker. Hundreds of Binghau smokers have been in use five ye.irs, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots ot blocks
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as thev never go out or fail to plow
smiike up or down or sideways, much or nttle,
swift or slow, ju«c as yoa please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go
Bee-keepers wiH save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
..f these
make nor handle any other supplies; butonly
legal
we are the original inventors, and
makers, anil have had over 4ri,oi«i in use irom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of comI

eitt Jt

fiir

apitel.roovhi bic ncucfte 'HZctlpbf
fiir ben
^5rci§40 gentS.

bie ^erridjtiing be§ J>oiug§

S'^an'Dd beld)vie6cnift.
'

i>onifl al^ *n rt I) r u n fl unti
SRct>ijtn DOU i()om«6®.9Jfnimnn.

—

f hive

bnrftenung

In Winter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing, Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is ? chapter from "Bees and

"Jjiefeg entdalt cine

Honey."

SBcfc^affeuljeit, Ciualitcit,

Been

Patented, 1878

e§

Price, iic.

Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the

Sieneit unb S^on'u] be§ 3(acrt()um6

iibtr
;

bie

Ouellcu unb

3ubcreitungbe6C""'"i9§ fiir ben ^lanbel
.^onig al§ 9Jai}rung§mittcl, angcbenb
consumer against the numerous health-destroying roie man .^ontgtudicu, 5ormfiid)el(^en,
adulterations offered as food. 200 pages 50c.
Scrll>ner*s Lumber and I>ok Book.— Most i5ubbing6,'Sd)aumtoufcct,iScine,u.f.ro
not eat.

its kind published. Gives measall kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United Stat«s & Canada. Price »o c. postpaid.

complete book of

urement of

Fisher's Orain Tables for Farmers, etc.

— 1H2

pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay: cost of pork, inter;

wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
est-

wages

jubereiteu

fniin

;

fcvncv

J)onig

als

mil melen 9fe-,epten. ©g i|t fiii
ben gonjumenteu bcftimmt, unb [oQte
oieltnufeubfottig iiber bn§ ganje I'anb

TliV^m

oevbreitetmerbcn.

'^^veiS

6 (ient§.

tables,

similar book ever published.

4:0 cents.

.'S'tanrijcltcn— 23on S.^.tcnbail,

alp^abefifc^
Moore's Universal Assistant, and Com- 9JJ.1)., ent()attenb ein
plete Mechanic, conUins over I.ixft.ooo Indus- geovbnete^i^erjcirfjnifs ber Derid)iebenen
Trade
Processes,
SeCalculations,
Facta.
^ Witn European and American orders already dustrial
crets Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast ^Merbetranftjeiten,iammt ben Urfacfien,
received for over 3,iXio, there is evidence that l»<4 utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that Man Gives 200.000 items for Gas, Steam. Civil iSpmptomen unb ber vii^tigen Se^anb;
such goods as we make have met the advanced and Mining Engineers. Machinists, Millers, Blackwants of the m ist advanced bee-keepers in Eu- smiths, Founders. Miners. Metallurgists, Assavers. lung berfelben
fevner, eine Sammlung
rope and America.
j
m Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gild^rei§ 25 6ent§.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. 1o ers Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
n)ertl)Doner Jtejepte.
;

,

sell

again, send for dozen rales to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
eA2Btf

ABKONIA, MICH.

a veritable

The work contains U1I6 pages.
Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight In gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, »8.50.
Is

THOMAS
925

U.

NEWMAN.

West MadUon

St.

CHICAGO. IIX.

:

:

u

JflurMl,

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
VOL. XX.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

MAY

14, 1884.

No. 20.

we

believe to be correct enough for
practical purposes.
Deducting, therefore, 12.5,000 lbs. of
comb honey from their figures, we
have a further deficiency in their
comb lioney estimates of 128,480 lbs.
Taking tip their figures on " shipped
from interior,'' all of wliich were ineluded in our original estimates, and
workuig on the same basis, fully onehalf in one-tin cases, we can "easily
make a ^deduction of -50,000 lbs. from
their estimate of 118,340 lbs., thus reducing the quantity to 68,.340 lbs.
In conclusion, therefore, we beg to
recapitulate as follows
all

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Pkoprietor.

The Honey Crop

of California.

We have received the following explanatory letter from Messrs. Geo. W.
Meade & Co., of San Fraucisco, Cal.,
Estimate
dated April 29, 1884. They say

made by S. & S
1..387,.540
Less deficiency extr. .22-5.000

:

.

In the I5ee .Journal of April 23,
comb... 128,480
we notice that Messrs. Stearns &
"
Int. ship.. .50,000 403,480
Smitli, of this city, dispnte the figures
we gave in our "annual review, as a Net production.
984,060
close approximation of the California Our figures
960,000
honey crop of last year, in which we
set forth tlie total production at 9G0,- Difference
24,060
000 lbs. The lirm above referred to,
While these figures, as given by us,
place the quantity at l,8S7,O0U lbs. in
other words, an excess over our figures are not claitned to be absolutely, yet
we know them to be approximately
of 427..54U lbs.
Our figures were compiled, as they correct and we again asssert, without
always are, from the only reliable any fear of successful contradiction,
sources in all the honey sections of that the total honey crop of Califorthe State and, in making figures, we nia for the past year, according to our
deal with vxights only, and not cases, original figures, was somewhere beas both the cases used for comb and tween 9-50,000 and 1.000,000 lbs.
extracted honey now differ in size
An Apostle in days of old said
and ipiantity of honey contained "
Without controversy, great is the
therein.
Let us analyze the figures as given mystery of godliness." After reading
by Messrs. S. & S. They state the re- the
foregoing, we may remark
ceipts at .S,4.j() cases extracted honey,
Without controversy, great is the
which, it seems, they figure at li!0
While,
lbs. net weight each.
Allowing that honey crop of California
the number of cases is correct, al- perhaps, neither the hgures of Messrs.
though it is not known where they Meade & Co. or Stearns & Smith, are
obtained their information, it is a
absolutely correct they show most
fact well known to large lioney dealers
here tliat fully one-half, if not more, plainly that the honey crop of last
of this lioney' was packed and re- year was quite satisfactory, taken as
ceived this year in cases of nne-tin a whole, and has been shipped to all
each, which hold only about 70 to 7-5
of the globe.
lbs. net of honey.
Deduct, therefore, quarters
We are glad to get these figures
50 lbs. each on, say 4..500 cases of
honey, and we liave a deficiency on from the two rival honey merchants
the start on extracted honey alone of of San Francisco, for they show con^2.5.000 lbs. from tlieir figures.
The same authority also places the clusively that there is no collusion,
production of comb honey at 4,228 and the figures are near enough for
cases, wliich they tigureat601bs.net all
purposes, no matter
practical
each, or 253,480 lbs., an equivalent of
which are the nearest to the exact
;

;

;

had two such firms in every large city
of the East for competition is the
life of trade— especially the honey
trade.
What is needed more than
anything else, is men who will push
the sale of honey and thus create a
market for the product.
;

1^ Prof. Cook writes us that he
has sold 2,000 copies of his Manual
during the past year. The twelfth
thousand being just published. The
Manual is a deservedly-popular book,
and we congratulate the Professor
upon his success with it.
1^ We

have received a pamphlet
Mons. Ed. Bertrand,

of 44 pages, by

of

Nyon, Switzerland, entitled " The

Care of Colonies of Bees or a calendar of apiculture, with advice for be;

ginners, in the management of bees."
It consists of a detailed system of
management of bees for each of the
months of the year, and covers the
entire ground of manipulation. It is

published in French and
progressive and practical.
;

is scientific,

:

!

—

12 to 13 cars of comb honey when
from the most reliable sources in the
whole State, our own purchases, as
the largest dealers, and inquiries with
commission dealers, we cannot learn
that the entire product of comb honey
the past year exceeded from 125 to
1.50,000 lbs. all told and these figures
;

;

1

W

Mr.

I.

V. McCagg, President

of

the Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, has
sent out postal card blanks to each
member, and desires that they all be

out and returned to him, so as to
enable him to make a complete report
to all the members, before the swarming season commences.
filled

1^

Mr. F. A. Chapman wishes to
correct the statement concerning the
800 pounds of honey on page 21-5. He
exhibited it at the Industrial Exhibition held in Cobourg last October, instead of at the Industrial Exhibition
in Toronto last September, as there
stated.

^° Mr. Ira Barber desires to coramount.
rect his article concerning ventilation,
While we thank both firms for their in the middle of the third column of
interesting figures, we think there is page 264. He meant that those not
ventilated at the top of the hive were
no need of further dispute concernin just as good condition as when put
ing the small discrepancy between into the cellar, and that all upward
the two estimates. We only wish we ventilation was abandoned.
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purchased 4 colonies when I was 22 keeps them for pleasure, and profit
years old. That fall he gave me his, also for he secures nearly or quite as
and I started out alone in the bee good results from his bees as I do from
mine.
business.
Two other neighbors starting in
I am often amused now, as I look
back, at the ideas I then entertained. bee-keeping (one living a mile away,
My highest aim was 20 colonies, and I and the0ther2}^^ miles), I have treated
hoped to secure an average yield from as friends, telling them how I worked
them of 20 lbs. each, or 400 'lbs. total; bees, and showing them freely all I
this, at 20 cents per pound, would give know of the business, till to-day one
$80. Eighty dollars would give me has 4o colonies and the other 80, each
quite a lift, and I could care for the expecting to make a specialty of beebees and the farm at the same time, keeping. In this I have only done as
I would be done by, were I starting
without extra lielp.
After I had increased to about .30 again, whether Mr. H. thinks it right
colonies (did not stop at the 20, you or wrong.
Now, as I said at the outset, I besee), the man living about one mile
from me, and having the largest num- lieve Mr. H. to be riglit (as long as
ber of bees of anyone (120 colonies), there are plenty of unoccupied fields)
came to me and talked quite similarly in his advice regarding bee-men who
to what Mr. H. advocates, saying I are changing their location
but I
was injuring his business, and as he cannot think the same course applied
had a large apiary before I began to to friendly neiehbors is a correct one.
keep bees, I ought to quit the busi- I believe in letting live as well as livness and leave the whole field to him. ing and if my "neighbor desires to
I told him that father had kept bees start in bee-keeping, there is no law,
long before he ever thought of keep- moral or legal, to hinder him from so
ing them, and that I expected to keep doing. After he has once determined
at the business as long as it was profit- to start. I believe he will cause me
able, as we had a farm, and I did not less trouble if I treat him in a neighsee why my bees did not have as good borly way, then he would were I to
a righfto visit the clover and bass- try to show him that I thought he had
wcod on that farm as any body else's no business keeping bees.
But perhaps Mr. Heddon thinks as
bees. The result was that he felt that
I was wrong, and I felt justifiable in did my good friend Elwood, who once
told
me that he thought I was doing
the course I pursued.
the bee-fraternity much harm by writI wish here to ask Mr. Heddon if
ing so much information to the beehe does not think 1 had a right to keep
papers, and reporting my yields of
bees under the circumstances V Well,
honey for, said he, " by so doing you
right or wrong, with the 2-50 colonies
are enticing thousands into our ranks,
against our 4 to start with, I have
through your articles, only to be a
lived to see the time when not one of
curse to us by causing lower" prices for
the parties who then kept bees have
our honey from an over-production of
a bee at the present time. This shows
the same."
that some man smarter than I may
Perhaps I am wrong, and mistook
yet start in bee-keeping in my field,
my calling when I left farming to enand cause me to move out or quit bee- ter bee-keeping. Be this as it may, I
keeping so Mr. Heddon's " neighbor have
never written w ith but one ob.Jones" may yet cause "Mr. K." to
ject in view
namely, that of benerelinquish his field in spite of Mr.
fitting others by my "experience, as
Kendairs priority and additional have been benefitted by the experienceI
numbers.
and writings of such "men as Gallup,
But to return to my story. When I Quinby, Langstroth and hosts of
had increased to about 100 colonies, a others. I have only told of bee-keepcolony of bees was given by a friend
ing as I found it to be, without fear or
to a neighboring farmer, whose land
favor.
joined with my father's. As we were
Borodino, N. Y.
good friends, lie often came to see me
and talk bees, which I was always free
;

For the American Bee JoumaL

Controlling a Field.
Cf. 31.

DOOLITTLE.

I read with much interest the article found on page 80, by James Hed-

don, upon the subject of "Locating
and Occupying a Field ;" and I agree
witli his views, providing the occupant is a person who is about to
change his location in search of a better or different field. In this case, a
man who would locate near another
apiary to the disadvantage of both
himself and the owner thereof, must
be so bereft of reason and the spirit
that would •' do unto others as ye
would that they should do unto you,'"
that any course of getting rid of the
intruding party would be justifiable.
But there is another side to this question, which I wish to speak of, to
which Mr. H. does not allude, pur-

posely or otherwise.
It so happens the oftener that the
person who will injure the occupant
of a field the most, is one who is already an owner of a large property
near'you, who, from poor health, jealousy, or your reported success in beekeeping, desires to try his hand at the
business. This person, perhaps, is a
farmer, a merchant, or a lawyer, who
does not want to leave his present
location to start an apiary, neither
could he well do so if he chose. He
starts out with the desire to keep but
a few colonies for his amusement, and
a little honey for his family, thinking
that this will not harm you in the
After starting, he has a good
least.
year as well as you, and he becomes
enamored with the pursuit. He falls
to reasoning, and says "I own a large
farm, producing plenty of plants and
trees which produce honey. Is not
this mine by priority, and is there
any reason tliat I should not keep all
the bees I wish on account of Mr.
wishing his bees to monopolize my
No, sir- ; I will keep all the
fields
thinks he
bees I wish, and if Mr.
will crowd me from the field by putting in more bees than I have, I will
show him that I can put in 10 colonies
to his one." Thus our bee-keeper, by
using Mr. Heddon's advice on this
man, has " cut off his own nose to
:

'i

;

;

:

;

;

to do.
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He came

out the next spring with
one weak colony, which did riot seem
to build up any." He desired me to go
and see it one day, which I did. I
told him to come over on a certain

day and

I

would show him how

to fix

colony. He came, and I gave him
What I want to get at is the right a frame of brood just biting the covers
of tlie thing, and for this reason I am to the cells, and told him to take it
going to give a Httle personal history. home and place it in the centre of his
He did so, and
I was born and brought up within little cluster of bees.
live.
Father from this lie now has nearly 40 colo."lO rods of where I now
kept bees when I was a small boy, nies. He often says if it had not been
getting as high as 60 colonies in box- for Doolittle, he would never have had
hives. These all died when I was a bee, while I realize (knowing the
about 10 vears old, of that dreaded man) that had I not done this, or
disease, foul brood. When I became rather had I shown the spirit toward
"'
Jones,"
of age there were about 2.")0 colonies him, " Kendall "' did toward
within two miles of us, kept by 3 or in Mr. Heddon"s articles, he would
in
bee-keepKing"s'
rival
Bee- have been the worst
4 persons. From reading
Keepers' Text Book, a desire sprang ing I could possibly have. As it is,
I
talked
the he is contented to double back his
Father
and
bees.
up for
matter over, and the result was we bees to 20 colonies each spring, and
spite his face."'

his'

Assorting and Grading the Honey.

JOHN

G. SMITH.

How to grade the honey, has for a
long time perplexed my mind, and is
No doubt there are
still unsolved.
very many others who are questioningthe fe"asibility or practicability of
the apiarist to grade or classify the
particular kinds of honey, save two
grades ; viz., spring honey and fall
honey.
In my opinion the true source from
which the honey is gathered by the
bees at any particular time, cannot be
ascertained, from the fact that we
have so very many different flowers
in bloom at the same time.
I have kept bees on the improved
plan for 5 years, and my observations
have been "that bees of the same col-

;
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ony do Rather lioney from various merchants.
the same time
and lliat ea<h bee gathers a particular kind of honey.
For instance, if a
bee starts out in the inoriiins; and
works on a particnlar llower, it will
invariably gather from that same
source all liie day, and perhaps for
several succeedingdays, whileanother
bee will visit some other llower in like

kinds

(if

tlowers

all at

;

The better way would be
either sel(>rt some one man to
handle all the honey, or else establish
our own agenc) on the co-operation
plan. To such a central depot, honey
could be shipped in bulk, and be there
bottled, labeled, etc., and sohl to retailers at not less than a certain price;
or it could be sent already bottled,
labeled or canned ready to retail. iJut
I hear some one say, "If such a course
were adopted, some firm would start
up to cut prices." Notpostively. For
in the tirst place, with unity amongst
honey-producers, such a lirm would be
unable to get honey at less than 10
cents per pound or if it did, it would
get inferior honey from persons who
produced it incidentally, and were
simply bent on getting something for
an article upon which they had bestowed little or no care. The consequence in the end would be increased
repute for the honey produced by the
union men, and their brand would become the staple brand.
Now, to prove that my idea is
sound, I may say that the honey
dealers, Messrs. W. H. Hoge & Co., of
London, are now advertising the
formation of a honey-producing -and
honey-selling company, with a capital of £80,000 (nearly .?400.000) in 80,000 shares, of £1 each. They propose
to purchase 10,000 colonies of bees in
California; shi]) the honey produced
to England, and sell it in the London
to
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ple of " every one for himself, and the
devil take the hindmost," so long will
the f(uemost not fare so well as he
would if he co-operated with his fellows.
Again, we do not want to try to in-

duce every body

to become bee-keepperson who really desires
to become a bee keeper, by all means
help him by advice, etc., but this trymanner.
ing to induce everybody to keep bees,
.Vt this time we have, in this localI am convinced is going to benefit noity, many
thousands of different
bidy. The idea I urge, will beneflt
flowers in bloom, with our bees gathalike all good bee-keepers, whether
ering from every source. It is simply
they combine bee-keeping with any
spring honey. My neighbors s+y that
other business or not; and it will
1 have my bees so well trained that I
cause a wide gulf between them and
can handle them as though they were
those who let the " bees work for
tlies
but I have yet to see the colony
nothing and board themselves," and
of bees so well trained that they will
whose only care is to get the honey
all gather one kind of honey at the
every fall.
same time.
Finally, bee-keepers who agree with
New Canton, 111.
me in the above, de not let this matter rest
by your simply saying,
" That's a good idea ;" but keep up
for tue American Bee JouniaL
the agitation until we get a " BeeKeepers' Trade Union." No doubt
A Bee-Keepers' Union Wanted.
many will read this article, look at
the name of the writer, and say,
R. .J. KENDALL.
" Kendall
who's he V He's nobody ;"
and so pass it by. Never mind who
Every article in any number of the
Kendall is, or who he is not. Call
Bee Journal, dealing with the queshim Jones if you like, but consider
tion of marketing honey, I always
the idea, which is not original with
read with interest— and I read too
me, on its merits, If it is bad, give
few. I entirely agree with Mr. H. O.
us a better. That
in union there is
Edwards, that this subject does not
strength,'" is as true of bee-keepers
seem to receive enougli attention. To
market,
both wholesale and retail. as of others and if we are wise we
me it seems that the cause of the present low rates for honey is very much They say, as one inducement to spec- will work on it.
ulators
to
join them, " the monopoly
Austin, Texas.
the fault of bee-keepers themselves.
Mr. Geo. W. House, "from time is complete." If a number of capitalists
can
do
that,
surely
a
number
immemorial"
almost,
has
been
For the American Bee Journal.
preaching up co-operation but no one of honey -producers can also do it.
appears to pay much attention to him,
Now, if every legitimate lioney-proImproved Section Case.
if we may take actions as evidence of ducer was to become a member of our
attention. Yet in co-operation, un- union and every union a member of
FRANK A. EATON.
doubtedly, lies the real secret of suc- a central union," they could control
the
cess.
honey
market.
We want .co-operati(m in comThey could keep
I have sent you one of my Section
munities, in counties, in States, and an even supply in all the markets, so Cases to be placed in the Bee Jourthroughout the whole country. About that St. Louis should not be glutted nal Museum. I believe the points of
a year ago I showed how, by co opera- and Chicago short, or vice versa. Every most importance in a section case are:
tion, any section could educate the producer would know just where to 1. To have a case that the
bees will
honey consumers of that section to send his honey, and by a little organi- enter and work in the most readily.
zation, we could get regular honey
take either extracted or comb honey
2. One from which the sections can
but my article fell as flat as ditch railway cars, with an attendant who be removed with ease, and that will
water, on the community no one ap- could travel with it, to collect the keep the sections clean.
parently took any notice'of it, and we honey, once, twice, or three times per
These are what 1 claim for my Case.
year, and so get better and safer car- The bees can enter
are still going on in the same old rut.
all parts of it as
I believe that by combination and riage, delivery, etc.
I believe the readily as in any Case
I know of. The
study, bee-keepers could net §1,000 saved burstage and leakage would sections can be removed at all times
pay
the
extra
per year as an average income and
expense of all this. In of the year with ease, and without rethis amount is by no means high.
If fact, it would seem that things have versing the Case (as with the Heda man runs an average of 100 colonies, all the room to improve, and very doii Case), and driving them out,
he ought to get an average of 100 little to go the other way.
thus breaking out some of the honey.
pounds per colony, and this would
When at a convention of honey-proThe Heddon Case has some few
give 10,000 pounds of honey, which, at ducers, a leading apiarist gets ud and points of merit, but they are so
few
10 cents per pound, would give SI, 000. says they cannot calculate on getting that I would not use it. In the
first
Is 10 cents per pound too much V Is more than o cents per pound net
for place there is valuable space taken up
100 pounds per colony too much ? honey, honey-producing is below par
with partitions; there is no protecSurely not. Yet we see extracted for a man, if he is intelligent, desires tion from propolis and wax, to the
honey quoted at fij^, 7, and 73>^ cents something more than a bare existence, bottom of the sections, and they are
per pound. Honey sold at retail at and that is about all honey at .5 cents difficult to remove when full. These
1'i cents per pound is cheap ; and a .5
per pound will give him. As to local objections are all overcome in my
cent margin should pay all expenses honey markets' of course no man will Case.
from prod\icer to retailer and I be- sell ill them at less than 10 cents per
I prefer, for the most of the comb
lieve by right management it could be pound, and he would always be
at honey, sections 43^x4J4, and 7 to the
done.
liberty to sell at more. If every honey- foot. My Case is to be used without
This method of shipping honey in- producer were to decide that he would separators, and by using sections
discriminately to commission mer- not sell at less than 10 cents net, in with narrow tops and bottoms, the
chants is bad, and tends directly to the city market, and 11 or 12 cents in bees will seldom bulge one comb into
lower prices, as any one who has lived the local market, but keep it first, another.
in a large city will testify i. e., if he honey would fetch higher prices. But
In this Case the sections set perhas had experience with commission just so long as men act on the princi- fectly compact, which economizes all
ers.

Any

;

;

I

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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space above the
of the valuable
brood-chamber. One or two tiers of
sections can be used, as desired, in
the same Case, by coveriiis it with
burlap, or any kind of cloth. With

with them.

many

will

using

the

I do not believe that close the hive again and wait; do not
wish to use them after be in a hurry, for yon can keep the
inch section in my new queen a week or more if necesl}4

original Case.
I have never had any trouble in
secnarrow top sections, it is very easy to variation in size of sections.
tell when the bees are at work in tion would need lie exceedingly plump
them, or when they are full, by rais- to refuse to go between the partitions;
but I can readily see that -I such
ing it.
It can be used to great advantage plump sections might amount to a
in out-door wintering,by leaving it on misfit in Mr. IJibbern's style of Case.
I do not think it advisable for us to
the hive and placing your cloth in the
bottom and tilling with chaff or leaves, change our sizes of sections except in
which will make ventilation enough, width and this we do, keeping that
and absorb the moisture during con- width always such that some whole
finement, thereby preventing diar- number of sections will measure one
to the
rhoea in winter. I do not claim that foot. Tlie 2-inch section is
my Case is perfection itself, but I be- foot ; IM scant, 7 to the foot ; 1J|, 8 to
can use all 3 sizes in
lieve it to be practical, and in advance the foot.
one case at a time and all 3 sizes fit
of any Case I know of.
the shipping crates equally well.
Bluff ton, Iowa.
I have tried hard, and have come to
[The Case is placed in the Museum the conclusion that for a surplus case
for the examination of visitors.— Ed.] without separators, the one I use can-

A

;

sary.

would ask Prof. Cook why

lie obto the use of oil-cloth in the
place of a honey-board. I notice that
he condemns tlie use of it, but gives
no reason. I had concluded that it
was the best thing to use, but if any
thing else is better, I would like to
find it out. Others besides myself are
interested in this matter.

I

jects

Casey,

III.

For tbe American Bee JournaL.

Winter

We

H. V. TRAIN.

;

not be improved. If lam mistaken,
time and experience will show it.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
to say to Mr. Shepherd,
I wish
with whom I well know how to symSurplus Cases— Bee-Diarrhoea.
pathize, tliat my apiary has suffered
with the ravages of that disease, more
JAMES HEDDON.
radically thaif his of last winter and
that, too, when not one drop of fall
I have tried very hard to make
some improvement upon my surplus honey was in the hives, and the combs
tilled with rich, ripe basscomb honey Case. I cannot do it. I being well
sealed, in a large,
do not think that Mr. Dibbern has wood honey, well
warm
cellar, and out-doors tlie
done it." I do not think that he is dry,
I have also, at other
using my Case. I think my claims same way.
when
would not be broad enough to call his times, had excellent success
changes a Heddon Case. I have no wintering almost exclusively on honey
from the fall flowers he mentions.
claim upon the tin T,
Mr. Woodward is coming pretty
I have never considered my Case
Ilis
the mark on page 249.
best adapted to separators, though its near to
will not do.
solidity,
cheapness, lightness and final conclusion, however,
that brood-rearing is
simplicity are such that I am not at Wliile it is true
a friendly partner with bee-diarrhcea,
all sure but that short separators goupon as the first
ing between the wood partitions of it cannot be looked
cause, or more tlian one of the favorthe Case just as it is, would be betable conditions or aggravations, beter, involving less complication taken
cause many can testify to the disease
all in all, than the Case described by
in radical form with no attempts at
Mr. Dibbern.
;

"
I am glad that he is not so far " off
as to throw away tlie invaluable beespace.
Our bee-spaces, however,
never enlarge.
I will now mention what I believe
two serious disadvantages with Mr.
D.'s plan. 1. As tiis rows of sections
are separated from each other at their
bottoms by the thickness of the T,
the same opening must exist at the
top, with nothing but glue to till it.
2. It always has been a fact, and will
soon be more fully appreciated, that
it is of great importance that we have,
and stick to a standard size of brood

frame and section.
Practically we have their measurements before us in the shape of standard Langstroth, and 4J.4;x-li4.
Now, I cannot make a light, strong,
simplecasetosuitme that is of a neat
;

proper outside fit for the length of
the standard Langstrotli hive, and an
inside tit for any given number of i}^xi^ sections. If all the wood in my
divisions were in tlie end pieces, the
case would be no heavier, but not as
strong.

Mr. D. says that many cannot dispense with separators. By the way
they rose up at the last Northwestern
Convention in Chicago, it would seem
that many can and are dispensing

breeding, present.

Dowagiac, Mich.
For tbe American Bee Joumil

Introducing Queens.
D. K.

ROSEBROUGH.

Stores, Pollen, etc.

Mr. A. A. Fradenburg. on page

me

asks

to explain,

Why

1.

76,

his bees

diarrhcea when fed on clover
I did not intend saying that
bees never would havediarrliwa while
eating clover honey but that clover
liad

lioney.

;

honey
honey

is

less apt to

sour

than late

safer for winter
and hence,
food. There is no honey that will not
and
sour under certain conditions
even sugar syrup will sour sometimes
and cause diarrhosa but it is less apt
to do so, if made thick, than fall
honey, and hence, is safer for winter
stores and the same is true of clover
honey. In question No. 2, he asks if
I ever knew of a colony to have the
diarrhoea when there was no pollen in
the hive. I answer no for the reais

;

;

;

;

;

never knew of such a colony and it is very difficult to get a
colony in that condition. If we feed
pure sugar syrup at any time when
there is pollen in the fields, or its substitute to be had, the bees are sure to
son that

I

;

store either the pollen or its substitute, while storing t.he syrup. They
will do this for the reason that it is a
necessary article in their household
operations.
Bees get a substitute for pollen from
various sources. My kind of meal

and they get it even from
will do
have often seen them
I
sawdust.
loading their baskets from sawdust
and, unless, we give them
heaps
combs which have never been in a
brood-chamber, there will surely be
some pollen in the combs. I have
never yet succeeded in getting a colony into the cellar without some pollen, or its equivalent in the hive.
Others may have dune so, but unless
they have examined very carefully, I
should be inclined to doubt.
Honey will sour in one colony when
it does iiot in another at its side, and
In one, the
in the same temperature.
honey may be riper than in the other;
or there may be more bees in the
one than in the other, and hence, the
;

;

A

great many queens are lost when
introducing them but I have not lost
one of the 2o I introduced the past
First
year. My method is as follows
lind the queen you wish to supersede,
cage her, and place the cage above the
bees. It is better to have a one or
1*^ story hive. I then move the
quilt, put the cage with the wire
down, and leave it in that position
about one hour, by that time all the
bees will learn that their queen is
imprisoned.
Now remove her, and
put the new queen in the same place,
leaving her until sundown, when she
may be liberated, after which the
woik is completed.
The old way of caging: the queen
for 3 days, is a failure ; for in that
time the bees very often take up with
a drone-laying queen, and the new
queen is killed, and the colony about
ruined.
Do the work in the morning, but if
you cannot readily find the queen,
;

:

difference.

Honey will not sour while covered
with bees, or as warm as the bees'
breath but when honey outside of the
cluster gets cold enough to condense
breath, or ratlier the vapor
their
therein, it becomes wet, and if this
is long continued, the honey will sour.
See Mr. Heddon's remark on page
74, under " Frost Proof House:" "But
when below (that is the temperature),
;
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dampness

injure the Iioney at

will

They

der the carpet.

will

drink read-

Mr. Sinimons I commence to feed
early by gi\ iug them flour and granulated sugar. Miqile syrup is one of
Uie best sweets to feed bees.
:

Kvery body knows it you ily, and then it is all quiet.
J\Ir. Page: lam aware that we can
lireiitlie upon iuiv eold non-conductins
overdo the chaff packing. We pack
substiince, it becomes wet at onee
and every honey-producer is aware too closely, and do not properly ventithat if honey is kept wet, it will soon late.
Mr. Bowman
The dead air space
spoil.
is preferable to close chaff packing.
Mauston, Wis.
Mr. Ovitt: I tried the feeding of a
colony which liad no pollen, with
Mahoning "Vallfey, 0., Convention. sugar syrup, and was successful. For
extracted honey this is a good process.
Tlie annual meeting was held at
Mr. Bowman
If honey gathered
Newton Falls, O., on Thursday. April late in the fall is not fit to winter
10, 1884.
bees on, is it right to offer it on the
Pres. Carson asked, " What is pea- market V
vine clover, Its habits and growth V"
JNIr. Langton
We would be killing
Mr. Page: It is a very rank-grow- our own market always sell a firsting clover. Its seed matures from class article.
the first growth of the season, and I
Mr. Paine: I have a quantity of not
think, secretes a large quantity of first quality of honey gathered late in
sweets.
the fall w"hat can I do with it?
Mr. Ovitt asked, if a double-walled
Feed it in the spring
Mr. Langton
hive with a dead-air space was not when the bees are gathering pollen.
preferable to packing with chaff, and
Adjourned till the afternoon.
First on the afternoon programme
said
I have noticed that those who
pack with chaff are no more success- was the election of officers, which re(Mice.""

;

:

:

:

Mr. Ilaniiuond

;

:

:

For President,
sulted as follows
Leonard Carson for Vice-President,
S.
the
air-space,
the
for Secretarv, E. W.
disease, while with
S. Ovitt
natural waruith of the bees will dry Turner, Xewton Falls for Treasurer,
and an executive
this portion of the hive. I notice the II. A. Simmons
most of my loss in wintering, is by board of three, C. U. Kistler, C. R.
not having proper ventilation they Page, and C. (i. Beardsly.
smother, or there is not enough circuThe subject of queen rearing was
lation.
then discussed.
2ilr, Bowman
First have a strong
Mr. Langton I have tried for the
examine
last three years the dead-air packing, colony reuuive the queen
and my bees came througli well. 'I the frames and find a nice frame of
have tried two methods of wintering eggs, and watch carefully the hatchin clamps, ont-door and in a cellar. ing of each, or give a frame of eggs
My way of out-door wintering is as to a small nucleus, and let it rear a
as to
follows
I dig a trench some -t inches queen from this frame of eggs
wider than the hives, and 8 inches testing of queens, I let them remain
drained.
Fill
with tlie nucleus.
deep on ground, well
this space with chaff or fine cut straw,
Mr. Page
I wish perfect cells. To
lay a plank lengthwise on the straw, do this I draw a knife across the top
place two strips 2 inches square run- of the cells, sometimes cutting the
ning parallel with the plank take comb in two, say 4 inches from the
the bottom off of the hives, and place top of llie frame.
them on these strips; then take boards
Mr. Langton I use a strip of founand form an inverted-shaped cover- dation and destroy every other cell, so
ing; cover with straw a few inches as to enlarge the distance between
deep, then with about 8 to 10 inches the cells.
Iilr. Page
I use new combs.
of soil. At one end of the clamp I
" How early in the spring is it adput in a small ventilator take four
laths and nail them together, and let inissable to commence to feed your
it reach down near the bottom of the bees to stimulate brood-rearing V
Mr. Langton I take my liees out of
hives. At the other end I put in
another one lying horizontally and the cellar as soon as it is safe to do so.
protruding thro'ugh the bank of earth, I thoroughly clean out the hives, inand running through under the first sert tlie divisiou-board, and commence
hive, covered with a little straw to to feed as soon as the bees commence
exclude the light. With this system to gather pollen.
I live close to a flour
JSIr. Ilammon
of packing, I havenever lost a colony.
By it the bees are kept dormant, and mill my bees have no trouble in
there is a proper circulation of air. gathering pollen.
I clean out the Jiives
Bees kept in this way consume but
^Ir. Page
little honey, compared with the old put the bees on as few frames as posway of keeping them. My method of sible feed pure honey, and about
cellaring bees is as follows
I stand the first of May I go over the hives
the hives 2 feet froQi the cellar wall, again, give tbem more frames, and
pack one tier above tlie other, if the get ready for business.
I even up my coloroom is limited and ventilate as in
Mr. Langton
the clamp process, by perpendicular nies about May 1 take frames from a
ventilators run up into the room strong colony and insert it into a
above.
The percentage of loss is weaker one, and work up a strong
Some colonies
small by this process. As to giving force in this way.
bees a flight in winter, I do not prac- gathered as high as 120 pounds of
tice it. If I find that they are uneasy honey last season.
and make a rumbling noise, I water
Mr. Bowman I put my bees into
them by placing an em))ty section in- winter quarters, and do not disturb
verted on the cap of the hive just un- them until apple-bloom is over.
:

;

:

;

;

;

:

1

:

prefer pure Ital-

ian bees.

Mr. Bow^nian
The Italians are the
standard bees for gathering honey
the Cyprians are a good breed, es:

;

pecially the

American bred.

Mr. Simmons: I think the Langstrolhhive is jireferable for :ill purposes

at least

:

my

it is

Mr.
Jjangton
Langstroth hive is

Hammond

^Ir.

choice.
Siniplicity-

The

:

my
I

:

preference.

have used

modern

hives, and find the
troth the least trouble.

Mr. Simmons:

;

I fear that the chaff
ful tlian others.
will gather dampness and engender
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Millet clover

of the best honey-producers
all

;

it

all

the

Langsis one
blooms

the season.

Mr. Page: In my section of the
country basswood abounds in the
woods.
Mv. Bowman I would plant locust
and the tulip. Melilot clover is one
of the best honey-producing plants.
It was moved that a vote of thanks
be tendered Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson,
and others for their able articles.
The President then appointed Mr.
Hammond and Mr. Page as essayists
for our next meeting.
Adjourned to meet In Newton Falls^
on June (i, 1884.
:

W. Turner,

E.

Leonard Carson,

Sec.

Pres.

:

;

;

:
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Priority of Location.
J.

;

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

E.

Heddon,

yir.

POND, JR.

in his article

which he

holds out to be an answer to myself,
either misunderstands my position or
forgets the nature of the article to
for he nowhere
I replied
touches upon my own position in regard to the question. This being so,
I should not feel called upon to reply
further, were it not that Mr. II. claims
that because I am a lawyer, I am not
the best ([ualifled person to decide the

which

;

matter in dispute.
Now, without contending to boast

my

of

intellectual qualifications, I
entirely to see why
am a lawyer disqualiin any sense from forming and

fail w'hollv and
the fact tliat I
fit

s

me

expressing a correct opinion.
But what is this question that a
lawyer is not able to decide V Simply
Mr. H., in the original article
this
:

which drew a reply from me, assumed
that no one had a right to locate an

apiary in a lield already occupied. To
this position I demurred, and I still
demur and claim thatone person has
the same right as another to locate an
apiary wherever he chooses.
As' well might "the butcher, the
baker, and the candle-stick maker"
claim right of priority in a certain
town, as for an apiarist so to do. Mr.
;

II. 's

whole

article

is

prove a matter which

an attempt to

not disputed
by me. and one that I did not suppose
was even a question of dispute, viz
that a fully occupied field cannot be
further sub-divided without causing
loss to all its occupants. This matter
is

:

;
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I admit but the question of priority tion, but on bright, warm days, close
of location giving a person any ex- the ventilation of the cellar, and open
clusive right of occupancy I deny, it at night
botli as a lawyer and a man and fail
There will be a general worry toas yet to see a'ny good reason why my wards spring that you can do nothing
denial is entitled to less weight be- for e.xcept to sprinkle the fronts of
cause I aiu a lawyer.
the hives with water, ov keep a wet
Foxboro, Mass.
The first pleasant
clotli on tlie tack.
day, when the temperature is 40° or
If
4.5° in the shade, set them out.
For the American Bee Journal.
you use loose bottom-boards, clean off
the dead bees as you set them out
Diarrhoea—Marketing Honey.
then keep the entrances closed to
within 1^ an inch, to keep them from
J. E. CADY.
;

;

Watch them closely
out.
to prevent accidental loss of swarms.
Be sure to commence watering them
swarming

Of the many causes producing

dis-

ease in bees, I think worry is the
main one. I have seen bees spot the
hive in a few minutes after I had removed their queen, on a beautiful
summer day. In winter frequent disturbance, even if they have the best
of honey, will cause them to spot the
hive. Scarcity of honey, either from
granulation in the cells or by becoming sour, or in any way unsuitable for
the sustenance of bee-life, and long
eonflnement.will bring on the disease.
I do not think cold has any direct
cause, but indirectly by causing honey
to granulate, gather dampness, and
sour. Pollen has nothing to do with
it, except when it gathers dampness,
ferments and mixes with the honey,
then it has the same effect as sour

honey, having lost

its

the next day with warm water.at some

convenient place near the yard. This
will save many thousands of bees.
Continue it all the spring, for it is one
of the greatest helps in the business.

experience in
began. I tound
comb honey, from the body of the
hive in Langstroth frames, on tlie
market at 30 cents per pound, and exI

proper element

to this hole.

hive.

Medford, Mimi.
For the American Bee JoumaL

My Report on

Wintering.

JOHN YODEK.
I
13,

put 53 colonies into the cellar Nov.
1883, and took them out April 18,

1884.
My cellar is 25x16 feet, made of
and under the
stone and brick
ventilating pipe
kitchen a 8-incli
reaches down from the chimney, then
along the cellar rtoor to a little room
16x8, partitioned otf one end of the
Into this room I put the -53
cellar.
colonies in 2 rows 4 deep the bottom
row standing on empty bee-hives.
Each hive was setting on its own
bottom-board, and each had an oathull cushion on the top, and also contained 30 pounds of good white honey.
During all the forepart of the winter,
the thermometer ranged from 42° to
46", and the latter part 40°.
About Feb. 1 the bottom rows com;

;

tracted honey was unknown. I run
my apiarv for both comb and exextracted. I
tracted honey about
began bv convincing the druggists menced to show signs of diarrhoea,
that my extracted honey was pure, and a little later the second row
and succeeded in sehing them .500 showed the same, and soiling the enpounds of white clover honey, at 25 trances of the hives badly. So the
cents per pound. It saved them 5 disease spread upward slowly. 1 could
cents per pound, and the trouble of not well put them out without disgetting it from the comb themselves. turbing the top rows, which were as
I then sold my basswood honey from clean as when I put them in. When
house to house, at 20 cents per pound, I put them out, I found the bottom
and I soon found that it was neces- rows had used nearly all their honey,
sary to have a wholesale price, which the top rows using the least but all
One had starved
I fixed at W^-i cents a pound, and suc- quite clean inside.
ceeded in selling my whole honey to death after using at least .30 pounds
crop {over 3,000 lbs.) in my liome mar- of good honey. One out of 53 is not
ket. I sold 800 pounds of comb honey bad I think. I took up 2 bushels of
in two-pound sections at 25 cents per dead bees.
pound; this I have kept up with
The last 2 winters my bees were
slight variation, and a steady decline the same cellar, prepared the same
retails
honey
comb
tih
in prices,
way, and were in about the same
slowlv at 20 cents wholesale, good at length of time, and only consumed on
15 ceiits. For extracted honey, whole- an average 9 pounds of honey. I
sale, jO cents, and retail \2^4 cents, think my cellar was too wariii. and
with demand good. Almost a fabu- there must have been some difference
lous amount of pure honey was sold in temperature between the bottom
in this market, last year. ]SIy sales and the top of the cellar, to cause the
are, up to date, 6,000 pounds during difference in the keeping of the bees ;
the past year. I have used the pam- at all events I think the bottom rows
phlet. "Honey as Food and Medicine,'' commenced to breed, then commenced
also a card of my own get up. I find to eat pollen, thus causing diarrhcea.
these gives me a vantage ground
They must have bred a lot somesave much time, tell the people at a where, and the old ones " jumped off
dealing,
are
glance with whom they
the stage," or where would all the
save mistakes, bring me many or- dead bees come from V
ders and sales that I should not otherI hear of a great many bees dying
wise get, and hasten acquaintance. in Elgin county and elsewhere. 1 use
It takes years to establish a business the Quinbv hanging-frame hive with
integrity, which these help to gain no division-boards, nor holes in the
more quickly. That is the foundation comb. I cannot see but what empty
of success; it is our capital, and comb or combs, in a hive with a small
should be valued highly. I use these colony in the centre, is not as well
cards in the cities near me, deliver protected as though they had a divisThe season is
the honey in uerson when I get orders ion-board in them.
enough to pay me to go, but always late, and there is not much pollen yet.
is
or- It is very dry here.
little rain would
take along more honey than
dered. I receive but few orders for make it "jubilant for the bees.
less than 25 pounds, and often .50 and
Springfield, Out., April 28, 1884.
100 pounds. I sell a little cheaper by
the hundred, but make no difference
i^" The KentuckyBee-Keepers'Conon 25 or .50 pounds.
Ky., durTo get the full advantage of circu- vention meets in Louisville,
of the Exposition (day
lars, a first-class quality of honey has ing the opening
X. P. Allen, Sec.
to be delivered in every case if not. not fixed).

%

.

;

tlie

spring, bees want water, especially if
they are in a dry cellar ; this causes a
worry that makes them spot the hive.
All hives should have a hole within
easy reach of the bees, above the entrance that cannot be clogged with
bees. In colonies which worry, the

come

I

;

m

room.

will

When

the advertisement proves a damage
but now honey has to be a thoroughly
good article, and well ripened in the

;

;

brood-rearing begins in

10 years

;

To supply proper food in sufficient
quantities, is a long step in ttie right
direction; but time will change the
quality of hcniey in any cellar. My
cellar is so dry that when I sweep up
the bees, it raises a dust and yet it
is no place to keep honey in first-class
condition, even in the summer. There
are two outside hatchw^ays to it, and
it can be ventilated in a few moments,
making it as nice as an upper

When

have had

selling honey.

as bee-food. We might as well exclude the honey from the liive for
fear of its souring, as to exclude pollen. If bees are forced to eat pollen
from a lack of honey, they will starve,
and all will become sick if starved.
Old bees cannot live a great while in
the winter, even upon the nicest
qualitv of pollen.

bees

;

!N'ow,

with an awl make a small hole about
1 inch above and a little to the right
of the first one press a tack into it,
then hang a small wet cloth on the
tack, so it will hang down by the
opening in the hive keep this cloth
wet, and your bees will not suffer
much from'worry. If the honey has
i

;

granulated, the water will assist tliem
If they still worry, it is
to eat it.
evident that sour honey or a scarcity
of stores is the cause. I have stopped
2 colonies witti water alone, this
Towards spring keep the
spring.
temperature down as low as possible
take every block from the entrance,
give each colony plenty of ventila;

A

;

,
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brood frames. Last season I experimented bv putting it down to the botHive.
my
of
Description
tom-bar, and leaving the space above
in this way it needs no rubbing down
O, I. WILLIS.
to the frame, or melted wax, or any
fastening at all, other than the wires.
my liives about 3 inclies The bees will run little fastenings
I make
deeper tlian the frames, which are along the wires at the top, and fasten
10x15 iiuhes, inside measure. 1 nail them 10 the top bar, and tlien fill the
on the side of the hive, in each cor- spaces between. In this way I get a
For the Amerlran Ree .lournat.

;

inch strips lOij inches higli.
1
I4
these strips I nail laths about
inch apart, and then till with straw or
chatT back of this, putting on a plate
or strips reaching from one corner
post (U- strip, to the otlier, thus making a 4-inch, iiermanent, chaff wall.
Then put metal rests on these end
plates for the frames to rest upon. My
1
frames run lengthwise of the hive
make a passage way for the bees under one of the chaff walls.
For winter preparation, I take out
all of the frames except -5 or H. and
put them in the centre of the hive,
and slip luv division-boards upon both
sides of the frames, which leaves
about 4 inches on either side. These
spaces I fill with chaff or straw, and
also on top of the frames. Thus the
bees are completely encased in straw
or chaff.
It is considerable work to prepare
them in this way but then, I think it
pays every time. It is a great satisfaction to me to see ray 28 colonies so
ner,

To

;

snuglv packed in this way. They all
through this extreme cold
winter so nicely. Packed in this way,
th« brood-cliaml)er is kept perfectly
dry and warm.
My frames are closed ends, and top
and bottom narrow, so they can be
slipped up snugly together for packing,
and yet not cru.sh the bees. I liave in
my liiind a device that can be used
with narrow frames, to prevent them
from coming together and crushing
the bees.
The advantages of this hive for
summer use is: 1. In the spring, as
soon as the weather becomes warm, I
take out the straw or chaff on the top
and sides, and enlarge my hive to the
capacity of lu frames, as the bees
need them.

came"

solid comi) tor extracting
I slant the roof of the hive like that
of a house, and use shingles, double
This
course, painting them well.
makes a roof tliat will not crack or
leak, and will last for years.
Farmer City, 111,

which were old and ready to die,
wldle lliose wintered out-of-doors allowed the old bees more opportunity
to come out, hence the dwindling was
of

less perceptible.

Mr. Emigh said he found that late
feeding was sure to induce dampness.
on the meteoro^Nlr. Frith spoke
logical effects of air, showing that
when a current of ('ool air was allowed
to pass through a bee-house or cellar,
when it came in contact with the
warm air inside, it expanded, thereby

leaving the
absorbing dampness,
house in a dry and proper condition.
A high temperature was considered
far preferable in wintering, as there
less danger from diarrhoea by
honey that was not sealed or ripe
wheii going into winter quarters.

was
Woodstock,

Ont., Convention.

From
Tlie bee-keepers of Oxford County,
Out., held their first general meeting
at Woodstock, on Saturday, April Ut,
at 10:30 a. m. After the routine business was disposed of. President J. B.
Hall gave a report of his visit to Toronto in reference to the passage of a
Bill relative to bees affected with foul
brood.

.>5"

to 60°

was considered the

most desirable temperature.
Mr. Tennant said his bees had eaten
an nnusTially large quantity of honey

The temperature of
in wintering.
his cellar aver;iged less than 4.5-',but he
if the temperature had been
higher, less honey would have been

thought

consumed.
Mr. Hall thought pollen was very
useful, and served as an important
A motion was passed authorizing factor
in successful wintering.
the secretary to correspond with the
The disease of foul brood in bees
secretary of the Ontario association,
with a view to bringing about such was next discussed.
Dr. Duncan made a clear and inunited effort as will result in the pastelligent exposition of the disease
sage of such a law.
and its cure. When the question
The meeting adjourned till 1 p. m.
After the calling of the roll in the " Is there any known cause for foul
afternoon, the question of spring brood?" was elicited, Mr. Hall replied that there were many theories,
management of bees was taken up.
Dr. Duncan said that, as a rule, but no positively known cause.
It was considered best to destroy
strong colonies will take care of thembees affected with foul brood rather
selves if they have sufficient food.
Mr. Hall said that weak colonies than attempt a cure, as it would in
seldom paid for building up with all probability be the cheapest in the
end.
brood taken from stronger colonies
The best method of increase was the
while to stimulate with feeding would
induce robbing to a great extent. As next subject discussed.
Mr. Emigh thought if the colonies
a rule he believed it best to let each
colony stand on its own strength and were doubled, that would be a sufresources, and if any failed to come ficient increase, and would advise inup to the standard of excellence de- crease by natural swarming.
Mr. Mali^olm said for those wishing
sired, double up and introduce a new
increase, rather tliah take off honey, it
queen, or give a queen cell.
Mr. Fritli said that management would be safe to increase two, or even
should begin in September, as the tlu-ee fold, if the season were favor:

;

2. It is so much easier to get to the condition of the bees in the spring deframes than in a hive where they pended on tliat they were in when put
come up flush to the ends, and are into winter (juarters.
stuck fast with propolis. With the
Mr. Elpore did not favor building
frames resting on metal rests on the up weak colonies, by taking bees or
from
the
ends
of
end plates, 3 inches
brood from stronger ones.
the hive, it is impossible for the bees
Mr. Emigh said he thought plenty
to fasten them.
of food and heat were tfie principal

able.

M. S. Schell explained his method
of securing an increase of colonies
during the last season, wliich was

simply by making nucleus taken from
the strongest and giving them capped queen-cells or young queens
reared from the best colonies, taking
in special precautions to keep the nu3. With the walls of the hive run- requisites to secure strong colonies
cleus warm.
ning 3 inches above the frames, and the spring.
The following question was next
The question of spring feeding, or
the roof made with a 3-inch strip
table by Dr. Duncan
on the sides, it gives plenty of room stimulation to induce breeding, was placed on the
which colonies will we receive
for a case of sections inside, without taken up, when the general impres- From
the ones that are
adding a second story though if it is sion seemed to be, that it did not pay the most lioney ;
as much as
swarming
from
prevented
warm,
and
became
weather
the
until
set
frames,
of
to
add
a
second
desired
possible, or those that are allowed to
well
advanced.
pretty
season
the
super
or
large
need
to
put
on
a
only
I
Mr. Shannon said that bee-papers increase a reasonable amount V
section, and I have a complete twoMessrs. Hall and Emigh were both
story liive for extracting. The Root advanced the idea that as a general
opini(m that taking the averchaff-hive, as I understand it, is al- tiling bees wintered inside were more of the
would be
ways a two-story. This. I think, subject to spring dwindling than those age season, tlie rao.st honey that were
would be an objection. Another ad- wintered out-of-doors; but he would received from the colonies
allowed to increase; of course the
vantage in having the sides, and ends like to hear the subject discussed.
Mr. Ilall thought the cause for the honey taken from the new colonies
also, run 3 inches above the frames, is
with the old one.
that it gives room for cliafT for winter idea being entertained, was due more being included
In reference to making a display of
to the fact that when colonies were
packing.
at the fall Agricultural ExhiI have always had a great deal of taken out in the spring, they usually honey
resolved that the ex
trouble in fastening foundation in the were very full of bees, a large portion bition, it was
:

;

;
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ecutive committee make such arrange- race of bees, less liable
to swarm or
ments as may be deemed best.
abscond, do not breed so fast after the
Adjourned to meet on the 3d Satur- honey season is over, and will not
day in next August, at I p. m.
cling to the comb nm- rob as quickly
as the Italians.
I cannot agree with :Mr. U. in reFor tlie American Bee Jourual.
gard to separators being cheaper. I
am getting out 2.000 of them for oneReview of Unsettled Points.
pound sections, each one being long

enough for two sections, and 51)0 for
two-pound sections; the whole cost of
No report of a trial with comb foun- which will be $fi..50. besides my own
dation should be given to the world work, and I think they will last a life-

EDSON

J.

SMITH.

by one who has made such advancement in bee culture as has Jlr. Heddou, when such comb foundation as
the V^mdervort and 01m are left out
both of which are equal, if not superior to any which were used in his
trial and it does the manufacturers

time.

Wood is preferable to tin for separators, as it is warmer and easier for the
bees to cling to or climb on. As
nearly all the honey in this county is
glassed, we shall continue using separators, for

we

believe

it

;

pays to glass

machines great injus- it when we can make $6 per dav for
tice.
The \'andervort is the leading washing and glassing and theii the
machine in this vicinitv. getting dealers demand it. As a proof of this,
nearly all the wax to make up, in one firm in this vicinity bought over
7 tons of honey last fall, all of which
preference to otlier machines.
Last year I used over 600 frames was glassed.
New England.
filled with the Vandervort foundation,
and but 4 of them sagged. I use no
of both of ttie

;

wire, as I consider

foundation

is

it

useless

fastened in as

when
should

it

be.

Double-walled hives are taking the

For the Aoierlcan Bee Journal.

Seneca County,

0.,

Convention.

Met on Saturday, April 29, at Tiffin,
lead in tliis county. At least "4 of with President Troxel
in the chair.
the apiaries contain them, and the last
" Early Spring Treatment" was the
year over 70 tons of comb honey was first topic discussed.
Mr. Overmyer,
produced in them, in one and two- of Sandusky county, advocated letting
pound sections, and all being first- bees remain quiet, not disturbing
class honey. Though the losses were them too much.
After an examinaheavy ill some localities last winter, tion sufficient to see whether
they
here it was scarcely anything.
need feeding, and to see that none
In the spring of IHSl, mv bees had are motherless, they should
then be
come through the winter very strong, left to themselves— no opening and
and bred up fast. About Uky 1 they breaking their clusters out
simple
commenced to bring in hoiiey and curiosity. Have a purpose of
when you
pollen from the woods.
The sun open a CDlony, and when you do so,
shone out in the morning very warm, perform the operation as
rapidly as
there was no wind, and the bees went possible, and then
quit. They iieed
to the woods in large numbers aljout to be kept warm
so that breeding mav
10 or 11 a. m., the wind blew up from go on rapidly. He
advised using a
the north very cold and tlie bees on division-board,
and contracting the
their return to the hives, became brood-chamber
to
the
number of
chilled, dropped on the ground and combs that
the quantity of bees will
died. You could pick them up every- cover and
no more. As the weather
where, loaded with pollen and the gets warmer, and the
bees increase in
consequence was that the colonies number, give more combs.
Usually
were not nearly so strong liv Mav l-'J one comb at a time is
sulficient. and
as they were on April 1. Now, I know always put the
comb
you give them in
they were well wintered, and had the the centre, and
not on the outside of
weather kept warm, they would not tlie hive. In describing the
different
have dwindled; and yet, Mr. Heddon. qualities of honey, he gave
a descripon page .578 of the Bke Journal for tion of a dark-colored honey
the bees
1888,
reply to Mr. Mitchell's ques- had gathered at his apiary
in Ottawa
' It is mv opinion that
tion, says
no county late in the season, from the
bees ever spring dwindled that could tall cane growing on
the low lands
rightfully be called well wintered."
along Lake Erie. He found that any
If the wind comes from the north colonies going
into winter quarters
and blows hard and cold wlien the with any of this quality of honey
unsuiicro.sses the equinoctial in March, capped, was
fatal to the colony. The
the bees will dwindle badly in tlie bees gathered
this from the blades of
spring but if tiie wind comes from the cane, and
he believed, upon exthe south, or if the weather is calm amination,
that it was the
and the wind changeable, the effect a plant louse. He doubted product of
verv much
on the bees will be opposite from the whether there was
any such thing as
former condition.
' honey dew."
Bees will not dwindle as badly in
Mr. Feasel thought it unnecessary
double-walled hives packed with chaff, to contract the space
in brood-chamor feel the excessive heat of summer, ber, believing that
the bees would see
as in single-walled ones.
to that, and generate heat sufiicient
The black bees are the best to go to to protect
mature the brood. He
work in the sections, and build white had read and
in a bee- paper of a case
comb which will take the first pre- where bees had
generated heat sufmium every time over that made by ficient to melt down
their combs when
the Italians. The blacks are a hardier the thermometer
was below zero. He
;

;

;

m

:

;

was quite sure that there was such a
thing as honey dew when the conditions were favorable for its formation.
Mr. Martin did not believe in any
such reports that bees could generate

heat sufiicient to melt

when

down combs,

the thermometer was below
Bees, he said, had no nose,
and did not breathe by means of
lungs as animals do, nor yet by gills
as tish do, but through small holes
called spiracles under their wings. It
was simply an impossibilitv for 40,000
bees— a strong colony— to inhale sufficient oxygen to produce that amount
of heat. He believed that bees frequently, when severe cold continued
for an unusual length of time, exhausted their physical strength and
died from overexertion, in their efforts to keep warm, by tlieir rapid
breathing, as that is the only means
they have of increasing the temperature in their hives. \Ve all know that
one way to warm up. when very cold,
is to breathe rapidly for a short time.
zero.

Adjourned till 1 p. in.
1 p. m. the
association met with
an increased attendance. A general
examination of honey, hives, etc.,

At

took place.
" What kind of hive shall we use V"
and " Bee Pasturage." were the topics
for the afternoon session. Mr. Overmyer explained his process of transferring. He said he used two kinds
of hives, the Langstroth and the Gallup.
He believed in having large
hives, so as to give plenty of room,
and when any colony weakens from
any cause, contract space bv a division-board. He explained extracting
honey, and said that last summer he
obtained 41 barrels of honey from 17.5
colonies— spring count, in 9 days—
mostly from linden, as white clover
was very scarce in this locality.
Mr. Martin explained, for the beginners, the process of transferring
and putting a new swarm into the
hive.
Would not transfer too early;
not before the fruit trees are in bloom,
and not then on any day when the
bees could not fly in safetv from cold
blasts of wind.
He preferred the
standard Langstroth hive.
Mr. Feasel said be used the Langstrotli
hive and worked for comb
honey explaining fully his mode of
securing honey in sections. He said
if he obtained 2') pounds as an average
from all colonies, old and young, it
was equal to the large yields from
spring count.
Can take one good
strong colony in his apiary, in early
;

spring, and "increase to 10 or 12 good
colonies by the time white clover and
linden open.

Mr. Troxel gave his experience with
Langstroth hive.
He said he
worked for both comb and extracted
the

honey.

He

exhibited some very fine

specimens of comb foundation, of his
own manufacture.

The suljject of --Bee Pasturage"
was postponed until the next meeting.
Several new names were added to
the membership list of the association, and the next meeting promises
one of unusual interest.
Adjourned to meet May 17.

to be

J.

E. J. 0.
T. M.\RTIN, Sec.

Troxel,

Pres.
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their coming out to be mated, and
the bees would follow them. If I am
not correct In this, will somc^ one give
me the reason V I had as many as
swarms from one colony in the same
day, I examined and cut out all the
cells except
one, and stopped the
swarming.
Hope 1 will not have
many swarms this season.

.".

White Clover Looks Promising.
^ly bees are all in fine condition
This is the
loss in wintering.
fourth winter I have packed my bees
in ohalT out-of-doors without loss, and
I am still satisfied with chalT packing.
Bees are now gathering lioney rapidly, and building comb.
Everything
bids fair for a good honey crop.
AVhite clover never looked better at
this time of the year, and this is from
which we get our honey, if we get
any surplus at all. The Langstrotli
hive is taking the lead in this locality,
and the deep frame is becoming a
thing of the past. Bees suffered terribly during March and April, where
they were not protected many have
lost all either by spring dwindling or
robbing.
J. G. Nouton.
;

Dr.

no

;

Macomb,

111.,

May

1,

1884.

II.

Bowden, Ga., April

M. Williams.
30, 1884.

;U5

Smart- Weed Honey.
On page 267, 1). U. Hosebrough complains that his bees did not winter
well on late honey. I want to ask
him if there was any smart-weed
bloom in his locality.
few years
ago, in this hirality, we had no honey
crop until smart-weed bloom it was
thick all over the country
and bees

A

;

;

in need, and worked it very
and the result of this honey
something else it may be), was
that nearly all the bees died during

were

greedily

;

(or

Wintered Well.

the winter, or left the hive the first
in Central Ohio wintered well.
colonies are now strong in num- warm days of spring. I think I am
bers.
White clover is promising. I safe in saying that not one colony in
think we shall have an abundant 10 survived to May]. They left the
hives full of honey, but filthy. I rehoney crop.
Aakon Benedict.
hived one dissatisfied colony three
Bennington, O., May 0, 1884.
times, but coidd not make it stay. I
am satisfied that the trouble was in
Moving Bees 200 Miles,
the honey, and liave about condemned
For 4 years I have been engaged in smart- weed as unfit for winter stores.
bee-culture but I have been residing If I am wrong, I would like to be conin a
rather unfavorable location vinced, for we can nearly always de(Bates Co., Mo.) for the business, un- pend on a crop of smart- weed here.
J. B. Miller.
til April 3, 1884, when I shipped my

Bees

The

;

Montezuma, Iowa, May
colonies to CarroUton, Mo. They
were in the car about 30 hours, and
were moved a distance of over 2U0 Bees Confined 161 Days.
.50

Bees Starving in June.
I think tliere is no foul

brood in
this section of the State. There are
many who keep a few colonies, and
some lose all by starvation in .June. I
live in the Blue river valley, and in

1,

1884.

miles. In these colonies are 600 nice,
My bees wintered nicely part of
straight combs in movable frames,
them being in the cellar and the rest
and all came through with the loss of on the summer stands. One colony
but the bees
only 3 combs broken
did not have a flight for 161 days, and
were in fine condition after their trip. it came through in good condition.
the spring the bees work on maple, My bees are nearly all Italians. I am
G. W. Dunbar.
willow, gooseberry
and raspberry very much interested in bee-culture,
Embden Centre, Me., May 5, 1884.
blossoms but in .June, for about three and shall continue making it a study.
weeks, nothing blooms, and the bees
Eli E. Starkey.
have to be fed. After .July 1, comes
CarroUton, Mo., May 5, 1884.
Small Loss in Wintering.
sumac, heart's-ease, snowdrop, catnip,
]5ees in this section are in for a big
etc., until frost, and bees do well
Heavy Losses of Bees.
boom this season. I never saw them
during this time. I have 1.5 colonies
Our bees at the College are doing in as fine condition at this time of the
of hybrid bees, which I expected to
increase to 50, but the weather has well. I am sorry to learn that the year, and the loss of the past winter
losses liave lieen heavy in many parts will not average 1 per cent. The
been very cold and wet.
The time when greatest loss was with myself. I have
the country.
of
David M. Imlay.
ignorant bee-keeping would succeed, only a very small portion of my apiary
Seward, Neb., April 28, 18sJ.
left, tut hope for the best.
A.J.Cook.
is gone by.
;

;

;

All

is

Lovely with

my

Bees.

My

bees wintered well in the cellar.
In 30 colonies there is not one moldy
comb. The tops of the hives were
all removed, and the honey boads left
open. I am satisfied that more bees
die
from lack of ventilation than
from any other cause. The first fruit
blossoms have just appeared, and today the cherry-trees are iilive with
the busy workers.
are expecting
a good honey season.
I. P. Wilson.
Burlington, Iowa, May 2, 1884.

We

Bees Swarming.
Bees liave been doing nothing up
to the 2.5th, but stock up in brood.
For the last few days they have been
doing finely accomplishing more in
the last four days than in all the rest
of the spring put together. It has
been cold and wet all through April.
Not many colonies have swarmed,
and those which did do so, took to the
woods. The first swarm from a colony would stay and do finely, then
the weather turned cold, the" young
queens all hatched out, and when
they would come out, the bees would
follow them and all make for the
woods. I suppose it was owing to
;

Lansing, Mich.,

May

J. II.

7, 18S4.

Pewamo, Mich., May

Fruit in Bloom, but no Nectar.
Ninety out of 96 colonies came
Sixty, which
through the winter.
were covered with fodder, did not
winter as well as the 36 in doublewalled liives on the summer stands.
The 6 lost were among those covered,
and 2 of them were unusually strong
when covered last fall. Some drone
brood is now sealed with a few drones
out of the cells. Some drones were
kept through the winter. Wet, cool
weather has delayed breeding, and
bees are still inclined to rob, witli a
but
profusion of fruit-bloom open
the cool nights prevent a secretion of
nectar. Some colonies have too much
Figwort has come up
lioney left.
very thickly where the plants were
;

Good

Robertson.
6,

1884.

Increase.

one year ago with 3 colonies, and now I have 10 strong ones.
I lost one colony by not giving it
enough bees last fall. There was not
more tlian 1 pint of bees in the hive,
and they froze to death. I use the
Armstrong hive. I wintered my bees
out- doors on a north slope of ground,
The trees are just
fully exposed.
commencing to bloom, and the bees
are beginning to work, but I have not
the time to manage them as they
P. E. VANDENliURG.
should be.
Jersey ville. 111., May 3, 1884.
I started

Juneberry.

For more than 10 days past the bees
the corn last year.
The prospect is good for a fine honey- have been diligently at work among
the J uuebvrryiAmeUmchier canadensis)
William Camm.
flow.
blossoms. In this vicinity these little
Murrayville, 111., May 4, 1884.
trees are very abundant along the
creeks and rivers, and are always
Bees Gathering Honey.
white with blossoms long before the
Bees are gathering honey rapidly apple and plum trees bloom. In favorfrom the early yellow flowers, I do able weather it yields honey profusely ; and up to date the bees here
not know their name.,
WiCKLiFF Fisher.
have stored trom 3 to 8 pounds per
colony, and are still at work. The
Hamler, O.. May 5, 1884.
cultivated

among
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The wax
is of a light brown color, sev- melted, set it out to cool.
sliades lighter than buckwheat will cake over the top, and while the
honey. Coming early into bloom as honey below is yet warm, tap the wax
it does, and at a time when there are cake at its edge, tip up the pan, and
no other lioney-hearing flowers to as nice honey as you ever saw will
spealf of, the Jiineberry occupies an flow all clean from below the wax cake.
important pl'ice among lioney plants.
3. No
do not let the divided bees
The Juneberry tree is receiving con- rear tlieir own queen. Give them
siderable attention at present among either a fully developed queen-cell or
num- young queens.
horticulturists, for its fruit.
ber of cultivated European varieties
4. Out-door feeding at certain times,
are now being tested in our College if done just right, might stop robbing,
F. A. Huntley.
nursery.
but would need be persisted in till the
Ames, Iowa, ilay 6, 1884.
natural honey flow took its place.
With tlie inexperienced there will be
great danger of encouraging robbing,
and that, too, to a demoralizing exLocal Convention Directory.
tent.
Time and place of Meeting.
18&4.
.5.
Wax comb guides are things of
May 16.— N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kana.
the past. They were never practical,
L. C. Clark. Sec.
as they were not positively successful.
MaT 17.— N. E. K7., at Coviogton, Kv.
Narrow strips of comb foundation (I
Adie O. Robertson.
would advise them not over ?| of an
May 20.— N. W. nis., andS. W.Wi3.,atRockton, III. inch wide), stre the very best comb
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.

honey
eral

^" Tliere

will be a

meeting of the

Kansas

Bee-Keepers'

Northeastern

Association, at Hiawatha, Brown Co.,
on May 16, 1884.
general attendance
of bee-keepers is expected.

A

Granada, Kan.

L. C. Clark,

Sec.

;

A

May

2fi.— Will

County, at Monee,

III.

P. P. Nelson. Sec.

guides known. What
and more economical,

is

still

better

full sheets of comb foundation not too
iieavy, and in brood frames, pressed

Oct. 11, 12.— Northern Mich., at

upon wires.

Oct.

15,

Alma. Mich.
Palmer, Sec. McBride. Mich.

16.— Northwestern, at Chicago.

W.

Dec.

10,

n.— Michigan

Z.

III.

Hutchinson. Sec.

State, at Lansing.

U. U. Cutting. Sec. Clinton, Mich.

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

May

1-5, 1884,to organize a bee-keepers
association. All are earnestly invited
to attend.

A. A. Fradenburg.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of The amekicas Bee .Jultknal,
Monday, lua. m.,May 12, 11(84.

The

My

I
J

following are the latest quotaand beeswax received

tions for honey

up

to this

hour

:

CINCINNATI.

in the end, is

June*'.— Mahoning Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
B. W. Turner, Sec.
F. A.

®" The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
Countv will meet in the Town Hall at
Port Washington, O., on Thursday.

HONEY-

Thereis no life in the market. Bitracted honey sells in its reffular way and to its
wonted channels, without any speculative feeling
about it. and brines 7(g.loc on arrival. Comb honey
sells slow at 15(«16e it lb. from store for choice.
BEESWAX- -Is in good demand; choice yellow
brings 35c a lb. on arrival.

opinion is that the production
optional with the bees.
CHAS. F. MCTH.
7. No. No race or mixture of races
NEW YORK.
will degenerate by raising their own
White clover and basswood in and 2
queens.
My opinion is that many HONEY—
sections, 14<»l6c Dark and second quality,
breeders do hot get as good queens as lb.
13(^l4c: extracted white clover in kegs and barthe bees would rear if left to them- rels, 8s 9o.
BEESWAX-Prime yellow, 34(a35c.
selves. The bee-keeper has this adthukber. WHYLAND & CO.
vantage he can rear all queens from
BOSTON.
a few colonies of superior traits of
HONEY.— Demand light. 1 lb. sections comb
character, thus improvinij his stock
honey, lR@2oc.; 2 lb. 16(§)18c. Extracted, y@ lie.
from year to year. Breeaing in the
BBBSWAX-35C.
Blake & Ktpley. 57 Chatham Street.
good and out the bad qualities of his
stock. He can rear at will as good
CHICAGO.
queens as are ever produced, if he
HONEY— Extracted honey is a drug here. Very
little of it is being used for manufacturing or
knows how, and takes the pains.
baking purposes. Parties who last season used
6.

of

wax

is

1

;

(i^Iiat

and goiu.

AN8WKR3 BY

.

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Wax, ftueens, Out-Door Feeding, etc.
1. What is the degree of temperature above which

wax should not

from 504.1 to 600 pounds, have for the past winter,
bought not to exceed lixi pounds in a like period
of time. Many producers are an.xious to realize on
their last season's product, but it is impossible to
tind purchasers, even at the low price of h and 7

Convention Notices.

®"

The Mahoning

Valley Beewill hold its

cents per pound. Comb honey,stock8 well reduced,
but prices are low for anything short of fancy,
quotable at w@16c per lb.
BEESWAX- Scarce at 3n®37c.
B. A. BruNETT. 161 South Water St.

be Keepers' Association
next meeting at Newton Falls, O., on
BAN FKANC18CO.
2. How sliall I dispose of the cap- June 6, 1884.
It is desired that a disHONEY— Only in a ?mall jobbing Wiiy is there
pings, and rid them of the adhering play of apiarian supplies and samples anvthing
doing. Market is easy at the quotations,
honey, wlien I extract ? I have pur- of honey be made at that time. Mr. holders being an.xious to close out stocks. White
extra white comb, l.'.'aisc: dark to good, 10@l3c:
chased an extractor, but never used Hammon, of Bristolville, and Mr. C. to
extracted, choice to extra white, 7@.sc: dark and
one, or saw one i" operation.
E. Page, of Streetsborough, will read candied, 5'i— Wholesale, 27H®3nc
BEESWAX—
3. Is it better to let colonies rear practical essays on topics pertaining
Stearns 4 smith. 423 Front Street.
their own queens, or to give them to bee-keeping.
KANSAS CITY.
cells from choice stock, or a thorougliE. W. Turner, fc'ec.
HONEY— Demand for choice comb still good,
bred queen V
Leonard Cakson, Frts.
and moving freely at 15@1'3C for 2 lb. sections.
4. Will out-door feeding stop robMarket bare of 1 lbs. at present, with considerable
inquiry for them. Extracted in fair demand at8W
bing V

heated

v

Very

for dark.
for white, and
^g" The Northwestern Illinois and (Siic
are wax comb-guides made?
the latter now in this market, and a few thousand
would meet with very ready sale.
bees produce wax at pleasureV Southwestern AVisconsin Bee-Keepers' pounds
BEESWAX— None in this market.
7. AYill mixed races of bees degen- Association, will be held at Rockton,
Jerome twichell. .m4 Walnut Street.
erate if allowed to rear their own Winnebago Co.. Ills., on May 20, 1884.
5.

How

6.

Do

queens V
David M. Imlay.
Seward, Neb., April L'8, 1884.

7(<z..-<c

Jonathan Stewart,

Sec.

little

of

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY — Steady; demand

and

supply

both

small. Comb, 12@i4c per lb., and strained and extracted eaeisc.
Firm at 32®32Xc. for choice.
W.T. ANKEKSON 4 CO.. HI4 N. 3d Street.

BEESWAX—
Answers. ~1. It should not be
^S" Under a resolution adopted at
heated sufficiently to scorch it. My the last meeting, an extra session of
experience has led me never to heat the
Kentucky BeeCLEVELAND.
Northeastern
it to a higher degree than is abso- Keepers' Association is called to meet
HONEY— Market continues very fair, particulb. sections, which are in good
larly for choice
lutely necessary.
at Covington, Kv., on Saturday, May demand at 18c: 2 lbs. do not sell so readily, but in
lbs. it moves at 17c Second
2. Cappings should be first scraped 17, 1884, at 9 a. m'., for the purpose of the absence of
is very slow at U^Ioc, and extracted not
into a receptacle with a coarse wire transacting such Inisiness as may qu;tlitv
wanted at all in any shape.
BEESWAX— Very scarce would bring 35 cts. on
cloth bottom, till drained all thor- come before it. It is hoped there will
yellowoughly. Tlien place them loosely in be a full attendance of the bee-keepers arrival for choice
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
flat pans, which put into an oven up of Northeastern Kentucky. !MemberSAN FRANCISCO.
from the bottom, with one of the ship fee, -50 cents.
HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
oven doors a few inches ajar. Watch
Adie O. Robertson,
18@-2nc: extracted, 7^@8^c.
closely, and just as soon as all is
Chm. Ex. Cmn.
Geo. w. meade&Co., 213 Market St.
1

I

;

;
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

Ji^jecial liloticcs.

as

Food and Medicine.

A pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of the
of cooking in which honey is used, and
following your
Exftiiiiiie the Date
aid progressive bee-culture and help healthful and pleasant beverages.
this
ot
label
wrapper
the
name on
to elevate the pursuit. We.therefore,
paper; it indicates the end of the
We have put the price still lower,
premiums for
month to which you have paid your offer the following
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
getting up clubs:
subscription on the Bee Journal.
them far and wide. Single copy 5
For safety, when sending money to
no subscription to the Bee cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
While
this office get either a post office or ex- Journal will be taken for less than per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
press money order, a bank draft on the regular advertised prices {viz.: postpaid for $10.00
the
New York or Chicago, or registerkind
Weekly, S2.00; Monthly, Sl.OO),— any $1500. On orders of 100 or more,
Postage stamps of any
letter.
one getting up a club of two copies, we will print, if desired, on the
may be sent for amounts less than one or more, may select from " Our Book cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
Local checks are subject to a List " anything therein named, to (giving the name and address of the
dollar.
discount of i5 cents at Chicago banks. the amount ot 15centsfor every dollar bee-keeper who scatters them). This
American Express money orders for they send direct to this office, to pay them alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents. for the trouble of getting up the club
at a good profit.
AVe wish to impress upon every one and these books will be sent, postpaid, of his honey at home,
the necessity of being very specihc, to any address desired.
give
a
copy
of " Honey
To
away
1^
and carefully testate what they desire
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly as Food and Medicine " to every one xofw
live
they
if
Also,
addttioiud
sent.
money
an
make
for the
and $6.00, we will
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
near one post office, and get their mail present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound any quantity of it.
at another, be sure to give us the ad- in cloth, containing 320 pages.
dress we already have on our books.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Ribbon Bad^res, for bee-keepers, on
^- When writing to this office on Monthly,
(or a mixed club of both,)
business, our correspondents should with $10, we will, in addition to the which are printed a large bee in gold,
not write anything for publication on 1.5 per cent, present a copy of the we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
the same sheet of paper, unless it can American "Poi>ui.ar" Dictionary,
be torn apart without interfering with comprising every word in the English
The edi- language that enters into speech or
either portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are writing; it contains 32,000 words and
To

increase the

number

Bee Jovknal, we

of readers
believe, will

;

;

;

•ifijFFToRlTINGr

separate and distinct, and when the phrases,070 illustrations and 512 pages;
No more
Will cure all kind" of Bee - Stings.
business is mixed up with items for it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
Fingers jini1 Faces. Will refund money if
Dublication it often causes confusion. sent by mail, postpaid, to any address swelled
Per bottle. aSc. in stamps.
it fails.
envelope
They may both be sent in one
desired.
ITIoniiioittlk Apiar)> Freehold, N. J.
but on separate pieces of paper.
F. C. LOCKWOOD.
Snbscriptions for two or more years 20Alt
It must be understood that, for one person, will count the same
should an advertiser desire to cancel as each year for a different person.
an unexpired contract, he can do so
I now wish to say to njy former i-ustoniers, that 1
only by paying regular rates for the
am now ready uj till urders for the tolluwing Queens.
number of insertions his advertiseApiary Register— New Edition.
in May and June, each
$ .50
Hybrid
Italian— untested— not warranted,in May and
ment has had.
l.OO
June, each
in
systematic
1.50
All money orders from foreign
June,
each
to
be
warranted.
and
May
ItiibanAll who intend
2.50
tested Queen
countries, should be made payable at their work in the apiary, sliould get a Italian—
7-"0
colonies
of
Hybrids
Full
10.00
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Sta- copy and commence to use it. The Full colonies of Italians
follows
Ind.
Butler,
tion" is not an International office.
be
a.-^
DlEHIi,
hereafter
Ia.
J.
'20Atf
prices will
III reply to many con-espondents
$1 0('
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
of
kind
any
take
we
let us say that
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 25
value—
face
their
at
stamps
postage
Imported Italjan
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
Silver
incUiding the 3 cent ones.
to get them from the
We made an arrangement
should never be sent by mail, as it enThe larger ones can be used for a best
location in Italy, while we were there a few
dangers the loss of the letter either few colonies, give room for an increase months ago. Orders solicited.
MX'CCI * BRO, LEXINGTON, KY.
by thieves, or else breaks througli the of numbers, and still keep the record 19A2t
thereenvelope and is lost in that way.
all together in one book, and are
ST.A.r<rLE:~2''S
carefully mail the Bee fore the most desirable ones.

1^

GOLDEN ITALIANS!
—

®"

:

^"

Queens.

^- We

to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

Journal

^

Automatic Honey Extractor
AND SMOKER.

Dzierzon's

new work

entitled

Send for

descriiitive Circular

and Prices

to

"Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
G. W. STANLEY & BRO.,
WVOMING, N. r.
onAtf
club with the Bee Journal as toland
year
one
for
Weekly
The
lows
Fon luLatioii Factory, wholesale
the book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in Dadaiit's See
Advertisement in another column.
and retail.
paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
AND USEFUI.
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an im-

Subscription Credits.— We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is ported book, printed in the Isnglisli
paid. When you send us money, if language and the price of the book is
:

NEW

Articles for the Apiary
onr Hi-pape illustrated rircular.
'tend
ISAtf HEMtV ALiliEY, Weiihain, Mass.

t'lir
is not given you,
or $2.00
$1..50 bound in paper covers,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your when bound in cloth.
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
Eniprson Binders— made especially Given'sFoundationPress.
then claim a mistake. The subscripthat the PKKJS
are lettered in
PUBLIC ^K>>'riME^"r afBrmsFoundation
tion is paid to the end of the month for the Bee Journal,
either
tor ma king Comb
a very IR snPElilOii
indicated on the wrapper-label. This gold on the back, and make
Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
m
dr.awn
out
by
when
Bee
combs,
perfect
the
preserving
and
of
straight
gives a coiUinucd statement of account. convenient way
Send for Circular and samples.

the proper credit

Journal

Advertisements intended for the Bee
Journal must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

as fast as received.

They

be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
They cannot be sent by mail
cents.
to Canada.
will

the bees.

D. 8.
,ABtf

eiTEK A

CO..

HOOPESTON.

ILL.

;

Dadant'sFoiiinlatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

!

!
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Sixth

HELLO! HELLO!
^ye are

nuw ready

to IJimk

t

BEE-KEEPERS'

Thousand Just Published

SUPPLIES.

>rder-^ for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A

WhitePoplar
Dovetailed

Specialty.

New nnd Enlarged

BEES

Edition

HONEY,

and

Everything fully up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures

Management

APIARIAN SUPPLY

THOMAS

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A6m

Editor

o.f

Profit

On account of the prevHiling scarcity of beeswax
the price of comb foumlation is now adTiincfd H
centM per pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for 1884.

by

NEWMAN.

C.

Street, ChlcaKO.

III.

Vandervort
Send for
ABtf J.

VANDERVORT, Laceyville,
I

for the workiriK class.

post !ij,'e, and

Send

I

I

in

contains :2-30 iirofusely illustrated
i.s "fully up with the times"
in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapiiUy developing pursuit, and presents
It

I pay 33c'. per pound deliTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

patjes.

Pa.

10 cents

we will mail ynu

CZiOVSH S£BDS.

free,

sample goods
way of makine
a few days, than you

iiyHl. v;i!uuble box of
tliat will put you in tiie

GOLOImore money

BEESWAX.

Weekly Bee Journal,

the

OSS "Wett HadUoB

Comb Fdn. Mills,
Samples A ICeduced Prlce-Llst.

;

my Illustrated

COMB FOUNDATION.

of an Apiary for Pleasure

and

Send stamp for 32-pnBe Catalogue and Samples.

Send a postal card for
Catalogue for 1.S.S4.

ever thought po^sibleatany business.

Capital not required. "VVe will start you. Vou can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. Vou can easily earn from Go cemsto .Tcvery
eveninfT. That all who want work mav test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well saiistled, we will send f topav for
the trouble of writing us, ?'ull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure, lion't delay. Start now.
Address Stixson & Co., Portland, Maine.

the apiarist with everything that can ai<l in
the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most

honey

in

FLAT - BOTTOM

best

and

most

attractive

condition.

Appreciative Notices.

I

4Aly

its

FiiiKNii Nf.wmax:— I acknowledfie with
pleasure the receipt, this niorninsr. of a very
beautiful book, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
or. Management of an apiary for Pleasure

The present
WUite Clover,

:

per peck,
Alsike Clover, S12 00 per bushel, S3.2o
per peck, or '26 cts. per pound.
Sweet Clover, SIO.OO per bushel, §2.75
per peck, or 20 cts. per pound.

NO. 30

tMeD wire

For Brood Frames.

The

and ProHt sixtli edition, enlarged."
book opens with a kind, familiar face, and
the whole subject matter is concise, easy
and comprehensive. 1 read it with much
;

prices are as follows

51.5.00 per bushel, §4.00
or 30 cts. per pound.

One ounce

spools, each, - 4 cents.
Postage, 2 cents extra.
One oz. spools, per dozen, 40 cents.
T. F. BiN'<iii.\M.
hlgk side-wnlls, i to
square feet tc pleasure.
Postage. 13 cents extra.
tbo pound. Circular and samples free
Abronia, Midi., May 1, 1884.
One pound spools, each, 40 cents.
J. VAN OEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers,
Postage I.s cents extra.
I have received a copy of the revised
Sprout Brook. Mont, f^^i^ N. V.
edition of " Bees and n6ne\-," and after One pound will wire about 17.i frames.
Dadant'sFoiindalioii Factory, ivholesale examining the same, find it to be a very
and retail. See Advertisement In another column. handy and useful book of reference on the
subject of bees and honey, and lielieve it
a week at home. |.5.0o outut free. Pay should lie found in the liljrary of all interFor pressing Foundation into wired
I Mb9<»lutely sure. No risk. Capital not reested in the studv of liees,
quired. Reader, if ycm want business at
frames. Something entirely new.
H. H. Buowx,
1 which persons of either sex. young or old,
lean make great pay all the time they
Light Street, Pa., May 8, 1S84.
Price. 50c. by mail.
40c. by express.
work, with absolute certainty, wri'e for
particulars to U.HallettA Co., Portland. Maine.

COMB FOUNDATION,
Ifi

Eureka Wiring

Tool,

fc

fc

;

PRICE— Boimd

4A1y

6S

covers,

ENGRAVINGS

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A.

TREATISE

7.5

in cloth, Sl.OO
cents, postpaid.

THOMAS
92,5

West Madison

G.

;

in

paper

NEWMAN,

Street,

Chicago,

Ills.

JS~ A Liberal Diiseoiiiit to Dealers by
tlie Dozen or Hiiiidrecl,

giving an index of diseases,

;

;

;

cipes,

and much valuable information,
J85 cents.— Sent on receipt of

Price

THOMAS
925

NEWMAN,

G.

West MadlsoD

Street,

CHICAGO,

l.iKin.

20Alt

E. T.

Send vix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you to
more money right away than

Freelaud, Sasrinaw Co., Mich.

LEWIS &

Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and
ian Implements, send for Circular to

FI.ANAOAK
lABly Lockbo.x9a5.

ftPRIZD

hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Thuk

Co.'s

& Co.,

it

an.vthing else in this world. All
of either sex.succeed from flrst

Augusta, Maine.

4A]y

CO., Toledo, 0.,

4 inch Rolls
•'
6 "
"
10 "
"
12 "
"
14 "

-.§10.00.
15.00.

25.00.
40.00.
50.00.

Vandervort Foimdatiou

For Bees, Queens,

'prTTC

I

:

Send for sample.

ITIcGREGOR,

MAXCPACTUKEKS OF

M

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

uiul foiir-iiieced,
.-ii^xGU. per 1,000,

of

All kinds of Apiariau $iiipplies< Special
rates to Dealers. Send for^Circular. 14Atf

Apply to
C . F.
XJ T H ,
976 and 978 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O,
IOC. for Practical

;

to order.

J. P.

ILL,.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc.

|^~Send

^4.23

si/A's inadi.'

Muth's Honey Extractor,

These Mills will make Foundation
any desired thickness, for either
Section Boxes or Brood Frames.
41.1x4^4, per
$4.75. Odd
PRICES

SECTION BOXES!
niif-piec-od

price, by

On account of a decline in the price
of Wire Xails, I will make a discount
of 15 per cent, from the prices quoted
in my Catalogue, until further notice.

CHEAP FOUNDATION MILLS.

and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used lor the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

wire"nails,

1

in

6 luch, Price, $25.00.

ApiarIt

J^ II.I.IK8KI,

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb hooey. For Sale by

Belleville. St.ClairCo.,Ills.

V> A l>T7r> may be found on

jliO rJ\r

St.).

all

tjIX

flle

at Geo. P. Rowell

&

Newspaper Advertiaind Bureau (10 Spruce
where advertising contracts may be made for

NEW YOBK.

Mill.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

923 Weat MadUon

CBICAGO,

-

for

-

Street,

IL.I.IXOI8.
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THE BEST ELECTRIC BELTh\ll ONLY

(latfs

H.iving obtained thosnlo ri^rht to

$1

sfll tho (•tTtuan Kieotro-<iu' vanK*
I'rof. ((Hiratl Zi- [:^'^fu^t of I'.i rlin,

Belt in AinOMca from tho iuvcntor,

we are ditcrniiued, wUativermay be the cost, to i-itruilute tiuiii In m
The price ot' t lie Belt has always been hi.x Dollurn (^(i.UO', but
'lice.

at
tu
to rive it a trial we viU, for the next ninety d.iy.s. pcnd the f^crman
Eleetro-Galvanie licit for O-N E UOLLAIC* providL-d you will cut outnnd send u^tht
annexed toupuii and give us your written promise to recommend the Brit if von find it
as rcDri'.sented. This Ui- It i^ without doubt tlio best, stnuigcst, and most pnentiilcally contiikted Klcetric Appliance ever introduced, bcinc? the invention of the pieat (iennan
Llrctriiian, I'rof. Zicp'-nlust, and has met with the most marvelous PUccc--'8 in Europe,
tiling recommcndcdand endorsed by tho entire Medical Profession of Germany. The
Inventor has in his possession lettci-s f rom Prtnee ItlMmarck and several members of
the lloj .1 Fomllj'. A quarter of a million of them were sold in tho ficrman Empire
last year. These Uelts, unlike many so-eallod electric appliances, are very lichtand not
disaffreoable to wear, and generate a current that can be iinnudiately frit. Tlieir action
is stimulating and at the
same time soothing; causing the Stomach, Liver,
ICidncvs and Nervous SysIf yott icitl cut out this Coupon
send it
tL-m to act as nature into
i:i(luee iiiraiids

Tliis Coiipon is M^ortli ^5.00.
and

tended they should. Curing
thousands if cases that internal me Jitincs failed even
to relieve. Under no cir-

it do any
harm aud must do good no
matter what 13 the com-

curastanee3 can

A Positive Cnre for KlTEtrMATlSM, I-ITER, STOMACH AND
KIDNEY DISEASES. DISEASES OF THE BLOOD, SKIN DIS.
EASES. FEMALE COMPUIINTS, PAHALTSI8, NECUALeiA,
CATAniiU, UiMK BACK, AXD NERVOUS DEBILITY.

AT OXCE

011J>EK

Ad.U-ess,

from

naming

this

this paper,

FORREST

ranged

th.it

their strenirth

CO., So le Agents,

Sl

GERMAN ELECTRO-CALVANIC BELT
tpith full directions inhoth English and Germ atu
tVrite y^anieanU I'vst Ojjice Address very plainly
and (/ i ve i/our -waist measure in inches,

FORREST

plaint. They nre made of
iloth, silk lined, and the
Electric Pisua are so ar-

HO

iS;

CO., Sole Agents,

IIG Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, -V. Y,

OTJT X'ECI^ OXJT.

they retain

1

years.

Good Agents Wanted,

Kothing saved by correspondence.

Advert isetnenU

us vith OA'jE D01.LAR in a registered letter
send you postpaid by return Tnail, OTte

tee taill

Circulars in

German and

English.

Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.

116

I.

STORY S CAMP, ITALIAN BEES
AT
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

BED ROCK PRICES.

in

C0l,01VIES— S Langstroth Frames, in
light shipping-

box

§

Thomas Frames, in lig-ht shipping box
NlICIiEI— 2 or more,with tested queen

s

PIANOS»^°ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.
Territory
given.

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Agents Wanted.

Protection
guaranteed.

2 or more,with untested

by mail
2.00
Untested, by mail
1.00
After Jiiue Ist, S.'i per cent. otT.
After June 1, tested, per dozen
12.00
After June 1, untested, per dozen
9.00
Reared from Imported or Selected homebred Mothers. No Foul Brool ever known
here. Address.
C.

WEEKS,

CLIFTON, Wayne

irA4t

DEALER

where.

188

& 190 State

Street,

CHICAGO.

203 N.

Fifth street,

ST. LOUIS.

2.00
1.50

QirEENS—Tested,

CatalogTies free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying else-

STORY & CAMP,

queen

4.30
3.00

Co.,

TENN.

IN

Pure Italian Bees and

(|iieens

For further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

Early Spring!

Order

Now!

introdur-e my Italian Queens. will send one
my Tested Queens, if ordered befcire May I'ltth,
fur t'2. Warranted Queens, $1. Send *J and less, in
common letters, at mv risk. K P. BAK.EK,
Box 342, DKS MOINES, IOWA.
inAllt

To

1

(if

Queens!

Nuclei.
SECOND TO NONE! ORDER NOW!

Italian

rear my (^I'EEXSliy the best methods and
from the Im-sI stocks for business. I send
out no Qneens that I would not keep in my
own apiary. To e()n\ince you, send, me an
order. I will jtlease you.
Queens, untested in June, $1.50; July..$l.*35
*'
" .. *j.oo
'2.r>0;
tested
in
1.00
NucleK 1 frame (L. size) June or July.
"
2
2.00
"
••
"
"
"... 2.50
3
I

Bingham Smoker
limn.lino, X. Y., Aiiff.

1."),

188-J.

CypriaiiJ* Conquered — All isiunuier long
has been " which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I ha\-e— but at
it

Binjirham's Conqueror
last I am *' boss. "
Smoker did it. If j'ou want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conijueror Smoker of Bingham. Respectfully,
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

.

I

^WANTED.—
place to

sell

1

HKent wanted in every
goods. Bis piy. 40

ournew

BINGHAM, P. M., or
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

T. F.

amplesonly inc. Nonefree. Cutthisout
Acmo Novelty Co., Clintoaville, Conn.

een.Hlves.Extraclors. Smokera, Dadant
Foundiition. and other Supplies. AUTHUR
b:TODL).
Germantown. Philadelphia, Pa. lyASt

Nuclei and Italian Queens.
List before buvinjr elsewhere.

Full Colonies.

Send for Price

DAN. WHITE, New Loudon, Oliio.

IsA'it

.'SBlt

'

Prices, by mail, ]>08t-i>aid.
Doctor smoker iwide shield) ...3U inch. .?2 00
" .. 17.5
Conquerf>rsniokcr( wide shield) 3
" ..150
wide shield)
3(4
Price of Qnt^en to be added to prices Large smoker
" .. lib
smoker
(Wide
shield)
Extra
2
of Nuclei. Will p:ive special rates to parties
" .. 100
siiK.kcr
2
Plain
who want two or three Nuclei with tested or Little Woiiilersmoker
" ..
65
1^
untested t^ueens. Address,
Bingham .V Hetherington Honey Knife,
inch
115
2
Washinj^'-ton Hollow, Dutchess Co., N. Y.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half18A:it
dozen rates. Address,
.

CKSAF! CSS AFT

ABRONIA, ITDCH.
TXAI^IAN QUEENS, I>ADANT

POTT.VJ. dalion, and Supplies.— It nill pay you to
send for Circular.
K. K. SMITH, Smyrna, N. T.
llAtt

The Eureka Wiling Tool
For pressinji' wire into Foumlution. Prite,
by mail, 50 cfiits. Send for Circulars.
FOUNDATION and EXTRACTORS for sale.
C.

17Atf

M. RUL.AXD, Rocklon.
wanted for The

111.

Live-s of all the

Presidents ot the U. S. The
lartrest, handsomest, best book
i-old for less than twice

ever

iiur price.
book in

protlts to atients.

The

fastest selling

America.

All intelMpent people

Immense
want

it.

Any one cm become a successful agent. Terms
4Aly
free. Hallett Book Co.. Portland. Me.

How

to Prevent

Send for our
ticulars.
IS.Vtf

2:id

Swarming.

annual Circular for par-

HENKY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

:
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HEDDON'S DUNHAM

COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMONIALS.

GOJ-,TJJ>/LlSr.

COMB FOUNDATION.
Wholesale and Retail.
now

from

strictly

pure domestic wax,

from

cleansed

tlior-

Sizes of brood and surplus, si^xl6J^, or

Langstroth

size.

have also

I

best Brood Foundation of

same

Mrs. Frances Dcnham:
I

All prefer the foundation I
in rolling it

have no difBculty

paid for

I

and

offer a liberal

state

Dadant's

Mrs. Frances DUNHAM:

Omaha, Neb., Jan. 18, 1884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that 1 believed it by far the lie^t for that purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of K. Kretchmer, of Coburg. Iowa, and L. <v. Root A Bfik. of
Mohawk, N. Y. Messrs. Root & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say: '"ItCour foundation) gave the best results of any tried." 1 write this that vou may have fair
play, which is to me always a jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T.L. VONDORN.
Send for description and Price List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

to

All my Seed is warranted to be fresh anA
true to name, so far that should it prov»
otherwise, I asrree to refill orders {gratis.
A large part of the ffreat collection of
Seed I offer is of my o^vn srov. ing:. As the
origrinal introducer of Eclipse Beet, Curbank Potatoes^ Marblehead Early Corn,
the Hubbard Squash, and scores of other
new VeeretableSt I invite the patronage
public.
of the
In the gardens and on the farms
f those who plant my seed Tvill be found my
best advertisement. Catalogues FRKEto all.
MES J. H.GREGORY, SEED GROWER, MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

I

DEAJ.ERS.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.
I believe my Hive is growingin popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnisli these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

Cue Hive complete

for

comb honey

(The above will contain
plete with sections).

.

.$3.00

two cases com-

WE CALL

for extrac-

ted honey

?3.00

The above Hive complete

t:p3:e3

all wanting A No. 1 BEES,
Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following,

VICTOR HIVE

the iWtiMition of
Italian,

The above Hive complete

for both in

one
One Hive in the flat
Five or over, each

-t

.50

3.00
1

.50

No

one should ever order these Hives
in the flat, without ordering one made up
complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
by those purchased from me.

from one well-known to the readers of this
Paper
is operated upon a new principle by wh'ch the
"I have never seen a case of foul brood; sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always frames; continuous passages beiuR effected in a
been so, and are O. K. in every respect."
Geo. B. Peters, M. D.
We can furnish any number of Colonies of It may be arranged for any form of the liangsthe above Bees, and will warrant safe deliv- troth Frame; has been fairly tested, and is the
Bett Hive made for Comb Honey. Send for
ery and satisfaction.
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us, for any new Circular.
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
Address, DR. G. L. XINK.ER,
had a case of foul bi-ood in it. For prices
NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.
44Atf
and particulars, send to
wholesale
FoiindationFixclory,
Dadant's
FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,

Maimer!

Practical

Lock box

SECTIONS.

Pere, Wis.

2BCtf

size; also

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

Beeton, Ont., Dec. 10, 1883.
of foundation on one of your machint s, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Genoa. Cayupa Co., N. Y., Dee. 12, 1R83.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machine
from 10 to 12 feet to the pound for sections-.
Yours respectfully,
J. G. WHITTEN.

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send
for prices,

lbs.

it.

lot

impurities.

all

an-t retail.

Belle\Tlle, St. Clair Co., Ills.

99.i,

See Advertisement

in

&

DOUGHERTY

FNEW BEE

McKEE,

tlve cross
bars united by a rivet
throuf-'h their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
m the neck-band. The
I ars
are of best light
^]irinjr steel: the neckband of best hard
.ri MK- irass the cover
liandsome light
IS of

Indianapolis, Ind.,
of and

Dealers in

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEE-

HI\'ES a Specialty. Dadauft,
Foundation. liinKham Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sec
tions, E.\tractors and Honey Jars. Send for
14A':;6t
our Price I,l«t.
Lanjistroth

1

BEES and QUEENS.

Djulant'sFoiiiidation Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column

you contemplate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,

KEEPERS,

If

may pay you

to send for

my

CIRCULAR for 1884
And

BEE
10AL'4t

SURE to state whether or not you E. T.
my Circular for 1883.

be

have
Address,

JAMES HEDDOSr.

DOWAGIAC.

Cass County,

MICH.

E.

1

:

is very
eiMlv put togethtr no trouble to put on or
take oil and folds compactly in a paper bo.\
H.v7 inches by one mch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
ni"ht, and the protection against Mosiiuitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces.

material.

before orderineyour

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our large Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.
Coburg:, Iowa.

KRETCHMER,

LEWIS &

VEIL

There are

ilanulacturers
KEEPERS' SUPPliIES and HONEV.

it

another column.

lSAi:it tiB-M

lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4J:^x4>^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, S6..50; 5x6x2,
per 1,000, .SS.OO. All shipped from here.

in

10, 1883.

Kenton. Ohio, Dec. 29, 1883.
Mrs. Frances Dunham:
Afterusing one of your foundation mills for the pasta years, we can'lsay too much in its favor
And for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.
Yours,
SMITH & SMITH.

have on hand a freshly-made

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

oughly

Dec.

38,f"K)0 lbs.

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madam:— 1 have made over l<»0,ooti
not now take double the price

I

III.,

of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundation has piven universal satisfaction; so much so, tbat fevera! manufacturers have stopped
manufaclurine to supply their customers with our found:itioD. We have also manufactured about
lO.onn lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine lor surplus b»--\es, and it has been equally a
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
yours.
CHAS. DADANT & SON.

BEST aiVEN

of

Hamilton,

MRP. Frances Dunham. De Pere. Wis.
Dear Madam;— We have made about

Price,

It

by Mail or Express, $1.00.

CO., Toledo, 0.,

MANL'FACTUKEKS OF

All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special
rates to Dealers. Send for Gircular. 1+Atf

i

923 AVesI Madison
(HI4 AGO,

Street,

II.WNOIS.

.

,

ESTABLISHED
IN

1861

X
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago.

\

J

THE WEEKLY EDITION
or

3M

PrBMSHED BT

NEWMAN,

C.

May

Topics Presented

21, 1884.

EniTUR AND PHOPRIETOR.

Anticipating a Lively Time
Bee Business Overdone
Bee-Feeding in tlie Spring
Bee-Keeping in Florida
15ee-Keeping in Nebraska
Bees Storing and Breeding

332

332
.330

331

WEST MADISON
Weekly.

$2

ST.,

a year

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly. »1.

PKEMIUM.— Any one sending one ntw subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the

Weekly,

will

and Uuney."' bound

|y The

be entitled to a copy of

"

Bees

in cloth.

money

sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
in two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
receipt for

21.

will

supply the

AmerlcuD Kee .fournul

one year, and any of tbe followinK Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of tii^ures. The
first

column

(fives

the resrular price of both.

All

poataKe prepaid.

The Weeltly Bee Journal

Price of both. Vlub
t2 08.

331

and Cook's Manual, last editiondn cloth) 3 26Cook's Manual, (In paper covers)... 3 00..
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cIoth 3 00.
332
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75..
323
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75.
-JfK) colonies
Apiary
Register
for
3
50
824
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 00..
325
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50..
332
(iuinby's New Bee-Keeping
3 50..

332

Bees Well Wintered
Convention Iland-Book
Correspondence
Des Moines Co., Iowa, Convention
Honey and Beeswax Market
Large Increase
Local Convention Directory
Observations in Cellar Wintering
Prospects for a Good Honey Crop
Protection of Bees in Winter
.'

925

VOLXX.-No.

CLUBBIJiG LIST FOR 1884.

Number.

in this

We

'Srf VW'M'JssSVJi^

THOMAS

lU.,

.

.

Queens— Diarrhwa

.

.

.

332
332
32.5

332
331
324

Langstroth's Standard Work
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

Log Book

4
-3

00
25.

3 OO
2 50
2 73
2 50

2 50
3 25
3 00

2 75
3 25
3 76

.

3 00

3 00..

2 75

2 35.

2 25

.

2 40.. 2 25

Moore's Universal As.istant

4

Honey as Food J; Medicine.lOO Copies

4 50.

.

4 25

2 75.

.

2 SO

Blessed Bees
King's Text Book
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

50..

4 25

3 00.
2 73
Randolpli, X. Y., Convention .... 331
Selections from our Letter Box.
332 andGleaningstnBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00.. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King). 3 00. 2 75
Small Grain Looks Promising
332
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2 60.. 2 35
Cy" Papers are stopped at the expiration of the Small Loss in Wintering
332
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3 00.. 2 76
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.
Southern Wisconsin Convention.. 326
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00. 2 76
New
Eng.
Apiarian,
(W.W.Merrill)..
275.. 2 50
Special Notices
333
British Bee Journal
3 75.
FOREIGN' FOSTAOE. EXTRA:
3 50
Surplus Receptacles
329
The 8 above-named papers
yOO. 7 75
To Europe-Weekly. 5o cents Monthly, 12 cents. The Production of Drones
328
The Uenthly Bee Journal and any of the
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly. 24 cents.
Utah Convention
324 above, fl less than the figures in the last column.
George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
Western Bee-Keepers'Association 326
our authorized agents for Europe.
"Who Should Keep Bees V"
330 Best Advertising Medium.
Wide Frames vs. Cases
326
Having advertised in the AmeriEnitrtd, at the Chicago P. O. eis SecoTidCUus Matter.
can Bee Jouknal quite extensively
for the past two years, I would say
i®° The ninth annual session of the (without solicitation) that it has sold
ADVERTISING RATES.
American Association of nursery men, more tiueens for me than any otiier
three periodicals I have ever tried.
florists, seedsmen, and kindred interMy bees are in tine condition this
20 cents per line of space, each insertion. ests, will be held at the Sherman spring. I have lost but 4 out of 182
colonies.
The outlook is fine for a
House, Chicago, 111., commencing on
For either the Weekly or Monthly Editions.
L. J. Diehl.
Wednesday, June IS, 1884, atlOo'clock good season.
Butler, Iiid., May 7, 1884.
A line of this type will contain about 7 words; a. m., and continuing three days.

I^n Any person sending

a club of six. Is entitled
to an extra copy (I ike the club), sent to any address
desired.
copies
furnished
/r«e.
Sample

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

TWELVE

lines will occupy ONE -Us'CU of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices, SO cents per line.

tm" The Mahoning Valley BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
next meeting at Newton Falls, O., on
June 0,1884. It is desired that a display of apiarian supplies and samples
of honey be made at that time. Mr.
Hammon, of Bristolville, and Mr. C.
R. Page, of Streetsborough, will read
practical essays on topics pertaining
^^ Letters for publication must be to bee-keeping.
written on a separate piece of paper
E. W. TuRNEK, See.
from items of business.
Leonard Cak.son, Fres.

Preparation of Honey for the MarAdvertisements may be inserted one.twoorfour ket, including the production and care
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line, of both comb and extracted honey,
of space, for each insertion.
instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
the time the advertisement

THOMAS
•SS

(Tent

MadlBon

G.

U inserted.

NEWMAN,

Street..

Chleaso,

111.

—

A

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

322

g^ducvtiscmcnts.

BOOKS!

j

I

attested by luuulreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest.briglitest.quiclvest accepted by
color,
bees, least apt to sag, most regidar
evenness and neatness of any tliat is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.
is

tical

m

A. H. NEWMAN, Chicago, III.,
MUTH. Cincinnati. O..
JAMES HEDnON. DnwaBlac, Mich.,
DOUGHERTY & McKEE. Indianapolis.
CHAS. H. i;REEN, Berlin. Wis..
CH AS. HERTKl.. Jr., Freeburg. III..
WM. BAl.LANTlNE.SaC", O..
E. L. ARMSTKONG. Jerseyville. I
C. F.

Ind.,

1.,

ARTHUR TdDD.GermantowD, Philadelphia, Pa.
K.

E.

KRETC1I.MER. Coburir. I..wa.
F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.

C. F. D.\1.E. Mortonsville,

West Madison

ISO COHPLIMENTAK'r.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 1S83.
We guarantee everj inch of our Foundation equal te sample in every respect.

DADAKT Jt aOK.
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.,

CKAS.

ILL.

CHICAGO.

Quinby's
TVe author

Beea and Honey,

Profit,

more advanced. Cloth. SI. 25; pnper, 91.
KInK*" Bee-Keepers' Text- Book, by A. J.
is revised and brought down to

King.—This edition

the present time. Cloth. 1*1 .OO.
Liingstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
—This is a standard scientific work. Price, Wa.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 75c.
Fonl Brood; its origin, development and cure.
By Albert R- Kohnke. Price. 85c.

:

covers, "Joe. , postpaid.
-

K.eeplnir<—

the Masterpiece of that most
authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Ex-editoT of the "British Bee Journal."
is
one
of
the greatest living authoriDr. Dzierzon
ties on Bee Culture. To nim and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientidc bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstroth of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Knot says of it: "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierzon
scientific apiculture than any one man. ..For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scienCloth, 8S2.
tific research, to purchase a copy.
of

German

Queen^Rearlng;*

Henry Alley.— A

t>5'

I

I

'

j

;

everywhere. Published

in

demand for honey
English and Oerman.

Price for either edition. 5c. i per dozen. 40c.
Preparation of Honey for the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Price lOc.
Honey.

Swarmlnff, Dividing: and Feeding Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
Price, 5c.
is a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Bee Pasturase a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving ftdranceC views on this important subject, with sugijestions what to plant, and
and when and how -jiieDgravingB. This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price, 1 Oc.
Bees In UV^Inter, with Instructions about
Chaff-Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price. 5c.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
c^msumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 2G0 pages 50c.
Scrlbner's r.iiniber and I^Ofr Book.— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwood
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada. Price 35 c postpaid.
Fisher** Oruln Tables for Farmers, etc.
— l;i-j pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay; cost of pork, interest; wages tables, woiid measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
:

Bee-keepers wi'l sitve monpy and vexation by
buying tienuine Bint:liam smokers and Bingham &
iletheringtun Uneappin^-Knives tlrst. TiVe neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but -f these
jrs, and only legal
we are the original invent
makers, and have had over 4.5.utMi in use trom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of
VVit'i

com-

European and American orders already

received for over .i.inm. there is evidence that \ss4
with us is nut likely to be an idle one. Also that
8Uchg'-ods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the m>9t advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
,
J
m
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again, send for dozen rates to

BIXGHAM & HETHERISGTOS,
6i2Btf

ABKOSIA, MICH.

.

;

58lcttCttjud>t.

S3cf;nnblung ber Sienen, ooii 2§o§.

,

'

Prof. Too^. in his Taluable Manual of the ApiarT.
states that " Mr. Bint:haui was the tlrst U) improve
ihe old Qainbv smolter by estab'ishing a direct
draft." Five vears I'f per-i^t-^nteffijrthHS demonstrated thiit uo one but Biniibam has been able to
improve a Bini;h:im ^iu"ker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working '.rder. Th**y burn lota of blocks
and cbips and stufl. and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as thev never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or dnwri *>r sideways, much or little,
swift or s'ow. ju^i as yoa please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always co!

Ucbcr

?Sxxechcr^

©Icncn ^uUur, ober erfotgrcic^e

G.

tered by thousands, creating a

methods

principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
4plarv Keelster, for SYSTEMATIC
The larger ones can be used
in the APIARV.
for a few colonies, give room for an increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
one book. Prices : For 50 colonies, $1.00; for 100
colonies, 11.25; for 2<.X) colonies. $1.50.

Deutsche

;

Bee Smoker

C. p. Dadant, giving in detail the

and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chaa.
32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth
the management of bees. Price, lOc.
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamen-

WORK

!

and fully " up with the times" on every
subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thorougnly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited hia means can afford
to do without. Cloth, »1.«5;

BINGHAM

;

Jl

tal

'.

illustrated

Tlie Original

Extracted Honey Harvesting, HandlInland MarketlnK.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch.

:

i

full

Honey, as Food and Medicine, by Thomas
Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the
Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
llL-ney Cakes. Coi'kies. Puddings, Foam, Wines. etc;
and Honey as Medicine with many useful Recipes.
It Is Intended for consumers, and should be scat-

I.

those

Bee-K.eeper*s Guide or* Cook's Manual
or the Apiary. — This Manual is elegantly

ORIGiNAL PATENTS.

Use—

by A. Root
ABC of Bee-Culture,
pertaining
the

to
care
—This embraces "everything
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to beginners and

Manajiement of an
by Thomas G.
Newman.— Sixth Edition. "Fully up with the
times." includin-z all the various improvemenis
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a Necessity." " Management
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,"
etc. It C(int:uns JJit pages, and is profusely illustrated. Price, bound in cloth, S1.0<l; in paper
or

Uzlerzou'e Biitlonal Bee

Root—

cannot

The

and detailed account of TWENT V-THKEE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published. Price, 81. OO

37Aly

it

Novice's
Apiary for Pleasure and

New Bee-KeeplBg. by L. C.

treats the subject of bee-keeping so
Its style Is plain
fail to interest all.
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Ita
author is master of the subject.— JH.50,
Being a description of the
Hive I
hive used by G. M. Doollttle. Price. 5c.

LLL.

On dozen or half-dozen lota of one kind.we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, ^ren upon application.

celebrated

Ky.

Street,

that

Translati- n

and numbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPLE.S FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

SABly

92.5

— No beck could he

morn useful to horse owners. It has -^ engrav'JigB
illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable
Price 95c. for either the
horse information
English or German editions.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

DAMiSlSATli

K-endair* Horse Book.

!

i

@.

ent^alt
S)icfe§ ^^5ampt)tet
ateroman.
Selc^rungeniiber folgcnbe ©egeiiftfinbe
Oertlidjf eit be§ SSienciiftanbeS
,!p)Dnig pftanjen— grjiefiung berSSnigin

—
—

— ©d)niannen —
n— 3u|e^er
— Sienen
Jtouiginnen —
3I6Ieger

giittcrn

93erle^en—3
Doii

t

a

1 1

e iii Ti

r e

Slugjie^eit

6e^anbe(n unb bmi^igen

;

roeitcr cnt^alt

e§ ein ^apiteI,n)orin bie neucfte SDtet^obe
fur bie Jjerad^tung be§ ,0oiiig§ fiir ben

^^nnbel

bei'cJiricben ift.

£>onio alS
SRcltijin

?reis

40 gentg.

9lal)rung un9

— Don tfjomag ©.Dteroman.

3)ie|e§ eutWIt eipc flare barflcllung uber
Sicnen unb f^onia, be^ 3lltcrt^um§ ; bie
33cic^affenl}eit, Oualitat, OueUen unb
3uberettung be^JponigS fiir ben |)anbel
igionig a[§ 9Jaf)rung§mitteI, angebenb
irie man Jponigfudien, ^ormfiic^el^en,

^"ubbing§,iSd)aumtonfect,ii5eine,u.f.n)
5ubereiten

faun;

ferncr

J^O'i'S oI§
esift fiir

aJJebi^in mit Dictcn 9tc',epten.

ben ^on)umenten beftimmt, unb fotlte
Dieltaufenbfaltig iiber bag ganje 2anb
^rei§ B 6ent§.
Derbreitetroerben.

S a § «p f c t » ttuD fcine
ij|ranfl)citcn— I'on 58.3;..Scnbari,
and Com- 5DL5)., entijaltcnb ein nlp^abetifd^

Moore's Universal Assistant,
plete Mechanic, contains over i,'MX),o(«t Indusdustrial Facts, Calculations. Processes, Trade Secrets. Legal Items. Business Forms, etc., of vast
ut'lity to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives -Jih m ki items for Gas, Steam. Civil
and Mining Engineers, Machinists, Millers. Blacki.i

smiths. Founders, Miners. Metallurgists. Assayers.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters. Bronzers, Gilders. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains l,ul6 pages, Is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 88. 50.

georbnete§33er5cicf)nif6 ber perfdjiebenen

ipfcrbetranf^citcn, fammt ben Urfadien,
©^mptomcn unb ber ric^tigen SBe^anb^

lung bcrfelben

;

fevner, eine

n)ertr;Do(ler SRejepte.

toammlung

513rei§

THOMAS G. >EWMAN.
925

West Madison

8t.

25 6ent§.

CHICAGO, LLL.

—

:

:

:

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
VOL. XX.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

MAY

21, 1884.

No. 21.

i^- The World's Exposition to be
i^ Surely the world moves In a
New Orleans, La., next winter, circular on our desk, issued by a comis engi'ossing considerable attention, mission merchant, we find this explaand Mr. Paul L. Viallon, of Bayou nation concerning the granulation of
CTOula, La., writes us as follows con- honey
cerning it
" By simply placing the can or glass
warm water, the honey will return
Do you not think it advisable to in
have a grand raeeting'of the bee-keep- to its liquid state. The honey is in
nowise injured by its candying. Our
ers of the United States, at New
large English and German "orders for
Orleans, during
the
Exposition V
'

lield at

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

ft.

NEWMAN,

EDITOK ANB PKOPRIKTOR,

Convention Hand-Book.

Would it not be possible for the North
a nice Pocket Companion for American Jiee-Keepers' Association
to have their convention in New Orbee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
leans during the Exposition- say in
on toned paper, and bound in cloth
March or April next ?
This

price

is

.5f)

cents.

It would be a grand thing for the
contains a copy of a model
" Constitution and By-Laws " for the Southern bee-keepers to assemble and
formation of Societies for Bee-Keep- have a rousing time. The National
ers— a simplified manual of Parlia- Society might appoint the next meetmentary Law and Rules of Order for ing at New Orleans, in April, 1885, as
suggested by Mr. Viallon, and afford
the guidance of officers as well as
members, a blank form for making an excellent opportunity for many to
attend who have heretofore never done
statistical
reports
a
It

—

of

questions

for

Programme

discussion

at

so.

such meetings— model Premium Lists
i^" The article on page 313 was
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to WTitten by the Rev. G. T. Willis, of
the managers of adjacent County or Hoopeston, 111., and not G.I. Willis,
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for of Farmer City, 111. The initial was
written very indistinctly, and no adjotting down interesting facts, etc.
"We have aimed to make it suitable for dress was given. We put on the only
any locality, and a book that will com- P. O. stamp readable— supposing that
mend itself to every bee-keeper in the was right, in the absence of the address by the writer. It is very annoyEnglish-speaking world.
We have had some bound in Russia ing to find a name written so that it is
leather, with colored edges— price 60 difficult to read, but many write it
more indistinctly than anything else
cents.
We will supply them by the dozen at in a letter; it is so familiar to them
that they take no pains in writing it.
2o per cent, discount, post-paid.
We wish every one would bear in mind
®° A Canadian wishes us to state the fact that the name and address
in the Bee Journal, whether we take should always be written plainly.

California honey, nearly

all

iiow ex-

'
plicitly state
Candied honey preferred,' as they well know that the
:

very fact of its candying
dence of its purity."

is

one evi-

It is but a short time ago that candied honey was condemned as sugar—

and thought
chants

to

be worthless by mer-

who happened

to

have

it

in

stock.

1^" We have received these late
Price Lists of bee-keepers' supplies
T. Pierce, Gansevoort, N. Y.
W. C. R. Kemp, Orleans Ind.
W. T. Stewart, Eminence, Kv.
"

Everybody's Paint Book,"

a

complete guide to the art of out-door
and in-door painting, designed for the
special u.se of those who wish to do
their own work, and consisting of
practical

lessons in plain painting,
varnishing, polishing, staining, paperhanging, kalsomining, etc.; as well as
directions for renovating furniture,
and hints on artistic work for home
decoration, together with a full description of the tools and materials
used. Precise directions are given for
mixing paints for all purposes. Illustrated. By F. B. Gardner.

We acknowledge a copy of this book
from the publisher. It should be in
every household. We can supply it.
Price, SI. 00.

Canadian money for subscription or
books. We do and for fractions of a
1^ It is extravagant economy to 1^ Some whose subscriptions ran
dollar, Canadian postage stamps may delay ordering hives, sections, foun- out with last month, are
disappointed
be sent.
dation, etc., till the last moment, or because we cannot supply any more
till they are needed for use
for fre- back numbers. All should renew as
i^ Mr. Geo. E. Hilton w^as married quently a dealer finds it impossible to soon as they receive their Journal
on Thursday, May 1.5, 18.Si, to Miss fill orders promptly when they are all marked on the first page with a blue
Lizzie Copeland, at Fremont, Mich. held back till the last moment. Then, pencil, and thus save annojance
or
The Bee Journal extends its com- in the rush, many are disappointed. have their papers marked to continue
pliments, and hopes that life's journey Therefore we would say to all, order without being stopped at all. We
wish
will be a pleasant one to the happy early, and save yourselves much vex- all who desire it continuously,
would
couple.
ation and disappointment.
notify us to mark it so on our books.
;

;

;

:
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Utah Convention.

I may have killed the queen,
and instead 'of clustering, the bees
kept up a continual turnmoil,not keep-

tember,

At the late convention held in
Tooele City, Utah, the Interests of
liave noticed in all my colonies bee culture were represented by the
thus affected, two conditions which following encouraging reports
precede or accompany the disease. 1.
C. Conley, from Kox Elder county,
colonv thus affected, or very nearly stated that there were some 700 coloFor the American Bee Journal.
so, presents to a hand held above the nies in the county, and that about 30
Clueens— Diarrhoea.
cluster on top of the cover, a sensation colonies were lost during the winter.
which I cannot compare to anything He had examined some -500 colonies,
A. E. KOHKKE.
belter than the body of a person about and found them in good condition.
to die— cold and clammy. 2. The de- But little foul brood in the county.
colonies
If, as Mr. Doolittle admits, that hy- gree of the disease with
Some little chill brood had been disbrid queens " will produce workers of seemed to be in an inverse proportion covered. His nO colonies had winthe best type to produce comb honey," to the size of entrance, though I had tered well. Last season he took 1 ,000
because '"a direct cross always pro- all of them entirely open ; they varied pounds of honev.
duces vigor," why should a cross of in lieight nearly I4 of an inch. 1 have
German Ellsworth, of Payson, said
inch.
the second deatree. when queen and made them all now a full
there were over 700 colonies in Paydrone are bred from such vigorous
Insufficient ventilation may be a son. Had lost only about 3 per cent.,
Should they factor to be taken into consideration
colonies, deteriorate V
—wintered on summer stands. He
not, according to the claims of the ad- in accounting for the cause of the dis- commenced in the spring of 1883, with
produce
a
stock,
vocates of puie-bred
ease ; l)Ut when some one says, it is 30 colonies, 2 of which were queenless.
still more vigorous type of bees ?
caused by " intlanunation," that word He had increased them to 60 colonies,
bred
as
queen,
dollar
Taking the
cannot be used regarding any condi- taken from them 4.000 pounds of
and sold bv reliable breeders, as rep- tions to which bees may be subject.
honey and 40 pounds of wax. He exof
a
unit-value
real
the
resenting
I believe they are ever
ing

warm enough.

I

A

my

H

queen,

how

does

it

increase the value

of that queen, to the buyer, by beuig
kept by the breeder long enough to
test her ?
It may be said, the breeder charges
that much more for his trouble, for

whicli he should be paid ; but that is
not the question. I am asking this
question with reference to the buyer,
not the seller. Is a tested or any other
queen worth more than one dollar to
the honev-producer V It is my experience, aiid I believe that of most
that individual
honey- producers,
queeiis and their offspring are changeable ?
,
,

Mr. Ileddon is reported to have put
the question in some convention, like
" AVIiv will a colony one season
this
out-do all the rest, and the next do almost nothing : and then again in another season excel all others in furnishing a surplus, and all this takes place
wlien the colony is of apparently the
same strength oiie season as well as
another?" Does it not prove that
queens are not at all reliable ? May
not a dollar queen produce a colony of
excellent workers, and a select tested
one prove to be worthless to the honey:

producer? It cannot even be said,
the chances are against the former. I
am quite confident that no breeder of
high-priced queens will guarantee the
amount of honev the olfspring of his
queens will gather in a good locality.

It appears that some bee-keepers
suppose that some of the fraternity
think pollen to be the tirst, last, and
only cause of the bee-diarrhoea. I do
not know, nor have I read of a single
bee-keeper who has expressed his beBut one thing is
lief to that effect.

Nor do

trouViled with consumption or neuralIf bees were nearer related to
gia.
mammals, tlian they are, we woidd be
better enabled to understand their

plained

how

they successfully man-

aged foul brood for the last 4 years,
which, he maintains, is in the honey,
and does not attach to the bee. Bees
bred in September all die before the
body, and the causes and conditions following May.
l)ro(lucing disease or health Init as it
O. B. Huntington, of SpringviUe.
is. we cannot know much, and the litstated that they had no organization
tle we do know we acquire not liy at that place, where there were sevcom])arison to other animals, but by eral old-fashioned bee keepers, who
experiment with the bees themselves. would not adopt modern methods in
Those two colonies lirst affected. I bee-culture. He owns 27 colonies,
took into the kitciien, made a rousing which wintered without loss. Last
tire, heated the room up to yu-. and
season he took 1,300 pounds of honey
had them tlv for about hours. Then and 79 pounds of wax. He uses the
I examined' both and found no queen
patent extractor, and has sent for a
There is foul
in the stronger colony butthe weaker foundation machine.
pulled through without losing many brood now in the place, which has 427
more liees. The stronger one lived colonies, averaging 70 pounds of honey
and I to the colonv.
until nearly the end of March
then examined the combs and found
Simon :N^oall, of this city, comthe two frames in the center almost a menced in the spring of 1883 with one
solid mass of pollen, having been cov- weak colony. He subsequently bought
ered with honev which had Iteen eat- 2 heavy ones. From the 3 he procured
this honey, as also that 300 pounds of honey. There was some
en, of course
in all mv colonies, had been gathered foul brood in his section.
from w'hite clover. No fall honey
:^Ir. Welch, from Morgan county,
colonies,
around here hence fall honey cannot last spring started with
lie a cause of the disease as some one
which he increased to 14. Lost one
seems to believe. The dead colony during the winter: took but 30O
previously exhiliited a most voracious pounds of honey. There were 72 colappetite. having consumed all the onies in the county some 14 perished
honey, 24 lbs., and had not reared any during the winter. One man had 30
brood either, as they had no queen; colonies in old-fashioned bee-gums.
consequently brood- rearing cannot be He lost a good many. The altitude is
a cause, as some one suggests.
great and seasons short. There is no
In fact. I found in the several colo- foul brood in the county, and no bee
nies that I lost bv diarrhoea, only one, association. He likes the Simplicity
which had a patch of Inood of about hive and when his bees need food, he
the size of a silver dollar; thus, I feeds them mill dust through a lothink, proving quite conclusively that inch tin tube.
„ „ ,,-r
,
brood-rearing'has nothing todo with it.
John Morgan, of Salt Lake county,
and
fumes
smelter
the
that
It may be, that anything which believes
mortality
makes the bees uneasy, may be the foul brood caused the great
and other apiaries
first cause or starting-point, in causing among his own
spring he captured
the bees to move about too much, in- the county. Last
clodding them.
stead of clustering quietly such cases a deserting swarm by
to 3 colonies.
may be queenlessness, lack of ventila- These he increased overhauled
too
tion, or rather, a lack of sufficient Bees should not be
;

(i

;

;

;

(i

:

"

certain, if the bees had no pollen to
eat, then their evacuation could not
be largely composed of undigested pol
;
len, of which it does, and thus constitutes the disease.
I lost 10 per cent, during the past
disturbance or jars;
winter, bv different causes, among fresh air, frequent
which som'e died of diarrhrea. Two all this causes them to eat more than
partake of pollen also,
of them had it as early as Xovemler. is necessary,
intestines.
when we had several days of quite and the result is overloaded
best;
warm weather each week. One of the My lighter colonies wintered
two was the strongest and heaviest^ some came through all right on lbs.
colony I had. I think, when preparuig of honey, by actual weight.
Youngstown, O.
themf or winter the latter part of Sep-

;

m

early lest thev

become

chilled.

He

found great prejudice against honey
extractors, which is because of ignorance and in over-using. Bee inspectors are not encouraged by the County
courts, who pay them grudgingly.
W. M. Egan. of this city, said he

was sorry

to learn that there are still

;

I

'
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tered well loss under 2 per cent. No
foul brood.
20 lbs. of honey can he saved to every
Edward Stevenson, secretary of the
pound of comb foundation artiticially Parent Society, but now in Canada,
" I can report .")0 colonies in
made and introduced into the liive. writes
Eacli society should take at least one good condition, the last I knew of
bee-paper, and prolit by the experience them. Some of them are in two-story
of otliers in the Kast and elsewhere. chaff hives. Last season 1 took 60
An experienced expert can cure foul pounds of honey from each colony at
lirood.
but
inexperienced persons one extraction, without troubling the
should not tamper with it. lie strongly lower story at all. The lower story
recommended tlie two- story hive. has 9 frames the upper has 1-1 to 1-J
Take honey from the upper story only, frames. The lower hive has 2 inches
and you ciin readily change frames of chaff under it, and 3 inches at each
from one to the other story.
end, making the upper story
inches
The feeling of the meeting was longer than the under one. The frame
strongly in favor of organizing bee- of the lower part being lengthwise,
socieiies in every settlement in" Utali will lit the upper one crosswise. In
where bees are kept.
President, the fall the frames should be taken
A'ice-President, .Secretary and Treas- out of the upper part, and a sack of
nrer, are all tlie otticers "usually con- chaff put into it. I made one of these
sidered necessary. The Secretary and hives for a friend here, which he valTreasurer may be united in the same ues very highly. There are not many
person. It is hoped the friends of bees in "Canada, the winters being too
bee-culture everywhere will appreci- severe. But few patent hives are in
ate the importance of this suggestion use." Tooele City Daily.
and act upon it without delay.

some in Utah wlio stick to the
methods of liee-cviltiirt'. From

old

!•")

;

to

:

;

'V25

visible,

ing;

without the aid of brood-rear-

and the honey being consumed

near the cluster, to cause

amove

of the

which was generally followed,
but sometimes preceded, by the very
sudden apiiearance of distended bees
which remained in the cluster, unless
so exhausted as to exhibit their well
known conduct; and in the spring the
hive and combs near the cluster were
found to be dry, and a part of the remaining bees found with distended
bodies and the cause of diarrluea (unless it sliould be found to be pollen)
cluster

disappeared.
Since examining, without injurious
disturbance, 30 colonies twice each day,
on more than one hundred days durA
ing one winter, and also .50 diarrhetic
colonies in the spring, I believe there
is but little to be learned from the
tracks of the disease.
While successfully wintering a reasonable numlier of colonies with the
right upward ventilation, and a like
number supposed to be hermetically
sealed above, I have found that a meThe convention reconnnended the
dium preparation has fixed the price
For the American Bee Journal.
Ajieiucan Bee Journal, published
of my experimenting.
in Chicago at S2 per annum
and
My experiments thus far have been
Observations
in
Cellar
Wintering.
Gkanings in Bee-Culture, published at
made with natural stores gathered beMedina, O., SI a year, as the best
fore July 25; and my idea is that 10 coloC. W. DAYTON.
papers for bee-keepers.
nies in a diarrhetic test are better than
ilessrs. Morgan, Cowley and Ellsa larger number.
In
colonies
first afflicted with diarworth agreed to prepare an article,
Bradford, Iowa.
rhcea
I have found butfew of the bees
each, on the best management of bees
with distended bodies, and where they
for :May, .June and July respectively.
for the American Bee JoumaL
From written reports received and were dead the colony appeared to be
free from disease. By close watching,
read, the following are extracts
Des Moines Co., Iowa, Convention.
Tooele City last fall had 230 colonies; colonies beginning to show the comthis spring 20;i colonies loss 21. Some mon signs were detected several days
The Des Moines County Bee-Keepof the colonies are weak, but on the before. Either strong or weak coloers' Association, held its last session
whole we have had good success in nies which clustered low on the combs
at Middleto\vn,Iowa, on April 22, 1884.
wintering, considering the severity of were all more or less afflicted with
The meeting was called to order by
diarrluea.
the winter.
T. W. Lee, Pres.
I have tried acid and sugar which I the President, Geo. Bischoff.
J NO. Dunn, Sec.
The committee appointed to wait
believed to check it, but found afterManti, about 8-50 colonies in the ward that it was increased ventilation upon the Agricultural Society reported
county (Sanpete). On tlie average or settlement of the cluster.
Five that the following premiums" would be
took about .50 lbs. of honey from each colonies wintered perfectly on wholly ottered at the Fair next fall.
colony. Alany of those who wintered uncapped honey.
$S.(.X)
Best display of Italian beea
on the summer stands sustained heavy
I once put 7 colonies whose brood- Beat display of blacli bees
5.00
loss.
Those who used chaff as a pro- chambers were covered with wire Best imporied Queen
3.00
of
comb
honey,
display
not
leas
than
25
lbs
Best
5.00
tector succeeded well. The interest cloth, in the cellar, alternately with
3.00
Best crate of honey, not less than 2t lbs
in apiculture was appreciably on the 12 whose brood- chambers were covered Best hive for all purposes, best honey extractor, best wax-extractor, best bee-smoker,
increase. Wm. Hkaitiiwait, Pres.
with chaff cushions; and after a conDiploma^
and the best bee- veil
W.^r. Bench, Sec.
Dip. and $5
finement of 1-56 days, in a temperature Best display of apiarian implements
" The ranging between 32 and .50 degrees, 2d best display of apiarian implements. Uip. and $3
Eli Bell, of LoMn, writes
All hives must be securely cNised while
bee interests in this cnuntv (Cache) the 12 were found nearly dead with onNote.—
exhibition, and no bees allowed at large.
are reasonably good this spring. All diarrhtt'a and of the 7, 6 were in good
that I have seen are in good condition. condition, and one weak, without diarThe foregoing report was adopted,
Our method of wintering is to pack rhoea. I have known in several in- and hearty thanks expressed to the
the hives in sawdust or sliavings and stances voidance of feces to resemble Agricultural Society.
put them under good sheds. We re- water.
Nine names were added to the list
move the upper frames or honey boxes
When I moved 60 colonies to their of membership 16 members represenand put in straw cushions. Last year summer stands this spring, after a ted .564 colonies, fall count spring
our yield of honey was very good.'
confinement of 145 days, 11 of the 15 count, 491. The subject of wintering
Secretary S. Worthington, of Pay diarrhetic colonies were amongst the bees was then discussed.
son, writes: "The number of eolo 44 having no brood. During the last
Henry Breder winters them in a
nies of bees in Payson last fall was winter the temperature of my bee-cel- cellar, and uses the Langstroth hive.
738.
During the winter lost 2.^ colo- lar never was below 4.3°, or above 4.5J.^°; Adjourned.
nies, or 3}i per cent, of the whole. All and there was a patch of brood in one
After dinner the same subject was
were wintered on the sunnner stands. comb in each of 16 colonies when set continued.
Total amount of honey taken, 38,1.58 out.
Jno. Nau winters them in an arched
poimds, and 296 pounds of wax."
In the winter of 1882-3 the tempera- cellar, with sufficient ventilation to
A. P. Winsor writes from St. ture varied from 32^ to .50" and there keep the temperature ranging from
George: " 140 colonies honev yield was brood in from one to three combs 40° to 46°. A. M. Baldwin, on their
light: but litle wax; wintered on in every live colony. I have known summer stands without any protecsummer stands; no foul brood: but several colonies in deep hives, in a tion. W. R. Glandon, in an old icelittle loss or gain in numbers of colo- warm cellar, and clustered low on the house.
F. F. Melcher, on their sumnies. Drouth and frost have contrib- combs, to keep dry and quiet from 50 mer stands with straw packed on the
uted largely to the partial failures." to 100 days, wiien the accumulation of sides and back, and in the cap of the
Thirty- five colonies were reported at moisture on the combs or material hive.
Others in his neighborhood
Santa Clara, near St. George. Win- about the brood-chamber, became packed in the same way, but lost
;

:

i

:

;

;

;

.
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For ttie American Bee JournaL
heavily. A. Zackmeyer, on their summer stands and in tlie cellar, with canFrames vs. Cases.
Wide
vas on the top, and straw in the cap
of the hive 2 colonies he left without
W. H. SHIRLEY.
any protection, and both were lost.
" Handling and Transferring " was
On page 198 Mr. Burrell gives his
next discussed. Henry Smith ga\e a experience with cases and separators.
practical explanation of his method.
I endorse all of his article except where
Messrs. Bell, Bischoff, Smith and
he says, "I will not use wide frames.
others discussed "Spring Management
They are an abomination."
of Bees."
I can hardly agree with him there.
The following resolutions were
;

adopted

I

:

Eesolved. That we meet on Sept. 17,
ISS-Jr, at 10 a. m., on the Des Moines
Co. Fair Grounds, for the exhibition

honey and
and supplies.

<jf

Eesolved,

Sept. 17, 18S4.

.John

Nau,

8ec.

Geo. Bischoff, Pres.
For the American Bee

JoumaL

Southern Wisconsin Convention.

The Convention met

at Janesville,

Wis., May 6, and was called to order
by Pres.'C. O. Shannon, who briefly
stated tlie object of the Association.
After the reading of the minutes of
the previous session, and the constitution and by- laws, new names were
added to the roll.
The exhibit of apiarian implements
was not as large as expected. The
discussion was of a miscellaneous
kind. Questions which seemed most
imperative were discussed.
Wintering was briefly considered,
some preferring the cellar, if dry, with
the honey-board moved forward 14
inch others choosing to winter on the
;

stands, packed in

cliaff.

The

great advantage of this is in allowing
them to remain in winter quarters
until cold nights are past. The losses
in wintering will proljably not exceed
6 per cent.
Supers were discussed at some
length. Those most in favor were 1
and 2-Ib. sections in frames.
How to use comb foundation to the
best advantage, wiring in frames, etc.,

A

well agitated.
discussion among a few, during

recess, on the relative size of the different kinds of bees, resulted in the
conclusion that, since the cells are tlie
size, there can be no material
difference in the size of bees, except
as the cells become smaller with age.
The next meeting of the Association
will be held in Janesville, Wis., Sept.

same

23, 1884.

case- method in

have produced
without separa-

I

2 years

tors.

mined

naughty

That we hold our next an-

most preferable.
Adjourned to meet

was

comb honey

yet.

In the spring of 1883 I deterto run about 3^ of my apiary
apiarian implements for comb honey, put up in those

nual meeting at Burlington, Iowa, on
the 4th Tuesday in April, 1885, at 10 a.
m. sharp.
Uniform prices for honey was considered verv desirable.
The Italian bees were most favored,
but hybrids were considered the best
workers. Queen-rearing was briefly
discussed bv manv of the members.
The next subject that received special
attention was "^STatural Swarming"
The latter metliod was
vs. Dividing.
not approved except for rapid increase;
but nearlv all expressed themselves as
believing'that natural swarming is the

summer

have never used any

my own apiary

.J.

T.

POMEROY.

Sec.

}i for

}i lb. sections,

and the

comb honey, put up on

plan, in 2 lb. sections.

otiier

the old

while he and his students prefer the
case, I prefer the shallow wide-frames,
though I have never tested the casemethod the season through.
I am sure I should prefer Mr. H.'s
case without separators, to Mr. BurMr. Heddon agrees
rell's with them.
with me that of all the plans for the
use of separators, he prefers this neat
little one story wide-frame super; and
also, that he does not consider his case
any better than the super for all persons in all locations.
With 8 sections to the foot, or l}4
inch sections, I am inclined to think
9.J per cent, of them would be perfect,
where full sheets of foundation are
used without separators. Of course
the wide frame if used would have to
be made narrow to correspond with
the sections.

used the clamp-method that Mr.
But why dispense with separators
Ileddon has described in the Bee when by their use the honey is all built
I

for the 2-lb. sections. For nice and perfect? I am satisfied that
the 3^-pound sections I procured 1-50 I can get as much honey stored in secsupers, each holding 6 one-story wide- tions ^cith separators as without them;
frames with wooden separators, and for last year I tried quite a number of
I kept looking, all through the season, wide frames filled with sections, which
for the wide frames to prove " an when finished weighed only 4 ounces;
abomination"; but they did not. I and tlie bees finished them just as
much prefer the one-story wide- quickly as any other size. All things
frame system to any case - method being equal, I think it makes but litMy reasons are tle difference with the amount of
I have ever yet seen.
these
honey stored, with separators or with1
Wide frames keep the sections nice out; but all things considered I can
and clean all through the season, and say from my experience, "give me .sepwhen you crate them, it isnot one half arators."
tlie work to clean them for market,
Glenwood, Mich., May 2, 1884.
and wlien cleaned, they are not stained
as sections are where they come in
Fi>r the American Bee Journal.
contact with the bees, as they do with
tlie case-method.
Western Bee-Keepers' Association.
2. Often I have gone to a hive and
found the sections in the middle wideThe fourth semi-annual meeting of
frame nearly full of honey and the
outside ones hardly touched. All I the Western Bee-Keepers' Association
had to do was to slip out my wedges, was held in the Court House at Indeput the outside wide-frame into the pendence, Mo., April 24.
At 2 o'clock, owing to the unavoidmiddle of the case, and in a few days
there would be a nice case of finished able absence of the President, the
sections.
The foregoing manipula- meeting was called to order by the
tion is more than the case-method Vice-President, Dr. G. W. Young.
The minutes of the previous meetwill let you do.
The
approved.
3. When one wishes to use the same ing were read and
sections, 7 to the foot, or 1^ inches committee on "Marketing Honey,"
without separators, all you have to do reported that they had visited Kansas
one exception
is, to put them into the wide frame City and that with only
with the separators out, clamp them all "the leadinghoney-dealers preferred
tightly together, and you have a case their honey unglassed. The committhat goes far ahead of Mr. Burrell's. tee recommended unglassed honey in
1-lb. sections, in crates of from 12 to
I have seen one of Mr. Burrell's cases,
20 lbs. each.
so I am not speaking at random.
On motion a committee of three was
By using my wide-frame case-method,! am able to use the 1-lb. sections or appointed to prepare a list of subjects
the U-lb. without extra cost, as either for discussion.
Mr. P. Baldwin in an able manner
size will fit into the wide frames.
to
It is a fact among bee-keepers, as in addressed the convention in regard
possible
all other brandies of trade, that he preparing honey in the finest
who invents certain things or adopts condition for market.
Tlie first question discussed was
certain methods and becomes wedded
" What is the best spring management
to them knows best how to manipulate
With me, Mr. Burrell's case to bring bees up to proper working
them.
would be too much of a complication; condition in season for the honey har"'
too many loose sticks and boards to vest
B. Baldwin My opinion is that all
look after; and in the make up of it,
iron as well as wood has to be used, that is required is to see that the bees
which adds to the weight, cost, etc. It have plenty of stores ahead, so that
them
also destroys the bee-space above the they ne\'er will be short, and let
frames, and between the cases when alone. I have tried tucking them with
tiered up, which I consider is of vital blankets, closing down on two or three
frames, carrying them in and out of
importance.
with no
I procured my one-story wide-frame the cellar every cold spell, and
supers of Mr. Heddon, who used them better results tlian with present manin equal numbers with his cases; and agement.

Journal,
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:

Weak

colonies

mnst

be cured for. I am .stronjrly in favor
of blanketing anil closing' down to
four or live frames early in the spring.
A. A. Baldwin: I think all that is
needed in the spring is to see that the
bees h.tve i)lenty of stores within reach
of the cluster at all times and then
leave them alone, and they will prepare themselves for summer work.
The bees that I moved from New
Vork last fall were wintered in the
cellar.
When spring came I tucked
all but 4 with blankets.
Those which
I left alone are as far advanced as the
others.
1 have bad 4 of those first
mentioned swarm out and desert the
hive. I would repeat that plenty of
stores close to the cluster and brood,
is about all the spring management
bees require.
L. W. Baldwin
I think a weak colony is better off closed down to two
or three frames. Do not be in a hurry
to spread them out. Wait till they are
crowded before giving more room.
P. Baldwin
I believe that a colony
which has been wintered on the summer stand will be more gritty, and will
build up quicker and get strong, and
ready for the honey harvest sooner
than one wintered in the cellar. I advocate uniting all weak colonies.
Mr. J. F.Myers, of Wyandotte. Kas.:
I believe
in putting "on quilts and
keeping the bees shut down close. Do
not give them any more space than
they can occupy. I think it better to
build up all the weak colonies. I often
find them as profitable for honey as
some that are strong in early spring.
A. A. Baldwin
I do not double
them up till later in the spring. Wait
till they are gaining fast in numbers
then select the best queen, kill the
other, put two together. and then they
will go ahead and make a strong colony that will pay better than the two
which are weak.
J. D. ileador:
My experience is
that it pays better at the end of the
season to build up all weak colonies.
I think I make more in that way than
I would by uniting them.
I am satisfied that a large amount of the fussing
and fooling done with bees in the
spring is unnecessary.
The main
thing is a close hive and plenty of
stores that the bees can get at in all
weather.
The next subject was, " What is the
best management to prevent too much
swarming."'
A. A. Baldwin
My plan is wait
until the colony is nearly ready to
swarm, then take away the old queen
and either kill her, or give her about
a quart of bees, and frames of foundation.
If you desire increase, that
would be the best way to get it. Then
give the colony a cell and let them
rear a young queen. They seldom
swarm with a young queen.
J. F. Myers
Plenty of room will
prevent swarming, in a great measure.
It cannot entirely be prevented.
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olonies all swarm once put two or ony has plenty of food left in the
base
three swarms into one hive, and of it; while a cell produced in a nucleus
put on all the sections they can occu- IS generally left without any.
;

py. I cannot prevent swarming, but I
Adjourned till 7:80 p. m.
can prevent too much increase.
At 7:80 the meeting was called to
The next question was. " Which is order by Vice-President Young. The
the better method of increase, divid- Secretary was ordered to have 500 coping or swarming V
ies of the constitution and by-laws
L. W. Baldwin
I am strongly op- printed and distributed.
A motion
posed to dividing. It is strictly opposed was carried that the President appoint
to nature. A colony of bees knows two committees on the fall meeting
of
better than we when it is ready to the association.
swarm. A colony left to swarm "natThe convention then took up the
urally will begin" to build comb 3 or 4 question of the relative proHt of prodays sooner than one which is made ducing comb and extracted honey.
by dividing.
Then another strong
Mr. P. Baldwin said that he had alargument against it is: A man will ways produced comb honey, and of
double up his bees and if from any course he knew but little oif the relacause tlie flow of honey should cease, tive profits of the two.
he would be left with all his bees, or a
L. W. Baldwin
I extracted 2,000 to
great many of them, in a starving con- 4,000 lbs. each year and am strongly in
dition.
favor of comb honey for profit and
J. W. Hart:
I do not believe that quick sales.
When my comb honey is
one can become well enough skilled so all sold I have the most of the extracted
as to know just when to divide a col- on hand. That has been my experiony, and have it go ahead like one that ence, and I am bothered to sell the
chooses its own time and gets ready in extracted. I think more bees die from
its own way.
I have tried both meth- the use of the extractor than from any
ods and have come to the conclusion other cause. Bee-keepers will extract
that the best way is to let nature take late and the consequence is, bees go
its course.
into winter ciuarters with unsealed
P. Baldwin
I have tried all the honey, it sours and causes disease,
new theories that have been advanced. when if sealed stores had been left
I am strongly in favor of natural them to winter on, they would have
swarming.
done well.
J. F. Myers
I am an advocate of
J. H. Jones
I am of the same
dividing. It is the only safe way of opinion as Mr. Baldwin.
I think of
guarding against swarms going to the giving away my extractor. I think it
woods. I start nuclei early in the sea- would be money in my pocket to never
son and rear queens to give the old use one again.
colony; for it will swarm and become
Dr. J. G. Meador: I produce exso light in bees, that, at times, I would tracted honey exclusively; have no
hive to strengthen it.
trouble to sell it. I can dispose of the
A vote was taken on the question extracted as soon as I could the same
which resulted in a majority of 4 to 1 amount of comb honey. The most of
in favor of natural swarming.
my customers would rather have it, at
" Which is the best plan of rearing the same price. I believe I can get 3
queens V"
pounds of extracted to one of comb.
Jas. A. Nelson
1 think queens
W. B. Thome
I have found it
reared in good nuclei, are in every more profitable to produce
extracted
respect equal to those
reared in honey.
It is
easier handled, less
full colonies.
Those queens reared trouble to store it, and quick sales. I
early in the season, or late in the fall, could always sell my
extracted honey
may not be so good.
as fast as the comb. The most of my
J. C. Batch
I am satisfied that customers take the extracted
in prefqueens reared in nuclei are superior, erence to comb honey if put up
in
or at least ought to be, to others; for glass. I think that is the
only way to
you have a chance to rear from the put up honey to sell direct to the
conbest colonies.
sumer.
A. A. Baldwin
I am satisHed that
E. J. ]5axter, of Xauvoo, 111., said
a queen is far better reared in a full that lie had handled a large amount
of
colony with the natural impulse of both comb and extracted honey,
and
swarming, than one reared in a small that there was more money in the
exnucleus. I have bought a great many tracted. A good colony will
produce
forced queens, or queens not reared three times as much extracted
as comb
under the swarming impulse, and honey, in 2- lb. sections. Last year he
never had one to live more than 6 prodiiced 2.100 lbs. and had no trouble
months. I would rather pay S3 for a to sell it.
queen reared naturally than $1 for a
I think that the best
J. W. Hart
forced queen.
results can not be obtained from either
P. Baldwin
I think a queen reared
but
itself,
one by
recommend that a
in a capped cell taken from a full colbee-keeper must produce both in order
ony is as good as any, no matter where to make a success of the business.
reared or hatched.
Adjourned till Friday morning 9:30
J. W. Hart
I know that a queen
a. m.
reared from a cell that was capped in
The convention was called to order
a full colony, is just as good, if at 9::i0 a. m. by the Vice-President.
P. Baldwin
I have tried Doolittle's
reared
in
a
small
nucleus,
as
if
it
had
plan and it failed. Bees in Xew York
The first question "Is the traffic
are not like western bees ours have been left to hatch in the parent colony. in the dollar-(|ueeus any benefit to the
broader views are more like the inJ. II. .lones made a strong argument
bee-business V"
habitants; have more enterprise and in favor of queens reared naturally.
I do not use dollarP. ]5aldwin
go-aheaditiveness. My method to preA. A. Baldwin
I have always no- queens, and I am not in favor of the
vent too much increase is, to let the ticed that a cell produced in a full col- traflic.
;
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L. "W. Baldwin: I do not handle
dollar-queens, but I am satisfied that
1
it is an injury to the bee-business.
know that good queens cannot be
great
reared and sold for one dollar.
many ship old and inferior queens to
their dollar customers and keep the
best for better prices.
I think that as good
J. A. Nelson
queens are sent out by the dollar-queen
breeders as those sent out as tested.
1 take as mucli pains in breeding as
others, and my queens are as long
lived. There are irresponsible queenbreeders, as well as in any other business. I have had better queens that I
bought for SI. than many 1 have paid
S3 for.
I have bought a
A. A. Baldwin
freat many dollar-queens and never

A

:

:

A

ad one to live over 6 months.
great man>' of them were nothing but
dwarfs. Some never laid an egg after
being introduced.
I have bouglit dollarJ. C. Batch
:

queens with good results;

and

as long as any,

I

am

tfiey lived
well pleased

with them.

W.

B. Thorne

I

:

eral dollar-queens

have bought sevand have been in

I have l)een in the
L. W. Baldwin
business 16 years, and have always
wintered my "bees in the cellar when I
could. It saves a large amomit of
liouey and I find it less trouble to early in and out of the cellar than to
pack them for out-door wintering.
And it saves the expense of mats and
:

:

S years, by the
Tliey say they can buy Ihem
cheaper tliaii they can rear them in
their own apiary.

dozen.

The next question was, " What is
the best method of wintering bees ?'"
E.

J.

Baxter

I

:

winter them on

summer stands in a double- walled hive;
liave S frames in the hive, pack one
side with leaves, put a mat of grass 1

inch thick on the top of the frames,
then till the cap with chaff and tack
on a piece of oiled muslin to keep the
leaves in. 1 leave the front entrance
open, make sure that they have plenty
of sealed stores witliin reach of the
cluster, and leave in plenty of lioney
to last them till the first of May. The
past two winters I have lost less than
2 per cent. I much prefer this mode
of wintering to putting them into a
cellar.

I am very much in
a double-walled hive with
side and top-packing, for out-door
wintering. I think tliat is the best

A. A. Bahlwin

:

favor of

way a colony can be wintered; and

it

will build up in less time in the spring
tlian one wintered in the cellar.

P. Baldwin
I am in favor of a single-walled hive for out-door wintering,
with the cap packed with chaff to absorb moisture. I think I can winter
more successfully on the summer
stands in this climate.
I whiter my bees in
.J. F. Myers
the cellar, with less loss and a great
saving of honey. Last fall I put ss
colonies in and "look out 87 this spring
in good condition.
:

:

A large number
from

bee-keepers
attendance.

Adjourned
Mo., upon
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of very prominent

abroad

were

in

meet at Independence,

to

call of

the Executive

Com-

mittee.

C. M. Crandall,
Dr. G. W. Young, Tice-Pres.
I have wintered bees
stands,
in
the
celand
on the summer
lar, with about equal success; but I
For the American Bee Joun,aL
prefer the cellar, for I save from S to
10 lbs. of honey to the colony.
The Production of Drones.
I prefer a cellar to
J. D. Meador
winter in. if 1 have one that is suitaD. K. BOUTELLE.
ble; but if it is not dry and so fixed
that the air can be kept pure, the bees
On page 594 of the Bee .Jourxal
had better be left on the summer for 1883, Mr. Thiehuann refers to the
stands.
statements of Messrs. Youngman and
Adjourned till 1:30 p. m.
Trussell, in the Northern Michigan
At 1:30, after calling the meeting to Convention (page -542 of the Bee
order, the President introduced Mr. Journal for IsKl,) that they have had
Jerome Twichell, of Kansas City, Mo., queens, drones, and worker bees, all
who addressed the convention in a from the same larvse. He then relates
very able manner on the subject of an experience of his own, from which
marketing honey. Mr.Twichell showed lie seems disposed to conclude that
the convention that he was master of queens, drones and workers may be
the situation, and well up vs-ith the reared from eggs laid in worker cells.
times in regard to the best manner of
On page ous iif the Bee Journal
packing and shipping honey. There for 1880, may be seen an article from
has been sold in Kansas Cit}', the past me relative to this same subject, givseason, 70,000 lbs. in I'-lb. sections. 4-3 ing an account of my experience in
of which was glassed; 13,00<J in 1-lb. 1878. It seemed to "be so much at
sections, 2,000 of it glassed; and about variance with the Dzier^on theory,
6.000 lbs. of comb honey in irregular and all popular writers upon bees, that
shapes, about 18,000 or 20,000 lbs. The I did not venture to offer it for publihoney from New York was mostly in cation until I experimented more.
The extracted This I did in the two following years
2-lb. sections glassed.
was nearly all from California, Iowa, and, by these experiments and my
quilts.
-J.

"\V.

Hart:

:

;

;

former "one, I became fully convinced
have received comb that there is no difference in the eggs
New York City in good from which the three classes of bees
shape. It came by freight. I consider are produced but that different treatKansas Citv one of the best of honey ment and conditions cause the differmarkets. There is no danger of over- ent effects.
stocking the market. I have a large
I did not then venture, seemingly
trade in Colorado and New Mexico, against all the bee-world, to express
and have shipped there witli very sat- this conviction very strongly, but
isfactory results. For the home trade simply gave my experience, hoping to
but for draw out others and more experienced
1 prefer honey unglassed
shipping a long distance I strongly bee-keepers on the subject; but it
favor glassing it
My advice to bee- seemed to attract no attention, and I
keepers is not to use dovetailed sec- concluded 1 had made a laughingtions. I have found on arrival 90 per stock of mvself among bee-keepers,
cent, of the broken combs of honey in and that I "would better have kept
dovetailed sections. I do not think still. So. when tlie " parthenogenei:Mb. sections would pay. I have had sis "
came round, I
discussion
but little shipped to me this year. shrugged my shoulders and kept quiet;
The bulk of the extracted honey, I but I thought it was all no genesis.
have sold for manufacturing purposes.
But finally Dr. A. B. Mason, in the
The crv of adulteration deters many Bee- Keeper)!' Instructor, makes allusion
dealing
from
in
it.
"customers
of my
to my article, and the Bee JourAll dark extracted honey should be nal of 1882 quotes from him on page
shipped in large packages, for the 37. The I'D 'tor. after quoting from
manufacturers prefer it in that shape. my article, pays me the following
The average price in Kansas City this compliment
The experience that
season was
No. 1, comb, 17t^ cents; this correspondent gives, is worth
irregular box-honey, 14 cts.; extracted. more than all the theories of learned
No. 1, 9>4 cts.. No. 2, 83-4 cts.
and experienced apiculturists." While
Independence, Mo., was selected as of course I am thankful to the Doctor
the place of next meeting; the time for his compliment, if he means it,
to be fixed by the executive committee. yet, it seems to me like the boy's
Tlie following was adopted
"boo," that made the colt run away
entirely " too big a
Besolved, That the Western Bee- with his father
keepers' Association extend a vote of boo for such a little colt."
Let us think a little more about this
thanks to Mr. J. Twichell for his able
subject, sex in bees. It seems to me
and instructive address.
The query-box was opened at this one worth investigating; and. after
all, what is there so very incredible in
time.
The report of the committee on the idea that the diffe"rent sexes of
statistics is summed up thus 23 mem- bees should be developed from the
bers represented 1,938 colonies fall same kind of eggs V
I

:

have bought ipieensfor

—loss

colonies.

Sec.

every instance, well pleased.
P. Baldwin
I have always observed that the most of those who
bought dollar-queens were not experienced bee-keepers, but beginners
who want soQietliing cheap, and consequently the breeders should be very
careful what they send out.
I have noticed that
J. A. Nelson
a great many beginners buy dollarqueens of me. but they generally buy and Illinois.
more the next year and often send for
He says
tested queens. I have customers who honey from
:

count; 1,609, spring count.

;

;
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:

:

;

;

:
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AVhat absunlity is there in the svipdifferent conditions,
position that
Surplus Receptacles.
different snrronndings.dilTerent treatnitiit, and (hITerent inffuences prodnce
JOHN LONGMATE.
the diff'eience of sex'? No donbt
tliere is a natural and adequate cause
I have been very much interested in
for this effect
hut we possess very the articles on the sul)ject of surplus
little, if any, delinite knowledge as to
receptacles, and have made some
what tlie iiiunediate cause is.
experiments, with a view of ascerSo far as we know, in all animated taining the best metliod of producing
nature, except liees and a few other surplus comb honey.
insects, everv indivi<lnal, male or feI have tried side-storing in boxes
male, reiiuiVes both a father and and in frames, the same as the brood
a motlicr in order to gain an individual flames, and in sections with and withexistence.
out brood frames; also top-storing in
;

understanding this great the various modes, endeavoring to fnul
is it not more incredible, the best and most (iractical method of
more irrational, seemingly more absurd storing honey, in the best marketable
.Vfter

general law,

that these insects are anexception to condition.
the law V Do not both male and feI consider it settled beyond controjuale cliicks hatch from the same kind versy, that the liest form in which to
of eggs ?
have it, either for home market or for
Aye, is not this also true of the shipment, is in sections not to exceed
ova "of all known animals V To me, it 2 lbs. in weight, and these should be
does not seem rational that the bee well tilled and smoothly capped, in
should he an exception to this great such a manner that when packed, the
law, that reqiures both male and fe- honey does not touch the sides of the
male to rei>roduce their kind.
case, nor any portion of any other
But, says one, "if this be so, then section, so as to chafe the cappings
what lie'comes of parthenogenesis and cause leakage.
wliich the great bee-scholars of GerAfter long experimenting, I hit on
many have so ably defended can we the plan of l)road frames of the same
ignore what these great men have ver- form and size as the brood frames.
And farther, " do we not see These I could use in the side next to
ified
that eggs laid by unmated queens the brood combs, and by placing a hive
always produce drones V" So too, I just like the lower one on top of it,
would answer, a few hundred years use them as an upper story; placing
ago everybody could see that the earth them all on at once, or by the use of
was (lat,"and that it was the center of division-boards and cushions on the
the universe the sun, moon and stars brood frames, commence with a few
all revolving around it every day and and increase as needed.
the learned astronomers had verified
"When I had this plan perfected in
these facts. Now, I am unable to ac- my mind, and adapted to the size of
count for the at-present-seeming-fact the hive I said, "I have it"'; and
that virgin queens lay eggs that pro- thonglit, "nowthat is perfect. That is
duce drones ; but it does'not therefore splendid. I shall have no more trouble
follow that it cannot be done.
with bulged combs, or waxed sections,
When Copernicus published his the- for the outside of the sections will all
ory of the solar system, and was sum- be protected by the brood frames, and
hetVire
moned
the
authorities, the thin wood separator tacked to the
he was told that if his theory was true, side of the frame will compel the bees
the planet Venus ought to show phases to build all the combs straight, and
like the moon.
lie thought and an- not bulge them beyond the edges of
swered, '-yes, it ought; I had not the sections."
So in the winter I made a lot of
thought of that before. I cannot explain it, but I believe it will be broad frames, and tacked on the
wooden separators and had them ready
explained."
When the time
little later, when Galileo con- for the honey How.
structed his telescope and looked came I put them into the hives, and
through it at Venus, there she was a with eager expectation watched the
half moon. So too, I have faith enough result. It soon became time to take
in law and science to believe that it will them out, and great was my disapyet be demonstrated that all reproduc- pointment. While some of them were
tion of kind comes under one law, and as nice as I could wish for, many of
that parthenogenesis is a myth like the combs were built crosswise and
the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, a attached to the division-boards, or to
the separators on each side, and could
chimera like the fabled Centaur
monster of imagination.
not be removed without first cutting
Let us hear from others. I like the loose from the separators of the adway Mr. lleddon treats most ques- joining frame.
tions he is a great skeptic he doubts
And then came the difficulty of getor has doubted nearly all that has ever ting the bees from between the combs
been said or written of bees. He and separators, and of removing the
doubts and then goes for investigation sections from the frames, for the bees
to either verify or prove the falsity of glued them to each other and to the
the hypothesis, which have been as- frames.
sumed. Doubt is the harbinger of
The edges of the sections were as
knowledge and then he owns up so much daubed and discolored as those
candidly when he hnds he learns his where the bees were allowed to run
mistakes.and never calls his opponents over the whole outside. It is the edge
fools or knaves, because they disagree of the section which we wish to keep
with him.
clean and white, for they are the parts
Lake City, Minn.
exposed to view, when packed in cases.
;

V

;

;

A

—

;

;

;
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If I were satisfied that there is no
better way, I could endure these vexations, thinking they were a part of
the busitiess, and must be endured;
for by " the sweat of the brow '" and
the sting of bees we shall eat honey.
I find I have not the number of the
Ijee Jouun.m, containing Mr. Heddon's description of his honey-board;
but I can see very little beneht derived
from the use of a honey-board.
I
think the best way to place sections
on a hive, is to take two strips of wood
IJ^ inches wide, and 14; inch thick,
and as long as the inside of the hive,
or enough to take in as many sections
as you wish to set side by side; take 2
strips of the same width, ^s inch thick
and ig inch longer than the sections,
nail the long strips to the ends of the
short ones, and you have a case in
which to set the sections. Place this
crosswise on the brood frames on the
back side of the hive. On the inside
of this, along each side, place a strip
•VIG of an incti thick, J2 inch wide,
and as long as the case. Now place

the sections in this case, resting them
strips, close the ends with wood
separators and key them tight with
pieces the same as the top ot the section. Two of these cases of sections
cover the brood frames, and when
more are needed, lift them up and
place empty ones under.
This is, in my mind, the simplest,
cheapest, and most readily manipulated case I have ever seen or heard of.
Any one section, or the whole case,
can be removed and returned with
perfect ease.
The top and bottoms of the sections
inch narrower than the
are J| or
sides, leaving room for the ingress of
and
a good opportunity to
the bees,
see the condition of the combs, by
simply laying back the cloth a little.
The 5-16 inch strip between the sections and frames, admits of the passage of the bees between them, and
where they are properly put on, the
bees do not wax them as much as in
broad frames.
Three-eighths of an inch is too
much space. The bees will sometimes
bridge up between, and }4 i'lch is not
quite enough. They sometimes wax

on the

%

them

fast.

In putting the sections on I find it
best to place the case on first, then
the narrow strips, and then the sections one at a time. In this way I kill
no bees and when one gets a little used
to it, they can be put on very quickly.
I have been using sections IJg inches
wide, witt) separators, and thought
but since
separators indispensable
reading Dr. Tinker's article on page
considering
the
idea
of sec5i5, and
tions occupying the same space as the
brood combs, and continuous passageways up into the sections, I have
;

concluded to try it this summer, and
have made sections with sides 1% inch
wide, and top and bottom 1}^ inch.
These I can use on my present rack,
and if I can obtain all, or nearly all
straight and smooth combs without
separators, I shall consider that a very
great advance has been made In scientific

apiculture.

There is one point upon which I
wish our practical bee-men would

;
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throw the hght

of their experience.
division-board, I consider an
almost indispensable article in the
apiary, but I experience some difficulty
in preventing the bees sealing the ends
to the sides of the hives. I liave tried
cutting the boards ,14 inch shorter than
the width of the hive, and tacking
strips of woolen cloth on each end, to
I have tried glazed
till the space.
cloth, put on in such a manner as to
form a half circle tube, between the
end of the board and the hive. This
last I consider the best for the end of
the board.
Then to make it easy to remove the
boards, I cut them in the center, or
make them of two pieces, and hinge
them with small staples. Theii to
remove the board, push the center
from the comb. Tliis shortens it and
it is easily taken out or moved back.
If any of our bee-men have a better
way, will they please describe it in the

The

and do likewise ". What I mean is soap lather on a hog's back and smear
There is lots of honey wasted his arms, hands, neck, and face with
this
by every body who keep bees, to their it. The bees would not sting him for
own loss and the loss of the one prac- a week, unless he washed himself for
However, this is a free a bee would not sting a hog or any
tical man.
country. A locality can be easily so thing that smelled like one. Try it.
Springfield, Out.
overstocked that very little honey
:

;

will

come on the market.

Xow as to

spreading a knowledge of
bee-keeping by getthig subscribers to
the Bee Journal (and I know no
better way of doing it), I can say, it
though I have
is not beneficial to me

ror tbe American Bee Journal.

Bee-Feeding in the Spring.

W.

;

tried

it,

talked

it

up,

and lent

my

A.

SITEWJIAN.

paper for miles around, and never took

In all the bee-periodicals one reads
a subscription. You see if all my bee- much on the subject of feeding in the
keeping neighbors would get enthusi- spring ; and it well pays all who are
astic on the subject (and no one should engaged in keeping bees, as very many
keep bees unless they do) it would be new ideas are brought forth, which
bad for me; but Darwin says, " The a careful reader and sound reasoner
In this village I may turn to advantage and profit.
fittest will survive."
am almost " monarch of all I survey '"; The success of the season, in a great
but in a village 6 miles from here, measure, depends on the success of
there is at least 6 enthusiasts that are spring
management ; and in that
going to make a specially of the busi- there are many different theories.
Bee Journal V
Now
ground.
into
the
run
it
and
ness,
111.
Farmer City,
To an apiarist of experience, or to
you may think me selfish, but there is those having a large number of colosomething not right; perhaps that nies, the articles published in the beeFor the American Bee JoumaL
something is myself.
papers are more especially directed ;
I have wintered my bees for two and the amateur or the possessor of a
" Who Should Keep Bees?"
winters in the cellar, very successfully; dozen colonies hardly finds in them
and 22 colonies consuming, on an the intelligence just suited to his case
.JOHN VODER.
average, in 158 days last winter, a little in order to make matters the most
or rather
less tlian 9 lbs. of honey
valuable
So much has been said and written they lost in weight less than 9 lbs. practicable. Experience is a
must go
about the art of bee-keeping, that the including the dead bees. Allot them teacher, but practicability
order to be
novice may say, " 1 can never learn "; soiled the outside entrances of the hand in hand with it, in
to
and yet the '• half was never told,'" and hives some of them so badly that I successful. AVith me success isand
succeed with the least expense
that which has been told should never really was afraid they would die.
labor— reasonably so.
have been told.
On April 2, 1 set out 7 colonies for a
But spring feeding is my theme, and
Too much is said on the bright side
within
I read
they spotted everything
I am on the amateur side.
of the bee-business; it makes the fly;
same
the
various ways of feeding, but the many
hundred resolve to "embark" when reach, so I set them back
14th I set them all different feeders advertised, are unaonly one will succeed. It is very nice evening. On the
they did not spot anything. How vailable, so I use a method of my
to visit a practical bee-man and see out
hives were own, which I find is successful.
him handle his bees, taking off 20 or was that And most of the
clean inside; while bees wintered
No doubt Messrs. IIeddon,Doolittle,
30 lbs. of pure honey per colony; yes, very
stands were very much Hutchinson, etc., will smile audibly ;
so the 99 resolve to get " just a few for on summer
when bees are but it will contrast with the " old
our own use.'' They do so and the soiled inside. I think
come fogies" who "pooh"" at their fancy
few gather perhaps 20 or 30 lbs. of in a warm, dark place they will
the cellar methods. When I first examined my
honey duting the summer and then out to void themselves. In
the first rest- colonies in March, I found them all as
their bees die from the carelessness I pile the hives 3 deep,
hive, a cushion made strong, apparently, as when packed,in
No ing on an empty
or malpractice of their keeper.
new silver
of each,
one should attempt to keep bees unless of oat-hulls over the frames bottom the fall, and as bright as a
the
dollar but some had very little honey.
he knows " what manner of man he and let the cross pieces of
board span the hive below, resting on How to supply it, was a question, as
is "; if every man before starting in
the hive }4 my time was limited. So I procured
the business would first commit to a slat nailed on the end of
that
memory W. F. Clarke's paper, " Who inch below the top. with those cush- several small woodenthe boxes,
inner hive
I have 53 colonies
would set in between
should keep bees," read at the Toronto
The bees and the packing case. In the side of
Convention, and ask himself, am I ions on most of them.
under the cushion; these boxes near the top a slot was cut
naturally qualiliedV if so, can I attend cluster immediately
inch
and then give an honest but those without the cushion cluster some 6 inches in length and }4 leak
to it y
that the wide. The boxes were found to
answer and act accordingly if every lower down, thus showing
agreeable to when tried with water, Init a hot iron
one would do that, I am sure there cushion is warm and
Spring dwindling is what I and a very small quantity of beeswax
them.
would not be so many bee-\illers.
although I have not had soon soldered the joints on the inside
It is really surprising how many fear most,
way. I use the and they were made water tight.
there are who undertake, and do keep much trouble in that
Quinby hive.
These boxes were put next to the inbees without having one book or paper large hanging, S-frame
with the top of
How would heavy pasteboard do for ner hive, the slot even
on the subject or who do not read an
When a colony is the hive ; a small piece of wood was
article in a whole year, unless they division boards V
of the slot
borrow or hear a short lecture while strong enough in the spring to cover inserted into the middle
the
only .5 or 6 frames I thin k such a board and projected about two inches ;
on a visit to some live bee- man.
This is the advice I gave to a bee- would be just thing. Let the board cloth cover over the brood-frames
admit the small piece
man the other day when talking to tit tight all around. Some use a hang- raised enough to makes
a passage-way
this
" If you want ing-board the same size as the frames; of wood
him about his bees
to the box,— and they
to make them pay you a handsome but I do not see that they would be for the bees
Then slide the cover
profit and do not "wish to take from any better than an eiupty comb, or a readily find it.
of the small box 2 or 3 inches and
them what honey they have, or do not full one either.
Here is a recipe for the prevention pour in syrup, filling up to the slot
desire to sell them, set them out from
bees are fed
under that old shed, pile those old of bees' stinging, as told me by an old close the "cover and the
At
He said there was a gen- without the least disturbance.given
rails on them and set fire to them.'" Irishman.
time, more syrup may be
Now I know that was good advice tleman in the old country who kept any the
it
how
bees will never know
under the circumstances and there 40 or 50 colonies, and before going to and
are very many more who might -'go handle his bees he would first make a came there.
,
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Tlie cheapness of this

They and although the mercury was S(P
.and drained, and much exposed.
who have were moved on a spring-wagon, and below zero during the winter, I was

method

those

its practicability for

few, or many colonies, is admirable.
great point I claim over nsing a
feeder inserted into tlio IkhIv of the
hive, is, that with my method the bees
are undistnrbed, while with the others
they are shifted about and more or
less irritated ; and the less you disturb
the natural condition of bees in the
spring, or any other time, in my opinion, the belter it is.
Xow as to the feed. I know that
grannlated sugar syrup is the next
best thing to'the natnral honey for
bee-food. And in my business I use
it for spring feeding in the proportion
of 7 lbs. of water to 10 lbs. of sugar.
For fall feeding I should use 1 lb. less
of water.
The syrup is boiled for a moment or
two, then skimmed, and allowed to
cool so that only the chill is off before
feeding. I have wintered bees at a
cost of one dollar per colony, solely on
sugar syrup.
I wiirbrietiy state a few pointers
I do not believe in feeding often in
the spring to stimulate breeding. If
feed is required give all that is necessary at one time, and the breeding
will proceed faster than if interrupted
every few days. Neither do I believe
in the pollen theory as the cause of
diarrhcea, or the loss of bees. In some
future article I wish to give my views
on that question but space forbids
here, and more, it is not a timely
topic. There is no use now, of telling
how to pack bees for winter, etc.

One

:

;

put on the ground in a semi-circular informed that my bees were all right.
row facing the south. I intended fix- Bees require no chaff-packing here,
ing them up for winter and putting but need plenty of shade.
Palmetto, Pla., May 1, 1884.
them in proper places, but 1 neglected
doing so
not even putting in the
honey-blocks, or closing such openings
For the American IU*o Journiil.
Of
as were in the honey-boards.
course after such an extremely cold
Randolph, N. Y., Convention.
winter, I expected that one-half of
;

my

colonies had perished.
of an apiary of 2S colonies
which was moved in 187S, and left in
a similar condition to mine only 3
colonies vv'ere alive in the spring, but
that was after a warm, damp winter
had passed.
The winter before, my bees also were
on as high and dry ground, and I lost
only 1 colony by starvation but they
were not so much exposed, and had
the entrance blocks in, but with no
otlier protection.
Hereafter the only preparations for
wintering I shall make will be these
1. Leave the colonies on the summer
stands, and see that each one has
plenty of bees and sealed honey. 2.
Protect the hives from dampness as
faras possible. 3. Leave the entrances
open about 2 to 4 inches, according to
the strength of the colony. I would
pay no attention to upward ventilation. Keeping the hive dry and the
bees furnished with plenty of sealed
honey ,are the main ideas in wintering.
I

know

;

;

:

Paint Lick, Ky.
For tbe American Bee JoumaL

Bee-Keeping in Florida.
tlie

American Bee Jourc^U
B. M.

my home in Indiana last Octospend the cold season in the
South. The winter here has been very
The best plan for the protection of pleasant indeed but some of the old
bees in winter has not, as yet, been citizens say it was the coldest known
settled
and as the subject is still dis- for many "years. There have been
cussed quite extensively, I will give only two damaging frosts. Vegetables
some plain facts on the natural metliod have been killed twice, and the garof wintering bees.
deners are now shipping from the
AU recollect the severe winter of third planting. There were only a
1880-81. and the great mortality of few days during the winter that bees
bees which followed it. The theory did not work. About March 1, a lady
then was that the extreme cold and gave me 2 colonies in rotten box hives.
long Qouflnement killed the bees. I 1 began making hives to which to
have for some time doubted this theory, transfer them, and before I had comand am now satisfied of its fallacy.
pleted the first hive one of the colonies
I generally have been successful in swarmed.
I hived the swarm, and
for
w'intering bees
the past 20 years. soon transferred the colonies. They
The winter of 1S68-69 will be remem- have been working nicely, but I have
bered as one of great mortality among received no honey from them. Palthe bees, especially here in Kentucky. metto is beginning to bloom, and I
The disease was termed bee-cholera. think the bees will soon fill the secNearly every colony in this vicinity tions. Here bees are kept in box
died and all that saved my 13 was hives and when the apiarist wishes
the feed I gave them before preparing for some honey, he takes off the top
ber, to

;

;

;

;

them for winter. I believe it was not
starvation that caused the death of
the bees, but poor honey.
The past winter was the coldest ever
known in this State the thermometer, at times, being 33° below zero.
My bees were confined longer than
ever before, and still they came
through stronger than I could have
hoped for, and that without the loss of
a single colony.
I had moved my apiary of 43 colonies, to a location which is high, well
;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ers, etc.

Those present represented 879 colonies in fall spring count, 824 ; loss .55.
After a vote of thanks for the use of
the Odd Fellows' hall, the Association
adjourned to meet on Sept. 1, 2. at
Sec.

LINGLE.

I left

ARGO.

ganized the Western New York and
Northern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers'
Association, by the adoption of a constitution and by-lays, and the election
of the following officers for the ensuing
year
President— H. S. Elkins, Kennedy.
Vice-Presidents
O. it. Phillips,
Conewango; S. S. Sleeper, Holland;
H. D. Gates, Gerry.
Sec. W. A. Shewman, Randolph.
Treasurer— V. Page, Kennedy.
These subjects were discussed
Regulating the price of honey selling
unripened honey successful wintering packing vs.other methods division vs. natural swarming; age and
proliflcness of queens; clipping queens'
how to produce tlie most
wings
honey how to prevent after-swarming circus with fertile workers how
to winter for $1.00 per colony; feed-

Jamestown. N. Y.
W. A. Shewman,

Protection of Bees in Winter.
R. M.

Those interested in apiculture, met
at Randolph, N. Y., on May (i, and or-

;

Randolph, N. Y.
For
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of the hive arid cuts out the honey.
One of my neighbors had a swarm
issue the other day, and it settled on

He put an empty hive
under them, and then stepped back
out of danger, and threw a club at
them, but did not knock all of them
off; so he took a fence rail and struck
a small tree.

the tree, jarring off the balance.

To

For the American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keeping in Nebraska.
O. A.

MULLON.

The working season for the bees has
commenced in Nebraska. The spring
but since the
has been backward
middle of April bees have been at
and
the cottonwork on the maples
wood. Along the creek bottoms the
abundant wild plum is in full bloom.
;

It is interesting to mark the progress
in bee-culture in a prairie State. The

bee goes with the orchard, and the
cultivation of flowers. For years the
orchardists on the Missouri bluffs have
been bee-keepers ; it is only of late
that apiaries have been located on the
prairies. Fruit growing is extending
west from the Missouri river, up into
Mr. Geo. M.
the Republican valley
;

Ilawley, a mile and a half from Lincoln, had 175 colonies during the winter, in a large, dry cellar, and put
them out about April 1,— later than is
the backward,,
usual in Nebraska
Ilis losses
spring being the cause.
were not over 5 per cent, and that
among the nuclei. The season now
promises to be a good one.
Lincoln, Neb., May 1, 1884.
;

1^ TheKentuckyBee-Keepers'Conastonishment all of them went
Before leaving Indi- vention meets in Louisville, Ky., durinto the hive.
ana. I packed my 35 colonies with ing the opening of the Exposition (day
N. P. Allen, ISec.
wheat chaff, on the summer stands not fixed).
my

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

place oj Mfefinj.

Maj 26— Will County,

at

Monee,

I'.l.

P. P. Nelson, Sec.

June 6.— Mahoning Valley,
Oct. II.

12.

Newton Falls. O.
E. W. Turner, Sec.

at

—Northern Mich.,

at
F. A. Palmer, Sec,

Alma, Mich.
McBride, Mich.

Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago,

W.
Dec.

III.

Z.

III.

Hutchinson, Sec.

U. —Michigan State, at Lansing.
li. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich,

I^~ In

have

this tahle

complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— El).
iirder to

taries are requested to

destroyed, had lost 3, and built up 2 nuclei with testdiarrhoea ; caused, I think, by being ed Italian queens. I put 55 colonies
frequently disturbed, for all others into winter quarters, and all except 2.
were free from it. My bees have which were queenless, came through
never before been in as line condition in good condition. I now have .55 colat this season of the year. In looking onies and one nucleus, from which I
them over to-day, I find nearly all the am obtaining eggs with whicli to Italcolonies strong, and many of them ianize. The surplus lioney produced
with from 3 to -5 frames nearly full of in my apiary last vear, did not exceed
sealed brood. Two of my neighbors 500 lbs. of comb, iuid 2(iO lbs, of exreported to day that they had found tracted honey.
.T. M. IlAMBAUCiH.
Versailles, 111.. May 14. 1884.
sealed queen-cells. This is very uncommon in this latitude so early in tlie
season. The bees have stored quite

from the one they

an amount of honey from fruit blossoms during tlie past 10 days.
Reuben "Havens.
Onarga, 111., May 5, lS»t.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of The .\mekic.\x Bee Journal,
Monday, ui a. m.. May la, IS84.

The

\

i

following are the latest quota-

tions for lioney and beeswax received
Small Grain Looks Promising.
up to this hour
Willow is in full bloom, and the bees
CINCINNATI,
are busy working on it. My first swarm
nONEY—The demand for all honey is very slow;
of Italians came out on May 10. Spring market dull and prices range from 6'«nc for exDifferent lots of choice comb honey in
has been quite backward, but now tracted
small sections have been offered and sold in our
:

-^BO-X"
Prospects for a Good

Honey

Crop.

prospects are lietter than was antici- market lately at lL'ifl:l4c per lb. As I predi'^ted
time ago, tiie preference for the production
Small grain is looking as well siiime
comb honey seems tn be prevalent; and, us we
wintered well in this State, and are now as it has in many years past, at of
have the best prospect,'. f,>r an abundant harvest
doing nicely at present, I have s this season. Nearly all the farmers this year, we mav prepare tor low prices.
BEESWAX— Is in good demand: choice yeilow
colonies working in upper stories. I are planting corn.
CHAS. F. Mcth.
brings 33c a lb. on arrival.
never saw bees work harder on linden
Edmund
De
Laik.
NEW
VORK.
and wild - plum bloom. The only
Oketo, Kans., May 12, 1884.
noNEY—The prospects are that but little honey
trouble is that I have not enough
will be carried over, and that will all be in 2-Ib.
strong colonies.
have
I
extracted
sections. More one-poun. s should be produced
for this market. We quote
some honey, but do not like it. Buck- Small Loss in Wintering.

As

far as

I

can learn, bees have pated.

:

commencing

bloom, and
The spring has been cold and backif I am not badly mistaken, I will ward.
Soft maple is just in bloom.
have some honey soon. While clover Bees have wintered well in this secnever looked better and I, for one, tion. I put 42 colonies into the cellar
feel good over the prospects for a last fall, and all came through in good
good honey crop in Iowa, for 1884.
condition except one, which was

eye

is

just

to

;

Wm. Malone.

Oakley, Iowa,

May

7, 1884.

Out

of 300 colonies in this
neighborhood, not more than 3 per
cent, were lost in wintering.
C. S. Hawkins.

queenless.

Fancy white in l-lb. sections, packed in clean
crates. I6@I7c; 2-lb. ly^'sloc. Fair to good white,
11(0.140; dark, IO.^i:ic.

Extracted,

BEESWAX-Scarce, :l(j®3Sc.
McCacl & HiLDRETH,
BOSTON.
HONEY.— Demand light. 1

honey, 18@2iic;

lb.

31

Hudson

sections

St.

comb

Extracted, 9@IIC.

2 lb. In®I8c.

BEKSWAX-33C.
Blake & Hiplet,

8<Siic.

57

Chatham

Street,

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Extracted

honey

is

a

drug here.

Very

Bees Well Wintered.
little of it is being used for manufacturing or
baking purposes. Parties who last season used
Sauk Rapids, Minn., May 12, 1884.
froni
to 6CHJ pounds, have for the past winter,
I lost no colonies in winter .s were
bought not to exceed iiki pounds in a like period
wintered in a shed, being packed in
of time. Many producers are anxious to realize on
their last sea- on's product, but it is impossible to
straw with a chalf cushion above the Anticipating a Lively Time.
tind purchasers, even at the low price of 6 and T
frames. I use the Simplieity-LangsWhile others have lost heavily in cents per pound. Comb honey,stocks well reduced,
troth, 9-framed hi\e. One colony win- bees during the past winter and this but prices are low for anything short of fancy,
at s@l6c per lb.
tered entirely on unsealed svrup- spring, mine came through all right. quotable
BEESWAX-Scarce at .3il®37c.
R. A. BURNETT, iHi South Water St.
honey, which Ihad fed them late in the I had ttiem packed in single-walled
fall and some combs were half full of hives on their summer stands, with 2
SAN FRANCISCO.
pollen. I find this colony the strong- chafE division - boards, and leaves
HONEY—Market is almost lifeless, there being
any
consequence, and little or no deest at present. Fruit bloom has just packed on the outside. I fed sugar no stocks of
mand. New honey is expected in about 3 weeks.
commenced, and promises well. The syrup nearly all the bees in this White
to extra while comb, I.'.i^lsc; dark to good,
choice to extra white, 7&8c:
spring has been rather backward.
vicinity which were fed in this way IU(*I3c: extracted,5'S;—
dark and candied,
•J. J. TUIEROFF.
came through all right. The principal BEESWAX— Wholesale, 27W@30c.
Stkarns S Smith. 423 Front Street.
Defiance, O., Mav 7, 1884.
cau.se of loss in bees here in Maine, is
unwholesome stores, collected from
KANSAS CITY.
elm and other kinds of bloom. It is
HONEY— I had orders to-day for 2,000 lbs. of
Bee-Business Overdone.
in 2-lb. sections glassed on
yet cold, but we anticipate a lively choice comb honey
both sides, of which I had only 6ini lbs. on hand. I
.Judging from the price quotations time soon.
F. D. Welcome.
can place several thousand pounds of and 2-Ib.
sections readily at 1.">@I6, if in good order, and
of honey during tlie past 12 months
Poland, Me., May 12, 18,S4.
glassed on both sides. Extracted in fair demand
about here, and in the country at
a'. 7(a8V5C.
BEESWAX— None in this market.
large, the bee-business is being overLarge Increase.
JEROME twichell. 614 Walnut Street.
.-)ixi

;

;

;

"

1

done.

A little more reduction

profit will

be gone.

Buda,

May

111.,

C.

and all
Covell.

9, 1S&4.

Bees Storing and Breeding.
put 107 colonies of bees into the
about Nov. 20, and placed them
on their summer stands on ^Nlarch 26
and 27, The rats got into the cellar
and destroyed one colony by eating
nearly all "the combs, I have lost 2
colonies since they were removed
from the cellar. 1 do not think I
would have lost any had it not been
for the rats. All the colonies over
which they passed in going to and
I

cellar

had, in the spring of 1883, 17 coloST. LOUIS.
1.5 of which proved very
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both
Comb,
I2(al4c per lb- and strained and exsmall.
prolific, and on May 2(), the first swarrn
tracted eiaoMiC.
issued. All were in box hives. I had
BEESWAX— Firm at 32(<i32>^c. for choice.
W. T. anpebson i CO.. 104 N. 3d street,
prepared about 2.5 hives for the increase, and intended to transfer the
CLEVELAND.
bees into the Siniplicity-Langstroth
HONEY— Market continues very fair, particufor choice lb. sections, which are in good
hives ; but I got only 4 transferred be- larly
demand at I8c; 2 lbs. do not sell so readily, but in
fore the first swarm issued. From this the absence of I lbs. it moves at 17c. Second
is very slow at I4@irjC, and extracted not
time on they continued to swarm so quiilitv
wanted at all in any shape.
much, that" I was unable to prepare
BEESWAX— Very scarce; would bring 35 cts. on
yellow.
hives fast enough. It was no unusual arrival for choice
A. C. KENDEL. 115 Ontario Street.
thing to witness 2 swarms issuing at
SAN FRANCISCO.
once, and occasionally a third would
HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 15. sections.
get mixed up in spite of my efforts.
18®20c; extracted, 7i4<s8i^c.
In the fall I had 60 colonies. I sold 4,
GEO, w. Meade & Co,, 213 Market St.
I

nies of bees,

1

:
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J»pccial Jjtoticcs.
following your

Examine the Date
the wrapper

name on
paper

;

month

it

to

indicates the

label of this
end of the

which you have paid your

subscription on the

Bee Jouknal.

safety, when sending money to
this othce get either a post otiice or express money order, a bank draft on
York or Chicago, or register the
letter.
Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less tlian one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of ii cents at Chicago banks.
American Express inonev orders for
f-5, or less, can be obtauied for 5 cents.

For

New

We

UP CLUBS.

Honey

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Jouknal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit.
W^e, therefore,
the following
getting up clubs:
offer

premiums
to

^^

^°

i^

—

Subscription Credits. We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if
the proper credit

which honey is used, and
healthful and [ileasant beverages.

We

have put the price still lower,
encourage bee-keepers to scatter
far anil wide. Single copy 5

the Bee them

taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, $2.00; Montlily, SI. 00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Ouk Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of locentsfor every dollar
they send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club
will be

;

t^

Food and Medicine.

of cooking in

for

wish to impress upon every one and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.

the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get tbeir mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
i^° When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without Interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rales for the
number of insertions his advertisement has had.
All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the "Madison Street Station " is not an International office.
In reply to many con-espondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face valueincluding the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

as

A pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines,all kinds

to

While no subscription

Journal
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cents, postpaid

i)er dozen, 40 cents;
per hundred, !f!2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$1500. On order,-, of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
;

;

For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
^' To give away a copy of " Honey
and $6.00. we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound as Food and Medicine 'Ho every one who
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
in cloth, containing 320 pages"
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10 any quantity of it.
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with §10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the

i^For $2.75 we will supply the
American "Popular" Dictionary, Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
comprising every word in the English Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
language that enters into speech or paper cove'-s
or the Monthly Bee.
writing; it contains 32.000 words and
;

phrases, 670 illustrations and 512 pages;
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
desired.

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the "same
as each year for a different person.

who

Ribbon Itad^es, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $S per 100.

21Alt

rpESTED QUEENS,
intend to be systematic

it

work m the apiary, siiould get a
copy and commence to use it. The
their

prices will hereafter be

For 50 colonies

a.«

follows

1.

Nuclei,

tractor, $3.
L;iCl2t

Jii.iii

and

OSCAlt

*;; untested, tl: 4-lrj.ine

|4.r>'i.

F.

Mississippi

BLEDSOE,

Wax

Ex-

(Jrenada, Miss.

:

(120 pages)

$1

" 100 colonies 220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1

The

the book for SI. 75.

HIVES, etc.
TT
A T T A V QITEENS,
X X a.ljla.lH
R. GRINSELL,B!i<}en,Mo.

Apiary Register— New Edition.
All

Journal and

1

()(

25
50

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

^"

Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keej)ing," we now
club with the Bee Journal as folThe Weekly for one year and
lows
tlie book, bound in cloth, for §3, or in
paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
SI .50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
:

is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
label notify us by postal card. Do when bound in cloth.
It may be arranged tur any form of the Langsnot wait for months or years, and
troth Frame; has been fairly tested, and is the
then claim a mistake. The subscripEmerson Binders made especially Best Hive made for Comb lioney. Send for
tion is paid to the end of the month for the Bee Journal, are lettered in new Circular.
Address, DK. O. K.. TIKB.ER,
iridicated on the wrapper-label. This gold on the back, and make a very
NKW PUILADELPHIA.O.
44Atf
gives a continual statement of account. convenient way of preserving the Bee

—

Journal

as fast as received.

They

TO NONE! — ITALIAN

OufCiis and Nuclei. For
post-paid, for 75cents, for
Adyertisements intended for the Bee will be sent,
jiriccs see aiivertisement
the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50
for April 30th.
Journal must reach this office by cents. They caimot be sent by mail «'. l.E*'rKK, Washington
f.
Hollow, N. Y.
Saturday of the previous week.
to Canada.
21A4t
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Bees! Queens! Nuclei!
INSTRUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES.— I offer For Sale 10<i colonies of rtalian

Bees, in good, new, well-painted Hives, Gallup
Frames, li' frames to a hive; every comb straight
and good; most of the combs built on foundation.
One colony. $9.<h^; lo or more colonies. ?x.i>u each.
QXTEEKS.— I breed Queens by the be?t methods,
and from the best stock Queens ready alter May
20th. Untested. fl.fiO; tested. ^J.U'; selected tested,

*3.l_K

!

I.

NUCt.EI,

with untested Queen.

$:j.50

with

;

tested Queen, $4.50; with selected tested Queen,

something new!

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

SEND TO

WEED,

E. B.

No. 95

Cincinnati. M.. for a sample* of
FOl'iVDATION that cannot sag- or break
down, with side-walls of Pure Wax from
one-sixteenth to one-fovirth of an inch hig-h.

any otber make.

Clieapei* tliaii

NEW

SOLD SINCE

il,000

Street,

'21Alt

INVENTION.

TBE APIAKY.

MANTTAI. OF

Or,

West 76

18th Thauaund

.Jast

Ont

1876.
!

11th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
8,000 Sold the past Tear.
More than 5n pages, and more than 50 flne illustrations were addeil in the >.th edition. I'Ue whole
worit has been thoroutihiy revised, and contains the
'.

very latest in respect tu bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, SI 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and lo clubs.

Patented Oct. 17, 1882.
A. .1. COOK. Author and Publisher,
Bees forced to leave their surplus honey
State Agricultural College, LANSING. MICH.
ISCTt 20Di;t
before remo\inj? it from the hive. Saves
valuable titiie and labor; prevents robbing,
and the liabilit.v of bein§r stung-. The Bees
are tirst cut off from the brood hive, by
closing the openings in a slat honey board:
the conductor is then placed in position,
which connects bees in surplus honey T^-ith
hive. They soon find that they are imMILLS. brood
prisoned, and beinj? anxious to escape, pass
Hints and Ready Recipes,
the Conductor into the brood
throxigh
i>ut
cheapest"
in
the
market.
and
The "Best"
hive. It also prevents their return.
Send for Sample and Priee List tree.
is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
'Wis.
SPOERKIi:,
Fond
dii
L,ac,
comPAl'I.
Conductor and Langstroth hive
great amount of inf(.)rmation. of the Utmost Im14Dtf
SO 00 Eoitance to Kverybody. concerning their daily
plete
Conductor and Hone.v Board, any size,
abits of Eatinn. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping.
Dadaiit'sFoiiiidation Factory, wholesale
Bathing, VVorkin;;. etc.
and Sections to fill, which shows all
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
1 ."iO
the improvements
It Costs only TWEXTY-FIVE CENTS,
oO and contains 28 p.^ues. and is sent by mall,
Conductor, b.v mail
po8t-|>»ld. oil receipt oT price. This is just
Send for Circular glring full particulars.
the Book that every family should have.

$5.50.

INSTKTJCTIOX

-July 7, ifW4, I shall bepin
nstructing a olass in bee-keeping— class f >r men
and women. Full cuurse in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of inlnrmation as to this class, and
Price List of Hives, Frames, Sectitms. Implements,
O. Cr.UTE,
Books, etc., address.
IOWA CITY, IOWA.
lODtf

DR. FOOTE'S

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

COMB FOUNDATION

SMITH & SMITH

Want

to give

away

JOH> W. SILCOTT,

o.fio of theirlMui>tr;ited Cata-

logue and Price List of Be*— a eei»erit' Supplies.
JSpeciul Attention given to the

Simplicity One-Piece Section,
Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation,

SMITH

etc.

Co..

Early Italian Queens
IMPORTED AKD HOME-BRED.

OHIO.

Nuclei and full cul'tnies.

mm
Lost "VrrAUTT,
from Nervol-s Debu.;
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from .abuses and
Speedy relief and complete
OTHER c'AUS!:s.
restoration to Health, Vigor and Manhood
Send at once for Illustrated
Guaranteed.
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BKI.T <'(>., niarshall. Mich.
ing

AUGUSTA, GA

'IhinKs to Avoid,
Ptriia of Summer.

Influence of Phints,

Exercise.

Occupation for Invalids.

Cure of Teeth,
A fter- Dinner Naps,
Headache, causes cure.

Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned,
Preventing Nenr-SightednesB,

G. H.

KNICKERBOCKER,
PINE PLAINS,

l.->eow4t

Black Eyes. Boils. Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns,('oughs,Cholera.Diarrhcea. Diphtheria. Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons.
Fetid Feet. Freckle?. Headache. Hiccough. Elivea.
Htiarseness.Itchini:. Indamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism. Ringworm.
SnoriTig, Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat, Sun-stmke, Stings and Insect

Sweating Feet, Toothache. Ulcers, Warts.

Bites.

Whooping Cough. Wcirms
It will

N. Y.

.',

&

Syrian

SLICED SECWUITEWOOD OB BASSWOOD
A decided success, (an be

Italian

bri-d

from

Queens

I.

EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

R.

QiJt.*eiis

Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
js in the larger can, with the cone
(ir metal standard for the basket
lo revive upon, leaving room undt-rneath the basket for Toor?^"
ib:«. of honey. It will becomplete.
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in ^^ize, with the
".i

GOOD,

Extractor, lyxi'n, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $n.to Ex-

SPAUTA, TEXN.

liDtf 4B3t

*irt.O(i

tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and mova-

Don't Fail to Send ru'?ftij?t\fr?i!'^"fre
Bailey Swai-ni Tatflier, for Circular and
Price List of Catchers and Bee Supplies.
IGDit
J. W. B.\I1.EV, RIpon, YTis.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
inch— no single cut sold for less

25 cents per square

tban5f)c.

THOMAS G. NEWMAX,

0Sa West

Madison Street Chicago,

III.

Price only

tio.oci

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

2
2

the Comb Baskets.
Extractors have no covers.

The

American frames, 13x13 laches

I0xl8
10x18
"
"
10x18
2 frames of anysize, 13x20
^'
"
13x20
3
"
"
13X20
4
3
4

Langstroth
"

ALFRED
923

"
"

H.

f-S.tx.i

and

$8 00
8 00
...10 00
...14 00
...12 00
...12 00
...16 00

SEWMAS,

West Madison

Street. Chtcago.lll.

in Children.

Save Doctor Bills

So Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOMAS e.

414.X4U.

used in C.ses or Frames: $J.oo per l.i>tw.i. Hives
and Cases good and cheap. Address N. E. DOANE.
lBD4t
Pipestone, Berrien Co., Mich.

imported
from Mount Lebanon. Italians bred from
best imi)orted and selected home-bred. Tested Queens of either race before June. $3.00
each: in June. SO..1O; after June, $'2. 00. Untested before June, single Queen, ^l.'i.'i; 6 or
more. §1.00 each; after June, single Queen,
$1.00; 6for S5..10; l-2for $10.00, or "Cook's
Manual of the Apiary," cloth only 90 cents
with order ftir Queens.
Syrian Qutx-iis

Malarial Affections.

Croup— to Prevent.

HOW TO CURE

TELLS

IT

And Choice Queens a Specialty.
Circulars and samples free. Send for them.
It will prt.v .von to do so, before ordering elsewhere. Wiix worked on the Given Press for
10 to '20 cts. per III., aceordiufr to the number
of square feet to the pound.

emy

How much Co "Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

to Breathe,

Ventiliition.

.

COMB FOUNDATION'

TIONS.

Batning— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid theHO,
Clothing— what to Wear.

it,

Do,

'I'hirms to

Hew

for

I

4B4t

Eat

ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin.

to Eat.

Overheating Houses,

Bees bred both

an.
BE.\UTV. Dunham and
Viinderviirt F«l'.\D.\TIO.\ aspeciiilty. If yrm
need Queens. Bees. Hives. F^oundatinn or Supplier
send for my CalaloKue and Price List. Address,

Bl'SlXESS

L'D-^t

(AFTER.)
IfBEFOEE.)
7LECTEO-VOLTAIC BELT and other Electeio
-J
APPLIANCES are sent on Su Days' Trial TO
are sufferwho
MEN ONLY. YOUNG OR OT D.

IT TEl^LS

What

How to

& SMITH,

KKNTON. Hardin

6DHit

SNICKERSVILLE, VA.

14D4t

ses

West Madison

\E

%»

.V

>

Street,

b.r

JfElVMAJf,
CHICAGO. IL,L.

D f S E F I' 1.

Articles for the Apiary
Sfuil tor our lii-pafre iUustratecI Circular.
ISAtt HENKY .^liLiEV, Wenhaui, Mass.
Given'sFoundationPresSi
SEN'llMK.N'T afflrms that the PKES3
for nialiineC"mb Kuundalion either
Wired Frames or for SECnoNS. and insures
straiRht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
D. 8. eiTEN .Xr CO.,
HOOPESTON. ILL.
lABtf

PCBMC

is^UPKKIOR
in

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Send for Price

BKOWN.

». B.

List to

DES MOINES. IOWA.

BE SURE

To send a

Postal Curd

f<.r

our Illustrated Catalogue

APIARIAN SUPPLIES

before purchasingelsecontains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed nan apiary
at the "lowest prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intendiue to purchase Bees in luts of 10
colonies or more, are invited to correspond.

of

where

It

I

5lD15tlB5t

H.^KTFORD. WIS.

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

N\

t'

;irt'

now

rontly to Ho-'k

Or^lt-r^'

BinghamSmoker

Sixth Thousand Just Published

HELLO! HELLO!

Enlari»ed Edition

up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures

Apiary
and Profit by

APIARIAN SUPPLY

THOMAS

CO.,

WILTON JUNXTION, IOWA.

Sentl for Samplt* a Jb

ABtt

Reduced

III.

ilhistiated
220 profusely
"fully up with the times" in all
the iuiproveuu'Uts ami inveutious in this
rapidly (levchipnitr pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with eveiythiug that can aid in
the successful luanageiuent of the Ilouey
Bee, and at the same time i)roduce the most

Prlce-l^lst.

Pa.

coiitains

lumey

in

its

and

best

most

attractive

condition.

FinKXii

COMB FOUNDATION,

Abronia, Mich.,

acknowledge with

May

SONS.

Light Street, Pa.,

I

May 8,

1884.

L

PRICE— Bound
covers,

7.5

doth, Sl.OO

in

;

in

paper

cents, postjiaid.

4Aiy

THOMAS
West Matlison

Muth's Honey Extractor,

9'25

Square Glnsa Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
liangstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc
Apply to
C. F.
H76 and 978 Central ATe.,ei»rCINjrA.TI, O.

^^

CF"Send

E. T.

tile

Chicago,

CSS API

Send for Circular. 14Atf
all

book
proflts to agents.

in

Immense

America.

All intelligent people

want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Cook Co.. Portland, Me.
4Aiy

flames. Sotuetliiiig entirely new.
by mail. ; 40c. by express.

B

AKTHUR

QUKKX.S, IIJkDAAT T FOUA-

ami

J. (liilioti,
senfl fnr C'irculiir.

Mill.

I

I

Sii|»plie«. — It will pay you to
K.
S.VllTH. Smyrna. N. Y.
l-

.

Atf

j

rrke, $2:>.00,

AI.PKKD H
West Ma

Icon Street.

[How

to rreveiit

Send for our 2'M aiimml
.\F%V>I,% '.
lin Aiin
*

tieidiirs.
il.i.

I I I

l«.\tf

"'"^ muney

I

right

away than

!'"vttiing else in this world. All

I

of either se.\. succeed from first
hour, The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Trltk

Ma ine.

Auguata.

HhIiI
8

4Aly

Lansstroth Frames, in

.-^hiiipiiiK'

Thomas Frames,

NircLEI— 3
ted

box

$ i.30

in light shipping-

box

3.00

or more, 2 frame,with tes-

queen

or more, 2 frame, with untested queen
by mail
L'ntested, by mail
After June Ist. 2S per cent, oflT.

3

Ql^EENS—Tested,

2.00
1.50
2.00
1.00

After June 1, te.sted. per dozen
13.00
After June 1, untested, per dozen
9.00
Reared from Imported or Selected homebred Motliers. No Foul Brood ever known
here. Address,
C. TTEEKS,
17A8t
CLIFTON, Wayne Co., TENN.

I>EALEn IN

Pure Italian Bees aiKHliiceiis
For further

Id

formation, send for Circular.
Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

RICHMOND.

Automatic Honey Extractor
ANI» SnOKKK.

Swarming.
Cireulai' for par-

HENRY AE,l.EV,Wenham, Mass.

deseripti\-e Cireular

20Atf

Early Spring!
Tu
(if

and Prices to

W. STANLEY & BEO.,
WVOMINO,

G.

Order

N. r.

Now!

my Uiili:m (,)ueena. I will send one
yueena. it ordered before Mny L'oth.
Waruinted Qufens, f 1. Send $1' and less, in

introiiuce

my

for yj.

're>te(l

conuuon
ees, Hives, Ex trjictor*(,Siiioker8.Dada.nt
Foundittion. and other Supplies.
TODU, Gerniantown. Ptiii:trie'ph\i, Pa. i9Aot

TTALIAN

ic^H

I

I
I

the

U. 8. The
i;trtre>t, handsomest, beat book
over sold for less than twice
our price. The fastest selling

Tool,

tor

n
n Tr
lllllfl
r
r P
H K
#
L
II
MIL

III.

Send t-ix cents for postage.
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you to

11

II

I'resi.lents of the

5BU

makes the Hriest extrn thin Finirdaiiun
comu honey. ForSiiieby

M. RTTLAXn, Rockton.

C.

Send for
wanted for The Lives of

Fouiulation into wired

P. M., or

LEWIS &

All
rates to Dealers.

Piit-e, .50c.

It

115

For pressiiifi- wire into Foundation. Price,
by mail, 50 eeiits. Send for Circulars.
F<^rNDATlON and EXTRACTORS for sale.

Ills.

DiNooiiut to Dealers by
Oozeii or Hundred.

DAN. VI'HITE, New Lolidou, Oliio.

IncIi,

" .. 100
" ..
65
Knife,

NEWMAN,

CO., Toledo, 0.,
MANUFACTUKEKS OF
kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Vandervort Fouiulation

1.50

The Eureka Wiring Tool

7Aly

Full Coliiiiifs. Nuclei and Italiim Queens.
Send for T'l-iee List Vieforelmj-inc,^ elsewhere.

ii'fssiiis

G.

titreet,

A Liberal

MUTH,

For

175

..

BE1> IIOCK

H. H. Biiowx,

a week at home. to.Ori outtlt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
1 which persons of either sex, young or old.
Iran make great pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to U. Hallett&CO., Portland, Maine.
k

Eureka Wiring

,.

..135

ITALIAN
BEES
AT
PRICES.

1884.

1,

Ihave receixed a copy of the re\ised
edition of " Bees and Honey," and after
examiuim; the same, find it to be a very
handy anil useful book of reference on the
subject of bees and honey, and believe it
should be found in the library of all interested in the stuilv of bees.

Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

I'iA'.t

BINGHAM,

I

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout. Brook, Mont, r^^ N. Y,

CXXSAF!

rates.
T. P.

COliONIHS-s

\^z^__^,,=^^hlgh side-wells. 4 to 16 square feet tc
fi^^^^^T ^® pound. Circular and samples free

inc. for Practical

"

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTON,
ABRONIA, MICH.

;

-

VAN DEUSEN &

dozen

ami ProHt sixtli edition, enlarged." The & Co..
book opens witli a kind, familiar face, and
the whole siibjert matter is couclse, easv
and comprehensive. J read it with much
pleasure.
T. F. Bixgiiam.

FLAT BOTTOM

J«

Newman: — I

pleasure the receipt, tliismonuntr. of a very
beautiful book, entitled, 'Bees and Honey,
or, Slaiiatremeiit (if an apiary for Pleasure

4Aly

iW^^M

19i

Honey

"
"

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

I

?;.":•

we make

Little Wonder sinokeiBiiifrliam & Hetheringtou
3 inch

ITAtf

Api>re<'lati\'e Notices.

who want work may test the
this unparalleled otter; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send jl to pay for
the trouble ot writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
'I'hat all

Ujisine^s,

PrlocK, bj- iiiall, post-paidDoctor smokeiMwido shield). .3'i inch. .$3 00

pajte.s, is

the working class. Send 10 cents
for post asze, and we will mail you /rec,
ifor
a riiyal, valuable box of sample gooda
Hint will put you in the Way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thoualitpo-'si bleat any business.
Capital nut required. ^Ve will start you. Vou can
work ail the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, young and
old. You f»n easily earn from 5n cents to
every

evening.

—

the CyiM-iaii eiiluny of bees I liav(
but at
last 1 am "boss.'
i!in>rhani's Conqueror
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at tlie rit'lit time, got a I'onqueror Smokei- of Hing^ham.
Kospeetfully,
G. M. DOOLITTLK.

TO SELL AGAIN,

Fdn. Mills,

VAKDERVORT, Laceyville,

J.

Slreel, ChlcuKO,

me

it

t'oufivienu-smokeivwideshiekDU
T.aiKc siiHiker (wide shield)
3!4
Kxtia siiinker (wide shield)
3
Plain SMKiker
3

NEWMAN.

C.

92S Weat Mudlaon
It

Comb

for Fleaanre

Editor oj the VTeehly Bee Journal.

Dadaiit's Foil II «lat ion Factory , wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

Vandervort

of an

;

Send stamp for 3J-page Calalnpueand Samples.

-A6m

THE

iUl

Management

I

—

prisma

^ew and

BEES and HONEY,
KTerytliini: fully

ll.Mci.lin.), N. v.. .Vmr. l.",, ISH-J.
<'>
4'oii4|iiorf(l
.Ml suiuniei- Iomblias lii'eii " \vlii<'li ami totliei-" with
aii<l

lor

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

385

lOAIIt

letters,

lit

my

risk.

lio.i: 34;;.

E P. BAKER,
DES .MOl.NES. IOWA.

GOLDEN ITALIANS!

I n 'w wish t'l say to my former rust imers, that I
am now ready to tlil orders for the foUuwing Queens.
in May and June, each... *
H\i rid
.50
Italian— untested— not warran tea, in May and

June, cufh
warrmited,

Italian

May and June, each

Italian— tHsted Queen
Kul cotdiiies ot Hybrids
KuH colonies of Italians

•iOAtt

L. J.

»1EHL,

1 .00
1.50

li.so

7.00
10.00

Butler, Ind.

:
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STORY X CBMP,

HEDDON'S

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

coLTJAdinsr.

PiANOS^'°ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

BEST GIVEN

Mathushek,
Simpson &. Co.,
Story & Camp.

COMB FOUNDATION.

Territory
given.

Wholesale and Retail.
I

now

liave

on hand a freshly-made

Estey,
3tory &. Camp.
The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Catalogues free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying:

lot

else-

vhere.

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

of

from

STORY & CAMP,

pure domestic wax, thor-

strictly

oughly

from

cleansed

impurities.

all

188

Sizes of brood and surplus, 8^^x16}^, or

Langstroth

size.

have also

I

best Brood Foundation of

same

for prices, arid state
offer a liberal

Dadaiit's
size; also

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

to

ity, to

for

comb honey.. §3.00

(The above

will contain
plete with sections).

two cases com-

ted honey

.

The above Hive complete

.S3.00

for both in

one

4

One Hive

WE CALL A NEW

in the Bat

.50

'2,00

L.^

Five or over, each

No one

should ever order these Hives
in the flat, without ordering one made up
complete to work by. Parties are adveitising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
by those purchased from me.

all

There are

five cross
united by a rivet
their center at
t lie top. Those bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass; the cover
is of handsome light
liars

tliriiviM'b

Paper
"I have never seen a ease of foul brood;
my bees arc entirely healthy, and have always
been so, and are O. K. in every respect."
Geo. B. Pkters, M. D.
We can furnish any number of Colonies of
the above Bees, and'will warrant safe deliverj' and satisfaction.
It is very
uuiferial.
N. B.— No lici-s wdl be sold by us, for any
consideration, from any apiary that has ever easily put tot^cilior, no trouble to jiut on or
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices take off, and folds compactly in a i)apcr box
There would
t;.x7 inches by one inch deep.
and particulars, send to
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
Mosquitoes.
against
FLANAG.\N & ILLINSKI,
protection
night, and the
The
Flics, Bees. Gnats, etc., is jicrfect.
()a\
St. Clair Co., Ills.
Lock
Belleville,

bo.t

SECTIONS.

BEE VEIL.

wantinjr A No. 1 BEES,
Italian, Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following,
fiKini one well-known to the readers of this

the attention of

The* above Hive complete for extrac-

ISAl.-lt

weight of the entire Veil being only

ilB.'lt

DOUGHERTY

&

Price,

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers

by Mail or Express, $1.00.

923 AVesI Madison Street,
in

BEE- CHUACO,

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,

If

to

send for

my

CIRCULAR for 1884
And be SURE
have

mv

to state whether or
Circular for 1883.

Address,

not you

JAMES HEDDON.

DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

HIVES a Specialty. Dadant's
Founilation.Bing-ham Smokers.Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sec-

Lan<rstroth

tions. E.vtractors
our Price 1.1st.

and Honey Jars.

Send for
14A'26t

Dadant'siFtiiiiidatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See AdverliBCment in another culumn.

^ H H-KEEPERS,

APIARIAN
Rtt
^M L Lsend

before ordering your

SUPPLIES,

for our Inree Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

10A24t

E. T.

E.

KKETCHMEH, Cobure. Iowa.

LEWIS &

CO., Toledo, 0.,

MANl-FACTUKEHS OF
All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special
rates to Dealers. Send for Circular. 14Atf

ILLINOIS

-

KEEPERS' SUPPMES and HONEY'.

may pay you

five

ounces.

lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 434x4Jix<i, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, S6..50; .5x6x2,
per 1,000, SS.OO. All shipped from here.

in

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

A

I

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.
I believe my Hive is growing in popular-

One Hive complete

203 N.

190 State Street,

All my Seed is wui ranted to be fresli at rt
true to name, so far that «iUould it prove
otherwise, I ajjree to redll orders Kralis.
larsre part of the grreat collection of
Seed I offer is of my own ffro\. ins- As the
original introducerof KclipseBeet, Diirhank Potatoes, Marblehead Early Corn,
the Hubbard Squash* and scores of other
ne^v Vesetables, I invite the patrunas:e
f the public. In the grardens and on the farms
f those who plant my see^l will be found my
hest advertisement. Cat:iIos:ue*i FREK to all.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY. SEED GROWER. MARRLEHEAD, MASS.

DEAI.ERS.

a inucli greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

&

CHICAGO.

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send

it

Protection
guaranteed.

Agents Wanted.

.

Dadiiiit'sFoiindatioiiFjietor.T,wlndesa1e
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

THE BRITISH BEE JOUHNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.
The British BEE Journal is .NOW published
SEMl-MO.NTHLV, at Seven ShillinBS, ppr annum,
for
and contains the best practical Intormiition
the time beingjShowine what to do and when and
how to do it. kev. H. K. PEEL. Editor.

We send the Weekly American Bee Jotrnal
and the BHtish BeeJnurnal. both for »3..5ii a year.

For Bees, Queens,
Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

all

A piar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FLANAGAN
lABly

Lockbox9a.=i.

Jt

ILLINSKI,

Belleville, St. ClairCcIlls.

....
..
.
..

I

5»»^

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago.

i
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU..

May

Topics Presented

28, 1884.

in tliis

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

KniTOR AND FROPRIKTOU.

925

WEST MADISON
S3

Weekly,

ST.,

a year

:

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly. 3*1.

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
fur the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees

and Honey,'' bound

yy The

tn cloth.

money sent

us will-be Riven
on the address label on every paper. If not Riven
write ua a
money,
In two weeks after sendinK the
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
receipt for

tST Any person sending a club

of six, is entitled
to an exirp 'opy (like the club), sent to any address
Sample copies furnished free.
desired.

f9~ Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for. unless requested to be continued.

Botanical
Clipping the Queens'

first

347
347
347

Wing

:

To Europe— Weekly. 5n cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, |l Monthly. 24 cents.
;

;

Qeorge Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.
Entered at the Chicago P. O. cu Second Class Matter,

cents per line of space, each insertion.
For

either the

A line of

TWELVE

this

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

type

lines will

will

contain about

occupy

ONE-INCH

t

words;

of space.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line.
of space, for each Insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
(he time the advertisement is inserted.

Price of both. Olui

The Weekly Bee Journal

{2 00..

and Cook's Manu<al, lasteditlondn cloth)

3 25.

3 00

3 OO.

26

34(;

Bees andHoney(T.G.Newman)c]oth3
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register for 200 colonies
3
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4

34.i

Scrlbner'a

2 35.

2 25

Good Results
Honey and Beeswax Market

347

Fisher's Grain Tables

2 40.

2 25

348

Moore's Universal Assistant

4 50..

4 25

Honey as Food 4; Medicine.lOO Copies

4 50.

4 25

3.50

340
.347

348
339

my

.

•.

Room for more
Weather Unfavorable
What and How

.

What

for

the Bees think of
Apiarists

it

Bees

.

.

.

347

348
343

347
343

(In

paper covers)...

Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
3
Langstroth's Standard Work
4
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3
Alley's (jueen Rearing
3

341

Bees Wintered
Introducing Fertilized Queens
Keystone Convention
Local Convention Directory
Northern Georgia
Northern Ohio Convention
Northwestern Ohio Convention
Not one Colony lost
Packing, Feeding, Wintering, etc.
Priority of Location
Questions about Queens
..
Reversible Frames
Seasonable Hints
Selections from our Letter Box.
Special Notices
Spurious California Honey

IIow

Women as

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices, 50 cents per line.

column Kiyes the regular price of both. Al

poBtaKe prepaid.

Concerning Thermometei'S
Convention Hand-]5ook
Correspondence
Dandelions and AVhite.Clover
Diarrhoea alias Dysentery
Disabled Queen
Editorial Items
Facts regarding Sweet Clover

Still

20

1884.

tbeAmerlcun Bee Journal

Cook's Manuiil,

.

ADVERTISING RATES.

supply

344

.

FOREIGN POSTAGE. EiXlTRA

will

22.

347 one year, and any of the followlnR Books, at tb€
347 prices quoted in the last column of figures. The

in Illinois

Bees along the Pacific Coast
Bees in Eastern Ohio
Bees Storing Honey Rapidly

PCBLISHED BY

XX.-No.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Number.
We

Are Bees Taxable

VOL.

Lumber and Log Book

00.. 2 7
76..

2 5u

75.

2

50.

3 2j

0©.. 3

342

The

Apiculturist, (Silas

M. Locke)

. .

01

50..

2 75

50..

3 25

GO.

3 7t

25.

3 00

00..

2 75

Blessed Bees
2 75..
King's Text Book
3 00..
^
^
The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Gleanings lnBee-Culture( A. 1. Root) 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HIU)
2 50..

Kansas Bee-Keeper

51

2 50
2 7»
2 75
2 75

2 :«
300.. 2 75
3 00.
2 7.i

34.5

New

75.

348

British

73.. 3

Eng. Apiarian. (W.W.Merrill).. 2
Bee Journal
3
The 8 above-named papers
i)

00.

2 r*
.50

7 75

34(i

340
348

The Monthly Uee tJoarnut and any of li'«>
above, $1 less than the figures in the last column

34.5

339

1^" The ninth annual session of the

3t7

American Association of nursery men,
florists, seedsmen, and kindred inti r-

349

ests,

will

be

held at the Shern):in

339

House, Chicago, III., commencing on
348 Wednesday, June 18, 1884, atlOo'clo k
347

348
343
347

a.

m., and continuing three davs.

1^"
in the

A Canadian

wishes us tostae
take

Bee Journal, whether we

Canadian money for subscription or
We do and for fractions of a
Preparation of Honey for the Mar- dollar, Canadian postage stamps may
ket, including the production and care be sent.
of both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
1^ Cook's Manual in cloth and the
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
Weekly Bee J(jurnal for one ye;:r
books.

;

be sent for $3.
Manual an.
Monthly, §2.00. We have no more

will

.'

(

THOMAS
•as men

Madison

G.

1^

NEWMAN,

Street.,

ChlcnBOt

111-

Letters for publication must be the old edition left, and, therefore, th
written on a separate piece of paper club price of tliat edition at $2.7,5 athi
from items of business.
$L7.5 IS withdrawn.
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BOOKS!
Bent by mall, on receipt of price, by

DADASFiiDATli
is

attested

by hundreds of

tlie

most prac-

and disinterested bee-lvsepers to be
cleanest,briglitest,quicliest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag. most regular In color,
tical
tlie

evenness and neatness of any that
it is kept tor sale by Messrs.
A. H.

is

made,

NEW.MAN,

Chicago, 111.,
rincmnati, O..

F. MUTH,
JAMES HEDDON. DnwoBlac, Mich.,
DOUGHERTY & McKEE, Indianapolis, Ind.,

C

CHAS. II. cil'iEBN. Berlin, Wis.,
rHAS. HEKTEL. Jr.. Freeburg, 111.,
W,M. BALLANTINE, Sago, O.,
E L. ARMSTKONi;. Jerseyville.IM.,

KRETCIIMER, Coburg.
SMITH. Smyrna, N. V.
DALE. Mortonsville, Ky.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with
F..

E. F.
C. F.

ISO COMPK.IMENTAK'r,
and UNSOI,ICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
We guarantee every inch of our Foundation equal to sample in every respect.

DADANT <k SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL.

CHAS.

MILLS. 10 Inch

^— V/ICR^EILH

925

West Madlaon

$ 15.00
AM.,-(:

CHICAGO, LLU

Street.

On dozen

or half-dozen lots of one kind.we allow
25 per cent, discount, and prepay postage. Special
rates, on larger quantities, given upon application.

Bees und Honey,

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

Newman.— Sixth

Management of an
by Thomas G.
"Fully up with the

Profit,

Edition.

times," including all the various improvements
and inventions. Chief among the new chapters
are " Bee Pasturage a NecesBity," *' ManaKement
of Bees and Honey at Fairs," "Marketing Honey,'"
etc. It contains 2J<.i pages, and is profusely illus:

Price,

trated.

ARTHUR 'r(:)I)D.Germantnwn,Philadelphia,Pa.
Iowa.

SABly

covers,

75c.

I

bound

In cloth,

91^1.

OO;

in paper

postpaid.

Itzlerzon's JSutlona.1 Bee - Keeping:.—
Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by H. Dieck and S.
Stutterd, and edited, with notes, by Charles N.
Abbott, BX'tAMOT of the "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest living authorities on Bee Culture. To nim and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that Is
known of scientific bee culture. Concerning this
book. Prof. Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langstrolh of Germany, it
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Koot says of it: "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierzon
scientific apiculture than any one man.. .For real
scientific value, it would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scienCloth, aS2.
tific research, to purchase a copy.

Queen>Rearlnff. by

He nry

Alley.— A

full

and detailed account of TWENTy-THKEE years
experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
Never
easiest and best way to raise queens.
before published. Price. Sl.OO

IA«e-&eeper*a Oulde or. Cooh.*s Munnal
of the Aplttry. — This Manual is elegantly
illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every
;

Viili'U'ABZ.E

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The Orlg-lnal

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

subject of bee-culture. It is not only Instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
to do without. Cloth, »l.«5t

Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature,
quality, sources, and preparation of Iloney for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam.Wines.etc;
.

;

anti Honey as Medicine, with many useful Recipes.
It Is intended for consumers, and should be scattered by thousands, creating a demand for honey
everywhere. Published in Ensllah and Oerman.
Price for either edition. 5c. ; per dozen, 40e.
Preparation of Honey for the Market,
Including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and Instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc.. by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.

Swarmlnff, Dividing and Feeding Bees.—

:

ter

from " Bees and Honey." Price. lOc.

Been

In

Winter,

with

instructions

about

Chaff-Packing, Cellars and BeeHouses, bvThomas
6. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and

Honey."
Patented, 1878

W

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
ihe old Quirby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years nf per^istent effort has demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been abie to
improve a Bini-'ham smoker. Hundreds of Bin^haiu smokers have been in use tlve years, and are
They burn h)ts ot blocks
yet in working nrder.
and chips and stufl; and make lots of smoke and
ccimfort. and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down 'jr sideways, much or little,
swift or slow. juPi as yim please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always eo!

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,i.K'n in use from one
til five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over :i.i_MKi. there is evidence that ixh4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
suchg.Hids as we make have met the advanced
wants of the nvst advanced bee-keepere in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A2Btf

ABKONIA, MICH.

— No book could be

Kendall's Horse Book.
more useful to horse owners.

It

has 35 enierav^nKB

illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

Price S5c. for either the
horse information
English or German editions.
Qulnby*sNtfwBee-K.eeplnK. by L.C. Koot—
T'-e author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that it cannot fail to interest all. Its style Is plain
and forcible, making ail its readers realize that ita
author is master of the subject.— HH.SO.
The
I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 6c.
of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root
Novice's
—This em braces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to begin n^ro and
thoae more advanced. Cloth. D^l.So; p:iper, JBl.
Kind's Bee-Keepers' Text-Kook, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, tf l.OO.

HWe
ABC

LanRstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee,
—This

Price. V8.
is a standard scientific work.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.— A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, TSc.

Foul Breod ; its origin, developmentand cure.
By Albert K. Kohnke. Price, «6c.
Extracted H«n«y Harvesting, Handl*
iny and Marketlnir.— A 24-page pamphlet, by
Ch. A C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by Chas.
32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
F. Muth
the management of bees. Price. lOc.
Dzlerzon Theory ;— presents the fundamen;

;

bee-culture, and

tal principles of

facta and

arguments

furnishes the

Price.

5c.

Food Adulteration What we

eat and should
;
not eat. This book should be in every family, and
ought to create a sentiment against adulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered as food. 300 paaes 50c.

Scrlbner'N Lumber and Loir Book,— Most
complete book of its kind published. Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber, logs, and planks
by Doyle's Rule, cubical contents of square and
round timber, staves and heading bolt tables,
wages, rent, board capacity of cisterns, cordwond
tables, interests, etc. Standard book throughout
United States & Canada.

Price

35

c

.

postpaid.

Fisher's Grain Tables Tor Farmers, etc.
—192 pages, pocket form full of useful tables for
casting up grain, produce, hay cost of pork, interest; wages tables, wood measurer, ready reckoner,
plowing tables and more miscellaneous matter and
useful tables for farmers and others than any
similar book ever published. 40 cents.
Moore's l^Qiversal Assistant, and Complete Mechanic, contains over i,""K»,o"fi Indusdustrial Facta, Calculations. Processes. Trade Se;

15 c.

demonstrate them.

to

WORK

for SYSTEMATIC
The larger ones can be used
in the APIARV.
for a few colonies, give room for an Increase of
numbers, and still keep the record all together in
For ',{) colonies, ^l.uu; for 100
one book. Prices
colonies, $1.25; for 2LHJ colonies, 1.50.

Apiary ResUter,

:

gcutsclic SJuccIxer,
Uebtt ^ienctiiudtt.
SSienen

^uUur, ober erfolgreid&e

Honey, a* Food nod Medicine, by Thomas S3({)anblung ber Sienen, oon
G. Newman.— This pamphlet discourses upon the

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
Price, 5c.
is a chapterf rom " Bees and Honey."
Bee Pasturase a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman—Giving advance*! views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how I'Renjrravings. This is a chap-

sell again,

—

O

A

DJeitiman.

93elcf)rungen iiber

f

3;£)0§.

^JJamptjIet

5)itfe^

®.

ent^filt

olgeiibe 'Segenftanbe

— ertli^feitbeg SicncnftanbeS
i^onig pflanjen — (Srjie^ung ber^iinigin
— ©djroarmen —
—
n — 3"!^ ^^r
SSerfe^en —3
non Jtoniginnen —
— Sienen
3I6Ieger

Jiittern

t

a

I i

e

ii i fi

r e

9tii€jie]^en

bet}anbcln unb beruf)igen

;

roeiter ent^dlt

e§ ein fiapifeI,roonn bie neuefte 3}tet^obe
fiir

bie ,gerri^tung bc§ J^onigS

,g)anbel befdiriebcn

^IJreig

ift.

fiirben

40 6ent§.

j^onio aid 9lai}vunQ unit
ttRcdi}in

— Don 'Jfjoma^ ® .DJeroman.

S)icfe^ ent&filt tint tiarc barftellung iibtr

93tcneu unb,g)''"'3 bc§ 9ntertf)um§ ; bie
Sefc£)affenl)eit, Oualitat, Quellen unb
3uberettungbes,^onig§ [iirben ,^anbel;
al^ 9ial)runggmittel,

jpjonig
rote

man

angcbenb

J^onigfudien, gormfiid)elc^en,

Rubbings, Sc§aumfoufect,23eine,u.f. 10
jubereiten tnun
ferner ,*3onig a[§
DJJebijin mit uieUu SRc^epten. Q^ ift fiir
ben (Jonjumenten beftimmt, unb foClte
Dieltaufenbfaltig iiber ba^ gnnje £anS>
;

^rei§ 6 6ent§.

Dcrbreitcttuerben.

;

crets, Legal Items, Business Forms, etc., of vast
utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and Business
Man. Gives 2iio,tn)(i items for Gas, Steam, Civil

and Mining Engineers, Machinists,

Millers, Black-

smiths, Founders, Miners. Metallurgi.^ts, Asaayers.
Plumbers. Gas and Steam Fitters, Bronzers, Gildera. Metal and Wood Workers of every kind.
The work contains J,oi6 pages. Is a veritable

Treasury of Useful Knowledge, and worth Its
weight in gold to any Mechanic, Business Man, or
Farmer. Price, postage paid, 99. SO.
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sell, and then place themselves
prominently before the bee-keeping
public as ready to receive its favors,
and return an honest equivalent for orPublished every Wednesday, by
ders lodged with them.
A word of caution is necessary here.
G.
We have received complaints of some
Editor and Proprietor.
who sent orders last year to supply
dealers that have not yet been filled.
Seasonable Hints.
Purchasers should be cautious about
sending money to those who have not
The busy season in the apiary has established a reputation, or can point
now arrived, and we hope all are pre- to a good record.
pared for it. Very frequently the delay
of a few days in getting hives, secSpurious California Honey.
tions, comb foundation, etc., results
harthe
honey
in a partial failure of
The course of adulteration has made

to

THOMAS

vest, or the loss of

NEWMAN,

many swarms

of

Therefore every one should endeavor to get such supplies before
they are needed, and thus save annoyance and loss. We hope all our readers now have such things on hand. If
not, no time should be lost in getting
them. To buy the lower-priced articles simply because tliey are cheap,
frequently is extravagant economy.
Those that are sold for the lowest
price, are often the most expensive
when put to the test.

bees.

Another point is to provide pasturage for tlie bees, so that when the
usual honey dearth conies, the bees
may revel in nectar provided by the
timely planting of good honey-producing plants.
Judicious forethought, displayed by
liberally scattering
good seed for
honey plants, will be supplemented by
Nature in the future, by extending
that pasturage when most needed by
the bees, and will also furnish the seed
free of cliarge for doing so.

those who expect to solicit pubpatronage of any kind, there is no
economy in practicing a •' masterly
inactivity " by waiting for tlie public
to discover unadvertised merits. If
they have more bees than they wish
to Ijeep or any meritorious supplies to
sell to bee-keepers, let tliose papers
that are devoted to that specialty announce it. All such sliould provide
themselves with good stock or articles

To

lic

—

No. 22.
i®" Some of the results of carelessmay be seen from the following,
which occurred this week. We had a
letter from a subscriber who comness

plained of not getting any of his Bee
.Journals for over a month; and then
adds, send my paper to
post office.

After spending much time to look the
matter up, we found that he had
moved from the former address, but
did not notify us, expecting perhaps,
that we "knew all about it," and
would change the address. After
several weeks the P. M. notified us to
stop sending the Bee Journal that
the person addressed had moved away.
Then the name was taken from the
itself known in California, and in the "type-raail-list."
Now we have to
following letter, Messrs. Stearns & get it " set up " again, and inserted,
Smith, honey dealers in San Francisco, send the numbers over again, and all
propose the following remedy:
the trouble and annoyance, on account
" Through the widely circulated of pure carelessness. This is only
one
American Bee Journal, we desire of the many results of such heedlessto call the attention of our Pacific
Coast honey producers, and especially ness occurring all the while. We do
those of California, to the urgent and wish all would do business in a comimmediate necessity of a law or laws mon-sense way.
against itie adulteration of honey, and
the sale of the same. Our dairymen
have met and discussed tlie matter of
l^" The Indiana Farmer has this
adulteration, and our State Legisla- to say about the use of
bee-veils:
ture has enacted a law protecting them "
Many decry the use of veils in the
against the sale of "bull butter," or
oreoiiiargariMe, and we hope our differ- bee-yard, but we believe that all beent Bee-Associations will take this ginners should use them until they
matter up. California honey has a acquire confidence in themselves.
Afworld-wiile reputation for purity and
excellence. There is for sale on the ter one becomes conceited enough to
market a vile compound, under fancy think bees will never sting him, then
laiiels named " honey," composed of let him throw aside the veils— at least
about 40 per cent, of honey, 50 per for a time." Tliere
are times, during
cent, of glucose and 10 of water; it is a
libel on our industrious bees; it works a good honey flow, that any one may
a great hardship to their owners; and, do without any protection, but it is
where it is shipped to other places, it always best to have a smoker near by,
gives our fine honey a bad name, and
ready for use for when needed at all,
there lies the great damage to our
honey producers. We hope they will it is very necessary.
talk this matter up and send men to
the next Slate Legislature that will
1^ We have received Prof. John
look to their interest and protect by
law this great industry of California. Phin's book, entitled "A Dictionary
of Practical Apiculture." It contains
®" ilr. Orange Judd, who has for 80 illustrated pages, and is bound in
nearly a quarter of a Century edited cloth. Price 50 cents. This has long
the American Agriculturist in New been a necessity, and will be found to
York, has now moved to Chicago and be a very valuable assistant to writers
become editor of the Prairie Farmer, on apiculture. We hope it will lead to
and we hope he will make it a success. the more correct use of apicultural
AVe welcome him to the West.
words. For sale at this office.
;

;
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One would imply, by one of Mr. D.'s
any invention, or aught else take the
honey e.xtractor for instance, which sentences, that if one did start in my
enables us to produce honey more field, I would be his enemy. By no
cheaply— gives it to the consumer cor- means. Three or four have tried this,
during the past 1") years. Because I
respondingly cheaper.
As we increase the number of well- had opposition, which might poison
;

gathered honey-fields, we lower the some minds, I took special pains to be
price of honey, redounding to the in- courteous and friendly, and did all I
terest of the consumer. And in pro- could to assist them. Each made an
Priority of Location.
portion, as we increase the number of ignominious failure, never producing
apiarists in any given area or field, one pound of honey that did not cost
JAMES HEDDON.
making the product cost each bee- more than twice as much as it would
keeper more than it would did he en- bring.
I am glad that I started the investiAmong intelligent and energetic
joy the entire field alone, we are
gation of tliis subject. Tlie more glad working against the interest
of honey apiarists, some are more successful
am I, because that it is one of great consumers, as well as the producers,
than others, and perhaps would be so
interest to the honey-producers of the
even in the same field but there is
in this divided field.
near future. All that the earnest and
Mr. Doolittle does not mention the not enough difference for any man to
honest are seeking in tliis discussion, basic principle of my former article
run out another of this class, who alis to get a clear, general understandlet me repeat it
We believe from our ready has a good start in the business.
ing ot justice in the matter.
observation, and reading, There is no man whose energy and inexperience,
On page oil, Mr. Pond says, that in that some number of colonies will telligence we need fear, who will be so
my reply to his article upon this sub- overstock
a field i. e., that there is a weak as to attempt to do such an
ject, I " nowhere touch his position."
limit to the number placed in that field absurd thing. Capital has too much
Has he changed his position, since for profit. These can be owned
and judgment and acquisitiveness behind
seeing that the practical honey-pro- managed much more
cheaply by one it, to take so rash a step.
ducers of the country have grown apiarist than by two
and one apiarist
^lessrs.Doolittle and Clarke concede
wise faster than he has, or he supposed can manage them more profitably in
that my ideas on this subject, with
In order to discover that
they had
than
in two, provided that certain modifications, are correct. I
one
Held
his "position" was to tear down
is not overstocked.
have little faith in any pretention, in
my first claims upon this subject, read one
I believe that the future price of
both articles. He set up a position, honey will be regulated by the average the line of apicultural missionary
not of claims of priority, but actual cost of production that he who pro- work. Bee-keepers like others should
ownership of nectar that a poor man duces at maximum cost, will fail and do business upon business principles.
was "selfish," if he did not wish to he who produces at minimum cost, The intelligent apiarist does not expect, and will not accept of something
have a rich one divide the honey field will succeed.
for nothing. A\'e do not want charity
with him that professional amateurs
If we leave all legal " rights " to the we want honesty and justice. Give us
had discovered most of the needs of field outof the question, then, for arguthe latter and we will never need the
the practical honey-producers, etc.
ment, throw out moral " rights." Can former.
I thought I understood these posiyou
not see that if all coming apiarists
Mr. Doolittle and myself seem to be
tions that they were weak, and I an- were properly
educated upon this sub- " odd sheep " in the apicultural field.
swered them. I think Mr. Pond has ject, there would be no division of
He is the only apiarist who depends
misunderstood me in referring to his fields, or need for this
discussion V
upon honey alone for his support,
being a lawyer. I bad not the least
Regarding
personal
experience,
who has a passion for " gushing." The
Mr.
idea of throwing a crumb at Mr. P.'s
D.
must
take
into
consideration
latter,
however, seems to be dying out
intellectual qualifications by mentioning his law-practice. The brightest several facts which are not applicable in him. I am not sure but that I am
ones, like the brightest apiarists, as a to the future: 1. Beekeeping is well- almost, or quite, the only one whose
he has it financial interests are as great in suprule, make their business a specialty. nigh a specialty with him
What I meant was, that he who devot- " on the brain;" his neighboring farm- plies, as in the production of honey,
ed all his mental or physical energies ers did not. About the time he had run and who is trying to brake the wheel
to the theory and practice of apicult- in, they had run out. Bee-culture was of overdone apiculture. This may,
ure, and who must support himself changing from the old to the new sys- perhaps, be accounted for upon the
and family from the profits of that tem. He changed with it they did grounds that each thinks he is followbusiness, would be most apt to have not. In times and under conditions ing truth, and enjoys her sweet fralike that, he certainly had a right to grance more than dollars. Let us trust
correct ideas upon the subject.
Mr. Pond, in using the term "right," go to keeping bees in that field and that this is so.
My friend and antagonist, W. F.
forgets to prefix it with the word his experience is only another evidence
Clarke, is a hard man to handle, even
" moral," or " intellectual." We well of the " survival of the fittest."
though
he is wrong. His experience
In regard to his chapter No. 2, where
know that all have and should have a
legal " right " to locate where they he has helped neighbors into business, in discussion, literature and the world;
please hence the greater necessity for he did just what I have done several his terse expression and vigorous,
knowledge regarding this question, times. His neighbor succeeded prob- pointed thought, together with little
which is the very purpose of the pres- ably because he kept a comparatively experience as a modern apiarist, and
small number of colonies in a field never having a necessary concern in
ent agitation.
It seems to me that the rest of Mr. which was, no doubt, much more diffi- the interestsof honey- producers, makes
Pond's arguments are like this last cult to overstock than mine or the it very difficult to set him aright. Mr.
one, regarding "the butcher, the most of other fields. His honey-flow Clarke should not claim better judgbaker, and the candlestick maker." coming less continuously and more ment in regard to the honey-yielding
The fewer butchers and bakers we bountifully, makes it difficult to over- capacity of my own locality, than I
have, after watching the results in it
have in a town (below a certain num- stock.
I ought not to be "overI am beginning, this spring, with for 1-5 years.
ber), the less the competition, and the
in regard to matters in
sensitive"
worse for the buyers because butch- something over 200 colonies in each of
which
my
bread-and-butter
interests
ers and bakers (unlike honey-produ- two apiaries, and I do not believe that
cers) are selfish, and want all they can any second party can make apiculture are so evenly divided. I feel that I
get for bread and meat. They have profitable in either of these fields. If am not. I detest "monopoly," and I
no amateurs to tell them how wrong I am mistaken, I heartily wish I could see no monopolizing spirit in trying
for then I would to arrange matters so that honey-prothis selfishness is, in this communistic be convinced of it
world where hardly any one looks not sell a colony until I could start in ducers can sell their honey cheap (for
each field with 400 colonies, spring they will have to), and yet be able to
much to his individual interest.
But in the light of our jealously count. Every additional colony that decently provide for their families.
watching the best interests of the con- I keep, I can manage some cheaper
Mr. Clarke, having such great faith
sumer, it is. with us, very different than any one of the preceding num- in my field, congratulates me on the
from the "butcher and baker;" for ber.
comforting fact that, when I find so
For the American Bee Journal.
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many bee-keepers in it, that none can is generated in the removal and prosucceed, we can " plant." Will it not duction of animal tissue.
be ample time to agitate the " plantNature receives her revenues, and
ing '" question, when at least one-half disburses them as her" requirements
of the nectar now going to waste, in demand, and the whole organic mechunoccupied

fields, is

gathered

V

Have we not had evidence enough,
that farming and
apiculture are
naturally opposed to each other's success? I can show ample evidence in

During their winter's sleep their
physical reciuirements demand but
little nitrogenous food.
Comb-building is disv^ensed with, and no brood is
reared, unless conditions prompt the
anism moves harmoniously. Intro- renewal of a too rapid loss of numduce agents in any form, or of any bers then activity requires a nitrocharacter, that will cause disturbance genous diet, and pollen, an indispenin this harmonious process, and dis- sable auxiliar in brood - rearing, is
organized action will be the result. It needed, and will be consumed by the
matters not from what source the old bees while nursing their young.
irritating elements are derived, the The young bees reared under such
consequence of their working pos- conditions, and those reared late in
sesses a similarity, although they may the fall and do not leave their cells
not at all times effect the same re- until winter has set in, must retain
sults, being modified in a greater or their feces until an opportunity for a
less degree by the influence of sur- " fly " is given them. If the weather
roundings or conditions in which their is not favorable for such an opportunity, at a proper time, they must insubjects are placed.
If this functional derangement con- variably succumb to the effects of
tinues for a certain time, it will ter- virulent foecal accumulations.
;

this County.
I have already tried to show that
comparison between selling goods and
securing honey are great misfits also
between honey-producing and gaidening. Inprease gardens all you please,
and the operations of one on the next
acre, in no way makes the productions
of the next oiie more expensive, as is
the case with honey-production.
Mr. Clarke says, " it would he a long
time before a village would have a minate in general debility, weakness,
second store, if the prior consent of defective action, etc. Digestion and
merchant No. 1, must be had before assimilation are impaired and the chyle
starting it."
that should aid in renewing the wastes
In this, Mr. Clarke has had a good of the body, remains in the intestinal
chance to judge, and is, no doubt, cor- receptacles, and becomes virulent.
rect.
We also know that the propen- As bees in our Northern climate
sity of benevolence is equally distributed throughout all the different are compelled to remain in confineportion
legitimate callings of life. Are bee- ment a long time in winter, a
keepers more interested in humanity V of this effete matter is drawn into the
Or is it only the few who have circulation and, as they will not void
some " ax to grind " (and expect that their feces in the hive, except from
the dupes to these broad, philanthrop- dire complusion, it may be very correctly imagined what the consequence
ic views, will turn the grind-stone),
;

;

who

advise us to abandon selfinterest, for the interest of an outside class, who are assiduously working for their own individual interests.
Mr. Clarke wonders what I will
think of him after reading his article.

will

be,

wnen a colony

is

forced to

combat such baneful conditions, without an opportunity to relieve its dis-

tended organs when necessity demands.
The causes tending to a developWell, I think he is among the " mis- mentof thederangedcondition alluded
taken," and always will be, I presume, to in the foregoing, are so numerous
their
until he lays aside all other sources of and variable, and so connected in
income, except apiculture, and then in relations, that the effect of their
a few years will get at the facts. The workings cannot be attributed to any
inexperienced are on the one side, and one cause alone but as the food eaten,
the air breathed, and the means used
the experienced on the other.
for protection from cold, comprise the
Dowagiac, Mich., May l-'S, 18S4.
main requirements for the support of
animal life, so do they contain elements which will tend to its destrucFor the American Bee Journal.
tion when improperly constituted, or
defectively applied.
Diarrhoea alias Dysentery.
Nature has constituted the honeybee to maintain life, and perform its
J. F. LATHAM.
allotted duties from the nectar and
;

The

editor of the Bee Journal defines the malady "Bee-Diarrhoea."
Perhaps his definition is as correct as
any, when an allusion to the disease
is made in a general sense but, as the
symptoms accompanying diarrhoea,
and those accompanying dysentery,
are developed by phases not strictly
allied, characteristically, we will term
the kind we wish to talk about dysentery or abnormal secretion ; and assume a position that will admit of
an analogical construction.
;

Any

cause which produces an exces-

sive stimulation of the animal functions, has a tendency to produce a
deranged secretion of "the fluids which

are

demanded by the animal economy

to replace, by assimilation, the waste
of organic tissue. In normal conditions the animal functions have a particular work, and each organ, by performing its allotted duties, is not over
tasked by being compelled to aid a
defective co-worker ; no excessive heat

farina of the flowers and, in the season of bloom, when she can sip the
exuding sweets, and gather the chaste
pollen in their pristine purity, and
rear her young on their health-producing elements, her workings display
vigor and activity. Then nature instinct,
the indices of attributes
omnipotent, require no manipula;

—

—

tion.

But, as the devices of man have
the bee a domestic contributor
to his desires, when the frosts of autumn forbid her serial wanderings,
and the rigors of winter confine her to
the hive, his intelligent care is demanded for her protection and support. To fulfil the requirements of
nature, honey in its original purity, or
its substitute, is the only aliment
needed by a colony of bees in winter
in fact, it is the only food they will
partake of when inactive. As children
of nature they live by her monitions,
and in their acts comply with her
promptings.

made

This condition is prominently indicated by the bees crawling from their
hives late in the fall, or in their flying
out and perishing on the snow in early
winter. This condition of brood-rearing after cold weather has set in, and
its harmful effects on pollen-eating
bees, seems to be one that will bear
investigation by those who so very
strenuously advocate "late fall breeding."
That there are other conditions, is
evident
but, as activity prompted
the consumption of pollen in this instance, it seems that to activity,
should be accredited
prime
the
cause of the trouble. Another cause
exists in sour honey nectar not sufficiently ripened to prevent acetic fermentation, and in the parasitic prod actions incident to such a stage of
decomposition.
This fermentation
may take ))lace before the honey is
used as food, or it may occur in the
debilitated stomach or intestinal canal
of the consumer, when conditions will
not permit sutticient capillary contraction to expel that proportion not
needed in a liealthy digestion or as;

—

similation.

To unripened
other

may be added
accumulated as

nectar,

compounds

which are too well known to
the observing bee-keeper to need enumerating. All colonies of bees are
not as neat in their house-keeping as
health demands. The combs in some
colonies are not kept as free from
refuse matter as those in others ; and,
as the nectar when stored in foul
combs must partake of their uncleanliness, it caunot make such food as
bees require in winter.
From these deducements, based on
observation, and confirmed by the
statements of others who have lost
their bees under conditions attributable to the causes named, I have no
hesitancy in stating that acetic fermentation is the first great cause of
diarrha'a among bees during confinement in winter.
As a test, let any bee-keeper take
a colony of bees that he wishes to kill,
and feed them to distention on diluted
honey in its first stages of fermentar
tion, with or without pollen, keeping
them the while in a cold atmosphere
without " flying " at proper intervals
and if the process does not produce
diarrhoea, let us know through the
stores,

Bee .Journal.

;
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cold, bees having died the colonies are light
are requirements that should receive but have an abundance of mature
a rigid attention from the bee-i<eeper, brood.
These two reports, so different in reif located in our Northern climate
especially in the Xew England States, sult, called forth a spirited discussion
where one hour does not indicate what upon the policy of setting out bees
early. The prevailing sentiment was
the next may bring forth.
Approximate localities differ. One not favorable to setting out early, unapiarist may suffer loss of bees, and less set back again until the cold winds
another a few miles distant may sur- of Marcli were over.
S. F. Xewman winters bees in the
vive the winter in good condition
the colonies in both instances having cellar and on the summer-stands, in
received the same care, or as nearly so chaff' hives. He prefers chaff hives
and out-door wintering.
as is possible to give.
E. R. Gibbs wintered them sucwarm, damp atmosphere will not
It cessfully in chaff hives out-doors.
kill a colony of bees in winter.
Mr. Darling: ]SIy wintering was
may stimulate activity, and induce
brood-rearing but if brood-rearing is not successful; they wintered outdoors
not induced, tlie warmth generated by on summer-stands"; I attribute my loss
the cluster cannot be harmful where to lack of ventilation, from defect in
means are provided for a proper circu- the hive.
Mr. Bartow wintered them on
lation of fresh air inside of the hive.
When in a semi-dormant state, the summer-stands, witli very poor results.
Dan White wintered them successdenizens of the hive require but little
oxvgen to support life, or to neutralize fully on the summer-stands, in chaff
any harmful effects resulting from hives, without loss.
Many other reports were received,
the accumulation of carbonic-acid gas
in their surroundings. As this gas, all showing that bees wintered modwhen occupying space in quantities erately well, but were much enfeebled
detrimental to animal life, moves by the cold and unfavorable spring.
Adjourned till 1:15 p. m.
earthward, it is easy to comprehend
The afternoon meeting was called
how readily the inside of a bee-hive
may be freed from its effects, by to order at 1:30, by the President. The
proper downward ventilation, accom- following officers were elected for the
panied by an imperceptible "upward ensuing year:
President, S. F. Newman, Norwalk.
ventilation ;" i. e., an " upward ventiVice President, Mrs. A. Bartow, N.
lation " not strong enough to produce
a rapid current of air through or Milan.
Secretaries, H. R. Boardman and E.
around the cluster.
Again, where the life-supporting el- Townsend.
Treasurer, E. R. Gibbs, Norwalk.
ements: oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon,
Treas. Gibbs reports a balance in
are needed to maintain animal heat,
dampness in some form is an actual the treasury of $6.20.
Question—" Spring Management."
necessity; for without these elements,
the combustion required for the pro- Dan White described, with much enpulsion of the animal mechanism, will thusiasm, how he builds up in the
spring even very light colonies, so that
not be produced.
they will be strong enough to swarm
Cumberland, Me.
in the swarming season, by using a
division board in the hive to crowd the
Journal.
American
Bee
For the
bees on as few combs as possible, and
feeds, back of the division-board,
Northern Ohio Convention.
either reserved stores or granulated
syrup.
The Northern Ohio Bee-Keepers' sugar
Pres. S. F. Newman adopts atout
Association met in the City Council
as that practiced by
Chamber at Norwalk, O.. April 24, at the same course
Mr. White, except that he would not
10:30 a. m., with President Samuel
stimulate the lightest colonies by feed;
Fish, of Milan, O,, in the chair. The
but build tiiem up from the stronger
last
meeting
report
of
the
Secretary's
ones later in the season, by giving
new
and
approved.
Seven
read
was
cards of brood.
members were enrolled.
Samuel Fish keeps his bees in late
The election of officers was postearly broodponed until the afternoon, and the in the spring; discourages
rearing, gives plenty of stores, uses
forenoon was spent in receiving rethe division-board sometimes, but does
ports from the members on " Winternot attach as much importance to its
ing.
as manv bee keepers do.
My Bees wintered suc- useMr.
Pres. Fish
Albright builds up light colonies
cessfully in a bee-house; set them out
feeding sugar-syrup,
on April 14, after a confinement of in tlie spring bv
into combs, and sets
about five months: they might have which he pours'
the bees; succeeds
been profitably left in ten days longer. in the hive next to
in this way.
They came out strong in bees, but with well warm
discussion then arose upon
very little brood; early brood rearing
division-board for buildhaving nearly ceased, but was rapidly the use of the
the spring. Some
resumed on being set out. Wintered 6 ing up colonies in and
others would
advocated its use,
colonies on the summer stands, in
dispense with it as useless and unnecchaff hives; lost one; I prefer indoor
essary.
wintering.
H. R. Boardman winters bees sucMr. H. R. Boardman read a very
cessfully in a bee-house, essentially interesting essay on Feeding Bees in
the same as Mr. Fish's, and in about
which will appear in the
the same manner, except setting them the Spring,
out nearly a month earlier. The old Bee J(^urnal soon. [Ed.]

Good

air

and protection from

;

A

;

:

A

—

•'
Swarming, and the
Question
Production of Comb Honey " which
was very thoroughly discussed.
Mr. Fish adopts the plan practiced
by James Heddon, of Michigan. Mr.
White thinks shade plays an important part in preventing bees' swarm-

—

ing.

Pres.

Newman

gives

the

swarm

some of the combs and brood from the
colony from whicli it issued, and also
the unfinished surplus of the colony
is given to the swarm to finish.
Mr. Boardman has long ago given up
trying to prevent swarming while pro-

ducing comb honey,
Mrs. Allen Bartow made a few very
sensible remarks on " Planting for
Bee Forage." She also read the following report by her husband, Mr.
Allen I?artow, of his observations in
Southern Texas, during the last winter-

Bee-keeping in Texas is more profitable, as a whole, than it is in the
North.

Wintering

is

not a problem,

as they do not perish with cold as
many have done in Ohio during the
last "and many preceding winters.
The Texan bee-keeper winters his bees
out-of-doors without any protection
other than their summer hives, thus
saving the cost of building expensive
bee-houses. 1. They have short winters and consequently the bees do not
consume so much of their stores as
ours do. 3. The long summers afford
more time for gathering honey, and
the great variety and abundance of
flowers furnish an almost inexhaustible supply.
Besides the small flowers which
clothe all the plains and valleys with
beauty.tliereisa great variety of trees
whose blossoms afford honey; a few
Linden, live-oak, black-jack,
are:
box-elder, sumac and agaretta.
They do not have the advantage of
fruit blossoms, except the wild fruits,
as there are but few orchards. Apples
do not do well in that climate, and

probably never will, and the same
may be said of cherries. Peaches do
better but they do not afford much
honey. The cotton plant, however,
affords considerable honey and of good
Buckwheat is raised with
quality.
tolerable success and is another resource; but last though not least, is
the " honev-dew," which, I was told
by Mr. Sufber and others, giving such
large quantities when it occurs that
the amount gathered is often surprising to the bee-keeper who is unprepared. The Texans use hives of various kinds, from the box to the latest

improved frame-hive.
At Camp Verde I ate lioney of good
quality. The product per colony is
90 lbs. comb, and often it is 100 lbs.
Last season was a poor one owing to
the long drouth, and no doubt was an
exception to the average season, as
Mr. Surber told me his yield was about
the same, and he is an intelligent man

and a good apiarist.
In Texas the bee-keeper's enemies
are the bee-martin and the moth. The
careless lose largely by the latter. I
visited one apiary, the owner of which
had lost fully one-half of his bees by
the moth. Tliis was evidently the result of neglect, as he had too much

;;

.
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being a druggist. His
hives were hard to handle, although
tliey had movable frames, and they
were also too much shaded. Bees require some shade in this climate, in
tne middle of the day in summer; but
he had overdone the shade business,
and as a consequence lost.
I believe bees handled there as we do
in the North, would pay well. The
climiite is healthy iind pleasant in
winter and not overly warm in summer. The people are intelligent and
courteous.
An interesting letter was also read
by Mrs. ]5artow, from Mr. A. B. Surber, a bee-keeper of Southern Texas,
in reply to several questions asked
him in regard to bee-keeping in that
otlier business,

State.
"iJeThe following was passed:
That the thanks of this Asso-

solved.

thf Atnorieiin Hoc .loiirnnK

think Mr. Good's advice on page
IS timely and wise; though I tuink
he has been in quite a poor country. I
would much prefer a location reasonL. K. DICKEY.
ably near to Chattanooga which is a
city of about 20,000 inOn page 139, in calling the attention fast-growing
habitants, and is of much importance
of Northern bee-keepers to this coun" Why do as a manufacturing and railroad centry, I asked this question:
ter.
not enterprising bee-keepers in the
High Point, Ga.
North, who are seeking a better field
?\ii-

Northern Georgia.

ed to

^Ir.

The

"

JoumaL

Keystone " Convention.

The Key stone Bee-keepers' Associamet lately at Scranton, Pa.

tion

After reading the minutes of previous meeting, the election of officers
was held and J. Vandervort, of Lacey-

Kor the AraerlcaB Bee Journal.

resources'!"'

On page 201 Mr. Leonidas Carson
says: '• The answer is plain. Enterprising men of all occupations in the
North are loth to settle in the Southern States so long as lawlessness is excused and goes unpunished;" and then
says he has reference to the trouble
at Danville, Miss. I do not know
whether he alludes to the riot at Danville, ^'a., or to the outrages in Copiah
County, Miss. I can not see why tlie
trouble ateither or both of these places
.500 or 600 miles distant should deter
enterprising men of any section from

States for political purposes.
For the American Bee
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for their business, come to Northwest
Georgia and help us develop out honey

and are hereby tenderSamuel Fish, for the able
manner in which he has presided over
this Association during the past two
years, and for the uniform kindness
which he has at all times exercised coming to Northwest Georgia, unless
Mr. Fish there is evidence that our people symtoward its members."
thanked the members for their cour- pathize with such lawlessness.
tesy.
eviA vote of thanks was given to the In my opinion there is nothesuch
fertile
City Council for the use of their room. dence to be found outside
Also to S. F. JSTewman, for his past imagination of Mr. Carson. I am a
services as Secretary of the Associa- native of this State and county and an
ardent Republican in politics, and now
tion.
Adjourned to meet at the call of the hold an honorable position to which I
was elected chiefly by Democratic
Secretary'
votes. No one can feel more keenly
H. R. BOARDMAN, Sec.
than myself, the injustice and wrongs
S. F. Newman, Pres.
perpetrated in some of the Southern
ciation are due,
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Now let me say

to Mr. Carson and
whose " eyes are

others in the North,

turned southward," to the land he so
beautifully describes, that our people
are, in the main, plain, clever people,
and are as law-abiding as those of any
section of the union; and before
becoming prejudiced against this section on account of those troubles
which occurred in other States, and at
great distances from us, to come, see,
and investigate for yourselves. These

What the Bees Think

of

it.

MRS. DR. E. MASON.
"

Why

much

uncertainty about
and spring
dwindling V"
I am thinking these
much abused bees must often say,
' what fools these mortals be. One
stows us in a dark, damp, moldy and
SO

wintering,

ventilation,

foul - aired
cellar ; restrains "us of
liberty, fresh air, and the bright sunshine, which is so essential to life and
healtli, even in the coldest weather
another stows us in a room or dry cellar, but robs us of our liberty, prevents
our flight also, until we crawl about
the floor and die; another hills us up
like cabbage and turnips, and almost
all, more or less, shake us up, liaul
us away from our summer stands, fret
and scare us until we are half crazy,

every spring and fall. Then they talk
of safe wintering and spring dwind'

'

'

any wonder that, in our
fright and anger at such treatment,
we die, or, that our honey tastes strong
and gives the cramps, and injures the
sale of it ? Give us gentle, loving
hands to attend us, and our honey is
sweet and healthful at all times.
Good mortals, please let us rest from
that kind of treatment. It is labor,
fatigue, and loss to you, and disease,
Is

ling.'

it

and death to us. Please let us
have thick, double- walled, chaff-lined
craze,

hives, well painted to preserve the hive
and keep the dampness out. Lay 2 or
3 bars or sticks, one-half inch thick,
ville, was elected President, D. J.
acrosss
the top-bars, that we may pass
Peck, of Harford, Vice President, A.
freely over and cluster on the top-bars.
A. Davis, of Clark's Green, Secretary,
and C. E. Miller, of Justice, Treas- unfortunate occurrences should no Lay over us a new cotton or burlap
more deter you from coming here than honey-cloth, covering every crevice
urer.
After the transaction of business the recent riot in Cincinnati, or the for ventilation, in the shape of crevthe subject, " Do Bees Injure Fruit or recent outrage on Mr. McDevitt in ices, hardens the combs and honey,
Crops?" was discussed; in which the Ohio, should deter me from going to and is death to us. Then lay a pillow
smoothly over the honey-cloth, and
majority of the members participated. Grundy County, la.
The opinion expressed seemed to indiFor further information concerning shut the box cover closely, leaving no
cate that instead of being injurious our people let me refer you to an article part of the honey-cloth or cushions
they were a benefit in many respects. published on page 171, Bee Journal caught between the cover and the hive
One gentleman said that he had no- for 1881, written by Mr. Moon of to absorb dampness."
There is no other cushion-material
ticed that buckwheat always yielded Rome, Ga., who, I believe, was a
equal to feathers for they retain the
a better crop if frequented by large Northern man.
numbers of bees, and so of other crops.
This is a broken, hilly, mountainous heat— are always dry and light, and
cushion and the
idea existed that some farmers country, with fertile valleys interven- the space between the
box-cover, is a hot-air
paris-green their
ing. These hills are generally poor, top of the
;

An

buckwheat and other
crops for the purpose of destroying
the bees, and a remonstrance was expressed against such a deplorable
measure. The President stated that
the English government has gone to
considerable expense to have the common bumble-bee introduced into Australia for the purpose of fertilizing
red clover, and had met with but partial success.
Others who had experimented in several ways claimed that
bees, to all classes of fruit, were beneficial and should be encouraged.
Adjourned.
C. E. Miller, Sec.

though surtioientlv fertile to grow fruit chamber. Cotton batting,covered with
and vegetables, and moderate crops of unbleached muslin, is "the next best
cushion as a substitute for feathers.
Raise the back of the hive 2 or 3 inches
higher than the entrance, so as to
carry otf all water, dead bees, etc.
I have kept from 50 to 100 colonies
of Italian bees for 10 years, and I have
never had any trouble in wintering
them nor hacl sickness of any kind
North.
As I said in my letter, our honey among them nor " spring dwindling,"
resources are not developed.
The which can be prevented by commenclargest yield that I have heard of is ing in January, to place rye flour in
sunnv places about the hives, and on
160 lbs. extracted honey, per colony.
In the valleys it is reasonably
productive, growing corn, wheat, oats,
clover, fruit and vegetables. There is
generally an abundance of running
water. As a bee-country it is good,
though our honey flow is not so profuse as it is in some sections of the
grain.

;

;

;
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ends of tlie alighting-boards ; also
shallow pans with combs tilled with
little judislightly- salted water.
cious feeding stimulates and encourage s the bees, and prevents their flying
so far from home iu the cold, spring
air, to flour and sawmills, where sometimes whole colonies are killed by the
flour and sawdust. Good wintering
and spring care will prevent " spring
dwindling." Keep the bees always on
the same stands in winter and summer put up good water-proof sheds
fronting to the South or East, tightly
l3oarded up on the back, eave troughs
to carry off the rain at the back, and
a wide" hoard nailed across the front,
to prevent the rain and snow from
blowing in on the hives and see that
the earth or flooring under jthe hives

tlie

A

we conclude

that he had a brood- mare from which
he wished to rear colts noted for
speed, would he consider it necessary
or advisable, during foal, that she be
driven at a high rate of speed, with a
view of transmitting that quality to
W. N. Howard.
the offspring V

Derby, Vt.

I regret that he did not put the
question differently. If by the vi'ord
the period during
foal, he means
gestation, I would say that I think it
would be very wrongto treat the mare
as some bee-keepers are treating their
placing them in a close,
queens, viz
dark hive, and depriving them of their
organs of locomotion. To treat the
mine in like manner, would l)e to confine her in a close, dark stable, and cut
her legs off.
is perfectly dry.
I hold that it would be very necesThe advantage in keeping bees in sary and advisalile, to drive the brood
one place is, that they are more gen- mare every day at as high speed as
tle, and in' swarming they rarely fly
sound judgment would dictate, with
but a few feet from the shed, and set- a view of keeping her organs of locotle on the first shrub or plant, and ofmotion in a strong and healthy conditen on the corner of the same hive. tion, for the purpose that she might be
As soon as they are hived, I lift them able to transmit that condition to her
up and set them by the side of the offspring.
hive from which they issued. If in
I know not what Mr. Howard would
rows near together, they are more have me understand by the term ' a
given
to
robbing.
friendly, and are not
high rate of speed." Some horses are
As to disease among bees I have able to trot a mile in much less than
not a doubt but that it is bred from 3 minutes, while it would overtax and
dampness, mold, bad air, cold, and injure others to travel half as fast.
want of sunlight. One diseased colony
In my article on, " Shall we Clip the
might contaminate a neighborhood. Queens' Wings," I stated that " overShut one family of children in dark, work or excessive strain, would injure
damp, and moldy rooms or basements, any member of the bee or other anideprived of fresh air, sunlight, and ex- mal." If any member of a horse or
ercise, and they may generate scarlet
bee is overtaxed, then it becomes weak
fever so deadly, as to deprive a health- and diseased ; and I stated that a
ful city of its inmates.
" condition of weakness may be transYou do not want your houses filled mitted to the offspring."
with crevices, broken windows, and
I do not propose to write articles for
boles in the ceilings, in order to have the Bee Journal on the subject of
bees.
do
your
"ventilation;" neither
breeding fast horses ; but I would hke
They can fan in and out, with their to have some fast bees. In one sense,
wings, all the fresh air they want. the liorse- question has nothing to do
Always have a sort of entrance bailor with modern bee culture but in the
close portico in front of the hives. It
sense that I infer Mr. H. intended the
shields the bees from cold blasts and question, it has very much to do with
sudden changes.
it.
If the sun shines too warm on the
In mv article on page 54, 1 stated
fronts of the hives, and there is snow that " i hold that all animal life is
on the ground, stand up a shingle or governed by the same universal law,
board to shade the entrance, thus pre- from which there is no divorce." When
venting their flying into the snow.
have learned that temperate labor,
;

:

;

:

;

method

of "management.

It

has been a perfect success with

my

Try

this

bees.

Clipping the ftueen's Wiag.
II.

STEWART.

On page 6112 of the Bee Journal
for 1883, 1 read the following
:

On
for

page

1S8.S, I

.57(1

of the

fi)id

an

Bee Journal
by Ur. W.

article

Stewart, entitled, " Shall we Clip
our Queens' Wings V" at the close of
" If I were offering
which he says
queens for "sale as superior stock, I
would compel the brood mothers to
II.

:

often, even if I had to toss them
to give them a start." I wish to
ask him a question to illustrate the
matter in a different light. Suppose
fly

up

in any class of animals, whether running." trotting, walking or flying, is

and that its tendency is the
development of vigor, then we have

For the American Bee Journal.

W.

we

healthful,

Vincennes, Ind.

solved the question in regard to all
other classes of animals.
We often hear of brood-mares working before the plow up to within l-i
minutes of the birth of their colts, and
yet both mares and colts remained in
good health ; yet if the mares had been
worked or driven to excess, both would

most

likely

have died.

did not state that I would compel
fly until their strength was
exhausted, or enough to do them a
physical injury; but that "I would
compel them to fly often."
We often see queens fly from the
combs while being handled they are
gone for a short time, and then return
to their hive all right, and appear as
though they had enjoyed the fly firstrate; and, as work goes on in the brood
department as regularly as before,
I

queens to

;

that the

fly

did them no

injury. Birds seem to fly just as
easily and safely, and seem to enjoy it
just as well while they are producing
eggs, as at other seasons of the year.
have often opened the hive, after

We

the queen and her young swarm had
just left it, and we judged, from the
abundance of fresh eggs found in the
combs, that she has been busy depositing eggs up to the time when she
started out with the swarm.
Again, when we have put the queen
and the young swarm in a new hive on
empty combs, the work of depositmg

eggs has been resumed in a few minutes, and, as tlie work goes briskly on,
we know that the fly in swarming did
her no harm. Some queens fly severqj
times during the swarming season,
and, when they leave for the woods,
we find that they are able to fly long
distances, and very swiftly, too.
None of us know how many times a
queen with wing not clipped, leaves
the hive during the warm season, for
a healthful fly in the open sunshine
and we know not the pleasure and delight that they experience during those
aerial excursions nor yet do we know
how important, and lasting impressions, both mental and physical, are
being transmitted to the tiny egggerms during the happy flight, because
of the mental ecstasy of the mother.
Who can depict the power of mind
The mind of man
over matter?
drives the " iron monsters across
oceans and continents, and along the
many rivers that thread the bosom of
mother earth, and takes control of the
lower forms of the animal kingdom."
Who can tell what the mind of man
may yet do with and for the honey
;

bee" ?
I

would iinswer Mr. Howard's ques-

tion, by asking a few more questions,
for the purpose of reminding him of

truths with which he must already be'
somewhat familiar. Is he not aware
that a scare, or other mental excitement of a disagreeable nature, often
makes strange and woeful impressions, both

mental and physical, upon

the eml)ryo, even in the human race ?
That certain mental conditions often
make sad inroads upon our health,
and at other times restore health afThat the most
ter it is once broken
successful physician is the one that
has the happy faculty of approaching
a sick person with a pleasing smile
that awakens hope and confidence in
the weak and nervous sufferer V That
these manifestations are the expressions of one of nature's laws that embraces all animal life V
In his question, he " supposes that I
have a brood-mare from which I wish
to rear colts noted for speed, etc.''
Here I will " suppose " that the
mare is able to travel at a " high rate
of speed," and that her members of
locomotion are well developed and
hardened by practice ; that her mental
faculties have been well schooled on
the race-course ; that she, like many
other sporting horses, is quiet and
easily handled until she is led up to
the well-known race- track, and hitched
before a sporting sulky ; that she sees
and understands at that moment what
is at hand, and at once becomes so ex'?
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and frantic for the match, that it
requires a ^ooA iKuseman to control
her.
Kverv nniscle becomes ri^id, her
ears lie back on her neck her foaming and parted lips give yon a clear
view of her ivory that is violently
grinding at the curbing steel between
it; both front feet high in the air.
and lier nostrils wide distended. I
will suppose tliat she is pregnant, and
I will allow her to enter the match for
a sh<nt distance, and often repeat the
operation during gestation, being careful not to allow her to overdo at any
time. I hold that it is not the " high
rate of speed " that would be likely to
injure her, or the colt; but compelling
her to contimie that speed until her
strength was exhausted, would be
dangerous to both.
Do you ask why 1 would thus treat
the brood-mare V I answer that " it
is a well known fact, that when any
faculty of an animal becomes excited,
that excitement prompts an extra flow
of the best blood to a corresponding
member. That blood makes an extra
deposit of building - material with
which it is laden, and the result is an
extra development of that member.
In thus exciting the faculties, and developing the members of the mother,
a corresponding work is at the same
time going on in the embryo.
In the production of colts, bees, or
anything else that has life, the parents
reproduce themselves, and neither the
mental or physicill conditi(ui of the
offspring, at birth, can iu any way exceed the combined conditions of the
parents.
All further development
must be made by a process of growth
of the offspring after its birth. Imprisonment comes not of the race in
common ; it is confined to favored individuals. Those individuals may, under favorable circumstances, transmit
that individual growth or improved
condition.
I liold that it is " advisable and necessary," that we excite the desirable
qualities or faculties of the broodmother, for the reason that, by so
doing, we are all the while building up,
through the mother, the desired capabilities in the offspring ; and I also
hold t hat, inider proper treatment, the
possibilities of improvement of the animal kingdom, are unbounded.

cited

—

Who can

depict the coming speed.
Of cominK bee. or cominiz steed ?
With nerve to outstrip the iron horse.
And vie with the whirlwind round the course.
'Tis

man

that builds the iron steed.

His limited wisdom, means limited speed

;

wisdom provides the nerves,
Adapted to the age it serves.

Infinite

In balance nice, weiRh nature's law,
Of KTOWth and fitness 'trainst a straw
Read on your standard when you're done.
What e're ends well, was well begun.
;

Orion, Wis.

Northwestern Ohio Convention.

The Northwestern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association met at the residence
of S. H. Bolton, in Hancock county,
O., on
9, 1884.

May

The meeting was

called to order by
the President, Jacob Ginsinger; and
as the meeting was for the study of
practical work in the apiary, the committee on programme announced the
following as the order of business: 1.

Transferring bees. The (irst colony
to be transferred by Mr. Frank Eaton;
tlie second colony," by the I^resident,
and the third, bv any one wishing to
do it 2. forniing nuclei ;i. introduc-
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worker comb.

If the frames are very
with comb, I reverse them
without putting in any starters.
Now for the advantages of reversible
frames, which are very many. You
can get the frames eiitirely full of
ing queens.
All then adjourned to Mr. Bolton's comb, if vol reversed; but bees seldom
apiarv (containing 52 colonies) and, attach comb to the bottom bar. You
Mr. Eaton being absent, Mr. Gins- can force the bees to carry honey from
inger, with the necessary implements, the brood-chamber to the sections
transferred a colony from a box hive, above. Instinct teaches them to rein a short time. Mr. Eaton then came move the honey as far from the enand did the same, making a neat job. trance and bottom of the hive as possible.
By reversing the frames you
Adjourned until afternoon.
After dinner all took a view of Mr. put the honey at the bottom; and as
Ginsinger's apiary, which consists of brood occupies what is then the top of
some 30 or 40 colonies, and is in fine the frame, the bees are compelled to
condition. All then returned to Mr. go above the frame into the sections
Bolton's and the third colony was with their honey.
With reversible frames no complaint
transferred in about 15 minutes.
The remainder of the programme will be made of the industrious Italwas completed after whicli the con- ians not working in boxes; the brood
vention proceeded to fix the time and not being depleted of too much honey
place for holding the next meeting, thus easily without extracting, and in
and on motion, the time was fixed for such a way that the same cells will
not again be filled; and the queen can
July 25, ]S8i, at Ottawa, O.
On motion S. P. VVeaver, Jacob be kept busy in the center of the hive
Ginsinger and F. M. Blakeman were and will not be tempted so strongly to
appointed a committee to arrange a go above or to the sides to deposit
eggs; hence division-boards, at the
programme for next meeting.
On motion the following resolution sides, can be done away with.
All division-boards and fixtures in a
was adopted: Besolved, Tliat any lady
or gentleman may become a member hive which prevent a continuous comof this Association, by furnirhing the munication between all parts of the
Secretary witli his or her post-offlce hive are a disadvantage. There should
address, and paying such sum as may be no stoppage possiole to avoid, between the brood-nest, storage, and
be fixed upon by the Association.
On motion the fee for admission and comb-building room, at the sides and
above.
Reversible frames help to
annual dues was fixed at 25 cents.
J. II. Smith was elected Treasurer. realize this ideal by giving the queen
vote of thanks was tendered full employment without confinement.
Grenada, Miss,
Messrs. Bolton and Ginsinger, and
their wives, for their kindness and
hospitality manifested during the day.
For the American Bee JoumaL
Adjourned to meet at Ottawa, O.,
F. M. Blakeman, Sec.
July 25.
Facts Regarding Sweet Clover.

nearly

filled

;

;

A

DR. W. 6. PHELPS.

For the American Bee JournnL

Reversible Frames.

common with many bee-keepers,
have taken a lively interest in the
propagation of that excellent honeyproducing plant— sweet clover and
In

I

OSCAR

F.

BLEDSOE.

;

experience may be of some value
the readers of the Bee Journal.
In the spring of 1883, 1 had upon my
place a patch of rye, sown the fall previous, with the intention of utilizing
it for soiling purposes, or to turn under as a green manure. It flourished
so well, however, that for various
reasons I concluded to harvest it.
This was about the last of May, and,
according to general opinion, too late
to sow thereon any of the many varieand now I am making all my new ties of clover, and particularly the
About melilot but sow it I did. even though
liives with reversible frames.
April 1, 1 hived a first swarm on re- the ground was dry, after which I
versible frames, which now has the harrowed it lightly.
The results, contrary to my expecbrood-nest full of nice all-worker
combs, and one set of section-boxes tations, was all that could be desired,
proving conclusively that sweet clover
about ready to take off.
For starters on my frames, I use seed will germinate freely, without
strips of worker comb fastened on being subjected to the action of frost,
with equal parts of rosin and wax as commonly b lleved.
Furthermore, in less than 2 months
melted. If the rosin is not put in, a
heavy colony wiil pull off the starters. from the time of sowing, after harvestAfter a colony has nearly filled the ing rye, the clover furnished a pasture
frames with comb, I put starters on for stock which they much preferred
the bottom bar, reverse tlie frame, and to any other. They would leave luxsoon have it solid with worker comb. uriant red clover, to nibble at melilot.
In regard to sowing, the following
If there is too much drone comb it
should be cut out and replaced by extract by Mr. H. W. Gariett, of

All valuable improvements in every
department of civilization have arisen
from suggestions to the minds of men
who work and think at the same time.
To work without thought leads to no
progress; to think without work leads
to vague and valueless theories; but to
think and work, leads to progress.
After various suggestions, I hit upon a device by which all wood frames
can be reversed at pleasure without
manipulating a fixture or attachment;

my
to'

;

:
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Coeyman's Hollow, X. Y.,

will be of to the feeder, and empty it quicker
than any other I have used.
" That sweet-clover seed needs the
I winter my bees on from 6 to 9
actions of frost upon it, I do not be- combs, or less if they cannot cover
lieve
for it will germinate much them, and use one or more chafl-divisquicker than red clover. Having had ion boards if needed, to occupy vacant
a Ions experience with the two, I can space in the brood chamber. I prefer
speak from personal observations.
burlap or any other porous meterial,
It is common to let red clover, cut to enamelled cloth. I have used tickfor seed, remain on the lot a long time ing successfully, before covering the
before threshing it, and there is no frames. I use a block of wood or any
danger of the seed germinating while small piece, or wood that forms a
sweet clover, if left on the ground and bridge over the top of the frames, afrained on, will frequently sprout when ter laying the burlap over it. I then
in close contact with the earth, or in till the upper storj' with forest leaves.
thick bunches where the sun camiol 1 have used chaff with % cut straw,
penetrate and dry it out.
but I prefer forest leaves to any other
Sweet-clnver seed being retained in packing I have used.
its hull, holds moisture when sown,
Having noticed considerable in the
and will therefore quickly germinate. Bee Journal in regard to the "polI would advise sowing it when all dan- len theory," I concluded to test it on
ger of frost is past. As a honey-plant a small scale, by taking 3 colonies of
for all seasons, wet and dry, it has no bees, one of blacks, one of hybrids,
equal."
and one of Italians. I took all their
One of the objects of this article, is stores from them, and, selecting such
to make apparent the fact, not com- combs as had no pollen and entirely
prehended by many, that the present empty, I gave as many of them to the
is the most propitious season for seed- 3 colonies as tliey could occupy.
I fed
ing " the waste places " with this de- them nothing but granulated sugar
sirable plant. If it be the " noxious syrup, and as much as they could store
weed " the unthinking have called it, into the combs constantly, and then
give me more of it.
prepared them the same for winter as
It stands on the patch referred to as I did my other colonies.
sown last season, at least 4 inches
On page 693, Bee Journal for 1883,
higher than the red clover adjoining L. C. Johnson, M. D., speaks of the
it, though the latter occupies much qualities of the different races of bees.
richer soil. Being eaten so readily by
Taking all into consideration, as
all kinds of stock in the green state, near as lean learn, the Italians posI believe it will make most delicious sess as good qualities as any other
provender when cured as hay.
race ; but I do not think it advisable
Last, but not least, I look to it as a to cross the Italians with 3 or 4 differmost acceptable foraging ground for ent races. Nor do I think it advisable
my bees, when other sources fail. to mate them purely, except for breedWith this fact in view, I have sown ing purposes, and then breed queens
over 10 lbs. this season, in vacant and drones from the very best queens.
I prefer a cross between the Italians
places and on the highways
feeling
that as " bread cast upon the waters, and brown bees. My experience with
it shall return tome after many days." them for the past 3 years, proves to
me that they can store as much honey,
Galena, Md.
either comb or extracted, as any
other hybrids.

interest

;

;

;

For tbe American Bee Jonmal.

Packing, Feeding, Wintering,

W.

C.

Washington Hollow, N. Y.

etc.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

LESTEK.

Concerning Thermometers.

I use Koot's chaff hive and Langstroth frames, and usually commence
packing my bees on Noy. 1, or earlier
if the weather becomes cool.
I examine each colony to see how well they
are supplied with stores, and if each
has from 20 to i5 lbs. of honey, and
sealed stores, I consider it in favorable condition for packing. Colonies
that have not enough stores, I feed
granulated sugar syrup, and prepare
them the same as Mr. G. M. Doolittle
explains on page 479, Bee Journal
for 1883.
I use Cake-tins, 4x4x18 inches, for
feeders
and one or more can be used
in the same hive by placing them on
top of each other. I take about halt
a handful of rye straw— cut it off the
right length to fit inside of the feeder.
I then pour the syrup into the feeder,
and put straw in it on top of the syrup,
this being a foothold for the bees
"while getting the syrup.
I place the feeder on the bottomboard of the hive, side of the combs
in this way the bees have free access

%

;

;

JOHN PHIN.

Capt. Parry in his Arctic voyages
observed differences of 18° between
alcohol thermometers of the best
makers; and similar facts were noted
by Franklin and Kane. But the extremes to which these investigators
exposed their thermometers, were
greater than any that will be found in
the climatic conditions to which we
are exposed; and here, therefore, I
may answer the 4th question. I say
that except for temperature lower than
36^ Fahr. below zero, the mercury

thermometer

will be

found the most

reliable.

" Will a thermometer which
by the ice-test,
run uniformly up and down the scale
the same number of degrees that it
variesV" This will depend upon circumstances. The error of the thermometer may be due to a change in
the size of the bulb (due to a molecular
change in the glass); and in this case
the error will not remain the same; i.
e., we can not make a perfect correction by simply adding or subtracting
a certain number ot degrees; but if
the theremometer tube were kept for
a year or two after being filled it would
then probably change as much as it
ever would, and any error must be due
to the displacement of the scale, or to
bad original workmanship. If to a
displacement of the scale, all we have
to do is to add or subtract the known
error as may be necessary. Bad workmanship can not be easily corrected;
the only way would be to compare the
thermometer with a standard instrument, and note the error at every 10^.
Ques. 3. "• Will an old-tested thermometer, say 10 years old, mark the
degrees as perfectly as a newly-tested
one?" Thermometers which are exposed to great extremes of temperature may change somewhat even after
the second year, but not to any great
extent. Therefore, I should say, that
a thermometer which had been tested
when two years old, might be relied
upon ever "after in all ordinary work.
This, however depends somewhat on
the glass that is used, but it is true in
most cases. For extremely accurate
work thermometers should be tested
every 3 or 6 months.
I may add that the variations of

Ques.

2.

registers incorrectly

have been speaking are comslight, and are nothing
when compared with the ordinary
errors of observation. In common
ters to incorrectly register degrees of thermometers the chief source of error
temperature?"
All
thermometers lies in the bore of the tube. A therI reply as follows to Mr. R. E.
Knapp's questions on page 172:
Ques. 1. " Does extreme heat or cold
cause the mercury or spirit thermome-

which

I

paratively

when near tlie limit of their range, give mometer may be perfectly accurate at
irregular and uncertain indications. the principal fixed points'(32^ and 21^
The limits for mercury are 3.5° below above zero), and yet show great errors
zero, and about 500^ above zero. It is between them. The only really cortrue that the indications are pretty rect thermometer is the air-thernearly accurate at all ordinary tem- mometer as used by Kegnault; but
peratures; and perhaps the extremes this instrument can hot be used by
of ^Ir. K.'sthermometerdo not extend those who have not the conveniences
as far as the figures I have given.
of a large laboratory.
spirit theroiometer has greater
To sum up the whole matter:
range below zero, but not so great good mercury thermometer which is
above. Spirit thermometers are never over two years old. and which is corused for temperatures higher than rect at .32^ and 212-" above zero, (the
summer heat, but they afford the only freezing and the boiling points of
convenient means of measuring tem- water) may be depended upon for all
perature below the freezing point of the ordinary requirements of life, and
mercury. Pure alcohol does not freeze it will not deteriorate by any ordinary
at any natural temperature, but its in- usage or exposure.
dications become irregular.
Patterson, N. J, April 1.5, 1884.

A

A
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Local Convention Directory.
18»4.
Time and place
June li— MabonlnK Vnlley,

June 19.— Northern Mich,

0/ Sttetivt.
at

Newton Fulls, O.
B. W. Turner. Sec.

at Ionia.
F.

A. Palmer. Sec.

Oct. 11. 12.—Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBrlde. Mich.
Oct.

1.5,

16.— Northwestern, at ChlcBgo,

W.

Z.

111,

Hutchinson. Sec.

Nov. 25.— "Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo, E. Hilton, Sec.
Dec.

10,

11,— Michigan State, at Lansing.

U. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.
this table complete. Secre-

fW~ In order to have
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

May 1.5, the Eastern States do; and that is such
combs, and a wonderful bee-man as a queen-bee
surgeon, accoucheur, and midwife.
R.
2 with eggs in.
This medical or surgical queen-bee
Barnesville, O., May 16, 18,84.
genius, claims that he played the part
of an accoucheur surgeon and midWomen as Apiarists.
wife for one of his queen-bees, which
My bees wintered well. All came after fertilization, would not lay the
out strong and healthy. I have sold first egg. He did not apply browned
•50 colonies this spring.
I cannot help butter like is done to young bees, but
thinking that bee-culture is a good oc- performed a surgical operation with
nice combs.

I

looked .at them

and found new honey

in 6

cupation for women. I attend to my
bees without the assistance of any
for in
one, except the supply dealers
these progressive times one can buy
everything pertaining to the bee-business, all nicely prepared and ready for
use. That alone is enough to tempt
one into the business and truly, I
keep bees as much for pleasure as for
protit, and have lots of spare time,
too, for other work. I am sure if I
were compelled to earn my own support, there are few pleasanter occupa;

;

tions in

which an

intelligent

woman

could engage.

Mrs. Dr. p. H. Mason.

Good Results.

Vincennes, Ind.,

May

16, 1884.

have 66 colonies which are doing
well. Last year my bees produced Bees Storing Honey Rapidly.
7,600 lbs. of honey, and over 100 lbs.
Since I have kept bees I never saw
Mrs. C. M. Kingslet.
of wax.
them gather so much honey from fruit
Elvaston, 111., May 15, 1.SS4.
bloom as they have this year. Each
colony has gained in weight from 10 to
Are Bees Taxable in Illinois ?
All my colonies are now
15 lbs.
The assessor attempted to assess my crowded with bees and brood. They
I

bees, but I do not think it is lawful to
assess farmer's bees. This is the tirst
time it has ever been tried here. I
believe it would be a great favor to
bee-keepers generally, to have this de-

termined.
Matteson, ni..

A. WiCHERTS.

May

16, ia84.

[In this State it is by law made the
duty of the assessor to "list" colonies of bees, as is shown by the published quarterly reports. That they
are taxable in Illinois, we think does
not admit of a doubt.— Ed.]

10 colonies.

On March 24.

murder

his young queens for honey in
old combs. As the Pacific coast has
never yet done anything for progressive apiculture with regard to introducing new varieties of bees, I have
come to the conclusion to try introducing bees from China by the mail
steamers via Japan. I believe the
trip requires about 25 days, and I have

are in the Ijest possible condition for
the clover bloom, which will be here
soon. I expect some swarms in a short
time.
H. T. Hartman.
found acquaintances who think it can
Freeport, 111., ilay 20, 1884.
be done through our former American
Consul, who is now a resident of the
city again, and is said to be a very
Botanical.
obliging man. I shall let you know
Enclosed I send a plant which is more about the
prospects of "the China
very abundant here, and much used
bee in due time. GustMurhard.
by bees. What is its botanical name V
Portland, Oreg., May 10, 1884.
and its value as a honey plant y "iVe
have had a remarkably wet spring,
and vegetation is unusually vigorous Dandelions and White Clover.
and dense with an endless variety and
My .50 colonies of bees were never in
quantity of flowers. Notwithstanding
good condition before fruit bloom,
much of the weather has been quite as they
are now. One colony is storing
cool for the season and climate, bees as
honey. The roadsides are yelare doing exceedingly well, and are surplus
low with dandelions, and the wliite
very prolific in swarms.
clover heads begin to appear. The
W. P. Hancock.
apple trees will bloom this week if the
Salado, Tex., May 7, 1884.
weather is fair. Prospects for a good
[It is Gaura filipes. It belongs to the honey crop in this vicinity, was never
Evening Primrose family, most species better than now. Geo. E. Hilton.
Fremont, Mich., May 19, 1884.
of which yield nectar.— T. J. Bur-

Bees in Eastern Ohio.
Bees in this locality wintered moderately well so far as I have been able
to ascertain.
One apiarist put 15
young colonies into' a vault last fall
and this spring 8 of them were alive.
Another apiarist lost 12 colonies out
of 44. Last spring I began the season
with 10 colonies in fair condition. I
stimulated them by feeding them su- rill.]
gar-syrup until they could get their
own living. It being a very poor season for honey, they did not gather
very much surplus honey, and what
they did gather I saved for feeding
them this spring, if needed. Two colonies swarmed, one left and the other
died late in the fall, thus leaving only

the point of a very fine needle. He
said the operation proved a success,
and the mother and her egg lived and
are doing well. Who of you Eastern
queen-breeders can come up to that ?
Would it not be well for all the Eastern
queen - breeders, as a whole,
to engage this man's valuable services,
as they are wasted here in Oregon,
where apiculture is carried on in all
kinds of boxes, and even in sugar and
nail kegs. We have also a farmer who
every year kills his old colonies of bees
to obtain the honey. The old man
thought that tlie old way of killing the
bees was the best, and did not know
he was killing his young queens in the
old colonies. He has now learned his
mistake— transferred his bees in movable-comb hives, and will no longer

Bees along the Pacific Coast.
This spring has been the warmest
and finest 1 have known in Oregon
during, my 32 years' residence. Bees
have been doing better than ever before. I took out, for the first time
since being a bee-keeper, comb honey

How my Bees Wintered.
had 38 colonies and one
38 came through the
splendid condition. I always winter my bees on the summer
stands, and they can eat pollen if they
wish.
F. J. Sawin.
Last

fall I

nucleus.
winter in

The

Kirkwood,

111.,

May

examined made of the peach, pear, cherry, and
dead, and the plum bloom in the month of April.

15, 1884.

1

all of them and found 1
rest in good condition; yet I gave each
of them a comb of honey. They all
contained brood at this time. The
weather set in cold again, and I did
not look at them until April 11. and I
found 8 doing well, and for some cause

Some bees in smaller hives swarmed Weather Unfavorable for Bees.
during April. "We never had better
I hope the readers of the Bee Jourprospects for a good honey crop
nal are having a better spring for
other crops also look well. I have bees than we are having here in cenquite a lot of fertilized young queens tral New York. The last 2 weeks have
in fact, the whole
at my Washington Ter. apiary. I been cold and wet
the other was dead. 1 did not feed must here mention in connection with spring has generally been cold, so that
them very long. On May 11, a swarm the rearing of young queens, that Or- with the exception of a few strong
issued and I put it into a hive with 8 egon possesses what perhaps none of colonies, bees are mostly weak. Many
;
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my colonies are not nearly so good
as they were April 1, and this but
echoes what I hear from all bee-keepers near me. High winds, rain, and
frosts is the order of the day here.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
of

Borodino, N. Y.,
Still

May

17, 18S4.

Room for

We

more.
have had a very

cold spring.

Swarming

in wintering
honey, as with that
from clover and basswood.
4. Yes
it is better to use 2 stories,
and extract from the upper one almost
exclusively not because it injures the
bees, or the chances of wintering them
to extract honey out of the brood
chamber.but because it is less trouble.
3.

bees

I feel just as safe

with

fall

;

;

wet and
about two Questions About Queens.

late,
is

than it was last year. The
1. When a first swarm issues, Mr.
good for an abundant Heddon says that the queen is about
honey crop. Apiaries are becoming a year old. How old is the queen
very numerous in this part of the which is left with the colony V
county. There are plenty of sage and
2. How old is the queen which goes
other plants here, thus making it a with the swarm that issues from the
good place for bees. Hundreds of first swarm
Is it the one which isacres of unoccupied land well adapted sued with the first swarm
to bee-culture, can be found here.
3. Does
the oldest or youngest
John L. Secou.
queen issue with the swarm.
Monterey, Cal., May 4, 1884.
4. Does one queen remain in the
same colony until she is removed
Please do not refer to back numliers.
Not One Colony Lost.
S. F. D.
Last fall I had 17 colonies. I put 15
Answers. 1. The queen which is
of them (12 strong and 3 weak) into
my new bee-house, and the remaining left with tlie colony is not yet out of
two were left on the summer stands, the cell, nor does she usually emerge
and the latter, I think, will soon till about 8 days after the swarm isswarm. The three weak ones came sues.
2. Yes; it is the one that issued with
out with more bees than when put in.
I have had to feed them some, and I the first swarm.
expect a good harvest.
My bees con- 3. The oldest one.
4. No
they change every time a
sumed from 10 to 19 lbs. per colony,
nrime swarm is cast. About the 4th
during the winter.
B. E. Foster.
or .5th year of a queen's life, she loses
Utica, N. Y.
her fertility, and is superseded by a
young one reared by the bees to take
her place. Sometimes we find both
old and young queens in the hive together the old one seemingly tolerated there out of respect for what worth
she "has been." This may be used
ANSWERS B?
as a moral lesson.

weeks

^

The Mahoning Valley BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
next meeting at Newton Falls, O., on
June (i, 1884. It is desired that a display of apiarian supplies and samples
of honey be made at that time. Mr.

Hammon,

and Mr.

of Bristolville,

C.'

R. Page, of Streetsborough, will read
practical essays on topics pertaining
to bee-keeping.
E. W. Turner, ;Sec.
L. Carson, Pres.

later

prospect

is

'?

'{

'i

—

;

imiiat and gloiu.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of The American Bee Jodrnal,
MoDday, 10 a. m.. May 26, 1884.

[
S

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

:

CINCINNATI.
HONE r—The demand for all honey is very slow;

market dull and prices range from 6@9c for extracted Different lots of choice comb honey in
small sections have been offered and sold in our
market lately at rj^tuc per lb. As I predicted
some time ago, the preference for the production
of comb honey seems to be prevalent: and, as we
have the best prospects for an abundant harvest
this year, we may prepare tor low prices.
Iain (rood demand; choice yellow
brings 3oc a lb. on arrival.
Chas. P. MUTH.

BEESWAX—

NEW

YORK.

HONE Y— The prospects are that but little honey
be carried over, and that will all be in 2-Ib.
sections. More one-pouni.s should be produced
ftir this market.
We quote;
Fancy white in t-lb. sections, packed in clean
crates. Ifl017c; 2-lb. 13(ai5c. Fair to good white.
ll®14c; dark, 10®13c. Extracted, 8®9c.
will

BEBSWAX-Scarce.

hi!i3..3.Sc.

McCaul & HiLDRETH,

BOSTON.
HONEY.— Demand light. 1
honey, is@2nc.;2

1b.

BEESWAX-35c.
Blake

St

lb.

34

Hudson St.

sections

comb

Extracted, 9@llc.

16®18c.

Riplet. 67 Chatham

Street.

;

CHICAGO.

HONEY— Choice
tions brings 18c; in

Comb honey

Ific-

shape

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

light

is

white comb honey in 1 lb. secIX to 2 lb. sections, quotable at
discolored and in undesirable

selling at 10® 12c. Extracted honey is In
at &(sxc. Manufacturers of syrups

demand

Disabled Queen.
and bakers say that the low price of sugar is the
reason why they do not use as much honey as
Did you ever know a good queen to formerly. There is very little desirable comb
on the market.
Introducing Fertilized Queens.
become disabled all at once, and not honey
BEESWAX-Is scarce and fancy yellow brings
have
a
cell of brood in the hive, and 3wc. Poor beeswax, but dark, and having more or
1. What is the best method of inless of dregs or refuse matter in it. quotable at 30
(»33C.
troducing a fertilized queen into a the bees still retain her V
W>i.
Malone.
B. A. Burnett. 161 South Water St.
colony which liHs cast a swarm V
Oakley, Iowa, May 7, 1884.
2. Ought a queen to be introduced
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONE Y— This market is almost wholly nominal.,
into a colony as soon as the swarm is
Answer.— Yes and I have never and
will probably continue so for at least a fortgone ?
been able to learn the real cause. A night, when new honey will be due. White to extra
comb, 15@lHc: dark to good, 10®13c; extrac3. I know of parties who e,\tract all
bee is a small insect, and what are no whitechoice
to extra white, 7@8c; dark and canthe honey from the brood-chamber doubt simple physiological facts when ted,
dled, 5@—
BEBSWAX-Wholesale, 27>^®30c.
once a week, in the forepart of the we understand them, are enigmas to
Stearns
& smith. 423 Front Street.
honey harvest, and let the bees (ill it the general honey-producer. Such men
up again with fall honey, for winter as Prof. Cook are the ones who know
KANSAS CITY.
HONEY—No perceptible change In the demand
stores. Do you approve of such a most about such matters.
for choice white comb and 2-lb. sections, at 15@
;

course
4.

l

?

combs alone V
Fenwick, Mich., May

C.

Upton.

10, 1884.

Answers.— 1. Cut

out all the queen
and put the new queen in a cage
between the combs, and leave her
there for 24 hours, then if no balling

cells,

of the cage is going on, liberate her.
of us have been successful by
daubing the new queen with honey,
and smoking her in at the entrance.
2. I should never introduce a valuable queen to such a colony. They are
less apt to be received in such an one.
The idea that the colony should not
remain queenless any time after the
swarm leaves, without great loss, is
only another of the mistakes of theo-

Many

rists.

but dark and irregular comb, or even choice
in an y but clean neat and uniform packages,
goes begging at l0®]2c. Extracted, quiet and in
good supply, nominal at 7(g/8^c.
BEESWAX-Small lot sold to-day at 35c. None
to speak of in the market.
16c;

Is it not better to let the brood-

(^ The members and friends of the
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Society, will hold a basket picnic at the
apiary of Miss F. A. Bellamy, one
mile west of Ionia, on .June 19. Teams
will be in waiting to convey, free of
expense, all who wish to attend.
Purchase your tickets to Ionia, but

com b

,

JEROME TwiCHELL,

514

Walnut Street

ST. LODIB.
HONEY Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb. 12®l4c per )b., and strained and extracted 6(56!^c.
BEESWAX— Firm at 32®32>^c. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,

—

leave the cars opposite the prison
CLEVELAND.
grounds. Miss B. requests that you
HONEY—The honey market is fairly active on
bring your wife or husband, as the
best white 1 lb. sections at 18c; 2 lbs. best wh te
case may be, and also that you drop not quite so active at 17c: 1 lb. sections sell quickly
her a postal, notifying her of your in- on arrival, and often are sold to arrive. Second
qualities continue very dull— are hardly salable at
tention to lie present, in order that any price. Extracted is not wanted.
BEESWAX— Scarce at 35c.
ample provision may be made to conA. c. Kendbl. lis Ontario Street.
vey all from the trains. Come on the
SAN FRANCISCO.
morning train and return in the afterHONEY- We quote comb honey In 2 lb. sections,
noon.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.
18S20C: extracted, T>i®s%c.
S. J. YoUNGM^N, Pres.
GEO. W. MEADE & Co., 213 Market St.

—

:

;

:
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

J»pccial gloticcs.

Honey

We

to

safety, when sending money to
While no subscription to the Bee
this otRce get either a post office or exJournal will be taken for less than
press money order, a bank draft on
regular advertised prices (viz.
New York or Chicago, or register the the
Weekly, $2.00 Monthly, SI. 00),— any
letter.
I'ostage stamps of any kind
getting up a club of two copies,
may be sent for amounts less than one one
or more, may select from " Our Book
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
List " anything therein named, to
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks. the amount
of 1.5 cents for every dollar
American Express money orders for tliey send direct to this
office, to pay them
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
the
for
trouble of getting up the club
wish to impress upon every one and these books will be sent, postpaid,
the necessity of being very specitic, to any address desired.
and carefully to state what they desire
For a club of .3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
for the money sent. Also, if they live and
$6.00, we will make an additional
near one post office, and get their mail present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
at another, be sure to give us the ad- in cloth,
containing 320 pages.

For

;

We

;

we

already have on our books.
When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the

1^

^^

number of insertions his advertisement has had.
^° All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.
^" In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
^" We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

—

\Ve do not
Subscription Credits.
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip-

by

letter.

The

Food and Medicine.

A

following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
mouth to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
getting up clubs
Esaiiiine the Date

tion

as

pamphlet of 16 pages giving
To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
aid progressive bee-culture and help of cooking in which honey is used, and
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, healthful and pleasant beverages.
premiums for
offer the following
have put the price still lower,

name on

dress

340

label

on your

encourage bee-keepers to scatter
far and wide. Single copy 5

them

cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents;
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
;

;

cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
®" To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to every one ivho
buys a package of honey, wiU sell almost
of it.

any quantity

For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the Weekly

^For

$2.75 we will supply the
Bee Journal one year, and

American "Popular" Dictionary, Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
comprising every word in the English
language that enters into speech or paper covers or the Monthly Bee
writing; it contains 32,000 words and Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
with the Monthly, $2.(0.
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
;

desired.

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

Apiary Register— New Edition.

i^° The first edition of the " Apiary
Register " having been exhausted, we
All who intend to be systematic in have just issued a new edition, eletheir work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The gantly bound in Russia leather, with
a large worker bee and "Apiary Regprices will hereafter be as follows
ister " in gold on the side. It forms
0(i
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1
" 100 colonies 220 pages
1 25 not only a Register of both Queens
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50 and Colonies, but has also an Ac:

The larger ones can be used for a count Book at the back, in which to
few colonies, give room for an increase keep a record of all the receipts and
of numbers, and still keep the record expenditures of the apiary, which will
all together in one book, and are therebe found exceedingly valuable. We
fore the most desirable ones.
have also reduced the prices, as will
be seen on another page.
^g" Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as folThe Weekly for one year and
lows
the book, bound in cloth, for S3, or in
giper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
EE Journal and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
$1..50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
:

paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if
the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
bound in cloth.
label notify us by postal card. Do when
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscripEmerson Biuders— made especially
tion is paid to the end of the month for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
indicated on the wrapper-label. This gold on the back, and make a very
gives a continual statement of account. convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
post-paid, for 75 cents, for
Advertisements intended for the Bee will be sent,
the Weekly ; or tor the Monthly, 50
Journal must reach this office by cents. They cannot be sent by mail
Saturday of the previous week.
to Canada.

Sample Copies of theAMERicAN Bee
to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to

Journal will be sent free
Any one intending
son.

the persons they desire to interview,

by sending the names

to this office.

(^ Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.
best

^"

Constitutions and

By-Laws

for

local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

'

!
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EXCELSIOR

DR. FOOTE'S

HONEY EXTRACTORS

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

Convention Hand-Book.
This

is

a nice Pocket Companion for

bee-lieepers.

It is beautifully printed

on toned paper, and bound
price 50 cents.
It contains a

copy

in clotli—

of

Laoestroth frames, 1 have concluded to adopt tbeae two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket

a model

" Constitution and By-Laws " for the
formation of Societies for Bee-Keep-

ers— a simplified manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of

officers

as

well

as

i2

is

reports
for
questions

—a

in the larger can, with the

cone

or metal standard for the basket
tr*"'
'llfl^H
;j|HH to revolve upon, leaving room un[EfiS^
fiii.ti^,
ji^H derneath the basket for 75 or 80
lb?, of honey. It will be complete.
'OTm with
covers, and in every way
liMoi
'™*"

WY

''

identical, except in size, with the
i^iH.ixi Extractor, I3x2n. which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the f^^.tm Ex-

members, a blank form for making
statistical

Programme

tractors, all

the different styles

havestrainersoverthe canal lead-

discussion
at
ing to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
such meetings— model Premium Lists $10.00 Extractors have no covers.
$8 00
for Fairs which may be contracted or For 2 American frames. 13x13 inches
"
8 00
loxI8
For 2 Langstroth ""
"
enlarged, and then recommended to For3
10 00
10X18
"
"
"
14 00
10x18
For4
"
adjacent
County
or
managers
of
the
12 00
For 2 frames of any" size, 13x20
12 00
"
13x20
"
"
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for For3
16 00
"
13X20
For4
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
have aimed to make it suitable for
923 West MadiBon Street. Chlcagcllll.
any locality, and a book that will commend itself to every bee-keeper in the
of

HiKTs AND Rp:ady Recipes,

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

**

'

We

English-speaking world.
We have had some bound in Russia
leather, with colored edges— price 60

title of a very valuable book that gives a
amount of information, of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, concerning their daily

the

is

great

Bathing, Working,

Parasites of the Skin,

How to Eat it,
Summer,

Ptrils of

How to Breathe,
Overheating Houses,

Contagious Diseases,

How to Avoid them.
Ventilation,
Exercise.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids. Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause & cure,
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.
IT

TELLS

HOW

TO CURE

Chilblains, Cold Feet.

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns,

Corns,('oughs,Cholera.Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons.
Fetid Feet. Freckle:^, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarseness, Itchins, Intlamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples. Pi lee. Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
>Mpples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites,

Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts.

Whooping Cough, Worms

We

Price only

!)25

in Children.

Save Doctor Bills

25 Cents.

West Madison

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

Street.

CHICAGO.

LLL.

NEW AND USEFCl,
Articles for the Apiary

to

delay ordering hives, sections, foundation, etc., till the last moment, or
till they are needed for use ; for frequently a dealer finds it impossible to
fill orders promptly when they are all
held back till the last moment. Then,
in the rush, many are disappointed.
Therefore we would say to all, order
early, and save yourselves much vexation and disappointment.
Advertisers' Opinion.

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

will supply them by the dozen at
25 per cent, discount, post-paid.

extravagant economy

ABOUT

IT TELLlS

What to Eat.

It will

is

etc.

TWENTY-FIVE

CENTS,
It CoeU only
and contains S8 pages, and Is sent by mull,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.

cents.

^" It

Dressing, Sleeping,

Drinking,

habits of Eating,

Send for our 16-paKe illustrated Circular.
AL.I.EY, Wenham, Mass.
ISAtf

HENRY

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
Inch— no single outsold for less

25 cents per square

THOMAS e. NEWMAN,'

thanSOc

99& West

It may be arranged for any form of the Langstroth Frame; has been fairly tested, and is the
Uest Hive made for Comb lloney. Send for

advertisement in the Bee Jour- new Circular.
Address, ]>R. O. 1.. TINB.ER.
nal, has brought me over 400 re- 44Atf
NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.
sponses.
Dk. G. L. TinivER.
New Philadelphia, O.
TO NONE! — ITALIAN

My

Queeus and Nuclei.

Madison Street Chicago,

111.

-

Given'sFoundationPiess.
Lb

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for making Comb Foundation either

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

D. 8. 6ITEIV

A

rO.,

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

ILL.

For

prices see advertisement

SECOND;

The queen business is rushing, and
for April 30th.
we liiink the Bke Journal deserves W. C. LESXEK, Washing-ton Hollow, N. Y.
lA4t
much credit as an advertising medium.
E. A. TnosiAS & Co.
Colerain, Mass., July 18, 1S83.

Dadaiit'sFoiiiidation Factory^ wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

in the AjfERiquite extensively
for the past two years, I would say
(without solicitation) that it has sold
more queens for me than any other
M. D.
B. J.
three periodicals I have ever tried.
My bees are in fine condition this A. TREATISE giving an Index of diseases,
spring. I have lost but 4 out of 1S2 and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
colonies.
The outlook is fine for a table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
good season.
L. J. Diehl.
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horee'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
Butler, Ind., May 7, 1884.
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cents.— Sent on receiptor price, by
can supply photographs of

THE HORSE,
BY

KENDALL,
;

;

;

1^ We

Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.

AND KEEP THEM

NEAT

and CLEAN.

ENGRAVINGS

Having advertised

CAN Bee Journal

BIND TODR JOURNALS

THOMAS
925

G.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

'/PAT.

BlNDERl

PER(ODICALs\

The Emerson Binder
IS

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

Any one can use them.

Directions in each Binder

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal
Address.
925

50c.
"yoc.

TBOMAS G. NEIV^MAN*
West Madison

Street, Cfalcaso. III.

!

!
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HELLO!
HELLO!
We
now ready

are

lo

Bonk Orders

WhitePoplar
Specialty.

ETerythint: fully up with

ttie

times,

Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

BEES

OR THE

Management

of an Apiary
and Profit by

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,
WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

Ua(liint'sFo\nidati(mFactorj',wliolesale
and

See Advertisement

retatl.

in

for Pleasure

;

Send stamp for 32-page Catalogue and Samples.

7Aem

Edition

HONEY,

and

and

At Lowest Figures

BinghamSmoker
Huriiilinu, N. v., Anjr.

for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
DuTetalled

Sixth
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THOMAS
Editor oS

NEWMAN.

C.

the TVetkiy

985 West MudlsoB

Street, Chlcugro,

III.

G. M. DOOUTTLE.
Prices, by mall, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..S'i inch. .$2 00
Conqucrorsnioker(wideshield)3
" .. 175
l.a^^'e smoker (wide shield)
..
3!4 "
150

smoker (wide shield)
smoker
Wonder smoker

Iv\ti-a

Plain

liintrhani
3 inch

another column.

220

60LDI

4Aly

FLAT BOTTOM
-

COMB FOUNDATION,
g^^^ ^^a^

'

.

hlgk side-walls.

4

Sole Manufacturers,

i.\j^y».''W.'<J

IT

B

Sprout Brook, Mont. <^^ N,

F.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

I

I
I

See Advertisement

In

another column.

a week at home. *.5.0'i outtJt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
*hich persons of either sex. young c)r old,

lean make

pay

the lime they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H.Hallett&Co., Portland. Maine.
threat

all

FiiiENii

;

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

ABRONIA, ITUCH.

The Eureka Wiring Tool
For pressing wire into Foundation. Price,
b.v mail, 50 cents.
Send for Circulars.
FOUNDATION and EXTKACT( IKS for sale.
17Att

M. KITLAND, Rockton.

C.

H. H. Bhown.
Light Street, Pa.,

BT-gend

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

CXXSAF! CXISAF!
Full Colonics. Nuclei and Italian Queens.
Send for Price List before buying- elsewhere.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

7.5

in cloth, 51.00
cents, i)ustpaid.

92.5

West Madison

JS^ A

lilberal

;

paper

in

G.

NEWMAN,

Street,

Chicago,

Tool,

For pressing Foundation into wired
frames. Something entirely new.
Price, 50c. by mail. 40c. by express.
;

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

823

.AX.FRED H. NE1VMA.N.
West Ma.liBon Street.
CH ICAUO.

for

Discount to Dealers by

away than

Augusta. Maine.

4Aly

ITALIAN
BEES
AT BED ROCK PRICES.
8

Langstroth Frames, in

light shipping bo.\
iu light shipping

Thomas Frames,

NUC1.EI— 3

$ 4.50

box

or more,

'2

3.00

or more, 2 frame, with tes-

ted queen
3

frame, with untested queen

2.00
1.50

aUEENS—Tested, by mail

2.00

Untested, by mail
1.00
After tJane Ist, So per cent. off*.
After June 1, tested, per dozen
12.00
After June 1 untested, per dozen
9.00
Reared from Imported or Selected homebred Mothers. No Foul Brood ever known
here. Address.
C.

WEEKS,

E. T.

Lewis &

CO., Toledo, 0.,

ai^NUFACTURERS OF

wanted for The bivea of

all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, hiindsomest, best book
ever sold for less than twice
uur price. The fastest seMtng

in America.
Immense
profits to agents. All inteliigent people want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
4Aly
free. Hallett Bouk Co.. Portland, Me.

book

ees.HlveH.Extructors.Stnokers.Dadant

B TODD, Germanlown,

AKTHUR

FoundHli'in, and other Supplies.
Philadelphia, Pa.

19A5t

QUEERS. DADANT FOUNITALIAN
dutlon, and Supplies.— It will pay you to
send for Circular.
llAtf

K. K.

SMITH, Smyrna,

How

to Prevent

ticulars.

Co.,

TENN.

IN

Pure Italian Bees and (}ueens
For further information, send for Circular.

All kinds of Apiarian Supplies. Special
Send for Circular. 14Atf
rates to Dealers.

ISAtf

CLIFTON, Wayne
DEALER

RICHIMOND, Port Bend

7AIy

N. Y.

Co.

TEXAS.

ST.A.isrL:H:"5r'S
Automatic Honey Extractor
AND S7IOKER.
Send for descriptive Circular and Prices to
G. W. STANLEY & BRO.,

WYOMING,

2i)Att

Early Spring!
To introduce my

Italian

Order
Queens,

I

will

N.y.

Now

Swarming.

HENKV Al.l.EY,WeDham, Mass.

!

send one

of my Tested Queens, if ordered before Mny 2(ith,
for |ii. Warranted Queens, $]. Send *:.' and less, in
common letters, at tuy risk.
P.

E

BOX342,

lOAllt

BAK.KR.

DES MOIWES, IOWA.

GOLDElTlTALIANS^!
my
now
I

wish

t>>

am now ready

say to
former custumerM. that I
orders forthe following Queens.

t<j fill

in May and June, each
$ .50
Italian— untested— not warranted, in May and
June, each
i.(.x)
Italian— warranted. May and June, each
1.50
Italian— tested Queen
2.50
Full colonies of Hybrids
T.uo
Full colonies of Italians
10.00

Hybrid

Send for our 'SM annual Circular for par11.1..

right

T. -^AT. EOKiivai^^nsr,

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

& Co..

Ills.

tUe Dozen or Hundred.

5Blt

Eureka Wiring

more money

of either sex,
first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Trite

17A8t

DAN. AVHITE, New London, OUio.

ISA'.t

1884.

ATe.,CINCI»rSrATI, O.

inc. for Practical

of poods which will help you to

AM
IIPRIZEJan.vthingelseinthisworld.
succeed from

,

MUTH,

976 and 978 Central

May 8,

III.

Send pix cents for postaee,
and receive free, a costly box

COIiONIES— 8
'have received a copy of the revised
edition of " Bees and Honey," and after
examining the same, find it to be a \ery
handy and usefnl book of referenc<' on the
.subject of l)et's and honey, and believe it
.should be found in the lifirary (if all interested iu the sttidy of bees.
I

THOMAS

Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buclcets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc
Apply to
C. F.

65

BINGHAM, P. M., or
BINGHAM & HETHEHINGTON,

Neavmax: — I acknowledge with

pleasure the receijit. this moniing, of a very
beautiful book, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
or. Management of an apiary for Pleasure
and Profit sixth edition, enlarged." The
book opens with a kind, familiar face, and
the whole subject matter is concise, easy
and comprehensive. I read it with much
pleasure.
T. F. Bixgham.
Abrouia, Midi., May 1, 1884.

4Aly

Moth's Honey Extractor,

100

..

T. F.

Appreeialive Notices.

to 16 square feet tc

^^^^^^? the pound. Circular and samples free
J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
1^:^^^

..125

" ..
Knife,

115

work

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stlnso.n & Co., Portlaod, Maine.

1?.^

Hetherington Honey

\-

dozen rates.

Comb
A

tions, etc.. sent free.

"
"

3
2

TO SELL AGAIN,

profusely illustrated
pages, Is "fully up witli the times" in all
Vandervort
Fdn. Mills,
Send Tor Sumplea
Reduced Prlce-l^lst. the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and jiresents
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
the apiarist with everj-tliing that can aid in
for the working class. Send 10 cents the successful management of the Honey
for postage, and we will mail you /ref,
a royal, valuable bo.vof sample goods Bee, and at the same time produce the most
that will put you in the way of making honey in its best and
most attractive
more money in a few days, than you
I
ever thought possible at any business. condition.
eontain.s

It

Capital not required. We wiii start you. You can
ail the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old.
You tun easily earn from .'>n cents to *^ every
evening. That all who want work mav test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send ^i to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

l«n^.

siininior long
has been "wliieh and tother" with ino iind
the Cyprian colony of liees I have— hut at
last I am "boss."
Binfrham's C(niqucror
Smoker did it. It you want lots of smoke
.iiist at the right time, get a Conqueror Smoker of Bing-ham. KespeetfuUy,

I.ittli'

Bee Journal,

l."),

Cjprianx Ciinquered— .Ail

it

'20Atf

1^.

J.

DIEHI^, Butler, lud.

:
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STORY S CRMP,

HEDDON'S

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

In

GOLXJlvIIsr.

PIANOS^'^ORGANS
Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
Mathushek,

BEST GIVEN
Wholesale and Retail.
now have on hand

I

from

strictly

a freshly-made lot

pure domestic wax,

from

cleansed

Sizes of brood

Langstroth

impurities.

and surplus,

8J^xl63^, or

size.

I

have also

best Brood Foundation of

and

for prices,

state

to

STORY & CAMP,

size; also

wanteil.

for

will contain
plete with sections).

two cases com-

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

A

I

comb honey.. S3.00

(The above

203 N.

Street,

All my Seed is warranted to oe tresli ai.A
true to name, so far that should it prove
otherwise, I agree to refill orders gratis.
large part of the great collection of
Seed lofferisof my owngrov*ing. As the
original introducer of Eclipse Beet, Burbank Potatoes, Marblehead Early Corn,
the Hubbard Squash, and scores of other
new Vegetables. invite the patronage
of the public. In the gardens and on the farms
of those who plant my seed will be found my
best advertisement. Catiilogues FRKE to all.
JAMES J. H.GREGORY. SEED GROWER, MARBLEHEAD, MASS.

DEALERS.

I believe my Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

& 190 State

CHICAGO.

I

HEDDON'S LAN6STR0TH HIVE.

One Hive complete

AgBtltS W3nt6d. gT/^Ste°d.

Dadant's

same

amount

DISCOUNT

given.

188

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send
offer a liberal

Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

where.

thor-

all

Story

CatalogTies free to any address.
Write for our prices before buying' else-

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

oughly

The largest exclusively

Simpson &. Co.,
& Camp.

COMB FOUNDATION.
of

Estey,
Story & Camp.

WE CALL A NEW BEE VEIL
the attention of

all

wanting-

A

No.

1

liEES,

There are five cross
Italian, Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following-,
bars united by a rivet
from one well-known to the readers of this
throujjh
their center at
ted honey
$3.00 Paper
the top. These bars are
The above Hive complete for both in
"I have never seen a case of foul brood;
linttoned on to studs
one
4..50
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always
on the neck-band. The
One Hive in the flat
3.00 been so, and are O. K. in everv respect."
b;irs are of best light
Peteks,
Geo.
B.
M.
D.
Five or over, each
1.50
spring- steel; the neckband of best hard
We
can furnish any number of Colonies of
No one should ever order these Hives the above Hees. andwill warrant safe deliv.spring brass the cover
in the flat, without ordering one made up ery and satisfaction.
is of
handsome light
complete to work by. Parties are advermaterial.
It is very
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us, for any
tising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no consideration, from any apiary that has ever easilj put together, no trouble to put on or
wise embrace my principles. Judge only had a case of foul brood in it. For prices takeoff, and folds compactly in a paper bo.\
and particulars, send to
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
by those purchased from me.
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Lock box 995, Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills. Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect. The
weight of the entire Veil being only Ave
18Ai:Jt 6B3t

The above Hive complete

for extrac-

;

.

SECTIONS.

ounces.

lam now

ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4J^x43^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, $6.50; 5xB.x3,
per 1,000, .58.00. All shipped from here.

DOUGHERTY

Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you contemplate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,
may pay you to send for my

If
in
it

CIRCULAR for 1884

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

KEEPERS'
STUDENTS OF APICULTURE

&

SIiPFLiIES

Cass County,

MICH.

923 »>»» Madison Street,
Il^MNOIf.

Lanfrstroth HIVES a Specialty. Dadant's Dadant's FoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
Foundation, Bingham Smokers, Wired frames and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
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illustrating positions of sick horses, and treats all
diseases in a plain and comprehensive manner. It
has recipes, a table of doses, and much valuable

horse information
Price »5c. for either the
English or German editions.
Qulnby's
Bee-KeeplnK. by L. C. Root—
Tke author treats the subject of bee-keeping so
that It cannot fail to interest all. Its style is plain
and forcible, making all its readers realize that Its
author is master of thesubject.— »1.50.
The Hive I Use— Being a description of the
hive used by G. M. Doolittle. Price, 5c.
Novice's
ofBee-Cultnre, by A. I. Root
—This embraces "everything pertaining to the care
of the honey-bee," and is valuable to betfinnerBand
those more advanced. Cloth, JBl. 85; puper, 81.
Klnir's Bee-Keepers' Text-Book, by A. J.
King.— This edition is revised and brought down to
the present time. Cloth, itf>1.00.
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I*rice,
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covers, TSc.* postpaid.
Dzlerzon*8 JCiitlona.1 Bee - Keeping:.— A
Translation of the Masterpiece of that most
celebrated German authority, by O. Dieck and S.
Stutterd. and edited, with Dotes, by Charles N.
Abbott. Ex-editoT of the "British Bee Journal."
Dr. Dzierzon is one of the greatest livine authorities on Bee Culture. To him and the Baron of
Berlepsch we are indebted for much that is
known of scientific bee culture. Cimcerning this
book. Prof, Cook says: "As the work of one of
the great masters, the Langatroth of Germany, It
can but find a warm welcome on this side of the
Atlantic." Mr. A. I. Root says of it: "Old father
has probably made greater strides in
Dzierzon
scientific apiculture than any one man... For real
scientific value. It would well repay any beekeeper whose attention is at all inclined to scientific research, to purchase a copy. Cloth, afiS.

Henry Alley.— A full
account of TWENTY-THKEE years

Queen-Rearlnff, by
and detailed

experience in rearing queen bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way to raise queens.
Never
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New
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Newman.— Sixth

ARTHUR 'I'ODD. Gerniantown.Philadelphia,Pa.
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Lanffstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee.
—This is a standard scientitlc work. Price. »«.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen.- A romance of
bee-keeping, full of practical information and
contagious enthusiasm. Cloth, 76c.
Foul Brood; its origin, developmentand cure.
By Albert R. Kohnke. Price, 85c.

Extracted Honey Harvesting* Handland Murketlnfp.- A 24-page pamphlet, by
;

Inic

& C. P. Dadant, giving in detail the methods
and management adopted in their apiary. 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, byChag.
F. Muth
32 pages. It gives Mr. Muth's views on
the management of bees. Price. lOc.
Dzierzon Theory ;— presents the fundamental principles of bee-culture, and furnishes the
facts and arguments to demonstrate them. 15 c.
Ch.

;

WORK

Apiary ReelMter, for SYSTEMATIC
The larger ones can be used
the AI'IAKV.
for a tew colonies, cive room for an increase of
in

numbers, and still keep the record all together in
one book. Prices: For .50 colonies. $1.00; for 100
colonies, $1.25; for 200 colonies. $1.50.

of the Aplury. —This Manual is elegantly
Illustrated and fully "up with the times" on every

geutsche ^xxtdttXf

subject of bee-culture. It is not only instructive,
but intensely interesting and thoroughly practical.
The book is a masterly production, and one that no
bee-keeper, however limited his means can afford
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Honey, us Food and Medicine, by Thomas ©fl^Qnblung bcr Siciiert, oon i^o§. ®.
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pamphlet
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upon the
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Ancient History of Bees and Honey the nature, JJeroman.
quality, sources, and preparation of Honey for the
Market Honey as food, giving recipes for making Sele^rungeniibcr folgenbe ©egenftdnbe
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings, Foam,Wines,etc;
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Price for either edition. 5c.
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per dozen,

40e.

Honey

Tor the Ufarket,
including the production and care of both comb
and extracted honey, and instructions on the exhibition of bees and honey at Fairs, etc., by T. G.
Newman. This is a chapter from " Bees and
Honey." Price lOc.
ol'

SwarmlnKtl^lvldlnsr and Feeding Bees.—

Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. Newman. This
Price. 6c.
is a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas G.
Newman— Giving advanced views on this important subject, with suggestions what to plant, and
and when and how 2fi engravings. This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." Price, lOc.
Bees In lYInter, with instructions about
Chaff-Packing. Cellars and Bee Houses, by Thomas
G. Newman. This is a chapter from "Bees and
Honey." Price. 6c.
Food Adulteration ; What we eat and should
not eat. This book should be In every family, and
ought to create a sentiment againstadulteration of
food products, and demand a law to protect the
consumer against the numerous health-destroying
adulterations offered aa food. 200 pages 60c.
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Prof. Cook, in hiB valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to Improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishintr a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but Bintiham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Blnj;bam smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stuff, and make U)ts of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
emoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
Bwifl or slow, jn^t us you please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetheringtim IJncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these
we are the original inventors, and ')nly legal
makers, and have had over 45,i-H«.t in use trom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.
Wit'i

European and American orders already
received for over 3.(MM), there is evidence that if^84
with us is not likely t<) be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the mist advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again, send for dozen rates to
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From

National Experimental Stations.

By our exchanges we notice that
is a bill now before Congress

there

providing for the establishment of
National Experiment Stations in connection with the agricultural colleges
of the different States. This bill appropriates $15,000 to each State agricultural college, for the purpose of
" conducting original researches or to
verify reported experiments on the
physiology of plants and animals, the
diseases to which they are severally
subject, and with the remedies for the
same ; the chemical composition of
useful plants at their different stages
the comparative advanof growth
tages of rotative cropping as pursued
under a varying series of crops the
capacity of new plants or trees for
acclimation within the isothermal
limits represented by the climate of
the several stations and their vicinity;
the
the analyses of soils and waters
;

;

;

chemical composition of manures,
natural or artificial, with experiments
designed to test their comparative
values for raising crops of different
kinds ; the composition and digestibility of the different kinds of food
for cattle the scientific and economic
questions in the production of butter
and cheese and all other researches
of experiments bearing directly on
the agricultural industry of the United
States."
The bill further provides that the
management of the stations shall be
in the hands of the trustees of the
several colleges, one of whose professors shall be appointed superintendent, and such other assistance is provided for as may be needed. The
State accepting the money from the
;

JUNE

National Government shall agree to for if we re-open the controversy,
establish and conduct such station as there will be no good place to break it
is provided for.
It is to be hoped the off. One statement from each side is
bill will become a law.
all that can be reasonably expected of
us.
We would like to see an amicable
Prospects for Honey Crop in England adjustment of the whole matter.
the London Journal of HortiDeep Cells in Foundation.
learn the following concerning the prospects for a honey
It had long been wished for, but so
crop in England
far had baffled the skill of man to
The cold dreary days and long nights make anything akin to the deep and
of winter are over, and the warm perfect cells as made by the bees in
breatli of spring is felt. Bees begin to
their combs
but to-day Mr. E. B.
stir themselves, casting aside, with
unmistakable vigor, the inactivity Weed placed a sample of comb founwhich has through a wise rule of Na- dation on our desk, in which the cells
ture kept our bees in tlie warm shel- are the deepest we ever saw. It is
ter of ttie hive, when to venture forth
would mean certain death to them. made with wood base, and the wax is
We have now, however, reached a pressed into the shape of cells on both
season of great activity among bees, sides by very powerful machinery in
and usually the enthusiasm and en- the sample we have, the cells are over
ergy visible about every healthy colony is communicated to its owner, Jb of an inch deep, by measure.
cnlture

;

ILL.,

we

;

—

and displays

itself in the increased
interest taken in the bee-corner of the

garden.

The mortality of bees the past winter
has been much below the average for,
except in cases of absolute starvation,
very few colonies, so far as we can
learn, have perished. There has been
an immense show of bloom on fruit
trees of all kinds, and whenever the
leaden clouds which have so persistently excluded the sun's rays for a
great portion of the month, allowed
the warmth to be felt, it has been
very cheering to bee-keepers to note
how plentifully both honey and pollen
could be gathered. Judging from a
careful examination of our own colonies, and taking things altogether,
we think the prospects of bee-culture
are very promising for a really good
;

As

something really new, we
advantages claimed by Mr. Weed
this is

will here state the principal
:

cannot possibly sag, melt down
or break down, no matter how many
bees are clustered upon it, or what
treatment it receives in shipment or
extracting. Swarms can be placed on
This advantage
it with impunity.
can hardly be over-estimated in
1.

It

swarming time.

2. The great height of side-wall insures acceptance by the bees, when
ordinary foundation would not be
noticed.
3. No wax is wasted in the base ; no
wire is used there are no holes to
punch in the frame and sew wire into;
a much smaller quantity of wax can
be used, ten feet to the pound, makseason.
ing a very good side-wall.
It has been demonstrated in every
Foul Brood.— On pages 291 and 292 apiary that wood is the only substance
we gave space to a statement from to which bees will attach their combs
each side of the controversy about without objection ; but heretofore the
inflexible nature of the material has
Foul Brood between the Nebraska proven an insurmountable difficulty

Convention and Mr. Flanagan, and
having done so, we said we " could
not consent to burden our columns
with any arguments pro or con."
President Von Dorn has sent us a response denying tlie statements of Mr.
Flanagan, but we Iiave concluded to
let the matter rest where it is, so far
as the Bee Journal is concerned

;

way of its use for the base of
This difficulty is
the honey-comb.
now overcome by the use of powerful
machinery that moulds the wood to
the proper shaiie, without splitting or
breaking it. The wood is prepared so
that moisture can have no effect on it.
in the

Whether

Weed

is

this is

a success or not, Mr,

entitled to

much

his inventive development.

credit for
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to the bees raising the temperby the disturbance resulting
from moving them in but it gradually lowered till at the end of three
weeks it was at 42°, wiiere it remained the rest of the winter, no

owing
ature

;

For the American

Ifee

JoumaL

Loss of Bees in Bee-Cellars.

matter whether it was 27° below or
60° above zero outside.

The walls of the cellar would be
quite damp during all the latter part

In this case it was the " whole or
none," and fearing it might be the
•'
whole," I wrote to Mr. Barber asking him to tell me how he kept the
temperature of his cellar so high, and
what he knew of the matter. His reply showed that he kjiew very little of
the matter at all for he had no thermometer in his cellar except at the
time the bees were put in, and again
upon taking them out, when, of
course, the temperature was greatly
raised by the commotion of the bees,
which is unavoidable at such times.
He did not go into the cellar from the
time the bees were put in until they
were taken out, so he was entirely
ignorant of what he advised others.
The mercury might go down to 40°
below zero and stay there the most of
the winter, and he would not know it.
L. C. Root has a thermometer which
passes down into the cellar through a
tube so arranged that he can lower
;

of the winter, and the dead bees scattered on tlie cellar boUom would get
When I first began to keep bees, I moldy and emit a bad smell unless
always wintered them in the cellar, swept up often but this did not seem
and for the first few years wintered to eifect the live bees in any way, as
them without the loss of a single all full colonies were generally "sure
colony but when I came to increase to come out all right. By way of exthem so that from 40 to 80 colonies periment, I put in some very small
were put into tlje same cellar, where colonies or nuclei, but found that
at first I had only from .3 to 20 colo- most of these would come out poor in
nies, I began to lose, and after quite the spring, as it seemed to be too cold
heavy losses, I gave up cellar winter- for them.
Wlien putting the bees into the celing, and wintered my bees out-oflar last fall, I began to think of the
doors entirely.
"
high pressure" of temperature rec- and raise it at pleasure, which gives
The trouble seemed to be that with
a large number of colonies in the same ommended by Ira Barber and some him a knowledge of the temperature
and" thought, perhaps Mr. at all times. Mr. B. should do the
cellar, tlie temperature could not be others,
kept down when there came a warm Ileddon might be mistaken in his same before he tells us of a temperatime of any length in the winter. ideas, even "though former winters ture which is so misleading as is one
During such a time the thermometer had proved him correct. The next obtained when the commotion of the
would often mark 50° to 60^1 in the day, after putting the bees into the bees is great enough to give a much
cellar, which increase of temperature cellar, I went in to see them, and higher temperature than really exists.
would cause the bees to leave the found them in a very quiet condition,
AVhen I went into the cellar on Feb.
hives in large numbers, while their with the mercury at -50° above zero. 1, 1 found that the clusters on the
disquietude only caused the mercury As several of the full colonies were outside of the hives had disappeared,
to rise still higher, thus making mat- lynig on the outside of the hive, simi- and the dead bees on the cellar botters still worse, resulting in heavy lar to the way Mr. Barber said his tom were nearly an inch deep, with
did, I again thought of the matter. others on the wing adding to those
losses.
The first two or three winters after and it seemed to me if I could keep already accumulated on the floor.
the temperature at just .50°, they
If I had, at this time, taken the
I had decided to winter out-of-doors,
stove out, I think I might have saved
proved favorable for such wintering; could be kept nice and quiet.
As .50° was given by L. C. Root and nearly all of the bees, though in a rebut one spring, when I found that I
had only 40 colonies left out of 130 others as the right temperature for a duced condition but I feared to do
which I had put into winter quarters, cellar.and was midway between what I so, as it seemed to me that a lower
I again began to think of cellar win- had formerly used, and Mr. Barber's temperature would be the ruin of
6.5° to 90°, 1 concluded to test the them if they were not already ruined.
tering.
About this time Mr. James Heddon matter, go, as the mercury began to
The middle of February showed
wrote an essay for the Northeastern lower, three days afterward, I placed that the mortality was still going on,
Bee-Keepers' Convention, which I an oil-stove between the first and sec- while one or two colonies had all left
heard read, and in which he said that ond doors of the bee -cellar. At first the hives, except a dozen or two dead
the temperature it took but a small blaze to keep the bees scattered among the combs.
if we could keep
around our bees the same as that temperature as desired (.50°) but When I went in, on March 1, the full
found at 5 feet below the surface of as the cold outside increased, I had to colonies were nearly all gone, while
the ground, they would pass the win- increase the blaze. I soon ascertained the bees were nearly 2 inches deep on
ter in safety, if there were sufficient that to keep the temperature at 50° in the cellar bottom. "The most of the
stores in the hive, and a goodly clus- all parts of the cellar, it must be at nuclei were still alive, and now I reter of bees. This may not be the ex- 77^ between the doors and after dis- solved to take away the stove at all
act wording of the essay, as I quote covering this, I only went inside of events. I also put out the remnant of
from memory V)ut the substance is the cellar twice every month once on one colony which had a choice queen,
the 1st, and the next on the 1.5th.
nearly, if not quite, correct.
and left them out, after packing them
When I went in on Jan. 1, 1 found with chaff. The mercury gradually
The idea impressed me favorably,
and the next fall, when I moved to all as usual bees all quiet, with a few- sank after removing the stove, till on
my present location, I dug a cellar in colonies clustering on the outside of April 1 it stood at 45°, where it still
a sidf-hill on purpose to meet the very the hives, to some extent, with but stood on May 1.
Now for the result: I lost fourrequirements Mr. Ileddon advised. very few dead Ijees on the cellar botAs ihis cellar has been described in tom. So far I had not looked at the fifths of the full colonies and the one
the Bee .Journal, I will not give bees at the top of the hive, and hap- put out on March 1 being the best of
another description of it. except to pening to think of the matter, I re- any of them. I also lost one-fourth
Some few of them
say that its average depth is 7 feet be- moved the covering from one of them, of the nuclei.
low the surface of the earth and that and to my surprise they were ready to came through well, but the majority
to keep the outside air from influenc- fly out into the light the momentthe are weak, while there is not enough
ing the inside temperature, tliere are quilt was raised while winters before left of all the full colonies to make 2
three doors at the entrance, wliicli they would appear like so many dead decent ones at this season of the year.
In the above I have given the facts
give two dead-air spaces of 2 feet bees, miless jarred or breathed" upon.
I returned to tlie house and told Mrs. as I found them, so the reader may
each between the doors.
Into this cellar I put about one-half D. that I feared I had begun a costly be warranted thereby to go cautiously
for in this case I was on trying new experiments. It would
of my bees each year, and have used experiment
more pleasant to have
it thus for the past seven winters with risking the whole lot of bees that was have been
uniformly good success till the past in the cellar, while all my experiments passed by this, but I feel it a duty to
winter, which proved Mr. II. 's idea of heretofore had been confined to a give my loss as well as prosperity, in
a bee-cellar to be a good one. The colony or two, and would not have the bee-business.
temperature of this cellar would be been costly if the experiment had
As to how the loss came about,
50° when the bees were first put in. proved a failure.
probably each reader will have his
G-
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own

opinion.

Mine

is

that the hifrh

temperatuie caused the bees to become restless, thus wearing their life
they began to
out, so tliat bv .Jan.
die of old aije. As an old bee always
leaves the hive to die. if the temperature will admit, so my bees left their
hives, cine by one. tillall went out on
the cellar bottom. The half of my
bees left on the summer stands have
come through all riglit. with many of
them strong, while I lost but S out of
•">,

two of which starved (bees in this
vicinity used an undue amount of
honey last winter), while the colony
from" the Texan Cyprian queen had

38.

the diarrho'u and died about the mid-

March.
There are two points about the cellar wintering which I wish to notice
1. Every time the mercury sank below 10° "above zero, the vapor coming
from the upper ventilation pipe would
be condensed so as to appear for days
at a time as does the smoke coming
from a chimney having a wood tire
below, thus showing that the ventilation was good, and also showing what
dle of

;

a quantity of moisture the bees are
continually throwing off. This also
kept the cellar somewhat dryer than
usual, though the walls were somewhat damp. 2. The temperature was
so warm that the moth-larvce, which
took possession of the combs from
which the bees tirst died, came to
maturity, spun their cocoons, and
passed to the miller state.
I ask, is there any conditions in
nature, unaided by man, which will
confine bees for several months at a
time in so high a temperature that
moths will mature ? If not, is it well
for man to try to do so ?
Borodino, ISJ^. Y., May 10, 1884.

For the American Bee Journal.

Which

is

the True Policy?

E. J.

KENDALL.

Mr. Pond's article on " Priority of
Location," on page 1-19, was evidently
written to combat and censure Mr.

Heddon for his article on controlling
an apicultural field, on page 86.
Mr. Pond says (in effect) that Mr.
Heddon is selfish in advocating such
a doctrine

that priority of location
right "to a
that bee-keepers are more
indebted to amateurs in bee-culture
(fancy breeders) than to the professionals and, in fact, that the proper
and humane policy is to encourage
every body who can, to keep bees. I
think Mr. Pond is wrong in every one
;

man no "moral

gives a

locality

;

;

if by bee-keeping is
understood the making of money
from the pursuit, as opposed to keep-

of his positions,

ing bees for pleasure and fancy.
Mr. Pond seems to place some stress
on the difference of policy between
the bee keepers of England and those
of America. He says that in England
every one is encouraged to keep bees,
while here the policy seems to be the
opposite. The circumstances of the
two cases are very different to start
with but even if they were not, what
is the result of this extensive encour;

agement

in

England

?
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I will state here that I am an En- business there is more or less of what
glishman by birth, and the son of an is terme<l (as a legal fiction) " goodEnglish farmer. I was brought up in will." This ' good-will " is usually
theCountry, and know what English accorded the man who in any busicountry-life is, althcuigh later on I ness gets the trade by priority of busilived in London. The English agri- ness
and it is very often sold for a
cultural laborer, who is most encour- considerable sum.
All over the West, and especially in
aged in the way .Mr. Pond speaks of,
is generally very poor, and a person Texas, where the grazing fields have
to whom every little is a real help. been "free grass" heretofore, the
He is a person who has from time im- shepherd lU' cattle raiser who first run
memorial, kept bees in skeps, and his stock over a certain district, was
then brirastoned them to get the universally accorded the right of
honey, which is strained honey at priority by other " free grass " men.
that. Surely, it needs no argument
Now as to liees. Suppose the case
to induce such a man to handle bees Mr. Pond puts that A. owns, say 10
without killing them, and to teach acres of land, while B. owns 10,000
him how to produce a better quality acres all around A. B. got his land
of honey. What little he can pro- first, and went into farming, stock
duce in no way injures the market, as raising, etc. .V., on the other hand,
it is easily used up, either entirely by begins to keep bees, and makes a livhis own family, or in his immediate ing out of the business. B., seeing
locality.
this, says to himself, " A. is making a
The "honey supply of England, too, living by grazing my fields. I'll stop
is such that the cottager can put on this.'
He then purchases or breeds
his surplus arrangement, and it will, large apiaries to graze his own honeyas a rule, hold all the surplus honey Held. Legally he can do so but at
the bees can gather during the season", the same time he destroys A.'s living.
and needs little or no attention, so Is he doing right V Is he doing unto
that he can continue his daily avoca- A. as he would like A. to do unto
tion without the care of his bees him ? Who is the " selfish " man, A.
trenching upon it. Then the mere orB. ? Bear in mind that A. never
possession of bees will tend to keep began to keep bees till he saw B. was
this class from the " public house " not doing so, and in so beginning he
(saloon).
But the cottager's bee- made no liostile act against B. and it
keeping in no way interferes with the is only when 15. sees that A. is making
professional, or this liberality would, money that he thinks of keeping bees.
perhaps, not be so conspicuous.
;

;

;

Why, of course, B. in acting as described toward A., does A. a great
moral wrong. If B. only keeps fewer
colonies of bees, he injures A. to just
that extent. Has he any moral right
to do so
If B. wants really to do
make bee-keeping a business like any the right thing by A., he should go to
other, and men devote themselves to him and offer to buy his bees, giving
it exclusively, more than for mere a recompense, so that in driving him
pleasure. If "this be the case, it must out he tries to remedy the evil a little.
be viewed from a different standTake the case Mr. Heddon puts.
point entirely and in my opinion that Suppose Jones has a location, and is
stand-point is the one taken by Mr. running 1.50 or 200 colonies, and is
Heddon.
making; a living. Brown sees it, and
Still Mr. H. offers no opposition to brings into the same neighborhood 70
the idea of a man keeping a few colo- or 80 colonies. It is true it is a very
nies for pleasure or slight profit, who injudicious act of Brown, but suppose
can attend to them witliont trenching he does ; what is the result V VVhy,
on his business proper and I do not he lowers the Jones average and
understand him to object to such, but takes so much money out of Jones'
to the man who is either going to pocket. What is Jones to do V Simake it a business (as to priority of lently and quietly submit to it, be
location), or to the man who gets a content to be injured himself, and yet
lot of bees and goes on the jjrinciple see Brown injuring himself (in not
that "bees work for nothing and doing as well as lie might) also V VVhy,
board themselves."
the common-sense, the humane, the
Now, in the latter case, the care- true and the right policy is for Jones
less bee-keeper is capable of, and very to take just the course Mr. Heddon
apt to injure his specialistic neighbor points out. (tO to Brown, show him
very materially, by breeding any how he is injuring himself and his
strain of bees, getting foul brood in neighbor, ami how it will benefit both
his apiary, and in many other ways for each to occupy separate fields
which Mr. Pond understands as well and so settle it in a common-sense,
as I. Such bee-keeping is undoubt- rational way.
edly wrong— wrong to the bees, and
If Brown "says, "I have as much right
wrong to his neighbor. There is no here as you, and shall stay," then -Jones
charity, humanity or kindness in en- is forced to act in self-defense, and he
couraging such bee- keeping.
owes it as a duty to his family to do
Xow as to priority of claim. This so. The self-de"fense is, to increase
can only be discussed as a question of his own apiary till he lowers the avermorals. The legality of the matter age of Brown's to such an extent that
cannot be touched upon
quits the bee-business and
for, of Brown
course, anv body who likes to keep goes back to his old one, or moves
l)ees can do so, and keep them any away.
Why. in such a case, in charghow short of actual nuisance, and the ing Jones with being "selfish," Mr.
law will not stop him. In nearly every Pond is very wrong.
The mass
land may be

of kee-keepers in Engsaid to be pleasure beekeepers, in contradistinction to professional men or specialists. Here
the tendency seems to be different to

—

;

;

;

'?

;

;
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As to bee-keepers being more inKead at the Northern Ohio Convention. larviE to prevent starvation, and
even
debted to amateurs than to profesperish outright, with the whole world
Feeding Bees in Spring.
sionals, ^h\ Pond by no means proves
a profusion of lioney-beariug flowers.
his case. The instances he gives may
There have been invented many
H. E. BOARDMAN.
be his side, but it does not include the
kinds of feeders devised to supply
results of bee-keeping, which after
food
to bees
Bees,
like many other insects of the
but undoubtedly the
all is the end.
What he says has full
weight, but the different phases of same family, consume very little food best feeder ever invented has not
been
in
patented,
their
perfect
state
that
made by the bees
at any season of
bee-keeping, as seen on this side the
Atlantic, where are the professionals, the year, and much less during the —the comb— and the best food, pure
and on the other side, where are the winter while in a dormant state, than honey, stored and sealed by the bees.
fancy breeders or amateurs, should be during the activity of the honey sea- Probaljly no more economical way of
son. We have been astonished at the supplying food to bees in need of
evidence enough.
statements of entomologists that this stores can be found, than giving a
The amateur keeps bees as a pleas- class of insects
consume as much comb of sealed stores. This can be
ure and study, and lie is compara- food during the few
days of their placed in the hive just where it is
tively careless of the market results
larval development as in all the rest needed, by exclianging it for an empty
but the specialist is the man who of their lifetime. This
comb from the hive, and should
most practically asks and solves the the rapidity with which accounts for placed next to the cluster of beesbe
tl)eir stores
guestion, ' Will it pay v" and " Will
especially
sometimes disappear when rearing
important is this if the
it pay
is the great question to beebroods extensively, and also throws colony is weak and the weather is
keepers.
some light upon that mysterious cold. This they will use just so fast
George Stephenson is the father of phase ot life— the
dormant slumber of as they need it, and not so rapidly as
railways, and James Watt discovered winter,
animation is nearly sus- to excite them to unnecessary activity.
how to utilize steam but railroad men pended. when
We tind
able to live If no combs of sealed stores are to be
—steam using companies— are the men for nearly half of them
the year, which had, the next best thing is empty
who really confer the every day bene- would comprise nearly
"their whole combs for feeders, filled with sugar
fit on the people.
The discoverer and life time, in winter quarters within syrup, and fed in the same manner.
the worker are united, and to put the hive,
without serious results. Some prefer sugar syrup to natural
them in opposite camps and talk of This is truly
astonishing, but much stores of pure honey. I think this
one being of more benefit than the less so in the light
would be conceding too much.
of the above facts
other, and so cause jealousy and semi- and
these facts furnish us a very im- division-board is sometimes used in
hostility, is not the wisest policy by
portant factor in the consideration of the hive, dividing the stores thus
any means.
our subject
in order to supply supplied, from the colony, leaving an
The next point is, is it wise to en- the food in thefor
most economical way, openiii" through which the bees can
courage everv one to keep bees y ]S'o, a knowledge
of its disposition and pass. But the best result, I think,
decidedly
not.
The
"blighted uses within the hive is indispensable. can be obtained by crowding the
hopes " list is long enough already do
Brood-rearing that has been sus- stores close to the cluster of bees,
not increase it, as it most assiuedly pended
during the winter, is resumed and in considerable quantities at one
will be increased, if this universal enat the approach of warm weather, time, when the capacity of the hive
couragement is given. I believe more sometime in
February or March on will admit of it. This plan being less
men who started out to make a for- the summer stand,
and in the bee- trouble, and much less likely to intune, fail to make a living by keeping
house or cellar, somewhat earlier. duce robbing than feeding frequently
bees than in any other business.
The food resources of the colony at in small quantities. Later in the seaThe book, " Blessed Bees," reads this time was stored by the wise in- son when the colonies have become
very pretty with its blossoms, country stincts of the bees of the previous too large to be fed in this way, an
life, and dollars at the end.
I have season, not for their own use, for upper story can be put on with a
paid for reading it I know. How they do not live to use it, but for their cloth or board between to economize
many more have, I do not know. Still posterity, and would prove sufficient the heat, and the combs of feed put
I am a bee-keeper, and propose to for their necessities usually, were it in the upper hive, leaving, of course,
continue as such.
not appropriated to increase the a small passage-way between the upThat keeping bees pays decently, stores of avaricious man. Up to the per and lower hive. A colony supand only decently well when properly time brood-rearing commences in the plied with an abundance of stores in
kept, may doubtless be true. So does spring, the stores in the hive remain this manner, will scarcely ever fail
a law office, or being a professional almost untouched but as brood-rear- of surprising the bee-keeper with a
politician but it is not a question of ing begins, the bees are gradually large yield of honey at the end of the
what results may accrue at its pret- aroused from their winter sleep to season.
tiest, but what results are likely to increased activity, and the stores
will
Entrance feeders come next. These
accrue as men and things are, not as be drawn upon as the season advances, are so made
that when placed at the
they should be. To say this is the in proportion to the amount of brood entrance
of the hive, they are only
fault of tlie men and things, is to beg used. The first few warm days of
accessible from within, excluding outthe question and even when begged, spring, when the bees fly freely, side bees.
There are many other
it resolves itself into such care and make astonishing
inroads upon their kinds of feeders too numerous to deattention being given to bees that the stores. This makes it very important scribe
here, but I consider the enman who does it becomes a specialist that a critical examination be made trance feeder
the best of its kind.
almost by necessity.
to ascertain the
condition of the Having
feeding, whatever
Why, even Mr. lloot with his suc- stores, and all light colonies should may be commenced
the plan, there is but one
ce ss,says bee-keeping is " hazardous." be marked to be fed and these light
economical course to pursue continue
It is so. It is not a bonanza, but a colonies should be made the objects
the supplies until natural stores are
living— a living to a man who makes of special care until honey is furnished abundant. To the
novice this may
it his business, and saves the surplus by the flowers.
I cannot attach too all seem very simple and easy but it
in honey and dollars of a good year to much importance
to the vigilance requires the utmost caution to feed
make up for the poor year.
necessary to succeed with these light during a scarcity of honey, especially
I would write much more in fact colonies for if we neglect them
only with weak colonies in the yard, withthe more I write the more points and a day or two when their stores are out inducing
and when the
arguments I see on my side but I exhausted, not only does the w'ork disposition is robbing
once aroused, the effect
recollect that you may think my screed stop and much time is lost, but
the on the apiary is very demoralizing,
is too lengthy already.
I, however, brood is eaten and thrown out, and and it will prove
a source of annoydo say that tliis is a very vital ques- the work that has taken weeks to ance and perplexity
to the bee-keeper.
tion to men who are putting money build up is destroyed. Even in the "
An ounce of preventive is better
(or think of doing so) into the bee- midst of the fruit bloom, when
the than a pound of cure," is particularly
business, and it needs threshing out weather was unfavorable, I have seen
applicable here.
Feed at evening
thoroughly.
bees suffer for food, and in their ex- after the bees are done flying
be
Austin, "Texas.
tremity eat and destroy their young particular that no teed is dropped
;

;
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the yard, and see that no crack
or peep-hole in any liive will admit a
marauder. Keep waU'ti willi " Argus
eyes," and nip in the hud the lirst attempt at piilasing, and when conducted with eare, feeding is easy.
I have tluis far spoken only of feeding to supjily destitute colonies. Much
has been said about stimulative feeding. This consists in feeding bees in
order to form a sustitute for the regular flow of honey from the Held in the
houey season, in order to arouse the
bees to greater activity and increase
the rearing of brood. I very much
qiiestion the "economy of this kind of
feeding. If a colonyof bees be fed a
small "quantity of warm syrup or
honey, they immediately take wing in
great ninnbers, and present the busy
scene of a midsummer day, although
it may be so cold that no bees were
flying before. Not only is the colony
fed aroused to unusual activity, but
the other colonies in the yard will
sj'mpathize in the excitement, and a
disturbance will be caused more or
less over the whole yard, which will
increase at each successive feeding.
If this kind of feeding is continued
regularly each day, the effect upon
the colony fed is similar to that produced by the natural yield of honey
from the field. The brood-nest is extended, drones reared, and a general
appearance of prosperity prevails.
This condition, no doubt, would seem
gratifying to the bee-keeper were it
not that it must be continued by
abundant feeding until natural supplies are furnished from the fields,
and the weather will permit the bees
to gather it in.
We may look forward hopefully to
the apple bloom in expectation of reiiboiit

ago almost universally advocated by
the bee-keeping fraternity, and some
favor it vet, alt hough niai'iy wlio once
practiced it have abandoned it, after
giving it a test for years, satisfied
that the good resulting from it would
not compensate the evil. After considerable experience in this kind of
1 am satisfied that there are
When a judicious feeding of

feeding,

times

some kind of flour, as a substitute for
pollen, would be beneficial. But I am
not satisfied tiiat an indiscriminate
feeding of flour, whenever the bees
will take it, always results beneficially.
East Townsend. O.
For the American Bee

Journiil.

The Iowa Central Convention.
The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers' Asmet at Winterset, Iowa, on
April 18, 18S4.
The meeting was
sociation

called to order by the President, A.
J. Adkinson, wild asked for a report
of the successes and failures in wintering, which resulted as follows
Out of 42.5 colonies put into cellars
:
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place

If reversible

'?

frames were a

very desirable thing, I think a reversible hive Would be still more desirable.
Had liives been made small enough
so that ordinary queens could keep
them fidl of brood, perhaps reversible

frames
would
thought of."

have

never

been

see notliing in the foregoing to
prove that " reversible frames " are
not exactly what they liave been
" cracked lip to be;" but, perhaps, I
am blind. I do not see but that the
writer admits, substantially, that by
reversing the frames the bees will
fasten the combs to the bottom bars
and make them as solid and perfect as
they always do to the top-bars. If
this be true, then in that respect, are
not " reversible frames "exactly what
they have been " cracked up to be ?"
The writer certainly does not deny
the claim. He says, however, that
the same result may be secured by
I

using wired frames, and without reIt
versing them. Now is that true
may be true when the combs are built
in the second story, but how is it
'?

when confined exclusively to the brood
were lost and from chamber V
and clamps,
It should be borne in mind that very
148 colonies
left
on the summer
stands, there was lost 101. ,Some had few of our comb-honey specialists now
tried tacking wire screens over the use the two-story hive deep enough
However,
fronts of the hives, which resulted in for two sets of frames.
strain " of
perhaps the wonderful
the death of the bees so treated.
"
highly
cracked
up "
bees,
so
hybrid
Adjourned to meet at 1 p. m.
After calling the meeting to order, in Michigan, will do as he claims but
the President read a letter written by I have seldom seen it done in the
Illinois or elsewhere,
Mr. Thos. Ch;intry, who has again brood-chamber in
" strains " of bees.
V)een very successful in " clamp " win- by the ordinary
18;i

;

'

;

Our ;Michigan critic also admits,
The following questions were asked: substantially, that when the combs in
1. Which
isthe better plan of in- the lower story are supplied with both
The brood and honey, by reversing them
crease, swarming or dividing
majority of those present seemed to the bees will remove the honey now
tering.

'?

lief, and be disappointed by dismal favor the dividing plan.
2. How can the
bees be made to
rains and continued cold if so, we
Mr.
are confronted by the startling fact build their combs straight V
that our rapidly growing colonies are Bailey and others advised raising the
now looking to us for food until rasp- backs of the hives 6 or 8 inches.
Adjourned to meet at Winterset,
berry or white clover comes and luiless we supply it, the bees will surely Iowa, June 20, 1884.
J. E. Pryor, Sec.
economize at the expense of the valuable brood already in the hive certainly a very poor economy for the
For the American Bee Juui^al.
bee-keeper.
Reversible Frames.
We are almost startled on learning
how short is the average life of bees
31. 31. IIALDRIDGE.
during the activity of the honey gathering season— very much shorter than
in a season of rest. Thus showing us
My attention has once more been
at what expense of vitality the full called to an article on " reversible
activity of life is enjoyed." This re- frames," on page 167. The writer,
sult is simulated in stimulative feed- this time, is one of those enthusiastic
ing.
The simulation of the honey Michigan bee-keepers, and what he
season that we are able to practice, is says reads about as follows
''
faulty in one- important particular.
Reversible frames are not exactly
We are unable to give the warm what they have been cracked up to be.
bright sunshine of June but instead If I understand the matter, there are
the sharp, chilling winds from the two desirable features claimed for
north prevail, and the workers which reversible frames. First, by reversal
start out with bright prospects, pay the bees will fasten the combs to the
dearly for their short-lived ambition. bottom-bars, and if any honey is
Most of us observed that those colo- stored along the luider side of the topnies having abundance
of natural bars, the bees will remove tliis honey
stores in the spring were built up to the section boxes."
" Xow, by using wired frames, the
quietly into strong colonies, crowded
to overflowing with bees, and the first first desirable feature is rendered null
to cast new swarms. This is the nat- and void while, in regard to the secural way, and who can say it is not ond point, would it not be much more
yet the best.
desirable to employ such a method of
Flour feed in early spring, as a sub- management that the honey will be
stitute for pollen, was a few years stored in the sections in the first
;

;

—

:

;

;

at the bottom of the hive, owing to
its unnatural position, to the sections
above. If this be true.then in this respect, are not reversible frames " exactly " what they have been " cracked
up to be V"
I infer from what our Michigan
critic says, that he is, perhaps, acquainted with a system of management which forces the bees to deposit
their honey in the sections "in the
first place," and that the system does
away with the necessity of reversing
the frames, and possibly of scarifying
the honey when sealed. This may all
be true, but may not " reversible
frames," at times, aid materially in
securing such a result V And if they

do not

.assist,

will they

do any

harm?

If reversil)le frames are really desirable, then would not a reversible

hive be

more desirable

V

Possibly,

but please tell us why. I can see no
good reason for making the hive reversible.
For several years I

have been convinced that the lOframe standard
Langstroth hive is too large for securing the best results in comb honey;
and mainly liecause ordinary queens
are unable to keep all the combs full
of brood. For that reason some beekeepers have made the hive smaller
i)y using only eight standard frames :
but by so doing they have diminished
the capacity of the surplus-honey
chamber. To avoid this, I prefer
to reduce the depth of the 10-frame

;
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hive to frames only 7 inches deep in and they are fairly started to housethe clear. I did this in 187(i, and liave keeping again, cleansed, purified, and
used such hives more or less ever in every way all right at least such
since.
has been niy experience in all cases
On some accounts I prefer such similarly treated, and those are not a
hives to tlie 8-frame Langstroth, and few I assure you.
yet I think it will pay me to use " reNow, as I "said before, there never
versible frames."
So you see even has been an exception to this every
the small hive, small enough so that colony treated as above directed have
ordinary queens could keep them come out cured. I have tried all the
" full of brood," did not stop me from other plans mentioned by the Doctor,
thinking about reversible frames
but I never had the success with them
nor am I yet convinced that such that I have had with the Simon-pure
frames are riot exactly what they have starvation plan.
been " cracked up to be."
Now let us return to the liive and
St. Charles, 111.
combs that have the disease. The
combs and frames I burn, and while
they are burning, I place the hive inFor the Amerlcaa Bue JoaroaL
verted upon the fire, which in a
moment liecomes a burning mass
Treatment of Foul Brood.
with the rest. I let it remain until it
is
well charred on the inside, and
A. W. OSBUKN.
then boil it in ashes and water. I put
After reading the able article by it over tlie fire to melt the wax out of
Dr. A. B. Mason, on page 231, I will the cracks, that the water may have a
relate a portion of my experience with fair chance to penetrate every crevice.
" that dread disease " while in Cali- I then consider it free from all traces
fornia, where it prevails to a mucli of the disease ; at least I have never
larger extent than in any country I had any bad results come from a hive
was ever in. I agree with the Doctor treated in that way.
that too little attention is paid to a
I wish to say to all those who have
subject whicti is of such great impor- had no experience with foul brood,
tance to every person who keeps bees, that if they find they have a case,
whether he has one colony or one not to get excited, but go about it as
thousand.
you would any other job which you
In treating a case of foul brood, of are determined to do and to succeed
late years, I have tried but the one in.
Do not think because one colony
method the starvation plan and I has it that all you have in your apiary
have yet to see the case I could not must and will have it. lExperience
cure by my method of operation.
has proven to me that such is not the
When I discover I liave a case, the case for I have had as healthy coloSame evening when it is too late for nies standing within 2 feet of "as disthe bees to fly, I smoke the colony eased a one as ever gathered a pound
thoroughly and close the entrance for of honey.
a few moments, so when I raise the
While I would caution self-possescover no bees will rise and fly. I sion and determination in such cases,
should have said, before opening the I would also advise that no time be
hive, I set it on a sheet in a clear, lost before doctoring the sick colony
open space, so that when the cover is for how fast it will spread, depends
removed what bees rush to the top for upon a multitude of circumstances
fresh air, will not crawl off on the which would take up too much time
ground, and thus escape the fast to to explain here suffice it for all pracwhich I propose to subject them.
tical purposes that if as soon as a
I have prepared an old hive with 4 colony is found to be affected, it be
or 5 old frames. I then proceed to resolutely dealt with, there is no
shake and brush every bee into the danger but that you can keep the
box, invert the hive that formerly upper hand of it.
One year ago I was in the " hot
held the bees, on the sheet, and thump
and
all out and unite them with those in bed "of foul brood (California)
the old hive and placing on the old with an apiary of 270 colonies I did
hive a tight fitting cover in which are not have over two cases, on an averfour
inch holes, with wire cloth age, a year. But in that locality,
nailed on the under side. I nail this where it was so common, I used a
cover down that by no accident it preventative. I prepared the drinkmay come off. I then put them in a ing water for the bees as regularly as
cool place. In two of the holes in the the morning came. To each quart of
cover I place sponges wet with a water I put two table spoonfuls of the
solution of salicylic acid, borax and solution used for wetting the sponges
for diseased colonies when shut up
salt.
I make the solution as follows
Take a clear pint bottle, put in two and any one who has never tried waReaping teaspoonfuls of salicylic acid, tering their bees, would be surprised
two of powdered borax, and two of to see how willingly they accept any
the best salt you can get. Shake them act of kindness in that direction.
well and let it stand till the acid is
I take this ground for believing that
dissolved. With this solution saturate the solution given to them in their
the sponges for the bees to drink drinking water, and the food prepared
from while they are confined; for by the bees for the larvae, is composed
bees, when shut up, will perish for of water, honey and pollen and if
the want of water much sooner than the water is impregnated with salithey will for the want of food. I keep cylic acid.and comes in contact with a
them shut up just 48 hours then spoor of foul brood that it will kill it.
give them a clean hive, a comb of I can only assert this, but one thing I
honey, and a sheet of eggs and larvie, know ; i. e., I have had healthy and
;

'

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

:

;

;

strong bees in the midst of this
scourge, while others have gone by
the hundred colonies where they were
not troubled by foul brood.
I am not one who believes that foul
brood comes from any local cause,
such as chilled brood, poor queen, or
any thing of the sort. Where it has
its origin, I do not know; but I am
more fully prepared to accept Prof.
Cook's solution of the problem than
any other I have seen.
I would say to Dr. Mason and all
other ' old veterans," that I have not
written this, thinking that they will
learn anything

simply

new from

it.

"It

is

my way

of treating the disease
in later years
and in which I have
been very successful. If the novice
can reach success tlirough the same
channel, I will be more than paid for
my trouble.
San ^Miguel, Cuba, W. I.
;
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Right and "Wrong Names.

JOHN PHIN.
Does Mr. Maltby

really

mean

to tell

us that an insect can be " perfect " in
two States V Perhaps he does not
mean the moth-larvse, but the Editor
of the Bee Jouhnal and Rev. Wm.
F. Clarke. If so, allow me to congratulate them both Init, perhaps, I
am again wrong. lie may mean two
States of the Union (printers sometimes makes mistakes and use lower
case for capitals). I know that the
;

moth
is it

is

perfect in

in Illinois

New Jersey. How

'i

Again, are there really "drone"
ants as Mr. Maltby asserts ? If so, it
is news to me.
I have heard of male
ants, but never of " drone " ants.
Is Mr. Maltby "s vocabulary so limited that " drone eggs " and " worker
eggs "are "the only ways in which
the two sexes in the egg can be expressed " by him V How would "male
eggs" and "female eggs" answer?
or any other of half a dozen good
ways that might be suggested
How
would he understand " queen eggs ?"
Would this mean eggs laid in queencells or eggs laid by a queen V Did
he ever hear of a white blackbird
i*

'i

Are
Are

blackbirds necessarily black
black birds blackbirds ?
It is unfortunately true that a great
many expressions " do not convey an
idea of anything" to some minds.
The ideas that we derive from words
often depend as much upon our own
previous knowledge, as upon the actual arrangement " of the syllables,
words and sentences.
Thus Mr." Maltby sees in the expression "ivory worker," only a person
all

'i

all

who works in ivory. A dairyman
might see in it a worker made of
ivory (and used for working butter).
Another man of still broader views
might see other meanings in the same
sentence, and would, by the aid of the
context, pick out the tine one.
former critic of the expression
" egg workers," showed his ignorance
of the elasticity of our language, by
asserting that an " egg- worker " was
a worker made of eggs, just as a tin

A

'
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perish and wliile the strong one is
able to cast olf its foulness below at
the entrance, the light one is not.
Therefore the two holes are required
sarily a worker in eggs.
in the front of llie hive above the enTa'tterson, X. J.
trance covered with wire cloth, then
the light colony will be able to
For tbe American ISee Journal.
cleanse itself of its foulness. Whilst
they can cast tliis foulness to the botPollen not the Cause of Diarrhoea.
tom of the hive they can cast it so far
as to be carried away by the current
ItOBERT CORBETT.
of air which is passing from the enOn page liw, Mr. Tliomas 11. Shep- trance thro\igh tbe hciles. Thus the
herd speaks of late swarms having light colony is jn-eserved from any
the diarrho'a, and why they have it. I dampness; ami if the atmosphere is
beg leave to dift'er from him, and to all right the ventilation is also.
Manhattan, Kan.
show that it has not been my experience in 50 years of bee-keeping.
For the American Bee Journal.
I liave always found that my late or
young swarms are the cleanest, and in
Tuscarawas Co. 0., Convention.
the best condition in the spring. No
one must expect that a quart of bees
The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas Co.,
will winter so well in the same temperature as four times that amount O., met at Port Washington, O., on
will, if each have the same space in May 15, 1884, and duly organized by
the hive. While the full colony will adopting a constitution and by-laws,
come through all right with the tem- and electing the following i")tticers,
one-quart colony would require a tem- viz.: A. A. Fradenburg, President;
perature at 40- to SO-" above zero, the Geo. F. Williams, Secretary and T.
perature of 55^ to 60^. Everything A. Swihart, Vice-President.
As the meeting was held at the time
else being all right such a small colony will come out in the spring clean- of year when farmers are ('hinting
corn, the attendance was not large.
er than tlie full colony.
I agree witti Mr. S. in regard to pol- Several subjects relating to bee-keeplen, tor I do not believe that it is the ing were discussed, and all present
cause of diarrhoea, but that it is fall seemed to be much interested.
Adjourned to meet in New Philahoney. Neither do I believe that fall
honey is as good as summer honey on delphia, O., on Oct. 23. 1884.
A. A. Fkaubnburg, Pres.
which to winter bees, if it has not been
gathered from cane or cider mills. As
a general thing fall honey is thicker
For the American Bee JoumaL
and heavier than white clover honey.
Shall we Rear Hybrids or Not ?
Mr. S. says that healthy colonies have
rooster

was

a rooster

of tin

;

;

but a tinsmitli is not a smith made of
tin. and an etrg-worlver is not neces-

;

combs filled with summer honey,
J. E. FOND, JR.
while the sick ones have theirs filled
with iioneset, aster and other kinds of
fall honey.
He seems to think that
I am a stickler for purity of blood,
the weak must succuml) to the strong, and have, as yet, to learn that a suand take wliat they can get and that perior race can be improved in its
I think is the principal cause of the first generation by crossing with an
disease.
inferior. I am well aware tliat our
He quotes this from Dr. Tinker domestic breeds all sprang from one
"When in the winter the temperature original, and that great improvements
of the cluster and interior of the hive, have been made by mixing blood but
falls below the point of health, the be- to produce a distinct strain, like the
ginning of their ills is here." Truer Jersey cattle for instance, has taken a
words were never spoken. Then Mr. long period of time, and has been
S. says, " Where he gets his proof I done only by using the greatest care
do not know." I can tell him that the in the blending of strains.
doctor gets it riglit in the hive where
Now, if we apply this same princithe sick bees are. He also says, " I ple to the lioney-bee, we must know
tind, where diarrhrea does so much that a long period of time will indamage, there is an abundance of fall evitably elapse before a distinct
honey and a famine befcne it com- strain can possibly be produced and
mences."
How is this V Here we whatever we may rear that is less
have no clover and but very little than a distinct strain, will be of no
basswood, so the winter stores" of the value whatever. I mean by a distinct
bees are, in a measure, all fall honey
strain in bees, such queens as will inand our bees are as free from diarrhoea variably produce such certain charachere as anywhere else.
teristics in their worker progeny, that
To obtain a good colony, take an we may know them with absolute
August swarm wbicli has bad enough certainty. Anything short of this is
stores to winter on, and it will tie notliing but
hyliridizing, as it is
cleaner and brighter in the spring, called.
than an older colony in the same temI have no fault to find witli any one
perature. But in wintering light col- who prefers, for his own~use. Italians
onies the space which they occupy mixed with blacks that is liis busimust be contracted, or there must be ness. If lu' prefers hyl)rids, he certwo holes four or live inches from the tainly has the right to rear them but
top of the hive, especially if the hive I do find fault with any one who
is a deep one, but no ventilation above. claims to have made by crossing the
While a full colony will bear some Italians with tlie blacks, a distinct
upward ventilation, the light one will strain, which is far superior to anytheir

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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thing

now known, simply because

I

to do, and
is putting hybrids into a
position under the garb of

l)elieve it is impossiVile so

because

it

prominent
a

new

strain.
\\'hat is the claim made in regard
to these " bees for Vmsincss," as th ey
are called y
Simply that they will

occupy sections more readily than the
pure Italians.
But will they V I
have many times read the statement
that t'u^y will do so, l>ut my own experience teaches me the contrary and
I must conclude, judging Ijy my own
apiary, that he who connot induce his
nure Italians to readily work in sections, does not understand the " nater
of the critter;" and that it is liis
fault rather than that of his bees.
I am well aware that the Italians
are inclined to swarm out when the
brood-chamber is tilled, but not more
so than other ijees when they are
properly
managed.
is difflcult
It
to prevent swarming when working
for surplus comb honey, still it can
be done with the exeixdse of care,
time and patience.
I have never known a colony of pure
Italians to cast a first swarm before
the brood frames were full while tlie
blacks and hybrids will often do so.
This, I judge, to be a peculiarity of
the Italians and by taking advantage
of it, 1 find they enter sections, and
fill them too, as readily as any other
;

;

;

race of bees.
I will give my

ment, and

method

liave,

of

manage-

no doubt, that others
will meet with the

upon trial of it,
same success that

I do.
I will say in
place, that all attempts to
prevent swarming must be made before the swarming impulse seizes the
bees, else it will be almost impossible
to prevent it, no matter to what race
or strain the bees may belong ; for
that reason I begin early to prepare
my bees for comb honey producing,
and I am so successful, as a rule, that
the sections are entered at once, after

the

first

they are placed over the frames.
Every one knows that the instinct
of the honey-bee teaches it to place
so I take
its stores above the brood
advantage of this principle, and cause
the frames to be filled with brood
completely to tbe top. It is not a difficult matter to do this, and requires
but little time but in any business,
no matter what it is, we expect to expend time and run into difficulties,
and, of course, must expect to do so
;

;

in apiculture.

As soon as the frames are well filled
with brood to the very top if tliere ia
a flow of lioney I put on sections,
with the result that the bees at once
occupy them, and usually fill them
before swarming. I use worker foundation in the sections, and if I allow
a small amount of drone comb in the
brood-chamber, and shave off the
caps and drones' heads when capped,
I Und no trouble from the queen occupying the sections.

—

—

I admit that it requires some little
care to be successful in the method I
have outliiiiMl. liut I would rather
take ten times the care, and be at tea
times the trouble, rather than to be
bothered with a lot of hybrid " beei
for business" in my apiary. Brt

1
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a moment that the hy"They were detrimental in the
brids will work more readily In sec- apiary t!nly for the same reason that
tions, do we then wish to go back to they complicated the work and fixthe dark ages of 30 years ago, since tures.
I think them too small for
which time we have been laboring general trade, but for lunch-rooms,
hybrids,
get
rid
of
these
very
hard to
restaurants, and such places, they are
and overrun our apiaries and the in demand in small quantities at a
country with them, and paying for price that pays us well for the extra
them the price of pure Italians V If cost of production which I estimate
so, all right but when I want hybrids, at an advance of 20 to 25 per cent.'"
Mr. Wright thinks that my comparI shall not be seduced into buying
" bees for business " at a high price, ison of small packages of extracted
but shall get a colony of blacks and honey, with half-pound sections, "not
hybridize my own queens at a cheap a parallel case at all." Is it not, so
rate.
far as the consumers are concerned V
Experts will not be injured by this And as I said before, so I say again
sale of new strains, for they know ' If the public are unwilling to pay the
just what they are; but beginners are cost why this feeling and prejudice
the ones who are Injured, for they against half-pound sections."
suppose the strain which they buy
Eogersville, Mich.
win duplicate itself through several
generations, till they learn the conFor the American Bee Journal
trary by sad experience, and at the
expense of ruining their apiaries.
Objections to Dovetailed Sections.

we admit for

;

;

;

:

Foxboro, Mass.

JER03IE TWICHELL.
For the American Bee Journal.

Having had inquiries as to my'reason for discouraging the use of dovetailed sections as reported in my address before the Western Bee-Keepers' Association. I will briefly explain

Half-Pound Sections.
V,\ Z.

HUTCHINSON.

Mr. W. D. "Wright is mistaken If he
thinks that I am more solicitous for
the welfare of the half-pound sections
than I am for the welfare of any other
apiarian fixture. I wish everything to
stand upon Its own merits ; arid It was
the fact that many bee-keepers were
not willing that the half-pound sections should stand upon their ow^n
merits that inspired me to write as I
did.

Half-pound sections probably will not
come into general use, and tliey may
be dropped altogether, but whether
they are or not, again I say, why abuse
them V Why Iook upon them as an

Why

?
hate them V Why rejoice
in their downfall 'f
1 can see only
one reason for this feeling ; and that

enemy

that if some bee-keepers succeed
with them, their denouncers fear that
they will be obliged to use them, or fall
behind in the race.
Mr. Wright says that they are not
is,

noticed in the market reports. Perhaps the dealers can explain that. I
have seen them upon the market and
have seen them sold at a price that
made It profitable to use them but
the dealer handling them did not quote
;

them

in his market report.
doubt not that bee-keepers, quoted
by Mr. W., as having used half-pound
sections for three years, were practical
I

men but if they failed to secure as
much honey as when larger sections
;

were used, they yet have something

to

learn in regard to the " principles underlying the production of
comb
honey." Hear what Mr. Heddon says
in a letter to me, concerning the halfpound sections
"I have just read Mr. Wright's reply to your article, and wish to say, so
far as my report and experience goes,
I receive'd no fewer pounds of surplus
honey with the use of one-half pound
sections than with the pound sections.
They injured my business only because
they complicated it by the addition of
a size not not so much called for.
:

as follows:
best section-box for all uses is
the strongest, stiffest and lightest.
Strength is required that they may
hold together well ; stiffness, that they
may not give at t!ie corners, and get
out of shape and lightness, that there

it

The

quantity received in other shapes I
venture to say that after having done
all I possibly could to save it, there
was still an average loss of not less
than 10 per cent.
For the immediate home trade it
does not make so much difference; but
for shipping, it must be made secure
against the rough handling in transit.
And while on this subject there is
one other suggestion, I would make ;
i. e. with regard
to color. No comb
honey which is dark, no matter what
the quality, flavor, or condition, will
sell as well as the white ; it will always
hang as a drug in the market, and
finally be forced otf at a sacrafice or
thrown in to make a bargain.
This honey though, if extracted,
would sell very readily at 7 to 8 cents
per lb., and the wax at 20 to 30 cents
per lb., and really net more, and in a
shorter time, than if shipped in the
comb.
But choice, white comb in
good condition will always find a ready
market at this place, and bring a fair
price. Two-pound sections will be the
favorite by about }4 majority. Onepound sections will follow closely at
about 1 cent advance over the price of
the 2-pounds, and a few i^-pound sections may be sold at still 1 or 2 cents
advance. The i^-pounds need not be
glassed to carry" safely. Larger sections than 2-pounds should never be
sent to market.
Kansas City, Mo., May 27, 1884.
For tne American Bee JoumaL

;

may

be no more wood than necessary
sold for honey.
My experience in
having comb honey overhauled on its
arrival, is that the best conditioned
crates are always those containing the
strongest and stitfest section-boxes.
which have protected the combs
against the jarring of the crates in
handling.
I do not wish to be understood as
deprecating the use of dovetailed sections, more than any other kind that
has not good, stiff crates. As an additional means of stiffness and security to the combs, I would strongly urge
the use of glass, firmly fastened on
each side of the section and fitting
as closely as possible the inside of it.
It is better that the inside corners of
the pieces forming the section be rabbetted so as to make a shoulder for the
glass to fit in. This forms at once, a
stiff, solid and tight box in which the
honey will stand any ordinary handling, "and carry safely by freight almo.st
any distance. This is almost abso
lutely necessary
for the shipping
trade, and I have almost made up my
mind to declme shipments of honey
put up in any other way.
If some of "my shippers could seethe
amwunt of work and worry, and mixed
up messes that they have occasioned
me, not to mention the loss to themselves, they would certainly institute
a general reform in the "manner of
preparing and packing their honey.
Out of nearly 1,000 packages of
honey prepared in the manner suggested above, and packed in crates of
not over 2o lbs. each, with good handholes cut in the ends, there has not
been 100 lbs. loss to the shippers.
While on the contrary out of the same
;

Correct Nomenclature.

JOHN HEWITT.
Mr. R. J. Kendall, on page 108, has
misquoted my article in the British
Bee Journal for Jan. lo. By reference
to it (page 31) you will seethe "jarring " is to be done when the bees are
not on the combs. I distinctly say
jarring the hives or combs (with the
bees in) will make them savage and
he cannot find the place where I say,
" you have to tread on one to make it
sting." If things are to be called by
their right names, do let the principle extend to quotations.
On reading his article on page 40,
think I can safely form several conclusions; one of whlcli is: he had
better, by all means, get some pure
and true Syrians, not Holy Land bees,
then he would have no swearing, and
handling bees would be a pleasure.
While on this subject, allow me to
;

try to correct the Editor's foot-note to

Mr. Frank Benton's article (page 39).
I believe he will forgive my doing so
considering his anxiety to have everything properly
glance at the

He says "A
of Asia will show
a portion of Syria,

named

:

:

map

that Palestine is
bounded on the north by Lebanon,
and on the south by the Arabian
Desert. Syria comprises this whole
land, but extends
north to Asia

Minor."
It may do so now
rule, just the same

under the Turkish
as England when
spoken of. is understood to imply
Scotland, Wales, and very often Ireland also but an Englishriian is never
a Scotchman, nor, for that matter, a
;

—
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Briton either. Tlie proper use of this
for the natives prior to
the Saxoii conquest. ;uul at present
inchules the Cornish. Welsh and
Scotcli, but not tlie Saxon; thouj^li
the word •• liritisher" covers all who
fall under our flai;- and in addition to
our islands, includes Cyprus. Canada,
lions; KoHK, India, Jamaica, etc., in
fact people of all colors.
Neither do we in England call the
inhabitants of the New World, indiscriminately. '" Americans," though in
this particular we are wrong but reserve the appellation for those protected by the " stars and stripes" only
and if we wish to refer to others, they
are spoken of as Canadians, Mexicans,

word being

;

;

;

3(33

It is certainly wrong to say that the weather continues much longer. Bees
word " American " is applicable only are working nicely on fruit bloom

United States.
speak of Syria as

to the people of the

We
now

intended

exists, not

to

what

it

was

now, and they are storing honey rapThe outlook for an abundant
White clover
liohey harvest is good.
idly.

it

in ages

At some

promising.

looks

future

preparing
Mr. Hewitt's objections are not time I will give my plan of
bees t\)r wintering, on wliich, I think,
valid. Let us " call things by their they will winter safely every time.
right names." Ed.]
II. J. Smith.
past.

Burlington,

^HS^^a^
S</^'C£*

IJrazilians, etc.

Now Palestine, or Holy Land, never Bees in Texas.
has been understood to extend north
Bees are doing very well at present.
of the Lebanon mottntains and if north There are lots of bees kept in this
of this barrier in the land of the t(?i- part of the State, but only a few percient kingdom of Syria— a distinct race sons know how to manage them so as
of bees are fouiid, why call them to obtain the best results. I have had
" Holy Lands V" or south' of it, " Syrsome experience in bee-keeping in
ians V" The sooner everything is called Missouri, and think some of trying it
by its proper name, the better for all here.
Clauk S. Fuge.
progress but do not let us have the
Moody, Texas, :\Iay 16, 1S84.
new
races
of
with
these
same mess
bees that has been made with Italians.
Cover for Frames.
.Just to illustrate what I mean by Oil Cloth
this These bees were at first thought
In reply to I). R. Rosebrough's reto be a distinct species and were named marks on this subject, on page 310,
Apis Ligustica, from the province of let me quote from the twelfth thouLiguria, in which they were common
sand of my Manual.page 1.3.5: "Cover
and it was thought that all yellow- FOR Frames.— In summerlpreferoilbanded bees were of this species. As cloth to cover the frames. This is
such bees were found north and south used with the glazed or enameled
of the Alps, they were thought to be side down, and should be just the
identical, and were known and sent size of the hive. This is durable, is
out by the name.Ligurian bees. Then not covered so quickly with propolis,
I suppose, because Liguria is in Italy, and is easily cleaned.
Some keep this
they were further dubbed "Italian" on in winter, but I prefer a porous
bees, whether they came from Switz- cover. From the cold days of fall to
erland or Italy the Swiss is preferred the warm days of spring, I replace the
by most apiarists.
enameled cloth covers with those
If we go north or south, we find made of the best factorycloth." As I
black bees thus in Southern Italy the do use and recommend such covers,
natire bees are btacfc,- they are black of course I need not explain why I do
also in Sicily and Malta. How is such not.
A. J. Cook.
a jumble to be unraveled V Are the
Lansing, Mich.
Swiss or Italian Alps' bees to be called
pure Italians, or the Southern, blacks V
the Nectar.
But while we may not get out of Bees Gathering
this mess, we may avoid repeating it
I put l(i colonies into the cellar last
with the new races so let us, by all fall. This spring I took out 3 strong
events call them by the names Mr. colonies and .5 with queens, and
Benton gives them. If there is any enough bees to cover one-half of one
distinction )ie will be sure to notice it, side of a Langstroth frame. Jly bees
and bee-keepers may rest satisfied on gathered more honey during the last
his judgment for on your lines of rea- week than they did during any month
soning, the Cvprian may just as well last summer. We are having a cold
be called a " British," the same as the spell of weather now.
Hugh Williams.
natives of Scotland or Italians, " European," like you would call Canadians
Racine, Wis., May 27, 1884.
and Mexicans, "Americans." I think
vou will, on reflection, see that a bet- A Good Report.
ter nomenclature is desirable.
My bees have wiiitered very well.
In conclusion let me prophesy that
1.5 I put 82 colonies into the
in five years time, everybody will be On Nov.
keeping tiiie Syrians, ancl smokers will cellar, and put them out on March 20.
be handed round as curiosities of by- All were alive, but 3 of them were
queenless. I had 2 queens on hand
gone days of barbarism.
yet, so I managed to save 2 of the 3
ShefBeld, England.
queenless ones; the other one I put
[Our foot-note to Mr. Benton's arti- with another colony. Only one colony
cle, on page .39, is, we believe, correct, showed signs of diarrhoea,
I had my
notwithstanding this criticism. We first swarm for the season on yesterit is the earliest one"! have
did not say that a Scotchman was a day and
had since keeping bees. It issued
" Briton," but we did say that he was
from a colony whicli has not been fed
"British." Is not Scotland one of any this spring. I think that I will
more if the warm spell of
the British Islands ?
liave 5 or

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

AVis.,

May

19, 1884.

Light on the Subject.
I have read the book, " Bees and
Honey," with interest. It has given
me much light upon the subject of
bee-culture and the habits of bees.
J. K. P. South,
Jett,

Ky.,May26,

1884.

Bees Building up Fast.
Bees in this section are storing surplus honey slowly, owing to so much
damp and cloudy weather. The present spring resembles very much that
of 1878 and that year was noted for
As it was
its large yield of honey.
then, there will be but very little
honey extracted this year before June
In the mean time bees are build1.
;

ing up strong, so that when the warm
and sunshiny weather comes, there
will be a tremendous large army of
workers to go into the field to gather
the harvest and there is scarcely a
doubt but what they will bring in the
nectar by the tons.
J. E. Pleasants.
;

Santa Ana,

Cal.,

May

19, 1884.

Almost Discouraged.
I put 1-") colonies of bees that were
Italianized last summer, into the cellar last November, and all died of
diarrhoea, I think, as they kept coming out during the whole winter, and
daubed the hives and every thing
badly. The cellar was ventilated by
a chimney and a kitchen adjoining.

During the winter before

last, I lost

20 colonies in Eclectic hives on the
summer stands. I shall stock up

once more, but I am almost discour
aged. I have a new hive for winter
ing bees on the summer stands.
Oliver K. Pierce,
Ayer, Mass., May 26, 1884.

A Very

Small Loss.

One year ago

I started with 28 coland increased them by natural
swarming to 49. Last season I produced 1,000 pounds of comb honey in
the 1-pound sections, and .500 pounds

onies,

extracted honey.

In the fall I
more. My loss so
far has been one queen and one colony,
the latter having starved. I use the
Mitchell frame.
J. M. Hoak.
of

bought

10 colonies

Shelby, O.,

May 27,

1884.

(^ TbeKentuckyB^ee-Keepers'Con-

vention meets in Louisville, Ky., during the opening of the Exposition (day
N. P. Allen, !Sec.
not fixed).

;

^° We can supply photographs of
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each.

:
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

place of Meeting.

JuaeiJ.— Mahoning Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
E. W. Turner, Sec.

June l9.~Northern Mich, at Ionia.
F. A.

June 20.— Iowa
Oct. 11,

12.

Palmer. Sec.

Central, at Winterset. Iowa.
J. E. Fryor, Sec.

—Northern Mich.,
F. A.

at Alma, Mich.
Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago.

111.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

10,

11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.

H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

IW

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
taries are requested to

imixat and JJoxu.

t^

They were clean, and had
The Mahoning Valley Beeplenty of room. What is the cause Keepers' Association will hold its
and the remedy, if any, for the above next meeting at Newton Falls, O., on
trouble y
June 0, 1884. It is desired that a disUlysses Adams.
Missouri City, Mo.
play of apiarian supplies and samples
of honey be made at that time. Mr.
Answer. I have never known bees Hammon, of Bristolville, and Mr. C.
to carry out larvre or pupje except R. Page, of Streetsborough, will read
when moth-worms or something else practical essays on topics pertaining
had mutilated the cells and killed to bee-keeping.
them; or when, during an excessive
E. W. Turner, Sec.
honey flow, they had to make room
L. Carson, Pies.
for more honey in the brood combs, or

wrong.

—

else lose

it.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Transferring and Removing Bees.
Will Mr. Heddon please answer the
following
\. By your method, or the old way
of transferring, can bees be moved a
few rods (or J^ mile) without many of
them going back to the old hive V
That is by removing them in the
evening of the day they were transferred.

Immediately

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

}
(

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—

The deDJand for all honey is very slow;
market dull and ;ii'kes ransie from 6(a!ic for extracted
Different l"ts of choice comb honey in
small sections have been offered and sold in our
market lately at lLi(al4c per lb. As 1 predicted
some time aco, the preference for the production
of comb honey seems to be prevalent; and, as we
have the best prospects for an abundant harvest
this year, we may prepare tor low prices.
Is in (rood demand; choice yellow
brings ajc a lb. on arrival.
Chas. F. MuTH.

after
a natural
BEESWAX—
hived, or at the time
of transferring a colony of bees, can
NEW YORK.
their queen be taken from them, and
HONEY— Present quotations are as follows
a new one given them witliout danger Fancy
white in 2-lb. sections, glassed, 13@14c; fair
of their killing the new one ? Would to Kood in 2-lb. sections, glassed. llia)13c; dark
in i;-lb. sections, glassed, 10^12c. No l-lbs.
either of the above times be suitable V grades
in this niiirbet.
3. Upon removing a colony of bees
BEESWA.X— Scarce, and sells readily at SBOSSo.
McCaul & HiLDHETH, 34 Hudson St.
from a bee-tree to a movable-frame
BOSTON.
hive, what hour of the day is the best
HONEY -The sale of honey is almost over, and
in which to cut the tree down in order
we are obliged to sell 2-lb. combs for I'lC, and2?'4to save the most bees and brood Ibs. to 2'.<j-lbs. from Io@l2c. No l-lbs. in the
market. Extracted. 8(ailoc.
combs V
C. E. B.
BBESWAX-35C.
Blake & Ripley. 57 Chatham Street.
Answers.— L To prevent their reCHICAGO.
turning to the old location, moving
HONEY— Choice white comb honey in lb. secthem just as they are transferred, is tions
brings IHc; in IX to 2 lb. sections, quotable at
a good plan but you should also take IHc. Comb honey discolored and in undesirable
is selling atl<K.ttl2c.
Extracted honey is in
the other precautions heretofore laid shape
light demand at i;<&>^e. Manufacturers of syrups
2.

swarm has been

ANSWERS BY

Office of The amekican Bee .Toitrnal.
Monday, lu a. m., June 2, 1884.

:

Trembling Bees.
I have, in my apiary, 2 colonies of
Italian bees, and there is something
wrong with tliem which I do not understand. There appears to be two
kinds of bees in theliives; one kind,
a tine looking Italian bee, and the

other a smaller bee with a black head,
and when Jilive the lower part of the
body is of a dark purple hue. The
alighting-boards are completely covered with bees, and all seem to be
shaking, or of a trembling motion.
The Italians have been killing them
off in great numbers on the alightingboards for the last two weeks. The
colonies are very populous, having 8
Langstroth frames of brood in each
of the hives. I send you a few of the

1

;

down
2.

in this department.
Yes, either time will do well

in the case of the

swarm,

I

;

but

would

rather wait till the old queen had laid
a few eggs.
Z. The cooler the time the better (if
in summer) and I would prefer to
take a time when the largest number
bees, and would like you to inform of workers were in the Held.
When
me through the Bee Journal what they find the old home gone, they will
is the matter with them.
come down to the hive.

Wm. K. Lawson.
May 21, 1884.

—

Carrying out Young Bees.
Last season I put a swarm of hybrid bees into a two-story Langstroth

and being anxious

1^ The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers"
Association will hold their next meeting on .June 20, at Winterset, Iowa.
full attendance is expected.
J. E. Pryor, Sec.

A

A.

.J.

Adkinson,

Pres.

^g" The members and friends of the
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Society, will hold a basket picnic at the

apiary of Miss F. A. Bellamy, one
mile west of Ionia, on .June 19. Teams
will be in waiting to convey, free of
expense, all who wish to attend.

Purchase your tickets to Ionia, but
leave

the cars

opposite

in

it,

quotable at

bohnett.

161

3(i(i^33c.

South Water

St.

BAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— A little new extracted is on the marbut is not receiving much attention, buyers
being rather timid. Several small lots of old extracted arrived within the week.mainly off quality,
and the same are olTering at low figures. Some
very choice old extracted was sold at 7c. which is
at present an extreme Ilgure. The demand is very
light, and the tone of the market weak. White to
extra white comb, 15(aiHc; dark to good, iu@l;lc:
extracted, choice to extra white, 6.!i7c; dark and
candied, 4(«j.'ic.
ket,

,

BBBSWA.X-Wholesale. 27M®30c.
STEARNS & Smith. 423 Front
KANSAS CITY.

Street.

HONEY- There seems to be no

limit to the defor choice white comb l-lb. and 2-lb. secgood condition, at 15e to U5c. and the
supply is hardly equal to the wants of the trade.
Dark ;ind irregular combs can be bought at any
price above extracte^i, and holders would be glad
to get that. Extracted is in fair demand, 7c to
8Hic, according to quality.
-Smiill lot sold to-day at 35c. None
to speak of in the market.
Jerome Twichell. 514 Walnut Street.

mand

the

BEESWAX

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY — Steady;
small.
tracted

demand and

Comb, 12@l4c per

lb.,

supply

both

and strained and ex-

fi(a)i;t^c.

BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
W. T. Anperhon

prison

to

;

matter

R. A.

tions, if in

have them grounds. Miss B. requests that you
strong early thj^ season, I fed them bring your wife or husband, as the
during the latter part of March and case may be, and also that you drop
the forepart of April, when they be- her a postal, notifying her of your incame very full of young bees and as tention to be present, in order that
soon as they began to batch, the bees ample provision may be made to concommenced to carry them out, and vey all from the trains. Come on the
have kept it up ever since. I took morning train and return in the afterthem out of the hive about 10 days noon.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.
ago, and could not see any thing
S. J. YOUNGMAN, Pres.
hive,

less of refuse

;

Cold Spring, X. Y.,

Answer. I can only guess at the
correct solution of the case. I do not
think the " trembling " and fighting
among your bees is from the same
I suspicion that the little
cause.
black- headed bees are from another
colony, and that is the reason they
being killed.
are
The tremulous
movement, I think, is a natural one,
which bees often make. I believe
your colonies will come out all right.

and bakers say that the low price of sugar is the
reason why they do not use as much honey as
formerly. There is very little desirable comb
honey on the market.
BEESWAX-Is scarce and fancy yellow brings
380. Good beeswax, but dark, and having more or

Si

Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY—

The honey market is fairly active on
best white 1 lb. sections at 18c; 2 lbs. best white
not quite BO active at 17c; 1 lb. sectionssell quickly
on arrival, and ctften :(re sold to arrive. Second
qualities continue very dull — are hardly salable at
anv

piice.

Extracted

BBESWA.X— Scarce

is

at

not wanted.
3.5c.

Kendel. 5 Ontario Street.
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY"— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sectiona.
A. c.

18C3I20C;

1 1

extracted, 7^(58V5C.

Geo. W. Meade&Co., 213 Market

St.

:

:
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

^otit^s.

"

;

Monte-Ckisto," and the end of the
continuation of Dumas' masterwork,

"The Count of Monte-Cristo," just
published by T. B. Peterson & BrothPhiladelphia, Pa., at 75 cents.
Ponianlii- in the highest degree, powerful in the widest sense of the term,
and absorbinglv interesting, it is a
work absolutely without parallel at
the present day. Every chapter has a
strong and stirring feature of its own,
while all the legions of intensely
thrilling incidents are as original and
surprising as they are strong.
ers,

1^

^'

^°

Apiary Register— New Edition.

number of insertions his advertiseAll who intend to be systematic in
ment has had.
1^ All money orders from foreign their work in the apiary, should get a
countries, should be made payable at copy and commence to use it. The
prices will hereafter be as follows

For 50 colonies

(120 page.s)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)

" 200 colonies

The

(•120

pages)

:

$1 00
1 25

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

D. Kauffman. Needy, Oregon.
E. B. AVeed. Cincinnati, O.

Derr & Kreider, Sterling, 111.
C. D. Diivall, Spencerville. Md.

THE

BEST

I»
M4KK.ET.-Send orders
for the 1, X. L. B-ntractor.
The demand is
heavy, but 1 ship them promptly. Price for the L.
Irame, Including Knife, only $«.on.

-ilAlt
W. C. R. kBMP, Orleans, Ind.
/-liyEN ForSTDATIOSr.- As I have pur-

VJ chased a (iiven press, I will make Foundation
on the same, this season. Will take Beeswax in exchange for Foundation or work it up lortwo-flfths.
23041 A. WORTMAN, Seafleld, White Co., Ind.

OKfE-PIEOE SECTION.^
Lant-'stroth, Simplicity

1^

Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as follows
The Weekly for one year and
the book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in
paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
$1 ..50 bound in pajjer covers, or $2.00

—

Journal

as fast as received.

They

will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for

Advertisements intended for the Bee the Weekly or for the Monthly, 50
reach this office by cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
Saturday of the previous week.
to Canada.
;

$5 per thousand.

and Chafl Hives, t'omb

Foundation. Smokers, and a

full

line of

Apiarian

DERR& KRKIDKR,

Supplies.

23AB4t

Sterling, Whileside Co.,

WHITEWOOD
OR BASSWOOD
1 1ONS, 4i4X4'4. A

111.

SLICED SEC-

decided success. Can be
used m C;ises or Frames: $2.on per 1,000. Hives
and Cases K"od and cheap. Address N. B. DOANE,
Fipestone. Berrien Co., Mich.
lul>4t

Bees, Bees! and Eggs,
One

to

Eggs!

200 Colonies of Italian Bees
For Sale.

I to 10, at te.SO each
lo or more, at fe.uo each,
tested Qufens after June 1. $j.(mi each. Also Eega
for hatching, from choice stock of White and
Brown Leghorns, at $l..',o per set of v.i Eggs. Send
Card for Price l^ist and reterence. Address to
;

WIW. LOSSING.HOKAH,
-3Alt

Houston

Co.,

MINN.

HIVES MD'sEGTIONS.
We

make the All-in-one-Piece Section with the
v. Groove. Send for Circuliar and Price List of
Apiarian Supplies.
B.
Co.,

STOKE &

W.

-'3Atf

the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your when bound in cloth.
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
Emerson Binders made especially
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
indicated on the wrapper-label. This gold on the back, and make a very
gives a continual statement of account. convenient way of preserving the IJee

Journal must

:

1 5U

:

Subscription Credits.— We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if

Price Lists on our desk
Russell, Millbrook, Ont.

W. G.

We

Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.
^" In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value—
mcluding the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
^" We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

The Son of Monte-Cristo."
The Wife of

being the sequel to "

To increase the number of readers
of the ]5ek Journal, we believe, will
Examine the Date following your aid progressive bee-culture and help
name on the wrapper label of this to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore",
paper
it indicates the
end of the oft'er the following premiums for
month to which you have paid your getting up cluhs
subscription on the Bee Journal.
While no subscription to the Bee
For safety, when sending money to Journal will be taken for less than
this office get either a post office or ex- the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
Sress money order, a bank draft on
few York or Chicago, or register the one getting up a club of two copies,
"
letter.
Postage stamps of any kind or more, may select from Our Book
mav be sent for amounts less than one List " anything therein named, to
dollar.
Local checks are subject to a the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
discount of i5 cents at Chicago banks. they send direct to this office, to pay them
American Express money orders for for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
So, or less, can be obtained for .5 cents.
to any address desired.
wish to impress upon every one
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
the necessity of being very speciflc,
and carefully to state what they desire and $6.00, we will make an additional
for the money sent. Also, if they live present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
near one post office, and get their mail in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
at another, be sure to give us the adMonthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
dress we already have on our books.
When writing to this office on with $10, we will, in addition to the
business, our correspondents should 15 per cent, present a copv of the
not write anything for publication on American "Popular" Dictionary,
the same sheet of paper, unless it can comprising every word in the English
be torn apart without interfering with language that enters into speech or
either portion of the letter.
The edi- writing; it contains 32,000 words and
torial and business departments are phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
separate and distinct, and when the it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
business is mixed up with items for sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
publication it often causes confusion. desired.
Subscriptions for two or more years
They may both be sent in one envelope
for one person, will count the same
but on separate pieces of paper.
as
each year for a different person.
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the

365

N. Lansing, Mich,

HIGH
SIDE -WALLS!
On
or before .Tune 10,

frames of Enreka

Comb

all oi-ilinarv .sized
will lie for sale at

cents

eaeli.
Langrstroth l-"raines in stock,
ntlier si/.os siib.iect to slight ilelav'. This inl.'i

eluiles asheet of combivlth higher side-walls
than any now in use. on which a swarm can
be iilaced with safety.
It has a well-made
frame. Samples free. Now ready.

A samide of the Eureka Queen-Cage free
to dealers. Address,
W. Second St. Cincinnati, O.
E. H. WEED.
Or, A. H.
Chicago, 111.
CHAS. MUTH, Cincinnati, Ohio.
•S.iAU
'.1.5

NEWMAN,

Italian
&ItEXl'RN

Syrian
BV

Queens

MAII,.

Tested. J-J.-iO each. Untested, Sing-le Queen
Six for So..'iO.
Twelve tor $10.00.

$1.00.

Cook's Manual (cloth) with order for Queens,
only 90 cents. Safe arri\al guaranteed.
I.

23Dtf

R. GOOD,
SPARTA, TENN.

!!
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ALFRED

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

H.

NEWMAN,

In all kinds of

Dealer

SECTIONS. APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
j<m^t
We have again
fill

f(ir

PKAI.KKS.

and

are

now

923 West Madison

especially

EiiRZiV,

not Wait until the

MT

We will not manufacture Hives and Shipping
tliis season, as we have fixed over ail our
machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.

Crates

J.

FORNCROOK &

1,

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prevailingscarcity of beeswa.x
comb toundaiion is now jtHviinced 5
centM i»ei' pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for 18^4. Prices same as Dadant's.

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

49BCtf

1883.

all

BEESWAX.

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

Fl.ANAeAN
i

ABl y

Jt

II.LINSKI,

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.

Locit bo.x 995.

Diidaiit'sFonnd.ation Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

1884.
6 Warranted

for $5.
WILSON,

MORTONSVILLB, KY.

IBClSt

BE SURE

send a Postal Tard for our Illustrated Catalogue
of APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasmgelsewhere. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary
^t the 'lnw>*st prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots of 10
ijoloniea or more, are invited to correspond.
a. C. 8AXCFS.
HARTFORD, WIS.
5lDl5t lB5t

To

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
See Advertisement in another column.

mm
retail.

TO none: — ITALIAN

I

(.tvK'i'iis

i

.

L.l'>'rKR, Washingtou Hollow, N. Y.

-'lA-H

I

can

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,

THE CONQUEROR,
THE DOCTOR.
including

and

Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description

ALFRED
923

NEWMAN,

H.

W. Madison. CHICAGO. ILL.

> K ^V A N I>

I S

BRIGHT BROTHERS,

HEADQUARTERS

THE SOUTH

IN

manufacture of

Kiir tiie

KEE-K.EEPEKS* SVPPLIES.
Dunham and Root FoHndatlon a specialty.
Queens and Bees from March

Italian

I^T'Sena for

my

FrIendH,

you are

if

November.

to

Illustrated Catalogue.

PAXIL I-. VIALLON,

fiClf

in

Bayou Goula, La.

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Culturei
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Seml-Monthly Oleanlnsfs

Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
Ctf
A. I. ROOT. Medina. O.

tractor. $y.

QUEENS,

$2; untested, fl;

2iCl2t

SMITH & SMITH
Want

to give

away

C>,iKKi

of their Illustrated Cata-

I'lgueand Price List of Kee-M-eepertt' Supplies.
to the

Special Attention given

Simplicity Oue-Piece Section,
Also Hives. Smokers. Foundation,

KENTON,

Hardin

Co..

Bees,

FOR

&c.

prepared to supply dealers and con-

sumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping
A.NU

kinds.

I

Crates, etc.,
make a specialty of

MODEST HIVES.

supply dealers

solicited.

Correspondence with

My Sections are all made

from Poplar. Address.

OEORGE XA~FL.OR,

JCtf 12Btf

DUNDEE, Kane Co.. ILL.

OF TBE APIARY.

GOG SOLD SINCE

1876.

ISth ThnuKuud Just Out
11th Thoasand Sold in Jast Four Months

in

Queens! Nuclei!

good, new, well-painted

$i.<.N_i;

Hives, Gallup

tested. $2.oo; sele

NtTCI-KI. with untested Queen.

$.1.50;

test-

with

tested Queen, $4.50; with selected tested Queen.

INSXKUCXI05i.-Juty

7. iaS4. I

shall begin
nstructing a "lass in bee-keeping— clasa for men
and women. Full course in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of information as to this class, and
Price List of Hives. Frames. Sections. Implements,
IfJDtf

etc.,

address.

O.

rJLCTE.

IOWA

Selfl

the vuat Ye:ir.

COOK,

I8C7t 2UD12t

mmm
(AFTER.)

(BEFORE.)

ELECTRO-VOLTAIC BELT and other ElectbiO
Appliances are sent on 30 Days' Trial TO
MEN ONLY. YOUNQ OR OJ D, who are suffer-

from Nervous Debill /. Lost Vitality,
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses ana
Speedy relief and complete
Other Causes.
restor,ition to Health, Viooe and Manhood
Send at once for Illustrated
Guaranteed.
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BEIjT CO,. Marshall, Mich.
ing

Don

2nth. Untested,
ed. fS.IKI.

Books,

2,000

More tlmn 5u pages, and more than 50 fine illustrations were added in tiie Nth edition. Thewhole
worlt has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-iteeping. Itiscertainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. I*rice.by mall.Sl 85. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
Author and Publisher,
A. .1.
State Agricultural College, LANSING, MICH.

6Uly

f5.5ii.

LANG9TR0TH

MILLS.

OHIO.

MANUFACTORY
HIVES, SECTIONS,
.of all

COMB FOUNDATION

WIS.

etc.

Frames, 12 frames to a hive: every comb straight
and good: most of the combs built on foundation.
One colony, ^;;i.(mi; n»or more colonies, $h.(KJ each.
QUEENS.— I breed Queens by the best methods,
and from the best stock. Queens ready a
May

am now

WATEKTOWN,

4-frame

#4.50. Mississippi
ExF. BLEDSOE, Grenada, Miss.

another column.

I

B. LEl^^TVIS,

The "Best" and "Cheapest" in the market.
Send for Sample and Piice List free.
PAXJIj SPOERKE:, Fond du Lac, Wis,
1 4Dtf

Wax

and

OiCAR

6D10t

Dadaiit'sFoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
in

G-.
IBCtf

MAZEPPA, Wabasha Co. MINN.

10C4t

INSTRUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES. -I offer For Sale luii colonies of Italian

Advertisement

last season.

!

Articles foy the Apiary
Send for our lii-pajre illustrated Circular. Bees!
ISAtf HENKV ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
^nrt retail. See

from

II,

SMITH & SMITH,

EFI L

CAK-IjOAD

For Apiarian Supplies of every description.
Send for 1sm4 Price List before purchasing else-

t'SJ^o

the above Smokers at

sell

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

a

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

TESTED
Nuclei.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

is

Hives manufactured from soft

HEflOiUflRTERS

in HIveH, Honey Extractori. C'omb
and Nuclei. For ments
Foundation, Section Honey Koxeft.all books
advertisement and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee

for April :iOth.

\\.

now

ciipacity

white pine, and secti<ms from white basswood.
Send for our new Illustrated Price List for I'-is^. It
is very Important you should have our new List
before ordering, as prices are arranged differently

_^^

pritM'S see

1

Our

of Kooda daily.

Or, ItlANlTAI.

(liieeiis

J. T.

\Vrite for Circular.

and

pay 34t:. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.
I

!

The Largrest Manufacturer of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in the World !

the price of

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

ILL.

IL,I.trSTRATED CATAI.OOVE
sent FREE upon application.

Comes,

Bicsh

NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY

Street,

CHICAGO,

to

ORDER
And

HOXEY AND BEESWAX,

making

We would aiiSUPPl-Y

orders on short notice.

vise <uir customers,

SECTIONS.

AND

increased nur caoaoity

the"BOSS" ONE PIECE SKCTION, and
ready to

Bee Hives

CITY. IOWA.

t

r3il to

o6nd

inanIffacturer''ot'the

BalU') Swariu t'atclier, for Circular and
Price List of Catchers and Bee Supplies.
16D4t

J.

W.

B.4IL.E:y,

Rlpon, Wis,

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION
And Choice Q,neens a Specialty.
Circulars and samples free. Send for them.
It will pa.v you to do so. before ordering- elsewhere. Wax worked on the Given Press for
10 to 20 cts. per lb., according to the number
of square feet to the pound.
G. H.
23eowtf

KNICKERBOCKER,
PINE PLAINS,

N. Y.

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Send for Price List to

D. B.
I0D7t

BRO^VJr, DES MOINES, IOWA.

!

:
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to lionk (irdors Inr

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIANOS^'^ORGANS

A

WhltePopIiir
Dovetailed

Specialty.

ETerytliuij: fully

up with

tlif

times,

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
Mathushek,

and

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp

APIARIAN SUPPLY

Story

CO.,

Territory

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

retail.

See Advertisement
I

g-uaranteed.

Catalogues free to any address.

anotber column.

Write for our prices before buying

else-

where.

class. Send Ki cents
we will mail ymifree,
n rtiyat, vii'uiible biixnf sample gnods
that will put you intlie wiiy cif making

tor the

working

postaL'e.and

-

I
I

In

Protection

Agents Wanted.

(,'iven.

Dadnnt's Foiiiidation Factory, wh<>lesiile
and

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Simpson & Co.,
& Camp.

for a-J-page Catalogue and Samples.

7A6m

Estey,
3tory & Camp.

STORY & CAMP,

GOLOI

)re money in a few days, than you
'
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required. We wiM start y<^u. You can
work ail the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally ndauteii to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easiiv earn from 'tn cents to $"> every
evening. Tiiat all who want work may test the
business, we miike th's unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well sat istled, we will send fi to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give ttieir whole time to the work. (Jreat
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & CO., Portland, Maine.

188

Comb

Fdn. Mills,

Send for Suiuples Si Bediioeil Price-LlstABtf J. VANDERVOET, Laceyville, Pa.

203 N.

190 State Street,

CHICAGO.

Fifth Street,

ST. LOUIS.

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMONIALS,

4Aly

Vandervort

&

Hamilton,

MRP. FuANCES Dunham, De Pere, "Wis.
Dear Madam:— \Ve have made about

III.,

Dec.

10. 1883,

38,000 lbs. of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundation has eiven universal satisfaction; so much so, that several manufacturers have stopped
manufacturing to supply their customers with our foundation.
have also manufactured about
lO.ocX) lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine lor surplus boxes, and it has been equally a
success, but for bro<.td chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
Yours,
CHAB.
& SON.

We

DADANT

FLAT BOTTOM
-

COMB FOUNDATION,
higb side-wElls, 4 to Ifi square feet tc
thepouxid. Circular and samples free
J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont, r-^^ jsj. y.

a week at home. $5.0fi outtit free. Pay
I abs(dutely sure. No risk. Capital not rekquired. Header, if you want business at
which persons of either se.\, young or old,
I
n make t-'reat pay all the time they
'work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H.Hallett&Co., Portland, Maine.
fc

4Aly

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madam:— I have made over lOO.oott
not now take double the price
All prefer the foundation
in rolling

have no difBculty

I

paid for

I

Mrs. Frances Dunham:
I

it

Genoa, Cayuea Co.. N. T., Dec. 12, 1883.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machine
from lo to V2 feet to the pound for sections.
Yours respectfully,
J. G. WHITTEN.

'^F"Send

10c. for Practical

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Neb., Jan. 18. 1884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg, Iowa, and L. C. Root A Bro., of
Mohawk, N. Y. Messrs. Koot & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say: "It (our foundation) gave the best results of any tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which is to me always a jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T.L. VONDOR.N.
List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

WE CALL
Italian,

all wanting- A No. 1 BEES,
Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following,

Tool,

;

makes the tlnest extra thin Ffpundation
comb honey. For Sale by

ALFRED
923

B
,

West MaoiBon

H. IVE^¥MA.N.
CHICAOO.

Street.

for

FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,
Lock box
18Al.'tt

ILL.

ees.Hlveii.Extractors, Smokers. Dadant
Foundation, and other Supplies. AKTIIUR
'roup. Germantown. Philadelphia, Pa. ItiA-^t

DOUGHERTY

to Preve t

Send for our

2.3d

Swarming.

annual Circular for par-

HENRV ALIiEY, Wenham, Mass.

PRESS

18 SUPERIOR for makingComb Foundation either
Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and sampli^s.

m

ticulars.

ISAtf

Manufacturers of

anrt Dealers in BEE;!«UPJPL.IE:S aud HONEY.
Langstroth HI\'ES a Specialty. Dadant's
Foundation, Bingham Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, Extractors and Honey Jars. Send for
our Price lilst.
14A20t

Dad.anl'sFouiidation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

D.
lABtf

8.

OITEN

<fe

CO.,

HOOPESTON,

ILL.

See Advertisement in another column.

KEEPERS, before orderine your

BEE

Given'sFoundationPress. Rise
affirms that the

McKEE,

KEIEPERS'

10A24t E.

HB8t

&

Indianapolis, Ind.,

995, BelleWlIe, St. Clair Co., Ills.

PUBLIC SENTIMENT

How

Pere, Wis.

2BCtf

from one well-known to the readers of this
Paper
For pressing Foundation into wired
"I have never seen a case of foul brood;
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always
frames. Sometliing entirely new.
been so, and are O. K. in every respect."
Price, 50c. by mail.
40c. by express.
Geo. B. Peters, M. D.
We can furnish any number of Colonies of
the above Bees, and will warrant safe delivery and satisfaction.
Vandervort Foundation Mill. N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us, for any
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices
6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
and particulars, send to
It

SMITH <t SMITH.

Yours,

Omaha,

the attention of

Eureka Wiring

Kenton, Ohio, Dec. 29, 1883.
can't say too much in its favor

MRS. Frances DUNHAM:

Send for description and Price

Apply to
C. F. HTTTH,
976 and 978 Central ATe.,CINCI»rBrA.TI, O.

it.

Beeton, Ont., Dec. !0, 1883.
of foundation on one of your machines, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Mrs. Frances Dunham:
After using one of your foundation mills for the past 3 years, we
And for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc

lbs.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Senil for our laree Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

KRETCHMEK, Cobure, Iowa.

iu Prices of

The prices of

(,'omb

advanced two

Foundation
NOW

Foundation are

oeiitK per ixiiind from
Muotations in our retail Price List, and
three cents, per i>oiiiid, at wliolesale.
CH.*S. DADANT & SON,
•33ABtf
Hamilton, Hancock Co, Ills.
tlie

—

!
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HEDDON'S

Thousand Just Published

Sixth

New and Enlarged

A NEW BEE

Edition

BEST GIVEN

Management

of

and

Editor of

I

now have on hand

a freslily-made lot

from

strictly

oughly

pnre domestic wax,

from

cleansed

all

uiatle

thor-

impurities.

Sizes of brood and surplus, S}4xlSi4-, or

Langstroth

have also

I

size.

Dadant's

honey

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send

condition.

and

offer a liberal

state

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

to

Weekly Bee Journal.

in

I

DEAI.ERS.

Street, ChlcaKO, III.

illustrated
It contains 220 profusely
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everjithing that can aid in
the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most

best Brood Foundation of same size; also

for prices,

NEWMAN.

C.

its

best

most

and

attractix'e

Appreciative Notices.

book, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
of an apiary for Pleasure
sixth eilition, enlarged." The
anil Profit
book opens with a kind, familiar face, and
the whole subject matter is concise, easy
and comprehensive. 1 read it with much
pleasure.
T. F. Bingham.
Abronia, Mich., May 1, 18.84.
l)eautifnl

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.
I believe my Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

One Hive complete

for

comb honey.. $3.00

(The above will contain
plete with sections).

The above Hive complete

two eases comfor extrac-

ted honey

.

The above Hive complete

.$3.00

for both in
i

one

One Hive

in the flat

Management
;

H. H. Biiowx.
Light Street, Pa.,

May 8,

one sliould ever order these Hives
PRICE— Bound in cloth,
fiat, without ordering one made up covers. 75 cents, iJostpaid.
complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Hedclon Hives, that in no
G.
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
925 West Madison Street,
by those purchased from me.

THOMAS

^p~

SECTIONS,
lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4Kx4Kx6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, S6.50; 5x6x2,
per 1,000, SS.OO. All shipped from here.

A

SI. 00

;

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
you eontemjilate the purchase of Bees
any shape, tested or untested Queens,
to send for my

If

may pay you

CIRCULAR for 1884
SURE

be

have

mv

to state whether or
Circular for 1883.

Adclress,

not you

n n ^r
I

n lllllfl
MKI r k
II I I I 1 1 r
I
11 I f I

11

ILLINOIS.

-

Send six cents for postage,
^^^ receive free, a costly box
of troodswhich will help you to

II

money

niore

Cass County,

MICH.

ritiht

away than

elseinthisworld. AH
1^ ^" anrihinff
of either sex. succeed from first

I

-

BEES
ITALIAN
AT BED ROCK PRICES.
COIiONIES— 8

Langstroth Frames, in
light shipping box
$ 4.80
8 Thomas Frames, in light shipping box 3.00
NUCIjEI— 3 or more, 2 frame,with tested

queen

or more, 2 frame, with untested queen
Tested, by mail
Untested, by mail
After Jane Ist, S5 per cent. off*.

3

After .lune
After June

1,

tested,

per dozen

3.00
1.00

13.00

1,

bred Mothers. No Foul Brood ever known
C.
here. Address,
CLIFTON, Wayne Co., TENN.
lTA8t

WEEKS,
IS

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieens
Chicago,

For further information, send for Circular.
Ills.

N. Y., .\u;.>-. 15, ISS-J.
Conquered All summer lonisr

liomcliiiii,

2.00
1.50

9.00
untested, per dozen
Reared from Imported or Selected home-

NEWMAN,

BinghamSmoker
—

it has been "which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— biit at

7AIy

RICHMOND,

ST .A.

isr

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

L e: ~2- S
'

Automatic Honey Extractor
AND SMOKER.
Send for descriptive Circular and Prices to
G. W. STANLEY & BRO,,

WYOMING,

20Atf

N.r.

GOLDEN myITALIANS!

former f-ustomers. tlmt I
I now wish to SHV to
am DOW ready to tlil orders for tlie foUowinfi Queens.
Bingham's Conqueror
$ .50
in May and June, eacti
Hybrid
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke Italian— untested— not warranted. in May and
just at the rig-ht time, get a Conqueror Smo1.00
June, eacti
l..»0
ker of Bingham. Respectfully,
Italian warranted. May and June, eacli
2.50
Italian— tested Queen
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
last T

am

"boss."

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield). .S'» inch..$3 0b
" ..175
Conquerorsmoker(wideshield).3
" .. 150
2'/2
Large smoker (wide shield)
" .. 123
Extra smoker (wide shield)
2
" .. 100
Plainsmoker
2

Wonder smoker
1% " ..
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
Little
2

inch
rates.
T. F.

BINGHAM,

P. M., or

20Atf

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA, ITUCH.

li. J'.

DIEHl., Butler, Ind.
wanted for The Lives of

all the
Presidents of the U. S. The
larEest.handsomest, best book
than
twice
less
[ever sold for
- -

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

7.00
10.00

Kuli coUiniesof ilybrlds
Full colonies of Italians

65
1 15

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

JAMSS HEDDOST,

DOWAGIAC,

illadiisoii Street,

in'paper

Liberal Discount to Dealers by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.

ryprians

And

West
CHICAGO,
9'ZS

DEALER

No

it

r^iEwnvE-A-isr,

.a.Xj:f:ei:b::iz> :ej..

1884.

in the

in

,

QUEENS—
'have received a copy of the revised
edition of " Bees and Honey," and after
examining the same, find it to be a very
handy and useful liook of reference on the
subject of bees and hoiu'y. and believe it
should be found in the library of all interested in the study of bees.
I

•50

3.00
1.50

Five or over, each

^-

±..-e

hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
wnrkers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. Thctk
4Aly
& Co.. Augusta. Maine.

Fi;iEXi> Newman:— I acknowledge with
pleasure the receipt, this morning, of a very
or.

ffbars are of best light
^pj.jjjg. steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass; thecover
is of handsome light
\
It is very
. Jt^»«S^ material.
._ ,
easilj put together, no trouble to put on or
take oft, and folds compactly in a paper box
t>x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no disccimtort in wearing it either day or
night, and t lie ])n>tection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies. liees. (inats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces.
Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

ZlS^
_^aR^

.
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an Apiary for Fleasnre
Profit by

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMAS
Wholesale and Retail.

HONEY,

and

cross

bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The

ooLXJiviisr.
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Immense
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Any one can become a successful agent, 4Aly
Portland, Me.
free. Hallett Book C
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Editor's Experience with Bees
Bee-Keeping for AVomen
Bee-Moth
Bee-Kotes from Utah
Bees and Honey at Fairs
Bees Booming— Frost
Bees liave received a Backset ....

Considerateness of Bees.

Convention Iland-Book
PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscrip- Convention Notices
tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for Correspondence
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
Editorial Items
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
Extermination of Foul Brood
and Honey," bound in paper.
^^ The receipt for money sent ub will be Riven Facts about Bees
on the address label on every paper. If not ^ven Honey and Beeswax Market
two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
In

of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

ly

Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for, tinlesB requeiited to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAOE. EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly. $1 Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

&

Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Entered at

the

Chicago P. O. oa Second Class Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.
cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

A

either the

Weekty or Monthly Editions.

T words;
lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
line of this type will contain about

TWELVE

Editorial Notices.

SO cents

per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one.twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be char^'ed the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.
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Let us deal with Facts
Local Convention Hirectory
More about tlie Eastern Bees
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My Report on Wintering
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Parodies, Fixed-Frames, etc
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Prevention of Bee-Diarrhoea
in a Cell
Selections from our Letter Box
Snow on " Decoration Day "
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is

attested

925

by lumdrefls of the most prac-

tical and disinterested bee-lieepers to be
the cleanest,briglitest,qiiicl5est accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, mostregiUar in color,

evenness and neatness of any that
it is kept for sale by Messrs.

is

On dozen or half-dozen
allow

made,

C'H AS. HEKTI':L,

Freeburg.

CHICAGO, ILL.

one kind, we
per cent, discount, and prepay
Special rates on larger quantities,

upon

lots of

application.

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
KooT.— Its style is plain and forcible, making
its

readers realize

tlie

master of the subject.

fact that the author
Price, $1.50.

is

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everj-thing pertaining to the care
of the Honej'-Bee. and

is

valuable to the

more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
Management of an beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1Apiar3' for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas
Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
in all the various improvements and inven- romance of bee-keeping, full of practical

Bees and Honey^

Berlin. Wis..

Jr..

'25

postag-e.

g-iven

NEWMAN. Chicaso. III.,
C. F. MUTH. Crncinnati. O.,
JAMES HEDDOX. D.iwaftlHC, Mich.,
DOUGHERTY « MtKEE, Indiauapolis, Ind.,
A. H.

CHAS. H.(a:EKX,

Street,

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or lUanual of

Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price. $1.25.
tlie

II]..

TVM. BAl.l.ANTI.NE.Saeo,

or

O..
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and information and contagious enthusiasm.
AKMSTHONG. Jersey ville. III..
ARTIIUK |(.>1>I). Germantown.Philadelphia.Pa. presents the apiarist with' ever.vthing that Price, 75c.
E. K KKT( 1 M ER. 'oburtr. Iowa.
can aid in the successful management of the
Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. V.

E. L.

1

1

honey-bee, and at the same time produce the L. L.iNGSTROTH. —This is the work of a
DALE. Morton sville, Ky.
most honey in its best and most attractive master, and will always remain a standard.
condition. It euibraces the following sub- Price, $2.00.
and numbers of otlier dealere.
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price jects
—Locating an Apiary— Transferring— FeedDzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping. —
list of supplies, accompanied with
—
— Dividing — Extracting — A translation of the master-piece of that most
ing
Swarming
ISO COMPI.IMENTAKY,
Queen Rearing- Introducing Queens- Ital- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ianiziug-IIee Pasturage a Xeri-ssity- Quiet- in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
ing an<l Handling Bees— The ^lanagement of
from as many liee-keepers in 1883.
Queen-Bearing, by Henry Alley.— A
Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- etc.
"220 profusely-illustrated pages.
Price, full and detailed account of 23 years expedation equal te sample in every respect. in cloth, !:il.OO; in jniper covers, 75 cents. rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way to rear Queens, etc.
CHAS. DADAST & SOX,
Tlie Apiary Res:ist;er, by Thomas G. Price, $1.00.
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL. Newman.— A Kecord and Account Book for
SABly
Bee - Keei>ers' Text Book, by A. J.
the A])iary. devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged thata King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
mere glanue will give its complete history. Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
Extracted Honey; Harvesting. Handling
colonies, SI. 00; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
21X1 colonies, $1.50.
Details their management. Price, 15c.
37Air
Hone)^ as Food and ITIedieine^ hy
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, bjThomas G. Newm.\n.— It gives the various Chas. F. Ml'th.— Gives his views on the manuses of Honey as Food recipes for making agement of bees. Price, 10c.
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings. Foam.
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
Dzierzon Theory . — The fundamental
C. F.

:

;

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
'XMke

Original

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

-

nuuiy valuable recipes.

It is

intended for

consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Pricf',

for either the Enc:lisli or

German

Dictionary of Practical .Ipiculture,
5 cents— one dozen, 40 cent.s— luii for
50^500 for SIO.OO— 1.000 for $15.00.- by Prof. .John Phin.- Thisgives thecorrect
meaning of nearly .^00 ajncultural terms.
liiu or more are ordered, we will print the

'.lit loll.

s,;.

11

bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Thomas

Convention

Hand

G. Newman.- It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Utiles of Order for the guidance of officers
and iniMubers of Local Conventions— Model
onstitutinn and By-Laws for a Local Society
Pn )'j am me for a Convention. with Subjects
I'lr di.-^L-iission- List of Premium for Fairs,
Tc.
llnund in cloth, and suitable for the
'

1

iMifkft.

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that "Mr. Bingham was the first tu improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years uf persi.«t.ent effort has demonstrated that no nne but Bineham lias been able to
improve a ISinL'ham .smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use Ave years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
6moke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yna please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always eo

Bee-keepers wiH save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham i
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives tirst. We neither
make n<ir handle any other supplies; but of these
we are tlie original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4ri,'HKi in use trom one
to tlve years, and receiving but one letter of com-

WitT European and American orders already
received for over 3.000, there is evidence that I8s4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods a-i we muke have met the advanced
wants of tlie m 'st advanced bee-keepers in Euroue and America.
For mail riites and testimonials, send card. To
send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETUERIKGTON,
6A2Btf

Price,

50

cents.

W^liy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
-\ewm.\n.— This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own localit.v.
in order to create a Local Market. Price. 50
cents per 100; 5(Xi copies for $2.25; 1.000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 200 will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.

Price,

bound

50c.

in cloth.

The Hive

I

Vse, by G. M. Doolittle.—

Price 5c.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
and cure.

Price,

Jtoore's

Complete

25c.

t'Uiversal

mechanic.

Assistant,

and

Contains

over

—

industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets. legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.
l.()(X),(KH)

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats

all

diseases in a plain

comprehensive manner.
recipes, etc.

It

has

and

many good
English

Price. 50c., in either

German.
Food Adulteration.—What we

or

shoulil not eat. This
family. Price, 50c.

eat and
book should be in every

Preparation of Honey for the
Scribncr's l«uniber and Log Book. —
^larket, includinir the production and care
of both i'omb and Extracted Honey, and Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and logs and planks: wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
This IS a chapter from " Bees and Honey." up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
Price, lOe.
measurer. ready reckoner,tables for plowing,
Swarniins, Dividing and Feeding: etc. Price. 40c.
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G.
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Newman. A chapterfrom "Bees and Honey." Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Price 5o.
wta-king, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Bee Pasiurase a Necessity, by Thomas
Emerson Binders, made especially for
G. Newm.\n— Progressive views on this im- the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
portant subject: suggesting what and how the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
"Bees
and
Honey."
from
to plant.— A chapter
Monthly. 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
26 engravings. Price, 10c.
to Canada.
iMAS
Newman.
by
Th(
G.
Bees in \»'inter,
Constitution and By-I^aws, for local
—Describing Chan jiacking. Ollars and Bee- Associations. $2 per 100. The name of the
Houses. A ehaptor troui ' Bees and Honey." Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
;

plaint.

sell again,

priuciplesof Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.

ABKONIA, MICH.

5c.
Bieiieii Rultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
—In the German language. Price, in paper
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
Pi'ice

Ribbon Badges,

for bee-keepere,

which are printed a large bee
each, or $8 per 100.

in gold,

on

10c,

:
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At present there

is a good deal of confusion in the use of these terms.

Published every Wednesday, by

r,.

NEWMAN,

EDITOF aSD PROPRIETOR,

of bees
or

would be free to rove over
woodland in search of nec-

That idea of fl.xedness has
" stuck " our correspondent in the
We have been unable to spare the mud, and " fixed " the word " colony "'
time until now to reply to the above as the true word to be used to reprecriticisms, as well as space to give the sent " a family of bees."
article an earlier insertion. As the
"We hope we have " fixed " this matsubject is in no wise injured by the ter firmly in the minds of our readers,
Lindsay, Ont., Feb.

THOMAS

ily

meadow

S. CORNKrL.
21, 18S4.

tar.

we presume our valued corres- and that they will hereafter use the
pondent will excuse it.
word colony instead of stock, stand,
:Mr. S. Conieil has sent us the folIt is one of our principles to ever hive, gum, etc.
lowing criticism on the use of the hold ourself ready and willing to reword " stock " for colony. He says
consider any position we have taken
i^ We have received the Premium
On page 67 the Editor says, " A on controversial subjects but we List of the Indiana State Fair, to be
colony should never be called a stocfc." must say that we require stronger arAccording to Home Tooke, stoch and guments than those presented above held at Indianapolis from Sept. 29 to
Oct. 4. The premiums in the Bee and
stuck are two of the forms of the past
We Honey Department amount to $57
to induce a change of opinion.
participle of the Anglo-Saxon verb
are quite slow in making up our mind,
stician, to stick.
and a diploma— not as large as they
After mentioning several different and do so only upon a review of the
senses in which stock, is used, Dr. whole field before expressing our should be, but better than they might
'"
have been. Here it is
What point in comTrench asks
mon can we Innd between them all V views, and hence we very seldom have Comb Honey in the most marketable
This that they are all derived from, to change. Our correspondent says
shape, not less than liO lbs
$4.()0 $2.00
honey in the Kuost marlietaand were originally the past partici- that many prominent authors and Extracted
ble shape, not less than 20 lbs
4.00
2.00
*
ple of the inhnitive, to stick. * *
of honey— the product of one
correspondents for Bee-Papers have Display
apiary of the present year
4.00
2.00
and they cohere in the idea of fixed2.00
1.00
" stock" for colony, and Display of wax. not less than 10 lbs
ness, wli'ich is common to every one. used the word
Display of apiarian supplies
4.00
2.00
Apparatus
for
the
manufacture
of
Thus the stock of a gun is that in that it is, therefore, right to continue
comb foundation, to includeall necwhich the barrel is fixed the village its use.
essary articles for its manufacture. 4.00
2.00
Comb foundation for use in the brood
stocks are those in which the feet are
chamber
2.00
1.00
prominent writers for beeMany
fastened."
Comb foundation for surplus honev
2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
Stock in trade, the stock of a farm, papers and authors have blundered in Honey extractor
2.00
1.00
" Wax extractor
"
Nomenclatures in Bee-Keeping.

delay,

:

;

:

:

:

;

stocks or public funds, stock

of a tree,
family stock, etc., are all explained by
Dr. Trench with reference to the idea
of fixedness. In this sense stock is ai)propriately used as a term for a family
of bees hived and stuck or fixed on a
new stand. It seems to be even a
better term than colony, because the
latter implies dependence upon, or
connection in some way with the
parent body— a circumstance which
does not exist when a swarm in the
normal condition is hived and placed

in a

new

On

location.

turning to the writings of authors of books on bee-keeping, and the
best educated contributors to the beepapers, I find that they use the word
stock in the same sense as the Editor
of the Bee Journal uses the term
colony. So I think we mav say that
the usage of a majority of the leading
writers is in favor of retaining the
word stock ; and if I have been successful in showing that it is properly so
used, we must ask the Editor to '' reconsider the question."
The words " rack," ' case," and
"crate," as applied to supers for storing comb honey, require to be defined.

apiarian
the use of the adjective
Honey vinegar, not less than one gallon
Section
surplus honey
They Display for
as a noun, instead of apiarist
retail pkes. for extracted honey
Honey cake or cakes
have also used the term " artificial Collection of honey plants, properly
labeled in order, with dates of bloom
comb " instead of comb foundation
!

2.00
2.0O
2.00
2.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

10.00

Dip.

!

and many other very

foolish expres-

I®" The Indiana Farmer says
Shall we, therefore, adhere to
such blunders when the fallacy of '' Xow, within the next six weeks, are
our brightest hopes to be realized or
their use is exposed ?
The only argument advanced by blasted for the year 1884. Who is
We are
Mr. Cornell, is the idea of " fixedness" ready ? and, who not ?
to be conveyed by the use of the word pleased to notice many of our friends,
" In this profiting by their dearly bought lesson
" stock," and he adds
sense stock is appropriately used as a of last season, are fully prepared to
term for a family of bees hived and reap the harvest when it comes and,
stuck or fixed on a new stand." If a should the favorable weather of the
"family of bees" are "stuck" or past few days continue, we shall be
" fixed " on a stand, we fear they amply paid for all our care and
would not be very profitable to the patience."
apiarist. If anything is " stuck " or
" fixed " on the stand, it must be the
1^" In the next to the last parahive or boa; containing the bees— and graph of "W. H. Stewart's article, on
not the "family of bees." That box or page 34.5, " imprisonment comes not of
hive might be "fixed" there, by being the race in common, etc.," should read
waxed, glued or nailed— but the fam- " improvement comes not, etc."

sions.

:

;

;

:
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Large Bees— A Humorous Statement. bees on the wing, there would be no they manifested

to do us justice in
sport whatever should the bees under- every particular.
Now let us one and all, if possible,
take to hunt the sportsman with
Mr. J. M. Shuck, of Des Moines, stings capable of penetrating anything attend one or both of these Fairs, takhufollowing
us
the
sent
Iowa, has
less than an inch of chilled steel ing one or more articles to add to the
display. It should be our aim to make
morous article concerning large bees, armor.
Even if the mammoth bees should honey a staple product. To this end
cut from a periodical.
gather honey in quantities propor- let all endeavor to popularize the conThose who enjoy that kind of read- tioned to their size, we should have sumption of honey by the masses, as
ing will laugh at the many humorous no use for such a vast amount of well as to raise the standard of prohoney. It is true that honey is used duction by applying correct principles
points made. Here is the article
that and pi-ogressive art to the managetake it for what it is worth, payable to a small extent in the arts, and
when one has a personal enemy ad- ment of tlie apiary. These displays
mentally,
audibly
or
in smiling, either
dicted to buckwheat cakes, a horrible are the best educators of the people
as may best suit the reader's pleasure: revenge can be obtained by sending that have yet been devised.
I would ask as a favor that some
him a bottle of pure Berkshire county
It appears that some ingenious per- honey to eat with them. Still, there one in every town or city would send
producmethod
of
a
invented
son has
is no such demand for honey as would me the names of all the persons keeping bees of almost any desired size. justify an effort to largely increase its ing bees in their vicinity, with each
If two cells, each one of which con- production.
one's post-ollice address, so I can adtains an embryo bee, are knocked into
Our bees are very well as they are. dress them in regard to the coming
one, the two bees are consolidated, If a hive is kept on a shelf over the exhibition. I shall have a supply of
and the result is a new bee, double front door, and upset on a book agent, premium lists as soon as published, to
the usual size. Of course, if this can the bees will perform as much work send to all who wish. Any informabe done there is practically no limit as is necessary. To upset a hive of tion in regard to the manner of makto the size of possible bees. By knock- four- pound bees, in like circumstances, ing the entries, or any other matters
ing four cells into one a bee four times would be simply murder, and would in regard to the different Fairs given
the usual size can be made, and if an in many cases involve the trouble of a on application.
entire hive of embryo bees is sub- trial and acquittal in a court of law.
jected to this consolidating process. It might be well to keep large bees in
1^" Picnics are now the order of
we should have a bee about the size Cincinnati for the encouragement of
of a turkey— a size hitherto attained jurors, and of respectable citizens who the day. The bee-keepers of Hancock
known
as
bee,
of
species
one
by
only
call meetings at which people are in- and Shelby counties, Indiana, held a
the Presidential bee, an insect inhab- cited to rioting but in this region we
iting the bonnets of eminent states- are satisfied with our local bees, and picnic at the apiary of George Cole,
men, and never by any chance pro- will decline to have them enlarged.
near Fountaintown, Ind., last Saturducing honey.
day.
Before recklessly undertaking to
enlarge our bees, we ought to ascerBees and Honey at Fairs.
tain what effect their increase of size
Convention Notices.
will have upon their power and dispoMr. H. B. Cony, of Augusta, Maine,
sition to gather honey. The bumbleThe Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'
bee is much larger than the honey- Chairman of the Committee on Exbee, but he is certainly not a success. hibits at the Maine Bee-Keepers' As- Association will hold their next meethe
fancies
that
(that
dull
ing on .lune 20, at Winterset, Iowa.
An insect so
full attendance is expected.
'•bumV)le" is spelled with an "h."' sociation, gives the following address
honey
makes
less
Elaine,
in
the
he
to
the
bee-keepers
of
that
J. E. Prtor, Sec.
lazv
and so
A. J. Adkinson, Pres.
in a whole season than a honey-bee Home and Farm, relative to making
makes before breakfast on a spring appropriate exhibits at the coming
morning), is by no means a model. It
1^" The members and friends of the
may be suggested that the bumble- Fairs
Northern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Sobee's lack of success in producing
Bees and honey formed one of the ciety, will hold a basket picnic at the
honey is due not laziness, but to the attractions at the State Fair held at apiary of Miss F. A. Bellamy, one
inability of his wings to carry with
Lewiston last tall. For 1884 the State mile west of Ionia, on June 19. Teams
ease the weight of his body but no Society gives us the same amount in
will be in waiting to convey, free of
one who has been chased by an angry premiums, and promise us, should we expense, all who wish to attend.
bumble-bee will entertain tliis sug- desire it. a tent or separate building Purchase your tickets to Ionia, but
It may also be suggested
gestion.
in which to exhibit, with room for leave the cars opposite the prison
that the trousers pockets of the those who come from a distance to
grounds. Miss B. requests that you
that
he
small
can
so
are
bumble-bee
lodge shoidd they wish; each person to bring your wife or husband, as the
carry very little honey in them but provide his own bedding, the society
case may be, and also that you drop
there is no evidence that this is the furnishing the necessary straw for her postal, notifying her of your ina
We simply know that the filling the beds. Now, why not all of tention
case.
to be present, in order that
bumble-bee is bigger than the honey- us bee-keepers attend and carry someample provision may be made to conbee, and gathers less honey. So. too, thing with us to help out the display.
vey all from the trains. Come on the
the wasp and the hornet are bigger In so doing we can be one of the atmorning train and return in the afterthan the honey-bee, and they make tractions, and every evening we can noon.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.
only enough honey for their bare have a bee-convention of practical
S. J. YoTTNGMAN, Pres.
Evidently the rule of
necessities.
bee-keepers, with stock and tools on
nature has hitherto been, that the hand to illustrate our latest ideas.
1^" The joint session of the Beelarger the insect the less the honey.
The Eastern State Fair, which is to Keepers' Associations of Hendricks
Now, if the honey-bee, after being
gives
us
at
Bangor,
S30
for
be
held
three-pound
or
two
developed into a
and adjoining counties will be held at
insect, is going to imitate the laziness bee-premiums, and promises us every- North Salem, Ind.. June 19, at the
to help us out,
their
power
thing
in
we
have
shall
what
bumble-bee,
apiary of Davis Gully. All bee-keepof the
No one will care to have a and seem disposed to consider this ers are cordially invited to attend.
gained
score of big. lazy bees dawdling about one feature of their next exhibition. Ample provisi(ui will be made to haul
his premises, upsetting furniture and I could have named a sum much larger all well-filled baskets to the grounds.
children by flving against them, and than this, which they would have
tripping people up by concealing cheerfully given, had I been sure of a
l^TheKentuckyBee-Keepers'ConI was more than
themselves in the grass. ^^ e shall large display.
have to go armed with big clubs to pleased with the eagerness with which vention meets in Louisville, Ky., dur(day
keep off the bees, and though some the managers of the Fair grasped at ing the opening of the Exposition
N. P. Allen, Sec.
sport may be obtained by shooting this feature, and the disposition which not fixed).
;

^'

A

;

;

"y

•

—

—
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placed each side of
them.
These movable division-boards are
simply an inch board made to fit
division-board

loosely tlie inside of the hive, except

not reach tlie bottom
within y^ of an inch or so. To the
top of this board is nailed tlie top-bar
of a frame, and then one of these
boards, or " dummies " as some call
that they do

For the American Bee JouraaL

The Honey-Bee.
EMMA
*•

Rnttor and lioney shall he eat. that he
to refuse the evil, and choose the

may know
g:ood."'

— Is.\

vii, 17.

Where spicy shrub and

cling-inj?

vine

Within the srarden's hound.
Seemingly coax the sun to shine,

A j:rold-mine

And

I

liavc found.

about a busy camp
Augments the yellow hoard.
And guards froni every passing: tramp
The treasure snugly stored.
all

no seltish law doth hold
Within the busy hive
Benevolence pays out the trold
For which no brothers strive.
But. see

will fit in the place of any
in the hive. They are used
solely for contracting the size of the
hive.
After having the 6 frames fixed as

them,
frame

llASSETT HENNESSEY.

!

:

greatest number's greatest goodSuch is the wise decree
That binds the noble sisterhood.

The

Of queen and honey-bee.
quietl.v

Lived to

For

each busy
its

life

quiet end.

indi\'idu'l fame no strife
t)ne the colors blend.

As

And

yet, proud man — great architect.
Bring compass, square and rule.
with your measurements, detect
The laws learn'd in this school.

And

These walls so delicate, j'ct strong
So uniform and true
These cells that predetermine long

;

:

What sort of life slips through.
And from your laboratories come.
Ye chemists grave and gra.y
!

Translate for me the hive's soft
Its secrets give away.

The mysteries of death and

hum

life

Perchance are waiting here.
The problems that occasion strife

Are surely now made

clear.

Ah, well since lab'ring brains evolve
No knowledge like the bee's.
Woman is tempted to resolve
Ne'er to curtail her ease.
!

Nor yield small homage to those schools
Which sap the springs of .youth.
But bee-lines take, for

To fountain-heads

life's best rules
of truth.

—Manhattan, Kansas.
For the American Bee JoiimaL

Those Six-Frame HivesG.

31.

DOOLITTLE.

I am asked by several to explain
farther about those six-frame
hives I spoke of on page 69, as that
article did not go far enough into the
details so that all understood it.
l*In preparing the bees for winter
where but f! frames are used in the
hive, these frames occupy l)ut i) inches
of space, as }}£ inches to eacli frame
is the space I allow both in winter

still

and summer.

These 6 frames are
either put close to one side of the
hive next to the slotted division-board,
and a movable division-board placed
next to them, or they are left in the
middle of the hive and a movable

you

After

have once got these

witli these

frames were used. Some hives as fast as one can handle the boards.
have but 5 frames and a dummy, For a few as a trial, the slots can be
cut with a carpenter's slitting-gauge.
others 6, 7 or S, as the case may be.
If from any reason I wish to use
To make it jilain, I should have
said in ray former article that this this hive for extracted honey instead
full 9

cotton cloth covering is in two pieces,
each piece being long enough to cover
the top of the brood-chamber and extend down one side over the slotted
division-board
thus requiring two
pieces 14 inches wide and 26 inches
long, to each hive.
Thus it will be seen that there are
two thicknesses of cloth over the bees,
In the
besides the chaff cushion.
spring, when I wish to spread the
brood, etc., all I liave to do is to re-

move the cushion and

With nicety of hand and eye.
Gauge me this matchless skill—
This indis'luble unity
Of multitud'nous will.

the bottom of tlie top tier of sections,
just above the bottom piece to the top
sections. The board should also be
narrow enough so there shall be a 3-4iuch passage way into the bottom of
the bottom tier of sections, and the
same at the top of the top tier of sections.
In other words, make this
board so that it shall take the place of
two separators. I could give the exact size I use, but that would be of
little use, as there are almost as many
different sizes of sections as there are
bee-keepers.

dummies, slotted boards right for the hive, you
the cotton cloth is spread on tlie top can slip one of ttiem out to be used as
i3y adjusting the gauge on
(as I said on page 69), and down the a pattern.
sides over the slotted division-boards, your saw-table so the wabbling saw
just the same as would be done if the will come just right, the slots are cut
above described,

;

So
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lift

of comb honey, I remove these slotted
boards, and ttieu I have a 15-frame
hive for this purpose, and in case of a
large colony, it can be used as a twostory hive, which gives 30 frames, and
which is generally ample room for
any colony.
Again, I am asked the size of the
sections which I use. I formerly used
the section which is ei^xSyxS, outside
measure. Two of these were placed
in a two-bo,x case with a separator

up the

strips of cotton cloth over the packing
at the sides, when the frames are
handy to manipulate. When I am
through, the strips are spread back,

and the cushion put on and thus the
bees are left snugly packed till they
become so strong that they need
combs put over in the S-inch spaces at
the sides, as I gave on page 69.
"Whf n the bees are wintered on 5 or
6 combs, they are so left till the combs
are filled with brood and crowded with
bees, when they are spread apart and
an empty comb placed in the centre
as needeil, and so on till the ''dummies " are all out, and the broodchamber is tilled with 9 frames of
This item of leaving the
brood.
chaff packing all on during the
changeable weather of spring is a
great help in building up our bees in
;

the spring.
I am next asked about those slotted
division-boards. These are made of
clear lumber I4 inch thick, and are
kept in place by a saw kerf }4 inch
wide and I4 inch deep, being cut on
the inside of the hive 5 inches from
either end. This saw kerf is made
before the hive is put together, which
is easily done by passing the boards
over a saw set a little wabbling, and
by having the saw-table raised so that
the saw cuts but I4 inch deep. If you
do not have access to a buzz-saw, it
can be done by hand by sawing in
two places, and then trimming it out
with a 14-inch chisel.
When the hive is nailed together
these boards will slip down into the

Two-box Case.
nailed to one side, as shown in the
These cases are now
illustration.
called " wide frames," I believe. I
now use the same wide frames for
sections but instead of using the
prize sections, I use three smaller
sections in place of two, which gives
a section 0^^x6,14x2, outside measure,
and weighing, when well filled, 1%
pounds. In all of the Eastern markets these sections sell at the same
figure as the one-pound sections.
By the above engraving it will be
seen that the top-bars of these wide
frames project as does the top-bar to
our brood frames. In the .5-inch space
is nailed a cleat to either side of the
hive, in just the right position, so that
the first wide frame put in h angs on
these cleats, as a frame hangs on the
rabbet to the hive. Two nails are
driven into the top of all these wide
frames, one at each end, so as to project J4 incli, and the next wide frame
rests on them, thus preventing the
killing of any bees when the wide
frames are set one on top of the other.
These nails are also so driven that
the open side of the wide frame is always inclined toward the slotted division-board and thus they allow of
a frame of unsealed brood being put
behind them, as I gave directions on
;

;

grooves cut for them.
The slots
should be placed in them so that one
shall come at the top of the bottom page 69. When no brood is in this
tier of sections, just under the top- space, a board which I call a " folbar of the section, and the other at lower," is placed next to the wide

;
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in boxes, we call them
gums ;' the bees are troubled with
of a wedge or key, is held firmly in
place.
moths a little worm. I suppose you
Thus it will be seen that 4 wide know more about it than I can tell
frames, or two tiers of sections with you. I am taking bee-papers, but
the follower and key, will just fill the they are all Greek to me. I know
5-inch space at either end of the hive, what frames are, and what they are
beliiiid the slotted division-board.
I for
but how are they
wired
or
also now make a wide frame of the
tinned ":" What does foundation
same dimensions as my brood frames, mean V Where is the honey -board,
except that it is 2 inches wide. This and what is it for V Are Italians betframe holds 6 sections, 3i^xo%x2, out- ter than the common bees ? What is
side measure, which sections weigh
foundation made of V etc."
when well filled 1,14 pounds.
here is a woman who stands
When sections are inverted in the just where I stood 14 years ago and
brood-chamber proper, as they are for just such ignorant people these
where but 6 frames are used, I gen- letters of mine are written. People
erally
use this size, although the with hobbies, people of experience,
others can be so used, yet not so and people who think they know how
handily.
to care for bees are requested not to

frames of sections, which, by means they are
'

—

'

'

"

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

Xow

;

Now,

you still do not thoroughly
understand how my hive and sections
are arranged, send 5 cents to the office of the Bee .Journal for a description of my hive which is so plain
that any of you cannot fail to understand it, and make a hive just like
mine, if you so desire. However, if
you have many hives to your liking, I
would advise you to adopt the plans
of using sections which I have given,
to one or two of your own hives, and
then if you are pleased, work your
whole
apiary that way.
If not
pleased, the experiment will have cost
you bnt little.
Having answered several questions,
I now wish the privilege of asking
one. I wish to ask Mr. Isham (see
Eage 135) if his bees ever gnaw or eat
is wood separators
and if so, how
he prevents their doing it V After
using wood
separators on several
if

read them.

Vermont,

For the American Bee Journal.

;

'?

hives the past season, I am prepared
to endorse them, if I can keep the
bees from eating them. They do not
warp or twist to bother me, but
nearly one-half of those used last season are spoiled for further use by having from }i to J^ of an inch eaten off
of them.

Borodino, N. Y.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Bee-Keeping for 'Woinen.

MAHALA

B.

CHADDOCK.

is too hard work for
say this as conscientiously
as I would say that corsets are detrimental to health, or that tight shoes
are injurious to the feet, and I say it
with as little hope that it will do any
good for just as long as men admire
small feet and slim waists, just so
long will women go on lacing and
cramping themselves and as long as
women in moderate circumstances are
looking about for some way to earn a
few doUars, there will be thousands of
women bee-keepers.

Bee-keeping

women.

I

;

;

If you
will help

must and
you

will

keep bees,

I

can; and if any of
you know of a better or easier way to
do anything in the bee-yard, write it
to me or to the Bee .Journal, and I
all

I

will try it. I am daily in receipt of
letters from beginneis in bee-keeping,

asking me how"to kill moths, etc.
I quote from a letter I received to" I have 3 colonies of bees, and
day
;

111.

Prevention of Bee-Diarrhoea.
A. A.

fradenburg.

dry.
They had no "pollen," and
scarcely any honey, not to exceed 2
pounds in the whole 7. 1 think. One
or two had 4 frames, the rest 3 each.
I wish I could tell the weight and
strength of each nucleus, but I cannot.

They were

all quite light, and I do not
think the heaviest one would weigh 2
pounds. Some, I do not believe, would
wei^h 1 pound. I know that several
of them would all hold to a Langstroth-frame comb and not be any
double thickness.
I put the strongest ones at the end
divisions of the hives. When I had
these thus fixed it was already only a
few days before real winter set in,
and it was a cold winter too. I was
often asked how my bees were standing it and my reply was that I expected to find a large number dead.
One day, when it did not seem quite
so cold, I raised the lid off tlie rough
box. then of the hive, and then one
corner of the cushion buzz z-z— down
went the cushion, and down went the
;

—

lids.

Towards the last of January we beto have some milder weather, but
not warm enough to let the bees out.

gan

have read with much interest the By .Jan. 2-5 the "situation began to be
on bee-diarrhcea. I believe critical with the bees in all the reguall heretofore written is theory only. lar hives
diarrhcea began to show
We have had theory hot, and" theory badly in some, so that tlie bees were
cold theory dry and theory wet. We leaving the clusters and dying rapidly.
have had ventilation upward, and ven- I was becoming anxious for a warm
tilation downward ventilation cross- spell, as I had in previous years lost
wise, and ventilation from corner to over a hundred
colonies by the
corner.
Indigestion, dyspepsia, in- dreaded disease so 1 ought to know
flammation of the bowels, etc., have what it is.
been advanced as the prime causes of
But the long-wished-for day came
diarrhwa but all have been theories just in time. Jan. 31 was bright, clear
and no proofs. Now I will give the and warm, and the bees flew en masse.
proofs first and theory afterwards. About 2 p. m. all of the 45 colonies
2ily proofs are sustained by 59 living had
flown freely, and had nearly
witnesses.
stopped, but the 14 nuclei, in the long
Last fall I prepared 2.3 colonies for lioxes, scarcely showed any signs of
wintering in chaff hives, and 20 in life. Only one or two were flying any,
two-story single-walled hives with so I raised tlie lids, took off the "white
bees in the lower stories and chaff cushions " and turned up a corner of
cushions in the upper stories, and all each cloth cover and left them so. In
on the summer stands. These 45 col- half an hour I looked out, and the first
onies graded all the way from very impression I got was that they were
light to very good, both as to stores robbing; but upon getting nearer, I
and quantity of bees. A few colonies I saw it was only a joyful play spell.
had marked "too light for winter;" An hour later and all was quiet.
but having too many irons in the fire,
I then went the rounds of the 4-5
I did not get arouncl to help them un- colonies, every one had the spots of
til winter had set in.
All of these 45 diarrhcea— diarrhoea pure and simple
had such stores as they had gathered— it had the genuine color aye, and the
honey and pollen.
genuine smell. Some had it quite
I

articles

:

;

;

;

;

;

I

took a long hive that holds a

Langstroth frame crosswise, and in it
I put 7 nuclei colonies by giving each
3 Langstroth
frames, and dividing
them with a half-inch division-board.
The centre comb was empty, and the
two outside ones well filled with clear
honey. Special care was taken that
no comb should containany '" pollen."
This hive had a lid 5 inches deep,
which space was filled with chaff
cushions. The cushions were made
of '" white cotton cloth ;"' then I put a
rough box without a bottom, but with
a hinged lid, over this hive with about
4 inch space all around the part filled
with chaff on the sides only. I gave
the nuclei a passage out through" the
chaff space. Then I prepared 7 more

light, others very badly.
Then I went
to the 14 nuclei, got down close to
them and looked carefully. I found
lot, and one only on
the other. Then I could have waved
my hat and shouted. "Eureka! Eu-

two spots on one
reka

I

!

have found

The

it."

true cause of diarrhoea 45 colonies had pollen and the 45 had diar-rho?a 14 had no pollen and 14 had no
diarrhcea. 1 fully believe that the 3
spots found on the nuclei were dropped by bees from other colonies, as
they were flying over. The 14 were
dry, bright and healthy ; they are all
alive to-day, and are bnildmg up as
fast as could be expected.
But you ask " how did those live
which had no stores ?" Why, I simply
nuclei precisely like the first 7, only put lumps of pure candied extractedtheir combs were about 11 inches honey right on the frames, over the
square, and they were almost totally cluster, about once in two weeks, that
:

;

:

i

:

:
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The Honey-Interest
J. E.

Fair, London, Ont.

WM.
The Western

n.

WESTON.

Fair,

who
use.

12, 1884.

For the American Bee Journal.

Western

Cal. CoDventlon.

in California.

Read before the Soutbern

Of my 59 colonies some are

weak. l>nt )wne'are dead.
Port Wasliiiigton, O., May

which

is

to

be

held in this city on Sept. 22 to 27 inclusive, has adopted the following
price list. I might just remark in
reference thereto, that this is the lirst
year the Fair directors have formed a
separate class for bees, honey, and
and it being their
apiarian sujjplies
tirst attempt, they have done handsomely, hoping thereby to draw a
large number of exhibitors from both
Canada and the United States and at
the same time to educate the public
in this very important industry.
For the benetit of exhibitors from
the United States, the directors are to
make arrangements with the Custom
anthorities for the free passage of all
foods for exhibition. The Western
'air is the most important one held
in Canada, and always draws a large
concourse of spectators. The following is the price list
Queens and colonies cannot compete for more
;

;

PLEASANTS.

You are all aware of the wonderful
progress made in apiculture in the
last quarter of a century. Of all the
modern improvements " I will only
mention three ot; the greatest: The
movable comb hive, the extractor, and
the artilicial comb
but these three
have revolutionized bee-keeping, for
with their use the quantity of honey
is greatly increased.
But, notvvitlistaiiding the great increase, the demand for honey to-day is greater than
the supply, and so it will continue
;

;

more

an article is produced, the cheaper it can be sold, and
the cheaper itr is sold the nearer it is
brought within the reach of all.
for

tlie

As

easily

a nation,

we should

rejoice that

America leads the van in all that relates to apiculture and as the demand
for honey increases, America is called
upon to supply that demand. I am
;
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just keep a few for their own
It is to the interest of professional bee-keejiers to confine bees to
the mountains exclusively, as the
honey produced in the valleys is of
inferior quality, ami therefore injurious to the reputation of California

honey. I am eonlident that the maof the true bee-keepers will
coincide with me.
As we all know, there are always
two sides to a question; for, once upon
a time a keejier of bees in the mountains, who for years had been quietly
pursuing the even tenor of his way,
had his tranquillity interrupted by a
tiller of the soil, who moved into the
vicinity and planted his vines and
melons. In.tlie course of time the
pioneer's
bees fed upon the sour
grapes and melons of his neighbor,
and as it was not their natural food,
they became diseased and perished.
Whereupon their owner became enraged and called an anti-fruit-growers' meeting, the decision of which
was that the husbandman must go.
Query Will he go ?

jority

:

sure that California will, in the future as she has in the past, come to
the front with her tons upon tons of
Somerset Co., Maine Convention.
unsurpassed and insurpassable honey.
All of us will concede that the last 3
or 4 years have been unpropitious for
The Somerset Bee-Keepers' Assothe bee-business in this State but ciation held a convention at Athens,
than one premium.
with all the unfavorableness of the Me., on May 7, 1884, which was charFirst. Second seasons,
California has produced acterized with much interest to the
Display of Comb Honey in the most
enough for home consumption and bee-keeping fraternity in this and
marlietahle shape, product of one
apiary in 1><h4
$10.CK) $5.00
some to spare for our cousins over the western Piscataquis county. There
Display of Extracted Honey in the
seas, whose palates we love to tickle were about 2.5 members present.
most marketable shape, product of
one apiary in 1S84
10.00
5.00 with our sweet product.
The fear of
The forenoon was occupied in disDisplay of comb honey in the most
glutting the market of the world with cussing the methods of wintering
marketable shape, by a lady, product
of her own apiary in 1884
5.00 good honey is as absurd as to think of bees, and relating the experiences of
10.00
Display of Extracted Honey in the
glutting it with wheat. Honey put members of their successes the past
most marketable shape, by a lady,
product of her own apiary
10.00
5.00 up in a neat and marketable package winter.
This subject was introduced
will always bring remunerative prices. by Isaac ITutehins, of Wellington, who
The first prize in the above section is offered by
James Watson, Esq.
The honey interest is an industry read a paper on " Conclusions drawn
Comb Honey, not less than 20 lbs..
which deserves encoura^emeut from from wintering bees on the summer
quality to covern
f4.00 12.00
all.
In a good year it brings into this stands the past winter." There was
Extracted honey, not less than 20 lbs.,
quality to Kovcrn
2.0O district alone over half a million of as some diversity of ideas pertaining to
4.00
Best Granulated Honey
2.00
1.00
virgin dollars as those which the wintering, by the members, but two
Crate of Comb Honey, not less than 20
lbs., in best shape for shipping and
sturdy miner delves from the earth methods were most fully endorsed
retailing
2.00
4.00
while the industrious bees extract it 1. In warm, dry cellars; 2. On the
Colony ot Bees, properly named, must
be the progeny of one queen, and
out of the blossoms which would summer stands with some oqtside proexhibited in such shape as to be
otherwise go to waste on the desert tection, as of chaff or sawdust, with
readily seen on two sides. Purity of
race, docility, size of bees and nuair.
Read over the list of premiums holes made through the combs for
merical strength to be considered.
5.00
3.00
offered by the managers of the Fair of bees to pass through from frame to
Display of Queens, to be put up in such
shape as to te readily seen by visiIt was claimed that holes
the Sixth Agricultural District, and frame.
tors (blacks not to ci'mpetei
3.00
2.00
preferable to sticks laid on top
BestraarkedQueenBee.bredinCanada 3.00
2.00 see what you find there to encourage were
Greatest variety of Queens put up in
this great pursuit. Not one dollar.
of frames, as bees would not pass up
same Shane as for display of queens
Diploma
This great industry has its enemies over the frames if the temperature
Best Bee flive for all purposes in the
apiary
3.0O
2.00 among the fruit growers.
While ad- within was at all low.
Best Bee Hive for Extracted Honey.
Diploma
In the afternoon an election of ofBest Bee Hive for Comb iioney
Diploma mitting that bees are injurious to the
Honey Extractor
2.00
1.00 raisin industry, I will defend them in
ficers resulted in re-electing Wm. McWax Extractor
2.00
1.00
Foundaticin Mill
Diploma most of the charges brought against Laughlin Fresident Wm. Lawrence,
Fount ation Tress
Diploma them by their enemies, who oftentimes Secretary; Isaac Ilutchins, Treasurer;
Beeswax, not less than 5 lbs
3.0ti
2.U0
do not know the diSerence between a W. II. Norton, S. J. Ward. G. II. AlComb Foundation for surplus honey,
not less than 3 lbs
2.G0
1.00 bee and a yellow-jacket.
The damage len, II. J. Fogg and S. II. Whitehouse,
Comb Foundation for brood chambers,
from as many differnot lessthan 5 lbs
2.00
1.00 done to fruit is always commenced by Vice-Presidents,
Comb Foundation Machine, making
Then followed an '• inother insects or birds, but it is invari- ent towns.
best foundatifrn for brood chamber,
on the management
ontheerounds
8.00
4.00 ably laid at the door of the bee. Some- quiry meeting."
Best pound-sections, not less than 50. 1.00
.50 times the fruit grower knows so little
of bees from this time until our next
Best one-piece section for honev
1.00
.50
August. Mr. Norton
physiology ot the bee that he meeting in
Best dovetailed section for honey
1.00
.50 of the
Package with labels for retailing exaccuses him of gnawing through an would prevent swarming and work
tracted honey
1.00
.50
So the for surplus honey until after the
Bee-Soitiker
1.00
.50 inch boaril to get to his fruit.
Bee-Ffeder
I.oo
.50 cry is, " The bee must go."
If not, honey season, then divide the colonies
Honey-Knife
1.00
.50
them up for winter. If
Display of apiarian supplies
4.00
2.00 they will be trapped and destroyed. and build
Largest and best display of honeySuch work is both cruel and unlawful. bees become too numerous, he would
bearing plants, properly named and
more
room. He would inlabeled
Diploma I am opposed to keeping bees in the give them
Queen Cage, such as is admitted to the
valleys between May and November, duce bees to work in sections, by takmails by postal laws
1.00
.50
sealed honey, unHoney-Vinegar, not less than 1 gallon 2.00
1.00 where there are orchards and vine- ing out a frame of
Honey-Wine
2.00
1,00
yards. Generally the bees which are cap it, and then hang it in the centre
Extras
in the valleys are not owned by pro- of the frames when the bees are rearLondon, Ont.
bee-keepers, but by men ing brood, and the bees will remove
fessional
.

;

.

.

;

.
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that honey up into the sections in queen larva as possible, that it might
an incredibly short time, and thus be absorbed before spoiling.
The royal jelly run through upon
continue to work there.
Dr. Brown would not use a smoker the larva in one of the 3 cells thus
at all, but with some anise essence, prepared, and was taken away with
syrup and chloroform sprinkled over the larva. The other 2 cells were
them and at the entrances, he can do capped nicely. As we did not know
anything with them. He also gave a the exact age of the larvse operated
method ot preventing moths by kill- upon, they hatched out one day sooner
ing the millers before entering the than we expected and one was lost.
The other one had two combs about
hive.
Mrs. Wm. Lawrence would induce as well filled with eggs as could be exbees to work in the sections by cut- pected for one day.
Like Mr. Lee, it does seem doubtful
ting out a small piece of comb with
drone brood, and fasten it in a sec- to us but she is there, and laying as
tion, and it is remarkable how quickly busily as if she had met a hundred
the bees will go up and work with a drones. We have some under the
" vim " in the sections.
She also same process now, which will hatch
would not use comb foundation in out this week, and we intend watchall

moth-traps, to prevent its entering
the hive, but all have proved failures.
There is but one effectual moth-trap,
and that is a strong colony of bees.
Moths never disturb a strong colony
where the hive is properly made, so
that the bees can pass all around their

work.

Cucamonga,

Cal.

for the American Bee

More About the Eastern
L. A.

;

JoumaL

Bees.

LOWMASTER.

On page

132 is an article from G. M.
condemning the Syrian bees,
classing them with those from
We think of tine, and calling tliem all " HolyPalesLand
them as they bees." Syria is not the Holy Land,
and never was and I would like to

surplus sections at all, but use small ing them very closely.
pieces of empty comb, because bees clipping one' or two of
will take to it better ; and also where emerge from the cell.
comb foundation is used there is alWaco, Tex.
ways a tough, hard partition in the
honey which is not palatable, and is
For the American Bee
not so nice as that made by the bees.

Mr. Ilutchins gave many good suggestions.
He is a live, progressive
and veteran bee-keeper. His apiary
consists of nearly .50 colonies in bee-

;

know how

Journal.

Bee-Moth.
A. C.

COKSEY.

houses packed with sawdust, both
This formidable enemy of bees is
winter and summer, all finished and not as well understood by many apiarpainted on the outside, placed in due ists as it should be. The name is deform, which looks like a miniature rived from the Latin galaria cereana—
village.
so-called
gallery wax
because the
Others gave many suggestive facts larvie construct galleries in the comb.
in bee-management.
was voted to hold the
next meeting at W. H. Norton's, by
his invitation, at North Madison, Me.,
on August 20, 1884. He proffers free

and incidents

At

the close

it

entertainment to

The time now

all.

very favorable for examining bees,
and for laying plans for the fall and
winter's campaign. Let there be a

is

grand

rally.

^V.

Bee -Moth.

McLaughlin,

Pres.

seen about the hives during the day, but more frequently at
night; and is often seen flitting about
the candle or lamp. It is of a light
grayish color, and is generally known
by the name of miller.
It enters the hive at the same entrance as the bees, and deposits its
eggs in some crack or crevice in the
hive where the bees are unable to
reach it. When the colony is weak,
it will deposit its eggs in the combs,
and the colony soon becomes a prey
to its ravages.
strong colony will
keep the combs free from these depreIt is often

For the American Bee Joumai

Queen Fecundated in a

GUYTON

Cell.

BROS.

On page 296 of Gleanings, we saw
Mr. B. r. Lee's accounts of fecundating a queen in confinement. AVe
thought of trying the plan. As an
embryo queen in the larval state absorbs food at her posterior, we thought
it might be possible that she could be
fecundated while in that state and,
if so, the feasibility of so doing would
be of paramount importance to all
bee-keepers we tried it.
The Modus Operandi We had four
cells nearly ready for capping
one of
them we inverted and squeezed into
it the contents of a drone larva .5 or 6
days old. We did not do as Mr. Root
advises: "scooping" out the drone
food and giving it to the queen larva
for that was taken away with the
;

;

:

;

;

larva.
lids

Into the other 3 cells

we cut

which opened downward, and

likewise put the drone larva contents
into each, then closed the lid and
sealed it as well as we could.
did
not do as Mr. Lee did inoculating
the queen larva with drone, but put
the drone larva into the royal jelly
just as close to the posterior of the

—

We

Doolittle,

the Syrian bees can be
called Holy Land bees when they
never came from the Holy Land.
The Syrian bees are the original and
only pure race of bees in the world,
and all races originated from them ;
if not, where did the other races of
bees come from V
Before I notice a few of Mr. D.'s
remarks, I will say that I have handled Syrian (not Holy Land) bees
longer and more of them than Mr. D.
has, and I know what I am talking
about. I also have the dark and lightcolored Italians and Cyprians, and I
had one of the Palestine (Holy Land)
queens, but I did not keep her long,
for that race of bees is too cross, and
not very good workers. I suppose that
was the kind of bees that Mr. D. had
instead of the Syrians.
Concerning the proliflcness of the
Syrians (Holy Lands as he calls them),
" So I say, that when
Mr. D. says
he (Frank Benton) says that he wants
the hive overflowing with bees in the
fall, there must be a mistake some:

where.''

That

is

just

where Mr. D.

is

mistaken. I want lots of bees in the
fall, then there is no danger of any
less in wintering. It is a well known
fact that a strong colony of bees will
winter far better than a small, goodfor-nothing colony, and where is there
an intelligent apiarist that will try to
winter a small colony of bees V
" As soon as the
Mr. D. says
honey harvest arrives the queen (ItalA
ians I suppose) ceases her proliflcness, and thus we do not have a lot of
dators.
hungry hands to board when they
The egg of the bee-moth, when are ot no use to the apiarist." I am
hatched, produces a little worm which surprised to hear such remarks by one
encloses itself in a case resembling who claims to know all about bees.
white silk, which it spins around its It is a well know fact that a queen
body. It gradually increases in size, will not "cease her proliflcness as
and feeds on the cells around it. As soon as the honey harvest arrives
it increases, it enlarges its gallery by but on the contrary, as soon as the
cutting the cell away before it. The bees are getting honey and pollen, she
gallery, as well as the insect, is im- lays more rapidly and when there is
pervious to the sting of the bee, but scarcely any honey to be gathered,
if one drops from its gallery, it is she will lay more sparingly.
From
seized by the nape of the neck and the strongest colony we always get the
forcibly ejected from the hive by the most honey
and to obtain this, we
bees.
must have the hive overflowing with
In the course of three weeks the bees, and to secure them we must
larvse or worm stops eating, and en- have aproliflc queen. Please give the
closes itself in its silken case. It, Syrians credit for their proliflcness.
however, soon deserts its case, and
Mr. D. claims that the Syrians will
plumes its wings for flight. Many keep on laying as long as there is any
devices have been invented called honey in the hive. Let us see what
:

'

'

;

;

;

a
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bees lays the latest. Last fall,
after the frosts, 1 put in a drone comb
in the centre of one of my Syrian colonies, and fed them to gel the queen
to lay in the comb, but she would not.
I also fed another Syrian colony to
stimulate the (jueen to lay, so I could
get a few eggs to rear some queens,
but it was all in vain. I had one colony of Cyprians which had not killed
their drones at this time, so 1 went to
the hive that my Doolittle queen was
in, and I found lots of brood and efjgs.
I then coiichuled to rear a few Italian
i-ace of

queens and have them fertilized by
Syrian drones. This is no opinion
or idle talk, but facts.
Some say the Holy Land bees do not
ripen their honey. If he means the
Syrians, I emphatically deny all such
They "do ripen
absurd statements.
their honey well; and if any one
denies it, I will send him some honey
to prove

A
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so early in the fall. 2. I cut a passage
way through the combs. 3. They were
kept at a temperature of from iCP to
M-' above zero, except the last 2 or 3
days of their confinement, when it
went up to 52^. 4. There was thorough ventilation in and out of the
trench. 5. They were in a dry place.
derfully swift when so loaded.
a quiet place—
I most emphatically afllrm that in G. They were ni
the Syrians we find larger numbers of trench in dry, sandy ground (under
the necessary qiialities for the foun- the house) covered with boards, and
dation of the " coming bees " than 2 or 3 inches of sand upon the boards.
in any other race or strain iu existence.
I had a hole cut through a board at
At the Eastern Iowa and Western the end of the trench, so that I could
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, Mr. see the thermometer. I had no other
T. c;. Newman, in speaking of the way of regulating the temperature
bees of the future, or " ideal bee," but by ventilation. The hives could
" The queen must be prolific not be seen,
said
and there was not a hand
to be able to keep the hive full of bees placed upon them for Kit days the
in order to gather the honey harvest exact time of tlieir confinement vniwhen it comes. The bees must be in- der ground, besides 10 days or 2 weeks
dustrious to let nothing escape their in which they could not possibly fly,
vigorous search while gathering the before they were put away for the
sweet nectar. They must be docile to winter making in all 174 days of conallow the apiarist to manipulate them finement.
with ease and pleasure ; they must be
I took them out on April 25, and
strong and h;udy to withstand the found every colony alive. Not one bee
and
they
rapid changes in climate ;
(let alone a colony) was affected with
must be of singular beauty to attract diarrhoea. They were gathering polthe admiration of the fancier of fine len the next day, and about half of the
stock."
queens had commenced laying ; but
In the above we have the whole there was not a piece 6 inches square
story of the Syrian bees "in a nut- of sealed brood and larvai in all the
shell." In conclusion I will say that hives put together.
I have been speaking plainly upon
Some of the bottom-boards were so
this matter, because I have the best
dry, and so few dead bees upon them,
interest of apiculture at heart, and that you would think they had only
consider that when stricter attention been shut up for a day or two in the
is paid to rearing better queens, we
busy time. The entrances were left
shall have made a step in the right
wide open, and they went outside to
direction and if there is any better die.
I found very few moldy combs,
bee in existence than the Syrian I although there were a great many unlike
know
it.
would
to
occupied.
Belle Vernon, O.
experience in 1883 led me to

any other race of bees,
and they have more valuable qualities
not possessed by any other. As they
have powers of locomotion not possessed by any other race of bees I
have ever seen, they seem to be able
to carry immense loads, and fly wonqualities than

:

—

;

it.

strong prejudice exists against
the Syrian bees by Italian queenbreeders but in spite of all the opposition, they are fast moving toward
the front. To prove it, I quote from
;

"

Gkaninys, page 241, May number of
" Again the
1SS3.
Mr. Good says
Holy Land bees have proven themselves to be the most hardy, as the
Italians are all dead except a few
weak colonies. I had about 80 colonies of Italians last fall. I have a
brotlier who has a Holy Land apiary
of 30 colonies only 40 rods from my
own. He wintered his bees on the
summer stands, and lost but one colony. The rest are nearly all in good
:

condition, and very strong also." And
farther on Mr. Good says " In a letter
from Mr. H. Alley, March 30, 1883, he
" Have not the Holy Land
says
{meaning the Syrian) bees wintered
best with you ? They have with me.
The Italians are the poorest race we
have to winter, and I am breeding
Cyprians and Holy Land bees largely."
At another place he says "T tell
you the new races will sweep the
board sooner or later."
:

;

My

:

;
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My Report on Wintering.
W. IIARMER.

:

have wintered my bees without
but I could not help it as they
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia, at would live, contrary to some of the
the National Convention of 1881, re- rules laid down by a few writers on
I commenced last
Eorted that the tongues of the Cyprian safe wintering.
colonies sold one, and
ees. in a trial of six, aggregated 1-32 season with
of an inch longer than his improved increased the remaining 5 colonies to
Italians, and they in turn aggregated 21. 1 sold 2 colonies in the fall, thus
3-.?2 of an inch (1-10) longer than the leaving 19 to winter.
My receipts for
imported Italians.
Equally pro- bees and honey, last season, were :?97.
nounced is the result of Prof. Cook's I obtained from 20 to 25 cents per
numerous microscopical
measure- pound for honey here. I fed them
ments of the tongues of the Syrian about 50 pounds of granulated sugar
bees, which he finds to equal those of syrup.
Allow me to say a word or two conthe Cyprians, and .006 of an inch
longer than those of the Italians. If cerning their condition before going
the Syrians are capable of as great into winter quarters. 1. They had
improvement as has taken place in the stopped breeding for weeks before
2. Some of them
Italians up to this time, we may count being put away.
upon a tongue more than ^i of an inch had to be fed at " the eleventh hour,"
in length, which will be sufficient to when it was impossible for them to
reach the nectar in the first bloom of seal their honey. 3. After increasing
red clover.
over 300 per cent, in this northern
Last summer my Syrian bees worked latitude, you may imagine that they
the first bloom of red clover. If there were none too populous. 4. (Last rule
I did not crowd the bees tois any one particular race of bees that broken).
may be claimed as the perfect one, it gether with division-boards.
is the Syrians
but as no one race posNow for the rules which I tried to
sesses all the good qualities of the follow: 1. On account of the great
" ideal bee," it is safe to say that the increase, there was very little pollen
Syrians come nearer to that point left in tlie hives. I th'ink that was
than any other. They have less bad one reason why they stopped breeding
I
loss

;

(>

;•

winter in this way for I had one colony buried for 165 days, and it came
out clean, dry, and good-natured on

;

May 1 while 10 colonies which I had
packed outside on the summer stands,
Although the 10
all died but one.
had the advantages of outside cases
packed with planer shavings and
also the chance of a cleansing flight.
But they ran the chance of being
smothered or frozen. Some starved
(with honey by their side) while breeding on a fine day. They were attacked
by diarrhoea, and then wanted a
cleansing flight when it was too cold.
So you can easily see how I lost
;

;

them.
I think

I have learned one important fact, and that is, that bees will
live eight months when kept in a

proper temperature and not allowed
to breed out of season or, perhaps I
should say, in confinement. I believe
some of mine are that old now, and I
have no young bees hatched out yet.
Every colony has a good laying queen,
and promises to come through the
spring all right.
My experience in wintering bees the
last 3 or 4 years has led me to believe
"
that Mr. Heddon's " pollen theory
will come out ahead. Breeding in confinement, 1 believe, to be the cause of
diarrhoea. I think it is generally understood that bees have to digest a
great deal more pollen when breeding
than when they .are compelled to take
only enough to sustain their own
;

bodies.

—
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My 19 colonies weighed 136 pounds
on May 2o than they did when
put in for the winter. I found the
difference in weiglit of each colony
to vary from 3 to 10 pounds in 164

For the American Bee JournaL

Facts About BeesJ.

M. HICKS.

For spring dwindling, I am
When a colony discovers that its
keeping the cold winds shut out of
the hives, and the bees shut in, unless queen is becoming or approaching bar^the
thermometer shows that it is reness. the bees will at once commence
warm in the shade. I am buying 10 preparing queen-cells and rear another
colonies more, and I think niy time queen to take her place.
It usually requires about 30 days to
will be fully occupied between them
rear a young queen from the egg, and
and a garden of small fruits.
have her brood sealed over for liatchManistee, Mich., May 3, 1884.
ing after which it requires 13 days
for the young bees to emerge from
days.

;

For the American Bee

JoumaL

Extermination of Foul Brood.
A. M.

GANDEK.

bee-keeper, to make sure that the disease does not exist or if it does, to
take prompt action against its spreading over the country. All hives which
contained diseased colonies should
not be left wliere other bees can have
access to tliem (by carrying away
what honey there is left in them, and
the germs of the disease with it), but
they should be boiled thoroughly, or
burning them would be better.
Bee-keepers cannot be too careful
about the spreading of this disease.
;

may

exist

among

their bees,

;

;

and more wounded and some
of the queens lost. At the same time,
in our home apiary, a large branch
was torn from an apple tree, falling on
two of the new hives. In removing
it, one of the hives was accidentally
over-turned and rolled over, coming
to rest bottom upwards..
The result
was that not a frame was displaced or
comb cracked, and the bees were but
killed,

;

slightly disturbed.
the cells after they are sealed over,
The safety of these fixed, standing,
21 days from lihe time the egg is
movable-comb frames in case of acc-1deposited, until it comes forth a madent, and in transporting hives, is
ture bee.
only an incidental advantage— the
thousand young queens can be purpose
for wliieh they were invented
reared in one season from the eggs
is
far different and incomparably
produced by a single queen, if prop- more
important.
erly managed for the purpose. It is a
South Northlield, Vt.
well-known fact that any and all eggs
which produce worker-bees, are "females, and are susceptible of being
For the American Bee Journal*
converted into a queen if rightly manlet us deal with Facts.
aged at the proper time.
All eggs laid by a virgin queen will
A. W. OSBURN.
produce drones only— tliey not being
a perfect male but drones which are
On page 328 is an article from the
reared from a fertile queen can be relied upon as being perfect male bees. pen of 1). K. Boutelle, on " The Production of Drones," which contains
Battle Ground, Ind.
much food for thouglit. Mr. Boutelle's experience is precisely like my

and

A

In consideration of the existence
and spread of foul brood in Lenawee
county, I would request every beekeeper to examine his bees, or have
them examined by an experienced

It

carefully on their sides some of the
caps being blown to the distance of
several rods. The poor bees were
found in a sad pliglit the combs being
piled closely together many bees were
;

less

;

For She American Bee Journit

Parodies, Fixed-Frames, etc.

and

they not know it until tlieir apiaries
are nearly ruined. Every bee-keeper
who cares to keep his bees, should
give them .a thorough examination
and know certainly whether they are
diseased or not. Some bee-keeoers
are too careless to pay the least attention to their bees, arid do not know
that there is anything the matter with
them until their bees are dead.
There are but few of this class of
bee-keepers who know what caused
the death of their bees ; and wliat is
worse than all, they allow the hives
to remain for other bees to carry
away the foul -broody honev, and
spread the disease in every direction.
Such men as these will have to be
looked after by others who are more
interested and where they will not
give the matter the necessary attention, after being properly informed,
they will have to be dealt with according to the law of the State. But
how much better it would be if all

A.

WEBSTEK.

own.
Without wishing to contradict the
statements of many of our old teachers; i.e., that the queen controls the
sex of the bee wliile laying the eggs
yet it is a fact that tlie nurse- bees can
;

The Weekly Bee Journal for the
year 1884 is so satisfactory that I wish
to offer my congratulations for its excellent and interesting contents. I
was especially interested in ttie article
on page 9, entitled " Essentials of the

and do produce workers, drones and
queens from the same eggs. That is,
take a sheet of eggs from a prosperous colony and give it to a queenless
colony to rear cells, and at the end of
10 or 12 days what do you tind V In
Coming Steam Engine," and con- many cases you find queen-cells,
gratulate its author on the happy worker brood capped over in the regmanner in which it was written. I ular order, drone cells lengthened out,
also wish to thank him heartilv for and perfect drones in them
only
the higii compliment he has paid to they are smaller because having been
the literary excellence of my feeble reared in worker cells.
The bees do not often do this, but
effort to set forth the " Essentials of
the Coming Bee-Hive," by making it they cut off the cells to the septum
and
build full sized drone-cells place
a model for liis discourse on his pet
hobby. Such appreciation from such eggs or larv® in them, and mature as
a source is exhiliaratingly grateful to finely-developed drones as were ever
an humble beekeeper who is more reared under other conditions. Now
accustomed to constructingliee-hives these are facts and in the face of
than rhetorical sentences tor publica- such facts, what are we to do with the
tion, and goes far to efface from his old theories.
mind the memory of the haunting
I leave the subject for abler pens
thought of the waste basket, while than mine— for the earnest considerawould look to their own interests and the article awaited publication. " He tion of those who have a fancy for
eradicate the disease wherever it builded better than he knew," is sel- delving into the unforeseen and deep
exists.
dom said of any
work in his mysteries of this wonderful insect
We have a foul brood commissioner life time and theman's
prompt and un- the bee.
this county (Mr. D. G. Ediniston of equivocal approval of my literary
San Miguel, Cuba, W. I.
Adrian), whose duty it is to examine work, that your esteemed correspondbees whenever called upon by a writ- ent has shown by parodying it, is
^" We now club the British Bee
ten request according to law. It is dearer to my heart than hopes of posJournal and our Monthly for $2.50, or
the wish of everv careful apiarist that thumous fariie.
it and the Weekly for $3.50.
this matter be attended to at once.
I cannot forego the opportunity to
Better have tliem attended to now add a few notes of experience with
than to lose your bees by this disease, the new hives. I have had an unI®" Letters for publication must be
which is sure to happen 'if left to pur- looked-for demonstration of the ad- written on a separate piece of paper
sue its own course. There is plenty vantages of lixed comb-frames. The from items of business.
of the disease throughout this county; high winds ttiat prevailed so much
and the above caution will apply to last fall, lifted six standard LangsI®" We can supply photographs of
any county.
strotli liives from tlieir stands, in one Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Adrian, Mich.
of our apiaries, and laid them not very Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.
;

;

;

m

;

;

-M
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nurse them for a while, or until rasp- form openings at the right place for
berry and clover bloom.
the bees to work to the best advantage, etc." Is the division-board fixed
A. F. IlonsoN.
Italy Hollow, N. Y., June 2, 1884.
or movable
I
consider just such
matters of detail as of the most vital
importance
and the want of such
Indications for Honey Harvest.
knowledge may upset tlie whole prinAbel (iuEsii.
So far as I can ascertain, bees have ciple involved.
Weedville, Pa.
wintered fairly well in this part of the
State. ^ly bees came through the
[A reply to the above queries will be
winter without loss, on the summer
stands. They gathered
Doolittle's article on
tlieir
lirst found in Mr.
pollen on April 4, built up rapidly and page 373 of this number.— Ed.]
'f

;

Considerateness of Bees.

We

wot spring, but
well
now.
Wliite clover is in full bloom, and the
bees are utilizing it. I have had no
liave

everything

had a

cold,

lool<s

very

as yet, but some of my neighbors have had several. The more I
study about bees and notice their
liabits, the more interesting they become to nie. I caught two crippled
ones on the ground and put them both
upon a piece of wood, when one fed
the other. One of them was an Italian and the other a hybrid. I was
not aware that bees are so considerate
of each other.
J. C. Tanner.
Huntington, W. Va., June 2, 1884.

swarms

Spreading the Brood Frames.
In the description of Mr. Doolittle's
hive, on page 69, about the middle of
" The bees
the tirst column, he says
are
stimulated by "spreading the
brood, and by other ways familiar to
the apiarist, "till the 9 frames are lilled
with brood." I would ask: 1. How
does he get at the brood-chamber with
the cotton cloth and packing in the
:

stored considerable surplus honey
from fruit bloom. I liave delayed their
swarming by removing queen-cells Moving Bees on Horseback.
and forming "nuclei. They are now in
Last winter, wishing to remove 60
fine condition for the wdiite clover, colonies of
bees from my old apiary to
which is just beginning to bloom. a new one, and there being no wagonEverything indicates a large honey road between them, I concluded to
harvest.
E. L. Dresser.
move them on horseback. The disHuron, Ohio, June 3, I8S4.
tance was over 12 miles. I took four
pieces of board 2 feet long and 1 foot
wide, nailed to them cleats 2 inches
Bees have received a Backset.
wide and 1 foot long across each end,
Bees in this vicinity have just re- and bored 1-inch holes through each
ceived a backset, from which they cleat, and board at the end. I then
will not recover soon. They were in put the edges of 2 boards together, and
flue condition, and were preparing put strong rope through the holes,
for a general swarming. On May 26 which made a kind of shelf. The
a large swarm issued, and is now liv- lower one being level, I placed 2 of
ing at my expense, as a cold wave these on each horse, and a colony on
has been passing this way ever since. each side of a horse, and one on top.
On the mornings of May 28 and 29 They were in box-hives with the topheavy frosts covered everything, and bars in each. I had good success in
in some places ice formed }^ inch removing them, for only one comb
thick. Drones are being slaughtered, broke down.
The most "of the beeand swarming is postponed for awhile keepers ill the East have boats, railat least.
Ira Barber.
roads, or a good spring wagon on
De Kalb Junction,N.Y.,May 31,1884. which to transport their bees but

shape as described in his article ? In
the second column he says that he put
in "one tier of sections.'"' I infer that
they are put in sidewise to the division-board. 2. How many slots are in
the division-board, to each section,
and what size are they V 3. What Stimulating Bees in the Spring.
sized sections does he use in those 5On page 69 of the Bee Journal,
inch spaces V
E. C. Far(juhar.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle gives an explanaCarlos City, Ind.
tion of his manipulations of hives in
producing comb, which I consider the
[Mr. Doolittle's answer to these most rational handling of bees for the
questions will be found in his article purpose I have yet heard. But when
I study it for the purpose of imitaon page 373.— Ed.]
tion, I find considerable unexplained
that I consider of importance.
I
Jack Frost's Work.
would ask how he starts out with 9
when
he puts his bees
From the Atlantic to the Pacific, re- brood frames
ports have come of a cold, backward into winter quarters with but 6 ?
spring; and here, midway between True, in the spring, he says that he
these oce.ans, it is as discouraging. stimulates his bees " by spreading the
For three nights in succession we brood, and by other ways familiar
have had frost. Yesterday morning to the apiarist, till the 9 frames are
at 5 a. m. the thermometer indicated filled with brood;" yet I find that his
6° below freezing.
Corn, potatoes, bees, in the winter, are covered with
hop-vines, etc., are very much injured. "a strip of common cloth spread over
the frames, and down each side over
John Morris.
the slotted division-boards. The .5Mauston, Wis., May 30, 1884.
inch spaces are now filled with chaff,
and a chail or sawdust cushion placed
Snow on " Decoration Day."
over the frames." I now infer that
On the morning of "Decoration the 6 frames occupy a space of 12x12Day," the hills between lakes Keuka xl33>^ inches.
I correct V or are
and Cauandaigwa, in western New there 9 frames now in that space V If
York, were white with snow and on but 6 frames are now in the hive, how
the level of the lakes ice formed I4 of does he get the other 3 into the broodan inch in thickness. The hills, with nest witliout removing the cloth or
their newly-leaved trees covered with chaff until he is ready to remove 3
snow, were in strange contrast with combs from the brood-nest, and put
the fruit trees in the valleys one week them behind the slotted divisionbefore, when they, too, were robed in board y
Another thought
What
whiteness but they then were a more width of sections does he use that it
pleasing sight to the bee-keeper. Bees re(juires 5 inches of space to accomdid well during fruit bloom, but our modate them ?
Also, how large are
" freeze " was another of many hard the sections he uses V Again I would
backsets which bees have had here ask
How is his division-board slotthis spring and now we shall have to ted, and the slots arranged " so as to

Am

;

:

;

:

;

;

bee-keepers in California can
them on horseback.

Monterey, Cal.

Bees

move

JounL.Secok.

Booming— Frost.

My

bees are preparing to swarm.
a severe frost on May 29 (22°
above zero).
The leaves of some
forest trees were killed, and the fruit
which was so promising is destroyed.
G. II. Adams.
North Nassau, N. Y., May 30, 1884.

We had

Sweet Clover Honey.
I

wintered

.54

colonies on the sumThirty-five
loss.

mer stands without

which were packed, and were much
the strongest in bees and honey. For
the first time for years we bad fine
weather during fruit bloom, and a
of

amount of honey was stored.
Bees have bred up stronger than
White clover has been a failusual.
ure for the past two years but we
have a fair substitute in sweet clover,
which is springing up along our river
banks. Thi^ village is located near
fair

;

the confluence of the Susquehanna
and Chening rivers, whose gravelly
banks are white with blossoms, and

each succeeding season increases the
crop. An old forsaken cemetery near
by has been seeded, and will soon
yield something more fragrant than
its usual crop of burdock.
The largest part of my honey crop is now from
sweet clover, which, if not so white
as that gathered from white clover, is
very rich and pleasant in taste.
D. F. Park.
Athens, Pa., June 4, 1884.

;,
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An Editor's Experience with Bees.
I am amusing myself with 7 colonies
of pure Italian bees, and find it a
more interesting pastime than writing double-leaded political editorials.
I am not an expert, but know how to
get stung as well as any one. My
ifather was a bee-keeper, and that
gives me an advantage but the bees
do not seem to take this fact into account- do not respect my pedigree.
" Honey dew " on maple trees has
been abundant for a week the product of turtle-shaped insects wliich
adhere to the bark of the tree as
thickly as three in a bed. Wliite
clover is coming on apace, and the
prospect for an abundant yield of
" sting-bug juice '' never was "better.
D. B. GiVLEU.
Naperville, 111., June 4, 1884.
;

—

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

place 0/ Meeting.

June 19.— Northern Mich,
June 20.— Iowa Central,

al Ionia.
F. A. Palmer. Sec.

at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor. Sec.

Alma, Mich,
Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

Oct. 11, 12.r-Northern Mich., at
F. A.

Oct. 15. 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago, ni.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.

Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at FrPmont. Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

10, 11.

—Michltian State, at Lansing.
U. U. Cutting, Sec, Clinton. Mich.

t^~ In order

to

have

this table complete, Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- El>.

Office of The American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., June 9, 1884.

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

Tooele City, Utah,

John Dunn.
May 24, 1884.

HONEV—

The demand for all honey is very slow;
market dull and prices range from 6kS,S4c for extracted Different Ifts of choice comb honey in
small sections have been offered and sold in our
market lately at 12(g;14c per lb. As 1 predicted
some time ago, the preference for the production
of comb honey seems to be prevalent; and, as we
have the best prospects for an abundant harvest
this year, we may prepare tor low prices.
Iain good demand; choice yellow
brings 35c a lb. on arrival.
CHAS. F. MUTH.

BEESWAX—

NEW
HONEY— Present

Swarms.

and

g^oiu.

:

are as follows:

grades

in 2-lb. sections, glassed, I3@14c; fair
2-lb. sections, glitssed. ll'(^l3c; dark
in 2-lb. sections, glassed, lU(j*12c No l-lbs.

in this

mirket.

BEESWAX— Scarce, and

sells readily at

McCaul & HiLDKETH.

34

36@380.

Hudson St.

BOSTON.

1£0NEY-The

sale of honey is almost over, and
are i)bliged to sell 2-lb. combs for l5c, and2i-.iIbs. to 2^-lbs. from I0(aii2c.
No l-lbs. in the

ANSWERS BY

we

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

market.

E.\tracted, 8(3)loc.

BEESWAX-35C.
BLAKE & RIPLEY.

57

Chatham

Street.

CHICAGO.

Sundry Questions.

Do you

1.

HONEV— Choice
tions brings 18c; in

tliink it possible to cut

drones' heads when examining a
colony y
2. I have my bees (8 colonies) on an
iron shed-roof. Is that as suitable a
place as on the ground— ground room
is very scarce with me ?
3. I, last season, put an extra hive
under the brood-chamber of one colony they did not swarm ; the queen
did not go into the lower hive. I extracted 80 pounds from the bottom
liive, and got 150 pounds from supers
over the brood-chamber in IJ^-pound
sections.
Can I reasonably expect
like results, if I manage the same way
with all my bees this season V
4. I desire very much to avoid increase by swarming for they are almost sure to cluster on tall oaks out
of my reach when they swarm naturHow can it be done I am
ally.
having an unusual quantity of drones
this season, and have no use for any
that I know of.
.5.
Is it profitable to use old combs
from }-i to li filled with pollen? I
have used several, and they appear to
remain as when I put them in. It
seems hardly profitable.
G. J. Pease.
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 2, 1884.
off

;

'<

In theWeekly Bee Journal of 1881
on page 171, "Messrs. Bray & Seacord
gave a description of a swarm-separa" Make a box 3 feet
tor as follows
long, wide and deep enough to hang
the frames in, from the hive you use
place the frames in the box, the same
spaces apart as they are in the mov-

YORK.

quotations

Fancy white
to good in

Comb honey

16c.

white comb honey in 1 lb. secIX to 2 lb. sections, quotable at
discolored and in undesirable

is selling at 10(gil2c.
Extracted honey is In
demand at 6@8c. Manufacturers of syrups
and bakers sav that the low price of sugar is the
reason why they do not use as much honey as
formerly. There is very little desirable comb
honey on the market.
BEESWAX-Is scarce and tancy yellow brings
.3.SC.
Good beeswax, but dark, and having more or

shape
light

less of refuse

matter

R. A.

m

it.

quotable at

BURNETT.

3iHg;33c.

South Water

Itil

St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY'— A little new e.xtracted is on the marnot receiving much attention, buyers
being rather timid. Several small lots of old extracted arrived within the week. mainly off quality,
and the same are offering at low flyures. Some
very choice old extracted was sold at Tc. which is
at present an extreme figure. The demand is very
White to
ligilt, and the tone of the market weak.
extra white comb, l5(S18c; dark to good, 10@l3c;
extracted, choice to extra white, 6.a 7c: dark and
candied, 4(a,'',c.
BEESWAX— Wholesale, 27i^®30c.
ket, but is

Stearns & smith.

KANSAS

;

How to Separate

:

CINCINNATI.

Bee-Notes from Utah.

instead of Tooele City. During April
the weather was very bad for bees,
and tliere were quite a number of
losses during the month ; but early in
May I found my bees showing signs
of swarming, in several of the colonies, and I lost one colony during
April, which makes 2 in all. Most of
my bees are working in upper stories,
but I have not yet extracted any
honey, although the apple, peach,
plum and other fruit trees are in full
bloom, and along the bed of the creek
of Settlement Canyon, the willow is
the great attraction to the bees. They
have about finished with the cottonwood bloom. We have splendid pasturage for bees, so the prospects are
very promising where bees are in a
condition to take advantage of the
harvest that awaits them.

S

The

taries are requested to

Itiliat
The Utah Convention, rej)orted on
page 324, was held in Salt Lake Citv

\

423

Front Street.

CITY.

HONEY—There is now a little

movement

slackening in the
of honey in anticipation of the new

crop. Prices unchanged, 1.5(^h:c being the range
for choice comb, and a few choice H-lb. sections
bringing l:tc. I will be glad to receive shipments
of new honey as soon as practicable, after it is
thoroughly ripened. Remember the "early bird."
etc. Extracted nominal at 7ft8^c. I will be pleased
to send a copy of "Suggestions on Packing and
Shipping Honey." free to any one on application.

BEESWAX— None in this market.

JEROME TWICHELL. 514 Walnut Street.
ST.

LOUIS.

HONEY' — Steady: demand and supply both
able comb hive make one entrance
small. Comb, 12<ffll4c per lb., and strained and extracted fitiifiViic.
for the bees on the side of the box,
BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
twice the length and of the same
W. T. ANDERSON 4 Co., 104 N. 3d Street.
height as tlie entrance to the liive
Answers. 1. Yes; and probably I
CLEVELAND.
make 3 or 4 division-boards to fit tlie shall do some of it right away. Of HONEY— The honey
market is fairly active on
box. then make a cover with cleats course I mean before they are hatched best white 1 lb. sections at l8c; 2 lbs. best white
not quite so active at I7c: lb. sections sell quickly
on both sides (no end cleats) to fit the out of the cell.
on arrival, and often are sold to arrive. Second
Now, when two or more
box."
2. I would prefer the ground, but qualities continue very dull— are hardly salable at
;

—

1

swarms

unite, put

them into swarm- you can succeed where you

are,

if

you

separator in a cool place in the even- have the tact.
ing ; and the next morning you will
3. I do not think you gained any
find them separated.
Push the cover thing in upper surplus-storing, by
back even with the division- board, placing an extra hive below.
close the entrance and take the bees to
4. It can be done in several ways,
hives. Having tried this plan, I wish too lengthy in detail to describe in
to say that it works with entire satis- this department
but I should tliink
faction and all bee-keepers who de- cutting down the oaks, or moving the
pend upon natural swarming should apiary to a suitable place, much more
have a swarm -separator of the above practical.
description. I find tlie Bee Journal
.5.
Yes for the bees will clear out
good for a reference in times of need. the old pollen, when the queen needs
Monterey, Cal.
John L. Secor.
the room to breed in.
;

;

;

any

price.

Extracted

is

not wanted.

BEESWAX— Scarce at 35c.
A. C.

KENUEL.

115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
18IS20C; extracted. 7(^@8i5C.

Geo.

W.Meade & Co.. 213 Market St.

1^" Cook's Manual in
Weekly Bee Journal

cloth and the
for one year

Manual and
be sent for S3.
ilonthly, S2.00. "We have no more of
therefore,
the
edition
left,
and,
the old
club price of that edition at §2.75 and
will

§1.7.5 is

withdrawn.

—

:

—

:
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^^Jtcial

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

name on

Bee Journal.
when sending money

subscription on the

to
this office get either a post office or express money order, a bank draft on
York or Chicago, or register the
Postivge stamps of any kind
letter.
may be sent for amounts less than one
Local checks are subject to a
dollar.
discount of i'i cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for .5 cents.

For

safety,

OETTIISU

^otias.

New

We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
The edieither portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the

^"

i^

Convention Hand-Book.

UP CLUBS.

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We,therefore,
premiums for
offer the following
getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
Journal will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
W'eekly. $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 1.5 cents for every dollar
tlvey semi direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
1-5 per cent,
present a copy of the

desired.

—

Apiary Register—New Edition.

prices will hereafter be as follows

For

:

50 colonies (120 pages)

$1 00

" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1 25
1 50

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

The

^^

Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as folThe Weekly for one year and
lows
the book, bound in cloth, for S3, or in
paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
$1..50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00

is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your when bound in cloth.
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
Emerson Binders— made especially
then claim a mistake. The subscripfor the Bee Journal, are lettered in
tion is paid to the end of the month
gold on the back, and make a very
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
convenient way of preserving the Bee
gives a continual statement of account.
They
fast
received.

the proper credit

formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers— a simplified manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of officers as well as
members, a blank form for making
a Programme
statistical
reports
discussion
at
questions
for
of
such meetings— model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for

—

down

jotting

interesting facts, etc.

We have aimed to make it suitable for

25 per cent, discount, post-paid.

Subscriptions for two or juore years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

:

Subscription Credits. We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if

It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in cloth
price 50 cents.
contains a copy of a model
It
" Constitution and By-Laws '' for the

any locality, and a book that will comAsiERicAN "Popular" Dictionary, mend itself to every bee-keeper in the
comprising every word in the English English-speaking world.
language that enters into speech or
W^e have had some bound in Russia
writing; it contains 32,000 words and leather, with colored edges— price 60
phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be cents.
W"e will supply them by the dozen at
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address

number of insertions his advertiseAll who intend to be systematic in
ment has had.
t^ All money orders from foreign their work in the apiary, should get a
countries, should be made payable at copy and commence to use it. The
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.
^" In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
Silver
including the 3 cent ones.
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
(^ We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.

;

Journal

as

as

will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for

Honey

as

Food and Medicine.

A

pamphlet of 16 pages giving
Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and
healthful and pleasant beverages.

We

have put the price

still

lower,

to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
cents, postpaid ; per dozen, 40 cents;
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
postpaid for $10.00
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
;

cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his

honey at home, at a good

profit.

of "

Honey

1^ To

give

away a copy

and Medicine " to every one who
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
any quantity of it.

as Food

1^ For $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
;

in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
with the Monthly, $2.(0.

bound

i^"Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The

them is to proAdvertisements intended for the Bee the Weekly ; or for the Monthly, 50 best way to preserve
They cannot be sent by mail cure a binder and put them in. They
reach this office by cents.
are very valuable for reference.
to Canada.
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must
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Several hundreds of subscriptions run out this month. Last week
we notifled them by the blue pencil

mark, and now we desire to impress
them with the importance of 'renewing
at once, to save themselves annoyance
by the loss several numbers, and also
save us the trouble of removing the
names from our type mail-list, and
then setting them up again a few days
afterwards.
Those who desire to
have the Bee Journal continued

EXCELSIOR

BIND YOUR JOURNALS

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket i8 in a
can of the same size and style as
the:: frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
nr metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 7.5 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
Slii.iHi Extractor. 13xl>o. which is
intended for any size uf frame.
Excepting with the |ih.iki Ex-

until they order it discontinued, should
notify us of the fact, and we will mark
tractors, all the different styles
LiJ-fliiM
havestraineraoverthecanal lead*% "---.^s^^^
it on the mail-list.
Then no numbers ^t'X^^^^^y^^Z^'^
ing to the honey gale, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.(XI and
would be lost or trouble made for any lio.'jo
Extractors have no covers.
,

one.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
•which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

For American frames, 13x13 inches
For 2 Langatroth
10x18
For 3
10x18
For 4
10x18
For 2 frames of anysize, 13x20
^'
"
For 3
13x20
"
"
For 4
13x20

ALFRED

TOUNU AMERICA,
Lock box

CLINTON

675,

S.

Canal Dover, Ohio.

Art of Fret

to the

Sawin;,' as

an

cents per year. One boy made
$:iOO in one .lear with a Fret Saw, and went
to school. Sample copy 5 cents. None free.
Address,
C. S. ZIItrMEKM.lN,
industry.

'20

CANAL DOVER, OHIO.

24Alt

1884.

JOSEPH

ENAS,

D.

1884.

(Sunny Side Apiary.)
Pure

Italian

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I cun sell the above Smokers at
by
mail or express, at wholesale or retail.
All the latest improvemeuta.
including THE CONQUEROR, and

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

32-paee Illustrated
Bee-Keepers' Sup-

Cataloeue of
plies of every description.

ALFRED

H.

I

tor April 30th.

21A4t

Hollow, N. Y.

Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and
ian Implements, send for Circular to

FtABTAGAS!
Locl<

1.0C.\1,

We want a

box

9D5.

all

Apiar-

A II.I.IIVSKI,

Belleville, St. ClairCo., Ills.

REPORTERS

-W.INTED.

local reporter in

every farminu' community to furnish us from time to time such facts
as we may require. Full particulars resardinR services, compensation, etc., will be furnished on apj-hcation. Address Will C. Turner c^t Co., Publishers

"City and Country," Columbus, Ohio.
^^Alot

Directions in each Binder

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal
Address,
925

50c.
Toe.

THOMAS G. NE"WMAJir,
West Madison

Street. Chlcaico, III.

i)ages.

nnd

is

8ent by muil,

How to

Eat,

Perils of

just

sent.

We have the LARGEST FACTOitv in the world for
manufacturing flrst-class and superior
Biiu;i2:ie»«,

Parasites of the Skin,
Bfttbing— Best way.

Eat it.
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

How to

i:*

TELLS ABOUT

IT

What to

COLUMBUS. OHIO,

Catalogue and name of neare^^t dealer,
TW^EXTY-FIVE CENTS, When
where our supekiou Vehicles can be seen, will be

Lungs & Lung Diseases,

PUaetons, Iji»:lit Carriages,
Surrey AVa^^oiis,

How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,

Summer,

How much

Breathe,
Ovefheating Houses,

Wear,

to

Contaeious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair,

Exercise,

Care of Teeth,
After- Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause & cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial AITections,
edness.
Uroup— to Prevent.

IT

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes, Boils. Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corns.Coughs, Cholera, Diarrhoea, Diphtheria. Dysentery, Dandruff", Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet. Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness. Itching, Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning. Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples, Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Slings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,

Whooping Cough, Worms

in Children.

It will Save Doctor Bills!
Price only

2o Cents.

AND OUR POPULAR

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
925

West Madison

Street.

American Village

CHICAGO. ILL.

the latter most perfect
motion.

:P3::H:-A_3Z)Gi-cr.A.i^TE]T^s

HIVES AND SECTIONS.

Carts,

and free from horse

t^^ We make our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that can be obtained
from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickOry.

We

For Bees, Queens.
lABly

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.

COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.

and Nuclei. For
see advertisement

C.

IS

Any one can use them.

SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

NEWMAN,

SECOND;
^
W. I.E:STE:k, Washington

The Emerson Binder

the title of a very valuable boob that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEortance to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.

(,iueeiis

iirices

'^\

fA

J PERIODICALS!

IF YOTT "WAITT

1

is

lXO NONE! — ITALIAN
I

BINDER W

VEHICLE,

W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

923

if

/pAT.

Hints and Beady Eecipes,

THE DOCTOR.
my

and GLEAN.

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

EXTKACTOKS, COMB FOUNDATION, &c.
24D10t Address, Sunny Side Apiary. NAPA, CAL.

Send for

Street. Chicago.

l>o8t-p:ild. on receipt of price. This
the Book that every family should have.

FRET-SAWYER'S QUARTERLY
Devoted

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

It Costs only
and contains S8

ZIMMERMAN'S

$8 oo
8 00
.10 00
.14 00
.12 00
.12 00
.16 00

DR. FOOTE'S

BOYS AND GIRLS!

24A2t

NEAT

......^

923

VOl'Nfci AHIKKK-A, a large li-lit puKO
32-columu illustratfii oO cent Montlilv. Iicf
one .year to all that enclose this aihcrtisement to us now with 15 cents. Sure to please
all Boys and Girls.
Address,

AND KEEP THEM

make the All-in-one-Piece Section with the
V. Groove. Send for CireuUar and Price List of
Apiarian Supplies.
B.
Co.,
23A2t
N. Lansing, Mich.

STONE A

W.

BOOKS tSTe CHEAP.
Manual ot the Apiary, by Prof. Cook Quinby's
Bee-Keepintr Bees and Honey Uoney as
Food and Medicine; Bee-Pasturase a Necessity
Queen Rearina, by H. Alley The Ilive and Honey

New

;

:

;

;

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co.,
Columbus. Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an "Australian
Scene." and their manner of traveling in that
country with ostriches as a motor.
24Ai8t

ELECTROTYPES

;

Bee, by Kev. L. L. Lansstroth, etc., etc. 1 will give
a discount of 20 per cent, off for cash. Order at
once, as the supply will not last long. Address,
J. C. Ol^DUAM, y Bast Main St.. Springfleld, Ohio.

24Alt

Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
inch— no single cut sold for less

25 cents per square

than 50c.

THOMAS

9S5 West

e.

NEfVMAN*

Madison Street ChlcaK«* HI.

!
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STORY S CAMP,

HELLO! HELLO!
e

^\

lire

rmw ready

to

Hook Orders

383

lor

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIANOS^'^GRGANS

A

WhltePopIar;
Dovetailed

Specialty.

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,

EvorythinK' fully up with tlm timea, and

At Lowest Figures

Mathushek,
Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

Send stamp for3J-pii(ieCntaIoKueandSampies.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

Territory
given.

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A6m

Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and retatl. See Advertisement In another column.
the workinK class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail yon free,
ifor
a. roTuI. valuable box of sample uoods
that will put you in the way of tuaking
mure money in a few days, than you
ever thouiihtpo-»si bleat any business.
Capital not required. AVe will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both se.xe?, voung and
old. You can easily earn from Tin cents to Jfievery
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make tliis unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send $i to pav for
the trouble of writing' us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work, (ireat
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

—

^^____ __„_

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send Tor Saniplei* A Reduced Prlce'Lilst.
ABtf J. VANDERVOKT, Laceyville, Pa.

FLAT BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
BW^^^^S"

DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. <^*k, N. Y.

& 190 State

Bingham Corner.

never failed."

Respectfully,
B. F.

M

H

Apply to
C F.
XI T
,
976 and 978 Central Aye.,eiNC'ISINATI, O.
.

1.5,

KE:jBP£RS.

1882.

Cyprians Conquered— All summer long

has been "which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
last

1

am

"boss."

Doctor smoker (wide shield)

..3!i

I'hiiusmoker

;

40c. by express.

*'

..

"

..

175
150

..

2 inch

1 15

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

rates.
T. F. BINGHAM, P. M., or

&

Mainifacturers of and

Dealers in

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

a Specialty. Dadaut's
I'ouiichitic 111, Bingham Srnokers,Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, Extractors and Honey Jars. Send for

923

West Maiiison

Street,

CHICAGO.

B. B.
ILL.

eeR.IIlTefi.ExtractorH.SniokerN. Dadant
Foundation, and other Siipi>lies. AKTHUR

B TODD. Germantown,
How

Philadelphia, Pa.

to Prevent

Send for our

'23d

l9A.^t

Swarming.

annual Circular for par-

14A26t

HENKY AliLEY, Wenham, Mass.

BKOWN,

DES MOINES, IOWA.

lODTt

and

retail.

two

oents per

pound from

the fiuotations iu our retail Price List, and
tlirec ceittf^^ per pounds at \vliole!>!>alc.

CHAS.
S.'lABtf

DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co,

Mississippi

Wax Ex-

BLEDSOE, Grenada,

Miss.

See Advertisement in another column.

ALFRED

H.

Dealer in

NEWMAN,

all

kinds of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
923 West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

Ills.

ILL.

1I,I,IJSTKATED CATALOOVE
sent FREE upon applicatioQ.

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prevailing scarcity <<f t.t*f>iw;ix
the price of comb foundation is now uttvunced a
cents per pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for 1884. Prices same as Dartant's.

BEESWAX.

I pay 34c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

N

advaiiood

4-frame

»J; untested, $1;

i4.r»o.

F.

i:

^V

AND

Rise in Prices of Fonndatron
The prices of Comb Fouudatiun are NOW Articles for

ticulars.

ISAtf

and

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Send for Price List to

.AX,FRED H. N£\V^MA.N.

QUEENS,

OSCAR

Diidaiit'sFoiiudation Factory, wholesale

BEE-

HIVES

l,ist.

Cata-

any address.

2IC12t

McKEE, MY
Indianapolis, Ind.,

our Price

G Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

$;i.

lart:e Illustrated

logue, sent free to

HOKEY AND BEESWAX,

ABRONIA, miCH.

DOUGHERTY

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our

f;i.r.n

BINGHA.M & HETHERINGTON,

I.aiiMstn.th

Mill.

TESTED
Nuclei,
tractor,

before orderinsryour

K-RETCHMER. Coburg:, Iowa.

65

KKEPEKS' SrPPLiIES and HONEY.

Yaudervort Foundation

10A24t E.

100

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

BEE

..135

"
"

Wondersmoker
lU " ••
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,

Tool,

For pressing roundatinn into wired
frames. Something entirely new.
Price, 50c. by mail.

2

inch. .$2 00

Little

^^Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keeper8.

Eureka Wiring

Given'sFoundationPress.

Carroll.

Borodino, N. Y., Aug.

—

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Xangstroth Bee Hives, Honey Sections, etc

ST. LOUIS.

I

Couquerorsm()keri\videsliield)3
Large smokei- (^viil*- sliicld)
2Yx
2
Extra smoker (wide shield)

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Fifth Street,

PUBLK^ SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
DUKSDEN, Tex., May ». 1S84.
tor niakiiigCotub Foundation either
Conquer tlie Cyps. — T. F. lii.NGH.iM. IsIn SUPEKH_)H
Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
Abninia, Mich., Dear Sir: —Enclosed find straiKht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
$1.7."i. for which please send, per mail, one
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
"Cnnqncfor Smoker" to Major H. A. Hig-h,
». 8. OIVJEN Oz CO.,
\Va.\ali:Khie, Tex.
He bought a C.vprian
HOOPESTON. ILL.
ABtf
(,)iii-eii from me. and the Bees have worsted
till' "111 KeiitlC'inan.
I told him that the ConFoundatioiiFactor
Dadaut's
j, wholesale
(jiici-or Smokei- would conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

i»rk,

4Alv

203 N.

Street,

CHICAGO.

Bingham's Conqueror
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
fca week at home.
$0.00 outtjt free. Pay ,iust at the right time, get a Conqueror Smo1 absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not reker of Bingham. Respectfully,
Reader, if you want business at
k quired.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
1 which persons of either sex, young or old.
make
all the time they
can
great
pay
I
Prices, by mall, post-paid-

with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H.Uallett&Co., Portland, Maine.

else-

STORY & CAMP,
188

it

SONS.

Protection
gruaranteed.

Catalogues free to any address.

side-wclls.* to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free
J, v^Aj^

Agents Wanted.

Write for our prices before bu3ring

g- _^^_^^ high
fi^a:^S;vJ

The largest exclusively
Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

where.

GOLDI

4Aly

Estey,
3tory & Camp.

II

S

Ii:

FrL

the Apiary

Send lor our IB-pasre illustriited Circular.
ISAtt
A£.Le:Y, Weuhani, Mass.

HENRV

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in anottier column.

!

:
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HEDDON'S

Sixth Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

COLTJIvdllSr-

band

and

I

of

a freshly-raade lot

pure domestic wax,

strictly

oughly

from

cleansed

all

tlior-

impurities.

Sizes of brood and surplus, S}^xW}4, or

Langstroth

size.

have also

I

C.

925 fVest MadlaoB

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

from

Profit

;

Dadant's

best Brood Foundation of same size; also

Street, Chicago,

III.

in

its

best

and

most

attractive

for prices,
offer

and

a liberal

state

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

to

X

DEALERS.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.
my

I believe
Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to funiisli these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

One Hive complete

for

comb honey. .S3.00

(The above

will contain
plete with sections).

two cases com-

Appreciative Notices.

Friend

;

Newman:— I

It

is

very

put together, no trouble to put on or
take ofl, and folds compactly in a paper box
OxT inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in w-eaiing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces.
easily

Price,

9^3

by Mail or Express, $1.00.
It'est ITIadisoii Street,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS.

-

Send
and

six cents for postase,
receive free, a costly box

of Eoodswhich will help you to

more money

right

away than

PRIZEjanythingclaesucceed from

in this world. All
of either sex.
first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absulutely sure. At or.ce address, Trctk
& Co., Autiusta, Maine.
4AIy

ft

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send condition.

hard

best

material.

It contains 330 profusely
illustrated
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everything that ran aid in
the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most

honey

of

spring brass the cover
is of handsome light

by

NEWMAN.

Editor of thr Weekly Bee Journal.

and Retail.

now have on hand

bars are of best light
spring steel; the neck-

of an Apiary for Pleasure

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMAS

five cross

bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The

BEES and HONEY,
Management

VEIL.

There are

Edition

OF

BEST aiVEN
WI.oles.ale

A NEW BEE

acknowledge with

pleasure the receipt, this morning, oi a very
beautiful book, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
or. Management of an apiary for Pleasure
andProHt; sixth edition, enlarged." The
book opens witli a kind, familiar face, and
the whole subject matter is concise, easy
and comprehensive. I read it with much
pleasure.
T. F. Binguam.
Abronia, Mich., May 1, 1884.

I have received a copy of the revised
edition of " Bees and Honey," and after

Automatic Honey Extractor
AND SIVIOKER.
Send for descriptive Circular and Prices to
G.

2uAtf

W. STANLEY & BRC,
WVOMING,

N. Y.

ENGBA VINGS

THE HORSE,
BY

KENDALL,

examining the same, find it to be a very
M. D.
B. J.
handy and useful book of reference on the
The above Hive complete for extracsubject of bees and honey, and believe it
(giving an index of diseases*
A
TREATISX:
ted honey
$3.00 should be found in the library
of all inter- and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
The above Hive complete for both in
table (rivinp all the principal drugs used for the
ested in the study of bees.
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
one
4.50
H. H. Bkowx.
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
;

One Hive

in

the

3.00
1.50

flat

Five or over, each

Light Street, Pa.,

May 8,

;

1S84.

horse's teeth at difTerent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent«.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

No one

should ever order these Hives
PRICE— Bound in cloth, Sl.OO in paper
in the flat, without ordering one made up
complete to work by. Parties are adver- covers, 75 cents, postpaid,
tising Hives as Ileddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
G.
by those purchased from me.
935 West Madison Street,
Chicago, Ills.
;

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

THOMAS
925

NEWMAN,

West MadlBo ft'street. CHICAGO, ILL.

DEALER

SECTIONS.

^^ A

lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 414x4)4x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, 86.50; 5x6x3,
per 1,000, §8.00. All shipped from here.

Liberal Discount to Dealers by
tike Dozen or Hundred.

WE CALL
the attention of

wanting

A

No.

BEES.

IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens
For further information, send for Circular.

RICHMOND.

7Aly

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

GOLDEN myITALIANS!
I

nnw wish

to say to

former ouptnmers. that

I

am now ready to till orders for the following Queens.
STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Italian, Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following,
in May and June, each
Hybrid
$ .50
from
one
well-known
the
to
i-eaders
of
this
Will receive terms for 1884 on application.
Italian— untested— not warranted, in May and
Paper
l.oo
June, each
1.50
May and June, each
*' I have never seen a case of
foul brood; Italian- warranted.
2.50
tested Queen
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always Italian—
7.00
Full colonies of Hybrids
been so, and are O. K. in every respect."
10.00
Full colonies of Italians
Geo. B. Peters, M. D.
>^OAtf
L. J. DIEIIL, Butler, Ind.
If you contemplate the purchase of Bees
We can fui-nish any number of Colonies of
in any shape, tested or untested Queens, the above Bees, and will warrant safe delivwanted for The Lives of all the
it may pay you to send for my
ery and satisfaction.
Presidents of the U. 8. The
N. B.—No Bees will be sold by us, for any
largest, handsomest, best book
ever sold for leps than twice
consideration, from uny apiary that has ever
our price. The fastest selling
had a ease of foul Virood in it. For prices
book in America. Immense
and particulars, send to
for
all

1

.

BEES and QUEENS.

CIRCULAR

1884

And be SURE

to state whether or not
Circular for 1883.

have my
Address,

you

profits to agents.

FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,
Lock box

flit.-),

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.

18Ai;!t BBat

JAMES HEDDOSr,

DOWAGIAC.

Cass County,

MICH.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

All intelligent people

want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
Hallett Book C Portland. Me. 4A1 y

free.

..

QTTEENS. UABANT FounITAI-IANand
Soppile*.- It will pay you to
dation,

send for Circular.
llAtf

K. F.

SMITH, Smyrna,

N. T.

Mz
,\_r

TABLISHED

OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA

^^^^^TWEEKXl^^^^?^.^

18 61 ^^v.

T_w'^;|gw_.

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

l
*

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU.,

June

Topics Presented

in this

We
39.5

Apiaries near Highways

396

and Flowers

391

Clipping Queens' Wings

PCBLISHED Br

Convention Ilaud-Book
Correspondence
EniTOK AM) PitOPKIETOR.
Cure for Foul IJrood
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Damaging Floods in Texas
Weekly. »3 a year Monthly, »1.
387,
Editorial Items
tlon for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Uoney,'* bound in paper.

sent us will be given
C9~ The
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write ua a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
receipt for

money

t^~ Any person sending

a club of six, ts entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

ty Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
lime paid for. unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN rOSTAOE, EXTK A
To Europe— Weekly,

50 cents

39-5

To Australia -Weekly, $1

;

388, 389

Kstablisliing Apiaries

396
39.5

Good Work
Hail— Bloom without Nectar

39.5

•

39.)

390

Haldiuiand, Ont., Convention.
Handling and Quieting Bees

.

.

.

Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Dew
Honey from White Mustard
How to Grow Fine Celery
Increasing Colonies by Division.
Local Convention Directory

.

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Statistical
EnteTtd at the Chica^ P. O. aa Second Class Matter.

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

either the

about

7 words;

TWELVE lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices, 50 cents per line.
Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at ZO cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisemcnta withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be oharsjed the full rate for
Che time the advertisement i« Inserted.
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BSS

Went Madison
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ChlcaEO,

New Book (paper

III.

(cloth)

covers)

2 50
3 50

.

3 25

4 OS..

3 00

3 50.

.

2 75

50..

3 26

00.

3 75

Quinby's New Uee-Keeping
3
Langstroth's Standard Work
4
of Bee Culture (cloth) 8
Root's
Alley's (,)ueen Rearing
3

ABC

.

25..

3 00

00..

2 75
2 25
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4 50..

4 25

396

Honey as Food J: Medicine.lOO Copies

4 50.

4 25

2 75.. 2 50

39-5

Blessed Bees
King's Te.\t Book

39-5

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

387

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Aplculturist, (Silas M. Locke) ..

394

389
392
391
.

39.5

397

.

3 00..

2 75

3 00..

2 75

3 00.. 2 75
2 50..

2 36

3 00.. 2 76
3 00.

.

2 75

New

75..

2 50

British

75..

3 50

00..

7 75

Bng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
Bee Journal
3
The 8 above-named papers
9

The Hfonlhly llee Journal and any

of the

above, tl less than the figures In the last column.

.387

389
.

.

.

393
.39.5

How

Sample Copies of theAMERicAN Bee
will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to

Journal

111.,

1^ A
Southwestern Iowa Bee-

Keepers' Association, will
Corning, June 2.8. 1884.

W.

J.

meet

Olivek,

in

Sec.

^i" We now club the British Bee
Journal and our Monthly for $2.50, or
it and the Weekly for $3..50.

in the

Canadian wishes us to state

Bek Journal, whether we

take

Canadian money for subscription or
books. We do and for fractions of a
dollar, Canadian postage stamps may
;

be sent.

— made especially
Bee Journal, are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
Emerson Binders

for the

will be sent, post-paid, for 7.5 cents, for
^" Letters for publication must be the
Weekly or tor the Monthly, 50
written on a separate piece of paper cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
to Canada.
from items of business.
;

NEWiMAN,

Street..

New Bee Book

Dzierzctn's

2 75

2 25

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

line of this type will contain

Dzierzon's

tXl

2 50

39.5
the persons they desire to interview,
Convention
394 by sending the names to this office.
Wintering Bees on Summer Stands 393

aiid

t^ Tlie
A

.

3

.

Report

Will Cotuity,

20

.

2 40.

391

."

The Fertilization of Flowers
The Honey Flora of Arkansas

What

3 25.

(in paper covers)
300..
Bees and Honey (T.Q.Newm.^n)cloth 3 00..
Bees and llnney ( paper covers)
2 75.
Binder for Weeklv Dee Journal
2 75..
Apiary Recister for 2(K) colonies
3 50.

Cook's Manu;il,

.

Those Trembling Bees

ADVERTISING RATES.

Oit*t,

t2 08..

2 35.

39-5

.

0/ both.

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant

.

Reversible Frames Once More
Selections from our Letter Box.
Special Notices

PHce

and Cook's Manual, last edltiondn cloth)

38.s-

Near-sighted

Monthly, 12 cents.
Monthly, 24 cents.

poeta>!e prepaid.

390

:

;

American Bee «Ioarnal

The Weekly Bee Journal

Fastening Foundation in Sections
Good Eesults in Wintering

Priority of Location.

supply the

1884.

.397

;

PKEMIITM.— Any one sending one newsubscrlp-

will

25.

one year. tn\a any of the followln(< Bucks, at tbe
pricen quoted in the last column of tlRures. The
tlrst column Kives the regular price of botb. A!]
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NEWMAN,

C.

VOL.XX.-No.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Number.

A Great IjOss
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1884.
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gidujcrtisjcmjcuts.

BOOKS!
Sent

liy

mail,

ou receipt of

DADMliFiiDATli THOMAS
is

attested

anrl disinterested

A. H. NEWMAN, Chicago. III.,
C. F. MUTH, Cincinnati. O.,
JAMES HEUDON. Dowaglac, Mich.,

DOUtillEKTY & MoKEE. Indianapolis.
CHAS. H. liKEEX. Berlin. HVis..

CH AS. IIERTEL, Jr.. Freeburjj,
WM. BALLANTINE. SaBo. O..
E. L.

NEWMAN,

G.

ARMSTKciNi;,

Ind.,

111.,

Jerseyville. n..

AKTIIUK 'I'ODO.Germantnwn.Philadelphia.Pa.
E. KKETCHMElt, Coburg. Iowa.

E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. V.
C. F. DAIjE, Moitonsville, Ky.

and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
of supplies, accompanied with

list

ISO COMPI^IMENTART,

iiitere.«ting and thoioughly
practical. It
coniiirises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

9-25

by himdreds of the most prac-

bee-keepers to be
the cleanest, briirlitfst,qiiicl<est accepted by
bees, least apt to sau. most regular ui color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.
tical

price, Iiy

Bee-Keepers' Oiiide, or Manual of
Apiary, by Pbcif. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every sub.ject that interests the
liee-keeper. It is n()t only instructive, but
tlie

Qiilnby's

KooT.— Its

On dozen

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 2."» per cent, discount, and prepay
postag-e. Special rates on larger quantities,
f^iven upon application.

Bees and Hone}-,

Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit. Ity Thom.vs
G. New.m.in.— It is "fully up witli the times."
in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidljvdevelopinjr pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with" everytiiinji: that
(-•an aid in the successful manajremont of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most" honey In its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following- subAncient History of Bees and Honey
jects
—Locating: an Apiary— Transferring— FeedSwarming
Dividing
E.xtracting
ingor

New Bee-Keeping, by

style is plain

L, C.

and forcible, making

readers realize the fact that the author
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

is

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces ever.vthing pertaining to the care
of the Honey-i3ee, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth,$1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by Johx Ai.len. — A
romance of bee-keei)ing, full of practical
and contagious enthusiasm.

information
Price, 75c.

Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Kev. L.
L. Langstroth.— This is the work of a
mastei', and will always remain a standard.
Price, $2.00.

:

—

Dzlerzon's Rational Bee-Keeping'.—

— A translation of the master-piece of that most

—

—

Queen Kearing—Inti-oducing Queens — Ital- celebrated German

authority. Price, bound
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ianizing—Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of
Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
We guarantee every inch of our Fonn- etc.
2**0 profusely-illustrated pages.
Price, full and detailed account of 2!^ years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
diition equal to sample in every respect. in cloth, $1.00; in paper covers, 75 cents,
easiest and best >vav to rear Queens, etc.
CHAS. OADAKT <fe SON,
Tlie .\j>lary Kesi.ster, by Thomas G. Price, $1.00.
.=.ABly
HAMILTON. Uancock Co.. ILL. New.m.\n.
— A Record and Account Book for Bee- Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
and printed, and is so arranged thata King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
MILLS.IOiNCH $ 15.00 ruled
glance will give its complete history. Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
AM..J mere
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, foroO
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handlingcolonies. §1.00; for 1(10 colonies, $1.25 ; for and Marketing.— By CH.4S. Dauant & Son.—
200 colonies, $1.50.
37Aly
Details their management. Price, 15e.
Honej- as Food and Medicine, by
Practical Hints to Bce-Keepers, by
Thomas G. Newm.^n. — It gives the various Chas. F. Mutil— Gives his views on the manuses of Honey as Food recipes for making agement of bees. Price, 10c.
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam,
Dzierzon Tlieory. — The fundamental
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with

W.CRELjH

;

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The Original

BINOHAM
Bee Smoker

man.v valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
help in creating a demand for hone.v.
Price, for either the Kn^lisli or Gerina'n
edition, 5 cents— one dozen. 40 cents— 100 for
S2.50 .500 for $10.00-1,000 for $15.00
If HHJ or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.
to

—

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Thomas

Convention

Hand

G. Newman.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of otticers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws f(pr a Loral .'•^ocii-ty
Prograniiiie for aConvention.^^itll .^-^ubjects
for discussion— List of Prcniium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

—

Wliy

Eat Honer? by Thomas

G.

New.mas.— This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee;Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 300 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
;

Prof. Cooh, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
slates that " Mr. Binyham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persit^tentefforthas demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to

honey-producer's name and address fhee, at
the bottom. Less than 200 will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.

Preparation of Honey for tlie
Market, Including the production and care

improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingof both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
in use Ave years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks Instructions on the E.xhibition of Bees and
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and Honey at Fairs, etc.. by Thomas G. Newman.
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box at- This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey."
tachments, as they never go out or fail to blow Price, 10c.
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
Bwift or slow, just as yo« please, any or all the
Sivarniing, Dividing and Feedinis
time; top up or down, they always go!
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Tho.mas G.
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham & Newman, A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Hetherington Uncapping-Knivestirsl. "We neither Price 5c.
make nor handle any tnher supplies; but "f these
Bee Pasturage a Xecessltj', by TnoM.ts
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,0(M) in use trom one G. Newman— Progressi\e views on this imto five years, and receiving but one letter of com- portant subject; suggesting what and how
plaint.
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
With European and American orders already 26 engravings. Price, 10c.
received for over 3.1. K-t), there is evidence that \><f*A
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Bees In Winter, by Thomas G. New.man.
such goods as we make have met the advanced
Cellars and Beewants of the mnst advanced bee-keepers in Eu- —Describing ChatT-packing,
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
rope and America.
send
card.
and
testimonials,
To
For mail rates
Price 5c.
sell again, send for dozen rates to
Blenen Kultur, liy Thomas G. Newman.
HETHEBINGTON,
—In the German language. Price, in paper
&
40 cents, or $3 per doz.
covers,
ABKOSilA.MICH.
6A2Btf

ham smokers have been

BINGHAM

principles of Dzlerzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15e.

Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
by Pkof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
meaning of
bound

nearl.v ;">00 apicultural terms.
in cloth, 50c.

Price,

Tlie

Hive

I lise, by G. M.

DooLtTTLE.—

Price 5c.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
and cure.

Price,

25c.

Moore's Universal

.\ssistant,

—

and

<'oiiiplete Meclianic.
Contains over
l.OOO.tKH) industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business

forms,

Price.

etc.

$2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of

sick

horses, and ti'eats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
Price. 50e., in either English
Oernian.
Food Adulteration.—What we eat and

recipes, etc.

or

shou Id not
family.

eat.

This book should be in every

Price, 50c.

Scrlbner's

Lumber and Log Book. —

Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
Fislier's Grain Tables. — For casting
up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer,ready reckoner, tables for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

Hand-Book of Healtli, by Dr. Foote.
Rules for eating. drinking, sleeping, bathing-,
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25e.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Jouknal. and lettered in gold on
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
;

to Canada.

Constitution and By-I.au's, for

local

Associations, $2 i)er 100. The name of the
Association pi'inted in the blanks 50c. extra.

Ribbon Badges,

for bee-keepers, on
in gold, 10c.

which are printed a large bee
each, or $8 per 100.

WecMn ^u

Jottntal

DKYOTKl) TO THK INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

JUNE

ILL.,

if the bees are vicious or suspected to be so, I smear the alightingboard with some acid, then uncover
the hive. I then smear the tops of
the frames with the acid, and having
a wing or feathei- also saturated so
that Imay dislodge the bees from any
part by it's use, placing it near the
bees, causnig them to retreat to or
from any part I may choose. When
this is done, the bees remain quiet,
and do not crowd over the frames nor
attempt to sting as they do when

ulate,

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

EDITOr viND PUOPRIETOR.

Handling and Quieting

A

Bees.

smoke is used.
There are many applications and
London Journal of Horticulture, gives nostrums
recommended for stings,
and
quiethandling
the following on
none of them being effectual as a
Lanarkshire beekeeper, in

No. 25.

18, 1884.

given will enable any one to
garden.

Iierein

liave it in perfection in his

Statistical Report.

Pres. McCagg, of the Eastern Iowa
and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'

Association, gives the following as all
the reports received up to May 2-5,
1881. Some lo or 20 members had not
reported at that time
:

tlie

ing bees, the remedies, when they are cure, for the very simple reason that
irritated, and the best treatment of the poison has impregnated the system before the alkali can be applied
stings
and reach the acid to neutralize it.
When bees are accustomed to peo- The best remedy I ever found was to
ple anddomesticated animals near the apply heat by steam or water to the
apiary, they seldom offer an attack patient to cause a free perspiration,
unless through some provocation, and to give a little sal volatile; but
which they are sure to resent. Incau- this latter ought to be prescribed by
Not a moment
tious manipulation, turning the soil, the medical man.
and pidling weeds or vegetables cer- should be lost to bring on a free pertain odors, such as musk and other spiration, and every means resorted
vinegar and smoke, and al- to that will accomplish that end.
scents
lowing' bees to have access to honeycomb or robbing other hives, are a
ig^ By the Lake view, Mich., Enterfew of the many things that irritate
them, all of which should be guarded prise, we notice that Mr. S. J. Youngagainst. One bee irritated and using man expects to receive 12.5 colonies of
its sting may set the whole apiary in
bees by rail from Louisiana to keep
a frantic and vicious state, which may
The
last for weeks ere they be calmed on shares until next September.
down. It is possible that bees pos- increase is to be limited to one swarm
sess a sense that we are ignorant of. from each colony Mr. Y. has all the
One thing is certain, when people of a increase and one -half of the honey for
nervous temperament manipulate bees
there is something that excites them. his share. The bees will be .5 days or
We can avoid irritating bees in many more on the road.
ways, such as by leaving the apiary
for a time when they are inclined to
have received the Catasting, or disturbing thenY as menof High-Class Poultry and
tioned above
but there are times logue
when all danger has to be faced, and Fancy Dogs of Geo. H. Pugsley,
caution with firmness is necessary, Brantford, Ontario, Canada. It conand veils, if stings are dreaded. When tains 68 nicely illustrated pages.
manipulating, I seldom use either a
veil or smoke, carbolic acid being so
much superior to the latter that it enHow to Grow fine Celery.— new
:

;

;

;

1^ We

;

A

me

manipulate with safety, method, by Mrs. II. M. Crider, York,
leaving the bees in a passive state
Pa. A 2.5-cent pamphlet, showing how
after it. The hive also is the better
able to resist foul brood, while moths to grow fine celery, according to a
do not harbor where it has been used, theory deduced from a study of the
neither is the honey tainted nor the natural habits of the plant, and well
larvie affected by its use, as is the
attested by several years of expericase when smoke is used. Carbolic
acid is useful to prevent robbers at- ence. The importance of celery as an
tacking another colony. The robbing article of diet, and especially its value
hive is well smeared at the entrance; as
a specific for nervous diseases,
ables

B.Lindle
yocuni

Wm.

207

179
1
2
16
3
8
3
90
l*t
70
14
150
8
100
20
6
3
24

RiffKS

Swim

J. 1.
1 Hall
J. E. Sutherland

D.
T.

Moore
W. LivinKston

€.

H. Dibbern&Son
V.Caldwell

.

J.
J. L.

Newberry
K.U.Wright

B.Mead
R. Murphy
Wui. Hurston
C. Freeman
H.W.Gilbert
Wm. Goose

W.

0. H. Carpenter

Paul Stahmaer
Philip Barth
J. B.

Uopp

Phillip Earhart
Joshua Wadsworth
Win. Gromell
G. W. Ashton

..

John Madden
G.

1.,.

Mi.^s
J.

D.

Gast
Kate E. Case

Adams

T.J.Davis
H. O. Stacy
James Johnston
Ira Brashears
C.
J.

A.

G.

Plummer

C.Hinberg

Webb

1

C. Fringall

V.

J.

J.Nagle
Greiner

C.

S
28
ICO
4
220
76
3
100
130

McCaKg

1.

H. G. Sears
B. F. Little

Adaml.ittIR
Phillip

Osborn

L.H.Scudder
Totals

266« 1222 1313!

br,'.!

290 18T5

to

When commencing

to

manip-

first

The increase in the number of colonies is not over 5 per cent, in the past
2 years, and the increase in the consumption of honey has been at least 20
per cent, in the past 2 years so you
can see that honey must bring a good
price. Weak colonies cannot be relied
upon as honey-gatherers. This year's
crop of honey, if large, should bring
;

not less than 1.5 to 20 cents. Do not
be deceived by large ideas and big
its successful culture of the yields at your neighbor's we will not
importance
and the method be able to supply the demand

the bees from making
further inroads on its weaker neigh- makes

this diverts
bors.

J.

J. C.

;

;
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Cure for Foul Brood.

T. "\V. Cowan, Esq.. of Loudon.
England, lately visited the apiary of
Mons. Ed. Bertrand, located at Allevays,

in

the

Alps,

Switzerland.

vides the apiary, Layens hives being
on the left, and" Dadant hives on the
right, so that by working the two
systems together a comparison might
be made there being about 50 hives
in the enclosure. In front of the
apiary are small flr-trees destined to
attract the swarms, and borders containing experimental plantations of
honey-yielding plants, such as scrophularia, yellow and white melilot,
borage, phacelia, alsike clover, and
;

Mons. Bertrand claims to have successfully cured '• foul brood " there,
and Mr. T.VV. Cowan details the way in
which it was done, in the following
others.
article from the British Bee Journal
This is a good neighborhood for the
:

ticular interest to me, having some
years ago had to battle with this dis-

ease myself, and knowing that it was
only by perseverance and great care
that I ciured my bees
of it, I was

anxious to

know how Mr. Bertrand

had proceeded.

When

I

cured

my

bees, fumigation with salicylic acid
according to "Ililbert's" method was

not known, and it was much more
trouble than now. Experiments made
on foul- broody colonies during the last

two

years,

however,

convinced

me

that fumigation, if properly done, was
Allevays is situated at a height of bees, for in the spring they find pollen the simpler process. I was not satis2112 feet, and is distant about six on the willows, maples, nuts, and fied with my way of fumigating,
miles from Nyon, on the road to St. colt's-foot, and honey on the maples therefore I was curious to see how M.
Cergues, on the Jura mountains. The and wild cherry trees later, on the Bertrand proceeded. His method is so
scenery was very pieturesque.and as we cultivated espareet, wild sage, and simple, that for tlie benefit of those
rose higher and higher, first one peak the flowers of the pastures.
After whose bees have foul brood,I will give a
and then another of the Mont Blanc the grass is mown, there are the lime- description of it, and in doing so will
range came in view. On our arrival trees, raspberries, wild thyme, golden- give the French weights so that no
at Allevays, we were met by two En- rod, astrantia, and others. Tliis apiary mistake should be made. M. Bertrand
glish gentlemen who had been at- is one of the few which yield a regular told me that since the establishment
tracted thither by seeing the view of and constant return it sliows that its of the apiary, he had had foul brood
the apiary which appeared some time owner is a thoroughly practical as in some of liis hives, these at first he
since in the British Bee Journal. This well as scientific apiarist.
burned, but being induced to try to
apiary, as will be seen by referring to
M. Bertrand is editor of the Bulletin cure them, he persevered and never
the accompanying picture, is situated (V Apiculture pour la Suisse Romande. allowed the disease to get to the worst
stage, when a cure would be more
ditiicult.
The hives were constantly
examined, and if the slightest trace
of dead Virood was detected, they were
at once operated upon. Mostof thecoloniesin the apiary were now perfectly
healthy there was one, however, that
liad only recently been cured it is the
one standing just behind the gentleman in the wide- awake hat in tlie engraving, and M. Bertrand and M. Auberson proceeded to operate upon this
one in my presence. For fumigating,
he has had constructed a lamp, which
is cylindrical in form, 6}^ inches in
diameter, and with an elbow at the
top, ending in an opening r> inches by
The total height of lamp
1,1;^ inches.
with elbow being 11 inches. Inside
the cylinder is placed a spirit-lamp,
and above this is a small tin dish
about i}^ inches above the wick of
the lamp. The hive is not removed
Mij)ts. Bt:rh'(uid's Apiar;/. in the ii'ic/.s.s Alps.
from its stand, but is raised up at the
back oft' its floorboard by means of
on the borders of the forest, and is which is. without exception, the best blocks of wood, and wedges are inenclosed in the American style. The and most progressive journal in the serted at the sides, so tliat all the
hives are detached, each benig on its French language, devoted to modern space is closed except enough to adown stand, the floor-boards close to bee-keeping in movable-coml) hives. mit the nozzle of the fumigator. One
the ground, similar to the hives used Being such a master and authority, it gramme of salicylic acid is placed in
by me. They are well sheltered from was natural to expect that his apiary the dish, and the flame regulated so
the winds by the forest which extends would be worth visiting nor was I that the acid is gently evaporated.
on three sides. The hives are about disappointed, for here was really a
Too much flame would cause it to boil
6 feet apart, in rows, the distance be- model apiary in every sense of the
perfect order reigned every- over and waste, not enough would not
tween each row being about 10 feet. word
In front of the hives, here and there, where, there was a place for every- even melt it, so the right amount can
are planted shrubs which serve as thing, and everything was in its place. be found out by experiment. The
proceeded to examine some of nozzle of the funiigator in operation
guides to the bees to mark their
homes. In the centre of the apiary the colonies, and found them well is now inserted in the opening at the
and remarkably bottom, and the corners of the quilt
is seen a shed, which is used for mani- stocked with bees
turned up so as to allow the vapor of
pulation, and as a store and extract- strong.
few
M. Bertrand has a valuable and able the acid to circulate freely.
ing room. It contains hives, frames,
a cupboard for combs, and even in tlie assistant in the person of M. C. Au- minutes after the acid had all evapridge there is a bed which has been berson, who is a schoolmaster at St. orated, tlie hive was examined and
useful to its owner when he has been Cergues. three-quarters of an hour's the bees did not seem to be in the
walk above Allevays, who, in addition least inconvenienced by the fumigakept late at work with his bees.
From the windows there is a splen- to looking after his own bees, under- tion. M. Bertrand said tliat neitlier
did panorama of Lake Leman and the took to assist M. Bertrand at a time brood nor worker bees were hurt, but
Alps. These windows are of peculiar when they were stricken by foul brood, he was not sure whether or not the
construction, being made to reverse and when constant supervision was queens suffered sometimes as he had
on pivots at the top and bottom, so necessary to stamp out the disease, lost some. Ililbert says that each
that bv merely turning them any bees M. Bertrand's residence being at too hive should be fumigated every six
that liad gotten inside the shed and great a distance from Allevays to give days, four fumigations being suffiflown on the glass, could be turned out the bees necessary attention. As the cient but M. Bertrand has continued
wide patli di- snl)ject of foul brood was one of par- longer, so as to be certain of a cure.
without anv difticulty.
;

;

;

—

;

;

We

A

;

A
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The operations should be performed
when
ill the inoniiugoriu theeveiuii.n'

also restrict myself to plants which I
have for a number of years grown in

Fertilization of Flowers.

Mr. James Ueid, a nephew of Mr.
Robt. Reid, Collector of Customs at
London, Out., who is now a iiroininent resident of Paisley, Scotland,
lias devoted much attention to botanwith an ordiiiary syringe. The tonl- ical subjects, and lately delivered a
broodv ccilonies receive every other
interesting lecture on " The Ferevening one-sixth of a litre of syrup very
drops of llilbert's tilization of Flowers," before the
containing :iO to
solution So. 1 (S grammes or cubic Botanical Section of the Philosophical
pure alcohol to 1
centimetres of
Society, from which we make a few

the bees are at hojne. ISesides the
fumiiiations, the entrance, alishtingboartl, and the <;ronnd round the hive,
and anv portion not reached by tlie
vapor, should be washed with a solution of saliiylie acid. Tins is done

all

•")()

giamme

of salicylic acid).

A foul-broody

hive should be tunngated previous to its being opened,
and all diseased brood cut out and
thrown away, as few frames left as
the bees can conveniently occupy, and
if possible the bees should be forced
to build new combs. All the hives in
the apiary should be fed at least once
a week with a syrup containing acid,
while the disease lasts. After this
treatment M. Bertrand found that at
about the end of six weeks all trace
of the disease had disappeared, and
the convalescent colonies gave a good
harvest of honey. I was glad to see
that in all his operations M. ]5ertraiid
took the same precautions I have always insisted upon, and to tlie neglect
of wbich so many have failed to cure
their colonies. After a hive had been
examined, everything used, as well as
the hands, were washed in water containing oO drops of solution No. 1 in
50 grammes of tepid rain water. A

extracts

We all know, said Mr. Reid, that
most flowers have their stamens and
pistil situated together in the same

flower; but we likewise know that
species bear those organs on

many

separate flowers, although both kinds
of flowers are found growing together
on the same plant, whilst still other
plants bear their stamens and pistil
not merelv in separate flowers, but in

garden, and thus have had
opportunities of seeing conlirmation
of certain phenomena which have engaged the attention of botanists ot
acknowledged reputation. In many
hermaphrodite flowers, the stamens
come to maturity at one time and the
pistil at another; and, of course, in
such cases self-fertilization cannot
take place.
Dichogamy is a tecluiical term to
indicate that the two sets of organs
on the same flower are not developed
simultaneously, but it does not tell
Howlis which of them ripens first.
ever, in flowers of this kind, the stamens generally arrive at maturity
first; and, wheii this is the case, the
flowers are said to be protandrous or
But in many cases
proterandrous.
where both sets of organs are developed at the same time, insect agency
is still essential to successful fertilization. We have a familiar instance
of this in the common red clover
Tri folium pratense). Some naturalists
(
atflrm that tlie common red clover can
be fertilized only through the agency
of one of the common humble-bees;
others are disposed to question the
soundness of this opinion, although
all appear to agree that insect agency
is quite essential to its successful fer-

my own

flowers oh perfectly distinct plants.
It is evident that, when these organs are each situated on separate
flowers, fertilization can ensue only
when pollen from the stamens of one
flower is carried by some means or
other to the stigma of another flower
of the same species. In the most of
cases this is effected by insects, in a tilization.
few instances by birds, and in others
In the course of the late Darwin s
by the wind. The Scotch tir affords a numerous and valuable experiments,
well-known example of wind-fertiliza- he found that 100 heads of red clover,
.

tion. Doubtless the enormous quantity of pollen shed by this species is
meant to make up for the great waste
incidental to its method of transmission, ^leanwhile we will conHiie our
manipulating
constantly
although
attention to plants bearing hermaphhad
colonies,
diseased
amongst the
rodite flowers.
his
into
disease
the
introduced
not
It was long supposed— indeed, until

in the open air in the
usual way, produced 2,700 seeds, but
the same" number of heads, when protected from bees, did not produce so
much as a single seed. I remember
reading in the newspapers, some 12 or
14 years ago. an account of the efforts
of the Acclimatization Society, of
New Zealand, to introduce red clover
but, although the
into that colony
seeds sent from this country yielded
a fair crop of good plants, yet the
plants thus grown totally failed to reproduce others "after their kind,"
and the failure was described to the
absence of wild bees.
Like the red clover, the fertilization
of the pansy is likewise due to the
agency of insects, chiefly to the visits
of one or more of the wild bees. As
the pansy is believed to be one of the
most highly specialized flowers not
only in the ]5ritish flora, but in the

when grown

of linen, which
can be easily washed, is used in operating ; and the great care taken is
shown by the fact that M. Auberson,

special

dress

made

These operations are
apiary.
very simple, but not one of the precautions taken can be dispensed with.
I prefer to scald hiv«s that contained
foul brood, and I liave my hives constructed with a view to this but M.
Bertrand pointed out that it would be
very inconvenient to do so with such
large hives as the Layens, and I also
prefer to give my bees salicylic acid
in their food whenever tbey have any.
It is now several years since I cured
my bees of foul brood, but they have
always been fed on syrup containing
salicylic acid in the proportions set
forth ill the British Bee-Keepers' Guide
Boo\\ and, although situated in an infected area, I attribute the absence of
disease in my apiary to the constant
use of salicylic acid "in the food.

own

;

recently, and, I may almost
say, within the lifetime of the youngest members of oursociety, it was the
almost universal belief amongst botanists—that all flowers of this kind

quite

were

self-fertilizing;

but

it

is

,

;

now

well known that very many
flowers, althoiigli hermaphrodite in
structure, are unisexual in function.
Some of our most eminent botanists are
of the opinion that cross-fertilization
which
is the rule with many flowers
yet have the power of self-fertilization and experiment has shown that
when one flower is fertilized by pollen
from another flower, the resulting
whole list of phanerogamous plants,
seeds give rise to healthier and more
while of any
it is very well worth the
spring
usually
than
vigorous plants
all interested in the subject to
at
one
flowers.
self-fertilized
from seeds of
to understand its
However, we shall see as we proceed, take some pains
structure and the contrivances which
flowhermaphrodite
some
with
that,
reproduction
it exhibits to insure its
ear-Sighted.— Lanarkshire bee- ers, self-fertilization is physically im- from seed. The pediuicle of the
the
cases
in
such
that
and
possible,
keeper writing on the question of the
below the flower, suddenly
most beautiful arrangements exist for pansy, just
near-sightedness of queens, in the
curves round to a position at right

ensuring cross-fertilization.
to its ascending axis, thus
In the remarks which I have to angles
forward and
" Some people are make, I will draw my illustrations throwing the flower
the " eye " of
flowers which grow downward. Look into
wild
few
a
from
nearthe
bees are not

of
:

of the opinion that

Horticulture

re-

freely around Paisley, and I will, for
two reasons, take up no more than
three or four species— first, because it
to
is impossible, within proper limits,
deal satisfactorily with many flowers
and next, because the nature of the
principle which we are considering,
to pass over or close can be as well illustrated by three or
four as by a larger number. I will

sighted— i. e., cannot discern an object
near them. I cannot endorse that
statement, as I have repeatedly observed when bees were feeding under
a glass cover, they started when an

was made
them."

object
to

;

A

N

London Journal
marks as follows

quite

;

the flower, and you will notice
round knob like stigma, of a yellowish
"reen color, situated almost right in
the throat, so to speak, of the tube.
This gobular organ you will likewise
observe, is pressed closely down upon
the front petal. Now, look beyond
the stigma and in towards the very
heart of the flower, and you will there

:
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see something liaving a more or less
orange tint. This orange color proceeds from the broad and membranous prolon.^ations of the connectives.
I may remind some of you that the
connective is wliat might be called

the mid-rib of the antlier. It usually
terminates at the tip of the anther,

but

it is

sometimes produced beyond

the weak part, causing a movement
of the ovary. This movement disthe
encircling anthers
turbs the
hollow box opens, and the pollen, set
free by the agitation, drops upon the
bee, and is carried oil by it to the
next flower it alights upon. In following the bee to this other flower,
we will see that in thrusting its proboscis beneath the stigma, it has to
pass the open orifice, against which it
must press with some degree of force.
The pollen which it has brought from
the first flower gets cleaned off its
trunk, some of which is almost certain to enter the hollow chamber, thus
securing cross-fertilization.
;

as it is in this case, and very
strikingly so in Paris quadrifoKa. An
anther witli prolonged connective is
analogous to a leaf whose mid-rib is
produced beyond the blade. The
stamens of the pansy have very short
filaments much shorter than their
antliers. The ovary is conical in form,
and the anthers are arranged completely round it, their dehiscing sides
inwards, facing the pistil. The prolongations of the connectives thus
take up a position near the upper part
of the ovary, their tips meeting at the
apex of the cone, but in such a way
as to inclose a hollow space, with the
ovary in the centre. Each of the two
For tbe American Bee Journal.
lower or front stamens throws out
from the base of the connective a long
Hail—
Bloom
without Nectar.
spur. These staminal spurs project
into the spur of the lower petal, and
ALLEN PRINGLE.
The
penetrates its whole length.
honey-glands are
situated in the
On May 18th ult. a violent hail storm
somewhat thickened ends of the passed
over this section, and all the
staminal spurs, whence it drops to the
bees that were out were killed. As
bottom of tlie spur of the corolla,
weather during the preceding
where it remains until sought for by the
had been unfavorable, confining
some insect whose trunk is long week
the bees to their hives the most of the
enough to reach it.
time, they came out freely that fatal
I will not weary you with these afternoon, the weather being fine.
structural
details further
than to The hail storm came suddenly, withmention that the stigma, which seems out warning, and laid tlie busy workto guard the entrance to the honey- ers low in the dust. They could be
chamber, is quite hollow, and has a seen after the storm, scattered over
remarkable round opening in front. the fields close to the earth, dead
Below this opening, and close in con- with their pellets of pollen still adtact with the petal, is a recurved lip hering to them. Aside from considor valve. There is a bend at what erations of loss, the sight was one to
appears to he a weak partof the style, excite feelings of commiseration for
liaving examined the flower thus the industrious little heroes, and
carefully, we are now in a position to Shakespeare's couplet was forcibly
watch the eifect of a bee visiting the suggested
" Blow, wind! come, wrack!
pansy in search of honey. The insect
At least we'll die with harness on our back."
alights on tlie broad front petal,
thrusts its trunk under the stigma
The colonies which before this were
and downwards to the bottom of the in fine condition, were all more or less
spur of the corolla, where it can depleted and some of them with not
either sip what has trickled into the bees enough left to care for the brood
tube or take the honey directly from which was plentiful. This unfortuthe secreting glands of the staminal nate state of things necessitated a
spurs. jS'ow, observe what happens. general balancing of forces througliIf the anthers are mature, or have out the apiary, and some " doubling
been so for a short time, the pollen up."' Had I not promptly attended to
will, partly at least, have dropped this, the field loss, great as it was,
through the slits between the anthers would in all probability have been
into the spur of the corolla, wliere it supplemented by a still greater loss
will he caught by the thick brush of of brood— possibly ending in "foul
liiiirs which seem to be placed there brood.''
for this special purpose. Tlie probosSuch untoward and unexpected exicis of the bee, on its way to the gencies as these are the ones which
honey, must i)ass completely through test the apiarist. He is thus put to
this brush of hairs, and is sure to get his " wits' ends," and at such times,
dusted over with pollen but, in with- unless he has principles to fall back
drawing itself from the tube, the in- upon, he will find himself at sea.
sect comes against the recurved lip of
But the hail storm was not all.
the stigma, which is consequently During two or three days of the past
drawn forward and pressed across week, it was freezing cold, with high
the orifice, thus effectively preventing cold winds, and ice forming at nights.
any of the pollen from entering the And to complete the chapter of adcavity.
Should the bee visit the verse circumstances, the fruit bloom
flower just at the time when the an- has come, and is about over, but has
thers have ripened, but before the yielded no honey. This, to me, is
pollen has been shed, then when it anomalous. So far, in all iny experitouches the stigma, the style bends at ence, I tiave never observed an abundit,

—

;

;

;

ant fruit bloom without nectar. I
have had to feed my bees all through
it, or they would undoubtedly have
starved.

The absence

of nectar in the

bloom

no doubt, due principally to the
low temperature
and the drying
winds of last week. In utter perversity the weather this spring has been
the worthy counterpart of tliat of last
is,

spring.

Ever since the bees were put out
the middle of April), it has
been a continual conflict with adverse (one would be pardoned for say-

(about

ing ill-naturedly, perverse) natural
conditions.
However, I suppose our
only salvation from these meteorological ills (and ddlls) is to bring
science and common-sense to bear,
resolutely meet them, and parry them.
part of niy bees were wintered
on their summer stands protected,
and part of them in the cellar. I lost
one of those whiih were outside, and
one of those inside, after they were
put out. All the others came tiirough

A

in excellent condition.

The one outside starved, though it
had about 80 pounds of honey when I
prepared

I account for
it for winter.
It was
the singular fact in this way
well
prepared,
and
so
snug under
so
the snow, and being one of the largest
and best colonies, it kept up breeding
all winter, until it had by March 1,
consumed all its stores. Its post-mortem condition evidenced this.
•

Xotwithstanding the very unfavorable spring, my bees are now in excellent condition, with the exception
of 2 or 3 colonies. But they have no
honey, nor are they gathering any to

and
it

am

feeding them,
to continue
until the white-clover bloom ap-

speak

I

of.

will,

still

no doubt, have

pears.

Many

bees in this section died durwinter and spring mostly,
however, among the old-fashioned,
non-scientific bee-keepers.
One of
this class, a neighbor (he does not
take the Bee Journal), said to Mrs.
" How is it that Mr.
P. lately
Pringle's bees live through the winter
and spring and ours die V" The reply was that it was probably owing to
the fact that the former knew how to
care for his bees.
Now I do not suppose that the most
careful and scientific apiarist can
permanently escape winter and spring

ing the

;

:

but his average loss will be
small compared with those of tlie
careless and blundering bee-keeper.
Bee-culture wants no sluggards or
losses

;

'

•

But the

losses and disapconsequent upon these
have
at
least
one good eftraits, will
fect
viz., that of weeding out the
careless and incompetent from our

dullards.

pointments
;

ranks. Not that the inevitable mistakes and losses of t)ie earnest beginner determined to learn ought to
be condemned— by no means; but the
bee " dolt " who is too dull to comprehend scientific apiculture, or too negligent and careless to look after his
industrious little exemplars, ought tc
be -'weeded out ;"' and the Darvvinia
law of the "survival of the fittest
will assuredly do it.
Selby, Ont., .June 2, 1884.

;
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THE BEST JUSTHOD OF INCKEASE."

an apple blossom
The first thing
Smith preferred natural swarm- noticed is that there are live white, or
ing for the reason that the bees lost pinkish-white fl.attened portions which
form the most conspicuous part of the
The llaUliinaiuI, Ontarici, bee-keep- no time, but went to work at once.
Mr. Kindree also preferred natural flower and clothe the tree in beauty.
ers met at Ilaiiersville on Friday, May
These are tlie petals. On the inside
swarming for the
reason.

Haldimand, Ontario, Convention.

3(1

;

i")

The

nieiubeis being present.
niinntes of tlie previous meet-

ing were read and adopted. The lirst
subjeet discussed was "The Best
Race of Bees."
The chairman.- Jilr. R. Buckley, advocated tlie Italians as the best race
of bees.
^Ir. Kindree liad not much e.xperieuce with any except brown bees and
Italians
but lie preferred the Italians, or a cross between them and the
;

brown

liees.

Mr. Smith preferred the Italians for
handling, but thinks that hybrids are
the be.st honey producers.
Mr. Abbott said he did not know
anything about the Italians he had
good success with the German bees.
He noticed that some of his colonies
were becoming hybridized by meeting
with Italian drones, and that they
were powerful workers.
Mr. Williamson said that anybody
who had any experience in keeping
bees would never say that the brown
bee is better than the Italian but he
thought the hybrids were belter than
;

;

either.

Mr.

brown
years

;

Armstrong had kept both
and Italian bees for some
but he did not want any brown

bees, or hybrids either, after this.
The Italians were better workers and
easier to liandle
they work earlier
;

and later, and defend themselves
from robbers and moths far better
than the brown bees. He read extracts from Prof. Cook's and A. I.
Roofs bee-books in favor of the Ital-

same

In

reply to Jlr. Hull, he explained
to divide

The

Cliairinau preferred

and said

"

how

them.
dividing,

good bee-keepers
practiced that method but care must
be taken not to divide too much. It
takes less time, and there is less danger of losing swarms.
Mr. Armstrontj said if a man did
not know anytning about bees, he
should not try to divide them, but
allow tlie bees to manage for themselves.
For liimself he preferrred
dividing, as it was easier but a laying
queen should always be given to the
tliat

all

;

;

new

colony.
Tlie following

members

was reported by the

the number lo.st
Fall count. 443
spring count, 353; loss, 90 colonies.
preseiit, as

during the winter

:

INTRODUCING A QUEEN TO A COLONY
HAA'INCi A FERTILE WORKEK.
Mr. Kindree had not much experience in this line, but he once succeeded by putting a weak colony with
a queen, into the fertile-worker colony.
JSIr. Armstrong advocated breaking
up the colony altogether, and giving
the frames to other colonies.
Tlie Secretary stated that he had
succeeded in getting rid of a fertile
worker by removing the hive to
another part of the yard, shaking the
bees off the frames, and then putting
the hive back on its old stand. He
then introduced a queen without any
trouble.
E. C. Camit.ell, Sec.

ian bee.
The Secretary spoke in favor of the
For the American Bee JoumaL
Holy Land bees, or a cross between
Bees and Flowers.
them and the Italians. His Syrian
bees were better workers, and quite
CLARENCE M. WEED.
as gentle as Italians. They winter
better, and build up more rapidly in
Every person at all acquainted with
the spring. He believes " the coming
bee " will be a cross between the Syr- bees and bee-culture knows that without
flowers bees could not exist but
ian and the Italian.
it may be a new thought to some, at
" PUTTING UF HONEY FOR MARKET." least of the younger readers of the
Bee Journal, that without bees
Mr. "\Mlliamson did not produce flowers could nol^exist. It is proposed
more honey than he could sell in his in a few short articles to give an idea
home market; but he thought that of the mutual relations of bees and
the small sections sold more readily. flowers, and of the views of eminent
Extracted honey put up in glass jars botanists in regard thereto. It will
sold about as well as section honey.
be seen that the subject is a much
^Ir. Armstrong put most of his more interesting one than it would
at
honey in glass jars, and only lost two first appear to be, and that for the
in shipment.
When he sold honey in beautiful tints and sweet fragrance
large quantities, he put it up in half- of our most dearly loved flowers, we
barrels. Comb honey should be in are indebted to the bee. Certainly it
one-pound or two-pound sections.
must be admitted that any bee-keeper
The Chairman said lie thought the who understands the philosophy of
smaller the package the more readily his calling, will make a more successit could be disposed of.
ful apiarist, as well as a broader and
:Mr. Smith had tried both tins and more cultured man.
glass jars, and preferred the glass for
Before discussing the subject proper,
home trade.
a knowledge of the structure of flowThe Secretary thought it would not ers is necessary. There are many
make much difference how it was put flowers,whicli are notcommonly called
np. after the people had tried the such, as those of the elm and ash,
but
honey. He had used both tins and these will be passed over and only
glass, and preferred the tin, on ac- those treated of which are of
special
count of its cheapness and safety in interest to the bee-keeper. To illushandling.
trate flower structure, let us examine
;

_

:

jNIr.

I

of the petals are a large number of
small yellow stems surmounted by a
cap of the same color these are the
stamens, and are a very essential part
of the flower, because they contain
the yellow powder called pollen. At
the centre of the group of stamens is
a greenish stem differing from the stamens in size and shape; this is the pi'.sti;.
another essential part of the flower.
The lower portions of the pistil is
called the ovary, because it contains
the ocijfes or young seeds. In order
that these ovules may develop into
seeds, a particle of the pollen from
the stamens must fall upon top of the
pistil and penetrate it by means of a
microscopic '• pollen tube." This is
the process of fertilization. But if
this is done by pollen from the same
flower, the ovule will in most cases
not develop at all, or if it does develop, it will be much less vigorous
than if the pollen came from another
flower of the same tree or still bet;

;

ter, of

another tree.

Here comes

in

the aid of the honey-bee its function,
as regards flowers, is to carry pollen
from the stamens of one flower to fertilize the pistil of another.
In the apple, pear, peach, thorn,
and many similar flowers, the process
of fertilization is very simple. The
bee lights upon the blossom, and in
so doing some pollen is brushed upon
its head and body, some of which
will be rubbed on the pistil of the
next flower visited in its eager search
for the honey secreted at the base of
the stamens.
;

Lansing, Mich.
For the American Bee Journal.

Reversible Frames Once More.
M. M. liALDRIDGE.
It does seem that " the woods are
full of them," for Michigan has been

heard from again. I now refer to
some exceedingly funny remarks on
page 233 of the Bee Journal, concerning " reversible frames."
" When we have
The writer says
a frame all flxed so that it will reverse, ivhen we say the loord, of what
advantage is it over a frame that does
not reverse?" My reply is, please read
carefully and critically what has been
said in the Bee Journal, and elsewhere, on that side of the subject, and
then you will see for yourself. Xow.
please do not ask the advocates of
"reversible frames" to All column
atter column of the bee-periodicals
with matter that would be a mere repetition of what has been said, and
thereby ?ini«sea(ethe intelligent reader.
:

" When the combs are full of sealed
perhaps it might help the
brood,
voung bees to gnaw out, if we reverse
Ihe combs." This is evidently intended for one of those " funny " remarks, and I introduce it here simply
to give everybody a chance to smile who
feels like

it".

!

:
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As a lawyer, I am not a little surprised at Mr. Pond's taking up the
position he does for law in its principle goes dead against him. The whole
tenor of the writings of Blackstone,
Coke, Justinian, and the American
law writers, when treating of the
principles of tenures and titles, go to
aftirm that the first occupant has a
right to the selected locality. Discovery and first occupancy are the
very foundation of title. The principle is so plainly recognized by the
American law of pre-emption.and also
by the free ranges over the public
domain in the West by cattle and
sheep men that I wonder all the more
at his position.
So far as the point at issue in this
matter of location is concerned, there
is no difference between cattle and
sheep and bees or if tliere is, it is in
favor of the bees " they come home
to roost."
Equity most certainly, if not actual
law. would give the title to the first
bee-keeper. Try it also by the rule of
doing inito others as you would have
others do to you, and see where this-

"
have seen honey so thin that
to reverse the combs would be sure to
give the bees a job of house-clenuiiig."
The writer now touches liglitly upon
a matter of some importance— but is
he sure that he has made a statement
of fact f or is it simply fancy ?
have a " strain " of bees in Illinois
(and they are not liybrids either) that
has a knack of filling a comb with

We

honey when

making

it

lies

upon

stay in, too
honey is so thin that
it

!

its face, and
But suppose

it will run out
the comb is simply reversed,
will that do any harm ? And may it
not after all be an advantage V That
is, may it not hasten the " ripening"
of the honey, if the bees are compelled to move it to some other part
of the hive V Bytbe-by, what is the
reason those wonderful hybrid bees in
Michigan cannot be strained just a
they will not
trifle more, so that
gather honey so thin that it will run
simply
reversing
the combs V
out by
" I can see no advantage" in reversible frames, but this may be owing to my " thick-headedness." The
writer has possibly " hit the nail on
the head " this time
But great men
are often troubled with that complaint. Even the late T. B. Miner,
the compiler of " The Bee-Keepers'
Manual," a work that had quite an
extensive sale 25 years ago, was sadly
afflicted with " thick-headedness ;" so
much so, in fact, that he could not see
that movable-frame hives had any advantage over those provided simply

when

I

;

;

puts

—

it.

Mr. Doolittle's contention appears
to be thus
If Jones is a big property-ow^ner near Kendall, who is a
poor man keeping bees, that the big
property-owner Jones can crowd Kendall out of the range by simply putting on his large range more colonies
of bees than Kendall does on his.
Perhaps he can, and perhaps he
with top-bars
cannot and perhaps he will get so
The same is true to-day with many disgusted in doing it that he will
concerning the use of a honey- board eventually want to sell out to Kendall.
:

;

properly. How few there
comparatively, who fully appreciate the advantages of the "style of
honey-board so ably advocated by
Mr. Heddon. So the writer will
the
please console himself with
thought that other great men are
often so "thick-headed" that they

when made
are,

I3ear

in

mind

these

suppositions

Kendall is supposed to be an experienced bee-man, and up with the
times; while .lones is not a bee-man
at

all.

l)ut

seeing Kendall's success,

out ? Besides, while he is messing
with the three, four or five hundred
colonies with which he is going to
beat Jones out, what will become of
his farm or other business. It will
take him all his time to handle his
bees. Then again, how many years
will it take him to build up his apiary;
and how many years will he have to
neglect his farm or other business.
Is it likely he will neglect a better
business for a poorer jto him) one":*
Scarcely
his only other way then
would be to hire an experienced apiarist to manage his bees
and he
would have to pay such a man a
salary that would. "I think, in addi;

;

tion

the cost of hives, bees, etc.,
sum as would make
Mr. Jones a pretty sick man on bees ;
and begin to think the game of driving out Kendall was not worth the
candle burned to play it by.
No, no, Mr. Heddon has given us a
valuable liint if we have to fight such
a case a hint that will enable an experienced bee-keeper with a small
acreage, to win, over an experienced
but envious landed-proprietor every
time, I believe.
Mr. Doolittle's plan is to speak soft
words to the big man Mr. Heddon
distinctly said the same. It the big
man listens to the kindly words, all
will be well in Mr. Heddon's case as
But in
w-ell as in Mr. Doolittle's.
case the big man says, " I don't care,"
and will not listen to reason what
then V
(And this is the case Mr.
Heddon supposes.) I presume Mr.
Doolittle would move out or agree to
work the big man's apiary on a salary;
but Mr. Heddon would do neither,
unless he was compelled to— an unlikely contingency he would stop and
fight it
and if there is any truth in
the statement that " knowledge is
power," the chances are, Mr. Heddon
would come out ahead, and his big
opponent would be the under dog in
the fight.
Every reasonable man believes that
but the
quiet "arbitrature is best
trouble is, every once in a while a big
fellow comes along who will not listen
to reason, but presumes on his size,
and purposes to despoil you. In such
a ease you must do one of two things
—give up or make a fight- for it. If
there is no chance of winning, and
you cannot win, you have to suffer
loss; but if you can see a chance to
win, fight it and I fancy it may be
shown that your science, experience
to

amount

to such a

—

;

—

—

;

wants to keep bees, and undertakes to
crowd Kendall out. Kendall is supposed to have talked with Jones, repcannot always comprehend important resented to him that he (Kendall) has
discoveries.
been in the business some time it is
St. Charles, 111.
his livelihood. To Jones it would be
a mere adjunct, but both will be injured if Jones carries out his project.
For the American Bee Journal.
.Jones, however, says he does not
Priority of Location.
care. The surrounding property is
he prohis, and the honey his also
E. J. KENDALL.
poses to keep bees and collect it in
Kendall puts in more
self-defense.
Mr. Doolittle and Mr. Pond botli and more colonies. The average runs
attack this subject in the Bee Jour- down in all the colonies, but knowing
nal for May U. If I understand Mr. his business, Kendall keeps up the
Heddon, he says just this: The man " racket '' till he has his apiary as full and knowledge will be more than a
who begins to keep bees first in a as he can manage — there is a big lot match for size and presumption. No,
locality, has priority of location — as a of colonies, but the average is low,
landed-proprietor
Doolittle's
Mr.
moral right. He then gives such bee- very low. Kendall knows just what would not be the " smarter" man, but
keepers a plan whereby they can he is doing; Jones does not. He has
one.
the "'smarting"
maintain their right, if an intruder to buy hives, gets left more or less in
Austin, Texas.
will not listen to reason.
doing so, and has to get bees. He
That the first settler has a moral gets stung, and mad, his swarms fly
right of priority of location, seems to away, he loses or hurts his queens,
(^ The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'
me undoubted. The legal right is gets the bees in ' a deal of a temper " Association
will hold their next meetanother thing. Mr. Doolittle does not by his clumsy and awkward manipu- ing on June 20, at Winterset, Iowa.
appear to dispute the moral right; lations, and at their best, with scien- A full attendance is expected.
but Mr. Pond attempts to turn the tific skilled treatment, they could only
J. E. Pryor, Sec.
issue by saying one man has as much have secured Kendall's low average.
A. J. Adkinson, Pres.
right to enter another man's locality But with Jones', ignorance, nervousas he has to set up a store beside him". ness, and clumsyness, they have failed
TheKentuckyBee-Keepers'ConLegal right, yes
moral riglit, no. to get even that.
The cases are not exactly alike comDo you not fancy, by the time he is vention meets in Louisville, Ky., durmunities
increase in
population, through, Jones will be a pretty badly ing the opening of the Exposition (day
N. P. Allen, Sec.
localities do not in honey-flowers.
disgusted man, and feel like selling not fixed).

—

;

;

;

;

—

^
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more duties than
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instinct

lier

393

now than

luonipts her to do ? Why not educate
ber to share her domicil with other
(jueens, to assist in the egg-laying
W. N. UOWAUD.
duties, to care for the brood, and if
needed lend a helping liand at honey
In Mr. Stewart's reply to my ques- gathering?
And what a boom it
tion, on page 844, he riglitly inters would be to the queen breeder if he
that 1 meant tlie period of gestation could educate queens to allow queenby tlie word foul: and as he lias asked cells to remain undisturbed in the
afew questions in return, I will give same hive until hatched.
what 1 deem a sensible view of the
In Mr. S.'s description of allowing
matter.
the mare to enter the match, he has
I know of
no bee-keepers (or any given no conditions that were not
one else) who treat their queens as prompted and brought about by naMr. S. describes, in comparing them ture, and he simply allows her to folto the mare with her legs cut off. To low her instincts as far as his judgbe sure the interior of a hive, as a ment tells him it is good for her. But
general thing, is dark ; and this is no is such a course of treatment as he
violation of any of the natural laws describes
practiced by breeders of
as regards a bee-hive ; but to make the iKuses noted for speed V In compelcomparison parallel, as he puts it, ling the (lueen to fly, he forces her
would be to cut the queen's legs off into an act that her instinct tells her
as well as clipping her wing.
is not needed
and if it does her no
queen with her wing clipped is harm, it certainly is of no beneflt.
Again he says " In the production
not deprived of any of her organs of
locomotion, neither is it any incum- of colts, bees or anything else that
berance to the fulHllment of any has. life, the parents "reproduce themduties that nature requires of her selves, and neither the mental nor
after she has mated with the drone, physical condition of the offspring at
with the exception of flying with the birth can in any way exceed the comswarm and the assistance of man bined condition of the parents."
provides for this deHcieney in a much Here his doctrine is not sound, as will
more satisfactory manner than to let be seen by the evidence of Dr. J. S.
nature take its "course. If the clip- McAllister, page 264; and also Mr.
ping of queens" wings is injurious, Geo. E. Boggs. page 150.
That bees can be improved and
why does it not so prove itself V
Mr. G. M. Doolittle has for the past bred up to a high standard of excelIM years made a practice of clipping lence there is no doubt for it is being
the wing of each of his queens (if I done by some of our best breeders
am correct), and he rears his own but the methods tliey employ are not
queens yet he makes the best report tossing their (lueen-mothers up and
of comb honey (length of honey flow teaching them habits of idleness and
taken into consideration) of any bee- neglect of home duties.

Clipping Queens' Wings.

;

A

:

;

the ratan, but before the latter
ceases to bloom ; and together they
make a honey-tlow which is hard to
excel.

We

very often have a great deal of
rain at that season of the year, and
sometimes lose nearly all of the honey;
but the fault is not in the bloom. At
the close of this honey flow, I extract the honey from every comb in
the apiary, which has honey enough
to pay for the trouble. I do that to
keep our nice honey separate from
the chineapiu honey, which begins to
come in about that time.

Tbe honey gathered from
bloom

chincapiiii

dark and very strong; and

is

another extracting takes place when
it is all gathered.
This time I extract
only from upper stories and outside

combs of

We

are

colonies in single-story hives.
now ready for the linden or

basswood honey, and it is generally
ready for us by '.lune 10.
I will probably say something in
the future about our summer and fall
flowers. I would like to meet all tbe
practical Arkansas bee-keepers at our
State F'air next fall also as many from
other States as will come. Let us
meet and organize that convention we
talked of last fall.
;

Dobyville, Ark.
Read

at tlie

Somerset, Me., Convention-

Wintering Bees on Summer Stands.
ISAAC HUTCHINS.

;

;

;

keeper in the known world and he is
each year improving his bees by carei

ful breeding.

In a certain sense all animal life is
governed by the same universal law
in some of its details; but certain details which could be applied with success to one part of the animal kingdom, would be disastrous if applied to
other parts.
True, queens do sometimes fly flrom
the combs while being handled, but it
is generally caused by their being disturbed but do they produce better
bees or larger yields of honey than
the colonies by their side whose queen
has a clipped wing V
The fact that a mare may be worked
to within ]•") minutes of the birth of
the colt, does not prove that the colt
would not have been just as strong
and vigorous if the mare had been
allowed to roam at her own "sweet
will ' in the pasture.
Perhaps Mr. S. will say that a
queen with a clipped win^ is prevented from going where she might
wish to, and yet she is not prevented
from doing all the duty that nature
intended her to perfoi'm in all parts
of the hive.
I am aware, as Mr. S. says, that a
scare or other mental excitement of a
disagreeable nature, often makes
strange and woeful impressions, etc.
but can Mr. S. present any evidence
that a queen lias a mind, and is endowed with mental faculties V If so,
could not she be taught to perform
;

;

Previous to the last two years I had
wintered my bees without loss, and it
was by uniting all small colonies in
the autumn and contracting the hives
Derby, Vt.
by division-boards to the requireruents of the colonies, cutting passage
ways through the combs, and leavingFor Oie Amerlc^in Bee Journal.
no "combs in the hives that containeo
less than 8 or 4 pounds of honey, and
The Honey Flora of Arkansas.
packing the hive in an outer case or
A. R. NISBET.
house with chaff or dry sawdust, using a chaff cushion over the frames,
Clark county. Ark., is situated be- and leaving the entrance open ?b of
tween the mountain and the swamp an inch by 5 inches, and not allowing
lands of Arkansas, and boasts of con- it to become clogged with dead bees
taining some soil as rich as can be or ice.
year ago last fall, being pressed
found in the Southwest.

A

Red elm

the lirst to yield pollen,
and it generally blooms about Feb. 1,
and lasts one week. If the weather is
propitious when it is in full bloom,
the bees will gather pollen as well as
any time during the summer.
at
is

Wild plum and peach bloom about
5 and bees here generally get
a good start in brood-rearing while
Cotton- wood
the bloom continues.
and red-bud greets us in gorgeous
robes of various hues about March 35,
and bids us get our hives in readiness
for the forth-coming swarms. They
bloom for a week, and sometimes teii
days, after which we have a scarcity
of bloom until May.
Ratan is one of our best honey-producing plants. On May 5 is about its
average time of beginning to bloom,
and it lasts from 10 to 15 days. The
Iioiiey gathered from it is of a beautiful rich color, and of excellent flavor.
It compares favorably with that gathered from linden, but is not quite as

March

bright

;

The

holly opens a little

for time, I neglected to unite any
small colonies, or to cut passage ways
through the combs; but instead, I
placed three sticks, }i of an inch
square, across the frames, so as to
give the bees a passage way over the
combs. In some of the small colonies I contracted the hive by divisionboards, and they came through nicely;
but the most of them had the whole
hive, and some of the combs con-

honey, and such
most cases, in the
middle of tbe hive and some colonies
ate all the honey out of these middle
combs and one end of the hive, and
died on the empty combs with plenty
of honey at the other end of the hive.
The entrance was open Jj by 5 inches.
tained

but

combs were,

little

in

;

Loss, 25 per cent.

;

cause, starvation.

Last attumn I packed my bees in
the same way, only the combs containing the most honey at one end of
the hive, and contracted the entrance
to % by 1 inch. I think 2 colonies
later died by suffocation from the entrance

;
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becoming clogged, and the remainder water drop down in front of it, but it are lost by going to the woods. While
by starvation, with plenty of honey had no effect. He then followed the it is a well established fact to the
in the other frames next to them. In robbers to their own hive, opened it more modern and scientific bee-keeper
some cases they had passed over and and disturbed some of their combs to that a swarm produced by dividing a
colony, at the right time, there will
taken a little honey from the top of make tlie honey run out of the cells
the comb, and then died with plenty this gave them work at their own be no trouble about losing a swarm,
or having them come out and leave
of honey just below them. Loss, 2-5 home, and the robbing ceased.
About the fourth topic, all thought the hive.
per cent. From these experiments I
I think tliat it is much easier to
it advisable to transfer bees from all
draw the following conclusions
reduce the box-hives into movable-frame hives. swing the brood frames out and select
1. That it is better to
The prevailing opinion concerning such of the brood as is fit for putting
size of the hive in the fall, to the size
the fifth topic was, that the leather- into a new hive of the same shape
of the colony.
2. That each comb should contain colored bee is a cross between the and size (which they should all be)
sufficient honey to last what bees Italian and a dark-colored German thus making up your new colonies in
;

:

the Hrst or middle bee.
Tlie question about deep or shallow
3. That passage ways through the frames was discussed at some length.
combs are more reliable in cold Mr. C. Sehreier is altogether in favor
of the Langstroth frame, while Mr.
weather than any other way.
i. Tliat muchopenspace above the A. Wicherts claim that a short, deep
combs is an injury, as bees will some- frame would be preferable because
times cluster there in cold weather bees could have more honey above
and starve to death with plenty of them, and they would winter better.
honey just below them. I do not Bees ought to have honey enough
think they ever move downwards for above them where they cluster. But
food when it is too cold for the cluster as for handling during the honey season, he would prefer a shallow frame.
to break.
Mr. W. Cassens was elected Treas•5. That it
is better to remove those
frames that contain much pollen, in urer, and- the sum of 2-5 cents from
the fall, as it is not suitable food for eacli member was collected.
The convention then took a short
bees in the winter season, and it ocAfter resuming business
cupies room that should be tilled with recess.
honey but such combs should be re- again, several new members joined
turned to the hive in the early spring, the association. It was decided that
so that it might be used up in brood- the next regular meeting should be
rearing before they can get a supply held on the first Monday in September, at 1 p. m., in Monee, III. After
from the flowers.
tendering a vote of thanks to .los.
Wellington, Me.
Jordan, for tlie free use of his Hall,
the convention adjourned.
For the American Bee Journal.
GusTAVus Kettering, Sec.

cluster on
of April.

it, luitil

;

Will County,

111,,

Convention.
For the American Bee JournaL

The meeting

the Will County
Bee-Keepers" Association was held oh

May

26,

18&4, at

of

Monee,

111.,

Increasing Colonies by Division.

and was
A.

called to order by the president,

Wicherts. Secretary Xelson being absent, G. Kettering was elected to
that ofDce. After roll-call the President read a brief essay about bees
and bee-keepers, which "was very interesting. The committee reported a
constitution and by-laws, which was
unanimously adopted.
The following topics relating to bee1. "Inculture were then discussed
door or out-door wintering.'' 2. " Is
it wise to encourage everybody to keep
beesV" 3. " Prevention of robbing."'
"Transferring bees." 5. "The
4.
difference between the bright Italian
and the leather-colored bee."
The first topic was then discussed,
and a majority of the members concluded that they had better success
in wintering their bees in a good, dry,
ventilated cellar— especially weak colonies and nuclei. However, several
preferred out-door wintering if the
bees are well protected.
Mr. C. Schreier"s opinion on the
second topic was, that every man
ought to keep bees to produce his own
honey. The prevailing opinion was
though we should encourage all to
keep bees, we should tell them not
only the advantages, but also the disadvantages of bee-keeping.
Concerning the third topic, the
President stated that lie had a colony
which was robbed. He first put a
wet bag on the hive, so as to let the
:

J.

M. HICKS.

It has been many years since I first
practiced increasing my colonies of
bees by tlie above method of swarming, and thus saved a great deal of
waiting for
trouble as well as time

m

them to swarm at will which I think
is money to the bee-keeper who de;

sires to prosper in the business of
keeping bees tor profit.
I am well aware that many object
to the management of bees on any
other than the old style, and say, " let
the bees swarm naturally if you would
succeed, as did our fathers ;" but I
desire different success from that of

years ago. when we so well recollect liow father, mother, and sometimes grandpa as well as grandma
frequently came over to show how to
hive bees' when they should swarm;
and of all the whang-to-bang-bangs
and jingling of cow-bells, played so
as to get tlie bees to settle, frequently
resulting in a total failure. Often tlie
bees would return to the liive from
which they came out, and sometimes
going off to the woods, for there was
plenty of woods here in the Iloosier
State about thnt time, and were thus
lost, or failed to cast a swarm at all.
It is a well known fact, too well established to be misunderstood by any
one except an old-time bee-keeper,
that two-fifths of the colonies which
are allowed to swarm in the old way.

five to

This should be

ten minutes.

managed as to come as near to the
time when the oldest of the brood
would have swarmed had they been
so

luck and chance.
But says one old fogy, " How are
you going to do all this and not let
left to

the bees swarm in the old way V"
Truly, this old question is a poser to
us; but we must make ready one of
our improved hives, just the same as
all the bees are in, and we set it by
the side of the hive of bees that we
think is ready for dividing. We now
swing the doors open and take out a
frame from the middle of the new
hive, then open the strong colony of
bees, and swing the brood frames
apart carefully, and we find the frame
on which the queen is situated. Perhaps she is laying eg^s at the rate of
a hundred per hour but we now lift
the frame of brood, queen, and adhering bees on the same, and hang it in
the new hive in place of the frame
just taken out, and then hang the
new frame in the old hive, and close
up both hives carefully.
Put the new hive with the frame of
brood, bees and queen, in the same
place where the old hive stood, and
move the old hive some distance off
to a new location. Now, the work is
done, the old colony which would
have swarmed, returned to the new
hive at the old location, thus strengthening them, and goes to work with a
already having one sheet of
will,
brood, eggs, and the mother-queen as
a start in house-keeping.
Battle Ground, Ind.
;

1^ Cook's Manual in
Weekly Bee Journal

cloth and the
for one year

Manual and
be sent for S3.
Monthly, §2.00. We have no more of
will

the old edition left, and, therefore, the
club price of that edition at S2.75 and
IS

S1.75

withdrawn.

-5U

®" Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
best way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference.

1^" Dzierzoirs new work entitled
' Rational Bee-Keeping,"" we now
club with the Bee Journal as folThe Weekly for one year and
lows
tlie book, bound in" cloth, for S3, or in
paper covers for §2.7.5. The Monthly
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is
SI. 50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
:

when bound

in cloth.

—
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crop. I have also a fine lot of entrances to the hives, and thus
Rocky Mountain bee-plant for the severely letting them alone until May
colonies are iii
bees io work on during ,July and Au- 1. The result is:

Local Convention Directory.
!884.
Time and
June 19.— Northern Mich,

fall

place of Meeting.

June 20.— Iowa

9.")

a sure crop any where. If
sown in the fall it yields" line honey,
and keeps in blooni for a long time.
cure for bee stings is alcohol. I
always keep a small quantity in the
bee-yard and ai>ply a little to the part

gust.

at lonin.
K.

A. Palmer. Sec.

Central, at VVhiterset. Iowa.
J. E. I'rvor. Sec.

Oct.

11, 12.

Oct.

15.

—Northern
F.

Mich., at

A. Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

;.').—

Sec.

Western Micb., at Frpmnnt. Mich.

:i.

-Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.

Dec. m, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansint^.
11. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton. Mich.

fW" In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requeftted to forward full particulars of

Good Work.
The season, although

from being out of

stores.

;

I

(i

died

do not

use the extractor, but work
for c(mib honey exclusively.

my

them no

them on

'•

slops," but winter

I

bees
feed

Those Trembling Bees.

within a few days, has been very promising with me". By slight feeding every
night, brood-rearing has been fully
kept up, and my colonies are now in
No. 1 condition. During the week
ending May 31, one colony of pure
Italians gathered 72 pounds of honey
from apple bloom and the other colonies produced an average quantity.
The prospect is fair now for a good
Honey-Dew.
yield from white clover still we may
There is a dearth of bloom here at have it spoiled by a drought. So far
present. The tirst few white clover in June the weather has been very
blossoms just making their appear- warm.
J. E. Pond, Jr.
ance. Yesterday I noticed that the
Foxboro, Mass., June 7, 1884.
bees were worliing rapidly, darting
away witli a jump from the' entrance,
and upon returning tliey entered at Damaging Floods in Texas.
once— tliere was no loitering. I knew
We are ha\ing too much rain for
honey must be the Held, and I went to bees or anything else. Such floods
find where it could be. I found the were not seen here since the days of
bees busily at work on the leaves and Noah.
Thirty-two inches of water
some of the twigs of the maples. I fell in 16 days and 20 inches of it
send a sample of leaves and twig. fell in 48 "hours. The farms are
There is a sweet substance on the washed away, crops are badly damleaves. Is it honey dew y The bees aged, and millions of dollars worth of
were sucking around the little wart- property destroyed. Railroad bridges
like protrusions on the twig.
What are all gone, and the mails are slow.
are they V I'lease answer in the Bee Horse-mint is now blooming, and if
.JouiiNAL.
W. B. Dresser.
we can have nice weatiier, we will get
Hillsdale, Mich., June 2, 1864.
a fair honey crop this year. I have
been looking for a report in the Bee
[Yes it is what is usually called Journal of the Texas Bee-Keepers'
''
" honey-dew
which is reported to Association, as it was selected as the
be quite plenty this season. It is the bee-paper in which to publish the
proceedings.
Seventy-one full coloexcretion deposited on the back of
nies and 100 3-frame nuclei is my rethe leaves by small insects called port now.
B. F. Carroll.
aphidie or vine-fretters. The fecundDresden, Tex., June 4, 1884.
ity of plant lice is almost incalculable.
[The report you mention has not, as
Reaumur supposes that in one year yet, been received.—Ed.]
there may be 20 generations
and he
has proved by experiments that one of A Great Loss.
these insects may be the parent of
Owing to the extreme drouth of last
.5.90-1,900,000 descendants during its fall in this section, a large number of
colonies of bees starved to death durlife.— P:d.1
ing the past winter and this spring.
What few colonies are left, unless
Honey from White Mustard.
tliey were fed early in the spring, are
I lost quite a number of colonies in still weak.
White clover was never
wintering. The honey they gathered better.
Strong colonies are doing
late last fall was not good. I think
splendidly at present.
for it was those which died that fed
Wm. Robson.
on late honey and those which had
Rolla, JIo., June 9, 1884.
early spring honey came through in
good condition and are doing well
DOW. They have been working on the Good Results in Wintering.
white mustard bloom for tlie last two
My 101 colonies of bees were left on
weeks, and some of it hasljloom over the summer stands, and were fixed
8 inches long. It grows about 3 feet up last winter simply by placing
high, flourishes best on cultivated sticks .across the holes of the tops of
land, and is a sure crop twice a year
the close-fltling 12x12 frames, tucking
once for a .June, and the next for a quilts over the satne, contracting the
time

condition

active

;

Geo. E. Hilton. Sec.
Dec.

excellent,

the best ripe, sealed honey. I use no
stung when it prevents any swelling chaff or double-walled hives, and have
wliatever but I lind what will cure always succeeded in wintering bees
bee-stings on one bee- keeper will have with but little mortality, and to my
no effect on another.
own entire satisfaction.
II. S. Van Anglen.
JAS. JAIIDINE.
Ashland, Neb., June 9, 18S4.
Waverly, Mo., June 9, 1884.

111.

W. Z. Hutchinson.
Nov.

It is

My

Alma, Mich.

IG.— Northweatern. utChicnEo,
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:ind place of future meetintfs.- Ei).

cold

till

s^i-^SS^ii^p//
ou/t

;

;

'

;

;

—

On page 364 of the Bee .Journal,
a correspondent writes about trembling bees that are killing off small
black bees. I have a colony that has
been acting in a like manner for a
fortnight.
I
opened the hive and
could see these shiny blacks among
the Italians on the combs. It appears
to me that these little shiny ones
originate in tlie colony which is infested by them. In the Dictionary of
Practical Apicolture, recently issued,
" Robber bees
I find the following:
that have lost their hair, and become
black and shiny, were supposed by
Huber to be a distinct kind of bee;
and in several works they are mentioned by the name of black bees." I
caught a black one, a few moments
ago, and tried to make it sting, but it
did not. I tried the same experiment
before, and the bee made a very feeble
attempt at stinging. I saw the same
thing several years ago. The colony
thus infested is quite populous, and
apparently all right. The query is
Where do the trembling Italians and
shiny blacks come from V If they are
robbers, why do they not attack weak
colonies V Why persist in attacking
a strong one for weeks? And, what
makes the Italians tremble V
Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111., June 10, 1884.
:

ANSWERS BY

fames Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

;

Fastening Foundation in Sections.
Will Mr. Ilcddon describe as explicitly as possible through " What
and How," the manner of using the
Parker foundation fastener V
Mrs. E. L. Swartwood.
Clearfield, Iowa, June 3, 1884.

;

Answer.— Yes and I shall be glad
do so. In my estimation this fast;

;

to

ener will never be equaled by any
other that does not have the slidingback movement, and any that does is
a Parker fastener, is it not V When
these machines are turned out from
a manufactory, they are not fittted
up. Tlie receiver must adjust the
screws (if they need it), and see that
the bearing is equal on all sides and
corners that the section-rest is added
;
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In this latter case, your bees one would not have done much harm.
cannot swarm " over on the opposite My otlier apiary here is away from all
side of the house '' entirely, or, for other lands.

to or taken from, ia accordance with
the width of tlie section. You should
have a little board, say 6 or S inches
square, nailed in front of the fastener
as a rest. The fastener is, of course,
screwed fast to a solid table or bench.
Tack rests on this little board near
the fastener, to guide the section
quickly to place, and keep it from
moving to the right, left, or from you.
"We have also made " ways
or
guides for adjusting the siiie-wise
position of the sheet of foundation.
also may have one to adjust its
position regarding the amount of wax
we mash down, provided that the
pieces of foundation are all of one
size.
do not value the "ways"
for the foundation very highly, and
seldom use them, as our eye and nerve
adjusts it very quickly without any
guides. See that the edge of the upper piece that does the mashing is
coated with honey every few sections.
Have the honey diluted about halfand-half with water. This honey can
be applied with the fore-finger, or a

side.

some time, unobserved.

It also enables you to drive close to the house.
If you are
running for extracted
honey, the central location has more

advantages then if running for comb.
I would decide according to the above

S

:

marbet

We

and

all fronting the east
I should
care nothing for the form or outlhie
shape of the whole apiary, which

would most economically be square
and tilled with hives. I' prefer" and
use a high board fence all around the
apiary, and two strands of barbed
fence-wire just above this.

dull and prices ranee from 6@9c for extracted Different hils of choice comb honey in
small sections have been offered and sold in our
marliet lately at l:i'<ii4c per lb. As 1 predicted
sfime time ago, the preference for the production
of comb honey seems to he prevalent; and, as we
have tbe best prospects fur an abundant harvest
this year, we mav prepare tor low prices.
la in good demand; choice yellow
brings 3oc a lb. on arrival.
Chas. F, Muth.

BEESWAX—

NEW YORK,
HONBV— Present quotations

are as follows:

Fancy white in :i-lb. sections, glassed, ]3@14c; fair
to good in 2-lb. sections, glassed. 11'<jj13c: dark
grades

in 2-lb. sections, glassed,

in this

market.

10^12c,

No

1-lbs.

BEESWAX— Scarce, and sells readily at 36@3Sc.
think not. for the same reason
MCCaul & HiLDHETH, 34 Hudson St,
that it is so much better winter food.
the nitrogenous element
It lacks
BOSTON.
HONEY"— The sale of honey is almost over, and
which clogs the intestines of the old
we
are obliged to sell 2-lb. combs for 15c, and 2Mbees during cold and conhneraent, Ibs. to 2>^-lba. from lu@l2c. No 1-lbs. in the
and which is so eminently adapted to market. E.xtracted, SOloc,
BEESWAX—35C.
the growth of animal tissue, as in
Blake & Ripley, sfl Gtaatbam Street.
case of brood -rearing, where the bees
CHICAQP.
^.-,;.rV4^*S
can gather plenty ot pollen, with that
HOBJE Y— Choice white comb honey in 1 ISrTsecit works nicely
but when pollen is tiorif
brings 18c;-in ^X to 21n, aectiona, quotable at
scarce, I should prefer honey.
16c. Comb honey discolored and in undesirable
4.

After a while the fastener will not stick if lubricated every
20 or 30 sections. Set it so that the
edge of the masher will over-reach
the centre of the narrow piece of the
section about 1-16 of an inch when
little stick.

it

}

:

We

all

Office of The Amehicax Bee Journal,
Monday, lu a. m., June 16, 1SI84.

The following are the latest quotaconditions.
3. I prefer rows about 6 to S feet tions for honey and beeswax received
apart, and the hives placed about 8 to
up to this hour
10 feet apart in the rows, alternating
with each other thus
CINCINNATI.
HONE Y—The denaand for al) honey ia very alow;

""'

pushed down and forward

Honey and Beeswax Market.

is

I

capable of reaching. Then having
the section and about }i of an inch
margin of the foundation under the
masher, lift up on the lever quickly
shape is selling at ln<u,i2c. Extracted honey is in
light demand at 6f^sc. Manufacturers of syrups
and powerfully, and the foundation is
and bakers say that the low price of sugar is the
fastened much firmer than can be
reason why they do not use as much honey as
Apiaries near Highways.
formerly. There is very little desirable comb
done bv melting it "on to the wood.
on the market.
honey
After all this talk about a 25-cent maroad can an
1. How near to the
BEESWAX - Is sc.'irce and fancy yellow brings
chine, I presume that it is still not apiary be located without danger to 38c. Good. beeswax, but dark, and having more or
less of refuse matter in it. quotable at '.iocx-i'-ic.
clear to those who have never used the traveling public V
R. A. BURNETT. 161 South Water St.
one.
2. Does the law establish the disSAN FRANCISCO.
from
the
tance bees should be kept
HONEY^- A little new extracted is on the marhighway
ket, but is not receiving much attention, buyers
Establishing Apiaries.
3. If the bees should attack a team being rather timid. Several small lota of old e.xtracted arrived within the week, mainly off quality,
1. lam establishing two new api- in passing, and cause them to run and the same are offering at low figures. Some
ries of 75 colonies each, and wish to away, resulting in injury to them- very choice old extracted was sold at 7c.. which is
present an extreme Hgure, The demand ia very
ask Mr. Heddon whether the apiary selves and driver, would ."the apiarist at
light, and the tone of the market weak. White to
extra white comb. 15<S1hc; dark to good. 10@I3c;
grounds should be sown to lawn grass, be liable V
extracted, choice to extra white, 6d7c; dark and
4. How near to the road are your candied, 4(3i5c.
white clover, or what V
Cha.s. Sitts— 18.
BEESWAX-Wholesale, 27^(8300.
2. How near to the apiary should bees y
Stearns & Suith. 423 Front Street.
Brasie Corners, N. Y., June 3, 1884.
the honey-hoiise be, and on which
side ? or should it be in the centre V
KANSAS CITY.
Answers.— 1. The actual distance HONEY'-The season has nowpractically closed,
3. How far apart each way should
conditions
the
two
depends
upon
little or nothing being done in comb' honey, and
the hives be placed? and should the
disposition of the bees, and what fix- prices entirely nominal. Extracted quiet at 7feSc.
apiary be hexagonal in form ?
One lot, about S.Oxi lbs. new honey, received from
the
road
and
the
between
tures
may
be
the South thia week, and partly sold at 7c. It is
4. Is sugar syrup equally as good as
bees. I never had any trouble with a dark but of fairly good flavor.
honey for brood-rearing y
BBESWAX-I have a little that I am holding ^t
large apiary 3 rods away, with a tight 35(gi4oc, according to the quality.
F. M. Cheney.
JEROME TwicHELL. 514 Walnut Street.
board fence 6 feet high between.
2. I am not aware whether the law
Answers.— 1. The color, green, is
ST, LOUIS.
best fitted to the eyes. On some of any State does, or does not.
HONEY' — Steady; demand and supply both
3. I feel quite sure that he would, small. Comb, 12(s;l4c per lb., and strained and eiother accounts the lawn grass is best
6<?ieHc.
of any thing for an apiary carpet. if it was evident that the attack came tmcted
BEESWAX—Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANihERSON & CO.. 104 N. 3d Street,
Where there is no special danger to about because the bees considered the
be apprehended from fire, I prefer the team too close to their home and
CLEVELAND.
ground perfectly clean from all vege- stores for in that case the apiary is
HONEY'— The honey market is fairly active on
tation, and covered with 2 or 3 inches too close to land not owned and con- best white 1 lb. sections at 18c; 2 lbs. best white
not quite so active at 17c; lb. Bectionssell quickly
of sawdust, and kept so with a basket trolled by the apiarist.
on arrival, and often are sold to arrive. Second
4. The fence (8 feet high) of one of qualities continue very dull- are hardly salable at
and hoe. Next to this I choose the
price. Extracted is not wanted.
lawn, and in that case I desire the my apiaries is on the road line, but any
BEESWAX- Scarce at 35c.
A. C. KENDEL. 115 Ontario Street.
sawdust about and under the stands the bees therein, from breeding and
I
of the
hives, for it is very diffieut management, are but little inclined
SAN FRANCISCO.
here to keep down the grass" too close to sting, though they are nearly all
Y— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
HONE
to the hives to use the scythe or lawn hybrids. The last time I was there, I 18^200; extracted. 7^&hc.
Geo. w, MEADE & CO.. 213 Market St.
led my horse twice through the apiary,
mower.
2. This depends upon the amount of close up to several of the hives, when
natural swarming expected.
Where the horse was warm, the day hot, and
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
there is but little, I prefer the honey- the bees were robbing liut he reare printed a large bee in gold,
which
though
I
knew
we
stings,
ceived
no
house in the centre of the apiary
where there is much, I wish it at one were taking the risk of a javelin, but we send for 10 cts.'each, or $8 per 100.
;

5*

:

;

1

;

;

:

;

:
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WETTING UP CLUBS.

^:|jccial glotic^s.
Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper
it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your

name on
;

subscription on the

Bee Journal.

For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post office or ex-

money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the
uress

Postage stamps of any kind
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for .5 cents.
We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^" When writing to this oflice on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
letter.

may be sent
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Convention Hand-Book.

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Jouknal, we believe, wmII
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore",
oiler the following
premiums for
getting up clubs
^Vhile no subscription to the Bee
Journal will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.:
Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 1-5 cents for every dollar
they send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of :i Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 W^eekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
1-5 per cent,
present a copy of the

It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in clothprice 50 cents.

It
contains a copy of a model
" Constitution and By-Laws " for the

formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers— a simplified manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of officers as well as
members, a blank form for making
statistical

of

reports
questions
for

—a

Programme

discussion
at
such meetings— model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
jotting down interesting facts, etc.

"We have aimed to

any

locality,

and

make it suitable
book that

for

comAjiERicAii "Popular" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English mend itself to every bee-keeper in the
language that enters into speech or English-speaking world.
writing it contains 32,000 words and
We have had some bound in Russia
either portion of the letter.
The edi- phrases,670 illustrations and 51 2 pages; leather, with colored edges— price 60
torial and business departments are it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
cents.
separate and distinct, and when the sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
We will supply them by the dozen at
business is mixed up with itenJS.for desired.
Subscriptions for two or more years 25 per cent, discount, post-paid.
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope for one person, will count the same
Wliat lliey Say of II
as each year for a different person.
but on separate pieces of paper.
From Prof. A. .1. Cook, Lansiiifr. .Mich.—" I.
li^ It must be understood that,
have yreatly to thank you foru-ettiugup the
should an advertiser desire to cancel
(.\{|iiisite little
t'onveiitiou
Apiary Register—New Edition.
Hand-Book.
an unexpired contract, he can do so
Surely the old 'saying' is true— being- a thingof
beauty,
it
ought
to
be
a
joy
forever."
only by paying regular rales for the
All who intend to be systematic in
number of insertions his advertiseFrom Mr. A. I. Root, Medina, 0.— " Send
their work in theupiary, should get a
ment has had.
dozen of the Convention Hand-Books.
copy and commence to use it. The ine
Wc
have had (juite a number of inquiries for
1^ All money orders from foreign prices will hereafter be as follows
something of that sort, and yours seems to
countries, should be made payable at
be quite nicely gotten up, and just what is
$1 00 wanted."
Chicago, as the "Madison Street Sta- For 50 colonies (120 pages)
'
"
100
colonies
pages)
1
35
(220
tion is not an International office.
From J. E. Pond, .Jr., Foxboro, Mass.—"The
1 50
®" In reply to many correspondents " 200 colonies (420 pages)
Convention Hand-Book is just the thing.
let us say that we take any kind of
The larger ones can be used for a The digest of Parliamentary Rules it conpostage stamps at their face value- few colonies, give room for an increase lainswill prove of great value to every one.
I trust it will receive the patronage it so well
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver of numbers, and still keep the record deserves."
should never be sent by mail, as it en- all together in one book, and are thereFrom Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.— "The
dangers the loss of the letter either fore the most desirable ones.
Bee-Keepers' Convention Hand-Book is a
by tliieves, or else breaks through the
gem. It should be in the hands of every one
envelope and is lost in that way.
who attends a bee-eonvention, and then there
Honey as Food and Medicine.
will be no need of i-nibarrassment on account
^" W^e carefully mail the Bee
of ignorance of Parliamentary Rules. Accept
Journal to every subscriber, but
thanks for sample sent."
pamphlet of 16 pages giving my
should any be lost in the mails we will
From G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. T.— " I
cheerfully send another, if notified Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
of cooking in which honey is used, and am in receipt of the ne-\v Convention Hand-before all the edition is exhausted.
Book, and must congratulate yon on the
healthful and pleasant beverages.
happy thought of such a work, and the neat
the
price
still lower, ai)i)earance of the liook. It is a work you
have
put
We
Subscription Credits.— We do not
may ^vell be proud of, both as to the matter
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- to encourage bee-keepers to scatter it contains, and the splendid material used
wide.
Single
copy
and
them
far
5
in its make-up. It will meet a long-felt want;
tion by letter. The label on your
and, were it so that 1 could attend convenpaper, or on the wrapper shows the cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
tions as in former years, ten times the price
date to which your subscription is per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent would not seem too much to pay for it, for
or 1000 for by the instruction therein given, any man
paid. "When you send us money, if postpaid for $10.00
the proper credit is not given you, $15.00- On order.s of 100 or more, cimlil be kept from many a blunder, much to
his niortitication. I hope in the near future
within tv,-o weeks thereafter on your we will print, if desired, on the to
aj-ain be at liberty to go to conventions,
label notify us by postal card. Do cover-page, "Presented by," etc., when I shall prize the work very highly."
not wait for months or years, and (giving the name and address of the
.Tames Heddon. Dowagiac, Mich., writes —
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- bee-keeper who scatters them). This
"The Bee- Keepers' Convention Hand-Book
tion is paid to the end of the month alone will pay him for all his trouble is recei\-ed. I saw it ad\-ertis('d, but conindicated on the wrapper-label. This and expense enabling him to dispose ceived no approximate ideaof itsgreat value
gives a continual statement of account. of his honey at home, at a good profit. to l)('c-ki'i-pers alti-nding conventions, until
Many times the price of my
I l>cruM'[l it.
of " Honey cop>- w<nild 1m- 1111 i*-mptation for me to do
^^ To give away a copy
It will nuike us all want to talk
witho\it
it.
"
Advertisements intended for the Bee as Food and Medicine to every one who
once. I fear. Vo\i deserve the thanks of
Journal must reach this office by buys a package of honey, will sell almost at
all. and 1 herewith tender mine for this
Saturday of the previous week.
any quantity of it.
heli)er."
a

will

;

:

A

;

;

:
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EXCELSIOR

WAX EXTRACTOR

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

IF YOTT "WA-ITT

MAKUAI- OF THE APIAKY.
SOLD SINCE 1876.

Or,

VEHICLE,

11,000

12th ThoiiMUud Just Out

!

11th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
S.OOO Sold the past Year.
More than .'^o pages, and more than 50 dne illustrations were added in the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
verv latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price.by malUS'l SS. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A.

.1.

COOK., Author and Publisher.
LANSING. MICH.

State Agricultural College,
18C7t 20Di2t

SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

COLUMBUS BUGGY

Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our superior Vehicles can be seen, will be

When
sent.

We have thei..ARGEST factory in the world for
manufacturing first-class and superiok
Bu2;g:ies, Pliaotons, LisiUt Carriages,

&

Surrey AVagons,

Italian Queens
Syrian
BY UETITRN M-illi.

5^^^^^^

Tested. $2. .50 each. Untested, Single Queen
Twelve for $10.00.
SLx for $."j..50.

$1.00.

Cook's Manual (cloth) with order for Queens,
only 90 cents. Safe arrival guaranteed.

The advantages of this Extractor are
1. It is more easily operated, there beingno necessity for removing the top to refill
:

with water.
"2. It
melts quicker, because the wax is
brought into a more direct contact with the
steam.
S. It is more economical, because the steam
has access to the center, thereby extracting
all the wiux from the refuse matter.
4. The filler for water acts also as an indicator as to the amount of water in the boiler,
as when the steam escapes through the filler,
more water will be required.
Keep a kettle of hot water ready to fill

when

required.

We make

two

sizes,

I.

GOOD,

K.

SPARTA, TENN,

2.3Dtf

mm

COMB FOUNDATION

And

Choice Queens a Specialty.

Circulars and samples free. Send for them
It ^\-ill pay you to do so, before orderinjr else
where. Wa.\ worked on the Given Press for
10 to 20 cts. per lb., according to the number
of square feet to the pound.

G.

H.

KNICKERBOCKER,
PINE PLAINS,

2.3eowtf

N. Y.

AND OUR POPULAR

the

American Village

smaller one having a larger cajiacity than
the Swiss Wax Extractor.
Price, small size, §4.00— large size, $5.00.

the latter most perfect
motion.

_

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Ifladisoii St., CHICAGO, ILiL..

BE SURE

To senda Postairnrdforour Illustruted CatalOKue

APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasing elsewhere. It conlaina Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary
at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in iota of 10
colonies or more, are invited to correspond.
of

HAUTFORD,

5lDl5t lB5t

WIS.

SMITH & •SMITH
Want

to give away 5.<»*xt of theirlllustrated CataBee-Keepers'SuppIles.
Special Attention given to the

logue and Price List of

Simplicity One-Piece Section,
Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation,

etc.

SMITH & SMITH,
KENTON,

6D10t

Hardin

Co.,

OHIO.

Queens! Nuclei!

1%. iDYESlM
(BEFuRE.)

E

(

LECTRO-VC
,CTRO-VOLTAIC BELT and
-

AFTKR.

c.tlicr

I

1

Electric

APPLIANCES are sent ou JoO Days' Trial TO
SIEN ONLY. YOUNG OR OT T) who are sufferiug from_ Nervous Debilj ., Lost Vitalitt,
.„^
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from abuses and
Other Causes.
Speedy relief and complete
restoration to Health, Viouk and Manhood
GCAR.^NTEED.
Send at once for Illustrated
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich.
.

6Uiy

COMB FOUNDATION

BEES.—

14Dtf

$l.(.)0;

tested, $2.*xi; selected test-

with untested Queen,

*?f.50

;

$5.50.

IKSTRUCTION.-July

7. 1884, 1

shall begin

bee-keeping— class for men
and women. Full course in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of information as to this class, and
Price List of Hives. Frames, Sections. Implements,
O. CCUTE,
Books, etc., address,
IOWA CITY, IOWA.
lODtf

instructing a class in

Dadant's FouudationFactory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement

in

(fe

ir.L.IA;SKE,

Belleville, St.CiairCo., Ills.

LOCAL REPORTERS MMNTED.

We want a
munity
as

local reporter in every farmint: comto furnish us from tiaie to time such facts
require. Full particulars rei^arding ser-

we may

vices, compensation, etc., will be furnished on application. Address Will C. Turner & Co.. Publishers

**Clty and Country,** Coiumbufi, Oblo.
24Al8t

with

tested Queen, $4.50; with selected tested Queen,

and

ian Implements, send for Circular to

offer

2oth. Untested,
ed, $3.W.

MTCLEI,

Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all Apiar-

lABly Lock 1)0x995.

For Sale 100 colonies of Italian
Bees, in good. new. well-painted Hives, Gallup
Frames. 12 frames to a hive; every comb straight
and good; most of the combs built on foundalinn.
One colony, jSMXi; lOor more colonies, liy.i'U each.
QXJEEN8.— I breed Queens by the beet methods
Queens ready after May,
I, d from the beststock.
I

another column

''Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Colitmbus Buggv Co..
Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an "Australian
Scene," and their manner of traveling in that
24Al8t
country with ostriches as a motor.

DR. FOOTE'S
HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
HrNTS AND Ready Recipes,
the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEoitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
is

MILLS. It Costs only T^WENTT-FIVE CENTS,
contains SS9 pages, and Is sent by mall*
The "Best" and "Thcapest" in the nuirkot. and
post-puld, on receipt of price. This Is just
Send for Sample* and Price List Iree.
the Book that every family should have.
PAIJJL SPOERKE, Fond du Lao, Wis,
IT TELLS ABOUT

Fr.ANAeAK

INSTRUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.

Cart?!*,

and free from horse

tST" We make our own wheels from the best limber (sawed by our own mills) that cjin be obtained
frum the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.

For Bees, Queens.
Bees!

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Early Italian Queens
IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.
Bees bred both for
and BEAXJTV. Dunham and
Vnndervort FOI'XD.ATIOIV a specialty. If you
need Queens, Bees, Hives, Foundation or Supplies,
send for my Catalogue and Price List. Address,
Nuclei and full colonies.

BrSIXESS
J".

]2D8t 4B4t

"What to Eat,

Parasites of the Skin,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid them,
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,

How to Eat it,
Perils of Summer,
to Breathe.

How

Overheating Houses,
Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoiing the Drowned,
Preventing Near-Sightedness,

IT

TELLS

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Exercise,

Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps.
Headache, cause cure.
iSc

Malarial Aflfections,

Croup— to Prevent.

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes. Boils, Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corns,Coughs. Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria. Dysentery. Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

It will Save Doctor Bills
Price only

85 Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

X>.

AUGUSTA, GA,

923

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

STORY 5 CRMP,

HELLO! HELLO!
W

imw remly

e lire

to

Hook

899

Ordert^ for

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers

in

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

PIANOS»'°ORGANS

A

WhltePoplur
Uovetailcd

Specialty.

Ererythinc fully up with

tlu-

times,

Decker Bros.,
Haines Bros.,
NIathushek,

and

At Lowest Figures
8end stamp

lor ;i_'-pnge Catalogue

CO.,

retail.

See Advertisement

In

Piano and Organ house
on the Continent.

Territory

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

Agents Wanted.

g-iven.

Dadant'sFouudntiou Factory, TTlioIesale
and

The largest exclusivelj

Simpson & Co.,
Story & Camp.

and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY
7AGm

Estey,
Story & Camp.

Protection
guaranteed.

Catalogues free to any address.

another column.

Write for our prices before buying

else-

where.

Comb

Vandervort

Fdn. Mills,

STORY & CAMP,

Send for Saiiii»leM A: Reduced Pi'lce-X*liit.
AUtt J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
working class. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free,
a rtiyal. valuable box of sample eooda
that will put you in the way of making
mure money in a few days, than you
I
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work all the tiaie or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from .Vi cents to to every

88 & 190 State Street,

203 N.

Fifth Street,

for the

CHICAGO.

fi)r

GOLDI

evening.

That

Bingham Corner.

who want work may

test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well saiistied.wewill send 1^1 to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole tiraeto thework. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
all

4Aly

WuODAUD's

Send for our
ISAtT

annual Circular for par-

'2'-k\

HENRY Alil-EY, Wenham, Mass.
FLAT - BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high Hide-walls, 4 to 16 square feet t<:
the pound. Circular and samples free

^^

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. cv»^ N. Y.

Rise in Prices of Foundation
The prices of Comb Foundation arc NOW
advanced two cents per pound

Wash. Ter.

fi-om

Tlie Best Smoker. — To Bingham & the quotations in our retail Price List, and
Hetheri.ngto.n. Ahi-onia, Mich., Dear Sirs
three cents, per pound, at ivliolesale.
—Find enclosed money for -i Conqueror
CHAS.
& SON,
Smokers, which please send per mail one to
23ABtf
Hamilton, Hancock Co, Ills.
each. Dr. Balch, J. M. Louderback, and H.
A. Towner. The Conqueror is the best
-K.E£PERS, betoreorderingyour
Smoker I ever used. KespectfuUv,
Ma.v 17, 1884.
H. Hastings.
:

DADANT

—

flow to Prevent Swarming*.
ticulars.

Ij.iNDiNC),

ST. LOUIS.

DiiESiiEX, Tex., May
Conquer the "t'yps."—T. F.

28, 1884.

Bingh.^m,
Abrouia, Mich., Dear Sir: — Enclosed find
$1.7.5, for whicii please send, per mail, one
"Conqueror Smoker" to Major H. A. High,
Waxahachie, Tex. He bought a Cyprian
(.tut'fn from me, and the Bees have worsted
tin- old gentleman.
I told him that the Conqueror Smoker would conquer the "C.yps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it
never tailed." Respectfully,

Carroll.
Aug. 15, 1882.

B. F.

Borodino, N. Y.,
Cj'priaiis Coiiqiiered— All summer long
has been " which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at

BEE

10A24t £.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

Send for our laree Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.
Coburgr, Iowa.

KRETCHMER,

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPEKIOK fur niakingComb Foundation either

Ls

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

D.

OITEN

8.

«Se

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

ILL.

it

a week at home. $5.0fi outHt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if yon want business at
I which persons of either sex. young or old,
lean make great pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to U. Hallett & Co., Portland. Maine.
I
I
L

last T am "boss."
Bingham's Conqueror Dadant's FoiindatioiiFactory, wholesale
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smo-

ker of Bingham.

ALFEED

Kesi>cctfuU.y,

Prices, by mail, post-paidDadaiit'sFonndation Factory, wholesale Doctor smoker (wide sliield)..3'/2 inch..$3 00
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
Apply to
C. F.
976 and 978 Central ATe.,CI»rCIjrNATI, O.

MUTH,

IVBend 10c.

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

..

1 T5

" ..150
" ..125
" .. 100
Plain smoker
2
Little Wouiler smoker
1% " .. 65
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
Exti'ii

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

"

Conquerorsin<ik«'i-(\\-id(shield)3

Large smoker (wide

Myth's Honey Extractor,

sliicid)

sniokrr (wide shield)

2inch

2'/2

Dealer

VOrNCi .VITIKKICA,

a larjre liffht page
32-column illustrated 50 cent Monthlj-, free
one year to all that enclose this advertisement to us now with 15 cents. Sure to please
all Boj'S and Girls.
Address,

dozen rates.

115
apply for dozen or halfAddress,

BINGHAM, P. M., or
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

T. F.

1884.

Lock box

67.5,

Canal Dover, Ohio.

JOSEPH

D. ENAS,
(Sunny Side Apiary,

&

DOUGHERTY

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Manufacturers of and

1884.

J

Dealers in

BEE-

KEEPKKS' SUPPLIES and HONElf.

Dadant's
Langstroth HIVES
Foundation, Hingliam Smokers,Wired frames
tlie
Given Press, Secand Foundation from
tions, E.xtraetors and Honey Jars. Send for
14A2Bt
our Price 1.1st.

Pure Italian Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

/^iIVEN

FOUNDATIOK.— As

VJT chased a (liven press.

I

kinds of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
HONEY AND BEESWAX,
923 West Madison

hate purwiN make Fuundation
1

Street,

CHICAGO,

TO SELL AGAIN,

a Specialty.

YOUNG AMERICA,
24A'2t

NEWMAN,

In all

2

ABRONIA, ITaCH.

BOYS AND GIRLS!

H.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.

4Aly

MY

ILL.

II.I.TTSTRATED CATALOeVE
sent FREE upon application.

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prevailinR scarcity of beeswax
comb foundation is now arivunced S
cents per pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for 1884. Prices same as Dadant's.
the price of

BEESWAX.

I pay 34v. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each packaKe.

NE%V AND USEFUL

Articles for the Apiary

on the same, this seiisnn. Will take IJeeswa.\ in exSend for our lii-jianre illustrated Circular.
BXTKACTOKS, COMB FOUNDATION, &c.
change for Foundation or work it up lortwu-flfths.
18Att HENKV ALIiEY, Wenham, Mass.
^4 DlOt
Address. Sunny Side Apiary, NAPA, CAL. 2:iD4t A. WOKTMAN. SeaBeld, White Co., Ind.

!

:

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

400
18S4,

HEDDON'S

Sixth Thousand Just Published

New aud Enlarged

OOX-iTJIMIlSr.

Wholesale and Retail.

of

an Apiary
Profit by

THOMAS

for Fleasnre

_

;

C.

»S5 TTeat MadlsoB

a freshly- made lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION,

from

strictly

made

pure domestic wax,

from

cleansed

all

tlior-

iinpiirities.

Sizes of brood and surplus, SJ^xieji^, or

Langstroth

size.

I

have also

NEWMAN.

Dadant's

Street. ChlcuEo,

III.

to

DEALERS.

_

_

ounces.

contains 'JJO profusely illustrated
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing imrsuit, and presents
the apiarist with everything that can aid in
the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most

sime size; also honey in its best and most attractive
condition.
Dadant's llxU for American frames. Send
for prices, and state amount wanted. I
Appreciative Notices.

DISCOUNT

material. It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put ou or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
GxT inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight ot the entire Veil being only Ave

It

best Brood Foundation of

offer a liberal

;

;

Management

Editor al the Weekly Bee Journal.

•oughly

are of best light
spring steel the neckhard
liand ot best
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
tiars

OR THE

COMB FOUNDATION.
of

There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
cm the neck-band. The

Edition

BEES and HONEY,
and

now have on hand

BEE VEIL.

OF

BEST aiVEN

I

NEW

A

FniEND

Newman:— I

pleasure the

acknowledge with
morning, ot a very
"Bees and Honey,
an apiary for Pleasure

ri'Ceiiit, this
ticauliful hocik, entitled,
(ir.

.Mananc-nient

(if

Price,

by Mail or Express,

SI. 00.

923 ^'est Madison Street,

fHICAGO,

ILiLINOIS.

-

n n ^P

^ix cents for postaee.
nn<i receive free, a costly box

Send

I

n lllllfl

eoudswhich will help youto
11
UUlf
L of
more money right away than
U
n lll.anvthingelseinthisworld.
f
All

11
II

I
I
I

I

^of
I

I I

I

eithersex.succeedfromarst

hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. Al oi.ce address. Trck

&

Co., Augusta,

4Aly

Maine.

STA.3SrLE]~5r'S
Automatic Honey Extractor
A>I> SMOKEK.

and ProHt sixth edition, enlarged." The Send for descriptiNX- firoilar and Prices to
book opens with a kind, familiar face, and
G. W. STANLEY & BKO.,
WVOMING. N. y.
1 believe my Hive is growing in popular- the whole subject matter is concise, easy
•jOAtf
1 read it with much
ity, to a much greater degree, than is the and comprehensive.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.

business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

One Hive

complete for comb honey.. S3.00

(The above

will contain

two cases com-

plete with sections).

The above Hive

complete for extrac-

ted honey

.

The above Hive complete

-$3.00

for both in
4.50
2.00

one
One Hive in the flat
Five or over, each

;

Bixgham.

T. F.

pleasure.

Ahronia, Mich..

May

1,

1S.84.

SIDE-WALLS^
HIGH
June
On

10, all ordinary sized
will be for sale at
Fi-ames in stock.
LauL'stroth
l."i cents each.
Other sizes subject to slit'ht delay. This inside-walls
with
hisrher
comb
cludes a sheet of
than any now in use, on which a swarm can
well-made
a
It
has
safety.
be placed with
frame. Samples free. Now ready.
A sample of the Etn-eka Queen-Cage free
to dealers. Address,
E B WEED, 0.5 \V. Second St. Cmcmnati, O.
Or A. H. NEWM.\N, Chicago, 111.
a.'iAlt
CHAS. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.

or before

frames ot Eureka Cinnb

I have received a copy of the re\ised
edition of " LJees and Honey," and after
examining the same, find it to he a very
handy and useful book of reference on the
subject of bees and honey, and believe it
should be found in the library of all interested in the study of bees.

H. H. Bnowx.
Light Street, Pa.,

May 8,

1884.

1.50

one should ever order these Hives
PRICE— B(mnd in cloth, Sl.OO in jiaper
in the flat, without ordering one made up
complete to work by. Parties are adver- covers. 75 cents, jiostpaid.
tising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
G.
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
by those purchased from me.
Chicago, Ills.
935 West Madison Street,

.

No

wanted for The Lives of

all the
Presidents ot the U. S. The
Iargest,hand8<»me8t. best book
ever sold for less than twice
our price. The fastest selling

;

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

book

HallettBookC

free.

SECTIONS.
lam now

ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4Kx4J<x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, $6.50; 5x6.v2,
per 1,000, $8.00. All shipped from here.

STUDENTS OF APICULTURE
Will receive terms for 1SS4 on application.

BEES and QUEENS.
If you contemjjiate the pm'chase of Bees
in any shape, tested or untested Queens,
it may pay you to send for my

CIRCULAR for 1884
And
liave

be

SURE

t(i

state whether or not you

mv Circular for 1883.

Address,

JAMES HEDDON,

DOWAGIAC.

Ca83 County.

MICH.

in

Immense

America.

All intelligent people want it.
a successful agent. Lerms

profits to agents.

Anv one can become

.,

4Aiy

Portland, Me.

QTJF.ENS, DADANT FOUSTt^" A Liberal Discount to Dealers by TTAI.IAN
It will pay you to
i dallon, and Supplier—
K. K. SMITH, Smyrna, N. Y.
tlie Dozen or Hundred.
send for Circular.

WE CALL

all wanting- A No. 1 BEES,
Cyprian or Hybrids, to the foUowin!?,

the attention of
Italian,

from one well-known to the readers of this
Paper
**
I have never seen a case of foul brood
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always
and are O. K. in every respect."
Geo. B. Peters, M. D.
We can furnish any number of Colonies of
the above Bees, and will wan-ant safe delivery aud satisfaction.
N. B.— No Bees will be sold l>y us, for any
consideration, front any apiary that has ever
had a case of fonl brood in it. For prices
and particulars, send to
been

so,

St..

Clair Co.,

GOLDEN myITALIANS!
I

now wish

Ills.

Dadant'sPtmiidation Factory, Avholesale
retail.

See Advertiseraent

in anutlier

column.

former customers, that

I

—

Italian-'untested-notwarninted.iDMayand
June each
ItHlian-'warranted. May and June, each
Italian-tested Queen
Full colonies ot Hybrids
Full colonies of Italians

20Atf

J.

l>-

^Vt^-

J-

l.oti

1..W

^-f"
V.uo
'".""

DIEHI., Butler, Ind.

-EGT^liAiJ^l^T,
HEALER

IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jueeiis
For farther information, send for Circular.

RICHMOND.

Fort Bend Co.

'rmSPAPERTLel
Bureau
Newspaper
Co

TEXAS.

^p" K^^Si."'!

'3

and

to sav to

am now ready to flfl orders for the followingQueens.
$ .50
in May and June, each
Hybrid

7Aly

FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,
Lock box 995, Belleville,
18Ai:it fiB3t

llAt t

St.)
it in

Advertising

where advertising contracts

ME-W YORK.

may

(10

bo

Spruce

made

tar

.

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED INt
1S61.

Chicago,

>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

111.,

June 25, 1884.

Topics Presented

in this

We

MWV

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey," bound in paper.
1^^ The receipt for money sent us
on the address label on every paper.

be given
If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for somethingmust be wrong about it.

^^ Any person sending a club of
to an extra copy

will

six, is entitled

(like the club), sent to

any address

Sample copies furnished free.

cleslred.

1^" Papers are slopped
time paid

for,

at the expiration of the
unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE, EXTKA

407
404

;

our authorized agents for Europe.

Entered at

the Chicago

P. O, as Second Class Matter.

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
for

either the

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

A

7 words;
occupy ONE-INCH of apace.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
line of this

type will contain about

lines will

Editorial Notices, *»0 cents per line.

postaKe prepaid.
Price 0/ both. Oiu«
*2 08.

40.5

and Cook's Manual, last edltionCIn cloth)

403
409
403

412
403

Cook's Manu^il,

Queen Rearing
Reversing the Frames
Selections from Our Letter Box.

411

412

New Bee Book (cloth)
New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
Langstroth's Standard Work
Dzierzon'8
Dzierzon's

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.Q.Hlll)

Kansas Bee-Keeper

411

The

Special Notices

413

New

Swarm

411

.

Separators

The Bees are Swarming
Tlie Honey Season in Cuba
The Principles of Protection
The Season in England

Use of Comb Foundation
Use of Honey from Diseased Bees
Very Small Bees
What and IIow

we Know

V

405
403

3 25.

paper covers) ... 3
Bees and Honey (T.Q.Newman)cloth 3
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register for 200 colonies .... 3
(In

411
Increased Experience
Koot's ABC of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley "s'Queen Hearing
407
Introducing ^'irgin Queens
Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
412
Local Convention Directory
Fisher's Grain Tables
410
Overstocking a Locality
Moore's Universal Assistant
HoneyasFoodiMedicine.lOOCopies
409
Prevention of Bee-Diarrhcea
Blessed Bees
412
Prevention of Swarming
King's Text Book
Profitable use of Comb Foundation][409 The Weekly Bee
Journal one year and
404 and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I.Koot)
Putting Honey on tlie Market

"What do

TWELVE

American Bee Jonrnal

one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted In the last colnmn of figures. The
flrst column Kives the regular price of both.
All

The Weekly Bee Journal

411

Transferring Bees
Unripe Extracted Honey

ADVERTISING RATES.

supply tbe

26.

1884.

413

;

Oeorge Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are

will

412

:

Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, $1 Monthly, 24 cents.

*£o

Heavy Bloom
Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey and Digestion

411

XX.-No.

CLUBBINO LIST FOR

Number.

Bees are Busy
Building up Colonies in the Spring
Call Things l)y their Right Names
Lls^
*J'U^8!^l
Chickens and Bees
PPBLISHED Br
Convention Iland-Book
C.
Correspondence
EDITOR ANr> Proprietor.
Docility of Cyprian & Syrian Bees
«26 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Docility of Syrian Bees
Weekly, »3 a year: Monthly, »1.
Editorial Items

VOL.

Aplcuiturist, (Silas

M. Locke)

.

.

00.

.

3 00

.

2 50

00..

2 T5

75..

2 50

To..

2 50

50.

3 25

.

4 00..

3 00

3 50.

2 V5

.

3 50.. 3 25
4 00.. 3 75
3 25.
3 00
.

3 00.

.

3 75

2 35.

.

2 25

2 40..

2 25

4 50..

4 25

4 50..

4 23

2 75.. 2 50
3 00.. 2 75

3 00.. 2 75
3 00..

2 75

2 60..

2 35
3 00.. 2 75

3 00.

Eng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 2
British Bee Journal
3
The S above-named papers
9

.

3 75

75..

2 50

75..

3 50

00..

7 75

The Monthly Ifee Journal and any

of the

above, II less than the figures inthe last column.

406
404
412
411
411

412

Sample Copies of theAMERicAN Bee
.JouuNAL will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
club can have sample copies sent to
the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

412
412
411

Euiersoii Binders— made especially
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in

gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
405 will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
the Weekly or for the Monthly, ,50
They cannot be sent by mail
cents.

Wintering— Bee-Duirrhoea

408

Wintering Bees in Cellars
Winter of 1SS3-1MS4

40S

;

Advertisements may be inserted one.twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
AdvertiaemontB withdrawn before the expiration
the contract, will be charged the full rate for
4he time the advertisement is inserted.
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THOMAS
»*5

(Veot

Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chlcaco,

111.

Ribbou Badg'es, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

to Canada.

c^ The Gibson

County Bee-Keepmeet at Trenton,

ers' Association, will

1^ The KentuckyBee-Keepers'Con- Gibson Co., Tenn., on July 5, 1884.
vention meets in Louisville, Ky., dur- good attendance is expected.
T. J. Happell, Sec.
ing the opening of the Exposition (day
X. P. Allen, ISec.
not fixed).
J. W. Howell, Pres.
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DADANT'SFODNDATMB
is

attested

by juuulreds of the most prac-

tical and disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest.briglitest, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,

evenness and neatness of any that is made.
xt is kept for sale by Messrs.

Sent by mail, on receipt of

THOMAS

i>rice,

"

hy

I

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

Bee-Keepers' Ciuide, or Itlannal of

Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on eiery subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly jtractical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

!
1

1

CHICAGO, ILL.

Quliiby's

Hoot.- Its

NEWMAN, CbicaRO, 111.,
C. F. MUTH. Cincinnati, O..
JAMES HEDDON. Dnwaglac, Mich.,
A. H.

DOrGlIERTY i- McKEE, Indianapolis,
CHAS. n. (;r.EEN. Benin. Wis..
CHAS. HEHTEL. Jr.. Freeburg. 111.,
WM. BALL ANTINE, Sago, O..
E. L. ARMSTKliNG, Jerseyville. III.,

KS

OO

1

On dozen

Ind.,

ARTHUR TOUD,Germantown,PliiladelphiB,Pa.
E. KRETCHMER. Coburg. Iowa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
C. F. DALE, Mortonsville, Ky.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 35 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

New

style

is

Bee-Keeping, by
plain and forcible,

L. C.

making

readers realize the fact that the author is
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.

its

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces ever\-thing pertaiiiing to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and

is

valuable to the

more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
Management of an beginner. Cloth, .*1. 25; paper, $1.
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, bv Thomas
Blessed Bees, by Johx Allex. — A
G. Xehmas.— It is "fully up with the times."
romance of bee-keeping,

Bees and Honey,

or

full of practical
in all the various improvements and invenand numbers of other dealers.
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and information and contagious enthusiitsm.
Price.
75c.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price presents the apiarist with" everj-thing that
list of supplies, accompanied with
can aid in the successful management of the
Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the L. Langstroth.— This is the work of a
ISO COMPI-I.VLEXXAKT,
most honey in its best and most attractive master, and will always remain a standard.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS condition. It embraces the following sub- Price, $2.00.
jects
Ancient History of IBees and Honev
from as many bee-keepers in 1SS3.
Dzlerzon's Rational Bee-Keeplng.—
—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— FeedWe guarantee every inch ef our Fonn- ing — Swarming — Di\-iding — E.vtracting — A translation of the master-piece of that most
datien eqnal t© sample in every respect. Queen Rearing- Introducing Queens — Ital- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
ianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- in cloth, $2.00 ; in [laper covers, $1.50.
CHAS. DADAXT .<b SOX,
iug and Handling Hees— The Management of
Queen-Rearing, by Hexry Alley.— A
5ABly
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
full and detailed account of 23 years e.vpeetc. 220 profusely-illusti-ated pages. Price,
rieuce
in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
in cloth, $1.00 ; in paper covers, 75 cents.
and best wav to rear Queens, etc.
Rise in Prices of Foundation Tlie Apiarj- Register, by Thomas G. easiest
Price, $1.00.
Ttie prices of Comb Foundation are NOW Xewm-\.v.— A Kecord and Account Book for
Bee -Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
advanced two cents per pound from the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony, King.
— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
the quotations in our retail Price List, and ruled and iirinted, and is so arranged that'a
Price, $l.e0, bound in cloth.
tliree cents, per pound, at ivliolesale. mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for oO
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
CHAS. DAI>.\NT & SO>,
colonies. SI.OO; for 100 colonies, $1.25: for and Marketing.— By Ch.\s. D.^d.^xt \- Sox.
2.3ABtf
Hamilton, Hancock Co, Ills. 200 colonies. $1.50.
Details their management. Price, 15e.
Honey as Food and medicine, by Practical Hiiils to Bee-Keepers, by
Thom-IS G. Xewm.\n.— It gives the various Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the manuses of Honey as Food recipes for making agement of bees. Price, 10c.
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Dzlerzon Theory. — The fundamental
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
;

VAZi'D'.^BZiS

;

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
'rhe Origlnnl

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

many

valuable recipes. It is intended for principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
consumers, and should be liberally scattered as set forth by Beriepsch. It was translated
to heli> in creating a demand for hone.v. by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.

German

Price, for either the £ng:llsli or
edition. 5 cents— one dozen. 40 cents— li^l for
$2.50- .500 for $10.00—1.000 for $15.00
If lOil or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
by Pkhf. ,1ohn Phix.— This gives the correct
nieaning of nearl.v
Price,

bound

."iOO

in cloth,

apicultural terms.

50c.

The Hive I Cse, by G. J[. D80LITTI.E.—
Convention Hand
G. Newm.in.— It contains Price 5c.
Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Foul Brood, by A. R. KoHXKE.— Itsorigin
Rules of Order for the guidance of otJicers and cure. Price, 25c.
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
moore's I'uiversal .\sslstant, and
Bee - Keepers'
Book, by THOM.iS
a simjile

— Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion — List of Premium for Fairs,
etc.

Bound

pocket.

in cloth, and suitable for the
Price. 50 cents.

WTiy Eat Honey? by THO.MAS G.
N'EWM.iX.— This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price. 50
cents per 100 500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
:

Plot. Cook.in his Taluable Manual of the Apiarv,
states ihai " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smofeer by estab'ishing a direct
draft-" Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no (ne but Binghnm has been able to
improve a Binehiim smtiker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
'I'hey hum lots of blocks
yet in working order.

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, mneh or little,
swift or slow, just as yon please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always Eo.'
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying eenuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetheringion Uncapping-Knives first. "We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,000 in use irom one
to five years, and receiving bat one letter of complaint.

Witb European and American orders already
received for over 3.(.*<K there is evidence that 1884
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the mi st advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again,

send for d«>zen rates to

Preparation of Honey for the
market, including the production and care
of both Comb and E.\tracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc.. hy Thomas G. Xewm.vx.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Honev."
Price, 10c.

Swarnilns:, DH'idlng

Bees.— Hints

and Feeding

by Thom.\s G.
Newm.in. A chapter from "Bees and Honey.
to Beginners,

"

Price 5c.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thom.is

G. Newm-\n — Progressive views on this important subject: suggesting what and how
to plant.— .\ chapter from "Bees and Honey."
26 engravings. Price, 10c.

Bees In Winter, by Thomas G. Newmax.
-Describing Chatf-packing, Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey.
"

Price 5c.

Mechanic.

—

Contains

over

facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price. $2.50.
l.WXI.OOO industrial

Kendall's Horse Book.— Xo book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and.
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc.

Price, 50c., in either

English

German.
Food Adulteration.—What we

or

sluiu Id not eat.
famil.v. Price,

eat

and

This book should be in every

50c.

Scrlbner's Ijuniber and Iiog Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35e.
;

Fisher's Crain Tables. — For casting
ui) the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer.ready reckoner,tiibles for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Jourxal, and lettered in gold on
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
Monthly. 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
;

to Cauada.

Constitution and By-I.a\vs, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Blenen Kultnr, by Thomas G. Newmas.
—In theCerman language. Price, in paper which are printed a large bee in gold, 10ceach,
or $8 per 100.
doz.
ABKONIA. MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per

BISGHAM & HETHERIJ.GTOS,
6A2Blf

honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 200 will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.

Complete

;
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more healthy and pleasantto thetaste. Let some who have these bees in their
and always remains good, while but- pui-ity, try it and report the result.
ter soon becomes rancid and often
This writer approves of the crossproduces cramp in the stomach, eruc- ing of Cyprian queens by Syrian
tations, sourness, vomiting and diar- drones, and then says that ^'it
is only
rhwa.
by crossing these foreign bees that we

Digestion (all-potent in its effects may hope to produce superior
varieon the mind as well as the body) de- ties. It has been done in everv other
pends largely on the food. Poor food branch of the animal and vegetable
received into a poor stomach is tiie kingdoms, and why not with bees?
Honey and Digestion.
cause of many unhappy homes while for with all their virtues—
which
••All foods." says an exchange, " if good, healthy food, received into a should make
us more anxious to imnot already sohible (meltable) in water, healthy stomach, becomes " an Angel prove them— they
are only wild bees
have to be so altered within us that of Peace " to many a household.
we are cultivating at present. Cyprus
they become dissolved, and we call
gave us the cauliflower, and who
this solution, digestion. Starch, for Docility
of Cyprian and Syrian Bees. would recognize the original in the
example, which forms five-sixths of
immense varieties of broccoli and
our daily bread, is utterly ineffectual
A correspondent in the London cauliflower, or would banish it from
to use while it remains as starch, be- Journal of Horticulture, when writing our gardens
?
And may not one or all
cause of its insolubility but in the about controlling Cyprian and Syrian of these bees
produce a breed of bees
act of chewing, the saliva which we bees with smoke, remarks that they as distinct and
valuable to the present
add to our bread begins to convert cannot even smell it or be jarred with- as the Magnum Bonum
potato is to
(very
much
the starch into a sugar
out making them irritable. If they its first parents? Let
us go about
like to the sugar of honey), and so are kept from smoke and handled this matter in
an intelligent manner,
renders it soluble in order that it may gently, and the hives are 0))ened only each adding his
mite; and for the
in due course be carried into our when the sun shines, he claims that present those
who want a good crop
blood, and there do the work of giv- they are perfectly docile and gentle
of honey and plenty of bees in the
ing us power or lieat. Cane sugar, in and that those who have found occa- spring to fertilize
their abundant
like manner, although soluble, re- sion to condemn them on account of fruit
blossom, I would advise such to
quires alteration, and this alteration their irritability, have been dosing try the first
cross of Syrians with pure
is also brought about by contact with them witli smoke or handling them black
drones."
With this idea in
the saliva, and the result is a sugar, without care.
As proof that his view, " crossing " is now being
done
as in a previmis case, nearly identical theory is correct, lie says that " Mr. largely in
America in the hope of proHoney,
on
of
honey.
sugar
with the
Benton in Cyprus had .500 colonies ducing " the best bees in the world."
the contijary, or the sugar that we find placed round his house, on the verin grapes, is already in the condition anda, or anywhere where they could
The Honey Season in Cuba.
for absorption or assimilation, and stand. One hive in particular was so
:\Ir. A. ^V. Osburn, S. Miguel,
really no kind of work has to be per- placed that it had to be passed within
Cuba,
formed upon it before it is actually 2 feet from the entrance scores of W. I., writes thus on June 14, 1884
rendering us service as a force, or times each day by every visitor or inWe are in the midst of our wet seaThe wet season here differs
heat-producer.'' Honey is, therefore, mate; and though Mr. Benton was son.
from anything of the kind I have ever
given to mankind, in the most agree- working amongst them from early
seen in any country. It is a succesable form, both for food and medicine. morning to late at night with no pro- sion of showers, then blight
sunshine
It produces healthy digestion, and tection whatever, save a hat, shirt, and then more showers and more sunAnd, of course, as this is a
holds defiantly that monster of tor- pants, and slippers, no one was ever shine.
tropical climate, the rain is wann and
ture, indigestion, at bay. Pure honey stung, and he very rarely. AVe have vegetation
of all kinds grows wondershould be used freely in every family. Mr. Blow's authority for saying that fully fast. The flowers thrive
and
bloom
thus
furnishing plenty of feed
Honey eaten upon wheat bread is he saw Mr. ]5enton open hive after
for
the
bees
but
the honey flow is not
very beneficial to health.
hive without veil or gloves, and none
extravagant, the honey is not light in
Children would rather eat bread ventured to sting." Possibly this color, and its flavor is fair
After
and honey than bread and butter may account for the many conflicting being here 9 months, I conclude that
the
main
honey
harvest
is
in the winone pound of honey will reach as far opinions given by our American corter months, and then it is a harvest
as two pounds of butter, and has, be- respondents relative to the Cyprian indeed, by far excelling
anythino- I
sides, the advantage that it is far and .Syrian bees, and their irracibility. ever witnessed in any country.
"
Editof

Proprietor,

—

;

;

:

;

;
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The Season in England.
use. There may be reasons why some
other term may" be more convenient
for bee-keepers. The word being used
correspondent of a London paper
Some time since Mr. D. K. Boutelle also as a verb may be thought to be
gives the following description of the
tills
on
criticism
following
the
sent us
liable to confuse; but does not the
use of proper articles sufficiently indi- season in England, with reference to
subject:
cate when it is used as a noun V To the Bee and Honey interests
EditI was much interested in the
me, sicarm seems far preferable to
caption
So far this year the bees have had a
or's remarks under the above
colony.
1880.
hard sf niggle to exist. The year
Nov.
28,
of
in the Bee .Journal
What,
then, shall bee-keepers adopt opened favorably on them with less
In his treatment of such expressions, as a convenient and appropriate name
''
" stands in the
mortality than ever I experienced.
as he ' wintered his
for a family of bees V I do not know.
cellar."' " thev came out in bad shape." Let all bee-keepers suggest until we Large patches of brood were in every
hive during .January, and breeding
etc., he indiisates clearly that, so far find the right or best one.
If our
as possible, we ought to use terms or language does not contain a word was unremittingly carried on throughwords in such a way as to correspond more appropriate than colony, then out the cold winds of that month.
with their usual or dictionary defini- let us make one. As my suggestion, Many young bees were flying in February.
Flowers and sunshine came
tions.
I would say, family ; if there is no
This, I think, is right, and that it is better. What are the objections to with" March, and good colonies collected much pollen from the crocuses,
an important point to consider in es- it y and who will offer a better
willows, tussilago, etc. Many colotablishing nomenclatures for apiculI wisli we had a truer name for the
When we have anytliing so mother of a family of bees, than nies were then advancing rapidly,
ture.
new that there is no convenient term ' queen." She is no queen in any and were well forward, promising
to express it, then it will be time to true sense of that word. She is early swarms. April we welcomed,
coin a new name but do not let us neither tlie wife of a king nor the but it brought thunder, snow, and
attempt to apply new definitions to ruler of a people. She is simply the frost of unusual severity— bleak cold
old words. If it is done, it seems to mother-bee. and I wish that were her weather, with scarcely a ray of sunshine to gladden us. This lasted unme it would tend to confuse.
usual appellation.
Flowers had almost distil May 23.
While we are about it, is it not betLake
City, Minn.
appeared ; those not destroyed looked
ter to adopt a vocabulary of bee-keepon every
inCT terms, somewhat in harmony with
Mr. Boutelle's desire for tlie word sickly, and dead bees strewed
that looked like
Colonies
a standard dictionary rather than in "mother" to supersede the word path!
swarming seveu weeks ago, have made
violation of it V With this idea in
reasonable. The no progress, while many that by this
mind, I wish to offer a little friendly "queen," is quite
criticism on two of tlie terms put for- mother bee is not a queen but a dif- time, with mild weather, would have
been strong, are so reduced in bees
ward bv the Editor.
ficulty is encountered at the very
that they will be unable to do more
colony of bees is an
He says
start, by the fact that two words are than
keep themselves alive. Our
organized body of bees,"' etc., 'imThe word locality is, however, not a sheltered
properly called a swarm," etc. U eb- needed instead of one.
'
company " bee " is a necessary adjunct, making one there is a paucity of trees in the
ster defines colony thus
through proprietors
or body of people transplanted from the name " mother bee " which is district, arising
of small estates cutting down every
their mother country to a remote
that
long and rather objectionable on
tree that can be turned into cash, and
province or country, remaining subThis account. The word " queen " is more the ground they occupied made availlect to the mother country."'
able for cultivation.
definition of the word colony is fully elegant as well as more ancient.
explained in .Johnson s cyclopedia.
of the words " coluse
on
the
But
" The settlements of tlie barIt says
" and " swarm," we beg to differ
Putting Honey on the Market.
barians who destroyed the Roman ony
Empire were not colonies, for the from him. Personally we do not like
In one of our exchanges we notice
tribes were not connected with any the word "family " as a name for an
following on marketing honey
the
parent State."'
"
mixdoes a organized body of bees. The
Xow in what one particular from
" which is so often occasioned
ing
up
Many
bee-keepers err in putting
a
emigrates
body of bees which
parent hive, and becomes settled in by using these w^ords interchangeably, their honey upon tlie market too early
another hive, correspond with these is apparent in the necessity of saying in tlie season and at too low a price.
After reading a few encouraging reNot one undefinitions of colony
" old swarm, '1 the " new swarm,"
called a the
ports in the bee-papers, they fear that
less it be that bees may be
or the "swarm there will be a glut in tilie honey marpeople. They are certainly under no the "parent swarm,"
allegiance to, or protection by, and that gave off a swarm," etc. In the ket, and, in tlieu- efforts to secure the
have no connection with the parent foregoing, our correspondent realized higliest price by rushing their honey
into the market before there is a dehive or body. The term colony, seems
inappropriate a the difficulty, and in the 9th line of mand for it, tliey often get the lowest
to me, is about as
applied to them the -jth paragraph, he used the words price and help to spoil the market for
name as could well be
• swarm ot bees
\<rain, he defines
"parent hive." The hive is the box others. Until the fruit season closes,
" Bees issuing from the parthe demand for honey is light, and
thus
containing the bees— w-as the box the bee-keepers should govern themselves
of
inent colony for the purpose
parent or mother of the bees ? Such accordingly. Tlie honey should be
crease." 1. Does the purpose for which
bees issue from a hive make a swarm an idea is too absurd for even a pass- well graded, put up in the most attractive packages possible, well taken
a swarm
of them ; or would they be
ing thought.
care of, and placed on the market
swarmed out for
all the same if they
"
new
the
Dicthat
hopeful
are
when there is a demand at a remunersome other reason than increase, as
Apiculture," by Prof. Phin, ative price, and not before.
they sometimes do V 2. Webster de- tionary of
large will greatly assist in the use of cor1. "
fines swarm in this way
This " advice is good and timely,''
number of small animals or insects, rect terms by apicidtural writers.
and we hope will be heeded by the inespeciallv when in motion. 2. Any
body
experienced, so as not to spoil the
great number or multitude, b.
Sf bees that emigrate from a hive at
^g"
regret to announce that the market for their more experienced
united
once; or alike body of bees
Rev. L. L. Langstroth is still suffer- neighljors. The markets are now bare
and settled permanently in a hive.
demand will
Here then, it seems, is a name that, ing from his old malady, at his home of comb honey, and the
conso far as dictionarv-meaning is
in Oxford, Ohio. The sympathy of be good, and prices fair for the first
cerned, is perfectlv appropriate for a thousands of bee-keepers all over the marketed. Do not rush too much ou 4
body of bees whicli inhabit a hive
the early market to spoil it.
World are with him in his aftliction.
and one, too, that has long been
Call

Things by their Right Names.
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feeding under my directions,
one of our non-iiollen colonies dead and died with diarrhoea as
sure as you are born." I lifted a comb
JAMES nEDDON.
from near the centre of the cluster,
and up came a little brood and a
Last autumn I found that my home comb nearly half full of bee-bread.
apiary contained lilii; colonies of bees. ' Why what is this V" said I. " O
For tbe American Bee Journ<il.
Most ot tlu'sc colonies had been this is niy fault. Mr. lleddon," said
worked, durintr the preceding season, the foreiiiau. " I remember that in
The Bees are Swarming.
upon a plan aiUipting some new meth- this one hive the queen bred very late
ALICE WAVEKLEY.
ods destined to bring them out at the in the fall, and this comb had a patch
close of the season with as little of sealed brood nearly as large as my
"Hurruli hurrah " cnme the father's voice.
honey and bee-bread in their combs hand, which 1 left to" hatch out, deFrom the onion-bed down by the peas.
possible.
swarming:
so
Though the season termined to remove it in a few days,
"The bees! they are
hurry outquick; as
Hurrah! don't .tou hear them— the bees?"
closed very much against isuch a re- wliich I forgot to do."
"Now, Where's my old bucket, and where is my sult, still our hearts were gladened to
The above are a few of the facts restick.
find on an average not halt the usual garding last winter's experiments and
And what makes ye all so slow ?
amount
of
either.
If ye don't hurry out and rattle them quick.
the results, as witnessed by myself
They'll be off to the woods, I know."
The honey was stored above, and and my foreman, Mr. William Stolley.
not
colothe
pollen
To
these
at
all.
There's a hurry and scamper for bonnets and hats,
are so well convinced of the
nies we fed 11 iiounds of granulated
A lookint: for kettles and tins.
correctness of the pollen theory i. e.,
Then out we'll all no, and stand in a row.
sugar
made
into syrup, which made
All ready to rattle them in.
on an average about 10 pounds to each that floating pollen in the honey or
consumed durMother stands iinder the round apple tree.
colony, as about 70 colonies received bee-bread, or both, if
The flre-shovel and poker are doine their best;
ing confinement, is the direct cause
She must keep well out of the reach of those bees. none at all. The ones which •uere
Or a swelled face, for days, to their skill would fed, received on an average of about of bee-diarrhci-a, that we are laying
attest.
Impounds each. We wintered them our plans to henceforth prepare our
with
Father stands under another old tree.
out-of-doors, lioth with and without bees for winter in accordance
will natHis face well hid in its sheltering leaves:
protection, ami about 30 colonies in that theory. As the reader
While he hammers away with bucket and stickdiscovery
of
urally
after
the
supiiose,
He's doing his duty in settling the bees.
the cellar. All except about 12 colodisease, and
nies of those out-of-doors were packed. certain tacts, causing
From the back of the vineyard there comes a faint
AVhen all were prepared, I said to consequent methods of prevention,
sound.
tlie best, cheapest and most
Like the tinkling notes of some far away bell,
assistants. "Novf, for the tirst comes
the
"Tis only the echo of Maggie's tin pan—
time in my life, 1 liope for a trying practical methods of bringing about
She cannot t;et stung, 1 think, very well.
winter for bees." ^\'ell, in fact, we preventive conditions.
This we are and have been, for the
Kit has a milk-pan, wide over and roomy:
had such a winter. The confinement
"
But it sends out a very good sound for a "that."
past year, studying and also experiAnd should the bees gather too near for good was not very long, but the cold
manners.
weather was quite steady^ and severe. menting upon. That bee-culture of
This pan serves the place of a shield, or a hat,
which will not move ofl
.Judging from 1.5 years of experience the future,
and observation, I sliould have ex- readily and practically with a busiFannie goes flitting now here, and now there,
Down through the vineyard, then over the fence: pected a loss of at least one-half of all ness-like speed, will be forced to sucThrough uncle .Jim's garden she treads with great
to tlie survival of that which
my colonies liad the usual amount of cumb
care—
propose to dig the
If they don't get away, she'll make fifty cents.
pollen and lioney alone constituted will. We do not
from the cells with tooth
their winter stores. Such, however, bee- bread
"Tum-dum, tum-dum!" goes the stick on the
were not the condition of the colonies. picks ; we do not propose to remove
bucket.
containing
This "old oaken bucket" serves for bass in the play. Even those which were not fed or it by removing the combs
"Tinp-a-ling-ling," goes Fannie's old pendulum
it but we do propose to prevent its
manipulated
during
the
prespecially
now,
considerable or
•As with the wire poker she hammers away.
ceding "honey season, had "less bee- being stored in any
dangerous quantity. Again, we do
those
which
iisual
and
bread
thiin
TVell. well
after spending an hour, or so.
In climbing, and jumping and skipping around,
were fetl, I think I am S'afe in saying, not propose to extract natural stores
Going backward and forward, then in, and then had not one-fourth as much bee-bread after the flow of honey has passed
out—
but we do propose to prevent the exI lost about 30 colonies
They're now going to settle, I think, by the sound. as the others.
brood-chambers at
by diarrht^a ; but I think none iu the istence of stored
the end of each year's honey flow.
There: now they have lit on a tall apple tree.
cellar had it.
And some one must hurry the ladder to get
That it can be done, we have exTaking the reports of all, I think
And the barrel and board, with the WMtering-can,
The smoker, the feathers, the hat with the net.
statistics show that cellar wintering perimented enough to become conThe next question in the
It is clear to vinced.
Outside of the feooe stand our cousins and neigh- is the safest method.
" Now
bors,
me tliat when cold is the greater auxil- wintering problem, will be
For" distance lends charms" when the bees are
iary to the cause of diarrhtea, bees in that I can winter mj^ bees with sucabout.
And no one is anxious to get very near them.
cellars come out best ; but when con- cess, how can I do it with the least
For fear some stray skirmisher might find them out.
finement is its special aid. then out- capital and labor V" We have ideas
which we believe are correct regarding
door wintering is ahead.
"INow Fannie :" calls father from under the tree,
"Vou take np my grape-hoe and give them a shake.
We prepared 45 colonies without a tiiese points, which we shall write
"When I call out ready, you just pull away.
cell of pollen, and about '2o of them upon in the future.
And short work we'll out of them make.
The reason why I have delayed this
without one drop of honey, while
"All ready! " a shake, and*" run. Daddy, run !"
the other 20 had practically none or report is, that I might be able to reFor the bees fall on him, instead of the hive
only a little in the out-corners of an port the standing of these colonies
A moment's confusion, but no one was hurt.
And strait ht for the branch with the Queen do occasional comb. These i'> colonies which could not and did not hatch an
they dive.
we fed liberally with the sugar syrup. egg till they gathered the pollen of
Ah, sure, we must try some ot'ner new plan —
During the examinations in early l,s,s4 while some other colonies beshake
down.
1
We never can
them
see.
Some one must saw those branches off.
— spring, the first cover I raised, my gan breeding in February. My foreSo ril take the ladder, and climb the tree."
assistant exclaimed, " O what little man and students have examined
lean looking things !" We had pre- them carefully, and report that if any
Down came the branches one by one.
Up go the bees as the branches fall.
viously been overliauling a few sick difference can be detected between
dcin't
some
way.
"Now, if we
try
other
colonies, and many in comparatively them and the other colonies which beWe never can hive these bees at all."
good condition but all whose hives gan to breed nearly two months
In the midst of our flurry, home comes Johncontained mostly nattiral stores, had earlier, is, that these conservative
Runs up the tree— quick aa a flash, you know;
distended bodies. Did I say all the ones are now the strongest in bees
Cuts off the branches, and carries them down.
Straight into the hive every bee win now go.
45 wintered well V No, they did not. and brood. This is just what I should
All were in perfect condition except expect.
At last they're all in and the racket is over
And the hive is put down in a rt>w with the rest.
I have for several years claimed,
one, which died— and that died with
Liketlie lull af ter storm, our e-\cite men t has ended.
And each one thinks— "I was the one who did best." diarrhwa. As I j'aised the cover, I against the clamor of our ever-present
apicultural
said to my foreman who superintended corps of inexperienced
—Macomb, Ills.
For the American Beo
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writers, that "spring dwindling "is
"diarrlioea in
disguise;" that no
apiary would ever suffer from it if
the colonies were well wintered. Our
opposition accredited it to disagreeal)le spring weather, cold winds and
dells.
Here they made the
same kind of a mistake that thev
have made regarding the true cause

shady

and call that " protec- ameled cloth. Another colony placed
and this I have often done beside the former, with woolen cloth
with good results
but neither of placed upon frames and bran-sacks
these ways. I am convinced, is the above that, was found with the upper
right kind of protection for bees.
story of the hive and the inside of
Protection then, is something more the cover,covered with drops of water,
than guarding arainst cold it pro- with the packing-material damp,
tects from cold, from humidity, from while the quilt was di-y and warm.
sudden changes induced by atmos- The same state of things would exist
pheric influence, and also prevents ill case of out-door wintering, with
the production and retention of dele- the exception that frost would collect
terious gases and other influences in- unless more material was used to abgood

cellar,

tion :"

;

;

of diarrhoea. Their supposed prime
cause are only helpers or secondary
causes.
The present spring has been one of cident to non-ventilation.
the most trying as far as bad weather
Proposition 2
" Why is protection
being a cause of " dwindling
but
throughout all the regions where bees necessary'?" Our bees are subject to
wintered well, no "dwindling" has unnatural conditions in the frame
hive. To explain
Bees left to foloccurred.
I have looked upon this
wintering-problem without prejudice, low their own course seldom fill the
hive
with
uniform
straight combs.
and I have little reason to entertain

sorb the moisture. Protection, then,
needed to preserve an even temperature and a normal condition of dryness within the hive.
Proposition 4: "Bees, to winter
safely out-of-doors,should be protected
as with the chaff hive, or on the plan
This change has been brought about of Mr. Additon's shingle hive, or by
by the skill of the apiarist. Bees in packing in some manner, if in singleIf wintered in the
a natural state never had wired foun- walled hives."
but
dation, running from front to rear of cellar, full protection is well
the hive, in
beautiful and exact protection above the bees by some
absorliing
material, as chaff," finelysheets upon which these little insects
could continue the work so deftly be- cut straw, or cloth, is fully as essential
as
in
out-door
wintering.
gun and left by the comb-foundation
machine.
hive without bars or
Proposition 6
" Protection is the
frames, occupied by bees, will, as a normal condition of bees in the natrule, be filled with combs of many ural state." Bees left to seek their
forms, placed irregularly, some run- own home, as a rule, seek a hollow
ning at right angles with others, tree. There they are in a singleforming nooks, corners and galleries walled hive, it is true, but not a thinwhere the bees can find ample room walled hive. But the conditions for
to cluster in during the winter, and disposing of the moisture arising from
thus flnd protection from their mode the bees is generally admirable. The
of filling the hives with combs, which hollow tree, made so by the decaying
instinct leads them to adopt. On the of its substance, is still subject to the
other hand, the higher intelligence of same process of decay, while the bees
man comes in and directs the work of are snugly ensconced within its dry
the bees that now produce perfectly and warm shelter. The first work of
straight and true combs, subject to the swarm after domiciled in their
cold drafts of air from the entrance new home, is to set up house-keeping
up through the narrowly spaced by thoroughly clearing their apartframes, and out by the loose joints of ment. This they commence to do at
illy-constructed hives.
Protection, the top. but there is always a portion
then, is needed to restore the equilib- of the upper part of the cavity to
rium destroyed by this abnormal con- which the comljs are not attached >
dition to which our bees are subjected and this for the reason that the deby the advances, of what is esteemed, cayed wood is not easily removed,
apicultural science.
and still deemed by the bees insecure
Proposition 3
" Protection essen- to fasten their conilis to. This partial in both out-door and in-door win- tially
decayed portion above the
tering." It is certainly necessary to combs affords fine absorbing material
protect from cold and sudden changes in winter, being as dry as powder in
of weather when bees are left out-of- the fall when going into winter quardoors, and I liold it is no less the part ters, and in spring', wet with the conof wisdom to give nearly the same densed moisture absorbed during the
protection
when wintered within cold weather. Such being the natdoors. In either case, condensation ural conditions, our artificial devices
of moisture within the hive will take should be as adequate and as much
place— out-of-doors to form fmst betiej -s possible; hence protection is
within the hive, and in-doors to sat- a necessity, to a certain extent, under
urate the unpainted walls and frames all circumstances, in supplying natof the hive and form in drops upon ural conditions.
the combs, causing dampness and
is
Proposition
G :— " Protection
mold. The colder tlVe hive, the more needed in summer to guard against
serious the trouble, in either case. excessive heat." There is no doubt
Protection, as with the chaff hive, in my mind but that many tioies bees
obviates both ditficulties to a certain refrain from entering the surplus
extent, both by preventing excessive boxes, and cluster upon the outside of
condensation, and again by allowing the hive, solely from the effects of the
the moisture to escape, and also by excessive heat within the upper porabsorption.
An example
colony tion of the hiv'e. Tliis I saw demonplaced in the cellar, with enameled strated last season, and have seen frecloth on the frames with absorbents quent cases before. An empty space
on top of that, in January were found above tlie section-case in the" upper
with moldy combs, the enameled story of the hive, affords some relief
cloth on the side next the frames was but I think some non-conducting macovered with drops of water over its terial above the bees, immediately
whole surface so it dripped when re- above the sections when they are on.
moved, and but little indication of or over the frames in spring and early
absorption of moisture above the en- summer, quite essential.
:

;

—

is

:

any. I am more fully persuaded that
the "pollen theory" is the correct
one. I will not take more space to
describe the various plans of packing
and ventilation used in this apiary
during the past winter, as none of
them, or the lack of them, prove to be
a cause or a prevention of diarrhoi-a.

The other apiary was not mine till
last March.
Years ago sugar was
found to be a much better" winter
food than honey. The reason why it
was such, was not understood. Had
it been
clearly known, sugar, as a
winter food, would not have been discarded because, in some cases where
it was fed. the bees died of diarrlin/a
by eating the bee-bread from llie
cells adjoining those containing the
;

syrup.

Dowagiac, Mich.. June
Read

at the

9, 18S4.

Maine State Convention.

The Principles

of Protection.

L. F. ABBOTl'.

Xo one need get fidgety it is not
based on the political bearing of tariff
protection, as the first thought miglit
;

naturally suggest. I am a believer in
protection, however, hi every sense of
the word, and especially where the
rights of the farmer or the farmer's
bees are concerned— the latter of
which more directly concerns us at
the present time. It is not my purpose to discuss each point exhaustively, but rather to introduce propositions

which seem to

me

to

be

es-

tablished as facts, and leave the discussion of the various points to wiser,
if not older, heads.
Proposition 1 :— The meaning of
• protection." Xot to be too
critical,
we will declare it to be, guarding
against extremes of temperature both
ill winter and
summer. Protection
may be afforded in various ways at
both seasons, Init all forms may not
be equally efficacious in accomplishing the desired end.
may use
single-walled
hives
loosely
constructed, for our bees, then leave
them out-of-doors through the winter
months, placing a few evergreen
boughs or corn-stalks around the
hives, and call it "protection:" and
it would be, but 1 think not tlie best
kind.
can also use sucli hives as
I have named, and place the bees in a

We

"

We

;

A
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:
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Formerly it was considered that
virgin queens could not be introduced,
to any advantage; and from tins reason a iiueen-cell was always given to
a (lueeuless colony, unless a laying
queen was at liand. In case no queencell was ready for use, brood was
given to the queenless colony or nucleus, from which they would rear a
<iueen. As it takes them from 12 to
ir,
days to rear a queen from this

was made by having

brood,' a gain

queen-cells constantly on hand, witli
which to supply the nuclei.
As a queen-cell was liable to be
destroyed if given to a nucleus or colony as soon as the laying queen was
removed, it was found best to wait 48
hours before giving such a cell and
as the cell would not always be ready
to hatch as soon as given, the time
elapsing before it would hatch, would,
on an average, be about 2 days more
so that a gain of only about S to 10
days was all we would get by using
the cells instead of the brood. Some
tell us of inserting the queen-cells as
soon as a laying queen is removed
but the fact that many of our best
apiculturists entirely fail with that
method, proves that such a procedure
is very uncertain, to say the least.
After the young queen emerges
from her cell, the average time before
;

;

she commences to lay is about 10
days so the colonv must be without
a laying queen 14 days when a cell is
used in re-queeuing; or from 22 to 24
days where brood is used. As 24 days
represent about so many 1,000 bees
with a laying queen in the hive, it
will be seen that the old way of giving
brood is decidedly " too slow,"' and
that of the cell-plan much too slow.
For this reason it became a desirable,
object, especially to the queen-breeder
to introduce a virgin queen as soon as
a laying one is taken from the nucleus thus making a gain of time to
the breeder, and also keeping the nucleus constantly supplied with brood.
AVith this desirable object in view,
many plans were tried, and as a result
it was soon heralded in the bee-publications, that if virgin queens could be
given as soon as they were hatched
ifrom the cell, they would lie accepted,
as a rule, wherever put, if there was
;

;

The day before
these cells were ready to be removed
from the hive, a second swarm issued
from a colony on the opposite side of
the apiary. As 1 was auout to secure
the cluster and nHiirn it to the old
hive, I happened to see the queen
which was a very nice one and being
short of (jueens, I thought I would cut
olf a part of the cluster with the
queen, and put them in a nucleus
hive, thus securing a valuable queen,
as 1 had reason to think there were
two queens with the swarm. Having
secured the (lueen and about a pint
of bees in my swarming basket, 1 returned the rest of the swarm.
After they were all in the hive, I
prepared the nucleus hive and placed
the pint of bees in front of it. As
they were entering, the youn§ queen
took wing, and fearing she might return to the old hive, I placed a sheet
over it. Soon after, the bees were all
in the nucleus hive they commenced
running all over it, thus showing that
they were queenless. So I got a frame
of unsealed brood and gave it to them
to keep them from going back, supposing that the vouni^ queen had gotten back to the old hive before 1 covered them with the sheet. By keeping these bees I would have a good
nucleus for my queen-cells, I thought,
as I had more cells than nuclei to receive them. Tlie next day as I went
to get the nice lot of cells, you can
imagine
my surprise and "chagrin
when I found them all destroyed.
After a little examination, I soon discovered the very same queen which
had tlown away from my little swarm
of bees the day before.
After pocketing the loss of 2-5 as
nice queen-cells as I ever saw, I began
thinking how it was that after trying
for years to introduce virgin queens,
and failing, that this one should be
received. The only solution I could
make of it was, that these bees had
been queenless so long that they expected their cells to hatch, and so
they took this queen as one hatched
from their own cells.
for choice queens.

Introducing Virgin Queens.

;

;

From

this I

went

to

experimenting

ascertained that fi out of every
10 virgin queens would be accepted if
placed into a colony after the first
queen-cells were sealed while 9 out
of 10 would be killed if given to the
colony before the bees had sealed the
cells.
I also found, as a rule, that the
first queen-cells would be sealed five
no queen in the hive some asserting days after the nucleus was made
that they had no trouble in putting queenless and from this knowledge
them in at the same time they took I was enabled to introduce virgin
queens with little risk of having them
the laying queen out.
After trying the plan (all others be- killed.
It will be noted that if I should give
ing given up to within about two
years ago, and after losing 19 out of a colony a queen which had just
every 20 queens so tried). I became emerged from the cell at this time,
discouraged, and went back to the that i \\ as one day behind the time
cell-plan. Some of those I did get to gained by the cell-method but if the
laying, would be so crippled by the queen given was 7 or 8 days old, she
bees hugging them, that they would would be laying in 2 or 8 days now,
be of little use and soon had to be which would give me a gain of a
killed on acx'ount of their legs being week, over the cells. Accordingly I
paralyzed so that they would fall off made a queen nursery, after the dithe combs, or otherwise being inca- rections given in Alley's book, in
which the cells were placed to hatch
pable of being a good queen.
About this time I had a lot of very and the young (pieens kept there unnice cells reared by natural swarm- til old enough to 1)6 used to the best
When old enough, and
ing, on which I " lotted " very much advantage.
till

I

;

;

;

;

;

;
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the nucleus was in the right condition, these (|ueens were taken from
the nursery, then daubed with honey
and dropped on top of the frames of
the hive. The next day the queencells would be destroyed, and in 2 or
days more the queen would be
laying.

As

I said before,

this

would work

about nine times out of ten. This
season I experimented farther, not
being satislied with losing one out of
ten; and instead of waiting five days
before giving the virgin queen to the
colony, I placed her in a provisioned,
wire-cloth queen-cage and when she
was 4 or 5 days old, 1 placed the cage
over the cluster of a colony after it
had been queenless but two days.
She was then left for 3 days, when,
upon opening the cage, she was allowed to run down among the bees.
;

In this way

I

have succeeded every

time. I have opened the hive within
ten minutes after releasing the queen,
and found her on the queen-cells
busily engaged in tearing them open.
1 now fee! that I can introduce vii-gin
queens successfully and in the foregoing I have told the reader how I
;

do

it.

Borodino, X. Y.
For the American Bee Journal.

Building up Colonies in the Spring.
JA3IES M'NEIL.
I desire to give the result of an experiment made in building up colonies in the spring. Mr. Doolittle
" Beginning about May 1, shift
says
the frames of brood and put the
frames of honey or syrup in the centre of the brood-nest every week for
the following six weeks." Mr. Hed'"
Do not manipulate the
don says
frames at all. The bees will extend
:

:

their brood-nest as fast as

it is

desir-

When such notable authorithe apicultural world disagree,
the novice must hold the weight of
opinion in an even balance until he
shall have experimented for himself.
This I have done, and I throw the
weight of my authority, whatever it
may be, into the Doolittle scale. I
selected 20 colonies, estimated very
carefully the amount of brood in each,
and then divided them into two equal
lots; I ran one lot on the non-stimulating plan of JMr. Heddon, and the
other lot on the brood- spreadiiig-andstimulatiug plan of My. Doolittle.
My observations were made at two
diilerent times. May 10 and June 2.
Between these dates, 3 weeks and 1
day, the colonies run on the Heddon
plan made an average gain of l?;f
frames of brood ; those run on the
Doolittle plan, 2 13-20 frames. Had
the experiment covered the period of
the contrast would, of
6 weeks,
able.'"
ties in

course, have been greater. I keep my
bees in their winter packing till the
middle of May, which allows them to

spread brood, with less risk, before
settled warm weather is assured.
Mr. Doolittle, in his directions,
makes no account of fruit bloom.
Perhaps he does not live in a fruitIn this section.
growing region.

;

:

:
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unnecessary who are successful by reason of giving
26.
By im- large bottom- ventilation which alplicitly following Mr. Doolittle's di- lows the gas to pass off freely the
rections, I had my bees swarming testimony of those depending upon
during fruit bloom last year and top-ventilation which admits pure air
frames partly filled with honey, to the cluster and assists in driving
placed in the centre of the brood-nest, out impure air below the claims of
were completely tilled from the abund- those who use deep hives on account
ant flow of cherry bloom.
of better wintering qualities, giving
This year, in the begiiming of apple as they do, more room below the
bloom, I put upper stories on the cluster for the dense gas to settle
hives containing the strongest colo- the well-known superiority of the old
nies and they stored in them, on an box-hive, on account of its depth,
average, from 20 to 2-5 pounds of frequently combined with unlimited
honey. I have never seen a more bottom-ventilation; the bee-tree, the
abundant apple bloom and for i days cavity of which usually has the form
the weather was delightful, so that the necessary to safety and lastly, perbees could work from daylight till haps, by the fact that brief confinedark. The general June honey-flow ment in any weather will produce an
began in good earnest to-day.
eilect similar in appearance to diarHudson, X. Y., .June 7, 1884.
rhoea. I have no faith 'whatever in
the " pollen tlieory ;" none in the
" moisture difticulty " which cannot
For the American Bee Journal.
be remedied by proper ventilation
and but very little in the " poor honey
Wintering—Bee-DiarrhcBa.
stimulative

feeding

from about May 8

till

The tests of degrees of heat
given were 12- above zero, outside,
and 6-5' inside. i24 hours after the room
was closed and that of 60° outside
and 90° inside were taken before a
colony was carried out, and when the
cellar was first opened.
I should
make tests oftener if I lived where
the cellar is ; but as my home is 20
miles from it. I did not propose to
ride that distance, on extreme cold
days, to test the degree of heat the
bees were keeping up. He says that
ture.

is

the

;

;

;

:

:

the mercury might fall to 40- below
zero and stay there the most of the
|

winter and I not know it. I am not
located near enougli to the north pole
to have the mercury remain at 40- below zero nearly all" winter while the
fact is. the mercury seldom, if ever
goes so low in the coldest places in
the open air and tiiat for only a few
hours at a time.

:

;

:

;

Does Mr.

:

WARREJSr PIERCE.

As the above subjects are still being
discussed, I wish to offer a theory, for
the consideration of the bee-keeping
fraternity, based, principally, upon
the ventilation-theory to which I
called attention in the Bee Journal
several years ago, but which is only
just now" becoming popular.
It is a well-known fact that carbonic-acid gas is extremely poisonous:
liut it is not as generally known that
heavier than air, and may be
poured from one vessel into another
almost as readily as water, and evaporates very slowly. In the case of a
it is

colony of bees confined to a close hive,
it is a case of slow poisoning, which,
if not too long continued, is readily
cured by a flight, and not so much by
the voiding of feces as by the purifying effects of the air. But if no opportunity for flight occurs, and the
gas is not permitted to escape, the
poisoning continues until the result is
fatal.

Dianhcea

is

frequently attributed

to late-gathered honey. I am aware
that in some localities poisonous
honey is gathered, but I think it a
mistake to charge it with as much
mischief, as many are doing, for want
of a better reason for the disease.
In June 1881, I gave my views,

through the

Bee Journal," on

;

my

bee-yard where one had nothing but
the best white clover honey, and the
other only late-gathered honey. The
colony having the best honey" died of
a bad case of diarrhwa. while the
other came out bright and clean. Both
were on the summer stands. The one

which lived had been carelessly left
with the back-stop of the hive out,
thus leaving an opening
by 14

%

inches to the west.
Now, what are the evidences that
carbonic-acid gas is the greatest enemv to successful wintering ? That a
colony of 30.000 or 40,000 bees must
produce it in large quantities cannot be
doubted and if it does not pass away
freely, it must act as a slow poison.
"We fiave the testimony of bee-keepers
;

theory."
I believe that ample protection is
necessary, if wintered on the summer
stands, and would either have a twostory hive with the cluster in the
upper one. or a large opening in the
bottom-board, and a box without a
cover for a stand. If bees are wintered in the cellar, the bottom-board
of the hive should have a large opening, or be removed entirely, and wire
cloth substituted.
The hives should be placed as far
up from the cellar-bottom as possible,
especially if the number of colonies
is large, for the same reason that I
would use a two-story hive.
recent
number of the Bee Journal gives
the experience of one of its correspondents who found that the bees
which were the nearest to the cellarbottom, were the most diseased, and
those which were nearest the top of
the cellar, were the least diseased.
Garrettsvill^, O.

Doolittle. or

any

I

intelli-

i

gent bee-keeper. Ijelieve that a frostproof cellar without bees would be in
any danger of getting too cool for
safety when tilled with beesV The
same week that 1 received Mr. D.'s
letter, several other parties wrote to
me asking the same questions that
Mr. D. did; but this case is the first
that I have lieard of coal-oil being
used to generate heat sufficiently to

\

A

i

warm

bees.

Mr. D. says that on Jan. 1 his bees
were all right but was surprised to
find them active.
What would he
l*flve done if he had seen my bees on
March 24, when no part of the hives
could be seen
for all that could be
:

;

I

seen was piles of bees -5 feet high, or
rather, walls of bees for they were all
from top to bottom and lengthwise of
the rows of hives. All the damage
done to them was the mixing up of

»

;

!

Italians and hybrids, and tliey never
saw a day, while in winter quarters,
that the mercury was as low as 50°
above zero.

'

M
?

Again, he says that the bees were 2
oii the cellar-bottom on
March]. I All the cellar full of hives,
on my plan, and there is no cellar"Wintering Bees in Cellars.
bottom left to be covered with dead
bees and if any get tired of staying
IRA ISARBER.
at home, they can step in to the next
I notice on page 3.56, that Mr. Doo- door neighbor and be received as a
little has met with heavy losses of welcome guest.
bees, on a new plan of wintering. My
He says that bees died of old age
sympathy is with the dead bees, and in winter quarters. Wliat van he of-

For tie American Bee Journal.

inches deep

;

my opina plan of
wintering bees, and fails to make a
success of it, should not try to make
it appear that his plan was" substancially the same as the one xjiacticed
by me for more than 20 years without
atailure.
He used a cold cellar built in a sidedepended on coal-oil to
hill, and

ven- not tor Mr. Doolittle

and

in that article I mentioned the case of two colonies in
tilation

i

J
j

ion,

any

;

for, in

man who originates

fer as proof of the assertion V In my
experience in examining dead bees
found in winter repositories. I have
never seen any evidence of old age

among

the dead.

The down

or hair

on their bodies was as bright and
fresh as we find it on bees 3 or 4 weeks
old and the wings were in perfect
shape, showing plainly that they had
not been used to any extent. Bees in
furnish heat while the plan which I this locality often cease breeding
August, and whiter just
have practiced, requires a warm cel- quite early
lar under a dwelling-house, and one as well as" when breeding is kept up
wliich never froze when bees were not until Oct. 1.
in it.
Mr. D. asks if there is any condiMr. D. says that he found, by my tions in nature, unaided by man,
reply to his letter, that I knew but which will confine bees for several
little about the matter, as I used a months in so high a temperature that
thermometer only when the bees were moths will mature. My answer is
put in and when they were taken out
A warm cellar well filled with coloand at such times the bees were agi- nies of bees, will naturally furnish all
tated, and would raise the tempera- tlie heat required to mature the moth
;

;

m

_

I

1

:
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larvK to the perfect miller, right on
If you will take your Nuttall's Dicthe outside of the hives and the bees tionary, I think you will find that it
will come out in tine condition.
says, a " Briton "' is a native of Great
DeKalb Junction, AM'., June 9,1884. Britain," as, of course, he is; and
any English school-boy will give such
an answer every time. The English
For Oie American Boe Jouroal.
papers claim to be, and are included
in " The British Press."
Are they
Docility of Syrian Bees.
not eternally telling us about "British
Interests in India," and other parts
K. J. KENDALL.
of the world y Do we not read, every
"
little while, of the " British Troops
n page S&2, Mr.
doing
this and that ? Have we not
held. England, takes exception to my
remarks on page 108, regarding "a read,"or heard of "The British Soldier"
:

communication of

his in the British

Bee Journal of Jan. lo, relating to the
docility of Syrian bees.
I am* sorry if I misunderstood and
misconstrtied what he said but the
;

two

articles ;ire oefore the public,

and

not discuss them further. Any
one can see for himself how far I
I shall

am

glad, however, of
it exactly
agrees with my ideas for in sum ancl
substance it really amounts to saying that Syrians are no more docile
than Italians, when you get down to
^\•ellt

:Mr.

wrong.

II. "s

I
letter,

because
;

bed-rock.

In

H.'s complaint as to the
of the word "Briton,"'!
think he is also striking at me, not at
the Editor, as he (the •• Ed.") seems
to think. I designated ^Ir. H. as a
' Briton ;'" the Editor merely used
the word "British."' The difference
between the two may be the differyir.

This proves nothing in
certainly

is

itself,

but

it

as strong proof as that

given by Mr. F. If, however, it does
prove anything, it goes far toward
proving that pollen is not the cause

for if it is, my 9 colonies would have been affected with
that disease.
The fact is, we must all of us look
further yet, for the cause
when
found, there will be a general rejoicing all through the land.
I am satished that I have found the
solution of the wintering problem,
and The British Tar V" and even to- and in a future article, will give my
day there are lots of schools in Eng- ideas. For the present I hope that
land called " British Schools."' Why. every bee-keeper will do his part totheir second national song is called. ward ascertaining the cause of bee" Rule Brittannia ;" and next to "God diarrliiea, and he who first discovers
Save the Queen," this song is the it, will receive the heartfelt thanks of
his grateful brethren.
dearest to the hearts of Englishmen.
Foxboro. Mass.
I would recall to Mr. Hewitt's remembrance that well-known song,
"The Englishman" note the title,
of bee-diarrhonv

;

;

—

For the American Bee Journal.
Englishman."' The first line of
one verse begins
Profitable Use of Comb Foundation.
" The Brifon may travel from the pole to the

"The

zone, etc."

and the verse ends

W. H. STEWART.
:

'Tis a clorious charter, deny it who can.
That breathes in the words. I'm an Englishman."
*'

wrong use
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What becomes

of Mr. Ilewitfs assertion that the word " Briton " cannot properly be applied to an Englishman
Again, it is news to me to
hear that either the natives of " Cyprus, Canada. Hong Kong, India, Jamaica, etc.— in fact people of all
ence
between
tweedle-dum and colors— are Britishers." The direct
tweedle-dee.
It is not very impor- contrary is true
they are not Britishtant, but Mr. H. thinks it enough to ers. There may be people living there
lecture one of us on, and at the same who are Britishers, but they w-ere
time to show that we, on this side of born in the British Isles or of British
the Atlantic, are ignorant (':') of na- parents if they are. If Mr. Hewitt's
tional derivatives. I have frequently bee-ology is no better than his ethnoticed in the Bntish Bee Journal this nology, 1 am afraid we cannot depend
tendency to exhibit a depth of pe- upon it.
dantic knowledge of no practical use.
Austin, Texas.
But now in regard to these words,
"Briton" and "British." In their
For the American Bee JoumaL
original and earlier sense the words
were used, doubtless, to designate the
Prevention of Bee-Diarrhoea.
semi-barbarous race of people who inhabited " the tight little Isle " prior
J. E. FOND, JR.
to the Saxon conquest but in their
later and common acceptation, it is
On page 374 Mr. Fradenburg says
equally sure that they are used to " I have read with much interest the
designate the natives of Great Britain articles on bee-diarrhcea. But all have
and this latter acceptation is equally been theories and noproofs." " Xow,'"
as valid as the former. Mr. H. must he says, " I will give the proofs first
remember that it is not Americans and the theories afterwards;" and
who gave the name of " Briton " to then states further " j\Iy proofs are
Englishmen, but Englishmen them- sustained by .59 living witnesses." But
selves.
what do his proofs prove after all V
I want to ask Mr. II. a question or Certainly not that pollen is the cause
two
Between you, me. and the of bee-d'iarrhcea, but simply that in
\Vicker, will you tell me how many the cases he mentions, no diarrho-a
times after, or at, a Good Friday ex"- was found when sugar syrup was used
cursion to Conisbro Castle, a Whit for winter stores.
Monday trip to Koche Abbey, a picnic
Per contra, I will give some proofs
in Xorfolk Park, a run-over to see true, I have but 9 living witnesses,
" 't Leger"' on Doncaster Town Moor; but they will certainly give one-sixth
or a political meeting in the old Pot as much proof as Mr. F."s.59. Last
Market, or the Albert Hall, have you fall, when preparing 9 colonies- for
":*

;

;

:

—

:

:

;

Although I have kept bees nearly
every season for the last 40 years, and
have all the while striven to learn all
that I could of their nature, wants
and habits yet, after becoming somewhat acquaiiited with the many good
lessons on modern bee culture, as
given in the bee-papers by Mr. G. M.
Doolittle, I feel that he is capable of
teaching me very much which I have
not yet'learned. And. notwithstanding his superior judgment and keen
powers of observation, I must say
that I am quite sure that the doctrine
(or a portion of it) taught in his article on pages 671 and 672 of the Bee
Journal for 1SS3, is unsound.
Though "Six. D. seems to express the
wish that the article above mentioned
should be allowed to pass without
when he says, " If any
criticism,
think that it is not the right way to
work, thev can pass this article by,
the same as if it had not been written ;" yet I propose to review the arti;

cle in part.

The first mistake which I notice in
Mr. D.'s remarks is, " Many cannot
afford to buy it (foundation).'"' I hold
that no person can afford to keep bees
at the present stage of the art without buying or making all the best improved appliances which have been
discovered, and put them into profitable use. AVe might as well conclude
that some persons who keep horses
could not " afford to buy " oats or
corn for feed. I cannot conceive of

any reason why a bee-keeper could
not " afford to buy " foundation, unand if
less it is because he is poor
poverty be offered as an excuse, I
would reply that no poor beekeeper
can afford' to put up with a small
yield of honey, when he could in any
proper way get a larger yield, and at
a less cost than the market value of
;

expanded your lungs bv affirming with winter, I allowed all the pollen left
great vehemence that " Britons never, over to remain in the hives the renever, never shall be slaves,'" " Brit- sult was, that not one of these coloons' Strike Home," and like patriotic nies showed a sign of diarrha-a, and the honey.
songs about " Britons V"' When you I never saw bees in better condition,
One of the most happy facts consang those songs, who were the or recruit up faster than these 9 colo- nected with bee-keeping is, that those
" Britons '" referred to— the dead-and- nies did, this spring. One of them, in having but limited means and only a
gone,
before - the - Saxon - conquest fact, gave me 72 pounds of surplus small patch of ground, may engage in
braves, or yourself and countrymen honey from apple bloom, gathered in the pursuit on a small scale, and by
now living Y
proper management, obtain good refive days.
;

;
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to the outlay.
Again, Mr. D. says that he hives better satisfied that comb foundation
and not so " happy'" his swarms on 9" frames (Gallup pays while he refuses or neglects to
a one is. tliat tliose who engage in the frames of course, as he uses that kind), give it a full and, fair trial
Mr. I), states that he would like to
liusiness, and neglect the bees in their and in 2 days he opens the hive and
wants, are very sure to lose all the finds that the bees liave made a start have all the " advocates of foundatime and money which they invest.
in -5 frames. Why! Mr. D., a good, tion " trj- an experiment, as given in
''
'•
his closing remarks, and see which of
Mr. D. states that in order to secure new colony of bees and only a start
If you will the two colonies comes out ahead. I
straight combs in the brood frames, in o frames in two days
try 2 or 3
lie has • found a guide of some kind come to see me work, this season, I would like to have yir. D.
an absolute necessity." And, al- will show you that such swarms as I swarms hived on a full set of Gallup
thougli he recommends "the plain strip put on 10 frames, each nearly full of frames, half of those frames furnished
of wax •• on the under side of the top- foundation, will, in 2 days, have all with 2 sheets each of foundation, and
finished, and
of them each sheet 2% inches wide and 3
as being of them
bar of the frame
inches deep. This would leave a little
the best,'" yet he admits that his complete.
Again, let me suppose that the open space between the sheets in the
choice of a guide is a practical failure;
for he states in the very next sen- weather is such that you cannot go centre, and also between their outer
tence that he has " found that no through those new colonies until the edges and the end-bars (these sheets,
guide can always be depended Lpon,as fifth or sixth day, and then if you find 6 square feet to the pound, will give
the bees are sometimes very obsti- that the colony had turned out to be good results). Furnish the other half
kind which of the frames with his simple waxleave the guide so one of that "obstinate
nate, and will
as to build crooked combs, if they do cuts down the guides and builds the guides, and hang those fimiished
combs across the frames, — how much with foundation in one end of the
not go directly across the frames.
Do hive, and the empty frames in the
would you lose in the operation
Jslv. D. starts out in his article by
stating a truth; viz: "To have all von not think that in that case it other then open the" hive every day
our combs built true, in the frames, "would have been good economy to until all the combs are complete, and
so that each comb is as true as a have put the swarm on frames ^vell see which progresses the fastest from
first to last, and also where the most
board, is certainb/ worth v-orking for:" provided with foundation
are deposited from first to last.
(the italics are mine) and now. as he
A wise and careful bee-keeper eggs
Trv another swarm on like furnished
admits that his kind of a comb-guide would not be apt to so manage as to
is sometimes a failure, he has vir- lose from 2 to
days' work of a new frames, hanging those with and those
alternately
foundation
tually admitted that it will pay to try colony in the time of a good honey without
some other; and he cannot claim that flow;"and that is just the time tliat through the hive, and then examine
he has thoroughly tested good sheets swarms are cast. I have often put them daily as above. Xotice in the
for he says, " I have swarms on 10 frames as nearly full of latter also, whether he does not sucof foundation
never used 10 pounds of" foundation foundation as the bees could work ceed as well in securing straight
in brood frames since I have kept them to advantage, and in examining combs, and in the rio;ht direction, in
bees.'' It seems rather strange that them
days afterward. I found every his emptv frames as he would if he
Mr. D. should assume to set himself frame full" of comb, every comb com- had hung them between full combs.
in judgment against an article so plete, and but a few cells"that did not And finally, will Mr. I), tell us how
highly recommended and so univer- contain either brood, eggs, or honey. large voung-swarms he gets down
I would laugh to
sally used as is comb foundation and Let me say, also, that in all which I there in Borodino
theii with the same dasli of his pen. have used" foundation. I have never see him crowd a good colony of bees
Gallup frames
write that he had never used 10 pounds known a colony of bees to build combs up to the capacity of
of it
which is virtually admitting in a different direction than that in after being hive 2 days here in Wisthat his opinion in regard to the mat- which the foundation was put in for consin.
Orion, Wis.
ter, is of no practical value whatever. them. It is true that if the sheets of
Prof. A. J. Cook, in his •• Bee- Keep- foundation are so placed in the hive
rnr the American Bee Journal.
ers' Guide,'" page 20s, in speaking of that the distance between them is too
the usefulness of comb foundation, great, then the bees will be very
Overstocking a Locality.
••
says
The most promising use of likely to build thin sheets of comb
foundation, to which there can be no betw"een them. It is also true tliat
W. F. K.\NZLER.
objection, is in the brood-chamber. It some kinds of foundation, if put in
fill
the
frame,
enough
to
nearly
large
have the right to
1. All persons
is astonishing to see liow rapidly the
bees will extend the cells, and how will, "many times, sag and warp while keep bees on their own premises.
2. If a man has an aversion to bees
readily the queen will stock them with the bees are working them out. Mr.
" It pays the apiarist to
and bee-stings, he will not keep bees,
eggs if of the right size, o cells to the D. says
"
inch,
The advantage of look at each colony hived on empty
3. Any man who likes bees and their
foundation is, lirst. to insure worker frames, while they are building handling, will keep as many colonies
comb, and thus worker-brood; and combs, as often as once in three days. as he can profitably care for.
second, to furnish wax so that the If any combs are found going wrong,
4. Xoman knows overstocking by
bees may be free to gather iioney.'' they can be bent back in line very his own experience— concerning the
'"
easily."'
I would like to have ^Ir. I), number of colonies for if he keeps a
Mr. D. thinks we " cannot afford to
tell us whether a comb a little out of certain number of colonies, he, at the
do this.
" Prof. Cook also says " AVe proved a true plane built on comb founda- same time and place cannot keei) a
"
" straightened lesser or higher number. For inin our apiary the past two seasons, tion, is not as easily
If he keeps 20 colonies, he
that by the use of foundation, and a as is one built after one of his favor- stance
little care in pruning out the drone- ite comb-guides
cannot keep 5, 100. 200 or .300 colonies
thousand
combs
I
have
had
several
comb, we could limit, or even exclude
at the same time in his yard neither
drones from our hives." Mr. 1). says built on foundation, and I do not now can he know what these o. 100. 200 or
that all colonies having straight remember that I everfoundone, when .300 would vield in the same season
worker combs will be profitable. "' I finished, so badly warped as to spoil but he knows only the yield of his 20
have owned several foundation mills, it: and I have never examined a col- colonies.
if
we cannot prove
•5. Therefore,
and have made several different kinds ony ior the purpose of straightening
myself and have used much of di^er- the combs I pay no attention to that overstocking, bv our own experience,
erit kinds of foundation for several work until I have the combs out for we can only speak of it by guessing
years. I have tried the experiment some other purpose.
at it— it is nothing but guess-work, or
thoroughly with 100 colonies, which
Mr. D. says that until he is better an imaginary evil.
0. In a good season my bees will
Mr. D. recommends in his closing re- satisfied that comb foundation pays,
marks, and from actual and thorough than he has been from past experi- produce as good an average as my
experiment. I do know that it would ments, he expects to build all his neighbor's; i. e.. provided we both
pay me to purchase foundation at S2 combs in the future, after the plan have the same skill, hives and strains
per pound rather than to do with- which he has given. I would like to of bees, regardless of the number of
out it.
ask Mr. D. how he expects to become colonies.
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a strong colony, and that they freely as 1 would a teaclier of any of
would attend to the moths. I in- the common branches of human
formed her that the honey-board was knowledge. I have learned one thiiig
formerly used directly over the brood- of which 1 am certain i. e., that bees
nest
that it is an "article made of will sting though I do not think I
wood and that it is now superseded have learned that as thoroughly
by a piece of Indian-head muslin the as some others have. I wish that
honey, but the size of the hive, and laid on next to some one would brimstone all these

when bees do
enough honey for winter, I
must feed my colonies, and my neiglibor must do the same thing or kill his
bees and my yard is overstocked if I
have only one colony.
neighbor cannot
S. Therefore, my
In u poor season,

7.

not

iri»tl>ev

;

411

lower my average in
season can.
9. The expression, " bees can graze
a field,"" is wrong; for bees have no
teeth like a sheep or cow, and cannot
eat the whole plant at once, but they
will only sip the sweets out of the
blossoms and other parts of the plants;
while those plants grazed ort by animals, require several days, and perhaps weeks, to give another nourishment. Therefore, we can overstock a
a clover held with sheep or cows, but
not with liees.
Fulda, Ind.

is

;

;

;

;

I told her that the very
thing for her to do is to get movable-frame hives and put her bees into
them, so that she could see what they
were doing at all times,
Mah.vla B. Ciiaddock.

the bees.
first

Vermont,

111.

its

and the common sort at that, and the
moment any writer cracks \\x> any
hive, which is not as simple as a hollow tree, charge him .5 dollars a line
for inserting his valuable foolishness.

North, East, "West and South.

The Bee Journal does

quarrelsome writers, editors, novices,
etc., etc., and let the " fittest survive"
to teach
the " young idea how to
shoot." Stop quarreling, write sense,

S.

adver-

RuFus Mason.

Purple Cave, Neb., June

10, 1884.

tising wonderfully well. It brought
to me responses from Canada to the

Unripe Extracted Honey.
Gulf of Mexico, and from the AlleThe Bee Journal for 1883 says
ghanies to the Rocky Mountains.
" The sale of extracted honey is dull
Wji. M. Rogeus.
on account of too much unripe honey
Shelbyville, Ky., June 12, 1884.
on the market," In the first place,
who puts this unripe honey on the
market
It must be beginners or
Swarm Separators.
:

m^^£^

mt3ms^^

)URl^E'i

Bees are Busy.

The

colonies which were wintered
in a dry and well ventilated cellar, in
this locality, came out strong in bees
in the spring. I have 100 colonies,
and liad the first swarm of this season
on May i'7. There is plenty of white
clover, and the bees are busy.

't'

In making a swarm separator, as
described by Mr. Secor, on page 380,
do the division-boards extend to the
bottom-board, and as near to the topof an
board as the frames; viz:
inch V If not, how will bees separate if the separator fills the hive flush
on all sides V I wintered my bees in a
cellar, and they all were strong quite
Fruit bloom is
early this spring.
abuiidaut. I took 7.5 pounds of honey

l(i,

1SS4.

":'

;

1-")

;

;

:

;

;

how much honev can be produced
one colony of bees.

When

the

liy

combs

are sealed
of the way down, they
are ready for the extractor, and no
sooner. My bees came through the
spring in fine condition. I have had
6 swarms, and my hives are full of
honev and bees. I have the Syrians,
and I believe that in .5 years' time
they will stand at the head of all races
pounds each— last of bees. I hived a swarm 8 days ago,

from 3 colonies— 2.J
week. As yet, I have had no swarms,
and I do not want any before June 20.
There are about 120 colonies within a
Increased Experience.
radius of a mile here. Will we soon
T. F. Kinsel.
overstocked
I wintered 110 colonies on the sum- be
Shiloh, O., June 16, 1S84.
mer stands without loss. In the
spring I found 2 of which were weak,
[Will Mr. Secor please reply to the
and I doubled them up. I lost one
by rolibing. Bees are doing well, and above V There is not much danger of
have stored some very nice section overstocking the radius of a mile with
honey.
Financially, I am ahead on 120 colonies.— Ed. 1
last season's crop, and also have added some experience.
Heavy Bloom.
Jas. McConnell.
Clav Village, Ky., June 12, 1SS4.
We are having a fine honey flow,
and have had a iieavy bloom of locust
and tulip. Now we have white clover
Use of Comb Foundation.
in abundance. On yesterday mornWhen I wrote to the woman spoken ing the leaves of the grape vines,
of in my last article, I told her not to chestnut and oak trees was fairly
be ashamed of her ignorance, but to glistening with lioney-dew.
live up to all the light slie had, and
AV. E. Statheiis, M. D.
more would come to her. I told her
Middlebourne,W. Va., June 11, 1884.
that comb foundation is made of beeswax that a tew enthusiasts thought
they could make it of paralline, but it What do we Know ?
all melted down in a heap, and they
I have been studying bee-lore for
did not try it again also, that it is years. I have formed theories, planmade on a" little machine something ned hives, frames and sections, and
like a clothes wringer
and that it is have built for my own use a good cirgood to use in bee-hives for the fol- cular saw. I have made my own
]. It saves wax, as
lowing reasons
hives, etc., etc.. and yet I find' that I
bees are said to consume from 16 to 20 am absolutely an old-fashioned knowpounds of honey in making a pound nothing. I have read Mr. Root's and
of comb. If the comb foundation is Prof. Cook's bee-liooks, and the Bee
furnished them ready for use, it saves Journal and I find that all of these
them a lot of honey and a great deal authorities are at sword's points, and
of time. 2. It enables one to have all that all the correspondents of the
worker-comb in the hive. 8. It com- bee-papers are as opposite in their
pels the bees to build straight combs. opinions and practices as it is possiI told her that I thought the Italians ble to be.
I have looked in vain for
are the best race of l)ees out
and some one person whom I could follow
that the only moth-trap in the world. with a certainty of success, and iis
Wis., June

to spoil the sale
of extracted honey, or trying to see

i^,

%

David Rciwe.

Lime Ridge.

some who are trying

and they have their 8-frame Langstroth hive full of combs and brood;
and there is no comb foundation in
the hive either. Colonies which have
not swarmed, have their combs sealed
fully I3' of the way down. The temperature at which I keep my cellar for
wintering bees,

is

36° to 4o^.

Fayette Lee.
Cokato, Minn., June

7, 1884.

ftueen Rearing.
I

In-ed, last

queens reared
which almost

year,

from fine young
young queens

last year,
all

proved fidgety

little

queens, and very shy. Their workers
died to a great extent, during the
winter, and the colonies fizzled out
this spring.
son, of the

I

have reared, this sea-

same queens, the finest
queens I ever saw, and the most proto the
lific ones, and I have come
conclusion that it is as poor policy to
rear young queens of queens reared
the same season. I wish, through the
metlium of the Bee Journal, to
hear the opinions of the bee-keepers
who are not queen-breeders, as to
their experience and opinion in this
matter. If my opinion is correct,
queen-breeding from a young queen
reared the same season, would be as
bad a policy as in-and-in breeding,
and perhaps worse, and to ascertain
this fact would be of importance to

Gust.
apiculture.
Portland, Oreg.

Mubhard.

1^ The Southwestern Iowa BeeKeepers' Association, will meet in
Corning, June 28, 1884,
W.J. Oliver,

Sec.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

—Northern Mich.,

Oct. 11, 12.

F. A.

Oct. 15.

place of Meeting.

16.-

at Alma, Mich.
Pulmer, Sec. McBride. Mich.

-Northwestern. at Chicago. 111.
"W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

Nov. 25.— "Western Micb., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

10,

11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.

H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

jy

In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

die, or whatever they may contain
ence regarding vertical cells. AVe find after their demise, the swarm will rethat bees invariably (without guides) place with food of the season in
build their cells horizontally ,and never which they are hived. This is a rule,
vertically. We also find that when with very few exceptions; but not
we give them foundation with ver- where the hive is constructed upon
tical rows, no injury or drawback is correct principles, and the swarm conrealized. The Dadant foundation is tains a vigorous queen.
made in that way, I believe. Many
think that we must follow the " wisdom of nature ;' but if we do that, we
Honey and Beeswax Market.
will find tlie greatest portion of such
wisdom in the brain of man, and by OFFICE OF The AMERICAN' BEE JOUKXAL,
Monday, ui a. m., June 24, 1S84.
crossing lower instincts in accordance
with reason, is the great and useful
The following are the latest quotawork of science.
tions for honey and beeswax received
up to this hour

BakUidge has had the same experi-

I
i

:

imitat and Bcnu.

CMckens and Bees.
One of my neighbors had
of chickens that

a brood

were

in the habit of
shed in which he

ANSWERS BY

CINCINNATI.
HONEY—The demand for all honey ia very slow;
market
tracted

and prices ranye from 6@9c for exDifferent l-ts ot choice comb honey ia

dull

frequenting the
small sections have been oflered and sold in our
market lately at lL''o 14c per lb. As I predicted
kept his bees. The bees stung all the some
time ago, the preterence for the production
honey seems to Oe prevalent; and, as we
James Eeddon, Dowagiac, Mich. dark- colored ones to death and did of comb
the
prospects for an abundant harvest
have
not molest the light-colored ones. this year, best
we may prepare tor low prices.
Why this preference ? I am well BEESWAX—
Is in Kood demand; choice yellow
OhAS. F. MDTH.
pleased with my success. My bees brings 35c a lb. on arrival.
Transferring Bees.
have wintered on the summer stands.
NEW YORK.
Pioneer, O.
John Dye.
HONEY- Present quotations are as follows
1. How can I transfer bees from the
Fancy white in 2-lb. sections, plassed, 13@14c; fair
box-hive to movable frames
to good in 2-lb. sections, glassed. Il'»l:ic; dark
Answer.
Several
through
times,
grades
in 2-lb. sections, glassed, li.i@12c. No l-lbs.
2. When is
tlie best time, with a
this market.
view to increasing the number of the Bee Journal, I have spoken of inBEESWAXScarce, and sells readily at 30O3SC.
the advantage of wearing light clothes
MCCadl & HiLDKETH. 34 Hudson St.
colonies'!'
J. F. McMillan.
among the bees. We wear black beeStrawn, 111.. June .5, lSS-1.
BOSTON.
veils because we cannot see clearly
of honey is almost over, and
Answers.— 1. By the method given through any other color. Wooly. weHONEY-Thesale
are obliged to sell 2-lb. combs for l.'ic, and 2\ifrom H.i@l2c. No l-lbs. in the
on page 8f)7 of the Bee Journal for fuzzy and dark materials are objected Ibs. to 2H>-lbs.
Extracted, .S@loc.
man with a plug hat market.
1883 a repetition of which would be to by bees.
BBBSWA.X-35C.
on rarely gets stung, unless by a bee
Blake & Riplet, 57 Chatham Street.
too long for this department.
to " shoot the hat."
i. For either purpose I should pre- that in trying
CHICAGO.
fer the time just before or just at the aims too low, and hits the face by
HONEY— choice white comb honey in lb. secmistake,
while
brings
in
a
companion
tions
18c;
IX t<i 2 lb. sections, quotable at
at
a
suitcommencement of swarming.
liic.
Comb honey discolored and in undesirable
able distance is perfectly safe.
shape is selling atlii(!il2e. Extracted honey is in
:

—

'?

A

;

1

I stored 10 colonies in tlie cellar last

December, and

March

10.

One

Very Small

Bees.

.Enclosed please find 4
them out on
swarm starved, Mr. Heddon please state

took
late

demand at f^ta.^c. Manufacturers of syrups
and bakers say that the low price of sugar is the
reason why they do not use as much honey as
formerly. There is very little desirable comb
honey on the market.
BEESWAX-Is scarce and fancy yellow brings
38c. (iood beeswax, but dark, and having more or
less of refuse matter in it, quotable at 30@33c.
R. A. Burnett. 161 Soutb Water 8t.

light

Prevention of Swarming.

bees. Will
their name
small, and
at the entrances of my
other bees do not try to

numbers. and occupation

but the rest were strong in
and had used but little honey. Some
colonies show signs of swarming. I
do not want more than one swarm
fi-om each colony. Where will the
queen-cells be most likely to be built V
I shall have to find and destroy them
to prevent after-swarms.
G. C. Bill.

V

They are

I find them
hives. The
sting them, but will

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY'— Offerings are mostly of ordinary
catch and fly
quality, especially so of comb. The demand is
away with them, but they soon return, very light. Sales of candied extracted are quoted
tlying clear into the hive. In a few atoc. White to extra white comb. 15@18c; darbto
10<aii:3c; extracted, choice to extra white,
minutes they appear on the alighting- good,
6«7c; dark and candied,
BEESWAX— Wholesale, 27^0300.
board. They are very quick, arid
BTSARNS & Smith. 423 Front Street.
jump at almost every loaded bee that
KANSAS CITY.
comes, until it is taken out for anPlainfield, 111., June 9, 1884.
HONE Y— Nothing doing now in comb honey, exother ride. I find some of them at
cept in a very small way. and willnot likely be unAnswer.— I do not like your plan almost all of my 30 hives, but more at til
the new crop comes in. I quote choice white
of prevention of increase. See page some of the Syrians.
nominal, at UHC'-i'^Mjc. Dark and irregular, no
sale at all. Extracted in fair request at 7<S8Hc.
126 of the Bee Journal for 1883.
Oregonia, O.
W. C. Steddoji.
Some new Southern liitnev (extracted; arriving.
You will be obliged to carefully scan
BEESWAX— Nominal, at 30®35c.
JEROME twichell. 514 Walnut Street,
Answer. This case is entirely outevery portion of all the combs' in the
side of any of my experience or obhive.
ST. LOUIS.
servation. The sample bees appear to
HONEY' — Steady: demand and supply both
12@14c
per lb., and strained and exComb,
small.
be of the yellow-banded variety, and
tracted Rcojfi^c.
Eeversing the Frames.
quite handsome little fellows, but
BEESWAX— Firm at 32032X0. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON S (Jo., 104 N. 3d Street.
Speaking of reversible frames, the very, very small. It must be a case of
question is often asked, " How about pecuhar abnormality, but is more of
CLBVBLAND,
the cells, which have an upward in- an enigma than I can solve.
HONEY— The honey market is fairly active on
best white 1 lb. sections at 18c; 2 lbs. best white
clination, and
when reversed, will
not quite so active at 17c; lb. sectionssell quickly
pitch downward, will the bees change
on arrival, and often are sold to arrive. Second
qualities continue very dull— are hardly salable at
this, or is it not necessary for brood- Use of Honey from Diseased Bees.
any price. Extracted is not wanted.
rearing ?
C. G. Beitel.
If bees die of diarrluea in the winBEESWAX— Scarce at 35c.
A. C. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.
Easton, Pa.
ter and leave the combs full of honey,
will this honey injure a swarm if
SAN FRANCISCO.
Answer.— I do not consider any given to it ?
C. W. Bruner.
HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
change in the pitch of the cell neees"18@20c; extracted, 7!^(§8c.
Bascom, Ind.. May 31, 1884.
Geo. W. Meade & Co.. 213 Market St.
sary.
On page 392 ISIr. Baldridge
speaks of this.
Here we have had
Answer. I have no fears in giving
eggs, larvffi and pupre in a perfect such combs to swarms.
Whatever
1^ We can supply photographs of
state of development, in combs laying the combs did contain when the old Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
flat on their sides.
It seems that Mr. colony went into winter quarters to Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts, each.
4<«t'.'.c.

—

1

—

—

; ;

:
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GETTIMi UP CLUBS.

i^pccial JJoticcs.
<^
Esamiiie the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Jouknal.

name on

For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post office or exSress money order, a bank draft on
Few York or Chicago, or register the

Convention Hand-Book.

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Jouunal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
premiums for
offer the following
getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
Jouunal will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.:
Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, §1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
they send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
veith $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the

Postage stamps of any kind
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
AV e wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^" When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should American "Popular" Dictionary,
not write anything for publication on comprising every word in the English
the same sheet of paper, unless it can language that enters into speech or
be torn apart without interfering with writing it contains 32,000 words and
letter.

may be sent

;

either portion of the letter. Tlie editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

^" It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the
number of insertions his advertisement has had.
1^ All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the "Madison Street Station "Is not an International office.
In reply to many correspondents
let tis say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.

^"
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It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in clothprice 50 cents.
It
contains a copy of a model
" Constitution and By-Laws " for the

formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers— a simplified manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of officers as well as
members, a blank form for making
statistical
reports
a Programme

—

questions

of

for

discussion

at

such meetings— model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
jotting

down

interesting facts, etc.

We have aimed to make it suitable for
any

locality,

mend

and a book that

will

com-

every bee-keeper in the
English-speaking world.

We

itself to

have had some bound in Russia

phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; leather, with colored
edges— price 60
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address cents.
AVe will supply them by the dozen at
desired.
Subscriptions for two or more years 25 per cent, discount, post-paid.
for one person, will count the same
^Vliat tlicy Say of It:
as each year forii different person.
From Prof. A. .7. Cook, Lansing-, Mich.—" I
lia\e greatly to tluink you forgetting- up the
exquisite little Convention Hand - Book.
Edition.
Apiary Eegister—
Surely the old 'saying' is true— being- a thing
of beauty, it ought to be a joy forever."
All who intend to be systematic in
From Mr. A. I. Root, Medina, O.— " Send
should
get
a
their work in the apiary,
dozen of the Convention Hand-lSooks.
me
copy and commence to use it. The We have had ijuitc a number of inriuiries for
follovs'S
hereafter
be
as
will
prices
something of that sort, and yours seems to
be quite nicely gotten up, and just what is
$1 00 wanted."
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages)
1 25
From J. E. Pond, Jr., Foxboro, Mass.— "The
" 200 colonies (120 pages)
1 50
C^^nvcn^ion Hand -Rook is just the thing.
difii'sf of Parliamentary Rules it conThe larger ones can be used for a Tilllainswill pnn'e if great value to every one.
few colonies, give room for an increase 1 trust it will receive the patronage
it so well
of numbers, and still keep the record deserves."
all together in one book, and are thereFrom Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, III. — "The
fore the most desirable ones.
Bee-Keepers' Convention Hand-Book is a
gem. It should be in the hands of every one

New

:

i

wh(j attends alier-eon\ention, and then there

Honey as Food and Medicine.
will he no nci'd nlCmbarrassnu-nt on aei-ouiit
the Bee
of ignorance of Parliamentary Unlcs. .Accept
Journal,
subscriber, but
my thanks for sample sent."
pamphlet of 16 pages giving
should any be lost in the mails we will
all
kinds
Medicines,
Honey
From G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.— " I
for
cheerfully send another, if notified Recipes
of cooking in which honey is used, and am in receipt of the new Convention Handbefore all the edition is exhausted.
and must congratulate \()ii on the
Book,
healthful and pleasant beverages.
happy thought of such a work, anil the neat
the book. It is a work yiin
aiipearance
We have put the price still loieer, may well be ofproud
Subscription Credits.— We do not
of, both as to the mutter
bee-keepers
to scatter it contains, and the splendid material nscl
encourage
to
acknowledge receipt of each subscripwide.
Single
copy
and
in its make-uii. It will meet a long-felt want;
5
them
far
tion by letter. The label on your
and, wei-c it so that I could attcial ii, mendozen, 40 cents
paper, or on the wrapper shows the cents, postpaid per
as in former years, ten tiiiu-s the inice
will be sent tions
500
hundred,
$2.50.
per
would not seem too much to pay for it, for
date to which your subscription is
for by the instruction therein given, any man
or
for
;
1000
postpaid
$10.00
paid. When you send us money, if
orders of 100 or more, could lie kept Irimi many a blunder, niuch to
the proper credit is not given you, $15-00. On
rtilicalion. I hope in the near future
his
within tv,o weeks thereafter on your we will print, if desired, on the to again beat Mberty to go to conventions,
"Presented by," etc., when 1 shall prize the work very highly."
label notify us by postal card. Do cover-page,
not wait for months or years, and (giving the name and address of the
James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich., writes —
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- bee-keeper who scatters them). This "The Bee-Keepers' Convention Hand-Book
trouble
tion is paid to the end of the month alone will pay him for all his
I saw it advertiseil, but conis received.
indicated on the wrapper-label. This and expense— enabling him to dispose ceived no appro.\iinate idea of its great \ aine
profit. to bee-keepei-s attending- conAciuicms, uiuil
home,
good
at
a
at
honey
of
his
gives a continual statement of account.
5Iany times the price of my
I perused it.
w, mid be no temptation for me to do
To give away a copy of " Honey ciipy
withcnit it. It will make us all want to talk
"
Advertisements intended for the Bee as Food and Medicine to evoy one who at once, I fear. You deserve the thanks of
Journal must reach this office by buys a package of hmiey, will sell almost all, and 1 herewith tender mine for thi.s
helper."
any quantity of it.
Saturday of the previous week.

^f We

carefully
to every

mail

A

;

:

i^

;

!
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1^

The first edition of the " Apiary
Register " having been exhausted, we
have just issued a new edition, elegantly bound in Russia leather, with
a large worker bee and "Apiary Register " in gold on the side. It forms

the receipts
expenditures of the apiary, which
be found exceedingly valuable.
have also reduced the prices, as

MX

will

AVe
will

COMB FOUNDATION.
On accouni of the prevailinB scarcity uf beeswax
comb inundation is now atlTiincf tl o

pound above the

Catalogue for

i^Several hundreds of subscriptions
expire with this number, which com-

We

desire to impress all with tlie importance of reneuinfj at once, to save themselves annoyance by the loss of several

will so mark it on the mailthen no numbers would be lost or

and we

trouble

made

for any one.

my

price quoted in

i'rices s:ime

asDadant's.

BEESWAX.
pay 34v. per pound dellTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

NEW AND USEFUL
Articles for the Apiary
Semi for our

10A24t

Iti-pajre illustrated Circular.

HEIVKY .\L.L,X;y, Wenham, Mass.
KEEPERS, before orderine your

BEE

continued imtil they order it discontinued, should notify lis of the fact,

18.^4.

I

numbers, and also save us the trouble ISAtf
of removing the names from our type
mail-list, and then setting them up
again a few days afterwards. Those
who desire to have the Bee Journal

;

ILL.

lI,l,TrSTRATED CATALOGUE
sent FREE upon application.

the price of
cent)* per

list

Street,

CHICAGO,

and

be seen on another page.

pletes the first half of the year.

WAX EXTRACTOR

kinds of

HOXEY AND BEESWAX,
923 West Madison

and Colonies, but has also an Account Book at the back, in which to
all

EXCELSIOK

NEWMAN,

all

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,

not only a Register of both Queens

keep a record of

H.

Dealer in

E.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our large Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

K.S£TC?HM£R,

Coburg, Iowa.

Given'sFoundationPress.
Is

The

athiintagee^

^T

D.

eiVSN

S.

«fe

ALFRED

BLAINE!

^

best.
biographer. Col.

:

refill

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, 11.1.-

DR. FOOTE'S

au-

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

life.

HiKTs AXD Heady Recipes,

Published at Augusta, his

chtiipest.

Extractor are

ILL.

Agents wanted for
thentic edition of his

est,

H.

\l'est :TKadi»«oii St.,

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

lliis

4. The flUer for water acts also as an indicator as to the amount of water in the boiler*
as when the steam escapes throug-h the filler,
more water ^\-ili be required.
Keep a kettle of hot Abater ready to fill
when required. We make two sizes, the
smaller one having- a larger capacity than
the Swiss Wax Extractor.
Price, small size, ;?4.00— larg-e size, ?5.00.

PUBLIC SENTIMK.NT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for niakingComb l-'oundation either 923

lABtf

<•(

easily operated, there being-

with water.
"2. It
melts quicker, because the wax is
brougrht into a more direct contact with the
steam.
3. It is more economical, because the steam
has access to the center, thereb.v extracting"
all the wax from the refuse matter.

in Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations S2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

more

1. It is

no necessity for removing- ihe top to

home. Largest, handsomBy the renowned historian
Conwell, whose life nf Gar-

the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEoitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleepinsr,
Bathing, Working, etc.
It Costs only
CENTS.
and contains S8 pages, and is sent l>y mall,
post-paid, on receipt ot* price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.
is

For $2.75 we will supply the and
published by us. outsold the twenty others by
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and field,
6(),oi.Ni.
Outsells every book ever published in this
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in world many agents are selling fifty daily. Agents
making fortune?. AH new beginners successTAVENTY-FITE
paper covers ; or the Monthly Bee are
ful
grand chance fttr them $43.50 made by a
first day. Terms most liberal. ParJournal and the book for $1.75. Or, lady agent the Better
send 25 cents for postage,
free.
bound in cloth, with Weekly, S3.00 ticulars
etc., on free outfit, now ready, including large
IT TELl ,S ABOUT
prospectus book, and save valuable time.
with the Monthly, S2.(0.
Parasites of the Skin.
What to Eat,
ALLEN & CO.,
Bathing— Best way.
How to Eat it,
;

;

;

AUGUSTA, iMAINE.

®"

Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as follows
The Weekly for one year and
the book, bound in cloth, for S3, or in
paper covers for S2.75. The Monthly
Bee JoiTRNAL and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is

bound
when bound

can

sell

by

THE DOCTOR.

Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO. ILL.

ALFKED
92.3

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation. Hives. Sections, and all Apiar-

The Countess of Montb-Ckisto

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FLANAGAN A ILLINSKI,
being the companion to Alexander
Dumas' Celebrated Novel of " The lABly Lockbox99o. Belleville, St.ClairCo-.Ills.
;

Count of Monte-Cristo,'' and fully
equal to that world renowned novel,
is in press, and will be published im-

LOCAL REPORTERS ^VANTED.

We want a local reporter in every farming community to furnish us from time to time such facts
as

we may

require.

Full particulars regarding ser-

mediately by T. B. Peterson it Broth- vices, compensation, etc., will be furnished on apAddress Will C. Turner & Co., Publishers
ers, Philadelphia. It is a work of ex- plication.
"City and Country," Colnmbns, Ohio.
traordinary power, fascination and in24AlSt
terest, while it is great in plot, inciDadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
dents and characters.
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

to

Wear.

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Overheating Houses.

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
including THE CONQUEROR, and

in paper covers, or $2.00
in cloth.

How much

How

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

:

$1..50

Perils of Summer,
to Breathe.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

l.ungs& Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,

Things to Do.
Things to Avoid,

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids.
Superfluous Hair,

Exercise.

Care of Teeth.
Atter-Dlnner Naps.
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause A cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections.

Croup— to Prevent.

edness.

IT

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Black Eves. Boils, Burns^. Chilblains. Cold Feet.
Corns,t'6ugh9, Cholera. Diarrhcea, Diphtheria. Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, lle:idache. Hiccough, Hives.
Hoarseness. Itching. Intlamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning.Moles. Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
NippIes.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

It Tvill Save Doctor Bills
Price only Sta Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

XnOMAS G. NEWMAN.
925

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO. LLL.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used
than Mc.

in

the Bee Journal for sale at
single cut sold for less

inch—

no
THOMAS
G. NE-WMAN.
Madison Street Chicago, 111.

25 cents per square

995 West

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

BU Y AN »

HELLO! HELLO!
^\>

art- ni>«- reu<ly

to

Book

<.>rtiers

415

it.ir

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A

WhltePoplar

!

peciatty

DoTetniled

SECTIONS
At Lowest Figures

ORGAN

Everything fully up with the times, and

Send stamp for 32-page Catalogue and Samples

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

Dad.int's Foiiiidation Factory,Tvholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column

Vandervort

Comb

alogue of ESTEY and CANIP & CO.
ORCANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

Fdn. Mills,

Send lor Samples «& Keduced Pi-lce-Llst
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
the working class. Send l<i cents
tor postage, and we will mail you frtp
ifor
a royal, valuable box of sample goodi
that will put you in the way ot making
uKire money in a few days, than you
ever I bought possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voun^ and
old. You can easily earn from .so ceutsto *5cvery
evening. That all who want work mav test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satiafled. we will send ^\ to pav for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give ttieir whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

GOLD!

4Aly

ESTEY

188 and I90 State

:

Respectfully,

COLUMBUS BUGGY

H. Hastings.
Dhksmen, Tex., May 28, 1884.

17, 1884.

Conquer

tlie

HENRV

COMB FOUNDATION,
the pound. Circular and samples fre&

CO-

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

"CypK."—T.

F. Bingh.\m,
Send for our -3d annual Circular for par- Abrouia, Mich., Dear Sir: — Enclosed find
SI. To, for which please send, per mail, one
AI^LEY, Wenham, Mass. "Conqueror Smoker " to Major H. A. Hi^h,
ISAtf
Waxahachie, Te.v. He bought a CyiJrian
<,>U('en ti-oin me, and the Bees have worsted
FLAT - BOTTOM
the tilil ^lentleman. I told him that the Conquei'or Smoker would conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet tc never failed." Resiiectfully,

When

Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our superiok Vehicles can be seen, will be
sent.

We have the i.ahgest factory in the world for
manufaclurinn flrst-clasa and superior
Bungles, PUaotons, Li^lit Cari*ia£;es^
Surrey AVajroiif*,

B. F. Cakroi-l.

SONS,

BOHODixii, N. Y., Aug.

Sole Manufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Mont, ca^ N, Y.

SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

J.

A. Towner.
ever used.

Swarming.

VAN DEUSEN &

CHICACO.

VEHICLE,

M. Louderback, and H.
The Conqueror is the best

each. Dr. Biilch,

ticulars.

J.

CAMP,

WooiiAKD's Landing, Wash. Ter.

Tlic Best Smoker. — To Bingham &
Hethkhington. Ahroiiia, Mich., Dear Sirs
—Find eiiclosorl money for 3 Conqueror
Smokers, whicli please sendper mail— one to

May

to Prevent

&,
St.,

Bingham Corner. IF YOTT "WAITT

____^_^___^ Smoker I

How

130,000

The Best

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA

TA6m

l.j,

1882.

Cyprians Conquered — All summer long

has been "whicli and tother" with me and
the Cy]irian colony of bees I have— but at
it

a week at home, f S.Wi outtlt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
I which persons of either sex, young or old,
lean make great pay all the linie they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to U. Rallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
i

I
k

^

4Aly

last

am

1

"boss."

Prices, by mail, post-paid-

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale Doctor smoker
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

(wide shield).. .3!^ inch.. $3 00

Conquerorsmoker(wideshield)-3

Large smoker {wide
Extra -smoker (wide
.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Bucliets,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

^-—

"

Sia

2
3

"

"
"

"

..

17.5

..150
..

12.5

..

100

Wonder smoker
..
Vii "
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
Little

etc.

MUTH,

shield)
shield)

Plain .smoker

3

Apply to
C. F.
CINCINNATI, O.
976 and 978 Central Ave..
Send
inc.
for
Practical
Hints to Bee-Keepers.
|y

[MILLS.IOiNCH $

Bingham's Conqueror

Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smoker of Bingham. Respectfully,
G. M. DOOT.ITTI.E.

inch

65

115

TO SELL AG.\IN,
dozen rates.

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

ABROMA, miCH.

...9

DOUGHERTY

&

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

.Manntacturei's of and

IxliO

the Weelily American Bee Jouknal
and theBriti«?iB««JoumaI,both for t3.50 a year.

the latter

Villag:e Carts,

most perfect and free from horse

Dealers in

BEE-

laf" We make our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that can be obtaineiJ
from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.

KEEPERS' srPPI.IES and HO!VEV.

Langstroth HIVES a Specialty. Dadant's
AND B££-KE£F££'S ADVIS£B.
Foundation. Bingliain Smokei's, Wired frames
The British Bee Journal is NOW published and Fo\indation tivjiji the Given Press, SecE.xti-actors ami Honey Jars. Send for
SBMI-MONTULV, at Seven Shillings, per annuDQ, tions,
14A26t
our Price List.
and contains the best practical information for
the tinse beinR, showing what to do and when and
rpTTTQ T) A "L>T?T> maybe found on file
-TiXV at Geo. P. Rowell &
X
how to do it. Kev. H. R. P£EI.. Editor.
Co.'s Newspaper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce

We send

American
motion.

15.00'

WICR^ELH AM.

AND OUR POPULAR

BINGHAM. P. M., or
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

T. F.

St.),
it

Ax

wiiere advertising contracts

in NEW YORK.

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co.,
Qplumbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an " Australian
Scene," and their manner of traveling in that
iMAlSt
country with ostriclies as a motor.

may be made for Dadant's FoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

!

:

>
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Sixth Thousand Just Published

HEDDON'S

New and Enlarged

A NEW BEE

Edition

BEST GIVEN

and

Profit

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMAS
now have on hand

a freshly-made lot

from

cleansed

ouglily

wax,

pure domestic

strictly

tlior-

Sizes of brood and surplus, Sl^xWy^, or

Langstroth

size.

have also

I

Dadant's

same size; also
for American frames. Send

best Brood Foundation of

Dadant's 11x11

and

for prices,

offer a liberal

state

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

to

I

Friend

III.

rHIC.\00,

comb honey. .§3.00

I

ha\e received a copy of the re\ised

two cases com- edition of " Bees and Honey," and after
examining the same, find if to be a very
handy aud useful book of refer-ence on the
The above Hive complete for extracsubject of bees and honey, and believe it
ted honey
.?3.00
should be found in the library of all interThe above Hive complete for both in
ested in the studv of bees.
(The above

will contain
plete with sections).

j

;

4..50

H. H. Bnowx.

2.00
1.50

IIiL.INOI$.

-

Send s-ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
iif goods which will help you to
more money right away than

PlilZ[i

iinything else in this world. All
II
of either sex. succeed f rem tlrst
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. TutJE

&

;

business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

No one

^^l:fi^e:id li. KiE:"wi«iA.nNr,
923 West .lladison Street,

4Aly

Co.. Augusta, Maine.

Newman:—I acknowledge with

pleasure the receiiit, this moniing, of a very
beautiful book, entitled, ''Bees and Honey,
Jlanagement of an apiary for Pleasure
anil Profit
sixth edition, enlarged." The
book opens with a kind, familiar face, and
whole
the
siibjeft matter is concise, easy
and comprehensive. I read it with mucfi
pleasure.
T. F. Bingham.
Alu-onia, Mich., May 1, 1884.

my

one
One Hive in the tiat
Five or over, each

>xT inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being- only Ave
ounces.
Price, by Mail or Express, Sl.OO.

Automatic Honey Extractor
Axi> s:tiokek.

or.

1 believe
Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the

for

Street. ChlcuKO,

cover

•

Appreciative Notices.

DEAI-ERS.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.

One Hive complete

NEWMAN.

It
contains 220 profusely illustrated
pages, is '-fully up with the times" in all
the impro\enreuts and inventions in this
rapidly developing pni-snit, and presents
the apiarist with everjthing that can aid in
the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most
hoiu'y in its best and most atti-active
condition.

impurities.

all

C.

OSS W^est MadlaoB

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

from

;

is of
handsome liffht
material.
It is very
easii> put tug'ettier, no trouble'to put on or
take olT, and folds compactly in a paper box

by

;

Editor of the JVeeklv Bee Journal.

Wholesale and Retail.
I

>n

-lu-ing'

spring- brass the

of an Apiary for Pleasure

and

of

the tteck-band. The
ars are of best light
steel; the neekand of best hard

HONEY,

OR THE

Management

five cross

bars united by a rivet
through their center at
rlietop. These bars are
luttoned on to studs

GOXaTTls/LlSr.

BEES

VEIL.

There are

Liglit Street, Pa.,

Mav 8,

1SS4.

Send for descriptive
G.
L'oAtf

('ireiilar

and Prices to

W. STANLEY & BRO.,
WVOMING,

N. V.

ENGRA VlNGiS

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KEND ALL, M. D.
TREATISE

Riving an index of diseases,
A
and the Mymploms cause and treatment of each, a
table givins all tbe principal drugs used for the
bnrse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
;

;

1

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

should ever order these Hives

i

PRICE— Bound

in the flat, without ordering one made up
ciiniplete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no

wise embrace my principles.
by those purchased from me.

j

iu cloth, Sl.OO

in

;

paper

covers. To cents, postpaid.

THOMAS

Judge only
925

West Madison

G.

THUMAS

NEWMAN,
Chicago,

.street.

925

.

0.

West Madison

>EWMA>',

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL,.

wanted for The Lives of

Ills.

all

Presidents of the U. 8.

SECTIONS.
lam now

53" A

ready to furnish white

all-

the atteinion

be

SURE

to state whether or
Circular for 1883.

have my
Address,

wantiiij.'

A

No.

1

BEE?;.

The

ur price.

book

in

fastest selling

Immense

America.

want

All intelligent people

Any one can become a successful agent,
Portland, Me.
free. Hallett Book C
..

it.

't'erms

-lAiy

QUEENS, BADANT FOITNITALIAN
dadou. and Supplies.— It will pay you to
E. F.

send for Circular.

J LAtf

SMITH, Smyrna. N.

T.

___^

GOLDEN ITALIANS!

Paper
I now wish to say to my former customers, that I
"I have never seen a case of foul brood; am now ready to All orders for the following Queens.
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always Hvbrid
in May and June, each
$ .50
been so, and are O. K. in everv respect."
Italian— untested— not warranted, inMay and
l .Of
une. each
Geo. B. Peters. M. D.
an— warranted. Mav and June, each
We can furnish any number of Colonies of Itiil'
2,50
Italian— tested Queen
the above Bees, and ivill warrant safe deliv- Kuli colonies of Hvbrids
7.iX)
er.v and satisfaction.
10.00
Full colonies of Italians
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us. for any
L- J* UlEHIi, Bntler, Ind.
20Atf
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
hud a ease of foul brood In it. For prices

—

:

.1

l..-<<>

$ 3 00
1

25

l

txt

n

(xj

,

CIRCULAR for 1884
And

i<( all

I.

profits to agents.

Cyprian or Hybrids, to the tdlluwinn-,
from one well-kuo-.vn to the readers of this

Also IlflPOKTED ITALIANS!

T^ntested, iperdoz.i after July lat

evi-r

bj-

Italian.

Our New Strain,

ist

Discount to Dealers

Dozen or Hundred.

WE CALL

QUEENS!
Untested, after July

liiberal
llie

Duvetail Sections as follows: 4>^x4)^x6, 7
and S to the foot, per 1,000, SG.50; 5x6x2,
per 1,000, S8.00. All shipped from here.

Take your choice. Prices
Tested, to breed from
Untested, to breed from

the

The

handsomest, best book
fold for less than twice

l^rt:est.

3'nl particulars,

not you

dra.M£8 H£DDOSr,
DOWAGIAC. Cass County. MICH.

J-. "v^T-

send to

Lock

bo.\

l.SAl:U

0(1.-).

BeUeville,

St.

Clair

C(i., Ills.

i:)B:U

i

E;aK:i!vi:.^iNr,
DEALER

FLANAG.iU & ILLINSKI,

IX

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieeiis

'

Dadaiit'sFoiiiiilntioii Factor;, ivhulesnie
and retail. S.-e Advertisement in another column.

For further information, send for Circular.

7Aly

RICHMOND.

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

.*!>>

DEYOTED TO THE INTET^ESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

(
»

THE WEEKLY EDITION

July

111.,

Topics Presented

in this

1884.

2,

425

A

421

Woodchuck Manwuvre
in

Texas

426

Bees Working on Clover
Carbolic Acid for Quieting Bees.
PTBLISHED BT
Cleansing Wax
C.
Convention Hand-Book
EDITOK ANI> PROPKIKTOR.
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. Cuba Flora and Honey Production
Deep or Shallow Frames
Weekly. S8 ayear; Monthly, 91.
J)oBee-Keepers"ConventionsPayV
Errata
PKKMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscrip- Excellent Honey Crop
tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year Expose Hives to the Morning Sun
for the "Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees Fastening Foundation in Frames
and Uoney,"' bound in paper.
Foundation with Deep Cells
t^ The receipt for money sent us will be given Honey Cakes
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a Honey Keport
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it. Increase
fg" Any person sending a club of six, is entitled Local Convention Directory
.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished /rce.

B^

Papers are stopped at the expiration of the

time paid

for,

unless requested to be continued.

FOREIOK POSTAGE, EXTRA:
Europe— Weekly, ^* cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, t;l Monthly, 24 cents.

I'o

;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London. England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

EnUred

at the Chicago P. O. ag-Secnnd CUisa Matter.

Manufactured Comb Honey
Markets for Honey in Asia
Marsliall Co., Iowa, Convention
Micliigan Hybrids

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For either the Weekly or Monthly Editions.

A line of this type will contain about 7 words;
lines will occupy ONE-INCU of space.
Transieni Advertisements payable in advance.

TWELVE

50 cents

per line.
Advertisements may be inserted one. two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
Bdltorlal Notices.

of space, for each insertion

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be cbarg^ed the full rate for
the time the advertisement U inserted.

THOMAS
99S

Went MadiAOD

«.

NEWMAN,

Street.. 4'hlcniro, 111.

426

.

.

We

will

American Bee .lonrnal

one year, and any of the followInK Books, at tbe
prices quoted in the last eolamn of fl^rures. The
first

coluoin gives the reRalar price of both.

Price o) both. OU...

The Weelily Bee Journal

and Cook's Manual, lust edltlondn clotb) 3 26.
Cook's Manual. (In paper covers)... 300..
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newmanjcloth 3 00.
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75..
Apiary Register for 2(X) colonies
3 SO.
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 08..

J2 00..
.

429
421

.

.

423

422
427
426
420
426

426
420

.

New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
Langstroth's Standard Work
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Dzierzon's

Alley's (^ueen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

428

-.

434

.

Honey Plant

426

Plan for an Apiary
Poor Prospect in Southern

427
.

2 SQ

2 50
3 25
3 00

.

2 75

3 50..

3 28

4 00

3 76

3 25.. 3 00

2 40..

2 25

4 50..

4 26

4 50.

.

4 25

2 75.

.

2 50

300.. 2 7S

and Gleanings lnBee-Culture(A.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G. Hill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke)
British

Calif.

2 73

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
424

New

Priority of Location

2 50

235.. 2 25

HoneyasFoodiMedicine.IOOCopies
Blessed Bees
King' TextBook

3 50.

3 00

3 00.. 2 75

Log Book

Moore's Universal As>istant

426
427

All

postaKe prepaid.

426

a

1884.

427

424

No Swarms
Xot

supply the

27.

427

419

427

.

3 OO.

3 00.

.

.

2 75
2 75

2 60.. 2 36
3 00.. 2 75
3 00.

.

2 75

Eng. Apiarian, (W.W.Merrill).. 275.. 2 50
Bee Journal
3 75.
3 50
The S above-named papers
9 0O.
7 75
.

.

The Monihly Bee Journal and any

of the

above, II less than the figures in the last column.

424

RemovingStarch from Foundation
Selections from Our Letter Box.
Sweet Clover as a Honey Plant.
The U.se of Salt in the Apiary
Trembling Bees
What Ails my Bees V
What and How
White Clover Yielding Finely
Why Bees Swai'm—Hiving
.

ADVERTISING RATES.

CLUBBING LIST FOR

NiimbRr.

Apis- Ameriiaiia

Bee-Keeping

VOL XX.-No.

427

.

426

.

420

Look

427
422

X

at

Your Wrapper-LabeL

Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph marked

427

with a (^(((f pencil, will please take
notice that their subscriptions mil

427

expire at the end of the present month.

426

423

Such are marked thus on the label,
"July 84." We do not want to lose
any of our subscribers, and give this

1^ The KentuckyBee-Keepers'Con- notice so that all may get every
vention meets in Louisville, Ky., dur- number of the Bee
Journal without
ing the opening of the Exposition (day
any break, and no papers will be
not fixed).
N. P. Allen, Sec.
missed. When the money for renewal
1^ The Gibson County Bee-Keep- is received at tliis office, the date on
ers' Association, will meet at Trenton, the label is changed to
correspond,
Gibson Co., Tenn., on July .5, 18S4.
and this change is your receipt. If
goer attendance is expected.
there is any mistake made, notify us
T. J. IlAPPELL, Sec.
T W. Howell, Pres.
at once.

A

41
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i

BOOKS!

DADANrsrODMTION
is

attested

tical

and

\)y luimliei-ls of tlie most pracili^iiiten-sted bee-lveepers to be

Sent by

A. H.
C, F.

NEWMAN, Chicago,

CUAS.H.CIIEKN, Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. 1[KRTI-;L, ,Ir., Freeburg, III.,
B. L.

AKMSTHClNi;,

U. F.

by

NEWMAN,

G.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Ind.,

().,

Jersi'vTille,

111.,

Bees and Honey,

oi-

Apiary for Pleasure and

Management of an
Profit,

New

Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
styleis plainand forcible, liiaking'

Qiiinby's

Hoot.- Its
or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postag-e. Special rates on larg-er quantities,
g-iven upon application.

ARTtUlK'l'olil),Germantiiwn,Pliiladelphia,Pa,
E, KRBTCHMEK, Coburg. Iciwa.
E. F.

price,

On dozen

MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,

BAl,l,ANTlNK,SaBc.,

on receipt of

925 West Madison Street,

III,,

JA.MES HEDOON. DowaElac, Mich.,
DOUGIIERTV & McKEE, Indianapolis,

WM,

inail,

THOMAS

the cleanest, liiiuiiti'st, quickest accepted by
bees, least a|il to satr, most regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale liy Messrs.

Bee-Keepers' Kiilde, or Klannal of
Apiary, by Phof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
Ijee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

readers realize the fact that the author
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

is

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bce, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth,$1.25; paper, $1.

hy Tho.mas

Ble.ssed Bees, by John Ai.len. — A
up with the times,"
romance of bee-keeping, full of ...
practical
ill all the various improvements and inveninformation
and contagious enthusiasm.
tions in this raiudly-dexelopiiiii" jnu'suit, and

SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
DAJ.E, Mortonsville, Ky.

G.

NEWM.4N.— It

is

"fully

and numbers of otiier dealers.
Write for JSAMPLE.S FREE and price liresents the a])iarist with ^\rrythin,ii- that Price, 75e.
can aid in the sueeessliil liiana;:\'inent of the
list of supplies, accompanied witli
The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev, L.
honey-bee, and at the same time jiroduee the L. Lanostkoth.— This is the work of a
ISO COMPI-IMESITARX,
most' honey in its best and most attraetive master, and will always remain a standard.
It eml)raees the follo\\iny subPrice, $2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS eondition.
jects: Ancient History of Bees and Honey
from as many liee-keepers in 1S83.
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping.—
— Locatinfr an Apiary—Transteuint; — Feedllixidin^' — t^xtraetinii:- — A translation of the master-piece of that most
We guar.aiitee every inch of our Foiiii- ing" — Swarmins- —Introduein.ii(.im-ens — Ital- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
Queen
Hearin.ij —
datien equal to sample in every respect.
ianizint; — lice Pasturage a Neeessity— Quiet- in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
CHAS. DADAST & SOST,
ing and Hanilliny Bees— The Manag-ement of
Queen-Rearing, by Henky Alley.— A
5ABly
HAMILTON, Hancock Co.. ILL. Bees and Honr\' at Fairs— Marketing: Honey,
Price, full and detailed account of 23 years expeetc. 2211 jir<t[nsely-illnstrated pages.
rience
in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
in cloth, $1.00 ; in i)aper covers, 75 cents.
'

'

'

easiest and best way to rear Queens, etc.
Tlie Apiary Register, by Thom.\s G. Price, $1.00.
Book
Record
and
Account
for
New.m-Vs,—
A
The prices of (.'umli Foiimlution are NOW
Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
advanced two <*ei»tN per pound from the Apiar\-. df'\"otinjr '2 pages to eacli colony, King.— A new edition, revised
and enlarged.
the quotations in nur retail Price List, and ruled and prinle<l, and is so arranged that a Price, $1.00, binmd in cloth.
tliree cents, per pound, at wliole^ale. mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongtv bound in full leather. Price, for
Extracted Honey; Harvesting. Handling
CHAS. DAOANT &. SON,
colonies, ^l.OO; for 101) colonies, $1.25 ; for and Marketing.— By CH.iS. Dadant & Son.—
23ABtf
Hamilton, Hancock Co, Ills. SIKIeidonies, $1.50.
Details their management. Price, 15c.
Honey as Food and Ifledieine, by Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Thojus G. New.m.\n.— It gives tlie various Ch.\s. F. Muth.— Gives his ^-iews on the manuses of Honey as Food recipes for making agement of bees. Price, lOe,
Ibiney Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
Dzierzou Theory. — The fundamental
many \'alualile recipes. It is intended for IH'inciples of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
eons'umeis, and should be liberally scattered as set forth by Berle7>sch. It was translated
TheOrlelnol to help in creating a demand for honey. by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15e.
Price, for either the English or Ciernian
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— lIKI for
BINGHAM
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives thecorrect
$'2..-.0 — 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00

Rise

ill

Prices of Foimdation

.^JO

;

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
Bee Smoker

If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

meaning of nearly ."iOO apicultural terms.
bound in cloth. oOc.

Price,

The Hive I I'se, by G. M. Doolittle.—
Bee - Keepers' Convention Hand
Booii, by Tho.mas G. Newman.— It contains Price 5t'.
Parliamentary
Law
and
a simple Manual of
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
liules of Order for the guidance of officers and cure. Price, 25c,
and members of Local Conventions — Mcjdel
Moore's ITnlversal Assistant, and
Constitution and By-Laws for a Lneal Society
— Programme for a'Convention.with .Subject's Ooniplete mechanie. — Contains over
lor ilisenssion— List of Premium for Fairs,
liimnd in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. I'ricc, 50 cents.

etc.

Wliy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
New.man.— This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the ISee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 .iOO eoiiies for $'2.25 ; 1.000
copies for $4.00. Wiien 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 300 will have a blank
wliere the name and address can be written.
;

Patented, 1878
Prof, t'ook.in his valuable Mnnualof the Apiary,
states tli:it" Mr. Bin^rham was tbe first tn improve
the nltl Quinby smoker by estabishinp a direct
draft " Kive years of persistent effort has "lemonstrated tli»l no one but Binghaai has been able to

improve a Binyham sniolter. Hundredeof llinghani smokers have been in use five years, and :ire
They burn lots ot blocks
yet in working nrder.
and ciiiv>^ and Ntutt. and make lots of sraoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-hox at-

as" they never so out or fail to blow
or down or sideways, rauoli or little,
swift or sl<'W. ju>t as yoa please, any or all the
lime- top up or down, they alwayseol

tachments,

smoke up

Honey

for
tlie
Preparation ol'
Itlarliet, including the production and care
of lioth Comb and B.xtracted Honey, and
Instructions on the E.xhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc.. by Thomas G. Newman-.
This

is

a chapter from "Bees and Houev."

Price, 10c.

l,OrKl,tHX) industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $'2,50,

Kendall's Horse Book,— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price. 50c., in either English
or German,

Food .Vdulteration.— What we

eat and
This book should be in every

should not eat.
family.

Price, 50c,

Seribner's

Lumber and Log Book,—

Gives measurement id' all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks wag-es, rent, etc. Price, 35e,
:

Fisher's Grain Tables, — For castingup the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer,readyreekoner,tables for plowing-,

Swarniiiig, Dividing ami Feeding etc. Price, 40c,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G.
Bee-keepers
Hand-Book of Health, hy Dr. Foote.
"Beesand Honey."
buying' i:enuine Binfihjtfii smokers and Bint:h:ini & Newman. A chapterfrom
Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Hetherinyton Uncapping-Knives tlrst. We neither Price 5c,
dressing, etc. Price, '2Se,
working,
but
supplies;
-.f
these
other
any
handle
make nor
Bee Pastnrage a Neeessity, by Thomas
and only legal
we are the oripinai inventors,
Emerson Binders, made especially for
makers, and have had over 4f>,iH'(i in ut^e ironi one G. Newman— Progressive views on this imI>ortant subject: suggesting what and how the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
to five yeare. and receiving but one letter of comwi'I siive

money and vexation by

^ Wah European and American orders already
received fur over :i.(K».\ there is evidence that \S64
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
BUchg'-od« as we make have met the advanced
wants of the m"st advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
^
„,
For mail nU'S and testimonial'^, send card. To
sell again, f-end for

dozen rates to

A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
engravings. Price, lOe.

to plant.—
26

Bees In Wiiilcr, by Thomas (i. Newman.
-Describing tiall-packing. Ccllais and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
(

Price 5c.

Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.

—In the German language. Price,
UINGH.vn & HETHERISGTON,
ABKOKIA, MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
e^jBtf

in

paper

75c. for the Weekly or for the
Monthly, oOe. They cannot be sent by mail
to Canada.
the back.

;

Constitution and By-LaAvs, for local
Associations, $'2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c, e.vtra.

Bibbon Badges,
which are printeii a
each, or $8 perlOO.

for bee-keepers, on
bee in gold, 10c,

la -ge

:

'
;
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DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
VOL. XX.

CHICAGO,
rieties

of

JULY

ILL.,

those

numerous.
The Hindoo,

them much as

insects

however,

2,

1884.

are

the

111

Honey

in Asia-

Loudon Telegraph

of recent

we tind an article on the uses of
honey in India, and setting forth the
inducements as well as the difficulties
in the way of tind ins an excellent
market there for our surplus honey.
date,

As we feel sure that our readers will
much interested in this article, we

be

copy the following portions of

will

it

Bee-keepers will be interested to
know that, according to tlie results of
recent inquiries made by the government of India, a large market for
their produce appears" to be open in
our Eastern Empire. This at any
rate is certain, that honey is everywhere in demand throughout the
peninsula for domestic, medicinal and
sacrificial purposes, and that at present no attempt has been made by in-

digenous industry

to

meet

it.

The

Oriental, wherever you find
a great consumer of sweets;
and, just as tlie British workman
spends his spare half-peiiee in liquid
refreshment, so the Eastern, seeking
to recruit himself after a bout of
work, looks out for the nearest lolli-

him,

pop

that to tie a string round the waist of
a queen bee, and then tether it down
inside a hollow tree, is at best a crude

bears and primitive way of attracting the
hive of bees— especially so in a country
where the ant, " edax reruni," is omnivorous and omnipresent, and where
lizards and large spiders, the partic-

are, they say, big bees, middle
sized bees, and little bees; and the
first two kinds are of no use for domestication, as they have stings. The
third, they say, might be of use for

EDITOr AND PnoPHIETOR.

for

very

classifies

I'liildren classify

—there

Markets

No. 27.

is

stall.

Kor should it be forgotten that in
religious offerings also, candies play
an important part. There is nothing
the deities like better than lollipops—
so, at least, the priests tell such votaries as cannot afford more costly
offerings— and the shrines are, therefore, liberally supplied with sweet

ular enemies of lees,

hiving, but unfortunately it is very
small. Some describe tliis stingless
insect as " a quarter the size of the
house fly," others " about as large as
a mosquito," while one says " it
should perhaps be called a gnat
rather than a bee."
This deliglitful innocence of entomology is not more refreshing than
the Oriental's idea of the sting of the
bee being a fatal objection" to its
utility under
cultivation.
But we
should not forget that he wears very
scanty clothing, and that few of us,
even the most expert, would care to
be honey-taking with no more personal protection tlian a waist-cloth
round the loins, and a dab of yellow
paint on the forehead. It would require something more than even the
sang-froid of a professional
beekeeper to venture among the angry
bees in such Gaidenof Eden apparel,
and a good deal more than good manners in the insect to forbear attacking
such an extent of undefended surface.
There remains the fact that India
possesses several breeds of bees which

low

swarm

in

hol-

trees.

What the result might be under
scientific treatment remains, of
course, a matter of conjecture but
meanwiiile it mav be accepted as established that the majority of the inoffensive species give only an inferior quality of honey, and that the
quantity as compared with that of
the insects wliich are less plea.sant
to handle, is inconsiderable. It would
seem, therefore, that if the experiment of apiculture in India is ever to
be made in earnest, it must be made
with the bees that have stings, and
here the possibilities of yield appear
to be almost without limit. At any
rate, the quantities said to be produced by wild bees of some of the
larger and more ferocious kinds are
so large as to be almost incredible.
What, for instance, would our English bee-owners say to a colony that
could produce in a year, without any
attention, ^JO pounds of honey, and
half as much wax? or to a wild rockbee that stores up, without assistance
or any incentive beyond its own instinct for industry, an average of 40
more

;

have no stings. We should like to
hear some disciple of Darwin explain pounds in a season
They would
this development of the inoffensive probably think such insects as these
bee. It would be simple enough if to be well worth cultivation, and no
the people of India were all liide- one could disagree with them if they
'r*

bound

like their rhinoceroses, or

went

did.

about ironclad, for stings would then,
no doubt, be given up by the insects
as being of no use but considering,
as we have already said, that their
costume is so carefully adapted to the
climate, and that the provocations to

To be put against this amazing productiveness is, however, the fact that
these bees, especially the large cliffbee, are exceptionally fierce. They
are tigers of their kind. Man himself is not safe for them, and beasts
perish under their stings without a
chance. Combined with the dreadful
potency of the venom is a liability to
provocation to which only a parallel
can be found among beasts of prey
when on guard over their young. For
these bees will attack a passer-by if
he even makes any unusual noise.

;

attack are so copious and extensive,
the natural fact justifies some surprise.
We could have understood the
India bees having tips to their tails
confectionery.
like scorpions, or lieing all sting; but
Xow, honey is an important in- when it comes to tlieir deliberately
gredient of many of tliose things doing away with •' the business end "
for which Orientals, both human and of their bodies, we are compelled to
divine, have such a sweet tooth and credit the bees with a measure of
at present the amount in the market good taste and magnanimity that enis nowhere commensurate with re- tomologists have not hitherto done
quirements.
justice to.
These harmless honeyMedicinally, as a gargle, and a cor- makers, however, produce but poor
dial especially, the bees' treasures are stuff, and little uf it, though in fairin equal demand in all the Presi- ness to them it sliould be said the nadencies, but are not always obtainable five has not tested their capabilities
when wanted. Yet India has been with any remaikable degree of judgspecially favored by nature in the ment or intelligence. Our ov^n apiarmatter of bees, for the indigenous va- ists, for instance, will agree with us

A

;

gun

tired off in their vicinity sets

the whole to buzzing, and the bees—
though hornets would almost seem to
be a l)etter name for them— if they
catch sight of any moving object,
whether man or beast, while thus irj

ritated, tlirow
themselves upon it
with a malignity that is always terrifying, and an effect that is often fatal.
Animals have, as a rule, no hope of
escape, for in their panic they at-

—
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tempt

:

to escape

by headlong

flight,

a surrounding space with a most pleasant and multiflorous aroma, attracting the honey gatherers from every
The bee never made its
direction.
dreamy flight around the classic Hybla
or Ilymettus more persistently than
they do in countless myriads about

useless endeavor when pursued by insects so swift of wing. But human
beings, either by lying down and
feigning to be inanimate, or else by
rushing into the nearest water and
defending the head till sundown,
make their escape, though not always,
as the memorial cross on the banks of
the Nerbudea, at the Marble Rock,
testities only too well.
From the" above, then, it is evident
that India possesses an abundance of
laees. and offers also
a prodigious
market for lioney, but that hitherto,
owing to local causes, the industry
has never been systematically de-

this plant, which for quantity, quality,
and flavor of honey, stands unrivaled.
It is not only good for bees, but
furnishes good grazing, and makes

excellent hay, it cut when from one
to two feet high, as it is then tender.
It frequently grows to the height of

have eaten gooseberries preserved
honey, and peaches canned with a
teacup of extracted lioney to a twoquart can of fruit, and they were excellent.
Who will help to introduce
honey V Take it to grange suppers,
church festivals, old settlers' gatherI

in

Use it in making
layer cakes, and tell the people the
cakes are made of lioney, and many
cakes of other kinds, of honey.
Will not some little girl work this
motto and hang it in the hall of a
neighboring grange—" My son, eat
thou honey, because it is good ?"
ings, picnics, etc.

12 feet, even on poor places. It is
thought that its fragrant odor, green
Mr. Root gives the following as his
or cured, is one reason why all kinds
veloped. Whether it can be, except of farm stock are so fond of it. This comments on the above
"I am very
in purely European hands, is very plant possesses only a tap root, which glad indeed to see the tendency to
doubtful, for the native in India has penetrates deeply into the soil, therelittle taste for new enterprises.
At by causing it not to be affected by our use honey in place of sugar, for cookFriend Newman publishes a
present the honey takers belong only dryest summers. It should be re- ing.
to the lowest castes of the people, planted about once in three years, and very nice little book, entitled Honey
chiefly the poor jungle tribes who to start it in a new place sow in April as Food and Medicine, which every
Early in the fall it may
literally pick a substance under the or August.
beekeeper ought to have, if he has
trees and ofi the rocks of the wildest be seen putting in its appearance for
the winter, attaiuing several inches not got it already."
parts of tlie interior of the country
and to enter deliberately upon a sys- in height by JanuHry, and is the only
tem of bee-rearing would seem to the green plant to act as food for stock
conservative Oriental like descending during our very often rigorous win- Expose Hives to the Morning Sun.
to a lower sphere of work to take the ters. So to sum up, this plant has advantages more varied than perhaps
bread from the moutlis of inferiors.
A correspondent has sent us the
As it is he only recognizes their ex- any other plant known to this counfollowing
from the North American
try,
as
it
is
unequaled
for
honey,
istence with a lofty indifference, and
to compete with them in the bazaars furnishes good grazing for cattle, Quarterly Review for December, 1882,
in the vend of honey would present horses, sheep and swine, makes good with a request for its publication in
itself to him as an intolerable social hay, and fills the air with a most dethe Bee Journal
degradation. So that to induce the lightful, pleasant and fragrant aroma.
Hindoo to turn to apiculture, it would
" A story is told that in a village in
be first of all necessary to persuade
Germany where the number of coloHoney
Cakes.
him to revolutionize both his apparel
nies kept was regulated by law, a bad
and his ideas of caste occupations.
season had nevertheless proved that
Mrs. L. Harrison, in Gleanings for the place was overstocked, from the
But in the hills, wliere the thrifty
mountaineers have no compunction June 15, writes as follows on the sub- great weakness of all the colonies in
as to the kind of work they will do so ject of using honey for making cakes the neighborhood.
There was but
long as it helps them to make both
one exception, that of an old man
in
cooking
and
and
preserving
fruit
ends meet, the experiment could be
who was generally set down as being
made under far more favorable cirI have just been eating some of no wiser than his neighbors and this,
cumstances while the numerous mis- Lydia R. Smith's cakes that is, made perhaps, all the more because he was
sion stations— where the profession of after her recipe, and her papa is a very observant of the habits of his
Christianity levels all distinctions of judge of what is "good."
These little friends, as well as careful in
caste, and requires a more liberal dis- cakes have set me to thinking, and it harvesting as much honey as he could.
tribution of clothing over the body
woidd be well if it has the same effect But how came his colonies to prosper
would seem to afford excellent luiclei on other bee-keepers, " How silly I've when all the rest were falling oft' V
for bee-cultivation. In the meantime, been to spend time selling honey to His cottage was no nearer the pashowever, an exceptional market would buy sugar when honey is better, and ture. He certainly must have beseem to be fairly open to the Euro- the purest sweet known !''
witched his neighbors' hives, or made
pean producer. Not only has every
bargain for his own.
no canny
I lately read in a paper an account
one in the country a sweet tooth, but of ho\v" many bushels of corn are Many were the whisperings, and
offerings, if made
honey, are daily manufactured into grape sugar, great the suspicions that no good
in
specially acceptable to the divinities. to be used, it said, " for the adultera- would come of the gaffer's honey thus
:

;

:

;

;

;

'

tion of sugar,

Sweet Clover as a Honey Plant.

honey, etc."

That

is

one reason why sugar is sold so
cheaply for every pound of sugar has
more or less glucose. If I buy glucose, I would prefer to purchase it
pure, not mixed with sugar.
I am glad children write, for they
are wide-awake, and will set us to
thinking, and I hope they will tell us
every way they know, how honey is
;

Mr.
of

J. ^y.

nielilotus

Walker gives his opinion
alba

as

follows

in

the

Highland, N. C, Enterimse:

While

I

am

led to infer that the
varied flora of this

abun(Uint and
" land of the sky," is perhaps amply
sufficient to supply the honey bees,
yet it is suggested to me tliat you

used. If that little girl away oft' in
Washington Territory had not written
her recipe, I should have had the

where the cakes made of sugar. If am not mismay taken it was a little girl who asked
be somewhat lacking, and if such her papa, when she saw him boring a

may have some

sections

material for bees to work upon

should be the case, there is nothing
easier than to supply the deficiency
by having the vielilotus alba, which, as
ahoney plant, stands second to none.
It is beautiful when it dons its inflorescent paraphernalia, and fills the

hole with a gimlet, to put in a screw,
the screws were not made with
points like gimlets, and .so the idea
was born, of making screws with
points, so that they did not need gimlets to bore holes first.

why

'

mysteriously obtained. The old man
bore all these surmises patiently ; the
honey harvest came round, and when
he had stored away just double the
quantity that any of the rest had
saved, he called his friends and neighbors together, took them into his garden and said
If you had been
more charitable in your opinions, I
would have told you my secret before.
This is the only witchcraft I have
used,' and he pointed to the inclination of his hives— one degree more to
the east than was generally adopted.
The conjuration was soon cleared
up ; the sun came upon his hives an
hour or two sooner by this movement, and his bees were up and stirring, and had secured a large share of
the morning's honey before his neighbors bees had roused themselves for
the day."
•

:

!
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A Woodchuck Manoeuvre.
WJI. F.

myself. It is my misfortune, or my
fault, that I do not " have a necessary
concern in the interests of honey-producers."
.\ly case is, apparently, a
very hopeless one. Mr. Heddon is not
of
only
the opinion that I am mistaken now. but " always will be, I presume, luitil he lays aside all other
sources of income, except apiculture.
Then, in a few years he rcill (let at the
facts."

CLARKE.

" Lor'-a-massey !"

have had several tussels with Mr.
Ileddoii, and always, until now, he
has taken a good square " hold ;" but
in his article on " Priority of Location," on page o40, so far as I aiu personally concerned, he fails to grip, and
only dodges the points 1 made. I'erhaps this is not altogether surprising,
in view of the fact that he attempts
to Hoor both Mr. Doolittle and myself
at once, and I suppose that either of
us is conceited enough to think it will
take all his time for him to do it one
by one.
Mr. Ileddon deals me out a large
ladle of taffy, which, being as fond of
as most weak mortals are, I have
swallowed with a great relish the
restdt being that 1 feel very much like
the historic " Jack Horner '' when he
fot through with his Christmas pie.
'his is perhaps why I am not quite
willing to let Mr. Heddon have tbe
last word on the present occasion.
lie SHvs
"Mr. Clarke should not
claim better judgment in regard to
I

;

me

what chance

y

I

Heddon and I differ far more widely
on a subject which bears about the
relation to my livelihood that
apiculture does to his. Now if I were
to take the ground that he is, and always will Ije mistaken on the subject
of religion, because he does not lay
aside all other sources of income except preaching, what would be think
of my line of argument
I fancy he
would have a vision of a reverend
woodchuck diving into his hole.
Speedside, Out.

same

'^

Bee-Keepers' Magazine.

:

capacity of my
own locality, than I have after watching the results in it for 1.5 years." I
did not "claim better judgment;"!
merely said, " I have an impression."
This is greatly strengthened by ^Ir.
Heddon's statement that he is stocking his tield, the present spring, with
nearly doulile the bees he has been in
the habit of keeping, which is either
an admission that he has underrated
it in the i)ast, or that it has improved
by spontaneous growth or artificial
seeding and planting.

After trying, in my article, to stitfen
Mr. Heddon's backbone, it is gratifying to find him expressing the belief
that now he has such " a good start
in the business," that he is not likely
to be troubled by the rivalry of a competitor with enough more of energy
and intelligence to run him out
But I took up my pen mainly to
point out what I have called in the
caption of thisarticle," A Woodchuck

Manieuvre," on Mr. Heddon's part.
I do not mean any disrespect by this
comparison, which, it seems to me, is
a very striking one. How often do

we

see this little creature poising in a

calm and dignified manner beside

its

hole apjiareuily regardless of the fact
that it is pursued. But no sooner
does the pursuer come to close quarters, than Mr. Woodchuck dives into
his hole, where he knows he is perfectly secure. Mr. Heddon's honey-

producing business is to him what its
is to the woodchuck.
He takes the ground that no one
can form a correct opinion on the
question at issue, unless he derives
his income wholly from apiculture.
Even then it seems to be difficult, for
^Ir. Doolittle is mistaken as well as

hole

some

great extent, are

of

common.

We visited what is known as the
" Caves of Balinore," near Matansas,
in the western portion of the island.
These caves exteiui for about three
miles, much of the distance under the
Bay of Mantansas, and are filled with
objects of marvelous beauty
numerous rooms of from 200 to ;W0 feet
square and 2") to 7-5 feet high exist,
the walls and ceilings of which are
completely frescoed with stalactites
of the most beautiful forms, and the
floors are (>overed with stalagmites
so grouped as to greatly resemble
thrones, lieautiful gardens and fine
scenery in endless variety, the reflection and refraction of the light
from our torches caused the whole to
appear like a vast sea of the most
beautiful diamonds, and one could
easily imagine himself in Fairyland.
;

The climate of Cuba, though somewhat hot and dry, is more equable
than is generally supposed the average temperature, near the coast, being
78", while in the interior it is only 73"^.
Even the hottest months, -July and
August, give an average temperature
;

83^', and the coldest, December
and January, give only iW-'. In summer tlie thermometer rarely exceeds
82°, and in winter it is seldom noticed
as low as -"lO. The direct rays of the

af only

sun are hot, but in the shade it is almost always refreshing, and that feelof sultriness and stagnation, so
in the North in hot weather,
almost unknown in Cuba, and there
seldom a night, even in summer,

Cuba Flora and Honey Production. ing

common

lioney-yielding

the

is

am

ruled out of the
race altogether. Life is too short for
me to change my business, adopt
another, and prosecute it for " a few
years " in order to qualify myself to
iforni and express an opinion which
will not at once be branded as necessarily " mistaken."
Let us turn the cake over. Mr.
tliere for

caverns,
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is
is

Island of Cuba is about 650 when one is uncomfortable under
miles in length, extending nearly east cover. Snow has never yet fallen ou
and west, with an average breadth of the highest mountains", but frost
forming thin ice occasionally happens.
about •50 miles.
A range of mountains traverses the Hail storms and hurricanes are much
whole length, nearly in the centre. less fre(iuent than in the other antilAt the eastern end they attain an ele- les, and earthquakes are seldom exvation of 8.000 feet above the sea, but perienced, except in the eastern end
gradually diminish in height till at of the island. Most of the rains occur
the western terminus, they are scarce- from July to September, when it freFrom the base of quently comes down in torrents, but
ly 1,000 feet high.
ttie mountains, the country opens into before and after these months only an
meadows and beautiful occasional shower is experienced.
extensive
plains, which extend on either side of
have spoken of the vegetable
the central range, down to the ocean, productions in previous letters, and
where, in some places, the land is so will at present only give a list of
swampy.
some of the more common trees and
Owing to the small breadth of the plants depended on for honey.
island, and the nature of the soil,
The palm tree, at least four variethere are no large rivers, yet the un- ties, stands at the head of the list, as
dnliiting surface being continually re- it affords quantities of delicious honey
newed by so great a variety of vege- every month in the year.
tation, gives ri.se to the most beautiThe Cainpanea four varietiesful landscapes imaginable.
furnishes large quantities of honei
destitute
is
not
of
mineral
Cuba
from December to March. In appear
wealth, hut the copper mines of the ance it is amost identical with th(
Slera del Cobre Mountains, are the ' morning glory."
main source of wealth in this direcAlmfn/o. or Indian tree, has red and
Coal, maible, chalcedony and brown flowers, in size and shape the
tion.
copperas are mined to a limited extent. same as the large blue asters of the
There is also a thick firm slate, of a United Slates, blooms from October
dark blue color, almost equal to mar- to April, and is a fine honey-producer.
ble, which is used extensively for
Eomorico blooms at the same time,
pavements and for floors in some of
having flowers much the same.
their finest edifices.
tree,
blooms all
Cedro, a large
Some of the luiest mineral springs
in the world are to be found on the through .January, and has bright yelisland, and are patronized by patients low flowers smaller than the Romorico.
MahogiDiii \s a large tree, and flowfrom all countries.
In some parts the limestone consti- ers at the same time as the Cedro, and
tuting the sccondnry and tertiary has large, round blue flowers which
formations is exceedingly porous, and are very sweet.

The

We

—
-

;
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Coopa grows ouly in the immediate
neighborhood of the ocean, and
blooms every month in the year its
flowers closely resembles the pear.
Harsmendapersa (large tree) bloonjs
twice in the year, in the months of
June and Deceml>er flowers like the
Coopa, and is a very excellent honey
tree, both as to quantity and quality.
Malla is a weed like shrub, has
small yellow flowers, which yield nectar only in wet weather.
Aico.'casta (large tree) white flowers
blooms during May the flowers are
about the same as our small white
asters. It is ouly a medium producer
'

;

;

;

;

of honey.

Oranges and lemons
isely in May. and afford
_iate" yield of honey.

bloom proonly a mod-

The bloom

have yet made. I judge, from experiments so far made, that sick bees will
carry the disease from one hive to
another but that brood, honey, etc..
can be safely given from a diseased
colony to a well one without danger
of contagion, provided no bees are
;

transferred.
The disease is very irregular in its
coming and going. It will sometimes
disappear suddenly from a badly-infected colony, and I have never been
able to find but what caused its sud-

den disappearance.
I cannot at this time attempt to describe the disease, its peculiarities,
etc., as it should be done, but will do
so as soon as possible, together with
the results of whatever experiments I
may make this summer. I only call
attention now to what may be a very
serious matter to others, as it has
been and is to me. with the hope that

we

should forMt all the cares and
which have pressed upon us
during the year, and go to the convention like a boy let loose from school,
to recuperate" our health and life, by a
free and social intercourse outside of
convention hours.
By such intercourse we often leani more of value
than we do during the hour the convention is in session.
" But," says one, ' I can go over to
A's and chat with him on Dees, and
save the expense of attending the
convention in a distant city."
This is so. but you cannot see B., C.
and D. there, besides a host of others
with whose names you are familiar,
many of whom you could not see except at a cost several times that of
going to a convention.
I fear we do not prize these social
privileges high enough. There are
things which "pay besides money getting, and the social part of life is one
of them.
To best illustrate this, I will give a
duties

resembles the pear.
Aitahe is a tree with a small yellow
The
lower, blooms during May.
lowers appearing in tresses greatly some one will determine its nature,
resembling bouquets. It is regarded and find a remedy.
as a very fine producer of delicious
Williamstown, Iowa, June 18, 1884.
honey.
little anecdote.
A miserly man in
Pendahara is a small branching
this vicinity hirc'l a man wlio was in
Bee-Keepers' Guide.
tree, with small yellow, round flowthe habit of attending all the fairs
ers, blooming from October to FebDo
Bee-Keepers' Conventions Pay 1 and places of social enjoyment and
ruary.
after his going to such places several
Peng Yong is a tree with dark blue
times, when the employer thought it
G. 31. DOOLITTLE.
flowers, Ijlooming in April. Honey
would be better for his interest to
very white, and of fine flavor.
AVell, that depends upon the spirit have the laborer stay and work, the
A!<tronomia has blue flowers
rein which tliey are conducted. If they employer addressed him thus: "My
sembles a bean in appearance, and are simply for tlie purpose of getting friend, let me say to you, you are
blooms in December. The honey is a crowd "of bee-keepers together, tlie squandering your time in attending
very sweet, but not so agreeable in
majority of whom are obliged to these fairs and picnics. If you would
flavor as most of the others in this
listen to the dissatisfaction of a few stay away from tliem and work, you
list.
who wish to discuss our bee-litera- would save one dollar a day, which, if
The banana affords but little honey, ture,
or meet for the express purpose laid up, would so accumulate that in
and not of good quality, it being of pufling their wares, then such con old age you would have quite a snug
•'
known as a dead sweet." It affords ventions are not beneficial. If. on f lie sum saved that will now be wasted,"
nectar only immediately after a rain
one convenes wholly for the The laborer listened patiently till the
The flowers are few. small and wliite. contrary,
when he
finished,
purpose of discussing subjects con- lecturer was
" Mr. H, I
nfeeted with the practical part of bee- straightened up and said
keeping, each one freely imparting expect I am going through this world
For the American Bee JournaL
knowle'dge on any subject to which he now for the last time,.and as this is
Trembling Bees.
can add his mite,' so that all are will- so, I must get my pay as I go along.
ing to give an equivalent for the I never expect to "come this way
O. O. POPPLETON.
knowledge gained, tlien I say bee- again, so of what use would that snug
sum be to me after I have passed
conventions will pay.
I have noticed several allusions to
Had I been to our last Xortheastern away. I propose to get some good of
trembling bees in late numbers of the Bee-Keepers' Convention when they life. "as my pay. instead of spending
Bee Journal, and I see that none of were discussing "bee-literature" to my life for naught save money."
the bee-doctors seem to understand the benefit of none, but much to the
Our second object is to get all the
what is the trouble. Mrs. Harrison disgust of many, thereby making information we can, so that we can
has also noticed thetn. and is puzzled. enemies
discord put it in practice during the season,
and "scattering
I am sorry to say that I am able to throughout the country, I sliould have and, if of value, impart this value at
give some information in this ease
tried to have instituted a discussion some future convention or to a beeand but for the fact of the condition regarding some practical question per- keeping neighbor. To best do this,
of my eyes at present, preventing my taining to bee-culture in place of it.
I place myself in the position of a redoing any amount of pen work, 1
If I disapprove of the course of my porter, and jot down on a book the
would give a full description of the lawyer, I sliall not employ him, and leading thoughts of each speaker, so
disease, with such facts regarding it so with others until such a lawyer is that, when I arrived at home, I can
as my observations have taught. I obliged to quit his profession for lack go over this report, digesting it. What
will endeavor to do so some time dur- of patronage. Of what account is it I think of value, I write out in my
ing the season.
to him for me and others to be al- reference book, under the month durIt is a very bad disease, which is to ways talking against him and still ing which it is applicable. This refa certain extent contagious. It lias always employing him in every suit. erence book lias also in it all the good
been in my apiary every season for ' Actions speak louder than words." things I read in the Bee Journal,
the past 4 or -T years; it having grad- Most of those who condemn the Bee each one put down under the proper
ually grown less each year since its .loURXAL. Gleanings, etc., keep right month, so that under June we find
first appearance until
this season. on taking these papers, and by their what A. said at the convention, rewhen it is ag.iin Ijad. It has already actions say they cannot get along garding the best method of swarming,
caused the loss of several colonies without them. Hence, all this waste and what is said on certain pages
this season, and may cause more.
of time and temper is only a good ad- about putting on sections, etc. Thus
I liave had some correspondence vertisement for the papers they would we have all the good things stored up
with I'rof Cook in reference to the feign have the world believe they ai'e from the convention and otherwise,
origin or cause of the disease, but trying to kill.
applicable to the month of June behave not succeeded in discovering the
There are three points to be kept in fore us in such a shape that we can
cause. I am intending to make more mind in attending conventions, if we give them a practical test and tell at
thorough investigations than any we would make them pay. The first is. the next convention of that which
3losely

;

;

:

.

f

—
;
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I thought they would swarm ations for the present, and destroy the
and tlirow larger swarms. 1 <pieen-cells. xV sudden check in the
Thiidly. we want to examine all the found that the frames were difficult honey flow may cause them to do the
lieiug apt to break down same thing.
I'lives may be so full of
iniplenifiits. hives, etc., to see if any to handle

proves of value, and throw away the frame.
rest.

less

of them, or parts of the same will
help lis in securing' our product in
better shape, or "ive us more than we

in hot weather. I did not gain much
in regard to swarming, and they are
verylieavy to cany into and out of
the cellar but last spring I had 5 colonies in the shallow hives, and 10 in
the deep ones, all in good condition.
I put on a nest of 8 sections, partly

;

already secure with our lixturesTo illustrate
One little thins I
learned at a convention several years
ago has paid me for :ill I ever spent
attending conventions. It was this
Formerly my shipping cases had always bothered me, leaking so that
when I piled them up on top of the
other, the top one would leak a few
drops, more or less, on to the case of
the next one. AVhen they were shipped, the dust would settle and stick
places, thus spoiling the
to these
beauty of the nicest case. I tried
halving the joints of the cases together, and numerous other ways,
but leak they would, till I learned at
a convention that a sheet of good
manilla paper folded around a board
:

;

bees that the outside

is

nearly covei-ed

owner watch
week, or even a
month, and tliey not even issue at all.
No bee-master, worthy of the name,
in these days of advanced bee-culture,
with them, and

them

their

for days, a

allows his bees to nianceiiver thus.
There is nothing that delights the
ear of a bee-keeper more than to
hear the slogan, " the bees are swaming." They pour out of the hive in
steady columns, not one looking behind, but pushing straight ahead, rising, circling around until the air
seems alive with them. They sing a
the difference was so marked that I peculiar tune, while swarming, which
resolved to keep an account of tliem is never heard at any other time.
separately. The result is, that from When they are all organized in the
the 5 shallow hives I got 401) pounds open air,
of honey and 4 swarms; they did not
swarm so soon as those in the deep " Round ttie tine twitj;, like cluster'd grapes they
close.
hives, and I think the hives contained
thicltening wreaths, and court a short repose."
so as to make a tray which would just more bees and gave stronger swarms. In
the cases
From the lO^^deep frames I got 8
slip into the bottom of
It is best to hive swarms as soon as
would catch and contain all the drip. swarms and 300 pounds of honey
clustered, for they immediately send
By putting little strips across the bot- this is at the average rate of SO and 30 out scouts in search of a home, and if
tom of the cases }X of an inch square, each. It will be seen that the deep these remain until they return, no
the sections were held above the drip, hives had more room to fill up below. amount of persuasion will induce
and thus all was kept clean and nice and several colonies in them did not them to tarry. The peculiar hissing
get up to full working force as soon sound they "make while swarming,
for the retailer.
I might give other things I have as they ou^ht, but there was none agitates other colonies, and they may
learned and' other ways of making a that stored less than 15 pounds in the issue and unite with the first, until
convention pay, but it would make sections. I liope to be able to test there is a monster meeting, resulting
:

When

white clover
bloomed none of them had much
honey unexpectedly I noticed, after
a time, that all those in the shallow
hives were working freely in the
boxes, and had stored, I think, an
average of 25 pounds each, before the
bees commenced in the deep hives
tilled

with comb.
;

"

this article too'long.

Borodino. X. Y.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Deep or Shallow Frames.
"WILLIAM HALLEY.

A

good deal has been said about a
standard hive. You will get people
to think alike on this or any other
when they look alike but if it can be
shown by" actual test that one is any
better than the other, it may have an
influence with some. With this end
in view I propose to give an old man's
experience, hoping that others may
;

test

this matter more fully another year.
If I can get 25 pounds of white honey
in sections, it will be worth more to
me than the entire contents of a wellfilled hive in the fall, as I do not extract, and I have to use brimstone to
keep down the surplus colonies.
I will say that there are now about
800 Langstroth hives in use within
my acquaintance in some of the northern towns of this county. I do not

soon as the bees are fairly clustered,
remove them to the home they are to
occupy. Sometimes it answers best
to place the hive where it is to remain, and have a smooth board or a
sheet, whichever is preferred, in front,
and carry the bees to it this can be
done nicely when the limb or twig
uses upon which they have clustered is re-

know

to their

When

Prairie tanner.

I

;

at that time.
But to return to the hive I thought
after a time, that the frame was too
for successful
.shallow (ftijj inches)
wintering. I think now the trouble
was more the fault of being a beginner a wish for too rapid increase,
accompanied with bad seasons, and
not knowing as well as I ought, how
to take care of them. In late years I
find no difference between wintering
bees in them and in the deeper hives.
At any rate. I altered most of my
hives over so as to take a 11 -inch
;

—

L.

HARRISON.

This question is often discussed at
conventions and elsewhere. The why always appears to
me to be, that the Creator ordained
that they should, for the multiplying

bee-keepers''

of

their

species.

When

a

hive

is

teeming with population, and honey
is coming in freely, preparations are
made for swarming. Scientists tell
that when drones are
open air, bees construct
but I have opened many
which an Italian colony

a

swarm

is

to come on.
large, and rich in
;

;

MRS.

companions

honey and wax, bees frequently fall in
in
large bunches on the ground
such cases bring the hive to them,
but as soon as tliey are all in, put it
on the permanent stand before the

Why Bees Swarm— Hiving.

fji'si

;

;

of but one bee-keeper who
any other. This does not look much moved from the tree. If placed in
as though the Langstroth hive was front of the hive, and slightly jarred,
being abandoned.
tlie bees will enter, uttering'a joyful
Rockton. 111.
note that a home is found, and calling

it fully.

suppose that, perhaps, I made the
Langstroth hives in Winnebago
county at least I knew of none at
that time. In the spring of 186-5, I
made a dozen hives according to Mr.
Langstroth"s directions before I filled
any of them, however, Richard Griffiths brought some filled with bees
Italian
from Freeport.
I bought
queens from Mr. Langstroth 15 years
ago these were the first queens that
I know of being sent to these parts,
and Mr. Langstroth was the only per.son, as far as I know, thatsold queens

and loss to owners. Hives
and conveniences for speedy colonizing should be in readiness, and as
in vexation

flying in the
queen-cells
a hive, from
had just issued, in search of cells, and could
am not able to say
find none.
1
whether the common bees issue without building queen-cells or not.
It is impossible to determine the
exact time when a swarm will issue:
the bees may have capped their queeniis

;

scouts retiu'n.
lady who is engaged in bee-culture, writes me she fears being unable
" I
to hive her swarms. She says
have supplied myself with all necessary dress, and with hiving-box, hook
ancl poles, also with a hiving-bag,
with a hoop in the end, and if necessary can climb a tree." Some apiaries
are" supplied with large baskets, lined
with muslin, and have a burlap cover
or flap, which can be turned over
when full of bees. When many
swarms are issuing, the bees can be
left covered up for a short time, without detriment. Fountain pumps are
a convenience in wetting absconding

A

:

swarms, and in preventing swarms
from uniting. Newly hived swarms
slionld not he left inthe sun neither
cells, and may have their haversacks should hives be used that have been
packed for their journey, and a sud- exposed to its rays. Bees are excited
den rain cause them to suspend oper- and hot while swarming, and if not
;

:
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put into a cool hive, in a shaded place,
will desert. It is not necessary to
wash a hive with apple leaves or mint,
as our grandmothers did, but a bucketful of fresh cold water may be dashed
into a hive, washing out the dust, and
making it fresh and cool. Bees always desert a hive for good cause it
may have a disagreeable odor.
;

Peoria,

111.

For the American Bee Journal.

Michigan Hybrids.
W. H. SHIRLEY.

make by

this I fail most decidedly to
see neither do I know of any legal
principle whatever, whether relating
to tenures and titles, estates in fee or
entail, that will give Jones' bees tenure of my estate in fee, even if Jones
has stocked an apiary before I get
ready so to do. The principles of
law, as I understand them, require 20
years of adverse, uninterrupted and
exclusive use, to get tenure of my
estate in fee. Jones, by squatting on
my land for 20 years, may get a legal
title to it, but he certainly cannot get
such a title through such agents as
his bees. When Mr. K. comes to think
the matter over a little, he will see
that he has made a slight mistake in
his application of legal principles he
forgets that bees are partly in fera
natinv, and that while they are considered property while in sight of
their owner, or when occupying his
hives, the instant a swarm leaves
;

My experience so far with the
Michigan hybrids is, that they have
no control over the weather, so far as
I can see, and in consequence have to
gather thin honey sometimes, or none
at all. Such vvas the case here in 1882
(part of the season), and to put a
frame filled with honey in any posi- Jones' apiary and settles on my land
tion except the one in the hive, would without Jones' knowledge, the bees
cause the honey to run out. I can become mine by right of possession,
well see why Illinois doubts our word, if I choose to liive ihem. What then
with her strain of bees, for a descrip- becomes of tenures and titles ?
Foxboro, Mass., June 20, 1884.
tion of the same see pages 391 and 392.
In regard to reversible frames I
;

stand reversed, because by their use
I now can see that a larger majority
of our frames are more perfectly
filled with comb.
The brown German
bee and the Michigan hybrids with us
never needed their combs turned upside

down

to

them up

force

into the

surplus arrangements.
I have read tlie back numbers of
the Bee Journal also, such part of
the ' elsewhere " as I could find, and
yet fail to see any great bonanza in
reversible frames, except the one
point mentioned viz perfect combs,
and that is a valuable point.
Glenwood, Mich., June 23, 1884.

For the American Bee Journal.

Manufactured Comb Honey.
J.

W. MARGRAVE.

A few days

ago I chanced to meet a
of a large grocery firm of St.
Joseph, Mo., who very positively af-

member

that they had often bought
manufactured comb honey of Jerome
Twitchell, of Kansas City, tliat it was
sold to them for manufactured honey;
that he had met persons who had
been to the factory and had seen the
machinery, and l-neiv all about it.
It was in vain that I told him that
was all a mistake, that glucose had
For the American Bee JoumaL
often been mixed with extracted
Priority of Location.
honey and sold for pure honey but
that comb honey could not be made
J. E. FOND, JR.
by machinery, that that abominable
lie was the result of a silly canard
When I wrote my last article on written a few years ago. and had to
this subject, I intended to stop right be revamped "and
peddled around
there, and not allow myself to be every year or so, and tliat he was the
drawn further into the "discussion last man to so peddle it.
not that I had notning more to say,
I think it due to Mr. Twitchell to
but that I thought enough space had say that I think him incapaijle of any
been devoted to a matter that was co"mpIicity with fraud in such a deal,
more of a personal than apieultural if it were at all possible.
nature.
When, however, I am atinformant that Mr.
I told my
tacked as a lawyer, I feel it a duty to Twitchell had more sense than to
make a defence.
ruin his business in any such way.
Mr. R. J. Kendall, on page 392, ad- If Mr. T. wishes the name of the firm,
mits that legally I am riglit. and then I can give it, as also the name of wit" As a lawyer I am not a little nesses to the conversation who were
says
surprised at Mr. Pond's taking up the present it being in a grocery store
position he does, for the law in its where I had gone to try to sell some
goes dead against him." nice basswood comb honey.
Sucii
Erinciple
iCt us try and analyze this somewhat things are very embarrassing.
strange idiosyiicracy of Mr. K. He
At a meeting of our County Agiistates two propositions; first, I am cultural Society last fall, I was asked
legally right second, he is surprised to speak on bee-culture at the close
that I take the position I do, for not- of my remarks I was catechised by
withstanding tlie fact that I am one old man in regard to feeding bees
legally right", legal principles do not on glucose and letting them fill up
sustain me. AVell. I am willing to their combs in that way. He said a
leave this branch of the subject right M^. II. of Linn County, Iowa, fed his
there but Mr. K. goes a step further, bees on it, two days in the week, and
and opens up the question of tenures let them work the rest of the time on
and titles what point he expects to the flowers, etc., and said he had
;

—

firmed

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

spoiled the honey

made

coun-

in that

ty, etc., etc.

Now, Mr. Editor, what can be done
to stop all this despicable foolishness,,
that is corrupting the public mind in
regard to the adulteration of honey ?
It is very damaging to our legitimate
business, and we as bee-keepers must
do something to vindicate ourselves.
What shall it be
':*

Hiawatha, Kansas.
[The practice of feeding bees with
glucose, even though it were of harm-

was one of the greatest of
curses to the bee-keepers of America.
It opened the way for all these foolish
less intent,

honey,

manufactured comb

about

stories

etc.

We

are glad that these peddlers of
lies have located it somewhere at last. Xow Mr. Twitchell

Wiley's

will be able to clear

it

up,

we

think.

Mr. H., of Linn County, Iowa, we
hope will be able to show that these
are but foolish stories of gossippers,
without the shadow of proof except,
perhaps, the foolish practice of feeding bees glucose to keep them from
starving in the spring. Both gentlemen are invited to "speak out" in
the Bee .Journal.— Ed.]

Marshall County, Iowa. Convention.

The Marshall County, Iowa, BeeKeepers' Association met at Marshalltown on April 5.
The meeting was one of much interest all through, and was well attended. The following officers were
elected

for

the

coining

viz

year,

Joseph Swift. President, State Centre

;

G.

W.

Keeler.

Marshalltown
tary,

Le Grand

Vice-President,

W. Sanders, Secreand G. W. Calhoun,

J.

;
;

Treasurer, Marshalltown.
The Secretary made the following
report on the subject of a better display of the apiary at our county fair
I had a conference with the officers
of the fair, and was promised a department for the apiary, and a dona:

tion of .?2.5 in premiums and fixtures
for this important industry. By request of said ofiicers, I prepared a
premium list for the fair, including
almost all the arts and novelties of
apiculture, the object being to promote and encourage this industry in
and
a practical and scientific way
not for the money we may obtain on
premiums. In this way we can learn
much from each other, and at the
same time encourage the sale of our
;

honey.
On motion of Mr. Xichols, it was
decided that the society increase the
premiums of said list by donations,
and ."rS were subscribed and paid in
for that purpose. The executive committee were appointed to have charge
of tliis donation, and still solicit aid
by subscription for this purpose, it
being the desire of the society that
S50 more be raised for this purpose,
which would aid the fair appropriation verv much.
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He was questioned thus " How do
you prevent swarriungV" "I allow
"no drone comb, cut out the queencells, and keep
a good supply of
worker comb for tlie use of the queen.
I do not keep so many bees but that I
can attend to tliem in connection with
other work. I have Italian bees. I
do not use smoke, and I am not
troubled with their stinging when
'•
How many swarms would you working with them, for they have got
allow to the colony V" "Only one. used to it."
The subject for discussion at the
and if second swaims issue would
double up. I unite them by the use next meeting is, " Late Summer and
Fall Care."' The executive commitof smoke."
" How do you manage two swarms tee appointed (i. W. Putnam, of HolAfter an extensive and instructive
discussion on " Spring Management,"'
eoiicernina; ' Summer Care of Bees,"
Mr. J. Moore said lie had not given
his bees tlie attention they needed in
the past, owing to liis farm work, hut
intends to give more care in tlie future.
Had tried dividing, but did not
like it. for he got 3 or 4 weak colonies
instead of 2 good ones.

:

" I take two hives land, and J. W". .Sanders, of LeGrand,
and a sheet shake the bees on the to read essays. The society then adsheet and start them to both hives, journed to meet Saturday, July .5,
and capture one of the queens so as 1884, at 10:30 a. m., at the Court
to prevent both going into the same House in Marshalltown, Iowa.
hive, then add the captured queen to
Joseph Swift, Pres.
the one that proves queenless.
J. W. Sanders, 6'ec.
settled together V"
;

"

^Ir. L. Coaper sprinkles with water
to separate the swarms.
Mr. W. I*. Cover sets out as soon as
it will do in the spring, feeds rye Hour
and gets them to swarming as soon as
possible. He was questioned
"
do you prevent swarming

For the American Bee Journal.

Apis-Americana.
DR. G. L. TINKER.

:

How

y

" I kill the old queen
too much
In working my bees for comb
that issues with the first swarm, and honey without separators, several inreturn the swarm to the hive tliey teresting facts have been developed.
came from, and when it swarms again The first is, that there is a greater
with a young queen, I hive this difference in the comb building capaciswarm.
I some times add a. new ties of the various strains of bees
swarm to a weak colony. I had 23 than was supposed.
swarms in one day, last summer.
One caps over the combs very
When two or more settle together. I smoothly and white, and builds all of
separate them as has been stated, by their coinbs as true and regular as if
the use of a sheet and two or more laid off with a straight-edge. The
hives to drive them into. I use 5- comb built is also exceedingly delipound boxes for surplus honey. I cate, the amount of wax in it being at
never keep light colonies, for my ob- a minimum, and the nectar stored is
ject is honey and notincreasein num- as clear as water; the whole being
ber."
" fit for the gods " truly.
On •• Profits of Bee-Keeping," Mr.
Another strain builds heavy combs
ti. W. Keeler being called for, said (that is containing much wax), allie had kept bees for five years.
The though straight, and caps them over
first two years they did not pay ex- rouglily, and also only moderately
penses. The third year they made white. The same also stored at the
about S3 per colony, spring" count. beginning of white clover bloom quite
The fourth year, 1S82, he began with a quantity of wine-colored honey so
23 colonies, and obtained in comb and strong as to be unlit for the market.
extracted honey 4,738 pounds, which
Another strain builds delicate
is 2(ni pounds per colony, spring count. combs, but the capping looks as if
He sold .S700 worth of honey, and had water soaked. They also build in beall they could use besides.
The ex- tween the combs many bits of wax or
penses" were .SIOO.
The fifth year, cross-bars, which is a bad trait in any

18S3, he began with 37 colonies, took
3,730 i)(nnids of comb and extracted
honey ; 100 pounds per colonv. He
had sold S4(I0 worth, and had a quantity
on hand yet. Expenses were .SlOO for

hives and surplus arrangements.
Mr. L. Coaper stated he makes his
swarms or new colonies after the
honey season. His average per colony, soring count, in 1882, was 200
pounds of extracted and 20 pounds of
comb honey. He uses a large hive,
and has taken from a single colony at
one time 2 gallons of extracted honey.
He extracts from the body of the hive.
In 1882, from the same number of
colonies of equal strength run for
comb aiul extracted honey, he obtained ten times as much of extracted
as comb honey, and last vearsix times
as much.
He obtained in 1SS3, 100
pounds per colony, spring count. It
was not a very good honey year. One
trouble in extracting is ivet weather.

strain.
strain of German bees, crossed
with Italian drones, cap their combs

A

very white but roughly, and are
prone to liuild all ot their combs
crooked, so that with tliem it would
be impossible to get nice straight
combs without separators. They are
also inferior in many respects to the
Italians, do not m;ike so much honey.
and in the heighth of white clover
bloom have collected a lot of dirty-
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rapidly in the spring, and swarm carhj
getthe most out of them.
As I look at it, this is the ideal of
what " the (Miming bee " must be. By
a lucky hit I luive just such a strain
in which every one of the above points
would be hard to excel. The strain
was produced as follows
The beginning was a pure Syrian queen obtained from Mr. D. A. Jones, and
mated on the islands of the Georgian
bay. I have her still, although she
is now about three years old.
She has
not yet led a swarm this season, but
is soon expected to, as she has led a
swarm every year without regard apparently to "the fiow ot nectar, but
to

:

never early. She is very prolific, and
the workers are very gentle to handle,
even more gentle than the Italians.
Last season there was a second
swarm when I opened the hive and
began to cut out the queen-cells.
There were 2.") or more of them, and
they were laid on the tops of adjacent
hives. I had a number of tumblers
to put over them, but not enough, and
soon the young queens were flying
and running in all directions. After
some time I had killed them all but
one of the finest and largest. This
queen, I think (but of course do not
know), mated with an Albino drone.
Her bees were very beautiful and gentle, so I bred a number of queens, and
introduced to colonies not up to my
idea, and these queens were mated
with Italian drones. They were at
first, on emerging from the cells, almost white, but soon had the general
appearance of Italian queens. The
bees from each of these queens build
comb like the bees of their mother,
and cap it over very white. They
build no cross-bars of wax, and as
truer combs were ever obtained by
use of separators, and the sections used on two of the colonies are
nearly 6 inches square. The brood
combs, likewise of the new colonies,
are built as straight and regular as it
is possible to be, and were spaced IV.^
inch.
In clipping the fine queen above referred to, in April, I found her to be
the largest and strongest queen I ever
handled, and I clip all queens held between the thumb and forefinger of the
In breeding up, the past
left hand.
spring, she had 11 Gallup frames filled
almost solid with brood on May 1. I
then gave her no more, and she led
the

my

swarm on May

24.
She could
Gallup frames
with brood by the first of June. Her
bees will produce more than twice the
amount of comb honey of any Italian
first

easily have filled

18

colony I have.
Her daughters were in hives made
to hold only 9 frames, so I could not
give them more combs, and they did
not have a fair chance, but far exceed
the Italians in the number of bees
and tlie quality and the amount of
their work. What these queens require is a hive holding not less than

colored nectar, and stored in sections.
Yet they are located near by.
What bee-keepers want is a strain
of bees that will build clean, straiglit
combs without separators, cap them
over white and smooth, and at the 10 Langstroth or 12 Gallup frames in
same time use as little wax as possi- breeding up. But I have never had
ble in their construction. (True, such an Italian ([ueen that could fill that
comb honey does not ship so w'ell, but many frames full of brood by the
those who consume it will appreciate first of June. All my full colonies
it, and want more.)
They must be were fed in April and May, and sevprolific and good workers, breed up eral Italian colonies were pushed to

:

;
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the utmost, but iu eveiy case have
turned out second best to the colonies
of the new strain wliich weie fed less,
-and of which less was expected.
"What caused me to supersede the
other daughters and grand-daughters
of the old Svrian queen that I have
reared at difterent times, was because
the workers capped their honey so
that it appeared water-soaked, and
also because some of them had mated
with black drones and were ugly.

the

gallon,

Nearly

all

77 pounds. for do hours before they would all enhoney we have ex- ter at once. I shall never move bees

would be
the

again in cold weather. To fasten
foundation iu the frames, I slit the
top bar in the centre to within one
inch of one end: that keeps them together till they are notched and ready
for the foundation then with a back-

tracted up to this date, this season, is
poplar, and so thick that it was diffi1 think this the linest
cult to extract.
honey produced. I like the flavor of
it better than white clover, although
it is not so light iu color.

;

saw separate the two halves,

John Faris.

start a
nail in one-half of the frames 4 inches
from each end. and lay the foundation on the other half ; smooth and
Foundation with Deep Cells.
straighten it, bring the other half to
it comes that the bees of niy
In the latter part of May I put sev- its place and drive the nails through,
favorite queen and her daughters
build such nice white combs while eral samples of the deep-celled foun- then the top-bar is ready for the
the others have not, I will leave to dation, mentioned on page 3->5, in the frame. In tliis way I can put on ten
otliers to explain, but of one thing I second story of one of my hives, and times as much foundation in the same
am assured, the " coming bee '" has no the bees built it up nicely. As far as time, and in better shape than in any
lean see now. they will make very other way.
C. \\ Stanley.
German lilood in her veins.

Town House.

Ya,, June

2A, 1884.

How

.

New

Philadelphia. O., June

2-5,

good combs with

1884.

Dunlap, Iowa, June

it^

Cincinnati, O.

IS, 1884.

Wm. Stubbing.
Not a Honey Plant.

What Ails my Bees?
My bees have swarmed

My bees are working on white clohut once ver." Enclosed find leaves and bloom
this season. I luive 7 colonies in good of a plant, the seed of which was
at among some sweet clover seed I sowed
condition, in Langstroth hives
the brood- a year ago. This plant looks like tansy
least we call them that
deep,
10
inches
chamber is 12x16, and
when first coming up; it has from 10
with 6 frames inside and Si^g inch to 17 stalks from one root, and grows
houev-board ontop.aud 3 honey boxes from IS to 24 inches high. What is it
over that.
G. W. Hesson.
If it is a honey plant I will let it go to
Dulauey. Ky.. June 17, 1884.
if not. I want to destroy it beseed
it seeds my lield.
[One swarm from each colony should fore
D. S. Kalley.
satisfy you. unless you wish increase
Femdale, Ind., June 19, 1884.
instead of honey. The hive is an
[The plant is Archangelica liirsuta,
antiquated mongrel, but management
entirely worthless for honey.— T. J.
is of more imijortance than the parBURRELL.]
Ton should use
ticular kind of hive.
one or two-pound sections instead of Bee-Keeping in Texas,
the 3 large boxes, however. They are
I have before given my experience
completely out of date now.— Ed.]
in apiculture uii' to Feb. 1, 1S83. I
began with 31 colonies; increased to
Ho Swarms.
•50.
However, owing to inexperience
4-3
Generally, the bees have wintered and a poor honey season. I had but
with only small losses, but they con- to go into winter quarters (if I may
my extreme
sumed a larger quantitv of honey than "se such an expression
The Southern home). For on the last day
is usual while iu confinement.
work
spring has been so late, cold and of December my bees were at
rainy that in most cases the bees have on a late crop of sorghum, and the
;

;

Excellent Honey Crop.
The season was slow here, that is,
the early part of it, but is now most
excellent for clover surplus. Swarming commenced unusually late, but
once having commenced, it is exceedingly rampant, though not equal to
We are bound to get an
last year.
average crop of surplus from clover
this season, because we have got it
now, and still it comes. Our bees
shake their heads at " loose '" honey
" laying around."
They prefer the
nectar in its virgin bloom.

G. W. Deji.\eee.
Christiansburg, Ky., June 23. ISS4.

!

I

:

]

I

j

|

j

;

Bees Working on Clover.

m

1

started this season with 120 colonies, and they have the boxes mostly
I

i

but not capped sufficiently to
be removed. As the brood-chambers
are also full. I find it impossible, in had to be fed until this week and. so
the absence of tiering up material, to far. there have been no swarms cast
Ten that I have heard of yet. and in my
keep them from swarming.
swarms yesterday, and more to-day, opinion, there will not be any for 10
makes a" tired "bee-keeper '-hump days more. White and Alsike clover
commenced blooming one week ago,
himself."
L. Hubbard.
but vielded no honey until yesterday,
TV'aldron, Mich., June 2-5. 1844.
tilled,

"ild flowers of the country. It was
well for me (to use a familiar term)
that it was an ' oft' year" in honey.
It gave me time to study, to read, and
to put in practice the working of the
apiary. I have studied all the works
I could procure, and the Bee Journal, which comes weekly freighted
with words of cheer and practical advice. At no time through the winter
was there more than 3 days at a time
that mv bees were not on the fly. On
Feb. 2 "my bees brought iu their first
fruits of "1884 ; they came loaded with
pollen. I then began the work of
1SS4 feeling verv much of an apiarist.
Out of the 45 I found one dead and 4
queenless, and the majority of the remaining 40 were weak. I fed none,
though I see now that it was false

;

and iiow the bees

Honey

My

report for 1883

a"re

working hard.

this is the oft' year for basswood
bloom, there will not be more than a
half yield from that; and unless the
weather will be favorable for the
clover, the yield of honey from it will
not be more than half of a crop.

As

Report.
is

as follows

:

I

ran 27 colonies for honey last season,
which gave me 2,2-jO pounds of honey,
mostly extracted, making an average
of S3" pounds and a fraction to the
colony. In 18s2 my report from 17

E.J. Smith.
Addison. Yt., June 16, 1884.
was l,40u and some odd
pounds, making an average of 84
in Frames.
pounds and a fraction to the colony. Fastening Foundation

colonies

Up to this date, this season, I have
extracted about three barrels, and the
flow still continues. I have on hand
about -500 pounds of last year's crop
unsold, which is all granulated, and
almost as nice as granulated sugar
the balance I sold at 12^2 cents per
pound. I have a Eoot chaff hive from
which I extracted 7 gallons of honey
at one time, this season, and it will
be ready to extract from again in 4 or
5 days.

The

7 gallons at 11

pounds

to

I
I

i

am

a beginner in the bee-business.

and I am having some strange developments and experience. The first of
last December I bought 9 colonies in
Langstroth hives, moved them 30 rods
to my new bee-house all right, and
packed them for winter. On March
12, 4 colonies were dead, on .March 18
another one died, and by May 1. 7 colonies had died. The 2 "saved are now
My third
strousr and are doing well.
swariii hung on the outside of the hive

economv. From Feb. 1 we had an
bees have
spring.
^ly
unusual cold
-.
,,
been up on a continual boom ot 4
.

:

!

'

i

i

I

1

-

By

following Doolittle s admontlis.
vice upon spring management, I got
my colonies as near the same strength
as possible. On April 1, I had my first
swarm. I have increased them to '70.
On Mav 1 the 70 colonies took to the
horse-mint. I did my first extracting
on May 26. then in every 8 davs each

I

J

—
427
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Plan for an Apiary.
frame would be full, and the bees
were starting; in the 2-incli cap. I use
For the last two years I have been
hive, but not the
the LauLCstioth
very successful in the culture of bees
standardframi'. I run for extracted
and" grapes. I want to enclose a piece
ANSWERS BY
the frame to run
1 ihauiied
hone\
of ground with a tight board fence 6
with
the
pleased
crosswise.
am
I
feet high all around, except the porMich.
Dowagiac,
Heddon,
lames
one
sections,
few
change. I had but
tion near iiiv house, as Mr. Heddon
and two-pound. They have been
directed on i')age .'iiMi and on the same
Idled, and so even, without separators,
page is his plan for locating the hives.
that, out of AKi. there is not more Cleansing Wax.
The plan, 1 think, is a good one.
tlianlOtliat could not be crated. I
1. Can two hives Vie set together one
1. Which is the best way to cleanse
date, extracted some old, dark-colored combs V
liave. up to
facing the east, the other the south;
1,310 pounds, and took 400 pounds of
2. Is it of
anv use to cut holes with the end of one to tlie side of the
comb honev. I expect another run on through the co'uibs, when putting other in the sliape of a T, a few
the IJra/.iror red wood. I feel en- bees into winter quarters V
inches apart so that one shade or
couraged, and know that I will be
cover will protect them both, two and
E. AV. Merrill.
instructed U)v ISSo.
two, 10 feet apart each way V Will
Barker Creek, June 16, 1884.
Jno. a. Ejiison.
that be too
thick— my ground is
\S>H.
Mission ^'aIley, Tex.. June 17,
Answers.— 1. Old dark combs, if limited V
otherwise good, need not to be dis2. After placing the hives as above
carded or melted, and they need no mentioned, then plant a grape vine, 3
Carbolic Acid for Quieting Bees.
cleansing.
or 4 feet south of each hive, setting a
I notice in the Weekly Bee .Jour2. The "use'" of this practice has good locust or mullberry post, 3 feet
nal an article on handling orquieting never struck me with force enough to deep and 7 feet high, with two crossbees, where carbolic acid is used, by make me think that it pays for the bars in the shape of a letter X of good
an Euglislnnau. and claimed to be trouble to bees and bee-keeper.
wood, and wire interwoven for vines
superior to smoke. 1 would ask him
to run upon, making a shade for each
if he has had any experience in the
Foundation. set of hives. 6 or 7 feet square overuse of the acid V Does he use it of Removing Starch from
liead V
dilute
be
absolute strength, or does
Please tell, through the Bee JourOne of these to 10 feet square will
of
water
cent,
If so, what per
it y
nal, how to remove the starch or leave 3 or 4 feet all around, by keepregular
on
a
are
does be use y Bees
alkali used upon the rolls from foun- ing
them trimmed while growing.
•'
boom "' here. ]SIv hives are all full dation sheets. I find some ditficulty Would such be in the way of the bees,

What

and Baxv.

.

;

E. II. W. McCrary.
Lindale, Texas, June 23, 18S4.

drying the sheets when packed. while at work ?
J. M. Pratt.
Bees are booming, and hard to prevent
Todd's Point, Ky.
L. Hubbard.
from swarming.
[Will our English correspondent
Answers.— 1. I do not see how you
Waldrou, Mich.
can make one shade board do justice
please reply to tliese queries. Ed.]
Ansaver. I know of no better way to 2 hives. Again, when manipulatthan rinsing in water. Pile the sheets
one, the ottier is in the way.
Poor Prospect in Southern California up edgewise on sloping shelves, and ing
2. Regarding the grape vines, I preTtie
The season of 1884 opened with a they will soon drain and dry.
fer a "readily movable " shade, such
fair prospect for a good yield of honey, white precipitate removing from the as the wide board before described
but for the last month we have not use of lye, is perfectly innocent and and that I can take out of the way enhad o clear days, and it is very dis- harmless. I presume the same is true tirely, just when I desire. There are
We know whereof we times of the year when we want
couraging to the I'ee-keeper in this of starch.
part of ( 'alifornia. Bees have swarmed speak by careful experiment among everything tending to shade, out of
very well and swarming is about the bees.
the apiary and when " room is limover. I started in the spring with 67
ited," I should certainly prefer the
colonies increased to 130 by natural Increase.
shade-board to a vineyard. The vines
swarming. I expect about 30 more.
would not, if properly trimmed and
I have purchased a superior colony,
Mr. Enas complains of bad weather and I wish to increase the stock as trained, interfere with the egress and
in Napa, and says it looks discourag- fast as I can. I do not care for honey ingress of the workers.
JOHX L. Secok.
ing.
this year, what is my best method of
Monterey, Cal., June 14, 1884
procedure? 1 cannot see any queen- Errata.
They are storing fast from
cells yet.
On page 405, in the second paraoceans oi white clover.
White Clover Yielding Finely.
graph of " My Winter Report," read
J. H. Scott.
Gaylord, Mich.
" and excess of jioUen not at all. Read,
"White clover is yielding finely. I
of granulated sugar. Let
have never known the bees to be
Answer. There is no method of 11 barrels add,
that the 45 poUenless
here
busier than at the present.
increase a description of which would me
c(Uild not breed till later
W. Z. Hutchinson.
this department, or colonies that
of surplus.

in

—

;

;

;

;

:

—

be suitable for

preceptibly
would advise a beginner to in the season, are very
after " unahead
of those that did
rather
colony
would
your
If
practice.
remove " to breed from," I
gather honey than swarm, give them tested,"
I do not
Married.— At New Boston, 111., plenty of surplus room. Sell the suppose it was my mistake.
except
tit to breed from
May lo, 1884, at 7:30 p. m., by the honey and buy increase, is my advice. consider any for
qualities, and most
those tested
Eev. II. K. Metcalf, Miss Mary Scudthoroughly too.
der. adopted daughter of L. H. ScudThe Use of Salt in the Apiary.
der. to Mr. Will M. Kellogg, of Oneida,
111.
Will it do anv injury to throw salt
1^ The Lucas County Agricultural
to kill the
We congratulate our young friend in front ofwasthetoldhives,
Society offers the following premiums
kill
the
it
would
weeds V I
at its i7th annual exhibition, Sept. 10,
for his wisdom in entering this kind of
young l)rood. What is the best way 11 and 12, 1884
Best colony of Italpartnership. Being a beeman ought to keep the weeds out of the apiary V
ians, SIO, S8 1-iest colony of Cyprians,
Subscriber.
A.
and
this
disposition,
to insure a sweet
§10, S8 best colony of hybrids, S8, $6;
§3 best honey,
in turn will cause the honeymoon to
Answer.— No. the salt will not best honey, comb, $5,
best bee-hive, $3.
shine on through life. We hope the effect the young brood if thrown down extracted, $3, §2;
will
Association
the hives. I would cut the The Bee-Keepers'
festal board of our friend may, in in front of
in July,
3 or 4 times during the season, meet on the second Saturday
weeds
with beautiful
time, be swarmed
at 1 p. m. sharp.
or lay a board down in front of the at the Court House
workers, and not a drone among hive, or both, and use the salt for All are requested to attend.
Chariton, Iowa. A. Reusch. Sec.
some more useful purpose.
them. Magazine.
Kogersville, Mich..

June

14, 1884.

which

I

;

:

;

;

;

—

:
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GETTING LP CLUBS.

Local Convention Directory.
1884.

Time and place of
—Northern Mich.,

MeetiiiQ.

To increase the number of readers
Bee Journal, we believe, will

Alma. Mich.
Palmer. Sec, McBride. Mich.
Chicago.
III.
at
Northwestern,
15,
16.—
Oct.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
Mich.
Mich.,
at
Fremont,
Western
Nov. 25.—
Geo. E. Hilton. Sec.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State. atLansinp.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton. Mich.

Oct.

II, 12.

at

of the

F. A.

Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
For safety, when sending money to

name on

this office get either a post office or ex-

|y

In nrder to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full partieulara of

press

money

New York

time and place of future meetings.— kd.

order, a bank draft on
or Chicago, or register the

Postage stamps of any kind
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
Office of The amekican Bee JuniN'AL,
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
Monday. 10 a. m., June 30, 1^84.
American Express money orders for
The following are the latest quota- 1-5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
tions for lionev and beeswax received
We wish to impress upon every one
up to this hour
the necessity of being very specific,
CINCINNATI.
and carefully to state what they desire
for all honey is very slow;
letter.

may be sent

Honey and Beeswax Market.

I

i

:

HONEY— The deraand

dull and varices range from 6(^fic for exDifferent I'ts of choice comb honey in
tracted
small sections have been offered and sold in our
market lately at 12(il4c per lb. As I predicted
some time h^o, the preference for the production
of comb honey seems to be prevalent: and. as we
have the best prospects for an abundant harvest
Ibis year, we may prepare tor low prices.
Is in good demand; choice yellow
CHAS. F. MtJTH.
brings 35c a lb. on arrival.

market

BEESWAX—

NEW

YORK.

HONE Y— Present sales of comb honey are slow,
andwill be until the new crop arrives. We quote
Fancy white J lb. sections, glassed. L'iCojUc; fair
to Rood in i:-lb. sections, glassed, W'ni'.ic: dark
grades in 2-lb. sections, glassed, I0^l:2c. No 1-lbs.
in this market. K.\tracted, white. Sfetic; dark and
buckwheat. 7^sc.
BEESWAX- Prime yellow, a4®35c.
:

McCaui. & HiLDRETH,

HONEY-The

we

BOJ.T0N.
sale of honey

are oliliged to

Ibs.

to

is

34

Hudson St.

almost over, and
l.'ic. and2'4No 1-lbs. in the

combs for

sell J-lh.

from

lii^-lbs.

IO@i;;c.

Extracted, S^loc.

market.

BBB-SWAX-35C.

Blake & kiplet, ^7 Chatham
CHICAGO.

Street.

HONBY-The new crop of comb honey is coming
on the market, and nearly all of the arrivals to
note are in go(»d order, and the quality of the
honey is of the best, being white, and tiavorthat of
Clover and linden: frames are unusually wellflUed. The crop of comb honey of 1h83 is nearly
all cleaned ui'.
We have not had any old comb
honey to offer for several days. Extracted honey
is in very light demand, and prices irregular: the
stocks

I

are large.

'f it

BKESWAX — Not

also light at

:in(y,n7c

plentiful, but the
for fair to prime.

Burnett.

R. A.

demand

South Water

lei

is

St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— There are moderate receipts but little
or no demand. A'alues are not well defined.
White to extra whit.^ comb. 15(5 l.'.'c; dark to good,
10@13c: extracted, choice to extra white. .">i*i7c;
dark and candied..'i(a.—
BEES WAX- Wholesale. 27^®:*>c.
Stearns & Smith. 423 Front Street.

KANSAS

HONEY— Some

CITY.

activity has developed in
since ray last report, and several
little

the honey market
thousand pounds have gone out in the past few
days, both comb and extracted. But it happens to
be only a liunching of orders, and has had no material effect on prices, which rule at l4H(a 15Xc for

comb, and

extracted.
BEESWA.X Nominal, at 3n®3.=ic.
If any <)ne lins failed to receive a copy of my little Pamphlet on "Preparing. Packing and Shipping
Honey," 1 will he pleased to mail one free.
JERO.ME TwicHELL. ,M4 Walnut Street7(^.'^4c for

ST. LOQIS.

HONEY — Steady; demand
small.
tracted

:

Comb.

1:2(5

14c per

lb.,

and supply both
and strained and ex-

(iisnttoc.

BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON & Co..

104 N. 3d Street.

aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We,tlierefore",
offer the following
premiums for
getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
JouBNAL will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, S2.00; Monthly, fl.OO),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
they send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the
'

money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^' When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should American "Popular" Dictionary,
not write anything for publication on comprising every word in the English
the same sheet of paper, unless it can language that enters into speech or
be torn apart without interfering with writing; it contains 32,000 words and
for the

The edi- phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages;
and business departments are it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
separate and distinct, and when the sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
business is mixed up with items for desired.
publication it often causes confusion.
Subscriptions for two or more years
They may both be sent in one envelope for one person, will count the same

either portion of the letter.
torial

but on separate pieces of paper.
as each year for a different person.
1^ It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
Subscription Credits.— We do not
an unexpired contract, he can do so
acknowledge receipt of each subscriponly by paying regular rates for the
label on your
number of insertions his advertise- tion by letter. The
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
ment has had.
subscription
is
to which your
^" All money orders from foreign date
paid. When you send us money, if
countries, should be made payable at the proper credit is not given you,
Cliicas^o, as the " Madison Street Sta- within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
tion "is not an International office.
label notify us by postal card. Do
(^ III reply to many correspondents not wait for months or years, and
The subscriplet us say that we take any kind of then claim a mistake.
postage stamps at their face value- tion is paid to the end of the month
Silver indicated on the wrapper-label. This
including the 3 cent ones.
should liever be sent by mail, as it en- gives a continwd statement of account.
dangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
Emerson Binders— made especially
envelope and is lost in that way.
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
1^- We carefully mail the Bee
gold on the back, and make a very
Journal to every subscriber, but convenient way of preserving the Bee
should any be lost in the mails we will Journal as fast as received. They
cheerfully send another, if notified will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
before all the edition is exhausted.
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
^° AVe now club the British Bee cents. They cannot be sent by mail
Journal and our Monthly for $2. .50, or to Canada.
it and the Weekly for $3..50.
;

^° We have received the Circular
and Price List of Bagnall Bros. & Co.
for 1884-85, in Turua, New Zealand.
All who intend to be systematic in
It contains 24 pages and is nicely
their work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The printed with a cover, and illustrated
prices will hereafter be as follows
with lots of American engravings of
supplies. The Bee Jourbee-keepers'
on
pages)
$1
50
colonies
For
(120
" 100 colonies (220 pages
1 25
nal congratulates New Zealand upon
Apiary Register— New Edition.

|

CLEVELAND.

:

HONEY—

The honey market is fairly active on
best white lb. sections at ISc; 2 lbs, best wh te
not quite so active at 7c; 1 lb. sections sell quickly
arrival,
and
often are sold to arrive. Second
on
qualities continue very dull— .are hardly salable at
1

1

any

price.

Extracted

BBESWAX-Scarce
A. c.

is

not wanted.

Kendel.

115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
16(S)17c:

extracted, "(^esc.
<jEO.

W. MEADE &

CO.. '213

" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1-50

such a creditable enterprise.

The

at 35c.

Market

St.

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

L

•

I

I
»

;
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From Mr. C!. \V. Demaree, Christiausburg,
Ky.—"The Convention Iland-Uook is the

Convention Hand-Book.

most e.\quisitel\ K-ollen \ip, and the nicest
works.
a uii-e Pocket Companion for book in mv eolli-etion of apicnltural
It contains mueli \alualde information, and
bee-keepers. It is beantifiilly printed especially as nuinj- of the pr^-siding otlieers
our convent ion's arc selected to HU those
on toned paper, and hound in tlotli— of
important positions liecause of their practical
skill as apiarists rather than for their
price .50 cents.
fitness as presiding olHcers. this little work
contains a copy of a model will tin a long-felt want. Please accept ray
It
" Constitution and By-Laws '" for the thanks for your untiring labor to promote
It is

formation of Societies for Bee-Keep-

the ajiicultural interest of the country."

From Dr. G. L. Tinker. New Philadelphia,
ers— a simplified manual of Parlia- Ohio.— "1 prize the Convention Hand-Hook
very
nuu-h, and it will be a valuable aid to
mentary Law and Rules of Order for
The
bce-kei-pcrs

alli-ndiiig

conventions.

as well as (luc'stioiis lor dis(-ussion are concise, and
tlie Held Id the nuist interesting and
members, a blank form for making cover
unsettleil points ui bee-culture. The book
a Programme will help to syslrmi/.e convention work, and
reports
statistical
enable the members (o do business properly."
discussion
at
for
of
questions
From Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, Bogersville,
such meetings— model Premium Lists
Mich.—" If every bee-keeper would read the
for Fairs which may be contracted or Convention Ha'nd-ltook, and profit by its
our Con\-ciitions would be more
enlarged, and then recommended to perusal,
orderly and hiwv nmre beneficial."
the managers of adjacent County or
From Mr. George Hilton, Fremont, Mich.District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for "I think the Convention Hand-Book is destined to fill a long-felt want, and should be
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
in the hands of every intelligent bee-keeper."
"We have aimed to make it suitable for

the guidance of

officers

—

any

locality,

and a book that

will

com-

mend

Honey

as

Food and Medicine.

itself to every bee keeper in the
English-speaking world.
A pamphlet of 16 pages giving
We have had some bound in Enssia Recipes for Honey Medicines, all kinds
leather, with colored edges— price 60
of cooking in which honey is used, and
cents.
healthful and pleasant beverages.
We will supply them by the dozen at We have put the price still lower,
25 per cent, discoimt, post-paid.
to encourage bee-keepers to scatter
them far and wide. Single copy 5
AVIiat tliej- Say of it:
cents, postpaid per dozen, 40 cents
From Prof. .\. J. Cook, Lansing-, Midi.—" I per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
hii\e g-rciitly to thank you forg-ettiug up the
or 1000 for
Hand Book. postpaid for $10.00
ox<iuisite little Convention
Surely the old 'saying' is true— being- a thing- $1500. On orders of 100 or more,
of beauty, it ought to be a joy forever."
we will print, if desired, on the
" I'resented by,'' etc.,
From Mr. A. 1. Root, Medina, O.— " Send cover-page,
dozen of the Convention Hand-Books. (giving the name and address of the
me
We have had quite a number of inquiries for bee-keeper who scatters them). This
something of that sort, and yours seems to alone will pay him for all his trouble
be quite nieely g-otten up, and just what is
and expense— enabling him to dispose
wanted."
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
From Mr. J. E. Pond, Fo.vboro, Mass.—"The
Convention Hand-Book is just the thing.
(^ To give away a copy of " Honey
The digest of Parliamentary Rules it eouMedicine " to every one who
;

-

lains will prove of great value to every one.
I trust it will receive the patronage it so well

deserves."
G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.— " I
am in receipt of the new Convention HandBook, and must congi-atulate you on the
hap]>.v thought of such a work, and the neat
a[)|>earance of the book. It Is a work you
may well be proud of, both as to the matter
it contains, and the splendid material used
in its make-up. It will meet along-felt want;
and, were it so that I could attend conventions as in former years, ten times the price
would not seem too much to pay for it, for
by the instruction therein given, any man
could be kept from many a blunder, much to
his mortitication. I hope in the near future
to again be at liberty to go to con^'entions.
when 1 shall prize the work very highly."

;

as Food

and

buys a packaye of honey, will sell almost
any quantity of it.

Bingham Corner.
M.uiKNOO, Ii.T.., .Tunc 18. LSS4.
The IJoelor Siibdilt'N All Mr. T. F.
BiN(:n.\M. Dear .-^ii-:- I'vv used the "Doctor"
till its all dauliid up with bee-g-lne, and aldiil not like
though at hrst sight 1 th(}ught
anything so large. I could not now be induced
except by the diri-st poverty, to clo with any
thing snuiller. .\s a nuitter of "economy"
any of the
I noK-li pn-lerlhe "Doctor" to
clH'ai>i-r smokers, of which I have worn out
several, 'i'lie "Doctor" has entirely cured
me, so that I am now a Bingham man, as my
wife always has been. If the somewhat
vague reiiiark in your letter means that
nothing was charged f(n- the Smoker sent,
c.veept the reading of j-our letter, I shall be
very glad of another "Doctor" forthc money
senj. so that my wife won't take mine from
me. Bees just booming on white clover.
Yours Truly,
C. C. Millek.

—

1

WooDAnu's Landino, Wash.

Dear Sirs
Hetheri.noton,
Conqueror
— Find enclosed nioue.v for
mail
— one to
Smokers, which please semi per
e.ach. Dr. Balch, ,1. M. Louderbaek. and H.
A. Towner. The Coiujueror is the best
.-Mironia, Mich.,

— "The
111.

1^ A

Canadian wishes us to state
Journal, whether we take
Canadian money for subscription or
books. We do and for fractions of a
dollar, Canadian postage stamps may
be sent.
;

Smoker

From Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria,
Bee-Keepi-rs' Convention Hand-Book is a
It should be in the hands of every one
who attends a bee-convention. and then there
will be no need of embarrassment on account
of ignoratici-ol Parliamentary Rules. Accept
my thanks for samide sent."

From Mr. .las. Heddon, Dowagiae, Mich.—
"The Bee-Keepers' Convention Hand-Book

GIVEN COMII FOUi\DATION

saw

advertised, but conceived no appro.ximateideaof its great value
to bee-keepers attending conventions, until
I perused it.
Many times the price of my
copy would be no temptation for me to do
without it. It will make us all want to talk
at once, I fear. You deserve the thanks of
all, and I herewith tender mine for this
helper."
is

received.

I

it

I

ever used.

May 17,

KcspectfuUy,

H.Hastings.

1884.

Conquer

Dresden, Tex., May

'38,

tlie

Bingham.

"Cyps."—T.

F.

1884.

Abronia. Mich.. Dear Sir: — Enclosed find
g^l.75, for which please send, per mail, one
"Conqueror Smoker" to Major H. A. High,
Waxahachie. Tex. He bought a Cyprian
Queen from me. and the Bees have worsted
the old gentleman. I told him that the Con<jue]'or Smoker would conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it
never failed." Respectfully,
B. F.

Borodino, N.

Y..

Carroll.

Aug.

1.5,

188'2.

Cyprians Conquered— .\ll summer long

it has been " which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees 1 have — but at

" boss.
Bingham's Conqueror
did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smoker of Bingham. Respectfully.
G. M. Doolittle.
last

am

T

'"'

Smoker

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker(wide shield) ..SSj inch. .$3 00
" .. 115
ConquerorsiniikeviwiileshieldlS
Large smoker iwide shield). ...2'/2 " .. 150
" ..125
2
Extra smoker (wide shield)
" ..100
2
Plain smoker
..
Wonder smoker
13^ "
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,

65

Little

115

2ineh

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

rates.
T. F.

BINGHAM.

P. M., or

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA, MICH.

MANUFACTORY
SECTIONS,
FOR HIVES,

I

am now prepared

&c.

to supply dealers

and con-

sumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping
Crates, etc.,

&

Italian Queens
Syrian
BY KKTtKN MAIL,.
each. I'ntested, Single Queen
Twelve for ¥10.00.
Si.\ for J.'.-.'iO.
?1.00.
(clotln with order for t.iueens,
Manual
Cook's
only 90 cents. Sale- arrival guaranteed.

gem.

:

;J

From

in the ]3ee

Ter.

The Best Smoker. — To Bingham &

Tested.

if'2..'iO

I.

GOOD,

G. H.

KNICKGRBOCKEB,
PINE PLAINS,

I

malic a specialty of

LANGSl'ROTH

MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made
from Poplar.

Addre.-*s,

OEOBOE TAYI.OR,
UDNDKB, KaneCo

ICtfl-iBtf

,

ILL.

^^MITH & SMITH
111 L'ive awuy ri.'KKi of theirlilu^trnted Catalogue and PriceListof Bee-'\eeper«s'Su|»i»ne«.
Speclul Alteii(l<M» niven to the

Simplicity One-Piece Section,
Also Hives, Smokers. Foundation,

N. Y.

etc.

SJIITH & SMITH,

Choice Queens a Specialty.

Circulars and samples free. Send for them.
It will pay you to do so. before ordering elsewhere. Wax worked on the Given Press for
10 to 'M ets. per lb., according to the number
of square feet to the pound.
2.'Seowtf

all kinds.

A.NL)

Want

SPARTA, TENN.

23Dtf

And

R.

of

uDlot

MCCn
Ynil
UU WtCU

KENTON, Hardin

Co..

OHIO.

National Beal Estate
Index. Full of TRADES,

the

Bargains and Real Estate news. 50 cts.
a year. Sample copy free. Address,
IV. li. <iRIG«S, Kirksville, Mo.

,

'
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BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
MAXrAL OF THE APIART.

Or.

SOLD SINCE

11,000

1876.

laih Th»ii«aii<l .lust Out
nth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months!
3, 000 Suld the iiasC Year.
More than 5(i pages, and more than 50 tine illus-

SECTIONS.
i^M=f:

:

trations were added in the sth edition. Ihe whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and con tains the
very latest in respect 10 bee-keeping. Itis certainly
the fullest and most scientiflc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall. !S1 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
Author and Publisher,
A. .1.
State Agricultural College, 1,ANSING,MICH.

COOK.

ISCTt aiD12t

JOSEPH

1884.

1884.

Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

Italian

BXTRACTOUS, COMB FOUNDATION, &o.
Address, Sunny Side Apiary, NAPA, CAL.

HEADQUARTERS
For

THE SOUTH

IN

inanutacture of

t.if

and

my

FAUI- r..

TESTED
Nuclei,
I.-J.

from March to November.

QUEENS,

f;^.5(i

tractor.

liees

Illustrated Catalogue.
"VI AL.I-ON. Bayou Goula, La.

and

OiCAR

*l'; untested. $1;
$4..'>n.
Mississippi

F.

4-frflme

Wax

BLKDSOE, Grenada,

Ex-

Miss.

2iCiJt

VEHICLE,
SEXD A PO.STAL CARD TO THE

COLUMBUS BUGGY

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO,
When

And

Rush Comes.

not Wait until the

We will not manufacture Hives and Shipping
Crates this season, as we have fixed over all our
machinery for making the One-1'iece Sections.

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

49BCtf

A>
Dollar Queens.

1883.

1.

Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our suPEKioii Vehicles can be seen, will be
sent.

We have the largest factory in the world for
manufacturing flrst-class and SUPERIOR
Bus;g'ies, Fliaeloiit^, Li»;lit Carriages,
Surrey \%'agoiis.

QUEENS

ITALIAN

BEKS

I>

.

twelve, fa.oo.
$5.00
Warranted, $1.5<i tested. #2.50 selected. -Jo cents
extra. Warranted pure. Order now and get choice
Queens. Send money by P. O. Order, Registered
Letter, or American Express.
9iic.

six,

:

;

:

BEE-KEEl'EKS' SUPPLIES.
Dunham »ntl Root Foiiiulation a specialty.
Italian (Juepns
l^Sena for

SUPPLT

DEALERS, to

J.

24DiOt

5Ctf

We have again increased our capacity for making
the "BOSS" ONE PIECE SECTION, and are now
ready to fill orders on short notice. We would advise our customers, and especially

Sunny Side A|»i:ir.Vi

1

Pure

ENAS,

D.

IF TOTT "WAITT

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

•2TAtf N. F.

;

.ISHTON, Davenport, Iowa.

Reduction injoundation.
have a nice lot of Dunham and Vunder1
wish to dispose of
days, and have concluded to reduce
the ne.xt
var price to 48 cts. for Dunham heavy, and 58 cts.
for Vandervort thin. Send in your orders and have
them filled at once.
I

vcort Foundation, which
in

'.it*

J. V.

CALDWELL,
CAMBKIDGE,

•27Alt

ELECTRO- VOLTAIC BELT and other Electric
APPLIANCES are sent on oU Days' Trial TO
MEN ONLY. YOUNG OR QTD. who are suffer-

from Nervous Debil. ., Lost VrrALiXY.
Wasting Weaknesses, and all those diseases of a
Personal Nature, resulting from Abuses and
Speedy relief and complete
Other Oausks.
restoration to Hkalth, Vigor and Manhood
Guaranteed.
Send at once for Illustrated
Pamphlet free. Address
VOLTAIC BEI.T CO.. Marshall, Mich.

Write for Circular.
iBClSt

6Dlv

BE SURE

second-growth hickory.

wanted for authentic edition of his life.
Published at Augusta, his
Agents

BLAINE!

home,

HARTFORD.

iB.^t

WIS.

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENT1MP:nt

affirms that the

:

ALLES &

eivEN

ILL.

LOCAL REPOKXKRS AVANTED.

We want a local reporter in every farming community to furnish us from time to time such facts
as we may require. Full particulars regarding services, compensation, etc.. will be furnished on application. Address Will C. Turner
Co., Publishers
ilfc

*'Citv and Coiiutry,*' Columbus, Ohio.
24A18t

KEEPERS,

BEE
inA::4t

E.

to.

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

C!0A4t

Dadanl'sFoii 11(1 iitioii Factory, wholes-ile
and

retail.

Friends,

See Advertisement
if

you are

another column.

in

any way interested

in

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

beforeorderingyour

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
Send for our large Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any adi^ress.

KRETCHMER, Cohurg. Bona.

Any of onr readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co..
Columbus. Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an " Australian
Scene." and their manner of traveling in that
24AJ8t
country with ostriches as a motor.

;

with pleasure send a sample copy of the

will

Setni-Monthly Gleuningfi

PRESS ments

HOOPESTON.

handsom-

Bee-Culture.

in

with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

is SUPERI<»R for luabingCorab Foundation either
in Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
o. a.
az c-o.,

lABtf

l^argest.

chfapest. best. By the renowned historian
and biographer, Col. Conwell, whose life of Garfield, published by us, outsold the twenty others by
fin,iH»ii.
Outsells every book ever published in this
world many agents are selling fifty daily. Agents
are making fortunes. All new beginners successful
grand chance for them $4.1. ."»n made by a
lady agent the first day. Terms most liberal. Particulars free. Better send lio cents for postage,
etc., on free (»utfit, now ready, including large
prospectus book, and save valuable time.
est,

To send a

5lDl5t

and free from horse

(jueeiis for $5.
|jr" We make our own wheels from the best timWII-SON,
ber (sawed by our own mills) that can be obtained
MOKTONSVILLB, KY.
from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the

;

Postal Card forour Illustrated Catalogue
of APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasing elsewhere. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an apiary
at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and Bees.
Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots of 10
colonies or more, are invited to correspond.
J. C. SAYI.ES.

the latter most perfect
motion.

J. T.

ing

t

OCK POPULAR

Aiuericau Villaue Carts,

1884.
6 Warranted

ASIi

ILL.

in

Illven,

Honey

Extrattorit,

Comb

Foundiition, Section H«in«y Boxes, ail books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Xothing Piitented. Simply send your address
Ctf

^vritteii plainly, to

A.

I.

ROOT, Medina.

O.

pi VEX

FOUNDATION.- As I hare purVT chased a Given pres-^, I will make F<iundation
on the same, tliis se:isnn. Will take Beeswax in exchange for Foundation or work it up for two- fifths.
:^3D4t

A.

WORTMAN.

Seafield,

White

Italian Queens
Warranted Queen, each,

Co., Ind.

& Bees

$i.oo; n for $ri.oo.

Tes-

ted. fiMXi each. Special prices on large orders.
filled promptly. If you want bees for
uie a trial order. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed. Send for Circular giving

Orders

buKinesM, give

full particulars*.

CHAS.

JTCtf

D, ni:VAL.L,

Spencervillo, Mont. Co., Md.

Bees! Queens! Nuclei!
INSTRUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES.— offer For Sale iCo colonies of Italian
I

Bees, in good, new, well-painted Hives, Gallup
Frames. \2 frames to a hive; every comb straight
and good: most of the combs built on foundation.
One colony, fB.'.to; Id or more colonies, $8.(K_ieach.
QtJEENS.— I breed Queens by the best methods
Queens ready after May,
lid from the beststock
i2nth.
Untested, ^Lfi); tested, $2.00; selected tested.

$3.o(>.

NUCLEI,

with untested Queen, *3.50

;

with

tested Queen, $4-50; with selected tested Queen,
15.50.

INSTRUCTION.

-.July 7. 18S4, I shall begin
instructing a class in bee-keeping— class for men
and women. Full course in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of information as to this class, and
Price List of Hives, Frames, Sections, Implements,
Books, etc., address,
O. CI-UTE,

IOWA

lODtf

CITY. IOWA.

COMB FOUNDATION MILLS.
The "Best" and "Cheapest" in the market.
Send for Sample anil Pi-ice List free.

PAUI.

SFOERKE, Fond du Ijac, Wis.

14Dtf

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation, Hives, Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

FI.ANAGAN
lABly Lock box 3U;>.

.*r

II.I-INSK.I,

Belleville, St.ClairCo..Ill8.

!!
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BU Y

HELLO! HELLO!
AVe are

!

!

orders for

AN ^

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A

WhitePoplar
Dovetniled

Kverj

SECTIONS

thuiK- fully

up with

ilie

!

Specialty.

ORGAN

imips iind

At Lowest Figures
Send stuaip

for 3J-page Catalogue

and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

|a weebat bome.

$5.0*" oultJt tree.

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

Pay

absolutely 8ure. No risk. Capital nntre(|uired. Reader, if you want business at
whii;li persons of either se.\. vounKomld.
tan make ureat pay all the time thoy
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett&Co., Portland. Maine.
I

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., NIathushek,

Simpson, Estey &. Camp, and Camp
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

4Aly

How

our

O'hI

amiiial Circuhir

J'or

^188 and

par-

St.

HE^KY Al.IiEY,\Venham, Mass.

18Atf

Dadaiit's Foundation Factorj, wholesale
and

&

ESTEY
& CAMP,
I90 State
CHICAGO.

to Prevent Swariniiig'.

lor
ticulars.
St'iiil

130,000

The Best

WILTON JUNCTION. IOWA.

7.^6m

retail.

See Advertisemep t

In

anotbe r c oluiap

.

FLAT . BOTTOM

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMONIALS.

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-wells.

to 16 square feet tc

4

Zj^ tbe poimd. Circular and samples free

^^^ DECSEN &

J-

iaSS^'^M

i a~r^ 'fe:^i

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont, rvi., N. Y.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
fur postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
the way of making
I that will put you in
lire money in a few days, than you
'
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required. We wilt start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from .'»ii cents to $5 every

Hamilton,

MRS. Frances Du.vham, De Pere, Wis.
DearMadam:—AYe have made about

k
I

GOLD!

That all who want work may test the
we make this unparalleled offer; to all
pre not well satislied, we will send $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co.. Portland, Maine.
evening.

business,

who

4Aly

111.,

Bee.

lo. 1S83.

of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundation has given univert'al satisfaction: so much so. that f^everal manufacturers have stopped
manufacturing to t^upply their cupttniers with our foundation. We have also manufactured about
machine
for surplus boxes, and it has been equally a
Vandervort
lO.tKJO lbs. of thin foundation on the
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Yours,
o«,f»fiO lbs.

Mrs. Frances Dunham. De Pere. Wis.
Dear Madam:— I have made over KKi.ooCi

now take double

not

the price

I

Mrs. Frances Di-nham:
I

All prefer the foundation
difficulty in rolling

have no

1
it

paid for

*

lbs.

it.

Beeton. Ont., Dec. 10, 188.3.
of foundation on one of your machint s, and would
D. A. JONES.
Yours very truly,

Genoa, Cayuga Co.. N. Y.. Dec. 12.1883.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machine
from 10 to 12 feet to the pound for section?.
J. G. WHITTBN.
Yours respectfully,

Kenton, Ohio, Dec. 29. 1883.
Dunham
Afterus-ing one of vour foundation mills for the pasts years, we can't say too much in its favor
Yours.
SMITH &. SMITH.
for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

Mrs. Frances

And

Omaha. Neb., Jan. ih. i884.
I made all brood (tn Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose, and asfurther proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg. Iowa, and L.. C. Root* Bro.. of
Mohawk. N. Y. Messrs. Root & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say: It (nur loundationjgave the best results of any tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which is to me always a jewel. You are at liberty to publis^hthis. Yours truly, T.L.VONDOHN,

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

'

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Honey

Squitre Glass

Jars,

'I'in

Buckets,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
C.

Apply to

F.

976 and a?" Central Ave..

^"Send

Icic.

M

If

TH

Send for description and Price

List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

,

CINCINNATI,

O.

for Practical Hintsto Bee-Keepers.

DOUGHERTY &McKEE,
Indianapolis, Ind.,

ILLS.IOiNCH $15.00
W.C.REt-H AM..;(

Jlanut'aoturers

KEEPEKS'

iif

aiul

Dealers in

wynted ftir The Lives of all the
'Presidents of the U. 8. The
klargei-t.handsouiest, best book
lever .«old f"r less than twice
k

Jour price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense
profits to agents. All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a <tuccessful agent. Terms
4Aly
free. IIallett Booe C ., Portland, Me.

our Price

BEE-

14A26t

l.i<*t.

retail,

gee Adver tisement

in

can

sell

the above Smokers at
by

mail or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest inipr<.ivemenls.
tiiil.
including THE CONQUKROR. and

wilt

llAtf

THE DOCTOR.

Send for my 32-page Illustrated
ratuii'gue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies •>! every description.

Early Italian Queens

ALFRED

IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.
BVSI.VKSS

ami

Boes bred both

BE-i-TTY.

FOUNDATIOX

<vi:\

for

Dunliam and

'Vandervort
a specialty. If you
need Queens. Bees, Hives, Foinidation or Supplies,
send for my Catalogue and Price Li^t. Address,

J.
I2D8t -IBlt

r.

H. BI^OWJNT,
AUGUSTA, GA.

The

SHOP AND
L€arg:est

H.

NEWMAN,

W. Madison. CHICAGO.

NEW MACHINERY

!

Manufacturer of Bee Hives

Sections, etc., in the
Our

MANTFACTUKEKS' PRICES,

pay you to
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.

Nuclei and full colonies.

NEW

another column.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

Snppllea.— It

SECTIONS.

Dadant's Foiiiidatioii Factory, wliolesiile
and

TTALIAN QrEENS. I>AI>ANT FOUN-

tliition. aod
send f'lr Circular.

Bee Hives

SI PPIilES and HONEY'.

Dadant's
Lang-Ptrotli HIVES a Siiccialt.v.
Founilatii>n.l!ini;lKiin Smokers, Wired frames
the Given Press, Secand Foundation
tions. E.\trattoi-.s and Honey Jars. Send for

rmm

:j7A 1 y

X

Pere, Wis.

2BCtf
etc.

capacity

of goods daily.

now

is

a

Worhl

CAIC-T.<OAD

Hives manufactured from soft

white pine, and sections from white basswooil.
Send for our new Illustritted Price List for 1.^4. It
is very Important you should have our newl..ist
before ordering, as prices are arranged differently

from

last season.

WATERTOWN.

IBCtf

TVIS.

Dadaiit'sFoiiiidationF.actory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

U^t,.

NE

W

.V

NB

I-

S

E F I' 1.

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Articles for the Apiary
Send for Siimnle" * Reduced Prlce-I.I»t.
Send Uix onr Ill-page illustrated Circular.
ISAtf HENKY AEiliEY, Wenham, Mass.
VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
\ Btf
J.

!

:

!

;
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HEDDON'S

Thousand Just Published

Sixth

lew and Enlarged

Edition

GOLXJiMinsr.

A NEWJEE

VEIL.

There are

five cross
united by a rivet
lirough their center at
In- top. These bars are
hiittoned on to studs
111 the neck-band. The
lars are of best li^ht
-Iiring steel; the neckiiaiul
of best hard
spring- brass the cover
of
handsome
lig-ht
is
material.
It Is very
trouble
on
ea.'^iiy put to'iether, nii
to put
or
take otf, ami folds c'onii)actly in a paper box
0x7 inches by cue int-li deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing- it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies. Bees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only Ave
liars
t
1

BEES

BEST GIVEN

HONEY,

and

Management

of an Apiary for Fleasnre
Profit by

and

COMB FOUNDATION.

THOMAS
Editor

Wholesale and Retail.
I

now

from

from

cleansed

ouglily

wax,

pure domestic

strictly

thor-

impurities.

all

Sizes of brood and surplus, 8^^x163^, or

Langstroth

size.

I

Dadant's

have also

best Brood Foundation of

same

size; also

Dadant's Uxll for American frames. Send
for prices,

and

offer a liberal

state

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

to

NEWMAN.

Weekly Bee

JoumaL

Street, ChlciiKO,

III.

lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

of

C.

the

035 West Madlaon

on hand a freshly-made

liave

o,f

;

illustrated
It contains 320 profusely
pages, is "fully up with tlie times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pui-suit, and presents
the apiarist with e\erything that can aid in
the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

I

DEAl.ERS.

Appreciative Notices.

Newman:— I aclvnowledge with
pleasure the receipt, this moniing, ot^'a very
Fr.iEXii

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.

fieautifiil boolv, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
or, .Management of an apiaiy for Pleasure

;

ounces.
Price,

by Mail or Express, $1.00.

j^x^:b't^:hzid zi. :iNr:E^Ar3VE-A.isr,

923

\%'est JlatliJiOii Street,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS.

-

"STUFF FOR STINGS."
The sting of a bee at times proves serious.
" Stuff for Stings " is warranted to cure or
money refunded. Tr\ it. Don't wait till you
are stung, t>ut send -."* cts. in stamps at once.
MON.MOUTH APIAKV, FREEHOLD, N. J.
V. C. liOCKWOOD.
STCitTB^t

nn

Send six cents for postage,
and TroHt ; sixth edition, enlarged." The
ITI" ''"^t
receive free, a costly box
n IllllffI oft'n.iilawhich
niM help touto
growing in popular- book opens with a kind, familiar face, and II
r
suljject
matter
is
concise,
easy
ni'ire
iiiuney riKlit away than
U P
I I I f I
greater degree, than is tlie the whole
I
I I l# I
ani thiiitielsein thiBworld. All
11
comprehensive.
I read it with mncli
and
I
II I • "^ ^" (jf eithersex,succeedfromflrat
business of bee-keeping. I am now preT. F. Blvgham.
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
pared to furnish these hives made up, and pleasure.
Abronia, Mich., May 1, 1884.
workers, absolutely sure. At orce address, TuuK
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
4Aly
& Co., Au»;usta. Maine.
One Hive complete for comb honey. .$.3.00
copy
of
the
revised
received
a
I liave
(The above will contain two cases com- edition of " Bees and Honey," and after Automatic Honey Extractor
examining the same, find it to be a very
plete with sections).
AND S.IIOKKR.
bandy aiid useful book of reference on the
The above Hive complete for extracsuliji'ct of het's and honey, and believe it Send for descripti\'o Circular and Prices to
$3.00 should be found in the library of all interted honev
G. W. STANLEY & BRO,,
The above Hive complete for botli in
ested in the study of bees.
20Atf
WyOMING, N. y.
line
4 50
H. H. Beown.
400
One Hive in the flat
Light Street, Pa., May 8, 1884.

my

1 believe
ity, to a much

llive

MKIf

is

Five or over, each

©Si ENO HAVINGS

1.50

No one

should ever order these Hives
in the Hat, will. out ordering one made up
comiilete to work l)y. Parties are advertising Hives as Heridon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my ))rinciples. Judge only
by tliose purchased from me.

PRICE— Bound

in cloth, .?1.00

;

in paj^er

covers. 75 cents, postpaid.

THOMAS
935

West Madison

(i.

BY B. J. KENDALL, M.

NEWMAN,

Street,

Chicago,

THE HORSE,

Ills.

A TREATISE

D.

an Index of diseases,
and the sympiorus t-wuse itnd tre»lnientof each, a
table pivinK all the principal druKs used for the
horse, with the ordinsiry dose, effects and anlid 'te
when a p"i8i>n a t:ible with an eoKravinxof the
horse's teetli at different aces, with rules for tellinK
the atie of the horse a valuable colleettonof recipes, and much valuable information.
Price Idii centn.— Sent on receipt of price, by
t^iviriK

:

SECTIONS.

tS~

am now

ready to furnish wliite allDovetail Sections a^ follows: 4)4x434 x('>, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, S6.50; 5x0x3,
per 1.000, S8.0O. All shipped from here.
1

QUEENS!

A

l.lberal DiKCOunt to Dealers by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.

WE CALL
the attention of

all

wanting

A

No.

1

;

:

THUMAS
J25

(il.

West Madison

NEW.MAN,

Street.

BEES,

Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following:,
from one well-known to the readers of this
Italian,

CHICAGO,

11.1..

GOLDeF ITALIANS

Paper
I now wish tn say to my former oustomers, that I
" I have never seen a case of foul brood
am now ready to till orders for the following Quet-ns.
my bees are entirely health.v, and have always Hybrid
in May and June, each... .$
.50
Al»o I.-WPOKTKU IT.\1.IANS! been so, and are O. Iv. in every respect."
Italian— untested— not warranted, in May and
Geo. B. Peters, M. D.
i.Ofi
June, each
Take your choice- Prices
warranted,
May
and
June,
each
1.50
We can furnish any number of Colonies of ItalianTeatert, to breed from
* 3 00
Italian— tested Queen
2.50
125 the above Bees, and will wan-ant safe deliv- Full colonies of Hybrids
llntested. to breed from
T.oo
Oo er.v and satisfactii)n.
Untested, afterJulylst
in.oo
Full colonies of Italians
11 00
Untested, (perdoz.) after July 18t
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us, for any
L. J- DIKHL, Butler, Ind.
20Atr
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices

Our

New

Strain,

:

l

CIRCULAR for 1884
And
have

be

SURE

my

to state

whether or not you

Circular for 1883.

Address,

Cass County,

MICH.

T-

send to

FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,
Lock box

995, Belleville, St. Clair Co.,

18.\i:!t

JAMES BEDDON.

DOWAGIAC.

anil v»aiticulars,

DEALER

IN

Ills.

6B3t

Dadant's FoiindationFactory, wholesale
anil retail.

"W- E]aK:nNvd:.A.isr,

See Advertisement in another column.

Pure Italian Bees and (}ueens
For further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly

..

^z^
i

'"

OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA

"^

%*)){' ESTABLISHED
IN

1861

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED INi
18S1.

Chicago,

>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Editor and Proprietor.

926

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

ST.,

»« a year

:

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly. SI.

lU.,

July

Topics Presented

in this

9,

1884.

Number.

Another Falsehoorl Exposed

435

Apiarist or Apiator

444

V

Bnt Few Swarms
Candibd Honey in Kegs
Collecting Honey I'laTits
Comb Honey Rack Again
Convention Hand Book

444
437

440
446

^" The

receipt for money sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

fW

Any person sending a club of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
Sample copies furnished /ree,
desired.

|y Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
tlrae paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOREION POSTAQE. EXTRA:

437

Price of both. Oiuw

Queen .Breeding

The Weekly Bee .Journal

$2 00.

and Cook's Manual, lasteditiondn cloth) 3
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3
3
Bees and IlDney (paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2

—

25..

3 00

00..

2 75

75..

2 50

75..

2 50

Apiary Register for 2iin colonies
350..
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth).... 4 00..
Dzierzon'8 New Book (paper covers) 3 50.
(Jninby's New Bee-Keeping
3 50..
Langstroth'B Standard Work
4 00.
.

3 25

3 00
2 75
3 26

.

3 76

.

3 10

3 00..

2 75

444
437

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Ijumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant

2 35.

.

2 25

2 40.

.

2 25

4 50..

4 25

444

HoneyasFoodAMedicine.lOOCopies

4 50..

4 25

2 75..

443

Blessed Bees
King' Text Book

2 50

443

Root's

Fastening Starters, etc

436

Good Honey Yield
Hiving Swarms of Bees
Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Candying, etc

How to Clean Barrels for Honey.
Large Honey Flow
Local Convention Directory
Maltine
T
Marketing Extracted Honey
Natural Swarming
Norfolk, Ont., Convention

442

Eccentricities in

1884.

prepaid.

443

443

28.

We win supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the folIowinR Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of fl^nires. The
first column Kives the reKUlar price of both. All

440 postaKe
444

-No.

CLUBBtSU LIST FOR

Bee-Keeping tor Profit
Bee-Keeping in New York
Bees Doing Nicely

PKEMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscrip- Correspondence
tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besidea their own subscription for a year
for the "Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and lloney.'' bound In paper.

VOL. XX

444
443

443
441

436

442
436

ABC of

Bee Culture

(cloth) 3 25.

300.. 2 78

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and&leaningsinBee-Culture(A.l.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G. mil)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturiat, (Silas M. Locke)
British Bee Journal
The 7 above-named papers
.

.

3 00..

2 76

3 00..

2 75

2 50..

2 36

3 00.. 2 75
2 76

3 00.

3 75.. 3 50
8 25

.

7 00

The Monthly Uee tJoiirnal and any of the

To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly. 12 cents. Perplexing Be.ginners
above, II less than the figures in thelastcolumn.
To Australia -Weekly.ll Monthly, 24 cents.
Prospects for Honey in California 444
George Neighbour & Sons. London, England, are Reply to W. F. Clarke
441
our authorized agents for Europe.
439
Reversible Frames
Subscription Credits.— We do not
436 acknowledge receipt of each subscripSeasonable Hints
;

;

Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second Class Matter.

Swarming Fever
That Deep-Celled Foundation

ADVERTISING RATES.
'

20

cents per line
For

either the

ol

Tiering up Sections
Transferring Bees

space, each insertion,

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

7 words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

A

line of this

TWELVE

445 tion by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
442
date to which your subscription is
444 paid. When you send us money, if

Special Notices .....'

type will contain about

lines will

50 cents per line.
Advertisements may be inserted one.twoorfour
times a month, if ao ordered, at 380 cents per line,
of space, for each Insertion

Editorial Notices.

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be chariied the full rate for
the time the advertisements inserted.

is not given you,
within tv.o vifeeks thereafter on your
label notify us by postal card. Do
Tree-Trunk Method of Wintering
not wait for months or years, and
Bees on the Summer Stands. 438 then claim a mistake. The subscrip443 tion is paid to the end of the month
Wax Production
442 indicated on tlie wrapper-label. This
What and How
gives a continual statement of account.
442
Why do the Bees do so y

443

the proper credit

444

.

— made especially
Bee Journal, are lettered in

Emerson Binders
for the

Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Beb gold on the back, and make a very
Journal will be sent free to any per- convenient way of preserving the Bee
Any one intending to get up a Journal as fast as received. They
son.
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
club can have sample copies sent to
or for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
the persons they desire to interview. cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
names
to this otHce.
to Canada.
by sending the
;

THOMAS
99S

fVent

Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

ChlcaKO,

111.
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BOOKS!

MDANT'S FOUNDATION
attested by hmidreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest. liri£clitt'st, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt tn snir. iiiostreicular in color,
evenness and neatness nf any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs."
is

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

tical

THOMAS

NEWMAN. Chicago, 111.,
C. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDDON. Dnwagluc, Mich..

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

On dozen

A. H.

DOUUllEItl'V & McKEE. Indianapolis.
CHAS. H. (iREEN, Berlin, Wis.,

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

9:25

allow
Ind..

'2.")

Special rates on larger quantities,
application.

postaire.

CHAS. HEKTKL. Jr., Freeburg, 111..
WM. BAI,LANTlNK,Sat'", O..
E. L. ARMSTKONi;. Jerseyville. III.,
ARTHUR TDDD. Germantnwn.l'hiladelphia.Pa.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
per cent, discount, and prepaj'

g"iven

upon

Bees and Honey,

KUETCHMER,

CoburK. Iowa.
E.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. E. DAJ.B, Mortonsville, Ky.

or MiinnyfiiiiMit of an

Apiary for Pleasure and

Profit,

by

Thomas

G. Newman.— It is "tull,v up with tlir times,"
in all the various iiniirovoincnts iiml inventions in this raiiiiii.\'-<ie\"el()iunw inirsuit, and
presents tin- apiai-ir^t with e\"(Tytliin,u'- that
can aid in the successful mana^c'nicnt of tlif

and nmnbers of otlier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
of supplies, accompanied witli

list

honey-bee, and at the same time iumkIiu-c the

ISO tOMPI.IMENTAKTf.

and most attracti\"c
condition. It embraces the foUowinK" subjects
Ancient History of Bees and Honc.v
—Locating' an Apiary— Transferring— Keeii-

most honey

in its best

Bee-Keepers' fiuide, or manual of
Apiary, by PuoK. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroug-hly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Ko(jT.— Its style is plain and forcible, making:
readers realize the fact that the author is
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

A B C of Bee-Ciiltiire, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces ever.vthing pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee. and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, *1.25; paper, ¥1.

Blessed Bee.s, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information and contagious enthusiasm.
Price. 75c.

Tlie
L.

Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev.

Langstroth.— This

uurster, and will
Price, $2.00.

L.

is
the worls of a
always remain a standard.

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 18S3.
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keepiiig.—
— A trans! at in of lie inaster-i>ieceof that most
We guarantee every iuch of our Foun- in^ — ywarming — Dividing- — E.xtractin^
—
celebrated (ierinaii auilioritv. Price, bound
dation equal to sample in every respect. Queen Kearinfr— Introducing: Queens Ital- in cloth.
ianizing — Bee Pasturaj^e a Necessity— Quiet,t;2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
CHAS. DA.DA9IT dl SON,
ing: and Handling- lii^cs— The Management of
Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
SABI7
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. Bees and Hon(',\- at Fairs— .Mai-krting Honej-,
:

i<

etc. *— II i)]-<diis«'l.\--illustrated pages.
in cloth, ^1.00; in i>ai>er covers, 75

Rise

ill

Prices of Foimdatiou

Tlie Apiary Register, by Thom.vs G.
and Account Hook for

The prices of Comb Foundation are NOW NEWM.iN,— A Record
advanced two eentf« per pound from the Ai)iar,v. devoting

CHAS.

DADANT &

SON,

Hamilton, Hancock Co,

"2

jtages to carli t-<)lony.

ruled and printed, and is so ari-angt-d that a
mere glance ^vill give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .50
colonies, $1.00; for 1(10 colonies, $1.2.5 ; for

the quotations in our retail Price List, and
tbree cents, per ponnd, at wliole^^ale.

33ABtf

Price,

cents.

200 colonies,

Ills.

$1.50.

Honey

as Food and Medicine, by
Thomas G. Newm.vn.— It gives the various
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam.
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with

V.&.Zi'CABI.S

:

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

Bee - Keepers'
Book, byTH()M,\s

Convention

Hand

G. Nkw.man.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentar.v Law and
Kiih's of Urdei- for the j^uidance of ofticers
and mi'iLihcrs of Local Conventions— Model
I'onstitutionand li.v-Laws for a Local Societ.v
- I'rogra 11 me for a Convention, with Sub,iects
lor disL-iission—List of Premium for Fairs,
I'Ic.
Hound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.
1

^'liy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own localit.v,
in order to create a Local Market.
Price, 50
.-cuts per 100; .500 copies for $2.25; 1,000
ropics for $4.00. When 200 or more are
oi-diTCd at one time, we will print the
Ne\vm.\n.

They burn lots of blocks
yet in working i»rder.
and chips and stnfl'. and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
emoke up or dnwn or sideways, muclLor Httle,
swift or slow, jn>t as y()a please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!
Bee-keepers wi'l save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but -if these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,iK>0 in use irom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over :j,(hk:>. there is evidence that 18«4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the nnstadvanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
sell again,

send for dozen rates to

and detailed account of 23 years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way to rear Queens, etc.
Price, $1.00.
full

Bee -Keepers' Text Booli, liy A. J.
King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
bound in cloth.
Extracted Honey; Harvesting-, Handling
and Marketing.— By Ch.is. Dadant & Son.—
Details their management. Price, 15e.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, lOe.
Dzlerzon Theory. — The fundamental
Price, $1.00,

many vali^able recipes. It is intended for principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
consumers, and should be liberall,v scattered as set forth by Berlcfisch. It was ti-auslated
to help in creating a demand for hone.v. by the late Samuel Wagner. Price. 15c.
I'rii-c. for either the Englisli or Cerniaii
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
edition. 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for
$2.50- .tOU for $10.00—1.000 for $15.00.— by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
'

Prof. Cook, in his Tuluable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that "Mr. Binirhani was the first to improve
the olfl Quinby snioker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistentefforthas demonatrated thiil no i>ne but Bini^ham has been able to
improve a BiiiKhani ^m(.fker. Hundreds of Bineham smokers have been in use five years, and are

t

—

honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 200 will have a blank
whei-c the name and address can be written.

Preparation

of

Honey

for

the

7Iarl4et, including the production and care
of lioth Comb and Extracted Hone.^-, and
Instructions on the E.xhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
This is a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Price. lOe.

Swarming, Dividing and Feeding
Bees.— Hints' to Heginners. by Thomas G.
Nkw.m.\n. a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Price 5e.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas
Newji.\n— Progressive views on this important subject; suggesting what and howto plant.— Achaptertrom"Beesand Honey."
2(i engravings.
Price, 10c.
(i.

Bees in Winter, by Thomas G. Newman.
—Describing Chaft-packing, Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5o.

Bienen Kultur,hy Thomas G. Newman.

BINGHA.M & HETHERINGTON,
— In thetieriiian language. Price, in paper
ABRONIA, MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
6A2Btf

meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50e,
The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doolitti^e.Price 5e.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
and cure.

Price,

Moore's
Complete

25c.

lliiiversal

Mechanic.

Assistant,

and

Contains

over

—

industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
etc.
Price, $2.50.
forms,
1,0(KI,0IK)

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, iind treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc.

Price, 50<*., in either

English

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not
family.

eal

and

This book should be in e^'ery

eat.

Price, 50c.

Scribner's l.ninber

and

l.og-

Book. —

Gives measurement of all kinds of luinber,
logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35e.
;

Fisher's Orain Tables. — For casting
up tile price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer.ready reckoncr,tables for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

Hand-Book

oi Health, by Dr. Foote.

Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.

Emerson Binders, mtide especially for
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
;

to Canada.

Constitution and By-I<aivs, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.

:

:

Cfeir-

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
VOL. XX.

CHICAGO,
who can

ILL.,

JULY

9,

1884.

No. 28

hardly realize the perfection

this " news '" was told, was Mr. J. L.
and Harris, of Wheeler, Ind. As he knew
the almost absolute control tlie apiarist has over the little workers
and there was not a particle of truth in
when they see a beautiful white, the assertion—nor anything upon
smooth, well-tilled section of comb which to found such an idea— he told
honey, they with the general and
the scandal-monger he would give
widespread distrust of everything
and every body, hastily pronounce it him $1,000 if he would show him the
a fraud. I liear this nearly every day, machinery, and offered to go to the
and I almost lose my temper at times, Journal office with him. Of course
and want to tell them what I think
"
"
this

to

which bee-culture has

risen,
;

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Eorror and Proprietor.

Another FalBehood Exposed.

of people who are so suspicious of
every thing.
As a rule they need

non-plused the informer somewhat, but he had no time or inclina-

be remembered that ilr. Marwatching themselves. I explain to tion to verify his statements. In fact
grave, on page 424, referred to the them
as well as I can how comb foun- it would spoil a good "
story " to be
statement of a St. .Joseph grocer, dation is made and used, and how
convinced
of
the
contrary.
that he had bought manufactured that, in a great measure, gives rise to
the
impression of
manufactured
Concerning the assertions relative
comb honey of Mr.
It will

Twicliell, of

Kan-

honey.
\Ve invited Mr. T. to reply,
I know no way to overcome this
is what he has sent to us impression except to live it down, and
let each of us try to establish a repuabout it
tation for honesty and pure goods,
Dear Editok.— I was somewhat that when
we are assailed in the pressurprised as well as amused in glanc- ence of any who
knows us, we can
ing over the IJke .Journal, to And, feel sure of a generous defense.
on page 424, an article by Mr. Mar.I spare no pains and lose no opporgrave headed " Manufactured Comb
Honey," in which he stated that a St. tunity of setting people's minds aright
on
this matter, and also to explain
Joseph grocer told him positively that
I had been selling mainifactured comb why extracted honey is not neceshoney, and that I had sold it as manu- sarily adulterated, because it is so
than honey in the
factured hone;/. Well, I hardly deem much cheaper
comb.
I enclose a little circular I
it necessary io make a long argument
in self-defense on so absurd a charge, had printed giving the latter explanabecause I think that most bee-keepers, tion, and I would suggest to iJr.
like myself and Mr. Margrave, con- Newman that he get up a plain but
sider the successful imitation of comb brief explanation of how comb founhoney (except perhaps at a great ex- dation is used, and how impossible it
pen.se) to be almost an impossibility. is to manufacture and fill the combs
with the bees, etc.,
I must thank the St. .Joe groceryman, in competition
however, for this much, that he gave etc., and place a reasonable price per
me credit for selling the article for 1,000 on them to his subscribers, that
what it was, and not for pure honey, each may order a few for distribution
which is but just, for I assure my and publication in as many newsfriends that if I am ever tempted to papers as will give it space. This in
sell
manufactured or adulterated connection with an honest reputation
honey of any kind, I will certainly among honey-producers and dealers
sell it for what it is, and not misrep- will go far toward correcting the evil,
resent it. But I deny in the most and in time, I trust, wipe it out altoJekojie Twiciiell.
empliatic terms, having ever sold to gether.
Kansas City, Mo., July 3, 1884.
a St. Joseph merchant, or any one
else, any manufactured or adulterated
The above puts the matter to rest
honey, and I am much indebted to
Mr. Margrave for his kindly words in so far as Mr. Twichell is concerned
my defense. I would be pleased to but it will be only a few days until
have the name of the St. Joe grocery- the scandal-mongers will endeavor to
man, but do not care for the names of
any of the witnesses, as Mr. M.'s hitch it upon some other person or resas City.
and here

;

it as trutli, as though it had
refuted.
never
been
readers of the
Bee Journal have seen my affidavit
Xot long ago a person in this city
as to the purity and genuineness of the asserted that machinery to make
honey I sell, but I herewith enclose a
copy which can be inserted if neces- parafflne combs and fill tliem witli

word
I

assert

is sufficient.

guess a good

many

sary.

There are

a

great

many

Mr. H. of Linn County, Iowa, Chas.
Dadant & Son writes us on July S, as
to

follows

We would say on behalf of Mr. H..
that he has bought large quantities
of honey from us last winter, and that
we think if he fed his bees glucose
and sold glucosed honey, he certainly
would have little desire to buy honey
at honey prices.
If it

is

desired,

we

will

get

up

another Leaflet on the subject proposed by Mr. Twichell.
We will
think it over, aud others can do so,

and

if it is

demanded,

it

will be forth-

coming.
Mr. Twicheirs affidavit is, " That
every pound of honey, in any shape,
sold by me, is absolutely pure and free
from adulteration." Even that, however, is not enough to still the tongue
of the slanderer.

1^

Our

grand-child,

little

Maud

Newman

Cook, died at our residence
in Chicago, on Julyl, of marasmus.
She was a great sufferer, but had a
sweet disposition, and bore her agonies
heroically. She was buried on Wednesday last in Oak Hill Cemeterj%
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

(^ The Seed Time and Harvest for
July says that " The attractive appearance of the Bee-Keepers' Convention Hand-Book' is a sufficient
'

recommendation to any bee-keeper
glucose were in use at the office of the desiring to secure a nice pocket compersons Bee Journal. Tlie person to whom panion."

:

;

:
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word, have ready at hand all things ness, I advised the bee-keeper to go
and examine some standard hive, and
that may be reqilired for the swarm.
Here are some signs indicating the remarked that if I were to step in
very near exit of swarms. Do the his shoes as a beginner in bee-culture,
crowd of bees which were outside the I would consider SIO for some stanhive enter it again, while those of the dard hive a good bargain, and after
other hives remain out V Is the flight all he would very likely have to pay
of the workers less frequent than no more for it than the cost of his
usual V Then the swarm is preparing worthless box.
to leave.
Or yet, do you notice in
front of the hive, towards noon, in
considerable group of bees whicli sea- Fastening Starters in Sections, etc.

Seasonable Hints.

Mr. F. L. Dougherty gives the following in the Indiana Farmer concerning the present honey crop, and
seasonable work in the apiary

:

Delude yourselves as you may with
it is sioiply a matter of
dollars and cents, or so many pounds
of honey. There is something in the
humming of the bees, returning well
laden, that will stir the heart of the
most matter-of-fact apiarist.
As we suggested a short time since,

the idea that

bly increase V Do the bees which
return from pasturage, their legs
loaded with pellets of pollen, join the
crowd, or do they stop astonislied on
the alighting-board of the hive V Do
the bees from the inside rusli out to
the platform as if to give signal, and
do they return immediately ? All
si

a few weeks more would decide the
success or failure of the honey crop
for 1884. Metaphorically we toss up
our hat. The dark cloud has disappeared, the little silver lining has these signs foretell an imminent deturned into one grand luminous parture, (Be ready !) if no obstacle
cloud. AVith us the honey flow is is presented by rain, wind, a great
bounteous.
drought if, on the contrary, the
Colonies that have cast a swarm weather is warm and brewing a genshould be examined at intervals that tle storm, if the sun shines at interyou may know that they have not be- vals, the swarm is also about to leave.
come queenless. The young queen
Egress of the Swakm.— This is
may have got lost on her bridal trip, one of nature's most exciting spectaand the bees with no brood in the cles. The order of departure has
hive from which to rear another will been communicated to the wiiole colsoon become depopulated, dwindle ony. Hear that humming, which indown and fall an easy prey to the creases more and more, and which a
moth, which infests all colonies at bee-keeper knows well how to disthis season of the year.
safe pre- tinguish from any other sound
It is
caution is to give a frame of eggs and a swarm which "rushes out into the
brood to colonies that have cast a air. The opening of the hive is not
swarm, 12 or 14 days after the swarm large enough, the bees rush forth like
came out of the parent colony.
an impetuous torrent it is a general

Rachel Brown, in the Home Fcmn,
remarks as follows

have been putting starters into
and tried the method
given by S. M. Locke in his American
Apiculturist, which is: "Take two
parts rosin and one part beeswax, and
melt them togetlier. To use, take
the section in one hand and the foundation in the otlier. Touch one edge
of the strip of foundation into the
heated mixture, after which touch it
upon the under side of the top of the
section to which it will adhere." This
is a great improvement over rubbing
foundation upon the section, bending
it up and waxing witli a brush, as we
have been in the habit of doing. By
this method one minute is sufficient
to put in twelve.
A
1 will give you
II. Berry's remedy
for ants about bee-hives
Put gum
camphor on the enameled cloth
around the edge of the bottom-board,
or any place where they are troublerout
it is surprising how so many some
they will keep away as long as
bees can come out of a hive in such a the scent of the camphor remains.
Natural Swarming.
haste. The air becomes obscured by
them it is a cloud which moves on,
Create a Local Honey Market.
The following was translated from gyrating, interlacing itself in constantly recurring circles. No sooner
the French AmidiiClerye for the has the swarm entirely left the hive
Now is the time to create Honey
Haldimand Advocate:
than it remains for a short time as if
Markets in every village, town and
suspended
in the air, and soon it seeks
Admire how obedient our little
in tlie vicinity of the hive a convenient city. Wide - awake honey producers
creai ures are to the commond of the
spot to alight on, sheltered from the should get the Leaflets "Why eat
Creator, " Increase and multiply, and
the burning rays of the sun. Honey," (only -"iO cents per 100) or else
fill tlie earth."
Some of the signs in- wind or
dicating the near approach of a Look at it without anxiety, and throw the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
swarm. We are in the full month of not on it either water or dust, unless and Medicine." and scatter them
June, the sun, according to the beau- it tarries too long to alight, seeming
as if it would soar higher in the air plentifully all over the territory they
tiful expression of the Holy Scripand escape. The bees fear water, and can supply with honey, and the result
tures, "hath rejoiced, as a giant, to
run the way." vegetation is display- come down as soon as it touches them. will be a demand that will readily take
ing its choicest colors, flowers are disremunerative
all of their crops at
tilling an abundant and ever-renewed
Perplexing Beginners.
prices. The prices for "Honey as Food
honey. Thus broods have matured,
families have multiplied, population
and Medicine " are as follows
The following from an exchange
has increased in most exuberant proSingle copy 5 ets,; per doz., 40 cts
portions. Already some drones have shows how some beginners in bee-culmade their appearance. Behold some ture are humbugged by clap-trap hive per hundred, $2.50. 500orwill be sent
postpaid for $10.00
1000 for
of them flying out in the afternoon to
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
enjoy the »rial outing that odor of vendors
the
if desired, on
wax you breathe witli so much pleasA few days ago I called at a place we will print,
" JPresented by," etc.,
ure towards the evening; that vapor not over lOo miTes from Indianapolis, cover-page,
which in the early morn bathes the where I was shown a colony of bees (giving the name and address of the
This
front of your hives; that humming in an old box. The owner" had ob- bee-keeper who scatters them).
which you hear, dull at first, but day tained a good hive, as he supposed, alone will pay him for all his trouble
to
dispose
enabling
him
after day more distinct and more pro- to give the swarm, when It left the and expense—
nounced, indicate that the colony is old home. This was a box about of his honey at home, at a good profit.
coniemplating some extreme measure. twice the depth of a one-story Langs1^ To give away a copy of " Honey
Let everything needed be then un- troth hive, larger every way, and tilled as Food and Medicine " to every one who
der your hand, the hives, the section with close-fltting frames about 3
frames, the water to sprinkle the inches wide. The maker of this hive buys a package of hcmey, will sell almost
swarm with, when it ascends in the left directions that when the owner any quantity of it.
air, and alter it is brought down to- wanted
to make new swarms, he
gether, the cloth to preserve it from should simply take out the frame
^" Letters for publication must be
the ardor of tlie sun, the smoker and having the " king bee " on, and put it
the veil, if needed to protect yourself in a new hive and set it off by itself. written on a separate piece of paper
against the anger of the bees in a As I am not in the " bee fixin " busi- from items of business.
I

sections to-day.
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Hiving Swarms of Bees.
W.

My

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

aviiary is located in

an apple

orchard in wliicli there are no limbs
that cannot be reached by means of
a ladder. My hiving implements are
two clothes baskets lined with cotton
cloth, and furnished with burlap covers sewed fast at one side. I might
remark, parenthetically, that a long
basket, like a clothes basket,

is

better

than a round basket for taking down
swarms, as the bees often form long
clusters lengthwise of the branches.
I also have a step-ladder, a pair of
heavy pruning shears (with these,

small branches can be severed more
easily and with less jar than with a
knife or saw), a line-tooth saw for
cutting large limbs (I do not often
use the saw, as I am opposed to cutting large limbs from the trees). I
also use a quart dipper, a fountain
pump, two large tin pails, and if the
apiary was not located near a small
stream,.! should add to the above a
barrel for holding water.
When a swarm begins to issue, I
carry a hive to the stand that I wish
the swarm to occupy, and prepare the
hive for occupancy. When the bees
begin to cluster, Imake an examination to see if they are clustering in a
favorable location for shaking them
into a basket. If they have selected a
spot where two or rdore limbs cross,
or small branches are interlaced, I
take the shears and clip away some
of the branches, and thus secure the
cluster in a convenient location for
dislodgement.
If the bees are slow in clustering,
at a time when more swarms are
momentarily expected, I sometimes
hasten matters by sprinkling the living bees, by using the spraying attachment of the pump.
When the
bees are fairly clustered, I first detach
a small portion of them that perhaps
are adhering to some small twig, and
carry them, still adhering to the twig,
and place them at the entrance of the
liive, without dislodging them from
the twig. These bees at once commence running in and setting up that
joyful hum announcing that they
have found a home and when the
rest of the swarm is brought and
shaken down in front of the hive, this
humming at the entrance calls in the
swarm at once while, if the swarm is
shaken down without this precaution,
a large portion of the bees often take
wing, perhaps the queen among the
number, before the entrance to the
hive is discovered, and the fact an;

;

nounced by joyful humming.

Many of the bees that take wing go
back and cluster where they originally
clustered, and if the queen takes wing
she may go with them. If there is no
small cluster that can be readily de-

tached, I then dip off a quart of bees
from the lower part of the cluster
and pour them down at the entrance
of tlie hive. After some of the bees
are running ill at the entrance of the
hive, I hold a b;isket close under tlie
cluster and shake the bees into it with
a quick shake, throw the burlap cover
over the basket to prevent any of the
bees from leaving, carry the basket to
the hive, strike one end of the basket
sharply upon the ground '2 or 3 times,
which will shake all the bees to one
end, and dislodge them froai the
cover
throw back the cover and
shake the bees out upon the ground
in front of the hive.
I do not sliake them against the
front of the hive, as the entrance
would at once become clogged but
perhaps 18'inches or 2 feet from the
hive. I do not sit right down by the
liive and drive the bees in with a
smoker, and keep a constant watch
that the entrance is not stopped up,
but I do go occasionally and see how
things are progressing and, if there
is a great mass of bees clustered over
the entrance, I poke them away and
thus clean the way for another installment of bees to enter.
There is a great difference in swarms
as regards the agility with which they
will enter the
hive.
Occasionally
there is a laggard that never gets inside the hive until the coolness of
night, or till the bee-keeper with a
smoker drives it in. If the bees cluster upon a small branch that I am
willing to sacrifice, I cut it oft' and
put it with the bees in front of the
;

;
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gets out of the hive and crawls and
hops some little distance away, and
while looking for her, one is liable to
step on her. The bees circle about
for a long time, and if another swarm
issues they are almost certain to join
it.
When they do finally decide to
return, they sometimes make a mistake and enter the wrong hive or
hives
and when they do find the
riglit hive they sometimes cluster all
over the outside of it instead of going
in.
When the queen is released, as
the bees are going in, she sometimes
comes out again, after having entered
the hive, thinking, perhaps, that she
has not swarmed ; when, of course,
the bees follow her.
Placing the
caged queen at the entrance of the
hive aids the bees in finding the hive.
Rogersville, Mich.
;

For
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Honey Plants.

CLARENCE

;

hive.

tlie

Collecting

M.

are

WEED.
every year be-

more importance

to apiarportions of the country
become settled, and the marshes of
older portions are brought into cultivation, ihe conditions surrounding
honey production are much changed.
ists

;

as

new

Hence an acquaintance witli honeyproducing plants is also becoming
more important, that all such may be
preserved where tliey are now growing in waste and out-of the-way
places, and planted where they are
not growing.
In view of this, as

a favorite equally of many other facts, a few

With

it and directions for
collecting and preservplenty of water it is next to an im- ing such plants may be of service.
possibility for a swarm to abscond. I As most of the Fair managers
now
have had 3 or 4 swarms try to leave, offer premiums for such collections,
but I compelled them to stay, and in young people interested in bees and
one instance there were no trees near, bee-keeping would derive both pleasand they clustered upon so small a ure and profit from making and exshrub that I was obliged to hold it hibiting them.
up until they had finished clustering,
Whenever possible, collect when the
as it was too small to support their plants are dry if they are wet, more
weight.
labor is required and poorer speciIn controlling a swarm in the air, mens obtained.
Where the plants
the spraying attachment should not are to be carried some distance, some
be used, as the water cannot be sort of a tin box is useful in preventthrown far enough but by using the ing wilting. As a guide to the most
nozzle attachment, and giving a important
honey -producing plants
swinging or sweeping movement to and time of flowering of each, noththe arm as the stream is thrown, the ing is better than the list in Prof.
water is so scattered that it falls in Cook's Manual. In all cases where
a shower. The pump is also useful practicable, the fruit as well as the
in preventing swarms from uniting. root, or a portion thereof, should
be
Only yesterday I had two swarms preserved.
issue at the same time from hives
DuYiNc;.—For drying, old newsonly about 20 feet apart and yet I papers w'ill suflice, but thick felt
kept them from uniting, and induced carpet-paper cut into sheets, called
them to cluster in trees several rods driers, 12 by 18 inches, are much prefapart. I did this by keeping a con- erable. Enough for the purpose can
stant spray of water between the be obtained at any stationers or
swarms as they came out and circled carpet dealers for a few cents. For
in the air
and sometimes I almost holding the plants while drying, a
despaired of accomplishing the ob- sheet of thin paper, (a newspaper is
ject, but I persevered and succeeded. good), twice the size
of the dryers is
Among the colonies purchased dur- folded once. These are called speciing last year and this season, were men sheets, and into them the plants
some having queens with clipped are placed as soon as possible after
wings, and I had more trouble with being gathered. Between each speciswarms from their colonies than from men sheet 2 or 3 driers are placed,
those with queens having unclipped and over the whole a heavy weight
wings. If the swarm is not seen the transmits pressure through a board
moment it issues, the queen sometimes slightly larger than the driers. For

witli

;

;

;

;

;
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a weight nothing is better than a
stone weighing from 20 to 40 pounds.
For very tender plants less weight
should be used than for hardier ones.
Twenty-four hours after the plants
are put into the press, they should be
looked at, and wherever a leaf or
flower is out of place, it should be
placed naturally as the plants are
in a sort of wilting condition, this is
;

easily done. At this time, also, the
driers should be removed and others

substituted, placing those taken out
in where they will dry. This operation is repeated every day for one or
two weeks, when the plants will
usually be dry. This is told by placing the plant against the cheek, if it
feels cold it is not yet dry.
Where very tine specimens are desired with the natural colors preserved, heated driers should be used
and replaced two or three times a
day. By this method I have produced
specimens which rival in beauty of
form and color the fresh unplucked
flowers of fields and woods.
After the plants are dry they may
be kept in the specimen sheets an indefinite length of time, or until they
are to be mounted. For mounting
either for exhibition or for private
purposes, I use heavy book paper cut
113^xl6J^ inches, this is the size used
by botanists for herbariums. They
cost about 2 cents per sheet. There
are two methods of attaching specimens to the slieet, either by gluing
small strips of paper over different
portions ot the plant, or by gluing it
bodily to the sheet. For exhibition
the latter method is much to be preferred.
Any strong, light-colored

mucilage will suflice. I have used
with good results a solution of gumarabic.

As dried plants are liable to insect
attacks, they must be poisoned. This
process is very simple ; apply a saturated solution of corrosive sublimate
in alcohol by means of a camel's-hair
brush to all parts of the plant.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Tree-Trunk Method of Wintering
Bees on the

WM.

Summer
F.

Stands.

CLARKE.

This is a somewhat pompous and
lengthy title for an article, 1 must admit, and a modest blush mantles my
cheek as I read it. But there is no
use in giving a small name to a big
idea, which I firmly believe the one I
have struck to be. For several years
it has been impressed upon my mind
that I should some day make
A GREAT DISCOVERY IN BEE-KEEPING
Mr. Ileddon sarcastically twitted
me on this point in one of his articles
in the Bee Journal, but it must
have been a species of mind-reading
on his part, for 1 never told any body
my dream of becoming a discoverer.
But I did not deny " the soft imEeachment " on Mr. Heddon's part,
ecause I inwardly felt that it would
yet become true. I find it very difficult to write with that calm dignity
and equanimity which befit a literary man. In fact, my hand quivers

with a tremulous excitement, so that, When did a colony
as the Editor can plainly see, I do not untarily make its
write with my usual steady chirog- damp cellar, or a
raphy. I feel somewhat as Galileo bee-house ? Or in
did when
verse dawned upon him, and my fellow bee-keepers must bear with me if
I " blow off steam " a little at the
start.
To quote Puck's motto, "What
fools we mortals be !" Or to make a
more original remark, " Why did nobody think of this before !" It seems
to me so simple and self-evident, that
I am afraid somebody will yet get it
before the apicultural world before I
do
Life is too short, and I am too
impetuous to wait two or three seasons and experiment.
I must take
the whole bee-keeping fraternity into
and
my confidence,
ask each one to
test the method I am about to develop,
with one colony. Tliis is a small request, and I think my brothers and
sisters in apiculture will not refuse
the true theory of the uni-

!

of bees ever volin a dark,

home

gloomy, close-pent
a box or other reclose
to the cold, damp
ground
Who invented the plan of
setting hives close to the surface of
the earth V Where is the practical
benefit of so doing? Almost the only
argument in its favor I know of is,
that bees, laden with honey, are apt
the hive and fall to the
to miss
ground. But I believe more bees are
gobbled up by toads in consequence
of the hive's near proximity to the
ground than are ever lost by having
them higher up. Undeniably nature's
method is to give the bee a home suspended in mid-air, away up from the
damp, heavy vapors that always settle
down to the earth's surface. It is
ceptacle

'{

man who

forces this

insect to live

among reptiles,
when it was made

toads and worms,
to be the compancompliance with it.
ion of birds and squirrels in the treeI have arrived at the concluprevalent modes of WINTERING tops.
sion that most of our troubles in reBEES.
gard to wintering arise out of the abI have tried every known plan of surd attempt to make a denizen of
wintering except the clamp and coal- the air become a dweller on the
oil-stove methods. After the disas- ground.
trous experiences of Messrs. HutchinBEE-LIFE IN A TREE- TOP.
son and Doolittle, I do not feel disare the characteristics of the
What
posed to waste time in trying these,
bee's natural home V Elevation above
particularly as I feel sure I have found
" a more excellent way." For myself, the damp, foul gases that by the law
of gravitation sink to the surface of
I must own I am not satisfied with
the earth. In winter, an abundant
any of the modes of wintering now supply of still air; a long shaft of
in vogue.
Every season the question hollovfuess, so to speak a crevice or
comes up, which of them all I shall opening usually some way up that
venture to adopt the coming winter.
shaft, and not far from the bee-nest
All are more or less haunted by risk
no upward ventilation ; provision for
and uncertainty. All result in loss. dead bees falling away
down low
at least now and then, sometimes in
enough not to pollute the home of the
very severe and crippling loss. I have
living with their dead carcasses ; and
felt until now, and the majority of
the natural gradual change of air
experienced bee-keepers have felt
which takes place in a long atmoswith me, that the true mode of winpheric column. We violate nearly, if
tering bees has been an undiscovered
not quite all these conditions in our
secret.
prevailing modes of wintering bees.
A QUESTION.
Is a cellar or bee-house a good place
The
In my young days, I helped clear for a human being to live in
many acres of timber land, and never respiratory organs of the bee are probfelled a tree, nor heard of one being ably as sensitive as those of a human
Tough specimens of men and
felled, that gave evidence of a colony being.
live in
of bees having been wmter-killed in women have made out to
underground bastiles for
it.
I would ask bee-keepers all over wretched
in
this broad continent if they ever saw months and years, but if people
or heard of a colony of bees being general were doomed to inhabit such
winter-killed that had its home in a places, there would probably be as
hollow tree
The fact that bees win- much mortality among them as there
ter well in hollow-tree trunks was the is often among bees in cellars, beevein that revealed to me what I be- houses and earth-clamps. In the treethrough
lieve will prove a gold-mine to bee- top, air is filtered to the bees
keepers. "There's millions in it'" of a long air-shaft, the outer crevice,
live bees, yet to be saved from perish- and by means of ventilating processes
ing through the ignorance and stu- which these insects understand how
pidity of that very wise being called and when to apply but our customary
methods give them unfiltered and foul
" man."
air, often in very small proportions,
nature's METHODS.
and in manner that prevents their
Without raising that vexed question employing their own instincts in the
in theology, whether nature's laws way of artificial ventilation. More
are the dicta of an all-regulating or less old bees usually die in the
mind, which would bring Mr. Iled- course of the winter. Their dead
don and others after me with a sharp bodies lie on the bottom-board not far
stick, I will simply lay down the posi- from their living companions. It is
tion that the closer we can adhere to as though we had a corpse or two in
nature in our artilicial arrangement?, the first story of our houses, got the
the more likely we shall be to come diarrhoea from the bad smell, and
out right. Well, have we observed then attributed it to the family eating
How
this principle in the construction and oatmeal or buckwheat cakes
location of bee-hives ? Not much. delicate is the sense of smell in bees
;

'?

'?

;

!
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snjipose that a lot of dead
bees can remain dose to tlie frames
on which tlie colony is clustered, and
not poison them with foul odor V
Finally, our methods ^o on the princi-

Can we

ples of securinsi a uniform tempera- testing tlie theory, I liave set forth:
ture, which does not obtain in nature, and if any bee-keeper has tlie chance
but is one of man"s so-called improre- of trying'it thus, it would be well to
"
There is no evidence that do so. But " I have faith to believe
ments.
bees are not the better for having a the thing will work without going so
chansce now and then, if gradually liigli up into the air, and have just

brought about, by means under

own

tlieir

control.

completed

It is generally admitted that bees
hibernate tliat is, go off into a state
of torpor or semi-torpor, when they
winter under purely natural conditions.
There are differences of opinion among scientific men and practical
bee-keepers as to the nature and extent of this process in the case of
cannot now discuss this
bees.
I
point at any length, but will simply
say that hibernation is to a considerable extent, if not wholly, prevented
by our customary methods of wintering. Among hibernating animals and
insects, there is a difference of habit.
The bear goes into winter quarters
fat. sleeps during the cold weather,
and wakes lean in the spring. Ilis
excess of adipose matter has kept him
;

alive without eating.

The

squirrel

and other creatures that lay in a
stock of food, have several spells of
torpiditv during the winter, out of

which they awake at the touch of
warm weather, to eat. Bees are like
squirrels rather than bears. They do
not become fat in the fall, and sleep
themselves lean, but have short terms
of torpidity, out of which they awake
in mild weather and take a feed.
Then as the mercury goes down, they

A

little
yield to drowsiness again.
rellection will show that the tree-top
conditions are favorable to the hibernation of the bee, but cellars, beehouses clamps, and cliaff-packed hives
are not. They go on the principle of
one uniform temperature as neai'ly as
possible all winter. If that temperature is too warm, the bees do not go
to sleep at all, but become restless,
eat lots of honey, foul the hive, many
old bees die, arid get up what Mrs.
Partington called " an antagion," and
so forth. If the temperature is too
low, they get cold victuals icy honey,
frozen pollen, etc., and why should

—

not such food give a bee the colic and
diarrhoea as well as human beings ?
Mark this, that the bee to winter
naturally, must be able to take hibernating spells; not one, long sleep, nor
one long wake, either or which will
be injurious if not fatal.

MY

I'LAN OF WINTERING.

much more to be said
of general discussion of
points connected with the central
idea, but I must simply state it. and
close for the present. In brief, then,
I go for the hollow tree-trunk plan of
wintering; not literally, for that of
course is out of the question, but the
There

in the

is

very

way

nearest approximation to it that can be
got.
If I had a flat-roofed building,
exwhich I have not, I would set

my

Reversible Frames.
I.

i;.

I'OND,

.TH.

Are reversible frames of any real
practical value, or at least sutticiently
so to pay for the trouble in fitting
them up so that they can be made of

When they were first menuse y
tioned, the idea struck me as being
embodying
a hive-stand
one of value, and theoretically it is,
in this article.

the principle set forth
It consists of a box about table high
just the height at which you can
handle bees without hurting your
back. The bottom of the box is one
wide board H.i inches thick, 20x2(5
inches thedinrensions calculated for
a Langstroth hive. Tlie box is tight
withthe exception of four auger holes
covered with wire gauze, which are
made within (i inches of the top. The
extra size of the box is meant to afford an opportunity to cover the hive
with a rough shell in winter, and if
desired, pack witli chaff. I also gives
a wide alighting board in front, and
some shelving on the sides, and at the
rear, which will be found handy during the working season. The hive to
be used is without a bottom -board,
but a sliding bottom-board, put in
and taken out from the rear, is to be
used during the honey harvest. When
that is over, and all danger of comb
extension is past, it is to be removed.
Immediately below it is a hopper fitting tightly to the stand just beneath
the hive, its flaring sides terminating
in a square tube 4 inches wide eacli
way inside, which reaches to within
a few inches of tlie bottom of the box.
The usual entrance to the hive is to
be left open. Through it and through
the auger holes on the four sides of
the box. abundance of air will find its
way into the hive. Its dead bees will
choke the entrance, as they will fall
to the bottom of the box. A little
door in the box enables the bee-keeper
to see the dead bees, dry excrernent,
etc., that may have dropped from
above, and thus the state of the colony can be judged at a glance to the
extent that these signs reveal it.
It will perhaps be asked, why not
have a skeleton stand with merely
the hopper and tube reaching to within a few inches of the ground ? I answer, because it would not so nearly
tree-trunk
fulfill the conditions of
wintering. My box gives me a reservoir of still air obtained 2 feet or more
from the ground, and, being tight,
cuts off dampness and excludes foul
gases. It should be added, that the
bottom-board of the box is spiked to
pieces of cedar pole slightly flattened
on the lower side, giving the least
possible contact of the box with its
round sills. My idea is now roughly
out-lined, and the practical use of it
will doubtless be improved upon by
others whose inventive genius in that
line is greater than mine.
Speedside, Out.
;

lIIltEKNATION OF BEES.
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perimental hive on that, and have a
long hollow tube connected witli the
hive bv a hopper, and extending to
witliin a foot or two of the grouiul.
Tliat I sliould consider a fair way of

;

®" TheKentuckyBee-Keepers'Con-

it proves with me to be one of
those theories that after all are of no
real practical value, and for the simple
reason that I find I can accomplish
the same results without them, in a
far more simple and easy manner than
I can by going to the trouble and expense of fitting up for their use.
Again, the points of superiority
claimed for them are really more a
matter of fancy than of real utility.
Perhaps in a poor season, or at a time

but

honey is coming in slowly,
frames may be found to be filled more
completely by reversing than by allowing them to remain in their usual
position but it is to be hoped that at
such times, the prudent and economical apiarist will be enabled by regular
feeding in small quantities, to cause
his frames to be well filled out, and
while doing this, stimulate his colonies sufflcientlv to keep the cells filled
with brood aiid thus, as the old saying is," kill two birds with one stone."

when

;

;

of the chief points of superclaimed by the advocates of reversible frames is, that by the process
of reversing, the cells are filled with
brood close up to the top-bars, and
the bees will then more readily enter
into the sections. I am aware, and
have been for years, that bees deposit
their stores above the brood, and have
made good use of the extractor to
cause them to go into sections, when
I got ready to place them on the colony. I have found also that extracting stimulated brood rearing precisely as does feeding, and that when
I extract the honey stored in the
upper parts of the frames, the queen
will deposit her eggs in the cells from
which the honey is extracted, and the
bees will at once occupy the sections
and begin storing therein.
When a flow of honey is coming in
from the fields, there is no trouble at
all in getting frames well filled out,
and sections well filled out also, if
care is taken to provide the proper
Those who claim that the
facilities.
instinct of the bee is all-wise, and
allow it to work its sweet will,
must fall far behind in the race, with
him who uses his reason in directing

One

iority

(not forcing) that instinct to work for
his own advantage. If the extractor
could be used for no other purpose
than simply giving the queen room to
deposit her eggs in the location desired by the owner, it would well pay
for itself in a very small apiary and
with myself, after a fair trial, I find
it will do so much more easily, simply
;

and cheaply than can be done by any
arrangement I have yet seen or heard

vention meets in Louisville, Ky., dur- of in the way of reversing or reversiing the opening of the Exposition (day ble frames.
I speak only for myself others may
not fixed).
view the matter differently but my
N. P. Allen, Sec.
;

;

;
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candid opinion is, tliat reversible
frames, like many other uew things,
will soon be laid away as cumbersome,
troublesome, and not sufficiently valuable to pay for the time needed to
operate them.
The idea of reversible frames may
prove a profitable speculation to the
supply dealer for a short time, but no
one else, in my opinion, will ever realize any profit from them. Let those
who may choose, test them if they

but as for me
them.
Foxboro, Mass.
like,

I

want no more of

For tbe American Bee Journal.

an inch by loosening or tightening the wedges.
The row of sections on the top, in
Fig. 2, are full and removed, and the
section-board C is being put in their
place. This cut and the description
given above will enable any one, by
careful examination, to understand

3-16 of

this rack.

Fewaukee, Wis.

combs, which, being shallow and open
at the top, admits of the bees going
directly into the surplus boxes from
the main hive and being directly
above their brood, they receive the
heat of the cluster, which is very es;

sential, especially in cool weather, to
aid them in manipulating wax. This
hive can be made to accommodate
any sized colony by the use of a closefitting movable division-board.
This

hive

not too large nor too small,
receive surplus receptacles
Bee-Keeping for Profit.
for .50 pounds of honey, and can be
tiered up to any height desired. It is
E. A. MORGAN.
not, however, the best out-door wintering hive, on account of its shallowThere are very many works treating ness. Bees in this hive require some
upon this subject, which are more or sort of winter protection but when
less a help to the beginner but what we figure its advantage as a summer
I have learned is by experience, and hive,
above the cumbersome and
in many instances it has been dearly costly out-door wintering hive, we
bought. To succeed in this business, can well afford to pay the difference
a person must first understand the of winter preparation required for
natural laws governing the honey-bee. this hive.
He can then tell at a glance what
Just a word about boxing for surshould be done to promote their best
interests. For as Josh Billings says, plus honey. Many beginners and inexperienced
bee-keepers constantly
"A bee is sudden in liis impressions, encounter difficulties
in first getting
and hasty in his conclusions." It is
therefore very necessary to do what their bees to go up into the ooxes
you do, just at the right time, to se- and after the first set of boxes have
been filled, much valuable time is
cure the best results.
Many farmers in this vicinity have often lost in finishing and capping the
tried bee-keeping from time to time, sections, and getting the bees to beand are satisfied that it is very profit- gin anew in other boxes and not unable, and while all was favorable they trequently a strong colony will send
made it pay well, but sooner or later out a uew swarm in preference to
something turned up which they did making a beginning in new boxes,
which, of course, is very ruinous to
not understand, and all were lost.
In bee-keeping, as in all other pur- their owner. In short, the profit of
suits, it is all important to make a good the apiary, where it is run for surbeginning and to do this, it is as im- plus, is governed largely or wholly by
portant to get good stock as it is the amount of box or section honey
with your cattle, horses, or hogs. stored, and this depends entirely upon
n<iving obtained this, next in import- the readiness with which bees can be
made to work in boxes. Since the
time in which bees store surplus
honey is divided into short seasons
during the summer, known as lioney
flows, it is all important that the beekeeper has his colonies in condition
to " improve every shining hour " to
the best advantage, as these honey
flows are sometimes " few and far between. My plan of boxing is to use
foundation starlersinall sections, and
put on but one crate at a time, as it is
not difficult to induce bees to work in
one crate, where it would be imposRead

at Arcadia Farmers' Convention.

and

is

will
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Comb Honey-Rack Again.
JOHN HODGSON,

JR.

I send vou another engraving of my
honey-rack with description and improvements, as the former cut and

;

;

Fig. l.—Eack with side

closed.

;

description given on page 96 of the
Bee .Touknal for 18S3 did not give a
correct idea of the rack. This second

mention of it is due to many who
have been making a multitude of inquiries about this rack, and other
honey-racks.
Figure 1 represents a closed rack
with a honey board with slats (which
can be made any width to suit the

;

When
FiG. 2.— Back with side opened.

width of sections used), and with a ance
of sections in place. The
portable side
is held in its place by
the
shaped beveled wedges B B.
Tbe section-board C in Fig. 2 is intended to take the place of a row of
sections, when it is necessary to have
the bees work in only a part of a set
and when there is a shortening up in
the honey flow, then one or more of
these boards can be used.
Figure 2 shows a rack with the
wedges B B removed, the portable
side
loose, and the section space
open to remove from or till with sections as the case may be. The wedges
B B are of great advantage in case of
the sections swelling or shrinking, as
the side
can be let out or drawn up
full

set

A

V

A

A

them

in three or four.
about half filled,
put on another, and so on until the
frames are covered, making it a rule
to take off the first crate of honey before the last empty box is put on, so
sible to start

one crate

is

a thoroughly practical hive.
in bee-keeping for profit, it is that but one filled crate is taken off
necessary that the main feature of the and one empty crate put on at any
hive should besimphcity, which would one time, thus avoiding the necessity
at once exclude doors, drawers, and of much sudden chmige, and removtraps of all kinds. The combs should ing the difficulty of starting bees in a
be movable, so that the operator can. full new set of boxes. This process
in a moment's time, remove any or all of rotation, if carefully adhered to,
sometimes save hundreds of
of them to another hive if necessary, will
which is often the case in spring when pounds of honey to an ordinary beeclogged up with dead bees or dirt. All keeper, in one season. One more sughives and frames should be alike, and gestion on this point. Arrange your
the frames interchangeable, which is crates so tliat the sections will run
very necessary in feeding, in strength- parallel with the brood frames, thus
ening weak colonies from strong ones, giving the bees a tree passage into
in extracting, in queen-rearing, and the boxes, and not merely a small
in many other things. For this climate square hole, as is the case when they
I would recommend the Langstroth are placed at right angles, which is
hive, holding 10 frames or brood often the cause of much delay and

And

is
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taiiliness in getting

bees to

work

in

boxes

very noticeable tliat in sections where realm of the unknown (and that inmany bees are kept, the fruit crop is tellectual giant, Herbert Spencer,

paper been on the " Honey- more abundant, and the clover yields
doubtless l\ave made it far more seed. Only a short time
more interesting tlianon keeping bees since I saw an article on the transporfor prolit but will say this much for tation of bees to Australia, where the
the bee or race of bees to be kept for clover has never been known to bear
proht tliat after having tried several seed. Some one suggested that bees
be made to distribute the
races, 1 am decidedly in favor of the might
pollen.
Italians, for the following reasons
The experiment was tried, and it is
1. They possess longer tongues, and
can, consequently, gather from dow- reported that in the vicinity where
ers wliich are useless to tlie black bee. the bees were stationed, the clover,
•2.
They are more active, and with the the present season, lias bortie seed,
same opportunities, will gather much thus proving conclusively tliat their
more honey. 8. They work earlier work alone wrought the change.
and later, not otdy of the day, but of

Had niv

Bee,"

I

coiilii

;

:

:

the season. 4. They are far better to
protect their hives against robber
bees.
Bees which attempt to rob
Italians ot tlieir stores, soon (ind that
tliey have " dared to beard the lion in
his'den." o. They are proof against
queens are far
niotii millers,
ti. The
more prolific, and breed up faster in
7.
tlie spring.
The Italian bee is
more hardy, longer lived, and stronger
of wing tlian other breeds. S. And
A
lastly, they are more amiable.
stock of pure Italians may be handled
without the least danger of stings.
And now I will close by speaking of
their advantage to the farmer, other
than by supplying his table witli
his pocket with
filling
All bees feed exclusively
money.
upon saccharine juices or nectar of
flowers, called honey, and the food of
their young in the larval state, is the

honey, and

pollen of flowers, called bee-bread,
Tlie honey-bee was not only created
to gather the nectar from each opening flower, and store it in shape for

food and medicine for mankind, but
at the same time there was a double
purpose intended. They were made
to perform a very important part in
the economy of nature that of the

—

flowers, which depends upon the contact of the pollen
with the stigma; and, as if to secure
this object more perfectly, in their
search for honey and pollen, they pass
from flower to flower of the same
kind, and are never known to visit
two varieties of flowers on the same
trip, as many have supposed. It is
indeed wonderful liow so small an insect can be made to do so great a
fertilization

of

work, and governed by natural laws,
they become most populous at the
season of the year when most needed
in this work
It is estimated that not
more than one-half of the blossoms
on our fruit trees woidd bear fruit,
were it not for this agency. Tlie bee,
eager for the nectar secreted in the
flower, plunges into the
blossom,
covering himself with its pollen dust,
and thence to the next, scattering it
there, and so on.
When we realize that in a strong

working colony there are 50,000 of
these workers, and that each one
makes hundreds of trips each day, we
can readily see how much may be accomplished in one day's time. And
it is indeed possible that the nectar
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Reply

to

W.

'possibly the unknowable'),
equal right to guess."
No doubt the "Priority of Loca"
tion
subject lias gone its normal
length. Mr. Pond is reduced to one
stale
law-point.
Mr. Kendall ajipreciates anew the old law of logic,
viz: Never back up a strong point
with a weaker one, for an opponent
will cunningly attack the weaker one,
entirely ignoring the one he cannot
says,

ALL have an

answer.
IJowagiac, Mich.
Pacitlc Kuril] Presi.

Marketing Extracted Honey.

F. Clarke.
VVSI.

.lAMES HEDDON.

have to ask
Mr. Clarke, to excuse
I shall

MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

A paper published

my old friend,
me for not tak-

"hold" of him in the
" Priority of Location " controversy.
If he win not again blame me for
"tailying" him, I will say that it is
very difficult for me, or any other apicultiiral writer, to keep a "good
square hold " of him when we cross
the swords of sharp sarcasm ; and as
far as the philosoidiy of the subject
at issue was concerned, truly I did
not discover much to get " hold " of.
As sharp and pointed as Mr. Clarke
takes hold of me, he is not faultless
in his logic, nor correct in his assertions. Because I am, the present season, increasing the stock of my field,
is not "an admission that I have underrated it ill the past," or that the
ing a firmer

in Los Angeles,
Recreation, contains an article complaining of the unjust and exorbitant tare exacted from honey-producers. Not only the weight of the
cases, but also that of the cans, including the weight of what honey
adlieres to the inside of the can after
JV"ei(!.s

and

it is emptied, is deducted from the
gross weight.
The same cans are
frequently returned to the bee-keeper,
who has to pay for them over again,
besides cleaning them and paying the
return freight charges. While I have
suffered from this extortion myself,
and admit that there is just cause for
complaint, I cannot help feeling that
the bee-keepers themselves are in a
great measure to blame for this state
of affairs. Finding that new cans,
made to order in the tin-shops, were
I am too expensive, they adopted secondfield is in any way improved.
doing this to put to test the results hand coal-oil cans, which, after being
and standard of overstocking in this properly cleaned, might do well
Regarding the elegant and enough for manufacturers and other
locality.
classical caption of Mr. Clarke's arti- large consumers of honey, but were
Aside
cle, I have only to .say tliat Mr. Clarke unsuitable for the retail trade.
has mis-applied it. I need no " bur from the more or less founded objecrow." I will try to prove my claims. tion to the previous use of these cans,
very few customers will buy such a
I feel that time and experience will
quantity of honey at one time. This
assist me.
I do not say that no one can form a same objection, being once fixed in
correct conclusion regarding any point the public mind, will be slow to disin apiculture who is only an apicul- appear, even if entirely new cans
tural dabbler, but I do say this, that snould be used for the purpose, parbeing only a dabbler is the mantle ticularly if the new cans retain the
that practical producers throw' over same size and shape as the old coalthe heads of those who almost always oil cans. The consequence is, that a
get the impractical theory side of such new trade has sprang up, whose business it is to place the honey before
subjects.
I think Mr. Clarke is mistaken, and the public in smaller and more atpackages, without which
I imagine that more than nine-tenths tractive
of the honey-producers of this coun- tliere would hardly be any sale for
try think that he is mistaken. He honey at all.
Producers of comb honey have long
can convince me that he will not " always be in error on this subject," ago taken the matter into their own
liands, and thereby remedied the evil
when either he or I see our mistake.
Mr. Clarke's comparison in his last of too much tare. None of them
Why would now tiiink of placing whole
paragraph i.s entirely unfair.
honey,
built irregularly
could he not compare my position in caps of
the science of apiculture with a simi- through the frames, on the market.
lar position of some one in another The popular one and two-pound secWhy could he not have tions are sold with the honey ; the
science V
said, if ]SIr. Heddon says that editing sections are so light that iiobody obis jects to paying for them, while the
a daily newspaper is not labor
ouly just child's jilay that dull, prosy producer gets Iiis money back and
items take as well as sharp and spicy really loses nothing by buying the
ones, he is mistaken, and nothing will sections. If all producers of extracted
;

;

there secreted was for the sole object
of attracting the insects thither, that
they might accomplish this work.
set him right, but to depend upon honey would insist on being allowed
Farmers are becoming more ac- holding sucn a position for the bread the actual cost of the cans, including
quainted with these facts, and it is and butter of his family. "In the purchase price, freight charges and

;

'
1
::
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my

and repairing tliem
(without talking about selling the
cans by weight at the same price as
the honey), and would agree not to
sell any Iioney unless this demand was
complied with, they might accomplish
their object, although I well know
that it is very diflicult, if not impossi-

will insist upon having
jority
lioney, because the irregular style
and size of the package assure them

cost of cle<ining

ble, to get a large

The

which

I

i

!

;

standard sizes of small packages, and,
Answer.— Yes hot water persisstwhen found suitable for their market,
forever after strictly adhere to them, ently used will cleanse .vour barrels
and I have no doubt that they will fit for honey.
wonder at and regret that they did
not try it long ago, and thereby esdo the Bees do so?
;

tablish a

good

demand and a
j

reputation, a lively
fair price for the honey.

Independence, Cal.

much less freight. For sealingwax, made of equal parts of rosin and
Norfolk, Ont., Convention.
beeswax, with which to close the
cans, they have one-half the material
The 14th regular meeting of the
at home and do not need to buy it.
above association was held in Simcoe,
I will give a little of my own ex- Out., on .June 7.
The 1st Vice-Presiperience when I first settled in this dent, Mr. Moses A. Kitchen, in the
part of the State. I put most of my chair. The minutes of the last meethoney up in new ten-pound, screw- ing were read and adopted.
top cans, charging 25 cents extra for
Questions were answered as follows:

and some would object

to the trouble
of melting it. or the difficulty of getting the liquid, but thick honey out of
the can in cold weather, while others
who preferred the candied honey, disliked cutting the can and thereby
spoiling it for future use. To obviate
this trouble I adopted the "Jones'

honey cans," made like ordinary fruit
cans, having a large cover which can
be secured with sealing wax. As before, I charge the cost of the cans,
get fair wages for
time and work
In putting them up, and obtain a living price for
honey. As the cans,

my

my

after being

ernptied, are useful for

preserving fruit, and for many other
purposes, nobody objects to "paying
for them. The handsome labels, with
which the cans are adorned, no doubt
help the sales considerably, and my
name and address on the label are a
guarantee that the contents are as
represented,
and not adulterated.
Some may put up honey in irregular
sizes of second-hand, picked-up cans,
and a certain class of customers will
buy them, thinking that— the contents
being the same— it does not matter
about the style of the can, if they can
get it a little cheaper. But the ma-

fames Htddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

How to Clean Barrels for Honey.
I have some liarrels to clean, and I
and pack-animals, without any loss
by breakage or leakage; and, as the have been trying to clean them with
honey always granulates here in the hot water, but I cannot get the smell
Would whisky Ijarrels
fall, there would he no danger, even out of them.
if the sealing-wax should get broken. need to be free from smell so as not to
Can wine barrels or
For home storage, or when short of injure honey
small cans. I use 60pound cans, but other barrels be cleaned through the
never sell any unless ordered or called bung hole so as not to sour or" taste
for at the apiary. If the bee keepers the honey V The spring has been very
as a class would follow my example, poor for bees in this part of the laud.
I am sure they would have the same We had a veiT heavy frost and killed
experience to the mutual satisfaction all the fruit bloom." Bees wintered
Geo. Kemp.
of themselves an<l the public at large. well here last w inte.
Navan, Ont.
Let them once agree to use a- few

at

each can, as the actual cost of the
cans laid down here. I never heard
any complaint of this extra charge, as
I advertised that customers ruight
bring their own vessels, and thus
avoid paying for the can. But after
awhile the honey would granulate,

ANSWERS BY

have found most

'?

j

tinner.

Material in the flat can be procured
at one-half the cost of ready-made
cans, and. considering the small bulk,

sizes,

suitable for the retail trade, are 2}4
and o-pound cans, the difference in
favor of either being almost imperceptible. I have shipped such cans in cases
holding a dozen of the former, or onehalf dozen of the latter, by team, rail

;

work as well as a professional

and Uotu.

that they get what they pay for.

body of men, com-

peting with, and more or less jealous
of each other, to sign such an agreement and without concerted action
it would be useless to try this remedy.
But there is, in my opinion, a better
way of doing it. "Producers of preserved fruit, meats, fish and other
canned goods, as vyell as of wine,
tobacco and many other articles which
enter into the daily consumption of
the public, do not place their wares
on the market in bulk. True, some
of the articles are re-handled by packing tirms, but many of them are put
up in retail packages by the producers
themselves.
Why cannot the beemen do the same ?" They have a large
amount of leisure time during the
winter which might be well employed
in making cans. They are all used
to handling the soldering iron. and.
with a little practice, can do such

Wih'iXt

Why

On the 19th we had a swarm from
one of our hives, and on the 26th we
cut out all the queen-cells but one
to-day the bees acted, for quite awhile,
as if they were going to swarm, flying
in and oiit of the hive, making quite
a noise. Please tell me the cause of
this commotion.
Jerseyville, 111.,

A Novice.

June

30, 1884.

Answer.— I think that you must
have left a second cell, orelse the bees
concluded that they must have one,
and thought of swarming with the
1. Which is the better for bees, dur- queen that hatched.
ing the time of breeding, honey or
pollen V After a full discussion, it
was decided that both are absolutely Swarming Fever.
necessary.
Bees are now working lively on
2. What is the cause of so many white clover, of which we have an
bees leaving their hive in the spring V abundance. Where allowed to swarm
There are various causes but the they are making good use of it. One
principle one is a need of supplies.
of my neighbors had one colony that
returned five times,
3. When a colony finds itself oueen- swarmed and
The
less, and then rears a queen of its having been hived 2 or 3 times.
own, is it advisable to leave this owner is a beginner in bee-keeping,
queen with the colony ? No for and did not imderstand how to manwhen the bees find that they are with- age them to save such trouble. I was
out a queen, they are sure to set about there the other morning, and they
rearing one from a larva already S or were hanging out in abundance. I
9 days old, and which has previously told him if the queen could be found
received no special nourishment and the colony could be divided so as to
the result is sure to be an imperfectly- make it the same as if it had done its
developed queen.
own swarming. So we went at it and
The next question that came before found a mystery that I would like to
the association, was one concerning to have solved." We found plenty of
adulterated honey.
Some one had queen-cells in different stages of desaid that a bee-keeper liad placed velopment, but could find no queen,
adulterated honey on tlie market. A and the age of the brood showed that
sample of the article being produced, there had been no laying queen for 4
was examined by experts, and pro- or 5 days, for there w'as no eggs nor
nounced to be undulterated, but of an fresh hatched larvse. It had swarmed
inferior quality
having been gath- the day before, and I believe every
ered late in the season, and not prop- day preceding for days. So we dierly ripened.
vided it by making a division of the
After discussing other matters, the bees, giving eacli part some queenmeeting adjourned to meet at 2 p. m. cells, supposing the queen was lost.
on Saturday, Sept. 6, at the residence But to our surprise, the next day, the
of Mr. Moses A. Kitchen, on the part that contained the greater part
gravel road between Bloomsburg and of the bees swarmed again; it being
Waterford. All are cordially invited the part that was set away, and the
to attend.
Elias Clouse. Sec.
part that we supposed contained the
;

;

;

;

•")

f

1

;
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if there was any, as we brushed put on a third case, because you could
the most of the bees into that part not afford to lose a case of lioney to
and gave it two combs with 2 or 3 get another finished a little sooner
uueen-cells. There was no indication but the lying out of your bees, indithat
tliat any young queen had luitcheil cates one of two conditions, viz
out. Xow", what I wish to Icnow is. either your hive communications are
will a queen cease laying during a faulty, and your bees exv)osed to the
swarming fever V He had another direct rays of the sun, or else that the
that had been out and returned. This (low is drying up. Supposing the latwe divided also, but did not find the ter to be the case, just leave the cases
queen, but found eggs and brood in as they are until finished, or' another
all stages.
So we divided it on the flow begins. Take them ott' as soon
common rule, by putting in a comb of as finished.
brood in the new hive on the old
stand, brushing the bees into the new
hive and setting the old hive in Candied Honey in Kegs.
another place. This one is doing all
IIow is honey handled after it is
right.
candied, to put "up in pails and cans V
J. W. Sanders.
Le Grand, Iowa, June 2o, 1884.
My idea is to cut it out of the kegs
and put in a double boiler and liquefy
Answer. Yes; we have known it, then run it in the jars, pails, etc.
such cases, where just as soon as the Is that right V I am going to try and
efforts at swarming began, the queen build up a trade on extracted honey,
ceased to lay, and was undoubtedly and as we have a city of over 15,000,
the condition of affairs in the case you think I ought to sell large quantities
mention.
of it.
R. B. HoLiiROOK.

queen,

:
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should a queen have for cells taken
from lier hive, on the Apiary Register y I have one colony that I have
reared 8 fi-om. 1 take the frames out
that have the cells on them.
H. C. Austin.
Austin's Springs, Tenn., June 27.

Answer.— I am

unable to say. not

knowing much about your Southern
plants. We all know that honey from
some sources candies almost as soon
as stored. It is further true, that in
this respect, honey from the same
plants varies in different seasons.
Regarding the credit you should
give the colony you take cells and

combs from, your own judgment as
to the force you deprive them of
should be best.

—

Winona, Minn.
Maltine.

Answer.— The

better plan is to
the cans just before
any trial of maltine (or extract of candying takes place. It too late for
malt) to feed tlie bees, with honey, as that, I would place the candied honey
a remedy for the so-called diarrhcea V in a warm room to soften just enough
If not, I would
recommend it. I to settle down compact into the pails
think it is worthy of a trial, and or cans.
would prove of service if " the pollen
theory " be correct.

Have American bee-keepers made draw

A New Zealand Bee-Keeper.

Pukekohe, N.

Z.,

May

26, 1884.

—

Ajjsw^er. I know of no one who
has ever tried maltine, nor can I understand how it can assist us in preventing diarrhoea among our bees,
whether "'the pollen theory " be correct or not. The latter theory is
based upon the idea that nitrogenous
food should be avoided in winter, and
I should suppose that maltine would
rank higher than honey as such food,
and thus tend to increase rather than
decrease the tendency towards the
disease.

Tiering up Sections.
I have a very strong colony of bees.
I have 8 frames in the brood-nest, and

two

tiers of sections
42 sections in
both. They are clustering in front of
the hive, very much. I tliouglit they
were about to swarm, so 1 looked for
queen-cells, and there was not one
started. The top tier of sections are
;

almost finished, but notquite ready to
take of
The under tier is ready to
cap. Should I give them another tier
or not, as white clover is drying out
on account of the drouth ? If I should
give them another tier, and the flow
of honey is getting poor, will they
finish tlie upper tiers or not V I have
no experience, or I would not ask such
a question, but it is of importance to
me, as I want to get all the salable
honey I can.
S. il. IIicken.
.

DeU

City. Del.

Answer.— This
vital point,

and

is

question hits a
one that may well

be asked by the inexperienced. You
seem to have about the right idea of
it.
If you had, as we have, a basswood crop just opening, you should

it

into

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

place of Meeting.

Oct. 11, lli.— Northern Mich., at

Alma. Mich.

Palmer, Sec, McBrlde, Mich.
Oct. 15, 16.— NorthweBlern. at Chicago, Ul.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
U. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.
F. A.

1W

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

Wax Production.

Most of us now use comb foundation to save bees the labor of wax
building.
But in the market wax
seems to be more valuable than honey.

Would

it

not be possible to invert the

and by supplying the bees Bee-Keeping in New York.
with honey and rye flour for pollen,
I had 12 colonies of bees last fall,
and denying them comb foundation
to induce them to concentrate their and wintered 10. I have had eight
energies exclusively to the production swarms which are in 7 hives, and
doing well. They are gathering honey
W. H. Barlow.
of wax ?
from white clover and Alsike. The
Charlottesville, Va.
yield from Alsike seems to be abundAnsvfer. As I understand it, the ant.
Farmers are sowing Alsike
use of comb foundation not only as a quite extensively now, which is fine
guide
straight
perfect
to
combs, but for bee-pasturage. The spring was
in full sheets as a guide to all worker wet and cold until in May, since that
cells, and a material of economy, paid time it has been growing warmer
all through the season of 1883.
It is until now it is dry and the air sultry.
no dearer in price this season. My Although my bees have plenty of
idea is that it pays me well now. I shade, I have covered the hives with
am, the present season, using nearly boards to protect them from the heat.
one thousand dollars worth. I am of The thermometer indicated 92P in the
the opinion that I am gaining by so shade at 2 p. m. to-day.
doing. I know that honey may run
Wm. a. Brundage.
down so low that this material can
Lodi,N.Y., July 2, 1,884.
hardly be afforded in full sheets but
I do not believe
it has not, as yet.
Eccentricities in Q,ueen Breeding.
that we can ever produce wax at a
price
it
is likely to go to.
profit at any
I have had beautiful golden Italian
queens mate with a black drone in a
tent, and the first workers would be
Honey Candying, etc.
of golden color, but in the course of a
workers would be all
I find the bees in this county in fine mouth the
condition, and gathering plenty of black a month later they would be
honey. I transferred one colony, and all mixed in color. A black queen
they filled 3 frames and put about 10 mated with an Italian drone, in conpounds in the boxes in .5 days. I finement gave similar results; the
found in two places where bees are first bees would be black, later ones
putting candied honey in their new yellow, and still later, mixed. Further
combs it seems that it candies as experience has shown that if an Italthey gather it. What do they get it ian queen mates witli a black drone,
from? I sold some of my first honey the yellow is predominant, and vice
in one-pound sections for 20 cents versa. Have any readers of the Bee
each, this year. We had a heavy Journal noticed similar facts V
Hugo Volland.
Milford, 111.
honey dew this year. What credit
process,

—

:

;

;

—

—
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Good Honey Yield.

Prospects for Honey in California.
having a fine honey flow,
Summer has now actually come,
and have had a very heavy fniit and California has now emerged
bloom this spring. Our winter here from the "clouds;" and in the place
was very cold and severe, and tiie of heavy fogs and drizzling rain, we
spring was late, so that many colo- have bright sunshine and clear blue
nies of bees was transformed into the skies. All seem to welcome this de" stingless variety.''
However, the lightful weather with a thankful
excessive swarming that is now going heart, but no one more than " the
on, will more than repair the loss. little busy bees," whose joyous and
There are many bees kept in this part contented hum may now "be heard
of the State, biit only a few persons from early morn until the setting of
appear to know how to manage them, the sun. The faces of the bee-keepso as to obtain the best results. Since ers have now a contented smile, in
keeping bees and practicing " bee- spite of their effort to look grave and
ology," in this locality, many have pre-occupied.
In this section, the
taken the " bee-fever" and embarked black sage is almost out of bloom.
in the enterprise w'ith good results, The wild alfalfa is at its best. White
and if the " fever " does not become sage is just coming in, while sumac
too contagious (so as to overstock the and wild buckwheat are yet to come.
country), we may expect good re- The rains in California have been,
turns for this year we have a pros- this year, unusually late, and as a
pect of a large increase in bees and a matter of course the liees have not
good crop of honey.
A. W. Fisk.
had good weather for work but. notBushnell, 111., June 30, 1884.
withstanding the lateness of the season, the prospect is good for a fair
crop. As a general thing, bees are in
Apiarist or Apiator ?

We are

;

:

I

notice

that

Keys

beeless hive
of course there is no
brood left, unless a little drone brood,
and we have before us some combs
for wax, for more foundation, and
;

some

first-class kindling wood.
you have no method by which
you can use a full hive of frames, of
full sheets of foundation, running a
full swarm into them at once, by all
means procure it without delay.

If

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of the Amp:i{icax Bee Jotrnal,
Monday, 10 a. m., July 7, l!!i84.

The following

are the latest quota-

tions for honey
up to this hour

and beeswax received

calls

a bee-

J. M. Shuck.
Des Moines, Iowa, June 2-5, 1884.

J. E. Pleas.\nts.
Santa Ana, Cal., June 2-5, 1884.

But few Swarms.

:

CINCINNATI.
HONEY— The demaml for all honey is very slow;
market dull and prices rantre from 6a9c for extracted Different
t3 of choice comb honey in
small sections have been offered and sold in our
market lately at 12(a,l4c per lb. As I predicted
some time ago, the preference for the production
of comb honey seenis to be prevalent; and, as we
have the best prospects for an abundant harvest
this year, we may prepare tor low prices.
Iain Kood demand; choice yeliow
brings 3oc a lb. on arrival.
CHA8. F. MCTTH.
Ii

BEESWAX—

NEW

most excellent condition.

keeper an " apiator." Do you think
that will do as well as apiarist V

t

J

VORK.

HONE Y— Present sales of comb honey are slow,
and will be until the new crop arrives. We quote
Fancy white 2 lb. sections, classed, 13C*l4c; fair
to good in 2-]b. sections, glassed. ll'«.i:-lc; dark
:

grades

in 2-lb. sections, glassed. uxn]-2c.

in this

market.

No

l-!bs.

Extracted, white, 8@yc.; dark and

~(qific.
Bees are very slow about swarming, buckwheat,
BEESWAX-Prime yellow. 34(3 35c.
McCAtiL i HlLDKETH, 34 Hudson St.
[Xo we very much prefer to follow this season. I have only had 4 swarms,
BOSTON.
"Webster's Dictionary, and use the up to this date, out of 49 colonies.
The season has been very wet. "\Vliite HONEY -The sale of honey is almost over, and
word " apiarist." Ed.]
we
are
obliged
sell J-Ib. combs for
to
and2Mclover is now abundant.
Ibs. to 2H-lbs. from Inc<ul2c.
No l-lbs. in the
;

l.'ic,

Samuel

That Deep-Celled Foundation.

A few days ago

sent for a sample
of the Weed foundation. I wanted to
try it on a small scale before buying
much. I thought that more was
I

claimed for it than ought to he claimed
for any foundation, that it cannot sag
nor break down, and when the bees
so readily accept of it, it must be an
improvement on tlie old kind. The
piece that I obtained, I put into an

comb just as I would a queen-cell;
when next I saw it, a day or two

old

Towanda,

111.,

June

C.

Ware.

27, 1884.

market.

Extracted,

8(*l(ic.

BEESWAX-3.5C.
Blake & Kiplet,

57

Chatham

Street.

CHICAGO.

Transferring Bees.
HONEY— The new crop of comb honey is coming
on the market, and nearly all of the arrivals to
I have 1.5 colonies of bees that I note are in g<iod order, and the quality of tlie
wish to transfer from box hives to honey is of the best, I'^ing white, and flavor that of
and linden: frames are unusually wellmovable frames. Mr. Ileddon, on clover
tilled. The crop of comb honey of ih^3 is nearly
page 412 of the Bee Journal for all cleaned up. We have not had any old comb
honey to offer for several days. Extracted honey
1884, i-efers me to page .367 of the Bee is in very light demand, and prices irregular; the
large.
Journal for ls.83. Will you please stocks of it are Not
BEESWAX—
plentiful, but the demand is
publish the part about transferring also
light at 30(gi37c for fair to prime.
R. A. BCR-VETT. IBl South Water 8t.
bees, and oblige a subscriber.
J. F. McMillan.
SAN ERANCISCO
Healy, 111.. June 29, 1884.
HONEY—Only small lots of new crop have thus

afterwards, the bees had it drawn out
[As there have been several calls
and filled with honey. I think it is a
pity tliis was not found out long ago. for that article to be re-published, we
I have 20 colonies of bees lost one here give the new plan as described
last winter. They were on the sum- by Mr. Heddon. Ed.]
mer stands packed witli straw and
About swarming time I take one of
chaff they are doing very well.
my Langstroth hives containing 8
M. HlGGIKS.
Given pressed wired frames of foun
Windsor, Out., .June I'O, 1884.
dation, and with smoker in hand, I
approach the hive to be transferred.
Bees Doing Nicely.
First, I drive the old queen and a
Basswood will be in blossom in a majority of the bees into my hiving
few days, then I hope to see them box. I then remove the old hive a
" boom," as white clover is nearly few feet backward, reversing tlie engone, unless we have more rain very trance, placing the new one in its
soon.
place, and run in the forced swarm.
Ak.-vd C. Balch.
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 30, 1884.
In two days I find 8 new straight
combs with every cell worker, and
containing a good start of brood.
Large Honey Flow.
Twenty-one days after the transfer.
My bees are doing well— storing 10 I drive the old hive cleay^ of all its
pounds per colony each day. I have bees, uniting them with the former
only had 2 swarms yet they were drive, and put on the boxes, if they
from the Italian colonies. The Cyp- are not already on. If there is any
rians stick to ttieir home as long as nectar in the flowers, the colony will
they have room. There was a heavy show you comb honey. About the
loss of bees last winter, but they are queens
I usually kill the forced
increasing rapidly now.
queen as the bees run in.
1). R. ROSEBROUGH.
I run them together as I would one
Oftsey, 111., June 23, 1884.
colony in two parts. Now to the old
;

There is n<i urgent inquiry at present,
and considerable difference exists between the
iif buyers and sellers as to values.
Small
lots of new white com h have been sold at loti^lHC.
White to extra whit.* comb, Io^Inc; dark to good.
far arrived.

views

10^13c; extracted, choice to extra white, 5f»7c:
dark and candied, 4t5'—
BEBSWAX-Wholesale, 27^®3nc.
STKARN8 & 3.UITH. 423 Front Street.

KANSAS

I

;

:

CITY.

HONEY—

No change to note in prices. As predicted in last report, the temporary activity was
only accidental, and last week has been dull. Some
little new honey is now arriving, but it fails as yet
to tempt buyers to any extent. I look, however,
for a very large demand a little later, and would
suggest shipment by Aug. I, of all that is ready in
quantifies to justify. I have still a few more "Suggestions on Packing and Shipping Honey," to mail
free on application. I will also furnish shipping
stencils free to any one desiring to ship to me.
BEESWAX-Nominal, at 30®3nc.

JEROME TwicHELL.

.-lU

Walnut

street.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY Steady: demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12@14c per lb., and strained and extracted firtifi^c.
BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32>ic. for choice.
W. T. ANPERSON & CO.. 104 N. 3d Street.

—

CLEVELAND.

HONEY—

The honey market is fairly active on
best white 1 lb. sections at l.Sc; 2 lbs. best wh te
not quite so active at I7c: 1 lb. sectionssell quickly
on arrival, and often are sold to arrive. Second
qualities continue very dull— are hardly salable at
any

price.

Extracted

BEESWAX-Scarce

is

at

not wanted.
3.'5c.

A. c. KE.snEi,.

1

15

Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— We quote crimb honey in 2 lb. sections.
16(»17c; extracted,

GEO. W.

7^^8c.

MKADE & Co., 213 Market

St.

—

:

:

;
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Notices.

following your
the wrapper label of this
pajier; it iiulicates the end of the
month to which vou have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
For safety, wlien sending money to
this otiice get either a post office or express money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the
Postage stamps of any kind
letter.
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar.
Local checks are subject to a
discount of i5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
Exniiiine tlie Hate

name on

^'

When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter. The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

UP CLUBS.

Advertisers' Opinion.

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
We.therefore,
to elevate the pursuit.
premiums for
offer the following

My advertisement in the Bee Journal, has brcuight me over 400 responses.
Du. G. L. Tinker.

;

;

A

;

:

and the Weekly for

^"

Cook's ISIanual in cloth and the
for one year
]Manual and
will be sent for $3.
Monthly, $2.00. We have no more of
the old edition left, and, therefore, the
club price of that edition at $2.75 and

Weekly Bee Journal

$1.75

withdrawn.

is

DR. FOOTE'S

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
Hints and Ready Recipes,
title of a very valuable booh that ^vea a
amount of informrttion, of the Itmost Impnitance to Kverybody. concerning their daily-

is

the

tireut

habits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing,
Bathing. SVorking. etc.
It Co8l« only
and contains 38 payes, anU in Bent

1^ For

$2.75

we

supply the
one year, and

will

Weekly Bee Journal

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
All who intend to be systematic in Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
their work in the apiary, should get a bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
copy and commence to use it. The with the Monthly, $2.(0.
prices wUl hereafter be as follows
Advertisements intended for the Bee
$1 0(i
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
Journal must reach this office by
" 100 colonies (220 pages
1 2.5
Saturday of the previous week.
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
;

:

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

^" Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 18S4 be lost. The
them is
cure a binder and put them in.
best

way

to preserve

are very valuable for reference

to pro-

Sleeping,

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
Uy mall,

pfiHt-paid. on receipt of price. This
the Book that every family should have.

U

just

TELLS ABOUT

IT

Parasites of the Skin,

"WbattoEat,
How to Eat it,

Bathing- Best way,
I.,ungs&

Tilings to Do,

Lung

Diseases,

Ventilation.

How to Avoid them.
(Mothing-what to Wear,
How much lo Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Influence of Plants.

Exercise,

Things

to Avoid,

Perils of Suiunier.
to Breathe,

How

Overheating Houses.

S3. -50.

Apiary Register—New Edition.

The

Philadelphia, O.

getting up clubs
The queen business is ntsliing, and
While no subscription to the Bee we think the Bee Journal deserves
Joui:nal will be taken for less than much credit as an advertising medium.
the regular advertised prices (viz.
E. A. Thomas & Co.
Weekly, $2.00 Monthly, $1.00),— any
Colerain, Mass.
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
Having advertised in the AmeriList " anything therein named, to can Bee Journ.\l quite extensively
the amount of 1-5 cents for every dollar for the past two years, I would say
they send direct to this office, to pay them (without solicitation) that it has sold
for the trouble of getting up the club
more queens for me than any other
and these books will be sent, postpaid, three periodicals I have ever tried.
to any address desired.
My bees are in fine condition this
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly spring. I have lost Init 4 out of 182
and $6.00, we will make an additionnl colonies. The outlook is fine for a
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound good season.
L. J. Diehl.
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
Butler, Ind.
10
For a club of 5 Weekly or
The Bee Journal does its adverMonthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the tising wonderfully well. It brought
15 per cent, present a copy of the to me responses from Canada to the
American "Popular" Dictionary, (4uU of Mexico, and from tlie Allecomprising every word in the English ghanies to the Rocky Mountains.
Wm. M. Rogers.
language that enters into speech or
Shelbyville, Ky.
writing; it contains 32,000 words and
phrases,670 illustrations and .512 pages;
1^"
Canadian wishes us to state
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address in the Bee Journal. whether we take
Canadian money for suhsciiption or
desired.
Subscriptions for two or more years books. We do and for fractions of a
for one person, will count the same dollar, Canadian postage stamps may
be sent.
as each year for a diiierent person.

^^ It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
Si" Dzierzon's new work entitled
an unexpired contract, he can do so " Rational
Bee-Keeping," we now
only by paying regular rates for the
with the Bee Journal as folnumber of insertions his advertise- club
The Weekly for one year and
lows
ment has had.
the book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in
^° All money orders from foreign paper covers for $2.75. Tlie Monthly
countries, should be made payable at Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
Chicago, as the " Madison street Sta- than the above prices. It is an imtion "is not an International office.
ported book, printed in the English
^g" In reply to many correspondents language, and the price of the book is
let us say that we "take any kind of $1.50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
postage stamps at their face value
when bound in cloth.
Silver
including the 3 cent ones.
should never be sent by mail, as it enRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
dangers the loss of the letter either which are printed a large bee in gold,
by thieves, or else breaks through the we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
envelope and is lost in that way.
t^ We carefully mail the Bee Preparation of Honey for tlie Mar.
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will ket, including the production and care
cheerfully send another, if notified of both cdmb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
before all the edition is exhausted.
This is a
Fairs, etc.
1^" We now club the Biituih Bee and honey at
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 82 pages.
Journal and our Monthly for $2.50, or
it

New

Occupation for Invalids. Car« of Teeth.
Atter-DinnerNaps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause&J
Preventing Near-Sight- Malaria: Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

IT TELLS HOW TO CURE
Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns Coughs, Cholera, Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyppepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness. Itcliins, InOamed BreM!>ts. Ivy Poison-

ing, Moles, I'irtiples. Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, ^^ore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore 'I'hroat. Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating F^et, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough. Worms in Children.

It will

Save Doctor Bills!

Price only 2.% Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS &. NEIVMAN,

They
y25

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO.

ILLi.

:

—

—
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From Mr. G. W. Demaree, Christiansburg,
Ky.—"The Convention Hand-Book is the
most exquisitely gotten ui>. and the nicest
It is a nice Pocket Companion for book in my collection of aiticulturni works.
It contains much valuable inrorinatiori. and
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed especially as many of the pn-sidiiig otlicers
of our conventions are selected to till those
on toned paper, and bound in cloth

Bingham Comer.

price 50 cents.
contains a
It

thoug-h at first sight I thought I did not like
anything so large, I could not now be induced
except by the direst poverty, to do with any
thing smaller. As a matter of "economy"
I much prefer the "Doctor" to any of the
cheaper smokers, of which I have worn out
several. The "Doctor" has entirely cured
me, so that I am now a Bingham man, as my
wife always has Iieen. If the somewhat
vague remark in your letter means that
nothing was charged for the Smoker sent,
except the reading of your letter, I shall be
very glad of another "Doctor" forthemoney
sent, so that my wife won't take mine from
me. Bees just booming on white clover.
Tours Truly,
C. C. Miller.

Convention Hand-Book.

important positions because

copy

of

a model

their practical skill as apiarists rather than for their
fitness as presiding officers, this little work
will fill a long-felt want. Please accept
thanks for your untiring labor to promote
the apicultural interest of the country."
<if

my

" Constitution and By-Laws " for the
formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers— a simplified manual of ParliaFrom
— Dr. G. L. Tinker, New Philadelphia,
mentary Law and Rules of Order for Ohio. "I prize the Convention Haiul-Unok
very much, and it will be a valuulilc aid to
the guidance of officers as well as bee-keepers attending e(nivcnti()ns. The
for discussion arc concise, and
members, a blank form for making questions
cover the field of the most interesting and

—a

Programme unsettled points in bee-culture. The book
will help to systemize convention work, and
discussion
at enable the mem hers to do business properly."
such meetings model Premium Lists
From Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville,
for Fairs which may be contracted or
Mich.—" If every bee-keeper would read the
enlarged, and then recommended to Convention Hand-Book, and profit by its
our Conventions would be more
the managers of adjacent County or perusal,
orderly and have more beneficial."
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
From Mr. George Hilton, Fremont, Mich.
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
"1 think the Convention Hand-Book is deshave aimed to make it suitable for tined to fill a long-felt want,
and should be
any locality, and a book that will com- in the hands of every intelligent bee-keeper."
reports
questions
for

statistical

of

—

We

mend

every bee-keeper in the
English-speaking world.
We have had some bound in Russia
leather, with colored edges— price 60
itself to

aUEENS!
BY KETURN MAIL,
FROM OUIl A'Eir STRAINS OF

cents.

We will supply

them by the dozen

at

25 per cent, discount, post-paid.
iriiat lliey Say of

it

=ITALIAN

AND ALBINO

:

'

to again be at liberty to go to con\-entions,
when I shall prize the work very highly."

From

Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.— "The
Bee-Keepers' Convention Hand-Book is a
gem. It should be in the hands of every one
who attends a bee-convention, and then there
will be no need of embarrassraenton account
of ignorance of Parliamentary Rules. Accept
my thanks for sample sent."

From Mr. Jas. Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.—
"The Bee-Keepers' Convention Hand-Book
is received.
I saw it advertised, but conceived no api>roximate idea of its great value
to bee-keepers attending conventions, until
I perused it.
Many times the price of my
copy would be no temptation for me to do
without it. It will make us all want to talk
at once. I fear. You deserve the thanks of
all, and I herewith tender mine for this
helper."

PUBLIC SENTIMENT afBrcis that the PKESS
SUPEKIOR for makinEComb Foundation either

Lb

Wired Frames or tor SECTIONS, and insures
alraight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

D. S.

eiV£N

Jb

ILL.

Dadani'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

^ H -KEEPERS,
Kli^

beforeorderineyour

£.

KRETCHIIIER,

Cobure;, lowu.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BE£-EE£FEB'S ADVISER.
The British Bee Journal is NOW published
SKMI-MONTHLV,

T. F.

:

:i

Dresden, Tex., May 28, 1884.
Conquer the " Cyps."—T. F. Bingham,

Abronia, Mich., Dear .Sir: — Enclosed find
$1.7.5, for which please send, per mail, one
"Conqueror Smoker" to Major H. A. High,
Waxahachie, Te.\. He bought a Cyprian
Queen from me, and the Bees have worsted
the old gentleman. I told him that the Conqueror Smoker would conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it
never failed." Respectfully,
B. F. CakrolI/.

Borodino, N.

Y.,

Aug.

1.5,

1882.

Cyprians Conquered— All summer long

has been "which and thither" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
last T am "boss."
Bingham's Conqueror
it

Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smoker of Bingham. Respectfully,
G. M. Doolittle.
Prices, by mail, post-paidDoctor smoker (wide shield).. 3;4 inch.. $2 00
" .. 17.5
Conquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
Large smoker (wide shield). .. .2^4 " ..150
"
Extra smoker (wide shield)
2
.125
"
Plainsmoker
2
..
100

Wonder smoker
lU " ..
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,

65

Little

2inch

115

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen rates.

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

BINGHAM.

P. M., or

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA, MICH.

ALFEED

H.

Dealer

NEWMAN,

in all

kinds of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
HONEY AM) BEESWAX,
923 'West Madison

at Seven Shillines, per .annum,
and contains the beat practical information for
the time being, showinK what to do and when and
how to do it. Sev. H. K. PEEL., Editor.

Street,

CHICAGO,

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

for our large Illustrated Cata1^ ^H ^HSend
logue, sent free to any address.

10A24t

18, 1884.

— Mr.

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

June

Smokers, which please send per mail — one to
each. Dr. Balch, J. M. Louderback, and H.
A. Towner. The Conqueror is the best
Smoker I ever used. Respectfully,
May 17, 1884.
H. Hastings.

T. F.

Given'sFoundationPress.

III.,

Subdiie)« All

WoODARD's Landing, Wash. Ter.
Tlie Best Smoker. — To Bingham &
Hetherington, Abronia, Mich., Dear Sirs
—Find enclosed money for Conqueror

BEES.=^

We are hai>i)y to announce to the bee-keeping public that we are now prepared to send
you QUEENS on short notice, at the follow-

From Prof. A. ,T. Cook, Lansing-, Mieh.— '* I
have greatly to thank you forg-ettiujf up the ing
low rates
exquisite little Convention Hand - Book.
Surely the old 'saying' is true— being a thing Untested, each
$ 1.00
per '4 dozen
5.nO
of beauty, it ought to be a joy forever."
"
per dozen
10.00
From Mr. A. I. Root, Medina, O.— " Send Warranted, each
1.10
"
dozen of the Convention Hand-Books.
per 2 dozen
6.00
me
"
per dozen
We have had quite a number of inquiries for
11.00
something of that sort, and yours seems to Tested, each
2.00
be quite nieely gotten up, and just what is Select Tested, each
•i.X
wanted."
Send for our descriptive Price-List and see
From Mr. J. E. Pond, Fo.\boro, Mass.— "The what our customers say of our goods.
Convention Hand -Rook is just the thing.
Address, Wm. \V. TARY * SON,
The digest of Parliamentary Rules it conCOLERAIN, MASS.
tains will prove of great value to every one.
I trust it will receive the patronage it so well {The oldest breeders of Italian Bees in America.)
28Atf
deserves."

From G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.— " I
flm in receipt of the new Convention HandBook, and must congratulate you on the
happy thought of such a work, and the neat
appearance of the book. It is a work you
may well be proud of, both as to the matter
it contains, and the splendid material used
in its make-up. It will nu'eta ioiig-lelt want;
and, were it so that I could iitt<'iid conventions as in former years, ton times the price
would not seem too much to pay for it, for
by the instruction therein given, an.v man
could be kept from many a blunder, niuch to
his mortification. I hope in the near future

Marengo,

The Doctor

Bingham, Dear Sir:— I've used the "Doctor"
till its all daubed up with bee-g'lue, and al-

ILL.

ItH II.L,178TRATED CATAI.OeUE
sent FREE upon application.

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prev.iilinft scarcity of beeswax
comb founduiion is now a,i!v»inced S

the price of

cents per pound above the price quoted in my
Catalogue for 1884. Prices same as Dadant's.

BEESWAX.
per pound delirered here, for yellow

I pay 33Sc.
American Bee Journal Beeswax.
To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.
and the British BeeJoumaUboth for 13.50 a year.

We send

the Weeklj

!

i
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HELLO! HELLO!
We

are

now ready

to

Bunk Orders
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for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A

WhltePitplar
Dovetailed

!

Specialty.

ORGAN

KTerythinii fully up with the times, and

At Lowest Figures
Send

statu p for :i--page

Catalogue and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,
WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A6m
I
I

week at home.
absdiutely sure.
u

fr>.(.ii'

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

Pay

outtlt free.

No risk. Capital not reHeader, if you want business at
whuh persons of either sex. youns'irold.
lean make trreat pay all the time thev
Work, with absolute certainty, wri'e for
particulars to 11. IIallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
i

()uired.

alogue of ESTEY and CANIP & CO.
ORCANS, Decker Bros., NIathushek,

1

Simpson, Estey Sl Camp, and Camp
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

4Aly

Dadant's Foiimlatiou Faetorj^Trholesale
and

See Advertiaement

retail.

In

ESTEY

another column.

188 end I90 State

FLAT - BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
hfgh side-WEns.4 to

16

square feet

U

^thepound. Circular and samples free

hSS^^^

J.

Ki»xs^y.;<fa

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Send lo cents
postatre,and we will mail jou free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
L>r

I
1

more money in a few day's, than you
ever thought pn-isible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
cents to tot^very
old. You can easily earn from
evening. That all who want work mav test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are ni't well satistied, wewill send 1 to pay for
I

.-)ii

KEEPKKS'

4Aly

KiOC.VL

nl ami Dealers
SI FPliIES and

aud Found;iti(in from the Given Press, Sections. E.\tractors and Honey Jars. Send for
14A2et
our Price I,i«it.

We want a local reporter in every farming community to furnish us from time to time such facts
we may require. Send 25 cents for credentials
and full particulars regarding services and compensation. Address Will C.Turner & Co., Publishers
*'CEty und Country,** ColumbuM, Ohio.
LMAlHt

IF

and

retail.

See Advertisement

NEW AND

in anotlier

CAMP,
CHICAGO.

St.,

"SrO'D"

"WAITT

SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

COLUMBUS BUGGY

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

column.

Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our supehiok Vehicles can be seen, will be

When

USEFIII.

Articles for the Apiary
Send for our lii-pafie illustrated t'ircular.
18Atf HENKV ALliEY, Wenham, Mass.
AKcntB wanted

<St

&

VEHICLE,

Dadaiit'sFoiuulafioiiFactoiy, wholesale

REPORTERS WANTED.

as

BEEHONEY.

iii

Laii^'strotli
Ill\i;s a Specialty. Dadant's
FoinKiatiori.Iiirijiliaiii Smokers, Wired frames

1

the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delav. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
JlamilaotiiriTs

for the working class.

&

DOUGHERTY

Sule Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, t'flw, N, Y.
I

X30,000

The Best

for

au-

thentic edition of his

life.

BLAINE!

sent.

We have the largest FACTORVin the world for
manufacturing first-class and superior
Busg;te», PliaetoiiN, Li;u:lBt Carriages,
Surrey Way:oii^,

Published at A^eu^ta. his
home. Largest handsnmKy the renowned historian
est, cheapest, bestTni.
onweil.
whose life of Garand biotrrapher.
field, publif*lieil bv tis. nil Isold the twenty others by
t^Hi.'MHi.
(.)utsells every tmok ever published in this
world many anents are sellinji fifty daily. Agents
are making fortune;:*. All new beginners successgrand chance for them *4.i..^o made by a
ful
lady agent the fir.^t dav. Terms most libertil. Particulars free. Hetler j-end 2.) cents for postage,
etc., on free ouiMt, now ready, including large
prospectus book, and save valuable time.
(

;

.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

Apply to

t!

F.

.

Ill

UTH

etc.

;

ALLEN &

,

and H7K Central Ave.,
CIirCIlXNATI, O.
Pf 8end I'lc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Eeepers.

S.IOiNCH$ 15.00
N MILL
W.C.REUH AM .A
i:ur'

'^^^ MAVSV/LL£-. Kir
87AIy

.

-^«

_

Dadant'sFoiiiulat ion Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

in

another column.

Eureka Wiring
Price, 50c. by mail.

Tool,

and Supplies.— It
E. K.

will

N. Y.

_^

AND

Dollar Qut-ens. imc.
Ji-'jO

;

It

QUEENS
BEE

ITALIAN

8

;

;

cents

for

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co.,

.AX.FR£1> H. N£fVH.JLN.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Weat Madison Street.

Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an " Australian
Scene," and their manner of traveling in that
24Al8t
country with ostriches as a motor.

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FI..AN^OAN
AB

1

and free from horae

f^r We make our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that cun be obtained
the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.

Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all Apiar-

1

OUR POPULAR

the latter most perfect
motion.

For Bees, Queens.

$9.00.

Warranted i)ure. Order now and eetchoice
Queens. Send money by P. O. Order. Registered
Letter, or American Express.
•JTAtf N. F. ASHTON, »aveii]>ort, Iowa.

ANIJ

Aiuerlcan Village Carts^

Mill. from

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

923

.

$o.r_>o
twelve,
$2..'>0 ; selected. 25

six,

tested,

40c. by express.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.

pay you to

SMITH. Smyrna,

JJAtf

;

Vandervort Foundation

TTALIAN QUEENS, DABANT FOUAX diilton,
send for Circular.

extra.

See Advertisement

For pressing Foundation into wired
|wanted for The Lives of allthe
frames. Sonietliing eiiliiely new.
"Presidents of the U. 8. The

k largest, handsomest, best book
lever sold for less than twice
lour price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense
protiis to agents. All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Book C ., Portland, Me.
4A:y

Warranted.

CO.,

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

2(iA4t

97fi

y

Lock bo.x

9.*.'..

«& II^LI^'SKI,

Ilelleville. St. Clair Co., Ills.

Vandervort

Comb

Fdn. Mills,

Send tor Suniv>leii Ai JReducvtl Price-Llst.
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

!

:
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HEDDON'S

Sixth

Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

GOXuTTls/LlSr.

BEES

OR THE

Management

of an Apiary for Pleasure

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMAS
liave

OSS 'Weat Madlaon

on liand a freslily-made

strictly

ouglily

from

cleansed

best Brood Foundation of

or

8}<xl63ii',

have also

I

size.

tlior-

impurities.

all

Sizes of brood and surplus,

Langstroth

wax,

pure domestic

Dadant's

same

NEWMAN.

Street, Chlcnico,

size; also

III.

It contains 330 profusely
illustrated
pages, is " fully up with the times " in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everything that can aid in
the successful management of the Honey
Bee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive

Dadant's Uxll for American frames. Send condition.
for prices,

and

offer a liberal

state

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

t»

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.
I believe my Hive is growing in populara inucli greater degree, than is tlie
business of bee-keeping. I am now pi-epared to funiisli these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
ity, to

One Hive complete

for

Appreciative Notices.

;

two cases com-

one

4..50

One Hive

in the flat

3.00
1.50

Five or over, each

H. H.
Light Street, Pa.,

May 8,

THOMAS

.00

Send

I am now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 43^x4J^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, $6.50; 5x6x3,
per 1,000, $8.00. All sliipped from here.

QUEENS!

PRE!

New

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
TREATISE

eivinK an Index of diseases,
A.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table ffiving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the a^e of the borse a valuable collection of re;

;

:

and much valuable information.
Price as centB.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS
925

;

in

NEWMAN,
Chicago,

Ills.

WE CALL

all wanting- A No. 1 BEES,
Cyprian or Hybrids, to the following,
from one well-known to the readers of this

the attention of

I

AC, Cass County, MICH.

—

li.

J.

DIEHL,

1.00
1.50
2.50
7.oO
10.00

Butler, Ind.

DEALER

IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieeiis
For further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend (^o. TEXAS.
7Aly

Italian,

CIRCULAR for 1884
DOW AG

CHICAGO, ILL.

Liberal Discount to Dealers by
tlic Dozen or Iliiiidred.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

FLANAGAN & ILLINSKI,
Lock box

09.3,

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.

18A1.3t 6B3t

Dadant's Foil lulatioiiFaefory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

can

sell

the abore Smokers at

MANTTFACTUKEKS' PK1CB8,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest itnprovementa,

THE CONQUEROR,
THE DOCTOR.
includiriK

Send

for

my

ALFRED
»j:i ^Y,

and

3'J-paKe Illustrated

CatHliitrue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.

1

JAMES HEDJtON,

Street.

.

:

have
Address,

West Madison

price, by

NEWMAN,

G.

June, each
Itaban- warranted. May and June, each
Italian— tested Queen
Full colonies of Hybrids
Full colonies of Italians

;

SURE to state whether or not you
my Circular for 1883.

True

4Aly

I now wish to say to my farmer ruptomers. that I
All orders for the following Queens.
paper am DOW ready to
.50
in May and June, each
I
Hybrid
Italian— untested— not warrunted.in May and

Strain,

be

oi.ce address.

THE HORSE,

IMPORTED

And

At

ENGRA VINGIS

Paper
'*
I have never seen a case of foul brood
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always
IT.lIil.lNS! been so, and are O. K. in every respect."
Also
Geo. B. Peters, M. D.
Take your choice. Prices
We can furnish any number of Colonies of
Tested, to breed from
$ 3 00
the above Bees, and will warrant safe delivUntested
I 25
tio
Untested, after July 1st
ery and satisfaction.
11 00
Untested, (per doz.) after July Ist
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us. for any
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices
and particulars, send to

Our

^jx cents for postage,

and receive free, a costly box
ftrouds which will help you to
ni'ire money rinht away than
anvthingelsein this world. All
of either sex, succeed from first
The broad road ta fortune opens before the

20Atf

^^ A

:[sr:EWiyt.A-isr,

GOLDEN ITALIANS!

1884.

one should ever order these Hives
PRICE-Bonnd in cloth,
in the flat, without ordering one made up
complete to work by. Parties are adver- covers, TS cents, postpaid.
tising Hives as Ileddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my ))rinciples. Judge only
G.
by those purchased from me.
925 West Madison Street,

lEi.

923 West JIadi»«on Street,
ILLINOIS.
CHICAGO,

BRO\\Tsr.

No

SECTIONS.

by Mail or Express, $1.00.

Friend Ne\vm.\n:— I acknowledge with
pleasure the receipt, this morning, ot a very
ticautiful book, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
or, .Maiuigi-ment of an apiary for Pleasure
and Prolit sixth edition, enlarged." The
book opens with a kind, familiar face, and
the whole subject matter is concise, easy
and comprehensive. 1 read it witli much
pleasure.
T. F. Bingham.
Abronia, Mich., May 1, 1884.

comb honey.. $3.00

will contain

Price,

-A^LiFi^iEr?

hour.
w'Tkers, absolutely sure.
& Co., Augusta, Maine.

I have received a copy of the revised
edition of " Bees and Honey," and aftrr
examining the same, find it to be a very
plete with sections).
Jiandy and useful book of reference on the
The above Hive complete for extracsubject of bees and honey, and believe it
ted honey
.$3.00 should be found in the library of all interThe above Hive complete for both in
ested In the study of bees.

(The above

bars are of best lifi:ht
spring- steel; the neckl>and ot best
hard
si»ring- brass the cover
is oi handsome light
material.
It is very
easily put tofrethcr, no trouble to put on or
take off. and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing; it either day or
night, and the protf 'ction against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces.

II

I

DEALERS.

buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The

;

by

lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

from

C.

;

Editor 0/ the Weehiy Bee Journal.

Wholesale and ReMl.
now

Profit

VEIL.

There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
thnuijrh their center at
tlu'top. These bars are

HONEY,

and
and

I

Edition

OF

BEST GIVEN

of

A NEW BEE

H.

Madison.

Sup-

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

Automatic Honey Extractor
AND SMOKKK.
Send for descriptive Circular and Prices to
G. "W. STANLEY & BKO.,
20Atf

W I'OMING, N. Y.

..

.<>.

ESTABLISHED

ffm* >^"EEK

IN

18 El

:>-.

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

t
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU.,

July 16, 1884.

Topics Presented

in this

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

ST.,

Sa a year

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly, $1.

]5ees not Storing in Sections

4-58

We will supply the American Bee tlourna]
one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last colnmn of figures. The
first column Rives the regular price of both. All

4.52

poetaxe prepaid.

4.32

But

Little

made with Honey
Basswood Honey
.Jelly

4.59
4.59

459
Carbolic Acid
" Colony " or " Nation V"
460
Comb Honey Without Separators 451
Convention at North Salem, Ind. 4-54

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscrip- Correspondence

1^" The

money

sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write ua a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
receipt for

t^

Any person sending a club of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished /ree.
t^T Papers are stopped

at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

EXTRA:

To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, |l Monthly, 24 cents.
;

4.53

Cyprians, Syrians, etc

451

Death of a Bee-Keeper by Lightning

4.59

Direct Introduction of Queens
Editorial Items

4.56

451, 4.52

Good
Good Prospects for Fall Honey.
Honey and Beeswax Market
White

.

4.59

460
4.55

etc.

.

460

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

460

Entered at the Chicago P. O. ca SecondClass Matter.

Marketing my Honey Crop
Migratory Bee-Keeping
Out. Bee-Keepers' Association...

4.>5

Poor Honey Crop
Preventing After-Swarms

4G0

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For either

A hne of

the \reekly or

Monthly Editions.

will contain aboitt t words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

TWELVE

this

type

lines wilt

Bdltorial Notices,

SO cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one. two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
space, for each insertion
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will bechari^'ed the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
OSS

(Vent

Madison

G. IN'EWMAJi,
Street..

ChlcnEo,

III.

,

3 00

.

2 73

.

2

51)

.

2 60

.

3 25

.

liangstroth's Standard Work
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner'8 Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables

4 00..

3 00

2 75
3 25
3 75

.

3 10

3 00..

2 75

2 35.

.

2 25

2 40..

2 25

Moore's Cniversal Assistant

4 50..

4 25

Honey as Food 4 Medicine.lOO Copies

4 30.

4 25

3 25.

.

2 75.. 2 30
3 00..

2 74

3 00..

2 J5

3 00.

2 75

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.CJ.Hill)

2 50.. 2 36

Kansas Bee-Keeper

300.. 2 75

The

Clover

Honey
Honey Harvest— Wintering,

459

ADVERTISING RATES.

and Cook's Manual, lasteditiondn cloth) 3 25.
Bees and Honey (T.O.Newman)cloth 3 00.
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75.
Apiary Register tor 2ilO colonies
3 50.
Dzieraon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 00..
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50.
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
3 50..

459 and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I. Root)
.

Increase by Division
Local Convention Directory
Making Honey-A'iupgar

;

Price 0] both. Oli..
»2 00.

The Weekly Bee Journal

459
Fastening Starters in Sections
Blessed Bees
Few Swarms and tuit Little Honey 460
King' TextBook
Getting Bees to Work in Sections 4-58 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

Honeiy-Dew and

FOREie.N POSTAGE.

1884.

459

.

tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for ayear
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Uoney," bound in paper.

29.

Another Bee- Paper C4oiie
Uark-Louse Honey Injurious

Blaclvberry

EIHTOK AND PROPRIETOR.

XX.-No.

CLUBBLNW LIST FOR

Number.

Beeswax
PUBLISHED BT

VOL.

Apiculturist, (Silas
British Bee Journal

M. Locke)

.

.

3 00.

2 75

3 75.. 3 50

The 7 above-named papers

8 25

.

7 00

The Monthly Uee (Journal and any of
above,

(I less

than the figures

in the last

the
column.

4.59

4.52

4.52

4.5S

0°

The Gibson County Bee-Keep-

meetat Trenton,
Gibson Co., Tenn., on Aug. 2, 1884. A
good atten(Janee is expected.
ers' Association, will

T. J.
J.

W. Howell,

Happell,

Sec.

Pres.

4.59
Quantity Small, Quality Good
1^ The meeting of the Bee-KeepKemarkable Season
460 ers' Association of Northeastern KenSelections from Our Letter Box. 4.59 tucky, will be held in the city of
Covington, Walker's Hall, on Aug.
Separating Bees from Surplus
13, 1884.
G. W. Cree, Sec.
Honey
.

45S

Shaking Bees

4.59

Special Notices
Storing Honey Rapidly

461

The Real Cause of Bee-Diarrhoea
The Use of CarbuHc Acid
Unusual Honey Flow

454

Weak Colonies
What and How
" What do we Know
Wild Bergamont

460
4.57

459
4.58
4.58

"

I®" Constitutions and By-Laws for
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
name of the Association printed in the
blanks for 50 cents extra.

4.53

Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Bee
to any perto get up a
club can have sample copies sent to

Journal will be sent free
son.
Any one intending

the persons they desire to interview,
460 by sending the names to this ofSce.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

450

DADANrSFODNDATION
is

by lumilreds of the most
and disinterested bee-lieepers

attested

tical

jirac

BOOKS
Sent by mail, on receipt of price,

to be

the cleanest.l'rightcst.quiclvest accepted by
bees, least ai.t to sa;,', niostregidar in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.

THOMAS
<Mr,

bj*

NEWMAN,

G.

West JIadison

!

ytreot,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, wc
allow 'i'l per cent, discount, and prepay
postag-o. Special rates on larg-er quantities,
g'iven ujioii application.

On dozen

A H. NEWMAN, ChicaKO, 111.,
C F MUTFT, Cincinnati. O.. Mich.,
JAMESHEDDON. Dnwaghic.
Indianapolis.

Ind..
DOUGHBr.TY & McKEE.
CHAS. H.iillBBN. Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. HEUTKL. Jr.. Freeburg, III.,
SaKo, O..
WM. BAI.LANTINB,Jerseyville.
III.,
„
B.L. ARMSTRONG,
..
ARTHUR TODD. Oermantown, Philadelphia, Pn.
,

KRETCHMER, Coburd. Iowa.

Bees and Honey,

or Manafreinoiit of an

Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thom.vs
SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times."
DALE, Mortonsville, Ky.
in all the various iini>rovements ami inventions in this rapidly-developiuji: pursuit, and
and numbers of other dealers.
presents the apiarist with everj-thinpr that
price
and
FREE
SAMPLES
Write for
can aid in the successful inanag-ement of the
list of supplies, accompanied with
honey-bee, and at the same timv jirndiice the
ISO eOMPI.IMENTAKX.
most honey in its best and most altractive
condition. It embraces the following- suband UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS jects
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
— Locatinj^ an Apiary—Transferring — Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — E.xtracting- ~
Founof
our
inch
every
guarantee
We
Queen Hearing-— Introducing Queens — Italdation equal to sample in every respect. ianizing — Bee Pasturage a Necessity-— Quieting and Handling Bees—The Management of
CHAS. DADANT <lE SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
5ABly
K.

E. F.
C. F.

Bee-Keepers' Ruide, or ITIaniial of
tbe Apiary, by Pkok. A. ,1. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every snlijcct that' interests the
bee-keejier. It is not <inly instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly prstctical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Qnlnby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
KOOT.— Its style is plain and forcilde, making
its

readers realize the fact that the author

master of the subject.

is

Price, $1.50.

A B ti of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces cvei-ytliing pertaining to the care
of the

Hone,v-li(-o, and is valuable to the
more advanced bie-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth,.¥1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bee.s, by ,Tohn Alle.v. — A
romance of bee-kee])ing, full of practical
information
Price. 75e.

Tlie

and

contagious

enthusiasm.

Hive and Houey-Bee, by Rev.

L.

Langsthoth.— This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
L.

Price, $2.00.

:

220 ])rofusely-illustrated pages. Price,
in cloth, $1.00; in paper covers, 75 eents.
etc.

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeplng.—

A translation of the master-piece of that most
celebrated
in cloth,

German

$2.00;

in

authority.

paper

Price,

co%-ers,

bound

$1.50.

Queen-Rearing;, by Henky Alley.— A

and detailed acccnmt of 2.3 years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way to rear Queens, etc.
Price, $1.00.
full

Tlie .Iplary Resixter, by Tho.nhs G.
ill Prices of Fouiidatiou
Newm.vn. — A Record and Account Hook for
Bee. Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
The prioes of Comb Foundation are NOW the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to eat-li t-olony,
adTaiiced two ceiitu per pound fiom ruled and'printed, and is so arrang-eil that a King.— .V new edition, revised and enlarged.
the quotations in oui- retail Price List, and mere glance will give its complete history. Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
tbree cents, per pound, at «liolesale. Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
CHAS. DA WANT & SON,
colonies, $1.00; for UK) colonies, $1.25 ; for and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
colonies,
$1.50.
300
Ills.
Co,
Hancock
Details
their management. Price, 15c.
Hamilton,
23ABtf
Honey as Food and medicine, by Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Thomas G. Newjuk.— It gives the various Cha.s V. MiTTH.— Gives his views on the manrecipes for making agement of bees. Price, lOe.
iisf'S of Honey as Food
Hinicy Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam,
Dzlerzou Theory. — The fundamental
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with

Rise

:

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
'VhK OrlBlnal

BINGHAM

many valuable recipes. It is intended for principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Consumers, and should be liberally scattered as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
to lielp in creating a demand for lioney. by the late Samuel Wiigner. Price, 15c.

Prk-c-, for either the- Knarlisli or (iernian
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
,5 cents— on*- dn/t-ii. 40 eents— llHI for
by Pkof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
$2.50 — .'WO for $10.00-1,000 for $15.00
meaning of nearly ."lOO ai)ieultural terms.
if 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover. Pi-ice, bound in cloth, 50e.

edition,

Bee Smoker

—

Bee - Keeperi«'
Book, by Tho.mas

Convention

Hand

G. New.m.4N.— It contains
a simiili- '.Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Kulfs of )rdr-r for the guidance of otlicers
(

of Lch-uI Conventions —Model
Constitution and liy-I.awsfora Local Society
—Programme tor a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for tlie
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

and

Eat Honey? by

Tho.mas G.
is intended for disown
liii-KeMpcr's
locality,
tribution in the
Price, 50
in order to create a Local Market.
for
conies
500
$2.25;
1,000
cents per 100;
eopii'S for ^^4.00. When 200 or more are
will
we
jn-int
the
ordered at one time,

Wliy

Patented, 1878

smoke and
and chips and stufl-, and make lots of
box atSomfort. and have no dampers or match
or fall to blow
tachments, as they never Ko out much
or little,
smoke up or down or sideways,
any or all the
swift or slow, just asyoH please,
lime; top up or down, they alwaysEO! vexation by
Bee-keei.ers will save money and
and BinKham &
buvins genuine BinBham smokershrst We neither
He\herfnston Uncapping-Knives
but ..f these
Sake nor handle any other supplies;
only legal
and
we are the original inventors,
use irom one
makers, and have had over 4,",,ooo Inletter of comone
but
receiving
and
years,
"five

I Use, by G. M. Door.TTTi.E.-

FoulBrood, byA.R. Kohnke.— Itsorigin
and cure.

Price,

25e.

iiii-iiilii-rs

Nkwm-vn.- This

Prof Cook inhlsTBluableManualof thoAplarr,
"
first to improve
•tales that Mr. Bingham was the
by estalilishinK a direct
liie old Ouinby smoker
Five years of persistentefforthas demonVrSft
able to
siraled that no one but BinKham has been
of Bmcimorove a Binaham smoker. Hundreds
and
are
years,
use
five
in
been
have
ham smokers
They burn lots ot blocks
yet in working order.

TUe Hive
Price 5c.

Leatiet

honev-producer's name and addiess free, at
the b'ottom. Less than 20ii will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.

Preparation of Honey for
market, including the production and

tlie

care
of both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc.. by Thomas G. Newman.
This i's a chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price, lOe.

Snarnilna, Dividin!!, and Feeding:
Bees.- Hints to Beginners, liy Thomas G.
Newman. A chapter fi-om"Iiees and Honey."
Prk-e

5<".

Bee Pasmrage a Necessity, by Thomas
New.man— Progressive views on this im-

G.

moore's Universal Assistant, and
Complete meclianie. — Contains over
industrial facts, calculations, processes, ti-ade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2..>0.
I.IHKI.IIIK)

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be m<ire useful to horse owners.

It

has

,S5

engi-avings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and

comjirehensive manner. It has many good
recijies, etc. Price, 50c. , in either Englisli
or Cirerinan.

Food .Adulteration.- What we
should not
family.

eat.

eat and

This book should beinevery

Price, 50c.

Scribner's Luiiiber and l^ug Book. —
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35e,

Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
iirieeof grain. lu-oduceand hay; wood
measurer, ready reckonei-,tables for j»lowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

up the

Hand-Book

of Health, by Dr. Footc.

liules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
working, dressing, t-tc. Price, 25e.

Emerson Binders, made

especially for

what and how the Bee .Iourn-^l. and lettered in gold on
or for the
to plant.—A chapter from "Bees and Honey." the back. 75e. for the Weekly
Monthly, .50c. Tln-y cannot be sent by mail
M engrinings. Pi'ice, lOe.
)iortant subiect: suggesting

;

orders already
"wVlb European and American
is evidence that 1S84

rece ved for over xoin. there
one. Also that
with usTs not likely to be an idle
met the advanced
such goods as we make have bee-keepers
in Euwants of the most advanced
'"For''maitr"afeL'and testimonials, send card.
rates to
sell anain. sond for dozen

.-V

Price 5c.

C'Onstitution and By-Laws, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Bibboii Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Bienen Kultur, by THO.MAS G. Newman.
—In theOernian language. Price, in paper which are printed a large bee in gold, lOe.
per
doz.
each,
or $8 per loo.
ABKOSilA, MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTON,
^A2Btf

To

Bees In Winter, by Thomas G. Newman.
—Describing Chaff-packing. Cellars and Beechapter from " Bees and Honey."
Houses.

to Canada.

:

cyj^'

tt

Journal

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO.
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No. 29.

It is true that neither one flower
nor one bird will make summer— we
need the full chorus of myriads of

Cyprians, Syrians,

etc.

Mr. L. C. Root, author of "New
Bee-Keeping," in the July American
Published every Wednesday, by
Agriculturist, gives his views of some
of the new varieties of bees which
G.
have been introduced into the United
Editof ^ni> Proprietor.
States with considerable expenditure
of time and money.
Comb Honey Without Separators.
The Cyprians have some marked
matter of the use of separators we characteristics. They have been quite
We must say that we have never need the test applied to large pro- thoroughly tested, but do not grow in
favor with the majority.
They are
been favorable to the plan of disducts, in order to demonstrate the far too irritable to be agreeable to
pensing with the use of separators,
handle.
Some
consider
them
superior
possibility of the successful producwhen getting comb honey ready for
honey gatherers. I have given them
tion of comb honey without separaquite
a
thorough
trial,
and
the
only
the metropolitan markets. We have
tors, so that we may be assured that point I could find in their favor, was
seen so many ill-eflfects of the nonit will alike answer all the require- a tendency to breed late in the fall,
use of separators, that we have about
ments of the producer, the wholesaler, which is desirable as affording a good
concluded that it was detrimental to
force of young bees when going into
the retailer, and the consumer.
winter quarters. I have not tested
the best interests of honey producers
Let us hope that the present ex- the Syrians. Mr. Benton pronounces
to favor the plan.
them among the
best.
The
We have just now received the fol- periments, and the many individual Carniolans are said very
to possess some
successes which have been reported,
lowing letter and the box of honey
very desirable qualities, and a cross
may prove to be the first-fruits of the between them and the Italians has a
therein mentioned
great harvest of such experiences good reputation. Much has been said
Dear Editor :— I .send you to-day, which shall fully and unequivocally of the Holy Land or Palestine bees,
by express, 2 of my two-pound section
but my own experience does not cordemonstrate the successful producboxes with honey produced without
roborate all that is claimed for them.
separators, by my new strain of bees. tion of comb honey without separaMr. Julius Hoffman received an imI got 54 sections like the ones sent, tors.
If not, then we cannot afford to portation of C'aucasian bees in 1880.
every one of which could be glassed dispense with their use.
He has experimented quite extensively
like the ones sent. So much for comb
with them, and is of the opinion they
honey without separators. The quality
are superior in many respects. In
of the honey, also, is the finest I have
Mr. .J. Stewart, Rock City, fact, I nave never heard more desirever obtained. None of my Italians Stephenson County,
able points claimed for any one
111., Secretary of
ever produced honey so fine and clear.
" Northwestern Illinois and South- variety than Mr. Hoffman claims for
the
Dr. G. L. Tinker.
these. He is one of our most practiNew Philadelphia, O., July 7, 1S84. western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' As- cal bee-keepers, and his conclusions
"
makes the following re- should be receivid with confidence.
The honey is elegant in appearance, sociation
Much credit is due those who have
quest
superb in quality, and though the secbeen so persevering in securing to us
At our last meeting in Rockton, the these new varieties. The ultimate
tions are only one and three- sixAssociation passed a resolution order- results must be of great good, as the
teenths of an inch thick inside the
ing me to correspond with all bee- future crossing of these strains will,
glass, the honey is as straight as a keepers' associations in the State, in no doubt, give us one with a combiboard, and the glass (though it al- order to endeavor to have a law nation of very superior traits.
most touches the honey all over) passed by the State Legislature for
the prevention and destruction of
seems to be equi-distant from the cap- foul brood. As I do not
Tlie article on page 420, entitled
know the
ping of every cell-. The glass is held names of the associations in tlie " Expose your Hives to the Morning
State, or the addresses of the secre- Sun," should have been credited to-'
to the section by two elastic bands.
The Doctor should feel highly grati- taries, I would request the secretaries the British Quarterly Review for Deto furnish me with their addresses
fied at the production of such elegant
and the names of their associations, cember, 1842. It was intended to
specimens of comb honey.
as required, so that we may act in show rather a line specimen of magaIf this can be done, without separa- concert.
zine bee- writing of 42 years ago, but
tors, in large quantities, it is all that
the date there given, by an oversight,
can be desired, and its accomplishigp This is " convention year," and made it quite a recent matter.
ment will be hailed with delight by there Is to be an International Conven1^ Letters for publication must be
thousands who have hitherto con.sid- tion of bee-keepers at South Kensingwritten on a separate piece of paper
ered separators a necessity.
ton London, England, on Aug. 7.
from items of business.
birds

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

every

the

universal
bloom of nature's loveliest gorgeousness, the genial and refreshing showers, and the light and heat of the
glorious " orb of day " to complete the
indispensable features of summer. It
is just the same with this important
of

hue,

—

W

:

^

,

:
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Since the disastrous failure of
migratory bee-keeping, as tried by
Mr. Perrine in 1S76, by conveying
them on steam barges on the Missiswe
sippi River, to follow the bloom,
have heard but little about it.
That such things do pay when
properly managed, is demonstrated
every year in Scotland, where bees
are taken to the highlands where a
perfect " sea " of bloom is provided
by the heather and in Egypt, the
bees are taken up the Nile to gather
the sweet nectar from the bloom, in
Messrs.
its successive development.
;

& Son often move their bees
lauds" of the Mis"bottom
the

Dadant

River with complete success,
yield of honey.
remunerative
and a
Mr. Baldridge, in connection witli
Mr. Flanagan, has inaugurated a
similar experiment, and from an exchange we quote the following
Last November they took to the
neighborhood of New Orleans some
300 colonies of bees for wmtermg.
Tlie plan was to keep them there to
work in early -spring, say to about the
second week of June, then ship them
north to Kane Co., 111., to feed upon
white clover and other superior
sissippi

lioney-producing
of
down to
first

until

plants,

the

August; then move them

county to gather
heart's-ease, Spanishneedle, etc., until cold weatlier closes
It is expected to
honey-gathering.
secure three distinct honey seasons,
and if desired, three periods of natural
increase. Besides the advantage of
an early honey crop, it is calculated
that inthe mild climate of Louisiana
there will be little if any loss in winSt. Clair

from

honey

tering.

„

,

.

part of this programme
has been carried out, and the 300 colonies, filling two cars, have arrived
St. Charles, their summer home. Mr.
Baldridge informs us that the bees
wintered without loss, but that the
extreme wet weather along the lower
Mississippi greatlv interfered with
plant bloom, and that the honey crop

The

first

m

light— indeed less
years, so he does not
consider the profit settled for the first
third of the season. The test tor the
second third will now be entered upon
in Kane county.
quantity,
The freight on bees
Orleans to Chicago, is about
from
one dollar per hive, to which expense
must be added the time and services

was

exceedingly

than for

and it would change (color, time of
making and quality of vinegar) vastly.
I am doubtful whether such vinegar
The New England Apiarian has would
pass in our family. I think,
ceased to exist. The June number however, that the merchants make
announcement
following
about as above described.
the
vinegar
contains
But I have never bought vinegar at
been
rehave
not
expectations
My
the stores since we began to make it
alized, and I find that I have lost confor our own use. There is no money
past year,

Another Bee-Paper Gone.

Migratory Bee-Keeping.

to

:

many

m

New

To take them
the attendants.
back, stopping at St. Clair county,
will add something to the cost of
freight and handling. Apiarists will
watch the progress of this new beeenterprise with interest.
of

®- TheKentuckyBee-Keepers'Convention meets in Louisville, Ky., during the opening of the Exposition (day
N. P. Allen, «ec.
not fixed).

siderable money during the
to be made in producing such vinegar
with a prospect of losing a great deal as we make. It is simply good to
more this year. I think none of my use. and we always have it in the
subscribers or patrons desire me to
house.
T. F. Bingham.
run this at a loss, and certainly I do
Any one who has had experience in
not feel like continuing to publish it
unless it receives proper patronage. making honey vinegar is invited to
I propose to discontinue its publicaanswer the other queries.
tion, and want to be honorable and
just with every subscriber. Those
who have paid in advance I will arBeeswax.
range with some other bee-paper or
for
the
copies
them
send
to
magazine
In an Exchange we find the followtime they have paid.
ing, concerning the care of cappings,
and obtaining beeswax from them
Making Honey- Vinegar.
The " cappings " which accumulate
Mr. W. T. Maddox, of Jflexandria. in the extraction of honey, and all
odds and ends of comb, should be
La., write us as follows
carefully saved, but in warm weather
In the pamphlet on " Honey as Food it is well to render them into wax as
and Medicine," I find this receipt for soon as possible otherwise they are
making honey vinegar
liable to become infested with the
•'Take 30 gallons of rain-water; heat bee moth's larvae. What is called a
add two "Wax Extractor is a very convenient
it, and put it into a barrel
It is
quarts of whisky. 3 pounds of honey, utensil for rendering wax.
citric acid, and a lit- simply a " basket" of perforated zinc,
•5 cents worth of
"
"
Fasten up the inside a steamer which is set over
tle mother of vinegar.
barrel. and put it into the cellar, and in a kettle of boiling water. The refuse
a short time it will contain vinegar comb is placed in the basket, and the
unsurpassed for purity and excellence steam rises and melts the wax, which
is caught by a false bottom in the
runs out through a
I wish to ask the following questions steamer, and
concerning it
spout in the side. When there is not
1. Is it necessary to heat the water V much wax to render, the cappings of
combs can be put into a tin sieve,
If so. why
2. Is it absolutely necessary that the sieve covered, and then set over a
ram water alone should be used V Will pan of boiling water. The steam will
not clear bayou or river water do as melt the wax, which will run down
and rest upon the water in the pan.
well ?
3. Having no cellars here, will not a The pan and its contents can be set
house do to keep it in V Is it a cool or aside until cold, when the wax will be
a warm place it needs to be kept in, found formed into a cake. Another
metliod is to put the combs into a
after making V
i. AVill it make a No. 1, strong vin- cloth sack, and the latter into a washor
ciderapple
lioiler— the sack being held at the
egar, like the old-time
vinegar, to warrant one in making it bottom of the boiler by means of a
on a large scale V What is its color V stick, the upper end of which presses
5. How long after making, before it against another stick, lying across the
will be readj' for use? Should the top of tlie boiler, and tied to its
bung be driven tightly, or the hole handles When the wax is melted,
the boiler is set aside until the wax is
left open ?
Wax can
6. If. bv adhering strictly to the cool enough to be removed.
recipe, it is made in warm weather, is be cleaned from utensils by using a
cloth saturated with kerosene oil.
there any chance of a failure V
:

:

;

:

;

'

7.

What

making

"

is

the

mother

best

method of
by the

of vinegar "

1^" Comb, in frames, can be kept
V
have always been under the im- over the summer free from the depreto
put
necessary
was
pression that "it
dations of the larvte of the bee-moth
the barrel in a warm place (in tlie sun if thev are suspended in the light and
quantity
I

even), to make it work freely and air. and are 3 or 4 inches apart.
quicklv. and that it should be left Moths love darkness and uncleanlireply to the above questions ness. and deposit their eggs in cracks
open. "
will oblige.
and crevices about hives, where bees
cannot gain access to tliem. Do not
As Mr. T. F. Bingham has had con- permit
refuse comb to lie around the
honey
siderable experience in making
apiary or bee-house. I have put frames
vinegar, we requested him to answer of comb containing their larv* into a
Italian bees, and in half an
the foregoing questions, and he has hive of
hour could see the Viees bringing them
sent us the followng
There is no need of any other
out.
Two pounds of honey to two gal- moth-tiap. for they are always baited
lons of water is not far from my plan. and set.— Exchange.

A

:
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Thus we see that no rule reu.iidiiig iiffcultiue can be formed
whicli will do to follow throughout
the country, as can the rules in arith-

metic

;

Hiiii

the only thing

we can do

to try tlie plans of others cautiously
till we know it is suited to oiu- wants,
using charity all the time. There is a
some
great difference in individuals
experiment carefully, proviug everything critically step by step as they
go, arriving at almost a deffinite conis

For tbe American Bee Journal.

"

What

do

Q. M.

we Know."

DOOLITTLE.

:

clusion with the first experiment;
page 411, under the above cap- while others experiment in such a
" All tlie
Mr. S. R. Mason says
careless slip-shod manner that their
correspondents of the bee-papers are experiments at the end of several
as opposite in their opinions and prac- years are of little value. Notwithtices as it is possible to be. I have standing
all
these drawbacks, any
looked in vain for some one person careful
of the Bee .Journal
whom 1 could follow with a certainty will findreader
much of value after he has
of success, and as freely as I would a sifted the chaff from the wheat. One
teacher of any of "the common hundred dollars per year would not
Viranches of human knowledge * *
hire me to dispense with bee-papers,
Stop quarreling, write sense, and the for it is to them that I owe nearly all
common sort at that."
the knowledge I possess relative to
As there seems to be an opinion bee-keeping.
similar to the above prevailing with
Now, having the above before us, I
most of the beginners in bee-keeping, wish to reply in a few words to W. II.
and also with many who have kept Stewart's article found on page 409.
bees as long or longer than Mr. He says that
I make a mistake in
Mason, perhaps a little explanation of saying ' many cannot afford to buy
readers
the matter may help us, as
of
foinidation ;'" and further on he says
the American Bee Journal, to un- " AVe might
as well conclude that
derstand each other better, or at some
persons who keep horses could
least help us to understand why nothnot afford to buy oats or corn to feed,
ing pertaining to bee-lore can be fol- I cannot conceive of any reason why
lowed like a rule in arithmetic. Twice a bee-keeper could not afford to buy
2 makes 4 every time, because it canfoundation imless it is because he is
not be otherwise, no matter by whom poor."
it is multiplied, nor at what season of
Well, the reason Mr. Stewart's conthe year the computation is made, or
ception is so limited, is that he judges
in what locality hence we have the
all locations like his own.
Does he
rule of multiplication as being always
suppose tliat the horsemen of the
the same.
The same of addition, large, fertile plains of Texas find it
subtraction, etc., but if we come to
expedient to pay high prices for oats
apply any rule similar to the above,
with which to feed tneir horses, when
to the bees, we tind it wont work, for
the luxuriant grass is going to waste
the reason that every season brings
from the want of more horses to graze
its changes. For instance, last seaity No; such cannot afford to buy
son, in our basswood honey-harvest, I
for the grass affords them all
found I could introduce a queen by oats,
that is needed.
letting her run in at the entrance, and
Again, in saying that swarms are
smoking the bees 2 or 3 minutes after
cast in a time" of good honey flows,
I had let her run in and as I did not
Mr. S. only shows his ignorance of
lose a single queen out of 30, 1 set it
for here the greater
down as a rule that queens could be otheroflocalities
our swarming is done when

On

tion.

:

:

;

;

:

part
the bees are only living from " hand
to mouth." In 1876 1 had .339 swarms
from 68 colonies, yet that was the
poorest year for honey, during the
last 12 years. That all those swarms
would fill a hive with comb and
brood (where such swarms were not
returned) in from 10 days to 2 weeks,
while colonies not having swarmed
lost.
would not even work foundation, was
Again, I wrote to a friend at the
the reason I said that I could not aftime I was having success, how to inford to buy foundation ; for the nattroduce queens, in reply to such a
ural comb was cheaper than foundaquestion from him
and when he tion
at 10 cents per pound.
tested it in a different locality, he
If Mr. Stewart can afford to pay $2
lost every one so tried. The result
was, he wished Doolittle were " brim- per pound for foundation in his
stoned," or something else, as Mr. locality, I still say as I did before, he
Mason wishes of "all the writers, can pass the article by, the same as if
it had never been written, as it was
editors, novices, etc."
Now, why was it that my friend did not intended for those who are sure
not succeed as I did. Simply because that foundation is profitable.
all things were not in the same conMr. S. thinks that 10 pounds of
dition in his locality that they were foundation was not sufficient for me
in mine. Again, when there came a to use to know of its worth. I could
change in the condition of my apiary, inform him that I tried to use much
Iso failed, and I doubt if those ex- more, but as it sagged and warped so,
conditions ever came to my apiary I tore it from the frames, as it was

thus introduced safely every time.
Xow, thought I. here is our commonsense rule that will apply to bees like
the rule of multiplication applies to
the multiplication table but when I
came to use the same rule after the
honey harvest was over. I found my
rule was " no good," as 3 out of 4
queens put in in that way would be
;

;
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not worthy of the name of comb,
hence I did not use it.
As my article in a late number of
the Bee .Iournal answers the rest
of Mr. S."s objections to my article
written
in 18S3, I will not dwel
further upon it, except to notice what
he quotes from Prof. Cook's Manual,
where he says: "The advantage of
foundation i's first, to insure worker
comb and .second, to furnish wax so
that the bees may be free to gather
;

honey.''

Now I wish to say that the second
proposition is what troubles me for
my use of foundation, both in
the brood-chamber and in the section
boxes, '^i i)f the foundation used is
never utilized by the bees except as a
base on which to add their wax which
they secrete, as in this locality our
flow of honey is so copious that wax
is secreted bv the bees in sucli quantities that they have no need to use
that furnished them in the founda;

in all

tion.
I

have always been considered a

heretic on this foundation question,

and when

I wrote Mr. A. I. Boot,
years ago, relative to foundation killing our honey markets if we persisted
in using such as was then made in
our section of tbe country, he refused
it a place in Oleanings. saying that
the thousands of pounds of beautiful
comb honey built on foundation, now
sold in our markets, proved that I
was wrong, and that foundation
would be a "joy forever."' But now
I am not alone, for in the last A^nerican Apiculturist, almost the largest
bee-keeper in tbe world (P. H. El" The question of adulwood), says
teration is important but why not
throw a bright light toward those
bee-keepers who adulterate by using
:

;

fish-bone foundation in sections. It
is a well-established fact that bees do
not always thin the base of foundation. When consumers of comb honey,
who have never lieard of such a thing
as foundation, speak of the large
amomit of wax in the honey, and say
the honey has the flavor of soap suds,
it is time that producers awake to
the evil that threatens to seriously
curtail the demand and consumption
of comb honey. In comparison. I regard the packing of comb honey and
glucose in glass jars, when properly
labelled, a subject of little importance. If the consumer does not like
the flavor of the liquid surrounding
the comb, as well as the comb honey,
he can buy only the latter in boxes ;
but wlio shall estimate the loss when
bee-keepers themselves shall adulbeen
terate what has heretofore
thought to be pure beyond the power
honey
of the adulterator." Again, a
dealer from the State of Indiana

writes me. wishing to secure all the
honey that he handles, in natural
" I fear that this
comb, and says
foundation in sections will, and is
doing honey -producers harm. It may
not be noticed much yet, but if the
adulterating
continue
bee-keepers
their own comb honey, the demand
surely will keep dropping oft' until it
will be dead. Choice comb honey, if
really nice, will all melt away in the
mouth while being eaten ; but I never
:

—
THE
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built on foundation that had
not a tough piece of wax in the centre. In one lot in this market there
was a regular Hsh-bone,' and one
would as soon think of eating pasteboard as that stuff."

saw any

'

you who are so
favor of foundatipn in
sections, have you tested the honey
you are thus putting upon the market,
to see if it would compare with that
in natural comb V If it will not, is it
doing justice to our fraternity to
It will
place such on our markets
be remembered that by a careful test
proved
made
several
years
ago,
I
I
that the base of the foundation of a
certain maker was even thinner than
natural comb but this was only a
sample lot sent to me for trial. When
I came to order quite a quantity, the
next season, I found that it was
nearly twice as thick as that I had
the previous year. When I expostulated, the reply was that no man
could live at the price paid for making foundation, if made as thin as
the sample sent.
I sincerely hope that we shall all be
careful that we do nothing to injure
the market of our comb honey. I
have not written anything for the
sake of being an "off-ox;" but because I see reasons why we should all

Dear

strongly

readers,
in

'i

;

we do relative
to apiculture, and know that we are
right in every particular, lest we be
guilty of doing injury to our brother.
study carefully what

Borodino, N. Y.
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consumption of honey was increasing
at a rapid rate, and it behooved each
and every one of us to still increase
Extracted honey is being
the sales.
more extensively prepared each season. Full markets bring low prices,
and so our aim should be at all times
to increase the demand.
In answer to a question by Mr.
Furnas as to the relative cost of the
production of comb and extracted
honey, Mr. Muth said, counting from
the field to the market, he thought
the cost of comb honey was double
that

extracted

of

price

and by the reports from those who
had made the effort, that each and
every one could increase home markets ten-fold. The adulteration of
our syrups is now so great that the
people have become entirely disgusted
in the effort to And a good article,
such as they like, and now is our time
to introduce to them about the only
sweet
obtainable extracted
pure
honey.
Mr. Furnas, though not a honeyproducer, said that they had about
the same thing to contend with, in
the production of sorghum molasses.
The people are becoming educated up
to this fact, and rely to a very great
extent on the reputation of the proHe agreed with ^Ir. Muth
ducer.
that each producer should label the
packages and strive to make his goods
reliable, so that his brand would be
a guarantee of a pure and wholesome

—

The joint meeting

last fall,

Dr. Orear moved to a
held at the apiary'of Gullv & Davis,
one mile east of North Salem, Ind.
The weather promised all that could
be desired, and early in the day the
friends commenced coming in, all
intent on making the meeting a pleasant one. The time was well taken up
in social chat, and looking over the
tastily arranged bee-yard, the greatest attraction being the rows of brick
hives, which Messrs. Gully & Davis
aie thoroughly testing.
The meeting was called to order at
11 a. m., Mr. A. Furnas being made
President, with F. L. Dougherty Secretary. Messrs. Davis and Catterson.
of Hendricks, with Messrs. Frey and
Nolton of Boone, were appointed as a
committee to select the place of the
next meeting.
Mr. C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, was
asked to address the meeting, which
he did at some length. He was both
surprised and pleased to see so large
a gathering of bee-keepers. There is
much to be learned at meetings of
this kind, and he knew that every one
there would be benefitted by what
they would hear and see, for some
one would have a new idea to advance
or a new mode of accomplishing some
desired object. He said the question
of marketing our honey crop was one
of particular importance, and something to which each one of us should
attention.
Honey
give particular
should be placed on the market only
in the nicest possible shape. The

swarming impulse, rearing of
good queens, etc.. were some of the
ling the

subjects further discussed, until interrupted by a sudden shower, which
caused an adjournment for the day.

Indiana Farmer.
For the American Bee JoumaL

The Real Cause

more.
Mr. Dougherty knew by experience

article.

and Boone county bee-keepers was

Natural and unnatural conditions
bees in winter quarters, shading
bees during the liot months, control-

of

honey, while the

was only about one quarter

Convention at North Salem, Ind.
of the Hendricks

tance of each and every one taking a
part, though small. What we need,
said she, is a united effort.

A. A.

of Bee-Diarrhoea.

FRADENBURG.

In my article on page 374, I said
that I would give the proofs first and
the theory afterwards, of the cause of
bee-diarrhcea. I wish now to advance

some

theories.

On

page 409, I notice that J E.
Pond, Jr. disputes my proofs. Being
a lawyer it would naturally be supposed that he would know what
proofs are, but it seems that he does
not; for when I produced 4-5 witnesses

that testified that where there was
pollen there was diarrhoea, and 14 that
declared that where there was no
pollen there was no diarrhcea, I think
that the large body of jurymen who
read that testimony will agree that
the proof was sufficient.
In the fore part of his article Mr. P.
says: "But what does his proofs
prove after all ? Certainly not that
pollen is the cause of bee-diarrhcea,
but simply that in the case he menlocation tions, no diarrha'a was found when

new

where extracted honey was sugar syrup was used for winter
hardly known, and but very little stores." Now, if Mr. P. will re-read
used, but his efforts to create a mar- my article, he wiil not find " sugar
ket had been very successful in fact, syrup " mentioned or referred to,
far beyond his most sanguine hopes either directly or indirectly.
He will
or expectations.
also see that I have proved that veiy
After some discussion, the meeting light colonies of bees can be wintered
then adjourned to do justice to the just as well as large ones, and on the
;

bounteous supply of eatables furnished by the ladies.
The hour of adjournment wao too
soon over, but the imperative call of
the President soon brought the meetThe committee to
ing to order.

whom was
place,

assigned the selection of a

recommended that the next

meeting be held at the apiary of Mr.
A. Cox, 1^4 miles east of Fayette, in
Boone county, on Aug. 21. which was
adopted.
Mr. AVheitsell was decidedly in
favor of these meetings; had been a
bee-keeper for many years, but could
gain more good, solid knowledge in
one meeting of this kind than in one
year's hard work in the apiary.
Mrs. C. Bobbins, President of the
State Society, was called on and made
a few pleasant remarks. Was highly
gratified to see the number of ladies
present thought it argued well for
the bee-keeping interest among the
ladies.
She believed this a grand
;

who from neceswanted a business of
their own, and hoped some day to see
as many lady bee-keepers as men.
opening for women,
sity or desire

summer

stands too.
stress has

been laid on the
necessity of having "sealed stores"
for winter supplies"; but I think that
I have proved that sealed stores are
not so very essential after all, and
that pure, candied extracted honey is
as cheap, safe and convenient food for
bees, as can be hnd where they <are in
need of feed between early fall and
spring.
I hold that all the foregoing proofs
are of great importance to the beekeeping fraternity, whether they have
anything to do with bee-diarrhoea or
not, but certainly some of them do.
Mr. P.'s 9 witnesses prove nothing
at all. for it is a well-known fact that
we may have pollen without diarrhoea;
but I will challenge Mr. P., or any
bee-keeper, to produce a case of diarrhoea, such as is known as the prevalent diarrhoea, without the presence
of pollen or its substitute. I do not
say that bees cannot be killed by unwholesome winter stores, such as sour
honey, cider vinegar or sulphuric acid,
etc., but I believe that good stores,
with reasonably good protection and

'Much

She called attention to the advantages no pollen, will bring them through all
making a good display at our com- right nearly every time, on the suming State Fair, and urged the impor- mer stands. I am glad that Mr. P.
of

.

,
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same a bonanza, when fecundated and

such friendly criticisms lielp to bring price.
IJees are very rich in wax, and good
out the line.and often very v;iliial>lt'
jKiints that would otherwise pass un- natured too, while forage is so abundant. I came along on the sidewalk
noticed
" He (the to-day, and a run-away swarm had
Mr. 1'. closes by saying
bee-keeper) who first discovers the clustered on a small willow tree close
cause ot bee-diarrha?a will receive the to the fence a lady was anxious to
his
grateful secure them, and I shook them off
heartfelt
tlianks of
brethren." Xow I claim to lie that into a box for her. The bees rattled
one for I gave to the world the tirst down all over me like shelled corn,
but did not try to sting, and the limb
(iroofs. i. c. that pollen is the cause
and Mr. James ileddon is the second where they clustered was covered
to claim those thanks; but I think I with wax.
There are a number of nui-away
am just head-and-neck aliead of him,
vet I heartly congratulate him, and 1 swarms heard from in this locality,
think his article, on page 405, fully and they will continue plenty as long
as people are so slow to learn that
confirms my proofs.
My theory is. that bees often have bees should be hived as soon as cluslarge quantities of pollen in their tered. A neighboring Irishman had a
combs, and yet come through tiie very large first swarm lately, and he
winter well, and with but little if any said he " would lave them until avensigns of diarrhoea but the reason is, ing, and when it was cool he would
that in such cases they do not eat of hive them." Ilis bees did not wait
the pollen. I have seen whole combs until evening, but emigrated to a
of pollen, in winter and early spring, home of their own finding.
that had been uncapped and the
IJees will often desert a hive the
honey taken out, but the pollen un- next day after swarming, if it is very
touched then at other times they hot and the sun shines directly upon
seem to eat of the pollen as fast as it. We had a swarm lately that was
they come to it, and then they have hived and placed in the shade in the
diairha'a in proportion. To find out afternoon tlie next morning the sun
under just what circumstances or con- shone upon it and the bees came out
ditions pollen can be left in the hives and
clustered, although
they had
during winter, and not have the bees built considerable comb.
eat of it, is the next important quesIn watching a swarm issue, we notion, and tliat far I have not yet adball of bees as large as an
vanced but the •'pollen theory," I ticed a
apple on the alighting board of an
believe, sooner or later, every beeadjoining colony. We poked off the
keeper will yet have to admit.
bees and secured the queen, and
Port Wasiiington, O.
placed her in a cage in a new hive,
setting it where the one from which

lay-

aqueenless
colony, or where an impotent queen is
ing,

for introducing into

discovered.
Peoria, 111., July 1,1884.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the swarm issued formerly stood, and
in a few minutes the bees returned
entered the hive. It would have
been a safer \\'ay to throw the ball of
3IKS. L. HARRISON.
bees into water, as they sometimes
sting a queen when they are being
" The best laid plans of mice and pulled off. When thrown into water,
men gang aft aglae." At the com- the ball quickly falls to pieces, and
mencement of the white clover bloom the queen can be picked out without
I put some nice white comb in frames,
being injured.
into the supei- of a hive, in order to
The best place to store honey is in
secure some extra fine extracted a dry, hot, well-ventilated room. If
honey. When tlie combs were filled kept in a cellar it gets watery and
and nearly all sealed, I extracted oozes from the cells. Do not allow
them and found the product to be colonies to swarm o or 4 times, as
very tliick, dark honey of a peculiar there would be little or no income
flavor.
I ijiferred it was from the excepting from the first.
If the queen
black locust, but reports from differ- cells are cut out and the second swarm
ent sources by persons who have in- returned, then there will be 2 large
vestigated the matter, indicate it to colonies, and surplus may be exbe the product of honey-dew, gath- pected. If bees are the object sought
ered from the unusually luxuriant in lieu of money, then build up these
growth of maples, and some other after-swarms by giving them frames
trees.
There is an aphis found on the of chipping brood, and honey from
leaves of these trees.
This dark strong colonies. If left to themselves,
honey will be mixed more or less with they generally perish during the folwhite clover, and damaged to some lowing winter.
extent.
It is well to save the queen -cells in
The bees are holding high carnival the very best colonies. When the
to-day, and it is mete they should, for cells are ripe, or, in other words, the
the linden bloom is at its'hight. They young are ready to emerge, the colony
have not a minute to lose, and dart in can be divided. IJees gnaw off tlie
and out of their hives with astonish- ends of the cells, not clear through,
ing rapidity. As I write by the open but partially, atsout the time the
window the perfume from thousands queen is expected, and a frame conof linden flowers is wafted in. The taining such a cell and covered with
delicious nectar secreted in the corol- bees may be removed to a hive where
las of the linden bloom is a very dif- she will soon hatch, and the bees referent article than the product of main with her. Queens reared under
plant lice, and yet many persons the swarming impulse are claimed to
think bees make honev. and that it is be the test. These young queens are
Prairie Farmef.

Honey-Dew and White Clover Honey and

Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association.

A meeting of the Ontario Bee-KeepAssociation was held at Toronto,
July 8. The following were in atJ.
tendance
S. Cornell, President
Hall, 1)1-. Tliom, Jacob 8pence, 1). A.
15.
Chalmers, C. Mitchell,
Jones,
Walker, Losee,
ISIessrs. Patterson.
Baxter, Pellet, Webster, and others.
The President explained that the
ers'

;

:

First,
objects of tbe meeting were
to obtain necessary legislation to protect the bee-industry against the danletter addressed
gers of foul brood.
to Dr. Thom was read by the President, showing the dangers to the interests of the Association generally,
growing out of the attempt of incompetent persons to conduct apiaries.
Reference was made to the interview between members of the Ontario
Government and a deputation from
the Association in reference to the
desired legislation, in which the Government requested that the Association supply statistics showing the extent of the bee-keeping industry, and
the grounds of its claims to Government aid. During the discussion a
number of opinions were advanced
in favor of the union of the Association with the Ontario Fruit Growers'
Association, but no formal action was
taken in this connection.
:

A

Considerable time was occupied in
the discussion of the best methods of
the required statistics.
collecting
Finally, Messrs. S. Cornell, D. A.
Thom were appointed
and
Dr.
Jones
to wait upon Hon. A. M. Boss to request that the Bureau of Agriculture
and Statistics take charge of the matter, and procure the information in
connection with one of the season's
crop reports.
The Association, at the request of
the management of the Industrial
Fair, made the following nominations
'for judges for the honey and apiary
departments at the approaching Toronto Exhibition: Dr. Thom, S. T.
Pettit, D. Chalmers, C. K. Tench and
P. C. Dempsey.
Mr! D. A. Jones was heard by the
Association with reference to the proposed Foul Brood Act. He thought
experts should be appointed, whose
duty it would be, when so requested,
to examine supposed diseased honey
He thought it would be a good idea to
have diagrams and full descriptions
of the various stages of the disease
prepared. He believed the only danger of spreading foul brood was in the
bees carrying it from hive to hive.
Dr. Thom called attention to the
necessity for the proper inspection of

imported bees, and ^Ir. Jones claimed
this matter as urgently requiring attention as the inspection of imported
.Mr. Jones, in reply to a quescattle.
tion, also expressed the opinion that

the present season would prove a
favorable one for bee-keepers.

a
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Direct Introduction of Q,ueens.
S.

Having

in

SIJI3IINS.

common

on their comb

may

be immediately of fightinw in uniting bees, it has been
brought about by the new-comers not

inserted, as in the first instance, and
all will be well.
queen can also be inserted alone,
on a comb of unsealed honey (or
syrup). In this case she should be
without food for a short time previous
to being placed on the comb, when
she will at once proceed to feed at the

A

with

many

others, experienced much annoyance,
anxiety, and loss of time, by introducing queens with the cage, 1 have
adopted a system of immediate introduction, which proves to be not

open cells, and while doing so, can be
only more expeditious and economi- inserted (together with the comb) as
Wherever a queen may be
cal, but invariably certain in its re- before.
placed, whether being alone or with
sults.
Having often united bees witiiout a few attendants, she sliould be kept
disagreement,
by alternating the warm the slightest chill being incombs of the respective hives, I came jurious to her constitution.
AVhere on odd frames, a queen can
to the conclusion that a queen on a
comb parading unconcernedly among be brushed off the comb with a good
her own bees, would be taken no more number of bees into the comb box,
notice of than the others and this I with a feather, and then united in the
have, by unvarying success, proved to same way.
be the case, and tlie amount of vexaINTRODUCING TO HIVES WITH FIXED
tion, time, and labor, saved to myself,
COMBS.
has already been considerable.
Drive the bees until the queen is
INTRODUCING QUEENS FR03I NUCLEI. seen
to ascend, when she must be
captured.
Now discontinue the drivWhere one has spare queens in
nuclei, and all the frames are of one ing, and spray tlie combs, and the
size, a queen can be introduced to bees left among the combs with thin
the desired colony simply by inserting syrup turn the hive the right way up
the frame of comb on which she is, on to a news sheet, raising one side
about 2 inches from the sheet with a
surrounded by her own bees.
Carry the comb from one hive to stone or piece of wood. The bees
another in an ordinary comb box re- that were induced to leave the hive
move the queen that is to be super- may now be returned, by shaking
seded (if one), and as soon as the them out on the sheet close to the
stranger, with her attendants on their hive, and while they are rushing in,
comb, is placed in the hive, the union place the stranger queen and her atis certain, and there is no need to ex- tendants among them, and all will go
amine them again until their turn in and unite peaceably.
comes in the ordinary course of maCONDITIONS NECESSARY.
;

;

;

making themselves at home in their
fresh quarters, and this attitude of
uncertainty and strangeness is sure to
bring down upon them the vengeance
of the original inmates of the hive.
This state of things is brought about
through the operator being ignorant
of the peculiarities
of bees, and,
therefore, not proceeding with his
work upon the right principles of
management. In his hands the result would have been the same had
both lots of bees been sprayed with
scented syrup.
By following the rules I have here
laid down, the merest novice may always succeed in uniting alien bees or
queens to any desired colony, and no
scent need be used in any case.
Where the bee-keeper has no spare
combs, one should be taken from the
colony that is to receive the queen,
but every bee must be removed before
it is given to the queen and her attendants in the comb box.
The author very rarely uses syrup
in any case, and never where the
queen is inserted on her original
comb, but where it is advised, the
novice cannot do better than follow
the instructions given, when he can
be assured of a satisfactory result.

;

nipulations.

be observed that, instead of
the bees being first permitted to tind
out their loss, the excliange is completed before they are aware of the
fact and the colony is not without a
laying queen even for Ave minutes
great consideration, especially when
building up at the commencement of
the season.
queen received from a distance
in a nucleus hive with frames of the
right size, can be united, togetlier
with her bees, in the same way but
it is advisable that the nucleus be first
placed near the full colony, and the
bees allowed to fly. By evening they
will have recovered from the excitement of the journey, when the union
may take place.
It will

;

—

A

;

QUEENS RECEIVED IN BOXES OR ON
ODD FRAMES.
In the former case a queen should
be shaken witli her attendants into a
comb-box on to a comb containing
unsealed honey (if a comb containing
unsealed honey is not at hand, a little
Syrup can be substituted by pouring
it into the cells on either side of a

comb before
ers,

it is given to the strangprevious to their introduction [;

close up securely,

and leave them for
a few minutes, while the colony to be
operated upon is being deprived of
its queen, wlien the combs should be
parted at about the centre of the hive
or cluster of bees. The sides of the
combs nearest this vacant space, and
the adhering bees may tlien be sprayed
with sweetened water (not scented),
the occupants of tlie comb box

when

Brushing the queen from a comb
with a feather, is much to be preferred to handling her, and if the
operation is quickly performed with a
light touch, she

is

not rendered rest-

and nervous, as is the case when
liberated from the hand.
Wlien introducing a queen on the
comb from her own hive, no syrup
whatever is necessary, and none
should be used but where she is tirst
placed on to another comb, the conditions are different. She has been disturbed by being turned from one box
or hive into another, and in some
less

;

cases a long journey has preceded the
change ; therefore it is best to use a
little, as advised, just to give the
bees something to do for a time, in
case any such queen should show a
momentary nervousness, which, however, will soon pass off, and no hostility is

shown towards

On no

her.

IMPORTED (QUEENS.
would never advise that a good
laying queen be deposed to make
room for one just received from a long
I

distance. The latter will not produce
an egg for the tirst day or two, and

very few, for a time, when she does
begin, and will often be two or three
weeks before she recovers her natural
fecundity.
Some never lay at all,
while others, for a time, produce as
many drones as workers, and soon
die, or are superseded by the bees, if
the bee-keeper does not trouble to do
it himself.
Long confinement and exposure are the causes of this tardy
development and failure of production although, of course, there is the
probability that by an oversight a
queen may not have been mated before being sent out. In that case she
would either not lay at all or produce
drones only.
Bearing these facts in mind, the
careful bee keeper will give imported
queens to nuclei, and either gradually
work them up to a full colony, by
occasionally giving frames of brood,
or, after a few weeks, unite them to
the desired colonies. Thus, the condemned and often prolific queens are
not displaced until the new comers
have had a chance of proving their
;

account, in any instance,
should a queen be daubed with syrup,
or disturbed more than is absolutely
necessary, as so much depends upon fertility.
her appearing among her new subilany a new hand buys an imported
jects in
an unconcerned manner. queen " expecting great things from
This is just the secret of the success her, but very often, even if given to a
of this system. The queen is placed good colony, she disappoints him.
where she feels at home— on a comb, The cause of so many failures and
surrounded by a number of her own bad reports is to be accounted for by
bees. On the other hand, bees are the fact that out of the large number
delighted to receive a comb of honey, of queens imported, only a very small
especially if it also contains brood, as percentage are really first-rate after
is mostly the case where the queen is being confined and exposed to the
transferred on her original comb.
wear and tear of the journey, besides,
It is a mistake to suppose that bees in some instances, not being accomcannot be united unless they have the panied with sufficient bees to provide
same scent. Wherever there is a case against the variations of temperature.
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ami thus being subjected to a possible ing the entrances towards the original quite a trouble to get
directions.

Out of several dozens of imported
queens introduced into my own apiary
(iuriuL; ttie past few years, 1 liave
found few to equal, and not one to
excel tliose that being raised at liome
are enabled to eomraenee their duties
(after being mated) without the least
check whatever.
The time will come wlien every beekeeper, having in view the improvement of liis stock, will not buy his
imported or other queens forwarded
as they now are with o'nly a small
number of bees, especially as is the
case where they are sent through the
post. Though I adDiit that at times,
and during the warmest months, a
queen may come through without
being materially injured, the practice
of sending oidy a few attendants, is
one tliat must be strongly condemned

away

by all intelligent bee-keepers.
'Once exposed to a low temperature,
the fertilizing fluid received at the
time of copulation becomes abortive,
and the queen, henceforth, is a dronebreeder. In cases of slight exposure
only, a large admixture of drones is
often produced, and tlie queen, appears tt) lose her own vitality as well,
and soon dies if not superseded by the
bees or their master.
The novice may be assured tliat
where an imported queen has been introduced to a good colony, and does
not excel those of the old kind, it
does not prove the inferiority of the
Liguriaus in general, but rather that
the constitution of the said queen has
been impaired by some accident, such
as previously stated, or he may, himself, have
allowed her to become
chilled, though only slightly, while
inserting her."
Where a good queen is given to a
weak lot of bees, in the expectation
that she will build them up to a rousing colony, grievous disappointment
will be the result. But on the other
hand, had the small colony received
the addition of a comb of brood and
bees occasionally, the owner would

have had

his hopes realized.

UNITING BEES.

As I have never used scented syrup
when uniting bees, I will only say
that my success has proved that the
various articles advised for the purpose are simply useless.
In every
case where a union has been effected,
when adding peppermint, etc., to the
syrup, without hesitation I assert that
tiie same result would have been attained without the scent, and, in the
hands of an expert, without syrup in
any form. If the bees are pre-disposed
to fight, through the operator not understanding their peculiarities, or the
exact condition of those in hand, it
matters not, even should he smother
them in syrup, scented or otherwise,

all

with the adlieriug bees of one hive their extermination, though not aleffect u;il,
besides entailing
alternately with those of the other. ways
AVluit few" are left about the sides of much labor, is to remove the hive to
the denuded hive, can be brushed out, some distance from tlie old site, when
or stiakeu on top of the frames, when by shaking from the combs the whole
the hive niav be closed up, and tlie of tlie bees, the main body fiy back to
u'nion is effectual
the remaining the original location, while the laying
queen also being undisturbed and al- workers, supposed not to have flown,
are thought to be unable to return.
lowed to reign supreme.
My method of direct introduction
AVhere both colonies are in oddsized frames, bring them together as always answers most effectually in
before, remove one queen, and tlien disposing of the nuisance. No matter
shake off from tlieir combs the whole how bad the case may be, even if they
of the bees of both lots on to a wide have queen-cells (so called, but conboard slanting up to the entrance of taining only drone larvaj), the fertile
th'e hive they are to remain in.
Give workers subside immediately on the
plenty of room at the entrance, and insertion of a queen on her own comb
all will unite in one happy family. of brood witti adhering bees.
Brighton, England.
Should there be any brood left in the
rejected frames, it should be given to
other hives containing the same size,
For the American Bee Journal.
or it may be cutout and fitted to those
of the size given to the united bees,
The
Use
of Carbolic Acid.
and placed about the centre, where it
will soon be fixed up.
MAHALA B. CHADDOCK.
It will be of no use to toss the
strangers on top of the frames, thinkI have tried carbolic acid and it
ing they will draw down among the
does not quiet my bees. I have a coloccupants of the hive. In that case
ony of bees which is very hard to
instant fighting would be the result,
manage, and I read what the Englishand this will continue until the inman said about carbolic acid, so I
truders are exterminated.
thought here is a good chance to try
Tlie only effectual plan is to shake
it.
I put about a table-spoonful of it
or brush off from their combs, the
a
and raisin" one corner of the
whole of the bees on to a board as on rag,
muslin, laid it under, shut the cloth
before, and then, after removing all
down and left them about two minbut the selected ([ueen, mix the newused the acid full strength
comers up indiscriminately witli the utes. I
but I diluted some of it, washed my
rushing "fanning"' crowd, and all
hands and arms up to the elbows, and
will draw in peaceably togetlier.
carefully raised the muslin a
The same method applies in the then
at a time, pushed the rag along,
same case to straw hives, except that littlethe
bees kept coming out all the
and
the bees will first liave to be driven
time and stung me terribly. I had on
out of the fixed combs, and then rea bee-veil, so that I did not care for
turned together with the strangers.
but they stung my arms so
Where both lots to be united have stings,
that they swelled up badly before I
no combs, being either swarms, or was
done working with them— just 10
driven bees, nothing is easier than to
minutes. As soon as I saw that the
mix up both lots on a sheet, or board acid
was " no good," I used the
slanting to the front of the hive,
smoker;
but they had their "backs
draw
under cover
when they will all
" and kept on "stinging. My fingers
up
together.
were swollen so that I could hardly
In every instance there is one thing
hold the frames, and they were so
that must not be neglected, and that
numb that the last dozen or so of
is, only one queen must be retained,
stings did not hurt much. I had alwhether selected or otherwise.
;

;

FERTILE W^ORKERS.

ways managed my bee^s with smoke,
but I had to keep one hand working
the smoker all the time, audi thought

The presence of fertile workers is
readily perceived. The eggs are drop- if I used the acid, I could have both
ped about in the most indiscriminate hands to work with. The Englishmanner often three or four in one man said that the acid would keep out
Only ants, but I have tried it and it did not
cell, while others have none.
one, however, of these are allowed to do it. I put it on the bottom-boards
hatch in each cell— producing nothing of the nives, where the ants are
but a drone, and wlien capped over, troublesome, and they walk around
if on worker comb, it is considerably the spot and go right into the hives.
;

higher than the surrounding cells,
whereas had the brood been worker
larviE, the capping would have been
fighting will result.
The following directions will show but slightly raised.
What is very remarkable, when
how bees can be induced to amalgamate under all conditions, and with- these eggs are laid in drone comb, the
out being sprinkled with syrup of any insect produced is as large, and perfectly formed as tliose from a queen
kind
If the colonies to be united are not properly mated.
These laying workers are a pest to
already adjoining, bring them a few
and have often been
feet daily nearer to each other, keep- bee-keepers,
:

rid of, as they

In the mean time take cannot be distingiiislied from the
combs that the bees cannot otiier workers, and seldom could a
cover, and wlieii the hives are brought queen be introduced to a hive contogetlier, remove thequeen that is not taining them.
Tlie means generally adopted for
wanted, and then insert the combs

chill.

Vermont,

III.,

July

6,

1884.

^° The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its next
meeting on the third Tuesday in August, at Lerov Ilighbarger's, near
Adaline, Ogle County, 111.
J.

Rock

City, Illinois.

Stewart,

Sec.

;
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ANSWERS By

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Bees not Storing in Sections.
My bees will not work in the sections. I have glass on one side and
tin on the other
the bees come up
between the tin and the bottom, and
cluster thick in the boxes, but will
not work. Will you please tell me
what is the trouble V I use the Langstroth hive. I have a division-board
that separates the honey-boxes from
;

the brood. The division-board comes
down within
of an inch of the bottom of the hive where the bees run
under and up in the boxes, on each
end of the hive.

%

Clifton,

111.

Geo.

W. Compton.

Answer.— Although
plainly say so, I

you do not
guess that you are

working on the side-storing plan. I
think this is not nearly as good as the
top-storing system. I also object to
glass in connection with cases of sections. The practical apiarist does not
care for it. Even the farmers about
here would laugh at you if you insinuated that they needed any glass
to look through to know the condition
of their surplus cases. I think you
do not give your bees sufficient communication with the sections. The
bottoms and ends are not enough,
though I must confess I cannot see
why they refuse all work, after they
once enter that unnatural out-of-theway place.

Preventing After-Swarms.
On page 412, 1 asked the (luestion
about taking queen-cells from the
comb to prevent swarming. I was
referred to page 126 of 1883. I did not
take the Bee Journal in 1883. I

the old colony, about 4.5°. As soon as
the swarm is well at work, having
their location well matked (say two
days), we turn the hive around parallel
with the old colony. Xow both hives

cally,

face east, setting side by side, and
close together. Sometimes, however,
being governed according to the size
of the swarm, as compared to the
number of bees left in the parent colony, we place the newly-hived swarm
on' the old stand, putting the old colony
through the process above described.
In fact, we do this most of the time.
Now, you will remember, that while
each colony recognizes its individual
house, they are, at the same time, as
regards all other colonies in the yard,
practically in one location, or on one
stand.
Now, the dates on the back ends of
the hives plainly indicate that seccnid
swarming will take place in about 8
days. In about O or 7 days (according
to season or weather) after this date
on the hives, we remove the old colony
to a new location.
As we do this at such a time in the
day as most bees are in the field, this
depopulates the old colony, giving the
force to the new, leaving too few bees
for the young misses to divide, and as
they at once" recognize this fact, they
light it out on the line of the "' survival
ot the fittest." It may be proper, just
here, to say a few words regarding
how we manipulate the surplus departments of these two hives, as it
may have sometliing to do with the
object in view. Let us suppose that,
at the time of swarming, the old
colony was working in three 28 onepound section (;ases. Suppose the up-

brood, its irregularity in distribution.
and there being more than one egg in
a cell, while other cells are empty.

per one to be -'I completed, the middle
one about J-j, the lower one just
started. We will put two (which two
only the minor circumstances in the
case can decide) on the hive when first
swarmed, leaving one, and, sometimes,
we get another to put with it, on the
old nive. Perhaps this surplus room
on the old colony also has a tendency
to prevent swarming.

6 new swarms. I have taken
the queen-cells out of each hive it is Getting Bees to Work in Sections.
but little trouble with straight combs,
but if there is a better way I would
Will Mr. Heddon please answer the
be pleased to know what it is.
following questions
PlainHeld, 111.
1. My bees
will not work in the
G. C. Bill.
sections. What can I do to induce
Answer.— The method of clipping them to work in the sections ?
all of the queen-cells, or all but one,
2. How long will a colony of bees
to prevent after-swarms, always has live without a queen
been, and always will be, an imprac3. Will j'ou please describe fertile
tical one.
The reasons are simple worker-brood V Sar.\h W. Veech.
but it would require an article to give
Terre Haute, 111., July 4. 1884.

have

;

:

i*

them

all

as I

would wish

to.

I will proceed to give you a plain,
simple method that I have used successfully for the prevention of afterswarms. Let us suppose that colony
No. 14 swarms .June 14. "With a nonerasive crayon we mark upon the hive
O, June 14, and on the hive in which
we put the swarm, S, June 14. Thus,
we distinguish the old colony from the
swarm, at a glance, as we make these

marks

in

large

ligures.

When we

Answers.—

1

Before

.

what

I

could

to do to get your bees to
in the sections, I should have to

tell

work

know

the reason why they are not already
so at work. The conditions necessary
are these
The colony must be of
normal strength, or stronger ; plenty
of nectar in the flowers ; free communication to the surplus receptacles,
and the brood-chamber not too large.
Foundation in the sections is also an
:

or that

brood-rearing

is

very

wearing; quite likely both.
3. You can tell fertile worker-brood
by the elongated cells, or elevated
cappings; by the less quantity of

SeparatingBees from Surplus Honey.

For the

benefit of several inexperi-

enced bee-culturists, will Mr. Heddon
please answer through " What and

How

'' in the Weekly
Bee Journal
the following questions
What is the
most approved method of separating
bees from surplus honey, and removing the combs from the hive V
Is
smoke available y Must the bees be
l)rushed off ? What is the best plan V
Does any book explain this modus
(". H. Cogswell.
operandi?
Virden, III., July 2. 1884.
:

Answer.— The old favorite method
of getting the bees out ot the old style
of surplus receptacles was to put them
a dark room with one small opening to the light, and then the bees
would desert the boxes and return to
the hives. We used to practice this
when we used the •honey-box" with
openings at the bottoms only. The
objections to the plan are. that sometimes a box will contain a queen, and
then the bees will not leave, but as
many from the other boxes as can get
in and about the box will do so. If a
little brood should happen to be in
one of the surplus combs, the same
result was sometimes experienced.
With the cases which we now use.
containing sections with open tops and
bottoms, we smoke over 9-10 of the
bees down, and then remove the case
and shake out nearly all the remaining ones, and then "put the case in a
wire-screen house. We never get a
queen off,and have no brood in the small
sections. The few remaining bees at
once desert the cases and go to the
wire, when the whole of two sides of
the screen house is opened, and the
Viees put out at once, and the doors
immediately closed. In old times we
used to number our boxes and hives,
so that when a queen was found we
would know where she belonged. I
think all the books on apiculture
speak of this subject.
in

Weak

Colonies.

best time to double up
i. c, break them up
and put the bees in with other coloweak
V
nies that are
J. Gochenour.
Freeport, 111.

Which is the
weak colonies,

—

An.swek. This is a practice that I
very seldom use. If I did unite colonies, 1 should do it either for wintering (when they were very weak) or for
the surplus harvest, when they were
too small to build comb to advantage ;
were I running for extracted honey,
I should not unite colonies at all.

hive the swarm (always on full sheets inducement.
Weak colonies give me as much exof wired foundation), we place it close
2. Bees will
live several months tracted honey in proportion to the
on the north side (our hives front the without a queen their vitality being number of workers as strong ones;
east) of the old colony, with the en- much greater when queenless, either often more. They often come through
trance turned iforthward. awav from because they do not work as energeti- the winter in the best condition.
;
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of the North American Bee-Keepers'
Society at the sessions of that body
at Cincinnati and Lexington, Ky. He
was a quiet, pleasant man, and leaves
aged parents and a sister of whom he
was the chief support. The present
year proves to be almost equal in

Local Convention Directory.
Timt and

IK><.

Oct.

11.

Oct.

!,>,

Not.

place o!

MteUng.

12.— Northern Mich., Kt Alma, Mich.
K. A. l*iUmer. Sec, MeBrlde, Mich.
!«.— Northwestern, KtChicatto.

W.

I.'i.—

Z.

111.

Hutchinson. Sec.

Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.

Dec. ;<.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
A. M. Gander. Sec.
Dec.

10,

11.— Mlchlean State, at LansinE.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton. Mich.

fSr In order to have thl8 table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinifs.— En.

Quantity Small, Quality Good.
The clover bloom here is about over,
and although there was an abundant
bloom, and plenty of honey while it
lasted, the amount of honey gathered
from it is very small. On account of
the hard winter and cold, wet spring,
bees were in poor condition to work
in sections when clover bloom came
and as it lasted only 4 weeks, it took
the bees all this time to build up and
as swarming commenced as soon as
numbers increased, very little time
was given to surplus storing. Bees
that were packed in chaff all winter
and cared for during the spring, have
gathered a good harvest of honey.
However, the honey crop in this
locality is not as large as it was last
year, but it is of very good quality.
;

;

.1.

Macomb,

G.

NOKTON.

would

like

to

know whether Holy

Land bees swarm and

settle like the

am

nearly 0!) years of age,
and have lieen a bee-k(^eper all my
life; audi liave yet to (ind the man
who can beat nie in finding bee-trees.
I took a colony out of a ijee-tree in
the woods, recently, and it is doing
Italians.

I

honey production to 1.S8.3. Swarms
Col. R. Walton.
hived three weeks ago have already well.
Industry, Pa., July 7. 1884.
filled both stories of 20-frame Langstroth hives. In some instances newlyhived swarms have cast a swarm in 10 Bark-Louse Honey Injurious.
days. By the use of the nice honeyWe have had a good yield of honey.
labels, and " Honey
as Food and
Medicine," I have built up a home The bark-louse honev is an injury.
A. J. Cook.
market which will probably take all
Lansing, Mich., July 10, 1884.
my crop of honey. My bee-yard presents a scene of beauty, activity and
raining sweets.
L. Johnson.
Good Prospects for Fall Honey.
Walton, Ky.. Jidy 4, 1884.
Bees wintered quite well in this
locality, but the spring was rather
Qood.
hard on them, June 1 found them
I have already taken 5,000 lbs. of but little better than on May 1, and
honey from 46 colonies, spring count, many colonies had entirely perished.
and perhaps there are 2,000 lbs. more The bees have swarmed but very
in the hives now.
.1. S. Tablock.
little, only about 15 or 20 swarms from
Luling, Texas, July 3, 1884.
70 or 80 colonies. Bees have gathered
some honey but white clover bloom,
Blackberry Jelly made with Honey. in this section, though good, was
shortened up by dry weather. Bees
This has been a good year so far. have just begun to work on bassNo time to snooze. If you want a wood, and I cannot yet tell what the
delicious thing, get nice, ripe black- result will be. The prospects for fall
beiTies, get the pulp or juice free of honey are quite good now.
the seeds, then take the best comb
R. Bacon.
honey and do up the juice as a jelly
Verona, N. Y., July 10, 1884.
(women know how to do it), then eat
Try
it on bread, pancakes, or biscuit.
Fastening Starters in Sections.
J. E. Breed.
it.
Embarrass, Wis., July 4, 1884.
I have just been reading, on page
436, how to put starters in sections.
There is no need of using any rosin
Carbolic Acid.
in the beeswax. The sections should
Some one asks in the Bee Touknal be grooved, and the edge of the founabout using carbolic acid. I am using dation dipped into the melted wax
it when I remove the sections, and I until it almost melts and then put
find it superior to smoke in every re- into the groove as quickly as possible.
spect. I mix half water, take a goose If they are put in right they will
qnil saturated with it. and put it care- never fall down with any kind of
With the Parker
fully down between the sections, and rough handling.
the bees will go down into the body foundation fastener there is always
sing
a natural tune some trouble about the foundation
of the hive and
that every bee-keeper understands to falling out of the sections. When it
mean submission. The sections can is put into the groove, it will break
be removed without difficulty. I do before it will fall out.
K. S. Becktell.
not use a veil or gloves when I use
carbolic acid, and the bees are not
Three Oaks. Mich.
A. T. Aldrich.
cross afterwards.
Wilcox, Pa.
Basswood Honey.
;

;

111..

.July

-5,

1884.

Increase by Division.
I commenced in the spring with 6
colonies, and now have 24— all by natural swarming. I hope to make beebusiness profitable by increa.sing by
division. I believed that method of
increase impossible until I had read

the book, "Ijees and Honey;'' and
I see that it can be done with
perfect success. Here, I am the laughing stock of the whole community, as
I stand almost alone in bee-culture.
Shaking Bees.
I am trying to get people to take beeI notice in one or two of the late
papers and buy books on the subject
and read them. They say that all numbers of the Bee Journal, sevmovable-frame hives are humbugs. eral articles referring to shaking bees.
Worrell's complete hive would be a I have had them in my apiary for 2
show here. My intention is to make or 3 years, but only in one colony. I
believe that they "are hatched in the
bee-keeping a specialty,
same hive with others, but the bees
S.'H. Burgess.
are killing them all the time. These
Chesser, Ala., June 21, 1884.
trembling bees are quite annoying to
the other bees. They seem to be a
Death of a Bee-Keeper by Lightning peculiar
bee. At one time I thought
William Howlett, of Beaver Lick, that they were the indication of the
Boone County, Ky., was instantly purity of the Italians but now I am
killed by lightning May 19. He was beginning to think otherwise.
My
at work on his farm, and took shelter colonies liegan swarming on May 14,
imder some trees during a shower, and some of them cast 8 swarms.
when the fatal bolt laid him low, Our honey crop will not be anything
where he was found late on the fol- extra, this year. All the honey we
lowing night. Mr. Howlett owned, will have w'as gathered from locust
at the time of his death, about 125 bloom, and it was the largest yield I
colonies of bees. He was a member have ever seen from that source. I

now

459

;

But

Little

This has been a tolerably good season for honey, so far. I have 720 lbs.
of honey, niostly from white clover

and honey-dew." The honey-dew is
dark and strong, and spoils the white
clover honey. Linden is a failure this
time, only about half the trees are
blooming, and most of the bloom has
from those that have
off
fallen

Wm. Malone.
bloomed.
Oakley, Iowa., July 5, 1884.
Unusual Honey Flow.

We

are having an unusual honey
flow here. At present the hives and
sections are all full to overflowing.
The extractor is running almost con-

There is a poor show for
basswood, but a good prospect for
sweet clover and goldenrod.
stantly.

N. E. Dodge.
Fiedonia, N. Y.. July

5, 1884.

;
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Honey Harvest—Wintering, etc.
my hives are populous and well- filled
The clover harvest was a poor one with brood and honey, I have not a

aspirations for a continuation of any
further surplus gleanings from white
box
of
surplus
honey
ready to come clover. My bees, both hybrids and
here.
Whitewood or tulip yielded
off yet, and most of them contain but Italians, have worked on red clover
well for a few days. Basswood is half
E. Dr.\ne.
gone, and there is hardly any thing very little, while the other bees have the whole season.
L. James.
Eminence, Ky., July 7, 1884.
gathered from it. I am testing re- done nothing in boxes.
Atlanta,
111., July 8, 1884.
versible frames, and will report as

soon as time makes
giving something of

me

capable of

I have
Mr. Hutchinson's article
"
on Hiving Swarms," graphically descril)es our ideas and exact experience
for years past in this interesting and
important branch of our pursuit. I
think Mr. Clarke is all wrong regard-

value.

6,000 in use.

ing this

new

theory of wintering.
Time and experience will show. Bees
in trees about here have suffered with
diarrhoea more than those in Langstroth hives assisted by the ingenuitv
"
of man.
J.\mes Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., .July 9, 18S4.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Poor Honey Crop.
Bees have done poorly thus far this
Office of The .\mekicax Bee Jotrnal.
Monday, lu a. m.. July 14. l>iM.
season. The weather has been too
cold and wet. My honey yield will be
The following are the latest quotaabout 5,000 lbs. less than it was this tions for honey and beeswax received
time last year. Last season I had up to this hour
from 80 to 100 colonies, and the honey
CINCINNATI.
yield was 20,000 lbs. now I have from
HONEY— The honey harvest is now virtually
93 to 95, and have but 4,700 lbs. of over, in this part of tlie country, and the yield is
the average ot former years. The average,
honey up to this date. The bees are below
per colony, in Ohio and Indiana is. perhaps, 30 to
in good condition.
P. Loucks. 40 lbs. in Kentucky it may come up to itiowno
lbs.
per
colony, lean only speak from observaSelma, Cal., June 28, 1884.
tions obtained so far, and my flsures may not be
}

i

:

;

;

entirely reliable. Sugar being cheaper than it has
been, perhaps, for the last I'o years, we cannot expect honey to be high but there was a short crop,
and it would be my advice to bee-keepers not to
be in too much of a hurry to dispose of their product. The demand for extracted honey is fair,
and to all appearaaces. gradually improving. It
brings 6@'9c per pound on arrival. There is a
small demand for comb honey, but we had small
offers only, and a good deal could be sold. It
brings 14c per pound on arrival.
BEKSVVAX-Offerings plentiful at 30@32c on
arrival.
C. F. Mutu, Freeman & Central Ave.

Wild Bergamont.

my Honey Crop.

:

send to Prof. Cook a flower a man
gave me,sayingthatit was horse-mint.
I have extracted about 8,000 pounds
What is it? Please answer through
of honey from 100 colonies of bees,
the Bee Journal.
J. L. Wilson.
and will extract from 1,000 to 2,000
Mortonsville, Ky.
pounds more. I distributed a lot of
the pamphlets on "Honey as Food
[It is wild bergamont {monarda flstuNEW YORK.
and Medicine," last year, and it paid
losa).
It is closely related to the
HONE) Y— Present sales of comb honey are slow,
me well.
E. Dkane.
and
will be until the new crop arrives. We quote
horse-mint, as it belongs to the same
Eminence, Ky., .July 5, 1884.
Fancy white lb. sections, glassed, 13c*14c: fair
good in "J-lb. sections, glassed, ll'.ajl3c: dark
genus. The horse-mint is M. punctata. to
grades in ;2-lb. sections, glassed, lUft^l:2c. No 1-lbs.
This wild bergamont is common all in this market. E.vtracted, white, 8®sic.; dark and
"Colony" or "Nation?"
buckwheat. 7(58c.
BEESWA.X;— Prime yellow, 34®35c.
There is probably no branch of through the country, from New EngMcCaul & HiLDKETH. 34 Hudson St.
science in which the writers lay them- land to Kentucky, and southward.
BOSTON.
selves more open to criticism than This is the plant which I speak of in
HONEY*— The sale of honey is almost over, and
those who attempt to criticize the
the " Manual " as being punctured by we are obliged to sell li-lb. combs for Ldc, and2i>.ibee-nomenclatures of others.
Ibs. to 2!^-lbs. from lo@i2c. No 1-lbs. in the

Marketing

I

:

12

I sugand
bees, for the wild bees (Carpenter bees)
what is now improperly called a " col- when thus punctured the bees utilize
ony " of bees. It is not dependent the honey. The flower tubes are very
upon, or in any way tributary to the

gest the

word " nation " of

;

colony from whence it originated but
is an independent nation or republic
of itself. The word "nation " can be
used wherever the word "colony"
can, and is much more expressive.
Watson, Mo.
R. V. Mum.

long.— A.

J.

CooK-l

market.

Extracted,

8(g*lijc.

BBESWAX-3.-)C.

BLAKE & RiPLET. .57 Chatham
CHICAGO.

street.

HONEY—This week we have had liberal receipts

comb honey, and the prices are irregular. As a
honey is ()f hrst quality, and put up in
good shape: a gradual improvement is noted in this
respect. Prices range from l4(.iltjc for the best
occasionally a case sells for more than that, but it
The extracted honey is still
is in a retail way.
sluggish, at nominal prices— ti(§;Sc per pound.
of

;

rule, the

Storing

My

Honey Rapidly.

:

bees are doing well, but were

late in

commencing.

They seem

to

BEESWA.X— Fair receipts;

prices, aofflrtTc.

B. A. BURNETT. 161 South Water St.
be storing up honey from white clover
SAN FRANCISCO.
[Nation refers more especially to at a rapid rate. I have had but few
HONEY—
Receipts are on the increase. Buyers
people, and is, we think, entirely out swarms, and none of them absconded, manifest no anxiety to operate. Prices are largethough many of my neighbor's swarms ly nominal. There is every indication that low
figures will be necessary to effect a free movement
of place when speaking of bees.— Ed.] have " gone
to the woods,'' after stay- this season. White to extra white comb. 15@20c:
dark to good. 10(<^i;ic extracted, choice to extra
ing in the new hive for 3 days.
white. ^(&lc; dark and candied, 4®.'>c.
L. E. Brown.
Few Swarms and but Little Honey.
BEBSWA.X-Wholesale, 27H®30e.
,
8TBARN8 & Smith. 42,3 Front Street.
Eminence, Ky., July 7, 1884.
With an abundant display of white
KANSAS
CITY.
clover bloom from June" 10 to the
HONEY— No change to note in prices. As prepresent time, bees in this locality Remarkable Season.
dicted in last report, the temporary activity was
accidental, and last week has been dull. Some
have stored very little surplus honey,
Our honey harvest closed about two only
little new honey is nt>w arriving, but it fails as yet
and as wliite clover is our main source weeks ago, and I have to report about to tempt buyers to any e.xtent. 1 look, however,
for a very large demand a little later, and would
from which we expect it, the present
to )i of a crop of very excellent suggest shipment by Aug. of all that is ready in
prospect looks discouraging to bee- clover honey. The season has been a quantities to justify. 1 have still a few more "Sugon Packing and Shipping Honey." to mail
men. Swarming has been going on remarkable one. The first 16 days of gestions
free on application. 1 will also furnish shipping
since the middle of June, in a limited the white clover bloom were exces- stencils free to any one desiring to ship to me.
BEESWA.X— Nominal, at 3(l@35c.
way. I have not had over 1.5 from sively wet, and some days cool, durJEROME TwiCHELL. SI4 Walnut street
125 colonies that are in good condi- ing which, a few intervals of warm
ST. I-OUIS.
tion so far as quantity of bees and sunshine, bees gathered sufficient
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both
honey in the hive is concerned. Al- honey to stimulate them then fol- small.
Comb, 12(s.l4c per lb., and strained and exthough the past winter was so ex- lowed 9 or 10 days of as fine lioney tracted 6r5i6Hc.
BEESWAXFirm at 32@32>ic. for choice.
ceedingly cold and of long duration, weather as I ever saw, and the bees
W. T. ANPKKSON & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
yet the loss of colonies was not great
stored a considerable quantity of very
CLEVELAND.
but we have never had as serious loss fine honey. We then had cold, dryHONEY—The honey market is fairly active on
of colonies after mild weather began, ing north and northeast winds for best white 1 lb. sections at 18c; 2 lbs. best wh'te
not quite so active at I7c; lb. sectionssell quickly
" spring dwindling " as it is
or
more than a week, when honey gath- on arrival, and often are sold to arrive. Second
termed, as we have experienced dur- ering ceased, and comb-buildiug was qualities continue very dull— are hardly salable at
pi-ice. Extracted is not wanted.
ing the past one. The greatest loss abandoned entirely. We had a few any
BEESWAX- Scarce at 3oc.
A. c. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.
was from robbing. On May 1 fully ^^ more days when the atmosphere was
of the colonies were dead that were moist and warm, but clover was alSAN FRANCISCO.
in good condition on Dec. 1, so far as most gone ; and yesterday morning a
HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
7^c.
I can learn in this vicinity. Although dry, northwest wind cooled off all 17®lSc; extracted.
Geo. W. Mkade & Co., 213 Market St.
:

H

l

;

1

.

—

:

;

:
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

J>pecial glotices.
following your
label of this
it indicates the end of the
paper
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.

Esaniine the Date

uame on the wrapper
;

For safety, when sending money to
this office get either a post office or ex-

money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the

press

Postage stamps of any kind
be sent for amounts less than one
dollar.
Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5. or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^° When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of tlie letter.
The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
uublication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
^° It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rales for the
number of insertions his adverMsement has had.
1^" All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station " is not an International office.
^T In reply to many correspondents
let us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
including the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by tliieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
1^ We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.
We now club the British Bee
Journal and our Monthly for §2.50, or
letter.

mav

W

it

and the Weekly for

4G1

So..50.

Create a Local

To increase the number of readers
of the Bke Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We,tlierefore,
offer the following
premiums for
getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
Journal will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, S2.00; Moutldy, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
tJiey send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the

Now

is

Markets

Honey Market.

the time to create Honey
every village, town and

in

Wide - awake honey producers
should get the Leaflets " Wliy eat
Honey," (only 50 cents per 100) or else
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
city.

and Medicine,"

and scatter them
ihe territory they
can supply with honey, and the result
will be a demand tliat will readily take
plentifully all over

all

of

prices.

their crops at

remunerative

The pricesfor "Honey as Food

and Medicine " are as follows

:

Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00- On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
Ajierican "Popular" Dictionary, and expense— enabling him to dispose
comprising every word in the English of his honey at home, at a good profit.
language that enters into speech or
To give away a copy of " Honey
writing it contains .'?2,000 words and
as Food and Medicine " to every one mho
phrases, 670 illustrations and 512 pages;
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
it is nicely bound in cloth, and w-ill be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address any quantity of it.
;

®°

;

desired.

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

igf Dzierzon's new work entitled
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now
club with the Bee Journal as follows
The Weekly for one year and
the book, bound in cloth, for $3, or in
paper covers for S2.75. The Monthly
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less
than the above prices. It is an imported book, printed in the English
language, and the jirice of the book is
SI .50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00
:

when bound

l^Tor

in cloth.

we will supply the
Weekly Beb Journal one year, and
$2.75

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper coves or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
;

bound

in

cloth,

witli Weekly, $3.00;
$2.(0.

with the Monthly,

i®" Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 18S4 be lost. The
best way to preserve them is to procure a binder and put them in. They
are very valuable for reference

Emerson Binders
for the

— made

Bee Journal,

especially
are lettered in

gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Beb
Journal as fast as received. They
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
the Weekly; or for the Monthly, 50
cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
to Canada.

Yonng Men!— Read

This.

The Voltaic Belt Co of Marshall, Mich.,
oBertosend their celebrated Electro-Voltaic Belt and other Electric Appliances
,

on

trial for thirty days, to

old) attlicted with
vitality

and

nervous

men (young

or

debility, loss of

manhood, and

all

kindred

troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, \1gor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write
once for Illustrated pamphlet free.

them at
6Dly

The Monte-Cristo Series.— Foremost among the best and most ab-

sorbing novels of the season are, "The
Wife of Monte-Cristo," "The Son of
Preparation of Honey for the .Mar- Monte-Cristo," and "The Countess
ket, including the production and care of Monte-Cristo," just published by
of both comb and extracted honey, T. B. Peterson .& Brotliers, Philadelinstructions on the exhibition of bees phia, but already pronounced suc-

Apiary Register—New Edition.

All who'intend to be systematic in
work in the apiary, should get a
These fine romances, fully
copy and commence to use it. The and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a cesses.
prices will hereafter be a.s follows
worthy of Dumas' pen, appropriately
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
their

:

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

$1 00
1 25
1

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
50 which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

AdTcrtisenients intended for the

Journal must

Bee

reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

concliide that celebrated novel, " The
Count of Monte-Cristo." All the
characters figuring in Dumas' masterpiece, the Count himself, his Wife
Ilaydee, his Son Esperance, Mercedes,
the sweetheart of Edmond Dantes,
and all the rest, are introduced. These
books literally overflow with exciting
episodes.

!
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EXCELSIOR

Bingham Corner.
Marengo,

Ii.i..,

Xhe Doctor Subdues

June
All

—

18, 1HS4.
Mr. T. F.

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

Bingham, Dear Sir:— I've used the "Doctor"
till its all daubed uj) with bee-glue, and al-

Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket f ur 7r> or HO
ibs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
Identical, except in size, with the

thoug-h at first sight 1 thought I did not like
anything so large, I could not now be induced
except by the direst poverty, to do with anything smaller. As a matter of "economy"
I much i>refer the "Doctor" to any of the
cheaper smokers, of which I have worn out
several. The "Doctor" has entirely cured
me, so that I am now a Bingham man, as my
wife always has been. If the somewhat
vague remark in your letter means that
nothing was charged for the Smoker sent,
except the reading of your letter, I shflll be
very glad of another "Doctor" for the money
sent, so that my wife won't take mine from
me. Bees just l)ooming on white clover.
Yours Truly,
C. C. Miller.

WooDAHD'.s Landing, Wash. Ter.
Tlie Best Smoker. — To Bingham &
Hetherinoton, Abronia, Mich., Dear Sirs
Conqueror
—Find enclosed mone.v for
Smokers, which please send per mail — one to
each. Dr. Balch, J. M. L(jui1( iback, and H.
A. Towner. The Coiiqin'ror is the best
Smoker I ever used, lit-sin-ct fully.
H. Hastings.
May IT, 1S84.
:

'.i

Bees! Queens!

HONEY EXTRACTORS

SlH.oo Extractor, 13x20, which
intended for any size of frame.

Excepting with the

is

Ex-

fH.'X)

tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movathe Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and

ble sides in
f 10.00 Extractors

ALFRED
923

H.

tS 00
8 00
00
00
00
00
00

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street. Chicago.

111.

has been "which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
Bingham's Conqueror
last T am "boss."
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smo
ker of Bingham. Kespectfully,
G. M. DOOLITTI.E.

apply for dozen or halfAddress,
P. M., or

BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTIiN,
ABRONIA, IfUCH.
D. ENAS,
(Sunny Side Aplui'.Vt

Italian

HAND eOOK OF HEALTH,

IT

TELLS ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,

How to Eat it.

Bathing- Best way.
Lungs &, Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Clothing-what to Wear,

Things to Do,

Ventilation,

How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Influence of Plants,

Exercise,

Overheating Houses,

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
the above Smokers at
by
mail or exprees, at wholesale or retail. AH the latest improvements.
includin« THE CONQUEROR, and
sell

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

THE DOCTOR.
Send for

my

32-page Illustrated
Bee-Keepers' Sup-

Ciitaloeue of
plies of every description.

ALFBED
923

W.

Z.

H.

NEWMAN,

W. Madison, CHICAOO. ILL.

HUTCHINSON,

KofferMvillei Genetee Co., Mich..
can furnish pure Itnlian Queens, reared under the

swarming impulse, in

Make money

his

own

Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoiing the Drowned. Headache, cause&o
Preventing Near-Slght- Malarial Affections,
ednesB.
Croup— to Prevent.

IT

HOW TO CURE

r..iHM>

of thelrlllustrated Cata-

SMITH & SHITH,

I

etc.

Kenton, Ohio.

eDiot

MAN17AI< OF

THE APIART.

SOLD SINCE

1876.

Choice Qaeens a Specialty.

saiiiitles fret*.
Send for them.
to ilo so, before ordering: elseworkert
Given
Press for
where.
on the
10 to 20 cts. per lb., accordinff to the number
of square feet to the pound.

Circulars aud
It will pa.v

you

a. H.

925

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS
O. ATEW^niAX,
Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

West Madison

KNICKKRBOCKER,
PINE PLAINS,

•ifieowtf

ALFKED

H.

Dealer in

N. Y.

NEWMAN,

all

kinds of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
HONEY AND BEESWAX,
923 West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

MT

ILL.

II.I.USTRATED CATAI.OQVE
sent FREE upon application.

COMB FOUNDATION.
On account of the prevailingacarcity of beeswax
comb foundation Is now advunced 5
cents per pound above the price quoted in my
1884. Prices same as Dadant's.
for
Catalogue
the price of

BEESWAX.

It will Sate Doctor Bills!
Price only 2*5 Cents.

1

2f(Atf

TELLS

Black Eyes, Boils, Bums, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corns.l'oughs, Cholera.Dlarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness. Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes. S(ire Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

apiary, ai f .00 each.

orders payable at Flint, Mich.

away

Simplicity One-Piece Section,

TTVENTY-FI VE

"What to Eat,

Queens. Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

can

to give

Hints and Ready Recipes,
the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEortance to Everybody, concerning their dally
abits of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
It CoBts only
CENTS,
and contains 29 pages, a»d Is sent t>y mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This H Just
the Book that every family should have.
Is

Things to Avoid,
EXTKACTOKS, COMB FOUNDATION. &c.
Perils of Summer.
24D10t Address, Sunny Side Apiary. NAPA, CAL. How
to Breathe.

I

SMITH & SMITH
Want

Wax

1884.

>

Pure

CITV, IOWA,

logue and Price List of Bev-l£eeperM*Siipplle«.
Special Attention given to the

And

DR. FOOTE'S

115

JOSEPH

begin

COOK.

.

TO SELL AGAIN,

1884.

1884, I shall

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION

Bingham & Hetberington Honey Knife,

BINGHAM,

7,

IOWA

lODtf

.H'a

,

T. F.

INSTRUCTION. -July

instructing a class in bee-keeping— class for men
and women. Full course in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of information as to this class, and
Price List of Hives, Frames, Sections, Implements,
Books, etc., address,
O. CIjUTE,

Avwevs

inch. .$3 00
" ..175
Conquerorsmoken wideyhield)3
" ..150
Large smoker (wide .'iliield)
'Mi
"
Extra smoker (wide shield)
3
1 25
" .100
Plain smoker
2
"
Wonder
smoker
65
Little
lii

rates.

;

*5.50.

ISCTt 20D12t

Prices, by mail, post-paid-

dozen

with untested Queen, ?;3.50
with
tested Queen, $4.50; with selected tested Queen,

worfe has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-iteepinK. It is certainly
the fullest and tuot^t scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, fl>l S». Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
Author and Publisher,
A. .1.
State Agricultural College, LANSINQ, MICH.

15, 188'2.

Cyprians Conquered — All summer long

2inch

tested, f2.<X); selected test-

t^i.i»o;

13th ThBUtund Just Out!
nth Thousand Sold in Jast Four Months
S.OOO Said the paat Year.
More than 50 patfes. and more than 50 fine illustrations were added in the 8th edition. The whole

It

Doctor smoker (wide shield!.

icor more colonies. $8.00 each.

NUCI-EI.

Or,

"

Aug.

20th. Untested,
ed, $3.00.

li,O0O

the old geiitleniau. I told him that the Conqueror Sniokei- would conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two j-ears, and "it
never failed.
Hespectfully,
B. F. Cakroli,.
Y.,

|0-'«i;

QUEENS.— I breed Queens by the best methods
and from the best stock. Queens ready after May,

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

ft)r which please send, per mail, one
"Conqueror Smoker" to Major H. A. High,
Waxahachie, Tex. He bought a Cyprian
Queen from me, and the Bees have worsted

$1.7.^,

Borodino, N.

One colony.

Also Hives, Smokers, Foundation,

ee0KWOAXUkV2AaMxnft!autaa»SkUU0tf0&va.%v.v.^^

Dresden, Tex., May 'W, 1884.
Conquer the "Cyps."—T. F. Bingha.m,
Abronia, Mich., Dear Sir; — Enclosed find

Bees, in good. new. well-painted Hives. Gallup

Frames. 12 frames to a hive: every comb straight
and good; most of the combs built on foundation.

have no covers.

For 2 American frames, 13x13 Inches
10X18
For 2 Langstroth
10X18
For 3
10x18
For 4
13x20
For 2 frames of anyslse.
^*
"
13x20
For 3
"
"
13x20
For 4

Nuclei!

INSTKUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES.-I offer For Sale lOo colonies of Italian

pay 32c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.
1

!
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HELLO!
HELLO!
We
now

Hro

n'iidy to

Book

t)C'.lers
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for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
WhltoPop):ir
Dovetuiled

1!

A

SEGIIS

Specialty.

ORGAN

KTOrytbtnn fully up witb the times, and

At Lowest Figures
Send atatnp

for :ii'-p»perHtaloKuennd Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,
WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7ACm
I
I

a

week at home.

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

absolutely Bure. No
quired. Header, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, youuKor old
can make Rreat pay all the time the>
'work, with absolute certainty, write tor
particulars to U. Hallktt&CO., Portland. Maine
k

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., NIathushek,
Simpson, Estey &. Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

1

4Aly

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

ESTEY & CAMP,

another column

188 and I90 State

FLAT BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
blgh8lde-wclls,4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples tree
J,

VAN DEUSEN &

GOLD!

We

4Aly

KKEPKRS'
Lanprstnith

UiAlSt

ami Dealers

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply to
C. F. HITTH,

etc.

976 and 978 Central Ave..
CINCIKTSJATI, O.
tySend 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

and

retail.

10 INCH

$ IS.OOf

W.C.RELH AM..,|?
^^^I^j^^^^U

:r37Aly

kwanted for The Lives of allthe
Presidents of the U. S. The
klargest, handsomest, best book
|ever sold for le.-^s than twice
iiur price.

The

profits to agents.

QUEENS.
IXAL.IANand

.%

N

D U S E F I' I,

Articles for the Apiary
Send for our lii-iiafrc illustrated Circular.
18Atf HEIVRY ALIiEV, Wenham, Mass.

DADANT

__^__

chfapest, best.

and biographer.

Dollar Queens,

;

;

six,

home. Ijargest handsomHy the renowned historian
whose life of Garoutsold the twenty others bv

Col. Conweil,

;

;

.

ALLEN &

CO.,

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

'>GA4t

Dadaiit'sFouiidatioii Factory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

Eureka Wiring

Tool,

For pressing Foundation into wired
frames. Sometliiiig entirely new.
Price, .50c.

by muil.

;

40c. by express.

Vaudenort Foundation

for

^r.FRED H. Ni:iVMAN.
West Ma.itson

Street.

the latter most perfect
motion.

and free from horse

UT" We make our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that cnn be obtained
hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

iy23

AND OUR POPULAR
AiiicrU'aii Villao;e f'arlf*,

Mill. from the

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

CHICAGO, ILL.

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an ''Australian
Scene," and their manner of traveling in tliat
24Al8t
country with ostriches as a motor.

For Bees, Queens.

$.3.0ii;

ASHXON, Davenport, Iowa.

Surr<'y AVa;s:oiiK^

grand chance for them |4;i.jn made by a
lady agent the tlrst day. 'I'erms most liberal. Particulars free. Better send '2a cents for postage.
etc., on free outtit, now ready, including large
prospectus book, and save valuable time.

.

;

We have the largest factory in the world for
manufacturing tlrst-claBS and StJPERiOU

hook ever published in this
many agents are selling fifty daily. Agents
are making f<»rtunes. All new betrlnners success-

FOTTN-

twelve, $9.00.
Warranted. $l..)0 tested. *u.50 selei^ted, '25 cents
extra. Warranted pure. Order now and cet choice
Queens. Send money by P. O. Order, Registered
Letter, or American Express.
ticc.

sent.

field, published by us.
60,(KM). Outsells every

^__

A > U BEKS

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

BLAINE!

est,

QUEENS

ITALIAN

COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.

Agents wanted for authentic edition of his life.
Published at Aujiusta, his

Snppllea.— It will pay you to
E. K. SMITH, Smyrna, N. Y.

dallon.

send for Circular.
llAtf

SEND A POSTAI, CARD TO THE

Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our supekiok Vehicles can be seen, will be

fastest selling

:,

VEHICLE,
When

in

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
Hallett Book C Portland, Me. 4Aly

free.

N. F.

a Specialty.

America. Immense
All intelligent people want it.

'book

CHICAGO.

YOU "WAUT

See Advertisement in another column.

N E «•

and

I.MILLS.

IF

Dadant's FoiindatioiiFactory, wholesale

ful

Muth's Honey Extractor,

BKEHONEV.

in

Dadant's
Fo\iniiati(in.Hin'i"liaiii Smokers, AVi red frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, Extractors :uid Honey Jars. Send for
our Price I,tst.
14A26t

world

17AU

ol

SIipPlilES and

HIVES

RKPORXICRS WANXRD.

We want a local reporter in every farming community to furnish us from time to time such facts
as we may require. Send 25 cents for credentials
and full particulars regarding services and compensation. Address Will C.Turner & Co.. Publishers
*'Clty und Conntry.** Coliimbim, Ohio.

McKEE,

St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Manufacturers

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable bo.xof sample Roods
that will put you in the way of mabinff
more money in a few days, than you
I
ever thouKbt possible at any business.
Capital not required.
will start you.
You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from r>ii cents to t.'* every
eveninjT. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satistled, we will send $i to pay for
the trouble of writinff us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stin'SON & Co., Portland. Maine.

&

DOUGHERTY

SONS.

Sole Maaufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. ^*k^ N, Y,

liOCAIi

130,000

The Best

Pay
f5.0(' outtit free.
risk. Capital not re-

Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

all

Apiar*

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FLANAOASi
1

ABly Lock box

9'.i."..

Sz

IL.L.IKSKI,

Belleville. St.ClairCo.,Iila.

Vandervort Comi) Fdn. Mills,
Send Tor Sample*

A

m

f

J.

«fe

Reduced

Prlce-r.l«t.

VANDERVORT, t aceyville,

Pa.

:
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HEDDON'S QUEENS! A NEW ME VEIL.
1884,

BY RETURN MAIL,

There are five cross
bars united by a rivet

FRO>f OUR A'ETT STRAiyS OF

GOLTJiKdinsr.

=^ITALIAN

AND ALBINO

BEES.=

,_- .-jj.
Y^" l^fy

We

are happv to aniiouucetu the hee-keeping public that we are now prepared to send
you QfEENS on short notice, at the following" low rates
f
Untested, each
$ ].00
"
perljdozen,
.5. .50

BEST GIVEN

throiijih their center at
tlirtop. These barsare
"

buttiined on to studs

^

*

i^^^^.'

Du

band

:

Wholesale and Retail.

perdozen

in.oo
1.10

Warranted, each

per

neck-band. The
of

hard
cover

best

spri ng- brass the
;

:

COMB FOUNDATION.

tlie

sin-iny steel; the neck-

of handsome light
J^pwxs^ material. It is very
y^'/'i
put toj-fthcr, no trouble to put on or
is

easih

dozen
6.00 take oft anil told^ compactly in a paper box
'*
perdozen
11.00 b.\7 inches by one inch deep. There would
Tested, each
3.00 be no discomfort in wearing" it either day or
Select Tested, each
2.50 night, and the protection ajrainst Mosquitoes,
Flies.
Gnats, etc., is perfect. The
Send for our descriptive Price-List and see weight Bees,
of the entire Veil beuig only five
what our customers say of our goods.
ounces.
'i

.-

I

of

now have on

liaml a freshly-made lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

from

pure domestic wax,

strictly

oughly

Langstroth

Dadant's

best Brood Foundation of

same size; also
Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send
for prices, and state amount wanted. I
offer a liberal

DISCOUNT

to

DEALERS.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.
my Hive is growing in populara much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
In the fiat, at very reasonable prices.
I believe

ity, to

One Hive complete

for

comb honey.. $3.00

(The above will contain
plete with sections).

The above Hive complete

I

HONEY,

one
Five

1.50

4Aly

%

Kk^
1^

IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jueeiis

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

^nSend

for our large Illustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

Fo further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

K.RETCIIMER, Coburg, Iowa.

10A24t E.

Dadant'sFoiiiulation Factory, wholesale
and

DEALER

H-KEEPERS, before ordering your

See Advertisement

retail.

in

another column.

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for makingComb Foundation either

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
D. S. eiTEN <fe CO..
HOOPESTON. ILL.
lABtf

GOLDEN ITALIANS!
I now wish to siiy to my fi'rmer customers, that I
am nowready 10 tiil orders for the following Queens.
Hybrid
in May and June, each....f
.50
Italian— untested— not warranted, in May and
June, each
i.oo
Italian— warranted. May and June, each
1.5<>

Italian— tested Queen
Full coUmies of Hybrids
Full colonies of Italians

2.50
7.(io
lO.Ot*

L. J. IIIEIIL, Butler, Ind.

-20Atf

m^

ENGRAVINGS

WE CALL THE HORSE,

No

one should ever order these Hives
flat, without ordering one made up
complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
the attention of
by those purchased from me.
in the

A

No. 1 BEES.
loUowing,
from one well-known to the readers of this
all

wanting

Italian, Cj-prian or Hybrids, to the

Paper
'*! have never seen a case of foul brood;

SECTIONS.

my bees are entirely healthy, and liave always
I am now ready to furnish white allbeen so, and are 0. K. in evei'\' rt'si)ect."
Dovetail Sections as follows: 4J^x4>^x6, 7
Geo. B. Petkiis, M. D.
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, $6.50; 5.\6.x3,
We can furnish any number of Colonies of
per 1,000, ^S.OO. All shipped from here.
the above Bees, and will warrant safe delivery and satisfaction.
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us, for any
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices
8,nd particulars, send to

QUEENS!

FLANAGAN & ILIINSKI,

Our New Strain,

Also

to fortune opens before the
At oi.ce address. True

Consignments solicited. "Will make liberal advances on shipments. Refer to Hide and Leather
National Bank.
luBtf L'9Ai3t

Is

4.50
2.00

in the flat
or over, each

either sex.succeed from first

workers, absolutely sure.
& Co., Augusta, Maine.

in

One Hive

I
I I I

I

a Specialty in

II^LINOIS.

six cents for postage,
^^^ receive free, a costly box
of (^'"-'dswhich will help youto
I"
ni'^^re money right away than
I
Jui^thingelseinthisworld. All
I

H lllllfl

II

Make

Street,

-

Send

ISHII.I

163 South Water St., CHICAGO,

$3.00

for both in

.lIadi!i«oii

n n Tr
K ff
H M
n
L of
II
11
COMMISSION MERCHANTS! hour. The IL
broad road
I

Given'sFoundationPress.

for extrac-

by Mail or Express, §1.00.

923 West
CHICAGO,

PEARCH,
ESTABLISHED
&

two cases com-

ted honey

The above Hive complete

Price,

CSAtf

BOND

S}ixl6}i, or

have also

I

SON,

COLEK.VIX, MASS.

impurities.

all

and surplus,

size.

CARY &

(The nldest breeders of ItaUan Bees in America.)

from

cleansed

Sizes of brood

AVM. W.

Address,

thor-

IMPORTEB

Tested, to

Take your
breed from

Untested
Untested, after July

choice.

IT.V1,I.VIVS!
Prices

Lock

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.
18Ai:!t 6B:!t
9!i.),

bo.x

I 3 00
1 25

,

100

Ist

11

Early Italian Queens

CIRCULAR for 1884
be SURE to state whether or not you
have my Circular for 18S3.
Address,

•TAUES HEDDOSr,
DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

fuU ct'l'iiiies. Bt*es breil tioth for
Dunlmm and
an.l KK.»t:TY.
Vandervort FOl'M>.VTIO.V a specialty. If you
neeJ Queens. Bees. Hiyes, Foundutit^n or Supplies,
s^Dd for my Catalogue and Price List. Address,

BUSINESS

F. li. BRO^ATONr,

J".

Dadant's Foil lulatioiiFaetory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement

;

;

and much valuable information.
Price 85 cents.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS
d2.")

in

a.

West Madison

price, by

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL,.

Automatic Honey Extractor
AND SMOKER.
WYOMING. N.

COMB FOUNDATION

Y.

another column.

MILLS.

The "Best" and "Cheapest" in the market.
Send for Sainple and Price List tree.
PAITIj SPOERKE, Fond dii I^ac, Wis.
14Dtf

FOUNDATION.- As I hare pura Given press, I will nialie Foundation
on the same, this season. Will take Beeswa.\ in excban^'e for Foundation or work it up lor two-fifths.
i;:)D4t
A. WORTMAN, Seafleld, White Co., Ind.

/~1IVEN
AUGUSTA, GA. VJT
chased

12DSt 4B4t

and

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
hurse. with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

l>OAtf

Nuclei and

And

A TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

!

IMPORTED AND HOME-BRED.

00

D.

Send for descriptive Circular jtnd Prices to
G. W. STANLEY & BRO.,

:

TTntested, (per doz.) after July ist

BY B. J. KENDALL, M.

...

>

..
.
.

OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA

ESTABLISHED (lXG)
IN

leei

\ ^K

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF TIONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IHi
1861.

Chicago,

I

THE WEEKLY EDITION

111.,

July 23, 1884.

Topics Presented

in tiiis

Adulteration a Curse

NEWMAN,

C.

Kditor and Propriktok.

925

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

ST.,

98 a year

;

470

Bees Gathering Honey Rapidly.
Central Illinois Convention
Convention Iland-Book
Correspondence
Create a Local Honey Market
Editorial Items
4fi7,
Facts in Regard to Wintering
Ploney Crop
Honey from Cotton
'.

.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly, SI.

PRKMITJM.— Any one sending one nexu subscrlpiionfor the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own Bubscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Beea
and Honey,'' bound in paper.

$9^ The receipt for money sent us
on the address label on every paper.

be given
If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

IV Any person sending a club of

will

is

are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN FOSTAOE. EXTRA

:

To Europe— Weekly, 5(» cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly.fi Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

&

Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

the Chicago P. O. as

Second Class Matter.

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

either the

Weekiy or Monthly Editions.

A line of this type will contain abotit 7 words;
lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Bdltorial Notices. SO cents per line.

TWELVE

,

475
471

477
4(!9

477
468

Make Honey-Boards
Large Crop of Honey

471

468

Blighted.

Price of both. Clu|2 00.

andCook's Manual, last edltlondn cloth) 3 35. 3
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newmanjcloth 3 00. 3
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.. 3
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
275.. 2
Apiary Register for 200 colonies
3 50.
8
Dzlerzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 09.. 3
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50. 2
Quinby's New Bee-Keeplng
3 50.. 3
Liangstroth's Standard Work
4 00.
3
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25. 3

476
Missouri's Hone\ and Bee Show.. 467

No Honey, & Prospects
On a Still " Hunt "

postage prepaid.

47.5

475

Swarming

We win supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the followlns Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of flRures. The
first column gives the regular price of both. All
The Weekly Bee Journal,

Local Convention Directory

jSJatural

1884.

47.5

47.5

Heddou's Report

CLUBBING LIST FOE

472

460

to

47.5
47.5

,

.

.

.

.

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scrlbner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

3 00.

Log Book

2

46!i

^.. 2

4 50.

.

4 35

2 76.. 3 50

300.. 3 76

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

The Monthly Kee tlournal and any

472

The Clover Harvest, etc
The Honey Crop in Texas
The Report of the Honey Crop..

467

.

469

467

25

4 26

47.5

Texas State Convention

,

10

2 75

471

477

76

.

and Gleanings InBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.U11I)
2 50..
Kansas Bee-Eeeper
3 00..
The Aplcnlturiat. (Silas M. Locke) 3 00.
British Bee Journal
3 75..
The 7 above-named papers
S25..

Special Notices

35

.

2 25

Blessed Bees
King' TextBook

475

76

.

Honey as Food tfcMediclne.lOO Copies

V

00

.

474

Breed Hybrids

60
25

4 50.

47-5

We

75

50

2 40.

" Reversible Frames "
Selections from Our Letter Box.
Shall

00

Moore's Universal Assistant

One-Fourth of a Crop

What and IIow
Work Up the Local Markets

ADVERTISING RATES.

.

Gatlieiing Qualities

entitled

f^r Papers

Entered at

How

]SIr.
six.

to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

George Neighbour

Honey

30.

468

.

THOMAS

XX.-No.

Number.

A Plea for Pollen
PUBLISHED BY

VOL.

.

3 76
2 75

3 36
3 76

2 76
3 60
7 00

of the

above, fl less than the figures in the last column.

1^ We can supply photographs of BT Constitutions and By-Laws for
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
Berlepsch,orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each. name of the Association printed in the
blanks for .50 cents extra.
1^ The

Gibson County Bee-KeepSample Copies of the American Bee
Association, will meet at Trenton, Journal will be sent free to any perGibson Co., Tenn.. on Aug. 2, 1884.
son.
Any one intending to get up a
Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four good attendance is expected.
club can have sample copies sent to
T. J. Happell, Sec.
times a month, if so ordered, at ao cents per line,
the persons they desire to interview,
apace, for each Insertion
J. W. Howell, Pres.
by sending the names to this office.

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be charKed the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
•as

Went Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street..

C'hicnso.

ers'

A

I®" The meeting of the Bee-KeepAssociation of Northeastern Kentucky, will be' held in the city of

ers'

Covington.
III.

IH, ls,s4.

Walker's Hall, on Aug.
(i. W. VuEE.Sec.

ELECTROTYPES
Entrravlnps used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents persquiire Inch— no single cut sold for less
G.
than r,(ic.
0«5 West MadisoD Street Chlcaso, III.

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

466

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is attestfil b,v liuiiiUvds (if the most practical anil ilisinti-ii'steil bee-keepers to be

the cleanest, liritchtcst.ciuickest accepteil by
color,
bees, least apt to sai;. nmst regular
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.

m

NEWMAN. Chicago, 111.,
C. F. MUTH. Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDDON, Dowaglue, Mich.,
A. H.

DOUGHER'I'Y & McKEE, Indianapolis,
CHAS. II. CREEN, Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. HERTEL, Jr., Freeburg, III..

Ind..

Scut by

nuiil,

on receipt of

THOMAS
92.5

ARMSTRON(;, Jerseyville. III.,

ARTHUR 'I'ODD. German town. Philadelphia. Pa.
E. KRETCHMER. Cobure. Iowa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DAI,E, Mortonsville, Ky.

and nnmbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
of supplies, accompanied with

list

ISO COMPLIIUEN'TARX.

by

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 2."j per cent, discount, and prepay
postag-e. Special rates ou larger quantities,
g-iven upon application.

On dozen

Bees and Honey,

WM. BAI.LANTlNE.SaKO, O.,
E. L.

BOOKS!
or

Apiary for Pleasure and

Newm.ix.— It

Management
Profit,

of an
by Thomas

"fully up with the times,"
in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidl.v-developiu^ pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with" everything that
can aid in the successful manaerement of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most' honey in irs best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the foUowinf,' subAncient History of Dees and Honey
jects
—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— FeedDi\'iding
E.xtracting
Swarming
ing

G.

is

:

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Mannal of
tlie .\piary, by Pkuf. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and full.v up with the
times on e\'ery subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It

comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Root.- Its style is plain and forcible, making
its

readers realize the fact that the author

is

Price, $1.50.

master of the subject.

B

A C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything ])ertaining to the care
of the Honey-i3ee. and is valuable to the
more advanced liee-kceper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
Blessed Bees, by John Ali.en. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
and contagious enthusiasm.

information
Price, 75e.

Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
L. Langstkoth.— This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
Price, $2.00.

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
—
—
—
—
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
Dzierzon's Bational Bee-Keeplng. —
Queen Rearing- Introducing Queens — ItalRee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- A translation of the master-piece of that most
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- ianizing—Mauilling
celebrated
German authority. Price, bound
Hces— The Management of
dation equal to sample in every respect. ing and
Bees and Huniy at Fairs— Markfting Honey, in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
CHAS. DADANT <b SON,
etc. -"JU protuseh'-illustratcil pages. Price,
Queen-Rearing, by Henry Ai-ley.— A
UAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound iu elotli, $1.00; 2 copies ten- ¥1.80: full
5ABly
and detailed account of 23 years expe:i copies for S2..V>;
for?4.00; 10 for ^T.-jO, rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper eoTers, 75 cents: copies for.51.40: easiest and best way to rear Queens, etc.
.">

'2

Rise

Prices of Foniidatioii

copies for 52.00;

for $3.00; 10 for

.?.5.00.
Price, $1.00.
Tlie Apiary Register, by Tho.mas G.
Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
fi-om New.man.— A Keccird and Account Book for King.— -A. new edition, revised and enlarged.
the quotations iu our retail Price List, and the Aiiiary. dc\oting 2 jiages to each colony, Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
tbree cents, per pound, at wholesale. ruled andprintfd, and is so arranged that a
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
mere glance will give its complete history.
CH.4.S. DAOANT ic SON,
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .50 and Marketing.— By ('has. Dadant & Son.—
Hamilton, Hancock Co, Ills. colonies, $1.00 : for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for Details their management. Price, 15c.
2.3ABtf
200 colonies, $1.50.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Honey as Food and Medicine, by Chas.
F. Muth.— Gives his views on the man-

ill

:!

.">

NOW

The prices of Comb Foundation aiu
advanced two cents per pound

TuoMAS G. Newman.- It gives the various agement of bees. Price, 10c.
iisos of Honey as Food
recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Dzierzon Tlieory. — The fundamental
;

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The

Ori;$liiitl

Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
nnoiy valuable recipes. It is intended for
consomers, and should be liberally scattered
to lu'lp in creating a demand for honey.
Prico, for either the Enjiillsli or fcernian
edition, 5 cents—one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for
$2.50 — .500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

—

Bee - Keepers^
Book, by Tho.mas

Convention

Hand

G. New.man.— It contains
a simple .Manual of Parliamentary Law and
liuli-.^- of Order tor the guidance of oHicers
and nu-nibcrs of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Lawsfora Local Society
—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
lor discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
t'tc.
Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
l)Ocket.

^'liy

Price,

50

cents.

Eat Honey? by Thomas

Bee-keepers wiM save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-KnivesHrst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.^,*mm) in use trom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

plaint.

^
Witn European and American orders already
received for over 3,0(H_t. there is evidence that 1hh4
Also that
one.
idle
to
an
not
likely
be
with us is
suchg'-ods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the m'st advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
^
J
m
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To

sell again,

,

send for dozen rates to

Dictionary of Practical .4piculture,
by Prof. ,1ohn Phin.— This gives the correct
meaning of nearly .500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
Tlie Hive I I'se, by G. M. Doolittle.—
Price 5c.

Foul Brood, by A. K. Kohnke.— Its origin
and cure.

Price,

25c.

Moore's Universal
Complete Meclianic.

.Assistant,
Contains

—

and
over

industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

1,01X1,000

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
G.

New.man.- This I..eaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in oriler to create a Local Market. Price, 50
.500 conies for $2.25 ; 1,000
c'cnts per 100
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will tn-int the
honev-producer's name and address free, at
the tiottom. Less than 2i»i will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.
;

Prof. Cook.inhis valuable Manual of the Apiarr,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby emober by estabMahing a direct
draft." Five years of persistentefforthas demonstrated that no one but Bingham lias been able to
improve u Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five yearS, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in W4trking order.
and chips and stufl. and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box atthey
never
go out or fail to blow
tachments, as
smoke up or di'wn err sideways, much or little,
swill or slow, ju>t as yoH please, any or all the
time; lop up or down, they alwaysgo!

principles of Dzicrzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.

It has 35
engravinu-s, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and

be more useful to horse owners.

eomprehensive manner.
recipes, etc.

It

many good
Engllsb

has

Price, 50c., in either

GermanFood Adulteration.- What we

or

should not
family.

eat and
This liook should be in every

eat.

Price, 50c.

Scribner's Liumber and Liog Book.—
Preparation of Honey for the
of lumber,
Market, including the production and care Gives measurement of all kinds Price,
35c.
and planks wages,

rent, etc.

of both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
Instructions on the E.\hibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
This is a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Price, lOe.

Fislier's Grain Tables. For casting
up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer,ready reckoner, tables for plowing,

Price 5e.

working, dressing,

logs

;

—

Price, 40c.
Swariuiiia;, Dividing and Feeding etc.
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G.
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey." Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,

Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by TnoM.is

etc.

Price,

25c.

Emerson Binders, made

G. New.m.^n — Progressive \iews on this important subject: suggesting what and how
to plant.—A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
20 engravings. Price, 10c.

especially for
the Bee Jouhnai,, and lettered in gold on
or for the
Weekly
the
for
the back. 75c.
Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail

Bees in Winter, by Tho.mas G. Newman.
—Describing ChatT-packing. Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."

Constitution and By-l,a\vs, for local
Associations, $2 per 10(1. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Price 5e.

Bienen KuUur,byTHOMAS G.Newman.

—In the German language. Price,
BINGHAM & HETHEKISGTOIS,
ABKONIA. MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
6A2Btf

in

;

to Canada.

Ribbon Badges,

for bee-keepers, on
in gold, 10c.

paper which are printed a large bee
each, or $8 per 100.

:

Winlh
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
VOL. XX.

g^,^Sg|gM?^

'

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

EDITOr AND Pkoprietor.

Work Up
Do

not

the Local Markets.

fail to

try to

work up the

markets tor honey. This not
only tielps to increase consumption,
but also adds to the profits of the
honey producer by obtaining a larger
price at retail than by selling it at
bulk to middle-men in large commer-

local

—

saying this we are
in no way underrating the valuable
services of wholesale merchants in
cities,
for there is always enough
comes to such places to stock that
market, and by selling more at retail,
it will keep from overstocking such
markets, and thereby depreciating the
salable value of the product.
We can do the producers no better
service, therefore, than to advise them
to work up the markets in their own
immediate neighborhoods. To do
this, get some" Leaflets," or " Honey
as Food and Medicine," with the producer's name and address printed on
them, and scatter them over the territory that can be supplied. Try this
plan, and see how it will astonish you
by its results.

cial

centres.

By

^T We have received a very nice
sample of one-pound dovetailed section forlioney from Julius Tomlinson,
Allegan, Mich., and placed in the
Museum.

^" We

have just issued a new edition of Doolittle's "Hivel Use," to

which

ment
for

is now added a detailed stateof his system of management

producing

comb honey

in

the

and best quality, and
up in the most desirable

largest quantity

how

to

put

manner

it

for the market.

16 pages,

and the price

is

It contains
.5

cents.

JULY

CHICAGO,

ILL.,

Missouri's

Honey and Bee Show.

23, 1884.

No. 30.

The Clover Harvest,

We have received the rremium
List of the Inter-State Exposition at
St. Joseph, Mo., to be held Sept. 1-6,
1884.
notice that Mr. E. T. Abbott is the Superintendent of the Bee
and Honey department. With the

We

etc.

The Indiana Farmer of last week
contains tlie following (.•oncerning the
clover honey harvest, and tlie care of
bees and honey at this season of the
year, as well as how to protect honey
from the ravaged of the moth
:

following liberal list of premiums,
The white honey harvest for this
there ouglit to be a very large bee and season is over. Though the flow was
good whilij it lasted, the crop secured
honey show
1st
2d will be small, compared with that of
Pr. Pr.
Best colony of Italian bees
*I0
$5 last year. Bees suffered badly during
Best colony of Carniolan bees
10
5
the month of May, leaving them in
Best colony of Syrian bees
10
5
poor condition at the commencement
Best colony of native bees
5
display
10
5
Best
of inipnited queens
of the harvest. Brood combs, liut
Best display of queens reared by exhibiwith brood, gave too
tor, and with progeny
10
5 poorly filled
Best display of the habits and economy
much space below, in which to store
10
of a colony of bees
5
honey, producing ill results especially
Best display of honey in comb, not less
than
10
5
lbs
where comb honey was the object,
Best display of extl'acted honey not less
thansdibs
10
5 leaving many sections in the hives
Best display of honey In various and
only partially filled. Should the fall
10
fancy forms
5
flow of honey prove good, many of
Best display of beeswax
2
1
Best display of honey-producing plants,
these may be finished, but not in the
includintr stalks, flowers and seeds, all
5
labelled with name
3 most desirable shape.
Finest bouquet of honey plants
2
1
In most localities there is a dearth
Best comb-foundation machine, to be
10
operated on the ground
of honey-producing flora, from now
3
2
Best honey extractor
until about the middle of August,
2
Best wax extractor....
Diploma when the fall bloom may bring a
Best bee smoker
Diploma
Best section box for comb honey
Diploma good yield. As the white clover yield
Best comb foundation
Diploma ceases, bees are easily excited to robBest bee veil
Diploma
Best honey knife
Diploma bery, and care shouW be taken to proBest keg tor extracted honey
Diploma tect weak colonies or nuclei by reducBest bee feeder
Diploma
Best queen cage
Diploma ing the size of the entrance, making
Best dr. 'Ue trap
5
3 it adequate to the force defending it.
Best display of apicultural literature
Best hive for manipulation, procuring
All work done in apiary should be
comb and extracted honey and winter
10
5 carefully done, aud all judicious care
protection
taken to prevent robbing. Prevenmay be easily accomplished, but
^- Mr. William P. J. Gerow, of tion
should they once get a start, it is
Patterson, N. Y., died on April 21, sometimes very difficult to stop them.
1884, aged 23 years. He was' a sucComb honey that has. been removed
cessful and progressive bee-keeper, from the hives, should be examined
every few days. It the comb shows
and will be missed in that locality.
signs of worms, the honey must be
fumigated with sulphur.
Care must
i®° German Bee-Keepers will be be taken not to give them too much,
pleased to know that we have just or it will discolor the comb, giving it
a greenish cast. The amount used
issued a new and enlarged edition of
will depend, of course, on the size of
Ger- the room or the box used. It requires
our pamphlet' on Bee-Culture,
man. It is revised and brought down but very little of the fumes of sulphur
to destroy life, either animal or vegeto the present time, in all the developSulphur will not destroy the
table.
ments of our rapidly-advancing pur- eggs, so it may be necessary to give
suit.
The Price being only 40 cents, them a second dose after all the eggs
By watching
it is within the reach of every Ger- have had time to hatch.
you will be able to discover
man bee-keeper, and should be in the closely,
the worms before they have done any
hands of all.
material damage. They are very
rmall at first, but you will detect
presence by seeing a small,
^" Letters for publication must be their
thread-like streak of a mealy looking
written on a separate piece of paper substance, on the capping or round
the edge of the combs.
from items of business.
:l
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Swarming

A

way

of securing the bees.
skillbee-k«eper will easily overcome
such difficulties.
To estimate properly the value of a

the

Adulteration a Corse,

ful

Translated from the French Ami
du Clerge for the Saldimand Advocate. swarm,

first

In the majority of cases, the swarm note it on a conspicuous part of the
on the branch of a tree, on hive or on a register in which are ina hedge, or fence, where it will cluster, scribed numbers corresponding to
assuming tlie sliape of a cluster of to those of your hives. In the evening
grapes. If no trees are in the vicinity or the next morning, weigh the hive
of the liive, plant therein two or three with the bees if its weight is four
branches. The hive that is to receive pounds over the weight of the empty
the swarm should be very clean.
If hive, your swarm is sufficiently strong,
it is an old one, it is wise to burn un- especially if it is one of the early ones.
der it some straw to destroy the little Toward the end of swarming time and
insects that have nestled in it. The and in countries where flowers are
interior of the hive miglit also be rub- scarce, the weight of the swarm
bed with some odoriferous plant or should be from five to six pounds.
flowers, such as the thyme, the rose, Under that weight, the swarm should
or with a cloth moistened witli salt be increased by division. As the bees
water. But, should the hive be clean, leave the hive, to swarm, they fill
these precautions are not necessary. themselves with honey sufficient for
As soon as the bees have clustered, at least three days sustenance they
busy yourself to secure them, for fear are therefore heavier then than at ordinary times. Two pounds of bees
they may escape.
Securing the Swarm.
There filled with honey contain about 9.^m
are situations in which that operation at other times in the same weight of
bees, there should be nearly 11.000.
is very easily performed, others when
Is it possible to know wherefrom
it meets certain difficulties
let us
speak of the principal ones. As soon came tlie swarm, in case of dispute
as the swarm lias alighted, put on between two bee-keepers, each claimyour veil and make yourself ready to ing it as his own V
Yes, this is tlie means to find it out.
secure it. If it is fixed to a low and
flexible branch, with one hand hold Take from a swarm where it has alighted,
some fifty bees into a glass in
the opening of the hive under the
swarQi, with the other shake smartly which you shall have put two or three
pinches
of
flour. Go thence a distance
the branch to cause the bees to fall
into the liive.
Immediately after, of three hundred yards and let the
As a certain number will
ui)set gently the hive and place it on bees go.
the platform to facilitate the means then return to their old hive, walcli
of ingress. Disturbed by this opera- and it will be easy to recognize them
tion, some of the bees will fly out by their bodies sprinkled with flour.
again and return to the branch. This will clearly prove who is the
Thev seem as if they would all escape. owner of the swarm.
To what cause must be attributed
In that case smoke the bees remaining on the branch, and also tliose on the returning of the swarms or their
will alight

;

;

—
;

the aligliting-board whicli tarry to return.
You may also replace the
smoking by putting, where the bees
are, some herbs of a strong odor disagreeable to the bees.
In a quarter of
an liour, all the bees have returned to
the hive, and then you put it in its
place without any anxiety concerning
the few bees that may fly around tl>e
They will work that very day.
hive..
If you were to wait until the evening,
they would for a fev/ days flutter
around the p'ace where the hive was
flrst placed.
If the swarm fixes itself to the trunk
of a tree, with one hand hold the hive
near them, and vvitli the other, with
the help of a brush or a feather-broom
siiftly and swiftly sweep all the bees
into the hive.
The capital point in
all these operations is to secure the

queen.
If the hive is difficult to handle,
l>hice it on the platform, but raised

at the front a few inches with sticks
or l)locks then with a shallow box or
net secure the bees with the brush or
soft broom and upset them gently at
the opening of the hive into wl'iich
they will immediately enter. If your
hive is the Langstroth, take off" the
cover and put the bees into it, place in
some section frames and some brood
from other hives, and if possible, put
the cover on and the operation is completed. Of course there are circumstances wliich may cause you to alter
:

dispersing in

The following taken from the NorlhGrocer, shows more forcibly

weigh the empty hive and wentern

directions V
Sometimes rain or a great wind will
force the swarm to return, or oftener,
the fall of the queen to the ground,
where she loses her way, or wanders
away from the swarm.
Then the
swaim returns, but not before it has
searclied everywhere with great anxiety for the queen.
One looking at such a swarm can
easily guess that something is missing.
In such a case, search carefully in
front of the hive, and you will find the
queencrawling among the grass where
she fell, or struggling to free herself
from some snare in which she may be
held a prisoner.
all

the

among

general feeling

traders

concerning adulterations than anything -vshich has been written for
some time upou the subject

Few men are so destitute of conscientiousness as not to feel, in their
inmost soul, a sense of shame and
wrong-doing when they adulterate
goods of any kind
but especially
when they offer to their fellows as
food and drink what they have corrupted, defiled, debased, contamina;

ted, vitiated.
They may say, when
pushed to the wall, "the food and
drink we offer is pleasant to the eye,
grateful to the taste, wholesome and
nourishing to the stomach, and we do

the recipient no injury." But at the
same time he is conscious that when
he adulterated his goods he did it, not
for his neighbor's good, but for gain
to add to his own profits. He diluted

and debased what he sold to gratify
himself and not his neighbor, and in
so doing he violated the golden rule
„ Whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to
:

them." Every common-sense man
and woman in the land despises the
person who deceives and defrauds
them. This is so obviously the case
that we pause neither to prove, argue
or

illustrate

the

assertion.

If

we

have a reader who questions the proposition, he has lost one of the choicest
jewels of human nature, and that is
self-respect.
When men or women
lose
their self-respect, reformation
and improvement are works not easily

accomplished. So long as we respect
our humanity there is hope for us
but wlien we tamely submit to allow
men to palm off on us, roasted barley,
peas, corn, sweet potatoes, acorns or
even chicory for Old Government Java oreven Rio coffee, without a spirited protest, then are we beginning to
trifle with our self-respect ; and the
;

villains who. in their dungeons and
dens of infamy, thus practice on the
credulity and ignorance of weak humanity deserve a higher and deeper
reprobation than the counterfeiter of
greenbacks, or the adulterator of our

national gold and silver cojns.

Ig^ The summer meeting of the
"What is to be done in case two or Lorain County Bee-Keepers' Associamore colonies swarm at the same time tion will be held in the Court House
and cluster together ?
at Elyria, Ohio, on Wednesday, Aug.

Be very careful not to separate them, 6, 1884.
O. J. Terrell, ISec.
since allprolit of the bee-keepers conNorth -RidgevillcO.
sist in strong colonies.
However, as
in everything, excess is bad
should
18^ The Kentucky Bee-Keepers'Confour or five swarms unite, you may
divide them into two or three colonies vention meets in Louisville, Ky.. durand pick out the queens separately to ing the opening of the Exposition (day
not fixed).
N. P. Allen, ISec.
give one of them to each colony.
;

^" A

Canadian wishes us to state
in the Bee Journai,, whether we take
Canadian money for subscription or
books. We do and for fractions of a
dollar, Canadian postage stamps may
;

be sent.

^" The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its next
meeting on the third Tuesday in August, at Leroy llighb;irger's, near
Adaline, Ogle County, 111.
.J.

Bock

Citv. Illinois.

Stewart,

<Sec.

•

—

;;
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one in favor of the good-nature of
the (iernians but here are more argunuMits based on what your experience has already taught you. There
are ways to lest the disposition of
bees when on tlie wing— ways which
we all use of necessity. Apply smoke
equally
to the race's under e(iually
For the Amencon Bee JournaL
unfavorable conditions, and while the
(ierinans mind its admonitions and
Shall we Breed Hybrids?
give up at once, the Italians seem to
" lay back tlu'ir ears'" preparing for
.lAMES HEDDON.
battle, as soon as the fog clears away.
Another way: When it is too ct>ol
1 liave no barren statements to offer.
for bees to tly, if you approach a hive
I conceive that the uiiiul of the beeand
keeper of to-day would relisli some- carefully (I mean in the winter),
cloth cover,
thing in accord with his pres- cautiously pull back the
show no
ent knowledge of bee-culture. An black bees, as a rule, will
resentment, while Italians will tip up
assertion of wliat I am doing, and
their posteriors and thrust out their
upon the ear
done,
to

;

have
still falls
the most credulous as merely an

of
as-

stings. By tlie worst of treatment
arouse a colony of Italians till they
sertion. 1 wisli. if possible, to contake wing quite freely, and you have
vince the reasou of every reader. My
nothing worse to fear from blacks.
prcterence for hybrids, or crosses

be-

in

469
the

good

style.
I
to knock

old-fashioned

Italian

want no (Cyprians or Syrians
lit

my

ai)iarian

gate, iinless

they are possessed of the fast-footed
tendency.
I cannot admit such a
(jueen, even though she came mantled
in a ten-dollar greenback.
My opinion is, that very many who
suppose that they have' "good-natured Cyprians," "have only Italian
bees. If we lind such radical differences in disposition of different colonies of the new races, as is reported
from those who Ihitdc that they have
the pine Cyprians and Syrians, then
surely there is little fixedness to be
found in these new races. Next to
the crossed strain of bees above described, I prefer the leather-colored
Italians in their Simon-purity. Early
and late brood-rearing are now being
proven to be injurious qualities.
students will tell you that our 45 colonies that could not breed at all till
they gathered the pollen of issl, not-

My

It seems that the offspring of these
tween the best strains of German and
two races, as a rule, inherited about withstanding they ceased breeding
Italian bees, is based upon certain
equally from the dispositions of the early last autumn, are now the strongfacts, many of which are well known
parents, while those crosses coming est colonies we have in our yard
to the reader of less experience.
Did you never think it strange that from the little blacker, German strain, and every one has been the pink of
were health for a year past.
the product of two races of bees and the bright, yellow Italians
W^ould that I were as sure of an
of the lightshould, as a rule, posse-os certain most sure to partake
Does 1884 fall honey-crop as that the introfooted, take-wing tendency.
traits in a more radical degree than
that the duction of the Cyprians and Syrians
either parent race ? Apropos to the this not account for the fact
serious
above, do you not distinctly remem- hybrids were, as a rule, worse to into this country has been a
draw-back to our business. I have
ber that the decisions of bee-keepers handle than either parent race in its
purity y Does it not also account for tried to appeal to known facts and
have been largely in the majority
asking you to take therefrom
that hybrids, crosses between Ital- the ferociousness of the tlyprians':* reasons,
nothing for granted. How well I
ian and" German bees, were excellent They possess to the full extent the
to
honey gatherers V equaled by few and inate meanness of the yellow race have succeeded, 1 leave the reader
judge.
excelled by none but oh so univer- and light-footedness of the blacks.
Dowagiac, Mich.
Now, if you will rid your apiary of
sally cross.
I

;

why it should be a rule that all German bees, except the larger
product possessed more belliger- brown variety, and of all the yellow
ency than either parent, attracted my bees except the leather- colored Italattention "some years ago.
I first ians, you will lind cross hybrids largely
built up a theory to account for the in the minority. You will find that
enigma, to which by fitting every day most of your hybrid colonies are as
facts, I proved to my own satisfac- good-natured as any bees you ever
saw, and standing well up to, or above
tion to be correct.
My lirst proposition is. that we have the reputation given them by the beebut two distinct races of bees the keepers of the past— as being par exdark, and tlie yellow and second, that cellence as surplus honey producers.
the yellow race of bees possess much
Yoti must not forget that this most
the most belligerent disposition.
valuable strain is not a fixed race
A thousand voices will now ask, that it is lial)le to sport from one
••
Why has the black bee been called " side of the house "to the other;).
.lust

this

—

;

;

the crossest V" I will try to explain.
If you receive ." or 4 stings during the
manipulation of 10 colonies of dark or
(German bees, and only one sting in
liandling tlie same number of yellowcolonies, would you not arrive at the
conclusions so unanimously declared
by bee-keepers of the past? Still, a

e.,

strongly show the tendencies, some-

times of one parent and sometimes of

the other. Tliey will rarely fall below
the aggregate worth of either parent.
This sporting tendency gives a most
excellent opportunity to breed for
qualities.
Were I keeping either race
in its purity, I should always breed
mistake has been made. In opening for qualities, rearing my queens from
a hive you are very rarely stung by my .best colonies, which produce the
bees that do not take wing.
well largest quantity of surplus honey, and
known and marked characteristic of good behavior as one of the main
that branch of the yellow race, known points
valuation.
of
No matter
as the Italians, is, that compared with whether you have purchased a queen,
the dark or German bees, they are and are breeding for Germans or Italvery tenacious of their foot-hold on ians in their purity, or their crosses
the combs and in the hive. I think I in their excellency, if you do not diam safe in saying that during the rect their breeding, rearing your
manipulation of a colony, from s to 10 queens from your best colonies, you
times as many bees take wing when will fall behind those who do, and you
handling the (German bees as would will always need to purchase queens

A

Knr the American Bee

JoumaL

The Honey Crop in Texas.
n. K.

CARROLL.

This part of the State of Texas has
been truly blessed with another grand
lioney flow. About .lune 1. as soon as
the terrible floods subsided, our bees
began to work on the mint. At that
time I had -50 full colonies set apart
for honey gathering, and the balance,
all weak colonies, were broke up into
two and three-frame nuclei. I put
supers on a few hives, and as I had 40
acres in wheat and oats, 28 acres in
corn, and i20 acres in cotton and milI hired a
let, I had my hands full.
man to run the farm, and I would
run the bees but he (juit me about
the time I was badly needed in the
apiary, and I got fearfully behind.
I offered S2 per day for a hand to
work at the extractor, but none could
;

mv

I finished
I get.
let tlie cotton go, anci

grain crop

and

began running
the extractor. Hy this time all the
hives were full, and the honey well

sealed over. In two weeks I was up
with the bees, but lost over 4,000
pounds of honey. I took a little over
6,000 pounds of extracted honey, and
a few pounds of comb honey. I will
get about 1,000 pounds more, making
when handling Italians.
from them.
an average of about 140 pounds per
Now, as the proportionate number
For the benefit of many who are colony. My big colony swarmed, and
of stings received is not one-half as now breeding from hybrids, let me the old queen went to the woods.
much against the German bees as their say that it is my advice to breed from second swarm gathered 100 pounds
greater proportion are in condition the greatest honey-gatherers, and al- the old colony 277 pounds, making 377
to sting, here is an argument of two ways such bees as stick to the combs pounds and if I could have saved the

A

;

;
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swarm.

could have taken from many auxiliary causes, lest some one
pounds. The honey living in the South might suggest
flow is not yet over, and it may vet tliat. notwithstanding all the pollen,
aveTage nearly 200 pounds per coloiiy. bees winter tip- top down there. As
The honey taken is very tine, weigh- cold is the principal factor here in the
ing 12I4 pounds per gallon. I use Xorth, not experienced bv our Southspruce and cypress wood kegs, holding ern friends, it strikes one'tliat cold as
5 and 8 gallons, and find them to be '• the greater auxiliary to the cause."
first

them over

I

1200

better than tin vessels, and much
cheaper. My bees are pure Cyprians,
and some colonies did not like the
feather brush, so on these I used the
tops of the camomile weed, and found
it did not make tliem so hostile. After
working four years with the ("yprian
bees, I can truthfully say for them
that they are the best bee yet for our
hot, windy prairie country, and 1
think they will do well anywhere in
the South. Ileddon's '• pollen theory"
is certainly correct.
I will soon give
my experience on this subject.

Dresden, Texas

is

'

I

assuming too much, and

For the American Bee

A

nil. G. L.

The

Juuriial.

Plea for Pollen.

TINKEK.

recent report of the costly ex-

periments made during the past "winter by Mt. Ileddon in support of the
pollen theory, as anticipated, brings
to li^ht no facts not already reported
by Prof. Cook, who several years
since made many careful experiments
in

wintering bees on sugar svrup, and

which proved

clearlv

enough that

cane-sugar is a better winter food for
bees than the natural stores; but
those who hold that thereby the theory
is also proved, are taking much for

lial)le

My nivestigations of the cause of
bee-dianha?a prove what Prof. Cook,
Mr. Doolittle, and a host of other able
observers have found, viz that " restlessness," "excitement," or " undue
activity " of the bees in winter quar:

ters are the first symptoms of the disorder. On the contrary, those colonies which remain quietlv clustered

upon the combs and
winter

have"

enough

to

right
but if
they become restless there will soon
be a demand for nitrogenous food to
supply the waste of tissue. If, now,
all

;

they cannot void themselves in confinement as held (which, however, is
not yet clearly proven), then the indigestible particles of the bee-bread
consumed, together with the excretion of the worn-out or effete tissues
(which, as one of the adjunct causes
of bee-diarrluea, completelv dwarfs
that of pollen), may accumulate, after
a time, in quantities producing serious
harm. It would, however, be a great
mistake to suppose that the accumulations are the cause of the restlessness, since it is certain that bees do
eat pollen all through a long winter
confinement, and yet winter well.

This fact is now well established, as
There are too many questions in- pollen husks are always to be found
volved to be settled by a single line in the intestines of bees in winter
of experiment.
The theory is not confinement; but no trouble comes
only not proved, but it is far from from slight accumulations.
It is
being advisable to reduce it to prac- only, when, as in such a winter as
tice, although our friend is so very that of isso-sl, bees are obliged to
confident that it is all right. I am consume inordinate and almost unpleased that he is so hut trust that precedented quantities of both honey
he will not think Mr. Cornell, myself and pollen to keep life in them, that
and others, obstinate in our opposi- these harmful accumulations arise.
tion, because we believe tlie theory
If
restlessness, then, causes the
inadequate to cover the facts which bees to eat too freely of pollenized
he alleges.
food, it ranks as a prior cause and
The experiments required to be the most that could: be held is, that
made to prove anvthing at all. must the latter may be an auxiliary cause,
exclude honey entirely
and the while restlessness, as the effect of
stores be confined to sugar syrup and cold, humidity aiul confinement,
one
bee bread in a hive properly "prepared or all, must stand as the primary
for winter but after these have been cause or causes amenable to the
hand
made, there will still remain the great of man. I am, therefore, unable to
question of the primary cause.
see the propriety of excluding the
Now, Mr. Ileddon talks to us very bee-bread from the bees in wmter,
familiarly about the causes " auxiliary but think that we should provide
to the cause;"' and it has become in- against the primary
causes
and I
teresting to learn how he knows which shall hold that the "latter policy
may
is primary and which secondary.
Of be more economically executed than
course we know that there is no first the former, and that it is practicable.
cause, scientificallv speaking, and efEectual in results, and consistent
in
hence we are to coiisider onlv those theory.
causes or conditions wliich may be
To prevent the consumption of too
controlled or modified by the hand of much pollen by the bees, under
adman.
verse conditions, it would be necesFirst of all it will be noted that Mr. sary to exclude nearly all of. it
from
Ileddon places much stress upon the them, which measure will certainly
unity of the cause of bee-diarrhcea require more "fussing" than most
This he is obliged to do if he would men will care to give their bees. It
granted.

;

;

;

;

;

substantiate the theory. It must not
only be a cause, but the one great
cause.

It

will

luirdlv

do to admit so

amounts of

it.

Again, Mr. Ileddon has given one
case whicli died of diarrhiea, as he
states, caused by eating from only
one comb and yet, when he examined it, it was ' nearly half full of
to bee-bread." As this comb undoubt-

turn out as with one of our own politicians, who, before the ballots were
counted, always claimed eve7ychinf'
with confidence.

eat, usually

dying of diarrho?a, do not eat all
bee-bread,
but leave large

their

will not be enough to limitthe amount
to one-half or one fourth of the ordinary quantity stored ; for the colonies

;

edly contained some honey, and also
a patcli of brood " as large as a man"s
hand," in the fall, how much beebread, think you kind reader, does it
take to kill a colonv of bees y According to this showing, a few dozen cells
of it is ample to kill any colonv, other
things being favorable. It is plain,
therefore, that it will be impracticable to exclude it in such amounts as
to insure safe wintering ; unless, indeed, we come down to the use of
" tooth-picks."
There are bee-keepers living farther
north than Mr. Ileddon, and who winter, year after year, a great many
more colonies, and with almost no

Wintering

loss at all.

them

is

no trick for

bee-bread in the hives in winter gives them no concern, and thev
seldom have a case of bee-diarrlKea".
That their methods are not practicable and efficient, there is no doubt
and that all other bee-keepers may be
equally successful, there is also" no
doubt. Could Mr. II., therefore, give
us a practical method of excluding all
pollen from the hives in the fall, it
would offer us no advantages in wintering not already possessed, even if
;

method of winteringwould always
prove safe, which is not now, has not
been in the past, and will not be in
his

the future.

On page 171 of the Bee Jouknai,
for 1881, is a report by Mr. Wilber
which is especially commended to Mr.
Ileddon's consideration. The report,
like all others that I have read on the
use of sugar syrup, is, on the whole,
favorable against the use of natural
stores. In this case, however, one of
the sugar-fed colonies wintered in tlie
cellar, died of "dysentery," and two
of those wintered on the summer
stands, died but they " were the only
ones that died without the dysentery."
In view of such a report as this, of
what was clearlv a carefully made
test, who will say that, if we had had
such a winter as that of 18.S0-S1, Mr.
Ileddon would not have lost one-half
of his-t') sugar-fed colonies and that,
too, not from iliarrhoea, but from
another trouble not less to be dreaded,
viz
restkssy^ess under the smarting
effects of bitter and prolonged cold in
a damp, devitalizing atmosphere V It
is plain that, if bees get restless from
any cause, and they have not access
to bee-bread or otiier nitrogenous food
to supply waste of tissue, tliere vitality will be speedily exhausted.
;

;

:

I shall repeat, therefore, what was
stated a year since
that I believe
that the pollen whicli bees consume
in winter, is essential to tiieir wellfare, and never detrimental, except
when the force of circumstances compels them to eat not only more pollen,
but more honey than the vital powers
:

can endure.
This being true, should we not give
bees better winter protection, better

;

:
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ventilation,

and more of

tliat 'Miiglily

food"— sngar synii'—
oxygenized
which is found to lie so much betler
than honey to aid the licca to witlistand our inclement winters V We
may take from them the conitis containing excess of bee-biead, and return tliem as soon as they have need

oidy, but J.

M. llambaugh, of Brown stated as follows

county, desired that others be allowed
the privilege of joining; so it was
decided to accept all without reference to the county in which they
lived.

An

interesting discussion arose as
honey and prospects for
in tlie spring, and especially if it lal^es honey crop.
It seemed to be the opinother
stores;
needlul
room
for
but
up
ion of all that the (latlering prospect
to undertal<e to prevent the storing of for a large honey crop, this year,
liollen, or to remove it after it is would not be realized.
Xearly all restored, as contemplated by Mr. Iled- ported
that white clover was still
don, will be just so much" loss, at the plentiful, but few bees working on it
rate of :* 1 per pound (which is tlie and that the bees were cross "and invalue placed upon it by an eminent clined to rob. Adjourned to meet on
anthorily), while the compensating July 2G, ],S84.
W.M. Camm, «ec.
advantages of the prevention or reII. W. IlriT, Pres.
moval do not yet appear.
We often have bad spring weather,
For the American Bee Journal.
when the l)ees cannot gather the
needful supplies of pollen to enable
The Report of the Honey Crop.
them to breed up in time to take advantage of the yield of white clover.
W. II. STEWART.
We can well imagine Mv. II. with his
pollcnless bees, under these circumWhile we question the correctness
stances, and what woiUd be the result
of some reports, we are forced to adof it. For my part. I have never seen
mit that sometimes one, or may be 6
too much bee bread in my hives, and
')(} or
100 do produce
never expect to. When the combs colonies out of

are well tilled with it in the spring, it
is soon gone, often long before fruit
bloom, which I consider chielly valuable to our bees, only because of the
very large amount of pollen collected

from

to prices of

wonderful yields.
On page ll") of the Bee Journal
for 188:^, Mr. Doolittle states that he
obtained 061; pounds from a single colony that did not swarm, and was not
divided but we notice that this colony was one of many in the same
apiary and. although" he states that
it had no help from any other colony,
yet we understand that the empty
combs which he gave them, aided
:

it.

The

had one colony
which had been built up from nuclei
last fall, which, it seems, had little
pollen but plenty of honey and sugarsyrup. After a time, I wondered why
they did not breed up faster, and I
suspected that tlie queen was worthless; but upon examination, I found
that they had not a particle of beebread, and had not been able to collect
enough pollen before fruit bloom to
past spring

I
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;

them very much.

•'

:

I

presume that

every intelligent bee-keeper who gives
his own time to the care of his apiary,
has noticed that iuado/.en colonics.all
apparently alike and in good condition, 1 or 2 will give exceeiiingly good
results, comiiaratively, while the balance will hardly come up to the
mediocrity in the amount of surplus
obtained from them.
At lirst I concluded that it must be

owing to the superior strain of bees,
and endeavored to remedy it by making such changes as would — theoretileast— equalize the matter
but when, the next season, I found
the best colony of the previous year
showing a decidedly poor state of affairs, 1
concluded that something
besides poor stock was the cause of
cally, at

;

the trouble."'
In another portion of his article.
Mr. P. expresses the opinion that the
reason that different colonies give
such different results is, that all, or
most of the bees belonging to the
same colony, work in the same direction from their home, and in the same
pasture and that, as honey is found
in much smaller quantities in some
localities than in others, hence the
;

difference.
Mr. P. gives the above opinion very
modestly, and does not claim to have
given the " whole truth, and nothing

but the truth,"

"hoping"

to

ject, says

'•

but has given

it,

enough interest in the matter to start an amicable discussion in regard to it;" and at
the close of his remarks on the sub:

-create

Who

will

give the sub-

readers
page 434 of the Bee Journal ject some attention, and the
of the Bee -Iournal their views
for 1883, Mr. Flory reports over (iOO
upon
it
pounds fnim one colony but does not
Mr. P. has done well in calling for
state whether it was " spring count,"
an investigation of this matter, and I
or whether divided making 2 colohope that our most able and experifill one comb
with brood. Tlie result nies instead of one. If this were the enced beekeepers will at all times
then
case,
it woidd appear quite reawas, no surplus from this colony.
give, in the Bee Journal, such facts
In conclusion I cannot refrain from sonable that 1 or 2 colonies should as may come under their observation.
produce
300
pcnmds
each,
when
kept
commending to Mr. Ileddon the very
To give my views and experience in
valuable advice given by Rev. Wm. in the same locality with many other full, on this subject, would make this
F. Clarke, in the closing paragraphs colonies.
Again. Mr. F. does not state whether article too long.
of an article on page 364 of the Bee
Orion, Wis.
he supplied those bees with empty
Journal for ISSI.
combs or not. It has been proven by
New Philadelphia, O.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
experiment that as much honey is
consumed in the production of a
For the American Bee JouroaL
Mr. Heddon's Report.
comb (in the natural way) as the

Central Illinois Convention.

A

bee-keepers'

was
on July

association

formed at Jacksonville,

III.,

12, 1884, by the a(loi)tion of a suitable
constitution and by-laws, and the
election of the following officers
Capt. Henry W. Hitt, Merritt, 111.,
President Jno. ^V. I'.owen, Jacksonville.
111.,
Vice-President;
Wm.
Camm. Murrayville, Secretarv G, F.
Middleton. Jacksonville, 111.", Treas-

On

y

;

—

will hold when finished.
If
this be true, then the 20combs (Gallup
combs that hold about 6 pounds each)
which Mr. Doolittle gave to his colony would be equivalent to giving
tliem 120 pounds of honey and not

comb

;

AVM. F.

CLARKE.

I have read the above article which
appeared on page 405, with much interest, and with a sincere desire to

only so. but the bees which were thus divest my mind of
enabled to rather honey to till those carries, throughout,

urer.

prejudice.
It
the air of a
knock-down argument in favor of the
pollen theory, but I submit that the
proof is far from being conclusive.
There is evidence, wdiich we had long
ago, that under certain conditions
bees will winter well without either

Some
name of

honey or pollen; but it is by no
means demonstrated that, if there be

;

;

combs, would otherwi.se have been
compelled to stay in the hive to build
their own combs, thus very much reducing the honey-gathering force of

the colony.
I am of the opinion that many beediscussion arose as to the keepers make great mistakes in rethe new societv. but it was porting that certain colonies accomfinally decided to call it 'the " Central plish so nuich more than the average.
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association ;" They may be correct in regard to the
though some members thought that amount of honey taken from a colony,
there was a societv at iJloomington but in jumping at the conclusion that
styled the Central Illinois
vet it the colony had gathered that much
could be changed if such proved to be from the field, is where the mistake
the case.
comes in.
It was intended to include the beeOn page 560 of the Bee Journal
keepers of Scott and .Morgan counties for 1883," Mr. J. E. Pond has trulv
:

pollen in a hive, bees will be silly
to eat it in such quantities as
to cause diarrluiea. In fact, the reverse
is
shown by the facts which Mr.
Ileddon narrates.
C)nly 4o colonies out of .336 were
" prepared without a cell of pollen."
There were, therefore, 291 colonies
that had nmrt' or less pollen stored.

enough
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Seventy were not fed sugar, and these, request, and prepare at least one col- paring the frames for winter, I always
we are told, had •' less bee-bread than ony for the winter of 18S4-o, so that it begin as early as Sept. 1, and so arusual," while those that were fed, can hibernate as it would do in a hol- range them that at least the upper
third part of each frame is filled with
"had not cue-fourth as much bee- low-tree trunk.
stores
thus
giving food
I am sorry that Mr. Heddon in- capped
bread as usual." Mr. Heddon gives
us no information as to the consump- dulges in such a contemptuous fling enough in a situation where it can be
tion of bee-bread, either in the 70 un- at " our ever-present corps of inex- reached at all times, no matter how
perienced apicultural writers." Of severely cold the winter may prove.
fed colonies, or those which were fed
The result of my experiments was.
he merely informs us that he " lost course, by these he means all who do
about 30 colonies by diarrhoea,"' but not obtain their livelihood exclusively I did not lose a single colony that
does not state any facts as to the con- by bee-keeping. At the head of this iione of them showed any signs of
sumption of bee-bread by the colo- " corps " stands the Rev. L. L. Langs- bee-diarrh^ea but that the 2 wintered
troth, who gave us the movable-frame, on what ordinarly would be called an
nies he lost.
The history of the 45 colonies is and, at the tail, there is your humble excessive amount of pollen, came
not so conclusive, when you come to servant, who has lately evolved the through in the best condition of any.
think it out as it might seem to be on hibernation-theory, out of which, 15rood-rearing having begun early,
the first blush. That 44 of them win- after due experiment, will come to one of those colonies gathered 72
tered well, only proves what we knew the true method of wintering bees; pounds of honey from apple bloom.
I
I have no tlieories to advance
and in the success of which we shall
before, as I have already stated, viz
that under favorable circumstances remember tlie " bacteria " and " pol- simply state tlie facts. I am of the
in other respects, bees will winter len " vagaries of a certain experienced opinion, however, that bees prepared
well in the absence of either honey or apicultural writer, as an illustration for winter, as an experience of years
pollen. The report on the 4oth hive of the fact that " it takes great men teaches me, is the correct method for
my own location, will meet with a
is open to criticism on at least two to put forth great nonsense."
points
Warren Pierce's article in the same minimum of loss. I will say that if
First, it does not appear that
this colony had any more bee-bread number as is Mr. Heddon's report, is pollen is the cause of bee-diarrhoea,
than many of the 291 which wintered a splendid contribution to the mass the 2 colonies mentioned above, ought
well and secondly, though this col- of proof that will soon be forthcoming to have been terrible sufferers from
ony had, by mistake, pollen left in it, to show that the problem of winter- its effects.
Foxboro, Mass.
the " pizen " does not seem to have ing is solved by hibernation.
been eaten by the bees. When the
Speedside, Ont.
foreman examined that hive, in the
fall, one comb had a patch of brood
Texas State Convention.
F(»r the American Bee Jciumal.
nearly as large as his hand and when
Mr. Heddon opened the hive in the
Facts in Regard to Wintering.
The Bee-Keepers' Association met
spring, one comb had " a little brood,"
at McKinney, Texas. April 12, 1884, at
while the comb was " nearly half full
.1. E. POND, JE.
10 a. m. judge W. H. Andrews,
of bee-bread."
So, then, the beePresident, declared the sixth annual
bread, which the foreman saw in the
I do not intend, at this time to en- session called to order. He said it
fall, appears to have been left unter into a discussion of the " pollen was now swarming time, and that the
touched, for there was about the same
theory," but, instead, to give a few bee-keepers had now clustered and
quantity at the two examinations. Is
facts from my own experience. Dis- were ready to be hived. That the
bee-bread so fatal that its mere prescussions on mooted questions will al- Association was, year after year,
ence in hives will cause diarrhcea V
ways prove valuable, and whether the drawing some new member from a
My comment on ^Ir. Heddon's re- "pollen theory " is correct or not, a distance. This year we have the
port would be, that his bees were pre- full and complete investigation in re- Cyprian from as tar south as Xavarro
pared for wintering with great care, gard to it will aid all of us greatly, —Mr. Carroll, of that county, now
and that the season happened to be of in solving the winter problem, for the being for the first time present with
acharacter that most of the colonies reason that it must bring out facts us— and that he hoped to see the good
were able to hibernate, and so, did which otherwise would not have been work go on.
well. There is nothing in the whole generally known.
Business now being in order, a
narrative to conflict wi'th the position
I do not know that the facts which motion was made by Dr. Marshall,
I have taken in regard to wintering. I shall recite will add anything of
was carried that a committee on
I would like to know what amount value to the discussion on wintering;
questions be appointed, and that all
of stores those bees consumed. If a but having wintered my bees on the members desiring to put questions to
small quantity, then the hibernating summer stands for years without the the Association, present them to the
conditions were nearly perfect and loss of a single full colony, possibly committee the committee to select
if a considerable quantity, then the
these facts may prove of some interest. the most important for discussion,
bees were only able to hibernate parLast fall I prepared 2 colonies for and report them to the Association.
tially—still, hibernation was so far winter by selecting and giving to them
T. C. Goodner. .J. S. Kerr, and M. H.
practical as to bring them through such frames as contained the largest Davis were appointed on the comthe ordeal in good condition.
amount of pollen of any that I could mittee.
Too much consumption of food, find. I should judge that at least }4
A motion by Dr. Marshall to apwhether honey, sugar or pollen, in- of the cells in each frame contained point a committee on foul brood, was
terferes with
normal hibernation. more or less pollen. These 2 colonies carried.
Dr. Marshall and Judge
Establish the hibernating conditions, were of fair size, and covered 6 Sim- Goodner were appointed.
and they will eat the minimum of plicity - Langstroth frames.
They
Moved and carried that the Assofood.
were both put in single-walled Sim- ciation recommend the Asierican
Mr. Heddon does not tell us how plicity hives, with division-boards on Bee JouiiNAL, and that it be the orwell any of his colonies wintered, ex- each side of the frames
a " Hull's gan of the bee-keepers in Texas.
cept the 44 which were prepared with- device " ovei> the frames, covered with
Report of committee on questions
out a cell of pollen. Did others that a thin woolen blanket, and the upper was next made.
had some pollen winter equally well story filled with forest leaves the
the queen's wing be
1. "Should
with the 44 that had none ? If so, cover having inch holes in each end clipped ?"
Answer by committee,
what becomes of the no-pollen theory V for ventilators. An entrance ^g of an " Yes."
The fact is, that whatever may be inch wide by G inches long was also
Dr. JIarshall opposed the clipping
true in regard to the pollen question, given them.
thought it would end in a race of bees
Mr. Heddon's report squares exactly
My other colonies were prepared for without wings. Mr. Carroll took the
with my discovery, that successful win- winter in much the same manner the same ground, saying in addition, that
terinq depends on hibernation. That is only real difference being that I took it injured the beauty of the queen.
the key to the mystery, and I earn- no particular pains in regard to pollen, Mr. Davis favored clipping as a means
estly hope that every bee-keeper in and giving them such frames as I had of preventing swarms from abscondthe country will accede to mv modest containing sufficient stores. In pre- ing. Mr. Graham opposed clipping.
;

x

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and did not think nature should be
crossed.
Judge Andrews said that
tlie foneliisioii of tlie National HeeKeepers'

Association

was against

clipping. lie thought there was no
donl)l that the bees like a (Hieeii with
perfect wings tlie best, and tl-at a
miitihited queen was not acceptable
to the bees. Hut did not think the
clipping would ever tell injuriously on
the progeny i)f the queen— the loss

from clipping was greater than from
the abscondingswarms— as the queens
not being able to fly, would crawl off
in the grass.
On taking the sense of the Association on the decision of the committee,
two members sustained it, the others
against it.
2. •• Does it pay the better to run an
apiary for extracted or comb honey

V

Answer by committee, "Extracted
honey."
Report of committee unanimously
ndopted.
Adjourneii till 1 p. m.

EVENING
What is best

SESSION.

3. "
to plant for honey
pasture ?" Answer, '• Horse-mint."
Dr. Mai-shall thought black locust
a good forage. He thought lime might
succeed well here also recommended
the protection of honey-locust for the
;

contents, believing that lire is the
only suthcient remedy ; and
M. That a coiniuiltee be appointed
to prepare a draft of a Bill in reference
to foul brood, to be presented to the
next Legislature, and that the members of t"liis Convention present a copy
of this Bill to the member of the Legislature from his county, and urge
him to use his influence to secure its
passage.
Dr. Marshall held that foul brood
was the greatest evil that bee-men
had to contend with. It was imported into the neighborhood of Dallas by Mr. Collin.
It had spread as
for south of that city as Lancaster,
eight miles east, and as far west as
Arlington. He had never found a
remedy for it. It is never discovered
until after the larva is capped over,
then by the sinking of the cap. He
advocated legislation that would compel its destruction as the only means
of getting rid of it.
swarm of bees
may run away and settle in a hollow
tree in the woods, and die from foul
brood, and the bees for several miles
each way may carry off the honey
they leave, and thus scatter the disease in all directiens. Judge Andrews
had seen foul brood eight years ago
in Mr. Collins" apiary at Dallas since
that time there has been no alarm,

next reported

tlie

;

adopted unanimously.
7. " Can a bee-keeper make a success of a one-story hive without an
extractor?" "Yes," by committee.
Judge Andrews thought tliat for the
use of an extractor anything but a
one-story hive would be best. Mr.
Carroll thought tliat when there was
a good flow of honey two, three and
four stories were best. Mr. Cooper
held that a two-stoiy hive was best,
as it gave the honey time to ripen.
Judge Andrews did not believe it
necessary that honey should be allowed to remain in the comb to ripen,
but should be thrown out as soon as
possible and

ripen in open-mouthed

vessels.

;

;

;

following seen bees hatching in the hive beside
Did not think it affected the
it.
Whereas, Foul brood has appeared drone or queen-cells. He burns the
in our State, and is now found in combs and boils tlie hives as aremedy.
Dallas and in the surrounding coun- Mr. Horn advocated the boiling protry, and is now spreading into other cess with red pepper added to the
water.
counties; and
After prolonged discussion the resoWhereas. It is spreading with wonderful rapidity, and threatens to be lutions were adopted. The Associaone of the most fearful evils with tion then proceeded with a further
discussion of the questions handed to
which we have to contend and
Whereas, It threatens, if not check- the committee.
ed, eventually to destroy the whole
4. " Will it pay to rear young queens
industry of bee-keeping in the State, to introduce into new colonies V"
therefore.
Answer, " Yes." Sustained by the
Resolved, 1. That we urge all the Association.
" Can more than one race of bees
friends of bee-culture to use every
•5.
effort in their power to prevent its be kept
successfully in the same
spread.
apiary V" Judge Andrews held that
2. That we urge every beekeeper. more than one race would mix, and
at its first appearance, to burn the recommended that only one race be
hive in which it appears, with all its kept in the same apiary.

brood

resolutions

6. " Are artificial better than natural swarms V" Answer by the committee, " For increase, yes." " For
honey, no."
Report of cuminiltee

Mr. West was opposed to
two story hives. Mr. Carroll held
that to throw honey out before it had
A
ripened, was a good way to make vinegar or metheglin
aiid that honey
evaporated in barrels did not have
the same flavor as that ripened in the
comb.
Dr.
thought it
Marshall
would require an expert to throw out
the honey and then ripen it and he
thought a two story hive the best, as
the brood would be disturbed in onestory hives by extracting. Judge Anbut now it is spreading rapidly, and drews' plan is to store honey first in
he recommends that on first appear- open stone jars and cover with thin
ance the hives be destroyed solidly cloth—-the temperature for ripening

S. Kerr said he
.J.
had made some experiments with
sweet clover. He thought it a good
honey forage, and not dangerous to and effectually.
As to its appearance, there will be
farms.
Scott McKinney
had observed that china or scratch berry af- found a small hole in the centre of
forded a good How of honey, and also the cap. There is a very foul odor
motherwort.
Mr. Carroll had tried peculiar only to foul brood, and can
the blue thistle of Mrginia, and con- be smelt outside the hive.
sidered it about as good as anything.
Scott McKinney gave an account of
Also pepper-wood is very excellent. what was thought to be foul brood in
Judge Andrews said sweet clover did Mr. Biuckley's apiary at Sherman,
yield honey, but not of such a quantity but did not know whether it proved
as to attract bees if they had any- to be foul brood or not. Mr. West,
thing else to go to. The Simpson who, it was thought, had foul brood
honey-plant was the best honey-pro- in his apiary in Tarrant county, now
ducer for the black land. He believed gave his views. He did not know
the Canada thistle would grow here, whether he had foul brood or not.
and in its native country was con- About the first of February he noticed
sidered a most excellent honey plant. cells with caps upen in the centre,
That honey locust and black locust thought it was chill brood. He then
shouki botl'i be encouraged and pro- then found there were 12 colonies
tected in their growth. Raspberry, affected with it, and sent these off
he said, made the best honey. Ratau several miles.
Thought his entire
is a tiptop honey producer; also, red- apiary was affected with
it.
Had
bud yields a good supply of honey.
cheeked it to a great extent. His
colonies
sent
out
swarms.
Had
had
The special committee on foul

benefit of bees.
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is from SO- to 00".
Mr.
said he had ripened honey in
10-gallon kegs. Answer of committee sustained.
8. "Are drones
from an Italian
queen that has mated with a black
drone,pure Italians V" Bycommittee,
" Yes."
Mr. Carroll thought they
would be pure.
Judge Andrews
thought not.
Also, Dr. Marshall
thought not. and that the progeny of

the honey

Horn

the queen, both male and female,
were affected by the mating. Dr.
Howard thought the offspring a mongrel of no certain degree.
Report of
committee not sustained.
one or more weak
9. "How can
colonies be combined in the beginning'
of the season so as to make a strong
Carroll
recommended
Mr.
oiieV"
placing the hives one upon the other,
or make the new colony by taking
frames alternately from the old ones
and place tliem in the new hive. Dr.

recommended placing one
on the other, and give both a
thon)ugh smoking, and lean a board

Howard
hive

against the front of the hive to aid
the bees in marking their new locality.
Mr. Wilson's plan was to put in one
colony with half the frarnes, then a
division- board at night take out the
board and smoke the Dees thoroughly.
Judge Andrews did not approve of
removals, but if necessary, would
move the hive the whole distance at
once, and keep the bees in for two
nights and one day.
10. " Does the amalgamation of bees
produce good results V" Answer of
;

committee," No." Mr. Carroll thought
it might possibly do so, but said we
could not know it. Referred to Mr.
Ileddon as authority, but thinks pure
stock the best. Judge Andrews held
that nothing could possibly be gained

,
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by mixing the

Much

A

claimed
motion prevailed to appoint a
is not delegate to the next National Conan advantage "in any way; thought vention t<i meet at Rochester. N. Y.
the Italian the hest, but would rather Judge Andrews was selected as delehave a hlack bee than a mixed race. gate. A motion was carried to so
Those wlici have a large stock of bees amend the Constitution as hereafter
always say (that is in the papers) that to collect SI as an initiation fee. Also
motion carried, that volunall other bees are of no account. lie has another
found all bees to yield ahout the same tary contributions of SI from eacli
amount of honey. Report of commit- member be asked for, in order to detee was sustained.
fray all expenses of the Association.
Adjourned till 8:30 a. m.
A resolution passed instructing the
races.

is

as a superiority in bees, which

April 2o.
m.. Dr.

The Association met

at 9
presiding.
motion was carried to fix the next
place and time of meeting. McKinney
was unanimously chosen, for the first
a.

Marshall

A

Thursday in May, 1.SS5, to continue
two days. The election of otHeers for

Instinct prompts them all and
them how to do. Mr. Davis did
not know what was meant by instinct,
as he never had heard that bees had
reason. Mr. Horn thought all acted
from instinct. Dr. Marshall said it
was ditHcult to define the difference
between reason and instinct. Bees
to do.
tells

pay respect to the queen onlv after

impregnation.
They feed her and
give her other attentions. He said
the queen controlled the colony to a
secretary to notify all the members certain extent- The queen is the first
not present, of tlie one-dollar contribu- to become excited before swarming.
tion, and request them to send in The report of the committee was
theirs.
adopted.
Association adjourned till 1 p. m.
16. "Is a division-board desirable,
and are the advantages snflicient to
EVEXIXG SESSION.
justify
the
expense V"
Answer

The Associatiom met pursuant

to

the ensuing year resulted as follows
adjournment, ^Ir. Carroll presiding.
Dr. W. K. Marshall, President B. F.
11. Question from the committee.
Carroll, Vice-President; Dr. Howard, "
Is the moth a destructive enemy to
Secretary; W. B. Graham, Treasurer.
the bee in any way V" Answer. " Not
Judge Andrews, delegate from the
to the bees, but to the comb."' Judge
State Bee-Keepers' Association of
held that the moth never
Texas, for 1883, to tlie North Ameri- Andrews
can Bee-Keepers' Association at To- hurt a colony of bees, l)ut destroyed
ronto, Canada, made his report
He unprotected comb. That a strong
thought that his attendance of the colony is never hurt by moths, and
that combs be hung up and
Association was of much value, but advised
smoked like bacon. Dr. Howard said
his visit to Mr. .lones' apiary was
worth much more. Mr. .loues has he put his combs where light and air
could reach them, and they were never
2,-500
or 3,000 colonies, distributed
mollis but if they were
over a territory nine miles in diame- injured by
put in a dark, damp, and warm places
ter, keeping "loO to 170 colonies in
Judge
each yard. He breeds liis queens and moth would destroy them.
Goodner had found, by experience,
drones at home, and sends them over
it
would
not
to
hang
combs
that
do
to Islands in the Georgian Bay, and
Mr. Kerr
by this means keeps them unqwes- in a dark smoke-house.
hung
his to joists over-head, and
tionably pure, impregnation being
plan. The report of
made sure. His profits arise largely found it a safe was
adopted.
from the sale of queens, but he also the committee
12. " What is the best method of
sells large quantities of fine honey at
Answer, "By
20 cents per potmd. The .Judge spoke increasing colonies."
Sustained by
well of Canadian honey, and exhibited artificial swarming."
the
Association.
a sample %vhich he had brought home
13.
"What
is
the
best
plan of keepwith him. He said there was a great
quantity of fine extracted honey on ing the bees from swarming ":"' ><o
exhibition at the Convention. The answer by the committee. Mr. Carroll
most prominent questions discussed said swarming could be prevented to
in the Convention were left without some extent by using the extractor
taking a vote.
On spreading the freely. Dr. Howard said swarming
brood, the weight of opinion was conld be prevented by keeping the
against it, many contending that it bees too weak, but did not like the
was one course of foul brood. It re- manner in which the question was
Judge Andrews said he would
quires an expert to accomplish it suc- put.
cessfully. The weight of opinion was be obliged to any one who would give
in favor of the Langstroth hive. him any information as to how to
Mr. Langstroth is entitled to be called limit swarming without injuring the
He had been for years trying
the Huber of America. He thought bees.
Mr. Jones the prince among bee-men. to solve the problem. No conclusion
He spends vast sums of money in ex- arrived at.
perimenting.
According
to
Mr.
14. "Is the swarm always led bv the
Jones' experiment, there was no great queen "y" Committee answered "No."
difference in the products of the dif- Mr. Carroll thought the queen always
ferent kinds of bees, as he observed led.
Judge Andrews thought all the
in Mr. Jones' apiary. In Convention bees went out by instinct and one bee
he met distinguished bee-men. There never leads another.
Bees will come
were but three representatives from back to hunt the queen sometimes but
the Southern States. Mr. J. P. H. not always. Mr. Horn remarked that
Brown, of Georgia, Mr. W. S. Hart, he could see no practical bearing in
of Florida, and Yiimself. Bethought the question he had seen the queen
more honey was produced in the come out first, in the middle, and the
North than in the South, because last. Answer of the committee susthey have
more honey-producing tained.
plants. It was unanimously agreed
1-5.
"Does the queen control the
that extracted honey wns the most colony in anything ?" Answer by
profitable, and the disparity between the committee, "jes." Judge Ancomb and extracted honey was fast drews held that she did, only so far
disappearing. As to different varie- as the work of tlie one depends on the
ties of bees, he formed a diversity of other. Both are moved by instinct.
opinions. There was no decision' of Dr. Howard did not think the queen
the Convention as to whicli were best. " bosses ''the bees or tells tlicni what
:

;

:

"No". Judge Andrews

and Dr.
Marshall favored the use of divisionboards.
Mr. Carroll said that an

empty comb was

V

queens while

in the

cage in the hive.
the first

Adjourned to meet on
Thursday in Mav, 1885.

W.

;

;

Answer

sufilcient.

committee reversed.
Judge Andrews asked. "Should the
old queen be removed before the new
queen is selected
Mr. Carroll said
that, in a good honey season, the old
queen should remain until the other
was turned loose. Mr. Kerr had lost
of

B.

HowAKD,

Sec.

Tor the American Bee JournaL

" Reversible

Frames."

n. DAVIES.

page 439 of the Bee Joukn.\l of
read Mr. Pond's article on
"Reversible Frames;'" and a few
minutes afterwards I began to read
the Kansas Bee-Paper for July, when,
on page 10-5, 1 saw the following artiImagine my
cle on the same subject.
surprise to find it signed " P"' (which,
I believe, is Mr. l\)nd"s signature for

On

.July 9, 1

his editorial articles in that paper). I
puzzled to know what Mr.
Pond"s real ideas are on reversible
frames. Here is the article
" The question of reversible frames

am now

:

one of no little importance; that is
to say, the results said to be produced
by reversing, are exceedingly advantageous. The experience of all beekeepers is, that the lower part of
frames are never as well filled out as
the upper: reversing is said to overcome this entirely. We. however,
look for far greater results therefrom.
is

is, that when we get
the brood placed to the top-bars of
the frames, the bees will atoiice begin
work in the sections. In order to

Our experience

accomplish this in days past, we have
been obliged to make" use of the extractor, which causes considerable
hard labor at a time when we are

busy otherwise. Now, it seems we
canaceomplish this result simply and
easily, all we need to do, is to reverse
the frames, at the time we put on the
The bees will rear brood
sections.
close up to the top-bars, and at once
proceed to fill the sections. If any
trouble is feared from the queen going
into the section also, it can be easily
remedied by using the perforated-zinc
lionev-boarcl between the frames and
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sections.

We

experimented

some-

season in this matter, and
We are again exwitli i;o(id resnlls.
jierimeiitiiitr this present season on
this point, imil so far it lias proved a
success. .Many plans of niakin;;; reversitile frames have been given to
the pulilic but the simplest one we
know of is to make frames with a projection only at one end of bottom-bar.
These frames can then be used in any
hive, by simply putting a strip of tin
or sheet iron across the liottom of the
hive for the prejection of the bottombar to rest on. Then, when desired,
the frame can be turned over without
1'."
trouble, or change of the hive.
cannot make the two articles
1
agree at all. 'Can Mr. PondV
"Austin, Texas.

what

last

;

I

No Honey, and Prospects Blighted.
to
I am sorry that
I am compelled

475

For pjirticiilars I would refer to letters from Mr. O. O. Poppleton and a .Mr. McIOIroy, of Iowa, now
in possession of Mr. "M. L. Trester,
chemist.

we have got no honey, as yet,
from onr bees in this city. U seems Secretary of
the Nebraska State Beethat our prospects are blighted in re- Keepers'
Association.
gard to the rich harvest which, to all
T. L. Von Dokn,
appearances in the spring, we were
Pres. i\eb. 8. B. K. Ass'n.
promised; but this season we have
Omaha, Neb., Julv II, 1884.
been over-run with caterpillars and
moths of all kinds; in fact, there is
not a blossom that is not alive with
insects of some kind, and in some
|jlo\u.
places
the caterpillars have eaten
say that

Mlhut and

every green thing. The lirst crop of
liicein has been cut without coming
into bloom so the bees are just getting as ranch honey as will feed them

ANSWEKS BY

:

James Eeddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

their yoinig. I went through my
apiary, Ju'ly 5, but I could lind only 2
frames that 1 could extract from, and
to Make Honey-Boards.
those were not sealed over. I think
that if a change does not take place
1. Will Mr. Ileddon tell me in which
soon, the bees will have to be fed number of the
Bee Jouknal he gave
their winter supplies. I have fed to a description of
his honey-board (sink
my bees about 400 pounds of honey honey-board), and
how to make itV I

and

How

this spring and snmmer, but I could have mislaid
it, and I am unable to
not get 40 pounds back. I have now " come up with it."
2.5 colonies, and they are all in good
2. If you were working, or intended
condition. No blanie can be attached to work for extracted honey,
would
Large Crop of Honey.
to the condition of the bees. T. W.
you use frames for the upper story the
We have had a heavy run on clover, Lee told me, the other day, that he same depth as the brood frames, or
wliich has just closed, and we have on had fed over .")00 pounds of honey to shallow frames half that depth
hand more honey than the whole of his bees, and did extract 5 pounds
.3.
When preparing bees for winterlast year's crop.
All of the white during May but it was only to keep ing on the summer stands, do you
'
honey is of the very best quality. the baby from crying," as he had leave the slat honey-board on, or reThe prospect is yet fair for some bass- fed so much that he was left without move it and cover the frames with a
wood and button-willow honey before any honey for his own family. I had quilt y
E. E. EwiNG.
about 60 pounds with which I have
the fall lioney begins to come.
Highlands, N. C.
been
able
to
keep
peace
in
the
house,
J. O. Shearman.
Answeu.— 1. I have never given
:N'ew Richmond, Mich., July 10, 1884. so far; but I rather fear that there
will be a cry soon, if a new supply is any description of how to make my
not forthcoming. In 1882, our hoiiey hoiiey-board, because it would take
Honey from Cotton.
months were July and August in up a' great deal of space, and then
The houey-flow from mint is over, 188.3, June and July and, perhaps, to one might not get it correct without a
and bees a're working some on the make a change, it may be August and sample to work from. I can do so in
cotton. The weather is dry and very September for lss4. 1 will be pleased the near future, however.
2. After carefully weighing, in my
hot— 104- F. in the shade. I expect to notify yon of such a change.
own mind, the advantages of both
we will get a good How from cotton,
John Dunn.
systems,
as the plant is very late blooming, and
I have made up my mind
Tooele City, July 8, 1884.
that I would use the whole story
the main bloom will be during the last
above. I would make the super the
of July and the first of August.
Honey Crop.
same width as the hive, \i inch shalB. F. C.\UKOLr,.
The swarming season is about over, lower, use sink honey-board between
Dresden. Tex.; July 12, 1884.
and tlie bees have done but little so it and the hive, and use the same
far.
I have had only 2.) swarms from number and style of frames as in the
Bees Gathering Honey Rapidly.
13-> colonies, and have only about 1,200 hive.
I have fixed one whole apiary
The work of the apiary, in this part pounds of finished comb honey ready of 200 colonies that way, and have
of the country, is up to boiling heat. to come off. Bees are in tine condi- made 500 supers (or 1}i per colony,
I put 18 colonies into winter quarters, tion, and we have a fair prospect for spring count).
By the use of two
and by neglect, one starved. After a fall crop.
supers to the colony, you can leave
J. V. Caldwell.
spring opened I lost two more.
the honey to be well ripened before
Cambriilge, 111.. July 16, I8S4.
niuiiberof bee-keepers in this neigliextracting, and yet never lose any
borhood wintered their bees all ri^ht,
honey by so doing, even during the
and then lost them in the sinung. One-Fourth of a Crop.
most excessive honey-flow.
I have 21 strong colonies, and I do
Clover harvest is over here, and the
I sometimes turn over the honeynot think that I ever saw bees gather bees are robbing. The season has board (thus doubling the bee-space
honey as fast as they have done this been peculiar [ilenty of bloom, but above the frames), and lay a cloth over
spring. I use foundation, and in 9 cold nights and wet days, so we have it, and put the packing over the
days after being hived, the bees will not more than one-fourth of a crop.
cloth. For ten years I have used a
be ready for boxes. I use a modificaB. II. Standish, 1.56.
basswood stick thus
bent and
tion of the Langstroth liive, called
Evansville, Wis., July 1-5, 1884.
ends behel-d bowing, by its
the Fisk hive, I have been using the
ing within the sides of the hive. The
brood-frames, but I am now introduchives are llj^ inches in the clear, and
" Hunt."
Still
On
a
ing a crate into the hives, and 1 think
the stick is 3-16x7^x12 inches long. I
it is going to be an improvement.
I
I desire to state, since the matter soak them and press them into hives
have a splendid location lor an apiary. has come up, that a Mr. F. II. Hunt, to dry. They should be cut straight
It is two miles from timber and run- of Iowa (Linn county I think) has grained.
not sure that these
I am
ning water, and is bounded by pas- been selling stuff unfit to eat as bows are any better than the inverted
tures over-ttovving with wliite "clover honey, in Iowa, and tried the same in honey-boards.
1 cannot say that I
bloom, which, through the bees, lavish Nebraska last winter. A caution over know either device is of much value.
their copious streams of wealth upon my signature was promi)tly published, I do not think as much of it as I once
my scanty store.
W>[. Sialev.
and tliat was the last I heard of him. did. I am revolutionizing my whole
.\dair. 111.. Julv M. Is.s4.
The matter is in the hands of a wintering methods.
'i

;

;

;

A

;-!.

;

^^^

;

.
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Honey Gathering

ftualities, etc.

It will soon be lime for bee-men to
begin to brag on big yields, increase,
etc.
1 am satisfied witli present success, though convinced that, witli experience and suitable aparatuses to
manage 30 to .50 colonies, I can do

which

worth while to breed from.
Honey and Beeswax Market.
see sucli a radical difference as notliing on the one liand, and
Office of The amehican Bee Journal, (
Monday, lu a. m., JuJ; :>1, 1884.)
lively storing on the other, we can
hardly account for it entirely upon
The
following are the latest quotacharacteristics. When Mrs. H^arrison
says, '• No good bee-keeper of the pres- tions for honey and beeswax received
ent day allows his bees to hang out up to this hour
and not work," she undoubtedly
CINCINNATI.
means when there is work to be done.
HONEY -The honey harvest is now virtually
No matter how good the bee-keeper over,
in this part ul the country, and the yield is
or his bees are, when there comes a below the average of former years. The average,
per colony, in Ohio and Indiana i&. perhaps, 30 to
sudden cessation of honey fiovv, strong 4n
lt)3,
in Kentuciiy it may cjraeup to liMKitllo
it is

But when we

:

have 30 colonies of bees,
are working industriously.
One is" 3 years old, and cast oiie
swarm about June 15; the other is a
second swarm from a 3-year-old colony. Xow. if these 2 colonies can colonies will lay outside the hive in lbs- per colony. I can only speak Irom observafind honey to gather, why do the festoons, when the weather is exces- tl"ns obtained S't far. and my ligures may not be
reliable. Sugar being t-hcaper than it has
other 28 colonies take it so easy V sively warm. This is, no doubt, best. entirely
been, perhaps, for the last
years, we cannot expect honey to be high but there was a short crop,
They work some, and all except this
it would be my advice to bee-keepers not to
and
They
will,
however,
build
no
comb
second swarm have sections over tlie
be in too much of a hurry to dispose ot their probrood-cliamber, and plenty in which outside the hives. Wlien bees do this duct. The demand for extracted honey is fair,
and to all appearances, gradually improving. It
work,
outside
you
may
assured
rest
all
to store
tliey could gallier, though
biings i:.jMc per pound on arrival. There is a
ever so energetic. I remove all of the that they have not sufficient inside small demand ftir comb honey, but we had smalt
only, and a good deal could be sold. It
sections as soon as capped, and new room in proper communication with ofT.-rs
brings 14c per pound on arrival.
Wliether .50
BEESWAX-Olferings plentiful at 30®:vjc on
ones, with stai'ters of natural combs, the brood department.
C. F. Mcth, Freeman & Central Ave.
put on and if there should be a few pounds per colony, spring count, is arrival.
uncapped sections at the outside of a reasonably good average or not, deNEW VORK.
the honey-rack (I use the Laugstroth pends upon whether it is comlj or exHONE
V—
Present sales of comb honey are slow
hive), I return them in the new rack tracted honey, how much capital and and will be until the new crop arrives. We quote
white -lb. sections, glassed, l3(Sil4c: fair
to be filled and finished. I never tier labor is expended, how good the sea- toFancy
good in 2-Ib. sections, glassed. ll'*l.'lc: dark
them up, but remove and re-crate son, etc. Whether it is satisfactory grades in 2-lb. sectii'Hs. glassed, KX^liJc. No l-Ibs.
this market. Extracted, white, Htaitc; dark and
them for surplus, using two-pound to the producer or not, only each in- in
buckwheat. 7(S8c.
BEBSWAX-Prime yellow, a4<a3oc.
nailed sections. Some of my colonies, dividual producer is the proper one
MCCACL & HlLDRETH, 34 HudBOD St.
of apparent equal strength, will store to judge. Whether I would run coldouble the surplus honey of one set- onies of bees for comb or extracted
BOSTON.
HONEY -The sale of honey is almost over, and
ting close by its side. I do not un- honey, would depend entirely whether
we are obliged to sell 2-lb. combs for 1.5c, iind2!^derstand why. Reasoning from cause my apiary was at home or abroad
Ibs. to 21s-lbs. from 10@I20. No l-lba. in the
to effect, there is a why, and bee-men whether situated in a climate es- market. Extracted. S@loc.
whom we (beginners) look to as "the pecially adapted to comb building or BEESWAX-30C.
Blakk & KIPLET. 57 Chatham Slreeu
wise men of the East," ought to give not w hetlier I wished to keep strictly
us a satisfactory explanation. Sirs. pure Italian bees or not or whether
CHICAGO.
Harrison says " No good bee-keeper my market was general or local. In
HONEY—
This week we have had liberal receipt?
of the present day allows his bees to Northern Michigan, especially in an of comb honey, and the prices are irregular. As a
the honey is of first quality, and put up in
hang out and not work." I have apiary away fiom home ("an out rule,
good shape: a gradual improvement is noted in this
seen a good many such cases this apiary). I "would produce extracted respect. Prices range from I4<«li;c for the best;
a case sells ftir more than that, but it
summer, and generally in box hives, honey. In any locality where the occasionally
is in a retail way.
The extracted honey is still
though not always. What is to be honey is mostly dark, I would pro- sluggish, at nominal prices-HH^C per pound.
receipts; prices, 3ii@37c.
BEESWAX-Fair
duce
extracted
honey.
In
a
location
done to such or with such bees to get
K. A. Burnett. 16i South Water 8t.
them to work V They will not swarm where I was forced to ship my production
great
distances,
I
should
for
SAN FRANCISCO.
nor work in boxes, l)ut some store
honey outside of tlie hive under the that reason favor the production of HONEY— The market is quiet and weak. There
better.

I

and only

•^

:

'2'i

;

;

:

li

;

;

:

bottom-board, or against some building near which the hive is. Would
you consider .50 pounds per colony,
spring count, a reasonably good average ? For profit, would you run bees
for comb or extracted honey, or both ?
If both, when do you begin to extract V
"Would you extract surplus or section
honey, or both y If extracting were
done after basswood, and the bees did
not fill up the comhs again, what
would you winter them on ?
T. F. KiNSEL.
Shiloh, O., July 14, l&S-t.

—

Answer. Your questions are all
pertinent to success in our business ;
and I will answer them in the best
way I can. The great difference in
the working of these two colonies,
compared with the rest, proves too
much to be accounted for by traits of
the bees. It seems likely that they
have found, by 'accident, some reservoir of nectar or honey, that the other
colonies have not found. We know
there is an appreciable difference in
the honey-storing powers in different
strains and colonies of
bees— one
great enough that one colony of apparently the same strength, condi-

extracted honey.

I should never pro- is considerable wliite extracted on market, thin
watery, and showing a tendency to candy.
duce but one kind in one apiary, un- and
Such stock cannot be placed much over our inside

less

the

local

trade

consumed my

quotation.

and water white have

Sales ot thin

made at s^c. In a retail way choice excrop, then I would not if I had more been
tracted of heavy body is offering at fi?^c. White
than one apiary. I should begin to to extra white comb, 14(S17c. Dark to good, lO(«;i
13c. Extracted, choice to extra white. 5&*>4c.
extract as soon as the stored honey is Dark
and candied, 4c.

thoroughly ripened— say when it is
from }o to ^-i capped over much depending on the condition of the atmosphere and stage of development
of the blossoms from which it is gathered. I should never extract from
sections, but from full-sized Langstroth frame, from a super above the
:

same size of the brood-chamlier, always using the two-story system. In
a siuall apmry where you have plenty
of time, and are running for comb
honey entirely, you can often advantageously extract some honey from

BEBdWAX-Wholesale, 27^13300.
STEARNS & Smith. 423 Front Street.

KANSAS

CITY.

HONEY—No

change to note in prices. As predicted in last report, the temporary activity was
only accidental, and last week has been dull. Some
littie new honey is now arriving, but it fails as yet
to tempt buyers to any extent, I look, however,
for a very large demand a little later, and would
suggest shipment by Aug. I, of all that is ready in
quantities to justify. I have still a few more "Suggestions on Packing and Shipping Honey," to mail
free on application, I will also furnish shipping
stencils free to any one desiring to ship to me.
BEESWAX— Nominal, at 30i.-c:-(.-,c.
JEROBIE TwiCHELL, M4 Walnut Street.

ST. LOUIS.
the side "brood-combs, near the close
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both
Comb. Ii:&l4c per lb., and strained and exof an excessive flow, with which to small.
tracted fi(3fii<.c,
supply a small local trade. I am alBEESWAX— Firm at 32<g.32Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
ways glad to have my bees come out
in the fall without sufficient stores to
CLEVELAND.
winter on but not if caused by a
HONEY— The honey market is fairly active on
dearth, but by such management as best white 1 lb. sections at l.^c; 2 lbs. best wh'te
has placed the honey in tlie surplus not quite so active at 17c: lb. sectionssellquickly
on arrival, and often are sold to arrive. Second
receptacles, and upon the market; qualities continue very dull— are hardly salable at
which condition of things allows me any price. E.xtracted is not wanted.
BEESWAX- Scarce at 35c.
to feed sugar syrup without first havA. C. Eendkl. 15 Ontario Street.
tion, and
opportunities, will store ing to go through the trying ordeal of
twice as much surplus as another; extracting their honey after all gathS.\N FRANCISCO.
and this difference is based upon ering is past, when bees are inclined HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sectionsextracted,
17®i8c:
7^c.
mental and physical characteristics to rob and be cross.
GEO. W MKAliF 4 CO.. 213 Market St.
;

I

1

:

;:
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Create a Local

Honey Market.

To increase the number of readers
Now is tlie time to create Honey
of the Bke JoiTRNAL, we believe, will Markets in every village, town and
Exaniine the Date toUowing your aid progressive bee-culture and help city. Wide awake honey pri)du(^ers
Dame on the wrapper label of this to elevate the pursuit. We. therefore,
" Why eat
paper; it indicates the end of the offer the following premiums for should get the Leaflets
Honey," (only .^O cents per lOO) or else
month to which you have paid your getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bke the pauiphlets on " Honey as
subscription on the Bee Journal,.
Food
For safety, when sending money to Journal will be taken for less than and Medicine," and scatter them
the regular advertised prices (viz.
post
otlice
or
exoffice
get
either
a
this
Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any plentifully all over the territory they
Sress money order, a bank draft on one getting up a club of two copies,
can supply with honey, and the result
few York or Chicago, or register the
or more, may select from " Our Book
I'ostage stamps of any kind
letter.
" anything therein named, to will be a demand that will readily take
List
may be sent for amounts less tlian one the amount of 15
cents for every dollar all of their crops at remunerative
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
they send direct to this office, to pay them prices. The prices for "Honey as Food
discount of i5 cents at Chicago banks.
American E.xpress money orders for for the trouble of getting up the club ; and Medicine " are as follows
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts;
to any address desired.
wish to impress upon every one
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
the necessity of being very specific, and $6.00, we will make an additional postpaid for $10.00 ; or 1000 for
and carefully to state what they desire present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound $15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
for the money sent. Also, if they live in cloth, containing 320 pages.
we will print, if desired, on the
near one post office, and get their mail
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10 cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
at another, be sure to give us the ad- Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,) (giving the name and address of the
dress We already have on our books.
with $10, we will, in addition to the bee-keeper who scatters them). This
When writing to this office on 15 per cent, present a copy of the alone will pay him for all his trouble
business, our correspondents should American "Popular" Dictionary, and expense enabling him to dispose
not write anything for publication on comprising every word in the English of his honey at home, at a good profit.
the same sheet of paper, unless it can language that enters into speech or
To give away a copy of " Honej
be torn apart without interfering with writing ; it contains 32,000 words and
either portion of the letter.
The edi- phrases,670 illustrations and 512 pages; as Food and Medicine " to everry one tvho
torial and business departments are it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be tniys a package of honey, will sell almost
separate and distinct, and when the sent by mail, postpaid, to any address any quantity of it.
business is mixed up with items for desired.
publication it often causes confusion.
Subscriptions for two or more years
Convention Hand-Book.
They may both be sent in one envelope for one person, will count the same
but on separate pieces of paper.
as each year for a different person.
It is a nice Pocket Companion for
It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
Dzierzon's new work entitled bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
an unexpired contract, he can do so " Rational Bee-Keeping," we now on toned paper, and bound in clothonly by paying regular rales for the club with the Bee Journal as folprice 50 cents.
number of insertions his advertise- lows
The Weekly for one year and
It
contains a copy of a model
ment has had.
the book, bound in" cloth, for $3, or in
All money, orders from foreign paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly " Constitution and By-Laws " for the
countries, should be made payable at Bee Journal and the book, |1 less formation of Societies for Bee-KeepChicago, as the " Madison Street Sta- than the above prices. It is an im- ers— a simplified manual of Parliaported book, printed in the English
tion " is not an International office.
mentary Law and Rules of Order for
In reply to many correspondents language, and the price of the book is
$1.50
bound in paper covers, or $2.00 the guidance of officers as well as
let us say tliat we take any kind of
members, a blank form for making
postage stamps at their face value— when bound in cloth.
mclnning the 3 cent ones.
Silver
statistical
reports
a Programme
i^°For $2.75 we will supply the of questions for
should never be sent by mail, as it endiscussion
at
dangers the loss of the letter either Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
by thieves, or else breaks through the Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keening, in such meetings— model Premium Lists
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee for Fairs which may be contracted or
envelope and is lost in that way.
We carefully mail the Bee Journal and the book for $1.75. Or, enlarged, and then recommended to
bound
in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
Journal to every subscriber, but
the managers of adjacent County or
should any be lost in the mails we will with the Monthly, $2.(0.
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.
Do not let your numbers of the jotting down interesting facts, etc.
have aimed to make it suitable for
now club the British Bee Bee Journal foi 1884 be lost. The
Journal and our Monthly for S2.50, or best way to preserve them is to pro- any locality, and a book that will comcure a binder and put them in. They
it and the Weekly for $8.50.
mend itself to every bee-keeper in the
are very valuable for reference.
:

We

^^

—

^^

^f

®°

:

^"

^"

—

®°

^^

We

^" We

English-speaking world.
We have had some bound in Russia
Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care leather, with colored edges— price 60
All who intend to be systematic in of both comb and extracted honey, cents.
We will supply therh by the dozen at
their work in the apiary, should get a instructions on the exhibition of bees
copy and commence to use it. The and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a 25 per cent, discbunt, post-paid.
prices will hereafter be as follows
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
Emerson Binders made especially
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
1 2.5
gold on the back, and make a very
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50 which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. convenient way of preserving the Bee
The larger ones can be used for a
Journal as fast as received. They
few colonies, give room for an increase
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
Advertisements intended for the Bee the Weekly or for the Monthly, 50
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are there- Journal must reach this office by cents.
They cannot be sent by mail
Saturday of the previous week.
fore the most desirable ones.
to Cauada.

Apiary Register— New Edition.

:

—

;

!

!
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Siibscriptiou Credits.— We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
MAItENni), Ir.L., JlllU- IK, 1MS+.
The Doctor Subdues All Mr. T. F. paper, or on the wrapper shows the
Bingham. Dear Sir:— I've used the "Doctor" date to which your subscription is
till its all Jtiubed up with bee-^lue, ami althouirh at lirst si^--ht I thoug:ht I did not like paid.
When you send us money, if
anythinyr so Uuxe. I eould not now beinduced

ALFEED

Bingham Corner.
—

execjit by the direst poverty, to do with any
thinj: smaller.
As a matter of "economy"

mueli iinferthc "Doetor" to any of the
cheaper smokers, of which I have worn out
several. The " Doctor " has entirely cured
me, so that I am now a liin^'ham man, as my

the proper credit

Ipoen.
If the somewhat
vag'ue remark in your letter means that
nothinjr was charged for the Smoker sent,
e.vcept the reading- of your letter, I shall be
very glad of another "Doctor" forthe money
sent, so that my wife won't take mine from
me. Bees just boominja: on white clover.
Yours Truly,
C. C. Miller.

wife alwa,vs has

Woodard's L.\nding, Wash. Ter.
Tlie Best Smoker. — To Bingham &
Hetherington, Abronia, Mich., Dear Sirs
—Find enclosed money for 3 Conqueror
:

—

Smokers, which please send per mail one to
each. Dr. IJaleh, ,J. M. Louderback, and H.
A. Towner. The Conqueror is the best
Smoker I ever used. Respectfully,

by postal card.

label notify us

not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a co?]fi?H«(i statement of account.

Apiary

of 100 colonies
of Hecs, including a house
»
and one acre of land, simp,
honvy-house, etc. Also, Bt'CS and Hone^- for
Sale. For turms. address
R. S. BI'X'KT1':LL, Three Oaks, Mich.
i?Iy

For Rent-

"Conqueror Smoker"

Major H. A.

to

Hijrh,

Wa.xaluuliie, Tex.
He bought a Cyprian
OneeTi Ir'Mn me. and the Bees have worsted
the old f^cntleman. I told him that the Conquei'or Smoker would conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two j'cars, and " it
never failed." Respectfully,
B. F. Carroll.

Queens

workei'S. Reared by Alley's method.
Select-Tested, to breed from
S.3.00
?1.00
Untested

DK.

Address,

G.

K..

Y.,

Aug.

1.5,

New Philadelphia,

.'WAtf

has been " which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
Bingham's Conqueror
last T am "boss."

rpE8TEI» QUEENS, $2; untested, $1; 4-frame
X Nuclei, ts.fto and f4.50. Mississippi Wax E.xtractor. »3. OSCAR F. BLEDSOE, Grenada, Miss.

2

shield)

2

AVonder smoker
1^
Bingham & Hetherington Honey

Little

" ..125
" ..100
" ..
65
Knife,

115

TO SELL AGAIN,

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

IT TELl. S

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place of Meeting.
—Lorain Co., C, nt Elyria, O.
O. J. Terrell, Sec.

Aug. 2.— Gibson

North RidBevllle, O.

Co., Tenn., at Trenton.

T. J.
'

Tenn.

Happen,

Sec.

Auk. 13.— Northeastern Ky., atCovtneton. Ky.
G. W. Cree, Sec.

Aug. 19.— N.W.

111.

& S.W.

J.

Oct. II,

12.

Wis. at L. HiBhbarger's.
Stewart, Sec Rocli City. Ill,

— Norttiern* Mich.,
F. A.

at Alma, Mich.
Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago,

W.

Z.

111.

Hutchinson. Sec.

Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
10,

Ventilation.

Exercise.

Avoid,

Summer,

11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.

Price, i-oiiiplete, only

923

IT

i^lS.OO.

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

aUEENS!
BY RETURN MAH.,
FROM OUn A'BTT STRAINS OF

=ITALIAN

AND ALBINO

BEES.=

low rates
Untested, each
§ 1.00
per '; dozen
.50
"
per dozen
10.00
Warranted, each
l.io
per
dozen
ti.OO
"
per dozen
11. Oil
Tested, each
2.00
Select Tested, each
2.50
Send for our descriptive Price-List and see
what our customers say of our goods.

ing-

:

.5.

H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

Address,

AVM. W. CAR\' A: SON,
COLEKAIN, MASS

HOW TO CURE

TELLS

Black Eyes, Boils. Burns, Chilblains. Cold Keel,
Corns.i'ouehs, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
FetidFeet. Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives.
Hoarseness, Itchins, Intiamed Breasts. Ivy Poiaoning,Mole8, Pimples. Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sure Eyes. Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat, Sun-strike, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, I'oothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, AVorms in Children.
It will

Save Doctor Bills
Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

Price only 3.5 Cents.

THOMAS e.
925

We are hai>i>y to announce to the bee-keeping public that we are now lii-epared to send
you QUEENS on short notice, at the follow-

fy

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
Superfluous Hair,
After- Dinner Naps,
Resloiing the Drowned, Headache, cause&
Preventing Near-Sight- Malaria! Affections,
ednesB.
Croup—»to Prevent.

REVOLVISO COilB-HAXGER,
Tool Box and Eecording Desk Combined.

& Lung Diseases,

Influence of Plants.

Perils of

' -2

Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.

Dec.

I..ungs

Hi)w to Avoid them.
Clothing-what to Wear,
How much to Wear,
CoBtagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

'I'hings to

ABROMA, .IIICH.

Aug. 6

Bathing— Best way,

Things to Do,

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY C ARRIAGE,

ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

How to Eat it.

For Sale by

BINGHAM, P. M., or
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

T. F.

1884.

Hints and Ready Recipes,
the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, concerning their daily
habits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
It Costs only
TEXTS,
and contains 29 images, und Is sent hy mall.
post-p:ild, on receipt oT price. This is Just
the Book that every family should have.

How to Breathe^
Overheating Houses,

2 inch

dozen rates.

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

What to

Prices, by mail, post-paid.

smoker (wide

DR. FOOTE'S

T^VEXTY-FIVE

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..:jf 2 inch.. ?2 00
" ..175
Conquerorsmoker(wideshield>3
" ..150
Large smoker (Wide shield)
2V2
Plain smoker

BEESWAX.
pay 30e. per pound deliTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

is

Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smo
ker of Bingham. Respectfully,
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

E.\tra

On account of the prevailing scarcity of beeswax
the price of comb founiialif>n is now udTiinced 5
cents per pound above the price quoted In my
Catalogue for 1884. Prices same as Hudant's.

<*)0.

188'2.

it

ILL.

lL,l.rrSTKATED CATAI.OG«JE
sent FREE upon applicatioD.

COMB FOUNDATION.

TINKER,

21C12t

Borodino, N.

Cyprians Conquered — All summer long

MY

I

1884.

for which please send, per mail, one

?1.7.5,

Street,

CHICAGO,

Do

Syrian-Albino
H. Hastings.
My new Strain .\HE.1D of all. They
Dresden, Tex., May '28, 1884.
Combs, ivltlioul
Conquer the " Cyps."—T. F. Bingham, build beautiful, straight
Separators,
and are II!\'EXC'EL1.ED a.s
Abronia, Mich.. Dear Sir: — Enclosed find
May 17,

HONEY AXD BEESWAX,
923 We3t Madison

within tv.o weeks thereafter on your

I

In all kiDds of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,

not given yon.

is

NEWMAN,

H.

Dealer

West Madison

Street.

NE^VIUAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

W.BoeersTllle,
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Oenesee
Mich.,
Co.,

can furnish pure Italian Queens, reared under the

swarming impulse, in

Make money

own

apiary, at $i.0o each.
orders payable at Flint, Mich. 20Atf
his

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.
is NOW published

The British Bee Jui'KNAL

SEMI-MONTHLV,

at Seven Shillings, per annum,
and contains the best pr.Tctical infnrmation for
the time being, showing what to do, and when and
bow to do it. Rev. U. R. PEEL.. Editor.
We send the Weekly a.merioan Bee Journal
and the British Bee fournal, both for $3.5' a year.
t

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

(The oldest breeders of ItaJian Bees in America.)

28Atf

lABiy Lock box yj.^.

Belleville. St. Clair Co., I lis.

!

:

;
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BU Y AN*

HELLO! HELLO!
\\> ure

now ready

to

Book orders
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lor

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A

WhUePopIarl

!

Specialty.

Dovetailed

ETerythlnn

liilly

ORGAN

up with the times, nnd

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp for :iJ-paKe Catalogue and Smuples.

APIAUIAX SUPPLY

CO.,

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

outHt tree. Pay
itbsoliiiely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
iveekat home.

I
,

JS.'if'

whK'li persi'Dst if either sex.

alogue of ESTEY and CANIP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

youn^orold.

can make Kreiit pay all the time thev
'work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to II. IlALLETT&Co., Portland. Maine.

4Aly

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

ESTEY & CAMP,
CHICAGO.

another column.

188 and ISO State

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
hiffh side-wells, 4 to U> square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free

J,

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. f^A., N. 7.
\

working class. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you/rcf,
royal, valuable bo.x of sample goods

for the
iir
ii

I
I

that will put you in the way of making
1 more money in a few days, than you
ever thout:ht possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. Vou can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, vouuk and
old. You can easily earn from rvi cents to *r» every
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send f to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delav. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

REPORTERS AVANTEO.

We want a local reporter in every farming community to furnish us from time to time such facts
we may require. Send 2.'> cents for credentials
full particulars re^'arding services and compensation. Address Will C.Turner & Co., Publishers
•*Clty und Country," ColiimbuK, Ohio.
24AlHt
_^

&

DOUGHERTY

VEHICLE,

Dadanfs
LaiiKStroth
a Specialt.v.
Founflatiiin.liintiliaiii Smokers. Wireil frames
aiui Fouiuiatioii from the Given Press, Sec-

HIVES

tions. E.vtraetors
our Price 1,1st.

SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

Send tor
14A26t

and Honey Jars.

COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.

Dadaiit's Foil iidationFactory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in anotlier column.

COLUMBUS, OHIO,
Cntalosue and name of neareft dealer,
where our surERIoli Vehicles can be seen, will be

When

NEAV AND USEFl!!.

sent.

Articles for the Apiary
Semi for our lH-iniye illustrated Circular.
ISAtf HENKV ALLEY, AVeuhain, Mass.

We have the i.ahuest factory in the world for
manufacturint! Brst-class and sltperior
Busgies, Pliaetons, I.Ight Carriages,
Surrey AVagoii^,

Dadaut'sFoiiiKlatioii Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

St.,

IF TOTJ "WAITT

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Mamifaftur<TS nf :uiil Dealers in BKEKEEPI5RS' SI PFLIES and HONEV.

1

liOCAI.

130,000

The Best

WILTON JUNCTION. IOWA.

7A6m

See Advertisement in another column.

as

and

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Eureka Wiring

Tool,

For pressing Poiiiidalioii into wired
frames. Sometliing entirely new.
Price, 50c. by mail. 40c. by express.
;

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets.

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
97fi

lySend

I'ic.

etc.

MUTH,

Apply to
C. F.
and 978 Central Ave.,

Vaiidenort Foimdatioii

CINCINNATI,

O.
(5

for PracticalHintsto Bee-Keepers.
It

lILLS.IOiNCH $15.00
W-Q.- ^^ L-H
XJ

AM

.

37Aly
I

wanted for Thel-.ives of

all
S.

the

Presidents of the U.
The
largest, handsomest, best book
|ever sold f'lr less than twice
our price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense
I

Mill.

Inch, Price, $25.00.

makes the finest e.\tra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

ALFRED
9J3

West Ma.lison

H. TfE'WMA.S.
CHICAGO.

Street.

for

ILL.

WE CALL

AND OUR POPl'LAR
Aiiierican Village Carts,

all wanting A No. 1 BEES,
Cyprian or H.vbrids, to the following,

the latter most perfect
motion.

the attention of
Italian,

and free from horse

from one well-known to the readers of this
profits to agents. All intelligent pe-iple want it.
fW We make our own wheels from the best timAny one can become a successful agent. Terms Paper
ber (sawed by our own mills) that cin be obtained
from
the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
free. HallettBookC
Portland, Me.
4Aly
" I have never seen a case of foul brood
second-prowlh hickory.
bees are entirely healthy, and have always
QUE£N8. DA]>ANT FOTTN- my
ITALIAN
in every respect."
dailon, and Sappliea.— It will pay you to been so, and are O. K.
fiEO. B. Peters, M. D.
Any of our readers who will inclose is cent
send for Circular.
E. F. SMITH, Smyrna. N. Y.
letter to the COLr.MBUS BfGGY Co..
IlA tf
number
of Colonies of stlinjps. in Obi", will receive in return a beautiful
any
furnish
__^_
We can
Columbus,
the above Bees, and will warrant safe deliv- eneravinii in colors representing an "Australian
Scene," und their miinner of traveling in that
er.v and satisfaction.
24A I8t
N. B.— No Bees will be sold by us, for any country with ostriches as a motor.
ever
any
apiary
that
has
consideration, from
foul brood in it. For prices
of
case
had
a
Dollar Queens, 9tic. six, fo.im; twelve, |9.0O.
send to
Warranted, f 1.50 tested, J^.fjO selected,
cents and particulars,
Vandervort Gomb Fdn. Mills,
extra. Warranted pure. Order now and getchoice
& ILLISSKI,
FLANAGAN
Queens. Send money by P. O. Order. Kegistered
8en(l for Samples «fe Kediioed Prlce-Llst,
Letter, or American Express.
Lock box nil.'), Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
18Ai:Jt 0B3t
*^7Atf N. F. ASHTON, Daveuport, Iowa.
.,

!i

QUEENS

ITALIAN

AND BEES.
;

;

;

-J.")

!

,

!
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HEDDON'S

Thousand Just Published

Sixth

New and Enlarged

ANEWJEVEIL.
liars
..

Management

of

and

COMB FOUNDATION.

an Apiary
Profit by

THOMAS

for Fleasnre

NEWMAN.

C.

Wholesale and Retail.

U35 VTent lUndUnn

now have on hand a freshly-made

from

strictly

pure domestic wax,

from

cleansed

oughly

all

Sizes of brood and surplus,'

Langstroth

size.

I

impurities.

same

best Brood Foundation of

tlior-

or

83^xl6,'4',

Dadant's

have also

Street. Chlciiico,

III.

lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

size; also

illustrated
It contains '220 profusely
pases, is " fully uj> with the times " in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developinar pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everything that can aid in
the successful management of the lloney-

Bee, and at the

honey

in

its

for prices, and state

amount wanted.

most

and

licst

to

ounces.
Price,

by Mail or Express,

SI. 00.

.A.x.:Fi^E:r) li. isrE:w3s<i:A.]sr,
923 ^Vesit Itladlsoii Street,
II-HNOIS.
CHICAGO,
Send s-lx cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of KoodBwhlch will help you to

more money

attractive

ft

right

away than

elsein thisworld.
PRIZE.!anithing
of either se,v,succeed from

All
first

hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Thuk

I

Appreciative NoHcok.
FniKNT) Nkwm.vn:— I acknowledee with
pleas\ue the receii)t, this morning, of a very
tieautiful book, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
HIVE.
or. Management of an apiary for Pleasure
HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH
and Protit sixth edition, enlarged." The
1 believe my Hive is growing in popular- book ojiens with a kind, familiar face, and
the
than
is
degree,
much
greater
ity, to a
the whole subject matter is concise, easy
business of bee-keepiug. I am now pre- and comprehensive. J read it with much
pared to furnish these hives made up, and pleasure.
T. F. Binuham.

DISCOUNT

:

of handsome light
material.
It is very
easily put togetlicr, no trouhle to put on or
takeoff, and folds c(impactly in a paper bo.\
H.\7 inches by one inch deep. There would
lie no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five

same time produce the most

Dadant's llxU for American frames. Send condition.

offer a liberal

bars are of best light
spring steel: tke neckband ol best hard
spring brass the cover
is

;

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal,

I

,

BEES and HONEY,

BEST aiVEN

of

There are five cross
united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. Tho

Edition

aoLXJiMiisr-

DEALERS.

;

&

4Aly

Co., Augusta, Maine.

PEALEH

IN"

Pure Italian Bees and Queens
Fo further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly

.

In the

fiat,

at very reasonable prices.

Abronia, Mich.,

May

1884.

1,

GOLDEN ITALIANS!

I now wish to say to my former rustoraers, that 1
am now ready to till orders for the following Queens,
revised
the
of
copy
received
a
I
ha^e
in May and June, each
| .50
cases
comHybrid
contain
two
(The above will
edition of " Bees and Honey," and after Italian— untested— not warranted.in May and
plete with sections).
l.oo
June, each
examining the same, find it to be a very Itulian—
1.50
warranted. May and June, each
The above Hive complete for extrachandv and useful book of reference on the Italian— tested Queen
2.50
$3.00 subject of bees and honey, and believe it Full colonies ot Hybrids
"-Ot)
ted honey
10.00
The above Hivticomplete for both in
should be found in the library of all inter- Full colonies of Italians
li. J. I>IEHI^, Butler, liid.
4 50 ested in the studv of bees.
L>OAtt
one
3.00
H. H. Bkowx.
One Hive in the tlat

•One Hive complete for

comb honey.. $3.00

Five or over, each

—

1.50

Light Street, Pa.,

May 8,

one should ever order these Hives
in the flat, without ordering one made up
PRICE— Bound in cloth,
complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no covers. 75 cents, postpaid.
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
by those purchased from me.
G.

ENGEAVINGS.

1884.

No

THOMAS

935

West Madison

I am now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4)^x43^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1.000, »6.50; 5x6x2,
per 1,000, S8.00. All shipped from here.

Also

Take your
breed from

choice.

be

SURE

to state

my Circular for

Address,

I

cmj

11 00

by

Hie Dozen or Hundred.

A TREATISE (TivinK an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

table (riving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison ; a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent*. —Sent on receipt of

cipes,

^ H H-KEEPEBS,
E.

before ordering your

SUPPLIES,

THOMAS
925

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAN,

U.

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL,.

Honey Extractor
KKETtHMEK, Cobare. Iowa. Automatic
AND S.lIOKIi:R.

Dadanl'sFoiiiidiitioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

IIEDBON,

Cass County. MICH.

Send for descriptive Circular and Prices to
G. W. STANLEY & BBO.,

WYOMING, N.

•JOAtf

Given'sFoundationPress.
Is

PUBLIC SENTIMENT afBrms that the PKESS
SUPKKIOR for niaklngComb Foundation either

in Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and Insures
Btraieht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

D. B.
lABtf

18.S3.

noWAOIAC.

lilberal Discount to BoalerH,

whether or not you

aAHES

Ills.

$ 3 00
l ^5

CIRCULAR for 1884
have

Chicago,

Street.

THE HORSE,
BY B. J.KENDALL, M. D.

:

Tested, to
Untested
Untested, after July 1st
Untested, (perdoz.) after July ist

And

tS^A

inAL'4t

BTAI^IAIVS!
Prices

paper

for our lame lUustrated Catalogue, sent free to any address.

Sftaln,

IMPOKTKW

in

NEWMAN,

APIARIAN
Rtt
^J L Lsend

QUEEXS!
New

;

;

SECTIONS.

Our

.81.00

elTEN

<)k

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

ILL.

COMB FOUNDATION

retail.

See Advertisement In another column.

MILLS.

The "Best" and "I'heapost" iu the market.
Send for Sample and Price List free.

PAUL.

SPOERKE, Fond du I,ac, ^VIs.

14Dtf

POUKDATION.— As I have purC^IVEN
will make Foundation
jr chased a Given press,
I

on the same, this seasnii. Will take Beeswax in exfor Foundation urworlv it ui> or two-fifths.
A. WORTM AN, Seatield, White Co., Ind.

Dadant's FoiindatiouFactory, wholesale change
a3D4t

and

Y.

1

^fe^iffffiwlfEKE^^^^^

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
isei.

Chicago,

!
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

July 30, 1884.

111.,

Topics Presented
Accidentally
Visit to

A

1

in this

Number.
491

)isabled

G.

W. Demaree's

Apiary
PrSLISHED BY

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

EDITOR AND PROPKIETOR.

925

WEST MADISOK
Weekly.

ST.,

S2 a yeax

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly. SI.

;

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one n€WJ subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey," bound in paper.

^^ The receipt for money sent us will be Riven
on the address label on every paper. If not Kiven
in two weeks after sendins the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

489

Biisswood Abundant, No Honey.
Basswood a Complete Failure

.

491

490

Bee-Keeping in Cuba
Bees and Honey at the London
Health Exhibition
Bees Gathering Honey-Dew
Bees Not Busy
Bees Uncapping Honey
Bees with Diseased Feet
Comb Honey, or Extracted ?
Correspondence
Editorial Items
483 to
Fastening Starters in Sections
'..

485
48.5

491
491

490
491

490
487
486
491

VOL XX.-No.
CLUBBING LIST FOR

31.

1884.

We will supply the American Bee .Joarnal
one year, and any of tbe foUowlnK Books, at tbe
prices quoted in the last column of dKures. The
flret column Rives the regular price of both. All
poataffe prepaid.

Price of both. Oh*v
12 00..

The Weelsly Bee Journal

and Cook's Manuiil.iastedltiondn cloth) 3
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cioth 3
Bees and Il<.ney (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Reeister for 200 colonies
3
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
Langstroth's Standard Work
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food it Medicine.IOO Copies
Blessed Bees
King' TextBook

25..

3 00

OO.

2 75

.

75..

2 50

75..

2 60

50.

3 29

.

09..

3 50.

.

3 00
2 75

3 50.. 3 25
4 00.

.

3 76

3 25.

.

3 10

3 00.. 2 76
2 35.

.

2 25

2 40.

.

2 25

4 50..

4 26

4 50.

4 25

Good Enough
Hiving Bees
Hiving Swarms of Bees
Honey and Beeswax Market

492

491

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

3 00.

484

Kansas Bee-Keeper

3 00.. 2 76

491

The

To Europe— Weekly, .50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, |i Monthly, 24 cents.

Honey Dearth Now
Honey Dew
Honey-Dew Honey
Honey in Mountainouu Regions
" Honor to Whom Honor is Due "
How the " Queen " was Captured

George Neighbours Sons, London, England, are

How

^^T Any person sending a club of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

tW Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE, £XTS A

492
487 The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
494 and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.LRoot)

.

:

;

;

to CTCt

.

Rid of Ants

Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second Class Matter.

20

For

A

either the

line of this

TWELVE

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

type will contain about

"7

words;

Neither Increase nor Surplus

occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient AdTertisements payable in advance.

491

Reversible Frames Again

488

Satisfied
.

490
490

.

490

SO cents

per

line.

Our Letter Box

Small Black Ants in the Apiary.

lines will

Editorial Notices,

489
488

Quick Work

Selections from
Still

Hunting

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

ing"
Transferring Bees

»»S

(Vent

Madlaon

G.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chlcnico,

III.

2 50..

3 00.

.

2 75
2 75
2 36

2 76

8 25

.

7 00

above, f 1 less than the figures in the last column.

Journal will be sent free
son.
Any one intending

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

^^ We can supply photographs of
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Berlepsch, or Dzierzon, at 25

.

.

486

Emerson Binders
for the

cts.

each.

— made

Bee Journal,

especially
are lettered in

492 gold on the back, and make a very
490 convenient way of preserving the Bee
491 Journal as fast as received.
They
490 will be sent, post-paid, for 7.5 cents, for

Uncapping Knife
What and How
When to Sow Sweet Clover
or for the Monthly, .50
490 the Weekly
Wiring Foundation Unnecessary. 491 cents. They cannot be sent by mail
Wolf -berry
491 to Canada.
;

THOMAS

.

tlournal and any of the

492

The Use of Comb Foundation
" Tree- Trimk Method of Winter.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
space, for each insertion

(10..

Sample Copies of theAMEEicAN Bee
to any per492
to get up a
492
club can have sample copies sent to
490

Overstocking a Locality
Production of Surplus Honey

cents per line of space, each insertion,

486

U ee

.

3

2 76

3 75.. 3 50

The 7 above-named papers

Tbe Monthly

.

3 00.

492

No Basswood Honey

ADVERTISING RATES.

483

M. Locke)

2 75.. 2 50

491

Hybrids Better than Italians
Introducing Virgin Queens

our authorized agents for Europe.

492

Apiculturist, (Silas
British Bee Journal

.

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

482

DADANT'SrODNDATION
by himdreds of the most practical and disinterested bee-lceepers to be
the pleanest.biii;litest, quickest acct-iited by
is

attested

bees, kMst

iii't

to

sair.

uidst rcinihii hi color,

evenness and neatness of any that
it is kept for sale by Messrs."

is

DOUGIIEIM'V
CHAS. II. laiEK.N'. Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. IIERTKi,. Jr., Freeburg, 111.,
WM. BA1,LANT1NK, Sago, O..
B. L. ARMSTltONG, Jerseyville. 111.,

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

905 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO,

Ind.,

ARTHUK 'rol)n.Germantown,Philadelphia,Pa.
KRETCHMEK,

Coburg. Inwa.
K.
B. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DAI.E. Moitonsville, Ky.

times on every subject that interests theIpce-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comin'ises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

ILL.

New

Qulnby's

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
g-iven upon application.

On dozen

NEWMAN, Chicago, III.,
C. F. MUTH, Cini'lnnati, O.,
JAMBS lIEDDOiN, DiiwuBlac, Mich.,

McIvEE. Indianapolis,

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

made,

A. H.

L^

BOOKS!

Bee-Keepers' Ciuide, or manual or

tlie .4.piary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the

Root. — Its

style

Bee-Keeping, by

is jilain

and

foi'cible.

L. C.

making-

readers realize the fact that the author
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

is-

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. ROOT.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
Management of an of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to theApiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas more advanced bee-keeper, as well as thebeginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
G. Newm.\n.— It is 'fully up witli tlii' times,"
in all the various illlI•^o^-t•^u'tlts au'l invenBlessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
tions in this ravidiy-<leveU>i)ing inirsuit, and romance of bee-keeping, full of practical'
Bees and Honey,

or

pi-esents the apiarist with e\i-rythiiig that information and contagious enthusiasm.
and nnmbers of other dealers.
can aid in the successful maua;:cnifnt of the Price. 75c.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same tiiiie lu-niiuce the
Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
list of supplies, accompanied with
niost'honey in its best and most atti-active
condition. It en\lu"aces the following sub- L. L.iNGSTROTH.— This is the work of a
ISO COMPtlMENTAKT,
and
Honey
master,
History
of
Bees
and will always remain a standard.
Ancient
jects
an Apiary— Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS — Locating
—
—
—
—
E.xtracting
Dividing
ing
Swarming
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping.
Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens — Italtranslation of t he master-piece of that most
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- ianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- A
celebrated
German authority. Price, bountf
dation equal to sample in every respect. ing and Handling Bees— The Management of in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
Marketing
Honey,
Bees and Honey at Fairs—
CHAS. DADANT <]z SON,
etc. 320 profusely-illustrated jiages. Price,
Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
SABly
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL. bound in clotli,"$1.00; 2 copies for $1.80; full
and detailed account of 23 years expe.3 copies for $2. .V,: S forS4.00; 10 for $7.a0.
rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40; easiest and best way to rear Queens, etc
:

—

.3

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
TheOrlelnal

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

Price, $1.00.

Tlie Apiary Register, by Tho.m.^s G.
Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Newm.\n.— A Record and Account Hook for Kino.— .\ new edition, revised and enlarged.
the Apiarj', devoting 2 pages to each colony, Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
ruled and'printed, and is so arranged that a
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .iO and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.
colonies, Sl.OO; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for Details their management. Price, 15c.
200 colonies, $1.50.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, byHoney as Food and Medicine, by Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the manTiKiM.iS G. Newm-\n.— It gives the various agement of bees. Price, 10c.
recipes for making
us<'s of Honey as Food
Dzierzon Tlieory. — The fundamental
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculturemany valuable recipes. It is intended for as set forth b.v Berlepsch. It was translated
consumers, and should be liberally scattered by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
to help in ci-eating a demand foi' honey.
Dictionary of Practical .4piculture,,
Price, for either the Engiisli or Oeriuaii
edition, 5 cents—one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
nieaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
s>..-.0 — 500 for $10.00—1,000 tor $15.00
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
II liKi or more are oi-dered, we will print the
licc-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.
The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doohttle.
Bee - Keepers' Convention Hand Price 5c.

—

;

—

—

Boolt, by Thoshs G.

Patented, 1878
Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
stales that "Mr. Binyham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishin^: a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stufl", and make luts of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fall to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yon please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always go
;

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,(XK> in use Irom on«
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

Newman.— It

contains

a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order tor the guidance of ofBcers
and members of Local Conventions -Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and citable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

«liy Eat Honey? by Thomas
Newman.—This Leaflet is intended for

G.
dis-

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per IIM .5iX) copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
oi'dered at one time, we will print the
;

honev-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 300 will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Its origin:
and cure.

Price,

25c.

nioore's Universal

Complete

Mechanic.

Assistant,

and

Contains

over

—

1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade seci-ets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price. $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book

catu

be more useful to horse owners.

It has 35.
engravings, illustrating positions of sick

horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 50c., in either English,

German.
Food Adultcration.^-What we

or

should not
family.

eat.

eat

and

This book should be in every

Price, 50c.

—

Scribner's Eiumber and I^og Book.
Preparation of Honey for tlie
marltct, including the production and care Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
of both Comb and E.xtracted Honey, and logsandplanks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.Instructions on the E.xhibition of Bees and
Fisher's Grain Tables.- For casting
plaint.
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
With European and American orders already This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." up the price of grain, pi-oduceand hay; wood
received for over H.OOO. there is evidence that 1884
reckoner, tables for plowing,,
measurer,ready
10c.
Price,
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
etc. Price, 40e.
such goods as we make have met the advanced
Stvarniing, Dividing and FeediiiR
bee-keepers
in
Eumost
advanced
wants of the
Bees Hints to Beginners, by Thii.mas G.
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote..
rope and America.
Ne-wman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey." Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
Price 5c.
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
sell again, send for dozen rates to
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas
Emerson Binders, made especially for
BINGHAM & HETHEKINGTON,
G. Newman— Progressive views on this imBee Journ-il, and lettered in gold on
ABKONIA, MICH. portant subject: suggesting what and how the
6A2Btf
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
to plant,— A chapter from "Bees and Honey." Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
26 engravings. Price, 10c.
to Canada.
Bees In TVinter, by Thomas G. Newman.
Vaudervort Foundation Mill. —Describing
Constitution and By-I.a«'s, for local
Chaff-packing, Cellars and BeeAssociations, $2 per 100. The name of theHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey." Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
Price 5c.
It makes the Unest extra thin Foundation for
Bibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
comb honey. For Sale by
Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
NEWMAN.
—In the German language. Price, in paper which are printed a large bee in gold, 10cAX-FRED H.
each, or $8 per 100.
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
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;
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but because Mr. Pond put him (Fradenburg) in mind of it, it is simply preposterous that he should claim the
honor of priority. Dr. Tinker would
not allow that.
Published every Wednesday, by
I do not wish to be misunderstood.
Others may have thought of the " polG.
len theory " before Mr. Heddon did,
Editof and Pboprtetob.
but what have they doiw f
The "pollen theory." Theory to
whom Theory to those who have
" Honor to
Honor is Due."
no proof but somebody's word.
KnowUdge to whom V To those who
We have received the following have tested it over and over again,
year after year. To the mass of beefrom W. Z. Hutchinson, being upon keepers
it is yet a theory, and will
the above subject
so remain until the common voice
After Mr. Heddon has battled as he says, "scientific fact."
Eogersville, Mich.
has for the " poUen theory," borne up
bravely under the slurs and sarcasm
In reference to Mr. Longmate 's
which has been hurled at him, met all
arguments that have been brought illustrated article, we must in justice
forward, and, best of all, after having state that both the illustration and
conducted extensive experiments to
prove the theory
and now, just as article were in our drawer awaiting
success appears to be poised upon her room for an insertion in the Bee
bright wings above his head, for Mr. Journal for several months before
Fradenbiug to step forward with they appeared.
claims of priority, appears to me to
be unjust, and I cannot resist the
jSIr. Fradenburg's assertion that he
temptation of commenting on the was the discoverer of the pollen
subject.
When Mr. John Longmate, last theory is, of course, not proven
March, coolly gave in the Bee Jour- merely asserted. Upon looking for
nal an illustrated article embracing the proof, we find on page 374, that he
principles already illustrated and deonly claims to have started his exscribed by Messrs. Heddon and Alley,
and never mentioned their names, I periments " last fall," while Mr. Hedsaid to myself, " there is cheek ;" but don had then been writing upon that
this claim of Mr. Fradenburg, of theory for two years.
being " head-and-neck ahead " of Mr.
Inasmuch as we have placed Mr.
Heddon regarding the "pollen theory,"
caps the climax. Has Mr. F. so soon Fradenburg upon record, by publishforgotten that Mr. Heddon reported, ing his claim to be the author
of " the
about a year and a half ago, how he
pollen
now
theory,"
we
kindly
call
(Heddon) produced diarrhoea at will,
hy feeding stores well mixed with upon him for the proof, which, of
flour for pollen y Mr. Heddon has course, he must have (or thinks that
made and reported at least three as he has) or he would never have dared
conclusive experiments as the one reported by Mr. F. on page 374 and to make his bold assertion. Until he
why Mr. F. should consider his the has sufficient time to present his reafirst experiment is beyond my com- sons for putting forth the claim, let
prehension, unless it is the first one
all suspend judgment.
that he believed to be proof.
cannot refrain here from giving
It is, perhaps, natural that each
should look upon his own experiments a caution to all writers for the Bee
as the most conclusive. Many re- Journal, to be sure to make no assergarded Mr. Heddon's experiments as
tions which they cannot substantiate,
proof— some did not. Mr. Pond did
not, and he views Mr. F.'s experi- in the most satisfactory manner no
mets in the same light. Mr. F.'s ex- matter what may be the subject
periment resulted in exactly -what under consideration.
To do otherMessrs. A. B. Mason, Kohnke, Oatwise
often
engenders
strife and conman, Heddon, myself, and many
others would willingly have staked fusion, as well as leading to ill-feeling
our reputation upon, that it would ; and contempt.

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

'?

Whom

;

;

We

—

No. 31.

Local Convention Directory.
Time ond

1884.

Aug.

MeeUng.

place of

6— Lorain Co.. O., at Blyria, O.
O. J, Terrell, Sec,

Aug. 2.— Gibson

North

Co., Tenn., at

Rldiievllle, O.

Trenton, Tenn.
T. J.

Happen,

Sec.

Auk. 13.-Northeastern Ky., at CoTington, Ky.
G.

Aug. I9.-N.W.

III.

& S.W.

J.

Oct. 11,

W. Cree,

Sec.

Wis. at L. Highbarger's.

Rock City, 111,
Alma, Mich.

Stewart. Sec.,

12.— Northern Mich., at
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich.

Oct. 15, IG.— Northwestern, at Chicago,

111.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton. Sec
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

10,

II.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. U. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

1^" We have received a copy of a
pamphlet entitled "The Poulterers'
Guide, for treating diseases of poultry,
giving cause, symptoms, and remedies
for their cure also, how to caponize
fowls, and feed and rear chickens
hatched in an incubator." It is a
handsome book, and well worth the
;

price (25 cents), for

mation valuable
poultry.

It is

Ward, the

it

is full

to every

of infor-

breeder of

written by Mr. C. J.

editor of the Poultry Jour-

nal, of Chicago.

We

can supply

it

at

the publisher's price.

1^ A Bee-Keepers' Association
has been formed for Hamilton County,
Texas
Constitution and By-Laws
have been adopted, and officers
elected.
Mr. W. M. Sparkman is
president, Mr. G. S. Doubleday is
;

secretary.

We

1^"
have received the Premium
List of the Tri-State Fair, which will
be held at Toledo, O., Sept. 8 to 13,
1884. Dr. A. B. Mason, of Wagon
Works, 0.,is the superintendent of the

Apiary Department.

The premiums
same as last
year, and amount to $219. The Doctor will send a copy of the Premium
List to any one who desires to have it.

are

substantially the

:
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he
In a recent issue of Oleanings in
correspondent has an
•^xrticle on Honey Dew, and asks Prof.
Cook for an explanation, as follows
Hee-CxdUire, a

"I noticed an article in Gleanings
June l-"), from E.E. Root, about
honey-dew. I had a little experience
for

in that line this season, which may
your readers. About
the 8th or yth of this month, I went
to the pasture after the cows, when,

»be of interest to

near the woods, I heard a tremendous
roaringof bees, and, thinkinga swarm
was passing over, I looked in every
direction, but could see no bees. As
I got nearer the woods, the sound
seemed to increase in volume. Just
in the edge of the woods, I saw a
young hickory tree in blossom, and
thinking the bees might be working

on

that, I

went up

to the tree,

is, that if any person can eat it, after It begins, so we may expect
capable of eating anything. It young lice to hatch out from late in

to say

Honey Dew.

when

found the leaves completely covered
with what is known as honey-dew.
The trees were fairly alive with bumI

is

it tastes nasty, and it is June till August.
The young lice are yellow, half as
and what to do with it, I do not
broad as long, tapering slightly toknow,
it is not fit for a hog to eat.
"Now, as I am rather ignorant of ward the posterior. The seven abthe subject of entomology, will Prof. dominal segments appear very disCook, or some one else who is posted, tinctly. The legs and antenna are
inform us of the different stages of seen from tlie other side. As in the
the bark-louse, and about the time young of all such bark-lice, the beak,
that they remain in each stage, and sucking-tube, is long and thread-like,
whether they often produce this so- and is bent under the body till the
called honey-dew V This is a new young louse is ready to settle down to
thing to me, having never in my life earnest work as a sapper. Two hairnoticed it before, and I would like to like appendages, or setse, terminate
know how many different kinds of the body, which soon disappear.
The young, newly-born louse, waninsects and worms are capable of proders two or three days, then inserts
ducing honey-dew."
its beak into the leaves where it first
Prof. Cook has prepared an article locates. It prefers the middle underside of the leaf. In autumn, the
on this subject, as follows
much-enlarged louse withdraws from
From very numerous inquiries as to the leaves and attaches to the under
name, habit and remedies regarding side of the twigs and branches while
this louse, I have for some weeks in- on the leaves, they sometimes, though
tended writing you but an over- rarely, withdraw their beak, and
whelming amount of work has pre- change their position. In winter, the
vented, until your letter drives me to young lice remain dormant but with
it.
Pres. E. Orton writes me that the warmth of spring, as the sap

looks nasty,

nasty

;

for

:

;

;

;
ble-bees, honey-bees, yellow-jackets,
wasps, hornets, and flies ; the leaves this insect is killing the soft maples, begins to circulate, the lice begin to
were so covered with the honey-dew, and wishes a remedy. Mr. O. J. Ter- suck and grow. The increase of
that they had the appearance of being rell, from North Ridgeville, says they size, as the eggs begin to develop, is
varnished.
are affording much nectar which very rapid.
the drops of nectar
"Looking up to the top of the tree, attracts the bees and seems excellent, begin to fall, so that leaves and sidewhich
insects,
small
of
I saw myriads
and wishes to know if it is probably walks underneath, become sweet and
1 took to be aphides or plant-lice but wholesome. The editor of the Cold- sticky. In the last Ohio Farmer, Mr.
on looking closer, I discovered that water Sepublican asks if there is any Singleton states that leaves of the
they were small, striped bugs, which way to save the maples. These are maple do secrete honey-dew. It is on
seemed to be gathering honey-dew, samples of a score of inquiries coming the leaves, and there are no aphides
with the rest. After looking around thick from Ohio, Illinois, Indiana and or plant-lice. Mr. Singleton's honeyand finding the honey-dew on oak, Michigan.
dew is, without doubt, this same necmaple, elm and beech trees, I went
tar from bark-lice. Had Mr. S. looked
DESCRIPTION.
on over to friend Phelps', taking some
The maple tree scale or bark-louse on the under-side of the branches,
of the leaves with me. I found him
instead of on the leaves, he would
at home, and together we went back (Pulvinana innumerabilis. Rath. con- liave found, not aphides, to be sure,
to the woods, to see if we could dis- sists, at this season, of a brown scale but bark-lice.
cover the source of the honey-deW. about five-eighths of an inch long,
If these spring lice are examined
After looking at the trees for some which is oblong, and slightly notched closely with a low magnifying power,
time, we about came to the conclusion behind. On the back of the scale are a marginal row of hairs will be seen.
that it was a natural secretion of transverse depressions, marking segMALES.
honey in the leaves of the trees. ments. The blunt posterior of the inWhile we were talking and watching sect is raised by a large, dense mass
Some few of the scales, in late July,
the bees, we noticed a bee running of fibrous, cotton-like material, in will be noticed to be dimmer, lighter
along the branches, stopping from which will be found about 800 small, in color, and somewhat more convex,
time to time to gather something. white eggs. These eggs falling on to above. In these, the setie do not disUpon pulling down the lims and look- a dark surface, look to the unaided appear, but may be seen projecting
ing closely, we discovered that they eye like flour but with a lens they from the posterior end of the scale.
were literally covered with the scaly are found to be oblong, and would In August, the mature males appear.
aphis, or bark-louse. Upon close in- be pronounced by all as eggs, at once. These have the scales, have two
egg-receptacle is wings, and are very active. Although
spection, we discovered a small drop This cotton-like
of clear fluid exuding from the backs often so thick as to raise the brown the females are to continue to grow
scale
nearly
fourth
what
the
bees
of an inch. till the next June, coition now takes
was
a
of the lice. This
were gathering on the branches, and These scales are found on the under place. The males are seen for two or
it was falling all the while in a fine side of the limbs of the trees, and are three weeks, though each individual
spray, it being visible on our coats often so thick as to overlap each other. probably does not live as many days.
when we came out into the sunshine. Often there are hundreds on a single It is quite probable that, as in case" of
Now, this scaly aphis assumes the main branch of the tree. I find them production of drone-bees or aphides,
color of the bark of whatever kind of on basswood, soft and hard maple, the males of these scale-Uce are not
tree they are working on, and being and grape-vines, though much the absolutely necessary to reproduction.
quite small itrequires close inspection more abiuidaut on the maples.
know they are not in some species.
Another feature at this mature stage
to see them. I think we would not
REMEDIES.
have seen them but for the bees work- of the insect, is the secretion of a
By use of a long-handled broom,
ing on the branches. Now, may not large amount of nectar. This falls on
this, in a measure, accomit for some the leaves below, so as to fairly gum dipped in strong lye or soap-suds, the
of those mysterious falls of honey- them over, as though they were var- thickly gathered lice could be readily
dew that we hear of '? The flow of nished. The nectar is much prized removed, on the lower side of the
honey from this source lasted about by the bees, which swarm upon the branches, at any time in the spring.
two or three weeks, or until the bees leaves. If such nectar is pleasant to This would kill the lice, and prevent
began to work on white clover, and the taste, as Mr. Terrell avers, I egg-laying, or destroy the eggs already
perhaps a little longer, as I find, should have no fear of the bees col- laid. The earlier this is done in the
spring, the better. The position of
in taking off honey, the boxes are lecting it.
From the middle to thelastof .lune, the lice, on the under-side of the
spotted more or less with the honeydew, while some are filled entirely the eggs begin to hatch, though hatch- branches, makes this more practicwith it. As to quality, all that I have ing is not completed for some weeks able, if not the only practicable rem-

Now

;

)

;

We

:
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a few trees, Cuban friends, at seeing the bees
no serious handled as though they were harmExtreme doubt mingled
neglected, or is less flies.
is
task.
If this
Ihoujilit to be too great a task, the with fear, deepened into astonishtrees may be syringed in early July, ment, ending in surprise, admiration

camps are

just wlien the young lice are most
susc'eptible. with the following : One
quart soft soap, ten quarts water,

from.

edy at this season.
or

oil

siuall

to be seen, where, previous
to the war. from one to three thousand hives were worked in single
apiaries, and where those marvelous
quantities of honey and wax came

Ou

trees, this is

and one quart kerosene oil stir all
This can be thrown on
together.
with a fountain pump. As the lice
are mostly on the lower side of the
leaves, it should be thrown from
below, upward. This also applies to
other species of bark-lice, which are
;

and

joy.

The

Cuba are the
black, iinpmted from Spain
more than a century ago. They work
vigorously all the time, and under

On one

occasion, after handling
some Italians in a manner greatly exceeding their expectations, they declared' that their "Creoles" (native
bees) could not be thus handled with
impunity.
So we selected a tine,
populous colony, occupying one of
the long board liives described above.
We carried the hive under tlie shade

produce
favorable
circumstances,
marvelously, forming a standing contradiction to that old lying whim,
that bees will work in warm climates,
only enough to supply their own de-

very common this season. The bass- of an orange tree, about 20 feet from
wood, the tulip (see my Manual p. the apiary ,"laid two small sticks on
249). the elm, the hickory, the blue- the ground, and stood the hive on
ash, etc., are all suffering from bark- end on these sticks. We then took
lice, much like the above, except that an empty hive of the same dimenthe cottony substance is wanting. It sions and placed on top of this,one conis a comforting truth, that all these taining the bees, the top of the empty
species are often destroyed by their hive extended over lu feet high, and was
enemies before they entirely kill our held in place by the branches of the
trees, though they often do great orange tree. The combs in the lower
hive extending from end to end, it
harm.
was a matter of only a few minutes
to drum and smoke all the bees from
Bee-Keeping in Cuba.
the full into the empty hive, then
putting a movable- frame hive on the
old stand, and spreading a cloth inJMr. A. .J. King has written the folfront, we dumped all those bees in a
lowing very interesting letter to his heap in front of the hive and soon
all entered and clustered on some
paper, the Bee-Keepers" Magazine
sheets of wired foundation previously
The average Cuban bee-hive con- placed in the hive, We then removed
square,
sists of a box 10 to 12 inches
the combs from the drummed hive,
and 5 feet long, nearly always open at placed the brood in frames and gave
instead
"of
boxes,
often
botli ends
them to their original owners in the
hollow palm logs about the same new hive, and in a couple of days recapacity and length are employed.
moved it to the Casanova apiary— one
These hives always occupy a horizon- and a half miles distant, where it has
tal position, sometimes on the ground,
since multiplied to 5 colonies.
but oftener on a rude frame-work
From what we have said it might
about 3 feet high, driving down
crotched stakes about 4 feet apart, be inferred that the Cubans are far beand as long as is deemed necessary to hind our own countrymen in the manaccommodate the number of hives agement of bees but leaving out of
the question our progressive beeowned by the bee-keeper.
,

;

;

;

Long poles, usually of bamboo, are keepers, and conlining ourselves to
stretched from crotch to crotch, the those who still use the log gums and
whole length of the apiary these box hives with stationary combs, and
tried by this rule, the Cubans are far
Eoles supporting the ends of the
supersti;

ives.

The bees

usually build their

combs

continuously from one end to the
other of these hives, and often project
them some distance beyond the ends
of the hive, making combs
and 7
feet lonft, and only from 10 to 4 inches
transferred some of the
wide.
log hives, in Puerto Principe in the

native bees in

common

in advance. They have less
tion, and manifest more intelligence
they never kill their
in their work
bees to get their stores, but smoke
them from one end of their long hives
clear into the centre, then cut out the
combs until the brood is reached,
;

then from the other end, perform the
same operation, thus saving the brood
dense forest, which were placed on and securing the honey instead of
"
the giound, and the bees had ex- killing the goose that laid the golden
tended their combs several feet be- egg."
The honey press is made as follows
yond the ends of the hive into the
thicket. They were connected with A solid log, about 2 feet in diameter,
tine brush and vines, and so firmly and 12 feet long, is hollowed out for
attached that after smoking the bees about 8 feet from one end into a comback into the hive, we had to sever plete trough or shell, holding often 2
The remaining 4 feet is
all these attachments with a sword, or 3 barrels.
when we cut off the combs even with cut down squarely for about 6 inches,
the end of the hive, and placed them forming a cavity holding about two
in a basket, which made a feast for a bushels of comb honey. A wooden
dozen men who had come on horse- follower closely titting into this cavity
back six miles to witness the opera- is placed on top of tne combs, and a
tion.
This honey was pure Campa- long lever fastened into the end of
nea, freshly made, and was the most the trough, is brought down onto the
delicious we have ever tasted. We follower, and the honey is all pressed
transferred quite a number of these out and runs into the trough, leaving
hives into movable frames in different the wax in the cavity, from whence it
parts of the Island, and it was amus- is collected for market.
mg to witness the different expres- In the region about Puerto Principe
sions depicted on the faces of our large numbers of these old honey

We

:

mands.
There is another bee, indigenous to
Cuba, which produces a very nice
honey, liut whose habits are entirely
different from any bee our readers
have ever seen. Of these we propose
to

speak hereafter.

Bees

A

& Honey

at the London Health
Exhibition.

correspondent

in

Horticultural Journal

the

London

remarks as

fol-

lows on the Bee and Honey Exhibits,
Honey Biscuits, the use of the Magic

Lantern as an aid to apicultural
tures, etc.

lec-

:

A

few words will here be in season
respecting the exhibits in comiection
with bees and bee-keeping at the
Health Exhibition. All those interested in honey and bees should not
neglect to pay a visit to this departThe second turning to the
ment.
right after entering the Exhibition at
the main entrances in Exhibition
Road brought us into the midst of a
very good collection of appliances and
products in the shape of honey, wax,
etc. The tirst thing to attract attention is a capital model of a swarm of
bees, it is so good that at a little distance it is like a real cluster suspended
from a branch. There is a fair display of honey, both in the comb and
in bottles. The extracted honey is
nicely put up. and we must hope that
the public will learn to appreciate
pure English honey, and to cease to
countenance the importation of adulterated foreign stuff.
Messrs. Huntley & Palmer, the fa'

mous Reading firm, have lately
brought out some exceedingly nice
biscuits, called " Honey Drops." Visitors must not fail to taste them, and
will certainly appreciate this
biscuit. Immense quantities of
honey are now purchased by this firm
for the manufacture of this pleasant
food, and this will help to provide a
market for En":lish produce. Honeyis largely employed in other manufactures," and we should have liked to

they

new

have seen more exhibits showing the
utility of honey in foods and medicines, and so show it is conducive ta

Among ttie many interesthealth.
ing exhibits is one which, although in
state most instructive,
its present
might

be

much

enlarged

and im-

proved.

We refer to Mr. Abbott's case of
various natural objects explanatory
of the science of bee-keeping. The
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" One of the most extensive beeculturists in this or any other country," he continued, " is Capt. Hetherington, whose apiaries along the
Cherry Valley Creek, in Schoharie

various queens, workers, and drones
are preserved and thrown together
with the varieties of comb, queenThe depredators of the
cells, etc.
hive are shown in the sliape of the
wax moth and its grubs, and the damage done by these loathsome maggots
is shown by a piece of comb tunnelled
by the moth grubs and covered with
their spider-like web. Much of the
natural economy of the bee-hive can
Tae gathered by a careful inspection of
this case. With this class of instructive exhibits must be connected the
magic lantern slides shown by Mr. A.
Watkins, of Wilcroft, Hereford.
These are most instructive, and some
of them as amusing as they are interesting. The queen, worker, and drone
are capital photographic slides, and
vivid recollections of various cottage
apiaries come to the mind when looking at the amusing picture of "All
Dead but One.'' By the use of such
slides, a lecture on bee-keeping is
made donbly interesting, and such
Illustrations enlarged on the sheet
are highly appreciated.
have ourselves, when lecturing

We

on bee-keeping, used such slides,
copied from the appearances imder
the microscope, but these photographic slides are a great improvement on pen-and-ink sketches. We
must not neglect to give the due
meed of praise to those who, at much
expenditure of time and trouble, have
placed such good collections of beefurniture on the stages.
Messrs.
Neighbour, Abbott, Overton, Baldwin, and others have such good exhibits, that the various schools of
bee-keepers must Hnd sufficient to
appease any amount of longing for

what

is
good and
substantial.
Smokers, feeders, extractors, hives,
supers, and a host of other necessaries

and luxuries are

all

there represented.

John Cowell,

to accept a box of honey
for the Queen, and to serve it on her
table. The Queen was so delighted

with the honey that she directed the
to present her thanks
to the donor, to order a supply of ten

Lord Steward

county, annually turn out over 100,(100
pounds of the choicest honey. It cases at once, and to keep American
takes nine men and two steam saw honey constantly on the royal table.
" Hoge lost no time in making this
mills ttve weeks to prepare the lumber
for the boxes in which the honey is communication public.
The consemade by his bees. Nearly 150,000 quence was. that the jopinion of
panes of glass, about six inches American honey changed at once, and
square, are used in these boxes. Capt. Hoge came back to New York secretly
Hetherington has at work, this sea- laughing at the Britishers, but rejoicson, nearly 2,r)00 colonies of bees. ing over an order for 500,000 pounds
These are hot all on his own premises, of American honey for the English
but are scattered among the orchards markets, which he carried in his
and fields of farmers along the creek, pocket. The demand for it has into whom he pays a rent for the privi- creased ever since, and the trade that
lege of his bees working in the clover, was started in New York State honey
buckwheat, or whatever blossoms are is now largely shared in by the" Caliin season on the farm. The care of fornia product.
these bees does not fall upon the
owner of the land. Capt. Hetherington keeps men and teams constantly
The Use of Comb Foundation.
employed looking out for them. He
has received as much as §26,000 for
correspondent of the Farmers^
one season's crop.
" Another large York State bee- Gazette, Dublin, upon the question of
keeper is C. B. Isham, of Peoria. Up comb foimdation for storing honey
to 1879 there was no market in Eng- and for brood says
land for American honey. The EnThe Germans, for the past twenty
glish dealers would not handle it, and
the periodicals devoted to the bee- years, have used impressed sheets of
keepers in that country, cried it down wax as a foundation for comb. The
in every possible way. The reason bees thin out the so-called foundation
for this was that they knew the to the natural thickness, and use up
superiority of American honey, both the shavings to form the walls or cells
in flavor and appearance, over the in which the queen deposits eggs and
British article, and were aware that the workers store pollen and honey.
thin it so accurately that
if it was once introduced in London, The bees
epicureans cannot tell comb honey
it would be a great blow to the trade
such
foundation
from that wholly
in the home supply. There was a with
smart Yankee named Hoge working made by the bees. The most promisfor a grocery in this city, and he as- ing use of comb foundation is in the
sured his employers that, if they brood chamber. It is astonishing how
would give him the commission, he rapidly the bees will extend the cells
would manage to place American and the queen fill them with eggs,
exactly five cells to the lineal inch, or
honey on the English market.
large lot of Isham's honey, which the twenty Ave to the square inch, when
Arm was then handling, was packed, used "for worker brood solely. The
just as it came from the hives, and real advantage is to ensure worker
Hoge was sent to London with it. brood, and to furnish wax, that the
He found he needed all his Yankee bees may be free to gather honey and
ingenuity and accuteness, for he met store it, instead of elaborating wax.
with universal opposition among the
If we wish to test the actual value
dealers. He labored with them for of foimdation, we select two strong
weeks to no purpose. In conversation colonies of bees we supply one with
one day with the proprietor of the comb foundation and withhold it from
hotel at which he stopped, the latter the other we find this last sends
told Hoge that if he could manage to fewer bees to the field, as the majority
have his honey introduced upon the are engaged in the art of wax selectable of Queen Victoria, it would tion. The other colony, furnished
solve the problem at once, for if she with the so-called foundation, gains
was pleased with it, she would com- much more rapidly in honey, with less
municate to Hoge through the Lord food co\isumed. Foundation is beSteward. This communication once coming so popular and is made of
made public, would make American better substance than formerly, whole
honey the fashion in England.
sheets can now be used and when we
former Lord Steward was a bear in mind that it takes twenty
friend of the hotel keeper, and was at pounds of honey to produce one
that time engaged largely in the man- Ijound of wax, it will be seen that the
ufacture and sale of pickles. This laee-keeper who uses comb foundation
man the landlord introduced to Hoge. largely, has an immense advantage
They dined together. Hoge gave the over one who does not. This foundapickle man an immense order for his tion was originally imported from
goods, to be sent to the American America, but now it is made in
grocer. More wine followed, and be- Ireland.
fore the ex-Lord Steward went away,
he promised to use his influence to
Advertisenients intended for the Bee
have the American's honey introduced
must reach this office by
JouRNAX.
succeeded
in
on the royal table. He
inducing the then Lord Steward, Sir Saturday of the previous week.

A

:

A

How

the "ftueen "

was Captured.

We allude to the Queen of England,
and not the queen bee. The following from the New York Sun is sent to
us by a correspondent, who desires to
have it in the Bke Journal. As it
gives some facts about the way in
which American honey was introduced into England, it will, no doubt,
be read with interest. Some of the
items mentioned, we know are true
but some of the assertions we have
not so much confidence in. While all
of the items may represent very nearly
the facts in the case, as we do not
know, we cannot fully indorse them,
but give the article for what it is
;

worth

:

" WhUe California is the greatest
bee-ranching
or honey region in
the world, owing to the excellence of
its climate, and the endless variety of
of its honey-yielding
flowers, the
quality of its honey does not excel,
even if it equals, that of the honey
produced in New York State," said a
large wholesale dealer.

;

;

;

"A
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As soon as the queen is seen, place
the cage in such a way that she will
crawl into it, and if a few bees go in
with her, all the better. Now move
the old hive back, and place in its
place the one which the swarm is to
occupy, when the cage with the queen
Place
rqr the American Bee JoumaL
is to be laid near the entrance.
the old hive wliere you wish it to
Hiving Swarms of Bees.
stand, or move it up beside the new
hive at right angles, a la Heddon. as
O. M. DOOLITTLE.
you prefer. Have on liand two sheets,
one of which is to be placed on each
After reading W. Z. Iliuchinson's of the hives on either side nearest the
article uiuler the above lieailiug, in a one now awaiting the swarm, so that
late number of the Bee Journal, I they can be spread over them should
but thinlv tliat lie and
others do not understand how to treat
swarms issuing with queens having
clipped wings. The ease with which
natural swarming is conducted where
all the queens have their wings clipped, is one of the greatest reasons I
iave for clipping queens" wings.
Because the queen has her wing
clipped, it does not follow of necessity
that the swarm must be hived on the
returning-plan, nor that the queen
should be lost in the grass or stepped

cannot

lielp

upon as Mr.

II.

says

;

for,

in

an

ex-

perience covering a period of 14 years
with every queen's wing clipped in
my apiary, I have yet to step on, or
lose the lirst queen from any cause
arising from her having a clipped
wing. In fact, I am so well pleased
witli the plan of natural swarming,
with queen's wings clipped, that I am
led to give my plan of treating such
swarms, so that the reader may compare it with Mr. II. 's, and thus decide which to adopt. If I shall so explain it that any of the cares and
burdens of my fellow apiarists are
lightened, I shall feel well repaid for
my effort in the explanation.
Before proceeding, I wish to say
that Mr. H. has given us the best
article on hiving bees where the
queens are allowed to go with the
swarm, that I have ever seen in print;
for he gives us a view of some of the
hard work, climbing of ladders, despoiling of an orchard by sawing off
limbs, etc., which always attends that
plan and had he told us of swarms
settling on the large trunks of trees,
and in other places where scraping
and smoking the bees off was the
dernier resort, the picture would have
been complete.
For the past live years I have hived
very few swarms by the returningplan, but when I do the plan is thus
When a swarm is seen issuing, I (or
3Irs. D.) step to the rear of the hive
and then look on the grass to one side
of it to see if there are many bees
there, thereby indicating the presence
of the queen ; and if not, step up on
that side and glance over the ground
in front of the hive. If the swarm
has nearly done issuing, the queen is
readily found by a little cluster of
bees being about her. If just com
menced to swarm, look at, or near the
entrance where she will be seen running as soon as she comes out. Have
on hand a round wire-cloth cage, IM
inches in diameter by 8 inches long,
made by rolling a piece of wire cloth
around a stick, and sowing the sides
together, when a stopper is to be fitted in each end.
;

:

the swarm attempt to enter these
hives upon returning, which they
rarely will do if the queen, with a few
bees, is left at the entrance of the new
hive. Leave the queen caged until
nearly all the bees have entered the
hive (or become clustered on the outside, as they sometimes will do), and
are quiet, when you will let the queen
go in. By thus keeping the queen
caged, you will avoid the difficulty of
her running out, and the bees with
her, as spoken of by Mr. H.
If they are clustered on the outside
of the hive, let them become quiet
after the queen is out of the cage,
when you will detach a few and start
them to running into the hive ; then
detach more bees, and so on until all
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a foot or so from the limb,
the bees will cluster with the
queen
after which you can carry
tliem wlierever you please, the same
as Mr. 11. does his branch after he
has cut it oft.
You shoidd also hive them as he
tells you,i)y first detaching a small
part of the cluster, and after they
start up the call of a " home is found,"
detach more, and lastly let the queen

them,

is

when

all
;

go

in.

No

matter in how bad a place they
cluster, the operation of getting the

swarm on

is always simple,
no need of being in a
hurry, for they cannot go to the woods
if left hanging on the pole in the hot
sun all day for should they attempt
it,
they would soon come back to
their queen, as I have often had them

and there

the pole
is

;

do.

Now we will suppose that the second, third or fourth swarm issues before you get ready to hive the first (a
thing which very often happens), 5'ou
have not got to work as did Mr. H.
with his fountain pump " till you are
almost in despair" to keep them

apart, but simply let them cluster on
the pole, and you are at liberty to prepare the second, third, or fourth hive,
as the case may be, leaving a queen
in front of each hive except the first,
as that has the queen on the pole.
When all are clustered, take the pole
have run in.
If several
swarms come out to- and carry it to one of the hives having
when you will
gether, more sheets are needed, so a queen in front of it,
at first, till
that if more than the right proportion proceed to hive them as
got the right proportion of
of bees draw toward one of the new you have
then go to the next,
hives placed on the old stands, a bees for one hive,
there,
sheet can be thrown over until they leaving enough for a colonv
hived as you
go as you wish them to. But, as I and so on until all are
said at the outset, this plan of hiving wish them.
All is done with a perfect ease and
does not necessarily follow having the
plan can
queen's wing clipped, although many certainty, which no other
bees hanging
prefer it. The simplest plan, and the give. I often leave the
on this pole two or three hours, or

one

I

use most,

is to go to the woods
tough pole, which will

till I get other pressing business done,
leisure the
reach to the top of my tallest tree, when I hive them at my
is to see
providing that it is not more than 20 only caution being necessary
the pole is so fixed that it cannot
to 25 feet high. If swarms attempt that
from the great weight of bees,
to cluster higher than this, I always break
queens not with the
use the returning-plan above given. and that the
bees with them to
Have the large end of this pole sharp- cluster have a fewotherwise
fed.
ened so it can be pressed into the feed them, or are
Again, if I wish to hive two or more
ground when necessary. Near the
upper end of it fasten a few dry mul- swarms in one hive, as I frequently
lien tops, or a roll of black rags, as do in the latter part of the honey sealarge around as your arm, and a foot son, I do not have to hunt out the
queens, for one is kept with the
long, when your pole is ready.
When a swarm issues, proceed to swarm, and the others I let go back
get the queen as before, and when into their old hive.
caught, secure the cage to the black
One more item, and I leave the subbunch at the top by means of a bent ject. Many seem to think there is
wire. Raise the pole in the air, and danger of losin,^ the queen when her
keep it where the bees are the thick- wing is clipped, if a swarm issues
est, when they will often alight on wheli the apiarist is not at home but
the pole; and if not, they will soon such is not the case, for some of the
select a spot to alight upon the same returning swarm is sure to find and
as they would if the queen was flying cluster about the queen if she does
with tliem, for her presence is known not get back. When I return, after
to them just the same as if she had an absence, I go over the yard, beher wing whole and was among them. tween each row of hives, looking on
As soon as they begin to alight, the ground, and if a swarm has isplace the pole in such a position that sued, and the queen failed to return,
the queen and black b>uich comes in I find a little knot of bees on the
the place they are clustering, and ground from the size of a butternut to
leave it thus while you are preparing that of a goose egg, in which will be
a hive for them. When they are par- the queen. Now comes the perplexraise the pole, or ing part to many, which is, to find
tially clustered,
push it up and out, so that the queen where a swarm found hanging on a
and bunch of rags, with the bees on limb, or where such a queen came

and cut a

light,

;

;

;;;;
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from. In case of the queen, I leave
her where she is until nearly sunset,
so there are but few flying bees in the
air, then she is taken from the bees,
when they will go back to their hive,
setting up a joyful hum, after which
I let the queen go with theri^
In case of a clustered swarm, I hive
all but a half pint or so of bees, which
are kept in a cage till nearly sunset,
when they are let out, and tell me, as
did the otliers, just the hive the
swarm came from.
In the above I have given a few of
my reasons for preferring queens
with clipped wings, and I am willing
to leave the matter with the readers,
to choose which they prefer after having a fair hearing of both sides of the

upon them, the top of the frame will
occupy the same level in the broodchamber as it does when the usual
The
style of frame is employed.
metal strips should stand out from
the walls }i of an inch.

question.

%

;

To secure this result effectively and
easily, cut two strips of card-board
about 3-32 of an inch in thickness and

riiiiiiiiinuiiiMiUMijiiiiiiiiii

anvthing

I

know

iHiHiiiirni

with eggs for, remember, that
almost double the amount of eggs can
be secured by so doing, than it they
fill

;

are left to manage their own affairs.
In a good season every colony can b&
brought up to the standard, and the
swarming all done by the middle of
April. I prefer the natural swarms
if they come early, and when artificial
swarms are made, I give the division
natural and nearly mature queenIf I want any increase, I allow
cell.
all colonies that swarm early ,to swarm
two or three times because every
young queen tliat I can get to breeding early in March, can be brought up
to the standard in time for honey
gathering.
If I do not want increase, I get as
many young queens in the place of
old ones as I possibly can. In a poor
season every colony cannot be built
up in time for surplus because I take
brood from some colonies to build up
others for surplus. Tliose which I
take brood from, I only calculate to
make into profitable colonies for win;

;

of in this line.

Presuming that the frame which you
wish to make reversible, is the Lang-

From

the Los Angeles News.

Production of Surplus Honey.

stroth, cut off the corner projections

and

straighten the end-bars by inserting inside the frame in close contact thereto, strijis of wood, tack
them securely in position (the bars at
the ends of the frame are now about
}4 inch in tliickness) next drive two
stout wire nails, each about
of an
inch in length, parallel with each
other, into the outside of the endbars of the frame ; do not drive them
clear in, but allow them to project
of an inch, and insert the nails across
each end of the frame exactly in the
centre (see diagram). This completes
the arrangement of the frame.
now observe a slight
shall
change in the hive itself. The metallic edges on
which the projecting
coiners of the ordinary suspended
frames rest, is removed from their
position on the rabbeted edges of the
inside end-walls of the brood-chamber, and transferred to the middle of
the walls, so tliat when the nail projections of the prepared frame rests
;

%

%

We

;

;

of an inch wide, and the whole
length of the inside end-wall of the
hive, and tack these lightly in posiFor the American Bee JoumaL
tion % of an incli below the centre of
each end of the brood -chamber. Now
Reversible Frames Again.
tack the metal strips, which should be
}^ of an inch in width, and the same
A. II. DUTTON.
length as the card-board strips,
securely over the latter, leaving }4 of
It is now an admitted fact by many an inch projection above. (See diaapiarists, among their number being gram.) This finishes the reversing
some of the largest and most success- fixtures.
ful honey-producers on the American
Continent, that under certain circumstances brood-frames, capable of reversion, possess advantages which do
not belong to the ordinary style of
suspended frames.
Such being the
It will now be found, on trial, that
case, the question would naturally the frame will securely rest by the
arise, with those who are unaccus- nail projections on the metal rabbets,
tomed to their use, " What are the whether top or bottom be uppermost
most feasible methods of making the and that the reversing of the same
various patterns of suspended frame consumes no more time than it takes
reversible V and what are the condi- to turn the frame over in the hands
tions under which they can be em- after it is removed from the hive. It
ployed to advantage i"'
is free from sharp points and edges at
Without attempting to answer the the corners f which, in my opinion, are
last inquiry, which lias already been objectionable in any style of frame),
done very fully by various writers in and when in the hive its lateral mothe different "bee-periodicals. I shall tion if anything is more perfect than
meet the first question in detailing a the usual style of suspended frame
system for reversing frames whicli for and now I think I have said as much
simplicity, thorough
practicability, as can be mentioned in favor of any
ease of application to any style of pattern of reversible frame.
frame, and inexperience, is ahead of
Brussels, Out.

Borodino, N. Y.

be had, and especially early in the
season.
Now, just as fast as I get young
laying queens, I build the bees up,
until the time the honey harvest
commences either by placing empty
combs as fast as needed, in the centre
of the brood-nest for the queen to fill,
or by giving brood from other colonies
to strengthen up and as soon as the
brood-chamber is well filled with
brood, providing the honey harvest is
on hand, I put on the supers otherwise I sometimes take a frame of
brood to strengthen a weaker colony.
I never think of putting on the supers
until the brood- chamber is completely
filled with brood.
Every young queen that begins tolay in March, produces, by the above
plan, an excellent colony for storing
surplus, as there is scarcely any disposition to swarm. If the colony is
as it should be, many of those young
queens will require two supers, as one
will not give sufficient room for the
amount of bees she will rear. All the
old
queens that are saved in the
apiary, must be built up strong, by
spreading the combs judiciously, and
inserting an empty comb in the centre of the brood-nest for the queen to

DR. E. GALLUP.
I

my method

wish to describe

tering.

Now, understand that if honey is
we must have bees, and any

of wanted,

will
managing bees for surplus honey colony that is strong in bees over
not
and in this climate we must com- store honey, even if there are
in the season.
mence to put them in condition by a five-days' honey-flow
Mr. Doolittle manages
the middle or the last of February. How is it that
of surplus honey every
The first thing is to select the colonies to get a cropcomparatively
poor localwhich are desired to breed from, and season in a
managing his beesthen build them up strong by fitting ity V Simply by
similar to the above.
the brood-chamber with frames well on a plan
I want all the supers taken off by
filled with hatching or sealed brood,
from other colonies and when the Feb. ],so as to confine the animal
weather is not favorable for gather- heat in the brood-nest and supers
ing food, I feed them a little every should be put on only as fast as the
evening, so as to keep the queen at bees are in condition to occupy them.
her work.
Then I examine every Now, providing the weather is favorcolony, and any that does not equal able, we can put in one or two frames;

;

expectations, I ascertain the of foundation at a time in each hive,
cause, and if the fault is in the queen, and have the queens fill them with
frame of foundation filled
she is killed just as soon as I can suc- eggs.
with eggs by a good Italian queen, is
ceed in getting natural queen-cells
for I prefer the natural to the arti- a sight worth looking at ; and I have
ficial queen-cells whenever' they can alwavs had the best satisfaction in

my

A

i

;
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haviug

tlietn

season, early

filled in

before

the breeding- possibility will ever be
the honey-flow locality, to overstock it.

kept in a have done, you will at once see that
he is enthusiastic in the whole busi-

But who can determine this questhe tion of overstocking? and how can
above phui makes work but for what they determine it y In a poor season,
are we keeping bees if not for jn'olit V when the flowers yield no nectar (and
and if we expect to have profit, we we do have sucli seasons), a very few
must work for it. The man who colonies might starve, not because
keeps bees and does not work with the locality is overstocked, but bethem, and yet expects profit, will al- cause there is no honey to be gathered,
ways be disappointed. IIow is it lias any one ever considered for a
that Mr, Miller, of Bell Canyon, al- moment the state of things that must
ways has a crop of surplus honey necessarily exist, in order to overstock
every season y jLast season he had a locality V Simply this: It is well
eiglit tons, while some of his neigh- known tlnit the flowers are constantly
bors had nothing V He worked with secreting nectar during the time they
his bees.
His bees never starve to are in bloom, and this nectar, in order
death by the wholesale as some of his to be utilized as honey, must be
neighboVs' bees do. In all ray life- gathered at once, or it will evaporate.
long experience in bee-keeping, I If a certain flower secreted a certain
have always found that bees are self- amount of honey, which, when gathsupporting in the poorest season, if ered, exhausted its supply, then there
properly managed
and I have had might be some strength in the arguexperience in bee-keeping in Canada, ment in favor of overstocking, but
Vermont, Wisconsin, Northern Iowa, such is not the case for the nectar
and now three years in California. thus secreted must either be gathered
In some seasons "and localities I liave at once, or it evaporates and is lost,
had to stimulate my bees by feeding and in either ease a fresh supply is at;
thera in the summer, but have never once secreted to supply its place. In
had to feed them in the fall or winter. about five minutes after the nectar
I always save the poor honey which is has been gathered from a white clover
unfit for market, and feed it to the or other blossom, more is secreted,
bees.
and sufficient to load up any bee, even
if it is as large as " apis dorsaia.''^
Now, to overstock a locality, every
For the American Bee JoumaL
honey-yielding flower within that
locality must be visited by a honeyOverstocking a Locality.
bee oftener than once every five min.1. E. POND, JR.
utes during the duration of its bloom.
I, myself, do not know the number of
The question of overstocking has colonies of bees required to accombeen more or less of a bug-bear, with plish this work, but it is easy to see
a few, since I first began to keep bees, that it will require an immensely
nearly 20 years ago.
Every little larger number of colonies than it is
while some poor fellow, fearful, I at all presumable will ever be kept in
suppose, that all the honey yielded by any locality, either by one or many
the flora of the countrj", would be persons.
commences."

You

will

probably

say

that

:

;

;
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ness of bee culture, especially the
rearing of fiue queens. ]SIr. I), is a
lawyer and farmer, and has plenty of
this World's goods, and no children to
leave it to so he has almost given up
law and farming, and concentrated
his whole time and talent upon bee;

culture.

His apiary consists of about ISO
colonies and nuclei
very tastefully
arranged.
lie prides himself very
much upon his improved Italian bees,
and well he may, for his Italians are
indeed beautiful. He and the Cyprians have had so many '•ups-anddowns " and disputes as to who should
"boss "the apiary, that he has discarded the breeding of them, and
;

breeds only Italians.
He uses the Jones' perforated zinc
or drone excluder, and says that it is
a perfect success, and I agree with
him in this. He took me out to his
sweet clover field, which is so thick
and tall that it is nearly impossible to
go through it, and the bees were making it fairly hum. He uses a halfstory (that is a story half the depth of
the Langstroth) for extracting purposes. Tlie combs are shallo'w and
straight, and the bees fill and seal
them very quickly. When full he
lifts the whole set off and puts them
into his extracting-room, in which
there is a bee-escape, and in a short
time the bees leave it and go home,
when it is ready for the extractor
thus he saves the labor and time of
brushing bees from the combs in the
hot sun. The plan is a good one, and
in the future I shall use it largely in.

my own apiary.
He has horse-power and

also footfor hive making.
In passing through his queen-rearWhen I flrst began keeping bees, I ing department, I stopped to read on
fathered by others, and none left for
im, would raise the cry of overstock- had some fears in regard to trie mat- the slates, which hung on each hive,
ter; but as I have seen the business but they were embellislied with hieroing, and over-production.
"What are the facts which the last 20 increase, and the honey yield increase glyphics only, such as none could read,
years have shown V First, bee-keep- ten times more largely in proportion, but he understood them.
ing, as a business, has grown enor- than the increase of bee-keepers, and
I expected to see many things at
mously hundreds now pursue it suc- that, too, without glutting the market, Mr. D."s apiary that were new to me,
cessfully where only one was engaged or causing any falling in prices, I he being a sort of natural genius, and
in it when the Bee JouiiXAL flrst have concluded that tne danger is in this I was not disappointed. Many
started into life and not only has fancied, and not real and more par- a little idea I caught and stored up in
this large increase been made in the ticularly do I so conclude when I find my memory for future use. Mr. D. is
accession of members to our ranks, that hundreds of colonies are kept at an incessant talker, and talks about
but by means of better and more ad- a profit in our large cities, where it bees from the beginning to the end.
vanced methods, hundreds of pounds would naturally be supposed that no He despises meanness in any form
of honey are now produced as a con- honey at all could be gathered, unless among bee-keepers, and lives up to
sequence of these improved methods, vielded by stones and bricks. Some the old adage, that " Honesty is the
while under the old regime, hardly a localities undoubtedly give larger best policy."
pound of surplus was obtained.
yields than others, but that is a matMr. D. is president of the Kentucky
Now, if these results have followed ter of chance or design in the growth State Bee-Keepers' Society, and we
during 20 years, and I defy any one of honey-yielding plants and trees, may naturally expect tliat he will
to prove the contrary, what need is and does not in anywise form a factor spare no pains' in getting
up a good
there to fear overstocking in the in the problem under consideration.
programme for the fall meetings.
future?
Foxboro, Mass.
"But," the reply comes,
he
and
hope that
Dr. Allen, the sec" we do not mean overstockiiig in the
retary, will arrange to have a bee and
whole country, but certain small
the
honey
show
at
beginning of the
For tlie American B«e JournaL
areas that we call our feeding-ground
Exposition at Louisville, and also at
whose radius is equal to the flight"Visit to G. "W. Demaree's Apiary. our regular fall meeting at Eminence,
range of our bees." Well, what danKy. Right here let me say to Kenger IS there of overstocking even that
W. 1'. STEWAUT.
tucky bee-keepers
Let us each
territory V
single acre of white
donate any amount that is necessary,
clover will furnish, in a good season,
On July o, I made a visit to Mr. G. to raise money enough to offer large
at least 100 pounds of surplus each to W. Demaree"s apiary, where I re- premiums on the best display of
25 or 30 colonies. Spin this out to a mained two days and nights. As the lioney, bees, etc., such as is customary
diameter of 8 or 10 miles from a given readers of bee-papers are " well to give premiums on and then let us
location, and it is easy to be seen that aware " he is an enthusiastic writer, get up a rousing show.
All try to get
it will take more bees than by any and it you will pay him a
visit, as I the premium by an energetic effort

power machinery

;

;

;
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As many of us know that swarms
have, very frequently, deserted the
hives after being hived, this season,
and bee-men have different theories
•as to the cause of it.
After experimenting a good deal, I
believe I have found the cause to be
the absence of pollen in the new
combs for use in rearing brood. Just
at the swarming season there were no
flowers in bloom that yielded pollen,

go above to occupy drone to the new stand, as a forced swarm
in the sections. I account for will not so readily mark and accept a
by the use of a good honey-board." new location most of the bees returning to verify Father Langstroth's

did not

comb
it

;

Small Black Ants in the Apiary.

axiom

:

" A bee removed against

its will,

Is of the same opinion atill."
Will the small black ant injure or
annoy my bees in any way ? Can you
2. In these days of improved hives,
tell me what to do to prevent their we do not go after a swarm with the
climbing on the bench ? L. Hoyte.
hive, but place the hive on its future
Tuscarora, N. Y.
stand, and go after the swarm with a
box or basket arranged and kept for
and on examining many new combs,
Answer.
You
need
not
be
at
all
that purpose, and it is designated
after the bees had deserted them, I
alarmed
the
presence
by
of
ants
about
" hiving-box " or " hiving-basket."
found tliem full of eggs and entirely
your
hives.
The
bees
will
not
let
destitute of pollen. I then hung old
combs containing pollen, ineacli hive, them come inside. They are working
and not one swarm deserted after so around crevices and in dead-air
spaces where they enjoy the heat
doing.
I proved to my satisfaction that the from the colony which assists in dereason bees or swarms desert their veloping their young, etc. As our
hives is because they have not oi- hives are so constructed that all surfaces are either next to the bees or
cannot get pollen at the time.
If I knew of a good place to which out-door air, we never find them any
to move 7.5 colonies of bees, in order more concealed about the hives. When to Sow Sweet Clover.
to secure a fall crop of honey, I should Sometimes they bother us slightly by
When is the best time to sow sweet
be pleased to try the experiment, as I attacking our surplus honey after its
am now ready to do so, and then re- removal. There are various methods clover ? If sowed in the fall, will it
port whether it pays to practice of preventing their annoyance in this bloom next year V I have 16 colonies,
respect.
We usually crate our honey and have no pasture for them.
migratory bee-keeping.
at once, in ant-proof crates. W'here
Venice, 111.
H. C. Smith.
Eminence, Ky., .July 8, 1884.
this is not done, some pile it on tables
[Sow
any
time. If sown early in the
and benches whose legs are in dishes
of water. Some poison them with fall, it will soon come up, and bloom
insect powder, etc. but I would not in the following July. Fall sowing is
advise it, as the poison might get into best, because it saves one year's
the honey.
We have built a new
honey-house with stone foundation, time.— Ed.]
ANSWERS BY
and it is ant-proof except at the doors
James Heddon. Dowagiac, Mich. and windows, and we have no trouble Basswood a Complete Failure.
from ants whatever. Keep things
The harvest is past, and bees have

—

tmitat and Baitr.

;

clean.

Comb Honey,

or Extracted ?

Which

is preferable, producing
honey at 12J^ cents per
pound, or comb honey at 20 cents per
pound y markets and all else being
1.

extracted

equal.
2. After extracting, at the close of
the season, do you let the bees clean
the empty combs before storing them

away

how do you manage

If so,

'i

it

gathered only about 3^ of a crop.
White clover has been quite plentiful, and we have had all kinds of
Bees Uncapping Honey.
weather, but it did not seem to affect
1. What is the cause of bees unthe secretion of honey. Basswood was
capping the honey after capping it
a complete failure. I moved 60 coloover once
nies to a belt of basswood trees, and
2. W^hich is the best way of getting
I can bring back all the honey in one
the bees out of the boxes that are
keg.
Let bee-keepers in different
J. Hurst.
filled with honey ?
parts of the country report, so that we
sudden cessation of may be guided in selling the small
Answer.— 1.
the flow of nectar, and at a time when amount of honey which we did get.
James Kipe, 137.
the brood-combs are not crowded
with honey, especially in large hives.
Spring Prairie, Wis., July 24, 1884.
The bees seem to fear being caught in
winter quarters with their honey in an Satisfied'i

A

so as not to induce robbing V
3. Would we not, as a rule, get as
straight combs in your cases of 41-4X43sixl% sections with
inch starters,
as if the full-sized were" used V
unavailable position.
M. F. Talman.
I have received that beautiful book
2. Answered on page 458, present
Bossville, Kans., July 19, 1884.
entitled " Bees and Honey," and have
volume.
read it carefully and with pleasure.
Answers.— 1. Much depends upon
I would not take live times the price
the individual and tlie location. In Transferring Bees.
of it, to be without the information I
regard to what respects, see another
The Weekly
1. Will Mr. Heddon kindly explain have gained from it.
answer in this, or perhaps the next
" driving " process, as practiced Bee Journal comes regularly, and
issue. As a general thing, I think I the
Z. Wells.
is highly appreciated.
should prefer producing extracted by himself, in transferring bees from
Sheridan, Ark., July 16, 1884.
box to movable-frame hives
honev at the prices you quote.
2. What is a " hiving-box V"
2. No
I do not.
good extractor
Beginner.
Introducing Virgin ftueens.
will throw them clean enough for all
•
practical purposes.
Answers.- 1. To drive a swarm of
1 have discovered a very valuable
3. I think you would, but you would bees from a colony, if in a box-hive, method of getting a colony of bees to
get drone comb, and lots of brood in we turn the hive bottom upwards, accept a virgin queen, which is as
it, if you used full sheets of worker (after smoking the bees,) and place an follows
Take a bollow tube with an
foundation below, unless you also empty box on top of the hive (or what opening large enough to receive the
used al^queen-exeluding honey-board. was the bottom), and by drumming upper end of the queen-cell.
Cut
letter, just this moment opened, on the box-hive, the bees, and nearly open the upper end and put it into
from a^ bee-keeper of experience and always the queen too, will desert the the tube about one-half the length of
close observation, contains the follow- combs, going up into the box. The the queen-cell. Then cap the lower
" I have used a good drumming must be radical, after end with a thin skin of wax, put the
ing paragraph
many sections with V-shaped founda- striking the hive, so as to jar its queen into the tube, and close it up
tion starters, all of which are built whole contents. This forced swarm with a sponge saturated with honey
perfectly straight
and even, and can be hived the same as any swarm, for the queen to feed upon, and put
mostly drone comb. There was no only it must be placed upon the old the whole thing between the frames
drone comb below, and still the queen stand, tlie old box-hive being removed where the queen is to be introduced.

%

'i

A

;

:

A

:

;

!

\

;
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have a good How of honey from basswood bloom, as the bloom was unusually abundant but it came and
went, never a bee looking at it.
North winds have blown cold during
the whole month of July, so far, and
the mercury settles down to 38" and
MP above zero every night. Although
my colonies have been extra strong
all the season, only
swarms have
VV. W. Trtjssel.
issued, and now the colonies are idle
Colby, Mich., July 15, 1884.
and listless, killing drones, etc. None
Answer.— The bees are weighted but experienced bee-men h.ave a drop
E. A. Morgan.
with the pollen masses of the Asctepias of surplus honey.
Columbus, Wis., July 21, 1884.
or milk-weed. This is illustrated in
my Manual. I think the losses from
this cause are not great, while I am Honey-Dew
Honey.
sure that milk-weed is an excellent
Bees
are
not
doing well at present.
honey-plant. The bark-lice on maples
and otner trees can be washed off, My big crop of white clover honey
in cities, where they have high-pres- proved to be honey-dew honey. Everysure water-works, by turning on the thing looks favorable for a big honey
hose. The grovied females in May, crop this fall, if it is not too cold but
and the young lice in June, may what the result will be, I cannot foretell.
Many of my customers say that
easily be overcome in this way.
they like the honey-dew honey better
A. J. Cook.
than any other that they can get.
Lansing, Mich., July 19, 1884.
D. B. ROSEBROUGH.
Casey, 111., July 18, 1884.
How to get rid of Ants.

colony of bees will accept a Bees with Diseased Feet.
virgin queen as soon as tliey begin
I send you some bees that have disbuildinsi qiicen-cells, wliicli will be in
eased feet. It
something new to
about -4 hours. In most lases, I me. Tlie bees is taking them out of
are
liave
succeeded immediately after the hives
and carrying them off at a
their old queen was removed from
rate which will weaken them very
them. I think that it is the best iilan much
in a sliort time.
I wish to
would be
tried, and
I have ever
know the name of the disease and the
pleased to know what others tliiuk of
remedy, if there be any.
it.
So far, bees have done b>it little

work. I have about 1,000 pounds of
honey, and i5 swarms from sO colonies." To-day is the first good honey
day that we have had since basswood
began to bloom, and I judge they will
gather 10 pounds per colony within
lU hours. If tliis weather holds out
for 4 or .5 days, we will have a crop of
honey from that source and if we
;

get ashower of rain, clover will yield
iouey for 2 weeks or more.
A. WlCHERTS.
ilattison,

111.,

July

19, 1884.

in

dry,

well-ventilated cellars, in this
locality, came through in good condition.
The spring was cold and wet.

I had my Srst swarm on Jlay 28. Bees
Two years ago I struck upon the
have done well on raspberry, clover, plan that is often used for rats and
and a plant of which I enclose a speci- mice. I mean poisoning. Thoroughly
men. It grows in thick clusters about poison a small quantity of meat or
S feet high. What is its name V Lin- honey with arsenic or strychnine, and
den has been in bloom .5 days, and the put it in wire-cloth cages, or in some
bees are busy.
Jos. Gilbert.
way manage to keep it from every
Mankato, Minn., July 11, 1884.
thing else, and place it in places fre[The plant is Symphoricarpus ocei- quented by the ants and they will
quickly vanish, at least mine have.
dentalis or woolf-berry— a good honey
Saugatnck, Mich
W. B. House.
plant.— T.J. BuKRiLL, Champaign, 111.1
Fastening Starters in Sections.
"Wiring Foundation Unnecessary.
If the top piece of the section is
I have been experimenting with rubbed with wax, and the foundation
c-omb foundation, this season, and find put in moderately warm, the starter
that wiring it is entirely unnecessary. will be perfectly fastened, and with
;

fasten the foundation in frames,
place them in the top stories of
hives which contain strong colonies,
and let the bees draw it out, say halfbrood thickness. If they store some
honey, all the better, which will set
up the young bees in house-keeping.
Then place the frames in a new hive
to put the bees on. There will be no
warping or sagging, and I think it is
much easier and cheaper than using
wire. I hope jNIr. Heddon will give
this plan a trial, and report through
I

and

•')

;

"Wolf-berry.

The bees which were wintered

;

Uncapping Knife.
Do all who have occasion

to use the

honey uncapping knife know how
much nicer and easier it works if
kept immersed in hot water as much
of the time as possible while in use,
or even dipped occasionally
Let
those who have never tried the plan
do so, and if not pleased I will be
'f

" Typo."

surprised.
[Yes,- that

is

the

most approved

method, and has been so stated many
times in the Bee Journal during
the past few years.— Ed.]

little pressure.
use a Clark Bees Gathering Honey-Dew.
fastener, and have no further trouble
Bees have been gathering large
with falling starters, since pursuing quantities of honey-dew of late, but

very

We

the above method. Bees have done
well on white clover, in our vicinity,
but vve fear that basswood will be a

The weather has been

it is

poor

have done

On

stuff.
the whole,
fairly well so far.

bees

W. H. Stout.

cool
Pine Grove, Pa., July 21, 1884.
and cloudy during the past week,
thus checking the honey secretion
Accidentally Disabled.
but clover still looks well, and, with
In the spring of 1883 I commenced
favorable weather, may continue to
with 22 colonies of bees, from which I
yield honey for some time.
received about 1,200 pounds of honey,
LiBRiE Long.
and increased them to 44 by natural
the Bee Journal.
Williamsville, N. Y., July 18, 1884.
I sold 3 colonies, and
swarming.
Peter Brickey.
wintered the balance without loss.
Lawrenceburg, Ky., July 19, 1884.
Bees Not Busy.
Of these I lost one after placing them
are doing but little work now. on the summer stands. The result of
Bees
ftuick Work.
White clover was almost a failure. the season up to July 1, was only a
On Saturday, May 31, at 12:30 p. m., Our main hope now is on heart's-ease. little over 600 pounds of comb hoiiey,
with enough left, perhaps, to supply
I hived a swarm of bees on empty
J. W. Margrave.
a family of nine members. Why my
combs. On Monday, June 2, at 8:30
Hiawatha, Kans., July 21, 1884.
bees have done so poorly, I cannot
a. m.. they had gained 30 pounds, all
They were nearly all in flue contell.
from apple bloom.
Abundant, No Honey.
Basswood
dition when white clover began to
H. E. Mitchell.
With us the honey season has closed, bloom, and the bloom was quite proGreece, N. Y., July 13, 18&4.
and we have to report only ,^3 of a fuse. From my 40 colonies I have
No swarming this year. I had but 4 swarms, thus increasing my
crop.
Honey Dearth Now.
have 80 colonies which I fed heavily number to 44,33 of which I sold about
Bees are not doing very well in during April and May, and all were July 1. I think that bee-keeping is a
Eastern Ohio. The weather has been exceedingly strong.
They made a pleasant occupation, and though my
too dry we have had but little rain good start on locust, and tilled their profits liave been small, I have taken
since the first of April. Bees have hives fit for winter, when the white considerable delight in the business.
nothing to gather horiey from.
clover came on in abundance but it But from the fact of having been alJacob 0.svvalt.
rained continually, and north winds most totally disabled in my back, by
Maximo, O., July 18, 1884.
prevailed during June. We hoped to ahorse which, in 1880, fell with me
failure.

;

;

—
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with my foot hanging in the stirup,
and dragging me on the frozen ground
at a fearful rate of speed until I was
for life, I have
crippled, perhaps
thought it best to retire from the beebusiness, at least for the present, and
keeping only a few colonies for family
use. With best wishes for the continued advancement of this ever increasing industry, I now withdraw

from the active duties

of tlie business.
F. M. Reeds.
July IS, 1884.

into hives. I know of another
tree which contained bees every year
for 1-5 or 20 years, and the bees died
during every winter for that length
of time, when another swarm would
occupy it as soon as the next swarm
ing-season arrived. As the tree had
been watclied for the above length of
time, Mr. C, in my humble opinion,
and judging from what my experience has taught me, must find some
other theory than " tree-trunk win-

them

say two or three different
lengths, with a loop on the snap at
the end of the strap attached to the
end of the pole. AVhen the bees have
mostly collected on the bush or limb
of the tree, attach the basket to the
pole, jar the bees on the limb, hold
the basket up so its bottom will touch
the exact spot from which the bees
were jarred, and the bees will go into
it, then carry them to the bee-yard.
They are simply collected in a basket
instead of on a bush or limb. Put the
basket on the frames of the hive,
cover all with talile or other cloth,
shake the basket, and give two or
three minutes time for them to run
down into the hive. I would not take
S20 for my basket if I could not get
another.
JSIr.
Ileddon also tells us
how to draw the bees from the secpoles,

before he can claim the
cham'pionship of making a grand discovery. With the best of feeling for
Hybrids Better than Italians.
Mr. C. and his new theory, Ishould
colonies
of
bees in two- have told the bee-keeping fraternity
I have 28
story chaff-hives. On June 10, from that the tree of which I spoke on page
2 hybrid colonies I extracted 56 lbs. 4.5!), contained about 1 wash-tub and
of honey, and from 8 Italian colonies, 3 patent buckets full of honey, besides
196 lbs." I think the hybrids cannot many combs.
Col. R. Walton.
equal the Italians in honey-gathering.
Industry, Pa., July 17, 1884.
tions. This is my metliod
Simply
I sold 100 lbs. of the honey at 12^
place a partition-board between the
cents per lb., which was shipped, and Good Enough.
case of sections and the brood-chamthe balance in my home market at 15
ber, first blowing in a little smoke to
have
increased
my
colonies
of
I
cents per pound.
Ciias. Haas.
awaken and scare the bees then
bees 150 per cent., and taken from cover the case, except a J|-iuch slot
Lower Salem, Ohio.
them an average of 70 pounds of or opening for egress to the outside of
white clover honey. A. B. Mason.
*
the liive. It is best to have it in front.
No Basswood Honey.
Wagon Works, O., July 21, 1884.
It works like a charm, and as soon as
Bees have done well here until June
robbers are troublesome, I bore holes
20, when there was a sudden cessation
in the board at or near the front end
of tlie honey-flow.
Some farmer's Still Hunting.
of the cap of the hive, and place in
The honey harvest, in this section, the holes for egress, small wire-gauze
colonies swarmed as many as 4 times.
There are a great many bees in Atchi- is about ended for this year. We conical tubes, not unlike Mr. Alley's
son County, Mo., and Southern Iowa. have had an abundance of bloom, but to his drone or queen catcher.
Kocky Mountain bee-plant grows in the weather has been anything but
St. Paul, Minn.
Mouch Ajhel.
The
large quantities on the bluffs of the what bee-men would desire.
Missouri river, and bees do well when nights have been very cold. I have
it is in bloom.
We have hundreds of colonies that swarmed about the mid- Honey in Mountainous Regions.
I agree with ^Ir. Pleasants, in his
acres of goldenrod and other fall dle of June, and have not yet finished
flowers. I am now Italianizing my their first set of sections. Basswood article on page 375, and think the
colonies for the purpose of rearing commenced to bloom on July 3, and I time is not far distant when our
queens. I have 34 colonies. Bass- think it is all gone now. White clover valley apiarists will have to be moved
will last sometime yet, but I never back into the mountains, beyond the
wood was a total failure this year.
knew bees to gather much from that range of fruit-men and besides the
Chas. Harrold.
after July 20.
Hamburg, Iowa, July 21, 1884.
We have seen some honey-production is better, and the
few offerings of comb honey in the honey is of a better quality, much
market, but none finished well, so we clearer than that gathered in the
Neither Increase nor Surplus.
do not think that there will be more valleys. Not nearly so much honey
4.')2,
On page
migratory bee-keeping, than half a crop of comb honey, judg- is gathered along the coast. We also
practiced
as
by JNIessrs. Flanagan and idg mostly from our own. We have have sections in this county which
Baldridge, is described. I received waited patiently for Mr. H., of Centre are overstocked with bees. Within
90 colonies of bees from Mr. Flana- Point, to explain something aboivt the an area of six square miles there are
gan, of New Orleans, La., on June 18, "glucose business."
We know he over 1,.500 colonies kept; and from
1884. They were entirely destitute of has used large quantities of the arti- observation I have never known any
stores, and depleted in numbers and cle some way ; so much so that he of them to get any where near the
having arrived in the midst of the cannot sell honey in this market. We amount of honey, per colony, comwhite clover bloom, they soon tilled do know it has hurt the sale of ex- pared to those with smaller apiaries
tlieir hives with nice honey, but have tracted honey in Cedar Rapids.
As and larger ranges of bee-pasturage.
yielded no increase or surplus, as we we produce mostly extracted honey, Where bees are left with plenty of
are havhig a severe drouth— there and deal in it exclusively, we know honey in the fall, thus leaving but
having been no rain for 4 weeks. what we are talking about.
We little cold air space, and having a
Basswood has yielded no nectar this want to hear from Mr. H. through the good queen, they come out in the
season, and the outlook is discourag- Bee Journal.
spring strong and vigorous, as such
T. B. Quinlan.
ing at present. Large numbers of
an amount of honey encourages broodCedar Rapids, Iowa, July 18. 1884.
bees are woiking on over-ripe redrearing earlier and stronger. They
raspberry fruit, and searching everyseem to know that they have the
Hiving
Bees, etc.
" backing " when they have so much
where for nectar. They are killing
drones and carrying all drone-brood
I hive swarms of bees somewhat honey, the same as a man who has
out of the hives. S. J. Youngman.
differently than Messrs. Hutchinson plenty of capital in his business. I
and Ileddon. My plan is as follows have found that to stimulate bees in
Cato, Mich., July 20, 1884.
Take a common peach basket, separ- February or ilarch, in this mild
"Tree-Trunk Method of Wintering." ate the partially separated staves, that climate, is a great advantage. Last
the bees may have ready ingress also season I experimented in rearing late
According to my declaration as an bore the bottom of it full of 3|-inch queens, but found it unprofitable. I
expert bee-hunter, Mr. W. F. Clarke's holes, attach a 6-inch strap to the have had them fertilized in Novemarticle has brought to my mind some centre of the bottom of the basket, ber, but have had five failures to one
of my past experience in tree-trunk with a snap of an old suspender, or success. Drones are generally scarce
wintering of bees. Last fall I knew of a tie-rein of a horse, at the end.
then, and the winds drive the queens
of 6 bee-trees, 3 in Ohio and 3 in Stick on the inside of each stave, and before it, causing much loss, and the
Pennsylvania, in which allot the bees ?:£ of its length, very narrow strips of result is drone layers, etc., and they do
died during the past winter.
Had old comb (lengthwise), and some on not live as long. M. H. Mendelson.
they lived, I intended transferring the bottom (inside) ; now have light
San Buenaventura, Cal.
Hiiidsboro,

111.,

tering,"

:

;
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

Special glotices.
Examine the Date following your
the wrapper label of this
paper; it indicates the end of the
month to which you have paid your
subscription on the Bee Journal.
For safety, when sending money to

name on

this office get either a post office or express money order, a bank draft on
York or Chicago, or register the
Postage stamps of any kind
letter.
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.

New

We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
^^ When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter. The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
^" It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the
number of insertions his advertisement has had.
^" All money orders from foreign
countries, should be made payable at
Chicago, as the " Madison Street Station "'"is not an International office.

^" In reply to many correspondents
us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps at their face value
inchuling the 3 cent ones.
Silver
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
I®" We carefully mail the Bee
Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified
before all the edition is exhausted.
^^ We now club the Bntish Bee
Journal and our Monthly for $2.50, or
it and the Weekly for $3.50.
let

Create a Local

To increase the number of readers
of the Bkk Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
premiums for
offer the following
getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
Journal will be taken for less than
tlie regular advertised prices (viz.:
Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
tliei/ send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getting up the club
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the
;

Amekican "Popular" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English
language that enters into speech or
writing it contains 32,000 words and
;

Now

is

Markets
city.

Honey

the time to create

town and

in every village,

Wide

-

awake honey producers

should get the

Honey"

Honey Uarket.

Leaflets "

Why

eat

(only 50 cents per 100), or else

the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
and Medicine," and scatter them
plentifully all over the territory they
can supply with honey, and the result
will be a demand that will readily take
all of their crops at
remmierative
prices. The prices for "Honey as Food
and Medicine " are as follows
:

Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
per hundred, ii*2.50. oOO will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to evei-y one who
;

—

^F

phrases, 670 illustrations and 512 pages;
honey, will sell almost
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be buys a package of
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address any quantity of it.
desired.
Subscriptions for two or more years
Convention Hand-Book.
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
It is a nice Pocket Companion for
i®° Dzierzou's new work entitled bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
" Rational Bee-Keeping," we now on toned paper, and bound in cloth
club with the Bee Journal as fol- price .50 cents.
The W'eekly for one year and
lows
contains a copy of a model
It
the book, l)ound in cloth, for S3, or in
paper covers for $2.75. The Monthly " Constitution and By-Laws " for the
Bee Journal and the book, $1 less formation of Societies for Bee-Keepthan the above prices. It is an im- ers— a simplified manual of Parliaported book, printed in the English
language, and the price of the book is mentary Law and Rules of Order for
$1. -50 bound in paper covers, or $2.00 the guidance of officers as well as
:

when bound

in cloth.

1^" For $2.75 we will supply the
AVeekly Bee Journal one year, and
Dzierzou's Piational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
with the Monthly, $2.C0.

members, a blank form for making
reports
for
questions

statistical

—a

Programme

discussion
at
such meetings model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
1^" Do not let your numbers of the jotting down interesting facts, etc.
have aimed to make it suitable for
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
best way to preserve them is to pro- any locality, and a book that will comcure a binder and put them in. They
mend itself to every bee-keeper in the
are very valuable for reference.
English-speaking world.
of

—

;

We

Apiary Register—New Edition.

We have had Bome

bound

in Russia

Preparation of Honey for the Mar- leather, with colored edges— price 60
production and care
cents.
All who intend to be systematic in
of both comb and extracted honey,
their work in the apiary, should get a
We will supply them by the dozen at
instructions on the exhibition of bees
per cent, discount, post-paid.
copy and commence to use it. The
This is a 25
at Fairs, etc.
and
honey
prices will hereafter be as follows
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
^" Constitutions and By-Laws for
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 25
local Associations $2.00 per 100. The
Manual
in
and
the
cloth
1^ Cook's
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
name of the Association printed in the
Weekly Bee Journal for one year
50 cents extra.
The larger ones can be used for a will be sent for $3. Manual and blanks for
few colonies, give room for an increase Monthly. $2.00. We liave no more of
(^ Letters for publication must be
of numbers, and still keep the record the old edition left, and, therefore, the
all together in one book, and are there- club price of that edition at $2.75 and written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
fore the most desirable ones.
$1.75 IS withdrawn.
ket, including t)ie

:

!

!
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Bingham Corner,

Office of The American Bee Journal,
1884.
Monday, 10 a. m., July
Marengo, III., June 18, 1884.
Tlie Doctor Subdues All Mr. T. F.
latest quotaare
the
following
The
Bingham, Dear Sir:— I've used the "Doctor"
tions for honey and beeswax received
till its all daubed up with bee-glue, and although at first sight I thought I did not like
up to this hour
now
induced
be
could
not
anything so large, I
I

'.iS,

aUEENS!

S

BY RETURX MAIL,
FROM OUR A'Eir STRAINS OF

—

=1TALIAN

AND ALBINO

BEES.=^

:

except bv the direst poverty, to do with any
CINCINNATI.
"
thing smaller. As a matter of " economy
HONEY.— The demand for extracted is fair,
" to any of the
I much prefer the " Doctor
and to all appearances, gradually improving. It
cheaper smokers, of which I have worn out brings 6(^9c per pound on arrival. There is a
several. The "Doctor" has entirely cured small demand for comb honey, but we had small
deal could be sold. It
me, so that I am now a Bingham man, as my offers ODiy, and a good
14c per pound on arrival.
wife always has been. If the somewhat brings
plentiful at 30@:12C on
Offerings
BEESWAX—
that
vague remark in your letter means
arrival.
C. F. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.
nothing was charged for the Smoker sent,
NEW YORK.
except the reading of your letter, 1 shall be
very glad of another "Doctor" forthe money
HONEY— Sales of comb honey continue slow.
sent, so that my wife won't take mine from As yet there are no arrivals of this season's crop.
We have received several small shipments of new
me. Bees just booming on white clover.

Yours Truly,

C. C.

extracted honey, which sold readily.

Miller.

For prices

this year's crop, we quote : Fancy white, 1-lb.,
IKc; fancy white. 2-lb., I5®16ci fair to good, 1
and'2-lb., I2fel4c: fancy buckwheat. 1-lb.. I2(3(13c:
E.xtracted. white clover, in kegs or
2 lb., lu* 12c.
small barrels, BH^Ltc: dark grades. 7(ai7Hc.
Prime yellow. :iom32c.

on

WooDARD's Landing, Wash. Ter.
The Best Smoker. — To Bingham &
Hetherington, Abronia, Mich., Dear Sirs
—Find enclosed money for 3 Conqueror
Smokers, which please send per mail— one to
;

each. Dr. Balch. J. M. Louderback, and H.
A. Towner. The Conqueror is the best
Smoker I ever used. Respectfully,

We

are happy to announee to the bee-keeping public that we are now prepared to send
you QUEENS on short notice, at the following low rates
Untested, each
$ 1.00
"
5.50
per '/i dozen
"
per dozen
10.00
:

1.10
Warranted, each
"
per H dozen
6.00
"
per dozen
11.00
2.00
Tested, each
3.50
Select Tested, each
Send for our descriptive Price-List and see
of
our
goods.
our
customers
say
what

16(31

BEESWAX—

McCaul &

HiLliKETH. 34 Hudson

St.

BOSTON.

HONEY -The sale

we are

of honey

^ibliged to sell 2-lb.

is

almost over, and

combs

for

I,5c,

and2H-

Address,

WM.

\%\

& SON,
COLERAIN, MASS.

C.AKV

(The oldest breeders of Italian Bees in America.)
:38Atf

My Apiary of 100 colonies
of Bees, including a house
For Rent; and one acre of land, shop,
for

H.Hastings.
Ibs. to 2^-Ibs. from VXgjl-2c. No 1-lbs. in the
honey-house, etc. Also, Bees and Honey
market. Extracted, 8@loc.
Sale. For terms, address
BBBSWAX-35C.
Dresden, Tex., May 28, 1884.
Blake & riplet, .57 Chatham Street.
K. S. BECKTEI4I., Three Oaks, Mich.
Conquer the " Cyps."— T. F. Bingham,
30A.3t
Abronia, Mich., Dear Sir; —Enclosed And
CHICAGO.
one
mail,
send,
per
please
which
$1.75, for
HONEY— This week we have had liberal receipts
"Conqueror Smoker" to Major H. A. High, of comb honey, and the prices are irregular. As a
Waxahachie, Tex. He bought a Cyprian rule, the honey is of tlrst quality, and put up in
improvement is noted in this
Syrian-Albino
Queen from me, and the Bees have worsted good shape; a gradual
Prices range from 14t«lfic for the best;
the old gentleman. I told him that the Con- respect.
sells for more than that, but it
case
a
occasionally
Mv new Strain AHEAB of all. Ther
queror Smoker would conquer the "Cyps," is in a retail way. The extracted honey is still
build beautiful, straight Combs, AvitUout
as I had tried one for two years, and " it sluggish, at nominal price8-»i<3;rtc per pound.
and are UNEXCEliI^ED as.
Separators,
never failed." Respectfully,
BEESWAX— Fair receipts: prices, 3n(fl)37c.
workers. Reared by Alley's method.
B. F. Carroll.
B. A. BURNETT. 161 South Water St.
$,3.00
Select-Tested, to breed from
SAN FRANCISCO.
$1.50
Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 1.'), 1882.
Untested
not receive any note-

May 17,

1884.

Queens

has been " which and tother " with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
Bingham's Conqueror
last I am "boss."

HONEY— Offerings do
worthy attention; there are no urgent orders in
the market, and little or no disposition to purchase on speculative account. Honey producers
make a mistake to ship their honey for sale to

Smoker

parties not in

Cyprians Conquered— All summer long

it

did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smo
ker of Bingham. Respectfully,
G. M. Doolittle.

Prices, by mall, post-paid.

that particular line of business.
Outsiders having lots of honey to sell, run about
to find a buyer, and notfknowing the market, or
the value of honey, offer a little under the market,
and when these outside lots get out of the way,
our market will have pome tone. White to extra
white comb 14<3<l7c. Dark to good 10@1.3c. Extracted, choice to extra white 5®H!^c. Dark and

Doctor smoker (wide shield )..3!4 inch.. $3 00 candied 4c.
" .. 175
BEESWAX-Wholesale, 27Ji@30e.
Conquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
Stsarnb & Smith, 423 Front Street.
" ..150
3'/4
Large smoker (wide shield)
"
..125
2
Extra smoker (Wide shield)
KANSAS CITY.
" .. 100
2
Plain smoker
There is beginningto be some demand
HONEY—
65 for new honey now at somewhat better prices.
1% "
Little Wonder smoker
Choice 2 and 1-lb. sections bringing 17(ailsc;
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
more in*

—

1 15

2 inch

TO SELL AGAIN, apply
dozen

rates.

for dozen or half-

Address,

choice old honevlcless. I am having
quirv for M-lb. sections than I anticipated, and 1
could use a few hundred pounds at pretty good
flgnres. Who has any ? Extracted, dull and unchanged, 7(a>^c.

BEBSWAX-30@3.'.c.
JEROME TwiCHELL. 514 Walnut

BINGHAM, P. M., or
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

T. F.

ABRONIA, nncH.

street.

ST. LODIS.

HONEY — Steady; demand

small. Comb, I2@l4c per
tracted 6(5i6V^c.

lb.,

and supply both
and strained and ex-

^T" By an error of the type, in last week's;
Journal, the latter figures were $1.00.— ED.
DK. G. I..
Address,
New Philadelphia, Ohio;
30Att

TINKER,

DR. FOOTE'S
HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
Hints aot) Ready Recipes,
the title of a very valuable book that gives eu
great amount of information, of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, concerning their dally
habits of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleepmg,is

^".^'^^..^^Jllf/'TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,
and contains 38 pages, and U sent by malU
post-paid, on receipt of price. This U just
the Book that every family should have.

IT

TELLS ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,

What to Eat,

How to Eat it.
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Perils of

How

Summer,

to Breathe,

BEESWAX- Firm at 32@32)^c. for choice.
the
Overheating Housea,
W. T. AUPERSON 4 Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
Ventilation.
Lorain County Bee-Keepers' AssociaInfluence of Plants,
CLEVELAND.
Invalids,
tion will be held in the Court House
new honey Occupation fur
HONEY—There are st>me arrivals ofOur
Superfluous Hair,
market
so.
unusually
at Elyria, Ohio, on Wednesday, Aug. which is very nice,
Drowned,
the
Restoring
it, the demand

(^

The summer meeting

6, 1884.

O.

J.

of

Terrell,

does not seem to be quite ready for
not having begun, and no sales made worth mentioning. It is our aim to get 18c for best 1-pound
Extracted, as
sections, and 16c for 2-pound8.

Sec.

North Ridgeville, O.

usual,

1^

and
Wisconsin Bee-Keep-

The Northwestern

Southwestern

is dull.

BEESWAX-30C.

A. C. Kekdel. ILi Ontario Street.

Illirtois

will hold its next
meeting on the third Tuesday in August, at Leroy Ilighbarger's, near
Adaline, Ogle County, HI.
J. Stewart, Sec.
Rock City, Illinois.

ers' Association

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections
17@18c; extracted, 7^c.

GEO. W.

^

Meade & Co., 213 Market St.

Preventing Near-SightednesB.

IT TELLS

Bathing— Best way,
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Clothing— what to Wear».
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Exercise,

Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Headache, causeA
Malarial Aff'ections,

Croup— to Prevent.

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes, Boils. Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns.i'oughs, Cholera.Diarrhoea, Diphtheria. Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache. Felons.
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,.
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples. Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sor*
Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet. Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms In Children.

The meeting of the Bee-KeepIt will Sare Doctor Bills
Association of Northeastern KenPrice only »5 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid, by
tucky, will be held in the city of
THOMAS O. ^E'WM.AJi,
Covington, AValker's Hall, on Aug.
y25 West Madison Street. CHICAGO. ILL.
Sec.
Cree,
W.
G.
[^ The Gibson County Bee-Keep- 13, 1884.
ers' Association, will meet at Trenton,
KentuckyBee-Keepers'ConThe
Gibson Co., Tenn., on Aug. 2, 1884.
Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
vention meets in Louisville, Ky., durgood attendance is expected.
(day
for Samples «fe Keduced Prlce-LlatExposition
Send
the
the
opening
of
ing
Sec.
IlAPPELL,
T. J.
ABtf J. VANDKKVOKT, Laceyville, Pa.
N. F. Allen, Sec,
not fixed).
J. W. Howell, Pres.

A

ers'

^

!

:
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i)rders for

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
A

WhUe Poplar

!

ORGAN

Specialty.

Dovetailed

Krerythinn fully up with the times,

iind

At Lowest Figures
Send stamp for:jJ-pageCatalopueandSamplea.

Al'URIAN SUPPLY
I

week

a

at

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

home. fS-Oo

Pay

outtlt free.

No risk. Capital not reHeader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex. youn^or old.
can make j:reat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to U. Hallett&Co.. Portland, Maine.
I

iibs.ilutely sure.

i

quired.

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,

Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

4Aly

188 and 190 State

htph side-wnlls,* to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Mont, c^ N, r.

&

ESTEY & CAMP,

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
J.

XSO,000

The Best

CO.,

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A6m

&

DOUGHERTY

McKEE,

CHICAGO.

St.,

IF YOTJ "WAITT

Indianapolis, Ind.,
I

I
1

for the working class. Send 10 cents
IT postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods

that will put you in the way of making
days, than you
I more money in a few
everthoughtpossibleatany business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
Is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. Vou can easily earn from ;)i) cents to to every

GOLD!

who want work may test the
this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send $ l to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will he made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
That

evening.

1.0CA1J

re:porters wanxeb.

We want an agent and local reporter in every
farming community to represent City and Country
and furnish us from liaie to time such facts as we
may require. Send 2r> cents for credentials and
full particulars regarding services and compensation. Address. Will C. Turner & Co.. Publishers
**Clty and Conntry*** Columbus, Ohio.
24Al8t

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

Apply

C.

to

P.

10c.

MVTH,

etc.

O.
forPracticalHlntsto Bee-Keepers.

ILLS.IOiNCH $15.00

W.CPELH AM..J

M/i YSV/L Le.Kr

^i^

37Aly
kwanted for The Lives of

all

^
.,

Portland, Me.

in

utid

NEW AND

U S E F T' li

Articles for the Apiary
Send for our
illustrated Circular.
18Atf HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
Hi-jiajjre

WE CALL
the attention of

all

wanting-

A

No.

1

send for Circular.

K. F.

llAtf

SMITH. Smyrna,

AND
;

elter, or

27Atf

bo.\

sent.

We have the lahgest factory in the world for
manufaeturinp flrst-class and superior
Buggies, Phaetons, idifiUt Carriages,
Surrey Wagons,

Ofi.-),

Belleville, St. Clair Co., Ills.

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

;

AND OUR POPULAR

American Village
the latter most perfect
motion.

Carts,

and free from horse

UT" We make our own wheels from the best timber isawed by our own mills) that can be obtained
from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.

DAYIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
HEVOhVlNQ COMB-HANGER,

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
enffraving in colors representing an "Australian
Scene." and their manner of traveling in that
24A18t
country with ostriches as a motor.

;

American Express.

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
See Advertisement

Catalopue and name of nea^e^t dealer,
where our supekior Vehicles can be seen, will be

18Ai:!t 6B3t

^_^

N.F.ASHTON, Davenport, Iowa.

retail.

When

FLANAGAN & ILUNSKI,
Lock

For Sale by
and

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

aliovc Hers, anil will warrant safe delivery and satisl'acti<tn.
N. 11.--NO lices will be sold by us, for any
consideration, from any apiary that has ever
had a case of foul brood in it. For prices
and particulars, send to

to
N. Y.

Dollar Queens. 90c. six, «5.00 twelve. 19.00.
Warranted, $l..'>0 tested. $2.50 selected, 25 cents
extra. Warranted pure. Order now and getchoice
gueens. Send money by P. O. Order. Registered
;

COLUMBUS BUGGY

BEES,

4Aly

QUEENS
BEES.

ITALIAN

SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

Italian, C,vi>rian or Hybrids, to the following,

QUEENS, DADANT FOT7NITALIAN
dallon, und Supplies.—
will pay you
It

VEHICLE,

from one well-known to the readers of this
Paper
"I have never seen a case of foul brood;
my bees are entirely healthy, and have always
been so, and are O. K. in every respect."
Geo. B. Petehs, M. D.
We can furnish any number of Colonies of

the

*l*re3ident8 of the U. S. The
.largest.handsomest, best book
lever sold for less than twice
lour price. The fastest selling
boolf in America.
Immense
profits to agents. All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms

Hallktt Book C

<•!'

tln'

CINCINNATI,

976 and 978 Central Ave.,

BEE-

Dealers
M FP1,IES
and HONEY.

lllVKS a Specialty. Dadant's
Foiindation.llin^liani Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation (nun the Given Press, Sections, Extract oi-s and Honey Jars. Send for
our Price I,ist.
14A26t
Latifjstrotli

all

4Aly

free.

KEEPEUS'

we make

business,

^"Send

I\ranuf:i(.-tiii'('T-s

in

another column.

923

$18.00.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation, Hives, Sections, and

all

Apiar--

ian Implements, send for Circular to

ALFRED

West Madison

H.

Street,

NEWUAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

lABly Lockbox9»5.

BelleTille, St.ClairCo.,1118..

!
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HEDDON'S
ooHiXJivrisr.

Thousand Just Published

Sixth

New and Enlarged

five cross

bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the necb-band. The
bars are of best lij^ht
spring steel the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
;

;

an Apiary
and Profit by
of

for Pleasure

;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

Wholesale and Retail.

»SS 'Weat MadlsoB
of

I

'

BEES and HONEY,

COMB FOUNDATION.
liave

Edition

OF

Management

now

VEIL.

There are
'

^

BEST G-IVEN

I

A NEW BEE

on hand a freshly-made

nijrht,

Street, Ghlcaco, III.

Flies.

and theprotectionagainstMosquitoes,
Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect. The

weight of the entire Veil being only

five

ounces.

lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

material.
It is very
easily put togetlior, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
lixT inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing" it either day or

It

230

contains

profusely

Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

illustrated

" in all
923 \»'est Madison Street,
pure domestic wax, thor- pages, is "fully up with the times
II.1.INOIS.
the improvements and inventions in this CHICAGO,
oughly cleansed from all impurities.
Send s-ix cents for postage,
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
and receive free, a costly box
Sizes of brood and surplus, SMxl6}^, or the apiarist with everything that can aid in
f goodswhich will help you to
more money right away than
Langstroth size. I have also Dadant's the successful management of the Honeyanything elseinthis world. All
ft
of either sex. succeed from first
best Brood Foundation of same size; also Bee, and at the same time produce the most hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
honey in its best and most attractive workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. TRtJE
4Aly
Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send
& Co., Augusta. Maine.

from

strictly

PRIZ[J

condition.

for prices,

and

offer a liberal

state

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

to

I

DEAI^ERS.

AppreciatlTe Notices.
DEALER

Friend Nkwm.\n:— I acknowledge with

I.V

pleasure the receipt, this moniing, ot a very
beautiful book, entitled, "Bees and Honey,
(jueens
Italian Bees
or. Management of an apiary for Pleasure
further information, send for Circnlar.
Fo
HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE. and Profit sixth edition, enlarged." The 7Aly
KICHMOND. Fort Beod Co. TEXAS.
book opens with a kind, familiar face, and
I believe my Hive is growing in popular- the whole subject matter is concise, easy
Factory? wholesale
Dadaiit'sFoiindation
ity, to a much greater degree, than is the and comprehensive.
1 read it with much
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
business of bee-keeping. I am now pre- pleasure.
T. F. Bingham.
pared to furnish these bives made up, and
Abronia, Mich., May 1, 1884.
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.
I have received a copy of the revised
now wish t') say to my former custnuiers. tliat I
One Hive complete for comb honey.. $3.00 edition of " Bees and Honey," and after amI now ready to till orders for the following Queens.
find
it to be a very
examining
the
same,
,50
in May and June. each.... f
Hybrid
(The above will contain two cases comhandy and useful book of reference on the Italian— untested— not warranted, in May and 1.00
plete with sections).
June, each
subject of bees and honey, and believe it Italian—
1.50
warranted, May and June, each
The above Hive complete for extracshould be fciund in the liljrary of all inter- Italian— tested Queen
2.50
7.00
Full colonies of Hybrids
ted honey
$3.00 ested in the studv of bees.

and

Pure

;

GOLDEN ITALIANS!

The above Hive complete

H. H. BitowN.

for both in

one
One Hive in the flat
Five or over, each

4..50

1..50

should ever order these Hives
In the flat, without ordering one made up

complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
by those purchased from me.

SECTIONS.

10.00

Full colonies of Italians

•20Atf

1884.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

in cloth, Sl.OO
cents, postpaid.

7.5

THOMAS
92.5

West Madison

^^A

in

li.

J.

DIEHL,

Butler, Ind.

paper

Automatic Honey Extractor

NEWMAN,
Chicago,

Street,

Ills.

Discount to Dealers, by

lilberal
tlie

G.

;

Dozen or Hundred.

Send for descriptive Circular and Prices to
G. W. STANLEY & BRO.,
YOMING, N. Y.
I'OAtf

W

Dadant's FouiidatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

Dadanl'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
.

lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4}!fx4Jj;x(), 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, S6.50; 5xBx2,
per 1,000, S8.00. All shipped from here.

QUEENS!
New

May 8,

2.00

No one

Our

Light Street, Pa.,

Strain,

and

retail.

See Advertisement

50

in

TONS

Believing it to be advanta^'eous to both
seller and buyer to deal with the same
parties year after year, we have for several
years bought the entire honey crop of many

See Advertisement in another column.

W.BogersTillei
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Mich.,
Geneinee

another column.

OF COMB HONEY W.4NTED.

retail.

Co.,
a specialty of rearing fine Italian
from
the purest and
queens. All queens bred
best of mothers, and the cells built in full colonies. Single queen, fi; 6 for $5; 12 or more 75
Tested queens. *1.50 each. Make
cents each.
3iAtf
money orders payable at Flint, Mich.
Is

now making

DEC
L

-KEEPERS*

before ordering your

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

bee-keepers.
In \Hew of our increasing
legend for our lar^e Illustrated Catatrade, we wish to add to our list of pro- j^P
logue. Bent free to any address.
ducers the names of a few more reliable
Cobiirg, Iowa.
E.
10Aa4t
Take your choice. Prices
men whose honey crop is from one to ten or
Tested, to breed from
$ 3 00 nu)re tons yearly. Through the actions of
Untested
I 25
certain bee-keepers, the trade now demands Dadant's Fouiulatioii Factory, wholesale
Untested, after July 1st
100 mostly one-pound sections. We pay spot and retail. See Advertisement In another column.
Fntested, (perdoz.) after July lat
11 00
casta at railroad station for what we buy.
Those desirous of becoming ac<iuainted with
such dealers, will state how much honey
they have of each size section. How much
of each quality. How soon the whole or
PUBLIC SENTIMENT aEBrms that the PRB3I
of it can be in shipping order. Name Is SUPERIOR for uiakintiComb Foundation eithe
And be SUI?E to state whether or not you part
and insures
lowest cash price, and say how much more In Wired Frames or for t?ECTIONS.
when drawn out by
have my Circular for 1883.
If answer is favorable, BtraiKbt and perfect combs,
is in your locality.
and samples.
Address,
we will call on you. York State, Michigan, the bees. Send for8.Circular
eiTEN Ji CO..
D.
•JA.MES HEDDOA',
or Vermont preferred. Address,
HOOPBSTON. ILL.
lABtf
SON, Wethersfleld, Conn.
F. I. SAGE
DOWAQIAC, Caas County, MICH.

Also

IJHPORTBO ITALIANS!

KKETCHMEK,

:

CIRCULAR for 1884

Given'sFoundationPress.

&

1

'

..
.

*^
{^ ^ OLOEST BEE PAPER
^•i _

IN

AMERICA

DEYOTET) TO THE INTERESTS OF
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU..

August

Topics Presented

in this

HONEY PRODUCERS.
1884.

6,

CLUBBING LIST FOR

Numlier.

Bee-Dian-hoea

-504

Bee-KeepiuK in the Mountains.
Bees have done Swarming

.507

.

.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

EDITOR ANI> PROPRIBTOR,

925

WEST MADISON

prices quoted In the last

Weekly.

»a

a year

:

Monthly. »1.

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one iwty subscrip-

ty The receipt for money

sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

f:y Any

person sending a club of six, Is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished /r«e.

f^r Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
lime paid for, unless requested to be continued.

FOBEION postage:. £X.TKA
To Europe—Weekly, 5tt cents
To

Australia -Weekly, fl

:

Monthly, 12 cents.
Monthly. 24 cents.
;

;

Oeorge Neighbour & Sons. London, England, are
OUT authorized agents for Europe.

column

ffives

The

figures.

the retnilar price of both.

All

-508

Breeding and Selling Queens

.504

Honey
Honey

-507

The Weekly Bee Journal

506

and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3 25..
BeeBandHoney(T.O.Newman)cloth3 00.
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
275..
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75..

But

Little

poataffe prepaid.

at the World's

Fair

Comments on Many

tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey,'* bound In paper.

column of

-507

Bee-Stings, Cross Bees, etc

California

CHICAGO, ILL.

ST.,

1884.

We will supply the A.merlcun Bee tlournal
one year, and any of the followinK Books, at tbe
first

PUBLISHED BV

VOL. XX. -No. 32.

Subjects

.503

Convention Notices
Correspondence
Disagreeable Weather for Bees.
Editorial Items

.

.

$2 00.

508

Apiary Register for 200 colonies

501

Ozlerzon's
Dzierzon's

506

499,-500

Gloomy Prospects
Good Work

Price of both. Olub

507
.507

New Bee Book (cloth) ^
New Book (paper covers)
Qulnby'sNew Bee-Eeeplng
. .

l.angstroth'8 Standard

Root's

Work

A B C of Bee

.

S 26

4 oe.

.

3 00

3 50.

.

2 75

3 50..

3 25

4 00

.

3 76

.

3 10

Culture (cloth) 3
Alley's Queen Rearing
3
Scrlbner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

Log Book

00

2 76

3 50.

....

il

.

25.

00..

2 35.

.

2 50
2 50

2 76
2 25

Honey
Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Harvest Over
How to Make Honey-Vinegar
Large Yields of Honey

499

Moore's Universal Assistant

240.. 225
450.. 436

Honey as Food .ItMedictne.lOO Copies

4 50.

-500

Blessed Bees
King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book

Late Breeding
Local Convention Directory
Melting Out Beeswax
Milk- Weed and Honey-Dew

.508

Grading, Crating, and Shipping

.506

4 05
2 50

3 00..

2 75

.502

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

503

and Gleanings lnBee-Culture(A.l. Root) 3 00. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00. 2 75
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.Q.Hlll)
2 60.. 2 36
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3 00. 2 76
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00. J 76
British Bee Journal
3 75.. 3 50
The 7 above-named papers
825.. 700

499
.500
.507

No White Honey

.

2 75..

.

.

.507

The Monthly Bee .lournal and any of the
Obtaining Statistical Information .506
above, $1 less than the figures in the last column.
.505
Priority of Location
Profitable Bee-Keeping in Maine -505
Proofs vs. Evidence
-506
Look at Your Wrapper-Label.
Queer Little Bees
.508
Reviewing the Situation
-500
Subscribers whose papers reach
Selections from Our Letter Box
506
them with this paragraph marked
Special Notices
.509
with a 6Zi(€ pencil, will please take
The Honey Crop
499
notice that their subscriptions mil
The Marketing of Honey
-500 expire at the end of the present month.
The Pollen Theory Again
.501 Such are marked thus on the label,
The Use of Foundation in Sections -507 "Aug 84." We do not want to lose
Waxing Honey-Barrels
508 any of our subscribers, and give this
What Ails the Bees ?
.508 notice
so that all may get every
.

Entered at

the Chicago P. O. as

Second Class Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.
iO

.

cents per line of space, each insertion.
For

either the

A line of

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

7 words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

TWELVE

this type will contain about

lines will

'Editorial Notices.

50 cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, twoor four
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
space, for each Insertion
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
contract, will be charged the full rate for
^e time the advertisement is inserted.

of the

THOMAS
0S5

Went Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street..

ChlcaKO,

III.

What and How

.

X

.508

number

of the

Bee Journal

without
will be
Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Bee missed. When the money for renewal
Journal will be sent free to any per- is received at this office, the date on
Any one intending to get up a the label is changed to correspond,
son.
club can have sample copies sent to and this change is you^' receipt. If
the persons they desire to interview, there is any mistake made, notify us
by sending the names to this oGice.
at once.

any break, and no papers

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

498

BOOKS!

DADANT'S FOUNDATION

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual or

Apiary, by Prof. A. .7. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, hy
by liundreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest,briglitest,quickest accepted by
G.
bees, least ant to sag, most regular in color,
9-2.-5 \Vest Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
Quiuby's Ne»v Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
it is kept for sale by Messrs.
is plain and forcible, makingOn dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we Root.— Its st
its readers re... .7 the fact that the author i»
Chicago,
111.,
NE1VM
AN,
"3.5
A. H.
allow
per cent, discount, and prepay
master
of
the
subject. Price, $1.50.
C. F. MUTH. Cincinnati, O.,
is

attested

tical

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

'

.-

•

B. L.

ARMSTKO.Ni;.

Special rates on larjrer quantities,
given upon application.

postage.

JAMBS HEDDU.V. Duwaelac. Mich.,
DOUGHERTY i McKEE, Indiaoapolis,
CH AS. H. (iREBN. Berlin, Wis..
CHAS. HERTEL. Jr.. Freeburg, 111.,
WM. BALLANTIiN'E.SaKO. O.,

A B C of Bee-rulture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of
the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
Bees and Honey, or Manag-ement of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by THCM.iS more advanced liee-keeper, as well as the
beginner.
Cloth, $1.'25; paper, $1.
G. NEWM.iN.— It is "fully up with the times,"
in all the various improvements and invenBlessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and romance of bee-keeiiing, full of practical
presents the apiarist with' ever>'tlnng that information and contagious eJithusiasm.
can aid in the successful management of the Price. 75c.
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following sub- L. Langstroth.— This is the work of a
Ancient History of Bees and Honey master, and will alwavs remain a standard.
jects
—Locating an Apiary— Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.
ing — Swarming — Di\*iding — E.xtracting —
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping.^
Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens — Italianizing—Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- A translation of the master-piece of that most
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of celebrated German authoritj'. Price, bound
Bees and Honey at Fairs- MarkctingHoney, in cloth, $2.00; in jiaper covers, $1.50.
etc. £M profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
Queen-Rearing, by Henry Allev.— A
bound in clotli, $1.00; copies for §1.80; full and detailed account of 33 years
expe3 copies for §2.5o:
for $4.00; 10 for Ji.oO. rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents; copies for$1.40; easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.

Ind.,

Jerseyville. HI.,

ARTHUR TODD.Gemiantnwn.Philadelphik.Pa.
KRETCHMER, <'obur»r.

Inwa.
E. F. SMITII. Smyrna. ,N'. V.
C. F. DALE. Mortonsville, Ky.
B.

and numbers
Write (or
list

of other dealers.

SAMPLES FREE

and price

of supplies, accmiipanied with

ISO OOMPI.IMENTAKT.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers ui 1883.
We guarantee every inch of our Foundation equal t» sample in everi' respect.
CHAS. DADANT <& SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.
5AB1 y

:

^J

.">

'2

.3

copies for $2.00;

.5

for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

Bee- Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged^
Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handlingand Marketing.— By Chas. D.adant & Son. —
The Orislnal
Details their management. Price, 15c.
BINGHAM
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the manHoney as Food and medicine, by agement
Bee Smoker
of bees. Price, 10c.
Thomas G. Newm.in.— It gives the various
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
Dzierzon Theory. — The fundamental
Xlie Apiary Register, by Thom.\s G.

Newmax.— A Record and Account Book

for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .50
colonies, SI. 00; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
200 colonies, $1.50.

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

;

Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Also, Honey as Medicine, w-ith
many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Pi'ice, for either the Englisli or German
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents- 100 for
S2.50 — .500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are oi-dered, we will print the
.bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

Hone}'
Wines,

Bee

etc.

-

Keepers'

Convention

Hand

principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translate«t

by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
Dictionary of Practical .Ipictilturef
by Prof. John Phin— This gives the correct
meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.

The Hive

I I'se, by G. M. DoOLtTTLE.

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kobnke.— Its origin

Details his

Booli, by Tho.mas G. NEW.M.iN.- It contains and cure. Price, 25c.
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
moore's Universal Assistant, and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model Complete meclianlc. — Contains over
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society 1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations, proPatented, 1878. it
{

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv.
states that " Mr. Bincham was the first to Improve
ihe old Quinby smoker by estabiishinp a direct
draft." Five years of per!*tstentefft>rthas demonstrated that no nne but Bintiham has been able to

improve a Binyham .'^moker. Hundreds i>f Kintrham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working (irder. They burn lota of blocks
and chips and stufl", and make Iota of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or

fail

to blow

or down or j-ideways, much or little,
Bwtft or s'ow, just as yon please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always eo!

smoke up

Bee-beepers wiM save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham A
Hetherington Uncapping-Knivesiirst. We neither
make nor handle any <nher supplies; but '-f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.'>.ihhi in use Jrom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over 3,000, there ia evidence that I(SK4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such g"ods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the m ^st advanced bee-keepera in Europe and America.
For mail rates and testimonials, send card. To
e>ell again, send for dozen rates to

BISOHAM &
6A-2Btf

—Programme for a Convention. with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc.

j

1

,

Bound

pocket.

in cloth, and suitable for the
Price, 50 cents.

Why Eat Honey 1 by Thcmas G.
Newman. — This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locally,
in order to create a rx)cal Market. Price, oO
cents per 100 51X1 copies for $'2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 300 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 300 will have a blank
wbere the name and address can be written.
;

Kendall's Horse Book. — No book can
be more useful to horse owners.

It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 50e., in either English
or German.

Food Adulteration.— Wiiat we
should not
family.

eat

and

This book should be in every

eat.

Price. 50c.

Scrlbner's Liumber and Iiog Book. —
measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Preparation of Honey lor tl»e Gives
rent, etc. Price, 35c»
market, including the production and care logs and planks wages,
of both Comb and E.\traeted Honey, and
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For castingInstructions on the Exhibitiou of Bees and up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. New.man. measurer. ready reckoner,tables for plowing,
;

This

is

a chapter from " Bees and Honey."

Price, lOe.

etc.

Price, 40e.

Hand-Book

of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Sivariuing, Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Heginners. by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5c.
the Bee Jocrn.il, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
back. 75o. for the Weekly or for the
HETHERIXGTON,
G. NEWM.iN— Progressive views on this imMonthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
ABKO.MA. MICH. portant subject: suggesting what and how to
Canada.
'

;

to plant.—

A chapter from "Bees and Honey."

36 engravings.

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

e IncU, Price, $25.00.
It

cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price. $2.50.

mabe!^ the tlnept extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

A1.FRED H. NEWMAN.

923 West Madison Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Price, 10c.

G. Newman.
—Describing Chafl'-packing, Cellars and BeeHouses. A chaptei- from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5o.
Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
—In the German language. Price, in paper
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

Bees In Winter, by Thomas

Constitution and By-Iia«-s, for local
Associations. $2 per 100. The name of the
Association priuted in the blanks 50c. extra.

Ribbon Badges,

for bee-keepers,

on

which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
of Poultiy, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

Journal
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CHICAGO,
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aphidw, misnamed

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

fi.
EDITOF jiXD Pkoprietor,

The Honey

Crop.

The honey

crop of the present year
is not up to the standard either in
quantity or quality. In some localities the so-called "honey-dew" has
been so abundant as even to kill the
leaves of the trees where it was deand, of course, the bees
gathered it in large quantities, and
deposited it in the hives, but it is

posited,

6,

honey-dew, and

the result of such a state of affairs
may be very detrimental— spreading
disease and death all around.
Should there be a bountifnl honey
crop this fall, it will be indeed " a
God-send " to the poor bees— saving
the lives of millions. Let us hope
that it may be so, especially as the
basswood has failed in many places,
and the early harvest has been, generally, but a very slight one.
In case the fall-harvest is also a
failure, there should be a close inspection of the contents of the hives, a
general cleaning-out of the apbidfe
secretion by the use of the extractor,
and a systematic feeding of the bees
with sugar-syrup, or good honey, for
winter stores.
We give this word of warning thus
early, so that no one may have an excuse for neglecting the matter until
it is too late and thus entail a severe
loss of bees during the next winter.

of the name of honey, not
being of the nature of that article at
A communication by Prof. Cook,
all.
in last week's Bee .Journal, describes
very minutely the insects that deposit
it and also gives the remedies for
preserving the trees from injury.
^^ We have received from Mr. C.
But now comes a worse trouble,
B.
Schmidt, Commissioner of Immitwo-fold
nature~we
and it is of a
refer to the uses to which this so- gration, Topeka, Kansas, a copy of a
called " honey-dew " secretion is put, little pamphlet published by him,
when gathered by the bees. To sell which presents in very Ingenious and
striking form the facts about Kansas
it for honey will be as damaging to
the sale of pure honey as to put glu- as an agricultural and stock-growing
cose upon the market and sell it for State. The statements made are illushoney, and it should not be done un- trated by colored diagrams comparider any circumstances. A one-pound sons are instituted between Kansas
section well-filled with this stuff was and other States, and different years
placed on our desk a few days ago, of Kansas history are compared with
with the question, "What is it?" It each other to show the progress made.

unworthy

;

;

neither has the smell nor taste of
honey, and is the poorest kind of a
substitute for it. To all, then, the
Bee .Journal would say " Do not
undertake to sell it for honey no
matter what the amount may be
which the bees have deposited in their
surplus honey sections."
The other point of the " caution "
;

;

which we would give, is this
If the
fall crop of honey should be a poor
one, the bees may have nothing upon
which to subsist during the coming
:

winter, except

this secretion of the

No. 32.

1884

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1884.

Aug. 6

Cf).. O.. at Elyria. O.
O. J. Terrell, Sec, North RidKeyllle, O.

Aug. 2.— Gibson
Aug.

Co., Tenn., at

l:i.— Northeastern

Aug.

I

oj Meeting.

— Ijorain

H.— Decatur,

a)

Trenton. Tenn.
T.J. Happen, Sec.

Ky., at Covington, Ky.
G. W. Cree. Sec.

Greensburg, Ind.

Henry

Oct. II.

li— Northern

Oct.

16.— Northwestern, at Chicago,

F. A.
t.'j,

Mich., at Alma, Mich.

Palmer,

Sec

W.
Nov.

Carter.

ni. &S.W. Wis. atL. Hlghbarger'8.
J. Stewart, Sec, Rock City, III.

Aug. lO.-N.W.

2.J.— Western Mich., at

Z.

.vtcBride,

Mic

III.

Hutchinson, Sec.

Fremont, Mich.
Geo. B. Hilton, Seo.

Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

10, 11.

—Michigan State, atliansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

13?" In order to have this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

taries are requested to

Grading, Crating

& Shipping Honey.

In the American Agriculturist for
August, we find the following very
good hints on marketing honey
:

The

grade should consist of
only perfect, white combs, and it is
the writer's opinion that, in many
instances, there should be only this
one grade of comb- honey. Some beekeepers make a second grade of unfinished sections, but if the apiary is
rightly managed, there will be but
first

few of these at the close of the season, and it is better to extract the
honey from them, and keep the combs

until another season. Honey that is
too dark for the first grade, should
not, as a general thing, be stored in
sections, as it is usually more profitBefore crating,
able to extract it.
sections should be scraped clean of
small crate is preferable ;
propolis.
1^"
have received the Premium it is more easily handled, and less liaList of the Upper Mississippi Inter- ble to be "dumped," while it someState Fair, to be held from Aug, 29 to times enables the retailer to sell a
whole crate of honey at once. SecSept. 5, at Dubuque. Iowa
but it
tions should be placed only one tier
does not contain any premiums for high in shipping-crates;because if any
combs of the upuer tier become injurbees and honey.
ed, the honey drips down and soils
those of the lower tier. Some beeThe next meeting of the Bee- keepers make a shallow "dish" of
Keepers' Association of Boone and heavy manilla paper, and place it in
Hendricks counties will be held at H. the bottom of the crate, theti if combs
Coxe's apiary, 1J4 miles east of Fay- are injured, the "dish" catches the
honey, and prevents the soiling of
ette, Boone County, Ind., on Satur- other crates.
All honey-crates should
1S84.
in,
day, Aug.
O. Knowlton.
have glass on at least one of the sides.

A

We

;

1^
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Then we may expect a good

Keviewing the Situation.
Mrs. L. Harrison gives the following in

the

Prairie

Famier of

sale for

into the stove to

make

for melting

fire

out more wax. The wax, in that way,
For the most satisfactory results in is pure and clean, and much whiter
disposing of our honey crop, the home than when boiled, because the water
market should first be taken into con- takes out the dirt and coloring-matter
sideration, especially when the crop in the comb and mixes it with the
and in this way I can do it
to be disposed of is not very large. wax
Honej', like all other commodities, much faster and with much less wood,
loses in the price to the producer, the which is quite an item in some places.
the farther from home it goes to find Try it and see if it is not the best way.
a consumer. Large crops, of course,
must seek large markets At present
Honey and Beeswax Market.
we are considering only those who
have a few hundred pounds to dispose
Office of the American bee journal,
There is scarcely a family in the
of.

our honey.
last

week:

;

Clover and linden bloom in this
we
locality are now nearly over, and
s.
are looking after the dehnquen
The voiuig queens, reared from cells
taken from the best colonies, are laying and if not built up into full colonies for the late harvest, will be
introduced whenever a delinquent
Sometimes a
tax-payer is found.
young queen is lost on her bridal
tour", and the bees have no eggs to
rear another. In such hives, laying
workers are found, and it is exceedqueen
ingly difficult to introduce a
canthere, as these aspiring mothers
not be distinguished from the workqueen that
ers, and will destroy every
there may be
is put into their hive—

>

Monday.

10 a. m.,

Aug.

4,

1884.

(

land but can be induced to purchase
The following are the latest quotaa few pounds of honey, if offered to
them in the right manner.
tions for honey and beeswax received
Our people are large consumers of up to this hour
sweets. The adulteration of syrups
CINCINNATI.
has been carried to such an extent
HONEV.— The demand for extracted is fair,
that they have become disgusted and and
to all appearances, gradually Improving. It
nauseated with them, and are in brings 6(gj9c per pound on arrival. There is a
for comb honey, but we had small
small
search of something to fill the want, offers demand
only, and a good deal could be sold. It
and
now
is the time for bee-keepers to brings 14c per pound on arrival.
BEBSWAX-Offerings plentiful at 30®3->c on
several of them. I have known them take action and offer to the people
arrival.
C. F. Mcth, Freeman & Central Ave.
destroy
to let a virgin queen live, and
the products of our apiaries. Pure
flight.
NEW YORK.
her when she returned from her
honey is about the only jiure sweet
•

their
I have sometimes exchanged
frames for frames of brood, with
another colony, and when the young
bees emerged, they were not satished
with laying workers, and protected
the queen given them. The presence
of these workers may be known by
the brood in worker comb being all
drone and in irregular order. The
eggs of an unfecundated queen produce drones only, and the sooner she
is supplanted the better.
During the interim between the
early and the late flow, is a good time
to utilize the odds and ends of unmar-

At this season there
has been in many localities a large
amount of dark honey, the product of
plant-lice. This can be fed during a
scarcity, and the bees will rear young
for the autumn harvest. It should be
fed slowly so as to keep them breeding, and not enough for them to store
I feed weak colonies in the
it away.
caps of their hives (so no bee can gain
access to rob from the outside) the
cappings from honey that is to be
extracted, and all leakage and odds
and ends of every sort, during wet
days, when the bees cannot be in the
ketable honey.

.

fields.

:

now

obtainable.

As

to

just

what

of

Honey.

Farmer gives the
following timely hints on the above

The Indiana
:

One might infer by the haste with
which some of our friends rush into
the market with their honey that it
was a perishable article, or that it
was a matter of life or death that
their honey should be disposed of at
once. Many again have an idea that
by getting in a little ahead of their
neighbor they will secure better prices and quicker sales. While the
facts in the case are directly the
reverse. But very little honey is consumed until the cool weather comes.
Customers will buy a taste of new
honey and there they stop, and are
satisfied until the berry, fruit and
vegetable crops are out of the way.

comb honey continue slow.
arrivals of this season's crop.

1

HONEY— This week we have had
the case, when adulteration was so of comb honey, and the prices are irregular. As a
rule, the honey is of first quality, and put up in
practiced.
shape; a gradual improvement is noted In this
Comb honey is marketalile only in good
respect. Prices range from 14t&10c for the best;
sections, the one-pounds finding pref- occasionally a case sells for more than that, but it
The extracted honey is still
is in a retail way.
erence in our larger markets. These sluggish, at nominal prices— ti(*8c per pound.
BEBSWAX-Fair receipts; prices, 30@37c.
should be packed in neat shippingR. A. Burnett. I6I South Water Bt.
cases, holding about 20 pounds each,
SAN FRANCISCO.
as such find quicker sales and are less
HONEY— Receipts are increasing. There is no
liable to be damaged in handling.

little

improvement to note in the inquiry. Buyers are
few and bids low. There is not a single transfer

Melting out Beeswax.

A lady correspondent in the

Pacific

Rural Press gives her experience
melting out beeswax, as follows

in

not say who of our family can
the most muss while melting
out wax, but even the worst one can
not make much muss in my way of
melting but by the boiling-out process there is too much chance for it.
I have tried both ways, and know of
what I say. I take the pieces of comb
and press them together in as small
a compass as possible, without too
much trouble then put it into the
large dripper that fills the oven, or
into two small ones if preferred.
Make a good fire and put the pans in
the oven ; in a very short time it will
be all melted. Then have a dish
ready, also a hoop covered with houselining, and pour the melted comb into
Then fill
tlie dish through the cloth.
up the pan, set it back into the oven,
and take the impromtu strainer, from
wliich all the wax will have dropped
by this time, and empty the refuse

of a wholesale character to report. Strictly choice
extracted was otfeicd at .'-'ic. Comb from the San
Joaquin, and of clioice quality for that section,
sold for I2c. Stocks are distributed in so many
hands that sellers are placed to much greater disadvantage than if offerings were more concentrated. White to extra white comb. 12@l5c; dark
to good, I0@l2c; extracted, choice to extra white,
rt(aCy: dark and candied, 4c.
BEESWAX- Wholesale, 2,5c.
STEARNS * SMITH. 423 Front Street.

I will

make

;

subject

of

;

:

The Marketing

HONEY— Sales

As yet there are no

shape in which the honey shall be We have receive"! several small shipments of new
e-Ytracted honey, which sold readily. For prices
offered depends entirely on the kind on
Fancy white, l-lb„
this year's crop, we quote
of trade you wish to supply. To 16@18c: fancy white, L'-lb., 15@16c: fair to good,
I2ei4c: fancv bucltwaeat, 1-lb., 12@13c:
home-consumers, extracted honey in and2-lb.,
Extracted, white clover, in kegs or
2-lb., ll(*12c.
fruit jars, tin buckets or cans holding small barrels, SH&^c; dark grades, 7{3i7Hc.
BEESWAX— Prime yellow. 3l)@32o.
from three to thirty pounds, seem to
MCCAUI. & HILDHETH, 34 HudSOn St.
give best satisfaction, but for fancy
BOSTON.
grocers' trade, the one-half pound,
New honey Is coming In, and selling
one and two-pound glass jars suit the atHONEY.—
white
land 2-pound sections.
16'sil8c. for best
best. Each package, let it be what it New extacted, H&^c. Honey in unglassed sections
readily.
comb honey all gone.
the
most
Old
sells
name.
the
producer's
may, should bear
BBK8WAX-3->c.
People of to-day rely much more on
Blake & ripley. 57 Chatham Street.
brands and producers' names than
CHICAGO.
many suppose, or than was formerly
liberal receipts

KANSAS

CITY.

Choice new 2-lb. sections are now
bringing 17® ISc, and 1-lb. 180190, ;.2-lb. 19<a20c.
Extracted in fair demand at 7(§l8c; extra choice
would bring Itc in barrels. No other packages

HONEY—

wanted

in this

market.

BBBSWAX-Nomlnal. 30®3.5c.
JEROME TwiCHELL. 514 Walnut

Street.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY' Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12®14c per lb., and strained and extracted 6(SteMc.

—

BEESWAX— Firm at 32(3l32)ic. for choice.
.

;

W. T. ANDERSON & CO..

104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY—There are some arrivals of new- honey
which is very nice, unusually so. Our market
does not seem to be quite ready for it, the demand
not having begun, and no sales made worth mentioning. It is our aim to get 18c for best -pound
1

sections, and
usual, is dull.

Hie

for

2-pound8.

Extracted, as

BEESWAX-30C.

__
„,
.
A. C. KENDEL. 115 OntMlo Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.

1

5® 1 fie;

extracted, 7®7>4c.

GEO. W.

^ • o.
St.
MEADE & CO.. 213 Market
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The Doctor hints that restlessness
causes the demand for nitrogenous
this food,
hi cellars where tlie food, and the residue from
climates and
than and worn -out tissue, constitute the
temperature never is lower
cases of
40
Fahr. above zero. I also lind excrement which we find in
Now, I believe that
that bees do winttMsuccessfully where beediarrhaw.
disease,
a severe cold is hidught against them. there is plenty to cause the
I
The same line of facts forces the rea- resulting from the pollen alone.
not
soner to shut out •' confinement " as a further believe that there is
primary cause it too, being only an enough resulting from effete tissue to
will call
auxiliary cause. Now. it would be do any harm whatever. I
Prof.
very • interesting " to me to know your attention to the fact that
the soliti
why I have made any error in the Cook, or his assistant, foundexamined
classiflcation of cold and confinement matter of diarrhroa excreta,
by them, almost wholly pollen, and
as auxiliary, and not primary causes.
distinguished it so plainly with the
Southour
The Doctor tells us that
microscope, that they could determine
the
as
cold
ern friends look upon our
the flowers from which some of it
Well,
disease.
the
primary cause of
was gathered.
disthe
from
suffer
have
it,
and
they
Now I come to an assertion which
ease in Missouri. There they do not
or relook upon cold as the cause, or yet I am not prepared to accept
Perhaps ject. I have had no evidence either
Doolittle's " confinement."
gentleman
I have never met a
few of the less literary Southern way.
friends who have not suffered in their who claimed to have had any.—
That bees can and do eat
immediate vicinity, may ascribe the It is this
lower temperature of our Northern pollen all winter long, and yet winter
climate as the cause but such are well. Some way or other, I do not reonly making the same mistake that member of ever reading any thing
the
some of our people do, in thinking corroborating this assertion,
itself
that the heat of the South is the pri- source and style of which,settled
upon my mind as any evidence. If
mary cause of yellow fever.
husks" (whatever they may
The Doctor tells us that some of "pollen
be) are found in the intestines of
our able observers have proven that
bees that have wintered well, I should
"restlessness." "excitement," and
want to get to an agreement of
"undue activity" are symptoms of next
what condition is meant by " well."
the disease. Yes, they are symptoms,
may be wintered safely, i. e., so
and effects only, in nearly all cases ; Bees
as
to save the individuality of the
auxiliary
but sometimes may act as
colony, and not to be wintered as
causes, in a lesser degree. I supposed "
well " as I wish and as I wintered
"
the
but
abler
"
that not only the
the 45 colonies referred to in my reapiarist had found that

of " primary cause," because I hnd
in mild
that bee-diarrho'a rages

Tor tbe Amerlcnn Bee Jourcii

The Pollen Theory Again.
•lAMES

;

HEDDON.

It seems that some of our honeyproducers are agreeing with me regarding the above theory. It also
seems that some of them, who believe
that there is much liouor in priority
of discoverv. propose to take unto
themselves priority regarding the
'•pollen theory." Some of our Professors take less kindly to the above
theory than do practical honey-pro-

ducers.
lately claimed
have been more

One producer has
priority because

I

modest than himself and others in
asserting that I " knew, and had the
whole problem in a nut-shell." I
have believed the theory. I said so at
an early date to draw out this friendly
discussion and get at facts. I thought
that I might be wrong, and so I felt

my way

carefully,

and I

am still

doing

so with an increasing show of evidence pointing to the truth of the
theory.
For this care and conservatism, Mr.
Fradenburg proposes to relieve me of
any honor which might, and as he believes, will grow out of my discoveries.
Dr. Tinker seems to be edging over
toward the theory, getting upon one
plank at a time, but using great

energy to push me off from each
plank as he gets on. He appears to
desire my wintering theories, in part,
but not my company in their enjoyment.
I will, for the sake of self-defense,
reply to the Doctor in part and parcel,
and trust that this reply will also do
for

my

literary friends

whose attacks

appear in the same issue. Xot only
" Prof. Cook," but others (myself
among them) have made several experiments with sugar syrup vs. honey
as winter stores. I made one experiment with 16 colonies during the winter of 1871 and 1872, 1 think it was,
but perhaps it was ]87ii and 1873;
another about 3 years later, another 2
years ago, and again the one of the report in question.
Like the Professor and others, I
found and declared elfects in favor of
the cane sugar. I found that the
judgment of man knew better than
their own instincts what was best tor
bees. I find that if a choice between
sugar syrup and poor honey is left to
their instincts to decide upon, that
they will be " silly " enough to choose
the" worst food. I find that they are
sometimes nearly as "silly," and
need the intelligence of man to protect them in regard to a choice between honey and bee-bread as a win-

:

;

less

"able"

The Doctor further tells us that
those colonies which remain quietly
clustered upon the combs, usually
have no disease. That is true but I
put it this way those colonies which
do not get ove'r-loaded with feces, remain quiet and have no disease.
Agitation and excitement, I think,
do sometimes act as an auxiliary
cause, but not a primary cause. And
why y liecause I have witnessed and
cited the readers many instances
when an intense agitation and excitement failed to produce any signs
of the disease. Take the case of Sir.
:Milliner, of Big Rapids, when he put
his bees into the cellar in the rattlete-jam, closed entrance method, which
I have heretofore given also my own
experience with the bees brought
from the country in mid-winter. Now,
Doctor, do not say that pollen is not
a primary cause, because bees do not

out.

;

:

;

because
in summer
they get the disease only by an aggregated loading of the intestines, which
cannot take place when they fly and
void daily. They will have it, and in

have diarrhwa

less

time than

A man lost

;

in winter, if confined.
life.
He was killed

his

by a lion. No such death could have
occurred had it not been for the
mother of this lion. However, the
old lioness is not called the primary
''
cause of the death. " Yellow Jack
cannot exist after a frost, but beat is
not its cause, only a necessary condition to the development of that priter diet.
Now. in regard to " causes," I do mary cause, michrocoxi. I hope that
call cold no less than one of the great I am now clearly understood, and
•'
auxiliary causes," and in this all shall never have to go over this
will agi'ee. I do jwt give it the place ground again.

port.

The Doctor
comes from

says that " no trouble
slight

accumulations;"

this I agree to. He further says " It
is only when, as in such a winter as
thatot' 1880-81, that bees are obliged
consume inordinate and almost
to
unprecedented quantities of both
honey and pollen to keep life in them,
:

harmful accumulations
Right here is one more of the

that these
arise."

Doctor's fatal errors.
I told you that I put colonies with
plenty of as good, sweet honey and
pollen as one could wish, and in a

whose temperature never was

cellar

below

42°,

nor above

A.'P

or 47° (as I

and that they began
dying with diarrhoea in its worst form
in less than three weeks after confinement and that before two-thirds of
recollect

it);

;

the cimfinement (at other times successful) was passed, nearly every one
of that whole apiary was dead. You
also know that in Kentucky, some 16
years ago, withont any such conditions regarding cold or confinement
as those present in the North during
the winter of "1880-81," the beekeepers were all panic-stricken with
the fatality caused by the disease in
Now the Doctor tells us
question.
that " if restlessness then causes the
bees to eat too freely of pollenized
food, it ranks as a prior cause ; and
the most that could be held is, that
the latter may be an auxiliary cause,
while restlessness, as the effect of
cold, humidity and confinement, one
or all, must stand as the primary
cause or causes amenable to the hand
(if

man.

1

am. therefore, unable to
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the propriety of excluding the
bee-bread from the bees in winter,
but think that we should provide
against the primary causes; and I
shall hold that the latter policy may
be more economically exec\ited than
the former, and that it is practicable,
see

effectual in results,

and consistent

iii

Eight here we differ again,
and in more ways than one. Whatever maj; be the most practical method
theory."

of avoiding the disastrous results, I
believe that bee-keepers will bear me
out in asserting that to pollen is
properly attached the term " primary
cause." The disease is intestinal inflamation. The inflamation was produced by the irritation of pollen residue coming in actual contact with
the diseased parts.
But we also differ regarding the
most efficient method of prevention,
according to our present light in the
matter. It is preposterous to make
the claim that any repository, system
or ventilation, out-door packing, absorbant, or anything of the kind, can
be relied upon as a prevention of the
disease. The sad experience of hundreds of bee- keepers not only proves
to them,
but likewise
to
every
thoughtful bee-keeper, that there is
no certainty of success through any
of the conditions mentioned by the

Doctor.

JOUIUSTAL.

comb full of eggs
I have colony that did not have the disease,
heard men say they had. I did not or died of starvation.
Restlessness
suppose they meant that the cells is no primary cause here. In the
were even full, only the comb was Doctor's thirteenth paragraph let us
fully occupied. The comb of pollen chronicle that he believes that some
in question contained very many cells pollen is essential to the welfare of
of bee-bread not full, but occupied bees in winter.
with it. In tlie spring it also conMr. A. I. Root says that his experitained many cells occupied with it— ence and aggregated rejjorts teach
nearly as many as in the fall but the him that bees are safer without polpollen eaten down in many of them. len in the hive during confinement.
Does it not seem strange that out of I agree that bc-bread is very valua45 sugar-fed colonies this one, and ble for certain purposes when needed;
this one only, should show any signs even worth more than SI per pound
of diarrhceaV I do not think siich but it is like fire, a splendid servant,
would usually be the case, but the but an infernal master.
late brood threw the cluster upon this
The Doctors remarks about bees
ever see a

't

;

;

comb.
Mr. Clarke makes the point that a
majority of my bees having natural
stores, came through also. I told you
in my report two facts which answer
that
First, owing to certain manip-

suffering in the spring for want of
only shows that he is attack-

jjollen,

ing what he does not understand.
There is no danger from that, as we
will explain in the future, as we have
already gone too far now.
ulation, we reduced the bee-bread
Regarding Mr. Clarke's new theory
more than one-half, we think sec- of wintering. I liave to say that none
ondly, we further told you that the of his essential claims have ever been
workers of every undiseased colony, presented to my practice as trutli. I
which we examined, except the 4.") in think he will soon have such a buzzquestion, had distended bodies while ing about his hibernation theory, that
those of the 44 gave no appearance of he will have no time to apply any of
such distention. Mr. Clarke's ques- his literary vigor to the pollen question was answered before he asked it, tion.
it seems to me.
Dowagiac, Mich., .July 24, 18»4.
The Doctor tells us that away up
:

;

;

Xorth, bee-keepers winter their bees
Whenever we know just what is the with almost
no loss at all that wincause of this premature consumption tering
is no trick for them that beeof pollen, it may or may not turn out
bread in their hives in winter gives
that we can remove "that auxiliary
them no concern and that they selcause more easily than the primary dom
have a case of bee-dlarrhcea.
cause—pollen but at present I have How does this
statement of the Docthis advantage: If we agree that
tor's accord with his cold, confineconsumption of pollen produces the ment,
restlessness, consistent theory ?
inflamation, we do not agree to any
The cold and confinement is far
cause of said consumption.
greater there than here, and in SouthFor two years past we have been ern Indiana and
Kentucky. Fall weeds
experimenting in regard to the pre- for pollen
are not one-tenth part as
vention of bees storing their combs
profuse as here and farther South.
with pollen in the fall, and we now The Doctor
saj-s that if I can give
think it clear that cheap, off-hand
any practical method of reducing or
practical
methods can readily be excluding bee-bread from the hives
adopted to avoid such storing. I do in winter, it will
offer us no advannot doubt, and have so stated to my tages not
already possessed. I fail to
students, that we may so arrange
see where he gives us any evidence of
auxiliary conditions that a moderate
truthfulness of that statement.
amount of bee-bread may remain in the
I expect to prove it false in the future.
the hive without danger of any winDr. Mason, of Wagon Works, O.,
ter consumption for we know that
says that he has proved it false for
nature sometimes so arranges it.
several winters.
Many others say
I have for some time been of the
the same thing. I have re-read Mr.
opinion that the more honey the
Wilber's communication on page 171
combs contain, and what is better, of the Bee Jofrnal for ISSl, and
the more heavily they are filled with
studied it carefully, and see nothing
sugar syrup, the least apt the bees
inconsistent with my theory and pracwill be to consume any bee-bread.
tice.
The Doctor does not offer us
Now, allow me to digress long any reason why sugar syrup is any
enough to say that, in this locality better than honey as a winter food.
bees gather at least >^ more pollen I have done so. i have told you that
than they ever consume. Tliey place consistent witli my pollen theory,
large quantities of it in brood-comb sugar excels honey, because of its
during the autumn. When new pol- freedom from floating pollen nitrolen comes in the following spring, the genous substance, and its superior
bees cut and carry out great quanti- heat-producing qualities.
Then the
ties of that old bee-bread, much pre- Doctor wonders who will say tliat
ferring the new, and needing the had we had such a winter as in 1881. I
room it occupies, tor brood, etc.
would not have lost half of the 4.5
The Doctor's and Mr. Clarke's sugar-fed colonies. Well, I will say
catch-quibble
regarding the comb- so, and I think that
or more of the
full of bee-bread, savors of being hard readers will say so.
pressed for argument. Did vou ever
We know that bee-diarrhcea is our
see a comb full of brood
and would only fear. We laugh at all winters,
it all have to be capped, or ready to
not going hand in hand with beecap to warrant that name V Did you diarfliiea. that we have never lost a
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;

;

;

;

;
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How to Make
DR.

L. C.

Honey-Vinegar.

WHITING.

which contain
substances
All
sweets, or any substance capable of
being converted into alcohol, can be
made into vinegar. The old and slow
method of producing acid-fermentation has been abandoned by the professional vinegar- maker, for a quicker
process. On visiting a vinegar factory
you will see a number of very tall,
slim tubs the bottom of which is
foot
made tight with a good head.
or so above this is a false bottom
holes,
and
the
bored full of small
sides of the tub above this is bored
full of holes which slant downward
and inward, so that any drip will run
in instead of out. The inside of the
cask is filled with coarse shavings of
beechwood, and the top is open.
These chips are saturated with the
best cider vinegar that can be had,
and left to stand a few days to become well soaked and soured.
Old, hard cider, or s.weeteiied water
that has fermented, will become good
vinegar by dripping slowly through
Even
these chips once or twice.
;

A

sweetened water without fermentation will become vinegar but if much
is used at one time, the chips lose
their acidity, and you have to sour
them as at first, before you can do
good work.
Whisky and water makes the best
vinegar we have, and you can make
from six to ten barrels per day, by
passing it through this tub of chips.
;

The room must be kept warm.
This process

is

not necessary in

making honey-vinegar, except on a
large scale, which would not be profitable on account of the price of honey
and it shows the importance of sour;

;
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inR the cask, and having plenty of
fresh air in contact.

Drawins; t'lom one cask to another
sui'li a way as to expose it to the
air, facilitates the change in proporin

The

tion to the exposiu'e.

strenjith

I am on an island in the river, I can
hear the very heavy buzz of the bees
going and returning over the river.
This proves that all colonies work in
the same direction when the honey
yield is in one direction but if the
clover, basswood. buckwheat, mint,
and other honey-yielding plants which
in order, were' equally distributed in
all directions, then I am well satisfied
that bees of the same colony would
work about alike in all directions during each successive bloom.
;

vinegar depends upon tlie
of
amount of sweet or alcoliol you can
work into it. If too sweet, it will not
sour. The nmtlier iii vinegar is not
only useless, but a detriment. One
gallon of good vinegar will do more
good than half a barrel of mother.
Honey-vinegar, when fully ripened by
We often notice that when bees
age, loses all taste of the honey.
start out in the morning, they fly
East Saginaw, Mich.
around in the air. all the while" enlarging their circle of flight, and it is
probable that in so doing, they catch
For the American Bee JuumaL
the sweet aroma of distant bloom as
it is borne along on the wind, and
Large Yields of Honey.
that they search the location of that
aroma until they are at the bloom
W. H. STEWART.
from which it came. This being the
In a recent article I referred to ex- case, the bees of the same colony
would be apt to work in different
traordinary reports of honey yields
and I will now state that I do not directions, as the wind changed, prothink that Mr. Pond lias hit upon the vided that the blooming plants were
true reason why a few colonies in an found in different directions.
I think my experience during the
apiary give much more than an averseason of 1S83, will give some imporage yield of surplus honey.
Itis very true that there may be tant light on the question under conI may, perhaps, be concircumstances that will, for a time, sideration.
call most of the bees of the same col- sidered a little wild when I state that
ony off in the same direction. This I am well satisfied that those colonies
When which give such very large yields, are
is manifest in hunting bees.
we get one bee to carry home a load the most unprofitable colonies that we
of honey, she will, on her return, be have and when we find one producaccompanied by others belonging to ing much more than an average yield,
the same colony and if the bait be we had better look well to their
allowed to remain at the same spot, movements, and put a stop to their
the number of bees working on it will mischief as soon as possible.
multiply at a rapid rate, and it is
In the spring of 1883, 1 managed to
quite probable that in a short time equalize my
colonies as nearly as
nearly all, or perhaps the entire work- possible, and at the beginning of
ing force of the colony would work on white clover bloom, they were about
all had
the same spot.
equally strong in numbers
Again, a colony of robbers having plenty of combs, and all seemed to
subdued a neighboring colony, would promise similar results but when I
soon be out in full force to carry began to extract the' honey. I found
home the booty. There may be other that some produced double or three
circumstances that would induce an times as much surplus as others; and
entire colony to work in the same as this had been the order of things
direction from home, but where there in by-gone years, it excited in me no
suspicion until
late in
is 110 inducement, there are not many particular
bees to be found. I have kept bees October.
been managing my bees
I had
in several different States, and have
often watched them as they started through the summer, on Geo. Grimm's
saving through the seaplan,
i.
by
e..
out and returned home and when the
flow of honey has been nearly equal son two or three f idl combs of early
in all directions, I have noticed tliat white honey to give the bees for winAbout the last week in
the bees of the same colony work in ter stores.
September, I examined all the coloail directions about the same.
Where I am now located, there are nies, and gave each a good supply of
swamp lands south and west of me heavy combs of well-cured and capped
and in early spring all the bees work honey, and thought that I had all in
Later, when good condition for the coming winter.
in tiiose directions.
You can imagine my surprise, when
they work on white clover, they go
east, north and west, as there is no on Oct. 20, I had occasion to examine
clover within working distance of my a colony. I found those combs which
bees on the south. What basswood I had given them a month before,
they find is northwest, and nearly all were perfectly empty and that the
go together in that direction during other combs in the hive were poor,
basswood bloom. About a week after and I had to feed them again. I then
basswood bloom is past, there opens a examined all the other colonies, and
that those which
species of horse-mint or burgamont, found it the rule
which grows on the sandy plains had given the least surplus through
south of me, on the other side of the the summer, were robbed of the winriver
and when ttie ter stores that I had given them in
Wisconsin
and those which had
weather is such that it yields honey, September
nearly all of the bees seem to work in given larger yields had all of their
As they start out, large frames of honey just as I had
that direction.
they rise quite high in the air, and as hung them in the hive in September
I stand on the high river bank, or if and not only so, but they had a large
the
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amount

of fresh honey in their other
combs, and were just capping it over.
It will be remembereci that early
frost had cut off the honey flow in this
vicinity before

[

fed

my

"bees in Sep-

tember, and thus those colonies which
had increased their stores, could not
have gathered the honey from the
field;

but

is

it

clear to

me

that they

of tlieir more
until the one had

had been borrowing

honest neighbors,
double the stores that they needed,
while the others were poor.
Be it understood that during all
this time, there had been no visible
signs of robbing in theai)iary (I watch
closely during the spring and fall
mouths for robbers) but the mischief
had been done so adroitly and noiselessly that I suspected that nothing
was wrong.
It is my opinion that this work is
commenced in the spring and when a
colony gains access to a neighboring
hive, the two colonies soon become so
well acquainted that the robbers are
allowed to pass in and out at pleasure, and that they thus obtain those
large yields while those that produce
the small yields have been busy in the
field, and have gathered for us far
more honey than have those which
gave the large yields.
Orion, Wis.
;

;

;
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;

Comments on Many

Subjects.

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

DWIGHT FUKXESS.
number of the
so far, but what has
contained valuable and practical artiThere

is

hardly a

Bee Journal,

which I have indexed in my reference book, for future use. The artion " Direct Introduction of
cle
Queens," by S. Simmins, on page 4-56
is, I believe, " sound doctrine," and
well worth the price of the Bee Journal for the year. I first got the
idea from the writings of Messrs.
cles

Doolittle and Heddon, and have used
to a limited extent, but ahvays suc-

it

cessfully.

My experience in introducing
queens, during the past two seasons,
has led me to believe in the theory,
that in ninety-nine cases in a hundred, where a queen is not accepted,
she is herself the cause of the failure.
In support of this theory, I have used
Mr. H. L. Jeffrey's method of introducing, with uniformly good results.
I have a few nuclei colonies which
take 4 frames Ji-Langstroth size, and
when short of. "queens or cells, I frequently change a 'queen from one colony to another, every 8 or 4 days, always taking a frame of comb and beeS;
with her. In this way one queen can
be made to keep a good many nuclei
strong and full of brood. I once got
rid of a fertile worker in this way.
I can heartily endorse W. Z. Hutch^'
Hiving Swarms of
Bees:" but do not like his clothesbasket arrangement. I use a common
box made of light wood, fastened to
the end of a long pole, and seldom
need to climb ladders or cut off

inson's article "on

branches. A neighboring bee-keeper,
whose apiary is surrounded by a lot of
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aud slender oak trees, gave me them, and they did good work in the
method of capturing swarms, sections at the same time.
which I have used a good deal. It is
Some of my colonies are confined to
Fasten a common dry- 7 frames in winter and summer, and
as follows
goods box to the end of a long pole, I get fully as good results from them
and as soon as a swarm issues, go to as from the 8-frame colonies. Seven
the more convenient hive (an extract- frames solid with brood are iill that
ing super is best), take out a frame an average queen can manage, and
and shake the l)ees from it into the will produce enough bees.
box. Tliese bees at once set up a
Upon visiting an apiarist in this
loud humming, and if the box is now- county. I found him by the kitchen
held up in the midst of the flying stove fastening foundation-starters in
swarm, they accept the call to cluster, flat, top-bar frames, and this is the
The frame was placed
enter the box without delay, and can way he did it
be hived immediately or if another on a lap-board, top-liar down, the
swarm issues, -set them aside and foundation put in place, and a piece
cover them with a sheet.
of board, notched out at the ends so
My apiary is situated in a grove of as to come exactly to the centre of
fruit and evergreen trees on a hill- the top-bar, was laid on the foundaside, with some tall forest trees just tion. Then taking a putty knife, he
below it, and swarms generally fly held it for a moment in the steam of
pretty high. If they start to cluster a tea-kettle's nose, and then with a
in an inconvenient place, I drive them quick, strong stroke, pressed the proaway with the fountain pump, until jecting edge of the foundation to the
Quicker and better work I
they choose a place that suits me also. top- bar.
As soon as the cluster is partly have never seen done, and now I use
formed, shake it into the box. by the steam-heated knife for my wired
means of a long-hooked pole, and frames also.
1 should judge from an editorial in
when nearly all have entered, carry
Mr. Pond
them to the hive prepared for them. the Kansas Bee-Keeper, that
'"
tall

his

:

:

;

.

"

Have

a piece of burlap tacked to a
couple of laths, a la Hasty, down in
front of the liive to shake them on;
lower the box carefully and lightly,
jar off a few bees close to the entrance, and when they have " sounded
the call," shake down the rest of
them in a long, broad stream. If
properly done, they will not fly up
again but if they do, the box will
catch them. Ileddon's plan of preventing after-swarms, works like a
charm with me, and is very easily
executed.
I am convinced that it pays me to
use full sheets of wired foundation,
and have yet to hear of a bee-keeper
going back to anything else, after a
thorough trial of the wired frames. I
once bought some colonies which
were hived on full sheets of foundation without the wires, and the cells
near the top-bar were stretched so
much that they were used for drone
brood.
Drones bred in them were
weak and dwarfed, and were dragged
from the hives by the hundreds as
soon as hatched. Another bee-keeper
here has noticed the same thing.
I have also used Doolittle's plan of
hiving on starters, with a divisionboard in the middle of the hive, with
:

comb

or not. With a large apiary it
requires too much manipulation to be
practical.

During a good honey flow, I prefer
swarms on i or '> frames of
foundation, and put on the boxes at
to hive

(Put on partly filled boxes for
a day or two to prevent the queen
from using them.) Add more frames
of foundation as fast as the queen
needs them.
This year, when put
in a hive full of empty combs or
frames of wired foundation, the bees
nearly filled 3 or 4 of the combs with
honey before the queen had time to
lay in them, and thus crowded out
another swarm within 10 or 1-5 days.
Plenty of surplus was soon given
once.

ease.

When the moisture accumulated at
the side, or in the corners of the hive,
I have seen no signs of disease until
a disturbance, shift of the cluster, or
a rise in temperature set the bees to
taking up the moisture. So long as
the inside of the hive remained dry. I
have been unable to produce diarrhoea by shifting the cluster, changing temperature, reasonable but frequent disturbances, or brood-rearing.
In wintering 60 colonies, a large
share of whose hives were dripping
wet inside, in February, there was
but one whose combs showed mold in
the spring, and that was the only one
where the bottom-board wa^ left on
the hive, and the entrance contracted.
I have frequently noticed signs of
diarrhoea at such times as is described
on page 639 of the Bee Journal for
1883
yet never unless the temperature had been such as to cause the
condensation of moisture inside the
hive, and followed by a day somewhat warmer, but not enough to
;

his opinion allow the bees a flight.
has already " reversed
Bradford, Iowa.
in regard to reversible frames, as
given on page 439 of the Bee .JoukNAL. Ilis next reversing will be, no
For the American Bee Journal.
doubt, in regard to " Italians vs. bees
for business."
Breeding and Selling Queens.
Furnessville, Ind., July 19. 1884.

E. p.
For the American Bee Journal.

Since the

;

good results although some colonies
will persist in building drone-comb
whether they have much worker-

diarrhoea in 10 days, the removal of
which was. prevention, and its readjustment brought additional dis-

Bee-Diarrhoea.
C.

W. DAYTON.

we cause a

colony to cluster the
right distance (which is governed by
the outside temperature) below the
covering of the brood-chamber, moisture will accumulate over the cluster,
drops which will do no harm until
If

CHURCHILL.

new

races of bees (aside

have spread over the
country, and since queens are bought
and sold by thousands of bee-keepers,

from

Italians)

how are we to know when we get
what we pay for ? I bought 2 early,

queens through a reliable
breeder, here in Maine, who had a
number from the South at the same
time, and from parties who advertise
largely, and are considered honest,
they attain sufficient size to drop or and who claim to have all pure stock.
run into or near the cluster.
One of these queens proved to be a
This done, the first bee with which hybrid, and about as soon as she comthe drops of moisture come in con- rrienced laying she died perhaps from
tact, will take up a load with the in- old age, for all the others (about a
tention of carrying it out of the hive dozen) proved to be the same. Is it
at the first opportunity. The more not strange that such a number should
moisture, the more loaded bees to all prove impure y Now for the rebecome cliilly and go back into the sult of the other queen which was
cluster to await a higher tempera- bought from another party. I have
and as day after day wears tried reversible frames, and like them;
ture
away, with no chance to get out, all but reversible bees I do not like.
the bees become loaded with cold When I smoke them, do they not rewater which can cause indigestion, verse ? Take up a frame as carefully
thus resulting in an overloading of as you can, and you may deliberately
the intestines with undigested food
stung on the hand or face. These
and water, and inflamation of the fet
ees are well marked, 3 banded, and
bowels may ensue.
look, at first, like pure Italians. SupI have seen healthy bees in mid- pose that I should breed queens from
winter walk out to the edges of the this queen, and scatter them over the
combs, sip water, and go back dis- country, would it not tend to spoil
tended, and in 15 days only the dis- the kind disposition of the pure Italtended ones began to die of diarrhoea. ians ? Xo person can sit close to this
By re-adjusting the packing over colony without noticing that they are
the colonies when first affected, to reversible and yet they use the same
avoid moisture. I find that the noisy end every time).
ones will mostly go to the cellar-botAgain, I have a select-tested queen
tom in 2r> days^ and the remainder of from a breeder here, whose bees have
and I have
the colony will come out healthy after not yet stung any one
100 days niore of confinement. I have brushed bees from combs, and exregulated the temperature and covered tracted the honey, and that too withthe brood-chambers of normal colo- out a particle of smoke. These bees
nies with a material which produced and queen are what I consider perfect.
untested

m

;

;

(

;
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bought a queen from an Ohio against Mr, I'ond, and

queen-breeder, last season, which
pleases me very much in all respects.
A horse can teed dose to the hive, or
a person may stand by the hive all
day, and wIumi we liandlc the frames,
the bees are there, and not in your
face.
1 believe that the matter of ([ueens
demands the greatest care i. e.. if we
wish to know what we are getting.
If I buy a hybrid, I want to be told
so, or at least I want that impression.
says, tliat " the
1 believe as Mr. Root
one who sells the best is the one who
will win."
It is a great disappointment, after waiting to test a queen
in a full colony, to lind that the bees
are no iuiprovement over those from
the superseded queen, and that we
must try again.
I am more in favor of pure Italians,
since I see their kind disposition and
I almost think that it is best to buy
tested queens, if I can get them where
other bloods have not been mixed
with them.
I would be pleased to
hear from otliers on this subject.
In regard to reversible frames, I
have reversed all which were not full
at the bottom, but which are now. and
sucli a full set of brood I never saw
so much so that the bees have hardly
any honey-cells, and must take the
supers.
;

;

I gave illustrations.
Mr. I'ond. in his reply, tries
to ridicule me as lie did Mr. Iledcion,
and asks witli an air of exultation, if
he is legally right, how can tlie (irinciple of law be against him ? I can
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Priority of Location.
H. J.

KENDALL.

Mr. Pond is a curious man— and his
arguments on the above question are
curious too. He either cannot or will
not see and which one it is, I am at
a loss to understand. The history of
this discussion is brief
Mr. Ileddon
wrote an article in which he showed
;

:

how

a practical apiarist could control
a honey-field how it could be done,
;

and how an intruder could be driven
<iut.
Mr. Pond wrote an article in
which he argued against the rightfulit (not against its possibility),
said Mr. Ileddon was "selfish,"'
etc. ; in fact, his article was directed
at Mr. Heddon
and his motives.
With Mr. Pond it was not right to do
as Mr. Ileddon proposed. He did not
argue against his power or his legal
right.
Mr. Heddon replied, and so
disposed of the morality, the rightfulness of the question, that Mr.
Pond immediately shifted his ground

ness of

and

;

equity.

to be profitable, should be impersonal

The equity

of the matter Mr. Pond
has accepted by his silently accepting

and not answering the equity argument.

He

only

now contends

and prevent an intruder putting bees
in his locality. Cannot Mr. Pond see
the difference, tlie wide difference V
and that he is ' legally right " in the
sense of present special enactments,
yet that the principles of law go dead
against him V One of the principles
or equity is, I think, that " where
there is a wrong there is a remedy."
In the case we are discussing, the
remedy would be an injunction preventing the intruder coming into the
the settler's field.
Mr. Pond then goes on to discuss
the foundations of titles .and tenures.
He says, and .says as a lawyer, " The
principles of law, as I understand
them, require 20 years of adverse, uninterrupted and exclusive use to get
tenure of my estate in fee." Now we
all know that while that is true in
certain cases, it is not true in all cases,
and that it is false in millions of
cases. I can get an absolute title in
a few minutes, a title as absolute as

Mr. Pond's 20 years, and
knows, or should know this

ilr.
;

tliat

— confined

measures

to

and

not

men.— Ed.]

for the

legality, inasmuch as that the settler
cannot legally sue out an injunction

Pond

but there

are other ways of getting title as I
a man had a legal told Mr, Pond, and discovery and first
right to come into another man's loca- settlement are two of the very strougtion.
est titles. Tliis idea was carried out
I saw the injustice ilr. Pond was by every one of the discoverers of
doing Mr. Heddon, and chipped into past days, and recognized by other
the discussion, saying tliat we were nations, and is to-day. The idea is
arguing first the moral right of the recognized by pre-emption, and it is
first locator to keep out intruders if recognized by the cattle and sheep
he could ; and secondly, his power to men, and by miners in the West by
do so, and I said that no one doubted first entry, and prim'ity of location.
that an intruder had a legal right Nobody is foolish enough, no one has
{and in that sense Mr. Pond was contended that a man can get a title
" legally right," and in that sense to land by letting his bees graze the
oidy) to enter another man's location, flowers on it for 20 yeais. This is one
but he had no moral right, and that of the ways Mr. Pond tries to put his
even looking upon this as a qiiestion opponent into a position he never put
of law. that the principles nf law were up. I do not forget anything about

and argued

bees being in fera naturce, and never
raised that question to permit Mr.
Pond to force any such position as he
again tries to do. on me.
Mr. Pond says he had determined
to quit the discussion, because it had
become " more of a personal than apicultural nature." It was Mr. Pond
who made it personal by ridiculing
and speaking disparagingly of Mr.
Heddon. " Consistency thou art a
jewel " indeed.
I do not know that this discussion
will do much good, except that as we
have the morality, the rightfulness,
the equity of the " priority of location " theory in bee-keeping recognized, it may be a step towards getting an eqii-ity decision, and so enforcing by direct enactment a right
recognized but not protected by law.
If this is not obtained, let every beekeeper whose honey is his livelihood,
practice :Mr. Heddon's teachings, as
set out on page 80 of the American

tell Mr. Pond veryeasily tlie how, but
before doing so, I would point out
how in liis manner of asking that
question he changes the sense, and
makes it bear an entirely different
look to the position and point we are
discussing.
His "legal right" he
puts in the sense of being according
to the principles of law, wiiereas he is
onlv •• legally right "' in the sense that
I doubt whetlier any court would
issue an injunction to keep the intruder out but I apprehend that the
court would soon be convinced (as Mr.
Pond himself was, and showed that
he was, by changing his position) that
the intruder, by intruding, did the
settler an injury, and conseijuently
did a moral wrong, so far as bees
went, and that being so, an equity Bee .Jouknal.
decision might be rendered, as a
Austin, Texas,
precedent, for as yet such a question
[This
discussion is altogether too
has not been passed on by any court
that I ever heard of. Legal princi- personal to be beneficial, and here let
ples are based on equity, they are it'stop, for the present. Discussions,

;
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Rend

at the

Maine Convention.

Profitable Bee-Keeping in Maine.
.1.

B.

MASON.

The question of most importance,
because the one which affects us most
pecuniarily is, "Can we keep bees at a
profit in Maine y I answer, yes, I
think we can. From a wide range of
observation in our own State, and
reports received from
States, I find that bee-culture,

from

other
syste-

matically and understandingly carried
on, pays well. Some may say that
the Western States possess advantages which we do not. I have traveled
some there, and as far as my observation goes, the iioney-flora of

Maine

compares favorably with those Slates,
and nowhere is better honey produced
tlian here. And better still, we realize better prices here than in the
West. I have lately conversed with
a man who had formerly lived in Illimoved to
nois, but subsequently
Maine, and last season, witli the help
girl,
cared
for
140 coloof a man and a
nies, increased them to two hundred,
and produced three tons of honey

which he sold for twenty-five cents
lb. at wholesale, thus giving him,
for honey, $1400, and the increases

per

valued at $360, making a total
S1760. While one such
individual case does not prove the
assumption that bee-keeping is profitable in Maine, it is one case pointing
in that direction, and by gathering
facts from such sources is the voice
of the State expressed.
Vv'ere

income of

Mechanics

^"

Falls,

Me.

Letters for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
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.1.

E.

:

POND, JR.

It would seem that not only my
ideas as a bee-keeper are criticised,
but also my knowledge as a lawyer.
If I did not know more law than my
critics show evidence of knowing, I
should at once quit the profession.

A few

weeks ago

I

was accused

of
last

mis-applying legal principles
week a friend insists that I do not
understand the principles of evidence.
Now, a lawyer who neither understands law nor evidence, must be a
pretty poor tool, hut does our criticising friend understand fully what
he is writing about V He claims to
have i!^ proofs in favor of the pollen
theory against
of mine. I did not
suppose that either of us had proved
anything.
He offered a certain
amount of evidence, but evidence is
not proof.
We prove facts by means of evidence, but the evidence must be
weighed carefully in order to judge of
its value.
Xow, in regard to proving
the pollen theory to be correct or not.
my 9 witnesses that had no diarrhoea,
with pollen in the liives. prove conclusively that pollen did not cause
the disease in them. I may not be
able to judge of proofs, but I do know
that evidence may or may not prove a
;

!)

depending upon
Foxboro, Mass.

tiling,

its

value.
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Obtaining Statistical Information.
M. nilAY.

The subject of obtaining statistics
in regard to apiculture, may be somewhat worn, but I do not like to see it
dropped altogether, and so I propose
to outline a little if it shall lead to
any plans which are practical, my object will have been obtained.
I would suggest the forming of an
association for the express purpose of
obtaining the desired information
and we must make it an object for
bee-keepers to report. The time and
place to form an association will be at
;

;

the North American Bee-Keepers'
Convention at Rochester, N. Y. Let
the

members of

and can be printed on a postal
" Dear Sir :— Your report is
card
received
and transferred to the
Society's books." The bee-keeper will
then know that his or her report has
been received, and that he or she is
on record as a honey-producer. This
When the reports are all
is not all.
in they shall be listed by districts or
and
States,
a list of names that have
reported, sent to each member so reporting from such district or State,
with address and amount produced
affixed to each individual name so reporting. All bee-keepers who have
a supply business shall have a short
notice of their business appended to
their report.
Dealers in honey and
beeswax shall have the right to take
a membership, and have a notice of
business and address appended to
receipt,

Proofs vs. Evidence.

that association organ-

ize for obtaining the desired information, and then invite members of district. State and county associations,
are interested^
and all bee-keepers

who

to send in their names with dues
(which shall be determined by the
association), and take a membership
thus we will have a sprinkling of beekeepers in all parts of North America
as a foundation to build upon.
I do not wish to be considered as
writing a code of bylaws, but will
name some of the work of the associaThe officers
tion when organized.
shall be. President, ^'ice-President,
;

Secretary and Treasiner, The Secretary shall receive all dues ; and also
transfer them to the
all reports,
Society's books, and receipt for the
same. The following will do for a

their

names.

Thus we would get what would be

WMfi'f
Disagreeable Weather for Bees.
Bees have done very poorly, so far,
in this locality.
We have had rain,
hail, sleet

and snow for the

last eight

months, with, perhaps, one day of
clear weather each week. My bees
have been fed since Mayl. In fact,
it has been so cold that ventilation on
the bottom-board has been closed
during the season. With the entrance
% closed, I have managed to keep my
bees from freezing durnig .July. Mt.
Shasta is covered deeper witli snow
this season than for years, and as lam
located within 10 miles of

its

base, I

the cool nights quite forcibly.
an equivalent to a formal introduction
Byron Bryan.
to each bee-keeper who reports from
Edgewood,
Cal., July 20, 1S84.
the State in which he resides, which
would be one form of sociability, and
have the satisfaction of knowing what California Honey at the World's Fair.
those around us are doing.
To the Bee-Keepers who winh to make
I would allow anyone to obtain lists
an Exhibit at the World's Fair : The
of names in districts or States, other
than that in which they reside, by District Bee-Keepers' Association of
sending to the Society a stipulated Southern California intend to send an
amount, and naming the State or dis- exhibit to the World's Fair to be held
at New Orleans, from December 1,
trict which they wish the names from;
to June 7, 1SS5. The collection
or any one may have their name and 1.S84,
address listed in any district or will be taken from the display made
at the District Fair held in Los AngeState, other than their own, with
notice of business appended, by pay- les this fall. I have made arrangements with the Chief of Installation
ing dues for that district or State.
Members will be considered under to make an exhibit of the honeyobligations to report once a year, and industry of California, and I would
all bee-keepers who would like to
besides their own report, to send such ask
feel

—

help in making a display of our industry to send to my address at El Monte,
by freight or express, whatever they
have that would help out the exhibit.
I will see that the material is taken
proper care of, and at the proper time
sent to New Orleans.
All comb
honey should be sent in crates, and
extracted honey in tin cans, accompanied by suitable glass bottles or jars
North American Bee-Keepers' Asso- in which to exhibit it. I hope that
all will take an interest in the matter,
ciation, all such being considered as
so that we may make a display that
charter members.
will be a credit to the apiarists of the
I would suggest that Dr. C. C.
W. W. Bliss.
Miller, of Marengo, 111., is " the right Pacific coast.
Duarte, Cal.
man, and in the right place "' to receive and present the names.
This may look visionary to some, Honey Harvest Over.
but I have talked with several beeThe honey harvest for this year is
keepers on the subject— some that do
past. The season has been only tolernot take publications on apiculture—
I think that less than
and without exception they have ex- ably good.
half as much honey was gathered this
pressed a willingness to assist in it. I
gathered
last year. The
year as was
think dues can be made small enough
secretion of nectar was very good
to make it an object for any beefrom June 8 to 23; but owing to the
keeper to take a membership. In case
poor season prior to June, the
we could only get a small list of very
bees did not fill the hives with brood,
names, the whole United States might
and did not have the necessary
be listed together. If we can get
amount of laborers to secure the nec1,000 names. I would pay $1 for a list
tar during its flow. Some colonies
—and I have no ax to grind either.
few in numbers, and only beNew Almaden, Cal., July 22, 1884. were
came populous as the honey in the
Those colonies
flowers evaporated.
The Northwestern Illinois and will need attention and feed, unless
Southwestern Wisconsin ]5ee-Keep- a favorable fall helps them through.
ers' Association will hold its next The swarms were few in this section,
meeting on the third Tuesday in Au- owing to the lateness of the honey
gust, at Leroy Highbarger's. near harvest and its sudden cessation.
S. Hathaway.
Adaline, Ogle County. 111.

other information as may be of value,
and also to lend their influence
against fraud and adulteration.
As a prospectus, I would suggest
that an invitation be given through
the various bee-publications, for all
parties interested to send their names
with addresses to some one that will
be kind enough to receive and care for
them up to the time of meeting of the

1^

.T.

Stewakt,

8ec.

Muncie. Ind., July

28, 1884.

;
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should be paid only about half-price my honey-house a barrel of the best
for their honey. Some say that thin granulated sugar, and my feeding-can
has no wliite foundation is too expensive but it is filled with good syrup made from the
We got a fair really cheaper at :?! per lb. than the same yet 1 believe that natural
honey to speak of.
vield from apple bloom, and a little thick foundation, at 50 cents per lb.
stores are as good as any, if not betRaspberries produced
"from I'lover.
:Mr. Doolittle says on page 4.w, that ter, and 1 shall not give myself the
not
to
enough
(luite a uiee How, but
choice comb honey, if really nice, will trouble and expense to remove good,
store in the boxes. Only I4 of the all melt awav in' the mouth while natural stores— either pollen or lioney
U'
of
and
nearly
basswo(Hl bloomed,
to substitute something else, Iledbeing eaten. That is a fact but that
that was killed by the May frost, the wax will melt away, I cannot don's and others' theory to the conwhich froze ice as thick as a window- believe. I have tested honey with trary notwithstanding.
pane. The wind blew from the west and without foundation, and cannot
Fredonia, N. Y.
U. E. Dodge.
very hard all the time basswood was see or taste the sliglitest difference.
in bloom, and with cool nights the By filling a section one-third full of
Milk- Weed and Honey-Dew.
bees did not whiten the combs a fo'undation, and letting the bees build
particle with wax. The two places, the remainder of natural comb, we
Eiu'losed Hud part of a plant with
Groton and Lansing, produced over will have an excellent opportunity of its flowers. Bees work on it lively all
20,000 pounds of white honey last testing the two theories. Let us all day, and seem to get a good deal of
year— this year not 100 pounds. There test it.
hoiiey. Owing to the deep red color
H. W. Simon.
have been but very few natural
of the flower, I do not think the honey
Youngstown, O., July 24, 1884.
splendid
for
is
swarms. The outlook
can be anything extra. Please give
buckwheat, which is just coming into
name of this plant, and if it is a good
But
Little
Honey.
year,
did
last
it
as
If
it
fails
honey-producing plant. We are bothbloom.
we will have to feed our bees from
The yield of white clover and bass- ered "a great deal this yearwith honeyW. L. Coggshall.
this time on.
wood honey, in this section, is very dew, bees will not work on anything
"West Groton, N. Y.. .July 28, 1884.
light, and unless the fall honey harvest else, and the honey seems unfit for
is better,
we will have very little use, being dark and havinga very bad
taste. All that we can do with it will
honey this season. D. D. Updyke.
Bee-Keeping in the Mountains.
be to feed to weak colonies next
Bible Grove. Mo., July IS, 1884.
flow
\Ve have liad a splended honey
spring. The honey crop with us, so

No White Honey.
Central New Voik

;

;

'

;

two months past. We are now 18
miles from the sea, at an altitude of Gloomy Prospects.
about 2,000 feet above the sea level,
We are in ihe back-ground with our
and in the mountains between the bees and honey this season. It is
Sauantone and the Nasemeento rivers, with gloomy prospects for honey that
thus having the advantage of the I enter my bee-yards to work. Bassvalley bloom as well as that of the wood is nearly gone, and there is no
mountains. The higher up the moun- honey stored yet— no, not a pound to
tains, each variety of flowers bloom. sell from this section, unless we have
most deliglitful climate to live in, a good How from buckwheat. We are
and many varieties of fruit do well in overstocked with bees in this vicinity,
Apple, and the frost killed the basswood
this
mountainous region.
Ijear, peach, apricot, nectarine, cherry, buds.
It has been very cold and
olive, lowery, so that the bees could not
tigs,
Japanese persimmon,
walnut
do
well
almond, and English
work. I hope that there will be honey
here and we still have some Govern- gathered in other sections of the
ment land yet for the actual settler. country.
D. II. Coggshall, Jr.
I have recently purchased 3 Italian
West Groton. N. Y"., July 2.5. 1884.
queen-bees from Georgia, which are
the finest, and produce the best workBees have done Swarming.
ers of any queens I ever bought ; and
Bees generally have done swarming.
in that long distance, almost from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, they came I have had only 8-5 natural swarms
through with a loss of but 7 of the from 128 colonies, spring count. I
workers.
Jos. Sayleu.
kent swarming back as much as possible with the extractor. The flow
Pleito, Cal., July 22, 1884.
from clover is abundant, but short on
of dry weather. The bassThe Use of Foundation in Sections. account
wood bloom is good, but bees are unIt is a well known fact, that several able to secure the honey on account
manufacturers of comb foundation of cold, raw winds during its continmake it so thin that it cannot be uance. Sweet clover is coming into
detected if used in the production of bloom, and bees are storing quite
comb honey. Now what objections freely. The weather is good at this
can there be to the using of such foun- date.' On tlie whole, it has been a
dation in sections ? Because it is very fair season. Most of the colohoney have
adulterating honey V Is it adulterat- nies run tor comb
ing honey, or the cells in which honey filled one case of sections, and a porAll the hives
is stored? and is that adulteration? tion of the second set.
No if we use pure beeswax, it is not used for extracted honey are twoadulteration. If we should take two story
from the upper story I exbarrels of pure sugar, both alike, and tracted once, and a portion the second
mix them, would that be adulterating time all will be ready for the exsugar? When we use pure beeswax tractor next week. It will be a busy
in the manufacture of comb founda- week with me, if the weather is such
tion, it cannot be adulteration, as all that I can open the hives, brush the
honey-comb is made of wax. Were bees, and handle the combs. My 163
paraliine used for foundation, it would colonies are all supplied with laying
then be adulteration.
queens, with a fair prospect for goldThis extra- thin foundation cannot enrod, and no extracting from the
be called "lish-bone," as it is as thin lower stories. I think I shall be able
as natural comb and if any bee- to put my bees into winter quarters
keepers are so careless as to use thick in good condition on natural stores
foundation in their sections, they although I constantly keep putting in
for

A

;

—

far, is

not

rather light.

yield

depend upon

White clover did

We

mucli.

will

honey.
needle looks promising.

High

Hill,

fall

Mo.

E.

have to
Spanish-

Nebel.

milk-weed {Asdepias), rich in
nectar, and well-known to bee-keep[It is

ers.

pollen

Sometimes the bees get the
masses from this weed, so

abundantly adhering to their legs as
to cause niuch trouble. The honeydew honey will, we fear, be very injurious to the bees, if we do not have
an abundant fall honey crop.— Ed.]

Good Work.
My number
from

colonies increased
during the month of
had only 2 second swarms.
of

47 to 82,

.lune.

All of

I

my new

colonies filled the

brood-chamber with comb before they

went into the sections. Basswood
bloom lasted only 9 days, and the bees
but they
filled 30 crates with honey
;

did not cap I4 of it, on accoimt of the
cessation of the honey flow. I extracted 1,100 pounds of honey, and
the brood-chamber is yet full. One
hive weighed 122 pounds before extracting the lioney which it contained,
and all of my honey is No. 1 in every
respect. I do not rear queens for
sale but I do rear bees, and produce
honey too, when there is any in the
;

flowers.

Fayette Lee.

Cokato, Minn., July

30, 1884.

;

;

;

;

t^ The bee-keepers of Decatur
and surroiniding counties are cordialinvited to meet on Saturday,
ly
August 16, 1 o'clock p. m., at the residence of R. R. Cobb, one mile east of
Greensburg, Ind., for the purpose of
organizing a bee-keepers' society.

Henry Carter.

^^ The KentuckyBee-Keepers'Conveution meets in Louisville, Ky., during the opening of the Exposition (day
N. P. Allen, Sec.
not fixed).

'
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ANSWERS BY

you advise

me

to drive stakes

and they may be. I have little doubt but
that old combs produce smaller workers than new combs, and the same is

them, say a foot or
more away from the hives, and then
fill up
the space with shavings or
coarse sawdust ? Of course I would

nail planks to

true

Many

of queens.

report that

queens pass through .Jones' metal so
Mr. Boot made a smaller passage
through his new metal honey-boards.
We have used quite a number of both,
and in our apiary the Jones" metal
excludes all oueens under the most
;

give the hives ventilation at the entrance, as recommended for boxing
up a single hive. I would rather take
care of "my bees this way. if it will
What ails the Bees?
answer the purpose as well, because
while the new Root
colonies
of
bees
seems
to
One of my
I cannot spare tliem room in the cel- radical tests
be in a critical state, and I do not un- lar, and this is ttie easiest way I can metal has such contracted passages
that our workers get through them
Two of the do, provided it would be as well.
derstand the cause.
3. Would sawdtist cushions answer with great difficulty.
combs containinK brood are being
torn to pieces and the brood thrown as well as chaff cushions or forest
out. The larva; appears lifeless. It leaves, to put above the frames ?
Waxing Honey-Barrels.
M.
may be foul brood. Please state in
Will Mr. Heddou please answer the
the next issue of the Weekly Bee
Ansaveks.— 1. Bees can be kept following questions through
the
.Journal, the cause and the remedy.
breeding at any time of the year, Weekly Bee Journal
Goshen, Ind.
V. Keipp.
when not too cold, by slowly feeding
1. How do you wax barrels on the
Answer.— As usual, the descrip- them. I have, on various occasions, inside, so that they will hold honey V
tion of the condition of your colony experimented with feeding them in
2. What is the cause of honey-dew ?
is not minute enough to warrant me autumn, to produce young bees and
J. T. Graves.
in saying just what might be the strong colonies for wintering; and in
Centre Point. Ky.. July 22. 1884.
up
trouble. So far as you describe the the spring to stimulate hreeding
conditions, I should not call the strong colonies for the surplus harvest;
Answers.— 1. Melt about a gallon
trouble foul brood at all, but it seems but I iiave abandoned both practices. of wax, and when quite hot, pour it
more like the work of the moth-worm. It is very unfrequent that spring into the bung-hole of the barrel.
Can you not see any of these worms, stimulating produces good results in Have the barrel warm also, for the
their paths or cocoons V
this locality.
As for wintering. I cooler the wax or barrel, or both, the
consider young bees not as good as thicker coat of wax will be left, and a
old ones.
very thin coat is the best, considering
ftueer Little Bees.
2. "W'hile I prefer the cellar to out- the cost.
When you pour in the hot
I have a f nil colony of bees like the door packing, the plan you speak of
wax, see that the barrel has a vent,or
sample sent you. What do you think will be a great help in out-door win- you may get burned. Shake the wax
of them V 1 caught them wild last tering.
all about the inner surface, by turning
season.
I now have them in the
3. No; I should much prefer the the barrel over, and changing ends
"hive of all hives," the Langstroth. chaflf, or forest leaves for cushions. with it rapidly. After you think the
These bees have not attempted to Sawdust for upper packing has not wax had touclied all parts, pour out
swarm, but have worked with a will given good results.
most of the wax which you poured
all summer.
The queen is very proThe waxing costs as much as
in.
lific, so that the hive is overflowing
the barrel, and there is no need of
etc.
with bees and that too with a capac- Bee-Stings, Cross Bees,
waxing good, worthy cooperage.
ity for 72 pounds of box-honey.
I
1. My bees are a great deal crosser
2. All the honey-dew I have ever
have up to this date taken 80-5 pounds than ever before. I fed them rye flour, seen was caused by the aphidae. which
of honey in one-pound boxes, and
salt water, and sugar in the spring, to are fully described in the Bee Jourevery day they are storing large stimulate them. Is that the cause V nal.
quantities of very white honey, while
or does having more of them together
other bees in this neighborhood are
in one yard cause them to be crosser
storing dark honey. At the end of
Convention Notices.
2. Will
much stinging affect the
the season (which is not yet) I will re- wrists and muscles of the arms V
port the largest yield of comb honey
Mine are affected with something
^g" The second annual picnic of
ever obtained from one colony of bees more than common.
the Eastern Iowa and AVestern Illiin one season. I might say the drones
3. Are the bees in the East smaller
from this colony are nearly black, and than those in the West V The reason nois Bee- Keepers" Association will be
held at Black Hawk's Watch Tower,
of good size. The queen is large and
I ask this is. I have one of Alley's four miles south of Rock Island, 111.,
the workers small.
drone and queen traps, and not one on Thursday, Aug. 14, 1884. Trains
Charles White.
bee in ten can pass through the per- will run from Bock Island, near postTarry Town, N. Y.
forated zinc, although Mr. A. says office, every 30 minutes. Fare from
Answer. The sample of your bees there are thousands of them in use.
Rock Island and return. 17 cents.
The honey flow here is over, and the Ample supply of tables and seats, on
was received, but the feed l^eing too
soft, the bees and it were all rolled crop is ^.. less than that of last year.
First-class restaurant
the grounds.
D. S. Kal'lkt.
together in one mass. I have washed
in the pavilion. Ice water free. HeadFerndale, Ind.. July 22. 1884.
and examined them as closely as posquarters of the bee keepers will be in
sible, and will say that thev are the
Meeting of the memthe pavilion.
rye
flour,salt
Answers.—
Feeding
1.
queerest looking little things I ever
bers at 11 o'clock, to review the past
your
bees
sugar
would
not
make
and
saw. If I had seen one at work on
and block out the future. Dinner at
the flowers here, I should have called cross, unless the sugar was carelessly 12 m. After dinner, five minute adrobbing.
to
Robgiven,
and
got
them
"
them
sweat bees," or sometliing
dresses by members and visiting
closely related to them. Considering bing bees are always cross ; and rob- friends.
The C., R. I. & P. railroad
hives
Where
are
bees
likewise.
bed
your statement, and the looks of the
will return those attending the picnic
set close together, I have fancied it who have paid full fare one way, at
samples sent, I am quite surprised.
had a tendency to make the bees one-third rates. ^Vpply to Secretary,
cross.
on the grounds, for return certificates.
Late Breeding.
think bee2. I think it
will.
I
W.M. Goos, Sec.
1. I have read somewhere that we poison
discharged
in
the
constantly
I. V. McCagg, Pres.
should have our bees breed late in blood for years, will produce symporder to have them winter well, and toms of neuralgia or rheumatism.
also to prevent "spring dwindling."
3. I do not think there is any differ^ff" The meeting of the Bee-KeepHow shall I accomplish this V Is it ence in the size of bees in the East or ers' Association of Northeastern Kendone by feeding V
West. I do think there is consider- tucky, will be held in the city of
2. I have my hives in a straight able difference in the size of bees of Covington, Walker's Hall, on Aug.
row about 18 inches apart. AV'ould different colonies located wherever 13. 1884.
G, "W. Chee. Sec.

James Ueddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

;

.

:

;
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Xow

is

Markets

Honey Market.

in

ever>'

village,

Bingham Comer.

Honey

the time to create

town and

Date following your
name on the wrapper label of this city. Wide - awake honey•' producers
WHiy eat
paper; it indicates the end of the should get the Leaflets
month to which you have paid your Honey" (only .")0 cents per 100), or else
subscription on the Bee Journal.
the pamphlets on "' Honey as Food
For safety, when sending money to and Medicine." and scatter them
this oflice get either a post office or ex- plentifully all over the territory they
press money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the can supply with honey, and the result
I'ostage stamps of any kind will be a demand that will readily take
letter.
may be sent for amounts less than one all of their crops at remunerative
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
prices. The prieesfor "Honey as Food
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks.
"
American Express money orders for and Medicine are as follows
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts;
We wish to impress upon every one per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
the necessity of being very specific, postpaid for $10.00
and carefully to state what they desire $1500. On orders of 100 or more,
if
live
Also,
they
we will print, if desired, on the
for the money sent.
near one post office, and get their mail cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
at another, be sure to give us the ad- (giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
dress we already have on our books.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
this
writing
to
office
on
When
[^
and expense enabling him to dispose
business, our correspondents should
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
®" To give away a copy of " Honey
be torn apart without interfering with
as
Food and Medicine " to every one who
The edieither portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are buys a package of honey will sell almost
separate and distinct, and when the any quantity of it.
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
Convention Hand-Book.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
It is a nice Pocket Companion for
^" It must be understood that, bee-keepers.
It is beautifully printed
should an advertiser desire to cancel
toned paper, and bound in cloth
an unexpired contract, he can do so on
price 50 cents.
only by paying regular rates for the
contains a copy of a model
It
number of insertions his advertise- " Constitution
and By-Laws " for the
ment has had.
formation of Societies for Bee-Keep^" In reply to many correspondents ers— a simplified manual of Parlialet us say that we take any kind of mentary Law and Rules of Order for
postage stamps as money, but coins the guidance of officers as well as
should never be sent by mail, as it en- members, a blank form for making
reports
a Programme
dangers the loss of the letter either statistical
for
discussion
questions
at
by tnieves, or else breaks through the of
model
Premium
and
is
lost
that
way.
meetings—
Lists
envelope
in
such
may
which
be
contracted
or
Fairs
^" We carefully mail the Bee for
and then recommended to
Journal to every subscriber, but enlarged,
the managers of adjacent County or
should any be lost in the mails we will
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
cheerfully send another, if notified
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
before all the edition is exhausted.
We have aimed to make it suitable for
any locality, and a book that will commend itself to every bee-keeper in the
Apiary Register—New Edition.
English-speaking world.
W^e have had some bound in Russia
All who intend to be systematic in leather, with colored edges— price 60
their work in the apiary, should get a cents.
copy and commence to use it. The
W^e will supply them by the dozen at
prices wUl hereafter be as follows
25 per cent, discount, post-paid.
bxainiiu'
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MAUKNfiO,
Sir:

50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1

1

25
50

^" •• The ilAN from Texas "—A
Western romance by Henry Oldham,

by T. B. Peterson &
larger ones can be used for a just published
Brothers, of Philadelphia. Pa., has
the rare merit of taking a firm hold
upon the reader from the start. It is
a novel that for excitement and absorbing interest, will certainly take a
front rank among all the romances of
Do not let your numbers of the the present day, being literally packed
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The with stirring' adventures and hairbest way to preserve them is to pro- breadth escapes from beginning to
cure a binder and put them in. They end. Price. 75 cents. For sale by booksellers and news-agents everywhere.
are very valuable for reference.

The

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

^^

— I've

—

18, 1S84.

Mr. T. F.
the "Doctor"

.%ll

u!sr-<l

its all njiiilicii up with bec-j^lne, and althoufrli al Ursl siylit 1 tliouKlit I did not like
auj'thiny: so hir^c. I could not now be induced
till

excci>t liy the ilin-st poverty, to do with any
thiufr snuiUer. As a matter of "economy"
I nuuli prefer the "Doctor" to any of the
cheajK'r smokers, of which I have worn out
several. The "Doctor" has entirely cured
me, so that I am now a Binghatn man, as mj-

wife always has heen.
vajfue

remark

in

If the

somewhat

your letter means that

nothing was ehar;?e(l for the Smoker sent,
except the readin;? of your letter, I shall be
very glad of another "Doctor" forthe money
sent, so that my wife won't take mine from
me. Bees just booming on white clover.
Vinirs Truly,

C. C.

Miller.

WooDAiiD's L.\NmN<i, Wash. Ter.

TIio Best Smoker. — To Bingham &
Hetheri.ngton, Abronia, Mich., Dear Sirs :
for
Conqueror
Smokers, which please send per mail— one to
each. Dr. Balch, J. M. Louderback, and H.
A. Towner. The Conqueror is the best

—Find enclosed money

Smoker

I

May 17,

ever used.

.".

Respectfully,

H. Hastings.

1S84.

May 28, 1884.
"Cyps."—T. F. Bingham,

DiiEsiiEN, Tex.,

Conquer

llie

Abronia, Mich., Dear

Sir:

— Enclosed

find

for wliicii please send, per mail, one
"Conqueror Smoker" to Major H. A. High,
Waxahachie, Tex. He boujfht a Cyprian
Queen from nie, and the Bees have worsted
the old ji-entkMiian. I told him that the Conqueror Smoker wo\ild conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it
S1.7,'>,

never failed."

Respectfully,

n. F. Carholl.
BoKDUiNO, N. Y., Aug-. 15, 1882.
Cypriaiim Conquered— All summer long
it has been "which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have — but at
Bingham's Conqueror
last T am "boss."
Smoker, did it. It you want lots of smoke

just at the ri^ht time, ^•et a (Vjnqueror Smo
ker of Bing'hani. Kespectfully,
C. M. DOOLITTLE.

Prices, by niatl^ post-paid.

Doctor smoker (wide shield I.. 3H inch.. $2 00
" ..175
Conquerorsmoker{wideshield)3
Larjre smoker (wide shield)
..
Z\i "
150
" ..125
Extra smoker (wide shield)
2
" ..100
Plain smoker
3

Wonder smoker
..
\%, "
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
Little
3

inch

65
1 15

TO SELL AGAIN,

apply for dozen or halfAddress.
BINGHAM, P. M., or

dozen rates.
T. F.

BINGHA.M & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA, ItncH.

Mm pts
f

I

:

For

June

1 1.

IKxior SubdiiCH

TlK-

BiNdiiAM, Itrnr

The accompanying
show a nest of

.itions

illus-

pails

"ith the sides tapering, for
ni.irketing extracted honey.
The covers are deep and the
p.uls are made with special
terence to filling them for
the retail honey-trade. They
are made in a superior
Mumner and are quite
1

(

attractive in appearance,

when

filled

and

nicely

hibeled.
4

ft.

7

ft.

V.i lb.

Per doz.$1.2.j Jll.UO $2.00
Per 100 8.00 10.00 14.30
A. H. NEWMAIV,
CHICAGO
ILL.

!
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DR. FOOTE'S
HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
Hints and Ready Recipes,

TWENTY-FIVE
TELLS ABOUT

IT

Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

How to Eat it,

Bathing-Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,

Things to Do,
'I'hings to

Avoid,

Perils of Summer,
How to Breathe,

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Overheating Houses,
Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hatr.
Reatoiing the Drowned,
Preventing Near-SightednesB.

IT

Exercise,

Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Headache, cause*

1876.

25 Cents.

.'in

tralions were added in tlie 8th edition, the whi>le
work has been tboroushly revised. and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keepinp. Itis certainly
the fullest and most scieititlc work treating of
bees in the World. Price.by mall.lSl 23. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A. .1. t'OOK, Author and Publisher.
State Agricultural Collece, LANSING. MICH.
lt-C7t

20DI2t

Prices Reduced.
to a decline in the price of
tliere will, hereafter, be a

reduction of

Street.

liEWMA.K,
CHICAGO.

Young Men!— Read
The Voltak Belt Co

,

ILL.

2 cents per pound
on

ALFRED
923

H.

West Madison

NEWMAN,
Chicago,

Street.

ol Maishall, Mich,,

No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free. HDly

Wax

Ex-

BLEDSOE, Grenada, MiBS.

P.

New and Enlarged

SUPPLY

J.

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

Watertown, Wis.. Dec.

@S

1,

1883.

M. D.

Edition

A TKEAT18E

HONEY,

an index of dieeaseB.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
jrivlnR

OR THE

;

cipes,

THOMAS

an Apiary for Fleasnre
and Profit by
of

rf25

0.

WestMadlBon

price, hy

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILJ.-

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Bees!

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

»SS ^Vmt Madison

Street. Chlcuico,

III.

contains -yn) ]ir(itiisely illustrated
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvcnicnts and inventions in this
rapidly developint; pursuit, and presents
tlie apiarist witli everrthing that can aid in
the successful nianaiieuient of the IloneyBee, and at the same time produce tlie most
It

best

ami

most

attractive

condition.

in cloth, Sl.OO; in

paper

cents, postpaid.

lilberal DlKCoiiiit to Dealers,

the Dozen or Hundred.

by

Queens! Nuclei!

INSTRUCTION IN BEE-KEEPING.
BEES.— I offer For Sale 100 colonies of Italian

Bees, in good, new. well-painted Hives, Gallup
Frames, li2 frames to a hive: every comb straight
and good; most of the combs built on foundatinn.
One colony. t9.<.Mi; lu or more colonies, fx.'ioeiich.
I breed Queens by the bept methods
and from the best stock. Queens ready alter May.
2vth. Untested. $i.iKj; tested, $*J.f«>; selected test-

«

|;3.i>>.

NUCKEI,

with untested Queen,

$:i.5M

;

with

tested Queen, $4.50; with selected tested Queen,
is-.-io.

INSTRUCTION

^July 7, iftS4. I shall begin
instructing a^-lass in bee-keeping— class f >r men
and women. Full ctturse in Theory and Practice.
For Circulars of intc)rmation as to this class, and
Price List of Hives. Frames, Sections, Implements.
Books, etc.. address,
O-

CLCTE.

lODtf

IOWA

TRADES,

Full of

1884.
6 Warranted
Write for Circular.
iBClSt

(jueeiis for $5.

WILSON,

J. T.

MORTONSVILLE. KT.

MANUFACTORY
HIVES, SECTIONS,
1

&c.

am now

prepared to supply dealers and con-

sumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping
Grates, etc.,
of all binds.

A.ND

CITY. IOWA.

make a specialty of I.ANGSTROTH

I

MODEST HIVES.

supply dealers solicited.
from Poplar. Address,

Correspondence with

My Sections are all made

GEOROK TAXL.OR.

DUNDEE. Kane Co., ILL.

ICtf 12Btf

mm

COMB FOUNDATION

And

Choice Queens a Specialty.

Circulars and samples free. Send for them.
It will paj' you to do so, before orderingr elsewhere. Wax worked on the Given Press for
10 to 20 cts. per lb., according to the number
of square feet to the pound.

G. H.
23eowtf

KNICKERBOCKER,
PINE PLAINS,

N. Y.

offer 100 COLONIES
of strong, healthy BEES
for sale very cheap. Send
-for particulars to
H. J, SCHHOCK, Goshen, Ind.
I

^
CHEAP
:«A-Jt

QUEENS.—

ed.

National Real Estate

liicloA.

liiug-ains

;

table ffivinK all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

and much valuable information.
Price as cents.— Sent on receipt of

tlu

and Real Estate news. :>0 cts.
a year. Sample copy free. Address,
27C6t
"W. li. GRIGGS, Kirksville, Mo.
I

FOR

ENGUAVINGS

;

and

R,oot FoNndallon a specialty.
Queens and Bees from March to November.
larSena for my Illustrated Catalogue.
iCtf PAUI^ K.. VIAI^IjON, Bayou Goula, La.
Italian

MCCn
UU WttU

oudsb. siiKZi?,

49BCtf

THE SOUTH

IN

Dunham and

rnil

DSALEBS. to

MILLS.

The *'Best" and "Clieapest" in the market.
Send for Sample and Price List free.
PAUL SFOERKE, Fond du Lac, Wis.

For tne manufacture of

have again increased our caoaoity for makind
the "BOSS" ONE PIECE SECTION, and are now
ready to fill orders on short notice. We would advise our customers, and eBpeeially

B. J.

7.5

MissiSRippi

*4..^().

OSCAR

tractor. f3.

WIS.

untested, fl; 4-fr»me

*l';

BEE-KEEPERS^ SUPPLIES.

HOBSE,
THE
KENDALL,
BY

Sixth Thousand Just Published

fWA

WATERTOWN.

QUEENS,
T£STED
Nuclei. »3.50 and

HEADQUARTERS

We

plete

covers.

LE-WIS,

B.

Gr.
IBCtf

14Dtf

SECTIONS.

hood guaranteed.

PRICE— Bound

OA

Ills.

with ner\'ons debility, loss of
manhood, and all kindred And not Wait until the Eiish Comes.
vitality and
troubles. Also for rheumatism, neiiralpria.
We will not manufacture Hives and ShlppinK
paralysis, and many other diseases. Com- CFates this season, as we have fixed over all our
machinery for makins the One-Plece Sections.
restoration to health, vii^or and man-

its

AR

mB

old) afflicted

in

!

- 1<
Our capacity now is a C
I>
of goods daily. Hives manufactured from scift
white pine, and Becti<ms from white basswood.
Sendt^ur our new Illustr.iied Price List for 1884. It
is very Important y.iu should have our new List
before ordering, as prices are arranged differently
from last season.

COMB FOUNDATION

Comb Foundation,

orders for

all

This.

oBer to send their celebrated Electro-Voltaic Belt and other ElkcthK' Appltaxces
on trial for thirt.\- days, to men (.young or

honey

KEW MACHIKERV

The Largest Manufaeturer<>f Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in tlie World!

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

West Madison

THOMAS

mo

NEW SHOP

21C12t

in Children.

THOMAS e.

Management

SECTIOXS.

!

Save Doctor Bills!

BEES

Bee Hives

HOW TO CURE

TELLS

It will

SOLD SINCE

lath Xhensand Just Out
11th ThoQsand Sold in Just Fonr Months
3, 000 Snld the i>a>t Year.
More than
pa^es. and more than 50 fine illuf-

Beeswax

Malarial Affections.

Croup— to Prevent.

Whooping Cough, Worms

M35

MANUAL OF THE APIAKT.

Or,

Owing

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corn8,Cougha,Cholera.DiarrhoBa, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet. Freckles, Headache, Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
NippIes.Sore Thmat, Sun-stmbe, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts.

Price only

BEEKEEPERS' GUIDE;
11,000

the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmust ImEortance to Everybody, concerning their daily
ablts of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
CENTS,
It C08I8 only
and contains 3SS papes, and Is sent hy mall,
post-paid, on receipt or price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.
is

What to

!

!

s

END YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS FOR MT

-^ 211-page Price List of Italian. Cyprian and
Holy Land Colonies. Nuclei, (.iueens and Apiarian
Supplies. H. H.BKOWN.LiMht Street. Col. Co. Pa.

3-'DJt

1884.

JOSEPH

D.

ENAS,

(Sunny Side Apiary,
Pure

Italian

1884.

i

Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

EXTRACTOKS. COMB FOUNDATION. &c.
L'4D10t

Address, Sunny Side Apiary

NAPA.CAI..

! !
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HELLO! HELLO!
Wo

now

are

Book

remlj* to

(.)riler!*

511

Uir

AN *

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Whtt«Poptar|
Dovetailed

!

Specialty.

Brerythinn

fully

up with the times,

ORGAN

iind

At i^owest Figures
Send stamp for ;ii'-pageCHtalofjue and Samples.

APIARIAN SUPPLY

CO.,

kHweebnt home.

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

tfi.Wf outtit iree.
Pay
risk. Capital notre-

No

iibsolutcly sure.

I

want business at
ynun^ or old,

ro'l.
Header, if y()u
rli perscrs of either sex.

make

tun

I

pay

txreat

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., IVIathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

the time they

all

130,000

The Best

WILTON JUNCTION, IOWA.

7A«m

wtirk. with absolute certainty, write for
portlculttrs to U. Hallett&Co.. Portland, Maine.

4Aly

FLAT- BOTTOM

ESTEY

COMB FOUNDATION,

CAMP,

<Su

188 and I90 State

CHICACOr

St.,

htgh aide-walls. 4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circulur and samples free
J,

VAN DEUSEN &

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, cvj^ N, y.
for the workiDK class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you /re*-,
a royal, valuable bosof samplegoods
that will put you in the way of making
mure money in a few days, than you
I
ever thoutrht possible at any business.
not
Capital
required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
Is universally adapted to both sexes, Tounp and
old. You can easily earn from 5o cents to $5every

GOLD!

That

who want work may

test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send $i to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

evenlnn.

_

all

4Aly

TESTIMONIALS.
Hamilton,

We want an agent and local reporter in every
farming community to represent City and Country
and furnish us from time to time such facts as we
mny require. Send lo cents for credentials and
full particulars regardintr services and compensaAddress, Will C. Turner & Co.. Publishers
"City und C'ountry.** ColnmhuK, Ohio.

tion.

24A18t

.Iar>*.

97fi

M VT

F.
and H7K Central Ave..

^"Henri

<'.

til

IDC. for Practlc:il II

.

CHAS.

Yours,

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
DearMadam;— I have made over 11KJ,000
not now take double the price

Mrs. Frances Dunham:
I

All prefer the foundation I
difficulty in rolling it

have no

paid for

I

lbs.

it.

DADANT & SON.

Beeton,Ont., Dec. 10, 1883.
of foundation on one of your macbint-s, and woulO
D. A. JONES.
Yours very truly,

Genoa. Cayuga Co., N. Y., Dec. 12, 1883.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machlnr
from lo to 12 feet to the pound for sections.
J.G.WHITTEN.
Yours respectfully,

Mrs. Frances ditnham
yoi
foundation mills for the pasts years, we
After using one of your
AndI for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

Kenton, Ohio, Dec. 2y, 1883.
can't say too much in its favor
Tours,

SMITH * bMIlH.

Omaha, Neb., Jan.

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

18, 1884.

and aj
1 made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose,
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg. Iowa, and Ij. C. Root * Bro., 01
Mohawk, N. Y. Mesnra. Knot & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me. and in a later communication say: "U (our loundation) gave the best results of any tried." 1 write this that vou may have fair
play, which isto me alwaysa jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yourstruly, l.L.VONDOBN.

Send for description and Price List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, Dp

Pere, Wis,

Tin Buckets.

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply

10, 1883.

We

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey

Dec.

38,000 lbs. of foundation on your mills this year, and tne
foundation has piven univernal satisfaction; so much so, that peveral manufacturers bave etoppea
have also manufactured aboutmanufacturing t'> supply their customers with our foundation.
lo,(Hio lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine for surplus boxes, and it has been equally 8
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
„ „ „ „

^__________

REPORTERS WANTED.

LiOCAI^

III.,

Mks. Frances Dunha.m, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madam :— We have made about

II

NE'W AND USEFUI.

etc.

SYSTEMATirANOCONVENlENT.

,

«-il««'Il\'IVATI, O.
imp to Kee-Keeperi-

icicle, for the Apiary
Send for our Ki-page illustrated Circular.
AI^I^EY, Wenham, Mass.
ISAtt

HENRY

lILLS.IOiNCH $ 15.00

My Apiary of 100 colonies

For Rent.

37Aly

honey-house,
Sale.

wanted for The Lives of all the

R.

I

Presidents of the U. tf. The
largest, handsomest, best book
I
lever
fold for less than twice
profits to agents.

lour price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense
All intelligent people want it.

RBFOLl'f.YG COMn-BANGER,
Tool Box and Eecoi ding Desk Combined.

I»rlce, coiiiplele,

and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

For terms, address
BECKTEIili, Three Oaks, Mich.

S.

ttCEENS. DADANT POUNDAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAtiE, TTAI.IAN
pay you to
L dallon, and Snppliea.— It will
F. SMITH, Smyrna, N. T.

..

Dadaiit'sFouiHlat ion Factory, wholesale

of Bees, including a house
and one acre of land, shop,
Also, Bees and Honey for

:i0.-i.3t

Any one cun become a successful agent. 'I'erms
Hali.ktt Book C
Portland, Me.
4Aly

free.

etc.

*

For

sale by
923

only

ALFRED

West Madison

$18.00.

KEWMAN,

H.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Street,

send for Circular.

K.

HAtf
Friends,

if

you are

in

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Cultnre,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Hiveii« Honey Extractorft, Comb

We

Seml-Monthly OleunlniCB

Syrian-Albino Queens
My new

.VIIKAD

Strain

build beantit'nl.

.straifj-ht

i.l

('tinibw.

Thoy
wilhuiit

ail.

Separalor*. ami are i;iNl!:xrKL.L>l!:D
workers.

Kearerl

liy

Select-Tcsteri, to breed

from

Dntested
Address,
:iOAtf

as

Alleys' nietliod.

%'AM
$1.50

DK.

<i. \a.

New

tinker.

Philadelphia. Dhio.

DOUGHERTY

&

McKEE,

Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all books

Mamitaetiirera of and

and journals, and everythinK pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
^
A. I. ROOT. Medina. O.
Ctf

HIVES a Specialty. Dadant's
Foundation, Hint;ham Smokers, Wired frames
and Fooiulation from the Given Press, Sections, Extractors and Honey Jars. Send for
14A26t
our Price lilst.

Send Tor Samples dtc Reduced Prlce-l.*ls^
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Dealers in BEEKEEPERS' SUPP1.1ES and HONEY.
Lansist rntli

Vandervort

Comb

Fdn. Mills,
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HEDDON'S
aoLXj:Nd:3sr.

A

NEW

There arc five cross
hars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
cm the neck-band. The
irs are of best light
>^pring steel; the neckhard
banil of best
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
material.
It is very
easih put together, no trouble to put on or
take ott, and tokls compactly in a paper box
h\7 niches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the until o Veil being only Ave
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

OF

fiOMB FOUNDATION.
Wholesale and Retail.
now have ou hand

I

a freshly-made

ALFRED

lot

923

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

.of

from

strictly

from

cleansed

oughly

wax,

pure domestic

Sizes of brood and surplus, S}ixl6)4, or

Langstroth

size.

Dadant's

have also

I

best Brood Foundation of

same

tor prices,

and

state

to

lie

\*

ANTED.

advantageous to both

or Vermont preferred. Address,
F. I. SAOE A: SON, Wethei-sfleld, Conn.
:".lA4t

rit-'ht away than
anything else in tills world. All
of either sex.succeed from tirst
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. THtJK
4Aly
i Co.. AuKusta, Maine.

Dadani'sFouiidatiou Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

IF YOTT "WiilTT

size; also

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

III.

more money

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send

Dffer a liberal

HONEY

mostly one-pound sections. We pay spot
easli at railroad station for what we buy.
Those desirous of becoming- acquainted with
such dealers, will state how much honey
they ha\'e of each size section. How much
of "each (juality. How soon the whole or
part of it can be in shipping- order. Name
lowest cash price, and say how much more
If answer is favorable,
is in your locality.
we will call on you. York State, Michigan,

PRIZEj

ft

to

-with the same
have for several
jears liouKht the entire honey crop of many
bee-keepers.
In view of our increasingtrade, we wish to add to our list of producers, .the names of a few more reliable
men whose honey crop is from one to ten or
more tons yearly. Throug:h the actions of
certain bee-keepers, the trade now demands

NEWMAN,
Street. CblcaKo.

it

seller and buyer to deal
parties year after year, we

Send ^ix cents tor postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of KOOdswhich will help you to

thor-

impurities.

all

H.

West Madison

COIfIB

Believing

;

BEST GIVEN

TONS

50

BEE- VEIL.

DEALER

IN

I

DEALERS. Pure Italian Bees

and ((ueeus

VEHICLE,

I

Fo further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly

|

SEND A rOSTAI> CARD TO THE

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.

Dadaiit'sFouiidation Factory, wholesale
and

believe my Hive is growing in popularity, to a much greater degree, than is the
business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to furnish these hives made up, and
I

in the

flat,

at very reasonable prices.

complete for comb honey

One Hive

will contain
plete with sections).

(The above

.

See Advertisement

I

now wish

former customers, that

to say to

.$3.00

two cases com-

ted honey

—

L. J.

DIEHL,

in the flat

should ever order these Hives
in the flat, without ordering one made up

work

and

3.00
1.50

No one

Parties are advercomplete to
tising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
by.

embrace my orinciples.
by those purchased from me.

-wise

Judge only

retail.

W.

See Advertisement

Bii^;£les, PUaetoii!^, I^i@;Ut Carriages,

Surrey

Butler, lud.

\%'^ais;onK,

Z.

SECTIONS.

HUTCHINSON^
Genesee

Co.. Mich.,
Is now raaking a specialty of rearing fine Italian
queens. All queens bred from the purest and
best of mothers, and the cells built in full colonies. Single queen, |l; 6 for $5; V2 or more 75
Tested queens, $1.50 each. Make
cents each.
:il Atf
money orders payable at Flint, Mich.

to

Prices

inAi.'4t

retail.

See Advertisement

PUBLIC SENTIMENT

:

Untested

1

C'ntested, after July ist
rnteated, ( per doz. alter July let

l

i

1

1

Iowa.

In

affirms that the

PRESS

D. 8.
lABtf

25

OIT£X

<fz

CIRCULAR for 1884
SURE to state whether or not
my Circular for 1883.
Address,
JAMES HEDDON,

you

liave

DOWAGIAC. Cms

AND OUR POPULAR

County. MICH.

the latter most perfect
motion.
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Bee-Keepers' Riifde, or ITIannal of
tlie Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on. every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
Quinby's
Il<")()T

.—Its

New

St- '? is

Bec-Keeping, by
plain

and

forcible,

L. C.

making

readers rea-.ze the fact that the author
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

is

AB

C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces ever,\i:hing pertaining to the care

of the Honey-Bcc, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
up with the times." beginner. Cloth,$1.25; paper, $1.
in all the various improvements and in\'cnBlessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
tions in this rapidly-developing- pursuit, and romance of l)ee-keeping, full of practical
presents the apiarist with everrthing that information and contagious enthusiasm.

Bees an«l Honey, or Managrement of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas

B. L. AKMS'l'HONi;. Jerseyville, HI.,

ARTHIIU

rol)D.(Jernjantown,Pliiladelphi»,Pa.
K. KI<ET<'HMEK, Cnbura. luwa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DALE, Mortonsvllle. Ky.
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Newman.— It
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"fully

and nnmbers of other dealers.
can aid in the successful management ot the Price, 75c.
Write for .SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee. and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attracti\e
Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Kev. L.
of supplies, accompanied with
condition. It embraces the following sub- L. L.'VNGSTROTH.— This is the work of a
ISO COMPI.IMEKTAKT'.
jects
Ancient History of Bees anrl Honev master, and will always remain a standard.
an Apiary— Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TE.STIMONIALS —Locating
ing — Swarming — Dividing — E.vtracting —
from as many bee-keepers in 1S.S3.
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping. —
Queen Hearing- Introducing Queens — ItalBee Pasturage a Necessity- Quiet- A translation of the master-ijiece of that most
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- ianizing—
German authority. Price, bound
celebrated
dation equal to sample in every respect. ing and Hanilling Bees— The Management of in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
Bees and Honey at Fairs— .Maiki-tiiig Honey,
CHAS. DAHAXT & SON.
etc. 230 profusely-illustrateil pages. Price,
ttueen-Reariiig, by Henry Alley.— A
5ABIy
HAMILTON. Hancncli Co., ILL. bound in ololli, $1.00; 2 copies for ¥1.80; full and detailed account of
years expecopies for S2.5.5; 5 for $4.00; 10 for $7..i0.
rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for.$1.40; easiest
and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
list

:

2,'?

:i

i copies for $2.00; 5 tor J3.nO; 10 tor

¥-5.00.

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. ,1.
KiNO.- A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Price. $1.00, bound in cloth.
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dapant & SON.—
Th« Ob
Strongly bound in full leather. Pi'ice. for .50 Details their management. Price, 15e.
colonies, $1.00 ; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
BINGHAM
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
200 colonies, $1.50.
Chas. F. Muth. — Gives his views on the manHoney as Food and medicine, by agement
Bee Smoker
of bees. Price, 10c.
Thomas G. Newman.— It gives the various
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
Dzierzon Tlieory. — The fumlanieiital
Honey Cakes, Cookies. Puddings. Foam. principles of Dzierzon's systemofapiyultnre
Wines, etc. Also. Honey as Medicine, with as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
many A-aluable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical .4plcultiire,
to help in creating a demand for honey.

OBieiNAL PATENTS.

Tlie Apiary Register, by Tho.mas G.
Newman.— A Kecord and Account Book for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged thata
mere glance will give its complete history.

i

;

the ICn;|£lisli or German
one dozen. 40 cents 100 for
for $10.00—1.000 for $15.00.—
If 100 or more ai-e ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.
Pi-ice, for either
(Mlilion, 5 cents

S-2.50

—

—
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.-|00

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Tiio.MAS

Patented 1878
Prof. Cook.lnhiaTaluable Manual of the Apiarv,
stalea that "Mr. Bingham was tlie flr.st to iniprffve
the nld Qninby smoker by estab ishmfr a direct
Five years of per^^ibtentef^'^^th!ls (lemonstraied thitt no one but Bingham has been able to
improve n Bineham smoker. Hundreds (if Bineham smokers have been in use live years, and :ire
They burn lots of blocks
yet in workinp order.
draft."

and chips and

stuff,

and make

lots of

smoke and

comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or s'nw, just as yon please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always bo!
Bee-keepers wcl save money and vexation by

buyinp lienuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Unrapping-Knivestlrst. We neither
make n<ir handle any other supplies; but -f these
we are the cirig'nal invent .)r8, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.'i,o(in in use trom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

W't^i European and American orders already
received for over .'i.iKm, there is evidence that ihk4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Bucli goods {IS we muke have met the advanced
wants of the m>st advanced bee-keepers in Eurone and America.
For mail rHtcs and testiraoniala, send card. To
sell again, send for dozen rates to

I5IMJHAM & HETHERINGTOX,
ABROMA. MICH.

6A-iBtf

Vaudervort FoiindatioH

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00,
It

makes the

Ftmndation for
For Sale by

tlnest extra thin

comb honey.
AL.FRi:il H. NE"«VMAN.
023

West Ma.tiBon

Street.

CHICAGO, ILU

Convention

^and

G. Newman.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
Programme for a Convention, with Subiects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

—

TVliy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
Newman.—This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 .500 copies for $2.25 ; 1.000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
;

honej-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 200 will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.

by Prof. ,Tohn Phin. — This gives the correct
iheaning of nearly

Price,

bound

.500

in cloth.

apicultural terms.

50c.

Tlie Hive I I'se, by G. M. DoOLtTTLE.—
Details his manatremerit of bees. Price 5c.

Foul Brood, by A. R. KOHIWE.— Its origin
and cure. Price, 25c.
Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Complete Meclianie. — Contains over
1.000.000 indnstrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engra\ings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 50e., in either Englisli

Oerman.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not
family.

eat.

eat and

This book should be in every

Price, 50e.

Scribner's liumber and Log Book.—
measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Preparation of Honey for the Gives
and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
logs
Market, including the production and care
of both Comb and E.Ntracted Honey, and
Fislier's Grain Tables. — For casting
Instructions on the E.i:hibition of Bees and up the price of grain, produce and hay: wood
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. New.man. measurer.ready reckoner,tables for plowing,
This

is a chapter
Price, lOe.

from "Bees and Honey."

Sivarining, Dividing

and Feeding

etc.

Price,

Bee Pasturage a

Necessity, by Thomas
G. New^i.\n— Progressive views on this important subject: suggesting wliat and how
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
2(3 engravings.
Price, 10c.

Bees in AVlnter,by Thomas G. Newman.
—Describing Chatt-packing. Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5o.

BiPiien Kiiltur, by Thomas G.Newman.

—In

the tilerniau language. Price, in paper
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

of Health, by

Dr. Foote.

Rules tor eating, drinking, sleeping, bathmg,

Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Tho.mas G. working,
Newman. A chapterfrom "Bees and Honey."
Price 5e.

40c.

Haud-Book

dressibg, etc.

Price,

25c.

Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or tor the
Monthly. 50e. They cannot be sent by mad
;

to Canada.

Constitution and By-l.avvs, for local
Associations. $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. e.xtra.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepeis. on
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 35c.
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Are Bees an Injury

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

EDITOF aNU Pbopuietou.

1^
fully

Every subscriber sliould carepreserve the numbers of the

Bee Journal
an

article

year's

is

for reference.

Many

worth the price of a

subscription.

When

the in-

formation therein contained can be
readily referred to, it is doubly valWe can, therefore, do our
uable.
readers no greater service than to
recommend them to procure a Binder,
and file away each number as fast as
received.

i^" We regret to have to note the
death of one of our subscribers and
correspondents, F. M. Clieney, of
Sutton, N. H. He went to Tennessee
last spring
to take charge of an
apiary for H. E. Andrews, of about
100 colonies, and died about the middle of last mouth of malarial fever.

1^" We regret to learn that Mr. J.
T. Wilson's house was burned early
on the morning of Aug. 5, at Mortonsville, Ky.
He writes us that many
bee-keepers are owing him, and with
this calamity he is crippled finanThese who owe him should
cially.
at once send him the necessary funds
to help him in this, liis " hour of
need."
1^" The aphidse that trouble pot
plants are green, and the tender new
growth on plants often becomes com-

them before they
are noticed. These lice are often
called the ants' cows, because the
pletely covered with

13, 1884.

to Fruit?

No. 33.

v/ould not offer the least excuse for
such insane folly.

Mr. L. A. Lowmaster, of Belle
Vernon, O., has sent us a long extract from the New York Sun, con-

The Weather.

Cold weather in every month in the
taining the usual charges against the
bees, J. e., that they are an injury to year seems to be the rule, so far. Tofruit growers, the following being the day (Aug. 8) when it should be expected to be uncomfortably hot, it is
last paragraph
cold enough for an overcoat ; in fact
Admitting that the accusations we have had but little weather so far
made against bees in regard to their that has been what may
be called
destructiveness of fruits, have been
" seasonable." In Europe it seems to
fully established, the question naturally arises as to the rights of the be about the same.
The London
bee-keepers in this matter. Has any Journal of Horticulture of July 2S, has
man a right to raise and keep an in- the following " notes
of the season :"
sect that is likely to annoy his neighbors in various ways, in addition to
destroying bis fruits? We believe
this question has already been taken
into the courts, and decided against
the bees, and it will, no doubt, be
taken there many times in the future,
if the bee-keepers continue to increase
their stock of bees as rapidly in the
next few years as they have in the
past two or three decades. Honey is
no doubt a very desirable luxury, but
scarcely so important, or of so much
value to man, as is fruit ; and while
we admire the " busy bee," and its
stores of nectar, there must be a
limit even to tlie multiplication of an
ordinarily useful iusect.

Although the weather during the
May and beginning of
June was dry with bright sunshine,
tlie thermometer sank often at night
during that time to Sff-" and 3^^, conlatter part of

Without the bees, fruit growers
would soon be in search of other em-

made little proLarge tracts of strawberries
are almost totally destroyed through
the drought and insects. Plums that
promised a great crop have dropped
apples and pears are stunted gooseberries, where they were not overpruned, are a fair crop but with the
exception of the last-named and currants, the fruit prospects are very
poor.
I only removed the feeders from my
hives on June ij, as up till tliat time
little or no honey was to be had.
On
the morning ot the 26th it was doubtful whether I had acted wisely in removing the feeders, but a favorable
change came, and on the 27th I put
on supers, which were at once taken
possession of by the bees, which
wrought vigorously, especially in the
afternoon, as it was too hot at midday. On Saturday the thermometer
stood at 88° in the shade, but cooling
down a little the next five days, when
it culminated
in a severe thunder-

The value of the bees in
fructifying the bloom, by carrying the
pollen masses from the male to female

storm and deluge of rain. During
that one week the bees increased
much in weight, the strong ones com-

Mr. Lowmaster asks what we think
of the article, and says tbat it has
been copied into many of the leading
newspapers, and

is

doing bee- keepers

a serious injury.
It is the old story of re-vamped
assertions without proof vindictiveness without alloy.

—

ployment.

sequently vegetation
gress.

;

;

pleting from 12 to 15 pounds of comb
everywhere acknowledged. honey in supers, besidiis storing much
Should this war upon the bees be pur- in the body of the hive.
flowers, is

become extinct, fruit
and flowers would soon also cease to
1^- Travis county, Texas, has
oifer food for man and beast, as well appointed the following committee to
ants follow them to gather a honey as to beautify the face of nature. represent it in making a Bee and
that exudes from their bodies there Then fruit-growers would mourn and Honey exhibit at the New
Orleans
is a white aphis that attacks the roots wa(7— liaving
destroyed their best Exposition J. G. Taylor, Chairman
suecl until they

;

:

;

of plants
Exch.

;

the ants follow this also.— friends, the bees. And the fact that
"through ignorance they did it,"

W. W. Madaris, Dr. W.
Palmer, and R. J. Kendall.

Styles,

15.

:
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Local Convention Directory.
1884.

Time and place of Meeting.

Auff. 13.— Northeastern Ky., at Covington. Ky.

G.

W.

Cree. Sec.

Ang. IH.— Decatur, at Greensburg, Ind.

Uenry

Au;. 19.—N.W.

111.

Carter.

& S.W.

J.

Wis. at I,. Highbarger's.
Stewart, Sec, Rock City. III.

Sept.1,2.— W.N.Y.and N.VV.Pa.,at Jamestown. N.Y.
W. A. Sbewman. Sec.

had let go the tracing staff, and lield
only a small riding cane. With this
I was soon actively engaged in hitting
at the bees. I probably knocked
down three or more of them with my
cane. This must have enraged them,
and I was soon made to feel the
I

effects of their
on the back of

and

over

all

venom.

They

settled

my hands and wrists,
my "face, in every case

piercing me with their stings. Wild
with pain, I rushed to a bush, crept
Sept. 1, 5.— Ohio State, at Columbus. O.
C. M. Kingaburj^ Sec.
under it, and covered my face with
Oct. 11, 12. —Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
my hands, coat- collar and hat as
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, M'c
much as possible, endeavoring to
Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago, III.
remain motionless.
could not
I
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
endure this more than four or tive
at
Fremont,
Mich.
Nov. 25.— Western Mich.,
minutes so I got up and climbed the
Geo. E. Hilton. Sec.
hill-side, at the top of which were a
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
plateau and a road. This was a very
A. M. Gander, Sec.
steep climb of at least 1.50 feet, over
Dec. 10. 1 1.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton. Mich.
boulders and through jungle, witti
precipices so that I had to struggle
|y~ In order to have this table complete. Secre- on through a regular maze, having
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
again and again to retrace my way.
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
All the time the bees were at me. I
was soon so much exhausted that I
could only move a few yards (eight or
The Stinging Bees of India.
ten) without having to stop for breath.
I had to use my hands as well as my
The American Edition of tlie Lon- feet in making the ascent. Whenever
don Lancet contains the following I stopped, the bees settled upon and
account of the effects of severe sting- stung me more than when I was moving on my face was covered with
ing by the large bee of India the them, I had the sensation that they
Ajns Lidica. We do not think that were crawling on my face over each
we want any of these bees in America. other's backs, as if they were fully
and three deep in number. They
The Cyprians are bad enough but two
made the most persistent efforts to
for these bees of India [Apis Lidica), sting me in my eyes— that is, to force
as well as their more irrascible cousins their stings between my fast closed
of Java (Apis dorsata) we have no use. eyelids but they stung my lips most,
and several went up my nostrils, and
Let them stay where they are. Here more than once I had to eject them
are the letters referred to
from the latter place by a forcible
expiration, closing one nostril with a
To the Editor of The Lancet.— As finger. A'l this time my sufferings
bees,
especially
if
very
stinging by
were severe, and it was with the
severe, is an accident rarely met with, greatest dfiiculty that I managed to
followino;
the
account
tliought
have
I
reach the road on the plateau. When
from my brother-in-law,Mr.Herklots,a there, I had a plain path all the way
coffee planter on the Xeilgherry Hills, down
the hill to where my pony was,
South India, of severe bee-stings suf- quite half, or, I should say. threefered by himself, with the symptoms quarters of a mile. I was then able
that followed and the treatment to protect my hands by placing thera
adopted, will be found by you to be ill my pockets. From the time of
sufficiently instructive for insertion
commencing to ascend the bill, I had
in 2'he Lancet. You will see by the not retaliated
on the bees. but. judgaccount that the patient is still suffer- ing it the best policy, had allowed
ing from the effects of the stings.
them their way with ine. Soon after
G. Hehklots Vos. M. R. C. S. Eng.,
I reached the plateau, as far as I can
House-Surgeon, Tndnlng Hospital, Tottenham, N.
say, about half an hour after the bees
had begun to sting me, I felt very ill.
"Coonoor, Madras, March 7, 1884.
I had sudden slight indications of rig"About Sep. 24. last, I went out with ors, and felt very sick. But I had to
a friend to visit some property some struggle on, and' get home somehow,
three miles distant. We went to a
I reached my pony, whichr is a spiritsteep hill-side to lay out a trace for a
new road. While the men were cut- ed animal, and mounted him at once.
ting the track, or, rather, clearing the Tlie bees, though less in number,
bruslies away, my friend and I were were still at me and I imagined that
looking about to see which would be they would attack my pony, but they
the best line for the road. I took up did not. I took the sliortest route
the staff, and went with it to a small home, a very bad cross-country tiack.
rock, when the overseer, who was by, The bees followed me some distance.
said, 'Sir, there are bees about.' I and gradually left me. Soon after I
did not perceive the force of this state- was in my saddle. I was vomiting very
ment at once but, to my surprise, I severely, "though I did not bring up
found the coolies gliding away with much, and this was followed by severe
great caution and unusual rapidity, purging of the bowels, the faeces
and leaving me. The bees, which being quite green. I felt very ill, and
were of a large variety (Ajns Lidica), had to hold on by the pommel of ray
were now flying angrily about me, and saddle. I was retching all the way
occasionally coming right at my face. home, and had two actions of the
;

;

—

;

—

;

:

;

;

bowels. When I was able to open
my eyes I could see that my face was
covered with stubble, which I knew
were the stings of the bees I took
care not to touch them. On reaching
;

I went to my own room and
tlirew myself on the bed. 'The doctor
was then sent for. I continued to be
very sick and was constantly purged.
Ttie stings were extracted by my wife
and others, and for several days subsequently the doctor found and exwife tells me that
tracted others.
she thinks there must have been quite
."00 stings taken out.
Food was most
abhorrent to me, and for some nights
but
within a week
could
sleep
I
not
;
I was up again, though very weak.
I have felt the results of this adventure in weakened liealth for months
since, and have lately taken a short
sea trip to Calcutta fora change, since
wliicli I have somewhat improved in
health. The medical treatment consisted of the removal of the stings,
and the external application of the
following— castor-oil one part, steeldrops one part, collodion six parts ;
with the internal administration of
full doses of steel-drops (the affected
an erysipelatous
parts presented
blush) minim doses of impecaeuanha
wine to relieve vomiting, solution of
morphia to relieve pain and to induce

home,

My

When the morphia had the
former effect only, full doses of bromide of potassium and hydrate of
sleep.

chloral acted as efficient hypnotics."

W
ers

One

in

of the oldest

this

country,

Queen Breedwrites

tlius

"Please stop our advertisement we
are getting more orders than we can
This shows the value of advertill."
;

tising in the

Bee Journal,

for that

advertisement appeared in no other
paper.

— ^

.

1^

Our

rates

»

for

two or more

copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
may be found on the Book List on
the second page of this paper. Also
wholesale rates on all books wliere
they are purchased " to sell again."
for reading up will soon be
and in anticipation of this, we
now have a very large stock of books
on hand, and can till orders for them
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.

The time
here,

1^- In the article on "Reversible
Frames," on page 488, in the second
paragraph and ninth line, read " inexpensiveness" instead of ''inexperience ,-" and in the next paragraph and
fourth line, read -'strengthen'' for
" straighten.''

^" Letters for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.
AdTertisenients intended for the

Bbb

reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

Journal must
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Too Much Tare— Is

A

is

outside of

?

know

Exchange

California

there

It Just

says, that

tliat

your native village will
you ever lived. Deal gently

with the crank. Of course, some
craidis are craidvier than others, but
very slow to sneer at a man
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Office or Thk Auehican Bee JotiKNAi.,
Monday, 10 a.m.. Aug. 11. nl-<4

(
i

much complaint among a^- do you be

culturists

The following are the latest quotaand not without just reason, because he kiiows only one thing and
tions for honey and beeswax received
you cannot understand him.
up to this hour

dealers are in the habit of extorting too much tare, that tliey are not
satislied with lareage of cases alone,
but require the cans also. It says
tliat

:

CINCINNATI.
HONE v.— The demand for extracted

Traveling Sweetness-

:

Look at the facts and see if there is
not good reason for complaint. AVe
liave weighed many cases and lind
tlieni to run from 10 to 12 pounds, an
average of aliout 11 pounds, and cans
at 1?4 pounds, often less. The tare
exacted from 16 to IS pounds, when
injustice to the producer it should
not be more than the weight of the
cases alone. Sixty pound screw'-top
cans, new at the shop, cost from 35 to 40
cents each, and cases 30 cents each a
case with cans SI. 00. It is an established practice among dealers
of
canned goods, in buying or selling, to
deduct the weight of the case alone.
Now why, we ask, should honey be
;

made an

exception?

Is

it

just?

When

the apiarist purchases a can or
case of coal-oil or lard, or other canned
goods from a groceryman, the weight
of the can or cans is not deducted, but
if he should ever return the same cans
filled with honey, the groceryman will
deduct the weight of the same cans,
thus reqtnrine the apiarist to give

fair,

Is

and to

Under

this

head the Augusta, Ga.,

Evening Nncs gives the following
account of the shipment of bees to the
Xorth from that place

all aTipearances. tzradually impruvlns. It
brines 6!-7.!ic per pnvind on arrival. There is a
small demand fi>r comb boney. but we had small
off.TS only, and a noud deal could be sold. It
brinus 14c per pnnnd <in arrival.
BKUSWAX-Offerlni-'s plentiful at 3n®:VJc on
arrival.
K. MUTU. Freeman & Central Ave.

C

:

A

shipment

large lot of boxes for

NEW

YOEK.

HONEY— Sales of comb honey continue slow.
As yet there are no :irrivals <jf this season's crop.
We have received several small shipments of new

in the Soutbern Express office attracted the attention of tlie Evening News e.Ytracted honey, wlm.-h sold readily. For prices
Fancy white, -lb.,
this morning, and upon investigation on this year's crop, we quote
16^18c; fancy white, 2-lb., I5(anic; fair to good, I
found them to be bees from the apia- and
I'-lb., 12f<!;l4<-: fancy buckwheat, l-lb., I::"!.l3c:
ry of Dr. J. V. II. Brown, of this city. 2-Ib.. ll(*12c. E.xtracled, white clover, in kegs or
barrels, 8t.."kMc: dark erades. 7"i-7!^c,
There were seventeen boxes in all, small
BEESWAX-Prime yellow, :i"ra:ec.
McCAUL & HILDKETH, 34 Hudson St.
and each box so arranged as to. hold
four colonies of the Httle sweeteners
BOSTON.
in separate apartments.
Capt. Boyle,
HONEY.— New honey Is coming in. and selling
agent of the Express Company, tells at Hi''nI8c. for best white land 'J-pound sections.
New extacted, 8<nie. Honeyin unbiassed sections
us that Dr. Brown ships large quanti- sells the mostreadily. Old comb honey all gone.
BEBSWAX-3.'>c.
ties of bees to different parts of the
Blake & kiplet, 57 Chatham Street.
country, but the present one is the
CHICAGO.
largest shipment ever made by express
I

:

from

this

section.

The Doctor

is

HONBT—This week we have had liberal receipts

comb honey, and the prices are irregular. Asa
authority on bee-culture in the South, of
rule, the honey is of tlrst quality, and put up in
and bears a well-earned reputation in good shape: agradual improvementis noted in this
respect. Prices range from 14'(tl6c for the best;
this line over the United States. He occasionally a case sells for more than that, but it
in a retail way. The extracted honey is still
makes a specialty of Italian bees, is
at nominal prices -6(aj>^c per pound.
which is one of the best and most pro- sluggish,
BEESWAX-Fair receipts; prices, .'lU:a}37c.
K. A, BtiKNKTT, Itjl South Water St.
them back to liim, and when empty, lific kind, and his methods of hiving
will again sell tliem back to the api- and shipping are attended with perSAN FRANCISCO.
arist.
jSTew cans made expressly for fect safety to the bees.
HONEY—The market is in bad shape for the
honey, when sold by weight with the
selling interest, there being no shipping demand,
and next to nothing doing on local acctjunt. To
honey, bring more than half their cost.
matters worse, offerings are being urged on
T. B. Peterson & Brothers, make
Apiarists have good and sufficient
buyers by too many parties, s'>me of whom have
cause for complaint, and should Philadelphia, Pa., will issue, in a few little or no knowledge of the honey trade, and are
not in a positi-n to be able to do it justice Qu'taremedy this evil, refusing to submit days, a cheap edition in book form, tions
are largely nomoial. White to extra white
comb, liI'mKii-^c; dark to good, 9^\\c; extracted,
to such extortion.
for the million, of Mrs. D. E. N. choice to extra while, ,'-n<t,5!*c;darkundc.indied,4c.
BEESWA.X -Wholesale iic.
STEARNS 4 Smith, 433 Front Street.
Southworth's Last and Best Work,

1^

A Brief Sermon

"Self-Raised, or,
From the
Depth.s," which will prove to be the
The Burli-ngton Saiikeiie publishes most popular work ever published in
a great deal of Tionsense, but some- book form. It is in a large duodecimo
times in its amusing way it states volume of 6-58 pages. Price 7.5c.

The following

indisputable facts.

from a very recent

on Cranks.

issue

is

:

What would we do were

not for
the cranks V How slowly the tired
old world would move, did not the
cranks keep it rushing along Columbus was a crank on the subject of
American discovery and navigation,
and at last he met the fate of most
cranks, was thrown into prison, and
died in poverty and disgrace. Greatly
venerated now
Oh, yes, we usually
esteem a crank most profomidly after
it

!

!

we starve him to death. Harvey was
a crank on the subject of the circulation of the blood Galileo was an
astronomical crank
Fulton was a
;

^

Northwestern

;

;

;

monument to his memory crumbling
down in a dozen cities, while nobody

Extracted in

fair

CITY.
sections are now
isauio, ^^-Ib, Isia^Oc.

:2-lb.

l-lb.

demand

choce

at 7'a8c, extra

would bring 9c in barrels. No other packages
wanted in this market.
BEESWA.X -Nominal, 3nf5i3.5c,
JEKO.ME TwiCHELL, 514 Walnut Street.

HONEY — Steady;
small.

Comb,

demand and

12(9l4c per

supply

both

and strained and ex-

lb.,

Pennsylvania
Bee- tracted fita.fi^C,
BEESWAX- Firm at 32®32Xc. for choice.
Keepers' Association will hold its
W. T. ANPEHSON & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
meeting
at Jamestown,
semi-annual
CLEVELAND.
and
1
2.
general
on
Sei)t.
N. Y.,
HONEY.— We are glad to be able to give more
invitation is extended to all beedefinite quotations on honey, S.tles have been
W. A. Shewman, Sec.
keepers.
made during the week in a small way at ]i^"tl7c

A

for best, white l-lh, sections;

shade.

Of lower grades and

movem

but

l.">'^u5c

second

for

2-lb. secti -ns,

tiere

might be quoted at

been no
^g" The bee-keepers of Decatur has
14'i!1.5c.
There are a good many little lots scatour market, retarding the ready
and surrounding counties are cordial- tered about
of large lots. Extracted honey, dull.
movement
to meet on
Saturday,
ly invited
BElSSWAX-3(lc.

August 10. 1 o'clock p. m., at the residence of R. R. Cobb, one mile east of
Greensburg, Ind.. for the purpose of
organizing a bee-keepers' society.

A. C.

^

The Ohio bee-keepers

will hold
in which they will have
lectures, essays, and reports from beekeepers, during the Ohio State Fair,
which will be held at Columbus, O.,
Sept. 1 and -5 inclusive. All interested
in bee-culture are cordially invited
C. M. Kingsbury, 6'ec.
to attend.
Dr. II. Besse. Pies.

meetings

'nt,

it

KENDEL.

lis Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
15c; extracted.

7(S.7'.«c.

GEO, W, .MEADE

Henry Carter.

crank on the subject of steam naviga-

Morse was a telegraph crank.
All the old abolitionists were cranks.
The Pilgrim Fathers were cranks
John Bnnyan was a crank any man
who does not think as you do is a
crank. And by and by the crank you
despise will have his name in every
man's mouth, and a half completed

new

8T. LOUIS.

The Western New York and

;

tion

KANSAS

HONEY— Choice

bringing I7(ai8c, and

Market c»
St.
& Co,. 213 ,.
.

Emerson Binders— made especially

Bee Journal, are lettered in
gold on the back, and make a very
convenient way of preserving the Bee
Journal as fast as received. They
will be sent, post-paid, for 7.5 cents. for
the Weekly ; or for the Montblv. ."iO
They cannot be sent by mai]
cents.
to Canada.
for the

;
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he

is, omits all reference to it
valuable "Manual of the
Apiary." Yet. though ignored by
the bee-books, I find in as old a work
on " Entomology " as that of Kirby
and Spence, a" long chapter on the
"Hibernation of Insects;" several

gist as
in his

For tbe American Bee Journal.

The Hibernation
WM.
Letters
criticising

my

F.

of Bees.

CLARKE.

are pouring in upon me,
and asking questions about

recenily anuoiinced discovery, to

an extent quite beyond tlie possibility
of answernig tbeni all by private
correspondence; and as the subject
is one of general interest, tbere is no
better way of discussing it than in
the bee-publications.
Apiculture is to me, and to many
" dabblers," as Mr. Heddon
otiier
styles us, a most fascinating pursuit
but our life-work lies outside of it.
and we can only give to it the time
economized from other and more
pressing duties. Let no correspondent, then, feel sliglited if a private
letter is unanswered. I will endeavor
to meet all the really important points
raised by tliese communications, thus
far, in the present article.
MT " BASIC PKESfCIPLE. ?)

A

much-esteemed

friend,

who was

first to write me on the subject,
threw a cold, wet blanket over my
enthusiasm by saying, "Your basic

the

principle, that bees succeed better in
trees than elsewhere, is all wrong."
But let me say that is not my " basic
principle." Tlie fact that I liad never
met with, heard, or read of a colony
of bees being winter-killed in a hollow-tree, was what set me to thinking.
Very likely I put the thing too
strongly, but I put it as it appeared
to my own mind. It may be that
bees are sometimes winter-killed in
their tree-trunk homes, but it is quite
certain that thty usually do well in
such places. The question why this is
so, was what led to a course of flunking and investigation which resulted
conviction that bees, in a
in the
normal condition, hibernate. That is
"basic principle."

my

"
I

WHAT IS HIBERNATION ?"

have been surprised at receiving
from quarters whence I

this question

hardly expected it. And yet there is
no great cause for surprise" when it is
considered how little has been said
about it in our bee-literature. I do
not own a complete set of the Bee
JouuNAL, (I wish I did!) but I have
searched in vain through all the back
volumes in my possession for anything on the subject. If you will refer to your file, Friend Newman, I
should "not wonder if you make the
discovery that this is the first article
headed " Hibernation," which has appeared in all the
volumes of its

XX

history.
All sorts

Most of our winter arrangements have been such that they
either could not go into their normal
(^ndition of torpor, or having gone
hibernate.

into it, could n<it get out of it sufficiently
to
appease the claims of

hunger.
\\Mien kept too warm, bees cannot
pages of which are taken up witli a
special discussion on the hibernation gooff into tlieir natural state of tor-

They

become

get

restless,

of bees.

por.

" Hibernation," says the Encyclopoedia Brittanica (last edition), "is
the term employed by natur;ilists to
denote the peculiar state of torpor in
which many animals, which inhabit
cold or temperate climates, pass the
winter."
The article proceeds to
show that not animals merely, but
insects, pass the winter in this " pecu-

hungry, eat freely, and must void
their excrement; if confined to the
hive, tliey befoul it, and then comes
diarrhoea, with death in its train.
The npposite extreme of temperature
has a like effect. They are too cold.
Hunger awakes them. Their food is
as cold as they are. What is the
usual effect of cold victuals on a cold

We all know.
Hibernation eater
Occasionally and by accident, we
hit the hibernating condition. Then
our bees consume but little food, and
divide their time biHween eating and
sleeping. They w;ike from their torpor to eat what nature requires, and,
little is
state, but
tliat quiet
ill
needed. Digestion, we may well believe, is a verv slow process in a torpid bee, and when completed, the result is a dry, powdery excrement, long
ago known by bee-keepers to be one
THE PHILOSOPHY OF HIBERNATION. of the signs of healthy and successI cannot state this better than in ful wintering.
"If
the words of Kirby and Si>ence
One of iiiv correspondents writes:
insects can boast of a greater variety "Friend Clarke, I want you to reof food than many other tribes of member that diarrhoea is the cause of
animals, this advantage seems, at first winter trouble
that is well-known,
sight, more than counterbalanced in the point to get at is the cause of
?ionour climates by the temporary nature di-iirhrea."
Well, here it is
of their supply. The graminivorous kibernaUon. If bees are fixed so they
have
exceptions,
not
quadrupeds, with few
can liibernate, they would
however scanty their bill of fare, and the diarrlioea. If they cannot hibertheir carnivorous brethren, as well as nate, from whatever cause, they will
the wiiole race of birds and fishes, can have the diarrhoea. Why, hibernaat all seasons satisfy, in gitater or tion is nature's c<intrivance to enable
less abundance, their demand for tliem to stay in-doors and not get dis" Yes, you shall
food. But to the great majority of eased. Man savs
insects, the earth, for nearly one-half stay indoors all right, my dear little
of the year, is a barren desert, afford- pets; but you shall h-dve one uniform
That renders hibernaing no appropriate nutriment. * *
temptriiture.'^
How is this dilficulty provided for? tion dithcult, if not impossible beIn what mode has the Universal cause it is, no doubt, the mild spells
Parent secured an uninterrupted suc- thawing them out as it were, that
cession of generations in a class of rouse them trom torpor, and give
animals, for the most part doomed to them a chance to eat. If, like the
a six months' deprivation of the food bear and liedgehog they took one long
which they ordinarily devour with so sleep that lasted all winter, then we
much voracity V By a beautiful series would have only to find out the temof provisions founded on the faculty, perature at which they could take
common also to some of the larger that single sleep most comfortably;
animals, of passing the winter in a but we have a harder problem to
state of torpor— by ordaining that the solve. We want to expose them sufinsect shall live through that period, ficiently to the temperature of the
either in an incomplete state of its outside world, so that they will be
existence, wlien its organs of nutri- affected by its changes, and yet not
tion are undeveloped, or, if the active freeze to death during a period of exepoch of its life has commenced, that treme cold. This is the point on
it shall seek out appropriate hybenm- which I desire liee keepers to expericida, or winter quarters, and in them ment. The principle is clear enough.
sleep, during Bees must hibernal e, if they are to
fall into a profound
which a supply of food is equally un- winter natunilly. We must find out
necessary." Let me lay it down as a how much exposure to the outer air
general "proposition, that all we have they need in order to follow ttie
to do for our colonies of bees, is to hibernating instinct, and yet not be
provide them with" appropriate hyber- in danger of fieezing to death. They

liar

state of

'i

torpor."

takes place in different degrees ; the
American black bear and the hedsrehog being the most perfect samples
of it. These creatures are torpid all
winter long, taking no food through
the entire season.
Other animals,
and some insects, bees among the
rest, sink into a state of torpor or
semi-torpor for a briefer or longer
period, rousing up now-and-then, and
taking " a good, square meal."

_

:

;

:

:

;

must

nacida."

feel the

cold

sufficiently to get

be said that this is what we have into a sleep out of which there is no
have been discussed— some
been trying to do all these years in our waking.
fanciful enough— but this important plans for wintering bees, I answer,
SELF-REGULATING PROVISIONS.
matter has been singularly overlooked. " No ;" we have not provided " hyberEvery wliere we see arrangements to
The same is true of the bee-books. nacula,'''' places in which bees could
Even Prof. Cook, eminent entomolo- follow their natural instincts and guard against contingencies but
of

apicultural

theories
of them

If

it

!

;

;

;
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is alwiivs putting in his meddlesoine. cltimsV hand lo intn fere witti

m.an

THE

"

SYMPTOMATOLOGY " OF

liivcs.

We

liave

temperature, uflward ventilaforni
tion, escape of moisture, ami framed
a variety of iron rules, all uncon
scions that nature is ahead of us,
and lias made far better (irovision
for contingencies tlian we can possibly do.

We are

let the bees atventilation during
tend to their
the summer, but they are not to be
Dame
trusted in winter. Oli, no!
Did
Nature forgot all about winter
she, though y There are great variations of temperature during the summer: cool ami even frosty nights in
June, and chilly weather in July,
alternating with extreme heat. But
the bees regulate things so that a
cool term does notchillthe brood, and
when it is very hot they convert their
wings into fans and get up a circulation of air at the entrance of the hive,
or a lot of them cluster outside to

content to

own

!

how

exact condition tlie bees are
long it may last, and how they act,
Quietude,
etc., when hibernating."
torpor or semi-tor|ior, and total inactivity constitute about all I know
of the" hibernating condition. How
many of the functions of life are suspended, I will not pretend to say.
One writer afiirins: "The insect
breathes no loimer, and has no need
of a supply of air its nutritive secretions cease no more food is required
and it has all the external symptoms
of death." This may be too strong a
statement
but inasmuch as bees
form a very compact cluster when
they hibernate, there cannot be much
respiration even in the centre of the
cluster. I cannot say how long the
hibernating state lasts in the case of
the bees. I only know that it is
broken at intervals, when food is
taken.
As to " how they act," it would
seem that thev do not "act" at all.
It is the only s"tale of complete repose
experienced by this insect, and hence,
in,

:

;

;

:

'

'

—

V

;

:

:

Shall

is

give those within more breathing
space.
B C of Bee
A. I. Root, in his "
Culture." page 27(i. says
"Day be- though when active, it is sliort-lived,
fore yesterday, while I was walking this provision of nature lengthens out
Hew
near a hive, a bit of chaft
out of " the brittle thread," and enables old
the entrance, as if impelled liy a draft bees to survive until spring.
of wind.
Halloo !' said I, have you
Ori.TECTiONs. " Since other hiberreally become so strong as to send'out
a current of air for ventilation T and nating creatures pass the winter unI approaclied and held the back of der-ground, why are not cellars, and
Chiefly
my hand before tlie entrance. Sure clamps good places for bees
enough, there was a steady, strong because they are impervious to
blast, and what astonished "me more, changes of temjierature. Bees must
it was so warm that it seemed almost feed occasionally in the course of the
winter, and mild weather gives tliem
as if it must come from an oven."
the opportunity of doing so. MoreHuber found that a strong colony of over, animals that hibernate in the
bees could get up the temperature ground, have their home there all the
inside the hive to 86° or 88^ Fahr., year round, but bees are denizens of
when it was several degrees below the upper air.
zero in the open air; and that "in
" Your plan for hives and stands is
the depth of winter they do not cease not practical for general honey-proto ventilate the hive by the singular ducing." Why not V It is less costly
process of agitating their wings as be than bee-houses, and saves all the
fore described."
For wintering, tlie trouble of carryins hives in and out
cardinn! principle. " keep all colonies of winter receptacles but I have no
strong," only needs to be supi>le- doubt a simpler and cheaper plmi than
mented by the axiom, "plenty of pure, mine will be devised. I lay no stress
still air."
Tlie bees will do tlie rest on the plan. It is the principle I confor themselves. Mr. Root, in bis A tend for. I simply say
" Give bees
B C book, page 273. gives a diagram a chance to hibernate, and they will
of arrows representing the course of winter well." To do this, I flrnily bethe currents of air in a hive.
lieve that we must get them up off of
The bees make these currents as the ground. Possibly removing the
they lind them necessary but wlien bottom board, and raising them an
they have a meagre supply of air. or inch or so above the table-high stand
there is a drought right through the will answer every purpose, though I
" too much of a
hive, they are helpless. If the great doubt that will be
pyramid of Egypt were hoisted on good thing." Perhaps an inch openpillars 10 or 20 feet high, and a colony ing covered with line wire cloth will
of liees were established in a cavitv be found to temper the air sufficiently
at its base, they would fix the air all to render this method successful.
right in the cavity by means of the
I can think of several devices, beventilating and heating apparatus sides the particular one I have dewith which nature has furnished scribed in the Bee Journal, and inthem. Our uniform-temperature con- tend to experiment with them. The
trivances, and our moisture absorl)- whole thing lies in a nut-shell.
In
ents, are bungling interferences with cold climates, it is the miture of bees
natural law. Give the bees a chance to hibernate. We must conform our
to use their own faculties, and thev winter arrangements to this fixed
will be all right. They will fan all habit of theirs, or pay the penalty as
moisture out of the hive, and get up we have been doing.
the temperature that suits them.
Speedside, Ont.

A

For tbe American Bco Journal.

IT.

a big word, but it is acorrect
these arranji'enieiits. This is wliat we
liighly-csteemed
one, and is used liv
have heen lioinj; with our cellars. Iiee- correspixident, whoa
"Please
says:
liouses,
clamps and straw-packed detail to me the symptomatology and
insisted upon iiiiiThis
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we Breed Hybrid Bees?
J. O.

On page

SHEARMAN.

40!),

question which

I

Mr. Ileddon asks a
fully expected would

certainly attract the attention of the
lovers of pure Italians; but as I have
failed to see anything concerning it
in the Bee Journal, I will answer
the question as if addressed to me.
Shall we breed hybrids V Yes in a
certain way and for certain luu-poses.
But call them hybrids, and not " new
strains," as some are apt to be of tbe
very best for business imrposes, while
others may not. To explain I would
say. breed a choice strain of Italians
with a choice strainof black or brown
bees, then you are very likely to have
hybrids that cannot be beaten for
business, and not very cross either
but to breed hybrids together, will
produce naturally cross bees, however
;

:

they

may be banded.

them different degrees of
hybrids ; i. e., Italians and blacks
bred together are of the first degree;
then a queen from them would be of
the second degree, etc. After they
had reached the third degree. I do
not like them, nor they me. So I say,
do not breed hybrids indiscriminately.
I think the most experienced honeyproducers of to-day agree that good
hybrids are best as surplus honey
gatherers and I will add, they breed
I

call

;

and are more liable to swarm
under the same treatment and condifaster,

tion than either race in its purity.
I have noticed for several "years
past, that when I reared a quantity
of queens and kept account of them
afterwards, there would generally he
one that developed some peculiar
trait, or rather characteristic in a
marked degree. For instance: About
six years ago I had a young hybrid

queen reared from a prolilic hybrid
queen in the midst of the swarming
season, which seemed to be possessed
of a strong propensity for laying,

and

through tlie fall bloom, too. "(Italians
seldom do that.) She kept her hive
so full of brood, that there was not
room enough to store the needful
supply for winter.
Again, last spring I heard of a
farmer who had 8 colonies of bees
which had wintered through without
any care at all. Now, last winter
being uncommonly severe, this led
me, out of curiosity, to go over there
on purpose to investigate the causes,
if any, of their wintering safely on
the summer stands, and in singlewalled hives with no protection, i. e.,
stated,
I found them as
packing.
and all but two were strong, and had
drones when clover first bloomed.
They were blacks, and mixed by
hybridizing with Italians, or rather
yellow hybrid drones. I was just
foolish (V) enough to possess them,
and so brought them home and let
their black drones fly in my yard, so
as to rear some hybrids with some of
my best Italian queens, and that, too,
when I had my apiary nearly Italianized.

One of
Now, the point is this
those queens had kept three hives
:

;

:
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well supplied with brood for the last tent. The ehrysalids vary a good
two months. I piled them up for the deal, but are usually of a golden
producing of extracted hone}% and brown color with slate-colored markevery time I took ofE the upper two ings.
stories, I found brood enough in each
In about ten days after becoming
one to make a fair sized colony for a chrysalis, the butterfly emerges
winter quarters, and also honey the latter expands about 2l{ inches.
enough to winter them ou. Xo\v The upper surface of the wings are a
(Aug. 3) they are hea\'y again, and out pinkish red near the body, and black
at all of thethree door-ways. On the toward the outside.
In the outer
other hand, I once had a queen whose angle of the front wings, are five
bees did not seem to care to swarm at irregular white spots. On the under
main impulse being for surface of each posterior ring is a row
all, their
honey the season through. In tlie of live, colored, circular spots. Prof.
latter part of the season, I could Cook informs me that lie has never
hardly get eggs enough to rear some seen these butterflies so common as
queeus, by putting combs in their they are at the present season. Behives, as they would till them with sides borage, the caterpillars have
honey ; but she kept her hive well appeared oh hollyhocks in many parts
stocked. They were Italians.
of the State.
Now. I have a question to ask
Remedies :— Pyrethrum will probWill those bees which I got from the
found effective in destroying
farmer, in tlie spring, develop a strain ably be
them,
if applied with sutficient force
more hardy for wintering than the
to penetrate the web. It would not
average V or was the same condition
be advisable to apply the deadly
accidentally overlooked that favored
arsenical compounds when the plant's
their coming through without proare blooming, but at other times this
tection, while all the others within i
metliod would doubtless be found
miles died? and nearly all the others
practicable.
in the same kind of hive, and put up
Lansing, Mich.
for winter in the same way, i. e..
simply left on tlie summer stands V
The inixed-hybrid's motto seems to
For the American Bee Journal
be, in substance, the same* as the
dying miser's advice to his son "Get
Bees as Comb Builders.
niouey (honey) my son. get money
(honey)
Honestly if you can, bat
GEO. n. HOYLE.
any way get monev"(honey)."
Kew Eichmond, ^Mich.
The positions taken by some of our
leading bee-keepers, and the results
of their exper.ments being so differFor the American Bee JoumaL
ent, I hope, by the aid of others, to
An Enemy to Borage.
find wherein the difference lies. I
will Hrst state my experience. On
CLARENCE M. WEED.
May 3, I hived a swarm of hybrid
bees in a Simplicity hive, and gave
On account of the length of its them 10 half-sheets "of comb foundaperiod ot blooming, and the fact of tion.
vi'eek
afterward I put on
its
secreting
nectar during wet another story with 10 half-sheets of
weather, borage justly ranks among foundation, "and 2 weeks a^ter that I
the first of honey-producing plants. gave them a third story and 10 empty
The enemy of wliich I wish to speak, frames with wax comb-guides. These
is the caterpillar of one of our most frames I placed alternately between
beautiful
butterflies,
the Painted the others, to insure straight combs.
Lady or Thistle Butterfly [Pi/romers
When I commenced extracting, I
cardui). This butterfly is very gen- gave them 4 more half-sheets of founerally distributed over the Tnited dation, and two more empty frames.
States, and lias long been known,
The result was that I got ii good
although not heretofore considered combs from half-sheets of foundation,
a serious pest on account of its and 12 from empty frames with wax
rarity, and its habit of feeding on
I have
extracted 94
comO-guides.
thistle and other noxious plants. "But
pounds of honey from them, and there
we can never tell what insect will be is yet upwards of 20 pounds in the
the next to multiply to such an ex- hive.
tent as to become injurious.
The queen of the above mentioned

The

Italians
and hybrids rank
about the same, as honey-eatherers.
Mr. Doolittle savs that he can have
combs built cheaper than he could
buy comb foundation to put into the
same number of frames. Xow. Mr.
D. is a successful bee-keeper of excellent judgment, which his articles
in the bee-papers prove, and it is not
likely that he is very far wrong.
Some bee-keepers say.
can Mr.
Doolittle know, as he never used 10
pounds of foundation in his life
I
will venture to say that Mr. D. is
very familiar with the results of other
apiaries in which foundation is used.
If Mr. Doolittle would tell us what
kind of bees he had. and the bee'"'

How

V

who have written in favor of,
as well as those wlio have written adverse to. his plan of having combs
built, would do the same, I think it
would give some light on the subject.
Mr. H. V. Train, on page 278, writes
under the head of " Italians vs. Brown
Bees." The object of the article is to
show how badly his brown bees outdid his Italians. Xow we, who use
foundation and extractors, all know
that the Italians are as good honeygatherers as has yet been discovered.

keepers

Please tell us, Mr. Train,
foundation at the time.
Morgan, Texas.

if

you used

:

Philadelphia Times.

!

A

Description :— There

are

two bees, is an Italian, and was fertilized
by a black or German drone. I tried

broods of the worms in a season, the
first appearing in _May or .June, and
the second in August. The small
blackish catei'pillais'are covered with
branching spines, a portion of which
on the back are yellow, the rest black.
When full grow-n, they are about an
inch and a half long, and black with
a greenish yellow line on each side,
above which is a less distinct brown
line. The head is black, and on eacli
ring of the body are seven manvbranched spines, yellow tipped with
black.
They protect tliemselves tv
spinning a white silken web by which
they draw two leaves or the sides of
one leaf together, thus forming a

Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Picnic.
In a beautiful glen surrounded by

woodlands and close

to

the rippling

Wissahiekon, stands a quaint oldfashioned farmstead. Here were congregated on July 26, on a space cleared

around the house, some thirty ladies
and gentlemen, whose conversation
was entirely devoted to the relative
merits of various kinds of bees and
their culture, while one of their number introduced them to his large colony of honey-collectors. It was the
special summer meeting of the PhilaBee-Keepers' Association.
delphia
The farm was Vice-President Todd's
bee and poultry farm at Kitchen's
Lane. Germantown. He ir. from the
old country and has been in America
only a few years, but has already
identified hiuiself with apiarian interests in this country. In his yard are
arranged more than eighty hives,
some of theiu three stories in height.

"Xow.

ladies

Mr. Todd.

we

'•

if

and gentlemen." said
will step this way
some of the hives.
if you have them,

you

will look into
Put on your veils

I do not think it will be necessary,
but you may be nervous, and if you
build comli in the same manner, and should be rough witli the bees, they
wlien I gave them half-sheets of foun- are apt to get angry."
Mr. Todd, without any covering to
dation, they would draw it out. fill it
with honey, and seal it. but they face or hands, lifted the lids of the
would add very little comb to it. hives, took out the combs swarming
When I extracted the honey, I gave with bees, handled the little creatures,
them good combs, and gave the half- allowed them to crawl over him and
combs to hybrids to build on. I tried showed no trepidation of any kind.
'•Do they never sting you V" he was
them with wax comb-guides, and it
Sometimes
'-"Very seldom.
did not work at all. After o oy 6 days asked.
I took the frames out, and they liad when honey runs short and they are
started a piece of comb on one frame. hungrv, they are not so quiet and
What little they had built, you could amiab'le but they are exceptionally
plainly see, was" of old wax and had good-humored to-day. You see, I
been taken from some other comb. blow a little smoke into the hive
to

make one

of

my

Italian colonies

;

;

J
i|

;
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them they gorge themtheir terror and tliey Introducing ftueens— My experience.
are thus reiulered quiet and coinparativelv liarmless. Ah. there is tlie
AliEL GRESH.
queeii," he continued, pointing to a
and
rest
tlie
bee mucli longer than
one of my colonies
tliat

witli

frightens

honev

;

in

Quite recentlv
wit li smaller wings. " See, there are cast a swarm {the smallestout of live),
is
She
right.
all
is
It
some eggs.
and as usual I moved the old hive to
fertilized." At this statement there anew stand.
Iu due time a young
among
excitement
considerable
was
queen was hatched, and she destroyed
the enthusiasts assembled.
In about a
all the remaining cells.
The apiarist took two frames of week after the queen hatched, I nohow
showed
and
comb into the house
ticed that the new colony was carrythe honey was extracted. He first ing out bees, to a large extent, so I
shaved tiie covering from the cells began to investigate, when I found
and then placed the combs into a that tliose which were carried out,
kind of churn, which he turned very were of a peculiar shape and color.
rapidlv. The honev was all ejected The colony was Italian, having purinto the receptacle, and the combs, chased the UKither last season, as a
once more eraptv, were ready to be tested queen. The workers are very
again Idled bv the industrious little fairly marked, while those carried
collectors. Mr. Todd then took his out are short and chubby looking,
visitors to see his three-acre sun-flow- having one fair yellow band, and
er plantation.
instead of tlie two hindmost bands,
'•This is an experiment." he said. thev are black, and some of them
Portand
should say at least
"I have heard that in Spain
I
very shinv.
ugal tlie green leaves of the sunflower one thousand such bees were carI
cattle.
the
are used as fodder for
ried out alive. Some of them came
have tried it with perfect success. running out. and appeared as if stung.
supimmense
an
Mv bees will obtain
They acted as if crazy, running over
ply of honev from the flowers, and the the sawdust floor without any aim,
seed is good feed for the poultry. I until they died.
I looked for the
shall in that way obtain three crops young queen, and could not find her
from my outlay. It is also possible so I continued to look 3 or 4 days
that out of my abundance of blooms I (thinking that possiblv I had overmay send some to market for sale, as looked her before), until I was conthey are a beautiful flower ; and I vinced that the colony was queenless.
may also make the experiment of
Having extra queens in nuclei, I
making bread of the seed-flour. That determined to introduce one, and
is done in Spain, where the sunflower luckily (as I thought) along came the
receives the title of the gift of Bee Journal of July 16, 1884; and
heaven.' "
on page V)ii appeared an article from
The party thence returned to the the pen of S. Simmins, on an easy
inspecthe
resumed
bee-village and
way of introducing queens direct to a
tion of the tenements. They were colony. I studied the method to suit
shown colonies of Italian bees, black my circumstances (from a nucleus to
bees and bvbrids. The various quali- a colony), and the next morning I
ties of their honey-storing abilities determined to try the new plan.
were descanted upon and the safety
Luckily mv old tutor in the business
of liandling the pure-bred, civilized
to'call on me, and together
Italians was extolled while the tierce happened
search for a queen in
nature of the native black bee was we took a final
found none, but we did
Mr. Todd the hive.
vigorously proclaimed.
newly-laid eggs, and on
exhibited a thorough-bred Italian find plenty of
examination pronounced them
queen-bee and her young brood. This closer
workers.
queen was sent over from Italy in a the work of fertilereturned to Simclosed the hive and
little wire cage, supplied with sacchaarticle, and found that we still
rine provisiim for her long ocean mins'
and that the new method
vovage. on two little bits of sponge. were riglit,
applicable to my case. So
She is very healthy and is rearing a was quite
frame with the queen and
prosperous young colony in her new we took the
to the colony, removed
quarters with all the maternal energy adhering bees,
a comb, put the one from the nucleus
and pride of which she is capable.
iu its place, closed the hive with conDr. R. II. Townsend. president of fidence, and looked after some other
AssoKeepers'
the Philadelphia Beecolony. In 1-5 minutes we noticed the
ciation, called a meeting on the hill bees busy carrying out dead bees, and
above the house, under the shade of the next morn'ing I found my beautisome flne chestnut trees, and spoke of ful young queen lying iu front of the
the increasing interest which is felt hive, dead.
iu apiculturer He bemo.iiied the fact
I do not think one of the introduced
that more interest in this useful bees were spared. I was then in a
branch of productive art is not taken frame of mind to commune a little
in the colleges and schools of learning with S. Simmins, and also to teach
in this country .saying that he thought my fertile-worker crew a lesson.
that in every college there should be
I read Prof. Cook's way of getting
a professor of apiculture.
rid of the latter (as he is generally
sound). I then carried the liive 2 or
smoked the
The Southern Indiana Bee- 3 rods away, thoroughlyframes
and set
bees, took out all the
Keepers' Association will meet at them around, brushed the remaining
Madison, Ind., on Sept. 4. l.sS4. at the bees out of the hive, tlien carried it
to its old stand. I then took two
1)k. FiiiTil, !Sir.
Fair Grounds.
'

;

We

We

^"

of a nucleus, with the
queen and bees adhering to it, and
put it in the middle of the hive. I
then brushed every bee from the
combs to the ground, and placed each
one by the side of the nucleus combs,

combs out

was full, when I closed
the bees get back as best

until "the hive
it,

and

let

they could.

no bees

The

killed,

result

is

satisfactory;

and the colony

is

work-

ing actively.

Can some one

tell

what causes the

small, shiny, imperfect bee that was
May not the
being carried
out V
presence of fertile workers have some
connection with them, or vice versa f
In regard to Mr. Simmins' article. I
would caution readers of the Bee
Journal not to place too much cimfidence in it, as it is one of the rules
mentioned by Mr. Uoolittle, which do
not apply as do the rules of arithmetic.
I am inclined to believe that the
old queen is at fault, and unless I am
convinced of the contrary, I shall not
spare her. Bees are doing fairly well
here this season.
Weedville, Pa., July 29, 1884.
For the American Bee Journal.

Comb Foundation.

Profitable Use of

W. M.

WOODWARD.

That comb foundation is oue of the
most valuable inventions of modern
bee-keeping, I supposed was universally admitted but I see that even
so judicious a beekeeper as Mr. Doo;

little not only doubts, but decidedly
opposes its use. How he could per-

form any decisive experiments upon
than 10 ]iounds of it, I fail to see.
used three times 10 pounds to satisfy
my own mind, and found that proper
management made it pay me ; not
oulv to use it, but to buy a machine

less
I

and make my own.
poor man, to a dot.)

(I

am

Mr. D.'s

My experiments proved to me that,
with the ordinary management, from
50 to 7o pounds of honey can be realized from every prime swarm, above
what they will naturally produce
without its use.
The point where I conceive Mr. D.
in error, is in his estimate of the
necessary wax secreted by bees while
gathering honey. I want to ask him
to examine his colonies which are run
for extracted honey, where, if I mistake not, he will learn that they are
able to make good use of all the wax
secreted. If so, this proves that the
secretion of wax is not necessary, but
occurs for want of room to deposit

the honev immediately on returning
to the hive, and before it becomes
Comb foundation is cerdigested.
tainly the remedy when rightly used.
,

then turns upon
That there should

Its profitalile use

these points:

1.

be an abundance of it to give all the
surface the bees will cover. 2. That
it should be as light in grade as will
admit of being drawn to storing and
brooding depth, thus compelling the
bees to store in a large extent of surface at the start. 3. That all space,
save just enough to hold the brood as
fast as it can be produced, must be
This last point I
lilleil with sections.
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think Mr. D. will readily admit, as it have been deficient, and although tlie
grows out of his own system of miin- bloom was abundant, but little has
been secured. Hot niglits— good cornagenient.
I have my hives so constructed, this growing weather— is the desideratum.
The prospect is good generally, for a
season, that I hive bees on 3 frames
which has so far been sufficient for 10 full autumn flow of honey and those
to 15 days, when 3 more are added, having their dishes right side up, will
being; just enoiigli to till the space of catch it. Hives that are full of bees
will be the ones to pay their rent
one siile-case of sections.
Mr. 1). asks those wlio have tried promptly. Those desiring to winter
and favor its use, i. e., have made it their bees well, must look after them
pay, to pass his article by as though now, and see that each- colony has a
he iiad never written it. If by tins young, vigorous queen.
he hopes to gain a mark, we protest
that he is giving generjil advice which
For tbe American Bee Journal.
is suiteil only to local or peculiar
" Honor to Whom Honor is Due."
conditions but like his new method
of introducing queens, will not always
work with Hiatlieinatical precision.
J. E. POND, JK.
Where swarming occurs in a very
moderate honey-liow, and no surplus
It is too bad to rob, or attempt to
is likely to be had, itwill pay any bee- rob another of that to which he is
keeper to try working the bees at honestly and justly entitled, not only
com!) building for protit, even if he of hlthy lucre, but of any honor ttiat
finds it necessary to render the combs may come from being the originator
into wax as fast as made. ]3ut in a of some new idea. That Mr. Ileddon
vastmnjority of cases, I think bees is justly entitled to all the honor that
swarm most during a paying surplus belongs to the origination of the
yield.
Under such circumstances " pollen theory," no one knows better
foundation is certainly a great boom. than myself, from the fact that I have
Mr. D."s objection on account of been lighting him on this question
thickness of foundation, in his last for nearly three years. Mr. Ileddon,
article, is entirely superfluous, as he however," does not yet claim that he
himself can make his own foundation has proved the theory true.
He
"ttiinner"' than any bees will make it. simply says he believes it to be so,
At least I can.
and oiftrs such evidence as he has at
Custer, 111.
hand in proof thereof, leaving it to
the public to judge whether such
evidence is sutBciently strong to be
Pniirie Farmer.
taken as proof. Mr. Fradenburg is
A Timely Chat About Bees.
more than a year behind Mr. II. in
tlie matter, and the evidence that he
MRS. L. HAKRISOlSr.
offers is not nearly as strong as that
of Mr. II. I do not think either of
While visiting an apiary yesterday, them have struck the right key vet,
I was impressed with the idea tliat but the facts related by Mr. II. go' far
bee-keepers are born, not made i. e., ill support of tlie theory, while those
that there must be a natural adapta- of Mr. F. might as well be used on
tion for the business, in order to the one side as the other.
succeed. The proprietor of this apiaFoxboro, Mass.
ry, without any protection, or aid in
the way of smoke, opened hives, and
Tor tbe American Bee Journal.
pointed out the queen, without exciting the bees in the least indeed they
Prevention of After-Swarms.
did not appear to know that they were
disturbed, and this, too, in a time of
A. A. DECKER.
scarcity. The cover of the hive was
removed, and the frames lifted, withOn page 126, Bee Journal for
out any jar or noise. I sometimes 1883, Mr. Heddou gives his method of
tliink that the odor of some persons,
preventing after- sw'arms, wliich is
or their magnetism, excites bees at a summed up
as follows
Set the new
furious rate. Tlie frames in this api- colony by tlie side
of the old one, and
ary had no wooden projections to hang in 6 or 7 "days remove the old one to a
by, nails being driven in for tliis pur- new stand' when the most of tlie
pose, consequently there was no pry- workers are away in the fields thereing lip.
by giving nearly all of the workers
Tliis apiary of 140 colonies is located
that are old enough to gather honey,
in Putnam Co., 111., and up to date,
to the new colony. This will prevent
July 2(i. only about 10) lbs. of surplus after-swarms, without a doubt; but
honey have been removed. At tiiis what I do not like about this plan is,
time last year, 7,000 lbs. had been that we take about as many bees from
taken. There was very little honey- the old colony
as a second swarm
dew in this locality, the small quanti- would require. The
old colony needs
ty lasting only a day or two. Tlie
these bees, the first swarm does not.
maples are in a thrifty condition, with Again, will the new colony, accept
no appearance of barli-lice.
the workers from the old one, after
The honey crop, with the exception being separated for 6 or 7 days, even
of a few localities, is a partial failure. if laden with honey
My bees cerThe honey secured is in many instan- tainly will not.
ces contaminated with honey-dew,
I believe any other colony in the
and but very little of it will be lirst yard will take them in just as soon as
class. The electric conditions for the they, as they have become strangers.
secretion of nectar from white clover. Another objection is, if we give any
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

'i

help, either in bees or foundation, to
early swarms, they will in a good season often cast swarms in the midst of
our best honey flow (basswood), regardless of all the sections filled with
the nicest of thin foundation.
Can it be possible that bees act so
differently in different localities
I
believe, with Mr. Heddou, that a
colony and its increase will store more
honey than one that does not swarm.
All practical bee keepers know that
there is no profit or pleasure in small
afler-swarms and in this locality to
get the best results, i. e., surplus
honey from the old colony, all the
bees that are left when the first
swarms leave, should stay in the old
hive during the remainder of the
season. The best way to accomplish
this, 1 believe, is to introduce a queen
into the old colony, on the day the
hrst swarm issues, either a virgin or
a fertile queen will do. You can
smoke them in at the entrance. There
are few old workers left in the hive,
and no guards over the queen-cells.
i*

;

The queen, when

introduced, makes
business to destroy these
cells, and then everything is lovely.
The gain in time, to the colony, in
getting a queen in the midst of the
honey season, 8 days at the least, will
pay lill expenses oif rearing or buying
the queens in these days of progress
and queen nurseries. That this plan
will generally jirove successful, there
is nut a doubt, for it has been thoroughly tested. I hope to hear from
Mr. Heddon and others on this subject.

her

it

first

Boyceville, Wis.,

Aug.

1,

1884.

Bee-Culture in Texas.

An Exchange contains the following
"Bees are said to be pioneers
of civilization. The early colonists
of Texas found bees in all parts of
the country and on the frontier they
still abound, having formed colonies
in hollow trees, caves, and crevices in
the rocks. In one instance it is reported that a prolific swarm took possession of the vacant space between the
:

;

and weather boarding of a
the far West, and furnished
a large family with' an abundance of
ceiling

house

ill

honey. Until recently, comparatively
attention has been given to beeculture. Within the past few years,
some apiarists have been adopting
hives with movable frames, using
little

honey extractors, and imiiorting
queens and Iialia'izing their colonies.

A

the Legislature
special act of
bees, and the materials employed in the manufacture of hives
and the saving of honey, from taxation and while there 'are hog-laws

exempts

;

and sheep-laws, and laws prohibiting
other animals from running at large,
there is no law limiting the range of
bees. They may forage just where
they can find honey-producing shrubs
ami flowers. Of these flowei s there
is a great variety and an inexhaustible
abunuance on our boundless prairies,
and in our fertile bottom-lands. Perhaps the best and most widely diffused of the honey-iiroducing plants is
the horse-mint. ' This is pronounced
equal to the white clover of more

Northern latitudes."

I
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My

store.

s£kssi^^m>K
uR'Si^l^RWm^^

'".'M^

''o

A Good Investment.

buckwheat

is

in

bloom

bees sip every bloom clean in
I can
less tlian two hours each day.
see no source vet fri>m which I am
likely to gel aiiv fall honey. My 52
old colonies swarmed 92 times, and
every one retiu'iied to the parent colony, because the wings of the queens
were clipped consequently, I never

and

tlie

;

commenced the season by buying lost a queen and have no swarmedtocolonies of bees in CottaKe hives, death colonies. I did not have to feed
them to LinsstroUi any last spring, and my liives are full
ti anst'ened
frames, and got on an avei-ase of 5}^ of "bees and lioney ; but I do not want
combs to the hive, after tliey were to rob tliem so they will suffer, for
transferred. Up to lliis time, I luive the mere purpose of obtaining a large
talveii l,-^j(i(i pounds of extracted honey, profit at the expense of the blessed
and have sold very nearly the whole bees' lives. 1 could, today, take 50
crop at 1") cents per pound. I hired a lbs. from each hive, but 1 prefer to
market gardener, who was good at keep my bees and honey in the same
peddling, at Sii per day, to sell honey little house until I see that all danger
for me, and 1 found tliati( was a good is past and then deal honestly with
investment.
B. F. Baldwin.
the little lionev-gatherers, for they
Marion, Ind., Aug. 3, 1S84.
are honest in their dealings. They
live, labor, store and die, that people
may live and be happy. The Italian
Bees Not Working.
bees arethe best bees to gather honey
Bees in and around this city have early and late.
R. M. Osboun.
but
4
done but little for 2 weeks;
Kane, 111., July 24,1884.
Island,
the
miles below tlie city, on
thev are storing honey rapidly. Mr. Swarm Separators.
T. R. Sawver and myself are now
In reply to .Mr. Kinsel's questions
located on 'the Iowa City road, one
mile from the Court House. He has on page 411, in regard to swarm sepThe divisiontoo colonies, and I have 25. Our pros- arators, I would say
extend to the bottompects, until 2 weeks ago, were as good boards do
as they had been up to that time 2 boards, and the cover rests on the
years "before, when, in tlie fall, he re- division- boards so that the, bees canceived from 4o colonies, spring count, not enter from one division to the
7,300 poimds of mostly comb lioney in other. On the top the frames are
of an inch lower than the division1-ponnd and 1 J^-pound sections.
boards. In sejiarating, the bees pass
W. T. Kirk.
through the entrance in the bottom
Muscatine, Iowa, Aug. 1, 18S4.
of the division-boards, or through Ii^inch augur-holes bored 4 inches from
Poorest Season Since 1869.
the tops of the division-boards. I
With us, this is the poorest season gave a descripticffi of the swarm sepfor honey since 1S69.
had cold, arator as published on page 171 of
windy, cloudy weather wlien there the Bee Journal for 1881, Although
was blossoms, and good weather when the honey interest looked rather
our honey-producing flowers were gloomy, early in the spring, we are
now liaving a second bloom with an
gone.
G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., July 31, 1884.
abundant yield of nectar. The report
I

2.5

;

:

%

We

Main Honey Season Past.
The main .liouey season has
and

past
have no bonanza to bonst of.

I

Onr

failures are Iwund to advance the
price of honey.
must admit that
the freaks of nature are in advance of
the skill of man. In the first part of

We

from Napa comity promises a good
yield.
As I am not quite ready for
extracting, I have to tier up my hives
I use the Simplicity3 or 4 stories.
Langstroth hive, and will commence
extracting next week, I have been
in the bee-business in California duryears, and for bloom,
ing the past
this season exceeds all former ones.
(i

to this time I did not have 200 pounds
of comb honey finished. The bees

now began

work

to

ivs

I

never saw

before. They weie so
heavily loaded that they drojjped by
the thousands all over the apiaiy, and
I never before saw sections filled up
so fast, I am using the two-pound
section, I was able to give theni
room as fast as they needed it, and in
two weeks time some of my colonies
had 42 two-pound sections nearly all
sealed over, 1 had one strong cnhmy
which I overlooked in tiering up. and
to my surprise they had tlie whole
brood-chamber filled with honey clear
down to the ground, a distance of 8
inches. I then smoked the bees out
and extracted the lioney. The combs
were built as straight as a board, and
all was worker comb, so I fit them
into frames. I have 5 strong nuclei,

them work

which

I

am now

building up to full

make my number an even
80.
I have now 3,000 pounds of cnpped comb honey, and about 1,000
colonies, to

pounds of uncapped I expect to get
most of the latter capped yet, as the
pasture fields are again white with
Bee-keepers here are forcing
the honey on the market at 10 and 12
cents per pound, but I am still holding my crop back for 15 cents per
pound, and so far I have sold but 200
pounds at that price,
H, T, Hartman,
Freeport, 111,, July 28, 1884.
clover.

Not More than Half a Crop.
have not yet seen any reports of
honey crop from this ))art of
Kentucky. The spring was wet and
cold until the middle of June, We
have not more than half a crop of
lioney this season, I had 52 colonies,
and increased them to 75, mnstlv by
division, I have taken about 3,000
pounds of honey, the most of it being
extracted. My bees are in good conI

the

Wsi, G, GOSNEY.

dition,

De

Mossville, Ky.,

Aug.

3, 1884.

Good Honey Season.
I commenced with 9 colonies of
bees, in the spring, and at this time
I

have

the Golden bee hive.
here.
my honey at 16-.^ cents

26, all in

The honey season has been good
I

have

soi'd all

per pound, in my home maiket. I
the season, apple bloom was profuse. The hills are a perfect flower-garden. have the Syrian bees, which are gentle
Clover liloonied May 20, and lasted Bees are w-orking on the sage, which and easy to liandle, and I manage
till .Inly 10
but there was very little is something unusual for this time of them without any smoke,
Jesse Lovelace.
nectar gathered from that source. the year.
Jno. L, Secor.
The so-called honey dew, or neftar
London, Ky,, Aug, 5, 1884.
Monterey, Cal,, July 23, 1884.
:

'

from the leaves of trees, was abundant
from the last of May till .lune 30; and
niv 54 colonies from all those sources
filled all the hives with nice capped
honey and bees. On .July 7, 1 took off
600 ll)s. of comb honey and extracted
about 6.5 lbs., and I saw signs wliich
led me to leave the honey and bees
alone for a short time and see the
result and I now can say that the .54
colonies were once richer this season
than they are to-day. To-day I find
;

the lieart"s-ease nearly all blasted in
the bud. It is a settled fact that the
bees are now consuming more honey
in rearing brood than they gather
each day. My queens are breeding in
haste and consuming their laid-up

A Good Honey Flow.

Discouraged but Determined.

I liave been wailing patiently to
clover harvest was a poor one
here, but we had a good flow of honey make a good report, and here is what
I started with 148 colfor about a week from June 12 to the I have to say
20.
My bees then had the swarming onies on May 1. 1884. and now have
are mostly strong
They
fever till July 1. I had 45 swarms 300 colonies.
from 50 colonies. As my frames were and ready for the fall crop, if there
Up to this
all one size, I had no trouble to keep should happen to be one.
the increase down to 45, by taking time I have taken only about 200

The

:

brood-frames and returning
I returned
some 18
swarms in that way. Those frames
of brood I would give to the other new
colonies, which would be a great help
to them, and would keep all strong.
On July 8, basswood bloomed, and up
out
the

tlie

swarm.

pounds of honey— nnfavora ble weather
being the cause of the failure of the
while clover. Basswood was an entire failure.

I,

alone, have done all
my apiary this

but one day's work in

season. I am looking foi' a good fall
crop, as goldenrod looks well. Just

—

:
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now

I believe I would be satisfied do not care for theories, but I do dewith enough honey with which to sire an answer based on the true rewinter my bee9,and take my share next lations of heat and cold, and to the
time. I have 2.0(10 lbs. of old honey keeping up of an equable temperature
which I can feed, if necessary. Early artificially much higher than that
in the spring I reported that bees with which we are surrounded.
were wintering finely. The colonies
Foxboro, Mass. J. E. Pond, Jr.
in two cellars wintered well, while
those in tlie otl)er two, with little or
Authorship of the Pollen Theory.
no ventilation, lost about 90 per cent.,
Mr. A. A. Fradenburg, who lives a
thus making my spring and winter
losses 129 colonies. Taking the whole few miles from me, on the Tuscarawas
season tlirough (with me), it has been river, has been very unfortunate in
the most discouraging one I ever saw; wintering, and theorized extensively
nevertheless my boat is cut loose from as to the cause. I was much surprised
shore, and I intend, in the near future, to note his claim ot priority of authorto land it well ladened with both bees ship of the pollen theory in a recent
number of the Bee Journal. The
and honey.
Wm. Lossing.
records will show, I think, that to
Hokah, Mmn., Aug. 2, 1884.
Mr. J. M. Shuck belongs the honor of
first conceiving tliat pbllen is a factor
Large Crop of Basswood Honey.

the causation of hee-diarrho?a.
(See Bee Journal, Vol. XVII, page
165.)
His experiments go back to
1875. But to Mr. .James Ileddon belongs the honor of elucidating the
pollen theory, the full history of
which may be read in the latter numbers of tliat very valuable and first
edition of the Weekly Bee Journal
forlSSl. Mr. Ileddon also made the
first application of the theory.
This
is cheerfully conceded; and I feel
certain that growing out of an amicable discussion of his theory, we shall,
undoubtedly, come to the facts, ere
long, as to the causes of bee-diarrhcea,
and a complete solution of the probin

I notice in the last issue of

Journal,
faihire in

the

Bee

basswood has been a
many localities; but here it
tliat

has yielded a large crop of excellent
honey.
I am running two apiaries
for comb honey, and another one of
4-5
colonies entirely for extracted
honey and they have already yielded
over 100 pounds of white honey per
;

Frank McNay.

colony.

Mauston, Wis., Aug.

More Honey than

1,

1884.

for three years.

With us the white clover and bass-

wood honey season

is

over.

I

have

yet taken the honey from the
hives, but think that I will have more
this year than all of the honey of the
last three years put together. Recent
heavy showers gives the buckwheat
season a promising outlook at present.
Natural swarming was very
light on an average only about one
swarm in 10 colonies.
"H. S. See.
Geneva, Pa., July 31, 1884.

not

—

A Long Hive.
On

page

164,

W.

II. S.

Grout, of

Kennedy, X. Y., says he has bad

13

years experience producing extracted
honey, and says he uses a 40-inch hive^

Weight

of Extracted Honey.
page 470, ilr. B. F. Carroll says,
" The honey taken is very fine, weighing 121^ pounds per gallon
Which
leads me to ask

On

V

:

1. What is the weight, per gallon,
of extracted honey V
2. Suppose I have a lot of thin extracted honey, to what weight, per
gallon, should it be evaporated before
it will be safe or fit to run into containers for sale V
3. How light weight,
per gallon,
will keep safely in sealed pails or
fruit jars ?
4. How heavy, per gallon, ought it
to be when properly cured for market?
5. What do dealers in honey consider the proper weight, per gallon, of

extracted honey V
6. Can you not give, in some article,
the best" method of curing unripe
extracted honey on large and small
scales, so as to suit the wants of all
classes ?
Turner
Solon, Maine.

Answers. — 1.

A very

Buswell.
good

article

of extracted honey, that is, very well
ripened, will weigh 12 pounds per
gallon.
Mr. Carroll's honey, which
weighed 12J| pounds, was, no doubt,
very thick.
2. Not much short of 12 pounds per
gallon.

3. That depends upon what is meant
by " safely." Honey of any consistency rarely keeps its flavor as nicely
lem of W'intering bees.
in any other place as in the comb.
G. L. Tinker, M. D.
Even at 12 pounds per gallon, honey
New Philadelphia, Ohio.
will usually go far enough toward
fermentation to take on a twang not
often found with comb honey. If
you wish your honey to remain of the
smooth, oily Havorit contained when
extracted from sealed combs, it should
not fall short of 12 pounds per gallon,
ANSWERS BT
and \'1% is preferable.
4. I consider 12 pounds per gallon
James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
marketable honey for sauce purposes.
o. Dealers in honey, as a class, do
Rules for this Department.
not know as much about weights per
gallon as producers do. Many of them
1. Give your name and post-offlee adilress.
buy honey for mechanical and cooking
2. Be brief, and to the point.

tEItat and gloiu.

3. Send no simple (luestions, such as are
purposes.
I wish
he would detail his answered in the
hee-books.
6. In few words I will say that I
method of managing such a long hive,
4. Ask only such questions
as are of
consider leaving the honey in the
and state why he prefers it to' the 2- g-eneral interest.
This department is not intended for combs until it is ripened, as the best
story plan.
Turner Buswell.

etc.

.5.

Solon, Maine.

Wintering Bees— A Question.
a fact tliat an exceedingly
strong colony of bees will, in severely
cold weather,contract themselves into
a cluster of 7 inches or less in each
diameter. Such being the case, and I
know it to be so by actual tests, can
any one give me, or the fraternity at
large, a logical and scientific reason
why such a colony should winter with
greater safety on a set of frames from
12 to 15 inches deep, than on a set
which are only 93>^ inches deep V
Much discussion has been alreadv
made as to the relative safety of deep
and sliallow frames for wintering, but
in none of the arguments made, liave
I seen
anything touching on this
point. It strikes me though, that the
point is a vital one, and one that
should be cleared up in a scientific
manner. In answer to the above, I
It is

advertising any one's wares — therefore
questions concerning the manufacture of
goods for sale :\re not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor

THOS.
925 West Madison

__^y

G. NETVM.llV,

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

way

to get it in that condition, for
those who produce it on a small scale.
For those who produce it on a large
scale, I think the laws of nature afford a cheaper method but, as yet, I
;

know
that

of

it is

none
in use

formulated
by bee-keepers in gen-

sufticiently

eral.
Our California bee-keepers are
best posted regarding this matter.
Will Mr. Ileddon please answer the
following question
When do you remove the surplus
Convention Notices.
honey from the cases ? As soon as it
is capped, or do
you leave all the
i^° The Northwestern Illinois and
cases on until the end of the season ?
Southwestern AVisconsin Bee-KeepMyersville, Md.
W. R. Young.
ers' Association will hold its next
Answer. Always remove a case meeting on the third Tuesday in Auas soon as it is finished. If in that gust, at Leroy Ilighbarger's, near
part of the season when the work is Adaline, Ogle County, 111.
going on slowly, we often remove a
J. "Stewart, Sec.
case when some of the sections are
still unfinished, and from 6 or 8 cases
^" The Kentucky Bee-Keepers'Conmake up one of all unfinished combs vention meets in Louisville, Ky., durand return it at once to the bees to be ing the opening of the Exposition (day
finished.
not fixed).
N. P. Allen, Sec.

Removing Surplus Honey.

—

; ;
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Create a Local

J>pccial gloticcs.

Now
following your

Examine the Date
name on the wrapper

label of this
indicates the end of the

is

Markets

the time
every village, town and

in

Bingham Corner.

Honey

to create

Wide

city.

Honey Market.

Mark.noo,

III.,

.Iiiiio

IS, 1SS4.

F.
Tlio Dorlol- SillxllicK All.— Mr.
awake honey producers Bingham. Di/iii- Sii-:— I've iiscrt tlu- "Doctor"

T.

-

and alshould get the Leaflets " Why eat till its uli iliiulic'ii up with licc-K-luc,
paper; it
tlioiiBht 1 dill not like
thoiiyh lit tiist si;;lit
month to which you have paid your Honey" (only .jO cents per 100), or else liny tliinK SCI luiKr, could not now Ijc induced
cxc'C'|.t liv till' clirc'st poverty, to do with any
subscription on the Bee Journal.
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food thintisiiKilliv. As a matter of "economy"
to any of the
For safety, when sending money to and Medicine," and scatter them I muih pii'liT the " Uoctoi- " have
worn out
olii'iipcr smokers, of which I
this office get either a post office or ex- plentifully all over the territory they several. Tlie "Doctor" has entirely cured
press money order, a bank di-aft on
man,
as my
so
now
Binfrham
me.
that
I
am
a
and the result
If the somewhat
New York or Chicago, or register the can supply with honey,will readily take wife always has lieen. letter
ini'Uiis
that
will
a
demand
that
remark
in
your
be
vajiue
I'ostage stamps of any kind
letter.
was charged for the Smoker sent,
may be sent for amounts less than one all of their crops at remunerative nothingshall
be
yourlttter,
1
except the readiin; of
Local checks are subject to a prices. The pricesfor "Honey as Food very ffladof aniitlier "Doctor" fortliemoney
dollar.
banks.
take
mine
from
Chicago
won't
sent, so that m,\' wife
discount of 2-5 cents at
"
follows
me. Bees just Ijooinlng on white clover.
American Express money orders for and Medicine are as
C. C. MiLr.ER.
Yours Truly,
for
.5
cents.
obtained
15, or less, can be
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
Woodard's Lanuino, Wasii. Ter.
e wish to impress upon every one per hundred, *2.50. 500 will be sent
Tlie Best Smoker. — To Binoham &
for
or
postpaid
for
1000
specific,
very
being
$10.00
of
necessity
the
HKTHEitiNGTON, Alirouia, Mich., Dear Sirs
Conqueror
and carefully to state what they desire $15.00- On orders of 100 or more, —Find enclosed money for
which please send per mail — one to
for the money sent. Also, if they live we will print, if desired, on the Smokers,
Louderback,
and H.
each.
Dr.
Batch.
J.
M.
"
Presented by," etc.,
near one post office, and get their mail cover-page,
A. Towner. The Conqueror is the best
at another, be sure to give us the ad- (giving the name and address of the Smoker I ever used. Respectfully,
H. Hastings.
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
May 17, 1884.
dress we already have on our books.
will pay him for all his trouble
Dresden,
Te.x., May 28, 1884.
^^ When writing to this office on alone
dispose
to
and expense— enabling him
Conquer llie " Cyps."—T. F. Bingham,
business, our correspondents should of his honey at home, at a good profit. Abronia,
Mich.. Dear Sir: — Enclosed find
not write anything for publication on
$1.73, for which please send, per mail, one
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
To give away a copy of " Honey "Conqueror Smoker" to Ma,ior H. A. High,
(^
be torn apart without interfering with as Food and Medicine "to every one who Waxahachie, Tex. He bought a C.vprian
Queen from me. and the Bees have worsted
The edieither portion of the letter.
package of honey, will sell almost the old gentleman. I told him that the Contorial and business departments are buys a
queror Smoker would conquer the "Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it
separate and distinct, and when the any quantity of it.
never failed." Respectfully,
business is mixed up with items for
B. F. Carroll.
publication it often causes confusion.
Hand-Book.
Convention
They may both be sent in one envelope
Borodino, N. Y., Aug. 1.'), 1882.
Cyprians Coiiqueretl — All summer long
but on separate pieces of paper.
lis a nice Pocket Companion for it has been "which and tother" with me and
1^" It must be understood that, bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
Conqueror
should an advertiser desire to cancel on toned paper, and bound in cloth- last T am "boss." Bingham's
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
an unexpired contract, he can do so price 50 cents.
Conqueror
Smo
just at the riglit time, get a
only by paying regular rates for the
contains a copy of a model kerof Bingham. Kespecttully,
It
DOOLITTLE.
G. M.
number of insertions his advertise- " Constitution and By-Laws " for the
ment has had.
formation of Societies for Bee-KeepPrices, by mail, post-paid.
^" In reply to many correspondents ers— a simplified manual of Parlia- Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..Sli inch.. $2 00
let us say that we take any kind of mentary Law and Rules of Order for Conquerorsmoker{widoshield)3
" .. 175
" .. 150
postage stamps as money, but coins the guidance of officers as well as Large smoker (Wide shield)
2',i
" ..125
3
should never be sent by mail, as it en- members, a blank form for making Extra smoker (Wide shield!
" .. 100
3
Plainsmoker
reports
a Programme Little Wonder smoker
dangers .the loss of the letter either statistical
65
194 "
for
discussion
at Bingliam & Hetherington Honey Knife,
questions
by thieves, or else breaks through the of
115
3 inch
envelope and is lost in that way.
such meetings— model Premium Lists
may be contracted or TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or halfWe carefully mail the Bee for Fairs which
and then recommended to dozen rates. Address,
Journal to every subscriber, but enlarged,
the managers of adjacent County or
should any be lost in the mails we will
T. F. BINGHAM, P. M.. or
District S'airs— S2 blank leaves for
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
cheerfully send another, if notified
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
ABRONIA, miCH.
before all the edition is exhausted.
for
1

I

:

W

;

:

:)

»

—

^f

We have aimed to make it suitable

any

locality,

and a book that will comevery beekeeper in the

Subscription Credits.- We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscripWe have had some bound in Russia
All who intend to be systematic in leather, with colored edges— price 60 tion by letter. The label on your
their work in the apiary, should get a cents.
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
AVe will supply them by the dozen at date to which your subscription is
copy and commence to use it. The
25 per cent, discount, post-paid.
prices will hereafter be as follows
paid. When you send us money, if

mend

Apiary Register—New Edition.

itself to

English-speaking world.

:

is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
1 50
label notify us by postal card. Do
The larger ones can be used for a
not wait for months or years, and
few colonies, give room for an increase
then claim a mistake. The subscripof numbers, and still keep the record
tion is paid to the end of the month
all together in one book, and are thereindicated on the wrapper-label. This
fore the most desirable ones.
^^ A Canadian wishes us to state gives a continual statement of account.
^"Do not let your numbers of the in the Bee JouitXAL.whether we take
Bee Journal for 1881 be lost. The Canadian money for subscription or ^g" We can supply photographs of
best way to preserve them is to pro- books. We do and for tractions of a
Rev. L. L. Langstroth,the Baron of
cure a binder and put them in. They dollar, Canadian postage stamps may
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each.
be sent.
are very valuable for reference.

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1

2-5

we

the proper credit

supply the
Weekly 13ek Journal one year, and
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keening, in
paper covers or the Monthly IJee
Joi;rnal and the book for Sl.7.5. Or,
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
with the Monthly, $2.(0.

i^° For

$2.7.')

;

;

will

:

!

:

—

^

;
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

gcutschc

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will

MM PIS

©Icncn .»9ultur, obev erforgrcicJ^e
Scfjanblung ber Siciien, uoii Jljog. ®.
ent^alt
jDiefcS ^^amp[)let
The accompanjing iUus- SJeroman.
ti-ations show a nest of pails 93elel)rungen iiber folgenbe 'Sjcgfuftanbe
with the sides tapering-, for
Oertltrfiteit bc§ 23iencnftanbc§

aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We,therefore,
premiums for
offer the following
getting up clubs
While no subscription to the Bee
Journal will be taken for less than
the regular advertised prices (viz.
Weekly, $2.00; Monthly, $1.00),— any
one getting up a club of two copies,
or more, may select from " Our Book
List " anything therein named, to
the amount of 15 cents for every dollar
they send direct to this office, to pay them
for the trouble of getlhigup the club
and these books will be sent, postpaid,
to any address desired.
For a club of 3 Weekly or 6 Monthly
and $6.00, we will make an additional
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound
in cloth, containing 320 pages.
For a club of 5 Weekly or 10
Monthly, (or a mixed club of both,)
with $10, we will, in addition to the
15 per cent, present a copy of the

liiiiikcting:

language that enters into speech or
writing; it contains 32,000 words and
phrases,670 illustrations and 51 2 pages;
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address

e.xtracted honey.

The covers are deep and the

made with special
reference to tilling' them for
the retail houcj'-trade. They
ai-e made in a superior
manner and are quite
attractive in appearance,
when filled and nicely
pails are

;

AsiERicAN "Popular" Dictionary,
couiprising every word in the English

?BxtccIxet%

Ueber ©Icncnjudjt.

—
,0Ding pf[an5cn — (Jvjtc^ung berj?6nigin
— ©djiuannen —
—
n 3"|f^cr
23crfetjen—
ni
— Sienen
—
Don
—
3(6lcgcr

5iittcrn

3i t

o

c

I i

j?6iiigiunen

unb

6cf)anbeln

;

lueitfr

i'iit[)dlt

e§ cin jtnptttijiuorin bie neucfte 5D2t'tf)obc
fiir

fiir ben
^rcig 40 ScntS.

bie ,^^'^'^'^'""9 '"^§ ^")oiiig§

.4ft. 7 111. 1.-! lb.
Pcrdoz.Sl.-r. §1.(50 gi.OO

^onig

Per 100 8,00 10.00 14.50
A. H.
CHICAGO
ILL.

9Rct)isin

NEWMAN,

r e

SliiSjiefjcii

bcrut}tgen

,£»anbel 6e[d)rie6eii

labeled.

fi

al^

ift.

a

91

()v

una u^D

— Don'J()omn5@.DJcromnn.

!I)tefe§ entfitilt cine

f

hnc bavftedung

iiber

Sicnctt unb.!r)oiiig bc§ 9ntert()iim6 bie
S3efd)affen^eit, Oiinlittit, Oiiellcn unb
;

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

JKoRersTille, ©*Mie«iee Co., Mich..
Is

now making

a specialty of rearing fine Italian

All queens bred from the purest and
best ot tnothers, aud the cells built in tull culiSingle queen. $i: ij for fS; 12 or more 7.5
cents each.
Tested qiieens, $1.50 each. Make
3lAtt
ojooey orders payable at Flint, Mich.

3ii6ereitung bc^Jpoiiig? fiir bcii .fianbel
iTjonig a[6 32a()nnig?mittcl, niigcbcnb

mail ^gonigfiidu-ii, 5onnfiid;cld)en,

queens.

raie

nies.

Rubbing?, iSd)auinfoiifcct,iI8ciiie,u.f. IB
5u6creiten

fniiit

f

;

evncv £) o "

a)Jebijin mil Dtctcii 9tc',fpten.

af§

3

fiir

ben (Joiijumenten bcftimmt, unb follte
oicltaufenbffiltig iiber bn§ ganje Sanb
a Dcrbreitetracrbcn.
^rei§ 6 6ent§.

Notice This

desired.

i

(Seift

Subscriptions for two or more years
After Aug. 20. I will send by return mail
tested Syrian (»r Italian Queen, and one
for one person, will count tlie same beautiful
of my combined Umne «nd Queen Traps, or a
as each year for a different person.
copvof the Bee-Keepers' Handy Book, on recpipt
of $1:00; wiilmut bodk or trao,:?

i.Tio

each.

War-

lanted Queens. *i.W each; fiTor $'. .^ri; 12 for tii>.
Select tested, *:J.0o. Sat> arriv:il guiirjintped, by
mail

HENRY ALLEY.

Advertisers' Opinions.

WENHAM.

3:iAtf

MASS.

My

advertisement in the Bee Journal, has brought me over 400 responses.
Dr. G. L. Tinicer.
New Philadelphia, O.

The queen business is rushing, and
we think the Bee Journal deserves
much credit as an advertising medium.
E. A. Thomas & Co.
Colerain, Mass.
in the

Ameri-

can Bee Journal

quite extensively
for the past two years, I would say
(without solicitation) that it has sold
more queens for me than any other
three periodicals I have ever tried.
My bees are in line condition this
spring. I have lost but 4 out of 182
colonies.
The outlook is flue for a
good season.
L. J. Diehl.
Butler, Ind.

The Bee Journal does

its

adver-

tising wonderfully well. It brought
to me responses from Canada to the
Gulf of Mexico, and from the AUeghanies to the Rocky Mountains.

Wji. M. Rogers.
Shelbyville,

Ky.

georbnete§23er,5cid}iiif§ bcr Dcrfd)icbenen

*t$ferbeh-anff)citen,|amint ben Urfnc^en,

BIND YODR

JOIMALS

AND KEEP TUEM

NEAT

;

fcrner, eine

THOMAS
925

G.

NEWMAN.

West Madison

book

SOc.
ISc.

XHOMAS G, ATEWMAAT,

Address,

West Madison

925

Street.

ChlcuKo,

ILL.

all the
Presidents of the U. S. The
l!iri:est, handsomest, best book
ever '^old for less than twice
our price. The fitstei.1 selling

profits to agents.
free.

Immense

America.

in

All intelligpnt people

Any one can become

For Monthly Bee Journal
For Weekly Bee Journal

CHICAGO.

St.

wanted for The Lives of

THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.
Directions In each Binder.

Snmmlung

^rei§ 25 6ent§.

roert^Doller Sicjepte.

and CLEAN.

Any one can use them.

ridjtigcn Setjanbs

©t)mptomen unb bcr
lung berfelbcn

The Emerson Binder
IS

Having advertised

jffr«Hf<)cltcn— i'on 33.3;.itcnbQn,
ein nlpijnbctifc^
1)., entijnitcnb

9!)l.

want

a successful agent.

HallettBookC

.,

Portland, Me.

it.

Terms
4Aly

Dadant'sFoiiiidat ion Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

III.

REPORTERS AVANTED.

liOCAIi

We want an

agent and local reporter in every
to represent City iind Country,
and furnish us from time to time such facis as we
may require. Send lo cents lor credentials and
full particulars regarding services and compensation. Address. Will C. Turner & Co., Publishers
"City and Country." Columbus, Ohio.
24A18t
FOXTSTITAI-lASr QXJEERiS,
dalion, and 8upi>IIe«.— It will pay yoll to
E. F. S.V1ITH. Smyrna. N. T.
send for Circular.
llAtf

community

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SBNTI.MKN'i- iifflrnia th:it the PRESS
IsSUPBKIOK for niakinB Comb Foundiition either
In Wired Frames or for SEC'I'IO.NS. itnd insures
straiKht and perfect combs, when ,drawa out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

D.

8.

eiTEN ^

CO.,

HOOPBSTON.

lABtf

ILL.

DADANT

BEESWAX.

Dadant'sFoHiidatiou Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

pay 28c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.
I

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

MILLS.lOiNCH $ IS.OOf
REILH AM ...
W.

J^^

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEB.
The British Bbe Jot'HNAI.

MONTHLY,

is

published

SEMI-

at Seven Shillintrs per itnnum, and
contains tlie heat pmeticul information for the
time beinK. sh^fwing wli»t to do. and when and
Etiitor.
how to do it. Kev. II. K.
l.ONDO.N'. ENOl.ANI).

PEEL.

We send the

Weelily A.mekican Bee Jol'iinal
and the British Bee Journal, both for $3.00 a year.

C

AliFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison

:j7Aly

*

Vandervort

Comb

Fdn. Mills,

Send tor Samples <t Reduced Price-Lint.

ABtf

J.

VANDERVORT, Laceyville,

Pa.

"^

St.,

~

CHICAGO,

ILL.
"

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
gold,
which are printed a large bee
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

m

!
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BUY

Syrian-Albino Queens
They
lU'w ^itlilill .VIIHAI* ol all.
buikl beautilul. stniiKlit ('iinil.s. ivlllioiit
SoparmorM, ami are rMCXi'KI^LHD as
workers. Kcared by Alley's inetlunl.

Mv

from

Select-Tested, to breed

J3.00
S1.50

Untested

New

aOAtf

woek ut home.
iibsolntelv sure.

Pliilailolpliia.

11

1
I

Header.

<liiirei1.

'vhieli

$.».iim

No
If

ORGAN

Ohio.

outai tree.

Piiy

risk. Capltnl notreyou want business at

persiinsof either se.v. younteorold,

niiike t:reiit pay all tile time they
'worlc. with nl5S"Iute certainty, write tor
partlcul:irs to 11. Uai.lett&Cu., Portland. Maine.
iin

130,000

The Best in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

4AIV

FLAT BOTTOM
-

COMB FOUNDATION,

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP &. CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,

high side-wrJIs, 4 to it; square feet tc
the pound. Circular undsumples free
J.

VAX DEUSKN &

Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

SONS,

Sule Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. r-o,. n. y.
I
I

.'>'i

That

evening.
business,

who

all

we make

who want work may

this unparalleled

test the
to all

(^»flfer;

are not well satistled, wewill send $1 topav for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who yive their whole lime to the work. Great
success ab'iotutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stixson & Co., Portland. Maine.

4Aly

Dadant'sFoiindationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

Prices Reduced.
•Owina: to a decline in tlie price of
will, hereafter, be a
reJuction of

Beeswax there

2 cents' per pound
on

all

orders for

ALFRED
933

ESTEY
^^
^^188 and I90 State

for the working class. Send lo cents
for postnire, und we will iiiuil yu/re*',

oynl.viiiuHble box of sample goods
I Hint will put you in the way of luaking
I more money in a few days, than you
ever thought p»»sible at liny business.
Capital not required. We wiM start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adai.»ted to both se.xes. voung and
old. Vou t-'ah easily earn from
cents to l-.") every

West Madison

Comb

H.

Foundation,

NEWMAN,

Street,

Chicago,

Ills.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey .lars. Tin Bucliets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

MUTH,

etc.

Apply to
C. F.
«7rt and »78 Central Ave..
ClSTCINBrATI, ft.
laf" Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLl^IXO COilB-HAXGER.
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

1^18.00.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
92.-i West Madison Strejt. CUICAtic), ri.i..

AN ^

I

TINKER,

I»K. «• L.

Address,

527

EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Kxtractors carryint: :i and )
Lanu-^troth trames, I have conchuied to adopt these two new

The 3 frame basket is in u
the Si<nie size and style as
tiame. 'rhe4 frame basket
!• Ill the larger can, with the cone
ir metal standard
for the basket
III resolve upon, leaving room und'Miie.ith the basket forT.'jornn
ih" ol honey. It will be complete,
nith covers, and in every way
wientical. except in size, with the

size**
r

in ot

till'

^it.oo Extractor. ]3x_*ii. which
intended for any size of frame.

is

with the f^.w Exthe different styles
h.i ve strainers over the canal leudint: to the honey gate, and movai'oaib
Baskets.
sides
in
the
The $8.00 and
ble
filu.iKj Extractors have no covers.
V xcepting
trittor-*, all

For 2 American frames.
For 2 Langstroth "

&,
St.,

&

CAMP,
CHICAGO.

!

>
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HEDDON'S

OF COMB HO\EV ^VANTED.

New and Enlarged

GOLXJA^Kr.

Edition

BEES

OH THE

Management

for Fleasnre

ass Went Madison

Wholesale and Retail.
I

of

now

on hand a freshly-made

liave

lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

from

pnre domestic wax,

strictly

oughly

fnmi

cleansed

thor-

impurities.

all

Sizes of brood and surplus, 8Xxl63^, or

Langstroth

size.

I

have also

best Brood Foundation of

Dadant's

same

size; also

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send
for prices,

and

offer a liberal

state

amount wanted.

DISCOUNT

to

PRICE— Bound

in cloth, SI. 00

^^A

I

DEALERS.

ere iire five cross
united liy a rivet
ugh Iheir center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned ou to studs
<in the neck-band. The
burs are of best light
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of
handsome light

Hive is growing in populargreater degree, than is the
business o( bt'e-ki'ci)ing. I am now prepared to furnish these liives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

comb honey.. $3.00

will contain
plete with sections).

The above Hive complete

two cases comfor extrac-

honey
The above Hive complete for both
one
One Hive in the flat
ted

$3.00
in

Five or;over, each

No one
In the

flat,

4.50
2.00
1.50

;

_

923

nn

Also IITIPOKXED ITALIANS!
choice.

:

Street. Cblcafio,

IL L

J".

lowest cash price, and say
is

how much more

in your locality. If answer is favorable,
will call on you. York State, Michigan,

we

or Vermont preferred. Address,
F. I. SAGE A: SON, Wethersfield, Conn.
.'iiAit

Dadani'sFoiindatioii Factory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

IF

YOV

"WAITT

VEHICLE,
SEND A POSTAL CAUD TO THE

COLUMBUS BUGGY

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO,
When

Catalogue and mime of nearer dealer,
where our suPERioii Vehicles can be seen, will be
sent.

We have the largest factory in the world for
manufacturing flrst-class and sri'EUioR
Bu^*^ie)»9

PUaetou«, Iiis;lit Carriages,
Surrey A%'a^oiifii,

II).

All

AAT. EOKznvE^^isr,
DEALER

IN

GOLDEN myITALIANS!

1

11

Ou
00

<

—

Full colonies ot Hybrids
Full colonies of Italians

20Atf

JAMES H£DDON,

CasB County, MICH.

Villaii:e Carts,

the latter most perfect
motion.

and free from horse

own wheels from the beat timtW We make ourown
mills)
obtained

L. J.

:f

T.no
lO.iR)

BlUler,

lii<l.

befureorderingyour

be
to state whether or not you
have my Circular for 1883.
Address,

AND OUR POPULAR

American

I now wish to say to
former ustumers, that I ber (sawed by our
that cm be
am now ready to till orders for the following Queens. from the hills of Southern Ohio- famous forthe
second-growth
hickory.
Hybrid
.50
in May and June, each
Italian— untested— not warranted, in May and
June, each
l.oo
Any of our readers who will inclose IH cent
Italian- warranted, May and June, each
l.oO
stamps, in a letter to the Cuh'Mbus Buggy Co.,
'2.5*
Italian— tested Queen

DlEHIi,
CIRCULAR for 1884 % H Hi-KEEPERS.
SURE
And

DOWAGIAC,

now demands
paj' spot

We

at railroad station for what we buy.
Those desirous of becoming acquainted with
such dealers, will state how much honev
they have of each size section. How much
of each quality. How soon the whole or
part of it can be in shipping order. Name

4Aly

Augusta, Maine.

.

$ 3 00
1 25
lat

I I

cash

Send !-lx cents for postage.
^"^ receive free, a costly box
of t!oo<38whicli will help youto
iu<>i'6 money ripht away than

Fo further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

Our New Strain,

Untested
Untested, after July lat
Untested, (perdoz.) after July

very

is

Pure Italian Bees and (jueeiis

QUEENS!
Tested, to

It

I Tl*
n lllllfl
M
K
H I I I II ft Rr I anything else in thiswnrld.
I

certain bee-keepers, the trade

NEWMAN,

West Madison

II

& Co.,

furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4Kx4>^x6, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, ^6.50; .5x6x2,
per 1,000, $8.00. All shipped from here.
to

Prices

H,

more reliable
is from one to ten or
Through the actions of
of a few

crop

of either se.\, succeed from tirsl
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Tkuk

SECTIONS.

Take your
breed from

uKiterial.

.

ALFRED

II

.'lam now ready

_

easily put tc^trin r. no trouble to put on or
take oft, and folds compactly in a i)aper box
(JxT inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being tnily live
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

should ever order these Hives
without ordering one marie up

complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heildon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
by those purchased from me.

__.

names

yearlj'.

bj-

NEW BEE-VEIL.

my

(The above

paper

in

Liberal Disrount to Dealers,
tike Dozen or Hundred.

much

for

;

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.

One Hive complete

Bee Journal.

Street, €hlcaeo. III.

It contains 220 profusely
illustrated
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing i>ursuit, and prcsiMits
the aiiuii ist with everything that can aid in
the siircesslul management of the lloneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

A
I believe
ity, to a

NEWMAN.

G.

the JVeekly

more tons

mostly one-pound sections.

;

Editor of

ducers, the

men whose honey

an Apiary
and Profit by
of

COMB FOUNDATION. THOMAS

it to be advantageous to both
to deal with the same
year after year, we have for several
years bought the entire honey crop of many
bee-keepers.
In view of our increasing*
trade, we wish to add to our list of pro-

and buyer

[larties

HONEY,

and

Believing

seller

OF

BEST GIVEN

TONS

50

Sixth Thousand Just Published

Klih

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,

for our Lirge Illustrated Cata1^ HB ^nSend
logue, sent free to any address.

10AJ4t E.

K.RETCHMER, Cobiirff. Iowa.

Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
eneraving in colors representing an "Australian
Scene." and tbeir manner of traveling in t>iat
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Time and place of Meeting.
Marshall Co., Iowa, Convention.. 5.38 1884.
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535
Plan
of
My
M.G. Darby. Sec.
537 Aug. 29.— Mahoning Valley, O.. at Newton Falls, O.
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W. A. Shewman. Sec.
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M. Kingsbury, Sec,
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Sept. 4.— Southern Indiana, at Madison. Ind.
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Sept. 17, 18, 19.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M.Crandall. Sec.
Oct. 1, 2.— Cedar Valley. Iowa, at Waterloo, Iowa.
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Oct. 4.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at Marshalltown. la.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
Oct. II. 12.— Northern Mich., at Alma. Mich.

Keeping
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The Worst Honey Season, so Far.
To Kentucky Bee- Keepers
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537
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What and How
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The Cortland Union Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its midsummer meeting at Cortland, N. Y.,
on Aug. 26, 1884, in the rooms of the
M. G. Dakby, Sec.
Y. M. C. A.

ers'

1,

C

F.

Oct.

1,5,

A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, M'C
Chicago. HI.

1(1.— Northwestern, at

W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
Oct. 28, 30.— North American at Rochester. N, Y.
Dr. C. C. Miller, Sec. Marengo. III.
Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont. Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton. Sec.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Cander. Sec.
Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.
I^r- In order to

have

this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— En.
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BOOKS

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

attested by limulrecis vt the

most prac-

Sent by

tical aud disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleaiiest,briglitest,quicliest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, iiiostregiUar in color,

III.,

MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HBDI)(-1N. I)"HaKliic.
C. F.

Mich..
& McKEE, Indianapolis. Ind.,
CblAS. H. GREEN, Berlin, Wis.,

DOUGHERTY

CHAS. HERTEL, Jr.. Freeburc. 111.,
BAi.LANTINE. SaKo, O..
ARMSTKciNi;. Jerseyville. 11.,

Tt'M.
E. L.

ARTHUR TOIin,GerQiantown,Philadelpbi«,Pa.
KRETCHMER, Coburu. Iowa.

B.
E. F.
C. F.

on receipt of

price, liy

NEWMAN,

G.

92.-> West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL.
C^uinby's Ne\V Bee-Keeping', by L. C.
On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we KoOT. — Its st"'eis plain and forcible, making

evenness and neatness of any that is made.
it is kept for sale liy Messrs.
A. H. NE^y.M AN, Chicago.

niail,

THOMAS

j

its

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, bv Thom-\s
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times."
in all the various improvements and inveutions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and

of the Honey-Bee. and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.

:

*2

Cdpics tor

for $4.00; 10 for S7..10.
Paper cover*, 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40;
i copies for .fi.oO; .5 for $3.00; 10 for ?.").00.
:i

TheOriKlnnl

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

readers rea.^e the fact that the author is

allow 25 per cent, discount, and jirepay
postage. Special rates on larger Quantities,
ifiven upon application.

SMITH. Smyrna. N. X.
DALE. MortonsTille. Ky.
presents the apiarist >vlth everj-thing that
can aid in the successful management of the
and numbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
list of supplies, accompanied with
condition. It embraces the following subISO C-OMPI.IMENTART',
jects
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
—Locating an Apiary— Transferring— Feedand UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ing — Swarming — Dividing
— E.vtracting —
from as many liee-keepers in 18.S3.
Queen Hearing- Introducing Queens — Italianizing
—
Bee
Pastin-age
a
Necessity
— QuietVie a:iiaraiitee every inch of our Founing and Handling Bees- The Management of
dation equal to sample in every respect. Bees aud Honey at P'airs-Mai-kcting
Honey,
CHAtj. D.l^UAKT A SON,
etc. 220 profusely-illustrated jiages. Price,
.iABly
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound in clotli. $1.00; coi>ics for $1.80;

VA.Z.UASXSi
ORIGINAL PATENTS.

Bee-Keepers' fiuide, or ]^IannaI of
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
l)ee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

!

?_'.."..',:

.">

master ot the subject.

Price, $1.50.

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. KooT.—
Embraces everything jiertaining to the care

Blessed Bees, bj- John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keei)ing, full of practical
information
Price, 75c.

and

enthusiasm.

contagious

Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Bev. L.
Langstroth.— This is the work of a
master, and will always i-emaln a standard.
L.

Price, $2.00.

Bzierzou's Rational Bee-Keeping. —

A translation of the master-piece of that most
celebrated German authority. Price, bound
in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A

and detailed account of 23 years e.xperience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Tlie Apiary Register, by Tho.mas G. King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Newman. — A Record and Account Book for Price,
$1.00, bound in cloth.

the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for oO
colonies, $1.00 ; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
management. Price, 15c.

Details tlieir

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
F. Muth. — Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, 10c.
THOM.iS G. New.M-\n.— It
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
Dzierzon Tlieory. — The fundamental
H()iii..y
Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, principles of Dzierzon's sj'Stem of apiculture
Willi's, etc.
Also, Honey as Medicine, with as set forth by Berlei>sch. It was translated
many ^-aluable recipes. It is intended for l>y the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture^
to help in creating a demand for honey.
T'ricr. for either the En^liiiili or Oernia'n by Prof. John Phis.— This gives the correct
-iition, 5 cents— on 'dozen. 40 cents— 100 for meaning of nearly ."lOO apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
s'.!. .-,0 — 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
300 colonies,

Hvney

$1.50.

Food and medicine,

by
gives the various

aiii

Chas.

;

I

If UHl

or

more are ordered, we

will print the

"iee-keeper"s card (free of cost)

Bee

-

Keepers'

on the cover.

CouTentlon

Hand

Book, by Thomas G. Newman.- It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Hutes of tlrder for the guidance of officers
and

—
Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bintrham wa3 the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establiahinK a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but Bingham bas been able to
improve a r.ineham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham 8m<:ikers have been in use tive years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or s*"w. ju-i as yoH please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. "We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,0'K) in use trom one
to five year*, and receiving but one letter of com-

plaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over 3.0 wt. there is evidence that 1884
witb us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
Kor mail rittes and testimonials, send card. To
sell again, send for dozen rates to

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
fiA2Btf

ABKOKIA, MICH.

Vaiidervort Foundation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
makes the Hnest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by
AL,FREU H. NElV.»iA.\.
CHICAGO, ILL.
sea West Ma. Ison Street.
It

—

Local Conventions Model
for a Local Society
Prograunne for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion- List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.
nu'inliL'i's ot

Constitution and

IJy- Laws

AVliy Eat Honey? by Thomas
Newm-^x. — This Leaflet is intended for

G.
dis-

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price. 50
cents per 100 rM) copies for $3.25 ; 1,000
copies for $.4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 200 will have a blank
where the name and address can be written.
;

Preparation

of

Honey

for
tlie
Iflarket, including the production and care
of both Comb and Extracted Honej-, and
Instructions ou the Exhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thom.vs (i. Newman.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Hfiney."
Price, 10c.

Sivarniing, Dividing

and Feeding;

Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G.
Newman. A chapterfrom "Bees and Honey."
Price 5c.

Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas
Newm-^n- Progressive views on this important subject; suggesting what and how
to plant .—A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
2(> engravings.
Price, 10c.
G.

G. Newman.
—Describing ChafT-packing, Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honej-."
Price 5c.*

Bees in Winter, by Thomas

Tlie Hive I tse,

liy G. M. Doolittle.—
management of bees. Price 5e.
Foul Brood, by A. K. Kohnke.— Its origin

Details his

and cure. Price, 25c.
ITloore's I'niversal Assistant,
Complete Meclianic. — Contains

and
over

proeesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price. $2.50.
1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations,

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be moi'e useful to horse owners. It has 35
engra%1ngs, illustrating positions of sick

and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive nuinner. It has many good
horses,

recipes, etc.

Price, 50c., in either

English

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

shou Id not
famil)-.

eat.

eat

and

This book should be in every

Price, 50c.

Scribner's liUniber and liog Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.

—

FlsUer's Grain Tables. For casting
grain, produce and hay; wood
ineasurer,ready reckoner,tables for plowing,

up the price of

Price, 40c.
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
the back. 75c. for tlie Weekly or for the
Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
to Canada.
etc.

;

Constitution and By-LaH's, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50e. extra.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed" a large bee in gold, lOe.
each,
or $8 per 100.
Bienen Kiiltur, by Thomas G.New.man.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
—In thcGernian language. Price, in paper
of Poultry, etc.. by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

.

:

:

;

:
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ISee-Keepers' Associa- was ovenome, and tlie Society succonsists of Dr. cessfully launched in 1874. Members
Henry Townsend, President .Vrthur of the Society should bear this in
mind and while we congratulate Mr.
Todd, Vice-President; F. Hahman, and Mrs. Bennett on its success, I
Secretary Mrs. Thomas, T. 0. David- think both are entitled to more than
son, and Enon Harris. The premiums a mere passing word of praise.
The bee keepers of England were
amount to S30 in cash 8 silver and 7 represented
by Mr. Alfred Neighbour
bronze medals, and .5 diplomas.
those of Ireland by Dr. Knight, Hon.
Secretary to the Irish Beekeepers'
and Scotland, by Mr.
Swarm of Bees Loose on a Train. Association
Cameron, from Inverness in the north
and almost every bee-keeper of note
The Chicago Daily papers record in the south and west.
the fact that a railroad train on the
In addition to the large tent for
Chicago Northwestern Railway was manipulating, there was a large tent,
61 feet by 21, completely crowded to
•'boarded'" by a swarm of angry bees,
overflowing, not holding much over
on August 1. Here is what a reporter the half of the exhibits, the surplus
havnig to be put outside.
of the press says about it

Philadelphia

mm

tion.

0.

i-t)Munittee

;

;

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

The

;

NEWMAN,

Editof and Phoprietor,

;

^" We have received the Premium A
the Marshall County, Iowa,
Fair, to be held at Maishalltown,
Iowa, Aug. 2B to 30, l.S,s4. Mr. .J. ^\
Sanders is the superintendent of the
Apiary Department, and there is a

i.ist of

number
S'JO in

of

premiums— amounting

cash, besides

1.3

to

diplomas.

;

;

Between Lake Bluff and Lake Forest
State Agricultural a train of cars ran over a swaim <if
wild
bees, which had come out of the
Society, which meets on Sept. 9 to 13,
trunk of an old tree standing in the
at Lewiston, offers S60 in premiums
pasture by the roadside. The bees,
in its Bee and Honey Department. angered at the death of thousands of
Also the Eastern Maine State Fair their comrades, rose suddenly, flew
Association, which meets on .Sept. 23 through the open windows into the
coaches, and proceeded to get even
to 2P, at Bangor, offers $33 in prewith the Northwestern Road by
miums for Ijees. honey and apiarian attacking its passengers. The people
were thrown into the wildest confusupplies.
sion. The little insects were swift in
Vg- In the bill of fare at the .Jordan their work, and spared nobody. It
was useless to fight them, for every
Hotel in White Sulphur Springs, Va.. effort to drive them off made them all
we notice that honey is daily on the the more vicious and determined.
tables. This is to be commended for Before the train arrived at Lake Forwe believe that in only one country est the bees had fled, leaving their
victims with faces and hands swollen
in the world is honey found daily and burning with pain.
upon the tables of its hotels, and that
in the little Alpine Republic of
is
Bee and Honey Show in Scotland.
Switzerland.
In
tlie
descriptive
pamphlet of White Sidphur Springs,
The London Journal of Horticulture
" Xot the least attractive gives the following report of the
we read

^'

The Maine

The Book, "Bees and Honey."
In reference to this work, Mr. G.
writes as follows for

W. Demaree
publication

want to express my appreciation
the work on bee-culture. " Bees
and Honey."' In my judgment tlie
I

of

book is exceedingly well arranged. A
most admirable feature of the work,

that it teaches carefully the great
principles of bee culture without an
attempt to dictate to bee-keepers what
kind of fixtures and implements tliey
should employ in the prosecution of
their
business.
It
treats
appropriately several subjects connected
with the science of bee-culture, which
is

I

;

is

The main
books

:

feature

many

of this

delightful resort, to

visitors, is the extensive apiary

of ^Ir. E. C. .Jordan, the owner and
proprietor of the .Jordan Hotel, who is
an enthusiastic bee-culturist, and the

Honey and Bee Show

absent in most other works.
G. W. Demakee.
Christiansburg, Ky.

of the Caledo-

is

objection to some beethe fact that they attempt to

dictate to bee-keepers

nian Apiarian Society

what hive or

implements should be used.

This

The eleventh Show of the above was studiously avoided in the book
Society was held at Edinburgh in " Bees and Honey," and while de-

conjunction with the Highland Agri- scribing all the better
ones, it leaves
abundant supply of beautiful honey cultural Society on July 22, 23, 24. and the selection to the wants of any
2-5,
under the able management of
upon his tables, bears delightful evi- Mr. R..J. Bennett, to whom bee-keepers locality, or the "fancy" of the in-

dence of his success."

are indebted for bringing together the dividual.
various exhibits that formed the finest exhibition of apiarian appliances
tm" Mr. A. Todd, of Philadelphia. and produce that lias ever been witAt the District Fair to be held
Pa., has sent us the Premium List for nessed in Britain. But, although Mr. at Friend, Neb., Sept. .30 to Oct. 3. 1,S,S4,
the Pennsylvania State Fair, and will Bennefs efforts have been crowned premiums for the Bee and Honey
forward a copy to any one applying with success, it is not wholly due to Department amount to S30.
For
himself, nor is it known that it was
for the same. The Collective Bee- through his amiable lady, working further information apply to J. O.

^

I

I

j

Keepers" Exhibit

is

in charge of the

often

till

past midnight, that the work

Frantz, Sec. Friend, Neb.
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Marketing Honey.
Mr.

.Jerome

Tvvicliell,

of

Kansas

City, Mo., has sent us a circular, entitled "Some Light on the Subject of

Adulterating
and
Manufacturing
Honey", which we give below. This
shows what can be done by one person,

benetit honey-producers, by
the falsehoods circulated

to

refuting

concerning comb honey

:

There is a class of people who seem
to delight in trying to establish the
moral depravity of man, and wlio
would make everytliing and everybody out as bad till proven otherwise.
This comes partly from ignorance and
partly from that general distrust
whicli is engendered in a great measure by the very weakness in one's
self tliat he would impute to others.
This world is not nearly so bad as
some would like to make it and if a
person be honest and truthful himself,
he will investigate very closely before
ridiculous, too,
accusing others.
;

How

make themselves
before others who know better, by
their gratuitous lies cohcerniug the
wonderful production of imitations
that far exceed the original in beauty
and general perfection. I would
speak now only of comb honey. I
have heard persons assert in the most
positive way that they knew that
comb honey could be, and is manufactured
that they had seen tlie
honey, and had also seen the person
who had seen it made. But 1 have
never yet been able to trace up the
other fellow who had himself seen the
Srocess, nor do I think I ever will.
this much slandered article is as
fo
yet beyond the baleful influence of
fraudulent imitations, and I defy any
one to prove the contrary.
To a sensibly reasoning and thinking person who has ever examined a
piece of comb honey, the impossibility of manufacturing the comb, filling
it up and sealing it over and preserving the natural appearance of all, will
at once appear, at least so far as making it cheaper than can be done by
the bees. And what other motive
can there be for imitating an article
of merchandise, than for the greater
gain V There may be, and no doubt
are, some honest, faii'-minded people
who really do believe it is done, and
the impression is probably gained from
what they have seen, heard or read of
comb foundation, I think it likely
that tills comb foundation is what
tirst gave the idea of such a thing as
manufactured comb honey, and the
story has become mutilated and multiplied, till we have the very name
and address of the manufacturer.
But somehow never a reply has come
to the numerous letters addressed to
some people

boxes in which the bees are to
build their comb, for a guide, and by
this means the comb is built in the
middle of the little box. Then between each of these boxes is usually
placed a sheet of tin, called a separa
tor, so that the comb can be built out
just so thick as to leave only working
room between it and the separator,
and thereby making the smooth, even
surface which some people take to be
a sure indication of the manufactured
tlie

will

;

:

him.

Now, this comb foundation which
has probably been the innocent cause
of so much lying, is simply a sheet of
beeswax roiled out thin, with the
shape of the honey-cells at the bottom
impressed in it, and corresponds with
the center division of the comb. This
is cut into little strips and placed in

article.
Scientific
bee-culture has been
reduced to such a tine point that few

can realize what perfect control the
master has over the iittle workers.
They are made to form the letters of
the alphabet and all kinds of fancy
designs, by the construction of the
boxes, and they do their work, under
proper management, cheaper and
better, I think, than ever man can,
by hand or machinery.
This much, however, must be admitted, that the bees will store honey
from anything from which they can
gather it, whether the orange blossom, mangrove or palmetto of riorida, the while sage of California, the
white clover, linn and other flowers
of the North, or from the old sugar
and glucose barrels around a grocery
store in town. It all becomes honey,
however, when gathered and deposited in the comb liy the bees, and eacli
kind has to go through the same pro-

frames in which the bees are to build
the combs, large and strong, with a
wire-and wax foundation in the centre.
Upon this foundation the bees
build the honey-cells, and when welltilled, a single frame will contain some
20 or 25 pounds of honey. This then
is removed from the hive, and after
"uncapping" the cells on one side, by
shaving the surface of the comb witti
a sharp knife, is placed with several
other frames similarly prepared, into
the "Extractor" with the uncapped
cells facing outward.
The Extractor
is a maciiine constructed upon the
centrifugal principal, with a revolving
cylinder, so arranged as to receive
and firmly hold the honey-frames.

The

cylinder is then made to revolve
rapidly by means of a crank and gearing, and the honey is thrown out of
the cells against the casing of the
machine and passes to the tank below.
The frames are then reversed in the
machine after uncapping the cells on
the other side, and the same process
repeated empties the combs entirely
of the honey. They are thus uninjured and can be used over and over
again, being placed back in the hives
and are filled in a short time, thereby,
saving the bees much time and labor
in building new combs.
colony of
bees will produce double the quantity
of honey in this way. The honey
thus extracted is put into barrels,
cans, or any other inexpensive packcess
of
piiritication. The
flavor, age, and can be shipped at a low rate
though is unchanged, and hence we or freiglit, with no risk of breakage,
And such a vast difference in the taste etc. Comb honey, on the contrary,
of honey. Honey gathered from hon- must be produced in 1-pound and 2ey-dew, which is found in great pound section-boxes, at a cost of
to
abundance on the leaves of trees at 1 cent each, then put into crates of 20
certain times, is very dark, and tastes to 25 pounds at a cost of 10 to 15 cents
not unlike New Orleans molasses. each, and finally sent to market at
Honey produced by feeding the bees double first-class freight rates with
glucose will be a white, flavorless an average of 10 per cent, to 15 per
sweet, similar in all respects to the cent, damage in transit. Thus it is
original article,
except in being not strange that extracted honey ciin
cleansed and purifled, and not at all be sold 5 cents or (i cents cheaper than
injurious, though undesirable to eat, comb honey. That much extracted
for want of flavor. But feeding bees honey is adulterated, and sold for the
is done to sustain them when the pure article, cannot be denied ; but
honey-flow fails in the flowers, and plenty can be had from reliable dealnot to inoduce honey for sale, as it ers with a Guaranty of purity, and an
would then cost more than it comes affidavit when called for. I furnish
to.
From a pound of sugar or glu- an affidavit of purity with all the honcose they would deposit not more ey that I sell.
than half a pound of honey in the
comb, so that it would cost from U) to
The Kentucky bee-keepers and
\o cents more to produce a pound of
honey this way than from the flowers. others are requested to note the folSo it will be seen that no fear need be lowing change in the place of meeting
entertained on that score.
of the State Convention

A

%

i^

:

WHY EXTRACTED HONEY CAN BE
Please change the place of meeting
SOLD CHEAPER THAN COMB-HONEY.
of the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers'
There are many persons who, being Association, as announced in the Bee
ignorant of the way extracted honey .JouRNAi., from the Exposition at
is produced, will expand their faces
Eminence, Ky., on
to
Louisville,
in a knowing smile when told the difN. P. Allen,
Sept. 2 and 3.
ference in price between it and comb
Sec. Ky. State B. K. Society.
honey, as much as to say, "Oh, yes, I
see

the

glucose

in

the extracted

^" The fifth semi-annual meeting
honey is what makes it cheaper."
This causes a great many to avoid of the Western Bee-Keepers' Associaextracted honey as they would iiotel tion will be held at Independence,
hash. I will endeavor to explain the Mo., on Sept. 17, 18 and 19, 1884.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
difference in cost of producing and
marketing the two kinds, which will
^" The Southern Indiana Beereadily account for the difference in
price.
Keepers' Association will meet at
The apiarist, in preparing to pro- Madison, Ind., on Sept. 4, 1884, at the
duce extracted honey, constructs the Fair Grounds.
Dr. Firth, Sec.
;

;
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Those which died were tlie ones that thus showing that such long confinewent to tlie warmest points, and ment is injurious to any queen.
In the drawer, whenever the merwliich were subjected to tlie greatest
heat. The past spring I went to ex- cury went below or/' (which was more
perimenting regarding the proper than '.^ of the time), 1 found the bees
degree of heat in which caged bees in a sort of stupor, all clustered close
would live the longest, and although about the (jueen while if it went
this matter of heat and cold may not above 70S I found them restless and
be controllable where bees are ship- humming as they did on the shelf. I
ped by mail, still the matter is not believe, could I tiave kept them at an
without interest, and we can, to a even temperature of (MP to 65°, they
certain extent, modify it by the venti- would have lived two months.
From the above we get a clue to
lation of our I'uges.
When putting my depopulated and the reason why bees and queens live in
empty hives out of the bee-cellar, the mails so luuch better in moderate
after the loss I told you of in the Ueb weather than they do in excessive
JouRN.\r>, I found several hives with hot weather. It is now a wonder to
so few bees in them that I knew they me that bees stand it as well as they
could not pull through to settled warm do in the mails, when the mail-bag is
weather and having promised several often left for an hour or more in the
queens to diflferent parties, I thought hot sun, which must heat the conthat if I could save the queens from tents to a pitch almost beyond the
;

Tor

ZTie

American Bee Journal.

Sending ftueens by Mail.
G.

JI.

DOOLITTLE.

Having had considerable experience
in sending bees by niail. and liaving
conducted some experiments relative
to the food necessary, and the temperature best for bees in eonlinement,
I thought a few items relative to the
matter might be of interest to the
readers of the Bee Journal. Prior
to 1880 the sending of queens by mail

was a mere

lottery,

;

inasmuch as the

chances were nearly as favorable for these depopulated colonies, that I
the losing of the queen thus sent as could use tiiem to take the place of
they were for her safe arrival, and those sent from full colonies. Accordespecially if the distance vvas great ingly I began to look about for a place
enough to keep the bees confined to to keep them. I placed a thermometer on the mantletree near tlie pipe
the cage a week or more.
from a coal-stove which was kept
During the above named year I ex- burniufj night and day, when I soon
perimented with several kinds of ascertained that the temperature
cages, provisioned
with different gave an average of 87^, going as low
kinds of food, and kept them in ray as 75^, and getting as high as 94".
shop for a period of 21 days. In each Cages were prepared the same as for
of these cages was placed a queen and shipping queens, and the queen and
10 bees, and once or twice every day I 10 bees were placed therein, when
threw the cages about the shop soas they were placed on the shelf. The
to give the bees something of the warmth soon made them happy, and
rough usage they would ^et in the a joyful hum, as I supposed, was to
mails.
Those living the longest, or be heard nearly all the while night
21 days, had honey in the comb for and day. At the end of 3 days, the
food, but as this was not allowable in first bee died, and soon others folthe mails, I dare not use it. The next lowed till at the end of 5 days all
best was a cage containing a candy were dead except the queens and a
made of pulverized sugar and honey bee or two with eacli.
but as I did not know how to keep
Supposing that the lives of these
this in the cage, as Mr. I. R. Good
afterwards invented, I was driven to bees were necessarily shortened on
accept the next best thing, which was account of their conflnement in the
cream candy. If this was made just cellar during tlie winter, I thought
right, I had good success in keeping nothing of their dying thus soon but
when I found that young bees which
all the bees alive from 10 to
days
but if too hard or too soft. I lost were now introduced into tlie cages
heavily in the mails, and could not lived scarcely as long as the first had,
keep the bees but a few days in the I began to wonder at it. iVfter again
shop.
Thns my experiments were putting a new lot of young bees into
anything but satisfactory with what the cages, I placed them to the farther
end of the shelf, where the temperawas allowable in the mails.
ture was not far from 80^, when I
The next season I began experi- found that this lot lived on an average
menting to ascertain the age the bees about 7 days, when I again had to
should be to best withstand a journey renew the bees.
wlien confined to a diet of cream
Just before this I had placed the
candy. Several cages were used, and thermometer in one of the drawers of
I found that if the young liees from
my secretary, which stood the farthest
3 to 5 days old were taken just as they from the stove, of anything in tlie
had filled them.selves with honey, tliey room, where I found that the highest
would live in the shop from 1.5 to 18 point there reached was 73^^, and the
days, but a conflneme)it of % that lowest was •55^\ I now placed the retime in the mail baa; would generally i^jlenished cages in this drawer, and
result in their death. However, as a
much to my surprise not a single bee
whole. I was quite successful during had died after they had been there 18
1881
and 1882, losing only about 1 days and when at 24 days I used the
queen out of every 2-5 sent.
queen, nearly iU of the bees were still
In the fall of 1882, I commenced to alive.
use the cage and candy as used by
It might be interesting to tell in
Mr. Good at tliat time"; but in 1883 1 detail how long these queens were in
used tlie candy as I had made it in getting to laying after introducing
1880, using pulverized sugar in place how some laid sparingly and others
of granulated, as it made less litter did well for a little time; how they
in the mail bags. During the year gradually failed, etc., etc., but it
1883 I lost but about 4 queens out of would make this article too long, as
some 300 sent in the mails, some of well as being foreign to the subject.
which were 14 to 16 davs enroute. Suffice it to say that all are now dead,
;

;

U

;

"

;

I

now

ventilate
best judgment, and so far have not lost a single
queen, this season, in shipping more
limit of insect

my

I

life.

cages according to

my

I had last year at this tiuie.
During our late, cold, July weather I
sent one queen to Texas without any
ventilation except what got in througli
whole paper and wood, and although
they were 9 days enroute, still every
bee went through alive.
Borodino, N. Y.

than

For the American Bee Journal.

Reversible Frames Again.
J.

E.

POND, JR.

Mr. H. Davies says that he does not
quite understand why I am favoring
reversible frames in the Kansas BeeKeeper, and opposing them in the
Bee Journal. I will endeavor to
explain mv position
The editorial note to which Mr. D.
refers, was written early this season,
and before I had perfected the tests
which I had begun last year. I admit
that I was a " little too previous " in
favoring them as I did in the Kansas
Bee-Keeper, but my experiments of
last year, which were on only one or
two "frames in a hive, worked so well,
and I found, also, that reversing the
sections caused them to be filled out
so neatly, that I advised their use.
My experiments of this season vv-ith
a full set of frames in a hive, " do not
pail out quite so well ;" in fact they
prove to me, that while the desired
object can be accomplished with
them, viz the getting of frames completelv filled out with comb, still the
labor "and troulile is so much greater,
than to accomplish the same thing by
rising the extractor, that I now advise
against them ; at least I advise beginners to " go slow " before making
changes necessary for their
the
adoption.
have already written an article
I
for the Kitnsas Bee-Keeper, explaining
my change of base, which will appear
soon. I, like all others, am liable to
make mistakes ; but unlike some
others, I am always ready to " own
up and acknowledge the corn," when
I was at
I find that I am mistaken.
" refirst verv enthusiastic in this
versible "frame " matter, and made
:

:
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the mistake of praising them before shed a ray of light upon the dark and
I liad used them as much as I ouglit foggy problem.
Mr. Pond has Just made some asserto before recommending them.
subject, but he has not
I do not quite understand Mr. Iled- tions upon the
don's arguments in regard to the dif- yet given us anything like proof, nor
ference in ferocity between pure Italians and tlie blaclvs, found on page
469.
He there chiinis tlie best disposition for the blaclvs, but at the same
time admits tliat we get tlie least
stings from the Italians. His explanation, that the flying bees are the
ones that sting, and those that stick
to the combs do not, strange to say is
correct but his explanation, that the
natural ferocity of the Italians is
what causes them to stick so closely
as they do to their combs, and that
the extreme mildness of the blacks is
what causes them to leave their
combs and come for the face of the
opeiator on the slightest provocation,
is what puzzles me.
He may be correct in drawing the inference which
he does ; yet I cannot help seeing it
just the other way.
;

One

thing, however, I think is cerstings we all wish to avoid
and the bees we are all looking after
(coming bees) are those which will
not fly out and come for us " with a
vengeance " every time their hive is
tain,

i. e.,

;

opened.

Pure Italians, so far. have proved
to be just such bees and, as yet, we
have found no others possessing their
natural disposition not to sting ; and
until a race, strain, or cross can be
found possessing the mildness of the
pure Italians, together with certain
indelible and ever-present marks by
which they can always be distinguished, I, for one, shall stick to the
pure Italians as closely as they do to
their combs, and I shall not be alone
in this either.
;

Foxboro, Mass.
For the American Bee Journal.

Hiving Swarms— Overstocking.
JA.MES

HEDDON.

do we see how, where or when he had
the opportunity to gather any such
knowledge as he claims to have.
Previous to reading his article, I had
"

not the least idea that there is in
these United States a man who believes that a single acre is capable of
supporting '" 25 or 30 colonies," and
giving " at least 100 pounds of surplus"' to each colony. Now, while I
do not know tliat Mr. P. is in error, I
do know how far my bees work to
advantage. I also know about what
proportion of the land in that area is
white with clover blossoms. Figures
that never lie. tell me that to utilize
this one area, we must keep about
25,000 colonies in our apiary, or in this
Held, if Mr. Pond's estimate is correct.
I never
supposed that any one
thought that flowers secreted and
evaporated their nectar every live
minutes. I thought that they were
hours and days about it. I know that
basswood nectar is very thin tlie first
day of secretion, and only gets to be
quite like honey on the fourth day of
secretion. I did not know but that
the nectar of the first day remained
in the blossoms (if not gathered)

for
several days.
know that
I
there had been a decline in the gold
price of honey. Some way or other

do not seem "to get more than about
much for honey as I used to,
and even at that have hard work to
dispose of the choicest grades while
I have letters of 12 years ago, urgently
I

half as

;

soliciting cash purchases of my crop.
WeJl, perhaps this difference of understanding is owing to the difference

sun'ounding influences between
Mr. Pond's location and mine.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle writes wisely in

of

relation to the diiference in the actions of bees and flora and weather in
different locations, causing bee-keepers to entertain such different opinions. This brings me to a desire to
give some of my earlier experience
in " hiving swarms," since my experience differs so widely from his, as
given on page 487 and so perfectly

The smallest number of colonies
that I have ever kept in one area, was
8 ; and the largest 225. The largest
pro rata yields I have ever had, was accords with Mr. Hutchinson's, as
when my apiary numbered notover 35 given on page 437.
colonies. (In "giving the number of
As far as mutilating fruit trees is
colonies, I always give spring count.) concerned, no
one could tell where
Now I have no way of determining we had kept an apiary tor the last ten
positively that the difference in pro rata years.
I do not now remember just
yields was owing to the number of when I have had a swarm bother me
colonies kept. Of all the apicultural liy alighting on the trunk of a tree.
problems, to me this <me seems best They sometimes do so, but a little
calculated to keep itself in obscurity. experience in that line teaches us how
may change the number of colo- " dire evils fade if wisely met."'
nies from year to year, but the seaTo show you how differently queens
sons are also variable and they vary act here, I will say that among our
so slyly that often we have no way of clipped queens of years ago, and the
knowing their exact influence upon overloaded ones of to-day that go
honey secretion, only by the amount down into the grass (and it" is pretty
gathered by the bees. The problem short grass too), we very seldom, if
is one of vital importance to the ever, find them unless we are on the
growing apiarist, to iiim who wishes spot when they come out at the ento make apiculture a business, one on trance. Many times we have looked
a scale large enough to be worthy of for the queen by the attention of
the time, attention and labor of a workers, and not more than one time
man of thouglit. Many are the in ten have we ever seen the workers
readers of the Bise .Journal who are pay any attention to her. On several
eager to greet anything that may occasiiins we allowed them to crawl
;

We

;

to see

where they would

go,

and one

time. I well remember, the queen
went into a hive more than 4 rods
away, and was stung and dragged out.
For years we have been using such
capturing-cages as Mr. D. describes,
and we have in the yard some frames
about 3 feet square, covered with
wire-cloth and if one of these is set
up slanting outward, in front of the
entrance, just as a swarm commences
to issue, nearly all the issuing bees
;

will

crawl upon

it.

The queen bemg

heavier, according to wing -power, is
almost sure to, when we can very

capture her with the cage
described by Mr. D. We must be on
hand at once when the swarm starts.
This we cannot always do, and the
result of it is of not so much importance either. At least not here.
In place of " sheets " we use large
cheap spreads of second-hand burlap,
only because it is stronger and
cheaper.
We found, like Mr. D.,
that we could stop the queen from
running out by not letting her run in
until after a portion of the workers
had declared "a home." That works
here. Why will they run in with the
queen outside V Because they do not
seem to attach much importance to
her where-abouts until they all become settled and quiet, when they
find that they are destitute of her
upon whom the perpetuation of the
colony depends.
Now, for this same reason we could
never get the bees to cluster any
where at will by attaching the queen
to that place. Years ago we tried
the pole and dry mullen-heads also a
bush and the mullen-heads. We also
would quickly attach the cage containing the queen by the use of the
annealed wire to a branch of an apple
tree, about which they were thickly
circling; but they never seemed to
recognize their •' ma."
I recollect
only one instance among many where
they " went for that cage."
Mr. E. W. .Jenkins, now of New
Buffalo, Dakota, has assisted me with
these and other experiments many
More than one- half of our
times.
queenless swarms would alight, clustering the same as usual, and hang
there for hours, if not removed by
force. Bees sometimes act very differently from what they do at other
times. Quite often, when dividing up
a big bundle of simultaneous swarms,
as Mr. D. spoke of the bees given to
each queen being of several colonies,
we find it necessary to cage and introduce the queens to prevent " balling." I have also tried the plan Mr.
D. speaks of. to tell from what colony
the unobserved swarm issued
but
we now use what here suits us better,
quicker
and
it
is
prevents
"foras
getting all about it." We hive the
swarm, wait until they are all in, and
then having previously saved a gill of
the bees, put them into a quart cup
with a small handful of flour, shake
them up thoronghly, and taking them
just outside of the apiary, let them
into the apiary, and
illy, then go back
we have no trouble in finding the
parent colony at once.
The plan of hiving swarms, as
given by Mr. Hutchinson, is just what
easily

.

;

;

—

;
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we have

practiced for several years,

the

cross-sticks

next to the

wall.

and any of m>- stndents reading that Sometimes it is advisable to cut but
article with the authors name covered, one, sometimes it is safe only to saw
would have declared that I wrote it. off but one end, and then again the
Knowing liow easily we learn to over- newly-formed end for about two inchcome the troubles Mr. 1). so fears, we es this latter, if the combs are very
still prefer it to any results we can heavy and depend for their main sup-

—

get from clipped queens, with all the port "on the cross-sticks.
conditions and lixtures Mr. I), tells
After this, take the hand-saw, or a
us about. This, we admit, does not long blade, and remove one of the
prove that Mr. D.'s plan is not best outside combs
it generally has to be
his apiary.
mutilated more or less ; the removal
Dowagiac, Mich.
of the (jrst is more difficult than all
the rest put together.
Put this
comb on tlie quilt, take one of the
Spirit of the Farm.
frames which lay on top, mark the
Plan of Transferring Bees.
inside size of frame on the comb, then
fit it into this frame.
If a close fit,
ARNOLD DELFFS.
no wrapping with thread will be needed, othervvise the necessity exists.
In the (irst place, according to my Some use what is termed "transferobservation, the stereotyped plirase, ring clasps" made of tin
others,

m

;

My

"When fruit-trees blooni then transfer", will not do. Tlie nights are too
cold, bees do not secrete any wax to
speak of, and do not store any surplus
Tearing down combs,
honey and brood, at that period,
would cause the adjoining bees to go
on a vigorous, perhaps even indisat that time.

criminate,
robbing expedition.
I
never transfer my bees before May
15, and often not even so early.
But
after tlie middle of June, the operation would, in many localities, be
rather late, unless linden and sour-

wood

trees

were abundant.

of proceeding

is

as follows

My way

:

Put a
with

table in the shade, cover
a quilt or blanket, obtain

it

a
strong chisel, an oil-cloth, hand-saw,
sharp knife, spool of coarse thread,
dish for holding honey, a piece of
burning half-rotten elrh or hickorywood (a patent smoker is preferred by
some), and a clean frame-hive fitted
with frames select a fine day when
the bees are well at work, expose
some honey, and observe whether the
bees will notice it much or not , if
they do not, you may safely proceed.
Thoroughly smoke the colony which
you wish to transfer; and be in no
hurry, but give as many returning
bees as possible a chance to enter
their home. Xext, carry the boxhive close to the table, spread the oilcloth on the ground and set the full
colony on the centre; a sheet will
answer, but the burning wood, which
you have to employ occasionally to
quiet the bees, will almost invariably
Are the cotton or linen.
Now place the brood-chamber—
minus the frames—on the old stand
and put on the lid. The bees which
may still return will hover around it,
;

but, as yet, will show no disposition
With the chisel you next
to enter.
take off the top of the stand which
you work on if a box-hive, you sometimes can take out one of the four
sides, which will enable you to cut
the honey in large, solid pieces. But
;

usually such cannot well be done
never in case of hollow logs in the
latter case yon must remove tlie honey in the best shape that you can
for combs filled with lioney can
but seldom be transferred, though I
have succeeded in a few cases. If
the combs are well fastened to tlie
sides, take the hand-saw and saw off
;

;

;

prepared wires.
Always
your first choice be those pieces
containing the most of the brood,
especially if capped over
reject,
however, all drone brood, also empty
drone comb, unless the queen be very
choice. If the remaining piece of
comb is too small, save it for wax,
like all offal
but two or more may
be patched together, some fastening
then being needed. As fast as the
frames are filled, or partly filled,
carry them to the empty hive. After
the lower story is supplied, put on the
second proceed as before, and let as
many brood or worker-combs be saved
as possible. You will but seldom
have enough to fill both stories.
Give, therefore, empty combs, if you
have them otherwise, sheets of foundation, or even strips of foundation,
fastened to the top-bar. The small,
empty pieces of worker (not drone)
comb that almost invariably accumulate, should not be used for wax
fasten them, too, to the lower side of
the top-bar, because the bees will then
build with far more vigor and exactspecially
let
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driving bees into a box by noise or
smoke, but with me this has always
been slow and often impracticable
work. I niiich prefer the |)laii that I
have suggested. It is also well to
mention, that shortly after having
cast a swarm, a colony should not be
transferred, as there is too great a
danger of destroying the queen-cells.
The case is, of course, different if a
queen has been hatched. If weak,
transfer and put together two and
even three colonies
it is customary
in that case (if job-work) to charge
for but one. In this neighborhood,
the usual price paid is fifty cents for
each colony, unless the number exceeds one dozen ; then thirty-three
and a third cents is customary. As
usual, it will be found true economy
to hire experts to do the work
this
rule holds as true in transferring
bees as in auythiug else.
;

;

Shelbyville, Tenn.
For the Amerinan Bee Journal.

;

'Honor

to

Whom

A. A.

Honor

is

Due."

FKADENBURG.

;

Hold, gentlemen your are entirely
wrong. In the first place I fear that
you are letting a wrong spirit come
up. Can we not discuss our case in a
!

pleasant and friendly manner V In
the second place, you are wrong in
your conclusions of what I have been
writing, and I think there is a good
deal of very careless reading.
Let me here state that to the readers
;
of the Bee .Iournal I am comparatively a stranger, having never taken
it nor written for it before this year
but the Oleanings in Bee-Culture I
have taken, and written for, nearly
all of its lifetime, so I am better
known by its readers. I have written
for the press more or less for nearly
20 years, but have never been so
ness. It is generally warm enough severely criticised as I am now by Mr.
to make the small pieces adhere by W. Z. Hutchinson, on page 483 of the
mere pressure, but sometimes artifi- Bee Journal.
cial heat becomes necessary
also, a
I will now see what I can prove in
cement made of heated wax and rosin the way of defense.
In the first
is recommended.
place, I have never claimed that I
One very important point to be first discovered the "pollen theory"
Xever let the sun as he states. The changing of a sinobserved is this
shine one instant on the brood, espe- gle phrase, word, or even a letter, many
cially that not capped over. This is times changes the meaning of a whole
the reason why the transferring-table sentence, and places the writer in a
must stand in the shade. After all bad light.
combs are transferred carefully, lift
In my article on page 4.55, 1 said,
off the now almost empty stand
on " Mr. P. closes by saying, he (the beethe bottom will be found the bees
keeper) who first discovers the 'cause'
will
carry them on the oil-cloth to the of bee-diarrhtea
receive the
entrance of the new hive and brush heartfelt thanks of his grateful breththem in. If possible make sure the ren. Now, I claim to be that one."
queen enters. In most instances Mr. H. has changed the word " cause"
they will stay in a few isolated cases to the word " theory," and the Editor
have I known them to resist stub- has made the same error in his combornly, and leave en masse next day. ments. Now, do the two words mean
The way to do then, is to remove a one and the same thing in this constrong colony while at work, and put nection ? I think not. The first disthe transferred comb and hive con- coverer of the "pollen theory," as
taining them, on their plate. If a here applied, I think means the first
queen can be given, so much the bet- one who thinks of or suggests that
ter.
sealed-over queen-cell will do, pollen is the cause of bee-diarrhcea.
but even in the absence of them, the Hold Such a theory may be false, or
returning bees will generally rear a supposed to be false until it is proven
new queen.
true.
I finally wish to make a few general
Nosv, let us see who has the best
remarks. Most writers recommend claim to the priority of the " pollen
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

A

!

'
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tleory," Mr. Heddon or myself. Mr.
Ilutchinson says: 'ILis Mr. F. so
soon forgotten that Mr. Heddon reported, about :i year and a half ago,
iKHv he (Heddon) produced (MarrlKPa
at will, by feeding stores well mixed
witli flour for
pollen V"
Has Mr.
Hutchinson " so soon forgotten "' that
1 reported, more than three years ago,
that I had produced bee diarrluea by
feeding tlour mixed with winter
stores? If he has. I will ask him to
turn to Gleanings. Vol. IX, page ISO,
under date of' March 14, 1881, the
article

is

"Pollen and

headeil,

its

Relation to Dysentery."" Xow. if he
will turn to page '.T-' of the same vol-

ume, and towards tlie last of his article, Mr. Heddon writes on
11,
1881, "I, this morning, received a

May

letter from Mr. Shuck, and he suggests the idea that vegetable matter
is t)ie cause of the trouble, etc."
Now. notice dates and see who has
priority,

myself.

Mr. Heddon and
" Honor to whom honor is

between

"'

diie

In

my

article referred to in

Olean-

I refer to the Robinson letter,
letter will be found on page 151
the same volume, and to him I

iruj.t.

which
of

think the honor is due of first discovering the " pollen theory."
Again, let us turn to Mr. Hutchinson "s article. A little further on he
says, ' And why Mr. F. should consider his the first experiment is beyond my comprehension." I did not
consider my experiment the '" first.""
neiilier did I say so. nor intimate such
a thing. I stated that I had made
sucli an experiment, and gave the
result. Again he says, " Mr. F.'s experiment resulted in exactly what
Messrs. A. B. Mason, Kohnke, Oat'

'

man, Heddon, myself, and many
others would willingly have staked
our reputation upon lliat it would."
And what is that That it shows
that where there is pollen there is
diarrhtea. and where there is no pol'?

the terrible bee-disease, and that it
would be worth thousands of dollars
to bee-keepers and Mr. A. I. Root
can tell you that I wrote the same, in
substance, to him about the same
time. I can name others who I have
told about the same thing. Xow, is
it not strange that Mr. Pcmd should
just happen to " put me in mind of
it," to claim the honor of priority.
In regard to the Editor's comments.
First he says, "Mr. Fradenburg"s
assertion that he is the discoverer of
the " pollen theory '" is. of course, not
proven— merely as.serted.'" Of that
error I have already spoken. X'ext.
he says. " He only' claims to liave
""
started his experiments
last fall."
There again he is in error. I did not
state when I had " first started "" my
experiments. If he will turn to page
308 of Gleanings, for June. 1883, he
will see my report of a similar experiment but in that I did not state
that 9 iniclei had no pollen, but that
was the case. I did not claim much
for that experiment, as that was a
mild winter, and for that reason the
cry would have been raised that I
could not do it again, or in a cold
winter.
I cannot find any report from Mr.
Heddon on this subject during the
year 1883. In 1882 I find the flour
experiment only. Xow comes the
last question, " Who first discovered
and gave to bee-keepers the cause
Away back in
of bee-diarrhtea 'r"'
my article, already referred to, of
March 14, 1881, I gave a very little
evidence in that direction and at
that time I asked this question, which
has never yet been answered in the
" Can any bee-keeper
affirmative
who reads this show that a single
colony of bees has ever had dysentery when they have had no pollen
But the discovery that I
at all :""'
base my claim upon, was made on
Jan. 31,1884, and the report was written
on May 12 and published June 11 and
Mr. Ileddon's discovery was made
in early spring when he unpacked his
bee.s
report written .June 9 and pubi

•

:

I think that bee-keepers owe many
thanks to Mr. Heddon for his numerous, valuable articles and good hints
which he has given them. I do not
ask for a single item that justiv belongs to him. or any one else. I will
now leave this matter in the hands of
the many fair-minded bee-keepers of
our land, and fully trust tlwt they
will give " Honor to whom honor is

due."'

Port Washington, Ohio.

[We

give the above article a place
in order for Mr.
Fradenburg to give the proof of hisassertion about the discovery of the
cause of bee-diarrhiea. In reply we
shall only notice his reference to us
in the last paragraph but three.
based our remarks about his experiin the

We

ments upon

:

;

len there is no diarrhtea.
Why did not Mr. Hutchinson, and
the many others he speaks of. do
something, as well as Mr. Heddon. to lished June 2-5.
prove what the cause of the disease
Xow, if it was a patentable invenin qnestion is, if they could risk so tion, and both Mr. Heddon and mymuch as he says? "Surely. I think self should apply for a patent at the
there is no question now before the same time, the patent laws and rules
American bee keepers of any greater would most assuredly award the
importance than this one of bee- patent to me.
few words more and
diarrhwa. Again, Mr. H. says. "But I have done.
My proofs have been
because Mr. Pond put him (Fraden- questioned for an illustration
Supbnrg) in mind of it, it is simply pre- pose a mess of potatoes should be
posterous that he sliould claim the cooked, and arsenic be put in with
honor of priority."" To this I will them and then given to 4.5 persons to
say. that from .Tan. 31 to the day I eat, and they should all be taken sick;
wrote my report, it was scarcely ever then, again,"another mess of the same
out of my mind day or night. I have potatoes taken out of the same lot
been awake many "a time more than should be cooked and given to 14 perhalf of the night thinking of the sons, without any arsenic, and they
subject in all its lights. I tliink that should not be "sick
now. who i"s
Mr, Pond will say that he received a there among you that will not say at
friendly note from me, long before once that it" was the arsenic that
spring, saying that I had found the caused the sickness ? Is not my recause of bee-disease; at least I mailed port a parallel case? But one says
such a note to him.
that is no poof because bees had been
Mr. T. S. Russell, Secretary of the wintered with pollen and no sickness
Ohio State Cider-Makers' Association either. True but hold on, I have
of Ada. O.. can tell yon what I told taken arsenic into my mouth and
him while riding in the cars from swallowed it, and it did not make me
Dayton to Springfield, last March, sick either, but that does not prove
that I had discovered the cause of that arsenic is not poison.

—

A

:

;

;

own

article as pubwhere he attempted
to give his proofs and there he said
nothing of any experiments being

his

lished on page 374.

;

prior to " last fall." We should
not be cited to other papers for proof
when he attempts to give such proof
in this paper.— Ed.]

made
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Honey-Dew— "What

'

:

Bee .Journal

W.

C. K.

is

it?

KEMP.

In the Bee .Journ.vl for Aug. 6,
Editor cautions honey-producers
against selling " so-called honeydew," and warns them, in very
earnest language, of the damaging
tlie

it will be likely to have on colonies which have been so unfortunate
as to fill their hives with the vile
"stuff."
Xearly all writers on this subject

effect

designate this mysterious substance
called
as the product of insects
aphidse or plant-lice. That it comes
from any such source, I do not for a
moment believe. Prof. Cook to the
contrary notwithstanding. That the
Professor may have found plant-lice
where he found honey-dew I do not
dispute but does he give satisfactory
evidence, or in any way show that
these or any other insects produced
Because both were found on the
it V
same leaf, and at the same time, is
not evidence that one produced the
other, or that one cannot exist without the other. As well might he say,
that because a honeybee and a drop
of nectar were in the same flower,
that the bee produced the nectar. I
am no botanist, nor do I make any
pretensions to scientific lore, but "I
have studied something about this
lioneydew, and will give some of the
" reasons for the faith that is in me."
lioney-dew in great
I have seen
abundance on the leaves of certain
trees when under a powerful microscope, and there were no insects to
That insects infest
be discovered.
the leaves of nearly all kinds of trees
and plants, that the leaves of only
certain kinds of trees produce honeydew, and also that honey-dew is
;

—

—

1
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secreted only in the night-time, and
never in the" day. is all well kn^wn
and if the sun Comes up liriijht and
hot liy in a. in., it isall pme.alisorbed

Hence. I conclude
or t'V;\poratfd.
that lioncy-dewcan he and is produced
without tiie aid of insects.
AVell, you ask, " How is it produced
does

aiul wliere

it

come from V"

To

this (piestion I answer that I believe
to lie produced through atmospheric
influences
and if Prof. Cook will
e^plain just how the leaf of a tree or

plant grows, what gives it its shape,
color, and other characteristics, or
wliy one kind of tree contains sweet
sap',

and anotlier

bitter or sour,

why

one kind of tree produces sweet fruit
and anotlier sour when he does this
—then the process of the formation
of honey-dew will be easy of solu-

—

tion.

Honey-dew is formed only upon a
hanl, smooth, glazed leaf, such as the
poplar, oak, and others of like character, while it is never found nvwn a
rough, soft, porous leaf. AVhy V Because the leaf of this kind absorbs it,
passes through the twigs into the sap,
and gives the sap of such trees its
sweet taste,- wbile the smooth, glazed
leaf holds it on the surface to be
licked up by insects, or evaporated by
the rays of the sun.
I have often heard farmers say that
when honey-dew is abundant, that
" sugar- water" will be the sweeter;
and so it is. It will be found that
where there is a superabundance of
bloom of all kinds covering the earth
or any particular section of country
that honey-dew will be more abundant, and "in proportion to the quantity, the sap of the sugar-tree in the
spring will yield more syrup.
In view of these facts, I am led to
believe that honey-dew is produced
from the aromatic exhalations of
flowers and bloom with which the
earth teems in the spring and early
summer under certain atmospheric
influences and conditions
and by
some unknown process of Nature's
mysterious laboratory, is distilled, and
settles upon the trees, shrubs and
plants, certain kinds retaining it, and
others absorbing it. Is not the theory
here set forth— in so imperfect a manand more
reasonable,
ner more
pleasant to contemplate than to suppose that so necessary a product as
honey-dew is the work of insigniticant
insects V I have some of this stuff.
" unworthy the
name of honey,"
mixed with the honey stored in my
season,
this
and
my customers
hives
say it is the best lioney that they have
My family have eaten
ever eaten.
honey this season that they have not
relished before. I have no fears of
any damaging effects on my colonies
for their having in possession honeydew mixed with other honey.
Orleans, Ind., Aug. S, 1884.
;

—

[There are many different kinds of
sweets called " honey-dew," and if
that mentioned by Mr. Kemp is so
nice, it is far different from the vile
" stuff" which we mentioned as being
placed on our desk, and all other
samples which we have seen. Ed.]

JoumaL

Philadelphia Picnic.

KHNKS'r .M'C.VrFKV.
(

)ii

1

wiiifTs that liiiisli the morningseiu-c-h \hv nu'iiilows over.

The train which left the depot on
July 2(j for (ienuantown, shortly after
the dinner hniir. had on board a happy

dew,

And

ill iiiv wavwMiil tiijrlit t ili-ink
Till- Uii-iitli iiii.l liri- of <?lr)vor:
wine 1 .sip is <ii.'\v-distillcd

band

The

The wavinfr Holds of
Tlii-(iii(.'h

all

were stowed away, hearty tfi'eetings
exchanged, and
anxious inquiries
made lor such membeis as had been
overlooked in the general melee. This
was the special summer picnic of the

clovei-.

the p'dlden days of June

A thousand knlKhts were scattered.
And as they eharycd adown the fields
A million shields were shattei'ed.
A nii'lion shields at elovcr bloom,
In inendows

liiifjlit

Philadelphia F.ee-Keepers'Association

bound for the apiary of Vice-President
Arthur Todd, of Germantown.

and sunny.

Were sliatlered on their native heath,
To yiv]d a Jar id' honey.
And thvongh the wintry days my hoard
Weaves strange and mystic fancies,

Arriving at the apiary, Mr. Todd
all he could do to welcome the
bee keepers, who suddenly swarmed
all around him with a greater buzz
than ever soimded in his ears before,
even in swarming time.

had

Before meirs eyes, in grladsome guise,
The light of Suiiimer dances;

Beneath a cloudless sky they see
The clover-ttelds and tansy—
The siffhing- woods and velvet moss,

The violet anci pansy.
The lofty walls of crumbling stone
Where honc>-snckles quiver,

As in the hree/e they nodding- bend—
Toward the tlowing river
And sprinyiiiij- ^rass, and rustling leaves.
That weieonie

e\ ry

comer.

dream will tioat along
And softly whisper— "Sum iner I"

As

in a

The

pleasiu'e-seekers.
Large
ot
pa(-ke<l as full as was possible,

baskets

For Smmner'.s luisy rovur,
111 lU'c-tiU- sweet that dwells within

it

;

For the American Bee

Current.

Song of the Bee.

;

The apiary is situated on the slope
of the hills rising to great height on
either side of the stream, the dwellthe centre
ing-liouse standing in
closely surrounded by bee-hives on
every side, inimbering 80 or 90. The
house itself was as much adapted for
sight-seeing as the apiary proper for
here were rooms fitted up respectively,
as work-shop, honey-room, and a
the honey-extractor
room where
standing prominently in the centre,
and surrounded by tioney-glasses,
;

For the American Bee Journal.
ftualities of " Honey-Dew."

BAYAKD.

A.
jars and bottles, uncapping-knives,
honey or simply a sac- uncapping-cans, comb-btickets, straincharine matter that exudes from the ers, and stacks of one-pound jars full
leaves of the trees V Some persons, I of honey neatly labeled and ready for
know, attribute the whole thing as the market. In the work-shop were
the result of aphidae or plant-lice. hives and otlier fixtures in various
This I hold to be impossible, as the stages of completion, heaps of hives
whole work appears to be done in the and frames in the flat, cakes of wax
comb foundation,
night time, and it is found exclusively and sheets of
on the upper surface of the leaves of smokers and bee-veils, section-boxes
the trees, and in such quantities that and other bee-fixtures too numerous
The honey-room conno number of insects could furnish to mention.
tained mostly extracted lioney, which
the fabulous supply.
filled into jars for selling to
It is seldom ever noticed except was being
under peculiar conditions of the customers.
Work was at once begun, veils were
atmosphere. Just such a drought as
we have now passed through, is pro- brought forth, the ladies tucked under
lific of such results, especially when the same witli particular caution, and
,T.

Is it really

occurs so early in the summer.
ij, 1 noticed that my
bees were diverted from the clover
(which was badly smirched by the
drought) to some other source of
supply, from early dawn until 10 or 1
They worked vigorously and
a. m.
filled up rapidly with basswood and
but I soon
sumac, as I supposed
found that the color of the honey was
about that of Orleans molasses, and
that of the combs when capped, was
about that of an old brown hat.
The question comes up What shall
with the honey, as I have in
I do
it

About June

;

:

store from 6U0 to .sOO pounds ? I do
not like to eat it, do not like to sell it,

and of all things would not feed
back to my bees to winter on.

it

As the drought affected a large
scope of country, there are doubtless
hundreds of bee men in the same
dilemma as myself.
If Prof. Cook or Prof. Bnrrell, or
both, will give us. through the Bee
JouKNAL. the exact qualities of
honey-dew, I think it would be gratefully received.

Athens, Ohio.

the members who " did not mind a
bee-sting at all." and who regarded a
bee-veil as superfluous, alike gathered around the colonies. Hive after
hive was opened, frames lifted up,
the queen pointed out, tlie brood
carefuUv looked over, the bees shaken
and brushed from the combs of sealed
honey, and soon the extractor was
whirling out the liquid sweets. All
seemed to enjoy themselves highly,
everywhere could the happy faces be
over the hives and
seen, bending
viewing their teeming population,
and discussing the relative merits
and honey-gathering qualities of each
colony.
There were present bee-keepers from
the neighboring States of New Jersey
and Delaware, and from the adjoining counties in Pennsylvania. As the
afternoon advanced, the three-banded
Italians, of which Mr. Todd possesses
a magnificent strain, were much adUuiing all these manipulamired.
tions not one sting was received by

anybody.

At

-5

p. in. the apiary had settled
peaceful
its accustomed

back into

:
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tlie bee-keepers were assembled on tlie steep cliffs overlooking
the apiary. Here the fore-thought of
Mr. Todd had provided a long table
and benches under a grove of trees,
also a camp-fire of great logs.
To the left of tlie grove, Mr. Todd
had four acres pUuited with sunflowers, just opening into bloom, from
which the bees were already seen to
gather honey. Mr. Todd stated that
he used the leaves as forage for his
cattle, and intended to utilize the
seed for feeding his poultry, besides
giving the bees a chance at the honey
secretions.
To the right were five
acres recently sown with buckwheat,
which had not yet made its appearance above ground.
Dr. Henry Townsend, President of
the association, then addressed the
meeting, making appropriate remarks
upon the success of the picnic, and
winding up with a good bee-talk,
which was listened to with earnest
Miss Dora Davidson, a
attention.
young lady of about 12 summers, rememory the following
cited from
original poem, commemorative of the

wealth,"' is an old adage, but it does
to apiculture with more
force than to any thing else ; and to

For the American Bee Journal.

hum, and

Marshall

Co.,

is

not apply

Iowa, Convention.

be too economical does not pay any

The Marshall County Bee Keepers" better than being too extravagant.
Association met at the Court House Using only what is needed, and no
Marshalltown, Iowa, on .July 5, more, will produce the best results.
with the President, :Mr. J. Swift.
According to appointment. Mr. -J.
The minutes of the
in the chair.
previous meeting were read and ap- W. Sanders then read the following
proved. The Secretary then read the essay, entitled
Premium List of the "Apiary Depart- THE NECESSITIES OF MODERN BEEment of the coming Fair, to be held
KEEPING,
at Marshalltown, on Aug. 26 to 30 inTo become successful bee-keepers
clusive.
in

1884,

The Secretary stated that the pre- we must post ourselves well on the
miums offered were not high, for the many things relating to the " busy
Agricultural Society could only donate bee." In order to do this, we need to

to the Apiary Department this
season. Our great object should not
be for the money we may obtain in
premiums, but that we should make
this one of the most interesting departments of the Fair, whereby we
may learn from each other of the
many wonderful things of this important industry and also excite an
interest in the general public, which
will add to the ready sale of our proSeveral present thought that
last meeting of tlie association at the ducts.
apiary of the secretary, F. Hahman, it could be made one of the most inJr., which was held ahout two weeks teresting departments of the Fair.
part of the premiums are to be raised
before
by the bee-keepers' association and
A MESSACtE to the ISEEfi.
several dollars are already subscribed
One eventide.
for that purpose.
At closinsi of a clorious summer day,
The essays were then called for. and
A band uf desperadoes hent their way.
In zi^zas path ainnt: the dusty road,
the Secretary stated that he had reTo harmony's lor Ilahman, his) abode.
ceived an essay from Mr. Putnam, of
What seeit they there?
Holland, Iowa, to be read at this
Their torms are maslsed. with meeit and cringing
meeting, as he could not be present.
air
They shun the house, none will an entrance dare; The Secretary then read Mr. Putnam's
And while the timid wliisper. ' I'm afraid,"
essay on
The hardened ones reply, " Be not dismayed."
S2-5

;

A

;

With

soft accent.

Then up and spoUe our noble President.
"Comrades assembled here with one intent.
Fordeeds of plunder we are here to-night."
fNovices now shivered with affright.)
" Though small. I wean
Well armed the foe with poisoned weapon keen
With which they bravely dght for home and queen:
And history tells how they have brf>ught disaster
To many a grave and dignified bee-master."
" Kre I have done,
cautiously would say. let every one
Who would before the setting of yon sun.
Enrich himself at our weak foe's e-xpense.
Enshrouded wait in ambush by the fence."
I

" Sire! we obey."
The thieving band now softly went their way
To where the peaceful slumbering village lay;
They hear the busy hum of honest work,
And some draw back, as though the task they'd

shirk.

Asmodeus-like

They tear the loof from palace and from hall—
But what is this they hear-a dismal squall!
"I'm wounded!" "Help!" Oh. not for any money
Will

I

again steal anybody's honey.

KEQUraESIENTS IN MODERN
KEEPING.

A
skill,

of

BEE-

good bee-keeper always needs
but in the changed conditions

modern bee-keeping, a

kind of

different

procure some good books on this subwritten by practical bee-keepers
who have made this great and wonderful study of the honey-bee a life work;
and who are able to give us many
invaluable and instructive lessons,

ject,

showing how

to

become successful in

apiculture.

Another necessity is some good beepaper published in the interests of
bee-culture, by which we may keep
ourselves posted of the many interesting things which are connected
with this great industry.
think that the first thing in
order to become successful, is to use
a hive that is plain, cheap, simple of
construction, and easy to manipulate
for all purposes. We want a hive
which contains movable frames in the
brood-chamber, and one that is similar to the other hives in the same
apiary. Then we can exchange the
comb's or frames from one to another
whenever necessary, which we find is
often the case where we have a nummov ber of colonies to look after.
able-frame hive also allows us the
privilege of examining a colony whenever it is necessary.
Where we allow natural swarming,
it is best that we examine the colony
he first
in about two weeks after
swarm has been cast, and see that it
contains a laying queen; and if it
does not, we can give them a comb
from another hive containing eggs
and brood, or else give them a laying

We

A

needed from that required by our fathers and grandfathers.
This is more largely the
case in the West than in the "East,
but true in both places. Formerly it
was mostly manual skill in the use of
simple implements, such as tlie strawskep, the log-gum, and the common
box-hive but now the apiarist needs queen if we have one at hand, which
to know how to adjust his hives and will save much valuable time. By
care for his bees in order to produce this means we often save a valuable
colony of bees, which, without this
the greatest profits.
Bees properly handled call for little assistance, would in a short time
manual expertness to manage them dwindle down, and perhaps finally be
but to manipulate the preseiit imple- destroyed by the moth. We say that
ments, requires a degree of mechani- the worms "have destroyed some of
cal skill that a large proportion of our our colonies of bees, when the truth
bee-keepers do not possess. To com- is, it became queen less and then beeprehend the full extent of this, com- less, and then the moths took pospare the modern Langstroth hive session.
I think it necessary to examine colwith the old-fashioned box-hive, or
the old-fashioned Langstroth to the onies late in the honey season, and
see that they have plenty of brood and
one of the present.
Every careful observer must recog- young bees' for the coming winter;
nize the fact that the lack of skill in audit they do not, empty combs or
managing and caring for his bees, is frames may be inserted in the centre
one of the most potent sources of loss of the hive, and thereby obtain plenty
thus preventing
to the apiarist. We have known one of young brood,
skill is
"

;

;

Xext, the baskets were unpacked,
and soon the long table was covered
with the good cheer which they contained and the pleasure-seekers suddenly seemed to realize that they
were truly hungry, for the eatables
soon disappeared amid rallies of wit
and good humor.
As night was now approaching, the
homeward journey was begun not,
:

;

however, before tlie members liad
tendered a vote of thanks to their
kind Vice-President for his untiring
" spring dwindling.""
attentiveness to insure every comfort man to care for 100 colonies as
for Ills guests, and the trouble he in- cheaply as another one would 30 coloAt this stage of the season we will find
curred to make their visit a pleasure. nies the former buying and using the extractor a good thing, for we can
Long will the memory of this picnic only what was really needed, while empty some of the combs which are
be cherished in the liearts of its par- thelatter bought more tlian he could full of honey, and place them in the
ticipants.
use, thinking that the supplies pro- centre of the hive, and by this means
F. Hah.-man, .Jk., Sec.
Dr. H. Townsend, Pres.
duced the desired results. " Economy obtain some good honey, as well as

—
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plenty of young bees for the coming more in which the bees were working;
the majority being about ready to
winter.
Another important article tor <i pro- take olf
Tlie question, ' How do you capture
gressive liep-keeper to possess, is a
good bee-smoker— an article after the queen V"' was asked him. Answer:
once using, lie will not do witliout. As she comes out, if he is at hand
To be successful we want plenty of when the swarm issues and if by
empty liives in readiness for the in- any means he should fail, he hives
crease, then we will not be compelled them in a box kept for the purpose,
to use hives which are not similar to shakes them out upon a slieet, and
the one already in use. It is also well tries it again.
On the subject of swarming and
to have our'stuplus arrangements
previously prepared, for we may need hiving bees, Mr, Cover gave some
them wlieu we do not have them at very good instructions which all
hand, and thus be compelled to use seemed to appreciate.
G. W. Calhoun " How late is it adany old box for the surplus honey, instead of the nice and neat sections visable to put in Climb foundation ?"
which are more convenient to use,
President
As long as the honey
and more attractive to the buyer, I season lasts. The President then
the
give
all
to
have not attempted
being called upon to give his methods,
necessities of the apiary, but of others said that he began ui the spring with
I leave each bee-keeper to judge for 7 colonies, and how has 14. His bees
himself.
are doing well. He uses comb founin the first place he used
Discussions of questions being next dation
parts of
in order, the President asked, "Is if whole sheets, but now uses
advisable to put empty combs into sheets, and linds that the bees worked
it out and made nice, straight combs.
the centre of the hive V"
Yes; if the central He had filled the whole space in the
.J, W. Sanders
combs are full of brood, one or two sections, but in the future would use
combs at a time may be added near only a little as comb-guides. He does
the center, to an advantage or if you not expect to come up to Mr. Cover
do not have combs, empty frames may this season. He thinks that exposure
be added, and you are sure to get nice to the air hurts honey, and would like
straight combs' built. I had a num- to hear what Mr, Cover thinks of it.
ber of combs built that way last sea- Mr. Cover said that it makes some
son, and they were generally clear difference. He closes the entrances
to his boxes by pasting something
from drone cells,
" Wliy do queens enter the surplus over them.
The question, " Where do you keep
receptacles V"
Mr, Cover said, for
"
want of room in the brood- chamber, honey," was answered, " In a dry
Mrs. Van Meter said that she had one place, the dryer the better
We,
The President further said
colony which had all drone brood and
no sign of worker brood, and asked, as bee-keepers, want to pay some atwhy is it V Mr, Cover and the Secre- tention to the sale of our honey. In
tary made a few remarks, stating that the first place, we want to have it in a
it was queenless, and was occupied good shape to suit the market, and
by a fertile worker, which always pro- every thing neat and clean, for the
duced drones. The brood of a fertile appearance will help to sell it. We
worker is easily detected, for the must not be in too great a hurry to
worker cells, when capped, instead of sell, but wait until there is a demand,
being smooth, are very uneven; and and hold out for good prices.
Mr. Cover, on honey sales, said that
you will tind eggs laid without any
regularity, many cells being missed, he sells when the price suits him, and
and others with several eggs in them. always holds out for a good price on
As a remedy, uniting it with some first-class honey in good shape, and
other colony, or giving it a queen, or always gets his price. He pays no
attention to an inferior article in poor
means of rearingone, were advised.
The subject of " Summer Care of shape and low price for he finds that
Bees " was then discussed. Mr. Cover buyers prefer the good honey to the
said that he worked for honey and not poor, and are willing to pay for it.
increase that he begun in the spring He sells comb honey at 20 cents per
with
colonies and that he stimu- pound, and does not produce any exlated early breeding by feeding rye tracted,
Do not be
Mr, Cover further said
flour and oatmeal until plenty
of
natural pollen appeared.
By this scared about our honey crop, for
crash
to
it
like
there
a
means his bees get through with there may be
swarming early, and are ready for the was last season, and get no fall honey.
honey harvest. His first swarm issued There may something else happen so
on May U, and the last one on June that the crop for the season may be
5,
He had 84 swarms by May 24, and short ; therefore, I would advise all to
had saved only 11 swarms. He said hold out for paying prices,
that he works it in this way
When Mr, Wickersham " How':"'do you
the tirst swarm issues, he destroys get the bees out of the boxes
the queen, and the swarm returns to
Answer When the honey season is
the parent colony.
When second good, put the l)Oxes into a shed and
swarms issues, he captures the queens let tiie bees go out themselves. If
and returns the swarms, or else unites the season is poor, place them in a
two or thrte swarms. At the same dark room and give a ray of light.
time he gives plenty of surplus room. Boxes to be taken otf in the morning.
He has some Langstroth hives which
Many otlier good things were said,
have on three sets of five-pound boxes. that we did not record. By motion,
Up to this date, .July 5, he had taken G. W. Calhoun, G. W. Eeeler and
off 200 five-poimd boxes, and had .3(X) Mrs. -J. M. Van Meter were appointed
;

a committee to assist the Superintendent of the -Vpiary Department at
the Fair,
The subject for tlie next meeting is
Fall and Winter Care of liees."
Adjourned to meet at Marshalltown,
Iowa, on Oct. 4. 1.S.S4, at 10:30 a, m.
••

.J. W. S.\NDERS,
.Joseph Swii-t, Pres.

Kitr tlie

ii'ec.

American Bee JournaL

Hints about the Michigan State Fair.
II.

D.

CUTTING.

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

.").S

;

:

:

:

:

The Michigan State Agricultural
Societv have furnished a fine building
for the " Bee-Keepers' Department,"
(size 48x32 feet) on an improved plan,
and it is hoped and expected that the
bee-keepers of Michigan and surrounding States will turn out and
crowd it. We know that several of
our ))romiiient apiarists are preparing
to make a very large exhibit in fact,
we have every reason to think that it
will be the largest and finest exhibition ever held at any State Fair.
The Premium List is very large,
amounting to S.3(W. The judging is to
be done by an expert employed for
this department. This is a new feature, and I trust that it will give the
best of satisfaction. Exhibitors feeling the importance of our exhibitions
are now making application for space,
and we also expect several lady ex:

hibitors.

As

a place of interest to bee-keepknow of nothing that will give
you as much satisfaction as to attend
our State Fair. You will see a great
many new appliances that will help
ers, I

I know of several important
implements used quite extensively by
bee-keepers that were first thought of
by seeing something on exhibition in

you."

department. A great many artion exhibition that have
never been placed there before. We
are to have a comb-foundation machine making foundation during exoiir

cles will be

hibition hours.

Application for space. Premium
List, or any information connected
with this department, should be made
to me.
Clinton, Mich.

i^ The Western New York and
BeePennsylvania
Northwestern
Keepers' Association will hold its
semi-annual meeting at .Jamestown,
N, Y., on Sept. 1 and 2. A general
invitation is extended to all beekeepers.

W. A. Shewjian,

Sec.

i^° The Ohio liee-keepers will hold
meetmgs in which they will have
lectures, essays, and reports from beekeepers, during the Ohio State Fair,
which will be held at Columbus, O.,
Sept. 1 and -5 inclusive. All interested
in bee-culture are cordially invited
C. M. KiNCiSBtTRY, Sec.
to attend.
I)r;. II.

®"

Besse, Pres.

Letters for publication must be
written on a separate piece of paper
from items of business.

—

;
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tSlhat and

glcriD.

ANSWERS BY

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

hive and best bees, $.5.00 ; box-hive us sometliing nearer old-time prices
and common bees §4.00. If bought and ready demand for our product.
James Heddon.
in the autumn, deduct from the above
Dowagiac, Mich.. Aug. 8, 1884.
prices 2.5 per cent. In any case, if tlie
colony contains a tested queen to
breed from, add $2.00.
Wild Sensitive-Plant.

Enclosed tiud a slip of plant that
all along the railroad here, and
my bees have left the buckwheat and
gone to this. It is covered with them.
Please let me know through the Bee
Journal the name of it, and if it is
a good honey-plant.

grows

Rules lor tills Department.
Give your name and post-oftiee address.

1.

Be

brief, and to tlie point,
Send no simple (luestions, such as are
answered in tlie iiee-hooks.
4. Ask onl>' such questions
as are of
•2.

3.

g-eneral interest.
h. This department is not intended for
advertising any one's wares
therefore
questions concerniuK the manufacture of
goods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor

—

THOS.
923 West Madison

G. NEWITIAN,

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

How to Winter Bees.
have colonies of bees, and am in
doubt about tlie best manner of wintering them. If I should put them
into the cellar under my house, will
they affect the health of the family
living immediately overhead y
I

•')

W. M. Cark.
Bradford, N. H., Aug.

Answer. —There

1. 1H.S4.

a diversity of
opinions regarding in-door vs. outdoor wintering. My own opinion is,
that when we have the inside of the
hive in proper wintering condition, or
perhaps I may say in any condition,
in-door wintering is safest for the
latitude in which you live, taking one
winter with another.
No, the bees
will not affect the health of your
family.
is

Immense Honey Crop
.July

was

in California.

a very busy mouth for the
of Southern (California.
taken out of the hives by

bee-keepers

Honey was

the tons. I estimate the honey crop
of these live southern counties at
During the montli of
10,000 tons.
.July I took out 15,000 pounds of extracted honey at one of my apiaries
of 75 colonies and will yet take at
least 1,000 pounds more. The honey
which I took was well ripened in the
hive, almost every frame being well
capped ; and the honey was so thick
that it was difiicult to extract it.
This is one of our good years for
honey.
The yield is large, and the
;

most excellent quality.
J. E. Pleasants.
Santa Ana, Cal., Aug. 3, 1884.

honey

of

is

Honey Crop a Failure Here.
The

honey crop

in

tliis

[This is the wild sensitive-plant
(Cassia chamedirista), and an excelIt grows in
lent honey-producer.
great quantity all over our part of the
country, in land not too dry, and could
easily be cultivated from seed. T. J-.

—

Burrill.]

Large Crop of Basswood Honey.

From

90 colonies

I

extracted 5,000

pounds of basswood honey, wliich was
gathered in 11 days. I have taken
from 80 colonies, spring count, 7,200
pounds of extracted honey, and 1.200
pounds of comb honey but now no
honey is being gathered, or at least a
very little, and bees are killing drones.
B. F. Little.
Brush Creek, Iowa, Aug. 12, 1884.
;

county

a "failure. From inquiries
made among bee-keepers, I do not
think the average will exceed 12 lbs.
per colony, spring count ; and there is
no prospect of a fall crop, as it is very
dry here, and also very cold for the
(Jersey)

J. L. COMSTOCK.
Sac City, Iowa, Aug. 7, 1884.

is

Desiring Progress.

In this section there are several
parties who keep bees, but it is pretty
much on the old plan, and we wish
more light on the subject. I have 27
colonies, but do not get as much surTransferring Bees.
time of year. Bees in this section plus as I should. I intend giving
will
in
order
to
bring
have
to
be
fed
1.
would you successfully
more attention to bees from this time
transfer bees from a common' to a them through the winter.
W. S. Barton.
on.
H. D. Edwards.
Langstroth hive V
Washington, Ind., Aug. H, 1884.

How

2. What would
be a reasonable
price to pay for a colony of common

bees

C.

V

Prairie City,

W. Castle.

Delhi,

111.,

Aug.

8, 1884.

Loosestrife.

Crop

all

that could be Desired.

111.

have, perhaps, the greatest yield
of honey on record, 480 pounds to the
"the question will be found on page colony, spring count. Now, provided
367, Bee Journal for 188:h.
we get a good fall crop, my yield, per
2. That all depends upon the season, colony, will
be all that could be
the time of year, the blood of the desired, will it not
bees, tlie distance from home, how
C. A. Wheeler.
badly you need them, how heavy and
Selma, Texas, Aug. 2, 1884.
large the hive is, how straight its
combs are (if you mean to transfer
them by the old method), and a whole The Worst Honey Season, so Far.
lot of other things too numerous to
This is the poorest honey season
mention. With a view of throwing ever experienaed here less honey and
some light upon this subject, I will less increase. The quality of the
give a list of values of full colonies lioney is fair. White clover did not
according to what I consider them yield as well as it did last year. Bassworth in a locality like this, and in wood bloomed sufliciently to give us a
the hands of one who knows how, or fair yield, but just while it was in
is trying to learn how to properly blossom, a steady cold northern breeze
manage them. I will give prices of lowered the temperature below the
good, average, healthy colonies with point of nectar secretion, and the bees
good fertile queens all in normal gathered scarcely more from it than
condition on the first day of JSIay. A they required to carry them through
colony of well-bred bees in a modern the dearth which followed
Now,
hive, with good straight combs, and just as buckwheat is out, and boneset
with but little or no drone cells, the is opening, it is so unprecedentedly
colony going with the body of the cold that we fear a frost to night,
hive only, with cover, or if wire-cloth though the sun shines brightly all
cover, no wood cover, is worth $8.00
day. Much of this state of affairs is
common bees (same) $7 00 ; poorer quite general, and all we can hope for
combs and common bees, $6.00 ; box- as an offset, is that it will tend to give

Answers.— 1. My answer

I

in full to

/•

I enclose a small sample of a flower
which the bees here are now working

kindly give me the
as I am trying to keep an
account of the date, etc., of the llora
of this section. Our horse-mint has
made another complete failure this
season, and the demand for honey is
I have
in advance of the supply.
sold extracted at 10 cents and comb
at 15 cents per pound.
Fred F. Rockwell.

on.

Will

name

of

you

it,

Leonard, Texas, Aug.

3, 1884.

;

[Loosestrife (Lytlii-um alatuni).
J.

—T.

BUKRILL.]

^^ The summer meeting of the
Mahoning "\'alley, O., Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at Newton
Falls, O., on Friday, Aug. 29, 1884.
All interested are requested to be
present.
C. B. Pac+e, Sec. Pro tem.

1^

The Union

Bee-Keepers' As-

Western Iowa will meet
in Dexter, Iowa, on the second Saturday in September, at 9:.30 a. m. This
Association is doing a good work, and
bee-men in Western and Central Iowa
would do well to avail themselves of its
M. E. Dauby, Sec.
benefits.
sociation of

—
;
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Create a Local

Notices.

Now

I>ate following youi
the wrapper label of this
paper
it indicates the end of the
month to which yon have paid youi
subscription on the Bee Journal.

Kxumine the

name on
;

For safety, when sending money to
this otHce get either a post office or express money order, a bank draft on
York or Chicago, or register the
letter.
Postage stamps of any kind
may be sent for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of Ii5 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
f 5, or less, can be obtained for .5 cents.

New

We

wish to impress upon every one

the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.

^" When

writing to this

office

on

business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
either portion of the letter.
The editorial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

Honey Market.

541

Bingham Corner.

the time to create Honey
Markets in every village, town and
is

Wide-awake honey

city.

should

get the

Honey"

(only

Leaflets "

producers

AVhy eat

cents per 100), or else
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
.">()

and Medicine."

and

scatter

them

plentifully all over the territory they
can supply with honey, and the result

MAiiK.N(io,

Tlie

Ir,i,.,

June

—

18. 1884.

SiibducN All Mr. T. F.
Sir:— I'vf iiscil tlif "Doctor"
till its nil iliiuliiil up with liee-Klue, and altbinifjli at tlisi sijiht I thoufrht I did not like
aiiytliiiiK so laiKi'. could not now be induced
e.\cc|it liy till' iliri'st poverty, to do with any
thiut' snialicr.
.\s a matter of "economy"
I iniiih pM Ici-tho "Doctor" to any of the
cheaper siiiiikcrs, of which I have worn out
several. 'I'lie "Doctor" has entirely cured
me, so that 1 am now a Binffham man, as my
wife always has been. If the somewhat
n<><'t<>r

BiNOii.VM,

Drill-

I

be a deviand that will readily take vaKue remark in your letter means that
their crops at remunerative nothing- was charged for the Smoker sent,
except the readiiiB of your Ittter, I sliall be
prices. The pricesfor" Honey as Food very glad of another "Doctor" for tlie money
sent, so that my wife won't take mine from
and Medicine " are as follows
me. Bees just booming on white clover.
will

all

of

:

Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00- On order- of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
;

Yours Truly,

®" To give away a copy of " Honey
and Medicine " to every one tolw

buys a package of honey, will sell almost
any quantity of it.

i

Lr,En.

:

Smoker

'<i

I

May IT,

ever used.
1884.

Conquer

Respectfully,
H. Hastings.

DuESDEN, Tex., May

28, 1884.

tlio

Bingham,

" Cyps."— T.

F.

Abronia, Mich.. Dear Sir: — Enclosed find
$1.7.5, for which jilease send, per mail, one
"Conqueror Smoker" to Major H. A. High,
Waxiiliiii-liie, Te.x.
He bouglit a Cvprian
(,)iiern Iroiii me, and the Bees have worsted
the old •jeutleman. I told him that the Conqueror Smoker would conquer the " Cyps,"
as I had tried one for two years, and " it
never failed." KespectfuUy,
B. F.

Convention Hand-Book.
a nice Pocket Companion for

M

Tlie Best Smoker. — To Bingh.^m &
HKTHEHiNGTriN, Abrouia, Mich., Dear Sirs
enelosi-il money for
Conqueror
Smokers, which please send per mail— one to
each. Dr. liakh, .1. M. Louderbaek, and H.
A. Towner.
The Conqueror is the best

—Find

—

as Food

C. C.

Wooii.vuD's LANbiNii, Wasii. Ter.

Borodino, N.

Y.,

Carroll.

Aug.

1.5,

1882.

Cyprians Conquered— All summer long

has been " which and tother" with me and
the Cyprian colony of bees I have— but at
last 1 am "boss."
Bingham's Conqueror
Smoker did it. If you want lots of smoke
just at the right time, get a Conqueror Smo
ker of Bingham. Respectfully,

®" It must be understood that, bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
should an advertiser desire to cancel
on toned paper, and bound in cloth
an unexpired contract, he can do so price .50 cents.
only by paying regular rates for the
contains a copy of a model
It
number of insertions his advertise- " Constitution
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
and By-Laws " for the
ment has had.
formation of Societies for Bee-KeepPrices, by mall, post-paid.
<ii" In reply to many correspondents ers— a simplified manual of Parlialet us say that we take any kind of mentary Law and Rules of Order for Doctoi- smoker (wide shield). .3H inch. .113 00
Conqueroi-sniiiki*nwiiieshield)3
" .. 175
postage stamps as money, but coins the guidance of officers as well as Larsic sinokrr iwiili- shield)
" .. 150
2'/^
should never be sent by mail, as it en- members, a blank form for making E.xtia siiinki-r iwiile shield)
" ..125
2
" ..100
2
dangers the loss of the letter either statistical
reports
a Programme Plain smoker
" ..
Litlli Wiiiidcrsmoker
IJ^
65
by tliieves, or else breaks through the of
for
discussion
questions
at liiiigham \- Hetherington Honey
Knife,
envelope and is lost in that way.
such meetings— model Premium Lists
3 inch
115
^" We carefully mail the Bee for Fairs which may be contracted or TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or halfJournal to every subscriber, but enlarged, and then recommended to dozen rates. Address,
should any be lost in the mails we will' the managers of -".^adjacent County or
T. F. BINGHAM, P. M., or
blank leaves for
District Fairs—
cheerfully send
lis

it

—

before

all

another, if notified
jotting
the edition is exhausted.

down

interesting facts, etc.

We have aimed to make it suitable for

any

Apiary Register— New Edition.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
ABRONIA, irncH.

locality, and a book that will comitself to every bee-keeper in the

mend

—

Subscription Credits. We do not
receipt of each subscripacknowledge
some
had
bound
in
have
Russia
We
All who intend to be systematic in
leather, with colored edges— price 60 tion by letter. The label ori your
their work in the apiary, should get a cents.
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
We will supply them by the dozen at date to which your subscription is
copy and commence to use it. The
discount,
post-paid.
25
per
cent,
prices will hereafter be as follows
paid. When you send us money, if

English-speaking world.

:

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1 25
1 50

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

^"Do not let your
Bee Journal

;

®" A

numbers

the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
Canadian wishes us to state gives a continual statement of account.

^" For $2.75 we will supply the
W'eekly Bek Journal one year, and
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00;
with the Monthly, S2.i 0.

Bee Journal, whether we take
The Canadian money for subscription or

of the

in the

W

We can supply photographs of
best waj to preserve them is to pro- books. We do and for fractions of a
cure a bmder and put them in. They cloUar, Canadian postage stamps may Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the B?.-"n of
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.
are very valuable for reference.
be sent.
for 1884 be lost.

;

!

;

!
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To Kentucky Bee-Keepers.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE or THE AMERICAN BEE JODBNAL,
Monday, lu a. m.. Aug. IS, 1S84

The president and managers

of the
at Louisville,

)

Southern Exposition
have appointed the following
The following are the latest quota- Ky.,
committee to solicit bees and honey
tions for lioney and beeswax received for exhibition at the Exposition
X.
up to this hour
P. Allen, G. W. Demaree, Dr. E.
T.
Williamson,
and
J.
Drane,
W.
CINCINNATI.
HONEV.— The demand for extracted is fair, Connelley.
and to all appearances, gradually improving. It
The committee have fixed the time
brines 6's9c per pound on arrival. Tliere is a
honey
small demand for comb honey, but we had small for the exhibition of bees and
offers only, and a good deal could be sold. It
on Sept. 4, 5, and 6. The committee
brings 14c per pound on arrival,
BEESWAX— Offerings plentiful at 3U®32c on cannot say that premiums will be
C. F, MuTU, Freeman & Central Ave.
arrival.
offered, but will say that if no prei^iums are oifered. that medals, diploNEW YORK.
HONEY— Sales of comb honey continue slow. mas or ribbons will be given for the
As yet there are no arrivals of this season's crop. following
Best comb honey in shipof new
We have received several small shipments
24 lbs.
extracted honey, which sold readily. For prices ping condition, not less than
white,
1-Ib.,
we
quote
Fancy
on this year's crop,
best extracted lioney in shipping con16@1HC;' fancy white, 12-Ib., l.'j® 16c; fair to good,
and 2-lb., I2feil4e: fancy buckwheat, l-lh,, 12@l3c: dition, not less than 24 lbs best disExtracted, white clover, in kegs or play of honey best colony of Italian
2-lb,, IH-tlllc,
small barrets, 8H@ttc; dark grades, 7('i.7^c.
bees and queen in observatory hive
BEESWAX- Prime yellow, aiKaa:;c.
McCaul & HiLDKETH, 34 Hudson St.
best display of bees and queens exS

:

:

:

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or,

MAKTJAI. OF

THE

.IPIAKT.

M,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
13th Thoiiaunil Just Out !
11th Thousand Sold in Jnst Four Months
S.OOO Snlil the puat Year.
More than .50 pages, and more than 5U line illustrations were addeil in the .sth edition. 'I'hewhole
work has been tboruut-'hlyrevised. and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keeping. Itis certainly
the fullest and must scientiflc work treatinK of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, )¥1 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A. .1. €QOK, Author and Publisher,
State Agricultural College, LANSING, MICH.
lWC7t 20D12t

yOUK NAME AND ADDRESS FOR MT
SEND
liO-page Price List of Italian, (Cyprian and
Holy Land Colonies.
Supplies, H.

II.

.Nuc-lei,

Queens and Apiarian

BKUWN, Light

Street, Cul. Co, Pa.

32D2t

;

1

JOSEPH

1884.

;

ENAS,

D.

1884.

(SiiniiySlile Apiiiry,)

;

;

BOSTON.

HONEY.— New honey is coming in, and selling
at 16'aJlbc. for best white land -J-pound sections.
New extacted. f^^ji'c. Honey in unglassed sections
sells the most readily. Old comb honey all gone.
bbh;swax-3.-)c.

Blake & Hiplev.

b7

Chatham

Street.

CHICAGO.
HONEY—The demand for comb is very light.
The retailers have bought a little during this
month but sav that they do not have anv call for

Pure

Italian

Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

EXTRACTOKS, COMB FOUNDATION, 4c.
We 24D10t Address.Sunny Side Apiary NAPA.CAL.
observatory hives.
hope all bee-keepers in the State will
take an interest in the exhibition.
It is contemplated having an adjourned meeting of the State Society
I pay S8c. per pound dellTered here, for yellow
on Sept, .5, at the Exposition, and Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
that the bees and honey exhibited at should always be on each package.
AliFRKU H. NEAVITIAN,
the State meeting at Eminence, will
923 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
be sent to the Exposition at Louishibited

in

"

BEESWAX.

',

at present. Prices range from li^(«jlt;c per pound
for the different sized frames and style of packages. There is a continued dullness in extracted.
Some or the new crop is on sale.
BBESWA.X-Is dull, and J.ic for dark, with 30®
32c for yellow, Ia the range of prices,
K. A. Bpbnktt, 161 South Water 8t,
it

SAN FKANCI8C0.

X.

ville.

W

P.

The date

Allen, Chr'n Com.
for holding the next

meeting of the North American BeeKeepers" Society, in
Rochester, N. Y., has been
the

city
fixed

of
for

Notic^This
After Auk.

-".

will

I

send by return mail a
Italian Queen, and one

beautiful tested Syrian ur
of my combined Drone
copy of the Bee-Keepers'
of *:i. 00: without b*H)k nr

ranted Queens,

*i.iHi

iind Queen Traps, or a
llandv llook, on receipt

trap,

¥i..'.o

each G for

each. War12 for *10.

$.i.r»(p;

Oct. 28, 29 and SO, 1884. At the last Select tested, ty.ou. Safe arrivHl guaranteed, by
Ar.r.EY»
meeting of the Northeastern Bee- mail
WENHAM, MASS.
3yAtf
Keepers' Association a committee was
appointed to secure a Hall and make
other necessary arrangements for this
meeting.
Knowing the men who Blini
BEESWA.X-Wholesale, 2,'ic,
compose this committee, we can as8TKARN8 i SMITH, 423 Front Street.
AND KEEP THEM
sure all who are interested, that the
KANSAS CITY.
matter
is in good hands, and that
HONEY— Fancy white comb, H-^h. sections, 20ci
fancy white comb, lb. sections, iHc; fancy white everything will be arranged for one
comb. 'J-lb. sections, 17c; choice white comb, Ic of the best meetings ever held by the
per lb. less, and lower grades in proportion. ExSociety.
Etwliester is one of the
traded 7^8c, according to quality.
In fiincy comb honey the style of package has as finest cities in the United States, and
IS THE NEATEST AND CHEAPEST.
much to do with it as the honey itself, and beethis
should
be an enjoyable meeting Any one can use them. Directions In each Binder.
keepers will look to their interests by putting their
honey up in the most attriictive shape possible.
hope
for all who are interested.
50c.
For Monthly Bee Journal
BEES\VAX-.Noniin:i]. :i"(»3r)Cper lb.
'75c.
For Weefely Bee Journal
soon to announce a complete proJEROME TwiCHELL, ftI4 Walnut Street.
THOMAS 6. NE'WMAar,
Address,
gramme.
C. C. Miller, Sec,
8T, LOUIS.
\m West Madison Street. Chlcaco* 111.
L. C. Root, Fice-Pres.
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both

HONE Y— Receipts

are liberal, and stocks are
accumulating in the hands of receivers. In other
words, the market is crowded with sellers, and
there are practically no buyers. It is hardly necessary to add that the market is decidedly weak.
White to extra white comb, 12<gil3c; dark to good,
9(sllc: extracted, choice to extra white. 5@5^c;
dark and candied, 4c.

;

HENKT

TOUR JOURNALS

NEAT

and CLEAN.
The Emerson Binder

I

We

smalt. Comb, 12(»l4c per lb., and strained and extracted fii^tiHc,
F'irm at 32032^0, for choice.
W.T. ANDERSON & Co.. U)4 N. 3d 8tre«t.

Young Men!— Kead

BEESWAX—

The Voltaic Belt Co

CLE V ELAN I).

HONRY— The

honey market seems

to be im-

proving, so that there is a larger detnand. Best 1Ib. sections were sold in quantity at lt;c;in a
amall way 17c is occasionally obtained, but 16c
wou d be the more reliable quotation 2-ibs., best
white. l4(§Jl5c; second quality slow at 10@12c,
Extracted slow atH^;)c.
;

BEESWAX-3IJC.
A. C. KENDEI..

1

1.5

Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— W^e quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
loc; extracted, 7<a.7^c,

Geo. W. Meade&Oo.. 213 Market

St.

1^

Tlie semi-annual meeting of
the Fayette County Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in Brush Creek,

of Marshall, Mich.,
OBertoseiid their celebrated Electro-VolT.iic Belt and other Electhic Api-liances
on trial for thirtj- da5's, to men (yonnj? or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality

manhood, and

and

all

SECOND TO NONEi

lawn

ment.

]5.

F. Little,

ft'ec.

Also. Syrian and ("arninlan queens, oiated with
Italian drones. Untested queens of either race.
tested queens uf either race, 1^2. f>M. Special
rates on larKe orders. Circular free. Send postal
for it.
G. n.
$l.iiO;

KNICKERBOCKEB.

•UDtf

PINE PLAINS.

SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for makinti Comb Foundation either

PUBl.IC
la

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
in

B. S.

GIVEN

<Ce

CO.,

HOOPESTON,

lABtf

ILL.

kindred

ITALIAN QUEENS.
1

Given'sFoundationPress.

,

troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralffia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, ^igor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free, 6Dly

Iowa, on Sept. ii. 1S84. This is to be
a basket picnic held in the yard and
of B. F. Little. All "who are
interested are invited to attend. Come
with your baskets well-provided, and
we will have a whole day of enjoy-

This.

N. Y.

Dadaiit'sFouiidatioii Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

MILLS.IOiNCH $15.00

'^—
'\

V/.CRELH AM..J.

MA ysV/L L C. /Cr .^i^

37Aly

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Redaced Price-lilat.
Send for Samples
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

&

APIARIST IVANTED.
He must be of eood character, and thoroughly
qualified to build up and manage a large apiary in
a eood location, for an interest therein. Address,
giving full particulars. BEE-KEEPER. 420 Camp
:J4Alt
St., New Orleans, L,a.

!

!
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BUY3N

Syrian-Albino Queens
new

M,\

AIIICAU

Strain

of

t'unibs,

licaiitirul. stniiji'ht

Iniilil

They

all.

543

W

wltliotit

Sf|iiirai<»r^, ami art' l^NKX^'liLLKD as
wiii-kns. Hi'aifil by Alley's nietlioil.

from

t*eU>oMVste<i, to breed

$;!.00

!

$1.50

Untested

DK.

Address,

«.

New

:!OAtf

week

ORGAN

TINKEK,

1..

Philadelphia, dhio.

f5.tKi outdl tree.
Pay
No risk. Capital not reHeader, if you want business at
tiler
sex.
young
or
old,
wliicli
persons
of
el
I
'an make wreat pay all the lime they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to II. UALLETT& Co., Portland, Maine.
fc

a

at

home.

ahsolutely sure.
miireii.

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

FLAT. BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
high aide-wcMs,

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey &. Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

square feet tc
tbe pound. Circalur and samples free
J.

4

to 16

VAN DEUSEN &

60NS,

Sole ManufaoturerBf
Sprout Brook. Mont, c-^^ N, ?,
k
I

I

ESTEY & CAMP,
138 and I90 State

for the workinp cUtss. 8end Id cents
tor postane.and we will mail yau free,
a royal, valuable box of sample noods

that will put you in the way of makinc
ore money in a few days, than you
everthouehtpo9sibleatany business.
Capitii! ntit required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, vounti and
•old. Yuu can easily earn from .">o cents to locvery
eveninj:. That all who want work may test the

eS

I
'

business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send fl topav for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who Hive their whole time to the work, (jreat
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
tittns, etc.,

4Aly

and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

THE HORSE, HAND
BY B. J. KEND ALL, M.

KivinR an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatmentof each, a
table trivirif all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poisftn a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
Ihe age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
;

;

THOMAS

Prices Reduced.
Owing
Beeswax

to a decline in tlie price of

there will, hereafter, be a
reduction of

5 cents per
on

all

orders for

ALFRED
92S

West Madison

&2^

anil retail.

Mm

Apply to

V.

P.

MUTU,

ILJ-

PfllLS

Thf accompiiuyiu^
triitinns show a nest of

Ills.

What to

How

Parasites of the Skin.

Eat,

Bathing— Best way,

to Eat it.
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Ptrils

How

(if

& Lung Diseases.

l.ungs

How t(j Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

Summer,

to Breathe,

<'ontagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Ventilation.
Exercise.
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair.
Restf-ning the Drowned, Headache, cause&
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

IT

etc.

976 and a78 Central Ave.,
C'INCIsrS(A.TI, O.
ISfSend Hic. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

pails

attractive in appearance,

when

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

filled

and

It will

NEWMAN,
-

-

Sent by Mail, post-paid, by

THOMAS G.

nicely

4 lb. 7 1b. 13 1b.
Per doz.$1.2.> S1.60 S2.00
Per 100 8.00 10.00 14..30
A. H.

Save Doctor Bills

Price only 2i> Cents.

M25

HICAGO

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes. B<til8, Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns.Coughs, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid'Feet. Freckles, Headache, Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples. Sore Throat, Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

hiheled.

(

TELLS

illus-

with the sides tapering:, for
marketing' extracted honey.
'['he Olivers are deep and the
[tails are made with special
rrlcronce to filling- them for
the retail honey-trade. They
are made in a superior
nianner and are quite

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

ABOUT

IT TELl.S

CUICAQO.

Overheating Houses,

pound
Chicago,

the Book that every family should have.

See Advertisement in another column.

NEWMAN,

Street,

It CoHtH only TWTENTY-FIVE CENTS,
and contains S8 pages, and Is scut l»y mall,
l>o8t-pul<l, OH receipt of price. This Is just

l»y

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale

Comb Foundation,

H.

Street.

liECiPES,

the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount nf information, of the Utmost ImKoitance tu Kverybody, concerning their daily
ablts of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, VVorking, etc.
is

NEWMAN,

U.

West Madison

receipt of price,

BOOK OF HEALTH,

Hints and Ready

D.

A XKEATISE

Price 85 cent*.— Sent on

CHICAGO.

St.,

DR. FOOTE'S

EAOEA VINGS

;

Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale

X30,000

The Best

4Aly

West Madison

Street,

DOUGHERTY

JHE'WMA.Ti,
CHICAGO. ILL.

f

&

McKEE

ILL.

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Dadant'sFoniidatioii Factory, wholesale ivlamjfaftiirei's of and Dealers
and

retail.

LOCAL,

DAYIS' PATENT HOXET CARRIAGE,
REVOLVtyO COMD-HAXGER.
Tool Box and Eecording Desk Combined.
Prit'e, foniplele, only

$18.00.

For sale l)y ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILi..

See Advertisement

In

another column.

KKPOKTERS AVANTED.

We want itn aeent and local reporter in every
community to represent City and Country.
and furnish U9 from tinie to time such facts as we
may require. Send in cents for credentials and
full particulars resardinR services and
tion. Address. Will C. Turner
Co.,

**Clty und Country,**
24A18t

K. K.

SliPPIilES and

BEEHONEY.

in

Dadaat's
liantrstroth HIVES ii Siieeialty.
FoinKlatitm.Hin-j-luun Smokers, Wired frames
fnini
the
Fiimidatii'ii
Given
Press,
Secand
tions. E.xti-aetors and Honey Jars. Send for

our Price

l.l<st.

14A26t

compensa-

&
Publishers
Columbus, Ohio.

TTAI.1AIU QIJEENS, DADANT FOm«X dullon, uiid Snppllea.— It will pay you to
send for Circular.
llAait

KEEPEKS'

SMITH, Smyrna,

N. 7.

QUEENS BY

RETURN MAIL.

with my orders, and can send
choice queens by return mail. Send me your
orders, and help me "out of the Are."
J. T. "WII^SON, Mortonsville, Ky.
34D4t
I

am now up

!

!
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HEDDON'S

TONS

50

Sixth Thousand Just Published

OF COMB HONEY ^VANTED.

hvi and Enlarged

GOLXJDMCIsr-

Edition

Believing it to tie advantageous to both
and buyer to deal with the same
parties year after ear. we have for several
years bought the entire honey crop of many
bee-keepers.
In view of our increasing
trade, we wish to add to our list of producers, the names of a few more reliable
men whose honey croji is fi-om one to ten or
more tons yearly. Through the actions of
certain bee-keepers, the trade now demands
mostly oue-pouncl sections. We pay spot
oasli at railroad station for what we buy.
Those desirous of lieooming acguainted with
such dealers, will state how much honey
they have of each size section. How much
of each quality. How soon the whole or
part of it can be in shipping order. Name
seller

OF

.\

BEES

BEST aiVEN

OR THE

Management

of

and

an Apiary
Profit by

THOMAS

COMB- FOUNDATION.

HONEY,

and

for

Fleasm e

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor oj thf Wftki]/ Bee Jnurnnl.

O2o 'West Madison

Wholesale and Retail.

Street. t'hleaiKo,

111.

lowest cash price, and say
I

of

now have on hand

illustrated
It contains 2'iO profusely
pages, is " fully up with the times " in all
the iniiiriivements and inventicms in this
rapidly cli'M-lDipins,' imrsuit. and prcsi-nts
the apiarist with i-verything that can aid in
the successful management of the IloneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

a freslily-made lot

GIVEN COMB FOUNDATION, made

from strictly pure domestic wax, thor-

oughly

fmm

cleansed

impurities.

all

Sizes of brood and surplus, S^k1io}4, or

Langstroth

size.

liave

I

best Brood Foundation of

also

Dadant's

same

size; also

PRICE— Bound
covers.

7.5

in cloth, 81.00
cents, postpaid.

;

in

paper

Dadant's 11x11 for American frames. Send {S^.4 liiberal Disroiiiit to Dealers, by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.
for prices, and state amount wanted. I

DISCOUNT

offer a liberal

to

DEALERS.

HEDDON'S LANGSTROTH HIVE.
my

Hive is growing in popularI believe
a niucli greater degree, than is the

ity, to

business of bee-keeping. I am now prepared to funiish these hives made up, and
In the flat, at very reasonable prices.

;

[

i

One Hive complete

for

comb honey

(The above

will contain
plete with sections).

The above Hive complete

.

.$3.00

two cases comfor extrac-

ted honey

S3.00

The above Hive complete

for both in

one

4..'50

One Hive

the

Five

each

in
or'.over,

-2.00

flat

NEW

A

SECTIONS.

localitj'.

If

how much more

answer

is

fa\'orable,

we w'ill call on you. York State, Michigan,
or Vermont preferred. Address,
F. I.
A: SON, Wethersfleld, Conn.

SAGE

:!lA4t

Dadant'sFoiindalioiiFactorj^wlioIPSitle
and

i-etoil.

See Adveriisenient

in

another column.

IF YOTT "WAITT

VEHICLE,
A POSTAL rARI> TO TDE

COLUMBUS BUGGY

CO.

COLUxMBUS. OHIO,
and name of neare t dealer,
where our sirpEHion Vehicles can be seen, will be

When

Cataloerue

sent.

;

of handsome light
material. It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take off. and folds compactly in a paper box
6.\7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against .Mosquitoes
The
Flies. Bees, Gnats, etc.. is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, SI. 00.
is

We

hiive the

lakuest factOky in the world
tirst-clasB and scperiok

for

manufacturing

Biis;gie!!i, PhaetoiiJii, l^itiUt

Carriage^*,

Surrej- \%'aj£Oiis,

AI-FREH H. NEWMAiN,

Untested
Untested, after July 1st
Untested, (perdoz.) alter July

:

3W
l

l

1st

m^
'

anvthingelsein this world. AM
of iiitherse.x.succeedfruni first
hour. The broad road Ut fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi ce address. TKrE

II

,

4Aly

Co.. Augusta. Maine.

J". AAT".

S^GJ^l^J^lsr,
HEALER

IN

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens

I

IMPORTED ITALIANS!
$

Street. Chicago, in.

Send .'ix cents lor poslatie.
and receive free, a cnstly bi.x
tf ^ooda wiiich wUl help >outo
more money rinht awny than

11

-5
oo
00

now wish

former ruatomers, that

to sny to

—

2.50
7."<.»

10.(M.t

Butler, Ind.

CIRCULAR for 1884

wHnted for The Li vea of

be SURE to state whether or not you
have my Circular for 1883.
Address,

lour price.

al the
Presidents of the U. d. The
lareest, handsomest, best book
ever sold for less than twice

And

JAMES H£DDOK,
Cass County,

MICH.

1

amnowreadyioflllordersforthefolIowinBQueena.
.50
j
Hybrid
in May and June, each
Italian— untested— not warranted.in May and
1.0.>
June, each
1.50
Italian— warranted. May and June, each
Italian— tested Queen
Full colonies of Hybrids
Full colonies of Italians
•20Atf
L. J. DlEHIi,

book

AH
Any one can become
profits to agents.

free.

The

Immense
pcple want it.
Terms
4Aly
Portland, Me.

in

America.

intelligent

HallettBookC

.,

OL'K POPt'LAK

the latter most perfect
motion.

and free from horse

tW ^Ve make our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that c:in be obtained
from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the COLrMBUS BrGGV Co..
Columbus. Ohio, will receive in return a beautltui
eneraving in colors representing an "Australian
Scene." and their mjinner of traveling in that
24Ai8t
country with ostriches as a motor.

1

fastest sellinK

a successful agent.

AND

America 11 Village Carls,

GOLDEN myITALIANS!

Strain,

Tested, to breed from

West Mndiaijn

For further information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly

QU£EXS
Take your choice. Prices

<fj:i

jfc

lam now ready to furnish white allDovetail Sections as follows: 4M'x4JixO, 7
and 8 to the foot, per 1,000, $6.50; .5.\t)x3,
per 1,000, $8.00. All shipped from here.

DOWAGIAC,

your

1.-50

one should ever order these Hives
in the flat, without ordering one made up
complete to work by. Parties are advertising Hives as Heddon Hives, that in no
wise embrace my principles. Judge only
by those purchased from me.

Out New

in

SEN'D

There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
tliroufe'h their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best lijrht
spring steel; the neckhand of best hard
spring- brass the cover

No

Also

BEE-VEIL.

is

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation, Hit es. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to
II-I-IKSK.I,
ri-ANAOAN

*

lABly _,ockbox995.

Belleville. St. ClairCo.,ins.

.
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Topics Presented

in tliis

Number,

Absolutely no lSmi)lns Honey
A Good Fall Iloney-Crop Expected

5.54

Bee-1'asturage, Fall Honey, etc.

552

Bees
Bees
Editor and Proprietor.
Bees
925 WEST MADISON ST„ CHICAGO, ILL.
Bees
Weekly, 92 a year Monthly, »1.

THOMAS

lU.,

NEWMAN,

.

o.5o

Did Well on Basswood. .-... 55B
in Northwestern Nebraska. o55
in September
548
on the Nebraska Prairies
554

:

Botanical

554

Correspondence
PREMIUM.— Any one sending one nfAV subscrip- Davenport Bee-Keepers' Picnic.
tion for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
Diseased Bees
one year, besides their own subBCription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees Editorial Items
547,
and Honey."' bound In paper.
Enjoying a Good IIoney-Flow
t^ The receipt for money sent us will be given Experience with Sweet Clover
on the address label on every paper. If not given
Hibernation of Bees
tn two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it. Hints to Bee-Keepers
.

•

t^ Any

person sending a club of six. is entitled
to an extra copy like the club), sent to any address
deflred.
Sample copies furnished free.
(

O^ Papers are stopped at the

expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Crop Below the Average
Honey-Plant for Hedges
Honey Season almost a Failure.
How to Build a Bee-House

FORKIG.\ POSTAGE. JBXTR A

:

To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly. 114 cents.
;

;

& Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

George Neighbour

Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second Class Matter.

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For either

the

Weekly or Monthly Editimis.

A line of this type will contain about T words;
TWELVE lines will occupy ONE-INCU of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices,

50 cents

per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one,twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
space, for each Insertion
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is Inserted.

THOMAS
•SS Went

Madteon

G.

NEWMAN,

Street..

ChlcnKo, IIL

555
548
5.55

554
.550

552
555

.

5.54

553

CLUBBING LIST FOR

35.

1884.

We mil supply the American Bee aonrnnl
one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last colnmn of Sgures. The
arst column Rives the reeular price of both. All
postage prepaid.
Price of both. Club
12 00.

The Weekly Bee Journal

and Cook's Manual, latest edition ....
Bees and Honey (T.tt.Newman)cloth 3
bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weeklv Bee Journal
2

2.1

3 00

oo!!
76..
75

2
2
2
3
3
2

.1

Apiary Register for2iKlcolonie8 ....
Dzierzon's New Hee Book (cloth)....

3 50"
4 OO

'

Diierzon-s New Book (paper covers) 3 50..
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping. ...
350
00'"
Lanpstroth's Standard Work..
Koofs A BCof Bee Culture (cloth) 43 25:!
Alley's Queen Rearing
300
bcribner'sLumberandLogBook...! 2 35"
Fisher s(irain Tables
2 40
Moore's Universal Assistant....! I!!' 4 50"
Honey as Food A Medicine.lOO Copies 4 50'!
Blessed Bees
2 75
King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book .'!!! 3 00.'.'

75

50
60
26
00
76

326
3 76
3 10

275
2 25

2

S

4 26
4 35
2 50
2 78

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
and Gleanings InBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.'.
Bee-Keepers'Guide (A.G.Hill)... '. 2 50
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3 OO
J'he \plculturist, (Silas M. Locke) .! 3 00.'.'
British Bee Journal
375
The 7 apove-named papers. .'..'..' 8 2b.'.

2 75

2
2
2
2
3

75
35
7?
75
gn
7 OO

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

.553

A\'e have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

553
.

.

551
551

tion

.548

and gold Bee, for
Price

50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.

^

The

Price List for 1885, rethat of J.
K. Shaw & Co., of Loreauville, La.,
for early queens.
first

ceived at this

^Michigan Con-

vention
No Surplus Honey
Not More than Half a Crop
Only Half a Crop of Honey

a rosette

use at Fairs,
s;]^^'<^\^"'^'-^^'^vers'
/
\ Conventions, etc.

5.57

5.50

S.

XX.-No.

5.54
.

Local Convention Directory
Local Market for Honey
Xortheastern Kentucky Conven-

N. Indiana and

ADVERTISING RATES.

.

it

Lake Shore, X. Y., Convention.
Let the Bees Swarm

548

556

"Honey -Dew ?"
Killing Young Bees
Is

549

VOL.

5,52
5.55

office, is

W

556

^° The summer meeting of the
.5.56
Mahoning Valley, O., Bee-Keepers'
Preventing After-Swarms
5.55
Association will be held at Newton
Bed-Colored Honey
554 Falls,
O., on Friday, Aug. 29, 1884.
Report for the Past Two Years.
5.55 All niterested are
requested to be
Selections from Our Letter Box. .554 present.
C. R. Page, Sec. Pro tern.
Special Notices
.557
The Hibernation Theory
.549
We have just received from the
The Michigan Fruit-Belt
553 Publishers, .7. S. Ogilvie & Co., 31
The National Convention
,547 Kose Street, New York, a
copy of a
The " Pollen Theory "
554 little book entitled, "Seven Hundred
The World's Exposition
.547 Album Verses," containing
128 pages
Tree-Trunk Method of Wintering .556 of choice selections of
prose
.

.

.

W

[

What and How
What isitV

and

,553

poetry, suitable for writing in auto-

555

graphalbums. 15cents; clothSOcents.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

546

DADANT'SFODPATION
by Imiulreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-lceepers to be
accepted by
cleanest,brightest,qnicliest
the
color,
bees, least apt to sag, most regular
evenness and neatness of any that is m^de.
Messrs.
it is kept for sale by
is

BOOKS!
Seut by mail, on receipt of

attested

tical

m

A. H.

NEWMAN, Chicago,

III..

MUTH, Cincinnati, O..
JAMES HKDDON, Dowaglac.
C. K.

Mich.,
& McKBE, Indianapolis. Ind..
H. (iREEN. Berlin. Wis..

DODGHEKTV

CHAS.
CHAS. HBllTEL. Jr.. Kreeburg. 111.,
WM. BALLANTINE. Sago. O..
B. L. ARMSTKONii, Jerseyville. III.

THOMAS
!)•.'.">

West Madison

in-ice, b.v

NEWMAN,

G.

Street,

On dozen or lialt-ilozeu

CHICAGO,

lots

ol"

ILL.

of one kind,

Qninbj's New Bee-Keepina:, b.v L. C.
we Root. — Its st'v'e is plain and forcible, making

allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

Bees and Honey,

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or ITIanual

tlie Apiary, by Pkof. A. .T. Cook.— It is
elegantl.v illustrated, and fxill.v up with the
times on ever.v subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

or iMaiia<jcmeut of an

its

readers rea..ze the fact that the author

master of the

stibject.

is

Price, $1.50.

B

A C of Bee-riilture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces e\-erything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-itee. and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, si, 25; jjaper, $1.

Apiary tor Pleasure and Protit, liy Thomas
(J. Nf.wjian.— It is "fully up with the times,"
E. KllETOllMER, Coburg. Iowa.
in all the various improvements and in\enBlessed Bees, Viy John .\llen. — A
B. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. V.
tions in this rapidl.y-developing- pursuit, and romance of bee-kei'ping, full of practical
C F. DALE, MortonSTille, Ky.
presents the apiarist with evcrj'thing- that information and ct)ntagious enthusiasm.
can aid in the successful raanayi'inent of the Price, 75e.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
Tlte Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
most honey in its best and most attractive
list of supplies, accompanied with
condition. It euibi-aces the following sub- L. L.vxGSTROTH.— This is tlU' work of a
ISO coiiipi.iui:ntakt,
jects
Ancient History of Bees and Hone.v master, and will always remain a standard.
—Locating an Apiary— Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ing — Swarming- — Dividing — E.xtracting —
Uzlerzou's Batloiial Bee-Keeplng.—
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
Queen Hearing— Introducing Queens — ItalA translation of the master-piece of that most
— Bee Pasturage a Necessit.v— Quiet- celebrated
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- ianizing
German authorit.v. Price, bound
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of
dation equal to sample in every respect. Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey, in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.

ARTHUK TODD.Germantown.Philadelphia.Pa.

:

etc. 220 profusely-illustrated pages.
DASAKT <& SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound in cloth, $1.00; 2 copies for

CHAS.

SABly

V.&,IiT7ABZ.S

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The Original

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

copies for

Queen-Rearing, by Henry Allev.— .\

Price,
$1.80;

full and detailed account of 33 years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.

5 for $4.00; 10 for $7..'iO.
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40;
3 copies lor $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $."..00.
:i

$2.5:>:

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Tlie Apiary Register, by Thomas G.
A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Newman.— A Record and Account Bi)c)k for King.—
Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.

the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each (•(ilou.y,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, tor 50
colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25; for

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—

management. Price, 15e.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
F. Mitth.— Gives his views on the manHoney as Food and Iflvdielne, by Chas.
agement of bees. Price, 10c.
TH0M.4S G. Newman.— It gi\es the \arious
uses of Honey as Food recipes ft.r making
Bzierzou 'JTIieory. — The fundamental
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, principles of Dzierzoit's system of apiculture
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translate^I
many valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberall.v scattered
Dictionary of Practical .Vpiculture,
to help in creating a demand for hone.v.
Price, for either the Engllsli or German by PuOF. .Tons Phis.- Thisgives thecorreet
meaning
of nearly .'iOO apieultural terms.
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
$2..->0 — 500 for $10.00—1,000 fur $15.00
300 colonies,

Details their

$1.50.

;

100 or more are ordered, we will print the
hee-keeper's card {free of cost) on the cover.

1

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Tho.mas

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never ko out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
Bwiftor slow, just as you please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always ko
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4r>,fK«t in use trom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com;

!

plaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over :j.O<hi, there is evidence that i«84
with UB is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

I Vse, by G. M. DpOLlTTLK.—
management of bees. Price 5e.
Foul Brood, by A. K. KOHNKE.— Its origin

Details his

Hand

G. Newm,4.n.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Htiles of Order for the guidance of otticers
and members of Local Conventions— IModel
<'(nistitutii»n and By-Lawsfora Local Society
Progi-aninie tor a Convention. with Subjects
iitv discussion
List of Premiinn for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

—
Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker hj establishinfr a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but Bineham has been able to
Improve a IJinpham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks

Couveution

and cure.

25c.

facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price. $2.50.
1,000,000 industrial

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has :i5
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price. '250., in either Ena;Hsli

Wliy Eat Honey; by Thomas G.
Newman. — This Leaflet is intended for distril)ution in the Bee-Keeper's own localit.v,
in order to create a IjOcal Market. Price. 50

German.
Food .Adulteration.— What we

or

cents ijer KHI .'im conies for $2.25 ; 1.000
coj)ies for $4.00. When 200 oi- more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom. Less than 20tl will have a blank
where the lutme and address can be written.
;

of

Price,

Moore's I'niversal Assistant, and
Complete Mecliaiilc. — Contains over

—

Preparation

Hive

Tlie

1

should not
famil)

.

eat and
This book should be in every

eat.

Price. 50c.

Scribner's

Lumber and

1.0:5

Book.—

Gives measiu'enifut of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.

Honey

for
tlie
ITIarket, including the produetitm and care
of both ('omb and E.xti-acted Hone.v. and
Instructions on tiie E.xhibition <it Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G Newm.ix.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Honev."
Price, lOe.

Fislier's Grain Tables. — For casting
rain, produce and hay; wood
measurer.ready ret'koner.tables for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.
Hand-Book of Healtli, by Dr. Foote.
Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.

up the price of

.

Knariniug, Dividing and Feeding
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G.

i;

Newm.\n. A chapter from "Bees and Hone.v."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Price 5e.
the Bee Joi'RNAt., and lettered in gold on
Doctor smoker (wide shield).. 3i^ inch..$*!00
Bee Fasiurauie a Necessity, by Thom.is the back. 75c. fiir the Weekly or for the
**
Conqiierorsinoker(wideshield)3
..175 G. Newm.\n— Progressi\"e vie\\s on this im- Monthly. 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
" • 150 portant subject: suggesting Aviiat and how to Canada.
Larf,^e smoker (wide shield)
3i4
"
..
135 to plant.— A chajiterfrom "liees and Honey."
Rxtra smoker (wide shield)
2
Constitution and By-l.a»'», for local
" ..100 38 engravings. Price, 10c.
Plain smoker
2
"
-Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
65
liit tie Wonder smoker
lU
Bees in Winter, by THOJi.iS G. New-m.^n. Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
D4nj?ham & Hetheringrton Honey Knife,
115 —Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and Bee3inch
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
A chapter fi-oni " Bees and Hi>ne.v." which
are priiUed a large bee in gold, 10c.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Houses.
Price 5e.
each, or $8 per 100.
dozen rates. Address,
Blenen Kullnr,by Thomas G. Newman.
BINGHAM & HETHEIUNGTON,
Poulterer's iiulde, for treating diseases
—In the<ierinan language. Price, iit paper
of Poultry, etc.. by C. .1. Warp. Price 25c.
ABRONIA. MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per do/..
6A2Btf
;

|
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:
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If the ofiicers for the present

slKUild see their

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

Cr.

NEWMAN,

EDITOP jiND PROPRIETOR,

The World's Exposition.
The World's Industrial and Cotton
Oentennhil Exposition, which will be
open on Dec. 1, 1S84, and close on
May .SI, 1S85. has already become an
event of such national and international
importance as to commend
the kindly interest of every
the I'nited States.
The
following particulars of it will be
read with interest
itself to

citizen

of

This Exposition is held by virtue of
an act of Congress, under the auspices
of the general Government (which
has appropriated $1,300,000 for its
purposes), the National Planter's Association and the City of Xew Orleans. Appropriations for its benefit
have been made by the principal
States of the Union, by numerous
counties and cities, and bv several
foreign countries.
The main building, now about
finished, is the largest structure ever
erected, covering 33 acres of space
under one roof. The Horticultural
Hall, also nearly completed, is the
largest building ever erecteii for the
purpose, being 600 feet long by 194 in
width.
In the centre tower it is
an-anged to show 20,000 plates of
fiuit.
The Government building will
of itself l)e much larger than the
majority of what are termed great
Exposition buildings, it being 8,8-5 feet
long by .5(i4 feet in width. This building will contain the (Government and
State exhibits.
Many other structures will be erected. This Exposition gives every promise of being the
greatest and grandest ever held.
It was suggested, some time since,
that it would be very desirable for
the National meeting of bee-keepers

to be held in

Xew

Exposition,

and we hope that the

meeting for
It would be

188.5

Orleans during this

may

be held there.

boon to the bee-keepers
of the South, and afford an excellent
opportunity for a National Re-Union.
a

way

1R)NEY.

year

clear to postpone

the annual convention for 1884 for two
months, and have it heldin New Orleans, we believe that it would receive
the hearty approval of nearly all, and
we hereby respectfully suggest that
it be taken under consideration.
We
think that immediate action on the
part of the ofiicers would prevent confusion, and make the National Convention for this year the best that
has ever been held. This was suggested by Mr. Paul L. Viallon, some
three mouths ago (see page 323), and
if the meeting for the present year
cannot be postponed, the next meeting should be held there next March
or April.

No. 35.

m"

The

great St. Louis Fair will

The

pre-

of this Agricultural,

Me-

be held Oct. 6 to

mium

list

II,

1884.

chanical and Industrial
has just been received.

Exhibition

There are fifteen handsome engravings of the more important points,
including a general bird's-eye view
of the entire grounds, which is most
useful and necessary to exhibitors

and

visitors upon their visit to this
colossal exhibition. The title page of
the pamphlet is a most artistic piece
of engraving, the subject being a complete miniature representation of the
twenty-four departments, each in a
separate and
distinct
vignette.—

Altogether, it is a complete innovation
upon the system which has been in
vogue during the past twenty years,
and is a credit to President Green,
for its completeness in every particuxlny of our readers who may
We regret to announce that the lar,
desire to use a copy of the list, can
Rev. L. L. Langstroth is unable to obtain one, by writing to Festus J.
attend to his duties as President, but Wade, Secretary, 718 Chestnut street,
the "\'icp-President. Mr. L. C. Root, is St. Louis, Mo., and stating that they
are subscribers of this paper.
abundantly able to fill the place with
honor to himself and pleasure to the
^° Mr. G. M. Doolittle's aged and
fraternity. He is the son-in-law of
helpless father died Aug. 6, at 9 p. m.,
the late Moses (^uinby. to whom we
after a long and tedious illness. ]SIr.
owe much for the development of
D. has neglected his apiary to adminprogressive and practical apiculture.
ister to the wants of his aged parent,
We hope that there will be a general during
the past month or mor?, and
rally of all apiarists, from the North,
he is now worn out with the "hard
South, East and AV'est, and that the
strain " which he has endured. Now,
meeting will be as harmonious as
all is over, and we may truthfully say
all the former ones have been, and
" Blessed are the dead "— " they rest
that it will be a grand success. Here
from their labors ''-^they are free from
is the call for it
their sufferings
The " race " being
The date for holding the next over, they await the final issue in
meeting of the North American BeeKeepers' Society, in the city of calm repose.
Rochester, N. Y., lias been fixed for
Oct. 2.S, 29 and 30, 1884. At the last
^° The bees have again found
meeting of the Northeastern Bee- some honey to gather,
and quite a
Keepers' Association a committee was
" swarms '' are reported—
appointed to secure a Hall and make number of
other necessary arrangements for this during the past 10 days— in Northern
meeting.
Knowing the men who Illinois. The fall honey crop promicompose this committee, we can as- ses to be ouite good.
sure all who are interested, that the
matter is in good hands, and that
everything wiil be arranged for one
i^° We have received the Premium
of the best meetings ever held by the List of the Western Bee-Keepers"
Society.
Rochester is one of the Association, to be held at Independfinest cities in the United States, and ence. Mo., on Wednesday, Thursday
this should be an enjoyable meeting and Friday, Sept., 24, 2.5 and 2(), 18S4.
for all who are interested. We hope The premiums amount to $180. All
soon to announce a complete pro- interested can get a copy of the Pregramme.
C. C. Miller, ^'ec.
mium List of C. M. Crandall, IndeL.
Root, Vice-Pren.
pendence, Mo.

1^

C

I

;
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Time and

1884.

Sept.l.*2.— W.N.Y,and

Sept.

1,

Sept.

'2,

reared during the hight of tlie the streetcar line. From Iowa came
honey season, and can be bought very representatives of Muscatine, WashPurchase queens of the ington, Cedar, Clintou. .Jackson, Iowa
cheaply.
nearest reliable breeders, as long .jour- and Scott counties; from Illinoiscaiiiei
neys by mail often exhaust them of residents of Whitesides. Henry, Mercer and, McDonough, beside a larger
their vitality to an injurious extent.
number of Rock Island county people'.'
Another committee which had its
Davenport Bee-Keepers' Picnic.
hands full during the forenoon was
the one on dinner, and was composed
From a Davenport. Iowa, paper we of Madams C. II. Dibbern, J. J. Nagle
find the report of the picnic of the and Mattie Mellville, and Miss Kale
are

Local Convention Directory.
place oj Meetivg.

N.W.Pa.,at Jamestown. N.Y.

W. A. Shewman. Sec.
5.— Ohio State, at Columbus. O.
C. M. Kingsbury, Sec.
3.— Kentucky state, at Enitnence. Ky.

N.P.Allen, Sec.
Sept. 4.— Southern Indiana, at Madison. Ind.
Dr. Firtb, See.
Sept. 9.— Fayette County, Iowa, at Brush Creek. la.
B. F. Little, Sec.
Sept. 13.— Union. Western Iowa, at Dexter. Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec.
Sept. 17 —Eastern Indiana, at Richmond. Ind.
M, O. Reynolds. Sec, Williamsburt^h, Ind.
Sept. 24-26.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
Oct. 1, 2.— Cedar Valley. Iowa, at Waterloo, Iowa.
11. U. McElhany; Sec.
Oct. 3.— N. Ind. and S.Mich, at Goshen, Ind.
V. L. Putt, M. D.. Sec.

E. Case.
Eastern Iowa and Western 111. BeeThe dinner was an immense affair.
which
we
Association,
from
Keepers'
All the tables were occupied, and
some of the groups took to the woods
condense the following
and spread tlieir cloths on the grass
Black Hawk's Watch Tower was in the good old-fashioned style. Some
the scene of a large and animated
people will have it that a picnic is not
gathering on Thursday, Aug. 14, 1.SK4, a picnic when tables and chairs are
Oct. 4.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at MarshaMtown. la.
people coming from near and far to used, but perhaps they are prejudiced
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
attend the picnic of the Bee- Keepers' against new-fangled notions.
Oct. 11, 12.— Northern Mich., at Alnia, Mich.
Association of Eastern Iowa and
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBiide, U'f.
The officers of the association arNorthwestern,
at
ChicnKO.
111.
Oct. 15, 16.—
Western Illinois. This associatinn. ranged for a short business session in
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
organized less than two years ago tlie shelter-tent, after dinner. This
Oct. 28-30.— North American at Rochester. N. Y.
through the persevering efforts of its began at 2 o'clock and lasted until 4.
Dr. C. ('. Miller, Sec. Marengo, III.
energetic President, Mr. I. V. McCagg, The first address was given by the
Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
of Davenport, with tliirty-two memRev. O. Clute, of Iowa City, an expeDec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
bers, now has an active and enthusi- rienced bee-keeper and writer. He
A. M. Gander, Sec.
12Js, with every
membership
astic
of
Dec. 10, 11. — Michigan State, at Lansing.
was followed by the Rev. E. L. Briggs,
H. D. Cutting. Sec. Clinton, Mich.
prospect o.f continued enlargement. of Wilton. The third and closing
The
practice of its members is to
address was given by Mr. E.-H. ScudtW~ In order to have this table complete. Secrehold their annual business-meetings der, of New 15oston, the apiarist who
taries arc requested to forward full particulars of
on February 22, and to indulge in a some three years ago shipped a cartime and place of future meetings.- Bd.
mid-summer outing for social rather load of honey to Canada. After this,
than business purposes, though the came a discussion of questions in
" Busy Bee,'" the sign by which they
Bees in September.
which many of the members particiconquer, is by no means ignored. pated.
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, in American The Hrst as well as the second of
these festivals was held at the Watch
Agriculturist for Sept., writes thus
Tower, and President McCagg says
The Western Bee-Keepers' AsIf a few bees are seen entering the the third will also be held there next sociation will hold its second annual
hive, it sliould be examined. Perhaps year. The association fixes the num- meeting in Independence, Mo, Wedfrom some cause tlie colony is queen- ber of invitations which may be issued nesday, Thursday and Friday, Sept.
less and unless proper attention be for the summer picnic, at the preced- 24—26, 18S4.
The Association will
given, its stores will soon fall a prey ing winter meeting, and appoi'tions endeavor to make this the most into the bee-moths' larvae, or to robbers. them among the members, who sign structive and interesting meeting it
In localities where buckwheat or individually the cards issued. In this has yet held, and will spare no pains
other field forage is abundant, bees way they get together an assemblage within its means to make it in every
sometimes swarm in the early part of of neighbors and friends possessing sense valuable to all.
September. By hiving sucli swarms, a common bond of interest, and make
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
giving them sheets of comb founda- their picnic the equivalent of the
"
combs,
and
empty
perhaps
tion or
Englisli
harvest home."
1^ The bee-keepers of Hancock:
supplying them with a frame or two
Ex-Mayor B. Davenport, the Presi- county,
Ohio, met in Findlay,on Aug.
of brood, they will usually build up dent of the Kock Island & Milan
9, 1S,S4, and organized an association
fair colonies by winter, and will fre- street-railway, not only kept his word
to be known as the Hancock Countv
quently be found among the best the to supply tables and seats, and a brass
Bee-Keepers' Association. Twentysucceeding year. Honey is a luxury. band free of charge, put had a handpersons became members by payMany people do not go to the grocer some rustic house or shelter-tent two
ing the dues. 2-') cents. The Associaexpressly to buy honey, and only pur- erected, and nicely seated, large
tion meets again on Sept. 20, 1S84, at
chase it when seen. Comb honey is enough to hold 600 people outside of
the Court House in Findlay, at 10 a.
usually placed in a side glass case
the stand, where on this occasion,
Bee-keepers are cordially inviteit
and extracted honey too frequently throughout the day. excellent music m. attend.
Sam'l H. Bolton, Sec.
to
kept out of sight. Bee keepers would was discoursed at frequent intervals.
P. A. RiEGUi, Pres.
do well to furnish each grocer with a
The street cars began making double
neat stand, upon which to expose his trips between the river front and the
extracted honey for sale. Nearly all Watch Tower, at 7 a. m., and kept it
^" The Kentncky bee-keepers aiuf
extracted honey will soon begin to up all day. For the accommodation of others are requested to note the folcrystallize or " candy," and it should the Iowa visitors, Mr. .Julius Peetz
meeting
be placed in vessels in which it is to was stationed in the Davenport ferry- lowing change in the place of
be stored. The writer markets his house, where he sold ferry and street- of the State Convention
honey in small tin pails, varying in car tickets to the picnickers. The
Please change the place of meeting
size from one pint to two quarts. Iowa attendance was about .500, while
of the Kentucky State Bee-Keepers'
These are tilled with honey just as it Illinois contributed many more, the Association, as announced in the Bee
begins to crystallize, and when solid, crowd being estimated by close ob- Journal, from the Exposition at
the pails have neat labels atlixed, stat- servers, at from 1,200 to ],.50O people.
Eminence, Ky., on
to
l>ouisville,
ing that crystallization is a good test
From 7 a. m. until 12:30 p. m., the Sept. 2 and 3.
N. P. Allen,
of purity, and that a gentle heat will members of the Reception Committee,
/Sec. Ky. State B. K. Society.
soon liquify the honey.
Messrs. J. E. Sutherland, C. II. DibThe present month is an excellent bern. and W. H. Gilbert, and the
^" The Sou them Indiana Beetime to change the stock of bees. The Misses Emma Goss, Emma Grummol,
main honey harvest is over, and if the Emma Earhart and Gussie Gast, were Keepers' Association will meet at
colony remains queenless a few days, busy attending to the arrivals from Madison, Ind., on Sept. 4, 1S84, at tite
Dr. Fikth, Sec.
the loss is not great. The best queens all "quarters— though principally by Fair Groimds.
:

:

^

;

:

;;
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I, too, have always used, and heard
would be consumed as I imderstand
used the word " hibernation "' as de- the term to be defined as torpor, total
fining
that
motioidess, senseless, inactivity or suspension of the funcnumb state of torpor that wasps and tions of life. Now, I do not myself
ants assume during a cold winter. know, nor am I aware of any one else
Now, I do not know, but I do not be- who knows the combination of condilieve that bees ever enter this torpid tions that prevailed in the case above
state.
I have many times made in- related, or that is necessary to get
vestigations, both in and out-of-doors, bees into this quiescent state but I
opening colonies that were as still as do believe that if everytliing else was
death, but never found anything right, the condition would be defeated,
nearer "hibernation" or "torpor^" provided the little food consumed was
than a seemingly perfect quietude, of an irritating nature. I cannot but
one so light that the least jar or ad- attribute our troubles to the food,
mission of light immediately aroused because such a theory is the only one
them, showing their condition farther by which I can account for the fact
from torpor than human sleep, or that, while some colonies are doing so
even the sleep of a watch-dog. Pos- nicely in this quiescent state, other
sibly it may be proper to call the con- colonies in the same room, of the
dition which I have witnessed and same breed, and in the same style of
described, " semi-torpor " or " semi- hive are noisy and sick with diarrhoea,
hibernation." Perhaps Mr. Clarke's a condition which hundreds have
paragraph at the top of the middle witnessed.
column, on page -^lO, means nothing
A few days ago, while talking with
;
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The Hibernation Theory.

;

.lAMES HEDDON.
I

wish to preface the statements

which I liave to offer upon this subject, by savins tliatlthink that the
above theory. Mr. Cornell's " humidity theory "and the " pollen theory,"'
all of them, as they have been stren-

uously argued by their advocates and
admirers, liave done much toward
getting down to the bottom of this
unsolved problem of the cause of our
winter losses.
To be sure, as is usually the result
if not, I wil' refer him to the an expert, and very successful beein such cases, the zeal and earnest- more
ness of the disputants have some- first page of the Kansas Bee- Keeper hunter, one who has cut his hundreds
times gone beyond their better judg- for April 1884, where I used the term of bee-trees, a man of tact and clear
ment, and unnecessary and unprofit- semi-hibernatious,'' meaning to cover perception, and the owner of 200
able sharp sparring liiis grown out of the ground of this perfect quietude, colonies, he assured me that the
the discussion
but after all, the re- though I think that the term which I fatality caused by the disease, diarmaining pith and point, together with then created is almost too strong, rhoea, is shared to fully as great or
the facts the more eagerly sought for technically
defined
but I then greater extent by bees which inhabit
and related, have made these articles, thought, and still think, that it cor- trees as by those inhabiting the modrectly
conveyed
as a class, the most profitable to me
the idea which I en- ern hives.
of any style or class of essays that tertained. Further than this quietude,
Another point that Mr. Clarke
the invaluable Bee Journal has I know of no more senseless winter seems to overlook is, that bees in a
contained. If any think that I have, sleep for bees, and I have neither latitude vs'here long winter confinein an undue eagerness for controver- read nor heard of any.
ment is necessary, are out of their
sial victory, overlooked or left unDuring the second or third year of natural climate, surrounded by unweighed the arguments of my oppo- my bee-keeping, by report of mouth, natural conditions, and consequently
nents, in this they have been in error. from not very reliable sources, I needing the right artificial treatment.
I am, at this time, acquainted with heard that "they" had nailed up a Mr. Clarke's ninth paragraph reads as
" When kept too warm,
many facts concerning the actions of colony of filled bees in a tight box, follows
bees during their period of confine- buried them deep under the ground bees cannot go off into their natural
ment that look favorable to Mr. in autumn, and dug them up in first- state of torpor. They become restClarke's new theory (as he believes it class condition in the following May. less, get hungry, eat freely, and must
to be), or rather arguing in favor of That story gave me my first and last void their excrement. If confined to
some of the conditions which he con- suspicion of possible perfect hiberna- the hive, tliey befoul it, and then
tion of bees. Having at the time an comes diarrhoea with death in its
siders favorable to safe wintering
but I am also a yearly observer of opportunity to inexpensively test the train. The opposite extreme of temfacts which argue against the theory. matter, I tried it in several ways, by perature has a like effect. They are
Jfow I will present such of them as putting the bees into the ground, V)oth too cold. Hunger awakes them.
Mr. Clarke's article calls forth. It in an excited and a quiet condition ; Their food is as cold as they are.
will please us all to have Mr. Clarke, but all alike died, and I gave up the What is the usual effect of cold victuals on a cold eater V We all know."
or any one else, come out with the project.
One fall, just before placing some
flag of victory over his head, as it will
Here I cannot help thinking that
to colonies in a double-walled, above- Mr. Clarke, like others of my confloat over all our heads free of cost
but to the end that we know to a cer- ground repository, I weighed a part troversialists, has both eyes so firmly
tainty that it is "the true Hag," we of them with great care. For some riveted upon his theory, that he canall share the common disposition to reason, then (if not now) unknown, not see outside facts arguing posimake him hold it up in the midst of nearly every colony in that house tively to the contrary. If all who
a shower of balls from the opposition, readily took on that "perfect quiescent read tliis controversy, and who have
as we know, surrounded by this cross state, and the apiary wintered suc- known of colonies exposed to the
and when taken out in the severest cold, yet coming tlirough the
fire, only the rtag of the true theory cessfully
spring, and again weighed, the most winter entirely free from diarrhoea
can remain in the air.
Before we can intelligently discuss successful colony weighed but a and again, colonies kept in reposiMr. Clarke's theory, we must all single pound less than when put tories with prevailing high temperaadopt one definition of the word in, in the autumn. I might have ture coming out equally healthy,
•'hibernation." According to Web- thought these figures due. or partially should all say " I," the next issue of
ster (all bee-keepers have long known due to some error in weighing, had it this paper would be composed enthat bees always hibernate during a not been that the others graduated tirely of the pronoun I. No, this will
all the way from 2^^ to .5 or 6 pounds not do.
Northern winter), he defines it thus
Positive experience says,
"Hibernate, to winter; to pass the less in weight. There was no time, " Look farther."
season of winter in close quarters, or however, when the least tap or jar
It is my experience, and I believe
in seclusion, as birds or beasts."
In- would not cause a response, putting it to be the experience of others, that
clination would lead me to hibernate every bee at once upon his guard. bees can and sometimes do come
half the year in this uncomfortable Will the reader please note that what through the winter in very good conwe know of the necessities of brood- dition, making fine colonies for the
•climate of Great Britain.'— Souf/ie;/."'
It seems that Mr, Clarke gives the rfearing, show us that this colony did season following, without going into
term a definition bordering upon tor- not breed during winter.
any quiescent state, but being noisy
por, and quotes good authority for it,
I am not sure, but I do not believe and restless all winter long.
Farther,
AVebster to the contrary notwith- that any colony ever wintered without that a uniform temperature is almost
standing.
any food. If they hibernate, no food or quite indispensable to the quies-

I-

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

'

"

;
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cent state, and small consumption of of semi-consciousness until the refood reported in my weighing experi- turning sun, by its genial warmth, Northeastern Kentucky Convention.
arouses them to activity, is old. It is
ment given above.
Regarding bees possessing proper not apparent that the hollow treeThe Northeastern Kentucky Beeinstinct for self-preservation at all trunk, or its similtude is indispensaKeepers' Association met in Covinu;times, when left entirely under the ble in producing conditions necessary
tou, on Aug. 13, 18.S4, in Walker's
care of " Dame Xature," she either for hibernation. I have had strong
"forgot "to endow them with it. or colonies, which, judging from the Hall, witli the President. Peter Methe
did not care for their failure, or her- quantity of fhhris on the bottom- "\'ean, in the chair. This was
largest and most interesting meeting
self made a failure for they do not at boards, scarcely broached their stores
that has been held since its organizaall times succeed any better than the for two months in mid-winter and
tion. There were members present
tender plant against the drouth, the came out strong in the spring with
from both near and far.
beautiful shrub against the frost of clean combs, and with the loss of very
After reading and approving the
winter, the sparrow against the hawk, few bees. In fact, observation thus
minutes of the previous meeting, the
the minnow against the shark, the far in my experience, has led me to
regular routine of business was taken
gazelle against the anaconda, or even the belief that such colonies pass the
up and disposed of. The President
man against the myriad forms of winter in the very best condition, the then
called on the 'Vice-Presidents for
michrocoxi which attack him on all condition which our best bee-keepers
essays.
sides. Only that higher philosophy are striving to attain and from what
The Rev. L. .Johnson, of Walton,
can protect us. and he who lays down has just been said, the object sought
Boone county, then read an essay on
his Reason, relying upon her weaker can be accomplished by using the "
General
A con- Bees, Honey, and their
sister. lustnict, will be left far be- present style ot frame hives.
was very interdition which provokes restlessness is Management," which
hind in the race for success.
esting
and
beneficial to all.
one serious obstacle to a favorable
Dowaglac, Mich.
Mr. Beach, of Kenton county, also
result. Another obstacle exists in the
entitled " Queen Rearcharacteristics of the bees idiosyn- read an essay
;

;

;
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Hibernation of Bees.
J. F.

LATHAM.

As

the correspondent, under the
caption of ' Mr. Heddon's Report,"
on page 471, asserts that a condition
favoring a semi-dormant repose, is
the normal condition in which a colony of bees must exist in order to
winter successfully and claimed to
be original in calling the attention of
bee-keepers to the new (to liim)
theory, perhaps a few words from
some of the other " inexperienced
may not be out of place.
Without a desire to make any advances of a controversial character, I
feel like submitting the assertion that
there are few, if any ideas embodied
in his article that support an originality of conception. Although but a
6-year-old bee-keeper, the fact that a
colony of bees should be so prepared
as to favor a semi-dormant or somnolent repose during winter confinement, has not been absent from my
thoughts while preparing my colonies
for winter.
The first impress of the knowledge
;

cracies,

if I

may

—

be allowed to so ap-

ply the term.

Last winter was a severe one for
bees in this vicinity and on preparing my colonies for winter, I gave
them extra care, treating all alike as
nearly as possible. They all (20 colonies) passed the winter safely, and
the most of them in prime condition.
In a few of tlie colonies the combs
;

had some mold on them, and a slight
evidence of bee-diarrhft-a was observ-

able for the first time in my experience.
Those which remained the
most quiet, came through the best.
As the object sought in ray winter
preparations (as noted heretofore) has
always been to attain a condition
favoring a somnolent repose, I believe
the result of my efforts have been
manifested in the conduct of my bees
while in winter quarters, and the general satisfactory condition in which
they have passed our trying (to them)
spring months.
Compactness being one of first
principles of hibernation, it is assumed by a colony of bees in repose,
whether their resting place be on the
" fine twig," or within the walls of
the movable-frame hive ; and could a
was imparted to me by an aged dame, proper condition of warmth be mainwhile enjoying the whilom luxury of tained at all times, it would be a matan open. New England, primitive tire- ter of little importance whether they
place on a blustering winter evening. occupied a partitioned half, or were
" Are the bears out to night, grand- allowed to roam the whole hive atma ? No the bears are some of the will. Albeit, 1 cannot see anything
of the
seven sleepers." What are original in my treatment, as the hints
the seven sleepers, grandma? The promoting it were culled from Prof.
bears, the raccoons, the woodchucks Cook's Manual of the Apiary, and
(a favorite personation), the bees, the more recently from the columns of
ants, the frogs, and the snakes. Do the Bee Journal.
they sleep all winter, grandma ¥ No;
Again, the attitude of one claiming,
they wake up sometimes when we at this advanced hour, the ripening
have a thaw." Although the old fruits of so many others' culture,
lady's classification may not be scien- looks
a " leetle " suspicious
and
tifically complete, here we have the when the mountain was delivered of
whole theory of hibernation in a nut- the mouse, it seems that had the
shell
without evolution or sleepy- declaration of the wise man. that
awake cogitations.
"there is nothingnew under the sun.''
The knowledge that, on the ap- received a merited notice, the claim
proach of cold weather, the final re- would not have been promulgated or
quirements for their winter's suste- at least not with such evidence of
nance are completed, and those ani- confidence in its merits as a valuable
mals and insects subject to such discovenj. " Ilonor to whom honor is
requirements by nature, retire to due."
their dormatories to enjoy the sweets
Cumberland, Maine. .\ug. \l. 1.S.S4.
;

'

;

—

ing," which was criticised severely.
It was a very able and masterly production.
There were several samples of- very
fine comb and extracted honey on the
table especially
the
comb honey.
Several parties bad some nice Italian
queens for exhibition and sale also a
one-frame observatory hive.
When the question-box was opened,
we had quite a discussion, especially
when the question about the pollen
theory was reached. This question
was asked, " Is sound pollen deleterious to bees in winter?" Mr. J. T.
Conley, of Gallatin county, seemed to
think that it was but with that exception it received a pretty severe
overhauling.
Other questions were asked, such
" How many colonies can be
as
kept in one place with profit':'" "Is
wired foundation a success for use
in the brood-chamber?" " Are winter
passages in the combs necessary ?"
" What material is the best absorbent ?" " How can we winter our bees
"Are the
the most successfully?''
Italians the best bees for profit, all
things considered ?" " Which are the
best bees to create a stampede, CypThese questions
rian or Syrian ?"
and many others were discussed at
some length, and duly considered.
On motion, a delegation of three

—

;

;

:

members

of this Association were
appointed to attend the State Convention which meets at Eminence, Ky..
on Sept. 2 and 3, 1884, an adjourned
meeting of which will be held at the
Exposition in Louisville on Sept. 5.
The President called for reports,

which resulted as follows

:

Kinds of

bees kept, Italians principally

kind

;

of hives, Langsa-oth number of colnatural
onies, spring
count, 608;
swarms, 125, and swarms by division,
140 present number of colonies, 873
amount of comb honey, 3.792 pounds,
and of extracted honey, 20,224 condition the bees are in now, fair.
;

;

;

A

new members were added.
motion was made and carried that

Several

Mr. J. T.
sympathy in
the loss of his property by fire on the
night of A\ig. .5 and that a copv of
this convention extend to

Wilson and family

its

;

the resolutions be forwarded to him.

THE AMERICA:^
It was decided by vote that the next
meeting be held in Covington, on
Sept. 2o. 1SS4. at !• a. ni., in Walker's
Hall, corner of Sixth and Madison

streets.

A bill of

S'2

for the nse of tlie llall

was presented and ordered jiaid. Ad
journed.
C. W. Ckek. ISec.

Pkteh Ml

A'e.\n.

Pj-e.v.
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Let the Bees Swarm.
W.

/.

nUTCHINsON.

How often we hear bee-keepers
lamenting becanse their bees swarm.
'•
They were doing nicely, and storing
honey in the boxes. when they
swarmed, and away went all hopes of
a honey crop."' says one. " If they
swarm, they do well if they do not
swarm, they do better." says another.
I want them to swarm, for, with the
"

;

exception of the present season,

my

honey crop has been increased by
swarming. A colony and one swarrii
from it lias, until tliis season, stored
more honey than a colony which did
not swarm".
The present season is peculiar, inasmuch that it opened two weeks
earlier
than usual, and closed on
accoimt of dry weather abont three
weeks before basswood blossomed.
Cold, dry weather and high winds
made a complete failure of basswood,
from which comes our main honey
crop. As all the honey was gathered
in the early part of the season, it
followed as a matter of course, that
those colonies which did not swarm
stored the most honey. They stored
about one-third more per colony than
did those which swarmed, aided by
their increase.
The increase

is worth what it cost
and had basswood yielded
even fairly, the tables would have
been turned
and should the fall

in honey,

:

honey-harvest be even a fair one. they
may yet be turned. So I say, let the
bees swarm— just once.
I have, for two seasons, practiced
the Heddon-method (page 126, Bee
Journal forl883) of preventing afterswarms. Last season one colony in
2-5 cast an after-swarm
this season
not one colony cast an after-swarm.
Mr. A. A. Decker, on page 522. does
not like this plan, as it takes as many
bees from the old colony as would
make a second-swarm. lie says,
" The old colony needs these bees,
the first swarm does not." Will he
please tell us why V Will a bee gather
more honey if the old hive is its home,
than it will if its home is the new
hive ? Where the honey-boxes are,
there should the bees be also; and
with this system of preventing afterswarms, the honey-boxes are, or
should be given to the new colony.
Mr. 1). says " To get the best results, i. e.. surplus honey from the old
colony, all the bees that" are left when
the first swarm leaves, should stav in
the old hive during the remaindei- of
the season." AVill Mr. D. please tell
us whether it makes any difference if
all surplus shmild be taken from the
new colony V If the returning bees
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from the old hive were killed when
they attempted to cuter the new hive,
as intimated by Mr. 1)., I think that
there n)ust have been some \unisual
cause, as I have seen nothing of the
kind
that

times, or thereabouts,
I have put tliis method to the
test, in the past two years.
All the
bees are the offspring of one mother,
have been separated only a few days,
and the intruders come loaded with
in

the

(iO

peace offerings.
Mr. I), speaks of the time that is
gained by introducing a queen to the
old colony immediately after the first
swarm has issued. If the honey barvest will be over before the eggs laid
in those days which are " gained '' can
develop into bees and become old
enough to labor, is there anything of
valued gained y That the plan will
prevent after-swarming, I know from
experience. I prefer, however, to introduce a virgin queen, as a laying
queen is worth SI. 00, and a virgin
queen will begin laying plenty soon
enough.
Last winter, at the close of our State
Convention, Mr. T. M. Cobb, of Grand
Rapids, the Treasurer of the State
Association, visited me, and I called
his attention to the Heddon-method
of preventingafter-swarming.
few
days ago he wrote me as follows
"I
remenfber with pleasure my visit at
your place, last December, and many
times have I felt thaukful for the
lessons you gave me. especially those
in regard to the management of afterswarming. Work in my apiary, this

np

faster than a colony which is
heavy with honey, there being more
room for the (pieen to deposit her
eggs and that until it is removed,
comb filled witli honey is no better
than a board.
If in a damp cellar, will raising the
combs from the bottom of the hive
prevent their edges from molding
Mr. Dodge said that rims put under the bottom the hives will prevent
mold, with plenty of ventilation. He
here gave a description of his beecellar ni which he can regulate the
temperature at will. lie put his bees
out on April Iti, commencing at 1 a.
m., and finished on April 1!». All of
the bees did equally well, whether
put out in the night or day-time.
;

"i"

" What is the best plaii for a beehouse, above or below the ground ?"
Mr. Dodge said that he would, if
situated as Mr. Adams is, dig into
the bank and make a bee-cellar.
In reply to a question concerning
ventilation for colonies, he said that
he could not easily describe the
amount which he employed, but used
his owji judgment and acted accordingly.

Adams

said that he was not
with out-door wintering.
Mr. Evans said that he would make
a cellar in a sand-bank, or construct
one with double walls. He also said
that honey has much to do with wintering bees. If the honey is bad, the
bees will have diarrhoea and become
weak. Good seasons help to winter
bees, and the locality has much to do
season, has been a pleasure instead in the producing of good honey.
.of. as formerly, full of vexation."
Mr. Adams darkens his hives to preI must return the compliment by
saying that Mr. Doolittle's article on vent tlie bees from flying during the
" Hivnig Swarms," with queens hav- winter.
Mr. Evans knows of a bee-keeper
ing clipped wings, is the best I have
of very thin
seen in print. However, should an whose hives are made
lumber,
and that they were as frostafter-swarm issue when four or five
proof
as hives made of thick lumber.
swarms were clustered in one mass, it
he had carried a queen
occurs to me that it might complicate He said that
in his vest-pocket, in Novemmatters somewhat. I presume that, home
ber, put her into a hive, and that the
like
myself, Mr. D. has no afterswarms. I can very readily see that operation was attended with good
having all of the queens with clipped results.
Mr. Adams desired to know why
wings makes less trouble than when
preferred a bank-cellar to
only a part of them have clipped jMr. Dodge
an ordinary one for wintering bees.
wings.
Mr. Dodge stated that it would be
Rogersville, Mich.
more convenient than an ordinary

A

Mr.

satisfied

:

;

:
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Lake Shore, N.

Y., Convention.

The Lake Shore Bee-Keepers' Association held their fourth meeting at
Forestville. N. Y.. on Aug. 9, 18S4.

The President and Secretary both
being absent. Mr. U. E. Dodge was
elected President pro tern, and Messrs.
Geo. Adams and J. J. Keyes were
elected Secretaries for the day.
The discussion was opened by the
" Will it pay to
following question
have 30,000 to ;«,000 bees in one colony to winter ':'"
Mr. Evans thought not. and said
that when a colony is very large, by
taking the combs from the hive and
giving them a light shake, the old
bees would fall off' in consequence of
their feet being worn out. He also
stated that a colony of bees which is
light in honey in the spring will breed
:

cellar ; that it would require far less
labor in carrying the bees in and out
of it in the fall and spring, especially
if the bee-keeper had a very large
With a bank-cellar, one
apiary.
could have a track with a small truck
over which he could move the hives
in and out with the utmost ease and
dispatch.
Mr. Evans said that he had once
wintered a colony of bees in his bedroom, that they were confined from
fall until spring, and that they did
well. In regard to allowing bees to
have a cleansing flight in the winter,
several endorsed the idea. Concerning the rearing of queens, Mr. Evans
said that he would not rear too many
queens to sell, and that we keep bees
for the purpose of gaining money.

Let them swarm naturally. One-half
of the queens should be killed, for
they were not fit to breed from but
some are more valuable and prolific
than others, and some become Darren
;

;
;
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one year, while the best queens
are good for 3 or 4 years. He would
advise beginners to get young queens.
Mr. Dodge objected to breeding inand-in from year to year, and said
that bee-keepers must be careful from
whom they get queens, and to see
that they have no diseased queens in

For

ill

their

own

apiaries.

Mr. Boiling stated that the queen

tlie

American Bee JoumaL

Hints to Bee-Keepers.
.7.

M. HICKS.

It is not generally understood or
believed that nine-tenths of the mothworms found in the brood-combs are
produced by means of the bees carrying the eggs in with the pollen or
bee-bread nevertheless it is a fact.
Never buy a bee-hive expecting to
get a moth-proof hive for if you do,
you will surely be disappointed as
thousands of others have been in the
past, by not knowing or fully u)iderstanding the natural laws wliich govern the ever "busy bee."'
Now is a good time to prepare a
quantity of hard candy from sugar,
for fall feeding, if it is found to be
necessary.
I would suggest to all who contemplate keeping few or many colonies of
bees, to make their increase by division, performing it iii the night-time.
and in accordance with natural laws,
using flrst-elass movable-frame hive
for the purpose, one in which liees
can be easily and quickly managed

of the colony ; that she
a good one in order to produce good queens that the first-born
queen is the best, that the old queen
leaves witli tlie swarm, and that the
old colony has the best queen. He
thinks that colonies formed previous
to June 24, do the best. He often
divides swarms and puts young
queens with them, destroying the
worthless ones, and advises" keeping
new or young queens on hand.
Mr. Evans said that it is common
to have early swarms, and that he
cuts out the queen-cells and lays them
on top of the frames in colonies which
have lately swarmed selects the best
to allow to mature, and thinks many
of the queens whieli are purchased
are nearly worthless.
Mr. Boiling stated that he had seen
queens in all stages of development. without irritating them.
Always rear your young queens
If 'queens are hatched from cells
which are dry and empty, he would from mothers whose worker progeny
not use them, for they have been has desirable qualities, such as a kind
starved while if they are hatched and amiable disposition as well as
from cells with some of the royal jelly being industrious honey-gatherers.
In order to eradicate "ants from beeleft in them, they have been well fed
and are fully developed. In produc- hives as well from ant-hills, let me
ing honey we must have plenty of suggest a free use of strong brine,
bees. He puts on the boxes as soon which, if made hot and poured on,
as clover bloom appears, and thinks will effectually clear them out, and is
that comb foundation is beneficial. no detriment to the bees. Good brine
This season he had produced 1,000 placed in small troughs with cornpounds of honey, had 40 colonies, cobs or chips as floats, is good for
bees, and is a preventive of foul
spring comit. and now has 00.
brood as well as an antidote for beeMr. Evans said that he would diarrhoea.
rather put 2 colonies together than to
Battle Ground, Ind.
have light colonies. They will fill
the hive with honey on which to live,
For the American Bee Journal.
and then store considerable surplus.
He wished to know whether any of
is

the

life

must be

;

;

;

;

;

the members had any experience in
using a direct passage to the boxes.
but no one had such experience.
Mr. Boiling uses a skeleton honeyboard and sections 2 inches wide, so
set as to leave a clear passage. He
prefers sections holding one-pound,
and uses tin separators.
Mr. Dodge said that he could not
produce honey without the use of
glass or separa'tors could not handle
sections and
clean them without
breaking some of the cells, and thus
cause them to leak.
Mr. Boiling asked. "If a black

Nor. Ind. and Sou. Mich. Convention.

This committee reported a constitu-

and by-laws, which were unanimously adopted with the exception of
an article of the by-laws with refer-

tion

ence to the executive committee. On
motion of Mr. Barney, this article was
so changed as to constitute the President and Secretary a part of the
executive committee. The President
then appointed the following executive committee to act with the President and Secretary
C. C. Carmien.
(Toshen 'Victor Garry, Millersburg
W. Buzzard, Xew Paris.
It was then moved and carried that
the President should report this meeting in such papers as he saw proper.
On motion, it was decided that the
association should hold its next meeting in Goshen, on October 3, at 10 a.
111.
The executive committee was
instructed to appoint two members to
read essays at the next meeting on
some subject pertaining to bee-keep:

;

;

ing.

The association will be known as
the Xorthern Indiana and Southern
Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association.
The signing of the constitution and
by-laws was considered, and 24 names
placed upon the Secretary's book.
Membership
S9..50

fees to the

amount

were received by the

of
Secretarj'

and paid over to the Treasurer. It
was ascertained that over eight hundred colonies of bees were represented
by those present. Xo one will question
the advantages of united effort and
frequent conferences by those engaged
in so important a rural industry as
that of bee-keeping
and most certainly, as a subject of natural history,
it is worthy the careful study and
investigation of every thoughtful person, ^luch interest and enthusiasm
were manifested by those present,
which betokens a successful future
to our association, and more enlightened views respecting the management of the apiary by its members.
On motion, the association adjourned
;

to

meet as above

specified.

A. Blunt, Pres.

F.L. Putt, M.

pursuant to a call,
On July
the Bee-Keepers of Elkhart and ad-

I).. Sec.

29, 18S4,

Prairie Farmer.

joining counties met at the County
.Superintendent's oflice, in Goshen,
Ind., at 2 p. m., for the purpose of
organizing a Bee-Keepers' Associa\y. H. Barney, of Elkhart, was
tion.

appointed temporary chairman, and
A. Blunt, temporary secretary.
The following committee on permanent organization was then selected
A. Blunt, (ioshen-; E. H. t'orpe. Vistula: C. C. Carmien, Goshen. The
queen is impregnated by an Italian committee presented the following
di-one, will this impregnation have an for oflicers of the association for the
influence upon her drone progeny ?"'
ensuing year, and they were unaniMr. Evans said that a fertilized mously elected
queen carries the fertility in a sac,
President, A. Blunt; Vice-Presiand that her drone progeny would be dents. Jacob C. Mishler and W. H.
affected.
Barney Secretary, Dr. F. L. Putt
Mr. Dodge said that in order to in- Treasurer, M. J. Schrock.
sure success in a convention, there
After a few remarks, the Presishould be free and full discussion on dent informed the convention that
all questions of importance in bee- the first business in order would be to
culture by every member.
appoint a committee on constitution
The next meeting will be held at and by-laws, and the following gentleFredonia. X. Y.. on Sept. 6, 1S84, at men were selected; W. H. Barney,
10 a. m.. in the Park House.
Elkhart; E. H. Corpe, Vistula: A. l").
r. E. DonciE. Preg. pro tern.
Hartzler, (ioshen.
;

:

;

Bee-Pasturage, Fall
JIKS. L.

Honey

etc.

IIAKRISON.

In a recent trip through "\^'oodford,

and Putnam counties. 111.,
was pleased to note the progress
that bee-culture is making. I traveled
slowly in a phaeton, and was continu-

^larshall
I

on the lookout for hives. The
log-gum is apparently obsolete, and
being used
box-hive
nearly so
tlie
only when other hives are not to be
ally

;

obtained, or a runaway swarm is captured. The hives in use are the
Langstroth, or modifications of it.
The proximity of bee-keepers could
be detected readily, by the presence of
sweet clover {Melilotus alba) growing
along the higli ways. Where the roads
are little traveled, this plant grows
luxuriantly, and the seed is carried
long distances, and distributed by
wagon wheels. It is not a favorite
with farmers generally, although its
fragrance is to be preferred to dog-

—
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but white clo- larger trees. The box elder trees, up
;
ver ( TrifoHwn repens) lias many friends to .Tuly 10, looked very hopeless ; the
and no enemies. It raises its modest leaves only half -grown now began to
head wherever its roots liiid lodgment. wither, and the tree bore every apheavy sod of this clover prevents pearauce of early and speedy death
the highwavs from wasliiny; during but from some cause or other, about
lieavy rains." and is especially useful, [the middle of .July, they began to
in this way. in clayey soils, near liven up. new twigs began to grow,
streams of water. Ilorse-niint Momtr- and at the present writing, the trees
da punctutii) is blooming in the hedges, are putting on a new growth Of very
and from Texas comes the report of light green and those trees which
prodigious yields of honey from it. I were pronounced dead, have again put
have seen no bees working upon this forth their leaves.
The season during which this syrupplant, although now blooming in profusion, but I have noticed tliem liter- tlow continued, was of 4 or .5 weeks'
Early in the morning, bees
ally swarming over catnip [Xepeta duration.
odaria).
This is a very desirable fed almost exclusively on this subhoney-plant, and should receive in- stance, and later in the day it would
get so stiff that thev could not work
creased attention from bee-keepers.
Reports come from Ohio of a severe it up. The honev gathered from this
drouth of six weeks" duration, and dew (y) has a veiy dark, reddish apthat the sources of honey are all dried pearance, and has' a sickish taste. I
up.
From Arkansas we learn tliat consider it untit to eat.
The bees stored honey from this
the reverse isthecase. In this locality,
rain and showers have been frequent, very fast. I have a row of hives setso there is abundance of bloom, and ting under a row-of box-elder trees,
if the weather is hot during August and this dew fell from the trees upon
and September, the yield of autumn those hives, covering them with this
honey will be large. On my trip, I sticky substance which becomes
noticed that the ram areas were quite mixecl with the dust blown on them
small for two or three miles the oats by the winds, thus giving the hives
would be beaten down almost as flat such a nasty, unsightly appearance
as if rolled, and a few miles further that I was obliged to wash them so
on, they woidd be erect and waving as to get rid of it. I consider this
in vigor and beauty, unscathed by substance injurious to my bees, and
winds and storms. This diversity in at some future time I will explain
the rain areas will make the honey how.
crop irregular. In some parts of the
Ponca, Neb., Aug. 12, 188-1.
State the autumn bloom will fail,
because of drouth.
Peoria, 111.
fennel, rag-weed, etc.

!

!

j
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little

larger

off a room at
wintering above

and take

the north end

for

ground

y
I
can build frost-proof
cheaper here with bricks than with
wood.
3. Which
is preferable, brick or
wood for a house for wintering bees ?
Norwich. Out.,
G. W. Tidey.

J

(

;

;

What
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Is it

Answek.— I

[

"Honey-Dew?"

and gotu.

ANSWERS BY

In May I noticed that certain trees,
particularly box-elder, began to look
very peculiar; the leaves stopped
growing, turned a darker green, and
the new shoots ceased to grow. On
closer inspection I found insects, or

have, this season, built
apiary.
18xS0 feet, with a cellar of

new honey-house in my home

I built it

the same size under it, and 8 feet
deep.
It is two stories high, the
lower one being sealed with w'ood
(painted white) all over inside. I
want a cellar as much all underground as I can get it. I would advise you to build your cellar as deep,
or as much in the ground iis you can
handily, and build your house and
cellar about twice as large as you
now think you need it, and you will
likely be very glad that you did so, if
you do not remain in the business.

Killing

Young

Bees,

In

the forepart of last .June, I
bought a colony of hybrid bees with
an Italian queen. They were carried
a considerable distance and placed
upon the stand where they were to
remain. On the second day after, I
noticed a murderous work going on
every young bee that came out of the
hive was seized and killed. Not less
than a half pint of these dead bees
lay in front of the hive. This was a
mystery which I could not solve. The
top of the hive being nailed down for
purpose of safety during the removal,
I did not remove it until this time.
I
found in the honey boxes large quan;

dead bees, which, in their
probably sought a place of
escape through the top of the hive,
add were shut in and suffocated by
the falling of the comb foundation
Rules for t\\\s Department,
which covered the place of entrance.
1. Give your name and post-otlice address.
Can you account for this cruel and
Be brief, and to the point.
Send no simple questions, such as are apparently wanton destruction of the
answered in the bee-ttooks.
young bees y This ceased as soon as
questions as are of the upper part of the hive was re4. Ask only such
general interest.
lieved.
L. Freeman.
o. This department is not intended for

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

A. rJIBSON.

a

tities

of

fright,

'2.
'i.

what seemed to be small white lice advertising any one's wares — therefore
Barry. 111., Aug. 12, 1884.
on the leaves, and at the same time questions concerning the manufactiu'e of
Answer.
To fully decide in my
appropriate.
sale
are
not
goods
for
drops of syrup covering the leaves to
Direct all questions to the editor
own mind the cause of the trouble
such an extent as to make the
THOS. G. NEWM.VN,
you mention, I should need to know
branches so heavy that thev would
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
more of the details than I gather
droop by sheer weight of the" sticky,
from your account, and perhaps more
sweetish syrup on the leaves.
than I could learn were I on the
Under the box-elder trees, this
ground; but if the young bees apsyrup could be found covering the How to Build a Bee-Honse.
ground, and when it fell upon the
Will you please answer the follow- peared in a perishing condition (for
boards of the sidewalk, which it ing questions through the Bee Jour- want Qf ventilation), I should think
that the old workers were carrying
often did, it left stains which looked nal
out what they considered dama^d or
as though hot syrup had been thrown
1. What would be the' best way to
the point of usefulness, and danpast
upon them and it was not obliterated build a bee-house for wintering bees
till
after several hard rains.
For and for extracting honey and storing gerous to the health of the survivors.
about two weeks in .June, to walk general apiarian supplies during the
under these trees in the morning, was summer? I propose building a small The Michigan Fruit-Belt.
dangerous to clothing. In looking at brick house on the east side of my
1. Is the fruit belt of the State of
the hat and coat after going, or just dwelling, fronting the south.
Michigan as hopeful a locality as
passing under a tree. I found it cov•1.
About 100 feet to the north there otiier portions of the State for the proered with large drops of transparent is a small ravine about 12 feet deep
syrup as thick as very thick honev. with a close grove of pine trees, mak- duction of honey as a speciality V
2. If so, what comparatively new
This stickv substance could be re- ing an entire wind-break from the
moved only by applying very hot north. As the ground is very dry, counties would you think most hopeS. S. Kanaga.
ful V
water.
would you recommend making a celMillersville, III.
It was also noticed that early in the lar, say"4 or .5 feet under ground, and
season the lilac bushes were covered build it up to 7 or .s feet, for wintering
Answer.— Some locations in the
with it to a remarkable extent but bees in, and use the upper part as Michigan fruit-belt (of which I live
these bushes did not suffer like the aforesaid? or had I better build a in the eastern edge of the southern

—

fj.

:

;

:

;
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end) are first-class honey locations.
The " new counties" are further north
and many of them are good fruit locations, and also good for honey-producing. Go to what localities you
may, you will find it possessing some
advantages and disadvantages. I have
no choice in counties, to offer.

Honey-Plant for Hedges.
I want to plant a nice, thick hedge
around my garden next to the fence,
of some pretty flowering shrub wliich
is also a good" honey-bearer and which
will keep in bloom most if not all of
the season. The query is. Can such
I have two
a plant be obtained
'i

large bushes of the shrub called snowball or snowdrop which fills the bill,
if it is

a honey-bearer.

begins to

It

bloom early in the season and remains
in bloom until the frost comes, and
seems to be never free from bees and
yellow-jackets that work it most
industriously from early morning till
after dark. I have frequently seen
the bees working it when it was getting dark. Will you kindly reply to
the above through the

medium

Bee Journal

SuBscRiBEn.

V

of the

west of the Missouri, where the fanner
has displaced the herdsman. This,
for the preceding reason, is a manifest
sign of^ progress. Here, the season
and
for honey has been good so far
;

there is every indication of a large
gathering. AVhen the season of Net),
A Good Fall Honey-Crop Expected. is named, it really means from the
From 20 colonies, spring count, I first of July to the coming of the first
have taken 2,300 pounds of extracted frost, which may be towards the end
honey, and 300 pounds of comb honey, of September, or late in (Jctober; and
making an average of 100 pounds per during this time, richest honey-flowers
colony. I have increased them to 4.5 are in bloom on the prairies. Besides
and should the weather the Italian, there are now in the State
colonies,
prove favorable. I expect a good fall the Cyprian and Palestine bees. The
crop of honey, as the bees have been latter are not regarded as profitable
as the Italians. Recently I called at
doing well for a few days past,
the large apiary of Mr, (i, W. Hawley.
H. ll. Warren.
near Lincoln, and found him busy.
Myi-a, Wis., Aug. IS, 1884,
Mr, Hawley called special attention
to two honey-flowers which he finds
Botanical.
useful. He was enthusiastic about
Will you please give the names of the Bokhara clover, which affords
the two enclosed specimens of plants V honey-pasturage during the best part
patch, cultivated in
also their value as honey-producers V of the season.
No, 1 is a garden plant, and the bees the nursery, grew 8 feet high, and on
gather pollen from it. No. 2 grows in one stem there were over 20 branches
low places, and blooms in the fall. the plant covering a space of six feet,
and having not less than a thousand
Both grow 3 or 4 feet high.
flower-heads on it. on w-hich the bees
Bloomington, 111.
H. W. Funk.
were working all the time. The well-

A

[No.

Torkville. Ont.

AxswEU. — This

1

is

Thalictrum (inemonoides.

a question which It is a common wild plant. I have
Of all often seen bees on it. but do not think
I feel incompetent to answer.
the branches of apiculture. I am least that it is very valuable, only as very
posted in regard to its honey-flora, I
early plants are always desirable in
will remind you that many flowers
which yield honey well in one climate, stimulating the bees. No. 2 is an
will scarcely yield at all in another, aster. All of the asters are valuable.
where they will grow and seed sucCOOK.l
is

—A.

known matrimony-vine (Lycium
barum), with

I advise

own judgment.

recommending

Honey Season almost a

;

C. II.

.

the

is doing a good work, and
bee-men in Western and Central Iowa
well
would do
to avail themselves of its
benefits.
M. E, Darhy, Sec.

carefully the bee-doings of the State.
The bee-belt now extends beyond the
100th meridian, into the "northern
counties bevond the Platte river, far

15, 18.84.

;

genized food during the cold winter.'

Association

MlFaddin.

Experience with Sweet Clover.
In the fall of l,sS2. 1 bought one
peck of sweet-clover seed, and sowed
^3 of it on about 2 acres of oat stubble, simply sowing it broadcast. The
other 1^ I sowed during the following
spring upon the same ground, and on
an acre of the same stubble
,?4 of
field that was sown to timothy in the
fall.
Of the fall sowing I never
saw a plant the reason being that

;

sociation of Western Iowa will meet
in Dexter, Iowa, on the second Saturday in September, at !i:30 a. m. This

far, this

Clarksburg, Mo., Aug.

—

Bees on the Nebraska Prairies.
I have just completed a series of
journeys north and south of the Platte
river in Nebraska, and have observed

Failure.

season is almost a failThe bee-keepers here were
ure.
jubilant over the prospects at the beginning of white clover bloom, but
we had an everlastingly heavy rain
which cast gloom and sorrow over
the high spirits of the bee-keepers.
For the past week or more the bees
have worked hard in the mornings
and gathered considerable honey from
the oak, buck-bush and other plants.
I think we will yet have a full crop of
honey. Spanish-needle and other fall
honey-plants are yet to bloom, and
they generally produce honey if the
season is favorable,

So

I

Bee-Keepers' As-

for bee-pasturage.

O. A. MULLON.
Lincoln, Nebr,, Aug, 11, 1884.

If

The Union

it

J.

!

1^

bar-

millions of inconspic-

uous flowers was also covered with
busy bees; but. notwithstanding its
usefulness, the sprawling growth of
the plant prevents Mr, Hawley from

you to use your
you like the snowball as a hedge-plant, and the bees The "Pollen Theory."
like it as a honey-plant (as yours
Thank you, Dr, Tinker It seems
seem to), I would advise its adoption that you read closely. The glory of
for your purposes.
first public mention of the "pollen
theory " is enough to set one wild;
Ked-Colored Honey.
but the idea of me, a patent-hive man,
thinking of something first
I
am
1. Will Mr. Heddon kindly inform
me. through " What and How," from afraid, if this is so and becomes known,
what source some of ray bees have that not only will pollen make bees
stored red honey of a bitter taste, but sick in winter, but that they cannot
" pollen theoiy '"
otherwise of good flavor. The trouble be cured, and that
seems to be confined entirely to 2 col- will be a term of reproach and I will
onies. Would such honey be safe to be held accountable for it. Let us
blame Bingham. I believe it v;a^
feed even for winter stores ?
Bingham any way at least he is used
2. Are juices gathered from bruised
apples and pears suitable for winter to smoke and can stand it. In the
stores, if but little pollen is gathered mean time, let us search for '"a balm
in Gilead " to heal the bruises which
at the same time V
W. 3. R.\siN.
Mr, Heddon has received in trying to
Jenkintowni, Pa., Aug. 12, 1S84.
prove this theory. He is always tryAnswers. 1, This question I can- ing to prove something. His mental
not answer, having no practical economy is likened unto a great press
knowledge of your flora but from which is specially designed for the
my experience here, I should not be discovery of leaks, and the conseafraid of the bitter honey for winter quence is that he knows of very few
stores for the bees.
vessels that will "hold water,"" We
2. I should not consider such juices will glorify Bingham, mollify Iledfit for winter stores, though I do not don's wounds wliich were received in
know that they will even tend to honorable battle, and be happy.
promote diarrhoea, but I prefer more
.1. M. Shuck.
concentrated and more highly oxyDes Moines, Iowa, Aug. 19, 1884.
cessfully.

its

I

fall wa.? so

dry as to scarcely start

timothy; and the clover being a
larger and light seed, it was not covered, but it must have sprouted or it
would have come up in the spring.
The spring sowing came up all right,
but when I cut the timothy, all the
clover sown with it died on account
of the dry weather. About July 20,
this vear. the clover that lived began
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blossom, and sucli a buzzing on it
tlie liees kept up was enougli to
deliglit till" tieait ot any beo-keeper.
1. That
it is a
It lias proved tome:
splendid lione\ -plant here in biwa.
between the
2. It just lills the gap
blooming ot other clovers and the tall
flowers. In order to have it bloom
next year. I shall cultivate about onehalf of the ground, thus leaving small
furrows, and then harrow it in. Bees
here have increased fairly well my
own having increased from 8 colonies
t

as

:

and most of them are now in
good condition but I have not yet
heard of any one taking a bit of surplus honey, although the clovers never
bloomed more profusely. They gained
some ahead, but nsed it afterwards in
brood-rearing. Basswood bloom produced no nectar. Our time for surplus, however, is generally during the
next four weeks.
Jos. Beatii.
to 21,

;

Corning. Iowa. Aug.

order, and I tliink that I have a
method of feeding and an entrance
to the boxes that will not be improved
soon.
CiiAKLKs Ml rcuKi-i,.

Molesworth, Canada.

Absolutely no Surplus Honey.
Cannot .\Ir. Doolittleor Mr. lleddon
lend me houey enough to make a jug
of vinegary Tlie silver lining hangs
on the southeast corner of 'theragged
edge of despair ;" and unless we get a
flow of honey from lieart's-ease, we
will have to fall back on sorglium
molasses, iu this section of the country.
Villi.sca,

James Ronian.
Iowa, Aug.

16, 1884.

Honey Crop Below the Average.
The honev crop here is below the

average.
\Vhite clover has yielded
well generally, but the yield here was
mostly from red raspberry bloom, and
not enough for a taste from basswood.
Diseased Bees.
By close extracting I have managed
I have a colony of bees which has to get 18.5.5 pounds where last year the
been diseased during all of this sea- yield was 3,000 pounds, with about
sou, having begun early last spring. the same number of colonies, and the
The colony was, early in the season, crop was ^j basswood. I am satisfied
a good, average one. The diseased from experiments last season, that a.
bees were often dragged out wlien syrup made from Granulated sugar is
they were able to crawl back to the better than natural stores for winterhive. Great numbers of them were ing bees. I think it is well to have it
were black and shiny, and looked as stored in combs that contain no polthough they had been dipped in oil. len, as breeding need not commence
The dragging-out process has been before the bees gather natural pollen
going on all the time up to the pres- in the spring. If pollen is detrimental
very small number of bees for winter food, as I am inclined toent.
now remain,' but what few there are, believe, bee-diarrhcea will not exist,
have vim, and they do not seem to be as it is very liable to do when natural
discouraged.
I have cleaned away stores are depended upon and one,
the dead bees several times, and there at present prices of siigar. can gain
is now quite an accumulation of them. enough to well pay him for his labor.
They may have 2 pounds of honey in
very thick syrup can be made for
the hive. I examined the colony "last 5 cents per pound. We have had an
evening, and found that the brood in unusually cold July here, and it is
all stages of development is not in cold now.
Prospects fair for a fall
proportion to the number of old bees. crop.
W. H. S. (Jrout.
The queen seems to be quite prolific.
Kennedy. N. Y., Aug. 11. 1884,
In
I consider the colony of no value.
the season of 1880, 1 had a colony in Bees in Northwestern Nebraska.
my apiary that acted in the same way
With the experience which I have
up to about July 1, when the trouble
ceased, and the bees stored enough had with bees in Northwestern Nehoney to winter on. The season here braska, I think it is a very poor counhas been a poor one for honey and try for the apiarist. Take it on an
just
about
bees gather
increase. A\ e have had a great deal average,
of rain up to within 3 weeks past, enough honey to decently winter on,
vegetation has been rank, and the but they do well in swarming. I had
prospect is good for a crop of fall 34 colonies in 1883, and received 380
honey. The bees are now out early pounds of comb honey, and 120 povmds
in the day, and seem to be gathering of extracted. I have -'A colonies this
season. They swarmed and seemed
Isaac Sharp.
honey.
to do well until July lo. I had some
Waveland. Ind.. Aug. 20, 1884.
very heavy swarms hanging out. It
was getting late in the season, and I
Preventing After-Swarms.
put on sections to keep the colonies
I put the sections
I have tested quite well Mr. Iled- from swarming.
don's method of preventing after- on about July 1, the bees commenced
work
in
them,
and worked until
swarms, and consider it a failure. It to
has caused several cases of very bad about July 1.5, when I noticed that
robbing.
I always use the golden they commenced robbing, and kept it
opportunity just between sundown up for about bj days. They destroyed
and dark to discover robbing ; also o colonies which had young queens
the first swarm will, sometimes for tbat had not been mated with the
weeks, treat the bees of the old col- drones. I closed the entrance of the
ony with suspicion. If I could not hives so that but 2 bees could pass at
introduce young queens, I would a time, and then smoked those which
shake off most of the bees in the old appeared to be robbing the worst, but
colony, and keep the entrance well nothing seemed to do any good. They
closed for two days, and carry it are working very hard "now, and all
away at once. Fall feeding is next in seem to be ni good condition. I use
\V. J.

IIONEYFOKD.

Avening. Out.

13, 18.S4.

Enjoying a Good Honey-Flow.
Last season the honey-flow was
continuous from June 1 until Aug. 1.5.
with the exceptions of rainy days and
no fall honey crop. This season we
bad a splendid flow of honey from
white clover from June 1 nntil July 1,
;uid after that the bees did not make
a living until Aug. 9. Since then we
have had a splendid flow of honey
from the second crop of white clover,

and from buckwheat; and we are

now

nies were iu splendid trim for the
season's crop, which bid fair to be a
good one, but we had so much cold,
cloudy, windy weather iu .lune and in
the early part of .luly that 1 got only
a little over 2,U(Mt pouuds of extracted
and ()() <ine-pountt sections of comb
honey. Others about here who worked
for comb honey, got none. I have
been very successful in preventing
after-swarms this year, by givincc a
mature queen-cell to a colony the day
after it had cast a swarm. If possible,
I give cells that will hatch iu a few
hours, or in a day at the most. My
bees are all mixed with Italian blood,
and have at present full winter stores
with a fair prospect of getting enough
to do them for present use, or until
frost.
Basswood was a failure here
this year, and thistles did but fairly.
This year's honey is of good quality.
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the midst of as fine a honeysaw at this time of the
Geo. E, Hilton.
Fremont, Mich., Aug. 18, 1884.
iu

flow as I ever
year.

A

:

No

Surplus Honey.
Bees have done but little good here
for several weeks. We have had no
surplus honey yet. The weather is
so dry and so very dusty. The outlook is very poor for a good yield this
fall.
Our grain and garden crops
were never better in the last 20 years.
J. M. Hicks.
Battle Ground, Ind., Aug. 15, 1884.

Report for the Past

Two

Years.

Iu the spring of

1883, I began with
16 colonies, 12 in fair condition, and 4
weak. In :May I fed them -50 pounds

of the best granulated sugar made
into syrup, so they built up and were
ready for the honey harvest when it

came, which

was later tban usual
They increased by natural
swarming to 37, and I took .3,243 lbs.
of extracted honey from them. They
had very little comb to build, for I
had a lot of good combs to give the
here.

increase.
honey in
lots,

I

sold nearly

all

of

my

my home market in small
and realized an average of 13J<

cents per pound. Last winter I win"
tered them on the summer stands in
large boxes with 6 inches of wheat
chaff all around the sides of the hives,
and 9 inches on the top. and lost only
2 in wintering, and none in the spring,
and had no spring dwindling. I did
not unpack them until after fruit
bloom was over in the spring. I commenced this season with 49 colonies,
and increased them to 99 by natural
swarming. Forty-six of my 49 colo-

A

—

—

1
:

1
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the double-walled hive, and I tliink
that it is a very good one. I left them
on the summer stands last winter unprotected by any wind-breaks, and
the ground froze about 3 feet deep,
but tlie bees came through all right.
Until July], my bees swarmed and
did better than ever before. I expected a good crop of honey, but I
iim afraid that it will fail. ^ly bees
are storing honey very fast at this
time, and I am in hopes that the fall
will be favorable, so that the bees can

make up

for lost time. I have about
half a dozen colonies of Italian bees,
land the balance are the native black
bee. So far the black bees appear to
be the best workers, but the Italians
seem to build straighter combs.

it was a fine liqviid spray or
Honey and Beeswax Market.
drops which was ejected from the
bees. This was sometliing new to
Office uf The American bee Joitrnal,
Monday, 1*) a. m., Aug. 'J5, 1S84 (
me, and so I went back to my house
assistant,
and got my
W. B. Smith,
The following are the latest quotaand returned, where we both saw it
distinctly many times. I then went tions for honey and beeswax received
away \l^ miles and returned, and up to this hour
again saw it repeated. Now, what
CINCINNATI.
does this mean ? What bearing does
HONEY— There is no change to note in the
it have on the '-dry feces theory V" price of honey, but demand is improrinK gradExtracted brings t>S!"c on arrival, and
Also on the pollen idea ? If this is ually.
choice white corah honey in sections, 150160.
common, how can bees be confined to BEBSWAX-ls
on arrival.
dull at
C. F. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.
the hive for months and their intestines not become distended and disNEW YORK.
eased, thus causing the dreaded conHONEY— Sales of cniuh honey continue slow.
arrival.'* of this season's crop.
As
yet
there
are
no
dition of the bees which we call

saw that
fine

}

:

:.'ii'»L'.sc

•'>

diarrhcea V
Cato, Mich.,

S. J.

Aug.

Youngman.

4, 1884.

:

Anderson Gibson.
Ponca, Neb., Aug.

12, 1884.

We have received several stiiall shipments of new
extracted honey, which sold readily. For prices
on this year's crop, we quote
Fancy white, 1-lb.,
16(ail»c; fancy white. J-lb.. inciiiiHc; fair to good, l
and '.'-lb.. lii^Uc; fancy buckwheat, l-lb., l:i@13c:
2-lb., ll((ili2c.
Extracted, white clover, in kegs or
small barrels, H^Cayc; dark grades, 7^7^c.

Only Half a Crop of Honey.

BEESWAX — I'rime yeIli)W, ;jn(aj3i:cMCCAUL & HILDKETH, 34 HudSOD St.
have only about a half crop
here. I began the season with 32
BOSTON.
having lost 30 in the winter.
HONEY.— New honey is coming in, and selling
When I read an article like the one colonies,
I began to feed them on May 8. and at l6'<tlHc. for best white land -i-pound sections.
from the pen of Wm. F. Clarke, in
e.xtacted. 8(^nc. Httney in ungiassed sections
got them in good condition by June New
sells the most readily. Old comb honev all gone.
the Bee .Joukn.\l of .July 9, 1884,
BEESWAX-35C.
12.
It was cold all through July, and
feel like criticising it a little. I do
Blake & Kiplet. 57 Chatham Street.
not wish it understood that I am for a month the bees have been idle ;
hot and dry, but I hope for
CHICAGO.
writing this against his method of now it is
Up to date I have HONE Y— The demand for comb is very light.
wintering, for I am not ; but I have better limes.
The
retailers have bought a little during this
9-50
taken
pounds
of comb honey month but sav that they do not tiave any call for
known of bees dying in trees in win- of the off
best quality.
it at present. Prices range from li^(aHic per pound
ter, or at least they were all right in
for the different sized frames and style of packJoseph
Lee.
ages. There is a continued dullness in extracted.
the fall, and in the following spring
Farmers, Mich., Aug. 16, 1884.
Some 01 the new crop is on sale.
were dead. But of cour.se tliis does
BBESWAX-Is dull, and :;5c for dark, with 30®
32c for vellow, is the range of prices.
not prove that they were winterR. A. Burnett. i«i South Water St.
killed.
That bees are sometimes Bees Did Well on Basswood.
winter-killed in trees, we have proof
SAN FRANCISCO.
I commenced the season with 55
HONE Y— The market is devoid of any encourin Col. R. Walton's article on page colonies, some of which were
very aging features to sellers. Otferiiigsare numerous,
492.
Mr. Clarke, in his article, de- weak. They have increased to 100 col- there is no pronounced inquiry, and not a particle
votes considerable space to " Bee-Life onies, mostly by natural swarming. of conipetitlon among buyers. Some comb honey
been sold within the week at 7c, He, yc and 10c
in a Tree-Top." Is it possible that The first part of the season was quite has
for four different grades, the latter being extra
Mr. C. never saw a bee-tree witli the favorable for brood-rearing until choice. White to extra white comb, !t(gil Ic; dark

We

Tree-Trunk Method of Wintering.

;

to good, 7<a:ic: extracted, choice to extra white,
entrance near to the ground V If he about July 1. when we had unfavor- 5@5J^c:
dark and candied, 4c.
BKESWAX-Wholesale. -J-.c.
has not, then the nature of bees is able weather 5 days, which almost enStearns & smith. 423 Front Street.
different here in Iowa
for out of tirely
checked swarming. 1 obtained
some 50 bee-trees which were felled, only about .500 pounds of extracted
KANSAS CITY.
and which I can now call to mind, 14 honey from clover, and that was all HONEY— I have to report a little easier feeling
the honey market. Dealers generally have an
of them had entrances close to the that "they stored up to July 1. When in
idea that the crop is large and are not witling to
ground, one was in a stump, and one basswood bloomed, my bees did well, buy more than for present demands, which are, as
yet, comparatively light. Then, too, the immense
in a log on the ground. In some of
and it lasted about two weeks since crop in California and low prices there have atenthese trees the combs were actually then they
to equallize the Kaslern markets. Crops,
have not made more than dency
except in the extreme east, I think, are not so
built below the level of the ground.
their living. I have in all about 4,500 light as is supposed, and there will be no scarcity
I am not writing this to get up a conthe Mississippi Valley. My last quotations are
pounds of honey, about 300 pounds of in
hardly sustained this week.
am trying to hold
troversy with Mr. Clarke, as I would it being comb, and
the balance ex- this market up, but small buyers are quoting
likely get the worst of it; but am tracted
country prices on me winch con^pel some conceshoney.
We have just had
I
think our bee-keepers will And it good
merely telling facts as I have seen quite a rain, and I am- in hopes that sions.
policy in quoting prices to these occasional buyers,
them.
to hold a stiff margin of
or 3 c. on them, and
.J. W. Buchanan.
we will have a little flow of fall honey. when
they do make a sale, it will count to their
Eldora, Iowa, Aug. 11, 1884.
profit. But when they quote prices or make sales
A. C. Sanfobd.
;

,•

I

_'

Ouo, Wis., Aug.

What is

it?

Since

my

IS, 1884.

what their commission merchant or large
buyers are getting, these tellows use it to beat
prices in the regular channels, and it
only reacts on the producers after all. I am in
favor of tlie bee-keeper selling all he can around
home and any where else when he can get a good
price: but if he places himself in the field as a
competitor of the regular honey merchant, he
only pulls down the market loi his own head.
BEESWAX-Nominal. :iom;i."ic per lb.
at about

down the

last

letter,

there have

been heavy rains here, and the bees
are doing better. They are bringing
in a vast amount of pollen from corn,
and working strongly on buckwheat,
of which there is a large amount
sown. I will describe as well as I can
what to me was a curious scene
There are 140 colonies of bees
mile
from here, working on 7 acres of
buckwheat, 20 rods from the apiary.
The bees cross the road over a rise of
ground in a direct line to the buckwheat field. I was in the road at this
rise of ground, looking at the thousands of bees flying in the air it was
about 7 o'clock iu'the morning, and
the bees flying directlv towards the
sun, when my attention was drawn to

%

;

what I at tirst thought was fine drops
of rain, but upon close inspection 1

Not More than Half a

Crop.

have not yet seen any reports of
the honey crop from this part of
Michigan! We had an unusual heavy
flow of honey-dew or aphid;e secretion during the month of June, but
it is poor stuff, and a damage to the
honey crop. I had 45 colonies in the
spring
increased to 71 by natural
swarming, and have taken 1,000 lbs.
of comb honey in one-pound sections,
mostly from white clover, and have
I

;

extracted 500

lbs.

Basswood was a

complete failure, owing to cold, windy
weather when it was in bloom. Buckwheat is coming into bloom, but it is
not yielding much lioney on account
of dry weather. I hope that others
are doing better.
E.
Disco, Mich., Aug.

W. Wales.

16, 1884.

Jerome TwiCHELL.

514

Walnut

Street.

8T. LOUIS.
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12®I4c per lb., and strained and extracted eiojGVsc.

BEESWAX— Firm at 32(a/32Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON A Co..

104 N.

3d Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The

honey market seems

to be im-

proving, so that there is a larger demand. Best 1Ib. sections were sold in quantity at IOc;in a
amall way 17c is occasionally obtained, but ]6e
would be the more reliable quotation; 2-lb8..be8t
white. I4ft'l5c: second quality slow at Io@r2c.
Extracted slow at 8&9c.

BBBSWAX-30C.

A. C. KeNDEL. 115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y—We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
I5ci extracted. 7(a)7^c.

Geo. W.

Meade &

Co.. 213

Market

:
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GETTING UP CLUBS.

^Joticcs.
To

increase the

of the

following your
tlie Date
the wrapper label of this
the
end of the
paper; it indicates
month to which yon have paid your
subscription on the Bee Jouknal.

Examine

name on

For safety, when sending money to
tliis office

get either a post

office

or ex-

money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the

press

Postage stamps of any kind
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for 5 cents.
letter.

may be sent

We

wish to impress upon every one

the necessity of being very specific,
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail
at another, be sure to give us the address we already havfe on our books.

i^

When writing to this office on
business, our correspondents should
not write anything for publication on
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with
The edieither portion of the letter.
torial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.

number

Bee Journal, we

Create a Local

of readers
believe, will

of the letter either

;

1^

language that enters into speech or buys a package of honey,
writing; it contains 32,000 words and any quantity of it.
512 pages;
phrases, 670 illustrations and
it is nicely bound in cloth, and will be
sent by mail, postpaid, to any address
desired.

Subscriptionsfor twoor more years

mail

carefully

the

Bee

to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails we will
cheerfully send another, if notified

before

all

the edition

is

exhausted.

letter.

The

label

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, om
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per

UKL

EXCELSIOR

WAX EXTRACTOR

;

or for the Monthly, 50

to Canada.

igf Do not let your numbers of the
Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The
best

by

almost

They cannot be sent by mail

way

to preserve

them

is

Subscription Credits.— We do not cure a binder and put them in.
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- are very valuable for reference.
tion

will sell

will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for

cents.

We

i^"

town and

;.

by thieves, or else breaks through the the Weekly
envelope and is lost in that way.

Journal

Honey

the time to create
in every village,

:

Emerson Binders— made especially
number of insertions his advertisement has had.
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
1^ In reply to many correspondents gold on the back, and make a very
let us say that we take any kind of
convenient way of preserving the Bee
postage stamps as money, but coins
should never be sent by mail, as it en- Journal as fast as received. They
loss

is

aid progressive bee-culture and help city. Wide - awake honey producers
" Why eat
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, should get the Leafiets
premiums for Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else
offer the following
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
getting up clubs
and scatter them,
While no subscription to the Bee and Medicine,"
Journal will be taken for less than plentifully all over the territory they
the regular advertised prices (viz.: can supply wilh honey, and the result
Weekly, $2.00; Montlily, $1.00),— any will be a demand that will readily take
one getting up a club of two copies,
remunerative
all of their crops at
or more, may select from " Ouu Book
List " anything therein named, to prices. The pricesfor "Honey as Food
the amount of IScentsfor every dollar and Medicine " are as follows
they send direct to this office, to pay them
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
for the trouble of getting up the club ;
and these books will be sent, postpaid, per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
"r 1000 for
postpaid for $10.00
to any address desired.
$1500- On orders of 100 or more,,
Monthly
or
6
Weekly
For a club of 3
we will print, if desired, on theand $6.00, we will make an additional cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
present of a Pocket Dictionary, bound (giving the name and address of thein cloth, containing 320 pages.
bee-keeper who scatters them). ThisFor a club of 5 Weekly or 10 alone will pay him for all his troubleMonthly, (or a mixed club of both,) and expense— enabling hini to dispose
with $10, we will, in addition to the of his honey at home, at a good profit.
15 per cent, present a copy of the
To give away a copy of " Honey
American "Popular" Dictionary,
comprising every word in the English as Food and Medicine " (o every one who-

1^" It must be understood that, for one person, will count the same
should an advertiser desire to cancel as each year for a different person.
an unexpired contract, he can do so
only by paying regular rates for the

dangers the

Now

Markets

Honey Market.

to pro-

They

on your

paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if
the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.

Sample Copies of theAiiERiCAN Bem
The lulvantages of this Extractor are
to any per1. It is more easil.v operated, there beins'
to get up a no necessity for removing the top to refill
water.
with
sent
to
copies
sample
club can have
because the wax is
:

Journal will be sent free
Any one intending
son.

the persons they desire to interview,
by sending the names to this office.

1^

rates for two or more
copies of the book, " Bees and Honey,"
may be found on the Book List on
the second page of this paper. Also
wholesale rates on all books where
they are purchased " to sell again."

Our

2. It

melts

cjuiclcer.

brought into a more direct contact with the
steam.

3. It is more economical, because the steam
has access to the center, thereliy extracting
all the wax from the refuse matter.
4. The tiller lor water acts also as an indicator as to the ainonni nt watei-in tlir boiler.

when the steam eseaiies thmuKli tl>e filler,
more water will be reijuired.
Keep a kettle of h(*t water ready to till
when required. We make two sizes, the

as

one having a larger capacity than

smaller
for reading up wjll soon be the Swiss W'ax Extractor.
in anticipation of this, we
and
^" "We can supply photographs of now have a very large stock of books Price, small size, g4.0t1— large size, S.">.0(i.
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
Rev. L. L. Langstrolh. the Bp.-'^n of on hand, and can fill orders for them
11.1..
Berlepsch,orDzierzon. at 25pts. each. in any quantity, on receipt of orders. 923 «'e»t Madison St., CHICAGO,

The time
here,

—
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Convention Hand-Book.

EXCELSIOR

a nii/e l^ncket t'umpaniim for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound iii elotli

HONEY EXTRACTORS

It is

I

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carryinK 3 and 4

price 50 cents.
It
contains a copy of a model
" Constitution and By-Laws '" for the

frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basltetisina
can of the same size and style as
the '2 frame. The 4 franie basket
is in the lartrer can. with the cone
or metal standard fur the basket
to revolve upon, leaving r^mm underneath the basket for 75 or ho
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
Liitntistroth

formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers a simjilitied manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of officers as well as
members, a blank form for making
reports
statistical
a Programme
of
questions
for
discussion
at
such meetings— model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs— :!2 blank leaves for

—

—
•

jotting

down

*lti.i»o Extractor. 13x2n, which is
intended for any size of frame.
ExceptinK with the $m.ixi Ex-

the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadiniztothe honey gate, and movaComb Baskets. The $8.(.mi and
tractors, ail

i

interesting facts, etc.

We have aimed to make it suitable for
j

iiny locality, and a book that will comjnend itself to every bee-keeper in the

ble sides in the
f lo.ixt Extractors

10x18

"

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00

frames of any size. 13x20

"

l:i Oti

13x20
13x20

"

"

For

English-speaking world.
We have had some bound in Russia
leather, with colored edges— price 60

2

For3

*•

For

"

4

«ents.

I

^Ve will supply them by the dozen at
25 per cent, discount, post-paid.

'

"
"

ALFRED

;

9-i3

SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

(COLUMBUS BUGGY

West Madison

H.

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO,
When Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our superior Vehicles can be seen, will be
sent.

^Ve have the largest FACTORYin the world for
manufacturing tirst-class and SPPERIOR

Biiuuies, Pliaetoii!!.,

Iiis;]it

Carriages,

Sarrey AVagous,

1200
16

OU

NEWMAN,

Street.

Cliicano, Ills.

'

W.RoeersTllle,
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Geaesee
Mich.,
Co.,

To Indiana Bee-Keepers.

now making

a specialty of rearinR tine Italian
All queens bred from the purest and
best of mother^', and the cells built in full colonies. Singrie queen, $i; H for $5; 12 or more 75
cents each.
Tested queens, $1.50 each. Make
money orders payable at Flint. Mich. He has a
large stock nf Queens on hand, and can fill orders
Is

queens.

C*^ Since Secretary Allen's notice ou
page 54';, relating to the flisplay of bees anil
honey at the Exposition in Louisville, from
Sept. 4 to It, I have conferred with Col. John
[

(^'oniniissioner of

KfTURN

Agriculture of by
MAIL..
35Dtf
has promised to give the
to encourage the display
of Bees and Hune.y among the products of
the State
ISest comb honev, not less than
AND-B££-K££P£B'S ADVISEB.
'24 lbs., $."i.00
best e.xtracted honev, not less
than 24 lbs., *.">.ao best display of honey.
The British Bee Joi-rnal is published SEMI$10.00 best colony of Italian bees and queen MONTHLY, at Seven Shillings per annum, and
in obser\atorv hive, $.").00
best display of contains the best practical information for the
being, showing what to do. and when and
bees and queens, $10.00 best collection of time
PEEL.. Editor.
honey-producing plants and trees, cut speci- how to do it. KCT, H. R.
LONDON. ENGLAND.
mens, ¥.5.00. I may not have the list entirely
We send the Weekly American Bee Journal
correct, as 1 received it verbally from the and the British Bee Journal, both for *;(.ui.i a year.
Commissioner. Wc hope to meet many of
the friends of bee-culture from other States,
as well as from our own State, at our State
Kentuc'ky. and

VEHICLE,

have no covers.

For '2 American frames, 13x13 Inches
'*
10x18
For 2 Lanststroth ""
"
"
For 3
10x18

For4
I

F. Davis,

IF YOTT "WiilTT

lie

AND OUR POPULAR

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

following'- iM-i/es,

American Village

I

Cart**,

:

;

;

;

;

j
'

:

and free from horse

the latter most perfect
motion.

fW We make our own wheels from the best tim-

ber (sawed by our

own

mills) that ciin be obtained

from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for thp
aecond-RTOwth hickory.

!

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

convention at Eminence, Ky.. on Sept. 2 and
;i, and also at Louisville.
G. W. Dkmahkh.

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an *' Australian
Scene." and their manner of traTellng in that
country with ostriches as a motor.
24Ai8t

Christiansburg, Ky., .Vug. 21, 1S84.

^'

The semi-annual

Dadant'sFouiidation Factory, wholesale

meeting of
the Fayette County Bee-Keepers" Association will be held in Brush Creek.
Iowa, on Sept. !i. is,s4. This is to be
a basket picnic held in the vard and
lawn of B. F. Little. AH' who are
interested are invited to attend. Come
with your baskets well-provided, and
"we will have a whole day of enjoyment.
IS. F. Little. »Sec.

intended forthe Ube
reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.
Adyertiseiiieiils

Journal must

UM PARALLELED OFFER
I

!

tiiic (i-liin>e-ip. Hori/.tiiital Euaiiie
Boiler (uew) I'm- .sale, for f.:nm. I paid
it, last year.
Description and eiits

$-i2o for
tree.

O.

H. XOW^NSKND,

Alamo, Kalamazoo

:i.5Alt

EVERY
BOY
Who
sends ns eisht

or

Co., Miob.

GIRL

staniiis

'.'-cent

(1(>

cents)

who love to read, will receive YOUNG
AMERICA, a large ."i(i-cent monthly, full of
beautiful pictures, brilliant stories, poems,
puzzles,

etc.,

one

.\ear,

free.

Don't miss

this rare chance, a.s this is the best and
^•heapest youth's paiKT in America.
Address
"

YOUNG

AMERIC.V. Loe k

Pover. Ohio.

Bo.\

HT."),

Canal

:i.-)A;i

See Advertisement in another column.

e luch, Price, $25.00.
It

makes the Unest e.xtra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

DAVIS* PATEST HONEY CAIJRLVGE,
J

REVoLvrya ro.VB-H.i.VGEn,
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.
I»rI<T, t-uiiipU'it', only.

For

!J!1S.()0.

by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
West Madison Street. CUIC.VGO, ILL.

.sale

Situation by a young
WANTED.—
experience,

man of some
as assistant or to take charge of

an apiary. Good references can be eiven.

man and

F. Mutta. S. E. cor. FreeCentral .\venues, Cincinnati, O.
S.jAlt

HIOH-QBADE Ql'EENS.-InolosliiKthc

Viieen trade tor this Tear, 1 have some line
higli-Krade ' business" Queens, which will be sold
for
cents each.
Fine breedine Italian stock
tor sale. <i. W. DBMAKEE, Christiansburg. Ky.

40

TESTED QUEENS FOR $1.00.
or more Tested Queens. $i. ("teach. SLV
ONE
unwarranted Queens for
Cyprian Queens
H-

crossed wiih Italians, at the above prices, and I
claim that they are the best bees. I guarantee
each Queen to be young and good.
J. F. HERSHEY. Mount Joy. Lancaster Co. Pa.
:ir.A2t

'.rs.i

West Ma.lison

Street.

CHICAGO, HiL,.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey. Foundation, Hi^es. Sections, and
ian Implements, send for Circular to

FJL.AXAGAA'
lABly Lockbox9yr>.

<fe

all

Apiar-

IHiLINSKI.

Belleville, St.ClairCo..Illa.

Dadant'sFouiidatioiiFactorj, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

Ad-

dress, J. S. S., care Chas.

and the names and address of ten hoys and
srlrls

retail.

Vaiidervort Foundation Mill.

a23

have a

«nd

and

'

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than yon
ever thoueht possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 50 cents to tsevery
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satistled. we wiHsend $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

GOLDI

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stixsox & Co., Portland, Maine.
tions, etc., sent free.

4Aly

_

!

.
!
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GREAT SAINT LOUIS
October 6th to

FAIR,

11th, 1884,

OPEN TO THE WORLD

i

Pons Free

Kiilrics. Spaci's, Stalls anil

to all Kxhibitors.

$50,000 GASH PREMIUMS
APIARIAN

Exhibits the

LARGEST

in

!

the World

HALF-FARE RATES
REGULAR LIVE-STOCK SALES DURING THE FAIR.
on

t^ For Ilhistrated

XPOSITI

FESTUS

Premium

WADE,

J.

United

I

UK AUSPICHS OK

l

H

IT.

Secretary.

<iovci
GenerHl <iovui

the

!

ORGAN

niiieiil.

$500,000,
Conlrihiilt-d
Hlfd by

tlif
tlit-

Cill/rni of \
Cili/rnsof
.\

cv.
n-.

I
(

)i

IciUis.

$200,000,
$200,(

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

$100,C
$100,000,
Appiopi

Itv
l>v

i;ite(l
i:ited

Sute
Slate

the

nf
..f

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,

l.oi
.oui»iitiiM
1

$100,000,
by

Ai»|>rO|>ri;iteil

llie

From $5000
bv

AppropriiilCLl

and

nf Ncv.

City

to

Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

()ilf:ins.

bl;iUs.,

IBS and I90 State

Cili<-.s

Foieig^ii Couiuries.

Th« Biggest

Exhibit, the Biggest BulUIIng

Biggest

Prices Reduced.
Owing

to a decline in the price of
Beeswax there will, hereafter, be a
reduction of

World's History.

APPLICATIONS FOK KXHIIll

1

S A I.UKa

II

V UKCKI VKIi

COVKUMOBKSrACK AND A OKKaTKU VAKIKTY
OF SDU.IKCTS THAN H03E OP ANY

5 cents per pound

'I

EXPOSITION EVIfU UKLD.

The cheapest rates of travel ever known in
the annals of transportation secured for the
people evervwhert.
For information, address
E. A. BURKE,
Director General. \V. I. A C. C. K.,

New

Orleans, La.

all orders for Comb Foundatitm,
I pay S58c. per pound deliTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

ion
'

j

ALFKKU

I

I

il2:i

H. NE-WMAN,
St., CHICAGO,

West JIadison

I

P^^^ A li.. m-rxT

DOUGHERTY
Syrian-Albino Queens
M.v new Stniiii .\HK.\I> ol all.
They
build lieautit'ul, strnifiht Comlis. willioiit
Separators, and are UNKXCKliliKD as
workers. Reared hy Alley's method.

Select-Tested, to breed

from

Untested
Address,
snAtt

Phil;i«U-Ii)hia.

KEEPERS'

ol

SI

ILL.

BKEFFLIES and HONEV.
and Dealers

otir

14A2fjt

JLifitt.

Dadaiit'^Foinidation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

D. 8. CilTEN

<fe

CO..

HOOPESTON,

lABtt

LLL.

a week at home. fs.CKi outHt free. Payabsolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
which persons ot either sex. younger old,
ran make great pay ali the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett&Co., Portland. Maine.

4Aly

_^__

See Advertisement

in

high side-walls. 4 to Iti square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples frea.

in

$1,150

<.>liio.

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
BtraiKht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

-

*3.00

Price

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for making Comb Foundation either

—i^ii~wW^
FI-AT BOTTOM
& McKEE, comb FouuDATioir.

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Miinufaeturers

IB

In

tt

Langstroth HIVKS a Siiccialty. Dadant's
Foundation, IJinjrhaiii Sun ike rs. Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, Extractors and Honey Jars. Send for

OK. U. L. TINKER,
New

Given'sFoundationPress.

and the

Event In the

Industrial

St.,

Union

£v»iy Stat* and
i*pr«sfliitej,
tnd ntaclyallthe Leading Mat:ons and
Countries of the Woi la
Territory ;n the

&

ESTEY & CAMP,
CHICAGO.

$25,000,

Inmiiiiei';il)iL'

130,000

The Best

by Mexico,

Ap|'i<»|'ii;ited
ii;ited

President-

BU Y AN ^

—

$1,300,000,
liy

CHARLES GREEN,

:5.3A4t

GQUGrnment,

States

A[)[»ro|>iii;iled
i;iled

Roads during the Fair.

Lists, or information, address the Secretary..^

Opaning December 1,1884: Closing May 31.1886

— tINDlf.lC

all

another column.

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont, Oa,, N. Y.

The

lontc-lost Friend. Thisrareand
curious book containsall the secret arts,

charms and remedies for man and beast,
as practiced by the famous John George
llohman during the 17th Century. For
circulars, address,

Box

14.

B G. STAUFFER,

Bachmanville. Pa.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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HEDDON'S
ooLTJnvrnsr.

Sixth Thousand Just Published

ON SHARES,

Why

not send

1885.

for

Edition

HONEY,

and

OR THE

Management

Profit

;

for Fleaeare

by

NEWMAN.

C.

Editfir of the

Weekly Bee Jnurnnl.

OSS West MndUon

through their centei it
the top. These bars \ie
buttoned on to studQ
on the neck-band. Iht
bars are of best li^ht
spring steel; the nctk

band

of best hiid
spring brass the co\ er
;

of handsome li,^ht
material. It is very
easily put togethei no tumlil) tc j)ut on or
take off, and folds tomp u Th in i p ipf i box
(5x7 inches by one inch dec]). Tht'ie would
be no discomfort in wearin^-^ it cither day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.
is

an Apiary

of

THOMAS

me your Wax

BEE-YEIL.

five cio«s

bars united by a ri\ct

^ew and Enlarged

and

For Comb Foundation

NEW

A

There are

BEES

WAX

!

Street. ChlcuKo,

III.

made into tlie best Given FounIt
contains 230 profusely illustrated
dation on shares, or at a low cash pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
price per pound ifor making, during the improvements and inventions in tliis
rapidly develniiiuf!: pursuit, and presents
the less-hurried winter months.

ALFRED

to be

923

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street. Chicago,

111,

GOLDEN ITALIANS!

the apiarist with everj-thing that can aid in
It you have no wax, perhaps your
the successful management of the Honeywish to say to my former customers, that I
store-keepers have, and it will pay you Bee, and at the same time produce the most amI now
now ready to till orders for the following Queens.
to buy and sliip to me.
honey in its best and most attractive Hybrid
in May and June, each
$ .50
Write and get my present low terms. condition.
Italian— untested— not warranted.in May and
June,
each
i.oo
PRICE— Bound in cloth, $1.00 in paper Italian— warranted. May and June, each
I pay highest market price in
1.50
;

covers,

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary for
offer for

I

sale

^~A

7.5

cents, postpaid.

l.iberal Disronnt to Dealers,
Ilie Dozt'ii or Ifnudred.

Sale.

one of the best

apiaries and very choicest location in

by

Italian— tested Queen
Full colonies of Hybrids
Full colonies of Italians

20Atf

L..

J.

2.50
7.(K>

10.00

niKHL,

Butler, lud.

lILLS.IOiNCH $ 15.00

Send t^ix cents for postaee.
and receive free, a costly box
of BOuds which will help you to

V/.CRELH AM.,,fc'l

right away than
anything elseinthisworld. Al'
of either sex.succeed from llrst
broad ruad to fortune opens before the

more money

IIPRIZEJ

Southern Michigan.
hour. The
No other bees kept in the field. workers,
absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Truk
House, barn and honey-house, high- & Co., Augusta, Maine.
4Aly
Muth's Honey Extractor,
board fence and Ja acre of ground in
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
a small village, only 25 rods from
J. AATLangstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
Depot,
freight, express and teleDEAI.EK IX
Apply to
C. F. H1ITH,
graph offices; sawmill, store and blackCINCISrSTATl. O.
smith shop, six miles from here, on Pure Italian Bees audijueeiis 976 and 978 Central Ave..
Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Eeepers.
|y
this M. C. R. R. Good cellar, cistern.
For further information, send for Circular.
and two wells.
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS. Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
TAly
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.
Here we have three surplus honey
wanted for The Lives of all the
crops:
First, from white clover;
Presidents of the U. S. The
second, from basswood
third, from
largest, handsomest, best book
I
ever sold for less than twice
myriads of fall flowers.
our price. The fastest selling
After Aug. 2(K I will send by return mail a.
book
in
America.
Immense
I will give my purchaser a splendid
beautiful tested Syrian or Italian Queen, and one
to agents. All intelligent people want it. of my combined Drone »nd Queen Traps, or a
opportunity to gain a good home, and profits
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms copy of the Bee-Keepers' Handy Book, on receipt
Portland,
HallettBookC
Me.
4Aly
choice honey location.
free.
will
I
sell
of $2. CK': without book or trap, $l.r>u each. Warranted Queens. $i.'_mi each. Select tested, $3.i-tO.
with it any number of colonies of
Safe arrival guaranteed, by mail.
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,

EaKin^^A^nsr,

Notice This

;

.,

the outfit being either for comb or extracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
Hives and fixtures of my latest im-

proved

patterns.

me

Write

for

prices, terms, etc.

QUEEXS!
Our

Also

liVI

Tested, to

New

Stiain,

PORTED

Take your
breed from

choice.

ITAIilANS:
Prices

HfliY

The aceouipauyiug'
show a nest of

3W
i
1

u

SURE to state whether or not
have my Cucular for 1883.
be

JAMES HEDDOIV,
Case County,

filled

and

nicely

4 lb. 7ft. 13 III.
Perdoz.fl.O.-j Jl.tiO §2.00
Per 100 8.00 10.00 14.50
.4.

H. NEWM.iN,

CHIC.-iGO

-

-

ILL.

MICH.

m^

ENGRAVINGS

THE
HORSE,
KEND
BY
ALL, M. D.

B. J.

A TKEATISE

giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table Riving all theprincipa-l drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price SS5 centn.— 8ent on receipt of price, by
;

;

;

THOMAS
925

G,

West Madison

>E\YMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO.

IU..

Dadant's FoiindationFactor J, wholesale

and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

LOCAI.

REPOKTEIRS ^VANTEB.

We want an agent and local reporter in every
community to represent City and Country,
and furnish us from time to time such facis as we
may require. Send i<i cents for credentials and
full particulars regarding services and compensation. Address, Will C. Turner
Co., Publishers

&

you

Address,

WAGIAC.

pails

labeled.

^5

vo
oo

CIRCULAR for 1884
And

illus-

with the sides tapering-, for
marketing extracted honey.
The covers are deep and the
l>ails are made with special
refereuce to filling- them for
the retail honey-trade. They
are made iu a superior
manner and are quite
attractive in appearance,

when
$

PIS

trations

:

Untested
Untested, after July l9t
Untested, (perdoz.) after July ist

WENHAM, MASS.

33Atf

Vandervort

Comb

Fdn. Mills,

Send for N]imi*l«>8 <t Reduced Prlee-LlBt.
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville. Pa.

**City and Country,'* Columbus* Ohio.
24A18t

QUEENS, DASANT FOUAITALIAN
d»tton, and Supplleii.—
will
It

send for Circular.
HA-'tit

E. F.

pay you to

SMITH, Smyrna, N.

Y.

(v)

-"

^ OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN

AMERICA

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
establishi;d in

1S61.

Chicago,

i
>

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU.,

September

3,

1884.

Topics Presentedjn this Number.

An Average Season
A New Estimate of

VOL.

Bee"

36.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

571

the " Busy

XX -No.

and gold I5ee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
564 50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
a rosette

565

Ants, Moths, Keeping Honey, etc 568
PCTBLISHED BY

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

Editor and Propkiktor.

925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

Weekly, !»« a year

;

.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly. SI.

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one Twwsubscrtplion for tbe "Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey,*' bound in paper.

ly The receipt for

money

sent ua will be given
on the address label on every paper. If notfiiven
in two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

13^ Any person sending a club

of six, is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

1^" Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for. nnless requested to be continued.

FOREIGN POSTAGE, EXTKA

Bee-Keeping in England
Bee-Keeping in Scotland
Best Honey Season for 6 Years.
Convention Hand-Book
Convention Notices
564,
Correspondence
Editorial Items
564 to

:

To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly. 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
OHr authorized agents for Europe.

vs. Comb Honey
Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Cappings
Honey Show-Case
Hiving Swarms of Bees

Extracted

Chicago P. O. as Second Class Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

A

either the

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

line of this type will contain about t words;
lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.

TWELVE

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices. SO cents per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
space, for each insertion
Advertlsemftnte withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

THOMAS
•CS

G.

NEWMAN,

'Went Madison Street.. CblciMia, III.

571

To Kentucky Bee-Keepers.

573

565
i^" Since Secretary Allen's notice on
page 542, relating to the display of bees and
566 honey at the Exposition in Louisville, from
565 Sept. 4 to (), I have conferred with Col. .John
F. Davis, Commissioner of Agriculture of
564 Kentucky, and he lias promised to give the
prizes, to encourage the display
565 following
of Bees and Honey among the products of
572 the State Hest comb honej', not less than
:

;

;

;

Introducing Queens
Is Honey Poisonous?
Killing Bees
Local Convention Directory
Local Market for Honey
Mignonette Described

Motherwort
Moving Bees
My Report for

571

24 lbs., S.^.OO best extracted honey, not less
569 than 24 lbs., iS.'j.OO best display of honey,
570 $10.00 best colony of Italian bees and queen

571

567

in observatory hive, $5.00 ; best display of
bees and (jueens, .¥10.00; best collection of
honey-prochicin^' jilants and trees, cut speci-

mens, $5.0(1. I may not have the listentirel.y
572 correct, as I received it verbal I.v from the
Commissioner. We hope to meet many of
565 the friends of bee-culture from other States,
573 as well as from o\n' own State, at our State
convention at Eminence, Ky., on Sept. 2 and
572 3, and also at Louisville. G. W. Demaree.
Christiansburg, Ky., Aug. 21, 1884.
571
.572

1^ The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
571
Zealand Comb Foundation. 570 Association meets on the first Saturday in October, 1884, at Bedford, O.
N. W. 111. and S. W. Wis. ConvenA general invitation is given.
tion
.567
J. R. Reed, Sec.
Bipening Honey
.572
Selections from Our Letter Box
571
Look at Your Wrapper-LabeL
Sending Queens by Mail
-568
18S4

New

.

.

EnUred at the

.

.

Special Notices

.573

The Bee Journal for 1885
The Origin of Honey-Dew
The Season a Poor One

563

Thoroughwort
Those Virgin Queens
Was it Foul Brood ?
What and How
" Whatisit?"

571

.568
.571

566
572
572
567

1^- The Illinois State Fair for 1884
will be held at Chicago, upon the
extensive and finely improved grounds
of the Chicago Jockey Club, adjoining
Garfield Park. The Fair will be held
from September 8 to 13. A show of Fat
Stock will be held in the Exposition
Building, Chicago, Nov. 11-20, under
the auspices of the Board.

X

Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph marked
with a bhte pencil, will please take

notice that their subscriptions will
expire at the end of the present month.

Such are marked thus on the label,
" Sept. 84."
We do not want to lose
any of our subscribers, and give this
notice

number

so that all may get every
of the Bee Journal without

any break, and no papers

will

be

missed. When the money for renewal
is received at this ofiice, the date on
the label is changed to correspond,

and

this change is your receipt. If
there is any mistake made, notify us
at once.
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

attested

l>v

lum<lreils of the

most

jirac-

and disinterested bee-keepers

tir.al

be

tci

the cleanest. liriiihtest. quickest areepted by
bees, least ant tosai:. nmstregidar in color,
evenness and neatness nf any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.

NEWMAN, Chicago, 111.,

A. H.

MUTH, Cincinnati, O..
JAMES HEDDON, Dowaplac,

C. F.

CHAS HKIITKL. Jr.. Freeburg.
WM. BALI.A.NT1NK, Saeo, O.,
E. L.

ARMSTHO.Nii,

Ind.,

111.,

Jerseyville.

Sent

V>y

mail,

on receipt of

THOMAS

price,

by

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
per cent, discount, and prepay

On dozen

allow '25
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

Mich..

DortillEHTV & McKEE, Indianapolis,
CHAS, H.i,1;KE.N. Berlin, "Wis..

BOOKS!

III.

ARTHUR 'roI»n.Germantown,Phiiadelphia,PaE. KRETCHMER, Coburp. Iowa.
B. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
O. F. DALE. Mortonsyille, Ky.

Bee-Keepers'

4-iiide,

or ITIanual of

the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, ard full.v up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Qulnby's

KooT. — Its

New

Bee-KeepiiiE, by L. C.
and forcible, making

style is plain

readers realize the fact that the author
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

is

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. KooT.—
Embraces ever.vthing jiertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
Bees and Honey, or Management of an more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
Apiar.y for Pleastire and Pi-otit. by TnciM.is beginner. Cloth, $1. "25; paper, $1.
G. New.m.4,n. — It is "fully up with tlie times,"
in all the various improvements and invenBlessed Bees, by John Ar.LEX. — A
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
presents the apiarist with ever,vthing that

and

information

enthusiasm.

contagious

can aid in the successful management of the Price, 75e.
and numbers of otlier dealers.
and at the same time iiroihiee the
Write for S.A.MPLES FREE and price honey-bee,
The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev, L.
most honey in its best and most attracti^e
list of supplies, accompanied with
condition. It embraces the following suti- L. L.A.NGSTR0TH.— This is the work of a
master,
and will always remain a standard.
Honey
Ancient
History
of
Bees
and
COMPr-IMENTAKX,
jects
150
— Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ing — Swarming — Dividing — E.xtracting —
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keei>iiig. —
Queen Kearifig— Introducing Queens — Ital- A translation of the miistcr-)iiece of that most
from as many bee-keepers in 18.S3.
Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
We giiarantee every inch of our Foun- ianizing—Bee
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of
paper covers, $1.50.
dation equal to sample in every respect. Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey, in cloth, $2.00; in
Price,
etc. 220 profuselv-illustrated pages.
Qneen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— .\
CHAS. DADAXT A- SOSf,
.*t.
SO;
clotli,>1.00;
2
copies
for
ftiU and detailed account of 2;i years expeHAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL. bound in
SABly
.v.; 5 for $4.00; 10 for .?r..->0.
3 copies for
rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents: 2 copies forS1.4U; easiest and best way of rearing. Piice, $1.
3 copies for $2.00;
for $3,00; 10 for $5.00.
Bee - Keepers' Te.vt Book, by A. J.
The Apiary Register, by Tho.mas G. King.— -\ new edition, revised and enlarged.
Newm.\n. — A Kecord and Account Book for Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
:

.*•-'.

,-,

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
TLo Original

BINGHAM

the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly hound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $l.'i5 ; for
200 colonies,

Bee Smoker

Honey

$1.50.

—

ITlediclne, by agement of

Tho.m.\s G. Newm-\n. It gives the various
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many \aluable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the English or German
edition, 5 cents— ono dozen, 40 cents— 100 for
$2.50-500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.
;

—

Bee
Book,

-

Patented, 1878
Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiary,
states that *' Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but BinKham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn tots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as you nlease, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any '>ther supplies; but of these

we

are the original inventors, and only legal
45,0(X> in use Irom one

makers, and have had over

to five years, and receiving but one letter of

com-

plaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over :{.imhi, tliere is evidence that l^s4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we "make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Keepers'

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
F. MtJTH.— Gives his views on the man-

Chas.

Food and

as

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— liy Ch.is. Dadant & Son.—
management. Price, 15c.

Details their

ConTentlon

Hand

b.v Tho.mas G. Newman.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliatnentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of othcers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
-Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

Wliy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
NEW.M-iN.^This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own localitj-,
in order to create a Local Market, Price, oO
cents per 100 500 copies for $'2.25 ; 1,000
copies for ?4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom.
Preparation of Honey for tlie
MarUet, including the production and care
of both Com!) and Extracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
Honev at Fairs, etc., by THOM.iS G. Newmax.
This IS a chapter f i-om " Bees and Honey."
Price. lOc.
;

bees.

Price, 10c.

Dxlerzon Theory.

— Tlie

fundamental

principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.

Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
by PitOF. John Phix.— Thisgives thecorrect
meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
The Hive I Use, by G. M. DooLrTTLE.—

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohxke.— Its origin

Details his

and cure.

Price, 25c.

moore's I'niversal Assistant, and
Complete ITIeehanic. — Contains over
1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade seciets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price. ?i2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to boi-se owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either En£:Iish

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not
family.

eat.

eat and
This liook should be in every

Price, 50c.

Scribner's Litimber and I^og Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.

Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer,ready reckoner, tables for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

up the price of

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Sn-arming, Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey,"
Emerson Binders, made esiwcially for
Price 5c.
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
by Thomas the back 75c. for the Weekly or for the
Necessity,
a
Pastiiraae
Bee
inch,
2
00
shield
)..3!4
(wide
f
Doctor smelter
" .. 17.5 G. Newm.ax- Progressive views on this im- Monthly. 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
Conqueror smoker(wide shield) 3
what and how to Canada.
1 50 portant subject; suggesting
3!4 "
Large smoker (wide shield)
" ..125 to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
2
Extra smolieriwide shield)
Constitution and By-Iiaws, for local
Price, lOc.
;

.

Blain smoker

2

**

..

IK "
Wonder smoker
&ug-ham S: Hetherington Honey Knife,
Lit tie

rates.

apply for dozen or half-

Addi-ess,

Bees In T»'inter, by Thomas G. Newmax.
—Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5c.

Bieneu Kultur, by Thomas G. New.man.
—In the German language. Price, in paper
ABKONIA, MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
eA2Btf

65
1 15

2 inch

TO SELL AG.\IN,
dozen

100 26 engravings.

Associations, $2 per 100. The naiue of the
Association printed in the tilanks 50c. extra.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c,
each, or $8 per 100.

Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

of Poultry,

Journal

ee

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

ILL.,

SEPTEMBER

3,

1884.

li^ Sir John Lubbock is attending
great gathering of the British
Scientists at Montreal. Sir John has
devoted much attention to bees, and
is justly regarded as one of the greatthe

Tublished every Wednesday, by

THOMAS
EDITOP.

G.

NEWMAN,

iND PBOPRIETOK.

The Bee Journal

To

est

increase the

for 1885.

number

of readers

of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit.

We, therefore,

offer the following

CASH PKEJIIUMS FOR CLUBS.
$10.00 for the largest club received
at this oftice before Feb. 1. lS8o (either
of the Weekly, ]SIonthly,or both) one
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
$.5.00 for the second largest
$4.00
for the third
$3.(J0 for the fourth
$2.00 for the fifth and $1.00 for the
sixth largest club.
All former offers of Premiums are
;

;

;

;

;

now withdrawn.
The price

Weekly Bee .JourS2 00 for one copy;
$3.80 for two copies (to the same or

nal

for

of the

188-5

is

•different post-ofBces)

$.5..50 for three
copies $7.20 for four copies and for
five or more copies, $1.7-5 each.
We have decided to publish the
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
Weekly, (which contains about the
same amount of reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at -50 cents a
year; two copies (to the same or different post-offlces) for 90 cents
three
copies for 81. HO four copies for SI. 70 ;
five copies for $2.00
more than five
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
;

;

;

;

;

;

men

No. 36.

®"

In reference to the holding "f
the next meeting of the National Con-

vention at New Orleans, as suggested
by Mr. Viallon, Dr. C. C. Miller writes
as follows

:

De.vr Editor:— C)n page

of this age.

54.S

you

suggest the iiostponement of
the
Convention for 2 months,
1^ A new and revised edition of National
and its removal to New Orleans.
"Quiuby"s New Bee-Keeping"" has According to the constitution, the
just been publislied. It has been re- place of meeting is to be fixed by vote
written by Mr. Quinby's son-in-law, of the Society, and having been thus
Mr. L. C. Boot, and is " fully up with fixed, it seems that the officers have
no discretion in the matter, but the
the times." We keep a stock for sale Society, at its Rochester meeting in
at the publisher's price, $1..50.
October, can decide upon the time
and place of holding the succeeding
C. C. Miller, Sec.
^° The Toronto Exposition will be meeting.
held from Sept. 10 to 20, 1884, and as
^° A strange complaint has just
usual will be very attractive. The
been received. It says that the writer
15ee and Honey Show has the honor of
had sent S2 to a subscription agency
being the largest, not only in Canada,
in New York for the Bee .Iournal
but in America.
for one year, and has not received it.
^^ The California Grocer of Aug. We have never heard of the agency
22 remarks as follows upon the honey before, and we wonder why it is that
market " Many tons of new honey persons persist in sending subscriphave already been shipped East from tions to parties they do not know, inthe southern counties, and our local stead of sending them direct to this
market is very fully supplied. Sales office. It is often a source of annoyof new crop are only affected through ance and loss to do so. Let us imthe most liberal concessions. It is press it upon all who desire to take
surprising that experienced bee-keep- the F>EE .Journal to send subscripers will persist in sending their honey tions direct to this office, unless they
:

forward st) early in the season as to know the parlies well enough to trust
them with their money.
ruin a prospect for a good market."

i^" Relative to Mr. F. II. Hunt, of
Centre Point, Iowa, having placed
glucosed honey on the markets of
Iowa and Nebraska, some remarks
were made on pages 424, 47.5 and 492.
Mr. Hunt has sent a reply for publication, which, on account of its offensive personalities,

we deem

it

advis-

thus
He denies having sold any impiire honey, and avers
that the honey, spoken of on page 47.5,
rate of $1.00.
was.by analysis proven to be unadulSubscriptions for two or more years terated. This much should be given
for one person, will count the same in his defense, but we cannot burden
as each year for a different person.
the Bee .Journal with unpleasant
New Subscribers for the Monthly for matters growing out of personal ani188-5 will have all the numbers for 18.S4 mosities, which, by Mr. H.'s reply,
free that are published after the sub- would seem to be largely mixed up
scriptions are received at this office.
with the matter.
able to

sum up

:

1^ The Indiana State Fair will
commence on Monday, September 29.
The entry books, except in the speed
ring, will close on the Saturday previous. All stock and articles must be
in place on Monday forenoon of the

day. Experience has demonstrated the importance of promptness and
early preparation. Special attractions
first

will

be provided to

make each day

equally interesting. It will bestrictlv
an Agricultural Fair and Farmers'
Annual Festival.

tm" Mrs. Sarah,

relict of the late
Pringle, died at the residence of her son, Allen Pringle Esq.,
of Richmond. Ont., on Julv 22, at the

Lockwood

advanced age of 73 years." Deceased
was strong and unusually active up
to within a very short period of the
close of her lite. She was widely
known in the community and universally esteemed.
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Comb Honey.

which comb honey can be secured room enough in Great Britain for an
with any certainty, but, during a sea- enormous increase. The initial exMr. F. L. Dougherty in the Indiana son like the past, it is almost impos- pense, trifling though it may seem,
sible to secure this end before the is suflicient in many cases to deter
Farmer argues the point thus
honey-flow ceases consequently the experiment, aiid. strange as it may
The present season's work will be extractor must be brought into lise or appear, local superstition has. in some
places, an effect in setting the countryconvincing to a majority of bee-lieep- a major part of tlie crop is lost.
folk against the industry. ]5ut the
ers that is. the season will determine
Extracted

vs.

:

;

;

which

will be the most profitable to
produce, extracted or comb honey.
In our own immediate vicinity, the
amount of comb honey is very meager,
while those who worked for extracted
honey report a very fair crop.
We have been long convinced that
for the best results, comb honey exclusively could not be depended ou.
Even during the best seasons we not
unfrequently find colonies that are
slow to start in sections, losing half
the season before they get fairly
started, whereas, if plenty of empty
combs be given them, as in a hive
fixed for extracting, they go to work
with surprising vigor." After they
have worked for a few days in the
upper frames, if these be removed
and the sections substituted, they will
generally enter them without further
trouble. There are exceptions to this

however for we have had colonies that would not go into the sections
and build comb, with any amount of
rule,

:

Bee-Keeping in England.

;

As'sociation

is

;

The London Daily

Telegraph of July
points out the many improvements in bee-keeping that have been
made within the past decade— many
of them even since we visited Europe,
in 1879. in the interests of bee-culture.
"We are glad to welcome our Cousins
to a higher grade of apiculture. The one— and there are many who
are
Telegraph says
ready to confess that they recognize
other than material aspects in a comBee-Keeping as an industry of submercial undertaking— the culture of
stantial importance gains ground every
bees abounds in interest. Quite apart
year, and the hope expressed by the
spokesman of the Central Society, at from the natural history of the insect
—which sufficed, it may be rememtheir latest meeting, that every county
bered,
would soon have its branch organiza- great for the life-long study of a
mind, and yet was left unextion, bids fair to be fulfilled. During
hausted by his researches the tradithe six years that have elapsed since
tion and tolk-lore of the hives are of
the Baroness Burdett-Coutts became
one of the Presidents of the " British extraordinary alnuidance and most
Bee-Keeping Association," the pros- curious character. In its literature
the sympathetic connection supposed
perity of apiculture has been very
to exist between liees and their ownmarked, for in the interval, scientific
ers—indeed, between the insects and
ingenuity has been so successfully
humanity forms a very curious and
directed to the improvements of hivepleasant chapter of rural superstition.
construction and the methods of takQuarrelsome people need never try
ing the combs that, to quote the paper
which was read at the meeting refer- to keep bees, nor should any one hope
to find honey in hives, who"trespasses
red to above. " the bee-keeping of
upon a neighbor's land-marks. If a
to-day no more resembles that of the
bee comes into a house, it must not
past than a railway train resembles a
be treated like a wasp, but deferencarrier's cart.'
22, 1884,

:

coaxing.
The outlook at the beginning of the
present season was Hattering in the
extreme, and we had reason to expect
a good harvest and in many localities
the yield from white clover was quite
good, but, on account of the previous
bad weather, the bees were not in
condition to gather it. At the beginning of the honey flow from clover,
when the hives should have been full
of brood, the combs were almost
Indeed, there are not, probably,
empty. Consequently all the honey many .Societies which in a single
gathered at the beginning was stored decade of existence can point to more
in the brood-combs, to the detriment material results, and the very bees
of the colony, as the queen soon be- themselves, if they could compare the
came cramped for room in which to present with what has gone before,
lay.
When these full combs were would be amazed when comparing the
removed and empty ones returned, old " go as you please "" procedure in
this made but little difference, as the the straw-hive— when the colony had
honey was easily thrown out with the to be murdered before their honey
extractor. But" when coml) honey could be taken, and fifty per cent, of
alone was the object sought, this plan their best work was wasted and
would not work so well. Again we thrown away. They can now look
find that when bees are allowed to around at the commodious and charmbegin the storing of any great amount ing structures of wood and glass in
of honey in the brood-nest, they will which they are invited to store their
keep it, to a greater or less extent, sweet harvest, and prepare for it with
the entire season or, in other words, a regularity and geometrical accuracy
a colony that is allowed to cramp the that must be eminently delightful to
queen once, is very likely to continue these small winged Euclids of orderly
it throughout the season.
angles. Their lines are laid down for
Again, this teaches us that very them in wax, and each sheet of comb
much depends on the control which is is in width and depth and length
had over the brood-nest, during the exactly the same as the next, so that
early preparation of the colony for the disparity, the bees' abomination, is
summer's work,— such control as can impossible, and mathematical exactbe had only by the use of division- ness, their passion, is invariably inboards, reducing the size of the brood- sured.
nest to the necessities of the colony.
Still more to the point, perhaps, is
enlarging it only to satisfy the de- the fact that now, bee-keepers do not
mands of the queen, and so managing suffocate their colonies whenever they
the brood-chamber, that at the com- wish to move them, or murder them
mencement of the honey-flov/, it will whenever they wish to rob them of
be entirely filled with brood, leaving their harvests. For such a reform as
but little space if any in which the this all bees should be truly grateful.
bees may deposit honey, but forcing and, if the truth were known, they
them directly into the sections for the probably are.
necessary room in which to store it.
Great, however, as has been the
This we think is the only manner in- expansion of this industry, there is
;

British Bee-Keeping

going tlie right way to work for assistance in money to those who wish to
start in the enterprise and cannot
afford to do so. with liberal prizes and
substantial encouragement in the
direction of cheapening hives and the
best apparatus of the apiarist are,
after all, the only methods by which
this remunerative occupation can be
popularized and established.
From other aspects than the money

—

—

encouraged to go out.

tially

hum

a

hymn

of

They

on
Christmas Eve. and on Good Friday
store no honey. They love children,
and share with the swallow the pretty
distinction of being the returned spirjoy, it is said,

of the little ones. Thev are emphatically the friends of man, both in
the sentimental fancies of literature
and the practical results of their
exemplary Industry.
its

Convention Notices.

^"

The Western Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will hold its second annual
in Independence, Mo., Wednesday, Thursdav and Friday, Sept.
24—26, 18S4.
The Association will
endeavor to make this the most in-

meeting

structive

and interesting meeting

it

has yet held, and will spare no painswithin its means to make it in every
sense valuable to all.
C.

M. Crandall,

Sec.

i@° The bee-keepers of Hancock
county, Ohio, met inFindFay,on Aug.
9, 1884, and organized an association
to be known as the Hancock County
Bee-Keepers' Association. Twentytwo persons became members by paying the dues. 2.') cents. The As'sociation meets again on Sept. 20, 1884, at
the Court House in Findlay, at 10 a.
m. Bee-keepers are cordially invited
to attend.

Sam'l H. Bolton,

P. A. RlEGLE. Pres.

Sec.
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Local Convention Directory.
t?«4.

Tiiiit

and

place of Mfttintj.

Sept. 4.— SoDttaern Indiana, at Madison, Ind.
Dr. t'lrth. See.

^ept.

!*.— Fayette

County, Iowa, at Brush ('reek.

la.
H. F, I.lltle. Sec.

Sept. l;l.~rnion. "VVesteni Iowa, at Dexter. Iowa.
.M. K. Darby, Sec.
Sept. 17.— Eastern Indiana, at Uichmond. Ind.
M, ti. Reynolds, Sec, VVilliiinisburt:h. Ind.
Sept. :;4-26.— Western, at Independence. Mo.
C. M. Crandall. Sec.
<>ct. 1. J.— Cedar Valley, Iowa, at Waterloo, Iowa.
H. O. McKllmny; Sec.
Oct. a.— N. Ind. and S. Mich, at (ioshen. Ind.
F. L. Putt, .M. D., Sec.
Oct. 4.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at .Marshalitown. la.
J. VV. Sanders, Sec.
Oct, II, IL\— Northern Mich., at Alma. Mich.
Sec,
McBride, Mic
F. A. Palmer,
Oct, I.'t, It^.^rNorthwestern. at Chicago, III.
\V. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
Oct. 28-3t>.— North American at Rochester, N. Y.
Dr. C. U. Miller, Sec. Marengo, 111.
• Kov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Get'. E. Hilton, Sec,
Dec. y.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander. Sec.
Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.

ligent, but they do not improve it by
adhering to a pattern of cell invented
by their antediluvian ancestors.
To hold up these miserly and wantonly busy insects to the admiration
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)

i

The following are the latest quotamankind is a positive outrage.
Dr. \Vatts, who openly forbade all tions for honey and beeswax received
interference with dog-tights, was in up to this hour
the constant habit, when he met a
CINCINNATI.
bee, of politely inquiring, "' How doth
HONEY— There Is no change to note in the
the little busy bee " thus treating price
of honey, but demand is improving gradthe insect with a courtesy which ually. E.xtraoted brings 6®;ic on arrival, and
white comb honey in sections, l.'j'foHic.
would not be out of place if e.xtended choice
BEESWAX-Is dull at ai(sl2Nc on arrival.
to a bishop. Tlie pernicious intliience
C. F. MliTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
of

:

I

Watts in this matter has been
widespread and enduring.
It is time that a protest should be
of

made

NKW
HONEY— As

yORK.

we have already commenced

re-

ceiving consignments of this year's crop of honey,

against the bee. and that man- we feel safe in making the following quotations
Fancy white comb, l-lt, l8@20c„ j-tti, It:(!slHc, fair
kind should henceforth be taught the to
good, and:i-a. ]4(gil6c.; fancy buckwheat.l-ni,
plain and obvious truth that an insect l2Hi'«i:{c., J-tt, lXfqil-2c.; ordinary grades of dark,
land J-ft, ]l{*ll',.c Extracted white choice. In
which spends its whole existence in kegs
or small barrels, 8!^(q;9c.. buckwheat, 6H*3'7c.
BKESWA.X-Prime yellow, :loa31c.
working and stinging is even more
MCCAUL * HiLDRETH, 34 Hudson St.
unworthy of emulation than is the
mosquito or the book agent.
BOSTON.
:

;

1

I

HONEY.— New honey is coming in, and selling
land 0-pound sections.
New e.xtacted. 8<tLi)c. Honey in unglassed sections
|y In order to have this table complete. Secresetls the most readily, old comb honey all gone.
BEB8WAX-:«c.
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
Blake & Ripley. 57 Chatham Street.
^° The date for holding the next
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
meeting of the North American BeeCHICAGO.
Keepers" Society, in the city of
HONE Y— The demand for comb is very light.
New Estimate of the "Busy Bee." Rochester, N. Y., lias been fixed for The retailers have bought a little during this
at IKf^lHc. for best white

The National Convention.

A

but say that they do not have any call for
Oct. 28, 29 and 80, 1884. At the last month
it at present. Prices range from lii(g*lt;c per pound
meeting of the Northeastern Bee- for the different sized frames and style of packThere is a continued dullness in extracted.
Keepers' Association a committee was ages.
Some of the new crop is on sale.
BEESWA.V-Is dull, and J5c for dark, with 30®
appointed to secure a Hall and make
is the range of prices.
other necessary arrangements for this 32c for yellow,
R. A. Burnett, 161 South Water St.
meeting.
Knowing the men who
SAN FRANCISCO.
compose this committee, we can assure all who are interested, that the
HONEY— There is plenty offering, mostly of
quality, and very little demand. There
matter is in good hands, and that ordinary
is some inquiry for choice and extra white exeverything will be arranged for one tracted for shipment at not to exceed 5c. White
extra white comb, iic§*llc; dark to good, 9c: ex-,
of the best meetings ever held by the to
tracted, choice to extra white, 4J^@5c; dark and
Rochester is one of the candied. 4c.
Society.
There is no insect more thoroughly finest cities in the United States, and
BBESWAX-Wholesale, -JSc.
STEARNS & SMITH. 423 Front street.
objectionable than the bee. It is even this should be an enjoyable meeting
more disgustingly active than the ant. for all who are interested.
KANSAS CITY.
hope
At the first dawn of day the bee sets soon to announce a complete pro- HONEY— 1 have to report a little easier feeling
;

Uiider the above heading the London Sporting Times gives the following
article, which shows either the ignorance or stupidity of the writer, or else
it was written for the same purpose
as other nonsense with which the
daily papers are filled now-a-days.
The Times says
:

We

hunt for honey, and continues gramme.
in the honey market. Dealers generally have an
C. C. Miller. Sec.
idea that the crop is large and are not willing to
at the sticky occupation until night.
L. C. Root. Vice-Pres.
buy more than for present demands, which are. as
So far as is known, the bee receives
yet, comparatively light. Then. too. the immense
crop in Calitornia and low prices there have a tenno salary whatever, but works either
dency to equallize the Eastern markets. Crops,
^' The semi-annual meeting of except in the extreme east. think, are not so
to pamper the pride of a fat and useis supposed, and there will be no scarcity
less queen, or because it is a iirty to a the Fayette County Bee-Keepers' As- light asMississippi
Valley. My last quotations are
in the
miserly passion for heaping up honey. sociation will be held in Brush Creek, hardly sustained this week. I am trying to hold
but small buyers are quoting
market
up,
this
In the former case the bee deserves Iowa, on Sept. !), 1884. This is to be country prices on me
which compel some concesthe contempt of all free men, and in a basket picnic held in the yard and sions. I think our bee-keepers wilt find it good
policy
in quoting prices to these occasional buyers,
Little.
of
All
lawn
B.
F.
who
are
the latter, it displays a loathsome
to hold a slifl" margin of J or 3 c. on them, and
mental and moral degradation. In- interested are invited to attend. Come when they do make a sale, it will count to their
profit. But when they quote prices or make sales
either case the bee's willingness to do with your baskets well-provided, and at
about what their commiS3i(»n merchant or large
unnecessary work is an insult to intel- we will have a whole day of enjoy- buyers are getting, these fellows use it to heat
down the prices in the regular channels, and it
ment.
I!. F. Little, Sec.
ligent human beings.
only reacts on the producers afttr all. I am in
off to

I

Scientific persons are fond of telling
us of the bee's tremendous geometrical knowledge, and parade in proof
thereof the fact that it builds he.\agoiial cells, thereby packing the greatest
number of cells with the smallest
possible amonnt of wax within agiven
space. They fail, however, to notice
that there is no law requiring bees to
build their preposterously little cells.

If these

all he can around
else when he can get a good
but if he places himself in the field as a
competitor of the regular honey merchant, he
only pulls down the market on his own head.
BEESWAX— Nominal. 30(&35cper lb.
JEROME TWICHELL. 614 Walnut Street.

favor of the bee-keeper selling

1^" The Union
sociation of

home and any where

Bee-Keepers' As-

Western Iowa

will

meet

Dexter, Iowa, on the second Saturday in September, at 9:30 a. m. This
Association is doing a good work, and
bee-men in Western and Central Iowa
would do well to avail themselves of its
M. E. Darby, Sec.
benefits.
in

;

ST. LOUIB.

HONEY — Steady:
small.

demand and

Comb, 12@14c per

lb.,

really intelligent insects,
the comparative value of

and knew
1^" The Cincinnati Exposition of
wax and honey, they would build cells this year, the twelfth in the series,
holding a pound of honey each, and opens September 3 and closes October
thus enable a human being to eat 4— one month. Every facility of low
honey without at the same time filling rates on railroads and by boat are
up the interior of his person with offered to the stranger to visit the
wax. This simple plan has never yet city. Exhibitors, and any others seekoccurred to the bees. They go on ing fuller information, may address
building their antiquated and clumsy the Secretary, who will furnish rules,
Sec.

both

BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The

honey market seems

to be im-

proving, so that there is a larger demand. Best lb. sections were sold in quantity at ltic:in a
amall way 17c is occasionally obtained, but 16c
would be the more reliable quotation; 2-lb8., best
white, l4(g.l,">c; second quality slow at lotarjc.
Extracted slow at 8»9c.
1

BEESWAX-3I1C.

A. C.

KENDEL.

115 Ontario Street.

S.IN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— We quote comb honey

cells

supply

and strained and ex-

tracted 6f^«^c.

W. T. ANDERSON & Co..

were

without once undertaking to im- regulations, premium lists, etc.
prove upon them. They may be intelJ, F. Walton,

price

ftc; extracted. 7(a7>4c.

in 2 lb. sections,

GEO. W. .Meade & CO., 213 Market
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put out her tongue and the bees would
reed her, thus giving her strength to
become quite active as soon as she
hatched while if not thus fed, she
would be very w^eak, and often-times

easily, twirl

would die. I5y placing the honey
around the point of the cell, the
queen is fed the same as if the bees
had access to the cell, and it is a rare
thing that I now find one dead in the

move

:

Fur tbe American Bee JoumaL

Those Virgin ftueens.
G. M.

From
which

I

the

am

cage.

DOOLITTLK.

many

letters of inquiry
getting, I do not think I

can please the readers of the Bee
Journal better than to tell them
just how I work from beginning to
end, in getting and introducing my
virgin queens and as I have not lost
a single queen this season, in using
;

the plan, it speaks well for it, considering that we have had the worst season here for the iiueen-business that
I have ever known.
First, I get the queen-cells which
are generally matured by natural
swarming or on the Alley-plan.
When these cells are nearly ready for
the young (lueens to hatch from them,
I make a queen nursery as follows
Sixteen blocks are gotten out, 2?8
inches by 2^8 by 1 incli. which blocks
exactly fill one of my frames a IJ^inch liole is bored in the centre of
each of these blocks, over which is
tacked a piece of wire-cloth having
12 meshes to the inch, and being 2
inches square. Before tacking on the
wire-cloth, I bore in one edge of the
block (wliich is designed for the top
after the block is put in the frame) a
^-inch liole, boring it down to within
of an inch of the l}>^-ineh hole. I
now finish boring the hole with a Joinch bit. This hole is for the queeiicell to be placed in. and the reason for
the two sizes of holes is to give a
shoulder so that the queen-cell can
hang in the block the same as it does
on a comb, and still be in no danger
of slipping through into the block.
This hole is bored a little to one side
of the centre, so as to allow room for
a %-inc\i hole on the other side, which
hole is to receive the candy (the same
as made for shipping-cages) on which
the young queens feed. Tliis >^-incli
hole is so bored that it conies out
near one side of the IJ^-inch hole,
and when it is deep enough so tliat a
hole large enough for the queen to
enter is made, stop boring: for we
need a shoulder at the bottom to keep
the candy in place.
Now fill the hole with candy, packing
it in with a 7-lG-inch plunger, and tack
on the wire-cloth when the blocks or
cages are ready for the cells. Cut the
cells off of the comb very carefully,
for if handled roughly, I lind that the
queen will either not hatch at all or
else she will have an imperfect wing
or leg. Trim the base of the cell till
it will go easily into the :^^-inch hole,
and just before placing it in the cage,
take a little honey and put it around
the point of the cell just where the
:

After the cells are all in the cages,
the frame made to receive them is
placed on a board having a cleat
nailed on it, when it (the board) is
stood up nearly perpendicular, so that
the frame rests on the cleat. Now
put in the cages as carefully as possible, so as not to jar them, remembering always to keep the cells in the
same upright position that they occupied in the hive.
When all are in, the frame of cages
or queen-nursery is to be hung in a
populous colony in place of one of the
central frames of brood. In all these
operations with queen-cells, the temperature of the place where you work
should be from 8.5° to 9.5^, for a lower
temperature will darken the color of
the queens, and otherwise injure
them, if exposed to it any length of
time.

;

This nursery is used year after year,
the only precaution necessary being
to see that the candy in the i^-inch
hole is kept fresh Jind moist by renewing or placing a little honey on
the top of it. so it can soak through
every time a new lot of cells are
placed in it. The blocks can also be
varied to suit any sized frame, or meet
the notions of "the most fastidious.
If all has been done as it should be,
you will find in 48 hours, upon lifting
it from the hive, a nursery full of as
bright lively queens as you ever saw,
when the next thing to "be done is to
get them introduced where you wish
them, or into nuclei if you" are engaged in the queen-business.
For an introducing-cage, I take a
piece of wire-cloth 4 mches square of
the same kind as before mentioned,
and roll it around a J^-inch rod which
gives me a tube, after the sides are
sewed together, li^ inches in diameter
by 4 inches long. Into one end I fit
a permanent stopper, and for the
other end I make a plug II4 inches in
diameter by IJ2' inches long. In the
centre of one end of this I bore a ,^8inch hole 1 inch deep, wliich is to receive a piece of comb cut from a
frame of unsealed honey, which piece
of comb should just fit the hole, with
the cells standing endwise toward the
cage, when this stopper is put in.
I at first used the same food in
these cages that I used in the nursery, but often having nearly
of
the queens die in the cages, I adopted
the above, and have not lost a single
one since. To cut these pieces of
comb, I make a punch of tm of the
right size, and long enough to be
convenient, which is ground sharp at
queen will gnaw through in hatching the lower end before the tin is rolled
from the cell. I formerly found many up. If it is ground all from one side,
dead queens in the cages, and wond- and the ground side left on the outdered at it, till by watching, I found side, you will not be bothered with
that as soon as a q\ieen got a smatl the piece of comb becoming wedged
opening through the cell, she would in the punch. To use the punch

%

^

around at the same

it

time you push down. To get the
queens out of the nursery-cages into
the introducing-cage, I place the
nursery-cage near a window and rethe now empty queen-cell, placing the open end of the introducingcage over the hole which is opened by
the removal of the cell. If the queen
should not readily run up into the
cage (a thing she seldom fails to do),
I leave the cages in place and fix the
next one in the same way, and so on,
taking care of each queen as soon as
she enters the introducing-cage, by
putting in the provisioned stopper
and placing her in a basket. Tosecure the best results, the queens
8 days old when
placed in the introducing-cages. but a
difference of two days either way
•
will make no great difference.
Having as many queens in my
basket as I wish. I go to the bee-yard,
catch the queen which I wish to supersede, place one of the cages containing a virgin queen on top of the
frames, and close the hive. If a
honey-board is used instead of a quilt
or sheet of enameled cloth, the frames
will have to be spread apart and the
cage placed between the combs. I
now mark the hive by some means
which will tell me that a queen is
caged, and the date, when I wait five
days at the end of this time I go to
the hive, raise the quilt and remove
the provisioned stopper from the cage,
when the hive is again closed and the
queen allowed to go out whenever she
chooses, as it is a shorter job than it
is to wait for her to go out while you
are there, for some of them are persistent in sticking to the cage, especially if a worker-bee enters the
cage before the queen goes out.
I told you when I wrote on this
subject before, that in five minutes
after the release of tbe queen, I had
seen her and the bees destroying the
queen-cells, which was true, and up ta
.July I found all cells destroyed in 24
hours after the queen was released ;
but as soon as the honey began to
come in. I found that a "part of the
colonies would keep their cells and
not destroy them so in 24 hours after
I take out the stopper, I look over the
combs and cut oft the queen-cells
when not destroyed. I left some to
see what would become of it, and the
young queens were not molested till
after they were fertilized, when, upon
the hatching of a queen from the
cells they had protected, they drove
out the fertilized queen and held to
In one case the
the young one.
queen went to laying with the first
hatched queen in" the hive, and was
taken out after she had been laying -5
days more the other
days, when in
so I had two laying
wa"s laying
queens from a nucleus in 5 days; but
it does not generally work in that
way, so I destroy the cells as given
above. By using the above plan. I
have secured a laying queen from a
nucleus every s to 10 dfays during this
season, which is quite a saving of
time over the old or cell-plan.
In not a single case out of several
hundred have I had a virgin queen
killed, except bv leaving tlie cells in

should be about

;

;

"i

;

J
I
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As matters i>f theory and observa- pepsia. Xo one in these times, when
I toltl you of. and then not till the
young queen had hatched, so there tion, I am constrained to believe that it is so cheap, can afford to forego the
were two queens in ttie hive. No the weight of evidence is still with luxury of eating honey.
as

bees are ever placed in the casje witli the scientists, though my neighlnir
the queen as some have suggested. says that he has seen all the leaves in
and I believe it not wise to do so. I a Jlissouri forest covered witli "honeybelie\ e I liave now answered all of dew," and no lice; but then, my
the questions asked, and hope that it neighbor, though positive, is not a
is plain enough so that all can under- close and critical observer.
Virden, 111.
stand it.
IJorodino.

N. Y.
For the American Bee Journal.

For the American Bee Journal.

"What
C. H.

is

Is

Itr'

Honey Poisonous?
DR. G.

COGSWELL.

L.

TINKER.

By request I have prepared this
Mr. Kemp, on page 536, attempts an
explanation of the phenomonon called article in reply to the following ques• lioney-dew."
the tions concerning the effects of honey
lie repudiates
" aphida' theory "" and claims that it is
Is it a fact that honey is poisonous
a result of "' aromatic exhalations of to some people V I have heard that a
flowers, etc." If I understand him, certain lady who ate some honey,
he argues that there is not an •' aro- died of its effects in a very short
matic" but a saccharine exhalation or time ; also, that it produces colic in
evaporation from flowers, which, un- some people who eat it. Is there any
der favorable conditions, becomes so truth in these assertions V Is it posconcentrated as to condense in the sible for honey to produce death ?
form of " honey-dew " on leaves, etc. and, if so, from what cause V
Xow, will some of the scientists
Lover of Honey.
tell us whether the saccharine subThere
are
several
interesting facts
stance of honey the sugar evaporates or passes iiito the atmosphere in relative to the ill-effects of honey on
the form of insensible vapor V or is it the digestive organs of many persons.
the case with a saccharine fluid as with It cannot be said, however, that honey
" poisonous." There
brine, that the water evaporates leav- is in any sense
ing a residuum of sugar (or salt) re- is perhajjs one exception in the case
maining V The vapor that rises from of the honey from the Ealmia laUfolia
the ocean returns in the form of fresh or sheep-laurel, also called mountainwater, and the vapor that rises from laurel, lambkill, etc. The beautiful
the honey-cavity of flowers, or from shrub from which the honey is prouncapped combs in the process of duced, is from 5 to lO.feet high, and is
• ripening," is probably only a sur- found in all the Atlantic States. Pennplus of water, with no sensible trace sylvania, Ohio, West Virginia and
Kentucky, growing on rocky hills,
of sweetness about it.
It;
I will give one reasonable ground and on the bluffs along rivers, etc.
for believing that Mr. Kemp has not is not plentiful, but occasionally
hit the true theory of "honey-dew." forms dense thickets. The leaves are
" Honey-dew
lie says
is formed evergreen, leathery, and very smootli.
only on hard, smooth, glazed leaves, The flowers are numerous, white, or
such as the poplar, oak. and others." rose-colored, and bloom in .June.
Others probably includes maples
Laurel honey is capable of produc(silver), for it was very abundant on ing severe effects if eaten too freely,
some of these trees along our streets such as headache, impaired vision,
this season, so plentiful as to drop off difliculty of breathing, sickness at the
and thickly sprinkle the sidewalks. stomach, and diminished circulation
I noticed, however, that while it was with coldness of the extremities. Its
very abundant on some silver maple effects are readily counteracted by a
trees, it did not appear on others good stimulant like whisky.
near, or on the opposite side of the
The leaves of the shrub liave proven
street. It it was a saccharine conden- a valuable remedy in the practice of
sation in the atmosphere, why did it many physicians, and the honey
affect one tree abundantly and not would, no doubt, prove very useful
appear at all on another tree with the in moderate quantities in many dissame kind of leaves and only a few eases, if it could be obtained. We
yards distant
I further noticed that believe that it would be exceedingly
all those trees, upon which I saw rare to find it in the market.
" honey-dew," were covered with the
The ill-effects of honey on some
"scales" and "cottony" substance persons are due, almost without ex(spoken of by Prof. Cook and others) ception, to the small amount of acid
on the under surface of the limbs. which all honey contains, and wlucli
There were no scales where there was gives it its characteristic flavor.
no honey- dew, and vice versa.
AVhere honey disagrees with a perFurther, the foliage of the trees son, it is a certain indication of weak
"
upon which there was honey-dew" or impaired digestion, of dyspepsia in
is now dark-colored and rusty, as if fact.
The worst cases of dyspepsia
sprinkled with soot from coal-smoke, that I have ever seen, were those who
and the trees look old and sickly. On complained in the early stages of
my own place. II2 miles from" town, their affection, tliat honev disagreed
which is largely given to orchard, with them. My advice "to all who
nursery and groves in which maple cannot eat good honey without bad
abounds, no scale-lice nor "honey- effects, is to apply to some good physidew " appeared.
cian at once for treatment for divs:

A

—

—

The " reason wliy " it disagrees, is
probably liecause in all cases of slow
or weak
products
digestion, acid
arise which have much to do with the
discomforts of dyspeptics.
Taking
the acid contained' in the honey only
adds to their troubles in digestion
and hence, it is said to "disagree"
with them, anil this disagreement is
often manifest in colicky pains. We
do not know that eating honey while
warm will cause colic, and do not
think it ever would in a healthy organization.
Doubtless warm lioney
would soonest effect an impaired
stomach, as all warm fluids taken
into that organ take effect sooner
than cold ones.
I would not say that eating honey
might not under "some circumstances
lead to serious results, for some poor
dyspeptics may have already as mucli
disorder as can be borne and to add

>

;

to that disorder, just a

little

more

disturbance would be to turn the
scale against them. But there are
numbers of other agents in general
use for food that would opperate in a
similar way in such a case. Hence,
to say in an unqualified way that
honey may cause any one"s death, is

ah absurdity.
against the few persons w^ho
cannot eat honey, we have a large
class whose general health is greatly
promoted by a regular diet of honey
and add to this its valuable service in
a great many forms of disease, it will
be seen how true it is the good things
of this life are often decried for no
other reason than in some exceptional
case a person may be injured thereby.
New Philadelphia, O.
to utter

As

;

For the American Bee Journal.

•

i*

N.W. 111. and

S.

W. Wis. Convention.

The Northwestern Illinois and
Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association met at Mr. L. Ilighbarger's, near Adaline, Ogle County,
Aug. 19,1884. The meeting
111.,' on
Was called to order by the President,
E. Whittlesey. The Secretary read a
report regarding the foul brood question. In order to secure concerted
action, the Secretary had inserted a
notice in the Bee .Journal calling
for the addresses of the secretaries of
and
all the associations in the State
it was hoped by this means to secure
a concerted effort to influence legislation to prevent the propagation of
The notice, however,
foul brood.
;

has not been responded to, and hence
no correspondence has been obtained

with other associations. Tlie Secretary was appointed to present the
subject before the Northwestern Association,

which meets

in Chicago

on

Oct. 1.5 and IB, 1884.
Six new members were admitted to
The convention
the Association.
then adjourned for dinner, which well
deserves the name of feast. One feaIn
ture deserves special mention.
the centre of the table stood a pyramid of honey about 2 feet in height,

and built

of

one-pound sections.

It

,
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was beautifully decorated with flowers, adding that it was the plentiful sup- flower on the stalk, and the birds comwhile from its apex waved the " Stars ply of fresh air around her cage which menced eating the seed as soon as it
passed the milk. They pick oS the
and Stripes."' The time until 2 p. m. saved the queen "s life.
was spent in examining Mr. HighAfter that I lost no more queens. end of the seed-shell and pull out the
During Tlie advantages of ray system of a kernel, and if we secure any for our
barger's well-kept apiary.
the inspection <ill were shown several "cage within a cage" are obvious. fowls, we must watch the heads and
queens wtiicli had been lately re- The group around the queen is kept cut them as soon as the birds begin
Kentucky. Also an compact, and natural warmth is not upon them. A lady, who called received from
Albino queen which attracted much lost by fruitless rushing around a cently, said " I liave a colony of bees
;

attention.

large cage, while the actual supply of
The convention then discussed air is practically inexhaustible. The
many questions relating to bee-keep- extra postage was a trille, as also the
ing, among which the following are extra cost of the outside package, com" AVhat is the
the most important
pared to the immunity from loss of
best method to prevent spring dwind- mv succeeding shipments.
colonies
best
to
set
ling'-''"
"Is it
I'hiladelphia, Pa.
close together V" " What is the best
method to prevent robbing in the
Prairie Farmer.
spring ':"' •" What is the best method
to prevent increase ":*" " What is the
Ants, Moths, Keeping Honey, etc.
reason for the apiiearance of black
bees in a colony of Italians ":*'" "What
JIKS. L. HARKISOX.
is the best method of wintering bees V"'
' What is the best material to pack
Bees have not gathered more than
bees in for wintering V" " Should the enough for their living during the
":'""
hives be shaded
"Toward what past week. The nights were too cool
noint of the compass should the hives for the secretion of nectar.
Last
?"
face
night was warmer, and, to-day, the
-i vote of thanks was tendered Mr. fragrance from buckwheat fields is
llighbarger and family for the gener- wafted in through the open window
ous entertainment extended during as I write. As fast as the honey is
the day. The convention then ad- sealed, it is removed from the hive,
journed to meet in Freeport, HI., on and all openings in the boxes pasted
the third Tuesday in .January, 1S8-5.
over with paper, so that the moth canJ. Stewart. Hec.
not get within to deposit its eggs.
E. Whittlesey. Pres.
Extracted honey is kept nicely in jars
with cloth tied securely over the tops,
so that if it is not ripened suftieiently
For the American Bee Journal.
the air will evaporate it. These jars
Sending Queens by Mail.
can be piled one upon another, by
putting pieces of wood between them.
ARTHUR TODD.
proper place in which to store honey
is a subject of much interest.
Many
I have read Mr. lJoolittle"s article persons complain that their honey
under the above lieading, on page -533. sweats and the cells burst, causing it
with considerable interest, and it re- to run, and making asticky, unsalable
calls to my mind some serious losses mess. If honey is kept where it freewhich I suffered by loss of queens in zes during winter, the capping, in the
the mails when breeding the African spring, will be found full of minute
queens in Algeria, and shipping them cracks, and as soon as the weather is
to buyers in France. The teiupera- warm, honey will ooze from the cells.
ture there was often above 90 when Some recommend keeping it in a dry,
I would mail a queen, and I argued cool place, but my experience compels
Shut up in a leather mail-bag me to differ from" them,
thus
hot room
in such a heat, and ttien dumped into well ventilated cures the honey, and
the mail-closet of a steamer for 36 it will keep perfectly for an indefinite
large hon^y-producer has
hours, and then another journey of period.
perhaps 4s hours by rail, what chance the south side of his honey-room all
is there for ventilation V"
glass, so that the sun will heat it, and
It struck me that if I could secure burns sulphur in it occasionally to
around the queen-cage as large an destroy auy moths lurking within".
open space as possible, as a reservoir
Little red ants are sometimes a pest
of pure air, I might succeed better. in the apiary and in the honey-houses.
On inquiry. I found that the French Tansy strewn around hives and upon
••
sample post "' only allows a package the tlbors and shelves of the houses,
of some 6x0 inches square, tor such is recommended by many bee-keepers
things as queens, and of very small as an antidote against them,
wire
weight.
1.
therefore,
had space cage might be made, and sponges put
:

A

.

A

:

A

A

enough, but had to bring weight down within, wet in poisened, sweetened
to a tine point, I constructed a light water, which would destroy them
wooden boxe 6x6 inches square, with borax, scattered where they frequent,
air-holes all around it, and fastened will kill them, I am partial to young
in one corner of it my provisioned chickens in the apiary, as they destroy
block queen-cage and "its prisoners, the larv£e of many injurious insects,
using a candy the same as Mr. Good's.
A little new honey is coming into
I anxiously waited the result of my this market, and I saw one-pound secfirst sliipment to a lady in the ^s'ortli tions of white clover honey retailing
of France, to whom I had shipped at 1-')C, Sugar is so cheap that it will,
two beautiful queens both dying en- no doubt, affect the price of other
route, I have that lady"s letter some- sweets. Sunflowers are a favorite in
where, thanking me for my trouble, my apiary, and to-day I measured the
and expressing her delight at pos- circumference of a Russian head and
sessing a German, African queen. found it 4(i>2 inches. It was the only
;

is queenless,
I examined them and found only sealed
brood." In answer to my queries, I
ascertained that there" were only
about a double-handful of bees and
not a drop of honey. That little colony, no doubt, has a queen, but she is
a wise mother and does not use her
procreative powers to produce offspring to starve. To-day there are,
perhaps, many small colonies of bees
without a drop of honey, that must
perish, sooner or later, if not fed,
Peoria, 111,, Aug. l.>, 1884.

which

I think
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The Origin
T.

It is

.1,

of

Honey-Dew.

IJUKlilLL,

curious to notice the theories

and speculations concerning the origin
of what is called honey-dew. This
sweet substance is certainly elaborated in the bodies of insects, and all
that is required to demonstrate the
observation aided,
hand-magnifier. To
one accustomed to careful looking,
honey-dew is as much a sign of the
presence of plant-lice or their allies,
as certain tracks in the corn-field indicate to the farmer the existence of
depredating cattle, or as peculiar
imprints in fresh snow reveal to the
hunter the near occurrence of the
sought-for game. That some plantfact, is a little close
it

may

be, by a

and some bark-lice do exude such
sweet fluid from peculiar organs
usually situated near the hinder ex-

lice

tremity of the body, is as certain as
that bees gather nectar or pollen from
flowers, and the certainty comes from
the same source, to-wit actual observation.
It may be stated with equal positiveness, thougti the information is
less directly based upon simple eyesight, that the sweet substance called
honey-dew is never exuded from the
glossy surfaces of leaves on which it
Xectar is prois so commonly seen,
duced by many plants, not only in the
flowers, "but from other parts of the
growing or living substance, but it is
always, except, perhaps, from wounds,
elaborated by special glands from
;

which

it is

thence poured out.

These

are never found opening
through the glossy coating of the
leaves. Our native' plants never be-

glands

come gorged with

fluid

in

summer

time so as to cause pressure from
within, to force out the juices, as has
been so often theoretically assumed.
Even if this were true, "we should
look for the exudation from the pores
of the under side of the leaf rather
than the upper, because there is much
less to prevent such escape through
the thinner epidermis, or the far more
numerous openings of the under surface.

:
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It is also curious that so many con•thide tliat the deposition of lioneydew only takes plaee at iiislit, a statement as' much at vaiiance with truth
as the opinion that stars exist in the
heavens only after the sun goes down,
and much easier proved to be false.
The fact is, in most cases the exudation is commonly greatest in day time,
but more rapidiv dries. The only reason in the world that the substance is
seen on the upper sides of leaves

rather than the lower, is that it falls
A piece of .glass or a
painted board put in the situation of
the smeared leaves, will soon be
found similarly spotted with the adhesive, colorless material. With us
just now there is upon the leaves of
our soft maple trees multitudes of. a
peculiar louse, and from the latter
there is enough sweetish tluid exuded
to conspicuously wet the sidewalks
luider the trees.
If we inquire why the little insects
produce the sweet substance, an interesting study is opened. It must be
understood that the material is not
excrement. The elaboration is the

from above.

from flowers without admixture with and an

of

two

which should be found

article

the plant-louse jnoduct. It may be, in every well-appointed apiary. Aside
to bo sure, that dillerent lice elaborate from its furnishing tlie wax of tlie
different grades of liouey-dew, but cappings, melted down and partially
the best may not be considered good clarified by the wire strainer through
enougli for" honiB use, whatever the which it drops, thus leaving it in the
conscience dictates in regard to the very best condition for subsequent
clarifying, it saves honey alone sufiimarket.
cient to pay for itself twice over in
Illinois Industrial University.
the course of a fair, average season,
when working principally for exFor the American Bee JuumaL
tracted, with, say -50 colonies, spring
count.
Honey Show-Case.
We suppose that hundreds of private
A. H. DUTTOX.
bee-keepers all over the laud, with
their 10, 20 or -50 colonies, and bles.sed
From all quarters the honey crop in with abundant surplus stores therethis section is reported as good. My from, are desirous of knowing the
brother-in-law, G. A. Deadman, who ways and means of disposing of the
is one of the largest honey-producers same to the greatest advantage
and
in the county of Huron, began the to such would we say, " Work up a
;

season with .53 colonies, and up to
date has increased them to 130, and
has taken surplus honey, chiefly in
the extracted form, to the amount of
about .5,000 pounds. The crop is
principally from
the white clover

and raspberry, and
quality.

it

is

The bass wood,

local

market."

pays the best

:

For two reasons
1.

Much

it

better prices

Shipping expenses
for yourself a
remunerative and permanent market,
proceed as follows
Obtain from the
of superior Editor of the Bee Journal 1,000 or

of

which we

considerable quantity, is provglands which have a
almost a failure this season, on
open through variously shaped ex- ing
account of the scarcity of bloom and
ternal appendages, usually directed
causes, presumably, as the rebackward, and situated one on each other
mote cause, on account of the very
side, near the hinder extremity of the
of last year, which was
abdomen. The insects are provided heavy bloom
remarkable basswood
with sharply-pointed sucking organs one of the most
honey seasons we have had for years
projecting from the mouth, by the aid
past.
of which they all live upon the juices
The bees kept by Mr. Deadman and
of plants. A portion of this plantare the Heddon hybrids, Gersap is, after absorption from the ali- myself
and have given us
mentary canal, converted into honey- mans and Italians,
and consequent satisfaction
dew and deposited at the will of the returns
consecutive
order in which
the
in
insect, often collecting at the exmentioned. We also have
tremity of the opening in little they are
several colonies of Syrians, but have
spherical drops which fall one after
not sulHciently tested them to be able
another as it slowly issues.
One to
report definitely. The distinct and
would at tjrst say that it must thus
strains or breeds of
be an expense to the internal economy well-established birds,
dogs, cats, etc.,
of the little creatures without coni- poultry, canary
produced by the crossing of
pensating l)enefit. It is simply elab- have been
and then perseveringly
orated and [loured out. After more two varieties,
breeding to a pattern and why will
i;areful study, however, it will be
hold good in the case of
ascertained that there is at least one the rule not
also ? Are they a solitary exuseful purpose subserved. It secures bees
the good-will and attention of friends ception tp laws and conditions which
dominate over all the rest of animal
who act as guards against enemies.
life merely possessed of greater magIt is well-known that ants are ex- nitude of
body, and which under
tremely fond of sweet substances, human intelligence, within certain
and honey-dew forms no exception in limits, " is as clav in the hands of the
their bill of fare. For it they ascend potter
trees in great numbers, and caress in
We have found that it pays every
a most remarkable manner the honey- time, when running for extracted
dew producers. In response to their honey, to wait until the frame is about
petting, it is easy to observe the drop- one-half sealed
before extracting.
lets exude which the ants sip with The
supply of wax and splendid
apparently great satisfaction.
quality of honey thus obtained more
Plant-lice have many Insect ene- than repays for any slight increase
mies, but so long as the ants are in wliidi may be obtained by taking the
attendance, they are safe. Tlie ac- honey unripened and then evaporattive, well-mailed, sharp-jawed crea- ing. Honey, properly ripened before

work

569

special

;

are obtained.
are saved. To

2.

make
:

Leaflets entitled, "

1.500 of the

Why

Eat Honey,'" which, when purchased
in even less (luantity, will be furnished
with your address printed on each
mail one of these with an accompanying note stating who has your honey
;

for sale, to the lady of every household in tlie village or town where you
live, and throughout the surrounding
country as well. Before doing this,
however, make an arrangement with
as many grocery and confectionery
shop-keepers as possible to handle
your honey and if you can persuade
them to do so, to handle it exclusively.
Engage on yo\ir part to keep them
constantly supplied with all kinds in
good shape, of the best quality, and in
every grade absolute purity guar;

Promise to leave the first
consignments on commission, or until
anteed.

a fair trade has become established,
and as a further inducement, supply
each one who is likely to have a good
scale for it, with a combined showcase and stand of the following or
some similar design

V

possesses a beautiful,
tures make excellent police. They extracting,
are ever alert. They never accept a crystalline, refractive appearance,and
fee from the enemy thev never bar- is so thick as to pile high up when
gain for a share in the plunder. poured from one vessel into another.
Honey -dew seems specially provided Smooth and oily to the taste, and
for ants.
causing no irritation to the throat in
Now, as to the question of quality swallowing, and having all the richas honey when collected by bees, ness of flavor »f the honey sealed in
there may still be differences of opin- the combs of the sections, and if it
ion among men, even after the source candies at all, after being properly
and method of production is under- bottled, it will be tlie last to do so.
stood. Xo doubt, however, most peoThe solar wax extractor, as made
ple will prefer to have that gathered bv Mr. O. O. Poppleton, is a success.
;

Let it be borne in miiui (I am
speaking from constant experience)
that in 5 cases out of 0. customers for
honey are captivated by its appeak-

ANCE in the store of the
Then let that appearance be

retailer.

as captivating as ingenuity can possibly make
Let the word " honey " on the
it.
labels, be in large, black, block type,
but not so large as to extend entirely
around tlie bottle, but to lie easily

—

,

:;:: ;
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readable when facing the customer.
Large, highly-colored, flashy labels
which cover up nearly half of the
bottle or tin, are to be avoided. Any
saw or planing mill will furnish the
pieces for the above case and stand
in the flat, and if the producer is possessed of ordinary mechanical ability,
he can put them together himself,
and not reckoning bis own time, the

When

a colony sends out a swarm, composition. This, of course, was
a hive where I want them to tantamount to accusing us of roguery
stay, and when the swarm is clus- in selling our customers an article
tered, fasten dovvn the top. put my made from other material than what
pole into place, take the swarmer and we represented it to be. We at once
smoker in hand, and go to the cluster wrote a letter to the gentleman, who,
and place the swarmer directly over we were informed, had made stateor against it, and give them "a few ments to the above effect, telling him
whiffs of smoke to start them, and of what we had heard, and asking
they cluster on the combs at once. I him if it was correct
after waitiuff
total cost for wood, glass, nails, stain- then lower them so I can reach the several weeks for a reply, we received
ing and varnish, all told, should not bail, remove the pole, carry the the following for publication
exceed $1.2.') per stand.
swarmer and bees to the hive, put it
To the Editor A. and N. Z. Bee JourThe use of tliis or a similar show- down in front of the hive, imhook and (ui;.-— Having heard statements made
case aids in the sale of the lioney raise the cover, lift the frames out which caused me to think and believe
immensely, and when properly dressed and place them in the hive, when I that the material used in the making
with comb and extracted honey, it usually get two-thirds of the bees of your comb foundation was not pure
forms one of the most conspicuous into the hive, and li 'nily ever fail to beeswax, but some kind of composiobjects of the store wherein it is get the queen in al-.o. The rest of tion, I forwarded a sample of it to
placed, and rarely fails to attract the the bees will soon follow, and there is Mr. Pond, analyst for
Auckland
immediate attention of every custo- no noise or commotion about it.
Province, for analysis, and I herewith
mer who has not seen it before.
If I have no empty combs. I take hand you a copy of his report, for
The choicest sections should be out two frames from some hive, publication in the Journal. Tlie samshake
tlie bees from them, and place ple was taken from a box obtained
placed next the glass inside the case,
and a row of pint Gem or Mason jars them in the swarmer. As I always from Mr. Hayr, in the ordinary way
filled with
the clearest extracted put a frame or two of fresh brood in of trade, and' tliat gentleman had no
honey on the highest shelf outside a new colony to help them, I have no idea that any of the purchase was inon the two shelves below, place quart- absconding. If I wish to economize tended for analysis. I have to conjars, and on the co-unter surrounding on the expense of the swarmer, I gratulate you on the result of the
the whole stand, with the exception omit the bail, and nail a 3-inch strip test, which I may state was also made
of the back, place another row of of lumber on the bottom 1 inch thick; without any klmwledge on your part,
quarts there will thus be four rows I then bore a 1-inch hole through the and I trust tliat the publication of
of bottles ascending one above the cover, and make a shoulder on tlie Mr. Pond's report will have the effect
other, and the case containing tlie pole so that I can run it up l)etween of causing all the bee-keepers in Auscomb honey springing from the midst the combs, and use the swarmer as tralia and Xew Zealand to do as I
of them, wliich is surmounted by a before. I try to guard against swarms have done, and recommended, viz
miniature pyramid of pint-bottles and uniting, but if it was not for saving using the foundation in full-sized
cap-sheafed by a .5-pound bottle in the valuable queens, that would give me sheets, and not in starters only, the
centre.
It would be advisable to no trouble as the stronger the colonies latter practice lieiiig, in my opinion, a
keep a tumbler of honey open behind are the better. I have no use for a "penny wise and pound foolish"
the stand, and then if any boniflde pair of pruning shears, or a saw or economy. J.\mk< Dalziel.
I can get them as w'ell from a
inquirer should desire to know the knife
Following is the report of analysis
quality of the honey before purchas- trunk or fork of a tree as in any other
• Dk. Dalzikl. Pukekohe.— I have
can get the swarmer
ing, hand him out a spoonful on a place, if I
against or directly over them, I made an extended examination of the
small crystal kept for the purpose.
sample of comb foundation submitted
Keep nothing but thoroughly rip- have no occasion to deface a tree.
by you on the 0th inst., with the reIlillsboro, 111.
ened honey on hand in the extracted
sult that I find it to be a fairly good
form, and seek to obtain your honey
sample of beeswax, containing no
in sections as thoroughly capped as
For the American Bee JournaL
foreign substance.
Melting point.
possible. If these methods are per14-5°
specific gravity"; 96.117
severingly carried out, you will soon
New Zealand Comb Foundation. ash, aFah.
trace. Substances not wax
I place

;

:

;

;

;

—

;

happy possessor of a
paying business, and one wherein you
can bid defiance to any opposition.
find yourself the

Brussels, Ont.
For the American Bee Joiimal.

Hiving Swarms
I.

of Bees.

H. SHIJIER.

Fragments of bees' wings and legs,
signs himself as "Another pollen grains, and water. I have tne
Xew Zealand Bee-Keeper," writes as honor to be, sir. your obedient servant.
— J. A. Pond, Colonial Analyst. Auckfollows to the Bee Journal':
land, Dec. 12. l.SS;^.
" Although Dr. Dalziel has done
In the See Journal of March -3.
page 1.5.5, there is a communication in what, of course, he had a right to do
" What and How " columns which to satisfy himself whether we were
escaped my notice until a few days practicing an imposition or not, i. e.,
ago. from a " Bee-Keeper in Xevv Zea- in getting an analytical test of the
land." in which there are certain comb still, we think he sliould have
quiries put as to the purity of the wax done this in the first instance, as soon
in some samples of comb foundation as he suspected that it was adultersent by that writer, for the purpose of ated, or, at any rate, before he made
testing. Xow. as the principal part mention of it to iithers, and not have
of the comb foundation used in New left it till written to on the subject.
" ^'ith regard to our comb foundaZealand is made by one firm, and that
firm was accused by one party, of tion, we may state that in making it,
adulterating the wax, without any we could not jiossibly be more pargrounds for the accusation whatever, ticular in keeping it free from imit would appear that there is some in- purities than we are.
The beeswax
timate connection between the ac- of commerce is usually in a very dirty
cuser and the quirist. I would, there- state, especially on the outside of the
fore, ask you, in the interest of " fair pieces ;
these are all thoroughly
play." to publish the following clipped scraped, and every ounce is then put
from the Nexo Zealand and Australian through a double-refining process, in
Bee Journal of Feb. 1, 1884
special boiling water-biiths, before
" Some few weeks bitek we received being made into comb foundation.
a letter stating that a report was being
sometimes get. amongst the large
circulated that we were adulterating quantities of wax that we purchase,
the wax. from which we made our pieces that have been adulterated
comb foundation with paraftine or some but having now handled some tons of

One who

;

Having read with
eral articles in the

interest the sev-

Bee Journal

on

hiving swarms, I venture to give my
of procedure, which is as follows
I make a two-frame nuclei
hive of the right size to hold the
brood frames, and in place of having
the sides and bottom tight, I nail
strips ^xj^ inches wide, and of the
length I desire, and
inch apart.
The top is solid, being made of y^inch lumber and fastened with a hook
on each end. I now make an. iron
bail and attach it one-fourth of the
way down on the ends. This bail is
long enough to pass under the bottom, and having a socket in the centre to receive a pole or handle, I then
fit two empty brood-combs into the
swarmer having slots to hold them, so
thev cannot swing and mash bees.

method
:

%

:

We

—
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wax. we can easily detect them

; these
are laid aside", to be sold eventually to
A second thought
a candle faiton
should convince any person that
whatever is sent out f'loni the Mataniata Apiary is, as far as we can possibly know, exactly what it is represented to be, for we should have
everything to lose and nothing to gain
in deceiving our customers ; and we
know that the proprietor would not
lend himself to any kind of deception.
Since we have been connected with
the bee-industry, we have done our
utmost to promote it in every possible way. sparing neither troutile nor
expense" to further the interests of
bee-keepers, and we believe that tliose
who have known us longest will give
us some credit for honesty of purpose
.

in

this

respect.

However, should

there be any kind of misunderstanding amongst any of our customers

with regard to goods obtained from
us, wdien notided we shall only be too
glad to explain or rectify any mistake

may have been made.
[We have given the above out of a
sense of justice to our many Aus-

that

tralian subscribers, but

should be

Fi7
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I notice in the Bee
concerning the
tree-trunk method of wintering bees,
and I will say that there is not one
colony in lifty that will live
years in

frames and boxes and extract from
those not worked for comb honey. I
got rid of fertile workers in a colony
by taking frames of brood with queencells from colonies that had swarmed,
any tiee in Minnesota. I have known and they reared a queen, but not until
them to live for
winters and then after several tiials, apparently when
die.
I wi?iter my bees in the cellar the young bees which were introduced
with a temperature of ;i5 and VP became numerous enough to manage
above zero, and keep them in as long the household affairs. I market my
as possible, I shall try wintering a extracted honey in pint and quart
few colonies on the summer stands fruit-jars, and to hold them, make
during the coming winter.
boxes with thin partitions, each holdFayet'I'e Lee,
ing a dozen jars, thus keeping the jars
Cokato, Minn.
clean and separated in handling, I
sell the jars along in nearly every instance,
as they are used in almost
Thoroughwort.
every family. "The boxes are made
Please correct a mistake in my letter with handles at each end.
on page 523. Y'ou made it read, "The
W. H. Stout.
Italian
bees are the best bees to
Pine (irove. Pa., Aug. 20, 1884.
gather honey, early and late." It
should read, " The Holy Italian bees
[The contents of the bottle might
are the best bees to gather honey, pass for a very inferior article of moearly and late." Please tell me the
name of the enclosed plant, and its lasses, but never f(jr good honey. It
merits as a honey-plant, to settle a was ruined by that honey-dew.— Ed.1
dispute. \Ve have dry and hot weather
of the queens.

Journal something

•">

.'i

yet.

R.

Kane,

111.,

Aug.

M. Osnoux.

22, 1884.

An Average

Season.

The honey season with

us is over
are no
such for this year, and it has been about
" Call an average one. However. I noticed
things as hohi or unholy bees.
decided that the wax sent here for
things by their proper names." We something this season that I never
examination was, on page 1.55, prosuppose you mean hybrids of the before saw in this part of the country, and that was "honey-dew."
nounced a genuine article.— Ed]
I
Syrio -Italian variety.
To call such noticed it only on the maples, and it
" Holy Italians" is unholy bosh.
continued for about one week during
mornings. It occurred about the
The plant is thoroughwort {eupato- the
time the leaves had their full size,
rium).
It is an excellent honey-pro- while they were yet young and tender.
ducer.— Ed.]
It formed on the top side of the leaves
in small drops not as large as a pinhead,
and soon died away before the
Bee-Keeping in Scotland.
morning sun, but the bees would have
Dear Editor :— This has been a a lively time while it lasted and after
Report for 1884.
splendid season for the bees.
The all I am not certain that it amounted
I began the season with t%8 colonies
heat at times is most excessive. We to ranch. White clover and the locust
increased them to 117. and took ..51 hnve also had long intervals of trees are our main dependence here.
forty-gallon
barrels of
extracted drought during the season. The most The locust bloom was good this seahoney. I have not yet weighed it all, of the bees here have now been re- son. There is nothing more beautibut it will run considerably over 20,000 moved to the Heather Hills for the ful to me than to see a locust in full
pounds. All of my top sections are second honey harvest. With the suc- bloom, and there is nothing else that
full, and I should have taken more cess of this year, I thitik it will do I know of which so
excites bees t&
honey, but I run out of barrels and much foi' the future encouragement active work. But few bees are kept
had nothing but the frames to hold it. of bee-keeping. In fact, apiculture in this neighborhood.
I shall take more after awhile.
has made rapid progress all through
Os.MAN McCARTY.
VV. S, Hart.
Scotland since you visited us -5 years
Zollarsville. Pa., Aug. 22. 1884.
New Smyrna, Fla., Aug. 18, 1884.
ago.
.John D. Hutchisson.
Glasgow, Scotland. Aug. 11, 1884.

borne in mind that the

it

Bee Journal

[Nonsense

!

There

My

;

;

Introducing Q,aeens.
A short time ago I received a queen
from Massachusetts, when I removed
the old queen and put tlie cage and
new queen in one corner of a frame
and left her 24 hours. I then opened
the hive and found small queen-cells
which I removed and left her another
24 hours, when I looked and again
they had queen-cells which I removed
and let the queen out of the cage,
when she flew out of sight. In about
10 minutes she returned, and several
times tried to light on the combs, but
the bees flew at her and drove her
away, so I caught her and put her
into the cage, and then again into the
hive. It took
days to introduce her,
but I succeeded, and she is now laying
.5

fast.

I

tried

introducing

virgin

queens by letting them run in at the
entrance when the hive contained
capped queen-cells, and lost one-half

Motherwort.
send you parts of a plant to name.
bees worked lively on it alt
through a good bass wood yield.
some of my honey mixed with
John C. Gi'lliland.
" honey-dew." This should be white
Bloomlield, ind.
honey gathered during early summer,
but it looks more like fall honey, and
motherwort, an excellent
[It is
as for quality, I will let yon pass your
honey plant. Ed.]
opinion. We have had the best honey
season that we have had in the past
Although the spring was
six years.
The Season a Poor One.
late, since the iioney-flow began there
has been no cessation except during a
I wintered 20 colonies, but the seafew rainy days when bees could not son here has been a poor one. I have
put in full time. At present buck- had no swarms yet, and took the tirst
wheat is at its best, and the weather extracted honey this week. The bees
hot and sultry, just right for a good are now gathering honey from buckyield of honey.. The second crop of wheat and goldenrod, and I expect a
red clover, too, is in full bloom, and good fall crop. The bloom has been
the bees work on it with a will. I abundant, but too much wet weather
have had quite a number of swarms has prevented the bees from utilizing
jACon Emmons.
lately, but have returned all of them, it.
which has kept me pretty busy to add
St. George, Kans., Aug. 25, 1884.

Best

Honey Season

for 6 Years.

I have sent you a vial containing

I

The

—

—
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as are described by the writers on
Hignonette Described.
this subject. The combs emitted a
About 4 years ago I bought an very offensive odor, and were black,
ounce of mignonette (Reseda grandi- except the edges which were bright.
flwa) from a supply dealer, which The brood was all dead when I saw it.
has been supplying my bees with I had the tree, the bees and the comb
some pasturage up to the present sea- cremated. I fear that it is a genuine
son. It grows to a very great size, 7 case of foul brood. Am I correct y
or 8 feet high, with long limbs, and Is it usual for foul brood to exist with
all covered with yellow flowers, which
wild bees V If it was foul brood and

are never without bees on them. The
farmers around me, iuid others who
should know better, declare that it is
nothing but wild mustard, aud that
They have
it will corrupt their fields.
actually requested me to have it removed. Will you be kind enough to
describe the plant, distinguishing it
from the troublesome weed called
wild mustard, so that my neighbors
may sleep quietly without fear of

having their

fields

contaminated V
A SUHSCIUBER.

[The most positive way

to distin-

guish between mignonette and any
and all kinds of mustard is the number of «tamens in each flower. In all
of the latter these are uniformly six
while in every
never more nor less
flower of mignonette ihe number is
from 10 to 40. The stumens are the
thread-like organs bearing at the top
and enlarged part called the anther,
in which the pollen is produced.— T.
;

J. IJlihrill.I

^^hat

BoxD.

iimX

ANSWERS BV

James Eeddon. Dowagiac, Mich.
Rules for thiN Departiiient.
Give your name and post-olHce address.
Be brief, and to the point.
Send no simple questions, sucli as are
lanswered in the bee-boolts.
only such questions as are of
4. Ask
general interest.
5. This department is not intended for
advertising any one's wares — therefore
1.
2.

'<T.

Questions concerning- the manufacture of
STOOds for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor

XHOS.
935 West Madison

IVas

On

it

G.

St.,

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Foul Brood?

Saturday evening, a neighbor of mine found and cut a l)ee-tree
about three-(iu:i Iters of a mile from
my apiary. )u Sunday evening he
told me that he had failed to get the
bees into a hive, and incidentally
remarked that the comb had a disagreeable smell. That at once aroused
last

(

my
On

was
Alonday morning I

suspicion that

it

foul brood.
visited the

place for the purpose of making a
personal inspection. I found the tree
to be a post-oak with a small, dry
cavity, containing only a few bees
and some combs which had the appearance of being new. or made this season, and containing about one pound
of honey, some pollen, and brood.
The capping of the brood seemed to
toe torn, but I saw no small holes such

give the bees a thorough flight after
your arrival— a flight of 2 or 3 days
duration. Ventilate the hives thoroughly, fasten the frames securely,
drive very carefully, avoiding all jars
possible.

Eipening Honey.

Will you kindly inform me through
having been exposed for a whole day, the columns of the Bee Journal
my apiary being only three-fourths which is the best way of ripening
of a mile away are my bees in dan- honey, say in quantities of from 3.5 to
ger y If they are, what can I do under 40 barrels ? If a tank is used, of what
the circumstances ? I am alarmed material and shape should it be
for the safet}- of my colonies. I am madeV Bees liave done well in this
a beginner in the bee-business, having neighborhood, aUliough the country
commenced three years ago with 4 was entirely submerged for several
colonies, and this year I have 6;^. I mouths. This year I have taken on
use the Simplicity-Langstroth hives an average of l(io pounds of extracted
with Quinby bottoms. This has not honey per colony.
M. T. Hewes.
been a good honev season, yet I will
New Roads, La.. Aug. 17, 1884.
be able to sell 3,oiiO or 4,oOO pounds of
Answ^er.—The subject of artifihoney. Bees have swarmed but very
honey, is
little'this spring.
I got only about 25 cially ripening extracted
swarms from .S4 colonies, spring count. one I have thought upon considerably,
I lost only one colony last winter, but having had no practical experihaving wintered them on the summer ence in the matter, I feel incompetent to give you the information de(Jeorge E. Burnett.
stands.
sired. Our California brethren have
Ilarrisburg. 111., Aug. 19, 1884.
had some experience in this matter,
Answer.— If I were on the ground, and if I remember correctly, have in
I think I could tell whether or not it the back numbers of the Bee Jourwas foul brood, though I have never nal given us some illustrations and
seen a case of the disease. Ele who descriptions of the methods which
cut the tree may have smelled one they use. I believe large apiarists
bad odor, or what he called bad, and will flnd it advantageous to ripen their
you another caused by the dying of honey ai'tificially.
ihe brood since the tree was cut.
Another question, Is there any foul Killing Bees.
brood within 20 or 30 miles of you ?
I send you a sample of bees which
Supposing it to be foul brood, whether
or not your bees would catch the dis- I have taken from a colony of Italease depends
upon whether they ians. There are quite a number of
visited the spot or not, and that de- them, and the other bees are putting
pends entirely upon the amoiuit of them out of the hive and killing
secretion and nectar in the flowers them. For several days past, at alabout you. If it was a time of honey- most any time during the day, I could
dearth, they would most certainly see from one to a half dozen being
visit the spot to greater or less extent, put out. What kind of bees are they ?
and would more than likely contract and why are they treated thus V
H. J. NORTHRUP.
the disease, provided the tree-colony
Lansingburgh, N. Y., Aug. 12, 1884.
had it.
Your (luestioii, like many
others, is quite deficient in detail, but
Answer. After examining the
I guess that it is not foul brood.
sample bees, I should think that they
were individuals of the colony which
Moving Bees.
is putting them out and killing them,
What is the best time and method and which have devoted the most of
of moving bees on a wagon 16 miles, their time to robbing, and that, too,
in some place where they have bebetween August and November V
come daubed. I think you have reaLe Claire, Iowa. A. M. Earley.
son to rejoice that these worse than
Answer.— I wish that you had worthless bees are being destroyed.
mentioned the number of colonies
which you wish to move. If only .5
or 6, I should put them on a spring Utilizing the Cappings of Honey.
wagon with straw in the bottom, or a
Whv could not the cappings oblarger spriugless wagon filled with
tained while extracting be utilized by
straw will do first-rate. Put in just the bees ? It seems to me that if it
twice as much straw as you think you was made very line, that they might
need. If you are going to move lo to
use it just its they use the natural
100 colonies, put a flat rack upon a
wax-scales. Has any one ever tried
wagon and pile as broad and flat a it y
A. C. Sanford.
load of straw on the rack as possible.
Ono, Wis.
AVheu it is 2 feet above the highest
Answer. We have had several
point of the rack, you have enough.
Upon this load you cai^put about 30 reports of experiments made in trycolonies, and let the combs run cross- ing to get the bees to utilize cappings
wise of the wagon. I would prefer in the very way that you mention
to move them on a cool, cloudy day, but so far experiment lias proved it a
and after the queens had ceased lay- failure, and that it is better to melt
ing for 10 days at least, or as late in the cappings into wax and make the
the season as vou feel warranted will wax into foundation.
(

)
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Create a Local

^^ccial giotices.

Xow

is

Markets

the time to create Honey
every village, town and

in

following your city. Wide-awake honey producers
the wrapper label of this
should get the Leaflets " AVhy eat
paper; it indicates the end of the
Honey" (only .")0 cents per 100), or else
paid
your
have
you
month to which
subscription on the Bee Journal.
the i)amphlets on " Honey as Food
For safety, when sending money to and Medicine," and scatter them
this oflice get either a post office or ex- plentifully all over the territory they
press money order, a bank draft on can supply with lioney, and the result
New York or Chicago, or register the will be a demand that will readily take
kind
Esaniiiie the Date

name on

Postage stamps of any
for amounts less than one all of tlieir crops at remunerative
dollar. Local checks are subject to a prices. The pricesfor "Honey as Food
discount of 2.5 cents at Chicago banks. and Medicine " are as follows
American Express money orders for
$5, or less, can be obtained for .5 cents.
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
We wish to impress upon every one postpaid
or 1000 for
tor $10.00
the necessity of being very specific,
of 100 or more,
and carefully to state what they desire $1500. On orders desired,
on the
we will print, if
for the money sent. Also, if they live
" Presented by," etc.,
near one post office, and get their mail cover-page,
(giving the name and address of the
at another, be sure to give us the adbee-keeper who scatters them). This
dress we already have on our books.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
^^ When writing to this office on and expense enabling him to dispose
business, our correspondents should of his honey at home, at a good prolit.
not write anything for publication on
^" To give away a copy of " Honey
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
be torn apart without interfering with as Food and Medicine " to evei-y one lohc
The edi- buys a package honey, will sell almost
either portion of the letter.
of
torial and business departments are
separate and distinct, and when the any quantity of it.
business is mixed up with items for
letter.

may be sent

:

;

—

often causes confusion.
publication
They may both be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
it

ConTention Hand-Book.

Honey Market.

It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully jirinted
on toned paper, and bound in cloth
price 50 cents.
contains a copy of a model
It
" Constitution and By-Laws '' for the
formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers— a simplified manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of officers as well as
nieniliers, a blank form for making
statistical
icports
a Programme
discussion
at
questions
of
for
such meetings— model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs— .32 blank leaves for
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
have aimed to make it suitable for
any locality, and a book that will com-

—

We

mend

itself to every bee-keeper in the
English-speaking world.

We

have had some bound in Russia
leather, with colored edges price 60
cents.
will supply them by the dozen at
25 per cent, discount, post-paid.

—

We

Preparation of Honey for the
ket, including the production

of

Mar-

and care

both comb and extracted honey,

instructions on the exhibition of bees

Emerson Binders— made especially and honey

This is a
at Fairs, etc.
are lettered in new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
gold on the back, and make a very
It must be understood that,
Dadaiit'sFoiindationFactory, wholesale
should an advertiser desire to cancel convenient way of preserving the Bee and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
an unexpired contract, he can do so Journal as fast as received. They
only by paying regular rates for the will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
ONE-PIECE
number of insertions his advertiseor for the Monthly, 50
the Weekly
for the

Bee Journal,

^"

"BOSS"

ment has had.

®" In reply to many correspondents

;

cents.

They cannot be sent by mail

SECTIONS.

us say that we take any kind of to Canada.
postage stamps as money, but coins
should never be sent by rdail, as it en^P'Do not let your numbers of the
dangers the loss of the letter either
We have again increased our canacity for making
by thieves, or else breaks through the Bee Journal for 1884 be lost. The the "BOSS" ONE-PIECE SUCTION, and are nowready
to till orders on short notice. We would adenvelope and is lost in that way.
best way to preserve them is to pro- vise our customers, and esiiecialiy SU1*PX.Y
to
DEALERS,
They
put
them
in.
and
binder
^° We carefully mail the Bee cure a
Journal to every subscriber, but are very valuable for reference.
should any be lost in the mails we will
And not Wait until the Euslt C(y>ries^
cheerfully send another, if notified
Sample Copies of theAMERiCAN Bee
We will not manufacture Hives and Shipping
before all the edition is exhausted.
this season, as we have fixed over all ourJournal will be sent free to any per- Crates
machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.
intending to get up a
one
Any
son.
J. FORNCROOK & CO.,
Subscription Credits.— We do not
sample copies sent to
Watertown. Wis., Dec. 1, 1883
49BCtf
acknowledge receipt of each subscrip- club can have
persons they desire to interview,
tion by letter. The label on your the
sending the names to this office.
paper, or on the wrapper shows the by
date to which your subscription is
^" Our rates for two or more
paid. When you send us money, if
eopiesof the book, " Bees andHoney."
M. D.
B. J.
the proper credit is not given you,
may be found on the Book List on
within tv.-o weeks thereafter on your the second page of this paper. Also
pivinR an Index of diseases,
A TREATISEcause
and treatment of each, a
label notify us by postal card. Do wholesale rates on all books where and the symptoms
table (rtving all the principal drugs used for the
"
again."
to
sell
purchased
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
not wait for months or years, and they are
The time for reading up will soon be when a poison a table with an entn-aving of the
then claim a mistake. The subscrip- here, and in anticipation of this, we horsc'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of retion is paid to the end of the month now have a very large stock of books cipes, and much valuable information,
Price 85 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
indicated on the wrapper-label. This on hand, and can lill orders for them
let

i:i=l^gl^3

©S

ENGRAVINGS

HORSE,
THEKENDALL,
BY

;

;

;

gives a continual statement of account.

in

any quantity, on receipt of orders.

THOMAS 0. NEWMAN,

West Madison Street. CUICAGO, ILli.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on ITALIAN QXIEENS, BADANT POlTlirsupply photographs of
X datlon, and SiipplleB. It will pay you t*>
Rev. L. L. Laugstroth. the Baron of which are printed a large bee in gold, send
K. F. SMITH, Smyrna. N. T.
for Circular.
100.
each,
per
llASet
cts.
or
$8
10
for
send
Berlepsch, or Dzierzon, at 25 cts. each. we
925

^° We can
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Young Men '.—Read
The Voltaic Belt Co

"WAITT

W.KoserHTllle,
Z. HUTCHINSON, IF TOTJ
Mich.,
Oenesee

This.

Co.,

of Marshall, Mich., Is now making a specialty of rearing fine Italian
•oflertosenf] theu- celebrated Electko-Vol- queens. All queens bred from the purest and
best of ujothera, and the cells built in full coloTAic Belt aud other Eleothic Api>l:ances nies. Single queen, fl; 6 for $5; 12 or more 7r>
Tested queens, $1.50 each. Make
eacli.
on trial for thirty riays, to men (young or cents
money orders payable at Flint, Mich. He has a
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of large stock of Oueens on hand, and can fill orders
35Dtf
KETUBiar MAII^.
vitality and manhood, and all kindred by
troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
jiaralysis, and manj- other diseases. ComCONVENIENT.
plete restoration to health, vig-or and manincurred,
as
No
risk
is
hood guaranteed.
thirty days trial is alhnved. Write them at
,

SYSTEMATIC AND

once for illustrated pamphlet

HBly

free.

VEHICLE,
SEND A POSTAL CAUD TO THE

COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO,
When

Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our superior V^ehicles can be seen, will be
sent.

We have the largest factory in the world for
manufacturing flrst-class and SUPERIOR

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
MANX'AL OF THE APIAKX.
11,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.

Bii2;sles, Phaetoii!^, l^ight Carriages,
Surrey \Vaa;oiis,

Or,

lath Thousand

«Jiist

Out

!

11th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months!
2,000 Sold the past If ear.
More than 5ii panes, and more than ou tine illustrations were added in the Hth edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
-very latest in respect to bee-keepinn. It is certainly
fullest and most scieotiflc work treating of
•bees in the World. Price.by mail,#l 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

the

A.

«1.

COOK,

Author and Publisher,

State Apricultural College.
l«C7t 20Dl:?t

1884.

JOSEPH

D.

LANSING. MICH.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY

t

AKRIAGE,

REVOLVIXO COMB-BANOBR,
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined,

Prlcp, (oiiiplde, only

For

ALFRED

sale- liy

923

West Madison

$18.00.

NEWMAN,

H.

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL,.

QUEENS In closing the
HIOH-eKABE
have some line
Queen trade tor this year.
I

ENAS,

1884.

hiph-erade " business" Queens, which will be sold
Fine breediuK Italian stock
f or 40 ceuts each.
for sale. G. W. DBM AKEB. Christiansburg, Ky.

(Sunny side A |>lnry,)

Pure

Italian

Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

EXTKACTOKS, COMB FOUNDATION, Sic.
•J4D10t A(Hlres8,8unnySideAplary NAPA,CAL.

HEADQUARTERS

THE SOUTH

IN

the manufacture of

Ki:»r

BEE-KEEPKRS* SUPPLIES.
Dunham und Root Foundallon

AND OCR i'OPULAR

a specialtj.

Queens and Bees from March to Novemher.
I^^Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
L. VI ALLON, Bayou Goula, La.
5Ctf
Italian

RETuRN MAIL

QUEENS BY

I
am now up with my orders, and can send
choice queens by return mail. Send me your
orders, and help me " out of the Hre."
«J. T. "Wir-SON. Mortonsvllie. Ky.
34D4t

ITALIAN QUEENS.
SECOND TO NONE)
Also. Syrian and Carniolan queens, mated with
Italian drones. Untested queens of either race,
^1.00; tested queens of either race, *i2.<ni. Special
rates on large orders. Circular free. Send postal

lor

G. H.

it.

K-NICKEKBOCKEK,
PINE PLAINS.

34Dtf
Friends,

von are

if

N. Y.

any way interested

in

PAUL

BEES OR HONEY
We will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Seml-Monthly eieanlngra

BOY
EVERY
Who

or

TE8TED
Nuclei.

QUEENS,

t3.5ii

tractor, J3.

and

OSCAK

ROOT, Medina,
Mississippi

The British Bee Journal

MONTHLY,

is

published

I

Crates, etc.,
ii

GEOHOE T^TLOR,

DDNDKB. KaneCo.lLL.

ICtf 12Blf
Pflll

UCCn

'UU ntCU
YL

National Real Estate
Index. Full of TRADES,

can

sell

See Advertisement

in

another column.

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

G Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

makes the flnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

AI.FRED H. VE'WMAJi.
023

and

West Madison

retail.

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILl..

by

or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest improvements,
CONQUEROR, and
includinK
tail.

THE
THE DOCTOR.

Send for my 32-paKe Illustrated
Catalotrue of Bee-Keepera' Supplies of every description.

ALFRED
9-23

H.

NEWMAN,

W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTROTYPES
Engrravinizs used in the

25 cents per square
thanfiOc.

Bee Journal

for sale at

inch—no single cut sold forleas

THOMAS G. NEWMAX,

98S West

Madison Street Chicago,

III.

Advertisenieiits intended for the Bee
JotTBNAL must reach this office by
Saturday of the previous week.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for p. .st;iL:e, and we will mail you free,
royul. valuable box of sample Roods

Boall

the

Bargains an<l Heal Estate news. oO cts.
a year. Sample copy free. Address,
W. I.. CRIOUS, Kirksville, Mo.
27CQt

retail.

the above Sm-jkers at

MANUFACTUKEKS' PKICES,

Miss.

t'fcc.

1

and

Dadant'sFoiiiidatioiiFactory, wholesale

4-frame
Ex-

make specialty of J.ANGSTROTH
AND MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made
from Poplar. Address,
all kinds.

for $3.00 a year.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

MANUFACTORY
HIVES, SECTIONS,
FOR

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps. In a letter to the Columbus Buggt C'p.,
Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
enKraving in colors representing an "Australian
Scene," and their manner of traveling in that
24A181
country with ostriches as a motor.

LONDON, ENGLAND.
Weekly Ajuebican Bee Jouunal

O.

1 am now prepared to supply dealers and consumers with
Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping

%W

Seven

at

U.K. PEEt,

21C12t

of

SEMI-

Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and
Editor.
how to do It. Rev.

Wax

BLEDSOE. Grenada,

and free from horse

"We make our own wheels from the beat timber isawed by our own mills) that chd be obtained
from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
setond-RTOWth hickory.

Dadanl'sFoundatiou Factory, wholesale

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

Simply send your ad-

12; untested, »1:

$4.,"iO.

f.

GIRL

sends iis eight 'J-cent stamps (16 cents)
and the names and address of ten boys and
plrls who love to read, will receive YOUNG
AMERICA, a larg-e oO-cent monthly, full of
beautiful pictures, brilliant stories, poems,
Don't miss
jtvizzles, etc., one year, free.
this rare chance, as this is the best and
cheapest youth's paper in America. Address
YOl'NG AMEKIOA, Lock Box 67.3, Canal
35A2t
Dover, Ohio.

ments in Hives, Honey Extractors, Comb
We send the
Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all boobs and the British Bee Journal, both
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. A'otdino PatenUd.
dress written plainly, to
Ctf
A. 1.

Villai;e Carts,

the latter most perfect

motion.

AND BEE-EEEFEB'S ADVISES.

in

American

way of makinR
few days, than you
possible at any business.
will start you. You can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. 1 he work
and
is universally adapted to both sexes. TounR
old
You can easily earn from .50 cents to 15 every
evening That all wlio want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
for
who are not well salisBed, we will send fl to pay
the trouble of writins us. Full particulars, directhat will put you in the

money
GOLD!morethought
ever

in a

We

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co.. Portland. Maine.
tions, etc., sent free.

4Aly

TESTED QUEENS FOR $1.00.
or more Tested Queens. »1. 00 each. SI.X
ONE
unwarranted Queens for 14. Cyprian Queens

crossed with Italians, at the above prices, and 1
claim that they arc the best bees. I guarantee
each Queen to be young and good.
J. F.HEKSHEY, Mount Joy, Lancaster Co. Pa.

ijAit

!

!
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GREAT SAINT LOUIS

FAIR,

October 6th to Uth, 1884,

OPEN TO THE WORLD
Kiitries, Spaces, 5StalIs

and Pens Free

to all Exhibitors.

$50,000 CASH PREMIUMS

!

tlie LARGEST in the World
BATES
on all Roads during the Fair.
HALF-FARE
REGULAR LITE-STOCK SALES DURING THE FAIR.

APIARIAN

Exhibits

K^For Ulustiiited Premium Lists, or information, address the Secretary. ,^1
CHARLES GREEN, President.
FESTUS J. WADE, Secretary.
.^.)A4t

J^cuj Oylenni.

BU Y AN *

IORGAN

Opening December 1,1884: Closing May 31.1886

— L'NUUK
United

'UIK

AUSnCES OF THE

—

GDVErnment.

States

$1,300,000,
by the

Ai>proprialeii

Govuriiment.

Geiier;il

$500,000,
Coiiliilmtfd

New

the Cili/.eiis of

I)v

Ot

k-aii!.

$200,000,
nnletl
Apiiropnnletl

l>v

in ttie World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

$100,C
$100,000,
by
l>v

rialeil
Api>ropri:Uetl

Sinte
SLite

the

of

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,

I.oi
I,oiiisi;in

$100,000,
by

Appropri.-xitd

llie

City of

From $5000
by

Ap|>ropii:iUtl

and

to

New

Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

Oileiins.

bt.iUs, Cilic-i

The

188 end I90 State

I'oreig'n Countries.

£.»'yStat« ar<d Tertilory rn tha Union lepresenteJ.
and neerly ail tlie Leading Nations and
Countnes of th* World.

Prices Reduced.

Event

Industrial

In

PUBLK^ SENTIMENT

Owing

the

World's History.

AfPLICATIONS FOK BXHIIUI » A (.KK A I>y ItKCKrVKM
OOVKU SKlltKSPACK aN*I> iJUKA KU VAKIKI Y
OF tjUILIKC'lS THAN HUSK OP ANV
KXrOSiTIDX KVEK HKI.D.
.\

decline in the price of
Beeswax there will, hereafter, be a
reduction of

The cheapest

rates of travel ever

kpown

in

the annais of iransnortation secured for the

people cvervwhcrc.
For informaiion, address
E. A. BURKE,
Director General, W, I. A C, C. E.,
New Ok leans. La.

to

ii

5 cents per pound

I

I

on

orders for

all

Comb Foundation,

pay aSc. per pound deliTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid miBtakea, tfie shipper's name
should always be on each package.
I

AliFRED H.
9:23

West

NE^VIYIAN,

MiidiHion St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

&

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,

Syrian-Albino Queens
jraniiliuliirers of and Dealers in HEEMy new Strain AHBAD of all. They KEKPERS' SUPPLIES and HONEV.
Combs, witlioiit

Separators, and are UNEXCEKiIiFID
workers.

Select-Tested, to breed

from

Untested
Address,
MOAtf

as

Reared by Alley's method.
?:i.00
$1..5i:)

OR.

€1. 1..

New

TINKER,

Philadelphia, Ohio.

CHICAGO.

affirms that the

PRESS

SUPEKIOK for

niiiklnpComb Foundation either
Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
D. 8. OITEN <fe CO..
HOOPESTON. ILL.
lABtf
iB

In

a week at home. J5.(Xj outHt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
wliH^h persons of either sex, young or old,
can make great pay alt the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Uallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

^

_^_^

FLAT -BOTTOM

DOUGHERTY
Viulld beautiful, straight

St.,

Given'sFoundationPress.

Biggest Exhibit, the Biggest Building and the

Biggest

&

ESTEY & CAMP,

$25,000,

Iiiiiuiiiei.ibic

130,000

The Best

Mexico,

Lan^'st^lth

HIVES

a Specialty.

Dadant's

Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections. E.vtractors uTiil Honey Jars. Send for
14A-26t
our Price 1.1st.

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free
J,

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont, cv^ N. 2,

P'ouniiatiDh.ltin^'-lKnn

Dadaiit'sFoumlation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

For Bees, Queens,
Honey, Foundation, Hi^es. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

Fr.ANAGAN
lABly Lockbox9'jj.

Jk Il,l,INSKI,

Belleville, St.CiairCo.,Ill8.

!

;
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HEDDON'S
GOLTJivrisr.

Sixth Tliousand Just Publislied

WAX

New and Enlarged

ON SHARES,

not send

me

your

Edition

OF

For Comb Foundation for 1885,

Why

!

HONEY,

and

OR THE

Management

and

Profit

;

by

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor of the Weehly Bee Journal.

aZa Weat MudiaoB

through their centertit
tlie top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best li^'-ht
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
;

is

of an Apiary for Fleasnre

THOMAS

Wax

A NEW BEE -VEIL.
There are five cross
bars united by a rivet

BEES
.

!

Street, ChlcaKO, III>

handsome

of

light

matenal. It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take otf. and folds compactly in a paper bo.v
0x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect. The
weiglit of the entire ^'eil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, Sl.OO.
Flies,

ALFRED H, SEWMA>,
illustrated
made into tlie best Given FounIt contains 330 profusely
923 West Madison Street. Cbtcaeo, 111.
dation on shares, or at a low cash pages, is " fuUv up with the times " in all
inventions in this
price per pound ifor making;, during the improveiiicnts and
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the less-hurried winter months.
the ajiuu-ist with evei->-tIiiiie; that can aid in
If you have no wax, perhaps your the successful mananenieut (if theHoneyI now wish to say to niy former customers, that I
you
it
will
pay
store-keepers have, and
Bee, and at the same timeproducc the most am now ready to fill orders for the following Queens,
to
me.
to buy and ship
in May and June, each
$ .50
lioney in its best and most attractive Hvbrid
Italian— untested— not warranted,in May and
Write and get my present low terms. condition.
1.00
June, each
PRICE— Bound in cloth, *1.00 in paper Italian—
1.50
I pay highest market price in
warranted, May and June, each

to be

GOLDEN ITALIANS!

;

covers,

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary for
oiler lor

I

sale

Sale.

one of the best

hern Michigan.
other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- house, good
highcellar, cistern, and two wells
board fence all on }4 acre of ground in
a small village, C rniles from here, on
Depot, freight, exthis M. C. R. R.
press and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2-5 rods
11

cents, postpaid.

^r"-\ l.Ibcral Discount to Dealers, by
tlie Dozen or Hnn<lre«l.

apiaries and very choicest location in

S

7-5

It

No

right away than
anythingelsein this world. Ail
ft
of either sex.succeed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. True
4Aiy
& Co., AuBusta. Maine.

Pure Italian Bees and (jneens
For farther information, send for Circular.
RICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly

wanted for The Lives of

all

Also

mPOKTED
Tafee your choice.

Presidents of the U. S. The
lart'est.handsomest, best book
ever sold for less than twice
uur price. The fastest selling

HONE!
1

marketing- extracted honey.
he covers are deep and the
pails are made with special
iiference to tiUingr them for
the retail honey-trade. They
are made in a superior
manner and are quite
I

when

:

to state

4tt>.

7

Cass County,

nicely

etc.

,

CINCiarajATI, O.

Oadaiit's Fotindation Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

Notice This
After Auti.

~^,

I

will

send by return mail a

beautiful tested Syrian tif Italian Queen, and one
of my combined J^nme and Queen Traps, or a
copy of the Bee-Keepers' Handy Book, on receipt
of $2.00: without bduk or trap. ?i.'>o each. Warranted Queens. $i.iHt each. Select tested, fS.W.
Safe arrival Kuaranteed. by mail.

Al-LEY,
HENRY
WENHAM. MASS.

33Atf

Bee Hives
SECTIONS.
NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY

H. NE\rMAN,
ILL.
CHICAGO

Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send for Samplea A Kednced Prlce-I>Iat.
ABtf J.VANDEEVOBT.Laceyville, Pa.

!

The Largest Manufacturer of Bee Hires
Sections, etc., in the World !

CAK-r.OAD

Our capacity now is a
of goods daily. Hives manufactured from sort
white pine, and sectiL^ns from white basswood.
Send for our new Illustrated Price List forl884. It
is very Important vou should have ournewList
before ordering, as prices are arranged differently
from

last season.

C3-.
IBCtf

A.

Vandervort

MICH.

M l; T H

lySend 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

ft.

whether or not you

JAMES BEDDON,

DOWAGIAC,

and

13 ft.
Perdoz.?1.2.5 $1.60 $2.00
Per 100 8.00 10.00 14.50

25
l
(M
11 00

my Circular for 1883.

Address,

filled

labelesl.

0(1

1

CIRCULAR for 1884
have

pails

H ith the sides tapering, for

ITALIANS!
$ 3

€ r.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave..

illus-

Prices

UDtested
Untested, after July 1st
Fotested. (perdoz.^ after July 1st

And be SURE

PftlLS

The accompanyinglations show a nest of

attractive in appearance,

Tested, to breed from

Muth's Honey Extractor,

the

book in America. Immense
purchaser a splendid
profits to agents. All intelligent people want it.
opportunity to gain a good home, and Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
I will sell free. Hallett Book Co., Portland. Me. 4Aly
choice honey location.
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

Our New Strain,

IILLS.IOiNCH $15.00

.

my

QUEENS!

DlEHIi, Butler, lod.

Square Glass Honey .lars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

I)EAT,ER IN

fall flowers.

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till tlie purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
Hives and fixtures of my latest imWrite
me for
proved patterns.
prices, terms, etc.

J.

peiz[j

:

I will give

li.

2.50
7.00
10.00

more money

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood; third, from
myriads of

20Atf

Send six cents for postase.
and receive free, a costly box
of goodswhich will help you to

;

distant.

Italian— tested Queen
Full colonies of Hybrids
Full colonies of Italians

LOCAI.

B- LEA7VIS,
WATERTOWN,

WIS.

KEPOKTEKS WANTED.

We want an agent and local reporter in every
community to represent City and Conntry,
and furnisn us from time to time such facts as we
and
may require. Send in cents for credentials
full particulars repardine services and compensation. Address. Will C. Turner 4 Co.. Pubhshero
"City and Conntry," Columbn", Ohio.
24A18t

...
..
..

^l*.

^'^^^

^"^^^

^^^^15*^^"

^*^^^

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

(
t

THE WEEKLY EDITION
OP

lU.,

September

Topics Presented

in this

10, 1884.

Number.

Apiary Register
590
Aster
588
Bee and Honey Show at London,

Ont

PCBLISI

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

C.

EDITOR AND PROPRIKTOR.

925

WEST MADISON

ST.,

Weekly, ttS a year

;

CHICAOO, ILL.

Monthly. SI.

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one neiusubscrlpclon for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey.'' bound in puper.

\^ The

receipt for money sent us will be given
the address label on every paper. If not given
tn two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.

ly Any person sending a club

of six. Is entitled

eo an extra copy (like the club), sent to any address
Sample copies furnished frtt.
desired.
at the expiration of the
time paid for, unless requested to be continued.

J^T Papers are stopped

FOKEION POSTAGE, EXTRA:
To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly, 12 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, fl Monthly, 24 cents.
;

;

<Gteorge

&

Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Neighbour

EnUred

Convention Iland-Book
Convention Notices
580,
Correspondence
County Convention in Indiana
Create a Local Honey Market
Direct Introduction of Queens.
Do Bees Make Honey or Gather It?
Editorial Items
579,

at the Chicago P. O. as SecoTidClaBs Matter.

.

»as

W ent Msdlson

Street..

CtalcASo,

postase prepaid.

589
581

The Weekly Bee Journal

581

58i
589

588
582
580

Wintering Bees
Worst Season within 12 Years

8 00
2 75

75..

2 50

75.

2 60

50.

3 25

08.

3 00

50.

2 76

50..

Langstroth's Standard Work
4 00
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25.

.

3 25
3 76
3 10
3 75
2 25

580

Fisher's Grain Tables

2

W.

2 25

588

Moore's Universal Assistant

587

580
586
585

580
579
589
588
585
581
587

588
581

589
579

58S
579
.

25.

00.

2 35.

587

.

$2 OC.

and Cook's Manual, Intest edition
3
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Reeister for 2i)0 colonies
3
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3
Quinby'8 New Bee-Keeping
3

3 00.

588
581

Winter Bees
Introducing Queens
Is it Lawful to Keep Bees ?
Killing Drones
Local Convention Directory
Making Honey- Vinegar

Price of both. Club

Alleys Queen Hearing
Scribner'a Lumber and Log Book

588

Ventilate Cellars

What and How
III.

579

Honey-Dew
Honey-Dew for Winter Stores
Honey for Children
Honor to Whom Honor Is Due

Notice to Corrsepondents
Only Half a Crop
Planting for Honey
Preventing After-Swarms, etc
20 cents per line of space, each insertion, Queries
For either the Weekly <yr Monthly Editions.
Selections from Our Letter Box.
A line of this type will contain about T words; Shall we Breed Hybrids ?
TWELVE lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space. Special Notices
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Stings and Bites
Bditorlal Notices. SO cents per line.
The Holy-Land Bees
Advertisements may be inserted one.twoorfour
The National Convention
(tmes a month. If so ordered, at SO cents per line,
Theories About Wintering Bees.
space, for each Insertion
Advert isemonta withdrawn before the expiration The Pollen Theory
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for Trial Subscription

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

We will supply the American Bee tjonrnal
one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column elves the reeular price of both. All

588
588

ADVERTISING RATES.

the lime the advertisement is inserted.

589
586
579

Garden Carrot
Half a Crop of Honey
Honey and Beeswax Market

How to
How to

CLUBBING LIST.

588

Bee Journal for 18.S5
Bee-Keeping in Cuba
Bee-Keeping in Russia
Bees in the Mails

.

on

VOL. XX. -No. 37.

4 50..

4 25

Honey as Food a: Medicine.IOO Copies

4 50.

4 25

Blessed Bees
King's Bee-Keepers' Text

3 00.. 3 76

2 75.. 2 50

Book

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and
aDdaieaningslnBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King). 3 00.
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
2 60..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3 0O..
The Apiculturist, (Silas M.Locke).. 3 00..
British Bee Journal
3 75..
The 7 above-named papers
825..
.

2 75
3 75
2 36
2 76
2 75
3 50
7 OO

1^

The Illinois State Fair for 1884
be held at Chicago, upon the
extensive and finely improved grounds
of the Chicago Jockey Club, adjoining
Garfield Park. The Fair will be held
show of Fat
from September 8 to 13.
Stock will be held in the Exposition
Building, Chicago, Nov. 11-20, under
the auspices of the Board.

will

A

^- It must be understood that,
should an advertiser desire to cancel
.579 an unexpired contract, he can do so
587 only by paying regular rates for the

585

.583

.582
.588

number of insertions
ment has had.

his advertise-
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
bv huiulreds nf the most prac
tiral and disinterested bee-lieepers to be
the cleanest,briglitest, quickest accepted by
is

BOOKS

m color,

A. H.

NEWMAN, Chicago,

is

made,

times on every sulnject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
g-iven upon application.

On dozen

111.,

MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDDON, Dowajjlac,
C. F.

!

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

attested

bees, least apt tn sat;, luost regular
evenness and lu-atucss (if any that
it is kept for sale by Jlessrs.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of
Apiary, bv Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, ard fully up with the
tlie

Qninby's lVe«' Bee-Keeping. by L. C.
KOOT.— Its style is plain and forcible, making
its

readers realize the fact that the author

master of the subject.

is

Price, $1.50.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. ROOT.—
DOUGHERTY
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of tlie Honey-Bee. and is valuable to the
Freeburg,
111.,
Jr..
HBRTEL,
CH AS.
Bees and Honey, or Management of an more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
WM. BALL ANTINE, SaBO, O..
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thdm.is beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
111.
B L. ARMSTRONG, JerseyTille.Philadelphi«,Pii.
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
ARTHUR TODD. German town,
Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
in all the various improvements and invcn,
E. KRETCHMBR. Coburg, Iowa.
CHAS.

B. F.
C. F.

Mich.,
& McKEB, Indianapolis, Ind.,
H. GREEN. Berlin, Wis..

SMITH. Smyrna,

N. Y.

DALE. Mortonsville, Ky.
and numbers of other dealers.
Write for
list

SAMPLES FREE

and price

of supplies, accompanied with

ISO

COMPr.IMENTAKX,

:

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAX,S
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
We giuarantee every inch of our Fonndatien equal to sample in everj respect.

DADANT .& SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.

CHAS.
SABly

tions in this ranidLv-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everything that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following subAncient History of Bees and Honey
jects

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The Original

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

—Locating
—

an Apiary— Transferring— FeedSwarming — Dividing — E.\tracting —
Queen Hearing- Introducing Queens — Ital-

ing

ianizing

— Bee

Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet-

ing and Haiulliiig liecs— The Management of
Bees and Iloniy at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
etc. -"-'(I prclusrly-illustruted pages. Price,
bound in clotli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;
3 copies for $2.i>5; 5 for S4.00; 10 for ^7.M.
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .M)
colonies, SI. 00 ; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
200 colonies,

Honey

$1.50.

Food and Medicine, by
Newman.— It gives the various

as

G.

recipes for making
as Food
Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended lor
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the Engllsli or German
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents 100 for
$2.50 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more arc ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

uses of

Honey

;

Honey

Wines,

etc.

—

—

Bee - Keepers'
Book. liyTHo.MAS

B

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiary,
states that "Mr. Binpham was the first to improve
the old Quinby siuiiker by establisiiint; a direct
draft." Five years of pert^istent effort has demoDetrated that no one but Binjiham lias been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and ere
yet in working order. 'I'hey burn lots of blocks

and chips and stufl, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
emoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as you please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherinttton Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.5,1X^10 in use from one
to five years, and receivins: but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over h.inio. there is evidence that i^^Mr
with U8 is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Price. '75c.

Tlie

Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev.

Convention

—

Hand

G. New.man.— It contains
a simple .Maniuil of Parliamentary Law and
Ii\ili-^ 111 Order for the guidance of officers
and III! iiiliors of Local Conventions— Model
Const it ut ion and By-Laws for a Local Society
—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

Wliy Eat Honey? by Thomas
Newman.— This Leaflet is intended for

master, and

will

Price, $2.00.

Dzlerzon's Rational Bee-Keeplng.—

A translation of the master-piece of that most
celebrated
in cloth,

German

$2.00 ;

authority.

dis-

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 60
cents per lOO 500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more -are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
;

the bottom.

Preparation

of

Honey

for

tlie

ITIarket. including the production and care
of lioth Comb and Extracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
Honcv at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey.'"
Price. 10c.

Swarniiiig, Dividing and Feeding
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."

Price,

bound

paper covers, $1.50.

Queen-Bearing, by Henry Allev.- A
and detailed account of 23 years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.

Bee -Keepers' Text Book, by

A.

J.

and enlarged.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
Details their management. Price, 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers. by
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, 10c.
Dzierzon Theory. — The fundamental
principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives thecorrect
meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
The Hive I l!se. by G. M. Doolittle.—

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. K. Kohnke.— Itsorigio

Details his

and cure.

Price,

25c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Complete Mechanic. — Contains over
I,(X)0.(HX) industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
It has 35
illustrating positions of sick
treats all diseases in a plain and

bo more useful to horse owners.
hoi-scs. and
comprehensive manner.

recipes, etc.

It

many good
English

has

Price, 25c.. in either

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

eat and

This book should be in every
family. Price. 50c.
Scrlbner's liUniber and liog Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.

should not

cat.

Fisher's Grain Tables.- For casting
price of v'rain. produce and hay; wood

up thi'

measurcr.rcailyrockoner.tables for plowing,
Price. lOc.
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
Monthly, 50c. They cannot he sent by mail
etc.

Price 5o.
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Bee Pasturage Si Necessity, by Thomas
Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..3'.^ inch. .$2 00
'*
..175 G. Newman— Progressive views on this imConqueror smoker! wide shield) 3
1 50 portant subject: suggesting what and how to Canada.
354 "
Lar^e smoker (wide shield)
" ..125 to plant.— A chaj.ter from "Bees and Honey."
2
Extra smoker (wide shield)
Constitution
.

in

full

ciifrravings,

G.

L.

work of a
is the
always remain a standard.

Langstroth.— This

L.

The Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Kino.— A new edition, revised
Newman.— A Kecord and Account Book for Price, $1.00. hound in cloth.

Thomas

Patented, 1878

romance of hee-keeping, full of practical
information and contagious enthusiasm.

;

.

" .. 100 26 engravings. Price, lOe.
2
65
1% "
LUtle Wonder smoker
Bees In IVIntor. bv Thomas G. Newman.
B*iiffham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
—Describing Chaff-packing, Cellare and Bee1
15
2 inch
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Price 5c.
dozen rates. Address,
Bicnen Kultur. by Thomas G.Newman.
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
—In the German language. Price, in paper
covers,
40 cents, or $3 per doz.
MICK.
ABKONIA.
6A2Btf

Diain smoker

"

and By-I.aAVS, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
whicli arc printed a large bee in gold, 10c,
each, or $8 per 100.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

u

csjy-

Journal

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

SEPTEMBER

ILL.,

10, 1884.

No. 37.

The National Convention.
Respecting the holding of the meeting of the iSfational Society at New
Orleans, ;Mrs. L. Harrison (who was
probably re elected Vice-President
for Illinois, at the
last meeting),
writes thus

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS
EDITOP.

G.

NEWMAN,

AND Proprietor.

:

" I second the motion to have the
next National Convention at New
Bees in the Mails.
Orleans. The Rochester friends could
have it another year. We have had a
Mr. T. A. Hougas, of Henderson, poor crop of honey, and the railroad
and boat fares will be low to New
Iowa, makes the following inquiry
Orleans."
"'ttlien did
the
'act' permitting
According to the Constitution, the
queen bees to be shipped by mail take
next meeting cannot be changed. An
y"
effect
There was no "Law" or
adjourned meeting might be held
Act of Congress in reference to " bees
there, early next season or a special
in the mails." At the National Conmeeting could be called on the requivention of bee-keepers held in Chisition of five Vice-Presidents, but as
1.S79,
cago in
Prof. Cook was appointed
no one can tell who the Vice-Presia committee to visit the Postmaster
dents are (through the bungling work
General at Washington, and endeavor
at the last meeting), official action
"
to have his
Ruling" reversed which
" prohibited the carrying of bees in seems to be impossible. Let us hope
that the next Convention will redeem
the mails." The Editor of the Bee
"love feast " may be well
Journal prepared a cage having itself.
enough
in its way, but matters of
double wire-cloth over the aperture,
" business " should be promptly atwith y of an inch of space between
tended to, officially recorded and duly
the two pieces of wire-cloth,
:

;

Bee-Keeping in Russia.
Mr. Robert Eldridge, of Cincinnati,
returned from Russia, where
he has been largely engaged in the
rearing of go;fts and camels, says in

who has

reply to the question of a reporter of
the New York Sun, who asked What

do you know of bee-culture in Russia ?
In Little Russia and Lithuania the
great linden forests render bee-keeping very profitable. The finest honey
that I ever saw, is produced in Kovno.
Kaluga produces annually about 1,760
poods of honey and 3,.500 poods of
wax. A pood contains about thirtysix pounds. The annual production
in the Don Cossack country amounts
to $.50,000, in round numbers.
In
Volhynia and Bessarabia the combined yield of honey reaches a value
of nearly $200,000 a year. The annual
yield of the whole empire is not far
from $4,000,000, or about 18,000 tons.
To this must be added nearly .5,000
tons of wax, worth $2,000,000. This
is about all consumed in Russia, the
exports being very small.

A

snre

protection

to

the

affording
published.
Postal em-

which Prof. Cook took to
Washington, with other sample cages

ployes,

shipping queens. By the kind
assistance of the Hon. Edwin Willits,
of Michigan, the Professor obtained
an interview with the Postmaster
General on .Jan. 14, 1880, and after
hearing the case, and examining the
cage, the order was reversed, taking
effect immediately.
for

Making Honey-Vinegar.
Under

this

Agriculturist

heading in the American
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson

gives the following

:

The "cappings" shaved

off in the
preparation of honey for extracting,
are always allowed to drain. But
even when thoroughly drained, considerable honey still adheres to them,
and it is an excellent plan to have a

keg or barrel of water

^°

The Xorthwestern Convention wash them, and

will be held at Owsley's Hall, corner
of Robey and West Madison streets,

Chicago,

The

ferment and become vinegar. Water
which has been used to rinse out any
utensil that has contained honey, can
be thrown into the barrel. The scum
sweetened water should be skimmed

next week.

^

which to
water to

on Oct. 1.5 and 16, 1884.
notice will be published that arises upon the surface of the

111.,

official

in
to allow the

off.

The Hiawatha, Kan., Fair

will

^"

The

there's

"

The bees

are swarming, and
them," said Jones,
Premiums in the Apiary Department coming into the house. His little boy
George came in and said
was an
amount to S4.5.00. Mr. J. W. Margrave end to one of 'era, any there
how, and it
is the Superintendent.
was red-hot too.

be held from

.Sept. 16 to 19, 1884.

no end

to

Stings and Bites.

An

old

woodsman

of Australia,

who

used to catch snakes for pastime, says
that a raw onion bruised and applied
as soon as possible to the wound is a
certain cure for the bite of all the

venomous serpents

of that country,

except the death adder, which he
admits is so poisonous, and its poison
is so quick in acting, that there is no
known remedy for it. That the onion
is a specific for the sting of poisonous
insects of all kinds, has long been
known to the writer of this paragraph,
who, when a boy, invariably carried
one on expeditions with companions
against hornets' nests, etc. It was
found that the application of onion
juice would instantly allay the pain
caused by the stinging of hornets,
yellow-jackets, wasps, bees, etc. etc.—
Washington Star.
,

Trial Sub.scribers.— The Weekly

Bee Journal

will be sent to any
address in North America from now
until the end of 1884 for 30 cents.
This offer is intended to aid those who
are getting up clubs at Fairs, Conventions, etc., and should add several
thousand to our readers during the
next month.

:
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Time and place of Meeting.
Western Iowa, at Dexter, Iowa.

1884.

Bept. 13.-UnioD.

—Eastern Indiana, at Richmond. Ind.
M, G. Reynolds, See., Williamsburgh, Ind.

Seot

17

sept. 17.-Eastern Indiana, at

20.-Hancoc. County,

sept.

^^^^^°'J^^l^^%^^

O., |t

P'-gdUy. O.^^^

sept. 24-26.-Western, at l-O^P^jO^^^'^^^Mo.^^^
Oct.

1.

2.-Cedar Valley,

Oct. 2.-Whltesides,
Oct. 3.-N. Ind.

and

111.,

^"^-'-'^.^r^X'Xc':at

Moms^onan._^^^
^^^

S.

Mich^at^Goshen^In^.

^^^

Oct. 4.-Progre8slye, at Bedford. O.

^ ^^^^

^^^

Oct. 4.-Mar.ball Co.. Iowa, »' Ma,"ha»^3-"gl»,.
Illinois, at Bloomlngton, 111.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
Mich.
Oct. 11. 12.— Northern Mich., at Alnia.
F. A. Pulmer, Sec. McBnde, Mic
Chicago. 111.
l6.-Northwestern^t
15.
Oct.
"
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.

Oct 8 -Central

'

Oct. 28-30.-North

American

Honey and Beeswax Market.

The National Convention.

Local Convention Directory.

1^ The date for holding the next
meeting of the North American BeeKeepers' Society, in the city of
Rochester, N. Y., has been fixed for
Oct. 28, 29 and 30, 1884. At the last
meeting of the Northeastern BeeKeepers' Association a committee was
appointed to secure a Hall and make
other necessary arrangements for this
meeting.
Knowing the men who
compose this committee, we can assure all who are interested, that the
matter is in good hands, and that
everything will be arranged for one
of the best meetings ever held by the
Society.
Rochester is one of the
finest cities in the United States, and
this should be an enjoyable meeting
for all

soon

are interested. We hope
amiounce a complete pro-

who
to

gramme.
L. C. Root,

C. C. MiLUEK, Sec.
Vice-Pres.

at^Roche^ster^^^^^

^

Office of the American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m.. Sept. 8. 1S84

The

}

i

following are the latest quotaand beeswax received

tions for honey

up

to this

hour

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—

There is no change to note ia the
price of honey, but demand is improring gradually.
Extracted brings 6@9c on arrival, and
choice white comb honey in sections, 15@16c.
BKESWAX-ls dull at 268280 on arrival.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

NEW

rORK.

HONEY—

As we have already commenced receiving consignments of this year's crop of honey,
we feel safe in making the following quotations
Fancy white comb, l-lt, iy(aj20c., 2-n>, 16@l8c. fair
to good. 1 and 2- lb, 14® inc.: fancy buckwheat. I-lb,
12i-B®13c., 2-ft. llX@12c.: ordinary grades of dark,
land 2-Ib, ll@ll^c. E,xtracted white choice, in
kegs or small barrels, 8H(<tiyc.. buckwheat. 6>^@7c.
BEESWAX-Prlme yellow, 30@31c.
:

;

McCaul & HiLDRETH,

34

Hudson St.

BOSTON.

HONEY.- New honey is coming in. and selling
at Ifji^lHc. for best white 1 and 2-pound sections.
New extaeted, s^tic. Honey in unglassed sections

the most readily. Old comb honey all gone.
The Union Bee-Keepers' As- sells
BKB8WAX-30C.
sociation of Western Iowa will meet
Blake ti Riplst. 57 Chatham Street.
in Dexter, Iowa, on the second SaturCHICAGO.
day in September, at 9:30 a. m. This
Dec. 10. ll.-Michlgan State, at Lansing.
HONET—The demand for comb is very light..
11. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton. Mich.
Association is doing a good work, and The
retailers have bought a little during this
bee-men in Western and Central Iowa month; but say that they do not have any call for
fm~ In order to have this table complete, Se«reof would do well to avail themselves of its it at present. Prices range from 12@IfSc per pound
particulars
full
forward
to
requested
tariesare
for the different sized frames and style of pack-

NOV. 25.-Westem Mich., at *>|^ontjMich.^ ^^^_
Dec. 3.-8outheastern Mich..

« Ad'^f °^ Mi^h-^^.

Ume and place of future meetings.— Ed.

benefits.

M. E. Darby,

Sec.

ages.

There

Some of

the

is

a continued dullness in extracted.

new crop

is

on

BEESWAX— Is dull, and

Introducing ftueens.

^"

The

Cincinnati Exposition of
this year, the twelfth in the series,

32c for yellow,

is

sale.

2r)C for dark, with
the range of prices.

R. A. Burnett, 161 South Water

30®
St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
opens September 3 and closes October
Mr. D. Kepler in an Exchange gives 4— one month. Every facility of low HONEV— Comb and extracted areofferlng freely.
queens
The market is weak fur bnth kinds. Some extra
his method of introducing
rates on railroads and by boat are choice extracted was placed at .5c.. which is a full
offered to the stranger to visit the

thus

few words as I city. Exhibitors, and any others seeking fuller information, may address
I have employed
that
methods
can the
the Secretary, who will furnish rules,
the last five years without a failure. regulations, premium lists, etc.
Having prooured the queen to introJ. F. Walton, Sec.
duce, I keep them in as comfortable a
I will detail in as

figure to realize in the wholesale market.

For the

choicest comb 10c. represents the extreme views
of buyers. White to extra white comb, ll<al2c.:
dark to good. "yL'c; extracted, choice to extra
white, 4^@5c.; dark and candied, 4c.

BEESWAX.— Wholesale.

25c.

Stsarns & SMITH.

KANSAS

423

FroDt Street.

CITY.

In the
till evening.
HONEY.— This market now begins to show some
with a good many inquiries and some
afternoon I hunt out the queens to be
(^ The bee-keepers' association of activity
sales. Prices, however, are not very strong under
to
them
superseded, cage and return
Central Illinois will hold their quar- the very liberal receipts of the past week. 1 quote
Comb, J^-lb. sections, at 18c.; 1-lb. sections,
the central part of their respective terly meeting at Bloomington. 111., on Fancy
17c.: 2-lbs., I6C. Dark honey, slow at 12 to 15c.
Extracted in fair demami at 6".^ to ~^c.
brood-nests.
Wednesday, Oct. 8, 1884, at 10 a. m.
BKESWAX.-None in the market.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
At or after sundown, I remove
BEESWAX— Nominal. 3U®3ocper lb.
Jerque Twichell. &14 Walnut Street.
them, spray the bee and brood-combs
place as I can

with diluted honey or thin
sugar syrup. Daub the wings of the
strange queen by turning her over in
a spoonful of honey taken warm from
which
one of the combs of the hive
each respective queen is to be introduced, and introduce by allowing
them to crawl among the workers on
the brood-comb. Watch the workers
a moment, and if there are any demonstrations of anger, spray bees and
queen till they let her alone. Close
the hive and all is done. If it is
desired to introduce to divisions, it
should be done as late in the day as
convenient, and be sure that we know
liberally

m

®" The Whiteside Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet at Morrison,
111., at 1 p. in., on Oct. 2, ias4.
All
bee-keepers are cordially invited.
Kreider,
Sec.
A. B.

ST. LODIS.

HONEY — Steady; demand

and

supply

both

small. Comb. 12@14c per lb., and strained and extracted 6@6Hc.
Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
W. T. Anderson & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.

BEESWAX—

CLBVBLAND.

^"

The Bee-Keepers' Association

of Eastern Indiana will meet in the
rooms of the Y. M. C. A., at Richmond, Ind.. on Sent. 17, 1884.

C.N. BLorrNT,

Sec.

HONEY-The

honey market seems

to be im-

Firovtng, so that there is a larger demand. Best 1b. sections were sold in quantity at 16c; in a
amall way 17c is occasionally obtained, but I6c
would be the more reliable quotation; 2-lbs., best
white, l4(*I5c; second quality slow at 10®12c.
Extracted slow at S^;tc.

BEBSWAX-30C.

A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.

^"

The Western Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will hold its second annual

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY—We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.

7(g.7^c.
meeting in Independence, Mo., Wed- 15c; extracted.
GEO. w. Meade & CO.. 213 Market.
nesday, Thursday and Friday, Sept.
24—26, 1884.
Tlie Association will
^" Our rates for two or more
endeavor to make this the most infor a moment missing their queen. structive and interesting meeting it copies of the book, " Bees and Honey,"
Aside from a little disturbance and a has yet held, and will spare no pains may be found on the Book List on
liberal feed, the bees seem unaware of within its means to make it in every the second page of this paper. Also
wholesale rates on all books where
anything unusual. Under this method sense valuable to all.
they are purchased " to sell again."
C. M. Grand ALL, Sec.
of treatment, workers never molest
The time for reading up will soon be
or commence to hug a queen, and
and in anticipation of this, we
never ball one after dusk, and before
Adfertisements intended for the Bek here,
sunup, and before they have forgot- Journal must reach this office by now have a very large stock of books
on hand, and can fill orders for them
ten their general feed, she is perfectly
Saturday of the previous week.
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.
at home with them and is laying.

where the old queen is. ascertainuig
to a certainty in which division she is.
The philosophy of the above method
seems to me to be in the bees never
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At the time that Mr. F. and Mr. B.
wrote upon the subject in Gleanings,
I did not take that paper, but occasionally borrowed copies and wrote an
article for it now and then. I never
thought or claimed that any positive
visitors, proof on my part dated from my ob-

further on in the line of practical ex-

one of our practical honey-producers), he will see that
he was liiistakcn when, on page .519,
he said that if these crosses were bred
together, tlie result would be cross

periment

My

hybrids.

ror the American Bee JoumaL

Preventing After-Swarms,

(for lie

is

students,

my

and myself know to the contrary.
These hybrids. I think, after being
bred together under the supervision
and weeding of tlie bee-master, should

etc.

JAMES HEDDON.

be as much entitled to the name
on " strain," as the different strains of
page ")22, 1 will respond by saying that Italians and (iermans in their purity,
our experience here has been that we dift'erentiated by undirected local inget more prolit by having the second fluences. Mr. Shearman calls them
influx of l)ees with the prime swarm, " strains," and I know of no other
than as though we had left them with term by which to better express what
the parent colony. As it is about IM we mean and just what we mean of
days before young bees begin to re- these pure bees, we find exists with
place the rapidly decreasing numbers crosses judiciously conducted by the
of a swarm, and the fact that at the reason of the breeder. Now, who
time of swarming, the swarm not only ever starts out on a new plan of
leaves a portion of its bees in the old breeding such strains, I think is corhive, but at least thrice as many un- rect in naming such bees a " new
hatched bees, we think we get the strain."
better and more prodtable division of
I approve of the advice given by
'•
the colony by taking what the old Mr. S.
Do not breed hydrids inDo
colony would send out in second and discriminately."
I also add
third swarms, and adding them to the not breed or allow to be bred in your
prime swarm.
apiary any strain or race of bees inWe have sometimes waited more discriminately. If you cannot disthan 7 days and never yet under any criminate, it will pay you to buy
circumstances have we known the queens of some one who can " Pay
bees to quarrel. They all seem to you " in surplus honey.
recognize each other as members of
That crosses are the very best surone family.
Here we are never plus-honey bees, I fully agree with
troubled with swarms swarming, and Mr. S. and the numerous bee-keepers
have hardly any swarms of any kind that he quotes, but that they swarm
during the basswood flow.
more than Italians in their purity, I
I very much object to Mv. Decker's And untrue in my practice.
I have
plan of doing away with the queen- never had a race or strain of bees that
cells in a colony which has cast a failed to breed to the fullest extent of
swarm, by introducing a fertile queen their capacity all through the fall
to tear them down. I will tell why
bloom. During the first half of that
1
You are at the expense of buying bloom, includiiii;- the dearth just preor rearing a queen. 2. Under such ceding it, is the time when our bees
conditions the bees are much less in- breed more than at any time of the
clined to receive her. 3. The gain year. I am fully persuaded that Mr.
Jlr. Decker speaks of is not there. S. will find that the extra safe winterAll good, average queens fill all the ing of the neighbor farmers' bees was
combs with eggs that they should a matter of "present condition," and
have, up to their full capacity just not a trait susceptible of being bred
before the swarming period. This in or out, or liable to repeat itself. I
rest of 12 to ].5 days that the combs will not say that it is impossible to
get between the time of the exit of breed up a race of horses that could
the old queen and fertilization of the not catch the distemper, but even if
new one. is needed to allow the young that mark could be struck, it is so far
queen room to give you the full benefit off I have no disposition to shoot or
of her fertility. Every now and then even aim at it.
we have been, for 1.5 years past, preOn page 534, iMr, Pond says he does
sented with the immense advantages not quite understand me, which, as
of tilling this brooding-gap with a usual, is correct. I never meant to
fertile queen, but yet the general say, and did not say, and did not
practice of our bee-keepers does not write any thing that can be tortured
adopt it. The principal is incorrect, into my saying, or even intimating that
as I discovered and said 10 years ago the " natural ferocity of the Italians
when it had ten times as many ad- was what made them orgave them the
vocates as now.
slightest tendency to stick to the
combs " when handled. Mr. P. says
SHALL VTE BREED HYBRIDS ?
that he has not yet found any race or
The last statement in the first strain of bees equal to the pure Italparagraph of Mr. Shearman's article, ians for indisposition to sting. There
on page .519, is not true as far as my are numerous others who have.
experience goes.
When I first adHONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE.
vocated that if Italians and Germans,
if of the right strain, were bred toSince reading Mr. Fradenburg's
gether, they would produce hybrids article on page 535, 1 have no reason
not "cross," I do not remember of a to doubt his originality in the dissecon ding voice. Now Mr. Shearman covery of the " pollen theory." Mr.
and numerous others have had some Robinson, no doubt, has equal rights
exp erience bordering upon the fact, it to the same claim, and I amquite sure
seems, and I have no doubt but that I have.

To Mr. A. A. Decker's

article

;

:

:

:

.

servation of the condition of my colonies last spring. I thought that, as
the best of additional evidence only, I
look upon Mr. F.'s experience and observation during the same spring, in
exactly the same light.
My article of .May 11, 1S81, in Gleanings, shows for itself that I had for
some time entertained the idea that
floating pollen in the honey might be
the cause of the disease.
On page 409 of the Bee-Keepers'' Infor February, 1881, will be
found the following concerning beediarrhoea, written by me on Jan. 29,
" For years past I have sus1881
structor

:

pected

that the mischief, or first
cause, lies in the honey, and is produced either by its containing bacteria (living animal germs similar to
those said to produce foul brood), or
an undue amount of fine pollen always
more or less found in honey." But

why

multiply words

V

I

am

pleased

Fradenburg as a coworker in our chosen pursuit, and additional evidence to the theory which
now remains in little doubt with me.
I have not been working for honors,
yet I am not without pride and gratitude in receiving them, which i consider just and right. These honors
are like love, they cannot be measured, and were there a dozen of us to
share them, there would be just as

to look

upon

^Ir.

for each of us. I am sorry that
silent for so long an interval. I will here invite him to
share with me the future labor of de-

many

Mr. F. was

fending the theory which we believe
to be not only correct, but of the
greatest importance to onr fraternity,

and receive a

fair proportion

of the

who are frightened lest
some important discovery should be
credited to other than themselves.
Of course it is not strange, after
slurs of those

my

labors in the matter, that beekeepers should at once respond to the
shock given them by Mr. F.'s radical
claim of priority and I here wish to
express my thanks, especially to Mr.
Hutchinson, for the timely and vigorous defense offered. I think all ot us
are not only willing but glad to pay
the tribute of honor to all who disdisseminate important
cover and
truths relative to our adopted pro;

fession.
I have had much to do with patent
soliciting, and I think Mr. F. is mistaken in regard to who would receive
the right, were the discovery patentable ; but this point is of no moment
in this case, and not worthy of con-

Let us all rejoice that we
no doubt, .soon to get at the true
cause and prevention of the (what has

sideration.
are.

been) greatest enemy to our success.
Dowagiac, Mich., Aug. 22, 1884.

t^ The Progressive Bee -Keepers'
Association meets on the first Saturday in October, 1884, at Bedford, O.
general invitation is given.

A

J.

R. Reed,

Sec.
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Wintering Bees.
MR. pond's question answered and
ONE OF MR. CLARKE'S POINTS

CONTROVERTED.

gives more room and convenience for
the cluster beneath. This is a very important matter in successful wintering, and will amply repav the beekeeper who attends to it.
In the month of August, during the

A. Jones said, with dry humor, that
he would be quite willing to pay $.500
for a queen that would produce bees
like that.

Selby, Ont.

last good honey flow, I always begin
For the American Bee Journal,
to prepare my bees for winter by
spreading the frames after extracting, Do Bees
Make
Honey or Gather It?
so that a good, thick comb of
On page 524, Mr. Pond asks, '• Can can be stored and capped in honey
each
W.
H.
SHIRLEY.
any one give me a logical and scien- frame. If there are frames with
tific reason why a strong colony of clover honey which
I wish to leave
I have always thought that bees
bees should winter with greater safety for winter, I uncap one or both sides gather honey
from flowers just as
on a set of frames from \-2 to 1-5 inches as may be required, spread them out, nature furnished
it. with but little
deep, than on a set which are only 9}^ and the bees will attend to the rest. change and
that when bees so gathinches deep i"' in the answer to this,
ered
it
from the flowers and stored it
In elucidating his " hibernation
Mr. P. says that he does not want
theory," Mr. Clarke says:
'-Give in the combs, and when man took this
theories. 1 will endeavor to answer
same
substance
from the bees in the
bees a chance to hibernate, and they
his question with facts and the reawill winter well. To do this, I firmly form of comb honey, or extracted it,
sons for them.
believe that we must get them up off we had honey in all its native purity.
In my apiary I use three sizes of of the ground." Xow, if Mr. Clarke Such honey I have sold for the past
frames, viz \2%xVZ^4, inside meas- means by this that bees will not win- ten years with a SoOO guaranty of
urement; 12}| deep by 10^ wide, and ter well on the ground, he is certainly purity, if one poimd of the honey

ALLEN PKINGLE.

;

:

12i,£

9 deep by
wide.
Other things
being equal, the bees winter better on
the deep than shallow frames, for this
reason
They will not store much
honey in the top of a shallow frame,
not nearly so much as in the top of a
deep frame.
In the shallow frame—
the brood-nest will extend nearly to
the top of the frame, thus leaving but
little room for honey.
The consequence is, that when the colony clusters for the winter upon frames Ifi
:

inches apart from centre to centre
(and they ought not to be less than
that in winter), there will be but a
small portion of their winter stores
above them where it ought to be. I
will not stop here to prove that the
winter stores ought to be mostly
above the bees, but simply postulate
it as the proposition will, I presume,
not be disputed, being so obvious that
it is generally conceded.
Now, in the case of shallow frames
i^i or 2 inches apart, the cluster of
bees 6 to 7 inches in diameter, would
only occupy 3 or 4 frames and the
amount of honey stored in these is
utterly inadequate to support a colony
through the winter, especially in a
low temperature. They would have
to depend upon a lateral supply which
would be quite inaccessible in a low
temperature. I do winter bees on
such frames successfully, but not in
the same conditions otherwise as in
the case of those on deep frames.
The former must be kept warmer so
that they can shift about for their
food. In a low temperature they will
starve to death when the upper
stores are gone, though they mav
have plenty of the "collateral" to
" back them up,'" at their sides. On
the other hand, in the case of deep
frames, there will be sufficient honey
stored above the bees, in connection
with that in the two frames immediately on either side of the cluster,
to winter a colonv inside or out. This,
I know to be a fact from long experience.
Before the winter supplies are stored
in the hives, the frames upon which
it is intended to winter the bees,
should be spread apart at least l^j
inches from centre to centre. This
gives room for a wide comb of honey
in the top of eacli frame, and also
;

mistaken

;

and

the fact that they sent out by me was not just as left by
the bees, and as gathered by them from
the flowers.

if

will winter well, flat on the ground in
this cold climate, must spoil the hibernating liypothesis, then the hibernating hypothesis must be spoiled.
I

have been

in the habit,

more or

wintering bees on the ground.
Last winter I had 7 colonies outside,
flat on the ground all winter, and they
came out in good condition. 1 am,
however, inclined to think that there
is, after all, some truth in this " newfangled notion " which Mr. Clarke
has, with great nocturnal travail,
brought forth. I think bees do exist,
a part of the time during winter, in a
sort of semi-torpid state, though not
so far gone into " the land of nod " as
to be hibernating, in the proper sense
of that word. Bees which I liave
wintering in the cellar, I have found
betimes, in a slumber so profound
that several pretty hard knocks on the
hive failed to bring a response, and
when the covering was lifted and the
light entered, they showed even then
in response to a blast of breath blowed
upon them, little sign of life, and less
disposition to move. Still, it would
be rather too much philological latitudinarianism
to say
they were
" hibernating."
Albeit, there is another apicultural
gentleman somewhere in the northern
latitudes who can beat Mr. Clarke all
hollow in the hibernating idea. At
the annual meeting of the Ontario
Bee-Keepers' Association, held in
Toronto a year ago last fall, the aforesaid gentleman gravely related to the
meeting how a neighbor of his had
•'
taken up " a hive of bees in the fall,
less, of

In the fifth paragraph of Mr. Jerome
Twichell's circular, a copy of which
is found on page .);^2, he says that it
must be admitted that bees gather
honey from a number of flowers, " or
from the sugar and glucose barrels
found around grocery stores;" and
then says that it all becomes honey,
that bees cleanse and purify glucose
so that it is not injurious but undesirable to eat on account of its flavor.
Take 4 pounds of glucose and 1 pound
of honey, mix them and then see if
you do not have all the honey-flavor
one could ask for. Farther, Mr. T.
says that bees will store but J^ of a

pound

honey from

1 pound of sugar
succeeded in obtaining
three-fifths of a pound of comb honey
from one pound of extracted, this sea-

of

or glucose.

I

I know of several beewho claim that they can get

and

son,

keepers

back four-fifths of a pound.
calculate a

Let us

I think glucose can
be bought for from 3 to -5 cents per
pound, according to the price of corn ;
good extracted honey can be had for
10 cents per pound
now take 12
pounds of glucose, 3 pounds of honey,
and you will have 1.5 pounds of glucose, honey, flavor and all at a cost of
90 cents.
From this you can get 9
pounds of glucose-honey in the comb,
which will bring 17 cents per pound,
or SI. -53, leaving a clear profit of 63
cents on an investment of 90 cents.
little.

;

Glucose manufacturers had better
look this matter up, and if glucose
becomes honey after being stored bv

after the old plan and after the bees the bees, my w-ord for it that we bee'had fallen into the hole in the earth keepers who depend upon the flowers
prepared for them, and completely of nature for our honey will have to
asphyxiated from the fumes of the succumb to the glucose manufacsulphur, the earth was filled in upon turers.
them, and I think he said " tramped
Granulated sugar, at present prices,
down." In the spring they were dug figures out about the same profit.
up whether by accident or design I do For instance
Ten pounds of sugar
not remember), and the redoubtable at 7J^ cents per pound amounts to 75
little fellows were found to be not cents 7 pounds of honey at 10
cents
only alive and smart, but in excellent per pound amounts to 70 cents
to
health and spirits. The gentleman this add 3 pounds of water and we
added (as a legitimate corollary of have 20 pounds of sugar-honey at a
this fact, of course) that the plaii of cost of $1.4.5. From this we can get
winteriug bees after this cheap and 15 pounds of comb sugar-honey which
convenient fashion was well worth will bring $2.-55, or a net profit of $1.10.
considering. Our enterprising Air. D. The cost of foundation and sections
;

(

:

;

;
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should be taken out of these lignres.
Now, if I felt so disposed. I could
feed glucose to niv bees, extract it,
and sliip it to Mr. 'I. and warrant it
e., if his stateto be pure honey—
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But there is another source that
must be considered, viz the moisture collecting on the combs and the
sides of the hive which I, myself,
have seen bees take up as described
:

The Pollen Theory.

DU. G. L. TINKER.
by Mr. C. W. Dayton, on page 504.
ments are correct.
It has been plain to bee-keepers all
>Ir. I), shows there that he could proAgain, what is his guaranty worth, along that to tlic aceuniulatioiis in the
duce the disorder at will by increasbased upon such views ? Glucose and intestines of bees in winter conliiieing tlie amount of moisture in the
sugar are the only things honey is ment is due the immediate cause of
ventilation. It
j".

adulterated with to any extent, I
think, and if a customer should come
back on Mr. T.. all tliat he would
have to say would be that " the bees
put up the article which 1 sold you,
and so it must be pure honey." There
is more comb lioney put on the market
that contains glucose or sugar than,
perhaps, Mr. T^is aware of. I labored
bard to convince a grocer in Kalamazoo, last season, that my lioney was
He said that he knew that
pure.
there was comb honey put on the
market in Kalamazoo that was onehalf sugar, and for that reason his
customers were afraid to buy honey
that is put up in small sections. He
said that if he had honey put up in
the old-fashion caps, that hold 1-5 or
20 pounds, he could sell it out quicker
than he could if put up in nice, clean,
white sections of the one-pound size.
Another grocer in the same place
would not listen to me at all, but if I
had honey put up in three or fourpound frames, he would buy some.
Still another said that I might leave
one crate on trial, but he did not think
that he could sell it, for people were
generally afraid to buy honey that is
I told him
fiut up in such nice shape.
hat I guaranteed my honey pure. In
a few days I called on him again, and
found the honey all sold at a good
figure, and more was wanted. He
seemed surprised at the sale of it,
and said that the guaranty of its
purity was what did it.
Our State Fish Commissioner told
me, last season, that it was almost
impossible to get a pound of pure ex-

bee diarrhiua. The question at once
arises, " What are the sources and
the nature of the accumulations V"
A correct answer will give us a pretty
clear idea of the various problems
involved and the highway to a solution of them.
But first as to the possibility of
voiding the feces in eonflnement. If
bees could void themselves, of course
the collections would not occur. We
know that the queen-bee certainly
does. Why not the workers V I still
think they do under certain favorable
circumstances, but I am ready to
grant that as a rule they do not. "Their
instinct is so strong against voiding
in the hive, that it is doubtful if we
ever can rely much on this method of
relief.
The strongest argument in
support of the theory is that they
either cannot or do not. But Mr.
Heddon does not appear to have
noted it.
Now of what do the accumulations
second, the
consist y
First, water
excretions of worn-out tissue and
which
gives the
bodily
waste
other
odor to all animal dejections third,
indigestible refuse of the food taken.
As to the first, Mr. H. would hold
that it proceeds entirely from an inBut how does he
flamed intestine.
know this ? I could grant that it
might so arise if I knew that a bee's
intestines ever became inflamed. Now
;

;

this is all speculation.

If not,

and

there is any known evidence that inflamation exists in conjunction with
bee-diarrhcea, why has it not been
produced before making such an astracted honey in the city of Detroit. sertion, and, especially, why has the
Only yesterday I was to'd, by a gen- term dysentery been changed to that
tleman who moved from Missouri to of bee-diarrhoea V By common conthis place last winter, that near where sent at the wise suggestion of the
he used to live, there was a Doctor Editor of the Bee Journal it has
who was making money "liand-over- been so changed but if Mr. Heddon
fist " by feeding sugar to
his bees is right in his speculations we will
and selling the product therefrom, now have to march back to the old
for comb honey. Some way it was term, which is the correct one, if an
foimd out, and it was reported that inflamation of the large intestine of
for so doing lie was compelled to pay a bee having the well-known disWe do not think
charges, exists.
some SI. 200 in fines.
And now what is the outlook for that an inflamation, as that term is
honest
honey-producers
(of
gilt- understood, ever exists in a bee, and
edged honey) if Mr. T.'s statements we have a right to scout the idea
are true ¥ It looks to me as though until some evidence of it is produced.
there might be a crop of honey someThe probable source of the water
where if nature did not give us a which constitutes the greater bulk of
drop, providing there was not a fail- the accumulations, is the honey eaten.
ure in the sugar or com crop. I have The first ray of light which after
no doubt of Mr. T.'s honesty and sin- three years and more of study, I got
cerity in his statements, but is he not on this subject, was from reading an
mistaken V
article of Mr. S. Cornell, on page 728
Oh for a simple test, so that we may of the Bee Journal for 1882. We
know the pure article from the adul- all know how great is the dampness
terated one.
Who can give such a exhaled by a colony of bees. Mr. S.
testy I am willing to pay my share has shown that at a low temperature
towards discovering one," if it can be the air in a hive may be so completely
had for money. Extracted honey is saturated with dampness, and that
gaining in favor with us every season. very little exhalation of water can
I have already had to buy 1,000 pounds take place from the bees, the result
to fill my orders.
being accumulation of water in the
Glenwood, Mich.
intestines with abdominal distension.
;

!

hive by lessening the
is

almost

unneccessary

that this could not be
is " the cause."

if

to suggest

pollen-eating

Whether the solid matter of the
excretions of worn-out tissue and
other effete matters is greater or less
than the indigestible refuse of the
bee-bread consumed, may be hard to
determine, but a little reflection
should show to Mr. II. that the refuse can furnish but a small amount
of the material for bacterious fermentation that is invariably present, and
which is beyond question a potent
cause.
great many pollen husks
may accumulate in a long confinement, but there is also a large amount
of purely excrementory product. It
is well-known that if a man be thor-

A

oughly physicked and subsequently
take no food, that the purely excrementory product is considerable for
sometime.
My own opinion is, that Mr. Heddon should have stuck to the bacteria
theory, as

it

certainly

covers more

than the latest edition of his
views. There is no question about
facts

the presence of the bacteria, or of
that of the fermentation ; in fact, the
one is an indisputable evidence of
the other. If one species of bacteria
may cause the yellow fever, as alledged, why not another cause beediarrhoea y
I have thought from the first that
there were many causes of bee-diarrhcea operating conjointly and at one
time, one and then again another predominating. I am unable to reconcile
so many apparently conflicting facts
that have been presented in the Bee
Journal, in any other way. Probably Mr. Heddon will agree with me
on the accumulation theory. Our
disagreement is principally upon the
nature of the accumulations and the
order of the causes leading to them.
As to bee-bread, I have shown that
the collections are made up of only
a comparatively small amount of inrefuse, the same being
digestible
mostly pollen husks ; that this aggregation from its very nature is nearly
harmless, and as such pollen is recognized as one of the minor factors in
If Mr. H.
the problem of causes.
thinks this is " edging over " to his
wonderful theory, he inay make the

most of

it.

My

position in regard to the disnow well-defined, and in the
light of which we will examine Mr.
Heddon's arguments as set forth on
page 501. As to the primary cause, I
have stated that sometimes one and
again another cause seemed to predominate hence, when bees suffer in
a mild-tempered cellar, cold is the
lesser factor in the list of causes, for
anything below 50° Fahr. is cold to
the bees. In such cases humidity
may be the primary cause, as cellars

order

is

;

"
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are always more damp than the external air. Now, Mr. Heddon '• finds
that bees do winter successfully where
severe cold is brought against them ;"
yet this argument is offered as a
clincher against cold being generally
the primary cause, and the chiefest
feature whenever extensive disasters
have occurred. Only half the truth
Severe cold of short durais told.
tion, a month or two, is often safely
borne, but protracted severe cold has
never in the history of bee-keeping
been safely borne. Why, sir, such an
argument as this would prove the

most improbable cause

to be primary
Confinement is a leading factor oiily
when we have long continued cause
!

of unrest, so that " the same line of
do not apply as alledged.
facts "
Against the cause, humidity, there
is no attempt made to rate it as secondary.
It is " interesting," therefore to note that Mr. H. " errs " in
making his first point, and that cold
as a primary cause is an impregnable

bulwark.

We

give our Southern friends credit
intelligence in perceiving
is a primary cause of beediarrhcea. And why should they not,
since cold is about the only difference
between the climate North and the
climate South V " Well, they have it "
in Missouri, Southern Indiana and
Ohio, but that is about as far South
as we find it. The disorder in Kentucky Hi years since, according to G.
W. Demaree, in a late number of the
Kansas Bee-Keeper, was not " dysentery " except in a few cases. The
bees deserted the combs and hives,
leaving all clean and dry. The " unanswerable " argument as to the

for

their

that cold

"

losses in Southern Indiana has also
been fully answered in the Bee-Keepers^

Guide.

Examples are cited of moving bees,
showing that no harm has followed a
few moments or hours of agitation.
True enough but this is a small matter compared with the excitement
and unrest that proceeds from the
severe struggle of montli after month
;

with unabated cold. No evidence is
given, not even a reasonable supposition why restlessness does not occur
until after an overloading of the intestines, as held. Mr. H.'s argument
consists in the simple assertion that
they are " silly " enough to eat what
is not good for them.
Bees, be says,
will have diarrhoea very soon in sum-

" if
coiifined.^^
There is no
doubt of it but what comes first, the
excitement and agitation or the pollen eating?
But why eat pollen?
Answer To supply the tissue waste
following the wear and tear of
wearied muscles. Now, this all comes
of instinct or nature's prompting, and
no " silly " freak about it. Bees eat
the pollen or bee-bread in answer to
a law of nature, but there must first
be the demand which comes of excitement and unrest. The inducing

mer

;

:

cause

is

the

same

winter, and they eat

summer or
much or little
in

according to necessity.
If in any
case they eat too much, there is a
cause for it, and that cause is primary, and to remove which, is to torever prevent the occurrence of bee-

As it is impracticable to tend the body of one bee. Honey exremove all of the bee-bread from tlie tracted from the brood combs might,
combs, or even such amounts as will but not that from the supers. And I
prevent the bees eating too much do not think there is enough floating
when there is a demand for it, we can pollen in extracted honey to affect
diarrhoea.

only deal effectually with the primary the bees one particle.
The indisputable fact is, that sugar
or inducing causes. In this Mr. Heddon seems to admit the fact, but syrup is a better winter food than
denies the induction
He tells us honey, because it furnishes so much
how "silly" bees are to eat pollen, more heat to the bees that there is
and then infers that if only the little if any necessity for nitrogenous
greater part is removed they will not food hence, they are disposed to let
touch it. Here is " consistency " for bee-bread alone when they have a
food so strongly heat-producing that
you.
Inordinate consumption of food has they can keep warm and comfortable
been the rule in all cold winters, and without vigorous exercise.
In making tlie statement that in a
harmful accumulations in the intestines of bees the result. No "fatal winter like that of lcS80-81, the half of
error "about tliat. If colonies have his 45 sugar-fed colonies might have
died in a non-freezing cellar in less been lost, it was presumed that in
than three weeks, it has been the ex- making the great test of last winter,
ception to the common result. And, Mr. H. used only single-walled, eightagain, undue accumulations may not frame hives and no protection. With
have preceded the diarrhoea in this these conditions, I repeat that such
particular case. This loss so oft re- loss would be probable in a hard
cited by Mr. H., has been obscure as winter.
My theory of successful preparation
to cause, because all the facts surrounding it were not known. But as for winter may be summed up in a
he thinks the cause to be one and in- few words. Let the bees store all the
separable with his theory, he sup- pollen they want to, but take from all
colonies the combs not required to
poses that his bees were " silly
enough to gormandize on pollen with- hold the necessary winter stores.
Contract the brood-chamber as much
out a cause.
Holding such diverse theories on as possible, remembering that six
wintering, we do and ought to " dif- Langstroth frames will hold ample
fer " in our views. This will be ac- stores for the strongest colony to last
but is it not a little from November until May. Extract
corded to us
premature thus soon to claim the host no honey, but feed to each colony a
of bee-keepers for the theory ? Has, few pounds of granulated sugar in the
indeed, our good fellow bee-keeper form of a moderately-thick syrup, or
such a hold on the fraternity that he enough to make out sufficient stores.
may bag their convictions at will ? Give large, lower-ventilation, very
No, we believe that all are thinking little upper, and winter in the cellar,
this matter over, still looking for or protect well with forest leaves on
" more light."
the summer stands.
New Philadelphia, O.
Yes, there are bee-keepers " way up
North " to the 43 and 44 parallels, who
can winter bees, but they give ample
For the American Bee JoumaL
protection, use very large well-packed
County Couvention in Indiana.
ventilated-hives," or thick-walled beehouses. In these the Toss has been
trifling, in careful hands, but there is
Pursuant to a call, the kee-keepers
greater expense at the outset, perhaps of Hamilton and Tipton counties,
not in the long run. Cellar wintering Ind., met at Ekin, Tipton county,
is the cheapest, toUerably-safe plan. Ind., on Thursday, August 7, at iO
These statements are not inconsistent a. m.
with my expressed views, nor is it at
Considering the busy time in threshall necessary for me to show that ing wheat in that vicinity on that day,
there are as many pollen-bearing the meeting was attended by 150 or
weeds a little farther North than more, in the beautiful grove of Mr. H.
round about Howagiac. But why in Small.
deep interest in the adtroduce this argument if I were so vancement made in bee-culture, largely
inconsistent ?
added to the encouragement of those
Mr. Heddon is very happy at grasp taking an active part in advancing
ing my ideas. He inquires why I have the cause.
At 10 a. m. the meeting vras called
not offered " any reason why sugar
syrup is any better than honey as a win- to order by David Learning, president,
ter food." He has " done so," etc. It who also delivered an address, after
is simply because it possesses greater which the constitution, by-laws and
" heat-producing
elements " than minutes were read by the secretary.
honey. Our triend has stated it here- After other business was attended to,
"more-highly oxygenized." the following oflicers were elected for
tofore
Now the language used on page 440 the ensuing year President, David
of the Bee Jouunal of 18S3 is good Learning, Arcadia vice-president, C.
enough. ^Ye presume it was an over- C. Richerson, Tipton secretary, John
The Fritz, Shielville treasurer, J. McKee,
sight not to give me credit.
If the pollen Arcadia.
point, however, is this
This was followed by a few discustheory is true, honey is good enough
to winter bees upon, as the assump- sions on practical bee-culture, after
tion that it contains enough floating which a hearty dinner was partaken of.
At 1 p. m the president again called
pollen to make it objectionable, is not
Not enough pollen could be the meeting to order, and the querytrue.
found in ten pounds of honey to dis- box was again opened, and lively
!

;

;

A

:

:

;

;

:

.

,
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being passed, ensures safety from all
the storms that blow.
We may (laik our bees so warm that
winter's chilling blasts can no entrance lind. liut this will not shield
them from the deadly carbonic dioxide
exhaled from their own lungs into
their homes of comfort. We may so
Prairie Farmer.
ventilate the hives from below that
Killing Drones.
this
death-dealing gas (which is
heavier than air) will flow out from
HAKRISON.
MRS. L.
the bottom of the hives ; but this
does not protect them from the moisinsects,
little
energetic
Bees are very
ture which, rising from the cluster
and if tliej' cannot tind one kind of and condensing upon the top-wall of
work to do. they will find another. If the liive, flows down upon the combs
honey is not to "be found in th^ floral producing their fungous growths
kingdom, they seek sweets elsewhere, (moldy combs), disease and death.
and penetrate groceries and ware- We may by upward ventilation keep
houses, gathering up leakage from them diy, but if we have not seen to
sugar-barrels and hogsheads. They it that they were supplied with proper
even turn outlaws, and pillage their food, from their long continement,
neighbors of their garnered treasures. there will be inflamation of the intesWhen their out-go exceeds their in- tines, diarrhrea and death.
come, they reduce the number of
But even if precautious have been
consumers "by killing off the drones. taken against all preventable ills,
drone
led
poor
It is pitiful to see the
there remain yet dangers from sudout, like a drunken fellow with a
den and excessive changes of temperHis
pleading
side.
each
policeman at
perature, from spring warmth startbuzz does .not cause them to relax
ing brood-rearing, then protracted
their hold, and occasionally another
cold and confinemeni; coming upon
comes and jumps upon his back. The the colony under unfavorable condidrones band together for self-protec- tions, causing disease and death. So
tion, running their heads under one
it is altogether unlikely that we shall
another, until they look like shingles
ever be able to say, ' jST ow is the winover-lapping each other. Their pititer of our discontent made glorious
less persecutors have no mercy, and
summer " by the valorous Ileddon or
they are doomed to die of starvation
Clarke, or I may add, by any other
and cold, clustered in the portico of one man, for it is by the united labor
their former home, where they had
and observation of " many men of
been reared so tenderly. Bees have many minds," in many lands, that
out
the
driving
been busy, lately,
" dead-heads," carrying water, and the art of apiculture is being put
upon a sure and safe foundation.
gathering bee-bread. They collect a
The apicultural world owes and
little honey each morning, and keep
from having the dyspepsia by propo- gladly pays great homage to the maslising the cracks and crevices of their ters of entomology for their solid
hives, making all snug and warm for work for this branch of natural history and the names of those brilliant
the approaching winter.
French men, Eeaumur, Latreille, and
Peoria, 111.
Cuvier; of the solid German, Swammerdam of the " great Swede," LinFor tbe American Bee JournaL
naeus of the unconquerable Swiss,
and of that clearblind Huber
Theories About "Wintering Bees.
headed Dane, Fabrieius, will ever be
spoken of with veneration and honor.
LEVI C. JOHNSON.
But these were men who by a life-time
of earnest work gathered facts from
Some words on theories may be well applied.
And take them icindly, tbouKh they touch your which they deduced broad generalizapride."
tions of truth which have made strong
Dampness, cold, confinement, bad the foundations of science. Coming
each
of
these
honey, diarrhrea, pollen,
to the men of our times, we delight to
and many others have been given as honor the names of Langstroth,
the one cause for the loss of our bees Dzierzon and Quinby as men who
in wintering, and we have had theories sought after truth, and instead of
based upon each of them. All the theory they have given us facts.
theorists have supposed that their pet
While it is true that theory oftentheory was capable of accounting for times goes before and points out the
The very latest way whereby we may find the facts,
all winter losses.
is that brilliant conception evolved yet we can "much better serve the infrom the inner consciousness of Wm. terests of science by each one adding
F. Clarke, viz that our losses are due his mite to the sirm of human knowlto the fact that we do not supplj^the edge, than by striving to establish
conditions favorable for the hibernat- some pet theory as the " ne plus ultra "
ing of our bees.
of our art. We should recognize the
That any one of these theories can fact that we have not only a Scylla
furnish an Ariadnean clew which shall and a Charibdis to pass, but that the
guide us out of the labyrinth of win- whole winter voyage is beset with
ter dangers, past the sirens of early dangers to our bees and recognizing
spring into the summer of safety, is, this fact, we should not expect one
I think, not true; because the dan- theory or one precaution to carry us
gers to our bees arise not from one through the winter with safety.
plan which has been successful
source but from many, and hence
there is no one danger-point which, with me is to put the bees into the
discussions followed on various use-

ful topics.
Ttie next meeting was appointed to
be held in Arcadia, on the lirst Thursday in Nov., 1S8-1, at 10 a. m.
John Fuitz, Sec.

;

;

;

;

•*

:

;

A
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lower story of their Simplicity hivesupon a platform 6 inches from the
ground, which platform is covered to
a depth of s inches with sawdust, on
the hives are set side liy side in
Side-walls are then
placed all around 6 inches from the
hives; with an opening one inch in
height in front of the entrances of
the hives, 6iiich planks are then fitted between the hives and side-walla
above the entrances of the hives
which are thus left open to the full
summer-size.
The spaces between
the walls and hives are now filled
with dry sawdust, and well packed.
The cover is removed and a cotton
cloth spread over the frames, and 10
inches of chaff or 8 inches of very dry
sawdust put in. The roof-boards are
carefully laid on an inch or two above
the chaff, and 4-inch alighting-boards
are placed ax the entrances, and the
thing is done, making a very cheap
and, I think, a safe winter protection.
I do not think it necessary to remove any of the ten frames, nor any
of the pollen, but only see to it that
each hive contains 30 "pounds of good
tills

close contact.

honey

(or

pure granulated sugar

made

into syrup and given early enough in
the fall for the bees to have it sealed
in the combs). If this amount of
pure food is supplied, I should have
no fears about pollen, for if the hives
are packed as above stated, there will

be warmth enough in them to enable
the bees to procure tlieir food from
any part of the hive, and their own
instinct can be safely trusted to use
only such food as their conditions

demand.

The above plan avoids danger from
dampness by the upward ventilation
through the cloth and chaff; from
cold, by the thick packing from con;

finement, by enabling the bees to fly
weather is mild
whenever the
enough and from diarrhoea by the
good hygienic conditions surrounding
;

Bees having

them.

pure

air,

pure

food, and comfortable quarters will
very rarely suffer from diarrhoea. As
to danger from the want of hibernating: As Mr. Clarke alone has found
the danger, so he alone has found the
remedy, and I presume he alone will

apply

it.

Fountain

City, Ind.
For the American Bee

Journal.-

Planting for Honey-

CLARENCE

M.

WEED.

just visited the College
I have
Apiary, and have been struck with
the practicability of Prof. Cook's oftrepeated advice to plant for honey.
Around the hives the Professor has
planted a series of beds, about 5 by 8
feet, of

Rocky Mountain bee-plant,

motherwort, flgwort, catnip, mustard,
borage and white, Alsike. and sweet
clover.

the present dearth of honeyIll
supply the Rocky Mountain bee-plant,
mustard, borage, motherwort and
sweet clover are in full bloom, and
keep the bees very busy.
The idea of planting so as to have
bloom in a time of general dearth ia

;
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well worthy of consideration by pracapiarists. Mustard blooms in
about six weeks after planting, but it
may be made .to blossom at any time
by judicious mowing. The same is
tical

many other plants.
Planting for honey has often beeii
recommended, but the idea of keeping bees to aid in the successful production of garden and Held crops is
much more recent. In a late Experiment Station bulletin, Dr. E. Lewis
Sturtevant says
" Our bean crop is dependent in a
true of

:

greater or less measure upon other
agencies than the fertility of the soil
or the character of the seed used. It
may seem curious at first that our
farm crops should depend upon sucli
small agencies as insects, and yet
without insects to carry the pollen

from flower

to flower, in

some

species
of plant we would have no seed produced.
true list of insects beneficial to vegetation should include in
addition to tliose which are destructive to injurious insects, those also
which are beneficial to the plant. The
scarlet runner bean is an excellent
illustration of our remarks.
This
bean never seems to produce seed exwhen
cept
the flowers are cross-ferti-

A

and

Nicaraugua, where insects of the proper kind do not exist,
lized,

in

this plant is said to be sterile. If
there were no insects to convey the
pollen from flower to flower, this
species might be as sterile in our

Northern localities. The bumble-bee,
bowever, frequents these flowers, and
in seeking the nectar brings its head
in contact with the pollen, which, adhering to it, is conveyed to the next
flower visited, and is brought in contact with tlie pistil."
He also advises " the bean-grower
on a large scale, to keep a colony of
Italian bees in the vicinity of his
fields, for the purpose of effecting the
cross-fertilization of the flowers, and
thus adding increase to his crop, upon
the possibility that these bees might
be effective for this purpose."
Michigan Agricultural College.
For the American Bee Joumat

Is it

Lawful

to

Keep Bees?

W. H. STEWART.

Much

has been written on the subshould keep bees V" but
now it appears that the question is,
whether any one shall be allowed to
make apiculture a business. One of
my neighbors, Mr. P., has for several
years kept quite a large apiary and a
fruit nursery, and has made a success
of them.
Mr. F. now informs me
that a certain farmer near him is
about to commence a suit against
him, for damages done by the bees.
The farmer claims that the bees
trouble his sheep and other stock, and
prevents them from feeding on the
clover pastures. Also, that the clover
honey belongs to him (the farmer),
and not to Mr. F. that the bees are
trespassers on his farm and, further,
that bees injure his other farm crops.
Mr. F. informs me that there is no
doubt but that he will have to defend

ject, "

Who

;

;

himself against these charges, and
that he calculates to defend to the
bitter end. if necessary. All beekeepers will see at (mce, that if in
this suit it is decided that Mr. F.
must discontinue the bee -business,
that tlie decision affects all bee-keepers in tlie land hence the importance
that each and all see to it at once
that every truth and fact evolved by
scientific research and experiment, be
published at once in the Bp;e JourWill Prof. Cook and other
nal.
scientists give us the full benefit of
their knowledge of the laws of cooperation and inter-dependence of insect and plant life. Let all practical
bee-keepers give what they have
learned by experience and observation on this subject, and what they
could state under oath in regard to
this matter.
Must we all, just now, be compelled
to abandon our pursuit V Must ignorance or malice annihilate all the capital invested in apiculture V Shall the
human family be thus deprived of the
only pure sweet now obtainable V
;

Shall iKnorance of bygone days,
Successtully dispute our ways?
Shall law Bubuiit at its command,
And science blut-h to show her hand?
Shall evolution hobble back.
And frightened gntwth retrace her track?
Shall reproduction hide her face,
And wild confusion take her place?
Shall bloominK plants withold their sweet.

And hence no more

have been dead several weeks. The
Queens were lively and quite active.
immediately introduced them to
some queenless colonies, and in a
short time they did not appear to be
any the worse for the long journey
which they had made, and the confinement of 45 days, most of the time
unaccompanied by any bees. In the
course of a week nearly all the queens
I

commenced

to lay.

While in Palestine, Mr. Howard
wrote me several times concerning
the Holy Land bees. He found them
the gentlest bees that he ever saw.
ilr. Howard's experience with these
bees has been more extensive than
any bee-keeper in xVmerica. He has
seen and handled them in their native country.

Of

their honey-gathering qualities,
in Palestine, he often visited the apiary of

Mr. Howard says that while
the

Baldensperger Brothers,
he obtained the queens.

whom

from
With

only between 50 and GO colonies they
had taken 5,800 pounds of honey, 5,200

pounds of which were taken in 16
days.

How many

same number

apiaries of this
of colonies in America

can make such a good report
Wenham, Mass.

V

For the American Bee JonmaL

co-operate

With insect

life— turn celibate.
And fertilizing pollen hate?
Shall Order's climax be reversed,
Truth be a lie. life be a farce?

Insulted Reason answers No!
And swears these things shall not be bo.

Bee-Zeeping in Cuba.

OSBUUN.

A. W.

We are in the " summer of our discontent," for we are having something more than a partial dearth of
For the American Bee Journal.
honey when every colony in the apiary
is looking to its next-door neighbor to
The Holy-Land Bees.
see where the weakest point is, that a
successful attack can be made. For
HENRY ALLEY.
several weeks there has been but
Mr. Daniel Howard, of Wisconsin, little honey secreted in the flowers,
paid me a visit, last fall, Vv^hile on his and owing to the great increase of
way to Palestine to obtain some Holy colonies which we have made, many
Land queens. Mr. Howard arrived of them are out of honey, and feeding
in Palestine some time in December had to be resorted to, in order to save
last, and reached Wenham, Mass., on those that bad not time to gather
his return, on Aug. 8, with but 12 stores for themselves before the honey
living queens out of the 175 which he flow ceased. We expect this state of
started with. This was a serious loss affairs to last until Sept. 15, when the
and disappointment to Mr. Howard, fall flowers will begin to yield honey,
as he had hoped to preserve such a and then there will be an" end of the
number of queens as would have paid dearth of nectar until the middle of
the expenses of the long trip which next April ; so if we do have, at the
he had made to obtain them. How- longest, two months' dearth of honey,
ever, Mr. Howard was not discour- it beats six months of zero weather
aged, and though he is a man (io years that the bees have to endure in the
of age, he is willing to go again, pro- North.
vided he can make arrangements for
fertile
Fertile Workers.—
the disposal of the queens on liis re- worker never bothers me but a few
turn home. He has no doubt about days, for as soon as I find that a colsafely bringing another lot through.
ony has fertile workers, I introduce a
The queens were packed in small full sheet of hatching brood, and just
boxes, in which were four compart- as soon as those young bees are out, I
ments two for the food (Good's), and give them eggs and larvse, and they
two for the bees. He made a mistake never fail to rear a queen ; for the
in not making holes in a solid block young bees will not tolerate the presof wood for the food, as the honey ence of a laying worker when the
ran through under the
partitions opportunity is given them to rear a
which separated the bees from the queen. That is something tliat bothers
food; consequently the bees were us but very little and in this apiary
badly daubed and drowned in their of 500 or 600 colonies, we seldom have
own sweets.
such a case. But we have our own
When the boxes were opened, there troubles, and to us they are of a more
were 12 queens alive, but not one live serious nature than the presence of
worker-bee; and judging from the laying workers ; i. e.. to keep the bees
appearance of the bees, they must from superseding their queens so
Orion, Wis., Sept.

1,

1884.

A

;

;

—
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often and so much. In all my experience in liiuidlins; bees. I never had
one-foni'th the trouble thai I have
liad in the last ten months in Cuba.
I have resorted to all the devices that
my experience could suggest, but all
have tailed to remedy this serious
Any suggestions from my
trouble.
fellow bee-keepers in relation to this
matter would be most gratefully received.
I am in hopes, if the above named
trouble can be stopped, to be able to
make a favorable report of modern
bee-keeping on this Island. That the
natural honey-resources of this country are superior to any country I ever
saw. I am convinced"; and coming as
it does, in the winter, makes it doubly
advantageous to the apiarist, for it is
at a time of the year when there is
not the least danger of swarming, and
however strong you build up the colonies, they will stay together and
attend strictly to the business of
honey-gathering.
Such a state of
affairs would be called a great boon,
indeed a fortune, in the North, and in
reality it would be. We are going to
try the experiment of producing comb
honey during the coming winter, and
it is my impression that it will be a
grand success, for the honey-How is of
long duration, the honey is white and
of fine Hayor, and the comb is as
white as any that ever was produced
from white clover or basswood ; and
owing to the great length of the
honey-season, a great number of sections can be tilled and finished by a
single colony.

Italian queen was one that had been
held by the one who reared her until
all her progeny were seen by him to
possess three yellow bands. A warranted iiueen was one not so tested,
but warranted to stand that test in
the apiary of the purchaser, which, if
she failed to do, aiwther would be
sent. An untested queen is the same
as the warranted queen, only without
any guarantee as to what the workers
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take a half barrel of sugar at a time.
The followiug is the proportion
sugai', 10 ll)s.; water, 6 lbs. cream of
:

;

tartar, a level tea-spoonful, or tartaric
acid, a lump the size of a large pea.
First put ill the water and bring to
the boiling point, then throw in the

have a wide wooden paddle and
the sugar as you dip it into the
water, that it may dissolve before it
settles to the bottom.
Boil it -5 minacid

;

stir

utes, and then remove it when it has
cooled down so that it is just warm,
it is ready to feed.
We use a feeder
that covers the whole top of the
hive and holds from 1.5 to 18 lbs.,
with net-work inside to prevent the
drowning or daubing of the bees.
We feed in the evening, and are very
careful to avoid danger of robbing.
Three men feed 1000 lbs. in an hour.
Should yon feed too late in the season
for the bees to evaporate the syrup to
the consistency of good, ripe honey,
you had best make it so in the first
How to Winter Bees.
place, by using 3 lbs. instead of 6 of
1. How do you arrange the hives
water, to every 10 lbs. of sugar. I
for cellar- wintering V and also the trust that this will answer the same
cellar V Do you consider the cellar question asked by several correspondpreferable to" your out-door packing, ents. If I have omitted any point

would

be.

These queens were

all to

;

reared from pure mothers, and
all the terms have reference to the
purity of the queens and their offspring, ^lany queens are now reared
and tested for qualities instead of
color.
whole year instead of 2.5
days being devoted to the testing of
queens. Warranted queens aie generally left out of the catalogues at
present.
[2. Yes.— Ed.]

be

A

in this latitude, southern Wisconsin V
I have wintered bees for 11 seasons,
but never with as good success as last

desired, ask for

Journal.
3.

Yes.

We

it

through The

Eke

experimented with 4

winter, and that was with your out- zinc honey-boards last year, and some
door packing arrangement. It is more 20 this year.
are not yet satisfied
work, and I think that it takes more that it is practical or best to use the
honey.
perforated zinc any where.
feel
2. What grade of sugar do you use that we need another season,
and

We

We

and how do you make more zinc, to test it to our satisfaction.
the syrup V
For comb honey we know we do not
8. Have you ever tried perforated need it, much preferring the wood,
zinc for keeping the queen out of the skeleton honey-board, which is preCuba, W. "I., Aug. 1.5, 1884.
extracting supers ?
If so, what is ferrable everywhere, and for all puryour opinion of it V Inse your honey- poses, except for excluding the queen.
board and comb-honey case, and in Should we find them possessing no
gloiu. using 100, I had no trouble with the serious drawback, and successfully
queen above, except in two cases but excluding the queen, we should like
in the extracting hives the queens them between brood-chambers and
ANSWERS BY
went through the honey-board in two- extracting-supers. We know that the
thirds of tne hives, alter the combs queen
goes through the skeleton
James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich. were extracted and put back and in honey-board into the extractinga few cases they went up and took supers just as you say, but this action
possession before any extracting had has some advantages, and its disadRules for this Department.
been done. They were not crowded vantages are quite easily gotten along
Give
1.
your name and post-oflice address. with honey below, but were all full of
with, after getting used to them.
2. Be brief, and to the point.
E. J. Scofield.
brood.
3. Send no simple questions, such as are
answered in the bee-books.
Hanover, Wis., Aug. 25, 1884.
for winter feed,

Wihnt and

;

;

4. Ask only such questions as are of
general interest.
Answers. 1. I consider the cellar
5. This department is not intended for
preferable to out-door wintering in
advertising- any one's wares — therefore
preferred
questions concerning the manufacture of your climate, as a rule.
plan of arranging the hives is to regoods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor
move as much honey and bee-bread as
THOS. G. IVEWTTIAN,
possible, and feed sugar syrup. Also
923 West JIadison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
reduce the combs to about 5 in number, give the hive all the lower ventilation that yon can handily, and but

—

My

Queries.

little

^Vhen parties advertise
ranted Italian Queens for Sale
1.

are buyers entitled to

'*

Is C. C. :Miller, of Marengo, 111.,
the one who used to sign his name in

" Song Messenger," "P. Benson, Sr. V"
I received .SOO pounds of comb honey
from 7 colonies, and increased them to

John

New Palestine,

Answers.— 1. That
what the queen

O.

Ind.,

is

Brandon.

Aug.
is

22, 1884.

according to

"warranted"

to

be or do. Until recently the terms
"tested," "warranted," and "untested "

meant

as follows

:

A

I

my

1. IIow shall I ventilate
for 125 colonies of bees ? It is
a part of the house not used

cellar

under

by the
family and no lire is used above it,
with an inside and outside door. It
is 8 feet deep, and 20x30 feet in size,
all under ground, the wall is laid up
without mortar, and a flue extends
down into it. I can drain it by digwould ging about 3 rods. How will it do to

should pass through a quilt,
lay large drain-tile below the frost
War- prefer
mat, cushion, or what I use, 2 inches point
How large should they be ?
V
what of
planer shavings in a box with a

2.

16.

upper ventilation which

How to Ventilate Cellars.

tested

Regarding ventilating
the cellar, I know but little about
what is required. Certainly pure air
will do no harm. I prefer a cellar
deep in the ground, with not too many
colonies in it, and to keep the temperature as steadily at about 4.5° as possible. All this is" mostly theory.
2. I use the best grade of pure
granulated sugar. I boil it in a copper
pan that covers the whole top of a
stove. The pan is 24x28 inches, and
9 inches deep. It will conveniently
cloth bottom.

enough to modify the air
sufficiently so that the bees will not
be disturbed by a continual draft ?
Is that far

2. Are the fumes of a wood-stove
injurious to bees in confinement V
F. Minnich.
North Freedom, Wis., Aug. 29, 1884.

—

Answers. 1. So far as I know the
cellar-ventilation question is one of
minor importance in wintering bees.
I say this because I have seen bees
winter so nicely in cellars with no
ventilation, the air seeming very foul;
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and, again, I have seen diarrhoea in the next morning she was found outits worst form in well-ventilated cel- side, but the bees were not killed in
lars.
AVlien we learn how to, and do that case. The nuclei were all fine
winter our bees without the disease, Italian bees and queens, It is needwe will then be able to find out the less to say the result was precisely as
best methods of ventilation, and the I told the" lookers-on that it would be,
importance of their use. I think you and each one acknowledged it to be
do not need any artificial heat, for tlie like their own cases. "W e have had
temperature sustained by the earth two weeks of hot weather, but to-day
and 135 colonies of bees will be high it nearly freezes again, just like tlie
enough at all times. I think that the weather of June and July. No fall
probability of bee-diarrhcea does not honey here.
We have oiir colonies
rest with any method of cellar-yenti- about ready for winter, but have to
lation.
record the poorest season in 10 years.
2. No.
E. A. Morgan.
Columbus, Wis., Aug. 2-5, 1884.

Garden Carrot.
(0

1/^ i?r WyfPR^^^^^
IWBXTM

Honey for Children.
The most discouraging

It is

is

the

common garden

becoming very abundant

carrot.

in

some

country (Middle and
Eastern States) as a weed in fields
and along the roadsides, as the parsnip is in the richer soils of the West.
It cannot be recommended as a valuable honey-plant.— T. J.Burrill.]

parts

of

the

Verona, N. Y.

Worst Season within 12 Years.
The honey season is over, here in the
Half a Crop of Honey.
southeastern part of this State. Every
"We have little more than half a thing is drying
up. We have had no

crop of honey here. It has been very
rain since July 4. Bees are idle the
cold all through the summer. ^Ve
whole day long, for neither the buckhave no basswood.
wheat nor the goldeirrod have secreted
M. L. Spencer, 81-107.
any nectar. Spanish-needle cannot
Little Genesee, N. Y., Aug. 26, 1884.
thrive on account of the drouth. I
can report but half a honey crop this
Aster.
season, yet the 31 colonies which I
Please give the name of the en- have, are in good condition ; but if it
closed plant.
It grows plentifully does not rain soon so that they can
here, and the bees work on it all the gather some honey, I will have to feed
them. In short, this is the worst seaday long.
Jas. Elliott.
son since 1872.
J. W. Sturwold.
[It is an aster an excellent honeyHavmond, Ind., Sept. 1, 1884.
producer.— Ed.]

—

Bee and Honey Show at London, Ont.
Direct Introduction of ftueens.
Bee-keeping in this part of Canada
'Direct Introduction of Queens," as has been very successful this year.
advised by S. Simmins, on page 4.56, We have had the nicest kind of
has worked much damage here. Every weather, and the bees have done their
one of the pupils in bee-keeping in part by gathering a large quantity of
this vicinity, have tried his plan, and the best kind of honey, although'the
in every instance failed and to any basswood yield was very limited. We
one who understands the natural laws had a very large amount of white
governing the honey-bee, it is simply clover, and there was lots of it in
absurd. I am satisfied that no queen bloom on Aug. 1. I noticed a pecuwas ever accepted in that way by a liarity about my bees, and a number
colony in normal condition, and it is of others have mentioned it— they
right that they should not, or how swarmed without hanging out at all.
would they protect their hives without Two of mine absconded in that manthis trait. I thoroughly tested it my- ner, although the i| story was on and
self.
Three colonies were selected, not halt full of honey. The bee and
one being gentle Italian, one hybrid, honey show at the Western Fair, to
and the other black, all had laying be held in this city during the last
queens, which were removed with a week in September, promises to be
frame of brood and bees, and the the best ever held in this part of
frame of brood and bees from nucleus Canada. Special rates on all the leadwith laying young queens given as ing lines of railroad will be offered,
directed, and the hive closed gently. so that a large number of the United
Now for results In 4-5 minutes the States bee-keepers are expected to be
queen and every bee were dead and present. During that week the Midtumbled out of the hive of the gentle dlesex County Bee-Keepers' AssociaItalian and hybrid colonies, but the tion meet in the Board of Trade
blacks merely balled the queen, and rooms, which was kindly offered them
;

"

:

that " there is millions in it."

Wm. H. Weston.
Honey-Dew

for

Winter

Stores.

have talked with several bee-keepabout this honey-dew or bark-louse
honey, and we would ask Prof. Cook
to tell us, through the Bee Journal,
what he thinks about its use for winter stores. It has been said that earlygathered honey, well-sealed, was all
right to winter'on, but a good many
I
ers

I send you a blossom, will you be bee-keepers are a
kind enough to tell me what itis, and nasty, black stuff.
whether it is a good honey-plant ?
Janesville, Wis.
Wilcox, Pa.
A. T."Aldrich.

[This

part of beekeeping, to me. is disposing of the
honey at a paying price. If it would
sell in
the market like butter or
cheese, it would be a great relief to
me. I wonder why parents do not buy
honey for their children instead of
adulterated candy that will kill " 40
rod."
E.Bacon.

Again, I extend an
United States and
Canadian bee-keepers to come to London and let our honey show be one
that will advertise the industry and
open the eyes of the people to the fact
for the occasion.
invitation to the

afraid of this
L. Fatzingee.

little

(Where the stores are black and disagreeable to the taste, I sliould fear
to use them for wintering. This Insect-secretion is becoming quite a
serious matter. It so perfumes the
air that some beekeepers have been
anxious for fear that their bees had
the "foul brood." In riding along
the country, we often find the air
odorous for rods away from it, only
here it comes from the trees instead
of the hives. Unless the honey tastes
good, and would do to put on my
table, I should exclude it from the
hives in winter. A. J. Cook.]

—

Only Half a Crop.
The honey crop in

this section is

only about one-half a crop.

F. A. Burrill.

Cuba, N. Y.

Honey-Dew.
I notice
cles from

and -537, artiand J. A.

on pages

5.36

W.

Kemp

C. K.

Bayard, asserting that itis impossible
for honey-dew to be the result of
plant-lice. Such assertions are made
in the absence of close observations
and experiments. That scientists are

sometimes mistaken. I know but it
is generally by taking otlier mens'
views without personal observation
and experiment. It does not take a
scientist now, in this age of progress
knowledge, to decide
in apiarian
where lioney-dew,' at least some of
it, comes from; but a common bee;

keeper can,
satisfy

if

he has the opportunity,

any one on

this subject.

Dur-

ing the drought of last autumn, a
large willow tree in this section was
found to be covered with plant-lice.
The ground, grass and fence under
the tree were in a sticky mass with
evaporated honey dew. Upon taking
a position in the morning or evening
so as to bring the space between the
branches and ground between us and
the sun. the "vile stuff" could be
seen falling, in the shape of fine rain
or mist, in such quantities that the
bees and flies could not take care of
Upon closer examination,
all of it.
since it has been proven that it was
exuded bv these same plant-lice.
I.P.C.Steddom.
Webste'r, Ind.

—

;
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Convention Hand-Book.

It is a nice Pocket Companion for
time to create Honey
every village, town and bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
The Bee Journal for 1885.
city.
Wide - awake honey producers on toned paper, and bound in cloth
should get the Leaflets " Why eat price 50 cents.'
$25.00 Cash Premiiinis.
Honey"' (only -"iO cents per 100), or else " It contains a copy of a model
Constitution and By-Laws '' for the
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food formation of Societies for Bee-Keepreaders
To increase the number of
them
scatter
and
Medi('iiie,"
and
ers— a simplified manual of Parliaof the Bee Journal, we believe, will
plentifully all over the territory they mentary Law and Rules of Order for
aid progressive bee-culture and help
can supply with honey, and the result the guidance of officers as well as
to elevate the pursuit. We,therefore,
members, a blank form for making
will be a demand that will readily take statistical
reports
a Programme
offer the following
remunerative of
all of their crops at
questions
for
discussion
at
CASH PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.
prices. The pricesfor "Honey as Food such meetings— model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
$10.00 for the largest club received and Medicine " are as follows
enlarged, and then recommended to
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
the managers of adjacent County or
at this office before Feb. 1, 1885 (either
of the Weekly, Monthly,or both) ; one per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
or 1000 for jotting down interesting facts, etc.
postpaid for $10.00
AVeekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
We have aimed to make it suitable for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
$5.00 for the second largest ; $4.00 we will print, if desired, on the any locality, and a book that will com"
fourth
for
the
etc.,
by,"
mend
$3.00
cover-page,
Presented
itself to every bee-keeper in the
for the third
$2.00 for the fifth; and $1.00 for the (giving the name and address of the English-speaking world.
We
have had some bound in Eussia
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
sixth largest club.
alone will pay him for all his trouble leather, with colored edges— price 60
All former offers of Premiums are and expense enabling him to dispose cents.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
We will supply them by the dozen at
now withdrawn.
The price of the "Weekly Bee Jour^" To give away a copy of " Honey 25 per cent, discount, post-paid.
nal for 1885 is $2 00 for one copy as Food and Medicine " to every one who
Preparation of Honey for the Mar$3.80 for two copies (to the same or buys a package
of honey, will sell almost
liet, including the production and care
different post-offices) ; $5.50 for three
any quantity of it.
of both comb and extracted honey,
copies ; $7.20 for four copies and for
instructions on the exhibition of bees
five or more copies, $1.75 each.
and
honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Correspondents.
Notice
to
We have decided to publish the
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
Examine the Date following your
of the same size and shape as the name on the wrapper label of this
Sample Copies of the American Bee
Weekly, (which contains about the paper; it indicates the end of the
same amount of reading matter as month to which you have paid your Journal will be sent free to any persubscription on the Bee Journal.
son.
Any one intending to get up a
the present Monthly,) at .50 cents a
club
can
have sample copies sent to
money
to
safety,
when
sending
For
same
difcopies
(to
the
or
year ; two
either a post office or ex- the persons they desire to interview,
three this office get
ferent post-offices) for 90 cents
press money order, a bank draft on by sending the names to this office.
copies for $1.30; four copies for $1.70
New York or Chicago, or register the

Now

is tlu'

Markets

in

.

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

more than five letter. Postage stamps of any kind
t^ We carefully mail the Bee
copies for 40 cents each. The time has may be sent for amounts less than one
Local checks are subject to a Journal to every subscriber, but
dollar.
been extended on all portions of next
discount of 25 cents at Chicago banks.
year, which have been paid for at the American Express money orders for should any be lost in the mails we will
five copies for $2.00

;

rate of $1.00.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
1885 will have all the numbers for 1884
free, that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.

—

Subscription Credits. We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send us money, if

the proper credit is not given you,
within tv.o weeks thereafter on your
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.

$5, or less,

can be obtained for 5 cents. cheerfully send another,
before

all

the edition

is

if

notified

exhausted.

We wish to impress upon every one
the necessity of being very specific,
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
and carefully to state what they desire
for the money sent. Also, if they live which are printed a large bee in gold,
near one post office, and get their mail we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
Emerson Binders— made especially
the Bee Journal, are lettered in
^" When writing to this office on for
gold on the back, and make a very
business, our correspondents should
convenient way of preserving the Bee
not write anything for publication on
Journal as fast as received. They
the same sheet of paper, unless it can
will be sent, post-paid, for 75 cents, for
be torn apart without interfering with
Weekly or for the Monthly, 50
The edi- the
either portion of the letter.
They cannot be sent by mail
cents.
torial and business departments are
to Canada.
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
FROBI IREI.AND
wishes to pet on a Bee-Ranch. He underpublication it often causes confusion.
Modern Bee-Keeping, and the ciiretif cows,
They may both be sent in one envelope stands
MICHAEL BUTTLBK.
horses, etc. Address
^40 Howard St., San Francisco. Cal.
but on separate pieces of paper.
37Alt
;

ABEE-KEEPEK

1^" In reply to many correspondents
us say that we take any kind of
postage stamps as money, but coins
should never be sent by mail, as it endangers the loss of the letter either
by thieves, or else breaks through the
envelope and is lost in that way.
let

ELECTROTYPES
in the Bee Journal for sale at
inch— no single cut sold for leis

EDKravin^a used
25 cents per square

than 500.

THOMAS G.

9S5 West

^E^WM.ATt,

Madtson Street Chlcaso*

III.

;
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Apiary Register— New Edition.

who intend

All

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The
their

prices will hereafter be as follows

:

PURE HOLY-LAP

(jUEEl^S. SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

Howard's importation of Holy-Land Queen are
the only pure queensof this race in this country.
We have J of the finest queens that Mr. H. imported, and will have by Sept. 1.^, loo young queens
miles front
from them. They will be terttlized
all other bees, and we guarantee them to be equal
:i

every respect to the imp'irted queen?. Price.
each. A copy of the Bee-Ket-per's HiindyBook or one of our combined Queen and Drone
Traps will be given with each queen. We can send
you as flne Italian or Albino queens as can be purchased in the world. Warranted queens, fl.tO
each tested, f l..sn select-tested, J3.ou each.—
Secure your breeding-queens for^another season.
37A4t
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
in

$2.oi.i

For 50

colonies (120 pages)

$1 00

" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1 25
1 50

;

;

The

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
"VJ-EW Sl^FET C1.0VER (MELILOT)
of numbers, and still keep the record ll SEED.— We are now prepared to furnish
New Crop Melilot Clover Seed as follows
all together in one book, and are thereby Mail. 3fic. per
By Express, jnc per
37Alt
C. H. DIBBEKN & SON, Milan, 111,
fore the most desirable ones.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CABRIAGE,
REroLVING CO.Vn-ff.UVGBR,
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

:

rt-

^TFor $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and

ir>.

;

Price, complete, only

BEES FOR SALE.

For

I offer HYBRID BEES for Sale in Langstroth or
other hives, with 3U lbs. of good honev ft^r wintering. Price, $4.(_K) per colony.
R. S. BECKTKLL.
37A3t
Three Oaks. Mich.

I

hiKh-trrade " business" Queens, which will be sold
cents each.
Fine breedinK Italian stock
f or
for sale. G. W. DEMAKEE. Cbrlstiansburg. Ky.

40

Given'sFoundationPresSt

We want an agent and local reporter in every
community to represent City and Country,

lime to time such facts as we
Canadian wishes us to state and furnish us frum
may require. Send lo cents f<ir credentials and
in the Bee Journal, whether we take full particulars regardintr services and compensation. Address*. Will C. Turner & Co.. Publishers
Canadian money for subscription or **Clty uud Country,** Colambas, Ohio.
24Al8t
books. We do and for fractious of a
dollar, Canadian postage stamps may
iNMILLS.IOiNCH $ 15.00,"
be sent.
J-^— V/.CPELH AM.,

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRES&
SUPERIOR for making Comb Foundation either

Is

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insaresBtraight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
Id

D. S.

;

37Aly

COMB FOUNDATION.

MUTH,

©S

J,

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

Honey, Foundation, Hi% es. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

lABly Lockboxoys.

giving an Index of diseases.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.

and 1h sent l>y mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This la just
the Book that every family should have.

Owing

:

TELLS ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

Perils of Summer,
How to Breathe,

Bathing— Beat way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
lluw to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

Overheating Houses,

rcintagious Diseases,

Eat it,
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair.

How

to

Avoid them.

Exercise,

Care of Teeth.
After- Dinner Naps,
Restoiing the Drowned, Headache, cause&
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,

Croup— to Prevent.

ednesa.

IT

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes. Boils. Bums. Chilblains. Cold Feet.
Corns,('ouehsi,Cholera.Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles. Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness. Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples. Piles. Rheumatism. Ringworm.
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet. Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough. Worms in Children.

It Trill

Save Doctor Bills!

Price only Si* Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOMAS

925

O. XE'WMAX,
West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

Price S5 cents.— Sent on

5 cents per pound

G. NEWMAN,
West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

on

TTAI.IAN QUEJEXS. DADANT FOTJNX dalion, and Siipplle,.— It will pay you to
send for Circular.
lIA2et

K. F.

SMITH, Smyrna.

retail.

N. Y.

923 West Madison

who want work may

&

ILL.

McKEE,

Manufacturers of ami Dealers

KEEPERS' SCPPLiIES and
HIVES

a Specialty.

in

BEE-

HOlVETf.
Dadant's

Langstroth
Foundation. Bingham Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections. Extractors and Houey Jars. Send for
14A26t
our Price Mst.

test the

business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
are not well satisfied, we will send |i t" pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

who

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
tions, etc.. sent free.

4Aly

CHICAGO,

Indianapolis, Ind.,

We

all

IVEWITIAN,
St.,

DOUGHERTY

GOLD!

That

Comb Foundation,

orders for

AI^FRED H.

See Advertisement in another column.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postatre, and we will mail yuu/rcr.
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required.
will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from .^o centeto ?io every

evening.

all

pay 36c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid misUikes. the shipper's name
should always be on each package.
I

Dadant'sFoundatlonFactory, wholesale
and

hereafter, be a

will,

reduction of

receipt of price, by

THOMAS
925

to a decline in the price of

Beeswax there

;

How to

ClairCoMlHe.

;

It Costs only
and contains 28 pages,

What to

Belleville. St.

Prices Reduced.

A TREATISK

Sleeping,

IT

SONS,

Sole Manufacturerft.

For Bees, Queens.

HxNTS AND Ready Recipes,
Eortance to Everybody, concerning their daily

VAN DEUSEN &

Sprout Brook. Mont, i^o^ N. 7.

SNGRAVINGH

tbe title of a very valuable book that pives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost Imis

Drettslng,

high side-wEns.4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free.

Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,

abits of Eating, Drinking,
Bathing, Working, etc.

^_^_

FLAT -BOTTOM

a rosette and gold Bee, for Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
Apply to
C. P.
.bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
CINCINNATI, O.
Conventions, etc.
Price 976 and 978 Central Are.,
IVSend
10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Eeepers.
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.

DR. FOOTE'S

ILL.

4Aly

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

having

CO..

HOOPESTON.

a week at home. $5.<Xt outfit free. Payabsolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex. young or old^
can make great pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

We have some ELEGANT Muth's Honey Extractor,
RIBBON BADGES,

A

GIT£N

lABtf

-I?!

Bee-Eeepers' Badges at Fairs.

CHICAGO. ILL.

QUEENS.-In closing the
HIOB-GRADE
Queen trade for this year,
have some flne

Dzierzon's Kational Bee- Keeping, in
paper covers ; or the Monthly Bee
Dadant'sFoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or, and
retail. See Advertisement in another column.
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
with the Monthly, $2.( 0.
liOCAIi REPORTERS WANTED.

^" A

$18.00.

NEWMAN,

ALFEED

sale by
H.
923 West Madison Street.

Dadant'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale
I

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column./

!

!

:
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GREAT SAINT LOUIS

FAIR,

October 6th to Uth, 1884,

OPEN TO THE WORLD
Entries, Spaces,iS<alls and Pens Free to all Exhibitors.

$50,000 GASH PREMIUMS

!

Exhibits the LARGEST In the World
HALF-FARE KATES on all Kuads iluring the Fair.
REGULAR LIVE-STOCK SALES DURING THE FAIR.

APIARIAN

EXPOSITION
Jicus OjlcnJi4.
Optning December 1,1884; Closing May 31. 1S8B

— UNI»KH

I

MH AUSPICKS OF

'IIIK

—

<^For Illustrated Premium Lists, or information, address the Secretary. .^>
CHARLES GREEN, President.
FESTUS J. WADE, Secretary.
3oA4t

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMONIALS.

GDuernment,

United StatM

Hamilton,

HI.,

Dec.

10, 1883.

Frances Dunham. De Pere. TVis.
DearMadam;— We have made about

Mr.«.

$1,300,000,
Appro|tri;it6d

by the

We

General (jovt^ininent.

$500,000,

AH

I

$100,C
$100,000,
the

of

Slftte

I.oi
I.oiilsinna

to

8v«ry StKl« end

lbs.

it.

Genoa, Cayuga
I

difficulty in rolling it

manufacture on one of your mills,
from 10 to 12 feel to the pound for
Tours respectfully,

Co., N. Y.,

to that made
sections.

Mrs. Frances Dunham:
After using one of vour foundation mills for the pasts years, we
Anil for brood foundation. It stands head and shoulders above all.

Dec.

12, 1883.

on any other machine
J.

G.WHITTBN.

Kenton, Ohio, Dec.
can't say too

Tours,

much

29, 1883.
in Its favor

SMITH 4 SMITH.

Omaha. Neb., Jan. 18, 1884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best tor that purpose, and a»
further proof. Instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg, Iowa, and L,. ( Koot * Bro., of
Mohawk. N. T. Messrs. Koot & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a latei^communlcatlon say: "lt(ourloundatlon)gave the best results of any tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which Istomealwaysa jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Tourstruly, T.L.VONDORN.

$25,000,

Send for description and Price

Cilitr.s

Union represented,
Nations end
Countriei of the World.

List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De Pere,

Wis.

Territory [n the

RU Y AN*

end neirly tilths Leading

Th« Biggest Exhibit, the Biggest Building and the
Biggest

prefer the foundation

have no

paid for

.

Appropriated by the City of Ne\v Orleans.

AppropriHted by Innuiiienihlc btiilcs,
and Koreifn Countries,

1

DADANT & SON.

Beeton, Ont.. Dec. 10, 1883.
of foundation on one of your machines, and would
D. A. JONES.
Tours very truly,

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

$100,000,
From $5000

nut now take double the price

Mrs. FRANCES DUNHA M

$200,000,
Appropriated
rinted by Mexico.

CHAS.

Vours,

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madam:— 1 have made over 100,000

Cootrlbtited by the Citbens nf NtrwOrlcftni.

Appr»printed
rinted hv

38,000 lbs. of foundation on Tour mills this year, and the
foundation lias given universal satisfaction: so much so, that several manufacturers have stopped
have also manufactured about
manufacturing to supply their customers with our foundation.
iO,<HK_i lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine for surplus boxes, and it has been equally ft
success, but for brood cliamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.

Industrial

Event in the

World's History.

APPLICATIONS FOK KX HIBIl S A t,KKA PY KKCKI VKI»
OOVKK M0BK9PACK AND A rtHKAlKU VAKIKIV
OF 8DBJKC1S THAN IHOSE OP ANY
EXPOSITION KVKH HKLD.

The cheapest rates of travel ever known in
the ;tnnals of transportation secured for the

ORGAN

peopic evenwhere.

For inlormation,

addre'ss

E. A. BURKE,
Director Genera], \V. I. Sz C. C. H,,

New

Orleans, La.

130,000

The Best

in the World.
In buying of us or
already made.
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

Syrian-Albino Queens
Reared by a 1>'K\V1.Y DISCOVERED
method. Every (^iieen a marvel of fine
development, BEAUTIFUL coloring- and
vigorous qualities.

WARRANTED IJNEXCEI<1.ED.

Select-Tested, to breed

from

Untested
Address,
. 30Atf

$.3.00
$1..50

DR. O. I.. TINKER,
New Philadelphia,

Ohio.

-^^

*^

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

ESTEY & CAMP,
188 and I90 State

St.,

CHICAGO.

!

;
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HEDDON'S

NEW

A

Sixth Tliousand Just Publislied

There are

BEE-VEIL.

five cross

united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass ; the cover
is of handsome light
material. It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
HxT inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Hail or Express, Sl.OO.
liars

New and Enlarged

coLTJii-dinsr.

Edition

OF

i

BEES and HONEY,
OR THE

WAX

ON SHARES,

Management

of an Apiary for FleaBiire
and Prefit by
;

For Comb Foiiudation for 1885,

Why not send

rae

your

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor nl the ITeeldv Bee Journal.

Wax

»»S 'West Madlaon

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
If you have no wax, perhaps your
:3tore-keepers have, and it will pay you

to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
J pay highest market price in

CASH FOR WAX.

Street. ChlcuKO,

III.

illustrated
It contains 230 profusely
pages, is "fully up witli the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist witli everj-thing that can aid in
the successfid management of the lloneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive

condition.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

T.t

in cloth, Sl.OO
cents, postpaid.

;

in

paper

|pg~A lilberal Discount to Dealers,

the Dozen or Hundred.

Apiary
offer for

I

for Sale.

sale

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
cifgoods which will help you to
mnre money right away than

one of the best

and very choicest location
Southern Michigan.

in

apiaries

by

II

world.
PRIZE.!anythingelseinthis
eithersex.succeed from
f

ALFRED
9-23

H.

NEWMAN,

West MadlBOn

Street. Cblcaco,

111,

IF TOTJ "WAITT

VEHICLE,
SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THB

COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO,

AH When

first

Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
where our supekiok Vehicles can be seen, will be

The broati road to fortune opens before
sent.
No other bees kept in the field. hour.
workers, absolutely sure. At otce address, Tkuk
4Aiy
^N'e have the LARGEST factory in the world for
House, barn and honey- house, good & Co., Augusta, Maine.
manufacturing flrst-class and SUPERIOR
highcellar, cistern, and two wells
J. AAT- E;oK:i)vd:.A.3sr, Buggies, Pliaetoiift, Liglit Carriages,
board fence all on }4 acre of ground in
IJEAI.EK IN
Surrey Wagons,
a small village. 6 miles from here, on
Depot, freight, exthis M. C. R: R.
press and telegraph offices, saw-mill., Pure Italian Bees and (jueens
store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods
For further information, aend for Circular.
distant.
KICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
7Aly
Here we have three surplus honey
wanted for The Lives of all the
«rops
First, from white clover
Presidents of the U. 8. The
second, from basswood; third, from
larj^est.handsomvst, best book
ever sold for less than twice
myriads of fall flowers.
nur price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense
I will give my purchaser a splendid
profits to agents. All intelligent people want it.
opportunity to gain a good home, and Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
4Aiy
choice honey location.
I will sell free. Hai.lett Book Co., Portland. Me.
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or extracted honey as desired
or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
shares till the purf)f colonies on
AND OCR POPULAR
chaser thus gains stock of his own.
The accompanying: illiisAnierleaii
Village Carts,
.Hives and fixtures of my latest imtriitions show a nest of pails
me for
proved patterns.
Write
with the sides tapering, for the latter most perfect and free from horse
the

;

:

;

HONE!

prices, terms, etc.

marketing extracted honey.

The covers are deep and the

QUEENS!
Our
^4

ISO

New

Tafee your choice.

ITAI,I.41VS!
Prices

attractive in appearance,
when filled and nicely

:,

from
18t

1

ITntested, (per doz.) after July Ist

4

tni

iiave

SURE to state whether or not you
my Circular for 1883.
•TAMES HEDSON,
DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

t^

We make our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that can be obtained
hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.
from the

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the CoLt'MBUs Buggy Co..
Columbus. Ohio, will receive in return a beaatlfal
engraving in colors representing an ''Australian
Scene." and their manner of traveling In that
24A18t
country with ostriches as a motor.

7

ft.

1.3 ft.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

NEWMAN,

Vandervort Foimdatioii

Mill.

6 luch, Price, $25.00.

be

Address,

ft.

iVr doz.§1.2.') $l.iiO $-2.00
IVr 100 8.00 10.00 14.50
A. H.
ILL.
CHICAGO

11 cki

CIRCULAR for 1884
And

motion.

labeled.

t 3 00
1 25

ITntested

Cnteated, after July

made with

special
reference to flUing them for
the retail honey-trade. They
are made in a superior
manner and are quite

pails are

Strain,

IMPORTED

-Tested, to breed

PHILS

Vandervoil

Comb

Fdn. Mills,

Send for Samples <fe Seduced Prlce-LUt.
ABtf J.VANDERVORT.Laceyville, Pa.

It

923

makes the Hnest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

"

•

'/

^ OLDEST BEE PAPERKSJ
'^^

(fc

-^

^

IN

;

^•'

1^^^^™kEF~^^^^

AMERICA

v.-*'C?|c>—

DEYOTET) TO THE INTERESTS OF
ESTABLISHED IN
ISSl.

Chicago,

i
*

THE WEEKLY EDITION

lU.,

September

HONEY PRODUCERS.
17, 1884.

PUBLISHED BY

in tliis

Number.

KniTOR ANP PKOPRIKTOR.

925

WEST MALISON

ST.,

Weekly, tfS a year

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly, SI.

:

PREMIUM.— Any one sending one new subscription for the Weekly, or two for the Monthly, for
one year, besides their own subscription for a year
for the Weekly, will be entitled to a copy of " Bees
and Honey,*' bound

in

Best Honey-Flow for 26 Years.
Call Things by their Right Names
Careful Breeding of Bees
Convention Hand-Book
Convention Notices
-593, .596,
Correspondence
Diseased Colony
.

NEWMAN,

C.

paper.

V^

The receipt for money sent us will be given
on the address label on every paper. If not given
In two weeks after sending the money, write us a
Postal card, for something must be wrong about it.
t^^ Any person sending a club of six, Is entitled
to an extra copy (like the club), sent toany addresB
desired.
Sample copies furnished free.

fW

Papers are stopped at the expiration of the
time paid for. unless requested to be continued.

FOKEION POSTAeS. £XTKA
50 cents

:

To Australla-Weekly,$l

;

Monthly. 12 cents.
Monthly, 24 cents.
;

George Neighbour* Sons, London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

Entered at

the Chicetgo P. O. aa

Second Olaaa Matter.

ADVERTISING RATES.

.

Does

38.

Bee Journal

will be sent to any
address in North America from now
596 until the end of 1884 for 30 cents.
605 This offer is intended to aid those who
604 are getting up clubs at Fairs, Conven604 tions, etc., and should add several
-595
thousand to our readers during the

601

605

next month.

^

The Northwestern Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its fifth
annual
convention at Owsley's HaU,
603
northwest corner of Robey and West
.598

597

it Pay to Use Foundation ?. 600
Editorial Items
595, .596

Excellent Report

604

Fermented Honey

603

ers'

Madison

streets,

Chicago,

111.,

on

Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 15
and 16, 1884, commencing at 10 a. m.

on Wednesday, and holding five sessions. Those who have attended one
-597 of these annual re-unions will need
From Florida to Toronto, Can
Golden Hive Sharpers
604 no urging to induce them to come
again those who have not, should re.596
Honey and Beeswa.x Market
member that Father Langstroth charHoney Crop a Failure for 3 Years 604 acterized the last meeting as " repreIowa State Convention
602 senting the largest number of large,
Is it Bee-Diarrhcea V
601 practical and successful honey-producers of any convention tliat he had
Local Convention Directory
596
ever visited."
This meeting being
.599
Milkweed Pollen
held during the Inter-State Industrial
Motherwort
604 Exposition, reduced railroad fares
Northwestern Ind. Convention.
603 may be had on nearly all of the railW. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
roads.
Northwestern Ohio Convention. 602
Miller, Pres.
;

.

To Europe— Weekly,

XX.-No.

Trial Subscribers.— The Weekly
Topics Presented

Bee-Hive Swindlers
Bee .Journal for 1885
Bee-Keeping in the City

THOMAS

VOL.

.

.

Organization for Bee-Keepers
Pollen Logic
Selections from Our Letter Box.
Special Notices
Swarming, Hibernation, etc
That " Adulterated " Honey
The Bee-Killer

C. C.

602
,599
.

603
605
599

604
603

The Cone Flower

t^ The Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan Bee- Keepers' Association will hold its next session in
Goshen, Ind., on Oct. 3, 1884, at 10 a.
m. Important topics relating to the
mauHgement of the apiary will be
discussed. Considerable time will be
devoted to answering questions from

604
the query-box. Several distinguished
603 apiarists are expected to be present.
Wild Sensitive-Plant
604 All persons interested in bee-culture
large meetWintering Bees in a
603 are invited to attend.
ing is anticipated.
F. L. Prett, M. D., Sec.
A. Blunt, Pres.
For $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and

What and How
20

cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

either the

A line of

this

Weekly or Monthly Edition$.

type

will contain

about

t words;

TWELVE

lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

Editorial Notices,

50 cents

per

line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at ZO cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement U Inserted.

THOMAS
•SS Went

Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street..

Ctalcsso,

III.

Bam

A

^°

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
®" The Wabash County Bee-Keeppaper covers or the Monthly Bee ers' Association will hold its second
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or, meeting on Saturday, Oct. 4, at the
;

bound

in cloth, with Weekly, §3.00
with the Monthly, S2.(0.

Court House in Wabash, at

10 a.

m.

All bee-keepers are cordially invited
to attend. Come one and all and
wife and children, and we
Advertisements intended for the Bee bring your
will try and make it interesting for
Journal must reach this office by you.
Henry Cripe, Sec.
Saturday of the previous week.
Aaron Singer, Pres.

—

—

;
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
attested by hundreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest. brit;htest,iiuickest accepted by
bees, least apt ti sas. most regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.

BOOKS

tical

THOMAS

CHICAGO, ILL.
Quinby's New Bec-Keeplng. by L. C.
On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we Root. — Its style is plain and forcible, making
925 West Madison Street,

>

A. H.

NEWMAN, Chicago, 111.,

allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

MUTH. Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDDD.N'. Dowaglac,
C. F.

Mich.,
& McKEE, Indianapolis. Ind.,
H. liUEEN. Berlin, Wis..

DOUGHERTY

CHAS.
CHAS. HERTEL. Jr., Freeburg,
WM. BAIX ANTINE, Saeo, O.,

NEWMAN,

G.

Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

is

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Iflannal of

I

!

its

readers realize the fact that the author

is

Price, $1.50.

master of the subject.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces ever^-thing pertaining to the care

of the Honey-Bee, and is
Bees and Honey, or Management of an more
advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas beginner. Cloth, .51.25; paper, $1.
ARMSTRONG, Jerserville, III.
ARTHUR TODD. German town, Philadelphia,Pa. G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
Iowa.
CoburK.
KRKTOHMER,
invenE.
in all the various improvements and
Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A

valuable to the

HI.,

E. L.

E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
C. F. DALE. Mortonsville, Ky.
presents the apiarist with everything that information and contagious enthusiasm.
can aid in the successful management of the Price, 75c.
and nimibers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
The Hive and Honey-Bee. by Ret. L.
most honey in its best and most attractive
list of supplies, accompanied with
condition. It embraces the following sub- L. Langstroth.— This is the work of a
ISO COMPK.IMENXAKT'.
Ancient History of Bees and Honey master, and will always remain a standard.
jects
:

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAXS
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
We guarantee every inch of our Foundation equal te sample in every respect.
CHAS. SADASIT A SON,
SAB y
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL.
1

Price, $2.00.
—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — E.xtracting —
Bzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping.
Queen Hearing- Introducing Queens — Ital- A translation of he master-piece of that most
ianizing — Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
t

ing and Handling

Bees— The Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
220 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
bound in clotli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;
3 copies for«S2.55; 5 for $4.00; 10 for S7.50.
Paper coTers, 75 cents: 2 copies for SI. -40
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.
etc.

in cloth,

$2.00 ;

in

paper covers, $1.50.

Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
and detailed account of 2;) years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
King.— -\ new edition, revised and enlarged.
bound in cloth.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handlinar
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history. and Marketing.- By Ch as. Dadant & Son. —
The Original Strongly
bound in full leather. Price, for 50 Details their management. Price, 15c.
colonies,
$1.00 ; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
BINGHAM
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers. by
200 colonies, $1.50.
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the manof bees. Price, 10c.
agement
Bee Smoker
Honey as Food and medicine, by
Thomas G. Newman.—It gives the various
Theory. — The fundamental
Bzlerzon
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
to help in creating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phix.— This gives the correct
Price, for either the EnglisU or Clemian meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
$a.50 — 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
The Hive I Ise, by G. M. Doolittle. —
If liX) or more are ordered, we will print the

The Apiary

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

Register, by Thomas G.

Newman.— A Record and Account Book for

Price, $1.00,

;

bee-keeper's card (free of costt on the cover.

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Thomas

Patented, 1878

Convention

Hand

G. Newman.- It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

—

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Mnnual of the Apiarv.
states that "Mr. Bintrham was the first to imprtive
the old Quinby emober by eatabiishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but BinRham has been able to
Improve a Binpham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little.
swiftor slow, just asyoH please, any or ajl the
time; top up or down, they always go!

Tniy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
Newman.—This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Ix)cal Market. Price, 50
cents per 100
500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
;

honey-producer's
the bottom.

name and address free,

at

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knivesflrst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,'^"to in use from one
to five years, and receiving bat one letter of com-

for
tlie
martlet, including the production and cai-e
of both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and

plaint.

This

With European and American orders already
received for over a.fXtO. there is evidence that 1884
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Preparation

etc.,

Price. 10c.

Price Sc.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
and cure.

25c.
I'niversal

Price,

JTloore's

Complete

Itleclianic.

Assistant,

and

Contains

over

—

facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.
1,000,000 industrial

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book cao
be more useful tn horse owners. It has 35
engTa\'ings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and

comprehensive manner.
recipes, etc.

It

has

many good
English

Price, 25c.. in either

or German.
Food Adulteration. —What we

shou Id not
family.

eat.

eat and
This book should be in every

Price, oOc.

Scribner's

Honey

by Thomas G. Newm.in.
a chapter from " Bees and Honey."

Honey at Fairs,
is

of

Details his manageme'rit of bees.

Lumber and Log Book.—

Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks: wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.

Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
grain, produce and hay: wood
measurer,ready reckoner,tables for plowing,
40c.
etc. Price,

up the price of

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Swarming. Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newm-\n. Achapterfrom"Beesand Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5c.
Prices, hy mail, post-paid.
Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
Doctor smoker (wide shield). .3i4 inch. .$3 00
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
" .. 175 G. Newm.^n — Progressive views on this im- Monthly. 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
Conquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
Laro:e smoker (wide shield)
• 150 portant subject: suggesting what and how to Canada.
2i4 **
;

Extra smoker (Wide shield)
Plainsmoker
I«ii tie Wonder smoker

3
2

"
"

1^ "

.

.

1

25

..

100

..

65

Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
Sinch

115

TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or halfdozen

rates.

Address,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A2Btf

ABRONIA. MICK.

—A

to plant.
chapterfrom "Bees
26 engravings. Price, 10c.

and Honey."

Bees In IVInter. by Thomas

G. Newman.
—Describing Chaff-packing. Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5e.

Bienen Kultur. by Thomas G.Newman.
—In thefiernian language. Price, in paper
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

<;onstitution and By-Laws, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Ribbon Badges,

for bee-keepers, on
in gold, 10c.

which are printed a large bee
each, or $8 per 100.

Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

of Poultry,

:

u

csiiy

Jotirnal

DKYOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

ILL.,

SEPTEMBER

17, 1884.

bees are making good use of each
day, by gathering the honey which
seems to be in abundance.
R. M. OSBOBN.
TubUshed every Wednesday, by

THOMAS
Editob.

Call

G.

NEWMAN,

and Proprietor,

Things by their Right Names.

A

correspondent seems to be "muddled ' in consequence of his having
produced " hybrids" by crossing bees

from Palestine and Italy. He wrote
to US to correct a former article and
call his

bees " holy Italians."

We

re-

marked, on page 571, that there were
no such things as hxAy or ^lllholy bees,
and advised our correspondent to
" call things by their proper names."
Now he propounds to us the following questions

:

Kane, 111., Sept. 8, 1884.
I have been a pupil of the Bee
Journal for several years, and I
thought that I was learning the beebusiness right along, from its pages,
but every pupil has his faults. I did
not have the least idea of the using of
any improper laiio;uage in my letter on
page 571. I am always ready to con-

my errors, when I am convinced
committing any. I learned the
words " Holy-Land queens " from the
?ages of the Bee Journal. Now,
ask you to answer the following
(juestions
I got a pure Italinn queen
from II. Alley, and a Holy-Land
queen from I. E. Good 1 reared
Queens from the Italian queen and
bred those queens to drones reared
from the Holy-Land queen. Now,
fess

of

:

;

is
the right name of those
queens' offspring ? I reared queens
from the IIoly-Land queen and I bred
them to drones reared from the Italian queen. Now, what is the right
name of those queens' offspring V If
there is no such a bee as the HolyLand bee, will you please make it
plain, for I wish to " call things by

what

their right names ;" and I will likely,
hereafter, be prepared to give the
right names of my improved bees in

future correspondence.
We were
blessed with a big rain fall on July
30. To-day the thoroughwort, Spanish-needle, goldenrod, smart-weed or
heart's-ease, and ironwort are in a
sea of bloom. Tlie weather is very
hot— 94° in the shade to-day. My

ITo. 38.

Sociability

among Bee-Keepers.

One of our Exchanges makes the
following suggestions on the above
In the above our correspondent calls subject
the queen a IIoly-Land queen. That
There is no question but that great
is another thing from a holy queen. benefits can be derived by any
beeThe land of Palestine has been called keeper, and more particularly by the
beginner,
from attending the meetings
the "Holy Land " for ages, because
of some or all of the various apiculof the fact that it was the land where tural societies,
that we are pleased to
the " holy one of Israel," the Messiah see are so rapidly forming through
the
various
sections of our great
lived, taught, died, and rose again,
country but all cannot attend these
and from which he ascended.
meetings, and consequently are deThings set apart for sacred uses barred from the benefits to be
thus
were called " holy ;'' such as holy oil, obtained. There is a way, however,
by
which
great
good
can
be
accomholy vessels, holy temple, holy day,
plished in matters connected with
etc., but the bees never came under
bee-keeping, and the fraternity caused
that classification— they were never to become more firmly cemented by
the bonds of friendship. This way is
called " holy bees."
to make frequent exchange of visits,
It is true that honey was used in
each with tlie other consult personthe vessels of the temple, that the ally (those who
are neighbors) with
Mosaic law regulated the ownership each other in regard to any and all
"
"
matters
of
interest.
John the Baptist ate
few, living in
of bees, that
" locusts and wild honey," but neither one locality, can easily make a short
visit to those some little distance
bees nor honey were ever mentioned from them, and pass a few
pleasant
among the sacred or holy things.
hours from time to time, both in a
business
and
social
way.
Try
it. and
The proper names of the offspring
see if you do not get some good, both
of tlie queens mentioned by Mr. Osas bee-keepers, and as social beings.
born a,re hybrids ; it it is wished to
designate more particularly, it may
i®° Tanners are now using glucose
be said that they are the " Osboru
instead of " oak " for oak-tanning
strain of bees," or that they are Syrioleather.
Speaking of this, the Shoe
Italians, or Italio-Syrians, whichever
" Glucose
and Leather Beporter says
may preponderate in the "mixing" or
is a fraud, however used.
It is even
Instead of Holy-Land
hybridization.
a greater fraud when used on leather
bees, call them Palestine bees.
than used in adulterating syrup and
The use of the word holy in such a
sugar." It is a hard matter to think
connection savors of cant (though we
of any reasonable excuse for its exdo not think Mr. Osborn uses it in
istence or use
It seems to be good
that way), and of trying to enhance
for nothing but adulterating.
business by the use of sacred terms,
or a parading of religious sentiments
I®" The " xVutumn Leaves " which
in order to catch custoiaers.
will bring the most returns are, no
While we adore the "' religion that doubt, the
Leaflets—" Why
Eat
is pure and undeflled," we detest the
Honey ?" Scatter them and see the
prostitution of it to the base use of effect in selling
honey in every neighhelping to obtain " tilthy lucre."
borhood, at
;

;

A

:

!

good prices.

^"

In Texas Mr. Carroll neglected 500 for

his corn crop to give the necessary
attention to his bees, as they were of

Two

hun-

dred will be sent postpaid for $1.00;
$2.2,5

;

1,000 for $4.00.

I®" The Chicago Re-union of Beethe most importance to him. During Keepers promises to be well-attended
horse-mint bloom he offered $2.00 a this year, as usual. See the Notice on
day for help to run his extractors.
the front cover page.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place of Meeting.

1884.

Sept. 17.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond. Ind.
M. G. Reynolds. Sec, Williamsburgh, Ind.
Sect. 17.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond. Ind.
C. N. Blount, Sec.
20.— Hancock County. O., at Findlay, O.
Sept.
•^
S. H. Bolton. Sec.
Sent. 23.—Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville. Wis.
C. O. Shannon, Sec.
24-26.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
Sept.
*^
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
Oct 1, 2.— Cedar Valley, Iowa, at Waterloo, Iowa.
H. O. McBlhany; Sec.
111., at Morrison, III.
A. B. Kreider.
Ohio, at Defiance, Ohio.
W. H, Ralston,
Oct. 3.— N. Ind. and S. Mich, at Goshen. Ind.
F. L. Putt, M. D..
Oct. 4,— Progressive, at Bedford, O.
J. R. Reed.

Oct. 2.—Whltesides,

Sec.

W.

Oct. 2.— N.

Sec.

Sec.

Sec.
Oct. 4.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at Marshalltown, la.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
Oct. 4.— Wabash Co., at Wabash, Ind.
Henry Cripe. Sec.
Oct. 8.— Central Illinois, at Bloomineton, 111.
W. B. Lawrence. Sec.
Oct. 00, 00.— Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A.

Palmer. Sec, McBride, Mich.

Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at Chicago,

W.

Oct, 22.— N.

W.

Z.

III.

Hutchinson. Sec.

Ind., at Laporte, Ind.

A. Fahnestock,

Fruit trees were just coming into
Honey and Beeswax Market.
bloom, but the bees had gathered no
honey, to amount to anything, but by
Office of The American Bee Joitknal, >
his manipulation were occupying the
Monday. 10 a. m., Sept. 15. 1884
sections as a part of the brood-nest.
The following are the latest quotaIn the present age of easy enlightenment there is no excuse for any one tions for honey and beeswax received
to be gulled in this manner. While
up to this hour
there is no way to prevent parties
from traveling over the country plyCINCINNATI.
ing their trade, they can compel lio
HONEY—There is no change to note in the
one to use their traps. So far as the price of honey, but demand is improTing gradExtracted brings 6@;ic on arrival, and
comparative value of the hives is ually.
choice white comb honey in sections, 15(*16c.
concerned, there is not one feature of
BEESWAX -Is dull at L'682-Sc on arrival.
C. F. MuTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
importance known to the bee-keeping
interest that cannot be applied to the
NEW YORK.
S

:

Langstroth or American hives. The
HONEY— As we have already commenced reold patent, long expired, on these ceiving consignments
of this year's crop of honey,
liives, covers all points of advantage, we teel safe in making the following quotations
Fancy white comb, l-lb, 1h^20c.. 2-b>. 16'j?il8c. fair
and they can be made and used with to
good, and 2- lb. uriiific: fancy buckwheat. l-tt>,
perfect freedom. Hence there is no ri^^'ftiac, 2- lb, llXi'^ji-c: ordinary grades of dark,
land 2-Ih, msip'oc. Extracted white choice, in
necessity for paying for the right to kegs or small barrels. w^(./;ic.. buckwheat. Hj.a@7c.
BEESWAX-Prime velhiw, 3iP(.!,:ilc.
do what you can do anyhow. We do
McCaci, & Uilubeth. 34 Hudson St.
not wish to be understood as opposed
to any legitiniate improvements, but
BOSTON.
we are opposed to having our friends HONEY.- New honey is coming in, and selling
abused in any such manner.
at 16'«jl8c. for best white land 2-pound sections.
New e-xtacted. Sia,^ic. Honey in unglassed sections
:

:

1

Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.
Dec 12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.

BLAKE i RIPLET,

57

Chatham

gone.

Street.

CHICAGO.

1^

The date

for holding the next

meeting of the North American Bee-

:

We

all

BEESWAX-3.'ic.

Convention Notices.

Keepers" Society, in the city of
Rochester, X. Y.. has been fixed for
Oct. 28, 29 and 30, 1884. At the last
%W~ In order to have this table complete. Secre- meeting of the Northeastern Beetaries arc requested to forward full particalars of Keepers' Association a committee was
time and place of future meetings.- BD.
appointed to secure a Hall and make
other necessary arrangements for this
meeting.
Knowing the men who
compose this committee, we can asBee-Hive Swindlers.
sure all who are interested, that the
matter is in good hands, and that
Mr. F. L. Dougherty in the Indiana everything will be arranged for one
the
about
beeof the best meetings ever held by the
this
to
say
Farmer has
Rochester is one of the
hive swindlers now infesting the Society.
finest cities in the United States, and
country
this should be an enjoyable meeting
The voice of the patent-hive vender for all who are interested. We hope
is heard in the land, which causes a soon to amiounce a complete prodoleful crv from his victims.
made investigation, a few days since,
of a plan by which one of these gentry
proposed to prove the superiority of
his hiveover a Langstroth hive. He
had transferred two colonies, one into
each of the hives, placing the sections
at once in both. From those on the
Langstroth hive he had removed more
than half of the strip of foundation
which was placed in the sections for
starting. In this hive also he had
spread the brood in transferring until
much of it had chilled and died, but
in his own hive he had done a good
job, and in the center row of sections,
he had filled each section with comb
from the old hive, placing a little
patch of brood in four of the center
sections, thus compelling the bees to
enter the sections at once to protect
the brood, and proving to his victim
that the bees were working in the
sections of his hive while those in the
Langstroth hive were barely getting
sufficient on which to subsist. He
had instructed his patron not to disturb the bees on any account until
nearly all of the sections were quite
full of honey, and our friend was so
strong in his faith that he was hardly
willing that we should examine them.

comb honey

Old

sells the mostreadily.

Sec

Oct. 28-30.— North American at Rochester. N. Y.
Dr. C. C. Miller, Sec, Marengo, 111,
Not. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.

gramme.
L. C. Root,

W

[

HONEY.— Comb

honey

sells slowly. Pries are
very best in small frames.
f)f late.
Extracted honey,
quiet sales at 6 anri 7e. Large otferings of California honey. Look for tietter demand for honey now
that the weather is cooler.
BBESWAX.-For best yellow or prime, 30c.
R. A. BCRSKTT. 161 South Water St.

about 14 to

16c. for

Keceipts are not large

BAN KBANCI8C0.

HONEY.— Nearly 2..50O cases were received thia
week. Not for four years past has so large a quan-

A

the city in the same short time.
large portion of it. however, was in transit. There
is a limited demand at low iigures. Market is weak
at quotations. While to extra while comb.EHSllc;
dark to good. 7fe:tc. extracted, choice to extra
white. 4^(g!5c. dark and candied. 4c.
tity arrived in

:

;

BEESWAX.- Wholesale,

25@3"c.

STSAHNS & SMITH.

423

Front Street.

ST. LODI8.

HONEY — Steady; demand
Comb,

small.

12'a14c per

lb.,

and supply both
and strained and ex-

tracted 6®6!ic.

BEESWAX— Firm at 32<S32Xc. for choice.
W. T.

C. C. Mellee, Sec.
Vice-Pres.

ANi'EKSo.v

4

Cu.. 104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The

honey market seems to be imis a larger demand.
Best 1-

proving, so that there

The

sold in quantity at li>c:in a
Bee-Keepers' Ib. sections were
amall way 17c is occasionally obtained, but 16c
Association will meet at Morrison, would be the more reliable quotation; 2-lbs.. best
quality slow at 10^12c.
111., at 1 p. m., on Oct. 2, 1884.
All white, l4(§;15c: second
Extracted slow at fs^yc.
bee-keepers are cordially invited.
BEBSWAX-30C.

Whiteside

A. B. Kkelder,

A. c.

Sec.

Rendel.

115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

^"

The Bee-Keepers' Association

of Eastern Indiana will meet in the
rooms of the Y. M. C. A., at Richmond, Ind., on Sept. 17, 18.84.
C".

N Blouxt,
.

Sec.

HONEY—"We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
7@7Hc.
GEO. W. Meade &

15c; extracted,

KANSAS
HONEY.— Demand and

Co.. 213 Market.

CITY.
supply both good with
Fancy white comb,

prices rather in buyers' favor.
l^-lb., iSc.

^f

The Progressive Bee -Keepers'

Association meets on the first Saturday in October, 1884, at Bedford, O.
general invitation is given.
J. R. Reed, Sec.

A

frames.

The Southern Wisconsin Bee-

Keepers" Association will hold its
next meeting at the Court House in
Janesville. Wis., on Sept. 23, 1884, at
10 a. m. Statistics will be taken. All
bee-keepers are cordially invited to
attend.
J. T. Pomeroy, Sec.
C. O. Shannon, Pres.

15c.

1-Ib.. luc.

:

2-lb.. 15c.

California 2-lb.
in pro-

Dark and lower grades, lower

6^
BEESWAX.— None in

portion.

Extracted,

to 7J^c.

the market.
CLEMONS, CLOOX 4 CO.
Successors to Jerome Twichell.

Having consolidated my business
tyand
solid Commission House of

old

Cloon

^"

:

&

Co. under the

with the

demons,
same Arm name, we are

better prepared than ever to handle honey in all
shapes. We are in the market at all times for the
purchase of honey in any shape or quantity, and
will pay the highest market price, or will handle it
on commission, as may be preferred. Ship 11*0 lbs.
or so. enough to fairly represent what you have,
and we will make prompt cash offer for the lot.
We will also take special pains with orders from
bee-men for any particular kind of honey which
they may want to complete their orders when their
own crops are exhausted, and will try at all times
to faithfully repiesent their interests.
JEHOME twichell. 514 Walnut Street.
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From

Florida to Toronto, Can.

W.

On Aug.

S.

HART.

13, 1.S83, I

sUuted on

my

After making myself known, and
accepting a hearty invitation to return to tea and stop over night, with
my pockets and both hands loaded
with peaches and apples, 1 continued
my climb to the top of the mountain.
The view from the " Look-out " is certainly a very line one. Chattanooga
and ^locasoh Bend lying directly in
front, but far below, surrounded by
ridges and cultivated fields where
soldiers
countermarched
and
marched, fought, bled and died during the late war. From the top of
the mountain can be seen parts of
five States, when the air is clear.
" Exquisite,'' the word used by George
C. Connor in " (4uide to Chattanooga,"
applies very well to the scene ; but
for rugged grandeur, there is nothing
here to compare with many views
among the White Mountains of New

outside of the State of
Florida since I arrived in it from the
West nearly nine years before. My
objective points were Cincinnati, O.,
to make the personal acquaintance of
Mr. Chas. F. Mutli, to which I looked
forward with anticipations of pleasure, as I hadhaddealingsof the pleasantest kind with him during the past
two years then Louisville, Ky., where Hampshire.
Returning to Mr. Thornburg's I
the great Southern Exposition and
the Kentucky Bee-Keepers' Conven- spent a pleasant evening sitting on
tion were to be held after which the the front porch talking " bees "' while
Xorth American Bee-Keepers' Con- watching the changing lights of the
vention at Toronto, Can., and finally little city far below, or following with
my old home and birth-place in N. H. my eyes the distant head-light of
were to have a fair share of my time. some locomotive whirling its load of
After being delayed a couple of living freight out of the city, and
days by adverse winds, or no wind at finally dis-ippearing, apparently alall, a nice sailing breeze sprung up most beneath our feet as it swings
from the southeast and landed us in around between Macasou Bend and
Savannah on Aug. 17. I took a good the base of the mountain, a heavy
look about the city, and as I had a rumbling sound still telling of its
few barrels of honey along to dispose progress.
In the morning, after a hearty
of, I tried the market, but found that
there was no chance to sell so fine an breakfast, and with a goodly supply
article at a reasonable price, the trade of choice fruit for our refreshment on
being supplied with a very poor qual- the way, the horse is hitched irp, the
ity of dark honey bought at 60 or 70 wheels chained, and we, Mr. T., his
cents per gallon. It would be an ex- father and myself, make our way
cellent place for an energetic man to down the mountain and back to Chattbuild up a honey-trade, as a good anooga.
On Aug. 2-5 I took the train for Cinquality of honey would be a revelation
cinnati, and I rode nearly all day
to the citizens.
I took the train for Atlanta on Aug. through a most interesting country,
for many
20, arriving tliere a little after dark. rugged and moimtalnous
Atlanta is a wide-awake, growing miles, making many tunnels and high
town. Evidently the Cotton Exposi- bridges. The Higli Bridge of Kention has helped largely to give it a tucky standing 2S.3 feet above the
' boom."
them. Then
I tried
the market for valley, being one of
honey, and found it well supplied droppmg down into as handsome a
with honey of quite a dark color. I farming country as this continent can
placed some of my light-colored man- show, as we reach the fertile " blue
grove honey here with a prospect of a grass section of old Kentucky."
tair demand in the future.
I reached Cincinnati towards evenAfter looking over the city and its ing, and immediately started for Mr.
surroundings, and visiting the large Muth's. I found him making prepcotton factory in the old Exposition arations for a trip to his farm, 100
building, I left for Chattanooga on miles from the city, but as his hosAug. 22, where I sold a couple of pitable hand closes around mine,
barrels of mangrove honev, which the tlioughts of all else but my best pleasdealers declared was far ahead of any ure and entertainment seem to be put
thing that they had ever handled. I aside, and although I had intended to
devoted the next two days to visiting have left for Louisville the next
the points of historic interest in and morning, I found that it was out of
about the city.
Prominent among the question to do so as Mr. Muth
these, stands old Lookout Mountain and all his family seemed bent on
two miles away to the eastward. giving me a good time, and an opporAbout two-thirds of the way up the tunity to see the interesting points of
mountain. I came to ilr. Thornburg's Cincinnati. I had to give myself up.
pleasant
home surrounded with I found quite a number of things that
orchards of peach, pear, apple and reminded me of my own home among
cherry trees, many of whieli were still the palmettoes and orange trees away
loaded with luscious fruit. Among down in Florida. Among these were
the trees were the bee-hives compos- the colonies of bees on the roof, the
ing Ills apiary, while his fine stock of empty hives and other fixtures stowed
poultry ranged " at their own sweet away wherever a convenient nook
"
will
through the orchard, or half- could be found, and above all. the
buried in the rich earth among the thousands of handsome packages of
raspberry bushes.
choice comb honey, and the great piles
first

trip

;

;

;

of
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bottles,

jars,

kegs, barrels and

tanks of extracted honey stowed in
the store, in the cellar, and under
sheds.
"How can he ever find a

market

for
this accumulated
all
sweet "i*" was a question that arose in
my mind. Long years of energetic
labor has solved that question for
him, and brought the constantly increasing supply and demand until
now, hundreds of barrels of honey
come in from all parts of this broad
country, and are sold with but little
more effort than it took to dispose of
the first 400 pounds with which this
great branch of trade was started in
Cincinnati by Mr. Muth years ago.

Remembering that the Kentucky
Bee- Keepers' Convention was to commence on Aug. 29, I reluctantly tore
myself away from my hospitable
friends and landed in Louisville in
the evening of Aug. 28. I attended
the Exposition the next morning, and
was escorted to the honey exhibit by
Mrs. Prof. Todd, who left me in the
hands of the Kentucky bee-keepers.
I found the honey exhibit a very fine
and attractive one. The quality of
nearly all the honey on exhibition
being of the very best. Some placed
there by Mr. Demaree, President of
the Kentucky Bee-Keepers' Society,
was a novelty, being of a very light
color, and so thick and heavy in body
as to have the appearance of being
half-granulated. I found, however,
upon testing it, that there were no
other signs of granulation, but that
it was as it bad come from the red
clover blossoms from which it was
gathered. It took the first prize for
extracted honey, as it well deserved.
If red clover honey is all like this, we
certainly have the strongest kind of
an inducement to work for the development of the honey-bee to that point
necessary to reach and gather it.
After examining the honey exhibit,
and making the acquaintance of several pleasant gentlemen who had contributed to its success and beauty, I
was invited to go with them to one of
the rooms provided for such purposes,
and take part in the Kentucky BeeKeepers' Convention.
As the proceedings of this convention have been
published, I will not go over the
ground again ; but I want to say that
only knew how
if the bee-keepers
much sociability and instruction there
convention, I
is in a bee-keepers'
think there would be a much larger
Every Kentucky beeattendance.
keeper who failed to put in an appearance at the convention lost an opportunity for great pleasure and profit.
I stopped in Louisville until Sept.
4, except that I took a flying trip to
Mammoth Cave in the meantime, then
returned to Cincinnati. The big Fair
was just coming off, and Rex and his
fantastic followers about to appear in
the city, etc. Mr. iluth insisted that
I ought not to lose all this, so I stopped until Sept. 7, visiting the Fair,
seeing the procession, and taking in
as much of the fun and good things
of the city as possible in so short a
time, to compensate me for the nine
long years of steady labor where the
sports of forest and stream were almost the only ones at my disposal.
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My

the Fair was rather still handsomer sections of comb the cordiality of the people of the
and before the exhibits were honey, the whole making a very nice Provinces toward those attending the
convention from this side of " the
nearly all in place, but at that time picture.
the number of exhibits was very
After making ourselves known we line." Addresses of welcome and a
large, and gave promise of the Fair as took a look about us, and for the first careful attention to our welfare, both
being a grand success. Of all the time saw a honey exhibit tliat at all in and out of the convention, added
individual exhibits there, none sur- approaches our idea of what one much to our pleasure. In fact, every
passed, in my estimation, the grand should be. There were tons and tons thing conspired to make the meeting
show of honey and apiarian devices of honey in every shape and style of pleasant and enjoyable, and nothing
made by Mr. Muth.
package that is popular in the market, occurred to mar the pleasure of it.
Soon after noon I bade " good-by "
Leaving Cincinnati I made a short from tlie cute little Scent cans which,
stop at Dayton, Ohio, to visit the by the way, not only bring good prices to the last assemblage of bee-keepers
Soldiers' Home, and found that to see for the honey in them, but are also that I expected to meet on my trip,
it was well worth a little trouble and one of the best advertisements that and hurried away to catch the train
expense. Sept. 10 found me in To- could be desired), to barrels holding 40 for Kingston, there to take a steamer
ledo, and the next four days I spent gallons or more, and from half-pound down the St. Lawrence, through the
at the Tri-State Fair and attending sections, setting about singly as a part Thousand Islands and the Rapids to
the bee-keepers' convention.
Here of the ornamentation, to great stacks Montreal. From there I visited the
also I made many very pleasant ac- of crated sections of large size and White Mountains and my old home
quaintances, and enjoyed the com- without an open cell in them, even in New Hampshire. Over two happy
panionship of many I have long next the wood. I cannot here go into weeks were spent rambling over those
known by reputation as the " big the details of the exhibit of honey and old hills where every stone and tree
funs " of "apiculture and here again apiarian supplies, but before leaving was an old acquaintance, meeting old
met Mr. Muth, eager to catch any the subject let me say that the apiar- friends and school-mates, and hearing
new points in his line, and ready to ists who made up that display de- of the prosperity and misfortunes of
give the results of his large experi- serve the great success they are hav- the many who like myself had left the
ence in return. The honey exhibit ing. They take the proper means of old home and "" struck out in the
was quite a good and attractive one. enlightenfng the masses in regard to world." But others that I had last
The exhibit of apiarian implements their sweet product, and the hundreds seen 12 years before, taking their part
was better than any I had yet seen. of dollars that poured into the coffers in tlie busy life of the town, were now
visit to

early,

(

;

Noticeable as a part of the apiarian of Mr. Jones each day of the Fair,
exhibit was a coUectitm of pressed shows that their efforts are apprehoney-producing flowers and plants ciated. Canada has beaten us " way
nicely mounted and well displayed. out of sight " in her honey-exhibits,
Here again I met Mr. W. C. Pelliam, and has found a large profit in doing
who had his foundation machine on so. Shall we let the matter rest thusV
Having met him at or shall we take advantage of the
exhibition.
Louisville, we felt like old acquain- great New Orleans Exposition to retances, and so we decided to go on to trieve our honors, make the largest
Toronto in each others company.
and finest show of honey that was
On Saturday, Sept. 1.5, we started ever gotten together, and give the
for Toronto via Detroit, Mich., re- honey market a boom that shall have
gretting that more of our new ac- a permanent effect on the demand
quaintances could not accompany us and prices V We can do it if we will,
there. Having a little time to spare notwithstanding we will have to winwhile in Detroit, Mr. Pelham and my- ter the honey before the time to make
self made the best of it by a visit to the exhibit.
the cupola of the City Hall building,
On Sept. 18 the North American
where we had a line view of the city, Bee-Keepers' Convention met in the
and could plainly see the peculiar Council Chamber, where a large numplan of its streets, the principal ones ber were assembled. Here also I saw
radiating from the spot where we many new faces, which, when I heard
stood, like the spokes of a wheel, and their names, were recognized instantly
similar to the plan of those of Wash- as belonging to my long list of deington, D. C
as viewed from the sired acquaintances but chief among
;

,

thepi all was the " Father of modern
bee-culture," as he is often called,
the Rev. L. L. Langstrotli. I first
Canadian side. Arriving at Toronto met him at the Fair Grounds on the
in the evening, we soon found quart- the morning of the 19th (the conveners at a hotel. After securing our tion being there in a body to examine
mail, Monday was spent in attend- the apiarian exhibit), and I was highly
ing the Fair. I will give the Province gratified to hear him say as he grasped
'•
Mr.
the credit of having the best arranged my hand in friendly greeting.
and most complete buildings and Hart, I was greatly interested in that
grounds, and the best exhibit of Florida palmetto honey. It cannot be
agricultural products that I have ever excelled."
seen. The live-stock exhibit was parAt 1 p. m. the convention re-assemticularly large, and every animal a bled at the Council Chamber, and our
beauty of its kind. The show of reverend friend was escorted to the
manufactured articles was also very chair of honor.
large, well-built,
fine, but what particularly took the dignified man whose honored grey
eye and gratified the heart of every locks resting about a smooth-shaven
bee-keeper, was the handsome and face of a peculiarly genial and kindly
commodious building standing close expression, he looked the "Father,''
to one of the
entrances, with and one wliom we, his children, were
" Honey Department '" in large letters proud to honor. At each session of
over its entrance. Stepping inside we the convention the number attending
saw the jolly face of the President of augmented. The interestof the meetthe Xortli American Bee-Keepers' ing was largely increased by the presSociety, Mr. D. A. Jones framed very ence of many of tlie members of the
appropriately with handsomely la- Ontario and the Northeastern associaqelled cans of extracted honey, and tions. I was particularly struck with

dome of
Again

the Capitol.
entering the cars, they were
loaded on boats and ferried to the

'

to rest in the quiet country
churchyard, and there among the
graves made during my absence was
one marked with a white stone, on

laid

which
name.

inscribed ray father's
old home is not what is
used to be. Mother is there still, and
there is much that is cheerful, but
the vacant chair causes a feeling of
loneliness that makes the evening
meal a quiet one.
On my way South I visited Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Washington, and all the larger cities of the
East. Arriving at Augusta, Ga., I
fulfilled my promise made at Toronto,
of calling oh Dr. J. P. H. Brown, and
a truly enjoyable visit I had. After
being shown through his fine apiary,
viewing the city and suburbs, and
partaking of the many good things at
their table, presided over by Mrs.
Brown, I was once more seated in the
cars,

The

and by land and water reached

home on Nov. 20). just

in time to escape
a storm that was coming on as we
crossed Mosquito Barr at sundown.
Now, after the excitement of my
trip is over, I look back upon it with
more than ordinary pleasure to feel
that I have been the recipient of so
much kindness from so many, and
that I am in the future to count them

among my

New

friends.

Smyrna, Fla.

^° The beekeepers' association of
Central Illinois will hold their quarmeeting at Bloomington, 111., on
Wednesday, Oct, s, 1881, at 10 a. m.

terly

W.

A

mam

was

^"

B.

Lawrence,

iSec.

The Western Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will hold its second annual

meeting in Independence, Mo., Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Sept.
The Association will
24—26, 1884.
endeavor to make this the most instructive and interesting meeting it
has yet held, and will spare no pains
within its means to make it in every
sense valuable to
C.

all.

M. Crandall,

Sec.

;

.
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Swarming, Hibernation,

etc.

ABEL GRESH.

As a

b^jriniier in

improved methods

of bee-keeping. I freqnently find difficulty in liaiuionizins tlie teacliings of
old bee-masters with my experiences.

would refer to W. Z. Hutchinson's article on page5.')l. He says,
"Let the bees swarm— just once."
All of mine swarmed in June, and by
applying the Heddon-plan, and cutting out all the cells but one— the best
in appearance— all went well until the
beginning of a flow of honey from
First. I

in September, when they
took another turn, and one colony
cast an after-swarm which I returned.
€an Mr. Hutchinson, by any method,
control this swarming in the fall V Or,
can he delay it in the spring so that
will come near
the two seasons
enough together to have it suffice the
bees to swarm but once V This excessive increase is likely to become a
nuisance to a bee-keeper who desires
to keep only a moderate number of
bees ill a locality where sales of full

buckwheat

all

colonies
I

is

man, alone, being dependent upon

;

limited.

commenced

in

liis

that nature
has, in tlie instinct of the bee, led it
into such a grievous error, practiced
by it in all times past, as to lay up
stores for its winter supply, which, if
it eats, will bring on disease and
death. I, for one, must be excused
from believing until further positive
evidence is produced. H' an individual's stomach is irritated or inflamed,
many undigested particles might appear in his excrement ; and wliat
would be thought of the practitioner
who would at once pronounce the undigested food as the cause of the
trouble, and advocate the entire exclusion of such food from our tables V
And because, where such food was
excluded, persons remained well, is
no argument that the portion excluded was not tit to eat, as evidenced
for instance in the case of vegetarians.
Sick people often partake of
food which injures them, and so may
sick bees
but I would as soon exclude bread from the tables of healthy
"
people, as
bee-bread " from healthy
bees.
Weedville, Pa.

reasoning powers; and

For Hie American Bee JournaL

the spring of 1883

with 2 colonies the spring of 1884
with (i, and now I possess 22. after

Milkweed

;

Pollen.

returning 2 swarms for want of sufCLARENCE M. WEED.
In the course of 3 or 4
ficient hives.
years I would scarcely know what to
In the Bee Journal of July 30,
do with them at this rate of increase, Mr. W. W. Trussel describes some
even though I sold all for which I bees having, what he supposed, disProf. Cook's
could find market.
eased feet, which are said by Prof.
Manual gives methods employed by Cook to be the pollen-masses of milkto
con- weed (AscUpias). This is one of the
different successful apiarists,
trol this increase, but I fail to And
most common of bee-ailments at this
methods
there
advocates
of
the
any
season of the year, especially in regiven, amongst the best writers in gions where milkweed abounds.
the Bee Jouknal. I would like very
These pollen-masses are very pecumuch to read discussions of this sub- liar in structure. They consist of
ject, by the advocates of " Let your several filaments branching off from
bees swarm just once," and those each other in such a way that the legs
who advocate " hiving back," so that and mouth-parts of bees and other
we beginners could form our own con- insects can easily become entangled
clusions as to the merits of each way
of producing surplus honey, which I
consider the sole aim of nine-tenths of

—

bee-keepers.
to the hibernation theory
I do
not believe that hibernation is indispensable to the safe wintering of bees.
friend of mine had a colony of
all

As

:

A

bees packed very warmly in timothy
winter, and tliough the
mercury here was 30° below zero, he

chaff, last

tells me that he could hear the hum
of that colony every time he went to
the hive they ate through the cloths
and let the chaff into the broodchamber, and acted in general as if
impatient for the appearance of
and that colony has been
spring
amongst his best all summer. We
also
quite recently had frequent
have
reports of successful wintering in
high temperatures, and Mr. Doolittle's is the only report adverse to it.
I believe, though, that hibernation is
the natural state in which bees can
successfully pass through considerable severity of cold.
The " pollen theory" rather puzzles
me. I have been taught, all my life,
that the instincts of the lower creations are God-given and correct, as is
proven in almost every instance
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many

cases I have seen five or six
bees attached to the blossom-heads of
a single plant. Prof. Cook believes
that the injury is not very great.
Along the river-banks, near the College
apiary, there are great numbers of
milkweeds in blossom, from which
the bees gather much honey without,
serious diminution in numbers.
Michigan Agricultural College.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Pollen Logic.

WM.

F.

CLARKE.

Before that " buzzing about hibernation " fills my ears, which Mr. Heddon predicts will deprive me of time
to " apply any literary vigor to the
pollen question," 1 want to point out
some defects in my friend's logic in
support of his theory. And, let me
say at the outset, that so far as I can
judge, I do think the theoi-y is honestly his. I wish to place honor or
dishonor where it justly belongs, and
if the pollen theory should ever come
to be an established part of apicultural science, I think the discoverer's
laurels will fairly belong to Mr. Heddon but I am not ready yet to entwine and present a wreath. He will
;

to fight more gladiatorial battles
in the arena of argument, before I
consent to crown him as victor.

have

The whole
article in the

of

Mr. Heddon's long

Bee Journal

of

Aug.

tempts criticism but I suppose I
have really no right to meddle with
any parts of it except those in which
he pays his respects to me. Courtesy
seems to require that I should leave
6,

;

the other writers named to reply for
themselves. When they as ^vell as he
have "said their say," I and others
may express our opinions on the
merits of the discussion.
The first point that properly belongs to me, is the natural silliness of
bees, and all I will say in reference to
it at this time is, that Mr. Heddon's
logic is at fault. He begs the question by affirming that the intelligence
of man is needed to protect bees
against a choice of bee-bread in preference to honey as a winter diet. For,
1. It is not claimed that bees prefer
bee-bread to honey as a winter diet,
but that their instinct is a sufficient
guide when to take pollen in addition
to their staple diet, lioney, and when
to let it alone. 2. Mr. Ileddon asserts that bees are " silly " enough to
prefer bee bread to honey, which is
the very thing to be proved. 3. His

;

;

o.— Leg, with Pollen-MaBses Attached.
b.— Mouth-Parts, with Pollen-Masaes Attached.
c— PoHen-Grain much Magnified.

in them. In the figure a, a part of a
bee's leg is shown with these pollenmasses attached. In figure ft, the
mouth-parts are shown similarly encumbered and in figure c, one of the
;

pollen-masses

is

shown much mag-

nified.

The extent to which milkweeds are
injurious in thus loading their visitors' feet, is an open question. In

own report shows that it is not necessary to exclude pollen from a hive
in order that bees may winter well.
large proportion of his colonies
which wintered well had access to
bee-bread.
Mr. Heddon cites the following assertion as one which he is "not prepared to accept or reject " for want of
That bees can
evidence. It is this
and do eat pollen all winter long and
yet winter well. Not prepared to accept or reject this statement V Why,
his whole pollen theory is a point
He further
blank rejection of it.
says, " If pollen husks (whatever they

A

:
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may

be) are found in the intestines of
bees that have wintered well," as if
there were doubt of it. Let him turn
to Vol. I of the Bee .Journal, page
253, and he will tind Donhofl's analysis of the excreta of bees, the closjng sentence of which states that
" according to an approximative estimate, the excreta of bees consist of
about one-third uric and hippuric
acid, and the residue of indigestible portions of pollen.'' The plain inference
from this, is that pollen forms part of
the natural food of bees. But this
proved, Mr. Heddon says, " I should
next want to get to an "agreement as
to what condition is meant by " well."
i5ees may be wintered safely ; ;'. e.. so

as to save the individuality of the
"
colony, and not be wintered as '" well
as I wish, and as I wintered the 4-5
colonies referred to in my report."
Mr. Heddou's report left the impression that among tlie 291 colonies that
were not deprived of pollen, many
wintered " well," as " well " as the 44
that had no pollen. In my review of
his report. I asked, " Did others that
had some pollen winter equally well
with the 44 that had none ?" This

question is not squarely met by Mr.
H., although he says, it seems to him
it was answered before I asked it.
It seems to me it is not answered yet.
He says, " We told you that the
workers of every diseased colony,
which we examined, except the 45 in
qiiestion, had distended bodies while
those of the 44 gave no appearance of
" Undiseased,"
distention."
such
mark, yet they "had distended
Can this mean any more
bodies!"
than that they were not so slim as
" those of the 44 V" " Those of the
44 " had more highly-concentrated
food than the others." They were
like highly-grained horses, while the
others were like horses that had less
grain and more hay. This looks very
much as if it were an advantage
rather than otherwise to have some
pollen in the hives, for the bees were
" undiseased," and in fuller flesh, or,
as we are wont to say, " in better condition " than " those of the 44."
;

my

calls

" the
comb-full
"catch-quibble."
report, there

what propriety

with

I fail to see

Mr. Heddon

of

criticism on

bee-bread "

a

According to his

was nearly

if not quite
as much bee-bread in that hive in the
spring as in the fall. Many other
colonies beside this No. 45 had as
much pollen as it had, yet they came
through " undiseased." If !No. 45

consumed so little pollen, less, or at
any rate, not more than many other
colonies that wintered without disease, is it not reasonable to suppose
that some other cause than the presence of pollen in the hive was at the
bottom of the trouble V I think so.

Mr. Heddon himself

all but suggests
another explanation,
when, after
speaking of the strangeness of this
one case out of 45 sugar-fed colonies
(and, I admit the strangeness), he
thinks there might have been no
trouble, but that " the late brood

threw the cluster upon this comb."
Being there, they were so " silly " as
to eat pollen, would, I suppose be
his conclusion.

But may not some

other circumstance connected with
" the late brood " account for this
colony going wrong V As there was
young brood in that hive when it was
put into winter quarters, it is probable it had a large proportion of young
bees in it.
I think our most experienced beekeepers have become chary of stimulating breeding late in the fall, and
will not differ much in the opinion
that old bees winter better than young
ones. It may be that young bees are
more liable to restlessness than old
ones, and do not so readily calm down
into that state of quiescence which is
most favorable to wintering " well."
This brings me around to my theory of
hibernation, on which I will only say
now, that if bees are restless when in
confinement, whether cold or heat
causes the restlessness, they will eat
voraciously
their instinctive aversion to befouling the hive will cause
them to retain their fteces and they
will have the diarrhoea. It is a condition of things which impels them to
take so much food that they must
have a cleansing flight or become diseased, and not the particular kind of
food they eat that causes the trouble.
Fix thern so they can hibernate, and
pollen or no pollen, they will winter
;

;

I quietly submitted to the
disappointment and loss, as I deemed
it, and let nature take its course.
Late in November, when an examination of the colonies having it
their own way was made, revealed
the startling discovery that no hive
was more than -;j, ami many not over
J2 full of comb, but wliite and nice
and well filled with hoiiev and covered
with bees.
But here another problem arises
concerning the empty space below
the combs of those which were partly
What should I
filled with frames.
do ? Should I add full frames of
sealed honey and pack them on the
summer stands V or should I put them

of 1884.

I

I

into the bee-cellar, which is much less
work, and take the chances of having
many dead bees and empty combs to
carry out in the spring V Should I
double them up or let them severely
alone, to be governed by that great
fundamental law, " The survival of
the fittest? " I finally decided on the
latter, and nut them into the cellar,
and piled them as closely together as
hives could be, the lower ones being
flat on the cellar bottom, and five in a
tier, one above another.
They remained in this condition
until April 19 without

disturbance.
that date I nervously peered into
Speedside, Out.
the gloom, and sounds of insect life
greeted my ears courage and hope
prompted a hasty examination. Xo.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
1 responded promptly
No. 2 greeted
Does 'it Pay to Use Foundation? my ear with that welcome sound of
life
and so on through the entire
number, all responding in lively tones;
U. E. DODGE.
and an examination showed that they
There are problems to solve which were bright and clean, with no dead
constantly arise in apiculture, as well bees or waste accumulations upon the
a? in almost all other branches of bottom-boards, while those colonies
human industry, which at times puz- with full sheets of foundation showed
Whether accumulations of waste and moisture.
zles the most observing.
Why this difference V Was it bethe bee-keeper can or cannot produce
natural combs as cheaply or cheaper cause the bees upon full sheets of
than he can produce foundation, has foundation had a larger surface to
been a query with me for several cover and dissipate the moisture ? or
years ; and the last two years of close did the open space below the combs
observation and careful experiment, in the partly-filled hives allow room
If
has confirmed me in the opinion that for a more free circulation of air
money paid for foundation for use in this be the true solution of the cause,
the brood-frames, is virtually money then reason suggests the idea that if
thrown away that bees during a good we place a false-bottom or hoop some
honey-flow produce and use as much 2 or 3 inches wide below the combs of
wax with foundation as without it, full colonies, we should produce the
and that it does not aid in the rapid same results. But this is not what I
storage of surplus, or add anything am attempting to prove ; it is whether
I should have made anything, finanto the wintering qualities.
Xow for my reasons The season cially, by supplying each of those late
of 1883, at the commencement of tlie swarms with foundation. They are
swarming season, found me with 300 to-day as good colonies and in as good
good, wired frames nicely filled with condition, and have given me as good
full sheets of Dunham foundation, an average of surplus honey as have
with the expectation of preparing the colonies which were supplied with
enough more to supply all my swarms ten full sheets of foundation last year.
with ten full sheets in the brood- These being the actual facts, I fail ta
chamber but it being an almost un- see where I got my money back for
precedented season for swarming, my foundation supplied to the early
bees got the start of me, and the re- swarms of last year.
" you get all
" But," says one,
sult was that all of my first s^yarms
were hived on ten full sheets of foun- straight combs." True I acknowldation, while the second and late edge that fact, but I do not consider
swarms were hived on empty frames, it true economy to pay from §1.00 to
right the reverse from what'it should $1.50 per colony for straight combs,
be, as I supposed. Let us not draw when I can accomplish that object
too hasty conclusions, but patiently with less labor and expense than it
wait and note the condition of those takes to wire the frames and put in
late and empty-frame colonies in the the foundation. I am a stickler for
fall, and their condition in the spring straight combs, and if there is any

On

all right.

:

;

;

'?

;

:

;

;
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in bee-keeping which exanger-provoking qualities, it is
combs.
crooked
Tliis season's experience has convinced nie that straight, natural
combs are obtained like many other
things in bee-keeping, by attention at
the riglit time and in tlie right manner.
1 am an advocate tor improvements, and searcli with eagerness for
any thing ttial tends to the advance-

annoyance

cels in

benetit of apiculture, and
the claimed improvements
according to my best ability, and consider many of them great acquisitions
to the comfort and prosperity of the
bees, and the pleasure of their owners.

ment and

I test all

But the question on which

I started
purely a tinancialone, a matter
of profit and loss. I need not multiply
words. I cannot clearly see that the
balance is entirely on the credit side
of the account, and if I cannot be
assured that there is a gain by the use
of foundation either in comfort and
convenience, or in dollars and cents,
then I propose to discard it, for I have
never known any one to acquire any
great amount of gain by merely
" swapping pennies." Perhaps locations so widely ditfer that " what is

out,

is

one man's meat may be another man's
poison." I hope to hear, through the
columns of the Bee Journal, from
other localities and other experiences
in this matter.
Fredonia, N. Y.
Rural

New

Yorker.

reach most rapidly toward the ideal
bee. Thus far. 1 think there is no
discord of sentiment among our best
and most successful bee-keepers but
at this point there comes in a wide
divergence of oiiinion. Some prol)ably the majority— claim that we
should select the best race, all points
considered, as the Italian, tlie Syrian,
etc.. for our foundation, and then
breed wholly within this line— just as
our breeders of horses and cattle
claim that in breeding, crossing is
never desirable. They claim, and correctly, I think, that each breed has
its peculiar and distinctive excellence,
and that to cross or mate animals of
different breeds, failing to improve,
introduces the element of uncertainty,
and tends to confusion.
Other bee-keepers— and these are
men whose opinions are too valuable
to push rudely aside— claim that in
our foundation we should select two,
three, or even all the races, so that
we may secure the valuable points of
selection
all, and then, by skillful
long practiced, weed out the undesirable, and retain all that is best.
Is this position tenable V and, if so,
how is it to be explained that the
same is not true in the breeding of
Modern biology
liigher animals
shows conclusively that all animals
are much the same in their development, and that laws which hold in one
case, are almost sure to be true in all.
In case of horses and cattle, each
breed has its separate purpose. The
the Ayrshire
Shorthorn is for beef
for milk
the Jersey for cream and
butter. No breed can be excellent in
It is enough
all these directions.
that an animal gives very rich milk,
without giving a very large quantity.
Beef and milk qualities of the highest
excellence cannot co-exist in the same
animal. So, too, the draft horse and
the roadster are wide apart in their
form and habits, as also in the kind
of work which each is expected to
perform.
With our bees, however, this is not
What we all desire is the bee
so.
that will gather the most honey, take
the seasons as they go. If the German bees have some points of superiority, if they go into the comb-honey
receptacles most readily, and give us
the whitest honey, then they may well
be used in the foundation, which is to
result in the best improvement. If
the Italians are the quickest, the most
amiable, and the quietest while being
handled, then they may well be used
to give their desirable characteristics
in securing the best bee. If the Syrians are the most rapid breeders, the
best to build queen-cells, and have
longer tongues than other bees, then
they should not be left out. Surely
there is no snch reason to avoid crossing in breeding bees for excellence,
as we believe exists with cattle and
horses. In case of hogs, the PolandChina ranks very high, if not first,
and it was originated in just this way,
if we are rightly informed.
Hogs aie
reared for one purpose, and so the
crossing of several breeds, each possessing real excellence, might result,
after years of careful selection, in a
breed superior to any of the founda;

—

'i

;

J.

COOK.

Of late there is no subject connected
with bee-keeping that has attracted
more attention from our best writers
and most successful workers in this
field, than that of breeding.
We all
desire the bee that will give us the
greatest returns in honey, and we
wish to couple with this, amiability,
if possible, beauty.
The questions desirable to consider are: can

and

our bees be improved ? and how can
it be done V
That our bees of all races vary in
quality,

no ob.serving beekeeper

tion breeds. The same is true, I
think, of bees.
If any race of bees, then, has superior excellence, it may well be selected
in breeding for the future. Some bee-

keepers tliink that tliey have secured
a sujieriiir race by crossing the blacks
and Italians, and they have persuaded
others of the truth of this opinion.
This only shows that practice and
true theory walk hand in hand. It
seems to nie that a judicious combination of the Carniolan bee— a variety
of the (Jennan race the Italian race
and the Syrians, followed by long,
close, careful selection, promises well
to give us the " Poland-China " among

—

bees.

That crossing adds vigor, is well
known. One of our best breeders of
says that he prefers a high
grade, for feeding, to a pure-bred
animal. All bee-keepers know with
what vigor the first cross between
German and Italian bees work. Thisagain, is a reason for combining different races.
The conclusion is, then, that i«
breeding bees, there is no natural law
in the way of securing the greatest
cattle

improvement

through a judiciouscrossing, followed by careful selection.

Lansing, Mich.
For the American Bee Journals

Is it Bee-Diarrhoea?
"W. 31.

;

Careful Breeding of Bees.

PROF. A.

GOl

will

doubt. The law of variation, then,
holds among bees as well as among all
higher animals. Every experienced
bee-keeper is equally certain that the
law of inheritance is no less potent
among bees than among horses and
cattle.
If we breed from the queen
of a colony which is cross, we are
very likely to secure bees that are
irritable as a result. That all our best
bee-keepers select their best colonies
for breeding, is full proof that this
law is well understood.
These two laws once granted, it
becomes at once evident that we have
not attained perfection as yet. nor can
we ever reach the best. Here, as
everywhere, God proclaims that honest effort shall not go unrewarded.
The next inquiry is, how can we
best reach toward perfection V Here,
as in all breeding, we must select animals which possess desirable characteristics, and by wise mating and
closest— severest— selection, we may

On

WOODWARD.

page 556 Mr.

springs a
the Bee

S.

J.

Youngman

new topic for the readers of
Journal, which is, I think,

worthy of further notice.
After
losiiigT colonies by disease, last winter, I became deeply interested in the
study of '* bee-diarrhoba," and have
been on the watch for every hint that
might even lead to light upon it. A»
some of my observations are complementary to the incident Mr. Y.
there describes, I wish to place them
before the readers of the Bee Journal, hoping that other observationsmay be called out. This matter of
the true nature of healthy bee-excrement, lies at the bottom of any proper
understanding of the condition in
disease.

From early spring, I carefully watch
for the droppings of the bees, and the
condition they were in, and have
often seen full drops fall, and at the

same time made

as close examination as I could with the naked eye ;
result,
I liave uniformly
and as a
found it liquid, sometimes so clear as
to scarcely leave a stain on paper, but
at other times more or less thickened
with pollen or other grains, even during the best honey-flow from white
clover. After the above observations-

have much enjoyed that
I should
scene with Mr. Y., and should have
expected to find the drops increased
both in frequency and size as we approached the apiary as I had before
observed them pass it in the air, first
a larger then a smaller, and then a
still smaller drop, the three being distinctly visible. This I have observed
only very occasionally when it occur;

—

;
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mutual instrucThe Society held its second annual amazingly, not only
meeting on the Fair Grounds, Wednes- tion as to our apiaries and their care,
I have also watched bees, in the day evening at 5 o'clock, President but also in that equally important
branch of our business the sale of
agony of death, crawl out of the hive O. Clute in the chair.
In the absence of the Secretary. L. our honey and the prices we should
and try to fly. and being unable to do
so, to fall and strain themselves in E. Cardell, Mr. T. W. Livingston was get for it. I believe that there is
order to pass the feces, which was elected Secretary 'pro tern. The Presi- scarcely a county or district but what
then so thick and stiff as to hang to- dent then gave his report, which was could be educated to use more honey
gether like a rope, and hold its shape approved. The Treasurer, Mr. Sor- than could be produced, so to speak.
What we want is system and organand dry so but tlie poor suffering bee rick, then gave his report, which was
only strained itself to death. In no approved. Secretary Livingston then ization. Instead of each one of us
case have I ever been able to detect read the minutes of the previous going ou his " own hook " and sepaanything like dry powder save as the meeting, which were approved and rately and individually soliciting storekeepers for orders, this should be
excrement became decomposed.
adopted.
The conclusion I liave arrived at is
The following officers were then done by an agent, or by circular, from
Presicoming
year
the coiinty society, if this method
1.
That
the
this:
healthy bee-excrement elected for
Vice were practiced, the store-keeper would
is always liquid, or liquid more or less dent, Rev. O. Clute, Iowa City
thickened with the refuse of pollen, President, O. O. I'oppletou, Williams- not be able to play one bee-keeper off
«tc. 2. That it is frequently occurring town
Secretary. Wm. Goos, Daven- against another in the way he does
during flight; and with large num- port
Treasurer, Fred. M. Sorrick, now. We should liave a market price,
and that price the store keeper would
bers of bees, might be observed at Des Moines.
almost any time on a large scale, as
On motion it was decided that the have to pay, or go without his honey.
dues of L. E. Cardell be remitted, Some leader may think that if this
by Mr. Youngman.
If this is true, it has some impor- being in consideration of the expenses course were adopted, much of the
honey would remain unsold. I do not
tant bearings:
1.
On the disease met by him for postage, etc.
called • diarrhcea.'' How can a thickThere was quite a lively discussion think so. As soon as people found
ening of the feces, as in the state of in regard to holding a winter meeting that there was honey good, pure
disease, by any right use of terms, be as well as the annual Fair meeting, honey in the markets, they would
called "diarrhoea," which means to some thinking it best and others not. have it, and would gladly pay 1.5 cents
flow, and is used to describe an un- It was finally suggested that it be left per pound for it, right along. We can
usual and unhealtliy condition. 2. It to the executive committee to decide. jjioduce honey to retail at that figure
but when we go to a
is my belief that " dry feces " is an Mr. Clute then said that we could get and do well
impossibility with a live bee; but if a tent for about SW in which to hold .dealer and ask him a certain figure,
he replies as promptly as if he had
it is possible, it is certainly not nat- our annual Fair meeting.
If dry powder is observed,
ural.
A motion that the executive com- learned his answers: '"'Oh, I can buy
some other explanation must be mittee be instructed to get a tent, was it at so and so." In this way he
sought for its existence and until carried. After some discussion in creates a doubt in the mind of the
none can be found, or healthy bees regard to the programme to be carried seller, that other honey-i)roducers are
are seen to pass it, I will not believe out for the evening, it was decided to offering their honey at less than he
the questions to does, and he puts down his own price,
3. If this is a true description, it have a question-box
it.
affords a firm basis tor the •' pollen be answered by any of the members believing that the store-keeper told
theory," the disease not consisting of present. A motion to leave the mak- him the truth, which he may or may
a thinning of the feces as implied by ing of the programme for the coming not have done, just according to his
the term " diarrhoea," but a thicken- year, to the executive committe. was belief in the adage that "honesty is
ing of the same, until it becomes im- carried. On motion the meeting then the best policy."
If honey-producers were organized,
passable.
adjourned till 7 p. m.
AVill Mr. Ileddon tell us the condiThe evening meeting was called to agreed ou their prices at each monthly
tion of those bees that died in three order by President Clute at 7 o'clock. meeting, and had a central depot in
weeks in the cellar
Were" they quiet The programme for the evening being each town from which could be sold
at all ? How often were they ex- carried out, in which the members to retailers, all this beating down
amined at the first V And what, if took a lively part, on motion, the could be checked and stopped. Have
my readers never heard that there are
anything, was done to quiet them ?
meeting then" adjourned.
such things in the cities as " trades
Wji. Goos, Sec.
Custer, 111.
unions." and that " in union there is
Texas Farm and Ranch.
strength?" If tliey have, do they
TOT tne American Bee JoumaL
imagine that the same principle would
Organization for Bee-Keepers.
not work equally as well to their adIowa State Convention.
vantage as to other businesses ? If
K. J. KENDALL.
they do, they are missing a splendid
The display of honey-bees and apiahelp, and losing money
Probably one of the greatest causes means of self
rian implements of the Iowa State
every season because of it.
Bee-Keepers' Association, at the Iowa of the spread of apiculture throughAustin, Texas.
State Fair, was excellent. Though out the entire country during recent
the number of exhibitors was n~ot years, is the growing "practice of holdFor the American Bee Journal.
large, the display was very creditable ing conventions and meetings of apito the Society. Among the most im- arists. These meetings, either county,
Ohio Convention.
Northwestern
portant of the exhibitors were the State, district or national, are of the
following In extracted honey and utmost importance, and the more
According to the announcements,
bees. Rev. O. Clute, of Iowa City, cer- nearly they become perfect in organitainly took the lead, he having a very zation, full in membership, and regu- the bee-keepers of Defiance and adlarge and excellent display of ex- lar in attendance, the more useful joining counties met, and Mr. O.
Welcli was called to the chair. After
tracted honey in glasses of all sizes.
they will be.
Messrs. Simons & Humphery took
The average bee-keeper has not the some preliminarv remarks, the chairthe lead on comb honey .having a large money to spend in making long trips man appointed Messrs. W. V. Thomas,
display of both fall and spring honey. to a quarterly meeting, and the same Wm. H. Ralston, and I. T. Parker a
Mr. Kimball, of DeWitt, Iowa, also reason seems to operate against his committee to draft a constitution
had an excellent display of bees and attendance at an annual meeting. this they did, and reported one, which,
some slight changes, was
honey
his display of bees being The question is, how shall we obviate after
equaled ouly by that of Mr. Clute.
the difficulty V In my poor opinion it adopted therebv naming this associaticm " The ^"orthwestern Ohio
In the display of apiarian imple- is to be overcome in only one way
ments and hives. Mr. Sorrick took the by county organizations If we were Bee-Keepers' Association."
The permanent organization was
lead. There were a number of other to zealously go in for these, and every
good displavs. among them that of member faitlifully attend each month- then formed by the election of Mr.
Mr. Norris, of Cedar Palls.
ly meeting, we would help ourselves Lake E. Myers, President; Mr. O.
red while circling upward from the
hive.

—

;

:

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;
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:

;

;
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"Welch, Vice-President ; Dr. Wm. H.
Ralston, Secretary and Rev. W. V.

Wihnt

;

Tliomas,

'lYeasiirer.

paid

Sixteen

treasury, 50 cents eacli, and
became iuemt)ers by signing tlie constitution. Tlie next meeting will be
at the office of the Secretary of the
Deliance County Agricultural Society,
on the Fair (Jrounds, at 3 p. m. sharp,
on Oct. 2, 18S4.
into

tlie

W'si.

Myers,

L. E.

H. Ralston,

Sec.

Pres.

For the American Bee Journal.

northwestern Indiana Convention,

The bee-keepers of La Porte and
adjoining counties met in tlie city of
La Porte on Thuisday, Sept. 4, 1884,
at Lay's Opera House at 2 p. m., to
organize a permanent bee-keepers"
A. Fahnestock was elected
Chairman, and Oscar J. Parkell Sec-

society.

retary.

After a few preliminary remarks by
the chairman, as to the objects to be
accomplished in thus forming a society for the advancement of the interests in bee-keeping, he informed
them that it would now be iu order
to appoint a committee to draft a constitution and by-laws, and appointed
W. Banks, O. J. Parkell,G. R.Tyrrell
and I). Furness as such committee,
who, in due time, reported a constitution and by-laws, whiclj were unanimously adopted.
It was resolved that our annual
meeting should be held on Oct. 22,
1884, at 2 p. m. at Lay's Opera House,
in the city of La Porte ; and that this
organization shall be known as the
Northwestern Indiana Pee-Keepers'
Society, and that the membership fee
shall be one dollar annually. The
Secretary then enrolled 22 names, and
received S21.
committee was then
appointed to nominate permanent
officers for the society, who should
preside at our annual meeting, whereupon the chairman appointed the following
O. J. Parkell, B. Furness,
and Wm. Banks, who presented the
names of G. R. Tyrrell, President;
Furness,
E.
Vice-President;
A.
Fahnestock, Secretary
and 0. J.
Parkell for Treasurer, all of whom

A

:

;

were unanimously elected.

The

G. R. Tyrell, Pres.

ANSWERS BY

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Riiirs for tills Department.
Give your name and post-offlee address.
2. Be brief, and to the point.
3. Send no simple questions, sucli as are
answered in the bee-books.
4. Ask
only such questions as are of
general interest.
T). This
department is not intended for
advertising any one's wares — therefore
questions concerning the manufacture of
goods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor—
THOS. G. NEWITIAN,
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
1.

Sec.

the liquid contain just the right quantity ot sweetness, to ferment readily
and emphatically. We hear that a
(Chicago vinegar factory has recently
discovered a cliemical that will turn
anything into vinegar, and have
hoisted a sign over the door, that
reads, "Who will care for 'mother'

now

V"

Wintering Bees in a Barn.

As I wish to avoid the expense of
packing my bees on the summer
stands," and having a cellar that is
drained, and is still very damp, would
it do to put the bees in the cellar provided that I would be sure of wintering them, or at least the most of
them
The cellar is under a building which is used as a store-room, and
I thought
is witliout a fire all winter.
I might put them in the second story
Diseased Colony.
of a barn which is provided with a
around them with
I have a colony of bees which has door, and pack
chaff
or straw. Would the bees come
been diseased during all of this season. A large portion of the brood back to their hives, in the barn, if I
dies before it is sealed, and some opened the door (which is 7x4 feet)
flight
atter. The live liees appear all right. and let them take a cleansing
The queen is a fine-looking one, and Which would be the better place for
The
seems to be quite prolific. After the them, the barn or the cellar
brood dies, it does not dry away, but cellar can be kept at a certain temremains soft and ropy, and smells perature, and in winter is quite cool.
Daniel Duffield.
very offensive, even at the entrance
Dearborn, Mich.
of the hive when passing by it. They
have gathered just about honey
Answer. As I understand your
E. LooMis.
enough to winter on.
" barn " proposition, I am very sure
Smithville Flats, N. Y.
you would meet with failure if you
'i*

'i*

'i*

—

Answer.— You

give a perfect description of malignant foul brood,
which I would not have enter my apiary for less than its entire value.
I know nothing about successfully
treating it.

Your cellar is
it out.
the place for your bees. Put in enough
of them to keep the temperature
above the freezing point during the
While I have no
coldest weather.
evidence that dampness is deleterious
to bees in confinement, you can dry
should carry

out your cellar by

Fermented Honey.
Will you please answer the following questions through the Bee Journal I have some extracted honey
that has been working, and tastes a
little sour can I put it through any
process to bring it back to a salable
state? If not can you give me a
for making honey-vinegar
recipe
There was one in the Bee Journal
recently, but it did not detail quanti:

leaving

all

the

doors, windows, or any other ventilators it may contain open during all
that weather during the fall when the
temperature outside is below 42^
Falir. before you put in the bees.

;

'i*

ties or

Sec-

retary was then requested to hand a
report of our proceedings to the La
Porte city papers, and request their
publication, and also to send a copy to
the American Bee Journal and to
Oleanings in Bee-Oulture.
The President and Secretary were
requested to read an essay on some
important subject in the interest of
bee-keepers, at the annual meeting.
Owing to many bee-keepers being
engaged in threshing grain and preparing ground for seeding, our convention was not as large as anticipated, but we have assurances that
all such and others will be on hand at
our next meeting. Quite a lively interest was manifested by those present sufficient to betoken a successful
future for the society. On motion
the society adjourned to meet Oct. 22,
as before stated.

A. Fahnestock,

atxd gtaxxr.

management.

Lacolle, Can.

Wm. A. Pear,son.

Answer.— If you expose your
honey to heat, it will greatly lessen
the fermented condition. You can
not boil it, however, without injuring
I know of no way to
it in that way.
make it into lirst-class, sweet sauce.
I would advise you to put some in a

The Bee-Killer.
Honey is not one-half

a crop here

Bees did not work on
year.
white clover as they have done in
other years. Smart-weed has yielded
I have comscarcely any honey.
menced to build a two-story shop,
tin pail, set the pail in a vessel of 20x28, so as to provide for my little
water which circulates freely under workers. I begun the bee-business
and all around it, and boil the water during the spring of 1882, with 3 colo10 minutes ; then let the honey cool, nies, and increased them that season
and be your own judge as to whether to 24 strong colonies. In 188;! I comor not it is merchantable. If fermen- menced with 20 in fair condition, and
tation has not gone too far, it will be increased them to 52. In 1884 I comPerhaps it will be menced with 50 colonies, and inall right, I think.
worth more to you for feed for your creased to 88, which will soon be
bees, than for vinegar. You must ready for the cellar. I got about 1,500
have a neighbor who can tell you how pounds of honey this year. I send an
to make vinegar successfully out of insect which I saw catching a bee
any properly diluted syrup or honey. near my little apiary. They were at
on the nice Spanish-needle
little good cider vinegar containing work
" mother," will help to start it; the bloom when I saw this insect rest
secret then consists only in having on a bloom, and it waited until the

A

this

—
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lit on the bloom, it caught it. and keeper told me yesterday that it was
an instant the bee was dead. There the'prettiest honey that he ever sawseemed to be plenty around that in his life. All this was gathered
bloom.
J. A. Eeeds.
from tigs. I am in the heart of the
Hindsboro, 111., Sept. 1884.
city, and forage was light until about
July 10. Bees swarmed inordinately.
[The insect is Asihis Missouriensis, One queen, by natural swarming, "is
often called the bee-killer. They are the parent and grand-parent of 9 colo-

bee

i

in

Motherwort.
Of clover honey there was only
about half a crop but it was of good
;

quality. Bees are in fine condition
for the fall harvest, which commenced
about Aug. 12, and promises to be
good, as we have had considerable
rain, and bloom is plenty. I have 6^
figs
the
About
July
10
year.
nies this
very destructive to bees. Ed.]
colonies, most of them ready for the
ripened, and the miserable English
harvest. Please name the enclosed
sparrows would make a hole in the
annem fo° like it Is it of
Excellent Report.
ags. fill their crops and leave the bal- ^ fy'Ulue
any \aiue toi_hone\
foi honev
F I Sawin.
S
i.J.b
which
they
were
of
the
bees,
aiice
for
It has been a great year for honey
Kirkwood, 111.
Almost
themselves.
avail
not
slow
to
have
one
colony
which
here. I
has
[Motherwort, {Leomtrus Cardiaca) ;
trees,
fiven me. on .June 30, a swarm of every lot has from one to a dozen
ees and 60 pounds of white clover and the trees are numbered by the a good honey plant.— T. J. Bukkixl.}
honey ; and on Aug. 30 another swarm thousands over the citv.
S. C. BOYXSTON.
of bees and 27 pounds of goldenrod
Honey Crop a Failure for 3 Years,
Charleston, S. C. Sept. 3, 1884.
About that time the Srst
honey.
The honey crop in this part of the
swarm cast a swarm and yielded 25
country has been a failure for the last
pounds of honey. If one could have The Cone Flower.
3 years. Each year we have had a
all of the colonies do that well, beeI send you a sample of a flower that very good flow of honey from poplar
keeping would beat the cattle-ranch
It has been sufficient to build up a good working
I wish you would name.
business all to pieces.
in bloom about two weeks, and the force and yield us on an average,
R. E. H0L3tES.
West Winsted.Conn., Sept. 1, 1884. bees seem to gather honey from it, about 20 pounds of surplus honey per
from early morn until late at night. colony, the season commencing about
It grows "in the hollows and fence April 2-'), and closing about May 2o.
Golden Hive Sharpers,
corners, and reaches 6 or 7 feet in Soon after that, the linn puts out an
Some parties have come to this height. I have 110 full colonies and abundant bloom which has been decity who are engaged in the sale of a nuclei. I have been in the business stroyed by rain each year. This year
bee-hive, or rather, are engaged in for 5 years, and have received about the bees "commenced work on it on
the hive swindle, and are selling 3,-500 pounds of surplus honey this Friday and worked well until the
territory on what is called the '• Golden year. The honey season has been a Monday morning following we had
five showers of rain that day, and
hive." "The reason that I will not fair one in this State.
C. T. Biqgers.
about 21 showers per week for the
breed any more cineens this season is
next six weeks. I have not seen one
Minei-va, Ky., Sept. 2, 1884.
that they have brought hybrid and
pound of linfl honey, that was gathblack bees in the place, and they have
[It is called cone flower [Echinacea],
ered here within the" last three years.
drones by the thousands. The parties
who are selling temtory for the and the bees get considerable honey With the exception of the first year,
my bees have
me in debt each
Golden bee-hive are telling the farmer from it.— Ed.1
year since 1 have been here, which is
bee-keepers that this is the very best
and that year we got
four years
time of the year to transfer, and that That "Adulterated" Honey.
about 45 pounds of honev per colony.
now is the time to extract the honey ;
In the Bee Journal for July 23,
Nel^^on Perkins.
when the facts are that the bees are page 475, ^Ir. Von Dorn charges Mr.
Princeton, Ala., Sept. 4, 1884.
not gathering enough honey to supply
F. H. Hunt of having sold as honey,
their wants, but are drawing on their
Iowa and Nebraska, a stuff unfit Wild Sensitive-Plant.
stores.
The hive which they are in
to eat. He adds that, after having
selling is not what a practicable beeI enclose two specimens of plants
published a caution under
man wants, for it will not permit the promptly
here,
his signature, he had put the matter which grow very abundantly
use of sections. They advocate the
into the hands of a chemist. In re- and upon which the bees work. No.
use of the five-pound surplus frames
No.
to this charge. ^Ir. Hunt, on page 1 blooms from July 1 to Sept. 1.
made in the same way as the Langs- ply
spoken of, 2 from Aug. 15 to frost. The pollen
•563, says that the honey
troth brood-frame.
experience is
had proved, by analysis, to be un- gathered from No. 2 is deep red, and,
this, that I cannot sell brood-frame
adulterated. Now, I think that all of judging from the bees entering the
honey for 8 cents per pound, when I
the readers of the Bee Journal will hive, a large per cent, of the honey
can readily sell all my honey put up in agree with me if I say
First, that gathered is from the plant, while
the one arid two-pound sections.
Mr. Von Dorn was too hasty in pub- goldenrod and buckwheat is abundL. J. DiEHL.
lishing his caution, under his signa- ant. Please give the names of the
Butler, Ind., Aug. 30, 1884.
ture, against Mr. Hunt, before having plants in the Bee Journal.
,

.

.

,

.

;

nm

;

My

:

H. H. Blair.
Elk Point, Dak.
ascertained the veracity of his charge;
second, that he was too hasty also in
sensitive-plant
the
wild
1
is
[No.
Bee-Keeping in the City.
publishing it in the Bee Joitrnal ;
Cassia chamcecrista). No. 2. Balea aloI started with one colony in March and third, that, as soon as he found
1883, increased it to 4. and got 50 that he had made an accusation un- peciiroides, a somewhat near relative
pounds of comb honey that season. I supported by the facts, his duty, his of clover. Both are excellent honey
began the season of 1884 with 4 colo- strict duty was to publish, under his plants.— T. J. Burrill.]
nies, bought one in a common bee- signature, that he had made a wrong
gum, and transferred it. but lost the accusation and that his duty also
years.
swarm. The balance have increased was to immediately publish in the Best Honey-Flow for 26
mostly by natural swarming to 23 col- Bee Journal the result of the exThe weather for 10 days past has
onies and 2 nuclei 20 of the colonies periment of the chemist; and that been very hot— 90 in the shade on
are very strong, and three have only these duties were increased by the every day but one, Aug. 28. I did not
7 frames each filled out
but the fact that these accusations were" pub- have a colonv that had over 5 lbs. of
brood-chambers are well filled with lished under liis name, as President of honey, but at this date (Sept. 9) every
brood and honey, and all in good con- the Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' As- hive has its combs completely filled.
young bees batch out, the
dition. I have taken 33 pounds of sociation.
Such public accusations .\s fast as the
~
comb honey, and about 200 pounds of are always detrimental to the honey cells are filled with honey, I have
the purest, clearest honey you ever business for they perpetuate in the kept bees for 26 years and have never
saw in supers. I will be able to take, minds of customers the false notion seen anvthing like it before. There
from about ten hives, three frames that beekeepers adulterate their is no immediate prospect of a change
Henry Alley.
each from the brood-chamber, of the honey.
in the weather.
Chas. Dadant.
same kind of honey. An old beeWenham, Mass. Sept. 9, 1884.
Hamilton. 111., Aug. 6, 1884.
;

;

;

j
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Create a Local

^IJCCi'll ^^\oticCS

Now

is

Honey

the time to create
in

The

Convention Hand-Book.

Honey Market

every village, town and
The Bee Journal for 1885.
city.
Wide - awake houey producers
should get the Leaflets " Why eat
$25.00 Cash Premiuiiis.
Honey"' (only -50 cents per 100), or else
To increase the number of readers the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will and iledicine," and scatter them
aid progressive bee-culture and help plentifully all over the territory they
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, can supply with honey, and the result
will be a demand that will readily take
offer the following
all of their crops at
remunerative
FOR
CLUBS.
CASH rUEJIIUilS
prices.
"Honey Food

Markets
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as

prices for

It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in clothprice -50 cents.
It
contains a cony of a model
" Constitution and By-Laws " for the
formation of Societies for Bee-Keepers— a simplified marnial of Parlia-

Law and Kules of Order for
the guidance of officers as well as
members, a blank form for making
statistical
reports
a Programme
of
questions
for
discussion
at
such meetings— model Premium Lists
for Fairs which may be contracted or
enlarged, and then recommended to
the managers of adjacent County or
District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for
jotting down interesting facts, etc.
have aimed to make it suitable for
any locality, and a book that will commend itself to every bee-keeper in the

mentary

—

$10.00 for the largest club received and Medicine " are as follows
at this oflice before Feb. 1, 188-5 (either
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts;
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
We
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
§4. 00
§•5.00 for the second largest
we will print, if desired, on the
for the third
S3.00 for the fourth
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
$2.00 for the fifth and SI. 00 for the (giving the name and address of the English-speaking world.
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
We have had some bound in Russia
sixth largest club.
alone will pay him for all his trouble leather, with colored edges— price 60
of
Premiums
are
former
oilers
All
and expense enabling him to dispose cents.
now withdrawn.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
We will supply them by the dozen at
The price of the Weekly Bee Jour@" To give away a copy of " Honey 25 per cent, discount, post-paid.
nal for 188-5 is S2 00 for one copy as Food and Medicine " to every one who
Preparation of Honey for the MarS3.80 for two copies (to the same or
buys a package of honey, wiU sell almost
ket, including the production and care
different post-offlces)
S-5.50 for three
any quantity of it.
of both comb and extracted honey,
copies $7.20 for four copies and for
instructions on the exhibition of bees
more
copies,
$1.7.5
each.
five or
and
honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Notice
to
Correspondents.
have
decided
to
publish
the
We
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
Esamine'the Date following your
of the same size and shape as the name on the wrapper label of this
Sample Copies of theAMERicAN Bee
Weekly, (which contains about the paper it indicates the end of the
same amount of reading matter as month to which you have paid your Journal will be sent free to any person.
Any one intending to get up a
the present Monthly,) at -50 cents a subscription on the Bee Journal.
For safety, when sending money to club can have sample copies sent to
year two copies (to the same or dif:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

ferent post-offlces) for 90 cents
three
copies for SI. 30 four copies for SI. 70 ;
five copies for S2.00
more than five
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
rate of SI -00.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the ^Monthly for
188-5 will have all the numbers for 1884
free that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.
;

;

;

—

Subscription Credits. We do not
acknowledge receipt of each subscription by letter. The label on your
paper, or on the wrapper shows the
date to which your subscription is
paid. When you send- us money, if
the proper credit

is

not given you,

within tv,o weeks thereafter on your
label notify us by postal card. Do
not wait for months or years, and
then claim a mistake. The subscription is paid to the end of the month
indicated on the wrapper-label. This
gives a continual statement of account.

this ottice get either a post office or ex-

the persons they desire to interview,
the names to this office.

money order, a bank draft on
New York or Chicago, or register the by sending

press

Postage stamps of any kind
^" We
for amounts less than one
dollar. Local checks are subject to a Journal
discount of 2-5 cents at Chicago tianks.
should any
American Express money orders for
cheerfully
$-5, or less, can be obtained for 5 centsletter.

may be sent

We wish to impress

before

upon every one

all

mail the Bee
subscriber, but
be lost in the mails we will
send another, if notified
the edition is exhausted.
carefully
to every

the necessity of being very specific,
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
and carefully to state what they desire
which are printed a large bee in gold,
for the money sent. Also, if they live
near one post office, and get their mail we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
at another, be sure to give us the address we already have on our books.
Euiersou Binders
made especially
for the Bee Journal, are lettered in
When writing to this office on gold on the back, and make a very
business, our correspondents should convenient way of preserving the Bee
not write anything for publication on Journal as fast as received.
They
the same sheet of paper, unless it can will be sent, post-paid, for 7-5 cents, for
be torn apart without interfering with the Weekly or for the Monthly, 50
either portion of the letter.
The edi- cents. They cannot be sent by maU
torial and business departments are to Canada.
separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
Our rates for two or more
Dublication it often causes confusion.
thebook," Bees andlloney,"
They may both be sent in one envelope copiesof
may be found on the Book List on
but on separate pieces of paper.
the second page of this paper. Also
I®" In reply to many con-espondents wholesale rates on all books where
let us say that we take any kind of they are purchased " to sell again."
postage stamps as money, but coins The time for reading up will soon be
should never be sent by mail, as it en- here, and in anticipation of this, we
dangers the loss of the letter either now have a very large stock of books
by thieves, or else breaks through the on hand, and can fill orders for them
envelope and is lost in that way.
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.

—

^°

;

^"
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Apiary Register—New Edition.

who intend

All

Young Men!— Read
The Voltaic Belt Co

of Marshall, Mich.,
OB^rtosend their celebrated Electro-Voltaic Belt and other Electric Appliances
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, sliould get a
copy and commence to use it. The
their

prices will hereafter be sm follows

For

50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

:

$1

This.

manhood, and all kindred
Also for rheumatism, neuralg-ia,

and

vitality

0(i

,

1

25 troubles.

1

50

and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, vig-or and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free. t>Dly
paralysis,

The

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON B A DUES, having

Or,

MANUAL OF THE APIAKY.

PI PiE HOLY-LAID (jUEEIS.
Howard's importation of Holy-I^and Queen are
the only pure queens of this race in this country.
We have 2 of the tlnest queen'^ that Mr. H. Imported, and will hare by Sept. i.'i. I'X) young queensfrom them. They will be lertilized 3 mile^ from
all other bees, and we guarantee them to be equal
in every respect to the imported queens. Price,
$2.ii(]each. A copy of the Bee-Keeper's HandyBook or one of our C'imbined Queen and DroneTraps will be given with eaih queen. "We can send
you as fine Italian or Albino queens as can be purchased in the world. Warranted queens, |1.00'
each; tested, f i..5u select-tested, $3.0U each.—
Secure your breeding-queens for another season.
37A4t
HENRY ALLKV. Wenham, Mass.
;

BEES FOR SALE.

1 offer HYBRID BEES for Sale in Langstroth or
Other hives, with 30 lbs. of good honey for wintering. Price, 14.00 per colony.
R. S. BECKTELL.
37A3t
Three Oaks. Mich.

Dadant's FoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement

retail.

in

another column.

M,000 SOLD SINCE

1876.
liOCAIi REPORTERS AVANTED.
a rosette and gold Bee, for
13th Thouftand Just Out
We want an agent and local reporter in every
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
community
to represent t'iiy and Country,
Conventions, etc.
Price llth Thousand Sold in Jnst Poar Months! and furnish us from time to time such facts as we
may require. Send lo cents for credentials and
3,000 Sold the paat If ear.
50l;ents each, by mail, postpaid.
full particulars regarding services and compensa:

More than so pages, and more than 60 fine Illuswere added in the 8th edition. 'Ihe whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
trations

Prices Reduced.
Owing to a decline
Beeswax there will,

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. Itiscertainly
the fullest and most scieatiflc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, SI S5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

in the price of
hereafter, be a

A.

'I.

COOK.

Author and Publisher,

State Agricultural College.
l»C7t 2uDl2t

reduction of

5 cents per pound

1884.

JOSEPH

D.

LANSING. MICH.

ENAS,

1884.

(Sunny Side Apiary,}

orders for ct)mb Foundation,

all

abould always be on each package.

ALFRED

H. NEWIflAN,
St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

PATENT
JOUNDATION
Mills ,§T^r

.

QUEENS BY

a week at home. $5.0fi outUt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, young or old.
lean make threat pay all the lime they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
(SECOND TO NONE)

FLAT -BOTTOM
hlghside-wr.ll3.4 to 16 square feet tc

thepound. Circalar and samples free
J.

VAN DKUSKN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. ^^^^ N, 7.

F1.ANAGAN
lABiy Lockbox9y5.

<fe

IL.L.INSKI,

Belleville. St.ClairCo..IIla.

working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we wilt mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
I
ever thought po-*si bleat any business.
Capital not required. We win start you. Ytm can
work ail the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, vounp and
old. You can easily earn from
cents to t.severy
for the

GOLD!

.''>o

That

evening.
business,

all

we make

who want work may

test the

this unparalleled offer; to all
satisfied, we will send fl to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by

who are

not well

those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepera.

DR. FOOTE'S
HAND BOOK OF HEALTH,
Hints and Ready Recipes,
the title of a very valuable book that gives a^
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEortanca to Everybody, concerning their dally
abits of Eating. Drinking. OressiUK. Sleeping..
Bathing, Working, etc.
It Cosls only
CENTS.
and contains 38 pages, and Is sent by mall*
poet-paid, oil receipt or price. This U just
the Book that every family should have.
is

T^VENTX-FIVE

PINE PLAINS,

N. Y.

TELLS ABOUT

What to Eat.

How

to

Eat

Parasites of the Skin,

Bathing-Best way,
Lungs Jf Lung Diseaaea,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
Hi.iw much to Wear,

it,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Ptrils uf

How to

Summer,

Breathe,

Overheating Houses,

(iintHgious Diseases,

How

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants.

W.SoEersvllle*
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Oeneiiee
Mleh.,

Co.,
a specialty of rearing fine Italian
queens. All queens bred from the purest and
best of mothers, and the cells built in lull colonies. Single queen, $1; ti for $5; 12 or more 75
cents each.
Tested queens, $1.50 each. Make
money orders payable at Flint, Mich. He has a
large stock of Queens on hand, and can All orders

now making

by

K£TCJKM MAir..

35Dtf
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For Bees, Queens.
Honey. Foundation, Hi\ es. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

KNICK.ERBOCK.EK,

34Dtr

Is

COMB FOUNDATION,

MVTH,

IT
Also. Syrian and Carniolan queens, mated with
Italian drones. Untested queens of either race.
H-ou; tested queens of either race. t2.i ii. Special
rates on large orders. Circular free. Send postal
for it.
.
G. H.

k
I

4Aiy

RETURN MAIL.

1 am now up with my .orders, and can send
choice queens by return mail. Send me your
orders, and help me " out of the Are."
34D4t
J. T. 'W^ir.SON, Mortonsvllle. Ky.

W.CPELHAM
MAYSVILLEXY.

Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
Apply to
C. F.
976 and 978 Central Are.,
CINCINNATI, O.

pyre Italian Queens, Bees, Colonles, Nuclei,

EXTKACTUKS, COMB FOUNDATION. &c.
I pay S6c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name 24Dl0t Address, Sunny Side Apiary NAPA.CAL.
923 West Madison

Moth's Honey Extractor,

lysend IOC.

j

on

Address. Will C. Turner & Co., Pub)iaher»
**Clty and Coantry,** Colambas, Ohio.
24A18t

tion.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ABVISER.
is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the
time being, showing whHt to do, and when and

bow

to

do

it.

We send the

Rev. H. R. PEEL.. Editor.
LONDON. ENGLAND.
Weekly American Bee JoruxAL

and the British Bee JouniaU both for

$3.<.>o

a year.

1 can sell the above Smokers at
by
mall or express, at wholesale or retail. AM the latest improvements.
including THE CONQUEROR, and

MANUFACTURERS' PKICES.

THE

DO<'TOR.
Send for my 32-page

Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison. CHICAGO. ILL.

ALFKED
923

Headache. cause&
Malarial Afl^ections,

Croup— to Prevent.
IT

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes. Boils, Burns,

Chilblains. Col^ Feet,.

Corns.l'oughs. Cholera. Diarrhoea. Diphthnria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache, Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness. Ilchina, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sure Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore'
Nipples, Sore Throat, Sun-stnike, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache. Ulcers, WartsWhooping Cough, "Worms in Children.

Save Doctor Bills I
So Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,

It will
Price only

THOMAS e.
a25

West Madison

Street.

NETVUCAN,
CHICAGO.

llAj.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, irholesale
and

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

Avoid them.

Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,

edness.

The British Bee Jotbnal

MONTHLY,

to

Exercise.

Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair.
Restoring the Drowned,
Preventing Near-Sight-

retail.

See Advertisement In a nother coluinn,

DOUGHERTY

&

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in BEEKEEPERS' SlIPPMES and HONEY.
Langstroth HIV'ES a Specialty. Dadant's
Foundation. Bingham Smokers. Wired frames

and Foundation from the Given Press, Secand Honey Jars. Send for
14A26t

tions, Extractors
our Price 1.1st.

.

!

!

GOT
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GREAT SAINT LOUIS
October 6th to

FAIR,

11th, 1884,

OPEN TO THE WORLD
Entries, Spaces,{StalIs and Tens Free to all Exhibitors.

$50,000 CASH PREMIUMS
APIARIAN

Exhibits

tlie

LARGEST

in tlie

!

World

HALF-FARE RATES on all Roads during the Fair,
REGULAR LITE-STOCK SALES DURING THE FAIR.

^For Illustrated Premium Lists, or information, address the Secretary.^^r
FESTTJS

J.

WADE,

Secretary.

CHARLES GREEN, President-

3.5A4t

3^euj Oxlcnn4.

BU Y

Opining December 1,1884; Closing May 31. 1B8B

— UNnKK

THE AUSPICES OF THE —

$1,300,000,
l)y

the

I

ORGAN

General Govcrnmanl.

$500,000,
COBtrlbiiteii by

tlie

Citizens of

New Orlcaii*.

$200,000,

£

Appropriated hv M«xico.

$100,000,
Approprinled

Ity

the

Slate of

From $5000

to

New

in the World.
In buying of us or
already made.
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat'

Simpson, Estey &. Camp, and Camo
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

Orleans.

ESTEY

$25,000,

Appropriated by Innviiner:ible States,
and Koreig-n Countries.

Cilit->

tnd Territory m the Union represented,
and nearly allthc Leading Nations and

Exhibit, the Biggest Building

Biggest

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

and the

CHICACOr

St.,

^S, ENGRAVINGS,

HORSE,
THEKENDALL,
BY B. J.

Event In the

Industrial

World's History.

Se

CAMP,

&,

188 and I90 State

fiv«fy Stat*

Countries of the World.

X30,000

The Best

alogue of ESTEY and CANIP & CO,
ORGANS, Decker Bros., NIathushek,

I.ouisisiiiH

$100,000,
Appropriated by the City of

The Biggest

^

GDvernmEnt,

United States

Appropriated

AN

M. D.

TREATISE

an Index of diseases,
A
each, a
and the symptoms cause and treatment of tor
the
table Biving all the principal drugs used
antidote
and
effects
dose,
ordinary
the
with
horse,
when a poison a table with an enBravlng of the

iPrLICATrONB FOR KXHIlins AI.HKAPY HRCKIVKI'
OOVKU MDHKSFlCK AND A (UiKAlKIt VaKIKI'Y
OF StIB.IKCTS THAN HOSE OF ANY
KXPOSITION KVEK HELD.

(rtving

;

i

;

telling
horse's teeth at different ages, with ru es for
rethe age of the horse a valuable collection of
cipes, and much valuable information.

The chcRpcRt rates of travel ever known in
the annuls of transportation secured for the
people evervwhert.
For iDformatioD, address
E. A. BURKE,
Director Ganeral, W. I. A C. C. H.,

New

Orleans. La.

Syrian-Albino Queens
Reared by a NEW1,V DISCOVERED
method. Every Queen a marvel of fine
development, BEAUTIFUL coloring and
vigorous qualities.

WARRANTED UNEXCEI-1.ED.

Select-Tested, to breed

from

Address,
30Atf

$.3.00

Jl-50

Untested

DR. G. 1.. TINKER,
New

Philadelphia, Ohio.

;

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY

CARRUGE,

Price

IB5

THOMAS

REVOLVIXO COMB-BANQER.
925

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

$18.00.

Price, complete, only

QUEENS.-Incloslnsthe
HIOH-ORABE
have some line
Oueen trade for this year,

D.idaiit'sFoiiii<IationFaitorj,wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAH,

Street.

CHICAGO.

IIJ..

retail.

See Advertisement In another column.

Given's Foundation Press.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT afBrms that the PRESSeither
SDPBKIOR for maklnBComb Koundationinsures

I

sold
hiKh-Brade " business " Queens, which will bestock
Kine breedinB Italian
for 40 cenU each.
for sale G W. DKM AREB, christiansburg, Ky.

«.

Dadant'sFoiiiidatlonFactory, wholesale
and

For sale by ALFBED H, NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL-

cent».— Sent on receipt of

IS

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

D. 8.
,jVBtf

eiVEN

.Sz

by

CO.,

HOOPBSTON,

ILL.

!

;
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HEDDON'S
OOLTJIMIIsr-

There are

New aud Enlarged

ON SHARES,

For Comb

Why not send me

your

1885,

HONEY,

and

OK THE

Management

THOMAS

Profit

C.

985 Wf^et Madlaon

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound ifor making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
If you have no wax, perhaps your
store-l£eepers have, and it will pay you

buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
J pay highest market price in
to

;

by

NEWMAN.

Street, ChlcaKO, III.

illustrated
It contains 330 profuselj;
pages, is "fully up with the times " in all
improvements
and
inventions
in tliis
the
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everj-thing that can aid in
the successful management of the HoneyBee, aud at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

CASH FOR WAX.

7.5

in cloth, 81.00
cents, postpaid.

;

m

paper

j^^~A Liberal Di!>»oount to Dealers,

the Dozeu or Hundred.

Apiary
I

offer for

for Sale.

sale

by

Send .^ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a cosily box
of Koods which will help you to
more money rinht away than

one of the best

'

;

Editor of tht Weekly Bee Journal.

Wax

five cross

bars united by a rivet
throug-h their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best lijrht
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring- brass the cover

of handsome lig-lit
material. It is very
easilj' put together, no tremble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6.\7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing- it either day or
nig-ht, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire A'eil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, Sl.OO.
is

of an Apiary for Fleaanre

and
Foiiiidatiou for

Edition

OF

BEES

WAX

NEW BEE -VEIL.

A

Sixth Thousand Just Published

ALFRED
923

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

YOU

IF

Street. ChtoaKO,

111,

"WAITT

VEHICLE,
SEND A POSTAL CARD TO THE

COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.

COLUMBUS. OHIO,
apiaries and very choicest location in
else in this world. All
fl,peizEjofan.fthing
Southern Michigan.
either sex.succeed from first When Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the where our superior Vehicles can be seen, will be
No other bees kept in the field. workers,
absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. True sent.
House, barn and honey- house, good & Co.. Augusta. Maine.
4Aiy
We have the largest factory in the world for
manufacturing tirst-clasa and superior
cellar, cistern, and two wells
highboard fence all on J^ acre of ground in
T. "W^- EOKHMI^A-nsr, Buggies, Pliaetous, Liglit Carriages,
A small village, 6 miles from here, on
DEALER IN
Surrey AVagons,
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegraph offices, saw-mill, Pure Italian Bees and ((ueens
store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods
For further information, send for Circular.
distant.
7Aiy
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.
Here we have three surplus honey
wanted for The Lives of all the
First, from white clover
crops
Presidents of the U. 8. The
second, from basswood; third, from
lareest, handsomest, best book
ever sold for less than twice
myriads of fall flowers.
;

:

uur price.

The

fastest selling

book in America. Immense
I will give my purchaser a splendid
to agents. All intelligent people want it.
opportunity to gain a good home, and profits
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
<!hoice honey location.
I will sell free. U_allett Book Co., Portland. Me. 4Aiy
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.

fiell

Hives and fixtures of my
proved patterns.
Write

latest imme for

prices, terms, etc.

QUEEXS!
Our New Strain,
Also IITIPORTED ITALIANS!
'Tested, to

Take your
breed from

choice.

Prices

HONEY

$ 3
l

Untested, after July l9t
rntested, (perdoz.) after July 1st

l

Ii

-25

ou
oo

A. H.

CIRCULAR for 1884
AikI be

SURE

to state wliether or not
bave uiv .Circular for 1SS3.
Adrlre.ss,

Cass County.

the latter most perfect
motion.

MICH.

Carts,

and free from horse

t0~ We maite our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that din be obtained
hills of Southern Ohio— famous for the
second-growth hickory.

from the

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co..
Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an "Australian
Scene." and their mitnner of traveling in that
24Al8t
country with ostriches as a motor.

Dadant'sFouudatiou Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

NEWMAN,
-

-

ILL.

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

6 luch, Price, $25.00.

you

J.^ME8 HEUDON,
DOWAGIAC,

CHICAGO

American Village

pails

attractive in appearance,
when filled and nicely
labeled.
4 m. 7 lb. 1.3 lb.
Perdoz.$l.-25 $1.60 $'2.00
Per 100 8.00 10.00 14.50

Oii

AND OUR POPULAR

illus-

with the sides tapering-, for
niaiketing' extracted honey.
Tlie covers are deep and the
pails are made with special
reference to filling: them for
the retail honey-trade. They
are made in a superior
manner and are quite

:

tJntested

PIS

The accompanying
tiations show a nest of

Vandervort

Comb
&

Fdn. Mills,

8end for Sumpleii
Reduced Prlce-I.Ut.
ABtf J.VANDEEVOST.Laceyville, Pa.

It

923

makes the dnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

AX.FRi:i> H.
West Madison Street,

for

N£WBCA^'.
CHICAGO.

ILIj.

;
;

.<!».

DEYOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

i
>

lU.,

September 24, 1884.

Topics Presented

Bee .Journal
PCBLISHED BY

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

826

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

S8

a year

;

ST.,

CHICAOO, ILL.
SO cents.

Monthly,

Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter.

TO CORRESPONDKNXS.
The Subscription

Price of the Weekly
Bee Jouknai, is ;?!i.00 a year and of
the Monthly. 50 cents a year in advance.
New Subscriptions canbeyin at anytime.
;

Weekly are $'5.80
the same or different
for three copies
¥".'20 for four copies
and for five or
more copies, $1.73 each.
Club Rates for tlie IVontlily are two
copies (to the same or ditferent postoffices) for 90 cents
three copies for
$1.30 four copies for $1.70 five copies
for $'J.0O
more than five copies for 40
cents each.
Sending Money.— Remit by Express, Post
Office Order, Postal Note, or Bank Draft
on New Yoi'k or Chicagro. If neither of
these can be obtained, Kejrister your
Letter, affixinji: stamps both for postag-e
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Express. Money, sent as
above described, is at ouk risk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us '25 cents each,
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearingholes in the envelope.
Postage Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,

Club Rates for
for

tlie

two copies

post-ofiices)

;

:

(to

$5.50

;

:

;

:

;

;

in this

Number.

for isSo

VOL.

'^^p

XX -No.

39.

mf^iGAti-^'^

62:i

021
Bee-Keepers' Meeting
Bee-Keeping in Nebraska
618
ADVERTISING EATES.
Bees and Honey at Louisville, Ky. 611
Bees and Honey at St. Louis Fair 612 20 cents per line of space, each insertion,
<)21
Best Season for Several Years
For either the Weekly or Monthly Editions.
Blue ^"ervain
621
A line of this type will contain about t words;
Cash Premiums for Clubs
622
TWELVE lines will

Controlling Increase, etc

619

Convention at Chicago
621
Convention Iland-Book
622
Convention Notices
612, 619, 621
Correspondence
613
Create a Local Honey Market.
622
Crop almost a Total Failure
621
Delightful "Weather for Bees
621
Editorial Items
611,612
Extracted or Comb Honey which 618
Goldenrod
621
.

—

.

.

Honey-Dew— What is

How

to Ship Extracted

V"

616
617

Instructions to Correspondents
International Convention
Iowa State Convention
Is

Honey Poisonous

Advertisements withdrawn beforethe expiration
of the contract, will be changed the fall rate for
the time the advertisement i« inserted.

THOMAS
sas Went

Madison

NEWMAN,

G.

Street..

Cblcnso,

III.

?

Killing Bees

Local Convention Directory
Management of Long Hives
Marketing Honey in Small Sections
Marshall Co., Iowa, Honey Show.
Not One Pound Per Colony
Only One-Half a Crop
stamps for any amount may be sent.
Report for 1884
Subscription Credits.— The receipt for
money sent us will be g-iven on the Selections from Our Letter Box..
address-label of every paper.
If not Somerset, Maine, Convention
given in two weeks after sending- the
money, write to us. for something- must Special Notices
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a St. .Joseph Bee and Honey Show.
mistake. The subscription is paid to the Strange Noise in a Bee-Hive
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the
wrapper-label. This gives a continual The National Convention
statement of account.
The Origin of Honey-Dew
Lost Numbers.— We carefully mail the
Bee Journal to every subscriber, but The Purity of Drones
should any be lost in the mails, we will The Sting amid the Sweets
cheerfully replace them if notified before
"What and How
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee .Iournal will Will County, 111., Convention
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending- to ^et up a club can have "Winter Management of Bees
sample copies sent to the persons they W. N. Y. and N. Pa. Convention.
desire to interview, by sending the names
Worst Season for 10 Years
to this office.

TO t'ORKESPONDENTS.
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Honey

it

Advertisements may be inserted one.twoorfour
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.

"i*

Honey and Beeswax Market
"

occupy ONE-INCH of apace.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices, SO cents per line.
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618
613
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612
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614
621

621

:

621
621

621

615
622
614
620
612
613
620
611

AH

Papers are Stoppc-d

at the expiration
of the time p.iid for, unless requested to
he continued.
"Wlien wrUlii!^ to this office on Business,
correspondents must not write anythingfor publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
intcrfcrins- with either part of tlie letter.
The cilitoiial and business departments
arc scinuatc and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They botli may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Always give tlie name of the Post-OflBce
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
this is done.

Emerson Binders, made

especially for
the liEE .ToFRNAr,, are lettered in gold
on the back, and make a very convenient
way of preserving the Bee Journal as
fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for 7."i cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.
Advertisements for the next Weekly Bee
.Journal must reach this office by the
Saturday of the previous week.
To Canadians We take Canadian money
for subscniition or books and Canadian
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
of a dollar.
Books lor Bee-Keepers.—For prices and
descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.

—

;

620
614

FOKEieK POSTAOS:, EXTKA:

615

To Knrope-Weekly,
cents
Monthly. lO cents
To Australia -Weekly, ti Monthly, -41 cents.
616
."i<i

:

;

621

George NelKhbour

&

Sons, London. Bntrland, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

!
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DADANT'SFODNDATION
is

attested

to be

the cleanest,briglitest,quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, mostregidar in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.
A. H.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

bv lumrtreds of the most prac

and disinterested bee-lieepers

tiral

BOOKS

NETVMAN.

Chicago.

111.,

MUTH, I'lnclnnati. O..
JAMES HEDDO.N. U.'waslac,
C. F.

Mich.,

!

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

OCa West Madison Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

:

DADANT A SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.,

CHAS.

230 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
in clotli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;
» copies for §2.5.-); 5 for $4.00; 10 for ST.50.
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40;
3 copies tor §2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.
etc.

ILL.

VAIi'D'ABZ.S

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The OrlKtnal

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

bound

Strongly bound in full leather.
colonies,

$1.00; for

300 colonies,

Honey

Price, for 50

100 colonies,

$1.25

;

for

$1.50.

Food and medicine, by
Newman.— It gives the various

as

recipes for making
as Food
Cookies, Puddings, Foani,
Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the Englisli or German
it inn. Scents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for
s>. .-,0
500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
t liHi or more are ordered, we will print the
lee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

uses of

Honey

;

Honey Cakes,

WiiK-s, etc.

—

—

Bee - Keepers'
Book, liy Thomas

m

Prof. Cook, in hiBT.iluable Manual of the Apiarv,
statea/hat " Mr. Binpham was the first to improve
the Ola Quinby smoker b^ establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistentefforthas demonstrated that no one but BinKham has been able to
Improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, juft as yoH please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always go
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
;

buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but <<f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.^>,0(»0 in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
eceived for over 3.ikm). there is evidence that 1884
^ith us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

New

Bee-Keeping, by

Root. — Its style is plain and

forcible,

L. C.

making

readers realize the fact that the author
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.

its

is

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Iiee. and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth,?1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information and contagious enthusiasm.
Price, 75c.

The Hive and Honcy-Bee,

by Rev.

L.

L.tNGSTROTH.- This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
L.

Price, $2.00.

Dzlerzon's Rational Bee-Keeplng.—

A translation of the master-piece of that most
celebrated
in cloth.

German

$2.00;

in

authority.

Price,

bound

paper covers, $1.50.

Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
and detailed account of iS years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Tlie Apiary Register, by Thomas G. King. — A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Newman. —A Record and Account Book for Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting. Handling
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history. and Marketing.— By Ch as. Dadant & SON.—

Thom.is G.

Patented 1878

bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Quinby's

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

On dozen

DOUGHERTY & MoKEE. Indianapolis, Ind.,
CHAS. H. (JREBN'. Berlin, Wis..
CHAS. HBRTEL. Jr.. Freeburg. 111.,
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
WM. BALL ANTl.N'E. SaB". O..
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas
E. L. ARMSTRONi;. Jersoyville. M.
Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
G.
Geriijantown,Philadelphiii,Pa.
ARTHUR TODD,
in all the various improvements and invenE. KRETCHMER, loburK. Iowa.
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
0. F. DALE, Mortonsyille. Ky.
presents the apiarist mth everything that
can aid in the successful management of the
and nimibers of otiier dealers.
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
price
and
FREE
SAMPLE.S
Write for
most honey in its best and most attractive
list of supplies, accompanied with
condition. It embraces the following subAncient History of Bees and Honey
COMPLIMENTAKT.
jects
ISO
—Locating an Apiary —Transferring— Feedand UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ing — Swarming — Dividing — Extracting —
Queen Kearing— Introducing Queens — Italfrom as many bee-keepers in lf>s:3.
I!i-c Pasturage a Necessity— QuietWe guarantee every inch of our Foiin- ianizing—
ing and Haiiilling lioes— The Management of
datien equal to sample In every respect. Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
SABly

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual of
the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the

Convention

Hand

G. New.m.\n.— It contains
a simple .Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order lor the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

Wliy Eat Honey 1 by Thomas
Newman.—This Leaflet is intended for

G.
dis-

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 .WO copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
;

honey-producer's

name and address free,

at

management. Price, 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, 10c.
Dzlerzon Theory. — The fundamental
principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlejisch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
Dictionary of Practical .ipleultiire,
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct'
meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
Details their

The Hive

I Ise, by G. M. Doolittle.—
management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin

Details his

and cure.

Price, 'ioc.

moore's I'niversal Assistant, and
Complete mechanic. — Contains over
1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations,

pro-

cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either English
or German.
Food Adulteration.—What we eat and
should noteat. This book should be in every
family. Price, 50c.

the bottom.

Scribner's I.umber and I^og Book.—
Preparation of Honey for tlie Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
market, including the production and care logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
of both Coml) and E.ttracted Honey, and
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
grain, produce and hay; wood
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman. upthepriceof reckoner.tables for plowing,
;

IS a chapter
Price. lOe.

This

from " Bees and Honey." measurer.ready
Price, 40c.
etc.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newm an. a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5c.
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
Doctor smoker (wide shieldK.3'/2 inch. .$2 00
..175 G. NEWM-iN— Progressive views on this im- Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
Conqueror8moker(wideshield)3
2^4
..
1 50 portant subject: suggesting what and how to Canada.
Larg-e smoker (wide shield)
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
"
2
1 25
E-Xtra smoker iwide shield)
Constitution and By-I^aws, for local
" .. 100 26 engravings. Price, 10c.
2
Piainsmoker
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
"
..
65
1%
liittle Wonder smoker
IVlnter, by Thomas G. Newman. Association printed in the blanks oOc. extra.
Bees
in
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
—Describing Chatr-packing, Cellars and Bee1 15
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
2 inch
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
which are printed a large bee in gold, lOc.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Price 5c.
or $8 per 100.
each,
Address.
dozen rates.
Blenen Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
—In theCiernian language. Price, in paper
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.
MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $S per doz.
Swarnilii!!;,

:

**
'*

.

6A2Btf

ABKOMIA.

.

—

:

c^'i-'
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the time nor the energy to spare to
make it a success nor will our health
permit us to take any more burdens

No. 39.

The Sting Amid the Sweets.

;

Under this heading, the Troy, N.
than those we now have in connec- Y., Buihj Times gives the following
tion with publisliing the Bee Jour- incident, in tlie apiary of Mr. G. II.
Published every Wednesday, by
Adams, one of tlie_ prominent beenal.
G.
keepers of the State of New York
We
would
suggest
that
Dr.
P.
H.
J.
Editof. and Proprietor,
]5rown, JSIr. Paul L. Viallon, and Mr.
Bee-keeper G. 11. Adams, of Nassau,
Williamson be appointed such com- has divided his apiary into three
parts, and distributed tliem as folmittee by the National Association
International Convention.
lows
One yard in Nassau, one in
if that body entertains the proposition
Sandlake, and one in the vicinity of
In reference to the holding of an at all. If we were able to attend the Troy. Mr. Adams visits the several
International Convention, Exposition, meeting at Rochester, we certainly yards weekly, extracting honey. Satand Bee and Honey Show, at New should vote to have such an Exhibi- urday he was engaged at the yard
Orleans, La., next winter, Mr. Wm. tion, and also that the above-named near this city. Bees, it is well-known,
are neither amiable nor hospitable,
Williamson, of Lexington, Ky., re- be the committee to take charge of it. but regard all visitors as intruders.
marks as follows
Two young ladies desired to witness
the interesting operation of extractIt has been suggested that the next Bees and Honey at Louisville, Ky.
ing honey, i. e., transferring the liquid
National Convention be postponed to
nectar from the hives into vessels
meet in New Orleans during the
The following are the premiums suited to transportation, without inWorld's Exposition, which, according
jury to the honey-comb except "unto the constitution, it seems, cannot awarded the best displays of bees and
capping."
The operator made no
be changed. It may prove well that honey, placed on the tables at the
objection.
But scarcely had the
it cannot.
When the National Con- Southern Exposition
young ladies placed themselves in
vention meets they should take into
Best colony of Italian bees and position to enjoy the scene before a
consideration the advisability of an
fiery-tempered bee fiew viciously at
International Convention and Exposi- queen, $10; U. W. Demaree, Christhe " bangs " of the nearest lady and
tion to be held in New Orleans some tiansburg, Ky.
declared
war. Piercing screams and
Best display of bees, $10 Jut. Mc
time in February, 188-5. By fixing the
frantic gesticulations followed till
date in February, it will allow plenty Dowell, Louisville, Ky.
Best display of ten pounds comb the little assailant was dislodged.
of time for the hoUdays and settling
of January accounts, and those in honey, $10; Lewis Ilofstatter, Louis- The ladies had now seen enougli. and
retired in good order to a dwelling in
business will feel more at liberty to at- ville, Ky.
Best display of honey-broducing the immediate neigliborhood, but just
tend. If such an exhibition is propas they readied the supposed place of
erly managed, and the bee-keepeis plants, $10 Lewis Ilofstatter.
Best sample of comb honey and safety, it was discovered that another
and supply dealers, throughout the
United States and Canada will take wax, not less thau ten pounds, $.5 pre- spiteful honey-gatherer had improvised a masked battery under some
right hold of it, their can be such an mium Lewis Ilofstatter.
Best samples of extracted honey, portion of the other ladv's dress and
exliibition made as will surprise the
World, and a world-wide market for not less than ten pounds, $5; Lewis proposed to fight it out on that line.
Screaming and violent demonstraAmerican honey and supplies can be Ilofstatter.
Best sample of honey, $10; premium tions were resumed till this venomous
created. I hope a general expression
little fellow was also disposed of, and
on these suggestions will be made awarded to Lewis Hof statter.
the ladies finally departed, considerthrough the I5ee Journal.
ably wiser than when they started
1^ Mr. A. R. Kohnke is making a out in pursuit of knowledge. -'Each
That there could be such a Convention and Exhibition of
Bees and good display of honey, apiarian sup- pleasure has its poison, too, and every
Honey we have no doubt, if energetic plies and books, at the Fair at Youngs- sweet a snare."
and enterprising men should take town, O., held from Sept. 23 to 26.
®" Cultivate a home market for
hold of it, push it, and make it a suc- Five dollars seems to be the extent of
your honey. If you cannot sell for
cess. But
the great question is, the premiums on honey, however.
cash you can often make good trades
where to find them. They must have
in othei- things that will pay you as
if you farm.
If you' can sell
experience, unbounded energy, and
1^ To Canadian subscribers let us well
(more important than all else) plenty say that we have made arrangements honey at 12 cents a pound to your
store-keeper, to be taken out in trade,
of time and money to devote to it.
so that we can supply the Farmer^s you are not doing badly at all.— rfxos
Several, both in the North and Advocate of. London, Ont., and the Farra and Ranch.
South, have suggested that the Editor Monthly Bee .Journal for one year
of the Bee Journal should take the at $1.25 for the two. This is a rare
1^ We can supply photographs of
matter in hand, but we must positively chance to obtain two good papers for Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
decline the honor.
We have neither about the price of one.
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

:

:

:

;

;

;
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Oct.

Time and place of Meetivg.
1.— Monroe City, Mo. at Monroe City, Mo.

Oct.

1.

1^

Dr. A. NolHnd. Sec,
2.— ("eSar Valley, Iowa, at Waterloo, Iowa.

H. O. McElhany, Sec.
Oct. 1,^.— Cedar Valley, Iowa, at Waterloo, Iowa.
H. O. McElhany; Sec.
Oct. 2.— "Whitesidea. 111., at Morrison, III.
A. B. Kreider. Sec.
Oct. 2.-N. W. Ohio, at Defiance, Ohio.
w. H, Ralston, Sec.
Oct. 3.— N. Ind. and S. Mich, at Goshen, Ind.
F. L. Putt, M. D., Sec.
Oct. 4.— Progressive, at Bedford, O.
J. K. Reed, Sec.
Oct. 4.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at Marshalltown. la.
J, W. Sanders, Sec.
Oct. 4.— Wabash Co., at Wabash. Ind.
Henry Gripe. Sec.
Oct. 8.— Central Illinois, at Bloomintiton, 111.
W. B. Lawrence. Sec.
Oct. OO.tiO.— Northern Mich., at Alma, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich.
Oct.

!.'»,

16.— Northwestern, at ChicaKO.

lil.

Nov.

2.">.—

W.

The

Keepers' Society, in the city of
Rochester, N. Y., has been fixed for
Oct. 28, 29 and oO, 1884. At the last
meeting of the Northeastern BeeKeepers' Association acommittee was
appointed to secure a Hall and make
other necessary arrangements for this
meeting.
Knowing the men who
compose this committee, we can assure all who are interested, that the
matter is in good hands, and that
everything will be ananged for one
of the best meetings ever held by the
Society.
Rochester is one of the
finest cities in the United States, and
this sliould be an enjoyable meeting
soon

Ind., at

are interested. We hope
announce a complete pro-

who
to

gramme.
L. C. Root,

C. C. Miller,
Vice-Pres.

iSec.

Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
Dec. 3.- Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec. Ill, II.— MiehlKan State, at Lansing.
U. D. CuttinB, Sec. Clinton. Mich.
Dec. 12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.

up

to this hour

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— Nothing stirring in

the market for th©
few weeks. The approach of cooler weather
expected to impart more life to the trade. Comb
honey sells at Uic in the jobbing way, and brings
14(sjl5c on arrival for choice. Offerings exceed the
demand. Extracted honey has commenced to
accumulate, but demand is fair for small packages
for table-use. as well as for darker grades in barlast
is

rels.

It brings 0(<iOc.

on

arrival.

BEESWAX -Is dull at 26S28C on arrival.
C. F.

MOTH. Freeman &

NEW

In order to have this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

t^"

taries arc requested to

Bees and Honey at the St, Louis Fair.

"Wednesday, Oct.

HONEY—

As we have already commenced receiving consignments of this year's crop of honey,
feel safe in making the following quotations:
Fancy white comb, -it., i^i" 20c,. 2.tb. l(;(yjiHc. fair
and 2-ft, U^'tltic,; fancy buckwheat. 1-lb,
I2ii;(«il3c.. 2-n>, lixaric; ordinary grades of dark,
land 2-B), ll@llk*c. Extracted white choice. In
I

to good.

;

1

buckwheat. 6J^@7c.

barrel.'*. Hi^tiiuc.

BEESWAX-Prime yellow, 3ij®31c.

W.

B.

111.,

on

at 10 a. m.

8, 1884,

Lawrekce,

Central Ave.

YORK.

we

kegs or small

Central Illinois will hold their quar-

meeting at Bloomington,

(

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

1^" The bee-keepers' association of
terly

}

The

MCCaui, & HiLliKETH,

Gustavus Kettering, Sec
Western Mich., at Fr**mont, Mich.

Marlset.

Office of The American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., Sept. 22, 1884

date for holding the next

meeting of the North American Bee-

for all

W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.
Laporte, Ind.
A. Fahnestock, Sec.
Oct. 28-30.— North American at Rochester, N. Y.
Dr. C. C. Miller, Sec, Marengo, III.
Nov. lo.—Will County, 111., at Beecher, III.
Oct, 22.— N.

Honey and Beeswax

The National Convention.

Local Convention Directory.
1884.

ISec.

34

Hudson St.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We quote
ls(a.2(ic.;

2-lb..

glassed sections

best white in 1-lb. sections,

in(a.l8c.
sell best.

Extracted, 8@£lc.

BEKSWAX-SSc.
Blake & Riplet.

57

Chatham

Un-

Street.

CHICAGO.

^g" The Progressive Bee -Keepers'
Association meets on the first Saturday in October, 1884, at Bedford, O.
general invitation is given.
J. R. Reed, Sec.

A

HONEY.— Comb honey sells slowly. Prices are
I6c. for very best in small frames.
Receipts are not large of late. Extracted honey,
quiet sales at i: and 7c. Large offerings of Callfor-*
nia honey. Look for better demand for honey now
that the weather is cooler.
BKKSAVAX.— For best yellow or prime, 30c.
R. A. Burnett. 16I South Water 8t.
about 14 to

SAN FRANCISCO.
^° Tlie Monroe City, Mo., Bee- HHONEY.— Arrivals this week were lighter than
Mr. R. Grinsell, Baden, Mo., writes
last. Stocks in store here cannot be termed heavy»
Keepers' Ass'n will meet at Mr. J. H. but they are larger than the demand. There is an
as follows concerning the Bee and Poage's
apiary on Wednesday, Oct. absence of competition among buyers. Parties
show any disposition to purchase, refuse to
Honey show at the St. Louis Fair, to 1, 1884. A full report of the year's who
operate at the slightest advance on quotations.
labor will be expected from every Several hundred cases of choice extracted were
be held from Oct. 6 to 11, 1884
:

shipment at 5c. White to extra white
member. All who are interested in taken for
ii&llc: dark to good. 7®hc.; extracted,
Please publish the Premium List the production of honey, or the mark- comb,
choice to e.xtra white, 4!.^(^5c. dark and candled, 4c.
offered by our St. Louis Fair Associa- eting of it, are cordially invited
BEESWAX.-Wholesale, 25@30c.
to be
Stiarns & Smith. 423 Front Street.
tion
As they have increased the present.
A. Noland,
:

amount

offered

for

premiums

Sec.

last

year from $.50 to $1-50 for this year,
with the understanding that we increase the exhibit, and to do so we

Mrs.

^"

Amanda Knox,

The Whiteside

ST. LOUIS.

Pres.

HONEY— Steady;

Beekeepers'

need more exhibitors, and we invite Association will meet at Morrison,
bee-keepers from all parts, as well as 111., at 1 p. m., on Oct. 2, 1884. All
supply dealers, to bring on their goods bee-keepers are cordially invited.
and compete for premiums. As beeA. B. Kreider, Sec.
keeping is only in its first stages here,
we need to give it a boom. Here is
1^ The Northern Indiana and
the list of premiums offered
Southern Michigan Bee-Keepers' AsSt
2d
Best colony of Italian bees in movable
sociation will hold its next session in
comb hive
$10 |5 Goshen, Ind.,
on Oct. 3, 1884, at 10 a.
Best colony of Cyprian bees. In movable
combhive
10
5 m.
Important topics relating to the
Best colony of black bees, in movable comb
management
of
the apiary will be
hive
8
4
Best collection of queen bees alive
4
2 discussed.
Considerable time will be
Largest and best display of comb honey,
devoted to answering questions from
quality and manner of putting up for
:

I

niarbettnbe considered
10
Largest and best display of extracted honey,
quality and manner of putting up for
market to be considered
10
Largest and hest display of samples of extracted honey of different kinds
5
Largest and bestdisplay of honey-producing
plants, pressed and mounted, or in bloom. 3
Largest and best display of apiarian impte.

ments

10

Largest, best, most attractive, interesting
and instructive exhibit, all things considered
10
Best comb foundation machine
5
Best specimen of comb foundation made
onthegrounds
3
Best specimen of beeswax, not less than 5
lbs

5

5

3
2
5

I

Several distinguished

A

F. L. Putt, M. D.,
A. Blunt, Pres.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— The

honey market seems to be Improving. BO that there is a larger demand. Beat 1Ib. sections were sold in quantity at l(>c:in a
amall way 17c is oceaaionally obtained, but 16c
would be the more reliable quotation 2-lbs.. best
white, 14(*15c; second quality slow at lo@12c.
Extracted slow at 8(ftitc.
;

BEESWAX-30C.

A. c.

Kendel.

115 Ontario Street.

,SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey In 2 lb. sections,
7@7^c.
Geo. W. Meade

15c; extracted,

KANSAS

HONE Y.— Active and in

i,

Co., 213 Market.

CITY.
good demand

at former
Choice comb, H-lb., 18c. ; 1-lb., 16c:
Off lots, anywhere from 10 to 14c
Extracted, dull, OH to -'ic.

quotations.
2-lb.. 15c.

BEESWAX.— None

in the market.
CLEMONS, CLOON & CO.
Successors to Jerome Twichell.

Sec.

^"

Our rates for two or more
copies of the book," Bees andHoney,"
ers' Association will hold its second may be found on the Book List on
2 meeting
on Saturday, Oct. 4, at the the second page of this paper. Also
o
Court House in Wabash, at 10 a. m. wholesale rates on all books where
3
2
All bee-keepers are cordially invited they are purchased " to sell again."
5
3
Med. to attend. Come one and all and The time for reading up will soon be
Dip bring your
wife and children, and we here, and in anticipation of this, we
Dip.
Dip. will try and make it interesting for now have a very large stock of books
Dip" you.
Henry Cripe, Sec. on hand, and can fill orders for them
Dip'
Dip!
Aaron Singer, Pres.
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.
5
3

1

Best machine for piercing framesfor wiring
Best liee-hive for all purposes
Best crate of honev in comb
L, Sil.
Best bee-hive for all purposes
Best honey extractor
Best wax extractor
Best bee-smoker
Best honey knife
Best bee-vei or face protector

the query-box.

apiarists are expected to be present.
All persons interested in bee-culture
are invited to attend.
large meeting is anticipated.

demand and supply both

small. Comb, 12@14c per lb., and strained and extracted 6(q)6Hc
BEESWAX-Firm at 32032XC. for choice.
W. T. Anderson & Co.. 104 N. 3d street.

^"

The Wabash County Bee-Keep-
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Now, probably Dr. Tinker or some
one else will ask the question, " Why
does not the eating of comb honey
affect all persons alike.if it is the beepoison on the comb which causes the
trouble V In the Hrst place, if all persons' stomachs were the same in every
way, and all persons' constitutions
For the American Bee Journal.
were the same in every way, then you
would see all affected alike with whatIs Honey Poisonous?
ever they eat or drink, all being in
same condition of health therefore,
A. OSBORN.
all persons not being constituted alike
On page o67 is an article headed as is tlie cause of the different effects of
above, to wiiich I desire to add my the same substance taken into differmite in the way of personal knowl- ent stomachs.
Centerville, Iowa.
ediie and experience. The subject of
;

poisonous honey is nothing new to
me. I do not believe that pure honey
yet tliere
is poisonous in the least
are some persons who claim that they
dare not eat even a very little of it.
Some persons tell me that if they
would eat only a little of it that it
would cause cramping pains, colic or
sickness at the stomach. Now, these
persons were all perfectly honest in
their belief that it was the honey
which caused all this mischief.
I say that any one can eat pure extracted honey and be in no danger of
any bad effects. After I had explained the cause of the trouble to
such persons, in every instance I have
succeeded in getting them to eat
honey without any bad effects. I
When a
desire to ask this question
bee stings you, what is it which causes
the pain ? Is it simply the sting
piercing into your flesh, or is it the
poison which is deposited in the flesh
through the sting V I think that you
all will say that it is the poison.
I
presume that most of you have noticed
on opening a hive on a cool day, or
early in the morning, that the bees
would be buzzing around on the
combs with their stings pointing outward, and on the point of the sting
would be a drop of fluid which is the
poison that the bee deposits in your
flesh that causes the pain from the
bee- sting.
Xow, the bees being disturbed so often in this way, causes
them to run all over the combs, and
this drop of fluid either drops off or
is rubbed off on the comb or the capping of the comb honey and dries
there and among so many bees in a
full colony, and disturbed so often as
they are, causes a large quantity of
this poisonous fluid to be deposited
on the comb and remains there, as it
soon dries. If a poisonous substance
will give such great pain externally
what hinders it from giving pain
when taken internally V There is
where the whole secret of this poisonous honey is.
All who eat comb
honey, eat more or less of this beepoison, and not poisonous honey as

For tbe American Bee Journal.

;

:

;

some call it.
To all " lovers

The Origin

of

Honey-Dew.

:

honey. Try it, and be convinced that
pure honey is not poisonous.

in a state of vapor that water is
perspired by the tissues of the plants;
yet, in certain circumstances, when
some tissues emit a great amount of
water, and when the air is loaded
witli dampness, a part of the water
remains condensed on the epiderm,
and exit in part in a liquid state."
The vfater, which passes through
the tissues and exit at the surface of
the plants, may contain several soluble substances. It is easy to understand that, according to the tissues
crossed, the proportion of the substances dissolved will vary. Of course
the water which has crossed the
sugared tissues is abundantly loaded
with sugar.
A leaf can or cannot
emit liquid, all the other conditions
being the same, this emission depending on its anatomical structure.
On page 1-51 " Under the influence
of several causes, the liquid absorbed
by the plant arrives in the nectariferous tissues, it loads itself with
sugared substances, and, in a number
of plants it may exit, in a great many
circumstances, in the form of sugared
is

:

CHAS. DADANT.

As

I see

two contradictory opinions

honey-dew, I desire to
bring before the bee-keepers a few
quotations from a French book, Les
Nectaires^ containing 130 figures, pub- liquid.''
lished in 1879 by Mr. Gaston Bonnier,
On page 1.57 " On account of the
maitre des conferences aTecole normale evaporation which occurs at the sursuperieiire de Paris.
face of the plant, the quantity of
In this book Mr. Bonnier relates liquid will be more or less abundant
innumerable experiences made by according to the greater or smaller
himself and scores of other scientists dampness of the air. So, dampness
of France, Germany, England, Italy, of air, moisture of the soil and temetc.
He writes on page 165: "The perature cause the smaller or greater
nectar is produced by floral and extra- volume of the nectar produced, and
The floral nectar is the quantity of the water that it confloral nectaries.
what is known as honey the extra- tains."
floral nectar is known in France as
great maiiy of the experiments
miellee, and in the United States as made by Mr. Bonnier, took place at
honey-dew."
Lonye, in the apiary and with the aid
In some parts of France, in Saone of Mr. De Layens, a w'ell-known
and Loire for instance, the bee-keep- French bee-keeper, whose apiary was
ers bring tlieir bees in the vicinity of lately pictured in the Bee Journal.
plants producing this miellee. The
I beg to give a little of my experisugared liquid contains the same ence about this honey-dew
As my
sugar as honey.
home is joining a timber, I have had
Mr. Bonnier has seen honey-dew many occasions of seeing this prowithout aphidte, on two kinds of oaks, duction of honey-dew
yet, so far, I
ash, two kinds of linden, sorle-tree, have been unable to see any aphis on
barberry, blackberry, raspberry, pop- the trees.
lar, birch, two kinds of maples, and
I beg the partisans of this aphis
hazei-nut. These trees were covered theory to answer the following queswith insects.
tions
In March, when a very few
On page 78 " The sugars belong warm days have just begun to swell
The sac- the buds of the oaks, if we have a
to two general groups.
charoses and the glucoses. The first sudden diminution of temperature,
are found accumulated in certain we are sure of seeing bees working on
the vegetals, very often the buds of oaks ; yet these buds are
parts of
plainly located as in beets, sugar-cane, hardly swelled.
From where did
and carrots. The second are spread these aphidie come, which have proin nearly all the parts of the plant as duced this honey dew ? Is it not the
long as it is growing."
result of the emission of sugared
On page 89: "We can study the licmid by the stipules V"
accumulations of the saccharoses and
During this spring we have had
glucoses in the nectariferous tissues several sudden changes of temperaWe
find
them:
1.
In
of the plants.
ture, every one followed by honeythe cotyledons 2. in the leaves 3. in dew ; why after such changes, or when
the stipules 4. in the bracteas 5. be- a cold night followed a warm day, and
tween the leaf and the twig 6. in the not every day
Of course I do not
7. in the petals ; 8. between pretend that the bee-keepers who saw
sepals
the sepals and the stamens 9. in the the aphidie on the leaves of maples,
stamens ; 10. between the sepals, were mistaken but 1 think that the
petals or stamens, and the carpels 11. great number of aphidaj was caused
12. at the common by an abnormal production of honeyin the carpels
base of all the floral organs."
dew and not the cause of it.
When a tree emits honey-dew. while
Then he related all the experiments
which he made on all these parts of some other of the same kind does
the plants, with quotations of a num- not, it is either because one is in a
ber of other experiments made by soil more damp than the other, or
"• Generally it
because it is in a morbid state, a
scientists. Page 149
in regard to

:

;

A

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

of honey " who claim
that they cannot eat honey without
its causing them colicky or cramping
pains. I will say
Try eating pure
extracted honey'; not strained lioney,
as that is as unsafe to eat as the comb
honey. Try eating a little extracted
honey at a time, and you will soon
become eaters as well as lovers of

G13

'f

;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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maple trees which have been work indicated that she was " up to sale for it runs all over every thing
and makes too much of a muss.
with hoiiey-dew and the times " in hee-culture.
In conclusion we would remark that Every one knows ttiat honey without
apliidte.
deserve
glass is not as safe to handle as with
the
Exposition
the officers of
Hamilton, 111.
much praise for the encouragement glass. The glass helps to keep the
and space which they gave to this honey in the sections, and by its use
Kor ibe American Bee Jourril
department. It is to be hoped that nobody can stick their lingers into it,
apiarists and if it should fall over, it does not
St. Joseph, Mo., Bee and Honey Show. the action and interest of
were

tlie

seen

;

Ipaileil

such in the future as not to break. Just so many stores as there
are that do not keep honey, just so
cause them to regret it.
much less honey will there be sold. I
St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 6, 18S4.
would rather give the glass away
than to let my honey go to market
For the American Bee Journal.
without glass, and I think it will pay
will be

APIARIST.

The
St.

sixth annual e.Khibition of the
Mo., Exposition closed

Joseph,

The weather was fine, the
today.
attendance large, and the displays in Marketing Honey in Small Sections.
all departments were good.
B. E. FASTS.
The amount of honey displayed in
the apiarian department was not so
After five years of toil and care I
large as last year, but the puemium
list was much larger and more com- have learned a little about bees, and
prehensive, and there was a greater this year I had about 1,000 pounds of
variety of articles on exhibition. In- honey in one and two-pound sections.
creased space was given to the depart- So, after I had it ready to market, I
ment and

at the suggestion of the
Superintendent, the Board had a
space enclosed with wire-cloth for the
special display of the internal workings of a colony of bees.
The Superintendent of the department, Mr. E. T. Abbott, of St. Joseph,
got out a very neat eight-page paper,
cut and pasted, in the interest of bee;

started out to see how much I could
sell but before I started, I looked the
Bee Journal over to see how the

us

all better.

I do not want any bee-keepers to
think that I am telling tliem something new, nor do I want to find fault
with anybody, but I do think that
honey should be sold before bringing
it to market.
I am only a beginner in
the honey-business, but I am going to
try to keep up with the times.

Utica, N. Y.

;

For the American Bee
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honey markets were, and I concluded
to charge about 17 cents per pound for
Will County, 111., Convention.
the two-pound sections, and 20 cents
for one-pounds. This was on SaturThe meeting of the Will County
day, and I sold nearly all of the two- Bee-Keepers' Association was held on
pounds. I did not take any of the Sept. 1,1&S4, atthe house of Mr. W.
culture, and distributed 2,000 copies one-pounds with me, for I thought Cassens, in the village of Monee, 111.
of them during the week. It attracted that if I did. the people would want
Mr. A. Wicherts, chairman, being
considerable attention, and will, no both at the same price.
Dr. Ruden, of Beecher, was
doubt, aid the cause of advanced beeOn the next Wednesday I delivered absent.
to act as temporary chairman.
culture in the future.
my orders, and at the first store they elected
There were three very fine displays told me that I had charged them too After reading the minutes of the last
meeting, a motion was made by E.
of apicultural literature, which repre- much, for some other fellow bee-man
Piiilipps,that the report be adopted,
sented about all of the bee-books and had been around with his honey at 16 P.
which was unanimously carried.
published
this cents per pound but I told them that
bee-periodicals
in
The topics proposed for discussion
country, besides a number of foreign my honey was all in good shape, and
publications.
that I did not want to take any less were the following: 1. " How many
Mr. E. Armstrong, of Jerseyville, for it, so some paid 17 cents and some colonies of bees can be kept at one
2. " Is wired
place with profit V"
111., had a fine display of hives, honey,
16 cents.
Another bee-keeper had been around foundation a success in the broodbees. etc. The neat "and tasty way in
"
Are winter passages
which his honey was put up and with a load of one-pound sections, chamber y" 3.
arranged, attracted much attention and did not wish to take it home, so in the combs necessary V" 4. " Why
and had a great deal to do in securing he sold it at 16 cents. Now, where is it that bees did not do as well this
him a numt)er of the first premiums. am I, at 20 cents ? I did not sell any. year as last, in this neighborhood V"
Vi'e hope that another year others I think the last- mentioned bee-keeper
The first question was discussed at
did not take any bee-paper or inquire some length, and almost every memmay profit by h's example.
One of the things which called forth as to the price of honey, or he never ber agreed that a locality could not be
many inquiries from the curious, was would have sold one-pounds for 16 overstocked and that there are
an Excelsior Extractor on exhibition cents. I am afraid this will be the millions of honey-producing flowers
by Mr. A. H. Newman, of Chicago. outcome of the one and the one-half- which are never visited by the honeyAs Mr. N. was not present, the Super- pound sections, that we will have to bees.
intendent was kept busy explaining sell them for the same price as the
In regard to the second question :
that it was not a " churn," an " ice- two-pounds.
It was decided that the wired frame
cream freezer," or a " washing-maI, tor one, do think that every bee- is the one, and the only one, that
chine "—all of whicli the ladies per- keeper should look at this one-half- should be used in the brood-chamber
sisted in calling it, notwithstanding pound section question in the right although some of the members differ
;

"

;

the fact that the name was plainly
written upon it.
Mr. Alley's drone excluder, which,
by the way, reached here too late for
entry,

was

carefully

many bee-men, and

examined by
received

much

favorable commendation.
The event which attracted the most
attention was the transferring, by the
Superintendent and Mr. Armstrong,
in the manipulating-room, of a colony
of bees from an old box-hive to one
of modern make with movable frames.
The transter was quickly made, and
excited the wonder and astonishment
of many present who had never seen
any thing of the kind performed.

may be worthy of mention that
among the exhibitors was a young
lady who had a very fine display of
comb and extracted honey, and whose
It

Some say that there will
them used, but I do not

as to how the wire should be placed
in the frame. W. Cassens prefers a
lieve it. I think that it
straight up-and-down wire in three
the other way. Any one who will buy places of the frame, one in the cenone-half-pound sections will take one- tre, and one on each side, say about
pounds.
One- half-pounds do not 2 inches from the end. G. Kettering
show as well as the one-pounds, and favors altogether a different wiring,
do not pay as well, nor can any body claiming that he can make a stiffer
get the price to make it pay as well. frame, and secure just as straight a
I think we all should drop out the comb with less wire and much less
one-half-pounds, and never think of work, by commencing in the centre
such a thing again. The one-pounds of the top-bar, just above where you
are small enough, and nobody will fasten the foundation, and punching
make them pay as well as the two- a small hole through it with an awl,
pounds. I think, perhaps, we shall and two holes on the bottom-bar, say
have to use them some, but let us cut about 2 inches from the end on each
them down to as few as possible.
side then run the wire through those
Sections without glass, is another three holes and fasten it. This makes
thing which we ought to consider. I a very good support for the foundafound 3 or 4 merchants who told me tion, and it also makes a good brace
that they would not keep honey for for the frame.
light.

more

of

be
bewill be just

;

"
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third question did not take we would have no cause for comgood farmer never thinks
time, ana was decided tliat it plaint"
was not necessary to liave winter that he has done too much for his
and hogs, by
horses, cows, sheep
passages in tlie coiiil)s.
building good barns, stables and pens
In regard to the fourth question
Mr. B. llayen, one of our oldest bee- in which he can have all his farm
inclement
protected
from
keepers, claimed tluit our bees swarm- stock
ed altogether too late, this year, lie weather.
The question has often been asked,
a spell of coid, rough
laid it to
weather just at the time wlien colo- " Is it necessary to build good winter
We answer that
nies ought to cast swarms, lie further quarters for bees
says that if our bees had swarmed as it is just as essential as it is for any
they should have done, or as they other stock. It is true that we do not
generally do, we would have had fully pay as much for a colony of bees as
as much honey, this year, as we did we" do for a cow or a horse but it is
and when we had our best no less the duty of the husbandman
last
honev-tlow, this year, bees laid before to protect and care for the bees by
their hives looking at us, and waiting providing the proper sheds for them,
for a swarm to issue. Every member when they "board themselves," and
present agreed with Mr. llayen that often return a large surplus of honey.
Battle Ground, Ind.
this was the cause, and nothing else.
Mr. Cassens made amotion that our
next meeting should be held at
ror tne American Bee Journal.
Beecher, Will County, 111., on Nov.
10, 1884, at the office of Dr. Charles
Management of Long Hives.

The
much

A

:

V

;

;

Ruden, which was unaniuiously carBy motion the meeting then
ried.

W. U.

S.

GKOUT.

adjourned.

GusTAvus Kettering,
Chas. Ruden, Pres. pro tern.

See

For the American Bee Journal.

Winter Management of
J.

Bees.

M. HICKS.

It is usual for the apiarist to look
after his colonies of bees and see that
each one is in good condition for
wintering.
We will suggest, as a

rule, that from Xov. 1 to the middle
of December is a good time to look
after the bees, and see that they have
a sufficiency of honey to last" them
through the winter. Perhaps in some
seasons it should be attended to
earlier.
good colony of bees should
have at least 15 to 20 pounds of honey
in
the
stored
combs. It is now a
mooted question as to whether it is
advisable for a colony to possess a
very great quantity of pollen in their
winter stores.
It has been asserted, and we think
very justly too, by some who profess
to be well versed in the science of

A

apiculture, that pollen is the true
cause of so much disease among bees
during the winter montlis, and especially very early in the spring do
we often hear of complaints afiout
the bees having diarrhcea. As a remedy for this trouble, we further suggest
that salt-water be placed in wooden
troughs and set within a few yards of
the bees, and then we think there will
be but little risk to run in bees keeping perfectly healthy if all other
things are in proper condition, such
as ventilation, good, pure food, and a
comfortable shed, which should always be provided for them by the
bee-keeper. The shed should have an
eastern front, but if it cannot be thus
made, our next choice would be a
south front.
All bee-sheds should

have a

close-fitting back, and a wellshingled roof.
If these suggestions are attended
to at the right time, and prepared
with as due regard to comfort for the
bees as any other stock on the farm,

Mr. Buswell wishes me to describe
my system of management of long
hives, and wliy I prefer them to twostory hives. I use, substantially, the
Kidder frame, IS inches long and 11
inches deep, inside measure, and hives
40 inches long inside, made doublewalled at the sides, and high enough
to allow of packing over the frames.
Finishing nails are driven into the
frames to hang by, and hoop-iron to
hang on, whicm facilitates rapid handling, and very few bees are crushed.
Italian bees" are preferred, for it is
generally conceded, I believe, that
they will labor best near their brood.
I use a division-board, and when the
bees are strong enough— say, crowd
half their hive— give them the whole
length by alternating frames of empty
comb with the brood (when the honey
flow comes). When the honey is ripe
enough to extract, the bees are shaken
inside more readily than in two- story
hives, and a frame nearly filled with
brood is left for them to cluster on,

%

Right here
brood, averaging
full.
allow me to say that natural queens
either reared under the swarmingimpulse or supersedure are, in my
opinio!!, much superior to artificial
queens uiilcss they are reared by
some such !nethod as Alley's. They
are more rcndilv packed on the summer stands for'wiuter, there being no
loose

boxes to move

away during

eacli spring.
The main entrance is
in the front e!id, and by placing the
hives 3 or 4 feet apart, one can have
a side entrance midway, and artificial

swarms

are !nade very' readily by the
use of a division-board. I think two
or more colonies will winter better
together tha!) i!i separate hives. It is
a questio!! witl! me whether they are
as suitable for comb honey, but I
think that I would risk it. By using
a side entrance, and only one colony
in each hive, one could have side
stoi-age as well as top. Their main
disadva!itage is in being too cumbersome to readily move into winter
quarters.

Kennedy, N. Y.
Somerset, Maine, Convention.

The fourth semi-annual convention
of the Somerset and Western Piscataquis l?ee- Keepers' Association met
at the lesidence of W. 11. Norton, at
Nortli Madison, Me., on the 20th ult.
The meeting was well attended, there
was an unusual interest evinced in
the objects of the meeting, and all
seemed to enjoy the occasion highly.
There were representatives from four
different counties.
The first hour of the forenoon was
spent in Mr. Norton's apiary, examining his bees, queens, appliances,
furniture, etc., and in an informal
talk by all in relation thereto. Mr.
Norton has about fifty colonies arranged in due form on his lawn in
front of his house, with as many small
nuclei colonies for rearing queens,
arranged systematically between the
other colonies. His bees are of the
Holy Land or Syrians, and a cross
and all tlie rest emptied by a 4-frame between them and the Italians.
At eleven o'clock the members were
extractor, and then returned. When
the honey-flow is abundant, I spread summoned to the stand beneath the
the combs so as to use 18 in a hive. wide-spreading foliage of Mr. NorI have repeatedly tested two-story ton's noble apple trees, where ample
hives against the long ones for ex- seats were provided. After the usual
tracted honey, and every time 1 have opening exercises, Mrs. Wm. Lawreceived more honey from the long rence, of Wellington, gave a resume of
ones. They are very convenient to the essentials of practical and sucuse as tenement hives ; in fact I cessful bee-keeping for beginners, or
usually winter 2 colonies in a hive. those who would keep only a few colFeeding is very readily done, and by onies for supplying honey for their
means of the division-board the col- own tables. It was an able digest of
ony can be contracted at will. I those necessary things which go to
could always get more honey in two- make bee-keeping a pastime and a
story hives by putting part of the profit. At noon the whole " swarm"
brood into the upper story and filling of bee-keepers in attendance were
out with empty combs, than by hav- invited by Mrs. Norton, to dinner,
ing all empty combs in the upper where several bountifully laden tables
story. The swarming-impulse is more were provided for regaling the physreadily controlled in long hives, as ical system, and no "drones" were
there is plenty of room and shade re- there among the " busy workers
ducing it to a minimum. None have during the repast.
The afternoon's exercises consisted
issued this year, and when they do all
the queens' wings are clipped, so in discussing the care and preparation
that they cause little trouble. I of bees for tlie fall and winter months,
think that the (jueens are more pro- with brief addresses by the principal
lific in this style of hive.
One queen, members, on their methods of manthis summer, kept up 17 frames of agement of bees.
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Mr. Reynolds, of Cliuton, said that
he reduces the number of frames to
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"

Honey-Dew-What

is It ?"

arrived by the mere influence of gravitation, etc."

six or seven, puts chafE-cushiou division-boards on each side of the frames
in the ends of the hive. He winters
his bees in the cellar and on the summer
stands, and has strong preference for
the blacli bee. He vrould also prefer
the cellar as the safer place in vrhich
to winter bees.
Isaac Ames, of Skowhegan, winters
his bees out-doors and in the shed

that honey-dew
formed by saccharine condensation,
CHAS. SAMSEL.
we do not contend that it is produced
by insects exclusively, but believe it
Mr. Kemp, on page .536, writes on possilDle that it may exude from the
this subject, and tries to prove that leaves pf some plants and trees under
honey-dew is not the product of an favorable circumstances.
insect, but is produced by atmospheric
Easton, Pa.

hives exposed to the rays of the sun
in winter. He uses the old box-hives,
and was advised to transfer the bees
at once.
Gilbert Dunbar, of Embden, winters his bees, both out-doors and in
puts the frames in the
the cellar
middle of the hive, and uses divisionboards in each end with chaff packed
When he takes tliem out of tlie
in.
cellar in spring, he puts straw around
each hive to ward off the cold and

exist without the other. If this is
not positive evidence, it is at least

Xow, while we deny

is

influences.
both insects

He

argues that, because

and honey-dew are found
covers the entrance with perforated on the same leaf, and at the same
tin. to prevent the bees' coming out time, it is not evidence, that one produring a warm spell, and keeps the duced the other, or that one cannot

For tbe American Bee JournaL
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strong circumstantial evidence. Men
have been hanged on evidence less
convincing.
He further states that this dew is
formed only upon a hard, smooth,
glazed leaf, while it is never formed
upon rough, soft, porous leaves. This
for while we are
proves nothing
witling to admit that the latter absorb the dew, it is just as possible to
absorb it when thrown upon them by
wind.
Jotham Whipple, Jr., of Solon, finds the insect, as from the atmosphere.
that the black bees are hardier than
Xow, if Mr. K.'s theory, namely,
Italians, and prefers the former every that it is produced by atmospheric
time, as far as his experience goes.
influences (which I take that it means
Z. D. Iiigalls, of Xew Vineyard, had saccharine condensation) is correct,
three colonies last spring now he has how does he account for its presence
eleven. His bees have not stored in green-houses and conservatories,
much honey, but have bred well. He in a building say 1-5x40 feet, in the
is very much interested in bee-keep- dead of winter with an artificial temranging from oO'^ to 80°
ing, and by earnest effort and study perature
Fahr. V It is simply impossible, and
he hopes to succeed.
yet it abounds.
Mr. Paine, of Cornville, had two
The orange and the lemon tree, the
colonies in the spring and now has
eight; has the Holy Lands and blacks, climbing stephanotis, and the roses,
four colonies of each but does not see as well as many other exotics, if not
much difference in the two races as closely watched, soon fall a prey to
the scale and the mealy-bug (those
regards honey.
Horace Hall, of Canaan, experienced scourges of the green-house), and besome trouble in hiving swarms. He come covered with this dark-colored,
was advised to shake the cluster down sooty, sticky stuff to such an extent
in front of the hive and drive them that if not washed leaf by leaf with
in with a smoker. He keeps the Holy sponge and water, all the summer
;

;

,

Lands
W. H. Xorton,

of

Xorth Madison,

said that he usually has bees enough
in each hive, when winter sets in, to
fully cover eight Gallup frames so as
to form one solid cluster. If some

hives have less, he takes from those
which have more, and thus equalizes
all his colonies. If any have not stores
enough to winter on, he feeds them
with sugar syrup during the fall. He
said that he would rather have a colony with no honey, on September 1,
than to have it with a full supply of
summer and fall honey for then he
would be sure that they would winter
better. He would spread or put the
frames apart in the autumn, so that
the bees can cluster in larger masses,
thereby keeping up more warmth.
He winters them in the cellar, gives
;

no direct upward ventilation, and
puts two inches of chaff in a burlap
sack on the top of the frames, with a
chaff division-board in tlie ends of the
hives, at tlie side of the frames. His
hives are all about eighteen inches
Ions with Gallup frames.
Several others made more or less
remarks until the hour for parting
arrived. It was decided to hold the
next meeting at Harmony, on Saturday, May 9, 188-5.— JJb?)i6 Fann.

W.

N. Y. and N. Pa. Convention.

The semi-annual meeting

New

of

the

and rTorthern
Pa.Bee-Keepers' Association was held
in Armory Hall, at Jamestown, X.
Y., on Sept. 1 and 2. 1884. The meeting
was called to order by President
Elkins at 1 p. m., on Sept. 1. Mr.
Western

i'ork

Shewman, the
sent, Mr. Page

Secretary, being abcalled the roll, read
the minutes of the last meeting, and
also the constitution and ijy-laws, and
stated that it would be impossible
for the Secretary to be present at this
meeting. Mr. Page was then elected
Secretary pro tern: but also being
Treasurer, he resigned, and Chas. E.
Gates was appointed in his place.
The Treasurer then read his report
for the last six months, which was
accepted.
Nothing else being before the convention, discussion of questions was
next in order. The first question was,
" In liow sliort a time can a queen be
reared ?"
Mr. Caswell I have reared a queen
and placed her in a queenless colony
in 13 days.
I have used what are
Mr. Grout
called artificial queens (i. e., those
reared from a worker larva), but they
are short-lived.
I think that the
Mr. Sleeper
amount of royal jelly makes a good
deal of difference. I have always
rains will fail to remove it entirely.
found that queens hatching out a'ld
When the florist finds this dew leaving the cells dry, proved to be
upon his plants, it is often the first poorly-developed, and were generally
indication of the presence of these superseded by the bees while those
insects
and when Mr. K. says that hatching out and leaving royal jelly
he has found the honey-dew upon in the cell, proved to be excellent
leaves,
which, under a powerful queens and long-lived.
Mr. Moon related his experience of
microscope, showed no insects, I
think that his search was not thorough over 40 years in bee-keeping, which
enough for, be it remembered, these was comical indeed and he inquired
insects seldom infest the leaf itself, how to make money in bee-keeping.
Mr. H. D. Gates I believe any one
but harbor upon the soft, young
wood, and are generally so flat, and ought to make money in keeping
of a color of the wood, that they may bees. I have kept bees only 2 years,
readily be overlooked, besides they and in frame-hives, but taking beemay be found upon adjacent plants or keeping in general, year in and year
;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

out,

trees.

But we have

positive proof that the

produce honey-dew,
to Langstroth on
the Honey-T3ee, page 286, where he
cites as follows
"Mr. Knight once
observed a shower of honey-dew descending in innumerable small globules near one of his oak-trees. He cut
off one of the branches, took it into
the house, and, holding it in a stream
of light, admitted through a small
opening, distinctly saw the aphidse
ejecting the fluid from their bodies
with considerable force, and this accounts for its being frequently found
in situations where it could not have
insects, aphidfe, do

and refer the reader
:

it IS

profitable.

Mr. Hubbard: I have about 100
colonies, but I have not done as well
as I ought this season, because of my
make
If one expects to
health.
money, he must take care of his bees,
and work.
While talking with
Mr. Page
another bee-keeper about the pollen
theory, he described to me a novel
:

of cleaning old combs containing
pollen which had been in them for
years and as it may be useful to most
Take a
ot you, I will descrit)e it
or any vessel large
was'h-boiler,
and
combs,
enough to contain your
fill
it with cold water; put in the

way

;

:

—
•THE
(one ;it a time), and take out
immediately, continuing this process
until the cells are filled with water,
then place the combs in the water,
and let the water cover them then
fasten them down with a weight, so
that they will remain there. Leave
them in the water tor 24 to 48 honrs,
or until the pollen is thoroughly
soaked up, and then place the combs
in the extractor, and the pollen will
be thrown out as easily as honey,
when the combs will be clean and just

combs

;
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Mr. Crooker
I do not want any
outside packing. 1 have united colonies in December, and had them win:

ter all right.

Mr. Everett
bees and not

think that plenty of
too much food, but
enough, are essential to good winter:

I

Which

best for storing, honey
or sugar syrup V"
Mr. Everett Good honey is preferable to sugar syrup, and sugar syrup
is preferable topoor honey.
Mr. Danforth proposed the following amendment to the constitution
is

:

new ones.
The rest of the afternoon session
was occupied in discussing the win- Any member may withdraw from
as good as

Mr. (i. W. Stanley had a smoker
and a honey extractor on exhibition.
Mr. V. Page exhibited a bee-feeder
and samples of light and heavy foundation.
W. T. Falconer showed a
chaff-hive.
W. J. Davis exhibited a
comb honey-rack which was different
from any described in the Bee
Journal. Mr. \V. II. S. Grout
showed a sample of red-raspberry
honey, and Dr. E. H. Danforth had a
sample of "honey-dew" onexhiliition.
CiiAs. E. Gates, Sec. pro tern..
H. S. Elkins, Pres.
"

ing.

"
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:

this

Association by notifying the Secretary
Danforth offered the use when all dues are paid. It was secof his olHce for an evening session to onded and carried.
" Can a locality be overstocked V"
those who could attend.
The association adjourned at 5 p.
Mr. Page
In" the locality wiiere I
m. to meet at S a. m. the next morn- am situated, in an area 3 by miles,
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tering question.

Dr. E.

II.

How

to

Ship Extracted Honey.
C. F.

MUTH.

:

All who could attend the even- there are over .500 colonies.
ing session did so. The topic of the
Mr. Elkins
For basswood, the
evening was, "Scientific Facts of locality in which Mr. Page and I live,
(jueen-Rearing,"' which was well dis- could not be overstocked but if we
cussed, and quite interesting.
had nothing but white clover, I think
The convention was called to order it w'ould be.
" Are the best results from those
on Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 10 a. m., VicePresident Sleeper occu-pied the chair. colonies which are wintered on the
The wintering question was then summer stands, or from those winagain taken up.
tered in cellars or bee- repositories V"
Mr. Page I think bees ought to be
Mr. Davis
I have a house for winprepared for winter by Oct. 1.
tering my bees, which I prefer to outMr. Everett
I think that bees side wintering in chaff-boxes. It has
ought to be prepared for winter now
6-inch walls of dry earth, and ventiat least contract the brood-nest now.
lators to
control the temperature.
Mr. Williams
The amount of When cold weather comes, I bank up
honey ought to be considered.
the house all around witli snow. I
Mr. Hubbard
I have found that can keep them quiet in cold weather,
those bees which are prepared late, but when the warm spells come they
winter poorly.
get uneasy.
Mr. Carpenter I think that bees
Mr. Everett I want my bees on the
ought to be put up early to be ahead summer stands, where I can examine
of cold weather. My bees are kept them at any time. It is not cold
packed during the winter and the which kills bees, but poor ventilation
summer.
is the cause.
I use sawdust for sideMr. Crooker I have not produced packing, and forest leaves on the tops.
much money from my bees until
Mr. Sleeper asked Mr Davis if his
lately, but I think that they ought to apiary was ever troubled with
spring
be put up early.
dwindling.
'•
How many bees should each hive Mr. Davis Sometimes, but bees
contain to winter well ?"
generally winter all right.
Mr. Babcock
I think that colonies
Mr. Carpenter I believe that deought to be strong to winter well.
fective ventilation is the cause of
Mr. Page
I think that they are poor
wintering.
believe there
I
more apt to have diarrhoea if they are should be a current of air circulating
very strong.
through the hive, but not strong
^ir. Everett
I winter my bees on 6 enough to affect the bees.
frames, if possible. If many frames
Adjourned to meet at 1 p. m.
are used, they are liable to get too
The afternoon session w'as called to
much cold air in the hives.
order at the appointed time.
Mr. Williams: I have wintered both
" Is the production of comb honey
light and strong colonies, but prefer or extracted honey the most
profitstrong ones.
able y" The majority of those presMr. Crooker I contract the brood- ent were in favor of extracted honey.
nest all that is possible, and use sticks
Moved and carried that the names
across the frames.
and addresses of all of the members
"Should bees be old or young to of this Association be printed on
winter?"
postal cards and mailed to each of the
Mr. Danforth thinks that this is a members. Moved and carried that
curious question. Mr. Davis thought the next meeting of this Association
that it was an indefinite term, but be held at Cuba, N. Y., on the first
thinks that they should not breed Tuesday in May, 188.5.
late.
The President asked if any one
Mr. Crooker I am not troubled present had ever tried to fertilize
about late breeding. I do not care if queens inside the hive. Mr. Williams
my bees do breed late, for they winter replied that he had, and described the
ing.

:

;

:

:

:

Please let me explain through the
Bee Journal how to ship extracted
honey. I am getting honey mostly in
barrels, half-barrels and kegs. As I

handle a good deal in a great variety
of packages, I have some experience,
and ascribe to myself a certain
amount of judgment in the matter.

Wishing to be understood by every
shipper of extracted honey, I wish to
tell things in my own manner, and go
into details a little more than I should
if these things were of less importance.

A

lot of honey arrived here from
Shreveport, La., within a few days ;
2 barrels had entirely leaked out,
while 23 more barrels were more or
The owner of the
less damaged.
above lot happened to be here at the
Exposition, and present on the arrival
of the honey, which, no doubt, saved
some unpleasant correspondence. The
honey was in second-hand cypress
barrels.
party in Florida, two
years ago, sent me two barrels of
honey pvit up in second-hand molasses
barrels. These barrels arrived, with
honey from other
a large lot of
parties, but were entirely empty. I
admit that the railroad company
should not have accepted at the other
end, but I am certain that the railroad company here would have succeeded in proving that the fault of
the shipper would have caused the
damages. The same party shipped
again, last year, in new cypress barrels, which were poorly made, as the
grooves for the heads were insufficient. Four barrels arrived here entirely empty, and the fifth one had a
few gallons of honey left in it. The
shipper again was the loser. A party
in Mississippi had shipped to us five
barrels of honey in good, second-hand
alcohol-barrels, out of which about I3'
had leaked before there arrival here.
The shipper had made the mistake of
soaking his barrels with water for
several weeks previous to putting in
the honey, instead of driving the
hoops, or getting his barrels tiglit by
good coopering when they were dry.
This should never be neglected wlien
second-hand barrels are used. Have
them coopered up securely when they
just as well.
process which was very, interesting are dry.
When, after the rinsing
Davis
Mr.
I-think poor honey is a to all.
process, one is satisfied that they are
prolific cause of poor wintering.
It was moved and carried to adjourn tight, they are ready to receive the
" What is the proper condition in at 4 p. m. Sixteen members were honey. Honey-barrels never get tight
which to winter i"'
added to the roll.
by soaking them in water, because
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

A

;
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absorbs the
wood.
Common-sense should tell every one
that goods worth $30 to $40 should
not be trusted to a package worth 40
to 75 cents and shipped any distance.
Four to five hundred pounds of honey
are worth a good, new barrel, if it can
be had, even if it costs S2 or S2.o0
and one should see to it that a good
cooper made it, and that staves and
heads are sufticieutly heavy to carry
the weight of the honey, no matter if
they are made of oak or cypress, if
with iron or good oaken hoops.
A barrel of honey rolled through
our yard had a pebble pressed clean
through a stave. No loss occurred
because we saw it in time, but that it
did not happen some place else and
had the contents spilt, was merely

honey, unlike
moisture from

water,

tlie

;

" Will it injure the corn by so
had no queen, and I now have 53 colSome who had tried it
onies all in good condition. I have doing y"
not taken off any honey yet. but sev- thought not, and some thought that
eral boxes will be ready to take off it would pay to give the farmers so
during this week. Tbe fall flowers much per acre to sow buckwheat in
To encourage
are abundant this season, and if the their neighborhood.
frost does not come early, we will yet them they might be paid in honey.
" AVhat is the best way to dispose
have quite a little crop of honey. A
number of my neighbors keep bees, of honey V" Send to some reliable
and most of them use the box-hive or commission merchant. If you send
log-gum. I scarcely know whether to extracted honey, they prefer it put up

my

bees into the cellar this-winleave them on the summer
stands. I have a good, dry side-hill
for making a cellar; but I do not
know whi'cli would be the better,
cellar or out-door wintering. I send
you a leaf of a box-elder tree which is
affected by the honey-dew that we

put

ter or

have had in this section.
Ponca, Nebr., Sept. 4, 1884.

accidental.

In regard to the question whether
barrels should be waxed. I answer
that I have no objections to barrels
It is not necessary.
being waxed.
But barrels must be tight before they
are rinsed, and the honey is put in.
This is of vital importance to the
producer, shipper and dealer. It may
be of interest to some to know that
oaken honey-barrels, when emptied,
cannot be excelled for wine, cider or
vinegar barrels, but cypress barrels
should not be used for such purposes.

Honey has again commenced to
accumulate, and I request every one
not to ship any to me without previous arrangements. I had on hand,
one day last fall, no less than 600
barrels of honey. I was overstocked,
and I do not wish to have the same
occur again this year. No break in
the market was caused by me, because I held the honey until the supply was needed. But a reckless shipping to commission houses should be
avoided by all who expect to make a
living profit out of their product.
Cincinnati, O., Sept. 16, 1884.
For tbe American Bee Joumai.

Bee-Keeping in Nebraska.
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Iowa State Convention.
In last week's Bee .Journal will
be found the report of the apiarian
display at the Iowa State Fair, and
also a report of the Convention held
at that time during the day. Tbe following is a report of the evening
meeting which was held during the
Fair:

The evening

was

called to
order by President O. Clute at the

session

appointed time. All business having
been attended to in the afternoon, the
evening was spent in the asking and
answering of tlie following questions:
" Is there any foul brood in the State
Foul brood is supposed to
of Iowa
have existed for some time in Clinton,
Clinton county, and in the neighboring towns, and is steadily spreading
and working its way down the Mis-

y

sissippi river, until
posed to exist at

now it is supLe Claire, Scott

County, Iowa.
" Has anybody an idea or method
In
of preventing "its spreading V"
Michigan they have a very strict law
to prevent its spreading. It requires
every one who has foul brood in his

in barrels, it being a cheaper way to
it up in proportion to the quantity
of honey, and quicker to handle, and
easier to store away than when put
up in small packages. It will net
about cents per pound. Always dispose of as much as possible in your

put

home market. For home market put
it

in small tin-pails.

Do you ever have trouble by the
commission men keeping it on hand
very long ?" No
the longest time
being three months.
"

:

Is it necessary to use separators
for comb honey
Some thought that
So far
it was. and others opposed it.
as profit is concerned it is about equal,
'•

V

as that produced
with separators
brings a little more in price ; but

enough more can be produced without
separators to pay the difference in
price.

" Can virgin queens be safely introduced ?" In answer to this question. ^Ir. O. O. Poppleton read an
essay on introducing queens.
After some discussion it was decided that virgin queens could not be
introduced with safety at all times
but that fertilized queens could be
introduced with certainty.
" Does it pay to supersede a queen
when she becomes old V" Yes.
" Does it pay to double up colonies?"
Some favored it. and some did not.
Owing to the fact that a large number of the members did not stay on
the grounds over night, and that a
storm appeared to be brewing, on
motion the meeting then adjourned.
Wji. Goos, Sec.
Rev. O. Clute, Pres.

apiary to burn the hives in which it
Read at the Maine State Convention.
exists.
I think that it would be -adMy bees are doing well for this visable to have a committee make out Extracted or Comb Honey— Which ?
country ; and are now storing honey a good Bill in regard to foul brood,
JOHN REYNOLDS.
very fast. They have been swarming and bring it before the State legislaever since Aug. 15, but I think that ture.
I have been a bee-keeper for many
"If exposed, will bees carry it to
they are through now. I have one
colony which lost its queen in .lune, their ovra hives, if they are in a good years, yet this is my first year's experience in producing extracted honey.
and I have been trying ever since to condition V" Yes.
" Will some one describe it i"' It is My apiary, after recovering from
get them to accept a queen, but they
either lose or destroy her every time. so well described in all of the bee- spring dwindling, yielded 410 lbs. of
I have kept up the colony by giving publications that it is useless ty de- extracted honey, aild 14.50 lbs. of comb
honey, which furnishes a practical
them brood from another colony. I scribe it here.
" Can a locality be overstocked V" answer to the question under considergave them queen-cells two or three
good many members thought tliat ation.
times, and they seem to hatch the
I find by actual calculation, that on
queens all right, but by some means it could be, "and others thought not.
afterwards. After considerable discussion it was an area of .36 square miles, there was
they were
destroyed
produced last year, about 4000 lbs. of
There were no eggs of any kind laid left undecided.
" Has anv one made a success in comb honey, (reckoning two pounds
in the comb. I have had the worst
luck that I ever had in losing queens, planting for honey V" Some thought of extracted honey equal to one pound
this summer. I lost 5 colonies during that it paid to plant for honey, and of comb honey.) "Now, as there are
about 18}-^ inhabitants to the square
July, on account of the young queens others thought not.
being destroyed and the'bees robbing.
"Is catnip a good honey-plant V" mile in Maine, this would give 666 as
I have two rows of hives standing On some soil it does well, but it is the number of the inhabitants on 36
square miles. By dividing 4000 lbs.
about 10 feet apart, and I thought easily choked out by weeds.
" Does it pay to plant buckwheat ?" of honey by 666. gives a little over 6
that the trouble might have been on
pounds of comb honey to each inhabYes.
account of the queens being misled.
" Will it do to sow the buckwheat itant in 2tlaine, (taking the year's
I doubled up the troublesome colony
product on 36 square miles, as a basis
with another one this morning, that among the corn V" Y''es.
A. GIB80N.

A

;
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divide 4000 lbs. for two years since it was reduced
about 112 poiiiids from the granulated state.
I find that grocers are willing to
as tlie product of one square niilti;
then multiply ;>."),000, the number of take comb honey in limited quantities,
square miles in Maine, by 11:2, and we but have a decided objection to exof caleulatioii).

by

8(1,

and we

Now,

Kor

liave

liave 3,i)a).000 lbs. of comb lioiu-y as
the actual possibilities of production
in Maine last year. This at ioc. per
Eound, amounts to $7S4,0o0. Now, as
ee-keepinj;' is but in its infancy, and
our apiarists unskilled in the application of the science, it is not unreasonable to supi)ose that this estimate

tracted honey.

Why

is

this so ?

One

grocer told me that there was a decided prejudice against extracted
honey in his locality. Another grocer
took fifteen jars on commission and
said that lie did not know whether he
could sell it, but would try. I saw
him the other day, and he had dismight be doubled. This would give posed of ten jars of it at the same
7,S40.000 lbs. as the probable possibili- price as comb honey and he said that
ties of Maine's yearly honey crop.
his customers liked it.
Now then, as we usually get two But another says, " How much do
pounds of extracted honey to one you ask for your comb and extracted
pound of comb honey, we shall have, honey y" "I wholesale comb honey
if we run wholly for extracted honey, at 20 cents and extracted at 12 cents
" What is wax worth V"
7,840,000 lbs. of extracted honey, as tlie per pound."
"About how much wax
actual possibilities of Maine this year, "32 cents."
or 224 pounds per square mile. We will a pound of honey yield ?" "Oh,
find 6 pounds of comb honey as the perhaps an ounce, more or less."
The grocer looked thoughtful a moamount aniuially allotted by nature
to each inhabitant of Maine, in our ment and turned away without compresent knowledge of the science. ment, as comment to his mind was
Are we satisfied with this small allow- unnecessary. The fact was, the whole
ance of t) pounds of comb or 12 pounds thing smelt of adulteration to him
of extracted honey V We cannot have and we had given him the figures
both, and thus it remains for each with which to prove it. But his acone individually to decide which he tions spoke louder than words, " you
shall produce, comb honey or extracted bee-men sell us honey in the comb for
20 cents. When you go to the trouble
honey.
I find, by talking with quite a num- to extract other honey and sell it for
ber of grocers, that the market de- 12 cents, when you might have had
mands comb honey in their immediate 20 without extracting, and the ounce
vicinity. I find, also, by reading some of wax you sell for 2 cents more, makbee-papers, that the market demands ing your pound of extracted net you
comb honey and that its production only 14 cents, when we would have
is setting s'trongly in that direction. been glad to have given you 20 cents
Mr. T G. Newman in his work" Bees for it in the comb !"
And when we try to explain by telland Honey," says; "To-day comb
honey is the preference for table use ing him that we use the comb over
and if we would cater to the public again in tlie hive, and that it costs in
want, we must put that article in its honey nearly two-thirds as much to
most attractive shape." In regard to make the comb as the comb holds,
extracted honey, he says, "none but then lie is puzzled again, and when
a thoroughly good article should be the question is put, "Sir, will you
produced and placed upon the market, have some of our extracted honey," toas the price depends on its quality ;" day ?" he first looked thoughtful, then
and further, " a good article of ex- wise, then turned away with a shake
tracted honey has excellent qualities, of his head or a " no I thank you," as
which when well known will com- much as to say, " maybe what you say
mend it to all consumers, and is equal is true, but "this bird is not to be
in every respect to the best comb caught with chaff a second time."
I saw at once tliat my chance to get
honey."
"Every bee-keeper should fully sup- twenty cents for my extracted honey
ply his own locality, and he should was fully as good, if not better, than
let it be distinctly understood that it to get a less price, and as the cost of
is the pure honey, taken from the creating a market was quite an item,
combs by centrifugal force; that I then resolved to put comb and exnothing is added to it and nothing tracted at the same price hereafter.
To those who are now using an
taken trom it, except the comb that
it is not the old-fashioned " strained extractor and know what you can do,
honey," which was obtained bv being I would say, do not make much
taken from dead bees, pollen, mashed change, unless you can do it for the
brood, etc., but that it is the pure better sale of your honey. To those
liquid gathered from the flowers,which who have not yet gone into it, I would
will give health to the body, force to say, "don't," or not largely, unless
the mind, and strength to the intellect you have the brain force to create
your own market and maintain it by
of those who eat it."
"The fact should be known that square, honorable dealing.
granulated honey can be reduced to
its Hquid state in a few moments, by
The Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers'
placing the jar containing it in warm Association will hold its second anwater. When thus liquefied, it so nual meeting in Beckley's Hall, South
remains for some time before again Side. Waterloo, Iowa, on Oct. 1 and 2,
crystallizing. Consumers may be sure 1884. Reduced rates over the differof a wholesome article by purchasing ent railroads. All interested are corgranulated honey and reducing it." I dially invited to attend and make this
was shown a jar of honey in the liquid one of the best meetings in the State.
state which had been thus liquefied
H. O. McElhany, Sec.
;

"

;

i^
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Controlling Increase,
Q.
It is not

etc.

W. DKMAKKE.

my

purpose to " moralize,"

as the manner of some is on such occasions as this. Let the past with its
successes and failures suflice us. It
is with the present and future that

we have

to deal.

It is

enough

that the past honey season

been satisfactory to most of

to say

lias

not

us.

The flow of nectar from white
clover was marvelously profuse, but
the period was too short to give a full
crop. Many of us made the mistake
of laying our plans too broad for the
short harvest, which
we did not
anticipate.
I, for one, have learned
something in that direction, and from
that experience.
Hereafter, I shall
work my bees for what is in sight,
and broaden my plans if the occasion
demands and
I

wish to

fact that

justifies it.
call your attention to

many persons

the

to talk

ijegin

and write as though bee-culture, as a
science and as a practical industry,
has reached the top round of tlie
ladder. Let no one be deceived by
the exhausted ideas of such. I am
willing that it shall go to record when
I say here, that the present mode of
handling or manipulating bees and
bee-implements, in short, the present
system of bee-keeping, which we
proudly call the " modern system,"
will, in the near future, be revolutionized and made a thing of memory
only.

There is no question, pertaining to
apiculture in the South, of so much
importance as that of controlling increase.
In the North, where long,
cold winters hold the " balance " witn
the grip of death, it is well enough to
say, "let the bees swarm." With us,
bees succumb to nothing but the expiration of
the lease of life, or
straight-out starvation. Not a fatal
case of the disease known as dysentery or diarrhcea, in the North, has
ever come to the knowledge of the
writer, in all Central and Southern
Kentucky.
Most of us have seen
bees with distended bodies when confined to the hives unusually long during unusually cold winters
but a
single flight in the open air is all that
is necessary to restore them to a normal condition. The Southern apiarist
smiles at the conceit of the pollen and
hibernation
theorists.
Our bees
gather pollen eight months in the
year, and "snap their fingers" at
pollen chimera.
As to the " sleepy-headeduess " of
In .January, 1881, my bees
bees:
could be seen either on the wing or
stirring about the entrances of the
hives every day but three in that
month. They wintered well without
sleep ('?). Why, sirs, if I should follow the advice of some who say, " let
the bees swarm," my apiary would
multiply to 2,000 colonies in four
years, provided that I would covenant
to let none of them starve
In the light of these facts, any
system of management that does not
put the matter of increase entirely at
the disposal of the apiarist, needs
;

!
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improvement, and

is sure to be improved. It occurred to me years ago
that if queenless bees could be employed to produce honey, the problem
would be solved ; and, now, after experimenting considerably in that
direction, I am prepared to say that I
can control increase by employing
queenless bees to gather my surplus
crop of honey ; and in order that
others may aid me in perfecting the
new system, I will here give you a
description of the practical working
of the plan
In the early part of the honey season, the surplus cases are adjusted on
the hives in the usual way, and
"turther proceedings continued " till
the colonies show signs of swarming.
I then move the old hive from its
stand and put a new (or empty) hive
in its place, and fill up the new hive

use the supers or surplus cases adjusted on a recess bottom-board.
When running a colony for comb
honey, I will work a case of shallow
extracting-combs on the recess board,
and underneath the section-cases, to
catch the pollen, if any is brought in.
My recess bottom-boards are made
just the width of the hive 1 use, and
two inches longer.
strip of wood
%xJ8 of an inch is nailed to three
sides of the board to give " bee space"
under the cases which rest on the
elevated rim formed by the strips of
wood. The extra two inches in the
length of the board is for an alighting-board.

A

I

have now given

my new

increase

controlling

system of

— suppressing

swarming, if you prefer the terms,
and producing honey with queenless
bees. Of course there will be much

with empty combs, one of which must criticism. A large minority of beecontain some larvse just hatched from culturists have always refused to
the eggs. The case or cases for sur- accept anything " new " until they
plus honey are now lifted off of the have' added some " improvement,"
old hive and set, with all the bees in worthless though it may be, to the
them, on tlie new hives. You now new improvement or device. I do not
look up the queen and put the combs object to this. Many flue inventions
in which she is found, in your comb- have been born of absurdity.
box, and tlien proceed to shake the
Christiansburg, Ky.
bees from the combs into the old hive
right in front of the new one, having
first provided a slanting board to lead
the bees to the entrance.

the old hive at right angles with the
new one. It is best to spread a cloth
over the old hive to disguise it for a

James

It will be seen

extracting from my 70 colonies.
Heretofore I have only extracted from
30 colonies. I will report when the
season is over.
Jno. A. Emison.
Missouri Valley, Tex., Sept. 5, 1884.
full

—

Answer. The best I can do in answering the above, is to say that
Dzierzon and many other students of
entomology have declared the same as
the " committee " to which you refer.
Several of our leading apiarists have
observed what induced them to believe that the drones of a pure queen
ANSWERS BY
which was impurely fertilized, were
Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich. not pure. I do not consider myself

general interest.
o. This department

is

not

intended for

Killing Bees.

any one's wares — therefore
questions concerning the manufacture of
advertising-

Your answer to my questions about
the killing of the little black bees, is
wide of the mark. It is now 26 days
since I first noticed the killing of
them, and they are still at it. Nearly
all the oldest and most experienced
bee-keepers in this vicinity have seen
them, and all agree that they have
Strange Noise in a Bee-Hive.
never seen anything like them. The
Every afternoon for the last two black bees do not work, and that, I
weeks I have heard a noise in one of think, is the reason they kill them.
my strong Italian colonies, which Sometimes the workers get so much
sounds exactly like a boy blowing in excited about it that they kill each
an empty vial or bottle. When I first other. I opened the hive yesterday
heard it, I thought that was what it and found plenty of brood. This was
was, but my wife said it was in one of
my strongest colony, and I have taken
the bee-hives, and upon examination
18.5 pounds of comb
honey from it
I found tliat she was correct. It can
Ihis season. Can you not give another
be heard 80 feet from the hive. What
guess, as I am still in the dark
isitV
J. N. Smoot, M. D.
H. J. NORTHKUP.
Fulton, Ky., Sept. 9, 1884.
Lansingburg, X. Y., Sept. 5, 1884.
Answer. I will give up this puzAnswer.— I shall have to give up
zle before I attempt an answer.
I
have had no experience in any such your peculiar conundrum, for I, too,
case, and you IJeing on the ground, have never seen any thing like it.
are best able to get under the cause of
the strange phenomenon.
'

goods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor—
THOS. G. NEWniAN,
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

—

m

my

unpurely mated. After a protracted
drouth of some 4 months, my bees are
now on a " boom " on the second
bloom of the Brazil or red-wood. I
extracted about 400 pounds of honey
last week, making in all, thus far,
some 2.000 pounds. If the Brazil
holds out another week, I will have a

yet decided upon that subject. As
yet I have never seen any thing to
Rulef^ tor tliis Department.
warrant me in believing that the great
naturalist, Dzierzon, is mistaken in
1. Give your name and post-offlce address.
2. Be brief, and to the point.
his theory, though such men do some3. Send no simi>le questions, such as are
times err.
answered in the bee-books.
4. Ask
only such questions as are of

so.

that the new hive
contains nearly all of the field workers, and a large portion of the young
bees for comb-builders, while the old
hive has all the brood with the queen,
and enough workers and nurses to
push forward brood-rearing.
The bees in the new hive will start
queen-cells and gather honey with
the greatest rapidity. In five or six
days we begin to turn the old hive, a
little at a time, so as to stand close
by the side of the new one, bringing
the entrances of both hives, practically, together.
At the expiration of
ten days if the honey season continued good— the old colony will be
strong enough to spare additional
working force to the honey-producing
colony
the new hive and to accomplish this, all we have to do is to turn
the old hive back to its former position,at right angles with the new hive,
at a time when the bees are in the
fields in full force, and as they come
home loaded, they will enter the new
hive and recruit its failing strength.
Of course the queen-cells must be
removed, and freshly-hatched larvse
given in their place. When all danger
of swarming is over, the old hive is
brought in line with the new one, and
the bees are united by " tiering up "
the new hive on the old one, and thus
the honey-harvest is finished up by
the united colony.
It will be noticed that I speak of
employing two hives for each colony,
which 1 distinguish by the terms
" new " and " old." Well, now I propose to dispense with the extra cost
of the " new hive," and in its place

ing, I had hoped that some of the
" lights " would
have noticed the
theory. If the queen, unmated, can
produce the drone, the Italian queen
the Italian drone, why may she not
have the power to do the same when
impurely mated ? With me this is no
idle question.
I am trying to Italianize
apiary, and I have but 4
pure queens, and 20 pure ones but

Mllxat and gloiu.

Place the

combs back in the old hive, to which
add the comb with the queen, and set

day or

mated with a black drone,
pure Italians V" The committee having the question under advisement,
reported "yes ;" the convention dissented. As it is a matter of vital
interest to all beginners in bee-keepthat has

;

'i

—

i

I

I

The Purity

of Drones.

Preparation of Honey for the Marproduction and care
of both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition pf bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
ket, including the

In the Texas Bee-Keepers' Conventhe report of which was published in the Bee J(jruRNAL, I find
this as one of the questions discussed
" Are drones from an Italian queen
tion,

:
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crop, and with favorable weather a The honey -extractor was a novelty to
large crop of honey has been pro- many. Several supposed it to be a
duced yet a near neighbor who put "refrigerator" of some kind, but a
on boxes at the close of the clover little explanation changed their minds.
b'oom, and let the weeds grow over The following are a few of those who
his hives until they could hardly be received premiums
Best colony of
seen, has received no surplus, and bees, S. W. Myers largest display of
queen
been
very
bees
alive,
a
W.
Myers largest
thinks
that
"this
has
S.
Delightful Weather for Bees.
have never had and best display of comb honey, G.
poor season.''
very
hot
now
having
days
;iie
any honey-dew, but an abundance of W. Keeler. Mr. Keeler also received
and warm sunimer' evenings. It "is pollen yet willi loss in wintering not the first premium on the best display
the best fall for bees to gather honey exceeding 1 per cent., our bee-keepers of extracted honey, and best sample
that we have had for some years. feel no alarm about the pollen theory. of comb honeynot less than 10 pounds.
Yesterdav the bees returned from the
Largest and best display of samples
Athens, Pa.
I). F. Park.
fields by" the thousands, before the
of different kinds of honey, S. W.
showers' came. Tlie air seemed not
Myers. The general feeling with our
like September— but we are liable to Not One Pound Per Colony.
bee-men, and bee-women, too, was to
have almost any thing up here, yet
This region of country is nearly a try to do better next year. The dismore apt to have early frosts tlian total failure, so far as a honey crop is play seemed to add a new zeal to apimidsummer-like concerned.
delightful
such
apiary will not aver- culture, and many bee-keepers were
weather as we are now enjoying.
No led to inquire when the next county
age one pound to the colony.
Jno. MORllIS.
honey was secreted in the flowers. bee-keepers' meeting would be held,
1884.
Sept.
11,
Maustou, Wis.,
All of our hopes are blighted this for they wanted to attend. The :\Iaiyear.
shall County, Iowa, Bee Keepers' AsJ. W. Margrave.
Hiawatha, Kans., Sept. 17, 1884.
sociation will meet at the Court House
Only One-Half a Crop.

simis^mmf

;

:

;

;

We

We

;

My

We are now in the midst of goldenrod bloom, and the weather is splendid for bees to gather honey from it.
We need it too, as bees have not
gathered any surplus lioney since
July 3. I am now looking over all of

in

Bee-Keepers' Meeting.

We had a very pleasant and profitable meeting at Purdue College on
Tuesday, Sept. 2, with President Dr.
L. Snyder in the chair. Our next
their meeting will be on the first Saturday

my

examining
colonies, and
which have
condition, and those
combs to spare I take tliem and give
them to those that are in need of
any. Tliis is a good time to open the
hives, as there is no danger from robcan count this year's honey
bery.
harvest only half a crop.

We

Wm. Bolling.
Dunkirk, N. Y., Sept.

8, 18.84.

in

October, at which time

we

shall

W. Sanders.

Sept. 18, 1884.

Goldenrod.

discuss several subjects of much inPlease give the name of the enterest to bee-keepers. We cordially closed flower and its value as a lioneyinvite all who have an interest in the plant. It grows around here in large
" faithfull little workers " to be pres- quantities, and bees leave buckwheat
ent at 1 p. m. on the appointed day, for it.
II. Herrick.
at Purdue College, Lafayette, Ind.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept. 16, 1884.
J.

M. Hicks.

Battle Ground, Ind.

Enclosed, find specimen of plant,
The honey crop in this part of the
which please name through the Jour- country is nearly a total failure.
nal. It yields a good deal of honey From 75 colonies, spring count, I have
and of fine flavor. It grows on low, increased to 120, and while the most
wet land and from three to five feet of them have ample stores for their
high, witli a great many branches.
own winter use, I have not yet taken
Wyoming, Iowa. J. E. Hunter.
200 pounds of surplus honey. Some
of them are now working quite lively
[This is the blue vervain, verbena
in the sections, but I cannot hope for
hastata, which has been very often much honey, because of the lateness
described as an excellent honey-plant. of the season. We are having our
July weather in September.
T. J. BURRILL.]
J. R. Baker.
Keithsburgh, 111., Sept. 10, 1884.
Report for 1884.

—

commenced

J.

Le Grand, Iowa,

Lit is goldenrod, and
honey-producer.— Ed.]

is

an excellent

Crop Almost a Total Failure.

Blue "Vervain.

honey on
la., Honey Show.
July 2, and tinislied on Aug. 11. My Marshall Co.,
average is 2.S7 pounds to the colony.
The Apiarian Department at the
Both bottom and top-boxes are full Marshall County Agricultural Fair
now for their own use. My whole was a grand success for a beginning.
crop was put in -^-gallon tin-cans. I The exhibition of bees and honey was
used new cans and cases, and sold my quite large, although the premium
honey, delivered at the depot, at Gfi list was not all represented. It was
cents per pound. Twelve tons was the one of the most attractive features in
amount of my crop.
the Floral Hall, and was viewed by
hundreds of inquisitive spectators.
J. E. Pleasants.
Santa Ana, Calif., Sept. 12, 1884.
The display of comb and extracted
honey was grand and beautiful to behold. But one colony of bees was
Best Season for Several Years.
exhibited in an observatory hive. Mr.
The honey crop of this vicinity is S. W. Myers had a fine display of
the best that we have had for several queens, so that they were easily seen
years.
White clover yielded a surplus by spectators, many of whom had
of 2.') pounds per colony, which was never seen a queen bee. Mr. Koefer,
good in view of the empty condition on the third day of the Fair, brought
of the hives at the opening of the a fine bouquet of honey-producing
season. Sweet clover was abundant flowers in olooni, consisting of 22
in blossom, but produced but little varieties, and all properly labeled,
honey.
Buckwheat was the great which was interesting to exaniine.
I

Marshalltown, Iowa, on Saturday,

Oct. 4, 1884, at 10:30 a. m. Subjects
for discussion, "Fall care and winter
care of bees."

to extract

"Worst Season for 10 Years.
AVe have no new honey this year,

and all of the old honey is gone. I
have 80 colonies of bees, and not five
pounds of honey.
One man had a
little early honey at the Fair, and he
will have to feed that back for winter.
We have less honey this year than for
ten years past.
Cannot some one
send us enough for a taste when company comes V
R. C. Aikin.
Shambaugh, Iowa, Sept. 1.5, 1884.
Convention at Chicago.

^'

The Northwestern Bee- KeepAssociation will hold its fifth
annual convention at Owsley's Hall,
northwest corner of Robey and West
Madison streets, Chicago, 111., on
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. l.S
ers'

and 16, 1884, commencing at 10 a. m.
on Wednesday, and holding five sessions. Those who have attended one
of these annual reunions will need
no urging to induce them to come
again those who have not, should remember that Father Langstroth characterized the last meeting as " repre;

senting the largest number of large,
practical and successful honey-producers of any convention that he had
ever visited."
This meeting being
held during the Inter-State Industrial
Exposition, reduced railroad fares
may be had on nearly all of the railW. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
roads.
C. C.

Miller,

Pres.

!
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Create a Local

J'pcciiXl 'g^oticc 5.

Now

The Bee Journal

Honey Market.

PURE HOLY-LAP

the time to create Honey
Markets in every village, town and
for 1885.

city.

is

Wide

-

awake honey producers

should get the

$25.00 Cash Premiums.

Honey"

Leaflets "

Why

eat

(only 50 cents per 100), or else

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
offer the following

(jUEENS.

Howard's importation of Holy-Land Queen are
the only pure queens of this race in this country.
We have 2 of the finest queens that Mr. H. imported, and will have by Sept. Ifi, Km young queens
from them. They will be tertilized :i miles from
all other bees, and we guarantee them to be equal
in every respect to the imported queens. Price,
*2.(iOeach. A copy of the Bee-Ket;per'8 HandyBook or one of our combined Queen and Drone
Traps will be ^iven with each queen. We can send
you as fine Italian or Albino queens as can be purchased in the world. Warranted queens, $1.00

the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
and Medicine," and scatter them each; tested. $1.50 select-tested, $s.(Mt each.—
Secure your breeding-queens for another season.
plentifully all over the territory they 37A4t
HKNRY ALLKY, Wenham, Mass.
can supply with honey, and the result
will be a demand that will readily take
1 offer HYBUID BEES for Sale in Langstroth or
CA.SH PKEMIUjrS FOR CLUBS.
all of their crops at
remunerative other
hives, with 30 lbs. of good honey for wintering. Price, $4.00 per colony.
R. S. BECKTELL.
prices.
The
prices
for
"Honey
as
Food
$10.00 for the largest club received
37A3t
Three Oaks. Mich.
"
are as follows
at this office beforeFeb. 1, 188.5 (either and Medicine
Dadaut'sFouiulatioiiFactory, wholesale
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
I^OCAIi REPORTERS ^VAIVTED.
postpaid for $10.00
or IQQO for
We want an agent and local reporter in every
$4.00
$.5.00 for the second largest
$1500- On orders of 100 or more, community to represent <!ity itiid Country,
furnish us from time to time such facts as we
$3.00 for the fourth
for the third
we will print, if desired, on the and
may require. Send lo cents for credentials and
$2.00 for the fifth and $1.00 for the cover-page, "Presented by," etc.. full particulars regardine services and compensaAddress, Will C. Turner & Co., Publishers
(giving the name and address of the tion.
sixth largest club.
'*City and Country**' Columbna* Ohio.
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
::4Ai8t
All former offers of Premiums are alone will pay him for all
trouble
;

BEES FOR SALE.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

his

now withdrawn.

and expense— enabling him to dispose
The price of the Weekly Bee Jour- of his honey at home, at a good profit. Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Qlass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
nal for 188.5 is $2.00 for one copy
^" To give away a copy of " Honey
$3.80 for two copies (to the same or as Food and Medicine " to every one who Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
Apply to
C. F. MXJTH,
different post-offices)
$5..50 for three buys a package of honey, will sell almost 976 and 978 Central Ave..
CINCINNATI, O.
^~8endl0c. forPractiealHlntBto Bee-Eeepers.
copies $7.20 for four copies and for any quantity of it.
five or more copies, $1.7.5 each.
DR.
We have decided to publish the
Convention Hand-Book.
Monthly Bee Jouknal for next year
It is a nice Pocket Companion for HAND
BOOK OF HEALTH,
of the same size and shape as the bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
Hints
and Ready Recipes,
Weekly, (which contains about the on toned paper, and bound in cloth;

;

;

;

FOOTE'S

reading matter as price 50 cents.
It
contains a copy of a model
the present jMonthly,) at .50 cents a "
Constitution and By-Laws " for tlie
year; two copies (to the same or dif- formation of Societies for Bee-Keepferent post-offices) for 00 cents
three ers— a simplified manual of Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
copies for $ ..30 four copies for $1 .70
the guidance of officers as well as
Ave copies for $2.00 more than five members, a blank form for making
copies for 40 cents each. The time has statistical
reports
a Programme
questions
for
discussion
at
been extended on all portions of next of
such meetings— model Premium Lists
year, which have been paid for at the
for Fairs which may be contracted or
rate of $1.00.
enlarged, and then recommended to
Subscriptions for two or more years the managers of adjacent County or
for one person, will count the same District Fairs— 32 blank leaves for

same amount

of

;

1

;

is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, i_if the Utmost Im-

portance to Everybody, concerning their daily
Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
It Costs only T\»^ENXY-FI
CENTS,
and contains 38 pages, and Is sent by mall*
post-paid, on receipt of* price. This is Just
the Book that every family should have.
habits of Eating.

VE

;

;

—

IT

What to

TELLS ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

How to Eat it.
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Porils of

How to

Summer,

Breathe,

Overheating Houses,
Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair,

Bathing— Best way,
Lungs k Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid them,
Clothing-what to Wear
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Exercise,

Care of Teeth.
After-Dinner Naps,

Restoring the Drowned. Headache. cause&

jotting down interesting facts, etc.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
as each year for a different person.
Croup— to Prevent.
We have aimed to make it suitable for edness.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for any locality, and a book that will comIT TELLS HOW TO CURE
18a5 will have all the numbers for 1884 mend itself to every bee-keeper in the Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, (:hilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns.i'oughs, Cholera. Diarrhcea, Diphtheria. Dysfree that are published after the sub- English-speaking world.
Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
We have had some bound in Russia entery,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
scriptions are received at this office.
Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisonleather, with colored edges— price 60 Hoarseness.Itching,
ing, Moles. Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,

Trial SuBSCRraERS.— The Weekly

cents.

Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Dlcera, Warts.
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

Bee Journal will be sent to any new
subscriber in North America from now
until the end of 1884 for 30 cents.
This offer is intended to aid those who
are getting up clubs at Fairs, Conventions, etc., and should add several
thousand to our readers during the

It will Save Doctor Bills
They are in Langstroth portico-hives, with
Price only ZS Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,
standard L frames. All in flrst-elass condiTBOMAS e. NE^TMAN,
tiOQ, with from 20 to 30 pounds of good
S25 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILli.
honey for winter. The combs are all straight
and all worker, and are built mostly on Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
wired frames. In lots of 1 to 10

next month.

39A4t

^

150

Colonies of ITALIAN

BEES

at $4.50 each

10 to 25 at
each.

$4,2,")

each

;

.50

;

or more, at $4.00

Richmond, McHenry

Co., 111.

The Tuscarawas County Bee-

Keepers' Association will hold its next
meeting at the apiary of Geo. F. Williams, in New Philadelphia, O., on
Thursday, Oct. 23. 18.S4.
G. F. Williams, Sec.
A. A. Fradenburg, Pres.

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

CH. SHIBL.EV.

Land-Owners, Attention!
All persons who have lost Real Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL
SALES, are invited to corresjiond with
RICKEIi ic BIXL,, attorneys at Law.
41 First .\ve., t'cdar RapIdK, loiva, alul
they will learn something to theiradvantage.

DOUGHERTY

&

McKEE,

Indianapolis, Ind.,
Manufacturers of and

KEEPERS'

Dealers

SIiPPlilES and

BEEHONEY.

in

Langstroth HIVE8 a Speeialty. Dadant's
Foundation, Bingham Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections, E.xtractors
Iiist.

our Price

and Honey Jars.

Send for
14A26t

!

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEOANT
KlUBON BADGES, having
a rosette mid gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Price
("onvenlions, etc.
50"ceiits each, by mail, postpaid.

Prices Reduced.

623

GREAT SAINT LOUIS

FAIR,

October 6th to Uth, 1884,

OPEN TO THE WORLD
Entries, Spaces, Stalls and Pens Free to all Exhibitors.

Owins
Beeswax

to a decline in the price of
there will, hereafter, be a

reduction of

5 cents per pound
on

orders for

all

Comb

Foundation.

I pay see, per pound dellTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's name
should always be on each package.

ALFRED

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Slii

CHIC.VGil, ILL.

St.,

^

PATENT:

$50,000 GASH PREMIUMS
APIARIAN

LARGEST

Exhibits the

HALF-FARE RATES

on

all

!

the World

in

Roads during the Fair.

REGULAR LIVESTOCK SALES DURING THE

FAIR.

(^ For Illustrated Premium Lists, or information, address the Secretary.,^
CHARLES GREEN, President.
FESTUS J. WADE, Secretary.
;aA4t

RU Y~AN *

JOUNOyglON

WC.PELHAMk
MAYSVlLtE,KY
a7 A y

I

I

a week at home.
liibsolutely sure.
I

ORGAN

$5.0f> outdt free.
Pay
risk. Capital not re-

No

Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex. young or old,
an make Kreat pay all the time they

squired.
I

^Mirk,

particulars to

with absolute certainty, write for
Portland. Maine.

H.Hallett &Co.,

4AIy

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

COMB FOUNDATION,
^^^^^^ high side-walls.

4

130,000

The Best

FLAT -BOTTOM
to 16 square feet tc

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,

the pound. Circular and samples free
1^^^^^^
"^"^
J, VAN OEUSEN & SONS,

Simpson, Estey & C^mp, and Camo &
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

8tjle Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. <^«^ N. Y.

ESTEY & CAMP,

For Bees, Queens.

188 and I90 State

Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

JiJJSijf

lABly Lock box 9C^5.

Belleville, St,ClairCo..I!l8.

SYSTEMATIC ANDCONVENIENT.

for the working class. Send lo cents
for postage, and we will mail you /rec,
a royal, valuable box of sample Roods

that will put you in the way of makine
nifire money in a few days, than ynu
I
ever thouRht possible at any business.
Capital not required. We will start you. You can
work ai) the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 5'i cents to $5every
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send fi to pay for
the Trouble of writing ua. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

NEWLY

DISCOVERED
Reared by a
method. Every Queen a marvel of tine
development, BEAUTIFUL coloring and
vigorous qualities.

WARRANTED UNEXCELLED.

Select>Tested, to breed

from

Untested
Address,
aOAtf

HORSE,
THEKENDALL,

$3.00
$1.50

DR. C L. TINKER,
New

Philadelphia, Ohio.

M. D.

TREATISE

Rtvin^r an Index of diseases,
A.
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

tahle jrivinK all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent asces, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

;

and much valuable information.
Price 85 ceots.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY ( AP.RLIGE,

THOMAS

REVOLVISa COMB-HANGER,
Tool Box and Beoording Desk Combined.

Syrian-Albino Queens

MAYINGS

BY B. J.

GOLD!

4Aly

CHICAGO.

St.,

Price, conii>Iete, only

$18.00.

925

G.

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO, IUj.

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

QVEENS.-In closing the
HIOH-OBABE
have some fine
Queen trade for this year,

Given'sFoundationPress.

I

high-grade

" business "

Queens, which will be sold

Fine breeding Italian stock
for 40 centH each.
for sale. ti. W. DEMAREE, Christiansburg, Ky.

IB

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPEKIOK for making Comb Foundation either

In

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures

straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

D. S.

Dadant'sFouiulatioii Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

lABtf

eiTEX

<fe

CO..

HOUPESTON.

ILL,

!

;
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A NEW BEE-YEIL*

1884.

HEDDON'S
aoLXJiMiisr.

Sixth

Thousand Just Published

lew aud Enlarged

BEES

WAX

ON SHARES,

Why not send me

5'our

HONEY,

and

OR THE

Management

of an

and

For Comb Foiiudation for 188.5,

Edition

THOMAS

Apiary for Pleasure
by

Profit

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor of thf Weekly Bee Jounutl.

Wax

02.; MVeat

UadlsoB Street.

C'hlcuco, III.

made into the best Given FounIt contains 2-20 profusely
illustrated
dation on sliares, or at a low casli pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
price per pound for making, during tile iiiipriivtMiii'iifs anil inveiitions in this
rajiiilly (lr\clcii.inLr pursuit, aud presents
the less-hurried winter monttis.

There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass; the cover
is of handsome light
material.
It is very
easilj' put together, no tiouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactlj
a paper box
0x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc.. is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

m

ALFRED

to be

If you have no wax, perliaps your
store-keepers liave,and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in

the apiarist witli cNcrythiug tliat can aid in
the successful managiemeut of the lloneyBee. and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

CASH FOR WAX.

1^~A

Apiary
I

offer for

7.5

in cloth, Sl.OO
cents, postpaid.

paper

by

Send t^ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of Eoodswhich will help you to
more money right away than

one of the best

apiaries and very choicest location in

in

Ijibe4-al Diseonnt to Dealers,
tlte Dozen or Hundred.

for Sale.

sale

;

9^3

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street. Chicago,

III.

IF "yOTT "WAITT

VEHICLE,
SEXD A POSTAL CAUD TO THE

COLUMBUS BUGGY CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

flPRIZEi

anything elseinthisworld. All
Southern Michigan.
of either sex, succeed from first When Catalogue and name of nearest dealer,
hour. The br« 'ad road to fortune opens before the where our scpekiok Vehicles can be seen, will be
No other bees kept in the field. workers,
absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, Trutc sent.
House, barn and honey- house, good & Co., Augusta. Maine.
4Aiy
We have the largest factor Yin the world for

and two wells high% acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegrapli offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2-5 rods
cellar, cistern,

manufacturing

;

board fence all on

distant.

J-. ^'c^T".

DEALER

first-class

and SUPERIOR

Bu£gies, Pliaetoii», Liglit Carriages^
Surrey Wagons,

IN

Pnre Italian Bees and (jneens
For farther information, send for Circular.

7Aly

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood third, from
myriads of fall flowers.

E]aK::M:.A.3sr,

RICHMOND,

Fort Bend Co.

TEXAS.

wanted for The Lives of

all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest.handsomest, best book
ever sold for less than twice
our price. The fastest selling

:

;

book in America. Immense
I will give my purchaser a splendid
to agents. All intelligent people want it.
opportunity togaina good home, and profits
Any one can become a successful tigent. Terms
choice honey location.
I will sell free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Me. 4Aly
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
Hives and fixtures of my latest improved patterns.
Write
me for
prices, terms, etc.

Also

New

choice.

Prices

;

$ 3 00

Untested
Untested, after July let
Untested, (perdoz.) after July ist

i

us

1

00
00

11

CIRCULAR for 1884
And be SURE to state whether or not you
have my Circular for 1883.
Address,

•IAME8 HEDOOSr,
DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.

American Village

pails

marketing extracted honey.

made

AND OCR POPrLAR

illus-

u ith the sides tapering-, for

\vith special

ference to filling- them for
the retail honey-trade. They
are made in a superior
manner and are quite
1

linPORXSn ITAILIANS!
Take your

1

jtailsare

Strain,

TcBled. to breed from

1

The accompanying
ations show a nest of

The covers are deep and the

QUEENS!
Our

PIS

HONE!

'

attractive in appearance,
when filled and nicely

the latter most perfect
motion.

Carts,

and free from horse

t^y We make our own wheels from the best timber (sawed by our own mills) that c;in be obtained
from the hills of Southern Ohio— famous for thft
second-growth hickory.

Any of our readers who will inclose 18 cent
stamps, in a letter to the Columbus Buggy Co.»
Columbus, Ohio, will receive in return a beautiful
engraving in colors representing an " Australian
Scene." and their mitnner of traveling in that
24Ai8t
country with ostriches as a motor.

labeled.
7B&.

4B>.

13

ft.

Per doz.$1.25 $1.60 §2.00
Per 100 8.00 10.00 14.50
A. H. NE^TMAN,

CHICAGO

-

-

ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column^

Vandervort FouiKlation

Mill.

6 luch, Price, $25.00.

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send Tor Sumples «fe Reduced PrIce'Llst.
ABif J.VANDERVOBT.Laceyville, Pa.

It

makes the tlnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

AI^FREB H. BTEWMAN.
923

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO,

IL1>.

;;

r?>^ ESTABLISHED eX'G^

(^ (^ OLDEST BEE PAPER
-',V

IN

AMERICA

DEVOTED TO THE TNTETIESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

(
*

111.,

October

Topics Presented

PUBLISHED BV

THOMAS

C.

WEST MADISON

NEWMAN,

Weekly,

S3 a year

;

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Monthly,

SO

1884.

cents.

Absconding Swarms

636

A

634

Dark Picture

Comments on

Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter.

VOL.

Number,

Several Subjects.

XX.-No. 40.

" litiifti

Bee and Honey Show in Indiana. 627
627.
Bees at tlie Iowa State Fair
20
627
Bees Gatliering Honey
637
Bee Journal for l.sas
A
636
Brood Cells

Editor and Proprietor.

925

in this

1,

ADVERTISING RATES.
cents per line of space, each insertion,
For

either the

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

line of this type will contain about "7 words;
lines will occupy ONE-INCU uf space.

TWELVE

.

.

68.5

Transient Advertisements payable

637
Convention Notices
629
Correspondente
TO rORKESPO^DEtSTS.
627
Death of Mr. D. S. Given
628
Tlie Subscription Price of the Weekly Death of Mr. John Madden
Bee Jouknal is ^2.00 a year and of
629
the Monthly, 50 cents ayear in advance. Doolittle's Report for 1884
New Subscriptions can beg-in at any time. Editorial Items
627,628
Club Rates lor tUe Weekly are ^3.80 Honey and Beeswax Market
628
for two copies (to the same or different
It Pays To Use Foundation
636
$.5.50
for three copies
post-otlices)
¥T.*20 for four copies
and for five or
Killed by a Bee-Sting
636
moi'e copies, §1.75 each.
Club Rates lor tlie ITIontlily are two Lake Shore, N. Y., Convention. 632
copies (to the same or different postLocal Convention Directory
637
three copies for
offices) for 90 cents
five copies Only One-Third of a Crop
SI. 30 four copies for $1.70
636
:^'2.00
40
for
more than five copies for
Ontario Convention
634
cents each.
Sending; Jloney.— Remit by Express, Post Selections from Our Letter Box
636
Oflice Order, Postal Xote, or Bank Draft
633
on New York or Chicag-o. If neither of Sexual Functions of Bees
these can be obtained, Rcjrister your Short Honey Crop
637
Letter, affixing stamps both tor postage
Terrible Loss
636
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Express. Money, sent as Transferring Bees at a Fair
62s
above described, is at our risk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on Wluit and How
636
-')
local banks, which cost us
cents each,
Will Bees Produce Dampness ?. 636
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It Wintering Bees
629
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
Winter Stores for Bees
636
holes in the envelope.

Bdltorial Notices.

SO

in

advance.

cents per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn beforethe e.Tplratlon

;

of the contract, will be charii'ed tbe full rale for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

:

THOMAS
»8A

:

G.

NEWMAN,

We^^t Madiaon 6treet.,

ChlcASO,

111.

;

.

:

TO CORRESPOXDENTS.

;

Advertisement** for the next Weekly Bee
Journal, must reach this office by the

:

;

;

.

Fosta<£;e Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,

Saturday of the previous week.

.

Booktm tor Bee-Keepers.~For prices and

.

descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time ])aid for, unless requested to
be continued.
Wlien Avriliuii to this offiee on Business,
correspondents must not write anything:
for publication on the same sheet of
papei-, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering with either part of the letter.
editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Always «;lve llie name of the Post-Office
to which your jiapcr is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
this is done.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Jouknai-. are lettered in g-old
on the back, and make a very convenient
way of preserving the Bee'Joukn.\l as
fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for T.> cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

The

:

Look

stamps for any amount may I)e sent.
Subscription Credits.— The receipt for
money sent us will be given on the

at

Your Wrapper-Label.

XSiJBSCRiBEKS whose

papers reach
this paragraph marked
with a 6Z«e pencil, will please take

every paper. If not
given in two weeks after sending the
address-label of

them with

money, write to us, for something must
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
notice that their subscriptions will
months or years, and then claim a expire at tlie end of the present month.
mistake. The subscription is paid to the
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the Such are marked thus on the label,
wrapper-label. This gives a continual
statement of account.
IjOsI Numbers.— We carefully mail the
Bee Joi'RXAL to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we. will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will
lie sent free upon application.
Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

We do not want to lose
any of our subscribers, and give this To Canadians.— We take Canadian money
'•Oct84."
notice

number

so that all may get every
of the Bee Journal without

for subscription or books

postage stamps

;

and Canadian

may be sent

for fractions

of a dollar.
be
missed. When the money for renewal
is received at this office, the date on
FOREI&N POSTAGE, EXTRA
the label is changed to correspond,
50 cents
Monthly, n cents,
and this change is your receipt. If To Europe— Weekly.
To Australia -Weekly. $1 Monthly, jocents.
there is any mistake made, notify us
Netxbbonr
&
Sods,
London, England, are
George

any break, and no papers

will

:

1

'

I

•

;

:

I

j

I

at once.

I

I

our authjr'-2^d

_,.

_

.o,-

i.

rope.

!
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BOOKS

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Is

attested

by hiuKlreds of the most prac-

to be
the cleanest.briu'htest.fniickest accepted by

and disinterested bee-keeijers

tical

!

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

bees, least apt tusai;. most reirular In color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made,
it Is kept for sale by Messrs.

G.

NEWMAN,

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

On dozen

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual of
the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, §1.25.

Quinby's Neiv Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Hoot.- Its style is ijlain and forcible, makingits

readers realize the fact that the author is

NEWMAN. Chicago. III.,
master of the subject. Price, §1.50.
MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDDH.V. DowaKlac, Mich..
A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
DOt'GHERTV & McKEB. Indianapolis, Ind.,
Embraces ever\'thing pertaining to the care
CHAS. H. (iREEX. Berlin, Wis.,
Freeburg.
III.,
HEKTEL,
Jr.,
of
the Honey-Bee. and is valuable to the
CHAS.
B ee» aud Honey, or Management of an more
W.M. BALL ANTl.NE. Sago, O..
advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
Apiarv tor Pleasure and Profit, by Tho.mas beginner. Cloth. §1.25; paper, §1.
E. L. AKMSTKd.Nli. Jerseyville. 111.
AKTHI:H 'ro]>l>. German town. Philadelphia.Pa. G. NEWM.iN.— It is "fully up with the times,"
Iowa.
E. KRETCHMEK, Coburg.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
in all the various improvements and invenSmyrna. N. Y.
A. H.
C. F.

E. F.

SMITH.

tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everytliing that
can aid in the successful manaKcniriit of the
honey-bee, and at the same tinu' iiroiluce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. ' It emltraces the following- subAncient History of Bees and Honey
jects

DALE. Mortonsville. Ky.
and numbers of other dealers.
C. F.

Write for
list

SAMPLES FREE

and price

of supplies, accompanied with

ISO

fOMPtlMEKTAKX.

:

romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information and contagious enthusiasm.
Price. 750.

The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
L-iNGSTROTH.- This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
L.

—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feed- Price, §2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ing — Swarming — Di%'iding — E.xtracting —
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping. —
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
Queen Rearing- Introducing Queens- Ital- A translation of the master-piece of that most
Bee Pastvn'age a Noc-essity- Quiet- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
We giiar.intee every inch of our Fonn- ianizinjj—
and Hanilling Bees— Tin- MaTiagciiient of in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, §1.50.
dntiou equals te sample in every respect. ing
Bees and Honey at Fairs- Marketing H(:>ney,
CHAS. SADANT d^ SON,
Queen-Rearing, by Henrv Alley.— A
etc. 220 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound in elotli, $1.00; 2 copies for SI. 80; full and detailed account of 2:i years expeSABly
.3 copies for S2.5o; 5 for S4.00; 10 for .57.50.
rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
JPaper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies forSl.iO; easiest and best way of rearing. Price, SI.
3 copies for §2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for §5.00.
Bee -Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Tlie Aplarj- Register, by Thom.\s G. King.— -\ new edition, revised and enlarged.
XEWM-tN'.- A Record and Account Book for Price. §1.00, bound in cloth.

ORIGINAL PATENTS

the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .50
colonies. Sl.OO; for 100 colonies, §1.25 ; for
200 colonies.

Honey
THOM.4S G.

§1.50.

Food and Medlrine, by
Newman.—It gives the various

as

Honey

Honey

Wines,

etc.

—

—

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by THOM.is

—

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or s'ow. juM as you please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always go
Bee-keepers will save mon^y and vexation by
;

buying trenuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
He'therington Uncapping-Knives first. V,'e neither
make nur handle any other supplies; but uf these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45.'XH) in use trom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

plaint.
Wit-i

European and American orders already
eceived for over a.iMRi. there is evidence that 1884
us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
suchgitods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
jpilh

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield).. 3> 2 inch.. ?2 00
" .. 175
Conquerorsmokeri\videshield)3
314 " •• 1 50
Large smoker (wide shield)
" ..125
3
Extra smoker (wide shield)
**
100
2
..
Plain smoker

—

Wonder smoker
1U "
Bingham \- Hetherington Honey Knife,

little
2

65

115

inch

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

rates.

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

BINItJHAM &
6A2Btf

HETHERINGTON,
ABKONIA. MICBt.

Convention

Hand

G. New.m.in.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
—Programme for a Convention. with Subjects
for discussion List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

Prof. Cook.inhisraluable Manual of the Apiarv,
stales that "Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smioker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no i>ne but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingbaiii smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.

)

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Muth.— Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, 10c.
Bzierzon Tlicory. — The fundamental
Ch-AS. F.

as Food ; recipes for making
Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam,
Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the Engllsli or German
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents 100 for
§2.50 500 for §10.00—1,000 for §15.00.—
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

uses of

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling-

and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
management. Price, 15c.

Details their

principles of Dzierzon's sj'Stem of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.

Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
Tlie Hive I I'se, by G. M. Doolittle.

—

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. KoHNKE.— Its origin

Details his

and cure.

Price, 25c.

moore's I'niversal Assistant, and
Complete meclianic. — Contains over
1,000.000 industrial facts, calculations, processes, tt-ade secrets, legal items, businessforms, etc. Price. §2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
to horse owners. It has 35
engraNnngs, illustrating positions of sick

be more useful

TVliy Eat Honey? by THO.v-ts G. horses, aiid treats all diseases in a plain and
NEWM.A.N.— This Leaflet is intended for dis- comprehensive manner. It has many good
tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality, recipes, etc. Price. 25c., in either Engllsb
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50 or German.
cents per 100; 500 copies for §2.25; 1.000
Food Adulteration.- What we eat and
copies for §4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the should not eat. This book should be in every
honey-producer's name and address free, at family. Price. 50c.
the bottom.
Scribner's L.umber and I.og Book.—
Preparation of Honey for tlie Givesmeasurement of all kinds of lumber,
market, including the production aud care logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c»
of both Comb aud Extracted Honey, and
Fislier's Grain Tables. — For castingInstructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
Honey at Fairs, etc.. by Thom.^s G. NEW.M.iX. up
reckoner.tables for plowing,
measurer.ready
This is a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
etc. Price. 40c.
Price, lOe.
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. FooteSwarming:, Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Thom.^s
Beginners,
by
G.
Bees.— Hints to
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
NEWM.4N. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5e.
the Bee JourN-^l, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
G. Newman— Progressive views on this im- Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
portant subject; suggesting what and how to Canada.
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Constitution and By-liaws, for local
26 engravings. Price, 10c.
Associations. §2 per 100. The name of the
Newjian.
Bees in 'Winter, by Thomas G.
Association printed in the blanks oOc. extra.
—Describing Chaff-packing. Cellars and BeeRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, oir
"
Houses. A chapter from Bees and Honey."
which are printed' a large bee in gold, 10c»
Price 5e.
each, or §S per 100.
Bieuen Kiiltnr, by Thomas G.NEW.MAN.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
—In the German language. Price, in paper
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.
covers, 40 cents, or §3 per doz.
;

:

u
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Bee and Honey Show in Indiana.

G.

:

NEWMAN,

EDiTor ,»ND Proprietor.

Death of Mr. L.

S.

Given.

Mr. D. S. Given, the inventor of the
Given Foundatiou Press, died in Los
Angeles, Cal., on July 10, where he
went in November 1881, hoping to
regain his health. He was born in

Muskingum County, O., Dec.

Bees at the Iowa State Fair.

The Porter County, Ind., Vidette,
The Times, a paper published for
gives the following items about the the Fair, has the following items reladisplay of honey at the Fair
tive to the Bee and Honey exhibit of

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

22. 1843,

and removed to Illinois in hStil. In
1S6G and 1867 he was secretary of the
Freedman's lUueau. In 1868 he married Miss Hill, of Pennsylvania, who
has survived him they had one child.
His partner in business is Mr. J. B.
Caldwell, who, in company with the
widow, will hereafter carry on the
business, as will be seen by a notice
on page 638.

It is only a few years since beeculture has taken a prominent part in
the products of the land called Indiana. The old-fashioned bee-hunting, where a man's trowsers was in
constant danger in climbing in search
of honey, with a fair chance of meeting Mr. Bruin to dispute the way, has
been done away with, and but an
occasional land-mark is found of ye
olden times. Porter county, as well
as portions of the State, are progressive and among the exhibitors at the
Fair we notice T. S. Bull & Sons, who
have a line exhibit of honey from
their apiary, live miles north of the
city. They have 200 colonies of bees,
and the products of the year are 1,200
;

the Rev. O. Clute

To

:

A very interesting

display

was that

of Rev. O. Clute, of Iowa City, consisting of tine extracted honey, and
also of numerous glazed cases showing different kinds of bees.

Hon. Thomas B. Wales, came
from Iowa City with a magnificent
herd of thorough-bred Ilolstein cattle,
party consisting of
himself,
daughter and son, the Misses Nellie
his

Younkin and
City,

Editli Shipley, of Iowa
and the Rev. O. Clute and his

two

assistants

play.

in

the

apiary

dis-

This happy family had at their

disposal

two large wall-tents, sub-

divided into reception room, dining
hall, boudoirs, sleeping apartments
comb, and 10,000 pounds of and kitchen, and lived al fresco in
extracted honey.
most luxurious style.
limes artist
Another exhibitor in the bee-depart- has attempted tlie portrayal of their
ment, is Dwiglit Furness, of Furness- canvas home. That the young ladies
ville.
He has a large number of colo- can prepare an excellent" picnic dinnies, and his specialty is comb honey. ner,
another Times representative
He has a tine exhibit, and a new idea will testify.
he shows is in pound packages enThe engraving shows the family
closed in a neat paper basket which
makes a neat package for dealers to •tent to good advantage. They must
have had an enjoyable time.
Canadian subscribers let us handle.

pounds

of

A

;

i^

HOiNEY.

say tliat we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Faitner's
Adi-ocate of London, Ont., and the

MARRIED.— In

Cleveland,

Ohio,
Bees Gathering Honey.
by the Rev. William
Gaston, pastor of the North PresbyMonthly Bee Journal for one year
The Kansas Bee-Keeper gives the
terian Church, at his residence 1083
at SI. 25 for the two. This is a rare Superior street. Alfred J. Fisher and following rules to indicate
to novices
chance to obtain two good papers for Miss Lora ]M. Kinsey, both of East when bees are gathering
honey from
Liverpool,
Ohio.
about the price of one.
the flowers
The Bee .Journal acknowledges
In giving instructions for
^" Urge the store-keeper to whom the receipt of a box of wedding cake, management in the apiary, the general
expresyou sell your honey to keep it in view. and wishes the happy pair all the joy sion. " when tlie bees are gathering
honey
from
the
llowers,"
is often used,
People seldom go to a store expressly they wish themselves. Mr. Fisher
and the question is almost as often
to buy honey they are induced to do has been a correspondent and sub- asked by the novice in
bee-culture,
so by seeing it on the counter or scriber to the Bee Journal for years, " How am I to know when my bees
and
well-known
is
to
are
gathering
honey
our
readers.
from
the fields
shelves.
The neater and nicer it
The experienced bee-keeper judges of
looks, the quicker and better it will Last year he argued, on page 108, that
" more honey would be stored without this l)y the action of the bees in and
sell.— Texas Bunch.
around the hive. Tlie novices may
than with separators." Acting upon judge with equal certainty by the
fofthis idea himself, he has
to lowingtest: place a little honey or
t^ Convention at Chicago, Oct. 1.5. allow nothing to separateconcluded
him from sugar syrup m the open air, if it is
It promises to be a very interesting
quickly found and carried away bv
his Lora, and l)oth may now be exthe bees, we may safely judge there is
re-union of the bee-men of the West.
Sept. 18,

1884,

;

'r'''

]S~ The Northern )richi>an Bee-Keepers
will hold a Convention at Greenville, on Oct.
C and T. The notice did not reach this office,

until the forms were
sqeeeze in this item.

all

made

up.

We

pected to lill their hive [home] with
honey [sweetness] imalloyed and unadulterated—beginning
with
the
" honeymoon," and ending with life's
journey.

no nectar being secreted in the flowbut if It remains untouched a

ers;

greater part of the day, we may know
that at such times there is a plentiful
flow of honey from the flowers, which
engages the attention of the bees.

.
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Death of Mr- John Madden.

The Davenport, Iowa, Daily

Gazette

contains the following
notice of the death of one of the
prominent hee-keepers of Iowa
of

Sept.

20,

den in her great bereavement.
Wm. Goos,
I. V. McCagg, Pres.

:

On

Sept. 19, 1881, occarred the sudden death of Mr. .John Madden, in

Iowa.

Office op The American Bee Journal,
Monday. 10 a. m., Sept. 29. 1S84

Sec.

Transferring Bees at a Fair.

}

S

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this hour

:

CINCINNATI.

A Philadelphia

paper gives the folof public manipulations with bees in the bee-tent at the
Fair in that city

Long Grove, lowing account

Winfleld township, near

Honey and Beeswax Market.

of this Association
express their
heartfelt sympathies with Jilrs. Mad-

HONEY.— Nothing stirring in

the marliet for the
few weeks. The approach of cooler weather
expected to impart more life to the trade. Comb
honey sells at 16c. in the jobbintr way. and bringa
14{ail5c. on arrival for choice. OfferinKs exceed the
demand. Extracted honey has commenced to
accumulate, but demand is fair for small packages
for table-use, as well as for darker grades in barrels. It brings t5[ft9c. on arrival.
BEESWAX -Is dull at 260280 on arrival.
C. F. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.
last

is

The news of Mr. Madden's death
soon spread through the country, carfor having
rying sadness with it
The bee-tent at the Fair was the
lived here for 30 years, he was well- scene of a remarkable entertainment
known, and had the respect and con- yesterday afternoon.
^Ir. Arthur
fidence of all his friends.
NEW YORK.
Todd gave an exhibition of the method
At about 6 o'clock on Thursday even- in which bees are manipulated. Quite HONEY—As we have already commenced rethis year's crop of honey,
ing, the deceased was driving with a unprotected by head-net or gloves, he ceiving consignments ofthe
following quotations
we feel safe in making
single horse and buggy from Donahue opened a box-hive full of bees, took Fancy white comb, 1-lt., I8(s;2uc.. 2-9). I»i@18c. fair
good, and2-n>. 14@16c.: fancy buckwheat.l-lb,
to Long Grove, when the horse be- out the comb and transferred it to a to
l2Hjf^iyc., 2- ft, llK@12c. ordinary grades of dark,
:

;

:

:

1

coming frightened at some children
trying to get a bed-tick over a fence,
ran westward until it came to the
house of Henry Madden, brother to
the deceased, where it entered the
During the run Mr. Madden
yard.
had been thrown from the buggy. Mr.
Henry Madden hurried back along
the road, and at its side found his
his whip in his
brother lying dead
hands, and the lap-robe wrapped
;

about his legs.
There was no evidence of intended
violence, but death had apparently
resulted from concussion of the brain
The jury returned a verdict " that the
deceased came to his death by being
thrown from his wagon, his horse
having been frightened."
Mr. John ISIadden was born in Wigton, England, on Aug. 8, 1817, and
came to the United States in 1850,
landing at New Orleans and ascending the river to Davenport. He purchased land in Winfleld township, out
of which he soon made a farm, and
has occupied it as his home ever since.
ilr. JSIadden has always been an
enterprising citizen, with a heart full
and possessing good
of kindness,

judgment

in all business transactions.
for a great many terms of the
District Court been foreman of the
grand jury. He always took great interest in public affairs, and was a
member of the Scott County Agricultural Society from its foundation. He

He has

"

leaves a wife
children.

and eight grown-iip

He

carefully sliced off the
coverings of the cells", and, placing
the comb in the extractor, emptied
them of their sweet contents. He
sought among the crowded colony for
the queen-bee, and having found" her,
showed her to his audience, who were
standing outside his gauze
safely
tent, then deposited her in a little
wire cage made expressly for her, introduced her in a polite manner to
her friends, and put her into the
handsomely furnished hive, which he
had prepared for her reception.
hive.

Mr. Todd handled the little insects
if he were ignorant of the fact that
they all carried a very ugly weapon,
and he appeared to be on terms of
affection with them all. They crawled
over the bald part of his head, swarmed on his hands and arms, and got
caught in his beard, but they seemed
to think it was all play, and he apas

1

and

2-Ib,

ll^lli^jc.

Extracted white choice, in

keg? oT small barrels, 8i,5&9c,, buckwheat, 6H<97c.
BEESWAX-Prime yellow, 3u®3lc,
MCCAUL & Hlldreth. 34 Hudson St.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We
1S(920C.;

quote best white in I-lb. sections,
I6®18c. Extracted, S®9c. Un-

2-lb.,

glassed sections sell best.

BEESWAX-:i:,c.

Blake & riplet.

57

Chatham

Street.

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— Comb honey has been taken with
freedom by the trade this week, but 15®l6c. is the
best price obtainable for a fancy article of

comb

h<.'ney in frames. Some lots bring from 14 to 15c.
when in good order. Stock of comb honey ia not

large at present.

Extracted,

7(!i8c.

BEESWAX.— For fair to yellow,
R. A.

BdbNETT,

liil

for new.

280300,

South Water

8t,

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— No movement of consequence. Stocks
are of fair proportions, but are in some instances
limited to figures not obtainable. Choice extracted
below noted.
is in demand at the quotations
White to extra white comb, y®llc-: dark to good,
709C.: extracted, choice to extra white, 4^@5c,:
dark and candied, 4c,
BEESWAX,-

Wholesale,

2,')®28c.

Htearxs & SMITH,

423

Front Street.

BT, LODI8.
HONEY' Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12014c per lb., and strained and extracted eOBKc.

peared to enjoy the fun. The aston—
ished visitors looked on with mute
admiration as he lifted a frame of
BEESWAX— Firm at 32032XC. for choice.
W.T. ANPEH80N & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,
comb from the box-hive and showed
CLEVELAND.
them tlie eggs in some cells, the
HONEY—The honey market seems to be imhoney in others, and again others
proving, so that there is a larger demand. Best 1covered with the curious waxy sub- Ib, sections were sold in quantity at 16c: in a
amall way 17c is i.iocasionally obtained, but 16c
stance the bees gather.
would be the more reliable quotation: 2-1 bs„ best
In the gauze tent with Mr. Todd white. UOl.'ic: second quality slow at 10{3il2c.
slow at 8:ai9c,
were Mrs. Louisa Thomas, of Tacony, Extracted
BEESWAX-3nc.
one of the earliest practical bee-keepA. C. KENDEL, 115 Ontario Street.
ers in this country Mrs. Foote, of
SAN FRANCISCO,
New Haven Dr. Townsend, Presi- HONE Y— We quote
comb honey in 2 lb, sections,
dent of the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' 15c; extracted, 7@7^c.
GEO. W. Meade & CO., 213 Market.
Shallcross,
Association
.John
of
Frankford, and John Pyewell, an enKANSAS CITY.
thusiastic bee-keeper from BridgeHONEY.— There is no change to report. The
is good with liberal receipts and prices at
demand
port, Pa.
about last quotations, with some concessions In
" Bee-keeping," said Mrs. Thomas, round lots. Choice Eastern comb. H- lb. sections,
IBc; 1-lb. 16c 2-lb. 15c. California comb, 2-lb.
" is one of the most absorbing em- frames,
15c. Lower grades, move slowly, at 2 or 3c.
'^Hm^c. according to quality. We
ployments.
Bee-keepers become so less. Extracted,
could use a few thnus:ind pounds of choice white
interested in their work that any clover extracted, in barrels, and will be pleased to
;

;

;

the Eastern Iowa
and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association have sent us the following for publication

The

:

new

officers of

:

Mr. Madden was a successful and
progressive apiarist, and one of the
tirst to help organize what is now
known as the Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois I5ee-Keepers Association,
and until the time of his death, he
was always an active member of this
AssDciation, and many who attended
the annual meetings of this Association, and there made his acquaintance,
will receive with profound sorrow the
news of his untimely death. The
esteem in which the deceased was
held, was demonstrated by the fact
that 225 vehicles (10 of which held
bee-keepers) followed the remains to
The members
its last resting place.

:

will purchase outright as
trouble that may attach to the care of receive consignmentsa or
much as 5,000 lbs. at reasonable price.
an apiary is completely overlooked in
BEESWAX.— None in the market.
Clkmons, Cloon & Co,
the pleasure it gives. This exhibition
Successors to Jerome Twichell.
is, without exception, the very best
I have ever seen, both as regards the
Our rates for two or more
bees and the honey. The whole work
copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
of transferring a colony of bees from
found on the Book List on
one hive to another only occupied 40 may be
the second page of this paper. Also
minutes."
wholesale rates on all books where
Arthur Todd has been awarded six they are purchased '• to sell again."
soon be
prizes for his honey and bees, and will The time for reading up will
here, and in anticipation of this, we
receive a special award for his clever
now have a very large stock of books
manipulation of his busy little favor- on hand, and can fill orders for them
ites.
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.

^"

;

;
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Doolittle's Report for 1884.
G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

1869, which was the first year of my
experience with bees. On page 3.56,
I gave you a report of my loss of bees
during" the winter, which, together
with the sale of bees that I had previously contracted, reduced my number (80) in the fall to 40 at the time
spring was fairlv opened. Fourteen
of the weakest of these were set apart
for queen-rearing, which left 26 to be
worked for honey. As I had more
orders for queensthan I could fill with
the nuclei made from the 14 weaker

Not long ago I received a letter colonies, I had to draw quite largely
from one of our most prominent bee- of bees and brood from the 26 set
keepers saying tliat his yield of honey apart for lioney. to form more nuclei
was very light. " In fact," said he, so had there been an early supply of
" it is so light that I shall not report honey, this would have been a disadat all." It he had added that he had vantage
but as there was not, the
never reported except once, that being loss from this source would not exceed
a few years ago when he had secured 100 pounds.
almost tlie largest yield of honey on
The first honey obtained was from
record, he would have given a truth- the golden
willow, which was so
This bee-keeper is meagre that it was consumed for
ful statement.
any
for
means,
not an exception by
brood-reariug nearly as fast as obwe have many others who never re- tained. As there was no hard-maple
port except when they can report a blossoms, and niv bees were short of
In this way stores. I looked forward to the applevery large production.
the showing in our bee-papers and bloom with mucli interest, hoping
elsewhere is very largely on the bright that it would yield enough honey to
;

.

side of bee-keeping for these large
reports are copied into nearly every
paper in the United States, and perhaps of the world, as was the large
report above referred to.

carry the bees over the honey-dearth,
which we always have for the next
two weeks after the bloom from this
source is gone. But I was doomed to
disappointment for with the opening
bee-keepers have been severely of the blossoms came on a cold rain
;

Our

;

which lasted all through this bloom,
with the exception of one- half of a
day. I now had to resort to feeding
to keep all my weaker colonies and
nuclei alive, which feeding I kept
up for nearly four weeks. Locust
opened about June 12, when the bees
editors to sell a'larger bill of supplies; got for a day and a half the most
which thing is claimed to be for the honey they had gathered so far but
interest of the supply dealer, and with the afternoon of the second day.
against the producer's interest. It is clouds and a cold wind arose, followed
not my desire, at this time, to argue by rain which lasted until the bloom
this point for, be that as it may. I was past. After this we had splendid
claim that it is the bee-keepers who honey-weather till July 6 but as our
are to blame (if there is any blame) fields are kept constantly under the
for only this bright side of bee-keep- plow, we have little white clover save

by sellish apiarists for their
giving these large reports, who argue
that such reports are given by the
editors for the purpose of enticing
others to enter the ranks of bee-cuTture, thereby giving these papers a
larger patronage, and enabling the
criticised

;

;

;

ing being given. If every bee-keeper
should give a report, only in years
when they secured but a small crop,
or none at all, the thing would be reversed or if, as some claim, that the
editors of the different papers would
not publish reverses, then no reports
at all would be given, till these seltisli
fellows could be accommodated by a
decrease regarding those who are entering the business.
But no these same men who censure will rush into print with a large
report, if they have such, while if the
yield is light, no report will be given,
as the person alluded to at the beginning of this article, decided to do.
Xow, bee-keepers, either report your
failures or else be consistent enough
to not blame the bee-papers for publishing large reports when you give
tliem only such to publish. My idea
has been that, if all would faithfully
report, each year, that we should
know al)out the truth regarding the
;

;

profitableness of apiculture, and for
this reason I have not failed in giving
my report for the past 11 years, and
shall now report for 1884.
I must say it is, by far, the smallest
yield of honey that I received since

along the

sides

of the road.

and the

light out a little

through the

clouds.

After tlie basswood bloom was over,
a little honey was secured from teasel
during the next ten days when the
weather would allow the bees to fiy,
after whicli
no more honey was
secured, allliough the month of August (after the 10th) and the first half
of September were very warm ; the
absence of fall (lowers and but very
little

buckwheat accounting

for

it.

Thus ended the poorest honey-season since l,s69— tlie poorness of which
was caused bv bad weather during
the bloom of all our honey-producing
flora.
As a result I have taken only
711

honey—272 pounds

pounds of

being extracted, and 439 pounds comb.
This gives an average of 277s pounds
for each of those set apart for honey,
in the spring
and considering the
few days in which they could work,
they secured more than I could reasonably expect. I shall put in winter
quarters
full colonies and about 20
small ones whieli will be made up by
uniting nuclei. Most of the full col:

.5-')

onies have nearly enough honey to
winter them, but the united nuclei
will have to be fed.
received nearly $500 for
I have
queens and bees, while the comb
honey at 15 cents, and the extracted
at 10 cents per pound amounts to $93,
thus giving $593 the gross amount received from my apiary. From this I
have to deduct about $63 for the sugar
which was fed, which leaves $530 as
my pay for the labor expended on the
bees. By dividng $530 by 40, the
number of colonies, spring count, it
will be seen that I received an average of $13.25 each, as a cash profit
which is not a bad showing. However, had it not been for the queenrearing part of it, I could well say
that bee-keeping for 1884 has been
nearly an entire failure.

Borodino, X. Y.
For the American Bee Journal.

Wintering Bees.

little

;

;

would

From

raspberry and
sumac bloom, the bees got a living,
while a few of the stronger colonies
stored a few pounds in the combs.
On July 6 it came off cold, with disagreeable, cloudy and windy weather
wliicli lasted for over a month, with
the exception of now and then a day
when the sun would shine a part or
Basswood, which
all of
the day.
gives our main honey-crop, opened on
July 14, but it was of no use to the
bees for a whole week, for they could
not get to it on account of the wind,
besides, in such
clouds and cold
weather, honey does not secrete to
any amount. At the end of a week
one good day came, and the bees
rushed for tlie basswood as if they
were crazy but with the next day the
cold and clouds came again, when
four days more passed with the beeyard nearly as still as winter. At
this time we had another day of
honey, with one-half of a day more,
Then the
after another cool day.
cold and clouds kept the bees at home
during all the rest of the bloom, except as they got a chance to go out an
hour or so occasionally when the sun
this,

(529

A. H.

BUTTON.

One who is but slightly acquainted
with practical bee-keeping might suppose that the above subject, if he
were to glance over the past numbers
of the Bee Journal, was an apiarian topic stale, dry as dust, and
threadbear to tlie point of general
This a priori notion,
dissolution.
however, is a mistake, and that for
1
Perfect certainty in
wintering is a thing yet unattained by
our oldest and most scientific apiar2. New men are continually enists.
tering the field eager for the latest
information concerning this, one of
the most vital matters in connection
Hence, we
with the bee-business.
shall give a general recapitulation of
the subject up to its latest developments, and if any hint may be dropped to those who are veterans in the
ranks, or guidance to those who are
just enlisting, I shall feel repaid for

two reasons

my

:

.

trouble.

In the problem of wintering, failure
springs from the violation or natural

a

;

;
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laws in connection, either with food,
heat, ventilation, moisture or physical characteristics. These cover the
whole ground and whilst one apiarist conte ids for one of these points,
and anotlier for some other one, and
each seems to thinli that if the popular misapprehension in regard to the
special phase of the point which he
views as the seat of the ditticulty,
could be removed. unsucces<ful wintering would be a thing tliat was.
;

preservation during the winter season.
Xow, let us ask, who is the
author of these instincts V iind is it
placed within the province of man to

interfere with them, with Iseneflt to
In other words, are these
V
instincts of the bee insufficient to
secure its own highest well-being in
the economy of nature, apart from
Let it be understood
human aid
that when we speak of instincts, that
we mean what we say, and liave no
Wliilst this is the case, the fact re- reference whatever to those slight
mains the same, that the points which changes in form, size, color, activity,
I have enumerated embrace the whole etc., which may be produced by crossfield wherein the controversy lies, and ing two varieties of bees, or building
which, without a shade of doubt, up and perpetuating some freak of
holds in the rectification of the popu- nature. For instance, such as we see
lar practice in respect to one or more in the so-called Albino bee. which, as
of these things, the solution of the Prof. Cook truly says, may frequently
problem.
be found in our ordinary Italian coloHaving thus defined in a general nies. Tliese variations from nature
manner tlie ground where the danger constitute what Agassiz classes in his
lies, I am no^ going to make the claim Natural History, as " breeds."
that I can lay my finger on it and say,
But I refer to none of these things,
" Here it is," nor be so egotistical as
but exclusively to those cardinal printo pretend to turn this anicle into a ciples which are implanted by God in
bullet of deadly aim, and lay it low at the nature of the bee. whicli constione shot. My powers of observation tute its characteristics, make it what
must be further cultivated, an i my it is, and which no amount of schem-

experience more extended before I
could presume to malie this attempt
but as one who recognizes the Held
wherein "the lion's'den" must be
located, I shall throw out some cautionary signals, or to employ another
figure, bv firing a '• broadside " at the
enemy, slay him by quantity, if not
necessarily by correctness of aim.
Before laying out my methods,
however, to more thorouglily clear the
way, let us inquire first, " Wliat are
the native instincts of the bee regarding the change from summer to winter V" second, '• How far is it within
the domain of human reason to interfere witli tliese instincts beneficially V'
In respect to the first, it is a rare
thing in the state of nature to hear of
a colony of bees being winter-killed.
How many of us have heard of such
a thing V In 99 cases out of 100.
where do we see bees winter-killed
when they are located in their untrammeled condition of nature—
hollow within the trunk or limb of
some tree at a distance from the
ground ? So much for situation. Let
us examine the internal economy of
the house, and what do we find V We
find the honey above the cluster principally, and everything overliead as
:

and snug as propolis and wax
can make it. ;\6 upward ventilation
in nature this is a rule with scarcely
an exception. Below the combs and

air-tiglit

;

cluster is a large air-space or column
of dead air. and by means of this the
ventilation of the hive is secured
and with what success, observation
has revealed to us. These then are
the conditions under which the bee
exists when left to follow its own inclinations, and we see them carried
out, as far as circumstances will admit, in every box-hive and " log-gum"
in the land, and with the degree of
success following which their restricted quarters entail.
;

The foregoing, then, is what observation teaciies us concerning the instincts wliich impel the bee to carry
out ' tlie first law of nature "in its

himself

'?

instincts have a defined
territory which is beyond the province
of human
reason to invade with
benefit to man, and that inasmuch as it
does so, injury to the bee is sustained,
and loss to its owner results.

that these

Then with

these foundation-princiwe shall come to the
question in hand, and on account of
my favorite method of wintering,
being on the summer stands, I shall
treat the matter from this standpoint but the principles which may
be elucidated are equally applicable
to every other style of wintering, although we leave it to others to do so.
ples before us,

;

Xow, as
failure in

we have before remarked,

wintering infallibly proceeds from incorrect practice in connection with one or more of the five
points already alluded to. We shall
enumerate them once more, and then
after giving our system of fall preparation of the colony for wintering,
shall deal with each in detail
Food,
heat, ventilation, moisture, and physi:

cal characteristics.

As regards the fall preparation of
the colony for wintering, much has
ing or contriving by man can destroy. been said concerning stimulativesome would have broodWhat, then, is the very first of these feeding
principles or laws of its Ijeing V Is it rearing in full blast until the middle
not tlie siyne as that which hold the of October, and to this end often feed
like position over the whole range of from 6 to 8 pounds of syrup to each
animated nature viz its self-preser- colony during the fall. We believe
vation y Then is it within the power this to be mistaken economy, for
of the human mind to improve upon three reasons: 1. Because a good,
this grand, impelling motive of its prolific queen (and the apiarist should
being a motive which leads it to tolerate no other), and one not too
" provide its meat in the summer," old, will, under any circumstances,
and to give itself no upper ventila- providing there is a good supply of
tion for the winter V Yes, it is within honey in the hive, keep on breeding
man"s power when he also has reason during the fall quite sufficiently to
to think that his ingenuity could give a good force of young stock for
teach the bee to gather clay for pollen, wintei', and thus tlie trouble of feedwater for lioney, or place its stores ing is saved. 2. Unnecessary expense
beneath the Ijrood instead of above, is entailed both during and after the
or the drones to spend tlieir energies stimulative-process
for the money
in honey-storinf^ instead of using for the syrup is gone, or all that repthem in the fertilization of the queen. resents it are colonies boiling over
Yes, when he seriously imagines that with hungry consumers. 3. Such is
he can iinpro%'e upon these other in- not the practice of a large part of our
stincts of bee nature, tlien will lie most successful apiarists of the day ;
also have license to think that he can and what they can dispense with and
improve upon their wintering-in- yet succeed so well, giving reports
stincts as well.
every whit as large as those who pracHowever, to those who prefer to tice it, I should certainly not recomview the case in a different light, and mend but this advice, however, only
are willing to fall in line with the applies in those cases where the colwisdom of God. and shape their nlans ony has had a proper queen during
and activities to best promote the full the honey-season, and when a good
execution of the principles which He supply of brood in all stages was in
has established in the economy of the the liive when the season closed.
bee, (and I profess to be among the Now, as tliis begins to hatch out, connumber), to those I would say. let us tract the brood-chamber, if a large
so endeavor to enlarge our powers of hive is employed (my own takes 18
observation, and increase our faith in frames 14?^xlli4), by removing the
the doctrine tliat the mental charac- empty frames and placing them outThis causes
teristics of the bee are as completely side the division-boards.
defined in their way as its physical
the remaining frames to be better
as to so regulate our manipulation in covered with bees, and so less danger
the apiary, as to best promote the of the brood becoming chilled and
fullest development of those divinely- at the same time, on account of what
furnished attributes, wbicli, so far as little pollen and honey tliat may be
concerns its own preservation, is as gathered, being stored in less compass
much shared by the bee as the head in the hive, the queen, in our opinion,
of creation man.
is stimulated to lay longer and more
Hence, we conclude first, that the largely than otherwise.
instincts of the bee in its own preserWhen the time has come to finally
vation, are definite qualities given it prepare the colonies for wintering, the
its
Maker
secure
this
end.
and
by
to
first precaution to be taken, is in reare best fitted to do so and second. spect to the first point in my category.
;

;

:

—

;

;

;

—

;

;
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How
whicli we shall refer to under " venti- good, pure air for breathing.
important tlicu is it that it should be
lation," our next head.
This must answer to two demands
Now, in preparing the colony for duly attended to, and that its theory
second, suffi- winter, we place against the two side- be thoroughly understood
healthfulness
First,
ciency. To secure the first, if the walls of the stand, on the inside, two
Air-currents take place. according
colonies are to be wintered on honey, boards, each 14x1.', inches, with one- to fixed principles; viz: when any
save S or 4 well-tilled and sealed combs inch cleats nailed to each end, so that part of
the atmosphere becomes
from the basswood or clover harvest, when they rest in position against the heated it ascends, and the cooler air
or
if
from each colony in the apiary,
walls of the stand, a space of one closing in on all sides, fills its place to
in number of pounds, we shall sup- inch ^Yill exist between the boards undergo the same operation, if the
Now
back.
held
pose tliat lo or i!0 are
and walls of the stand. Between the source of lieat continues. It will thus
place the frames containing the honey boards at each end, we place division- be seen that it acts in identically the
outbrood-nest
the
in the centre of
boards, and cause them to come im- same manner as does water in the
side of them again, at each end. place mediately under the division-boards process of boiling. In this case the
one of the ordinary frames of fall at the ends of the brood-nest above. heat being applied to the bottom of the
honey aiul a frame of pollen, the last The space outside the division-boards, vessel containing it, portions of the
to be on the outside of all the colony at eacli end of the liive, we next till water become converted into steam,
will thus be crowded on 7 or 8 frames, with chaff or forest leaves above and or is rarified, so to speak and this
and will have an abundance of good below and then over all in the half- being lighter than the water surroundfood, and sufficient pollen in the hive story above the brood-chamber, we ing, it rushes upwards to the surface,
to enable it to start brood-rearing in place a o-inch chaff-cushion. This whilst other portions of water less
the early spring. Thus every oppor- completes our arrangements so far as heated, take its place. Thus a curtunity which thev have in nature, to the interior of the hive is concerned.
rent is established in the vessel, and
long as the
thrive, so far as food is concerned,
now
place against the outside continues to move so
the
by
them
will have been supplied
water lasts.
of the brood-chamber and stand, on
careful apiarist.
Now, what is the source of heat in
each side of the same, what we have
from exIf one be desirous to feed principally chosen to call "winter covers." These the bee-hive V It proceeds
we
syrup, remove 3 or 4 frames from the are constructed of any kind of rough actly the same chemical process as
centre of the brood-nest, and in their lumber, and extend the whole length see exhibited when a fire is kindled
place put the same number of frames of the stand and brood-chamber, and in a stove, but merely without the
light posof nice, straight,empty worker-combs; as high as to protect the whole of the attendant phenomena of
outside of these, at each end, leave a sides' of the latter. At each end of sessed by the latter. In the case of
frame of honey and pollen as before. these covers are nailed cleats 4 inches the combustion of wood, the oxygen
combiNow feed the colony 16 or IS pounds deep, so that when the covers are of the atmosphere entersofinto
the wood,
of sugar syrup made from white or placed in position against the hive, a nation with the carbon
carbonic-acid gas, and atsugar (1 pound of sugar to
coffee
4-inch space will exist between them forming
heat
pint of water). The feeder may be and the sides of the hive and stand. tended with the development of
bees,
placed, after removing the frames They are now secured firmly in j^lace and light. In the case of our
tubes
outside the division-board, in the body by a lath nailed to the cleats ot the the air finding its way into the
aparatus, part of
of the hive, and the division-board covers over each end of the hive, and of their respiratory
carthe
with
slightly raised to permit the passage the 4-inch space of either side is its oxygen combines
particles in the blood, with
bonized
of the bees.
Over
forest
leaves.
or
chaff
with
filled
the formation of carbonic-acid gas,
In furnishing syrup for winter the top of the " winter covers," from
which, with the nitrogen of the air is
of
two
strips
before
place
it
now
to
feed
cleat,
advisable
to
is
it
cleat
stores
exhaled, and being heavier than the
the cold vveather sets in, so as to give wood about 5 inches wide, so that
surrounding air, falls to the bottom of
the bees an opportunity to seal the when the rain falls on the cover of the
and this chemical action
hive
combs. The whole amount had better hives it will not run into the chaff the
on in the air-tubes of the bee.
be fed in one or two installments. spaces on either side. The cover is carried
accompanied with the exhibition of
The reason we feed white honey or now placed on the hive proper, and is
heat.
,
^,
syrup, almost exclusively, to the bees its edges made to lap over tlie strips
Now, as we employ the same cloth
" winter
for winter stores, and remove all of of wood on top of the
winter
(if it is unin
frames
our
over
the pollen but that in two frames, is covers." This completes our winteras we made use of during the
on account of deleterious substances ing preparations, and we believe that torn)
summer and fall, it will be
previous
sufficient
safely
the
bees
to
which are often gathered by
they are amply
very shortly after our linal
that
seen
the
most
honeythrough
regular
in the fall after the
carry the colony
fall-preparations of the colony for
to
Ontario.
are
apt
to
which
known
flow ceases, and
rigid winter
wintering are concluded, everything
cause mischief if left in the hive.
VENTILATION.
over the bees will be as air-tight as it
refuse
of
the
consists
food
This bad
is possible for propohs to make it.
food,
conjoined
proper
from sugar and molasses barrels,
and
This
Taking this into consideration with
fruits, cider-mill refuse, with a good queen, we regard as the
of
juice
of a .S-inch chaff-cushion
honey-dew, etc. As regards pollen, grand centre of importance in winter- the fact
placed over the cloth, it will be
Mr. James Ileddon and others have ing bees successfully. Much has been being
found that nearly the whole of the
pretty satisfactorily proven that too written on the merits of upper and
emanating from the cluster is
much of it is unadvisable for the lower ventilation, and with some, it heat
in the hive. Ascending from
same reason. Bees, like all other still remains a vexed question. But confined it reaches the cloth, and from
bees
creatures, can only thrive on a proper after reading and comparing the re- the
thence is deflected downwards on all
supply of healthful food.
ports of years past by, and with numsides, and the cooler air from below
Our colonies are crowded on 7 or 8 bers of experiments with either being absorbed at the base and sides
vermethod. I am forced to give my
frames in order to economize heat
of the heated column, a circulation of
and this brings us to the second sub- dict in favor of lower ventilation and air in the hive is established, which
comso
read
and
not
even had we
ject on my list.
continues so long as the source of
pared, we should advise this plan,
heat remains constant, or until the.
HEAT.
that
it
i»
in
ground
the
simply on
whole interior of the hive
teachings of heat of the
tlie
FOOD.

:

!

;

;

;

;

;

We

^

A

;

;

The hive which we employ, and accordance with
which we believe cannot be excelled nature. Good ventilation is the great
in the hive,
as a hive for wintering, has a double- corrector of dampness
walled brood-chamber with one inch and the remover of foul gases, such as
This carbonic acid and nitrogen, which are
space between.
of dead-air
brood-chamber rests on a single- exhaled from the cluster above, or
which may
walled, enclosed stand, 14 inches deep, sulphuretted hydrogen
and this in turn (in winter) rests on arise from dead bees below besides
the bottom-board. This stand has a which, it is the means whereby the
;

variety

of

highly

important

uses bees are

constantly supplied

has become uniform with that momentarily given off by the cluster.
Knowing these facts, we recognize
their importance it we desire at all
times to maintain a circulation of
good, pure air in the hive, to provide
for a constant supply of cool air in
the lower part of the same, and this
with we manage to secure in the following

:
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Two holes, each 2V^xJ^
inches, are made in the lower edges
of one of the sides of the stand, and
two similar holes in the wall of the
"winter cover" opposite. Wooden
tunnels are now constructed to connect the holes in the stand and cover,
and through the passages thus made,
the cold air has access to the interior
of the stand, and from it to the hive
above. But, it the cold air only tias
access to the hive, and no outlet be
made for the descending columns of
heated air subcharged with the vapor
of water, carbonic-acid gas, nitrogen
gas, etc., one of our most valuable
features in the proper ventilation of
the house is lost hence we construct
another passage through the opposite
walls of the stand and " winter
cover," to that containing the others,
and tlnis the ventilation of the hive
is perfected.
This last passage is
placed at about 1 inch from the upper
edge of the stand whereon rests the
manner

:

:

;

brood chamber, and in

size it is

inches.

%x4

And now in conclusion we would
smothering the
bees and further, by condensing on observe that if the objection should
the combs, it often causes the honey be raised to the foregoing methods,
which is in them to sour, and the bees that they involve a great deal of
feeding on this, disease is induced labor, and, hence, are not suited to
among them, and frequently, also, the practical apiarist, to this we would
the combs become moldy and almost make a threefold reply
1. That in reality very little extra
spoiled.
How. then, is this condition of labor is entailed beyond any good
things to be remedied V
well-pro- method of wintering.
2. Xothing pays better than a caretected hive like the one we advocate
partially meets the question, and a ful preparation of the colonies, year
thorough system of ventilation almost after vear, and hence the most practical apiarist will be the most careful.
solves it ; but to get rid of the rem
3. If any one enters the bee-businants of the evil, place pieces of
broken brick well dried, or still bet- ness under the delusion that it is all
ter, two or three lumps of quick-lime play, that he has only to sit down and
on the bottom-board under the stand, watch the bees put money into his
and this having a powerful affinity for pocket, and is unprepared at certain
water, will absorb any particles not seasons of the year to perform downcarried olf through the ventilator, right hard labor from daylight till
dark, if he owns 7.5 or 100 colonies and
thus the hive is left dry and healthy.
Just here we should like to notice expects to succeed therewith, then I
one thing in connection with upward say, the quicker he gives it up, the
ventilation, and how frequently does better it will be for his bank account
The moisture in its pas- and his peace of mind.
it occur.
Brussels, Out., Sept. 17, 1884.
sage through the chaff cushion is condensed in the same, and gradually increasing in quantity, forms at last a
For the American Bee Journal.
wet, soggy mass, immediately over
the cluster, and exhaling at the same
Lake Shore, N. Y., Convention.
time a musty effluvia, thus, in our
opinion, giving rise to the most favorPursuant to a call by the President
able circumstances for the dtvelop- of the Lake Shore Bee-Keepers' Assoment of disease and death in the ciation, it met at Fredonia, K. Y., on
colonv.
Sept. 6, 1884. Mr. U. E. Dodge was
air to the cluster, thus
;

A

•

The general utility of the enclosed
stand for the brood-chamber will now
be recognized by providing a large
air-space beneath the cluster. The
ventilation of the hive is far more
effectively secured than if the entry
and exit of air all took place through
the ordinary passage for the bees at
the base of "the side- wall of the broodchamber and, further, by employing
PHYSICAL CHAKACTEKISTICS
this stand and the ventilation it afUnder this caption, the fifth and
fords, we, at all times, have a concentration of lieat in the upper part of last topic on our list, we shall notice
the brood chamber keeping the honey briefly two things: 1. The hibernawarm, and everything dry and com- tion of bees. 2. The duration of beefortable around the cluster besides life. To ^Ir. W. F. Clarke, undoubtwhich, by elevating the brood-cham- edly, belongs the priority of having
ber to the height off the ground that specially called the attention of beeit does, instead of being back-aching keepers to the subject of hibernation
labor to tiandle the brood and extract- of bees but whether in reality it is a
ing-frames, it is converted into a com- truth, in our opinion, remains yet to
parative pleasure.
What apiarist is be proven. True, Mr. Clarke has
there with his 75 or 100 colonies in struck some heavy blows, but the
one-story,
or
one-story-and-a-half nail yet remains to be clinched. Howhives, that will not hail this as an ever, be the issue as it may, every
bee-keeper knows that bees certainly
advantage ?
do pass the winter in a condition very
3I0ISTURE.
much resembling, if not altogether,
hence, it beThe fourth point has also had its that of hibernation
strenuous advocates, as being the comes the scientific and progressive
apiarist
to
study
well
and supply all
prime factor in unsuccessful vvintering, but whether it is so or not, we the conditions "favoring this state of
repose,
and
to
remove
everything obleave it to others to demonstrate;
however, of one thing we are certKin, noxious to it.
that unless its formation is underBees live during the honey-season,
stood and provided against, mischief from 30 to 4o days
but all bees
will be the penalty of neglect. The hatched
about the time hasswood
moisture in a bee-hive in winter is bloom closes, and after that time,
generated exclusively by exhalation will probably live from 8 to 9 months,
from the respiratory organs, and. pos- their energies not being exhausted in
sibly, the bodies of the bees, the air the field, are spent, so to speak, in the
entering the lungs of the bees (or prolonging of life. However, after
what answers thereto), becomes sat- the first out-door activities of spring
urated with the vapor of the water are set in, these rapidly die out, and
continually
evaporating from the then, unless a good queen is present
pulmonary tissues. In this condition and is filling the frames with brood
it is then thrown off, and unless re- to take their place, " spring dwindmoved by a proper ventilating cur- ling." as it is termed, is the inevitable
rent, condenses on the colder portions result.
To make sure that all is
of the hive and combs, which, in the right in this respect, and that the
case of many hives not so well pro- bees have plenty of stores in the hive,
tected as my own system calls for, examine all the colonies on some fine
becomes converted into a hoar frost, day as soon as possible after the snow
or runs down and freezes into a solid has gone off the ground. Note the
mass on the bottom-board, and seal- condition of each colony, and if any
ing up the entrance which furnishes require aid, supply it immediately.
;

—

;

;

;

;

and Mr.
A. Benedict, Secretary vro tern.
Those present then engaged in the
elected temporary chairman,
.J.

following discussion
I would like to inquire
to take care of my bees to secure
results
possible.
the best

Mr. Case

:

how

Mr. Davis You can get more surplus honey from old than new colonies.
:

Mr. Wilcox I think Mr. Case has
done well if he has doubled the num:

ber of his colonies this year
Mr. Dodge There is a great difference in different kinds of bees. We
cannot tell whv Mr. Case did not get
more honey, lie did well, at least, as
he has doubled the amount of his
capital invested in profit therefrom,
the present season. He ought to be
:

satisfied.

not be

One hundred colonies would
a bad

investment

if

they

cleared five dollars per colony. If I
can get my bees through tlie winter
safely, I can generally succeed well
enough the remainder of the year.
Last winter out of 139 colonies I lost
only 4.
Mr. Davis I have had colonies near
each other that varied greatly in productiveness. From one colony I obtaiued 3 swarms and 12 boxes of
honey, and the next colony, standing
near, did nothing.
IIow did this prolific col]\lr. Hall
ony do the next season V
Mr. Davis It did remarkably well.
I divided one of my colonies and it
produced 12 boxes of honey and the
old colony did well also. I would like
to know if it is good policy generally
to divide bees V
:

:

:

Mr. Dodge

:

People differ on this

question. If you wish honey, keep
tMe old colony at work and let the
division alone. But if you want bees,
then divide the colony, etc.

:
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Adjourned to meet at Brocton, in
neighbor has an apiIt is near a Moss Hall, on Saturday, Oct. 4, 18S4,
hedge and is covered with snow nearly at 10 a. m. Good attendance requested.
.J. A. BioNEDiCT, Sec. pro tern.
all winter.
Mr. Haven I covered a hive over
and tliey were looking linely. The
bought in the fall stored nearly 100 with straw and then witli dirt, and
For the American Bee JoumaL
This
lbs. of honey and did not swarm. The the bees came through safely.
that
conclusively
experiment
shows
Functions
of ftueens, Drones,
Sexual
other two colonies swarmed and did
and Worker Bees,
not store mueh honey. My profit is bees do not suffer so much from lack
out of bees that do not swarm. Only of ventilation as from lack of warmth.
A. K. KOHNKE.
by perseverance can we succeed. If
Mr. Dodge I would ask if there is
we can prevent our bees from swarm- danger from overstocking V
Having found, within the last year
ing, then we can reach the acme of
Mr. (iage
Not with honey, but
or so, articles by two or three different
success in the honey business.
with bees, perhaps.
expressive of disbelief in
Mr. Case: I would like to ask, that
Mr. Dodge I believe that the opin- apiarists
" parthenogenesis,"
with
together
if our main object is to get honey, ion of overstocking is a
delusion.
how can we manage to get surplus of Mr. Pond, of Mass says that one acre some reasons, which would apparently
justify the same, I have considered
bees ?
of white clover will furnish 2.5 coloMr. Gage It is a well knov/n fact nies with suflicient honey. We need the subject not a little. I may be
much imthat bees store more honey when not not fear from overstocking.
But in pardoned for not attaching
allowed to swarm. I would cut out all a poor season we are always over- portance or weight to the observations
the old queen-cells bat one, after the stocked. In a good season I would of the average American apiarist,
because I know that if it is not a ques7th day from the issue of the first risk 1,000 colonies in my locality.
tion of dollars and cents, the average
swarm. When the swarm issues, the
Mr. Fay In my locality we must American does not trouble himself
old queen goes with it. I cut out all
be overstocked, for out of 17 colonies
but one so as to insure, if possible. I have only 3 lbs. of surplus honey. much about new discoveries, the
knowledge of wliich is apparently of
better success in their future work.
that for clover and goldenrod V
Mr. Jaarda

Last

:

tall

I

bought

3

colonies of bees, and put them into
the oellai- and they came out all
rijjlit.
In the spring I bought 'Z more,

Mr. Fay

My

:

ary that seldom freezes.

:i

:

:

:

:

,

:

:

I

have 50 colonies, and And

it

best to

continue this course.
In utilizing
queens by this method I do not fail
one time out of -50.
Mr. Davis If you divide colonies
they will not go to the woods.
Mr. Gage You are not sure of that.
"When bees get the swarming fever, it
is hard to break it up.
Mr. Hall Do you think that this
season is a favorable one y
Mr. Gage I do not. AVhile there
is an abundance of clover, etc., it does
not contain as much nectar as usual.
The more closely we follow nature,
the better we will succeed.
I have
had a prodigious yield from one col:

:

:

:

ony alone.
Mr. Dodge;

A colony that is divided
does not go to work as readily as one
that is not. It is considerable work
to divide colonies. I cannot divide
one usually in less than half an hour.
If I had time I would divide more
than I now do. It would save trouble.
We must use tact and precaution if
we expect to succeed. Wliat about
upper ventilation V
Mr. Wilcox My bees, last winter,
did not have upper ventilation and
:

came out afl right.
Mr. Dodge My experience is that
all this talk about ventilation is a
waste of time. I do not think that
it makes any difference about ventilation.
Mv bees came through safely.
I let in sufficient air from the bottom
:

of the hive.

Mr. Fay I have kept bees a lifetime. Last winter my bees had upper
ventilation and I lostseveral colonies,
but my son-in law gave his bees nothing of" the kind and he did not lose a
colony.
:Mr. Case
My opinion is that ventilation lets off the surplus animal heat.
Mr. Dodge I do not believe that
bees, of themselves, get very damp.
But if they do, it is from some extra
moisture that comes in from the outside of the hive. I find that bees kept
in the cellar, gather moisture more
rapidly than those outside. My bees
that I wintered in the cellar were not
ventilated at the top, or even very
:

;

;

much any where.

How is
no practical use to anybody. For this
ily bees on foundation did no better reason it has seemed to me that obserthis season than those without any.
vations to establish new discoveries
Mr. Boiling I do not think that were not tliorough enough to accept
them as proven facts.
this question can be exhausted.
Let us consider proven facts first
exi)ress very much guess work in our
different theories. The condition of The queen is the female bee, the drone
the atmosphere has something to do the male bee, and the worker is a
with storing honey. Once I had one stunted female bee. To produce the
hive fill up with honey in five days, worker, the queen must mate, or be
which had been entirely empty. This fertilized if she does not, the eggs,
sliows conclusi vely favorable in atmos- which she may lay hatch drones. It
pheric conditions. They will not do has been proven by microscopical inwell with the same number of flowers vestigations made by Professors Siein some seasons as compared with bold and Leuckart, and Rev. Schoenf eld that eggs laid in worker-comb,
others.
If Mr. Boiling had by a queen mated in the regular way,
Mr. Dodge
owned -500 colonies, my opinion is that contained from two to five of the semthey would have worked in that spe- inal filaments. These eggs were examined as soon as deposited, and the
cial season with the same energy.
cannot expect, when there is no honey sperm-cells or seminal filaments were
in the flowers, that we can get our always found within the eggs and not
hives filled. I affirm that we cannot on the outside. Enough eggs have
overstock when the blossoms are full been examined to establish this as a
fact. Consequently, to assume that
of honey.
sex of the
Mr. Boiling: To have goldenrod the workers change the
supposition that the sperm
yield honey plentifidly, it must be egg, on the
of the
warm weather. To-day, it is warm filaments adhere to the outside
be easily
enough to suit the most fastidious bee egg from which they may
removed, is contradictory to perfectly
or hornet.
which have verified
Mr. Dodge How and where to mar- reliable authority,
the opposite by ocular demonstration.
:

We

;

,

:

We

:

ket our honey

?

The same scientists have also proven
That is a hard quesHoney to-day seems to be quite by ocular demonstration that freshlylaid by a mated queen,
a drug in the market. People are sus- deposited eggs
or those laid by a queen
Mr. Boiling

:

tion.

There has been too much in drone-cells,
those laid
We not having mated, as also
adulteration by crafty dealers.
of these sperm
must have the " clear quill," and when by workers, are devoid
as one and the same
they find us out we will have buyers filaments. Now.
been used by these
enough. Our motto must be, '• war- fertilized queen has
scientists to obtain both kinds of eggs
ranted pure."
which she deposited while being
Mr. Ciage: By proper methods the watched in an observatory hive, I
trade can be w'orked up near home.
think that we are justified in believLast season I had !I60 lbs. of extracted ing that such exact work by such close
honey and sold 900 lbs. of it at my observers and investigators precludes
own door.
chances of error, as far as their
In seasons of great all
Mr. Bolhng
investigations extended, which was to
and
success in clover, goldenrod
demonstrate the true sexual relation
heart's-ease blossoms, we will have a
of queen, drone, and worker, and to
distant
markets
but
for
large surplus
show why eggs laid by the same queen
ordinarily we can dispose of such
should hatch workers or drones.
goods at home. I do not imagine that
As a natural consequence, it has
our climate will allow us to be much
been assumed that it is voluntary
over-stocked.
The subject for the next meeting is with the queen to either impregnate
"The best method for wintering bees." the eggs that she deposits, or not.
picious.

:

;

;
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This assumption is supported by the
observations above stated, but does
not, of course, admit of ocular demonstration. Well, this much we know
of queen and drone. The workers,
on account of their number, have escaped individual observation. Those

which were dissected proved

suffi-

ciently, that they are stunted females.

The next problem was to discover
what caused their being stunted. It
has been found tiiat it is the difference
in food which has the effect to more
or less develop the individual bee,
and produce either a worker, on a
diet of honey and pollen, or a queen,

on a diet consisting of the secretion
of the salivary glands situated in the
heads of the young worker bees this
secretion is what is known as royal
jelly.
I may also remark here, that
in old bees these glands dwindle or
shrivel to such an extent that secretion is entirely suspended this makes
;

;

apparent why mainly young bees
should be employed to rear queens,
and then the same bees not more than
once, as their salivary glands, once
exhausted, cannot resume their function afterwards hence they are not
fit, because unable to
rear a good
queen. ]5ut even if they can not or
do not rear a queen, the desire to preserve their existence as a colony, is
generally present, in consequence of
which one or more workers begin to
it

;

lay eggs.
It has been and still is a puzzle to
the apiarist, how v>'orkers are fitted to
assume the royal duty of depositing
eggs. Many bee keepers do not believe it, giving as a reason that they
have not seen it still it is a fact that
they do lay eggs, but these eggs
always hatch drones. To entertain
the idea that such a worker could or
would be fertilized by a drone was
considered so far from the probable
that no bee-keeper ever mentioned it
as possible.
But a bee-keeper, by the name of
Kremer, in Germany, has made a
remarkable discovery. He caught a
worker and drone in the act of mating. When so caught, they were still
connected by their sexual organs, and
thus sent to Rev. Schoenfeld, who, at
present, is the keeper of tlie large
microscope bought by the bee-keepers
;

of Germany. After an examination
of them, he" pronounced the worker to

be not more nor less than any other
worker-bee a real, genuine worker
it was, and not a stunted queen as
was at first believed nor were the
sexual organs of this worker any more
developed than any of the others
which he had examined.
This discovery caused a great sen;

;

sation among apiarists in Germany,
as well it might.
writer in the
Illustrated Bienen~eitung asks some
questions which he partly answers,
maintaining that the queen never lays
any eggs which hatch drones, but that
it is the business of the fertilized
worker.
Where that drone comes
from, to do the first fertilizing in the
spring, he does not say. The following is a translation of the main points

A

and answers which he submits "1.
May a worker be fertilized V According to Kremer's discovery and the
:

investigation of the bees by Bev.
Schoenfeld, the question must be answered in the atlirmative. 2 Had
the worker, in question, a desire to
mate V Certainly otherwise the act
would not have taken place, for a
worker possesses the means to repel
a drone in case the latter should want
to enforce copulation. The observed
fact is also proof conclusive that the
stunted or smaller sexual organs of
the workers admit of copulation.
Microscopical investigation proved,
also, that no part of the sexual organs
of the said worker had been in any
way injured or torn. Experience also
proves that in a colony some workers
are larger than others, and some
drones are smaller than the average.
;

May

such workers, in mating, beCertainly
nature
does nothing without an object. The
3.

come

fertilized V

;

or an old, well-cleared and cultivated

one?"
"

-Xewl"' "Old!"
Which is the best race

of bees V"

" Survival of the fittest," " Tree-top
conditions,"' " Foul brood," " Preventing spring dwindling," "Fall feeding," "Shape of frames," "Swarm-

and bacteria theories," none of

ing,

them seemed to lack freshness of live
treatment. Upon the whole, perhaps
special
good-nature evidenced
spirited a discussion may

the

amid so
have

been somewhat promoted by

lingering recollections of how hardly
and good-naturedly big bee-men (here,
a year ago), without mercy, hit each
other's pet theories. In fact, the sort
of enjoyment of the ease with which
a good brother's " castles in the air"
could be demolished, seemed to lend
a charm to the exercises. Then,
amongst all, the " toes " so rudely trod
upon, so few seemed in the least
tender.
Several of the number present wondered why we do not have these annual meetings oftener as Pat ilonahan wanted to have " quarterly meetings " held "monthly."' Some of us
suggested that Rochester, N. Y., is
not so very far away, and a big meeting is to be held there in the near
future.
number expressed a desire,
nearly amounting to intention, to be

object of mating is to fertilize, -i.
laying workers been observed V
Experience says. Yes,- especially in a
queenless colony. 5. What did such
eggs hatchV Only male bees ordrones."
The other points are of minor importance, in one of which he asserts
that it has not been proven that
queens ever lay eggs which hatch
drones, which is contrary to facts
and he winds up by saying, "
queen
which is fertilized lays such eggs
only, which hatch either perfect or there.
stunted female bees, according to the
It is all very well to read articles on
food with which the larva; are sup- " hybrids " and all that, buj for a
plied. The less stunted and fertilized real good time, some would say, give
workers lay the eggs which hatch us a genuine, live International Beeperfect male bees or drones."
Keepers' Convention with a respectYoungstown, Ohio.
able sprinkling of lady members present and absent all dry, long, wellwritten papers.
To this should be
For the Americun Bee Journal.
added two or three bee-paper editors,
and one or two crank .advocates of
The Ontario Convention.
" (Jueen-larvoB fertilization in the
Many kind references on this oc- cell."' But then we. of course, recasion were made to the large gath- quire on hand, too. a few large proering of a year ago, when our city ducers of Xo. 1 comb honey, and a
was honored by the presence of the fair proportion of anxious -to-be-in-.
many great bee-men brouglit together structed novices. Then, ho, for next,
S.
at the meeting of the North American nearest bee-keepers" convention
Toronto, Can., Sept. 20. 1884.
Bee-Keepers' Association.
held
our annual meeting during the time
of the Industrial Exhibition, at which,
For tbe American Bee Journal.
too, the honey exhibits formed no unimportant part.
The present inA Dark Picture.
creased interest manifested in beeculture, as compared with only a few
J. M. nA.MIiAUGH.
years past, is truly astonishing." Three
evening sessions of nearly four hours
more promising season than that
each, and two forenoon meetings were of the present year never dawned
all attended by many who, for the upon the entliusiastic apiarists in this
first time in
their lives, had been region. Mother Earth seemed abundpresent at such a meeting and being antly clothed with the tiny petals of
invited to ask questions, they afforded white clover, and as the days inno small amount of amusement as creased in length and warmth, our
well as displaying intense anxiety in hillsides and valleys were soon cartheir efforts to master the mysteries peted with living green. Xone were
of the bee-hive.
more enthusiastic than myself in the
The themes and questions discussed cause, and nothing was left undone to
covered most of the ground which is secure our portion of the nectar from
generally gone over, and tlie common white clover.
conflict of theories had ample develMarch 23 marks the first joyous imopment. The answers as to methods pulse of the eager little bees, as they
and uses of ventilation were so flatly hovered over the opening buds of the
conflicting as to sadly bewilder the soft maple. Living as I do at the
solicitous inquirers, and sometimes western terminus of the sloping botlooked more like thickening the dark- toms of the Illinois river, with the
ness than evolving any light. " Shall abrupt bluffs to the north and west
we clip the queens' wings i"' " Yes I" heavily studded with timber, and
"Xo!"' -'Which is the better for basswood abundant, to the south and
bee-forage, a new section of country east a vast landscape of waste land

Have

;

A

A

:

I

We

A

;

—

.
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subject to overflow,ffivesmea vast and strong to justify it, as what little
diversified rautre. The banks of the they accumulated in the spring is
liver, four miles distant, are sl\irted about consumed. Has this occurred
with timber of various kinds, and in other localities V and am I right in
soft maple, willow and button-brush my conjectures as to the cause V I
intervenes ill hundreds of acres from have examined the brood, and so far
there to tillable lands. It is in this as I can see, it is in a healthy condiThe trouble seems general
direction that the attention of the tion.
honey-bee has been drawn during the throughout the uplands.
Versailles. HI.
entire season.
My surplus arrangements were all
put on by ^lay 10, and my bees were
For the American Bee Journal.
in prime condition to reap the clover
harvest. How happy I was on May
Comments on Several Subjects.
10. when the first white petals began
to show above the ground, and I
JOSEPH M. WISMER.
prided myself of soon being in possession of the nectar suitable for the
I beg to state that the Bee Jourgods. Tlie hillsides and the valleys N.\L has
been carefully perused,
became white, and my bees labored
searching for the long-felt want, inbut where ? Not to hillsides and val- formation, to enable me to substanand tiate my experiences in producing
leys, but to the bottom lands
when my hives became burdened, I honey in its different forms. On page
excavated some of the sections that 215, Mr. Wm. H. Balch, in the second
were nicely sealed. We sampled one, paragraph of his article, concludes
and our verdict was similar to that of that all animals have their peculiar
the Editor's, when he saw fit to terra scent, which exactly expresses my
it " vile stuff,'"
Our brilliant sentiments. I well remember, but a
etc.
anticipations were blasted, and we few years ago, a neighbor of mine
consoled ourselves with our brethren's had a small quantity ot butter packed
and sister's experience— Mrs. Harri- and ready for market. During the
son for instance for misery likes night the dog killed a skunk under
company, you know.
the veranda of the house, just outside
Basswood bloomed on June 2S, and of the cellar the following morning
no benefits resulted therefrom. The the butter, milk, and part of the eatunruly little laborers still preferred ables presented a greenish hue, and
the regions of the honey-dew to that were unfit for use.
of the basswood bloom. I would like
On page 485, Vol. XVIII. Mr.Heddon
to know if this honey-dew is likely to gives a good description of the effects
stay with us from year to year if so, ot the odor of the honey-bee,when diswe want recipes to manufacture vine- turbed, has upon the body of man
gar at 7.5 cents per gallon, or hunt a and even when in the apiary, bees
new occupation.
flying around within smelling disIt was, perhaps, the middle of July tance, would create such a tinkling
"
ere they ceased to carry in the
vile sensation in the head so as to produce
stuff," and their attention turned to a asthma.
more legitimate channel, since which
On page 5G7, present volume, is an
time the quality is much better, article from Dr. Tinker, concerning
though the quantity not so gi-eat.
poisonous honey. I do not wish to
Our Spanish-needle harvest has undermine the Doctor's practical probeen good, and the general condition fession, or to interfere with the Hedof the bees on the bottom-lands was don-theorv, but merely to present to
never better but after one reaches the readers of the Bee Journal my
the uplands, three miles back from experience as a honey-producer. In
the niinois bottom, the situation is my youthful days I could not eat
quite the reverse, and which is the honey without causing severe colicky
dark picture mentioned in the head- pains. Being a lover of bees and
ing of this article.
honey, I coidd not abstain from the
There has been no harvest for the sweets which the bees had stored in
bees duriu<j the entire season, save their well-made cells.
the white clover, and that yielded but
For more than 20 years as a beea scant supply. During the balance keeper in the old-fashioned way, I
of the long season they have remained have suffered from its effects, not
inactive, and were compelled to draw knowing the reason why such a sweet
on their own resources for sustenance. as honey, so highly spoken of in the
Demoralization from protracted idle- lioly writ as wholesome food, should
ness, or something else, has caused be
poisonous, until I commenced
" spring dwindling." or something keeping bees on the new or modern
akin to it, till many which were strong plan, and following the instructions
colonies at the close of the clover of the Bee Journal. I noticed that
harvest, at present can scarcely mus- extracted honey, when eaten, would
ter a queen's retinue. One man in be more mild than comb honey in my
Mt. Sterling, this State, with 7-5 or SO stomach, thereby proving that honey
colonies, thinks that but few of them ripened by the bees was where the
will survive the winter.
cause existed. This extracted honey
The bees appear inactive when they is impregnated with this same disattempt to fly, and fall to the ground
charged poison as Mr. Pleddon speaks
and after futile attempts to regain of.
Observation induced me to make
their wings, they crawl about and die.
Dead bees are found over tlie side- further investigation in this matter.
walks quite a distance from the hives. On one morning in 1882, when clover
Feeding is the order of the day, and basswood honey was at its best,
where the colonies are sutliciently I extracted all the honey which 2 col;

—

;

;

;

;

;
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onies had, and then in the evening,
again, in order to get this vegetable
sweet in its natural state and ripened
by evaporation. This honey I found
tbat I could eat with safety, and with
pleasant sensations.
Not being satisfied with this experiment, I knew of three friends who
used the same precautions as I had in
eating honey. I persuaded them to
eat of this prepared honey, and with
the same results. So that led me to
believe that honey ripened by the bees
contained enough of the so-called
poison to produce colic to some people, and, again, to others premature
death.
With this prepared honey I
healed or cured my delicate or weak
stomach so that I can with safety eat
any kind of honey. In order to more
fully substantiate these facts, I would
Why
ask the Doctor a question
does the sting of
a bee. produce
greater pain with some people than
with others V
:

On

jSIr, A. A. Fradenburg
Can any bee-keeper who reads
show that a singe colony of bees

pfige 536,

asks. "
this,

has ever had diarrhoea when they have
had no pollen at all ?" which I cannot
pass without relating a few facts in
my own experimenting with bees to
winter successfully. Last fall I prepared 20 colonies in four different
ways, all equally in good condition
5 colonies were in natures own way
5 with pure granulated sugar and
without pollen 5 with sugar and pollen and the remainder with pollen,
sugar and honey. I was very anxious
;

;

;

;

winter at least a part of my bees.
found tliat they were doing well
until Jan. 20. when the thermometer
indicated \tp below zero, and the bees
on the summer stands began to show
uneasiness, and continued so until
Jan. 22, when the mercury was 24^
to

I

below

zero,

which was uncommonly

The

cold for this locality.

colonies

prepared with sugar and pollen were
the first ones to spot their hives and
On opening the hive to see their
die.
thought to myself,
condition, I
" There pollen cannot always be the
cause of bee-diarrhoea." For instance,
Mr. F., on the same page, in the first,
paragraph, quotes this " I (Heddon),
this morning, received a letter from
Mr. Shuck, and he suggests the idea
that vegetable matter is the cause of
the trouble, etc." The case that I
had last winter goes to show that
sugar or honey in their best forms, is
vegetable matter as well as pollen,
1

:

which

I

conscientiously believe will,

in a certain condition, or in a low, wet
temperature, produce diarrhoea in its

worst form
On page 550, Mr,

S.

J.

Youngman

" Upon close inspection I
writes
saw that it was fine liquid spray or
fine drops which was ejected from the
bees." Nature has so constructed or
devised the honey-bee as to have
means to separate the water from the
sweets contained in the nectar in its
raw state, which I will try to explain.
Four years ago last spring, I fed my
bees in order to stimulate breeding,
and I found that sweetened water fed
outside of the hive, would induce the
queen to lay with a good will. I also
noticed a similar phenomenon as that
:

—

—
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witnessed by Mr. Y. and his assistant. yards about 5,000 pounds of honey,
Three following springs, when too which I consider only half a crop.
cold for my bees to forage with safety, Two thousand pounds of it was comb,
I would introduce sweetened water to and 3,000 pounds of extracted honey,
large portion of it is of a very line
l^eep them from the danger of dwindOur bee-papers speak of
ling. 1 found that around the feeder quality.
would be as wet as though it had been honey-dew, but there is none of it
raining, which induced me to search here.
G. H. Adams.
North Nassau, N. Y.,Sept. 16, 1.884,
for the cause. Hundreds of bees circulating through the air just above
Answer. I have wintered my bees
my head, and having been at the (some
.30 to 60 colonies) in our house
feeder, was what kept the air as
cellar several times, and have never
though fine liquid spray or fine drops
seen any damage done to the vegeof water was falling, so long as the
tables or anything else in the cellar.
bees continued to feed and the air was
Neither do 1 remember of any report
perfectly clear.
On close inspection of the bees that of any such damage from bees.
worlied with a good will, I found that
they would fill themselves and take Absconding Swarm,
wing to eject the water accumulated,
I hived a very large swarm of bees
and then would again come down to on June' 3, and on June 10 they left
the feeder to refill themselves with for parts unknown. The hive was
sweetened water before entering tfie new and clean, and had Dadant's
hive. This process I believe to be a foundation in it. They filled the hive
common feature in the bees in the with honey before they left. Please
foraging field. Mr. Y. further says
" Now, what does this meanV What explain the cause of their actions.
Henry Stark.
Plier, Wis.
bearing does it have on the dry feces
has ever been
Answer.
No
one
theory? Also, on the pollen idea V"
able tg account for many strange
none.
I emphatically say
freaks of bees especially such actions
.Jordan Station, Ont.
of swarms as the one which you mention. I have had a few swarms leave
new, clean hives well supplied with
glotxy. choice foundation, and that, too, after
they had made a good start therein,
and lodge in a small (too small) rotten
ANSWERS BY
cavity of a tree where the rotten wood
lets the combs drop as fast as they beJames Htddon, Dowagiac, Mich. came heavy. The natural instinct of
bees, in many instances like other in-

A

—

Only One-Third of a Crop,
The season here has been a poor
one

—

only one-third of a crop of surplus honey, and but few swarms, but
those were very large ones.
The
weather was too' dry and too cold.
R. B. Woodward, M. D.
Somerset, O.. Sept. 20, 1884.

Terrible Loss.
I have lately lost a good, comfortable house, worth $2,000, by fire. In
it I lost nearly all of last year's crop
of honey, and hundreds of volumes of
an excellent library,

Wm. Ballantine.
Sago, Ohio, Sept,

17, 1884.

:

—

;

Wilx^t and

1.

Rules for tltis Department.
Give your name and post-ofiQce address.

sects, leads to failure

and death.

2. Be brief, and to the point.
Winter Stores for Bees.
3. Send no simple questions, sucii as are
answered in the bee-books.
1. Neigiiboring bee-keepers state in
4. Ask onlj' such questions
as are of the last issue of the Bee Journal
general interest.
From
This department is not intended for that they have but lialf a crop.
advertising any one's wares — therefore 1.50 colonies, spring count, I have inquestions concerninfr the manufacture of creased them to 200, and secured 9,000
goods for sale are not appropriate.
pounds of comb honey in one and two6. Direct all questions to the editor
pound sections. What per cent, of
THOS. C;. NEWITI.IN,
full crop do you regard this V
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
2. Upon examination I find many
.").

Brood-Cells.

How

soon, after

colonies whicli are fully supplied with
honey, without brood or eggs, yet
having queens and plenty of room.
Would you at once
the
young bee Why is this
a cell be used begin to stimulate such colonies to
'i

has emerged, will
again V or how many times may it be brood-rearing ?
3. I winter my bees in the cellar,
used during 4 months of the breedand put into winter quarters from
ing season V
F. F. G.
Nov. 1 to 1-5. Would you now supply
Waterville, Me.
whicli
have not sufficient
Answ^er.— I think almost imme- colonies
stores for winter
or is it best to wait
diately, so that each cell will sustain
until a few days before placing them
the production of a worker-bee every
into winter quarters ?
21 days, drones 24 days and queens 16
E. W. Thojipson.
days. This is tiie average length of
Ilindsdale, N. Y.
tirne with but slight variation.
Answers.— 1. Your yield is a good
one, and thougli not as large as has
Will Bees Produce Dampness?
been taken before from the same
Will putting bees into the cellar number of colonies, it is far above
cause dampness to such an e.xtent the average of tlie country.
that vegetables and other things will
2. I cannot account for such a conwill be injured ? I have .30 colonies dition of your brood-chambers, never
of bees in the vicinity of Troy, and I having any such
conditions here.
wish to place them in the cellar where During the honey-dearth, just after
tliey have been kept but before I am basswood, is when our bees breed the
permitted to do so, the gentleman de- most. Can it be that yoiir hives and
sires to know, from good auttiority. field are both destitute of pollen
whether they will produce dampness
3. I would feed the deficiency now,
or not. I have taken from three bee- while the weather is warm.
"?

;

'?

Pays to Use Foundation.
The honey crop here is rather light
this year. Some colonies have done

It

have gathered but
honey. From 7 colonies I received 9 swarms, of which only two
have gathered enough honey to winter on. Having seen Mr. Doolittle's
question, " Does it pay to use comb
foundation '?"" I thought I would try
the experiment, so on .Tune 17 I hived
an Italian swarm of bees in a Langstroth hive containing 10 frames filled
with comb foundation, and 64 onepound boxes filled with foundation.
In 7 days they liad the 10 frames filled
with honey, and were working in the
surplus boxes,
I have taken from
that colony 70 one-pound boxes well
tilled with fine honey, while other
swarms coming a week or two later
have not honey enough to winter on.
The cost of the comb foundation did
not exceed $1,7.5. To me it looks as
though it pays to use comb founda-

well, while others
little

"

tion.
Lisle,

111.,

Frank Hatch.

Sept. 22, 1884.

Killed by a Bee-Sting.

On Sunday, Sept. 21, 1884, Mrs.
Sturdevant, who lived in Fairfield,
Fayette County, Iowa, while walking
home from a neiohbor's. where she
and her husband liad been visiting,
was attacked hy a honey-bee that got
into her hair. Her husband killed it,
and immediately slie was attacked by
another, whicli stung her 9-16 of an
inch below tlie upper margin of the
lower left eye-lid, and about % of an
inch nearer tlie outer than the inner
canthus of the eye. She was about
30 rods from her "home when stung.
She requested her husband to extract
the stinger, when, upon examination,
he could see the place where she was
stung, but did not see the stinger.
She immediately went home, and on
going into the house, her daughter
asked her what was the matter, when
she replied that a bee had stung her.
She asked her daughter for the
camphor, and immediately went to
her bed-room, and lying down upon
the bed, her daughter tnen saturated

;
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it to the wound.
Convention at Chicago.
She went into what appeared to be an
apoplectic lit, no spasmodii' jerking
i^° Tlie Northwestern Bee-Keepot tlie muscles, and in live minutes, ers' Association will hold its litth
this being about 15 minutes after she annual convention at Owsley's Hall,
was stung, she was a corpse. To all northwest corner of Robey and West
appearances she had been a strong, ^Madison streets, Chicago, 111., on
A good physician Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 1.5
healthy person.
was sent for. but got there sometime and If),
commencing at 10 a. m.
after she died, 'the Doctor thinks on Wednesday, and holding five sestluit the bee-sting was the immediate sions.
Those who have attended one
B. F. Little.
cause of her death.
of these annual re- unions will need
Brush Creek, Iowa, Sept. l:2, 1,ss4.
no urging to induce them to come
again those who have not, should remember that Father Langstroth charShort Honey Crop.
the last meeting as " repreWe have had a short crop of lioney acterized
senting the largest number of large,
spring
in
the
I began
in this region.
practical and successful honey-prowith 210 colonies aiid increased them ducers of any convention that he had
condition.
good
apparently
in
to 390,
visited."
This meeting being
My honey crop is B,.jOO pounds, nearly ever
held during the Inter-State Industrial
all of it being comb honey.
Exposition, reduced railroad fares

a cloth ami applied
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i®° The Progressive Bee Keepers'
Association meets on the first Saturday in October, 18.S4, at Bedford, O.
A general invitation is given.
J. R. Reed, See.

J>pccial IJoticcs.
The Bee Journal

J.

F.

Spaulding.

Charles City, Iowa, Sept.

may be had on nearly all of the railroads.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

24, 1884.

C. C.

MiLLEK,

Pres.

Local Convention Directory.

^F

The bee-keepers' association of
Central Illinois will hold their quar-

1884.
Time and place of Meetino.
Oct. 2.— "Whitesldes, Ul.. at Morrison. 111.
A. B. Kreider. Sec.
Oct. 2.— N. W. Ohio, at Defiance, Ohio.
W. U, Kalston, Sec.
Oct. 3.— N. Ind. and S. Mich, at Goshen. Ind.
F. L. Putt, M. D., Sec.
Oct. 4.— Progressive, at Bedford, O.
J. K. Reed, Sec.

Wabash,

increase the

number

Bee Journal, we

of readers
believe, will

aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
offer the following

cash premiums for clubs.
$10.00 for the largest club received
at this oflice before Feb. 1, 188.5 (either
of the Weekly, ^Monthly, or both); one

Weekly counts same

as 4 Monthlies.

$5.00 for the second largest
$4.00
meeting at Bloomington, 111., on
for the third
$3.00 for the fourth
Wednesday, Oct. 8, 1884, at 10 a. m.
;

;

;

W.

B.

Lawrence,

W

Sec.

The AVhiteside Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet at Morrison,
All
111., at 1 p. m., on Oct. 2, 1884.
bee-keepers are cordially invited.
A. B. Kreider, Sec.

Ind.

Henry

To

of the

iu Cash.

terly

Oct. 4.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at Marshalltown, la.
J. W. Sanders. Sec.
Oct. 4.— Wabash Co., at

$25.00

Premiiiiiis,

;

for 1885.

Cripe. Sec.

Bioomineton, 111.
W. B. Lawrence. Sec.
Oct. 6, 7.— Northern Mich., at Alniu. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich.
Oct. 15, 16.— Northwestern, at ChicnKO, 111.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.

Oct. 8.— Ceiitral Illinois, at

$2.00 for the tiftli
sixth largest club.

;

and

All former offers of

$1.00 for the

Premiums

are

now withdrawn.
The price of the Weekly Bee Journal for 18S5 is $2.00 for one copy

$3.80 for two copies (to the same or
The Wabash County Bee-Keep- different post-offices) $5.50 for three
;
Association will hold its second
meeting on Saturday, Oct. 4, at the copies $7.20 for four copies and for
Court House in Wabash, at 10 a. m. five or more copies, $1.75 each.
Oct, 22.— N. W. Ind., at Laporte. Ind.
A. Fahnestock, Sec.
All bee-keepers are cordially invited
We have decided to publish the
Oct. 28-30.— North American at Rochester, N. Y.
to attend. Come one and all and
Dr. C. C. Miller, Sec. Marengo. 111.
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
children,
and
we
bring
your
wife
and
Nov. 10.— Will County, 111., at Beecher, 111.
Gustavus Kettering, Sec. will try and make it interesting for of the same size and shape as the
Henry CPvIPe, Sec.
you.
Nov. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Weekly, (which contains about the
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
Aaron SinctER, Pres.
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
same amount of reading matter as
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Monthly,) at .50 cents a
Dec. 10, 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
i^" The Cedar Vallej; Bee-Keepers' the present
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton. Mich.
will hold its second an- year; two copies (to the same or difAssociation
Dec. 12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.
nual meeting in Beckley's Hall, South ferent post-offices) for 90 cents three
I^r* In order to have this table complete, SecreSide, Waterloo, Iowa, on Oct. 1 and 2, copies for $1.30 four copies for $1.70
taries are requested to forward lull particulars of
;
Reduced rates over the differtime and place of future meetings.— Eu.
1884.
ent railroads. All interested are cor- five copies for $2.00 more than five
dially invited to attend and make this copies for 40 cents each. The time has
Ifational Bee-Keepers' Association. one of the best meetings in the State.
been extended on all portions of next
H. O. McElhany, Sec.
As has already been noticed, the
year, which have been paid for at the
next annual meeting of the North
rate of $1.00.
American Bee-Keejiers' Association
t^ The Northern Indiana and
Subscriptions for two or more years
will be held in the city of llochester, Southern Michigan Bee-Keepers' AsX. Y., Oct. 28, 29 and 30, 1884. Essays sociation will hold its next session in for one person, will count the same
" Wintering Goshen, Ind., on Oct. .3, 1884, at 10 a.
will be read as follows
as each year for a different person.
Bees," by AV. F. Clarke, of Canada
m. Important topics relating to the
" Xectar," by Prof. A. .1. Cook, of management of the apiary will be
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
Michigan " Marketing Honey," by discussed. (Considerable time will be 1885 will have all the numbers for 1884
"
Thos. G. Newman, of Illinois
Foul devoted to answering questions from
published after the subBrood," by D. A. Jones, of Canada. the query-box. Several distinguished free that are
The committee has decided to use the apiarists are expected to be present. scriptions are received at this office.
balance of the time in discussing All persons interested in bee-culture
these and other questions of impor- are invited to attend.
large meetTrial Subscribers.— The Weekly
tance. Those who cannot be present, ing is anticipated.
and have questions that tliey desire
F. L. Putt, M. D., Sec.
Bee Journal will be sent to any new
to have discussed or answered, will
A. Blunt, Pres.
subscriber in North America from now
please send the same to the Secretarv,
Dr. C. C. Miller, of Marengo, 111., or
^" The Tuscarawas County Bee until the end of 1884 for 25 cents.
to Rochester, in care of the conven- Keepers' Association will hold its next This offer is intended to aid those who
tion, on or before the first day of the meeting at the apiary of Geo. F. Wil- are getting up clubs at Fairs, Convenmeeting. Notice as to place of meet- liams, in New Philadelphia, O., on
tions, etc., and should add several
ing will be given hereafter.
Thursday, Oct. 23. 1884.
thousand to our readers during the
C. C. Miller, Sec.
G. F. Williams, Sec.
L. C. KoOT, Vice-Pres.
next month.
A. A. Fradenburg, Pres.

^"

ers'

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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Convention Hand-Book.

Pocket Companion for

It is a nice

bee-keepers.

It is

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
MAKTAI, OF THE APIARY.
SOLD SINCE 1876.

Or.

beautifully printed

on toned paper, and bound

11,000

in cloth

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.

12th ''rhoiir§:in<l dust Out!
price 50 cents.
11th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
have had some bound in Russia
We have again increased ourcapacity formaking
S.OOO Sold the MUst Year.
"BOSS" ONE-PIECE SECTION, and are now
More than 50 pages, and more than 50 fine illus- the
leather, with colored edges— price 60
ready to fll) orders on short notice. We would ad-

We

in the Hth edition,
the whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scieatiflc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, SI 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

trations were added

cents.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,

we send

A. J. COOK., Author and Publisher.
LANSING, MICH.

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

State Agricultural College,
18C7t :J0Dl2t

1^" We can supply photographs of
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of 1884.
Berlepsch, or Dzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each

DEALERS,

And

not Wait

especially

the

^intil

SUf'PIj'S'

Coines.

Riish

We

will not manufacture Hives and Shipping
Crates this season, as we have tixed over all our

machinery for making the One-Piece Sections.

JOSEPH
I

and

vise our customers,
to

D. ENAS,
Sunny Side Aplury,

1884.

FORNCROOK &

J.

CO.,

Wntertown, Wis.. Dec.

49BCtf

1,

1883

Pure Italian Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

Young Men!— Read
The Voltaic Belt Co

E.\TKACTUKS, COMB FOUNDATION,

This.

and

vitality

manhood, and

all

Address. BunnySideApinry

24D!Ut

of Marshall, Mich.,
oflertosend their celebrated Electro-VolT.iic Belt and other Electkic AppLi.iNCES
on trial for thirty days, to men {young or
old) aiHicted with ner\'oiis debility, loss of
,

kindred

troubles. .\lso for rheumatism, neuralyia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, \-igor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free. 6Dly

&c.

NAPA.CAL.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
(SECOND TO Ni'NE)

150

BEES

Colonies of ITALIAN

They are in Langstroth portico-hives, with
standard L frames. All in tirst-class condition, with from *'0 to :iO pounds of good
hone.v for winter.

The combs are all straight

and

Also, Syrian and Carniolan queens, mated with
Untested queens of either race.
tested queens of either race. $2.( o. Special
rates on large orders. Circular free. Send postal
for it.
G. H.
Italian drones.

fl.'id;

KKirKEBBOCKEB.
PINE PLAINS,

34Dtf

all worker, and are built mostly on
wired frames. In lots of 1 to 30 at $4.50 each
10 to 25 at S4.2.J each 50 or more, at $4.00
each.
G. H. SHIBLEV.
.39A4t
Hichniond, McHenry Co., 111.
;

;

N. Y.

MANUFACTORY
FOU HIVES, SECTIONS,
&c.

ei@ ENGRAVINGS

THE HORSE,
KENDALL,

BY

M. D.
B. J.
Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
sumers with
We have some ELEGANT Hives, Sections, Broad Frames, Shipping
A TREATISE giving an index of diseases,
Crates, etc.,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
RIBBON BADGES, having of kinds. make:i
specialtyof I.ANGSTROTH table giving all the principal drugs used for the
j«,\ a rosette and gold Bee, for ANU MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with hi.irse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
a poison a table with an engraving of the
bee-keepers' use at Fairs, supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made when
9Alc-ja
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
PoDlar. Address,
Conventions, etc.
Price from
the age of the horse a valuable collection of reQEOReE
XAYI.OR,
cipes, and much valuable information.
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
DUNDEE, Kane Co., ILL.
ICtf 12Btf
Price 25 cent*. —Sent on receipt of price, by
I

am now

prepared to supply dealers and con-

;

itll

/vX

\

;

;

RETURN MAIL

QUEENS BY

I ;iiii liuw up with Djy (.utiery, iiDd can send
choice queeris by return luai). i^end we your
orders, and help me "out of the tire."

S4D4t

J. T. WILSOK.MorlODsville, Ky.

Friends,

if

you are

In

any way interested

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will with pleasure send a sample copy of tbe
GleiiiiiDgs in Bee-Culture.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in Illvest Honey Ksctractom, C'omb
Foan<l:ition, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Pate Jited. Simply send your address written phiin}]j. to
Ctf
A. I. ROOT. Medina. O.

HEADQUARTERS
Vvr

iiie

IN

THE SOUTH

manufacture of

BEE-ItEEI'ERS» SITI'PLIES.

Dunham »nd

R«iot Foiindallon a specialty.
Italian yueens and Hees from March to November.

lysena fur my Illustrated Catalogue.
r ATI- 1.. VIAI-L,05f. Bayou Goula,

5Ctf

La.

WAKTED.—
By a reliable man, an Apiary ora
Kruit Farm, either one or bdth together,
to

manage and workon

shares; best referenrea given.
Please give particulars. H, McFAKIiAND.
40Ait
Waterville. Lamoille Co. .Vermont.

GIVEN.

S.

D. S.

J. R.

CALDWELL.

GIVEN & CO.,

SdLE MANTFArTritEHS OF

mm

FOli\I)ATION

PRESS

AND WIRING MACHINE.
NOTICE — The hiisiiu-ss of manulactiu--

Ing the Given Fcnm.lation Press will still be
continuea at Hoopeston liv J. K. Caldwell,
who has controlled it lor the past 3 years in
the interest of 1). S. Given & Co. Address
all orders to D. S. Gi\ten & Co., Hoopeston,
Illinois.

THOMAS

DR. FOOTE'S
HAP BOOR OF HEALTH,
Hints and Ready Recipes.
the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost Impoitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
habits (if Eating, Drinking. Dressing, Sleeping.
is

Semi-monthly

MRS. D.

I

Biilliing, Working, etc.
It Costs only
and contains 28 pages,

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,

po6t-|i9tid.

and In sent by mull,
on receipt of price. This is just

0.

n^ WeatMadistm

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Land-Owners, Attention
.'Vll persons who have lo.^t Keal Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OH .JUDICIAL.
S.VLES. are in\-ited to correspond with
RICKEIi &. B['1.L, Attorneys at Law,
41 First Ave., Ceclai- Kapitl!!, loiva, and
they will learn something to their advantage.

the Book that every family should have.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

What

to Eat,
to Eat it,
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Pi^rils of Summer,
How to Breathe,

Parasites of the Skin,

Overheating Houses.

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Uow

Bathing— Best way.
JiUngsA Lung Diseases,
How to Av<jid them,
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

Ventilation,
Exercise.
Inrtuence of Plants,
Occui)atinn for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
Supertiutius Hair.
After- Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause&
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
edness.
Croup— to Prevent.

IT

TELLS

ing.Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples,Sore Thmat. Sun-strnke, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, loothache. Ulcers. Warts,
Whooping Cough, Wn-rms in Children.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey. Foundation. Hi^ es. Sections, and

Fi^ANAOAK
lABly

West Madison

G.

Street,

ILL.

9'J5.

«-'!='**»»«

NEED 'i-,^,"^*?"-'
^OU I1LLU
Index. Full of TRADES,
Ybu
Estate news.
Bargains and
a year.
\V.

27C6t

.JO cts.

Samnle copv free. Address,
fjiRIGGS, Ivii-ks\'111e, Mo.

Li.

Apiar-

<fe

II.I.IKSKI,

Belleville, St.ClairCo.,Ill8.

Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
square inch— no single cut sold for lees

THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
Madisnn Street ChlcnKO, III.

985 West

W.Kogersville,
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Mleh.,
Oeuesee
Co.,

a specialty of rearing fine Italiait
All queens bied from the purest and
best of mothers, and the cells built in full colonies. Single queen, $1; it for %5; 12 or more 75
Tested queens, ?l.o(i each. Make
cents each.
money orders payable at Flint, Mich. He has a
large stnck of Queens on hand, and can fill orders33Dtf
l»y
Is

now making

queens.

Ki-'al

all

ELECTROTYPES

XEIVMAN,
CHICAGO,

Loclt box

25 cents per
than MIC.

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOiU AS
SI25

makes the tlne.st extr.i thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by
AX.FKED H. N£1VMA..>'.
CHICAGO. ILL.
923 WestMadlBon Street.
It

Save Doctor Bills!

Price only 2.> Cents.

Foiiiulatioii Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00,

ian Implements, send tor Circular to

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes. Buils. Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns,* -oughs, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria. Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache, Iliccuugh. Hives,
Hoarseness, Itching, Indamed Breasts, Ivy I'oison-

It will

Vaiidenort

KETUKN MAIL.

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Thousand Just Published

Sixth

G39

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.
TESTIMONIALS.

New and Enlarged

Edition

Hamilton,

Mhs. Fhanc'ES Di'NnA.M, De
Dear Madam: — \\'e have made about

III.,

Dec.

in, i883.

Pere, "Wis.

of foundation on vnur mills this year, and the
foundation has tiiven univerpul satisfaction; so much so, that several manufacturers have stopped
have also manufactured about
manufacturinK to supply their custoniers with otir foundiition.
Ui.ooo lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine lor surplus boxes, and It has been equally a
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
Yours,
CIIAS.
& SON.
^S.'nwi lbs.

We

BEES

and

HONEY,

OR THE
Management of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit; by

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Editor uj the Weekly Bee Journal.

Wfl

aas

DADANT

Frances Dunham. De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madam:— I have made over 100,000
not now take double the price I paid for it.

Miis.

Mks. Frances Dunham:
All prefer the foundation
I

Mndlson Street, ChlcuKO,

have no

difficulty in rolling

I

it

lbs.

Beeton.Ont., Dec. lo, 1883.
of foundation on one t)f your machines, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Genoa. Cayuga Co.. N. Y., Dec. V2, 1883.
manufacture on one of your mills, to that made on any other machloe
from lo to V2 feet to the pound for section?.
Yours respectfully.
J. G. WHITTEN.

III,

Kenttm, Ohio, Dec. 29, 1883.
Frances Dunham:
After usinn one of vour foundation mills for the past 3 years, we can't say t(^io much in its favor
SMITH & SMITH.
Yours,
for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

Mits.

contains 330 profusely illustrated
paces, is "fully up with the times" in all
the iniiirovements anil inventions in this
rapidly developint; pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everything that can aid in
the successful nianajjement of tlie lloneyBee, and at tlie same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
It

And

Omaha, Neb., Jan. is, i884.
Frances Dunham:
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best tor that purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg, Iowa, and L. C. RootA Bro., of
Mohawk, N. Y. Messrs. Koot & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say: "It (our Umndationjgave the best results of any tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which isto me alvraya a jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T.L. VON DORN.
MiiS.

Send for description and Price

List to

FRANCES DUXHAM, De

condition.

PRICE— Bound

in cloth, Sl.OO

;

in

RU Y AN ^

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

5S~A

I^iberal
tlte

p'^'~^(

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hundred,
'

Pere, Wis.

paper

PATENT

^DUNDATIGN
!

ORGAN

MAYSVILL£,ICY^
ilTABly

Best in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PKESS
8l'PEKI(_)R lor mabinsComb Foundation either

Is

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insure^
straiyht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

GIVEN

D. S.

<fe

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORCANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camo &
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

ESTEY & CAMP,

Bad.ant'sFoiiiulatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

PURE HOLY-LAND

another column.

{\mml

Howard's importation of Holy-Land Queen are
the only pure queens of this race in this country.
WehaveUoi tiie finest queens that Mr. H. imported, and will liave by Sept. 1.'), inn young queens
from them. They will be lertihzed 3 miles from
all other bees, and we guarantee tliem to be equal
in every res|)t'ci to the imported queens. Price,
*J.no eacli. A copy of the Bee-Keeper's HandvBook or one of .mr combined Queen ;ind Drone
Traps will be t'iven with each queen. We can send
you as dne Italian or Albino queens as can be purchased in the world. VVarrunted queens. $L"0

130,000

iWh e

Given'sFoundatiooPress.

188 end !90 State

rt a week at home.

24

A

ri II winch persons of either sex. young or old,
Mi.an make t-'reat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Uallett & Co., Portland. Maine.

M

4Aly

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
ii--.v?v,-""'==/

REVOLV'IXG COMB-HANGER,
Tool Box and Secording Desk Combined.

Price, eomiilete, only
sale
923

liy

ALFRED

$18.00.

West Madisun

H.

Street.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

D01IGHERTT& McKEE,
Lang-stroth

Dealers

HIVES

a Specialtv. Dadanfs
Foundation.Bingham Smokers, Wired frames
and Foundation from the Given Press, Sections. B.\tractors

our Price Ust.

and Honey

Jars.

Send for
14A26t

J-

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey .Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langatroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

Apply

to

C

.

F.

M rr T H

SONS,

working class. Send 10 cents
ir postage, and we will mail you /ref,
a royal, valuable bo.xof sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
mure money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required. AVe will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, young and
old. Vou cairea;*ily earn from f>o cents to severy
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direcFortunes will be made by
titins, etc.. sent tree.
those who give their wliole time to the work. Great
for the

GOLD!

Don't delay. Start
Co., Portland, Maine.

success absolutely sure.
etc.

Address Stinson

&

now.

4Aly
,

CINCINNATI, O.
and 978 Central Ave..
|*"Send IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
976

VAN DKUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. (^^^ N, F.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CAItRUGE,

For

Indianapolis, Ind.,

high 3ide-WGll3.4 to 16 square feet tc
thb pound. Circular and samples free

11^:^^

St

.Manufacturers of and

Pay

if

1.

BEEKEEPERS' SCPPliIES and In
HONEY.

outht free.

1 1

;

We want an acent and local reporter in every
community to repre.-^ent City anil Country,
and furnish us from titiie to time such facts as we
may require. Send in cents for credentials and
full particulars resardine services and compensation. Address. Will C. Turner & Co., Publishers
"City uud Coantry,** Coloinhus. Ohio.

f5.0(»

1 1 absolutely sure. No risk. Capital notreSYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT. Srt
L^ W i)uired. Reader,
you want business at

each; tested, f l..^>n select-ie.-ted, ^:i.<xi each.—
Secure your breedinK-queens for another season.
37A4t
UENKY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

LOCAL REPORTERS WANTED.

CHICAGO.

St.,

Dadaiit'sFoiniilatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

;
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HEDDON'S
OOLXJlvTlSr.

WAX

Prices Reduced, i^ ^©"O"
Owing

to a decline in the price of

Beeswax there

will, hereafter, be a
reduction of 5 cents per pound
orders
on all
for Comb Foundation.

ON SHARES,

For Comb Foundation for 1885,

Why not send me

your

Wax
aa

made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound ifor making, during
the less-liurried winter montlis.
If you liave no wax, perhaps your
store-keepers liave,and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in
to be

CO

i

h-^

n

^

©

"1^
^

c
o

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary

for Sale.

I offer for sale one of the best
apiaries and very clioieest location in
Soutliern Michigan.
No otlier bees kept in the field.
House, barn and lioney- house, good
cellar, cistern, and two wells ; highboard fence all on
acre of ground in

%

a small village, 6 miles from liere, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegrapli offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2-5 rods
distant.

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood
third, from
:

;

myriads of

fall fiowers.

I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

[

1

tracted honey as desired
or I will
sell only tlie home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a lar^e number
of colonies on sljares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
Hives and fixtures of my latest improved patterns.
Write
me for
prices, terms, etc.
;

QUEENS!
Our New Strain,
Also IITIPOKTED IT ASIANS!
Take your

choice.

Prices

:

Tested, to breed from

Untested
Untested, after July 1st
Fntested. (perdoz.) after July 1st

% 3 00
1 25
I

11

00
00

CIRCULAR for 1884
SURE to state whether or not you
have my Circular for 1883.

And

be

Address,

JAMES HEDDON,
DOW AG

I

AC. CasB County, MICH.

pq

fe

want

.<!»

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
isei.

Chicago,

i
*

111.,

October

Topics Presented

in this

8,

1884.

Apiarian Display at New Orleans
Poor Season
PrBLISHKD Br
Bee-Diarrhoja— Hot Weather
C.
Bee Journal for 188.5
Editor and Pkoprietok.
Bees and Honey at London, Ont.
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. Cash Premiuuis for
Clubs

NEWMAN,

.

Weekly.

*»

a year

:

Monthly.

50

cents.

41.

Number.

A

THOMAS

VOLXX.-No.

Cellar Ventilation

652
652

ADVERTISING RATES.

651

&54
651

20

654
6.53

cents per line
For either

A

the

line of this

oi

space, each insertion,

Weekly or Monthly Editi(ms.

type will contain about

t words;

Convention at Chicago
653 TWELVE lineB will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Entered at the P.O. as Second-Glass matter. Convention Notices
653
iCdltorial Notices. 50 cents per line.
Correspondence
649
Advertisemenls may be inserted one, two or four
Create a Local Honey Market
654 times a month, if so ordered, at 30 cents
TO CORRESPONDENXS.
per line,
Editorial Items
643—648 of space, for each Insertion.
Tlie Subscription Price of the Weekly
Ree .loiKNAL is $2.00 a j-ear and of Foul Brood, its Propagation and
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
the Monthly, 50 cent;* a year in advance.
Cure
644 of the contract, will be chari^ed the full rate for
New Subscriptions can l)eg'in at anytime.
the
time the advertisement is inserted.
654
Club Rales for tlie "Weekly are *.'l 80 Honey and Beeswax Market
for two copies (to the same or different Honey-Dew for Winter Stores
643
THO.MAS G. NEWMAN,
post-offices); $5.."}0 for three copies;
•es Went Ma<ll!<on Street.. Chlcaco, III.
653
$7.'20 for four cojiies
and for five or Honey for Bees in Winter
more copies, §1.75 each.
Kentucky State Conventionn
651
Club Rates lor tlie IVIoiitlily are two Local Convention Directory
653
copies (to the same or ditlerent postTO CORRESPONDENTS.
otJicesi for 90 cents
three copies for JSIy Report for 1884
652
four copies for $1.70 five copies
S1.."J0
AavertiM<>iiic.|it« for the next Weekly Bee
National
Bee-Keepers'
Ass'n
653
for $-.00
more than five copies for 40
JOUKNAI, must reach this offlce by the
cents each.
Saturday of the previous weeli.
Report for the Season
652
Sending Money.— Remit by Express. Post
Books lor Bee-Keepers.— For prices and
652
Office Order. Postal Note, or Bunk Draft Report for 1884
descriptions of liee-booljs, see the second
on New York or Chieag-o. If neither of Season Almost an Entire Failure. 652
page of this paper.
these can be olitained, Key-ister your
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
Letter, affixing stamps both for postag-e Selections from Our Letter Box.. 652
;

:

;

:

;

:

:

;

and registry, and take a receipt for it; Southern Wisconsin
Convention.
it by Kxpress.
Money, sent as
above described, is at our f^isk, other- Special Notices
wise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us '2[t cents each, Statistics of the Honey Crop
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Strange Noise in a Bee-Hive
Silver should never be sent in Letters. Tt
wiH either be stolen, or lost by wearing St. Joseph Co., Ind., Convention.
or send

holes in the envelope.
Postajice Stanip^i of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
stamps for any amount may be sent.
:

650

.

6.54

649
6.52

6.52

.

That Strange Noise— Shiny Bees. 650
Trial Subscribers

654

What and How

&53

Subscription Credit^.— The receipt for
money sent us will be given on the

Apiary Register— New Edition.

address-label of every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the

of the time piild for, unless requested to
be continued.
tVIien ivrilinu. to this office on Business,
correspondents must not write anything
for publication on the same sheet of
paper, u rilcss it can be torn apart without
interfiTirii;- with either part of the letter.
The (ililorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Alivays jrive tlie name of the Post-Offlce
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
this is done.

All who intend to be systematic in
us, for something must
it.
Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a their work in the apiary, siiould get a
mistake. The subscription is paid to the copy and commence to use it. The
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the
wrapper-label.
This gives a continual prices will hereafter be a.i follows

Emerson Binders, made

statement of account.

To Canadians — We take Canadian money
for subscription

money, write to

be wrong about

:

Lost Numbers.— We carefully mail the

Bee

.loi'RNAL to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.

Sample Copies

of the Bee Journal will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a eluti can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
12-5
1 60

the

Bek

.It)URN.\r.,

especially for
are lettered in gold

on the back, and make a very convenient

way

of preser\'ing- the Bee Jouunal as
fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for 7.') cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

or books

postage stamps
of a dollar.

;

and Canadian

may be sent

for fractions

The

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of
all

numbers, and

still

keep the record

FOKEIQN POSTASE, EXTRA:

together in one book, and are there-

To Europe-Weekly, .50 cenia Monthly, lu cents.
To Australia -Weekly, »l Montbly. aicents.

most desirable ones.

OeorKe NeiKhbour * Sons, London, Enuland are
our authorized aKents for Europe.

fore the

;

;

—

!
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
attested by hundreds of the most practical and dishitcrested bee-keepers to be
tlie cleanest, bri^liti'st, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sas. niostregular in color,
evenness and nratncss (d' any that is made,
it is kept fur sale by Messrs.

BOOKS!

A. H.

NEWMAN, Chicago,

111.,

MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDOON, DiiwaKlac,
C. P.

Mich.,
DOUtillEiri'V & McKEE, Indianapolis, Ind.,
CHAS. H. (iUEKN. Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. IIEin'KJj, Jr.. Kreeburg, 111.,

by mail, on receipt o!

Si'iit

is

THOMAS

pi-ice, liy

NEWMAN,

G.

025 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage, ypecial rates on larger quantities,

On dozen

given upon application.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
WM. BALLANTINE.Sago, O., 111.
Apiary for Pleasure and Pi-otit, l.y Thomas
E. L. ARMSTRONG, Jerseyville.
ARTHUR TOD D.German town, Phlladelphia.Pa. G. Newman.— It is "fully up with tlio imes,"
E. KRETCHMEB, Colurg, Iowa.
in all the various improvements and invent

SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
DALE. Mortonsville, Ky.
presents the apiarist with everj-thing that
other
dealers.
of
and numbers
can aid in the successful management of the
Write for SAMTl.E.S FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
list of supplies, arconipanied with
condition. It embraces the following sub150 COMPI.IIWESITAIIT.
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
jects
—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feedand UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ing — Swarming — Dividing — E.\tracting —
from as many bee-keepers in 188.3.
Queen Rearing- Introducing Queens — ItalPasturage a Necessity— QuietWe guarantee every inch of onr Foun- ianizing—Bee
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of
'dation equal te sample in every respect.
and Honey at Pairs— Marketing Honey,
E. F.
C. P.

:

Bees

DADANT .& SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.,

CHAS.

SABly

220 profuselv-illustrated pages. Price,
in elotli, $1.00 ; 2 copies for $1. SO;
copies for $2.55; 5 for $4.00; 10 for $7..-)0.
Paper eo-vers,75 cents; 5 copies for$1.40;
a copies for $2.00; 3 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

etc.

ILL.

bound
.•)

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
Tin: OilBlnal

BINGHAM

comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Qnlnby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Root,— Its style is plain and forcible, making
readers realize the fact that the author

its

master of the subject.

is

Price. $1.50.

A B C of Bee-Cnltnre, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-iiec, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information

and

contagious

enthusiasm.

Price, "Toe.

Tlie

Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev.

L.

Langstroth.— This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
Price, $2.00.
L.

Dzlerzon's Kallonal Bee-Keeping.—

A translation of
celebrated
in cloth,

t

In

German

$2.00;

in

masterpiece of that most
authority.

Price,

bound

paper covers, $1.50.

Qneen-Bearing, by Henry Alley.— A
and detailed account of 23 years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Bee - Keei>ers' Text Book, by A, J.
Tlic Apiary Keglster, by Thomas G. Kino.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Newman.— A Record and Account Book for Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
Dadant & Son.—
niiTc glance will give its complete history. and Marketing.— By Chas.
Stnuigly bound in full leather.
colonics, $1.00; for 100 colonies,
colonies, $1.50.

Price, for

$1.25

;

.50

for

2(.HI

Bee Smoker

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or ITIannal of
tlie Ai>lary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, ard fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It

Honey

Thomas

Food and Me«liclne, by
Newman.— It gives the various

as

G.

recipes for making
as Food
Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for boncy.
Price, for either the Englisli or
edition, 5 cents- one dozen, 40 cents— 100 lor
$2.50 ,500 for $10.00-1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

Honey

uses of

;

Honey Cakes,

Wines,

etc.

German

—

Bee

-

Hand

Convention

Keepers'

management. Price, 15e.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
CHAS. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, lOe.
Dzierzon Tlicory. — The fundamental
principles of Dzieiv.on's system of apiculture
as set forth liy licrlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
by PiiOF. John I'hin.— This gives the correct
Details their

nieaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price,

bound

The Hive

50c.
Use, by G. M. Doolittle.—

in cloth,
I

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin

Details his

Booli, by Thomas G. Newman.— It contains and cure. Price, 25c.
a simple Manual of Parliamentary La^v and
Moore's I'niversal Assistant, and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers Complete nieclianic. — Contains over
and members of Xocal Conventions— Model 1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations, proConstitution and I5y-Laws for a Local Society cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects forms, etc. Price, $2.50.
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
of
Apiarv,
the
Prof. Cook, in hie Taluable Manual
Kendall's Horse Boolt.— No book can
Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
states that "Mr. Binphnm was the first to improve etc.
the old Quinby Bmokor by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of pert*istenteffi)rthas demunstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
Improve a BinKham wmoker. Hundreds ot Bingham smokers have been in use Ave years, and are
They burn Intu of blocks
yet in workins order.

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as thev never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
BWiftor slow, just as yoa please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always KO
Bee-keei)er9 wiU save money and vexation by
;

pocket.

Price,

50

cents.

Why

Eat Honey? by Thomas
Newman.—This Leaflet is intended for

G.
dis-

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
;

the bottom.

buying trenuiue Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hctherington Uncapping-Knivesflrat. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,(Khi in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

for
the
ITIarliet, including the production and care
Honey,
and
E.xtracted
and
of both Comb
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and

plaint.

This

eceived for over m,ixh>. there is evidence that ixx4
Also that
jTith us is not likely to be an idle one.
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the ui'st advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Price. lOe.

With European and American orders already

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor Btuoker (wide shield).. 3i^ inch.. $3
"
1
Conqueror sraoker( wide shield) 3
Larg-e

smoker (wide

shield)

Extra smoker (wide shield)
Plain smoker
f^fcttle

Wonder smoker

—
—

2!4

3
3
15^

BMijrham & Hetherington Honey
3 inch

rates.

.

.

.

**

.

'*

.

..

" ..
Knife,

00
75
1 50
1 25
1 00
65

115
apply for dozen or halfAddress.

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

.

"

Preparation

of

Honey

Honey at Fairs, etcbv Thomas
is

G. Newman.
a chapter from " Bees and Honey."

be more useful to horse owners. It has a5
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
coraprehensi\e manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either English

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not
family.

eat and

This booji should be in every

eat.

Price. 50c.

Scribner's I.uniber and l.og Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
;

Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
up the price of grain, produce and hay: wood
measurer,ready reckoner,tables for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Swarnilng, Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Thomas
by
G.
Beginners,
Bees.- Hints" to
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5f.
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thom.is the back. 75c, for the Weekly or for the
;

G. Newman— Progressive views on this important subject: suggesting what and how
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
26 engravings. Price, 10c.

Bees In AVInter,by Thomas G. Newman.

—Describing Chaff-packing. Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5c.

Blenen Kultnr,by THOMAS

G.

Newman.

BINUHA.n & HETHERINGTON,
—In the German language. Price,
ABRORilA. MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
fiA2Btf

in

paper

Monthly, 50c.
to Canada,

They cannot be sent by mail

Constitution and By-I.aw8, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The naine of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
Bibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a largo bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per lUO.
Poulterer's tiuide, for treating diseases
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

—

a^'

u

;

%mxm\,

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

<f^l5
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8,

1884.

spend a dollar or two for winter food
for each of them V
What would be thought of the
business sagacity of farmers who

AMEBIGSi*^

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

ILL.,

NEWMAN,

and Pkoprietor.

" Honey-Dew " for Winter Stores.
Notwithstanding the caution that
gave in the Bee Journal for

•we

jVug. 6, 18S4, we learn that tliere are
quite a number of bee-keepers who
assert that tlieir bees will have nothing else for winter stores. We do not
wish to interfere with their rights or
privileges, but will present the matter again, so that they must " sin
against light and knowledge " if they

"

still persist in their murderous designs " towards their bees.

41.

sold at 12 cents per pound, and extracted has been sold as low as 6J^
cents per pound. All this because

some bee-men have thought more of
would manage as before described the " filthy-lucre" than of honor and
witli their stock ? Aye, what would integrity
Let us hope that there
be thought of their claim to sanittj f
are none among the readers of the
Will bee-keepers show any more Bee Journal who would be guilty
business sagacity or sound sense if of selling the " vile trash " as honey.
they let their bees shift for them- If they have, and it is labeled with
selves, gather '• honey-dew" because their names— Good-by to their honey
there is naught else to gather, and trade in the future.
then leave them to live or die, as the
This shows the importance of Concase may be, when a dollar a colony ventions and Bee-Literature.
Eduwould save them V
cate
Educate
is the watch-word.
Let it be borne in mind that the Drive out ignorance, non-progressive
bees will not eat thehonej'-dew fraud, management, and old-fogy notions,
except as a dernier resort — when it by hard arguments and wise counsels.
comes to that or nothing
And what Let all think these things over, and
is the result ?
It takes but a short be wise.
time to wind up their existence
!

!

!

!

Fortunately, in some localities the
crop of honey is quite good, and
the bees will have enough from that
source for winter use, for the weather
is very favorable for gathering honey.
The " honey-dew " may be utilized
for spring feeding, when the bees have
frequent flights— but not for winter
stores under any circumstances.

fall

To allow the bees to go into winter
quarters with naughtbutthe so-called
honey-dew, is sure to result in nearly
a total loss. As proof for this assertion we will cite a bee-keeper of Wisconsin, who, to our knowledge, last
winter, lost 107 colonies out of 12.5,
because they were condemned to try
Several persons have reported quite
to subsist on the vile stuff called
' honey-dew." That they did not all severe sickness after eating the trash
on empty stomachs. And now let us
die is due to the fact that the 18 coloadd a word about the placing of such
nies happened to have some white
stuff on the market.
clover honey stowed away in their
tour through the honey marts
hives where they could get at it, and
hence this little gleam of light among reveals the fact that quite a lot of the
the darkness the few living bees vile stuff is marketed under the cogamong tlie myriads of dead 1 " What nomen of " thick buckwheat honey,"
shall we do? asks an enquirer, who in the extracted form. It is equally a
adds " We have nothing else to give serious matter to state (though it is
that some of the comb
our bees ; they have gathered no honey the truth
this year."
Nothing else to give honey on this market is tainted with
them, when confectioners' or granu- it— so great was the supply of " honeylated sugar can be bought for less dew " when there was a general
than 7 cents per pound
Let them dearth of nectar in the flowers. Now,
die for want of food when a dollar what will the effect be on the market ?
It will retard and contract sales—
will save a whole colony
Pshaw
Would you let your best cows or those who buy it once, want no more.

A

—
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!
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Convention at Chicago, Oct. 15.
promises to be a very interesting
re-union of the bee-men of the West.
Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111., writes
It

to tlie Prairie

Farmer as follows

:

can indorse fully all that is said in
the call for the Northwestern ]3eeKeepers' Convention. The memberI

ship of this Association contains the
names of prominent bee-keepers of

Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois and Michigan. No other city is so accessible to
the apiarists of the North and West
as Chicago, many diverging lines of
railroad centering there. Tlie officers
of the Asdociation yearly secure reduced rates at hotels and restaurants,
so that the expense of attendance is
trivial, in comparison with the benefits gained.

t^ The preparation of bees for
winter should now be the study of all
judicious bee-keepers. If not yet decided as to how to prepare them, read
up at once apply the knowledge obtained to practice, and be prompt in
making all the necessary arrangements. Indiana Farmer.
;

t^For

$2.75

we

will

supply the

Weekly Bee Journal one

year,

and

horses shift for themselves, and live
But this is not all at the beginning Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
or die, as the case may be, depending of this season comb honey retailed at paper covers; or the Monthly ISee
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
on the grass they could find during 25 cents, wholesaling at 20 and 22 bound in cloth,
with Weekly, $3.00
our cold winter blasts— rather than cents
now we hear of lots being with the Monthly, $2.t0.
;

;

a
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Foul Brood,

its

Propagation and Care.

THE XATlltE OF FOrX BROOD AS A GEKM DISEASE.
The appearance of foul brood is, undoubtedly, familiar

to
larva, if attacked early, begins to
bee-keepers.
move unnaturally, and instead of lying curled round on the
base of the cell, frequently turns in such a way as to present
little
its dorsal (back) surface to the eye of the observer.
attention will then show that the color of the larva is inclined
to yellow instead of being pearly white. Such grubs are only
rarely sealed over. Those more advanced before the disease
strikes them, are in due course sealed, but death overtakes
them, their bodies become brown and fa-tid, and as the sealing
sinks it becomes pierced by an irregular hole. From this may
be gathered the general indications of the disease, which is
usually accompanied by very energetic fanning at the hive
entrance, from which, in advanced cases, an indescribable and
feel sure that the apiarists of America will extend
nauseating odor is emitted. The larvie and chrysalids which
to him a hearty vote of thanks for his patient study and are dead of the disease, dry to a coffee-colored, tenacious mass
of the cell: so tenacious, indeed, that it may
careful investigations, as well as for the following trea- lying at the bottom
be drawn out into long threads like lialf-<lry glue. The dryingtise in which he has given to the world a new remedy— or process being completed, a blackish scale is all that remains.
at least a newly-applied remedy for that most-to-be- This was formerly supposed to be the only condition in which
foul-broody matter, so-called, was a centre of infection; but
The article is rather the
dreaded disease— Foul Brood.
we shall presently discover that this notion has no foundation
in fact.
lengthy, but it will repay a careful perusal
The disease is terribly contagions, and once started, soon
eommittee
of
since
was
invited
by
the
from cell to cell, and not infreciuently from colony to
months
I
spreads
About two
the British Bee-Keepers' Association to address tlie present colony. The knowledge of bee-keejiers extended little beyond
Congress, tlien to be convened in connection witli the Interna- this, iu December 1ST4, when a translation from the German by
tional Healtli Exhibition, on tlie absorbing but ajjparently well- Mr. J. S. Wood, of Nyborg, gave an account of some experiworn topic (if Foul Brooil. My consent to that ins'itation was ments by Ur. Sehonfeld, which may be thus summarized: Some
mainly given on two grounds: first, a contiilence that I had a foul-broody matter was placed oii a plate pierced by a hole,
method of curing this terrible malady far in advance of any that below which, and passing into it, was a glass tube 2 feet long; a
had previously been brouslit before the bee-keeping community bell-glass covered the plate, and it bore another tube inserti d
The lower tube was perfectly open,
eitiier by others or myself; and, secondly, that tlie writing of into a hole in its crown.
the paper would furnish me with an excuse and reason for that but the upper one was plugged loosely with cotton wadding.
warmed the contained air, and a
glass,
which
foresaw
new
independent
on
the
I
a
and
The
sun
shining
large devotion of time
investigation of the subject from its scientific side would re- current was produced. Dr. Sehonfeld describes the foul-broody
quire— an investigation which I had long intended to undertake, matter as being full of micrococcus, and, examining the cotton
in order to test facts which I had noted during previous years, wadding, he tells us that he discovered innumerable micrococci.
and which it seemed impossible to reconcile with commonly Some of this wadding was placed over larvie in a hive, and the
received opinions. To these facts and to the results of my larvfe were removed three times, but upon the fourth experirecent inquiry, so far as I have as yet been able to complete it, ment seven larv« died, their bodies being found full of
I now. therefore, ask your kind and indulgent attention, in micrococci. He also informs us that blowfly-larvEe, by the cotton
order that we may all apprehend together the grounds upon wool being placed upon them, contracted the disease, and the
which I venture to diverge somewhat widely from theories bodies, upon examination, revealed innumerable micrococci.
wliich have been admitted during the last seven years at least as These experiments were accepted as so satisfactory and conclusive that the matter here rested; and again and again 1
things undisputed, bfcause indisputable.
Apiculture is attracting more attention in this country than it examined microscopically, specimens of foul-broody matter
has ever previously received. Bee-keepers are multiplying on sent to me without tor a moment suspecting the very serious
every hand. From the throne to the humblest cottage the error underlviug these observations, upon which I do not wish
charms or the profits of apiculture are getting a recognition. to cast any discredit, although two very accomplished niicroThe bee-keeping of to day is no more like that of the first half scopists whom 1 have consulted, agree with me that any
of this century than the'goods train is like tlie carrier's cart supposed observation of micrococci on cotton wool could only
have our combs built in days instead of weeks. Bees rear be accepted with extreme caution.
But the fact of being able at once to spot foul brood by a
drones or workers as we give tliem order. Supers have gone
and sections are finished as thous;h bees had recently learned microscopic examination of the cottee-colored matter was an
the use of the rule and the plumb line. Honey is demanded by advantage. In October 18T9, a well-known bee-keeper sent off
the ton in the manufacture of biscuits. The po'ir cottager may two small brown masses found in a super, one to the "British
add to his comforts and his culture by attendingto his hives; Bee Journal " and the other to the " Journal of Horticulture.''
and yet, amidst all this pleasant prospect, seeming to promise The latter came to myself, and I pronounced it foul brood
greater things for the future, a dark cloud— causing most to instantly. I saw it under a power of 500 diameters. The
fear, and eve'ii breeding despondency in the breasts of not a tew "British Bee Journal " affirmed it to be simply dried pollen—
apiarists— is hovering amongst us. Foul brood, des|jite all the pardonable mistake. But the bitter scolding I received in the
information given, is now not only present, but rapidly increas- aforesaid "Journal." for in y follv in pronouncing this to be
ing; and were it just to the owners, I could point not to diseased foul brood, induced me to visit the apiary from which it came,
colonies merely, but to apiaries of 60 or SO, where, perhaps, not and in which every colony turned out to be a prey to the dread
one has escaped contamination. Letters daily, and lately malady. The microscope here was the means of starting
almost every post, arrive with some sad tale of disaster. If the remedial measures ere too late.
In spite of all that has been written or said since that time, we
unqueeniuK and comb-excising, or burning or starving plans
must be adopted, ruin is meant, profit anticipated becomes loss appear, so far as the nature of tlie disease is concerned, to have
realized, and hope yields to despair. Nor is the reason of this made no advance. The expressions "bacteria," "fungus,"
far to seek. In toriiier days, when bees were kept in the same "micrococcus," have been used with'>ut any very definite ideas
garden, descending from father to son, increasina their number lying behind them, and there the matter apparently has rested.
in the spring by swarming, to be reduced to the old limits in the Before attempting to explain what I venture to believe the
autumn by the sulphur pit— when none left their native spot, disease actually to be, it will be uecessary to give a few definiexcept an occasional swarm, perhaps, as a gift to a near tions and explanations.
Science has recently shown that all putrefactive changes,
neighbor, and when none were ever imported from afar, foul
brood might have lurked here and there, but the facilities for its fermentations, and very many diseases, are brought about
propagation were wanting. Now, how ditferenti Bees are ever entirely by minute organisms, which are. in fact, rudimentary
traveling by our railways through the length and breadth of our vegetables. To them the general name of Schizomycetes has
land, these, reared often in company with many colonies where been applied, because their method of increase is by splitting
are to be found queens hailing from the Sunny South, where the or fissuration.
disease has been often rampant, and coming, as these swarms
These micro-organisms are divided into four generasometimes may, from colonies nut above suspicion, are, it is to micrococcus, bacterium, bacillus and spirillum. We shall
be feared, but too often the instruments for communicating the presently see that two only of these, micrococcus and bacillus,
germs of destruction in localities previously free. I delight, are essential to our present purpose, and .so the others will be
however, to recognize that this sad state of things need not, and left out of view. There are many species of each, and they may
I believe will not, continue, for, from reasons which will be be classed as— septic, those causing putrefaction; zymogenic,
presently apparent, instead of now regarding a visitation of causing definite chemical changes, such as butyric fermentation,
foul brood in my apiary as a terrible disaster, I should esteem chromogenic. or color-forming, and pathogenic, or diseaseproducing. Confining our inquiry within the narrowest possible
it as a trirting and temporary inconvenience very far less grave
than the loss of a queen. I will now consider the subject under limits we have to do with pathogenic micrococci and bacilli.
three heads: 1. The nature of foul brood as a germ disease; 2. The former may be roughly described as minute globular
The means of its propagation; and, .3. The methods of its cure. bodies, which, at intervals, become sliglitly elongated, and then

whom

not a more
progressive and scientific apiarist in England, has spent
much time in studying the cause and cure of that terribly' foul brood," and is very confident
fatal disease called
that lie has discovered a satisfactory cure for it. At the
request of the British Bee-Keepers' Association, he has
prepared the following very exhaustive article, \yhich we
copy from the British Bee Journal.
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sliow a compression at what may be called the waist, fiiving
tliem tlie form teclinically known as the liunib-hell. The compression becomes more pronounced until by separation two tiny
globes are produced from the one; each of these will In turn
divide, and so multiplication may ko on at an astonishing rate.
Bacilli, on the contrary, are rod-shaped, and if we could
suppose a common ruler to elongate without increasing in
thickness, and then at a definite point break into two, to again
increase in each part in like manner, we should have a fair idea
of the whole matter; but sometimes this increase in length is
not accompanied by separation, so that a line of bacilli may be
formed comparable to a long string of sausages, and such is
denominated a leptothrix. Under certain conditions, however,
the bacilli produce spores (or seeds), which the iiiiiTococci
never do; while in addition, bacilli, unlike niicroeoeci, are
provided at their extremities with wondrously delicate filaments
called tlagella, with which they strike the tinid containing them,
and so swim much as a fish does by the use of its fins; so that
shape and the power of spore-production and self-directed
locomotion sharply divide one from the other.
This explanation, for the introduction of which no apology is
needed, snice upon it turns aright understanding of the line
which 1 took in the inquiry, will, 1 trust, be sutlicient to enable

-u«;

0,t^mmmB\
Fig.

1.

Healthy Juices.

even those who liave not studied the question of micro-organisms
at all, to follow the details now to pass before us; concerning
which 1 must express mv thanks to G. F. Dovvdeswell, Esq., M.
A., member of the Council of the Royal Microscopical .Society,
for the lively interest that he took in my investigations, and for
the many helpful suggestions which he gave me. I happily
mentioned to him at one of the Royal Microscopical Society's
meetings the work in which I was engaged.
Taking a small quantity of the juices of a healthy grub, and
spreading it out under a thin glass under the microscope, one is
presented with such an appearance as is seen at Fig. 1; fat
globules are numerous, while blood-discs abound, and everywhere may be noticed tiny particles which are constantly
slowly dancing with what are called Brownian movements; but
if a speck of coffee-colored, foul-broody matter be similarly
treated, we find neither fat globules, blood-discs, nor molecular
base, but ob.serve the field crowded with very small ovoid bodies,
as we have them represented at Fig. 2. These are the micro-
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continuance of his error through all this investigation is a tained nothing remarkable, but the second was almost an empty
shell, the air-sacs occupied nearly all the abdomen. Thestomacli
mystery which 1 am quite unable perfectly to explain.
Foul brood, then, Is a bacillus disease; and in these days, and colon were exceedingly small, and the amount of fluid 1
when the germ tlieory is the question of questions amongst could obtain truly microscopic, but this was enough for the
patliologists and physielogists, it is extremely interesting for us microscope, which showed it at once as full of active bacilli.
to note that science has lately shown that different species of The question was answered. The large consequences flowing
bacilli also cause consumption, cholera, typhoid, leprosy, and from it were clear. Swarms must no longer he stated as incapmany other diseases afHictiug the human family; whilst amongst able of carrying the disease. Bees from a presumably clean
animals, glanders, splenic fever, sepitcajmia, etc., arise from a hive, if in an infected apiary, may carry the infection. And so,
This particular bacillus seems not unlike to set all at rest, I placed the bee in spirits, and now offer it to
similar cause.
"Bacillus anthracis," which the researches of Pasteur have any microscopist of repute for examination; but this bee is not
needful, for Nos. 3 and 4 gave me similar results, and so have
lately brought so much before public attention.
proportion
Since the force of conviction thus obliged me to contradict some others since, making it clear that a very large
(adult) bees from a foul-broody colony, die of bacillus,
the conclusions of Schonfeld, 1 felt it incumbent upon nie to of imago
remarked to me a few days ago, when talking
repeat his experiments; for it the disease be really a bacillus, or, as Mr. Hooker
this matter, 'In a foul-broody colony the candle is burning
how could the communication of it to the larva; of "Musca of both
ends.'
at
vomitoria " (blowfly) produce, as he says, micrococci in that
This discovery is pregnant with consequences. As workers
insect? I experimented on 60 specimens: Twenty were not
liable to it, why may not queens suffer from it?
brought near foul-broody matter, 20 I attemptetl to infect with and dronws are
Although
I have had, of course, no opportunity of giving direct
bacilli in their active condition, and 20 by spores. At the end
if so, may not those
of 34 hours 1 examined carefully two from each lot, but with no evidence here, analogy says they must; and
foul brood be,
apparent result. In 24 hours more, two again, but still failed who assert that imported queens have introduced
myself
last year, a
right?
In
a
case
occurring
to
after
all,
to see any evidence of disease. By a further delay of 24 hours,
laid
fairly, but
was
successfully
inserted
and
Ligurian
queen
one of those infected with coffee-colored matter was found to
I did not
have a pretty considerable number of active bacilli swimming foul brood appeared and she died. At that time
remembrance
circumstances,
but
they
rise
to
my
the
in its fluids. The non-infected showed many micrococci. This connect
Further,
it the queen may be infected, why
doubt.
and
bring
a
was most completely confirmatory of my position; but how
could it be reconciled with Schonfeld's assertion, that he found not the egg? So far as 1 have been able to investigate, I believe
occasionally is. Some would say that the size of the egg
the dead flies full of micrococci. Had he searched further, he that it
would have discovered that dead blow-flies are generally full of would forbid this, but these spores are relatively minute. The
1-14 of an inch long and 1-70 of an inch in cliameter, yet it
is
egg
micrococci. They take in with their food (decomposing flesh
in the spore condition:
substances) swarms of septic micro-organisms, and these at could contain above 100,000,000 bacilli
theirdeath multiply within them; but any observation carefully the spore being no more in relation to the size of the egg than a
containing
1,.500 gallons of
drop
would
be
in
a
cistern
single
made with a decent instrument, would show the immense
others,
difference between these micrococci and the spore condition of water. The investigation of this point I must leave to
infect
one of my
the bacillus. Schonfeld's last assertion, that by means of these or to the future, as it may be necessary to
it would also appear to be necessary to infect the
colonies,
and
micrococci he established foul brood in the larvffi of the bee, and
lound these larvse containing innumerable micrococci, is past queen to get the eggs in proper condition; but great caution will
have to be exercised as the sources of error are so numerous
my comprehension. The only solution, if we accept these and
the manipulation so difficult, but an example in point is at
statements, that I can at all suggest, is, that the Brownian
which shows that the idea is not improbably correct.
liand
movement of the molecular base of the fluids was mistaken for "
Carpenter on the Microscope," page 37.5, says:
micrococci; but this supposes most unskillful observation, and
" A most notable instance of such propagation is afforded by
possibly a very poor instrument, while, for anything that 1
know. Dr. Schonfeld may be possessed of ample skill and the spread of the disease termed "Pebrine" among the silkworms
of the south of France; the mortality caused by it being
elaborate appliances.
I cannot refrain from expressing my conviction that it is much estimated to produce a money-loss of from three to four
to be regretted that so misleading an account of experiments, to millions of sterling annually for several years following 1853,
It has been shown by
all appearances conclusive and complete, should have been when it first broke out with violence.
given to the aplcultural world. In their absence, it is hardly microscopic investigation that in silkworms strongly infected
possible that we could have all been in the dark so long. I find with this disease, every tissue and organ in the body is swarmm my notes that actually eight years ago I saw these bacilli, ing with minute cylindrical corpuscles about 1-6000 inch long;
and should very possibly, have not allowed the observation to and these even pass into the undeveloped eggs of the female
drop unless I had felt that the question of foul brood was a moth, so that the disease is hereditarily transmitted. Audit
sucked orange. Not a few others of us from a similar cause has been further ascertained by the researches of Pasteur, that
these corpuscles are the active agents in the production of the
have been kept from the path of discovery.
their
But in yet another way I have striven to prove irrefragably disease which is engendered in healthy silkworms by taken
that the etiology 1 have given is correct. Taking a number of reception into their bodies, whilst if due precaution be
excompletely
well-developed drone-larvie from a healthy colony, their juices against their transmission, the malady may be
were expressed and strained into two test tubes 3 inches long terminated."
A matter for consideration now presents itself of some moand }^ inch wide. No. 1 now received a very minute quantity
misappreof coffee-colored matter containing spores mostly, while No. 2 ment. The name, foul brood, has been given under a
hension,
and is manifestly inappropriate since the disease is
was infected with a trace of bacillus-containing fluid from a
for
larva just dead. These test tubes were each supported by a tin not specially of the brood at all. Popularly it may yet pass,
it would be
slip having a hole in its centre through which the tube passed, the title is so crystallized into bee- literature that
admitted.
cannot
scientifically
it
be
but the lip could not, and they were thus suspended, loosely difScult to displace it, but
privilege of
corked, between the frames of a colony, so that the exact I, therefore, with due respect claim the discoverer's
temperature for germination should be kept up. In twenty- giving a name which shall representgenericaliy and specifically
two hours, 1 found the spores had in large part disappeared, what the disease really is. I suggested to the Hev. Herbert K.
and that bacilli in threads existed in considerable numbers, Peel that he should be sponsor to a new name meaning Bacillus
while the bacilli added to No. 2, were increasing by division, of the hive. He consents, but his sponsorship will, I am sure,
proving again that the spores produce bacilli so soon as they in this instance, consist not in training and guarding, but in
hereinafter
pass into conditions for germination, the reverse process pursuing to the death that terrible and nauseous pest
to be called " Bacillus alvei." Let us now turn to our second
obtaining when these conditions cease.
For many years I have entertained the conviction that the point.
often-repeated statement that the disease affected the brood only,
THE MEANS OF THE PROPAGATION OP THE DISEASE,
was not merely not proved, but opposite to the evidence at our
Although the methods of propagation of this disease are in
command. This statement has been again and again made as
though it were as certain as that two straight Hues cannot all probability varied, and, as yet, not in detail fully understood,
enclose a space,' but 1 am glad to note that Mr. Cowan has it may be said without hesitation that the popular idea that
shown that deeper insight which is the outcome of scientific honey is the means by which it is carried from hive to hive, and
training as he merely says: foul brood does not seem to affect that mainly through robbing, is so far an error that only occasionally and casually can honey convey it from colony to
the bees.'
We may take from a colony two or three frames containing colony. 1 have searched most carefully in honey in contiguity
5,000 larva; each, and it will continue to progress pretty much as with cells holding dead larvae, have examined samples from
though it had lost nothing, while if foul urood attacks and kills, colonies dying out in rottenness, inspected extracted honey
say 1,000 of its grubs, it, as a rule, very perceptibly diminishes from terribly diseased colonies, and, yet, in no instance, have
in strength. The only explanation that appears is, that the I found a living bacillus, and never have been able to be sure
bees die with the disease, but that according to a necessary of discovering one in the spore condition; although it must be
instinct, they leave the hive and finish their course alone. I, admitted that the problem has its microscopic dilTiculties, betherefore, resolved to try to settle this point. Going to the cause the stains used to make the bacilli apparent, attach
experimental colony, then In my possession, 1 noticed one bee themselves very strongly to all pollen-grains and parts thereof,
nearly dead, on its back, another hopping in abortive flights of and so somewhat interfere with examination. This is quite
S or 4 inches, and presently found a third and fourth worn out what would have been anticipated, because honey by its very
and too far gone to enter the hive again. The first bee con- viscosity is somewhat antiseptic, and the rapid movement of
'

'

'

'
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these especial inicro-organisuis, wliieli seem essential to their
propaKaiidii, is prevented by it. I have tried infecting honey
and KrowinK bacilli in it, but without tlie smallest approach to
success.
Nevertheless, to feed honey from foul-broody hives (or, as
1 ou.nht to say, colonies infected with Bacillus alvei) to healthy
ones without taking some precaution would be absurd; but
boiliuK is ueitlier the most conveuieut nor the best plan, as we
shall see presently. I anticipate here the iiuestiou, "Is honey,
taken from diseased bees, tit for human food'?' Morally, 1
should object to sell for table purposes honey which bad been
stored in tlie fetor of a diseased colony, but scienlifically I
could see no cause for impeachment if the flavor of the honey
were good, for the chance contamination of a baccillus would
be no risk. Even pathogenic bacilli may be swallowed, apparently without harm, if there be no internal rupture of the
unicous membrane, while human saliva, containing as it does
micro-organisms, derived from the air, will often kill small
animals if a particle of it be inserted beneath their skins.
My belief is that the gnibs are most usually infected by the
antennse of the nurses. These traveling in the darkness of the
hive become aware of the condition and needs of radi iii-cu)iaut
of the brood-cells by constantly inserting their auteinue, which
must continually, w"here disease reigns, be brought into contact
with larva^ full of bacilli, and also into contact with those
sticky masses into which the larv» change about two days
The removal, then, of spores is highly lu'ooafter death.
able, and these transferred to the next gi-ub fed, will there start
tliediseasd. These sticky masses willne fomid, too, to extend
perambulate
to the very front of the' cells, and as the bees
their combs, the claws, or more probably the pulvillus, which
spores, and
danger
of
removing
will
be
in
stands between tliem
depositing them upon other cell-edges, to infect other grubs at the
critical time of cocoon-spinning.
The supposition that in the dried condition of the dead larva
the "micrococci" (?) are thrown off into the surrounding air
must be replaced by facts founded upon observation. Tlie first
authorities are in general agreement that micrococci are not
thrown off at all; and even it their opinion stood the other way,
it would not affect the question, since 1 liojie I have successfully
shown that no micrococci exist in these dried larvie. If it were
othenvise, tlie face of every honey-cell would be closely dusted
with death-dealing germs, ami the case would appear hopeless:
but this is not contradicting that it is possible, or even extremely
likely, that the tramp of the bees does frequently detach numbers
of spores which tiy about in the air, and settle here and there,
often wliere they "take effei-t, niaiiy iif them being carried into
healthy colonies by the in(lraiii;ht set up by the fanners. When
a hive is robbed, 1 strongly incliiir to the belief that it is rather
the feet and the antknn.b which carry infection home with the
robbers than the honey in their sacs. Indeed, the ordinary
opinion would appear to have no better fonndatioii than very
many other of the guesses which have impeded the progress of
truly scieiititic apiculture; ami I find that Mr. Cowan remarking
nearly six years ago, " The honey is suiipused to contain the
spores, although I must say I have never been alile tn detect any
by the microscope." This part of my subject is extn-mely ditiicult of positive proof, but with a body of facts before us our
conclusions are not likely to be seriously wide of the mark. A
very large number of observations has shown me that the disease
is not found at all. except as infrequent exci'i>ti()iis in the digestive
tube of the larva, but it lies wholly anil alisolutely in the blood;
but did honey convey it we sliouhi certainly often see its traces
in the alimentary sac.
In the adult bee, on the contrary, the
disease, although present in the blood, is generally very aciite in
the chyle stomach, and tlie effivts seem to be those of consumption of the bowels. The reason for the difference, I have no time
now to explain, but will simply point out whatl believe no
observer but myself has discovered— that the bowel of the larva
is cast off with the skin at the time the chrysalis condition is
assumed, and that the digesti\e ajiparatus of the imago bee is an
entirely new and different organization from that possessed in
the larval state. The size of "Bacillus alvei " is such th.it a
quadruple string of them extending from London to New York
could be formed out of one cubic inch of material. Ordinary
dust motes to these iirganisms would be lilce hen's eggs to sandgrains, .so that tlie (lilliculty, if any had been felt, respecting
their being earned uliout, should vanish. Nor is their multitude
less astonishing.
1 have examined many grubs which must at
least have contained 1,()00,000,IJ(JO of tlieii'i.
A statement which,
after inspection of the many microscopic slides I have prepared,
will be accepted without question. In the royal jelly, so-called,
of a queen dead of bacillus, I could discover no bacilli, nor have
1 succeeded better with the food provided to the workers, notwithstanding that I examined several liundreds of the cells
containing feeding grubs, surrounded by dead larvie; so that,
although I would not dogmatize,
strong opinion is, that
commonly neither honey nor pollen carry the disease, but that
the feet and antenn.e of the bees usually do. I also think it
probable that occasionally, at least, nurse bees infected bring
the disease-genns to t'le mouth in feeding the lahv.e, and then
turning foragers, leave a germ orgerms in thenectary of a tlower,
which visited by another bee becomes the means of infection to
it; the malady is thus carried
by adult bees into other, and
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perhaps somewhat distant, apiaries. Balancing all the probar
would appear that most generally the adult bee takes

bilities, it

and then carries it ilirectly or indirectly to the brood.
All ailment of a rather different kiiiil, from which the hoiise-lly
suffers, is known to lake ellVct by its germs settling on tlio
spiracles, or between the abdomiiml rings. The spiracles of the
larva ot the bee may also he the es)iccinlly vulnerable points.
But 1 must hasten to the third, and practically tlii^ most important section of the subject.
the disease,

THE METHOD OP CUKE.
Those whose apiaries are suffering from the ravages of foul
brood have had two classes of advisers: those recommending
curative measures, and those counselliug destruction. The former
{•lass has been Init a small one; and I remember that years ago
Mr, Cowan and myself almost stood alone in this matter. We
iiad had, unfortunately, to deal with foul brood; we had attempted curative measures, and had succeeded. We were anxious
that others should share the knowledge of our methods of
treatment, for they were not identical; out from reasons, which
from my point of view I will endeavor to explain, the destroyers
seem for tlie moment to have the best of it.
Salicylic acid has been the substance which has been hitherto
constantly used as a remedial agent; but it has had three main
contend with. First, it is troublesome in application; next, the question of dose has never been properly worked
out; and lastly, it has, from a mistaken idea of its insolubility,
difticullies to

been associated with borax, which has reduced its curative effect,
and made the tieatment somewhat dangerous.
It has been recommended
1. It i^ lioiiblcsoiiie ill application.
to uncap tlie dead nyinphs, ri-iiioving their bodies when iiossible,
and to spray the combs and frames thoroughly, and next feed
with syrup containmg salicylic acid. All this must be done
regularly and through a considerable period. My observations,
more especially during the last three summers, lean me to believe
that the good effects almost all arise from the food, and that the
2. The question
s]iraviiig is often a mischief instead of a benelit.
of diisc has never been worked out. Mr. Cowan recommends
l-so salicylic acid, 1-80 borax as a spraying fluid (1-40 of the
whole); or if the drugs be bought by Troy weight, which they
almost certainly would be, 1-.37 of the whole; while my fonnula
was 35 grahis in 8 ounces of water, or 1 in 140; and Mr. Hilbert
recommends 1 in 300. In addition, spraying is a most uncertain
and variable quantity. One man willsoak combs and bees by the
1 think in any case 1-40
.spray, another will only dampen tlieiii.
too high a proportion. Three wei'ks since 1 rcceivi'd a comb in a
was to be done. Foul
asking
what
box, accompanied by a letter,
brood had broken out, and salicylic acid had been used, but
without beneflt. The comb contained a large number of dead
grubs; and I commenced a microscopic examination, expecting
to find the usual living bacilli, and In other cases the spores; but
to my bewilderment, the first eight dead larv.e contained neither
bacillus nor spore, the ninth was filled with the former, and had
undoubtedly died of the disease in the normal way. But what of
the others? My suspicion was that they had been poisoneil byexcessive drugging, and writing at once for details, 1 obtained
infonnation which puts the suspicion beyond doubt.
Mr. Raitt, some vears since, comiilained that salicylic acid was
a hiimliui;, and gave as one rca-;oii that he had used so niiicli that
he had killed the grubs, and yet it did not cure. Depend upon it,
the order of mind that concludes if 1 ounce of salts will keep off
of a pound will keep it off for
a bilious attack for a fortnight,
two months, exists In the boiliesof many bee-keepei s amongst
the humbler classes, and so the extremely uncertain quantity
given by spraying has its dangers, beside which, spraying chills
Salicylic acid is a
terribly, and takes all pluck out of the bees.
poison. The French "ComiteConsiiltalif d'llygiene Publiqiie"
of salicylic
employment
the
against
reported
has twice
preserving agent in
acid, even in small quantities, as a
food. These reports have been strongly opposed by interested
parties; but it has been shown that it has frequently acte<i as a
cumulative poison, and has hi several instances proved fatal.
The borax shall be dismissed with a word. It does nothing
but, by making a new compound with tlie salicylic acid, gives it
great solubility. Using hot spray, as 1 have recoinmeded, makes
it needle^s.
It adds to the complexity and nauseousness of the
remedy; and I notice that Mr. Cowan, in the last edilion of his
"Guide-Book," has substituted Hubert's for Mutli's formula, and
so omits the borax.
But Mr. Cowan now introduces to us
Bertraiid's Fumigator. If all beekce]iers were as scientiflc as
Mr. Cowan, I should believe in its bci g a great service; liut it is
simply a subliming apparatus in which for every sized hive, and
every strength of colony, and every possible number of frames,
The dose seems to
1.5J<'gi-ains of salicylic acid must be used.
have been worked o'ut here with great refinement; although no
I gi-am named as
of
equivalent
the
doubt the 1.5X grains is but
the quantity by M. Bertrand; hut when we call to mind that at

M

156° C. salicvlic melts, and at 330
ber, too, that in chilling the acid

decomposes; when

we remem-

drops in a dew, we can easily
see that one operator with the same 15}-^ gi-ains would get twenty
times a.s large a quantity into the hive a-s another: and so my hope
of Bertraiufs invention is but slight indeed. The plan, too, of
feeding with medicated s\ rup those colonies that are not, but may
be attacked, is one that 1 think the best understanding of the case
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at least I do not now join in tlie recommenA drug is, by its very nature, a poison, and even tliougli
only used as a iirophylactie, must have its damaging effect.
1 am not by any means well acquainted with ajiicultural literature, and so ilo n'ot know by whom or wlicn the idcn of shutting
diseased bees uji until their honey was (()iisinii''d lii'f"ri' imtting
them into their ^)ermanent home was originated. 1 woidd liere
only say, tliat with our present knowleilge.thatin a colony taken
from ail afflicted hive, many, at least, of the bees are themselves
tilled with bacilli, we can see that the plan of shutting up is the
very worst that <-ould be adopted. The bees that drop, as Mr.
Simmius suggests. " from exhaustation." would most probably be
those dying of foul brood, and beiuu confined (the stricken with
the sound) are likely to perpetuate the disciise. The real benefit
arises here, not from consuming the honey as I have shown, but
from delaying the time of egg- production, and so letting the
diseased bees die off before they have a chance to act as nurses.
If this ruinous, and to me cruel, plan were in any way necessary,
I should say, unqueen your diseased colony, cutting out all queencells ten days after, anil givuig from a healthy ciilony a cell just
sealed. When the queen hatches, make a sw'arm of the whole
uito a skep, and transfer next day to a frame hive. The skep is
only needful because making the swarm is likely to throw spores
into the ail'. The queen will, in eight or nine days begin to lay,
and all would most probably go well, much more probably than
by the starving plan. The diseased bees would be dead and gone
before any nurse-work commences. All the brood that will hatch
is securetl, and the queen gets no cliance of contamination by
constantly putting her abdomen into infect<'d cells. A possible
contingency if she be allowed to begin oviiiositiiig in the idd and
diseased li'ive. My last point is readied— the method of cure

I divided the combs by transferring into
my colonies, and after alio ing the disease to get ahead,
quickly had them perfectly simnd ai;ain.
.
1
toiiiid that 1-300 was refused by the bees altogether; that
1-400 might be given con.stantly to a sound cnl ny without
appearing to limit the queen inbreeding or touch her health;
that 1-.5U0 dispatched foul brood quickly even wliile honey was
coining in, and that 1-7.50 appeared enough when it was not. I
have established these quantities as the correct ones. I then, in
the interest of apiculture, requested the British Bee-Keepers'
Association to provide ine with a bad case so that the attention
of bee-keepers might be arrested. The colony has been supplied
me by the kindness of Mr. Mills, and lif,s been open to visitors,
marked by Mr. Hooker, and officially attested. When it arrived
on the night of .Inne 21, it contained seven frames, only enough
bees to cover two of tlieni, aid queen-cell afterwards found to
contain foul-broody matter only, scarcely any living brood, and
a good deal of dead brood. A casual counting of one of tl;e
best frames gave 371 dead i.akv.e on one side. The odor was
pronounced. A case such as this would have been utterly liopele.sson any plan but the one I am now advocating.
With me queen lessness presents the worst of all difficulties.
No grubs, no physic, no cure. Unqneenhig a foul-broody colony
is giving up at once, it is decapitating to cure the headac e.
I
had stipulated that the cohmy should have a queen, so my
than
was
greater
I
anticipated,
and
yet
the
colony
difficnlty
is
here today strong, vigorous, and healthy and lias b en so for a
week past. No cell has been uncapped, and no diseased grub
removed by me. My treatment lias been, giving food and
getting that food converted into bees as rapidly as possible.
Seeing, earlv next morning, June 32, the utterly disheartened
condition of the poor bees, I went to a nucleus, took out a very
fine Italian mother, having just proved as purely fertilized, and
putting lier under a dome cage on a caul, placed the card over
the frames. The bees came up and seemed to see in her a new
hope. I lifted the card, she was welcomed, and the colony was
now queened. I waited three days till she was regularly laying,
giving tiiem syrup pbenolated by 1 in .WU, and then tliok two
frames from a coloiij- containing the very comb once us d in
experimental inoculation to which. I previously referred. The
combs were ugly, and 1 wanted to be rid of them. They were
This step would not have been necessary, but
full of brood.
from the fact that I required a strong, healthy colony by the
time of the Congress. The bees were now shut up tofonr
frames, and those beliind the division-board, waiting introduction
as the liees multiplied, smelt so badly (the weather being hot),
that for comfort of myself and bees 1 was forced to spray with
water 200, phenol 1. Every evening the medicated syrup was
given. The smell vanisbeif", the bees becameactiveand earnest.
The comb with 371 dead larvie on one side was last added, and in
ixdaysl could only tinif five sunken caps in the whole of it.
Now and again a grub took the disease, but quickly, perfect
immunity was the issue. The brood is now as bright, pearly,
and healthy as an I have ever .seen. The liive has not been
touched except for manipulation, and yet lis bottom-board has
been kept most jierf 'ctly clean by the Iiees tliemselves.
Here a caution is needful. Carbolic acid is an impure phenol,
and is useless. (Phenylated soap of good qualitv with plenty
of water is the best cleanser of hives and ajiparalns.) Carbolic
acid contains creosote and cresols, and bees abhor it. Absolute
phenol must be, used. My fear is lest dealers should profess to
supply what is required, and substitute a cheaper for au absolutely pure article; if so, difficulties will arise.
Pardon me in saying that I feel )niiud that I have been so
fortunate as to contribute -omething to the science of the question, while I feel delight in that the worst difficulty of beekeepers has almost cea.sed to be a difficulty. 1 ccuild take an
apiary in the beginning of March with every colony diseased,
and by May 1, with but very little labor, deliver it up clean and
strong, as strong as though the disease had never appeared.

would not recninniemi,

be scented from afar,

dation.

two of

which

I suggest.
three years smee, Mr, Robert Sproule, an Irish gentleof culture, with whom I several times hatt had the pleasure
of a conversation, mentioned to me that be had used phcnul in
the treatment of foul brood with some success. 1 n'plied that I
would seek opportunities of experimenting, and if 1 found the
result advantagi'ous. I would do as I am always glad to do,
mention his iiaiiie with tlianks for the suggestion. I'he suggestion was, however, not quite novel, but no one appears to nave
(lone more than think that phenol was out of tlie question: bees
would not take it. This idea is correct, and 1 find by a letter
received from Mr. Sproule, dated 18th ult.. that he with the
remedy in bis possession, for want of noting the way of giving
it,
lost a large part of bis apiary. Mr. Sproule's plan was to
how mucli
liich be put a small quantity
feed with syrup, into
He says tliat in 1882
1 do not know— of Calvert's No. 1 Phenol.
he was successful with it, "but"- I ((note from his letter—
" unfortunately 1 requeened all my colonies, save one of black
bees, with IJ'gurians. The disease re-appeared, and as the
Ligurian bees refuse to take the carbollzed syrup, I lost them all
by foul brood, except the black colony."
" What man has done, man can do " was my motto, and I
sought opportunities of treating the pest, and up to the close of
1883 had so manipulated six diseased colonies tliat I felt convinced I had, with proper management, a remedy beside which
salicylic acid was but ve.\ation of spirit,
I imagine that with Mr,
Sproule's method 1 should have failed as he did, as 1 operated
entirely on Liguriaus and hybrids. Reference to my writings in
the " Country " newspaper ten years since, shows that my argument has always been in favor of the remedy being given in the
have here a constant (juantitv; every grub must receive
food.
the same aiiKMint of nourishment, and if we can find a curative
agent and the dose, the difficulty is accomplished. I wrote thus,
seven years since, in speaking of salicylic acid: "When combs
i're in a very decomposed condition, they may have to be taken
away, but I do not believe, rather 1 have not found, this step to
be necessary. It is, in ray opinion, far more necessary to remove
the store; for, supposing, the honey to carry no infection, it is at
least the means of preventing one remedy being given to the
§rubs. Remove the store; and the bees themselves become the
ispensers of the drug which we have provided."
To place the fond bottle with added jibenol on the hive will,
however, do nothing in the greater number of cases. If honey
be coining in, the'bees will not touch it; but open the hive,
remove the brood comb, and pinir from a bottle having a dropping-tube, loosely placed in its neck, the medicated syrup into
those cells immediately around and over the brood, and the bees
will and do use a curative quantity of phenol. The synip is best
poured in by holding the comb at about the inclination of ordinary writing, not by placing it on its side. (For tender combs an
appliance may be made like a chemist's wash-bottle. Iiv which
the combs aii have the syrup poured into them while they are
In the upright iiosition.) Sometimes it is enough to simply pour
the syrup into the back comb, when they will fetch it into the
brood-nest as needed, and the disease will disappear. But success comes through failure, and I had to experiment and destroy
colonies in experimenting hi order to find the curative do.se.
The vapor of phenol, the phenol beaig poured on blotting paper,
on two occasions, killed all the brood. Last autumn I inocnlateo
a colony and allowed it to get into bad condition. I then inserted a comb of store in the centre of the broodnest and treated
one side. The disease disappeared, but raged, although with
abated fury, in the other half. Possessing a skep which might
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These experiments and investigations have cost me much in
time, and money, and mental effort; but as they will, I feel
assured, be the 'means of saving thousands annually to beekeepers generally, I rejoice, and ask them to rejoice with me.
Fuaxk R. Cheshire.
Acton, London, England.

By the apiarists of England the above is regarded as
one of the greatest discoveries of the age. Phenol is
carbolic acid, and must be pure to have the desired effect.
We shall give more on this subject in future numbers of
the

American Bee Journal. To show how

Mr. Cheshire

is

of its being

positive

an absolute cure, he says

:

assert with all the positiveness I can command, that phenol,
upon my plan, is a specific, and only needs a careful and correct
application. And, best of all, no loss is occasioned; the food
given stimulates and strengthens, as well as restores healtli,
and a smitten colony will, from the little extra attention it gets,
soon become probably the best in the apiary. This notion, too,
about infected hives is largely a delusion. Burning is sheer folly.
Boiling is utterly useless, for it would not kill the spores, if such
were present. Washing with carbolized soap is all-sufficient."

"I

;
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if all will take hold of it, it may prove
a good thing although the thing as
proposed looks like shutting out all
but the producer, under a penalty of
any producer who shall divulge any
information to the merchant or coiisumer. I claim that the inerchaiit
and the consumer have as good a right
to facts regarding the honey production of our country as any one ; and a
;

For the American Bee Journal

Statistics of the
G. M.

Honey

Crop.

staple

DOOLITTLE.

market price

for

honey cannot

be obtained until they do have that
Miicli lias been written durina; the
last few years relative to a statistical

right.

A

G4()

which would be 30 pounds Mr. Baldwin says "r,0 pounds;" Mr. Hicks
says none whih-Mr. Sharp says "poor
;

;

season," whicli 1 call 15 pounds. Add
these together and I have 105 pounds,
which, divided by the number reporting, or 4, gives 26 pounds as the
average yield of honey per colony in
the State of [ndian». or a little more
than one-third of aciop. In this way
I take all of the States reporting, anil
summarize the wfiole United States
and Canada, when I find the yield for
1884 is below an average yield.
Now, if we consider that only those
who get large yields are given to reporting, we nuist reduce this amount
about one-third, when I guea.t that the
crop of 1884 is about two-thirds of an
average yield, which guess I will
wager is hot far out of the way. But.
says one, " we want no guessing in
the matter.'" True, and the reason
we had to guess was, because so few
volunteered to report. However, the
plan was what I was after, not the
guessing at the 1884 crop; for the
plan can be made to produce a reliable

method for obtaining statistics
report, regarclins the honey produc- which will benefit all.is what we want.
tion of our country, and all believing I am led to give one which has already
that such a report would be of great partially developed in the Bee .Iouuvalue to the bee-keepers residing in NAL without any labor or thought
Xorth America. To this end the being expended upon it— through the
National Convention, in the fall of columns of "Our Letter Box." In
1S82, appointed a committee to gather these columns we find reports from
together all the individual reports nearly every State and country in the
possible from every State in the world, which reports are given free
I nion and Canada so that these re- so that no great expense is attachable
ports might be condensed into a suit- to my plan. It was these reports and
able table, thus showing the extent of the cheapness of them which led me
the honey-production of our country. to study into tlie feasibility of obtainAlthough the work of this commit- ing a statistical report through them.
By taking a complete Postal Guide report.
tee was a partial failure, owing to
various causes, still we have the table (the January issue) we Ond that the
About Aug. 1, let the Editor of the
of every county in every
Jis given by Dr. C. C. Miller, on page location
Bee Journal, or any one interested
with a to the amount of about
221 of the Bee Journal of 18S3, State is given bv a little
S-5.00, write a
which does much credit to the com- point being attached to all of them postal card to bee-keepers
who take
mittee, and gives us, together with except the circle for the central the Bee Journal, and
who live in
Dr. Miller's remarks on page 222, a counties, which are left plain. The the central, north, east, south,
and
fair idea of the honey-production of point is attached to the side of the western part
of each State (or print
our country. Again, on page .51 of circle, so as to designate the relative the cards when S5.00 will cover
the
the same volume, is a report of the position of each county in relation to cost) to collect the reports of
at least
honey-production of the State of Illi- an imaginary division of the State. one bee-keeper in each county which
nois, as gathered by the assessors of Thus, if a county is in the northern he thinks is
covered by his territory,
that State, which is probably the most part of a State, it. is designated thus or have that bee-keeper
summarize
complete report ever published in the 5, if south, thus 9, etc.
reports in his own county, when a
bee-papers.
a^ow, as I read the reports in " Our summarized report of such counties
Xow, while these reports are of Letter Box " from the different States, is to be sent to the Editor of the Bee
much value in giving the honey re- I took my Postal (fuide, and by the Journal.
sources of our country, still they are Post-Oflice given, found the countv,
He will now have about 200 to 2-50
not just what the wants of the honey- and then found the relative positi()n
producer demands inasmuch as they that this county held in the State, and summarized reports which he can
come too late to help us in marketing thus I got a limited idea of tlie honey summarize by States, and again as a
our product. What we want to know yield of that portion of the State. whole, giving it in the first issue of
the Bee Journal for September.
IS, how much white honey there is
in When several reports were given from
the country previous to Sept. 1 of the one State, I got a limited idea of the Thus we shall have a report of all the
same year in which the report is col- yield of that State. Take the State average yields of white honev, in time
to be of value to us.
All will be looklected, for nearly all of the disposing of Indiana for instance
I find under
of our crop is done for the next six date of July 2s, a report from S. ing forward to this report as a guide
to their
future
actions regarding
months after that date. Hence, it Hathaway of "less than one-half a
becomes almost a necessity that we crop," and by turning to the Postal the buying and selling of the crop.
All
will have sufBcieiit interest in
have some reliable means of knowing Guide, I find that he lives in Delawhat the crop of white honey is each ware county, which is in the eastern the work to cause them to take action
in it.
year, previous to the time of selling, part of the State.
Under date of
Most bee-keepers know the amount
if we would dispose of our crop un- Aug. 3, B. F. Baldwin reports PO
of the crop in their
counderstandingly.
Thus far, all of our pounds of honey per colony he living ties, as early as Aug.respective
10, and a report
statistical reports have not helped us
Grant county, which is in the cen- could be made out with
but little
in the least in this matter, in that tral part of the State. Then J. M.
they have been nearly a year behind Hicks reports from the northern part writing, save to the one who is to send
the time that we have use for them. of the State under date of Aug. 1.5, the report to the Bee Journal beeSome object to any one having access "no honey:" while under date of keepers, as a rule, are a set who tell
to a statistical report save the pro- Aug. 20, J. Sharp reports from the their bee-keeping neighbors of their
welfare. I had heard from nearly all
ducers, but I think this a mistake; western
part,
"poor season for
for we should be willing to " let live honey." Could I get a report from the bee-keepers, in this countv, preas well as to live." Thus the report the southern part of the State, I vious to Aug. 10, this year aiid the
becomes of as great value to the would have the report from five dif- highest report was .50 pounds per colbuyer as to the producer, and he ferent parts of Indiana. But as it is, ony, while nothing was reported by
summarized report of the
should have the benefit of it to en- I have only a report from four parts others.
county would give an average yield of
;

©

;

:

m

;

;

;

A

able him to buy understandinglv.
In the above, all will, I think, see
the necessity of a reliable report on
or about Sept. 1 of each vear; but how
we are to get such a report is the
thing which has batfled us so far. I
see by a late monthly bee-paper that
there is talk of establishing a beekeepers' bureau for this purpose, and

from which to summarize.
18 pounds to each
colony in the
In summarizing, I call an average spring.
Then I had letters from
crop -50 lbs. of comb honey, per colony, Cayuga, Cortland, Madison, Oneida,
or 7-5 lbs. of extracted but as none of Tompkins and Chenango counties,
these reports say whether the honey which would bring the average yield
is comb or extracted, I must guess of. the
honey crop in Central New
them at one-half of each, hence 62 York down to about 16 pounds per
pounds is an average crop. Mr. colony, or less than one-third of the
Hathaway says " less than one- half," average yield, as given by practical
;
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bee-keepers in this section, for the
past ten years. If, added to sucli a
report as tlie above, we could have a
reliable census report every ten years,
showing the growth or decline of our
business, it seems as if all miglit be
satisfied.

If

my

plan

is

looked

upon with

favor, and it is so desired, I will see
to the getting of a report from Central

New

York, and would suggest

Ira Barber, De Kalb, N. Y., to look
after a report of the north part of the
State; J. H. Martin, Hartford, N. Y.,
M. A. "Williams & Co.,
for the east
Berkshire, N. Y.,for the south, and
G. W. Stanley, Wyoming, N. Y., for
the west.
Now, fellow bee-keepers, let us take
hold of this thing in some shape, and
have a report each year in time to be
of benefit to us. If" my plan does not
look feasible to you, give your plan,
and let us take action on the plans till
we strike one that is feasible. If my
plan is considered as a good one, then
let some one from each State volunteer to do his part of the work, and
suggest names from the other parts of
his State as I have done ; so that by
next July we may get the thing in
working order.
;

Borodino, N. Y.
[This plan looks more simple and
than anything heretofore

practical

We

suggested.
have procured a lot
of the marks, and will use them for
awhile and see how the plan will

work.

This diagram will represent a

w+o

sw

;

:
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m. At that meetiiif; the best methods
of wintering bees will be discussed.
J.

C. O.

Shaxnon,

T. POMEUOY,

ike.

Pies.

For Iho American Bco Jtmrnal.

Bee and Honey Show at London,
WJI.

II.

WESTON.

Ont.

lie did a large trade in selling
by allowing persons to eat
what they wanted to for 5 cents each,
which caused nuich merriment for
the spectators. Many thought that
they could eat more than what was
set before
them, but went away

bees,

honey
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colony must lirst start to brood-rearing active for awhile, and then suddenly stopped by cold, with plenty of

—

pollen and confinement— and diarrhtea
is inevitable. Pollen, confinement and
cold is the true cause of bee diarrhoea;

and if the Northern bee-keepers can
overcome one or all of the above by
Mr. Alex. Scott, of Ealing,displayed plenty of warm packing and warm
a honey cake, honey vinegar, and rooms. I think that they may be able
comb and extracted honey. There to winter their bees well.
An item about the weather. Early
was also a number of other exhibits,
but nothing worthy of special remark. in June the rains ceased, and it isThe North Middlesex Bee-Keepers' still dry. For 08 days the thermomConvention was to have been held eter has shown 100^ Fahr. and upduring the week, but the other attrac- wards. Aug. 29 was the hottest day
tions were greater, and only a small ever known in Texas, Pop- corn, in
number made their appearance, who the ear, popped in the fields. I lost
held an informal meeting in the hall over 200 frames of comb by melting
of the Masonic Temple, where they down, and the hives were in the shade
talked over matters pertaining to bee- of peach trees. Many combs built on
satisfied.

The bee and honey show at the
Western Fair, which was held at
London, Ont., during last week, was
far from what it should have been.
I had been led to suppose that if the
directors would only give a good premium list, that the beekeepers of
this section would make a very large
display, but my anticipations were
far from what was realized. The exhibit, although small, was very tastily culture to the edification of
London, Ont.
arranged on \he shelves prepared for

all

present.

wired frames, melted down as badly
those without wires. The bees
were gathering honey-dew at the
time very rapidly, and the hives were
all full.
As soon as I discovered that
the combs were tumbling, I began to
throw water on the hives, and by this
means I partially kept down robbing.
I lost only 4 three-frame nuclei. The
thermometer at i p. m. indicated 107°
Fahr. in the shade. On every day of
September the mercury has been from
100° to 103° Fahr. in the shade today, Sept. 22, it was at 102° Fahr.
Dresden, Tex.
as

the purpose, in a neat building kindly
set apart for the bee and honey show.
For the American Bee JoumaL
Upon entering the building the first
Bee-Diarrhoea— Hot Weather.
exhibit was that of Mr. .Jos. Aches,
of Amiens, who had the largest show
B. F. CAIIKOLL— 115.
of comb honey in the building. He
exhibited
extracted
honey,
also
I wrote an article for the Bee Jourqueens, beeswax, and a full colony of
bees. His exhibit was a very attrac- nal about April 1, giving the conditive one, and calculated to teach the tion of my bees at that time, with my
public that advanced bee-keeping has experience on the pollen theory as
come to stay, and that by careful at- advanced by Mr. Heddon ; but, as so
tention money can be made at the much had been already said, I thought
business. His exhibit of queens of I would not send it, and as I see a
statement in the late number of the
his own rearing, was splendid.
The next was that of Mr. D. P. Bee Journal, that bees are not
Campbell, of Parkhill. who showed a bothered with diarrhoja South of Kenlarge amount of extracted honey, also tucky, I write to correct this mistake.
true that we bee-keepers
It
is
comb honey, hives, queens, extractors, smokers, etc. also an 01m comb " down South " have no long winters
foundation mill, and foundation with and severe freezes to keep our bees
it.
Mr. Campbell displayed very fine confined longer than eight to twenty
queens of his own breeding. I might days at a time. Our bees are not
say that Mr. Campbell is President of often bothered with " spring dwindthe Korth Middlesex Bee-Keepers' ling " and diarrha?a, but last winter
they began bringing in pollen on
Association.
Mr. G. B. Jones, of Brantford, rep- Feb. 2, and continued to do so up to
resenting E. L. Goold & Co., next at- Feb. 12, during which time the queens
tracted our attention, and pleases us began laying rapidly, and everything
The mercury stood at
very much with his large show of was lovely.
regular
apiarian supplies. It was the most 65° Fahr. in the shade.
comprehensive exhibit ever shown in Texas norther comes howling from
hail
with
sleet
and
this part of Canada. Mr. .Jones was the nortliwest
kept very busy all the week explain- until the ground was covered with
ing the many articles used by bee- ice. The mercury went down to 20°
keepers. It is not necessary to men- Falir., and my bees were confined six
tion that he had to explain a great days. The cold broke off as suddenly
many times that his honey extractor as it came up, and the bees all tried
was not a new style of '"churn" or to come out at once. The earth was
" ice cream freezer ;" or that his wax- fairly sprinkled with little worm-like
pollen-masses voided by the bees,
extractor was not a " coal-oil stove."
that every colony (80)
We now come to a very nice display showing plainly diseased
and had the
of extracted honey in Gem jars, which, in the yard was
I have no doubt, made many thou- cold lasted ten days longer, I truly
sand mouths " water " during the believe that every colony would have
week, as it looked simply delicious. died. One colony was attacked by
Mr. Smith, of Ealing, who has it, robbers, and in order to keep it down,
says that the people like to see what I tacked a piece of wire-cloth over the
they buy, and, therefore, glass jars entrance, and put on an empty story
are the best for the purpose. He also above, after removing the enamel
showed hives, both wax and honey cloth, so the bees could have all the
extractors, and a very fine cake of air that they needed.
wax. Mrs. John Rudd, of London,
I did not look at them again for two
Ont., exhibited a quantity of extracted days, when I found that nearly all of
honey on which she took the first the bees were dead or dying. The
prize. Mrs. Wm. Bigg, of Granton, hive was badly besmeared with the
same pollen-masses, only thinner, and
also took the prize for comb honey.
Mr. John Iludd showed hives, ex- what few bees that were left, were so
tractors, smokers, bee-feeders, etc.
badly swollen that but few of them
That a
also queens and a full colony of Italian could fly. The proof is this
;

A

;

:

;

For the American Bwe Journat

Kentucky State Convention.

The Kentucky

State Bee-Keepers'

Association met in Helm's Hall, at
Eminence. Ky., on Sept. 2, 1884, and
was called to order by President
Demaree. Mr. E. Drane was elected
Secretary pro tern. In the absence of
the Secretary the calling of the roll
and reading of the minutes of the
preceding meeting was dispensedwith. The attendance was slim.
President Demaree explained the'
action of the committee on the honey
resources of Kentucky. It was the
wish of those present that the committee endeavor to raise money to
have the report published in pamphThe President delivered a
let form.
short and interesting address.
Rev. L. Johnson, of Walton, Ky.,
was unanimously chosen President
for next year Wm. Cook, of Bowling
J. T. ConGreen, Vice-President
J. B.
nelly, of Sherman, Secretary
Nalt, of Louisville, Treasurer.
The following gentlemen were appointed Comity Vice-Presidents to
look after the interests of bee-culture
in their sections, and report to the
next meeting
;

;

;

p. Gibson, Grant (.'o.
Geo. L. Beach. Kenton Co.
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove.
W. F. Storm. LexinKton.

W.

A.
G.

w. Stitli, Dividint: liidKe, Pendlf^ton Co.
W. Ashby, Valley Station, Jefferson Co,

W. B. JIoo<ly. New t'astle, Henry Co.
Enoch Brown. Little Mount, Spencer Co.

Wm.

Wilson, Nelson (.'o.
E. Drane, Eminence, Henry Co.
R. M. Areo. Paint Lick. Garrard Co.
W. T Stuart. Madison. Ind.

Covington. Ky.. was chosen for the
place of the liext meeting, and the

time Sept. 23 and
E.

G,

24, 188.5.
Sec.

Drane

W. Demakee,

Pres.

pro

tern.

—
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put improvements on the new grounds
purchased this season. The beekeepers' display was good for as poor
a season as we have had. There was
a lady bee-keeper who exhibited an
observatory hive made by herself,

which attracted considerable attenStrange Noise in a Bee-Hive.

tion.

Witti

better accommodations,

and an enlarged premium list, we
I think that the strange noise of
hope, if possible, to make a much
which Mr. J. X. Smoot speaks, on larger
display next fall.
page 620, is the result of the workers
A. M. Gander.
trying to drive out the drones, and
Adrian, IVIich., Sept. 29. 1884.
tlie latter getting into some hollow
Elace,

make

the noise referred

to.

I

ave heard the same thing, and have Report for 1884.
come to the above conclusion.
I commenced the spring with 68
A. F. ROBSON.
colonies of black bees
increased to
Italy, N". Y., Sept. 29, 1884.
110; and they produced 4,200 pounds
;

My

Report for 1884Another honey season has passed,
and as the reports of the season are
in order, I will give mine also. Last
spring almost all of the bees were
not in a very good condition, the
most of them being somewhat weak,
and it took half of the season for
them to get sufficient bees to work in
the

sections,

excepting the Syrians

which

were ready for the honey
harvest, and they commenced to work
in the sections a month before any of
the Italians and hybrids began. Tlie
Italians and hybrids gathered only
about 30 pounds of honey, while the
Syrians and Syrian-hybrids gathered
from .50 to 80 pounds per colony, and
the honey season was not as good as
that of last year. I think that the
Syrians are the best bees that ever
landed on the American shores. It was
almost too cold here all summer for
bees to work, so I got only about onehalf of a crop of honey. To-day I received a tine Syrian queen from Mt.
Lebanon in Syria. After a journey
of 21 days she was as lively as if she
had just been taken out of the hive,
and only about a dozen bees were
dead.
L. A. Lowjiasteh.
Belle Yemen, O., Sept. 20, 1884.

of comb lioney, and 1,000 pounds of
How is that for a poor
extracted.

season

J.

'i

HoDCiSON, Jr.

Pewaukee, Wis., Oct.

1,

1884.

[Good enough.— Ed.]
Season Almost an Entire Failure.
We had about one-half of a crop of
honey in 1883, but this season is almost an entire failure. Bees came
through the winter healthy and
strong. Fruit bloom was very abundant.
We have some 700 apple trees
besides cherry and plum trees. There
was as good a stand of white clover
as I have ever seen, and it was in
bloom rather longer than usual. Other
honey-plants were about as usual,
and yet little or no surplus honey was
stored.
Springfield,

S. S.
111.,

Keigwin.

Sept. 29. 1884.

Apiarian Display at New Orleans.
I am appointed by the Agricultural
Department of the United States to
make an apiarian display at New
Orleans

in connection witli their collections. The exhibition will not be
large, but I shall aim to show that
which will be the most instructive
:

Hives, apparatus for surplus honey,

honey

in all forms to ship and in
market, and all kmds of apparatuses
and material used or produced in the
The season here was a fair one up apiary. If any bee-keeper thinks that
to June 2-5, when it turned cold and he has that which will be instructive,
remained so during basswood bloom, and is new or peculiar. I shall be glad
which was plentiful enough in this to hear from him. I am given but
immediate locality, but there was too little means for this object, and I demuch cold, northwest winds to receive sire to limit the exhibit to the pracany honey from that source. Bees tically useful. I shall also be glad of
built up nicely on fruit bloom, and suggestions.
A. J. Cook.
then filled up the hives with honevAgr'l College. Mich., Sept. 26, 1884.
dew then came white clover which
was mixed more or less, thus damaging what little surplus that was ob- Report for the Season.
tained. I have heard several comThis has been the best season for
plaints from parties purchasing honey the production of honey from fall
that they could not eat, or was very flowers, that I have ever known. The
poor stuff. Since .June 2-5, bees have yield from white clover was small,
barely obtained a living, and there is but enough, however, to keep broodnot a drop of fall honey. Thev will rearing going constantly forward.
have to be fed some for winter." The Goldenrod began to show itself about
honey-flow seems to be in spots Aug. 28, and from that date till Sept.
throughout this part of the country, 22, my bees have been fairly rusliing
as some bee-keepers in favorable it into their hives.
I
have been
localities have secured a fair crop, obliged to extract every week
my
but, as a whole, the season is a poor practice being, not to extract at all
one. Our County Fair held here dur- until capping is commenced in the
ing the past week, was a grand suc- upper part of the combs thus I am
cess. The Society coming out enough assured of well ripened honey. The
ahead so that they will be enabled to honey, too, this season, from golden-

A

Poor Season.

;

;

;

exceedingly light in color; in
almost as light as that from
white clover, although not as limpid
in appearance.
have found it so
I
heavy that two or three samples tested
by weight, pulled down the scale at
rod,

is

fact,

pounds to the gallon. My entire
surplus comes from fruit bloom gathered in early spring, and goldenrod
this fall. I had s colonies last spring,
sold 6 and delivered them before May
2-5, increased
to 10 strong colonies
well prepared for winter, and have
over 900 pounds of honey besides. I
give this report to show what the
possibilities are in a poor locality, but
beginners must bear in mind one
thing, viz that I have devoted some
18 years to the study and practice of
apiculture, and have applied the experience thus gained, to the care of
my little apiary. What I have done,
others can do equally as well ; but in
order to make even a partial success
of apiculture, requires hard study,
143-4

:

hard work, and more than

all

else,

the knowing how to do the right thing
at the right time and doing it.
J. E. Pond, Jr.
Foxboro, Mass., Sept. 2.5, 1884.

St.

Joseph

Co., Ind.

Convention.

The convention of St. Joseph
county, Ind.. liee-keepers assembled
on Saturday. Sept. 27, in the commissioners' room at the Court House.
W. D. Rockhill acted as temporary
chairman, and presided over a goodsized body of men interested in beekeeping. Mr. Geo. H. Stover, of Centre township, acted as temporary
Secretary. The morning session was
devoted to the treatment of general
topics of interest to those engaged in
bee-keeping.
The convention adjourned to meet at 1:30 p. m., after
appointing a cummittee on permanent
organization and one on constitution
and by-laws.
The' committee on constitution and
by-laws reported at its afternoon
session, through its chairman, A. J.
Hatfield. The report was adopted.
The following were selected as officers of the convention President, A.
J. Hatfield ; ^'ice-President,
D.
Rockhill; Secretary, Geo. H. Stover;
:

Wm.

Treasurer, A. Lindley.
The name decided upon was " The
Bee-Keepers' Association of Northern
Indiana."

^

J. & E. Hatfield, the wellbee-breeders of New Carlisle,
have a novel and tempting exhibit in
Exposition Hall, consisting of honey
in the comb, as well as e.xtracted.
There is a pyramid of white-clover
honey in boxes on one side of the
booth, on the other side honey from
the basswood blossom, and on the
other side, honey from fall flowers.
colony of industrious Italian bees ia
among the collection, and through the
glass sides of the box, the bees can be
seen at work. The Messrs. Hatfield are

A.

known

A

practical bee-men, and have some 200
colonies. South Bend, Ind., Tribune.
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rhd'a and die botli with and without National Bee-Keepers' Association,^
this empty
super over the broodchamber, for I have tried it. Neiilier
Time and place of MeetiJiQ.
1SH4.
As has already been noticed, the
theoretically nor i)ractically have I
Oct. 16, 16.— Northwestern. Ht Chlcapo. III.
next annual meeting of the North
any reason to think that colored honey
W. Z. Hutcbinson. face.
American lice-Keepers' Association
lias any tendency to produce the disOct. I5.-Northern Ohio, at Norwalk. Ohio.
will be held in the city of Rochester,
H. K. BOARDMAN.SeC.
ease because of its color. Here, we
N. Y., Oct. 2S, 2i» and .30, 1884. Essays
have three surplus honey crops each
^
Oct, 22.— N. W. Ind.. at liaporte. Intl.
will be read as follows:
"Wintering
A. Fahnestock, Sec.
year, and more than half of the time
Bees," by W. F. Clarke, of Canada
have August, colored honey to winter '• Nectar,"
Oct. 28-30.— North American at Rochester. N. Y.
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of
Dr. C. ('. Miller. Sec. Marengo, III.
the bees on, and we do not have any
" Marketing Honey," by
^lichigan
Oct. 28.— Southern Wisconsin, at Jnnesville. Wis.
more
disease when we winter them
" Foul
PuMEHoY.
Sec.
Thos.
J.T.
It. Newman, of Illinois
on this weed honey than when win- Brood,'"
by I). A. Jones, of Canada.
Nov. lO.-Will County, III., at Beecher. III.
and
clover
tering
on
pine,
basswood
Gustavus KelterinK, Sec.
The committee has decided to use the
honey. It is my o|)inion thai the conbalance of the time in discussing
Nov, 25.— Western Mich., atFrfmonl, Mich.
confineduring
sumption
of
pollen
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
these and other questions of imporment, is the cause of the disease, and tance.
Those who cannot be present,
Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
that often the honey contains this
A. M. Gander, Sec.
and have questions that they desire
cells
that
pollen
to
some
extent
in
Dec. 10. 11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
to have discussed or answered, will
II. D. Cutting. Sec. Clinton, Mich.
have beebread in their lower half, please send
the same to the Secretary,
When Dr. C. C. Miller,
Dec. 12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan. and honey in the upper half.
of Marengo, 111., or
we learn the cause and prevention of to Rochester; in care
of the conventF" In order to have this table complete, Secre- bee-diarrho;a, tlien we shall readily
tion, on or before the first day of the
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
learn the benellcial and detrimental
meeting. Notice as to place of meettime and place of future meetings.— Ed.
effects of all the other conditions,
ing will be given hereafter.
such as ventilation, etc., upon the
C. C. Miller, Sec.
quantity of food required to bring
L. C. Root, Vice-Pres.
colonies
in

Local Convention Directory.

;

;

:

mWvM

and Botu.

ANSWERS BY

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

the
condition.

through

the strongest

Convention at Chicago.
Cellar Ventilation.

1^ The Northwestern Bee-KeepPlease inform me through the Bee
Association will hold its fifthJournal whether or not 1 can prop- ers'
annual convention at Owsley's Hall,
erly ventilate my bee-cellar (18x24
northwest corner of Robey

Riilps lor tl\\s Department.
feet) by two pipes connecting with
Give your name and post-office address. the outside atmosphere, both at the
2. Be brief, and to the point.
'\. Send
no simple questions, such as are top of the cellar, but one is a short
pipe and the other extending to the
answered in the tiee-boolis.
4. Ask only such questions
as are of bottom of the cellar.
Is the method
general interest.
and are the pipes suffipractical
This department is not intended for
each being 2 inches in
adv^ertisinjjr any one's wares — therefore ciently large,
X.

and West

Madison

streets,

Chicago,

111.,

on

Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 1.5and 16,
commencing at 10 a. m,

on Wednesday, and holding five sessions. Those who have attended one
of these annual re-unions will need
no urging to induce them to comeSubscriber.
questions concerning- the manufacture of diameter.
again those who have not, should reg^oods for sale are not appropriate.
char6. Direct all questions to the editor—
Answer. This subject is one upon member that Father Langstroth
THOS. G. NE^VMAN,
which I lack experience. I know of acterized the last meeting as " representing
the
largest
number
of large,,
923 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
no person who has had enough to
warrant a reasonable reply. As it is practical and successful honey-producers
of
any
convention
that
he had
a fact that bee-diarrha-a is the cause
This meeting beingof our loss or bees in winter, and also ever visited."
Honey for Bees in Winter.
that bees have it, and do not have it, held during the Inter-State Industrial
Will jNIr. Heddon please answer the in all sorts of cellars and out-of-doors, Exposition, reduced railroad fares
following questions
with and without all manner of both may be had on nearly all of the rail1.
Is buckwheat honey a;ood for cellar and hive ventilation, how can roads.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
bees to winter on y
C. C. Miller, Pres.
ever find out what sort of ventiwe
2. As a general thing, is the honey
lation is best for bees until we Hrst
produced this year going to be very learn how to prevent that devastati^° The Northern Ohio Bee-Keepgood for Viees to winter on V
ing disease V I should think that ers' Association will hold their next
3. Is it necessary to put a quilt over
your two ventilation pipes would ven- meeting in the Council Chamber at
the bees, when wintering in a cellar tilate your cellar sufficiently but bewhere tlie temperature can be kept cause your bees go through the com- Norwalk, O., on Wednesday, Oct.
18S4.
H. R. BoARDMAN, Sec.
at from 4.5^ to -viO- Fahr. V
'i

.">.

;

—

:

;

4.

Is it best, or not, to leave off the

all the combs taken
out y
Wilson Shekman.
Chester Centre, Iowa, Sept. 29, 1884.

upper story with

—

Answers. 1. So far as my experience and observation has gone, it is.
2. I can only answer for my own
location, and that answer is, yes.
quilt will not cause or prevent
3.
bee-diarrlicea, which is our only successful winter enemy. I am of the
opinion that it is of little value.
4.
I presume that you mean to
leave the upper story "on" and not
" off,"
While I do not think that

A

would do any harm, I have not
enough faith in its possessing any
it

benetit to advise having it to carry
and take up room in the cellar, though
I must confess that I do not know.
I only know that bees will have diar-

ing winter in nice condition, will not
prove it. It will only prove that it
will do, other things being all right.
Again, should your colonies all die
with diarrhtea, that will not prove
that your ventilation is imperfect. I
have known a whole apiary to come
out in the spring in perfect health
with very bad or no ventilation, and
again, nearly all to die with diarrhoea
in cellars that were well ventilated.

1.')..

®" The Northwestern Indiana BeeKeepers' Association will hold their
annual meeting in the city of LaPorte, at Lay's Opera House, on
Wednesday, Oct. 22, 1884, beginning
at 10 a. m. Essays will be read as
" The preparation and winfollows
tering of bees in the cellar," by G. R,
Tyrrell, President ; " The profitable
use of comb foundation," by Dwight
Furness, Vice-President of Porter
Convention Notices.
County, Ind. " The preparation and
wintering of bees on the summer
®" The Tuscarawas County Bee- stand," by A. Fahnestock, Secretary ;
Keepers' Association will hold its next " Introducing queens and how to gt t
meeting at tlie apiary of Geo. F. Wil- rid of fertile workers" will be suli:

;

New

A

Philadelphia, O., on jects for discussion.
full attendance is requested. Ladies are specially
invited.
A. Fahnestock, Sec.
G. F. Williams, *'€C.
G. R. Tyuuell, Pres.
A. A. Fradenbuug, Pns.

liams, in

Thursday, Oct.

23. 1884.

'

;

;
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Create a Local

Honey and Beeswax Market.

^oticts.

^:)jccial

Office of The American Bee journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., Oct. 6, 1884

Now

J

i

is

Markets

Honey Market.

the time to create Honey
in every village, town and

are the latest quota- city. Wide - awake honey producers
should get the Leaflets " Why eat
honey and beeswax received
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else
Premiums, $25.00 in Cash.
up to this hour
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
and Medicine," and scatter them
CINCINNATI.
To increase the number of readers
HONEY.— Nothing stirring in llie market for the plentifully all over the territory they
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will last few weelis. The approach of cooler weather can supply with honey, and the result
is expected to impart more life to the trade. Comb
aid progressive bee-culture and help honey sells at loe. in the jobbing way. and brings will be a demand that will readily take
14(a.l5c on arrival for choice. OlTeringse.xceed the
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, demand. Extracted honey has commenced to all of their crops at remunerative

The Bee Journal

The following

for 1885.

tions for

:

accumulate, but demand

is fair for small packages
for table-use, as well as for darker grades in barrels. It brines ti(§,yc. on arrival.
dull
at
26(Sl28c on arrival.
-Is
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

offer the following

BEESWAX

CASH PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.

$10.00 for the largest club received
NEW YORK.
at this office before Feb. 1, 1885 (either
HONEY— As we have already commenced reof the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one ceiving consignments of this year's crop of honey,
we feel safe in making the following quotations
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
Fancy white comb, l-ffi, 18@20c., 2-lb, li5(a(IHc. fair
;

:

;

$.5.00 for tlie second largest ; S4.00
for the third ; S3.00 for the fourth
$2.00 for the fifth and $1.00 for the
fiixth largest club.
;

;

All former offers of

Premiums

are

now withdrawn.
The price

nal

of the

14(g*I6c.; fancy buckwheat.l-B.
12.^;Wi;3c., 2- lb, ll>i;fai2c.; ordinary grades of dark,
land 2-lb, ll^ll^c. Extracted white choice, in

to good,

I

kegs or small barrels,

8^@9c„ buckwheat. 6Ht»Vc.

BEESWAX— Prime yellow. ;iiKa;;ilc.

MCCAUL & HILDBETH, 34 HudSOn St,
BOSTON.

HONEY.— We quote best white
I815.2OC.;

Weekly Bee Jour-

and2-l^,

2-lb..

glassed sections

UiiailHc.
sell best.

Blaee & Ripley.

57

Un-

Chatham

Book Notices.

Street.

(to
;

;

;

We

Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
Weekly, (which contains about the
fiame amount of reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at .50 cents a
year; two copies (to the same or difthree
ferent post-offices) for 90 cents
copies for SI. 30; four copies for $1.70;
more than five
five copies tor §2.00
.copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
;

;

rate of SI. 00.

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
1885 will have all the numbers for 1884
free that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.

Trial Subscribers.— The Weekly

Bee Journal

will be sent to any ne^v
North America from now
the end of 1884 for 2-5 cents.

:subscriber in
until

This offer

is

intended to aid those

who

are getting up clubs at Fairs, Conventions, etc., and should add several
thousand to our readers during the

next month.
Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
UIUHOS iUlXJES, having

.50

a rosette and gold Bee, for
.bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
cents each, by mail, postpaid.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— No movement of consequence. Stocks
are of fair proportions, but are in some instances
limited to figures not obtainable. Choice extracted
below noted.
is in demand at the quotations
White to extra white comb, ii@llc.: dark to good.
7(s;l>c.; extracted, choice to extra white, 4>fi@5c.;
dark and candied. 40.
BEESWAX.- Wholesale, 25@28c.
STEARNS & Smith.

423

Front Street.

ST. LODI8.
HONEY Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12@14c per lb., and strained and extracted 6@fiHc.

—

BEESWAX— Firm at 32032XC. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON &

:

Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00 ;
or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

BEBSWA.X-3,->c.

CHICAGO.
the same or
HONEY.— Comb lioney has been taken with
this week, but L'Jeq.lGc. is the
the
trade
freedom
by
$.5..50 for three
different po.st-offlces)
best price obtainable for a fancy article of comb
in frames. Some lots bring fiom 14 to loc.
copies S7.20 for four copies and for honey
when in good order. St.ick of comb honey is not
large at present. Extracted, 70iKc, for new.
five or more copies, $1.75 each.
BEESWAX.— For fair ti) yellow, 28(»30c.
R. A. Bdrnett. 161 South Water 8t.
have decided to publish the

two copies

The pricesfor "Honey as Food

and Medicine " are as follows

in 1-lb. sections.

Extracted, 8(89c.

for 188.5 is S2.()0 for one copy

S3. 80 for

prices.

Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Our market is at present

overstocked
with honey, large quantities having been brought
in wagons, and every place is filled up. Some lots
have sold as low as ;>c. for 1-lb. sections of wliite
comb. We have not changed prices, hut find sales
very slow at 16c. for best white l-lbs., and l4c. for
2-lb8- Dark honey we are offering as low as 10 to
12c. without being able to effect sales. Extracted
is not wanted at all, and no sale at any price.
BEESWAX.— 28S30C.
A. C. Ken'DEL. 115 Ontario Street.

{S^ Mrs. E.MM.i D. E. N. Southworth,
the author of " Sei.k-Kaiskd; or From the
Depths," publishoil this tliiy by T. B. Petersou & Brothers, I'liilailelphia, considers it to
he the best work she has ever written. In
it. the hero rises from the depths of poverty,
misery and humiliation, and to trace his
])rosrress, step by step, has been witli her a
lalior ot love. There has been a curious
blending' of realism and romance in this
work— the result, it may be, of the leading
incidents having occurred in actual life. It
contains 6.58 pag-es. Price 75 cents.

t^' We have secured a copy of the American Antiquarian and Oriental Journal, which has come to be recognized as
authority on the subject of archff-ology. We
have been much interested in its perusal.
It is edited by Stephen D. Peet, and is published at Clinton, Wis.

Ogilvie's Handy Book of Useful Information, is the title of a modest little book of
V2S pages we have just received, which contains more information of practical value
tlian many books that cost from $2.00 upwards. It contains statistical tables of practical value for everv department of human
effort.

The

Political, Historical,

and Bio-

graphical information alone, is worth double
the price of the book. It is bound in handsome leatherette, he.xible covers, and will
be sent by mail for 2.5 cents; or bound in
silk cloth for 50 cents, by J. S. Ogilvie & Co.,
Publishers, 31 Rose Street, New York.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY—We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
7@7Hc.
Geo. W. Meade &

15c; extracted,

KANSAS

Co.. 213 Market.

THE

CITY.

HONEY- There has

been a good demand with
liberal receipts, and prices remain the same.
Choice Eastern comb, 3^-pound sections, Isc; lpound, 16c: 2-pounds, 15c. Calitornia comb, 2-

pound

sections,

or 3 cents

less.

l.sc.

Lower grades are slow at

Extracted, o^'ahc, according

2
to

qualily.

BEESWAX— None in the market.

CLEMONS, CLOON * CO.
Successors to Jerome Twichell.

^

3 Months
HUME

KTJKAI.
lor
We will mail
three months ox tuial, t<f iiny address on receipt
of i.tnlv 10 ceiil« to help pay postsine. packing,
etc. Or for H'l cts., silver or stumps, we will mail
for one year. To any
person sending us a club of four yo cts. subscriptions we will send a sample or silver-plated ware
premiums, choice of Sugar Shell. Salt Sp'ion. Mustard Spoon. Butter Knife, Solid Gold Propelling
Or we will send, for
Pencil. Gold Thimble, etc.
fnur 3" cts. subscriptions, a copy of any of the
Poets in l2mo. volumes illustrated, and handsomely bound in cloth, fifty authors to choose from,
including Burns. Milton, Sheller, Shakespeare,
Pope, Tennvson. etc. Or to the ladies, we will give
a copy of the " Ladies' Manual of Fancy Work."
an illuf'trated guide to all kinds of needle work,
containing over 4i>o illustrations. The above goods
are warranted first class, and if not satisfactory

THE KUKAI- HUME

Our rates for two or more
copies of the book, " Bees and Honey,"
may be found on the Book List on
Also we will refund monev. Addre**?,
the" second page of this paper.
THE RURAL HOME, Philadelphia, Pa.
wholesale rates on all books where
4iAeowot
they are purchased " to sell again."
The time for reading up will soon be
Do you want to buy a Fine-Bred
DOG, of any kind? If ao, write
here, and in anticipation of this, we
name the kind you want.
and
now have a very large stock of books
Edmund Maurer, 1026 Spring Garden St.
on hand, and can fill orders for them
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
41A eow4t
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.

DOGS

!

!

!

'
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Sixth Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

BEES

ORGAN

OR TBK
Management of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by
;

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor 0) the

Street, ChlcuBO,

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

III.

It
contains 230 profusely illustrated
panes, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

with everj-thing tliat can aid in
the successful management of tlie lloneyBee, and at tlie same time produce theiiiost
tlie apiarist

honey

in

its

most

and

best

ESTEY

attractive

covers,

|^~A

7.5

in cloth, Sl.OO

;

in

CAMP,

&.

188 and ISO State

condition.

PRICE— Bound

130,000

The Best

WeeMv Bee Journal.

0S5 West Mndlson

CHICACO.

St.,

paper

cents, postpaid.

lilberal
tlie

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hundred.

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

HAND^BOOroV HEALTH,
IIiNTt?

PATENT
niMlMl

poitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
habits of Eating, Drinking,
Bathing. vvorUing, etc.

post-paid,

and

SENTIMENT affirms thiit the PRESS
SUPERIOR for making Comb Foundation either

PUBl.IC

Wired Frames or for SECVriONS, and insures
straiRht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

D. S.

eiTEX

<fe

LOCAL REPORTERS WANTED.
We want an agent and local reporter in every
community to represent C'lty and Country,
and furnish us from time to time such facts as we
may require. Send I" cents for credentials and
full particulars retrardine services nnd compensaAddress, Will C. Turner & Co., Publishers

tion.

'*Clty mid Coiiutry**' Coliimhuis, Ohio.
24Ai8t

What to

Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

Bathing— Best way,

P«iils of

How

$18.00.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
C. P. MXITH,
Apply to
CINCINNATI, O.
976 and 978 Central Ave..
|^~Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
a week at home. fS.Oti outfit free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, younp or old,
can make tireat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

Land-Owners, Attention
All persons who have lost Heal Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OK JUDICIAL
SALES, are invited to correspond with
Sc BML.L,, Attorneys at Law,
41 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
they will learn something to their advantage.

mCKEL

to Breathe,

COMB FOUNDATION,
hlgb side-wc.ns.4 to IH square feet tiC
^P^ the pound. Circular and samples free

ir^^SS^^

J.

VAN DRUSEN &

TO CURE
IT TELLS
Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns.t'oughs.Cholera.Diarrhoea. Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia. hZnr Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet. Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples, Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.
It will

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
cvi,,

N.

Y.

Y andervort Eoundation MiH.
6 Inch, Price, $2.5.00.
makes the finest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

NE'WMAN.
CHICAGO. ILU

For Bees, Queens.
Honey. Foundation, Hives. SectinnH, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FLANAOAN
lABly Lockbox9a5.

.& II.I^IIV'SKI,

Belleville. St. ClairCo.. Ills.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
fur postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample Roods
that will put you in the way of makiuK
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought po'*sible at any business.
will start you.
You can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, young and
old. You can easily earn from Ctu cents to *.5 every
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are nut well saiistled, we will send $i to pay for
the trouble of writinir us. Full particulars, direc-

GOLDI

SaTe Doctor Bills

Price only S*» Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

TBIOAIAS O. NEIVMAN,
y25

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL.

Colonies of ITALIAN

BEES

They are in Lang-stroth portico-hives, with
standard L frames. All in flrst-class condition, with from 20 to SO pounds of good
honey for winter. The combs are all straight
and all worker, and are built mostly on
wired frames. In lots of 1 to 1 at S;-4..W each
10 to 2.5 at S-t,2."> each 50 or more, at $4.00
;

;

each.

Street.

& Lung Diseases,

How to Avoid them,
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Ventilation.
Exercise.
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoiing the Drowned, Headache. cau9e&
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup—
to Prevent.
edness.

150

FLAT - BOTTOM

Sprout Brook, Mont,

West Maiilson

l..ungs

Summer.

overheating Houses.

Price, complete, only

4Aly

923

just

HOW

ILL.

Dadaiit'sFoiiudationFactory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

It

is

TELLS ABOUT

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CAPtRIAGE, How to Eat
Things to Do,
BEVOLVIXO COMB-HAXGEIl,
'I'hings to Avoid,

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

lABtf

Ib

receipt of price. This

oil

IT

Tool Box and Becordiug Desk Combined,

In

Sleeping,

sent by mall,

the Book that every family should have.

it,

Given'sFoundationPress.

Dressing,

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

It Co8(B only
and contains 38 pages,

Mills ig'f^Ji.
MAYSVILLE.KY.

AND Ready Recipes,

is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost Im-

W.ePELHAM

la

ff

Edition

HONEY,

and

655

39A4t

H. SHIBI^EV.
Richmond, McHonry Co.,
CJ.

111.

Dadant'sFouiulation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

We

00 Colonies of Bee for Sale!

They are in Heddon's, new ^anfrstroth and
Gallup hives, well painted, and eontain from
2.'> to 40 lbs. of honey each.
Price per colony Black. $4.00 Hybrid, $4..'i0 Italians,
tions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
Send me your order and T will try to
$.5.00.
those who Bive their whole time to the work. Great please you. In order on cars at above prices.
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
W, J. Fiwli^r, Hamler, Henry Co., Ohio.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
4Aly
:

;

;

;
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HEDDON'S

Prices Reduced. IF YOTT "WA.1TT
Owing

to a decline in tbe price of
will, hereafter, be a
reduction of 5 cents per
on all orders tor Comb Foundation.

Beeswax there

pound

ooLXJivinsr-

VEHICLE,
SEND A POSTAI, CARD TO THE

w

WAX

ON SHARES,

For Comb Foundation for 18S>5,

Why

not send

me your Wax

m
H

i

When Cataloerue and name of neare^^t dealer,
where our srpEHioR Vehicles can be seen, will be
sent.

TVehiive the lahgest

manufaeturins

and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
pay highest market price in

to buy

CASH FOR WAX.

for Sale.

one of the best
apiaries and very choicest location in
I

offer for

sale

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- house, good
cellar, cistern,

and two wells

;

high-

board fence all on '^ acre of ground in
a small village. 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegraph oflBces, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods

Here we have three surplus honey
crops
First, from white clover
second, fiom basswood; third, from
fall tlowers.

I will give

tracted honey as desired
or I will
only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
Hives and fixtures of my latest improved patterns.
Write
me for
prices, terms, etc.
;

sell

QUEENS!
Our

Also

New

Strain,

IKIPOKTED ITAIilANS!
Take your

choice.

Prices

:

Tested, to breed from

$ 3 00
1 25
l oo
ii oo

Untested
Untested, after July l8l
Fntested. (perdoz.) after July ist

CIRCULAR for 1884
And
hiive

be

SURE

to state whether or
for 1883.

my Circular

Address,

JAMES

DOWAGIAC,

not you

H£DDOA',

Cass County,

MICH.

^

S

H
P

s>£:

:

my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian lixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

"to

««

distant.

myriads of

factorv

flrsi-ctuss

in

the world for

and sl'PERiuk

Buggies, Pkaeloii^, Liglit Carriages,
Surrey Wagons,

made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound tor making, during
tlie less-hurried winter montlis.
If you have no wax, perhaps your
store- keepers have, and it will pay you

Apiary

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

to be

I

COLUMBUS BUGGY

PMi

;;

pkr^^^^ym

(^ ^ OLDEST BEE PAPER

-'

"^

IN

AMERICA

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IS
1861.

Chicago,

*

111.,

October

Topics Presented

BY

PtTBLISHKD

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

15, 1884.

in this

A GoodKepoit
A Louisiana Hive

668

An Average

668
667

668

Season

Bee and Honey Show at Louisville
CHICAGO, ILL. Bee Jounial for ISSo
Weekly. $S a year Monthly. SO cents.
Bees at the Virginia State Fair.
Cash Premiums for Clubs
Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter. Colorado State Convention

WEST MADISON

666

ST.,

.

Tlie Subscription Price of the Weekly
Bee Jouhnal is $;2.00 a year and of
the Monthly, 50 cents a year in advance.
New Subscriptions can begin at any time.
;

ADVERTISING RATES.
20

670
667

;

TO CORKESPONDENTS.

42.

Number.

A Visit to Maryland

Editor and Proprietor.

925

VOL XX.-No.

.

670
665

Controlling Increase

661

Convention Hand-Book
Convention Notices
665, 668,
Correspondence
Editorial Items
659,
Haldimand, Ont., Convention
Honey and Beeswax Market
Honey Exhibits at Mich. Fair
Local Convention Directory
Michigan Bee and Honey Show.
Moisture in Bee-Cellars
Northeastern Ky. Convention
Only a Drone
Only One-Third of a Crop
C)nly Used for Adulterating
Poisonous Honey— Fertile workers
Preparing to Winter Bees
Queen Rack and Nursery
Report for 1884
Selections from Our Letter Box.
Special Notices
The Hibernation Theory
The Maine State Fair
The North American Convention.
The Season and My Honey Crop.

670
669
661

660

cents per line of space, each Insertion,
For

A

either the

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

t words;
lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertiaements payable In advance.
Bditorlal Notices, SO cents per tine.
line of this type wilt contain about

TWELVE

Advertisements may be inserted one.twoorfonr
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of space, for each insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before tbe expiration
of the contract, will be charjied the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

662
^Veekly are $3.80
the same or different
G.
669
S5.o0 for three copies
post-offices)
•95 Went Madison Street., Chicago, 111.
660
$7.^0 for four copies and for five or
more copies, $1.75 each.
669
Club Rates for tlie ITIontlily are two
662
copies (to tbe same or different postthree copies for
offices) for JtO cents
663 AdvertiseineiitK for the next Weekly Bee
five
copies
four
copies
for
SI.
70
J1.30
Journal must reach this office by the
more than five copies for 40
for $2.00
663
Saturday of the previous week.
cents each.
668 Books for Bee-Keepers.— For prices and
Sending; Money.— Remit by Express, Post
descriptions of bee-books, see the second
668
Office Order. Postal Note, or Bank Draft
pagre of this paper.
on New York or Chicag-o. If neither of
659
these can be obtained. Register your
All Papers are Slopped at the expiration
Letter, affixing- stamps both for postage
664
of the time paid for, unless requested to
and registry, and take a receipt for it
be continued.
660
or send it by Express. Money, sent as
Wl»eii
Avrittnsr to flifs office on Business,
above described, is at our rjsk, other667
correspondents must not write anything
wise, it is not. Do not send checks on
publication on the same sheet of
for
local banks, which cost us 25 cents each,
668
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
interfering
with either part of the letter.
668
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It
The editorial and business departments
670
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
are separate and distinct, and when the
holes in the envelope.
business is mixed up with items for
6^5
publication it often causes confusion.
Postage Stamps of any denomination
663
They both may be sent in one envelope,
maj- be sent for fractions of a dollar or
but on separate pieces of paper.
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
660
stamps for any amount may be sent.
Always give tlie name of the Post-Office
668
to which your paper is addressed. Your
Subscription Credits.—The receipt for
name cannot be found on our List, unless
money sent us will be given on the Tar- Weed
668
this is done.
address-label of every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the Trial Subscribers
670 Emerson Binders, made especially for
money, write to us. for something must
tlie Bee Journal, are lettered in gold
668
be wrong about it. Do not wait for UnproBtable Season
on the back, and make a very convenient
months or years, and then claim a Virginia Bee-Keepers' Convention 669
way of preserving the Bee Journal as
mistake. The subscription is paid to the
fast as received. They will be sent, post^
668
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the Wintering Bees
paid, for T.i cents each. Tbey cannot be
wrapper-label. This gives a continual
sent by mail to Canada.
statement of account.
To Canadians.— We take Canadian money
Apiary Register—
Edition.
Itost Numbers.— We carefully mail the
for subscription or books and Canadian
Bee Jot'RN.\L to every subscriber, but
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
should any be lost in the mails, we will
All who intend to be systematic in
of a dollar.
cheerfully replace them if notified before their work in the apiary, should get a
all the edition is exhausted.
copy and commence to use it. The
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will prices will hereafter be as follows
FOREIGN POSTAGE,
:
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have For 50 colonies (120 pages)
00 To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly, 10 cents.
$1
sample copies sent to the persons they
To Australia -Week]y,|i Monthly. :^0 cents.
" 100 colonies 1220 pages)
1 25
desire to interview, by sending the names
George Neisbbour & Sons, London. EnKland. are
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
to this office.
1 50
our authorized agents for Europe.

Clnb Rates for
for

two copies

tlie

:

(to

:

;

:

THOMAS

TO COBKESPONDENTS.

.

;

:

:

;

NEWMAN,

.

:

New

;

EXTB A

:

;

;

—

!
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

attested

tiral

the

by hundreds of the most practo be
accepted by

and disniterested bee-keepers

cleanest, liriuditest, quickest

bees, least apt to sag,

most regular

in color,

evenness ana neatness of any that is made,
it is kept for sale by Messrs.
A. H.

NEWMAN, Chicago, 111.,

MUTH, Cincinnati, O..
JAMES HEDDON, Dowaglac, Mich.,
C. F.

DOUGHERTY & McKEE, Indianapolis,
CHAS. U. GREEN. Berlin, Wis.,
CHAS. HBRTEL, Jr., Freeburg, 111.,
TVM. BALL ANTINB, Sago, O..

Ind.,

ARMSTRONG, Jerseyville, 111.
KRETCHMER. Coburg, Iowa.

E. L.

ARTHUR TODD. Germantnwn.Philadelphik.Pa.

B.
B. P.
V. F.

SMITH. Smyrna,

DALE.

N. T.
Mortonsville, Ky.

and nimibers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

ISO

COMPHMENTAKX,

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or hall-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow '2'i per cent, discount, and prepay
postag-e. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

On dozen

Bees and Honey, or Management of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thom-is
G. NEWM.4N. — It is "fully up with the times."
in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everj-thing that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following subjects
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
Locating an Apiary Transferring— FeedSwarming
Dividing — E.vtracting
ing
Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens Italianizing Bee Pasturage a Necessity Quieting and Handling Bees- The Management of
:

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual of
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Pi'ice, $1.25.
tlie

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Hoot.— Its style is plain and forcible, makingits

readers

re<il!7e

the fact that the author is
Price, $1.50.

master of the subject.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, ?1. 25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
and contagious enthusiasm.

information
Price. 75e.

The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
is
the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
Price, $2.00.
L. L.4.NGSTROTH.— This

—
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS — —
— Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeplng. —
—
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
—
A translation of the master-piece of that most
—
—
We guarantee every inch of our Founcelebrated German authority. Price, bound
dation equal to sample in every respect. Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey, in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
CHA.8. DADANT Jn SON,
etc. 220 profusely-illustrated ]iages. Price,
ftneen-Kearlng, by Henrt Alley.— A
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound in olotli. $1.00; copies for ?1.80; full and detailed account of 23 years expeSABly
copies for $2.55; 5 for $4.00; 10 for $7.50. rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies forSl.-tO; easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
3 copies for §2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.
Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
The Apiary Register, by Thu.mas G. King.— A new edition, revised and enlargedNEWM.4N.— A Record and Account Book for Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
By Ch.\s. Dadant & SON.
The Original mere glance will give its complete history. and Marketing.—
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .50 Details their management. Price, 15c.
BINGHAK
colonies. $1.00 ; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
200 colonies, $1.50.
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the manBee Smoker
Honey as Food and medicine, by agement of bees. Price, lOe.
Thom.is G. Newman.— It gives the various
Dzierzon Tlicory. — The fundamental
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam, principles
as
set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also. Honey as Medicine, with
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
'2

.3

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

;

many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
to help in ci-eating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
Price, for either the Englisli or German meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents — one dozen, 40 cents— lOti for Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
$2.50 — ,500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
Tlie Hive I I'se, by G. M. Doolittle.
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover. Details his management of bees. Price 5e.
Foul Brood, by A. R. KOHNKE.— Its origin
Bee - Keepers' Convention Hand
Book, by Thomas G. Newman.— It contains and cure. Price, 25e.
Law
and
a simple Manual of Parliamentary
moore's llnlversal Assistant, and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers Complete meclianlc. — Contains over
and members of Local Conventions— Model 1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations, proConstitution and By-Laws for a Local Society cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects forms, etc. Price, $2.50.
Prof. Cook, in his Taluable Manual of the Apiarr, for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
states that " Mr. BinRham was the first to improve etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct pocket. Price, 50 cents.
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonengravings, illustrating positions of sick
been
able
one
but
Bingham
Has
to
strated that no
Wliy Eat Honey 1 by Thomas G.
all diseases in a plain and
Improve a BinKham smoker. Hnndreds of Bing- Newman.— This Leaflet is intended for dis- horses, and treats
ham smokers have been In use five years, and are tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality, comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either Engllsb
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and in order to create a Ix)cal Market. Price, 50 or German.
500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box at- cents per 100
tachments, as they never go out or fall to blow copies for $4.00. When 300 or more are
Food Adulteration. —What we eat and
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little, ordered at one time, we will print the should not eat. This book should be in every
swift or slow, just as yoa please, any or all the honey-producer's name and address free, at family. Price, 50c.
time top up or down, they always go
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by the bottom.
Scribner's l.umber and Log Book. —
buylDg genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Preparation of Honey for tlie Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but i>f these market, including the production and care logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
we are the original inventors, and only legal of both Comb and E.xtracted Honey, and
FIslier's Grain Tables. — For casting
makers, and have had over 46.000 in use from one Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com- Honev at Fairs, etc.. by Thomas G. Newman. up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
reckoner.tables for plowing,
plaint.
measurer.ready
from " Bees and Honey."
With European and American orders already This is a chapter
etc. Price, 40c.
Price. 10c.

—

—

;

;

;

received for over y.iYiO. there is evidence that 1884
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
euch goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
STvarniing, Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapterlrom "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5e.
Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
the back. 75e. for the Weekly or for the

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..3'/^ inch.. $3 00
*'
175 G. Newman— Progressive views on this im..
Conqueror8raoker(wideshield)3
what and how
2H " .. 1 50 portant subject: suggesting
Large smoker (wide shield)
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
*'
2
..
1 25
Extra smoker (wide shield)
lOe.

—

Plain smoker

2

"

..

Wonder smoker
lU ** ..
Biupham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
fiHtle

2 inch
rates.

ABKONIA,

26 engra\'ings.

Price,

G. Newman.
—Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and Bee"
Bees
and
Honey."
from
chapter
Houses. A
Price 5e.

Bees in Winter,by Thomas

Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.
—In the German language. Price, in paper
MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A-2Btf

65

115
apply for dozen or halfAddress.

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

100

;

Monthly, 50c.
to Canada.

They cannot be sent by mail

Constitution and By-Iiaws, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50e. extra.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.
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One point in the above article is to hold the delicious and (Jodgiven
worth more than a passing remark, honey
Man"s ingenuity hiis never
viz.
that children are large con- dared to enter that contest, and probsumers of it in the shape of candies, ably never will— but Wiley's lie rides
taffies, etc.
Yes and thousands go over the land like a fast-running ento premature graves, and this glucose gine, while his feeble excuse and exconsumption is largely the cause. Out phmation— that he meant it " only as
of mistaken kindness, mothers will a scientific pleasantry "—limps along
let their children eat candies because behind as a cripple traveling at a
they want sivects, never once thinking snail's pace
It can never catch up
that they are dealing out trash to with that wily lie, while the world
poison their blood and send them to lasts
!

:

Publisbed every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editop and Pbopkiktor.

Only Used for Adulterating.

;

!

Mr. E. C. Jordan, of Virginia, lias
sent us the following article from the early graves.
Virginia Standard, and desires it anThat sulphuric acid, a strong poison,
swered in the Bee Journal
is used in the manufacture of glucose,
:

&

fact that the Arm of Candiani
Giannini were preparing to engage

The

manufacture of syrup, or glucose from potatoes, has "caused considerable inquiry into the uses of the
article.
The manufacture of it has
not been attempted in this State before, so far as we can learn, but it is
made extensively in the Western
States, from corn, etc.
It is used mostly as an adulterant in
the manufacture of table syrups and
in adulterating the dark, moist sugars
used largely by the poor. Its next
largest use is in the manufacture of
candies.
All soft candies, waxes,
taffies, carmels, etc., are made of glucose. Children are, therefore, large
consumers of this substance.
The honey bees are also fond of it. and
will carry it away by the ton if it is
placed within their reach. The honey
from it is no better than the pure
GLUccsE, as it is stowed away in the
in the

I

We have received a pamphlet
pages from the Micliigan Agricannot be denied
that it can be cultural College, by Prof. A. J. Cook,
purified from its effects by proper on "Injurious Insects." It is very
care is true, but it is undeniable that interesting, and we presume it can be
in the usual glucose of commerce this obtained by addressing the Professor,
as it is evidently for free circnlation—
acid is found in deadly quantities.
How much better it would he to at least in Michigan.
feed " the little ones " with honey,
^° Mr. E. T. Flanagan and Miss
make it into honey cakes, honey
Lillie R. Mithoff were married at
cookies, honey gingeri^°

of

:^2

;

snaps, honey
honey pop-corn balls,
recipes for which are found in the
little pamphlet, " Honey as Food and
Medicine!" or give them honey on
plain bread and butter, which will
give them strength and health in a
pleasant way.
The Standard asserts that the
honey-bees are fond ot glucose yes
so fond are they of it, that they will
not touch it except when deprived of
cell without change.
Human ingenuity, It is stated, has the nectar of flowers—when it comes
reached the point of making the to that or nothing— and certain death
honey and storing it in the comb to the bees is the result
without the intervention of the bee.
Then comes that lie of Prof. Wiley,
By appropriate machinery a nice looking comb is made out of paraffine, and about human ingenuity making honey
after the cells are filled with glucose out of glucose, and putting it into
syrup, this fictitious "honey" is
combs made of paraffine, without the
warranted true white clover honey.
aid of bees
This falsehood was
The Standard is honest enough to written by Prof. Wiley as a " scienadmit that the only use to which glu- tific pleasantry," he says, but it is a
cose is put is to adulterate syrup, sugar mischief-making lie all the same
and the like, but condones the offense And one that should gnaw at his conbecause forsooth the sugars are " used science (if he has any) like a serpent,
every time his eye meets it, in its
laigely by the poor."
Any article which has no legitimate everlasting rounds in the newspapers
use is a fraud, and its manufacture
Oh, no
man's ingenuity stands
should be stopped. All honest men aghast before the waxen cells of beaushould frown upon its very existence. tiful virgin comb, made by the bees
liquorice, or

—

;

1

I

1

Jefferson; La., on the 1st inst.

We

much "honey"'
introduction " of this new

hope Mr. F.

will realize

since the "
Southern " queen " into his " hive " at
Belleville,

111.

^'

In handling bees, do it quietly
Avoid rapid, quick motions, but, at the same time, do not be
all day at one hive, or so long as to
induce robbing.
Black or fuzzy
clothes should not be worn in the
apiary. White cotton, or linen, and a
white straw hat is best. Veils have
to be black to be seen through, but

and

easily.

should be
Texas Ranch.

this

®"

all

the black

worn.—

The " Autumn Leaves " which
most returns are, no
the
Leaflets-" Why
Eat
?" Scatter them and see the

will bring the

doubt,

Honey

honey in every neighborhood, at good prices. Two hundred will be sent postpaid for $1.00;
effect in selling

500 for 12.2.5

;

1,000 for f4.00.

!

!

(^

Some severe frosts have been
reported, but the weather is now very
pleasant again.

—

:
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positive damage to all. Of 200 lbs., with the name Huber on the
base. It was secured by Prof. A. J.
the National Society it should truthCook, for the government to send to
said
fully
be
the
beeof
convention
annual
The
New Orleans. Next was the great
pyramid of extracted honey, in every
keepers ot North America is to be
"No pent-up Utica contracts our powers;
conceivable shape, in glass, tin, earthThe whole unbounded Continent is ours."
held at tl\e City Hall in Rochester, X.
enware and paper, all decorated with
Y., commencing at 1 p. m. on Tuesday,
If wise counsels prevail at the com- fancy labels, a large number of cases
Oct. 28, and continuing three days. ing meeting, the " National " may of comb honey, and a large collection
Mr. Hunt
of apiarian implements.
Reduced rates over the railroads are continue to be a power in the land
received many premiums.
promised, and there will, no doubt, an energizing influence to aid the purbe a large attendance of those near suit in its struggle for prosperity, and
Preparing to Winter Bees.
the place of meeting, and many from place honey-consumption upon the
other States.
top-most round of popularity.
The Tribune and Farmer gives the
As this is to be a National gatherfollovs'ing on the subject of feeding
ing, wise counsels should prevail, and
bees for winter stores
Honey Exhibits at Mich. Fair.
whatever action is taken, sliould be
has proven that a
Experience
based upon the interests of the beeMr. H. D. Cutting, in the Michigan changeable climate is the worst for
keepers of the whole American con- Farmer gives the following, which bees, for when they remain in a semitorpid state they consume less stores
tinent.
will be of interest to our readers,
than when tlie atmosphere changes
youthful bee-paper, published in showing the growth of honey exhibits, from warm to cold and vice versa.
the East, contains the following hints and some of the benefits accruing Then our aim must be to winter them
in such a place where the thermomeconcerning some '" matters of vital therefrom
ter will remain mostly near the freezimportance " to be brought before
of
Michigan's
is
one
Bee-keeping
ing point. If this be in the open air,
that meeting
growing industries. It has to a great then winter your bees there if in a
" Be sure, if possible, to attend the extent passed the experimental state, cellar or bee-house, then in one of the
convention at Rochester, N. Y., as and has been recognized as a business two latter places. When you have
matters of vital importance to bee-keep- possessing both pleasure and profit. decided upon the place, and have esers will he discussed, and come pre- It is but a few years ago since a few tablished your apiary for the winter,
pared to do all in your power to ad- of the progressive bee-keepers began it is best that they should not often be
vance the best interests of apiculture. to make exhibits of bees and their disturbed.
In order to guard against this you
Our conventions are the life of api- products at the fairs. It was a small
culture, and the interests of the bee- begiiming, and the premiums were must examine and make a record of
the condition of each colony. If some
keepers are protected and advanced small.
few years ago the attention of have little honey and others a surjust in proportion as we take active
the State Agricultural Society was plus, equalize the quantity that each
interests in association work."
called to this growing industry, and may have a corresponding supply.
It then avers that it is desirable that the persistent efforts of a few to make Should there be no surplus, make a
" one journal shall be well-supported, a creditable exhibition, and they with note of these that have a small
which shall be the mouth-piece of the their usual liberality, made a new quantity, and make an estimate how
department w ith a much larger pre- long that quantity will last, and after
bee-keepers and work for their inmium list, giving the bee-keepers a a certain period visit such colonies
"
terests"— e. e., making it the official building to themselves, with compe- and feed them, if necessary.
It
Those that use honey for feeding
organ."
Is this one of the " matters tent judges to make the awards.
with the Society, bees generally dilute it with water,
of vital importance " which is to be was an experiment
but witli Mr. W. J. Baxter as super- bringing it nearly to the boiling point,
discussed at that meeting V If so, it is intendent of tlie department, every- thereby uniting It better.
cheaper
that
all
so
well to know it in advance,
thing moved off finely, and the exhi- food is composed of sugar and water.
may be prepared to discuss the subject bition proved a success. And to Purchase the sugar, and to three
greater parts of sugar, add one part of water
and investigate it in all its important encourage the bee-keepers to the
pre- and scald, and you have a good and
efforts, the Society increased
bearings.
amount
largest
mium list to S300, the
digestible food easily made.
Agricultural
State
any
If such were desirable, of course offered by
Mr.
that
time.
.J. C. ShoeSociety
at
the oldest and most influential beeMr. Blake, of the firm of Blake
maker was made superintendent of
paper should be made such " official the department, and he proved to be
Ripley, the Boston honey merorgan," but we protest against any the right man in the right place, and chants, called on us a few days ago.
such action. There are 6 or 7 Ameri- it was the unanimous expression of He reports that honey is a staple in
all exhibitors, that Mr. Shoemaker
can bee-papers, and it would be un- was just the man for that department. the Boston market, and obtains a fair
endorse
one
to
unjust
reasonable and
and uniform price.
After detailing the exhibits, Mr.
to the exclusion of all the others— for
remarks
all are interested in the success of our Cutting
Honey as Food and Medicine.
Last but not least came M. H. Hunt,
pursuit, and all should alike be recogSingle copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts;
nized as co-workers under the Na- Belle Branch, Mich., and from the
extent of his exhibit, he has been on
hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
per
tional banner.
a lively '"hunt" all summer. He
or 1000 for
for $10.00
postpaid
local
a
of
the
buildselect
side
occupied the whole
local society might
more,
organ, but the National Society should ing, 48 feet, with the largest and most $15.00. On orders of 100 or
interesting exhibit of this kind I ever we will print, if desired, on the
the
all
through
influence
extend its
saw. He and his friendly assistant,
" Presented by," etc.,
bee-papers, and engage all as co-labor- Mr. Chas. Collings, were kept busy cover-page,
name and address of the
ers for tlie general good. To attempt from early morn till the building (giving the
closed at night, answering questions, bee-keeper who scatters them). This
to do otherwise would divide its inand explaining the different articles
trouble
terests and fritter away its power to in his exhil)it. The first to attract alone will pay him for all his
would
be
be useful, and in the end it
your attention on entering, was the and expense enabling him to dispose
suicidal to the parent society, and large monument of solid wax, about of his honey at home, at a good profit.

The North American Convention-

work a
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ations of the old system, considering
" iraproveuients." Let us " reason from what we know "alwut them,
anil see if our fellow bee-keeper has
added one more ray of light to the
apicultural torch.
All have known that colonies co!itaining brood in all stages would work
the same without any queen, but this
condition of a colony is not what is
meant by the term " queenless " in its
strict sense
so says Father Langstroth.
Mr. D.'s statement in his
third paragraph is so peculiarly worded that it will bear much twi.sting to
suit the developments of that future
alluded to. I cannot think that the
" near future " will so perfectly change
and revolutionize our system of apiculture that the facts of to-day and
mechanical appliances so well adapted
to those facts, will all be laid aside
and so soon forgotten. I believe that
to-day we have many practical fixtures and methods which will live far
beyond any person reading this sentence. Some 2-") years ago. Father
Langstroth said of his movable
frames, that he did not claim perfection, for that rested alone with Ilim
who made all things but that so long
as the honey-bee kept its present instincts, all frame-makers must either
go over his road, or go around. He
thought that he had found the best
mechanical adaptations to positive
known facts regarding the instincts
of bees and if he was not mistaken,
such a statement was a true one.
Well, 25 years of radical growth in
the bee-business have left those words
just as true to-day as when uttered a
quarter of a century ago.
" Let it go to record " that I predict
to-day, that our methods and appli-

them

For the American Uee Journal.

Controlling Increase.
.TAMES

HEDDON.

P

;

Before

the above subject
I wish to m;ike just a word of reply
to Messrs. Tinker and Clarke in regard
to their last attacks upon— well no,
not my " pollen theory,'' but myself
as a controversialist. 1 presume that
many readers of the Bee Jouknal
are tired of controversy, for controversy's sake. Just here, where I cannot see that either of the attacks referred to bear the least weight toward
answering the propositions of my
theory, or substantiating any other
clisciissin<i;

theory satisfactorily accounting for
our winter losses, is a good place .for
us to rest the discussion, to be finally
settled by experiment.
To come to the question of prevention of increase, I wish to say that for
years I have plead for a " readilymovable hive "—a light hive with'a
fast bottom separate from the stand,
but fast to the bottom board, or having the bottom securely nailed to the
hive.
With this movable-hive system I intended doing much work
proposed by others to be done by
moving the contents of the hive— the
:

combs.

My

system of preventing afterswarms by this movable-hive system,
is described on page 126 of the Bee

Jouknal

for 18S8, and many other
pages both before and after that date.
I have also studied and written upon
its application to the prevention of
increase, via of prime swarms; but
to-day we prefer the system of accepting the prime swarm as so much
increase— except in cases where such
increase is unsalable, and has already

gone so far as to become a nuisance.
Further on I will give you my theory
and slight practice in regard to the
best methods (as viewed by me) for
this latitude, as Mr. Demaree has.
in his article on page 619, invited
friendly aid in working out the problem. His sharp sentence, in the last
paragraph, tending to ward off all
criticism from his article, is not kind,

nor

is

his statement that the theory

and system which he advocates as
" new," correct.
This system of moving the old

.

colony, or the new one about, to different angles, disguising the hive
with a piece of cloth, then moving ic
to and fro by way of reducing the bees
of one part, and strengthening the
others by way of preventing increase,
is by no means " new." but is just
what I have been writing about for
several years, and what several beekeepers have been reporting as a successful practice, during the past sea-

;

;

ances will undergo some changes and
growth by way of keeping all which
is best, and superseding that which is
not best by that which is better that
the bee-ke"eping methods of the future
will be like those of the past, a slow
growth toward a higher standard of
;

believe that we now
have some appliances which will never
be forgotten also some appliances
and methods that will be forgotten.
Among the latter, I think that I may
count some of the methods or details
cited in Mr. D.'s outline of manipulations for " preventing increase."
Mr. D.'s outline of operations is
not only more work than the hiving
of swarms, by those who have learned
the short-cuts and supplied themselves
with the proper implements for that
work, but it violates some of our
immortal laws relative to apiculture
excellence.

I
;

:

Bees work on comb honey in sections with the greatest vigor above
combs of brood containing a queen.
The more prolific that queen the better.
2. Xotbing is worse to have below the sui)ers than combs of sealed
1.

honey.

3.

The bees

will tirst

till

these

combs, and then if left, seal them up.
If exchanged for more empty ones, as
often as changed, so often the bees
will refill them, and your comb-honey
son.
system is changed to the extracting
It seems to me that Mr. D.'s sharp system, and your comb-honey
fixtures
criticism upon his anticipated critics, are just in your way.
exactly applies to himself, as he
The next noticable objection is the
simply gives some minor detail alter- positioning of the queen.
Let it not
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be lost sight of that the major portion
of our permanent capital rests in the
combs.
The instinct of bees and
their cousequeut acts, is fitted to this
fact.
The queen, during the month
of May (in this latitude), finds her
laying capacity greater than usual,
and greater than the proper size of
hive. She fills all available room,
then leaves with a prime swarm
which builds her more combs to lay
in, and during the 15 days of queenlessness of the old colony, room is
made by the hatching of bees for the
use of ttie new queen, a room which
the new queen soon occupies.
It
seems to me that Mr. D. has his queen
in tlie wrong place.
tainly does if he has

He most

cer-

an August and
September surplus harvest, which he
is very liable to have.
In this point,
I

prefer the instinct of my bees to the
of his
theory, for my

philosophy
locality.

So far in
never found

my

experience, I have

profitable to prevent
while running for comb

increase

it

honey. I have further found it very
unprofitable to prevent swarming by
any method except such as caused the
bees to forget it in their enthusiasm
after surplus honey. But the prevention of swarming, and the prevention
of increase are two different sul)jects.
I have little doubt but that very soon
we shall winter our bees with the
same certainty that we winter our
cows. If a practical solution of the
pollen theory does not lead to this result, I feel sure that some other one
will.

The

ball

now

is

rolling fast

every close observer and inquisitive
Yankee is on the alert, and we are
sure to succeed, soon, under some
leader. At our late Michigan State
Fair, Prof. Cook said that indications,
so far, favor the pollen theory. Dr.
Mason, almost out of patience, said
that the
matter
was no longer
" theory " to him
for the practical
tests of 4 or o winters had settled it
;

with him.
I expect the time is near when most
of us will find it best to keep down
our increase, but not to prevent

swarming by forced methods, such as
dividing the bees that we do not wish
divided, nor the necessity of clipping
queen-cells. In its stead I would suggest a policy of this kind. Use shallow hives, at the same time giving
plenty of surplus room, thus giving
the queen more room in the broodchamber by keeping the honey out of
it,
Sliade and ventilate the hives
well.
Use bees containing some German blood. All this tends to prevent
any desire to swarm on the part of
the bees but it is no sure remedy.
In some locations, and some seasons,
colonies seem unaccountably seized
with a craze for swarming, and no
known methods of operation will stop
this desire, and no bee-master can
account for the impulse.
Xow, as to my theory in regard to
the prevention of increase of colonies,
I will here say, as I have before written, that my readily-movable hive
;

system can also be used to prevent
increase by prime swarming, as well
as after-swarming ; and this is how I
should expect to accomplish it, at the
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same time

the disadvantage of having to keep
on hand a supply of extra hives and
combs, and forces one to run for extracted honey in part, whether he
wishes to be a comb-honey specialist

coincidiii!? with the most
proBtable instincts of the bees.
As stated above, try to reduce the
number of colonies that will try to
swarm, to the lowest minimum. When
one does swarm, hive the prime
swarm on frames filled with foundation or full combs, and place it on the
old stand, transferring all the surplus
cases to the new colony. Put the old
colony on the north side (supposing
tlie hives of the apiary front east) at
right angles with the new colony on
the old stand. (Of course it is understood that the liives are exactly alike
in construction and color.) Now, to
prevent after-swarming and to accept
the increase of the prime swarm, we
wait about 4.S hours, and then turn
the entrance parallel with the old

or not.

;

for 1883.

But now
of

this

by way
swarm, instead of

to prevent increase

prime

I have written this not because I
think that it surely is the best way to summer.
Mr. Armstrong winters his bees in
keep down the increase of an apiary,
some of them in
from year to year, but as illustrative different ways
of the different detail of management double-walled hives packed in chaff
that Mr. D. and myself would apply on the summer stands ; others in a
to the movable hive system that I clamp, packed in sawdust with strips
have been advocating for a few years over the frames, and 16 or 20 inches of
past. It will not be at all of a sur- sawdust on top. Each colony should
prise to me if the experience of the have a good, vigorous queen, kept layfuture will prove that the most profit- ing as late as possible, so as to go into
able way will be to accept of all winter quarters with plenty of young
prime swarms that offer, preventing bees.
Mr. Kindree packs his bees the
after-swarms by the method depicted
on page 126 of the Bee Jouiinal for same as Mr. Vanderburgh, and uses
1883, and unite the colonies with the his judgment as to the amount of
original numbers, either in the fall or packing that each colony requires,
in the spring following.
Certainly giving a light one more packing than
the latter plan will be the best for all a strong one.
Twenty-two members reported 265
who still lose a portion of their colocolonies in the spring, .520 fall count,
nies during the winter.
Regarding the matter of swarming and 13,162 lbs. as their total crop of
tending to lessen the yield of surplus honey for the season of 1884.
E. C. Campbell, Sec.
comb honey, let it be remembered
E. DeCew, Pres.
that the largest yields on record, have
come from the colonies which cast
not only one, but two and three
For the American Bee JoumaJ.
swarms. Some of our leading beekeepers have declared it unjust to put
Michigan Bee and Honey Show.
these yields .against the yield from a
colony that did not
swarm.
Of
W. Z. HUTCHINSON. Ox
course different locations and climates
require a different treatment; but
Once more has Michigan out-done
how any location can find any econ- herself in the exhibition of bees,
omy in keeping the queen with the honey, and apiarian implements at
full combs instead of the empty ones, her State Fair.
A building 2.8x48 feet
and storing surplus comb honey above was literally filled to overflowing, part
solid combs of honey, I shall have to of the exhibit being shown outside in
have further light in order to under- a neat little shed. Prof. Cook prostand the mysteries of such location. nounced the exhibition the largest
Dowagiac, Mich.
and best that he had ever seen in the
;

colony, and about 6 or 7 days later,
wlien the most of the bees are in the
field, we remove the old hive to a new
location all of which process is described on page 126 of the Bee Jouk-

KAL

Mr. Vanderburgh stated that he
used a double-walled hive, with chaff
on top of the frames, and had not lost
a colony in three years. In answer
to a question from Sir. Armstrong, he
stated that he put a clean cloth over
the frames instead of the one used in

taking away the old colony, just place
it directly behind the new one on the
old stand, with the front end of the
hive about 6 inches from the rear end
of the hive containing the new colony, and cover it with a cloth (we use
burlap), as directed in a previous
article.
The cloth must cover the
front of the hive, but not so completely as to prevent the circuitous
exit of its bees, which will constantly
leave it and return to the old stand,
and join with the prime swarm thereon. In a few days more this feeble
colony will have a fertile queen, and
these removals have made it so weak
that no second- swarming will take

No clipping of queen-cells is
needed, nor even the opening of either
place.

hive, as yet. The young queen will
be one of natural selection by the law
of the survival of the fittest. There
will be no trouble arising from overlooking a cell, that was so retiring in
the comb as scarcely to be perceptible.
Now, when this young queen begins to lay (which can be readily determined by looking for eggs), you can
very easily find her in so weak a colony. Open both hives, and in both
you will not find more than S combs
of brood. Fut these 8 in the new hive
on the old stand, under the surplus
honey, and the others combs of honey
into your honey house. Do what ever
you choose with this extra queen. If
I had no sale for queens, I should
prefer to supersede the old queen with
the new one, thus being reared under
most natural conditions. An apiary
worked on this partially non-swarming plan, will contain many queens

For the American Bee Journal.

Haldimand, Ontario, Convention.

The Haldimand Bee-Keepers' Assomet at Nelles' Corners, on
Friday, Sept. 26, 1884.
The minutes
of the last meeting were read and

ciation

adopted.

The

first question taken up was the
method of marketing honey. The
President thought that it was a bad
plan to rush to market with honey as
soon as it was extracted by doing so
the price was lowered.

best

;

After considerable discussion on
the above subject, it was decided that
Messrs. Armstrong, Williamson and
Campbell be a Committee of this
Association to ascertain the best market for sale of honey, and that the
members furnish the Committee with
that need superseding, and you can the amount and quality ot the honey
do it by using this newly-hatched and that they have for sale.
" Best method of preparing bees for
fertilized queen.
Regarding the 8 combs of honey, winter.'' The President described a
you can extract them, throwing out a clamp which he had built for packing
tirst-class consistency of honey
or his bees in for winter. Mr. Atkinson
you can select 5 of the heaviest with said that each colony should be kept
honey and most free from pollen, and breeding late, and well supplied with
use them to winter the colonv with
plenty of stores. Mr. Kitclien advoby trading these 5 for their most pol- cated plenty of ventilation at the
le>iized -5 combs, just as soon as brood- bottom, a littte at the top, and the
ing is finished in the fall. 1 know purest honey left for the bees to winthat this method, like Mr. D.'s, has ter on.
;

;

Ignited States. There were 150 entries
made, and the value of the exhibits

amounted
Mr.

II.

umes

of

to $2,780.80.

D. Cutting exhibited

81 vol-

apicultuial literature, his
improved hive, a Langstroth hive,
the walls of which were made of
straw, samples of Indifferent varieties
of lioney, besides a collection of implements such as feeders, smokers,

queen-cages, etc.
Dr. Besse, of Ohio, made quite a
large display of extracted honey put
in two-pound glass bottles, samples
of 13 varieties of" honey, a one-frame
nucleus of Italian bees, a Root foundation mill, a collection of queens,
and also a few implements.
Mr. E. E. Mason, son of Dr. A. B.
Mason, of Wagon M'orks, O., had on

up

exhibition a Vaudervort foundation
mill and a Given press.
W. Z. Hutchinson's exhibit was
much the same as tliat of last year,
except that it was larger. His pyra-

mid of comb honey contained 3,500
pounds, but he made no display of extracted honey. His display of honeyproducing plants, pressed and mounted, numbering 77 specimens, were
fastened to the wall and upon the roof

back of

his exliibit,

and formed an

appropriate back-ground.

His

collec-

bee-literature, 79 volumes,
contained full sets of both the American Bee Journal and Gleanings.

tion

of
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basket, and atmospheric feeder.
In this exhibit were a dozen, or more,
^Ir. t^uick showed cans of ex- beautiful Italian queens confined in
the larjiest sliovvn, there being Ital- tracted honey, cases of comb honey, a separate cages, with a few of the
Preserved in
ians. OiirnioUiiis, Syrians, hybrids and bee-hive, and made a very fine display worker bees in each.
alcohol, Mr. M. had specimens of the
blacks; also a one-frame nucleus of of \^an Deusen foundation.
each
embracing
Mr. (t. K. Hubbard, of Indiana, ex- queen in embryo,
Italians and a iiucen.
to maturity.
Elmer Hutchinson [W. Z.'s brother) hibited his patent hive, two one-frame change from the eggsincluded
extractThe honey exhibit
showed 7n varieties of honey-produc- nuclei, and some fancy specimens of
ed honey in glass jars, and three glass
ing plants pressed and mounted. Per- comb honey.
Premiums awarded amounted to monuments of exceeding beauty and
luips 1 should not say that he showed
richness, also one case of sections
them, as they were liotput up, simply nearly $300.
A few years .ago, when attending filled with nice clover honey.
because there was no room, lie had
Fort Fairfield,
I. F. Blaisdell, of
on exhibition full colonies of blacks, the Michigan State Fair, the writer
for some dis- made a very nice display of comb
Italians, Syrians, and Cyprians, two made a diligent search
last honey.
His exhibit was in threecrates of comb honey, and a collec- play in the apiarian line, and at
found, sandwiched in between the pound glass boxes, and comprised 425
tion of queen bees.
dairy products, a few brood-combs of pounds.
11. L. Taylor, of Lapeer, Mich., ocAnother fine sample of comb honey
honey hung upon a rack. " Look on
cupied one entire end of the hall with this picture and then on that." Mich- was that of Edward Tarr, of Castle
a display of comb honey. Beginning igan bee and honey shows are now Hill. He is also a large honey-proabout 2 feet above the floor, the crates " up with the times."
ducer, his crop being, tins season, a
of honey were piled up in one solid
ton and a half.
Rogersville, Mich.
pyramidal pile, the top of which lacked
Mr. G. W. P. Jerrard, of Caribou,
peak
only about 2 feet of reaching the
made his usual fine display of comb
light
red
for
a
of the roof.
With
The Maine State Fair.
honey and bees. The bees were blacks
back-ground, this pyramid of more
and Italians in observatory hives. Mr.
than 4,000 poiuids of comb honey,
The Maine State Fair closed on Sat- Jerrard keeps his bees on the most
made a bright, handsome, and strik- urday, Sept. 29, 1884.
improved plans, using fixtures and
ing display. Mr. Taylor also exhibThe number of individual entries in inventions of his own of peculiar
ited a colony of Italian bees, a beethe bee-department of the Maine State merit for display of comb honey and
hive, a machine for piercing holes in
for transporting the same, long disframes for wiring, and a Given press, Fair were not large, but comprised tances. Mr. Jerrard has produced
many implements and fixtures, sevMr. M. H. Hunt occupied one en- eral colonies of bees under glass, and about 8,000 pounds of finished honey,
Ilis display a capital exhibit of honey, both in that is, in neatly-capped sections, betire side of the building.
sides 2,000 pounds in partly-filled
of extracted honey, foundation, wax, quality and quantity.
and implements was the finest in the
Mr. E. P. Churchill, of North Au- boxes.
Mr. Blaisdell, of Fort Fairfield, said,
building. The extracted honey was burn, exhibited one full colony of
put up in tin cans, tin pails, glass Italians, one nucleus-colony of Italians " On two square miles where I live,
pails, glass jars, glass bottles, jugs, in observatory hives, showing all the some 500 colonies of bees are kept,
etc., all of which were tastefully ar- movements of the bees as they cluster producing many tons of pure honey."
" a land
ranged. The foundation hung in long about their queen. Many were the Aroostook county is truly
honey."—
strips and festoons from the " plate" inquiries elicited by this exhibit of flowing with milk and
of the building, the bright, yellow real, live bees, in which the various Leuiston, Me., Journal.
wax forming a pleasing contrast with processes of comb-building could be
the dark-blue back-ground.
One explained. Two section-cases were
For the American Bee Journal.
strip of foundation was 50 feet long. included in this collection of fixtures.
Mr. Hunt seems to have learned the Another useful implement exhibited
Moisture in Bee-Cellars.
art of sheeting wax, so that it will be was an entrance-spring press for
tough even in cool weather. Perhaps moulding entrance clasps, a combined
C. W. DAYTON. (5
the finest thing in his whole exhibit bee-pass and feeder in the sections,
was a wax monument nearly 4 feet box-nailer, holder for nailing frames,
In the fall of 1883, 1 selected 8 colohigh, and weighing nearly 200 pounds. mould for forming division-boards, nies of bees, to each of which I gave
The base v.'as 17J^ inches square, and uncapping knife, foundation-fastener, 6 combs, the lower half of each comb
upon one side, in raised letters, was chaff and single division-boards, and being well occupied by pollen, and
the word HUBER. The other sides pattern for making hives.
In this most of the cells above, which conof the base, as well as the sides of the exhibit were shoviii two samples of tained honey, were about half full of
second block, and tlie. sides of the nice, extracted honey.
pollen. The brood-chamber of each
upright shaft were appropriately pancolony was covered with enameled
.1. B. Mason, of Mechanic Falls, had
eled. Taken all in all, it was a tine a fine and large exhibit, including one cloth.
piece of work. Mr. Hunt also ex- full colony of pure Italian bees, and
Three of the colonies wintered well.
hibited
full
colonies of Italians, observatory hive in which the bees Three having less honey and more
Syrians and blacks, and a Syrian and combs are shown under glass.
pollen than I expected, starved about
queen in a one-frame nucleus of black
Two
geared honey- extractors were 10 days before the time to put them
bees.
shown, also Ctiurchill's improved out of the cellar. None of the starved
Mr. C. M. "Weed made a display of cliaff-hive, and a Simplicity-Lang- colonies contained a half dozen bees
having distended bodies.
over oO specimens of honey-produc- stroth hive.
ing plants pressed and mounted.
In another colony that clustered low
Among the numerous fixtures in
Through the centre of the- building Mr. ^Mison's exhibit, were included on the combs after being in the cellar
was a long table 4 feet wide, covered foundation-fastener, samples of comb about 70 days, moisture commenced
with a miscellaneous collection of ex- foundation (heavy and light), dove- accumulating in drops around a circle
hibits.
One of these exhibits was a tailed sections, wire for frames, large directly over the cluster on the under
pyramid of square bottles of differ- collections of bee-literature (compris- side of the enameled cloth. This
ent sizes Oiled with honey having ing seventeen bee-papers and eighteen circle continued to grow smaller, and
a very slight, amber tinge. There books), frame with foundation, setter the drops of moisture continued to
was a door at each corner of the for some three styles of bee-feeders, grow larger until the enameled cloth
building, and many pleasant minutes machine for putting sections together, was entirely covered with drops of
were passed in watching the sunlight Blake's and Clarke's bee-smokers, water, which ran down on the combs
stream in at these doors and shine Jones' drone-guard, perforated zinc or dropped into the cluster. Previous
npon this pyramid of amber-colored honey-board, metal rabbets and cor- to this the bees had appeared almost
honey.
"What beautiful tints were ners, nucleus hive and frames, chaff lifeless when looking in at the top of
brought out
This exhibit belonged division-board, separators for sec- the hive with a light ; but now they
to Mr. O. H. Townsend, as did a bee- tions, a reversible frame, queen cages. acted as when swarming, and cluster-

His collection of implements uumbereil SO ; itnii his display of full colonies of ditfeieiit varieties of bees was

1

liive,

of

a one-frame nucleus, and a case

comb honey.

A

:

:

;

:
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ing without a queen, aud there was a
smell of diarrhoea without evacuation.
On entering the cellar, one morning, the cluster was found broken and
the bees performing in a way peculiar
to bees badly afflicted with diarrhoea.
I doubled back the enameled cloth
one half and left them until evening,
when I found them quietly clustered
at the tops of the combs. After drying and replacing the enameled clotli,
they remained as quiet as they had
been during the 70 days, when they
were taken to the stand and found
without brood, and (with the exception of a few slightly-distended bees)

spray, day after day, for 50 or port, Ky., adulterating honey and
more days, and at the same time in then selling it as pure. All agreed
each day I saw pollen -colored excre- that this is injurious and detrimental
ment (that was too thick to be called to the bee-keeper's interest. Tlie
a liquid) well strewn on everything Rev. L. Johnson again came forward
over which the bees flew, and it was with a resolution
always of about the same consistency,
Wherea!!, It is reported that a cerand conformed in quantity to tlie tain party is selling adulterated honey
amount of brood-rearing going on.
in Newport and elsewhere,
Bradford, Iowa.
Resolved, That we request the Seclike

For the American Bee Joumsil.

Northeastern Kentucky Convention.

retary of this society to ascertain the
name of such party, and properly inform the public against him.
Rev. L. Johnson advanced some

very wholesome suggestions in regard

The Xortheastern Kentucky Bee- to the meeting of the State AssociaAssociation met in Walker's tion here (Covington) on Sept. 23 and
The other, having the enameled Keepers'
Hall, at Covington, Ky., on Sept: 2.5, 24, 188-5. He proposes to give a porcloth perforated in the centre and
1884. The attendance was good. The tion of his time, this coming winter
covered with course straw, remained
minutes of the previous meeting were and spring, to lectures on " Bees and
my
quiet 80 days, when
attention was
approved, after which regu- their Management ;" to which Mr.
drawn by the appearance of a dis- read aud
business was transacted.
The Chas. F. Muth offered the following
tended bee. More days brought more lar
committee appointed at the last meet- In consideration of the proposition
distended bees, increasing symptoms
ing to attend tlie State Association, of Rev. Johnson, President elect of
of diarrhoea, and a quick, spiteful
which met at Eminence, Ky., on Sept. the State Association, that he contemroar about once a minute. On exami" Owing plates to give a series of lectures on
2 and 3, reported as follows
nation I found the straw near the
in

prime order.

:

:.

perforations, in the enameled cloth,
dripping wet, and that the roars corresponded to the drops of water that
passed through the perforations into
the cluster. 'After the straw was re-

some misunderstanding, the at- bee-keeping, during the coming wintendance was very small the meet- ter and sping, for the benefit of beeto

;

ing was, nevertheless, very interesting. The Rev. L. Johnson, of Walton, Boone county, was elected President, and .John T." Connley, of Walnut
moved, the moisture passed off, and Lick,
Gallatin county, Secretary for
the bees gradually returned to their
the ensuing year." The above named
former quietness, and so remained to
gentlemen are both members of the
the end of the winter.
Northeastern Kentucky Association,
In answer to a question on page 37
and tlie remaining members heartily
After wintering bees in a cellar that endorse their election.
resembled the one described on page
To return to our own meeting
C, in the place built, number of colo- Several members who were absent at
nies put in, material used in con- the last meeting gave in their reports,
struction, ventilation,
size,
moldy whicli were about the same as those
combs with the bottom-boards left on previously given.
great many subthe hives, arrangement of hives, and jects were discussed, the winter probthe dropping of water from the walls lem receiving the most attention, aland joists, I believe it to be another though a threadbare question to
instance of the condensation of mois- many. Still its solution is occupying
ture, the same as that on the pitcher the talent of the fraternity. The genof water on the summer dinner-table, eral opinion seemed to be that a
as the moisture on the joists varied plentiful supply of pure, ripe honey,
with the outside temperature ; and if witli a moderate consideration of
I should open the door letting warmer other necessaries, would insure sucair into the cellar, condensed moisture cess.
would soon drip from the walls, and
Air. Wm. Blick, of Covington, reshutting the door caused the moisture ported that he had but 3 colonies of
to disappear.
bees, all of which were badly infected
To all appearances my cellar is very with foul brood. How it came, or
damp, yet last winter when the bees where it came from, he knows not.
were in it, salt would lose moisture Mr. Chas. F. Muth. of Cincinnati, O.,
while moisture condensed as before stated that he had seen Mv. Blick's
described, and ran down, swelling the bees, and advised him to suffocate
wood on the inside of the hives, which them with sulphur and then cremate
caused them to split open. The draft their hives and all connected with
in the ventilator was able at times to them. Mr. Blick promised to do so
carry pieces of paste-board, and again immediately after the meeting of tlie
it moved in an opposite direction.
Association, as he wished the memIn the early part of the season I bers, who had never seen a case of
sometimes feed diluted honey to my foul brood, to see this. On motion,
whole apiary, in the open air, from a Messrs. Blick and Cree were appan about 4 feet square, the bottom pointed a committee to visit apiaries
of which is filled with slats set up in this vicinity in quest of foul brood.
edge-wise
of an incli apart. I have
Rev. L. Johnson offered the foUowoften fed 7.5 pounds in a couple of resolution
hours, with perfect satisfaction, exWhereas, Foul brood in its maligcepting that I believed from the nant form has appeared in Covington,
searching by bees and flies on the Ky., we, therefore, request all pergrass, in a line from the feed to the sons who discover bees so affected, to
apiary, and the fact that the quality immediately burn all hives and fixof the feed varied the size and num- tures so affected.
ber of drops, that the bees wasted a
The resolution was unanimously
share of the feed in the spray de- adopted.
scribed by Mr. S. J. Youngman on
It was reported by some members
" I have seen this water- present that there is a party in Newpage .S56
:

A

%

:

keepers, be

it

Resolved, That Bro. Johnson is requested to take a collection at every
meeting to defray his own personal
expenses, and put the surplus, if any,
to the " Langstroth Fund."
are
aware of the gratitude which every
one of us feels towards Mr. Langstroth, and knowing that he is in needy
circumstances, the assistance of sympathizing associations is invited.

We

Our own nieetings are growing in
interest, and the bee-keeper, Ije he a
novice or an expert, can always learn
something new.

We

certainly consider it a treat to listen to such men
as Muth, Johnson, Stith, Connley,

McVean and others discourse on the
science of apiculture.

On motion

it

was decided

to hold

the next meeting at Walton, Boone
County, Ky., on the first Wednesday
in April, 188-5.
G. W. Cree, Sec.
Peter McVean, Pres.
For She American Bee

Poisonous

Jourc*il-

Honey— Fertile Workers.
C. M.

HIGGINS.»0

On page 613, Mr. A. Osborn strives
to be ingenious in finding the cause
of poisonous honey, but his argument
if all honey were
is " too thin."
alike in quality, color, etc., then a
clear reason might be found to fit
but all honey is not alike. Who ever
heard of well-ripened honey producing serious effects ? Uncapped honey
from the yellow jessamine in Florida
is actually poisonous, and has produced death but after it is once
capped, there is no honey nicer or
;

more wholesome. Besides in good
extracting weather— when the weather
is clear and vi'arm, and honey is being
gathered rapidly, bees pay very

little

attention to disturbance, and can
often be handled without smoke or a
veil, and do not show those little
poison drops on their stings that they
do when the weather is unfavorable
for manipulation. This seems to be

;
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another one of the " views " of bee-

For tbe American Bee Journal.

keepers.
liad several

I

present

colonies, during the

summer,

which

contained

^vorl^ers.

W.

How

to get rid of
them and save hreaking up the colonies, puzzled me for a long time.
Finally I thought that I would try
what was to me an experiment for
all the information that I had ever
gotten before, advised lireaking up
fertile

The Hibernation Theory.
F.

CLAEIiE. P

have every reason to feel pleased
and satisfied witli most of the references which have been made by correspondents of the Bee Journal, to
my theory concerning the hibernation
of bees. They luive been kind, apprethe colony. I found that by the time ciative, respectful, and very much to
of
a
the
presence
to
tell
enabled
I was
the point. Mr. Ileddon's critique on
fertile worker, the bees had become the subject was especially good.
Its
old enough to be called old bees. Of tone was admirable. In fact, I thought
course they would not receive a the whole article quite a model of
queen, neither would they rear a controversial writing.
The suggesqueen-cell, and I could not find the tion of a possible co-partnership befertile worker.
I concluded to try tween the pollen
and hibernation
putting one frame of eggs and young theories interested me not a little
larva; into the hive, and changing as it showed great magnanimity in
positions with a strong colony. The Mr. Ileddon to be willing, should "facts
bees that entered the hive now had require it, to share the honors of disno use for a fertile worker, and killed covery with one not actually devoted
her and tlieu having the means, I to bee-keeping as a business. I am
found them building queen-cells in a not a little proud of the admission so
Since frankly made by him, that I have concouple of days afterwards.
then I have had no trouble with fer- tributed one of the points in that
tile workers.
triangular discussion which has done
In one case I changed a colony into a much to solve the hard problem of
fertile-worker colony to see "the re- our winter losses. The complete solusult.
A few minutes afterward I tion of that prolilem which now seems
opened the hive and found the queen to loom up in the near future, will be
balled, but unhurt, by one set of bees, the jubilee of bee-keeping in which
and the fertile worker was balled and we shall all rejoice together.
killed by the other set of bees. I then
It would trench too much upon the
caged the queen for 24 hours, when I valuable space of the Bee Journal.
set her at liberty, and she began lay- which has already been largely taxed
ing unmolested.
in relation to the subject, for me to
Stoneville, Miss.
reply to each and all of my brother
bee-keepers who have been kind
enough to take tlie matter up. Besides, " the game is young," many of
Colorado State Convention.
our most experienced bee-keepers have
A meeting of the Colorado State not yet taken a hand in it, and the
Bee-Keepers' Association was held on experiments of the coming winter
Sept. 14, 1884, at the Court House, in will doubtless throw much light on
I only desire, at this time, to say
it.
Denver.
As was anticipated, but few mem'- a few things by way of keeping the
bers were present, and in the absence ball rolling.
Mr. Ileddon is right in wishing a
of President Godfrey, Vice-President
"
Milleson presided. Mr. Robert James clear definition of the word hiberwas chosen Secretary, J. L. Peabody nation." He has given the Dictionary
explanation of it. I gave the scienbeing absent.
I

;

;
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gives in the case of that particular
colony, which consumed only a single
pound of honey during the winter ; or
of those colonies which varied all the
way from 2^ to 5 or 6 pounds in their

winter consumption of honey. I. put
it to him and to the bee-keeping fraternity in general, if it will not be a
grand discovery to find out how to
winter colonies of bees well with so
lie
small a consumption of honey V
testifies that it has been done at least
once by himself.- If we can ascertain
the conditions on which we can all do
this each and every winter, what an
immense gain it will be to the beekeeping interest, in the preservation

and also in economy of
winter stores. I do not pretend to
have done more than to have evolved
of colonies,

the principle tliat the state of hibernation, or, if yon please, " quiescence "
is the normal condition into which we
should seek to bring our bees in a
cold climate like ours, and that if we
do this, they will winter in the best
possible manner.
Here let me say that my position is

not thoroughly understood by some
who have written on the subject.
Thus, Mr. Gresh says, on page .599, " I
do not believe that hibernation is indispensable to the safe wintering of
bees." Nor do I. Mr. G. states my
position more correctly when he remarks a little further on, " I believe,
though, that hibernation is the natural state in which bees can successfully pass through considerable severity of cold." No doubt bees can be
wintered " safely " in a high temperature, but it is difficult to do it in our
climate, and involves a prodigal consumption of honey.
My fellow-Canadian, Mr. Pringle,
says, " If Mr. Clarke means that bees
will not winter well on the ground,
he is certainly mistaken." I do not
mean that. Under certain circumstances bees have wintered well on
the ground and under the ground, but
for all that, I think it a mistake to
put them where they are exposed to

dampness, to foul

air,

and

liability to

of snow
use of the term, as it is employed suffocate from accumulations
Mr. Pringle thinks that
It was learned that most of the in works on natural history. There and ice.
records, as well as all copies extant of are these twosignificatidns of it. Let there is, after all, "some truth" in
the constitution and by-laws, had us agree in this discussion to use the my " new-fangled notion." I am surbeen irrecoverably lost, which ren- word in its scientific meaning, which prised, therefore, that he should poke
dered necessary the adoption of a new imports the state of torpor or semi- fun at the " nocturnal travail "with
brought forth. I susseries as nearly similar as possible to
topor into which various animals and which it was
the former, and on motion of Mr. J. insects are wont to go during the sea- pect that he is a sound sleeper, and I
M. Clark, a committee to consider the son of winter in a cold climate. Let envy him, if it be so. He,- too, gives
subject was appointed by the chair- it also be luiderstood that hibernation an example of what 1 mean by hiberman, who named as sucli committee, may be complete or partial. The bear nation. Certain of his bees were in a
Mr. CUark and Robert James, and is an example of complete hiberna- "profound slumber," gave no re"
directed them to report at the next
Mr. Ileddon says, " If they sponse to several pretty hard knocks
tion.
hive," and showed a lethargic
meeting.
hibernate, no food will be consumed." on the
After some discussion regarding It would be more correct to say lohik indisposition to move. Mr Heddon
the affairs of the Association and the they hibernate no food will lie con- says that he never knew bees to get
of torpor as not to
passing of a resolution of thanks to sumed.
But I have already stated into such a state
" the least tap or jar."
the County Commissioners for the use very distinctly tliat bees hibernate respond to
of their room, it was voted to adjourn. like squirrels, at intervals, and do not Many bee-keepers, however, like Mr.
disagree with him— notably
Colorado Fai-nier.
take one long winter sleep. Hiberna- Pringle.
Root, who, in his new edition too, has its degrees. In some Mr. L. C.
"
Qninby's Mysteries of Beecases there is, as Mr. Heddon says, tion of
The name of the Monroe City, " total inactivity or suspension of the Keeping," mentions a case of wintervery similar to that narMo., Bee-Keepers' Association was functions of life." I do not claim ing which is
changed on Oct. 1, 1884, to the North- this in regard to bees. I have only rated by Mr. Pringle.
tific

—

^"

Mr. Latham's article on page .5-50, is
eastern Missouri Bee-Keepers' Asso- contended for what Mr. Heddon adThe next meeting will be mits, viz: " a quiescent state." Nor pretty somid, and quite interesting as
held on Oct. 21, 1884, at Ilunnewell, do I desire a better example of the furnishing proof that bees incline to
A. NOLAND, Sec.
hibernation of bees than he himself go into " a semi-dormant repose " as
Mo.
ciation.
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he calls it, and winter well when they
do so; but if these are facts, is it not
important that they should be recognized as such by bee-keepers generally, and
acted on in their winter
arrangements ? If these are facts,
they demonstrate the theory of hibernation to be correct. It is quite true
that " there is no new tiling under the
sun " but the practical use of many
things old as the everlasting hills has
wrought great revolutions
modern
times. Steam and electricity are not
new things they are old as the aged
earth itself, but their modern applications are new. When an old principle is brought to light, public atten-

m

;

tion directed to it, and practical applications made of it, the fable of the
mountain in labor is hardly applicable
to it.
If hibernation is the key to
successful wintering, as 1 firmly believe it is, the recognition of this
principle, in its practical applications,
may surely, without any impropriety,
be characterized as a valuable discovery.
8uch, I trust and hope it will yet
prove to be in the future history of
apiculture.
Speedside, Ont.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bee

& Honey Show at Louisville, Ky.
G.

W. DEMAKEE.5

Owing to bad management on the
part of the managers of the Exposition, our bee and honey show was not
what it should have been. The Exposition Company appointed a committee to arrange matters for the
"display." The committee set the
time for Sept. 4 to 6, and just one
week before the time set by the committee, the managers of the Exposition changed the time just six days in
advance.
This short interval gave
no time for public notice except
through the daily papers, and these
do not reach many bee-keepers at all.
The consequence was that the display
was rather slim, and to add to the
discomfort, the weather turned intensely hot.
The display of bees and queens was
much better than that of last year,
but the honey show was light. On
Wednesday, Sept. 10, in the afternoon,
the heat in the Exposition building
was well nigh intolerable. At one
time I believed that all the bees in the
building would perish.
One large
colony in a Langstroth hive, with
glass sides, with a case of one-pound
sections on top of it, though pretty
well ventilated with wireclolh, began
to sweat profusely, and I could smell
the unpleasant odor incident to such
a condition, several feet from the
hive. Being a member of the committee on the display, I procured some
ice, and all the bees were saved by its
application to the glass sides of the
hives.
Your correspondent captured the
prize for the finest Italian queen and
bees ; while an old gentleman from
tlie city of
Louisville, Mr. J. McDowell, took the prize on the best
display of bees. Mr. Lewis Ilofstatter, of the same city, carried away

the prizes on honey. I feel sure that impracticable, but is mentioned here
Mr. Ilofstatter would liave been com- to illustrate the wonderful grasp for
pelled to share the prizes with me tilings new in the bee-keeping world.
had it not been for the neglect of the
On Wednesday afternoon, after coolAdam's Express Company, which ing down the bees with ice, we refailed to deliver a consignment of paired to the " park " adjacent to the
honey to me at the Exposition build- building, to imbibe the pure air and
ing. Mr. Hofstatter also took the to " talk bees." Mr. Ilofstatter, who
prize on the best display of honey- is of (Jerman extraction, and thorplants. He was left without compe- oughly posted on every topic pertaintition in this line on account of the ing to the science and practical workneglect of the before-mentioned ex- ing of the apiary, led off in the conpress company, as they failed to de- versation.
had no faith in the
liver a box of prepared honey-plants pollen cliimera.
Bees in the South
of over 50 varieties, which I designed winter perfectly, no matter how much
to have on exliibition. Mr. Ilofstatter pollen is in the hive, provided that
was aware of these expected exhibits, there are plenty of stores iiresent in
and humorously remarked that it was shape of honey or sugar syrup. The
an " ill wind that blowed no one any fact alone ought to convince 'any ingood,"
telligent person that dysentery or beeAmong the implements exhibited diarrhoia is the result of climatic
wiis a solar wax extractor of the devis- causes. I would not hesitate to offer
ing of Mr. Hofstatter. This class of a reasonable prize for well authenwax extractors ought to be better ticated proof that a colony of bees in
known among bee-keepers, for I feel normal condition, when put into winsure that by their general use a better ter quarters, ever perished with the
article of beeswax will be the result. disease known in the North as beepeculiar feature about this particu- diarrhcea, in all central and southern
lar solar wax extractor, worthy of Kentucky.
note, was a double "lid" or cover
Apropos of the hibernation theory,
which was hinged together, the one Mr. Hofstatter says that lie has seen
of glass being underneath the wood unmistakable proof that bees do somecover. By the way, the wax exhibited times even in this climate sink into
by the owner of tliis apparatus, was a quiescent state resembling the state
peculiarly tine
both in color and known as "hibernation."
On one
quality.
He had the figure of an occasion, when looking through his
eagle with outstretched wings perched bees in the latter part of the winter,
on top of his pyramid of honey, he found one colony motionless, and
which was ingeniously wrought of the passed it as dead but it afterwards
finest quality of yellow wax.
turned up all right.
Perhaps the wax on exhibition
I do not object to this, but it is the
looked peculiarly nice to me after exception and not the rule. In the
trying, tlie past season, to use founda- winter of 18H0 .SI my bees were not
tion made in Ohio, which was so full confined longer than a week at a time,
of dirt that one could imagine that and in January they were able to stir
he could hear the dirt " grit in the out on every day but three, and I
teeth " of the bees when drawing out never had bees to" winter better. Mr.
the cells.
H. believes that a contracted entrance
real novelty in the form of an to the hive is dangerous to the safety
automatic honey extractor and sur- of young queens when returning from
plus ease combined, was to be seen the wedding tour. He says that every
among the implements of the apiary. colony contains more or less old bees
This curiosity was the emanation of that are unfriendly to the aspirations
" Give
the grasping, fertile mind of Mr. of young royalty. He says,
Lewis Hofstatter, of the city of them a wide entrance that they may
Louisville, It was a cylinder- shaped "slip around" these hostile, jealous
drum adjusted on a honey-board, in- " old crab " and take refuge among
side of which is a revolving cylinder the young bees, and there will be less
with a continuous honey -comb around loss in this line. I felt much interit.
There is no septum to the comb, ested in the suggestion, as my loss on
the cells being all over the outside. this account has been very heavy
To illustrate If you should wind a during the past season. Mr. II. is an
sheet of foundation around a cylinder, advanced thinker. He believes that
making it fast to the cylinder with " royal jelly " is largely composed of

We

A

—

—

;

A

:

viz masticated
suggests the idea that the
is
worker
a worker bee, made
such by the process of " balling."
Mr. G. W. Ashby is an enthusiast
in the bee-business, but in a practical
way. He owns a farm of over 700
acres, situated on the Ohio river below the city of Louisville. His farm
is largely stocked with mules and
fore the cells are sealed, and the bees sliort-horn cattle, and yet he keeps a
are driven down with smoke before large apiary, and stays in it much of
the comb cylinder is set in motion. the time. His wagon goes to the city
The honey runs out of a spout at one every Saturday, loaded with honey,
side of the super. As impractical as fruit, melons and vegetables. It octhis whole scheme looks, the inventor curs to me that a man situated as Mr.
had a jar of pure extracted honey Ashby is, with his farm of 700 acres
taken in this way, and by this curious stocked with droves of mules and
device. Of course the whole thing is cattle, and with his large apiary of

melted wax, and adjust it in a metal
of the proper size to give proper
bee-space, the bees would draw out
the cells to the full length, and you
would have Mr. Hofstatter's revolving super.
One set of "geared"
wheels will fit all of them, and the
"
honey is slung " out without moving
the super from its place on the hive.
Of course the extracting is done be-

drum

"animal substance,"
larvse.
fertile

He

:
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" pure" Italian bees, would be a " foe ing of the hive, and in the end only
woithv of Mr. Ileddon's stoel "' in a have but one queen. By using this
'•
priority of location." rack 1 save all of them, and I am not
battle" for
^lanv of our best practical apiarists bothered with after-swarms. These
are liever beard of through the bee- cells should be cut out very carefully
and placed one in each department of
papers.
Mr. Hamilton, a German of the city the nursery, and each queen-cell
of Louisville, and his wife, who is a should have a piece of comb honey
" helpmeet " indeed, are silently work- put in with it. Now they are to be

ing their apiary for the money that is
to be gotten out of the business.
This gentleman has made his apiary
pay good profits under unfavorable
circumstances, being located within
the city limits, where there is but
They have delittle white clover.
termined to look up and move to a
good country location, and there
prosecute the" business of honey-producing.
I have ascertained the fact that we
have quite a number of such apiarists
as Mr. Hamilton and his wife, in our
State. To these people bees are not
"pets."
They are managed and
handled with care, just as the judicious farmer handles his stock. The
owners of the bees take a deep interest in them, because they are a
source of livelihood. They are troubled
The
by no false sentimentalities.
question with them is, " How shall
we make our bees pay best V"
Christiansburg, Ky.
For the American Bee Journal.
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have ever seen. Here
full bloom, and bees
were gathering honey at a rapid rate.
Nearly all the colonies had begun to
work in the boxes, some being nearly
full but this neighborhood has not a

keepers as
locust

C.

For the American Bee JournaL
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A

Visit to Maryland.

HENRY

CRIPE.

(5

your Museum, and
it

in the

Bee

tuis description of
Journal. It is made

to fit the honey-crate, one that is used
for comb honey. My crates are made
so as to hold 24 one- pound sections, or
a of them in each department. Then
I have 4 of my nurseries for each
honey-crate, holding 7 queen-cells
each, or 28 in all. These racks I place
on the slats of the crate, just as I
•would the sections for comb honey.
The sides of this nursery are llj^xl
inch, and ?8 of an inch thick, the end
pieces are fi^^xl inch, and
of an
inch thick. Tliese pieces are to have
a rabbet cut 1-16 of an inch deep on
the upper edge, so as to form a rest
for the glass strips. Nail the frame
together, and put on the lower side of
this frame a piece of wire-cloth cut
1-16 of an inch smaller than the frame,
so there will be no wire edge then
have some thin slats ?8 of an inch
wide and Jg of an inch thick, lay the
wire-cloth on the frame and brad
these thin slats over the wire-cloth,
so as to cover up the edge, and to hold
it fast to the frame this will make
a smooth finish. Now you are ready
for the partitions, whicli are ig of an
inch thick and
of an inch wide, and
S14 inches long. Nail these in from
the side of the nursery at equal distances apart, and your nursery is

On May

29, ia84, I

started on an ex-

cursion to Middleburg, Md., and as I
gave some attention to bee-keeping
and honey-plants, a short report may
be interesting to some. I took the P.
C. railroad to Columbia City,
F. W.
and I saw only one apiary while riding through the State of Ohio, and
that was in a little town of which I
have forgotten the name. That was
an apiary of about 110 colonies, and
which appeared to be well cared for.
I saw no honey-plants of special note
and only in a few
through Ohio
places along the road, in spots of several acres where the soil appeared to
be very thin, white clover was abundant, the ground looking almost as
white as snow. Near Pittsburg, Pa.,
along the Ohio river, it began to look
pretty favorable for bee-keeping, but
there' were no bees that I could see.
White locust was just coming into
bloom, with which some of the mountains are thickly covered. Thus I
passed on through the great Spruce
Creek tunnel which is 270 feet under
of a mile long. At
the ground, and
Hagerstown I noticed a large apiary
in nice condition and at Blue Ridge
Summit, which is located at a rather
high point along this road, there is a
good outlook for bee-keeping. Along
the mountains are all kinds of wild
complete.
I always have a nice lot of queen- flowers, and some basswood, but the
cells after the first swarm issues and latter is not so plentiful as in other
to do away with after-swarms, I cut places.
At Middleburg, Frederick
out all but one cell, or do some mov- county, is as good an opening for bee-

&

%

;

;

;

%

;

in

;

cannot find 28 cells, put in what you
can find, from 1 to 28.
Bees at the Virginia State Fair.
In taking out one of the queens,
lift a slip of glass, and hold an introducing-cage over the queen, when
One of the principal attractions at
she will crawl up into it. There are the State Fair at Richmond, on Oct.
no bees to bother with, for they can- 22, will be the bee and honey exhibit.
not get above the wire-cloth bottom.
This feature will be shown under a
Aurora, Ind.
mammoth tent, forty by sixty feet,
with an annex twelve by twenty.
"
[Mr. Smith's
Queen Rack and Every beekeeper in the South should
Nursery " was duly received, and turn out and witness this display, and
placed in the Museum. It is fully the wonderful workings of these little
busy bodies, which will be shown in
described above, so that the ordinary
glass cases so arranged that the transwith
grasp
the
idea
reader can
formation from the larva to the fulldeveloped queen or mother- bee can be
ease.— Ed. J

SMITH. tx

queen-racks or
queen-nurseries, and would like very
much to have you give it a place in
I send one of

I

tenth part of the bees for which it
would be able to furnish nectar. On
my return 1 stopped about four hours
covered with a glass strip fitting each in Hagerstown, and visited the apiary
of Messrs. Valentine & Son, who were
department.
This being done, place the honey- busily at work. They have about 175
crate with the nursery, on the hive, colonies of bees, mostly Albinos, all
and cover it up with a heavy blanket. in good working order. Aly departing
These queen-cells should be cut out time having arrived, I pocketed an
and placed in the nursery two or three Albino queen, and wishing Messrs.
days before hatching. By lifting the Valentine a prosperous season, I
blanket you can see through the glass, started for home, where I found the
and I think one would be surprised to bees all right, bnt not gathering
see 28 nice, yellow queens, which can honey as fast as in the East.
North Manchester, Ind.
be seen if handled with care. If you

One exhibitor will
cases of living bees,
representing twelve species or varieties, with their queens and progeny,
which alone will well pay any beekeeper to attend the Fair. In addition, one of the latest and best sysfully

FRED

was

%

studied.

show eighteen

tems of queen-breeding will be fully
demonstrated and explained. In fact,
the display will be a model apiary,
conducted on scientific principles, by
one of America's bee-keepers who has
spent over thirty years in its study.
Transferring bees from a box, hive,
or "gum " to the movable-frame hive,
and all the manipulations necessary
to conduct a first-class apiary, with a
view to profit, will be fully and pracYe olden time
tically illustrated.
broom-straw and box-hive adherents,
turn out in force and witness this
exhibit, and when you return home,
with the satisfaction of
it will be
having spent the most profitable day
Think of the
in your existence.
" sample box " of luscious nectar
placed on exhibition by a lady who
has managed thirty colonies this season, and, as her reward, over 3,000 lbs.
of honey that will readily command
mouths' work.
4^600 for her three
Every lady in the land can handle bees
just as well as this dame; and such
" pin money " is not to be sneered at.
Let every lady visiting the Fair inspect
this exhibit.

;

of

Another exhibit will be a pyramid
honey produced by a prominent

Virginian, representing over three
hundred pounds, the product of one
colony of Bellinzona bees, this season.
Several other exhibitors will contribute machinery, beeswax, honey
and bee-keeping appliances, making
the exhibit the finest ever seen in this

-
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collection of hives of the
very latest design for profit and ease
of manipulation will repay the trouble
of inspecting by any bee-keeper of the

country.

South.— SoutJurn Planter.

the year. I see many very discouraging reports in regard to the season,
such as those of Messrs. Heddon and
Doolittle. Although the season for
surplus honey here was very short, it
has been as good as the average. The
most of the surplus was gathered in
the month of June, as there was not
a pound of basswood, and but very

buckwheat honey on account of
north winds throughout the
basswood season, and dry weather
during tlie buckwheat season. Here,
the price of honey is very low on aclittle

cold,

A

not to store away sugar and different kinds of syrups and to be called
honey nor did I think such could be
honestly sold for honey.
I do not
propose to feed bees for honey, nor
to watch the queens to see whether
they are lazy and un prolific, or tlie reverse.
Their ways are beyond my
comprehension, and I propose to let
them keep house as is most agreeable
to themselves, and in the future spend
as little money on them as possible.
Waverly, Mo.
A. M. Creel. kj
;

count of the anxiety of many pro- Wintering Bees.
ducers, because of the large surplus
In my opinion the only practical
in June. I hold best extracted at 10
nies", spring count, and is 783 pounds
cents per pound, and best comb honey method of preparing bees for winter
of comb honey and 62 pounds of exis
that described by Mr. A. H. Button
The price in Grand
at 16 cents.
tracted houey. Over 700 pounds of it
Rapids is only about 12}^ cents for the in the Bee Journal of Oct. 1, 18«4.
v*-as from 10 colonies.
The largest best comb honey. A. P. Cowan.kj
As much as has been written conyield, 1.30 pounds, was from a colony
cerning the wintering of bees, in n)y
Grattan, >ilich., Oct. 3, 1884.
of hybrids. I now have 26 colonies.
judgment, nothing came so near the
R. E. H0LME8.-0
proper way as that given by Mr. D.
Report for 1884.
West "Winsted, Conn., Oct. 8, 1SS4.
Robert Corbett. 6
In the fall of 1883 I put 9 colonies
Manhattan. Kans.
into clamps, and last spring took them
Tar-Weed.
tound 2 dead, and all but 2 Only a Drone.
Here is a specimen of one of our out and diarrhea.
Before the openthe
autumn honey plants. Please give had
Dr. J. X. Smoot is puzzled about a
ing of spring I had lost all but 4. and
its botanical name in tlie Bee .Jour2 of the latter were very weak— hav- strange noise like a boy blowing in a
nal.
J. W. Stuart.
ing only the queens and a handful of bottle, emanating from one of his beeSonora, Cal., Sept, 23, 1884.
It was only a poor drone
bees. I increased them by division to hives.
[It is Hemitonia virgata, one of the my original 9, and have taken about driven into a vacant part of the hive,
so-called Tar-weeds.— T. J. Burrill.] 300 pounds of extracted and 100 pounds by the workers, when the hive acted
of comb honey, and they are all now as a sounding-board, and the poor felin good condition for winter. I took low gave vent to loud lamentations
A Louisiana Hive.
all of my extracted honey from su- over the cruelty of his heartless sisI would like to explain, through the pers.
ters.
I frequently have heard the
Wji. F.Ware. ex
Bee Journal, the hive which I use.
same lugubrious soluids in my apiary
De Witt, Neb., Oct. 4, 1884.
I claim that it is the very best liive of
this fall, after the bees began "to drum
any in use for producing extracted
out the drones.
E. E. E.
An Average Season.
honey. It is 22x20!>^ inches and
The last winter was the worst one
inches high, holding fifteen frames".
Convention Notices.
The frames are 20x9^8 inches. During for bees in 4 years in this locality, the
a good honey-flow, the bees will flll loss being about -10 per cent. My loss
these fifteen frames with sealed honey was 2 out of 16, but I had some weak
!®" The Iowa Central Bee- Keepers'
every week, and five of these hives colonies. This has been only an aver- Association will hold their annual
wil average forty gallons of honey per age honey-season. I have taken 1.0.50 meetin^in tlie Court House at Win
year. Now, the reasons why I claim pounds of honey, 100 pounds of it terset, Iowa, un Friday, Nov. 7, 1884.
that this hive is better than a two- being comb, aiid the balance ex- All interested in bee-culture are restory one are these
The bees will tracted honev. I now have 23 colo- quested to be present.
store more honey in them more read- nies in good condition for winter,
J. E. Prtor, Sec.
ily than in others and will do it in less with about 3.5 pounds of honey to the
A. J. Adkison, Pres.
time. 2. They are more easily made colony. I sold my honey at an averand handled, as well as being cheaper age of 13 cents "a pound. My best
The Mahoning Valley Beethan others.
colony produced 175 pounds of exA. Y. Lennox, j
Plaquemine, La., Oct. 4, 1884.
tracted honey, and one swarm. I have Keepers will hold their fall meeting^
one colony of Syrian bees, and I in Ravenna, O.. on Nov. 14, 1884.
usually handle them without smoke. cordial invitation is extended to all.
Only One-Third of a Crop.
E. W. Turner, Sec.
It is the strouMst colony that I have.
We have only about one-third of a I hope that I sliall be able to tell you Newton Falls, O.
crop of honey this season, or about more about these bees next fall.
one-half as much as last year. After
B. W. Peck. 6
apple bloom everything failed until
Richmond Centre, O., Oct. 8, 1884.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
heart's-ease blossomed. Smart-weed
which are printed a large bee in gold,
was almost worthless. The average
Unprofitable
Season.
was about 2.5 pounds comb and 20
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
pounds of extracted honey per colony.
Bees have done poorly this season.
The colonies which did not swarm
T. A. MOUGAS. p
^" We can supply photographs of
stored from 2-5 to So pounds of honey.
Henderson, Iowa, Oct. 10, 1884.
Those that sent out swarms produced Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
neither did the new
little or none
The Season and my Honey Crop.
Berlepsch, or Dzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each.

Good Report.

My

yield, this year, is

from

16 colo-

W2

:

^

A

;

any in the boxes. The
fall bloom was very profuse, and the
weather has been warm but contrary
colonies store

I started in the spring with 60 colonies, and I now have 1(10 strong ones.
I have taken 2.300 pounds of comb,
and 1,000 pounds of extracted honey

besides what we have used in our
family (which is quite an item, as the
children are very fond of it, and the
parents think it not unpleasant to the
taste), having had it on the table three
times a day for nearly every day in

to all previous experiences, very little
honey was gathered. It is said by

^° For $2.7.5 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and

some bee-men and women, that one
might just as well expect milk and
butter from a cow without feed as
honey from bees without feed. I
supposed that it was the business of
bees to gather honey from flowers and

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00;
with the Monthly, $2.(0.

;

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Timt and

1884.

Oct.

15,

place of Mfe(in«.

16.— Northwestern, ut Chicago.

W.

Z.

111.

Hutchinson. Sec.

Oct. I5.-Northern Ohio, at Nnrwalli. Ohio.
II.

Oct. :rj.— N.

W.

R.

BOAKDMAX, Sec.

Ind., at Laporte, Ind.

A. Fahnestock, Sec.

Oct. 28-30.— North American at Rochester. N. Y.

Dr. C. C. Miller, Sec. Marengo, HI.

Oct. 28.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville. Wis.
J. T. I'OMEHoY. Sec.

Oct. 31.— Northeast Mo., at Hunnewetl. Mo,
A. Noland, Sec.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

National Bee-Keepers' Association,

OFFICE or

As has already been noticed, the
next annual meeting of the North
Aiiiericaii liee-Ki-epers' Association

'I'lIE

AMEHICAN BEE JOURNAL.

Monday,

will be held in the city of Rochester,
X. Y,, Oct, 28, 29 and :W, 1.S.S4, Essays
will be read as follows: "Wintering
Bees," by W, F, Clarke, of Canada
'•
Xectar." by Prof. A. J. Cook, of

111

a.m., Oct.

13,

i

1884

i

The following

are the latest quota-

tions for honey

and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

:

CINCINNATI.

:

HONEY.- Nothing stirring in

the market for the

few weeks. The approach of cooler weather
expected to impart more life to the trade. Comb
honey sells at 16c. In the jobbing way. and brings
14(3)15c on arrival for choice. Offerings e.xceed the
demand. Extriicted himey has commenced to
accumulate, but deniiind is fair for small packages
for table-use, aa well as for darker grades in barrels.
It brings tit^jyc. on arrival.
last

Michigan; "Marketing Honey," by
Thos. G, Newman, of Illinois " Foul
Brood," by D, A. Jones, of Canada,
The committee has decided to use the

is

;

balance of the time in discussing
BEESWAX Is dull at 2li(^28o on arrival.
these and other questions of imporC. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
tioy. 10.— Will County, 111., at Beecher, III.
tance. Those who cannot be present,
Gustavus Kettering, Sec.
NEW VORK.
and have questions that they desire
HONEY— As we have already commenced reNot, 14.— Mahoning Valley. O.. at Ravenna. O.
will ceiving
answered,
have
discussed
or
to
consignments
of this year's crop of honey,
B. W. Turner, Sec.
please send the same to the Secretary, we feel safe in making the following quotations
white comb, 1-Ib, 18(3t20c., 2-R». ItJ^lKc. fair
Fancy
Not. 2.5.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.
Dr. C. C, Miller, of Marengo, 111., or to good. and2-Ib. 14(g}I6c.; fancy buckwheat. 1-Ib,
Geo. E. Hilton. Sec.
to Rochester, in care of the conven- 12M(«.i:}c., 2- lb, liXfq.!2c.; ordinary grades of dark,
Dec, 3.— Southeastern Mich,, at Adrian, Mich.
land 2-11', lUaill'Tjc. Extracted white choice, in
tion, on or before the first day of the kegs or small barrels, hVsmOc.. buckwheat, 6>^@7c.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
BEESWAX-Prlme yellow, :in(a:ilc.
Notice
to place of meetmeeting.
as
Lansing.
10,
Michigan
State,
at
Dec.
11,—
McCaul & HiLDKETH. 34 Hudson St.
ing will be given hereafter.
H. D. Cutting. Sec. Clinton, Mich.
BOSTON.
C. C. Miller, Sec.
Dec, 12.- Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.
HONEY.— We quote best white in 1-lb. sections.
L. C. Root, Vice-Pres.
18@20c.; 2-lb., lfi®isc. E.\tracted, 8@9c, Un-

-Nov. 7.— Iowa Central, atWlnt.rsel. Iowa.
J. E. Pryor, Sec.

:

;

1

^F" In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

glassed sections

sell best.

BEESWAX-:j:,c.

time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

Blake & Ripley.

Convention at Cliicago.

57

Chatham

Street.

CHICAGO.

Virginia Bee-Zeepers' Convention.

^°

HONEY.— Comb honey has been taken with
freedom by the trade this week, but l.'>(ai6c. is the

The Northwestern Bee-Keep-

Association will hold its fifth best price obtainable for a fancy article of comb
in frames. Some lots bring from 14 to 15c.
Owsley's Hall, honey
when in good order. Stock of comb honey is not
At the Virginia State Fair, to be annual convention atRobey
large at present. Extracted, 7(5hc. for new.
and
West
corner
of
northwest
held on Oct. 22-24, it is expected that
BEESWAX.- For fair to yellow, 28@30c.
Chicago, 111., on
streets,
B. A. BURNSTT, 161 South Water St.
there will be an unusually tine display Madison
Thursday,
Oct. 15
and
Wednesday
of everything iu tlie apiarian line; a
SAN FRANCISCO.
commencing at 10 a. m.
great variety of bees and queens, and 16,
HONEY.— There is little life to the market and a
holding five ses- lack
and
Wednesday,
on
Gt)od comb honey Is changing
of
firmness.
smokers, hives, bees at work, etc.
who have attended one hands slowly in a jobbing way at 8(a9c. Choice
The wax-working department will be sions. Those
extracted
is offering at 4%c.. without finding buyof these annual re- unions will need era. White to extra white comb, o(* inc. dark to
fully shown, from rendering the comb
induce them to come good, li'aHc-: exlracled. choice to extra white, 4>6
into wax, refining, and making into no urging to
dark and candied, 4c.
who have not, should re- @5c.
BEESVVA-X.-Wholesale. 2.5@30c.
sheets, with samples of wax from the again those
charHTKARNS A SMITH. 423 Front Street.
wax extractor from the crude to the member that Father Langstroth
last meeting as " repreST. LOUIS.
sheets ready for the hive, together acterized the
senting the largest number of large,
HONEY — Steady: demand and supply both
with the outfit of a full apiary.
successful honey-pro- small. Comb. 12(fl,l4c per lb., and strained and expractical
and
The Agricultural Society is doing
6(5,61^0.
that he had tracted
BEESWAX— Firm at 32®32Kc. for choice,
what it can to render this department ducers of any convention
W. T. ANPERSO.v & Co., 104 N. 3d Street,
an interesting feature of the State ever visited." This meeting being
held during the Inter-State Industrial
CLEVELAND.
Fair, and by this means to supply the
Exposition, reduced railroad fares
HONEY.— Our market is at present overstocked
best practical information to persons
had
on
nearly all of the rail- with honey, large quantities having been brought
may
be
desiring to keep bees, either as a busin wagons, and every place is filled up. Some lots
W. Z. HuTCHiNsoisr, Sec.
iness or to provide themselves with roads.
have sold as low as !ic. for 1-lb. sections of white
Pees.
Miller,
C.
C.
comb. We have not changed prices, but find sales
honey for home-use.
very slow at if-c. tor best white l-lbs., and 14c. for
To carry this intention more fully
2-ib8. Dark honey we are offering as low as 10 to
4 12c. without beinw able to efTect sales. Extracted
into effect, the Society proposes that
I®" The Northern Ohio Bee-Keep is not wanted at all, and no sale at any price.
BEKSWAX.-28(s.)oc.
the bee-keepers of Virginia and other
ers' Association will hold their next
A. C. KKNDKL, 115 Ontario Street.
.States shall hold a bee-keepers' conmeeting in the Council Chamber at
vention on the third day of the Fair, Norwalk, O., on Wednesday, Oct. 1.5,
SAN FRANCISCO.
October 24, for the full discussion of 1884.
HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
II, R. BOARDMAN, See.
I5c: extracted, 7(g.7^c.
every matter connected with beesGEO, W. Meade 4 Co., 213 Market.
food, handling, preservation, apiarian
implements and hives, best varieties,
KANSAS CITY.
®" The Northwestern Indiana Beeetc; and as this industry has now
HONEY- There has been a good demand with
Association will hold their liberal
Keepers'
receipts, and prices remain the same.
become of wide extent and imporannual meeting in the city of La Choice Eastern comb. X-pound sections. 18c; 1tance, it is expected that there w ill be
16c; 2-pounds, l5c. California comb, 2Porte, at Lay's Opera House, on pound.
pound sections, 15c. Lower grades are slow at 2
a large assembly of amateurs as well
Wednesday, Oct. 22, 1&84, beginning or 3 cents less. Extracted, GH'sSc, according to
as professionals, and as the meeting
at 10 a. m. Essays will be read as quality.
BEESWAX— None in the market.
will be open to all, much valuable
" The preparation and winCLKMONS. CLOON' & CO.
follows
information will be imparted to those
Successors to Jerome Twichell.
the
cellar,"
by
R,
bees in
G.
who attend for the purpose of obtain- tering of President;
"The profitable
Tyrrell,
ing knowledge on the subject.
®" Our rates for two or more
use of comb foundation," by Dwight
Furness, Vice-President of Porter copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
County, Ind. " The preparation and may be found on the Book List on
Convention Notices.
wintering of bees on the summer the second page of this paper. Also
^" The Tuscarawas County Bee- stand," by A. Fahnestock, Secretary wholesale rates on all books where
Keepers' Association will hold its next " Introducing queens and how to gel; they are purchased " to sell again."
meeting at the apiary of Geo, F, WilW=' rid of fertile workers " will be sub- The time for reading up will soon be
Hams, in New Philadelphia, O., on jects for discussion.
full attend- here, and in anticipation of this, we
Thursday, Oct, 23, 18,S4.
ance is requested. Ladies are specially now have a very large stock of books
on hand, and can fill orders for them
G. F. Williams, Sec
invited.
A. Fahnestock, Sec.
A. A. Fradenburg, Fres.
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.
G. R. Tyrrell, Pres.
ers'

;

:

;

:

;

;

A
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^p^^tial ^0ticjes.
The Bee Journal

CLUBBIN« LIST.

n?iHri$7

We

supply the A.inerlcaD Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of fiRures. The
first column Kives the reKUIar price of botti. All

for 1885.

will

postaite prepaid.

Premiums, $25.00 in

Price oj both. Club

Casli.

The Weekly Bee Journal

increase the

aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
offer the following

CASH PRESnTJJIS FOE CLUBS.

Weekly counts same as

4

Monthlies.

$4.00
$5.00 for the second largest
$3.00 for the fourth
for the third
$2.00 for the flfth ; and $1.00 for the
sixth largest club.
;

;

now withdrawn.

nal

of the

]icui Oxlenn^.

Weekly Bee Jour-

for 1885 is $2.00 for

one copy

two copies

Optnlng December 1,1884; Closing May 31,1885

;

(to

— UNDEK

THE AUSPICES OF

TlIK

—

GDvernment,

United States

$1,300,000,
General Govcniiimnt.

by the

Appropriated

Contributed by the Citizens of NewOrleanB.

$200,000,
$100,000,
Appropriated

l>y

State of

the

Louisiiina.

$100,000,
Appropriated by the City of

From $5000

to

New

Orlenns.

$25,000,

Approprialril by Innuincnibic Stnlcik, Cities
and Koreifn Countries.
•

Kvtf jr Stat* and T«rf itory n th« Union repretenttd,
and nurbrallth* Leading Nations and
Countnai of tha World.

next month.

Dzierzon'sNewBee Book(cloth)....
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping

4 09..

3 00

3 50.

.

2 75

3 50..

3 25

.

3 75

25..

3 10

0(1..

2 75

00.

Alley's Queen Bearing
Scribner's Lumber and I.og Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food 4 Medicine.lOO Copies

3

Blessed Bees
King's Bee- Keepers' Text Book

2 75.. 2 50

2 35.

.

2 25

2 40.. 2 25
4 50..

4 26

4 50.

4 25

.

.... 3 00..

2 75

and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I.Koot) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00..
2 50..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
300..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00.
3 75..
British Bee Journal
8 25..
The 7 above-named papers

2 76

2 75
2 36
2 75
2 75
3 50
7 00

ConTention Hand-Book.
It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-Keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in cloth
price 50 cents.

leather, with colored
cents.
_

bound in Russia
edges— price 60

of both coinb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.

IS" To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to every one who
buys a package of honey, will sell almost
any quantity of it.

Young Men!— Read

This.

l

Th, Biggest

Exhibit, the Biggest Building

Biggest

Industrial

Event

In

and the

the

World's History.

OOTKR M0RK9P10E AND

Bee Journal will be sent to any neio
subscriber in North America from now
until the end of 1884 for 25 cents.
This offer is intended to aid those who
are getting up clubs at Fairs, Conventions, etc., and should add several
thousand to our readers during the

2 60

3 25

.

Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care

Appropriated by Mexico.

arPLIOATIONS rOB BXHIHI'IS a[.HKA[>Y rkcrivku

Trial Subscribers.— The Weekly

2 50

75..

3 50.

We have had some

$500,000,

rate of $1.00.

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
1885 will have all the numbers for 1884
free that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.

2 75

75..

. .

the same or
different post-offices) ; $5..50 for three
copies ; $7.20 for four copies ; and for
five or more copies, $1.75 each.
We have decided to publish the
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
Weekly, (which contains about the
same amount of reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at 50 cents a
year; two copies (to the same or different post-offices) for 90 cents ; three
copies for $1.30 ; four copies for $1.70 ;
five copies for $2.00 ; more than five
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
$3.80 for

3 OO

.

00..

The Weekly Bee Journal one year and

All former offers of Premiums are

The price

35.

Apiary Register for 200 colonies

—

) ;

;

12 00..

4
Langstrotb's Standard Work
Boot's A BCof Bee Culture (cloth) 3

$10.00 for the largest club received
at this office before Feb. 1, 1885 (either
one
of the Weekly, Monthly or both
,

—

3
and Cook's Manual, latest edition
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3
2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2

number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will

To

A Qnv.kVVM. VAKIKl'V

or 80BJKCTS THAN THOSH OF ANY
EXPOSI'IION EVKU HKU>.

The cheapest

rates of travel ever ktiown in

The Voltaic Belt Co

hood guaranteed.

people everywhere.
For iaiormation, address
E. A. BUHKE,
E.,
Director General, \V. I. Si C.
New Oh leans, La.

MRS. D.

S.

GIVEN.

D. S.

^^

To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Farmer's

of Marshall, Mich..

No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free. SDly

the annals of transportation secured for the

C

,

oBer to send their celebrated Electro-Voltaic Belt and other Electric Appliances
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
kindred
all
vitality and manhood, and
troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, vigor and man-

J. R.

CALDWELL.

GIVEN & CO.,

SOLE MANrK.«TUKEl!S OF

GIVEN FOIUDATION PRESS
AND WIEINO MACHINE.

Igg" My advertisement in the American
NOTICE The biisiness of manufacturBee Journal brought all the orders that I Advocate of London, Ont., and the
will still be
wanted, and many more than I could fill, Monthly Bee .Journal for one year ing the Given Foundation Press
at Hoopeston by J. K. Caldwell,
continued
except for selected breedincf-Queens. We
years m
have had heavy rains and tlie weather is at $1.25 for the two. This is a rare who has controlled it for the past
Address
intensely hot. I fear the rains are too late chance to obtain two good papers for the interest of D. S. Given & Co.
Hoopeston,
all orders to D. S. Given & Co.,
to help our bees much.
G. W. Demakee.
Illinois.
about the price of one.
Christiansbursr, Ky., Oct. 3, 18S4.
.3

!

!
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RUY3H ^

Sixth Thousand Just Published

Xew and Enlarged

Edition

!

BEES and HONEY,

ORGAN

OH THE

Management

of an Apiary for Pleasnte

and

THOMAS

Profit

Eiiitor nt the ^Vee}civ

»SS Wett Madlaan

by

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Bee

JoumaL
III.

V

"

alogue of ESTEY and CANIP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,

Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist witli everything that can aid in
tlie successful nianasement of the HoueyBee, and at the same time produce tlie most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.
in cloth, $1.00

;

130,000

The Best in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
I
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

,>

Street, ChlcuEO,

illustrateil
It contains 320 profusely
pafjes, is "fully up witli the times" in all
the iniproveiuents and inventions in this

PRICE— Bound

G71

&

ESTEY & CAMP,
188 and ISO State

CHICAGO.

St.,

paper

in

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

i^"A Liberal Disroniit to Dealers, by SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.
the Dozen or Hundred*

HAND-BOOK

VfIeALTH,

Hints and Ready Recipes,

PATENT

the title of a very valuable book that gives a
amount of information, of the Utmost imKoitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
is

Foundation
Mills i^":,=g
W.e.PELHAM

great

abitB of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping.
r^^^'
,^
BathinK. Working', etc.
CENTS,
It CoBt« only
and contains 38 panes, and Is sent l»y mull,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This Is just
the Book that every family should have.
ife

TWENTY-FIVE

What to

REVOLVINO COMB-EASQER,
Tool Box and Becording Besk Combined.

Given'sFoundationPress.

8.

eiTEsr ^b CO..
HOOPESTON,

$18.00.

and

retail.

For sale by ALFRED H, NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

See Advertisement In another column.

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glasa Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.

MUTH,

Land-Owners, Attention!
All persons who have loet Real Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OK JUDICIAL
SALES, are invited to correspond with
RICKEl. &. BULL, Attorneys at Law,
41 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, loiva, and
they will learn something to their advantage.

C. F.
Apply to
CINCINNATI. O.
976 and 978 Central Ave..
9~8end 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
a week at home. $5.0(i outtlt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, young or old,
can miike tfreal pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

Vandenort Foundation

Mill.

-

high 8ide-wall8,4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free

.ALFRED H. NEfVMAN.
923

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO.

J,

For Bees, Queens.
ian Implements, send for Circular to

FLANAeAN
lABly Lockbox9ti5.

4k,

ILLIKSKI,

Belleville. St.

ClairCcIlls.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers*

ILL.

Honey, Foundation, Hives, Sections, and all Apiar-

Perils of Summer,
to Breathe,

How

(.^ontagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Ventilation.
Exercise,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After- Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, causeA
Preventing Near-Slght- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

TO CURE
IT TELLS
Black Eyes. Boils, Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,

Corns,<'ough8,Cholera.Dlarrhoea, Diphtheria. Dysentery, Dandruflf, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles. Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness, Itehins:, Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nlpple8,Sore Throat. Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache. Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms In Children.

It will
Price only
925

150

FLAT BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION.

G Inch, Price, $25.00.
makes the finest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

It

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

HOW

ILL.

Dadant's FoundationFactory , wholesale

Bathing— Best way,
Lungs SL Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

it.

Overheating Houses,

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS Price, complete, only.
IB SUPERIOR (or making Comb Foundation either

D.

Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE, How to Eat

In Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straiRht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

MAY5VILLE,KY:
37ABly

Sprout Brook, Mont. Oo^ N. 7.
for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postatie, and we will mail you free^

boxof samplegoods
a
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thoutrht possible at any business.
royal, valuable

GOLD!

Capital not required. We will start you.
work all the time or in spare time only.

You can
The work

Save Doctor Bills

85 Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOMAS O.

N£T¥IltAN,

West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

Colonies of ITALIAN

BEES

They are in Langsti'Oth portico-hives, with
standard L frames. All in lirst-class condition, with from 20 to 30 pounds of good

honey for winter. The combs are all straigrht
and all workei-, and are built mostly on
wired frames. I n lots of 1 to 1 at $4.50 each
50 or more, at $4.00
10 to 25 at ¥-4.25 each
;

;

each.
3!)A4t

O. H. SHIBLEY.
Richmond, McHenry Co.,

111.

Dadant'sPoiindiition Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

60 Colonies of Bees for Sale!

Is universally adapted to both sexes, young and
Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
old. Vou can easily earn from .w cents to $5every
They are in Heddon's, new Langstroth and
That all who want work may test the
We have some ELEGANT evening.
hives, well painted, and contain from
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all Gallup
Price per colfor 25 to 40 lbs. of honey each.
RIBBON B A DOES, having who are not well satistled, we will send $1 to pay
direcHybrid, $4.50 Italians,

ony Black, $4.00
trouble of writing us. Full particulars,
a rosette hucI gold Bee, for the
tions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
$5.'00.
Send me your order and T will try to
.bee-keepers' use at Fairs, those who give their whole time to the work. Great plcaseyou. In order on cars at above prices.
absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Fislier, Hamler, Henry Co., Ohio.
J.
'Conventions, etc.
Price success
W.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
41Alt
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
4Aly
:

;

;

;

!

!
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HEDDON'S

Prices Reduced.
Owing

to a decline in the price of

Beeswax there

will,

hereafter, be a

reduction of 5 cents per pound
on all orders for Comb Foundation.

GOLTJlis^ISr.

ENGRAVINGS

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A TREATISE

ffivinK an Index of diseases,
and the symptom's cause and treatment of eacb, a
table Kiving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an engraving of the
;

WAX

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

ON SHARES,

;

and much valuable information.
rrlce «5 cents.— 8ent on receipt of price, by
THOMAS U. NEWMAN,
925 West Madison Street. CUICAOO. ILJ...

cipes,

For Comb Foundation for 1885.

Why not send me

your

Wax

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound ifor making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
If you have no wax, perhaps your
store-keepers have, and it will pay you

3ore money right away than
anything else in this world. All
of either sex, succeed from first
broad road to fortune opens before the

hour. The
workers, absolutely sure.
& Co., Augusta, Maine.

for Sale.

IN

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale

sale

and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

wanted for The Lives of

all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest, best book
ever sold for less than twice

our price. The fastest selling
book in America. Immense

;

profits to agents.

All intelligent people

want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
4Aly
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Me.

press and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send Tor Sample* A Reduced Prlce-Llst*
ABtf J.VANDERVOET.Laceyville, Pa.

distant.

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood third, from

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

:

and

;

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

fall flowers.

I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or.

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and moct scieratiflc work treating of
bees in the World. I'rice, by mail.Sl 85. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

latest imme for

A.

1884.

D.

ENAS,

1884.

Side Apiary,)

EXTKACTORS, COMB FOUNDATION, 4c.
Address.SunnySideApiary NAPA,CAL.

24D10t

ELECTROTYPES

:

Tested, to breed from

% 3 00
1 25
ist

1

Ot)

11

00

EngraTingB

CIRCULAR for 1884
be SURE to state whether or not you
I pay 85c. per pound dellrered here, for yellow
have my Circular tor 1883.
Beeswax. To avoid mtetakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.
Address,

JAMES HEDDOSr,

Cass County, MICH.

THOMAS 6. NEWSMAN,

99S West

And

ALFRED

H.

923 West Madison

NEWMAN,

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

the Bee Journal for sale &t
inch— no single cut sold for less

usfcd in

25 cents per square

thanSOc.

DOWAGIAC,

JOSEPH

Publisher,

LANSING, MICH.

Pure Italian Queens, Bees, Colonies, Nuclei,

Our New Strain,
Prices

COOK, Author and

i,8uiiny

linPORXBD ITALIANS*
choice.

.1.

State Agricultural College,
lBC7t a)D12t

QUEENS!
Take your

1876.

work has been thorouBhiy revised, and contains the

prices, terms, etc.

Untested
Untested, after July 1st
Untested, (perdoz.j after July

THE APIAKT.

SOLD SINCE

ISth TheiisuDd >Tust Ont
11th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
8, 000 Said the paat fear.
More than 50 papes. and more than 50 flne illustrations were added in the nth edition. The whole

;

Hives and fixtures of my
proved patterns.
Write

MASIUAI. OF

11,000

the outfit bemg either for comb or extracted honey as desired
or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.

Also

Truk

4Aly

For further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- house, good
cellar, cistern, and two wells
highboard fence all on Y^ acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, ex-

myriads of

address,

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens

one of the best
apiaries and very choicest location in
offer for

At once

DEALER

CASH FOR WAX.

I

another column.

PRIZEj

II

to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in

Apiary

in

Send f^ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
floods which will help you to

Madison Street €hlcaffo.

QUEENS BY

III.

RETURN MAIL.

with my orders, and can send
choice queens by return mall. Send me your
orders, and help me "out of the Hre.
J. X. WII-SON, MortonsTllle. Ky.
34D«
I

am now up

!

,

;

OLDEST BEE PAPER
AMERICA
I

DEYOTEB TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
isei.

Chicago,

»

111.,

October 22, 1884.

Topics Presented

C.

NEWMAN,

EiUTOB AND Proprietor.

Premiums for Clubs
Convention Notices
685,
Weekly, S2 a year
Correspondence
Create a Local Honey Market
Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter. Does Bee- Keeping Pay ?
Does it Pay to Use Foundation y.
TO CORRESPONBENTS.
Editorial Items
Tl»e Subscription Price of the Weekly Experience with Foul Brood
Bee Juvknal is f^.OO a yeiir and of Feeding Bees
the Monthly. 50 cents a year in advance.
New Subscriptions can bey-in at anytime. Honey and Beeswax Market
Club Rates for tlie AVeekly are $3.80 " Honor to Whom Honor is Due "
for two copies (to the same or different How
Far do Swarms Go V
post-oflices)
$b.nO for three copies
?7.'20 for four copies
and for five or Killed by a Bee-Sting
more copies, SI. 73 each.
Local Convention Directory
Club Rates for tlie ITIoiilliIy

925

WEST MADISON
;

Casli

CHICAGO. ILL.
Monthly. 50 cents.
ST..

;

:

686

;

are-:

;

;

Sending Money

two

or ditlerent postthree copies for
SI. 70
five copies
tive copies for 40

Maine Bee and Honey Show
National

:

681

685
685
68.3

675

685
684
686
682

—

Remit by E.xpress, Post
Office Order. Postal Note, or Bank Draft
on New York or Chicag-o. If neither of
these can be obtained, liCKister your

.

.'."i

Special Notices

:

Subscription Credits

—beThegiven
receipt
on

for
the

money sent us will
address-label of every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the
money, ^vrite to us, for something must
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a
mistake. The subscription is paid to the
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the
wrapper-label. This gives a continual
statement of account.
Numbers.—We carefully mail the
Bee JouRN.iL to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names

682
681

685
685
685
685
686
681

That Strange Noise
The Bee Journal for 1885,
The North American Convention.
The Pollen Theory

684
686
675
683

Trial Subscribers

686

What and How
What to do with Boxes

684
in AV'inter 684

Wintering Queens Alone

684

Convention Hand-Book.

I.ost

to this oflice.

It is

For either

A

the

Weekly or Monthly Editiem.

line of this type will contain about '7

words;
occupy ONE-INCH of space.
Transient Advertisements payable in advance.

TWELVE

lines will

Kdltorial Notices,

50 cents

per line.

Advertisements may be inserted one. twoor four
times a month, if so ordered, at SO cents per line,
of space, for each Insertion.
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement w inserted.

THOMAS
t>BS West MadlsoD

G.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

ChlcnKo,

111.

686

Spring-House Wintering of Bees. 684

Sliver should never be sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing Statistical Table
holes in the envelope.
Postage Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
stamps for any amount may be sent.

681

686
.

Northwestern Convention, 676 to
Not One-Fourth of a Crop
Letter, affixinpr stamps both for postage Keport for the Season
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Express. Mone.v. sent as Selections from Our Letter Box.
above described, is at oi'k kisk, other- Short Honey Crop
wise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us
cents each,
at the banks here, to get them cashed.

cents per line of space, each insertion,

TO CORREISFONDEINTS.

675

tion

of Uniting Nuclei.

20

684

Bee-Keepers' Associar

New Method

ADVERTISING RATES.

686

:

copies ito the same
oflices) tor do cents
$1.30 : four copies for
for $2.00 more than
cents each.

XX.-No. 43.

Number.

Bee-Keeping in Utah
683
Bees in Good Condition for Winter 684
Bees Not Working
685
Canada Bee and Honey Show
67.5

PTBLISHED BT

THOMAS

in this

VOL.

a nice Pocket Companion for

bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in clothprice 50 cents.

AdTertisements

for the next

Weekly Bee

JOITRNAL must reach this office by the
Saturday of the previous week.
Rooks lor Bee-Keepers.— For prices and
descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time paid for, unless requested to
be continued.
MTien writiiia to this office on Business,
correspondents must not write anything
for publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering with either part of the letter.
The editorial and business departments
are sepaiate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Alii-ays srii-e tlie name of the Pos^Offlce
to which your paper is addressed. Your

name cannot be found on our List, unless
this is done.

Emerson Binders, made
the

Bee

especially for
.Tournai,, are lettered in gold

on the back, and make a very convenient

way

of preserving the

Bek

,Iche!.n'.a.i,

as

fast as received. Thev will lie sent, postpaid, for 7.j cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

To Canadians — We take Canadian money
for subscription or books

postage stamps
of a dollar.

;

and Canadian

may be sent for

fractions

FOREIGN POSTASE, EXTRA:

We have

had some bound in Kussia To Barope— Weekly, .V) cents Monthly. 10 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, II Monthly. 20 cents.
leather, with colored edges— price 60
:

;

cents.

George NeiKhbour & Sons, London, EnKland, are
our authorized agents for Europe.

—

!
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
most pracand dismterested bee-keepers to be
the eleanest,brightest,quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
attested by hundreds of the

is

tical

A. H. NEWMAN, Chicago,
M0TH, Cincinnati, O.,
Mich.,
JAMBS HBDDON. DnwaRlac,
Indianapolis,
III.,

C. F.

DOUGHERTY & McKEE,

Ind.,

CQAS. H. CREEN. Berlin, Wis..
CIIAS. UERTEl,. Jr.. Freeburg, 111.,

WM. BALL A NT INK. Sago. O..
B. L.

ARMSTRdNC.Jerseyville.III.

ARTHUR

^

,

^.

„

'l'<II)I>.Uernmn town, Philadelphlk.Pa.
Colurg, Iowa.
E.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DAJyE. Mortonsville. Ky.

KRETCHMER.

and numbers of other

dealers.

SAMPLES FREE

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of pricu, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

On dozen

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual of
Apiary, by Pkof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, ard fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Hoot.— Its style is plain and forcible, making
its

readers realize the fact that the author

master of the subject.

is

Price, $1.50.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Boot.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
Bees aud Honey, or Management of an more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
in all the various improvements and invenBlessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
presents the apiarist with everything that
can aid in the successful management of the

information
Price, 75c.

and

contagious

enthusiasm.

and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Bev. L.
most honey in its best and most attractive
list of supplies, accompanied with
condition. It embraces the following sub- L. Langstroth.— This is the work of a
ISO COMPI.IMESfTAItT',
Ancient History of Bees and Honey master, aud will always remain a standard.
jects
—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS ing — Swarming — Dividing — Extracting —
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping.—
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens — Ital- A translation of the master-piece of that most
Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
We giiaraiitpe every inch of our Foun- ianizing—Bee
ing and Handling Bees—The Management of
dation equal te sample in every respect. Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey, in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
CHAS. DAD ANT ^ SON,
etc. 220 profusely-illustrated jiages. Price,
Ctueen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound in rloUi, ^1.00; 2 copies for $1.80; full and detailed account of 23 years expeSABly
copies for .?2..5.");
for $4.00; 10 for $7..")0. rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers. 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40; easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
3 copies for $2.00;
for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.
Bee -Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Tlic Apiary Register, by Thomas G. King.— .^ new edition, revised and enlarged.
Newman.— A Record and Account Book for Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
The Original mere glance will give its complete history. and Marketing.—
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50 Details their management. Price, 15c.
BINGHAM
for
colonies. $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ;
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
200 colonies, $1.50.
Chas. F. Muth. —Gives his views on the manBee Smoker
of bees. Price, 10c.
agement
Honey as Food and JYledieine. by
Thomas G. Newman.— It gives the various
Theory. — The fundamental
Dzierzon
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
to help in creating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
Price, for either the Eiigli.'sh or German meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
$2.50- .WO for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
Tlie Hive I Use, by G. M. Dooltttle.If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover. Details his management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
Bee - Keepers' Convention Hand
Book, byTHO.MAS G. Newman.— It contains and cure. Price, 25c.
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Write for

:

.">

:!

.')

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

;

Rules of Order for the guidance of officers Complete Mechanic. — Contains over
and nicmlKTS of Local Conventions— Model 1.000,000 industrial facts, calculations, proand By-Lawsfor a Local Society
trade secrets, legal items, business
—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects cesses,
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.
Prof. Cook, in his raluable Manual of the Apiary, for discussion — List of Premiimi for Fairs,
Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
states that " Mr. BinKham was the first to improve etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
(he old Quinby smoker by eetabijshine: a direct pocket. Price, 60 cents.
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
draft." Five years of perf-istentefTorlhas demonillustrating positions of sick
engravings,
strated that no one but Bintrham has been able to
"Wliy Eat Honey 1 by Thomas G.
all diseases in a plain and
Improve a BinEham smoker. Hundreds of Binpr- Newman.— This Leaflet is intended for dis- horees, and treats
manner. It has many good
comprehensive
ham smokers have been in use five years, and are tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
They burn lota of blocks
recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either English
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff", and make lots of smoke and in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50 or German.
,500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box at- cents per 100
tachments, as they never go out or fail to blow copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
Food Adulteration.- What we eat and
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little, ordered at one time, we will print the should nfit eat. This hook should be in every
swift or slow, just as yoa please, any or all the honey-producer's name and address free, at family. Price, 50e.
time top up or down, they always KO
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by the bottom.
Scribner's Ijumber and I.og Book.—
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Preparation of Honey for tlie Gives racasureraent of all kinds of lumber,
Iletherington Uncapping-Knivesflrst. We neither
make nor handle any "ther supplies; but tif these MarKet, including the production and care logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
we are the original inventors, and only legal of both Comb and E.xtracted Honey, and
Fislier's Grain Tables. — For casting
makers, and have had over 4r»,ooo in use Irom one Instructions on the E.xhibitiou of Bees aud
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com- Honey at Fairs, etc.. by Thomas G. Newm.in. up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
plaint.
ready reckoner.tables for plowing,
measurer.
"
Bees and Honey."
With Kuropean and American orders already This is a chapter from
etc. Price. 40c.
received for over;^,<MH), there is evidence that ihm4 Price, lOo.
(.'onstitulion

Patented, 1878 si-

;

;

with us is not likely to be an idle tine. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Swarming, Dividing and Feeding Bules for eating, di'iuking. sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Price 6o.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
the back. 75c. tor the Weekly or for the

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..314 inch.. $3 00
" .. 175 G.
Conqueroi*smoker(widushield)3

smoker (wide shield)
E^tra smoker (wide shield)
Plainsmoker
lik tie Wonder smoker
Larg:e

Biti<?ham
3 inch

214

2
3
19i

& Hetherlngton Honey

'*

"
"
*'

..
.

.

1
1

50
25

..

100

..

65

Knife,
1 15

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

rates.

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
RA2Btf

ABROKIA, MICH.

Newman— Progressive views on this important subject: suggesting what and how
to plant. — A ehapterf rom "Bees aud Honey."
26 engravings. Price, lOc.

G. Newman.
—Describing Chatf-packing, Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5o.

Bees in 'Winter, by THOM.4S

Bienen Kultur, byTHO.MAS

G. Newman.
Price, in paper
doz.

— In the German language.
covers, 40 cents, or

$3 per

;

Monthly, 50c.

They cannot be sent by mail

to Canada.

Constitution and By-Ijaws, for local
Associations. $2 per 100. The name of the
AFSociation printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.
Poulterer's tiulde, for treating diseases
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

;

;

o^-
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Maine Bee and Honey Show.

From the Home Farm we glean the
following concerning the Maine show:
Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

Q.

NEWMAN,

EDiTor AND Proprietor,

The North American Convention.

1^

Mr. William Williamson, of
Lexington, Ky,, writes us that he has
been in correspondence with the authorities of the World's Exposition at
New Orleans, La., relative to the
holding of the next meeting of the
National Convention next March at

No. 43.

Among

the

other

exhibitors

of

honey was Mr.Hall, of Woodstock, who
succeeded this season in having gathered about 16,000 pounds, but in order
to do this he was compelled to greatly
increase his stock, owing to the coldness of the honey season.
Messrs. William Ellis, of St. Davids,
Ont., Mr. Geo. Tye, of McPherson
Avenue, North Toronto, and Messrs.
Granger & Duke, of Deer Park, North
Toronto, were also exhibitors of the

upper story of the main
the west wing, was the
display of bees, bee-equipments, and
literature, under the superintendency
of Mr. Horace B. Cony, of Augusta.
This department, although not very
large, was extremely interesting, and
during the Fair was visited by scores nectar.
In

the

liuilding, in

of those directly interested in practical bee-culture, and by hundreds who
came out of curiosity and to learn of
the habits and management of these
thrifty workers.
The principal exhibits were made by Jas. B. Mason, of
Mechanic Falls, E. P. Churchill, of
North Auburn, Edward Tarr, of
Castle Hill, T. F. Blaisdell, of Fort
Fairfield, and G. W. P. Jerrard, of
Caribou, whose exhibit is included in
the special exhibit of Aroostook

that place, instead of in the fall.
Under Oate of Oct. 4, 1884, Hon. G.
C. Brackett, Superintendent of the county, on the second
Farm and Garden Products, writes as
' If the National
Beefollows

Each of these exhibitors secured prizes for various classes of
honey, the latter getting a prize for
fruit preserved in honey instead of in
sugar, the usual method. Mr. Goold,
of Brantford, also showed a few apiarian supplies. Altogether the exhibit of
honey and apiarian supplies was well
worth inspection, and more especially
by those contemplating bee-farming
as a lucrative and enjoyable occupation.

floor.

i^° From the Chicago Tribune we
" The yield
copy the following item
of the apiary of H. C. Parks, of
Keepers' Convention is called at New
Orleans, during the Exposition, I can
At the Toronto Fair the splendid Riverside, San Bernardino County,
only assure you of a cordial welcome, bee and honey show attracted much California, is the most remarkable
and every reasonable courtesy which attention this year. The Toronto on record. From 33 hives Vif tons of
the management of the Department Mail gives a lengthy notice of it, honey were obtained, an average of
:

Canada Bee and Honey Show.

:

This from which we extract the following 439 pounds to the hive."
in- items
There is a large crop in California
terest in its provisions.
I shall be
Mr. Jones exhibited about 30,000 this year, and 439 pounds is a large
pleased to receive your further com- pounds of honey, a vast quantity of average, but not " the most remarkmunications bearing upon this matter which was in cans, beautifully labeled able on record," when we remember
and in addition to this he presented a that it is on " record " that B. F. Carin detail."
wonderful exhibit of apiarian supplies,
If the National Society desires to arranged in a pyramid in the centre roll, in Texas, had 1,200 pounds of
accommodate the bee-keepers of the of the honey house, which attracted honey to the colony, in 1883.
South, and at the same time to place much attention.
Anotlier pleasing feature was inthe pursuit to advantage before the
IS~ The B. & O. Red Book for Illinois is
troduced by Mr. Jones, by the exhi- ready
for distrilnition, and in more than one
world, here is a grand opportunity bition of not fewer than torty differrespect, is the most valuable of any of tlie
ent kinds of honey-producing plants, editions hitherto liased upon this State. As
for it to do so.
showing, as they did, that Canada has has always been the rule, the forwarding of
to ('. K. Lord, Baltimore, is all that
more honey-plants than any other ais stamp
necessary to secure a copy, and in fact
^^ Married, on the first day of country
in the world. The unini- the only way, as the Red Booit issues are all
October. 1884, at the residence of tiated or novice in bee-farming has for mail circulation. The present %-olume ia
replete with political
and conWilliam Coulter, at Black Oak Grove, only a very crude idea of the extent densed data, not only asstatistics
regards the Presiof our honey-plants, which include dential. State and Congressional elections
in
by Elder E. S. Riley, Mr. Ira Bull, of many known only thoroughly
to the this State, but relatinfr as well to elections
South Liberty, to Miss Ida B. Coulter
busy bee, whose duty and pleasure it since admission into the Union. It will t)e
of

Agriculture can give you.

Department includes the apiarian

all of

Indiana.

Many

elegant presents

:

is to find

them

out.

As an evidence of Mr. Jones' faith
were made, and the wedding festiviin the development of bee farming in
ties were very interesting. The bride
Canada, he has lately increased his
and groom have our best wishes.
productive power of apiarian supplies
by an expenditure of t8,00() or §10,000
new machinery, including a new
1^ Messrs. J. VanDeusen and Son, on
Corliss
engine,
manufactured exof Sprout Brook, N. Y., were at the gressly for him by Messrs. Inglis &
Chicago Convention last week.
[unter, of this city.

imagine a moi-e complete showing of past results in the State, or a more
neatly put together and printed little book.

difiBcult to

Preparation of Honey for the Market, including tlie production and care
of both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
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Different Baces of Bees.

Korthwestern Bee-Keepers' Society.

The

topic discussed was the
The Northwestern Bee-Keepers' different races of bees.
Chicago,
Hall,
Society met at Owsley's
Geo. Thompson: I prefer the Syr111., on Wednesday, Oct. 15, 1S84, at 10 ians, or a cross between them and the
in
the
chair.
Miller
Pres.
C.
C.
a.m.,
Italians.
The annual fee was reduced to .50 c.
have had
Prof. A. J. Cook
The Secretary's and Treasurer's re- very conflicting reports regarding the
ports were read and adopted.
Syrians. Mr. Frank Benton, as, perThe following became members
haps, many of you are aware, says
that there is a difference in these
Geo. Asher, Naperville, 111.
Eastern bees, depending upon the
L. Adams, Mayfair, 111.
first

:

We

quilts

what

Blake, Buchanan, Mich.
S. N. Black, Clayton, 111.
Geo. Bisehoff, Burlington. 111.
T. S. Bull, Valparaiso, Ind.
Wm. Burrus, Buchanan, Mich.
H. D. Baker, Prairie Centre, 111.
A. .J. Cook, Agricultural College. Mich
T. W. Dougherty, Wyanet, 111.
P. J. England, Pancy Prairie, 111.

Watertown, Wis.
H. W. Funk, Bloomington, 111.
A. Fahnestock, La Porte, Ind.
Jas. Forncrook,

Dwiglit Fnrness, Furnessville, Ind.
Cbas. H. Green. Berlin, Wis.
S. E. Gernon, Waukesha, Wis.
I. E. Gere, Riceville, Wis.
J. A. Green, Dayton, 111.
Frank Gunderson, Alderly, Wis.
Mrs. C. H. Green, Berlin, Wis.
James Ileddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Rogersville,Mich.

M. Hume. Macomb, 111.
Richard Hyde, Alderly, Wis.

J.

J. Hendricks. Spring Grove, 111.
Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.
Gottfried Harseim, Secor, III.
J. L. Harris. Wheeler, Ind.
Dr. J.B.Hawks, Arlington H'ts, 111.
F. H. Hannah, Hinsdale, 111.
John Hodgson, Jr., Pewaukee, Wis.

Frank B. Hesse,

Bartlett,

111.

Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111.
B. F. Newcomb. Roger's Park, 111.

Oatman Bros.. Dundee, 111.
H. W. Lee. Pecatonica, 111.
Helen C. Piatt, No. Manitou, Mich.

W.

F. F. Petty. Pittsfield, 111.
Abraham Pontious. Akron, Ind.
J. Stewart, Rock City, 111.

is

diarrhoea

"What
When that
is,

and

;

causes beequestion is

these minor topics of
ventilation, protection, humidity, etc.,
will be easily settled.
settled, then

Securing Statistics.

Upon
I

have

this subject Prof. Cook said
been informed that, if the
:

proiter steps were taken, we could
from which they come; and secure statistics of the honey crop
that oiily those bees which come jfrom through the medium of the crop corSyria should be called Syrians. This respondents.
After considerable discussion, Mr.
may explain why there are so many
different opinions. Then, again, the Von Dorn moved that the President
Syrians so closely resemble the Ital- appoint a committee consisting of one
ians that many may have Italians person from each State, coming xmder
when they think that they have the the jurisdiction of the Northwestern
Syrians. At the College we find them Bee-Keepers' Association, and that
very gentle. I do not object, so much this committee be empowered to take
as some, to a cross, and I think that the proper steps for securing the legismuch may be gained by a judicious lation necessary to have honey inlocality

We secured a Carniolan
queen, last year, with the intention of
crossing the Syrians with the Carniolans, but the queen died, and we shall
have to try again. I do not think
that any one should condemn any
race of bees until he has tried them.
James Ileddon Is there any difference in the appearance of the Carniolan and the German bees ?
Prof. Cook: There is a slight difcrossing.

cluded in the crop correspondents' report. The motion was carried.
Mr. Black moved that this committee be empowered to make an effortto secure proper legislation upon the
subject of foul brood. Carried.

Hoic a Cell

is

Filled ivith Honey.

:

ference.

James Heddon
resemble the
not V

:

They very much

German

race, do they

Cook Very much, indeed.
James Heddon I think that there

Prof.

:

:

are, perhaps, only

two distinct races—

the black and "the yellow, and the
Carniolans are of the dark color. Before introducing a new strain of bees
into a large apiary, I should like to
know sometliing in regard to the bees,
otherwise much loss might result.
Such men as Prof. Cook, with an experimental apiary, are the ones to try
these new varieties. I am strongly
in favor of the German bee, it builds

L. Highbarger, Adeline, 111.
Aug. Jensen, Channahon, 111.
Geo. W. Jones, West Bend, Wis.
R. Johnson, Valparaiso, Ind.
G. B. Lewis, Watertown, Wis.
W. C. Lyman, Downer's Grove, 111.
J. G. Lucas, Kingston, 111.
J. R. Lindley, Georgetown, 111.
E. Lucas, Kirkland, 111.
such
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111.

James M. Marvin, St. Charles, 111.
S. J. McKinney, Burlington, Iowa.

our bees

the question
diarrhoea V"

:

Wm.

and cushions over the combs

kills

straight, white

combs, and in

these days of cheap honey, we must
look out for every advantage, otherwise we are " left." I almost wish,
sometimes, that I had never had a
yellow bee in my apiary.

When to Put Bees in the Cellar.
Upon taking a vote, it was decided

that Nov. 1 was too soon to put bees
into the cellar.
James Marvin I do not think that
Geo. Thompson, Geneva, 111.
D. C. Spencer, M. D., Augusta, Wis. Nov. 1 is too early. If left out, the
Chicago.
111.
Smith,
bees
fly about, consume more honey,
Mrs. W. A.
and weak colonies are liable to be
A. M. Strong. Naperville, 111.
robbed. I have kept bees in a cellar
C. Schrier, Peotone, 111.
Mrs. M. E. Spencer, Augusta, Wis. six months, and had them come out
J. O. Shearman, New Richmond, Mich in fine condition.
Prof. Cook
If one has no cellar.
E. F. Schaper, Chesterton, Ind.
Miss Sara Sbibley, Richmond. 111.
and circumstances are such that he
cannot have one, what shall be done V
N. L. Stow, South Evanston, 111.
Jacob Schumm, La Porte, Ind.
Mr. Adams I have a cellar built
T. Smith, La Porte, Ind.
above ground, the walls being double
Mrs. S.L. Thomas, Plattsmouth .Neb. and made of building paper.
Dr. C. C. Miller Perhaps it is not
G. R. Tyrrell, La Porte, Ind.
in order, but I presume that Mr. HedI. A. Travis, Lyons, Wis.
don is loaded to the brim upon the
T. L. Von Dorn, Omaha, Neb.
Rev. Daniel Whitmer, So. Bend, Ind. snbject of wintering.
Dr. J. A. Walker. Mason City, III.
James Ileddon This question of
wintering is not one of cellars, ventiE. Whittlesey, Pecatonica, 111.
L. C. Wemple. North Evanston, HI. lation, hives, pieces of laths, sticks.
:

:

:

Wm.

:

:

Dr. D. C. Spencer In my observatory hive one cell was built against
the" glass, and that afforded ai excellent opportunity of seeing how bees
First, a
deposit honey in the cell.
bee deposited a thin coating of honey
upon the base of the cell, making asort of varnish, as it were, to the base
of the cell. The next bee that came
with honey, raised up the lower edge
of this film of honey and forced it»
honey beneath this film the next bee
did the same, and this film acted as a
kind of diaphragm, keeping the honey
When the cell is full
in the cell.
enough to be sealed, the bees commence contracting the opening with
wax, until there is only a small hole
left in the centre, when they appear
to take one little flake of wax and pat
At any
it down over the opening.
time during the process of filling the
cell, the honey could be withdrawn
with a hypodermic syringe, and the
"diaphragm" left hanging in the
:

;

cell.

Reversible Frames.
I have used, the
-James Heddon
present season, two or three thousand
but
it will require
frames,
reversible
season to decide
at least another
many points in regard to them. Of
one thing I feel certain, and that is,
that one reversal will pay for the extra cost in the solid framefuls of
comb thus secured. This point is
settled reversal will induce the bees
to attach the combs to the bottombars. Then there is the question of
reversal of sections if done at the
proper time, it secures their completion and attachment to the bottombar, which is now the top-bar of the
sections. In the forepart of the season, the queen and bees are inclined
to fill the brood-combs with brood and
store the honey above in the sections ;
then if the brood-combs are reversed,
the bees will carry up the honey and
fill the combs with brood, thus secur:

;

;

:
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ing more brood

unci stronger colonies
in smaller hives, and the honey in the
sections. If the Sft'tions are reversed
durinij; the honey-tlow. it will secure
As tlie season
completion.
their
draws to a close, breeding is carried
and
the bees are
on less extensively,
inclined to carry the honey into the
to reverse now would
brood-coiubs
only hasten the operation of bringinj;'
down from the sections
the" honey
and storing it in the brood-nest.
Dr. Miller I am not particularly
interested in tlie reversal of broodcombs, but I am interested in the reversal of sections, as it secures the
attachment of the combs to the bottom-bars, and the honey can be shipped with greater safety and if it
secures the finishing of unfinished
sections, I shall be more than pleased.
.James lleddon I have tried reversing sections, and if done early enough
in the season, it will secure their completioa. I reverse the whole case at
I do not advocate reversing
once.
sections. I am working out another
phm, with prospects of success, by
which I can get all sections uni;

:

;

:

formly and
ioney.

completely

filled

that I care for tliem. With my skeleton or slat honey-hoard, in whicli the
openings come directly over the centres of the top-bars', thus breaking
the connection, and preventing the
building of brace combs between the
brood-frames and tlie bottom-bars of
the sections. I have so little trouble
with queens invading the sections,
tliat I do not cave for a queen-excluding honey-board but when it comes
to the production of extracted honey,
the queen is almost certain to enter
the upper story and " spread herself,"
and it is possible that a queen-excluding honey-board is a good tiling
here. Tliere isanotherpoint, thougli,
riglit here, and that is, if -the queen
is allowed to " roam at her own sweet
will " all over a large hive, there is
less likelihood of the bees swarming.
Pres. Miller: Well, Mr. lleddon,
whetlier
or
not queen-excluding
honey-boards shall, in the future, be
pronounced a success, I wish to thank
you for your skeleton honey-board.
It keeps the sections so nice and clean,
and enables us to remove the sections
from the hive with so little trouble
;

with and daubing.

G77

the distance at 2}4
; fifteen put
miles seven put it at 3 miles while
four tliought that tliey miglit place
the distance at 5 miles.
profit

;

;

Bee Pasturage.

Does it pay to raise
Dr. Miller
plants for honey alone V
It has paid to raise
S. N. Black
buckwtieat, and to scatter tlie seed of
catnip or sweet clover along the road:

:

side

and

A.

J.

in

waste places.
I wish to speak in

Cook

:

Rocky Mountain bee-

favor of the

blossoms after white clover
and basswood, is very hardy, and
yields honey abundantly.
Dr. Miller
While it may pay to
raise plants for honey, the question
arises, will it not be still more profitplant.

It

:

able to establish new apiaries where
nature has already done the planting?
Mr. Oatman has answered that question, practically,

by moving out.

Where bees are
kept, honey-producing plants are more
perfectly fertilized ; lience, where bees
are kept, honey^plants will increase ;
but I do not tliink that it will pay to
raise plants for honey alone, upon
land that can be used for raising corn,
yet I
oats,
wheat, potatoes, etc.
would not discourage the scattering
of seeds of honey-plants in waste
places.
James Heddon

:

Size of Sections.
Please give us the
Pres. Miller
plan.
James Heddon I have experi.James lleddon It is not yet fully mented considerably with half-pound
developed, and I protest against cast- sections, and 1 think that I shall use
ing upon the public, partial ly-worked- more of them in the future. Of one
A. J. Cook But we do not know
out systems.
thing I am positive, and that is, that from experience, whether it is really
The convention adjourned to meet I can get just as much honey in a profitable or not to raise plants for
at 2 p. m.
small as in a large section. It is not honey alone. Perhaps men may yet
a question of the amount of honey to demonstrate, with a large crop of
AFTERNOON SESSION.
be secured, but of the cost of sec- honey, that it does pay to raise plants
The convention was called to order tions, foundation and manipulation. for honey alone.
Miller
at 2 o'clock. President
being I can secure 3 cents more per pound
Dr. Miller I have tried an acre of
in the chair. The first question dis- for my one-half pound sections, and figwort. I keptit carefully cultivated
but for one year, the plants thrived finely,
cussed was
sell them much more quickly
all that, we do not want all half- and the bees worked upon it almost
Queen-Excluding Honey-Boards.
pound sections, and I should not ad- incessantly, but the use of the land
and the cultivation is too expensive.
W. Z. Hutchinson 1 have used, for vise everybody to go to using them.
Dr. Spencer
I have received 5 The next year I dropped the cultivatwo years, ten of the perforated zinc
honey-boards. They are the old style, cents more per pound for my half- tion, and the plants dwindled, and,
or .Jones' perforated zinc. The first pound sections. The restaurants are comparatively, amounted to but little.
sweet clover, but
.year no queens passed through, this the best customers for the half-pound I sowed 20 acres to
it did not come up so well as I could
year two queens passed through. I sections.
have wished, and various causes have
prefer, however, a honey-board of
Hoio Far Apart to Establish Apiaries. prevented it from attaining the proper
thin wood, having perforations or
slots made with a saw of exactly the
E. J. Oatmau: Our apiaries are growth. If the seed is sowed along
the edge of the wagon tracks, just at
proper thickness.
Bees can pass four miles apart.
more readily through the same sized
James lleddon This is what I the line where the grass begins, it
:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

aperture, in a thin zinc sheet, than
one in a ij-inch thick, wooden honeyboard.
1 have found that the old
style, or Jones' perforated-zinc, has
exactly the right-sized apertures for a
wooden honey-board. I have, the
present season, used 60 of
these
•wooden honey-boards, and not one
queen has passed through. 1 have
managed some hives with no honeyboards at all, some with perforated
zinc, some with
the lleddon slat
honey-board, and, as I just said, some

How many colshould like to know
onies shall I have in one apiary before
establishing another ? and when I do
establish another, how far out shall I
go V This is really a question of overstocking, and of tiow far bees can fly
:

tirely lost faith.

In our locality.
T. L. Von Dorn
Rocky Mountain bee-plant was once
honey profitably.
Dr. Miller Let me asli how many plentiful, but now it is seldom seen.
A. Fahnestock I think that it is
there are who would not think it
profitable to keep more than 75 colo- foolish to raise weeds, when we can

and

:

store

:

:

nies in one apiary ?
Two members held up their hands.
Five members would not have more
per- than 100 colonies, and three would not

with honey-boards of tliin wood
forated with a saw, and I have been have more tlian loO.
unable to discern that there was any
Much might be
J. O. Shearman
preference so far as the amount of said in regard to pasturage, seasons,
honey stored was concerned. I prefer etc.
the wooden honey-board, because it
James Heddon We take all this
is cheaper, and is more rigid, thus into consideration
but I would like
keeping the bee-spaces perfect.
to know how many think that bees
.James lleddon
I have used the will fly two miles and store honey
queen-excluding honey-boards, both profitably V
metal and wood, and tor the producTen members thought that two
tion of comb honey, I do not think miles is as far as bees could work at a
:

:

;

:

will come up well, but it does not
germinate and grow when sown upon
a pasture. However, sweet clover is
the one plant in which I have not en-

just as easily raise crops that will produce hon(*y. I have raised Alsike
clover, and' found it one of the best of

honey-producers.
I have tried Alsike
S. X. Black
clover, but it produced no honey, and
soon died out.
J. L.Harris: I have tried Alsike
clover, and found it so very profitable
that I am furnishing the neighboring
farmers with seed.
.James Heddon As you have raised
some Alsike clover, now what per
cent, of your honey crop do you think
:

:

comes from

it V
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frames, and those with foundation
then, 5Ir. stored the most honey. To secrete
Harris, do you not think that this wax in the largest quantities, bees
furnishing ot' seed to your neighbors must have repose, hang themselves
will have a tendency to create bee- up in a cluster, and not be compelled
keepers, with whom you will have to to work. We would not secure much
divide your field and you will thereby milk from our cows if we worked
lose more than the 1 per cent, that you them it is the same with our bees, in
now gain
regard to wax-secretion.
When bees are hived
J. L. Harris Oh, that phase of the
J. A. Green
business has been gone through with upon foundation, I do not find any
When my neighbors wax scales upon the bottom -board,
in my locality.
saw me getting good crops of lioney, but I do find them quite pleutitully
they, of course, must "do so too," when hiving them upon empty combs.
and they engaged in business just long
Honey-Deiv.
enough to get a taste of honey, and
now they buy their honey of me. One
Prof. A. J. Cook In many parts of
touch of winter losses, and they the country there have been, during
dropped bee-keeping. There will be the present season, quantities of
no trouble of that kind, Mr. Heddon. honey gathered which originated in
J. L.

Harris

Perhaps

:

James Heddou

1

per cent.

Now,

:

;

James Heddon

think

I

:

that I

stated, years ago, that I could secure

more honey by allowing my bees to
swarm. A few years ago, a man in

Texas secured 1000 pounds of honey
from a single colony that did not
swarm, and considerable bragging
was done about it. I called attention
to the fact that Mr. Vandervort had
.secured more than 1 ,000 pounds from
one colony and its increase, and every" It is not fair, it is not
body said
fair.
You must not couut the increase;" and everyone who shouted
thus, virtually admitted that more
honey can be secured by allowing increase. It is probable, however, that
in those localities where there is only
one honey harvest, and that comes
early, more honey will be secured if
the plant and bark-louse. That from there is no increase but where there
the plant-louse is quite fine and agree- are three honey harvests, as in my
able honey when compared with that locality, it certainly pays to increase,
from the bark-louse. We had some to the extent at least, of doubling the
at the College, and nearly all of the original number of colonies.
Secretary Hutchinson For several
students liked it but we would not
put it upon the market. We let a seasons I have secured more honey
baker try making some cookies with from colonies (and theirincrease) that
it, telling him what it was, and, after swarmed than from those that did not.
a trial, he bought all we had at TJg This last season has been tlie only
exception and the reason is, that the
cents per pound.
;

i'

:

:

:

:

;

Comb Foundation.
A. Fahnestock

In the brood-nest,

:

I would use foundation that is
6 feet to the pound.

When wax

is

expands when firmly

at-

Heddon:

James

warmed

it

about

;

;

:

:

:

when

I

would have

it

7 or 8 feet to

the pound.
I

:

have tried using

sheets, that

frames one-half

and the bees

fill

full

is,

filling

the

of foundation,

out the frames with

drone-comb.

James Heddon
narrow

;

Well, Professor, honey-harvest came very early, was
to come down to the practical, what cut short by the drouth, and no honey
shall we do
with this honey-dew was stored afterwards during the remainder of the season. My views in
question.
Prof. Cook Do V Why, rejoice and this matter have been very clearly exIt comes early in the sea- pressed by Mr. Heddon.
be glad
son, stimulating the bees, thus giving
Prevention of After- Swarming.
us strong colonies early in the season,
and, as I just said, the honey can be
G. R. Tyrrell
I prevent afterused by bakers, or it might be kept swarming by introducing a laying
until spring and fed to the bees to queen, after the swarm has issued.
stimulate tuem. That from the plantSecretary Hutchinson
laying
louse I should be willing to risk as a queen costs one dollar
winter food, but not so that from the
G. R. Tyrrell Not if you rear her
bark-louse, which is abominable stuff.
yourself, and have no sale for queens.
Just as soon as the bees can gather
T. S. Bull I prevent after-swarmhoney from the flowers, they desert
the " honey-dew," then the combs ing by allowing u virgin queen to run
shoul be emptied with the extractor. into the hive as soon as the swarm
I would advise bee-keepers to be on has issued.
I have practiced the.
J. A. Green
their guard another season. It is all
foolishness
to
that
honey- Heddon-plan of preventing aftersaj;
swarms
(see
page
126 of the Bee
dew " rains down;" it is either from
JouRN.^L for 1SS3), and it worked to
some insect or vegetable origin.
The convention adjounred to meet perfection. I have secured more
honey when I allowed the bees to inat 7 p. m.

President Miller

:

:

!

:

:

:

strips
(and,

If

:

of

we should use
foundation for

EVENING

crease.

SESSION.

if

:

'?

:

Dwight Furness I, too, have tried
Heddon plan, and it is a perfect
:

President Miller being absent, Mr.
necessary, I would
pay So per pound for foinidation for T. G. Xewman took the chair, by rethis purpose), perhaps it v.-ould be quest.
well to have two or three rows of cells
Increase of Colonies.
of drone-comb next to the top-bar,
.James Marvin Why have increase
and then have it changed to workercomb. This might satisfy the bees, at all, when there is no market for it
and, being next to the top-bar, it will I prevent increase by hiving a swarm
be filled with honey most of the time. into a hive from which a swarm has
T. L. "\'on Dorn
I use, no wires, issued a short time previous.
and my foundation never stretches
Geo. Thompson I have my queens'
nor sags.
wings clipped. When a swarm issues,
Geo. Thompson
Some bee-keepers I catch the queen, cut out the queenhave thought it unprofitable to use cells, wait until the swarm returns,
foundation in the brood-chamber.
and then allow the queen to run in at
James Heddon The question is, the entrance. If they swarm again, I
whether or not the secretion of wax is repeat the operation, and continue to
voluntary with the bees.
have do so until the bees give up swarming.
made no_ experiments upon this sub- In this manner I can prevent increase
starters

the

success.

Seoretaiy Hutchinson I have, for
two years, practiced the Heddon
method of preventing after-swarms,
and I am more than pleased with it.
I should like to know if there is any
one present who has tried it, and has
:

not been successful
It has not always been
S. N. Black
a success with me, but I think that it
usually is a success.
After a prime
A. "Fahnestock
swarm issues, I take out the outside
extract
the
honey,
combs,
and tiien
return them to the centre of the
brood-nest this gives the young oueeu
room to lay. and" prevents swarming.
Secretary Hutchinson
As the
almost entirely.
young queen does not usually comW. Z. Hutchinson Did you never mence laying until about the 18th day
have the bees kill the old queen, rear after the swarm has issued, and the
another, and then swarm ?
brood will all be hatched by the 21st
Geo. Thompson: No, sir.
day, it occurs to me that the queen
'>

:

:

:

:

We

ject,

but expect to during another

season.
Prof.

swarms

Cook

:

We

:

have tried hiving

same strength, both
with foundation and upon empty
of

A

!

:

A. Fahnestock
one-half

:

;

tached to the top-bar, of course the
upper edge cannot expand, and, as
the lower part of the sheet expands
and the upper does not, it waves and
curls
for this reason we wire the
frames.
Years ago, many bee-keepers said that they did not need wired
frames, foundation did not warp, nor
curl nor sag with them, they were
satisfied; but now they use wired
frames. Then, again, what is " good
enough" for one man does not satisfy
another.
I want foundation upoii
which I can hive a prime swarm,
close up the hive, and not open it
again for a year, and then find every
comb as straight as a board.
S. X. Black
I would use 8 feet of
foundation to the pound.
H. W. Funk I would not use it
lighter than o feet to the pound.
J. A. Green
I would use 5 feet to
the pound unless I used wired frames,

the

:

;

:
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Mr. House ^Vhen tiering-up one
find plenty of room to lay in
without extiaciin^ tlie lioiiey.
tier at a time. I like the method
but
Jiinies Ileddoii
I tliink that after- with wide frames containing two tiers
swiuins :ire the results of quarrels of section.s it has been unsatisfactory
ami to with nie.
aiuonsr the youiis i|Ueeiis
.lames lleddon Years ago, closedavoid killiii!; another (juenn, or being
killed, a queen leads olf a swarm. top sections were used quite extenNow, I do not see how extracting the sively, now there is scarcely a call for
honey is goins; to prevent this quar- them this shows that the majority
reling.
With my plan, the old colony believe in the tiering-up system.
is so reduced m numbers just at the
A. Fahnestock I practice tieringtime when the queens are hatching, up. The first tier of sections that I
that there are no bees to swarm, and put on contains closed-top sections.
Secretary Hutchinson: What covers
the young queens are obliged to light
it out on tlie line of the " survival of the top of the second tier of sections,
after the first tier is removed ?
the fittest."
A. Fahnestock Oil-cloth.
Queenlcss Colonies.
Mr. House Why not have a bee" Will space above each tier of sections, and
The question was asked
the bees of a qneenless colony store as not have anything touch the top bars
much honey as those having a queen'i''" of the sections ?
James Heddon There should be a
James Ileddou Perhaps it is not
exactly understood what is meant by bee-space, not only above the sections,
the term "queenless colony." Father but between each tier. This evening
Langstroth defines it thus: -'A col- them up with oil-cloth, setting the
ony having no queen, nor the power sections down on the brood-frames,
of rearing one." Ami
do not think or allowing one tier of sections to
that the bees of such colonies work so touch another tier, is all wrong. I am
well neitherdo 1 think that bees that astonished that in this day and age of
have simply been deprived of their the apiarian world, any one should go
queen, will work so well. Bees never so far as to patent a hive allowing
work in the sections with such energy "continuous combs and continuous
as when there is a laying queen upon passage ways." Like Mr. Hutchinson,
the coridjs below. Bees do love to I say the bees put their propolis where
sechave their own way, and I think it best two surfaces come in contact.
to humor them either let them have tions are covered with oil-cloth, the
their own way. or let them think that bees will put propohs where the edges
they have it. and never work contrary of the top-bars come in contact with
to their instincts, but witti them. If the cloth. When the cloth is removed
colonies are divided, they sulk for and put down again, the bees will put
awliile. and then when they get strong in more propolis, and, as the process
they swarm, thus having their own is repeated, more propolis is added
way. The honey-season was nearly until the cloth is finally so raised up
over, one year, and a large number of that the bees can put great lumps of
nearly- finished boxes of honey were propolis between it and the sections.
upon a hive con aining a strong col- When one tier of sections come in
ony which had not swarmed, and I contact with another, not only ai'e
hoped that they would not, as I bees killed when the case of sections
wanted the honey finished but they is put in place, but propolis is put
swarmed. I said to myself. " This along the edges of the sections where
Sections can,
will not do. I must have that honey they come in contact.
finished." Sol removed the queen, of course, be set down in contact with
and put the swarm back, or attempted the tops of the brood-frames, but it is
to. fcir they hiuig out in the portico, a great saving in jack-knives when
and wotdd not enter. I waited nearly removing the sections, and no more
I know, for I have
all day. and then drove tliein in with honey is received
smoke, and in a short time they were tried it.
Separator.s.
out again. I drove them in again,
clear up into the boxes, in a little
A
vote was taken, and about threewhile they were out again, and those fourths of the members could dispense
bees just laid their ears back and with separators
one-fourth wanted
sulked, and stored no honey until them.
they ha<l rea'ed a queen, when, as 1
Mr. McKinney: I have tried sepaventured down town one day. they rators and discarded them, and it is
swarmed and went to tlie woods. my observation that many others are
Now, if I had hived that swarm, how doing the same.
they would have gone to work and
James Heddon We have used a
filled their hive, and I should have large
number of one-story broadsecured more surplus honey, and had frames, in supers with separators, and
the increase "to boot." I give my a large number of cases in which no
bees plenty of air, by the way of wide separators were used
and although
entrances,
give them shade, and there are advantages and disadvantaroom to work in the boxes— this dis- ges in separators, yet they have notbcourages, but does not always prevent ing to do with the amount of
honey
swarming. When it does not. I say. stored. Although only one-fourth of
let them swarm, and then prevent you now vote in favor
of separators,
after-swarming.
the time may come when the vote will
be the other way. If you can produce
Tiering-up Sections.
honey without separators so that it
J. A. Green
I have practiced tier- will suit yourself, your commission
ing-up sections and I prefer that man, the consumer, and everybody,
method.
all right:
if
you cannot, then use
Mr. Adams I prefer that method. them.
will

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

1

;

H

;

;

•

;

;

:

;

T. G. Newman
From the appearance of some of the honey on our
market. I must say that many who do
not use separators, ought to use them.
A bee-keeper and myself visited a
commission honey - house on South
Water Street, in this city, and while
there we .saw a clerk showing a customer some comb honey. With his
hatchet he pried loose a cover of a
crate, and grasping a section near the
center, drew it up. As he did so, the
comb scraped against the adjoining
combs, and instead of coming to view
as "a thing of beauty," it came up
:

dripping, dauby and disgusting. As
long as there are so many careless
bee-keepers it seems unwise to discourage the use of separators. If a
bee-keeper can secure straight, neat
combs without separators, (and I must
admit that some of them do), well and
good if not, use them by all means.
James Heddon
It is certain that
straight combs can be secured without separators. At the Mich. State
Fair, our secretary and Mr. R. L.
Taylor had fine displays of comb
honey, all built without separators.
;

:

was really finer than my own, and
was these gentlemen who secured
all the premiums upon comb honey,
although their honey was in competiIt
it

tion with several lots of separatored
honey.
The convention adjourned to meet
at 9 o'clock on the following morning.

MORNING
The meeting was

SESSION.
called to order at

m. by President Miller.
topic was
9 a.

The

first

:

Susceptibility to Bee-Poison.

President Miller The more we are
stung the less susceptible we become;
at least this is the case in the majority
of instances. Whether this is a desirable stage to reach, I do not know.
It is possible that the aches and ills,
rheumatism and neuralgia, from
which some suffer, are the effects of
our system being filled with bee:

poison.
If I were going to be
S. N. Black
stung very much, I should be com:

abandon the business. I do
veil, but by washing the
face and hands with ammonia, alcohol,
salt and water, or something of that
pelled to

not wear a

sort, bee-stings

can be greatly avoided.

James Heddon

:

cause the flesh to

The

stings
after the

first

swell

;

system becomes filled with the beepoison, such is not the case, and I am
inclined to agree with the President
that rheumatism and neuralgia are
caused by the system being iirimful
of bee-poison. It is acknowledged by
all, that ammonia is the best remedy
for animal poisons, and the best advice that I have, is to carry a bottle of
it, and, when stung, scrape, not pull
out the sting, put the mouth of the
bottle over the wound and invert the
bottle.

A. Fahnestock I found that soda
wet with saliva is an excellent appli:

cation.

:

:

679

S.

N. Black

I ever tried
is

is

:

The

remedy that

best

spirits of turpentine.

Secretary Hutchinson
a tincture of plantain

:

My

remedy

leaves, pre-

;
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TEJIPERATURE FOR BEE-CELLARS.
consumed the honey. Would they not
be more than liable to consume some
The decision arrived at was, that
Cold and confine- the proper degree was that at which
of the pollen V
ment, although aggravating causes, the bees remained the most quiet.
are not the primary causes of bee- The majority thought that 42- was,
diarrhoea; else, why were bees in In- usually, about right.
diana and Southern Michigan swept
FOOD FOR BEES IN WINTER.
away, and we had to go to Northern
Michigan to buy bees with which to
James
Heddon I weigh the sugar,
Pollen is a
replenish our apiaries
and, to every ten pounds of it I put 6
STATISTICS.
nitrogenous food, needed for buildpounds
of water. I put the water on
Mr. T. G. Xewman, who had prepar- ing and repairing tissue, but it is not the stove to heat, and when it boils, I
ed a table showing the increase of bees a heat-producing food hence, it is put in a piece of tartaric acid as large
for the year, and also the production not needed in winter when a carbon- as a small hickory nut, to each ten
of comb and extracted honey and bees- aceous food is needed. Pure cane- pounds of sugar, then stir in the sugar
wax, by request, read the totals, and sugar is the best food known to us for and bring to a boiling heat. If the
the statistical table was made a part winter stores for bees. To give them feeding is to be done late in the seathis we put empty combs free from
of this Report.
son, when it is probable that it will
pared by covering the fresh leaves
with alcohol, allowing it to stand until the alcoliol turns dark, then pour
I seldom use it
it off and bottle it.
myself unless stung near the eye, but
it entirely prevents swelling and pain
when applied immediately after being
stung. If severely stung, a few drops
can be taken internally.

:

':*

;

pollen into a hive, shake

tlie

bees into

OPEN-AIR WINTERING. it, put on a feeder iind feed them
taking the combs of
Twentv-Bve members voted in favor sugar syrup honey-house
and extracthoney to" the
of cellar-wintering, 15 for the openWe hope, however,
When ing the honey.
air, and 12 voted both ways.
by using a small brood-nest, to secure
the latter were asked for an explana-

CELLAR

vs.

;

tion, they said that sometimes bees
wintered better in the open air at
other times better in the cellar.
After some more discussion in regard to upward ventilation, downward
ventilation, quilts, cushions, sticks,
cellar, etc.. the following
size of
" Is the cause of
question was put
bee-diarrha?a in the food ?" Twentysix members voted yes five voted no.
;

not be sealed over. I put in only 3
pounds of water to 10 pounds of sugar.
The acid and the boiling are to prevent the crystallization of the sugar.

FEEDING BACK EXTRACTED HONEY.

brood-combs so free from both brood
I have tried feeding
J. A. Green
and pollen, at the end of the season, back
extracted honey to secure the
as to render extracting unnecessary.
unfinished sections.
of
completion
Adjourned till 1 p. m.
At first the bees work well, but they
soon seem to tire of it and loaf around
AFTERNOON SESSION.
and live out of the feeders.
Secretary Hutchinson Last year I
President Miller called the meeting
:

:

The

reported success in feeding back.
This year I have fallen so far short of
MOVING BEES.
last year's success that I begin to conJames Ileddon Now, how many of
sider feeding back an unsolved probT.
L.
Von
Dorn
I move bees upon
the 26 who think that the cause is in
a difference in colonies,
hay-rack. I nail fast the ends of lem. There is
a
the food, think that the cause is
some doing good work, others not.
the frames, but put no hay under the
pollen ?
I have tried it, and it
S. N. Black
hives.
Eleven held up their hands.
of
In hot weather required the feeding of five pounds
J. O. Shearman
26
who
Heddon
Xow,
of
the
James
extracted to secure one pound of
bees need water as well as air it
think that the trouble arises from imcomb.
should be sprinkled upon them.
proper food, but do not think it polPresident Miller: We sometimes
President Miller I moved a colony
len, how many can tell vphat it is V
have sections that are almost finished,
cool, faU weather, with no ventilain
Perhaps sour
O. Shearman
J.
and perhaps it might be advisable to
tion.
honey may cause it.
feed back to secure their completion,
I have moved bees
J. A. Green
II. W. Lee
If pollen causes beeif the feeding did give us only
successfully in the hottest weather even
diarrhcea, why do not the bees suffer
of exthe top and bottom one pound of comb for five
by
covering
both
from it every winter? They have
tracted. I have fed 400 pounds, the
of the hive with wire-cloth.
pollen in tlieir combs every winter.
but the result was
Secretary Hutchinson I took sev- present season,
Bee-diarrhcea is eral colonies to our State Fair, covei"- unsatisfactory, and, in the future, I
James Heddon
caused by an overloading of the in- ing the top only with wire-cloth, and think that I shall leave the experiFall honey does not pro- tlie bees died fearfully another ex- menting to others.
testines.
James Heddon There need be no
duce it, for I have had my bees winter hibitor, who had wire-cloth on the
extract
tip-top on fall honey, and had them bottom as well as top, lost but few. loss on unfinished sections
die, rotten with diarrhoea, when they Mr. T. F. Bingham, who was present, the honey and put them away until
"
from
next
shower
"comes
had fine, thick basswood honey. Cider said that there should be a 3-inch the honey
does not cause bee-diarrhcea. I have space between the wire-cloth and the season's basswood, and you will have
a bonanza in those sections. I made
wintered my bees with stores from frames, both above and below.
quite a good many experiments this
Cider may ferment, but you
cider.
season— have weighed tlie feed, the
cannot overload a bee's intestines
STANDARD WIDTH OF SECTIONS.
sections, the hives and brood-nests
with " flzz." Bees do not have diarThe majority preferred sections have fed hot and cold feed, thin and
rhoea every year, because they do not
with
when used
sep- thick feed, but as yet. I look upon
eat the pollen every year. Sometimes seven to the foot
the pollen appears to be dried down arators, and IJ2 inches w'ide when feeding back as in an experimental
without
separators.
stage, and the prospects not bright at
hard, glazed over, as you might say, used
that. I fear that those who advocate
and when the cells are tilled with
BROOD-NEST
IN THE FALL.
feeding back have not counted the
honey, on top of the pollen, the pollen
Mr. Bull Simply put the brood be- cost of feeders, and the fuss, trouble,
mixes but slightly with the honey, the
bother, muss and waste of feeding
bees eat out ihe honey and leave the low and the honey above.
James Heddon If we are working back.
pollen iatact at other times the polThe election of officers resulted as
len appears more soft, something like for extracted honey, and the queen is
President, Dr, C. C. Miller,
mush, and partially mixes witli the allowed access to the supers, there is follows
honey, so much so that were the less likelihood of bees swarming. If Marengo, Ills.; ^'ice-President, Mrs.
honey extracted, considerable of the managing bees in this manner. I L. Harrison, Peoria, Ills. Secretary,
pollen would come with it. When would, near the close of the season, W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville, Mich.;
Treasurer, T. c;. Xewman, Chicago,
the pollen is thus mixed with the put the brood below.
Ills.
honey, does it not appear reasonable
EXTRACTED
VS. COMB HONEY.
The Convention adjourned to meet
that tlie bees should consume more
pollen than when the pollen is hard
After considerable discussion, the on the Wednesday and Thursday of
and uimiixed with the honey V Again, majority decided that about twice as the last week of tlie Chicago Exposishould the cold weather confine the much extracted as comb honey could tion in 1885.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
bees for a long time in one particular be obtained from a given number of
Dk. C. C. Miller, Pres.
place upon the combs, until they had colonies.
:

to order.

topic

first

was

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

. .. .
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Statistical Table
OF

BEES AND HONEY FOR

For the American Hon Jtmrual.

1884,

'Killed

Represented at the Northwestern Convention.

by a Bee-Sting."

C. G.

DEITEL.Of

On

COLONIES.

Honey Crop—lbs.

May.

Comb.

page 636 is chronicled the death
a Mrs. Sturdevant, of Fairlield,
Fayette County, Iowa, alleged to be
caused by the sting of a bee, to which
of

Names and Addresses.
Oct.

Extract'd

camphor had been applied.
to the mind of the writer
a case, which, although not fatal, was
pronounced a case of apoplexy.
spirits of

L.

Adams, Mayfair.

Geo. Asher, Naperville, 111
\Vm. BiuTus, Buchanan, Mich
T. 8. Bull & Son. Valparaiso, Ind.
Wm, Blake, Buchanan, Mich
H. D. Baker, Prairie Centre, 111
S.

N. Black, Clayton,

111

Geo. Bischoff, Burlington, Iowa. ..
Prof. A. J. Cook, Asr'l Coll., Mich.
T. W. Dougherty, Wyanet, 111
P. J. England, Fancy Prairie, 111
J. Forucrook, Watertown, Wis

.

Dayton,

2,.500

190,

1,000
5,000

.

.

.

.

.

...178
....50
.

.

.

.52

.

.

.

.,35

.

.

.

.20

..15
,

. .

.80

,..100

4,.500

...800

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,..100

...700
1,000

2,2.50

1,200

2,000
...12

1,.500

25

1,800
,..800
,..800

10,000

1,000
..600
.85

....12.;

3,000
...100

10,000
40

..215

.130!

..231

,...•5.50

.15!

...400

.1.30!
.86
.40
..53:
.94 ...130
.55 . . .75

1,200
,500
4,000

.20

.86

8

J. Stewart, Rock City, 111
D. C. Spencer, M. D., Augusta, Wis.

J. O. Shearman,

.

Xew Richmond, Mich.

E. F. Schaper, Chesterton, Ind

N. L. Stow, Soutli Evanston, III
Mrs. S. L. Thomas, Plattsmouth,Neb.
(Jeo. Thompson, Geneva, 111
I. A. Travis, Lyons, Wis

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8
.40 ....70
...40
.35
.66 ...103
....21
.48:
....75 ...1.50
....15 ....23'
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

G. R. Tyrrell, La Porte, Ind
T. L. Von Dorn, Omaha, Xebr
L. C. Wemple & Son, >r. Evanston, 111.
Dr. J. A. Walker, Mason City, 111.
.40
.52
E. Whittlesey, Pecatonica, 111
.63
.74
Rev. I). Whitmer, South Bend, Ind.. ...100... 1.57
Rosa Whitmer, South Bend, Ind
,..1
.

.

Totals

.

I

.

.

.

.30,000
1,.500

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4,462

6,.'304

i',.566

...400
,

1,103

1

!'.266

1,700
1,000!
....500

2,000

.

2

.

2,000

...110
5,000

.32

.

.

.

7,000
9,000

....11

.

.

.

...300
3,000

Jacob Schumm, La Porte, Ind
W. T. Smith. La Porte, Ind

.

6,400
...667

1,000

....60

111

.4.50

6,000

Pontious, Akron, Ind
C. Schrier, Peotone, 111

W.
Abraham

.

2,.500

1,.500

.120

...200
3
...544

Oatman

Bros., Dundee, 111
T. F. Petty, Pittsfleld,

.

.

4,766

'

..18
.300
...6
.682
.110
..75
..46

.

;

...216
.500
4,000
...200

1,.500

..61

3
...100

5,695
50
2,400
303

.

.

.

.30
.70

In last May or June, a lady of our
borough, aged about 40 years, and
who takes a great interest in beeculture, frequently attending to a
number of colonies kept by her son,
was stung by a bee on the forehead.
She at once applied camphor liniment
which kept down the swelling, but
she soon became very sick the symptoms were vomiting, purging, bulging of the eyes, failure of vision,

40
20
5 painful palpitation of the heart, and
momentary unconsciousness.
physi40 cian was called in, and pronounced it
15 a stroke of apoplexy. Nothing was
10 said or thought of the bee-sting at
the time, as she had frequently been
stung, always resulting in but simple
swelling, soft mud or clay usually
18 being applied. In the course of thfee
10 days the lady
had completely re.50
covered.
after
75
In a week
the above occurrence, she was again stung on the
hand. She again applied the camphor
liniment, and the symptoms as above
100 stated again followed. This time she
thought of the liniment, and, of
25 course, attributed the result to that,
40 and in order to satisfy herself, after
100 she had entirely recovered, she volun100 tarily allowed a bee to sting her again,
and applied,not the camphor liniment,
but soft mud as at first, and the result was a simple swelling, since then
she has frequently been stung with no
serious results.
The writer is not a physician, nor is
he a chemist, but he is a sincere
friend of the bee, and as such, would
fain protect its character, and allow
no unjust accusations to rest upon it,
and would be exceedingly pleased,
did Dr. Tinker, or some other able
scientist pass his opinion upon this
subject.
It seems to the writer that these
two cases, so much alike, point in the
20 direction that camphor>is not an anti25 dote to bee-poison on the contrary,
that it is an assistant or co-operant—
or whatever else in medical parlance
it might be called— of the poison.
2.5
I have simply stated facts, with10 holding, by request, the lady's name,
25 which, if necessary, will, however, be
5 freely given upon application to the
50 writer.
Easton, Pa.
15

.39

.

.

.2.5

This recalls

A

.

.

.

.

.

...600

...400 ...460
5
...115
.1.55
....18
.40
.60
..84
....12
..13
...110
.1.50
...183
.212
.25
..37
.

.

.30

.380 ..10
.100
...900 ..10

.

.

...118 ...118

.

..500

...500

,

....16
.26
F. H. Hannah, Hinsdale, 111
....21
..55
J. L. Harris, Wheeler, Ind
... .70 ...165
G. Harseim, Secor, 111
..50
L. Highbarger, Adeline, 111
.80
Dr. J. B. Hawks, Arlington H'ts, 111. ... .45 ....68
W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville, Mich.
.68 ...108
Frank B. Hesse, Bartlett, 111
7 ...16

.

.15

5,3.50

.

...160 ...271

..

100

1,700
,..100

.

.

... .30

Hendricks, Spring Grove, 111
K. Johnson, Valparaiso, Ind
Aug. Jensen, Channahon, 111
Geo. W. Jones, West Bend, Wis
H. W. Lee, Pecatonica, 111
J. G. Lucas, Kingston, 111
J. R. Lindley, Georgetown, 111
E. Lucas, Kirkland, 111
W. C. Lyman, Downers' Grove, 111.
James M. Marvin, St. Charles, 111
S. J. McKinney, Burlington, Iowa.
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111
B. F. Newcomb, Rogers' Park, 111

10,000

1,8.5.5

.3.5

... .78 ...12.5

J.

.25
..40

.6-5

.

.

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich
J. M. Hume, Macomb, 111
Richard Hyde. Alderly, Wis

4,000,

....500

5 ....10,
9
.34

111

...IS ,.10

1,.560

.

.

.

Wis
S. E. Genion, Waukesha, Wis
Chas. H. Green, Berlin, Wis
Frank Guuderson, Alderly, Wis
Cxreen,

...145

.

.

...400

.

J. E. Gere, Riceville,

A.

.90

...12
...300

...130
..54 ....44
....14 ....17
...16.5 ...240
.

H. "W. Funk, Bloomingtoii, 111
D. Furness, Furnessville, Ind
A. Fahnestock, La Porte, Ind

J.

....64

..47
..70
.110
.116
.118
..27
,.50
..30
..12

Ill

...1.50

1,000
...300
1,000
1,700
,..1.50

112,070

1,000
....500

1,200
...2.50

;

.87,231 11361

[We

believe that a diseased condi-

tion of the system is the cause of
death, accelerated, of course, by the

—

;
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" poison " introduced by the sting.
Soft mud or clay lias been successfully
Will Dr. Tinker
used as a remedy.
please reply about the camphor. Ed.]

Kiir

the American Bee

New Method
G. M.

JoamaU

of Uniting Nuclei.

DOOLITTLE.0

Many plans have been given for
wintering nuclei or weak colonies in
the fall, the best one of which was to
move the little colonies to be united
toward each other a foot or so each
day until they were brought together;
so that after uniting (by alternating
the frames, or otherwise mixing the
bees up so that tliey would not quarrel), they would occupy so nearly tlie
same place wliich they did before
uniting, that no bees would be lost by
their going back to their former location, whicuthey always will do unless
some precaution is taken. This plan
involved a large amoiuit of work, especially if the nuclei were far apart,
and it would often happen tliat they
did not occupy such a position that
they could be thus brought together
AVhen the work was considall.
ered too great, or the colonies could
not be moved a little each day, they
were carried and united at once and
to avoid having the bees return to
their old location, a wide board was
leaned against the hive in front of the
entrance, so that the bees would see
that they were in a new spot by bumping this board, if they attempted to
fly without marking where they were.
With nie, many bees would return to
the old spot in spite of these precautions; and, although, heretofore I
have always used these plans, yet 1
have never been quite satislied with
at

;

them.
In looking over the first volumes of
the Bee Journal, not long ago, I
chanced to turn to page 11 of Vol. 4,
wliere E. Gallup tells • how to make
natural swarms artificially," by first
smoking the bees and then alarming
them by rapping on the hive with a
stick, thus causing them to fill themselves with honey. After they were
filled witii honey, they were, the Inrger
part of them, to" be drummed into the
cap of the hive by the means usually
pursued in drummingout bees. "When
they were gotten in the cap, the cap
was taken and carried to where tlie

swarm was

and applying this to the Gallup plan, them as I would a natural swarm. If
I soon saw that I could control the I did not have enough combs of sealed
bees as I pleased. Accordingly I went honey for all, I gave empty combs and
to a tinsmith and told him I wanted a fed enough sugar syrup for winter.
funnel made 14 inches in diameter at By making four such boxes I soon had
the top and slowly tapering to ii'2%- my nuclei all united iu the best posinch hole in the bottom, which hole sible manner, and all the bees would
was to have a 2-inch piece of 23^-inch stay where put— provided all were
conductor pipe soldered into "it. I
next made a box by getting out two
pieces of wood 9 inches long by 8
wide by ?| of an inch thick, and two
other pieces 14 inclies long by 9 wide
by H thick, which were naile'd to the
first two pieces so as to form a box 14
inches long by 9 wide by 8 deep, without sides, I next got two pieces of
wire-cloth 14 inches long by S}4 wide,
one of which was permanently nailed
to one side of the box, and the other

with

lioney.

I

find

this

part very essential, for if they are
only Dartially filled, they are inclined
to l3e cross, and a few will go back to
tlie old stand upon the first flight
but if all are well- filled none will return. If they have not all the lioney
that they can hold, I jar them down
as I did to put in the queen, when ij;
of a pound of syrup or honey is turned
in upon them," and by rolling them
about each gets a share till all are

M

filled.
piece was nailed to strips of wood
Borodino, N. Y.
of an inch squai'e, and then placed
around the outside of it, after which
it was fastened to the other side of the
For tbe American Bee Journal.
box by means of a small wire nail
" Honor to
being driven through each of the
Honor is Due."
strips of wood into the box, so that
nails
held
four
it nicely
still it could
W. Z. HUTCHINSON. (^
be easily pried off. I next bored a 25^inch hole through the centre of the
It may " tear agape the healing
top for the funnel, over which hole I wound afresh," but I feel that I must
fixed a tin slide. Near one end I bored say a few words in self-defense upon
a 1-inch hole through which I could the above subject.
drop the queen that I wished to put
Mr. Fradenburg says that he has
with the united bees, which hole I never claimed that he first discovered
closed with a large cork.
the " pollen theory," but that he was
Thus rigged, I proceeded to a queen- the one who first discovered that polless nucleus and blew a little smoke len was the cause of bee-diarrhcea.
into tlie entrance, after which I struck This is getting it down pretivfine;
5 or
heavy blows on the top of the but is the assertion true? Is Mr.
hive, when I went to another and did Fradenburg the one who flr.'it disthe same thing.
I next waited a covered that pollen is the cause of
minute or two for the bees in the first bee-diarrhoea ?
On page 536, Mr. F., himself, admits
hive to fill themselves with honey. As
soon as they were filled, I proceeded that he does not consider his experito shake them into the funnel which ment as the " first ;" if so, why does
had been placed in the hole in the he claim to be the one who first disbox, when as fast as they struck the covered that pollen is tlie cause of
Farther along, upon
sides of the funnel, they rolled into bee-diarrhcea V
the box below. In this way I soon the same page, he says that the dishad all the bees in that nucleus (ex- covery upon which he bases his claim
cept a few that were in the corners of was made on Jan. 31, 1884. Mr. Hedthe hive, or that might take wing be- don had previously reported experifore they struck the funnel) in the ments tliat were as conclusive as this
box, when I went to the next one 1 experiment of ^Ir. Fradenburg 's. Conhad smoked and served it in the same sidering all this, is it not strange that
manner. However, before doing this, Mr. Fradenburg should put forth the

Whom

;

if

I

wished

gether

to

put more than two

to-

often use 5 or 6 nuclei to
form one colony), I would smoke the
next one the same as I did the first,
so that each could be filling with
honey while I was shaking tlie previous one into the box. When I had
all that 1 wished in the box, the funnel taken out and the hole closed, I
proceeded to get the queen I wished
for tliem, when, by a sudden jar of
the box, I brought all the bees down
on the bottom, at which time I immediately uncorked the small hole
and put in the queen. I now rolled
and tumbled the bees about in the
box until all were mixed up, when the
box was put in my bee-cellar and the
door closed so all was dark, when it
was left until sunset, when a hive
was prepared with combs of sealed
(I

be located, where it
(the cap) was to be set leaning np
against something for about an hour,
at which time they w-ere to be hived
the same as any natural swarm, when,
he says, " they will work precisely
like one in every respect."
Having a large number of nuclei to
unite this fall, I thought. " Why can
1 not use something similar to this
plan, in unitingV" but I foimd that
I could not make oueenless bees stay
until I could get two or more nuclei
put together, at which time I wished
to give them such a queen as I desired. honey sufficient
After considerable study, proving of stores.
no value at the end of an experiment,
Next I brought
I chanced to think of what I had read cellar, took off the
of the traflic in bees by the pound, side, dumped out
to

well-filled

claim which he does V
Mr. Fradenburg says that the report of his experiment (the one upon
which he bases his claim), made during the winter of 1SS3-84. was published prior to Mr. Heddon's report of
his experiment of the same winter in
this he is mistaken, as he will see by
turning to the Kansas Bee-Keeper of
;

June

1,

1884.

Mr. F. quotes from Gleanings to
show that he (Fradenburg) publicly
hinted, prior to Mr. Heddon, that
pollen might be the cause of beediarrhoea; but it appears, from reference to the Bee-Keepers' Instructor for
February ISSl.that Mr. Heddon was
more than a month ahead of him.

LATE SW^AKMING.

In reply to the questions of ilr,
their winter Gresh, on page -599. I would say that I
for
have had no experience with Septemthe box from the ber swarms, and I know of no prac-

movable wire-cloth tical method of controlling swarming
the bees and hived at such times i. e., of preventing the
;

;
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one-pound sections for
given them
I
proposition fails.
first swarms wlien working otherwise the
seven
comb lionev. Neither do I know believe that botli of these may be honey, instead of the last better
how swarming can he delayed earlier done. There are several principles frames, thcv would have been
dollars per
."jO

issuing of
for

from what ean be
shading, ventilation, and giving plenty of room.
Rogersville, Alich.
in the season, aside

done

liy

For the Amertenn Beo Journal.

The Pollen Theory.
DR.

J1ILLEK,6— -00,

C. C.

300.

which mulerlie all prolit in the pro1- Ttiat the
duction of comb lioney
size of the brood-chauiber should correspond witli the present wants of
the queen, allowing no space to be
filled with honey, and thus blocking
up against the increase of brood.
2. That the brood should be wrapped
in, as it were, with surplus recepta:

-cles.

8. That there be absolutely no imhave been watching with interest pediment to the bees in carrying the
pollen
discussion,
quite
inclined honey away from the brood-chamber.
the

I

to the belief tluit pollen may be at
least a prominent factor in the wincase coming untering problem.
der my observation puzzles me to explain in accordance with the pollen

4. That the heat be uniformly distributed throughout the hive.
5. That ventilation be amply provided for, without requiring many
bees to fan air in or out.
theory. On Feb. 20, 1884, I found one
^Ir. Dodge certainly neglected the
of my colonies dead in the cellar. first of these principal conditions,
Upon examination I found not a very according to his own statement ; and
large colony, some drones among the I suspect the second, and probably
bees, a few cells of sealed brood (evi- the third also to some extent. Of
dently drone-brood in worker- cells), what use were those 10 frames when
not a drop of honey in the hive, and they only served to store honey in,
more or less pollen in every comb. and block in the queen until, perhaps,
The pollen had a fresh and shiny ap- she might even be compelled to go
Eearance, as if the honey had just into the surplus receptacles for room?
een taken from it. There was no On the other hand, had Mr. D. taken
trace of diarrhea about the hive or the honey stored in the 10 frames, in
combs.
Every comb appeared as the early part of the season (only to
sweet and clean as if it had just been the detriment of his bees and of himtaken from a healthy colony.
self), in marketable surplus-honey, he
Some of the facts which I have here would long since have seen the profit.
given may have no bearing on the Bees are profitable from the honey
case, but I have thought best to give they gather, and whatever aids them
full details. The main points are,
to gather more, and store it in better
that here was a colony apparently shape, is profitable so long as it costs
starved to death with plenty of pollen less than the gain. Comb foundation
easily accessible, and no appearance does that in two ways
First, by reof diarrhoei.
lieving large numbers of field bees to
On the supposition that pollen is gather honey ; and, second, by disthe only or the main cause of bee- tributing the comb-builders over a
diarrhcea, the question arises, " Did much
larger space to receive the
these bees eat all the pollen that they honey gathered. Both of these propcould, so long as life lasted, without ositions are proved by the speed with
being affected by diarrhwaV and, if which a large hive may be filled.
so, cannot all bees eat it with the
1, too, had an experience in 1883,
same immunity y Or did these bees one that quite exceeds Mr. D.'s; but
finish their honey, and then starve it did not prove anything to me
rather than eat enough pollen to in- against the use of foundation. I also
jure tliem y and, if so, do not all bees hived several large swarms, some
act in the same way
Or, is there double ones, in 10-frame hives, and
some other explanation of the affair V" being afraid of brood in the surplus
Marengo, 111., Oct. 10, 1884.
case, 1 waited two days after hivitig,
to put it on. But the bees were at

A

off,

and

For tbe American Bee .loumal.

"Does

it

Pay

to

Use Foundation?"

W. M. W'OODWARD.t^
I take strong ground in favor of the
use of comb foundation as a means
of profit in the management of an
apiary. Mr. U. E.Dodge, I see, is also
a doubter of the prolit in its use, and

showing in dollars and
cents. Mr. D. might have seen the
benefit and profited by its employment had he not failed to comply with
the first great principles of its use for
calls for the

profit.

First,

why

are bees profitable at allV

Simply because they will gather and
store more sweets than they consume.

shown that founiiation aids
more honey in a given
time, and that honey in a marketable
If

it is

them

to store

shape,

then

the

case

is

decided

work, and no inducement would
tempt them from this work below
and at the end of
until it was full
six days one hive (which contained
my choicest colony) was full of sealed
honey, with about the space of a
man's head filled with brood, and the
queen thoroughly blocked in, and I
In ten days the
did not extract.
colony began to reduce, and soon were
all
cover
their combs, and
unable to
finally, every one so hived on ten full
frames of comb foundation, died before spring opened, from cold weather,
cold honey, or something else,
" But why let this thing go on so ?"
one asks. Simply to learn the lesson
it teaches, and I learned it well.
I
saw that the foundation gave the bees
great advantage of the queen, and
that I must devise some plan by which
;

to deprive them of the fruits of their
labors, and preserve the equilibrium,
and then all would go well. Had I

richer U or 7

To meet such an emergency in 1884,
constructed about 30 division-board
side-cases, taking sections crosswise,
and used them, 20 sections in each
side instead of frames, and gave the
queens, with prime swarms, three
frames for the first ten days. From
severalcolonies I secured every pound
of honey
in sections which they
stored, until
the queens began ta
breed.
Every pound of honey can be taken
in marketable sliape. which aiiy colony
of bees can store, by granting only
what room the queen actually keeps
full of brood, and compelling the bees
to work in sections so arranged as not
to impede, but aid them in their
work, and when that is done there
will be no more crying down of comb
foundation, but a searching about for
better to aid them to perform quicker
I

work.
secret of profit lies simply in
away of the honey when
stored, and compelling the bees to
store it just where you want it. I will
only add that if the foundation is ever
paid for by the bees, the pay must be

The

the taking

secured during the time required to
build the same comb.
Ouster,

111.

For the Americun Bee Journal.

Bee-Keeping in Utah.
.JOHN DUNN.KD

:

'i

I

colony.

In my former letter I gave an account of our blighted prospects, and
I can see from reading the Bee Journal that it has not been confined only
to Tooele, but other places have cause
to complain, and can sympathize with
us. I have just sent our fall report to
the Territorial Convention, which
meets to-night in Salt Lake City, and
as far as I have been able to glean,
the report for Tooele is, 8.51 pounds of
honey, 214 colonies of bees, fall count,
So you see
loss 38, and increase, 15.
that there will be no bragging in the
News about the Tooele report for this
year but I am satisfied with the
little that we have done, and liope to
be able to give a more favorable report for next year.
The weather has been rather
changeable, having had snow and
;

rain at intervals for the past month,
just at the time when the bees would
have stored the surplus honey; although 1 think that the most of the
bee-keepers have left the bees ample
stores for their own winter use in the
hives, and should they only come out
all right in the spring, we will have
little reason to complain.

Some have become discouraged and

sold out very cheap, while others were
willing to share the loss, and have
even bought more bees. About a
month ago I lost nearly a colony of

bees in rather an amusing manner.
A neiffhbor of mine has quite a herd
of horses, and in order to be able to
go after them, be generally kept up

;
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one or two horses to ride upon. So Bees in Good Condition for Winter. the smoker, nor come in contact with
the bees at all. I feel confident that
when he was away, one day, his wife
^Vill ilr. Ileddon please answer the the future will verify my decision.
being left in cliarge of a favorite
horse of his, slie tied it to the fence
wliich separates liis lot from mine,
and rather close to my colony of bees.
It was not long tied until it began to
snort and paw the ground, which it
continued, the people thinking that
the flies were annoying it but the
snorting turned into a groan, and attracted the attention of my family, so
they sent over to tell them to come
and see what was the matter with
the horse, for it was then lounging,
rolling and groaning most pitifully.
The bees having mastered the horse,
they thought that they could serve
the people in the same way, so they
made after them, and it was a sight
to see the people ' make time.'" I not
Ijeing on hand, they sent for all the
neighbors; one came with a hay-fork
and a broom, but he was soon seen
flying, broom and all, in " double
In fact all was left
qiiick " time.
hors de combat, until ]Mr. Graver, a
bee-man, came prepared with gloves,
veil, etc., but even then he got the
They sucjavelins sent into him.
ceeded in getting the horse away,
for the poor thing had been left to
take its chances when all but it was
gone, except the bees. The horse did
not need to be tied up again, for in
about two days after it died, thus
ending its misery. I have not seen a
horse around since, for I had told
them not to tie too near the bees, or
they might feel sorry for it. So, if
thebees have not done much in the
honey business, they have done something to create a stir.
Tooele City. Utah.
;

following questions
1.

Are queens

:

which accompany

fertilized before or after

after-swarms
leaving the parent colony

?

2. Is buckwheat honey considered
good for winter stores ?
extracting honey, do you
o. In
"shake" the queen indiscriminately
with the other bees at the entrance,
when taking the combs from the hive?
or would it be likely to prove injurious

to her V

Bees have done

finely in this section

How

Far do Swarms Go?

Several years ago, and again last
year, I lost a number of swarms of
bees by their going away before hiving. I should like to learn whether
there is any known way to recover
such swarms. Also, whatls the longest
distance swarms have been known to
go. I have read what most of the
standard bee-books have to say on the
subject, but can learn nothing definite

C. H. Howard.©
hardly any about it.
will go
Raritan, X. J., Oct. 3, 1884.
into winter quarters strong in numAnswer.—I know of no way to
bers, and with stores to spare. I am
recover your runaway swarms. The
some
provision
using these stores to
best way is to prevent such runaways
fine colonies (belonging to some of my
by a judicious use of the fountain
neighbors) which were doomed to the pump. I have good and satisfactory
" brimstone pit," but I interposed, to
evidence, that here, where we have
the satisfaction of all concerned, giv- woods interspersed all through our
ing them their honey and taking the country, our swarms often go 2-5 to 50
bees which are doing well. Imme- miles "before selecting a home,
diately after transferring, the queens
swarm alighted on a ship's mast in the
almost invariably begin to lay.
middle of our Lake Michigan.
E. K. Deas.cx
Amenia Union, N. Y., Oct. 4, 1884.
Wintering Queens Alone.
Answers.— 1. Afterward.
Why cannot queens be kept over
2. Not by all bee-keepers, but it is
winter, each one by herself, i. e., withconsidered so by me.
out any other bees being with her, and
3. We never have any fears in so
in a small box in the house where they
shaking the queen down with the rest
will not freeze, yet being kept in a
of the bees. We use and prefer the
cool room? Of course, give to each
two-story system, and we smoke down
honey to live on. I would
most of the bees before taking out the their own
why that cannot be done
combs for extraction. We seldom like to know
Wji. Folke. d
with good resultsV
extract from the brood-chamber.
Peotone, 111.

since

.luly

20,

and

as

swarming has occurred, they

A

Answer.— Of course, you could not
keep them " in a cool room," because
the temperature in such a room would
be lower than that in a cluster of bees
it do to leave them on all winter V
in winter. But why cannot we keep
^Sllxat iiml
Waverly, Mo.
A. M. Creel.-k:
them in a proper temperature V A
bee cannot live in a state of
Answer. I have no evidence that single
isolation. It has been said, that it
the leaving on of your boxes will indies of lonesomeness. My own opinANSWERS BY
jure your bees during the winter
ion is that it would die from a lack of
but many experiments have proven
Jajnes Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich. such conditions to be favorable to animal magnetism, if from no other
cause.
wintering bees. It may, or may not
injure your boxes and combs. If the
Rules Tor this Department.
Spring-House Wintering of Bees.
bees remain healthy, it will not.
1. Give your name and post-offlce address.
I am an amateur in apiculture, and
2. Be brief, and to the point.
I am in doubt as to how I shall winter
3. Send no simple questions, such as are
Feeding Bees.
answered in the tiee-books.
I have read the Monthly
Mr. Ileddon and Mr. D. A. .lones my bees.
4. Asli only such questions
as are of
Bee Journal for nearly a year, but
general interest.
both use tight-bottomed hives but
have never seen spring-house winterh. This department is not intended for
in feeding, Mr. Jones pours in the
advertisingr any one's wares — therefore
ing advocated. I happened to think
his
hive,
after
of
feed
at
the
back
end
questions concerning the manufacture of
of it last fall, and put one colony in
elevating the front a little while Mr.
goods for sale are not appropriate.
the spring-house for an experiment,
6. Direct all questions to the editor—
11. always recommends using a feeder
and the bees come out in the spring
to be placed on top of the frames.
THOS. G. IVEW^I.iN,
nice and strong. I had a chaff-cushWhy
does Mr. Ileddon prefer the lattop of the frames to absorb
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.
system is ion on the

What

to do

with Boxes in Winter.

What do you do with boxes that have
more or less comb in them V Would

goxtr.

—

;

;

ter method V
The Jones'
the more convenient.

That strange Noise.

When Mr. Smoot made an inquiry
about the noise, he gave me the impression that he referred to a louder
and different noise than that made by
drones. I well remember the drone
noise, which we do not often hear
now, as only a few of our choicest
many drones; full sheets
of foundation being the cause.

colonies rear

E.

—

Answer. Have you ever used, or
seen used the top-feeder which I use V
If not, how can you reasonably decide
that the Jones' method is the most
convenient V The reason I prefer the
latter method, is because it has no
tendency to excite robbing, whether
the feed is all taken or not also, because I can feed 1.5 or 20 pounds at
one time, to each colony, and in less
time than any man can pourone ounce
in at the back end of any hive.
Further, because I do not have to use
;

it failed to absorb
After experimenting some
time. I found that the air inside of
the hive was, on an average, 16°Fahr.
warmer than the air at the entrance.
The temperature of the water was 50°
Fahr.. so in order to have the bees 46",
I had to leave the spring-house door
open a little the air at the entrance,
."0^, plus 16^, animal heat, equals 46°,
at which temperature they kept very
quiet. Does any one know any thing
about spring-house wintering of bees?
If so. please give a few hints concerning it. Is it a good and safe plan?

the moisture, but
all of it.

;

;

.
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IIow about keeping the moisture abIt formed in dvona in my
sorbed ?
hive. Tliis lias been a very liad year
for bees.

Most

of

my

iiei>:libors

keep

was very little
increase, and not much boney. There
were verv few natural swarms. No
fall honey was gathered, and the bees Does Bee-Keeping Pay?
being almost starved, would come
The honey crop was a total failure
into the house and get into everyOn an
in this parish this year.
thing. A great many were killed. apiary of
colonies, I lost §20, for I
Is cider good for bees V The cider did not get one drop of honey, and
mills around here are just full of the queens and labor cost me $20. In
C'onfek.*o
a few bees, but

tliere

it

Jno. V.
them.
Yellow Springs, O.

ANSWEU.— Special

repositories (en-

above ground) for vv'intering
bees", have been used for years, with
varied success. They, like cellars, all
tirely

sorts of out-door packing, and total
neglect, will neither produce, prevent
nor cure the disease, bee-diarrhoea—
the one great cause of our winter
losses. 'Whetlier I winter my bees in
a cellar, or a double-walled house all
above ground. I should like very much
to have a spring therein, or a stream
of water passing through the beeroom in as noiseless a manner as possible.
It acts as a regulator of the
temperature, and as a ventilator. On
two or three occasions I have had my
bees store a little cider in the hives,
late in the fall, but never saw any bad
results therefrom. I should, however,
prefer that they would have none of
it in their hives
I tliink it might
work an injury in a secondary manner.
;

Not One-Fourth

of a Crop.
have not had one-fourth of a
lioney crop this year. There are but
few bees in the country. Comb honey
sells at 2.5 cents per pound, and ex-

We

tracted at 20 cents. Please give the
best formula for making candy for
winter feed for bees.
J.

M. DOUDNA,Kl— 14,

Alexandria. Minn., Oct.

Answer. — If your

case

42.

another apiary of 9 colonies not one
drop of honey was obtained, but the
bees had to be fed during the whole
year. I could mention many more
worse failures, but these will suffice.
If this ever meets the public eye (but
I doubt if it will, for our bee-paper
editors like to keep dark things together hid), I hope all those who are
embarking in bee-culture will '• go
slow," for it is risky business. I have
been a bee-keeper for six years, and I
am worse off now than I was at tiie
beginning; but I will "try again,"
and let you know how I succeed in
188.5.
In 1879 I had 106 colonies, and
in 1884 have S. Now, the question is,
" Does bee-keeping pay ¥"
Alvin V. Lennox. 5
Plaquemine, La., Oct. 7, 1884.

Langstroth hives, run for comb honey
in one-pound sections, produced 4,600
lbs. and increased to 110 colonies; and
two colonies, run for extracted honey,
produced .520 lbs., with no increase.
Each of the latter occupied .'iO Lang^
stroth frames, and were not helped
in any way except by receiving good,
care. One of them stood on scales
during the honey season and produced
over 300 lbs. of honey. Second, Kock
Valley ^Vpiary, 24 box-hive colonies^
were transferred and increased to
38, and produced 1,400 lbs. of honey in
one-pound sections. Third, Baraboo
Apiary of 4.5 colonies, produced 6,000
lbs. of extracted honey
two-thirds of
it being white honey.
I increased

—

them

to

0-5

colonies.

Summarizing

the products of the three apiaries, I
have, as total amount for the season..
12,620 lbs. of honey.

Frank McNay.Q
Mansion, Wis., Sept.

1, 18H4.

1^" Seeing that during the past sea-^
son much interest has been manifested
in the subject of bee-keeping, and be'
lieving it to be a profitable industry,,
and one that ought to be protected
and encouraged, we have thought lit
to call a meeting of those interested
to meet in the Court House at Cynthiana, Ky., at 10 a. m., on Saturday,
Oct. 2.5, 1884, for the purpose of effectExperience with Foul Brood.
ing a permanent organization of the
After reading the article on foul bee-keepers of this and adjoining
brood, by Frank R. Cheshire, in the counties, and for the mutual protecBee Journal for Oct. S, and know- tion and information of its members,^
ing the effect that carbolic acid has on and the promotion and encouragement
the human system. I esteem it my of apiculture. The meeting will be
duty to donate to the National Con- addressed by Mr. Clias. F. ^Nluth, of
vention, soon to be held at Roches- Cincinnati, O.. one of the most sucter, the cause and harmless remedy cessful bee-keepers of this country.r
for foul brood. Providence permit- who will also assist in organizing the
ting I will be present in person.
society.
W. S, Cason, W. L. Godman,
N. N. Betsinger.©
M. C. Swinford, J. J. Whiteker^
Marcellus, N. Y., Oct. 11, 1884.
Harvey Kearus, S. W. Collins.

11, 1884.

were

my

Short

Honey

Crop.

My honey crop was very short this
should not feed candy, but
granulated sugar syrup, made and fed year. I got about 500 pounds of clover
as directed in numerous places of the honey from 28 colonies, spring count
Bee Journal. It has been a long but got no fall honey, and only had 4
A. Wortjian.-o
time since I have made any bee-candy; swarms in all.
SeaHeld, lud., Oct. 11, 1884.
but I believe that I boiled down confectioners' A sugar to the point of
consistency when it would '" thread," Bees not Working.
as confectioners say, and then removI started in the spring with 70 coloed it from the tire and stirred it lively
until the "dough" was pretty stiff, and nies of bees, and have increased them
to 9.5. My spring lioney crop was a
then caked it in pound sections.
Bees have
little over 3,000 pounds.
been idle ever since Aug. 1.
John
Ferstel.
Convention Notices.
?
Inglefield, Ind., Oct. 13, 1884.
^" The Soutliern Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association will hold its Report for the Season.
next meeting in the Court House at
The surplus honey season of 1884 is
Janesville, AVis., on Oct. 28, 1884, at
in this vicinity
and as
10 a. m. It is hoped that all meml:)ers about closed
many bee-keepers report but a small
will be present at this meeting.
crop. 1 deem my success in producing
J. T. POMEROY, Sec.
a large crop mainly due to constant
C. O. Shannon, Fres.
care, and a perfect control of afterswarming, which is usually a great
1^" The bee-keepers of McDonough detriment in the way of producing
and adjoining counties are requested comb honey. I commenced the seato meet at Bushnell, 111., on Xov. 20, son with three apiaries, situated from
1884, for the purpose of organizing a five to ten miles apart, in my own
bee-keepers" association
care, and report as follows
First,
Pine BlulT Apiary of 6.5 colonies in
J. G. Norton.
own,

685

Create a Local

Honey Market.

I

;

Now

the time to create Honey
every village, town and
- awake honey producersshould get the Leaflets " Why eat
Honey" (only -50 cents per 100), or else
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
and Medicine," and scatter them
plentifully all over the territory they
can supply with honey, and the resultwill be a demand that will readily take
all of their crops at
remunerativeprices. The pricesfor'"Honey as Food
"
and Medicine are as follows
is

Markets

city.

in

Wide

:

Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts :
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 Un'
postpaid for $10.00
$15.00- On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on lliecover-page, "Presented by," etc..
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). Tliis
alone will pay him for all his trouble
;

and expense — enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

t^ To give
as

away a copy of " Honey
Food and Medicine " to every oi\e whrr

bfuys

a package of honey, will

:

any quantity of

it.

sell

almost-
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and vlace of Meeting.
Oct. 28-30.— North American at Rochester, N.
Dr. C. C. Miller, Sec, Marengo,

up

111.

E.

RaTcnna,

W. Turner,

O.
bee.

is fair for small packages
for table-use. as well as for darker grades in barrels. It brings R(*9c. on arriTal.
Is dull at I6'a28c on arriTal.
C. F. MCTH, Freeman & Central Atc.

BEESWAX

Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.

Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian. Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

NEW

YORK.

HONEY—

As we have already commenced receiTing consignments of this year's crop of honey,
we feel safe in making the following quotations

II,— Michigan State. atLansinK.

10,

the marliet for the

last few weeks. The approach of cooler weather
is expected to impart more life to the trade. Comb
honey sells at Ific. in the jobbine war. and brings
14(*15c on arriTal for choice. Offerings e-\ceed the
demand. Extracted honey has commenced to

accumulate, but demand

Not. 25.— Western Mich., at Fremont, Mich.

H. D. Cuttine, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

:

J>ec. 12.— Northeastern

Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan,

ly

In order to haTe this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
lime and place of future meetinfirs.- Ed.

Fancy white comb, l-ll>, 180200., 2-lb, liKalHc. fair
to good. 1 and 2-tb. 14@lfic.: fancy buckwheat. 1-lb,
12f<i(«>13c., 2-lb, ]]X(»'\-2c.; ordinary grades of dark,
land 2-tt, lK<^IP-ijc. Extracted white choice, in
kegs or small barrels. 8i<.(5,9c.. buckwheat. 6V^@7c.
;

BEESWAX-Prime

yellow, :ii»n31c.
34 Hudson St.

McCAtTL A IllLDKETH,

BOSTON.

National Bee-Keepers' Association.

HONE Y.— We quote
18y^20c.:

best white in I-lb. sections,
10<ajl8c.
Extracted, 8@9c. Un-

2-lb.,

glassed sections

As has

been noticed, the
next annual meeting of the North
already

American Bee-Keejiers' Association
will be held in the city of Rochester,
N. Y., Oct. 28, 29 and 30, 1SS4. Essays
" Wintering
will be read as follows
Bees," by AV. F. Clarke, of Canada
" Nectar," by Prof. A. J. Cook, of
Michigan " Marketing Honey," by
Thos. G. Newman, of Illinois ; " Foul
Brood," by D. A. Jones, of Canada.
The committee has decided to use the
balance of the time in discussing
these and other questions of importance. Tliose who cannot be present,
and have questions that they desire
to have discussed or answered, will
please send the same to the Secretary,
Or. C. C. Miller, of Marengo, 111., or
to Eochester, in care of the convention, on or before the first day of the
meeting. Notice as to place of meeting will be given hereafter.
:

;

sell best.

BEKSWAX-.»c.
BLAKE & BIPLEY,

57

Chatham

Street.

HONEY.— Comb honey has been taken with
freedom by the trade this week, but 15(«il()C. is the

best price obtainable for a fancy article of comb
honey in frames. Some lots bring from 14 to 15C.
in

Stock of comb boney
Extracted, 7(S8c. for new.

good order.

large at present.

BEESWAJC.-For
R. A.

is

not

fair to yellow. 28(a30c.
161 South Water St.

BDHNETT.

;

L. C. Root,

C. C. MiLLEK,
Vice-Pres.

iSec.

®" The Tuscarawas County BeeKeepers' Association will hold its next
meeting at the apiary of Geo. F. Williams, in New Philadelphia, O., on
Thursday, Oct.

2;!.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY,— A

G. F. Williams, Sec.

t^

4}4^a^>

cents

:

extracted, choice to extra white,
dark and candied, 4 cents.
;

BEESWAX.-Wholesale, 2,-i®30.
8TKABNS & SMITH. 423 Front Street.

hold their annual

meeting in the Court House at Winterset, Iowa, on Friday, Nov. 7, 1884.
All interested in bee-culture are re,quested to be present.
J.

A.

J.

^

Adkison,

E.

Pres.

Pryok,

Sec.

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
We, therefore,
to elevate the pursuit.
offer the following

CASH pre.miums for clubs.
$10.00 for the largest club received
at this oftice before Feb. 1, 1885 (either
of the Weekly, Monthly, or botli) one
;

Weekly counts same as

4

Monthlies.

$.5.00 for the second largest ; $4.00
$3.00 for the fourth ;
for the third
$2.00 for the fifth and $1.00 for the
sixth largest club.
;

;

All former offers of

Premiums are

uow withdrawn.
The price

nal

of the

Weekly Bee Jour-

for 1885 is $2.00 for one copy

two copies

(to

the

;

same or

different post-ottlces) ; $5.50 for three
copies $7.20 for four copies and for
;

;

five

or more copies, $1.75 each.
have decided to publish the

We

Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
Weekly, (which contains about the
same amount of reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at .50 cents a
year; two copies (to the same or different post-oftices) for 90 cents ; three
copies for $1.30 four copies for $1.70 ;
;

ST. LOUIS.

more than

five

HONEY — Steady: demand

five copies for $2.00

BEESWAX—

copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next

and supply both
and strained and ex-

small. Comb, 12(fl<14c per lb.,
tracted G(qi^Wc.
Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
W.T. ANi>EKSo.N i Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.

year,

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Our market is at present

overstocked
with honey, large quantities haTing been brought
in wa^'ons, and every place is filled up. Some lots
have sold as low as ;'c- for 1-lb. sectiims of white
comb. We have ntit changed prices, but find sales
Tery slow at lOc. for best white l-lbs., and 14c. for
to
2-lbs. Dark honey we are offering as low as
12c. without being able to effect sales. Extracted
is not wanted at all. and no sale at any price.

m

BEESWAX.— 28<» 30c.

A. C. Kbndel, 115 Ontario Street.

lb.

MEADE & CO.. 213

KANSAS

;

which have been paid for at the

rate of $1.00.

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

New Subscribers for the Monthly for
numbers for 1884
that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.
1885 will have all the
free

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2
13@14c: extracted, fii^c.

The Iowa Central Bee- Keepers'
will

been

:

6@H cents

GEO. W.

Association

has

unplaced are still large. In comb honey there is
nothing doing bevond a small jobbing trade.—
White to extra white comb, H@lo cents dark to

1884.

A. A. Fradexbuug, Fres.

moderate moTement

effected in extracted, within range of the same low
figures which have been lately current. Offerings

good,

Premiums, $'25.00 in Cash.

$3.80 for

CHICAGO.

when

for 1885.

:

HONEY.— Nothing stirring in

GustaTus Kettering, Sec.
0., at

hour

to this

CINCINNATI.

J. E. Pryor, Sec.

at Beecher,

The Bee Journal

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

Not. 7.— Iowa Central, atWlnterset, Iowa.
111.,

S

The following

Oct. 31.— Northeast Mo., at Hunnewell. Mo.
A. Noland, Sec.

Not. 14.— MahoninK Valley,

\

Y.
111.

Oct. 28.— Southern WlscoDBln, at JanesviUe, Wis.
J.T. PosiEKoY, Sec.

Not. 10.— Will County,

Special Notices.

Office OF The amehican bee.Touunal,
Monday, 10 a. m., Oct. 20, 1884

1884.

sections,

Market.

CITY.

HONEY— There has

been a good demand with
liberal receipts, and prices remain the same.
Choice Eastern comb, >tf-pound sections, IHc; 1pound, 16c; 2-pounds, 15c. California comb, 2pound sections, 15c. Lower grades are slow at 2
or 3 cents less. Extracted, 6^*&8c, according to
quality.

BEESWAX— None in the market.

CLEBIUNS, CLOON & Co.
Successors to Jerome Twichell.

1^ Our rates for two or more
The Mahoning Valley BeeKeepers will hold their fall meeting copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
in Ravenna, O., on Nov. 14, 1SS4. A may be found on the Book List on
the second page of this paper. Also
cordial Invitation is extended to all.
wliolesale rates on all books wliere
E. W. Turner, Sec.
they are purchased " to sell again."
Newton Falls, O.
The lime for reading up will soon tie
and in anticipation of this, we
^" We can supply photographs of here,
now have a very large stock of books
Ilev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of on hand, and can till orders for them
JJerlepsch,orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each. in any quantity, on receipt of orders.

Trial Subscribers.—The Weekly

Bee Journal

will be sent to any «€to
subscriber in North America from now
until the end of 1884 for 25 cents.
This offer is intended to aid those who
are getting up clubs at Fairs, Conventions, etc., and should add several
thousand to our readers during the

next month.

j^

The " Autumn Leaves " which

most returns are, no
Eat
Leuttets— " Why
the
Honey V" Scatter them and see the
neighevery
effect in selling honey in
borhood, at .good prices. Two hundred will be sent postpaid for $1.00;

will bring the

doubt,

.500

for $2.25

;

1.000 for $4.00.

!
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A NEW BEE -VEILThere are
bars united

G87

BUY3H *

five eross
u rivet

liy

through their eontor at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs

on the neck-band. The
bars are of best li>rht
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring- brass; the cover

!

ORGAN

of handsome lijrht
material.
It is very
easily put toj^-ether, no trnunic
put on or
take ofl'. and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing- it either day or
ni^ht, and the protection ag:ainst Mos(iuitoes,
Flies. Hees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weig-ht of the entire Veil being- only Ave
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, Sl.OO.
is

m

ALFRED
923

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Catalogue of ESTEY and CAIVIP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., iVIathushek,
Simpson, Estey &. Camp, and Camo St
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

H. iXEWMAN,

West MadtsoD

Streel. CblcaKO,

111,

PATENT

ESTEY

Foundation
Mills iD^'nis

W.e.PELHAM

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

MAYSVILLE,KY.

RIBBON BADGES,

What

Eat,
DAVIS' PATENT HOSFA' CARRIAGE, How totoEat

HONEY,

Management

an Apiary for Fleasare
and Profit by
of

;

THOMAS

C.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jara, Tin Buckets,
LangBtroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

C F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.,
.

^"Send

NEWMAN.
III.

contains 230 profusely illustrated
pases, is " fully up with the times " in all
the imiirnveuiriits and inventions in this
rapi<lly (Irvrlniiins^ pursuit, and presents
the aiiiarist witli everything that can aid in
the successful management of the HoiieyBee, and at the same thneproiUiee the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

7.5

in cloth, SI. 00

;

paper

in

cents, postpaid.

Ijiberal
tlie

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hundred.

f andervort Foundation
C Inch, Price,

Mill.

$2.). 00.

ALFRED

H.

923 West MadlBon Street.

for

NE'WHAK.
CHK'AGO.

CINCINXATI,

a week at home.
absolutely sure.
iteader.

?5.rKi outtlt free.

No
if

O.

risli.

11.1>.

Venlilniion,
Influence of Plants.

4Aly

Exercise.

HOW

ing, Moles, Pimples. Piles, Kheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
NipijIes.Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Vt^et, Idothnche. Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Woi-ms In Childien.

Pay

which
can make ^reat pay alt the lime they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H.Uallktt &Co., Portland, Maine.

It will

Sare Doctor Bills

Price only ascents.

1

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOMAS «. NEIVMAN,

925

West Madison

Street. CHI(;^AGO. ILL.

Dadant'sFoHiidatioii Factory, wholesale
and

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
hlghside-wclls, 4 to 16 square feet tc
the pouQd. Circulur and samples free
J.

m

VA^ DBUSEN &

SONS,

Solo Manufacturers,
Sprout. Brook, Mont. ca„ N. V.

for the working class. Send lo cents
for posta^'e.and we will mail you /re*-,
yal. valuable box of satupleKoods

that will put you in thewwy «tf miikine
more money in a few days, than you
ever thout-'btpo-'si bleat any bui»iness.
Capital not rpquired. We wib st:irt :;ou. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universatly adaiite'1 to both sexef, voung and
old. You run easily earn from r>o cents to +.'.c'very
evening. That all who want work niav test the
business, we make this unparalk-ied ofTpr; to all
who are not well satistled, wewillfend f topav for
the trouble oi writing us. Full particulars, oirrctions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes wiM he made by
those who give their wh-de time to the work. Great
success abflolutely sure. Don't detav. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

Summer,

to Breathe.

Occupation for luvalids, Care of Teeth.
Superfluous Hair.
After- Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, causeA
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affectiona,
edness.
Croup— to Prevent.
IT TELLS
TO CURE
Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns,CouBhs.Cholera,Diarrhoea, Diphthi^ria, Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet. Freckles, Headache. Hiccough. Hives,
UoarsenesB. Itching, InOamed Breasts, Ivv Poison-

Capital not re-

you want

i

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

etc.

,

businesia at
persona of either sex. yountjor old,

It

PRICE— Bound

M UTH

IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

quired,

Street, Chlcuso,

$18.00.

For sale by ALFRED H, NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILIy.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

02S TVcDt MudlnoB

Bathing— Best way,
liUngsi Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid thera,
Cl<>thing— what to Wear
How much to Wear.
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Overheating Houses,

Price, eoniplele, only

and

Perils of

just

Parasites of the Skin.

it,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

How

Is

TBLL3 ABOUT

IT

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

BEES

by mall.

poHt-piild, on receipt of price. This
the Book that every family should have.

Thousand Just Published

Edition

Sleeping,

TWENTY-FIVE CENT8,

REVOLVIXG COMB-BAXGER.

New and Enlarged

Recipes,

habits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing,
Bathing. Working, etc.
It t;o8t« only
and contains 28 pages, attd In sent

having

a rosette and gold Bee, for
.bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.

It

HAMOroF
HEALTH,
and Ready
poitance to Kverybody. concerning their dally

We liave some ELEGANT

^^A

CAMP,

la the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost Im-

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

covers,

&,

Hints

37AUly

Sixth

X50,000

The Best

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

iven'sFoundatiooPress,
PUBLIC SENTIMENT afBrnis that the PKE38
la SUPKKIOK for making Comb Foundation either

in Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.

D. S.
lABtf

QITEN

4iz

CO.,

HOOPESTON.

ILL.

l)a(Iant'sFonn(iationFactory,wliolesaIe
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

Land-Owners, Attention!
All persons who have lost Real Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OK JUDICIAI,
SALES, are invitcfl to corresptjnti with
KK'KEL. & Bl>I.I., Attorneys at Law.
41 First Ave.. Cedar Rapids, loiva, and
they will learn something to theirarlvantage.

;
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HEDDON'S

Prices Reduced.
Owing to a decline
Beeswax there will,

in the price of
hereafter, be a

reduction of 5 cents per pound
on all orders for Comb Foundation.

aoLXJi^nsr-

EN ORA VINGS

THE HORSE,
BY
KENDALL,
M. D.

B. J.

A TK£ATIS£

giving an Index of diseaeeH,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table Kivtng all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 centii.— Sent on receipt of price, hy
;

;

WAX

ON SHARES,

;

For Comb Foundation for 1885.

Why not send

rae

your

THOMAS

D

Wax

925

you have no wax, perhaps your

store-keepers have, and it will pay you
to buy and ship to ine.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in

Apiary
offer for

hA

r

i

N

<
y

^

a

rs

Any one can become a successful agent. Term»
4Aly
free. Uallktt Book Co., Portland, Me.
[0

H
R

Vandervort

See Advertisement

•1 ^

=
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o
a.

RVRAL HUME for one year.subscripTHE
To an>person sending US a club of i<iur 3o
cis.

we

send a siimpie ot silver-plated ware
Shell, Salt Spoon. Mustard Spoon. Butter Knife. Solid Gold Propelling
Or we will send, for
Pencil. Gold Thimble, etc.
four 30 cts. subscriptions, a copy of any of the
Poets in iiJmo. volumes illustrated, and handsomely bound in cloth, fifty authors to choose from».
including Burns. Milton, Shelley. Shakespeare,
Pope, Tennvson. etc. Or to the ladies, we will give
a copy of the '• Ladies' Manual of Fancy "Wtirk."*"
an illustrated guide to all kinds of needle wiirk^
containing over 4<m' illustrations. The above gotids.
are warranted fir^t-clasif. and if not satisfactory
we will refund numev. Address,
RURAL HOME, Philadelphia, Pa.
41AenW.it
will

premiums, choice of 8ugar

C/3
9>

C
a>
(0
4)

3

<1

O

THE

Do you want

MICH.

41A eow4t

0>

3

CIRCULAR for 1884
Cass County,

buy a Fine-Bred
If so,

St.

00

JAMES HEDDOK,

to

write
DOGS OG,nameanythekind?
kind you want.
O Edmund and
Maurer, 1026 Spring Garden

$ 3 00
l 25
1 00

you

another column.

We will mail
for
three months on tuial, to any address on receipt
of onlv lO centu to help pay postage, packing,
etc. Or for :ni cts.. silver or stamps, we will mail
tions

o

SURE to state whetlier or not
my Circular for 1SS3.

in

THE RrRAL HOME

10

DOWAGIAC,

retail.

3 Months

:

be

Fdn. Mills,

Dadant'sFoundationFaetory^ wholesale
and

Also IITIPOICTED ITALIANS!

Address,

Comb

Send for Samiiles A' Kedoced Price-List*
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

of

11

the

book in America. Immense
All intelligent people want ii.

profits to agents.

Our New Strain,

Tested, to
Untested
Untested, after July lat
T'ntested, (perdoz.) after July 1st

all

Presidents of the U. S. The
la^^'est, handsomest, best boot
ever sold for less than ^wice
imr price. The fastest selling

eo

^1
Ml

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the liome and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till tlie purchaser thus gains stock of liis own.
Hives and fixtures of my latest imWrite
proved patterns.
me for
prices, terms, etc.

QUEENS!

Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
retail. See Advertisement In another column.
wanted for The Lives of

bees and apiarum fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

have

IN'

and

:

Prices

EOKZIKdl^^ISr,
DEALER

one of the best

choice.

^"yTv?"-

For further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

;

Take your
breed from

more money right away than
nnythingelseinthis world. All
of either sex, succeed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address, TRUE
ACQ.. Augusta. Maine.
4Aly

Pure Italian Bees and ijiieeus

apiaries and very choicest location in
Southern Micliigan.
1^0 other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- house, good
highcellar, cistern, and two wells
board fence all on }4 acre of ground in
a small village. 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2-5 rods
distant.
Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood ; third, from
myriads of fall flowers.
I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of

And

See Advertisement in another column-

llPREi
J".

for Sale.

sale

CHICAGO, lU*

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help youta

CASH FOR WAX.

I

retail.

made

into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
If

NEWMAS,

Street.

Dadant'sFoundatioiiFactory, wholesaleand

to be

G.

West MadlBon

1 pay S5c. per p<iund deiiTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid misuikes. me shipper's name
should always be on each package

AliFRED H.
923 West Madison

CHICAGO,

ELECTROTYPES
Kngravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square inch— no sinyle cut sold for less
O.
than ^>oc.
OSS West Madison Street Chlcaico. III.
Z.^i

THOMAS

ILL.

NEWMAN,

For Bees, Queens.
Honey. Foundation, Hixes. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular tu

Fl.ANAeAN

MDIV.^I.tN,
St.,

PHIL,.4DE1,PH1A, PA.

lABly Lock box

9y5.

<fe

IJLLINSS.I.

Belleville. St. Clair Co.. Ills.

;
;

,

v^^^*f^ WE'EKI

OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA

DEYOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABIISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

\
>

^^SwM^J^

October 29, 1884.

Topics Presented

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

EDITOR AND PBOPBIKTOR.

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

Sa

a yt-ar

;

in this

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monthly. 50 ceuls.
ST.,

VOL.

XX -No. 44.

Number.

A
A

PUBLISHED Br

928

lU.,

Poor Season
Wonderful rield of Honey....
Bee Journal for 1SS.5
Bees and Flower Petals
Bees in Fall and Winter
Cash Premiums for Clubs
Convention Notices

700
700

ADVERTISING RATES.

702
695
699

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,

A

itne of this type will contain about 7 wordB;
lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.

702
700

For

tithtr the

Weekly or Monthly EdiHGna.

693 TWELVE
Correspondence
Transient AdTertisements payable in advance.
701 Editorial Notices. SO cents per line.
Market
Local
Honey
Create a
700
Croton
Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
699 times a month, if so ordered, at 20 cents per line,
Does Honey Agree with all ?
TO rOKBESPONDENTS.
of
space, for each insertion.
691,692
The S.ibsorlptioii Price of the Weekly Editorial Items
Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
Bee Jouknai, is $2.00 a year and of Feeding Bees for Winter Stores. 691
the Monthly, 50 cents a year in advance.
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
New Subscriptions can bejrin at anytime. Filling and Capping of Honey-Cells 696 the time the advertisement is inserted.
700
and
Large
Increase.
C4ood
Yield
Club Ratefs for tlie Weekly are $3.80
THO.«AS G. NEWMAN,
for two copies (to the same or different Honey and Beeswax Market
700
§.5.50 for three copies
post-offices)
•as Wext Madison Street.. Chlcsso, III.
and for five or Honey at the Indiana State Fair. 692
i7.'20 for four copies
more copies, $1.75 each.
691
Honey Exhibit at Lennox, Ont.
Club Rates lor the monthly are two
701
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
copies (to the same or different post- Is It Foul Brood
three copies for Local Convention Directory
offices) for !10 cents
701
fl.HO four copies for $1.70 five copies
Advertisements for the next Weekly Bee
701
more than Ave copies for 40 Moving Bees
for $'->.0O
Journal must reach this office by the
cents each.
Saturday of the previous week.
696
My Report for 18,S4
Sending Money Remit tiy Express, Post
Books for Bee-Keepers.— For prices and
700
Office Order, Postal Note, or Bank Draft My Report for the Season
descriptions of bee-books, see the second
on New York or Chicago. If neither of Phenol and Foul Brood
page of this paper.
692
these can be obtained, Re^ster your
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
Letter, affi.xing stamps both for postage Report from Sweet Home Apiary. 700
of the time paid for, unless requested to
and registry, and take a receipt for it
be continued.
692
or send it by Express. Sloney, sent as Seasonable Hints
above described, is at our ki.sk, other- Selections from Our Letter Box. 700 Wlien writinn to this office on Business,
correspondents
must not write anything
not.
Do
not
send
checks
on
wise, it is
for publication on the same sheet of
local banks, which cost us -5 cents each, Selling Glass as Honey
701
paper,
unless
it
can
be torn apart without
them
cashed.
at the banks here, to get
Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter.

.

;

.

:

;

;

.

.

:

'i

:

:

;

;

—

.

Silver should never be sent

in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
holes in the envelope.

Selling

Honey

at

Home,

etc

691

Sexual Functions of Bees
The Honey Harvest in Scotland.
Postage Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or The Results of the Present Year.
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained, The Use of Phenol on Foid Brood
stamps for any amount may be sent.
Subscription Credits.— The receipt for Tiering-up Sections— Hibernation.
money sent us will be given on the Trial Subscribers
.

:

address-label of every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the
money, write to us, for something must
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a
mistake. The subscription is paid to the
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the
wrapper-label.
This gives a continual
statement of account.
Ijost Numbers.— We carefully mail the
Bee .T()URN.\l to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desii'e to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

Utah Bee-Keepers' Convention..

.

694
700
699
698
694
701

693

Ventilating Bee-Hives

693

Wabash

69.5

Co.. Ind.,

Convention

Western Bee- Keepers' Convention 696
What and How
701

interfering with either part of the letter.
editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Alivays eive the name of the Post-Offlce
to which j-our paper is addressed. Your

The

name cannot be found on our List, unless

this is done.

Emerson Binders, made

especially for
the Bee Journai,, are lettered in gold
on the back, and make a very convenient
way of preserving the Bee Journal as
fast as received. They will be sent, po8t>
paid, for 7.j cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.
To CanadianK We take Canadian money
for subscription or books and Canadian
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
of a dollar.

—

;

Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey,
FOK£ieN POSTAGE, EXTKA
instructions on the exhibition of bees
To Europe-Weekly,
cents
Monthly. 10 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, $1 Monthly, 20centB.
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
Neighbour & Sons. London, England, are
George
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
our authorized agents for Europe.
:

.111

:

;

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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DADANTS FOUNDATION
attested bv Immlreds of the most practical and disinterested bee-keepers to be

BOOKS!
Sent

is

the cleanest.briglitest, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,

evenness and neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs. .
A. H. NEWMAN, Chicaso. Ill,,
MOTH, Cincinnati. O.,
JAMES HEDDON. Dowaglac, Mich.,
C. F.

IXJUliHERTY & McKEE, IndianapoUs.
CHAS. H. (iP.EK.N. Berlin. Wis..
CHAS, }IEltTEL, Jr.. Freeburu. 111.,
TVM. BAI.LANTINE, Sacu. O..

Ind..

ARTHUR 'lODD. Germantown,PhiladelphiH,Pa.

E. KRETCHMEK, Cohurp. Iiiwa.
B. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DAIjB, Mortonsville. Ky.

Write for
list

dealers.

.SAm'LES FREE and

on receipt of

mail,

THOMAS

price

of supplies, accompanied with

ISO COMPI.IMKNTAKX.

by

price,

NEWMAN,

G.

935 West MaiJison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Management

of an
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Tho.m.is
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everything that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following subjects
Ancient History of IJees and Honey

or

:

?nd UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers ui 1883.
We gnaraiitee every inch of our Fonndntioii equal to sample in every respect.
CHA.S. DADANT <<k SON,
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.
SABly

—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feeding

— Swarming — Dividing —

Extracting

—

etc.

220 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
in cloth, $1.00; 2 copies for ?1.80;

bound

copies forS2..-w;

for $4.00; 10 for $7..")0.
Paper covers, 75 ceuts; 2 copies for§1.40;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for ¥3.00; 10 for ?3.00.

The Apiary

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
Tht- Original

BINGHAM

.%

Register, by Thomas G.

Newm.in.— A Record and Account Book

for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a

mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies. $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
200 colonies, $1.50.

Bee Smoker

Food aud Medicine, by
Newman.— It gives the various

Hoiiej' as

TUOM.1S G.

Honey

as Food
recipes tor making
Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the lilii^lish or German
edition, 5 cents— one dozen. 40 cents 100 for
$2.50- 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

uses of

;

Honey

—

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Thomas

Patented, 1878

and chips and slufl". and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift ur sliiw, jusi as yoa please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always eo!
Bee-keepers wiH save money and vexation by

buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetheriogton Uncapping-Knivesflrst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; butof these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.'j.(X)0 in use Jrom one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

plaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over ;i,(HK), there is evidence that I8rt4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Buch g"Ods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers In Europe and America.

Prices^ by luail^ post-paid*
Doctor smoker (wide shield )..3H inch.. $3 00
'*
..175
Conqueror8iuoker(wide8hield)3

smoker (wide shield)
Extra smoker (wide shield)
Plainsmoker
Ijit tie Wonder smoker
Largre

Bingham
2

ix

inch

3i4

"

150

2
2

"
"

..125
..

1% ** ..
Hetherington Honey Knife,

100
65
1 15

BINUHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A2Btf

Hand

\%1\y Eat Houey? by Thomas G.
Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price. 50
ceuts per 100 500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
co|)ies for $4.00. When 300 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address FREE, at

Nkwm.an.— This
;

the bottom.

Preparation

of

Honey

ABRONIA. MICH.

for

Bee-Keeping, by

L. C.

style is plain and forcible, making:
readers realize the fact that the author is
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.

B

A C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honej'-Bee. aud is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
and contagious enthusiasm.

information
Price, 75c.

The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Eev. L.
L. Langstroth.— This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
Price, $2.00.

Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
and detailed account of Si years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Kino.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Price, $1.00,

bound

in cloth.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By C'H.iS. Dahant & Son.—
Details their

management.

Price, 15c.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth. —Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, 10c.

— The

Dzierzon Theory.

fundamental

principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by lierlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price. 15c.

Dictionary of Practical Apiciiltare,
by Prof. John Phin. — This gives the correct
meaning of nearly ."jOO apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.

The Hive

I I'se, by G. M. Doolittle.—
management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. KoHNKE.— Its origin

Details his

and cure.

Price,

25e.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Complete Mechanic. — Contains over
LOOfl.ObO industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price. $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats

all

diseases in a plain

comprehensive manner.
recipes, etc.

It

and

many good
English

has

Price. 25c., in either

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not
family.

eat and
This book should be in every

eat.

Price, 50e.

Scribner's I^umber and I^og Book.—
the Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,

ITlarket, including the production and care
of both Comb and E.xtracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc.. by Thomas G. Newman.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price. 10c.

logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
;

Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer.ready reckouer.tables for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Swarniiug, Dividing aud Feeding Rules
for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Tijomas G. working,
dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapterfrom "Beesand Honey."
Price 5c.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Bee Journ.al, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
G. Newm.an— Progressive views on this im- Monthly. 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
portant subject: suggesting what and how
to Canada.
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Constitution and By-I^aws, for local
36 engravings. Price, 10c.
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Bees in Winter, by Thomas G.Newman. Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
;

—Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and BeeA chapter from " Bees and Honey."

Houses.
apply for dozen or half- Price 5c.
Address,

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen rates.

Convention

G. Newman.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Kules of Order for the guidance of officers
aud members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
Programme for a Convention. with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

—

Prof. Cook.in his Taluable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonetrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks

Hoot. — Its
its

Rational Bee-Keeping.
Queen Kearing— Introducing Queens — Ital- A Bzierzon's
translation of the master-piece of that most
ianizing—Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quietcelebrated
authority. Price, bound
German
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of
Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey, in cloth, $2.00; in paper covere, $1.50.
.3

VAZi'U'ABZ.S

New

Quinby's

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 2~i per cent, discount, and prepay
postag^e. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

On dozen

Bees and Hoiiey,

E. L. ARMS'I'llONC. Jerscyville.Ill.

and numbers of other

l.iy

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual of
the Ainary, by Puof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Bienen Kultur, by Thomas

— In the German language.
covers,

40

cents, or

G. Newman.
Price, in paper

$3 per doz.

Ribbon Badges,

for bee-keepers,

on

which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.

Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
etc., by C. J.Ward. Price 25c.

of Poultry,

<^J^'

WitM% gtt

Journal,

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PliODUCERS OF HOiNEY.
VOL. XX.

CHICAGO,

ILL.,
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palace Mr. Pringle exhibited a pyramid of honey in comb and extracted.

His comb honey was taken from both
the brood-chamber and the top of the
hive. A more complete or finer display of honey has never been made in

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS
EDiTor.

^^ At the

Q.

NEWMAN,

1^ Mr. Joseph M. Wismer, of Jordan Station, Out., has sent us a copy
Northwestern Bee- of the Canadian Horticulturist, con-

late

Keepers' Convention in this city, it
was voted that a committee should be
appointed to endeavor to secure by
legislation accurate crop reports of
bees and honey in the different States
of the Northwest and also to present
to the several legislatures the draft of
a law concerning the bee-disease
called " Foul Brood." The following
were duly appointed as such committee
;

:

Newman, Chicago, 111.
Von Dorn, Omaha, Nel).

Thos. G.
T. L.

this county.

AND Proprietor.

C. F. Greening, Grand Meadow, Minn.

New

Canada, he

much

Philadelphia, O.

D. G. Parker, St. Joseph. Mo.
Jas. A. Nelson. Wyandotte. Kans.

Of course the committee will commence its labors at once, and whenever there is anything to report it
will be given to the bee-keeping pubThfi work laid out is important,
lic.
require much persistent
it will
labor to accomplish even a small part
of it. Had we been present when the
names of the committee were announced, we should have declined the

and

is

to

The Napanee Beaver thus notices
Mr. Allen Pringle's exhibit of bees,
honey, wax, and apiarian implements
at the Lennox, Ont., exhibition
:

Mr. Allen Pringle made an exhibit
of articles required by the apiarist,
among which was the double-walled
hive for wintering bees. It is arranged
so as to secure perfect ventilation,
and at the same time being filled in

with sawdust, keeps the bees warm.
He also showed an improved honey
extractor and a

summer

hive.

In the

We

hives contained what we should consider unhealthful stores.
With this
management the bees will consume
the healthful stores during the severe
weather, or during the time of their
confinement, thus leaving their own
stores for brood-rearing purposes in

Selling

Honey

at

Home,

etc.

a standard-bearer always retards

progress,
all.

and damages the interests

The

Horticulturist says

In the Texas

Farm and Ranch we

find the following items of interest to

:

In 1880 the Government of Ontario
oppointed a special commission to inquire into the progress and condition
of agriculture in the Province. Mr.
Saunders was appointed one of the
commissioners, and was charged with
the special duty of inquiring into the

bee-keepers:

I do not believe it pays to ship
honey in the barrel to commission
merchants, and if a man tries he can
sell his honey at home when put up
in little cans" and labeled. Besides,
the label is an advertisement, and if
subjects of fruit growing and forestry, the honey is good, it is an advertiseinsects and insectivorous birds, and ment that is noted.
In selling honey, reputation for a
bee-keeping. The results, mainly bf
his work, are embodied in a volume good article establishes your trade.
of over 3.')0 pages, which was pub- A good name is your fortune. Never
lished by the Ontario Government as try to be smart and get ahead of your
one of the series of reports presented customer. This is being dime wise
and dollar foolish. If you please a
by the commission.
customer, you make one
if you
" beat" him you lose one.
The best honey weather is when it
Feeding Bees for Winter Stores.
is warm and moist, when the air is
full of electricity and a storm apThe Bee-Keepers^
;

Quick gives

its

:

It is the opinion of

at Lennox, Ont.

sirable colonies to winter are those
which lack about 10 pounds of enough
for winter stores, then by supplying
the deficiency with sugar syrup, fed
as late as October, the bees will store
it within and around the cluster.
would certainly adopt this plan if our

for the

honor, on account of indisposition,
and the present multitudinous duties. method as follows

Honey Exhibit

an attempt to contrive means of
removing honey of this character
from the combs. We think it would
be a very difficult task even if we were
able to distinguish the good from the
unwholesome stores. The most dein

enabled to accomplish early spring.

pursuit. That is the
secret of success. Jealous opposition

of

Prof. A. J, Cook, Agricultural CoIL, Mich.
Chas. H. Green, Berlin, Wis.
O. Clute, Iowa City. Iowa.
A. Fahnestock, La Porte, Ind.

Dr. G. L. Tinker,

taining a lithograph likeness of Mr.
Wm. Saunders, President of the
" Canadian Fruit-Growers' Association," a gentleman of broad views and
indomitable energy.
Having the
confidence of the fruit growers of

No. 44.

many

experi-

proaching.

Now it is being proposed that instead of the National Convention of
Bee-Keepers being held at the New
Orleans Exposition, that an international convention and exhibition be
held there.
We think the latter
proposition the better one, although it
is to be feared it is a little late in the
day to begin. However, if it is taken
hold of at once, promptly and with a
will, it may be done yet.
Anyway,

enced bee-keepers that there will be
heavy losses sustained this winter,
and the predictions, no doubt, will be
realized yet there is no necessity of
such a calamity. If each colony is
weighed and fed sugar syrup imtil it
reaches the standard weight, there
will be no need of anxiety. If the
strength of the colony is impaired,
extra protection may be necessary. "better late than never "—although
Some apprehend difficulty from un- we prefer " better never late."
healthy stores gathered from the
maples, and commonly known as
^" To give away a copy of " Honey
honeydew— a secretion of the maple
bark-louse which has been so numer- as Food and Medicine "to every one, who
ous this year. Consideration of how buys a package of honey, will sell almost
to overcome this difficulty has resulted any quantity of it.
;

:

;
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Phenol and Foul Brood.

On page

698

Mr. Kohnke has made

criticisms on the use of phenol
for curing foul brood, as suggested in
a late number of the Bee Journal.

some

Criticisms are always in order on
every subject, if conducted in a
friendly spirit. On the discovery of
the method, which Mr. K. notices,
the British Bee Journal remarks as
follows
Mr. Cheshire, in his paper read before the bee-keepers at the International Exhibition, gracefully expresses
his indebtedness to Mr. Robert Sproule
for suggesting to him the use of
phenol as a proliably successful means
brood.
tor the cure of foul
Mr.
Sproule, in a communication which
appears on page 284 of the present
issue, says "that whatever credit there
is for the suggestion of carbolic acid
as a cure for the disease is due to
Prof. Tichborne, of the Apothecaries'
Hall, Dublin, with whom he had a
conversation in October, 1881 on the
subject."
As the order of the day
appears to be, " Suum aiiqw, tribuito,"
we may be permitted to trace the
suggestion of carbolic or phenic acid
back to the year 1876. In that year
there appeared in the columns of the
Bee Journal (vol. iv. page 113) a letter
,

from Captain Dan yell, author of 21ie
Italian [Giotto's] System of Bee-Keeping, in which he details with considerable minuteness the mode adopted
by Signor Brassi and Dr. Dubini, two
advanced Italian bee-masters, for the
cure of foul brood
and mentions
among other curative means the use
of "phenic or carbolic acid." This
letter is referred to by the then editor
of the Bee Journal, in a subsequent
number, as a letter which may be
read " with much advantage."
In a communication recently received from Mr. Cowan, he says,
" With regard to Mr. Cheshire's
treatment of foul brood, I think he
has overlooked the fact that it has
already been recommended by Vogel
and (iravenhorst and in 1877 Dr.
Cech published a book called Phenol,
;

;

Thymol und

Halicylsa^ire, als Heilmittel

der Brutpest der Bienen.

reasons

it

For various

has not been popular

;

but

will find in last number of the
Alsace-LoiTttine Bee Journal an article
on the cure of foul brood with phenol
according to Gravenhorst's method,
by r. Vierling, who also calls it
'Bacillus' of foul brood."

you

Mr. John M. Hooker, another Engapiarist, comments upon the
above item as follows
If, indeed, Mr. Cheshire did not in
lish

:

the first place suggest phenol either
as a preventive or cure for foid brood,
there can be no doubt that he first
fully saw the enormous value which
this substance, when properly used,
would prove to bee-keepers. Had,
indeed, the other gentlemen been fully
aware of its value, do you not think

we

:

should have heard more about it y
Signor Grassi, I see from Captain
Danyell's letter, does mention acido

phenico : but the considerable minute- known, it would appear that the comness of detail in his description to mittee had to resort to straws to dewhich you refer, is wholly devoted to cide which was entitled to the " red
the use of salicylic acid. Moreover, ribbon," the long straw falling to
phenol is suggested here only for Mrs. Stout.
Mr. S. H. Lane, of Whitestown,
washing purposes ; and then as second to salicylic acid, which the writer Ind., was awarded the first premium
says it may replace on account of its on extracted honey in the most marketable shape
also on comb honey,
being cheaper.
Phenol has, however, been shown and for the best display of honey.
Mr.
Cox
receivino;
immensely
the second premium
Mr.
Cheshire
to
by
be
superior to salicylic acid
and here on the latter. Both gentlemen exwe have experimental corroboration hibited a show-case filled with oneof an inference to be made by any one pound sections one side of Mr. Cox's
well acquainted with the generjil case being filled with sections heartThey also
properties of phenol and salicylic acid. shaped and diamond.
The thanks of all bee-keepers are showed honey in many sizes and kinds
due to Mr. Cheshire, not only for his of retail packages.
globe, jar and
very able, interesting, exhaustive, cross in the collection of Mr. Lane,
and original researches upon the true attracted much attention.
The greatest attraction to the unnature of the disease, but also for the
cure he has placed in their hands; initiated was the word "honey" in
and here I refer more especially to letters of comb honey, as made by
those formulae which he has pub- the bees, directly in the sections the
lished. In less scientific, careful, and spaces forming the letters being filled
experienced hands than those of Mr. by the bees with comb, afterwards
Cheshire, phenol would have been the outside blocks being removed
immediately discarded, owing to the leaving the letters standing in bold
difficulties and want of success which relief. All of which was performed
must necessarily attend first experi- under the careful hand of Wm.
ments in a case of this kind ; but Hutchinson, whose apiary is near
with a knowledge of the benefits de- Acton, Marion county.
Taking the honey display as a
rived from its use in other cases of
germ disease, and with the persever- whole, it was creditable to our State
ance which characterizes the truly Society, to which all the exhibitors
scientific man, Mr. Cheshire has suc- belong, and we are well satisfied that
cessfully carried on and completed it has done much good, not only
his work, and has thus rendered pow- among bee-keepers, but in the way of
erless one of the worst enemies the educating the people as to what we as
bee-keeper has as yet had to contend bee-keepers are enabled to ofler them
in the way of an enticing luxury for
with.
;

;

;

A

;

In our next issue we will
subsequent article on this
from Mr. Cheshire, which will
some points, and add further
of his experiments.

give a
subject
explain
details

the table.

Seasonable Hints.

The American Agriculturist for November contains these seasonable
hints to bee-keepers

Honey

at the Indiana State Fair.

Small fruits and flies are now gone,
the cooler weather excites the appeIndiana
The
Farmer describes as tites for sweets, and if your comb
follows the honey display at the In- honey crop is not sold, now is the
time to dispose of it. The local mardiana State Fair
ket should be looked after first, and
The display of honey and things no honey sent to the distant markets
pertaining to the bee-keeping interest until the local demand is supplied.
at the State Fair, was the best that If there is no local market, make one
has ever been made at any of our if you have never tried, you will be
Fairs, and was very creditable to astonished at what can be accomthose who took part in the undertak- plished by a little push. Honey should
ing much more so than might have not be "kept over" in hopes of rebeen the case in former years, on ac- ceiving better prices, as old honey iscount of the present poor season, re- not preferred to that which is new.
quiring a very great amount of care
Contract the entrances to the hives
and work to put things in a creditable so that mice cannot enter. If the
condition.
Mrs. C. Robbins, Presi- bees, which are to be wintered out of
dent of the State Bee-Keepers' So- doors, have received no protection,
ciety,
and the Treasurer, Mis. L. furnish it at once. Have everything
Stout, have been untiring in their ef- in readiness if tliey are to be wintered
forts to induce bee-keepers to show in a cellar or a " clamp." When it is
what an advancement had been made evident that the bees have enjoyed
in the business, within the last few their last autumn
flight, carefully
years. Mrs. Cox and Mrs. Lane, of carry them in.
Boone county, were both contributors
and took part in entertaining friends.
i^" The "Autumn Leaves " which
Mrs. Robbins, Mrs. Stout, and Mrs. will bring the most returns are, no
Cox each made a display of honey- doubt, the Leaflets—" Why
Eat
producing plants, the two former Honey ?" Scatter them and see the
being very line indeed, including, as effect in selling honey in every neigh
they did, almost the entire list of the borhood, at good prices. Two hunhoney-producing plants of this State dred will be sent postpaid for $1.00;.
and we think, if the truth were 500 for $2.2.5 1,000 for $4.00.
;

;

•

;
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On

the bottom, or a little way up slow, upward passage of the vapor, by
from the bottom (varying, as I use the use of a porous cover. Then a
them on the lower or second story of roof must be used to shed the rain,
a hive), I use coarse, strong muslin. but it must hf open at the sides to
This receptacle 1 lill with layers of allow the wind to blow the vapor
cotton-batting. 1 use one and a half away.
By raising it at one end it
pounds in each, but that is, perhaps, makes a greater slope to carry the
For the American Bee JoumaL
more than is necessary. Mr. Savage rain off.
makes them only four inches higli,
I put my ventilators on the hive as
Ventilating Bee-Hives.
and uses less cotton. Before putting soon as cold weather approaches, say
these over the colonies, I put a couple in the latter part of September, and
H. w. s. p
of small strips across the frames, and leave them on until May or June, and
I do not think that it would do any
The subject of ventilation of bee- above them a cover of muslin.
The sticks keep the muslin slightly harm, but possibly would be best, to
hives is often mentioned in the Bee
raised
in the middle, so that the bees leave them on through the summer.
Journal, and yet I do not remember
tliat any writer has ever said anything can pass over the tops of the frames, They are excellent equalizers of heat,
from
one
frame to another, without keeping it in in winter, and I think
as to how mucli ventilation should be
provided for, or in what direction, being chilled in very cold weather, that they would also act to keep it out
whether through, around the mass of the top of the hive being the warmest during the summer; but I have never
bees, or whether occasionally or at all Elace. Whatever vapor is produced tried them in the summer.
y the bees, rises and passes through
Cincinnati, O.
times. Once in awhile upper or lower
ventilation is spoken of, but nothing the muslin cover, and the muslin botof what is meant by either. The sub- tom of the top-box and passes into the
For 5he American Bee JoumaL
ject
seems to be very carelessly cotton-batting, rising as long as it is
thought of, and, I suppose, often very in the state of vapor. If it condenses,
Utah Bee-Keepers' Convention.
it
held

is
as water.
carelessly practiced, when practiced
In putting on the wooden cover or
at all. Now, I wish to "ventilate"
roof,
I leave one end raised about 2 or
my thoughts on the subject.
When bees are hibernating (by 3 inches, which allows any wind to
pass
through,
over the cotton-batting,
which 1 mean, passing the winter in
close quarters, generally in a quiet taking up any vapor which may hapand sometimes dormant state), they pen to be there and I find that when
throw off a great deal of vapor, which, thus arranged, the cotton is always
but it the cover is put down
in a state of nature, generally in a dry
hollow tree, passes into and is ab- close, the cotton is often wet, and
sorbed by the rotten wood, and there thus partially hinders the passage of
retained until used up by the living the vapor. The muslin and the cottree, or evaporated by the heat of the batting seems to allow just about
;

;

succeeding summer.
Bee-keepers
often neglect to make any provision
tor imitating this natural process,
consequently the vapor condenses and
runs down the sides of the hive, as
water, sometimes freezing up the entrances, and always incommoding the
bees, thus making the combs damp
aud moldy, and otherwise causing
injury.

To remove this accumulating vapor,
manner imitating the natural

in any

way, seems to me to be very desirable,
and to do so, many plans are used,
which plans are generally called
"ventilation." But here coines one
the difficulties.
Some seem to
think that a strong breeze should
blow through the hives, and thus, I

of

rapid-enough ventilation. If it were
more rapid, it would not only take off
the vapor, but also the heat and if it
did not freeze the bees, it might make
them uncomfortably cool, and thus
cause a greater consumption of honey.
The muslin and cotton-batting resemble the bed-clothes upon a sleeping person. The bed-clothes allow
the moisture to pass through suihciently, but retain the heat. You will
see that this arrangement resembles
very much the plan of filling a topbox with chaff, and perhaps, so far, is
no better Init it is much handier.
Whenever you wish to look at your
bees in winter, you can lift off the
top-box without the least danger or
hesitation, and then you have only the
muslin cover, of which you can turn
up one corner or more, dependent
;

;

The Bee-Keepers' Convention met
at 7 p. m., at the City Hall in Tooele,

on Oct.

6, 18S4.

Mr. A. M. Musser

called the meeting to order.

Tooele City was represented by Mr.
T. W. Lee, of Tooele county. There
are thirty bee-keepers in Tooele City.
Last fall they put into winter quarters, 214 colonies of bees, and during
the winter their losses were 38, and
their increase was only 1.5
hence a
decrease of 23. They have taken 851
pounds of honey this season. Mr. T.
W. Lee has 60 of the above colonies,
and has taken 240 pounds of honev.
In the spring their bees did very well,
and their prospects were rather flattering, but the caterpillars and worms
damaged vegetation and deprived the
bees of good pasture, lience their
report would not be as favorable as
last year. There was no foul brood in
the county, and the bees are now in a
good condition. Bees gathered honey
fast, although many colonies had to be
fed in the spring and summer. Honey
was selling for 20 cents per pound and
;

good demand.
John Morgan, of Mill Creek, took
care of two colonies of bees, and increased them to six, besides taking
considerable honey.
He was beginin

think, many weak colonies are actually killed, although a very strong
ning to enlarge his stock of bees, l)ut
colony with ample supply of honey upon the activity of the bees, or his ill-healtli had kept him from paycan stand almost any amount of ven- other circumstances whereas, if you ing attention to his apiary. Although
tilation. In practice, it seems to me have a box filled with chaff, perhaps the smelters, he thought,
were a detthat a very slow ventilation is what is with a loose bottom, you very likely riment to bee-culture, yet he thought
have
to
operate lo or 30 minutes be- it was not that alone which had
wanted, and all that is wanted, any
other than a slow one being injurious. fore you can see the bees. I have caused so much loss, as the two coloThis is often accomplished by filling found this plan very successful, and nies being increased to six was a proof
the second story with chaff, or any so has Mr. Savage.
to the contrary.
He further said,
loose material which will allow the
I have several times noticed the that we must keep up the bee and
vapor-laden air to slowly pass through, mention of the use of enameled cloth honey interest, for the Territory
or will retain it and hold it as water over the bees in winter. It appears could not afford to go back on so profuntil spring comes, when it can be to me that the use of such material, itable an industry.
dried out for use again during the directly hinders the desired effect, as
Alvin Stewart, of Mesa, Maricopa
next winter.
it is impervious to air or vapor.
On county, Arizona, reported that their
There are many inconveniences page, 663, Mr. C. W. Daytou relates new settlement had sent to California
about this plan which I avoid by the his experience in using enameled and imported 2-5 colonies of bees.
plan I use. and which I have practiced cloth, and shows how the vapor con- Daniel Bagley took 7 colonies aud
for several years, having learned it densed on the under side of the cloth, increased them to 27. He also told
of
from Mr. Joseph Savage, of Ludlow, which he got rid of by turning back a neighbor who took 2 colonies and
Ky., opposite Cincinnati. I make a .part of it, thus opening a passage up- now has six. Bloom was very abunframe of thin lumber, say half or ward and in another case by perfor- dant and the season long, so much so
three-quarters of an inch, of the same ating it, and thus allowing the mois- that he cut his lucern five times.
size as the second story of a Langs- ture to pass through.
The whole
George Baily of Mill Creek, had
troth hive, but only 6 inches high. secret, in my opinion, is to cause a taken about 2,o00 pounds of honey,
;

;

I

;
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and had kept his bees in two divisions,
one part of them at his home in Mill
Creek, the other, up on the bench,
about loO colonies; he had been too
busy to give his bees full attention, or
the results would have been better.
Wm. M. Egan, of this city, beg.an
last spring with 19 colonies and now
has 25, and has taken 1,500 pounds of
honey.
He considers this season a
very "poor one for bees and honey for
wintering he approves of Hill's device,
as an opening on top of the frames
with chaff protection proves a success
with him. When necessary in early
spring he gives them smut dust, placing it outside where they can work on
it for pollen ; he thinks "that it is far
better than flour, and when they are
scarce of honey, he gives them a
frame of comb honey.
T. B. Clark, of Davis county, said
that in Farmington there are about
150 colonies of bees.
They averaged
50 pounds of honey per colony. He
was pleased to say that the foul brood
which had infected their bees so
lamentably is fast disappearing. Protect the bees and spare the toads. In
France, gardeners often bought toads
to devour the vermin in the gardens.
G. W. Bean, of Sevier county, says
that the bees have done poorly this
;

season.

In St. George, John Campbell said
that the bees did well in the spring,
but protracted rains followed by
drouth disappointed the bees, and the
keepers, too, early in the spring.
Some colonies cast 8 swarms. There
are about 400 colonies in the place.
Samuel Nowel, of this city, had 2
colonies in the spring, has six now,
and has taken 200 pounds of honey.
E. Stevenson, of this city, has 45
colonies on cottonwood. He" has been
absent one year and considers the season a very poor one.
His bees have
produced 1,500 pounds of honey in 2-

larger yet the bees have brought in some
Does pollen every day, for the past 10 days,
Mr. Kohnke know whether laying as the weather has been unusually
workers, or any workers, are in pos- warm for this time of the year. It
session of a seminal sac capable of has been 1.5^ to 80° in the shade at
receiving and retaining the seminal noon, though the nights have been
cold enough for a slight, white frost
fluid from the drone 'i
Now, in regard to the fertilization in places.
"
In June, when about
of my coloof worker-bees
The same scientists
have also proven by ocular demonstra- nies had their surplus arrangements
filled with honey, and the
tion that freshly-deposited eggs laid about
by a mated queen in drone-cells, or prospect for more being good, I tried
those laid by a queen not having Mr. Heddon's tiering-up plan. All of
mated, as also those laid by workers, these colonies were very strong, and
are devoid of these sperm-filaments." they immediately occupied and comOf what use, then, would fertilization menced to work in the empty sections.
be to a worker-bee, when it cannot After they had them partly filled,
lay female eggs, but can produce male they did not find honey enough, with
eggs without the sperm-filaments, all the abundance of flowers, to comthat is, without fertilization V AVhy plete the work which they had begun;
of my
cannot a worker-bee produce female the result being that about
eggs V
I think, because it cannot surplus honey was not capped over
become fertilized. And why not ? when the season closed. 1 never had
Because the seminal sac has been so iny comb honey in such bad condistunted with the whole organism of tion since I began to keep bees, and
the individual bee, that it is incapable I hope that it never will be repeated.
of receiving and retaining the semi- I am sure that I never will have it
nal fluid, llie writer in Bienemeitung, occur with the tiering-up plan, as I
commenting on jNIr. Kromer's discov- will never again tier-up until the first
ery, asks " Had the worker in ques- set of sections is capped over, or the
tion a desire to mate V
And further sections sealed. This tiering-up plan
on he says: "The observed fact is beats me in a poor honey season, but
also proof conclusive, that the stunted I do not think that it has been so
or smaller sexual organs of the work- with others. It would be all right, if
ers admit of copulation."
I admit Mr. II. or some one else could foretell
that this may be so.
I believe that tlie season ahead.
young horses, after castration, someI cannot close
without making a
times show signs of sexual excite- few remarks on hibernation.
Mr.
ment ; but the fact of copulation does Clarke writes a great deal about it,
not prove that fertilization takes and yet does not say anything that;
place. " What did such eggs hatch ? is, he does not tell us how to proceed
Only male beps, or drones." As drones or to perform with our bees in order
are produced by queens without fer- to have them hibernate.

workers, are usually a little
than a worker-bee.
Second.

%

:

%

%

:

;

reasoning from analogy,
they should likewise be so produced
by laying workers consequently the
mating of a worker-bee with a drone
may be only a freak of nature, induced
perhaps by higher development and
pound sections.
vigor of some individual worker.
J. E. Murphy, of Mill Creek, has 66 " Nature does nothing without an obcolonies, 36 of them being on Mill ject ;" but the object is not always acCreek bench. He has taken 2,500 lbs. complished.
of honey, and about 1,000 more of
Independence, Calif.

comb honey
It

tilization,

;

yet to take.

was advised by the meeting

to

extend the organization of bee-keepers' association through the various
counties, and it might be expected
that Mr. Stevenson would visit the

For the American Bee Journal.

Tiering-up Sections— Hibernation.
C.

THEIL3IANN.O.

settlements in this interest.
The convention adjourned until
I commenced the season of
1884
next April.
E. Stevenson, jSec.
with 110 colonies, which 1 increaseti
A. M. MussER, Pres.
to 190 by natural swarming, on Mr.
Heddon's plan of preventing afterswarms, which 1 found to be the best
For the American Bee Journal.
method of any that I have ever tried.
I obtained about 2,000 pounds of comb
Sexual Functions of Bees.
and 400 pounds of extracted honey.
WJI. 3nTTH-RASMUSSEN.O+
The forepart of the summer was
middling good here for bees, with a
Having read Mr. Kohnke's article good prospect for basswood honey
on this subject, on page 633, I desire but as the blossoms began to open, the
to ask him a few questions, and also greater part of them turned black
to add a few comments
First. Does and fell off, so the bees secured but
a laying worker ever deposit eggs in little honey from that source. The
drone cells If so, is there any differ- hills and valleys were covered with
ence in the size of the drones reared flowers until the latter part of Sepin such cells, from those reared in tember, when they ceased without
worker-cells
I do not now remember being frosted, although the bees got
of ever having noticed this, nor have but little fall honey.
Red clover,
I seen it mentioned in print. I know pumpkins, tomatoes", and here and
that the drones reared from laying there some wild flowers are in bloom
:

'i

'i

;

All practical and experienced beekeepers know that bees winter best
when they are in a quiet state, but I
have never seen or heard of one who
knew of a method to get and to keep
the bees in that quiet state, or " to
hibernate." as Mr. Clarke terms it,
during their winter confinement. In
all my wintering of bees, I remember
of only one wmter through which
they passed in that dormant state all
winter, and until I put them out in
April.
In the fall of 1872, I had 24 strong
and heavy colonies in LangstrotS
hives, for which I built a bee-house in
a side-hill near the apiary. I banked
it up to the shingle roof, except the
front which was double-walled and

with sawdust between. It was
I
made benches all
proof.
around the inside about one foot
from the ground, on which I put the
hives, on Nov. 15. I weighed them
while taking them in. After I had
them all in, I took tlie caps and
honey-boards oft' of all the hives,
which left the frames bare. The entrances were left wide open, and
no holes were made in the combs, nor
spreading of frames. I shut the door
and let them take care of themselves.
During the winter I went into the
bee-house two or three times to see
the bees, and each time found them
as if they were asleep. They came
through the winter in the best condition of any bees that I ever wintered. They consumed only from 3
to 7 pounds of honey per colony, for I
filled

frost

:
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put them

trious Darwin, the seeds produced by bunches, and if a swarm was hived on
the flower would be better developed full sheets of foundation, it would
dampness I'ouhl be seen, tlie combs and produce stronger plants than the break the cluster, and would immewere as bright as they were during others. The.se plants would, in turn, diately sto|) secreting wax. The mathe summer, tlie coUniies seemed to produce flowers having similar pecu- jority of the members agreed that
be stronirer tlian thev were in the liarly-developed stamens, which would foundation was profitable even at $1
fall, and not a handfu'l of dead bees again be more freely visited by insects, per poiuid.
For sections, flat-bottom
and consequently develop thriftier foundation was preferred.
could be seen in the bee-house.
" Which
The next winter I put them and seeds. .\nd so the process would go
is
preferable, natural
their increase (74 colonies) into the on until a row of the insect-attract- swarming, or increasing by divison V"
same bee-house, but I did not take off ing petals would be developed, as in
Mr. Cripe had had some experience
the honey-boards. During that win- the case of our apples, pears, and the in dividing colonies, but prefen-ed
ter all but 4 became diseased, and by great majority of our common flower- natural swarming. Mr. Singer had
increased his number of colonies by
spring died. I could not account for ing plants.
While writing, I have before me division, and prefers the method when
that.
Since then I have never tried to one of our beautiful white water- working for increase only. It was
winter my bees as I did the 24 colo- lilies which admirably illustrates the decided that natural swarming is the
nies spoken of. but I will try it again evolution of petals. Toward the cen- best way, if producing comb honey.
with some of my bees during the tre of the flower are a large number
" Will bees swarm when they have
of the yellow stamens with the polleu- plenty of room in the hive
coming winter.
i"'
In my earlier days of bee-keeping, I bearing anthers upon their summits.
Mr. Cripe said that if plenty of
little farther out, some of these
did not read any bee-periodicals ; but
room were given them early in the
since I do read them I see many ways staniens have become flat, with the
season, they would not be so likely to
in which bees are wintered. Some of anthers
only partially developed,
swarm. Mr. Hess said that bees were
the writers of the Bee .Journal while still farther out are stamens
must have different bees than mine wholly flattened and with no trace of not likely to swarm when in large
hives, as he formerly used very large
are, when they can stand (irp to 9(P anthers, only ditferiugfrom the petals
above zero in their winter confine- by their smaller size and yellow color. hives and had had no swarms. Adment. Mine do best at 42° above Here we have, as Grant Allen, the journed to 1 p. m.
At the afternoon session the minzero that is, they are the most silent English naturalist, expresses it, ''stereutes of the previous meeting were
at that point. The farther above or otyped as it were, the mode of evoread and adopted. The discussion
below 42^, the stronger the noise be- lution of petals from stamens.''
began with the following question
comes in the bee-house. This has
Michigan Agricultural College.
" How shall we prepare bees for
been my 'experience for the past ten
winter ?"'
years.
Kiir tno American Bee JoumaL
Mr. Whitlow described his method
Theilmanton, Minn.
of packing them in sawdust, about 4
Wabash Co Ind., Convention.
inches deep all around the hive, and a
For the AmerlcaD Bee Journal.
chaff cushion on top, and had lost
The Wabash County Bee-Keepers' only one colony in 4 years. Mr. Singer
Bees and Flower Petals.
Association met in the Court House crowds his bees to one side of the
at Wabash, Ind., on Oct. 4, 1884. The hive, by means of a division -board,
CLARENCE M. WEED. 9
meeting was called to order at 11 and packs chaff in behind them. He
a. m., bv President Singer.
As there puts his hives in a row and boards up
Eminent botanists believe that were only a few of the members pres- at their sides and backs, and fills in
many ages ago there were none of the ent, the reading of the minutes was with chaff or fine straw, leaving the
large-petaled, parti-colored
flowers deferred until the afternoon session. front open. So far he had lost none
that now give such touches of grace The programme of questions was next by this method. Mr. Gray objected
and beauty to our landscapes. Then read by the Secretary. The first to the use of fodder for a protection,
flowers consisted only of the essential question taken up for discussion was, as he had used that last winter,
and
pistils and stamens, as is the case of "Does
hee-keeping as a business had much bother with mice getting
the inconspicuous blossoms of our payV"
into the fodder, and also into the
hickory, oak, and other trees of the
Mr. Singer said that his bees netted hives. Mr. Maures packs his bees in
day.
These flowers must him over $2 per colony, the present chaff, being something similar to Mr.
E resent
ave been almost wholly wind-fertil- poor season, and he thought that in a Singer's plan, with the exception that
ized, but with the introduction of good season beekeeping would pay he packs in front of the
hives also.
insects, and especially the bees and well. Mr. Cripe said that he realized Mr. Coffman winters his bees
without
wasps, it became desirable for some $8 for comb honey from his best col- much protection, except chaff cushspecies to be fertilized by other means ony, without any feeding or special ions on top.
than the very wasteful process of care. Mr. Coffman thought that this
The feeding of bees was next diswind-fertilization. The way in which was the poorest season since he began cussed. Mr. Coffman feeds his bees
the showy parts were evolved is sup- to keep bees, which has been over 40 in the open air, late in the evening,
posed by our greatest botanists to years. All agreed with Mr. Coffman iuid says that they take the feed up so
have been somewhat as follows
that this had been a very poor season. quickly that his neighbors' bees have
Every gardener is familiar with the The most of the members were of the no chance to rob. When he prepares
fact tl)at plants, under certain condi- opinion that, in a good season, bee- his bees for winter, he takes frames
tions, will vary, or sport as it is called, keeping pays well, compared with of honey from his
best colonies and
from the one which produced the seed other pursuits.
gives them to the weaker ones, thus
from which it sprung. This often
" Does it pay to use comb founda- giving all plenty to winter on. Mr.
occurs, not only in our cultivated tion ? If so, at what price V"
Fulton feeds his bees inside the hive,
plants, but also in many of our wild
Mr. Singer said that if a colony of and prepares the food by taking cofflowers.
It is by some such process bees was provided with foundation, fee
sugar, dissolving it in water, as
as this that the first petals are sup- it would give all its energies to gath- much as the water will
dissolve ; he
posed to have been developed. Some ering honey, instead of building comb. then puts it in glass cans or bottles
of the outer stamens on a primitive Consequent*ly the bees would enter
and sets it in the sun until it is quite
flower became flattened, thus making the sections sooner. Mr. Hess said warm, after which it is
ready for use.
the blossom more attractive than its that when a swarm issued it was pre- Mr. Hess prepares his
feed in a similess-favored, non-sportive neighbors. pared to build comb; but had not lar manner, except that he
granAs it was more conspicuous, it would enough wax secreted to fill an ordi- ulated sugar. Nearly all uses
of those
be more freely visited bv bees and nary hive with the necessary combs. present favored inside feeding, and
other insects, and, hence, would be He says that all swarms should be thought it ranch the safer plan, on
more certain of fertilization by pollen provided with some foundation. Mr. account of the danger from robbing,
from another plant because of which, Singer said that when bees were secret- and no strange bees would be fed iu
as was so clearly proved by the illus- ing wax, they would cluster in large that way. Mr. Singer feeds his
bees
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in the morning, in order to give them
something to do during the day, so
as to keep them away from the cider
mill, as they will carry home great
quantities ot cider if left without any
thing else to work on.

While we ^ot some white
we received none from
is one of our best honey
plants, and basswood
yielded but
little.
Then came a drouth for a
month or so during ,Iuly and August,
from which the fall flowers never
fully recovered
and our fall crop,
which is usually our most certain one,
was hardly up to tlie average.
I began the season with 23 colonies,
fruition.

clover honey,
sumac, wliich

Mr. Singer read an essay on "Feeding Bees."
It was decided that the Secretary
should make out a programme for the
next meeting, and have it published
in all the county papers at least four nearly half of tliem being very weak.
weeks before the time of meeting, in I set apart 11 of them to run" for exorder to gain a large attendance. The tracted honey exclusively, and the
next meeting will be held on the sec- others were run for comb honey. Of
ond Saturday in Apri), 1885.
extracted honey I obtained 770 pounds,
Henry Ckipe, Sec.
being an average of 70 pounds per
;

Aaron

Singek, Fres.

colony.

For the American Bee JoumaL

My

EUGENE

pounds of comb honey in %, \^
and IJ^-pound sections — an average
of only 42 pounds per colony, and increased them l)y 9 natural swarms.
Tlie largest yield of comb honey from
one colony and its increase was 70

SECOIl.5

dolh the little busy bee
DeliKht to buzz and bite;
To gather honey all the day,

And

eat

it

up at night!"

I do not know who is the author of
these lines, but whether it is Cowper
or William Nye, they express the disappointment, if not the disgust, of
some of the bee-keepers of this year.
It is, perhaps, just as well that beekeeping is not all sunshine and flowers,
else the business would soon be overdone. If every novice embarking in
the business could, without any experimental preparation, achieve just
as good results as the older members
of the fraternity, and if there were no
drawbacks, such as bad seasons, wintering troubles, swarming frenzy, etc.,
honey would soon be so cheap tliat
the poetry of bee-keeping would soon
degenerate into the dullest prose, with
about nine-tenths of the persons now

engaged

To

in

it.

preface

year, I shall

my honey
say that

report this
the weather

was against me. But to lay all the
blame at the door of the clerk of
atmospheric

conditions,

a

is

more than even my

little

elastic conscience
will approve of ; for, to tell the whole
truth,
bees were not always attended to precisely at the time when
I knew they needed attention. Other,

my

and as

I

thought more proHtable busi-

my time, and only the
spare hours were given to the " little
helpers."
Spring opened auspiciously. From
early in April, when snow disappeared,
there was hardly a frosty night. The
genial sunshine and bursting buds
made glad the heart of every lover of
Nature the flowers sprang up to kiss
and welcome the fair maiden, and the
" busy bee " sang its delight by a constant hum of busy contentuient. The
prairie anemones shot out of tlie reness, claimed

;

cently snow-covered ground tlie willows came on apace ; the fruit blossoms filled the air with their fra;

grance

dandelions in profusion invited to the feast, and the tields of
;

wliite clover seemed to consummate
the climax of hope in the enthusiastic
apiarist. Thus matters ran along in
the poetical groove for a month or

two, when it was discovered tliat the
season was not yielding its promised

largest yield from one

•501

Report for 1884.

How

"

The

colony was 144 pounds. No increase
was obtained from them. I secured

I

pounds, spring count.
While our season's work has not
been as satisfactory as we desired, yet
we have something with which to
sweeten our pancakes the coming
winter.
Honey retails, in our local
markets, at 20' cents per pound for
nice comb, and 10 to 12 cents for extracted. I should have no difficulty
in selling twice what I produce, right

for the observer to watch the interesting process of constructing and filling
of the cells.
When the construction of the walls
had so far progressed that the cell
was nearly ready to receive the honey,
it was prepared in this manner
bee was seen to approach the further
end of the cell and eject from its
mouth a clear liquid which it spread
;

with

mandibles over

its

its

A

concave

surface. This process was repeated
several times, and forming, when dry,
a thin, transparent, varnish-like coating or lining to the end of the cell.

This done, the cell was ready for the
reception of its treasures. Soon a
loaded bee was observed to enter, and
proceeding to the lower edge of the
lining just finished, began to peal it
up until it was detached a little, then
it ejected its load beneath and behind
the lining, and then replaced the
lower edge of the portion that had
been pealed up, and patted it down
nicely, leaving a slightly convex appearance resembling a blister filled
with one solitary load of nectar.
This process was repeated rapidly
until this lining was seen to be detached entirely, except at its edges,
where it stiU adhered to the sides of
the cell, forming a complete diaphragm, securely confining the honey
and holding it in its perpendicular
position, and being forced along the
walls of the cell until it was filled,
usually leaving a space between it
and the capping. It seemed to acquire
additional strength with age, resisting considerable force before it gives

here in our local market. No one
that I have inquired of has done as
well as I this season. There is not
enough honey in tliis part of Iowa to
supply the home demand.
way.
Forest City, Iowa.

When
For the American Bee JoumaL

viewed edgewise, this diadistinctly seen with

phragm may be
the naked eye,

its thickness being
Filling and Capping of Honey-Cells. judged to be about one one-hundredth
part of an inch. Its color, when thus
seen, is of an amber hue. By means
DK. D. C. .SPENCEK.-O
of a hypoderaiic syringe this cell wall
may be pierced behind the diaphragm,
How does the bee deposit the honey and
the honey withdrawn, leaving it
in the cell and manage it while so
Thus fully demonstrating
doing, is a question that has doubtless intact.
"
puzzled naturalists in all ages and its existence, and the what and the
"
how of one of the many interesting
its answer has been hidden, hitherto,
among the secret mysteries of this processes of these wonderful Godwonderful insect at least so far as given servants—" our pets."
Augusta, Wis.
the knowledge of the writer extends.
Having seen in the current volume
For the American Bee JoumaL
of the Bee Journal, an answer given
by one of the "oracles," that the
Western
Bee-Keepers'
Convention.
honey was held in position by force
;

;

of

capillary attraction

;

and having seen

The third annual meeting of the
Western Bee-Keepers' Association
that that was the limit of present was held at Independence, Mo., on
knowledge in this direction, and so I Sept. 24, 18S4. There was an excepput forth the " what and the how " of tionally large exhibition of bees,
that wonderful modus operandi, as I hives, and products of the apiary.
have seen it; thus endeavoring to add
The business session was short on
another laurel to the reputation of tlie first day. At 4 p. m. the Secreno exception taken, nor objection presented to that answer, I concluded

these marvellous little architects.
This very interesting discovery
came to the knowledge of the writer
in this wise
In the sumiher of 1880,
during a sudden flow of nectar, the
bees in his observatory hive built a
piece of comb as a " wing," or an " L"
extending from the side of an outer
comb to the glass. As the new comb
was extended to the glass, it was so
arranged by the builders as to have
the glass form one side of the last
cell, thus affording a rare opportunity
:

tary, C. M. Crandall, called the meeting to order, and .las. D. Meador was
called to the chair.
The following
committee was appointed to solicit
members
Jas. D. Meador, L. W.
Baldwin, and Jas. A. Jones.
After lihe preliminary exercises, the
subject of " Introducing Queens " was
fully discussed.
:

The Thursday morning
held from 10

m.

session

was

m. Officers
were elected for the ensuing year, and
a number of new members were rea.

to 4 p.
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ceived,

sonu-

them

of

Vieing ladies.

The meeting

decided to liold its semianinial meeting next spring, at St.
Joseph, Mo, It was left to the executive committee to clioosethe time and
place for tlie next annual meeting.
The minutes of the \Vediiesday
afternoon session were read and approved, immediately after whicti the
report of the committee on subjects
for discussion was received, and was
1. "Is it prohtable to
as follows:
extract lioney for the purpose of hnishing up partly lilled sectians V" 2. "Is
it prolitable to rear queens after the
honey season fails ?" 3. " Is it advisalile to manage an apiary so as to
get a larger part of the honey gathered as surplus, for feed in winter V"
4. " Taking all things into consideration, what time of the year is the best
-5.
apiary
for
Italianizing
an
"Which is the best method for rearing queens ?"' 6. " Is the extra pro-

V

queen an advantage to
and colony V"
The report was adopted, and the

lificness of the

herself
first

proposition of

the

report

was

taken up for discussion. Mr. A. A.
Baldwin regarded the plan as prohtable, from his own experience.and had
fed extracted bocey with favorable
results. Mr. Conser reported his experience as having met with contrary
results, and womd not advise the
feeding of extracted honey. Mr. W.
B. Thome gave his experience as
being, that his bees had a tendency to
swarm as soon as he began to feed

them.

The second question was then
Mr. E. M. Hayhurst

cussed.

disre-

garded it profitable, as did also Mr.
Jas. A. Nelson. Mr. A. A. Baldwin
expressed the opinion that queens
reared at such a time were not as
good as they otherwise would be.
Upon the third proposition, Mr.
Armstrong expressed himself as favoring the plan. He had done so, using
sugar with good results, Mr, P. B,
Thaxton stated that from his limited
•experience he had formed the opinion
that bees always wintered best on
honey, Mr. Jas. A. Jones was of tlie
opiniop that either honey or sugar
could be used for wintering, and that
he would take all the honey jwssible,
as could be sold at a price exceeding
the cost of sugar. Mr. W. B. Thorne
stated, rather to the amusement of
the Association, that he would feed
his bees on sweet cider, this fall, and
report the result at the next meeting,
Mr. A. A. Baldwin stated that his
plan was to manage so that his bees
would store all their honey in sections,
and then feed them white sugar for
winter food ; that at the present price
of extracted honey, the feeding of
sugar was advisable.
The fourth subject was taken up in
the regular order, and, as had the
other question, it met with general
discussion.
Upon the fifth question Mr. E. M.
Hayhurst expressed the opinion that
if an apiarist buys his queens, the fall
is the best time
but in case an
apiarist rears his own queens, the best
time is when the honey-flow ceases.
Mr. F. G. Hopkins' opinion was, that
the best time was when it best suited

A

;
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Mr. L. W. Baldwin expressed the
opinion that it was best not to attempt to control swarming, but to
know what to do with swarms. His
method, during tlie past season was,
as soon as a swarm issued, to take the
old queen, and in three days destroy
all the queen-cells but one, and give a

The method had
queen-cell.
to his satisfaction. Mr. C. ^I.
Crandall had successfully operated the
same plan.
As to the eighth question discussed,
the following resolution was intro-

ripe

worked

duced

:

That the pollen is not
detrimental to successful wintering.
Upon the tenth question the Association almost unanimously agreed
that the secret lay in the management
of the bees, and consequently to the
apiarist was due the amount or honey.
The Association was called to order
at 10 a. m., on Sept. 26, by President
A. A. Baldwin. Under the head of
miscellaneous business, Mr. F. G.
Hopkins was appointed as a committee to arrange for the spring meeting,
which will be held at St. Joseph. Mo.
The discussion was again resumed,
by taking up the eleventh question.
The discussion became general, and
the general opinion expressed was
that the vicious bees were not the
best honey gatherers.
" Are bees more inclined to sting a
dark complexioned than a light coraplexioned person V" was the next subject for discussion, and upon it the
Association generally agreed that
they were. With the discussion of
this question the morning session
Besolved,

3. " It has," Mr. C. says, " from a
on the surface of honey not sealed
this, Mr. C. thinks, is very rarely the mistaken idea of its insolubility, been
case. It is not only equally probable associated with borax. It adds to the
but certain, that the spores are car- complexity and nauseousness of the
ried from one hive to another, not only remedy." Just so but why should
by the winds and feet and antennae bee-keepers adhere to this mistaken
of the bees, but also the honey-rob- idea, when by using the remedy as
bing bees carry them from the diseased used by its discoverer, one has a cercolony to healthy ones. If it were a tain specific a specific which in solufact that no spores settled in the tion is entirely inodorous and readily
honey, as Mr. C. says that he never taken by the bees.
found any, why would it be so very
To cap the climax, Mr. C. claims to
absurd to feed such honey to healthy have discovered in phenol a remedy
colonies, as Mr. C. also claims V These to cure foul brood. One might be led
statements and claims are not consis- to think that no means of communitent with sound reasoning. Mr. C. cation existed between England and
again says, " The disease lies wholly the rest of the world. I will give
and absolutely in the blood," but he here a translated extract from a little
denies that the food given to the book by Prof. Cech, published in 1877,
larvje is the transmitting agent of the pages 13, 14 and 1.5: "'To disinfect
spores. May I be pardoned for asking infected apiaries with phenol proved
;

—

the question, how they got inside the entirely useless.
Bee-hives were
larvseand into the blood ?
washed with a diluted solution of
Again, whether or not the seed- phenol, at least once a month, and all

germs of the disease are called micro- decayed brood was removed. But
combs were removed,
cocci, or simply spores, does not make even if all the
put into new hives, the
so much difference, but they do per- and the bees
vade the dried larvfe, and are the brood reared afterwards died, all the
means of transmitting the disease. same. It was impossible to disinfect
Mr. C. lays great stress on the " an- hives or stay the progress of the tertenna ' of the bees as being the chief rible disease by the use of phenol, a»
means of carrying the spores from proven by the treatment of a number
one place to another; those spores
which he says, " tly about in the air."
If that be true, it would be equally as
reasonable as to suppose that men
may carry more dust on their noses
than on the rest of their bodies.

Whether

or not bees carry the spores
on their toes or on their noses, from
one hive to another, has, perhaps, not
yet been discovered, and is not of so
closed.
much consequence as to know that
Upon convening in the afternoon, everything coming in contact with an
the various committees of judges infected hive or colony will transmit
busied themselves in awarding nearly the disease. And now to his method
$200 in premiums, which were an- of cure.
nounced immediately after the AssoAs a remedial agent, he mentions
ciation was called to order at 4 p. m.
After the awards, the convention salicylic acid, and raises three points

A

C.

M. Ckandall,

Sec.

A. Baldwin, Pres.
For the American Bee JouraaL

The Use

of Phenol on Foul Brood.
A. R.

KOHNKE. d

On page 644 is an article on the
above subject by Mr. F. Cheshire. I
am not enough of a microscopist to
know whether or not Mr. Cheshire is
right in his classilication of microorganisms in fact, these nice distinctions may well be left to the expert
in scientific microscopy, without affecting the main question of prevention and cure. But to certain claims
and statements of Mr. C. I must take
exception. I will first take into consideration the means of the propagation of the disease.
Mr. C. speaks of " spores which fly
about in the air and settle here and
there." Well, if that is the case, and
most likely it is, the air in a hive containing a diseased colony must certainly be full of them, and permeate
every nook and corner, settling also
on the cappings of sealed honey, and
;

even within a few minutes. If they
were confined for several hours, they
would leave as soon as releasedHowever, it seems that not all colonies are alike sensitive to the odor of
phenol although this drug, as a remedy in the hands of the unexperienced,
It must
is not to be recommended.
be admitted, that according to the
experiments of Prof Butterow, of St.
Petersburg (Bmienzatuiig 1874 to 1876),
the bees may be incUiced to take syrup
;

" First, it is medicated with phenol without any
its use
troublesome in application, on ac- apparent injury, but 1-600 is the maxicount of having to spray the infected mum dose they are able to stand. In
combs and then feed the bees with a report sent to me by Mr. Koscec, admedicated syrup." But I notice that ministrator in Maximir, it is stated,

received the reports of the different of objection to

committees, and then adjourned.

of 'Colonies. The experiment to also
disinfect the bees, combs and decayed
brood, failed entirely. The bees are
so aversive to the odor of phenol that
they leave the hive within half an
hour after its introduction, sometimes

:

that in his apiary from May 1 to Sept.
1, 1875, 40 colonies succumbed* to the
disease in spite of being treated with
phenol in every possible manner."
That is nine and ten years ago how
does Mr. C. come to claim priority of
spraying
is
small opening.
If no
Has he remained in
discovery ?
done, how can the spores in contami- ignorance of these experiments all
nated combs be destroyed, unless the this time.
combs are entirely removtd, which is
Phenol has been tried and found
certainly the best plan V His method wanting.
Salicylic acid is not a
of feeding is certainly much more poison, at least not any more so than
troublesome and tedious than to feed vinegar ; but phenol is a corosive
salicylic acid in syrup from any com- poison, having a very penetrating,
mon feeder, out of which the bees will disagreeable odor. I will quote two
unless it is more of Mr. C."s assertions: ''This
not take his remedy
poured upon their backs and forced notion about infected hives is largely
down their throats, so to speak, they a delusion," but still, " boiling would
will not accept it.
not kill the spores." That is con2. He says, " The question of dose fusion worse confounded
Youngstown, Ohio.
has never been worked out." Mr. C.
is evidently not well versed in apicul[Someof Mr.Kohnke's criticisms are
tural literature. The doses, as given
in my little pamphlet on foul brood, as unjust as they are severe, as will be
are as exact and definite as are reseen by referring to an editorial
quired for the admjnisi ration of the
most virulent poison. They were pub- on the same subject on page 692 of
this week's paper.— Ed.]
lished in Germany as early as 1877.

in treating
the colony which was
furnislied nim for a test, he sprayed,
too, and the feeding was done by filling the cells of the combs in the diseased colony with his medicated
syrup out of a bottle with a very

;

;

!
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Does Honey Agree with Everybody
^\^yl.

V.

?

CLAUKK.

The above question rather than " Is
Honey Poisonous V" is the one Mr. A.

Osbom

have placed at the
on page til:> of the
Bee Jouknal. This is the question
he really discusses, and the only one
on which there is room for discussion,
it having been settled long ago by the
best authorities that honey isamost
should

head of his

article

wholesome

article of
food for the
generality of people. But it is an old
and true proverb that " what is one
man's meat, is another man's poison."
Mr. Osborn, in the article now re;
ferred to, while virtually admitting
the principle embodied in" the proverb
just quoted, asserts that pure honey
will not disagree with any human
stomach. He claims that wlienever a
person tinds that eating honey induces " cramping or colicky pains,"
the reason is tliat the bees have been
disturbed a great deal, and have
dropped poison from their stings on
the comb, which has dried there, and
inoculated the honey with an injurious
quality. Mr. Osborn advises all thus
affected to eat pure extracted honey.
He appears to be ignorant of the
fact that there are those who have
tried again and again only to find
that the purest of honey does not
agree with them. I am "one of that
number, and regretfully own that I
am obliged to forego the luxury of
eating this luscious sweet, precisely
as dyspeptics are compelled to deny
themselves the use of many articles
of food supposed to be wholesome tor
the million. I am not a dyspeptic,
my digestion is good, and there are
few articles of food fit for human use
that disagree with me, but honey, unfortunately, is one of them.
Mr. Osborn virtually takes the
ground that poison agrees with most
people for, while well aware that tlie
majority can eat comb honey with
impunity, he ascribes the inability of
some to use it without painful results,
to a peculiarity of their stomachs.
No doubt some human stomachs are
tougher, and can withstand poison
better than others, but Mr. Osborn's
explanation, while applicable to an
article of food, is hardly admissible
to an article, more or less poisonous,
as he asserts comb honey to be.
But I take issue with ^Mr. O. in regard to his assertion that bees bedaub
comb honey with more or less of
poison dribbling from their sting
ends. If this is so, alas for the producers of comb honey
Mr. O. affirms that " all who eat comb honey,
eat more or less of bee-poison." I do
not believe this. I venture boldly to
deny it, and throw down the gauntlet
to Mr. Osborn, on behalf alike of producers and consumers of comb honey.
Let us have the proof of this damaging assertion, if there be any. Without the most convincing proof, a beekeeper should certainlv abstain from
asserting that all comb honey is besmeared with poison, and calculated
to injure
all except those whose
stomachs are of the strongest.
;

!

Bees do not stiuirt their virus like
skunks, but first provide for its reception in a living body by puncturing a cell or receptacle for it. If the
poison drop were not conveyed by a
hollow tube at the rear of the sting
with unfailing accuracy, bees would
be less formidable antagonists than
they are. .V little poison spray- on the
surface of the person would be a very
trivial affair.
I am confident that Mr.
O. is both wrong as to what he reports as a fact, and the inference he
draws from it, and if so, he ought to
be set right, in order that the interests
of bee-keeping may not suffer from
his mistakes.
Speedside, Ont.
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we deem

it an indispensable convenience and comfort.

Queen-Excluding Honey-Board.
when running for comb honey, but for extracted
honey we are not yet ready to decide.
One-Half Pound Sectr)NS.— We
get just as many pounds of honey

—We see no need of them

stored in that size as in any other receptacle, in the same length of time.

New Foundation.— We

Old vs.
prefer the new.

—

Race of Bees. Germans for comb
honey, and
Italians for extracted
honey.
For general purposes, for
most localities, we favor the cross between the brown-German and leathercolored Italian, and we find them

good-natured. (I will here say that
these two races and their crosses are
all we have used, and nearly all the
German colonies had a little Italian
The Results of the Present Year.
blood in them.)
SwAiiMiNG.— We prefer natural
.TAMES HEDDON.Xi
swarming to increase by division, and
To illustrate the extreme sensitive- can get as much or more surplus
ness of flowers, and how they will honey with as without any increase.
favor
Reversible Frames.—
first withhold tlieir nectar upon the
slightest neglect by the weather, I their use.
prefer them
Wired Frames.—
desire to call attention to the fact
that we liave correct reports of aver- whether used with full sheets of
age yields within 25 to 40 miles from foundation or the merest combwhere they have almost total failures guides.
Tor

tlie

American Bee JoumaL

We

We

equally good management.
uncertain is our business
I
have not received over one-fourth of
think
that
an average yield. I
basswood, our greatest of all yielders of
nectar, gave us, for the first time
since I have been in the business, not

under

How

!

an ounce of surplus.
I have to report the smallest honey
crop and increase in my experience,
except my first year, wlien much of
the failure was the result of ray misIn round
takes in management.
numbers I began with 400 colonies (in
two apiaries), and closed the season
with only 400, and about 6,000 pounds
of comb and 1,000 pounds of extracted
honey.
Extreme cold and drought
were the cause. With the usual heat
and moisture, our fall crop alone
(which was a total failure) would have
reached beyond the above figures.
As usual we have been making
many experiments on quite an extended scale, and as these experiments were placed entirely in the

hands of

my foreman and

class of

student-apprentices, I herewith quote
their decisions which are unanimous
Separators.— We recommend the
use of separators to those who cannot get nice, straight, cratable combs
:

without them.

Comb Foundation.— After several
we prefer the Given

careful trials

foundation for use both in the brood-

chamber and surplus boxes.

Hives.- We

prefer a light, small,

Depth of Hive. —While we do not

advise any change from the standard
Langstroth frame, if such a change
were made, we would favor a shallower frame.
The above is the unanimous decision of my class of 1884— who were
selected from many times the number of applicants.

Dowagiac, Mich.
Indiana Farmer.

Bees in the Fall and Winter.
F. L.

DOUGHERTY.

The drouth of the present fall has
been severe and wide-spread, and will
leave many colonies of bees in bad
condition, and unless they are given
assistance, the disasters of the coming winter will be equally as far-

reaching in their fatality. Many colonies may be saved with very little
feeding. Others may pass the winter
safely by putting two or three together, giving all the stores to one.
As to what is best to feed, we believe syrup made from good coffee
sugar is cheapest and best— best because it contains less impurities,
cheapest because it requires less in
amount and weight per colony. And
though nearly all of our colonies have
stores enough to carry them through,
we shall equalize the stores and feed
each colony one quart of syrup.
The combs contain much of what
appears to be unripe honey from

pomace, spoiled fruit or plant-lice,
always ex- and past experience teaches us this
is
cheapest and best.
clusively on top, and manipulated extra food
Feeding should be done inside the
upon the tiering-up plan.
Honey-Boards. After careful ex- hives. We not unfreqtiently -simply
perimenting, we are positive that the drop the rear end of our hives the
skeleton-sink honey-board used with lowest and pour the feed directly in
Before frost breaks the
slats and double spaces, has no ten- the hive.
dency to retard the immediate en- propolis the hives are generally suffitrance of the bees to the sections as ciently light to hold the syrup.
Indianapolis, Ind.
soon as the honey begins to flow, and
readily-movable hive.

Surplusage.— Have

—

it

:
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The Mahoning Valley BeeHoney.
Keepers will hold their fall meeting
me.
season
for
This has been a busy
in Ravenna, O., on Nov. 14, 1884.
I obtained a fraction over 172,000 cordial invitation is extended to all.
colonies,
550
honey
from
pounds of
E. W. Turner, Sec.
spring count, and increased my apiary
Newton Falls, O.

A Wonderful Yield of

A

colonies. I have just sold my
4 cents per pound. This
county (Ventura) has a population of

to

1,2.50

honey at

The Honey Harvest in Scotland.
The honey-gathering season has about

now

closed. All colonies which have
been at the Heatlier-hills have now
been larought liome, and their stores
of honey have been found very greatly
to exceed any gatherings for many
This, coupled with a
years past.
heavy return from colonies that had

Honey and Beeswax Market.

The honey production

7,500.

for the season has been about 9,000
tons. I had 57 swarms, this year, and
saved all of them except one.
S.

M. W. Easley. 9

Springville, Calif., Oct. 10, 1884.

OFFICE OF The American Bee .Ioctrnal,
Monday, 10 a. m., Oct. 27. 18S4.

The following

are the latest quota-

tions for honey

and beeswax received

up

'

(

i

to this hoiu-

A

Poor Season.
I began the season with 140 colonies
in fair condition, and increased them
to 156 in good condition for winter. I
have taken, in all, 3,125 pounds of
comb honey, and 225 pounds of ex-

CINCINNATI.
fed upon clover, well repays apiarists
HONEY.— Nothing stirring in tile marltet for the
for their trouble. Independent of a
last few weelia. The approach of cooler weather
heavy yield to the apiarist, a goodly
is expected to impart more life to the trade. Comb
honey sells at 16c. in the jobbing way. and brings
store of honey is left as winter food
14(g;15c on arrival for choice. Offerings exceed the
for the bees, which are now nearly all
demand. Extracted iKiney has commenced to
accumulate, but demand is lair for small pacltages
covered up for the winter. I hope
for table-use, as well as ttir darlier grades in barabout 24 rels.
that you have been as successful as tracted—au average of
It brings 6@9c. on arrival.
BEESWAX -Is dull at i(!(SiL'«c on arrival.
pounds per colony, spring count. The
we.
Jno. D. Hutchison. 9
(J. F. MDTH, Freeman & Central Ave.
poor
one.
My
bees
was
a
season
here
Glasgow, Scotland.
were in good order for the honey
NEW YORK.
harvest, but it did not come.
HONEY— As we have already commenced reCroton.
Caldwell.^
J.

I send you a specimen of a plant
which we call wild sage. Will you
please Inform us whether we are correct or not y for many of the readers
of the Bee Joufnal are anxious
about this plant. Do you think that
Bees are not
it produces any honey ?

Cambridge,

111.,

V.

ceiving consignments of this year's crop of honey,
we leel safe in malting the following quotations
Fancy white comb, 1-lb, lS(!02Uc., :2-lb. lH@l8c. fair
to good, 1 and 2-8), l4®lf.c.: fancy buckwheat, 1-ft,
12)^(l«i:ic., 2-Eb, llW(a)12e.: ordinary grades of dark,
land 2-lb, \\%\\^c. E.xtracted white choice, in
kegs or small barrels, 8H''?'yc., buckwheat, 6J,6@7c.
BEESWAX-Prime yellow, 30@31c.
McCaul & HiLDRETH, 34 Hudson St.

Oct. 15, 1884.

:

;

My Report

for the Season.

think as Mr. Doolittle said, that is,
that every bee-keeper in the United
BOSTON.
States should send in a report, at
often seen on it. Bees have done very least once a year, to one of our prinHONEY.— We quote best white in -lb. sections.
lSf.i,20c.;
Un2-lb., 16®1KC.
B.xtracted, 8@Sc.
poorly in this section, this season.
cipal bee-papers. With hopes of see- glassed sections sell best.
¥^. S. Taylor. o.
BEESVVAX-Soc.
ing some of our bretliren fall into
Blake & Riplet, 57 Chatham Street.
Houston, Tex., Oct. 14, 1884.
In Janline, I here give my report
care
of
80
colouary
18S4,
1
had
the
CHICAGO.
[This is Croton capitalum, and in
nies of bees I did not get a drop of
HONEY.— Comb "honey has been taken with
common with several others usually honey until .July 7, and none after freedom
by the trade this week, but 15®16c. is the
best price tibtainabte for a fancy article of comb
called simply croton. It cannot be Aug. 10.
One colony produced 500 honey
in frames. Some lots bring from 14 to 1.5c.
in good order. Stock of comb honey is not
recommended as a honey plant. The pounds of honey, while the rest (79) when
at present. Extracted, "Q.^c. for new.
produced only four barrels. How is large
BEE8WA.Y.— For fair to yellow, 28S30C.
plants of the whole family are more
that for 1884, eh ?
R. A. BURNETT. 161 South Water St.
R. Johnson. ?
or less poisonous, though the nectar
Iberville Parish, La.
SAN FRANCISCO.
may be entirely free from the acrid
HONEY.— Stocks are large and the demand slow.
qualities of the sap. Still the amount
Qualities other than choice are particularly diffiConvention Notices.
cult to move. White to extra white comb, 9@10c.:
of honey produced is small and not
I

i

:

;

dark to good,

much value at the best.
^" Tiie Southem Illinois BeeCroton oil, well known for its severe Keepers' Association will meet at Dueffects upon the human skin, comes quoiu, in the Opera House on Thursfrom an allied species.— T. J. Bur- day, Nov. 13, 1SS4. All are cordially
invited.
F. H. Kennedy, Sec.
bill.]
likely to

be of

Wm.

Good Yield and Large

From

Increase.

colonies, spring count, I
have secured 300 pounds of comb and
325 pounds of extracted honey. The
largest yield was 116 pounds from a
colony of hybrids.
I now have 28
colonies.
\v alter Woodkuff.o+

12

Rockdale, Iowa, Oct.

20, 1884.

Report from the Sweet Home

My

and

The Central Illinois Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its next

annual meeting in Bloomington, 111.,
on the second Wednesday in January,
1885, at 9 a. m.

W.

B.

Lawrence,

i^° The bee-keepers of

Sec.

McDonough

1SS4, for the purpose of organizing a
bee-keepers" association.

J.

and two-pound

G. Norton.

600 pounds of extracted
honey.
largest yield from one
The Iowa Central Bee- Keepers'
colonywas 153 one-pound sections of Association will hold their annual
honey. I sold $70 worth of bees at $5 meeting in the Court House at Winper colony, and have remaining 56 terset, Iowa, on Friday, Nov. 7, 1884.
colonies, all prepared for winter on All interested in bee-culture are reOct. 1, with 30 pounds of good ripe quested to be present.
honey per colony.
John Key.©
J. E. Pryor, Sec.
East Saginaw; Mich., Oct. 20, 1884.
A. J. Adkison, Pres.
sections,

My

^"

423

Front Street.

8T. LOUIS.

HONEY — Steady: demand

and

supply

both

small. Comb, 12®14c per lb., and strained and extracted GtaeHc.
Firm at 32@32)^c. for choice.
W. T. anpebson Sl Co.. 104 n. 3d Street,

BEESWAX-

1^
ers"

c; extracted, choice to extra

STEARNS i Smith.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Our market is at present

overstocked
with honey, large quantities having been brought
in wagons, and every place is tilled up. Some lots
have st)ld as low as 9c. for 1-lb. sections of white
comb. We have not changed prices, but find sales
very slow at 16c. forbest white 1-lbs., and 14c. for
2-lbs. Dark honey we are offering as low as 10 to
12c. without being able to effect sales. Extracted
is not wanted at all, and no sale at any price.

BBESWAX.-28(930c.
A. C.

and adjoining counties are requested
Apiary. to meet at Bushnell, 111., on Nov. 20,

yield, this year, is from 35 colonies, spring count, and is 3,392 pounds

of comt) honey in one

Little, Pres.

i5cs,8

4^''i.'>c.; dark and candied, 4 cents.
BEESWAX.-Wholesale,J4(»27c.

white,

Kendel.

115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y—We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
13@14ci extracted, H^c.
Geo. W. Meade & Co.. 213 Market.
KANSAS

CITY.

HONEY.— The

receipts of honey are very large
and fine, with a splendid demand, and we are very
low in stock of all kinds of conib honey. While the
tendency of everything is to lower prices, honey Is
in active demand, with us, at steady prices. Onehalf lb. sections, none in the market : one- pounds,
two-pounds. 14(" 1.5 cents; California 2li; cents
Ibs., 14('>li; cents. Chitice California extracted is
selling at 1^9 cents per lb.
;

BEESWAX.— None in the market.

CI.EMONS, CLOON & Co.
Successors to Jerome Twichell.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

IK84

place of Meeting.

-Northeast Mo., at Uunnewell, Mo.
A. Noland, Sec.

-Iowa Central, atWlnterset. Iowa.
J. E. l*ryor. Sec.

—Win

County.

111..

at Beecher,

III.

Qustarus Kettering, See.

—Southern

Duquoin, Ills.
H. Kennedy, Sec.

lllinolB, at

K.

— MahonlDK Valley, O.,

at Ravenna, O.
E. W.Turner, Sec.

.—Western Michigan,

Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
at

-Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
1

1.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. I). CuttiuK, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

—Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.
-Central

Illinois, at

^" In order to have

Bloomlngton,

W.

Ills.

B. Iiawrence, Sec.

this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlnKs.— Ki>.

taries are requested to

701
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The Bee Journal

for 1885.

Premiums, $25.00 in

Casli.

increase the luimber of readers

To

of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We,therefore,
offer the following

CASH PKEMIUMS FOR CLUBS.
$10.00 for the largest club received
at this office before Feb. 1, 188.5 (either
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one
;

Weekly counts same as

4

Monthlies.

$.5.00 for the second largest ; $4.00
$3.00 for the fourth ;
for the third
$2.00 for the fifth; and $1.00 for the
sixth largest club.
;

All former offers of

Premiums

are

now withdrawn.
The price of the AVeekly Bee Journal for 1885 is $2.00 for one copy
$3.80 for two copies (to the same or
$5.50 for three
different post-offices)
copies $7.20 for four copies and for
Jive or more copies, $1.75 each.
have decided to publish the
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
;

;

;

We

contains about the
reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at 50 cents a
year two copies (^to the same or difthree
ferent post-offices) for 90 cents
copies for $1.30 four copies for $1.70
Ave copies for $2.00 more than five
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the

in

rate of $1.00.

Grower

Weekly, (which

same amount

of

;

;

;

;

;

THE BEST CABBAGE SEED!

the world may hereafter be procured under the above Trade I\Iark, and we want everj- CabbB
in the Union to test them this season so he will know what to use in future. They are caU
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
THEY THE BEST IN THE
New Subscribers for the Monthly for Ist, Because we haveARE
for years been perfeutin;? the best strains, and seedinj^ from perfect head
1885 will have all the numbers for 1884
Because
they
grown
2d,
are
in tlie extreme northern part of the Union, on Puget Sound, Wa,sliingt
free that are published after the sub- Territory, whei'B the
soli and climate are more perfectly atlaptefl to the complete development oft
scriptions are received at this office.
Cabbage than any other section of tlie Union. Not only do Northern Groivn Cabbage Seeds do beti
naturally than those grown fataher South, but the more perfect development of the heads thi
from which the seeds are. grown enables us to more criticallv select ilie true types which may thus
CLUBBISG LIST.
reproduced. The seeds also are much larger and more perfectly developed and produ
larger and thriftier plants which better withstand insect ravages than any other seeds in existent
We will supply the American Bee tlonrnu)
3d. Because they are grown directly under the careful and personal supen'ision of a brother of
one yeur, and any of tUe following Books, at tbe advertiser, who has our reputation at stake, and will see that they are kept
the best in the ivorll
prices quoted in the last column of tlRures. Tbe
PRICES, Ac. We now supply Early Jerseij Wakefield, Early Bleiehfield, Berkshire Beauty, HeiicU
first column (jives the regular price of both. Al'
son's Early Summer, Fottler's Improved Brunsteick, Premium Flat Dutch, Excelsior Flat Dutch, La
postage prepaid.
American Drumhead, UlarlAeheinl Mammoth and Brd Dutch, all of this .iu.stly famous P. S. brand,
Price of both. Club ii
t-w per
cts piTf
per u^.^
oz., ip~±
S cts
25 «,(»
I'ci pkt.,
I't^i..^ ^t>
,\j\/ [>t.'r
per iu*>
lb., fJj
by mail postpaid. "(Eastern stock much lows
$4.00

TILLINGHAST'S
PUGET SOUND
BRANE
WHY
WORLD?

ti

\.

The Weekly Bee Journal

and Cook's Manual, latest edition

12

....

3 25.. 3 00

BeesandHoney(T.G.Newman)cloth3
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 2i¥) colonies

00.

00.. 2 75

2 75.
.... 3 50

New Bee Book (cloth)
New Book (paper covers)
Quinby'sNew Bee-Keeping
Diierzon's
Dzierzon's

—

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's ITniversal Assistant
Honey as Food .5: Medicine, 100 Copies
Blessed Bees
King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book ....

2

50

2 50

.

8 25

4 06.

.

3 00

3 50.

.

2 75

3 50.. 3 25

4 00
Langstroth's Standard Work
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25.

Alleys Queen Rearing

.

2 75..

.

3 76

.

3 10

3 00.. 2 76

_„ WANTED.
AH AGENT

make money

CAUTION!

The great popularity already attained by '^Tillinghast's Pnget Sound Seeds/
has induced some dealers t<> offer inferior seeds as nearly under our name as thev dare to.
Some of the*
we know have been grown on Puget Sound, but from common mixed stocks by very careless and irresponsiU
parties, wlio expect to sell on the strength of the Justly earned reputation of our famous brand. To avoll
all such see that they are sold under our Registered Trade Mark, or send directly to us for the9
Address,- ISAAC F.
Lack'a Co., Pa.

2 40.. 2 26

TILLINCHAST, LA PLUME,

4 50.

.

4 25

4 50.

.

4 25

2 76.. 2 50
.

2 78

3 00..

2 75

3 00.

SEND FOR

3 00.. 2 75

300.. 2 75
3 00.

.

2 75

3 75.. 3 50
8 25

.

7

00

UU nLtU

just issued a new four-pase cirwill interest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,
Wc wi

1

Index. Full of TRADES,
Har^^ains and Real Estate news. 50 cts.
a year. Sample copy free. Address,
27C6t
W. I.. GRIGGS, Kirksvnlle, Mo.

Mass.

send you a watch or a chain
BY nULLOREXPHESS, C.O.D..to be
examined before pay ingany money
and f nut satisfactory returned at
|Our expense. We manufacture all
lOur \\!itche3 and save you 30 per
it- (.'atalocue of 2r)0 st
-TV W:»tflAVaim!it.-(l.' Atidresa
i

2 50.. 2 35

IT.

We have

cular that

44Atf

. .

good

2 35.. 2 25

'The Weekly Bee Journal one year

and Gleanings inBee-Cu>ture(A.I.Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.Q.nill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Aplculturist, (Silas M. Locke)
British Bee Journal
The 7 above-named papers

We

want one
reliable agent (only)
every town where we have none, (over 500 alrefU
established,) to sell our superior seeds, and plaii
grown from
erown
trom them, to Ids
his neisrhbors.
neighbors. Full iiistrui'tioi
instructions for successfully growing and selling plants wi
be furnished with such favorable rates on seeds that you can
rapidly. If rightly situ!
ed to act apply at once for full particulars. Depend upon it, this is a rare cliauce to establish yourself in
remunerative business at your ou-n home. For reference send for list of agents. Some sold 500 000 plant

1

,

STANDARD AMERICAN WATCH

CO.,

NOW IS THE TIME..
have less than 60 copies of the Bee-KeepHandy-Book. No more will be printed
One of our improved
Drone and Queen-Traps and the book bound
in cloth will be sent by mail for $1.50
44A2t
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
T

ers'

until the type is reset.

!

!

'
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A NEW BEE -VEIL"

BUYIAM *

There are live cross
bars united by a rivet
tlirougli tboir center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
material.
It is very
easily put together, no tiouliU to put on or
take oflF. and folds compacth ni a paper bo.\
<>.\7 inches by one inch deep
Tlieie would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes.
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only tlve
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, Sl.OO.

ORGAN

;

ALFRED
92^1

X30,000

ijThe Best in the World.
already made.
In buying of

us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Catalogue of ESTEY and CAMP &, CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camo &
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

NEWMAN,

H.

West Madison

Street. C'hlcaifu,

703

111.

PATENT
JOUNDATION

ESTEY

d,

CAMP,

Mills ,g'?,^'s^^

W.e.PELHAM

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

HAP°BOOR°oV HEALTH,

MAYSVILLE.KY
37A B

1

Hints and Heady Rkcipes,

y

is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEoitance to Everybody, concerning their dally
abits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing. VVorking, etc.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs,
We have some ELEGANT
KlBBOJi BADGES, having
a rosette and gold Bee, tor
.bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
50 cents eacli, by mail, postpaid.

TWENTY-FIVE

It Costs only
CENTS,
and contains 38 pages, and In sent 1>y mall.
post-paid, on I'ecelpt or price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.
IT TELLS ABOUT

What

Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

Price, ooiiiplolo, only

? 18.00.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Edition

Pbrils of

How

Summer,

to Breathe,

Overheating Houses,

Contagious Diseases.
Ventilation,
How to Avoid them.
Influence of Plants,
Exercise.
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
Hair,
Superfluous
After-Dinner Naps,
Restoiing the Drowned, Headache, cause&
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
edness,
Croup— to Prevent.

IT

BEES

and

HONEY,

OR THE

Management

of an Apiary for Fleasnre
Profit by

and

THOMAS
Editor of

925

ft^eat

the

;

C.

III.

contain.^ 330
pa«e.s, is "fully up

profusely illustrated
with the times" In all
the improvements and inventions iu this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everj-thing that can aid in
the successful manajiement of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

covers,

^^"A

7.5

in cloth, $1.00

;

paper

in

cents, postpaid.

Ijiberal DlMcouiit to Dealers,
tlie

by

Dozen or Hundred.

Yandervort Fonndation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, 125.00.
It

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
V. F. MTJTH,
Apply to
CINCINNATI, O.
976 and 978 Central Ave.,

lySend

NEWMAN.

It

PRICE— Bound

Muth's Honey Extractor,

makes tbe tlnest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

ax.fre:d h. ne^wman.
S23 West Maflison Street.

CUICAGO. ILU

IOC. for Practical

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

a week at home. $5.0(i outMt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, young or old,

Weekly Bee Journal,

Madinon Street. ChlcuKO,

Bathing- Best way,
Lungs & Lu ng Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

it.

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

Sixth

Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,
DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE, How totoEat
Things to Do,
RBVOLVIXO COMB-HANOER.
Things to Avoid,

It will Saye Doctor Bills
Price only

can make creat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H.Hallett&Co., Portland, Maine.

4AIy

and

COMB FOUNDATION,
g^

^^^a,.

925

high side-wclla. 4 to 16 square feet tc
Circular and samples free

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOMAS O. NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

*^^

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,

m

Sprout Brook, Mont, rva^ N. Y.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you /Tec,
a royal, valuable boxoE sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
ojore money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
You can
will start jou.
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, vounp and
old. Vou can easily earn from .Mi cents to fr>eTery
evening. That all who want work may teat the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied.we will send *i to pay for
the trouble of writing ua. Full particulars, direc-

We

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Co.,
Portland, Maine.
Address Stinson &
tions, etc., sent free.

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

Given'sFoundationPress.

fte^^^^^ the pouBd.

4Aly

ZH Cents.

Dadani'sFoHiidatioii Factory, wholesale

FLAT. BOTTOM
'j

HOW TO CURE

TELLS

Black Eyes. Boils. Burns. Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns.Coughs, Cholera, Diarrhoea. Diphtheria. Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hivea
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stam mering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples, Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating F^et. Toothache. Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough. Worms in Children.

is

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRE38
SUPERIOR for making Comb Foundation either

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
tbe bees. Send for Circular and samples.
in

B.

S.

eiVEN A

CO..

HOOPESTON.

U.L.

Dadaiit's FoundationFaetory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

Land-Owners, Attention!
All per-sons

who have

Iowa, by reason

of

lost

Real Estate in

TAX OR JUDICIAL

SALES, are invited to correspond with
KICKEL A- BULL,, Attorneys at Law,
41 First Ave, Cedar RapldM, Iowa, and
they will learn something to their advantage.

;
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HEDDON'S

Owing

to a decline in the price of
will, hereafter, be a
reduction of
cents per
on all orders for Comb Foundation.

Beeswax there

5

OOLTJIS/lilSr.

WAX

Prices Reduced.
pound

ON SHARES,

For Comb Foundation

for

1885,

Why not send me your Wax
to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low casli
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.

you have no wax, perhaps your
store-keepers have, and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in
If

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary
I

apiaries

for Sale.

one of the best
and very choicest location in

offer for

sale

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- bouse, good
cellar, cistern,

and two wells

;

yA

i

I

<
f

^
^

1

9
e*o

go

i

CO

p

=

high-

board fence all on J^ acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods
distant.

Here we have three surplus honey
crops
First, from white clover
second, from basswood
third, from
myriads of fall flowers.
I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or extracted honey as desired
or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a laro;e number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.

n

w

:

;

°^

;

Hives and fixtures of my
proved patterns.
Write

latest imme for

prices, terms, etc.

w

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,
Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure material at

in

home. Write for special prices

quantity, and

state the

number

wanted.
Address,

JAMES

DOWAGIAC,

JBfDDOni,

Cass County,

MICH.

pq

i?

i=.

;;

.<»>»

M^

OLDEST BEE PAPER
IN AMERICA
.\JI

DEYOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1S61.

Chicago,

t
>

lU.,

November

Topics Presented

A Christmas
PrBHSHED BV

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Prophietor.

WEST MADISON

926

Weekly,

Itfa

a year

;

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monthly, SO cents.
ST.,

Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter.

in tliis

1884.

5,

XX.-No. 45.

Number.

Present

718

After-Swarming
Bee-Stings, Camphor, etc
Cash Premiums for Clubs
Convention Notices
712,
Correspon(ience
Cure for Bee-Stings

714

ADVERTISING RATES.

714
718
713, 714

20

cents per line of space, each insertion,

A

liDe of this type will contain about 7 words;
lines will occupy ONE-INCH of space.

714

Editorial Items
Getting Sections AVell Filled

716
707—71.3
716

Honey and Beeeswax Market
Iowa Wild Honey

TO COKKESPONMENTS.

VOL.

either the

Weekly or Monthly Editions.

TWELVE

Transient Advertisements payable in advance.
Editorial Notices, 50 cents per line.

713
Advertisements may be inserted one, two or four
712 times a month, if so ordered, at ZO cents per line,
of
space, for each insertion.
708

Local Convention Directory
My Keport for 1H84
North American Bee Convention.
Cliib Rates for the Weekly are
$3.80 Pollen and Hibernation Theories
for two copies (to the same or different
Report for the Season
post-offlces)
§5.30 for three copies
$7.t30 for four copies
and for five or Report of Honey Crop for 1884..
more copies, $1.7o each.
Club Rates for tlie niontlily are two Selections from Our Letter Box.
copies (to the same or dilferent post^ Stiugless Bees of Cuba
offices) for ao cents
three copies for
81.30 four copies for SI. TO five copies The National Convention
for S2.00 more than five copies for 40 Too Much Drone-Comb
Siib«i>erii>tioii Price of tho Weekly
Bee Juuknai, is $2.00 a year and of
the Monthly, 50 cents a year in advance.
New Subscriptions can beg-in at anytime.

Tlie

717

;

:

For

708

Advertisements withdrawn before the expiration
of the contract, will be charged the full rate for
the time the advertisement is inserted.

71.5

.

717

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

;

;

.

716

.

716

SBS West

MadtBon

Chicatco, III.

Street.,

:

713

;

707

:

;

716

;

cents each.

Seiidiiis:

Money.— Remit by

Exjiress,

Wintering Bees in " Clamps "
Post

OlHce Order, Postal Note, or Hank Draft
on New York or Chieafjro. If neither of
these can be obtained, Koyrister your
Letter, affixing- stamps both for postage
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Express. Mone.v, sent as
is at ouh hisk. otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local l:ianlts, which cost us "^5 cents each,
at the banjis here, to get them cashed.

717

Look at Your Wrapper-Label.

above described,

X

Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph markecJ

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Advertisements

for the next Weekly Bee
louRN.VL must reach this oflSce by the
Saturday of the previous week.
Boolis for Bec-Keepers.— Dor prices and
descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time jiaid for, unless requested to
be continued.
Wlieii writing to this office on Business,
correspondents must not write anything
for publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without

with a ^i((« pencil, will please take
notice that their subscriptions vnll
interfering with either part of the letter.
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It
expire at the end of the present month.
The editorial and business departments
will either be stolen, or lost by wearingSuch are marked thus on the label,
are separate and distinct, And when the
holes in the envelope.
business is mixed up with items for
84."
do not want to lose
Postage Stamps of any denomination "Nov
publication it often causes confusion
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or any of our subscribers, and give this
They lioth may be sent in one envelope,
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained, notice so that all may get every
but on separate pieces of paper.
stamps for any amount nuiy be sent.
number of the Bee Journal without Always give tlie name of the Post-Office
Subscription Credits The receipt for any break, and no
papers
to
which your paper is addressed. Your
will be
money sent us will be given on the
name cannot be found on our List, unless
When the money for renewal
address-label of e^'ery jiajier.
If not missed.
this
is done.
given in two weeks after sending the is received at this office, the date on
money, write to us, for something must the label is changed to correspond, Etnerson Binders, made especially [for
tlie Bee Journai,, are lettered in gold
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
on the back, and make a ver\- convenient
months or years, and then claim a and this change is your receipt. If
way of preserving the Bee Journal as
mist.ake. The subscription is paid to the there is any mistake made, notify us
fast as received. They will be sent, postEND OF THE MONTH indicated on the at once.
paid, for 7.-) cents each. They cannot be
wrapper-label. This gives a continual
sent by mail to Canada.
statement of account.
Apiary Eegister—
To Canadians We take Canadian money
liost Numbers.— We carefully mail the
Edition.
for subscription or books and Canadian
Bee JonRN.A.L to every subscriber, but
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
should any be lost in the mails, we will
All who intend to be systematic in
of a dollar.
cheerfully replace them if notified before their work in the apiary, should
get a
all the edition is

We

:

—

—

New

;

exhausted.

copy and commence to use it. The
Sami>le Copies of the Bee Jocrn.1l will prices
will hereafter be a.s follows
FOK£I6N POSTAeE, EXTKA
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
$1 00 To Barope-Weekly, r,n cents Monthly, ici cents
sample copies sent to the persons they For 50 colonies (120 pages)
Tu Australia -Weekly, »i Monthly, uocents.
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
desire to interview, by sending the names
1 2.5
George NeiKhbour Jt Sons, London, Bnuland, are
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
to this office.
1 50
our authorized aeents for Europe.
:

:

;

'

;
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UMTION
the most practical and disinterested bee-lieepers to be
accepted by
cleanest,briglitest,quiclvest
the
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
eyenness and neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
A. H. NE'SyMAN. Chicago. 111.,
attested

is

by

luiiiflreds of

MUTH. iincinnatl. O..
JAMES HEllDON. DowaRlac,
C.

?".

Mich.,
BOrGIIEi; I'V .s McKEE. Indianapolis, Ind..
CUAS. II.i.IIEKN. Berlin, Wis..
CHAS. HEKTEL, Jr..Freeburg. 111.,

WM.

E. L.

BALLANTI.NE.S.-igo,

ARMSTiiONli.

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

111.

ARTHUR 'J'(H>D. German town, Philadelphia, Pa.

E. KKETCIIMER, (ot-ure. Iowa.
E. F. SMITH Sravrna. N. V.
C. F. DALE. Moitonsville. Ky.

and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

150 eOMPI.IlUENTAR'r,
?nd UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers m ISSS.
We guarantee every inch of our Fonndation equal to sample in every respect.

NEWMAN,

G.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Qninby's Ne^v Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we Hoot.— Its style is plain and forcible, naaking
fact
O-Zj

West Madison

Street,

allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

Bees aud Honey,

O..

Jerseyville.

BOOKS!

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or ITIaiiual of
Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.- It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

or

Apiary for Pleasure and
G.

Newman.—It

readers realize the

master of the subject.

that the author
Price, §1.50.

is

B

A C of Bee-Ciilture, by A. I. EOOT.—
Eml)raccs evervthing pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the

Management of an more advanced
Thom-\s
Profit,

by

up with the times,"
the various improvements and inven"fully

is

its

in all
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everjthing that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee. and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive

condition. It embraces the following subjects
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
:

bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by John Ai,len. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information
Price, 75c.

Tlie

and

enthusiasm.

contagious

Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev.

L.

L-ANGSTROTH.— This is the work of a
master, and will alwavs remain a standard.
L.

—Locating an Apiary— Transferring— Feed- Price, §2.00.
ing — Swarming — DiWding — Extracting —
Dzierzou's Rational Bee-Keeping.—
Queen Rearing- Introducing Queens — Ital- A translation of the master-piece of that most
ianizing—Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of in cloth. $2.00; in pai>er covers, $1.50.
Bees and Honey at Fairs — Marketing Honey,
CHAS. DADANT <fc SON.
etc. 230 profuselv-iUustrated pages. Price,
Queen-Rearing, by Henrv Alley.—A
SABI7
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. UA,. bound in clotli, $1.00; 2 copies for 81.80; full and detailed account of 33 years expe.3 copies for S2..5.-); .5 (or $4.00; 10 for ST.oO.
rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies forS1.40; easiest and best way of rearing. Price, §1.
3 copies fo'r §2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for §5.00.

mmmi

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
bound in cloth.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
The OrEeinnl mere glance will give its complete history. and Marketing.—
Strongly hound in full leather. Price, for 50 Details their management. Price, 15c.
BINGHAM
colonies, §1.00 for 100 colonies, §1.25 ; for
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
200 colonies, §1.50.
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the manSmoker
Houey as Food and ITIediome, by agement of bees. Price, lOo.
Thomas G. Newman.— It gives the various
Dzierzon Tlieory. — The fundamental
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
Wagner. Price. 15e.
many valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
to help in creating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phix.— This gives the correct
Price, for either the Englisli or Genuau meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
S2.50 — 500 for SIO.OO— 1,000 for $15.00
The Hive I Ise, by G. M. Doolittle.—
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover. Details his management of bees. Price 5c.
Tlie Apiary Register, by Tho.mas G.

f&tents.

NEWJtAN.— A Record and Account Book for

Price, §1.00,

;

^1^ h&

;

Bee • Keepers'
Book, byTHCMAS

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiary,
states that " Mr. Binpham was the flrst to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent efTort has demonstrated that no one but Binj-'ham has been able to

improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stufl". and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as you please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingliam smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nnr handle any other supplies; but <<f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and hnve had over 4.^,0<X) in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over 3,<:k;>0. there is evidence that 1884
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods aswemake have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield) .Sfi inch. .$2 00
" .. 175
Conquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
"
3*/^
1 50
Lar^e smoker (wide shield)
**
2
smoker
(wide
shield)
..135
Extra
.

.

Pl-ain

smokt-r

I.i^tli-

Wonder smoker

Bin^'^lKtin

3

\-

inch

3

'*

.

..

lU " •
Hetherington Honey Knife,

100
<'5

115
apply for dozen or halfAddress,

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

rates.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A-2Btf

ABKONIA, MICH.

Convention

Hand

G. Newm.\n.— It contains
a simi>le Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
-Programme for aConvention.with Subject's
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

Eat Honey 1 by Thomas
Newmax.—This Leaflet is intended for
\»liy

G.
dis-

tril)ution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 500 copies for §2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. Wuen 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
;

the bottom.

Preparation

of

Honey

for

tlie

:?Iarket, including the production and care
of both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price. 10c.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
and cure.

Price, 2 5e.

Moore's ITnlversal Assistant, and
Complete ITIeclianic. — Contains over
1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations,

pro-

cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
etc. Price, §2.50.

forms,

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners.

It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick

horses, and ti-eats all diseases in a plain

comprehensive manner.
recipes, etc.

It

has

and

many good
English

Price, 25c., in either

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not eat.
family.

eat and
This book should be in eveiy

Price, 50c.

Scribner's I.uniber and I.og Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35e.

Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurcr.ready reckoner, tables for plowing,
etc. Price. 40c.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
!^irarniing, Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5o.
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
G. Newm.\n — Progressive ^-iews on this im- Monthly. 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
portant subject: suggesting what and how to Canada.
to plant.— A chapterfrom "Bees and Honey."
Constitution and By-I.aws, for local
36 engravings. Price, lOe.
Associations. §2 per 100. The name of the
Bees in Tfinter, by Thomas G. Newman. Afsociation printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
—Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and BeeRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
;

which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or §8 per 100.
Blenen Knltiir, by Thomas G. Newman.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
—In theCiernian language. Price, in paper
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.
covers, 40 cents, or §3 per doz.
Price 5e.

"
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Your correspondent blames nobody, was

absent at one session and he did
it was unfortunate that the hour not
return to Marengo as soon as the
and place of meeting were left to be
announced " hereafter ". The Presi- Convention adjourned, but remained
dent and Secretary state that notifica- at Austin, with his wife, with some
tion of time and place was sent to the friends. On this account he seemed
bee-periodicals, and are at a loss to to think
it
was his fault that the
know why the information was not
put before the public. The Editor of notice could not be published, and he
the Bee .Journal can, no doubt, clear added
himself from the " soft impeachment
" Although there is some excuse, it
herein implied, and others are hereby
is my fault.
I think it may be as well
invited to "do likewise."
for you to say as much, for it is possible
that
the
Bee .Journal may be
Our correspondent must have been
asleep, or dreaming
On page 660 of blamed for the delay."
We think this explanation will
the Bee .Journal for Oct. 1.5, is an
editorial notice stating that the meet- wholly clear us of blame in the mating was " to be held at the City Hall, ter. We regret that the notice was
in Rochester, X. Y., commencing at not in time, for we have always done
1 p. m., on Tuesday, Oct. 28, and con- all we could to further the interests

but
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THOMAS
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NEWMAN,
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The National Convention.

As we were unable to be present at
the meeting of the Xorth American
Bee- Keepers' Society, last week, (not
feeling well enough to leave home),
we sent a reporter, so as to be able to
present our readers with a detailed
account of the proceedings, as early
It is a fact,
as possible. Our reporter wrote us on tinuing three days."
however, that the Railroad and Hotel
Oct. 28, as follows
Your correspondent and reporter arrangements have not been publishcannot resist ttie temptation to nar- ed, and this probably was what vexed
rate " the wanderings of a pilgrim " our correspondent, and made him call
in search of the annual meeting of the for an explanation.
2s'orth American Bee-Keepers" SocieThe Bee .Journal can very easily
ty. The last notice that he saw in the
Bee .Journal, prior to starting for clear itself from the slightest blame in
Rochester, closed by saying that par- this matter. We presume that the
ticulars as to place of rneeting would cause was
a complication of circumbe given ''hereafter".
Supposing
that the time of assembling would be stances; unavoidable, perhaps, but
We do not
10 a. ra., he rode on the cars all night, none the less perplexing.
arrivhig in Rochester at 7 a. m. The know why the Committee did not
morning papers which he got on the make their arrangements earlier, nor
train, gave no notice of the hour or
the place of meeting. One of them why the notice was not sent direct to
said, '• The Xorth American Bee-Keep- the Bee Journal, seeing there was
ers' Society will commence its annual no time to lose in order to give even
meeting in the city to-day."
one insertion of such an important
On reaching the city, he set out in matter.
search of the convention, called at
The facts are that the notice was
several hotels, and at two or three
stores where honey was sold, but fail- sent to the Secretary, Dr. Miller, of
ed to learn anything more about the Marengo, 111., while he was in attendmeeting. Sallyingout after breakfast,
he recognized among the pedestrians ance at the Chicago Convention, and
on the sidewalk, the pale but familiar he did not return to his home until
face of Silas M. Locke, of Salem. the evening of Oct. 20. He wrote the
Mass.. from whom he learned that the •' notice " next morning and we reCity Ilall was the place of meeting,
2 p. m., the hour, and the Litster ceived it on Oct. 22, one day after
House the Apicultural Head-quarters. every number of the last Bee .JourMr. Locke kindlv guided him to where nal before the meeting, had been
Messrs. L. C. Root, ^V. E. Clarke, F.
sent out to subscribers.
Had the
C. Benedict, and others of the early
arrivals could be foimd, so that he notice been sent to the Bee .Journal
was very soon at home. During the direct, it would have duly appeared.
forenoon, Messrs. I. Barber, R. Bacon,
Accompanying the notice. Dr. Miller
F. Bacon, .J. Thompson, and perhaps
wrote us that he feared " it would not
a dozen more turned up at the City
Hall, and an hour or two of good fel- be in time." He was not well during
lowship was enjoyed.
the Convention, and for that reason
!

of tlie Xational Society, as our readers
well aware.
regret this

We

must be

:

circumstance the more so, because
some of the Eastern apiarists have an
idea that those in the West are not
in accord with them. This idea, however, is unfounded and should be
instantly

dismissed.

apiarists are united

The Western
and harmonious,

and will, if permitted, labor with all
others for the best interests of the
fraternity in America.

We

announce with pleasure the fact
that the Continental Convention was
well attended, and, so far as heard
from, the deliberations were conducted so as to merit universal approbation.
For the next place of meeting
Detroit was unanimously selected,

and from the fact that it is centrally
located and easy of access from all
sections of the United States as well
as Canada, there will doubtless be a
large attendance.

We publish as much
in this

and

of the Report
.Journal as we have received,

will give the rest next

week.

Trial Subscribers.— The Weekly

Bee Journal

will be sent to any ?iew
subscriber in North America from now
until the end of 18,^1 for 2-5 cents.
This offer is intended to aid those who
are getting up clubs at Fairs, Conventions, etc., and should add several
thousand to our readers during the

next month.

—

"
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

Nov.

T.--Iowa

Nov.

10. —Will

Nov.

13.-

Nov.

14.-

place of Meeting.

Central at Winterset, Iowa.
J. E. Pryor, Sec.
.

County.

111.,

at Beecher,

111.

Gustavus Kettering. Sec.

—Southern

—Mahoning

Illinois, at Duquoin. Ills.
K. H. Kennedy, Sec.

Valley, O.. at

E.

NOT.

25.

—Western Michigan,

- Southeastern

Dec.

3.

Dec.

10,

Ravenna, O.

W. Turner,

Sec.

at Fremont. Mich.
Ueo. E. Hilton, Sec.

Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.

11.—Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.

Dec. 12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha. Kan.
1885.

Jan. 14,— Central Illinois, at Bloomington, Ills.
W. B. Ijawrence, Sec.
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those who atttend. With kind re- a communication to the Convention,,
gards to yourself and family. Your from ilr. Frank Benton, accompanying a sample of his queen shippingsincere friend, L. L. L.^n'gstroth."
cages, to be followed by a discussion
that
you
all
this
letter
you
I present
on sending queens by mail. On asmay know the condition of our friend, .sent being given to the report, the
who for so many years has done so Secretary read Mr. Benton's essay,
much that we of to-day may conduct after which a number of members
our bee-keeping according to more spoke on the subject, all expressing
and improved practical their appreciation of Mr. Benton's
scientific
methods. Let us not fail to be appre- efi'orts and success.
Among these
ciative of these privileges, and mind- was Mr. Peet, originator of the queen
ful of our aged friend who is worthy shipping-cage which bears his name,
of all honor.
who spoke highly hi praise of !Mr.
Brother bee-keepers, we are here to Benton's device. Mr. W. F. Clarke
represent the best interests of the prepared a resolution, which, at *hisbee-keepers of the United States and suggestion, was moved by Mr, Peet
Canada. Let us see to it that our and seconded by its author. After
discussions are considerate and just some highly appreciative remarks by
to all that they may tend to better the President and others, the resolumethods which shall raise the stan- tion passed unanimosly. The resoludard of bee-keeping to a higher, tion reads as follows
broader, and more permanent plane
we have listened
Eesolved, That
than it has ever before occupied.
with much pleasure to Mr, Benton's
In belialf of the members of the essay, and have inspected his sample
Xortheastern Bee-Keepers" Associa- cage rejoice in his success in mailing
tion who have been working earnestly, queens to long distances, and we tenmany of whom are present, and who der him our sincere thanks.
are anxious to do aU in their power
The committee on programme next
to make this meeting a pleasant and
profitable one, I again welcome you presented some questions forwarded
all to this beautiful city of our Em- by mail by A. J. Fisher, of East
Liverpool, O. The meeting agreed topire State.
take up the questions seriatim. The
'•
What is the best and
In the absence of Dr. Miller, the first was
Secretary of the Societv, and Mr. most successful method of preventC. F. Muth, the Treasurer. Mr. C. F. ing first and second swarms V"
Benedict was appointed Secretary
The discussion which arose on thispro tern, and Mr. R. Bacon Treasurer, question took a wide range, and exin factpro tern.
cited considerable interest
The following committee on pro- the meeting began to show signs of
gramme was appointed J. B. Hall, warming up to its work.
of Ontario Ira Barber, W. E. Clark,
Mr. J. B. Hall, of Woodstock, Out.,
F. O. Peet. of Xew York, and Arthur would do all in his power to prevent
Todd, of Pennsylvania.
swarming, but confessed his inability
His plan was tocall was made for the minutes of to wholly stop it.
the last meeting, which led to expla- put on section-cases early in the seanations to tlie etfect that no official son, and do all in his power to coax
report had appeared, and that the the bees to work in them. Bees werfr
only one available was the report like ladies, they could notbe di'iven,
which was published in the Ajleri- but might be coaxed.
CAx Bee Journ.\l. It was further
Mr. Wm. F. Clarke, of Ontario,
stated that a report was in existence said that the question under considin short-hand, made by a phonog- eration seemed to imply that it was.
rapher who was engaged by Mr. D. A. desirable to prevent swarming altoJones, the e.x-President. for the sum gether. Is that desirable? Bees irk
of SlOO but that owing to some mis- swarming obey a law of nature which
understanding, the report had never commanded them to increase and
been completed in long-hand, the re- multiply. Is not a first swarm a sort
porter considering that he had a of necessity ? We call it '• the swarmclaim on the Society for compensa- ing fever."' That is not a proper
tion, and the probability was that term, unless it becomes a disease, or
more would be heard about the mat- in other words, is carried to excess.
ter at a later stage of the meeting.
Until it is excessive, it is in obedienceThe President then produced the to an instinct whicli we should not
;

:

t^~ In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- ED.

taries are requested to

:

Nortli American Bee Convention-

The

fifteenth annual session of the

Xorth American Bee-Keepers' Society convened at the City Hall in
Eochester, X. Y., on Tuesday, Oct.

:

28, 1SS4.

At

m., upwards

of
the hour of 2 p.
bee-keepers being In attendance,
the meeting was called to order by
Mr. L. C. Root, of Mohawk, X. Y.,
First Vice-President, who proceeded
to deliver the following
fifty

ADDRESS OF WELC03IE

:

In welcoming the bee-keepers of
North America here to-day, I do it
with mingled feelings of pleasure and
deep regret. I am indeed thankful to
the

members

of this Society

who met

one year ago at Toronto, for the honor
of being chosen Vice-President of
this body of bee-keepers. This appreciation is the greater because this
position is second only to his whom
every progressive bee-keeper delights
to honor.
AVhile I

thankful for the good

:

KoOT

My

Dear Friend— ^lany
thanks for your very kind letter, ^ly
head is some better, but not enough
so to allow me to do any work. I
suffer so much that I lie down most
:

:

;

A

;

am

cheer which comes to me through
these associations. I most deeply regret that our honored President, the
Eev. L. L. Laugstroth, cannot be
with us and preside over these meetings. I feel that the heart of each
one present must beat in sympathy in
the sadness which comes to us inthe
disappointment we feel in not being
able to welcome our veteran friend to
his appropriate place. I\\-rote to him,
not long since, in the hope of the possibility of his attendance ; but while
the reply came in his own hand writing, it was as follows
" Oxford. O.. Oct. 6, 1884.— Mr. L.
C.

;

A3IERICAN Bee Journal's report. wish to entirelv eradicate.
and asked if it was the pleasure of
The President said that he would
the meeting to have that read by the eradicate it if he could, and makes it
Secretary, as the minutes of the last a point to prevent natural swarming
meeting. 2S emotion being made on as much as possible, making his extra.
the subject, the Secretary proceeded colonies by division.
to read the Ajiericax Bee JourMr. Clarke raised the question
nal's editorial summing up of last whether bees worked with the same
will and enthusiasm when divided as.
year's meeting.
motion was then made to reduce when thev swarmed naturally y Sevthe membership fee of the Society eral members testified that they did
from .SI to •% cents ; but on a question not. The President believed that we
being raised as to the constitutionality should bend nature to our own purof the motion, there being no copy of poses, and for practical results in
the Constitution at hand, the matter running an apiary, dividing judiwas laid on the table to be considered ciously was better than natural

A

of the time. Under these circumstances you will see that it is impos- later on.
swarming.
sible forme to attend the Convention.
The committee on programme reVentilation, air, shade, and introcan
only
express
my
I
good wishes to ported recommending the reading of ducing young queens when surplus.

:

:

:
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Mr. W. E. Clark, of New York, concurred with Mr. Pettit.
the meetiiiir on the subject was emMr. Peet, of New York, narrated a
bodied in the following, which was case of objection to comb honey, on
moved by Mr. F. 0. Benedict, sec- the part of a purchaser, because of a
onded by Mr. Peet, and unanimously hard centre.
carried
Mr. Locke, of Massachusetts, gave
Besoh-ed. That this Convention can an account of comb lioney with a
give no fixed rules for the entire pre- centre wall that resembled chewing
vention of swarminu while produc- gum when taken between the teeth.
Pennsylvania,
ius comb honey but the following
JSIr. Vandervort, of
methods tend to its prevention was of the opinion that when thin
plenty of room, air, shade, and intro- foundation was used, no one could tell
ducing young queens at the beginning the difference betvt'een comb honey
of flie surplus honey harvest,
with and that witliout foundation.
"\Vm. F. Clarke drew the attention He and four of his neighbors shipped
of the Convention to the desirable- a car load of comb honey to Aew
ness of some provision for social in- York, and out of the five lots only
tercourse among the members of the (me was natural comb. It was the
Society.
Some of them were busy least salable of any of the lots. The
reporting, others were occupied w-ith four lots with foundation in them
business on committees, or with the were more salable, and brought a
introduction and sale of apiarian fix- better price in the market than the
tures, during the intervals between other lot.
meeings.
Ilis
namesake, W. E.
Mr. C. C. A^an Deusen had tried
Clark, said that last year, at Toronto, foundation of various thicknesses, and
the sociality was the best part of the while some of the thicker samples were
meeting. He wanted to get personally characterized by objectionable " fishacquainted with the bee-keepers, and bone," the thinner ones were free
he thought that that was a general from the objection.
feeling.
The President and others
Mr. Vandervort said that when
followed up the suggestion, and the right foundation was used, even
finally it was moved by \V. E. Clark, an expert could not tell it from the
seconded by Wm. F. Clarke, and natural comb. He, himself, had been
unanimously
deceived several times.
Eesolved, That it be an instruction
President Root thought that much
to the committee on programme to of the objection to foundation in surarrange for a social time during part plus sections arose from its being a
of this evening's session.
novelty and an innovation. He reThe Convention then adjourned to membered when mowing machines
meet at 7 p. m.
first came around, what opposition
there was to them on the part of many
SECOND SESSIOX.
The Convention met at 7:30 p.m., farmers. It was so with many things.
There was no doubt that in "some reFirst Vice-President, L.
Root, being

honey bectan to corae in, were severally "advocated. Finally, the sense of

ganization of the Society, and claimed
the indulgence of the meeting in a
brief review of its history, it was
first intended to call the Society by
the name " National," but at his request it was called "North American," so as to include Canada. It was
often called the "National Society,"
but it would be more proper to call it
the " Inter-National," for such was
its real character, and such he hoped
it would continue.
At the inception
of the Society, there was a ring or
clique among bee-keepers, which the
organization was the means of breaking up, and he boldly affirmed that
there had never been a ring or clique
managing the Society.
Some appeared to think that the Society had
had its day, and that there were those
who wished to split it into three
fragments, the Northeastern, the
Nortliwestern, and the Southern ; personally, he hoped that this would not
be done. It was true that the constituency was a vast one, and we usually
had a large local attendance with but
a small distant representation. But
there was a prestige about a Continental body which gave it a good in-

;

C.

spects art was an improvement on
nature.
"We certainly get more atported to resume consideration of the tractive and marketalile honey by the
second question transmitted by Mr. use of comb foundation, and it was in
" When we as bee- no sense an adulteration, since both
A. J. Fisher, viz
keepers cry down adulteration, are we natural comb and comb foundation
working to our interests when we use were alike made of beeswax.
It was moved by Mr. Peet, and secfull sheets of foundation in our sur"
plus boxes V especially if we use onded by Mr. R. Bacon, That it is
seven or eight feet to the pound are tlie sense of this Convention that it is
not we ourselves ruining our mar- detrimental to our honey trade to use,
in section-boxes, comb foundation less
kets V"
than 10 feet to the pound."
ilr. Hall, of Ontario, used foundaMr. Hall, of Ontario, could not contion 7 or 8 feet to the pound, and was
never troubled with •' fishbone," as it cur in the resolution, as his experiis called.
He had tried foundation ence was against it. He used none
10 or 12 feet to the pound, but it was lighter than 8 feet to the pound, and
he got beautiful comb honey, so nice
difficult to keep it straight ; it would
curl. He had used foundation 4 feet that Dr. C. C. Miller thought it must
to the pound in the brood-chamber, have been produced by the use of
and found that the bees drew it out separators.
:Mr. Locke had seen Mr. Hall's
very thin, so that if you sold a sheet
honey for two or three seasons, and
of it to a dealer it cut up into pound
and half-pound squares, and gave could testify that it was first-class.
The resolution was put to a rising
satisfaction to customers.
He had
never had any complaint about " fish- vote, when a large number voted,
many
did not vote, and only two rose
bone."
Mr. Benedict said that bee-keepers in opposition. The President, theremust be careful in using very thin fore, declared the resolution carried.
motion was made by W. E. Clark,
foundation in section-boxes, otherwise the sale of honey would be in- and seconded by S. T. Pettit, that a
committee of five be appointed by the
jured.
Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Ontario, thought chairman to consider what modificathat we were starting an unreal difti- tions, if any, should be made in the
culty. He heard nothing of " fish- North American Bee-Keepers' Society.
bone " in comb honey, except at conMr. Wm. F. Clarke, of Ontario,
ventions.
He deprecated creating a spoke at some length on this resoluprejudice when there was no need tion. He said that he was the only
for it.
member present who was at the orin the chair.

The committee on programme

re-

:

A
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fluence.

and rendered

important.

power

It

was

wherever

its

an

held.

meetings
educating

He would

deprecate a division of the Society
into three, mainly because it would
destroy its international character.
Canada and the United States had
been happily united in this apicultural fellowship, and he hoped that it
would continue. He had no doubt
that the Society might be modihed
and improved in various respects, but
he would not like to see it broken up.
jNIr. Clarke's remarks were well remembers exceived, and several
pressed concurrence in the opinion
that the integrity of the Society should
be maintained, and that it should
continue to embrace both Canada and
the United States. The resolution
was unanimously passed, and the
President appointed the following
committee
Ira Barber,
Wm. F.
Clarke, W. E. Clark, Arthur Todd,
:

and

J.

Van Deusen.

The meeting then adjourned, and
passed about an hour in free, social
converse.

THIRD SESSION.
The Convention came to order

at 10
m., with President Root in the
chair, the attendance being about
double that of yesterday. Enrollment
of members was the first order of
business. It was decided to accept -50
cents as the membership fee for the
The following then
current year.
gave in their names to tlie Secretary,
and paid their dues, with the exception of the ladies, who are admitted
free, according to the Constitution of
the .Society
a.

Thomas

Pierce, Gansevort, N. Y.
Wheeler, Union City, Pa.
U. B. Dodge. Fredonia, N. Y.
L. C. Root, Mohawk, N. Y.
G. H. Asht>v, Albion, N. Y.
W. liilcon, i)i-lta, N. Y.

S. B.

.1. Di'Tisniore, liivonia Station, N. Y.
E. ('. Ciiinpliell, Cayuga. Ont.
G, W. Pattinsr, Scipioville, N. Y.
K. liaeon, Verona, N. Y.
O. G. Kussell, Albion, N. Y.

V.

M. M. Wright, Castile, N. Y.

—

:
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Van Dcusen, Sprout Brook, N. Y,
Geo. K. Wright, Cambria, N, Y.
E. Moulton, Alexander, N. Y.
Miles Morton, (irotou, N. Y.
Jesse Mekeel, Poplar Kidge, N. Y.
Arthur Todd, Germantown, Pa.
Geo. M. Lawrence, Warsaw, N. Y.
Theo. (). Peet, Brooklyn, N, Y.
J. A, Andrews, Philadelphia, Pa.
E. W. Thompson, Hinsdale, N. Y.
Chas. S. Hurlbut, West Beth.any, N. Y.
W. L. Cog-g-shall, West Groton, N. Y.
E. W. Landon, Brockton, N. Y.
W. G. Fish. Ithaca, N. Y.
Chas. Faville, South Wales, N. Y.
O. G. Smith, Seneca Falls, N. Y,
O. H. Sage, Churchville, N. Y.
Wm. Brav, Gainesville, X. Y.
Ed. Hutchinson. East Avon, N. Y.
Elias Mott, Norwich, (int.
F. C. Burmastcr, Irving, N. Y.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
L. S. Newman. Peoria, X. Y.
S. M. Puhl, South Toledo, Ohio.
N. N. Betsinger, Marcellus, N. Y.
Ira Barber, Be Kalli Junction, N. Y.
S. C. Sleeper, Holland, N. Y.
J. Yandervort, Laceyville, Pa.
C. C. Van Deusen, Sproutbrook, N. Y.
J. L. Schotield, Chenango Bridge, N. Y.
Geo. Wickwire. Weston's Mills, N. Y.
Wm. Ellis. St. David's, Ont.
W. L. Foster, Warner's, N. Y.
S. T. Pettlt, Belmont. Ont.
Miss Louisa Pettit, Belmont, Ont.
L. H. Baumistcr, Kochester, N. Y.
J. B. Hall, Woodstock, Ont.
Mrs. Thos. Whiteneck, Tuscarora, N. Y.
Thos. Whiteneck. Tuscarora, N. Y.
J. D. Weaver, Penfield, X. Y.
Wm. F. Clarke, Speedside, Ont.
F. C. Benedict. Perry Center, N. Y.
Mrs. F. C. Benedict, Perry Center, N. Y.
W. E. Clark, Oriskany, N. Y.
C: R. Isham, Peoria, X. Y.
G. W. Stanley, Wy(]ming. N. Y.
J. E. Stanley, Wyoming, N. Y.
S. M. Locke, Salem. Mass.
J.

W.

•

On

recommeutlati(iu

gramme Committee,

of

the

Pro-

was agreed to
hear the communication on Marketing Honey, etc., forwarded by Mr. T.
G. Newman, Editor of the Am:eiucan
Bee Jodexal. It was then read by
it

the Secretary as follows

MAKKETIXG HONEY, ETC.
Mr. President, and Members of the
North American Bee-Keepers'' Society :
I am requested to send you a short
article on the above subject, but I
shall not attempt to go over the welldefined and oft-repeated rudimentary
rules for the management and preparing honey for the markets of the world.
These items have been fully discussed
at previous meetings, and I have
nothing further to add to the views
already expressed. But there is one

and

to seek relief, some bee-keepers
ship extracted honey as " syrup,'' at
than half the rates demanded for
honey. Tariffs ought to be revised,
and liquid honey should be rated the
same as syrup.
Those bee-keepers who have a desire to be exactly right, and feel delicate about the matter of shipping
honey as syrup, are, therefore, compelled to pay double the amount
less

which their less scrupulous neighbors
have to pay for freight to the large
marts of tile world.
Some grades of syrup sell as high
as honey, and there is no reason why
both should not be graded alike,
when one is as easily and cheaply
handled as the other.
Regretting my inability to be present, allow me t(j suggest that you appoint a committee to confer with the
different railroad companies, and instruct them to endeavor to get these
things adjusted on an equitable and
reasonable basis.
Hoping that your Convention will
be entirely harmonious and successful, I remain fraternally yours,

Tnos. G.

Newman.

Mr. Pettit, in commenting upon
the communication, urged the importance of taking more trouble to get
grocers and others to keep honey for
sale, saying tliat much more honey
would be sold annually if people could
buy it from the grocers.
Mr. Van Deusen said that the reason why some grocers refuse to handle
honey is because of the leakage.
Mr. Pettit stated that in Ontario,
honey is put into boxes and glassed
on one side, and tissue paper is put on
the bottom so as to prevent leaking.
Mr. Dodge related his experience in
trying to market both extracted and
granulated honey. He believed that
the difficulty in disposing of extracted
honey is owing to the fact that they
do not ask a high enough price for the
extracted in comparison witli tlie
honey in the comb. The very little
higher price charged for extracted
honey, over honey in comb, suggests
adulteration.
AV. E. Clark explained that the local

]Mr. Bacon believed that the trouble
marketing honey is, that people are
not properly educated, else they would
understand the fact that comb honey
costs more than extracted honey, and
would not believe that any" hookery'-'
is going on when they buy comb honey
at a higher price " than extracted
honey. Mr. Dodge said that he agreed
with Mr. Clark that local markets
could be built up to a certain extent,
but where a dealer has S,000 or 10,000
pounds, he must find a market beyond
the producers, and he wanted to know
how he could get a market for .his
extracted honey.
Theo. O. Peet said that extracted
honey is not as good as comb honey,
unless it be extracted after the cells
are capped, and then it cannot be extracted at much less expense than
comb honey.
Mr. Hall said that there was a
deluge of honey during the latter part
of .June, at -which time honey was
sold at 10 cents a pound, and finally at
9 cents by J. AV. Hall & Co. These
men who go wild with their honey,
should be treated with contempt,
because they cannot be controlled nor
educated.
Mr. AVill Ellis explained that the
great cause in the fall in prices is,
that the producers, instead of the
consumers, manage to cut prices by
competition.
Mr. "S'andervort said that he has;
sustained his severest losses by trying
to get more for his honey than it
would bring. He has sold his honey
for what it would bring, spent his
money, gone to work to get another
crop, "and kept out of the poor-house.
Mr. Bacon said that the market for
honey is injured by some slouchy
men who send honey into the market in dirty boxes, causing dealers to
beat down producers who have nicely
prepared honey, to the same prices at
which they can furnish the article in
the poor and dirty boxes.
Mr. Pierce stated that he had met
with just such experience in selling
comb' honey. He had found that nice
honey put in clean boxes would find a
good market as soon as the producer's,
reputation is established.

in

market in Oneida county could have
been kept at 20 cents per pound, had
A question having been handed in
thing that it will be well to discuss, not a man, who happened to have a by ilr. U. E. Dodge, of Fredonia, Nand not to leave it there, but to ap- good crop, rustled into the market and Y., bearing on the same subject, it
point a committee whose duty it shall was in such a hurry to sell, that he was agreed to consider it in connecbe to address the railroad companies broke the market. He advocated tion with Mr. Newman's communicaquestion was, "How and
of America and demand, in the name holding on to honey. He advised that tion. The
holders should not all endeavor to sell when shall we market our extracted
of this Society, redress in the matter
under each other, causing a glut and honey V" It was moved by Mr. Peet,
of the classification of bees and honey.
lower prices.
and seconded by ^Ir. Hall,
Hives of bees are classed at double
Mr. Betsinger advocated making
Resolved, That this convention recfirst-class rates, which is very unjust
eiiorts to seciii-e reduced freight rates, ommend to bee-keepers, the desirablemaking the charges equal to those and urged that the local market be ness of taking more care in placing
for seiiding by express. Then, by the watched and not overloaded under our honey on the market in the most
mistaken use of the word "hive " for any circumstances. It is a fact, he attractive manner, Iwth extracted and
colony— empty hives are, by many said, that extracted honey must be comb honey, and attacliiug their
railroads, classed the same as those sold for less than comb honey, because names thereto and that they discoun;

containing bees, greatly to the detri- it can be prepared at about half the
ment of those who buy hives from cost of comb honey. The latter will
manufacturers. They should go as always be a luxury, and never can a
" empty boxes,"' at about one-eighth
great demand be created for a luxury.
of the cost now demanded for freight He would encourage the use of exby some railroads.
tracted honey because of the large
In the matter of shipping honey to consumption 'of honey, especially in
market the classification is so high the place of other materials ; butter,
that it amounts to almost a robbery
for instance.

—

to beat down the
marlcet by slovenly bee-keepers and
adulterate
it.
dealers who
In reference to the railroad rates of
freight on honey, brought before the
meeting by Mr. Newman, Mr. L. C.
Root said that he believed that the
point made by Mr. Newman, regarding railroad freights, was well taken.

tenance

all efforts

:
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and tliat a
susaffsted.

committee be appointed as

moved

the appointment
yir. liai'on
of a committee of tlirec to consult
with tlie railroad authorities regarding rates. The motion prevailed, and
then it was suggested by Mr. Root
that the matter be left to the VicePresidents of the Society.
motion was next made to reconsider the motion previously adopted,
which was carried, and the convention

A

1 :"(• p. m.
adjournment of the morning
session, the members assembled on
the front steps of the City Hall, and
ttie group was photographed.

voted to adjourn until

At

venture to assert that if you will
domicile impervious at
tlie top. having side walls, so that
frost will not strike througli and condense vapor inside, give them food,
andsu|)ply a perpendicular air-column
beneath, 'you will solve the winter
problem. Tlie great desideratum is
pure air and plenty of it in a receptacle not too large for them to regulate
the temperature. To warm a receptacle by holes at the top, is as hopeless as it is to attempt to till a perforated tub with water. Why do the
bees propolize holes as big as a i)inhole at the top of their hives? Because instinct teaches them to retain
all the heat they make.
Tlie bees
generate their own lieat, and if it be
wasted, they must consume too much
food, and then they become distended
with freces and cannot sink into perI

give bees a

tlie

FOUKTIl SESSION.

The Convention was

called to order
at 2 p. m., with the President in the
chair. At the suggestion of the programme committee, reports from fect quiet, which is the normal condition in winter.
Vice-Presidents were read as follows
Mr. Clarke discussed cellars, clamps
O. O. Poppleton, Iowa; Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, Georgia, and W. S. Hart, and bee-houses, and pointed out the
objections to these modes of winterFlorida.
VVm. F. Clarke, of Ontario, was ing bees. In speaking of chaff-hives,
If tiiese hives were placed
then called upon to read his paper on he said
two feet from the groiuid, and an air
WINTERING BEES.
shaft was put in below, they would
The subject of wintering bees is in meet all conditions for hibernation.
a chaotic state. Our best bee-keepers Want of air and excess of food cause
frankly admit that we have no ab- diarrliwa. If the hives are too warm
solutely safe methods of wintering or too cold the bees eat too much, and
bees. 'There is no method before the the bodies are distended and must
public that has not proved a failure have relief. They eat more than they
in some seasons and under certain can get rid of in dry powdery excreta,
circumstances. All must own that as they become diseased and die. When
yet we are only learners on the subject. in too cold hives the bees eat large
While almost every other branch of quantities of lioney to generate heat,
bee-keepinghas made wonderful prog- and the same fatal result happens.
ress during the last 20 years, winter- Bees want in addition to w-hat we
ing has been at a standstill. It seems give them, pure air; only that and
clear to my mind that all trouble is nothing more.
Mr. ('larke described a hive-stand, a
traceable to the fact that we have
overlooked a principle of bee life not model of which he exhibited. It was
wholly unknown to ns, but whose so constructed as to give the bees a
vital importance is not sufficiently vertical air-shaft under the hive. He
appreciated. I refer to hibernation. requested each bee-keeper present to
Hibernation is a term often employed give his method a trial with at least
in general literature to express simply one colony of bees the coming winter.
the idea of passing the winter but in Concluding, the speaker said of his
the world of science it stands tor that method: "It involves no moving of
state of complete or partial torpor hives from summer stands. It saves
into which bees sink at the advent of expense and the trouble connected
cold weather. Let me lay down the with cellars, clamps and bee-houses,
proposition that bees in a cold climate and it is confidently believed it will
invariably sink into this torpor also prove a remedy for bee-diarrha?a and
the proposition that when provided for spring dwindling. The only obwith proper shelter and sufficient food jection to the method is that it will
they winter well if they can hibernate. so simplify bee-keeping that it will be
The hibernation of bees is no new common and greatly lessen the profits
discovery. What I claim, and all that of bee-keepers."
I claim in regard to the hibernation of
spirited discussion arose on Mr.
bees is the discovery that furnishes Clarke's essay. Mr. Barber gave an
the key with which to solve the win- account of his wintering bees in a
ter problem. Mr. Clarke cited proofs warm cellar, from 48° to .58° above
of the two propositions, and con- zero.
tinued At the meeting of the NorthMr. Hall corroborated Mr. Barber's
western Bee-Keepers' Society, held in statement. He found that his bees
Chicago two weeks ago, Mr. Heddon were quiet anywhere from 48'J to 56'^
said this question of wintering was above zero if the temperature were
not one of cellars, ventilation, pieces raised gradually if raised suddenly,
of wood and laths, quilts and cush- they became uneasy. He had but a
ions over the combs. \Miat killed our small per cent, of losses when winterbees was diarrhfpaV I take up the ing them in a warm place.
question and unhesitatingly say, inMr. Clarke stated that no doubt
ability to hibernate. If bees can get bees coidd be wintered in a warm
into this condition and maintain it place they were so wintered in the
while cold weather lasts, they will not South, but the question was, " What
have diarrhoea. If they cannot, they was the normal condition of bees
will infallibly contract the disease.
during winter in a cold climate ?
:

:

;

;

A

:

;

;
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Also,

as

to

consumption of

the

honey V"
While liibernating, they
consumed very little honey if kept
warm, the consumption would be
greater. It was a great thing to save
;

even live pounds of honey ]wv colony,
and mulfiplying that by 'all tlie colonies kept on this continent, see the
immense saving.
were so de-

We

moralized about wintering liees tliat
we were glad to get our colonies
through alive, though with depleted

numbers, exhausted

stores,

and

in

poor condition. They might survive,
and yet not be well wintered. He had

shown that

if lixed so as to hibernate,
they would winter well in all respects.
Mr. I'ettit deprecated the idea going
abroad that bees might be wintered
on from 2 to G pounds of honey.
Mr. Clarke replied that the idea

would do no harm

if

connected with

the condition that they hibernated.
Several members expressed interest
in the hibernation theory, and a purpose to try the plan during the coming winter.
The President spoke favorably of
the essay, and hoped that its posi-

would be fully and fairly tested.
Mr. Clarke said that if bee-keepers
would fry the hibernation method
during tlie coming winter, they would
be in a position to discuss the matter
tions

more

intelligently a year lience.

The next

place of meeting was then
considered, the result being that Detroit, Mich., was chosen by a large
majority, and then made the unanimous choice of the Convention.
The election of officers was the next
order of business, with the following
result
President.— L. C. Hoot, Mohawk. N. Y.
First V.-Pi-.— H. D. Cutting-, L'lintou, Mich.
Sec— W. Z. Hutchinson, Hogersville, Mich.
Treasurer.— C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, Ohio.
yiCE-PHESIDENTS.
V^erniont- A. E. Manum,
Massachusetts— J. E. Pond, Jr.,

New Yoi-li- W. E. Claris,
Delaware— W. J. Gibbous,
Virginia— .T. W. Porter,
fieoi-^'ia— nr. J. P. H. Brown,
Florida— W. S. Hart,
Mississippi— Dr. O. M. Blautou,
Louisiana — Paul L. Viallon,
Texas — \V. H. Andrews,
Kentucky— W. C. Pelha'ui,
Tennessee— W. P. Henderson,

Ohio— A.

T. Hoot,
Illinois— Dr. C. C. Miller,

Iowa— O.

O. Poppleton,

Missouri- C. M. Crandall,
WisconKin- Georg-e Grimm,
Kans:is— Jerome Twichell,
'

Nelii-aska-.M. L. Trester,

(mtario— S.

T. Pettit,

Manitoba— Chief Justice
Quebec— H. F. Hunt.

Wallbridg-e,

It was voted that a committee be
appointed by the President to fill
vacancies in the list of Vice-Presidents. The following were so nomiMessrs. Peet, Vandervort,
nated
and C. C. Van Deusen.
It was moved by Wm. F. Clarke,
seconded by J. B. Hall, and unani:

mously

I

I

Revoked. That the President, First
Vice-I'resident, Secretary, Treasurer,
Miss Lucy A, Wilkins '(Cyula Linswik), of Farwell, Mich., and A. B.
Weeil, of Detroit, be the executive
committee of the Society for the ensuing year.
The subject of reversible frames
was mentioned by the President, and

:
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J. Van Deusen asked to open a discussion on it ; but it being close on
the hour of adjournment, it was
deemed best to defer the matter until
the evening session.
Proofs of the photograph taken at
noon were then produced by the Secretary, and it was announced that
copies could be had for §2 each.
•The meeting then adjourned.

Iowa Wild Honey.

The Hon. A. R. Fulton, of Des
Moines, one of the old-timers in Iowa,
and one of the best collators of facts
in the history of the State, has an
interesting article in the last Annals

on the golden days of the
bees in that State, from which we
condense the following
of Iowa,

There are those who remember that,
in the " forties," in the
States further east, we used to read
and hear of " Iowa honey," an article
then as highly-prized and as much
sought-for as the " California honey "
has been with us at a later period.
At that time Iowa was literally a land
of wild honey nor has there since

away back

;

been anything

in our experience to
disprove her right to the claim of
being the special habitat of the honeybee.
The great profusion of wild
flowers, though tney bloomed and
blushed unseen by human eye, afforded
a delicious pasturage for the myriads
of colonies of honey-bees which were
snugly housed through the winter
months in the trunks of the tall trees
of the forests bordering on the water-

courses.

During the autumn months a favorpastime and source of profit among
the pioneer adventurers was beehunting. By watching a single bee as
it took its flight, laden with its rich
burden, the experienced bee-liunter
could determine with certainty nearly
the exact locality of its treasurehouse. The bee-hunter had only to
take the " course " and follow it in a
direct line to the timber. Generally,
before penetrating far into the forest,
he could observe die converging lines
of bees as they returned, laden with
the sweets of the prair'e, to the common line. Then it was only necessary
to keep a sliarp lookout for some hollow knot or opening, far up in some
tall tree, to discover the depository of
of the precious treasure.
After a
brief search, this was generally discovered, and known to a certainty by
the thousands of little workers entering the hive or departing therefrom.
Then it was only necessary for the
hunter to mark the tree witli his initials to insure its safety and protection
as his own property, agauist any and
all
other claims, until the season
arrived for securing the honey.
If a
"bee-tree" was found to be "marked,"
it was a rule, invariably observed as a
matter of honor, to leave it unmo-

ite

the paradise of the bee-hunters, and
in advance of any permanent settlement of this country, parties of them
penetrated that region in quest of
honey. Several incidents, the details
of which are in the possession of tlie
writer, will serve to show something
as to the nature of this primitive,
Iowa industry.
In October, 183-5, one, John Huff,
who subsequently settled in Jefferson
county, accompanied by a lad named
Levi Johnson, went to the west side
of the Skunk river and encamped, a
short distance above where the village

once, but did not succeed. While he
was warming himself for a second
trial, Mr. Huff, himself, drew up the
gun with the iron hook. The two
axes, drawing-knife and auger were
found during the next January by
cutting a hole in the ice.
Without further disaster, Messrs.

Huff and Johnson succeeded in get-

ting their cargo of honey to Carthage,
111., where they sold it for fifty cents
a gallon.
During the same season,
another party collected, on the east
bank of Skunk river and along Big
Creek, in Henry county, some fourteen
of Rome, in Henry County, is now barrels of honey, which they sold in
situated. At this latter point, at that Burlington.
Mr. Huff, himself, declared that, at
time, there was a trading-post kept
by one, William ilcPherson, as the that early day in Iowa, honey-bees
Sac and Fox Indians still occupied were so plentiful tliat it was difficult,
that region.
The purpose of Mr. on a warm day, for a man to keep
Huff and his young companion was them from flying into his mouth while
In the fall
to spend a month in bee-hunting. eating a piece of honey.
They continued to ramble through the of 1836, he found ten " bee-trees" on
heavy timber skirting the river and a small branch near where Fairfield
He sent
its tributaries, until the middle of was subsequently located.
November, when they began prepara- the product of this "find" to Cartions for returning to the Mississippi. thage, by one. James Laiiman, who
Huff had collected eighty gallons of sold it for $22.75. During the same
honey, and Johnson about forty, year a man named Ballard, settled or
which was put into barrels manufac- encamped on the same small stream,
and for a time followed the business
tured by themselves at their camp.
The river now beginning to rise a of bee-hunting. The stream was
afterward known as Ballard's Branch.
little, they prepared a couple of canoes
or" dug-outs," into which they placed Ballard's camp was about two miles
their freight, consisting of three bar- northeast of Fairfield, and his "claim"
rels of honey, guns, axes and auger, embraced the fine grove of timber in
with some other tools and calnpiiig that vicinity. As soon, however, as
utensils
also a small stock of provi- the country began to be settled, he
sions, including five dressed, wild found his occupation gone, became
turkeys and some venison.
Passen- discouraged and went west.
gers and freight being aboard, they
To Canadian subscribers let us
set out on their voyage for Illinois,
being, so far as we know, the first say that we have made arrangements
craft manned by white men, that ever so that we can supply the Farmer's
navigated the "waters of the Skunk Advocate of London, Out., and the
river from a point so far up as the Monthly Bee Journal for one year
place of the embarkation.
With the at SI. 2.5 for the two. This is a rare
two canoes lashed together, they chance to obtain two good papers for
glided along smoothly until about about the price of one.
sundown, when they ran upon a " sawyer," which capsized the canoes, turnWe can supply photographs of
ing the contents into the river, with Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
the exception of one barrel of honey, Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 ots. each.
;

1^

1^

fitting so closely, remained
fast in one of the canoes. All the rest
of the freight went to the bottom, in
twelve feet of water.
The canoes

which,

^" The Mahoning Valley BeeKeepers will hold their fall meeting
in Ravenna, O., on Nov. 14, 1884. A
were drawn ashore, and the remaining cordial invitation is extended to all.
barrel of honey rolled out.
In his
E. W. TuENER, Sec.
effort to save the property, Mr. Huff
Newton Fall s, O^
even lost his shoes.
The weather was now becoming
" Walls of Corn " is the title of a
quite cold, and the situation was not neat little pamphlet received from the
a pleasant one, but those backwoods- Department of Immigration of the
men of early Iowa were not unaccus- Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R.,
tomed to hardship. Leaving canoes which goes to show that Kansas raises
and honey, Mr. Iluff, barefooted, set poetry as well as corn, and a highout for Burlington, where he obtained grade article, too. Mrs. Ellen P. Alanother pair of shoes, and some grap- lerton, a Kansas farmer's wife, wrote
pling hooks to use in searching for a charming little poem entitled "Walls
the sunken freight. Young Johnson of Corn," which has been handsomely
returned to his mother's home in the illustrated, with full page colored
eastern part of Henry county.
plates. An appendix of peculiar value
After an absence of about twelve to any one desiring information condays they returned to the scene of cerning the State, gives the official
their disaster to seek for the lost government figures in a striking comtreasure. By means of the iron hooks, parison of Kansas with other leading
the two barrels of honey were soon agricultural States. Send your name
lested.
recovered, but the other articles were to Mr. C. B. Schmidt, Commissioner
The timber lands bordering on the not so easily found. An Indian who of Immigration, A., T. & S. F. R. R.,
Skunk river (by the Indians called the was present, agreed, for one dollar, to and he will mail a copy free to your
Che cau-qiw) were especially noted as dive and get the gun. He went down address.
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Stingless Bees of Cuba.
Air.

A.

J.

King gives

tlie

following

editorial in the Bee-Keepers'' Magazine,
descriptive of these insects and their

habits

:

During our stay on the Island of
Cuba, we employed much time investigating its lioney-tlora and the quality
of honey produced by each variety.
On one occasion we were examining
the flowers of a Royal Palm which,
standing at the foot of a rather steep

and ourself at an elevation,
brought the circle of flowers within
twenty feet of us, we could, with our
powerful lield-glass, bring the bees,
hill

ority over ordinary honey must reside
entirely in the faith of the patient.
purchased this hive and taking
it on our shoulder, remounted and
carried it safely to the Casanova
apiary.
Here, we fltted up a nice
bamboo log for a hive and undertook
to drive out the pets, but we found
that they would not " drum for a
cent."
then tried smoke, with no
better result. Finally we procured a
saw and by being very cautious, succeeded in separating the log from end
to end.
Then taking out the nest,
pollen, honey, bees and all, we fitted
it into the bamboo, left it for three
weeks until the bees had it all fastened in, then brought it to
York
but forgetting to wrap it up one c'.old
night, the little inmates had chilled
and died.
Many have been the speculations of
the would-be wise in regard to these
bees, nearly all of which are mistaken
notions. The idea that there is any

Honey and Beeswax Market.

We

Ofcice of The American Bee .Iouknal,
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to this

)

J

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received
hour
:

CINCINNATI.
IIONE Y.-NothlnE

stirring in the market for tho
few weeks. Tlie approach of cooler weather
expected to impart more life to the trade. Comb
honeysellsat Itic. in the jobbinE war, and brings
HfelSc^on arrival for choice. OfferlnKs exceed
aemand. Extracted honey has commenced the
to
accumulate, but demand is fair for small packaees
for table-use, as well as for darker grades in
bar'''*'"=• "° arrival.
''"'l^ii.Jk^ir'"'''
BBBbWAX-Is dull at legiSo on arrival.
C. F. MUTH. BVeeman & Central Ave.
last

18

;

NEW YORK.
so to speak, so near that the characHONEY— As we have already commenced reteristics of the different kinds were
ceiving consignments of this year's crop of
honey,
easily discovered. There were wasps,
we feel safe in making the following quotations
fancy white comb, l-Ib, l8@:;oc., i!-lb, icir^iKc fair
yellow-jackets, bumble-bees and Itala'ld J-ft, U@16c.; fancy buckwheat! 1- lb,
,V-?;?,'^'
ians, but what particularly attracted
i->s.Wl.jc., u-tt, Il,y(3il2c.; ordinary grades of
dark,
land J-tt, llia)llC,o. Extracted white choice,
our attention was a little insect, which
in
"!!'''"'•
buckwheat, 6J^@7o.
Hi.'il.awi'v
to our recollection, was exactly like
BEESWA.X-Pnme *^;?3"yellow, 30@3lc.
McCaul & HiLDRETH, 34 Hudson St.
the stingless bees of South America, danger in handling them bare-faced
which we had seen on one or two occa- and bare-handed is untrue. They will
CHICAGO.
not
mix with any variety of our true
sions several years ago, and we at
HONBY.-Comb honey has been taken with
freedom
by
the
honey-bees,
trade
this week, but L'iwmc. is the
and they are unprofitable best
once surmised that they were identiprice obtainable for a fancy article of comb
except as objects of curiosity.
cal.
honey in frames. Some lots bring from 14
to 15o
when
in
Kood
order.
fair-sized
Stock
colony
of comb honey is not
After much inquiry we found our
is composed of
large at present. Extracted, 7(9.sc. for new.
surmises correct and that a colony of one thousand to fifteen hundred bees,
BtEbtt A.V.— For fair to yellow, 2Sa30c.
K. A. BURNETT. 161 South Water Bt.
these delightful insects was in the occupying a space of perhaps eighteen
possession of a native living several inches long and four inches in diame8AN FRANCISCO.
miles away in the dense forest, and ter. About five inches from the
HONEY. -Good to choice qualities are selling
who was engaged, in a primitive way, entrance to their log-hive are the slowly,
mostly in a jobbing way. inferior grades
brood-combs, suspended from the are neglected. The market is weak at the quotathe production of charcoal.
tions. A sale of luocases extracted, mostly choice
Mr. Pedro Casanova and myself set roof in parallel rows of four combs.
white, was made at 4^4C. One hundred tons exbarrels and cases, aie coing abrard ship
The combs are nearly round, not as tracted,
out on horseback, and arriving at the
tor Liverpool. White
extra white comb, a®luccabin of the Cuban, just as the sun thick as ordinary brood-comb and not dark to gooil. i;g..Kc.; to
extracted, choice to extra
white.
4'-y''(.5e.; dark and candied, 4c.
was going down, discovered the object more than three inches in diameter.
BEESWA.X.-Wholesale, l'4®27c.
of our search.
The little beauties The sacks containing honey and polStearns & Smith. 423 Front Street.
were located in the section of a hollow len look very much alike, but do not
ST. 1,0018.
log about six inches in diameter and resemble cells in any sense, being
HONEY — Steady: demand and supply both
two feet long which was suspended in somewhat irregular in shape, an inch small. Comb, lj(a;l4c per
lb., and strained and exfii^tn^c.
a horizontal position on the side-wall long and three-quarters of an inch in tracted
BEBSW AX-Flrm at 32®32Xo. for choice.
diameter, and each holds about two
of the cabin.
w.T. Anderson <4 Co.. I04 N. 3a street,
round hole hardly a quarter of an table-spoonfuls of honey. They are
OLBV BLAND.
inch 111 diameter in the center of one of a dark color and lie on top, bottom
Uoney is in a little better demand at
end of the log formed the only en- and sides, packed like so many bags a HONEY.—
Ittt'e lower price than our former quotations
trance or exit; the other end was of grain, three-fourths of them being Whilst the market is still full, we are enabled to
place extra lots of strictly white one-lb. secUons at
closed with what seemed to be a con- filled with pollen and the balance with about 1,'ic., with an occasional sale
at li;o.; i;^. and
2-Ib. sections, be.it white, I4c. dark and second
glomeration of pollen, wax, resin and honey.
quality, rather slow at 12 to 14c.
For extracted
In shape these bees are much like there is no
some other moist and sticky material.
demand.
On looking into the entrance-hole, the bumble-bee, and in color like the BEESWAX.-28C.
A. 0. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
all we could discover was
a little, yellow-jacket, but are not more than
white, fuzzy head peeking out in a one-fifth as large as a burable-bee,
SAN FRANCISCO.
cautious, half-cowardly manner. The and perhaps its body is longer in proHONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
Hl^c.
13@l4c:
extracted,
"
"
last of the foragers were just return- portion than that of its
big cousin
Geo, W. Meade & Co., 213 Market.
ing, and it was amusing to see
how The queen is really beautiful and
KANSAS CITY.
swiftly, yet surely, they would always differs in shape from the workers in
HONEY.— The receipts of honey are very large
dart into the little entrance without the same way that ordinary queens
and fine, with a splendid demand, and we are very
once missing or having to crawl in, differ but the bees are much more low in stock of all kinds of comb linney. While the
like our ordinary bees.
vigorous and can cling to objects with tendency of everything is to lower prices, honey is
in active demand, with
at steady prices. OneIn all their movements they are as greater tenacity than any other insect half lb. sections, none inus,
the market one-pounds
Ifi cents
two-pounds, u@i,5 cents California 2switt as lightning, and we had great that we have ever seen.
Ibs., I4@IB cents. Choice California extracted is
difliculty in catching one, but far more
selling at 7@ii cents per lb.
•
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keeping

BBESWAX.-None in the market.

it.

Convention Notices.

The

other end of this log-hive contained a plug, which was withdrawn
and several of the honey-bags having
been perforated, a tumbler was soon
tilled with a very delicious
but rather
thin honey.
This honey is supposed by the
natives to possess medicinal properties and IS sold at a high pricesomething like the " bumble-bee honey "
the city, with the difference that
the former is real honev while the
latter, so far as the bumble-bee is
concerned
its production, is a myth,
Wt in either case the medical superi-

m

m

;

i^ The Southern Illinois BeeKeepers' Association will meet at Duquoin, in the Opera House on Thursday, Nov.

1.3,

1884.

All are cordially

F. H. Kennedy, Sec.
Wji. Little, Pres.

invited.

W

ers'

The Central

Association

Ci.kmons, cloo.v & Co.
Successors to Jerome Twiohell.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We
I8i»2(jc.;

2-lb.,

quote best white in l-lb. sections,
u;®i»c. Extracted, 8S0c. Un-

glassed sections sell best.

BBE8WAX-35C.
BLAKE & RIPLEY,

1^

57

Chatham

Street.

The Iowa Central Bee-Keepers'

Association

Illinois Bee-Keepwill hold its next

will hold their annual
meeting in tlie Court House at Winterset, Iowa, on Friday, Nov. 7, 1884.

annual meeting in Blooraington, 111., All interested in bee-culture are reon the second XVednesday in January' quested to be present.
188.5, at 9 a. m.
J. E. Peyok, Sec.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
A. J. Adkison, Pres.

O
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Country Gentleman.

It is my opinion that this
After-Swarming.
nerve, or some part of the injra-orbital plexus joining with it, and which
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.O
could be reached by a bee's stmg, was
so penetrated and the poison lodged
The first swarm which leaves a hive
in its substance. Such an accident
would produce a powerful impression is called a " first" or" prime '"swarm,
Journal.
Bee
American
For the
upon tlie great life-centre, the medidla and it does not usually issue until
queen-cells are well under
oblongata, witli which the nerve com- several
Bee-Stings, Camphor, etc
municates by a very short route. way, and perhaps one or more of tliem
As soon as the first
Probablv tlie most dangerous point sealed over.
DR. G. L. TINKER.
where one can be stung is just beneath queen hatches, if a flow of honey continues, she leads off a second, or
the eyes.
Mr. C. G. Beitel, on page 681 of the
Care should be taken in working "after-swarm," and as the young
on
opinion
an
desires
Bee Journal,
with ugly colonies, not to leave them queens continue to hatch, they also
the effect of camphor applied to beein a mood, as is too often the case, to continue to lead off after-swarms, the
of
spu'its
tliat
is,
reply
Mv
stings.
Persons passing number which issue depending upon
attack any one.
applied
been
probably
has
camphor
near are liable to be stung by them the yield of honey, the amount of
as a remedy for bee-stiiigs times in- unexpected and seriously. I would brood left in tlie hive by the prime
numerable, without serious results; advise the suiierseding of all ugly swarm, and the weather. Of course,
but in my opinion it or any other colonies promptly; but if they are to each- successive swarm is smaller
stimulant and irritant is contra-indibe kept and handled, tliey should first than the preceding one, the last one
cated on the principle that adding
thoroughly smoked with tobacco often not containing a pint of bees,
be
fuel to fire is never advisable where before opening the hives. I useScotch and if hived in the usual manner,
you wish to put out the fire. Seda- snuff thinly spread upon dry cotton- would amount to nothing but by liivtives, and more particularly cooling
fire to the roll, ing it upon emptv combs, andperhapa
In the doth roll it up, set
applications, are indicated.
put it inti) tlie smoker. It takes giving it a frame or two of hatcliing
and
and
hot
belladonna
list of sedatives,
the fight all out of the ugliest colony brood, and feeding it a few pounds of
water rank first; and among cooling in short order, and they are not apt sugar syrup, even if it does not secure
clay,
water,
cold
ice,
applications,
an attack for a w-eek a sulHcient amount of honey for winNon-stimulating alka- to volunteer
etc., are best.
afterwards. Tobacco does not seem ter stores, it can usually be brought
useful.
are
internally
and
locally
lies
to do them any harm. By the way, into good condition for passing the
The primary effect of a large num- the Germans, and the German hy- winter and having a youug and vigsometimes
ber of stings, and possibly
brids are the only bees which liave, in orous queen, it is almost certain ta
of only one in very susceptible per- my experience, required the use of prove an excellent colony during the
the
depress
powerfully
sons, is to
much smoke.
succeeding season.
nervous system, to impede and even
In answer to Mr. Wismer, on page
One peculiarity about after-swarms
the
of
cin-ulation
the
of
alto stagnate
635, 1 will say that the animal scent
is, lliat tliev are likely to issue at
blood. The reduction of temperature bees and the odor of bee-poison are most aiiy time of the day, or in almost
is marked, and a chill or intermittent quite different.
The first may be any kind of weather, instead of
rigors may supervene, the skin mean- readily detected on any evening in choosing the middle of a fine day, as
time becoming mottled as in the pois- summer, wlien the bees are briskly does a prime swarm they also go
oning by some kinds of animals. fanning at tlie entrance ; the latter, farther from the hive to cluster, or
These symptoms are the indications on opening a liive on a cool day, when perhaps go off without clustering.
for strong stimulants internally, like numbers of the bees will elevate and
When honev is more desirable than
whisky. If reaction is established, protrude their stings, at the ends of
even prime swarms are not
increase,
it
recovery is generally assured but
which may be seen a' tiny drop of the welcomed by some bee-keepers, while
freis followed speedily by a very
1 would ask Mr. AVismer
poison.
after-swarm is looked upon as a
quent pulse and a very higli tempera- whether he tliinks that the venom of each
One method of preventmisfortune.
peculiar
a
and
ture, much swelling
a bee's sting and the acid secreted in ing after-swarming is to open the oldless
or
more
witli
itching sensation
the stomach of tlie bee, are identical ? hive after tlie first swarm has issued,
pain and heat in the affected parts. If not, I am unable to see the point
and cut out all the queen-cells except
sedatives
indicate
symptoms
These
in the question he propounds.
one. The objections to this is the
internally, like belladonna, aconite
bees
that
Again, it is inii)robable
of performing the operation ;
and nitrate of potassa, to control the ever deposit the poison of tlieir stings trouble
fails to
and in the honey imr do I believe, as has and, if the cell wliich is leftcolony is
circulation,
capillary
active
produce a perfect queen, the
locally, ice, cold water, or other cool- been suggested, tliat sealed honey is
qiieenless. Ciiving the
especially should ever coated over or permeated by it left hopelessly
ing applications
old colony a laving queen, as soon as
the head be kept cool.
have
that
I
sure
am
I
way.
any
in
swanh has left, will usually
Recovery takes place in 24 to 48 taken hundreds of pounds of comb the first after-swarming, at least for
hours from the active symptoms, leav- honey wiiliout a particle of the poison prevent being, as the queen will at
time
ing swelling, itcliing, and stiffness of getting upon it while taking it off. It the
destroy all the queen-cells but
the parts stung, for several days after- is not at all likely that the cause of once
as the hive becomes populous,
soon
as
as
kept
be
should
patient
ward. The
disagreement of honey with some peo- she will often lead out a swarm. Givplace
cool
in
a
possible,
and
quiet as
ple is due in any way to the venom of ing the old colony a newly-hatched
The bees" stings.
the swelling subsides.
luitil
queen, or a queen-cell nearly ready to
above is the treatment which I have
In this connection I desire to thank hatch, will also prevent after-swarmsuccessfullv followed in severe cases.
the
noto
Mr. Wismer for bringing
is preferable to giving it a
In the case of Mrs. Sturdevant, al- tice of bee-keepers, not only other ing, and
queen, unless increase is deluded to on page ()36, it seems prob- cases where bees have perished upon laying
newly-hatched queen, or a
able that the relation of cause and winter stores exclusively of sugar or sirable.
queen-cell ready to hatch, is of little
effect, as held by the physician in syrup, but for the presentation of
while a laying-queen is worth
attendance, was "well taken. How- several cases in which bee-diarrhcea value,
least one diillar, and the colony,
ever, the aggravating effect of the lias resulted where nothing but sugar at
not having a laying-queen until the
spirits of camphor may have precipi- stores were provided.
young queen is fertilized and laying,
notable
The
tated a fatal result.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.
does not become populous quite as
at
point
the
this
is
of
case
feature
soon, and, consequently, is less inwhich the sting was received. The
colony with a
The bee-keepers of McDonough clined to swarm.
physician, probably, in locating it so
laying-queen, is not so apt to
accurately, had in view tlie possibility and adjoining counties are requested young
swarin as one with an old queen.
of the large sensory nerve (the supe- to meet at Bushnell, 111., on Nov. 20,
The writer has. the present season,
rior maxillary, wliich emerges from the 1SS4, for the purpose of organizing a
practiced to a considerable extent,
infra-orbital foramen at or near the bee-keepers" association.
of preventing afterthis method
J. G. Norton.
point entered by the sting) being

punctured.

.

;

;

;

j

;

;

;

;

;

A

1^

A
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swarming ; that is, giving tlie parent
colony a niaturt' iineen-cell soon after
it lias cast a swarm, and in no instance
has a colony tluis treated swarmed
again, lie \y,\s a small tlate hanging
upon a nail driven into the back of
each hive, and when a swarm issues,
the date is marked npon the slate.
He has learned by experience that
more of the young queens hatch
sooner than the si.xtli day after a
swarm has issued, usually about the
seventh or eighth day and, when a
colony from which no after-swarms
are wanted, casts a swarm, it is an
easy mutter, by examining the dates
upon the slates", to find a colony which
has swarmed six or seven days previous, from which to obtain a queencell nearly ready to hatch, to give to
the colony which has just swarmed.
Another method of preventing
after-swarming, is to place the new
swarm upon tlie old stand, removing
the parent colony to a new location.
The (lying bees all return to the old
location, and join the new swarm,
which so reduces the strength of the
old colony that it often casts no sec;

ond swarm.
carries this

The

writer,

however,

method one step farther,

and makes of

it

a complete success

method
preventing after-swarming, and is
in fact,

it

follows

:

is

his favorite

The new swarm

;

of
as

is hived in a new
hive and placed upon the old stand,
but, instead of carrying the old hive
to a distant new location, it is placed
beside the new swarm, the rear of the
hive being iu contact with the new
hive, but the front turned to one side
at an angle of 45-'. So far as the flying bees are concerned, the old hive
occupies a new location fully as much
as though it had been carried away
rods distant, for they all enter the
new hive on the old stand. Each day
the old hive is slightly turned toward
the new hive, until, at the sixth day,
it stands close beside
and parallel
with it. The bees of each hive recognize and enter their respective
homes, but let either hive be removed,
and all the Hying bees will enter the
hive left upon the old location. On
the seventh day, the old hive is picked
up and carried to a distant stand,
when, of course, all the flying bees
join the new colony upon the old
stand, leavnig the old colony so reduced in numbers just at the time
when the young queens are hatching,
that all thoughts of swarming are
abandoned,
the first queen that
hatches biting into and destroying
the remaining queen-cells, together
with their occupants.
If
several
queens hatch at about the same time,
there are royal combats which result
the "survival of the fittest.'.'
When this method is adopted, the
honey-boxes should be removed from
the old hive to the new one at the
time of hiving the swarm. The great
mass of workers will then be where
the honey-boxes are, which is as it
should be. In the writer's opinion it

m

unless a queen-excluding honey-board
used, the queen will often make
mischief by invading the surplus department.)
delay of even 24 hours
in giving boxes to a newly-hived
swarm is often fatal to securing the
best results
where bees comas,
mence wiirk when hived, there they
will continue to work until they are
compelled for lack of room to work
somew'here else if given boxes at the
time of hiving, and crowded into
them, they will commence work in
both them and the brood-nests, and
all will go well.
The only reason why
the writer did not practice the lastdescribed method exclusively the
present season is, that he had 25 cumbersome chaff-hives which were extremely difficult of removal hence,
when a swarm issued from a chaffhive, the colony was given a mature
queen-cell taken from one of the other
hives which had just been removed to
a new stand.
Some bee-keepers manage afterswarms by hiving each one upon
sheets of foundation, and placing the
hive containing it, by the side of the
parent colony. If another one issues
from the same colony, it is hived in
the same manner as the first, and
placed upon the opposite side of the
old colony. As soon as one of the
young queens is found laying, all the
bees are shaken down in front of the
old liive, and the drawn-out combs of
foundation put away for future use.
The point to be considered, in many
is

A
;

;

;

localities, is tiiis

:

The main honey-

harvest is of short duration, not
usually more than six weeks, and to
secure the best results, there must be
an abundance of workers, during this
period, in the hive where the honeyboxes are. If the body of workers is
divided up, by swarming and afterswarming, into mere squads, the
harvest is ended ere any of them have
recruited their ranks sufficiently to
gather and store it in proper shape for

market.
Rogersville, Mich.
For the American Bee Journal

Pollen and Hibernation Theories.

JAMES HEDDON. P

Many

observations have puzzled me
harmonize perfectly with the " poland that is the reason
why I still call it a " theory.'" Let us
look fairly at Dr. Miller's puzzle on
page 083.
Are we not all well aware that bees
have, for many years, wintered well
to

len theory,"

with pollen in their combs V That
they oft-times starve before they will
touch it? That in many cases, as
the honey gave out, they eat the pollen (bee-bread) and quickly die with
diarrhoea V Many thought, after witnessing such a phenomenon, that
" starvation was the cause of laeediarrhoea."

AVe

know

that starvation is no direct cause, but we believe it to be the
is better always to put on boxes at consumption of bee-bread in confinethe time of hiving a swarm, and then ment. In the diarrhetic excreta we
contract the brood-nest to such an find pollen, not starvation.
extent as to crowd some of the bees
Now, Doctor, none of us have
into the boxes. (When this is done, crawled into a hive and passed the
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winter with the bees. We have seen
but very little of their actions during
confinement, from without. We depend much upon rational and logical
theorizing.
We can easily imagine
many reasons why, in one case, the
bees would commence on the beebread just where the honey left off,
and in another stop all consumption
when the supply of honey ceased.
What I am trying to find is a case
where the intestines of the bees become loaded with fecal matter without the presence of bee-bread, or
honey laden with lloating pollen. As
soon as I find such a case, I will give
up my theory and at once announce
it, so that we
may waste no more
time and money in this line, but
throw all our energies in another, and
what we deem the most profitable
direction.

Sometimes when a

cell

containing

pollen below and honey on top is extracted of its honey, we find a dried,
glazed surface upon the pollen, making a perfect division between the
two commodities at other times we
find no such glazed division, but find
that the honey has soaked into the
pollen, as it were, and when we extract the honey, some of the top portion of the pollen comes out with the
honey and injures its flavor. This is
rarely seen except when extracting
combs from which bees perished during the winter. Think of these things.
;

THE HIBERXATION THEORY.
Just as I feared, there now seems
to be a misunderstanding regarding
what different persons mean by hibernation. As I understood Mr. Clarke's
first article on that subject, he had

what was

to

me

As

a "new'' and false

understand him now,
he has an old, well-known, and true
theory. He told us some time ago
that to get bees into tliis hibernating
state, we must have a low temperature; cold, and, as he thought it necessary that they should often arouse
from that hibernating condition, he
would occasionally advocate the other
extreme. From this I inferred that
he beheved that circulation, motion,
and heat-throwing-off and producing
power all ceased, as is the case with
wasps which pass the winter in a state
of perfect torpor and isolation.
I do not claim to know, but I do not
believe that our colonizing bees ever
enter for one moment into any such
condition. If Mr. Clarke will hold to
this former ground, he will have a
new theory, and one on which we
radically differ but if he only holds
to the theory that bees often do winter the best and the cheapest wlien
they enter an almost perfect state of
quietude (one in which they consume
very little food, hardly making a
one
sound or motion of the air
which is aided by an even cool temnot
low
changing
but
a
or
perature,
one in which at all
temperature
times circulation is going on in their
same bodies exuding
bodies, the
warmth— bodies which will move at
once if touched, and always possessing sensation), then we will agree in
regard to the best condition for bees
during winter. But the theory is not
theory.

I

;

;

;

;
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new. but old and well-known to us all, such nuclei will always build workerand is a theory of effects and not comb), or after cutting out the dronecauses.
comb, fit worker-comb in its place.
To show the ground whicli Mr. While the latter does not give as perClarke must take to get up an opposi- fect combs as the former, it has in its
tion with me, or any legal claims to favor the immediate use of the combs
newness of theory, I will quote one in full colonies for it is often midparagraph from the Kansas Bee- summer before many nuclei are strong
Meeper for April 1S84, which is several enough to build combs at the bottom
months older than his first article on of the frames, where most drone-comb
the hibernation subject.
is found.
Hence, I generally use the

old

"Xow,
What is it

case

;

the 'pollen theory.'
In short it is this
V
The
Toee, unlike many other insects, exists
in two different states during its life,
viz
The fully-animated, and the
' semi-hibernatious.'
It would seem
that any animal, existing at different
times, in such extremely different
states, would require for success, extremely different conditions and food.
This is just what we find to be the
facts in the case. In summer the bees
are active, and require a home and
food adapted to the needs of activity
In winter, when in the quiescent
state, they require surroundings and
tood adapted to that condition. As
above stated, these conditions differ
for

:

:

;

•widely."

Xow, I would like to know what
new in Mr. Clarke's theory.

is

Dowagiae, Mich.
For the American Beo JuumaL

Too Much Drone-Comb.
G. M.

DOOLITTLLE.Q

A party writes, saying. "I have many
frames of comb in which I find both
drone and worker comb. How shall I
proceed to get rid of the drone-comb,
and not have the bees build the same
kind in again
Please answer in the
':'

Bee Journal. "

Too much drone-comb in the broodchamber is a very serious damage to
the honey crop, as drones are only
useless consumers, being of no value

except to fertilize tlie queens and in
these days of progression, no person
can afford to allow a promiscuous production of drones. One or two square
inches
of
drone-comb is all that
should be allowed in any hive, except
in one or two containing the choicest
•colonies, which should have enough
drone-comb to rear all the drones that
are needed in the apiary.
As all colonies will have a little
drone-brood, anyway, even if they
;

have

to cut

down worker-comb

to get

a place to build comb for it, it is
well to let each colony have about 2
square inches of drone-comb, which
should be all in one frame. This
frame should be marked so that where
the production of all kinds of drones
is not wished, it can be lifted from
the hive every 20 days, and the heads
of the drones shaved off.
From the above it will be seen that
our correspondent has asked a very
pertinent question, as the bees will
nearly always again fill the place,
where drone-comb has been cut out,

with comb of the same sort. The
only way I know of to stop their doing
this, is either to

give the

combs hav-

ing drone-comb removed from them,
to nuclei having a young queen (as

doing such work.
If there is a large patch of dronecomb in a frame, I cut it out with a
narrow-bladed, sharp knife, after
which the frame is laid over another
frame of comb, which has some
drone-comb in it also, so as not to
spoil a good comb. I lay it so that
the empty space comes over the
worker-comb, when the lower comb
is worked a trifle larger than the
space to be filled, after which the
marked piece is cut out and pressed
into the place where the drone-comb
came from. If the piece should happen to be a little small, a few drops of
melted beeswax will hold it in place
till the bees fasten it.
For small patches, from an inch to
i inches in diameter, I use punches
of the proper size, made of old fruit
These can be found about
cans.
hotels if canned fruit is not used in
your own family, and need not cost
anything. "When you have collected
your different sizes, place the ends on
a hot stove when the solder will melt,
thus letting the top and bottom off,
as you place either end on the stove.
After the tops and bottoms are off,
make the wliole circumference of one
end sharp, with a file or grindstone,
sharpening wholly from the outside.
Xow lay the comb down fiat on a
smooth "board, and with the rightsized punch, cut out the patch of
drone-comb bv twirling the punch or
can around as you press down on it.
Xow push out this drone-comb, and
with the same punch, and in the same
way, cut out from some discarded
frame a piece of worker-comb, which
fltting-in plan, in

queen-cells,

moldy

comb

bee-bread,
also

;

or removing old,
will cut out the

and by numerous ways

drone-comb

will

combs are

comparatively

get

after the
perfect
hence, it requires vigilance in this as
well as in other things, if we would
reap a reward. One ot the objections
I have to wired frames, is their liability, from some of the above cau^es,
in

drone-comb in them, in which
not as easily replaced with
worker-comb as is the case where no
to get

it is

wire is used.
Borodino, X. Y.

^B£S^2M^>//
?£F3

liB'O'X"^

Report of Honey Crop for 1884.
I

commenced

tlie

season with

-52

colonies, spring count, and increased
them to 56 colonies. I have taken 910
pounds of comb lioney from 34 colonies, IGO pounds of extracted honey,
and 10 pounds of beeswax. Every
colony is in good condition, and each
has at least 30 pounds of good, capped honey to winter on. To-day I
all the brood-chambers with
old rags, and I will winter my bees on
the summer stands. The bees have
failed to bring me in a profit this year,
the cause of the failure being beyond
their or my power, so I prepared them
for another winter, hoping for brighter
prospects in the season of 1885.
R. M. OSBORN. 9
Kane, 111., Oct. 22, 1884.

covered

Getting Sections Completely Filled.
At the Chicago Convention, Mr.
Ileddon is reported to be working out
a plan to get sections completely filled
with honey. Some years ago, when I
was engaged in the bee-business, I
used to let my bees build and store in
will, of course, exactly fit the place the ordinary frames
then, with a
took
you
the drone-comb from. In sharp knife I cut the combs from
this way it is no great task to rid all these frames, laid them gently on a
the frames of drone-comb. If any piece of clean blanket, re-cut them to
have lionev in them so you cannot the sizes required, slipped the sectell where the different kinds of comb tions over the pieces, and in the evencommence or leave off. you will have ing placed them in the hive to have
to wait until the honey is taken out the bees dry tliem off. Early on the
by the bees, when these can be fixed next morning, I removed them. The.
also.
plan worked well, was not much
In this way I go over all my combs, trouble after I got used to it, and the
nearly every spring, just after pollen sections looked neater and cleaner
becomes plenty, getting out the drone- than I could get them in any other
combs. " But,"' says one, " your plan way. Perhaps this may be Mr. Hedcannot be effectual, or you would not don's plan.
A. Maloxe.
need to thus go over your combs every
Garden Island, Ont., Oct. 2-5, 1884.
year." To such an one I would say,
that combs are not always like a piece
of iron which will stay for years as Cure for Bee-Stings.
first made; but with me the mice
At the late meeting of the Xorthsometimes will get in a hive in the western Bee-Keepers' Association,
winter, in spite of all precaution, and we notice various remedies for beegnaw a hole into the combs, which stings, nearly all of which we have
hole the bees fill with drone-comb tried, but have found nothing so efunless I get the start of them and fill fective as the following
Take equal
it with
worker-comb, as above de- parts of the tincture of aconite, laudscribed.
anum and chloroform, bathe the
Then, again, the moth-larva will wound once or twice, and the pain
get in while extra combs are stored and swelling will leave. For many
away, or the bees, in cutting down years as druggist, I have known of
;

:
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this remedy beiiiR used successfully
in neuralgia and other like diseases.
Three years aso, in working in my
lirst
lrie<l this
wife's "apiary, we

remedy, and" it was a success, althougfi we seldom use anything unless stung in the face and such are
about all who wish a remedy for lieestings. Remember this and try the
recipe next season.
;

M. F. Tatman.o*
Eossville, Kans., Oct. 23, 1884.

My

Report for 1884.
The spring of 1884 was cold, windy
and rainy, and it remained so up to
July, being intermingled with only a
few warm days. Bees did not gather
much honey during fruit blossom, as
it was almost too cold and rainy.
White clover blossoms were plenty,

but they had a brownish appearance
and secreted very little honey. Bees
just got enougli honey to make them
crazy for swarming, which they commenced on June 1, and kept it up till
July 18, and at that time the flow of
honey ceased from all sources weak
colonies had to be fed up to Aug. 20,
;

when Spanish-needle made its appearance and what a sight it was to see
;

the fields covered witu yellow flowers.
The colonies which were strong at
that time, stored considerable surplus
honey of a very good quality and
weak colonies gathered enough to
last
them during winter. I com;

menced,
23 of

last spring,

with 63 colonies,

them being very weak, and the

balance were in good condition. I
have increased them to 100 colonies,
mostly by natural swarming. I obtained 200 pounds of comb honey

from

wliite clover, and 250 pounds of
some of it being honeywhich I fed l)ack to the weak

extracted,

dew,

colonies during the honey-drouth.
surplus fall honey amounts to 420
pounds of comb, and 1,400 pounds of
extracted, making in all, 2.270 pounds
for the season, being an average of 3G
pounds per colony, or one-third of an
average crop. I have made inquiries
of my neighbor bee-keepers, and And
that some have received no surplus
honey. Some of their colonies are
very weak in bees, and have but little
honey, and, I think, will hardly live
through the winter. Their bees are
all blacks; mine are Italians, Holy
Lands, Cyprians and hybrids.

My

the best. I never saw bees in better
condition than they were in March.
The others which had no ventilation
at the top, did not winter as well, but
came out in better condition, on an
average, tluin those which were wintered on the suninier stand but those
taken out of the clamp dwindled so
that on May 1, they were the weakest
in the apiary. One of the 8 colonies
I got out of 'the woods during the last
of October, 1883. I hived them on
three frames about one-half full of
lioney, and they staid on the summer
stands for six weeks before I put
them into the clamp. I do not think
that they had over (i pounds of honey.
When I took them out in the spring,
they did not liave one drop of honey
in any shape, but liad brood in two
combs, and young bees hatched. Two
other colonies had no brood in any
stage, and I tliought that they liad no
queens, but on the next day I examined them and found that the
queens had just commenced laying,
and I watched them very closely to
see whether ^Ir. L. C. Johnson, of
Fountain City, Ind., was correct in
his article on page 592 of the Bee
Journal for 188.3. These bees were
Cyprians crossed with Italians, and
tlie bees were hatched in 17% days.
I
;

made another

test

on a Cyprian queen

whose eggs hatched bees in the same
length of time, and queens in 12 days.
In the first test I did not try to rear
queens. On Oct. 15, 1884, 1 put 8 colonies of bees into "clamps." They
were late swarms some had not more
than 1 pound of honey, and the heaviest had not more than 3 pounds.
I
knew that they would die if left on the
summer stands, but I thought that if
I could get them to hibernate, that
they might winter.
I correct ?
;

71

a few times, and then
leave without settling.
I administered everything that [ h;ui read or
heard of, but it seemed only to drive
them away the quicker. I believe
that if a swarm intends to cluster,
they will do so without any help and
if they intend to leave, tliev will do
that also without help. I think that
I had my bees built up pretty strong
by the time white clover blossometf,
but they did not get into the sections
trees, circle

;

two weeks, and then they were
it.
There was a
good bloom of basswood, but it only
lasted about six days, and four days
of that time were cold and rainy.
Between showeis, the bees would
come out as tliough they were swarming, but before they could load up and
get back, tliere would lie a shower;
and as the bees had to cross the river,
I think I lost lots of them after the
rain was over, for they would be floatfor

rather slow about

ing thickly on the water. I did not
get one-ti)'ird of a crop of honey. My
bees did better than the most of the
bees near me. I increased them to 32:
colonies, and
would have secured

about 500 pounds of comb lioney had
it not been stolen.
I took off about
160 pounds of honey, and left, as I
thought, 400 pounds on the hives. I
went away from home over night,
and when I returned there was not a
full section in the yard
they had
stolen all of it, and h"ad done a clean
job, so much so that I have yet gotten
no track of the thieves. If "I did not
gain anything in dollars and cents, I
learned something.
Dave H. Lisle. o+
Chebanse, 111 Oct. 25, 1884.
;

,

CLDBBING LIST.

Am

Wm. Malone. 9
Oakley, Iowa, Oct.

We

I

supply the

American Bee tVonrna)

one year, and any of the foUowins Books, at the
prices quoted in the lastcolnmn of flsnires. The
first column pivesthe regular price of both. All

24, 1884.

Report for the Season.
Last spring

will

poatane prepaid.

commenced with

21

The Weekly Bee Journal,

Price of both. Club
12 00..

colonies of bees in box-hives, and lost and Cook's Manual, latest edition .... 3 25.. 3 00
Bees and Honey (T.Q.Newman)cIoth 3 00. 2 75
two by robbing. When the bees first
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.. 2 50i
began to bring in pollen, I thought it
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75.. 2 50
best to feed tliem a little ; so I made
Apiary Register for 2*^) colonies
3 50.. 3 25,
some bee feeders, put a pound of
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 09.. 3 00'
sugar syrup into each, and at sunDzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50. 2 75down I put tliem on the hives. On
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
3 50.. 3 25
the next morning before sunrise, I
Langstroth's Standard Work
4 00.
3 75
took them off, and the feed was all
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25. 3 10
gone. So far all was well but right
Alley's Queen Rearing
3 00.
2 75
John Nebel.o+
here I will saj'-that this was, I think,
Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
2 35.
2 25
High Hill, Mo., Oct. 27, 1884.
Fisher's Grain Tables
the most important day of the season.
2 40.
2 25,
Moore's Universal Assistant
4 50.. 4 25
Box-hives with auger holes in their
Honey as Food Medicine, 100 Copies 4 50.. 4 25.
good
tops
are
not
very
things
to
feed
"
Wintering Bees in Clamps."
Blessed Bees
2 75.
2 50
»
on and, although, I tried to be very
In the fall of 1883, 1 buried 8 colo- careful with both feed and bees, at -8
King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book
3 00.. 2 76
nies of bees just as we bury potatoes a. m. I had every colony in the yard
The Weekly Bee Journal one year
in Iowa to keep them froni freezing. robbing and being robbed. You 'who
and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.I.Hoot) 3 00.. 2 75
Two of them were in IJ^-story Lang- have had experience with bee-robbing
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00. 2 75
strotli hives, with the lioney-boards can have some idea of what
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HIH)
I did and
2 50.. 2 35
on, and the holes in the honey-boards what I did not do, as I had no veil, no
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3 00.. 3 75
open. The other 6 colonies were in smoker in fact I did not have anyThe Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3, 00. 2 75
1-story hives with quilts and covers thing that I needed and to you who
British Bee Journal
3 75.. 3 50
on the tops of the frames. They were know nothing about robbing bees, it
The 7 above-named papers
8 25.. 7 00
put into the clamp on Nov. 28, and would be no use for me to tell what I
taken out on March 2.5, 1884. Eighteen did, for you might have some doubts
Preparation of Honey for the Marinches of earth, and 3 feet of coarse about it. However, night found me ket, including the production and care
hay was on top of the hives, and no very tired, 2 colonies less, and a wiser of both comb and extracted honey,
ventilation was given to the
colo- man. During the season I lost sev- instructions on the exhibition of bees
nies.
The 2 that had ventilation eral swarms by their going off. They and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a,
through tlie honey-boards, wintered would swarm out, fly above the apple new 10 cent pamplilet, of 32 pages.
.
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The Bee Journal
Preminiiis,

A

for 1885.

$25.00 iu

Casta.

Christmas Present. BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or,

To every person who sends us one new

increase the number of readers
•of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,

To

own renewal), for
one year, fur t lie Weekly Bee JouR».4L, or
4 NEW M<.inthly subscribers, for a year, we
will send as a present, by mail, postpaid, a
copy of " Mistletoe Memories, or What the
Poet-s say about Christmas."
suliscrijition. (besides his

S.OOO Sold the past ^'e»r.
More than ftO pages, and more than 50 fine illustrations were iiddeii in the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. I'rice. by maihSl S5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A.. J.
Author and Publisher.
State Agricultural College, LANSING. MICH.

CASH PRE3inj3IS FOR CLUBS.

COOK.

18C7t 20Dl2t

;

Monthlies.

3 Months

for the second largest
S4.00
for the third
S3.00 for the fourth
$2.00 for the tifth and §1.00 for the
sixth largest club.
$•5.00

;

;

:

THE KURAL HOME

We will mail
for
three months ox thiai., to any address on receipt
of only lO centH to help pay postage, packing,
etc. Or for 30 cts.. silver or stamps, we will mail

;

THE
RUSAI. HOME for one year.
3n
person sending

All former offers of Premiums are

now withdrawn.

us a club of four

of the Weekly Bee JourS2.00 for one copy
$3.80 for two copies (to the same or
different post-offlces) ; S'5.50 for three
copies S7.20 for four copies and for
five or more copies, $1.7-5 each.
;

THE EUKAL HOME,

;

to

UUUUand

This.

Bel's Co of Marshall, Mich.,
ofltT to send their celebrated Electro-Voltaic Belt and other Electkic APPLIA^•CES
CD trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old) alflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality

and

,

manhood, and

all

kindred

troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, vigor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free. 6Dly

Ynil
UU

National Real X:!«tate
UCCn
IILLU Index. Full of TRADES,
the

Bargains and Real Estate news. .50 cts.
a vear. .Sample copy free. Address,
2TC6t
W. v.. GRIGKS, Kirksrille, Mo.

If so,

name

It eonipi'i^e^ :ieulleetiuii ut put'in> selected
J. G.
Whittier, Thomas Hood, Alfred Domett,
Chas. JIackay. Sir Walter Scott, Jennie Joy,
and others. The whole bound in Banner
shape, with rich silk fringe and tassels. For
presentation, this art souvenir is vastly
superior to a mere Christmas card, as it
combines the advantages of both art and
literature. Size, 4 by 65.4 inches.

from the writings of H. W. Longfellow,

the kind you want,

We win send voii n watch or a chain
CD., be
me
money
at
Wo manufacture all

IIY JIAILUHKXPKESS, U.
to
c,:jiiin.. .i l-el
])iiyingany
;'!iil
tint ; :iti^tactui"y. returned
r

1

'.•

\|i' II-.'.

'

1

and save vou

witrli.s

I'lii-

e.'nt.

I

per

30

iw

-r.t.ilopiie "f
Styles free.
^V;nv;ll.t..||.' AddreSS

V.Verv W.itrh

STAMDARD AMERICAN WATCH

CO.,

I'lTTSBLKUH, PA.

Friends,

if

you are

in

any way interested

in

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having We will with pleasure send a
a rosette and gold Bee, for Seml-Monthly OleaulnKS

BEES OR HONEY

1^ For $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and

Young Men!— Read

of

Edmund Maurer, 1026 Spring Garden St,
phil..\de:l.phia, pa.
41A cow4t

sample copy of the
In Hee-<JuUiire,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
which are printed a large bee in gold,
Conventions, etc.
Price
-we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100. 50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
Address,
THOKAS e. NSWHtABr,
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers ; or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for 81.75. Or,
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
with the Monthly, $2.C0.

2

do you want
buy a Fine-Bred
nnnO
II||I|\D0G.
any kind?
write

;

;

Philadelphia, Pa.

4iAe<)w:it

;

;

To any
subscrip-

Milium, Shelley, Shakespeare,
Pope, Tennvson, etc. Or to the ladies, we will give
a copy of the " Ladies' Manual of Fancy Work."
an illustrated guide to all kinds of needle work,
containing over 4(>i illustrations. The above goods
are warranted first class, and if not satisfactory
we will refund money. Address,

We have decided to publish the
Monthly Bee .Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
Weekly, (which contains about the
same amount of reading matter as
the present Monthly.) at .50 cents a
year two copies (to the same or different post-offices) for 90 cents
three
copies for SI. 30 four copies for SI. 70
more than five
five copies for S2.00
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
Tate of SI. 00.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
188.5 will have all the numbers for 1SS4
free that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.

cts.

a

including Burns,

;

;

we will send

sample ot silver-plated ware
premiums, choice of Sugar Shell, Salt Spoon, Mustard Spoon, Butter Knife, Solid Gold Propelling
Pencil, Gold Thimble, etc.
Or we will send, for
four 30 cts. subscriptions, a copy of any of the
Poets in l2mo. volunjes illustrated, and handsomely bound in oloth. Hfty authors to choose from,
tions

The price

2SfAL for lSS-5 is

The Voltaic

1876.
!

$10.00 for the largest club received
at this office before Feb. 1, 188o (either
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one
4

SOLD SINCE

13th ThuiiMund tliist Out
nth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months

offer the following

Weekly counts same as

THE APIARY.

MAKXM.I, OF

ir,000

925

West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO,

ments

in

HlvoN.

ILL.

HEADQUARTERS

Bee Hives

Dunham and Root FoHndatlon

a specialty.
Italian Queens and Bees from March to November.
i|:y"Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
f.Ctf

PAUI.

!

I

a

niiiil <ir

tail.

CAR-LOAI>

1884.

JOSEPH

D. ENAS,
(Sunny Side Apiary,

by

Improvements,

my

and

32-page Illustrated
Bee-Keepers' Sup-

Catalogue of
plies of every description.

ALFRED
923

-UET^T^XS,,
WATERTOWM,

All the latest

Send for

DECIDED.—

B.

the above Smokers at

express, at wholesale or re-

THE CONQUEROR,
THE DOCTOR.

The Courts have decided the Patent on the One-Piece Section to be niiU and vi-ifl
for want of novelty. We are now manufiiciuring
them again as tlrst placed on the market bv Lewis
& Parks. A discount of 5 per cent, on all goods
ordered before Jan. i, 1885.

a-.

sell

including

OF GOODS DAILY.

45Alt

can

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

!

is

L. VIA-r.r<ON» Bayou Qoula, La.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY
The Largest Manufacturer of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in tlie World
!

THE SOUTH

IN

Fur the manufacture of

BEE-KEEPERS* SUPPLIES,

SECTIONS.
Our capacity now

Honey Extructorn, Comb

Foun<l]ition,Se<.'tlon Honey Boxes, all books
ji'urnals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Pate/ited. Simply send your address written plainly, to
Ctf
A. I. ROOT, Medina. O.

and

H.

NEWMAN,

W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

V?IS.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
cuntains the best practical information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and

The British Bee .Iothnal

MONTHLY,

1884.

how to do it. Kev. H. K. PEEL. Editor.
LONDON. ENGLAND.
EXTRACTORS, COMB FOUNDATION, &c.
We send the "Weekly American Bee Joctrnal
24Dl0t Address. SunnySideApiary NAPA.CAL. and the British Bee Journal, both for |3.00 a year.
Pure Italian Queens. Bees, Colonies, Nuclei.

'

!
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TEY

Sixth Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

Management

Edition

ORGAN

of an Apiary for Fleasare

and

THOMAS

Profit

;

by

NEWMAN.

C.

130,000

The Best in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Writ© for Cat-

Editor of the Weekly Bee JouniaL

»Sa Weat

Muillaon Street, ChlcuKO,

III.

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
SimDson, Estey & Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

illustrated
It contains 3'JO iirofuseI>'
pages, is " fnlly np with the times " iii all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly devekniing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist witn everytliing tliat can aid in
the successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most

honey

in

its

most

and

best

719

ESTEY & CAMP,

attractive

condition.

PRICE— Bound in cloth, $1.00

in

;

paper

DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MAOHINE.

covers, T5 cents, postpaid.

^^A

TESTIMONIALS.

Iiiberal Disooiint to Dealers,

by

the Dozen or Hundred.
Dadant'sFouiidatioiiFactory^wliolesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in anotlier

column.

Hamilton,

not now take double the price

I

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

lbs.

it.

manufacture on one of your mills,
from lo lo 12 feet lo the pound for
Yours respectfully,

I

diflBculty in rolling it

Mrs. Frances Dunham:
After using one of your foundation mills for the past 3 years, we
And for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

J.

G.

WHITTEN.

Kenton, Ohio, Dec.
can't say too

much

29. 18S3.
in its favor

SMITH Sc SMITH.

Yours,

Foiindatioii Mill.

Omaha, Neb., Jan. 18, 1884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose, and aa
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg, Iowa, and L. C. Hoot A Bro., of
foundation
uf
me, and in a later communiMohawk, N. Y. Messrs. Root & Bro. have only used brood
cation say: "It (our foundation) gave the best results of any tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which is to me alwavs a jewel. Y'ou are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T.L.VONDORN.
Send for description and Price

G Inch, Price, $25.00.
makes the flnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

List to

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

for

FLAT -BOTTOM
CHICAGO. ILL.

923 West Madison Street.
I wanted for

The Lives

high side-walla, 1 to 1*5 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free
J.

|ever sold for less thiin twice
iiur price.
in

'book
profits to agents.

The

it.

ELECTROTYPES
THOMAS O. NEWMAN.

thanfSdc.

tfSn West Madison Street Chleairo, IH.

Given'sFoundatiooPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMKNT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for makingComb Foundation either

Is

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

O. a.

Vadanl'sFoiiudationFactory? wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and
ian Implements, send for Circular to

Fr.ANAGAN
lABly Lockbox9yo.

<fe

all

QIT^EN db CO..
HOOPBSTON,

ILL.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

Apiar-

Il.I^INSK.1,

Belleville. St. ClairCo., Ills.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey

.lars.

Tin Buckets,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

SEND FOR

IT.

\Vo have just issuefl a new four-page cirtjular that will interest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.
«Atf HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

home. $5.00

No

"»"

~ ~

Header,

outfit free.

risk.

Pay

Capital not re-

if

work, with absolute certainty, write for
Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

particulars to H.

Dadaiit'sFouiulation Factory, wholesale

m

and

Any one can become a successful aRent. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co.. Portland, Me.
4Aly

Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

at

you want business at
which persi.ms of either sex, young or old,
can make great pay all the time they
rjuired.

4Aly

SONS,

Manufacturera,
Sprout Brook, Mont. C'a^ N. Y,

Immense
want

VAN DRUSEN &

week

absolutely sure.

Pere, Wis.

Sfile

fastest selling

America.

All intelligent people

la

COMB FOUNDATION,

of all the

presidents of the U. S. The
,larKet*t, handsomest, best boolt

and

Co., N. Y., Dec. 12, 1883.
to that made on any other machine
sections.

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

Vandenort
It

paid for

DADANT & SON.

CHAS.

Beeton, Ont.. Dec. lo, 1883.
of foundation on one of your machines, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Genoa, Cayuga

All prefer the foundation

have no

I

37ABly

10, 1883.

We

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere. Wis.
Dear Madam:— 1 have made over 100.000

MAYSVILLE,KY.

Dec.

38,000 lbs. of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundation has given universal satisfaction: so much so, that several manufacturers have stopped
have also manufactured about
manufacturing to supply their custumers with our foundation.
10,000 lbs. of thin foundation on the Vandervort machine for surplus boxes, and it has been equally
success, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.

Yours,

wcpelham;

III.,

Mrs. Frances DrNHAM. DePere, Wis.
Dear Madam:— We have made about

Apply to
C. F.
976 and 978 Central Ave..

lysend 10c.

etc.

MTJTH,
CINCINNATI,

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you /rec,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than vou
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required.
will start iou. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, young and
old.
You can easily earn from .50 cents to f.'> every
evening. 1'hat all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled ulter; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send 1 1 tti pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

We

tions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

NOW IS THE TIME.
have less than 60 copies of the Bee-KeepHaudy-Book. No more will be printed
is reset. Ojie of our improved
Drone ami <.»ui-('n-'ri-a]>s and the book bound
T

O.

for Practical Hints lo Bee-Keepers.

Dadaiit'sFoiintlatioiiFactory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in anottier column.

ers'

until the type
in cloth will

44A2t

lie ..^nit liv

mail for

.*1..50

HENKV ALLEY, Wenham,

Mass.

1

;
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HEDDON'S

Owing to a decline
Beeswax there will,

in the price of
hereafter, be a

reduction of 5 cents per pound
all orders for Comb Foundation.

GOLXJiCv^rnsr.

WAX

Prices Reduced.
on

ON SHARES,

For Comb Fonndation

for 1885.

Why not send me your Wax
nsro^'cv

^
^

made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low casli
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
to be

If

you have no wax, perhaps your
it will pay you

store-keepers have, and
to buy and ship to me.
I

Write and get my present low terms.
pay highest market price in

CASH FOR WAX.

CO

y

Apiary

for Sale.

1

one of the best
apiaries and very choicest location in
Southern ;Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
I

offer for

sale

House, barn and honey- house, good
and two wells highboard fence all on ^{ acre of ground in
a small village,
miles from here, on
this M. C. R" R.
Depot, freight, express and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2.5 rods
cellar, cistern,

;

^

H
n

r ^

r_i

Pm- 2£

^

<a

distant.

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood; third, from
:

myriads of

*

fall flowers.

I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.

Hives and fixtures of my latest improved patterns.
AA^rite
me for

»
oo~

Hi

prices, terms, etc.

I

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
6r made up complete,
Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure mate-

home. AVrite for special prices
quantity, and state the number

rial at

in

wanted.
Adrlress,

DOWAGIAC.

CasB County

MICH.

PP

0)

^"

a
a

a.

;;

;;

.<>»-
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ADVERTISING RATES.

Number.
20

A

VOL.

cents per line of space, each insertion.
For

Weekly or Monthly Editions,

either thf

A Lady's Success with

PrBLISHED BT

724 A Hue of this type will admit about 7 words.
Bees
ONE INCH will contain TWELVE Hues.
C.
Apiarian Display at Xew Orleans 730
Traiksioiit A<lvei*ti»!ieiiieiit!!^ must be paid
Editor and Propkietor.
7.32
A Very Poor Season.
for in advance.
926 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. Bee Journal for 18S.5
734 Editorial Notices will be inserted at the
rate of 50 cents per line.
Weekly, SS a year Monthly, SO centa.
732
Bee- Keeping in Canada
Time Discounts on advertisements will
On lO lines and
for
731
be made as follows
Bees Ready
Winter
upward,
insertions. 5 ^ cent.
inser734
Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter. Cash Preojiums for Clubs
tions, 10 ^ cent. 9 insertions, 15 ^ cent.
V2 insertions, 20 ^ cent.
26 insertions,
Christmas Present
734
insertions, 40 ^ cent.
¥ cent.
Convention Notices
727 On 50 lines and upward, 1 time,
TO rOKKESPONDENTS.
^ cent.;
insertions, 10 ^ cent. 6 insertions, 15 ^
Correspondence
728
insertions, 20 ^ cent. 12 insercent.;
Tlie Subscripliou Price of the Weekly
727
tions, 25 ^ cent. 26 insertions,
Bee Jouknal is $2.00 a year and of Create a Local Market
^ cent.
52 insertions, 50 percent.
the Monthly. 50 cents a year in advance. Depressed Industry— Organization 728
New Subscriptions can begin at anytime.
On 100 lines anil upwsrd.l time, 10^ cent.
723, 727
3 insertions, 15 |» cent.; 6 insertions, 30 |1
Club Rates for tUe Weekly are $3. SO Editorial Items
cent.; 9 insertions, 25 ^ cent.; 12 inserfor two copies (to the same or different Feeding Bees
729
tions,
post-oflices)
$5.00 for three copies
^ cent. 26 insertions. 40 1* cent.
731
52 insertions, 60 per cent.
517. 'iO for four copies
and for five or Handling Bees .Scientifically
more copies, $1.75 each.
Honey and Beeswax Market
733
Club Rates for the IVIoiitlily are two How Shall We Winter Bees V
731
copies (to the same or different postTO COKKESPONDEIVTS.
three copies for How to Feed Sugar Syrup to Bees 729
offices) for 00 cents
five copies
$1.;J0 four copies for $1.70
724 Advertisements for the ne.\t Weekly Bee
more than five copies for 40 Hunting Adulteration
for $:3.00
JOURN.4L must reach this ofifice by the
cents each.
Lake .Shore Bee Convention
731
Saturday of the previous week.
Sendiii": Money.— Remit by Express, Post
724 Books lor Bce-Keepers.— For prices and
Postal Note, or Bank Draft Local Convention Directory

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

;

:
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:

(i

;

;
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;
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.')

;
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:

;

.'iO

;

:

.'SO

;

;

;

:

;

:

;
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Office Order,

New York or Chicago. If neither of
these can- be obtained, Register your
Letter, affixing stamps both for postage
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Expr^s. Money, sent as
above described, is at our rjsk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us -5 cents each,
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
holes in the envelope.
Postai>;e Stamps of any denomination
maj' be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
on

:

Moving an Apiary

Much Bloom,
N. Ind. and

733

but Little Honey.
732
Mich. Convention. 728
.

No

Fall Honey Crop
732
North American Bee Convention. 725
Northwestern Convention
732

Placing Separators
733
Preventing Granulation in Honey 733
Eeport for the Season
7.32
Selections from Our Letter Box.. 731

stamps for any amount may be sent.
Subscription Credits.— The receipt for Selling Honey-Dew as Honey
money sent us will be given on the Southern Wisconsin Convention.
every paper. If not
given in two weeks after sending the
address-label of

The National Convention

wrapper-label.
This gives a continual
statement of account.

Numbers.—We

carefully mail the
Bee Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

Will

Honey-Dew Granulate

723
.

730
72:^

money, write to us, for something must Tiering-up Sections
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a Was it Foul Brood V
mistake. The subscription is paid to the
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the What and How
Ijost

.

S.

782
733
733
V

730

descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of tills paper.
.VII Papers are Stopped at the e.vpiration
of the time jmid for, unless requested to
be continued.
AVIien Avritiiiif to this office on Business,
correspondeuM must not write anything
foi' publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering with either part of the letter.
The editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mi.xed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Always alive tlie name of the Post-Offlce
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot Ije found on our Ijist, unless
this is done.

Emerson Binders, made
the

Bee

especially for
Jouiinai,, are lettered in gold

on the back, and make a very convenient

way

of preserving the Bee Journal as
fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for 75 cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

To Canadian!

We take Canadian money

for sulisrri|itionor books and Can.idian
post:i;;csiaiiipBmay besent for fractions.
of a dollar.
;

Preparation of Honey for the Market, including the production and care
of both comb and extracted honey,
FOKEie.\ POSTAeK, EXTKA:
instructions on the exhibition of bees
To Europe-Weekly, 50 cents; Monthly lo cents
and honey at Fairs, etc. This is a
To Australia -VTeekly.ti Monthly. 56
cents
George Neighbour & Sons. London. England
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
arp
our authorized agents
;

for Europe

A
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DADANrS FOUNDATION
is

attested by lumdicils nf

tlie

most prac-

ilisiiitfirsled iici'-kt'epers to be
the cleanest, liriKlitcst,i|iiiokest accepted by
bees, least apt to sai;, most regular in color,

anil

tical

evenness and neatness of any that
It is kept for sale by Messrs.

is

made.

NEWMAN, Chicago. III.,
C. F. MUTFT, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMBS HEDDON. UnwaKlac, Mich..
DOUGHERTY &McKEE, Indianapolis, Ind.,
CH AS. H. (iUBEN. Berlin, Wis.,

("HAS. HERTEL, Jr.. Freeburg, III.,
SVM. BAI.I.A.NTINK, SaK(i, O..
E. L. AKMS'rU(IN<;. Jeraeyville, III.
AU'l'HUH 'COD D. German town, Philadelphia, Pa.
K. KKETl'H.MEll. I'oburg, Iowa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DALE, Mortonsville, Ky.

list

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, hy

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 2.5 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on lai'ger quantities,
given upon application.

On dozen

A. H.

and numbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPl.E.s FRKE and

BOOKS!

price

of supplies, accompanied with

ISO COMPI.IMENTAKX,

Bees and Houey, or Manas'emcnt of an
Apiai-y for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everything that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and ,at the same time produce the
most' honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following subjects
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
:

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in IBS'.
We guarantee every inch of our Foundation equal to sample in every respect.
CUAS. BADAIVT Jt SON,
HAMILTON. Uancock Co., ILL.
5ABly

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
1

lit.

Oi isinnl

BINGHAM
e

Smoker

Bee-Keepers' Riilde, or ITIanual of
Apiary, l>y PitOF. A. .T. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

Qiiinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Root. — Its style is plain and forcible, making
its

readers

re,^lize

the fact that the author
Price, $1.50.

is

master of the subject.

B

A C of Bee-Ciiltnre, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keepiug, full of practical
information and contagious enthusiasm.
Price, 75c.

The Hive and Honey-Bee,

by Rev.

L.

Langstroth.— This is the work of a
master, and will always i-emain a standard.
L.

Price, $2.00.
— Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Extracting —
Rational Bee-Keeping. —
Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens- Ital- A Bzierzon's
translation of the master-piece of that most
ianizing — Bee Pasturage a Necessity — Quietcelel>rated German authority. Price, bound

ing and Handling

Bees—The Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
220 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
hound in elotli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;
.3 copies for S2..-).-i; 5 for $4.00; 10 tor $7.30.
Paper coTers,75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.
etc.

in cloth,

$2.00;

in

paper covers, $1.50.

Queen-Reariiiii;, l)y Henry Alley. —
full and detailed a' -count of 33 years experience in rearing t.Mjorii Bees. Thecheapest,
easiest and best w ay of rearing. Price, $1.

Bee -Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Xlie Apiary Register, by THOM.iS G, Kino. — A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Newm.\n. — A Record and Account Book for Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history. and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & SON.—
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for .50 Details their management. Price, 15c.
colonies, $1.00; tor 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, b.v
200 colonies, $1.50.
Chas. F. Muth. —Gives his views on the manof bees. Price, 10c.
agement
as
Food
Medicine,
Honey
and
by
Thomas G. Newmax. — It gives the various
Tlieory. — The fundamental
Bzlerzon
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings. Foam, as set forth by Berlev>sch. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
to heli> in creating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phin.— This gives thecorrect
Price, for either the Engllsli or German meaning of nearly .500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 10 cents— 100 for Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
$3.50 — .500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
Tlie Hive I Use, by G. M. Doolittle.—
If ItH) or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover. Details his management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
Bee - Keepers' Convention Hand
Book, by Tho.mas G. Newman.— It contains and cin-e. Price, 25c.
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers Complete Media iilc. — Contains over
and members of Local Conventions— Model 1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations, proConstitution and By-Laws for a Local Society cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
—Programme for a Convention, with Sulijects forms, etc. Price, $2.50.
;

Prof. Cook.inhisTaluable Manual of the Apiarv,
states that " Mr. Bineh:im was the tlrst to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing' a direct
draft." Five years of persistentefforthus demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bineham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort. and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as thev never eo out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or alow, just as you please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always so!
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying qenuine Bineham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,<mki in use from one
to Ave years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

^

^

,

With European and American orders already
received for over :i,(KMi. there is evidence that 18H4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Buch goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Prices, by mail, i>ost-paid.
Doctor smoker {wide shield) ..3!^ inch.. $2
"
1
Conqueror sraoker( wide shield) 3
.

smoker (wide shield)
Extra smoker (wide shield)
Pl^in smoker
Jiittle Wonder smoker
Larfre

—

2i4
3

"
"

.

..

00
75
1 50

135

**
..100
65
1% *' -.
Knife,
Bin«-ham & Hetherington Honey

3

Inch

2

115
apply for dozen or halfAddress,

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

rates.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTOIV,
6A2Btf

ABKONIA. MICH.

etc.

—

List of Premium for Fairs,
in cloth, and suitable for the
Price, 50 cents.

for discussion

Bound

pocket.

Wliy Eat Honey? by Thomas G,
Newm.\n.— This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100
500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies tor $4.00. When 300 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom.
;

Preparation

of

Honey

for

tlie

Iflarket, including the production and care
of both Comb and E.xtractod Honey, and
Instructions on the E.xhibition of Bees and
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price, lOo.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engra\dngs, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive nmnner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either Englisli

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not
family.

eat and
This book should be in every

eat.

Price, 50c.

Scrlbner's liiiniber and Log Book. —
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
;

Grain Tables. — For

casting
till' i)rice of grain, produce and hay; wood
niiasurcT, ready reckoner,tables for plowing,

Flslier's

ui*

etc.

Price,

40c.

Hand-Book

of Healtli, by Dr. Foote.

Svfarnilng;, Dividing; and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5o.
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
back. 75c. for the Weekly or tor the
;

G. Newman— Progressive views on this im- Monthly, 50c. They cannot he sent by mail
portant subject; suggesting what and how to Canada.
to plant.— A chapterfrom "Bees and Honey."
Constitution and By-liaws, for local
38 engi-avings. Price, 10c.
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Bees in AVinter, by Thomas G. Newman. Association printed in the blanks 50c. e.vtra.
—Describing r'haff-packing. Cellars and BeeBlbbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
Price 5c.
each, or $8 per 100.

Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.
—In theCiernian language. Price, in paper
covers, 40 cents, or $5 per doz.

Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
etc.. by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

of Poultry,
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ready to say, " Happy to meet, sorry
to part, and glad to meet again."
iil/aV

The Convention passed a resolution
recommending the American Apicul-

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editof jiND Proprietor.

one of the best bee-periodi-

cals published in the interest of bee-

keeping."

This resolution was mild

and friendly, but we do not think it
was wisdom to select one paper (and
that the very youngest) upon which

The National Convention.

We

turist " as

have this week given the report to pass

sucli a resolution in a Continental Society. It begets a feeling of
tinental Bee-Keepers' Convention at jealousy and unfriendliness among
Kochester, X. Y., as sent to us by our the others towards the one selected,
special reporter, and we heartily en- and thereby damage it.
This we regret, for we regard the
dorse the sentiments he has .so ably
Apiadturist as a good paper, and fully
expressed in the following letter
On the morning of the tirst day, as agree with the sentiment expressed,
the advance guard began to arrive, but regard it as very unwise action on
there were symptoms of nervous un- the part of the Convention.
easiness on account of so many prominent Western bee-keepers having
One of our friends has'sent us
intimated their inability to attend.
Ontario was represented by several the following letter, which explains
prominent bee-keeper.s, but through- itself:
out the meetings the absence of WestEditor Bee Jouenal :— Enclosed
ern brethren was a lamentation. This,
"
"
no doubt, had soQiething to do with you will find a paster of a monthly
the East,
the movement to try and make future bee-paper published in
meetings of the association more rep- which was sent to me with the reuse
it on all my circulars,
quest
to
resentative in character.
It was
thought by some that parties ap- business letters, postal cards, etc., and<
pointed as delegates by local societies the inducement was the insertion of
of bee-keepers would be more likely my business card in the paper one
year.
I do not wish to accept the
to make an effort to attend.
reason that I do not conThe Eastern men showed an ex- offer for the
" the best bee-paper in the
cellent spirit, and no disposition was sider it
manifested to make any undue use of English language," but I could contheir power in monopolizing future sistently put on such a notice of the
meetings. There was a feeling often old American Bee Journal. Can
expressed in favor of doing nothing you not have a lot of them printed
but what was for the greatest good of and gummed, and send them to the
supply dealers V I will put them on
the greatest number.
V.
President Root won golden opinions all my correspondence.
from all by his urbanity, kindness,
One word of caution is necessary.
and able discharge of the duties of
cannot be attached to
chairman. Both in public and private Such "pasters"
he was most genial, polite and kind. Postal Cards without causing the one
Truly, the mantle of Father Quinby to whom it is addressed to be assessed
seems to have fallen on his worthy two cents extra for extra postage.
son-in-law.
Long may he live to
Yes ; we will cheerfully supply,
honor it, and be honored

of the concluding sessions of the Con-

:

^^

by

it.

Any little sectional jealousies that
may have existed at the outset were
allayed and disappeared. It was a
time of hearty good fellowship. No
doubt the discussions would have
taken a wider scope, and been more
instructive if more of our prominent
bee-keepers had been present, but the
general feeling was that the meetings had been pleasant as well as
profitable,

and on separating

all

were

Selling

The

Honey-Dew

following letter

as

Honey.

will explain

itself

Reading about some men selling
honey-dew, it has occurred to me that
there might be some way to prevent
such frauds. If men who handle
honey would insist that every man
should put tiis name on every package
which he sends to market, it could
easly be traced to the guilty party.
T'here was one man who sold perfectly
worthless stuff about Cresco, Iowa,
and it nearly ruined the market for
extracted
lioney.
Bees have done
fairly well in this section, my average
1-50
being
pounds per colony.
L. E. Webster, d
Bonair, Iowa, Nov. 4, 1884-

We have for a long time insisted
that every apiarist should label the
honey sent to market, and that the
label should be a guaranty of its
purity.
In that way a steady and
regular demand will spring up, which
be remunerative to the
will also
honey-producer, and at the same time
be

a

tion.

"safeguard" against imposiHoney-dew should never be

sold as

honey

;

and those who do

once will have cause to regret

it

it

ever

after.

®° The fare on the different railroads centering in Chicago, is $25 for
the round trip to New Orleans during
the World's Exposition. What a fine
chance for a World's Exposition Bee
and Honey Show

!

1^" At the Fair at Fremont, Mich.,
was a good honey display by
Hilton. The Indicator
ilr. George
remarks as follows concerning it
" George Hilton was on hand with a
complete outfit of articles necessary
without cost, such labels to any one to carry on the honey business, and
for attaching to Letters, Circulars, also displayed some very handsoaie
etc., if desired.
honey. No one in the State pays
more attention to the comfort and
^g" The subsequent article on Foul welfare of the busy bee than George,
Brood, by Mr. Frank Cheshire, has and his entire outfit is of the best
been crowded out by the report of the improved order. His bee village,' in
National Convention. It is in type, this town, is a good-sized Fair of
and will appear next week.
itself."
there

'

:

:
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stated by Dr. Behr, showing that
contained 50 per cent, of glucose.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1884.

Nov. 13.— Southern

Illinois, at

Without desiring

Duquoin, Ills.
U. Kennedy. Sec.

K.

O.. at

E.

Sec.

Nov. 19,- Massachusetts, at Worcester, Mass.
J.G. Jefferds, Sec.

Not. 25.— Western Michigan,

at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.

Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

10,

11.— Michipan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton. Mich.

Dec. 12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha. Kan.
J.

Therefore,

clear himself

if

of

Mr.

T, Pomeroy, Sec.

Bloominpton, Ills.
B. Lawrence, Sec.

W.

t3^ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

charge, he is
be an adulterator, either by feeding
the bees glucose or " mixing " honey
and glucose afterwards.

a serious matter, and calls
for proof to the contrary, if it can be
given.
We will say in advance that

This

is

In reference to the honey of Mr. F.
H. Hunt (claimed to be adulterated),
mentioned oii pages 424, 47.5, 492 and
563, we have received the following,
confession or apology
which will explain itself
:

I

am

in receipt of a communication which
reads as follows
" Chicago Sugar Refining Co., ChiT. L. Von
cago, 111., Oct. 2.5, 1884.
Dorn, Esq., Omaha, Neb.— Dear Sir
The sample of honey left by you has
been tested in our laboratory, and was
found to be strongly adulterated with
glucose syrup, containing over .50 per
cent, of its weight of the latter substance. Yours respectfully,
:

Dr.

Arno Behr."

The sample tested was the contents
of one of the bottles which I exhibited
at the Cliicago Convention, and was
obtained of ;Mr. Tamblin, of Lincoln,
Neb., by Mr. S. L. Thomas, VicePresident of the Nebraska State BeeKeepers' Association. This so-called
honey was obtained by Mr. Tamblin
of F. II. Hunt, of Centre Point, Iowa.
Mr. Tamblin had nearly one ton of it
on hand a short time ago.
I hope that this will settle the question of who is right in this controversy, and it ought to cause a blush
of shame on those who have upheld
the fraud. I think that bee-keepers,
generally, will not think my efforts to
uphold their good name and expose
the frauds, have been guided by any
but the best of motives.
T. L. Von Dorn,
Pres. Neb. S. B. K. Ass'n.

say that the occupation

is

a con-

ate or dissolute habits, is but a feeble
expression of the influence of the
work upon those engaged in it. It

much more it moulds characwhenever the enterprise has the
soul-sympathy of the one engaged in
does

:

ter,

;

!

A

:

with some small changes during the
to offer, such
summer, believing it as necessary as
will duly appear, as we have no wish in the winter. Her colonies number
to injure him or his business. But •56, and her experience in winteringwe cannot admit personal quarrels or has been such that her words are entitled to some weight.
vituperation (such as the last comThe objects of the bee-keepers' asmunication he sent for publication). sociation of Nebraska, are commended
The /ads are now demanded, alike by by this lady, and we hope that in the
near future the results of her past exfriend and foe.
perience will be recorded for the benefit
of beginners in so laudable an
undertaking.
A Lady's Success with Bees.

^" To all new subscribers who
Mr. J. J. H. Reedy, in the Nebraska
Farmer, gives the following descrip- send us $2 for the Weekly Bee Jourtion of Mrs. J. N. Heater's apiary and nal next year, we will send the rest
its management, and of her excellent of the numbers of this year /ree from
exhibit of bees and honey at the Fair- the time the subscription is received
The bees were of pure Italians,
three-banded brood in all stages was
in the exhibit. We will lirst mention
the appliances shown, viz
Noine
honey extractor, queen-cell, cages for
shipment, Langstroth single-walled
hive, frames, etc.
Mrs. Heater has done remarkably
well, and the earnestness with which
she labors is a fit example for others
to imitate. The care of many bees is
a tax on one"s time and strength, but
with a wise use of proper implements,
much better work will be accomplished.
Mechanical ingenuity is a
great promoter of home comfort, and
the possessor of an ordinary talent for
:

the work may attain success in the
Mr. Von Dorn claimed, on page 47.5, line of providing for the protection of
some of Mr. Hunt's the bees under his care.
Mrs. Heater has devoted several
honey to a chemist for analysis.
Mr. Hunt claimed, on page 503, that years to the care of bees, and her interest is quickened much by her great
the result of that analysis was a vin- success,
dication of his honey.
The honey, both in comb and exMr. Von Dorn brought some of the tracted, was of tine quality and nicely
arranged,
good taste and
honey to Chicago, last month, and excellent evidencing
judgment in the details of
left it with Dr. Behr to be analyzed, the work.
The profit to the keeper,
and the above report is the result, as and the benefit to the community of
to have submitted

To

it— lessons of industry, sobriety, earnestness, zeal
all these are aids in
Mr. Hunt's reply (if he offers it) must correct habits. The blessing of God
and man rests on the apiarist, in the
give the facts, calmly recited, without
honorable pursuit of his calling
abuse of those who have caused the
few words as to the wintering of
investigation.
If Mr. Hunt has any bees
Mrs. H. favors the doublefacts, proofs, explanations, arguments, walled chaff hive, wliich she uses

Hunting Adulteration,

Editor Bee Journal.— i'lV

enij)loyed hours.

the stant

incentive to
industry, and
by the above, proven to draws away the mind from intemper-

Jan. 6.— Southern Wiscoosin, at Janesvitle, Wis.
Illinois, at

severely punished.

Hunt cannot

1885.

Jan. 14,— Central

to

;

Ravenna. O.

W. Turner,

having such home enterprises is our
joint plea in behalf of bee-culture.

The business is ennobling, and leads
prolong this to better perceptions of the useful and
controversy, the Bee Journal would beautiful. In it there is no element
say that this looks conclusive, pro- of degeneracy nor does it lead to the
destruction of anything that is of any
viding there is no mistake as to the special benefit to the community. It
identity of the honey.
enlarges our minds in the reception
the truths of natural history, and
We have long maintained that the of
paves the way for a more liberal culproducer's name should be a synonym ture in the art of home adornment
of purity, and that fraud and adulter- and in the supplying of innocent emation
should be condemned and ployment for otherwise dull and un-

place of Meeting.

Not. 14.— Mahoning Valley.

it

at this

office.

^"

Our rates for two or more
copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
may be found on tlie Book List on
the second page of this paper. Also
wholesale rates on all books where
they are purchased " to sell again."
The time

for reading up will soon be
and in anticipation of this, we
now have a very large stock of books
on hand, and can fill orders for them
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.

here,

1^

To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Farmer's
Advocate of London, Ont., and the
Monthly Bee Journal

for one year
at $1.25 for the two. This is a rare
chance to obtain two good papers for
about the price of one.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold,
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100-

a

:
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North American Bee Convention.
[Concluded]

FIFTH SESSION.
The Convention was called
at 7:S0
the

p. m.,

chair.

to order

with President Root in
A discussion on comb

foundation was the first order of the
evening. It was opened by a brief
essay read by J. Van Deusen, as follows:

COMB rOUNDATION.
The importance of comb foundation
is evident to the great majority of
bee-keepers. Its early stages of ex-

periment have passed. The apiarist
of to-day can justly boast of the best
comb foundation in the world. Time
was when the highest ambition of
the apiarist was to obtain a starter—
comb guide; but with the improvement in foundation, the guide is a
thing of the past. The necessities of
to-day are full sheets of worker foundation to build up colonies by which
we are enabled, in a great measure, to
control the number of dronos in the
hive, which has always been a serious
drawback in the production of honey.
The bee-keeper of to-day can hive
his colony on full sheets of comb
foundation, and in less than i!4 hours,
under favorable circumstances, can
see the queen supplied with cells in
which to deposit brood as fast as she
•can use them, and the workers storing
honey. They can also fill their sections
with foundation, and under
favorable circumstances, have them
nicely filled and sealed over in 4, 6, or
8 days.

With these

facilities,

it

is

individual bee-keepers to
decide whether they will use a clean,
light foundation which will make a
surplus honey to please the most
fastidious taste, and build up a reputation for nice honey sucli as no other
Nation can produce ; or whether they
will use a dirty, heavy foundation and
make such a honey as no one ever
wants the second time. Choose ye
between the two.
Make a nice surplus honey and establish a reputation which will command a ready sale at a good price.
You have the facilities for making
is
either.
It
for you to decide
whether you will use aii inferior foundation and ruin your reputation for
nice honey, or use a superior foundation and establish a reputation such
as no other Nation can compete with.
left

with

A

long and rather dull discussion
followed the reading of this essay.
For the first time during the meeting
of the Society, the chariot wheels

dragged heavily. Nothing new or interesting was developed, and at length
in sheer weariness, the subject was
dropped, and it was voted to take up

something

else.

The question

the Stenthe minutes of the last convention, was
brought np and referred to a committee consisting of Messrs. Pettit,
Pierce, J. Van Deusen, W. F. Clarke
and W. E. Clark.
of the

ographic reporter,

bill of

who took

The question, "Is it advisable to
use reversible frames?" was introduced by tlie President, and the Convention agreed to consider it.
Mr. Peet explained the chief advantage of reversing frames to be that
the bees would then build comb to the
very bottom of the frame, thereby
making the sheet of comb stiffer, and
providing more room for brood.
Mr. Pettit said that Mr. Wm. F.
Clarke was a strong advocate of
sticking as closely to nature as possible, would he think it unnatural to
reverse the frames ?
That depends.
Mr. Clarke replied
used to be told that the bees did
not build their cells horizontally, but

action might discourage personal attendance at future meetings. It was
also urged that if the Society became
representative, a much larger attendance might be expected.
W. F. Clarke moved, seconded by
U. E. Dodge, that the report be
adopted with the following addition
While it is desirable that the Society
:

should mainly be composed of delegates as originally contemplated, it is
to be understood that individual members will, as heretofore, be eligible
and welcome.
The hour of adjournment arrived
while this matter was under discussion.

:

SIXTH SESSION.
The Convention met at 9:30

We

a.

m..

upwards and our President Root being in the chair. A
bee-masters were in the habit of communication was read from the
cautioning us in transferring bees, to Warner Astronomical Observatory,
keep the comb in the same position inviting the Convention to visit it.
that they were in in the old hive. I On motion, it was resolved to do so at
have never tried reversible frames, 1:30 p. m.
but if the bees tilt their cells upward,
The programme committee reported
tilted

them

sliglitly

;

should be indisposed to turn them
upside down.
This led to a most animated debate,
Mr. Hall, of Ontario, stating that the
bees tilted the cells upward a little
Mr. Betsinger denying it.
In the thickest of the debate, a
sheet of comb on the Quinby frame
was produced, and the majority considered that the cells were slightly
tilted upward, but Mr. Betsinger insisted that they were perfectly horizontal. Still there seemed to be no
difficulty arising out of reversing the
frames on this account.
Mr. Hall saw no good in reversing.
It was not needed to stiffen the frame.
He preferred not to have the combs
built clear to the bottom of the frame,
for it left such a nice place for queenBut if it was desired to have
cells.
the combs built solid at tlie bottom,
all that was necessary was to hoist
the frame into a super. He had a
large number of these frames which
I

;

the subject of Bee-Literature for discussion. Several speeches were made
on this topic, indicating what is often
manifest, viz That almost everybody
thinks that he knows how to run a
paper better than the editors and
proprietors. The evils of bee-papers
being connected with the supply business were freely ventilated, and the
importance of having bee-periodicals
without any axe to grind, was insisted upon. Many things " wise and
otherwise " were said, and finally it
:

was

Resolved, That, while by no means
disparaging the value and usefulness
of other bee-papers, we as bee-keepers
in convention assembled, recognize
in the American Apimlturist a paper
worthy of our support, and would
recommend it to the bee-keepers as
one of the best bee-periodicals published in the interest of bee-keeping.
An essay on "Foul Brood," from
the pen of D. A. Jones, was read by
had been so built out.
Secretary, entitled
President Root thought that there the
was no great object to be gained by CURE OF FOUL BROOD BY FASTING.
reversing frames.
There has been much said of late
Mr. Betsinger differed from him,
seem to
and predicted that the reversible on this subject, that it wouldthere are
frame was the coming frame. He be pretty well worn out, but
the
had over 1 ,000 of them now in use in yet many apiaries suffering from
malady, where a simple and effective
his apiary.
tried
if
gladly
After some further remarks, the treatment would be
known. I have experimented consubject was dropped.
found that the
The committee on revising the Con- siderably, and I have without
any difstitution of the Society reported as disease can be cured
ficulty, without any medicine, withfollows
the disThe committee on revision of the out any danger of spreading
managed, and
Constitution, on consultation with ease, when properly
of its ever
Mr. Betsinger, who was present at the without any possibility
meeting held in Philadelphia in 1S76, returning.
Perhaps I may be allowed to defind that the North American Beehave found it
Keepers' Society should be composed scribe the disease as I
In speaking of foul
of delegates from all the local socie- in Canada.
would first distinguish it
ties throughout North America. They brood, I
such as
would, therefore, recommend and from all other bee diseases,
scalded
urge that the local societies do carry chilled brood, over-heated or
starved brood,
out this feature, and send delegates brood, neglected brood,
caused by shipping bees,
to the meeting of this Society at De- dead brood
The local societies will and another kind of dead brood which
troit in 1885.
in some replease correspond with the Executive resembles foul brood
Committee in reference to this matter. spects, and is doubtless what some
foul brood.
On motion, the report was re- call a mild type ofthis
article too long
It would make
ceived, and a discussion on it sprung
the appearance
up. The fear was expressed that this to describe minutely
I
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of the various kinds of dead brood
above referred to, and tlie various
causes of its appearance. I also do
not wisli to interfere with any other
person's system of curing foul brood,
but simply to give mv own (which

tom of the

cell

and would not be no-

ticed except by close observation.

Diseased larvte, which is capped
is indicated by a sinking of its
capping compared with the fuller appearance on the capping of healthy
larvae.
A small puncture is also made
by the bees in the capping, varying
in size from that of a pin-point to a
pin-head. This seems to satisfy them
that there is nothing to expect, and
over,

has proven successful with myself
of others), in the hope that
those who have tried various remedies
unsuccessfully, may be encouraged to
try once more, and with no further

and scores

expense and with but little trouble,
rid their apiaries of this foul disease.

the cell

is left

to itself.

If the apiar-

opens such cells carefully, and
finds the contents as above described,
he may be sure that his bees have
foul brood but if the larvse retains
its shape and size, and the skins seem
perfect,
even
though
somewhat
ist

I do not believe, with some, that
there is only one method of cure (and
that their own). I know, by experience, that it can be cured in various
ways, and I intend to continue my experiments, with the aim of still shrivelled, that is not foul brood.
further simplifying, if possible, the These punctures are sometimes made
in merely dead-brood capping, their
method of cure.
Some imagine that foul brool may non-emergence at the proper time
being noticed, doubtless, by the bees
be discovered by the foul smell arising
Wherever
from the diseased colonies. This is and thus investigated.
foul brood exists in a colony during
true as far as it goes but if one waits
the breeding season, the brown, ropy
until then, there is a probability that
very many if not all the colonies in matter in the cells may be found.
I could describe several methods of
his apiary have become diseased. Before such a condition had resulted, cure, but the following, I think, will
the disease would have been running be ample, and as it is very simple and
for a long time in some one or two easily performed, it comes within the
If the bees
colonies, from which, especially in reach of everybody
the spring or fall when robbing is have any brood, 1 do not destroy
carried on more or le.ss, the surround- that but I remove the queen and all
ing colonies would surely be contami- the bees that can be spared from the
nated, and become themselves centres hive, leaving only a sufficient number
of infection.
single drop tif honey to take care of the brood while it is
taken from a diseased colony, if fed hatching. I endeavor to have them
to the larvse of a healthy colony, is all tilled with honey before removing.
sufficient to start the work, which, if They are then shaken into a box havunarrested, is inevitable destruction. ing a wire screen lid, and placed in a
When the disease becomes very bad, dark and cool cellar. The box should
much of the brood dies before it is be turned down on its side, when the
capped over, and never is capped bees will cluster on the other side,
after it once dies. I have frequently which will then be upper-most, and
seen colonies which had become so the wire screen forming a side, for
diseased that a very large portion of the time being, will allow of free
the brood had died just before it was ventilation.
They should be left thus from 3 to
capped, and some of the larvse before
6 days, according to the temperature
it had its full growth.
and condition of the bees, which may
In examining the larvae just before be determined by watching, and when
and after it dies, I find that a dark a few bees fall down and begin to
spot first appears about its centre, crawl in a weak, stupid
manner, and
and increases in size very rapidly. those still clustering appear to have
Shortly after its appearance, short, shrunken, they may
then be removed
threadlike veins extend from this and placed in a hive supplied with
centre towards both extremities of the empty comb or comb foundation.
larvse, and appear to plant two new
little honey or syrup should be given
spots, from which more veins soon them, when
they will soon be out
radiate. The veins and spots then foraging again
for themselves. I have
gradually enlarge until the entire not been able to see any difference
larvse is uniformly affected. The skin between
colonies so fasted, until the
of the larvae
also commences to foul honey which they contain
has
wrinkle and shrivel up on the top- been consumed, and an ordinary
colside, the larvie flattens down and
ony of similar size. Both seem to go
gradually recedes to the back of the to work with the determination
which
cells, and finally becomes the brown,
characterizes their race.
putrid mass which so clearly distinSome still say that this fasting-plan
guishes foul brood from all the above- is a failure but
where that has been
mentioned maladies.
said, it cannot have been properly
This brown, ropy matter has a tried. As soon as the brood, which
sticky and tenacious, almost elastic, was left in the foul-broody hive with
consistency, and if a pin-head be in- some bees, as directed, is hatched out,
serted in it and drawn slowly out, it they should be treated like the others,
will stretch like India rubber and jerk the combs rendered into wax, and the
back into the cell again. The bees hive and frames boiled in water for a
make efforts to remove it, but, after a few minutes.
few trials, give it up in disgust, and
The wax in the form of comb founphiiosophically endure what even they dation may be inserted in the same
find too incorrigibly obdurate to cure. and be ready in the purified hive to
Allowed to remain, this viscid sub- receive, with perfect safety, the
stance, in time, dries up at the bot- former inmates as soon as their puri;

;

fication is complete. The honey in the
foul-broody combs, if extracted and
boiled for ten minutes, can be fed to
bees without any fear of injurious results.
Boiling will kill only the germs
of the disease.
I have subjected foul-broody combs
to a temperature of .35^ below zero,
and allowed them to freeze all winter,
then placed one of them in a healthy
nucleus, and as soon as it was filled
with brood and commenced to hatch,
I have found, at the first examination, a very large number of larvie
affected with foul brood. Frost will,
therefore, not kill the disease.
Every case of foul brood which I
have found in this part of Canada, I
have never failed to cure at the first
attempt. In fact, there are a great
many bee-keepers in Canada, now,
who no longer dread foul brood in
their apiaries, as they used to, knowing that they can cure any colony in
one or two hours.
We have had stime valuable hints
on foul brood, in (he bee-papers, and
also some sheer nonsense. Finespun,
scientific theories are sometimes good,
but solid facts from extensive practical experience is what suits me the

best.

As soon

:

;

A

A

;

'

time,

it is

as I shall be able to find the
my intention to write up

more fully, a complete and exhaustive
article, treating on this disease, its
origin, and its cure, and by illustrations I hope to make it perfectly plain
and clear, so that the disease may not
be looked upon, as at present, by
many, as an incurable one.

D. A. Jones.

Mr. Hall said that in 1875 he lost his
whole apiary by foul brood. From
his experience he believed it better to
make a bonfire of hives, comb, and
bees, than to attempt cleaning them.
Mr. Betsinger regretted that the
time was too short for discussion.

He knew

the cause of foul brood, and
a simple remedy for it, which he
would state at the winter meeting of
the Northeastern Bee- Keepers' Association.

President Root said that he should
he inclined to leave the bee-business
altogether, if he thought such another
scourge of foul brood would ever be
experienced as that which visited
this country some years ago. It came
mysteriously and mysteriously depairted.

No reference was made to Mr.
Cheshire's remedy, phenol, recently
published so fully in the Ajiekican
Bee Journal.
The report of the committee on
revision of the Constitution of the
Society, which was not disposed of
last evening, came up in the order of
business, and was adopted, Messrs.
W. F. Clarke and U. E. Dodge, with
the permission of the Convention,
withdrawing their amendment.
The programme committee reported
number of questions, which there
was no time to discuss, and to most
a

of

which the committee had attached
They were as follows

brief replies.

:

Question. Shall' we use in the surplus department, sections of empty

comb, when, from any cause, honey
has been removed from the same

i*

—

:
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The committee on Mr. Bengough's
especially in the spring, when
claim on the Society for sbcu't-hand
sections are put on.
AVIiat is the best non-stickina: sub- reporting at the lust meeting, recomstance to use in making foundation V mended settlement on Mr. liengougirs
proposition submitted through Wm.
Starch, made from rye flour.
Will the killiuf;- of drones early stop F. Clarke, offering to take'S2.") for
Yes

the

A

;

Distilling Insect.

first

work already done, and hand over tlie
swarming y No.
Should our section-boxes of honey be short-hand notes to the Secretary of
Four of the committee the Society, to be put on flle. The reglassed V
port was adopted.
voted ves. one no.
Several small bills were ordered
What is the best package in
which to ship extracted honey and is paid, and the janitor, who bad been
it possible to get a practical wooden at a large amiunit of trouble, and had
l)ackage which will not have to be been in constant attendance to look
ijoxed y Submitted to the Convention. after warming, ventilating, and lightWhat is the best plan to get rid ing the building, was voted $10 for
of fertile workers in a colony of bees? his services.
The question was asked, wliether
Carry each frame with the bees
about 20 feet from the hive and shake any official report of this meeting
them off on the ground. Put the would be published? President Root
frame back into the hive and give stated that the A:mekican iiEE Journal had made arrangements to give
them a queen.
At what time should sections be a full report, and he presumed that
The bee-keeper Mr. Locke would have a report in his
placed on the hives
must be the judge of that himself, as paper. It was not the intention to
he has a knowledge of the honey-tlow. get out a report at the expense of the
How late, as a general thing, will a Society, but the Secretary of this
queen become fertilized V As long as meeting, Mr. l^enedict, would write
drones are around and the bees fly.
out the minutes which he had made,
Is there any gas in honey which and transmit them to the newly apshould be allowed to escape after ex- pointed Secretary, who would protracting, before sealing it in jars ? duce them for reference at the Detroit
IProbably some carbonic-acid gas, oxy- meeting.
gen and hydrogen in the combined
Mr. Clarke, of Ontario, said that
state of water, which is gotten rid of this would
entail
a considerable
by evaporation.
amount of after- work upon Mr. BeneWhat is bee-sting poison com- dict, which it was not fair for us to
posed of, and is it an acid or alkali ? expect him to do for nothing. He,
Poison is composed of the liquid therefore, moved that the Secretary
secretion of two glands one secret- be allowed $20 for his services. The
ing an acid liquid, the other secret- motion was seconded and carried
ing alkali liquid. The mixture is al- unanimously.
ways strongly acid.
President Root gave a brief address
lirst

;

'i

—

Shall we practice stimulative feeding before flowers bloom in the
spring V
Yes. No.
What is the best method of keeping combs over winter ?
Put them
in a moth-proof room.
To obtain the best results from
cellar-wintering, should bees be taken
out for a cleansing flight during winter ?

Cannot

expressive of his satisfaction at the
success of the meeting.
Though it
was not so large as usual, owing to
the absence of the Western brethren,

had been most harmonious, and

it

there had been many interesting and
useful discussions.
He hoped that
there would be a general rally at Detroit, next year.

Livingstone met with a wonderful
distilling insect in Africa, on lig-trees.
Seven or eight of the insects cluster

round a spot on one of the smaller
branches, and these keep up a constant distillation of a clear fluid-like
water, which, dropping to the ground,
forms a puddle. If a vessel is placed
under them in the evening, itcontaius
three or tour pints of fluid in the
morning.

To the question, whence is this fluid
derived ? the natives reply that the
insects suck it out of the trees, and
naturalists give .the same answer.
But Livingstone could never find any
wound in the bark, or any proof whatever that the insect pierced it. Our
common frog hopper, which, before it
gets its wings, is called " cuckoo
spit," and lives on many plants in a
frothy, spittle-like fluid, is like the
African insect, but is much smaller.
Livingstone considers that they derive much of their fluid l)y absorbing
He found some of
it from the air.
the insects on a castor-oil plant, and
he cut away about 20 inches of the
bark between the insects and the
tree, and destroyed all the vegetable
tissue whieli carried the sap from the
tree to the place

were

distilling.

where the insects

The

distillation

was

then going on at the rate of one drop
in every 67 seconds, or 5}^ table-spoonfuls every 24 hours.
Next morning, although the supplies of sap were stopped, supposing
them to come up from the ground,
tlie fluid was increased to one drop
every five seconds, or one pint in
He then cut the
every 24 hours.
branch so much that it broke, but
they still went on at the rate of one
while
five
seconds
drop every
another colony of the insects on a
a
drop
branch of the same tree, gave
every seventeen seconds. The World
of Wonder.
;

The Convention then adjourned un-

say.

til

Thompson

wished to get the
views of the Convention on the latter
J.
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the

1^

fall of 188.5.

The

Create a Local

Honey Market.

Mahoning

Valley BeeNow is the time to create Honey
Keepers will hold their fall meeting
point. Some said no, others yes.
vote was taken, but not " a baker's in Ravenna, O., on Nov. 14, 1884. A Markets in every village, town and
dozen "' committed themselves one cordial invitation is extended to all.
Wide - awake honey producers
city.
E. W. Turner, ,Sec.
way or the other.
should get the Leaflets " Why eat
" Adopt
Newton Falls, O.
Mr. Wm. F. Clarke said
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else
my hibernating hive-stand and you
will neither have to take them into or
^^ The Central Illinois Bee-Keep- the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
out of tlie cellar and if there is a ers' Association will hold its next and Medicine," and scatter them
chance for a cleansing flight, the bees annual meeting in Bloomington, 111., plentifully all over the territory they
will take it.
on the second Wednesday in January, can supply with honey, and the result
The programme committee reported 188.5, at 9 a. m.
will be a demand that will readily take
resolutions of thanks as follows
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
remunerative
To the Mayor and city authorities
all of their crops at
for their courtesy in placing the pubi^ The bee-keepers of McDonough prices. The prices for "Honey as Food
lic buildings at the disposal of the and adjoining counties are requested
and Medicine " are as follows
Society.
to meet at Bushnell, 111., on Nov. 20,
To the daily papers, whose report- 1884, for the purpose of organizing a
Single copy 5 cts,; per doz., 40 cts
ers have been very attentive and efH- bee-keepers" association.
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
cient.
or 1000 for
postpaid for $10.00
J. G. Norton.
To the brethren who prepared
$15. 00. On orders of 100 or more,
essays for the Convention.
if
desired,
on the
print,
1^" The Massachusetts Bee-Keep- we will
To the President and oflicers for ers' Association will meet on Nov. cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
making preliminary arrangements, 19, 1884, at 432 Soiithbridge Street, (giving the name and address of the
and for management of the business Worcester, Mass. All interested in bee-keeper who scatters them). This
of the Society.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
bees are cordially invited.
To the hotel-keepers for their polite
and expense— enabling him to dispose
J. G. Jeffbrds, Sec.
attentions to members.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
D. S. Bassett, Pres.

A

:

;

:

:

;

:

:
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a summer," so also one year of honeyglut does not make the honey business
a substantial or paying one and even
when we do get the glut, the effect
seems to be of injury to the business.

For the American 3ee

N. Ind. and

S.

JoumaL

Mich. Convention.

;

For

ttie

American

Bv*e

JournaL

Depressed Industry —Organization.
K. J.

KENDALL.©

The following article is from the
Anaheim Gazette. It explains itself,
and I will make a remark or two
about
"

it

One

of the unfortunate features
the present season is the depression
under which the honey industry is
laboring. For several years past the
yield has been scant, and yet the
price was, as a rule, below the point
of profit. This season the crop was
very good, but to offset this the price
has gone down to a shameful depth.
Sales of pure mountain sage honey
are reported in Anaheim, tliis week,
at 3 cents per pound, and he was a
peculiarly bold operator who paid tliat
price, 2% cents being the next highest
offer.
It is needless to say that even
with the natural advantages enjoyed
by the bee-keeper of Southern California, there is no profit in the business when such prices rule. And it
is all the more exasperating to know
that it is not a fluctuation in the consumption of honey which causes this
low price. It is reasonable to suppose tiiat the use of honey is steadily
increasing, and more than keeps pace
with the production. Tlie real cause
of the depression is to be found in
the so-called honey witli which the
markets of the East and of Europe
are flooded honey in the production
of which the busy bee had neither
hand nor part. It is glucose pure and
simple, and as it can be produced
cheaper than the natural product can
be sent from California, the latter is
unmarketable.
Such, indeed, is the
frank statement of a commission
house of New York, who were asked
by an Anaheim firm to give a reason
why they would not handle pure California honey. Against such unscrupulous competition as this, it is almost
useless to struggle. The only hope is
in legislation, which will make it a
punishable offense to sell glucose under a honey-label, just as it is an offense in some States to sell oleomarga-

—

'

rine

for

'

anything but what

it

is.

Until some sucli step as this is taken,
there is nothing very alluring in the
honey business."
I

always believe that

'"to

before-

warned is to be forearmed," provided
To
the warned heed the warning.

me

there are evident signs that the
is in peril so far as the
pockets of honey-producers are concerned. They ought to be able to get
10 cents per pound for their honey,
and when tlie price gets below that,
I have very grave doubts whether it
pays to produce it, the supply dealers
to the contrary notwithstanding.
The lioney crop is a precarious crop,
and as •' one swallow does not make

honey market

" Three cents a pound "—the words
are a comment and a warning, a comment on the want of management,
and a warning tliat unless bee-keepers turn their attention as well to,
the management of the market as to
the management of their bees, they
""
with
are going to be " worker bees
a vengeance and also to find that at
the end of tiie season they have been
so robbed of their honey that they
will have to look for outside feeding
But unlike the bees
to winter on.
they have no owner, and none to do
the feeding.
What is the remedy V Undoubtedly
If
co-operation and organization.
every skilled bee-keeper were a member of his district association, every
;

association affiliated to its
State association, and every State
association connected with a Naorganizaassociation, such
tional
tion could control the honey market,
arbitrate the price of honey, and see
to its being evenly distributed. This
could be done by holding regular
"grange" sort of meetings, paying
small lodge dues, having representatives, agents, correspondents, and a
perfect ramification througliout the
whole country. Sucli a society would
be a perfect barometer of tlie honey
trade, and would be its safeguard, or
could be made so.
Suppose such an organization ; suppose that it had its own trade-mark
district

The

first

regular meeting of the

S. Michigan BeeKeepers' Association met at 10 a. m. in
Goshen, Ind., on October 3, 1884, and
was called to order by President A.
Blunt, who briefly stated the object
of the meeting. The first on the programme was the reading of the minutes of the previous meeting which
were adopted. The roll was then
called, when 1.5 members responded.
An opportunity being then offered for
any person to join the Association, by
signing the constitution and by-laws,

N. Indiana and

new members were received. The
number of colonies owned by the new
members were 152, making 975 in all
6

belonging to the Association. This
does not include the increase of the
new colonies belonging to the old
members, as they could not give the
number that were strong enough to
winter. The Association favored the
doubling up of weak colonies for wintering, instead of feeding them.
general report was then called
for by the President and the members
It would be
responded promptly.
useless to attempt to give a full report
of evervthing tliat was spoken. The

A

facts are all that will interest any one,
That this has been
1
and they were
a remarkably poor season for beekeepers in tins section, owing to the
extreme dryness of the weather. 2.
That the production of honey is far
below the average and inferior in
quality. 3. That many colonies are
and label suppose every pound of unable to winter without assistance.
honey it sold was guaranteed to be 4. The best food to supply them with
:

.

;

the best granulated sugar, dissolved
water to make a thick
syrup, and to be fed in the hive, by
and suppose member- filling empty combs and replacing
or amateur)
ship meant knowledge of the busi- them, or by the various other methods.

honey

honest, pure

;

suppose every

member was a bona'fide, expert honeyproducer (I mean not a mere novice

is

in sufficient

;

and honesty in it do you not
suppose that such a brand ot lioney
would knock '" higher than a kite "
this adulteration
and every other
brand ? If instead of every man shipping on his own hook, he would send
his honey to his district association
bottling,' canning and packing house
(where honey was tested and graded),
would not a system of this sort, or
something like it, be the best answer
to cheap prices, and the glucose business,

;

A good and convenient way is,

by

fill-

ing a tumbler nearly full and placing
it upside down in one end of the hive,
and admitting the liees by raising one
The only difficulty
division-board.
experienced by feeding syrup was
from diarrhoea, caused by the sugar.

This was also produced sometimes by

bees eating soured or moldy honey.
The best means of preventing this
disease has been found to be some
alkali, as bi-carbonate of soda, one
tablespoonful to each gallon of syrup.
ness.
I am afraid we think too much of
The discussion then turned on the
managing our bees, and too little of best method of preparing bees for
managing our market. If we are to winter, after whicli the meeting adbe successful we must give as much journed until 1 p. m.
thought to the latter as the former.
Promptly at 1 p. m., the meeting
Honey will not sell itself, but if left was called to order by the President,
to do so, it will sell us. I wish that and the discussion continued on winthose readers of the Bee .Journal tering bees. By the suggestion of A.
who have more and longer experience Blunt, the physical condition of bees
would determine to take up this during winter, was added. This was
branch of the business and let us see 1. Ventilation and the amount of air
if we cannot evolve some scheme to necessary for bees.
How this air
2.
better our present positions, and be- should be admitted. 3. How to precome the masters of the honey mar- vent moisture.
ket, and not its victims.
These subjects were discussed for
Austin, Texas.
some time, and the following resolutions unanimously passed:
Resolved, That regular and continWe can supply photographs of ued
heat with dryness are the essenRev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of tials in keeping bees during winter
Berlepsch, or Dzierzon, at 25 cts. each. therefore,, this Association recom-

^

;
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meiuls the packing of llie liives at each
anil at the top, with al)Sorbents,
and
siK'h as wheat-chaff or leaves
ventihition from the entrance only,
with room above the honeylioard for
the bees to pass over the combs, and
for shelter, only covering siitlicient to
keep them dry and from the direct
blasts of the storms.
A vote of thanks was tendered the
La Porte Bee-Keepers" Association,
for the kind invitation extended to
our Association, to be with them on
Oct. 122, and a delegate was ordered to
be sent to represent our Association
at that time.
The executive committee was directed to procure Mr. James Ileddon, of
Michigan, and Mr. Newman, of Chicago, 111., as speakers for our next
meeting.
Adjourned to meet on the tirst Friday of April, 188-5, at 10 a. m., in the
same room. F. L. Putt, M. I)., Sec.

end

;

A. Blunt, Pres.

should

be capped over before cold
weather sets in.
f>. This fall, I
intend to try an experiment with something with which,
perhaps, some of you are annoyed.
My bees have access to a cider-mill
which is located within one-quarter of
a mile from my apiary. Daily the
bees

make

visits to the "mill in search

and when there

729
For

stimulative

feeding

spring, before any pollen

have used (iraham

in

the

comes
and

in, I

flour

:

no honey have nothing to offer ia particular,
coming in, as has been the case dur- but I would say, if you expect to exing this fall, the bees will carry in tract from the brood-chamber, do not
freat quantities of cider, which we all feed more syrup than the bees will
now IS not fit for their winter stores. be likely to use up before the honeyThen the question arises, " What flow comes, as the surplus of syrup
shall we do to overcome this diffi- will spoil the sale of honey, and cusculty ?" I am trying the plan of tomers will say that it is adulterated.
feeding, as an experiment, and gladly
Great care must be exercised in
await a discussion of this point at feeding syrup during a honey-drouth
of food,

is

this meeting.

when sections are in place for surplus
honey, as no syrup whatever should
be deposited in comb honey for mar" Build up
ket. Let our motto be
the market for pure goods only."
I am often confronted with this
have furnished them work nearer question from customers
'•
What
home.
makes your honey go to sugar. (They
I
believe
that where no great mean graiuilate.)
I always explain
ainount of eider is in the hive, if we to them that this is one of the tests
of
mix a quantity of honey or syrup its purity and I believe that it will
with it, it will sweeten it so much be a benefit to all if each will do the
that when the water is properly evap- same thing towards educating
the
orated from both, fermentation will public so as to be able to recognize
not take place at least not to any pure honey.
great extent.
I am not certain of
Some persons say that the honey
success, but I can report the result of can all be extracted and sold in
the
my experiments at our spring meet- fall, and with that money enough
ing, and you can then be the judges.
sugar can be bought to winter their
The advantages of feeding bees are bees on, yet having a fair sum left to
of some importance to any who have pay them for their trouble. I am not
either few or many bees. As to the inclined to think that there would be
manner of feeding bees, I may say anything gained in doing this, as it
that each has his own method. The is considerable trouble to melt the
result desired should determine the sugar and distribute the feed.
manner of feeding. If we desire to
Feeding late in the season should
stimulate breeding in the spring, we not be done if possible to avoid it, as
need not feed a large amount; a piece it encourages breeding, and the cold
of old comb put into the cap of the weather approaching, the bees are
hive will serve to hold enough syrup driven to cluster, and the brood left
for the puspose. But when we desire to chill. If the cold continues, the
to feed for winter stores we would bees cannot remove the dead brood,
need something more commodious. and it is left in the hive all winter in
I have used Shuck's bee-feeder, and a decaying state, from which arise
find it excellent for feeding small odors and gasses which bring disease
quantities at night. It is used at the and death to the rest of the colony.
entrance, and would, therefore, be
In feeding at any time, great preobjectionable if it were desirable to caution should be exercised against
have the bees fly out during the day. robbing, which, when once started, is
I am using tin cups for heavy feed- sometimes hard to stop.
No syrup,
ing. I make a little wheel out of a sugar or honey
should be dropped
shingle or thin board that will fit in- about the apiary, or exposed where
side the cup, leaving a little space the bees will lind it, as these
are great
around the edge where the bees may incentives to robbing. If we feed at
sip.
This may be bored full of small night we need not have any fears of
gimlet holes, and serves as a float, robbing, if the above precautions are
settling as the syrup is consumed. well observed. Feeding
at night can
This I find to be the cheapest feeder only be done while the nights are
that I have seen. I notice some ob- warm for when the nights become
jections to it. though, as the bees be- cool, the bees will not carry the food
come besmeared sometimes, and are to their cells, as they are all needed in
unable to help themselves for a short the brood-chamber during cool nights,
time, but others come to their rescue, therefore the necessity of early, fall
and they are thus relieved.
feeding for winter stores. Early in
The question now arises, " What the fall each colony should be examshall I feed my bees i"' 1. Honey, if ined to see whether it is lacking anyit is fit for table use
if not. Prof. thing, and then a remedy can be given
Cook says that it is not fit for bees.
accordingly.
2. Sugar syrup made the consistency
In conclusion I will say this
Each
of honey when first gathered.
person who keeps bees either for
3. Coffee A sugar is considered the profit or for pleasure, should obtain
best to use in making a svrup. I some reliable authority on the subwould never use cheap sugar "for win- ject, and then read it carefully and
ter feeding.
make as many observations as posI feed my bees in the morning, so
that they may have something else to
do during the day than going after
cider. I find that many bees are thus
deterred from going to tbe mill, as I

:

:

For tbe American Bee Journal.

How

to

Feed Sugar Syrup to Bees.
C.

;

THEILMANN.O,

This fall I have fed my bees for
winter stores 9()0 pounds of granulated stigar syrup in two days. I fed
it as described last year by one of the
correspondents in the Bee Journal
I. e., by raising the
front of the hive
high enough so that the syrup, which
is poured in on top of the back end of
the frames, does not run out. When
I read the article, last year, I did not
think much of that way of feeding
;

bees, as

I feared that the bees might
bedaub themselves too much but I
And by actual trial that the bees take
up the syrup in a shorter time than in
any other way that I have ever tried
to feed them but very few daubed
bees can be seen at the entrance, and
it is otherwise all right, no excitement
;

;

for robbing has appeared.

Theilmanton, Minn., Oct.
Read

at the

Wabash

Co.. Ind..

30, 1S84.

Convention.

Feeding Bees.
A.

The

SINGER.

question which I will nodo we feed bees?"
There are several reasons why the
progressive bee-keeper will feed his
bees. 1. In the spring, when no nectar is to be fonnd, we should feed the
bees in order to stimulate breeding,
as it is of great importance to have
all colonies strong as early as possible
in the spring, so that they may be
prepared to improve the first honeyflow.
We are all aware that the
queen is stimulated to greater activity
in depositing eggs when the workers
are carrying in food (which we may
give by stimulative feeding), than
when they get nothing from the fields.
2. When the flow of nectar has not
been sufficient to enable the bees to
store enough honey for a winter supply, then it becomes necessary to supply enough stores for them to feed on
during- the winter, whicli stores
tice

is,

first

"Why

also

bolted Hour. I put it on boards in
front of the hives. This serves as a
substitute for pollen, and I find that
the liees work at it with a will on
warm spring days.
Now, as to the amount to feed
I

;

;

;

:

—

:
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sible to attest his reading. If each
were to do this it would put us to

and by hard
thought all our inventions and improvements are brought about, and
mankind is thereby benetitted. Keep
thiuliing as Galileo did wlien he saw
the chandelier swinging to and fro at
Pisa. His thoughts gave us the pendulum your thouglVts may give us
something as beneficial. Improve the
evenings by reading bee-literature.
No time is lost by tlip " busy bee,"
thinliing on the subject,

;

In riinniug-

From

its daily train;
tlie rising- sun till

dewy

eve.

honest ^ain.

It treasures its

For the American Bee Journal.

Will Honey-Dew Granulate

?

HENRY JONES.©
The best
made is the

report that I have ever
following Last fall I put
50 colonies of bees into winter quar:

Eight of them died, I sold 6,
ters.
and began the season with 36 good
colonies.
From tliese I have taken

pounds of comb honey and 210
pounds of extracted. This is not an
estimate, but all of it was carefully
weighed. I now have 78 colonies with
whicli to try the coming winter. I
winter my bees on the summer stands
and pacli them with dry sawdust.
Will honey dew, or the product of
aphidae, granulate V
I had the imEression that it would not, but some
oney which I extracted on June .5

3,.546

granulated

solidly before July
1.
Nearly all who tasted it pronounced
it honey-dew.
Chesaning, Mich., Oct. 31, 1884.

the outside of the sections, was cousidered the best for the purpose.

them goods for the
Exposition (and this is urgently requested) will send all articles to my
address at Delaware, O., I paying the
express or freight charges. All desiring to respond to this call please do
so at once, as all articles must be sent
desiring to loan

A

patented bee-smoker was shown and
highly recommended.
A novel queen-nursery attracted
considerable attention. It consisted
of a block of wood ly inches thick
and 3 inches square, having a 2-inch
to me by Nov. 20, 1884.
hole in the centre, covered with fine
Delaware. O.
wire -cloth.
In the end were two
connecting with the
;>^-inch holes
For the American Bee Journal
large one. A queen-cell is placed into
one of the holes, and a sponge satSouthern Wisconsin Convention.
urated with lioney into the other.
Any number of these may be put into
The fourth regular meeting of the a brood-frame and placed into the
Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' centre of the hive to be hatched.
Southern
Association was held on Oct. 28, 1884,
A reversible frame was shown. It
at Janesville, Wis,, President C. O. is the ordinary frame except the supShannon presiding.
port or projection of the top-bar was
After the reading of the minutes of cut away and supplied with strapthe previous meeting by the Secretary, irons fastened at the centre of the
Mr. Levi Fatzinger read an essay on end-pieces witli a screw, and reaching
the " Advancement in Apiculture," to the top. Here it is bent over and
commenting on the benefit of organ- back and terminating in two points.
ized associations, the improvements These irons may be turned to eitlier
made in handling bees since the days the top or bottom of the frame. The
of tlie old log-hive, the value of the frame may be hung bottom upward
pioneers in bee-keeping, and the va- in the hive the bees will then carry
rious experiences through success and the honey into the upper story, leavfailure.
ing the entire brood-chamber for the
The different methods of wintering queen.
bees was discussed at some length.
Hints and suggestions were made
Wintering in the cellar was first con- as follows
A colony may be placed
sidered with the following conclu- on its own stand or any other in the
It is most important to have spring. Hives should be numbered so
sions
a dry cellar and sub-earth ventilation that a record of each colony may be
with a constant temperature of about kept. To insure the successful win45" above zero. The hive-stand should tering of bees, honey-dew and buckbe one foot high. Place the hives in wheat honey should be extracted in
rows and in three or four tiers high. the fall, and replaced with the best
The caps should be removed, and the sugar syrup. The weight of a colony
honey-board slioved forward }4 of an of bees is from 3 to
pounds. It is
inch for ventilation. Keep the room the common opinion that extracted
handle
little
as
possible.
as
dark, and
honey changes its flavor, and is not
The bees should not be put into the equal to comb honey. It is claimed
cellar until the cold weather comes to that some people do not know the
stay. Their food must consist of the difference
between extracted and
best honey or granulated white sugar strained honey. Extracted honey is
made into a thin syrup. All dead bees pure, and is extracted from the combs
should be removed from the bottom by a machine made expressly for the
of the hive.
honey is comb
strained
purpose
Wintering bees out-of-doors, the honey mashed up with bee-bread,
hives being packed in chaff, was next beeswax, bee-glue, and the dirt of the
;

:

:

.">

[Prof. Cook's reply to the above
inquiry on the granulation of honey" So far as I have
dew is as follows
been able to determine, tlie better kind
of honey-dew (that from aphidse and
ergot) is quick to granulate ; that
which I have from bark- lice shows a
tendency to solidify." Ed.]
considered, and was generally admitted as the best method. Build a
house large enough to allow a packFor the American Bee Journal.
ing of five or ten inches thick around
Apiarian Display at New Orleans.
each hive. Arrange the hives in rows
facing to the south. The entrance
H. BESSE, M. D.Q
must be left open so that the bees can
pass out and in at will. Ventilation
I am appointed Assistant Commis- must be provided at the top of each
sioner for Ohio to represent and ar- hive so that the moisture will be abrange the apiarian display at New sorbed by the packing. Do not put
Orleans. The exhibition will not be the bees into winter quarters until
large, but I shall aim to show the the warm days are past, otherwise the
most instructive articles, such as bees will return to their old stand and
hives,
honey-packages for surplus be lost. The entrance should be kept
honey in all forms to ship and in the clean from dead bees. The great admarket; and all kinds of apparatus vantages of wintering out-doors are
and material used or produced in the The bees can take a cleansing flight
I am given but a small on warm days (it being necessary to
apiary.
amount for this object, and will, scatter straw in front of the house
therefore, have to limit the exhibit to for the weak ones to light upon).
the practically useful. If any bee- Also, they may be left in winter quarkeeper, or any one in the supply biisi- ters until frosty nights are gone in
ness, thinks that he has that which the spring, thus saving much spring
will be instructive, and is new and dwindling.
peculiar, I shall be glad to hear from
Tlie exhibit of apiarian supplies
him at once. Any articles donated was better ttian at any previous meetwill be arranged in the most tasteful ing.
case holding 24 one-pound
manner. (Tliis \v\l\ give an excellent sections, made for tiering up, and so
opportunity to advertise goods.) Those arranged that the bees could not soil
:

:

,

'

A

;

hive.

We

1884,

give below the statistics for
which we regret to say is in-

complete,
report

many members

failing to

Colonies put into winter quarters
Colonies taken out of winter quarters
Colonies lost by robblngand spring dwindling
Colonies sold
Colonies bought
Coloniew commenced tlie season with
Increase of the season

286
283
24

25
27

269
209

Comb honey produced

9,256

Extracted honey produced
Wax produced

3,7-.i2

63

The investment may be estimated
as follows

:

209 spring colonies at $8 each
2(19 fall colonies at *li each

$2,152
1,254

I3.4U6

Total

The product

is

as follows

:

$1,480 96
of comb honey at 16 cents
465 25
3.722 lbs. of extracted lioney at 12 cents.
16 38
6.3 lbs. of wax at 26 cents
9.2fi6 lbs.

Total

,

tl,962 59

the
our
table been complete, we could have

From

the above

profit is over

.55

will be seen
per cent. Had
it

a better show of figures. The
next meeting will be held at the usual
place in Janesville. on Jan. fi, 1885.

made

;

O

:
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J. C. Lynch will read an essay on a sufficient number of cases in differ- on the alighting-board, I wipe it oft at
apiculture. ' A general discussion will ent localities, to as nearly prove the once. Bees have guards at the enbe indulged in on the subjects ot bee- rule correct as is jiossible, wliy have trances of hives, and if not demoralwe not got tlie remedy, even if we do ized by carelessness, they will protect
culture.
J. T. FojiEKOY, *'ec.
differ as to the cause of the disease V themselves from foreign invaders that
C. O. Shannon, Pres.
The science of medicine is one of ex- come for pelf in their natural way.
Mr. Hall I consider myself under
periment largely; so with beekeepFor the American Ree Journal
ing
and he who experiments the lasting obligations to this" Society for
most wisely is the one who will meet what knowledge I have obtained in
Shall we Winter Bees ?
these mutual gatherings.
with the greatest success.
Mr. Rossiter
I have followed Mr.
The main point which we are now
,1.
E. I'OND, JK.O*
Boiling's plan of wintering, and had
through
safely
after, is to get our bees
perfect
certain
success.
severe
winters.
If
a
The winter problem is the impor- our
it can be
Mr. Dodge
I leave the entrances
tant matter in the minds of apiarists means is offered bv which
done, we can well afford to accept it, open all winter. If any get drifted
at the present time. All others sink
admit the sound- under, I let them alone. They come
into insiguiticance when compared even if we do not
ness of tlie theory upon whicli it is out generally the best in the spring.
with it, and with good reasons too
Mr. Hall said that Mr. Moon covers
based. The matter is well worth a
for otiier questions are easy of solutrial.
It certainly can do no harm, his hives with snow in the early part
tions, or depend upon whims or fanand it good results follow, we are all of the winter, for protection.
cies, while this one stares us in the
Mr. Dodge
Although we speak
benefitted thereby. And then, too, in
face, as one that affects the very life
the remedy, we need none favorably of snow-drift covering and
of the bee-business. It a sure method accepting
views or scientific packing, my conclusion is
can be given by which every colony of us give up our peculiar
that a properly constructed cellar is
can be wintered safely, the occupation notions; we can still theorize and ex- the only
true safe-guard for the winperiment as to the cause, and do so
of bee-keeping will be placed upon a
certainty of meeting with no tering of bees.
solid basis, and stand there perma- with the
Adjourned to meet at Fredonia, N.
I for
nently
as tlie matter now stands, losses, while thus theorizing.
test for Y., on Dec. 6.
great insecurity is felt by all in regard one shall give the matter a
and I trust that
to the meihod which they advise and the coming winter,
bee-keepers in
use themselves for while they may enough of my fellow
have been uniformly successful here- various localities will do so also, to
can with perfect
tofore, no one can predict what the show whether we
sugar syrup for winter
results in tlie future will be. The safety adopt
ablest and most experienced are stores.

Mr.

:

;

How

:

:

:

•

;

;

forced from time to time to report
large losses, which would not be the
case were there any positively certain
method which they can use.
Mr. Ileddon. to-day, is sure that he
has the question settled, and fully
believes that his " pollen theory " is
the solution of the problem. Perhaps
he is right it is possible he may be ;
I for one, however, cannot accept thai;
theory, and fear that Mr. II., in placing too much present dependence
upon it, may be prevented from giving
the matter that attention which he
otherwise would, and thus a loss will
ensue, by reason of his ceasing to
;

experiment.
While I do not accept the " pollen
theory," there is one point incidentally made by Mr. H. in discussing it,
viz that if a colony is fed upon granulated sugar syrup only, and all pollen is removed from the hive on the
approach of winter, that such colony
will invariably winter safely. Now,
if such is the case, there is an easy
:

remedy for us

all

to adopt,

and we

need not bother our heads at present
about the prime cause or immediate
it is' enough for present purposes to know that safety lies in pursuing a certain course and when it
is established as a positive fact, we
can all pursue that course in perfect
confidence of the results which will

effect

;

;

follow.
It is easy

enough

in regard to almost

where the matter

to

make assertions

any matter

;

and

wholly theoretical
it is not easy to disprove assertions,
no matter how much they are at variance with our preconceived ideas. In
this matter of wintering, however,
we have now a chance to prove or disprove one thing, viz
whether the
absence of' pollen, and the presence
of 'sugar syrup alone, in a given colony, will insure its safety during the
coming winter. If it does so. and in
is

:

Foxboro. Mass.

Lake Shore Bee Convention.

Handling Bees Scientifically.
Lake
I commenced the season of 1884
Shore Bee-Keepers' Association was with 26 weak colonies, 15 being Italthere
was
held at Brocton, N. Y., but
ians, and the
balance blacks.
I
a meager attendance.
doubled them back to 15 colonies,
The subject of wintering bees -was killing all the black queens, and have

The September meeting

of the

discussed as follows

Sometime in OctoMr. Gage said
ber I remove the honev-board and lay
on a few thicknesses of newspaper or
a carpet, and on the top of this I place
a chaff-cushion about 4 inches in
thickness, for an absorbent more than
:

for protection. The entrances to my
hives are about 7 inches wide. These
I close up to about 2 inches. The most
I ever lost in any winter, was 3 colonies. I have wintered 63, or near that
number, at times.
Mr. U. E. Dodge I generally pack
the bees by the last of November. I
pack them in a day when it is warm,
so that stray bees will easily get back
to the hive again. Packing is only
one of the items for winter preparation.
I commence in September to
inspect my bees carefully, and aid
each colony for wintering according
to the condition in which it is found
at that time. If I have a surplus of
honey in one hive, I often take a part
of it away and give to one that is
But I do not advocate this
deficient.
method in general practice. I save
quite a good supply through the summer for extra fall and winter feeding.
Be very careful in feeding, or robbing
If it does, look out
will commence.
for trouble that may be lasting. It
:

disorganizes

a whole

apiary

when

rolibing commences. I do not allow
a drop of honey to be spilled near the
hives, or a bit of comb where the bees
can reach to extite their appetites.
cannot be too careful in this
direction. If a drop of honey is seen

We

of extracted
taken 1,.300 pounds
honey, sold $7 worth of queens, and
have increased them to 25 colonies.
My neighbors who handle bees sciensucceeded very well,
tifically have
but thise who did not, have no honey
for their pains.

Geo. "W. Morris.
Salvisa, Ky., Oct. 28, 1884.
Bees Ready for Winter.
I began the season with 35 colonies,
spring count, sold 13, and increased
the balance to 39 by natural swarming.
My surplus is .500 pounds of

comb honey
sections,

and

in

600

one and two-pound
pounds of extracted

honey. My bees are in first-class condition for winter, and all are ready
to remove into winter quarters when
cold weather sets in. All have ample
stores well sealed to last until May,
1885.
Here, this has been a fair season for honey. Last winter I wintered 3 colonies on the summer stand,
with no protection except a quilt over
the frames, resting on sticks, so as to
give room for the bees to partially
cluster above the frames, and so that
the bees could move in a body to any
part of the hive and not get chilled.
The super was resting on a quilt
filled with oat chaff, and the covers
were raised }4 of an inch to allow the
moisture to escape. These 3 colonies
wintered the best of any. I shall experiment farther during the coming
C. F. Greening. <x
winter.

Grand Meadow, Minn., Nov. 5,

1884.
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No

Fall

Honey

Crop.

I started in the spring with 6 colonies of bees, increased to 16 by divis-

have had but one to quarrel, and that
did not amount to much, and very
few bees have returned to the old
stand.
I have now, in my honeybees are the best house, two Lan^stroth frames of

ped comb honey from every colony, I
shall be well pleased. Out of 1,000
sections I had 300 capped on the tiering-up plan. I believe that the pure

and have taken 195 pounds of blacks or German
and '165 pounds of comb bees in America for producing comb
honey. I had to feed 95 pounds of honey, but they have two faults. My
sugar in order to bring my bees bees were bringing in pollen on Oct.
through the last winter. It has been 19, and I put them into the cellar on
a very poor season here. Bees have the 27th. I hived 2 second-swarms
gathered no honey since July 15. I and they did as well as any. I rehave done better than the most of the turned about 30 first-swarms. I bebee-keepers, the average being, as gan the season with 48 colonies, spring
near as I can find out, from 15 to 30 count, have secured 400 pounds of
pounds per colony, with no swarming comb and 1,300 pounds of extracted
to amount to anything.
honey, being a little more than 35
If. L. Wells. -o
pounds per colony, and have in-

ion,

which weigli 27 pounds. Who
can beat it? I took from one hive,
last season, 7 frames from which I
It
extracted .59 pounds of lioney.
takes about 15 pounds of honey to
winter each colony here. My hives
now will average about 30 pounds of
honey. My plan is to let them have
plenty of honey in the hive during
winter, and then extract the surplus
in the spring. Our bees stop working
about Nov. 15. and commence again
Defiance, O., Oct. 28, 1884.
creased my apiary to 80 colonies. I on Feb. 1. We scarcely ever have
believe that dampness is the cause of more than 4 or 5 days at a time when
bees do not fly out. I have plenty of
bee-diarrhoea.
Northwestern Convention.
drones flying now.
Fayette Lee.0
J. W. ECKJIAN.O^
In the report of tlie Xorthwestern
Cokato, Minn., Nov. 1, 1884.
Richmond, Tex., Nov. 1, 1884.
Convention, on page 678, second column and second paragraph, the last
word in the paragraph should be Much Bloom, but Little Honey.
Canada.
frames, not combs. Page 679, second
Last winter bees wintered well in Bee-Keeping in
column, seventh paragraph and third hives properly prepared. The spring
in 1883 with
bee-keeping
started
I
Mr. and the whole season was good as far
line, evening should be covering.
2 colonies of black bees in box-hives.
J. A. Green writes me that he has not as rain, heat, wind, etc., are conThese I increased to 8 by natural
practiced the Heddon method of pre- cerned, but although we had a proput some of the swarms
after-swarming, nor the fusion of bloom, it yielded but very swarming. I
venting
into hives holding 12 Gallup frames,
"
"
sections, and thinks

extracted,

tiering-up

of
White clover did well,
little honey.
probable that I " confounded him but it is not yet well grounded in this
with Mr. Furness, of Indiana."
country, still it is coming very fast,
W. Z. Hutchinson. 6 68—108.
and will be a great help. Fall bloom
1884.
Mich.,
Nov.
Rogersville,
3,
produces our main crop. My hives
had 10 pounds of honey, and I have
fed 10 pounds of thick syrup to each
A Very Poor Season.
colony. They have very little pollen,
This has been a very poor season so that I think they are safe for winfor honey in this section. But few ter. I use chaff-hives.
Bees fly 3
bee-keepers have secured any honey days during every week. My comb
at all. Nevertheless bees swarmed a honey in sections received the first
great deal, and I think that most of premium at our County Fair (Nodathe colonies will starve before spring, way Co.) I am doing all that I can
unless they are fed. There was an for the bee-business here.
extra good crop of white clover, and
Jno. C. Stewart.^
colonies which were in just the right
Hopkins, Mo., Nov. 4, 1884.
condition, gathered honey rapidly for
a few days, when the honey-flow
ceased almost entirely. There was Report for the Season.
but little honey in any of the fall
My honey crop for this season is
Last tall I had about 195
flowers.
I commenced in the spring
colonies I lost 5 weak ones during short.
with
160 colonies, and increased them
the winter, doubled the balance down
to 165 in the spring, and increased 90 per cent, by natural swarming and
them to 192, besides taking 1,.500 lbs. building up nuclei to full colonies. I
of comb and 1,600 lbs. of extracted have taken 3,000 pounds of extracted,
but no comb honey. From the sale of
honey.
bees, queens and honey, I have reJ. M. Valentine. ?
alized about $.500. In this locality I
Carlinville, 111., Oct. 29, 1884.
have never seen two good seasons in
succession, but never an entire failure.
Tiering-up Sections.
Linden and wild china yielded very
Here in Minnesota we cannot tier- little honey this season. They only
up sections and get them capped so yield well every other season. The
that we can use only one tier. Now, bees have been "gathering honey from
which are the best side-sections to goldenrod during the past four weeks,
use, and how shall we use them in and are still working on it. I will exorder to have them ready to take off tract some yet. I have been busy
atone time? The 53-4x634 section is doubling up colonies, and I now have
too large, and the 434x434 is too small 200 in first-class condition. My method
for one tier, for the case will not hold is to make 4 or 5 colonies queenless
enough. I believe that a section 434x on one day, and on the next evening.
534 '™d 7 to the foot is the best size. a little before sunset, I take a queenTo get them all capped at one time, less colony to the one with which I
we must have a case made of such a wish to unite it, smoke both well,
shape that the sections will come out take a few frames from a stationary
easily, so that when the centre ones hive, fill them up with the queenless
are capped we can put them at the one, put on an upper story, put in the
sides, and move the outside ones to balance of the frames, sprinkle them
the centre. We need to know what well witli sugar water, close them up,
would be the best case for this pur- smoke in the remaining bees, and
pose. If I can get 35 pounds of cap- then I am ready for the next one. I
it

;

lioney

them build comb as they liked,
and the balance I put into common
letting

boxes. I transferred one of the old
colonies in August, and obtained

about 25 pounds of honey from it.
This was the amount of my honey
a good
for
ISSo, although
crop
season. I put them into winter quarters with very scanty stores, the 6
new colonies having not more than 100
pounds of honey altogether. I wintered 3 colonies out-doors, packed in
straw, and 5 in the cellar. One of
those outside starved to death, and 2
of those in the cellar thus leaving
me but 5 weak colonies to commence
this season with. The cause of my
loss was neglect to feed them a little
;

syrup last fall. I would also have lost
another had 1 not fed it some syrup
in the cellar, which did not seem to
injure it in the least. Although those
out-doors seemed to suffer most from
bee-diarrhcea, they built up much
faster in the spring, and gathered
nearly double as much honey as the
others. I transferred my bees early
in the spring, and then during the
honey-flow I extracted over 800 pounds
of No. 1 honey from these 5 colonies
and their increase (1 swarm and 3
nuclei). I consider this aij extra good
yield for this season, for I only used 3
or 4 pounds of comb foundation. I
my own extractor, the
also made
material for it costing me just 45
cents. This fall I obtained 5 colonies
from bee-keepers near me, who were
going to brimstone theirbees. I built

up my nuclei into full colonies, and
formed two new ones, so that I now
have 11 colonies in all. I have my
prepared for winter,
honey, and some with
nearly all sugar syrup ; some I will
put into the cellar, and some into
clamps out-doors. I know from the
past season's work that spring feeding and good spring protection pays
bees nearlv

some

all

Willi all

well.

Wji. Jno. Hinchey.

Tamworth, Ont.. Nov.

1,

1884.
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from bee- books and from the Bee
JouKNAL. I was very careful with it,
shut up the hive, and when there were
no bees flying from the other hives,
ANSWERS BY
I removed the honey board and placed
a pan of sulphur in the hive and killed
Mich.
Dowagiac,
Heddon.
James
the bees. I then buried the bees and
combs, put the hive out of the reach
of other bees, and disinfected it with
Riilps Tor tills Department.
carbolic acid. First, Is it necessary
1. Give your name and post-office address.
for the acid to come in actual contact

imixat iiml aioxu.

Be brief, and to the point.
Send no simple iiuestions,
answered in tlie bee-tiooks.
2.
3.

with every part of the hive in order
to disinfect itV
Second, Do you
of think that if 4 ounces of sulphur were
burned in a closed hive, after remov-

925 West Madison

G.

St.,

know, there is no practical
way, and by " practical " I mean any
method which is not more
trouble or damage than to let the
honey grain and then return it to the
liquid slate by the indirect heat process. AVhen it is sold to a customer
the package should be labeled with a
label containing explicit directions
for returning granulated honey to the
far as I

known

liquid state.

sucli as are

only sucli questions as are
4. Asl<
general interest.
5. This department is not intended for
advertising- any one's wares — therefore
questions concerning the manufacture of
goods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Dii-ect all questions to the editor—

THOS.

733

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

ing the bees,

it

would disinfect it ?
H. W.Roop.5

Nashville, Tenn.,

Oct. 30, 1884.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office op The American Bee .Iodrnal,
Monday, lu a. m., Nov. lu. 1884.

j
)

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

Answers.— Having never seen a up to this hour
colony affected with this dread disCINCINNATI.
:

which seems so common of late,
HONE Y.— Nothlns stirrinK in the market for th&
of cooler weather
you will, no doubt, be as good a judge last few weeks. The approach
is expected to impart mi
life to the trade. Comb
whether your colonies have it or not, honey sells at H!c. in the 're
jobbing wa>,and brings
Placing Separators.
as I would be.
If they have it, it i-Ka.l.'Vc on itrrival for choice. OfTerinps exceed the
demand. Extracted honey has coniraenced to
that it could develop accumulatH, but demand is fair for smHll packages
Will Mr. Heddon please explain the seems strange
" four days." There must for table-uae, as well as for darker grades in barso
fast
in
best and most economical way to
rels. It briniis (iCayc. on arrival.
be some mistake here, if it is foul
BEESWAX Is dull at ie'»2Sc on arrival.
place separators in his super ? also,
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
brood.
liow best to do away with the cross1. Yes.
NEW yORK.
supports and take up the room at the
2. I think there would be danger in
HONEY— As we have already commenced reends of the supers, if cross-supports
ceiving
consignments
this year's crop of honey,
depending on the sulphur. Hot water we leel safe in makingofthe
following quotations
are abandoned andseparators adoptedV
(boiling hot) brouglit for
a few Fancy white comb, I- lb. I8®20c.. 2-lb, liiCffrlHc. fair
Charles Mitchell.
to good.
and
2-n>, U^lfic. fancy buckwheat. 1-lb,
every
moments
contact
with
part
in
I'Ji^faJiac., 2-1*,
ordinary grades of dark,
ilolesworth, Ont.
of the hive and fixtures, will surely land 2-tti, lIiailMc. Extracted white choice, in
kegs or small barrels, Ri.tfrt(9c., buckwheat. (jJ^^Tc.
advise
disinfect
it,
and
is
what
I
you
Answer.— 1 have never been able,
BEESWAX -I'rime yellow, aiimsic.
McCaul Sl Hildketh, 34 Hudson St.
nor has any one else so far as heard to use.
the
cross-parfrom, to do away with
CHICAGO.
titions of my case or super, and yet Moving An Apiary.
HONEY.— Comb honey has been taken with
freedom by the trade this week, but 15M16C. is the
have a good practical case left. With
Can I best price obtainable for a fancy article of comb
I winter my bees in a cellar.
these cross-partitions we have a very
honey in frames. Some lots bring from 14 to l.^c.
strong yet light super or case free slightly change the location of the when in good order. Stock of comb honey is not
at present. Extracted. 7®8c. for new.
from complication or great expense, hives when I set them out next spring? large
BEESWAX.— For fair to yellow, 28<s«30c.
K. A. BURNETT. 161 South Water St.
yet very solid and durable. I think I I would like to change them from
have now found a practical separator their present location, say .30 to 40
BAN FRANCISCO.
shall
manage
the
matter
feet
how
I
?
for the case just as we use it, who do
HONEY.— Good to choice qualities are selling
not use separators. It will consist of I practice Ileddon's method of pre- slowly, mostly in a jobbing way. Inferior grades
One first-swarm are neglected. The market is weak at the quotaa thin wooden separator the size of venting increase.
tions. A sale of liKicases extracted, mostly choice
the section used, and not much cast a swarm, however, but I saw my white, was maoe at -l\ic. One hundred tons extracted, ba rrels and cases, are going aboard ship
mistake
remafter
it
was
too
late
to
thicker than tin we will scant the
for Liverpool. White to extra white comb. 9@10c;
viz. want of surplus dark to good, <)(s8c. extract' d, choice to extra.
sections just a trifle to take the sep- edy the evil
white. 4^6'" 5c. dark and candied, 4c.
room
which
to
store
honey.
I
had
in
and
make
the
arator,
bottoms and
BEBSWAX.-Wholesale, :;4i927c.
STXAHNS & SMITH. 423 Front Street.
tops of the sections fully % of an inch not removed the honey-board. They
naiTOwer than the ends, so that when were only 8 days old, but they had
ST. LOUIS.
the separators extend flush to the top filled 10 frames full. I had failed to
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both
and bottom of the section, there will appreciate their industry, but frames small.
Comb, rj<i!jl4c per lb., and strained and extracted 0>('<'(;Hc.
be free passage room for the workers. will not catch me napping again.
BEESWAX-Firm at32@32)ic. for choice.
T. F. KiNSELi
There will never be any trouble with
W. T. ANDERSON 4 CO.. 104 N. 3d Street.
Shiloh, O., Oct. 31, 1884.
extended cells above or below the
CLEVELAND.
separators. Those who may wish can
Answer. Certainly you can and HONK Y.— Honey is in a little better demand at
hollow the separators a little, but I
lower
price
our former quntaiions.
little
a
you will find an answer as to the Whilst the market is than
still full, we are enabled
prefer them square. I think these "
" wliich we advise to arrange place extra lots of strictly white one-lb. sections to
How
at
separators can be purchased at less
l.'ic, with an occasional sale at lUc: I!^ and
answer to the same about
2-lb. sections, be.^t white, 14c.; dark and second
than one-fourth the price of tin ones. conditions, in an
by another, on page 701 in quality, rather slow at 12 to 14c. For extracted,
A friend has kindly sent me the question,
there is no demand.
No. 44.
BEESWAX.- 2.8C.
material, as he uses it, and it has
A. C. Rendel. 115 Ontario Street.
proven a success with him, and looks
SAN FRANCISCO.
Preventing Granulation in Honey.
practical to me.
HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
In Alley's (^ueen-Rearing he says 13®14c: extracted, c^c.
Geo. W. Meade & Co.. 213 Market.
Was It Foul Brood?
Mr. L. C. Root has a method of preextracted
honey
from
granuventing
KANSAS CITY.
W^ill Mr. Heddon please explain and
HONEY.— The market is quiet and unchanged,
answer the following questions I had lation, and advises a trial but he with
and liberal receipts. Comb, ^demand
good
a colony of bees, this fall, which I does not give the method. Will Mr. Ib. sections, none in the market. They would bring
Heddon
kindly give the method in 18c.; 1-lbs.. 14(y.l.>c.; 2lbs., 13'" 14c. The above figthink had the foul brood.
When I
ures are for choice stock in regularsbipplngcrates.
examined them for winter, to see how the Bee Journal V
Dark or large combs in rough crates sell slowly at
ease,

:

;

1

:

1

l)j,'<cyli!c.

:

'

;

;

:

;

;

—

;

;

:

much

food they had, I did not disit
but about four days later
when I had fed them about six pounds
of sugar syrup, I smelled an awful
stench from the hive, both at the top
and at the entrance. I opened the
hive and found every indication of
the disease from what I can learn

cover

W. Johnson

Kingston, Ont.. Oct.

& Co.

38, 1884.

;

Answer. — There

are various ways
to keep liquid honey from granulating. The addition of acids will do it.
will tend to do it. To make
either of
these processes effectual,
the honey will thereby be injured. So

Heating

9 to lOc. Extracted, California, 6®7c.; white clover. 7(S;8c.; Southern, .s^'tt'C.

BEESWAX.— None in

the market.
CI.KMONS, CLOON 4 CO.
Successors to Jerome Twlchell.

BOSTON.

We

quote best white in 1-lb. sections.
HONEY.—
1SW20C.; 2-lb.. I6(ai8c. Extracted, 8@9c. Ungiassed sections sell best.

BEE8WAX-3.5C.
Blaee & RiPLET.

57

Chatham

Street.

;

—

1

..
.
.
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The Bee Journal

A

for 1885.

$25.00 in Cash.

Preiniuins,

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Jovtrnal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We,therefore,
offer the following

Christmas Present.

To every person who sentls us onu xi:w
subscription, (lusides his owu renewal), for
one year, for tlie Weekly Bee JorR-NVL. or
4 NEW Monthly subscribers, for a year, we
will send as a present, hy mail, postpaid, a
copy of " Mistletoe Memories, or What the
Poets say about Christmas."

CASH PRESmiJIS FOB CLUBS.

CLCBBDiG LIST.
We

supply the A.inerlcun Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following Books, at tfae
prices quoted in tbe last column of flRures. The
Bret column gives the regular price of both. All
postaKe prepaid.
Price of both. Club
The Weekly Bee Journal
$2 OU.
and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3 26.
3 00
Bees and Honey {T.G.Newman)cloth3 00. 2 75
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.. 2 50
Binder for Weeklv Bee Journal
2 75.. 2 50
Apiary Register for M^ colonies
3 50.. 3 25
Dzierzon'sNew Bee Buok(cloth).... 4 06.. 3 00
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3 50.. 2 75
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
3 50.. 3 25
Langstroth's Standard Work
4 00,. 3 75
Roofs A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25. 3 10
Alley's (jueen Rearing...
3 OC.. 2 75
will

—

121

for the largest club received
at this office before Feb. 1, 188.5 (either
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) ; one
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
$4.00
$.5.00 for the second largest
for the third
S3.0<J for the fourth
$2.00 for the tifth and $1.00 for the

$10.00

ISTLETOE

:

:

:

Scribner's Lumber and Log Book
Fisher's Grain Tables
Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food A Medicine, lOOCopies
Blessed Bees

;

sixth largest club.

All former offers of

Premiums

are

now withdrawn.

King's Bee-Keepers' Text

of the "Weekly Bee Jourfor )8S.5 is S2.00 for one copy
$3.80 for two copies (to the same or
different po.st-offices)
S5.-50 for three
copies $7.20 for four copies ; and for
five or more copies, SI .7-5 each.
have decided to publish the
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the

The price

nal

2 25

2 40..

2 25

4 50..

4 25
4 25

4 oO.

2 75.. 2 50

....3

00..

2 75

andQ!eaningainBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HiU)
3 50..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3 00..
The Apiculturist. (Sihis M.Locke).. 300..
British Bee Journal
3 75.

2 75

The Weekly Bee Journal one year

;

;

We

contains about the
same amount of reading matter as
the present Monthly.) at .50 cents a
year; two copies (to the same or different post-offlces) for 90 cents ; three
copies for $1.30 four copies for $1.70 ;
more than five
five copies for $2.00
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
rate of $1.00.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
188.5 wilUiave all the numbers for"l8S4
free that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.

Book

2 35..

The 7 above-named

papers.^.... 8

2 75

2 35
2 75
2 75

.

3 50

25..

7 00

Weekly, (which

EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS

;

;

comprises a collectiou of poems selected
from the writing's of H. W. Lonjrfellow, J. G.
Whittier. Thomas Hood, -Vlfred Domett,
Chas. -Mackay. Sir Walter Scott. .Jennie Joy,
and others. The whole bound in Banner
shape, with rich silk frinj^e and tassels. For
presentation, this art souvenir is vasii\
superior to a mere Christmas card, as ii
combines the advantages of both art aitIt

i~~~-~-

literature.

Size, 4

by

6'/^

inches.

$2.75

The frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
for the basket
/,t™ or metal standard
'ii|y« to revive upon, leaving room underneath
the basket for V.'iorSO
"'IIM
ib?*. of ht.mey. It will becomplete.
rijlllp^
';|[i^ with Clivers, and in every way
''wU identical, except in ^ize. with the
'-i

li

-

,

'^ilujy-

^

'^

"ry

Apiary Register— New Edition.

Langstroth frames, I have coneluded to adopt these two new
sizes.

"

All who intend to be systematic in
we will supply the their work in the apiary, should get a
"Weekly Bee Journal one year, and copy and commence to use it. The

^"For

In answer to frequent inquiries
for E.Ytractors carrying 3 and 4

^SL.,^
-'

'^Ar'ft^

-

*It^-"" Extractor, i^xlvi, which is
"ffl
%'M intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the |«.m Ex>ja
l^'^.O"""^
^"^^i tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey pate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $.S.w and
tio.ixi Extractors have no covers.

^•-^

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in prices will hereafter be as follows
For 2 American frames. 13x13 inches
"
I(>xl8
For^Langstroth "
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
"
"
"
10X18
For 3
"
"
"
$1 00 For 4
10x18
Journal and the book for $1.7.5. Or, For 50 colonies (120 pages)
"
size, I3x20
of
any
"
2
frames
For
100 colonies (220 pages)
12-5
bound in cloth, with "Weekly, $3.00;
"
"
13X20
For3
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
"
"
1 60
"
13x20
with the:Monthly, $2.(0.
For4
:

;

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
le 00

The larger ones can be used for a
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
The Mysteries of Marseilles or, few colonies, give room for an increase 923 \t est JTIadison St., CHICAGO, II*li.
The Loves of Blanche and Phillippe," of numbers, and still keep the record
"

;

Xaua," is an in- all together in one book, and are thereBee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
overflowing with fore the most desirable ones.
^Ve li'ive some ELEGANT
1
excitement and absorbing interest
RIBBON BADGES, having
-E.\ a rosette Hnd gol(i Bee, for
from beginning to end, while it bris^" To give away a copy of " Honey
tles with the spiciest of details put in as Food and Medicine " to every one who /-; vf^yKX bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Price
Conventions, etc.
Zola's best and must effective manner. buys a package of honey, will sell almost
oO cents each, by mail, postpaid.
It is published in a large, squaie. duo- any quantity of it.
THOMAS O. NEl^MAN,
Address,
decimo volume, paper cover, uniform
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
with "Nana,"' and ' L'Assommoir,"
^?~ The " United States Democrat," pubprice fifty cents, and will be found for lished weekly at 371 Broadway, New York,
SMOKERS.

by the author of
tense love story,

'•

A^
X^^

/v\

by all Booksellers and Xews at S2 a year, is a flrst-class Democratic
weekly publication. Ten copies one year for
Agents and on all Railroad Trains
sale

everywhere, or copies of

it

will

be

sent to any one, to any place, postpaid, on remitting fifty cents in a letter to the Publishers. T. B. Peterson
& Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa.

S16.00 and one copy e.xtra to the getter up
of the club. It is edited by Mark M. [Brick]
Pomeroy, who formerly edited the "La

Crosse Democrat."
\%'

46Atf

A IV T E » — H OiN E V.
R.

Grinsell, Baden, Mo.

BINGHAM
I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTUREKS' PRICES,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
including THE CONQUEROR, and

THE DOCTOR.

^eud for my 32-pagc Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

ALFRED

H.

923 "W. Madison.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

gU Y AN »

Sixth Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

BEES
Management

ESTEY

Edition

HONEY,

and

ORGAN

of an Apiary for Fleasnre
Profit by

and

THOMAS

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Street, ChlcaKO.

iti the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

III.

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Este> & Camp, and Camo Sl
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

illustrated
It conf<aiiis 230 profusely
pages, is " fully up with the times " in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly (.leveloiiin.i; pui'suit. and presents
the ajilarist witli everythiiit: that can aid in
tlie sui'cessfal nianaiienioiit nf the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most

honey

in

its

most

and

best

covers,

^^A

SI. 00

;

in

paper

cents, postpaid.

7.5

A

NEW BEE -VEIL.

There are live oross
bars united b.v a rivet

Liberal Discount to Dealers, by throug-h thei r center at
the top. These bars are
tlte Dozen or Hundred.

Dadant'sFoiindatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

ESTEY & CAMP.

attractive

condition.

PRICE— Bound in cloth,

See Advertisement

retail.

in

another column.

PATENT

':

^ i jDUMp/O-ION

W.e.PELHAM
MAYSVILLE,KY.

Vanden ort Fonndation

A TREATISE
;

;

m

,

for

ILL.

i.fti'--— ...J

kwanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. S. The
larcest, handsomest, best book
I

lever »olfl fnr less than twice
our price. The fastest selling
'book in America. Immense
proflts to agents. AH intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co.. Portland, Me.
4Aly

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
inch— no single cut sold for less

2S cents per square

THOMAS 6. N£WMAN»
West Madison Street Chicago.

OSi>

III.

Dadaiirf^Foundatiou Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation. Hi\ es. Sections, and

nil

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

FI.ANAGIAK
lABly Lockbox995.

Si.

ILLINSKI,

Belleville. St.ClairCo.. Ills.

SEND FOR

We

IT.

issued a new t<jur-pa^e ciriuterest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.

have

44Atf

925

U.

West Madison

price,

by

SEWMAN,

Street.

CUICAQO,

II.],.

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

111,

a

week

J.

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. f«^ N. Y,

at

home.

.just

Pay

absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, young or old,
can make ^'reat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

4AIy

Mass.

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

For

sale by
923

retail.

See Advertisement

in

Dadant'sFoiindationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO. ILL.

STAraABD AMERICAN WATCH CO,

We

4Aly

H.

Street.

1

GOLD!

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

$18.00.

Wf AvillsPnd vnii a watch or a chain
I!Y.llAlL«llKXniKSS, CO. D.,tobe
f.xamined beluie pay ingany money
and 1 Hut ^satisfactory, returned at
ourexpense. AVe manufacture all
our ^viitihfs .ind save you 30 per
((nt. Catnlotrii.- of ii.W styles free.
Kvn-y U arli W;irrantfd. Address

another column.

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable bo.xof saraplegoods
that will put you in the way of making
re niiiney in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
Capital not required.
will start jou. You can
work ail the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 5(» cents to $.5every
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing vis. Full particulars, direc-

ALFEED

West Madison

Dadant'sFoundationFaetorj^ wholesale
and

will

HENKY ALLEY, Wenham,

DA YIS' PATENT HONEY CAIUUAUE,
REVOLVINO CO.VB-HANGER,

fs.Ofj outtlt free.

tions, etc., sent free.

cular that

THUMAS

high side-walls, 4 to IH square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free

lS2^s?-:^>''J

tban.'ioc.

;

and much valuable information.
Price 85 cents.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

COMB FOUNDATION,
f

CHICAGO.

Street.

Street. Chicago,

;

FLAT- BOTTOM

G Inch, Price, $25.00.

West Mafllson

West Madison

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

Mill.

makes the tinest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

923

THE HORSE,
giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

is of handsome li^iht
material.
It is very
easily put tog-ether, no tiuublc i
take off. and folds compactly
a paper box
ti.xT inches by one inch deep.
Theie would
be no discomfort in wearing- it either day or
niirht, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies. Bees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weig-ht of the <'ntire Veil being- only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, SI. 00.

923

ENGRA VINGS

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best lii.'^ht
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring- brass the cover

AI.FUEl) H. NEW3IAN,

It

X30,000

The Best

Editor of the Wetkly Bee Jounuil.

OSS IVeaC Mudlaon

785

HTTSUUKGH, Pa.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNA L
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.
TheBKiTiSH Bee Journal

is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the
time being, showing whHt to do. and when and

MONTHLY,
how

to

do

it.

Kev. H. R. PEEK. Editor.
LONDON. ENGLAND.

We send the Weekly American Bee Journal
and the British Bee Journal, both for $3.00 a year.

•

;
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HEDDON'S

Owing to a decline
Beeswax there will,

ON SHARES,

For Comb Foundation for 1885,

Why not send me

your

Wax

made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low casli
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
to be

If

you have no wax, perhaps your

store-keepers have, and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I

pay highest market price in

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary

for Sale.

I offer for sale one of the best
apiaries and very choicest location in

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, bam and honey- house, good
highcellar, cistern, and two" wells
board fence all on ^ acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
Depot, freight, exthis M. C. R. R.
;

press and telegraph

offices,

saw-mill,

store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods
distant.

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood third, from
:

;

myriads of

fall flowers.

I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
I will sell
choice honey location.
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
fixtures of my latest impatterns.
Write
me for

Hives and
proved

prices, terms, etc.

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,
Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure material at home. Write for special prices
in

quantity, and

state the

number

wanted.
Address,

JAMES HEDDOX.

DOWAGIAC,

in the price of
hereafter, be a

reduction of 5 cents per pound
on all orders for Comb Foundation.

ooXjTJiiN-dinsr.

WAX

Prices Reduced.

Cass County

MICH.

W

;

;;

;
;

.<!>

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCEPvS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

>

Chicago,

>

lU..

November

Topics Presented

in this

19, 1884.

ADVERTISING RATES.

Number.
20

PUBLISHED BT

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

EniTOR AND Proprietor.

925

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

S8

a year

;

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monthly, 50 cents.
ST.,

Entered at the P.O. as Second-Glass matter.

TO COKRESPONBENTS.
Xlie Subscription Price of the Weekly
Bee Jduknal is $2.00 a year and of
the Monthly, 50 oeuts a year in advance.
New Subscriptions can beg-in at any time.
Club Rates for tlie IVeekly are $.3.80
for two copies (to the same or different
;

:

post-offices)
§5.50 for three copies
I". 20 for four copies ; and for live or
;

more

copies, $1.75 each.

Club Rates for the

ITIontlily are
two
copies (to the same or different postofnces) for 00 cents
three copies for
81.30 four copies for $1.70 five copies
for $2.00 ; more than five copies for -10
cents each.
:

;

;

Sending Money

:

— Hemit by Express, Post

About Bumble-Bees

748

A Christmas

750

Present
An Unfavorable Season
A Visit Among Ind. Bee-Keepers
Bee-Feeders, Honey-Boards, etc..
Bee Journal for 1885
Bees & Honey at Franklin Co.Fair
Bees Dying Fast
Bee-Sting Poison
Canadian Honey Crop for 1884
Cash Premiums for Clubs
Comb Foundation in Brood-Nest.
Convention Iland-Book
Convention Notices
747,
Correspondence
Editorial Items
Extracted Honey

Feeding Bees, etc
Getting Sections Completely Filled
Honey and Beeswax Market
Local Convention Directory

Marshall Co., Iowa, Convention.
No Surplus Since July
Phenol and Foul Brood
Poorest Season for 8 Years
or send it by Express. Money, sent as
above described, is at our risk, other- Preparing Bees for Winter
wise, it is not. Do not send checks on Research Concerning Foul Brood.
local banks, which cost us 25 cents each,
Selections from Our Letter Box.
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Sliver should never be sent in Letters. It Selling Extracted Honey
.

Office Order, Postal Note, or Hank Draft
on New York or Chieai^o. If neither of
these can be obtained, Reprister your
Letter, affixing stamps both for postage
and registry, and take a receipt for it

.

will either be stolen, or lost
holes in the envelope.

by wearing

Unfortunate
Postage Stamps of any denomination What and How
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained, Winter Weight
stamps for any amount may be sent.
Why Do Bees Eat PoUen?

748

every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the

Honey

as

745
749
745
750
748
743

Numbers.— We carefully mail the
to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in "the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

we

On 50

lines and upward, 1 time, 5 ^ cent.;
^ cent. 6 insertions, 15 sp
cent.;
insertions, 20 ^ cent.; 12 insertions, 25 <p cent. 26 insertions, .30 ^ cent.
52 insertions, 50 per cent.
3 insertions, 10

;

;

On 1 00 lines and upward,

1 time, 10 ^ cent.
3 insertions, 15 ig cent. ; 6 insertions, 30 ^
cent.; 9 insertions. 25 ^ cent.
12 insertions, .30 ^ cent. 26 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
52 insertions, 60 per cent.
;

746
749

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

748
750
748

Advertisements for the next Weekly Bek
Journal must reach this office by the

744

Books for Bee-Keepers.— For prices

748

descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time paid for, unless requested to
be continued.
Wlien writing to tills office on Business,
correspondents must not write anything
for publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering- with either part of the letter.
The editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Alvcays give tlie name of the Post-OflBce
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
this is done.

740
748

743
739
748
748

749
743

Food and Medicine.

on

;

tions, 10 ^ cent.; 9 insertions, 15 ^ cent.;
12 insertions, 20 ip cent.; 26 Insertions,
25 ^ cent.; 53 insertions, 40 ^ cent.

;

739

Saturday of the previous week.

Emerson Binders, made

Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
mistake. The subscription is paid to the per hundred,
$2.50. 500 will be sent
END OF THE MONTH indicated on the
wrapper-label.
or 1000 for
This gives a continual postpaid for $10.00 ;
statement of account.
$15.00- On orders of 100 or more,

Bee Journal

Weekly or Monthly Editien$.

:

money, write to us, for something must
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a

liOst

either the

.'J

747

Subscription Credits The receipt for
money sent us will be given on the
address-label of

For

A line of this type will admit about 7 words.
ONE INCH will contain TWELVE Unes.

747 Transient Advertisements must be paid
for in advance.
Editorial Notices will be inserted at the
rate of 50 cents per line.
749
739 Time Discounts on advertisements will
be made as follows
On lO lines and
749
upward,
insertions, 5 ^ cent.
6 inser-

748

—

cents per line of space, each insertion.

749

749

:

VOL. XX.-No. 47,

and

especially 'for

Bee Journal, are lettered in gold
on the back, and make a very convenient

the

way

of preserving the Bee Journal as
fast as received. They will be sent, post^
paid, for 75 cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

To Canadians — We take Canadian money

the

for subscription or books and Canadian
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
of a dollar.
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
FOKEIQN rOSTAei:, EXTKA:
alone will pay him for all his trouble
To Europe— Weekly, 50 cents Monthly. lo cents.
To Australia -Weekly. II Monthly, 20cent8.
and expense enabling him to dispose
George NeiKhbour & Sons. Loudon, England, are
of his honey at home, at a good

will

print,

if

desired,

—

;

;

;

profit.

our authorized agents for Europe.

A
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

attested

tical

by hundreds of the most practo be

and disinterested bee-lceepers

the cleanest,brightest,quicliest aeceptt-il by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,

evenness and neatness of any that is matle.
It Is kept for sale by Messrs.
A. H.

NEWMAN, Chicago,

III.,

MOTH, Cincinnati. O.,
JAMES HEDDON. DDwaglae,

C. F.

Mich.,
D(ir<niEETV & McKBK, Indianapolis, Ind..
CUAS. II. (iREEN. Berlin, Wis.,

CH AS. HERTEL. Jr., Freeburg, III.,
WM. BAI.LANTINB. Sago, O..
E. L. ARMSTRONG, Jerseyville, III..

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

West Madison

!I2.5

Street,

CHICAGO, HL.

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
upon

g-iven

application.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of
Apiary, by Pkof. A. J. Cook.— It, is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up ^vith the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.
tlie

Qninby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Root.— Its style is plain and forcible, makiiigits

readers realize the fact that the author

master of the subject.

is-

Price, $1.50.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care

of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
by Thom.is beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
times,"
G. Newm.\n.— It is "fully up with the
B. KRETCIIMER. Cohiirg, Iowa.
Blessed Bees, h.v John Ali.en. — A
in all the various improvements and invenE. F. SMITH, Smyrna. N. Y.
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
C. F. DALE, Mortonsville, Ky.
presents the apiarist mth everything- that information and contagious enthusiasm.
and nimibers of other dealers.
can aid in the successful management of the Price, 75c.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
The Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
with
accompanied
of
supplies,
list
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following sub- L. L.A.NOSTROTH.— This is the work of a
ISO COHPI^IMSNTA.KT'.
master,
and will alwa.vs remain a standard.
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
jects
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS —Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.

Bees and Honey,

ARTHUR 'rODD,(Termantown,Phlladelphia,Pa.

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

Management

of an

Profit,

:

from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
We gnarautee every inch of our Foundation equal to sample in every respect.
CHAS. DASANT .& SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.
SABIy

ing

— Swarming —

Dividing

— E.xtracting —

Queen Rearing- Introducing Queens —

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping. —

ItalA translation of the master-piece of that most
ianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- celebrated Gei-mau authority. Price, bound
ing and Handling Bees—The Management of in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.

Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,

Queen-Rearins, by Henrt Allet. —
etc. 320 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
in cloth, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80; full and detailed account of 23 years expeScopies tor $2.55: 5 for 84.00; 10 for $7.50. rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40; easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
bound

3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
The OrlElnal

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Tlie Apiary Register, by Thom,\.s G. Kino.— .\ new edition, revised and enlarged.
Book
for
Account
NEWM.tN.- A Record and
Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.
the Apiai'y, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling'
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history. and Mai'kcting.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
Strongly bound in full leather.

Price, for 50
colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
200 colonies, $1.50.

Honey
Thomas

Food and

as

Medleliie, by

Newjun.— It

gives the various
as Food recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended tor
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the EngllsU or German
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for
$2.50 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

uses of

G.

Honey

;

—

—

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Tho.m.\s

Patented, 1878
Prof. Coot.in his valuable Manual of the Aplarv,
stateB that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent efforthas demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
Improve a Bingham sm(jker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and

comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yoH please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always go!
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &

Convention

Hand

G. Newman.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
—Programme for a Convention, with Sub.iects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

\niy Eat Honey? by Thomas
Newman.—This Leaflet is intended for

G.
dis-

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own localit.y,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 .500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom.
;

management. Price, 15e.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth.— Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, 10c.
Dzierzon Theory. — The fundamental
principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
Dictionary of Practical Apicultare,
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives thecorrect
meaning of nearly .500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
Details their

The Hive

I Use, by G. M. Dooltttle.—
management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin

Details his

and cure.

Price, 25c.

Moore's ITniversal Assistant, and
Conjplete Mechanic. — Contains over
1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations,

pro-

cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of sick

and treats all diseases in a plain amj
comprehensive manner. It has many good
horses,

recipes, etc.

Price, 25c., in either

EugUsli

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

should not
family.

eat.

eat and
This book should be in every

Price, 50e.

Scribner's I^umber and I^og Book.—
Preparation of Honey for tlie Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Martlet, including the production and care logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
we are the original inventors, and only legal of both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For castingmakers, and have had over 45,fH>0 in use trom one Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
to five years, and receiving but one letter of comHoney
at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
reckoner,tables for plowing,
plaint.
from " Bees and Honey." measurer,ready
With European and American orders already This is a chapter
etc. Price, 40c.
received for over 3.<.xX), there is evidence that I8ft4 Price. 10c.
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Swarining, Dividing and Fee«ling Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Eu- Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
New.man. a chapter from "Bees and Honey."
rope and America.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5c.
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
the Bee JouRN.ii., and lettered in gold on
Doctor smoker (wide shield) 3H inch $2 00
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
*'
..175 G. Newman— Progressive views on this im- Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
Conqueroi'smoker(wideshield)3
Large smoker (wide shield)
3i4 '* .. 150 portant subject: suggesting what and how to Canada.
" ..125 to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
3
Extra smoker (wide shield)
Constitution and By-laws, for local
" ..100 26 engra^-ings. Price, 10c.
2
Plain smoker
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
65
1^ "
Little Wonder smoker
Bees in 'Winter, by Thomas G. Newman. Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
Bin*?ham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
1 15 —Describing Chaft-packing, Cellars and Bee3 inch
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
which arc printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Price 5c.
or $8 per 100.
Address,
each,
dozen rates.
Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.
Guide, for treating diseases
Poulterer's
Price,
in
paper
lans-uage.
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
theOernian
—In
of Poultry, etc., by C. J.Ward. Price 25c.
ABRONIA. MICK. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
6A2Btf
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other aupphes; but of these

.

.

.

.

;

:
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by their after due manipulation, as genuine
fully tea. It seems to be a popular delusion
that these little lacquered packages
illustrates the position we have so indicate pure contents, put up with
is
ever
science
the
often taken, that
the nicest care and the most scrupuadvancing, and will not permit any lous honestv in the native lands of
the plant.
The boxes, however, are
"stakes" to be " driven" by saying made by Xew York manufacturers,
"
Thus far shalt thou go, but no and their wide distribution shows the
to it
further." It "bursts all our bonds great expanse of the trade in the
asunder," and " casts all our cords home-packed and home-manipulated

deavoring to "call things
right

Published every Wednesday, by

names!"

But

this

more

"

G. NEWMAN,
THOMAS AND
Proprietor.

EDITOR

Research Concerning Foul Brood.

from "

its

which imitates so closely the
onward-marching develop- article
genuine tea of China or Japan.

ments.
Several weeks since we re-published
In accounting for the prevalence of
from the Brithh Bee Journal the very the disease, we have often said that
interesting article on the Cause and
it might have been communicated by
Cure of Foul Brood, by Mr. Frank healthy bees in search of honey, apCheshire, which was read before the propriating it from some " tree in the
Health Congress in London, England. woods " where the bees had the soIll the present number of the Bbte
called " foul brood." Now, if this be
Journal we re-publish another arti- so, a still wider field presents itself
cle from Mr. Cheshire, giving addiwhen we consider that young queens
tional particulars concerning his exfrom a perfectly-healthy colony may
periments and method of treatment have mated with diseased drones from
of Bacillus alvei, commonly called a neighboring apiary, or with diseased
foul brood, which we feel certain will drones from " the woods."
be read with an extraordinary amount
Another point of interest is the inof interest. His experiments, critical
quiry whether there may not be
examination, and scientific research danger to apiarists who are constantly
are very valuable to the pursuit of handling diseased bees.
Mr. Chebee-keeping, and should receive the
inquiry is posigeneral commendation of apiarists
the World over no matter whether
his conclusions are correct or not.

—

Particularly will his remarks be
interesting to apiarists on the point
contained in the first part of the
article, where he concludes that the
disease is sometimes contained in the
ovaries of queens as well as in the
eggs and larv». If this is so, we may
the more easily account for the many
strange cases of " foul brood " reported from time to time.
Mr. Cheshire concludes that " Bacil-

—

but parties who have any rep-

names on

such bogus packages To label honey
or other goods with a producer's name
is a safeguard against imposition.
!

Bees

& Honey at

Franklin Co. Fair.

The Franklin County

Chronicle gives

the following notice of a

One

Honey Show

of the principal attractions at

County Fair was the Bee and
Honey Show exhibited by Dixon &
Dillon, of Parrish, 111. They had two
thousand pounds of comb and extracted honey. Their comb was neatly

the

:

;

:

I

;

arranged in a pyramidal shape in the
center of the building, which extended
The niches beabout 12 feet high.
shire's answer to this
tween the crates of honey were filled
tive and re-assuring. He says " Bac- with books on bee-culture, smokers,
illus alvei, about which we know as photographs of bee-keepers, cans or
honey and comb foundation,
yet the most, is utterly unlike any extracted
On one
bleached and unbleached.
animen
or
disease-germ affecting
side was the name of Dixon & Dillon
mals. Bees are almost certainly its neatly cut in fine, yellow comb-founonly habitation, Mr. Watson Cheyne dation, which gave the whole thing a
Their
neat appearance.
has up to now failed most completely fine and honey was in Mason fruit
extracted
cats,
to
influence
endeavor
his
in
jars, and were in a pyramidal shape
rabbits, guinea-pigs, or mice by it."
on the platform on the west side of
of the hall, which was
We would commend the article by the north wing
occupied by them also, it being filled
Mr. Cheshire, in this issue of the Bee
by apiarian supplies, such as honeyJournal, to every bee-keeper for extractor, foundation-mill, hivingno matter whether box, section boxes, smokers, frames,
careful perusal
and comb foundation. They also
it begets approval or condemnation, wire
showed Italian and native bees in
toread
apiarist
well
every
it will pay
observatory hives. The Italian queen
it carefully.
was reared from their imported queen.
Many persons saw the first queen dur-

a disease affecting all and
every condition of bee-hood." His
proofs seem to be quite conclusive,
1^" The California Qrocer remarks
and if this is the case, it shows how
" some have blundered " even in giv- as follows
If the disease is coning it a name
Packages now-a-days afford no critained not only in the brood, but also terion as to the character of their
the
in young nurse-bees, in old woni-out contents. It is said that much of
tea that is sold in fancy little boxes,
bees, in drones, in queens, and in the
artistically adorned in Chinese and
egg yet unlaid how incorrect it is to Japanese designs, is made up of vegecall it foul brood, when we are en- table debris and chemicals that pass,
lus alvei is

Yes

utation dare not put their

ing the Fair.

They

Leafiets entitled "

distributed 500

Why

Eat Honey,"

by Thos. G. Newman, of Chicago, and
the consequence was, they sold $114
worth of honey on the Fair grounds.

They were awarded
out of 12

;

10 first

premiums

the other two were carried

off by l\v. W. Hutchison, who had on
exhibition about 200 pounds of boney
and a good many apiarian supplies.
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British

Bee Journal.

Phenol and Foul Brood.
QTJEEN

AND EGGS CONTAINING BACILLUS ALVBI— FOUL
BROOD (¥)

In my former article theoretic grounds were given
seeming to show that probably the queen, and even the
eggs, might be infected, and that foul brood (?) might be
communicated by heredity, as in the case of the disease
called pebrine.
Statements have. been made to me of the singular
behavior of some infected colonies, which, although weak
and decreasing, seemed ever bent on the building of
queen-cells, and that they sometimes also were earnest in
rearing drones. Two or three similar instances had come
directly under my own observation, and as soon as I made
the important discovery that adult bees were sufferers as
well as the larvie, it struck me that in all probability the
explanation of the singular behavior referred to was that
the bees knowing that the queen was defective were
endeavoring to replace her, but that her defects constantly
prevented their efforts from being successful.
It was to me remarkable that only two or three days
before the Congress, Mr. H. F. Hart, of Stockbridge,
wrote to me stating that he had observed a hive in which
the disease appeared to strike some of the larvee immediately after hatching, and that the bees built queen-cells.
He then sliowed verj; keen insight by suggesting that it
seemed to him to point to disease in the queen. At the
Congress I heard more of the case, and felt convinced
that" the queen was actually infected.
Mr. Hart, with much kindness, agreed to secure her, if
possible, and forward her to me. Finding this queen as
nearly as possible dead at her arrival, I forthwith commenced a careful dissection under my Stephenson's
binocular dissecting microscope the only form of instru;

minute examinations. Having
opened the abdomen and removed the left air-sac, which
was very much above the average size this I have found
really equal to very

—

a constant indication of the presence of bacillus— I came
upon the ovary and felt certain at once, from its appearance, that I should find the " missing-link," as Mr. Hart
had called it. The ovary, of which I have on previous
occasions removed many dozens, was in this instance
abnormally yellow and extremely soft, so that it was very
difficult to detach it from the trachese without tearing.
I
separated an ovigian tube and placed it under a second
microscope (using 600 diameters), and at once, to my extreme gratification, four or five bacilli were seen swimming along with a lazy sort of progression. Detaching
now a half-developed egg, and exercising great care to
eliminate every possible source of accidental contamination, I placed the egg, with a trace of water, upon a glass
slip and crushed it out flat with a thin cover, and in a few
minutes I had counted no less than nine bacilli.
The right ovary was very nearly free from disease.
During a prolonged search I found two or three bacilli
only. All this is extremely interesting, as showing that
this bacillus disease, like some attacking the human subject, may take both an acute and a chronic form, and may
also settle in some special organ or part of an organ, as
bacillus tuberculosis may attack one lung and destroy it
otlier many years intact.
All will, I hope, forgive my esteeming myself fortunate
in having thus been able to make out the only points I
had to leave undetermined on the2-5th of July last. Then
I had found the disease in young larvse and those fully
fed, in chrysalids in all stages, in drones, in workers just
gnawing out of the cell (a depression in one compound
eye, or in the thorax, or in the fifth abdominal segment,
is an indication of bacilli being present), in young nurses
and in old worn-out bees, and now in a queen and eggs
unlaid. Bacihus alvei is then a disease affecting all and
every condition of bee-hood.
Can it continue to be called foul brood V To say the
queen is suffering from foul brood would be as illogical
and ridiculous as talking of toothache in the liver, or
rheumatism in awooden leg. Surely, our better educated
bee-keepers will usually name it " bacillus," and when
speaking carefully " bacillus alvei," while those less

and leave the

RELATION TO APICULTURE AND
GENERAL SCIENCE.
All diseases may be classed as either functional,
organic, or contagious. The latter are now very widely
BEE DISEASES IN

FRANK CHESHIRE.

ment

instructed will by degrees learn the desirability of dropping the old and utterly unsuitable term in favor of tlie
one I give, which will, with a little practice, be no more
difficult of pronunciation than its predecessor.

admitted to consist of ailments which are brought about
by the growth and rapid multiplication within the living
frame of \egetable organisms, commonly spoken of as
germs.
These organisms (micro-organisms) may be
passed from individual to individual, and hence the possibility of infection.

Let us suppose we had never seen bees, but that we are
told respecting them, that they live in very numerous
colonies, of which the members are always in the closest
contact ; that their usual system of communication is by
that they habitually pass the food from one
that all the food they have has been
carried either within or upon the bodies of their fellows
that their very home is formed of one of their secretions,
and that their beds, cradles, and larders, are all interchangeable. And then our informant asks whether we
imagine such creatures would be liable to contagious
diseases or no. Should we not reply that all the circumstances seemed such as must favor the development of
such disorders V
At any rate, during the last two months, I have been
able to make out no le.ss than five, or, possibly six, distinct disorders arising from that number of specifically
different germs, all of which will require prolonged attention if anything very definite is to be arrived at respecting
them. In addition, I suspect strongly that true beediarrhoea will also turn out to be an infectious disorder,
but since specimens fail me, the question must remain, so
far as I am concerned at least, till another season.
considerable number of cases have occurred in which
numerous bees, small, hairless, and glossy, have been
dragged nokntes volentes to the hive door and then and
there evicted, while in other cases crowds of these
abnormal bees have died immediately in front of their
homes. The question has been referred many times to
the pundits, " What are these bees '?" The reply has
usually given the information that " the bees are robbers,
old felons indeed who have so often been severely mauled
in being turned out from the communities they were
plundering, that all the hairs of their bodies had been
Quite satisfactory is this, if one knows
pulled out."
nothing of the subject, but a little acquaintance with the
form of the mouth and foot of the bee would show this
reply to be most opposite to known facts. The hairs of
bees are of four distinct kinds, but none of them are of
such shape or size that they can be pulled off in an encounter. Tlie foot has a most beautifully delicate pad
centrally placed together with four very long and pliable
feeling-hairs. On its sides are two double claws widely
set, and so contrived that they cannot nearly meet. With
such an instrument the grasping of hairs is impossible,
as it is also by the jaws, for reasons upon which space
forbids me to enter. But, although, the stereotyped
reply is no longer tenable, a new and sufficient explanation is beginning to appear.
Miss Gayton, so well known for her very successful
bee-keeping, has, fortunately for our subject, shown herself to be a most accurate and careful observer. This
lady has furnished me witli a number of bees of the kind
referred to, together with her notes and observations
running over a period of three years. These bees I find
in every case filled with a bacillus somewhat smaller than
Bac. alvei (the bacillus of foul brood), and which from
experiments made at South Kensington in the Biological
Laboratory have been already proved to be quite specificAt present I will content myself by saying
ally distinct.
that in this as in two or three cases the loss of hair is due
to defective nutrition, the same cause that makes the
writer so sympathetic with those whose heads are poorly
clothed. Some years ago I discovered that if hairs of
young bees are by accident broken, tliey are reproduced
by growing from "the ends as does an injured lobster's
claw. I have some most interesting cases of partial
reproduction of hairs of bees mounted for the microscope.
actual touch

stomach

;

to another

;

;

A
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would lead to the supposition that weakness and
energy would tend to premature baldness, if
This
I may be allowed the use of such an expression.
bacillus, undoubtedly, produces this effect, and so again I
claim the right of giving a name, and so suggest Bacilhis
All

tills

loss of vital

the bacillus of hairlessness, as a (itting one.
The bees are, undoubtedly, reared in the hive from
which they are ejected but having in some way taken
the disorder (Miss Gavton thinks probably from the
queen I have, as yet, no ground for an opinion), they are
driven out as a danger to the community, for the disease
once contracted, there can be but little question that it
may be spread from one to another. Very larse numbers
of bees sent me from different parts of England and
Scotland having the same general peculiarities also contain what at present I conclude to be the same bacillus.
depilis, or

;

;

With regard

to the other

germs found,

my

knowledge

is
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tiniest speck was then from this collection inserted into a
second tube, and so on until now the seventh is reached.
In every case the same characteristic growth appears, a
growth never previously seen witli any known germ and
;

upon examining the sixth tube, what is found V The
meat juice, etc., has been converted into the definite
chemical product formed in and giving the characteristic
odor of foul-broody hives. For if one of our most accomplished bee-keepers were blindfolded and asked to smell
this tube, he would exclaim, " What an awful case of foul
There's no mistaking it, but it is
brood this must be
the very worst I was ever brought into contact with."
Can anything more be wanting V Bacillus produces
"foul brood," and not "foul brood," bacillus. Our last
!

proof shall be duly reported upon. When twelve tubes
have been grown by successive inoculation, the contents
of the last will be diffused through water, and some of it
blown by a spray-producer overacardof healthy unsealed
brood. I will not prophesy, although I foresee the result.
In the same manner Bacillus alvei has been cultivated
in Japanese isinglass (Agar-agar), and here it quickly
forms spores at 98.4'^, the temperature of human blood
and nothing has given me greater pleasure, in connection
with this inquiry, save the curing of the disease, than to
watch in this cultivation the conversion of bacilli into
spores and spores into bacilli— the ocular and most absolute proof of the lines of explanation which J felt to be
the only possible one from the outset iu my investigation.

at present so slender that I must advance nothing beyond
the discovery of an enormously large bacillus which takes
what is called the zooglea form, two, or possibly three,
very minute kinds of bacilli and a micrococcus. The
micrococcus will most probably tvu'n out to be a putrefactive kind accidentally present. Tlie whole subject is of
gi-eat interest, and will, no doubt, hereafter explain, or
help to explain, s<ime enigmas in connection with apicul-.
ture which cannot be other than useful. Bacillus cUpilis
is a very mild offender beside Bacillus alvei, but it will be
interesting to note whether it succumbs to the same
TREATMENT OF BACILLUS ALVEI (FOUL BROOD.)
treatment. The merest beginner will not be likely to
suppose that we are here discussing robber-bees pure and
The interest evoked by my discoveries in relation to the
simple, but merely the "abnormal bees" or "black most-dreaded malady to wliich bees are subject has, as I
robbers."
imagined it would amongst bee-keepers, principally cenThat bees are not, or only very slightly, subject to tred around the method of cure.
functional or organic disease, is, no doubt, correct. Such
While examining the great number of specimens of
disease would forbid increase, and so put a check to their infected combs sent me by friends and strangers, two
own propagation. By natural and relentless weeding out points received, to my mind, demonstration: 1. That
of the sickly, the survival only of the fittest is secured. Dzierzon is iu error in asserting that there are two kinds
I have, however, traced a disorder which seems very rare, of foul brood— one, mild, chiefly affecting the larvte ; the
in which the liver-tubes degenerate into a thick yellow other, malignant, making its main impact upon the
oil, of which an enormous quantity was collected in the chrysalids.
There is but one kind of foul brood. The
body of one bee I lately examined.
same bacillus causes all, and, contrary to Dzierzon's idea,
I must hurry on as I have yet to take up the most that form of attack which strikes the larvse early is the
important questions. 1. Is foul brood produced by chilled more active and the more difficult of treatment, if there
broody Most positively not. Chilled brood, however, be a difference and that if this early failing of the brood
furnishes a very favorable resting place for the foul brood be caused by disease lurking in the queen, she will, so far
germ, and so one is practically often followed by the as we as yet know, need to be supplanted. 2. That,
other. Chilled brood is most absolutely unlike foul brood although all cases are produced by the bacillus which I
when microscopically examined. Yet if chilled brood be have called alvei, and so far are identical, yet the spores
found, I should begin treating the colonies with medicated are at times more robustand virulent than at other times.
syrup at once, as the smallest trace of infection would run Those who have given any study to germ diseases know
not amongst the dead and neglected larvse, and establish that this has not only been observed, but actually made
a diseased condition as a consequence.
of practical use.
2.
does bacilhts alvei get into a colony ? I am now
Amongst the specimens forwarded, two or three when
morally certain that very many bees of a colony may be examined microscopically, indicated, or seemed to indicate
diseased for several months with this bacillus, and yet great activity, and the apiaries from which they came had
foul brood may not be found. The bees do clear out in each case been ravaged by the scourge from end to end.
solitary cases of infection in the grub often, so that the In one instance the colonies, running very nearly if not
malady may not at all be suspected and yet exist. There quite to three figures, had not a sound one amongst them:
is not one single old idea about this disease which is not in a second, 19 colonies were dying out in rottenness, and
incorrect, except that it is contagious. Time, I am con- here, also, not one had escaped.
vinced will fully prove that the old bees almost invariably
The colony supplied to me by the kindness of Mr. Mills,
are the channels of infection.
came with a sutficiently bad repute the malady had in a
3. Is bacillus the cause or result of the disease ?
Un- very short time smitten, in an apiary of about 20, every
doubtedly the cause. The reasons are numerous. Every colony save 3. I regarded it as a fair typical case of
attack is marked by their presence, whilst in specimen's advanced foul brood, quite beyond the reach of ordinary
from healthy colonies bacilli never appear. The bacilli curative measures as they have been usually advocated.
increase in number during life, and at death pass into the The manner in which the'disease in this instance died out
spore condition. The bacillus, during its growth, like before my treatment is now matter of history, but I had
other micro-organisms, produces a definite chemical not, at the time of the Congress, tried conclusions with
product. By example. Bacterium Hneola produces lactic the malady where it had been most relentless, and where
acid, i. e., it sours milk.
Bactenum subtilis produces it had worked the most devastating effect. Although I
another decomposition in milk, forming butyric acid. felt confidence that the disease was in all cases alike, and
Without these organisms neither can lactic nor butyric so must in all instances be amenable to the same methods,
acid be evolved in the normal way. In the Biological yet I could not rest until the exiieriment had been tried ;
Laboratory, Mr. Watson Chevne and myself placed ex- and so, having secured three combs from the larger apiary
ceedingly minute quantities of coffee-colored matter from previously referred to, stipulating that they should be the
a diseased cell into tubes containing a mixture of meat worst that could be found, and one from the second
broth, gelatine, peptone, and salt, guarded carefully from saturated with disease, and having possessed also for 18
every kind of germ in the manner known to those who days a comb given me by Mr. Mills as a specimen of what
have studied the question. The bacilli multiplied and the disease could do, which comb had become rotten,
formed a growth in which were hundreds of thousands mildewed so that half the cells could not be seen, and had
of millions of individuals in a peculiar characteristic little maggots feeding on the bodies of the decaying larvse,
arrangement somewhat like an inverted fir-tree. The I determined with these to make a colony.
;

;

How

,

;

I
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On the morning of Wednesday, Aug. 6, these terrible besides this, the pouring of syrup into the comb is
combs were placed into a hive and stood in the position of extremely likely to start robbing, and in addition must
a good colony, which was removed to a new stand the have a chilling effect on the colony.
My supreme desire is not to be able to cure colonies
queen having been found, was popped in under the chafftray (which I use instead of a quilt) between the disease- myself merely, but to enable all to do likewise and so I
laden combs. The poor foragers, with heavy loads and have continued to experiment, and in the result have
dropping in numbers upon the conquered the difficulty referred to. Cake, consisting of
light hearts, began
(i

;

;

out the confidence with which they ran sugar and pea-flour, given at the close of the season, is
an unfailing stimulant. This I have made in the usual
way, but after removal from the fire during the stirring
and cooling process, I have painstakingly mixed with it
1-5 of an ounce of absolute phenol to each 7 pounds of
sugar i. e., >4 of the bottle of remedy. This cake, placed
flat-side downwards over the frames, is rapidly taken, and
with the very best results. Unfortunately, most hives
had almost said almost all have, to my mind, two verv
radical defects: 1. Their top edges are so narrow th it
any displacement of the covering causes a most disastrous
leak of the vital heat of the colony, which, under all
circumstances (except in the height of summer), should
be heedfully guarded. In diseased and weakened conditions, if this heat be allowed to escape, the case is
hopeless. 2. They are covered by stubborn, ill-fitting,
often most untidy bits of carpet. Hives so formed and
furnished do not admit of cake-feeding without exposing
the poor bees to the highest discomfort. The plan I
advocated ten years since, will, I hope, become the plan
of the future. Instead of carpet, place calico over the
frames, and upon this stand a chaff-box, a simple ring of
temporary discomfort could not be considered.
wood 3 inches deep, and resting on the hive edges. Upon
Early next morning I began by pouring my medicated the under edge of this ring of wood tack loosely loosely,
syrup into their combs. This they re-arranged, and in I repeat— sacking of some such substance, and fill the
doing so started the cleansing process. Day by day, at whole with chaff or cork-dust. This placed over the
at an early hour to prevent robbing, I fed as described, calico covering, the cake will fall into form, and keep all
while the improvement became marked. Medicated syrup in the most comfortable condition possible, and give the
which at first would be utterly refused unless poured into bees a chance. This cover, too, is always most conventhe combs, will often, after a few days, be accepted freely ient, especially if one feeds behind the dummy. Any
from a feeder in the usual way. But in treating all cases bee-keeper once trying these chaff-boxes would feel but
such management must be adopted as will secure the little content with "any of the more usual covers. New
using of a liberal allowance of the remedial agent. cakes would, of course, be supplied at intervals, as
Noticing that the syrup was freely taken at the sixth regulated. As a help also, spraying every three or four
morning, I determined to pour into the combs no longer ; days, the combs awaiting introducion, with 1 per cent,
but made an impromptu feeder, with which I should be phenol solution might be adopted.
I have been keeping the disease going, in order to
able to watch the movements of my small assistants.
shallow tin box about 3 inches by 6 inches was supplied simplify as much as possible the mode of treatment, and,
with strips of very thin wood, which were stood on edge, as a result, have felt the need of giving additional hints.
and spaced apart by little uprights which gave room
DISEASED SPERMATHECA.
between for the bees to enter, after the fashion of a Gray's
Almost all know that the spermatheca is filled by active,
feeder. This was placed behind the dummy the latter thread-like bodies called spermatozoa, and which are
being raised sufficiently to allow the workers to pass formed within the body of the drone and transferred by
beneath it. Into this box now the food was poured, the him to the queen at her flight. These spermatozoa singly
bees continually carrying it into the combs. As the pass into all eggs which afterwards become either workers
weather was dry, the syrup was given thin, and the box or queens (drone-eggs they do not touch), the egg having
was never allowed to become empty. Eggs continued to in it a minute hole called the micropyle to give the
be laid rapidly, the colony became active and content, all spermatozoon entrance.
smell vanished, and to my joy the brood as reared in these
I wish to call attention to the queen sent by Mr. R.
previously deplorable combs was almost perfectly healthy Andrews, a gentleman whom I have not the pleasure of
from the first. Most, however, of the grubs on the lower knowing. She was in appearance perfectly healthy, but
edge of the added comb took the disease, and passed was accompanied by a letter stating that she swarmed
through the first well-known stages but they all disap- out June 20, laid iii about 6 square inches of comb, and
peared, being undoubtedly carried out by the workers. then, although she had everything in her favor, never laid
This circumstance supports most completely my theory again. I found in her ovariesand juices nothing abnormal.
as to the means of infection, as given in my paper at the Her spermatheca was round, full, and of usual size.
Congress. Three or four sealed cells still remain, which Under the microscope I removed its skin containing the
I know have the remains of dead grubs. When their tracheae (air-tubes), some spermatozoa were left out on a
covers break, the bees will clean them out but with these glass slip and examined, when, to my great surprise, I
exceptions the hive is now (Aug. 23, 17 days after com- found numbers of bacilli. Some were then dried and
mencing operations) as perfect in all respects as could stained, when thousands of bacilli, now deep blue, rebe desired while every dead grub, all coffee-colored vealed themselves.
The inflamed condition of the
matter, and dried putrid scale, is completely removed.
mucous gland and valves was clear, and the reason that
ovipositing had been arrested was evident. This queen
TREATJIEXT OF FOUL BROOD AT THE END OF SEASON.
was a young one possibly the old colony had lost its
The plan of pouring phenolated syrup into the combs, queen, or had swarmed unobserved. She had flown, met
which I have found to succeed so magnificently during a diseased drone, and had contracted the condition which
spring and summer, presents some difficulties at "the close the microscope revealed. Mr. Andrews, unaided by any
of the season which it would be well, if possible, to over- hint of mine, in his second letter, says this, " Do you
come. In the spring the bees are growing in activity, and think that the diseased spermatheca arises in any way
then my remedy enables them triumphantly to clean their from foul brood V If so, my friend's bees, from which
combs and put all quickly into proper form but my the queen was taken, have never been infected with the
experience, this autumn, shows that dispirited colonies disease but the disease did exist (up to a few days ago)
are content, as the period of rest approaches, to take within a distance of 400 yards of his apiary." Here it is.
little trouble in cleaning combs which would not naturally I have found many drones with spermatozoa badly
be required in the near future, for brood-rearing purposes; touched by alvei, and such a one has done the mischief.
alighting-board

;

in gave almost ludicrous contrast to the dismay with
which they instantly re-appeared. Circling in the air and
taking their bearings, they tried again and again to
discover what had happened, when in sheer rebellion they
refused to enter, and clustered at night thickly on the
outside of the hive, buzzing and fanning with a noise
audible at many yards distance. The following morning
saw no improvement, and at about 11 o'clock they went
off bodily and settled as a swarm in a cherry-tree, in the
very spot to which every natural swarm of mine has this
year betaken itself. Having hived them in a skep, I was
about to return them when they again took wing and gave
me a journey into a neighbor's garden. " Prudence is the
better part of valor," so a concession was made, and one
of their combs divested of bees and containing mostly
unsealed larvie was given to them at the front of the
hive. They were now returned and very many entered,
but a big lump remained clustering about the porch. I
reaily felt sympathy for the worried little insects, for as
a lady said jh a letter to me a few days since, " I love my
point was to be proved, however, and so
bees."

;

—

—

A

—

A

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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now filled with hot beeswax, which was next poured out into
another feeder, and so on until all
were well coated.
A top-bar of a
frame was now nailed on to the ends
of the
frame-stuff, having a hole
bored in it, in which to insert a funnel in feeding, when I had something
in tlie shape of a division-board and
feeder combined. If I wished to feed
feeder was
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Preparing Bees for Winter.
G.

rapidly, I could place three or four of

DOOLITTLE.Q

yi.

these feeders in the hive at a time if
slowly, pour only as much into one as
;

Having my bees

prepared for
might not be un-

iieaih-

winter, I thouglit it
interesting to tlie readers of the

Journal
it.

In the

know bow

to

(irst

Bee

have done
place, about Sept. 10,
I

examined every colony in the yard,
and noted their condition upon a piece
I

of a honey-section. Tliis piece tells
just how ruuch lioney eacli colony had,
just how much they were fed, and
also all about the pollen, some having
no pollen, others but a few cells, while
others have several combs nearly
solid with pollen. As this piece is to
be left on the hive, I shall know next
spring about what there is of the
pollen theory, if we should happen to
have a severe winter. Although I
have watched carefully, I have seen
no proof yet to disprove the statement
which I made a year ago, that bees of
mature age do not eat pollen, except
as it is used to form chyme for the
young brood while Dr. C, C. Miller
fives in a late number of the Bee
OURNAL conclusive proof that I was
right in my statement.
After having the exact condition of
each colony put down on a piece of
section, I next fed each colony enough
food to make up the requisite amount
needed for winter. Some were fed
but two or three pounds, while others
were fed the full amount, 2o pounds.
As a careful minute was made of this,
I shall also know how those come out
"which had 1.5 pounds of honey and
were fed 10 pounds of sugar syrup,
according to the plan of the editor of
the Bee- Keepers'' Guide.
AfterHrying all plans of making a
•winter feed for bees, and being pleased
with none of them, I hit upon the following
Take 1-5 pounds of water
and put it into a tin vessel over the
Are, leaving it there till it boils, then
put in 30 pounds of granulated sugar,
stirring for a moment or two till the
sugar IS partially dissolved, so that
the sugar shall not settle down on the
;

:

bottom and burn.
fire till it boils,

Leave

•

when

it is

it

to

on

tlie

be taken

after which pour in -5 pounds of
well-ripened honey, and stir till the
honey is thoroughly mixed with the
syrup. This gives about -18 pounds
of nice, thick syrup which will not
crystallize, sour or granulate, no matter how long it is left before it is used.
For feeders I took pieces of boards
1 inch thick by 3 inches wide by 11
inches long, and nailed to the ends
two side-boxes of my frames, having
the ends of the frame-stuff come even
with one side of the board, which left
the side-pieces sticking above the
off,

boards

1%

inches.

On

each side of

these I nailed thin stuff which was
only 1^ of an inch thick by lli inches
wide by 11 inches long, which gave
me a feeder holding 4 pounds. The

wished to feed.
The beauty of the thing is, that it
works equally well as a division-board
in connection with a quilt or sheet of
enameled cloth, as the quilt can hang
over the outside of the feeder, thus
keeping all snug and warm. Also,
this feeder can be kept in the hive all
the while, so as to be ready for use at
any time. No float is needed to keep
the bees from drowning, as the feeder
is so narrow than they can climb out
on either side, even if you pour the
feed all over them.
Having the bees all fed, I next
packed hne oat-straw in behind the
I
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so tightly pressed in by means of a
follower, that it will stay in the cap in
lifting it on or off.
On Nov. 20 these last named hives
are to be placed in my bee-cellar,
which 1 described two or three years
ago in the Bee Journal. In putting
them in, the tier of hives at the bottom of the cellar are raised
of an
inch from their bottom-boards, so as
to give abundant lower ventilation
while the next tiers stand on the caps
of the first, being raised on 3^-inch
blocks as are the others.
As I shall try no artificial heat this
winter, I expect the cellar to keep at
an even temperature of 42°, as it always has dune heretofore when no

%

artificial heat has been employed. The
plan of cellar wintering is the same
as that which I successfully employed
previous to last winter ; but the other
is new to me, except as 2 colonies were
successfully wintered in that way
during the winter of 1883 and 1884.
Borodino, N. Y.
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Why

JoumaL

do Bees Eat Pollen?

division-boards, after first putting a
strip of cotton-cloth over and down
J. F. LATHAM. P
on the outside of them. These strips
of cotton-cloth are long enough to
Bees eat pollen only at such times
reach over the top of the orood-chamber, so that when both sides are when their physical requirements depacked there are two strips of cloth mand as food something containing
elements necessary for the support of
above the bees.
or in other phraseI next made cushions by taking two bodily stamina
pieces of
cotton-cloth 18 inches ology, food necessary for the renewal
square, and sewing them to a strip of the waste of tissue at times when
72 inches long by i% inches wide, tliis muscular labor calls for extra supWhen pollen is used only in
strip extending all the way around port.
the edges of the two square pieces. compliance with the promptings of
nature,
it is taken into the mandibles,
Before sewing the two ends of the
strip together, I filled the cushion or masticated and swallovped, after the
sack with fine, dry basswood sawdust manner of herbivorous animals, in
which I saved last winter when saw- considerable quantities, as may be
ing sections.
After the sawdust is readily noticed, especially in the
put in, the two ends are sewed to- spring, when hrood-rearing is progether, when I have a cushion 18 gressing rapidly on the first new polinches square by 4 inches thick, which len of the season.
;

projects 2 inches over my brood-chambers on all sides, as that is but 14

Aside from the calls of circumstances, bees will not eat pollen un-

inches square on top.
less, perchance, it is mixed with the
The hives on which I use these honey in the combs, or with the neccushions are chaff-hives, permanently tar when gathered from the flowers.
packed front and rear, and made ac- When mixed in the latter way, it
cording to the description that I gave seems that the quantity eaten is too
in the little pamphlet, " The Hive I small to do harm, even if pollen were
Use." After these cushions are put the prime cause of diarrhoea. If the
on, the entrance to the hive is regu- intestines were loaded to distention
lated to 6 inches long by
of an inch with honey free from pollen, it is
deep, and an 8-inch wide board set evident that the result would be the
leaning up in front of the entrance, same as though their contents were
to keep cold wind and snow out of honey pollenized in the nectar (unthe hive, when the bees are left to less a special disease be created for a
care for themselves until the arrival special condition).
In this way one-half of
of spring.
I have seen bees, during their first
my colonies are fixed the other half spring flight, attempt to rise in the
are in single-walled hives, and have air
but, being unable to do so in
been fed the same as the firet but in- consequence of their distended bodies,
stead of using strips of cotton-cloth they would fall on the snow, discharge
above the frames, I use a quilt made their fceces and die, the excreta
by sewing a strip of cloth 40 inches scarcely making a stain.
What
long by 1.5 inches wide, sewing up the would evidently have been the consides after doubling it, so as to form a sequence had those bees been conpillow-case or bag 20 inches long by 1.5 fined to their hives awhile longer?
wide. Into this is slipped a sheet of Had they evacuated their intestines
wadding, four double, which just fills in the hive, it would have been styled,
the quilt so that I have two thick- in apicultural parlance, bee-diarrheea.
nesses of cloth and four of wadding Had they died without relieving their
above the bees. The cap or hood to surcharged organs, their demise could
the hive is now filled with fine straw. have been from no other cause than

%

;

;

;

—
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inflamation,
"mortifica- the bees may be guarded from its bad
intestinal
tion," virulent secretion, one or all.
effects: 1. By keeping them in con
"
AVhen bees spot the snow " during ditions which will not stimulate its
a flight in winter, they are generally use.
2.
By contracting the brooddeclared to be affected with diarrhcea"; nest so that the combs may be kept
but I have not always found this to about full of eggs and brood from
be true, in its broadest sense. I have spring until fall, thus leaving but few
seen the surface of the snow com- cells for its storage. The first is the
pletely stained in front of some of my most conformable to nature the sechives during a "flight "of the bees, ond looks feasible.
By the first
and no indications of soiling by evac- method all of the obstacles to successuation from the bees, was "within ful wintering are neutralized ; by the
when the hives were opened for the second, but one.
first time in early spring.
This .eviSince the foregoing was written, I
dence has led me to the belief that have found, on page 694. a paragraph
the color of the excreta is not a sure in Mr. Theilman's article in which he
" He (ilr Clarke) does not
exponent of bee-diarrhcea
for, if writes
pollen is the ingredient which causes tell us how to proceed or to perform
the coloring, as is generally attributed, with our bees in order to have them
it did not cause diarrhcea in the in- hibernate."
In the last part of the
stance named.
closing paragraph of the same article,
" Mine do best at i'2P
Perhaps it may be asserted that the he writes
bees did not stay in the hive long above zero that is. they are the most
enough to become diseased with diar- silent at that point. The farther
rhoea.
Well, they did not; and if above or below 42^ the stronger the
they had, pollen would not have been noise becomes in the bee-house. This
the prirne cause of tlie malady.
has been my experience for the past
Bees will winter well on combs con- ten vears."
If Mr. T.'s bees conform to hibertaining a super-abundance of pollen.
man and a rifle loaded with powder nal requirements at 42° above zero, it
;

;

:

i

;

;

[

j

|

A

and ball may bear companionship and seems that that degree of temperano harm result. Pollen and bullets ture, with good air, good stores, and

may

be

instruments of destruction, a severe letting alone, are,

if

they are

but the prompting power must exist constituted so as to make the best of
behind them. Whisky never caused such favorable surroundings, all that
intoxication when let alone a prompt- their welfare demands.
Cumberland, Maine.
ing thirst induces the victim to imbibe, and inebriation with its direful
consequents follow. The same lustFor tlje American Bee Journil.
ful desires which prompted Pandora to
open the box and fl^od the world
Marshall Co.. Iowa, Convention.
with evils, induced the accredited
;

progenitors of the human race to
pluck and eat the forbidden fruit.
The same appetite which induces bees
to eat pollen to their destruction,
would lure them to indulge in some
other act, as detrimental to their existence, were the means within their
reach. Pollen may feed the smouldering embers of morbid desires, but it
will not cause them.
The food of the laboring man must
be rich in muscle-producing elements;
the horse or mule will not " hold its
own," when put to hard work, unless
it is fed a goodly quantity of provender rich in nitrogen and the foxhound runs best when fed on fresh
beef.
When the conditions of the
brood-nest are such that bees need no
pollen to support an extra drain on
the organic stamina, their inclination
to conform to hibernal requirements
is strengthened, and it is very apparent tnat they must lapse into that
quiescent state of semi-dormant repose favorable to their safety.
If all of the pollen be removed from
the combs, and bees have pure, wellripened honey, or good sugar syrup for
stores, they are supplied with the
aliment necessary to maintain ani;

mal heat, which, with quietness. Including its cause and effects, will carry
them through llie cold winters of our
Northern climate in good condition.
As the labor of providing combs free
from pollen would be great in large
apiaries, not considering the removal
of pollen from the combs by artificial
means and feeding, there appears to
be two practical methods by which

At

the recent session of the Marshall

50 pounds at least

;

and

if

pollen is

more. He thinks that
fall honey is not as good for winter
stores as the early honey or coffee
sugar.
He has never used a thermometer in his cellar, but thinks it a
good plan. He lost a number of colonies in the winter of 1882-83, by not
giving them proper care.
The President, L. Coleper, Mr.
Jackson, and several others claimed
that one of tlie essentials in successful wintering, and a preventive of
spring dwindling, was to have a good
supply of young bees at the close of
the honey season.
The majority present thought it

t)lenty, a little

A

best to contract the size of the hive by
the use of division-boards, according
to the size of the colony. By this
means a colony would keep at a more
even temperature, either wintered in
the cellar or on the summer stands ;
and quilts or chaff-cushions were
recommended bv nearly all in place
of heavy boards.
Mr. L. Coleper said that he begins
in September to prepare his bees for
winter. He tries to renew all colonies that liave queens over two years
old, with good young queens. He
wants plenty of young bees at the
close of the season, and about thirty
pounds of good honey to each colony.
He uses quilts over the frames, and
and has no other cover when his bees
are in the cellar. He places the first
row of hives about one foot from the
cellar floor, and then puts one above
another, and takes them out in the
spring when the weather permits.
Nine of the members present reported 497 colonies, spring count, and

County Bee-Keepers' Association six .596 colonies, fall count; and 15,170
new niembers joined the Association. pounds of extracted, and 3,940 pounds
The following is a condensed report of comb honey.
The President said that he began
of the proceedings
Mr. O. B. Barrows said that he feeds the spring of 18s3 with 4 colonies, and
his bees in the fall, if he finds it nec- increased them to 7. He wintered
essary, in order that a colony may them in a cellar which varied from
have plenty of good stores for the 32^ to 38° in temperature. All came
winter. lie winters his bees in a cel- out strong, and he has since increased
lar, and puts his hives with the front them from 7 to 22 colonies. •His surto the wall he also has the front of plus amounted to 14-5 pounds of exthe hive lower than the back, so that tracted and 102 pounds of comb honey.
His bees have stored but little honey
the bees will easily keep it clean.
He keeps plenty of good air in the since July 15.
Mr. J. L. Comstock, of Sac City,
cellar, and the temperature just so
:

;

vegetables will not treeze. He uses
quilts over the frames in place of
honey-boards. He said that when he
was a boy, it was thought that a cellar should be kept very warm, but he
finds it best for all vegetables and

keep a cellar cool, just above
the freezing-point as near as he can
regulate it. He finds this a good
temperature for his bees, and the
light of the cellar does not disturb
them. His stove flues come to the
bottom of the cellar, which he finds a
great help in ventilation.
Mr. Hunt, of Centre Point, has an
apiary of 300 colonies. He finds it
necessary to keep out all light where
so many' bees are in one cellar. He
has the cellar well ventilated by
two sub-earth pipes which run about
fiO feet
out from the cellar before
coming to the surface of the ground.
This admits fresh air, while the stoveflue carries off the foul air.
He wants
colonies in Langstroth hives to weigh
fruits to

said that he
bee-keeping.

was not well versed m
He had begun with 2

colonies about June .5; these had increased to 7. and he had taken 225
pounds of comb honey in two-pound
sections, which he solo at 20 cents per

pound.
Several bee-keepers spoke on the
subject of feeding where necessary,
so that bees may have plenty of good
and also the adstores for winter
vantage to be derived by spring feedencourage
early
breeding.
ing to
Mr. Hunt described his method of
rearing queens, and the way in which
he placed eggs into good cells already
built and containing plenty of the
royal food, so as to produce extra
queens from the queen which he desired to breed from, and in an unlimited number. He had used the
method for four years.
The Convention then adjourned to
meet on Saturday, Jan. 21 18*5. The
subject for the next meeting is
:

,

;

;
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"Spring management and apiarian
supplies." For essays, M. A. Jackson, subject, •' Over Production," and
r. H. Hunt, " Queen-rearing, and
how to Italianize an apiary."
J.
J.

W. Sanders, Sec.

four years, has proven to be the surest
honey-producer. Fall flowers did not
yield abundantly
they seldom do.
i5uckwheat has jiVoven itself valuable
both for winter stores and prolonging
brood-rearing
but little can be obtained for it when sold for consump;

;

Swift, Pres.

tion.

Canadian Farmer.

The following are some statistics
obtained
In sending in reports
many neglected to mention if bees
have to be fed for the winter. This
should always be done, stating how
much, as it may make a difference of
30 pounds per colony. If the Government were to ask, " IIow many colonies of bees in the spring what increase how many pounds of honey,
comb and extracted did you obtain V"
when submitting other questions to
the farmers, it would be a step in the
:

Canadian Honey Crop for 1884.
K. F.

IIOLTKUMANN.

The honey season

for 1SS4 liaviug
to be regretted that more
accurate statistics cannot easily be

closed,

it is

However, all bee-keepers
are aware that where in Canada one
colony was kept in 1880, there are ten
kept at the present day and this can
obtained.

;

be accounted for only as follows
There was comparatively little
known about bees, and the risk was
too great but to-day with the knowledge gained being utilized, the loss in
:

;

wintering, etc., is decreasing, and the
superior management has increased
the profit,
which, when combined
with the fact that it w-ants but a
small capital to
purchase stock
enough to yield a handsome profit,
apiculture is becoming a favorite pursuit.

The spreading of this pursuit, together with the bright prospect when
the season opened, caused many beekeepers to become alarmed, they
rushed to market with tlieir honey,
and again and again do we find that
they have sold beautiful extracted
clover honey at 8 cents per pound, and
honey in one-pound sections was retailed at 1-5 cents throughout Haldimand and Xorfolk. These men forgot that where 5 years ago one pound
of extracted honey was used, ten or
more are used to-day, with plenty of
room to further develop, especially
when honey sells at the moderate
price of from 12}^ to 1.5 cents per
pound and one may safely add that
there is less honey on the producers'
hands in Canada to-day than there
was at this time one year ago.
;

From careful inquiries, it appears
that the eastern part of Canada has
not done as well as the western, and
and in any case only those bees in
lirst-class condition, early in the season, were able to gather a surplus
and that for the following reasons
The honey-flow lasted only for a short
time in the forepart of the season
if a colony had to build up on this,
by the time they were strong enough
to gather a surplus, the honey-flow
had stopped.
Through western parts of Canada
the season was earlier, thus giving
the bees more time to work before
the unfavorable season set in. Ovring
to the unfavorable weather, basswood
yielded but little; in some places
nothing at all, few places being
favored with more than two days.
The best season for thistle is hot,
damp weather, so it yielded but little,
leaving the entire surplus to be derived from clover and buckwheat.
Where Alsike clover and white clover
grew side by side, the bees always
preferred Alsike, which, for the last
:

;

—

—

ri^t

direction.

Thirty-one bee-keepers, having 1,484
colonies in the spring, 2,.569 colonies
in the fall, had 37,250 pounds of comb
honey and o9.84.5 pounds of extracted
honey.
It will be seen that by the above
valuation of 1 pound of comb as 1^
of extracted, the yield has been about
80 pounds of extracted honey per colony that the increase has been about
90 per cent.; and that several reported
that they had exerted themselves to
prevent increase.
Xow this year is considered scarcely
up to the average, but the result has,
on the whole, been very satisfactory
and if the grand total of honey gathered, and increase of bees obtained
in Canada, were reported, it would
show what a quantity of secretions
from various flowers has been utilized,
heretofore almost entirely wasted
and not only has the nectar been
utilized, but it has served more fully
the purpose for which it was distilled,
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After producing comb lioney for
one year, I thouglit I could see
reasons why Mr. Dooiittle might be
right and in order to know, from my
own individual experience, whether it
;

profitable for me to use comb
foundation in the brood-nest when
producing comb honey, I began exThe first
perimenting last spring.
swarm was hived on empty combs,
the second on foundation, and the
third on empty frames; that is, they
were empty except that a "starter''
of foundation }4 "f an inch wide wasin each frame. This order of procedure was continued until 15 swarms
were hived, when no more were hived
on empty combs, as it was very evident that such a course could be continued only at a loss.
The first thing that the bees did,
was to fill the brood-combs with
honey not a drop of honey would
they store in the sections until the
brood-combs were filled so full that
the queen had no room in which to
lay and, even then, when invited to
commence work in the sections, they

was

;

;

seemed to "roll up their eyes" in a
knowing sort of way, as much as to

say: "Oh, w-e are pretty well fixed
down here ;" and when they did finally
commence storing honey in the sections, it was in such a slow, easy,
"loafing" sort of manner that these
5 colonies fell far behind (about 40 per
cent.) those hived upon foundation or
empty frames ; and as the queens
were cramped for room to lay in, they
were not so strong in numbers when
fall came, which, had there been the
usual fall honey harvest, would have
been quite an important factor. I
presume that many will say that they
should think that the bees would
carry up the honey stored in the
brood-combs, and thus give the
viz to attract insects the bees— to queens room in which to lay I canfertilize the flowers and thus give a not help what they think, but I know
more abundant harvest wherever bees that they did not to a very great
are kept. ^lany complained that they extent.
were unable to get comb foundation
When the use of empty combs was
in time, and their yield was smaller discontinued, there was no appreciable
because they were unable to get it advantage in the use of foundation in
when required.
the brood-nest, as compared with
Ontario, Can.
and each alternate
empty frames
swarm was afterwards hived upon
foundation, and the other swarms
ifnr the American Bee JonrnaL
hived upon empty frames. It was the
Comb Foundation in the Brood-Nest. intention to continue this course
throughout the rest of the season,
W. Z. HUTCHINSON. 068— 108.
but an accident and sickness put
things in bad shape, and, although an
When producing extracted honey, equal number of swarms were hived
and upon empty
I consider the use of comb founda- upon foundation
tion in the brood-nest as profitable, frames, yet they were not hived alterand I see no reason to change my nately, the majority of those hived
views although I must admit that I mion foundation being earlier swarms
have made no decisive experiments than those hived upon empty frames.
hived upon
to determine whether its use is profit- Twenty swarms were
able when producing extracted Ixmey. foundation, and an equal number
Three years ago I thought it strange upon empty frames, the honey from
that Mr. Dooiittle should hold such each colony being weighed and those
views as he does upon this subject, hived upon foundation had stored
and I have heard bee-keepers remark only 2 pounds more per colony than
that they looked upon Mr. Dooiittle those hived upon empty frames, and
as having the most level head of any this could be more than accounted
apicultural writer and it was a great for by those which had foundation
wonder to tliem how he could be so having been, by a small majority,
" off '' on tills foundation question. earlier swarms. The empty frames
When asked for reasons, they could were filled with straight combs withgive plenty of them ; but when asked out any " looking after," and but very
for experiments, none were given.
little drone-comb was built.
;

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

When hived upon toundatiou. the
bees could store uo honey in the
brood -nest until the foundation was
drawn out, and as soon as a few cells
were even partly drawn out. the queen
was ready with her eggs and, as the
bees had access to the surplus boxes,
they began storing honey in them,
leaving the brood-combs to the queen.
The bees seemed to reason and act
" Downstairs is
about as follows
the place for the brood, and there it
shall be upstairs is the place for the
honey, and there will we put it."
When given empty combs they seemed
to say: "Here are the combs all
ready made for us, let us fill them."
And hll them they did, aft«r which,
to a certain extent, they appeared to
consider their tasks at an end.
Where bees begin to work when
first hived, there they continue to
work until the space which they
;

:

;

filled
and to commence
an adjoining apartment when
the season is partly over, seems to be

occupy

:
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work

;:

is

;

in

contrary to their instincts hence. I
think that bee-keepers make a mistake when they wait a week or ten
days, yes, or even 24 hours before putting boxes on a hive containing a
newly-hived swarm.
Put on tlie
boxes at once, before the swarm is
put into the hive, and let them go
unto the boxes when they are hived,
and commence work there and in the
brood apartment at the same time
then there will be no crowding the
brood- combs with honey.
When a swarm is hived upon empty
frames, there can be no honey stored
in the brood apartment until comb is
built and as fast as it is built, the
queen fills it with eggs while the
honey is stored above in the surplus
department. Let a swarm be hived
upon empty frames, and be given
access to the surplus boxes, and in a
week or ten days after let an examination be made if the bee-keeper's
experience, who does this, is like my
own, he will find the frames full of
combs, the combs full of brood, and
the surplus boxes full of honey.
I believe that the time is not far
distant when we will have the brood
in one part of the hive, and the honey
in another to a much greater degree
than at present; then nearly all the
honey which is stored will be "in shape
to be sold at a good price, and nearly
empty brood-combs, that autumn will
find in the hives, can be filled by cheaper but better winter food, sugar syrup.
In hiving bees upon empty frames,
and immediately giving them access
to boxes filled with foundation, or
;

to have the combs built no faster than
the queen can occupy them with eggs.
It has been asserted that the secretion
of wax is voluntary with the bees
that when given foundation they
secrete but little wax comparatively
hence, the inference is drawn that the
use of comb foundation is profitable
in all places.
I have neither the
power nor the desire to disprove the
statements in regard to the secretion
of wax
the question with us is
•'
Does it pay to use comb foundation
in the brood-nest when producing
comb honey V" It is probable that, in
producing extracted honey, its use is
jsrofitable but my limited experience
says " When producing comb honey,
hive swarms upon empty frames, and
give the bees access at once to the
surplus department." Of course " one
swallow does not make a summer,"
but one experiment, such as I have
made, proves enough, at least, to
show that the subject is worthy of
consideration and careful experiment,
which I shall certainly give it during
another season.
Since writing the above it has occurred to me that in producing extracted honey, it might be profitable
to hive a swarm in a hive, the brood
department of which is furnished
with empty frames, and the surplus
department with foundation, a queenexcluding honey-board being placed
between the two departments.
Kogersville, Mich.
;

;

;

:

Excbaoge.

Extracted Honey.

;

;

with partly-finished combs. I have
found a queen-excluding honey-board
otherwise the queen
a necessity
would at once invade the sections.
Although I have made no experiments, at least no very extensive or
;

KEV.

O.

CLTJTE.*0

All people know the excellence and
the beauty of comb honey.
It is in
need of no praise. But extracted
honey is a new article with which
many people are not familiar. They
have never seen its lovely amber gleam
from the glass on the tea-table ; they

have never caught

its

delicate aroma,

" fragrant as spicy winds that blow
o'er Araby the blest;" they have
never tasted its delicious flavor, compounded by the fastidious bees from
nectar gathered from fiowers of woodland and field. The only liqujd honey
with which they are familiar is the
old-fashioned "strained honey," which
was taken by mixing comb, and beebread, and dead bees and dead larviB
into a sticky mass, and straining from
it all the liquid which could be obtained by pressure. This liquid contained the juices of bee-bread and
bees and larvae as a flavoring for the
dark, rank honey which this squeezing
process secured.
Such honey was
coarse in flavor, and most repulsive in
associations. If extracted honey were
of the same quality it would deserve

But it" is as different in
conclusive ones, yet I think that the no favor.
use of comb foundation in sections is quality as anything can possibly be.
profitable. We desire to have combs
Extracted honey is honey in its purbuilt in the sections very quiojvly. at est condition, exactly as gathered by
least as fast as the bees can Hll them the bees, without any foreign admi.xwith honey, and there is no question ture whatever. All day long, week
but what the use of foundation facili- after week, do the happy bees revel
tates the building of comb.
among the clover blooms, or in the
In the brood-nest, when working nectar-laden chalices of the lofty linfor comb honey, we, or at least I. wish den trees, or among the many flowers

in fall cover hills and valleys
with brilliant hues. When their hives
tiave become heavy with luscious

that

stores the careful bee-keeper prepares
to take the stores, but in such a way
as not to injure his " faithful friends,"
the bees. He opens the hives, removes
the cloth that covers the frames of
comb, and directs a stream of smoke
from the smoker in his hand, dovra
upon the bees. Before the smoke they
rapidly retreat toward the bottoms of

combs.
He lifts out a comb,
heavy with its sweet store, and covered at its bottom with the alarmed
bees. He gives the comb a sudden
and swift jerk downward and thus
dislodges most of the bees, which fall
into the hive. If any bees still cling
to the comb he brushes them off with
a swift, light stroke with a common
whisk broom, then hangs the comb in
a carrier by his side.
So he takes
comb after comb until all are taken
that he desires. These he carries to
the extracting room. Then, resting a
comb on a light frame placed on an
the

empty

barrel, he shaves off the cappings of the cells with a sharp knife
made for the purpose. When the
combs are uncapped they are ready
for the extractor.
The extractor is made in several
different styles. In all styles the principle is the same.
Everybody knows
that water poured on the surface of a
rapidly whirling grindstone flies from
the surface by the motion imparted to
it by the whirling stone.
The honeyextractor is a machine which utilizes
this centrifugal force by so applying
it that it throws the honey from the
combs. The extractor is essentially a
fixed can with a revolving frame in it,
in which frame the combs of honey
are set and rapidly whirled. The centrifugal force causes the honey to fly
from the cells against the sides of the
can. It runs down the sides, collects
in the bottom and is drawn off through
a faucet. It is as charming in color
and as delicate in flavor as when the
eager bees sought it in the depths of
clover or of linden blooms. When the
mistress at the tea-table dips it with
silver spoon from the beautiful cutglass bowl into the china dishes of
fairy-like thinness, its sparkling gleam
suggests the mysterious amber from
the shores of the storm-tossed Baltic.
AVhen the ruddy boy spreads it in
generous flow on the cakes that come
smoking to the breakfast table he
surely 'has a" royal dish to set before
a king."
It is only a few years since the
honey-extractor was invented, and it
has already come into very wide use.
Nearly all progressive bee-keepers use
it more or less, even if they run their
apiaries mainly for comb honey.
gi'eat many bee-keepers are, by its aid,
producing only extracted honey, which
they find a profitable business, some
advantages of which I will briefly

A

state

getting extracted honey the
are not injured, hence they can
be returned to the hive and filled several times in one season, then stored
away for use in other years. When
the combs are thus returned to the
bees to be refilled, the little workers
In

combs
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do uot have to spend their precious thousand dollars by the production
time in making comb, but can devote one hundred thousand pounds.
Iowa City, Iowa.
every moment to the glad work of
gathering the rich liarvest with which
This enables
flowers overtiow.
them to store many more pounds of

For the American Bee Journal

the

honey than they could secure if they
had comb to build.
Again, honey comb is made of beeswax. Wax is made by the bees from
honey.
When bees need comb in
which to store tlieir honey, they fill
themselves with honey, and liang
themselves up in large clusters in the
hive.
While they thus remain quiescent for several hours the honey
undergoes a process of digestion, and
is changed into wax, which appears
in minute scales on the underside of
the rings of the abdomen. Then they
help each other in taking off these
little scales, and in kneading them
into comb. It has been estimated by
competent oliservers that it takes
from (ifteen to twenty-flve pounds of
honey to make one pound of wax.
The producer of extracted honey, by
saving his combs and having them

of

A Visit Among Indiana Bee-Keepers.
W.

T.

.STEWART. O,
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Mr. Augustine, of Madison, is
another able bee-keeper, and will
some day make his mark in scientific
bee-culture.
All through my journey I was looking for a good location to which to
move my bees, and found what I believe to be the best I ever saw, aU
things considered. I secured it, and

the last week in August

I

shipped

my

The second week in August I started bees (nearly 100 colonies) by rail and
for a two weeks' visit among Indiana river nearly 100 miles. My loss in
bee-keepers.
The first one that I shipping was about 15 per cent, by
visited was S. E. O'Neil, of Dupont, combs breaking down and drowning
who has about 70 colonies of good the bees. I have learned a lesson on

and does not like Cyprians.
a good fall crop of honey, and
his bees winter on it with good results
he uses the Heddon case for
sections and Jones' perforated-zinc
honey-board, and likes both.
Mr.
O'Neil is a good bee-keeper.
1 then visited Mr. J. M. Brooks,
who has been breeding queens for
beauty, but says he got them " bred
up " so that they were above work
and put on " airs," while he had to
draw on the more common bees for
honey enough to supply queen-cages
filled several times each year for many
ship them with. Mr. Brooks is a
years in succession, saves all the honey to
which would otherwise be used in scientific bee-keeper, and has a fine
making wax, and thus largely in- apiary. It being centrally located, he
has a honey store in front and retails
creases his annual honey product.
his honey at home.
Moreover extracted honey can very
I next went to Wesley Morgan's
easily be transported to any part of the apiary, near Burnsville. He works
world. It has but to be put into good mostly for extracted honey, and gets
Italians,

He had
;

shipping bees, and at some future
time I will give to those interested
the benefit ot my experience.
I am now located three miles west
of Madison, Ind., on the Ohio river,
above highwater mark, where I shall
five bee-keeping ray entire attention,
ly address hereafter will be Madison,
Ind., instead of Eminence, Ky.

Madison, Ind., Nov.

8, 1884.

For tbe American Bee Joomal.

Bee-Sting Poison.
B. F.

LITTLE. c$

Having shown Dr. Horton the

arti-

by Dr. Tinker, he kindly furnished
me the following opinion
"Brush Creek, Iowa, Nov. 6, 1884.—
cle

:

I had my attention called to an article
in the Bee Journal, by Dr. Tinker,
relating to my patient, Mrs. Sturdevant, who died from the effects of a
bee-sting. I cannot agree with the
Doctor in the way the poison is taken
are readers of the Bee Journal.
into the system. In the case referred
Willis Gully, of Burnsville, has a to, I believe that the poison was insmall apiary, but is well up with the jected into the circulation by the sting
times in bee-keeping. The next was entering the inferior palpebral vein,
G. W. Vandergrift, of Vernon, who the poison being carried from there
has a fair-sized apiary, uses the into the facial vein, and from that
Mitchell hive, but does not give his into the internal jugular and directly
apiary the attention necessary to into the heart. I believe that the
besides that, poison acts much the same as that of
make it profitable
Vernon is rather a poor location for poisonous reptiles. I reported the

barrels and it can go wherever rail- it, too.
road or steam-ship will carry it. It is
Next, I -called on Elias Morgan, a
injured by neither cold nor heat. It brother of Wesley
he has a small
may be kept for months, or even years, apiary, but is somewhat enthusiastic
without losing its good qualities. on bee-culture. All the above named
;

it may seek a market the whole
world around, in torrid or frigid zone.
These advantages are so evident
that not a few bee-keepers are gi\ang
exclusive attention to the production
of extracted lioney. The production

Hence

is

already

so

large

that

some are

beginning to fear that prices will fall
Tery mucn. I am convinced that this
fear is well-grounded. The prices of
extracted honey will undoubtedly fall.
Already the best honey can be bought
for ten cents a pound.
Once sugar
was so expensive that it appeared only
on the tables of the rich.
After a
time, improved cultivation and machinery rapidly increased the production of sugar. The increased quantity
largely reduced the price. Pretty soon
sugar began to appear on the tables
of the poor, and its consumption
increased enormously. When only the
rich could buy it, enough to supply
the demand was produced by a few
planters and laborers.
When the
prices fell so as to bring it within the
reach of the masses, the consumption
increased so greatly that very large
numbers of laborers were needed, and
planters, though netting a small profit
on each pound sold, were able to make
large incomes because the market
demanded a large number of pounds.
Extracted honey will take the place
of much of the unhealthful syrup and
poor sugar that are now consumed,
and a very large quantity will be
needed to supply the demand. Then
the bee-keeper, who now gets an income of five hundred dollars by the
production of five thousand pounds
of honey, can get an income of five

;

bees
I next visited Dr. C. C. Firth, of
Wirt, and remained there all night.
We talked about bees till a late hour.
Dr. Firth is Secretary of the Southern Indiana Bee-Keepers' Association. He is well up in the knowledge
of bee-keeping, and has a nice apiary,
but he is young in practical bee-cul-

case to Prof. Laning, of the Hahnemann College in Chicago, and he also
holds to my theory, citing Bollinger
as the highest authority. The camphor treatment of which the Doctor
speaks, I know nothing about but in
the other treatment to which he alludes, I quite agree with him. I consider iodine as the best antidote for

ture.

bee-stings.

Frank Mayfleld was

next inter-

;

W. H.

Horton, M. D."

think that my bees are going into
viewed. He has a large apiary. His
winter quarters in fine condition. I
bees are all in box-hives, and he
began the season with 80 colonies, and
trusts to " luck " for surplus honey.
now have 123. I run 90 of them for
I next called on H. C. White, of
and obtained 7,200
Madison. He is enthusiastic, and has extracted honey,
I run for comb honey,
been successful, but his location is pounds the rest
and got about 1,200 pounds. I have
not good for honey.
taken no honey since the basswood
I remained all night with Jonas
I might have
McKay, near Vevay. Mr. M. is the flow ceasedor although
eight hundred pounds.
taken six
big bee-man of the vicinity. He shipbut for so nice
ped eight tons of comb honey last It is in the combs yet
fall the honey-flow was wonderfully
year. His bees are mostly in bee- a
I

;

;

;

short.
houses.
Brush Creek, Iowa.
Chas. Cain has a bee-house, and a
dozen others in Switzerland county
1^" The bee-keepers of McDonough
have bee-houses, and I think that it
is the best county in Indiana for bee- and adjoining counties are requested
to meet at Bushnell, 111., on Nov. 20,
keeping.
Borclierding, near Madison, is 1884, for the purpose of organizing a
an enthusiastic bee-keeper, and will bee-keepers' association.
J. G. Norton.
rank high in the near future.

Wm.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place of Meeting.

1884.

Not. 19.— Massachusetts, at Worcester, Mass.
J.

Nov. 25,— Western Michigan,

G.

Jeflferds, Sec.

at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.

Dee. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, See.
Dec.

10,

II.—Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

Dec. 12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.
1835.

Jan. 6.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville, Wis.
J. T,

Jan. 14.— Central

Illinoia, at

Pomeroy, Sec.

Bloomington. Ills.
B. Lawrence, Sec.

W.

|y

In order to have this table complete, Secretsiles are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

keep out the mice. By distribu"Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and the Leaflets, " Why Eat Honey,"
I have sold 6,000 pounds of extracted
honey at home, but have 2,000 pounds
yet on hand. I have realized, on an
average, something over 9J^ cents per
pound.
E. I)EANE.5
Eminence, Kv., Nov. 10, 1884.

place, as it cannot be splinted), and
at this writing I am getting along as
well as could be expected. I find it a

to

ting

hard stroke on all my fall work. Unless I can get assistance, I will have
to do as some of our old fogies say,
" Let the bees care for themselves or
abide the consequences." This theory
I do not believe in, for I think it just
as essential to look after the

wants

of

our bees as it is to look after the
wants of our hogs and cattle. The
honey crop through this section of
Iowa has been quite short since the
middle of July. There was a fine lot
of fall bloom, and the frost staid off
unusually late, too, but there seemed
to be but little secretion of honey
compared with what we generally
have, so

we

An

got only a small surplus.

many new colonies, and
some which were extracted from the
body of the hive in the latter part of
I fear that

sikS-^^Mm^t
No
I

Surplus Since July.

began the season with 20 colonies,

sold

12

in

the

spring, secured ooO

pounds of honey from the 8 remaining colonies, and increased them to
Bees in this section did well dur15.
ing June and July, but since then
they have produced no surplus honey
to speak of.
A. L. P. Looms. o+
Kosendale, Wis.. Nov. 6, 1.S84.

Unfavorable Season.

This has been an unfavorable year for
those of us who are engaged in producing honey in this section of the
country. Oiir honey-flow lasted only
about three weeks and that was when
clover bloomed. During this time the
bees worked hard, but the nectar
ceased flowing as soon as the dry season set in, and as a result we got but
little surplus honey.
My apiary did
not average over 1,3 lbs. of honey per

Many of my
the white clover honey-flow, will be colony, spring count.
short of stores, unless they are fed or neighbors who have from o to 10 colonies,
have
not
taken
a
pound
of honey,
evened up from those which have to
and they say that their bees will die
spare.
J. W. Sandeks.0
before spring for want of honey.
I
Le Grand, Iowa, Nov. 6, 1884.
began in the spring witii 28 colonies
and have increased them to 6.3. All
About Bumble-Bees.
are now in good condition, excepting
Will Prof. Cook please describe the 3 colonies which I have been feeding.
Nathan M. Woodmank)
nature of the bumble-bee V Are there
Bushnell, 111., Nov. 12. 1884.
any drones among them in the nest
If so, what are their habits and nature ? Can they sting
Getting Sections Completely Filled.
'f

'f

Wm. Malone. 9

Oakley, Iowa, Nov.

on page 716, that Mr. Hedworking out a plan to get sections completely filled with honey. I
think that I have something new, at
least it is new to me, and " it works
like a charm :" Cut the comb foundation for the 4>|x4^ sections, i%xm,
that will then give you 34 of an inch
to fasten the foundation on both ends,
and the bees will have 14 of an inch
space on the sides, thus the comb
foundation is fastened perfectly, and
will not warp or drop down as it will
sometimes in sections only half-filled
with foundation.
This plan works
well without separators, and without
I notice

8, 1884.

don

is

[Bumble-bees have the same kind
of bees in each colony as do our
Poorest Season for 8 Tears.
The large queen lives
In the fall of 1883 I put into winter honey-bees.
quarters 44 colonies of Italian and over the winter, no others. So in
hybrid bees, and had 44 with which early spring the lilacs, etc., are gay
to begin the spring of 1SS4. I inwith the large queens, which now
creased them to 61, besides selling 4
colonies, have obtained 1,000 pounds must do all the work. The queen
of comb and 200 pounds of extracted gathers a great mass of pollen, and lays
honey, all of it being somewhat dark, her eggs in it from these, workers are
there being none of it pure, white
developed, and later, queens and
clover, but, perhaps, a good deal of it
So in August
is "bug juice."
I got no fall honey drones may be seen.
at all, and, taking the season through, we find in each nest a large queen, reversing the sections. The bees will
it has been the poorest season for many workers, several small,
unmated fasten the foundation all around and
honey that I have seen in the eight
build it straight and solid.
queens,
and
several drones. When the
years in which I have kept
;

bees in
Italian bees worked
strong on the first crop of red clover,

John Ret.0

bees come forth in the spring
from extemporized cells, caused by
but what they got from it I do not eating lioles in the pollen, the bees
know. Jacob Copeland.o, 44—61.
wax these cells and so form the honeyAllendale, 111., Nov.
1884.
this locality.

The

first

East Saginaw, Mich., Nov.

Convention Notices.

6,

cells.

The queens and workers

not the drones.— A.

Unfortunate.

J.

W

sting,

Cook.]

This week finds me a helpless man
except that I can use my right hand. Selling Extracted Honey.
I became disabled in this way
I was
I have just overhauled my 200 coloat one of my neighbors on Saturday nies of bees, and have equalized their
evening, and a little before 9 p.m. I stores. I left them very rich, about
•started for home; and in order to one-half of them three stories high
hasten I ran, and had gone but a when the honey-flow ceased, about
short distance when I came in con- June 2-5, since when, there has been
tact with a tight, wire clothesline no honey to store and to my surprise
across my path, with such force (it I did not have to feed them, but on
strilting me between the eyes) that I the contrary 1 took off and put away
was brought to the ground with such 900 combs containing various quantiviolence that my left collar bone was ties of honey, from j^ of a pound to
broken.
After some moments of full, thick combs of 6 to 7 pounds.
groaning, I finally arose and reported Just about one-half of my surplus
to my neighbors the effect of the wire combs had honey in them. I have
line.
I was assisted to my home, a packed my combs in
my tin-lined
doctor was called, and the bone set evaporating-tauks and in' dry-goods
(which is a difficult one to keep in boxes, and have nailed them up tight

11, 1884.

ers"

The Central Illinois Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its next

annual meeting in Bloomington, 111.,
on the second Wednesday in January,
188-5, at 9 a. m.

:

W.
I

I

!

;

1

I

I

I

I

B.

Lawrence,

See.

^^ Excursion rates from all points
on the Chicago & West Michigan R.
R. have been secured for the benefit
of those desiring to attend the Western Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association, held at ^lusic Hall, in Fremont,
Mich., on Nov. 2o. 1S84. Certificates
can be had by applying to Mr. T. M.
Cobb, President. Grand Rapids, Mich.,
or to Mr. Gieo. E. Hilton, Secretary,
Fremont, Mich. Prominent bee men
from abroad are expected, and an
interesting time is anticipated.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.

:

;

:

;
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left on the summer stands,
packed or unpacked. I usually wish
my colonies out-of-doors to have about
20 lbs. of stores, and those in the celANSWERS BV
lar, not less than 10 lbs. and tliese
stores all available. These will reach
Mich.
Dowagiac,
James Heddon,
until such time in the spring as I can
feed any colonies that may have eaten
an unusual amount.
Rules for tliis Department.
2. Sometimes one or two, and sometimes seven or eight.
1. Give your name and post-office address.
point.
to
the
liricf,
and
2. Be
especially if fed
3. Yes, I think so

tmhat and Botu.

those

;

3. Send no simple questions, such as are
later in the season.
answered in the bee-books.
4. No, not if you feed early enough,
only such questions as are of
4. AslJ
greneral interest.
so that the colony has a chance to
5. This department is not intended tor
evaporate the extra water out of the
advertising- any one's wares — therefore
questions concerning- the manufacture of syrup.
5.
My preference is radically in
goods for sale are not appropriate.
(1. Direct all questions to the editor—
favor of a large feeder on top.
THOS. G. NEWM.VIV,
6. Generally, only a cleansing flight
925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
though sometimes later in the winter,
they begin house-cleaning.
7. Italians for increase, and Germans for nice comb honey.
"Winter Weight.

I read in the Bee Journal of Oct.
29, that if bees are weighed and fed

sugar syrup till the hive reaches the
standard weight, there is no need of
anxiety. I would like to know what
the standard weight is, as I have some
colonies which are very heavy, and
some which are light. Can I even
them up until each becomes the reR. M. Cartney.
quired weight?
Rose Hall, Ont.

Answer.—The different materials
of which hives are made and the different styles of hives vary so much in
weight that I do not know of any
standard weight that is a safe guide
to go by, to warrant a suiBcient
amount of stores for wintering.

Bees Dying Fast.
I have two colonies of bees which
are affected in a manner that is unaccountable to me, and I desire informa-

life.
I think the
such that fatality
cannot happen to both queens at the

such struggles for
position

fatal

is

same time.
2. To describe such fixtures so that
the description would be of any value,
would occupy too much time and

space.
3.
The same is also true of this
question. I prefer a scant Jl inch for
bee-space
where there is no liability
a
of a change coming about by way of
swelling or shrinkage.
4. Much depends upon the stillness
of the air, whether the ground is bare
or covered with snow, whether the
sun shines or not, and what is the
humidity of the atmosphere. Usually
4.5"^ to -50'^ Fahr.; but my rule is, never
to take bees from a repository expecting to return them unless they show
signs of diarrhffia.
5. Some claim that they have now
and then cured one or a few colonies
by so doing, and changing their food.
I do not consider that there is any
real, practical cure, but I think that
we shall soon learn how to prevent
the disease,
6. By seeds and slips, but usually
by seeds.

what is the trouble
with them, and also for a remedy.
The appearance of the outside of the
The Bee Journal for 1885.
capped honey is gray about the color
of mold— though the honey appears to
Premiums, $23.00 in Casli.
The comb and the
taste all right.
hive are dry and emit no bad smell,
To increase the number of readers
but the bees are dying faster than
The colo- of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
they can carry them out.
nies were strong in bees and heavy
aid progressive bee-culture and help
Robt. Henderson 5
with honey.
tion in regard to

—

Ogdensburg, N. Y.

to elevate the pursuit.

Answer. — I do not

offer the following

We, therefore,

think that any-

CASH PREjnuMS for clubs.
your two colonies of bees
Peeding Bees, etc.
referred to. The bluish gray tinge on
$10.00 for the largest club received
honey is aU right. I at this oflice before Feb. 1, 188.5 (either
Will Mr. Heddon please answer the the caps of the
presume, from all you say, that the of the Weekly, Monthly, or both); one
following questions
mortality of these two colonies is nat- Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
1. How many pounds of honey or
circumstance often seen
$.5.00 for the second largest
$4.00
sugar syrup does it take to winter a ural, and a
apiaries.
$3.00 for the fourth
for the third
strong colony of bees ? and how many in other
$2.00 for the fifth and $1.00 for the
pounds to winter a weak colony V
sixth largest club.
i^-fuU Langstroth Bee-Feeders, Honey-Boards, etc.
2. How many
frames does it take for a colony of
All former offers of Premiums are
Will Mr. Heddon please answer the
"bees to winter on
now withdrawn.
following questions
3. Is it best to boil sugar syrup be1. In uniting black bees in the fall
The price of the Weekly Bee Jourfore feeding it to bees V
where one has not the time to find and nal for 1885 is $2.00 for one copy
4. Is there any harm in putting
destroy one of the queens, and they
more water with the sugar than is have to "fight to the death," I would $3.80 for two copies (to the same or
different post-oftices)
$5.50 for three
generally used ?
like to know whether the survivor is copies $7.20 for four copies and for
5. Which is the best way to feed
Are
both
ever
injured in any way.
five or more copies, $1.75 each.
thing

ails

;

;

;

;

'i

;

;

bees

?

killed

V
6. Do bees work on warm days in
2.
Please describe your top beewinter when they fly out, or do they
feeder.
only take a cleansing flight ?
What is the thickness of your
3.
bees are the best
7. What kind of
honey-board, the distance between
for increase V
A. V. Len:nox. 9
the slats, and how much bee-space is
Plaquemine, La.
there above and below ?
4. In cellar-wintering, what should
Answers.— 1. That all depends the outside temperature be, when the
upon the healthfulness and quietude bees might safely be set out for a
ot the bees during their confinement flight of course to be returned to the
and what you mean by wintering. It cellar when all have gathered home V
requires more food to carry the colony
.5.
Is it possible to cure bee-diarfrom the cessation of the honey-flow rhoea, when not too far advanced, by
of 1884 to the beginning of the honey- setting a single hive in a warm, dark
flow of 188-5 than just to carry them room for a short time V
through from flight to flight.
How 6. How is the common basswood
much more, will depend upon the pro- propagated V Wm. .Inc. Hinchey.
lificness of the queen, and many other
Tam worth, Ont., Nov. 1, 1884.
conditions. In most winters, not as
much food will be consumed by coloAnswers. I have never known any
nies in frost proof repositories, as injury to the surviving queen, from
;

—

;

We have decided to publish the
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
Weekly, (which contains about the
same amount of reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at .50 cents a
year two copies (to the same or different post-offlces) for 90 cents
three
copies forSl.30 four copies for $1.70 ;
five copies for $2.00
more than five
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
;

;

;

;

rate of $1.00.

Subscriptions for two or more years
one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
1885 will have all the numbers for 1884
free that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.
for

;
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of The American Bee Journal.
Monday, 10 a.m., Nov. 17. 1S84.

To every person who sends

The following

are the latest quota-

tions for honey
up to this hour

and beeswax received
:

lis

one

new

subscription, (besides his own renewal), for
one year, for the Weekly Bee Journal, or
4 KEW Monthly subscribers, for a year, we
will send as a present, b.v mail, postpaid, a
copy of " Mistletoe Memories, or What the

Poets say about Christmas."

CINCINNATI.

comb honey

choice white

;

mand and

is

We have had some

bound in Russia
edges— price 60

^"

at this

subscribers

who

office.

^^

Our rates for two or more
copies of the book, " Bees and Honey,"
may be found on the Book List on
the second page of this paper. Also
wholesale rates on all books where
they are purchased " to sell again."

YORK.

HONEY—

:

;

new

numbers of this year free from
the time the subscription is received

As we have already commenced receiving consignments of this year's crop of honey,
we feel safe in making the following quotations
1

all

of the

without finding a buyer. Dealers most certainly
mislead producers by quoting buckwheat and poplar comb honey, if they are not more successful
than we are in disposing of the same.
BEESWAX.— The demand is slow and arrivals
are few. Good yellow brings 2fj@27c. on arrival.
C. F. MuTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

Fancy white comb, 1-ib, I8@i!nc.. 2-Ib, i(>(yi]8c.
and J-Ib, I4®16c.: fancy buckwheat,

To

send us |2 for the Weekly Bee Journal next year, we will send the rest

in fair deIt brings 15

sells best in ]-lb. sections.
in the jobbing way. "We have several small
lots of dark comb honey from parties in Illinois,
and offered it as low as in and ii cents per lb,

to good,

—

cents.

@16c.

NEW

It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in cloth
price 50 cents.

leather, with colored

HONEY.— Tbere is an unsatisfactory demaqd
for extracted honey from manufacturers, while
there is a fair inquiry for small packages of cluver
honey such as dime. X-lb., l-lb.,and 2-lb. jars, from
the retail trade. Prices are low as arrivals exceed
the demand. Extracted honey brings 5'a9c. on
arrival

Convention Hand-Book.

Christmas Present.

»
i

I

fair

The time

for reading up will soon be
and in anticipation of this, we
now have a very large stock of books
on hand, and can Bll orders for them
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.

l-ft,

I2;i(§)l3c., •2-Tb, llK®i2c.: ordinary grades of dark,
land 12-lb, lltaiili^c. Extracted white choice, in

here,

kegs or small barrels, 8H@9c.. buckwheat. 6i^@7c.
BEESWAX-Prime yellow. 30@3ic.
MCCAUL & HILDRETH. 34 HudSOD St.

CHICAGO.

HON E Y.— Comb honey has been taken with
freedom by the trade this week, but I5@i6c. is the
best price obtainable for a fancy article of comb
in frames. Some lots bring from 14 to I5c.
in good order. Stock of comb honey is not
large at bresent. Extracted. 7Q,xe. for new.
BEES W AX.-For fair to yellow, -iS^SOc.
R. A. Burnett. 161 South Water St.

(^

To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
that
so
we can supply the JFarmer^s
Advocate of London, Ont., and the

honey

when

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— A rather quiet market has been experienced this week. The market for desirable grades
White to extra white
is steady at same values.
comb, y@loe; dark to good, 6@8c.; extracted,
choice to extra white. 4H<S5c. dark and candied. 4c.
BBBSWAX.-AVholesale, 24@27c.
;

Stearns

Smith.

Jk

423

Front Street.

ST. L0DI8.
aod supply both
Comb, r2@i4c per lb., and strained and extracted 6@€Mc.
for choice.
32@32)^c.
BEESWAX— Firm at

HONEY — Steady; demand

small.

W. T. ANDERSON &

Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Honey is in a little better demand

at
a little lower price than our former quotations.
Whilst the market is still full, we are enabled to
place extra lots of strictly white one-lb. sections at
about 15c., with an occasional sale at l6c.; l}^ and
2-lb. sections, best white, I4c.; dark and second
For extracted
quality, rather slow at 12 to 14c.

there

is

no demand.

BEESWAX.-28C.
A. C.

KKNDEL.

115 Ontario Street.

Monthly Bee Journal for one year
at $1.25 for the two. This is a rare
comprises a collection of poems selected
from the writings of H. W. Longfellow, J. G. chance to obtain two good papers for
Whittier, Thomas Hood, Alfred Domett, about the price of one.
Chas. Mackay, Sir Walter Scott, Jennie Joy,
and others. The whole bound in Banner
can supply photographs of
shape, with rich silk fringe and tassels. For
presentation, this art souvenir is vastly Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
superior to a mere Christmas card, as it
combines the advantages of both art and Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.
literature. Size, 4 by 6'^ inches.
It

^" We

^° The Southeastern Michigan
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold
their annual meeting in Adrian, Lenawee Co., Mich., on Dec. 3, 1884, in
Plymouth Church Chapel.

A. M. Gander,
F.

MEADE & CO.. 213 Market.
KANSAS CITY.

HONEY.— The market is
demand and

quiet

and unchanged,
Comb, H-

liberal receipts.

none in the market. They would bring
18c.; 1-lbs., I4<§ii5c.; lilbs., I3(*i4c. The above figures are for choice stock in regular shipping orates.
Dark or large combs in rimgh crates sell slowly at
sections,

9 to 10c. Extracted, California. 6^7c.; white clover. 7@8c.; Southern. 5H(a6c.
None in the market.

BEESWAX.—

CLKMONS, CLOON & CO.
Successors to Jerome Twichell.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We quote
I8@i20c.;

2-lb.,

best white in l-lb. sections,
I6@i8c. Extracted, 8@9c. Un-

biassed sections sell best.

BEBSWAX-35C.
Blake & Ripley.

57

Chatham

Street.

l^"For $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and

W. Gilbert,

Sec.

Pres.

Young Men!—Read
The VoLT.iic Belt Co

,

of Marshall, Mich.,

Electro-Voltaic Belt and other Electric Appliances
ojjer to send their celebrated

men (young or
nervous debility, loss of
vitality and
manhood, and all kindred
troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, vigor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free. 6Dly
on

in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
with the Monthly, $2.C0.

very latest in respect to bee-keepinfi. It is certainly
the fullest and most scienlitic work treating of
bees in the World. I'rice.by mall.Sl »5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A.

This.

trial for thirty days, to

old) afflicted with

.1.

COOK, Author and

State Agricultural College,
18C7t 2UD12t

Publisher,

LANSING, MICH.

Do yon want to bny a Fine-Bred
DOG, of any kind I If so, write
name the kind you want.
Edmund Maurer, 1026 Spring Garden St.
41A eow4t PHIL,ADEI,PHIA, PA.

DOGS and

Preparation of Honey for the Mar-

and care
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in of both comb and extracted honey,
paper coveirs ; or the Monthly Bee instructions on the exhibition of bees
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,

bound

THE APIART.

M,000 SOLD SINCE I876>
lath ThHiiBUnd
Out
I'

GEO. W.

Ib.

MANrrAI. OF

!

13@14c; extracted, 6Hc.

with good

Or,

All beeJust
keepers are cordially invited to attend,
and bring with them anything for 11th Ihonsand Sold in Just Four Months
S.OOO Sold the past Tear.
exhibition that will be of any use or
More than nO paKee. and more than 50 fine illusbenefit to bee-keepers.
Let all turn trations
were added in the sth edition. The whole
out and have a good time.
work has been thoruuchly revised, and contains the

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

ket, including the production

and honey at Fairs,

new

10 cent

BRADLEY BUTTER BOXES

The sweetest, choane.st and most attractive
^mall butter package ever ottered. Butter sells
quicker and brings better prices for family trade
than in any other package. Send for descriptive
& CO.. 280
price list. CHAS. P.

etc.
This is a
WILLARD
pamphlet, of 32 pages.
Michigan St., CHICAGO.

!
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RUY"AN

Thousand Just Published

Sixth

New and Enlarged

BEES
Management

of

and

an Apiary
Profit by

THOMAS
EditoT

(if

!

ORGAN

for Pleasnrej^

;

C.

the

130,000

NEWMAN.

The Best in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

Weekly Bee Journal.

»SS Wt»t MadlsoB

Street, VhlcuBO, III.

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Nlathushek,

contains iOO jjrofnsely illnstrated
pages, is "fnlly up with the tunes" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly deveUiping pni-snit, and presents
the apiarist witli e'verjthing tliat can aid in
the successful nianagcinent of tlie HoneyBee, ami at the same time produce the most
It

honey

in

its

best

most

and

in cloth, Sl.OO

;

paper

in

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

^~A

Ijiberal Dlst-ount to Dealers,

A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There are five cross
bars united by a rivet

Dadant'sFoundatioiiFaetoryjWholesale
See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

ESTEY

by through their center at

tbe Dozen or Himclred.
and

Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camo
Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

PATENT
JOUNDATION
Mills ,§Tg
W.e.PELHAIVl
MAYSVILLE.KY.

the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best li^ht
spring steel; the neckhand of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
material.
It is very
easily put together, no trouble to jiut on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and theprotection against Jlosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only live
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1,00.
:

37ABly

ALFRED
923

Yandervort Foundation

makes the Hnest extra tbin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by
.AX.FRi:i> BE. X£WMA9r.
923 West MadlBon Street.
CHICAGO. ILL.
wanted for The Lives of

all

lour price. The fastest sellinK
book In America. Immense
profits to agents. All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a successful agent. Terms

Hallett Book Co., Portland, Me.

4Aly

ELECTROTYPES
Ensrravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

THOMAS

ttaan5<ic.

08S West

6.

NEWMAN,

Mudison Street Chlcuico,

retail.

Sec Advertisement

in

another column.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey. Foundation. Hives. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

ian Implements, send for Circular to

Fi^ANAQAN
lABly Lockbox9'd5.

.&

II.LINSKI,

Belleville, St.ClairCo.,Ill8.

SEND FOR

Street. ChlcaKO,

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A.

TREATISJB

giving an index of diseases,

and tbe symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re;

;

and much valuable information,
Price S5 cent*.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

THOMAS
925

G.

West Madison

price,

br

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO,

IUj.

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

111,

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-wpJls,
i.r"-«»=iv.-;-/*^®P**'^'^'^*

i^^^fl

J»

IT.

We have

4 to 16 square feet tc
^^ircalarand samples free

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont. <^a^ N. K.

4Aly

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

We will send vou a watch or a chain

another column.

l(\.lUlLOKE!tPKESS,

cent. Catalogue of 250 styles free.
Every Wrttch Warranted. Address

GOLD!

4Aly

Dadant'sFoiindationFactory, wholesale

44Atf

and

retail.

CO. D.,tobe

examined before payingany money
and if notsatisfacturj'.returned at
oure-Kpense. We manufacture all
our watches and save you 30 per

for the working class. Send 10 cents
fur pofltane, and we will mail you free,
a rnyal. valuable box of sample goods

that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought poi^si bleat any business.
Capita] not required. We will start you. You can
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from fjo cents to $5 every
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satistled. we will send $i to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

$18.00.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadaitt'sFoundationFactory, wholesale

just issued a new four-page circular that will interest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.

HENRY ALLEY. Wenham, Mass.

DAYIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-BANGER,

a week at home. $5.0fi outfit free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
which persi ms of either sex, young or old,
can make ^reat pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. IIali-ett &Co., Portland, Maine.

III.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

NEWMAN,

West Madison

the

'Presidents of the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest, best book
I
lever sold for le^ts than twice

2.")

H.

ENGRA VINGS

FLAT -BOTTOM

It

free.

CAMP,

&.

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.

I

&

attractive

condition.

PRICE— Bound

*

Edition

HONEY,

and
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STANDARD AMERICAN WATCH CO,
PITTSBUKOH, FA.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Bee Journal

is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the

MONTHLY,

time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. Rev. H. R. P££r.. Kditor.

LONDON, ENGLAND.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

We send the

Weekly American Bee Jourwal

and the British Bee Joitmal, both for

.

$3.00 a year..

!

;
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HEDDON'S
ooLXJis^nsr.

Prices Reduced.
Owing
Beeswax

Land-Owners, Attention

to a decline in the price of

All persons

who have

lost

Real Estate in

there will, hereafter, be a Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL
reduction of 5 cents per pound SALES, are invited to correspond with
RICK£L & Bt'LIi, Attorneys at Law,
on all orders for Comb Foundation. 41
First Ave., Cedar Rapids^ lon'a^ and
they will learn something: to their advantagre.

WAX

ON SHARES,

H

For Comb Fouiidation for 1885.

mm

Send f-ix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goodawhich will help you to
more money right away than

anythingelsein thisworld. All
of either sex, succeed from first
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At once address, True

& Co.,

Why not send me

your

Augusta, Maine.

4Aly

Wax
riEALEH IN

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound for making, during
tlie less-hurried winter months.
If

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens
For further information, send for Circular.

<

you have no wax, perhaps your

store-keepers have, and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
J pay highest market price in

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary

RICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

7Aly

^

for Sale.

HAP^BOOroFBEALTB,

PMiS
^^

Hints And Ready Recipes,
is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost Im-

CO

gortance to Everybody, concerning their daily
ablts of Eating, Drinking, DressintCt Sleeping,
Bathing, Working, etc.
CENTS,
It Costs only
and contains 28 pages, and Is sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.

E

TTVENTX-FIVE
TELLS ABODT

IT

I offer for sale one of the best
apiaries and very choicest location in

What to Eat,

How to

CO

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, bam and honey- bouse, good
cellar, cistern, and two wells
highboard fence all on }^ acre of ground in
fl small village, 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, ex-

"to
**-

w

saw-mill,
fltore and blacksmith shop only 25 rods
distant.
Here we have three surplus honey
crops
First, from white clover
second, from basswood; third, from
myriads of fall flowers.
I will give my purchaser a splendid
•opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or extracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus ^ains stock of his own.
offices,

:

^

n^

H!

Summer,

Perils of

How to

Breathe,

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Exercise,
Care of Teeth,
After- Dinner Naps,

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned.
Preventing Near-Sightedness.

i

^

I
n

:^

r

SL^
-S
E n
=

JJ

a
a
£

IT
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It will
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Malarial Affections,

HOW TO CURE

Save Doctor Bills

Price only 3B5 Cents.
925

%

0)
V)

Hi

TELLS

Headache, caused

Croup— to Prevent.

Black Eyes. Boils, Burns. Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corns.<'ough8, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache. Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache, Hiccough, Hives
Hoarseness. Itching, Indamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples,Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

CM

c

Hives and fixtures of my latest improved patterns.
Write
me for

Bathing— Best way,
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

Overheating Houses,

5 H
.2

Hi S

Parasites of the Skin,

it.

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

;

press and telegraph

Eat

West Madison

Vandervort

I

Sent by Mail, post-paid,
Street.

Comb

CHICAGO. ILL.

Fdn. Mills,

Send for Samples Si Reduced Price-List.
ABtf J, VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

0)

3

Given'sFoundationPress.

prices, terms, etc.

Is

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR for makingComb Foundation either

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

O

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,

D.
(1)

quantity, and

state the

and

PQ

J^MES HEDDOir,

DOWAGIAC,

CaSB County

MICH.

CO.,
ILL.

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

3

Muth's Honey Extractor,

pay aSc. per pound dellrered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mtstakee, tde shipper's name
should always be on each packatfe.
I

Address,

Sl

HOOPESTON,

in

number

wanted.

GIVEN

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure material at home. Write for special prices
in

8.

lABtf

ALFRED

H. PTEWMAN,
St., CHICAGO,

923 West Madison

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Bucbeu,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
97fi

ILL.

C. F.
Apply to
and 978 Central Ave.

lysend

,

10c. for Practical

etc.

MTTTH,
CINCISrsr ATI, O.
Hints to Bee-Keepers.

;
;

;;

Mz
,^_^

OLDEST
IN AMERICA

TABLISHED
1861

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

i
f

lU.,

November

26, 1884.
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ADVERTISING RATES.
Topics Presented

in tliis

Number.
20

About One-Third
PrBLlSHED BT

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor.
925

WEST MADISON
Weekly,

SS

a year

:

ST.,

CHICAOO, ILL.

Monthly,

SO

cents.

A Cbristmas

of a Crop

Present

Bee Journal for 1.SS5
Bee-Keeping in Alabama
Cash Premiums for Clubs
Convention Hand-Book
Convention Notices

cents per line of space, each Insertion,

764

For tither the Weekly or Monthly EMtient.

766
766

A line of this type will admit about 7 words.
ONE INCH will contain TWELVE lines.

764

Transient Advertisements must be

766

Editorial Notices

764
764

paid

for in advance.
rate of

50 cents per

Time Discounts

be inserted at the

will

line.

on advertisements

will

be made as follows
On lo lines and
upward, 3 insertions, 5 ^ cent.; 6 inser:

Entered at the P.O. as Second-Glass matter.

Correspondence

Dodder— a

756

Editorial Items

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

755

Good Yield of Beeswax
The Subscription Price of the Weekly Honey and Beeswax Market
Bee Journal is ?2.00 a year and of
the Monthly, 50 cents a year in advance. Introducing Queens
New Subscriptions can begin at any time.
Local Convention Directory
Club Rates lor the Weekly are $.3.80
for two copies (to the same or different Local Market for Honey
post-offices)
$5.50 for three copies
Moving Bees, etc
|7.20 for four copies and for &ve or

764
765

;

;

On

;

763
765

:

765

;

;

^ cent.; 9 insertions, 15 ^ cent.;
12 insertions, 20 ^ cent.; 26 insertions,
25 ^ cent. 53 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
50 lines and upward, 1 time, 5 ^ cent.;
3 insertions, 10 |?cent.; 6 insertions, 15 ^
cent.; 9 insertions, 20^ cent.; 12 insertions, 25 ^ cent. 26 insertions, .30 ^ cent.
52 insertions, 50 per cent.
tions, 10

Parasitic Honey-Plant 755

765

New

On 100 lines and upward, 1 time, 10^ cent.

3 insertions, 15 ^ cent.; 6 insertions. 30 ^
cent.; 9 insertions, 25 ^ cent.
12 insertions, 30 ^ cent. 26 insertions, 40
cent.
52 insertions, 60 per cent.
;

^

;

Jersey & Eastern Convention 7-57
Club Rates for the Tlonthly are two Oil-Cloth Covering
76.5
copies (to the same or different postTO CORRESPONDENTS.
oflices) for 90 cents
three copies for Origin of Honey-Dew
763
SL.'IO four copies for $1.70
five copies
Premium
for
Club
of
10
Advertisements
Subscribers
755
for the next Weekly Bee
for $2,00 more than five copies for 40
Journal must reach this office by the
cents each.
Report from Fairview Apiary
764
Saturday of the previous week.
Sending Money Remit by Express, Post Selections from Our Letter
Box. 764 Books lor Bee-Keepers.— For prices and
Office Order, Postal Note, or Bank Draft
descriiitions of bee-books, see the second
on New York or Chicago. If neither of That Wonderful Yield of Honey. 762
page of this paper.
these can be obtained. Register your
7.56 All Papers are Stopped at the
Letter, affixing stamps both for postage The Apicultural Outlook
expiration

more

copies, $1.75 each.

:

;

;

:

;

—

.

and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Express. Money, sent as
above described, is at our ki.sk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us 25 cents each,
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
holes in the envelope.
Postage Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dojJar or
where Money Orders, cannot be omained,
stamps for any amount may be sent.
:

Subscription Credits

—

The Best Frame for all Purposes.
The Carbonic-Acid Gas Question.

of the tinle paid for, unless requested to
be continued.
to this office on Business,
correspondents must not write anything
Those Continuous Passageways.. 761
for publication on the same sheet of
Use of Foundation, etc
764
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering ivith either part of the letter.
VVhat and
7a5
The editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
Wintering Bees
7,58
business is mixed up with items for
as Bee- Keepers
762
publication it often causes confusion
They both may be sent in one envelope,
World's Exposition Honey Show. 755
but on separate pieces of paper.
Always give tlie name of the Post-Office
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
have received the " Second
this is done.
Annual Price

763

7.56

Tl^en writing

How

Women

The receipt for
money sent us will be given on the
address-label of every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the
List of the Victor Hive,
money, write to us, for something must Syrio-Albino Queens,
and Apiarian
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a Supplies, of Dr. G. L. Tinker,
;"
mistake. The subscription is paid to the Philadelphia, O.
24 pages. This is
END OF THE
indicated on the the first catalogue for 18*5 we have
wrapper-label. This gives a continual
received.
statement of account.
liost Numbers.— We carefully mail the
Bee Jot'RN.ii, to every subscriber, but
I®" To Canadian subscribers let us
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them it notified before say that we have made arrangements
all the edition is exhausted.
so that
can supply the

^" We

New

MONTH

Sample Copies

of the Bee Journal will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

we

Emerson Binders, made

especially for

Bee Journal, are lettered in gold
on the back, and make a very convenient
way of preserving the Bee Journal as
fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for 75 cents each. Tbey cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.
To Canadians.— We take Canadian money
tor subscription or books and Canadian,
postage stamps may be sent for fractions,
tiie

;

of a dollar.

Farmer's

Advocate of London, Out., and the
Monthly Bee Journal for one year
at $1.25 for the two. This is a rare
chance to obtain two good papers for
about the price of one.

FOREIQN H08TAOE,' EXT«A «
To Barope-Weekly, -in cents Monthly
To Australia -Weekly, ti IMontSly, lOcpn..
;

:

siienta

George Nelithbour i Sons. London.
Bneland i,«
oar authorized agents forEuTope
'

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

754

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
attested by luindreds of the most practical and disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleauest,brightest,quiekest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
is

NEWMAN. Chicago, 111.,
C. F. MUTH. Cincinnati, O.,
JAMBS HEDDON, Dc.waglac, Mich.,
DOUGHERTY & McKEB. Indianapolis,
CHAS. H. (iREEX. Berlin, Wis..
CH AS. UERTKL. Jr., Kreeburg. III.,
A. H.

Ind..

WM. BALL ANTINB, SaBO, O..
E. L. ARMSTRONG. Jerseyville, III.
ARTHUR TODD. German town, Philadelphia,?*.
E. KRETCHMER, Coburft. Iowa.
E. F.

SMITH. Smyrna,

N. Y.

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 2a per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.

On dozen

bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Qulnby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. 0.
Root.— Its style is plain and forcible, making
its

readers realize the fact that the author
Price, SI. 50.

is

master of the subject.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
Bees and Honey, or Management of an more advanced hee-keeper, as well as the
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper,
$1.
G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
in all the rarious improvements and invenBlessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
presents the apiarist with everything that information and contagious enthusiasm.

DALE. Moiaonsville, Kj.
and numbers of other dealers.
can aid in the successful management of the
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
list of supplies, accompanied with
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following subISO COMPtlMENTAKT.
C. F.

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or ITIanual or
the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the

Price. 75c.

The Hive and Honey-Bee.
L.

Lanostboth.—This

the

is

by Ret. L.
work of a

Ancient History of Bees and Honey master, and will always remain a standard.
Price, $2.00.
—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feeding — Swarming — Dirtding — E-xtracting —
Rational Bee-Keeplng.
pueeu Rearing — Introducing Queens — Ital- A Dzierzon's
translation of the master-piece of that most
ianizing— Bee Pastiu-age a Necessity — Quietcelebrated German authority. Price, bound
ing and Handling Bees— The Management of
Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey, in cloth, $2.00 ; in paper covere, $1.50.
jects

:

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 18.S3.
We guarantee every inch of our Foundation equal te sample in every respect.
CHAS. DADANT .& SON,
etc. 220 profusely-illustrated pages.
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound in olotli. $1.00; copies for
5ABIy

Price,
'2
$1.80;
5 for $4.00; 10 for $7.50.
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for $1.40;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

3 copies for

.$-3..55;

The Apiary

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
Tlx: Original

BINGHAM

Bee -Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Register, by Tno.MAS G. King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Price, $1.00, bound in cloth.

Newm.in.— A Record and Account Book for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so an-anged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies. $1.00; for 100 colonies, S1.25 ; for

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
liy Chas. Dadant & Son.—
management. Price, 15c.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers. by

and Marketing.—
Details their

$1.50.
Chas. F. Mdth.— Gives his views on the manas Food and Ifledicine. by agement of bees. Price, 10c.
Thom.\s G. NEWM.iS.- It gives the various
Dzierzou Theory. — The fundamental
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, principles
as
set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also. Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Aplcniture,
to help in creating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
Price, for either the English or German meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents — one dozen, 40 cents- 10*) for Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
82.50 — 500 for §10.00—1,000 for S15.00.—
The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doolittle.—
If 100 or more are ordered, we "will print the
200 colonies,

Bee Smoker

Queen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.- A
and detailed account of 23 years exi)erience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Honey

;

bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Thcmas

Convention

Hand

G. Newm.\n.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of trder for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.
(

Patented, 1878
Prof. Cook, in his Taluable Manual of the ApiaiT,
states that "Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by eatabiishinp a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but BinKham has been able to
Improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Btngbara smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and

comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as you please, any or alt the
time; top up or d^wn. they always go!
Bee-keepers will save monpy and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham Js
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any othersupplies; but nf these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45.1)00 in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over 3.0oci, there is evidence that 1884
with us 18 not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers In Europe and America.

—

—

TThy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
Newm.as. This Leaflet is intended for distribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 : 500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom.

—

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A R. Kohnke.— Its origin

Details his

.

25c.
ITIoore's TJniversal

and cure.

Complete

Price,

Mechanic.

Assistant,

and

Contains

over

—

facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

1,000,000 industrial

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engrarings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 25c.. in either English

German.
Food Adulteration. —What we

or

should not eat.
family.

eat and
This book should be in every

Price, 50c.

Scribner's I.umber and I/Og Book.—
Preparation of Honey for the Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Market, including the production and care logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
of both Comb and E.xtracted Honey, and
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
produce and hay; wood
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman. up the price of grain,
reckoner, tables for plowing,
is a chapter
Price, 10c.

This

from

" Bees

and Honey."

measurer,ready
Price, 40c.

etc.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Sivamiing, Dividing and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thomas G.
Price, 25c.
." working, dressing, etc.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5c.
Bee JouRN.iL, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield). .3i4 inch. .$2 00
*'
..
175 G. Newm.an — Progressive views on this imConqueror smoker(wide shield) 3
50c. They cannot be sent by mail
**
2'/4
..150 portant subject: suggesting what and how Monthly,
Large smoker (wide shield)
Canada.
" ..125 to plant.— A chapterfrom "Bees and Honey." to
3
Extra smoker (wide shield)
**
Constitution and By-Laws, for local
3
..
100 26 engravings. Price, 10c.
Piuin smoker
Associations, S2 per 100. The name of the
65
IH, '*
Little Wonder smoker
Thomas
Winter,
G.
Newman.
Bees in
by
AFSociation printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
115 —Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and Bee3 inch
"
Ribbon' Badges, for bee-keepers, on
from
Bees
and
Honey."
Houses. A chapter
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Price 5c.
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
dozen rates. Address,
each, or $8 per 100.
;

.*.

Blenen Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
—In the German language. Price, in paper
ABKONIA, MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

BIN6HAM & HETHEEINGTON,
RA2Btf

Poulterer's Guide, tor treating diseases
Ward. Price 25c.

of Poultry, etc., by C. J.

:

u

Journal
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NEWMAN,

was originally brought in imported
Chilli alfalfa seed.
It grows surprisingly fast, and from a single tiny
seed a whole alfalfa field will become

Parasitic Honey-Plant.

The dodder, of which the accompanying sketch is a true representation, is a parasitic plant, many varie-

Editof and Proprietor.

World's Exposition Honey Show.

The World's Exposition opens

at

Orleans, La., on Dec. 1, 18S4.
Under the "Apiary Exhibits'" heading, we notice, in the Premium List,
list

of

premiums

:

Class Sl-CoIonles.
1st

2d

Pm. Pm.
For the best colony of Italian bees in
woriiins order, and in an observatory
bire with movable frames
¥25 $15
For the best colony of Cyprian bees in
working order, and in an observatory
25 15
hive with movable frames
For the best colony of Syrian bees in
worliing order, and in an observatory
hive with movable frames
35 15
For the best, most varied exhibit of
foreign bees or their descendants, having the most distinct marbinfis according to race
Best exhibit of native or black bees in an
observatory hive with movable frames.
Best exhibit of queen-rearing in nucleus
observatory hive
Best and most extensive collection queen
bees, any race, caged so as to be capable
of observation, with retinue of bees

—

Class

25

15

25

15

25

15

25

15

On account of its being destructive
to alfalfa, it will never be cultivated
as a honey-producing plant, although
it is rich in nectar.
Premium for Club

Record and Account Book," in which there
the most systematic, complete and convenient arrangement of headings for every
Farm Account and memoranda of all important events which may occur in connection
with his business. Every progressi\e farmer
is

88— Honey.

pound sections

10

5

10

5

certainly desires to make a success of his
occupation, and should adopt every possible
means of bringing about that result. He,
then, should have a correct knowledge of
his entire business, which he can have only
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of all his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
year, when he takes otf his balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged in the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a
glance whether his farm does or does not
pay.

lo
extracted boney
5
<'IassS8— Hives. Manufacturers' Exhibits

Best movable frame for general purposfes,

summer and winter
120 $10
Best manufactured of straw, fully equipped with movable frames and sections.
15 10
.

Class 84— Manipulations.
For the most skillful transferring of bees,
comb and honey from a bee-hive or
^traw skep to a movable frame hive, at
the same time capturing and exhibiting
the queen in the presence of judges
$20 $10
For the most skillful manipulation of the
interior of a populous hive, in presence

of the judges

For the most skillful e.xtraction of honey
from comb without injury to the brood.

10

5

10

5

This valuable book contains 1*36 pages,
nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is $3.00, It can be sent
by mail for *24 cents extra.

Class 85— Implements and Beeswax.
For the most complete collection of apiarian tools, fixtures and implements
$30 $20
Tor the best honey extractor, to be tested
in

presence of the judges

10

For the best collection of beeswax in
shape for apiarian and commercial purposes, obtained from comb made by exhibitor's bees

For the best wax extractor, to be tested
on old comb in presence of judges

is

5

We can supply

these books at the publishmake a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Bee Journal for one year, with
$20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
count the same as one for the Weekly.

er's price, or will
10

5

10

5

ties of which are found in different
Mr. Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, parts of the world. The one here
shown is known as Cuscuta racemosa,
La., will send a copy to any one on and is found in many of the alfalfa

application.

of 10 Subscribers.

The book for every farmer is the one
entitled "Affleck's Farmer's and Planter's

Not less than 50 lbs. each sample.
Best and largest col lection of comb honey $15 $10
Best Rtwo-pound sections, or best 12 oneBest and largest collection of extracted
honey
Best 12 two-pound or 24-pound glass jars,

Bees are perfectly eager to get at
blossoms, and they do not have to
from one bloom to another, but
simply do all their work on foot, as
the vine and flowers form a perfect
mat all over the ground, so that the
bees can " step " from one blossom to
its
fly

another. It is quite amusing to watcli
bees working upon this curious plant.
At times they may be seen crowded
together so closely that one would
think they were endeavoring to make
their way into a lot of honey-cappings.
Its time of greatest eftlorescence is
during the fall.

New

the following

No. 48.

For the following information concerning this interesting plant, we are
its prey.
It is an exceedingly profuse
indebted to W. A. Pryal, of North bloomer, flowers of a yellowish white,
and delightfully fragrant.
Temescal, Calif.

Published every Wednesday, by

THOMAS

ILL.,

fields of

California, to

which place

it

is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
for a copy of this valuable book ?

Now
work
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the only substance available, which,
while conducting only the minimum
of heat, permits that free escape of
the products of respiration and transpiration, so essential to the perfect
health of the bees.

Count Kumford's

experiments on

not bring the cost of production itt
the open markets of the world ? Oa
page 728, I find the lament of Mr.
Kendall Mrs. Harrison and Mr. G.^
M. Doolittle having already put in
theirs. For years I have feared this
state of things. Mrs. H. and Mr. K.
charge the bad condition of affairs
to reckless producers and adulteration. Mr. Doolittle places it where
it belongs, as I see it, viz
to supply
;

the conductivity of substances used
in clothing, show that, while a warm
body, wrapped in cotton, cooled to a
The Carbonic Acid Gas Question.
certain degree in 17}^ minutes, 22
minutes were required to cool it to and demand.
S. CORNEIL.
If the bee-keepers of this countrythe same degree, when wrapped in
On looking through the back num- the same bulk of sheep's wool and had said nothing about adulteration
bers of the Bee Journal for the Pettenkoffer found that the capacity in the past, scarcely any consumer
current year, I notice that some of of wool for absorbing moisture is would have dreamed of any such thingthe contributors are in error in regard more than double that of cotton wool. as bogus honey. All the cry has done
to the carbonic acid gas produced by Every one knows that in his own case nothing to stop the increase of the
the respiration of a cluster of bees. woolen garments are better than cot- amount of honey offered to the public
I refer to the articles of Messrs. J. F. ton for retaining heat and carrying off by the way of adulteration.
Latham, page 342, Warren Pierce, perspiration. If H. W. S. will pack
It is no less true with our businesspage 408, Levi C. Johnson, page 585, a few of his colonies with sheep's than with all others that " honesty is
venture
he
will
find
that
wool,
I
to
say
A. H. Button, page 629, and Rev. W.
the best policy;'" and any system
the consumption of honey will be less, which is wrong, will finally kill itself.
F. Clarke, page 438.
if wintered outside, or in a cool tem- The quieter we remain the sooner the
These writers seem to think that
death will occur. Just as sure as a
because carbonic acid is more than perature inside.
The only other point which I desire bee-paper contains a report of a large
half as heavy again as air, it falls to
to
mention
is that the combs should yield of
honey somewhere in tn&
the bottom of the hive, and that proraised above the bottom board by United States, "or a case of the disvision should be made for getting rid be
rim
under
the
hive,
or
if the covery of a few pounds of adulterated
placing
a
of it at that point. It is true that it
would so fall, if it were of the same bottom is nailed, by suspending the honey, many of the different agricultemperature as the air in tlie hive, combs in a rim placed on top, because tural papers of our country will copy
the bot- the wonderful statements, and thusand if it were not mixed with other sometimes dead bees fall to
tom and accumulate in the spaces be- do ten times more in adding to the
gases, some of which are very light.
a free production of our goods than all that.
The air exhaled by the bees is satur- tween the combs, preventinghive.
circulation of air through the
)S done by adulteration.
They also
ated with aqueous vapor for instance,
With his bees prepared thus, the detract greatly from the consumptioa
the specific gravity of which is only
Then the beekeeper may "sleep easy" about by uselessly frightening consumers.
5^ of that of ordinary air.
respired air is several degrees warmer the pollen question. No matter how The result is, that the greatest sufthan the air in tlie hive. Owing to much pollen may be in the combs, the ferers are the producers of pure honey.
these ciicumstances the carbonic bees will eat no more of it than is Some way or other they never copy
acid will rise with the other gases at good for their health, and they will from our papers such an article as
afterwards diffuse come through safely, in any place, that able one of Mr. Doolittle's on the
will
first, but
evenly through the air in the hive, if where bees should be expected to cost of honey-production. Any honeyproducer, at all familiar with the natno provision tias been made for its winter.
Lindsav, Ont.
ural channels of trade and the condiescape at the top. In any event it will
tions affecting the same, must have
not separate and fall to the bottom.
known what was coming.
It seems that when gases are once
For tbe American Bee Joomal.
Allow me to predict that organizamixed they remain so, no matter what
tion will not stop this condition of
may be their relative specific graviThe Apicultural Outlook.
affairs.
Ignorant and unscrupulous
On this question the leading
ties.
supply dealers and enthusiasts will be
scientists are agreed. Huxley says
JAMES HEDDON. ? 460.
" If we shake up a mixture of liquids
sure to push the thing to a legitimat&
of different densities— say mercury,
There is not so much difference be- re-action, and no shouts of adulterawater and oil— the liquids soon settle tween the opinions held by myself tion, nor efforts to organize against
down afler agitation, in the order of and J. E. Pond as there was not so it will do us aught but harm.
their relative weights, the heavy much as he imagines there is. His
Well, what shall we do ? and what
quick- silver sinking to the bottom, article on page 7,31 induces me to be- is the outlook ? The outlook is all
and the lighter oil floating on the top lieve that he thinks more of the pol- right. My stock in this business has
of the water. Such a separation does len theory than he formerly did. Also not, and will not depreciate in the
not, however, take place when gases that he errs greatly concer ing my lea«t. All the combined forces at
of different densities are mixed." On views upon the subject. Had he read work against our interests as propage 69 of the Bee Journal for 1883, my articles upon the subject care- ducers, cannot prevent our receivingthe carbonic acid gas question is dis- fully before he began commenting the full benefit of the laws of action
" After clouds, suncussed at some length. The evidence upon them, I cannot see how he could and re-action.
there produced is conclusive that the make the statement that " to day I shine
and " He who produces at
carbonic acid of respiration diffuses am sure." Have I not aU the time maximum cost will fail, and he who
equably through the air of the room. said that it was a theory in which I produces at minimum cost will sucLower ventilation has its advantages, fully believed, and that I did not claim ceed."
but they do not depend upon the to know that I was seeking more
If you wish to hasten the day of
density of carbonic acid gas.
light on the subject, and was always re-action, say no more about adulOn page 693, H. W. S. gives one ojjen to conviction ? For this con- terated honey tell no more about
of the best plans there is for ventilat- servatism, did not Mr, Fradenburg what a lucrative business honey-protell the truth, that all
ing hives in winter. The principal set up the " priority " claim and Dr. ducing is
reason why bees get sick in winter Mason get out of patience with me ? dabbling with bees results in loss, as
quarters, is because the air in the Each year brings forth new evidences regards honey-producing that farmhives becomes damp and impure from to make me feel surer of the correct- ers, carpenters, and small children,
respiration, and the remedy is to ness of the theory but still I do not together with invalids and widows,,
change the air without perceptible yet say " 7 foiOM," nor shall I until I can buy their honey cheaper than
draft, and without reducing the tem- do know. Mr. Pond cannot have read they can produce it ; advise all to
keep out of the business unless they
perature of the cluster. Instead of correctly.
But of what good is it to safely have natural qualifications for it, and
using cotton wool, however, I use
carded sheep's wool. It is, perhaps. winter our bees if their product will propose to make it a specialty, and
Tor tbe American Bee JoHmaL
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locate in a field entirely unoccupied
by any other. Withdraw your patron-

and

will realize the greatest possible

profit.

The season with him had been

lie had received
bee-papers and supply a prosperous one.
are working against your 2,-"iOU pounds of comb honey and about
interests, by inducing all classes to 500 pounds of extracted honey from
attach apiculture to their other busi- 40 colonies.

age from
dealers

all

who

ness.

To anv man who

trying to increase the surplus lioney crop of our
country^ by aiding those already in
the business to secure larger and better yields, I extend the right hand of
fellowship but to those who are trying
to increase the number of producers
of this already fully-supplied luxury,
I have nothing to offer but pity tor
the mistaken, and contempt for the
designing.
I advise all who mean only to dabble with the business, to abandon it;
and all those who wish to embark in
it as a business, to have no fears, but
go right ahead.
is

;

Dowagiac, Mich.

The taking up of miscellaneous
business was recommended, and discussion arose as to the method of
answering questions, whether some
should be appointed for the purpose
or have them answered by any one
having had experience bearing upon
the point enquired about. The latter
metiiod was adopted.
Mr. Blauvelt " Is it practical, and,
if so, is it of any benefit to reverse the
frames in the" hives? Will it not
cause the honey to run out
Mr. Dean said that he had never
heard any objections regaringthe running out of honey, but thought that
the reversing of frames would cause
the bees to fasten the comb more sub:

'?

stantially.
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Mr. King said

tli.at

Mr. Pean had

struck the key-note. Extracted honey
was taking its stand in the market
and that considerably more honey
could be obtained from a colony by
the use of the extractor, and there
was no cause to worry ourselves about
reversible frames.
Mr. Miller How would you extract
honey from the brood-chambers ?
Mr. King It is my experience in a
good-sized hive, to extract from the
outside combs and replace them in
the center of the hive, and in this
manner keep the brood-chamber in
good condition.
Mr. Vescelius said that reversible
frames would be of no benefit to him
that he must extract from the broodframes, or else he would have no bees
to gather honey, for they would fill
every cell with honey, and crowd out
the queen which would have no place
to lay her eggs. He thought that an
extractor was an actual necessity to
the bee-keeper.
:

:

;

Mr. King said that the reversing of
frames was for the purpose of having
Mr. Terraberry Bee-keeping is a
the honey stored in the top of the
that a person may engage in
The Xew Jersey and Eastern Bee- frame, placed in the bottom for the business
profitably, provided he has an average
Keeper" Association assembled in the purpose of having the bees carry it
locality. My honey crop this season
Cooper Institute building in New into the surplus boxes.
The month of
has been very light.
York City, on October 29, 1884.
heard
the
stateMr. Dean I have
May, with us, was very cold. June
The meeting was called to order by ment repeatedly from bee-keepers, warmed up at once and came out very
the President, Joseph H. M. Cook. that in feeding bees with honey for dry. White clover bloomed and dried
The Secretary reported that he had the purpose of storing, it would lessen right up. My plan of management is
received neither the roll of member- from one-third to one-half.
about the same as that of other pracship nor minute book from his predeMr. King said that this loss was tical bee-keepers. I do not think it
cessor, and was, therefore, unable to due to the rearing of brood
but in advisable to equalize brood too early
report, except as to what took place reversing the frame, the brood being in the spring, but do it later in the
at the last meeting, and with which already in it, but placed in the top of season— on the approach of white
all the members were familiar, having the frame, the bees would not, there- clover.
I secured some honey from
seen it published in the April number fore, store the lioney there, but would apple blossom after that, from raspof the Bee-Keepers'' Magazine for 1884, carry it into the top boxes,
and practice
I believe in,
berry.
commencing on page 84, which report
Mir. Vescelius said that feeding was swarming by division.
Out of an
was accepted and ordered to be placed generally done when there was a lack increase of twenty- five, I have had
on the minutes.
of honey this accounted for the loss. only one natural swarm.
In making
The Treasurer was absent, but havThe President thought that he new colonies, I take a frame from seving sent his report to the President, would make reversible frames if he eral hives, rear queen-cells in full
the same was read and accepted.
had practical knowledge of using colonies, and transfer to a new colony
Xo programme had been prepared them in the spring, when we have the or nuclei. I use two kinds of hives,
for the convention.
Mr. A.J. King apple blossoms and, considering the a chaff hive with one tier only, and
stated tliat the condition of the Asso- small number of bees in the hive, another when I tier the boxes.
I do
ciation to-day was due to the neglect they would bring in a large amount of not use side-boxes, except early in the
of the officers in not doing their duty, honej; during the day, and having at spring, and when they are drawn out
excepting, however, the President, this time only a little brood, they will and partly filled, I transfer them to
who was always on hand.
of the top— bees and all. I use foundafill all the empty cells in the top
The President explained that other the frame, and we will find about two tion in both brood-nest and surplus
duties had probably prevented him inches of solid honey in the top then boxes.
I never practiced " feeding
from giving all the time necessary to comes the benefit of reversing the back," except in one hive, which I had
the success and for the benefit of this frame. He had tried it with a few in my store window, but found that
Association, and that he was ready to hives, and found in reversing the it did not work well. I do not believe
share his part of the blame. He then frames, that it started the bees in the that they will store in boxes, all the
I have some of
delivered a short address, -saying that boxes. He said he considered rever- honey fed to them.
the past year had shown him some- sible frames a step in advance in bee- all kinds of bees in my apiary. I aim
thing that he had not been aware of culture.
to keep pure Italians, but black bees
before
he had lacked faith, but this
Mr. Samuel Miller explained on a will sometimes come in. I do not see
year had convinced him that there black-board how these frames might any very great difference in their
was no ground for this lack of faith, be made, and stated that the reversi- honey-gathering qualities, but I preand that he was now satisfied that ble frames would prove a success, and fer pure Italians. I started my apiary
New Jersey can rely on bees produc- that more honey could be obtained with the old-fashioned brown bees,
ing a good crop of honey, and that the from a single colony by their use, but but could not succeed as well with
bee-keeper had an e^ual chance with he thought that the best way to get a them as I do with the Italians. I conthe farmer in the raising of any par- good return was to choose a good sider that it is necessary to study
ticular crop.
The farmer had only locality and have more colonies and the bloom and get bees ready for it.
this advantage That he was not rely- give them less attention, than to have VVhere natural swarming is resorted
ing on any particular crop, and that less colonies and give them much tb, I would not place boxes on immewhile his corn may fail, his potatoes attention. He said he knew of some diately after hiving, but would wait
would be a success. Bee-keepers do bee-keepers who get from .50 to 60 lbs. a few davs. unless I had two or three
not receive that profit from their bees, of honey from a colony, and who gave combs to" give them in which to store
because they do not qualify them- them but very little attention.
pollen and start the queen to laying.
selves for the profession for such it
Mr. Dean said that he thought that I do not use any drone-excluders,
must be considered but if they do if an extractor were used there would except in that I use foundation with
this, they will adapt themselves to it be no need of reversible frames.
worker-cells. I rear no more di'ones
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than are ;iecessary. If I had a colony
which had only fifteen pounds of
honey in the hive, I would reed immediately so they could store it. I have
wintered a colony fed on syrup as late
as the middle of November. I do not
use a queen-excluding board between
the frames and section-rack.
I use
both wooden and tin separators and
find no difference,
I have tried vv'ithout separators to my sorrow.
I do
not allow natural swarming if I can
prevent it. I have my apiary about
300 yards from my store, but connected
with a telephone. I winter my bees
on their summer stands, and contract
the entrances in cold weather,
Mr. Vescelius The first thing that
I did to produce a crop of honey, was
to rear plenty of bees. This I did by
breaking the caps from the honey of
:

outside combs and placing them in
the center of the hive and starting
the queen to laying. I got but little

from white clover. There was no
honey in my hives on August 1, but
shortly afterward the buckwheat crop
came on and I commenced to extract
and have taken from 13 colonies,
spring count, over one ton of extracted
honey and have increased them to 35
colonies. I set some frames aside in
the early part of the season, the honey
of which IS not so nice, and on these
propose to winter my bees,
ily
hives today are full of bees, all owing
to constant extracting.
Mr. King said that what Mr. Vescelius had said, proved that if the bees
are in good condition, they will gather
sufficient honey it the harvest lasts
only a short season, and prove profitable to the bee-keeper.
Mr. Vescelius 1 will now give you
the other side of the question. 1 have
a neighbor who has movable frames.
I have, on various occasions, given
him advice. He has nine colonies,
and his honey crop, this season,
amounts to about nine two pound
cans of squeezed-out honey. He does
not believe in extracting, but considers it too expensive.
I

:

Mr. Waite
Are queen-excluding
boards necessary ?
President I have had no experience
but 1 do not believe in using them.
The Secretary announced that he
would be absent during the winter
months that he was going on a pleasure cruise through the Southern
States and would not probably be able
to attend to the duties devolving upon
:

:

;

him

as Secretary.

It was, on motion, ordered that a
committee be appointed to call upon
Prof. J. Hasbrouck and obtain from

him the roll of membership of this
Association, and also the minute book
and minutes of its former proceedings.

The President appointed Mr. A. E.
Cunkey, as such committee.
Considering that the proper officers
had failed to prepare a programme
for the use of this convention, it wits,
on motion of Samuel Miller, ordered
that the President, with the assistance of any one whom he may choose,
prepare a programme for the next
session of the convention, and to
notify the members of the Association
by postal, of its next meeting, and

see to it that the room is opened at only learners in regard to this subject,
the proper time in the morniug for its and that not one in our numerous
ranks is entitled to write M. A. after
next session.
The President named Mr. A. E. his name— Master of Arts, or Master
Cunkey to assist him in that work, on of Apiculture, for want of proficiency
account of the absence of the Secre- in this most perplexing art of wintering bees.
tary.
The meeting was then adjourned.
While almost every other branch of
John Aspinwall, Sec.
bee-keeping has made wonderful progress during the past twenty years,
.J. H. M. Cook, Fres.
wintering has been at a stand-still.
reference to the bee-papers of
Read at the Rochester National Convention.
twenty years ago, will show that
Wintering Bees.
about as much was known on thissubject with certainty at that period
REV. W. F. CLARKE.
as now. No more despair could have
been expressed then, than was uttered
The subject of wintering bees is in by Mr. H. S. Hackman in the Asieeja chaotic state. It is like the primeval CAN Bee Journal of April 23, 1884,
earth, "without form, and void, and who, after detailing heavy losses undarkness is on the face of the deep " der various plans of management,
" So what do
places in the ground to which so sums up all by asking
many apiarists consign their colonies we know about wintering bees ?"
for burial from four to six months of
It is, I hope, with becoming diffithe year. But, as at creation's dawn, dence, and most certainly without
there were already subsisting ele- any assumption of superiority, that I
ments which only required the birth venture to propound a theory, which
of light and the wand of order to I firmly believe will prove the Ariadtransform chaos into paradise, so,it is nean clew to guide us out of the
believed, we have the requisite data labyrinth of winter difficulty in which
out of which to construct a theory of we have been so long bewildered and
wintering bees, which only require entangled. It seems perfectly clear
intelligent application to prevent our to my mind that all our trouble is
apiaries from being transformed into traceable to the fact that we have
charnel-houses and cemeteries by the overlooked a principle or law of beeadvent of cold weather.
life, not wholly unknown to us, but
Our best bee-keepers frankly admit whose vital importance to the matter
that as yet we have developed (V) no in hand, we have hitherto failed to
absolutely safe and sure method of recognize and appreciate. I refer, of
wintering bees. The directions given course, to hibernation, a word with
in our apiarian manuals only encour- which my name has been conspicuage the liope of successful wintering, ously connected for some months
in case they are followed to the letter. past in the bee-periodicals. DoubtThey make no definite promises. less it was on this account that our
There is no method before the public worthy Vice-President, L. C. Root,
which has not proved fatal during requested me to address this meeting
some seasons and under certain cir- on the time-worn, hackneyed, threadcumstances.
Some of our leading bare, but yet unexhausted theme of
spirits in apiculture, who seem to have wintering bees.
I am glad of the
mastered every essential point in opportunity to broach my theory besummering their bees to the best ad- fore this august apicultural assemvantage, are still only experimenting blage, for such it may without any
in the matter of winter management. flattery be called. It is the supreme
When we find men like Hutchinson court of bee-keeping on this Contiof Michigan, and Doolittle of New nent, and before such a tribunal by
York, " trying their luck " with such which the utmost impartiality and
devices as " clamps " and coal-oil the highest judicial acumen may be
furnaces, only to lose a large propor- expected to be exercised, I have much
tion of the colonies thus treated, we pleasure in submitting a statement
may be sure that wintering bees has of my case.
not yet risen to the dignity of one of
Hibernation is a term often emfixed or exact sciences.
ployed in general literature to exNow and then a bee-keeper starts press the simple idea of passing the
up and tells us that he has no difficulty winter, but, in the world of science,
whatever in this respect, and can it stands for that state of complete or
winter bees as easily as he can winter partial torpor into which certain anicattle or sheep. He crows lustily for mals and many insects are wont toa single summer, but the next season sink on the advent of cold weather.
we hear nothing from him he has At the outset of this discussion, let
failed, and very naturally does not me lay down the proposition that bees
like to tell his losses. He quietly re- in cold climates instinctively sink
pairs them by purchase, and so keeps into this condition of torpor or lethi>is apiary up to its numerical stan- argy
also, this otl;er proposition, that
dard, but sings low thereafter as to when provided with proper shelter
the ease with which the winter diffi- and a sufficiency of food, they will
culty can be conquered. Our frank infallibly winter well, if they can
and honest bee-keepers who make a hibernate. What proof I am able to
clean breast of it in confessing their furnish in support of these two propfailures, occupy the front rank among ositions, I now proceed to submit.
us both as men and as bee-ketpers. and
The hibernation of bees is no new
are deserving of all praise for dis- discovery. Science proclaimed it long
daining to sail under false colors. Let ago.
Observing bee-keepers have
Steam
us own that, as yet, we are all of us noticed it time and again.

A

:

;

;
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electricity are not modern discoveries. As natural plienomena they
were known in past ages. Tlie discoveries have been in their practical
applications. What I claim, and all
that 1 claim in regard to the hibernation of bees is the discovery tliat it
furnishes tlie key wherewith to solve
the winter problem.
Now then, in proof of the proposition that the instinct of bees leads
them to hibernate in a cold climate,
I propose to cite only the testimony
of bee-keepers. As I do not profess
to be an entomologist, I will leave
that branch of the subject to Prof.
Cook, whose business it is to teach it
in tlie Michigan State Agricultural
College.

and

of the American Bee
as long since as June, 1869,
as follows:
Mr. J. II.
" What is the natural condition of
bees during winter 'i I answer, it is a
semi-dormant state— a sleepy, stupid
condition. The reasons why such a
state is the natural one, may be given
First, it is a state in
as follows
which the least amount of food is required ; hence, the bodies are less
distended under this condition, and
the excrements are more easily reSecondly, a semi-dormant
tained.
state is secured at a temperature calculated to carry off by evaporation
the watery substances from their
bodies, tlnis securing a more healthy
condition of the colony. Thirdly, the
temperature being always above the
freezing-point, the bees are able to
reach any part of the hive at any
time for food. Fourthly, bees wintered in a semi-dormant state always

In Vol.

IV

Journal,

Thomas wrote

:

hives and wintering on the
stands. Neither method infallibly secured the hibernation of
bees not the principle, but the practical application of it being at fault.
In 1872, Herr Schonfeld, in the
" The first winBienenzeitunq, said
ter that would pass over our temperate zone would destroy almost all the
insects had not Providence provided
for their preservation. There are four
1. In the
methods of preservation
egg. 2. In the larvse, to all of which
belong those insects requiring two or
more years for their development. 3.
In the chrysalis. 4. The developed
insect. The most of those belonging
to this latter class pass the winter in
a state of torpidity. To this latter
class belong the bees, and it is well
known that these, in order that their
depressed vitality may not be wholly
extinguished, require for their successful wintering, besides the necessary food and rest, especially a protected dwelling." He goes on to lay
it down as a maxim, that " the hive
should be so constructed that the
bees, during their period of torpidity
and when without brood, are able to
obtain and sustain a warmth of VP

walled

summer
;

:

:

.

1 set my bees from the
on May 3 and 4, after they had
been housed since Nov. 17, in a dry
and well- ventilated room, and kept
exceedingly quiet during the entire
period. When put upon the summer
stands, the bees were in so nearly a
dormant condition that they were
the weather being
slowly aroused

R."

wintering, "

criticism on

cellar

Dr. Dzierzon, in an elaborate
the article just quoted,
while agreeing in the main with the
positions
taken, contends tliat no
very exact regulation of temperature
need be prescribed, and that, within
certain limits, and not very narrow
ones either, bees can and will generate
the degree of heat which is uest for
them a most important fact in 'beelife, of which more anon.
Dr. E. (iallup, in the American
Beb Journal of July, 1870, page 19,
" The fact is, if the bees
wrote
have the right kind of ventilation,
both in the hive and in the cellar,"
(he was a cellar-man then) " they remain in a semi-torpid state, as it were
throughout the entire winter, even as
long a winter as the last one was."

—
:

Mr.

Gallup

afterwards abandoned

cellar-wintering and took to wintering on the summer stands, and gave a
remarkable statement concerning a
colony which subsided into semi-torpidity,

consumed

but

little

honey,

strong,
bright,
out
and
came
and prosperous in the spring. In

recent numbers of the Bee Journal,
Latham, Allen
Pierce,
Messrs.
Pringle, Johnson, Gresh, and others
have recognized the fact that bees
hibernate. Mr. Latham says that the
first impress of this knowledge was
imparted to him when a child in his
New England home, by a dame whom
he asked on a cold winter evening,
" Are the bears out to-night, grand-

" No," was the reply, " the
bears are among the seven sleepers."
" What are the seven sleepers, grandma ?" Answer: "The bears, the
raccoons', the woodchucks, the bees, the
come out in the spring healthy and ants, the frogs, and the snakes." "Do
winter, grandma'?"
vigorous. This fact alone is sufficient they sleep all
to prove it to be a natural condition
for winter. How, then, can it be
secured V" Aye, there was the rub.
then believed in the
ilr. Thomas
which he afterwards
cellar-plan,
abandoned for a beehouse, while that
was in turn superseded by double-
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ma '?"

Answer " No, they wake up sometimes when we have a thaw." I do
:

not want a better statement of the
hibernation of bees than that given
by the old lady whom Mr. Latham
quotes. Bees do not, like bears, sleep
all winter in one unbroken slumber,
but "wake up sometimes when we
have a thaw."
I have given sufiicient proof that
the disposition of these insects to
hibernate has not escaped the observation of practical bee-keepers and
some of my (juotations have also
shown that when bees hibernate they
But on] this second
winter well.
proposition, I wish to cite two or
three testimonies. The first is that
of Mr. Gallup given in Vol. VII of
the Bee Journal, page 258, dated
May, 1872. Referring to a colony
which bred late in the fall, he says
" They went into winter quarters with
;

:

young bees, and the result was
(they were housed about the middle
of November, and taken out on April
4), that they remained comparatively
dormant all winter, and the consumption of honey was almost nothing,
and on their first flight there was no
discharge, not even to speck the snow
one particle, and a table-spoon would
have held every dead bee in both
hives." I pronounce that a case of
perfect wintering. What bee-keeper
wants anything better than that ?
Mr. L. C. Root, in his new edition
of Quinby, page 255, says of a case of
all

;

quite warm, the usual voiding of foeces
in a liquid state did not take place,
and clean, new roofs were not soiled
in the least." Another instance of
perfect wintering.
My third witness on this point is
Mr. James Heddon, author of the
pollen theory, who, in his able and
admirable review of my hibernation
hypothesis, makes the following interesting statement
" One fall, just before placing some
40 colonies in a double-walled, aboveground repository, I weighed a part
of them with great care. For some
reason, then (if not now), unknown,
nearly every colony in that house
readily took on that perfectly quiescent state, and the apiary wintered
and when taken out in
successfully
the spring and again weighed, the
most successful colony weighed hut a
single pound less than when put in, in
the autumn. I might have thought
these figures due, or partially due to
some error in weighing, had it not
been that the others graduated all the
way from 2% to 5 or 6 pounds less."
third example of perfect wintering.
;

A

I

do not need to multiply testimony.

" In the

nesses

mouth of
shall every

two or three witword be estab-

lished."

A quotation from a private letter,
written me by Mr. Heddon, will bring
us to the very pith and heart of the
discussion:
''Of
question under
course you know, that I know, that
you do not know the cause of beediarrhwa, unless you know that it is
pollen, you know. Friend Clarke, I
want you to remember that bee-diarrhoea "is the cause of winter trouble.
That is well known. The point to
get at is the cause of bee- diarrhoea.
You must know that the inmates of
old box-hives have it as badly as
those of any other hives also, that
several winters here have killed all
the bees in the trees."
Again, at the meeting of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society held in
Chicago two weeks ago, Mr. Heddon
" This question of wintering
said
cellars, ventilation,
is not one of
;

:

pieces

of

laths,

sticks,

quilts

and

cushions over the combs— what kOls
our bees is diarrhoea ; and the question is, W'liat causes bee-diarrhoea?"
I take up the gauntlet thus thrown
down, and to the question, " What
unhesitatingly
causes bee-diarrhoea
Inability to hibernate.
reply
Let us not mistake the issue here
'i*''

:

joined.

By

hibernation, I

mean what

that " perfect
calls
Mr. Heddon
quietude" in winter quarters, which
he and other bee-keepers have noticed,
and 1 say, if they can get into this
condition and maintain it while cold
weather lasts, they will not have beeIf they cannot go into
diarrho-a.
this state, they will infallibly contract
the disease.

"
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Now what are the essentials to the
successful hibernation of bees ?
I
have pointed them out in connection
with their favorite natural home, the
trunk of a hollow-tree having been
led to the discovery, as 1 think, of the
missing link in our theories of wintering, by remembering thsit I never met
with a case of bees being winter-killed
in a hollpw tree-trunk. Observe, I
merely said 1 had never met with
such a case, and I took the ground
that bees usually winter well
siich
;

m

a place.

been thought by some
that an example of bees being winterIt has

pin-head will allow the moisture to
escape, and these must be re-opened
as fast as they are propolized by the
bees."
I would ask, " Why do the
bees propolize even pin-holes V" Because instinct teaches them that they
need to retain all the lieat they make.
The bees generate their own heat, and
if it be wasted, they must consume
food in excess, become distended with
fceces, and cannot sink into the "perfect quietude " which is their normal
condition for wintering.

of the bees themselves,
can fan cool air into their hives
In the trunk of a hollqw tree, bees during summer, and fan it out during
find a hive without a particle of up- winter. That bees possess this power
ward ventilation, its sides composed has been often demonstrated.
of porous, non-conducting material,
Now let us consider how bees fare
and having a perpendicular shaft or in regard to ventilation on the syscolumn of air beneath them. Add to tems of wintering at present in vogue.
these a sufficiency of stores, and you On the cellar plan, they are con-

have all the essential conditions of demned to a receptacle, the air of
hibernation— in other words, of suc- which is alwavs more or less foul.
cessful wintering.
Would any of us like to pass the winNow, leaving the hollow tree for ter in a cellar such as those into which
our artificial hives, I venture to as- bees are put ? Can any onfe tell me
sert without fear of successful con- why bees do not need just as pure air
tradiction, that if you will give bees a as human beings?
Their sense of
domicile,imperviousat the top, having smell is most acute, and they caunot
side-walls constructed so that frost but be at once affected by air which
will not strike through and condense has any taint of impurity in it. A
vapor inside; supply them with an cellar built in a sandy or gravelly soil,
adequate stock of food and provide and supplied with air from a shaft in
a perpendicular air-column beneath the wall, may approximate to purity,
them, you will be able to cry "Eu- but even such a cellar is not so pure
reka " in regard to this winter prob- as the atmosphere without. Another
lem. The great desideratum is, pure objection to cellars is this Each hive
air, plenty of it, under the control of ought to have an independent selfthe bees, and in a receptacle not too regulating power, which is impossible
large for them to regulate the temper- when a large number of hives is stored
ature of it. This implies no upward in one common receptacle. Each colventilation, for that makes the bees ony must have the same conditions as
helpless. To warm up a hive with all of the others.
holes at the top. however minute, is
Substantially the same objections
as hopeless a task as that of filling a lie against clamps and
bee-houses,
tub with water that is perforated and need not be repeated.
Another
with holes at the bottom. I believe difficulty with all these is that a unithere never was a more fatal mistake form temperature is and
must be
of wintering bees than that of up- maintained in them.
According to
;

:

warm

ventilation.
air ascends,

We all know

that

and it must escape
through any apertures which allow
the escape of moisture, which goes
off in the shape of vapor.
With a
perpendicular shaft of pure air, the
moisture will descend along with the
carbonic-acid gas, and all other foul

Neighbour, the highest English authority in apiculture, I suppose, I find
the following in a plea for upward
ventilation
" Holes the size of a
:

the theory of hibernation, or " perquietude,
a la Heddon, bees
need occasional variations of temperature. As the New England dame
already
quoted, wisely
observed,
" they wake up sometimes when we
have a thaw." These are their oppor
tunities for unlocking their winter
clusters, stretching their legs a bit by
walking around upon the combs, and
taking something to eat preparatorv to
another period of repose. How often
they need to partake of food we do
not know, but they will be able to do
it often enough if the outer air, with
its alterations of temperature, has
free access to them.
feet

gases. But the heat will not descend.
It will stay at the top. The infatuation of
bee-keepers about upward
ventilation is perfectly amazing. In
the last edition of Tfw Apiary by

I

as

to

out-door wintering:
:

;

secondly, in

its liability to

be clogged

up by dead bees, ice, and snow. If
these hives were lifted a couple of
feet from the ground, and an air-shaft
There is no more perfect system of put in below them, they would meet
all
the conditions of hibernation, proventilation for human beings than
that furnished by an open fire-place vided the cushions were thrown away,
and
an impervious air-tight top given
with a chimney leading from the room
into the outer air. In such a chimney them. But the horizontal air-shaft
there are two currents of air always imposes extra trouble on the bees,
in motion, an ascending and a de- which must drive out cold foul air by
scending one, but it is well known wing-fanning that would with a perthat it wastes a large amount of heat. pendicular outlet, sink down by its
The- open chimney is necessary for own dead weight. Bees winter well
the escape of smoke. If there "were in chaff -packed hives if the entrances
" Cyula Linswik
no smoke, the air could and would be are kept open.
changed from below. This is what and her sister have had very few
takes place in a bee-hive, partly from losses for many years in wintering
the natural descent of the heavier bees out-of-doors, but one or the other
gases, and partly by the ventilating of them daily visits the hives, and sees

killed in a hollow tree-trunk was
fatal to my theory. This is a mistake. In referring to the hollow -treetrunk home of bees, I merely detailed
the process of thought which led me
to my present
position.
Suppose
they are sometimes winter-killed in
these receptacles, I only ask the admission that they generally do well in
them, to serve the purpose of my
argument.
I
reasoned that bees,
•when left to their own instincts,
choose a home in a hollow tree-trunk,
and so far as my observation and experience go, I find it answers their pur- operations
pose excellently.
which

ward

Now

Double -walled chaff hives are excellent save in two particulars the chaff
cushion on top, which gets saturated
with moisture, and becomes worse
than a wet blanket over their heads
and the provision tor ventilation
which is defective, first, it being horizontal instead of perpendicular, and

'

that

the

entrances

With a perpendicular

are

unclogged.

air-shaft, there

no trouble of this kind. It is always open, and besides providing a
constant supply of pure air, with a
hopper beneath the hive connecting
is

with the tube containing the air-shaft,
the dead bees and excreta infallibly
drop out of the hive.
Either want of air or an excess of
it will cause bee-diarrhoea.
If bees
are either too warm or too cold, they
will eat too much, their bodies will
become distended, and they must
have relief. When too warm, they
are restless, cannot subside into "-perfect quietude," eat more than they
can get rid of in dry, powdery excretions, become diseased and die. When
too cold, they eat large quantities of
honey to generate heat, and the same

fatal result happens. When too warm,
they are apt to commence brood-rearing, and to do this consume pollen as
well as honey, and this is the only
vestige of truth I see in the pollen

theory.

But whether honey or

pollen,

they eat more than they can excrete without fouling the hive, diarrhoea is the sure and fatal result.
If these views are correct, and I
think they will stand the severest
criticism, then our bees want, in addition to what we already give them,
" Only that and nothair, PURE AiK.
ing more." To parody the well known
humorous address " to the sextant of
the meetin' house," our bees may well
" You give us nice doublesay
walled hives, let us keep lots of honey
or feed us plenty of sugar syrup :"
" But o bee-keeper there are 1 commodity wich's more than gold, wich
doant cost iiothin', worth more than
anything except the sole of man i
me<an pewer are, bee-keeper, i mean
if

:

!

!

pewer are
O it is plentiy out-ofdoors, so plenty it doant no what on
airth to dew with itself, but flies
about scattering leaves and blowin"
off men's hatts
In short, it's jest
as "free as are" out dores. But o
bee-keeper, in our hive its skurce as
dimons, skurce as bank-bills when
!

I

O
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agents begs for niiscluins, vvicli sum
say is inVrtv often (taint nothin to
me, wat 1 give aint nothin' to nobody),
but o bee-keeper, U shel ten tliousand bees, workers, an brood, speshally
the latter, up in a tite place, an every
out, an out an
1 on 'em brethes, in an
in, say 50 times a minnit, or 1 million
l)relhs an our now how long will a
hiveful of are last at that rate I ask
you say b) minnits— and then wats
to be did ?
Why then they must
brethe it all over agin, an then agin,
an so on till all has took it down at
least 10 times, an let it up agin, an
wots more, the same individoal doant
hev the privilege of brethin his own
are, an no one else's. Each one must
take whatever comes to him. O beekeeper, doant you know our lungs is
belluses
to bio the tier of life," an
keep it from going out an liow can
belluses bio without wind
an aint
wind are? I put it to your conschens.
Are is the same to us as milk to
babies, or water to fish, or pendlums
to clox, or roots an airbs unto an Injim doctor, or little pills unto an
omepath, or boys to girls. Are is for
us to brethe. What signifies lots of
honey if 1 cant brethe V What matters pollen or no pollen to bees that
are ded, ded for want of breth, why,
;

—

;

;

;

bee-keeper, when we dy, its only coz
we cant brethe no more, that's all.
An now, o bee-keeper, let me beg of
you, tu let a little are into our hive. It
a'nt much trouble, only make a hole,
an' the are will come of itself an' we
will warm it up to suit us."
;

I have said enough to make the
principle plain, and I ask my fellowapiarists to co-operate with me in
working out the practical application
of it. I make the modest request
that yon will each try at least one colony on my plan by way of experiment.

The method I have devised has been
already described in the Bee Journal, and I will here repeat it. I have
constructed a hive-stand, consisting
of a box about table-high
just the
height at which you can handle bees
without getting the back-ache. The
bottom of the box is one wide board
1% inches thick, 20 by 26 inches the
dimensions being calculated for a
Langstroth-Simplicity hive. The box
is air-tight, with the exception of
having four one-inch auger holes
covered with wire gauze, which are
bored within 6 inches of the top. The
extra size of the box is meant to afford an opportunity of covering the
hive with a rough shell in winter, to
be packed with chaff. It also gives a
wide alrghting-board in front, and
some shelving on the sides, and at the
rear, which will be found handy during the working season. The hive to
be used is without a bottom-board, but
a sliding bottom-board, put in and
taken out from the rear is to be used
during the honey harvest. When that
;

;

and

danger of comb-extento be removed. Immediately below it is a hopper fitting
tightly to the stand just beneath the
hive, its flaring sides terminating in
a square tube 4 inches wide each way
inside, which reaches down to within
a few inches of the bottom of the
is over,

sion

box.

is

past,

The

all

it is

usual entrance to the hive
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is to be left sufficiently open to admit in special
depositories. When first
of passage out
and in by the bees. put out, the latter have a deceptive
Through it, and the four auger holes, appearance of strength for the old
abundance of air will lind its way into and feeble bees which would have
the hive. No dead bees will choke died if they had been wintered in the
the entrance, as they will fall to the open air, perish soon after they begin
These are wise and true
bottom of the box.
little door in to lly."
the box enables tlie bee-keeper to see words. But I believe that if bees are
the dead bees, dry excrement, etc., wintered so that they can hibernate,
that may have dropped from above, fewer bees will die. They will attain
and thus the state of the colony may greater longevity if they get a natbe seen at a glance, and without the ural and prolonged winter rest.
slightest disturbance of the bees, to Moreover, I have little doubt that the
method I have been advocating will
the extent that these signs reveal it.
correspondent of Gieant'ii^.s thinks prove an effectual antidote to spring
that all this box-arrangement is need- dwindling— next to bee-diarrlio?a, our
less.
He says " There's that man chief trouble in keeping bees. But
Clarke, of Canada, who had a rheu- on this and various other points, I
matic vision of tree-top wintering. cannot now enlarge. In closing, let
*
me insist upon it that the mortality
*
What'll I do with him V
To elevate his hive above the foul, of our bees in winter is the result of
damp gases, we would put it on four some violation on our part of natural
have on this Continent the
3-foot locust pins, driven a foot in the law.
ground to secure plenty of pure, still best honey field in the world. It was,
air, we would get them within a high therefore, plainly designed by Proviboard-fence enclosure.
For the re- dence that bees" should flourish here.
moval of dead bees, etc., having the There must then be some feasible
whole entrance open, clean oS the plan of wintering these insects, and we
must wrench
bottom-board weekly with a bent ought to find it out.
wire." I have already stated why this secret from nature's store-house
this rough-and-ready plan will not an- of mysteries. As already said, I beswer. It is not enough to leave the lieve I have the clue which has only
ordinary entrance, even if it were sure to be followed to secure the result
of being always unobstructed, which which we all so earnestly desire. If,
"
it is not.
few hours stoppage of it however, I am mistaken, let us try,
may prove fatal. Besides, I want a try again." I have stated my views,
;

A

A

:

We

;

We

A

modestly, I hope, yet with all the
confidence of firm conviction. I only
beg that they be fairly tested, and not
pooh-poohed as childish and chimerical.
This is the only method of wintering bees that is based on a scientific principle.
If the principle is
correct, the details will not long be
wanting.
My one fear about it is,
that it will so simplify bee-keeping
that it will become distressingly comof round cedar, slightly flattened on mon, and that those who follow it as
the lower side, giving the least pos- an exclusive business, may liave cause
" Othello's occupation
sible contact of the box with its round to mourn over

perpendicular column of air beneath
the hive.
Moreover, why be at the
trouble of poking a bent wire in at
the entrance, when a perpendicular
air-shaft will be a self-regulating affair y My box gives me a reservoir of
pure, stili air, obtained two feet from
the ground, and being tight, cuts off
dampness and excludes foul gases.
It should be added, that the bottomboard of the box is spiked to pieces

gone."

sills.

Mr. Heddon objects that
not practical.

I

my

plan is
cannot, for the life

Speedside, Ont.

of me, see why it is not. It is less
For the American Bee JoumaL
costly than cellars or bee-houses, and
Continuous
Passage-Ways.
Those
avoids all the trouble of setting bees
into and out of repositories. As long
DK. G. L. TINKER.
ago as 1868, Mr. Laugstroth said in
Vol. Ill of the Bee Journal, page
At the Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
" For many years I have been
209
persuaded that bee-keeping would Oomvention, as reported on page 679,
never flourish as it should, unless Mr. Heddon took exceptions to the
some cheap and simple method could principle of " continuous passage"
be devised, by which bees may be ways in hives used for the producsafely wintered on the summer stands, tion of comb honey.
instead of being placed in special
I believe that Mr. Heddon was
depositories. To say nothing of the honest in his views, but like many
cost of such structures, and the great who have hastily condemned invenlabor and judgment needed for their tions, he condemns without cause.
proper use, they are open to disad- This is apparent from the statement
vantages which cannot be remedied, made, that it is " a great saving of
even by the most skillful and prudent jack-knives" not to allow the top
management. After the bees have and bottom pieces of sections to touch
been placed on the stands, if the each other; and again, " not only are
weather suddenly changes, a cold bees killed when the case of sections
wind springing up and clouds obscur- is put in place, but propolis is put
ing the sun, it is often found that as along the edges of the sections where
many bees are lost as if the colonies they come in contact." In answer to
had wintered in the open air. Colo- these objections, I will say that
nies which have wintered well on the there is no sticking of the sections on
summer stands, are usually more hives the supers of which are properly
forward in breeding than those of arranged for " continuous passageequal strength which have been put ways," thus requiring no lever to pry
:

;
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sections are removed ways " tend to the building of straight
and replaced without aimoyance from combs, to say nothing of the probabilpropolis, and that, too, very quickly itv of a larger surplus being obtained
at any time. Propolis will be placed where they are provided. The only
along the inside edges of the side trouble which I have encountered is
pieces of the sections in the same with the German bees. Whatever Mr.
manner as upon any hive, but there is Heddon's German bees may do, those
so little attached to the edges of the of this locality naturally and irremetop and bottom pieces of well made dially build crooked combs, and it
sections that it is not noticeable, and would be folly to try to get them to
hence not necessary to clean it ofE at build straight combs without the use

them up; the

all.

With the Heddon "case of sections"
there is ordinarily twice the amount
of propolis stuck upon the ends of the
bottom pieces of the sections where
they rest upon the tins, and upon the
corners of the sections on top, as is
placed upon sections on a hive provided with
"continuous passageways." Moreover, it requires to be
cleaned off in order to make the sections of honey
presentable.
The
worst of all is, if tlie sections are not
removed as soon as tilled, the tops and
bottoms will become so soiled with
propolis as to mar the appearance of
a nice section of honey.
On a hive
•'
provided with
continuous
passage-ways," the sections will not be
soiled, if left

to another.

The

section-cases can be tiered up
and quicker, and rarely is a bee
In adjusting, tiering up, and
removing the section-cases of 30 hives
having " continuous passage-ways,"
killed.

during the past season, only one bee
killed.
There were never any

was

wax

Farm and Workshop.

MRS.

as Bee-Keepers.

L.

to clear

away, and

ail

opperations were easily and readily
performed. Still another advantage
was the facility with which the bees
entered the sections and began combbuilding.

Bees win loiter in the bee-spaces
above the brood- frames of other hives
for days after the colonies in hives
arranged for " continuous passage-

ways are at work in the sections.
Such bee-spaces, representing about
'

180 cubic inches beneath the first case
of sections on the Heddon hive, is so
much useless space, which must
always be occupied by bees to no purpose. Again, in lifting off the topboard and cases of his hive, especially
if they have been left on very long,
they come up with a jar which startles
every bee in the hive.
On a hive

provided with " continuous passageways," the cases may be lifted off and
replaced so noiselessly as to scarcely
disturb an ugly colony.

One year ago last winter, Mr. Heddon made statements similar to those
above, and said that the advice to beekeepers to use " continuous passageways " in the production of comb
honey was " the worst kind of advice,"
He had made an experiment long ago,
and because it did not prove satisfactory, he assumes that no other device
can. He evidently realized that there
was an advantage to be gained, but
turned away from the project upon a
single failure
He looked upon it
then as does Mr. Doolittle, who not
long since stated in the Bee Journal
that he had sought a practicable arrangement of this nature for the past
12 years. There is every reason to
believe that " continuous passage!

;

knowledge increases in like ratio with
her bees, all will be smooth sailing
and a prosperous voyage.
Peoria,

Ills.
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Some women

love to be dependent
and to be compared to clinging vines
which are lifted into the sunshine by
sturdy oaks there are others again

That Wonderful Yield of Honey.
S.

;

M. W. EASLEY. ?

who scorn dependency and can stand

On page

700 is an article from a
which was not intended for publatter class of women love to be pro- lication, in which I place the honey
ducers, and in olden time found abun- yiekl of Ventura county at 9,000 tons.
dant range in manufacturing cloth. I should have said 900 tons from 9,000
Solomon said " She seeketh wool and colonies, spring count. I made the
flax, and worketh willingly with her estimate on a basis of 200 pounds per
hands; she layeth her hands to the colony mine produced 314 pounds.
spindle and her hands hold the dis- Some small apiaries have secured
I
taff." The use of steam has almost more, and some larger ones, less.
entirely dispensed with the old spin- think that 200 pounds per colony is a
ning-wheels and looms from the house- fair average, which would amount to
hold, and so self-reliant woman is pry- 900 tons. Mr. Warring bought this
ing into every nook to discover some apiary of 444 colonies in March 1883,
other avenue wherein she can develop for which he paid $1.15 per colony,
her mind and energy.
and also paying cost of material in
Scientific bee-culture is an open field bee-houses, tanks, extractors, lease
to all women of energy and brains
and implements. He leased me the
here is a free range for discovery, im- apiary to run on shares, for ^ of
provement and production. Why, we the honey and increase. Last season
do not even have to pay one cent to be was a poor one. and I extracted about
admitted to membership of bee-con- 14 tons. I had, on March 1, 1884, 550
ventions, being regarded as superior colonies in two apiaries one mile and
beings or as ornaments of sufficient a half apart. About one-half of the
value to balance all admission fees, hives had on supers. I increased the
badges, etc.l If we compete with the number of colonies to 1,250, all of
opposite sex, in making pantaloons or them with supers. I extracted from
in teaching school, we will be obliged the 550 colonies 172,700 pounds of
to accept less remuneration than they honey, besides what has been used in
command but who ever heard of a the family. I had 57 swarms on May
pound of honey selling for less because 1, which was my twenty-fifth wedding
it was produced by a woman V
No anniversary, and my wife wanted to
"vines" had better embark in the have a celebration, but I told her that
business, or even women of means who if the weather was good, we would be
know nothing practically of bee-keep- too busy. I had 44 swarms at the
ing, but who purpose to hire their bees home apiary hived by myself and
cared for by others, and expect to reap daughter, and 13 at the other apiary
hived by two of the boys. That was
a rich reward from their investment
but any woman who can make good the busiest day I had during the enbread, pick a goose, milk a cow, or tire season, though we were busy all
harness a horse, can make bee-keep- the time. My daughter and boy (the
boy only 15 years old) uncapped and
ing a success.

erect being guided by the light from
on from one year's end
heaven and true womanhood. The

easier

bits of

;

of separators. The German hybrids
do a little better, but the naturally
straight and most regular comb-builders are the Syrian bees whose single
fault appears to be in the capping of
their combs.
Xew Philadelphia, Ohio.

Women

There is nothing connected with
bee-keeping but what a woman can do
as well as a man. She should not be
expected to manufacture her beehives any more than a house-keeper
to build her own house but as hives,
frames and surplus boxes, can be purchased so cheaply in the " flat," I know
no reason why she cannot learn to nail
them together. I should have tried
my hand at it long ago, if I had not a
partner who is an expert at it.
Xo one should engage in the business expecting to find a "bonanza;"
but any woman may reasonably expect
fair returns for the time and money
expended. One or two colonies is sufficient to commence with
and if her

letter,

:

;

;

;

know a woman who is going out extracted, during the first week in
wash by the day in order to earn July, 15,000 pounds of honey, and on
enough money to purchase a colony of July 4, they extracted 3,000 pounds. I
I

to

I opine that she will make beekeeping a success as she is bright,
smart and self-reliant. She has the
misfortune to have a paralytic husband, and thus exerts herself to make
a comfortable living and to educate a
feeble son. All honor to her and
other brave women who never shirk
the burdens of life.

bees.

use an eight-frame extractor; the
frames are turned without being lifted
out. In a future number of the Bee
Journal I will, if I can find the
time, give a description of the hive
which I use, my management of the
It differs
apiary, swarming, etc.
some from that generally given.
Springville, Calif.

;
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Origin of Honey-Dew.
J. yi.

No

luCKs.^

subject brought before bee- keep-

ers has ever

elicited

more

different

opinions and reports than the subject
ot honey-dew; but this matter, like

many others, has been so thoroughly
ventilated, that it is not difficult for
one who has heard and read every
which is right. AVe see
that some contend that honey-dew
falls from the atmosijhere on leaves
side to decide

also true that during the winter following, many of the bees were very
much affected with disease, and the

Indiana Farmer.

The Best Frame

for all Purposes.

and plants, just as common
dew. This idea, however, had to be
T. .T. COOK.O,
abandoned, from the fact that someAs there is a demand for opinions
times honey-dew is found only on one
kind of tree, such as hickory, oak and in regard to which frame is the best,
will give my reasons for adopting
I
linden. Occasionally it is found only
standard
Langstroth frame.
on the buds of one species of trees. I the
have, on more than one occasion, seen When in the spring of 1881 I found
in certain localities confined to the
dry leaves of the beech only, and at
other times I have noticed it only on
the hickory, or some other special
class of timber, such as papaw.
It is plain then, that the so-called

honey-dew was no dew at all, for if it
had come from the atmosphere it
would have been found on all kinds
of trees at the same time. It has also
been stated by many that honey-dew
is a seci'etion from aphida' or other
insects; but none of the experiments
related, prove conclusively that such
was the case. It is true that in several instances, aphidse, or plant-lice,
were foiuid under the leaves which
secreted honey-dew, but in most cases
no insects were found. I have, at
various times, investigated this subject which seems to puzzle so many,

and having found some honey-dew on
the leaves of oaks, as well as hickory,

Having used the Langstroth frame,
say that I am satisfied, and will
not change for any other style. I
I will

mortality was great ; many thousands trusted to the experience of promihaving perished, causing much loss to nent veterans, and find I have made
bee-keepers, and at the same time no mistake in doing so.
most or neiirly all the depopulated
Decatur, Ind.
hives were lilled with honey, showing
conclusively that honey-dew is not of
For the American Bee JournaL
the best class, nor to be relied upon
for wintering purposes.
Introducing Queens.
Battle Ground, Ind.
J. E. POND, JK.O+

of trees

it
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myself beeless, I made the subject of
frames a special study for more than
six monihs. I considered the experiments of Mr. Langstroth and others,
and from their experiments they decided

that

for

practical

success a

frame should be longer than deep,also
for convenience both for the bees and
for the manipulator.
In regard to wintering, the Langstroth frame has stood the test
for
;

while bees died on the Langstroth
frames, they were also dying on all
other frames and box-hives too, and
if there are any odds, they are in
favor of the Langstroth frame. The
Langstroth being a standard frame,
the fixtures pertaining to it are also
standard, thus avoiding a complicated
lot of hives and apiary fixtures, which
are an abomination to successful bee-

I fully believe that a colony of bees
will accept a queen at once if offered

them at the entrance of the hive
within 24 hours after the old one is
removed. I believe also that if such
queen is not so offered them within 24
hours, that some days must elapse
before it will be accepted. My experiments during the last season have
been on a scale sufficiently large to
warrant me in that belief, and I think
that the theory which I offer in regard to the matter is correct.
In the first instance, it follows from
the fact that queens often leave the
hive and return again. Now, if a
new queen is offered in a natural way
(viz
at the entrance of the hive), before the old one is missed, and before
queen-cells have been begun, they
will accept her, not knowing the difference, and, perhaps, not having
realized their loss. If, on the other
hand, more than 24 hours elapse, they
have missed the old queen and have
:

started queen-cells, and know full
well that time enough has not elapsed
for a young queen to be produced
from them. I do not believe in the
notion that each separate colony has
a peculiar scent by which its individculture.
The satisfaction of having inter- ual members are known to each other.
changeabte goods is quite an item. It This notion is too much on a par with
embraces about all the good qualities the old frying-pan and key business
required of a frame, from comb honey in swarming.
I do not suppose that this theory of
to queen-rearing, and avoids many
bad qualities found in many other mine will be accepted by the maframes. Hives can be piled up four jority of bee-keepers, as they will
stories high in the same space where claim that I give the bees too much
frames 12 inches deep are only three reasoning power. But where, I ask,
stories high.
Side storing can be can we draw the line between instinct

I hunted for aphidce, and found some
on the under-side of several leaves
but after further research, I found
leaves which had aphidre and no dew.
Another fact worthy of notice is,
that the dew is always found on the
upper-side of the leaf, and the aphidfe
on the under-side. The most rational
theory, to my mind, in this matter is
accomplished nearly or quite as well
that which asserts that the honeywith them as with deeper frames,
dew is an exudation from the leaves as bees have a natural instinct but
to
of the trees, caused by a certain state
store the surplus above tlie broodof temperature. This would account
chamber, it is only in exceptional
for the honey-dew appearing only on
cases where side storing is a success.
one kind of tree at times. A strong
In point of manipulation the shalevidence in .favor of this theory is to low frame is best. The
Langstroth
be found in the fact that honey-dew
frame is very easy to handle. I do
only takes place during changes of
not remember ever hearing of its
temperature, before or aftef storms.
being discarded where a practical
It appears that honey- dew can be
trial had been given it.
found on many kinds of trees (as all
Now there is a belief among a cerwho lay any claim to knowing any- tain
class that if bees have the right
thing about it, will not deny) and
kind of a hive, they will thrive better
plants, at times, but most generally
and store more honey, but that is
on hickory, oak, linden, beech and superstition. It
is as the editor of
willow, and often on the tulip or pop" The particular
the Farmer says
lar trees.
style of hive is but part of the subject
The honey harvested from honey- to be understood. Much more dedew is generally of poor quality and pends on the individual than on the
of dark color. I well remember the exact shape of the frame to be used."
honey-dew of 1S71 in Madison county, I will add that the movable-comb idea
Ind., how abundant it was, and the is for the convenience of the beebees seemed to eagerly work while the keeper in handling the combs, and
harvest lasted, which was truly for those who will never handle
bountiful, and yet it was of a dark as the combs, a box-hive is as good as the
well as a poor class of honey. It is best hive made.
:

and reason V
At any rate whether accepted or

not, I trust that it will be the means
of starting further inquiry into the
matter of introducing queens, and of
giving us out of that inquiry a surer

plan than any which we now have
knowledge of. That we need some
method of speedy introduction all
will admit and I trust some such one
;

soon be discovered.
Foxboro, Mass.

will

Preparation of Honey for the Mar*
production and care
of both comb and extracted honey,
instructions on the exhibition of bees
and honey at Pairs, etc. This is a
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
ket, including the

^'

To

all

new

subscribers

who

send us f 2 for the Weekly Bee Journal next year, we will send the rest
of the numbers of this year free from
the time the subscription is received
at this office.

—
;
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grades of honey, under which they
H. Sontag.o.
agree not to sell.

Cucamonga,

Nov.

Calif.,

4, 1884.

Convention Notices.

t^

The Central Illinois Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its next
Report from Fairview Apiary.
annual meeting in Bloomington, 111.,
The present season has proven a on the second Wednesday in January,
very poor one in this locality. No 1885, at 9 a. m.
About One-Third of a Crop.
basswood honey has been secured, and
This year my crop of honey was but little clover honey. My honey
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
obtained 22,000 pounds, harvest was confined to 16 days on
short.
I
being about one-third of a crop. I buckwheat, from Aug. 4 to Aug. 20,
have 700 colonies with which to begin with the following result
1^ Excursion rates from all points
Those
L. Lindsly.Q
the winter.
colonies run for extracted honey on the Chicago & West Michigan R.
Waterloo, La., Xov. 12, 1884.
averaged 100 pounds per colony, or R. have been secured for the benefit
ey pounds per day those run for of those desiring to attend the Westcomb honey, 283^ pounds per colony. ern Michigan Bee-Keepers' AssociaUse of Foundation, etc.
All was gathered by black bees. With tion, held at Music Hall, in Fremont,
I comuicenced the season with 42
extracted honey at 10 cents per pound, Mich., on Nov. 25, 1884. Certificates
colonies, and increased them to 7-5
and comb honey at 15 cents, retail, can be had by applying to Mr. T. M.
colonies by natural swarming. I obone will readily see which is the more Cobb, President, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
tained about one-thifd of a crop
Box-hive men have had or to Mr. Geo. E. Hilton, Secretary,
profitable.
(1,800 pounds) of comb honey, and I
degrees of success, some re- Fremont, Mich. Prominent bee men
sold it at 18 cents per pound.
The varying
from abroad are expected, and an
porting no increase and no honey
prospect in the early part of the seasome
large increase but no honey, interesting time is anticipated.
a
son was encouraging, but during
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec.
One small
little honey.
basswood bloom the weather was so and some, a colonies
in box-hives proapiary of 14
cold and dry that the bees did not
duced a surplus of 2-5 pounds of comb
store much surplus. They gathered
I have come in possesm" The Willamette Valley Beemost of their stores from goldenrod. honey these
sion of, and will see what they will do Keepers' Association will hold its
I notice that some writers for the
frame hives. Not 75 rods from second meeting at La Fayette, OreBee Journal think that it does not in
of bees in the gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
pay to use foundation. I think that them was another lot
same kind of hives, and every condi- 1885. All who are interested are init IS just the thing for this Northern
tion apparently as favorable, but they vited to attend.
climate. The honey seasons are so
E. J. Hadley, Sec.
produced no honey.
short that it is certainly profitable to
F. S. Harding, Pres.
WiLBEK G. Fish. ?
use foundation very freely. I have
Ithaca, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1884.
had new colonies draw out the foundation and deposit eggs in it in 30
1^° The annual meeting of the
hours after being hived. During the Bee-Keeping in Alabama.
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Associaseason I introduced 3 queens on the
Old fogy bee-keepers, with their tion will occur in Lansing, Mich., in
plan suggested by S. Simmins, and it log or box-hives, as usual, know all the Senate Chamber of the State
proved a success.
about bees. They say that this year's Capitol, Dec. 10 and 11, 1884, first sesC. S. Hawkins.©
yield was about an average honey sion beginning at 10 a. m. on Dec. 10.
Sauk Rapids, Minn., Nov. 12, 1884.
crop, being 20 to 2.5 pounds per colony. This being the home of Prof. A. J.
The following is the report of Geo. Cook, and the location of the State
He com- Agricultural College, it is expected
H. Hoyle, of Mobile, Ala.
Good Yield of Beeswax.
menced the season with 11. weak colo- that this will be the most interesting
I have to report about 17 tons of
nies, and later obtained a 4frame meeting ever held by this Society.
extracted honey from 246 colonies,
nucleus, making 12, which increased programme is being prepared, includspring count, and an increase of 44
to 37 strong colonies, from which he ing several very important and internatural swarms. This average of 138
esting papers from Prof. Cook, T. J.
pounds per colony is certainly small secured 1,941 pounds of honey, 186 Burrill, Dr. Beal, and R. L. Hewett,
pounds of comb honey in one-pound
in comparison with that of Mr. H. C.
sections, and 1,805 pounds of .ex- and several prominent apiarists from
Parks, of Riverside, Calif., which is
tracted. He sold it at home at 20 other States. A large delegation is
only 20 miles from this place but I
cents and 12J^ cents per pound. Many expected from Canada. The questionchallenge any bee-keeper in the propeople came to get 50 or lOD-pouad box will be one of the important feaduction of beeswax, which amounted
Come prepared to ask and
kegs after the honey was all sold. The tures.
to 4-50 pounds, or nearly 2 pounds to
transferred to a answer questions. Reduced rates on
the colony. This season has settled 4 frame nucleus was
Langstroth-Simplicity hive, all Michigan railroads, and at hotels
the much-agitated question of ripen- 10-frame
in Lansing. The President and Secing the honey by means of ventilation, and were given six sheets of foundawill be at the Hudson House.
and exposition to the solar heat in tion. The fine Italian queen being retary
very prolific, the colony soon covered Notify me as soon as possible how
large tanks and glassed troughs. The
40 combs, 36 of which were on foun- many railroad certificates you will
vastness of the crop made this method
dation. It was increased to 2 strong want, and over what road you will go,
impracticable and unnecessary, as
time to procure them.
most bee-keepers had not help enough colonies, and gathered 137 pounds of so I will have
extracted honey, which was sold at A cordial invitation is extended to all.
(specially skilled)
to take out the
and
Please
come
bring your bee-keepcents
making
per pound,
a profit
honey before it was capped in the 123^
of about 237 per cent, in honey alone. ing friends with you.
cells.
In my opinion nature does
H. D. Cutting, Sec.
A. M. Hoyle.
this curing or ripening process not
Morgan, Texas, Nov. 17, 1884.
only better, but also more economically, if we consider the result.
^" The Southeastern Michigan
The
low prices for honey in good years,
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold
Convention Hand-Book.
make the business of bee-keeping less
their annual meeting in Adrian, Lenaprofitable than other pursuits well
Mich., oh Dec. 3, 1884, in
It is a nice Pocket Companion for wee Co.,
performed.
Bee-keepers are here
Plymouth Church Chapel. AH beebee-keepers.
It
is
beautifully
printed
scattered all over the country, but far
keepers are cordially invited to attend,
apart, and should unite, therefore, for on toned paper, and bound in cloth
and bring with them anything for
two purposes. First, to lower the price 50 cents.
exhibition that will be of any use or
price of production, by ordering the
Let all turn
to bee-keepers.
We have had some bound in Russia benefit
cans and cases at a certain price from
out and have a good time.
one reliable firm
and, second, by leather, with colored edges— price 60
A. M. Gander, Sec.
stating the prices of the different cents.
F. W. Gilbert, Pres.

)Un'L£'^

ers'

:

;

;

:

A

;

;

;

:
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

Dec

place of Meetino-

;

3.-Souihea9lern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
1.— Michigan State, at Lansinn.
11. D. Cuttinn. Sec. Clinton, Mich.

Dec.

10.

Dec

12.— Northeastern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.

1

„
Jan. 6.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville. wis.

1«S5.

J. T.

Jan. 14,— Central

June

Illinois, at

I't.- Willamette

Pomeroy. Sec.

BloominBton, Ills.
\V. B. Lawrence, Sec

Valley, at

La Fayette. Oreg.

E.J, Hadley, See.

1^"

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Er>.

t^hat ami Bom,

it?
4.

it necessary to wax a well
oak-barrel holding 160 pounds V

Is

made

Can parafline be used
waxing V

Honey and Beeswax Market.
OFFICE OF The amehican bee .Iournal,
Monday, 10 a.m., Nov. 24, 1S84.

can have a thoroughly cleansing flight
when you get home with them. Place
them a considerable distance apart, in
irregular positions, and smoke the
bees well back from the entrances before you open them to release them.
Do this and give tliem their flight
before you open the hives at the top.
I should much prefer that they have
this flight before placing them .in the

)

(

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

to advantage for

W. G. Fish.
Answers.— 1. On a day when the
temperature is warm enough so they

cellar.
2. It is

ANSWBKS Br

James

3. For extracted honey I use pails,
the covers of which slip over or outside of them and I find that in moving the honey, it will leak out from
under the cover. How can I remedy

765

:

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There

is an unsatisfactory demand
honey from manufacturers, while
a fair inquiry for small paokai^es of clover
honey such as dime, Jtf-lb., I-Ib.,and li-Ib. jars, from
the retail trade. Prices are low as arrivals exceed
the demand. Extracted honey brinss .3'o9c. on
arrival
choice wliite comb honey is in fair demand and sella best in l-lb. sections. It brings 15
(ojldc. in the jobbinK way.
We have several small
lots of dark comb honey from parties in Illinois,
and oflered it as low as 10 and u cents per lb,
without tindlnK a buyer. Dealers most certainly
mislead producers bv quoting buckwheat and poplar comb honey, if iney are not more successful
than we are in disposing of the same.
BEESWAX.- The demand is slow and arrivals
are few. tJood yellow brings 26(Sl27c. on arrival.
C. F. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.

for extracted
tiiere is

;

NEW

YORK.

HONE v.— The market is well stocked with honey

though it is no sure which is in good demand at the following prices:
Fancv white comb in l-lb. sections. lH(g/20c.; the
Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich. sign that sucli accumulation will go same in 'J-lb sections. lfi(*lHc. fair to good white
on increasing until your bees die with comb in and "J-lb. sections, 14(ail(ic.: fancy buckboth

;

:

l

wheat comb in l-lb. sections, 12(3il3c.: same in 2the diarrhoea.
KiiJl l^c: ordinary buckwheat comb
Ib. sections,
3. I prefer a pail which has a cover in 2-lb. sections, 9(3Jluc. Extracted, white clover
Rules for titis Department.
kegs or small barrels, 6^<giyc.
whose flange or rim goes inside of the inBEESWAX.-Prime
yellow, 30O31C.
1. Give your name and post-office address.
Any of these pails are not
pail.
McCaul i HiLDUETH, 34 Hudson St.
2. Be brief, and to the point.
while
in
it is
intended
to
ship
honey
questions,
such
as
are
3. Send no simple
When you can HONEY.— Comb CHICAGO.
in tlie liquid state.
answered in the bee-boolss.
honey has been taken with^
only such questions as are of turn a pail down on its side, or turn freedom by the trade this week, but 15(SilRc. is the
4. Asli
general interest.
it " up side down," and leave it so for hest price obtainable for a fancy article of comb'
in frames. Some lots bring from 14 to 15c.
5. This department is not intended for
then honey
when in good order. Stock of comb honey is not
advertising: any one's wares — therefore 48 hours, and no leakage occurs,
7®Hc. for new.
questions concerning the manufacture of you have a pail fit to ship liquid honey large at present. Extracted,
fair
yellow, 28®30c.
1

goods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor—

THOS.
925 West Madison

G.

St..

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

BEESWAX.- F'or

in.

K. A.

No. I find no need for
well made barrels, and it pays
4.

the Bee
.Journal whether a covering of oilcloth (or any material impervious to
water) over the frames in winter is
likely to cause the comhs to become
moldy.
I have been troubled with
that some and propose to cover only
with sacking as I put mv colonies into
"
the cellar.
W. W.o
St. Paul. Minn.

Answer.— Of

me through

course, a porous cloth

moisture away from the
combs and cluster of bees, while one
impervious to moisture would not.
will pass the

Create a Local

Now

Honey Market.

Bees, etc.

have bought some bees in boxand I wisn to move them home
miles and put them into the cel-

1. I

hives,

2%

Which is the best time, a warm
or cool day ? Now or later V Would
it be best to put them right into the
cellar from the wagon or leave them
in my bee-yard till they can have a
lar.

flight ?

South Water

8t.

the time to create Honey
every village, town and
Wide - awake honey producers
city.
should get the Leaflets " Why eat
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else

extracted, .^.^c. is readily obtained in a jobbing
way. White to extra white comb, 9®I0c.: dark to
good, 6(ft8c.: extracted, choice to extra white, 4H
(gj5c.; dark and candied, 3!^(a:3Xc.

Bli;ESWAX.-Wholesale, 24(»27c.
STEARNS A SMITH. 423 Front Street.
ST. LOUIS.

is

Markets

in

HONEY — Steady:

demand and

supply

both

small. Comb, 12@14c per lb., and strained and extracted 6<aJH14C.
Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANPERSON A Co., 104 N. 3d Street.

BEESWAX-

CLEVELAND.

Honey is in a little better demand atthe pamphlets on " Honey as Food a HONEY.little lower price than our former quotations..
market
is still full, we are enabled to
the
Whilst
and Medicine," and scatter them place extra lots of strictly
white one-lb. sections at
an occasional sale at 16c.: 1^ and
plentifully all over the territory they about 15c., with be.^t
white, 14c.; dark and second
2-lb. sections,
rather slow at 12 to 14c. For extracted
can supply with honev, and the result quality,
uiere is no nemand.
BBESWAX.-28C.
will be a demand that will readily take
A. C. EENDEL, 115 Ontario Street.
remunerative
all of their crops at
SAN FRANCISCO.
prices. The prices for "Honey as Food

In my own experience, I could never
discover any harm resulting from a
porous covering, and for that reason
I use such a one over all colonies
and Medicine " are as follows
which are wintered out-of-doors.

Moving

161

SAN FRANCISCO.
use
HONEY. —There is a good demand for bPstqualno otlier. Waxing costs about the ites of comb and extracted, but ordinary sells
White extracted in cases
at low figures.
same as tlie cooperage. I know noth- slowly
changed hand' at 4Vic., and granulated honey of
ing of the nature of parafBne.
good quality sold for 3Vic. For extra choice
to

Oil-Cloth Covering.

Please inform

to

Bdknett,

waxing

HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2
13@14c: extracted, «!^tc.
Geo. W.

lb.

sections.

Meade & Co.. 213 Market.

Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.— The market Is quiet and unchanged,,
per hundred, $2.50. 600 will be sent
with good demand and liberal receipts. Comb, %postpaid for $10.00 ; or 1000 for lb. sections, n(u)e in the market. They would bring
INC.; l-lbs.. 14(.f iHc: 21bs., 13tol4c. The above fig$15.00. On orders of 100 or more, ures are for choice stock in regularshippingcrates.
Dark or large combs in rough crates sell slowly at.
we will print, if desired, on the 9toI(ic. Extracted, California, 6@7c.; white clo7'ttSc.; Southern, 5H'i6c.
cover-page, " Presented by," etc., ver,
BEESWAX.— None in the market.
Clkmons, Cloon ft Co.
(giving the name and address of the
Successors to Jerome Twtcbell..
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
BOSTON.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
HONEY.— We quote best white in 1-Ib. sectlonsu
18(ffl2nc.:
2-lb., IfifailHc.
Extracted, 8@9c. Unand expense— enabling him to dispose glassed sections sell best.
BEB8WAX-35C.
profit.
at
home,
at
good
honey
a
of his
Blake & Ripley, 57 Chatham Street

2. On Kov. 11 my bees had a flight,
not having flown before for some time;
they voided an excrement which
spotted white clothes and resembled
^" To give away a copy of " Honey
that voided at the first spring flight.
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
as Food and Medicine " to every one who
Is it an indication of disease V or is
which are printed a large bee in gold,
sjjch voiding a cleansing process pre- buys a package of honey, will sell almost
we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100,
paratory for winter ?
any quantity of it.

;

;

.
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A

for 1885.

Premiums, $25.00 in Cash.

Christmas Present.

CLUBBING LIST.
We

will

American Bee Jonrnal

supply the

year, and any of the following Books, at the
prices quoted in the last colamn of tlguree. The
first column ^res the reeular price of both. AU
postane prepaid.

To every person who sends us one new one

To increase the number of readers subscription, (besides his own renewal), for
one year, for the Weekly Bee JottRinal, or
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
4 NEW Monthly subscribers, for a year, we
Price of ^ot^. Club
aid progressive bee-culture and help will send as a present, by mail, postpaid, a The Weekly Bee Journal
12 00.
and
Cook's
Manual,
edition
latest
.... 3 23.. 3 00
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore, copy of " Mistletoe Memories, or What the
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3 00. 2 75
Poets say about Christmas."
offer the following
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.. 2 50
.

Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for -200 colonies
Dzlerzon's New Bee Book (cloth) ....

CASH PKEJiniJIS FOK CLUBS.

.

for the largest cjub received
this office before Feb. 1, 1885 (either

$10.00

at
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
$4.00
$5.00 for the second largest

Dzierzon's

;

are

now withdrawn.
of the Weekly Bee Jourfor 1885 is S2.00 for one copy
$3.80 for two copies (to the same or
different post-offices) ; $5.50 for three
copies $7.20 fur four copies ; and for
five or more copies, $1.75 each.

The price

nal

for Christmas.

The publishers of

Eutledye's Monthly
twelve valuable rewards in their
Monthly for December, among which
is the following
offer

:

New Testament Scriptures (not
theBevised Edition) by December 10,
1884.
Should two or more correct
answers be received, the Reward
will be divided. The money will be
forwarded to the winner December
12, 1884. Persons trying for the reward
must send 20 cents in silver (no postage stamps taken) with their answer,
for which they will receive the January Monthly, in which the name and
address of the winner of the reward
and the correct answer will be published, and in which several more
valuable rewards will be offered. Address

Rutledge Publishing Com-

00-

.

'i

ill

3 76
3 10

25.

.

3 00.

.

2 75

2 35.

.

2 25

2 40.. 2 25

Moore's Universal Asj^istant

4 50.

HoneyasFoodAMedicine.lOOCopies
Blessed Bees
King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book ....

4 50..

.

4 25
4 25

2 75.. 2 50
3 00.

,

2 74

.

.

2 75
2 75
2 35
2 75
2 75

6 50.. 6 00

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

Mkiorie^

a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
It comprises a collection of poems selected
Address.
THOMAS 6. NE^VHAlir,
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, UjTj.
from the writing's of H. W. Longrfellow, J. G.
Whittier, Thomas Hood, Alfred Domett,
Chas. Mackay, Sir Walter Scott, Jennie Joy.
and others. The whole bound in Banner
shape, with rich silk fringre and tassels. For
presentation, this art souvenir is vastly

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

literature.

Size. 4

by

ass West

Madison

6'

2

G.

can

I

THE

IXK'TOR.

Send for my 32-paKe Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

NEWMAN,

ALFKED

Chlesco,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest iniprovements.
including THE CONQUEKOR, and

inches.

Street..

the librire Smokers at

sell

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

superior to a mere Christmas card, as it
combines the advantag-es of both art and

923

111.

H.

NEWMAK»

W. Madison. CHICAGO. ILL.

Apiary Register— New Edition.
All

who

intend to be systematic

in

work in the apiary, should get a
We will give $20.00 to the person copy and commence to use it. The
telling us which is the middle verse
of the

Log Book

TheO above-named papers

THOMAS
Make $20.00

2 75

3 50..

.

of

;

3 00

.

.

Weekly, (which

;

3 25

.

50.

and Gleanings inBee-Culture( A. I. Root) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.
2 50..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)
300..
Kansas Bee-Kecper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00.

We have decided to publish the
Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the
contains about the
reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at 50 cents a
year ; two copies (^to the same or different post-offices) for 90 cents ; three
copies tor $1.30 four copies for $1.70
five copies for $2.00 ; more than five
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
Tate of $1.00.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
New Subscribers for the Monthly for
1885 will have all the numbers for 1884
free that are published after the subscriptions are received at this office.

.

4 06.

The Weekly Bee Journal one year

;

same amount

2 50

3 oO.

(paper covers) 3

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

;

Premiums

2 T5..

Langstroth's Standard Work
4
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3

$3.00 for the fourth
for the third
$2.00 for the fifth ; and SI. 00 for the
sixth largest club.

All former offers of

. .

Quinby'sNew Bee-Keeping

;

;

New Book

.

their

prices will hereafter be as follows

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)

" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

:

$1 00
1 25
1 50

larger ones can be used for a

popular

Dzierzon'a Rational Bee-Keeping, in
pany, Easton, Pa.
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
®" We can supply photographs of Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
Jierlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each. with the Monthly, $2.i 0.
;

news'.

a most valuable enovcloppdia of information which
no person should be without. The jjopularity of
the SciENTiPio American is such that its circulation nearly enual.s that of all other papers of
Its clnss combined.
Pri.v, 53.20ayear. Discount
toClubs. Sold bv all neu^deaiers. MIXNN & CO..
Publishers, No. 361 Broadway. N. Y.

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

^" For $2.75 we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and

Weekly

paper devoted tf) science, mechanics, enKineerinsr, discoveries, inventions and patent
ever nublished. Every number illustrated villi
splendid engTavincs. This publication, furnisbe:;

1.

^

^ NN X

A
P"^l Y" f% Blunn & Cn. bavo
also had
A|
fcll 1 W» Seven Thirty^^1
\ec.rh'
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ practice
b'-l-ir
<

and have pr"!' .'d
thiin
applic.itions for patents in tno
United ytJites and foreign countries.
Copyr;t,'ht3,
Caveats, Trade-Marks.
Assignments, and all other papers for
securing to inventors their rights in the
United States, Canada, England. France.
Ih'-'

rnt.:>nt oitii'e,

more

and

.

One Hundred Ihous-

Germany and other

foreign countries, pre-

Daredatshort notice and on reasonable terms.
Information as to obtaining patents cheerfully given without charge. Hand-books of
Patents obtained
info'rmation seut free.
through Munu & Co. are noticed in the Scientific
American frfe. The advantage of such notice is
well understood by all persons who wish to dispose
°

*^Addres3^MtJNN

& CO..

Office

AMERiciS-, 361 Broadway, Isew York.

SciENTIIia

!
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Thousand Just Published

Sixth

New and Enlarged

Edition

!

BEES and HONEY,
Management

ORGAN

ef an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by

and

THOMAS

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Street, ChtcuKo,

In the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

III.

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,
Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp &
Co. PIANOS. AGENTS WANTED.

illustrated
It contains 320 profusely
pages, is " fully up with the times " in all
the iuiiiriivcnu'iits and inventions in this
i-apidly dexfloiiinji: pursuit, and presents
tlie apiarist with e\erj-tliing that can aid in
the successful management of tlie HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most

honey

in

and most

best

its

covers.

^^A

7.5

in cloth, $1.00

;

in

paper

cents, postpaid,

Mberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

Dadant's FoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

ESTEY & CAMP,

attractive

condition.

PKICE— Bt)und

See Advertisement In another column.

patent;
JOUNDATION
Mills igTSSl
WCPELHAIVI
MAYSVILLE,KY.

A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
throug-h their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring- steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light

Vandervort Foundation

and

makes the dnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

retail.

Street,

'Presidents of the U.

profits to agents.

of

all
S.

the

The

America. Immense
All intelligent people want it.
in

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
Hallktt Book Co.. Portland. Me. 4Aly

free.

ELECTROTYPES
EnRTftTlnes QBed In the Bee Journal for sale at
Inch— no slnKte cut sold for less

25 cents per 80 uare
ttaansoc.

THOMAS «. NEWMAN,

•35 West

Madison Street Chlcaito,

III.

Dadant'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation, Hives, Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

Fl^ANAOAN
lABiy Lockbox995.

by

925

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILlj,

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

NEWMAN,

West Madiaon

Street. ChtcaKO.

Ill,

,

high side-walls. 4 to 16 square feet tc
._^ the pound. Circular and samples free

I^W^M
kCtesoAM-Ai

•!•

^^^ DBUSEN &

DAYIS' PATENT HO.NEV CAKRIAOE,

SONS,

SoleManufacturera,
Sprout Brook, Mont. Cto„ N. V.

Tool

REVOLVrXO COMB-aA:^OER,
Box and Becordlng Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only
for the working class. Send 10 cents
for puMtaKe,and we will mail jou free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any business.
will start you. You can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easily earn from 50 cents to $5eTery
evening. That all who want work may test the
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for
the trouble of writing ua. Full particulars, direc-

GOLD!

We

For

ALFEED

sale by
H.
923 West Madison Street,

$18.00.

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

a week at home. $5.fXt outdt free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, youuK or old,
can make CTeat pay ail the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
tions, etc., sent free.

4Aly

We wi

1 send you a watch or a clialn
BY MAIL0KEXFKE9S, C.O.D.,tobe
before paying- any money
ami It nut satisfactory'. returned at
oui-rxpense. We manufacture all
our watches and save you 30 per
1

f.\iiiiiiin.-d

<b II>l,INSKI,

BeHeville, St.CiairCo.,IllB.

SEND FOR
We

price,

THOMAS a. NEWMAN,

COMB FOUNDATION,

llargest, handsomest, best book
lever sold for less than twice
lour price. The fastest seliins;

book

H.

^rlce

.

CHICAGO. ILL.
The Lives

;

and much valuable information.
SB5 cents.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

FLAT BOTTOM

^

\ wanted for

^^W

See Advertisement in another column.

for

.

West MadlBon

;

horse's teeth at ditferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

Mill. Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

6 luch, Price, $25.00.-

923

;

}

923

THE HORSE,
A. TRKATIS^E giving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, efl'ects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the

material.
It is very
1 'r*^
easily put together, no tioullc t*
ut ju or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
i)x7 inches by one inch deep. Theie would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Hees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

ALFRED

ENORA VINGS

BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

;

WABly

It

130,000

The Best

Editor o! tht Wee^dy Bee Journal.

085 Weat Mudlson

767

cent.

Catalogue of 250 styles free.
Lvery Watch Warranted. Address

IT.

STAraARDAMERICAM WATCH C0«
PITTSDUKGH, PA,

BUTTER BOXES
BRADLEY
cheapest and most
The
isniall

sweetest,
butter package ever oflered.

attractive

Butter

sells

have just issued a new four-page cirquicker and brings better prices for family trade
than in any oilier package. Send for descriptive
cular that will interest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.
Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale price li.st. CHAS. P. WILLARD & CO.. 280
44Atf
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass. and retail. See Advertisement in another column. Michigan St., CHICAGO.

!

!

;
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HEDDON'S

Prices Reduced.
Owing

to a decline in the price of
Beeswax there will, hereafter, be a
reduction of 5 cents per
on all orders for Comb Foundation.

pound

aoLTjniviiiisr-

Land-Owners, Attention
All persons who have lost Real Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL
S.\LES. are invited to correspond with
RIC'KEL. & BULL,, Attorneys at Law,
41 First .\ve.,

Cedar Rapids, loiva, and

they will learn something to their advantage.

WAX

ON SHARES,
6

For Comb Foundation for 1885.

Send Ftx cents for posta^Or
and receive free, a costly boi
of (roods which will help yon tomore money right away than
anythingel8ein thisworld. All
II
of either sex. succeed from first
hour, The broad road to fortune opens before theworkers, absolutely sure. At once address, Trub
& Co.. AuKusta. Maine.
4Aly

Wh

Why not send me your Wax

3sro"v^

DEALER IN

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low casli
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieens

If

^

<

you have no wax, perhaps your

store-keepers have, and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I

^

HAND^BOOro7BEW

H—

pin

Hints and Ready Recipes,

pay highest market price in

offer for

I

apiaries

A

CO
M

N

for Sale.

TWENTY-FIVE

IT

one of the best

sale

What to

s

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- house, good
\

and two wells highboard fence all on % acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
cellar, cistern,

;

w

Depot, freight, exM. C. R. R.
press and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2.5 rods
this

distant.

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood; third, from
:

mi

M
H

O

my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

Perils of

How

Summer,

to Breathe.

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Ventilation.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids.
Superfluous Hair,
RMtoring the Drowned,
Preventing Near-Sightedness.

[C

CO

5

IT

P

CO

N

2

\c
0)
tf)

latest imme for

Malarial Afl'ecttons,

Croup— to Prevent.

HOW TO CURE

Saie Doctor Bills
»5 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,

It will

V25

Hi!

TELLS

Exercise.

Care of Teeth.
After-Dinner Naps,
Headache, causeA

Black Eyes, Bolls. Burns. Chilblains. Cold Feet»
Corn8,Cough8,Cholera.Diarrhcea. Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles. Headache. Hiccough, Hives
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm^
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth, SoreNipples, Sore Throat, Sun-struke, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, I'oothache. Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

Price only

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs h Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear.

Overheating Houses,

fall flowers.

•

Parasites of the Skin.

Things to Do.
Things to Avoid,

*r>

I will give

Hives and fixtures of my
Write
proved patterns.

TELLS ABOUT

Eat.

How to Eat It,

and very choicest location in

myriads of

the title of a rery valuable book that gives a.
Kreal amount of information, of the Utmost ImKortance to Everybody, concerning their dally
ablts of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bnthinn. Working, etc.
It toBU only
CENT8,
and contains 2S pages, and Is sent by mall*
pont-pald. on receipt or price. This is justthe Book that every family should have.
is

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary

For further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

THOMAS G. NE^VMAK,

West Madison

Vandervort

Street.

Comb

3

Given'sFoundationPress.
PUBLIC SENTIMENT

(0

o
o

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,

Address,

JA.Mi:S HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC, CasB County MICH.

Fdn. Mills,

Send for Samples <fe Reduced Prlce-Llst*
ABtf J.VANDERVOKT.Laceyville, Pa.

0)

prices, terms, etc.

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure material at home. Write for special prices
in quantity, and state the number
wanted.

CHICAGO. HJ^.

PRESS

afflrms that the

IsSUPEKIORfor mabioK Comb Foundation either
in Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
straiKht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees.

I

Send for Cu-cuiar and samples.
D. 8. eiVJEN <b CO.,

HOOPESTON.

ABtf

LLL.

Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

PQ
ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,
St.,

See Advertisement

In

another column,-

Muth's Honey Extractor,

pay S5c. per pound deliyered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tde sbipper'a name
should always be on each pacfcaee.
I

923 West Madison

retail.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Bnckets,
LangstTOth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

C. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.,

etc.

MUTB,

CINCINSf ATI, O..
IVSend 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

;

;

^^^^^^IpWEKtF^^

^ OLDEST BEE PAPER

fe"
-^.V^

IN

AMERICA

DEYOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IN
1861.

Chicago,

i
>

December

111.,

Topics Presented

A
PrBLISHED BY

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

in this

1884.

3,

Christmas Present

781

779

A

778

778

Peculiar Season

Editor axp Proprietor.

Bee-Keeping in Louisiana
925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL. Bees Acting Strangely
Weekly, *'-8 a yoar Monthly. 50 cents.
Bees and Flower Colors
Bees Flying
Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter. Bees Ready for Winter
Build up your Home Markets
Can Bees be Bred to Fixed Types ?
TO COKRESPONDENTS.
ContinuousPassage-WaysinHives
Tlie SubKcriplIoii Price of the Weekly
Bee Joukxal is $!i.00 a year and of Convention Notices
772,
the MontWy, 50 cents a year in advance.
New Su bscriptions can begin at any time. Correspondence
Club Rates for the AVceUly are $.3.80 Create a Local Honey Market
for two copies (to the same or different Denies the Soft Impeachment
$5..i0
for three copies
post-otlices)
and for five or Do Bees Hibernate V
It. 20 for four copies
more copies, $1.75 each.
Editorial Items
771
Club Rates for tlie Montlily are two
copies (to the same or different post- Honey and Beeswax Market
;

;

:

779
780
773
779
779
771

773
775
77-5

773
781

,

20

cents per line ot space, each insertion.
For either

the ^Veekty or

Monthly

EditioTit.

A line of this type will admit about 7 wordsONE INCH will contain TWELVE lines.
Transient Advertisements must be paid
for in advance.

Editorial Notices
rate of

50

will he inserted at the
cents per line.

Time Discounts

on advertisements will
On lO lines and

be m.ade as follows

upward,

;

insertions, 5 '^ cent.
b insertions. 10 ^ cent.; 9 insertions, 15 if cent.;
12 insertions, 20 f cent.
2(5 insertions,
25 ^ cent. 152 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
:)

;

;

;

On 50

lines and upward, 1 time, 5 ^ cent.
3 insertions, 10 ^cent.; 6 insertions, 15
cent.; 9 insertions, 20 |* cent. 12 insertions, 25 ^ cent. : 2(i insertions, 30 ^ cent.
52 insertions, 50 per cent.

^

;

On 1 00 lines and upward,

1 time, 1
^ cent.
3 insertions, 15 ^ cent. 6 insertions, 20
cent.; 9 insertions, 25 ^ cent. ; 12 insertions, .30 f cent. 26 insertions, 40 ^ cent,
52 insertions, GO per cent.

^

;

778

;

;

XX.-No. 49.

ADVERTISING RATES.

Number.

An Italianized Apiary
An Unfavorable Season

VOL.

779
772

;

:

ofllces) for iiO cents : three copies for
$1.:!0 : four copies for SI. 70 : five copies

for $2.00
cents each.
;

Sendiiis

more than Ave copies for

Money.—Remit hy Express,

40

Post

Office Order, Postal Note, or Hank Draft
on New York or Chicag-o. If neither of
these can be obtained, Heg-ister your

Letter, afti.xing stamps both for postage
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by E.\press. Money, sent as
above described, is at our risk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us 25 cents each,
at the hanks here, to get them cashed.
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
holes in the envelope.
Postai^e Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or

How Many

Colonies

780

Ignorance About Honey
Is Honey-Dew Poisonous ?
Keeping Bees on Shares
Large Combs to Prevent Swarms.
Light Honey Crop
Local Convention Directory
Nectar or Honey-Dew
Nicest Honey of the Season
Northern Michigan Convention.
Premium forClub of 10 Subscribers

778 All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time paid for, unless requested to
780
be continued.

Premiums

772

.

for 1885

7S0

Advertisements for the next Weekly Bee
Journal must reach this office by the

779

Rooks for Ree-Keepers.- For prices and

77-5

descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.

771

774
779

776
781

Progressive Bee- Keepers' Convention
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
777
stamps for anj* amount may be sent.
Report for 18.84
779
Subscription Credits. — The receipt for
money sent us will be given on the Selections from Our Letter Box. 778
address-label of every paper.
If not
7S0
^ven in two weeks after sending the Shipping Bees
money, write to us, for something must The Pollen Theory
773
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
772
months or years, and then claim a To Indiana Bee-Keepers
mistake. The subscription is paid to the "Wax and Candied Honey
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What and How
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Against Nature
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wrapper-label. This gives a continual
statement of account.
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Numbers.— We

Bee Journai.

-carefully mail

to every subscriber,
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all

exhausted.
Copies of the Bee Journai, will

the edition

Sample

is

be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

778
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778
780
777

To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Fanner's

Saturday of the previous week.

iriien writing; to

tills office on Business,
correspondents must not write anythingfor publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can he torn apart without
interfering with either part of the letter.
The editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelopey
but on separate pieces of paper.

Always give

tlie

name

of the Post-Offlce

to which

your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless

this is done.

Emerson Rinders, made
tue

Bee Jourkai.,

especially for
are lettered in gold

on the back, and make a very convenient

way

of preserving the

Bee Journal as

fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for 75 cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

To Canadians — We take Canadian money
for subscription
or books

postage stamps
of a dollar.

;

and Canadian

may be sent

for fractions
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Advocate of London, Ont., and the To Europe-Weekly, 50 ceDts Monthly, lo ccntst
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George Neighbour & Sons, London, England, are
at $1.25 for the two.
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;

;

Europe,
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

attested by

hundreils uf

tlie

most prac-

disiiitt^rested liee-i;eei>ei'S to be
the cleanest, l>iiaiitest,iiiiiekest accepted by
bees, least ajit to sag, must regnlar in color,

and

tical

evenness and neatness of any that
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
A. H.

NEWMAN. Chicaeo,

is

made.

111.,

C. F. MUrH.l'inclnnati.O..

JAMES HEDDUN,

UowaElac. Mich.,

DOUUIIERl'Y & McKEE. Indianapolis,
CUAS. U. (iRBEN. Berlin. Wis.,
CHAS. UERTEL. Jr.. Freeburg, 111.,
"WM. BALL ANTINE. Sasn. O..
B. L.

Ini,,

ARMSTRONG. Jerseyville. III.

Pblladelphia, Pa.
ARTHUR TODD. German town,
I.iwa.

E IvRETCHMER, l.'oburB,
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
V. F.

DAIjE. Mononsville, Ky.

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, ou receipt of price, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison street,

CHICAGO,

ILL,

Bee-Keepers' Ouide, or Manual of
the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, arrd fully up with the
times on every subject tliat interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly i)ractical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Quinby's

On dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
griven upon application.

Root. — Its

New

style

is

Bee-Keeping, by
phiin

and

forcible,

L. C.

making

readers realize the fact that the author
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

is

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everrthing pertaining to the care
of the Honej'-Bce, and is valuable to the
Bees and Honey, or Management of an more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
Apiary for Pleasure and Proflf by Thomas beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
G. NEWM.4-N.— It is "fully up with the times."
in all the various improvements and invenBlessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
tions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
presents the apiarist with everjThing that information and contagious enthusiasm.
.

and numbers of other dealers.
can aid in the successful management of the Price, 75e.
Write for ."SAMPLES FREE and price honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
Tlie Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev. L.
list of supplies, accompanied witli
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following sub- L. L.isgstroth.— This is the work of a
ISO COMPr.IMENTAST,
and will always remain a standard.
master,
Ancient History of Bees and Honey
jects
Price, $2.00.
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS —Locating an Apiary— Transferring— Feed—
ing — Swarming — Di^nding — E.xtracting
from a.s many bee-keepers in 1883.
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping.—
Rearing— Introducing Queens- Ital- A translation of the master-piece of that most
We guarantee every inch of our Foun- Queen
ianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quiet- celebrated German authority. Price, bound
dation equal te sample in everj respect. ing and Handling Bees— The Management of in cloth, S2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
Bees and Honey at Fairs- Marketing Honey,
CHAS. DADANT A SOK,
etc. 330 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
Ctueen-Bearing, by Henry ALLEr.—
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound in clotli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80; full and detailed account of 23 years expeSABIr
.3 copies for $2.55; 5 for §4.00; 10 for Si..50.
rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for-S1.40; easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
:

3 copies for |;2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for §5.00.

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Kino.— .\ new edition. re\ised and enlarged.
bound in cloth.
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
'l''he Origlniil
Details their management. Price, 15e.
BINGHAM
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
200 colonies, $1.50.
Chas. F. Muth. —Gives his views on the manBee Smoker
Honey as Food and Medicine, by agement of bees. Price. 10c.
Thomas G. Newm-\n.— It gives the various
Bzierzon TUeory. — The fundamental
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes. Cookies, Puddings, Foam, as set forth by Berlepseh. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, wtth
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
Tlie Apiary Register, by THO.\tAS G.

OBiaiNAL PATENTS.

Newman.— A Record and Account Book

for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so ananged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies. Sl.OO; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for

Price, $1.00,

;

many

.valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionai-y of Practical Apiculture,
to help in creating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
Price, for either the Englisli or Cernian meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— lOU for Price, bound in cloth, 50e,

$2.50 — 500 for $10.00— 1,IXk:i tor $15.00

—

or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.
If

1(K)

Bee - Keepers'
Book, Ijy Thom.\s

Prof. Cook, In his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
ttates that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinhy smoker by establishinK a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet In working order. They burn lots of blocks

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swifter slow, just as yoH please, any or all the
time top up or down, they always go
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Dncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies: but <.if these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,000 in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

Convention

Hand

G. Newman.— It contains
a simple JIamial of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of tirder tor the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
-Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

Wliy Eat Honey? by THOMAS
Newman.— This Lealiet is intended for

G.
dis-

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents iier 100 .500 ccipies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for §4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, ive will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom.
;

Hive

I x:se, by G. M. Doolittle.—
management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by .\. R. Kohnke.— Its origin

Tlie

Details his

and cure.

Price,

25c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Complete Meclianic. — Contains over
facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
Price,
$2.50.
forms, etc.

1,000,000 industrial

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engrartngs, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc.

Price, 25c.-, in either

English

Geriuan.
Food Adulteration.- What we

or

should not
family.

eat and

This book should be in every

eat.

Price, 50e.

Scribner's I^uniber and Log Book.—
Preparation of Honey for the Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Marlxet, including the production and care logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
of both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and
the price of grain, produce and hay wood
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman. up
reckoner.tables for plowing,
plaint,
^
This is a chapter from " Bees and Honey." measurer,ready
etc. Price, 40c.
With European and American orders already Price, 10c.
that
1884
evidence
h.^km:>,
there
is
received for over
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
S^varniing, Dividing and Feeding
drinking, sleeping, bathing,
such goods as we 'make have met the advanced Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thom..vs G. Rules for eating,
in
Eubee-keepers
dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
advanced
working,
most
the
wants of
Newji AN. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
rope and America.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5e.
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Necessity,
by
Thomas
$2
a
.3'/4
inch..
00
Pasturage
Bee
Doctor smoker (wide shield)
the back. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
" .. 1 T.t G. Newman— Progressive rtews on this im- Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
Couquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
1 -oO
-.
portant subject: suggesting what and how to Canada.
2ti "
Levge emoker (wide shield)
" ..125 to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
2
I. <tra smoker (wide shield)
Constitution and By-Ijaws, for local
"'
.-100 26 engra%-ings. Price, 10c.
3
Pfain smoker
Associations. $2 per 100. The name of the
.
65
13i
l.iitle. Wonder smoker
Newman.
Thomas
G.
Winter,
printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
in
by
Bees
Afsociation
BiTisfham & Hetheringion Honey Knife,
Cellars and Bee115 —Describing ChatT-packing,
3 inch
Ribbon Badscs, for bee-keepers, on
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Price 5c.
each, or $8 per 100.
««en rates. Address,
Bienen Kultur, by Thom.\s G. Newman.
Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
Price,
in
paper
Gernjan
language.
—In the
BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
of Poultry, etc., by C. J.Ward. Price 25c.
MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 iier doz.
;

;

;

,

;

.

—
—
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Build up your

Home

Markets.

ILL.,

DECEMBER

3,

1884.

No. 49.

impre.ssed with the idea that the very
Ignorance About Honey.
first step towards remedying the evil
is to see that our home markets are
The ignorance of the public confully supplied. There are thousands
of people in this grand country of cerning honey is astonishing, when
ours who have never eaten such honey we consider the efforts being put forth
as we are able to offer them at the to instruct them concerning it.
la
present time, that would become reg- the
Prairie Farmer, ]SIrs. L. Harrison
ular consumers, if once induced to
make a purchase. This matter is not gives the following illustrations of
theoretical with us. Besides we know this ignorance
personally of parties who dispose of
lady called this morning saying
good crops of lioney at a fair price,
she wanted to buy some comb
among their neighbors, while others that
honey to make a wash for the baby's
do not try to dispose of a pound at
mouth. The Doctor had told her that
home, but seek a large market at a she
must not buy it at a drug store,
loss to themselves.
but get it in the comb and strain it.
The example has been often record- This looks as if the Doctor thought
ed, how an enterprising bee-keeper the drugsrore honey was adulterated.

A

This, we verily believe, is the best
advice that can be given to apiarists
generally. There should be a steady
and growing demand for lioney in
every locality in America, no matter
has built up a local trade which is not
whether it be a large or small place.
The large markets are well supplied only lucrative, but a steady thing,
with honey, while in the smaller ones year after year and when we think
it is often a very scarce article.
This of the saving of freight rates and
should not be the case when the honey breakages, does it not pay well to look
after the home markets ? Just think
is produced in the country. Just think
Five hundred or a thousand
of it
The country merchants in all of it
the Western States are continually Leaflets with the producers name and
ordering honey, both eomb and ex- address on them [would sell tons of
honey every year in almost any neightracted, from the wholesale grocers
borhood. Try it, and astonish yourof Chicago, and thus it has to be
The only neshipped ticice when none would be selves with the result
;

I

showed her some extracted honey,
it was pure, but she shook

telling her

her head saying " the Doctor told me
to get comb honey and strain it my•

'

self."

Yesterday, an Irish woman who has
a few colonies of bees called, and said
that she could not sell her honey, because the stores were so full of that
white stuff in little frames, that is
made in Chicago. " Shure, indade,
the comb is made and filled with glucose, and then sealed with a hot iron."
It appears that the " scientific pleasantry " of Prof, W. is widely disseminated.
All bee-keepers, and those
cessity is to have good honey in at- who have ever worked with wax,
tractive packages, and energy enough know that to thus fill and seal is an
to push the sale and make the market. impossibility, and yet when tliis statement was made by a learned professor, it had the run of all the papers.
We have received a copy of an
The Sugar Bowl and Farm Jourexcellent agricultural work entitled
"How THE Farm Pays," published nal contains a very complimentary
by Peter IIenderson;& Co., 3-5 and 37 notice of the apiary and business of
Cortland Street, New York. It is a Dr. Paul L. Viallon at Bayou Goula,
volume of over 400 pages, being well La. It says
Just as you enter Bayou Goula, you
bound, extensively illustrated, and
nicely printed on good paper, and de- observe a liome-like cottage, embowered among trees, a croquet ground at
serves a position in every well reguthe side, and back of this, some large
lated farm-house in the laud. All new buildings to themselves. As you
should study it wlio are endeavoring enter the apiary grounds you find perorder and an easy metliod for the
to make farming a success, as it fect
management of those little "stingers"
treats thorougly and practically of the and useful "busy-bodies."
Four hunvarious important subjects which dred colonies of bees and 200 nuclei
should engage the earnest attention for queens comprise the industrious
settlement.
of every progressive farmer.
!

!

!

necessary, if every home market were
kept well supplied by the producers

near

it.

Let every honey-producer see to it
that all the towns in his immediate
vicinity are well supplied with good
honey, put up in attractive packages,
and this will in a great measure
remedy the evil, and keep prices up
to a paying basis. The Indiana Farmer
of last week has the following which
is

just to the point

We

are strongly impressed with the
idea that this is one of the most important subjects now before the beekeepers of this country, and we feel

^°

very much like keeping the sentence
standing at the head of our Apiary
Column, a persistent reminder that in
our home markets rests our best s\iccess.
Our California advices report
that large lots of fine honey are
being sold there as low as three cents
per pound. This is much lower than
^" The Michigan State Bee-Keepit can be produced with anything like
profit, and shows that something is ers' Association will meet in the
woefully wrong.
There is some Senate Chamber of the State Capitol
remedy for all this, and we are fully on December 10 and 11, 1S84.

1^

:

^" For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Jourkal (or S

for

the

for the

Monthly) for one year, we will present
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
mail postpaid.

:
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Mr. A. Cox gives the following concerning the Bee and Honey Show at
Indianapolis, in the Indiana Farmer
:

I

cannot hold

my peace

i^° The East Saginaw, Mich. ^Courier
stickiness. I was amused lately
at the ability of the bees to clean an says that Mr. John Key's apiary, conarticle soiled with honey. I had the
sisting of 56 colonies, is at the rear
misfortune to spill some extracted
honey in the buggy, into whicn I drop- of his residence in that city, and that
ped my veil. When I reached home, he has obtained from the bees, 3,392.
I spread the veil out on the gooseberry pounds of comb honey, and has exbushes, thinking it would never be
used again. The next day was fine, tracted 600 pounds, besides having
and toward evening, noticing the veil, sold 14 swarins, during the past sumI found the honey all gone.
The dew mer.
of the preceding night had moistened
it, and the bees nad removed all of it.
The Southeastern Michigan
The honey from the top, when
melted, is very light in color and sells Bee-Keepers' Association will hold

from

To Indiana Bee-Eeepers-

any longer.

I am so rejoiced over the snccess of
the bee-keepers' display in the apiary
department at our last State Fair that
I must say something about it. It
was certainly splendid, and I can only
attribute the success to the great zeal
we bee-keepers have for our industry
and to the fact the bee-keepers of
Indiana do not let their colonies become queenless. And now that our
good time at the Fair is over, I am
looking forward to a good time coming, when our next State Bee Keepers'
We
Association meets this winter.
want every bee-keeper to remember it,
for we expect a larger attendance than
The lady bee-keepers
ever before.
must come. Oiu' President is a lady,
and a very pleasant one too, and she
wishes all lady bee-keepers to attend.
There is very" important business to
attend to and it must be looked after.
The advance that apiculture has made
in this State places Indiana among
the foremost as a bee-keeping State.
There should be some very important
steps taken tliis winter for its further
advancement and it will be to the
interest of every bee-keeper in the
State, if he can be present, to come.
Besides this, I presume our meeting
this winter will be largely attended
by visitors from other States. There
will be ample room and I would say
to all to come, for there is work for
everyone.
Boone Co.

^^

I pour it, wliile hot, through their annual meeting in Adrian, Lenaa coSee-strainer into oiled tin-pans. wee Co., Mich., on Dec. 3, 1884, in
All beeIt there is a sediment, I pour it again Plymouth Church Cliapel.
info a fresfi pan, settle it, and return keepers are cordially invited to attend,
it again to tlie melting pan.
To have and bring with them anything for
wax settle nicely, it should be kept exhibition that will be of any use or
Let all turn
melted, without heating too hot. The benefit to bee-keepers.
coffee-strainer containmg sediment, out and have a good time. l_Zi
A. M. Gander, Sec.
can be left to drain in a moderate
F. W. Gilbert, Fres.
oven and when the sediment will
drain no more wax, it makes a good
fire.
In order to have cakes of wax
1^ The annual meeting of the
free from cracks, cool very slowly.
Some wrap flannel around the vessel Michigan State Bee-Keepers" Association will occur in Lansing, Mich., in
to keep in the heat a long time.
the Senate Cliamber of the State
Capitol, Dec. 10 and 11, 1884, first session beginning at 10 a. m. on Dec.lO.
The Bee Journal for 1885.
This being the liome of Prof. A. J.
Cook, and the location of the State
Premiiiins, $25.00 in Cash.
Agricultural College, it is expected

readily.

;

that this will be the most interesting
meeting ever held by this Society.
programme is being prepared, including several very important and interesting papers from Prof. Cook, T. J.
offer the following
Burrill, Dr. Beal, and R. L. Hewett,
CASH PRESirUMS FOR CHJBS.
and several prominent apiarists from
large delegation is
$10.00 for the largest club received other States.
at this office beforeFeb. 1, 188-5 (either expected from Canada. The questionof the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one box will be one of the important features.
Come prepared to ask and
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
and Candied Honey.
$.5.00 for the second largest
$4.00 answer questions. Reduced rates on
all Michigan railroads, and at hotels
for the third
S3.00 for the fourth
Mrs. L. Harrison gives the following $2.00 for the fifth and $1.00 for the; in Lansing. The President and Secretary will be at the Hudson House.
in the Prarie Farmer of last week on sixth largest club.
Notify me as soon as possil^le how
the above subject
All former offers of Premiums are

To increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,

A

A

;

Wax

;

;

;

many railroad certificates you will
want, and over what road you will go,
of
the
Weekly
Bee
Jourfamily "last winter, considerable of
sol will have time to procure them.
188-5 is $2.00 for one copy ;
nal
for
honey remained unsold. I find some
cordial invitation is extended to all.
80
for
two
copies
(to
the
same
or
S3.
of the lot candied, and as many perPlease come and bring your bee-keepdifferent
post-offices)
$.5.50 for tliree
"
sons do not like sugared" honey, I
ing friends with you.
melt it and sell it as liquid hoiiey. copies $7.20 for four copies and for
H. D. Cutting, Sec.
five or more copies, $1.75 each.
which
liquefy
I
at
As the quantity
have
decided
to
publish
the
uot
large,
I
reduce
it
in
a
one time is
The sixteenth annual convenpan set over a kettle of boiling water, Monthly Bee Journal for next year
of the same size and shape as the tion of the Northeastern Bee-Keepstirring it often so that it will all
melt without getting very hot, which Weekly, (which contains about the ers' Association will be held in the
would injure both color and flavor. same amount of reading matter as City Hall at Syracuse, N. Y., on the
As soon as the wax forms in a cake the present Monthly,) at .50 cents a 21,22 and 23 of January, 1885. The
on top, I pour the honey fi'om imder year two copies (to the same or dif- executive committee are determined
it, through
a coflee-strainer into a ferent post-offlces) for 90 cents three to maintain the high standing and
copies for $1.30 four copies for $1.70
enviable reputation which the Assovessel, while warm, as it can be done
more than five ciation has justly gained in the past,
so much more readily. This honey is five copies for $2.00
copies
for
40
cents
each.
The
time
has
and at the coming convention they
sold in Mason fruit jars, and marketed before it solidifies again. There been extended on all portions of next propose to outdo all former efforts.
which
year,
have
paid
for
been
at
the
The meeting will surely be the largest
is great difference in honey, with
and most interesting ever held in
lately I rate of $1.00.
respect to its granulating
Subscriptions for two or more years America. No bee-keeper can afford
melted some tliat was very white, and
for one person, will count the same to stay at home. All are invited. All
it became solid in a day or two ; animplements of the apiary sent to the
other quantity remained liquid for as each year for a different person.
Secretary, will be properly arrayed to
weeks.
The Central Illinois Bee-Keep- compare favorably with others on exDuring the fine weather of this
month, I set out this wax from the top ers' Association will hold its next hibition, and will be disposed of or
of the melted honey, and let the bees annual meetino; in Bloomingtou, III., returned, as the owner directs. ReJanuary, duced rates for board at hotels.
clean it off, and also the boxes from on the second Wednesday
Geo. W. House, Sec.
which it was taken. The boxes were 188.5, at 9 a. m.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
L. C. Root, Fres.
then put away for another season, free
Owing

to the sickness of myself

and now withdrawn.

The price

A

;

;

;

We

1^

;

;

;

;

;

;

^"

m
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too early to report yet. If the pollen oidy be maintained by fixed conditions
theory be the correct one, then all of the animal life. If the surroundFast efforts to winter bees success- ing conditions vary, the animal type
uUy, by all parties, have been direct will ultimately vary in harmony. An
experiments according to the philoso- investigation of modern thought or
phy of Mr. Latham's tirst proposition an appeal to nature herself, properly
at the top of the middle column on directed, will convince any thoughtFor the American Bee Journal.
ful mind, of the absoluteness of this
page 744,
To sum np if pollen is the cause of law in all animal life.
Th€ Pollen Theory.
In our ordinary domestic animals
bee-diarrluea, then
the removal of
combs containing it, and replacing of we may change their surrrounding
JAMES HEUDON.
combs which do not, but contain conditions, and hence produce different physical types.
may place the
On page 743 Mr. Doolittle writes plenty of oxygenized food, is a sure
It is, further, the only hog in such conditions that his shelter
that a j'ear ago he stated that bees of preventive.
mature age do not eat pollen, except one of which I know. Who knows of and food may be gotten with little
As soon as any one does, exertion to himself, and hence in gento form it into chj'me for their lirood, any other
and further tells us that he has seen let him report, and let us see if by his erations his extremities and other
method
the cost and labor is lessened. waste parts will relatively diminish,
nothing since to alter tliat opinion,
and that Dr. Miller's article in a late We have twice evidenced that the and his bntcher meat will relatively
number of the Bee Joukn.vl proves non-pollen method was a sure preven- increase in harmony with his new
may, by proper shelhim to be correct. I do not see how tive. The coming winter will give us conditions.
the Doctor's statement and experi- a third evidence, or a re-buttal to ter and food, increase the mammary
ence proves anything of the kind. former evidence. If pollen is a cause glands of the cow, and hence in genMr. Latham, on the same and next at all, it is the prime canse ; unless, erations she will conform physically
in harmony to her new conditions.
page tells us why mature bees do eat perchance, breeding in confinement
" we will AVe may further hasten the improvepollen, either in the form of bee-bread should prove to be the cause,
:

We

':*

We

or floating in the honey, and why they
must eat it, if they exercise, to renew
the waste of tissue caused by such

One

correspondent has
suggested that cold, causing the bees

exercise.

ment

of our domestic animals by the
selection of the sires" and
dams but how are we to control any
of these things in our bees V

anchor by-and-by."
Dowagiac, p Mich.

proper
;

For the American B,;e JournaL

We

have seen that

it

would be im-

mating.
this exercising caus- Can Bees Be Bred to Fixed Types? practicable to control their
The writer respectfully requests Prof.
ing a waste of tissue, inducing the
Cook to tell us how we can conG. M. ALVES.
consumption of pollen, may be the
trol their surrounding conditions; and
indirect cause of bee-diarrhiea. The
direct cause, however.remains— pollen.
It is common to And in bee-litera- if the conditions cannot be changed,
I think
that Mr. Latham errs ture the opinion that bees may, by the will they not assuredly gravitate in
greatly in his judgment as regards skill of man, be successfully bred to harmony with that inexorable law of
which we may call direct, and which fixed improved types, as is done with animal life, to its surrounding condiindirect causes. "When we notice an ordinary domestic animals; and al- tions—conditions over which we have
effect, we call its prime cause, the though we find so high an authority little or no control ?
Henderson, *o Ky.
cause just immediately behind it.
as Prof. Cook advocating that opinion
know this cause is an effect of some in a recent number of the Bee Jourother cause, and so on infinitely in nal, the writer nevertheless insists
ror tlie American Bee JoumaU
either direction,makinga first cause or that such an opinion is held without
last effect, something entirely incom- due regard to practical difficulties,
Bees and Flower Colors.
prehensible. He says, " Whisky never and is founded upon vagne and misclarence 31. weed.
caused intoxication when let alone
conceived laws of animal life.
a prompting thirst induces the victim
Chief among the practical difficulto imbibe, and inebriation follows." ties is, that the drones cannot be suffiIn a recent article in the Bee JourNow, according to Mr. Latham's ciently controlled. True, if we had nal I attempted to show that the
logic, a drunken man has been made no other drones to contend with ex- petals of flowers were for the purdrunk, not by liquor dealers, license cept our own (a thing scarcely to be pose of attracting insects to carry
law. or whisky, but by a " prompting expected), we could then do much pollen from one plant to another, so
thirst."
towards the proper mating of the that the seeds would be more perdo the Prohibitionists desire queens. But even in that case, could fectly fertilized ; and, also, that petals
to obtain power ?
To make some we succeed in mating all of our virgin had been evolved from stamens. As
laws, I suppose. Laws about whatV queens with drones from a single stamens are almost universally yel" Prompting thirst y"
When they selected colony a thing in practice low, it is natural to suppose that the
have laws made, what are they going which we could not hope successfully primitive petals were also yellow and
came these
to do with " prompting thirst," should to constantly do we would even then the question arises, "
he violate them V I thought that it have to assume that any one drone originally yellow petals to assume the
was highly proper to say that whisky from that particular colony was as many varied hues which they now
was the prime cause of intoxication good as any other.
quarter of a century
possess?"
that came about by the drinking of it.
AVould a skillful breeder expect to ago this question would hardly have
I thought that the Prolnbitionists maintain the fixed type of a breed of been thought of, to say nothing of an
proposed to stop drunkenness, if pos- hogs by accepting any one boar from attempt to answer it ; but now, thanks
sible, by making some laws regarding a litter to be as suitable for his pur- to the researches of Darwin, Lubbock,
its cause, intoxicating drinks ; and pose as any other from the same litter'^ MuUer. AVallace and others across the
if these laws were not obeved by Those who think that he would, for Atlantic, as well as Gray, Beal, and
those who handle such drink (not the reason that they are all of the scores of other enthusiastic workers
prompting thirst), such persons would same blood, know little of the critical in our own country, we can at least
be compelled to obey them, I cheer- acumen of a skillful breeder. Now. point to a very plausible solution of
fuUy admit that pollen is no more the if we hold that bees can be bred to a the question.
prime cause of bee-diarrhcea than type because hogs can, are we not
These researches have proved not
whisky is of a whisky drunk.
compelled, from the very nature of only what has before been stated,
As my articles upon the subject our assumpsit, to assume parallel laws that flowers with their colored petals
will show I have been looking for in both cases V
are parts of the plant specially set
some cheap, practical system of
But there is a broader philosophy aside to attract insects, but also that
manipulation that might rid the hive underlying this subject, and a better certain colors attract certain insects.
of most of its bee-bread, and see by reasonwhy our bees may not, by our Thus dandelions. May-weeds, and
experiment it we could get along with skill, be bred to improved fixed types
other white or yellow flowers are
the rest. I am at that now, but it is and that is this
Fixed breeds can found to be most freely visited by twoto exercise,

and

We

;

Why

—
—

;

How

A

—

;

:
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flies, while bees and butterare most freely attracted to more
highly colored ones. Think over the
most important bee-plants and see
how many of them are pink, purple,
blue or lilac in color. True, there are
some conspicuous exceptions, as sweet
clover (but it will generally be found
in such cases that nectar is unusually
abundant), attracting the bees without high colors. Xature is very economical with her forces and places none
of them where they are not needed.

winged
flies

Besides this evidence of the ability
distinguish colors, we
the conclusive experiments
of Sir Johu Lubbock regarding the
color-sense of bees. In these experiments, honey was placed on glass beneath which were slips of yellow,
pink Tind blue paper, and it was found
that the bees tirst selected that over
the blue paper, thus proving not only
their ability to distinguish colors, but
their preference of blue.
But some one will ask, " IIow and
why did the primitive yellow flowers
commence to vary?" It is well
known to gardeners that when the
conditions of a plant are changed, it
is likely to vary or sport, as it is
called. This is especially true of the
highly organized petals where variation is more likely to occur than on
the rest of the plant. Chemistry also
teaches that the composition of pink
and yellow petals differs but little,
and tliat a very slight change in the
of

insects to

we have

may

produce marked
Hence, variation
very likely to be produced if a seed
carried by the wind, or otherwise,

composition

differences in color.
is
is

new locality.
To illustrate the

to a

theory

now

held

by eminent botanists regarding the
development of colors in petals, let us
suppose a case of a fli^'er of the
primitive yellow, varying slightly to a
white or pink color. Obviously, it
will be more conspicuous than its surrounding non-sportive brethren and,
hence, w-ill receive more visits from
bees and other nectar-loving insects.
Hence, as has been so often shown by
Darwin and others, the seeds will be
;

more perfectly

fertilized, and will produce stronger and more thrifty plants.
These resulting plants will be likely
to have flowers with the original
variation
more strongly marked,
which, in turn, being more conspicu-

ous,

vrill

be more freely visited, pro-

duce thriftier plants, and so on until
the progeny of the original sport will

become a well established species.
Michigan Agricultural College.
Philadelphia Press.

Nectar or Honey-Dew.
PROF. A.

J.

COOK.

These terms are very old in our
literature, and refer to drops of liquid
sweet, often very minute, which are
ft-equently observed on grass and on
the

foliage

or

branches of various

and plants.
These drops of
nectar have been referred to by writers
for the last 2,000 years and probably
were the subject of remark and inquiry as far back as the time of
trees

;

Aristotle. The first name, nectar, is
very appropriate, as the substance is
sweet and often very pleasant to the
Sometimes it is as light coltaste.
ored as the finest honey, while at
other times it is as dark as Xew Orleans molasses, and. as if to illustrate
that Nature has an eye to the fitness
of things. The dark nectar is often
quite odorous, so much so that when
gathered largely, as it is likely to be,
by bees, a rank, disagreeable smell
will be observed about the apiary in
place of the delightful odor usual to
the bee-yard.
few weeks ago, an apiarist being
misled by this odor, was very anxious
for fear he had, in his apiary, the
dreaded malady, " foul brood," which

A

always characterized by a most
disagreeable stench. Have not many
readers, during the past summer
months, as they have been walking,
especially just at the beginning of
twiliglit,"perceived a very noticeable
odor, which
the physicians would
liken to slippery elm, but which
would remind the farmer boy of the
diluted odor of the hog-pen
The
cause of such odors is this same nectar.
Often it so besmears the leaves
of the
trees that to grasp them,
covers the hands with a sticky, unctuous liquid not entirely pleasant to the
touch not unfreque'ntly the glittering drops may be seen to twinkle on
the foliage, "or as they fall from it,
especially just at the dawn of morning.
Sometimes it falls from the
leaves, so as to stain the sidewalks or
other objects beneath the trees.
The other terra, honey-dew, is not
so correct; for, though the sweet is
well likened to honey, it is in no respect like dew. As is well known,
dew collects from vapors in the atmosphere, while the so-called honeyis

'i

;

dew never has any such

origin,

though

quite impossible to persuade
many persons, especially bee-keepers,
that "such is not the case. Even men
of no mean scientific ability have
often assented to this false view as to
the origin of the nectar.
Occasionally this nectar takes the
name "manna," and grasses from
which it is secured have, in recent
periodicals,
been
called
"manna
grass." Were this term in general
use, I should think it a very appropriate name.
The sources of nectar of plants are
very
various.
That secreted by
flowers, through the agency of special
cells, is best understood, and is without doubt to attract insects to the
important work of fertilizing the
flowers. Another source of nectar is
special extra-floral glands, which are
sometimes on the stalk, sometimes
on the leaves and sometimes on
the peduncles, or flower-stems. The
cotton
partridge pea show such
glands, and afford such secretion.
Prof. Trelease
suggests that the
function or use of such glands and
secretion is to insure the presence of
ants, wasps, and bees, which will
destroy or frighten and drive off insect enemies of the plants. Prof.
Trelease was led to this view while
studying the cotton plant of the
South. Such nectar— that from flowit

is

and extra-floral glands, as also
the sugar-laden sap or juices of many
trees and plants— is never included in
the term honey-dew.
The nectar known as honey-dew is
also of diverse origin. As is well
known, it comes largely from plantlice.
It may come from special tubes
called nectaries or, as is more generally the case, from the glandular
pores of the abdomen. It is very
common to find the leaves of trees infested with aphidse, or plant-lice,
blackened by this nectar, or the fungi
which its "presence induces. The
presence of ants in tree or shrub is
almost always a sure indication that
the plants were previously attacked
by plant-lice. The ants repair to the
place for the same nectar. Bees often
collect this nectar in considerable
quantities. I have often seen this
sweet in large drops sufficiently ample
to be sampled without diflicultv. Of
course I sampled it, and have always
found it agreeable to the taste. It
might not be wise to label honey
" Plant-Louse Honey," but I am free
to say that some of the best of honey
might be thus truthfully labeled. I
have found the plant-louse nectar of
the larch and elm particularly" pleasant in flavor.
The near relatives of plant-lice,
bark-lice, also secrete a large amount
of nectar. This bark-louse or scalelouse nectar, unlike that from the
plant-lice, is dark, of strong odor, and
ers

—

—

ill-flavored.

As

scale-lice

flourish

best in dry seasons, so in years of
drought this bark-louse nectar will be
most plentiful. The present season,
and also the year made memorable by
the Chicago fire, were both marked
by the great amount of this bark-louse
nectar. During the present season,
tons of honey have been stored by
bees, the source of which was these
same bark or scale lice.
While many do not object to the
flavor of this honey, it is dark and
rank, and as it in many cases was
mixed with the clover honey, its presence w-as a sore misfortune to the' beekeeper. For my own part I would
never put such on the market, as I
would never use it on my table. As
I have often stated, I believe that the
cause of the great mortality amongthe bees in the winter following the
Chicago fire was due, in part at least,
to this bark-louse honey in the beehives.
I think, however, that the
flavor of the nectar that season was
considerably more rank than it is this
summer, possibly owing to its being
less
mixed with other and better
honey.
These nectar-secreting bark-lice are
very common here, and in many
Northern States. Myriads of them
are now in our basswoods. maples,
hickories, sassafrasses, white ashes,

and elm, pumping up the

sap and
excreting this bitter, odorous sweet.
The very atmosphere is tainted, and
when the bees can do no better, they
accept this nectar of questionable
reputation.
The bee-keeper must

unsavory nectar, and
abounds he must see that it is
not mixed with the fine grades of

watch

when

for this

it

honey.

By

use of

the

extractor it

;
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will be eiisy to keep this separate. As
tills iieetar will keep the bees busy
gatherinjt in time of no nectar bloom.
It will keep the colonies breetling, and
as it will be good food for bees during
summer, it will do no serious mischief to one who is informed as lo its

use and abuse.

Kor

liic Aiiierlcsin

Hf« Jimrnal.

.1.

E. I'OND,

.111.

;

notice that

some

of our ajiiarists

are endeavoring to establisli the claim
that bees will' not work as well in

I

being placed in a hive provided
lecting
passage-ways, the others
Quincy. Mich., was thronged with continuous
Langstroth-Simplicities, with
are reported to have being in
bees, 'which
an ordinary section-case. The result
secui-ed excellent honey from it.
was that the colony in the former liive
Ergot, as is well known, is a fungus went at once into the sections, and
inmuch used in medicine. Its use
filled and capped nearly all of them
duces spasmodic contraction of the (30), while the bees in the other hives
involuntary muscles. When eaten by did not work up into their sections till
man, as it is wont to be in ergotized apple bloom had almost entirely
rye, it produces inflammation of the passed awayeyes, chills the exlreuiities— probably
This I did not look upon as a full
by contraction of tlie asterioles— in- test, although strongly in favor of the
duces swelling of the joints, which is continnoiis-passage-way method conspeedily followed by gangrene of the sequently I was not satisfied, but on
limbs and bowels, "and death by con- the appearance of white clover, I
vulsions.
As Bonjean and others changed the colony in the hive prohave shown, if the ergot of plants is vided with continuous passage-ways
eaten by cattle and others of the with one of the others above menlower animals, disease and death are tioned, and strange to say, the eviproduced, with much the same symp- dence was so strong that I was contoms as mark ergot poisoning in man. vinced the colony which did not work
It is stated that there liave been many well in sections in the Langstrothepidemics in Europe caused by ergot Simplicity liive with i4-in<''' beepoisoning.
space, went at once into the sections
We see, then, that in ergot, Michi- upon being placed in tlie hive progan has a most unwelcome visitor, vided with continuous passage-ways
and that there is a very dark side to while the other 2 colonies, one of
this ergot picture but it is pleasant them being the one which was taken
to think that here as in most of !Na- from the hive with continuous pasture's products and life's experiences, sage-ways, spent some four or five
the sweet is liberally mixed in with days before they did anything in their
the bitter. I remark, in closing, that sections.
in this fungus
we have another
I consider the tests which I have
source of nectar not before noticed described, fairly conclusive and so
in our American literature.
much so are they to me, that I should
use the continuous passage-ways if I
were working for surpluscomb honey.
1^ The Willamette Valley Bee- Xo separators were used, yet not a
Keepers' Association will hold its section did I find which could not be
second meeting at La Fayette, Ore- glassed and so little propolis was
gon, on the third Tuesday in June, placed on them, that it was hardly
I presume if I had a
188-5.
All who are interested are in- appreciable.
hive and section diflerent in principle
vited to attend.
from the one of which I am now
E. J. IIadley, Sec.
writing, which I was offering for sale,
P. S. Harding, Fres.
Tlie

ergotized

is, liowever,that the continuouspassage-way idea is the correct one
in producing comb honey in sections,
and that the continuous passage-way
will, ere long, be recognized as the
best, and firmly established as one of
the great recent improvements.
It stands to reason as a matter of
theory, that our bees will use an unobstructed path more freely than
they will one which contains various
obstacles when practice is found to

belief
I

;

it.

and urging as the best to be found, I
should not make the above statement;
I have no
is not the case.
interest whatever in the sales of any
kind
but my
hive or supplies of any

Continuous Passage-Ways in Hives. but such

have received several sections, where they are placed
samples of what has been styled directly on the frames, as they do
'•
manna grass," by those sending it. when a bee-space is used between.
It comes from Ohio and ^lichigan. Tills has not ijeen my experience, and
The grass was speckled with chrys- I have given the matter a pretty fair
tals of sugar, much as though it had test during the last season.
I will
been dipped in sugar syrup. Placed confess that as one who learned his
might
as
if
it
seemed
ou the tongue, it
bee-lore in the first place from Father
have been sprinkled with granulated Langstroth, I was much prejudiced
pleasant
very
sweet
was
The
sugar.
against doing away with a bee-space,
to the taste.
and was more than incredulous in reUpon close examination, I found gard to the same in tact I was so
thrifty
that the grass was the seatol a
prejudiced in favor of the bee-space
Many of the that it was with great difficulty that I
plantation of ergot.
purple-black
had
the
seeds or kernels
was persuaded to make any tests in
ergot grains. 1 gave the ergot to Dr. regard to it.
Grange, our veterinarian, and told
However. I was presented with so
him of the coating of sugar, which 1 strong a case both theoretically and
supposed must arise from insects, practically as to the superiority of a
though I could tind none of the latter. hive provided with continuous passage-ways, and the plan operating the
Soon after. Dr. Grange kindly resections on it, that I was induced
ferred me to a work on veterinary
early in the season to try such a hive.
medicine, where ergot was described
as to Jiave my coloand the honeyed secretion given as a I was so fortunate
nies all very strong in time to take
characteristic marking of the early
advantage of fruit bloom, and on its
stages of this poisonous fungus. In
appearance, I gave sections to 3
looking up this subject I tind that first
as nearly as possible the
European writers often speak of this colonies of and
strength, one of them
same size
nectar from ergot, and of insects colwith
Lately,
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grass, in

;

;

;

;

;

;

be just what theory indicates, a case
is made out, and in my experience
practice proves just what the theory
indicated.
I had no trouble at all with the
queen occupying the sections for the
reason, I suppose, that she had plenty
of room below, and the bees filled the
sections so quickly that she had no
chance to get into them, even had she
been so disposed.
1 have written the above in the interest of apiculture, for 1 believe it a
duty which we all owe each other to
make such tests as we can conveniently, and give the results, whatever
;

may be, for public use. By this
means the public will be benefitted,
either in one way or the other, as all
they

the experiences of the fraternity when
collated become a great chart, whereby we may learn where the deep
water lies, and also where the shoals
and quicksands may be found.

Foxboro,o+ Mass.
tDe American 13ee Journal.

Large Combs
O.

to

Prevent Swarms.

M. DOOLITTLE.

Some bee-keepers seem to think
that large frames of comb used in a
hive have a tendency to prevent natural swarming, and for this reason
advise resorting to the use of such
"those who desire no
after years of careful
experiment, I fail to find that the size
of the frame has anything to do with
swarming, unless, perchance, some
few weak colonies, in the spring, are
so slow building up on these large
frames, that the lioney season is past
before they get strong enough to
swarm. As such weak colonies are
of little value to the apiarist in any
event, it has little bearing on the subject one way or the other.
After working several different
styles of frames, from the Quinby
down to the Gallup, I decided that
the Gallup frame gave me all of the
advantages which the larger frames

combs by all
swarms but
;

did.

and some not possessed by them.

reason I decided on the Gallup frame as the best frame in use,
•and after years of experience with it,
I still hold tothe sameopinion. While
using the larger style of frames, I experimented relative to the effect
which each kind had on natural
swarming, and became'convinced that
if the same number of square inches
of comb were given each colony, that

For

tills
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there was uo difference in the results;
while, if the same number of frames
were used in a hive, the small frames
gave the most swarms.
But here came the trouble in using
so many large frames the bees would
ihave plenty of room in the hive below
to store houey, and after once coai;

menciug to store honey there, tliey
"would crowd the brood nearly all out
before they would go iuto the boxes
or sections, and the result would be
little or no honey in the sections,
with a colony weak in bees to go into
winter quarters.
As a part of these experiments were
conducted before the honey extractor
came iuto use, I found tliat by using
the large hives, I had nearly all the
honey in an unsalable shape thus
the large liive with its few swarms
did not yield me one-half as much
profit as the smaller hive with its
I
now reduced the
small frames.
number of large frames so that six of
;

them represented the same amount
of comb space which nine of the
small ones did, when I found that
after the colonies in each kind of hive
were of the same strength, they
•would produce equal results as to
lioney and swarms.
After I procured an extractor, I
tried emptying the combs as fast as
filled in the large hive, so as to give
the queen room in which to lay, hoping that thereby I could get a good
yield of honey in the sections with
but few swarms. At the end of the
season I found that I was beaten
again ; for as long as I extracted from

the brood-chamber, no honey was put
into tlie sections, so I decided that
there was no sure way of getting a
good yield of honey in sections except
by a moderate increase, wjiich is the
conclusion all arrive at sooner or later.
As tlie Gallup frame was more to
my liking than the unwieldy Quinby
or American, I gave the latter up
after trying one more experiment,

which was to try the two sizes of
frames side by "side for extracted
honey, as it was claimed by some that
the small frames could not be worked
for extracted honey without more or
less swarms. As "some advised the
use of half combs in the upper story,
the saving of time claimed by many
in handling the combs wliile extracting, was found to be a myth, as the
loss in the handling of the small

frames more than balanced the time
gained with the large ones. Hence,
the only advantage the large frames
could possibly have, was the fact (if
such it should i)rove to be) that they
would give no swarms, while the
small ones would.
To test the matter, a given numljer
of each was set apart, and before the
honey harvest commenced, room was
given in the upper story to each in
about the same proportion by placing
in them empty combs.
When these
were partly tilled, more was put in
imtil some were three tiers high. The
result was. that not one swarm issued
from either size of frame, and I fully
believe that i\\e small frame is just as
effectual in preventing swarms as the
large one, wliere both are worked for

extracted honey.

Any

sized frame can be used

upon may find a ready exit through them
and the thin layer of chaff. Sticks
are laid crosswise on the frames on
top to allow passage for the bees and

the uon-swarming plan, when the
apiary is worked for extracted honey,
provided the upper set of combs is so
that the bees have free access to them.
However, if thus used, more or less
brood will be found in the upper set
of combs, especially if the season
should prove a poor one. In fact I
have had, during the past season, the
queen and " all hands " move upstairs
so tliat there was neither brood nor
honey in the lower hive. I have tried
the perforated zinc to some extent to
remedy this, but so far it has not

;

the hives are set facing the east to
avoid winds blowing into the entrances.

The following plan was given as an
experiment
A trench, say 3 feet
deep made in sloping ground, to be
provided with .50 or 100 feet of small
tile laid low enough to carry off water,
and to preserve a uniform temperature of fresh air. The lower end of
the tile should be covered with wireproven satisfactory, on account of its cloth to keep o\it mice, and a large
giving the bees a disposition to swarm perforated box placed over it to prethe same as they do when working for vent snow from clogging up the same.
comb honey.
The trench should be wide enough to
If brood is placed above the zinc, allow a single-walled hive to set inthe bees seem to consider it isolated side of it, and be boarded up to prefrom the main hive or cluster of bees vent the sides from caving in. Cleats
and go to rearing queen-cells on it, nailed on the sides will prevent the
from which cause they are almost hives from dropping nearer than 10
sure to swarm as soon as the cells are inches from the bottom of the trench,
sealed. If no brood is thus used, they thus leaving a sulJiciency of room for
swarm from failingto takepossessiou. dead bees below. Place the hives,
the
Perhaps if the frame of brood were without
bottom-boards, into
taken out just before the cells were trench and cover them well with
to
continue
would
bees
the
upper
sealed, the
boards and dry earth. At
work and no swarming would result. end of this trench place a ventilator
With a good honey year, and where 10 or 12 feet long in an upright posithe extracting is all done at the end tion, so as to create a draft and carry
This ventilator
of the season, it is of little conse- off' all foul gasses.
quence if the queen does go up-stairs may be made of 1x6 inch strips of
to lay and by allowing her to do so, boards, and will, answer the purpose.
swarming is surely prevented in my
Ileddon's " pollen theory " was genapiary.
erally accepted as correct, though a
Borodino,© X. Y.
few objected to it. " How is the ag:

;

gregate strength of bees, and stores
reduced during the winter if the bees
do not fly V" This guestiou drew out
Northern Michigan Convention.
quite a discussion, and was treated
in connection with ventilation, and
the
Northern
Michmeeting
of
The
the general opinion expressed was
igan Bee-keepers' Association was that without proper ventilation damplield in Greenville. Mich., on Oct. 6 ness will destroy the strongest colony.
and 7, 1.S.S4. The Association was unArtificial fertilization was discussed
fortunate this year in selecting a
facts brought
time for holding its meeting, which and some interesting
spawnmg
proved rainy, but as bee-keepers are out in connection with the
talk on this subject was
not easily discouraged, the meeting of fish. All
The question,
speculative.
was held. Questions both intricate purely
• Which pays best at present prices,
and delicate, specific and scientific,
extracted honey ?" was decommon and proper, and ancient and comb or favor
of the latter, with more
modern were discussed with untiring cided in
ready sale for the former. At a time
zeal and energy, and without fear or
when lioney was coming in slowly 2
favor.
colonies of the same strength were
I need hardly say that wintering
experimented with, empty combs
bees was the most thoroughly displaced in one hive, and a seccussed. The usual variety of plans being
the other. The empty
and failures was suggested. One fact tion case on gradually
filled while the
combs were
in this connection is especially worthy
Those familiar with case was untouched.
of mention
" What shall we do with our poor
cellar," clamp," and out-side winterextracted honey V"
ing generally agreed that bees were grades of
less liable to dwindle in the spring spirited discussion followed this queswhen wintered on the summer stands, tion. Some favored selling it to the
and gave as a reason that the bees lower class of boarding-houses, mill
know by exi)erience the danger in men, etc.. without comment as to
wintering unprotected in unfavorable quality. Some advised selling it to
merchants, and insisting upon their
weather.
Ohe bee-keeper reported quite satis- retailing it as poor honey -ndiile
factorv results by wintering bees on others thought that people would be
the following plan: 1. The hive en- prejudiced against the best honey by
trance to be ?4 of an inch high by 10 using the poor quality. All endorsed
Sell it to the
inches long, and giving plenty of the following plan:
large box to tobacco manufacturers for our poorlower ventilation. 2.
hold the hive, so as to give space for est quality of honey cannot injure
inches of sawdust around the their finest " weed." Good extracted
.S or 4
sides, and a cou[ile inches of chaff on honev for table use among bee -men is
The quilts must be clean beginning to be the rule, and not the
the top.
and free of propolis, so that dampness exception.
For the American Bee Journal.
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;

A

;

;
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A munber of apiarists reported a
home market for all tlieir honey. Kxtractins when tlie combs are twothiriis sealed was considered preferable to Dadanfs plan ot waiting unis over.
Onetil the honey season
pound sections were the smallest ex-

hibited or recommended. Samples of
honey produced without separators
were entirely satisfactory. Honeyboards are but little used by any of
our members.
Jlr. Vouugman told all about bees
evaporating nectar on the wing. His
proofs were satisfactory. That Italian bees are best for this country was
<;onceded by all. Mr. Youngraan described his plan of securing good
queen cells but as it was published

picnic, by basketing under the lofty
shade-trees.
After dinner, all being seated on
the grass, a semi-formal meeting was
held, and resulted in a vote of thanks
to Miss Bellamy and her friends, and
in receiving several new members
into the Association.
At 2:30 p m., those coming by rail
were obliged to leave for home, being
pleased with the people whom we had
met. and with the success of our first
picnic.

we

will

not reproduce

Palmer,

iSec.

For the American Bee Journal.

Working Against Nature.
Dli. G. L.

;

last year,

F. A.

TINKEK.

it.

All experience has shown that in
good display of apicultural literathe greatest success
ture, tools for use in the bee-yard, any direction
wired foundation In frames, one and with bees is to be attained by contwo piece sections, shipping and re- forming as nearly as possible to their
tailing crates and honey in large and instinct and nature. As a rule, there
small sections, etc., added to the in- is probably no exception to it, yet we
find methods recommended every now
terest of the occasion.
then which are not in accordance
Hy request of F. A. Palmer, the and
with the natural impulses and habits
next annual picnic will be held at his
of the bees. Such methods may be
residence on the last Thursday iu
moderately successful under certain
May, 1S8-5.
conditions, but there are other condiThe following were elected as of- tions sure to arise out of which
ficers for the coming year
President, trouble and, perchance, disease may
Secretary, F. A. come.
S. J. Youngman
Palmer
Treasurer, Mr. McBride
One of these instances is recorded
first Vice President, L. L. Bissell
iu a communication in the ]5ee Joursecond "\^ice-President, Edwin Hunt
nal, by Mr. C. Mitchell, in which he
third, Mrs. A. M. Sanders; fourth, says
" I would like to say. in justice
J. H. Robertson tiftli, L. S. Benham. to Mr. Ileddon, that I think that the
vote of thanks was tendered Mr. very dry season had a good deal to do
J. E. Gault for the free use of his with the strange intercourse of some
hall, after whicU the Convention was of my swarms, after working on his
adjourned.
plan, in trying to rob, and not being
In regard to the picnic of this Asso- properly recognized as strangers.^'
«iation, held at Ionia, Mich., on June Mr. Ileddon will understand the need
19, 1881, 1 append the following
At to perform all work with bees in acthe last Convention previous to the cordance with their instinct, and has
one above reported, a motion was often reverted to this fact. U'hy he
carried that a beekeepers' basket should recommend his plan of controlpicnic be held during the summer ling after -swarms in view of the other
of 1881 at the residence of some active facts which he has set forth, I am at
bee-keeper. Miss Bellamy, of Ionia, a loss to determine ; for it is plainly
Mich., being the first to invite the contrary to nature, and in the practice
picnic, her request was granted, and a above quoted, does not appear to have
oall was i.ssued.
been a safe procedure.

A

:

;

;
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should sav, if a "readily-movable"
hive is to be commended for this purpose specially, it is not so invaluable
as it might be.
Mr. Ileddon's plan of controlling
increase, no doubt contemplates obtaining the most surplus; but if we
are to believe him, the largest surplus
is obtained where swarming is allowed strictly in accordance with the
instinct of the bees. Yet the limit
to swarming should be to the prevention of all after-swarms for the
chances of a protracted yield of surplus are few and far between. My
course has been to cut out queencells and return after-swarms, or to
cut out all the queen-cells but one,
and I doubt if there is a better plan,
whether we consider the amount of
surplus to be gained as the convenience of the bee-keeper.
It occurs to me
As to the increase
that if colonies are to be doubled up,
the proper time to do it is in the fall
or after the season's operations are
completed. With right management
there is every reason to believe that it
may be done not only with success in
wintering, but with advantage and
profit during the following season.
My experience in doubling up weak
colonies in the fall, justifies me in
thinking that the uniting of full colonies late in the season will prove the
;

:

most promising method

of reducing

undesirable increase.
New Philadelphia,o+ Ohio.

:

;

A

:

the morning of the day selected,
No doubt, in the near future, it will
several teams were in readiness to be necessary for many bee-keepers to
convey people from the trains to the control increase insome wav but that
grounds.
Arriving there, we found plan should be the most natural as
Miss Bellamy, smoker in hand, busy well as the most profitable one, which
with her bees, giving all an oppor- I venture to suggest his is not. If
tunity to study hermefhodsaud profit primary swarming does not tend to
toy her experience. Not a few of us lessen the yield of
surplus comb
who had made a success iu bee-keep- honey, as alledged by Mr. Ileddon,
ing were anxious to know how she and held by myself and many others;
was able to report at our last Conven- and again, if " the largest "yields on
tion better results than any other record have
come from colonies
person present.
which cast not only one, but two and
The day was pleasant, though very three swarms " as further alledged, it
warm but before noon 30 or 40 bee- does not appear that there is any need
keepers might have been seen in to be in a great hurry to mix up and
busy groups among the bees, or under double up'colonies where increase is
the shady trees, while others were not desired. Mr. Ileddon's logic is
seated in "the spacious parlors, all in- opposed to br)th his theory and practent upon the one object of discussing tice. If the largest yields on record
the mysteries of bee keeping. The have come from different practice
hour of noon arriving. " a go as you than that which he so fully recomplease " dinner was in order.
Hot mends, why mix up colonies by movtea and coffee was served at the ing the old one about the new one to
family table, with other refreshments, drain it of its bees, prevent it from
to all who desired them while others making any surplus, and run the risk
literally carried out the spirit of the of causing wholesale robbing ? We

On

;

;

;
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Progressive Bee-Keepers' Convention

The bee-keepers of McDonough and
adjoining counties met in Bushnell,
111.,

on Nov.

was

called to order by

20,

The meeting

1881.

Mr.

J.

G. Nor-

object. Mr.
who announced
A. W. Fisk, of Bushnell, was apton,

its

A

committee of
pointed chairman.
three was then selected on permanent
organization ; after a few minutes
they presented the following names
for office, to be voted on by the Association. President, A. W. Fisk VicePresident, Samual H. Moss; Treasurer, Miss Cora Castle Secretary, J.
constitution and byG. Norton.
laws were then adopted, and after a
short discussion it was decided to
adopt as a name, " The Progressive
BeeKeepers Association of Western
;

;

A

Illinois."

The annual dues were placed at 25
member; ladies to be adThe convention then
mitted free.

cents per

adjourned to meet at 6 p. m.
The convention was called to order
at 6 p.m. with President A. W. Fisk
in the chair. Samuel II. Moss gave

He said
that he commenced the season with
90 colonies, increased them to 130, and
his report for the season.

then doubled them back to 120. He
had taken 2,200 pounds of comb
honey, and 1,000 pounds of extracted.
His increase of colonies was obtained
by natural swarming. He packs the
upper stories of the hives with chaff,
and leaves upper passages.
AVMntering bees was discussed to
considerable

length.

J.

M.

Hume

;
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honey-boards this season, and not a
queen has passed through them ;" or,
but why enlarge when we read of
such things as tliese, we would really
be glad to know whether the writer is

uses chaff-hives with chafi over the
frames and upper passages.
The President leaves upper passages, and uses porous covering over

ceased,

the flowers being in full
bloom, the nights were warm, the
weather was not dry, and there was a'
world of bloom ten days after the bees
quit work. I liad 27 colonies, spring
the frames.
The .Secretary uses chaff-packing the possessor of two or three colonies, count, increased them to 45, obtained
1,-500 pounds of comb honey and sold
cases with upper passages and cliaff or of two or three hundred colonies.
When a new contributor writes it at home for 1.5 and 20 cents per
over tlie frames. T. C. Kundle uses
oil-cloth over the frames, and finds no from some cross-roads in Michigan, pound. I could sell .5 tons if I had
objection to it. Upper passages were and his signature is William Jones, it. There are farmers near me who
discussed at considerable length, but we know nothing in regard to him, buy 100 pounds of me for their own
the majority claimed that wliile bees unless it is disclosed in his commtnii- use. The largest amount taken from
came to the top of the frames, they cation but let the name of his post- one hive, during the season, was 13.5
did not pass over at all in cold office be followed by one of those pounds.
D. R. RosebuouCtH.
Casey,
"weather, and only moved or changed little signs, the use of which was sug111., Nov. 19, 1884.
position when it was warm enough to gested by Mr. Doolittle, and his name
rollowed by the figures indicating the Well
fly.
Satisfied.
The Langstroth hive was consid- number of colonies kept, and we will
This season is said to have been a
ered the best by all present. The as- know that Mr. Jones lives, for insociation consists of .30 members rep- stance, in Eastern Michigan, began poor one in this State, but I am satisresenting 600 colonies of bees.
the season with 40 colonies, and has fied. I bought 2 colonies of Italian
Adjourned to meet on the first increased them to 7.5 and he is at bees on Mav 1, 1S81, and managed
Thursday in May, ISSo, in Bushnell, once given a " local habitation and a them in Langstroth hives, as directed
in the Bee Journal, and as intelliname " an apicultural standing."
111.
J. G. Norton, Sec.
I think that but few, if any bee- gently as I could. The result is 160
A. W. FiSK, Pres.
keepers are opposed to telling, in this pounds of comb honey per colony,
manner, how many colonies they spring count, with from 40 to 60
For the American Bee JuumaL
pounds yet in each brood -chamber. I
have, but they " forget" to do so.
increased them to o colonies, and put
Rogersville,c$ Mich.
How Many Colonies'?
them into the cellar on Nov. IS. The
bees are in good condition, being well
W. Z. HUTCHINSON, 68—94."
packed, and the cellar is well aired
;

o

;

—

'•

and ventilated, so I confidently expect to meet with success in wintering. I have just the amount of honey
which myself and family can conveniently consume.

This

practice of indicating by
at the end of the writer's
signature, the number of colonies
owned on the first day of the previous
May, and at the present time is, I
believe, Dr. C. C. Miller's "baby." It
figures,

Ezra

has been
somewhat backward in Denies the Soft Impeachment.
Some have accused me of owning a
"learning to walk," but its parent
ought not despair slowness of growth bee-paper printed in New England
but 1 wish to say, through the Bee
is often an indication of longevity.
" What is the object of this plan ?" Journal, that "I do noc now and
is a pertinent question. Briefly stated, never did invest one cent in any beeI have no interest in any of
it might be said in reply that it assists paper.
the reader in forming an opinion of them except in there general welfare.
the value of the writer's assertions, I wish that each one of them had
views and conclusions it gives, to 20,000 subscribers. I think that any
considerable extent, the breadth of one can get enough out of one issue of
the writer's experience and helps to any of them to pay the cost of one
show how good an authority he is year's subscription. Although there
upon the subject with which he may is one printed monthly within six
miles of Wenham, I have not seen half
be discussing.
In opposition to the plan, it has a dozen copies of it during the past
been urged that it would not find year. I hope that none will hereafter
favor amon^ the owners of small say that I have any money invested
apiaries, that they would not be will- in any publication.
ing to thus " expose their ignorance,"
Henry Alley.
or rather their lack of experience.
Wenham, (^ Mass., Xov. 21, 1884.
Those who have urged this objection
should remember that there are many
subjects connected with bee-keeping A Peculiar Season.
upon which one may become excellent
My report for the past season is
authority, and yet never own a large rather a poor one. The season has
apiary. Especially is this true in re- been different from any which I have
gard to purely scientific subjects, re- ever seen. The last winter being a
quiring close study, careful observa- very bad one, the bees which did come
tion, and faithfully conducted experi- through were weak, and it took some
ments. I believe that Mr. Muth has time for them to build up but when
never owned a large apiary, but he is vv'hite clover bloomed they filled their
excellent authority upon "foul brood. hives and began to work "finely in the
Prof. Cook has never managed a large sections.
It continued only seven
number of colonies, but who is a bet- days when the bees left the clover for
ter authority upon subjects relating tlie honey-dew. They commenced on
to the natural history of the bee V the honey-dew in real earnest, when
" I they should have been working on the
But when John Smith writes
have practiced, this season, the Iled- white clover but that lasted only for
don method of preventing after- a short time. After July 1 there was
swarming, and it works like a charm;" no honey until the last of August,
or " I have discarded foundation in when the bees worked diligently on
the brood-frames, as I consider its buckwheat, smart- weed and Spanishuse in that place unprofitable ;'' or " I needle. This continued for only a
have used the Joues' perforated-zinc few days, when the How of honey
;

;

;

;

:

;

I

J.

Cronkleton.

Dunlap,*o Iowa, Xov.

24, 1884.

Light Honey Crop.
The weatlier has been very nice up
to this time, and m^* bees seem to be
in good condition. "The honey crop
in this part of the country was very
light.
inI had 30 colonies, and
creased them to -53. I found 2 swarms,
this fall, in the timber, and so I now
have .55 colonies. ^Vbout one-half of

my

bees are the natives, the rest of

them are

Italians

and hybrids.

My

crop of honey amounted to about 600
pounds. Alihough the fall wenther
has been very nice, with no frost, yet
the late fall flowers seemed to dry "up
and the bees did not appear to gather
much honey from them. I use a good,
double-walled hive, and i;^2 pound
sections.

Ponca,6 Nebr., Xov.

An

A. Gibson.
25, 1881.

Unfavorable Season.
This has been an unfavorable year
for producing honey in this section of
the country. Our honey-flow lasted
from about .June 10 until July 4. I
began the season with 20 colonies, increased them to 20, and received 628
pounds of honey, about half of it
being extracted and the balance comb
honey. I had to feed 300 pounds of
honey to my young colonies, or they
would not have had enough to supply
them during the coming winter. All
of my colonies are now in good condition, excepting 3 or 4 which are not
verv strong, for we have a cider mill
near by which ground up millions of
bees every day. I winter my bees on
the summer stands, and use a large
hive 24 inches wide by 13}^ incheslong and 15 inches high on the inside.

;
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with two division-boards to keep the
bees in the middle of the hive diirinf;
winter then it is packed with dry
behind the division-boards,
leaves
putting two strips of cotton-eloth
over them, and liiled with leaves on the
top 10 inches hiuh. with a straw mat
on top to keep the leaves down, and a
roof with an inch hole in both ends
so the air can pass through. I also
pack leaves outside at the rear from
the entrance of the
top to bottom
hive is .5 inches long by % of an inch
deep an inch hole is about 5 inches
above the entrance, and the hives are
set facing southward.
Henky Ekbiiotd.
:

;

;

La

IIarpe,K5

111..

Nov, 23,

iSSi.

warmed them

Bees Ready for Winter.

On Nov.

IS,

I

placed

my

bees in the

being in fine condition, and
colony having from 25 to 35
l>onnds of well sealed honey. Since
that time we have had cold, rough
weather.
F. M. Taintor.
Elm Grove, ~o Mass., Nov. 26, 1884.

cellar, all

each

An

Italianized Apiary.
This has been a very poor season

for the apiarist, in

this

section at

except he esteems his experience of sufficient value to compensate
least,

him

fot his time, trouble and outlay.
There was an abundance of fruit
bloom and white clover but a dearth
of nectar in the flowers, all through
;

Bee-Eeepiug in Louisiana.
This year, my yield from Ifw colonies, spring count, is 11,800 pounds of
extracted honey, and 650 pounds of
comb honey in one pound sections. I
increased my apiary by natural swarm-

7T9

the season, especially so in the earlier

just as I did with the'
squirrel, and this fall, in getting thebees to carry honey from the upper to
the lower story of the hive, on the
empty combs in the upper story, on a
frosty morning, I found small bunches
of bees which to all appearances were
dead ; cut after being warmed they
would revive, and in every such case
of reviving they would show signs of
bee-diarrh(ea some worse than others,
owing to the length of time which
they had been chilled.
What I am
trying to get at is this
Do bee»
which winter on the inside of a cluster, at a temperature of 80^ to 100°
above zero, ever have bee-diarrhoea ?'
I think not.
I am satisfied that the
young bees winter in the center of
the cluster, and I have found by ex;

:

the
months. I had 17 colonies to com- periment that the temperature on
of the cluster is from 70'^ to
mence with in the spring, and I had outside
80' lower than that of the center.
but 2 natural swarms, and 2 made by

division.
Some of my bees did so
poorly that they had to be fed until
Aug.], to prevent starvation; since
ing, to 240 colonies.
I live on the
bank of the Red river, which over- that date they have gathered enough
flowed twice during this year, and honey to winter on, by taking from
helping the
caused me a great loss. The water the richer ones and
was 2 feet deep in my bee-yard, and I poorer. I obtained perhaps .50 pounds
had to put my hives upon rail pens. of surplus honey from all. While
iNearme there are over 1.000 colonies there was no honey being stored, I
thought it a good time to Italianize
of bees on a circle whose radius is
my colonies. I had a tested Italian
four miles.
qiieen from last season, and this seaWm. J. Dawson.
Dixons XEoads,"oLa.,Nov.l.5, 1884. son I reared and successfully introduced 20 young Italian queens. By
screening the black drones out, beNicest Honey of the Season.
fore introducing the young queens. I
On Nov. 17 I shipped 110 crates of think that most of them are purely
comb honey by freight to Chicago mated. So, if it is an advantage to
and on Nov. 22, our consignee wrote have young queens in an apiary, I
" The honey arrived in will be favorably equipped in that reas follows
good order, and is the nicest lot of spect next spring, if I succeed in

Wm. Malone.

Oakley, ? Iowa, Nov.

22, 1884.

,

:

honey I have had this season."
was produced without separators.

W.

Z.

It

J.
111.,

Hutchinson, 68—94.

Kogersville,d Mich., Nov. 27, 1884.

Bees Flying.

We

have had line weather during
the last two days. The butterflies
are out again, and the bees are flying
everywhere. As we had two light
snow storms, and I had my hive entrances opened full width for winter,
I had to partly close them this morning.
Many bee-keepers have their
bees in cellars, and now they are
missing a good flight. The honeyflow was cut off very early here, still
I obtained 3,000 pounds from .55 colonies, many first swarms having gathered no surplus. I would like to say,
in justice to Mr. Heddon, that I think
that the very dry season had a good
deal to do with the strange intercourse
of some of my swarms, after working
on his plan, in trying to rob and
not being properly recognized as
strangers. My bees have bred none
since August, and they will be seven
months old before repl.ace, which will
test the late breeding pretty well.
Will Mr. Deadman. of (jntario. please
state how many colonies he has at
present? His method of wintering
bees ought to be attended with success ; but his way of feeding will soon

be dropped,!

wintering them.
Pleasant Mound, 9

tliink.

C.

Mitchell.

Molesworth, Ont., Nov.

17, 1884.

Do Bees Hibernate?
As this subject is now

his

opinion on taking bees on the shares,
or oil what condition bees are generally let V One man offered me 100colonies, last spring, on the following
conditions;
I was to take the lOOcolonies and buy 100 new hives complete for $4 each, for the swarnra, and
I was to receive half of the honey and
half of the swarms and in the fall
he was to take the 100 colonies which
he let me have in the spring, half of
the honey, and half of the swarms,
;

making the new hives cost me

$8-

proposed to take his bees in
this way
I was to take the KX) colonies in tlie spring on the same condiA. Black.
tions as above, except that he was toNov. 24, 1884. furnish half of the hives and I the
other half.
T. W. Douc^herty.
Princeton, 5 III., Nov. 24, 1884.
considerably

agitating the minds of bee- keepers, I
desire to give my experience on the
subject. Several winters ago, while
in the woods, my foot broke tlirough
the earth about half knee-deep.
I
examined the opening in the ground
and in it I found a nest about the size
In the nest was
of a gallon crock.
what people in the West call a prairie
which
was
squirrel,
hibernating;
grey
i. e., it was neither dead nor alive.
It
was curled up in a circular form and
after I would straighten it out it
would curl up again. It did not breathe
and its heart did not beat. I took it
to the house and placed it on the
hearth, occasionally turned it around,
and in a few moments it came to life,
as you might say, and was as lively as
Now is
anything I have ever seen.
this uota perfect example of hibernation y My experience teaches me that
it is not natural for bees to hibernate,
yet they may go into this condition
when compelled to from exposure,
and that they will remain in this condition for 4S hours if not exposed to a
temperature of 32'^ and so I claim
that it is not natural for bees to hibernate, but exposure causes them to do
so.
I have experimented with those
chilled or hibernating bees, having
taken full colonies into the house and
;

Keeping Bees on Shares.
Will Mr. Heddon please give

each.

I

:

Report for 1884.
Last winter, out of 31 colonies I
lost one, and from the remaining 30,
this season, I have received 800 lbs. of
comb honey in one-lb. sections and 20O
I had .50 swarms,
lbs. of extracted.
going to try to winter 35 coland I
onies in
cellar this winter.

am
my

.John L. Davis.
Holt,

O Mich., Nov.

2.5,

1884.

t^ Mr. D. A. Jones of Beeton,
Ont. has sent us a copy of his Winter
Catalogue for 1884.
It contains 32
pages, and is well printed.
1^

Our rates for two or morecopies of the book, " Bees and Honey,"
may be found on the Book List on
the second page of this paper.. Also
wholesale rates on all books where
they are purchased " to sell again."
for reading up will soon be
and in anticipation of this, we
now have a very large stock of books
on hand, and can fill orders for them
in any quantity, on receipt of orders-

The time
here,

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

place of Meetirifj.

Dec. 3.— Southeastern Mich., at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Gander, Sec.
Dec.

10,

11.— Michigan State, at Lansing.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clintoh. Mich.

Dec. 12.— Northeaatern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.

honey. It seems as though this short
question demanded too long an answer
for this department, if the answer
were to be explicit enough to be of
much value. I think that this department, in back numbers of the Bee
JouRKAL for this year, has something

upon

this subject.

keeping them always in sight, and
othervrise urging their sale but as
regards " educating " tire people as to
the taste and nature of the commodity,
;

is it

not a

little

too old for that

V

Honey and Beeswax Market.

1885.

.Jan. 6.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville. Wis.
J. T, Pomeroy, Sec.
-Jan. 14,—Central Illinois, at Bloominpton,

W.

-Jan.

21— 23.— Northeastern,

B.

Ills.

Lawrence, Sec.

at Syracuse. N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec.

.June 19.— Willamette Vallev, at La Fayette. Oreg.
E.J. Hadley. Sec.

tW

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

^illxat autl

Moxo.

Is

OFFICE OF The amekican Bee .Toctbnal.
Monday. 10 a.m., Dec. 1. 1884.

Honey-Dew Poisonous ?
But

>
t

wliy call it honey-dew
for,
The following are the latest quotaaccording to Prof. Cook, it is neither tions for honey and beeswax received
honey nor dew. After reading all up to this hour
that "has been written on honey-dew
CHICAGO.
as being " vile stuff," " vile trash," I
HONEV.— Comb honey has been taken with
by the trade this week, but 15@16c. is the
am lead to ask a few questions about freedom
best price obtainable for a fancy article of comb
it.
On page 72.S Mr. L. E. "Webster honey
in frames. Some lots brinp from 14 to 15c.
.says of selling honey-dew, that it has when in good order. Stock of comb honey is not
at present. Extracted. 7^8c. for new.
occurred to him that there might be large
BEKS'W AX.-For fair to yellow, 2S(930c.
K. A. Burnett. Ifil South Water Bt.
some way to prevent such frauds. Of
course he has reference to those sellNEW YORK.
ing it but will not the same apply to
HONEY.— The market is well stocked with honey
is in Kood demand at the followinK prices
the bees ? for tliey certainly gather which
Fancy white comb in -lb. sections. 18(&liOc.: the
and store it in the boxes with white same in :^-lb secti^ins.
l.^c: fair to good white
comb in 1 and 2-lb. sections. 14f<»jli^c. fancy buckHnd how wheat
clover and other honey
comb in I-lb. sections, 12@l3c.; same in 2shall we prevent them, "as it is hard Ib. sections, llf^ll'-jc; ordinary buckwheat comb
in 2-lb. sections. y(fl 10c.
Extracted, white cloyer
to foretell from what a bee will gather in
kegs or small barrels, 1^1.^(^80.
its load when it starts in search of
BEESWAX.-Prime yellow, .S0@31c.
McCAUL 4 UILDHETH, 34 Hudson St.
sweets, and just where it will deposit
If Mr.
its treasure upon its return y
CINCINNATI.
L. E. "Webster, or any one else, can
HONEY.— There is an unsatisfactory demand
from manufacturers, while
extracted
honey
for
give us a practical rule (not merely
there is a fair inquiry for small packages of clover
theory) by which we can stop the bees honey such as dime. 3^- lb-. 1-1 b.. and 2-lb. jars, from
retail trade. Pr ces are low as arrivals exceed
from perpetrating such a gigantic the
the demand. Extracted honey brings 5'a9c. on
fraud on us (this sounds a little harsh), arrival choice white comb honey is in fair debest in -lb. sections. It brings 1.5
as gathering honey-dew for honey, mand and sells
We have several small
Cfilfic. in the jobbing way.
then, and not till then, can we guar- lots of dark comb honey from parties in Illinois,
and offered it as low as lo and II cents per lb,
antee our honey pure. Unless these withfjut
llnding a buyer. Dealers most certainly
questions can be answered in the mislead producers by quoting buckwheat and popaflirmative by good authority, would lar comb honey, if tliey are not more successful
than we are in disposing of the same.
it not be wisdom on our part to say
BEES WAX.— The demand is alow and arrivals
yellow brings 2fJ@27c. on arrival.
nothing more, as it only tends to in- are few. Good
C. F. Mum. Freeman & Central Ave.
jure the sale of honey V" On page 6-13
BAN FRANCISCO.
""Educate! Eduis the following:
HONEY.— A moderate trade is doing, mainly in
watch word. Let all
cate
is the
best qualities. There are liberal supplies of exthink these things over and be wi.se," tracted and common comb. In a wholesale way
'i

:

,

;

:

1

u:^i_'

ANSWERS Br

;

;

James Heddon. Dowagiac, Mich.
Rules for tliis Department.
Give your name and post-office address.
2. Be brief, and to the point.
3. Send no simple questions, such as are
•answered in the bee-books.
4. Ask only such questions as are of
'

1.

igeneral interest.
5. This department is not intended for
therefore
advertising any one's wares
questions concerning: the manufacture of
goods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor—

—

THOS.
925 West Madison

G. NEWITIAN,

St..

CHICAGO.

Bees Acting Strangely.

my

ILL.

;

I

!

hives every night and
9 o'clock in the
Thomas Gorsuch.©
morning, if the flay is warm. I notice
Gorsuch, Pa., Xov. 18, 1884.
when I open one ot the hives, a few
Ijees rush out and some try to fly, but
Answer.— Prof Cook tells us that
only get away 2 or 3 feet from the the sweet liquid gathered by our bees,
hive when they fall to the ground, which is ejected by the plant-louse, is
appearing to be weak.
Please give not usually bad for bees or man that
:ine some explanation of the above.
much of it makes good honey ; but
Geo. Klitch.
that ejected by the bark-louse is " vile
Ewing?, Ind., Nov. 22, 1884.
stuff." not
considered safe upon
I close

open them' about

.

choice extracted is not readily salable over 4^4'c.,
buyers being privileged to take a single case at 5c.
There is some dark extracted on market for which
2Hc. would be a full tlgure to realize. A vessel
sailed for Liverpool with 105 tiarrels and 443 cases.
White to extra white comb, ttr,i,loc.: dark to good,
E.xtracted. choice to extra white, 4@5c.;
fi(a8c.
dark and candied, l\k%'-^^ic.
BEES AX.-Wholesale, 24®27c.

W

Stkarns

;

Ik

SMITH.

423

Front street.

ST. I-ODIB.
HONEY Steady: demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12@14c per lb., and strained and extracted 6'<tt;Hc.

—

being disBEESWAX— Firm at 32®32Xc. for choice.
Answer. It is caused by your im- which to winter bees, and
W. T. ANDERSON & CO., 104 N. 3d Street.
If it is sold
prisoning your bees. It is hot best to agreeable to the taste.
to unsuspecting honey-lovers, it will
CLEVELAND.
close hives at any time, except when
disgust them with bee-keepers
HOME Y.— Honey is in a little better demand at
they are being moved. Such impris- tend to
a little lower price than tiur former quotations.
oning gets up an agitation and heat, and their products, thus workiuff us Whilst the market is still full, we are enabled to
extra lots of strictly white one-lb. sections at
and ruins some of the bees, which all a great injury. We must treat place
about 15c., with an occasional sale at 16c.; iH and
causes them to " fall to the ground." the consumer as we would be treated, 2-Ib. sections, best white. I4c. dark and second
or he will soon treat us to indifference quality, rather slow at 12 to 14c. For extracted
If the outside air is cold, that would
is no demand.
and consequent failure. It seems there
BBESWAX.-28C.
assist in causing them to fall.
that these secretions of the barkA. C. KENDEL. 115 Ontario Street.
louse, occurring in sufficient quantiSAN FRANCISCO.
Shipping Bees.
ties and at the right time to attract
HONEY— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
fi^c.
extracted,
13(&14c;
'Will Mr. Heddon please describe the bees to it so as to mix it in with
GEO. W. .MEADE & Co., 213 Market.
the best method of packing hives of our surplus honey, only happens very
KANSAS CITY.
rarely in any given locality and when
bees for shipment in a stock car V
HONEV.—The market is quiet and unchanged,
the bees do mix it, I know of no way with
good demand and liberal receipts. Comb. HE. SANDrORD.O+
but to remove the surplus receptacles Ib. sections, none in the market. Thev would bring
Nokomis, Ills., Xov. 19, 1884.
I-lbs.. 14^' lOc: 2lbs.. I3'al4c. The above ligtill such secretion ceases.
It happens 18c.: are for choice stocii in regularshipping crates.
Answer. If they are to be shipped so rarely that I have never heard of it ures
Dark or large combs in rough crates sell slowly at
Extracted. California, (l^Tc: white c\oat this time of the "year during cold till this season, and we here have not 9t0 10c.
ver. T'aSc. Southern. 5V2iaHc.
weatlier, with no brood in the hives, experienced it.
BEESWAX.— None in the market.
Regarding " educaCLEMONS. CLOON & CO.
they will not need the same prepara- ting " the people to eat h<uiey, I look
Successors to Jerome Twichell.
,.tions which they would require in at it in this manner
Honey is a
BOSTON.
May. Much depends upon the style luxury only, and always will be at
HONEY.— We quote best white in l-lb. sections,
of the hive and frames, and whether any price at which we can afford to 18g.20c.; 2-lb.. Ififfiisc. Extracted, 8@9c. Unor not the frames are wired, how old produce it. All luxuries should have glassed sections sell best.
BEBSWAX-:j5c.
i,he combs are and how heavy with their
presence well advertised by
BI.AKE & RiPLET, 57 Chatham Street.

—

;

;

—

:

:

—

;

.
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for Club of 10 Subscribers.
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CLDBBINtt LIST.

Christinas Present.

We will 8uppl7 the Americas Bee JonrnalThe book for every farmer is the one
one year, and any of the fotlowlntt Books, at the
To every person who sends us one new prices
entltleii "Alllcek's Farmer's and Planter's
quoted In the last oolumn of flKures. TheKecord and Account Book," in which there subscription, (besides his own renewal), for flrst column gives the retcuiar price of
both. Alt
one year, for the Weekly Bee Joukn.\i,, or postaite prepaid.
is the most systematic, complete and convePrice of both' Clubnient arrnnjfcnicnt of headings for every 4 NEW Monthly subscribers, for a year, we
The Weekly Bee Journal
12 00.
Farm Aceonnt and memoranda of all impor- will send as a present, by mail, postpaid, a
and Cook's Manual,. latest edition .... 3 25.. 3 0»
tant events whiclMnay occur in connection copy of " Mistletoe Memories, or What the
Bees and Honey (T.U.Newman)cloth 3 00.. 2 75
with his luisiness. E\-cry projfressive farmer Poets say about Christmas."
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 76.
2 60

certainly desires to make a success of his
occupation, and should adopt every possible
moans of bringing about that result. He,
then, should have a correct knowledge of
his entii-e business, which he can have only
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of all his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
year, when he takes off his balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged iu the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a
glance whether his farm does or does not
pay.

Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 200 colonies

New Bee Book (cloth)
New Book (paper covers)
New Bee-Keeplng

Djierzon's
Dzierzon's

can

Scribner's L.umt>er and LiOB
Fisher's Grain Tables

Book

3 26

I 09..

3 00'

3 50.

2 76'

60..

3 26.

00.

3 76'

25..

3 10

00..

2 75

2 35.. 2 25

Moore's Universal Assistant
Honey as Food tt Medicine, 100 Copies
Blessed Bees
King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book

2 40.

2

4 50..

4 26

4 50.

4 25.

25*

2 75.

2 50

3 00.

2 79

The Weekly Bee Journal one year
and Gleanings lnBee-Culture(A. I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke)
The 6 above-named papers
.

these books at the publisher's price, or will make a present of one
copy tor every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Bke Journ.vl for one year, with
$20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
count the same as one for the Weekly.
sujiplj-

GENERAL CLUBBING

.

3 00.

.

2 75.

3 00,

.

2 75

2 60.. 2 36
3 00.. 2

3

75>

00.

.

2 75.

6 50.

.

6 OO.

LIST,

With Weekly Bee Jonrnal.

Now
work

3 60.

Quinby'a
3
Langstroth's Standard Work
4
Boot's A B Cof Bee Culture (cloth) 3
Alley's (iueen Rearing
3

This valuable book contains 166 pages,
is nicely jirinted on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is ?.').00. It can be sent
by mail for '-34 cents extra.

We

275.. 2 60

is the time to get up Clubs.
Who will
for a copy of this valuable book

Subscription

jirice

f»,,u nl,,t%

ofeachperinihcl liyr

named

'I

I

I^l

ll Mil
(SI,
-lull
""' "'""

below.

I

Combination
with ou

r

prlce-

paper,

g^th Periodicals fo,

00 Boston Globe
w 3
50
"
Every Other Saturday, Z/i(. s-m 4
"
Our Little Ones, (O. Opitc)....m 3
4 00 Chicago Current, Literary
w 5

00>
10'

1

iiBliSitiili

Create a Local

IWlllE

comprises a collection of poems selected
is the time to create Honey from the writings of H. W. Longfellow, J. G.
Markets In every village, town and Whittier, Thomas Hood, Alfred 'Domett,
Chas. Mackay, Sir Walter Scott, Jennie Joy,
city.
Wide - awake honey producers and
others.
The whole bound in Banner
"
should get the Leaflets
eat shape, with rich silk fringe and tassels. For
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else presentation, this art souvenir is vastly
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food superior to a mere Christmas card, as it
and Medicine," and scatter them combines the advantages of both art and
literature. Size, 4 by 6'/4 inches.
plentifully all over the territory they
It

Now

Why

can supply with lioney, and the result
will be a demand that will readily take
all of their crops at
remunerative

The prices for "Honey as Food
and Medicine " are as follows
Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
per hundred, *2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

•VS West

Madison

Street..

Chlcnico, 111.

we send

in gold,

for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.

50
2 00
i 00
2 25'
!50
3

Farmers' Review
Uerald, Independent
luter-Oce&u, Republican.

**

"
"

.

.vf

'
"
..s-w
Eeligio-Phil. Jour.,Sptri(..w

It is

a nice Pocket Companion for

bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in cloth
price 50 cents.

w

Standard, Baptist

**

"
100
Times, Democrafic
w
1 50 Louisville Courier Journal, JDem. .w
2 00 Milwaukee Peck's Sun, Humor
w

We have had some
leather,

"

150

«
"

175

"
"

50

"

400

"
"

50
00
2 00
2 00
'2 20
2

bound in Russia
with colored edges— price 60 100
125

3 05
3 OO
3 00-

3 003 30
3 85

5 70

Oriuphic, Illustrated
Hai-pers' Weekly, I!Zms...w
Leslie's Sunday Mag

w

3 25
4 00
5 40-

m

3 105 25
3 20
3 70-

4 20
6 30-

3 75
3 85
4 95
3 00
Tribune, i{epMi)!icaK....w 3 10

PhrenoliigicalJournal...m
Rural New Yorker
w

"

•

w

Scientific American
Times,Z7irt.J?e})Mi)!ican...w
"

100
"
World, Dernocrafic
w
2 00 Philadelphia Call, Lit. d- Humor., .w
2 00
"
Arthur's Home Mag
200
"
Godoy's Lady's Book
"
Hearthstone, j!-7cti07l
3 00
w
200
Peterson's Magazine
"
"
Practical Farmer
2 00
w
100
Vvesa, Republican
"
w
150 Washington National Tribune
w

m
m
m

^°

3 00
3 i5

m
m
m

Agrictilturist

North Amev. Keview....m

5

4 35
3 20

Art Amateur
Christian Herald, I7(s...w
Century, Literary
Demorest, Z/«(Zies
ni
Golden Argosy, i«
w

50 New York Am.

4 00

2

4 40
410'

3 85>
3 80SvenBkaTribuneu,Su'ed...w 4 00

"
"
"
"

125
Times, Dtmoc-rdeic
w
00 Cincinnati Times-Star, Ind
w
Enquirer, D£J77((tcr«(ic
115
w
"
125
Giizctte, Republican
w
100 Detroit Free Press, F((mi(i/(f-i«...w
1 00 Kansas City Journal, liepublican. .w

4 00
2 00

25

20

3 40
3 20
2 85
3 OO

Skainlinaven, Sw?e(/?s7(
w
Staats-Zeitung, Germtni.. .w

"

1

1

Convention Hand-Book.

bee-keeper who scatters them). This cents.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
Preparation of Honey for the Marand expense— enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit. ket, including the production and care
i^ To give away a copy of " Honey of both comb and extracted honey,
as Food and Medicine " to every one who instructions on the exhibition of bees
This is a
buys a package of honey, will sell almost and honey at Fairs, etc.
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
any quantity of it.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on

.;50

w
w
w

Drovers' Journal

"
"
"

.

:

which are printed a large bee

150
150
too
LOO

.

prices.

;

2

150

Honey Market.

To

all

new

subscribers

3 00

4 00
3 50'
3 70

4 25
3 60
3 25
3 00
3 00-

who

send us $2 for the Weekly Bee Journal next year, we will send the rest,

1^ We can supply photographs of of the numbers of this year free from
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of the time the subscription is received
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each. at this office.

;

A

Apiary Register—New Edition.

who intend

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The
prices will hereafter be as follows
colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

For

:

$1 00

.50

1 2.5

1 50

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

NEW BEE -VEIL.

There are Ave cross
bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The

1^ For

we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
$2.7.5

X)zierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
paper covers or the Monthly Bee
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or,
;

hound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
•with the Monthly, S2.f 0.

Young Men!— Read

This.

The Voltaic Belt Co of Marshall, Mich.,
oner to send their celebrated Electro- Voltaic Belt and other Electric Applunces
,

men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
•on trial for thirty days, to

manhood, and

and

all

kindred

troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Com-plete restoration to health, vigor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at

CDly

•once for illustrated pamphlet free.

THOMAS

6.

can

sell

111.

by

mall or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
includinK THE CONQUEROR, and

THE DOCTOR.
my

for the working class. Send 10 cents
for postage, and we will mail you free,
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in the way uf making
nmre nii-ney in a few days, than you
ever thought possible at any businesswill start you.
You can
Capital not required.
work all the lime or in spare time only. The work

32-paee Illustrated
Bee-Keepers' Sup-

Catalogue of
plies of every description.

We

Address Stixson

&

Don't delav. Start now.
Co., Portland. Maine.

4Aly

For Bees, Queens.
Apiar-

@S

the National Real Estate
ilLtU Index. Full of TRADES,

MCCn

I

Bargains and Real Estate news. 50 cts.
a year. Sample copy free. Address,
TCOt
W. L. GRIGGS, Kirksville, Mo.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having
-vcSffi'.3i

Bee Hives

A ir.r.INSS.1,

ENGBAVINGS

M. D.

A TKEATI8E

giving an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at difTerent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent«.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

SECTIONS.
tm NEW MACHINERV
The Largest Mannfiicturer of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., iu the World!
NEW SHOP

THOMAS

G.

West Madison

LLl...

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

m'rlte

i'or

the

Bitsh Comes.

not manufacture Hives and Shipping

'Crates this season, as we have fixed over all our
anachinery for making the One-Piece Sections.

FORXCROOK &

CO.,

TVatertown, Wis.. Dec.

1,

1883

my

ne\i"

B-

Price-List for 1885.

X.EIATV'IS,
WATERTOWN,

49Ctf
if

you are

in

WIS.

any way interested in

BEES OR HONEY
will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In See-Cultare.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Semi-Monthly Gleaninfrs

in Hives, Honey Extractors, Comb
Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all books

ments

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Sfithing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
_
„
A. I. ROOT, Medina. O.
Ctf

DEALERS, to

iintil

CAR-LOAD

We

^e have again increased our caoaoity for making
the "BOSS" ONE PIECE SECTION, and are now
ready to fill orders on short notice. We would ad-vise our cu?tomers, and especially SUPI*1jY

£,^B.Zi7,

a

DAII^Y.

DECIDED.— The Courts have decided the Patent on the One-piece Section to be null and void
for want of novelty. We are now manufacturing
them again as tlrst placed on the market by I*ewi8
A discount of .5 per cent, on all goods
Jk Parka.
ordered before Jan. l, l88o.

Or.

CHICAGO,

is

OF tiOODS

NEWMAN,

Street,

!

Our capacity now

;

SECTIONS.

J.

y UU

Kev. H.K. PEEL. Editor.
LONDON. ENGLAND.

it.

Friends,

BOSS" ONE-PIECE

49BCtf

rrnil

Belleville, St.ClairCo.,Ill8.

nnneon

V,'e will

do

to

all

HORSE,
THE
KENDALL,
BY

925

not Wait

is published SEMIat Seven Shiljinus per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the
time being, showing what to do. and when and

success absolutely sure.

H. NEWMAN,
923 W.Madison. CHICAGO, ILL.

And

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
MONTHLY,

.'/i

ALFRED

ORDER

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Price
"/Xgrl^Conventions, etc.
.50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
cents to :> every
old. Yuu can easily earn frftm
THOIIIAS 6. NEIV^MAK,
Address.
evening. That all who want work may test the
92.1 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.
business, we make this unparalleletl offer; to all
who are not well satisfied, we will send tl to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc- Dadant'sFonndation Factor}', wholesale
tions, etc., sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great and retail. See Advertisement in another column.

GOLDI

B. J.

the ahoTe Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

Send for

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont, f"/*,, N. V.

FI^ANAOAN

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

^^_____^_ high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet tc
Bj^JX^^J the pound. Circular and samples free

lABly Lockbox9£(o.

NEW^MABf.

Madison Street Chicago,

very latest in respect to bee-keepinK. It is certainly
the fullest and most scieatiBc work treating of
bees in the World, i'rice.by mail.lSl 25. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A.. .1. COOK, Author and Publisher.
State Agricultural College, LANSING, MICH.
IBCTt 20D12t

how

COMB FOUNDATION,
yj^ DEUSEN &

.=;o

work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

ian Implements, send for Circular to

EngravingB used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less

OS5 West

111,

FLAT - BOTTOM

j^

1876.

13th Thaus:ind Just Out
nth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
3,000 Said the pant Year.
More than
paces, and more than 50 fine illustrations were added in the 8th edition. The whole

The British Bee .ioi'Rxal

Street. Chicago,

Honey. Foundation, Hives. Sections, and

ELECTROTYPES
-than 50c.

West MadiaoD

H^-as'.v.i-VvJ

TBE APIAKX.

GOO SOLD SINCE
!

NEWMAN,

H.

MANTTAI, OF

Or,

;

923

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
II,

bars are of best light
spring- steel the neckband of best hard
springbrass; thecover
is of handsome light
material.
It is very
easily put together, no trouble to ptit on or
and
folds compactly in a paper box
take off,
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil lieing only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

ALFRED

vitality

!
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All
their

!

headquarterTin the south
For tne manufacture of

DATIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
BEE-KEEPEKS' SXTPPLIES.
BEVOLrlSa COMB-HANGER,
Dunham and Root Fonndalion a specialty.
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

Price, foiiiplete,

oiilj-

SI 8.00.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Italian

Queens and Bees from March to November,

ItS^Send for
nCtf

my

Illustrated Catalogue.

PAUL r.. VIALLON, Bayou Goula. La.

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

!
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DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MACHINE.

Sixth Thousand Just Published

TESTIM(JNIALS.

New and Enlarged

Edition

Hamilton,

HONEY,

and
of

and

an Apiary
Profit by

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

C.

Went MudUoB

I

in

its

Street, t'hIcuKo.

most

and

best

price I paid for

All prefer the foundation
difficulty in rolling

have no

Mrs. Frances
III.

It contains 330 profusely
illustrated
panes, is "fully up with the times" in al!
the iinproveiiients and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, ami presents
the apiarist witli everytliiug that can aid in
the successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
hoiiej"

it.

Genoa, Cayuea

I
it

manufacture on ore of your mills,
from lu to 12 feet to the pound for
Yours respectfully,

PRICE— Bound

^^A

7.5

in cloth, .81.00

in

tlte

G.

WHITTEN.
l'H,

I883.

After using one of your foundation mills for the past 3 years, we can't nay too much in its favor
for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.
Yours,
SMITH A SMITH.

Mrs. Frances DrNHAM:

Omaha. Neb., Jan. 18, i884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose, and
as
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg, Iowa, and L.
Root A Bro., of
Mohawit, N. Y. Messrs. Root & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say: "It(our foundationjgave the best results of anv tried." I write this that vou may have fair
play, which is to me always a jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T.L. VONDORN.

C

Send for description and Price

List to

FRAMES DUNHAM,

BU Y

paper

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hundred,

I

PATENT
V

J.

And

cents, postpaid.

I^ibcral

on any other macblDe

Kenton. Ohio, Dec.

attractive

;

DADANT &SON.

Co., N. Y., Dec. 12, 1SS3.

to tliat made
sections.

dcnham:

condition.

covers,

CHAS.

Beeton, Ont.. Dec. lo, i8S3.
of foundation on one of your machin* s, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Mks. Frances Dunh.'^m:

Editor nf the XVeekty Bee Jouriuil,

1t»a

now take double the

lbs.

for Pleasure

;

in, i883.

We

Vours.

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madam;— I have mode over iW.ooo
not

Management

Dec.

We

;

BEES

III.,

Fit.A.xcKS DrXHAM. I)e Pere, AVIs.
Deiir MiulMm:—
have nmde iihnut 38,000 lbs. of foundation on vour mills this yenr. and the
foundation has given univerf-al satisfaction so much so, that peveral manufacturers have Btopped
manufacturing to supply thrir nistnniers with our loundHtion.
have also manufactured about
in.iMio lbs. of thin foundation i>n the ^'llndcrvort machine lor surplus boxes, and it has been equally
success, but for brood chamber fimndation, yours \n still unexcelled.

Mn<.

De Pere, Wis.

AN

*

ESTEY

ORGAN

Mills, §'^1^^

We.PELHAM

1S0,000

The Best

in the World.
already made.
In buying of us or
through our Agent, you deal direct
with the manufacturer. Write for Cat-

MAYSVILLE;KX
37ABly

BEE KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

alogue of ESTEY and CAMP & CO.
ORGANS, Decker Bros., Mathushek,

MANTTFACTTJREKS OF

BEE-HIVES

Simpson, Estey & Camp, and Camp
!Co. PIANOS. ACENTS WANTED.

ANI>
One-Piece Sections, Foundation, Smokers, &c
Send forCin-iilar. Siiiitli A: (joodell.
49Ctf
STERLING, ILL.

ESTEY

&

CAMP,

&,

Dadaut'sFoiindatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

kwanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. 8. The

See Advertisement

retail.

in

another column.

lareest, liandsomest, best booii
lever sold for less than twice
lour price. The fastest selling
I

book
profits to agents.

in

America.

Immense

All intelllBent people

want

it.

Any one can become a successful agent. Terms
Hallett Book Co., Portland, Me. 4Aly

free.

^^

The moat
popular Weekly newspai}er devoted to Kcience,
nieuhanica, engmeerinE. discoveries, inventions and patents
e^fr published. Every number illustrated with
splendid engravings. This piiblicatinn. furnishes
a mostvaluableencvclopedia of information which,
no person should be without. The popularity of
the hciENTiFio Ameeican is such that its circulation nearly enuals that of all other papers of
Its class combined.
Price, $3.20ayear. Discount
toCluhs. Sold by all newsdealers.
<& CO.,
Fublishers, No. 361 Broadway, N. Y.
Miinn &. Co. bave
&
al^^ohadThirtyi&B
H
_

Fandervort Foundation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

makes the

finest extra thin

Foundation for

comb honey. For Sale by

WILLARD

A1,FRED H. KE'VeMA.N.
«23 West Madison Street,

BRADLEY BUTTER BOXES

Tlie sweetest, c4ieaj»est ami iiit>st attractive
small butter paokap;e ever oflered. Butter sells
quicker and lirings lielter prices for family trade
than in anv otlier package. Send for descriptive
& CO., 280
price li.st.' CHAS. P.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Michigan

St.,

CHICAGO.

WANTED.
S

We'xnilsendv.ou a watch or a chain
BY MAIL OK KXPItESS. C. O. D., to be
examined before paying any money
and i f not satisfactory returned at
our expense. We manufacture all
our matches and save you 30 per
cent, fntalopiie of 2.')0 t^tyles free.
Ev.Tv W;itrh \VnM-;tnr.-.]/ Aiidress

Drone and

(Jiieeu Traps.
Township Sights for

liTAmRD AMERICAN WATCH COo

sold thousands of the Traps last season.
Enterprising- supply dealers n-ill find the
Traps the best paying- article they can deal
in.

4BAtt

HENKY

AL.I.EY.

Wenliani, Mass.

Dadant'-sFoundatioiiFactoiy, wholesale

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

FlTXaliUKGH, PA.

Sale.

We

another column.

t

46A2Gt
a

week

at

home.

$r».Ofi

outfit tree.

Pay

absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either sex, young or old.
can make great pay all the time they
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H.Uallett&UO., Portland, Maine.

4Aly

f^i ^"^ a ^» Seven Years'
^'^^•'^^^^^^^ prai't ice beforo
the Patent

more than

,

otne one in everj- County in the L'nited
States to niaiiufactiire and sell our

state. County and

MUNN

V PJkl^"^
tN A

and

Office,

and ha\6 prepared

One Hundred

Tlioiis-

applications for patents in the
United States and foreign cuuntries.
Cnjiy rights.
Caveats, Trade-Marks.
Assignments, and all other papers for
securing to inventors their rights in tho
United States, Canada. England, _France,
Germany and other foreign countries, preDared at short notice and on rea.-^onableterm''.
Information as to obtaining patents cheerfully given without charge. Hand-books of
informatioa sent free. Patents obtained
through Wuna&Co. are noticed in tho Scientific
American free. The advantage of such notice is
well understood by all persons who wish to dispose
of their patents.
Address ISUmN & CO., Office SciENTIFia
Aa^E^.ICA^, 3til Broadway, New York.
.

!

;
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HEDDON'S

Land-Owners, Attention

I

Owing
Beeswax

to a decline in the price of
All persons who have lost Real Estate im
there will, hereafter, be a Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL
SALES, are invited to correspond with
reduction of 5 cents per
RICKEIi A: BIXL, Attornej'S at Law.
on all orders for Comb Foundation. 41 First Ave., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, and
they will learn something to their advantage.

pound

ooxjTj:m:i>t.

WAX

Prices Reduced.

m
^

ON SHARES,

For Comb Foundation for 1885,

Why not send me your Wax

Send hix cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help yon to

llPflEimore money

right away than
anythingelae in this world. All
of either sex,9ucceed from first
hour, The broad road to fortune opens before theworkers, absolutely sure. At oi-ce address, Trctb
& Co., Augusta, Maine.
4Aly

IJEALEIt IN
e/3

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low casli
price per pound for making, during
the less-liurried winter months.

you have no wax, perhaps your
and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in

r^l

If

store-lseepers have,

offer for

I

apiaries

DR. FOOTE'S
as

PI

and two wells

press and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods
distant.

Hln^ts

is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of inforiijatiun, of the Utmost ImEortance to Everybody, citncerning their daily
abits of Eating, Drinking, Dressing. Sleeping*
Bathing, Working, etc.

TWENTY-FIVE

IT

„

w

Perils of Summer,
to Breathe.
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Ventilation,
Exercise.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair.
Restonng the Drowned, Headache, cause&
Preventing Near-Slght- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

How

Overheating Houses,

H

%

IT

M^
E

CO

a
a

Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism. Ringworm,.
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,.
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.
ing.

N

It will
Price only

it

the outfit being either for comb or exor I will
tracted honey as desired
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
Hives and fixtures of my latest imAVrite
me for
proved patterns.
prices, terms, etc.

HOW TO CURE

Corns,(;oughs, Cholera. Diarrho3a, Diphtheria. Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache. Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache, Hiccough. Hives
Hoarseness, Itching. Indamed Breasts. Ivy Poison-

any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
with

TELLS

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet^

pm

I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to ^ain a good home, and
I will sell
choice honey location.

Parasites of the Skin,

Bathing— Best way,
Lungs & Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

:

;

TELLS ABOUT

to Eat,

How to Eat ft,

.S h

fall flowers.

OF HEALTH,

and Ready Recipes,

It Costs only
CEXTS»
and contains S8 pages, and is sent by malU
pout-paid, ou receipt of price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.

=-

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood third, from
myriads of

~

CO

high-

;

board fence all on J^ acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
Depot, freight, exthis M. C. R. R.

r

HA^BOOK

What

in

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- bouse, good
cellar, cistern,

GO

GO!

one of the best

and very choicest location

S
$

Z

for Sale.

sale

For further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

S

CASH FOK WAX.

Apiary

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieens

CO

925

Save Doctor Bills

85 Cents.

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOMAS G. NEWMAN,

West Madison Street, CHICAGO.

ILIi.

;

Hi

Moth's Honey Extractor,

c
«

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

3

C. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.

w

,

etc.

MrTH,
CINCISTN ATI, O.

WSend 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

15

n

U

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,

Vandervort ComI) Fdn. Mills,
Send for Siimples A: Reduced Prlce-r.lst»
Alltt J.VANDERVORT.Laceyville, Pa.

Dadant's Fonndation Factory, wholesale
and

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure mate-

home. Write for special prices
quantity, and state the number

rial at

in

3

pq

Address,

JAMES BEDDOK,

DOWAGIAC,

CaSB County

MICH.

I pay 85c. per pound dellTered hero, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

PUBLIC 8BNTIME.VT affirms that the PRESS
SUPEKIOR for making Comb Foundation either

Wired Frames or fur SECTIONS, and insures
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
tJie bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

AliFRED H. SEWM.1N,
923 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL

See Advertisement In another column..

Given'sFoundationPress.
Is

wanted.

retail.

D. H.
lABtt

eiTEN

Jt CO.,

HOOPBSTOl*.

;
;

;

^ OLDEST BEE PAPErXJI}>
'^^

(0"

-^^

IN

AMERICA

DEYOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABLISHED IH
isei.

Chicago,

\
s

lU.,

December

10,

1884.

VOL.

XX.— No.

50.

ADVERTISING RATES.

^gata^tava^

Topics Presentetl

in this

NumbRr.
20 cents>per

PrBLISHED BT

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor and proprietor.

WEST MADISON

A Familiar Talk About Bees
A Poor Season

79.5

Bee Journal

797

79-i

for IS&j

Bee-Keepiiig in Maine

792

For filher

line of

space, each insertion.

the IF'eekly or

Monthly Editi^m.

A line of this type will admit about 7 words.
ONE INCH will contain TWELVE lines.
Transient AdTertiseiuents must be paid
for in advance.

CHICAGO, ILL. Bee-Keeping in Texas
79.5 Editorial Notices will be inserted at the
rate of 50 cents per line.
Weekly, SS a year Monthly, 50 cents.
797
Cash Premiums for Clubs
Time Discounts on advertisements will
793
Causes of Loss in Winter
be made as follows
On lO lines and
upward, 3 insertions, 5 ^ cent. 6 inserEntered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter. Christmas Present
798
tions. 10 |» cent. 9 insertions, 15 ^ cent.
12 insertions, 20 ^ cent.; 26 insertions,
Convention Notices
795, 796
25 ^ cent. 53 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
789
Correspondence
TO CORKESPONDENTS.
On 50 lines and upward, 1 time, 5 ^ cent.;
797
3 insertions, 10 ^ cent. 6 insertions, 15 ^
Create a Local Honey Market
Tlie Subscription Price of the Weekly
cent.; 9 insertions, 20 ^ cent. 12 inseryear
and
of
Journal
is
a
Bee
S2.00
Editorial Items
787,788
tions, 25 ^ cent. 26 insertions, 30 ^ cent.
the Monthly, 50 cents a year in advance.
52 insertions, 50 per cent.
797
and
Beeswax
Market
Honey
can
beg-in
at
any
time.
New Subscriptions
On 100 lines and upward,] time. 10 ig cent.
788
Club Rates for tlie Weekly are S3.80 Honey for Home Use
3 insertions, 15 ^ cent.; 6 insertions, 30 ^
for two copies (to the same or different Is Dodder a Destructive Plant ?.
cent.; 9 iuserlions, 25 ^ cent.
12 inser79.5

925

ST.,

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

.

for three copies
57.20 for four copies and for five or
more copies, §1.75 each.

post-ofticesl

$5..30

Items of Business
Keeping Bees on Shares
Clnb Rates for tlie ITIoutlily are two
copies (to the same or different post- Local Convention Directory
three copies for
ofliees) for 90 cents
Making Cushions
$1.30 four copies for $1.70 five copies
for $2.00 more than five copies for 40 Moving Bees a Short Distance
;

tions, 30 ^ cent. 26 insertions, 40
52 insertions, 60 per cent.
:

797

^ cent.

796

;

;

;

797

;

cents each.

788

Phenol— Carbolic Acid

787

Premium forClub of 10 Subscribers

798

Progress in Bee-Culture
Returning First-Swarms, etc
Reversible Frames
Selections from Our Letter Box..
Small Honey Crop
" The Apicultural Outlook"
The Charge of Adulteration
The Hibernation Theory, etc
Postage Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or Timely Hints
where Money Orders. cannf>t be obtained, Timely Hints for the Apiary
stamps for any amount may be sent.
Subscription Credits.— The receipt for Wax and Comb Foundation
money sent us will be given on the Western Michigan Convention. ..
address-label of every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the What and How.
.,
money, write to us, for something must
be wrong about it. Do not wait for Winter Queen-Rearing in Cuba,etc
months or years, and then claim a
mistake. The subscription is paid to the

789

Sending Money

—

Remit by Express, Post
OfHce Order, Postal Note, or Bank Draft
on New York or Chicago. If neither of
these can be obtained. Register your
Letter, affixing stamps both for postag-e
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Express. Money, sent as
above described, is at our risk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us 25 cents each,
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
SUTer should never be sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
holes in the envelope.
:

.

.

liost

Numbers.— We

carefully mail the
Bee Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

794

Emerson Binders, made

792
795
795
790
787
789

788
791

794
792

It is a nice Pocket Companion for
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed
on toned paper, and bound in clothprice 50 cents.

leather,

cents.

Saturday of the previous week.

Books lor Bee-Keepers.—For prices and

796

793

Convention Hand-Book,

We have had some

Advertisements for the next Weekly Bee
Journal must reach this office by the
descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time paid for, unless requested to
be continued.
Wlien writing to tliis office on Business,
correspondents must not write anything
for publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering: with either part of the letter.
The editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Always give tlie name of the Post-Offlce
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
this is done.

END OF THE MONTH

indicated on the
wrapper-label.
This gives a continual
statement of account.

TO COKRESPONDEIVTS.

792

:

bound in Russia
with colored edges— price 60

especially for

Bee Journal, are lettered in gold
on the back, and make a very convenient
tlie

way

Bee Journal

of preserving the

as

fast as received. They will be sent, post^
paid, for 75 cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

To Canadians.— We take Canadian money
for subscription or books

postage stamps
of a dollar.

FOKEiesr POSTAe£,
To Europe— Weekly.

;

and Canadian

may be sent

for fractions

EXTKA:

Monthly. 10 cents,
Tu Australia -Weekly. $1 Monthly, :iO cents.
Qeorge Neighbour & Sons. London, England, are
our authorized agents for Europe.
.S"

cents
;

;
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OOKS

DADANrSFODNDATIONlB
attested by Imiidred^ (if tlie most jiracand dfsinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest, briditest.iiiiiekest accepted by
bees, least apt to sat;, niostregnlar in color,
aveniH'ss aiL(l licatncss of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
A. H. NEWMAN, Chlcnco, tlL,
is

tic.al

M0TH, CinclDnati, O..
JAMES HEnnON, UowaglHC, Mich.,
DOUGHERTY & McKEE, Indiunapolis,
CHAS. H. (iREEN, BLTlin, Wis.,
CH AS. HERTEL, Jr.. KreeburK, III,,
WM. BA1,I,ANT1NB, SnKci, o.,
C. F.

E. L.

ARMSTItllNIi, Jerseyville,

Ind.,

and nvunbers of other dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

15U C'OMPI.IMENTABT,
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 1883.
We guarantee every inch nf oifr Foundation eqnal U> sample in every respect.

CHAS.
5ABly

DAWAKT Si

Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on lar^rer quantities,
griveu upon application.

On dozen

Bees and Honey,

111.

ARTHUR 'l'(IDI),Gernianl"wn,Philadelphia,Pa.

E. KRETCIIMER. Cohurj!. Iiiwa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DALE, Mortonaville, Kj,

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of

or Manag'ement of an

Apiary for Pleasure and
G.

Newm,\n.— It

is

"fully

Profit,

by Thomas

up with the times,"

in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everything that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive

condition. It embraces the following subAncient History of Bees and Honey
jects
:

HAMILTON. Uancock Co.. ILL.

ing and Handling

Bees— The Management of

320 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
bound in cloth, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;
.3 copies for$2..5.i;
for j;4.00; 10 for $7.50.
Paper coTers, 75 cents: 2 copies for$1.40;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.
etc.

.")

VAI.VABI.Z
ORIGINAL PATENTS.

Quinby's Ne^v Bee>Keeping, by L. C.
Root.- Its style is plain and forcible, making'
its

readers realize the fact that the author

master of the subject.

ABC

is

Price, $1.50.

of Bee-Culture, by A.

I.

Root.—

Embraces everj-thing pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee, and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information and contagious enthusiasm.
Price, 75e.

Tlie

Hive and Honey-Bee, by Rev.

L.

Lanostroth.— This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standard.
L.

Price, $2.00.
— Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feeding — Swarming — Dividing — Extracting —
Rational Bee-Keeping. —
Queen Hearing— Introducing Queens — Ital- A Dzierzon's
translation of the master-piece of that most
ianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity — Quietcelebrated German authority. Price, bound

Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,

SOST,

Apiary, by Prof. A. .1. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on e\-ery subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.35.
tlie

!

Tlie Apiary Regiister, by Thomas G.
Newm.\n. — A Record and Account Book for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.35 ; for

in cloth,

$2.00;

in

paper covers, $1.50.

<tueen-Rearing, by Henry Allev.— A
and detailed account of 3:^ years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best wa>' of rearing. Price, $1.

full

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
bound

Price, $1.00,

in cloth.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
Details their

management.

Price, 15c.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth. — Gives his views on the manof bees. Price, 10c.
agement
Honey as Food and ITIedlcine, by
Thomas G. Newman.— It gives the various
Theory. — The fundamental
Dzierzon
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, principles
as
set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
to help in creating a demand for honey. by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
Price, for either the Englisli or Ciernian meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
edition, 5 cents — one dozen, 40 cents— 10(1 for Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
sa. .-)(» — 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doolittle.—
liHi (ir more are ordered, we will print the
hec-ki-cper's card (free of cost) on tiie cover. Details his management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin
Bee - Keepers' Convention Hand
Book, by Thomas G. Newman.— It contains and cure. Price, 25c.
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Moore's lluiiersal Assistant, and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers Complete Meolianlc. — Contains over
and members of Local Conventions— Model 1,000,000 industrial facts, calculations, proConstitution and By-Laws for a Local Society cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
300 colonies,

$1.50.

;

1

Patented, 1878

—Programme for a Convention, with Subjects

Prof. ('(ink. in hi^ vii luable Manual of the Apiarv,
states thai " Mr. Binyliam was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establiahinf^' a direct
draft." Five years of peri^istenteflforthas demonstrated that no one but Binwham has been able to
Improve a Bincham .•^molier. Hundreds of Binpham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocfee
yet in wnrkine order.
and chips and stuff', and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yoH please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always Ko!

Bee-keepers wi'I save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Binehiim &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knivestlrst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies: but nf these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45,ix^> in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of complaint.
Witii

1

European and American orders already

received fornver h.ikmi. there is evidence that 1884
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Buchg"ods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the mist advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Premium for Fairs,
in cloth, and suitable for the
Price, 50 cents.

for discussion— List of
etc.

Bound

pocket.

.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTOX,
fiA2Btf

^BRONIA. MICH.

Price, $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engravings, illustrating positions of

sick

"Wliy Eat Honey? by Thomas G. horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
Newman. — This Leaflet is intended for dis- comprehensive manner. It has many good
frilnition in the Bee-Keeper's own locality, recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either English
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50 or German.

cents per 100 .500 copies for $ii.25 ; 1,000
copies tor $4.0D. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the
honey-producer's name and address free, at
the bottom.
;

Preparation of Honey for
Market, including the production and

tlie

care

of both Comb and Extracted Honey, and
Instructions on the E.xhibition of Bees and

Honey
This

is

at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
a chapter from " Bees and Honey."

Price, 10c.

Food Adulteration.— What we
should not
family.

eat and
This book should be in every

eat.

Price, 50c.

Scribner's liuniber and I^og Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
;

Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer, ready reckoner.tables for plowing:,
Price, 40c.

etc.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Swarming, DiTidlng; and Feeding Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Thom.^s G. working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Price 5e.
Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thomas the
the hack. 75c. for the Weekly or for the

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield). .3>4 inch. .$2 00
'*
..
175 G. Newman — Progressive views on this imConquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
• 150 portant subject: suggesting what and how
3!4 "
L^Tgc smoker (wide shield)
*'
2
1 35
t itra smoker (wide shield)
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
" ..100 20 engravings. Price, 10c.
3
Plain smoker
lU " • 65
Little Wonder smoker
Bees in TVinter, by Thomas G. Newman.
Biug^ham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
1 15 —Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and Bee3 inch
Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Price 5e.
•zen rates. Address,
.

forms, etc.

;

Monthly, 50c.

They cannot be sent by mail

to Canada.

Constitution and By-taivs, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed" a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.
Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G. Newman.
Guide, for treating diseases
— In theOerinan language. Price, in paper Poulterer's
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

"

—

:
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u

Jottntal,

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

of

of

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Proprietor.

^g" This being No.

more

will

"Weekly

.50,

two numbers

Volume of the
Bee Journal for 18S4.
close the

^Nearly all of the subscriptions will
run out in a few days and we would
Tespectfully request every reader and
patron to sit down as soon as this
.article is read and send us the renewal
of his or her subscription for 1885,
and thus prevent the loss of a numTser and the consequent pleasure of
the weekly feast it presents.

Phenol— Carbolic Acid.
Mr. A. W. Osburn, of Cuba, West
Indies, asks us to reply in the Bee
Journal to the following queries
:

What

relation has crystallized
•carbolic-acid to phenol V
cannot
:get phenol here.
2. Is it your opinion that crystallized carbolie-acid, cut with alcohol,
•will cure foul brood after Cheshire's
iplan V
are trying it, but fear it is
not going to do the business.
1.

We

We

1. Phenol is a hydrocarbon produced
in the distillation of coal-tar, or from
the vapor of benzoic acid. Carbolicacid is obtained from coal-tar, and
•when pure, is about the same thing

tis

phenol— whether

crystallized or in

the liquid state.
2. We can see no reason why crystallized carboUe-acid, cut with alcohol, will not be as effectual in the cure
of what is eiToneously called " foul
brood " as phenol. Our " opinion
i(asked for by our correspondent) is,
however, not worth a straw, because
Tve have never tried it. We would
invite jNIr. Cheshire to give liis " opinion " on the subject. As he has made
it a study and experimented largely
with the disease and the use of phenol for its eradication, his "opinion "

DECEMBER

10, 1884.

more value than many thousands
those who have never experimented with it.
As there is much interest manifested by Americans on the abovo
subject, we have published Mr. Cheshire's experiuieuts
and investigations in pamphlet form— 32 pages
and will send it postpaid for 10 cents

is

Published every Wednesday, by

ILL.,

No. 50.

immediately be analyzed, and the result at once published. I would ask
why Mr. Von Dorn did not keep good
his word and have the result of that

To the reader
be fully apparent why he did
not, when I say that the result of the
analysis was a statement from the
Nebraska State Chemist, saying that
he had analyzed the honey and found
the same to be pure and all right. I
would now ask, was not this as good
to any address.
evidence as that of Dr. Arno Behr,
who analyzed the honey after it had
been brought by Mr. Von Dorn from
The Charge of Adulteration.
Omaha to Chicago. Saying nothing
In reference to the article on page for or against either chemist, I think
that the one statement of the quality
724, concerning Mr. Hunt's honey, and
of the honey only balances the other
analysis published V
it will

the result of the analysis as there (providing that the last named honey
published, Mr. Hunt sends us the fol- was not tampered with in getting it
from the can into the bottle, and then
lowing reply
to Chicago) and, I think, before it is
Centre Point,o+ Iowa.
admitted that either " looks concluOn page 724 is an article on " Hunt- sive," that, perhaps, it would be well
ing Aduleration." Now, as I so far to have another reliable chemist anahave been barred from replying to the lyze another sample from any one of
accusations against my integrity as a the cans taken promiscuously from
bee-keeper, on iiccount of my former the lot which I sold to Mr. Tamblin,
reply being slightly tiavored with and then both sides abide by the re'•
vituperation," I will again attempt sult of such analysis. If he says that
a short answer, and will endeavor to it is glucose, or any other thing but
be " as meek as Moses," and obey the pure honey, then, Mr. Editor, say
injunction, " Love your enemies, and that that looks " conclusive," and
pray for those who despitefully use award a crown to Mr. Von Dorn.
I liave no " confession or apology "
you," or words to that effect. I have
now lain malice aside, and will recite to offer, and a very small " argument."
the fads, and then leave it to the I have been thinking that if I were
reader to determine whether I am to engage in the glucose business,
wliether I would be foolish enough to
guilty or not.
former article from Mr. Von put my own name and address on
Dorn was lieaded, "On a Still Hunt." every can sold, when some other
Now, I trust that Mr. Von Dorn will name would look just as well around
admit that their "still liuut" com- a can of honey, and would go equally
menced about four years ago, with as far at a bank.
In conclusion I will say that I am
the game located in Omaha, and I
in the bee-business to stay, and have
being the " still hunter."
"
As a result of this
hunt," an no fears of being driven out by any
antipathy sprang up which has since member of the Nebraska State Beecropped out occasionally. I will pass Keepers' Association.
F. H. Hunt.
many little incidents from that time
up to last winter, when I attended
Well, " when doctor's disagree who
tiie Nebraska State Bee Keepers' Association.
Everything there went is to decide ?" When two chemists
smoothly until tlie question came up, make opposite decisions about an
" Where shall we get queens V" when article, given to
them for analysis, it
a prominent queen-breeder was denounced as a fraud by one present. I is, to say the least, very confusing.
By the following letter from Mr. J.
remarked that I had transacted business with the party referred to, and W. Sanders, of Le Grand, Iowa, it
had always found him a gentleman in will be seen that a third sample is to
every sense of the word, and felt safe
be analyzed
in saying that he was not guilty of the
charge preferred against him.
Le Grand, J Iowa, Dec. 4, 1884.
The next move was a " caution " by
To-day, in Marshalltown, Iowa, I
Mr. Von Dorn in the Nebraska State met with Mr. Tamblin, of Lincoln,
Journal. In tliat " caution " he stated Neb., who bought the honey in questhat a .sample of the honey would tion from Mr. F. H. Hunt, of Iowa,
;

A

:
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and obtained from him, after being
properly sealed and stamped by the
American Express Company, a bottle
of the disputed honey which Mr. Von
claims is adulterated.
The
sample will immediately be forwarded
to a chemist of one of our State institutions f )r analysis and that analysis
will be sent to the Editor of the Bee
Journal, for publication, as soon as
obtained from the State chemist, who
knows nothing in regard to the disputed honey. Mr. Tamblin is a gentleman, a scholar, and a man of business
and he desires to know by
whom he has been wronged. As the
chemist of the Nebraska State University analyzed a sample of that
honey and pronounced it pure, and
the chemist of the Chicago Sugar Refining Company pronounced it impure, he wants to know which is right.
Mr. Tamblin says that the bottle of
honey brought with him was taken
promiscuously from the lot, and without any expectation of having the
sample analyzed, but brought it along

Dom

;

;

to show to disinterested parties. I,
for one, must say that it has a fine

appearance and "good flavor. Mr. F.
H. Hunt, of Centre Point, Linn
County, Iowa, is an extensive beekeeper,
though
comparatively
a
stranger to me. as I have met him but
a few times and he says that he is
willing to abide the consequences of
a fair test. We, as bee-keepers, are
all interested in this affair, and want
to have honor given to whom honor
;

is

due.
J. W. Sanders.
The Bee Journal having pub-

lished the charges of adulteration
must, in justice to Mr. Hunt, give
him a hearing, for it has no wish to
deal out anything but " equal and ex-

act justice " to

him

all

;

in fact,

we

invited

to reply, as will be seen on page

We shall publish the result of
the analysis by the Iowa chemist, and
hope that will satisfy all concerned.
As that is being done at the request
of the merchant who bought the
724.

honey of Mr. Hunt, it would appear
to be a fair imdertaking, and we trust
will result in an amicable settlement
of the whole matter.

®° More wild bees have been
caught this season in the vicinity of
Kingston, Green Lake county, Wis.,
than ever before.
®°

Small fruits and flies are now
gone, the cooler weather excites the
appetites for sweets, and if your honey
crop is not sold, now is the time to
dispose of it. The local market should
be looked after first, and no honey
sent to distant markets until the local
demand is supplied. If there is no
local

market,

make one

;

if

you have

Moving Bees a Short

may miss the alighting board on
their return from a fly-out.
Two bee-keepers living in the same
they

Distance.

A

correspondent in the Kansas Beelocality, both using the same hive
Keeper gives the following as his ex- (Langstroth) and having the same
perience in " moving bees a short dis- facilities and advantages, report asfollows
doubled the number of
tance :"
his colonies and took an average of
Moving bees a short distance is a 100 pounds of honey from each. B
" Old
square issue
with nature.
about doubled his "colonies, but did
fogies "will tell you that it can't be not get ten pounds of honey per hive>
" did," because it's contrary to " naThe difference was the result of manter." I have more practical experi- agement, care and attention.
ence in this matter of moving bees a
short distance than I care to have.
Last May I moved 50 colonies two or
Honey for Home Use.
three hundred feet, without any perceptible loss of bees.
They were
The Indiana Farmer remarks thusmoved near my oSice and honey store- upon the keeping of bees on farms,
rooms. Well, last summer convinced
me that they were too close to the for the purpose of producing honey
public road, and while I thought that for the use of the farmer's family
there was no probability of them ever
Aside from the hopes for any pecudisturbing anybody while passing the
niary gain, there is a great induceroad, some "people were afraid of
ment for the keeping of at least a few
them, and this was enough. I decolonies of bees. In these times of
termined to move them back out of
adulterated sweets, about the only reall danger.
I selected a day that was
sort is to buy directly from our neighcool in the morning, but warm enough
bor or produce our own. Honey is one
for the bees to fly in the afternoon.
of the most delicious sweets produciEarly in the morning the hives were
ble, and can be produced with as litall closed, and borne between two
expense and labor as anything,
men to their new positions. Of course, tle
especially so in a small way. People
the new yard was staked off and made
make a specialty of poultry-raisready beforehand.
The hives were who
ing, bee-keeping, etc., give all the
all kept closed till late in the evening.
time
possible which they think will
Boards were placed in front of the
pay one penny more yet honey may
hives, and the bees were not let out
be produced as chickens are, for hometill quite late, under which circumuse, with but very little care. The
stances bees are most likely to mark
perfectly straight combs sell at a betwell their new location, and to this
price but do not affect the flavor
management I attribute my good suc- ter
of the honey. A partially filled seccess. But the next day was the most
will bring only half price in the
trying of all.
The old yard was tion
market, but it is just the same honey
cleared of every thing, and changed
as fills the section without an empty
as much as possible in appearance.
and with the knowledge of the
Some smothered fires made of wet cell
present day, we are enabled to secure
straw were kept going in the old yard,
from three or four coloand changed about where most; more honeyour
fathers obtained from,
nies than
needed. Well, on the third day I had
the
number.
my bees carrying in "meal" and three times
sweetened water as though nothing
i^ The Texas Farm and Ranch
had happened. Of course a few straggling bees will go back and look over remarks thus concerning the Cheshire
the old grounds for several days, but Foul Brood Cure
this amounts
to nothing, as they
I want particularly to call the attenknow how to return home.
tion of my bee-keeping readers to aa
article in the American Bee Journal for October 8, 1884, on " Foul
Timely Hints.
Brood, its Propagation and Cure." It
The Texas Farm and Ranch con- is a paper read before the International Congress of Bee-Keepers held
tains the following interesting items
in London a few weeks ago, by Frank
In selecting the site for your bees, Cheshire. It is exhaustive, and Mr.
have one where the ground slopes, so Cheshire claims that his cure is absothat rain will run off freely, and make lutely sure. Mr. Newman, the Editor
the hives face south or east, never of the Ajmerican Bee Journal, has
done the apiarists of America a connorth.
To raise prices by individual effort, siderable favor by publishing it, and
work your home market for all that it it has been intimated to me by that
is worth, and ship as little as possible gentleman that eminent United States
to the cities, so as to avoid a glut in bee-keepers are going to give Mr.
Cheshire's cure a thorough test. With
the market.
Mr. R. Wilkins, -of California, has this essav in, and the anticipation of
obtained 100,000 pounds of honey from the results of these tests and these
1000 colonies of bees. S. T. Miller, of discussions, the Bee Journal beLos Angeles, took 40 tons from 270 comes absolutely necessary to beecolonies and increased them to 370.
keepers at least it is not safe, not
See that your hives are high and wise to be without it.
:

A

:

;

;

:

:

;

never tried, you will be astonished at dry, and not; liable to have rnins or
floods wash in. Place a piece of board
1^ We can supply photographs of
what can be accomplished by a little to enable any belated or tired bees to Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
push.— £a;c/i.
crawl up into the entrances, in case Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 2.5 cts. each.
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by just taking some of her herb
tea every fifteen minutes, all night.
rest,

Mr. Clarke wants to know if any
one can tell why bees do not need as
pure air as a hiiman being. If I believed his theory, I could say, because
they hibernate.' There are other reason's, no doubt what they are I do
For tbe American Bcu Joumai.
not know, but I do know that I have
The Hibernation Theory, etc.
seen bees come through the winter in
a No. 1 condition, or at least with no
JAMES HEDDOSr.
signs of diarrhu'a, where they had
been subjected to the most abominable
I fail to see anything in it yet.
I impure atmosphere.
I have also seen
liave, I tliink, had a greater experi- them have the disease radically with
ence and observation in tliis line than the best of ventilation.
Mr. Clarke. For all this I might be
One might as well ascribe the cause
mistaken while he mislit be correct. of the cholera in Paris to carbonicIt does seem, however, as tliough I acid gas, as the bee-diarrhoea to the
•ought to get clear npon the subject, same source
when we analyze the
with so clear a writer to expound and excreta of these diseased intestines,
explain. I tind several weak points we do not find gases, we find pollen.
in his long essay on page 7-58, which I The tlieory that healthy bees which
cannot let pass. I think that the in- have been protected in a repository
correctness of these points destroys have been made tender, and thus are
his whole theory.
more likely to dwindle in the spring,
Mr. Ciarke asks for the admission is, in my judgment, false. It is based
that bees generally do well in trees on the principle of good care making
during winter. This no one can ad- the bee tender, and then it cannot
mit and yet tell the truth. So far as stand the cold winds of sprin".- While
my experience and observation go, that is a true theory, in the light of the
they usually do worse in trees than in lifetime of a species, it is not true reall sorts of hives.
Many times they garding the individual bee or colonv.
go below the entrance hole instead of If it is, why does Mr. Clarke put this
above it; and one old bee-hunter has outer box over his out-door hibernat;

;

"spun"

a

theory that

all

lly-holes

should be at the top of hives, for he
has found that all tliose colonies in
trees having the fly-holes at the top of
the brood-nest, are much the best and
longest lived.
cited,

Many

are

tlie

and some of which

where the old cracked,
with tops

all

I

instances

have seen,
split hives

open, or Langstroth

where the
empty surplus
boxes were left on, contained the
hives

only healthy colonies in the spring.
If Mr. Clarke's ideas in favor of lower
and against upward ventilation were
correct, there would, at this day, be
DO such evenly balanced bee-keeping
armies clamoring for both.
That
ground has been worked over, both by
theory and experiment.
I tind in connection with Mr. C.'s
hibernation theory, that the hive is to
be of such size and so arranged that
the bees can regulate the temperature
at all times. Now, just imagine the
changes of temperature given us by
nature, and a cluster of bees regulating the temperature within their
walls against these outer changes and
hibernating at the same time. ^Ir. C.
quotes my bees which consumed so
little, as
hibernating.
Well, they
were very quiet, and so he claims
them as within his hibernation theory.
Now, I know that I fixed the temperature within their hives, and not they
and I further know that if they had
been put out-of-doors upon just such
a stand as Mr. C. describes, just as
Boon as the temperature sank outside,
a buzzing would have been heard
within, and that would not have been
xecogai^ed, even by Mr. Clarke, as
hibernation.
Mr. Clarke's ideas of
"hees hibernating and controlling the
temperature, " fanning " the cold air
•out and gases down, etc., at the same
time, puts me in mind of Widow
J3edott's recipe for a good night's
;
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prove the most absurd claims
which have yet been offered as the
to

cause of our winter losses.

CONTINUOUS PASSAGE-WAYS.

On page
lot of

7fil,

Dr. Tinker gives us a

which

assertions

I

doubt

if

there is one-tenth part of the readers
wlio can see any reason in.
want
the reason why bees will not glue the
sections together if no bee-spaces are
allowed. Also, how it is managed to
dispatch work while placing cases on
top of each other, and not crush any
bees.
Yes, I did at one time think
that these continuous passage-ways

We

might have some advantages, but my
experiments relieved my mind from

When I asked the
Chicago Convention how many believed in the continuons-passage-way
system, I could not "et one affirmation. I did not thiiik that I was so
far "off," but I wanted to be sure. I
feel sure that continuous passageways do not tend to the building of
the least doubt.

straight combs
and further, I am
quite sure that no race of yellow bees
are the fine, straight comb builders
that are the brown Germans.
;

During the past year I made careexperiments upon this very point,
and I wish that the Doctor coulel hear
ful

my students talk about it. If I am
enthusiastic on this point, the stuing colony y Will it not make them dents are " cranky." Come, Doctor,
tender, and cause them to dwindle in give us the reason why bees violate
the spring V Let it be recorded that I the old rule laid down by Father
call '• spring dwindling " the result of Langstroth,
that " Bees glue up all
a physical weakness brought about spaces too small tor them to pass
by the food diseasing the intestines in through."
a limited degree, not enough to show
Dowagiac, ? Mich.
in the hive, as the bees were able to
hold the foeces till they could fly and
Read before the Maine Convention.
void it where it would not be seen.
Where bees do not speck the snow
Progress in Bee-Culture.
upon their first flight, or if so, only
slightly and light-colored, there no
E. P. CHURCHILL.
spring dwindling will occur.
Spring dwindling is bee-diarrhoea in
I am always interested in anything
disguise. When we learn the cause pertaining to bee-keeping, and ever
and prevention of this disease, we ready to contribute my mite in the
shall also learn that a good cellar is way of promoting our noble cause.
the cheapest and best place in which As we discuss the different modes of
to winter bees. Mr. Clarke's theory procedure in caring for our bees, let
of the falling of carbonic gas, which us do so with kind and unselfish
is, I presume, the author of the theorv motives.
I am aware that I shall call
of the lower air-shaft, is correctly out some criticism, but if we all
shown as an error, by Mr. Cornell on thought alike where would be our
page 75H. Now, of what value is the thousand improvements of to-day ?
shaft if Mr. Cornell's theory is correct, Who would have believed before
which I had previously learned it to comb foundation was tried that such
be V Will the air-shaft stand when a wonderful result would have folits uses fail V
Does not Mr. Clarke lowed ? But we may go still farther
suspect that his hive-stand is awk- bacTc to the movable frame. If then,
ward and impractical for the use of any one had told us that he could take
the specialist V Does he not see that a liive all apart and move the bees all
its expense is greater than the endur- about on frames, could discover any
ing and otherwise useful cellar V I defect, and could change frames of
cannot see wherein Mr. C. differs comb from hive to hive, I ask, what
from the rest of us, only that he now would he have met ? It would have
calls hibernating what, last March, I been looked upon with as much doubt
called a sort of semi-hibernating con- as the invention of the mowing madition (we hardly disagree upon the chine encountered but all these ideas
word to describe what we both agree have proved to be actual facts. And
to), and that I place this quietude as the question arises, have we reached
an eflect of bee-diarrhoea preventives, the upper step of improvement and
and he, as the prevention itself.
invention V I feel safe in saying that
It is certainly interesting to witness we have not.
the masterly skill which our fellow
There was at one time a great
bee-keeper displays in making the hindrance to our progress, and that
truthful statements of some and the was the different patents. Although
erroneous assertions of others, seem we owe our Father Langstroth a score
;

;
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of thanks for his labor
patent, yet it is plain

and

for his

that a few
patents were spread over the country
which were a hindrance to progressive
bee-culture. But liappilj? nearly all
of these have gone out or use. How
absurd to think of success with a hive
without division-boards ; with the
whole upper story and cover solid
with closed top-Viars nearly tlieir
whole length, and frames fitting close
to stays at their sides, to be ever
fastened by the bees, proving, wlien
removed, to be regular bee and queen
killers!
But says one, "I use such
hives and obtainhoney." So you may,
my friend, and you can get itby using
a box-hive or a barrel, or almost anything and so we can cut our grass
with a hand scythe, but how mucli
easier and faster is hay obtained with
the mower
Often I have heard the
let-alone-plan advised, but after seeing what can be done with correct
;

!

management, some

venture to

will

try their hands at this.

Kidder hive. I asked how many
frames there were he did not know,
but guessed it was full, at any rate,
it was a big hive, and the party of
whom he bought stated that the colony did wonders during the previous
season. He thought it was all folly
old

;

my

arrange-

ment, but the sequel showed him his
mistake. While the transferred bees

made

a splendid

of surplus
handles tiis bees and
knows just their condition at all times,
and says that " guess work '" cannot be
depended upon. 1 give ttiis one case
to illustrate the condition of tliou-

honey.

He now

and perhaps a queen is killed, or a
valuable comb or two smashed. By
" I
that time the bee-keeper says
do not want any more chaff-hives."
:

Xow, my

idea

is,

a chaff-hive every

of much account
to pack the cover with some coarse
positive
fact
that
no
occupamaterial,
a
as hay or chaff, as a shade,
tion will be successful unless properly and also to keep it warmer in winter ;
attended to in all its minor points, and again, to press down the enamand bee-keeping is no exception. eled cloth or quilt which may be over
Unless one loves the bees and intends the upper story.
Let the hive be what it may, I preto study them and devote some time
and expense on them., he may as well fer one whose frames are level with
give them a severe letting alone; but the top of the hive, so that in removon the other hand, if he will only ing cases we can press a knife or
make his bees a study, as he does all chisel directly between them and the
his other work, he will find much frames.
I want the hive so conamusement and some profit in it.
structed that when the division-boards
At the present time there is great are in place, there will be no possible
diversity of opinion as to what stranis exit for the bees, aside from the enof bees are preferable. One says "H trance, of course
we want bees to sell, we need the pure
Italians
but if for business, the
For the American Bee Journal.
while
hybrids are just as good
The Apicultural Outlook."
another says that he wants the long,
leather-colored Italians.
I thought
R. J. KENDALL.
that an Italian was yellow at any
rate, if pure because we are told that
the three yellow bands are a test of
On page 7.56 Mr. Heddon gives us
Still,
the
purity.
best imported some good thoughts under the above
Queens are sometimes dark in fact, heading, but there is one point in
I do not believe that all queens from which 1 differ from him, and that is,
good colonies are perfect any more the organization idea which of us is
than tliat the progeny of other colo- right,! am glad to say, is in a fair way
nies of any kind will be blessed with of being tested. For some reasons I
perfect qualities, every time. I do would like Mr. Heddon to be right,
not believe that we can produce and on the other hand I would like to
queens whose offspring will be smart be right myself, for other reasons.
workers, etc., if we breed and mate But let us see. JMr. Heddon, like nie,
queens from the same colony. And deplores the unsatisfactory condition
this is my reason for favoring hybrids, of the honey market, but adds (probor at least one reason. It is a fact ably alluding to my idea that organithat we can do double the amount of zation would kill the adulteration and
extracting from hybrids (or black better the state of things), " Allow
bees) that we can from Italians, and me to predict that organization will
they are not quite so fond of their not stop this condition of things."
younger brothers and sisters, so they That is Mr. Heddon's opinion. Now,
will leave the brood-nests and take to when Mr. Heddon speaks on matters
the sections a little freer than the relative to the management of bees, I
Italians. But when we come to the stand silent and do not presume to
manipulation of the hives, the Ital- reply, yet on this subject the opinion
ians are far preferable.
One will of a beginner may be equally as sound
notice this very readily if he has occa- as Mr. Heddon's. This, I" presume.
sion to extract from a variety. He Mr. Heddon will admit with slight
will see also how much more work it reservation any way.
is to get the Italians off the combs;
Mr. Heddon probably is aware by
besides, he will see liundreds of Ital- this time, from his perusal of the
ians scattered all about the hive, British Bee Journal, that that paper
while with the others, nearly all will has been almost continually slapping,
be inside. I do not speak of this to directly or indirectly, at American
condemn the Italians, for I like their honey, and giving currency to the
gentleness very much, but I intend to idea that American honey, as a class
keep on the right side of my bees, or of honey, is usually adulterated in
in other words, I intend to be master other words, they have the glucose
at the start, the same as I would with problem over there, more or less the
a horse or any creature which pos- idea is out that American honey is
sesses a cross disposition. I do earn- adulterated with glucose. Whether
estly say, do not drop the Italians, this is true or not. matters not for the
but keep the best, and guard against purpose of ray argument.
in-and-in breeding as far as is within
How have the Britishers met the
your power, and I believe perfection problem ? They have organized.
will be reached in time.
honey company called " The British
I think that the hive which we use Honey Company " is just formed, the
has much to do with the disposition advertisement, brand or label (The
of bees. Let us begin on a hive where British Isles) are published in the last
we cannot pry the case from the issues of the above-named bee-paper.
frames, and see how the bees will be- The label is a very taking one, and I
come aroused by the time we lift up a predict that it will be very popular,
few frames which are adhering to the and more, in my opinion it is the
case which we are lifting. Robbers hardest hit at and will do more to
"smell the rat," and not a few are keep American honey out of the marcalling to seek what they may devour, ket than any thing that the Britishers

time.

I believe

it is

sands.
It is

:

;

;

'

I call to mind one particular case.
1 was transferring a colony from a
box-hive when a neighbor called and
stated that he had a wonderful colony
of bees which he had just bought for
the small sum of ten dollars, in the

to go to the expense of

swarms and a good amount

return

in

surplus

honey and swarms, his did nothhig.
I had occasion to visit a party with
the improved arrangement, and while
there this old neighbor came, too, and
looking rather " down in the mouth."
asked me to go and see if I could discover the cause of his bees acting as
they did. He had just removed them
from the cellar, and they appeared to
be weak ; he also said that they acted
strangely during all the previous summer. They would dart around and
act as if dissatislied with their home.
I suggested
that they might be
troubled with moths. "Can you not
go and see them ?" said he. Have
you not opened them V I asked. " Oh
no, they would sting me to death." I
was in a hurry however, I went over,
and after digging and prying a long
time I succeeded in removing the old
honey-board, when about as many
worms as bees appeared to view. The
queen tried hard to locate and start
brood in several places in that very
large hive, but the moths had driven
them every time, and they were reduced to about a pint of bees. I
knew, of course, that he could do
nothing for them, and the shortest
cut seemed to be to tit the hive so as
to take the Langstroth frame, which
was done, and single division-boards
were put in. With care I got comb
enough from the old hive to till two
of these frames. They were packed
;

with chaff and cloth, paper and chalf
being put over them. 1 directed him
how to manage them, and to his surprise that little nucleus gave him two

:

;

;

—

!

;

;

I

I

I

I

1

I

!

1

I

'

A

;
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does juring us and taking the bread out of
I our mouths.
know wliat I am saying— or 1 tliink
Personally I am not hurt yet, and
I do.
more, I do not propose to be but I
If one thing more
If Mr. Ileddon is riglit, then tliis will say this
organization of Uritisli beekeepers than another would make me give up
producing
honey,
it would be just this
will affect the sales of American
honey (pure or adulterated) very little; refusal or lack of "git up" on the
if 1 am right, it will cut them down. part of bee-keepers to take advantage
Let the event settle it. I know tliat of one of the first lessons their coloEngland cannot produce as much nies teach them— unity of purpose for
honey as she uses, but whereas the the common benelit— a lesson which
English have been using much honey every trades' union in the land emproduced here, they will now get car- phasizes, and a lesson which is one of
goes from Australia and Xew Zea- the tirst taught us in our childhood by
land, and, perhaps, from Canada, or the story of the Tvomau father and his
sons and the example of the bundle
from some British colony.

have done

not.

lieretofore.
l)oin in

was

I

See

if

it

England, and

;

:

This is what the " sharp Alec's '' in
the shape of American adulterators
have done for us. For instance, take
myself I was very seriously contemplating sending my honey to" England
hoiifV whicli I will warrant and
swear to be pure honey without the
least shadow of adulteration near it
but now I shall wait, and like Rip
Van Winkle, when he was asked what
he would now do if his wife tumbled
'•
into the river, he replied
Stop and
think about it awhile.'' I believe it
would work the same here. Mr. Heddon does not give us any reasons why
he makes his prediction, and I only
can infer that they are because of liis
ideas on specialty, and that we have
had altogether too much outcry as to
;

—

:

adulteration.

Xow,

In i'orkshire where I was born, certain judicious men were described as
being men " who save through the
vent hole, but let their money go out
by the bung hole " and this is a very
expressive way of putting the policy
which we bee-keepers are now carrying out. We strive hard and rack our
brains to get in an extra pound of
honey, but when we let the big, city

—

honey-houses manipulate and retail it,
we are surely letting our money go
out at the bung hole of our honey
barrel with a vengeance. They will
soon not be satisfied with the "bung
liole," but will knock in the barrel
head itself.
Mr. Ileddon may term this a
"lament" if he desires I call it a

—

word

believe in Mr. Ileddon's
ideas on making the business thoroughly a specialty, and heartily concur in his remarks as to the mistake
made by so many supply dealers in
trying to induce everybody and his
wife to go into the business but Mr.
Heddon must remember that the
adulteration cry is not made so much
by bee-papers as it is by the thousands of outside periodicals which report cases.
[

;

If bee-papers, by
talking about
adulteration, cause their readers and
honey-producers to adulterate by giving them the wrinkle, then. Mr. Heddon, we are a bad lot and no mistake. No, it is not the honey-producers who do the adulterating, it is
the middlemen and merchants who
buy honey in bulk from the apiarists

—

and then bottle and can

Why,

of rods.

a friend of

it.

" Fore

season.

in

warned

should be fore armed," and I say to
fellow bee-keepers, you must
move in this matter, your vital interests demand it, and unless you do,
you,

you

regret

will

"

it.

Now is

cepted time, and now
salvation."
Austin,© Texas.

the acthe day of

is

Country Gentleman.

Timely Hints
J.

for the Apiary.

SINGLETON.

Winter is a time of comparative
leisure to the bee-keeper as well as to
the farmer, and should be improved
by both in laying plans for another

when tlie season opens.
The question of primary importance
In what
at the present season is
campaign

:

mine who was

employed in one of these very
and who did not know a
queen from a drone, told me how it
was done, and gave me the proportions of honey to glucose, etc. if I
remember rightly, it was about 30 per
cent, of honey.
Yet this same stuff
was and is sold as pure honey. It is
these fellows that we have to tight,
and we have lo fight them not around

houses,

;

sliape shall I have my lioney crop put
up, in order to realize the greatest

Those who have
returns from it ?
had several years' experience in the
improved manner of beekeeping, and
have made a business of it, will by
tills time, no doubt, have solved the
question for
majority of
merely as a
who have but

themselves
those

;

but;

who keep

to a
bees

matter, and
few colonies, it is still an
our own homes in the country so open question.
Looking over the
much as in cities and in the cities files of the different bee-papers, we
the people do not know who Heddon find about as many advocates for proor Doolittle is. and if they did, Hed- ducing comb honey as we do for exdon and Doolittle could not begin to tracted, as a matter of profit. For a
supply those who want honey, so their few colonies, no doubt, in my mind,
private labels are lost in the crowd. comb honey will be as profitable, conThe fact is. honest though every one sidering the less time and attention
of us may be, we are too isolated to needed to care for the crop and the
be felt. Let us unite, have a common bees during the time of gathering;
label,
organize, and then we can but for an apiary of 75 to 200 colonies
strike effectively at those who are in- or more, if one has abundant help, I
;

secondary
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consider that extracted honey will
bring the greatest returns.
Now is the time for each apiarist
to decide for himself, taking into consideration local variations in market.
In some parts little extracted honey
can be sold, and that at a low figure.
In such a case, comb honey W'ill, of
course, be found the most profitable.
Every honey-producer should culiivate his home market, and by supplying only pure honey, put up in
attractive, clean tin pails or glass jars
with labels, on which is printed the
name of the apiarist as a guaranty of
its
purity, a fair local trade can
usually be worked up without paying

any

profits to middlemen, or loss in
transit anti storage. I have usually
had no ilitficulty in selling all my
honey within a radios of a few miles
of home, long before the next year's

crop

came

in.

be in favor of producing comb honey, see to it that
there is enough wide frames for holdIf the decision

ing the sections, giving room for at
least 100 or l-JO pounds per colony, as
it is

better to have

hand than we expect

more frames on

to need it often
saves a great deal of trouble hunting
;ip and emptying frames of sections
not quite completed, from other colonies. Ill producing comb honey the
question arises as to the size of sections, whether the }|-pounds, 1-pounds
or2-pounds. No douTjt a greater weight
of honey willbestored, under the same
circumstances, in the large sections
than in the small ones ; but in most
instances the large ones can only be
sold at a reduction of several cents
per pound, while the smaller ones are
always salable, and command the
highest price.
If comb honey is to be the oViject,
a full supply of wide frames and sections should be on hand in good time,
also foundation tor starters, which I
prefer to use almost as large as the
sections, within I4 inch of sides and
bottoms. If the foundation is made
thin, 10 or 12 feet to a pound, the bees
will work it out so there will be no
" fish-bone " in the honey, and no
difference can be perceived between
that and comb made altogether by
the bees, while the use of full-sized
foundation will insure
pieces of
facilitate
the
straight combs and
work of the bees, inducing tliem to
readily
than
more
occupy the sections
the small bits used some years ago.
If extracted honey is to be produced, have on hand a full supply of
clean frames with good straight
combs or foundation ready for immediate use when the season opens.
Often it is not convenient in the busy
season to extract as quickly as combs
are taken off the hives, aiid a gi^od
supply of empty combs in reserve, or
frames and foundation is very convenient, as the full combs can be put
away for " a more convenient season," and good straight combs evenly
drawn out are a "handy thing to have
a good stock of " when well secured
from moths and other depredators.
Have ready, also, a good extractor of
right size to fit the frames in use in
the apiary. Also have an uncapping
knife and waxed barrels, or better
;

•

;
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The wire

nail is pushed into a hole
previously made in the ends of the
top and bottom bars of the frame,
and, of course, holds the iron securely
so it cannot turn till the nail is removed. I have used all three styles
are fastened to all four sides of the with success.
Agricultural College, $ Mich.
top-bar
It is conceded by most who have frame, instead of just to the
tried it, that from one third to one- and the upper part of the end-bars,
half more weight of honey can be ob- as is generally the case. Combs thus
For tUe American Bee Journal.
tained bv extracting than in the form fastened are" firmly held, and will
well
how
matter
Convention.
no
fall
out,
Michigan
never
Western
of comb honey; and in time, those
who deal honestly with their cus- loaded with honey, while being hantomers, and supply only the pure pro- dled. Such thorough fastening is also
The bee-keepers of Western Michiduct of tlie flowers, in good and at- very desirable in case the l)ees are to gan met on Nov. 2o, 18S4, in Music
more
can
be
Nothing
shipped.
be
of
the
guaranty
with
shape,
tractive
Hall at Fremont, Mich. The Presitheir own name and location attached, disastrous to bees which are being dent, Thos. M. Cobb, being absent,
will build up a business in that way. transported from one region to an- Mr. Balch, of Kalamazoo, presided
which. I think, will overcome the other, than to have a comb full of over the meeting. The minutes of
Of the last meeting, and the Treasurer's
prejudice of customers, and establish honey break out of the frame.
extracted honey on a par with comb course, if we use wired foundation, the report being called for, they were
reversible
above point in favor of
honey as to price.
read and accepted.
frame has no force combs on wires
Cuyahoga, 5 O.
This being tlie annual meeting, the
But,
as
the
frames.
never fall out of
election of oflicers then took place,
desirable and excellent as wired combs and resulted as follows
President,
For tbe American Bee Journal
are, comparatively few apiarists are George E, Hilton, of Fremont, Mich.;
reversible
To
such,
them.
yet
using
Making Cushions.
Secretary, F. S. Covey, Cooi)ersville,
frames, enabling the bee-keeper to Mich.; Vice-Presidents:
For Kent
attachform
(irm
bees
to
a
force
the
WAKREK I'KIKCE.
county, Thos. M. Cobb. Grand Rapment of the comb to the frame, would ids Ottawa, Martin Pelow, Holland
Newaygo, A. M. Alton, Newaygo;
The article in a late number of the be a valuable acquisition.
2. By the use of reversible frames,
Oceana, John Dolph, Hesperia MusBee Journal, by G. M. Doolittle, on
" Preparing bees for winter," was bees can be induced to work in the kegon, G. C. Young, Ravenna.
The meeting then assumed the
read with much interest, and his surplus chamber, when otherwise
directions for preparing a winter feed this seems impossible, as every bee- social form, the most of the members
were marked for future use. If in keeper knows that the bees always relating their experiences and reportreturn I can save him or any other place some honey (often very little) ing their successes for the past year,
From this rim of which was usually good. The matter
apiarist some extra labor in making above the brood.
sacks for cushions like those he de- honey the brood, by the time the of sending delegates to the National
honey harvest opens, is built clear to Convention to be held at Detroit in
scribes first, I shall be glad to do so.
If at 188.5, was brought up, and the conInstead of using the long strip 72 by the bottom-bar of the frame.
this time the frames are turned bot- vention decided to send two, Mr.
43^ inches, and sewing the eight
Covey.
seams to set it together, just make a tom upward, there will be no honey George E. Hilton and Mr. F. S, having
brood, and the bees, true to
The time for adjournment
plain sack as described in the second above the
many
as
their instinct, will instantly rush to arrived, Mr. Hilton invited
place, only have it 4 inches larger
in the
each way tlian required when filled. the sections and give us the delect- as could, to meet at his house
white clover and basswood honey evening for a good time, and to look
Now take hold of the cloth each side able
receptacles— just where at his model apiary, which is indeed a
of the corner, equally distant from in the surplus
The convention then adfine sight.
the edges and fold the corner cross- it is desired.
To use these frames, we have only journed to meet on the first Tuesday
wise of the sack and stitch across far
enough from the corner so the seam to take them out of the hive and turn in May, 188-5, at Fremont, Mich,
This will be
F, S. Covet, Sec.
will be just 4 inches long. Fold and them bottom side up.
we wish our combs firmly
George E. Hilton, Pres.
stitch each corner in this manner, and done when
also at
the same result is accomplished with attached to the bottom-bars
the beginning of the honey harvest,
only half the sewing.
Lewiston Journal.
when we wish to send the bees en
Garrettsville,t^ O,
masse into the surplus chamber, that
Bee-Keeping in Maine.
our beautiful white sections may be
Rural New Vorker.
speedily filled with more beautiful
and whiter honey.
Eeversible Frames.
On a beautiful August day, when
There are three ways of making
PROF. A. J COOK.
these reversible frames The frames the goldenrods were just coming into
may be made to stand up on the bot- bloom, and the bees were rolling the
For some years a few of our most tom- boarl, like the old Quinby frame pellets of pollen upon their tibial
and thrusting their
successful bee-keepers have been and the Bingham frame, or they may extremities,
praising reversible frames. Mr. O. J. have a projection from the center of tongues into every nectar laden chalice
Hetherington, one of our most skill- the end-bar, resting on an iron sup- for the stored-up sweets of the orangeful Michigan bee-keepers, told me, port fastened to the side of the hive, colored blossoms, it was my pleasure
some years ago, that the old style of midway from top to bottom ; or, a to enjoy a chat in the extensive
the Quinby hive— one of the Huber strap of iron three-fourths of an inch apiary of Mr, J. B. Mason, of Mestyle of hives— was superior on this longer than one-half the length of the chanic Falls, who is one of the best
very ground, that it permitted turn- end-bar, and of the same size, may informed bee-keepers in Maine, Mr.
ing the frame upside down at will. have one end screwed to the center o"f Mason has been long a close student
Our people are very conservative, and the end-bar of the frame, and be bent of the economy of the hive and its
it often takes years to introduce even over at right angles one-half inch occupants.
Moreover, Mr, Mason has had the
hole is made
a good feature in our practice so. from the other end.
while many whispers of the value of through the iron in the middle just advantage of wide observation among
the reversible frame have been heard, below the angle, large enough to re- some of the most practical and scienNow, by tific bee-keepers in New England,
these, until within a year, have met ceive a small wire nail.
for the most part, deaf ears. During simply removing this nail and turning which, coupled with his diligent and
the past year this subject has come this iron, the supports may be changed close application of the principles of
prominently before the bee- keeping from what was the top-bar to the bot- bee-keeping gleaned by reading the
of the country, and
public, and reversible frames have tom-bar, and the frame reversed. bee-literature

still, tin cans or pails for storing and
retailing the honey when it is obtained. It is not wise to wait until
a thing is actually needed before obtaining it, as time and money are
often lost in the vexatious delays of
transportation, etc.

been tried by a large number of our
most intelligent bee-keepers, who, in
nearly every case, have only words of
praise for the arrangement.
The advantages secured by reversible frames are these: 1. The combs

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

A

"
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possessing withal quick intuitive per- My observations have led me to becombined with his lieve that bees do not winter as well
ception, tliese
many years of experience in handling in trees as they do in hives as I have
bees, make him master of the biisi- had them die out in log-gums which
were 8 feet in length, and at the same
uess.
"The bee interest in Maine," says time do well in movable-frame hives.
"
Mr. Mason, has increased quite fast I have also cut trees, and have known
xVnd tiiis others to, which contained combs with
during the last decade.
right in the face of discouraging sea- honey but the bees had hibernated
failure
from to such an extent tliat they had failed
sons and consequent
short honey crops. The "Western de- to awaken.
I think that Mr. Heddon made a
velopment of apiculture has been
" This
wonderful within the last lifteen true statement when he said
years. Tons of honey are now yearly question of wintering is not one of
produced by single apiaries cared for cellars, ventilation, pieces of lath,
ty individuals wlio make tliis their sticks, quilts and cushions over the
oiily business, and who often realize combs; what kills our bees is diarrhoea." I agree with Mr. Heddon this
a fortune from it.'"
" Maine cauglit the fever somewhat, far but what is the cause of this dissoon after the introduction of the ease V I cannot believe that {lollen is
Italian bee into this country some the first cause of this worst-ot-all distwenty years ago. About that time eases whicli bees are heir to. I am
Mr. Langstrotli brought forth and convinced that bees having all the
perfected his frame hive which was a necessary conditions to winter well,
boon to bee-keepers, and opened up a do not breed as when ordinarily prenew phase in the business, revealing pared for winter by the well informed
new possibilities in the rearing and bee-keepers of the present day but
breeding of bees, which two decades anything which may threaten the
of wonderful progress have failed to welfare of the colony, whether a loss
of numbers, a diseased condition, or
fathom or exhaust."
" All over the West and portions of anything which threatens the extincthe South, and in California, and tion of the colony, will 'cause it to
laterally spreading into portions of commence brood-rearing at once and
if pollen
is at liand, they will, of
^ew England, were men, and women, course,
use it, and this will' certainly
too, who made a specialty of rearing
queen-bees and sending them to all aggravate the condition in which we
parts of the country by mail. In find them when diarrhoea first makes
warmer latitudes, with longer seasons, its appearance.
I have seen bees affected with this
the new method of caring for and
handling bees grew into a profitable disease at all times of the year, in
business, and to many became a con- fall, winter, spring, and in mid-sumgenial pursuit. At this time Maine's mer; in the fall when flights were
bee-keepers were struggling along quite frequent and no brood-rearing
with their bees in box-hives, depend- going on at the time. On .lune 18,
ing upon the brimstone pit at the 1884, 1 received, at this place, a carclose of the honey season for a supply load of bees from Louisiana, which
of the sweets of the hive, thus kill- had been confined to their hives for
ing the goose to obtain the golden over eight days, and upon having a
chance for a fly, many of them showed
egg.'
'"
But the bee-keepers of Maine unmistakable signs of bee-diarrhoea.
soon caught inspiration from the This, of course, was not caused by
Western "buzz," and notwithstanding brood-rearing.
Now, I find some locations which
the drawback of short summers and
long, hard winters, they have become are nearly, if not quite, exempt from
so well schooled in the intricate and this disease, as it ordinarily makes its
wonderful processes of bee-life, that appearance in colonies of bees. I find
to-day the business is one of consider- that in dry, sandy locations where
able magnitude, and I cannot but fall bloom is scanty and the honey
think that the day is not far distant sources are from raspberry, clover,
when Maine farmers will as constantly basswood and purple fire-weed, there
supply their tables with the pure is no trouble of this nature on the
sweets of the hive, as they now do other hand, where there is an abundfrom the golden product of the dairy." ance of fall bloom, such as buckwheat, motherwort, corn and different varieties of wild asters, the
For tbe American Bee Joom^
trouble commences early, and many
in such localities lose all the bees that
Causes of Loss in Winter.
they may have whether they are on
the summer stands, packed in chaff
S. J, YOUNGMAN.
in double -walled hives, in cellars, or
I would say to the bee-keepers in in clamps, the result is the same.
the North, do not despair of yet solvAs far as Michigan is concerned,
ing the difficult problem of wintering apiaries in the southern and middle
bees, while such men as Messrs. Hed- parts seem to be more affected with
don, Clarke, and a host of others are this disease, or condition of things,
so deeply interested, and are striving than the northern part. Bees are kept
with each other, both by hard study successfully at Petoskey, which is as
and costly experiments, to see who far north as I have known them to
shall be the tirst to say " Eureka." I have been kept in this State. I know,
would frankly say that I think Mr. personally, that there are wild bees
Clarke's theory has but few friends, as far north as Boscommon county, and
but all must admit that his plan has that two of the most successful beeadvantages for ventilating the hive. keepers of Michigan live far north of
;

;

:

;

;

;

'

;

;
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Bay

City, in the interior of the State,

on an elevated location, the soil being
of a sandy nature, and willow-herb,
called by some purple fire-weed, and
goldenrod being their chief sources of
fall honey
and from whom one of
our most prominent bee-keepers liv;

ing in the southern part of tlie State,
has twice purchased bees, after losing
her own by diarrhoea.
I refer to
" Cyula Liiiswik," who smiles quite
audibly at Mr. Clarke's long, winter
nap, and Mr. Ileddoa's pollen idea;
and well she may, as she has never

met with any

serious losses.

Thanks

which gives her a pure,
healthy article of honey— " it cannot
"
be excelled
and her admirable
method of packing and ventilating
to the plants

—

th© hives.

would say

in conclusion that it
utterly impossible to winter
successfully
in low, moist localibees
ties, unless the early honey is left in
the hive, the extractors "used with
caution, and combs of white clover or
basswood honey laid aside to be given
back to the bees in early fall in place
of the " vile stuff " whicli they sometimes gather but perhaps the surest
way of all is to extract all the honey
in early fall and feed up with a good
article of sugar syrup, and thus not
run any chances of not having the
necessary requirements for them to
I

will be

;

winter safely.
Cato,0 Mich., Dec.

1, 1884.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Returning First-Swarms,

etc.

FAYETTE LEE.
For me

this is the hardest part of
I do it in three ways,
1. Return the swarm after reviz
moving all queen-cells, then turn the
hive half way around. 2. Hive the
swarm in a new hive placed beside the
old one, and in three days put the
combs from the old hive into the new
one. 3. Kill the old queen, and in
eight days cut out all of the queencells except one. With second-swarms,
this season, I waited till I heard the

bee-keeping.
:

queens peep, when

I would open the
hive and cut out the queen-cells and
let out one of the queens, so as to be
sure that there were two queens in the
hive at one time. In this way I had
only two second -swarms out of 48
swarms. Sometimes the young queen
will lead off a swarm, if the cells are
but if two young queens
all cut out
are free, there will be a fight, when
one will be killed, and no swarm will
be led off. This has been my experience. I want to make 80 section-cases
to be placed on Langstroth hives, and
I want to make the best kind. What
is that kind
Cokato,© Minn., Nov. 30, 1884.
;

'i*

[Your question is very indefinite.
Are the " cases " to be filled with onepound sections or larger? Do you
wish to use separators, or not

'?

Do

you want cases to use over the frames,
or in the brood-chamber V You should
particularize or the question cannot
be answered satisfactorily.— Ed.]
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A.

when I have had out to me little boxes that he
Our efforts during sections, and showed me how

I will report further

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Winter ftueen-Kearing in Cuba,

more experience.

etc.

be to secure all the tliey could be handled also a Langhoney we can, instead of increase, as stroth hive.
we were doing last winter.
I was delighted, and spoke right out
Cuba, West Indies, Nov. 27, 1884.
in meetin', " Jesse do come and see
this winter will

W. OSBURN.

As many have written me regarding
the rearing of queens liere in winter,

;

siiipping them North in early
Prairie Farmer.
spring, I talse this way of answering,
Bees.
Talk
About
Familiar
as it is quite impossible to give personal answers to each letter that I reMRS. L. HARRISON.
ceive. In the first place, the thing is
impossible for after Oct. 15 there are
sprightly, energetic, old lady
no drones to speak of. There are a
have a talk about
few, and it is barely possible that called to me to "
old man is so
after Oct. 15 until Feb. 15, we might bees. She said
get one queen in 15 mated but you quare, he never wants to change,
see that it would never pay as a wants to do just as his father did.
When we begun house-keeping, his
business.
gave us a swarm of bees in a
Now, in relation to Cuban bee-keep- father
and said to me, now Liddy be
•gum,'
is,
that
the
ing What I know of it
sure and salt these bees on AVasliiugbees
for
surplus
is
so
management of
ton's birthday, or they will do no
different from that in the North, that
good, and if Jesse should die, rap on
whether it shall finally prove a success
the hive and tell the bees about it."
or not, depends upon judicious management. As you know, the surplus
As the bees were given to me to
season comes here in the winter ; and " salt," I took an interest in them,
although it does not freeze, the flowers and I wanted .Jesse to get some patent
bloom, and the bees gather honey. hives.
But he said, " father never
Yet it is winter It is winter time, and spent one cent for his bees, except to
Although buy a quarter's worth of brimstun in
it is winter with the bees.
they are in a tropical climate, their the fall, and I'm not going to, either.

and

A

A

;

:

My

;

:

;

i

is not materially changed.
kill off their drones, the queens

nature

They

sparingly, they seal up every
crack in their hives, they are cross
and hard to handle, and when disturbed are liable to ball their queen,
and everything goes to show the close
observer that they are preparing for
a season of rest if not to "hibernate,"
to suspend all, or nearly all operations
until the next spring.
But the long, cold winter of the
North does not come with the severity
that it does in New York or ^lichigan ; but instead, a temperate, cool,
fall weather, during which there is
plenty of honey to gather, yet the
colonies are not strong like they would
be in May or June, and, of course,
the amount of honey cannot be gathered, as the days are short, and the
nights are cool, thus making it hard
All
to properly evaporate honey.
conditions seem to be unfavorable to
great success, or to securing a large
honey yield at a season of the year
when, to my mind, nature had designed tliat the honey-bee should be
asleep. Our surplus season is near at
hand now, and were it the first of
June, instead of December, large results could be expected, for the honey
is here, but tbe workers are few, and
the time of the year is against them.
For the first six or eight months
that I was here, I was told, by the
native bee-keepers, great stories about

lay

;

called
nicely

He

melted the brimstun, and then
dipped some dry sticks in it then he
dug a hole in the ground, made a fire
with these sticks, and set a gum
over it. In a few minutes the bees
had all dropped into the fire he
hefted all the gums, and all that he
tliought was too light to winter, he
Mother strained the
smothered.
combs, and when she could not get
any more honey, soaked them in
water and made metheglin. At last
she boiled the comb, and made wax,
and always had a cake of it, to put
with the taller, when she made dips.
I tell you Liddy, the old way is the
best
never had any one burnt up
with the pesky kerosene in those good
old days, and we had plenty of honey
for our buckwheat cakes, with only 25
cents spent for brimstun."
;

'

'

;

;

One day Jesse was away and the
bees swarmed, and I put them into a
gum. that Jesse always said was too
small— not high enough. It was a
very large swarm, and the bees could
not all get in so I bored some lioles in
the top, and put on some starch boxes.
When I was fixing the boxes, the
hired man said, " Let me cut some
holes in the ends of them, and tack
pieces of glass over them, so you can
look in and see what they are at."
There was a splendid flow of honey
just then, and the boxes were soon
filled, and I removed them, and put a
large glass dish in their place and
Cuban bee-keeping, and the honey covered it up dark and close. When
resources at all times of the year ; but it was filled, I showed it to Jesse, and
I have not found their statements told him I was goin^ to take it to the
"to pan out" worth a cent. From fair. So I did, and it took the blue
July 1 to Nov. 1 we had four months ribbon. I was so pleased that I staid
of honey dearth, when the bees did around the honey exhibit, and I found
not make a living. I will not say that other bee-keepers did too, like flies
the business will not be made a suc- around a sugar barrel. A bee-keeper
cess finally, but I will say this
I (who did not know I brought it) said,
know that there is much to learn " That honey in the glass dish should
about the winter management of not have drawn the premium it
bees, in order to make them profitable looks pretty, but it is not in marketat this unseasonable time of the vear. able shape."
And then he pointed
;

:

;

this hive." He looked at it leisurely
and said, " What do you want me to
see it for, our hives are good enough ;

you can bore all the holes you want
to, and turn glass ware over them."
Jesse is so sot, I knew it was no use
to argue the matter further, and concluded to buy some hives and say
nothing about them.

When the owner of the hive came
around again, I asked him the price
of his hive, .and he handed me a
printed list. I saw hives in the " flat,"
and they were cheaper than the other;
I did not know what this meant, so I
said, " Why are these flat hives the
cheapest
O you mean hives in the
flat
they are the pieces of a hive all
ready to nail together. When they
are shipped more of them can be put
into a car in this way, and more can
be hauled in a wagon.' I told him that
I wanted to buy six hives all ready to
put bees in, and could I have them
the last of next May'i"" I did not
want to ask -Jesse to drive nails, and I
told the man he need not be afraid he
would not get his pay, because Jesse
wouldn't buy the hives, for I was
going to save the premium money
that I got on my honey, and add the
turkey money to it, and also whntl
get from poultry and eggs during the
'f

!

;

winter.

Peoria,©

111.

For thG American Bee JoumaL.

Wax

and Comb Foundation.

HOWARD
The

U.

increasing

ACICERMAN.

demand

for

wax,

caused principally by the large quantity used annually in making comb
foundation, has naturally increased
the price of this useful commodity,
and, of course, that of comb foundation as

vv'ell,

until

the price of

comb

reached so high a
figure that niHiiy bee keepers are debating whether they can att'oid to use
it during tlie coming season.
There certainly is a point, beyond
which the use of foundation will ceaseto be profitable to the average apiarist
but whether that price has yet
been reached, can liest be decided by
bee keepers whose experience covers
a greater length of time than my own.
I mean by that, the use of full sheets
of comb foundation, both in the

foundation

has

;

brood-chamber and sections, for we
could not well dispense with the use
of

comb foundation

any price

;

although

for starters, at
it

would be so

much more desirable to use full sheets,
especially in the brood-chamber, for

by no other means can we secure
such nice, straight, all-worker combs.
I think that it has been demonstrated that practical American apiarists
cannot pioduce wax in any great
quantity, even at the price at which
Of course they can
it is now selling.
produce some wax, which would

—

1;
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Bee-Keeping in Texas.

otherwise go to waste, and in a year's
time it amounts to thousands of
15ut what
pounds in tlie aggregate.
I mean is, tliey eannot run an apiary

As far as I can ascertain, bees have
done very poorly here this season.
They swarmed but little, and stored
very little surplus honey. I have I'ecently purchased
colonies, which I
have been Italianizing. I have kept
bees on a small sc:ile for 20 years, ni
Maine, and I think that I shall now
go into bee culture quite extensively.
Texas honey is very inferior compared
with Maine honey. I do not think
that one-half of the colonies have
honey enough to winter on. I have
my doubts about this section being
very good for bees, but the people say
that in some years much honey is produced, although the last two years
have been very poor ones. Bee-keepers lose many bees in the winter;

exchisivelv for wax and nuilve nearly
so great a'prolit witti wax at tliirtyit
tive cents per pound, as tliey can by
running for lioney and selling it at Small Honey Crop,
I not right V
ten cents per pound.
Our honey crop was small, being
Now. what should be done about only.about two-thirds of the average.
this state of affairs? We must have Our principal source was the poplar
comb foundation, and that, too, at a while it lasted, which was for three
reasonable price, and. therefore, we weeks, all the strong colonies stored
must have wax which we confess we from 30 to 100 ponnds of honey, which
are unable to produce in sulticient I extracted. 1 had 2fi colonies in the
quantities to meet the demand, even spring, and increased them to 54. I
at the price which we all consider too give them no attention, owing to
high when we have to buy it. I think sickness in my family, and the death
that the most reasonable thing to do of my father and my wife. I obtained
honey, mostly exis to look elsewhere, outside of our 1,000 pounds of
J. A. P. Fanciier.
own country, for our future wax sup- tracted.
some say that tlie bees freeze, while
rancher's Mills,© Tenn.
ply for I ain convinced that it can be
others attribute it to other causes.
produced in Europe at a much less
Here they have winds from the north
cost than American bee-keepers can A Poor Season.
in
the
they call
winter, which
' Northers." These winds make it
afford to produce it and that we can
have had a poor season liere in
import it at a much less cost than the Northeastern Kansas. The weather very chilly, and they come so sudpresent market price of wax.
was too cool most of the time for the denly, that such may be the cause of
I would
If there is a duty on wax, I think secretion of honey. I have increased the loss of many colonies.
the bee-keepers of this countiry should 15 colonies to 23, and have secured 150 like to hear from some practical beepetition Congress to abolish that duty pounds of surplus comb honey. New keeper in Texas, what care is given
without delay.
colonies were built up by a liberal their bees in winter, etc.
C. M. Davis.
I have often noticed that supply use of comb foundation, and the surDenison City,(^ Texas, Dec. 2, 1884,
dealers announce in the bee-papers, plus honey is mostly in an unfinished
that if the supply of wax was not condition, not being capped over, and
equal to the demand, or if prices con- has a rank taste. The colonies have
The [Tnion' Bee-Keepers' Assotinued to advance, they would be com- reared no brood since Sept. 1 and con- ciation of Western Iowa will meet la
pelled to import it. 1 do not know sequently are weak in bees, and none Stuart. Iowa, at 10 a. m. on Saturday,
whether they have done so, but if they are very heavy with honey, but I Dec. 27, 1884. All who are interested
have, I should Judge, not in suUicient think tliat they have enough to last are invited to attend.
until they are set out in the spring,
quantities to affect the market here.
M. E. Darby, Sec.
The value of the annual yield of when those which need honey will be
honey in the whole empire of Russia fed. I shall put them into the cellar
The Willamette Valley Beeas soon as the weather turns cold.
is not far from 84,000,000, or about
Keepers' Association will hold its
L. C. Clark.
To this must be added
18,000 tons

Am

;

;

;

We

&"

,

^

wax worth $2,000,about all consumed in

Granada, c$ Kans., Nov.

nearly 5,000 tons of
000.

This

is

Russia, the exports being very small.
Russia annually produces nearly 5
Eounds of wax to every IS pounds of
oney.
If
American bee-keepers
coulfl do this, or even half as well, it
is safe to say that we would have all
the wax which we should require for
comb foundation, or for other purposes, and yet have some to spare. It
will also be seen that 5.000 tons of
wax is valued at §2,000,000 (20 cents
per pound), or from 5 to 10 cents less
than the market value of wax here
and that 18.000 tons of honey is valued at 54,000,000, or a fraction over 1
cents per pound, and, as I suppose,
this is comb honey.
Who will doubt
that Russian bee-keepers can produce
botli wax and honey at a less price
than we can ?
I should think that wax could be
imported at a cost over the first price
of not more than 5 or 6 cents, thus
making the cost of it, delivered here,
about 25 or 26 cents per pound, and,
as it could be worked up into comb
foundation for from 15 to 20 cents per
pound, the foundation made from it
could be sold from 40 to 50 cents per
pound, a price at which every one
could afford to buy in as large quantities as his necessities demanded.
If
it can be accomplished at the figures
which I have given, it wiil be a boon
to many bee-keepers.
Kortn Indianapolis,© Ind.

25, 1884.

second meeting at La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in June,

1885.
All who are interested are invited to attend.
E. J. Hadley, Sec.
Let me sound " a note of warning "
F. S. Harding, Pres.
in regard to that plant called " dodder," which was illustrated on page
755.
I found a description and cut of
There are a few general rules
this plant in a book called " Rays
from the Realms of Nature," by Rev. which beginners should adhere to
James Neil, M. A. The cut is very closely in the handling of bees, first
similar to the one given in the Bee among which is in regard to the use
Journal, and after speaking of other of smoke. If they fail to do this, as
parasitic plants, he describes dodder
" Another deadly English many do, they should not grumble at
as follows
parasite is the curious " Cuscuta " or the result. If in after time one pre"dodder." It appears in the form of fers to take the chances of being
long filaments which attach themstung, rather than to go to the bother
selves by means of suckers, to the
stems of certain plants, around which of lighting up the smoker, he only
they twine in a tangled mesh. They chooses what he considers the least of
are at times as terrible a visitation as two evils, trouble or pain. Exch.
a flight of locusts, destroying whole
lucern clover and flax."
crops of
Now, I am anxious to have new
Preparation of Honey for the Marhoney-producing plants introduced, ket, including the production and care
but I think that we should know all
both comb and extracted honey,
about them, both the good and the of
bad qualities. The article on page instructions on the exhibition of bees
This is a
755, speaks of it being destructive to and honey at Fairs, etc.
alfalfa only, but the above quotation new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
says that it is also destructive to
clover and flax, two of our very imTo Canadian subscribers let us
portant crops. Let us leave it in
California, it we cannot push it into say that we have made arrangements
the Pacific ; we do not want it any so that we can supply the Fmmi'r's
Advocate of Loudon, Ont., and the
nearer to us.

Is

Dodder a Destructive Plant ?

t^

:

^"

P. D. MiTCHEL.
Paris, Ont., Dec.

1,

1884.

Monthly Bee Journal
at $1.25 for the two.

for

one year

—

:
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imitat and motu.

tures in every respect. The laborer so I will have time to procure them.
shall furnish himself, nothing more.
cordial invitation is extended to all.
Please come and bring your bee-keep"The laziest tramp can turn and mend.
And be a man for a' that.'"
ing friends with you.

A

'

ANSWERS BV

James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

1.

2.
3.

Rules for this Department.
Give your name and post-office address.
Be

brief,

and to the point.

Send no simple questions, such as are
:answered in the bee-books.
4. Ask only such questions as are of
general interest.
not intended for
5. This department is

advertising- any one's wares — therefore
questions concerning- the manufacture of
goods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor

THOS.
925 West JIadison

G. IVEWTtiAN,

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Seeping Bees on Shares.
Will Mr. Heddou please

give his
opinion on taking bees on the shares,
condition
on
what
bees
are
genor
erally let V One man offered me 100
colonies, last spring, on the following
conditions:
I was to take the 100
colonies and buy 100 new hives complete for $4 each, for the swarms, and
I was to receive half of the honey and
half of the swarms and in the fall
he was to take the 100 colonies which
he let me have in the spring, half of
the honey, and half of the swarms,
;

H. D. Cutting,

The capitalist furnishes bees.apiary,
new hives for increase, comb

Sec.

tools,

foundation for surplus and brood departments, in full sheets; sections,
shipping crates and everything, including his riper experience (which,
it is supposable, he possesses).
He
shall have the diction of the general
plan of management, while the renter
does all the work, and is dictator of
the detail manipulation. The division
shall be as follows
Each party shall
have one-half of the surplus honey,
and when it is sold, each one shall
:

pay

one-lialf of the cost of sections,
and surplus comb
shipping-crates
foundation that is sold with that season's crop. The capitalist shall have
diction over the whole crop, merely
dividing the money for the same, unless the laborer give security for the
payment of his half of the sections,
foundation and crates, when the
honey may be divided, and each sell
his own as he chooses. The bees
should be managed for securing the
greatest amount of surplus possible,

and discouraged from swarming,
that such

all

management tends

to do,
but when they do swarm, they are to
be hived and managed as are the old
colonies. The increase belongs to the

1^

The

sixteenth annual conven-

tion of the Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the
City Hall at Syracuse, N. Y., on the
21,22 and 23 of .lanuary, 1885. The

executive committee are determined
to maintain the high standing and
enviable reputation which the Association has justly gained in the past,
and at the coming convention they
propose to outdo all former efforts.
The meeting will surely be the largest
and most interesting ever held in
America. No bee-keeper can afford
to stay at home. All are invited. All
implements of the apiary sent to the
Secretary, will be properly arrayed to
compare favorably with others on exhibition, and will be disposed of or
returned, as the owner directs. Reduced rates for board at hotels.

Geo. W. House,

Sec.

L. C. Root, Prea.

W

ers'

The Central Illinois Bee-KeepAssociation will hold its next

annual meeting in Bloomington, 111.,
on the second Wednesday in January,
and any system that 1885, at 9 a. m.

apiary, always
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
gives a share of the increase to the
laborer, will defeat itself, and prove
in the end damaging to both parties.
The annual meeting of the
The old system of half the honey and Northeastern
Kansas Bee-Keepers'
half the increase, and the lessee or
Association will be held in the Court
laborer furnish everything, is illy
Hiawatha,
Kans., on Friadapted to modern apiculture, and House at
other half.
T. W. Dougherty.
" the lion's day, Dec. 12, 1884. .An invitation is
would
give
the
capitalist
Princeton, 5 111., Nov. 24, 1884.
extended to every one interested in
share." Of course the surplus from
Answer. Perhaps I can do no the increase is divided equally, the bee-culture.
L. C. Clark, Sec.
better than to repeat what I wrote on same as that from the old colonies.
this subject in last year's Bee Jour- All the reasons for settling on the
nal, and then ilr. D. can judge above terms as the nearest just and
The Hancock County, O., Beewhich of his two terms I consider the best, all around, are too many for this Keepers' Association meets in the
correct one
Tlie " Bees on Shares " department.
Court House at Findlay, Ohio, at 10
<luestion, is one that I have studied
a. m., on Saturday, Dec, 13, 1884.
considerably.
In
answering the
Sam'l. H. Bolton, Sec.
Convention Notices.
above, I do so with a prejudice in
P. A. Rlegle, Pres.
favor of the laborer vs. the capitalist,
1^" The annual meeting of the
a principle herein involved, though
on ever so small a scale. Here are Michigan State Bee-Keepers' AssociaThe regular annual meeting of
two facts
tion will occur in Lansing, Mich., in the Indiana State Bee-Keepers' As1. Bees are to some considerable the Senate
Cliamber of the State sociation will be held on Thursday
extent a risky property their life and Capitol, Dec. 10 and 11, 1884, first ses- and Friday, Jan. 22 and 23, 1885. The
and the amount of their.stores being sion beginning at 10 a. m. on Dec. 10. meetings will be conducted in the
an unknown quantity. One should This being the home of Prof. A. J. rooms of the State Board of Agriculhave a larger per cent, of income from Cook, and the location of the State ture, on the corner of Tennessee and
such property, by three or four fold, Agricultural College, it is expected Market Streets, in Indianapolis, Ind.
than from a good, safe real estate that this will be the most interesting It is proposed to make this the most
mortgage.
meeting ever held by this Society.
important and interesting meeting of
2. On the other hand, the laborer programme is being prepared, includbee-keepers ever held in the State.
should have an average income in ad- ing several very important and inter- An extensive programme, including
vance of the " going wages." All this esting papers from Prof. Cook, T. J. all questions of importance to beecan be realized from the manipula- Burrill, Dr. Beal, and E. L. Hewett, keepers, is being prepared and will be
tion of bees, provided the bees are in and several prominent apiarists from soon sent out to bee-keepers throughproper hives, in a good location, and other States.
large delegation is out the State.
Prominent apiarists
the work done by a faithful and expected from Canada. The question- from neighboring States have been
learned man, and directed by experi- box will be one of the important fea- invited to assist and presumably
ence and tact.
tures.
Come prepared to ask and many of them will be in attendance
I will lay down the following terms answer questions.
Reduced rates on during the meeting. These gatheras those which seem to me the nearest all Michigan railroads, and at hotels ings are of vast importance, especially
to being just, and the best adapted to in Lansing. The President and Sec- to beginners.and all those at all interboth parties
retary will be at the Hudson House. ested in this important industry
The one owning the bees shall Notify me as soon as possible how should make it a point to attend this
furnish the place to establish the many railroad certificates you will meeting.
apiary. He shall furnish all the fix- want, and over what road you will go,
Frank L. Dougherty, Sec.
;

cost me $8
eacli.
I proposed to take his bees in
this way
I was to take the 100 colonies in the spring on the same conditions as above, except that he was to
furnish half of the hives and I the

making the new hives
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;
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Time and
10,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Apiary Register— New Edition.

Local Convention Directory.

Dec.

place of Meeting.

All

11.— Micblfian State, at Jbanstn);.
11. 1). Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

who

intend to be systematic

in

Dec. 13.— Hnncuck County, at Kindlay, Ohio.
Samuel H. Bolton, Sec.

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The

Dec. 12.— Northeaatern Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kan.

prices will hereafter be as follows

For 50 colonies

1885.

Jan. 6.—Southern Wisconsin, at Janesvllle, Wis.
IlItnolB, at

23.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis. Ind.

May

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.

Frank

June 19.— Willamette

L.

Dougherty, Sec.

to this hour

1

25
50

:

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— Comb honey haa been taken witl>
freedom by the trade this week, but I5f*lfic. is the
best price obtiiinuble for a fancy nrticle of combhuney in frames. Some lots brinw from 14 to l5c.
when in pood order. Stock of comb boney i9 not'
large at present. E,\triicted, 7@Hc. for new.
BEESWAX.— For fair to yellow, 28a30c.
R. A. BnKNETT. 161 South Water St.

NEW

yoRK.

HONE v.— The market is well stocked with honey

La Fayette. Oreg.

Valley, at

1

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

Jan. 21— 23.— Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec.

honey and beeswax received

tions for

The

Bloominston, Ills.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.

22,

!

are the latest quota-

:

Sec.

Jan.

j

$1 00

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

M. E. Darby. Sec.

Jan. 14,— Central

The following
up

Dec. '27.— Union, at Stuart. Iowa.

Pomeroy.

Offici of The American Bee .Iocknal,
Monday, lua.m., Dec. 8, 1884.

their

L. C. Clark, Sec,

J. T,

797

Create a Local

E.J, Hadley, Sec.

Honey Market.

which is in good demand at the tollowinK prices:
Fancy white comb in 1-lb. sections. ]8@ii0c.: theBunie in J-lb nections. lR®18c. fair to good whitecomb in 1 and 2-lb. sections, 14(«j10c. fancy buck:

;

tW

In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetintrs.- Ed.

wheat comb

Now is the time to create Honey
Markets in every village, town and
Wide - awake honey producers
city.
Leaflets " Why eat
cents per 100), or else
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food

same in 2sections, ll'«l iHc.; ordinary buckwheat comb
E.xtracted, white clover
in 2-Ib. sections. ;)('(- lOc.
in kegs or small barrels, e^l-^Hc.
-Prime yellow, SiKSiSlc.
McCaul & HlLDRETH, 34 Hudson St.
in 1-lb. sections, 12{*l3c.;

Ib.

BEESWAX.

should get the

The Bee Journal

for 1885.

Premiums, $25.00

Honey"

in Casli.

increase the number of readers
of the Bee Journal, we believe, will
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
offer the following

$10.00 for the largest club received
at this office before Feb. 1, 1SS.5 (either
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) ; one
as 4 Monthhes.

for the third

;

;

$4.00

$3.00 for the fourth

$2.00 for the fifth

and $1.00

;

and

scatter

them

plentifully all over the territory they

can supply with honey, and the result
will be a demand that will readily take
remunerative
all of their crops at
prices for "Honey as
Medicine " are as follows

prices.

and

CASH PREjnUJHS FOR CLUBS.

$5.00 for the second largest

.50

and Medicine,"

To

Weekly counts same

(only

The

Food

:

Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
postpaid for $10.00
$15.00- On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
;

two copies

for extracted

is

an unsatisfactory demand

honey from manufacturers, while

a fair inquiry for small packages of clover
honey such as dime. X-lb., I-lb..and 2-lb. jars, from
the retail trade. Prces are low as arrivals exceed
the demand. E.xtracted honey brings ^'auo. on
choice white comb honey is in fair de-^
arrival
mand and sells best in l-lb. sections. It brings 15
(«.lHc. in the jobbing way.
have iieveral small
lots of dark combhoney from parties in Illinois^
and offered it as low as lo and ll cents per lb,

there

is

;

We

without finding a buyer. Dealers most certainly
mislead producers bv quoting buckwheat and poplar comb honey, if tney are not more successful
than we are in disposing of the same.
BEES *V AX.- The demand is slow and arrivals
are few. Good yellow brings 26t<i27c. on arrival.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY—Demand is not active, and is confined
almost wholly to best qualities. Pricesremain unchanged
A vessel having 383,545 pound- on
board sailed for Liverpool, England, this week.
White to e.\tra white comb, 9(aji0c.; dark to good,.
li&8c.
E.Ytracted. choice to extra white, 4<S5c. ;.
dark and candied, 2^(*3Hc.
BEBSWAX.-Wholesale, 24027C.
STEARNS A SMITH.

for the

bee-keeper who scatters them). This
sixth largest club.
alone will pay him for all his trouble
All former offers of Premiums are and expense— enabling him to dispose
now withdrawn.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
The price of the Weekly Bee Jour^° To give away a copy of " Honey
nal for 188.5 is $2.00 for one copy as Food and Medicine " to every one who
;

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There

423

Front Street.

ST. LODI8.

HONEY — Steady: demand

aud supply bottv
small. Comb, 12@14c per lb., and strained and extracted 6(3J6^C.
Firm at 32@32Xc. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,

BEESWAX—

CLHVBLAND.

the same or buys a package of honey, will sell almost
HONEY.— Honey is in a little better demand^ at
a little lower price than our formerquotatlons,
different post-oflices)
$5.-50 for three any quantity of it.
Whilst the market Is still full, we are enabled to
place extra lots of strictly white one-lb. sections at
copies ; $7.20 for four copies and for
about l.'ic., with an occasional sale at 16e.: 1!-^ and
2-lb. sections, best white, 14c.: dark and second
five or more copies, $1.75 each.
Our rates for two or more quality, rather slow at 12 to 14c. For extracted
is no demand.
We have decided to publish the copies of the book," Bees and Honey," there
BEESWAX.- 28C.
A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
Monthly Bee Journal for next year may be found on the Book List on
of the same size and shape as the the second page of this paper. Also
SAN FRANCISCO.
Weekly, (which contains about the wholesale rates on all books where
HONE Y— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,.
extracted,
6^c.
same amount of reading matter as they are purchased " to sell again." I3@14c;
GEO. W. Meade & Co.. 213 Market.
the present Monthly,) at -50 cents a The time for reading up will soon be
KANSAS CITY.
year; two copies (to the same or dif- here, and in anticipation of this, we
HONEY.- The market is quiet and unchanged,
ferent post-oflices) for 90 cents
three now have a very large stock of books with good demand and liberal receipts. Comb. ^Ib. sections, none in the market. They would brinff
copies for $1.30 four copies for $1.70 ; on hand, and can fill orders for them IHc; I'lbs., 14WIHC.: 2lbs., 13(«]4c. The above figures are for choice stock in regularshipping crates.
five copies for $2.00 ; more than five in any quantity, on receipt of orders. Dark or large combs in rough crates sell slowly at
9
to 10c. Extracted, California, 6(a7c.: white clocopies for 40 cents each. The time has
ver. 7<rt.sc.; Southern. 5!-6f*(ic.
BEESWAX.— None in the market
been extended on all portions of next
^g" To all new subscribers who
clemons,Cloon & Co.
Successors to Jerome Twichell.
year, which have been paid for at the send us $2 for the Weekly Bee Jour$3.80 for

(to
;

;

1^

;

;

nal next year, we will send the rest
Subscriptions for two or more years of the numbers of this year free from
for one person, will count the same the time[the subscription is received
as each year for a different person.
at this oftice.

rate of $1.00.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We quote best white

in l-lb. sections..
lfiM18c.
Extracted, 8a9c. Unglassed sections sell best.

18®2(ic.;

2-lb.,

BEESVVAX-:i.-.c.

Blake & Riplet,

57

Chatham

Street.
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Y98
Tremium

for Club of 10 Subscribers.

The book for every farmer

is

the one

entitled " Affleels's Farmer's and Planter's
Record and Account Book," in which there
is the most systematic, complete and convenient arrangfement of headings for every

Farm Account and raemorauda

A

Christmas Present.

To every person who sends us one new
subscription, (besides his own renewal), for
one year, for the Weekly Bee Journal, or
4 NEW Monthly subscribers, for a year, we
will send as a present, by mail, postpaid, a
copy of " Mistletoe Memories, or What the

important events which may occur in connection
Poets say about Christmas."
with his business. Every progressive farmer
certainly desires to make a success of his
occupation, and should adopt every possible
means of bringing about that result. He,
then, should have a correct knowledge of
his entire business, which he can have only
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of ail his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
year, when he takes off his balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged in the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a
glance whether his farm does or does not
of

all

SECTIONS.
EEAD

A

In reg-ard to the

infringement suit on the One-Piece Section,
we deem necessary at this time.

commenced

I

suit ag-ainst A.

I.

Root, in

United States Circuit Court, for the
Northern district of (.>hio; Stanley Matthews

He decided that the patent was
void for want of novolty. I have taken an
appeal to the United States Supreme Court
at Wa.^liiti-iton, which will decide the case,
and its decision will lie final. If it goes
UHuinst me 1 will submit, but if decided in

presidintr.

my

favor,

I

lrin;;i-d will

shall expect al! who have inpay me damages from date of

the patent.
Sdine unprincipled parties are advertising
that the Courts have decided that the patent
is void.
This is not the case, as it is before
the United States Supreme Court at WashWhen that
ington, at the present time.

Court

gi\<'s its

opinion

it

will

be

final,

and

until it <l(M's, any one infringing will be liable
for dama^'^'B, if the United States Suprem.e

Court sustains the patent.

pay.
This valuable book contains ]66 pages,
is nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is S3.00. It can be sent
by mail for 24 cents e.\-tra.
We can supply these books at the publish-er's price, or will make a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Bee Jodbnal for one year, with
$20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
-count the same as one for the Weekl.v.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
work for a copy of this valuable book ?

PRICES OF SECTIONS.

Czzn^gl^^LlZI
One-lb. Sections in lots of 500 to 4,000 $5.00
Ditto
Ditto
5,000 to 10,000 4.75
10,000 to 25,000 4.50
Ditto
Ditto
25,000 to 50,000 4.25
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
100,000 or more 4.00
The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in lengrth,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the same qnantity.

J.

The new Monthly

THIS.

word of explanation

the

Mistletoe

1^

"80SS" ONE-PIECE

January
It comprises a collection of poems selected
will be issued next week, and tlie from the writings of H. W. Longrfellow, J. G.
many sample copies already ordered Whittier, Thomas Hood, Alfred Domett,
for

Chas. Mackay, Sir Walter Scott, Jennie Joy,

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

SOAltCtf

1,

1884.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation, Hi\ es. Sections, and

all

Apiar-

to
ian Implements, send for
send samples
Fi^ANAGAN A. ILLiniSKI,
and others. The whole bound in Banner
free to all who wish them, or desire to shape, with rich silk fring-e and tassels. For lABly Lockbox995. Belleville, St.ClairCo.,I1l8.
get up Clubs.
Now is the time to presentation, this art souvenir is vastly
for the worklnpt class. Send 10 cents
for postaffe.and we will mail you/rec,
work for the Cash premiums we offer. superior to a mere Christmas card, as it
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
that will put you in ttie way of making
art
and
combines
the
advantages
of
both
A large club for tlie Monthly can be
more nu)ney in a few days, than you
literature. Size, 4 by QVi inches.
ever thouKlit possible at any business.
gotten up in almost every locality.
Capital not required. We wii; start you. You can
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
work all the time or in spare time only. The work

will then be sent.

We

Circular

GOLD!

»SS West

^f

Supply dealers who wish their
advertisements to appear in the January number of the Monthly Bee
Journal should send the copy to tliis
office immediately. It will have a large

Madison

Chlmico,

Street.,

III.

old.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
\Ve have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

a rosette and gold Bee, for
liee-keepers' use at Fairs,
those who now
Conventions, etc.
Price
take no bee paper, as sample copies, 50 cents eacli, by mail, postpaid.
Address,
THOMAS 6. NEM'llIAN,
in addition to its regular subscribers.
92-, West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
For two subscribers for the
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8 for the SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.
Monthly) for one year, we will present
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
mail postpaid.
circulation

universally adapted to both sexes, young and
You can easily earn from 5ii cents to f.s every
evening. 'I'hat alt who want work may test the
busmess, we make this unparalleled offer; to all
who are not well satiafled, we will send |1 to pay for
the trouble ot writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Oon't delay. Start now.
4Aly
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
is

among

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

HORSE,
THE
J.KENDALL,
BY

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,

We

Send

50Al2t

SEND FOR

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY t AltUIAGE,
UEVOLVISG COMB-BANGER,

TKEAXISE

giving an Index of diseases,
A
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table Rtving all the principal drugs used for the
Box and Becording Desk Combined.
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
a table with an engraving of the
Price, roiiiplele, only
$18.00. when a poison different
ages, with rules for telling
horse's teeth at

Tool

IT.

have just issued a new four-page circular that will interest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for It.
^44Atf

M. D.

B.

Hives. Sections, Shipping Crates, &c.
and accuracy.
Price List.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAGO, ILL.

ALFRED

EI^OKA VINGS

Vermont,

specialty in quality
for Illustrated Cataloeue and

by

THE DOCTOR.

923

MANUFArTt'REKS OF

"White Poplar SectioiiM a

the above Smokers at

Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

DRAKE & SMITH,
Bri:^tol,

sell

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest injprovements,
including THE (JONQUKKOR, and

^°

Successors to A. E. Miinum,

can

MANUFACTUKERS' PRICES,

HENRY ALLEY. Wenham.

Mass.
Canadian Farmer.

;

For

ALFRED

sale by
H.
923 West Madison Street,

NEWMAN,

CHICAGO. ILL.

the age of the horse
cipes,

retnil.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

a valuable collection of re-

THOMAS

Dadaiit'sFoundatioii Factory, wholesale
and

;

and much valuable information.
SB5 centn.— Hent on receipt of

Price

92fi

G.

West MadtBon

price,

by

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL,

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Sixth Thousand Just Published

New and Enlarged

BEES

HONEY,

and

Kanagemeut

Edition

of an Apiary for Fleasare
Profit by

aHd

THOMAS
Editor of

the

;

C.

NEWMAN.

Weekly Bee Journal,

VSS ^est MudlaoB

Street, ChlcuKO.

III.

profnsely illnstrateil
witli the times" in all
anrt inventions in this
rapidly developing' i)uisuit. and preseids
the apiarist witii cvcrylliini; tliat can aid in
the suceessfid nianajjcMnent ot the UoneyIt

contains

'2^il1

pages, is "fnlly np
the improvements

Bee, and at the same time prodnce the most

honey

in

its

best

and

most

attractive

condition.

PRICE— Boimd
covers,

^~A

7.5

in cloth, Si. 00
cents, post])aid.

;

in

paper

Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

799

!

;
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800
1884.

HEDDON'S

Prices Reduced.

pound

5

ooXjTJii^isr.

Land-Owners,

Attention I
to a decline in the price of
All persons who have lost Real Estate in
there will, hereafter, be a Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL.
SALES, are invited to correspond with
reduction of
cents per
RICKISL A: BULL, Attorneys at Law^
on all orders for Comb Foundation. 41 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, IoY\'a, and
they will learn something to their advantageOwing
Beeswax

Send

WAX

ON SHARES,

ftPREj

For Comb Fonndation for 1885,

Why

not send

six cents for posta^te,

and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help you to
more mt)ney right away than
anvthingelsein thisworld. All
of either sex. succeed from flrst
hour. The broad road to fortune opens before theworkers, absolutely sure. At okcb address, Trce
4Aly
& Co., Augusta, Maine.

me your Wax
DEALER IN

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low cash
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
If you have no wax, perhaps your
store- keepers have, and it will pay you

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens
For further information, send for Circular.
7Aly
RICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

HEALTH,
HAMOroF
and Ready

to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in

Hints

Eecipes,

the title of a very valuable book that gives a.
great amount of information, of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, ci>nceming their daily
habits of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing. Working, etc.
CENT8»
It Costa only
and contains S8 pages, and is sent by mall.,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This is just
the Book that every family should bave.
is

CASH FOR WAX.

TWEXTY-FIVE

Apiary

for Sale.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

I offer for sale one of the best
apiaries and very choicest location in

What to

Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, bam and honey- house, good

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants.

:

;

fall flowers.

I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
I will sell
choice honey location.
it

any number of colonies of

Price only
925

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

THOMAS O. XEITMAN,

West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Square GlasB Honey Jars, Tin Bnckete,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
C. F. MXITH,
Apply to

latest imme for

CINCISTWATI, 0»
976 and 978 Central Ave.,
IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send for Samples A Kedneed Prlce-Llst*ABtf J.VANDERVORT,Laceyville, Pa.

HIVES
THE
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,

FLAT,

Dadant's Fonndation Factory, wholesale
and

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure matestate the

number
Is

wanted.

pay 85c, per pound deliyered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tde shipper's name
should always be on each package.
I

JTAMES KEDSON,

DOWAGIAC.

Cass County

MICH.

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

Given'sFoyndationPress.

home. Write for special prices

Address,

85 Cents.

WSend

IN

quantity, and

in Children.

Save Doctor Bills

Muth's Honey Extractor,

prices, terms, etc.

in

HOW TO CURE

TELLS

It will

tracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.

rial at

Malarial Affections,

Whooping Cough, Worms

bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or ex-

Hives and fixtures of my
Write
proved patterns.

Headache, caused

Croup— to Prevent.

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns. Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns.Coughs, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons
Fetid Feet. Freckles. Headache, Hiccough, Utves
Hoarseness, Itching, lutiamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning. Moles, Pimples. Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm^
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat, Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,.

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from bass wood third, from

with

Exercise.

Care of Teeth.
After-Dinner Naps,

Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair.
Restoring the Drowned.
Preventing Near-Sighted n ess.

IT

& Lung Diseases,

How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Overheating Houses,

;

distant.

myriads of

BathiBg— Best way,
I..ung8

P«rils of Summer,
How to Breathe,

and two wells highboard fence all on % acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
Depot, freight, exthis M. C. R. R.
press and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 25 rods
cellar, cistern,

Parasites of the Skin,

Eat,

How to Eat it,
Things to Do.
Things to Avoid,

PUBLIC SI;NTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
either
snPEUIOR for mabiDKOomb Foundationinsures,

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
in

AliFBED H. NEWIflAN,
923 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL

D. S.
I

ABtf

eiT£N

di

by

CO.,

HOOPBSTON, ILL.

;

;
;

ffm WE'EKE^-

DEYOTET) TO THE TNTEHESTS OF HONEY PRODUCERS.
ESTABIISHED IN
isei.

Chicago,

t
»

111.,

December

Topics Presented

in tiiis

17, 1884.

20
PUBLISHED BV

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Phopkietor.

WEST MADISON

925

Weeklf ti9 a year
,

;

CHICAGO, ILL.
Monthly, SO cents.
ST.,

Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter.

The

Subscription Price of the Weekly
Bee JoDHN.tL is S2.00 a year and of
the Monthly, 50 cents a year in advance.
New Subscriptions can bcfrin at any time.
;

Club Rates for

tlie Weelily are
$.3.80
for two copies (to the same or different
$5.50 for three copies
$7.20 for four copies ; and for five or
more copies, $1.75 each.

ipost-olheesi

:

;

Club Rates for

tlie montlkly are
two
the same or different postr
for 90 cents
three copies for
$1.30 four copies for $1.70 five copies
for $'3.00 more than five copies for 40
cents each.
Sending; Money.— Remit by E.xpress, Post
Office Order, Postal Note, or Bank Draft

copies

:

(to

offices)

;

;

:

;

on

New York

or Chicago.

If neither of

can be obtained. Register your
stamps both for postage
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by E.\'press. Money, sent as
above described, is at our risk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us '25 cents each,
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Silver should never be sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
ithese

iLetter, affixing

holes in the envelope.
of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
stamps for any amount may be sent.
Subscription Credits.—The receipt for
money sent us will be given on the
address-label of every paper.
If not
given in two weeks after sending the
money, write to us, for something must
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a
mistake. The subscription is paid to the
END OP THE MONTH indicated on the
wrapper-label. This gives a continual
statement of account.

Postage Stamps

:

Eiost

Numbers.— We

carefully mail the
Bee Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before
all the edition is exhausted.
Sample Copies of the Bee Journai, will
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they
desire to interview, by sending the names
to this office.

813

cents per line of space, each insertion.
For

€ither the

Weekly or Monthly EditinTH.

805

A line of this type will admit about 7 words.
ONE INCH will contain TWELVE lines.

811

Transient Advertisements must be paid

812

California Iloney-Plapt

804

Cash Premiums for Clubs
Christmas Present
Correspondence

813

Create a Local

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

810

51.

ADVERTISING RATES.

Number.

Beellive Ventilation
Bee Journal for 188.")
Bee-Keeping in India
Bees Uneasy
Boards in Front of Entrances...

VOL XX.-No.

for in advance.

Editorial Notices
rate of

be inserted at the

will

50 cents per

line.

Time Discounts

on advertisements will
be made as follows
On lO lines and
upward,
insertions, 5 ^ cent.
6 inser:

814
806

Honey Market

813

:!

;

^ cent.

9 insertions, 15 ^ cent.
12 insertions, '.20 <p cent.; 26 insertions,
25 ^ cent.; 53 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
50 lines and upward, 1 time, 5 <p cent.;
3 insertions, 10 ^ cent.; G insertions, 15 ^
cent.; 9 insertions, 20 ^ cent.; 12 insertions, 25 f cent. 28 insertions, .30 ^ cent.
52 insertions, 50 per cent.
On 100 lines and upward, 1 time, 10 ^ cent.
:i insertions, 15 ^ cent.; 6 insertions, 20
^
cent.; 9 insertions, 25 ^ cent.
12 insertions, .30 ^ cent. 26 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
52 insertions, CO per cent.
tions, 10

;

Editorial Items
803, 805 On
First Queen mailed from Jerusalem 809
Hibernation In Rhyme
806
Hives Packed in Sawdust
812
Home-Made Honey-Extractor
807
Honey and Beeswax Market
813
Honey-Boards, Section-Cases, etc. 811
Honey- Flora of Middle Tennessee 812
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
International Bee Congress
810
Is Honey-Dew Poisonous ?
812 Advertisements for the next Weekly Bbk
Journal, must reach this ofliee by the
Local Convention Directory
811
Saturday of the previous week.
Local Market for Honey
813 Rooks for Ree-Keepers.—
For prices and
descriptions
of bee-books, see the second
New Zealand Comb Foundation.. 808
page of this paper.
Premium for Club of 10 Subscribers 813 All Papers are Stopped at the
expiration
Queen-Excluding Honey-Boards. 807
of the time paid for, unless requested to
be continued.
Report of the Buckhorn Apiary. 812
When writing to tills office on Business,
Selections from Our Letter Box. 812
correspondents must not write anything
for publication on the same sheet of
Sundry Queries
811
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering with either part of the letter.
That Adulterated Honey
812
The editorial and business departments
The Elements of Success
803
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mixed up with items for
The Hunting of Bee-Trees
807

—

;

;

;

.

.

publication

The International Congress
To Beginners — Manipulation
To the Bee-Keepers of Indiana.
Uncapped Sections in the Fall

810

What and How

811

Whom

Can

We

Believe

?

it

often causes confusion.

They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
809
Alivays give the name of the Post-Offlce
810
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
806
this is done.

808

Emerson Rinders, made
tlie

Bee Journai.,

especially for
are lettered in gold

on the back, and make a very convenient

way

^"

of preserving the Bee Journal as
fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for 75 cents each. Tbey cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.

Our rates for two or more
copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
Canadians We take Canadian money
may be found on the Book List on To for
subscription or books and Canadian
the second page of this paper. Also
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
wholesale rates on all books where
of a dollar.
they are purchased " to sell again."
The time for reading up will soon be
FOREIQN POSTAOIi,
:
here, and in anticipation of this, we
Europe— Weekly. 50 cents Monthly. 10 cents.
now have a very large stock of books ToTo
Australia -Weekly, $1 Monthly, 20 cents.
on hand, and can fill orders for them Qeorge Neighbour
& Sons. London, England, are
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.
our authorized agents for Europe.

—

;

EXTKA

:

;
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

attested

tical

bv luimlreds of

tlie

most prac-

and disinterested bee-keepers

to be

the cleauest,brightest, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
evenness and neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS
02.3

G.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

in all

B. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DAl-B. Mortonsvllle. Kr.

and numbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPi^ES FKEE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

ISO compi.,ihi:ntast,
and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 1S83.
We guarantee every inch of onr Fonndatien equal te sample in every respect.

CHAS.
SABly

DADAKT ^ SOBT,

tions in this rapidl.v-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everything that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following subjects : Ancient History of Bees and Honey

—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feeding

— Swarming — Dividing — Extracting —

Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens- Italianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quieting and Handling Bees— The Management of
Bees and Honey at Faii-s— Marketing Honey,
etc.

220 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
in clolli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;

HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL. bound

3 copies for $2.5.5; 5 for $4.00; 10 for $7..50.
Taper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for $1.40;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

The Apiary

ORIGINAL PATENTS.
'Xhe Original

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

Register, by Tho.vas G.

Newman.— A Record and Account Book

for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
200 colonies, $1.50.

Honey
Thom.\s G.

Food and medicine,

as

Newman.— It

by

gives the various

as Food ; recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the Englisli or
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— lOfl for
$2.50 500 for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

uses of

Honey

German

—

Bee - Keepers'
Book, Ijy Thdm.^s

Patented. 1878.

and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow. juPt as yoa please, any or all the
time; top np or down, they always ko!
Bee-keepers will save money and vex.'ition by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4o.ooo in use irom one
to five years, and receiving bat one letter of complaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over 3,; km there is evidence that ISS4
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such gfiods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.
>,

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield) .-o'4 inch. .$2 00
" .. 175
Conqueror smokerf wide shield)
L^r^re smoker (wide shield)
2M " ..1 50
**
2
..
125
K^tra smoker twide shield)
'*
2
..100
Plain smoker
65
1% "
LUtye Wonder smoker
BHif?ham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
115
2inch
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half:J

.

Address.

Hand

G. Newm.\n.— It contains
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and mcmljers of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
Programme for a Convention, with Pub.iects
for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents.

—

Prof. Cook, iu his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
stales that "Mr. Binsham was the first to tmproTe
the old Quinby smoker by establishing a direct
draft." Five years of persistent efforthas demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
Improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
yet in working order. They burn lots of blocks

jzen rates.

Convention

.

^Vliy Eat Honey? by Thomas G.
Leaflet is Intended for distrilmtion in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we will print the

Newm.is.— This
;

honey-producer's
the bottom.

name and address free,

Preparation of Honey for
MarUct, including the production and

at

tlie

care

of both Comb and Eittracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and

at Fairs, etc.. by Thomas G. Newman.
This is a chapter from " Bees and Hone}'."
Price. 10c.

Honev

Swarming, Dividing and Feeding

by Thomas G.
Newm-^n. a chapter from "Bees and Honey."

Bees.— Hints

to Beginners,

Price 5o.

Bee Pasturage a

Necessity, by Thomas

Newman— Progressive views on this important subject: suggesting what and how
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
G.

2fi

engravings.

Price, 10c.

Bees in fVinter, bv Thomas

G. Newsian.
—Describing Chaff-packing. Cellars and BeeHouses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."

Price 5o.

Bienen Knltiir, by Thom.as G.Newman.
—In the German language. Price, in paper
ABSONIA, MICH. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.

BISOHAM & HETHERINGTON,

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual of
the Apiary, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, ard fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

Quinby's

On 'dozen or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
NEWMAN. Chicago, III.,
allow 2.3 per cent, discount, and prepay
C. F. MDTH, Cincinnati, O..
JAMKS HEDDON. Dnwaglac, Mich..
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
DOUGHERTY & McKEB, Indianapolis, Ind.,
given upon application.
CH AS. H. (iP.EEN. Ber:in. Wis.,
CH AS. HERTEL. Jr.. Kreeburg. 111..
WM. BAI.LANTINE, Sago, O..
Bees and Honey, or Management of an
B. L. ARMSTKONG, Jerseyville. III.
Apiary for Pleasure and Profit, by Thcmas
ARTHUR TODD. Germantown.Phlladelphiii, Pa. G.
NEWM.ts.— It is "fully up with the times."
E. KRETCHMER. I'oMirg. Iowa.
the various improvements and invenA. H.

6A2Btf

—

New Bee-Keeping, by

Root. — Its style is plain and

forcible,

L. C.

making"

readers realize the fact that the author is
master of the subject. Price, $1.50.
its

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces ever.ything pertaining to the care
of the Honey-Bee. and is valuable to the
more advanced bee-keeper, as well as the
beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by John Al,i,en. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information
Price, 75c.

and

contagious

enthusiasm.

Xhe Hive and Honey-Bee, by Ret. L.
L.\NQSTROTH.— This is the work of a
master, and will always remain a standardL.

Price, $2.00.

Dzierzon's Bational Bee-Keeping.

A translation of the master-piece of that most
celebrated Gei-man authority. Price, bound
in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.

Queen-Rearing,

b.v

Henry Alley.— A

and detailed account of 23 years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
King.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
Price, $1.00,

bound

in cloth.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. D.\d.4nt & Son. —
Details their

management.

Price, 15e.

Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth. — Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, lOe.
Dzierzon Theory. — The fundamental
principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.

Dictionary of Practical Apiculture^
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives thecorrect
meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
The Hive I llse, liy G. M. Dooltttle.

—

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. E. KOHNKE.— Its origin

Details his

and cure.

Price,

25c.

Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Complete Meelianic. — Contains over
LOOO.MO industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book ca»
be more useful to horse owners. It has 3.5
engrarings, illustrating positions of sick
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
comprehensive manner. It has many good
recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either English

German.
Food Adulteration. — What we

or

should not
family.

eat.

eat and
This bookshould be in every

Price, 50e.

Scribner'sljuniber and I^og Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price. 35c»
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
measurer.ready reckoner,tables for plowing,
etc. Price, 40c.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,
working, dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
Emerson Binders, made especiall.r for
the Bee Journal, and lettered in gold on
the back. 75e. for the Weekly or for the
Monthly, 50c. They cannot be sent by mail
to Canada.
Constitution and By-I.a^vs, for local
Associations. $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
;

Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100.

Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
Price 25c.
etc., by C. J. Ward.

of Poultry,

:

C5^^-

tt Jountal,
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

Published every Wednesday, by

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

CJ.
Editof and Proprietor,

^"

This being Ko.

51,

one number

more will close the Volume of the
Weekly Bee Journal for 1884.

ILL.,

DECEMBER

17, 1884.

the system generally, and add to the
health of the person using it.
Jf one loves the honey- bee for its
docility and beauty, for its pleasant
hum and sporting flight, for its industry and work, for its architectural
skill and indomitable energy, then the
first-principles of a bee-keeper presents
themselves, and such may
safely proceed, expecting ultimate
success.

In this, as in all other departments
of business, it is only the careful and
practical that may hope to succeed.
Nature has provided the health- giving
delicious nectar in myriads of beautiful flowers, wliich deck forest, field
of his or her subscription for 1885, and garden, and developed the bees to
and thus prevent the loss of a num- gather this abundant sweetness and
ber and the consequent pleasure of store it in quantities far exceeding
the weekly feast it presents.
their
wants providing an oppor-

Nearly all of the subscriptions will
run out in a few days and we would
respectfully request such readers and
patrons to sit down as soon as this
article is read and send us tlie renewal

—

The Elements

of Success.

The Praire Farmer well says that "if
a person would reach the very highest
success in horticulture, he must love
trees and plants. Must love to look
at them, to inquire into their wants
and requirements, and to administer
to their wants as living things. If a
man loves a tree for its beauty, for

shade, for

fruit,

and

No. 51.

(^ We

have

received

10

large

quarto volumes of the " Tenth Census
of the United States," and shall publish in the Bee .Journal for next
week, the statistics therein given on

honey and wax for

all

the States and

The census gives no
on bees— or at least we have

Territories.
statistics

not been able, so far, to find any. We
will give a thorougli examination and
report them, if any are found. The
Secretary of the Interior lias our
thanks for forwarding these volumes,
which our visitors can examine at
their pleasure, if they so request.
Their weight is about 75 pounds, and
they were received by mail.

^'

The next

Bee Journal

issue of the
is

No.

52,

Weekly
and con-

cludes the Volume for 1S84.
On
tunity for mau to step in and second
account of the great labor on the
the efforts of Nature and the bees, Indexes,
it will be two days later than
and utilize the surplus honey for his usual. Our subscribers will
please
pleasure and sustenance.
take due notice, and not expect it
Bees and flowers are so closely before that time.
allied, so dependent the one on the
other, that we may well love both.
Catalogues for 1885.- -We have reWhat is there in all the Creation so
ceived the following
soul-inspiring as a cultivated garden
Drake & Smith, Bristol, Vt.
of Nature's flowers of variegated hues
C. W. Costellow, Waterborougii,
:

Me.

and heavenly grandeur

for its

'f

None but

J. E. Prviir, Ufxter, Iowa.
C. M. Go<)ds|ici/fl, Thorn Hill,

N. Y.

the unfortunate or despondent can
T. A. Pool, Urcensburg, Ind.
company, and loves to study varie- fail to enjoy Nature in her garb of
ties of fruits and habits of plants and beauty, decked
by the bounteous
i^" We have received a copy of the
trees, then lie has the firsi; rudimen- hand of Deity
Greenwood, Neb., Hawkeye which
tary qualilicatious of a tree and fruit
To produce a garden of living gor- contains the following notice of
the
raiser, and may enter on work with geousness, we may all aspire and long '
Greenwood Apiary " owned by Mr.
assurance of success."
enjoy its gratifying results. We may M. L. Trester
The same rule will apply to apicul- as well become enthusiasts upon bees
The apiary is situated in the west
ture. A person who would succeed, and flowers, for apiculture and hortipart of the town, and has an admirshould love the bees and their pro- culture go hand-in-hand.
able location.
The proprietor has
ducts
must love to look at them,
206 colonies of Italian and hybrid
He has erected a large and
ascertain their requirements, and ad1^ Before Vennor died, he had bees.
commodious
extracting establishminister to their wants. No others completed the manuscript of his alment, and has a yearly capacity of
can expect to succeed. Though it is manac for iss.j, which has just been 20,000 pounds of extracted honey. The
not essential that a person should en- issued.
In his general forecast he honey is of the finest and best, is
" We are in a moist period, strictly pure and free from adultera
joy the eating of honey, it is still says
tions. The proprietor keeps on hand
desirable that such should be the which will continue for two years, exat all times plenty of good, pure
case for some human stomachs will tending over the northern and middle honey, which can be had at reasonnot endure its sweetness. In sucli States and Canada." The fall of 1884, able rates.
The apiary has been
cases, however, a glass of sweet milk he predicted, would be very open. He visited by some of the leading beemen of the State, and all say unhesidrank after eating the honey will also predicted an unusually green tatingly that Greenwood
takes the
tismtUy cause a pleasant condition of Christmas and a mild New Year.
cake from them all.
its

its

!

;

:

—

;

:
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ready to fall to the ground and Fig.
3, a leaf.
Its Honey Qualities.— Honey obfrom these plants candies
Our California correspondent, W.
Its growth is rapid, and by the first tained
shortly
after being taken from tfie
A. Pryal, writes us as follows con- of December many of the plants may
combs.
Its chief value is that its
be found in bloom, and if the season
cerning this honey-plant
continues favorable, they will be a greatest flow of honey comes at a
The alfillarilla is an Erodium, and foot or more in heighth by the middle time when honey is much needed for
two species grow in California, viz of February. Damp and cold weather stimulating the queen to greater e'xE. circutariuvi and E.muschatum; tliey retard its growth and prevent its ertions in laying. The How of honey
is enormous while it lasts, and the
bees soon till the lower part of the
hive with it. Its time of blooming, to
any consequence, is about Feb. 1-5, or
a little later, and often so continues

ALFILLARILIA, OR FILAREE, A

California Honey-Plant.

;

:

until the latter part of April.

Like

California honey gathered during
the winter months" and early spring,
it is of a pretty dark color.
As Food for Stock.— It is one of
our " best weeds," for such it is,
though not a noxious one, as it is
easy to eradicate. Horses, cattle and
swine are quite fond of it. Its fattening qualities appear to be excelall

Milk obtained from cows which
have grazed on pastures where Erodium muscliatum grows, has a musky
lent.

—

flavor so much so that many people
are loth to drink it.
The plants withstand our severest
winters, and possibly may be introduced into otlier States. It is our
earliest honey source, and all honey
gathered from it is consumed by the
bees in brood-rearing, so whatever
had qualities it lias are not detrimental to the apiarist.
Besides the names which I have
mentioned, it has other common
names among our people, the principal

one being

referring to
perceive why

__^^Tig.l,

fj

" crane'sseed-pods, seed and parts
thereof are quite odd, very much like
those of the geranium. The early
fall rains which usually commence
early in October are just sufficient
to start the sharp-pointed and spiraltailed seed of the filaree, as it is commonly called, into existence. The
genial sunny weather which follows
these showers, and which weather is
considered the finest California can
boast of, causes the plant to spring
up at once into vigorous life, as if by

belong to or are a form of

magic.

The

it is

so called.

It

grows

everywhere, in the liighway, the
garden, back door-yard, in tlie valley
and on tlie hill-top. on high, dry and
low ground.

^°

bill.'"

pin-weed ;" and by
engraving, one can

'•

tlie

The regular annual meeting of
the Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Association will he held on Thursday
and Friday, Jan. 22 and 23. 1.S8.5. The
meetings will be conducted in the
rooms of tlie State Board of Agriculture, on the corner of Tennessee and
Market Streets, in Indianapolis, Ind.
It is proposed to make this the most
important and interesting meeting of
bee-keepers ever held in the State.
An extensive programme, including
all questions of importance to beekeepers, is being prepared and will be
soon sent out to bee-keepers tlirougliProminent apiarists
out the State.
from neighboring States have been
invited
to assist and presumably
many of them will be in attendance
blooming for some weeks beyond its
These gatherthe meeting.
usual time.
On cultivated soil it during
ings are of vast importance, especially
grows very rank while on hill and
all
to beginners, and
those at all interpasture lands it rarely attains the
ested in this important industry
heighth of four inches, and it is of a
should make it a point to attend this
trailing habit, while that on fertile
soil is tall and robust.
From my ob- meeting.
Frank L. Dougherty, Sec.
servations I believe that the honey
from Erodium muscliatum has not that
" rankish " taste as has Erodium cirThe Central Illinois Bee-Keepcutarium, but the former is more ers' Association will hold its next
"musky." The engraving, Fig. 1, annual meeting in Bloomington, III.,
shows the general form of the plant on the second Wednesday in January,
Fig. 2, part of the flower stalk, show- 188.5, at 9 a. m.
ing flowers, seed-pods, and the seed
^y. B. Lawuence, Sec.
;

W
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Bee-Keeping in India.

but

Bee-keeping in India, wliich appoais
lie one of the lost aits, has nowfound a cliampion in Mr. .lolin Douglas, of tlie Indian Telegraph Pepartment, says the London Post. Apiculto

ture may yet become a lia|)py resource
to the indigent population of India,

both as adding anotherarticle to their
dietary and as eking out their scanty
means. lu some districts wild honey
is said to be eagerly souglit .after by
the native population as au article of
food, an offering to the gods, and a
soothing syrup for fractious infancy.

The first question for Indian apiculturists is tlie domestication of the
great tiger honey-fly. The choicest
honey is produced by this ferocious
insect with a villainous sting, named
in ditfereut parts of
the country

combs

glare, desert the

they

are

too

in thousands,
stupilied by the

smoke

to do anything but buzz aimlessly about, alighting on the rocks

and branches, and even on the person

its nest under projecting ledges of
rock, overhanging, steep, mural precipices, in a situation almost inaccesible to bears and men. The hive contains a large ipiantity of both wax

the hunter himself, without at- and honey.
The latter, if gathered
tempting to sting. The comb is cut before the month of Bhadra, is fully
away and dropped into the basket, equal to that of tlie domestic bee, but
which, when full, is pulled up by in that and the foUowinjT months is
those above. Some of the hunter's said to produce intoxication foUo^oed
who draw honey in the daytime rub by stupefaction. The effect is with
themselves with the juice of a plant some probability ascribed to the bees
the aroma of which bees cannot en- working on the flower of a species of
dure for these insects have very sen- aconite, which is in bloom in Bhadra
sitive organs of smell, and it would and Asharh, and which, growing high
appear that the capricious likes and up the mountain, is hevond the flight
dislikes they sho^n' for different per- ot the domestic bee."
sons depend on their olfactory nerves.
That the virtues of the honey deIt is well known that some people
can handle bees with impunity, whila pend on the particular pasturage the
others dare not venture within 50
bee has found, is well known, and
yards of them. The acuteness of this
one organ is, however, counterbal- every school boy has read in Xenophon of the deleterious effects the
anced by their total deafness.
Since Virgil wrote the Fourth honey of Trebizond had on the solGeorgic, his recommendation has been
diers during the retreat of the Ten
followed not to have the hives too
near the dwelling house, lest the pres- Thousand. Narbonne honey owes its
ence of man should disturb the bees' peculiar excellence to the rosemary
peace of mind
but the Kashmir plant, and the best honey years in
of

;

Bhoiiwara, Bhanwar, Bhanr, and
great tiger honey-fly
but the most
worthless sort is obtained from an
amiable little insect about a quarter
of the size of a common house-tly, peasant builds his hives actually in
which offers no objection to being ob- his house, and with the best possible
served, possibly aware that the in- results. Bound, tubular cavities are
truder will obtain very inadequate left in the w^alls, extending right
compensation for his trouble. This through from the inside to the outer
They are lined with mortar
species usually builds low down near air.
worked up with the do^wn of thistles.
the ground, under stones or lu the
The ends of the tubes are closed with
clefts of trees its nest is souglit after
by children, who eat up honey, comb, platters of red earthenware, the outer
platter having a circular hole in its
aiid grub on the spot, the bee meantime accepting the situation with centre to enable the bees to pass in
and out. When the time for taking
true Asiatic philosophy.
Far different is tlie fate of him who the honey arrives, the house-father
ventures to disturb the Bhonwara removes the inner platter, and lighting a wisp of straw blows the smoke
bee, which attacks the traveler on
into the hive this causes the liees to
the slightest provocation, and very
rush precipitately towards the outlet,
often strikes on the principle that
prevention is better than cure. A and enables the 'man to cut away the
swarm of these bees have been known comb with a knife. Enougli is left
hanging round the further end of the
to put a regiment of cavalry to flight,
and innumerable are the instances in hive to encourage the swarm to rewhich man and beast have fallen turn and begin their labors again.
victims to their
unrelenting aniIn " Moorcraft's Travels "' we find
mosity.
They build their nests on his observations on bee-culture in the
ledges of rock in steep and inaccessible places, and to obtain their honey, Himalayas as follows
;
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;

;

;

:

which

said to rival in flavor the
celebrated honey of JSIountllymettus,
the native hunter has to exercise
much caution and dexterity.
The hunter of these bees waits for
a dark night, and starts forth after 9
Having selected the spot he
p. m.
intends to rifle, he prepares to reach
it either from above or below, according as seems most feasible ; should
he ascend lie does so by means of a
is

should he decideto descend, a
of thin, green bamboos are
spliced together with fibre and let
down over the face of the precipice.
One end is fastened to a tree or stake
driven into the ground, and over this
the brother-in-law of the descending
man keeps watch. This particular
relative is chosen as being the least
likely to favor foul play, since on him,
in case of accident, would devolve the

ladder

;

number

care of the widow and children. The
takes down with him a basket, a
and a bunch of dried grass, to
which he sets fire on arriving opposite
the nests. The bees, aroused by the

man

knife,

"In most

villages of the northern
range of the Himalayas, bees are kept,
and honey, the produce of the wild or
domesticated bee, is an article of sale.
It is commonly sold in the bazaar at
from four to six seers for a rupee,

and, although, not much thicker than
syrup, is of a flavor equal to Xarbonne
a'nd less cloying
to the stomach.
There is no great demand for wax,
otherwise this might also be plentifully supplied. At present the comb,
after the honey is compressed, is
thrown away. The domestic bee is
known by the name of mahru. mohri.
and mari. It is not much above half
the size of that of Europe, lint it is
very industrious and mild tempered.
The w'ild bee is termed bhaonra, a
name by which the people of the
plains designate tlie humble-bee, but
is not half the bulk of that insect,
though larger than the domestic bee
of Europe.
It is of a darker color
generally, and has longer and broader
wings. Its temper is irascible, and
sting, venomous. It commonly builds

India are when the strobilanthes is in
bloom. There are many species in
this genus, and they flower once in
seven or ten years, about the month
of May.
Immediately the flowers
wither and and fall off, the plant itself
dies, a new crop afterwards springing
up from the seed. This flower has a
strong and sweet scent, and whenever
it is in bloom colonies of bees migrate
from all parts of the country to feast
on the honey and to rear their young.
At such times honey becomes plentiful and cheap, and is of the finest
flavor.

1^

The

sixteenth annual conven-

tion of the Northeastern Bee-KeepAssociation will be held in the
City Hall at Syracuse, N. Y., on the
21, 22 and 2.3 of .lanuary, 18S-5.
The
ers'

executive committee are determined
to maintain the high standing and
enviable reputation which the Association has justly gained in tlie past,
and at the coming convention they
propose to outdo all former efforts.
The meeting will surely be the largest
and most interesting ever held in
America. No bee-keeper can afford
to stay at home. All are invited. All
implements of the apiary sent to the
Secretary, will be properly arrayed to
compare favorably with others on exhibition, and will be disposed of or
returned, as the owner directs. Reduced rates for board at hotels.

Geo. W. House,

Sec.

L. C. Root, Pres.

1^

To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Fai-mer''s
Advocate of London, Ont., and the
Monthly Bee Journal for one year
at $1.25for the two.

—

—
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the weatherturned unfavorable again,
and vvhen the season was over, I got
Sections in the Fall. no more than
to 10 pounds of capped honey from these hives, while
G. M. DOOLITTLE, 40—80.
those not touched gave 20 pounds of
nice, capped honey. Jn this
the
How to manage our bees so as to bad weather was the cause, case
for the
secure the greatest yield of comb spreading was seasonable, but in
honey, is a question of great impor- former years I had been the cause by
tance to all those who are engaged hi spreading or tiering-up but a few days
producing such honey for market, before the honey harvest closed.
hence we often have articles on this
Again, after the basswood bloom
topic giving us instruction regarding
But comb honey is of little value had failed, there came on a very hot
it.
spell when not a bit of honey was to
unless thoroughly ' sealed or capped
be obtained, and the result was that
over and from the reports which I
the fronts of my hives were black
get telling of iimch unsealed honey, it
would seem that, "How to manage with bees. According to the advicp
above alluded to, I should have given
our bees so as to have few uncapped
more room, and if the bees then persections in the fall," is a question of
sisted in clustering out, I must take
nearly as much importance as the
my smoker and smoke each colony
first ; yet it is one about which very
until they all went in and staid there.
little is said in print.
Nonsense At such times the bees are
For years I was troubled by having doing just as much for the benefit of
from ij to ^i of the combs in the sec- the apiarist, hanging on the outside
tions not fufly sealed at the close of of the hive, as anywhere.
the lioney harvest, which were only
But to return. My plan of operasalable at a reduced price but of late
tion to secure all capped sections is as
I have very few of such even in a
When the bees show, by
poor season.
After experimenting follows
building little bits of comb here and
for a year or two regarding the matthere about the hive, that they are
ter, I became convinced that the cause
ready for the sections, I put on secof the trouble was in giving the bees
tions" to the
amount of about 20
too many sections, and especially conpounds, and leave them thus until the
ducive to this was the plan of tieringup sections late in the season. How bees are well at work in them, when
they are spread apart and about 10
often have I, years ago, spoiled a
promise of an abundant yield of comb pounds more of room given them.
honey by tiering-up four or live days When this room is fully occupied, I
give room at the sides of the hive of
before the honey harvest closed
about 1.5 pounds capacity and were
To tier-up sections profitably re- I using the tiering-up plan 1 should
quires considerable tact,and especially have my surplus arrangement so ardo we want a thorough knowledge of ranged that at this time I could raise
the honey resources of the Held which up about one-half of the sections alwe occupy. I think that there is too ready on, putting empty sections unmuch injudicious talk in some of our der them instead of raising up the
bee-papers regarding our not allowing whole 30 pounds, thus giving them
the bees under any circumstances to more room, a little at a time, as the
cluster on the outside of the hive, the bees have need.
idea being generally conveyed that
By the time tlie bees fully occupy
when bees thus cluster out they need the 1.5 pounds of room given at the
more room.
sides, the first 20 pounds given them
Now, it depends upon when this is ready to come off and when this
clustering out occurs, whether more is taken oil, the partly filled sections
room is needed or not and hence I at the sides are raised by cases and
said " injudicious talk." If the clus- put in the places of those which liave
tering out occurs at the commi'nce- been taken off, while empty sections
ment, or in the lieighth of the honey are given at the sides, for from 1.5 to
harvest, then more room should be 30 poiuids according to the size of the
given while if at the latter part of colony. Thus I keep taking off and
the honey harvest, or in a time of putting on sections, taking the full
honey dearth, no more room is needed; from the top and putting the empty
for more room at this time results in sections at the sides, until the season
one case in many untinislied sections. beg:ins to draw toward its close, when
and in the other to an absolute waste as fast as those partially filled sections
of time used in enlarging the hive. are taken from the sides to replace
To illustrate
During the past sea- the full ones taken from the top, the
son we had a day and a half of good side-spaces are closed up till all are on
honey secretion, a little past the mid- top. Then as fast as the sections are
dle of the basswood bloom. As, at finished there, the top-space is conthis time, I had on each hive, section tracted till only the original 20-pound
room of only about 20 pounds capac- space remains. In this way the bees
ity, the bees began to be crowded are given all the space they really
out; and hoping that the weather need, while the chance for many unmight yet be favorable for a week or capped sections in the fall is quite
more, I spread the sections on a few small.
iiives by placing some empty ones beBy a little study the tiering-up plan
tween those nearly full, giving at can be made to conform to the above,
most only about :>5 pounds capacity, and worked on the same principle. I
while when all is favorable, I use 60 think that any plan which requires
pounds capacity.
The result was the tiering-up of from 30 to 40 pounds
that the bees immediately took ))os- capacity, or the spreading out of the
session of the empty sections, while same number of pounds at one time.
For the American Bee Juumal.

Few Uncapped

For

American Bee Journal.

tlie

Hibernation,— In Rhyme.

WM.

CLARKE.

F.

workers all,—
Through winter's dreary hours

Rest,—busy

little

Into a peaceful torpor

Your domicile
With

is

:

fall.

And hoard your latent

;

powers.

not a sieve

air-drafts coursin;?

through

In such a house I could not live.
Neither, my pets, can you.

You are not buried in
A cellar, or a clamp

a pit.
;

Never by ray of sunshine lit,
Cheerless, and foul, and damp.
Yot7r dwellinsr is a chatf-]>acked room
Raised abtne toads and mice.
Jleant for a home, and not a tomb,
Propolized tight and nice.
A column of heaven's purest air
Beneath your cozy nest.

Your native instincts will prepare
To suit your moods of rest.
Whene'er Jack Frost relents his
And there's a thawing day.
Rouse tip a little honey sip.
And have a spell of play.

grip,

!

Dance onth' alighting-board a jig.
Or pirouette on high
;

No need to wallow, like a pig.
When you can have a fly
!

Don't eat a bit of pollen, dears.
While you are on the frolic.
I

play-spell over, tightly hug
And cluster close together.
Then each can sleep, "snug as a bug,"
All through the coldest weather.

Soon blust'ring March will shake you up.
And whisper loud of spring
Your master, then, a little cup
Of sweet, will to you bring.
:

will scratch.

take the hint to lay.

Then you must seek the willow-patch

Upon

the

first fine

;

:

;

Your

The queen, her sleepy head

!

!

For, if you do, .lames Heddon fears
You'll die of bilious colic

And

day.

;

With catkin pollen feed the brood
And nurse them up to strength.
Till nectar from the maple-wood.
Rewards your search at length.

:

Then, as the hive grows populous
With vigorous young bees,
Each of you, without " muss or fuss,"
Depart this life in peace.

Your course complete—your work
done-

well

Die without pain or fear
thus your history will run,
"ESC-4PED THE DI.4RRH<EA !"
:

And

Speedside, Out.

;

:

1^

The Union Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation of Western Iowa will meet in
Stuart. Iowa, at 10 a. m. on Saturday,
Dec. 27, 1884. All who are interested
are invited to attend.

M. E. Darby,

Sec.

^- The Willamette Vallpy BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
second meeting at La Fayette, Oregon, on the tliird Tuesday in June,
1885. All who are interested are invited to attend.

E.
r. S.

Harding,

.J.

llADLEY,

Pres.

'>

Sec.

:
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wrong policy to adopt while tlie
giving of a small amount of surplus
loom as ni'eiU'd. seems to me to be a
vise course to pursue. 1 now use a

due in part to the well-fitting
and the accuracy of construction.
The whole machine is
well and solidly built, and there is no
inches,
outside shake whatever to the comb-basket.
section .")33xl>'.>x2
measure, aiid lifid that while it works Only a slow motion of the turningto the hest advantage in my hives, it wheel is required to throw out the
also sells lor fully as good a" price in honey, and the comb-basket can be
all of our Eastern markets as does revolved very rapidly, if necessary,
the 4'4x4,i4 or one-pound section of with an extra exertion on the part of
is a

;

Jionev.

]3oiodino,0 N. Y.
For the American Bee Journal

is

bearings

the operator.
Another good thing about it is the
rapidity with which it can be taken
apart and put together. The combbasket can be taken to pieces, every

thing taken out, and all put together
again in less than a minute.

Home-Made Honey-Extractor.
E. A.

This

THOMAS.
Rural

While visiting a friend of mine in
ilassachusetts, I liad the opportunity
•of seeing and testing his new honeyextractor, which, for rapidity and
ease of manipulation I have "never
seen equaled. My friend is an ex-cellent machinist, and made this extractor himself. While recognizing
the fact that the cost of the machine
will prevent its coming into general
use. I atn inclined to believe that it
"would be desirable for those who run
their apiaries for extracted honey,
and have considerable extracting to
The following is a description of
<lo.
it, as near as I can give it
The can, which is made of blocktin

all

in

one piece,

is

3

feet

and

4

inches high and 23 inches in diameter;
there is a space of 12 inches under the
comb-basket, giving a storing capacity
The combof about 200 pounds.
basket is 18 inches deep and 14J2
inches square, and is attached to a
shaft running in a standard in the
centre of the can. The bearing is so
arranged that no honey can get to it,
and can, therefore, be kept well oiled.
reversible basket can be used if the
operator so desires. Now I am coming to the part wherein it differs from
all other extractors which I have ever
seen. On the lower end of the shaft
to which the basket is attached, is a
beveled gear running in a corresponding one on a horizontal shaft extending from the centre under the can, to
the circumference. Here, again, is
-another set of beveled gears, carrying
the motion to an upright shaft running in boxes outside of the can. The

A

upper end of this is geared to a 6-inch
gear attaclied to the side of the can
which has a handle for turning. The
small gears are \14 inches in diameter, and the shafts are ^s of an inch.
From the above description the
reader will perceive that there is
nothing on the top of the can over the
comb-basket to interfere with the
putting in and taking out of combs, or
the removal of the basket for cleaning; also that the turning-wheel is
upright, which gives a much easier
and more natural movement than the
round and round motion of a horizontal wheel.
Perhaps the reader may
think this is of but little consequence,
but let liim turn the extractor all day,
as some have to do. and I think he
will change his mind.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
extractor is geared up so much, it is
easier to run than any I ever saw.

The Hunting
PROF. A.

New

When once found, it is better to
climb up and cut the bees out rather
than to fell the tree, if this is possi-

A

ble.

COOK.

am

;

them by burning an old piece of
honey-comb
at other times they
may be taken from the Howers.
To "line" bees one should have a
small box without a bottom, and with
a movable glass top. This box should
;

be six inches each way, and on one
side there should be a shelf within,
three or four inches wide on which a
piece of comb may be laid. With this
box and a bottle of water sweetened
vi'ith honey, or sugar, one is prepared
for operations. When a bee is discovered in the woods on a flower, the
box is placed over it, and as soon as
the bee commences to sip the sweet
liquid which was turned into the
empty cells of a comb previously fastened to the shelf in the box, the cover
should be removed.
The bee will
soon fly, and must be watched carefully.
After a few circles, each circle
bending toward its home, the bee will
dart oil in that direction.
Soon it
will return with others, and as soon
as the line is made certain, the hlmter
can go a few rods to one side and find
another line, and of course where
these lines meet will be the tree. If
in the region of a bee keeper, one
must be careful or the lines will take
him to some one's hives, and his time
will be lost. If no bees are found on

smoke and the

little

jarring

will so frighten the bees that the danger from stings is very slight.
It
takes some experience to line bees
quickly ; but old bee-hunters will find

bee-trees in a surprisingly short time.
Agricultural College, j Mich.
For the American Bee JouroaL

ftueen-Excluding Honey-Boards.

Yorker.

requested to give directions
for finding the haunts of bees in the
forests.
I gladly do this, though unless one wishes to hunt bees for the
pleasure, onlv, it is a non-paying business. The time spent in finding the
bees, the usual condition of the colony
with crooked combs, and little honey,
and the trouble to secure the bees,
honey, and combs in such a state that
they will be of value, together with
the fact that the owner of the tree
does not like to have his trees disturbed, even though he may give his
consent, make this business as a business anything but desirable.
To understand bee-hunting, we have
only to remember that bees like
sweets, and are sure to find and to sip
them and that the bees, as soon as
full, will circle about, as if to mark
the locality, and then dart off straight
toward the tree or hive where they
are to store the nectar.
In late fall after bees have ceased
to gather honey, we may soon attract
I

the flowers, then the bees can be attracted to the sweets in the box by
burning the comb as suggested above.

W.

of Bee-Trees,
J.
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Of

HUTCHINSON, 68—94.

/..

quite a

late,

have come

me

to

number

of inquiries

asking for informa-

tion in regard to the Heddon skeleton
or slat honey-board
and from the
tone of many of them, it is evident
that the writers regard this honeyboard as queen-excluding. Such is
not the case Mr. Ileddon has never
claimed that they are. He says that
they discourage, but do not prevent the
queen from entering the surplus department and so far as my experience goes, Mr. Ileddon is correct.
;

;

;

Whether a queen-excluding honeyis needed, depends upon the
size and shape of the brood-nest, and
the method of management. With a
large brood apartment, and especially
board

one which approaches a cube in shape,
there is less inducement to the queen
the surplus department
to invade
than with a flattened or small broodThe advantages of a small,
nest.
flat brood-nest are, that it is kept so
full of brood that there is little room
in

it

for honey,

partment

is

and the surplus de-

brought so near the cen-

tre of the brood-nest that nearly all
the honey is stored in the surplus department and sold for at least twice
as much per pound as sugar will cost
to feed the bees for winter. Sugar is
a safer food for winter than honey
and it is hoped that these small broodnests will be free from pollen upon
the approach of winter.
With an ordinary eight-frame, Langstroth hived filled with combs, the
queen has so seldom left the broodnest when working for comb honey,
that I should not care for a queen excluding honey-board were it not for
Let a swarm be hived
tlie swarms.
upon empty combs, and the queen
will not go into the sections but let
it be hived upon empty frames, and
let there be foundation or comb in the
sections, and the queen will make a
brood-nest of the surplus department;
she will also do so if the brood-frames
are filled with foundation, and the
sections with comb. In working for
extracted honey, the queen is quite
likely to take up her field of labor in
the surplus department.
I am strongly in favor of having
the brood occupy one part of the hive,
and the honey another, to a greater
extent than has yet been generally
accomplislied and to secure this result, I know of no better plan than to
use a queen-excluding honey-board.
;

;

;
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Dr. Dalziel showed me some samples of comb foundation which he
had received from Chicago, and these
looked so very different compared
with the foundation which we were
down and connect it by getting from ilr. Hopkins. The color
brace-combs, with the was the same as that of the beeswax

The objections to the perforated
zinc for a queen-excluding honeyboard are, first, its cost; second, its
lack of rigidity. When first put on
it does very well
but, of course, the
;

bees stick

means

it

of

frames below, and when it is removed
it Is liable to be bent or kinked so
that when again placed upon the hive
the bee-spaces above and below the
zinc are not perfect. Where the space
becomes too small, the bees stick the
zinc fast with propolis ; where the
^pace is too small, they build brace-

combs.

To make

the

slats in place.

Heddon honey-board

To overcome

this dif-

have, during the past season,
used honey-boards of
perforated
wood. Their construction is as folficulty, 1

Take lumber 14-inch thick,
into lengths as long as the hive,
and of such width that three pieces
will cover the top of the hive.
With
a saw of such thickness that it will
cut a kerf flve-thirty-seconds of an
inch in width, cut slots into these
pieces of wood, something after the
manner of the perforated zinc. I
make the slots about 3 inches in
length, one inch apart, and they
"break joints '' as do the perforation
in the zinc.
frame of ^g-inch stuff
as large as the top of the hive, has
the inner corners of the end-pieces
rabbeted on one side, and into these
rabbets are placed the perforated
Eieces, where they are fastened with
rads.
This gives a honey-board
with a raised rim of about
of an
inch arouTid its edge, which allows a
bee-space below the sections. Such a
honey-board always preserves the
bee-spaces perfectly, and, as yet, no
cut

:

it

A

%

queen has passed through them.

The perforation in a zinc honeyboard need to be a trifle smaller, to
restrain the queen, than in one
of
an inch thick.
After-using queen-excluding honeyboards for two years, I am unable to
see that they lessen, or in any manner affect the amount of surplus

U

honey secured,
Kogersville,(^ ^Mich.
For tbe American Bee JournaL

That

ment, and the evident difference in
the two lots of foundation, that therewere good grounds tor suspecting th&
purity of Mr. Hopkin's comb foundation. We agreed to have it analyzed
by Mr. Pond, of Auckland, and forward the report to the ]S[ew Zealand
which I iiad always obtained from my Bee Journal whatever the report
own bees; the foundation of the cell- might be.
walls was deep, thick and soft the
Auckland, N. Zealand, Nov. 8, 1884.
sheet was more pliable without break[The foregoing explanation is given
ing and, in fact, it was in every way
such a superior article that it looked in the Bee Journal as requested,
as if, with its use, there would be because it has twice decided (see
none of the trouble which I, and all
pages I0.5 and .571 that the sample of
the bee-keepers to whom I had spoken
on the subject, had had with Mr. beeswax sent here from New Zealand
Hopkin's foundation, which was so was a " pure article."
brittle, and sagged so much after
The trouble, no doubt, came from
being put into tlje hive, that I considered the best thing that I could do the blundering of the traveling saleswould be either to get my foundation man of the importers, who called the
from America or possess a machine foundation mill •' a machine for makand make my own.
ing artificial comb." Either he did
With this view, I inquired from a not know what he was talking about,
traveler of Messrs. Porter & Co., importing ironmongers, whether they or the importers had obtained some
saying that
had any American bee-appliances. "parattine;" and in
He said that they had on hand a " spurious wax " or " parafiine " was
honey-extractor, a machine for mak- "
a composition largely used in Amering comb foundation, and wax to be
used with the machine, and he be- ica" in tlie manufacture of comb
lieved that there were some other im- foundation, he was very far from the
plements among them. I said that a truth. We are informed that an Ohio
machine was what I
foundation
wanted, chiefly, but I would use my manufacturer has been using some as
own beeswax. He said that the wax an experiment, and that is about all
which they had was much cheaper, as that can be said about it. Now let
it was a composition largely used in
the matter rest. Ed.]
America, but it was not pure beeswax. As he did not have these articles on his list, he did not know the
For the Americun Bee Journal.
prices, so 1 asked him to inquire and
then let me know.
Whom Can 'We Believe?
A short time afterwards I saw him
JOSHUA BULL.
again, and he told me the price of the
extractor and foundation machine,
I believe that I have carefully read
but said that they had no more wax,
as it had all been sold and gone to the every article that has appeared "in the
asked him who had Bee Journal for over a year, esThames.
I
bought it, and he said, "I think that pecially every thing bearing upon ihe
it was Mr. Hopkins."
He said that vexed question of wintering bees
it had been a sample lot sent over and I find so much diversity of opinand
ions,
apparently
conflicting
with the machines.
A few days after the^above inter- theories advocated by those who
view, as Dr. Dalziel was going into claim to be experts in bee-keeping,
Auckland, I asked him to call at Por- that it is enough to confuse and beter's and look at the extractor and wilder those wno have had no experifoundation machines for me, to make ence in the business. How are we to
what inquiry he could about the com- decide whether it is best to give our
position wax, its price, etc., as the bees honey or sugar for winter food,
traveler's statement might, perhaps, upward or downward ventilation, to
account for the difference in the two place them in the cellar, in a reposispecimens of foundation. I believe tory, or to leave them on the summer
when the Doctor made the inquiry stands ? One says. " Remove the botabout the wax, the employes at first tom-board and place the hive upon a
said that they had never had any wax; tray of dry sawdust;" while another
but when he informed them of what recommends a perpendicular column
the traveler had told me, they said of air underneath the hive. Now,
that they remembered that such a with all this diversity of teaching,
parcel did once pass through their with so many different theories urged
hands, but they could not remember upon us, how are we to know whom
Why, it seems to me
anything very definite about it. One to believe
them promised to examine the that this wintering problem is about
of
books and ascertain all lie could about as far from being settled as the ques
" open sea aroiuid the North
it, bufif it was a sample lot, it was tiou of an
very likely that there would not be Pole !"
Are bees deficient in instinct ? I
any entry of it.
I afterwards saw the letter which was quite surprised when reading Mr.
the Doctor received, stating that no lleddon's statement, on paM 501,
where he said, " I have found that the
record of the parcel could be found
and we thought that, considering the judgment of man knew better than
;

;

)

queen-excluding, 1 have placed the
slats five-thirty-seconds of an inch
apart, and such boards are a success ;
but the difficulty is in adjusting the
spaces to a nicety, and keeping the

lows

New Zealand Comb Foundation
G.

In the Bee

ELLIOTT.

Journal

for Sept.

.S,

from " Another
New Zealand Bee Keeper," and an
article copied from the New Zealand
and Australian Bee Journal about our
1884, there is a letter

New

Zealand comb foundation made
by Mr. Hopkins and as '• Another
New Zealand bee-keeper " wishes to
;

'i*

inform the readers of the Bee Jourthat Dr. Dalziel had no grounds
for getting the foundation analyzed.
allow me to give my account of it, as
it was chiefly through me that the
Doctor acted as he did.
possible truth of the traveler's state- their

nal

;

;

own

instincts

what was best for

—

—
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bees." Again, on page .550. he says
that " Dame Nature either forgot to
einUnv tliein with it, or did not care
for their failine, or herself made <i
faihne; for they (hi not at all times
succeed any better than the tender
pUmt against the drouth, the beautiful shriib against the frost of winter,
the sparrow against the hawk, the
minnow against the shark, etc.""
Now, with all due respect for ilr. II.,
I wish to be allowed to express my
objection to his assertions, for therein
appears to be a grave charge against
the Creator, in that Mr, II. accuses
Him of indilference about his works,
or of failure to accomplish what lie
intended.
Let us examine this matter a little
before we accept it. JMr. II. may be
fully convinced in his own mind that
he knows better than the bees what
they need but has he demonstrated
it sntliciently clear to convince others
that such is really a fact
We, of
course, leave every one to be his own
judge about that but in regard to the
reasons which he offers in support of
his assertion, that bees are deticient
in instinct, I wish to say
1. I am
not aware that plants and shrubs have
any instinct at all, or any powers of
volition whatever, and, therefore, can
see no similitude in the comparison
and so far as tlie sparrow, minnows,
etc., are concerned, when they are
;

'i

;

:

;

pursued, overtaken and devoured by
predatory
animals stronger than
themselves, it is no indication that
they are deticient in instinctive knowledge for self-preservation, but only
that they are compelled to succumb
to powers- greater than their own
simply the weaker is overcome by the
stronger.
I believe, and, no doubt,
Mr. n. will concur with me in this,
that if the sparrow, minnow, and all
others of the weaker creatures of creation could only receive sncli assistance
as woald enable them to carry out their
instinctive impulses for self-preservation, that they wouNi never allow
themselves to fall a prey to the destroyer and, no doubr, tiiis principle
will hold good with bees as well as
with anytliing else. Therefore, it is
clear to mv mind that in order to
secure the best results, we should not
try to controvert or in any way interrupt the plans which the bees devise
for their own preservation but when
we can render them such assistance as
will enable them to consummate those
plans, then, and not till then, do I believe that this winternig difhculty
will be successfully overcome.
I am
slow to believe that instinct ever leads
astray or guides in the wrong direc;

;

:

tion.

"And

reason raise o'er !n8tin''t as you can,
In this 'tis God directs, in that 'tis man."

is

The Tree-Trunk Principle.— It
not in my nature to accept any

tering question ; and as a reason for
this belief, allow me to give a little
item of my own experience.
Some o.'i'or t(l years ago, when I was
a mere lad, my father set me to work
to make a bee-hive on the following
plan
A box-hive 2f) inches high by
liixl2 inches, and in the lower part of
this box-hive were fixed three honey
drawers on each side, t;xGxl2 inches,
thus leaving an open space between
them of about 4x12 inches, and IS
inches high. Over these drawers was
placed a iloor or bottom-board with a
slot or passage-way 1x12 inches in the
centre, and above "this was the broodchamber, 16x12x8 inches, then a top
board or cover was put on and nailed
down tight, and a door upon the back
side to exclude liglit from the drawers
and to make all snug, completed the
hive. (I write this from memory,
and the dimensions may not be exactly correct, but I think that they are
nearly so the principle is the same
:

the first queen mailed from Palestine
to the United States arrived safely,
and that stie began to lay, too. It is
a great satisfaction to know that the
confinement of 2() days did not injure
her. In the lirilinh Bee Journal of
Sept. 1, 1SS4, is a notice of an American queen which crossed the Atlantic,
and the correspondent says, " Probably this is the tirst queen which
crossed the Atlantic." I think that
he refers to the " golden queens " as
being the first; for Messrs. Benton,
I). A. Jones and others occasionally
mailed queens from Syria and Cyprus
to England first, and after some rest
they were sent on to America but
the queen which I sent you went
through from Bethlehem via Jerusalem to the United States in 26
days."
The cage in which the queen came,
I send to be placed in the Museum.
Seneca, ~o Pa Dec. 9, 1884.
;

,

[The cage

;

anyhow.)

A swarm
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is

placed in the
Ed.]

Museum,

was put into this as requested.
hive, and the whole thing was put
Home Form.
upon a bench about If inches high,
with blocks placed under each corner
To Beginners—Manipulation.
of bees

%

of the hive to raise it about
of an
inch, and there it stood just in that
position during summer and winter.
The bees tilled it with comb clear
down to the bottom of the hive ; but
in winter they would all cluster in
this upper chamber, thus leaving an
air-space below them, 12x-l and IS
inches high, except what space the
comb occupied. In this condition they
lived 15 years in succession without
once being winter-killed.
When Mr. Clarke announced his
new theory, it at once recalled to my
mind the above-mentioned facts, anil
I felt quite inclined to believe that
his idea might be correct, and, if it
does not entirely solve the difficulty,
it may prove to be a very important;
principle, and, therefore, a step in the
right direction.

.7.

E.

POND, JR.

I have been asked why some one of
experience does not write a chapter
upon manipulation. I presume the
reason is that no one has thought that
there was any necessity for so doing,
as it was supposed that every one
knew just how to do this simple work ;
the question having been asked, leads
me to think tliat an article on the
subject might prove of some interest
to the novice if to no one else.
In the tirst place, it should be well
understood that a colony of bees
should not be examined or manipulaThe proted unless for a purpose.
miscuous opening of hives, pulling
out the combs and disturbing the cluster in the spring, or the busy worker
Seymour, 0+ Wis., Dec. 6, 1884.
in warm weather, has worked much
harm, and the novice will do far better in his work when his apiary
For the American Bee Journal.
becomes so large that he cannot subFirst Queen by Mail from Jerusalem, ject his colonies to a daily overhauling.
Again, colonies should not be examANDREW H. DIVEN.
ined at all save to perform some
I would say to the bee-keepers generally, that on .June 23, 1h,S4, I re-

ceived a Palestine queen from Puilip
T. Baldensperger, of Jerusalem, Palestine, direct by mail, the cage being
post- marked at Jerusalem on "May 28,
1884.

The queen came through

in

good ticular colony and experiment with
tliat alone, by opening and examining
it until he gains that confidence and
expertuess which comes from practice
alone for this is a part of his apprenticeship, but it should be discontinued
as soon as he is able to perform the

condition, no evidence of having suffered from conlinement. About onehalf of her attendant bees were dead.
She began laying in less than a week
after her arrival, and is now in winter
quarters with a full colony of Palestines.
Mr. B. and myself think that
this is the first queen sent direct by
mail from Palestine to the United
States. If we are correct, we modestly ask that it be so placed on record;
if we are in error, we invite correc-

theory or believe any statement simply
because some certain person has said
it is so, unless that person can produce some evidence or argument
which will appeal to my understanding or in some way accord with my
own experience but I am quite in- tion.
clined to think that Messrs. \Vm. F.
Mr. Baldensperger wrote me as folClarke and A. II. Button are leading lows on Aug. 6, 18s4, dated Jerusa" I am very glad to know that
off in the right direction on this win- lem
;

:

actually needed work, (such for instance as an introduction of a queen
or something of the kind), except in
pleasant weather, and when it is
warm enough for the bees to tly safely.
The beginner who has it all to learn
in the way of practical work in the
apiary may, however, take some par-

;

work expertly.
To examine a colony, the first thing
to be done is to blow a little smoke
by the way,
no other time save when usin^
smoke should one stand in front ot
his hives all operations should be
performed from the rear. In using
smoke there is no necessity of blowing in a large amount, the smallest
in at the entrance, and,

at

—
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whiff is just as good as though the interest of our Society. At the State
bees were suffocated witli volumes of Fair we had a glimpse of our reward,
a beginning of what we hope will be
it.
After blowing in the smoke, the a grand success in the near future.
operator proceeds to the rear of the All those who are sorely afflicted with
hive, and waits a moment till the bees remorse that they did not lielp us out
are filled with honey, then he will at the Fair, can now have a chance to
proceed to take off the cover of the redeem themselves by coming and
the next bringing as many as they can to the
hive and lay it to one side
;

thing

is

to "remove the covering

mat

from the frames this, as well as all
motions made around a bee-hive,
should be done slowly and deliberately. Bees seem to detest any quick
motions, and will resent thetil with a
sting, when otherwise they would be
After reas amiable as you please.
moving the mat, the center frames
;

on one

side or the otlier should be
crowded together a little to give room
to remove the outside frame. xVs soon
as suflicient space is formed, the outside frame should be carefully taken
out, examined tor any desired purpose, and then carefully stood up
beside the hive, or, wliat is better,
carefully set into an empty hive or a
light box made for that especial purpose.

State meeting.
We hope that the week of heat and
dust that we spent at the Fair in making tlie acquaintance of bee-keepers,

and in making bee-keepers acquainted
was not time spent fruitlessly. There
is no reason wliy the Bee-Keepers'
Society should not be, I will not say
one of the largest, but the largest
society which meets in the Agricultural rooms during this winter. We
have the numbers and talent to make
it the finest organization that will
assemble in this city this winter.
I was surprised to meet so many
women bee-keepers at the Fairwomen who represent from 10 to 50
colonies ; women who had the stamina
to make a success of whatever they
turned brain or hand to. Xow, sister
bee-keepers, assert your rights, overcome every difficulty and present yourselves at the State meeting. Let it be
a meeting long to be remembered. If
you have not learned all about beekeeping, you can learn more in two
days at a meeting of this kind than
in a whole month of reading, for you
will not only hear of the successes but
of the failures of bee-keepers. On
the other hand, if you think you have
learned all, come and impart your

After the first frame is removed, all
subsequent manipulation comes easy
enough, for all there is to be done is
to take out the next frame, examine
and replace it in the position occupied
by the first one, and so on till all the
frames are looked over, when the first
frame can be set in the place of the
last one taken out. In case, by reason
of any inequalities or bulges in the
face, it does not fit right, these inequalities may be shaved off with a
sharp knife, or the frames may be set knowledge to others. This meeting
again in their original position. As will be an important one. There will
the first method is much the easier, be many matters of interest brought
the apiarist should take care to see before the Society in which we wish
that each comb is interchangeable, to have the voice of as many beenot only with every other comb in the keepers as possible.
hive, but with every other comb in
Mrs. C. Bobbins, Pres.
This will be the
the whole apiary.
means of simplifying his work, and
For the American Bee JoumaL
making it easier to perform than it
otherwise would be. Time is money, International Bee-Keepers'Congress.
and every step taken to save time in
an apiary is one in the right direction,
J. p. H. BBOWN.
and will" be well appreciated on a day
with the temperature at 100 F. or
With this I send a call for an Inmore, and fifty colonies to examme ternational Congress of Bee-Keepers
before night.
to be held on the World's Exposition
The manipulating of a colony is the Grounds at Xew Orleans. La., on
simplest work of tlie apiary as it is Feb. 24, 2.5 and 26, 18S-5. The time
Eurely mechanical and manual, and can selected seems to suit the majority of
e easily learned by practice. To know bee-keepers the best. This has been
when and why to manipulate is a far ascertained by much correspondence.
more serious undertaking, and one The Exposition offers a large hall and
"

that requires a vast amount of experience and study to fully learn, but
when learned, it comprises the larger
portion of what is required to make
an expert apiarist.

Poxboro,

o Mass.

For tbe American Bee

JoumaL

To the Bee-Keepers of Indiana.
I want to talk with all the bee-keepers of Indiana. Bee-keepers, the time
is set for our annual convention on
Jan. 22, 188-5. How many will be
present? For almost one year the
executive committee of the State Association have spent much time in the
way of talk and correspondence in the

space for exhibits free of charge.
Rates of board and quarters for beekeepers attending the Congress will
be made known through the Bee
Journal as soon as possible.
It is likely that the Exposition will
withhold all apiarian exhibits until
the week of the Congress. The prospects for a large attendance are very
flattering.
I hope that honey-producers will come well prepared to fully
tackle the question of the disposal of
the honey product. The question of
honey-production, and all the methods
and scliemes for securing the greatest
surplus have been most thoroughly
ventilated by our bee-conventions,
and now it is time to consider the
subject of the disposition of the pro-

duct to the best advantage for the
producer.
1 appeal to the beekeepersof America to send representatives to this
Congress. In this matter no section
or country should be known, but
wherever intelligent apiculture is
practiced, its interests should be represented.
Aside from the Congress, the sight
of the foreign exhibits will alone be
worth all the expense of the trip. So,
fellow
bee-keepers, lay aside your
cares and labors for a week or two
strain a point— you have only got one
life to live in this world
valise and eo.

Augusta,o

— pack

your

Ga., Dec. 9, 1884.

For the American Bee JoumaL

The International Congress.

1^

It is proposed to hold an International Bee-Keepers' Congress on
the World's Exposition Grounds at
Xew- Orleans, La.. Feb. 24, 25 and 26,
188-5.
An interesting programme of
subjects of great importance to every
bee-keeper in America will be presented and discussed. The disposition of our honey product, with a view
to secure better prices will be fully
considered. At the same time there

will be an Exhibit of Bees and Apiarian Supplies. Fuller particulars will
At the time
be given hereafter.
selected, the Exposition will be at its
best, and excursion rates low. The
bee-keepers of our country should lay
aside business for a week or two, and
make every exertion to attend this

Convention.
facts

and

Come prepared

statistics,

with

and ideas

ranged, to take part in

its

ar-

delibera-

tions.
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
W. Williamson. Lexin^on, Ky.
Dr. O. M. Blanton. Greenville, Miss.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula. La.
Judge W. H. Andrews. MeKinney, Tex.
W. S. Hart. New Smyrna. Florida.
S. C. Boylston, Charleston, S. C.
Dr. J. P. H- Brown, .\ugrusta. Ga.
H. C. Austin, .Austin's Springs. Tenn.
B. C. Taylor, Wilmington, N. C.
J. W. Porter, Charlottesville, Ya.
S. Valentine. Hagerst«wn, Md.

For tue Amerlc&n Bee Joamak

Bee-Hive "Ventilation.
J. F.

LATHAM.

On page 756, Mr. S. Cornell, in attempting a criticism of the ideas advanced by some of the correspondents
of the Bee Journal respecting the
ventilation of bee-hives, including
" I
mvself in the number, writes
no'tice that some of the contributors
are in error in regard to the carbonicacid gas produced by the respiration
of a cluster of bees."
•'
These writers seem to think tliat
because carbonic acid gas is more
than half as heavy again as air, it
falls to the bottom of the hive, and
provisions should be made for getting
rid of it at that point."
As only that portion of his com:

ments which touches my statements,
is subject to my notice, in answer I
feel like

saying

"that

I

think

I

am

not

—

;
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in error "

the paragrapli ou page
my ideas of bee-hive
ventilation is called in qnestion.
As a compound of liquids on being
sliaken np will ro-arrange tliemselves
in the order of their identity, so will
an equilibrium be sought by air of
different degrees of temperature. This
operation of natural laws is most
sublimely illustrated by the phenomena which culminate in our thundershowers. The lower strata of the
earth's atmosphere is rarelied by heat
from the sun's rays, and ascends until
an equilibrium "is produced by its
mingling witli the upper, cold strata
«( the cloud regions the colder air
rushing in and supplying its place.
The noxious gases from the earth's
surface,
those warm,
diffused in
humid accumulations, are rearranged
when the gases with which they are
*'

if

342 embodying

:

assume their distinctive
positions or characteristics, and the
charm of nattire is dissolved in the
lefresliing rainfall ; while the noxious
elements vent their " hery spume " in
the lightning's flash and the tininder's
roll; "dissolving"
to again unite
with the surrounding elements, and
again perform tlie eternal rounds of
collection and diffusion as per the
luiiversal laboratory of the universe.
mingled

slight ventilation over the brood-nest,
a gentle circulation of pure air inside
of the hive would he continuous.
Such an arrangement, if I am correct,

811

Mlhat and

Jioiu;

answers By

would l)e consistent with natural
laws govening the circulation of Krial

lluids, ). e.,as the air becomes warmed Jam.es Eeddon. Dowagiac. Mich.
and viciated by the bees, pure, cold
air from the outside would pass in at
Rules lor tills Department.
the entrance, and a portion of the
impiue air in the lower portion of the
1. Give your name and post-olfice address.
2. Be brief, and to tlie jioiiit.
brood chamber would pass out at the
Send no simjik' questions, sueti as are
same opening thus forming a gentle answered
in the lieo-boolis.
flow of continuous supply and exhaust.
4. Aslf
only such questions as are of
On opening the outside entrance to g:eneral interest.
5. This department is not intended for
a lighted and heated room on a frosty
—
.3.

;

any one's wares
therefore
winter evening, the process of ajrial questions concerning
the manufacture of
circulation may be readily observed g-oods for sale are not appropriate.
6. Direct all questions to the editor
by a person standing outside, as the
heated, humid air rushes through the
THOS. G. NEWMAN,
upper portion of the door-way, spark925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
ling, into the freezing atmosphere,
and the cold air from without moves
in to fill its place through the lower
Sundry Queries.
portion of the door-way. Right here
If I scarify or uncap the honey aver
is the germ contained in Mr. Clarke's
" Ariadnean clew ;" the basis of hiber- the brood, will the bees carry it into
advertising:

the sectibn-boxes
and will the queen
nation, or hibernal reciuireraents.
This, I think, snfhciently elucidates lay eggs in the cells from whicu the
the import of the criticized paragraph; honey was taken
and if I construe the language of Mr.
O. P. Crittenden.
Reading,? Mich., Dec. 7, 1884.
Corneil's criti(iue correctly, his illustration as fully delineates its meaning
Answer.—Yes if you do it at a
Aside from the electrical display as I have done. But enough. "Too
time when the bees are crowding the
•wherein does not that grand exhibi- much dispute puts truth to flight."
Cumberland, p Maine, Dec's, 18S4. brood department with brood but if
tion of nature's process of puriticaon the other hand it is during a time
tion faithfully illustrate the more
when the honey-flow is excessive, and
humble process by which the domithe bees are inclined to load down the
Local Conveation Directory.
ciles of our generous workers of the
brood-combs with honey, they will reapiary may be freed from the noxious
cap the scarified cells. You will find
Time and place of Meetino.
gas incidental to the surroundings of
the German bees more inclined to
all animate life in domesticity ? es- Dec. 27.— Union, at Stuart, [owa.
carry up the honey than Italians of
M. E. Darby. Sec.
pecially
such surroundings as the
any strain, I think.
1885.
compulsory confinement which bees Jan.
6.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville, Wis.
'i

'i

;

wintered in

our Northern climate

must

necessarily be subjected to.
I do not claim that lower ventilation is the only outlet desirable or
needed to free the bee-hive from the
foul accumulations emanating from
the exhalations
of
inmates
its
whether respiratory or by transpiration, I would not have a reservoir of
impure air in the lower portions of
the brood-nest.
Let us see
The
paragraph alluded to in Mr. Cornell's
" When in
critique, reads as follows
a semi-dormant state the denizens of
the hive require but little oxygen to
support life or neutralize any harmful
effects resulting from the accumulation of carbonic-acid gas in their surroundings." If there is anything in
that sentence unrealistic or inapplicable to a cluster of bees in winter
repose, I have been, as yet, unable to
discover it. The next sentence reads
"lAs this gas, when occupying space
in quantities detrimental to animal
:

:

J. T,

Jan. 14,— Central

Illinois, at

W.
21.— N.

W.

20,

Jan.

21— 23.— Northeastern,
22,

niinois. at

at Syracuse, N. V.
Geo. W. House, Sec.

23.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis. Ind.
Frank L. Dougherty. Sec.

Feb. 24,-26.— International, at

May

lils.

B. Liawrence. Sec.

Freepon, Uls.
Jonatban Stewart, Sec.

Jan.

Jan.

Pomeroy, Sec.

Bloomington,

New

Orleans, La.

28.— N. Micb. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.

June 19.-Willamette Valley,

at

La Fayette,

Oreg.

E.J, Hadley, Sec.

Bees Uneasy.
I have two colonies iu the cellar
under my kitchen one is an Italian
;

colony aiid the other
blacks.

The former

a colony of
very uneasy
The' tempera-

is

is

;

the latter, very quiet.
ture is about 40"^ above zero.
the noise in the kitchen disturb

Would
them ?

O. McInne.s.

London, Out., Dec.

An.swer

—

It

has

1,

1884.

been

demon-

strated that bees will winter nicely
with an anarchy of noise over their
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
heads all winter. It is also quite
time and place of future meetings.— ED.
probable that while such noise is not
a cause of bee -diarrhoea, it often is an
aggravation to the cause. It seems
iig° The eighth annual meeting of to me that sucli is true in your case,
the Northwestern Illinois and South- for while each colony is subjected

IV In order to have this table complete. Secre-

western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' As- alike to noise, temperature, ventilasociation will be held in Temperance tion and humidity, one is very quiet
Hall, at Freeport, III., on Jan. 20 and while the other is uneasy. Again we
21, 1885.
have proof that the wrong condition
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
easy to
IS within the hive.
:

moves earthward, it is
comprehend how readily the inside of
a bee-iiive may be freed from its bad
Preparation of Honey for the Mareffects by proper downward ventilaket, including the production and care
tion, accompanied by an imperceptiand extracted honey,
ble upward ventilation, i. e., an up- of both comb
ward ventilation not strong enough instructions on the exhibition of bees
to produce a rapid current of cold air and honey at Fairs, etc.
This is a
through or around the cluster."
new 10 cent pamphlet, of 32 pages.
I did not intend to advance the idea
that the gaseous accumulations would
sink to the bottom of the hive and
Ribbon Badges, for bee-keepers, on
roll out
But, by giving the proper which are printed a large bee m gold,
ventilation at the entrance, and a we send for 10 cts. each, or $8 per 100.
life,

!

Honey-Boards, Section-Cases, etc.
1. Of what advantage is the slat or
honey-board between the
.skeleton
section
cases ?
brood-fram^s and

Would the bees not enter the sections
more readily if the honey -board were
dispensed with and the cases placed
directly upon the body of the hive ?
2. Where the cases set flat upon the
hives, without beveled edges on either
to keep them in place, is there not

:
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danger of

the cases blowing offV
objection is there to beveled
edges or projections, or one or the

What

other, to keep hives and cases together, and to prevent rain from driv-

ing in y
3. Will winter feeding disturb the
bees so as to induce breeding or cause
uneasiness or excitement resulting in
bee-diarrhoea V
J.
Brighton, Ont., Dec.

W. Gordon.
5, 18S4.

Answers. — 1. When I devised that
honey-board I knew that such a board

orchard-grass (for pollen); June 12^
yellow or shittim wood June 20, linden or basswood June 2.5, chestnut
and
sour- wood July 1. melilot clover,
'0
i?£
catnip and motherwort July 2o, spider-plant; August 1, sumac and
prickly-ash; August 10, heart's-ease ;
Boards in Front of Entrances.
Sept. 1, goldenrod, flea-mint, ironweed, boneset and asters.
In referring to my proposed plan of
D. S. England.
wintering, given on page 743, Mr.
Sparta,© Tenn., Dec. 6, 1884.
Chas. Mitchell says that I should
" tack each board at the top edge
against each hive, or the snow will Report of the Buckhorn Apiary.
;

;

UR

P7t£^^S^^^

:

;

between the brood-chamber and the freeze to them and keep melting on
surplus comb-honey department was the ground so that in two or three
a thing of great convenience, and days the boards will be leaning back
that between the brood-chamber and and form a complete shoot to catch
surplus extracting frames, almost a fresh snow and lill the entrances."
necessity. I was not sure, however, In reply I would say that these leanthat the board would not sometimes ing boards used to keep the snow and
somewliat deter the bees from enter- wind from the entrances of the hives,
ing the sections, and this is one of rest on the bottom-board of the hive
the reasons why I constructed it so and not on the ground as he supposes
that the cases Ht the hive as perfectly hence tliey are never drawn back as
without the honey-board as with it. he speaks of or at least, after using
Years of experiment on a large scale them for two years, I have never seen
have demonstrated to others and to one do so. G. M. Doolittle 40-80
Borodino, © N. Y., Dec. 8, 1884.
myself that the board has not the
'

'

;

In the fall of 1883 I put 78 coloniesmy bee-cellar, and all came out
During the past
alive last spiing.
season they iiave increased to 137 colinto

onies by natural swarming, and I have
them all in the cellar again in good
condition. I have obtained 2,000 lbs.
of comb honey and 2,000 lbs. of extracted honev, and I have about half
of it left.

Racine,

"

o, AVis.,

F. A. Gibson.
Dec. 10, 1884.

:

least

tendency to dissuade the bees

from entering the surplus department
as soon as the heat and nectar will
admit of their entering such depart-

ment with any
The advantages

other arrangement.
of
the slat, sink
honey- board are these: 1. It keeps
all the brace-combs below it and away
from the sections, keeping tliem clear
of these dripping bits of comb. 2. It
thus greatly facilitates the easy and
speedy removal or adjusting of the
surplus arrangements. 3. When running for extracted honey no bits of
comb ever rest the frames at their
bottoms, thus destroying their rest at
their tops, which makes a host of
trouble. 4. It tends to keep the queen
in the lowerapartment. 5. If reversed
in the fall, and covered with cloth, it
gives a bee-passage over the combs,
prevents the cloth from being gummed,
and forms a bottom to the case or
super holding the absorbing material,
so the same may be put off or on
without any danger of scattering the
contents, il. It is a protection against
robber bees when removing surplus
departments.
2. No, there is no danger whatever
of the cases blowing off, nor of the
rain beating in, where the hives and
cases are properly managed (I never
have any trouble "from either) and if
you allow of any such bevel or projections, it greatly increases the ditHculty of quickly adjusting them, as it
spoils a perfect " lateral movement"
—the best of all movements with
which to adjust one section or story
of a hive to another. It is not only a
damage but an extra expense, and
entirely uncalled for.
3. Sometimes it will.
If you are
feeding bees with pure, cane sugar
syrup, which are occupying combs
containing no bee-bread, "I will warrant that no breeding nor bee-diarrhcea will result.

That Adulterated Honey.

Concerning the article of Jlr. Hunt.,
on page 787 of last week's Journal,
Will Dr. Tinker please say whether we have the following from Mr. Von
honey-dew is poisonous or not ? Will Dorn
it cause death or insanity ?
G.
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 6, 1884.— In re[I have had no experience with the ply to Mr. Hunt's article
1. I know
so-called honey-dew, and know little of no one who wishes him to go out
of the bee-business. It is the adulof it, except what has appeared in
teration business we are after, and we
the bee-papers. If reference is had do not propose to let it up either.
2. He may have all tlie legal proof
to any properties that the bees may
convey to it, I should say that it he needs as to the identity of the
honey I have it.
would affect a person no different
3. It is presumable that the Chicago
than other sweets usually stored by Sugar Retining Company (one of the
largest glucose works in the United!
the bees.— Dr. Tinker.]

Is

Honey-Dew Poisonous?

•

•

;

Hives Packed in Sawdust.
On May 1, 1884, I bought 7 colonies
of Vices in box-hives, transferred them
to Quinby's improved hive, and increased them to 11 colonies. I have
taken from the same 420 pounds of
comb honey in one-pound sections,
264 pounds of it being white clover,
and the balance gathered from goldenrod and buckwheat. My bees are on
the summer stands packed in sawdust, with 6 inches of the same on
top, with upper and lower ventilation,
and with 40 pounds of honey and bees

States) knows what glucose is, and
how to detect it. Prof. Nicholson,
the chemist at the Nebraska State

" I lind neither
University, says
starch nor paratline. and &eiif re (italics
mine) the article to be pure strained
honey."
He believes; the Retining
Company hwwft. Paraffine in honey
:

good no wonder he believes. I
proposed to have proof one way or the
is

;

other before I told the public what it
was.
4. I neither know nor care now who
that queen-breeder was. It is of no

importance to this case. If it was I
wli
flaade any remarks, I presume
by weight of frames. I allowed 10 I can furnish satisfactory proof in
pounds for bees and frames.
support of them.
.5.
I have no personal ill-will in the
C. R, Hancock.
Chatham, Out., Dec. 4, 1S84.
least, and if he can convince me that
I am in the wrong. I will do more to
right him than I liave to hiint him
Honey-Flora of Middle TennesseeT. L. Von Dorn.
down.
The following is a list of the honeyThe readers of the Bee Journal
producing plants, and the dates of
their blooming in succession, in Mid- are not interested in a personal controversy, and with the exception of
dle Tennessee, 36° north latitude
During the latter part of February, the result of the third analysis (if
white elm, alder and maple March 1. offered for publication) this article
box-elder; April 10, peach, pear and
service
April IT), beech and sugar- will close this subject in our columns.
tree April 18, red-bud or Judas-tree
All we desire is to get at the facts of
May 5, wild-cherry, raspberry and the case, and these, so far, are coni^" The Monthly Bee Journal strawberry May 10. poplar (the best tradictory, and, therefore, unsatisof all); May 1.5, white clover and
for a year and the pamphlet " Bees black locust; June
persimmon, factory. What the next will be we
1,
and Honey," will both be sent for SI. black-gum and motherwort; June .5, do not know.
;

;

;

;

;

;

)

;
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Create a Local

for 1885.

$25.00

Now

in Cash.

is

Markets
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Honey Market.

the time to create Honey
every village, town and

in

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office or tbe Amehican Bee .iournal,
Monday, lUa. ni., Dec. 15, 1S84.

j
I

number of readers
city.
Wide - awake honey producers
The following are the latest quotaof the Bee Journal, we believe, will should
get the Leaflets " Why eat
help
tions for honey and beeswax received
aid progressive bee-culture and
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food up to this hour
offer the following
and Medicine," and scatter them
CHICAGO.
CASH PREIIIUMS FOK CLUBS.
plentifully all over the territory they
HONEY.— Comb honey has been taken with

To

iucrease the

:

freedom by the trade this week, but l5(*l*ic. is the
$10.00 for the largest club received can supply with honey, and the result best price obtainable for a fancy irticle of comb
honey in frames.
lots briHL from 14 to I5C.
at this office before Feb. 1, 1885 (either will be a demand that will readily take when in good order.Some
Stock of comb noney la not
laree at present. E.xtracted, 7(ai8c. lor new.
one
or
both)
Monthly,
remunerative
Weekly,
the
their
crops
at
of
all of
BEESWAX.— For fair to yellow, 2.S(3i3nc.
K. A. Bdrnett. 161 South Water St.
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
prices. The prices for "Honey as Food
"
follows
Medicine
are
as
and
$4.00
NEW rOKK.
$.5.00 for the second largest
;

:

;

$3.00 for the fourtli
for the third
^2.00 for the fifth; and $1.00 for the
;

;

sixth largest club.
All former offers of

Premiums

are

now withdrawn.
The price of the Weekly Bee Journal for 1885 is $2.00 for one copy
;

:$3.S0fortwo copies

(to

different post-offlces)

;

the

same

or

$5.50 for three

Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for
postpaid for $10.00 ;
$15.00. On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense— enabling him to dispose

copies $7.20 for four copies and for
five or more copies, $1.75 each.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
We have decided to publish the
To give away a copy of " Honey
Monthly Bee Journal for next year as Food and Medicine " to every one ivho
of the same size and shape as the buys a package of honey, will sell almost
Weekly, (which contains about the any quantity of it.
;

;

1^

same amount

of reading matter as
the present Monthly,) at .50 cents a
j'ear;two copies (to the same or different post-offlces) for 90 cents ; three
copies for $1.30 ; four copies for $1.70
more than five
five copies for $2.00
copies for 40 cents each. The time has
been extended on all portions of next
year, which have been paid for at the
Tate of $1.00.
Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the same
AS each year for a different person.
;

;

Apiary Register— New Edition,

who

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The
prices will hereafter be as follows
All

:

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

$1 00
1
1

25
50

larger ones can be used for a

few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.
i^" The new Monthly for January
be issued this week, and the
many sample copies already ordered
We send samples
will then be sent.
free to all who wish them, or desire to
Now is the time to
get up Clubs.
work for the Cash premiums we offer.
A large club for the Monthly can be
gotten up in almost every locality.
will

Premium

for Club of 10 Subscribers.

The book for every farmer

is

HONE Y.— The market is well stocked with
wbicliisin pood

demand

:

BEBSWAX.-Plime yellow, 3n®31c.
McCaul & UILDKETH, 34 Hudson

HONEY.— Tbere

is an unsatisfactory demand
honey from manufacturers, while
a fair inquiry for 8m:)ll packases of clover
a • dime, 3^- lb., -lb., and 2- it), jars, from
the retail trade. Pnces are h>w as arrivals exceed
tbe demand. Extracted honey brings 5'ohc. on
ch(»ice white comb honey Is in fair dearrival
maiid and sells best in 1-lb. sections. It brings 15
(«.u;c. in the jobbing way.
We have tieveral small
lotsot dark combhoney from parties In Illinois,
and offered It tis low as lo and 11 cents per lb,
without Huding a buyer. Dealers most certainly
mislead producers by quoting buckwheat and poplar comb honey. If they are not more successful
than we are in disposing of the same.
BEESWAX. -The demand Is slow and arrivals
are few. Good yellow brings 2t5(fl.27c. on arrival.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

for extracted

there

Is

honey such

I

;

SAN FKANCI8CO.
HONEY.— Stocks of combs arelargerand Include

some of choice

the most systematic, complete and convenient arrangement of headings for every
Farm Account and memoi-anda of all impor-

dark and candled,

i^" For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

for the
for the

Monthly) for one year, we will present
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
mail postpaid.

St.

CINCINNATI.

the one

tant events which may occur in connection
with his business. Every progressive farmer
certainly desires to make a success of his
occupation, and should adopt every possible
means of bringing about that result. He,
then, should have a correct knowledge of
his entire business, which he can have only
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of all his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
year, when he takes off his balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged in the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a
glance whether his farm does or does not
pay.
This valuable book contains 166 pages,
is nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is S.3.00. It can be sent
by mail for 24 cents extra.
We can supply these books at the publisher's price, or will make a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Bee Journal for one year, with
$20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
count the same as one for the Weekly.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
work for a copy of this valuable book y

white clover

Extracted,
in 2.1b. sections, 9(»lOc.
in ketrs or small barrels, 6H(y(8c.

entitled "Affleck's Farmer's and Planter's
Record and Account Book," in which there
is

honey

at the lollowine prices:

Fancy white comb in 1-lb. sections. IHtfijnc.: the
same in 12-Ib sections, Ki@lSc. fair to Kood wbite
comb in 1 and 2-lb. sections. 14f<(.16c.; f.mcy buckwheat combi n l-lb. sections, r2®]8e.: same in 2Ib. sections, IKoiUhiC.: ordmary bucbwlicat comb

quality. Supplies of extracted are
and prices are fully as much in buyers'
favor, as at any time during the season.
White to extra white comb,9(§110c. dark to good,
4@8c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 3iVi(ft45^c.;
liberal,

:

3(3)3^0.

BBESW AX.-Wholesale. 24@27c.

STEARNS A SMITH. Ui Front Street.
ST. LOUIS.

HONEY — Steady; demand

and

supply

both

small. Comb, 12®14c per Ih., and strained and extracted e^HMic.
Firm at 32@32)^c. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON It Co.. 104 N. 3d Street,

BEESWAX—

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Honey l3 in a little better demand

at

little lower price than our formerquotallons.
Whilst the market is still full, we are enabled to
place extra lots of strictly white one-lb. sections at
about 15c., with an occasional sale at liic. 1^ and
2-lb. sections, best white, l4c.; dark and second
For extracted
quality, rather slow at 12 to J4c.
there Is no demand.

a

;

BEESWAX.-28C.

A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections,
13(§)14c;

extracted, i:^c.

Geo. W.

MEADE & Co.. 213 Market.

KANSAS
HONEY.-The market is
with good

demand and

CITY.
quiet and unchanged,

liberal receipts.

Comb. ^-

They would bring
IHc; l-lbs., I46*1HC.; 2lbs.. I3(al4c. The above figures are for choice stock in regular shipping crates.
Dark or large combs In rough crates sell slowly at
9to]oc. Extracted, California, ij(g.7c.: white clover, 7(*8c.; Southern, 5^'at3c.
BEESWAX.- None In the market.
Clkmons.Cloon & Co.
Successors to Jerome Twicheil.
Ib.

sections,

none

In

the market.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We
18(g.2oe.:

2-Ib..

quote best white
It3(a.l8c.

in i-lb. sections.

Extracted, 8{S9c.

Un-

glassed sections sell best.

UEBSWAX-35C.
Blake &

KIPI.ET, 57

Chatham

Street.

,
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Convention Hand-Book.

Christmas Present. BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

Or. MANXTAI. OF THE APIAKT.
To every person who sends us one new
bee-keepers. It is beautifully printed subscription, (besides his own renewal), for
1876.
on toned paper, and bound in cloth- one year, for the Weekly Bee JouR^AL, or
13th 'rh4*iiiii;ind *Tast Out!
price 50 cents.
NEW Monthly subscribers, for a yeai-, we 11th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months T
We have had some bound in Russia 4will
S.OOO Sold the past Tear.
send as a present, by mail, postpaid, a
leather, with colored edges— price 60
More than 5o pages, and more than 50 fine Illuscopy of " Mistletoe Memories, or What the trations
were addeil in the Hth edition. The wholecents.
Poets say about Christmas."
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the-

a nice Pocket Companion for

It Is

n,000 SOLD SINCE

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientiHc work treating of
bees in the World. I'rice, by malI,Sl 35. Liberal'
discount to dealers and to clubs.

^" We can

supply photographs of
Kev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of
Berlepsch, orDzierzon, at 25 cts. each.

A. J.

COOK,

Author and Publisher,

LANSING. MICH.

State Agricultural College.
lt*C7t

Young Men!— Bead
The Voltaic Belt Co

This.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

of Marshall, Mich.,
oser to send their celebrated Electro-Voltaic Belt and other Electric Appliances
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of

AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISEB.

,

manhood, and

and

vitality

2uDl2t

ia published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the

The British Bee Jocrnal

MONTHLY,
time

how

ahowinp wliat

beinfj,

to

do

it.

kindred

all

troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, vigor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write
once for illustrated pamphlet free.

olDtf

COMB FOUNDATION.
high side-wells. 4 to 16 square feet tc
uK-"V,v^^^ the pound. Circular and samples freOr

them at
6Dly

llsw^^^

J.

De.xter. Iowa.

DRAKE & SMITH,

4Aiy

Manum. Bristol. Vermont,
.MANTKACTfKEKS OF

Successors to A. E.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Hives, Sections, Shipping Crates, &c.
"White Poplar Sections a specialty in quality
and accuracy. Send lor Illustrated Catalugue and
50Ai2t

Price List.

We

SEND FOR
more money than

IT.

at anytbins else

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of gooi 8 which will help you

PRIZE.

lit

The whole bound

more money

right

away

than anything else in this
world. Ail.of either sex.succeed from first hour. Tbe broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
True & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address

SlAly
Send 10 cents
for working people.
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put ynu in the way of making more money in a few days tban
you ever thought pissibleatany business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time -nly. or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful. 50 cents
to i') easilv earned every evening. That all who
want wnrk'm;iv tes^t tbe business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfied
paralleled otTeV
we will send *i to pay for the trouble nf writing us.
Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Immense pav absolutely sure for all who start at once.
Address Stinsox & co.
Don't delay.

in

Banner

shape, with rich silk fringe and tassels. For
presentation, this art souvenir is vastly
superior to a mere Christmas card, as it
combines the advantages of both art and
literature. Size, 4 by GYt inches.

by

tubing an asency for the best aelline book
Beginners succeed grandly. None
out.
Hallett Book Co.
fall. Terms free.
Portland, Maine.
slAly

ft

For Bees, Queens.
Apiar-

acollectiun of poems selected
from the writings of H. W. Longfellow, J. G.
Whittier, Thomas Hood, Alfred Domett,
Chas. Mackay, Sir Walter Scott, Jennie Joy,
It ruiiiprisus

and others.

have just issued a new four-page circular that will Interest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.
44Atf
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

THOMAS
•es West

Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street..

Chlcaico,

III.

Honey, Foundation. Hi^ es. Sections, and

Fi^ANAGAN

for the working class. Send 10 cents*
for postage, and we wll! mail you/ree
a royal, valuable boxof samplegood*
that will put you in the way of making
more money in a few days, than you
ever tboutiht possible at any business.
will start jou. You can
Capital not required.
work all the time or in spare time only. The work
is universally adapted to both sexes, voung and
old. You can easilv earn from 5o cents to $5 every
evening. That all who want work may test ibe
business, we make this unparalleled offer; to al)
who are not well satistled, wewillsend^l to pay for
the trouble of writing us. Full particulars, direc-

GOLD!

Fortunes will be made by
those who give their whole time to the work. Great
success absolutely sure. Don't delay. Start now.
4Aly
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

and gold Bee, for
;iee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Price
Conventions, etc.

a rosette

I

Address,
tes

THOMAS «.
West Madison

presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or sp:ire time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asH. Hallett & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
5IAly

by

THE CONQUKKOK,
THE DOCTOR.
my

Send for

iind

32-pnKe Illustrated
Bee-Keepers' Sup-

Catalotrue of
plies of every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison. CHICAGO, ILL..

ALFEED

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

923

ENGRA VINGS

HORSE,
THEJ.KENDALL,
BY B.

Portland, Maine.

^^^

the nbOTe Smokers at

includinff

CHICAGO, ILL.

presents given away.
Send us a cents postage,

I

sell

mail or express, at wholesale or reAll the latest ImprovementSv
tail.

SlEWMAJf,

St..

can

MANUKACTUKKRS' PKICES.

50 "cents each, by mail, postpaid.

M. D.

A XKEATISE

ill

Ktf large value, that will
I
"
start yi»u in work that
will !itonce bring you in money faster than anyAll
about the $Jin.(.iiin in
else
in
America.
thing

We

tions, etc., sent free.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs,
"We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

:

and by mail you will get
free a package of goods

A

Il,t>IASKI,

Belleville. St. ClairCo.,Ills.

lABly LockboxOy'..

I

5iAiy

all

ian Implements, send for Circular to

'

HELP

SONS,

a week at home. $5.ai cutut free. Pay
absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Header, if you want business at
which oersoDs of either sex. younsorold*
can make ^reat pay all the time they,
work, with absolute certainty, write for
particulars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

tor circular to

PKYOK,

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, t^^^ N. IT.

assortment of Bee-Keepers'
J. E.

and when and

FLAT -BOTTOM

FOR BEE-HIVES
And a general

Supplies send

to do,

Kev. H.K. PEEI., Editor.
LONDON, ENGLAND.

(TlTinK an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table KivinK all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordlnnry dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enKravmB oJ the:

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

;

JiBVOLViyO COifB-HAyaER,
Tool Box and Eecording Desk Combined,
$18.00.
Price, complete, only
For sale by ALFEED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

horse's teeth at different aees, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection or recipes, and much valuable information.
:

Price as cent«.— Sent on receiptor

THOMAS
82.T

G.

West Madison

price,

by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILI..

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

815

"oncc'i

B^s" ONE^ECE

Thousand Just Published

Sixth

New and Enlarged

Edition

SECTIONS.
READ

THIS.

A word

BEES and HONEY,
Management

sf an Apiary
and Profit by

for Fleasnre

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor 0/ tht Wetkty Hee Journal.

02S We«t Mudlaon

Street, Chlcuco,

III.

contains 3iM profusoh- illustrated
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist witli everji:hing tliat can aid in
the successful managenieut of tlie IloneyBee, and at the same thne produce the most
honey in its best autl most attractive
condition.
It

PRICE—

Bound in cloth, SI. 00
covei's, 75 cents, postiiaid.

1S~A

by

Dozen or Hundred.

[

PATENT
JOUNDATION
Mills

,

MAYSVILLE.KY.
a7ABly

Dadani'sFoiindatioii Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

fringed will pay me damages from date of
the patent.
Some unprincipled parties are advertising
that the Courts have decided that the patent
is void.
This is not the case, as it is before
the United States Supreme Court at Washington, at the present time.
When that
Court gives its opinion it will be final, and
until it does, any one infringing will be liable
for damages, if the United States Supreme
Court sustains the patent.

See Advertisement In another column.

kwanted for The Lives of

all tiie

"Presidents of the U. 8. The
.largest, handsomest, best book
lever sold for ]e^s than twice
our price. The fastest selling
'book in America. Immense
proflta to aKents. All intelligent people want it.
Any one can become a successful aiient. Terms
free. Hallett Book Co., Portland, Me.
4A!y

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

makes the flnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

Street.

CHICAGO. ILL.

FORNCROOK &

J,
SOAStBCtf

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Deo.

s

A

1,

1884.

NEW BEE -VEIL.

There are

five cross
bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring steel: the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
material.
It is very
m on <ir
easily put together, no tmiil h n
take off, and folds compacth ui .i p.ijn i lio\
inch
deep.
incites
by
one
Ihcte
would
6x7
be no discotitfort in wearing it eitlier day or
;

night,

and theprotectionagainstMosquitoes,
Bees.

Gnats,

etc., is

perfect.

The

weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.
9J3

eiSTCISTNATI, O.
976 and 978 Central Ave.,
^"Send IOC, for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

in every

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Circulars readV.

HENKV

TEXAS.

Hints and Ready

IlECirES,

the title of a very valuable book that gives agreat amount of information, of the Utmost I m-'
Eortance to Everybody, concerning their dally
abits of Bating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing. Working, etc.
CENTSr
It Cosm only
and contains 28 pages, and In sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This ts just
the Book that every family should have.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

What to Eat,

Parasites of the Skin,

How to Eat it,

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what lo Wear
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases.
How to Avoid them,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Perils of

How to

Summer,

Breathe,

Overheating Houses,
Ventilation.
Influence of Plants,

Exercise,
t'are of Teeth,

Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hatr.
Kestoiing the Drowned,
Preventing Near-Sight-

After-Dinner Naps,

Headache, caused
Malarial Affections,

Croup— to Prevent.

edness.

IT

TELLS

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains. Cold FcetrCorn8,Coughs,Cholera.Diarrhoea,, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache, Hiccough, Hives
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm^
Snoring, Stammering. Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth, Sore
NippIes.Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect

Sweating Feet, 'I'oothache, Ulcers, Warts,

Whooping Cough, Worms

Dadaut's FoniidatiouFactory, wholesale

in Children.

Save Doctor Bills

Price only 2*> Cents.

another column.

West Madison

I

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

TSOMAS

y25

G.

Street.

NE^VMAN.
CHICAGO, ILL.

for Sale.

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send for Samplen <fe Reduced Prlce-l,ilBt.
ABtf J.VANDERVORT.Laceyville, Pa.

sold thousands of the Traps last season.
Enterprising' sui)ply dealers will find the
Traps the liest pa\ihgr article they can deal
In.

Fort Bend Co.

is

Bites,

Street. Chicago. IM,

We

49Atf

RICHMOND.

HAP^BOOroF HEALTH,

Drone and Queen Traps.
County and Townaliip Rights

IN

For further information, send for Circular.

7Aly

It Tvill

County in the United
States to manufacture and sell our

State,

etc,

MUTH,

TIVENTY-FIVE

ALFRED

WANTED.
ome one

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
LangstToth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply to
e. F.

Pure Italian Bees and (jueens

C^I^jv'i
One-lb. Sections in lots of 500 tn 4,000 $.5.00
Ditto
.1,000 to 10,000 4.75
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to -.'."i.OOO 4.50
Ditto
Ditto
25,000 to 50,000 4.-.'5
100,000 or more 4.00
Ditto
Ditto
The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in leng-th,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the same quantity.

Flies,

.ALFRED H. NEVrMAN.
West Madison

Muth's Honey ExtractOFr

|

6 luch, Price, $25.00.

923

Mi

DEALER

Hi£^

It

Send b\x cents for postage*
and receive free, a costly box
of KOuds which will help you to
more money riRht away than

PRICES OF SECTIONS.

ig'?-^'^'"

W.e.PELHAM

-

41 First Ave., Cedar Kapids, Iowa, and
they will learn something to their advantage.

unythinfj else In this world. All
ft
of either sex, HQCceed from first
United States Supreme Court hour. The broad road to fortune opens before theat Washington, which will decide the case, workers, absolutely sure. At oi.ce address. True
4Aly
and its decision will be final. It it goes & Co., Augusta, Maine.
ujrainst me I will submit, but if decided in
my favor, I shall e.xpect all who have in-

paper

in

;

Ijlberal Dlscoiiiit lo Dealers,
tlie

All persons wiio have lust Keal Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OK JUDICIAL,
S.\LES. are invited to correspond witb
KICKEL. A: BUL.I., Attorneys at Law,

aj^peal to tiie

;

THOMAS

of c.xpUiimtion in rogrard to the
infringement suit on the Dne-Piece Section,
we deem necessary at this time.
I commenced suit ag:ainst A. I. Root, in
the United States Circuit Court, for the
Northern district of Oliio; Stanley Matthews
presiding-. He decided that the patent was
void for want of novelty. I have taken an

Land-Owners, Attention r

Al^LEY,

Wenliaiii, yUiss.

Dadant's Foundation Factory^ wholesale

We will send von a watch or a chain

BY MAIL OR EXPRESS, CO. D., to be
examined before payingany money
and if not sati.-^faclory, returned at
onr expense. We manufacture all
our watches and save you 30 per
cent,

f'atalopue of

2.^0

styles free.

Evfry Wnttb W^nmntefi. Addross

STUDARD AMERICAN WATCH

CO.,

I'lTT.SUUKt.H, PA.

and

BUTTER BOXES
BRADLEY
cheapest and most
The
sweetc'st,

attractive

small butter packn^e ever offered. Butter sells
quicker and brings better prices for family trade
than ill anv other package. Send for descriptive
price li.st." ('HAS. P. \VILL.\RD & CO., 280

Michigan

St..

CHICAGO.

Dadant's FoniidatiouFactory, wholesale Diidant'sFonndation Factory, Tvliolesale
and

retail.

See AdTertisement in another colamn.

and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column,-

Given'sFoundationPress.
Is

PUBLIC SENTIMENT affirms that the PRESS
SUPERIOR lor makingC'-mb Foundation either

Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and insuree
straight and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
In

D.

8.

eiVEN A

CO.,

HOOPBSTON,

ILL.

;

.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

816

HEDDON'S

Owing

to a decline in the price of
Beeswax there will, hereafter, be a
reduction of 5 cents per
on all orders for Comb Foundation.

pound

ooxjXJovvdnsr-

CLCBBISG LIST.

Prices Reduced.

We

will

supply the

A-merlcan Bee tVonrnal

one year, and any of the following Books, at tbe
prices quoted in the hist column of flRures. The
first

column gives the

retrular price of both.

PHctofboth. Club

The Weekly Bee J ournal,
and Cook's Manual,

»2

latest edition

Bees and Honey (paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 20o colonies
Dzierzon'sNew Bee Book (cloth)....
Dzierzon'8 New Book (paper covers)
Qulnby's New Bee-Keeping
LangBtroth's Standard Work

ON SHARES,

For Comb Fonudatioii

Why not send

1885,

for

me your Wax

Root's

to be made into the best Given Foundation on shares, or at a low casli
price per pound for malsiug, during
•tlie less-hurried winter months.
If you liave no wax, perhaps your
-store- keepers liave,and it will pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
J pay highest market price in

2 75

25.

.

3 10

3 00.. 2 75

Log Book

235.. 2 25
2 40.. 3 25
4 25
4 25

.

75..

2 50

00..

3 76

and (Cleanings InBee-Culture(A.I.Root) 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00..
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.nill)
2 50..
Kansas Bee-Keeper
300..
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00.

3 75

.

With Weekly Bee
pi L

.

.

2 75
2 35
2 75
2 75

650.. 6 00

GENERAL CLUBBING

for Sale.

LIST,

Journal.

MX

g
uui wiuu »>"<

Co„M„«»^d«
BothPexiodicalslb,

00 Boston Globe
30O
"
Every Other Saturday, L,it,e-m 4 10
"
50
Our Little Ones, (O. Optic).. .m 325
4 00 Chicago Current, Literary
w 5 20

2 50
1

.

150
150
100
1

00

^50
50
i 00
i 00

2

2

25

"
*
**

w
w
w

Drovers' Journal

"

Farmers' Review
'

Reraldy Imleperident
Inter-Ocean, Republican, .w
"
"
..B-w
Beligio-Phil. Jour., Sptri£..w
.

•
"
"

"
"

3 40
3 20
2 8S

300
4,40
4 10

Skandinaven, Sujedtsft
w 385
Staats-Zeitung, Oennan.. .w 380
SvenskaTribunen,S«;ed...w 40O
BtaTidaid, Baptist
w 4 35
TimtiS, Democratic
320

"
J50
"
125
w
1 00 Cincinnati Times-Star, Jnd
w 30O
"
Enquirer, Democratic
115
w Sl.-i
125
G&zette, Republican
w 305
3 00
1 00 Detroit Free Presa^ Family t&Lit...v

Here we have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
.second, from basswood
third, from
:

;

.myriads of fall flowers.
I will give my purchaser a splendid
•opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell

**

00 Kansas City Journal, Be2m6lican...w 300
"
100
Times, Democratic
w 300
3 30
1 50 Loaisvllle Courier Journal, Dern. .w
w 3B5
2 00 Milwaukee Peck's Sun, Humor
3 10
1 50 New York Am. Agriculturist
5 25
Art Amateur.
400
Christian Herald, 2Zte...w 3 20
150
Century, Literary
5 70
400
Demorest, Ladies
3 70
2 00
Golden
Argosy,
Lit
w
3 25
75
1
Graphic, Illustrated
w 4 00
2 50
2?Ii«...w
5
40
Harpers'
Weekly,
4 00
Leslie's Sunday Mag
4 20
2 50
SOO
North A mer. Review
6 30
Phrenological Journal. .m 3 75
200
Eural Kew Yorker
200
w 3 85
Scientific American
w 4 95
2 20
1

.

any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,

m

it

the outfit being either for comb or extracted honey as desired ; or I will
:Sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the pur.chaser thus gains stock of his own.

m
m
m
m

fixtures of my latest impatterns.
AVrite
me for

Hives and

.

prices, terms, etc.

limes, Ind. Republican. ..w 30O
Tribune, Republican
w 3 10
3<'<'
"World, Democratic.
1
2 00 Philadelphia Call, Lit. dt Humor., .w 4 0O

100

1

00

2 00
3 00

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure mate-

m
m
w
m
w
w
w

3 70
4 25
3 60
3 25
3 00

3 00

THOMAS G NEWMAN,

home. Write for special prices
state the

25
00

Arthur's Home Mag
Godey's Lady's Book
Hearthstone, Fiction
Peterson's Magazine...,
2 00
Practical Farmer
200
Tress, Republican
1 00
150 Washington National Tribune.
2

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,

93.5

West Madison

St.,

Chicago,

Ills.

number

wanted.
Adflress,

.

3 50.. 3 26

Culture (cloth) 3

The 6 above-named papers

•distant.

quantity, and

3 50.

4 00.. 3 75

The Weekly Bee Journal one year

;

in

4 09.. 3 00

4 50.

1

rial at

3 25

.

4 50..

.Southern Michigan.
No other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- bouse, good
cellar, cistern, and two wells
highboard fence all on }4. acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2.5 rods

proved

2 60

3 50.

Honey as Food <i;Medicine,100 Copies

Subs^rtpaon pric.

with

2 75

2 50

Moore's Universal Assistant

I olTer for sale one of the best
.apiaries and very choicest location in

crops

00..

2 75..

2 75..

Blessed Bees
2
King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book ....3

CASH FOR WAX.

Apiary

A B C of Bee

Alley's Queen Rearing
Scribner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

00.

3 25.. 3 00

BeesandHoneyCT.Q.NewmanjclothS

WAX

All

postage prepaid.

•TAMJES HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC, Cass County MICH.

I pay 85c. per pound delirered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid miatahes, tpe shipper's name
always be on each packase.

slioald

ALFRED

H. NEWOTAN,
St., CHICAGO,

923 West Madison

ILL.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
G. JHEWMA-JH^
than .S'ic.

THOMAS

02f> West Madison Street Chlcafro,

111.

:

:
;

(jp)"

-'^

,

^ \
^ OLDEST BEE PAPERX^)^^"^
'N

-^'

AMERICA

DEYOTEB TO THE INTERESTS OF
ESTABLISHED IN
isei.

Chicago,

I
t

lU.,

HOIST^Y

PRODUCERS.

December 24, 1884.

Topics Presented

in tiiis

Number.

VOL.

82.3

52.

ADVERTISING RATES.
20 cents per

Bee-Exhibit at World's Fair

XX.-No.

Tor

line of

either the

space, each insertion,

Weekly or Monthly Editisn*.

Bee-Keeping in 1884
821
A line of this type will admit about 7 words.
Bee-Keeping in Wyoming
82-5
ONE INCH will contain TWELVE lines.
Transient
Advertisements must be paid
Convention
Notices
826 to 831
PROPKIETOH,
for in advance.
Correspondence
820
WEST
MADtSON-STREET,
CHICAGO,
ILL.
S25
Editorial Notices will be inserted at the
Duty on Cuban Honey
82-5
Weekly,
a year Mgnthly. SO cents.
rate of 50 cents per line.
Editorial Items
819 Time Discounts on advertisements will
be made as follows
On lO lines and
82.5
upward,
insertions, 5 <p cent.
Entered at the P.O. as Second-Class matter. Getting Sections Well Filled
6 insertions,
10
cent.;
9
insertions,
15 ^ cent
^
Getting Statistics
824
12 insertions, 20 ^ cent.
26 insertions,
Grand Report
2.5 ^ cent.; 53 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
825
TO COKKESPONDENTS.
Hives Packed for Winter
82-5 On 50 lines and upward, 1 time, 5 ^ cent.
3 insertions, 10^ cent.; 6 insertions, 15 ^
Xlie Subscription Price of the Weekly
819
cent.; 9 insertions, 20 |J cent.; 12 inser
Bee Journal is $2.00 a year and of Honey and Beeswax
tions, 25 ^ cent. 26 insertions, 30 ^ cent.
the Jlonthly, 50 cents a year in advance. Honey and Beeswax Market
831
52 insertions, 50 per cent.
New Subscriptions can licfrin at any time.
Honey as a Staple Article
Sinjj-le Copies, tTve cents each.
820 On 100 lines and upward, 1 time, 10 ^ cent.
3 insertions, 15 $ cent.; G insertions, 30 ^
Club Rates for tlie AVccItly are $3.80 Honev production and cousumpcent.; 9 insertions, 25 ^ cent.
12 inser
for two copies (to the same or different
tibn
822
tions, 30 ^ cent. 26 insertions, 40 ^ cent.
for three copies
post-oiHces)
SS-.'jO
Pl'BLISnED KV

THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
EDITOR AND
9)f>2

;

:

.'i

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

$7.20 for four copies
more copies, $1.7.j each.
;

and for

Club Rates for

five or

tlie Iflontlily are
two
the same or different post:

copies (to
three copies for
offices) for 90 cents
$1.30 four copies for $1.70 five copies
more than five copies for 40
for $'J.0O
cents each,
Sendinu; Money.— Remit by Express, Post
Ofl[ice Order, Postal Note, or Bank Draft
on New York or Chicag-o. If neither of
these can be obtained, Keg-ister your
Letter, affi-Yius stamps both for postage
and registry, and take a receipt for it
or send it by Express. Money, sent as
above described, is at oun risk, otherwise, it is not. Do not send checks on
local banks, which cost us "n cents each,
at the banks here, to get them cashed.
Silver should never he sent in Letters. It
will either be stolen, or lost by wearing
holes in the envelope.
Postage Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
stamps for any amount may be sent.
;

International Congress
Keeping Bees on Shares

823

Light Honey Crop
Local Convention Directory

825
825

820

;

:

—

Subscription Credits The receipt for
money sent us will be given on the
every paper. If not
given in two weeks after sending the
money, write to us, for something must
be wrong about it. Do not wait for
months or years, and then claim a
address-label of

Many Swarms Absconded

Peculiar Season
824
Pollen not Harmful
826
Pollen the Cause of Bee-diarrhoea 825

Poor Season

Premium for Club of

8^6
10 subscribers 826

Protiting by Mistakes

825

Rearing and Introducing Queens.
Reply to Mr. Kendall
Selections from Our Letter Box.
Swarm Catcher
To Bee-Keepers of the Northwest
Too Hasty a Conclusion
Tuscarawas Co., O., Convention.

822

.

.

Volume

XX Ended

Western Maine Convention
Wintering Bees

826
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The subscription is paid to the
indicated on the
wrapper-label. This gives a continual
Our rates for two or more
statement of account.
copiesof the book," Bees andlloney,"
Siost Numbers.— We carefully mail the may be found on the Book List on
Bee Journal to every subscriber, but the second page of this
paper. Also
should any be lost in the mails, we will
cheerfully replace them if notified before wholesale rates on all books where
all the edition is exhausted.
they are purchased " to sell again."
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will The time for reading up will soon be
be sent free upon application. Any one here, and in anticipation of this,
we
intending to get up a club can have
sample copies sent to the persons they now have a very large stock of books
hand,
and can till orders for them
desire to interview, by sending the names on
to this office.
in any quantity, on receipt of orders.
mistake.

END OF THE MONTH

i^

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Advertisements for the next Weekly Bee
825
Journal must reach this office by the

:

;

53 insertions, 60 per cent.

Saturday of the previous week.

Rooks for Ree-Keepers.—For prices and
descriptions of bee-books, see the second
page of this paper.
All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time paid for, unless requested to
be continued.
Wlien wrilina to this office on Business,
correspondents must not write anything
for publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
interfering with either part of the letter.
The editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
business is mi.xed up with items for
publication it often causes confusion.
They both may be sent in one envelope,
but on separate pieces of paper.
Alivays s'ive tlie name of the Post>Offlce
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
this is done.

Emerson RInders, made

especially for
the Bee Journal, are lettered in gold
on the back, and make a very convenient
way of preserving the Bee Journal as
fast as received. They will be sent, postpaid, for 75 cents each. They cannot be
sent by mail to Canada.
To Canadians We take Canadian money
for subscription or books and Canadian
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
of a dollar.

—

;

FOREION POSTAei!, KXTRA
To Europe— Weekly,
cents
Monthly. 10 cents.
To Australia -Weekly, II Monthly. 20 cents.
.=«)

;

;

Oeorge Neighbour

A

Sons, London, EnKland, are
our authorized agents for Europe.
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is attested by liuiulreds of the most pracand disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest,brightest, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag, most regular in color,
3venness and neatness of any tliat is made.
It is kept for sale by M&ssrs.

BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

tical

NEWMAN, ChicaEO, 111.,
C. K. MUTH, Cinclnnnti, O.,
JAMES HEDDON. Dnwaglac. Mich.,
DOUGHERTY & McKBE. Indianapolis, Ind..
A. H.

CHAS. H. liREEN, Berlin, Wis..
CHAS. HEKTKL. Jr., Freeburg, 111.,

WM. BALLANTINE, SaBO, O..

E. L. AKMSTIiliNc;, Jerseyville.lU.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

On dozen

or half-dozen lots of one bind, we
allow 25 per cent, discount, and prepay
Special rates on larger quantities,
given upon application.
postag-e.

Bees and Honey,

or

Apiary for Pleasure and

B.
Cohuri!, Iowa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna, N. Y.
C. F. DAIjE. Mortonsville. Kj.

G. NEWM.iN.— It is "fully up witli the times,"
in all the various improvements ainl inventions in this rapidly-developing- pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with evernhiiig that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following- subjects
Ancient History of Bees and Honey

and numbers of otiier dealers.
Write for SAMPLES FREE and price
list of supplies, accompanied with

COMPI^IMENTART,
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
ISO

and

ft'om as

many

bee-keepers in 1883.

We

guarantee every inch of our Foundation equal to sample in everj respect.
CHAS. DADAKT & SON,
SABly
HAMILTON, Uancock Co.. ILL.

VAI.-0-ABI.E

:

— Swarming — Dividing — Extracting —
Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens- Italing

ianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quieting and Handling Bees— The Management of

Bees and Honey

at

Fairs-Marketing Honey,

etc.

220 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
in elotli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;
3 copies for S;2..j."); 5 for $4.00; 10 for $7,50.
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies for$1.40;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.

bound

Tlie Apiary Register, by Thosi.^s G.

for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

readers

re.ilize

the fact that the author is

master of the subject.

Price, $1.50.

ABC

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care

mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.25 ; for
200 colonies, $1.50.

to the
as the

$1.25; paper, $1.

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical
information and contagious enthusiasm.
Price, 75c.

The Hive and Honey-Bee,
L.

by Rev. L.
is
the work of a
ways remain a standard.

Langstroth.— This

master, and will

—Locating an Apiary— Transferring— Feed- Price, $2.00.

Newman.— A Record and Account Book

TUt: Oi-igrlnii

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Root.— Its style is plain and forcible, making
its

the Honey-Bee, and is valuable
Management of an of
more advanced bee-keeper, as well
Prollt. bv Thomas
beginner. Cloth,

ARTHUR 'l'Oni).Oermantnwn,Philadelphia.Pa.
KKETCHMER,

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or manual of

the Apiary, bv Pkof. A. J. CooK.— It is
elegantly illustrated, acd fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the
bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

al

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping.—

A translation of t he nmstcr-piece of that most
celebrated German authority. Price, bound
in cloth, $2.00; in paper covers, $1.50.
Queen-Rearing,

l)y

Henkv Alley.—A

and detailed account of 23 years experience in rearing Queen Bees. The clieapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.
full

Bee - Keepers' Text Book, by A. J.
Kino.— A new edition, revised and enlarged.
bound in cloth.
Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—
Details their management. Price, 15c.
Price, $1.00,

Practical Hints to Bce-Keepers, by
Ch.\s. F. Muth. — Gives his views on the manas Food and Medicine, by agement of bees. Price, lOo.
Thomas G. Newman.— It gives the various
Dzierzon Theory. — The fundamental
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam, priucii>les of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated

Honey

;

valuable recipes. It is intended for by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
to help in creating a demand for honey.
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct

many

German

Price, for either the English or
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for

$2.50- .500

for $10.00—1,000 for $15.00.If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.

Bee

-

Keepers'

Convention

Hand

meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
bound in cloth, 50c.
The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doolittle.—

Price,

management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin

Details his

Boole, by Thomas G. Newman.— It contains and cure. Price, 25c.
a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Moore's Universal Assistant, and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
— Contains o\-er
and members of Local Conventions— Model Complete Meclianic.
1.000.000 industrial facts, calculations, proConstitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
—Programme for a Convention.with Subjects cesses, trade secrets, legal items, business
Prof. Cooh, in hia valuable Manual of the Apiarv, for discussion— List of Premium for Fairs, forms, etc. Price, $2.50.
statea that " Mr. Bingham was the first to improve etc. Hound in cloth,
and suitable for the
Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
(he old Quinby amoker by estalilishini? a direct pocket.
Price, 50 cents.
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
draft.'' Five years of persistent efTort has demonengravings, illustrating positions of sick
strated that no one but Bingham has been able to
AVliy
Eat
Honey?
by
Thomas
G. horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
Improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are Newman.— This Leaflet is intended for dis- comprehensive manner. It has many good
yet in working order.
Thpy burn lots of blocks tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality, recipes, etc. Price, 25c., in either Englisli
and chips and stuff", and make lots of smoke and in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
or German.
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box at- cents per 100
500 copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
tachments, as they never go out or fail to blow copies for $4.00. When 200 or
more are
Food Adulteration.— What we eat and
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little, ordered at one
time,
we will print the should not eat. This book should be in every
swift or s'ow, just as yoa please, any or all the
honey-producer's name and address free, at family. Price, 50c.
time; top up or down, ihey alwavseo!
Bee-keepers will save mon^y and vexation by the bottom.
Seribner's liiimber and Log Book.—
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Preparation of Honey for tlie Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
Hetherington Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these Flarket, including the production and care logs and planks; wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
we are the original inventors, and only legal of both Comb and E.xtracted Honey, and
makers, and have had over 4.'i.(H>o in use trom one Tnstructlons on the
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For casting
E.xhibition of Bees and
to five years, and receiving but one letter of comHoney at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman. up the price of grain, produce and hay; wood
plaint.
"
reckoner,tables for plowing,
measnrer.ready
This
is a chapter from
Bees and Honey."
With European and American orders already
etc. Price, 40c.
received for over y.fMMi. there is evidence that ihh4 Price. 10c.
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.
Swarming, Dividing and Feeding
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Eu- Bees.— Hints to Beginners, by Tho.mas G. 'Rules for eating.drinking, sleeping, bathing,
dressing, etc. Price, 25c.
working,
rope and America.
Newman. A chapter from "Bees and Honey."
Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Price 5c.
Emerson Binders, made especially for
Bee J(it-TRNAL, and lettered in gold on
Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..314 inch. .$2 00
Bee Pasturage a Necessity, by Thom.\s the
hack. 75c. for the Weekly or for the
" .. 1 75 G. Newman— Progressive views
Conquerorsmoker(wideshield)3
on this im- the
LAriire smoker (wide shield)
3i4 ** .. 150 portant subject: suggesting what and how Monthly. 50e. They cannot be sent by mail
Catiada.
K/tra smoker (wide shield)
" ..125 to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and
2
Honey." to
Praia smoker
" ., 100 2fi engravings. Price, 10c.
2
Constitution and By-Laws, for local
" ..
IJltle Wonder smoker
la^
65
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Bmg^ham & Hetherington Honey Knife,
Bees in Winter, by Thomas G. Newman. AFSociation printed in the blanks 50c. extra.
Sinch
115 —Describing Chatf-packing, Cellars and BeeRibbon Badges, for bee-keepers, od
TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or half- Houses. A chapter from " Bees and Honey."
Price 5c.
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
jzen rates. Address,
each,
or $8 per 100.
Bienen Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.
BINiJHAM & HETHERINGTON,
— In theC«ermaii language. Price, in paper Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
«A2Btf
^BRONIA, MICK. covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
of Poultry, etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.
;

;

......

cyj^'

u

Jottrnal,

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF THE PRODUCERS OF HONEY.
CHICAGO,

VOL. XX.

DECEMBER

ILL.,

24, 1884.

No. 52.

^°

Honey and Beeswax.

To the copious indexes found
number of the Bee Journal
In the United States Census for we point with pride.
Those who bind
1880, we find the following Table the volume or
use the Emerson Bindin this

showing the production of honey and
beeswax for the year 1879.

lEEjtoliU
THOIVIAS G.

NEWSMAN,

EDITOR AND PKOPRIETOR,

mimber—the fifty-second
Volume of the
Weekly Bee Journal.
With

this

iv^early all of

the subscriptions run

and we would
respectfully request such readers and
out with

this issue,

patrons to sit down as soon as this
article is read and send us the renewal
of his or her subscription for 188.5,
and thus prevent the loss of a number and the consequent pleasure of
the weekly feast it presents.
AVe are grateful for past favors, and
we conlidently look for an increased
support by progressive bee-keepers
everywhere, in order to enable the
Bee .Journal to retain the proud
position of being the best, as well as
the oldest bee-paper on the American
Continent. The Bee Journal and
its able corps of correspondents have
contributed their full share in all the
advance-steps of modern improvements in bee-culture, and it has kept
its readers fully posted in the development of every one of such, as fast as
they have attained a foot-hold.
We will close the present Volume
by wishing all our readers

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A HAPPY HEW YEAR.

6(3,870
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California

574,029.

Colorado
Connecticut
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Dakota
Delaware
District of
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8,:!40....
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76,2.34
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27
2,151
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1,036,034....
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Idaho
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69,318
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Arizona
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Beeswax.

Honcj-.

Alabama

Iowa
Kansas
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.
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1,626,847....
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8,397....
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.South Carolina.
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86,645....
24.296....
87,886....
1.31, 342. ...

Nebraska

31,6.37

201,034
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.382,560....

Mississippi

43,640

1,.500,,563

168,441
198,499
283,752...
49,397
1,028,395

Maine
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.32,088

6,532
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45,462
1,828
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2,836
6,145
5
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36,.333

3,444
46,610
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26,780
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Utah

87,331
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1,546
4,374
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Tennessee

Vermont
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.

.

.

....
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1,090.4.51

Washington
West Virginia....

8.33..564

Wisconsin

813,806....

972

20.005....
.

. .

26,667
22,960

m" At the

untold value.

AVorld's Exposition, let

be understood, says I)r, Brown, that
"all exhibitsof colonies of bees and
bee manipulations will only be during
the week of the Convention.
Supplies
can be exhibited any time during the
Exposition."
it

1^ The long winter evenings will
be well occupied by reading bee literature.
When renewing your subscription, it will be well to get some good
bee-books. See our list of books on
the second page and select what you
need. Do not forget to send for a
Binder in which to file your Journal
and thus have the full benefit of it
during the whole year.

1^

AVe had about concluded that
the Kansas Bee-Keeper had ceased to
exist, as it had not been published
since September. We now learn that
the cause v/as the illness of both of its
editors, Messrs. Scovell and Pond.—
They now propose to issue it weekly
and thus make amends for lost time.

^ As

there are fifty-three

Wed-

be interesting to put this nesdays in this year, and
as we are
Table on record though we do not belund with this
number, with two
think it complete, by any means. As legal holidays
for the employes before
proof of this assertion, we have only us, the next issue of
the AVeekly Bee
It will

;

compare the tliird and fourth lines,
where we find Arkansas to have produced about double the amount of
honey credited to California. It also
gives North Carolina credit for .50 per
cent, more than Michigan, and more

to

than
it

Journal,

for January 7, will be
mailed on the previous Saturday, and
after that, it will be mailed, as usual,
every Tuesday.

1^ Please notice the change of the
Iowa.
The fact is, club rate for the Apiculturist,
sis aoi^A
manifestly incorrect that
on the last page of this paper.

Illinois or

is

it is

so

useless.

^"

Every subscriber is kindly invited to obtain a netc subscriber to
send with his renewal. Please notice
the premiums offered for clubs, on
another page.

er, will find it of

^°

1^" From an investment of
every subscriber to the Weekly

Journal

for

two dividends.

188.5,

will receive

$2.00,

Bee
fifty-

To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Farmer's
Advocate of London, Ont., and the
Monthly Bee Journal
at $1.25 for the two.

for

one year

:
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" I do not know but if some enterpays nothing, each of them gets half
of the swarms, and each furnishes his prising man would take hold of the
honey question, I believe he would
own hives, foundation, etc.
When a man lets bees to a land- make a fortune."
owner, and tends the bees himself,
"Honey'?"
"Yes, sir; honey. There is an
he gives one-fifth and pays 7.5 cents
opinion going around that honey is a
per swarm.
For the American Bee JoumaL
When a man lets bees to an apiarist luxury. There never was a bigger
on a third man's laud, he gives the mistake made. If it does not make
Xeeping Bees on Shares, etc.
apiarist two fifths,
the land-owner much muscle, it gives warmth to the
one-fifth, and pays 7.5 cents for the whole system, arouses all the nervous
CHAS. DADANT & SON.
swarms hived. If the apiarist pays energies and gives vigor to all the
I can talk about
In reply to the question asked by 75 cents, then he gets half of the nat- vital functions.
honey because I know about it. I
Mr. T. W. Dougherty, on page 796, ural increase.
know
that
most
children
would rather
\vhich Mr. Ileddon answers, allow us
DOES BEE-ICEEPING PAT?
eat bread and honey than bread and
to give a report of the difEerent ways
One more word. Messrs. Doolittle butter, and that a pound of honey
in which we do it. and which give
and Ileddon claim that bee-keeping will go as far as two of butter. Besatisfaction to all parties.
There are three ways in which we does not pay because honey is too sides, honey will keep forever and
take and give bees on shares, and cheap, or something to that effect. never get sour or rancid like butter
there are often also three persons in- The great trouble is that they want a does. Then look how much cheaper
volved in the transactions, the owner man to try a living with 100 to 200 it is. Honey can be bought at 1.5
We say and prove cents and 20 cents a pound, and a fair
of the bees, the owner of the loca- colonies of bees.
bee-tender or bee- by facts, that a man can keep from profit made by the retailer. Butter is
tion, and the
keeper. The bee-keeper who takes 400 to 700 colonies of bees, and keep seldom less than 40 cents, and this
bees on shares, usually has some of them properly. Of course additional winter it will reach .5.5 cents a pound.
bis own,~and it is, therefore, prefer- help is needed during the honey Of course I am only speaking of the
able to put them on the premises of a harvest, the hives and implements best kind of honey. Buckwheat honey,
third party. The rule is to give the must be ready before spring, and the which has a slight flavor, can be reowner of the bees two-fifths of the colonies must be in running order to tailed at a profit at SI for 8 pounds.
surplus, the apiarist gets two-tifths, start with. We also say and prove by But, Lor' bless you, the people would
and the land owner one-tifth. In the our own experience that extracted not eat that. Only the best is good
bar.gain it is understood that the lat- honey can be produced at 6 cents per enough for them.''
" Could enough honey be brought
ter is to furnish room for the empty pouncl and pay its producer. The
hives, boxes, extractors, honey, etc., production of honey has not yet been into the market to substitute it for
and board the apiarist and his horses, and cannot be overdone, for the con- butter r'
sumption increases as fast as the pro" Well, that is not exactly the queswhile at work.
The only risks of loss to be incurred duction, and honey will always be tion. It is not likely that honey will
supersede butter altogether; but just
are, that of winter or the absence of the highest priced of all sweets.
Mr. D. \y. McDaniel. of this city, now, when wages are low and butter
a crop. These risks should be incurred by the owner of the bees that has done the greater part of the work is getting higher and higher every
is, he must stand the winter loss, and on some 4-50 colonies of bees for us day, it would be a good thing if peothe expense of feeding the bees if this summer, and was not busy more ple knew that they could buy a good
substitute, if it is only a temporary
On the other hand, the than half of the time either.
necessary.
Hamilton,*© 111., Dec. 12, 18»4.
one. What is wanted to make it a
apiaiist must put the bees in winter
paying one is the introduction of the
quarters as safely as possible, and if
barrel trade. If retail dealers would
there is a crop lie must keep enough
For the American Bee Journal.
take their honey in barrels and sell it
surpUis honey to feed the bees until
in small quantities at the rate of
the next crop. If there is no crop, he
Honey as a Staple Article.
about 1.5 cents a pound, they could
must do the work of feeding if needed.
make a large profit. You know workH. U. ACKER3IAN.
As for the increase of bees All
ing people look twice at a quarter
depends on the manner of it. If
The following from the Indianapo- before they spend it on what they
swarming by division is intended, the
terms depend on the quality of the lis Evening Neios of Dec. 10, 1884, think is a luxury. But if they
hives, the amount of comb founda- I should like to have published in the thought they could buy .5 or 10 cents
tion used, and the more or less purity Bee Journal, believing that it will worth at a time, they would be glad
After fighting, for of it, and they would soon learn that
of the race of bees employed. If be appreciated.
n.atural swarming is the only source montlis, the " Trof. Wiley scientific honey is cheaper and preferable to
of increase, then the increase belongs pleasantry" (lie), it is quite refreshing butter. In the winter honey candies
to the owner of the bees, provided he for a bee-keeper to read in a news- and becomes hard enough to cut with
pays for hiving the swarms otherwise paper an article like this, speaking a a knife and spread like butter, so it
the apiarist has a right to one-half of good word for his pursuit, and I would can be used in the same way. If a
the increase, but he must furnish suggest that bee keepers generally demand for pure honey arose, a hunbives, comb foundation, etc., for his send a copy of the Bee Journal dred barrels could be brought into
share. The price which we pay for containing it, to their local papers re- the city every week all the year round,
or a hundred dozen if the demand inhiving swarms is 7-5 cents per swarm. questing them to copy it
creased.''
It would be unreasonable and bad HONEY
A SUBSTITUTE FOR BUTTER.
" How about adulteration "i"'
policy to request the apiarist to hive
" Times are bad and likely to be
" The principal adulteration is gluthe swarms free of charge, for swarmbiviug is a tedious job. and takes worse," said a prominent member of cose, but it is not ditlicult to detect.
much valuable time. Besides, an the Franklin Institute to a reporter Honey mixed with glucose will not
apiarist who tends three or four yesterday afternoon. " Butter is be- candy at the lowest
temperature,
apiaries cannot be expected to hive coming scarcer and dearer every year whereas pure
honey candies very
It becomes the part and it will be beyond the reach of freely. The best way to keep honey
all the swarms.
poor people this winter. Unless poor is in those five-pound Mason jars. If
of ihe location owner.
Our method, therefore, is as fol- people who are out of work find a it candies, so much the better.
When a man lets bees to an substitute that is cheaper than but- little heat will soon liquify it, if that
lows
apiarist on the apiarist's land, the ter, they will have to eat their bread is desired. If people generally knew
owner of the bees gets two-fifths, and dry. They will not eat butterine or what a nutritious, wholesome food
the owner oleomargarine they would turn up honey is, it would not be long before
the apiarist three-fifths
pays 7.5 cents for each swarm hived, their noses at that, if they were the bee-keepers would have all they
and furnishes hives, etc., to suit him- starving."
can do to keep up the supply."
" What can they use, then ?"
self, and the swarms are his or if he
Xorth Indianapolis,© Ind.
;

;

:

;

A
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I took mv bees home and cared for
Yesterday and the day before were
and the bees were out in them, and "they did well, and before
set in. they filled the
I cold weather
Bee-Keeping in 1884.
full force, having a good "fly."
have never tried to winter bees any box-hive and a small cap holding
JNO. A. THORNTON, 54—73.
where else except on the summer about 8 pounds of honey. I prepared
and they
stands, and I have had good success. them as I had decided upon,
Pining the past spring my bees In the fall of 1882, 23 colonies were wintered safely.
On May 21 and 22, 1883, snow fell to
were in pretty fair eoiulition, and all prepared, and all wintered without
except 4 were good colonies. The 4 loss; in the fall of 1883,54 colonies the deptli of 2 inches, bnt on May 23,
were weak, and I did not secure any were left on the summer stands and the weather cleared up, the snow
thing at all from them, so I really did came out all right. The way they thawed, and about 2 p.m. my bees
1 hived the swarm and it
1 ob- were prepared was with straw packed swarmed.
riot count them as colonies.
tained 3.200 pounds of honey from the around them and tied with strings on 3 did well, and on May 31, a second50 colonies, l.SOO pounds of "which was sides, with covers made of shingles. swarm issued, and on June 3, a thirdcomb honey in one-pound sections (SOO and the fronts of the hives were not swarm issued. I increased them to
pounds of "this being clover and bass- covered, and faced the south three 7 colonies, 5 good and 2 small ones.
wood honey, and the balance from half- inch sticks were put crosswise of When cold weather came I prepared
Spanish-needle and smart-weed) and the frames on top, with covers made 6 colonies as I did the one of the pre1,400 pounds of extracted honey, be- of muslin, painted, which is almost the vious year, and one I carried into the
diarrhoea
ing mostly of fall honey.
same as oil-cloth. This is the best cellar, but it died with the
There was some of tlie bark-louse cover I ever tried for summer use. about the middle of January 1884.
honey gathered early in the spring, but I do not like it for winter use. I The 6 which were left on the summer
bnt not enough to amount to much. use the 10-frame, Langstroth-Simplic- stands, wintered safely, bnt on exauiition of the weakest, 1 found that it
The flow from clover did not last itv hive.
had exhausted its stores, and the
"1 asked a bee-keeper, who has black
basswood lasted only
until July 1
three days, and then the bees did no't bees, how manv colonies he had, and queen and a cluster of bees the size of
a small hen"s egg, was all that was
gather m"ucli from it so I had to feed this is the way he answered me
some to get the weaker colonies "Well, I do not know, but lean count left in the hive. I immediately fed
strong enough to gather the fall them. There are 3 under the cedar: them sugar syrup, and left them to
honey crop, wliich commenced about one of them tlie moths ate up 3 un- themselves, as I had no other frames
Aug. 26 and continued for 6 or 8 days, der the big pine, is 5 2 under the which would fit that hive. They have
when it ceased and there was no more box-alder, is 7 2 under the little increased to a fair-sized colony, bnt
gathered so the bees did not have cedar, is 9 2 by the fence, is U; 2 this year they produced neither survery much time to gather much sur- under the little pine, is 13 1 over in plus honey nor swarms.
plus, but secured enough to winter the corner, is 14 and one in a log, is
I have increased my apiary to 13
on. and nearly all of them stored some 15 and one more is 16. Now, I will colonies, and have them prepared for
none of them filled a two- give you 4 colonies for enough honey winter on the summer stands and
surplus
story, Langstroth -Simplicity hive.
to winter the rest on. Four have besides what honey was consumed in
Honey sells slowly here now, and is starved,! killed 6, and got about 6 It.s. a large family, I have left about 1-50
not much in demand 13 and 15 cents of honey, and I would like to winter pounds of comb honey in one-pound
sections.
is tlie most 1 can get for comb honey the rest and try them another year."
In the Bee Journal I have seen
But I did not bargain for the 4 colofor extracted,
in one-pound sections
kinds of
of different
10 cents per pound at retail and then nies, as I did not like the investment. descriptions
swarm-catchers, bnt I use one which
Lima.K) 111., Dec. 5, 1884.
most of the people seem to think this
I think is far ahead of any which has
too high, and will buy only a few
been described. The following is my
pounds at a time.
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
manner of hiving bees and a descripThe black bees did not secure any
When I
surplus at all in this neighborhood, Wintering Bees.Swarm-Catcher, etc. tion of my swarm-catcher
hive bees, I put the hive on the sumbut the majority of them stored
mer stand, where it is to remain, and
enough to winter on. Some of my
E. GEADEN.
place two small J^-inch blocks under its
neighbors, who have black bees, seem
front. Then I take a planed board
to think that they are a poor investI have procured several colonies of
ment, and are killing them for what bees at different times, and always about one foot wide by 2 feet in
honey there is in their hives. The lost them in various ways, still I length, and place it in a slanting posiItalian bees produced by far the most would not give up, as I have quite a tion, so that when I pour the bees
honey this year. In 1883 I had some liking for bees. Every time that I upon it, they will slide down in front
colonies of hybrids, each of which lost bees I examined the contents of of the hive. I have a light box made
stored 275 pounds of honey, being 50 the hive to ascertain, if possible,- the of 14-inch lumber, which is about 8
inches square and 14 inches deep, and
or 60 pounds more than any full col- cause
yet I had the courage to try
which has five one-inch holes bored
ony of Italians gathered but this again.
on each side. I then put a light, stout
year none of them gathered as much,
losing
bees,
I
years
of
3
or
4
After
and they did not till sections as full decided upon a course by which I pole through the hole in the centre of
run
as the Italian colonies did. I cannot would not lose them in any of the one of the sides, and let it
through the box and secure it on the
hybrids are so much former ways
see wherein
so I proceeded to a
superior to the Italians, as some bee- neighbor who kept some bees in box- opposite side. The pole may be left
keepers claim them to be they are hives, and who never pays any atten- any length that is desired. I also use
hard to handle, and will not stick to tion to them except when they swarm, a second pole -which has a hook in one
the combs and worse yet, they are when he takes an old box of any kind, end.
As soon as a swarm has clustered, I
more likely to sting but I consider or an old nail-keg or cheese-box, and
one side of the box against the
them far .superior to the blacks.
makes a hole in it large enough to hold
and with the pole which has
Some may think that I have poor admit of a flst, and then with the aid cluster,
the hook, I shake or jar lightly whatcolonies to breed from, but this is not of a 20-foot pole he manages to dump
they may be clustered on, and it
bees into it, sets them up ever
so, for the queens are from the best the
is surprising to see how quickly they
nothing
fence,
and
does
imported and home-bred queens, and against the
be in the box. I have hived a
only the best are allowed to become more to them until the next swarm- will all
swarm in this manner in less
laying queens. Some colonies of hy- ing season, should they be fortunate large
five minutes.
brids are as gentle to handle as some enough to winter. I told my neigh- than
After carrying the box of bees to
Italians, during a honey-flow
but bor that I wanted to get another
when the flow ceases, look out for if swarm of bees, the first that should the hive, turn ihe open end of the box
they cannot sting you, they will fol- issue, as it was then about July 10, on the slanting board before the hive,
low you for a long while and then 1882, and he should put them into a and the bees will roll or slide easily
they are worse robbers than any good box-hive, which he did about the to the hive entrance. If some of the
bees still adhere to the box, give it a
others.
last of July.

For tbe Amerloiin Bee Journal.
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sudden jerk and the remaining bees
immediately roll out.
If tlie
work is done rightly, I think it is the
quickest and best "method of hiving
bees, as there is no smashing of bees,
no trees to climb, and the bees can be
will

carried as
keeper, to

far

as

A

desired.

whom

bee-

my

described

I

swarm -catcher, and whom

induced
to try it, told me that if the box were
put up among the flying bees as soon
as the swarm issues, in nine cases out
I

of ten, they would cluster in
Taylor Centre,©^ Mich.

it.
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JoumaL

thinkers are crying out
There can be no
over-production.
such thing as over-production, though
relative over-production there may be,
and now is. Some men have labored,
some have not and those who have
been idle have no products to exchange with those who have worked
hence those who have produced
honey, or corn, or pork, say that there
is too much produced;
while those
who get no remunerative employment
say not enough is produced, and that
bread and meat are beyond their
reach ; while such a luxury as honey
they dare not think of. Consumption
being thus limited, production besuperficial

;

;

Honey Production and Consumption. comes

profitless because exchange is
forestalled.
Now, where is the

trouble

WJI. CA3I3I.

;

;

possess.

We produce only that we may consume. To increase consumption is
to encourage production
to limit
consumption, discourages production.
We have, like every other class, done
;

all we could to increase the production of honey
we have done something to induce others to consume
;

but we have done nothing to enable
others to buy. I have not yet sold a
pound of honey in a city market, but
have done all I could to develop the
local market in the country and town
about me, and I have found that my
best customers were not the wealthy
with plenty to spend, but the working
men and women, whose consumption
was limited by their wages, or their
ability to buy and I have naturally
asked myself how it was that those
whose labor moved the world, were
forced to stint themselves in buying
what is usually considered a luxury,
but which, when healthfulness is considered, may be regarded as a neces;

sity.

To-day there are tens of thousands
out of employment and, on account
of their enforced idleness, unable to
obtain even the necessaries of life,
to s-iy nothing of luxuries; but in
looking over the division of production, I hnd notlung lacking; tliere is
the labor, and here is the land and
all wealth is produced by the application of labor to land. Our warehouses and granaries are so full that
;

;

we do something

economics.

Until

in this direction,

we

are only beating our brains against a
wall.
I
have more trouble and
anxiety indisposing of my honey than
I have in producing it.
Should I succeed in getting a competency, or

something more, I must use it in
preying upon others as I am now
preyed upon.

I shall continue to conadulteration and fraud, and
I desire no knowledge
which iS
not as good for my neighbor as for
myself but I shall hereafter devote
more time to the removal of the evil
which robs me and every worker in
the human " hive " of more than half
of what my labor produces.

demn

;

Murrayville,'KD

111.,

Dec.

13, 1884.

?

boasting it is clear
For the Amertcan Bee Journal.
that we could not attain to half the
population per square mile which
Rearing and Introducing ftueens.
China has supported for centuries,
so bad are our laws of distribution
C. W. DAYTON, 114.
that thousands and tens of thousands
are forced into want and suffering
As I am a stickler for businesswhile ware-rooms and elevators are queens, and believe the best if not
crammed.
the only practical method for the
to honey-producer to obtain them, is by
I have just taken my last honey
market it went to grocerymen al- the swarming-impulse, early in the
most under the shadow of a woolen season, I begin building up a few
factory the last two crates went to colonies in order to obtain early
a man to whom I have never sold be- queen-cells. Soon after I lind the first
fore, and who whistled when I named capped queen-cell, I divide an ordithe price. Behind us stood a factory narily populous colony by inserting a
woman, and the grocer, lifting a sec- division-board near the centre of the
tion and turning it before her, " How brood-nest, which causes queen-cells
pretty !"' The woman looked at it to be built on the part not containing
longingly, and in a soliloquizing voice, the queen. This colony I use as a
as though her thoughts reverted re- queen-nursery.
gretfully to her children, " O
how
As the first swarms issue, I hive
nice !"
But she did not buy. My them on empty combs in hives on the
wife wanted some blankets which I old stands, and after taking the queencould not afford to buy. Here was cells from the combs in the old hives,
producer and consumer face to face, I put them into the cellar for a couple
but there was a barrier Ijetween them. of days, after which I unite as much
What was that liarrier V She wanted of them as is advisable, with the
honey, and though she made blankets, swarms, and use what is left where it
she could not afford it
I wanted is most needed.
I fasten the queenblankets, and produced honey, but cells into cages which I tie in bundles
could not exchange.
Why y Our and place (with the cells pointing
landlords wanted neither honey nor downward) under the enameled cloth
blankets, but money, and we had to of the nursery-colony, after withdrawraise that before we could supply our ing the division-board. This prepares
own necessities.
the nursery-colony to accept an unI have long ago learned why our fertile queen, though it contains a
system of distribution was so bad. laying one.
The cages which I use are made of
Dealing in a local market, and often
directly with the consumers, my own one piece of wire-cloth, and are 1}>4
neighbors, with whose circumstances I inches long by 1 inch square, and
was more orlessacquainted,! sawthat have a pi*ce of wood for a stopper,
it
was the price that productive to the inside of which is fastened, by
labor had to pay to non-productive means of a tack, a small amount of
ownership that constituted the barrier the "Good " candy.
between producer and consumer, and
Knowing the age of the queen-cells
which rises as fast as we approximate in each bimdle, from a slate hanging
those conditions which we are all in a corresponding position on the
striving to gain. Carlyle has put it outside of the hive, I know just when
'"
well
widow is gathering nettles and where to look for queens. As the
for her children's diimer a perfumed queens hatch, I remove the empty
seignior, delicately longing
on an cells and put 3 or 4 young bees into
(Ell de Bceiif. hath an alchemy where- each cage.
In the evening, when the
by he will extract from her the third queens are 7 days old, and having at
nettle, and call it rent."
my side a hive large enough to hold
To eliminate the unearned incre- one standard frame, I open the nurment, rent, is the task before us. It sery-hive as quietly as possible, using
is easy to do where once the evil is just enough smoke to quiet the bees,
pointed out, but I am glad that bee- and no more ; then I lift a frame of
keepers cannot do it by themselves, brood with adhering bees (without
but join with every other producing the queen) and set it edgewise on the
class to effect the reform. I wish that alighting-board, and lean it against
every periodical would devote a rea- the hive. I then draw the stopper

After

I wish that Mr. Ileddon would
turn his attention to economics for a
year or so before he waites another
article such as that on page 750, in
which he advises us to cease condemning and exposing adulterations.
Indeed, it would be well if all of us
would remember that we cannot, as a
class, have the world all to ourselves
but we must share the fortunes and
the fate of all otlier classes.
Economics should be considered
under three divisions or heads, viz
production, distribution, and consumption. Bee-keepers liave an immunity in the lirst division wliich no
other class, unless it be Hshermen,
can be said to enjoy but in the division of distribution, they have a privilege which other classes have not,
only in some places
while in the
third division, consumption, they
meet a drawback whicli neutralizes
every advantage that they otherwise

sonable space to

all
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containing an nnexcited wintering bees in chaff-hives was introduced bv the reading of an essay
by Mr. E. 1'. Churchill, of North Auburn. Some points in the essay called
out an animateil discussion which
without her knowing it.
The experiIf a (lueen shouUl get excited when continued till evening.
released (a thing which they seldom ence of the members present extended
do when handled rightly),"! imme- over a period of time ranging from
diately re-cage her .liul try another. two to forty years.
Having released one that performs
The evening session was devoted to
satisfactorily, and having placed the the discussion of wintering bees in
comb in the little hive, I put it as far the cellar. When proper conditions
from any other hive as is possible and had been observed, cellar-wintering
convenient.
The vacancy in the had been quite uniformly successful.
nursery-hive may be tilled with
Mr. Pike, of Livermore Falls, had
frames of brood taken from colonies for 1.")
followed the practice of
which are able to spare them. If the placingyears
his hives in the cellar. He
•whole of the next day following the
had never lost a colony by that method
one on which the queens wei"e fntrowhen the hives contained sufficient
duced should be pleasant, and there stores.
are plenty of drones flying, by evenMr. J. B. ^lason, of Mechanic Falls,
ing about one-half of the "queens
had, for 7 years, wintered bees in
should bear evidence of fertilization,
and had not lost a colony.
when they may be taken out and chaff-hives,
Chaff-hives are now generally adopted
another unfertilized queen may genby the bee-keepers ot Maine.
erally be easily introduced.
Mr. Hatch, of Minot, had kept bees
If I have no immediate use for laying-queens, I put them into cages for 40 years, and had used the Kidder
which may be laid on the brood- hive which was constructed somewhat
frames of any colony in the apiary, on the double-walled plan. He thought
for future use, and where I have kept that the chalf-hive was an improvethem Go days very successfully. The ment on the Kidder hive in that rebees, after being' used in the nuclei, spect.
may be disposed of at the entrance of
Mr. Mason now hassome 30 colonies
the hive from which they were taken, of bees wintering in the cellar. His
and the brood maybe used in building practice has been to winter a part of
up weak colonies.
his bees out-of-doors and a part in the
Through an accidental discovery in cellar. AVhen placed in the cellar the
the spring: of 188:^, I have been led to hives were raised a half -inch from the
practice, for the last two seasons, the bottom-boards,
when these were
method as here described but since loose ; or the entrances left open when
the appearance of the article by S. the bottom-boards were fast.
The
Simmins, on page 450), it has been with bees were crowded upon 5 or 6 frames
greatly increased success as well as and division-boards placed on each
pleasure.
By this method I have side. On the top a quilt was placed,
several times introduced unfertile tacked on half-inch strips of wood, to
queens in the forenoon, and found allow the bees a passage over the
them depositing eggs by the evening frames. His cellar now maintains a
of the next day. I have also had two temperature of 45^ above zero. This
queens fertilized from one nucleus in he considered the right temperature,
48 hours.
and in that condition the bees reMy experience with this method mained quiet. As the temperature of
during the past season covers the in- the cellar went down, the bees became
troduction (without loss) of 67 unfer- uneasy. The remedy was to raise the
tile queens, 2 of which proved to be temperature by artificial heat if necimperfectly developed, 1 was lost in essary.
mating, and 2 nuclei alisconded after
L. F. Abbott, of Ijewiston,had winthe queens had been laying several tered bees with uniform success, until
days. The others are now in colonies. last winter. His bees had consumed,
Bradford, c^ Iowa, Dec. 12, 1881.
having been ascertained by careful

from a

i;ige

<ineen. anil allow lier to walk at her
leisure ont on the comb amongst the
liees the main point being free her
;

;
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Western Maine Convention.
L. F.

AliBOTT.

The

third quarterly session of the
Western Maine Bee-Keepers' Association was held on Xov. 25 and 26, 1884,
at Mechanic Falls, Me. The attendance was good, and a lively interest
was manifested in all the discussions.

The Association now
ship of about

fifty.

Another point was the merits of the
Italian bee over Ihi' common black
bee.
The discussions of this latter
subject was left over until the following forenoon.

Mr. Hutchinson favored the Italian
bees because they were better to
handle. Black queens were hard to
find, and when black colonies were
smoked, the bees came out and filled
the air, and made an uproargenerally.
Julius Fuller, of Oxford, said that
from his experience, the Italians
would go to the fields better and do
less loitering about the hive-entrances
than the blacks.
Mr. Churchill had conflicting opinions concerning the two races of bees,
but from his experience and observation, he thought the Italians preferable. When we come to handling the
bees, the Italians flutter out on the
frames like a scared toad ; but when
you touch the blacks you have reversible bees at once.
Remarks were made by Messrs.
Mason, Abbott, Welcome, and others.
communication was read from the
editor of the American Ajjiculturist,
referring to the formation of an association of bee-keepers for the Xew

A

England

A

States.

resolution was adopted at the
opening session of the convention
constituting Mr. .J. E. Pond, Jr,, of
Foxboro, Mass., an honorary member.
Action was taken at the closing
session changing the meetings of the
Association from quarterly to semiannual, to be held on the iirst Tuesday and Wednesday in May, and in
September. The next meeting will
be at Mechanic Falls in May, 1885.

Lewiston, Maine.
For the American Bee Journal.

The International Congress.

^"

It is proposed to hold an International Bee-Keepers' Congress on
the World's Exposition Grounds at
New Orleans, La., Feb. 24, 2-5 and 26,
1885. An interesting programme of
subjects of great importance to every
America will be prebee-keeper
sented and discussetl. The disposition of our honey product, with a view
test, from 8}^ to 22^ pounds of honey to secure better prices will be fully
per colony, and were wintered in the considered. At the same time there
cellar.
Ventilation was given by will be an Exhibit of Bees and Apiameans of a tube conducting air from rian Supplies. Fuller particulars will
At the time
be given hereafter.
the outside.
selected, the Exposition will be at its
The decision of those who had win- best, and excursion rates low. The
tered bees under the snow seemed
bee-keepers of our country should lay
mainly to condemn the practice of aside business for a week or two, and
allowing the snow to remain drifted
make every exertion to attend this
over the hives long at a time, es- Convention.
Come prepared with
pecially during the months when the
statistics, and ideas ar-

snow was

m

facts

and

likely to become dampened
ranged, to take part in its deliberathawing.
tions.
At the evening session an essay was
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
read, sent in by Mr. Addition, of DexW. Wiliianisoii,. Lexington. Ky.
Dr. O. M. lilanton. Greenville. Miss.
ter, President of the State Bee KeepP. L. Viallon, Bayon Gonla. La.
kers' Association. The subject being
Judge W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Tex.
mainly relative to preparation of bees
W. S. Hart, New Smyrna. Florida.

has a member- by

The main topics discussed were
methods of wintering bees, including
wintering bees in chaff-hives, on summer stands, and in single-walled hives

823

its

in the cellar. The comparative merits for winter. One point was to extract
of Italian and black bees were briefly early enough in the fall so that the
discussed.
bees could be fed successfully all the
The first session convened at 1 p. field-gathered stores, and syrup of
m., on Xov. 25, 1884. The topic of granulated sugar.

S. C. Boylston, Cliarli'ston, S. C.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Aiiyiista, Ga.
H. C. Austin, Austin's S|)rino-s, Teun.

R. C. Taylor, Wilminston, N. C.
W. Porter, Charlottesville. Va.

.1.

S.

Valentine, Hagerstowu, Md.

:

!
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disease can be carried in the honey
which is just now being sent to us
portions of California, the bees
of which, by good authority, are much
At the last meeting of the Xorth- affected with foul brood. Leaving
western Bee-Keepers' Society, a special this source of danger out of the quescommittee was appointed as follows tion, there yet remains that large class
of shiftless bee-keepers, who either do
T. G, Newman, Chicago, Ills., Pres.
T. L. Von Dorn, Omaha, Neb., See.
not know or do not care about it, and
Rev. O. Clute, Iowa City, Iowa.
hence the necessity of sound law.
Jas. A. Nelson, Wj'andotte, Kan.
Prof. A. J. Cook, Lansing:, Mich.
I should be pleased if those who can
Dr. G. L. Tinker, New Philadelphia, Ohio.
will send me drafts of the law as they
A. Fahnestock, La Porte, Ind.
think it should be.
C. H. Green, Berlin, Wis.
T. L. Von Dorn, Sec. Spec. Com.
D. G, Parker, St. Joseph, llo.
F.
Greening-,
Grand
C.
.Meadow, Minn.,
820 S. Ave., Omaha. Neb.

earnestly request that you protect us
in our cultivation of bees and production of honey, Ijy the passage of such
a law as will require all persons engaged in the making of cider to enclose their mills so as to exclude bees.

To the Bee-Keepers of the Northwest from

:

It was decided, after much discussion, that the best manner to get th&

above petition before the Legislature,

was to have every bee-keeper to copy
it and get the bee-keepers of
his
neighborhood to sign it, and that all
be sent to some one person who will
present all to the Assembly. Mr. A.
A. Fradenburg. of Port AVashington,

for the purpose of securing, by legisO.. will receive the petitions.
lation in the several States of the
For tbe American Bee JournaL
would like all interested in this
Northwest, laws for the suppression
matter to give their views on this
of foul brood, and for securing statis- Tuscarawas County, 0., Convention. question, and also their efforts in
tical reports of apiarian products.
bringing about the desired result.
After consultation with Gen. C. F.
The bee-keepers of Tuscarawas
Geo. F. Willi.ajiIS, Sec.
Manderson, of Omaha, a Nebraska County. O.. met at
Philadelphia,
A. A. Fradenburg, Pres.
senator, I am convinced that a peti- O., on Oct, 21, bss4. The meeting was
tion or petitions asking to have our called to order by tliePresident, A. A.
ror tue American Bee JoumaU
products included in tlie crop reports Fradenburg, after which he delivered
of the Department of Agriculture an opening address to the convention,
Getting Statistics— Peculiar Season.
will meet with a ready response and confining himself mainly to the cultiprompt action at the hands of Con- vation of honey-plants. In his reJ. w. jiargrave.
gress. Senator Manderson said that marks he stated that he believed that
he would be pleased to serve the bee- it would pay to cultivate plants for
have had the most peculiar seakeepers in the matter, and had no honey alone.
so far as honey is concerned, that
doubt as to the result.
Many subjects were brought up, son,
ever saw. I wintered my bees
I
I would, therefore, earnestly request and diilerent views concerning them mainly in a clamp, took them out on
were
advanced.
Never
was
before
the bee-keepers of the United States
April 1 and found 7 out of 45 colonies
to advise me at once, by postal, as to there such an interest taken in bee- dead, and a majority of the others
their desires in the matter, tliat I ture in old Tuscarawas county as there badly affected with bee-diarrhrea. I
may forward their views to Washing- is at the present time.
12 colonies on the summer stands,
The number of colonies of bees had of
ton. Their full views upon all the
which was dead, but there was
one
subjects contained in this article are represented was 173, spring count. not much diarrhcea among the others.
urged, giving in detail all that they and 207 fall count, and the number of In the spring they dwindled down to
may think necessary to be mentioned pounds of honey taken was 5,216.
38 colonies by May 10. and many of
in the petition, or in the laws for the
That which may most interest bee- the remaining colonies were reduced
suppression of foul brood.
own keepers in general was a discussion to a mere handful.
ideas upon the subject of petition are of open cider-mills and their effect on
It was cold and wet during fruitthese
the bees.
After the discussion, bloom, and
they only got honey
We. the undersigned petitioners, Messrs. Swinehart and Williams were enough to keep brood-rearing going
bee-keepers of the United States, do appointed to draw up a petition to be well until in June, when they began
respectfully request of your Honor- presented to our State legislature, to swarm ; and by dividing, together
able Body, that crop reports of apia- asking that all open cider-mills be so with natural swarming, I increased
rian products may be included in the enclosed as to exclude all bees. The them to ti6 colonies. I secured no
reports of the department of Agri- following is the petition
surplus honey until Aug. 18, when the
culture we would further ask tliat
Assembly of the State of bees began to show signs of activity,
such reports should state the number To tlie General
and for five or six days gathered honey
Ohio :—
of colonies of bees in the various
Honorable Sirs
Whereas. Bee- very rapidly. I was on the point of
States and Territories upon the first
extracting a barrel or two of honey,
day of June of each year ; and that culture is now a standard occupation but on Aug. 24 we had an intensely
upon the first day of August and upon in our State, there being a iarge num- hot dav, and nearly all of the bees lay
the first day of Oct. of each year, there ber of both men and women engaged out on" the outside of the hives, and
in it as a means of subsistence and
shall be made a report giving as nearly
Wliereas. There are many cider- just then our honey season ended.
as possible the number of pounds of
mills, or places where cider is made,
I extracted none at all, and doubled
comb and extracted honey produced
them back from 60 to 5o colonies, and
in the several States and Territories, in close proximity to our bees ; and
Whereas. Our bees are, as it were, left them out on the summer stands,
together with a statement as to the
the hivessource from wliich it was derived. enticed by the cider to the place of with Ja'-story on the top of
I
The October report is to contain, also, making and that many thousands are filled with forest leaves; how many
be able
the probable production of beeswax. drowned and crushed, during the shall lose in w-intering, I will
making of the cider, to such an ex- to report about May 1, 1885.
It will also be in order to support tent that many colonies are almost
In regard to getting statistical rethis petition with an argument as to depopulated; and that in the
fall, ports, 1 would say that I think it can
its desirability, which should go with when they have ceased
rearing bees, be done better through the assessors
it.
These are only my own crude and thus go into winter quarters in of the different townships tlian by
ideas. Let me hear from all.
In our county we
reduced numbers, greatly increasing any other way.
The matter of foul brood is entirely the mortality among them ; and
now get a pretty fair report in this
a State matter.
As it is altogether
Whereas. Much cider is carried way, but we do not get the increas&
probable that a cure for this dread away by the bees and stored in the for the preceding year, only tlie numdisease is now possible, I imagine combs of the hives, which, when ber of colonies and the amount of
that we will not need any death-pen- eaten during cold weather, produces honey and beeswax.
Now, if we
alty laws on the subject
but I im- dysentery or bee-diarrho?a, which de- could get the blanks so printed as to
agine that we shall need well-drawn stroys more bees than all other tilings show the increase of colonies as well
laws in every State to suppress it. combined, and sometimes almost de- as the number of colonies lost in winThe specialist will hardly need a law, populating whole apiaries.
tering (and by a little efl:'ort tills might
at any rate, not on this side the RockTherefore. We, the bee-keepers of be done), what more would we need 'i
ies
but what will we say, if the the State of Ohio, do petition and
IIiawatlia,c$ Kans., Dec. 16, 1884.
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Jan. I4-1G.— Nebraska State,

atTecumseh, Neb.

Jan. 14.—Central

M. li. Trester, Sec.
BlooniinKton. Ills.

also
mountain-sheej) abound
gold, silver, copper, iron, coal, asbestos, sulphur, soda, and even petroleum
are fouiul. This is also the particular
region where the celebrated Wyoming
moss-agates are found, which are considered the most beautiful in the
world and the different ores, fossils,
crystals, petrifactions, etc., in all their
peculiar forms and colors, are interesting to all lovers of nature.

W. B. Lawrence. Sec.
at Newton Falls, O.
E. W. Turner, Sec.

G. G. Mead.
Kawlins,9 Wyo., Dec. 5, 1884.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

place of Meeting.

Dec. 27 .—Union, at Stuart, Iowa.

M. E. Darby. Sec.

„

1885.

Jan. 6.— Sonthern Wisconsin, at Janesville, Wis.
Jan.

!5.— Champlain

J. T. Pumeroy, Sec.
Valley, at Middlebury. Vt.
J. E. Crane. Sec.

Illinois, at

Jan. 15.— Mahoning Valley,

W. Illinois, at Freeport. Ills.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Jan. 21— 23.— Northeastern, at Syracuse. N. Y.
Geo. \V. House, Sec.
Jan. 22, 23.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.
Frank L. Dougherty, Sec.
Feb. 24-26.— International, at New Orleans, La.

;

;

Jan. 20, 21.— N.

May 28.— N.

Mich. Picnic, near McBride. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.
Vallev, at La Fayette. Oreg.
E. J, Uadley, Sec.

June 19.— Willamette

t3f" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

Bee-Exhibit at the World's Fair.
I am authorized to say that the
time of the exhibit of colonies of bees
at the World's Fair at New Orleans,
La., will be during the week of the
Bee-Keepers' Congress, and not as
given in the published Premium List.
J. P.

Augusta.o
Profiting

H. Brown, M. D.

Ga., Dec. 11, 1884.
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when they are only half
The weight of the bees does
not pull down the foundation as they
sometimes do when tiie sections are
sooner than
filled.

only half

filled.

in crates holding 32 i^xij-^ sections,
lbs. to the crate.
If the foundation is fastened in this

way, there is no up or down and the
sections can be placed in the hives on
either end and will not need to be
reversed in order to get the bottoms
Tlie bees will build them
solid all around. I am going to fasten

attached.
all

my

foundation at both ends after

this, for I know that it is a good way
I do
to get sections completely filled.
not claim this for the 2-lb. sections,

for I have not tried them yet, but I
will do so next season. Of course by
this plan a little more foundation will
be used, but one will get it all back
again in nice, well-filled sections.

E. Saginaw,
75

Beport.
the Langstroth- Simplicity
hive, and my bees are the common or
use

brown German. I commenced the
season witli 18 colonies, 6 of which
were very weak, and I lost one colony
by being robbed while I was away
from home. 1 have increased my
apiary to 32 colonies, and my crop is rectify them during another year.
2,150 pounds of comb honey in oneW. "Stout.
pound sections, 75 per cent of which
Delaware City, 5 Del., Dec. 10, 1884.
How is that for a
is white honey.
poor honey season V
What is the Duty on Cuban Honey ?
A. Kronemyer.
Hudsonville,K) Mich., Dec. 14, 1884.
I see by the text of the new commercial treaty with Spain, that eggs,
wax, etc., from Cuba and
Bee-Keeping in Wyoming Territory. honey,
Porto Rico, are to be admitted into
with
am
pleased
bold
I
the
stand the United States free of duty. It
you have taken against adulteration. seems to me that if this treaty is
That humbug cry of honey adultera- ratified, it will tend to materially
tion greatly retards the use of honey lower the price of honey in the United
for food. One of my neighbors, a States, as I understand that some
wealthy cattle and sheep owner, told honey is imported from Cuba now unme the other day, in a very wise (V) der a duty of about 20 cents per galand emphatic manner, that all honey lon. AVill some one who knows,
put on the market now-a-days, is please say through the Bee Journal
artificial, made from sugar and glu- what honey is worth in Cuba
What
cose, and that he had .seen the cmnbs kinds they produce mostly, comb or
made in large quantities by machinery extracted and in what quantities V
in a " factory " right in the great city
A. F. RoBSON.
of Chicago. It was useless for me to
Italy Hollow,K3 N. T., Dec. 12, 1884.
endeavor to explain the matter to
him, or to argue him out of such
Getting Sections Completely Filled.
absurd ideas, and I had to " grin and
I attended the late convention of
bear it." My honey-bees have wintered well and stored nice, white the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Assurplus honey from the wild prairie sociation and exhibited a few samples
and mountain flowers during the three of sections filled with honey, in which
years that I have had thtm. They the foundation had been fastened at
are the first and only lioney-bees ever both ends, and one could hardly teli
brought to AVyoming Territory. This which was top or bottom, except by
Now, I would like to have
is a wonderful region, wliere flowers the cells.
sometimes blossom ten thousand feet every bee-keeper try this plan. Cut
above the sea-level, and the great the foundation ^ inch longer than
mountains rear their caps of snow the section and fasten at both ends.
above the clouds, and where bears, It will make a sort of brace, and the
mountain-lions, elk, deer, antelopes bees seem to take to such sections
'/

'•'

© Mich. Dec. 15, 1884.

pounds Pollen the Cause of Bee-Diarrhoea,

extracted honey. My bees were
weak, and ttie spring being so cold
and wet, with high winds, they had no
chance to work. Xo swarms issued
until Aug. 6, when our fall bloom
commenced, which was very good;
but wishing to rear some queens, to
supersede some that I had, I did not
get as mucli out of the bloom as I
might. I increased my apiary to 10
colonies, and they were put into winter quarters in pretty good condition.
On looking back I can see my many
mistakes, bat I hope to be able to
of

I

100 of

and they weighed 36

1 had 5 colonies of bees, spring
count, and I have taken about 125

A Good

about

John Bey,

by Mistakes.

pounds of comb honey and

I tried

them during the past summer, without separators, and I crated 00 of them

When the question, " Is pollen the
is asked, I
cause of bee-diarrhcea
would answer, yes, and the pollen
which causes the trouble is found in
the honey. I have lost no bees since
I discovered that some honey contains
pollen. I am satisfied, from past experience, that the ' pollen theory " is

V

correct, and the pollen is
cipally in the honey.

found prin-

Chas. Harrold, 14—36.
o, Iowa, Dec. 18, 1884.

Hamburgh,

Hives Packed for Winter.
I have six colonies in Langstroth
hives packed with cloth above the
brood-chamber, and the upper story
The hives
filled with dry oak-leaves.
are set one foot apart, the spaces
between them at their backs are filled
in with straw, and a board roof is
over all. I will tell you in the spring

how they

wintered.

W.

Lindley, 6 Mo., Dec.

R.

Elwood,

13, 1884.

Light Honey Crop.
The honey crop in this country is
Populous colonies have prolight.
duced an average of 40 pounds of
extracted honey or 20 pounds of comb
Those coloniea
honey per colony.
which swarmed and also their swarms
have hardly made a living. Extracted
honey sells for about the same as
good molasses— 5 cents per lb.; and
comb honey in sections sells at 10 cts.
Frank Thiaville,
per lb.
Forest City, o* Ark., Dec.

Many Swarms

10, 1884.

Absconded.

secured about 800 lbs. of extracted
honey from hearfs-ease which is
worth 12 cents per pound, and I have
paid out about S60 for various kinds
of supplies, and a great deal more for
experience. The increase was made
by division. The season was a very
poor one, and the bees stopped working a full month before frost came,
while last year they stored honey rapI
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A

until frost apppared.

^reat rejoice to once attend a meeting that

thought came to more than it cost.
Let us hear from Dr. C. C. Miller on
Who are conventions
tliere are few trees left along the this subject.
streams large enough to contain a for, and whom have they benetitted V
JA3IES IIeddon, 400—460
winter supply of honey for a colony
Dowagiac, 9 Mich.
of bees.

many swarms absconded in
ity, many of which will

this vicinstarve, as

David M. Imlay,
Seward,

<x

Nebr., Dec.

1.^—39.

15. 1881.

Too Hasty a Conclusion.
In Mr. Youngman's article, on page

Pollen not Harmful.

^"

The seventh annual meeting of
the Nebraska State Bee- Keepers' Association will be held at Tecumseh,
Neb., on Wednesday, Thursdav and
Friday, Jan. 14, lo and Iti, ]S,S.5: the
first session beginning at 3 p. m. on
the 14th. Notices will be posted in
the Tecumseh depots, stating the hall
in which the meeting will be held.
The meeting lias been appointed this
time in the southeastern part of the
State, expecting that Iowa, Missouri
and Kansas will be well represented.
AVe already have the promise of several prominent bee-keepers of other
States to be present. Please notify
me immediatelv. at Lincoln, Nebr.,
what route you wish to take to get
there, and I will send you a Railroad

a paragraph which requires
It was not • Cyula," but
myself, who took positive grounds in
discussing the wintering problem.
Being a stranger, and making but a
short call, it is not surprising that
:Mr. Youngman's memory should be
somewhat at fault. That I - smiled
audibly " at either of the theories
mentioned, must be only Mr. Youngyou to reduced
man's graphic way of representing
" certificate, entitling
that I did insist upon my " absurd
rates. Do not neglect this.
That bees will
little theory, viz
M. L. Trestek, Sec.
surelv winter well when properly pre-

793,

I liave 129 colonies of bees in good
condition for wintering on the summer stands in double-walled hives
packed with tow. I have not lost a
single colony in wintering in these
I have no trouble
hives since 1S81.
•with spring dwindling or bee-diarrhiea. 1 wintered my bees on honey
and all the pollen that I could give
them, and they have come out all
right, nice and bright every spring;
so the " pollen theory" is all wrong to
me. As I wish to change from the
one-pound, 434x4i4x2-inch section, to
a one-pound 1?4 inches wide, what
must be the size of the latter V

is

correction.

:

pared and packed on their summer
meaning, of
stands in good season
course, by properly prepared and
packed, according to my own method,
which after all does not differ materially from that employed by hundreds
of others. Some of our bee-keeping
friends know how little encourage;

A. KOEPPEN.
Flint,

Convention Notices.

I

O Mich., Dee. 14, 18!^.

[About iHxi}.i inches.— Ed.]

A

1^ meeting of bee-keepers will
be held at Rock Elm Center, Wis., on
Wednesday, Dec. 31, 18.84, for the
purpose of organizing a bee- keepers'
society. All who are interested are
invited to be present.

A. C. Sanford.
me, when I
^" The :Mahoning Valley BeeIn reply to Mr. Kendall's just and undertake to maintain that we have
friendly criticisms on page 790, 1 will proven that we can winter bees suc- Keepers' Association will hold its
Xellie Lixswik.
say that I feel his inferior ratlier than cessfully,
next meeting in the Town Hall at
Lis superior upon the subject of orNewton Falls. O., on the third Thursganization as an antidote for adulteradav in January, 188-5. The meeting
Discouraged.
but
not
Season,
Poor
tion. I take no issue with him, if he
will be instructive as well as interestThe past season has been the poor- ing.
E. AV. Turner, iSec.
means an organization of producers
for the purpose of working against est one for honey secretion in this
L. Carson, Pres.
the practice of adulteration, for while locality that I have experienced anythey were at this work, they might where since being in the bee-business.
^- The Champlaiu Yalley lieework against over-stocking the honey I began with 24 colonies in the spring,
Association will meet at the
markets by inducing every one to and a part of those were light, yet Keepers'
House in Middlebury, "\'t.,
keep bees. I do not think that the during April and May, I got them into Addison
Thursday, January 8. 188-5.
practice of aduleration hurts us be- good working condition; but when on
J. E. Ceane, Sec.
cause of the qualitu of the mixed June came, with all its abundant
goods, but by the addition of quantity, bloom, it was a time of perfect starvaespeciallv when put on an already over- tion to the bees throughout this
stocked market. I have little fears neighborhood, and many of the colo- Premium for Club of 10 Subscribers.
of adulteration, for our introduction nies died. During July they secured
of small packages has closed nearly enough honey to start brood-rearing,
The book for every farmer is the one
F.<irmer's and Planter's
all the re-packing honey houses, and and during August the most of them entitled "Aflaeck's
Record and Account Book," in which there
I claim that such are the laws of stored enough for winter use. From is the most systematic, complete and convespecialty that no producer can make Aug. 1-5 to Aug. 24, 1 never saw such nient arrangement of headings for every
all imporHe had better a rush for the boxes as the bees made, Farm Account and memoranda ofconnection
it pay to adulterate.
events which may occur in
put his capital, muscle and thought but two days later all was at a stand- tant
Ijusiness. Every progressive farmer
with
his
straight-forward production
still, and the consequence was that
into
certainly desires to make a success of his
better in a" dollar-and-eent point of my surplus boxes were left about occupation, and should adopt every possible
result. He,
view. The reason why I thought that half-filled. I left them on the hive, means of bring-in^' about that
have a correct knowledge of
organization would do us only harm, still hoping that we would get another then, should
his entire business, which he can have only
was because I expected that organi- flow of honey in Sept., but no more by keeping a correct account of every crop
required,
zation, while it discouraged the in- was stored than what they
produced on his farm, the cost of production
account
crease of 1-lb. of mixed honey, would so I was obliged to take off the cases of all his live stock and an itemized
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
foster the increase of 3-lbs. of the with 100 lbs. of finished comb honey, year, when he takes oft his balance sheet,
pure article, whose every pound we and 7-5 lbs. of extracted. My increase which is admirably arranged in the book
just as much dread and the reporters was 6 swarms by natural swarming above referred to. he will be able to see at a
and by division and 2 nuclei with glance whether his farm does or does not
of papers would go away and say
" The bee-keepers, themselves, declare my breeding queens in them. I have pay.
valuable hook contains 166 pages,
that the markets are loaded with received poor pay this season, but I is This
nicelv printed on writing paper, ruled and
they say that comb am not discouraged, for the harvest bound. "and the price is J3.00. It can be sent
bogus honey
honev is not exempt." If Mr. Ken- will come. I have put 31 colonies into by mail for 24 cents e.\tra.
dall means for us to have a producers' winter quarters, some of them being
We can supply these books at the publishconvention, a meeting of men who very light and weighing only 16 to 18 er's price, or will make a present of one
hold the same views as he and I, one pounds, i. e. of bees and stores. All copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
that will do its work in the interests are sleeping quietly now, but whether the Weekly Bee Jor.RNAL for one year, with
of producers who now exist, not only they will all wake up in the spring is $•20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
regarding our interests in the adulter- yet to be seen. I have 16 colonies in
count the same as one for the Weekly.
ation matter, but the over-production the cellar and the balance outside.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
ROBT. CORBETT,
matter as well. I am very much in
work for a copy of this valuable book.
Manhattan, 6 Kans.. Dec. 9, 1884.
favor of such a meeting," I should

E,eply to Mr. Kendall.
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GENERAL INDEX TO VOLUME
INDEX TO SUBJECTS.

GE:iVE;RAIi

A" bee-story"

fin

Abnormal swarminK
About bumble-bt'es
Absconding swarm

2X4
74-S

030, 825
Absolutely no surplus honey... .'V.^iS
Accidentally disaoled
491
Adulteration
229
Adulterated honey
004. SI
Aduleration a curse
40S
Adulteration of beeswax
lu3
After-swarois— prevention of ..
156, 458.522, 555.581,714

Aged queens
All

lovely with

is

my

2<.i
:!15

bees

Almost discourafied

An amateur's report
An analut-'ouscase
An averaye s -ason
Ancient bee-lore
An editor's experience

:iH:t

11

134
571, 6R8

27

with

bees

a-'O

Another bee-paper sone
Another lalsebo'id exposed
Another severe attack

4:i5

Anticipating a lively time

3:i2

Anti-monopoly
Ants in the apiary

2h3

452
ii9

490

Ant's wings
154
Apiarian display at New Orleans
052, 730
Apiaries near highways
390
Apiarist or apiator ?
444

Apiary register

9ti

Apicultural outlook
750.790
Apis- Americana
425
Are bees an injury to fruit?
515
Are bees property ?
230
Are bees taxable in Illinois?... 347
Are bees taxable in Michigan ?
l.=>4.

20:1

Are separators necessary?
117
Are frames enough in summer ?
25
Artificial comb honey
280
queens
Assorting
and grading the
honey
At what age do bees gather
honev ?
Authorship of the pollen theory
Automatic honey-extractor
Artificial

Backward

spring

>uses

051
:-i74

749
330
44
590
810
292
553

5
503
250
Bee-keeper-*' meeting
021
Bee-keepers' union wanted.... 309
Bee-keeping for women
374
Bee-keeping for profit...
440
I880

Bee-keeimng—

172.

315,475.627

braska

Arkansas

764
18S

California

200
195, 732

246, 484, 586, 713

Eastern Ohio

347
355. 564

England
Florida

331
5
139,187, 343

France
Georgia
India

516, 805

Indian Territory
Louisiana

218
779

Maine

505,

Missouri

Nebraska
New York
New Zealand

206

267,331,618

Russia
Scotland
Southern Michigan

443
243
579
571

2W

Texas
90, 303, 426. 795
Utah
235, 6-^3
AVyoming Territory... 26, 825
in 1884

821

491
250
363
139

—

555
548
579
26
108
491
458
685
554
76

Bees in September
Bees in the mails
Bees mi^tved in winter
Bees never wintered better....
Bees not busy
Bees not storing in sections....
Bees not working
523,
Bees on the Nebraska prairie..
Bees on the summer stands
lo7
Bees "on the wing" again
Bee-space
154
Bee-space above brood-frames,

260

etc

Bees packed in chaff
153
Bees packed in leaves
60
Bees packed on the summer
stands
26, 44
Bees prospering
123
Bees quiet and in good condition

Alabama

Bee-keeping

Bees gathering honey

Bees have done swarming
.507
Bees have received a backset.. 379
\-U)
Bees in a vault
Bees in exceijent condition 139,203
699
Bees in fall and winter
Bees in flne condition. 100, 2?3, 084
Bees in good condition
139
Bees in Northwestern Ne-

Bee-keepers' excursion

Canada
Cuba

90, 137, 139,779

524
214

Bee-idyl

in

Bees
Bees
Bees confined 161 days
315
Bees confined 14m days
207
Bees did not sufl'er by the cold 1(38
Bees did well on basswuod
550
nicely
9i),
444
Bees dointr
Bees doing well
154, 188
Beesdying fast
749
Bees eating grapes
183
106
Bees fed on sugar syrup

Bee's getting a little restless

154, 231, 310. 312, 324, 4fi8.

i

43, 76, 1U8, 124
carrying in pollen
100
confined 102 days
153

169

490
a complete failure... 491
Bee-business overdone
332
Bee-culture in Texas
522
Bee-diarrh(Ea
44, 92,

Bee Journal for

—

Bees gathering honey-dew
Bees gathering pollen
Bees gathering the nectar

honey
Basswood

Be e-h

Bees acting strangely
780
Bees alive and well
60
Bees alouii the Pacific Coast... 347
Bees all riaht
171, 187,'2i7
Bees and flower colors
773
Bees and flower petals
695
Bees and flowers
391
Bees and honey at Fairs
372
Bees and honey at the Ijoudon
Health Exhibition
485
Bees and peaches
300
Bees are booming
292,379
Bees are busy
411
Bees are swarming
Bees as comb builders
Bees as property
279
Bees attending a wedding
251
Bees at the Iowa l^tate Fair
621
Bees at the Virginia State Fair 667
Bees banked up with snow
44
Bees building up fast
363
Bees buried in a " clamp "
59
Bees buried under the snow

308

^51

.5f>4,

Below vs. above, for section
honey
137
Ree-notes f rom Utah
380
Bee pasturage
123, 552

107

Bark-louse honey injurious
Basswood abundant, but no

Bee-diarrhrea-prevention of..
Bee-feeders
203. 250,
Bee-feeding in the spring
Beginning with frame hives
Bee-hive swindlers
Bee-hive ventilation
Bee- house burned

Bee-keeping in the city
604
Bee-keeping in thf mountains. 507
Bee-keepers picnic.. 520,537,548

Beesfiying...,

26
731. 779
156
292

Bees ready for winter
Bees robbing
Bees separated all right
Bees suffering by flre and flood 163
Bees starving in June
315
Bees still confined to the hives 187
Bees storing and breeding
332
Bees storning honey rapidly.
347
.

.

747
714
41,124,508.579

Bee-stings
Bee- sting remedy
Bee-surgerv, a bit of
Best frame for all purposes ...
Best hive ff>r comb honey
Best honey-flow for 21) years. ,.
Best honey season for 6 years.
Bestseason for several years...
Best strain of bees
.

Beeswax

172,

172
150

763
11

604
571
621

299
811

490
315
247

—

74.84. 135. 443, 4 =.2

Bees winter as well as sheep

Bees

wintered
stands

summer

on

90

90, i23

491

426
218

Black bees as honey-gatherers.
Blackberry jelly made with

honey
Boards

11

459
390

Bloom without nectar

home market
Cure for bee- stings
Cure for foul brood
Cure for gravel

Cultivate the

172,218
203
332

Bees wintering fairly
Bees wintered well
Bees wintering well
Bees with diseat-ed feet
Bees Working on clover
Better than the average

Cyprians, Syrians, etc

215
151

Central Illinois
Colorado
County, Ind

471

665
584

la. 67, 147, i>4,

Des Moines

Co..

Elgin.

Iowa.

New York

Ont

Franklin. Ind

Haldimand.Ont
and

.

Hendricks

Boone
454

Counties, Ind

135

Iowa
Iowa Central

280

Nebr
Kentucky
Keystone
Lake Shore. N. Y. 551,
Liucas Co., Iowa
Mahoning Vailey,0
Maine
Marshall Co.. Iowa

feriilization

Capturing queens

New Jersey
New Vork

Carbolic acid for quieting bees

in, 43. 2CK), 249,

lOI
139

364
231

261,454

Cause of dysentery
219,245
Cause of moisture in hives.... 8.37
Causes of loss in winter
793
•

.

427
204

204. 299,

4< 19.41

1 .

406
75
43
26
59
292

761, 775,789

Oontrollinga field
Controlling
increase
"
Controlling the queens.
Convention Hand Book.
-

Conundrums

308
619,661
.

,

103
321

36
302
Correct nomenclature
Corret use of apicultural terms.
21
Counterfeit comb honey
Creating a market for honey... 100
43
Critic criticised
621
Crop almost a total failure
Crop all that could be desired. 540
.

.

Cuba

flora

tion

.

,

and honey-produc421

6.52

472
199
51

669
299,695
823
W'estern Muhigan.... 299.792
326,090
Western Mi*tsouri
Western N. Y.andN. Pa.. 617
394.614
Will Co., Ills
313
Woodstock, Ont

Vi rgin ia

Wabash

Co..

Ind

Western Maine

480, 507. 521, 764

379

Ind

301, 824
Tuscarawas Co., O
212
Tuscola Co., Mich
Union of Western Iowa 25,233
324.693
Utah

104.

503, 035

Co.,

Toronto, Can

12

Consideraleness of bees
Continuous passage-ways

.

Tiffin,

437
400

Comb foundation in the broodnest
276,745
Comb honey or extracted?
490
Comb honey-rack
440
Comb honev reported as being
made without the aid of
87
bees
Comb honey withoutseparators 451
Comments ondifferentsubjects

,

St. Joseph
Texas

261, 150, 344,393

Clover harvest
Cold in Alabama
Cold in Nebraska
Cold in New York
"Cold snap "in Kentucky
Cold spring
Cold, wet sen son
Collecting honey-plants
' Colony " or ."nation "
Comb ibundation .. 76. 9!.

123.

147.660,074.706,708, 722. 725
117
N. E. Kansas
N. E. Kentucky.. 261,550.664
281
N.E.Michigan
N. E.Ohio and N.W. Pa. 150
N. Ind. and S. Mich.. .552, 728
776
Northern Michigan
342
Northern Ohio
Northwestern of Chicago
H76. 732
N. W. Ills., and S. W. Wis. .^67
Northwestern Indiana .... 603
345, ii02
Northwestei n Ohio.
100
Ohio
455,6.34
Ontario, Canada
777
Progressive of Illinois
Randolph. N, Y
331
200
8. E. Michigan
314
Seneca Co., Ohio
Somerset Co., Maine. 375,015
S. "Wisconsin 183. 326,650,730

—

—

Cleansing wax
Clipping the queen's wing
Clipping queens' wings

182

.

165

195
Cellar ventilation
653
Cellar wintering preferred...,. 44
Chargeot adulteration
788
Chickens and bees
4i2
Circular saws for hive-making.
72

73

53,59
757
83
442

North American... 83.

756
ooi

Caution to beginners

57
311

ant. Eastern..

Norfolk, Ont

427. 4i9

Carbonic acid gasquestion
Careful breeding of bees
Care of beeson Sunday
Carnioian apiary
Carrying out young bees
Causeand cureof foul brood...
Cause and prevention of dysentery
Cause of bee-diarrhnea

343

202. 424,538,744

Nebraska

55
262

?

651
632. 731

Middlesex. Ont

swarm-

and

602,618
359
214

—

1,

227

58, 325

84
88
277
137,391,662

Jeffer-on Co.,

ing be controlled

.

Indiana

California honey at the World's
Fair
5O6
Call thingsby theirright names
73, 23' 41 >4, 595
Canadian honey crop for ihs4.. 745
Can bees be bred to fl.xed types? 773
Candied honey in kegs
443
Cane sugar for wintersiores
298

Can

71

Davenport,
Eastern

.5n7
But little hone?
Button-bush honey
12,37,107
Breeding and selling queens... 504
Brief sermon on cranks
517
Brood-eels
036

182
23

Cedar Valley, Iowa

Champlain Valley, Vt

.

Italians

.

203, 451

Conventions —
Bay of Qninte.Ont

of entrances.. 812
Botanical
347,554
Buckwheat for honey
55
Building up a home trade
187
Building up colonies in the
spring
407
Build up your home markets.
770
But few swarms
444
But little basswood honey
459

Brown bees vs.

121

710
388
259
170

Curious freak ot bees
Cyprian and Holy Land bees,.
Cyprian and hybrid bees

in front

.

Bee-sting poison.
Bee-slings, camphor, etc

Bees uneasy
Bees uncapping honey
Bees swarming
Bees wasting wax

XX.

—

395
IJamaging floods in Texas
347
Dandelions and white clover
634
Dark picture
lightDeath of a bee keeper by

ning

459

627.628
Death notices
292
Dearth of honey in Cuba
Delightful weather for bees ... 621

Deep
Deep

cells in foundation... 355, 444

423
or shiillow frames
Denies the soft impeachment.. 778
728
Depressed Industry.

313
Description of my hive
540
Desiring progress
341
Diarrhoea alias dysentery
Did the sugar kill the bees?.... 11
Diphtheria— death— hygiene. 23, 60
queens
Direct introduction of
4.^6. 588
348
Disabled queens
Disagreeable weather for bees. 509
58, 155, 555, 603
Diseased bees

'
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828
Gloomy

Discouraged but determined... 523

Do bee-keepera' conventions
Do bees hibernate?
Do bees make honey or gather
jt_

oS'2

bees thin out foundation ?. 122
Docility of the Cyprians and

Do

.

••

Svrians

—

Docility of Syrian bees

f-'J^

409

.-

245, bS&
Does bee-keeping pay?
Does honey asiee with every699
body
Does it par to use comb foun-

dation?

"^'V'^^?

1^4. l.i
Double- Will led hives
lib
Do workers govern the colony ^ 250
138,
Drones flvine
Drones from worker eggs. .. ....

292
*>-^

™
40

••
Dysentery
Dysentery without pollen

Eastern bees
Economizintr wax
Educate the customers

^

lo4,

^

!'»?'.

ENEMIES OF BEES-

^/^
1^5
^'r*

Bee-kVlier

Bee-moth

Enemy to boraee
End of Vol. XX

-

520
H19
5j5

Bnjoyins a {rood honey-fiow. ..
Entrance to sections over
l^
frames
..-:
Errata
^^^'tS
165
Brroneou* conclusions
73
Essays at conventions
Bsser tials in comb honey- racks 39
300
Essentials in queens
Essentials of the c jming steam
.

»
enaine
396
Establishing apiaries
426
Excellent honey crop
Excentncities of queen-breed443

ing

Excessive swarming
Experience in wintering
Experience with cellar wintering

.
.

170

83

685
Experience With foul brood.
Experience with sweet clover. 554
Experience with Syrian bees... 43
228
Experiments with bees
217
Experiments in wintering
Expose hives to morning sun... 420
Extermination of foul brood.. 378
76, 746
Extracted honey
Extracted or comb honey—
618
which?
o64
Extracted vs. comb honey
117
Extra proliSc queens
59,75
Extremely cold

378

Facts in regard to wintering 261,472
Facts regarding sweet clover.. 345

552
794

Fall honey
Familiar talk about bees

Fastening fuundalion

39o. 428.436. 459. 491
:. ..
140
Fears spring dwindling
74.75. 169.
Feeding bees
204,

729
603
389
294.664

217, 234. 358. 684, 691,

Fermented honey
Fertilization of tiowers
Fertile workers

Few swarms and

but

little

460
honey
and capping of honey-

Filling

696

cells

First

F'rst

swarm

of the season

Fixed frames

22,

^0^
217
280, 378

154
Floating apiary
l<OUl brood .... 186. 355, 572. 644' 733
Foul brood and the Nebr. con291
vention
167
Foul brood in the mails
134
Foul brood— Michigan law
153
Foundation freshened
Founriation in wired frames... 278
Foundation, winter flights, etc. 42
426
Foundation with deep cells
Foundation with high side walls 172
60
Foundation with natural cells.
Four per cent, of loss in
204
winter
From Florida to Toronto, Can. 597

—

.

2I7
From Tennessee
From the Cottonwood Apiary. 106
From the Buckhorn apiary. 59.812
.

379
74
267

Frost

Frostproof houses
Fruit bloom is backward
Fruit in bloom, but no nectar.

Gathering pollen

German

Hiving bees.. 437,457.492,534,570
586
Holy Land bees
Home made honey extractor.. 807
Home market for honey
43,59,89, 152.217, 691

Honey and bee showsCanada

675
739
627
611
691

Fianklin Co., Ills

Indiana

Kentucky
Lennox, Ont
Lundon. Ont

375,588,651
666
675

Louisville.Ky

Marshall Co., Iowa

621

Michigan

662
467

Mi!>scjurt

531

Scotland
St. Joseph.

Mo
Mo

St. Louis.

614
612

Honey and digestion
Honey as a staple article
Honey at the Indiana State Fair

403
820
692

Honey-bees

374

Honey

11 j

bird of Africa

Honey-boards
boxes
Honey-boards,

and

section-

244

section-case
811

etc

420
Honey cakes
Honey candying
443
475,499
Honey crop
Huneycropa failure. 540,604,643
Honey crop and fertile workers 12
Honey crop below the average. 555
355
Honey crop in England
469
Honey crop in Texas
Honey crop ot California
211. 259, 307

Honey crop of Middlesex. Ont.
Honey dealers, and separators
Honey dearth now
Honey-dew 395, 484, 491,536,
537, 568,

89
2i8
491

588, 613, 616. 730, 763

Honey-dew and white clover
honey

queen mailed from Jeru-

salem

IOd

395

4il
315
of bees
471
Heddun's report
27
Heddun's section-case
Hii-.ernaiion of bees 438, 439, 518,
r>4;i. r>.'.n. 5ti;',66i.6:)4.7I5. 789.806
Hill's method of wintering bees 58
552
Hints to b'-e-keepers
218
Hives, tramesand bees
118
Hives 1 like and use
11
Hives in use in the West
812
Hives packed in sawdust

Maine

41, 107

Facts about bees

499

Heavv bloom
Heavy losses

568
603
376, 568

jYnts

604

330
588
Half acropof honey
Half-pound sections... lol, 248,362
387, 731
Handling bees
204
Hard on bees
19
Harmless adulteration

801

Elements of success

75

Hail

227

Early bee-plant

52

Golden hive sharpers
Grading, crating, and shipping
honey
Granulating of honey
Great loss

^^^^

Dry sugar for bees
Duty on Cuban honey

tty

4.^9
Good
171,217
Good beginning
492
Good enough
Good fall honey crop expected 554
523
Good honey- flow
523
Good honey season
444
Good honey yield
123. 3i.>
Good increase
523
Good investment
Good prospects for fall honey. 4.^9
347. 395
Good results
395. 5it(
Good work
Good yield and large increase. 7o0
764
Good yield of beeswax

779

7

507

prospects

Glucose
Glucose fraud, again
Glucose in honey

'-*

Distilling insect

.

31

235

l-'J
bees
Getting bees to work in sections 458
Getting sections completely
716,748,825
filled
118
Getting statistics
25
Getting straight combs
172
foundation
Given
Giving away honey at the Fair. 108
27
Glass ng honey in sections

455
Honey-dew for^winter stores... 588
Honey exhibit at Mich. Fair... 660

Honey fermenting

262
373
812
653

Honey-flora of AVkansaa

Honey-Hora of Tennessee

Honev for bees in winter
588
Honey for children
788
Honey for home use
475
Honey from coiton
395
Honey from white mustard
476
Honey gathering quaitiea
Honey g-anulated in the fall... 217
8, 74
Honey granulation
4<3(_t
wintering.
etc..
Honey harvest.
Honey-harvest

Honey
Honey
Honey

7iM\
Scotland
5rwi
harvest over
in mountainous regions 492

in

interest in California...

37.>

153
Honey-jars
554
Honey-plant for hedges
Honey production and con822
sumption
Hone?-production in Northern
75
Wisconsin

Honey prospect in California. 139
426
Honey report
Honey season almost a failure 554
4o;i
Honey season in Cuba
56;t
Honey show-case
452, 502, 570
Honey vinegar
Honor to whom honor is due
.

.

483, 522, 535, 581 6.82
6d1
,

Hot weather

How

far

will

bees

bees

fly V

honey?

Howfardo

go

for
36,89,181
217

bees.. 91. 105,122,267.268,
315, 379.572,701, 733,749.765,788

Moving

684
How far do swarms go ?
118
How far will bees fly ?
778
Hi iw many colonies?
232
How my bees are doing
How the Queen was captured.. 486
297
How to begin bee-keeping
How to clean bairelsfor honey 442
How to feed sugar syrup to 729
bees
491
How to get rid of ants
387
How to grow line celery
168
How to make bee-gloves, etc.. 47o
How to make honey-boards
How to settle the pollen theory 202
380
How to separate swarms
How toshipe.xtracted honey.. 617
139
How to test thermometers los. 587
How to ventilate cellars
91
How to wear a bee- veil
58*
540,
How to winter t>ees

Much bloom and

.

-

New tacts from old theories ... 101
New method of uniting nuclei.. 682
38, 169. 294
New races of bees
New Zealand comb foundation

Hunting adulteration. 475,492,724
807
Hunting of bee-trees
Hybrids better than Italians... 492

ifornia

Important

570,

in Cal540
wintering.. 1H2
299
bees
foundation fastener 296

—

133.

Improved section-case

—

44

valuable?.

56

bee-keepers ^
602, (28
168

Organization for

379

Outlook for 1884
Overstocked locality
43,

230,410,489,534

Packing bees ... 27. 42,58,123,346
Packing honey forshipment.... 75

Alsikeclover
Aster
Blue vervain
California honey-plant
Cone-flower

585

—

724
Lady's success with bees
372
Large bees— humorous idea
Large combs to prevent swarms 775
Large crop of basswood honey

444.475,503.524,540,778
332
Last numbcrof the BeeJournal 167
508
Late breeding
551
Let the bees Bwaf-m
378
Let us deal with facts
170
Lifeless bees
Light and heavy foundation... 105
363
Light on the subject

Large increase

170
to prevent dampness
74
Locating an apiary
Locating and occupying a field. 86

Lime

Long hives
Loss of bees
Louisiana hive, a

Main causeof

524
27. 268, 356
668

76

disease

663
Maine State Fair
523
Main honey season past
Making comb foundation,. 123,220
792
Making cushions
443
8n9
424

Maltine

Management

166, 615,

Manufactured comb honey
Marketing honey 165. 168,
3

1

2.

404. 4

1 1

,

234,
4n0.466. 500. 532, 614
419
in Asia

Markets for honey
Married

427

May

116

flowers

Melting out beeswax
Message to the bees
Metal rabbets for frames
Method to cure foul brood
Michigan fruit-belt
Michigan hybrids
Michigan State Fair

500
538
28
23

553
424
539

Midwinter report
Migratorv bee-keeping
Mild winter in Engl and
Milk-weed and honey-dew.
Milk-weed pollen
Moisture in bee-cellars
More about the Eastern bees.,
More honev than for 3 years.

—

155

452
89
.507

599
663

132
524
i3l
of Cotton's humbug
Mortality, brood-rearing, etc.. 141
123
Moth or miller
.

More

.

187

588
621
804

...

t504

^^7

Croton

^

'

Honey

636,681

136

Cow pea

Killed by a bee-sting
Killing bees

553, 572, 620

755

PASXrHAGE FOR BEES—

Dodder
Garden carrot

Killingdrones

131

Paraphernalia of the bee
Parasitic honey-plant
Paste for huney-labela

Keeping bees on shares 779.796.820
568
Keeping honey
219
Keeping moth oilt of combs

—

1&

1

52
475
668
659
235
3

Opening year— 1884

795
plant?
Is extra proliflcness a desirable
120
quality in queens?
Is honey-dew poisonous?.. 780,812
567,613
Is honev poisonous?
601
Is it bee-diarrhoea?
701
Is it foul brood?
553
Is it honey dew ?
586
Is it lawful to keep bees?
284
Isthat queen idiotic?
6
Italian and German bees
779
Italianized apiary
268,300
Italianizing
2/8
Italian vs. brown bees
636
It pays to use foundation

Jack Frost's work

362
57
27
76»

tions

Obstinate bees
Obstructed entrances
Oil-cloth cover for frames.. 363,
Old and new methods of bee26,
keeping
Old Virginian and glucose
One-fourth of a crop
Only a drone
Only used tor adulteration
Open-air wintering

dampness the cause of bee-

diarrhcea ?
Is dodder a destructive honey-

1°**

Objections to dovetailed sec-

348.4<i7, 4V«I. 521, 566.571, 580,763
7i2
106
Irascible Cyprian bees
Is Alsike clover a field-plant?.. 108
73
Is bee-culture proQtable?

comb foundation

4Lb^
235, 34B

Not a honey plant
Not one colony lost
Not progressive

Iowa wild honey

Is

— 416

No & warms

153,244
265. 3o9
427
394,459

Increase
Increase by divison
411
Increased experience
Indications for honey harvest. 379
68
Intelligence in bees
International Convention. 611. 810
310.
Introducing queens

Is

808

779
Nicest honey of the season
235, 283
No bee-cholera
620
Noise in a bee-hive
Nomenclatures of bee-keeping
43,67,371
411
North, east, west and south
No signs of dysentery yei
9^

204

pi)int in

Improved
Improved
Improved Heddoncase

nectar.. 732

579
National Convention
National experimental stations 355
436,466
Natural swarming
389
Near-sighted
Necessities of modern bee538
keeping
774
Nectar or honey-dew
Neither increase nor surplus .. 492
New estimate of the "busy bee" 56>

—

Iced entrances
Immense honey-crop

little

267
My affliction
87
My critics
My experience with separators 250
My experience with Cyprians.. 250
26
My seas<^>n's work with bees. 12,123
My success as a beginner

735

58»
621
148

Goldenrod
locusts

315

Juneberry

540
57^
571,604

Loose-strife

Mignonette
Motherwort

Smartweed

3lo^

Spider-plant

275

Sweet clover

.^^
490

138, 246, 379, 420,

668
Tar-weed
571
Thoroughwort
204.236,315
White clover
460
Wild bergamont
540,604
Wild sensitive-plant..

491
Wolf-berry
Peculiarity of laying-workers.. 181

Peculiar season
Perplexing beginners

JJJg

43©

^'''."°.'.:'.':!'.'"."I.%t-698;V40.787

Placing separators
Plan for an apiary
Planning for next

733

• 4J7
season s
201,585

planting" foV'honey

i?"-

planting honey-trees

4TO

Ple:^ for pollen

*«>*

Poisonous honey
60,

Pollen

105, 1 33, 233, 262, 267, 300, 361,501,
554. 583, 599, 683, 715, 773, 825.826
Poor honey a cause of disease. 267
Poor prospects in southern Cal, 427

Position of frames on the hive 155
3ii. 44. 48, 212, 275
Premium lists
28
Preparing bees for shipment.
Preparing bees for winter
16. 203. 232, 660, 743
20. 7r«.
234
Preparing honey for market ...
Preventing honey granulation. '33
Prevention of bee-diarrhoea 374,409
Prevention of swarming
.

.

1 1

70

Primary conventions..

406

Principles of protection
Prioritv of location
.22s. 24H.

;il

1

.

149,
340, 392, 424,

505

328
Production uf drones
Production of surplus honey 298, 488
92
Profltable increase
789
Progress in bee-culture
506
Proof V. Evidence
12
Prophesying of the weather
620
Purity of drones

—

1
1
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<tucen

years old
104
i^uecn-exclmltnir huney-bourda rtn?
Oueen fecuinlated in a cell
STtJ
1 1

Vuoenlessness
Vueen-nick and nursery
<Jueen rearing
i'34.4n,
UCjeens

Vueriea
I

u:.,

Queer

1

87. 2fi8,

little

140, 155

667

704, wjj
234, :iL»4
58.
284, 348, 380. 587, 8 1

bees

5tw

,

Ouick work
Rabbets for hives,
Kuck fur sections

491

etc

104
1

Real winter

80

Ked

colored honey
554
Kemovintr bees from cellars.
2ll
Removing starch from founda.

tion

427

Removini; surplus honey
524
Keply tt) W. V. Clarke
441
Reply to K. J. Kendall
82(5
Report of a beginner
12,59. 107
Kep<-»rt from Fairview apiary.. 704
Kepuns ot the season
12. 26, 27. 42. 43, 44, 57. 59. 60, 7.^..
76, 88. 107. 108. 124. 171. 2:i4. 250,
267, 332, 347. 363. 444. 459, 4)i(i,

471,47.5, 490, 492.507,515,523,
540, 555, 556,
571.
588,
604,
621. 629. 636, 6.^2. 668, 6^5, 696,
699,700, 716, 717, 732, 748. 762,
764. 778, 779. 795. 824, 825, 826
Request for Mr. Doolittle
138
Requirements in modern bee-

keeping

538

Researchconcerningfoul brood 739
Results of the present year.... t>99
Returninfr first swarms, etc.... 793
Reversible frames 117, 233, 244.345.
359. 39 1.412, 439, 474. 48S. 533, 792

Reviewing the situation

Review ol the Bee Journal

500
for

Feb. 20
Review of unsettled points

Right and wrongnaraes
RigEine up saws for making
hives

164
314
3G0

26
572

Ripening honey

Seasonable hints
339,436,692
Section rack comment
7
Section-racks and bee-spaces
87
.

.

Sections. &c
42.
Belling extracted honey, etc...
Selling glass as honey
Selling honey-dew as honey
Selling unripe honey
Sending queens by mail
533,

106

748
7oi
723

278
568
411.458,523

Separating bees.
Separators
123, 135, 19S
Sexual functions of bees
633. 694
Shade tor bee-hives
266
.

.

Shaking bees

Shall
Shall

1

45'j

feed sour honey?

219

we rear hybrids?

361,469,519,581
650
780

Shiny bees
Shipping bees

Single-walled vs.chaflF-hives ... 199
Six-frame hives
68, 374
<»f brond frame
198
Small grain looks promising
332
Small loss in wintering
315, 332
Snow on Decoration Day
379
Sociability among bee keepers. 595
Some honey not candied yet... 76
Some important suggestions. .. 133
Some stray thoughts
69
Something about patent-rights 279
Song of the bee
537
Spice above frames
220
Spreading the brood-frames
379
Spring dwindling
182
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Convention Notices.
i^° Tlie sixteenth annual convention of tlie Northeastern I5ee-Keepers' Association will be held in the
City Hall at Syracuse. X. Y.. on the
The
21,"ii and ii of .lannary. issr,.
executive conmiittec are determined
to maintain the high standing and
enviable reputation which the Association has justly gained in the past,
and at the coming convention they
propose to outdo all former efforts.
The meeting will surely be the largest
and most interesting ever held in
America. Xo bee-keeper can afford
to stay at home. All are invited. All
implements of the apiary sent to the
Secretary, will be properly arrayed to
compare favorably with others on exhibition, and will be disposed of or
returned, as the owner directs. Reduced rates for board at hotels.

Geo. W. House,

Sec.

L. C. Root, Pres.

1^

The regular annual meeting

To

Honey and Beeswax Market.

for 1885.

number

Bee Journal, we

of readers
believe,

w-ill

aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit.
We, therefore,
offer the following

ca.sh prejiiujis

for clubs.

Office or titk Amkkican Bee .lorRNAL,
Monday, in a. m.. Dec. •22, ]»84.

}

(

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
up to this hour
NKW VORK.
:

HONEY.— Our market 1.1 well supplied with comt>
honey, with an un.ialisfactory demand for it. even
at the f(iII()winK low prices
Fancy white comb in -11). sections. 16(«118c.: the
same in J-Ib sections, USilHc; fair to cood white
C(nnb in land :2-lb. sections, l:t''aiGc.; ftincy buck;

$10.00

for the largest club received

I

at this oflice before Feb. 1, 18So (either wheat comb in 1-1 b. sections, liKitl Ic. same in j-lb,
9iai>)i>c.: ordinary Krades of buckwheat
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one sections,
comb honey, in
and 2-pound sections. 9(a'.t}^c.
Extracted, white clover. In kegs or small barrels.
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
8fe'.si.^c.
buckwheat, in ditto, H'o 7.
;

;

l

;

$.5.00

for the second largest

;

$4.00

for the third
$3.00 for the fourth
$2.00 for the fifth; and $L0O for the
sixth largest club.
;

BEESWAX.— Prime

Subscriptions for two or more years
one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

yellow, .ll(S32c.
34 Uudson St.

McCAlTL & HILDKETH,

BOSTON.

;

for

HONEV.— We quote
lS(s2(lc.;

2-lb.,

best white in 1-lb. sections,

IHl^ilHc.
sell best.

Extracted,

a<a;ic.

Un-

biassed sections
Our market Isqulet and
we are oblluad to shade our prices In order to make
sales. We have a hirtje stock and cannot advise
any more shipments this season.

BEKSWAX-:iJC.

BLAKE & Ripley, 57 Chatham
CHICAGO.

Street.

HONEY.— The sales of comb honey are very
at present, and prices little better ihsn nomThe stock of that produced in the Kliddle
States is not larjie, compared with the past two
seasons. But then we did not have the Pacific
slope pourinu it in by the car-load, as they are
doinK at present, and which can be bouKht by the
case at 12 to 14c. per pound— in combs of 2-lbs.
well tilled and pure white in appearance. A larsre
percentage of the trade buy it in preference to our
Mississippi Valley at the same price. 1 quote 1-lb.
frames, well dlled and pure white, at IHc. A little
off in color, etc., 14(,?'ir,c. Extracted, weak, G(»sc.
BEESWAX.— For fair to yellow, 2S(?^30c.
llstit

of

the Indiana State I?ee-Keepers' Association will be held on Thursday
and Friday, Jan. 22 and li5, IsSo. The
meetings will be conducted in the
rooms of the State Board of Agriculture, on ihe corner of Tennessee and
Market Streets, in Indianapolis, Ind.
It is proposed to make tliis the most
important and interesting meeting of
bee-keepers ever held in the State.
An extensive programme, including
all questions of im|)ortance to beekeepers, is being prepared and will be
soon sent out to bee-keepers throughProminent apiarists
out the State.
from neighboring States have been
invited to assist and presumably

increase the

of the

831

Phenol for curing Foul Brood.

inal.

As there is much interest manifested by Americans on the above
subject, we have published Mr. Cheshire's

tions in

and investigapamphlet form — 32 pages

experiments

and will send it postpaid for
to any address.

K. A. BDK.NKTT. 161 South Water

10 cents

St.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There

is an unsatisfactory demand
honey from manufacturers, while
a fair inquiry for smrtll packages of clover
honey such as dime, J^- lb., l-lb., and 2-lb. jars, from
the retail trade. Prices are low as arrivals exceed
the demand. Extracted honey brings 5'«lic. on
arrival: choice white comb honey is in fair demand and sells best in l-lb. sections. It brings !.'»
(a liic. in the jobbing way.
We have several small
lots of dark combhoney from parties in Illinois,
and offered It as low as lo and u cents per lb,
without finding a buyer. Dealers most certainly
mislead producers by quoting buckwheat and poplar comb honey, if they are not more successful
than we are In disposing of the same.
BEES WAX. -The demand is slow and arrivals
are few. Good yellow brings 2ii((^27c. on arrival.
C. E. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.

for extracted

^° For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

there

for

the

for the

Monthly) for one year, we will present
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
many of them will be in attendance mail postpaid.
during the meeting.
These gatherings are of vast importance, especially
8®° Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta,
to beginners, and all those at all inter"
ested in this important industry Ga., writes thus concerning our Beeshould make it a point to attend this Keepers's Convention Hand-Book:"
meeting.
1 have examined it, and lind it most
Frank L. Dougherty, Sec. superbly gotten up. i'ou have em®" The eighth annual meeting of bodied in it all the gist of the Parliathe Northwestern Illinois and South- mentary Manuals of Jefferson, Cushwestern Wisconsin Bee- Keepers' As- iug and ]Mell. Aside from the inforsociation will be held in Temperance mation it contains,
no bee-keeper
Hall, at Freeport, 111., on Jan. 20 and
can afford to do without it for a mem21, 1885.
orandum book."
Jonathan Stewart, Sec.

^

^

is

SAN EHANC18C0.

HONEY.— There Is a moderate local trade and
large orders are being filled for shipment. Stocks
are on the decrease and the market has a firmer
caution apiarists against using old or
tone.
second- hand cases or tins, as such can never be
hiindled to advantage and cause extra expense
and trouble. Tins in cases should always have a
strong partition between them.
White to extra white comb.yiailuc; dark to good,
4(a8c. Extracted, choice to extra white, 4}'i^4^c.;

We

dark and candied, :i]^<^'J%c.
BKES WA.X.- Wholesale, 2.'i(g 31.1c.

tiTRARN8 & Smith.

428

Front Street.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY — Steady; dpmand and supply botti
small. C^omb, 12(®14c per lb., and strained and ex-

r>tg(rtHc.
The Central Illinois Bee-KeepFor $2.7.5 we will supply the tracted
BEESWAX— Firm at 32®32>ic. for choice.
Association will hold its next
W.T. ANPEKSO.V & Co.. 104 N. 3d Street.
year,
and
Weekly
Bee
Journal
one
annual meeting in Bloomington, 111.,
CLEVELAND.
on the second Wednesday in January, Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in
HONEY.— Honey is in a little better demand at
ISSo, at 9 a. m.
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee a little lower price than our former quotations.
Whilst the market is still full, we are enabled to
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
Journal and the book for $1.75. Or, place extra lots of strictly white one- lb. sections at
about l.^c, with an occasional sale at 16c.: 11.^ and
sections, best white, l4c. dark and se'cond
The Willamette Valley Bee- bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00 2-lb.
quality, rather slow at 12 to I4c.
For extracted
Keepers' Association will hold its with the Monthly, $2.( 0.
there is no demand.
BEESWAX.-28C.
second meeting at La Fayette, OreA. c. Kendel. 11.1 Ontario Street.
gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
f^ We will send sample copies
SAN FRANCISCO.
1885.
All who are interested are inHONE Y— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections.
free to all w'ho wish them, or desire to I3®14c:
vited to attend.
extracted, fi^c.
Geo. W. MEAnE & Co.. 213 Market.
E. J. Hadley, Sec.
Now is the time to
get up Clubs.
F. S. Harding, Pres.
KANSAS CITY.
work for the Cash premiums we offer.
HONKY.— The market Is quiet and unchanged,
large club for the Monthly can be with good demand and liberal receipts. Comb, ^i^ The Union Bee-Keepers' AssoIb. sections, none In the market. They would bring
18c.; 1-lbs., 14(^lHc.: 2lbs., 13(a.l4c. The above figciation of Western Iowa will meet in gotten up in almost every locality.
ures are for choice stock in regularshippingcrates.
Stuart. Iowa, at 10 a. m. on Saturday,
Dark or large combs in rough crates sell slowly at
®°
photographs
of
We can supply
iitoioc. Extracted, California, GfeTc; wh'te cloDec. 27, 1884. All who are interested
7(a8c.: Southern, 5Vfi(a«c.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Baron of ver,
are invited to attend.
BEESWAX.— None in the market.
each.
at
25cts.
Berlepsch,orDzierzon,
CLEMONS, CLOON & CO.
M. E. Darby, Sec.
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ALFRED

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

H;

Dealer in

NEWMAN,

all

CLUBBDJG LIST.

kinds of

SECTIONS. APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
READ

A

THIS.

word of explanation,

infringement suit on the One-Piece Section,
we deem necessary at this time.
923 West Hadison ftreet,
I comineneed suit a^irainst A. I. Root, in
the United States Circuit Court, for the
ILL.
Northern district of Ohio; Stanley Matthews
presiding:. He decided that the patent was
II,I>TJSTKATED
CATALOQUE
void for want of no\'elty. I have talien an
sent FREE upon application.
appeal to the United States Supreme Court
at Washing-ton, which will decide the case,
lie
final.
If it g'oes
and its decision will
against me I will submit, but if decided in Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
my favor, I shall expect aU who have in- and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

CmCACO,

MY

fringed will pay me damages from date of
the patent.
Some unprincipled ]i;irties are advertising
that the Courts have decided that the patent
is void. This is not thi- t-use, as it is before
the United States Supreme Court at WashWhen that
ington, at the present time.
Court gives its opinion it will be tinal, and
until it does, any one infringing will be liable
for damages, if the United States Supreme
Court sustains the patent.

PRICES OF SECTIONS.

s

one

States to manuliieturu

'

FORNCROOK &

l,

HENRV

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

more money than

another column.

F»ATENT:

JOUNDATION
"
Mills ,§T^^
W.e.PELHAM

at anything else

by

taking an aeency for the best sellins book
out.
Beginners succeed grandlv. None
tail. Terms free.
Halt.ett Buok Co.
5lAly
Portland, Maine.

WIN

2 50

4 00.. 3 00

Log Book

3 50.

3 25.

3&

3 10

3 00.. 2 76
2 35.

2 25

2 40.. 2 25
4 50.

^

Honey as Food A Medicine.lOO Copies

4 50.

4 25

2 75.. 2 50

. .

The 6 above-named papers

THOMAS
ass West

25

3 00.. 2 75

andQleaningsinBee-Culture(A.l.Koot) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HIII)
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3

^Ve will send vou a watch or a chain
BY MAIL OK E.XPltESS, C. O. D., to be

2 75

3 50.. 3

4 00.. 3 75

Moore's Universal Assistant
Blessed Bees

Circulars readr.
AIjL,I1:Y,
Weiiliaiii, Itla»s.

Madison

00.

2 76

00.

2 75

50.

2 36

00..

2 75

00.

2 00

650.. 600

G.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chlcnso,

III.

e.\aininedbelure pay ing'any money
and nut satistactory, returned at
i

I"

ourexpense. We manufacture all
our i\;itthes and save vou 30 per
cent.
'atalogu^ of 250 styles free.
Kvery U .itch Warranted. Address

Given'sFoundationPress.

I

la

STANDARD MERICM WATCH
WTTSBLKL.H, PA.

18S4.

Dadant'sFoiindatioiiFactory, wholesale

New Bee Book (cloth)

King's Bee-Keepers' Text Book
County and Township Bights for Sale.
sold thousands of the Traps last season. The Weekly Bee Journal one year

CO.,

Watertown. Wis.. Dec.

SOAStBCtf

Dzierzon's

in the United
unci sell our

49Atf

2 75
2 60

3 50.. 3 25

Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
Langstroth'8 Standard Work
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Alley'sQueen Rearing

Drone and Qjieea Traps.

in.

J.

Apiary Register for 200 colonies

state,

We

3 00

.

Scribner's Lumber and
Fisher's Grain Tables

Enterpi-ising supply dealers will find the
Traps the best pa\'in^ article they can deal

One-lb. Sections in lots of 500 to 4,000 §3.00
o.OOii to Ht.ooO 4.75
Ditto
Ditto
10,0(111 to -J.'). uiH)
4.50
Ditto
Ditto
'2o,WM\ to 5u, (too 4.*J5
Ditto
Ditto
100.000 or more 4.00
Ditto
Ditto
The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length.
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the same quantity.

$2 00..

and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3 25.
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cioth300..
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2T5.

County

in evcr\-

Price of both. Club

The Weekly Bee Journal

WANTED.
oiiie

American Bee Journal

supply the

will

postage prepaid.

HOSEY ANtt BEESWAX,

in regrai'd to the

We

one year, and any of the foMowlnK Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of figures. The
first column Rives the reRular price of both. AU

CO.,

Datlant'sFoundat ion Factory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement

retail.

in

another column.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets.
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply to
C. F.

etc.

MUTH,

CiaiCINSIATI, O.

and 978 Central Ave.,

976

lySend 10c. for Practical Hints to

Bee-Keepers.

PUBLIC SENTIMKNT affirms that the PRESS
SUPEKIOU for mabingComb Foundation either

Frames or for SECTIONS, and insures
BtraiRht and perfect combs, when drawn out by
the bees. Send for Circular and samples.
tn Wiretl

».

8.

GIVEN

db

CO.,

HOOPESTON,

lABtf

ILL.

forworkine people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
youever thought pissible at any business. Capital nut required. Vou can live at home
and work in spare time <>nly. ur all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful. .Wcents
to j-'i easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisOed
paralleled offer
we will send $1 to pay for the trouble nf writing us.

HELP

:

MAYSVILLE,KY.
aVABly

DEALER

in presents Qiven atvay.
Send us 5 cents pnstaee,
and by mail you will pet
free a packaee of goods
of lartje value, that will
start you in work that
will at nnce bring you in monev faster than anything else in America. AU about the f2<i(),iHKi in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of alhages. for all the time,
or spare time only, to w<irk for us at theT own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hat-lett & Co.
5lAly
Portland, Maine.
I

Vandervort Coml) Fdn. Mills,
Send Tor Samples <& Reduceil Priee-Llst.
ABtf J.VANDEKVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

For Bees, Queens.
Honey, Foundation, R\\ es. Sections, and all Apiarian Implements, send for Circular to

lABly Lockbox9y5.

Belleville, St.ClairCc. Ills.

FLAT -BOTTOM

For further information, Bend for Circular.

RICHMOND, Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

7Aly

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
f goo> s which will help you

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers.
Sprout Brook, Mont. cv»,, N, 7,

SEND FOR

IT.

We have

just issued a new four-page circular that ivlll interest an.y bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

44Atf

FOK

right away
than anything else in this
II
world. AII,ofeithersex. succeed from tJrst hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
once address
True & Co., Augusta, Maine.

S.IIjE.— A one-and-a-half horsepower, wrought-iron, tubular BOILER
AND ENGINE, in working order. Delivered ou cars here for $11.*>.00. Address
53A4t J. D. ENAS, Napa, Calll'ornla.

DRAKE & SMITH,

and

I)

PRIZ[.

more money

5lA!y

Manum, Bristol, Vermont,
MANITFACTCKEKS OK

Successors to A. E.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
Hives, Sections, Shipping Crates, &c.
Poplar Seclions a specialty in quality
and accuracy. Send tur Illustrated Cataiucue and
"W^hlte

Price List.

hfgh3ide-wcns.4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free

VAN DEUSEN &

IN'

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieens

SOAll't

COMB FOUNDATION, WOOB
J.

Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free. Immense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once.
Address Stixsox A co,
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
olAiy

CUXS, made

to order, of

any

subject, in Extliaiiiie for Apiarian
SiippIIeK. Kefei-cnce Editor of this paper.
:

Address
5-3Alt

H.

li.

PENFIEI^D,
HUN'NEWELL, MO.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

letail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

Dadaiit'sFoundationF.ictory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

WANT TO EX<'H.\NGE.
Hives

Langstroth-

in flat, cases,

Siinplieity

frames

or White Poplar Sections for Italian
.1. B. MASON,
Bees. Address

MECHANIC FALLS, MAINE.
o-lAlt
THE SOUTH FLORIDA ORANGE GROVE,
*1 a Year. Sample, lOc,

IVES

Silver.

price of Orange Groves and Florida
J. GKOS.-i, Liverpool, Fla.

G"
J Information.

F LORAL NSTRUCTOR
AI*SWOKTH, IOWA.
on
& Garden
Address
A Monthly
I

trial, 4

5i;Aat

Fruit, Flower
months, 10 cents.

Jou'nal,

as above.

^

